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TONAUTB, in petrology, a rock of the diorite class, first

described from Monte Adamello near Tonale in the Eastern

Alps. It may be described as a quartz-diorite containing

biotite and hornblende in nearly equal proportions. The prin-

cipal felspar is plagiodase, but orthodase occurs also, usually

in small amoimt. Those varieties which are rich in orthoclase,

in addition to plagiodase, have been called quartx-monzonites

or adamellitcs, but a better term is grano-diorite, which has

been very generally adopted in America for rocks which are

intermediate in character between the granites and the diorites.

The hornblende of the diorites is green, sometimes with a tinge

of brown; the biotite is always brown and strongly pleochroic.

Often these two minerals are clustered together irregularly or in

parallel growths. They have generally a fairly strong tendency

to idiomorphism, but may sometimes enclose plagiodase fel-

spar in ophiUc manner. Both of them decompose to chlorite,

epidote and carbonates. The plagiodase felspar, which may
form more than one-half of the rock, is andesine or oligoclase;

simple crystals are rare, the majority being complex growths

with centres of felspar rich in lime, while in the external zones the

proportion of soda felspar increases greatly. The inner portions

have often well-defined, but very irregular, boundaries, and are

sometimes sponge-like, with the cavities filled up with a later,

more add deposit. This seems to indicate that growth has

taken place in stages, alternating with periods when the

crystallized felspar was eroded or partly dissolved. The ortho-

dase sometimes forms irregular plates endosing individuals

of plagioclase. Quaru occurs both in irreguUr simple grains

and as micropegmatite. Occasionally pale green pyroxene is

visible in the centre of crysuls of dark green hornblende. The
accessory minerals apatite, magnetite and zircon are always

present, and very common also are orthite in coffee-coloured

zonal prisms practically always endrded by yellow epidote,

and reddish-brown crystals of sphene, simple or twinned.

In external appearance the tonalites are very like the granites

bat usually darker in colour. Tonalite-porphyritet often accom-
pany them, having the same composition out with phenocrystt
of feUpar. quartz, hornblende and biotite in a fine-grained ground-
oiasa. Veins and threads of fine grey rock, mainly composed of

quartz and felspar, often intersect tonalite-masses and have been
called tonalite-aplites. seeing that they bear the same relations to

aplitcs as the aplites do to the granites. They contain more soda-

lime felspar than the normal aplites. Towards their margins
the larger alpine masses of tonalite often assume banded or gneissic

fades, due apparently to movement during intrusion.

In eastern Urol another tonalite occurs at Rieserferner; there
is also a well-known mass of this rock near Traversella. In the south
of Scotland (Galloway district) tonalites accom^ny bomblende-
and biotite-granites, hornblende- and augite-diorites. The newer
granites of the Highlands of Scotland in many places pass into
tonalites. especially near their margins, and similar rocks occur in

Ireland in a few places. Grano-diorites have been described from
California, and rocks of very similar character occur in the Andes,
Paugonia and the lesser Antilles. Tonalites are also said to be
frequent among the igneous rocks of Alaska. (J* ^ ^•)

TONAWANDA, a dty of Erie county. New York, U.S.A.,

about IX m. by rail N. of Buffalo on the Niagara River at the

mouth of Tonawanda Creek (opposite North Tonawanda),
and on the Erie Canal. Pop. (1900), 7421, of whom 1834 were
foreign-bom; (1910 census), 829a Tonawanda is served

by the New York Central & Hudson River and the Erie railways,

and is connected with Buffalo, Niagara Falls and Lockport by
electric lines. The industries depend chiefly on electric power
generated by the Niagara Falls, z z m. distant. There are rolling-

mills, planing-mills, ship-yards, and blast-furnaces, and among
the manufactures are wooden ware, flour and paper. The
surrounding region was the scene of hostilities during the Seven
Years' War, and the War of 1812. The first permanent white

settlement was made about 1809, and Tonawanda was in-

corporated as a village in 1854 and was chartered as a dty in

1903. The name of the dty is an Indian word said to mean
" swift water "

TONBRIDOE [Tunbkidge], a market town in i.he Tanbridge
or south-western parliamentary division of Kedt, EcigLAiid,

29I m. S.S.E. of London by the South Eajstern lie Chaiham
railway. Pop. of urban district (1901), ii,7jA. It is sjtuaied

on rising ground above the river Medway, which u crossed by a
stone bridge erected in 1775. The church of St Feier ind St

Paul, chiefly Decorated and Perpendicular, with ume ponions
of earlier date, was completdy restored in i87g> There are

remains of an andent castle, consisting rhicfly oF a finely pre-

served gateway, of the Eariy Decorated period, Banked by two
round towers. The castle was formerly defended by three

moats, one of them formed by the Med way. Tonbridgc School

was founded by Sir Andrew Judd, lord mayor of London in

the time of Ednrard VI., and was rebuilt in 1B65, remodeUi^d

in 1880, and extended subsequently. Omamentd ariitlca of

inlaid wood, called Tonbridge ware, chk&y sold at Tonbridge
Wells, are largely manufactured. There are guupovidef mills

on the banks of the Medway, and wooL-sUpling, brewing1^
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tanning axe carried on. Thexe is some traffic on the Medway,
which is navigable for barges.

Tonbridge owed its early importance to the castle built by
Richard, earl of Clare, in the reign of Henry L The castle

was besieged by William Rufus, was taken by John in the wars

with the barons, and again by Prince Edward, son of Henry III.

After being in the possession of the earls of Clare and Hert-

ford, and of the earls of Gloucester, it became the property of

the Staffords, and on the attainder of the duke of Bucking-

ham in the reign of Henry VIII. was taken by the Crown. It

was dismantled during the Qvil War. The lords of the castle

had the right of attending the archbishops of Canterbury on
state occasions as chief butlers.

TONDBRlf, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of

Schleswig-Holstein, on the Widane, 8 m. from the North Sea at

Hoyer, opposite the island of Sylt, and 42 m. by rail N.W. from

Flensburg. Pop. (1900), 4244. Tondem was in early days a
seaport, but since the reclamation of the marshes and the dredg-

ing of the Widane navigation has ceased, and vessels load and
unload at Hoyer, with which the place has direct railway com-
munication. The trade consists chiefly in agricultural produce

and cattle, and there is an important horse market.

In the village of Galhus, lying about 4 m. N., were discovered,

in 1639 &n<l >734 respectively, two golden horns of the Scandi-

navian period; these were stolen in 1802 from the Museum of

Northern Antiquities in Copenhagen, where they had been

treasured, and have never been recovered. •

See Kantens. DU Stadl Tondem (Tondem, 1861).

TONB, THIOBALD WOLFE (1763-1798). Irish rebel, the

son of Peter Tone, a Dublin coachmaker, was bom in Dublin

on the aoth of June 2763. His grandfather was a small

farmer in county Kildare, and his mother was the daughter of

a captain in the merchant service. Though entered as a student

at Trinity College, Dublin, Tone gave little attention to study,

his inclination being for a military career; but after eloping

with Matilda Witherington, a giri of sixteen, he took his degree

in X786, and read law in London at the Middle Temple and after-

wards in Dublin, being called to the Irish bar in 1789. Though
Idle, Tone had considerable ability. Chagrined at finding no
notice taken of a wild scheme for founding a military colony

in the South Seas which he had submitted to Pitt, he turned to

Irish politics. An able pamphlet attacking the administration

of the marquess of Buckingham in 1790 brought him to the

notice of the Whig club; and in September 1791 he wrote a
remarkable essay over the signature " A Northern Whig," of

which 10,000 copies are said to have been sold. The principles

of the French Revolution were at this time being eagerly em-
braced in Ireland, especially among the Presbyterians of Ulster,

and two months before the appearance of Tone's essay a great

meeting had been held in Belfast, where republican toasts

had bMn dnink with enthusiasm, and a resolution in favour

of the abolition of religious disqualifications had given the first

sign of political sympathy between the Roman Catholics and
the Protestant dissenters of the north. The essay of " A
Northern Whig " emphasized the growing breach between the

Whig patriots like Flood and Grattan, who aimed at Catholic

emancipation and parliamentary reform without disloyalty

to the connexion with England, and the men who desired to

establish a separate Irish republic. Tone expressed in his

pamphlet unqualified contempt for the constitution which

Grattan had so triumphantly extorted from the English govern-

ment in 1783; and, himself a Protestant, he urged co-operation

between the different religious sects in Ireland as the only

means of obtaining complete redress of Irish grievances.

In October 1791 Tone converted these ideas into practical

policy by founding, in conjunction with Thomas Russell (1767-

X803), Napper Tandy (9.V.) and others, the society of the " United

Irishmen." The original purpose of this society was no more
than the formation of a political union between Roman Catholics

and Protestants, with a view to obtaining a liberal measure of

parliamentary reform; it was only when that object appeared

to be unattainable by constitutional methods that the majority

of the members adopted the more uncompromising opinions which
Wolfe Tone held from the first, and conspired to establish an
Irish republic by armed rebellion. Tone himself admitted
that with him hatred of England had always been '* rather an
instinct than a principle," though until his views should become
more generally accepted in Ireland he was prepared to work
for reform as distinguished from revolution. But he desired

ta root out the popular respect for the names of Charlemont
and Grattan, and to transfer to more violent leaders the conduct
of the national movement. Grattan was a reformer and a
patriot without a tincture of democratic ideas; Wolfe Tone was
a revolutionary whose principles were drawn from the French
Convention. Grattan's political philosophy was allied to that

of Edmund Burke; Tone was a disciple of Danton and Thomas
Paine.

Democratic principles were gaining ground among the Roman
Catholics as well as the Presbyterians. A quarrel between the

moderate and the more advanced sections of.the Roman Catholic

Committee led, in December 1791, to the secession of sixty-eight

of the former, led by Lord Kenmare; and the direction of the
committee then passed to more violent leaders, of whom the
most prominent was John Keogh, a Dublin tradesman. The
active participation of the Roman Catholics in the movement
of the United Irishmen was strengthened by the appointment
of Tone as paid secretary of the Roman Catholic Committee in

the spring of 1792. When the legality of the Roman Catholic

Convention in 1792 was called in question by the government.
Tone drew up for the committee a statement of the case on which
a favourable opinion of counsel was obtained; and a sum of

£1500 with a gold medal was voted to Tone by the Convention
when it dissolved itself in April 1793. Burke and Grattan were
anxious that provision should be made for the education of

Irish Roman Catholic priests at home, to preserve them from
the contagion of Jacobinism in France; Wolfe Tone, " with an
incomparably juster forecast," as Lecky observes, " advocated
the same measure for exactly opposite reasons." He rejoiced

that the breaking up of the French schools by the revolution

had rendered necessary the foundation of Maynooth College,

which he foresaw would draw the sympathies of the clergy into

more democratic chaimels. In 1794 the United Irishmen,

persuaded that their scheme of universal suffrage and equal

electoral districts was not likely to be accepted by any party in

the Irish parliament, began to found their hopes on a French
invasion. An English clergyman named William Jackson, a
man of infamous notoriety who had long lived in France, where
he had imbibed revolutionary opinions, came to Ireland to

nogotiate between the French committee of public safety and
the United Irishmen. For this emissary Tone drew up a
memorandum on the state of Ireland, which he described as

ripe for revolution; the paper was betrayed to the government
by an attorney named Cockayne to whom Jackson had impru-

dently disclosed his mission; and in April 1794 Jackson was
arrested on a charge of treason. Several of the leading United

Irishmen, including Reynolds and Hamilton Rowan, immediately

fled the country; the papers of the United Irishmen were seized;

and for a time the organization was broken up. Tone, who had
not attended meetings of the society since May 1793, remained

in Ireland till after the trial and suicide of Jackson in April

1795. Having friends among the government party, including

members of the Beresford family, he was enabled to make terms

with the government, and in return for information as to what
had passed between Jackson, Rowan and himself he was per-

mitted to emigrate to America, where he arrived in May 1795.

Taking up his residence at Philadelphia, he wrote a few months
later to Thomas Russell expressing unqualified dislike of the

American people, whom he was disappointed to find no more

truly democratic in sentiment and no less attached to order and
authority than the English; he described George Washington

as a " high-flying aristocrat," and he found the aristocracy of

money in America still less to his liking than the European

aristocracy of birth.

Tone did not feel himself bound in honour by his compact
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With the government mt homt to abstain Irom further conspiracy

;

and finding himself at Philadelphia in the congenial company
of Rejmolds, Rowan and Napper Tandy, he undertook a mission

to Paris to persuade the French government to send an expedi-

tion to invade Ireland. In February 1796 he arrived in Paris

and had interviews with De La Croix and L. N. M. Camot, who
were greatly impressed by his energy, sincerity and ability. A
commission was given him as adjutant-general in the French
army, which he hoped might protect him from the penalty of

treason in the event of capture by the English; though he hiinself

daimed the authorship of a proclamation said to have been issued

by the United Irishmen, enjoining that sdl Irishmen taken with

arms in their hands in the British service should be instantly

shot ; and he supported a project for landing a thousand criminals

in En^and, who were to be commissioned to bum Bristol and
commit any other atrodty in their power. He drew up two
memorials representing that the landing of a considerable

French force in Irdand would be followed by a general rising

of the people, and giving a detailed account of the condition of

the country. The French directory, which possessed informa-

tion from Lord Edward Fitxgerald (q.v.) and Arthur O'Connor
confirming Tone, prepared to despatch an expedition under
Hoche. On the X 5th of December 1796 the expedition, consist-

ing of fmty-three sail and carrying about 15,000 men with a
large supply of war material for distribution in Ireland, sailed

from Brest. Tone, who accompanied it as " Adjutant-general

Smith,** had the greatest contempt for the seamanship of the

French sailors, which was amply justified by the disastrous

result of the invasion. Returning to France ^thout having

effected anything, Tone served for some months in the French

army under Hoche; and in June 1797 he took part in prepara-

tions for a Dutch expedition to Irdand, which was to be sup-

ported by the French. But the Dutch fleet- was detained in the

Texel for many weeks by unfavourable weather, and before it

cventuaUy put to sea in October, only to be crushed by Duncan,

in the battle of Camperdown, Tone had returned to Paris; and
Hoche, the chief hope of the United Irishmen, was dead. Bona-
parte, with whom Tone had several interviews about this time,

was much less disposed than Hoche had been to undertake in

earnest an Irish expedition; and when the rebellion broke out

in Ireland in 1798 he had started for Egypt. When, therefore.

Tone urged the directory to send effective assistance to the Irish

rebeb, il that oouM be promised was a number of small raids

to descend simultaneously on different points of the Irish coast.

One of these under Humbert succeeded in landing a force in

KiUala Bay, and gained some success in Connaught before it was
subdued by Lake and Comwallls, Wolfe Tone's brother Matthew
being captured, tried by court-martial, and hanged; a second,

accompanied by Napper Tandy {q.v.)^ came to disaster on the

coast of Donegal; while Wolfe Tone took part in a third, under

Admiral Bompard, with General Hardy in command of a force

of about 3000 men, which encountered an English squadron

near Lough Swilly on the x 2th of October X798. Tone, who was
on board the " Hoche," refused Bompard's offer of escape in a
frigate before the action, and was taken prisoner when the
" Hoche " was forced to surrender. When the prisoners were
landed a fortnight later Sir George Hill recognized Tone in the

French adjutant-general's uniform. At his trial by court-martial

in Dublin, Tone made a manly straightforward speech^ avowing

hb detennined hostility to England and his design " by fair and
open war to procure the separation of the two countries," and
pleading in virtue of his status as a French officer to die by the

musket instead of the rope. He was, however, sentenced to be

hanged on the x 2th of November; but on the xith he cut his

throat with a penknife, and on the X9th of November 1798 he

died of the wound.
Although Wolfe Tone had none of the attributes of greatness,

" be rises," says Lecky, "far above the dreary level of common-
place which Irish conspiracy in general presents. The tawdry

and exaggerated rhetoric; the petty vanity and jealousies; the

weak sentimentalism; the utter incapacity for proportioning

means to ends, and for grasping the stem realities of things.

which so commonly disfigure the lives and conduct even of the

more honest members of his class, were wholly alien to his nature.

His judgment of men and things was keen, ludd and masculine,

and he was alike prompt in decision and brave in action." In
his later years he overcame the drunkexmess that was habitual

to him in youth ; he developed seriousness of character and unsel-

fish devotion to what he believed was the cause of patriotism;

and he won the respect of men of high character and capacity

in France and Holland. His journals, which were written for

his family and intimate friends, give a singularly interesting

and vivid picture of life in Paris in the time of the directory.

They were published after his death by his son, William Theobald
Wolfe Tone (X79X-X828), who was educated by the French
gn%'cmmcnt and Krved with some distinctLOQ in the armies of

N.ipolcon, em{graLlng after Waterloo to America, where he died^

ifi New York City, on the lolh oJ October 1818.
Set! Liff of Theobsid Wolft Ttftu by UmsrlJ, anUinutd by his SOH,

wtik hiJ pottiifal uvilingt, i^lU«l by W. T. VVolfe Tohe (a vols.,

Wa&hingtaD. i8j6}« another cditLoii of whkh is entitled AutO'
hioirapky cj Tfu^fhald Woife lent, edited with introduction by
R. Earr>- O Bricn. fa voli, London, iSqS): R. R. Madden, Lhes of
Ikf United IHikmfn (7 vote.. London* 1^43): Alfred Webb, Cmm-
pendiam t^ Iruh Bic^apky (Dublin, 1S7S); W. E. H. Lecky,
Jiiikiry of irdand i> iht Liihttnik Century, voLg. iiL, iv.. v. (cabinet
erJ., 5 vck, LundQR, 1&92J. (R. J. M.) >

TONGA* or FauNDLV Islands (so call^xl by Captain Cook),

an archipelago in the South Pacific Ocean, about 350 m. S.S.W.

of Samoa and 250 m. E.S.E. of FijL The long chain of islands,

numbering about X50, though with a collective land area of

only 385 sq. m., extends from x8^ 5' to 22* 29' S. and X74* to

176" i</ W., and is broken into three groups, vis. the Tonga to

the south, Hapai (which again is divided into three clusters) in

the centre and Vavau to the north. The largest island is

Tongaubu (the Sacred Tonga, Tasman's Amsterdam) in the

southern group, measuring about 25 by xo m., and X65 sq. m.
in area, which contains the capital, Nukualofa. The vegetation

is rich and beautiful, but the scenery tame, the land seldom rising

above 60 ft.; Eua (Tasman's Middelbtirg), 9 m. south-east and
67 sq. m. in area, is 1078 ft. in extreme hei^t, and much more
picturesque, being diversified by rocks and woods. Vavau,'

in the northern group, is 55 sq. m. in extent and 300 ft. high.

Next to these come the coral islands Nomuka and Lifuka in

the Hapai group; Tofua, 2846 ft.. Late or Lette, x8oo ft. and Kao,
3020 ft. high, which are volcanic and smaller. The numerous
islets of the central group are very fertile. It is along the western

side of the northern half of the chain that the line of volcanic

action is apparent; the islands here (of which some are active

volcanoes) are lofty. To the east the whole chain is bounded
by a profound trough in the ocean bed, which extends south-

westward, east of the Kermadec Islands, towards New Zealand.

The majority of the Tonga Islands, however are level, averaging

40 ft. high, with hills rising to 600 ft.; their sides are generally

steep. The surface is covered with a rich mould unusual in

coral islands, mixed towards the sea with sand, and having a
substratum of red or blue clay. The soil is thus very productive,

although water is scarce and bad. Barrier reefs are rare;

fringing reefs are numerous, except on the east side, which is

nearly free, and there are many small isolated reefs and volcanic

banks among the islands. If the reefs impede navigation they

form some good harbours. The best is on the south-western side

of Vavau; another is on the north of Tongatabu. Earthquakes

are not infrequent. From X845 to 1857 volcanic eruptions were

very violent, and islands once fertile were devasUted and nearly

destroyed. A new island rose from the sea, and was at once

named " Wesley," but disappeared again. In x886 there was
a serious volcanic eruption in the outlying island of Niuafoou,

and at the same time Falcon Reef, normally awash at high water,

discharged sufficient scoriae and pimaice to form a new island

50 ft. high. In 1898 the island had been washed away, but in

1900 H.M.S. " Porpoise " found that a solid core of black rock

had been extruded 6 ft. above high water. All the volcanoes

in the group were then quiescent.

Ceoloty.—Tht line of volcanic action extends along the western side

of the northern half of the chaio. Some of the islands are ^'"^ **
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volcanic rocks alone; foch are Hongu-tonfa and Honsu-hapai. which
appear to be fragments of a single ancient crater, Toiua. Kao, Late.

Metis, Amargua and Falcon Island. The lava is a basic augite-

andesite. Another zmup of islands consists of elevated niasses of

submarine volcanic deposits, upon some of which coral-reef limestone

forms a more or less complete covering: such are Tonuroeia and the

Nomuka group (Mango. Tonua. NomuTca-iki). All the volcanic rocks

of these islands are submarine stratiSed tuRs which are penetrated

here and there by andesite or diabase dikes. The Vavau group
consists entirely of coral limestone, which is occasionally crystalline,

and contains sulactitic caves of great beauty.
Oimatt, Flora, Fauna.—Tht climate is healthy for Europeans,

east trade winds blow, sometimes with great violence, from Apnl
to December. During the rest of the year the winds blow from
west-north-west and north, with rain and occasional destructive

hurricanes. A cyclone which devastated Vavau in April 1900 was the

most destruaive ever recorded in the group, but hurricanes are rare.

The average rainfall for the year is about 80 ins. The vegetation

is similar to that of Fiji, but more definitely Indo-Malayan in

character: it embraces all the plants of the groups to the east with

many that are absent there. Ferns abound, some of them peculiar,

and tree ferns on the higher islands, and all the usual fruit trees

and cultivated plants of the Pacific are found. There are several

kinds of valuable timber trees. The only indigenous land mammalia
are a small rat and a few curious species of bats. The dog and the

pig were no doubt introduced by man. Of birds some 30 kinds

are known, an owl being the only bird of prey; parrots, piseons,

kingfishers, honey-sucken. rails, ducks, and other water birds are

numerous. There are snakes and small lizards, but no frogs or

toads. Of insects there are relatively few kinds; but ants, beetles

and mosquitoes abound. The fishes, of an Indo-Malay type, are

varied and numerous. Turtle and sea-snakes abound, as do moUusca,
of which a few are peculiar, and zoophytes.

InhdntarUs.—Tht population of the archipelago is about

X9,ooo, of whom about 370 are whites or half-castes. The
natives, a branch of the Polynesian race, are the most progressive

and most intellectual in the Pacific Islands, except the

Hawaiians. They have exercised an influence over distant

neighbours, especially in Fiji, quite out of proportion to their

numbers. Their conquests have extended as far as Niu6, or

Savage Island, 300 m. east, and to various other islands to the

north. In Captain Cook's time Potilaho, the principal chief,

considered Samoa to be within his dominions. This pre-

eminence may perhaps be due to an early infusion of Fijian

blood: it has been observed that such crosses are always more

vigorous than the pure races in these islands; and this influence

seems also traceable in the Tongan dialect, and appears to have

been partially transmitted thence to the Samoan. Various

customs, traditions and names of places also point to a former

relation with Fiji. Their prior conversion to Christianity gave

the Tongans material as well as moral advantages over their

neighbours. Crime is infrequent, and morality, always above

the Polynesian average, has improved. The people have strict

notions of etiquette and gradations of rank. In disposition

they are amiable and courteous, but arrogant, lively, inquisitive

and inclined to steal—their attacks in earlier days on Europeans,

when not caused by misunderstandings, being due probably

to their coveting property which to them was of immense value^

They are brave and not unenergetlc, though the soft climate

and the abimdance of food discourage industry. They value

children, and seldom practised infanticide, and cannibalism was

rare. Tbdr women are kindly treated, and only do the lighter

work. Ag^culture, which is well understood, is the chief

industry. They are bold and skilful sailors and fishermen;

other trades, as boat and house building, carving, cooking, net

and mat making, are usually hereditary. Their houses are

slightly built, but the surrounding ground and roads are laid

out with great care and taste.

There were formerly (till the eariy i8th century) two sovereigns;

also the wife of the Tui Tonga was always chosen, whose descendants
through the female line had special honours and privileges, under
the title of lamaka, recalling the vasu of Fiji. The explanation

oif the dual kingship is probably thi»—ihe Tui Tonga were regarded

as the direct dcsoendanu of the original head of the family from

which the people sprang; regazded with reverence, and poaaessing

unlimited power, they came to misuse this and discontent resaltcd.

whereupon, to protect themselves, they appointed an executive
deputy. Eelow these came the Eiki or chiefs, and next to them the
class called Matabule. These were the hecediUry counsellors and
companions of the chiefs, and conveyed to the people the decisions

formed at their assemblies. They also directed the national cere-

monies, and preserved the popular traditions. While, under the
control of Europeans, the Tongans have shown some aptitude for

administration, they fail when left to themselves. They pick up
superficial acquiremenu with astonishing ease, but seem to be
incapable of masteriiq; any subject. They write shorthand, but
speak no English; they have a smattering of higher mathematics,
yet are ignorant of book-keeping. Their government, effective

enough when dealing with natives, breaks down in all departments
concerned with Europeans, and becomes the prey of designing

traders. Their ambition is to rank as a civilized state, and the
flattery lavished on them by their teachers has spoiled them.
There are some ancient stone remains in Tongaubu, burial places

ifeitcka) built with great blocks, and a remarkable monument
connsting of two laige upright blocks morticed to carry a transverse

one, on which was formeriy a circular basin of stone.

Administration and Trade.—In May 1900 the group became a

British protectorate under the native flag, the appointment of

the consul and agent being transferred to the government of

New Zealand. In 1904 the financial and legal administration

was put into the hands «f the British High Commissioner for

the Western Pacific. The native king is assisted by a legislative

assembly consisting, in equal nimibers, of hereditary nobles and
popular (elected) representatives. The wisdom of King George

Tubou in refusing to alienate an acre of land, except upon lease,

has resulted in Tonga having been the last native state in the

Padfic to lose its independence. There is a revenue of about

£31,000 annually derived chiefly from a poll-tax, leases and
customs. The principal exports are copra, bananas, oranges and
fungus, and the annual values of exports and imports are £80,000

and £70,000 respectively on an average, though both fluctuate

considerably. British coin is legal tender (since 2905). There
are five churches in Tonga—the Free Wesleyans, embracing the

great majority of the inhabitants, Wesleyans, Roman Catholics,

and Seventh Day Adventists. These last are few; a still smaller

number of natives are nominally Anglicans.

History.—^In 1616 the vessels of Jacob Lemaire and Wmem
Comelis Schouten reached the island of Niuatobutabu, and had
a hostile encounter with the natives. In 1643 Abel Tasman
arrived at Tongaubu and was more fortunate. The next visit

was that of Samuel Wallis in 1767, followed in 1773 by that of

Captain Cook. In 1777 Cook returned, and stayed seven weeks
among the islands. In 1799 a revolution, having its oripn in

jealousy between two natives of high rank, broke out. Civil

war dragged on for many years—long after the deaths of the

first leaders—but TaufaaJiau, who became king in 1845 under

the name of George Tubou I., proved a strong ruler. In iSaa

a Methodist missionary had arrived in the island, and others

followed. The attempt to introduce a new faith led to renewed
strife, this time between converts and pagans, but Ring George
(who fuUy appreciated the value of intercourse with foreigners)

supported the missionaries, and by 1853 the rebels were subdued.

The missionaries, finding their position secure, presently began
to take action in poh'tical affairs, and persuaded the king to

grant a constitution to the Tongans, who welcomed it with 4
kind of childish enthusiasm, but were far from fitted to receive

it. A triennial parliament, a cabinet, a privy council, and an
elaborate judicial system were established, and the cumbrous
machinery was placed in the hands of a " prime minister,'* a
retired Wesleyan missionary, Mr Shirley Baker. Treaties of

friendship were concluded with Germany, Great Britain, and
the United States of America. Baker Induced the king to break

off his connexion with the Wesleyan body in Sydney, and to set

up a state church. Persecution of members of the old church

followed, and in 1890 the missionary-premier had to be removed
from the group by the high commissioner. He afterwards

returned to initiate a new sect called the " Free Church off

England," which for a time created further divisions among the

people.

King George Tubou died in 1893 at the age of ninety-six, and
was succeeded by his great-grandson under the same title.
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Ifr BbsQ TboBMB (who after B«kcr*i deportation had carried

out reforms which the natives, when left alone, were incapable

oC maintaining) w sent in igoo to conclude the treaty by
which the king placed his kingdom under British protection.

See Captain Cook's KtfjBf and other early narratives; Martin,
Marimt/a uccamtU 9J Ikt Tont^ Idands (Edinbureh, 1827); Vaaon.
P9Mr Yean im Tongatabu (London, 1815); A. Moniort, Les Tonga, ou
AnUpd its Amis (Lyons, 189;!); B. H. Thomson, Thi Dimrnoma
afa, Prima Mvaiatar (London. 1894).

10V0KIV0/ a province of French Indo-China, and piotec-

tofate of France, situated between ao* and 23}* N. and 102* and
10^* £., and bounded N. by the Chinese provinces of Kwang-
Tung, Kwang-Si and Yun-nan, W. by Laos, S. by Annam, and

E. by the Gulf of Tongking. Area, about 46,000 sq. m. The
population is estimated at 6,000,000, including 33,000 Chinese

and about 4000 Europeans. Geographically, Tongking com-

prises three regions: (i) the delu of the Song-Koi (Red river),

which, beginning at Son-Tay and coalndng with the delta of

the Tliai-Binh, widens out into the low-lying and fertile plain

within which are situated the principal dties. (2) Two moun-
tainous tracts, to the north and west of the delta, running

approximately from north-west to south-east, one separating

the basins of the Song-Koi and the Canton rivei, the other those

of the Song-Koi and the Mekong. (3) A region of plateaus

and low hills forming a transition between the delta and the

mountains. The main geographical feature in the country is

the Song-Koi, which, taking its rise near Tali Fu, in Yun-nan,

enters Tongking at Lao-Kay (the Lao boundary), and flows

thenc^ in a sonth-easteriy direction to the Gulf of Tongking.

It was this river which mainly, in the first instance, attracted the

French to Tongking, as it was believed by the explorers that,

forming the shortest route by water to the' rich province of

Yon-nan, it would prove also to be the most convenient and
expeditions means of transporting the tin, copper, silver and
9old which are known to abound there. This belief, however,

has proved fallacious. The upper course of the stream is

constantly impeded by rapids, the lowest being about thirty

miles above Hung-Hoa. Beyond Lao-Kay navigation is

impracticable during the dry season, and at all other times of

the year goods have to be there transferred into light junks.

B^ow Lao-Kay larger junks, and in the summer months steam

launches of shallow draught use the river. Within the limits

of Yun-nan the navigation is still more difficult Near Son-Tay

the Song-Koi receives the waters of the Song-Bo (Black

river) and the Song-Ka ((Hear river), parallel affluenU

rising in Yun-nan, and from that point divides into a network of

waterways which empty themselves by countless outlets into

the sea. The Song-Cau rises in north-eastern Tongking and
below the town of Sept Pagodes, where it is joined by the Song-

Thuong to form the Thai-Binh, divides into numerous branches,

communicating with the Song-Koi by the Canal dcs Rapides

and the Canal des Bambous.
The coast line of Tongking from Mon-Kay on the (Chinese

ftontier to Thanh-Hoa, near that of Annam, has a length of

375 m. From Mon-Kay as far as the estuary of the Song-Koi it

ia broken, rugged and fringed with islands and rocky islets. The
bay of Tien-Hien, to the south of which lies the bland of Ke-Bao,

and the picturesque bay of Along, are the chief indentations.

Beyond the island of (^c-Ba, south of the Bay of Along, the coast

is low, flat and marshy, and tends to advance as the alluvial

deposits of the delta accumulate.

The dioute of Tongking is leas trying to Europeans than that
of the rest of French fndo-China. During June, July and August,
the temperature ran^ between 82* and 100* F., but from October
to May the weather is cooL The country is subject to typhoons in

Auptst and September.
In the wooded regions of the roountuns the tiger, elephant

and panther are found, and wQd buffalo, deer and monkeys are
ooaunoo. The ddta is the home of ducks and many other varieties

of aqaatic birds. Tea. cardamom, and mulberry grow wild, and
ia enicxal the flora approxiniate to that of southern China.
The Annamese (see Anmam). who form the bulk of the population

of To(^{kii^, are of a aomewnat better physique than those of the

* See also bcoo-CiUNA, Fbench, and Amnam.

rest of liido-Chlna. Savage tribes inhabit the northern distrkrts—
the Muongs the mountains bordering the Black river, the Thds the
regions bordering the Clear river and the Thai-Binh. The Muongs
are bigger and stronger than the Annamese. They have square
fordieads, large faces and prominent cheek-bones, and their eyes are
often almost straight.

Rice, which in some places furnishes two crops annually, is inoom-
paraUy the most imnxtant product of the delta. Elsewhere there
are plantations of coffee, tobacco, ramie, paper-tree {Dapkna adora),

cotton, jute, auear-cane, pepper and multieny. The cukivation
of silkworms is 01 growing tmportanoe.

(k>ld, copper, tin, lead and other metab are found in the higher
regions of Tongking, but only gold and tin are exfrioited, and these
oiuy to a very limited extent. There is a larae output of coal of
inferior quality from Hon-Gay on the bay of Along and there are
ooal-workings on the island of Ke-Bao.

Hanoi, Hai-phong and Nam-Dinh carry on cotton-spinning, and
Hanoi and Nam-Dinh are well known for the manufacture of carved
and inlaid furniture. The natives are skilful at enamelling and the
chasing and ornamentation of gold and other metals. The manu-
facture of paper from the fibrous bark of the paper-tree is a wide-
spread industry and there are numerous distilkaries of rice-spirit.

The imports of Tonsking, which in 1905 reached a value of

£3.501422, comprise railway material, cereals, flour, liquors, woven
goods, petroleum, glassware, paper, orepared skins, ckxks and
watches, arms and ammunition, Ac. Exports (valued at £1.393.674
in 1905) comprise rice, rubber, manila hemp, ramie, lacquer and
badian mis, raw skins, silk-waste, coal, Chinese drugs, rattan, mats,
gamboge.
The tranrit trade via Toi^ldn^ betw>ecn Hong-Kong and the

province of Yun-nan in southern China b of considerable importance,
reaching in 190c a value of £1,146,000. This trade is entirely in
the hands of Chinese houses, the tin of the Yun-nan mines and
cotton yams from Hon^-Kong constituting its most important
elements. Goods in transit enjoy a rebate oT 80% of the customs
duties. Goods are carried on the Song-Koi to Lao-Kay or Man-Hao,
thence on mules. The waterways ol the delta are lined with em-
bankments, the causeways ak)ng which form the chief means of hind
communication of the region. (For railways, see Inoo-Chika,
FaENCH.)
The protectorate of Tongking approaches nearer to direct admin-

istratbn than that ot Annam. where the conditions of the protector-
ate are more closely observed. Till 1897 the emperor of Annam
was represented in Tongking by a viceroy {kinhAuoc), but now the
native officials are appomted by and are directly under the control
of the reaident-supervM-. who resides at Hanoi, preades over the pro-
tectorate council, and is the chief territorial representative 01 France.
Tongking is divided into nineteen provinces, in each of which
there is a rendent or a vice-resident, and four military territories,

the latter administered by commandants. In each province there
is a council of native " notables." elected by natives and occupied
with the discussion of the provincial budget and public workSi
There is also a deliberative council of natives (instituted 1907) for

the whole of Tongking. The provincial administration, local

government and educational system are analogous to those of Annam
(9.S.)* Two chamben of the court of appeal of Indo-CThina and a
criminal court sit at Hanoi; there are tribunals of first instance and
tribunals of commerce at Hanoi and Hai-Phong. When both
parties to a suit are Annamese, it comes within the jurisdiction of
the An-Sat or native judge of the province.
The following is a summary of the budgeu of 1899 and 1904;

—
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and the repotted wealth of the countiy added the powerful

motive of adf-intezest to the yeamings of patriotism. Already

Jean Dupuis, a trader who in the pursuit of his calling had
penetrated into Yun-nan, was attempting to negotiate for the

passage up the Song-Koi of himself aild a cargoof military stores

for the Chinese authorities in Yun-nan. Meanwhile Captain

Senes appeared from Saigon, having received instructions to

open the route to French commerce. But to neither the trader

nor the naval officer would the Tongkingcse lend a favourable

ear, and in default of official permission Dupuis determined to

force his way up the river. This he succeeded in doing, but
arrived too late, for he found the Taiping rebellion crushed and
the stores no longer wanted.

On the return of Dupuis to Hanoi, the Tongkingcse general

at that place wrote to the king of Annam, begging him to induce

the governor of Cochin-China to remove the intruder. An order

was thereupon issued calling upon Dupuis to leave the country.

This he declined to do, and, after some negotiations, Francis

Gamier with a detachment was sent to Hanoi to do the best

he could in the difficult circumstances. Gamier threw himself

heart and soul into Dupuis'i projects,and,when the Tongkin|p»e
authorities refused to treat with him except on the subject of

Dupuis's expulaon, he attacked the dtadel in November, r873,

and carried it by assault. Having thus secured his position,

he sent to Saigon for reinforcements, and meanwhile sent small

detachments against the five other important fortresses in the

delta (Hung-yen, Phu-Ly, Hai-Duong, Ninh-Binh and Nam-
Dinh), and captured them all. The Tongkingcse now called in

the help of Lu-Vinh-Phuoc, the leader of the " Black Flags," »

who at once marched with a large force to the scene of action.

Within a few days he recaptured several villages near Hanoi,

and so threatening did his attitude appear that Gamier, who had
hurried back after capturing Nam-Dinh, made a sortie from the

dtadel. The movement proved a disastrous one, and resulted

in the death of Gamier and of his second in conmiand, Bain/
d'Avricourt.

Meanwhile the news of Gan&ier's hostilities had alarmed the
governor of Saigon, who, having no desire to be plunged into a
war, sent Philastre, an inspector of native affairs, to offer

apologies to the king of Annam. When, however, on arriving

in Tongking Philastre heard of Gamier's death, he took command
of the French forces, and at once ordered the evacuation of

Nam-Dinh, Ninh-Binh and Hai-Duong—a measure . which,

however advantageous it may have been to the French at the

moment, was most disastrous to the native Christian population,

the withdrawal of the French being the signal for a general

massacre of the convert*. In pursuance of the same policy

Philastre made a convention with the authorities (March, 1874)
by which he bound his countrymen to withdraw from the occu-
pation of the country, retaining only the right to trade on the

Song-Koi and at Hanoi and Hai-Phong, and agreed to put an
end to Dupuis's aggressive action.

For a time affairs remained in statu quo, but in 1882 Le Myre
deVillers, thegovernorof Cochin-China, sent Henri Riviere with
a small force to open up the route to Yun-nan by the Song-Koi.
With a curious similarity the events of Gamier s campaign were
r.peated. Finding the authorities intractable, Rivi&e stormed
and carried the dtadd of Hanoi, and then, with very slight loss,

he captured Nam-Dinh, Hai-Duong, and other towns in the delta.

And once again these victories brought the Black Flags into

the ndgfabourhood of HanoL As Gamier had done, so Rivi^
hurried back from Nam-Dinh on news of the threatened danger.
Like Gamier also he headed a sortie against his enemies, and like

Gamier he fell a victim to his own impetuosity (May, 2883).
In the meantime the Annamese court had beoi seeking to

enlist the hdp of the Chinese in their contest with the French.
The tie which bound the tribuUry nation to the sovereign state

had been for many generations slackened or drawn doser as
circumstances .determined, but. it had never been entirely

dissevered, and from the Annamese point of view this was one

^ ^ Bands of Chinese lebeU who infested the mountainous region of
Tongking.

of the occasions when it was of paramount importance that Et

should be acknowledged and acted upon. With much more
than usual regularity, therefore, the king despatched presenu
and letters to the court of Peking, and in x88o he sent a special

embassy, loaded with unusually costlv offerings, and bearing a
letter in which his position of a tributary was emphatically

asserted. Far from ignoring the responsibility thrust upon him,
the emperor of China ordered the publication of the letter in the
Peking GaseUe.

The death of Rivi^ and the defeat of his troops had placed

the French in a position of extreme difficulty. M. Jules Ferry,

who had become premier of France in February 1883, determined
on a vigorous forward policy. But for the moment the outlying

garrisons, except those of Nam-Dinh and Hai-Phong, had to

be withdrawn and Hanoi itself was besieged by the Black Flags.

Reinforcements brought by Admiral Courbet and General Bouet
were insuffident to do more than keep them at bay. So con-

tinued was the pressure on the garrison that Bouet determined

to make an adyance upon Son-Tay to relieve the blockade. He
attackedVong, a fortified village, but he met with such resistance

that, after suffering considerable loss, he was obliged to retreat

to Hanoi. In the bwer delta fortune sided with the French,

and almost without a casualty Hai-Duong and Phu-Binh fell

into their hands. Meanwhile, in order to put more effective

pressure upon the court of Hu£, Dr Harmand, commissary-
general, supported by Courbet, proceeded with a naval force to

the Hu£ river. They found that, though King Tu Due was dead,

his policy of resistance was maintained, and therefore stormed
the dty. After a feeble defence it was taken, and Harmand
conduded a treaty with the king (August 1883) in which the

French protectorate was fully recognized, the king further

binding himself to recall the Annamese troops serving in Tong-
king, and to constmct a road from Saigon to HanoL
Though this treaty was exacted from Annam under pressure,

the French lost no time in carrying out that part of it which
gave them the authority to protect Tong^dng, and Bouet again

advanced in the direction of Son-Tay. But again the resistance

he met with compelled him to retreat, after capturing the fortified

post of Palan. Meanwhile, on the determination to attack

Son-Tay becoming known in Paris, the Chinese ambassador
wamed the ministry that, since Chinese troops formed part of

the garrison, he should consider it as tantamount to a declaration

of war. But his protest met with no consideration. On the

arrival of reinforcements an advance was again made; and on the

i6th of December 1883, after some desperate fighting, Son-Tay
feU.

During 1884 the French made themsdves masters of the lower

ddta. Throughout the campaign Chinese regulars fought

against the French, who thus fotmd themsdves involved in war
with China. While hostilities were in progress M. Foumier, the

French consul at Tientsin, had been negotiating for peace, so

far as China was concemed,. with Li Hung-chang, and in May
X884 had signed and sealed a memorandum by which the

Chinese {denipotentiary agreed that the Chinese troops should

evacuate the northern provinces of Tongking " immidiatemcnt"

In the following month another treaty, signed at Hu£, confirmed

the French protectorate over Annam and Tongking. It was
not, however, followed by a cessation of military operations.

A misunderstanding arose between the French and the Chinese

as to the exact date for the evacuation of their posU by the

Chinese, and in June General Millot, then commander-in-chief of

the French forces, dispatched Colonel Dugenne at the head of

a strong force to occupy Lang-Son. The expedirion was badly

arranged; the baggage train was far too unwieldy; and the pace

at which the men were made to march was too quick for that

scorching time of the year. They advanced, however, to Bac-Le,

withm 25 m. of Lang-Son, when they suddenly came upon a

Chinese camp. An irregular engagement began, and, in the

pitched battle which ensued, the Chinese broke the French lines,

and drove them away in headlong flight. This brought the

military operations for the season to a close.

During the rainy season fevers of all kinds became alarmingly
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pKViIent, and the number of deaths and of men invalided

was very Urgt, In the meantime, however, an expedition, led

by Colonel Donnier, against the Clunese garriton at Chu, about

ID m. sooth-east from Lang-kep, was completely successful;

and.in a battle fought near Chu the Chinese were defeated, with

a loss of 3000 killed, the French loss being only ao killed and 90
wounded. In the skirmishes which followed the French were
generally victorious, but not to such a degree as to wanant any
cnlargemoit of the campaign.

In January 2885 lazge reinforcements arrived and Bri^
de risle, who had succeeded Millot as commander-in-chief,

ordered an advance towards Lang-Son. The difficulties of

transport greatly impeded his movements, still the expedition

was successful On the 6th of Februaxy three forts at Dong-
Song, with laige supphes of stores and anununition, fell into the

hands of the French. Three days' heavy fighting made them
masters of a defile on the road, and on the i$ih Lang-Son was
taken, the garrison having evacuated the town just before the

entrance of the oonqueroxs. With his usual energy General

N^grier, who commanded a division under Briire de I'lsle,

pressed on in pursuit to Ki-Hea, and even captured the frontier

town of Cua-Ai. But Bridre de ITsIe had now to hurry back
to the relief of Tuyen-Kwan, which was doggedly resisting the

attacks of an overwhelming Chinese force, and N^er was left

in comrriand at Lang-Son. The withdrawal of Bridre de Tlsle's

divisaoo gave the Chinese greater confidence, and, though for a
time N^^ier was able to hold his own, on the 22nd and sjrd of

Mardi he sustained a severe check between Lsng-Son and
That-Ke, which was finally converted into a complete rout,

hs troops being obliged to retreat predpitately through Lang-
SoD to Than-Moi aiKl Dong-Song. Bri^re de lisle reached

Toyen-Kwan, the garrison of which was commanded by Colonel

Domini, on the 3rd of March, and effected its relief. The
disaster at Lang-Son caused the downfall of the Ferry ministry

(Mardi 30). Shortly afterwards Sir Robert Hart succeeded

in negotiating peace with China. By the terms agreed on at

Tientsin Qune, 1885), it was stipulated that France was to Uke
Tongking and Annam under its protection and to evacuate

Formosa and the Pescadores. (For further history, see Imoo-
Chdia.)
See J. DuDois, Ls Tpnt-kin a VintervaUion fran^ise (Paris,

1898): C. B. Nonnan, TinUtin or France in Ike Far East (London,
•*'4}: Prince Henri d'OrMana, AtOour du Tonkin (Paris, 1896)*

Ferry. La Tonkin a la mhe-patria (Paris, 1890) ; J. Chaifley,
Panl Bert an Tonkin (Paris. 1887); E. Lunet de Lajonqui^,
Etknograpkie dn Tonkin Septentrional (Paris, 1906); A. Gaisman,
VCEuore de la France an Tonkin (Paris, 1906) ; alco the bibliography
under Imdo-Chxita, FaiwcH.

10KBS (O. Eng. tangty M. Eng. tange, cf. Do. Afn;, Ger. Zange,

from base iangt to bite, cf. Or. i&taw), a gripping and lifting

instrument, of which there are many forms adapted to their

specific use. Some are merely large pincers or nippers, but the

greatest number fall into three classes: the first, as in the com-
mon fire-tongs, used for picking up pieces of coal and placing

them on a fire, which have long arms terminating in small flat

circular grippers and are pivoted close to the handle; the second,

as in the sugar-tongs, asparagus tongs, and the like, consisting

of a single band of metal bent jound or of two bands joined at

the head by a q>ring, and third, such as the bUcksmith's tongs

or the cnidble-tongs, in which the pivot or joint is placed close

to the gripping ends. A special form of tongs is that known as

the " laay-tongs," consisting of a pair of grippers at the end of a

aeries of levers pivoted together like scissors, the whole being

closed or extended by the movement of the handles communi-
cated to the first set of levers and thence to the grippers, the

whole forming an extensible pair of tongs for gripping and lifting

things at a distance.

TOVOUB (O. Eng. hmge), in anatomy, a movable organ

situated in the floor of the mouth, and serving for the sensation

of taste besides helping, in the mastication of food, in articulate

speech, and in feeling the exact positk>n of any structure

within the mouth.

The tongue is divided uto a main part or body, a base which

looks backward toward the pharynx, a domim or upper surface,'

a root by which it is attached to the hyoid bone and floor of the

mouth, a tip which is free and an inferior free surface in contact

with the front part of the floor of the mouth and with the lower
indsor teeth. Owing to the large amount of muscle in its com-
position the shape of the tongue varies considerably from time
to time. The dorsum of the tongue is covered by stratified

squamous epithelium, and, when at rest, is convex both antero-

posteriorly and transversely; it is thickly studded with papiUae,

of which four kinds are recognized.

Filiform papHlaa are minute conical projections covering the
whole of the dorsum, by which term the true upper surface is

meant, as wdl as the tip and borders of the tongue. They are very
numerous and contain a short core of •ubepitbelial mucous mem-
brane covered by a thick coating of epithdul oelb, which coating
may divide at iu tip into a number of thread-like processes.

Fungiform papillae are less numerous than the last, and somewhat
resemble

•'• -
• ...

taste buds.
button mushrooms"; they generally contain spedal

CireumvaUate fapiUae are usually from seven to ten in number
and are arranged in the form of a V, the apex of which pmnts down
the throat. They lie <)uite at the back of the upper surface of the
tongue and each consists of a little flat central mound surrounded
by a deep moat, the outer wall of which is slightly raised above the
surface, and it is to this that the papilUe owe their name. Both
aides of the moat have taste buds embedded in them, while into the
bottom small serous glands open.

Foliate ^fillae are only vestigial in man and consist of a series
of vertical ridges occupying a small oval area on each side of the
tongue near iu base and just in front of the attadunent of the
anterior pilUirs of the fauces. (See Phaxynx.)
The Dosterior surface or base Of thetongue formspart oftheanterior

wall <M the pharynx and has a quite diserent appearance to that of
the dorsum. On it are found numerous circular or oval etevations
of the mucous membrane caused by lymphoid tissue (lymp^id
follicles), on thejMimmit of the most 01 whk:h is a mucous cnrpt

suilaceThe division between the superior or oral l

of the tongue and the posterior or pharyngeal is sharply marked by
a V-sha(>^ shalk>w groove called the nuau terminalu which lies

just behind and parallel to the V-shaped row of drcumvalUite
papillae. At the apex of this V is a sinall blind pit, the foramen
caecnm.
At the k>wer part of the pharyngeal surface three folds of mucous

membrane, called gfosso-e^gfoUtc folds, run backward; the middle
the centre of toe front of tftot r the epiglottis, while the two

lateral ones, in modem anatomy often called pharyngo-epiglottic
folds, pass backward and outward to the fossa 01 the tonsU.
On tne inferior free surface of the tongwe, that is to say, the surface

whiclrls seen when the mouth is looked into and the tongue turned
up, there is a median fold of mucous membrane called the fraennm
linguae, which is attached bek>w to the floor of the mouth. On each
side of this the blue outlines of the ranine veins are seen, while close
to these a little fold on each side, known as a plica fimbnata, is often
found. It must not, however, be confused' with the plica sublin-
gualis described m the article Mouth and Salivaxy Glands.
The substance of the ton^e is composed almost entirely of striped

muscle fibres which run m different directions. Some of these
bundles, such as the superficial, deep, transverse and oUigue linguaUs
are confined to the tongue and are spoken of as intrinsic muscles.
Other muscles, such as the hyo-glossus, stylo-glossus, Ac. come
from elsewhere and are extrinsic; these are noticed under the head
of MuscuLAX SvsTBM. The arteries of the tongue are derived
from the lin^l. a branch of the external carotid 7see AxTBftiBs),
while the vems from the tongue return the blood, oy one or more
veins on each side, into the internal jugular vein (see vbins).
The nerves to the tongue are the (i) lingual or gustatory, a branch

of the fifth (see Nbxvbs: Cranial) which supplies the anterior two-
thirds with ordinary sensation and also, by means of the chorda
tymphani which is bound up with it, with taste sensation: (3)
the glossopharyngeal which supplies the drcumvallate papiUae
and posterior third of the tongue with taste and ordinary sensation;

(3) a few twigs of the superior laryngeal branch of the vasus to the
pharyngeal surface of the tongue; and (4) the hypoglossal which b
the motor nerve to the muscles.

Embryolcgf,

The mucous membrane covering the second and third visceral
arches fuses to form the furcuU (see REsnRATOXT Systbm). Just
in front of this a rounded eminence appears at an early date in
the ventral wall of the phaiynx to form the tuberculum impar
which is separated from the turcula by the depression known as
the sinus arcuatus. This tuberculum impar gradually grows to
form the central part^ of the tongue m front of the foramen
caecum, while the anterior part of the orxan is derived from two
lateral swellings which appear in the floor <n the mouth and surround
the tuberculum impar antero-laterally. The posterior third, or
pharyngeal part, is developed from the anterior part of the furcula
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in the middle line, that is to aayrrom the thifdviacenltrch. The
sinus arcuatus becomes gradually shallower as these two pan - of
the tonsue grow together and eventually is indicated by tJii^' itacus

lerminatis; in the raid line, however, the isthmus of the Ur, loid

grows down from it, forming the tkyro-ilossal duct the re of
which are seen in the foramen .caecum (lee Ductless C- ts).

ft will be seen that the tongue is developed in connexion . the
first, second and third visceral arches, and it w thereforr v^ be
expected that the fifth, seventh and ninth nerves which '^tir^plv

those arches would hel^ to supirfy it, but the vagus from tbc i-^'^irth

arch reaches it in addition, while the fact that most of the iL^^iilar
substance of the tongue is supplied by the hypoglossal nerve is

explained on the theory that some of the cervical s£eletal muscula-
ture has grown cephalad into the tongue and has carried its nerve
with it.

Comparalue Anatomy.

The tonsue b present in fishes but it b an immovable swelling in

the floor oi the mouth and b practically devoid of muscles. In the
hag {Mysin*) among the Cyciostomata, and pike (£i«x) among the

TnitrtM) iufuUr Win
] »L^rnAt urot id ulcry

Suptrl
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Horizontal Section through Mouth and Pharyiu at the Level of the Tondls.

Teleostd. teeth are developed on the tongue. In the Amphibia
the t^Ued forms (Urodela) usually have tongues like fishes, though in

the genus Spelerpes the organ is very free and can be protruded for

a great distance. In the majority of the Anura the tongue b usually
attached close to the front of tte floor of the mouth so that it can
be flapped forward with great rapidity. There ate, however, two
closely allied families of Irogs (Xenopodidae and Pipidae) which
form the order of Aglossa, beotuse in them the tongue is suppressed.

In the reptiles the tongue b generally vei^ movable, thoush
this b not the case in the CrocodiUa and many oi the Chelonia. The
forked tongues of snakes and many lizards and the highly specialized
telescopic tongue of the chameleon are famiUar objects.

In birds the tongue b usually covered with homy epithelium
and b poorly supplied with muscles. When it is very protrusible,
as ia the .woodpecker, the movement b due to the hyoid, with the
kMse Of the tongue attached, movins forward.

In the Mammalb the ton^e is always movable by means off well-

developed extrinsic and intnnsic muscles, while papillae and glands
are numerous. The filiform papillae reach their maximum in the
feline family of the Camivora where they convert the tongue into

a rasp by which bones can be licked clean of all flesh attached to
them.

Foliate papOlae are best seen in the rodents, and when tbey are

well developed the drcumvallate pafnllae are few, often only one
on each side.

In the lemurs an under tongue or sub liniua is found, which b
probably represented by the plicat fimbriatat under the human
touKue, and by some morphologbts b regarded as the homologue
of the whole tongue of the lower vertebrates, the greater part of
the mammalian tongue being then looked upon as a new formation.
For further details and literature lee R. Wicdersheim's Compara-

tive Anatomy of Vertebrates, translated by W. N. Parker (London,
1907); C. Gc^nbaur, VertUick, Anat. dor Wtrbeltkure (Leipzig,

1001); A. Oppel, Lekrb. vertfeick. mikroskop. Anat. der Wtrbeltkieret
Teil 3 (Jena. 1900); Parker and HasweU. Text Book of Zoolory
(London. 1897}. (F. G. P.)

Suriery of Ike Tongue,

During infancy it b sometimes noticed that the little band off

membrane {fraenum) which binds the under part of the tongue
to the middle line of the floor of the mouth b unusually diort. The
condition will probably right itself as the front part of the tongue
takes on its natural growth. In some children the tongue is so

large that it hangs out of the mouth,
scratching itself upon the teeth. Thb
condition b likely to be associated
with weak intellect.

AaUe inflammation of Ike tongue
mav be caused by the sting of a wasp
or by the entrance of septic germs
through a wound, and the troublemay
end in an abscess.

Ckronic inflammation of Ike tongue
may be caused by syphilb, by the
irriution of decayed teeth or of a
badly-fitting plate of artificial teeth,
or by excessive smoking. The con-
dition is one of danger in that it may
lead eventually to the tongue beam-
ing the seat of cancer. The treatment
demands the removal of every source
of irriution. The teeth must be made
sound and smooth and must be kept
so. Smoking must be absolutely and
entirely given up. and salt, mustard,
pickles, spirits, aerated waters, and
everything else which b likely to be a
cause of irriution must be avoided.

Cancer of tke tongue is the result of
chronic imution which produces an
excessive growth of the scaly covering
of the tongue and causes an invasion
of the deeper i>arts of the tongue by
the scales. It is more often found in
men than women 4nd is usually asso-
dated with a hard swelling at one side
of the tongue—perhaps near a jagged
tooth or at the spot where the eno of
the pipe-stem approaches the tongue.
The nerves of the toneue being caught
and compressed in the growth, pain
b consunt and severe, and the move-
ments during mastication cause great
dbtress. Tlie swelling gradually in-

creases in size and, spreading to the
floor of the mouth, hinders the free
movements of the tonjnie> In due
course it breaks down in the middle
and a hard-walled ulcer appears. All
thb time the small scales of the cancer

are finding their way along the lymph-channels and causing a
secondary enlargement in the glands just below the jaw and along
the side of the neck. Enlargement 01 the cervical glands b a very
serious complication of cancer of jthe tongue.
The only treatment for cancer of the tongue which b at present

known in surgery b the earl]^ removal by operation. It not seldom
happens that because there u a ceruincamount of doubt as to the
exact nature of the growth in the early weeks delay in operating
is reasonably permitted, but during this time there is the risk 01
the ceUs of the disease tindinK their way to the lymphatic system.
Still, inasmuch as there may be great difficulty in determining the
diagnosb from tertiary syphilitic disease, a course of treatment by
iodide of potasnum may well be recommended. Syphilb b often
the precursor of lingual cancer, and it b impossible to say exactly
when the syphilitic lesion becomes malignant. In the case of- a
cancerous tumour of the tongue being so 6tep\y or so widely atuched
that its Temoval cannot be recommended, relief may be afforded by
the extraction of most, or all of the teeth, by limitinc the food to the
most simple and unirritating kinds, and 'possibly by dividing the
great sensory nerves of the tongue.
Cancer of the tongue is now operated on in advanced cases such as in

former years would not have been dealt with by a radical operation.
An incisioa b made beneath the jaw and through the floor of th«
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mouth, by wfakfa the tongue is dmvn out and rendered tmnty

B^^;,^^^^ the aneries being leisurely secured as the tissues are cut

acHMs. The upper part of the gullet is plugsed by a sponge so that

no bkxx! can enter the lungs, and unimpeded respiration is provided

for by the preliminary introduction of a tube into the windpipe.

TOHGUK GIFT OP, or Glossolaua (iXuaffo, tongae,

XoXht, speak), a faculty of abnonnal and inarticulate vocal

nttennce, under stress of religious excitement, which was

widely developed in the early Christian circles, and has its

parallHs in other lelipons. In the New Testament such

experiences are recorded in Caesarea (AcU x. 44)* *^ Corinth

(Acts xix- 6; i Cor. xiL, xiv.). Thessafonica (i Thess. v. 19),

Ephesus (£ph. v. x8). and universally (Mark xvi. 17). From
the epistles of Paul, who thanked God that he spake with tongues

more than all or any of his Corinthian converts, we can gather a

just idea of how he regatded this gift and of what it really was.

Firstly, then, it was a grace (ckaritma) of the spirit, yet not

of the bcdy or pure spirit only, but of evil spiriU also who on

occasions had been known to take possession of the larynx of a

saint and exclaim, "Jesus b Anathema." As no one could

curse Jesus except under the influence of a devilish afflatus, so

none could say ** Jesus is Lord " except he was inspired by the

Holy Spirit. But, secondly, the pneumatic utterances techni-

cally known as speaking with tongues failed to reach this level

of intelligibility; for Paul compares " a tongue " to a material

object which should iperely make a noise, to a pipe or harp

twanged or blown at random without tune ov time, to a trumpet

blaring idly and not according to a code of signal notes. Unless,

therefore, he that has the |^t of tongues also possess the gift

of interpreting his exclamations, or unless some one present can

do 90 for him, he had not better exerdse it in church. He is

a barbarian to others and they (o him, since they -cannot under-

stand what is spoken by him. Paul discriminates between the

Spirit which during these paroxysms both ulks and prays to God
and the mmm or understanding which informs a believer's psalm,

teaching, revelation or prophesy, and renders them intelligible,

edifying and profitable to the assembly. Accordingly Paul

lays down rules which he regarded as embodying the Lord's

oommandiDent. A man " that speaketh in a tongue speaketh

not onto men, but unto (jod; for no man understandeth;" and

therefore it is expedient that he keep this gift for his private

chamber and there pour out the mysteries. In church it is best

that he should confine himself to prophesying, for that brings

to others "edification and comfort and consolation." If,

however, tongues must be heard in the public assembly, then let

not more than three of the saints exhibit the gift, and they only

in* succession. Nor let them exhibit it at all, unless there is

some one present who can interpret the tongues and tell the

rorrtipg what it all means. If the whole congregation be

talking with tongues all at once, and an unbeliever or one with

no experience of pneumatic gifts come in, what will he think,

asks Paul. Surely that ** you are mad " So at Pentecost on

the occasion of the first outpouring of the Spirit the saints were

by the bystanders accused of being drunk (Acts H. 15). In

the church meeting, says Paul, " I had rather speak five words

with my understanding, that I might instruct others also, than

ten thousand words in a tongue."

Tbe writer of Acts ii., anxious to prove that Providence

from the first included the Gentiles in the Messianic Kingdom,

assumes that the gift of tongues was a miracutous faculty of

talking strange languages without having previously learned

them. Augustine accordingly held that each of the disciples

talked all languages miraculously; Chrysostom that each talked

one other than his own. The PeniecoAtal inspiration has been

construed as a providential antithesis to the confusion of tongues

—an idea which Grotius expressed in the words: " Poena

linguarum dispersit homines; donum linguarum dispersos in

nnum populum coDegit." Cdtoipetent critics today recognize

that such a view is impossible; and it has been suggested with

much probability thai in the second chapter of Acts the words
in f. 5: '* Now there were dwelling . . . under heaven " as well as

99. 6-1 1 :
'* because that every man . . . mighty works of God "

were interpolated by Luke in the document he transcribed.*

The faithful talking with tongues were taken by bystanders

for drunken men, but intoxicated men do not talk in languages

of which they are normally ignorant.*

Paul on the whole discouraised glossolaly. " Desire earnestly

the greater gifts," he wrote to the Corinthians. The gift of

tongues was suitable rather to chfldren in the faith than to the

mature. Tongues were, he felt, to cease whenever the perfect

should come; and the believer who spoke with the tongues of

men and of angels, if he had not k>ve, was no better than the

sounding brass and danging cymbal of the noisy heathen

mysteries. It was clearly a gift productive of much disturbance

in the Church (i Cor. xiv. 23). He would not, however, entirdy

forbid and quench it (i Thess. v. 19), so k>ng as decency and order

were preserved.

It is not then sotprising that we hear little of it after the

apostolic age. It faded away in the great Church, and probably

Cebus was describing Montanist circles (though Origen assumed
that they were ordinary believers) when he wrote ' of the many
Christians of no repute who at the least provocation, whether

Vrithin or without their temples, threw themselves about like

inspired persons; while others did the same in dties or among
armies in order to collect alms, roaming about cities or camps.

They were wont to cry out, each of himself, " I am God; I am
the Son of God; or I am the divine Spirit." They would indulge

in prophecies of the last judgment, and back their threats with

a string of strange, half-frantic and utterly unmeaning sounds,

the sense of whidi no one with any intelligence could discover;

for they were obscure gibberish, and merely furnished any fool

or impostor with an occasion to twist the utterances as he chose

to his own purposes.

In the above we get a glimpse both of the gk>ssalist and of his

interpreter as they appeared to the outside world; and the

impression made on them is not unlike that which Paul appre-

hended would be left on outsiders by an Indisciiminate use of

the gift. Tertullian early in the 3nl century testifies that

glossolaly still went on in the Montanist Church which he had
joined; for we must so interpret the following passage in his

D€ aruma, cap. ix.: " There is among us at the present time a
sister who is endowed with the charismatic gift of revelations,

which she suffers through ecstasy in the spirit during the Sunday,

service in church. She converses with angek, sometimes even

with the Lord, and both hears and see mysteries." The magical

papyri teem with strings of senseless and barbaric words which

probably answer to what certain of the Fathers called the

language of demons. It has been suggested that we here have

recorded the utterances of glossolallsts.

The attitude of Paul toward glossolaly among his converts

strikingly resembles Plato's opinion as expressed in the Timaeus,

p 72, of the enthusiastic ecstasies of the andent /idvnt (sooth-

sayer) .
" C»od," he writes, " has given the art of divination not to

the wisdom, but to the foolishness of man; for no man, when in

his wits, attains prophetic truth and inspiration; but when he
receives the inspired word dther his intelligence is enthralled

by sleep, or he is demented by some distemper or possession.

And he who would understand what he remembers to have been

said, whether in a dream or when he was awake, by the prophetic

and enthusiastic nature, or what he has seen, must first recover

his wits; and then he will be able to explain rationally what all

*This misunderstanding of Acts iL has influenced the official

Roman doctrine of demoniacal possession. The SacerdolaU indi-

cates as one of the symptoms ofpossession the ability of the possessed

to talk other tongues than his own. Cf. the rusiis daemonum,
cap. xi. Venetus (1606) :

" Aliqui urmonem altenum a patria sua
lomtMHtur tin nunquam e laribus patemis recesserint."

' It is noteworthy that in Eph. v. 18 Paul contrasts the being filled

with the Spirit with the foolishness of intoxication with wine, and
remarks that those filled with the Spirit speak to themselves in

psalms and hymns and spiritual songs and give thanks always for

all things.
* Origen, OnUra CtUum, vti. 9.
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such words and apparitions mean, and what mdications th<y

afford to this man or that, of past, present or future good and
evil. But, while he continues demented, he cannot judge of

the visions which he sees or the words which he utters. . . . And
for this reason it is cxistomary to appoint diviners or interpreters

to be judges of the true inspiration."* From such passages

as the above we iiifer that the gift of tongues and of their inter-

pretation was not peculiar to the Christian Church, but was a
repetition in it of a phase common in andent religions. The
veiy phrase yXuaatut XaXeu^, " to speak with tongues," was
not invented by the New Testament writers, but borrowed from
ordinary speech.

Virgil {Aen. vi. 46, 98) draws a life-like picture of the ancient

prophetess "speaking with tongues." He depicts her quick

changes of colour, her dishevelled hair, her panting breast, her

apparent increase of stature as the god draws nigh and fills her

with his divine afflatus. Then her voice loses its mortal's ring:

" nee mortale sonans." The same morbid and abnormal trance

utterances recur in Christian revivals in every age, e.g. among
the mendicant friars of the 13th century, among the Jansenists,

the early Quakers, the converts of Wesley and Whitefield, the

persecuted protesUnts of the Ccvennes, the Irvingitea.

Oracular possession of the kindabove described is also common
among savages and people of lower culture; and Dr Tylor, in

his Primitive CfUture, n. 14, gives examples of ecsUtic utterance

interpreted by the sane. Thus hi the Sandwich IsUnds the

god Oro gave his oracles through a priest who " ceased to act

or speak as a voluntary agent, but with his limbs convulsed,

his features distorted and terrific, his eyes wild and strained,

he wouM roll on the ground foaming at the mouth, and reveal

the will of the god in shrill cries and sounds violent and indis-

tinct, which the attendmg priesU duly mterpreted to the

ptopLt,"

See E. B. Tylor. Primitive Ctdture; H. Weinel. Die Wirkungpt
des Ceistes und der CeisUr (Freiburv, 1899); Shaftesbury's Letter en
BHtkmiasm ; Mrs OUphant, Life of Iningj vol. tL {?. C. C.)

. TOMK, a native state of India, m the Rajputana agency. It

consists of six isohited tracts, some of which are under the Central

India agency. Total area, 3553 sq. m.; total population (1901).

373,201; estimated revenue £77,000. No tribute is payable.

The chief, whose title b nawab, is a Mahommedan of Afghan

descent The founder of the family was Amir Khan, the noto-

rious Pindari leader at the beginning of the 19th centuiy, who
received the present territory on submittmg to the British in

181 7. The nawab Mahommed Ibrahim Ali Khan, G.C.I.E.,

succeeded in 1867, and was one of the few chiefs who attended

both Lord Lytton's Durbar in 1877 and the Delhi Durbar of 1903

as rulers of their states. The late minister, Sir Sahibzada

Obeidullah Khan, was deputed on political duty to Peshawar

during the Tirah campaign of 1897. Grain, cotton, opium and
hides are the chief exports. Two of the outlying tracts of the

state are served by two railways. Distress was caused by
drought m i899-i9oa The town of Tonk b situated 1462 ft.

above sea-Ievd, 60 m. by road south from Jaipur, near the right

bank of the river Banas. Pop. (1901), 38,759. It is surrounded

by a wall, with a mud fort. It has a high school, the Waller

female hospital under a lady superintendent, and a hospital for

There b another town in India called Tonk, or Tank, in Dera
Ismail Khan dbtrict, North-West Frontier Provmce; pop. (1901),

4402. It b the residence of a nawab, who formeriy exercised

semi-independent powers. Here Sir Henry Durand, lieutenant-

governor of the Punjab, was lulled in 1870 when passing on an

dephant under a gateway.

TONNAGB. The mode of ascertainmg the tonnage of mer-

chant ships b settled by the Merchant Shipping Acts. But
before explaining the method by which thb b computed, it b
well to remark that there are several tonnages employed in

different connexions. Displacement tannage b that which b
invariably used in respect of warships, and b the actual weight

of water displaced by the vessd whose tonnage b being d^t
* Jowett'a tranilaticMi.

with. Men-of-War are designed to carry all thdr weights,
induding coal, guns, ammunition, stores and water in tanks and
in boilers, at a certain draught, and the tonnage attributed to
them b the weight of water which at that designed draught
they actually dbplace. Thb dbpUcement tonnage b therefore

a total made up of the actual weight of the ship's fabric and
that of everythmg that b on board of her. It can be found by
ascertainmg the exact cubic space occupied by the part of her
body which b unmersed (induding her rudder, propellers and
external shafting) at the draught under consideratk>n m cubic
feet, and dividing thb by 35, smce 35 cubic feet of sea-water
weigh one ton. Of course there b nothing to prevent displace-

ment tonnage from being used in describing the size of merchant
ships, and mdeed in regard to the performances of fast steam-
ships on trial it b usual to give their draught on the occasion

when they are tested, and to sute what was their actMal displace-

ment under these trial conditions. But it b obvious, from what
has been said as to the components which go to make up the
dbplacement at load draught, that thb tonnage must, in respect

of any individual ship, be the greatest figure which can be quoted
hi regard to her size. It b usual for dues to be assessed against

merchant vesseb in respect of thdr refu^ererftoniM^. Thb must
therdore be fixed by authority, and at present vesseb are
measured by the officer of customs according to the rules hud
down hi the second schedule to the Merchant Shipping Act
1894. As will be seen from the explanatwo of the method
adopted, thb b a somewhat arbitrary process, and even the
gross regbtered tonnage a^ords little indicatbn of the actual

size of the ship, whibt the under-deck and net tonnages axe
still less in accord with the extreme dimensions.

As to tengjtk for tonnage, the measurements start with the

tonnage deck, which in vesseb with less than three decks b the
upper, and in vesseb of three or more decks b the second from
below. The length for tonnage b measured b a straight line

along thb deck from the inside of the inner plank at Uie bow
to the inside of the inner plank at the stem, making allowance

for the rake, if any, which the midship bow and stern timbers

may have m the actual deck. When thb is measured it b
apparent mto which of five dassea the ship's tonnage-length

pUces her. If she be under 50 ft. in length she falb into the

first class, while if she be over 225 ft. in length she falb into the

fifth dass, the remaining three classes being intermedbte to

these. Vesseb of the first dass are measured as in four equal

sections, and vesseb of the larger dass as in twdve equal sections,

according to theur length. Then at each of the points of divbion

so marked off transverse areas are taken. Thb b done by
measuring the depth in feet from a point at a dbtance of one*

third of the round of the beam below the tonnage deck to the

upper side of the floor timbers. Where the vessd has a ceiling

and no water-balhut tanks at the pohit of measurement, 2I in.

b allowed for ceiling. But where there are such tanks the

measurement b taken from the top of the Unk and no allowance

b made for ceilmg, whether there in fact be any or not. If the

midship depth so found exceeds 16 ft., each depth b divided into

six equal parts, and the horizontal breadths are measured at

each point of division and also at the upper and lower points of

the depth, extending each measurement to the average thickness

of that part of the ceiling which b between the points of measure-

ment They are then numbered from above, and the second,

fourth and sixth multiplied by four, whibt the third and fifth

are multiplied by two. The products are then added together.

To the sum are added the first and the seventh breadths. Thb
total having been multiplied by one-third the common interval

between the breadths, the resultant b the transverse area. The
transverse areas so obtained at each point of the vessd's length

are numbered from the bow aft. Omitting the first and Ust. the

second and every even area so obtained are multiplied by four,

whibt the third and every odd area are multiplied by two.

These products are added together, as are also those of the first

and last areas if they yield anything, and the figure thus reached

b multiplied by one-third of the common interval between the

areas. Thb product b reckoned as the cubical capacity </ tka
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aMp in feet. ^Hien divided by xoo the result is the rtgistered

wmier-dtck lotmage of the ship—subject to the additions and
deductions ordexed by the act. Directions of a kind similar

to those already set out are given whereby the tonnage in the

space enclosed between the tonnage and upper decks may be
ascertained, and also lor the measuring of any break, poop or

other permanent dosed-in space on the upper deck available

far stores, and the sum of thie capacity of these must be added
to the under-deck tonnage to arrive at the gross regisiered tonnage.

Bat an express proviso is enacted that no addition shall be made
in respect of any building erected lor the shelter of deck paa-

scogers and approved by the board of trade. In the process of

arriving at the nd tonnage the main deduction allowed from the

gross tonnage is that of machinery space in steamships. The
method of measurement here is similar to that by which the

vnder-deck tonnage is reached. Where the engines and boilers

are fitted in separate compartments, each compartment is

measoxed separately, as is the screw shaft tunnel in the case

of steamships propdled by screws. The tonnage of these spaces

is reckoned, not from tl» tonnage deck, but from the crown of

the space; whilst, if it has previously been reckoned in the gross

tonnage, there may be an allowance for the space above the

crown, k enclosed fw the machinery or for the admission of

li^xt and air. Allowances are only made in respect of any
maduncry space if it be devoted soldy to machinery or to

li^t and air. It must not be used for cargo purposes or

for cabins. Further, by the act itself in the case of paddle

steamships,, where the machinery space is above 20% and
under 30% of the gross tonnage* it i» allowed to be reckoned

u 37% 0^ such gross tonnage; whilst similarly, in the case of

screw steamships, where such machmezy space is over 13 %
and under so% of the gross tonnage, it is allowed to be reckoned

as 33%. Further deductions are a^ made in respect of space

used solely for the accommodation of the master and the crew,

and for the diart-room and signal-room, as well as for the whed-
bouae and chun cable locker and for the donkey-engine and
bailer, if connected with the main pumps of the ship, and in

sailing veaseb for the sail locker. The space in the double

bottom and in the water-ballast tanks, if these be not available

for the cairiage of fod stores or cargo, is also deducted if it has

been reckoned in the gross tonnage in the first instance.

From the rules above laid down it follows that it is possible

for vesads, if built with a full midship section, to have a gross

v^tstered tonnagr considerably bdow what the actual cubical

capacity of the ship would give, whilst in the case of steam

tugs of hi^ power it is not unprecedented, owing to the large

allowances for machinery and crew q»aoes, for a vtssd to

have a registered net tonnage of niL

Suez Onal dues being charged on what is practically the

registered tonnage (though all deductions permitted by the

British board of trade are not accepted), it is usual, at all events

in the British navy, for warships to be measured for what would
be their registered tonnage if they were merchant ships, so that

incase they may wish to pass through the canal a scale of

payment may be easfly reached. But such tonnage is never

spoken of in considering their sise relative to other vessels.

Two other tonnages are also made use of in connexion with

merdiant ships, especially when spedfications for vessels are

bdng made. The first of these is measurement capacity. This

is found by measuring out the true cubic capadty of the holds,

whereby it is found what amount of light measurement goods

can be carried. The second is deadweight capacity. This is

generaOy given as excluding what is carried in the coal bunkers,

and it is therefore the amount of deadweight which can be carried

in the holds at load draught when the vessd is fully charged

with coab and stores. (B. W. G.)

TOHVAOS AMD POUHDAOB, in England, customs duties

andcntly imposed upon exports and imports, the former being a
dutyupon aQ wines imported in addition to prisage and butlerage,

the latter a duty imposed ad valorem at the rate of twdve-
penoe in the pound on all merchandise imported or exported.

.Hie duties were levied at first by agreement with merchants

(poundage in 1302, tonnage in 1347), then granted by parliament

in X375» <^t first for a limited period only. They were considered

to be imposed for the defence of the realm. From the reign

of Henry VI. untO that of James I. they were usually granted

for life. They were not granted to Charles I., and in i6a8 that

king took the unconstitutional course of levying them on his

own authority, a course denounced a few years later by
x6 Car. I. c. x8 (1640), when the Long Parliament granted them
for two months. After the Restoration they were granted to

Charles II. and his two successors for life. By acts of Anne and
George I. the duties were made perpetual, and mortgaged for the

public debt. In 1 787 they were finally abolished, and othermodes
of obtaining revalue substituted, by 17 Geo. III. c 13 (1787). |

Poundage also ngnifiet a fee pcud to an officer of a court for his
services, e.g. to a •heriff's officer, who Is entitled by 39 Elis. c. 4
(1586-1587) to a poundage of a shillinflfin the pound on an execution
up to £100, and sucpence in the pound above that sum.

TOMNERRE, a town of north-central France, capital of an
arrondissement in the department of Yonne, $2 m. S.E. of Sens
on the Paris-Lyon railway. Pop. (X906), 3974. It is situated

on a slope of the vinedad hillson the left bank of the Axmanfion.
At the foot of the hill rises the spring of Fosse-Dionne, endosed
in a circular basin 49 ft. in diameter. The town has two interest-

ing churches. That of St Pierre,,which crowns the hiU, possesses

a fine lateral portal of the Renaissance period to which the church,

with the exception of the choir (1351), belongs. The church of

Notxe-Dame is mainly Gothic, but the facade is a fine sped^ien
of Renaissance architecture. The Salle des Malades, a large

timber-roofed apartment in the hospital, dates from the end of

the X3th century and is used as a chapd. It is 330 ft. long and
contains the tombs of Margaret of Burgux^dy, wife of Charles

of Anjou, king of Sicily, and foundress of the hospital, and of

Fransois-Michd Le Tdlier, marquis of Louvois, war minister

of Louis XIV. The hospital itself was rebuilt in the X9th

century. The Renaissance H6td d'Usds was built in the x6th

century. Tonnerre is the seat of a sub-prefect and has a tribunal

of first instance. The vineyards of the vicinity produce well-

known wines. The trade of the town is chidSy in wine, in

the good buUding-stone found in the neighbourhood and in

Portland cement. Cooperage is carried on.

Its ancient name of Tornodorum points to a Gallic or Gallo-

Roman origin for Tonnerre. In the 6th century it became the

capital of the region of Toxmerrois and in the xoth century of a
coimtship. After passing into the possession of several noble
families, it was bought from a count of Germont-Toxmerre by
Louvois, by whose descendants it was hdd up to the time of

the Revolution.

TONQUA BBAir. The Tonqua, Tonka or Tonquin bean,

also called the coumara nut. Is the seed of Dipterix odorata, a
leguminous tree growing to a height of 80 ft., native of tropical

South America. The drupe-like pod contains a single seed

possessed of a fine sweet " new-mown hay " odour, due to the

presence of coumarin (g.t.). Tonqua beans are used prindpally

for scenting snuff and as an ingredient in perfume sachets and
in perfumers' " bouquets."

TONSBERO, a fortified seaport of ^iorway^ in Jarlsberg-

Laurvik amt (county), situated on a bay on the south coast,

near the entrance to Christiania Fjord, 7a m. S. by W. of Christ!-

ania on the Skien railway. Pop. (X900), 86ao. It is one of

the most andent towns in Norway. It is the headquarters of a
sealing and whaling fleet. The prixxdpal Industxies are refineries

for preparing whale and seal oil and saw-mills. An interesting

collection of antiquities and whaling implements is preserved in

the Slotstaam on Castle HOL
TONSILLITIS, acute inflammation of the tonsils, or quixisy,

due to the Invasion of the tonsil, or tonsils, by septic micro-

organisms which may have gained access throu^^ the mouth or

by the blood-stream. Sometimes the attack comes on as the

result of direct exposure to sewer gas, and, it is not at all an

uncommon affection of house surgeons, nurses and others

who have to spend most of thdr time in a hospital. The
association of quinsy with rheumatism may be the result of the
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infection of the tonsils by the microK>rgEnisnu or the toxins

of that disease. Acute tonsillitis is very apt to run on to the

formation of abscess. Quinsy may begin with a feeling of

chilliness or with an attack of shivering. Then comes on a
swelling in the throat with pain, tenderness and difficulty in

swallowing. Indeed, if both tonsils are acutely inflamed it

may be impossible to swallow even fluid and the breathing

may be seriously embarrassed. The temperature may be raised

several degrees. There b pain about the ear and about the

jaw, and there is a swelling of the glands in the neck. The
breath is offensive and the tongue is thickly coated. There
may be some yellowish markings on the surface of the tonsil,

but these differ from the patches of " false membrane " of

diphtheria in that they can be easily brushed off by a swab, but
often a true diagnosis can only be made by bacteriological

examination. The treatment consists in giving a purgative,

and in encouraging the patient to use an inhaler containing hot

carbolized water. Hot compresses also may be apphed to the

neck. As regards medicines, the most trustworthy are sahcylic

acid, iron and quinine. As soon as abscess threatens, a
slender-bladed knife should be thrust from before backward
deeply into the swollen mass. And if, as most likely happens,

matter then escapes, the patient's distress speedily ends. Con-
valescence having set in, a change of air and course of tonic

treatment will be advisable.
Chronic tonsillitis is often associated' with adenmd vegetations

at the back of the throat of tuberculous or delicate children, such
children being spoken of as being " liable to sore throat." Chronic
enlargement of the tonsils may seriously interfere with a child's
general health and vigour and, should the condition not subside
under general measures such as a stay at a bracing seaside place
and the taking of cod-liver oil and iron, it will be w&\ to treat the
tonsils by operation. (E. O.*)

TONSON, the name of a family of London booksellers and
publishers. Richard and Jacob Tonson (c. 1656-1736), sons
of a London barber-surgeon, started in 1676 and 1677 indepen-

dently as booksellers and publishers in London. In 1670 Jacob,
the better known of the two, bought and published Dryden's
TroUus and Cressida, and from that time was closely associated

with Dryden, and published most of his works. He published

the Miscellany Poems (1684-1708) under Dryden's editorship,

the collection being known indifferently as Dryden's or Tonsoh's
Miscellany, and also Dryden's translation of Virgil (1697).
Serious disagreements over the price paid, however, arose

between poet and publisher, and in his Faction Displayed

(1705) Dryden described Tonson as having " two left legs, and
Judas-coloured hair." Subsequently the relations between the

two men improved. The brothers jointly published Dryden's
Spanish Friar (1683). Jacob Tonson also published Congreve's
Double Dealer, Sir John Vanbrugh's The Faithful Friend and
The Confederacy, and the pastorals of Pope, thus justifying

Wycherly's description of him as "gentleman usncr to the
Muses." He bought also the valuable rights of Paradise Lost,

half in 1683 and half in 1690. This was his first profiuble
venture in poetry. In 171 2 he became joint publisher with
Samuel Buckley of the Spectator, and in the following year
published Addison's Cato. He was the original secretary and
a prominent member of the Kit-Cat Gub. About 1720 he gave
up business and retired to Herefordshire, where he died on the
2nd of April 1736. His business was carried on by his

nephew, Jacob Tonson, jun. (d. 1735), and subsequently by
his grand-nephew, also Jacob (d. 1767).
TONSURE (Lat. tonsura, from tondere, to shave), a religious

observance in the Roman Catholic and Orthodox Eastern
Churches, consisting of the shaving or cutting part of the hair

of the head as a sign of dedication to special service. The
reception of the tonsure in these churches is the initial ceremony
which marks admission to orders and to the rights and privileges

of clerical standing. It is administered by the bishop with an
appropriate ritual. Candidates for the rite must have been
confirmed, be adequately instructed in the elements of the
Christian faith, and be zblc to read and write. Those who have
received it are bound (unless in exceptional circumstances)
to renew the mark, consisUog »f a bare circle on the crown of

the head, at least once a month, otherwise they forfeit the
privileges it carries. The practice is not a primitive one, Ter-
tullian simply advises Chriniians to avoid vanity in dressing

their hair, and Jerome deprecates both long and closely cropped
hair. According to Prudentius (tttpur. xiii. 30) it was customary
for the hair to be cut short at ordination. Paulinus of Nola
(c. 4Qo) alludes to the tonsure as in use among the (Western)
monks, from them the practice quickly spread to the clergy.

For Gaul about the year 500 we have the testimony of Sidonius
Apollinaris (iv. 13), who says that Germanicus the bishop had
his hair cut " in rotae speaem."

The earliest instance of an eccle«astical precept on the subject
occurs in can ^i of the Council of Toledo (a. D. 633)- " omncs cicrici.

detonao supenus capite toio, inferius solam circuli coronam relin-

quant." Can. 33 o( the Qumisext council (692) requires even singers
and readers to be ton&ured. Since the 8ih century three ton&urcs
have been more or less in use. known respectively as the Aoman,
the Greek and the Celtic. The first two arc sometimes distinguished
as the tonsure of Peter and the tonsure of Paul. The Roman or
St Peter's tonsure prevailed in France. Spain and Italy. It consisted
in shaving the whole head, leaving only a fringe of hair supposed 10
symbolize the crown of thorns. Late in the middle ages this
tonsure was lesbened for the clergy, but retained (or monks and
friars. In the Eastern or St Paul's tonsure the whole head was
shaven, but when now practised in the Eastern Church this tonsure
is held to be adequately shown when the hair is shorn close. In
the Celtic tonsure (tonsure of St John, or, in contempt, tonsure of
Simon Magus) all the hair in front of a line drawn over the top of
the head from ear to ear was shaven (a fashion common among the
Hindus). The question of the Roman or Celtic tonsure wais one oS
the points in dispute in the early British Church, settled in favour
of the Roman fashion at the Council of Whitby (664). The tonsure
at first was never given separately, and even children when so
dedicated were appointed readbrs'. as no one could belong to the
clerical state without at least a minor order. From the 7th century,
however, children were tonsured without ordination, and later on
adults anxious to escape secular jurisdiction were often tonsured
without ordination. Till the loth century the tonsure could be
given by priests or even by laymen, but its bestowal was gradually
restricted to bishops and abbots.

TONTINE, a system of life insurance owing its name to
Lorenzo Tonti, an Italian banker, bom at Naples early in the 1 7th

centuiy, who settled in France about 165a In 1653 he proposed
to Cardinal Maxarin a new scheme for promoting a public loan.

A total of i,o2s.ooo livres was to be subscribed in ten portions

of 102,500 livres each by ten classes of subscribers, the first class

consisting of persons imder 7, the second of persons above 7 and
under 14, and so on to the tenth, which consisted of persons
between 63 and 7a The annual fund of each class was to be
divided among the survivors of that class, and on the death of the
last individual the capital was to fall to the state. This pUn of
operations was authorized under the name of "tontine royale"
by a royal edict, but this the parlement refused to register, and the

idea remained in abeyance till 1689, when it was revived by
Louis XIV., who established a tontine of 1,400,000 livres divided

into fourteen classes of 100,000 each, the subscription being 300
livres. This tontine was carried on till 1726, when the last bene-

ficiaiy died—a widow who at the time of her decease was drawing
an annual income of 73i50O livres. Several other government
tontines were afterwards set on foot; but in 1763 restrictions

were introduced, and in 1770 all tontines at the time in existence

were wound up. Private tontines continued to Nourish in

France for some years, the " tontine Lefarge," the most cele-

brated of the kind, being opened in 1791 and closed in 1889.

The tontine principle has often been applied in Great Britain,

at one time in connexion with government life annuities. Many
such tontines were set on foot between the years 1773 and 1789.
those of 1773, 1775 and 1777 being commonly called the Irish

tontines, as the money was borrowed under acts of the Irish parlia-

ment. The most important English tontine was that of 1780, which
was created by 29 Geo. 1 1 1, c. 4 1. Under this act over a million was
raised in 10,000 shares of £100, 5s. It was also often applied to the
purchase of estates or the erection of buildings. The investor
staked his money on the chance of his own life or the life of his
nominee enduring for a longer period than the other lives involved
in the speculation, in which case he expected to win a large prize. It

was occasionally introduced into life assurance, more particularly

by American lite offices, but newer and more ingenious forms of

contract have now made the tontine principle practically a thing
of the pasc (See National Debt : Insurance.)
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TOOKB. JOmi ROBVB (1756-18x3), EngUsh politidan and
philologist, thizd son of John Home, a poulterer in Newport
Market, whose business the boy when at Eton happily veiled

under the title of a " IHirkey merchant," was bom in Newport
Sneet, Long Acre, Westminster, on the 3Sth of June 1756.

After passing some time at school in Soho Square, and at a
Kentish village, he went from 1744 to 1746 to Westminster

School and for the next five or six years was at Eton. On the

12th of January 1754 he was admitted as sizar at St John's

College, Cambridge, and took his degree of B.A. hi 1758, as last

but one of the senior optimes, Richard Beadon, his lifelong friend,

afterwards bishop of Bath and Wells, being a wrangler in the

same year. Home had been admitted on the 9th of November

1756, as student at the Inner Temple, making the friendship of

John Dunning and Lloyd Kenyon, but his father wished him to

Uke orders in the EngUsh Church, and he was ordained deacon

on the a^rd of September 1759 and priest on the sjrd of

November 176a For a few months he was usher at a boarding

school at Blackheath, but on the 36th of September 1760 he

became perpetual cuxaU of New Brentford, the incumbency of

which his father had purchased for him, and he retained its

scanty profits until 1773. During a part of this time (1763-1764)

he was absent on a tour in France, acting as the bear-leader of a
son of the miser Elwes. Under the ezdtement created by the

actions of Wilkes, Home plunged into politics, and in 1765

brought out a scathing pamphlet on Lords Bute and Mansfield,

entitled ".The Petition of an Englishman." In the autumn of

1765 he escorted to Italy the son of a Mr Taylor. In Paris he

made the acquaintance of Wilkes, and from Montpellier, in

January 1766, addressed a letter to him which sowed the seeds

of their personal antipathy. In the summer of 1767 Home
landed again on English sofl, and in 1768 secured the retum of

Wilkes to parliament for Middlesex. With inexhaustible energy

be promoted the legal proceedings over the riot in St George's

Fields, when a youth named Allen was killed, and exposed the

irregularity in the judge's order for the execution of two Spital-

fields weavers. His dispute with George Onslow, member for

Surrey, who at first supported and then threw over Wilkes for

place, culminated in a civil action, ultimately decided, after the

reversal of a verdict which had been obtained through the charge

of Lord Mansfield, in Home's favour, and in the loss by his

opponent of his seat in parliament. An influential association,

called " The Society for Supporting the Bill of Rights," was
founded, mainly through the exertions of Home, in 1769, but

the members were soon divided into two opposite camps, and

in 177X Home and Wilkes, their respective leaders, broke out

into open warfare, to the damage of their cause. On the xst

of July 1 77 1 Home obtained at Cambridge, though not without

some opposition from members of both the political parties, his

degree of M.A. Earlier in that year he claimed for the public the

right of printing an account of the debates in parliament, and

after a protracted struggle between the ministerial majority and

the civic authorities, the right was definitely esUblished. The
enerigies of the indefatigable parson knew no botmds. In the

same year (1771) be crossed swords with Junius, and ended in

disarming his masked antagonist. Up to this time Home's fixed

income consisted of those scanty emoluments attached to a

position which gaDed him daily. He resigned his benefice in

1773 and betook himself to the study of the law and philology.

An accidental drcumsunce, however, occurred at this moment
which largely affected his future. His friend Mr William Tooke
lud purchased a considerable esUte, including Purley Lodge,

south of the town of Crbydon in Surrey. The possession of

this property brought about frequent disputes with an ad-

joining landowner, Thomas de Grey, and, after many actions

in the courts, his friends endeavoured to obtain, by a bill

forced through the houses of parliament, the privileges which

the law had not assigned to him (Febraary 1774)- Home,
thereupon, by a bold libel on the Speaker^ drew public atten-

tion to the case, and though he himself was placed for a

time in the custody of the serjeant-at-arms, the dauses which

vere injurious to the interest of Mr Tooke were eliminated from
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the bin. Mr Tooke declared his intention of making Home
the heir of his fortune, and, if the design was never carried

into effect, during his lifetime he bestowed upon him large

gifts of money. No sooner had this matter been happily
settled than Home found himself involved in serious

trouble. For his conduct in signing the advertisement soUdting
subscriptions for the relief of the relatives of the Americans
*' murdered by the king's troops at Lexington and Concord,"
he was tried at the Guildhall on the 4th of July 1777, before

Lord Mansfield, found guilty, and committed to the King'sBench
prison in St George's Fields, from which he only eme^ed after

a year's durance, and after a loss in fines and costs amounting to

£1 200. Soon after his deliverance he applied to be called to the
bar, but his application was negatived on the ground that his

orders in the Church were indelible. Home thereupon tried his

fortune, but without success, on farming some land in Hunting-
donshire. Two tracts about this time exercised great influence

in the country. One of them, Pacts Addressed to LondkcUers,
&C. (1780), written by Home in conjunction wi^ others,

criticising the measures of Lord North's ministry, passed through
numerous editions; the other, A Letter on ParliameiUary Rrform
(1783), addressed by him to Dunning, set out a scheme
of reform, which he afterwards withdrew fai favour of that
advocated by Pitt On his retum from Huntingdonshire he
became once mora a frequent guest at Mr Tooke's house at
Purley, and in 1782 assximed the name <^ Home Tooke. In
1786 Home Tooke conferred perpetual fame upon his bene-

factor's cotmtry house by adopting, as a second title of. his

elaborate philological treatise of ^«ca m^p6cyra, the more
popular though misleading title of The Diversions of Purley.

The treatise at once attracted attention in England and the

Continent The first part was published in 1786, the second
in 1805. The best edition is that which was published in 1839,

under the editorship of Richard Ta^or, with the additions

written in the author's interleaved copy.

Between 1783 and 1790 Tooke gave his support to Pitt, and
in the dection for Westminster, in 1784, threw all his energies

into opposition to Fox. With Fox he was never on terms of

friendship, and Samud Rogers, in his Table Talk, asserts that

their antipathy was so pronotmced that at a dinner party given

by a prominent Whig not the slightest notice was taken by Fox
of the presence of Home Tooke. It was after the dection of

Westminster in 1788 that Tooke depicted the rival statesmen

(Lord Chatham and Lord Holland, William Pitt and C. J. Fox)
in his cdebrated pamphlet of Two Pair of Portraits, At the

general election of 1790 he came forward as a candidate for that

distinguished constituency, in opposition to Fox and Lord Hood,
but was ddeated; and, at a second trial in 1796, he was again

at the bottom of the poll. Meantime the excesses of the French
republicans had provoked reaction in England, and the Tory
ministry adopted a policy of repression. Home Tooke was
arrested early on the morning of the i6th of May 1794, and
conveyed to the Tower. His trial for high treason lasted for six

days (17th to 33nd of November) and ended in his acquittal,

the jury only taking eight minutes to settle their verdict. His
public life after this event was only distinguished by one act of

importance. Through the influence of the second Lord Camd-
foid, the fighting peer, he was retumed to parliament in z8ox

for the pocket borough of Old Sarum. Lord Temple endeavoured
to secure his exdusion on the ground that he had taken orders

in the Church, and one of Gilray'scaricatures delineates the two
politicians. Temple and Camelford, playing at battledore and
shuttlecock, with Home Tooke as the shuttlecock. The ndnistry

of Addington would not support this suggestion, but a bill

was at once introduced by them and carried into law, which
rendered all persons in holy orders ineligible to sit in the House
of Commons, and Home Tooke sat for that parliament only.

The last years of Tooke's life wen spent in retirement in a
house on the west side of Wimbledon Common. The traditions

of his Sunday parties have lasted unimpaired to thb day,

and the most pleasant pages penned by his biographer describe

the politicians and the men of letters who gathered ro\md *<(

I
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bospiubk board. His conventUonal powen rivalled those of

Dr Johnson; and, if more of his sr^ings have not been chronicled

for the benefit of posterity, the defect is due to the absence of a
Boswell. Throui^ the liberality of his friends, his last days
were freed from the pressure of poverty, and he was enabled

to place his illegitimate son in a position which soon brought

him wealth, and to leave a competency to his two illegitimate

daughters. Illness seised him early In z8xo, and for the next

two years his sufferings were acute. He died in his house at

Wimbledon on the x8th of March z8ia, and his body was buried

with that of his mother at Ealing, the tomb which he had
prepared in the garden attached to his house at Wimbledon
being found unsuitable for the interment. An altar-tomb still

stands to his memory in Ealing churchyanL A catalogue of

his librarv was printed in i8it.
The Uje of Home Tooke^ by Alexander Stephens, is written in an

unattractive style and was the work of an admirer only admitted
to hb acquainunce at the close of his days. The notice in the
QuarU^y Review, June i8i3, of W. Hamilton Reid's compilation,

u by J. W. Ward, Lord Dudley. The main facts of his life are set

out by Mr J. E. Thorold Roffera, in hb Historical CieantHts, and
series. Many of Home Tooke s wittiest sayings arc preserved in the
TaUe Talk of Samuel Rogers and S. T. Coleridge. (W. P. C.)

TOOKB, THOMAS (1774-1858), English economist, was bom
at St Petersburg on the agth of February 1774. Entering a
large Russian house in London at an early age, he acquired

sound practical experience of commercial matters and became
a recognised authority on finance and banking. He was one of

the earliest advocates of free trade and drew up the Merchants*

Petition presented to the House of Commons by Alexander

Baring, afterwards Lord Ashburton. He gave evidence before

several parliamentary committees, notably the committee of

x82z, on foreign trade, and those of 1832, 1840 and 1848 on the

Bank Acts. He was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in

xSaz. He died in London on the 26th of February 1858.

Tooke was the author of Thouikts and Details on the High and Low
Prices of the last Thirty Years (1823). Considerations on the State of
the Cnrrency (1826), in both of which he showed his hostility to the
polkry afterwaids carried out in the Bank Act of 1844. but he b
best known for hb History of Prices and of the State of the Circulation

during Ihe Years tfov-tSso (6 vols., 1838-1857). In the first four
volumes he treats w of the prices of com, and the circumstances
affecting prices; (6) the prices of produce other than com; and (c)

the state of the circulation. The two final volumes, written in

coniunctbn with W. Newmarch (^.s.), deal with railways, free trade,

banking in Europe and the effecu 01 new discoveries of gold.

TOOL (0. Eng. M/, generally referred to a root seen in the

Goth, laujan, to make, or in the English word " taw," to work or

dress leather), an implement or appliance used by a worker

in the treatment of the substances used in hb handicraft,

whether in the preliminary operations of setting out and
measuring the materiab, in reducing hb work to the reqtiired

form by cutting or otherwise, in gauging it and testing its

accuracy, or in duly securing it while thus being treated.

For the toob of prehistoric man see such articles as Archaboloct ;

Flint 1mplem£nts; and Egypt, ^Art and Archaeology,

In beginning a survey of toob it b necessary to draw the

dbtinction between hand and machine tools.- The former class

includes any tool which u held and operated by the unaided

hands, as a chisel, plane or saw. Attach one of these to some
piece of operating mechanbm, and it, with the environment of

whidi it b the central essential object, becomes a machine tooL

A very simple example b the common power-driven hack saw
for metal, or the small high-speed drill, or the wood-boring auger

held in a frame and turned by a windi handle and bevel-gears.

The difference between these and a big frame-saw cutting down a
dozen boards simultaneously, or the immense machine boring the

cylinders of an ocean liner, or the great gun lathe, or the hydraulic

press, b so vast that the relation^ip b hardly apparent. Often

the tool itself b absolutely dwarfed by the machine, of which

nevertheless it b the central object and around which the machine

b designed and built. A mlllLig machine weig^ng several tons

will often be seen rotating a tool of but two or three dozen

pounds' weight. Yet the machine b fitted with elaborate slides

Aod self-acting movemcntSi and provision for taking up wear.

and b worth some hundreds of pounds sterling, while the tool
may not be worth two pounds. Such apparent anomalies are
in constant evidence. We propose, therefore, first to take a
survey of the principles that underlie the forms of tools, and
then pursue the subjea of their embodiment in machine tools.

Hand Tools

The most casual observation reveab the fact that toob admit
of certain broad classifications. It b apparent that by far the
hrger number owe their value to their capacity for cutting or
removing portions of material by an incbive or wedge-like
action, leaving a smooth surface behind. An analysb of the
essential methods of operation gives a broad grouping as
follows:

—

I. The chisel group . . Typified by the chisel of the woodworker.
n. The shearing group scissors.

III. The acrapen ... „ „ cabinet-maker's scrape.

V. The moulding group . „ „ troweL

The first three are generally all regarded as cutting tools,

notwithstanding that those in II. and III. do not operate as
wedges, and therefore are not true chisels. But many occupy
a border-line where the results obtained are practically those
due to cutting, as in some of the shears, saws, milling cutters,

files and grinding wheeb, where, if the action b not directly

wedge-like, it b certainly more or less incisive in character.

Cutting Tods.—'Tht cutting edge of a tool b the practical outcome
of several conditions. Keenness of edge, equivalent to a small
degree of anjsle between the tool faces, would appnir at first sight
to oe the pnme dement in cutting, as indeed it b in the case <S a
razor, or in that of a chisel for soft wood. But that b not the prime
condition in a tool for cutting iron or steel. Strength b of far
greater importance, and to it some keenness of edge must be sacri-
ficed. All cutting tools are wedges: but a razor or a chisel edge,
included between angles of is* or 20^ would be turned over at onoe
if presented to iron or steel, Tor which angles of from 60* to 75* an^
required. Further, much greater rigidity in the latter, to resist
spring and fracture, b necessary than in the former, because the
resistance to cutting is much greater. A workman can operate a
turning tool by hand, evenon heavy pieces of mctal-woi;k. Formerly
all turning, no matter how brg^, was done by hand-operated tooU,
and after great muscular exertion a few pounds of metal might be
removed in an hour. But coerce a rimilarly formed tool in a rigid
guide or test, and drive it by the power of ten or twenty men, and
It becomes possible to remove say a hundredweight of chip* in an
hour. Or. increase the size of the tool and its capacity for endurance,?
and drive by the power of 40 or 60 horses, and hall a ton of chips
may be removed in an hour.

All machine toob of which the chisel is the type operate by cutting:
that Is, they act on the same principle and by the same essential

method as the knife, razor or chisel, and not by that of the grind-
stone. A single tool, however, may act as a cuttins instrument at
one time and as a scrape at another. The butcher's knife will
afford a familbr illustration. It b used as a cutting tool when sever-
ing a steak, but it becomes a scrape when used to clean the block.
The difference b not therefore due to the form of the knife, but to the
method of its application, a distinction which holds good in reference
to the toob used by engineers. There b a very old hand tool once
much used in the engineer's turnery, termed a graver." This was
employed for cutting and for scraping indiscriminately, simply by
varyiiqr the ang^le of its presentation. At that time the question
of the best cutting angles was seldom raised or discussed, occause
the manipubtive instinct of the turner settled it as the work pro-
ceeded, and as the material operated on varied in texture and degree
of hardness. But since the use of the slide rest holding toob rigidly

fixed has become general, the question of the most suiuble tool
formation has been the subject of much experiment and discussion.

The almost unconscious experimenting which goes on every day
in every workshop in the world proves that there may be a difference

of several degrees of angle in toob doing similar work, without
having any appredable effect upon results. So long as certain

broad principles and reasonable limits are observed, that b sufiident
forpracttcal purposes.

Clearly, in order that a tool shall cut, it must possess an incisive

form. In fig. i, A might be thrust over the surface of the plate of
metal, but no cutting action could ujce place. It would amply
grind and polish the surface. If it were formed like B, the grinding
action would give place to scraping, by which some material would
be removed. Many tools are formed thus, but there b still no
incisive or knife-like action, and the tool b simply a scrape and not
a cutting tool. But C is a cutting tool, possessing penetrative

capacity. If now B were tilted backwards as at D, it would at
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once become a cutting tool But its bevelM face would rub and
Rind on the surface of the work, producing friction and heat, and
interfering with the penetrative action of the cutting edge. On
the other hand, if C were tilted forwards as at £ its action would
approximate to that of a scrape for the time being. But the high
ar^e of the hinder bevdied face would not afford adequate support
to the cutting edee, and the latter would therefore become worn
off almost instantly, precisely as that of a raaor or wood-working
chisel would crumble away if operated on hard metaL It isobvious

>5

Fig. I.

il. Tool which voald burnish F, G, H, Presentations of tools
* ' only. for planing, turning and
B. Scrape. boring respwctively.

C Cutting tool. /, JC, !>, Approxinoate angles of

D aad £. Soaping and cutting tools; a, clearance angle, or
nted. bottom rake: 6, ffont or top

rake; c, tool angle.
tools improperly presentt

therefore that the correct form for a cutting tool must depend upon
a due Inlance being maintained between the angle of the front

and of the bottom faces
—

" front " or *' top rake, ' and " bottom
rake" or " dearance "^-considered in regard to their method of

Ceseniatiou to the work. Since^ too, all tools used in machines are

bl rigidly in one position, differing in this respect from hand-
operated tools, it follows that a constant angle should be given to

anstruroents which are used for operating on a given kind of metal

or aOoy. It docs not matter whether a tool u driven in a lathe,

or a plaaing machine, or a sharper or a slotter ; whether it is cutting

o«k catcmalor internal surfaces, it is always maintained in a direction

perpendicutarfy to the pojnt of af^ication as in fig. I, F, C, H,
planing, turning and boring respiectivelv. It is consistent with

reason and with fact that tne softer and more fibrous the metal,

the keener must be the formation of the tool, and that, conversely,

the harder and more crystalline the metal the more obtuse must be
the cutting angles, as m the extremes of the nuor and the tools

for cutting iron auid sted alres^dy instanced. The three figures

J. K, L show tools suitably formed for wrought iron and mild steel,

for cast iron and cast steel, and for brass respectively. Cast iron

and cast sted oould not be cut properly with the first, nor wrought
iron and fibrous steel with the second, nor dther with the third.

The angles given are those which accord best with general practice,

bat th^ are ffot constant, being varied by conditions, espedally

by lubrication and rigidity of fastenings. The profiles of the first

and second tools are given mainly with the view of having material

for grinding away, without the need for frequent reforging. But
there are many tools which are formed quite differently when used

in toot-h<dders and in turrets, though the same essential prindples

of angle are observed.
The OMde of dgttrance, or rdief,-a^ in fig. I, is an important detail

of a cutting tool. It is of greater importance than an exact angle

of top rake But, given some sufficient angle of clearance, its

cacact amount is not of much moment. Ndther need it be uniform

for a given cutting edge. It may vary from say 3* to lO*, or even
ao*. and under good conditions httle or no practical differences will

result. Act ually it need never vary much from 5 * to 7 *. The object

in giving a clearance angle is simply to prevent friction between

the non-cutting face immediately adjacent to the edge and the

surface of the work. The limit to this dearance is that at which

insuSkicat support is afforded to the cutting edge. These are the

t«ro facts, which if fulfilled permit of a considerable range in dear-

ance angle. The softer the metal bdng cut the greater can be the

clearance: the harder the material the less clearance is permissible

because the edge requires greater support.

The front, or top rake, 6 m fig. i, is the angle or slope of the front,

or top face, of the tool : it is varied mainly according as materials

are crystalline or fibrous. In the turnings and cuttings taken off

the more crystalline metals and alloys, the oroken appearance of the

chips is distirmiished from the shavings remo\'ed from the fibrous

materials. This is a feature which always distinguishes cast iron

asd usBannealed cast sted from mild sted, high carbon sted from

that low in carbon, and cast Iron from wrought fatm. It Indicates
too that extra work is put on the tool in breaking up £he chips,

following immediatdy on thdr severance, and when the comminu-
tions are very small they indicate insuffident top rake. This
is a result that turnen try to avoid when possible, or at least to
minimize. Now the greater the slope of the top rake the more
easily will the cuttings come away, with the minimum of break in the
crystalline materials and absolutely unbroken over lengths of many
feet in the fibrous ones. The breaking up, or the continuity
of the cuttings, therefore affords an indication of the suitability chT

the amount of top rake to its work. But compromise often has
to be made between the kleal and the actual. The amount of top
rake has to be limited in the harder metals and alloys in order to
secure a strong tod angfe, without which toob wouM lack the endur^
ance required to sustain them through several boura without
regrinding.
The to0# aiiflff, e, is the angle induded between top and bottom

faces, and its amount, or thickness expressed in degrees, k a measure
of the strength and endurance of any tool. At extremes it varies
from about 15* to 85*. It is traceable in all kinds of tools, having
very diverse forms. It is difficult to place some groups in the
cutting category; they are on the border-line between cutting and
scraping instruments.

Typical Tools.—^A bare enumeration of. the diverse forms in which
tods of the chisd type occur b not even possible here. The grouped
illustrations ffigs. 3 to 6) show some 01 the types, but it will be
understood that each b varied in dimensions, angles and outlines

to suit all the varied kinds of metals and alloys and conditwns of
operatwn. For, as every tool has to be gripped in a holder of some
kind, as a slide-rest, tool-box, turret, toof-nolder, box, crocs slide,

&C., thb often determines the choice of some one form in preference
to another. A broad division b that into roughing and finishing

Fig. a.—Metal-tuming Tools.

A , Shape of tool used for scrap- £, Diamond or angular-edge tool

ii^ brass. for cutting all metals.

Bt Straightforward tool for turn- F, Plan of finishing tool,

ing all metals. C, Spring tool for finishing.

C, Right- and left-hand tools for H, Side or knife tool.

all metals. J, Parting or cutting-off to<J.

A A better form of same X, L, Round-nose tools.

M, Radius tool.

Fig. 3.—Croup of Planer Tools.

A, Planer type of tool, cranked £, Parting or cutting-off or
to avoid digging into the grooving tool
metal. F, V tool for grooves.

B. Face view of roughing tool. C, Right- and Idt-hand toob for

C. Face view of finishing tool. V-slots.

D, Right- and left-hand knife or H, Ditto for T-dota
sidetoobk /. Radius tool hdd io holder.
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took. Generally though hot fflVBfbbly the tdgs of the fint ii

narrow, of the lecond broad, corrt^F-^jnair^fi with tbr tierp cuiiitst

mnd fiiie travene of the fint and the thaliow cyttlnjf an4 brW

OJI

'a' Jrsiii

Fic. 4.—Croup or SJotler Tool*,

J^w
icol.^,G>mnion roughing tool, fl. Parti ng^ff or EFOOvifig

C RoujKhing or finishing tool in a ttddei, D, DDublc-edgcd tool
for cutting opposite sides of a t\ot*

TOOL (HAND TOOLS

bar of sted. This is costly when the best tool steel is used, hence
large numbers of toob comprise points only, which are gripped in
permanent holders in which they interchange. Tool steel usually
ranges from about } in. to 4 in. square; most engineers' work is done
with bars of from \ in. to 1 1 in. square. It is in the smaller and
medium sizes of tool* that holders prove of most value. Sobd tools,
varying from 2| in. to a in. K^are, are used for the heaviest cutting
done in the planing machine. Tool-holders are not employed for very
heavy work, because the heat generated would not set away fait
enqugh from small tool points. There are scores of holders ; per-
haps a dozen n)od approved types are in common use. They are
divisible into three great groups: those in which the top rake of
the tool point is embodied in the holder, and is constant ; those in
which the dearance is similarly embodied: and those in which
nather b provided for. but in which the tool point is ground to any
angle. Charles Babba^ designed the first tool-holder, ami the
essential type survives in several modem forms. The best-known
holders now are the Tangye, the Smith & Coventry, tlKe Armstrong,
some by Mr C. Taykw, and the Bent. The Smith & Coventry (fig. 5),
used more perhaps than any other single design, includes two forms.
In one E the tool is a bit of round steel set at an angle which gives
front rake, and having the top end ground to an angle of top rake.
In the other A the tool has the section of a truncated weclge, set
for constant top rake, or cutting anjgle, and having bottom rake
or clearance angle ground. The Smith & Coventry round tool is

not applicable for all cUsses of work. It will turn plain work, and
K'ane level faces, but will not turn or plane into comers or angles.*

ence the invention of the tool of V-section, and the swivel tool-
holder. The round tool-holders are made right- and left-handed,
the swivel tool-holder has a universal movement. The amount of
projection of. the round tool points is very limited, which impairs
their utility when some overhanging of the tool is necessary. The
V-tools can be slid out in their holders to operate on faces and
edges situated to some conakierable distance inwards from the end
of the tool-holder.

Box Tools.—In one feature the ^x tools of the turret lathes
resemble tool-holders. The small pieces of steel used for tool
points are gripped in the boxes, as in tool-holders, and all the
advantages which are derived from this arrangement of separating
the point from its hoUer are thus secured (fig. 7}. But in all other

Fic. 5.—Cftiufi of Toot-holdLTL

A, Smith & Coventry swivitjinR holdtr. B, HolUej- for squartr
steel. C D, right- and left-hand form» of t^mc. £, Holder fur
round sted. /'.Holder for narrow partin£-o(T tool

travene of the second. The follcftiris are some of tKc principal

forms. The round-nosed roui^liijig tuol (ftg. 1} B h d\ strdi^lit-

fcjrward type, used for turning,
planing and ehaplnKr Ai the
correct torjl anolc can only occur
on the mijtlle plani^of ihc tool, it

is uiitial to etnploy era n he'd tnoh,
C D^ jEh right- and left- handed,
fiir hcavj^ if.nd tiKKJt."ratcly heavy
dyty, I he dirtctian of tht crank-
ine C(irrt;$pc>nc]ing with that in

*hif|i ihc iopI is required to
travrt^. Tw?h loT btiring are

CTaofccd and many br pljnm^
(fiR. i). The*lcnting tools (fig i)

tmtjpdy ibc eanie [jrincipk but
their shanlcs arc in liist wiih
the direction of cutting, M^fiy
rougthing and finisihinf; loob aro

of knife type H. F i n i ih

i

hr t na] s

have broiii edEci, F, G. fi Tht-y

o<r^ur in ttmij^htfonv'ard and
richt- and left -hand type*-

Trit>t Lit » rule remave Je^i inan

^t in, in dcpih, while the rouRh-

msi tool* may cut an inch or

more into the mrtAl- But the

traverse of the first oJ^Ttn tsccods

jin inch, while in that of the

w<:oTid t in !* ^ very coar^
antoiitit of fcrfT. Spring tools, C,

used less now than formeriyn. arc nnHy of v^ilue fnr hnpartine a *moot h

finish to a surface. They are fTnuhin^ tcxiU only. Some tpting

tools are formed with oonsklfr^Me top take, btit j^F^i^cTully th^y act

by scraping only.

Solid Tools V. Toat-koUeri—lt will be observed that «ht for4>

foiof are solid tools; that ia» the cutting portion is forged from a solid

Fic. 6.—Group of Chiseli,

A, Paring chiseL

B, Socket chisel for bcavy duty.
C, Common chipping chiseL

D, Narrow cross-cut or cape ch i m"] .

£, Cow-mouth chisel, or gouic^

P, Straight chisel or sett.

G, Hollow chisel or sett.

Fig. 7.—Box Tool for Turret Lathe. (Alfred Herbert, Ltd., Coventry.)

At Cutting tool. Bt Screw for adjusting radius of cut. C C,
V-steadies supporting the work in opposition to ^4. D, Diameter
of work. B, Body of holder. F, Stem which fiu in the turret.

respects the two are dissimilar. Two or three tool-holders of different

sixes take all the tool points used in a lathe, but a new box has to
be devised in the case of almost every new job, with the exception

of those the principal formation of which is the turning down of
plain bars. The explanation is that, instead of a single point,

several are commonly carried in a box. As complexity increases

with the number of tools, new designs and dimensions of boxes
become necessary, even though there may be family resemblances
in groups. A result is that there u not, nor can there be, anything
like finality in these designs. Turret work has become one of the
most highly specialized departmenu of machine-shop practice, and
the design of these boxes is already the work of specialists. More
and more of the work of the common lathe u being constantly

appropriated by the semi- and full-automatic machines, a result to
which the magazine feeds for castings and forgings that cannot
pass through a hollow spindle have contributed greatly. New
work is constantly beins attacked in the automatic machines that
was deemed impracticable a diort time before ; some of the commoner
jobs are produced with greater economy, while heavier castings

and forgings, Umgex and larger bars, are tooled in the turret lathes.

A great deal of the efficiency of the box tools is due to the support

which is afforded to the cutting edges in opposition to the stress

of cutting. V-bk)cks are introduced in most cases as in fig. 7. and
these not only resist the stress of the cutting, but gauge the diameter

exactly.

Shearint AaiotL—ln many tools a shearing operation ukes place,

by which the stress of cutting w lessened. Though not very

apparent, it is present in the round-nosed rou^hins tools, in the

knue tools, in most milling cutters, as well as ui all the shearing

tools proper—the scissors, shears. &c
, ,

,

^
Planes,—\ye pass by the familiar great chisei group, used by wood-

workers, with a brief notice. Generally the tool angles of these lie

between I5* and 25*. They include the chisels proper, and the

fouges in ounerouf shaper and proportipns, uicd by carpentcn»
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^k:»^ maken. tunien. stone-masons and allied tradesmen. These

^^.^Sw^SiS^MtStolb^^ without any mechanical

Sl^S^bStfdSu are used percussively. as the stout mortise

SSS^«»«? Swuaes, the axes, adzes and stone-mason's tools.

^^J&rS^^SSS^body chisel. coef«^ m^ch^lp^l

2Si3^ thewooSScfig. 8) or metal stock, these also differ

TOOL »7

Fig. 8.—Section through Plane.

il. Cottinff iron. B, Top or back iron. C, Clamping screw.

2>, Wedge. £, Broken shaving. F, Mouth.

from the chiseb proper in the fact that the face oC the cutting iron

does vyt ooiackle with the face of the material being cut, but lies

at an angle therewith, the stock of the plane eKercising the necessary
We also meet with the function of the top or non-cutting

Fic. 9.—Groop of Wood-boring Bits,

il. Spoon bit. B, Ceotre-bit. C, ExpandiM centre-bit. D,
Gupui or Gcdge auger. £, Jennings auger. /; Irwin auger.

Fic. la—Croup of Drills for MetaL

il. Common flat drilL B, Twist drill. C, Straight fluted drill.

D, Fin drill for flat countersinking. £, Arboring or facing tool.

^ Tool for boring sheet-netaL

iron in breaking the shaving and conferring ri^dity upon the cutting
iron. This rig;idity is of similar value in cuttmg wood as in cutting
metal though in a less marked degree.
DriUint and B^rint Tools.—MtUA and timber are bored with

equal facility; the tools (figs. 9 and 10) embody similar differences
to the cutting tools already instanced for wood and metal. All the
wood-working biu are true cutting tools, and their angles, if analysed,
will be found not to differ much from those of the raaor and common
chiseL The drills for metal furnish examples both of scrapers and
cutting tools. The common drill is only a scraper, but aU the twist
drills cut with eood incisive action. An advantafe possessed by all

drills b that the cutting forces are balanced 00 each side of^the
centre of rotation. The same action u embodied in the best wood-
boring bits and augers, as the Jennings, the Gilpin and the Irwin

—

much improved forms of the old centre-bit. But the balance is

impaired if the lips are not absolutely symmetrical about the centre.
This explains the necesuty for the substitution of machine grinding
for hand grinding of the lips, and great developments of twist drill

grinding machines. Allico to the drills are the D-bits. and the
reamers (fig. 11). The first-named both initiate and finish a hole:

Fig. II.

il,D-bit. B. Solid reamer. C, Adjusuble reamer, having six flat

blades forced outward by the tapered plug. Two lock-nuu at the
end fix the blades firmly after adjustment.

the second are used only for smoothins and cnlai^ging drilled holes,

Md for correcting holes which pass tnrough adjacent castings or
dates. The reamers remove only a mere film, and their action
IS that of scraping. The forgoing are examples of tools operated
from one end and unsupportedat the other, excejpt in so far as they
receive support within the work. One of the objectionable features

of tools operated in this way is that they tend to " follow the hole."

and if thw is cored, or rough-drilled out of truth, there is risk of

the boring tools following it to some extent at least. With the one
exceptkMi of the D-tnt there b no tool which can be relied on to take
out a lon^ bore with more than an approximation to concentricity

throughout. Boring tools (fig. 12) held in the slide-rest will spring

and bend and chatter, and unless the lathe is true, or careful com-
pensation b made for its want of truth, they will bore bigger at one
end than the other. -Boring toob thrust by the back centre are
liable to wabble, and though they are variously coerced to prevent
them from turning round, that does not check ttie to-and-fro wabbly

Fig. la.—Group of Boring Tools.

C, Square
* cutters.

A, Round boring tool hek! in V-blocks on slide-rest. B, C,

and V-pointcd bonng tools. Z>, Boring bar with removable
held straight, or angulariy.

motion from following the core, or roush bore. In a purely reaming
tool thb b permitted, but it b not good in toob that have to iniUate

the hole.

This brings us to the large class of boring tools which are suparted
at each end by being held in ban carried between centres. There
are two main varieties: in one the cuttere are fixed directly in

the bar (fig. 13, it to £0, in the other in a head fitted on the bar.
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(fig. 13, £), hence termed a ** boring head." As hthe beads are
nxed, the traverse cannot be tmoarted to the bars as in boring
machines. The boring heads can be traversed, or the work can be

Fic. 13.—Group of Supported Boring Tools.

At Single^nded cutter in boring
bar.

3, Double-ended ditto.

C, Flat single-ended finishing

cutter.

D» Flat double-ended finiihing
cutter.

E, Boring head with three cutters
and three steady blocks.

traversed by the mechanism of the bthe saddle. The Utter must be
done when cutters are fixed in bars. A great deal of difference
exists in the deuils of the fittings both of bars and heads, but they
are not so arbitrary as they might seem at first sight. The principal
differences are those due to the number of cutters uied. their shapes,
and their method of fastening. Bars receiving their cutters direct
include one, two or four, cutting on opposite sides, and therefore
balanced. Four give better balance than two, the cutters bemg
set at right angles. If a rough hole runs out of truth, a single cutter
w better than a double-ended one, provided a tool of the roughing
shape w used. The shape of the tools varies from roughing to
finishing, and their method of attachment is by screws, wedges or
nuts, but we cannot illustrate the nume^us differences that are
met with.
Saws.—Tht saws are a natural connecting link between the chisels

and the milling cutters. Saws are used for wood, meul and stone.
Slabs of steel several inches

9^ y\ .y^ y\ in thickness are sawn
through as readily as,

[
though more sk»wly than,

1 timber planks. Circular
J and band saws are common
in the smithy and the
boiler and machine shops
forcutting off bars, forgings
and rolled sections. But
the tooth shapes are not
those used for timber, nor is<

thecuttinir TfT-l \\^ —-it.
In their '

th
both cuttiji^ J ml E^- raping
actions arv kLIuatrjitnl (fig.

14). Sa*4 which cut tim-
ber oontinuuM^y yrUh the
grain, a^ rip. hand, band,
circular, ha ve i n t i ht\ c t i.t ih.

Forthottjh cnj.:;-. • ti-

tute of front rake, the
method of sharpening at
an angle imparts a true
shearing cut. But all cross-
cutting teeth scrape only,
the teeth being either of
triangular or of M-form,
variously modified. Teeth
for metal cutting also act
strictly by scraping. The
pitching of the teeth is

related to the nature of
the material and the

rLrCnnn
Fic. I4.—Typkal Saw Teeth,

if, Teeth of band and ripping saws.

3, Teeth of circular saw for hard wood

;

shows ut,

C, Ditto for soft wood.
D, Teeth of cross-cut saw.

£, M-teeth for ditto.

direction of cutting. It is coarser for timber than for metal,

coarser for ripping or sawing with the nain than for cross cutting,
coarser for soft than for nard woods. The uUxni of teeth,

or the bending over to right and left, by which the clearance is

provided for tne blade of the saw, is sub)ect to similar variations.

It is greatest for soft woods and least for metals, where in

fact the clearance is often secured without set, by merely thinning
the blade backwarda. But it is greater for cross cutting than for

ripping timber. GuHetinc follows similar rules. The softer the
timber, the neater the gulleting, to permit the dust to escape freely.

Milling Cutters.—Between a circular saw for cutting metal and
a thin milling cutter there is no essential difference. Increase the
thickness as if to produce a very wide saw. and the essential plain
edge milling cutter for meul results. In iu simplest form the
milling cutter is a cylinder with teeth lying across its periphery, or
parallel with its axis—the edge miU (fig. 15). or else a disk with teeth
radiating on its face, or at right angles with its axis—the end mill
(fig. 16). Each u used indifferently for producing flat faces and
edges, and forcutting grooves which are rectangular in cross-section.
These milling cutters mvade the province of tne single-edged tools

of the planer, shaper and slotter. Of these two typical forms the

Fio. 15.—Group of Milling Cutten.

At Narrow edge miU,
straight teeth.

3, Wide edge mill with spiral

teeth.

C. Teeth on face and edges.

with D, Cutter having teeth like C
B, Flat teeth held in with screws

and wedges.
F, Large insertedtooth mill; with

taper pins secure cutters.

Fic. 16.—Group of End Mills.

A, End mill with straight teeth. 3, Ditto with spiral teeth.

nethod of hok
T-stot cutter.

CShoiring method of holding shell cutter 00 arbor, with screw
and key. i>,

*" '
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dunces are rang in great variety, langiog ffom the narrow ditting

toob whidi saw off Ear*, to the broad cutters of 24 in. or more in

vidth, used on plano-miUen.
When more than about an inch in width, surfacing cylindrical

cotters are formed with spiral teeth (fig. 15. B), a device which is

Fic 17.

A^ Straddle Mill, cutting; faces and edges.

B, Set of three milb cutting grooves.

Fig. 18.—Groop of Angular Mills.

if. Cutter with single slop«^

B, Ditto, pnxlucing tectn in another cutter.

C Double Slope Mill, with unequal angles.

essential to sweetness of operation, the action being that of shearing.
These have their teeth cut on universal machines, using the dividing
and spiral head and suiuble change wheels, and after hardening
they are sharpened on universal grinders. When cutters exceed
about 6 in. in length the difficulties (M hardening and grinding render
the ** gang " arrangement more suiuble. Thus, two, three or more
similar e(^;e mills are set end to end on an arbor, with the spiral

teeth runmng in reverse directions, giving a broad face with balanced
endlong cutting forces. From these are built up the numerous
gang mills, comprising plane faces at right angles with each other,
di which the straddle mills are the best known (fig. I7i A). A
common element in these combinations u the key seat type B having
teeth on the periphery and on both faces as in fig. 13. C, D. By
these combinations hjuf a dozen faces or more can be tooled simuf'
taneously. and all alike, as long as the mills retain their edge. The
advantages over the work of the planer in this class of work are seen
in tooling the faces and edges of machine tables, beds and slides, in
sha^i^ the faces and edges of caps to fit their bearing blocks. In
a single cutter of the face type, but having teeth on back and edge
also. T-siots are readily mOled (fig. 16. D) ; thb if done on the planer
would require re-setting of awlcwardly cranked tools, and more
measurement and testing with templets than is required on a
milling machine.
When angles, curves and profile sections are introduced, the

capacity of the milling cutter u infinitely increased. The making
of the cutters is also more difficult. Angular cutters (fig. 18) are
used for producing the teeth of the mills themselves, for shaping
the teeth of ratchet wheels, and, in combination with straight cutters
in gangs, for angular sections. With curves, or angles and curves
in combination, taps, reamers and drilb can be fluted or grooved,

the teeth of wheels shaped, and in
fact any outlines imparted (fig. 19).

Here tne work of the fitter, as well
as that of the pUning and allied

machines, b inioded, for much of
thb work if prepared on these
machines would have to be finished
laboriously by the file.

There are two ways in which
milling cutters are used, by which
their value b extended; one b to
transfer some of their work proper
to the bthe and boring machine,
the other b by duplication. A
good many light circular sections.

Fic. ro.

A , Convex Cutter.
B, Concave Cutten
C, Profile Cutter.

as wheel rims, hitherto done in bthes, are regularly prepared in

the milliiw machine, gang milb being used for tooling the peri-

phery amfedges at once, and tnt wheel blank being rotated.
Stmilariv. holes are bored by a rotating mill <^ the cylindrical type.
Intemaf screw threads are done similarly. Duplicatbn occurs
when milling sprocket wheeb in line, or side by side, in miUInjs nuts
OR an arbor, in milling a number of narrow faces arranged side by
side, in cutting the teeth of several spur-wheels on one arbor and
in milling the teeth of racks several at a time.
One of the neatest advances in the practice of milling was that

of maldag badccd-off cutters. The sectional shape behind the tooth

face b continued klentlcal in form with the profile of the edge, the
outline being carried back as a curve equal m radius to that of the
cuttinff edge (fig. 20). The
result u that the cutter may
be sharpened on the front

faces of the teeth without
interierinr with the shape
which wilTbe milled, because
the periphery b always con-
stant in outline After re-

peated sharpenings the teeth

wouM assume the form indi-

cated by the shaded portion

on two of the teeth. The
limit of grinding b reached
when the tooth becomes too

«. . ^ .

thin and weak to sund up to its work. But such cutters win endure

weeks or months of consunt service before becoming useless. The

Fic. aa—Relieved Teeth of Milling
Cutter.

OOx

-/.or
Fia ax.—Group of Scrapes.

i4, Meta]-worker*s scrape, pushed D, Diamond point u«ed by
straightforward. wood-turners.

B, Ditto, operated laterally. E, F, Cabinet-makers' scxapeSb
C, Round-nosed tool used by

wood-turners,

chief advanta^ of backing-off or relieving b in its application to
cutters of intricate curves, which would be difficult or uipossible to
sharpen ak>ng thdr edges. Such cutters, moreover, if made with

lillfllllli^^^ABC D ~FCHJXL TP Tl^ O^

o ^^W ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^
I* Q K S T U V

Fic. 22.—Cross-sectional Shapes of Files.

i4. Warding. /, Topping. P, Round.
B, Mill K, Reaper. Q, Pit-saw or
C, Flat. L, Kniie. frame-saw.
D, Pillar. i/. Three-square. R, Half-round.
E, Square. N, Cant. S, T, Cabinet.
F, (7. Swaged reapers. O, Slitting or £/. Tumbler,
/f, MilL feather-edge. K, Crossing.

ordinary teeth would soon be worn down, and be much weaker than
the strong form of teeih represented in fie. 2a The relievingis usually

done in q>ecial lathes, employing a proble tool which cuts the surface

n

nil

in ^

{

A, Parallel or blunt
B, Taper bellied.

C, Knife reaper.

D, Tapered square.

£, Parallel triangular.

Fig. 23.—Longitudinal Shapes of Files.

F, Tapered triangular.

C. Parallel round.

H, Taper or rat-tail.

7. Parallel half-
round.

JC, Tapered half-

round.
L, Riifler.
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CAfMOty

-^ <%* 31) Include
-T « VQOd AMt (Mtal
[*^ tht fiitet. The—'---

pUL«9k nuthine

^^,„^^ of pFir>diii£ lo 4
K the f.rjcdrt of finnding

E cnu«i pedc^T contact

I arc cut

II cb!i<«
curing

I,,,
.-, K^^.i L^Tiy aoscniH though in some i

.W"**.'"i^li l^^.^'vu"' \"^ '^oTitxT.L.cs in detail

gfut
itritUy the iJiciift, hke the punches, «t l»y a

p^caS-Sbear Blades. Fic. 26.—Punching.
«, Punch. 6, Bolster.
e, Plate being punched.

i

'-i.tru»ive effort: for the punch, with it» boUter (fig. 26).

•-'-- ° rlirof cylindrical shears. Hence a shorn or punched
forms, a PJi^ rough, ragged, and covered with minute, shallow

edge *• Rnih proc^ses are therefore dangerous to iron and steel,

cracks- ^ *, u^ing unequally stressed, fracture surts in the annulus
•pie meta* u^^ ^|^ advantage of the practice oi rearoering out

«f,"^*?nulu8. which is completely removed by enlargement by
this •"""{:„ diameter, so that homogeneous metal is left throughout

»bo"Jj;?J unpunched section. The same results follow reamering

L**!i. r« iron and steel. Anneahng, according to many expenments,

?**M2 «me effect as reamenng, due to the rearrangement of the

bHlUfiJ; of metal. The perfect practice with ounched plates

irSTpJih:«^ and fi«lly to anneal. The e(Kt of rfiearinj

^ iStoliy identical with that of punching, and plamng and

nSling •horn edges has the same influence as reamenng and

hi^'Sef:^-^.^^ an immense gpup. termfd^peroisdve,

fJm the manner of their use (fiff. 27). Every trade has its own

SSliar shapes, the total of which number mapy scores, each with

RVown appropriate name, and ranging in siie from the minute

fSiSTof th? jeweler to the sledges of the smith and boiler maker

Lndthe planishing hammers of the coppersmith. Wooden hammen
JJ^temHTmallets. their purpose being to avoid Rising toob or

the surfaces of work. Most trades use mallets of some form or

I^her. Hammer handles are najd »« all «scs except certain

Mreussive toob of the smithy, which are handled with withy rods,

SrSrSd?8So?ly atSchJto the tools, so that when struck by

Se Jedge they shiU not jar the hands. The fullenng tools^nd

itls, though not hammen sinctly. are actuated by

percussion. The dies of the die fofgen are actuated percusrivdy,
being ctosed by powerful hammen. The action of cauUdng toob
u percusnve. and io b that of mouklen* rumncn.

H» Ditto, double-faced.

7, JC, L, J/, BoQer naken' haa-

FlC. 37.—Hammerk
A, Exeter type. F, Ditto, straight pane.
B, Joiner's hammer. _ C, Sledge hammer, straight
C, Canterbury cbw hammer

(these are wood-wodten'
hammen).

D, Engineer's hammer, ball pane.
£, Ditto, cross-pane. N, Scaling t

MionUiug Toois.—Thu b a jpoup of toob whkh. actuated either
by simple pressure or percussivdy, mould, shape and modd forma
in the sand of the moulder, in the metal ci the smith, and in press
work. All the tools of the moukler (fig. 28) with the exceptk>n of
the rammen and vent wires act by moulding the sand into ihapee

J^^^
Fig. 28.—Moulding Toob.

At Square troweU E, Fbnge heed.
B, Heart trowel, f. Hollow bead.
C. D, Cleaners. C, £f, Square comer sleekers.

/, Button sleeker.
JC, Kpe smoother.

by pressure. Their contoura correspond with the pbne and curved
surfaces of moukls, and with the rrauirements of shallow and deep
work. They are made in iron and brass. The fullers, swages and
fbttffv of the smith, and the dies used with hammer and presses,
M mtjuitdl hy pcTcussion or by pressure, the woilc taking the counter-
pjri ci ihc iiiti, ur of some portion of them. The practice of^
iotzT-n-jt tf^nihi^ utmost wholly of moulding processes.

fc(J 57rr/j,—These now include three kinds. The common
«i«.1. Tfip controlling element in which b carbon, requires to be
hardened and letnpered, and must not be overheated, about 500* F.
toting *he hiehc*t temperature permissible—the critical tempera-
tiirc Actu-iily tills is seldom aJk>wed to be reached. The dis-
adva.ntai;e of ihi^ ^teel is that its capabilities are limited, because the
heal genenit<>d by heavy cutting soon spoib the tods. The second
h the MiJiN^hift ^H-e\, invented by R. F. Mushet in 1868. a carboa
vtc^l. in "which tl^ controlltng element is tungsten, of which it containa
from about ^ to 8%. It b termed setf-kardeniug, because it b
cooled in air instead of being quenched in water. Its value consists

in its endurance at high temperatures, even at a low red heat.
Until the advent of the high-speed steels, Mushet steel was
reserved for aJl heavy cutting, and for tooling hard tough
steels. It b made. in six different tempera suitable for various
kinds of duty. Toob of Mushet steel must not be forved below
a red heat. It is hardened by reheating the end to a white heat,

and bk>wing cold in an air bbst. The third kind of steel b termed
kigk'Spetd, because much higher cutting speeds are practicable

with th«e than with other steels. Tools made of them are hardened
in a blast of cold air. The controlling elements are numerous and
vary in the practice of different manufacturers, to render the
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looli afdaptabfe to cattlaK'various cliiMi of mcCak ami allfyt.

Taogtfrn is the principal oootiolltng dement, but chromiuai it

Bifntiil and molybdenum and vanadium are often found of
value. The steels are forged at $, yellow tint. CKiual to about
1830* F. They an raised to a white heat for hardening, and cooled
to an air blast to a bright red. Theyare then often quenched ia a
bachofoiL 77
The first public demonstratioB of the capacities of high speed

steeb was made at the P^ris Exhibition of 1000. Since that time
great advances have been made. It has been found that the
SBCtioa of the shaving limitsthe practicable speeds, so that, although
cutting speeds of 300 and 400 ft. a minute are practicable with
light cats, it is more economical to limit speeds to less than 100 ft.
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per flBtBiite with much heavier cuts. The use of water is not
absolutely tssentisl as in using tools of carbon steel. The new
Btrds show to mudi greater advantage on mild steel than on cast
iron. They are more useful for rouf^ing down tiian for finishing.

The removal of ap lb of cuttings per minute with a sin^^ tool
is common, and that amount is often eaoeeded, so that a lathe
soon becomes half buried in turnings unless they are carted away.
The horse-power absorbed is proportionatdy large. Ordinary
heavy lathes will tahe from 40 to 60 h.p. to dnve tMm, or from
four to six times more than is required by lathee of the same centres
sing carbon steel .tools. Many remarkable records have been
given of the capacities of the new steels. Not only turning and
planing tools but drills and milling cuttfnars now regularly made
of tliew. It is a revdation to ' 1 drills hi their rapid deeeent
throusii omtaL A drill of I in. hi duimrTer will easQy go through
$ hk thickaessof sted in one minuta.

Machxhx Toots

Hie marWiw tools employed in modem engineering factories

number many hundreds of wdl-delined And separate types.

Besides these, there are hundreds more designed for tpedal
fiinctk>na» and adapted only to the work of firms who handle
sporialitifa. Most of the first named and many of the latter admit
of gtonping in dasses. The following is a natural classification:

L Tmnmg loffccr.—These, by common consent, stand aa a
dasB alone. Hie caxdinal feature by which they are distin-

gushed is that the worii being operated on rotates agsinit a
tool which it held In a rigid fixturfr—the rest. Hw azia of

rotatkn nay be boriaontal Of verticaL

IL EaUprocaimi JfodbMer.—The feature by which these

are rharartwised is that the relative movements of tool and
worii take place in stnight lines, to and fro. The recipro-

cations may occur in boriaontal or vertical planes.

nL Madtma wUA DriU amd Bon HoUs.—Theab have some
fealiiRS In oommon with the lathft^ jnasinurh as drilling ^^v^

boring are often done in the lathes, and some facing and turning

in the drilling and boring marhinft, but they have become
higUy differentiated. In the foregoing groups tods having
cither single or double cutting,edges are used.

• IV. ifsBmc JfoeUMi.—TUs group uses cutters having

teeth amnged eqwidistsntly round a cylindrical body, and
may therefore be likened to saws of considerable thickness.

The cnttcES rotate over or sgsinat work, between which and the

cntteiB a rdative movement of travd takes place, and they may
therefore be likened to reciprocating machines, in which a
revolving cotter takes the place of a single-edgedone.
' V. MackSnet far CuUmt the Teeth of Geor-wibeeb.—These
comprise two sub-groups, the oMer type in which rotary milling

cutters are used, and the later type in which reciprocating

singie-edeBd tools are employed. Sub-classes are dwdgned for

one kind of gear only, as spur-wheels, bevels, worms, racks,

&c
VL Grimiing Maekinery.—Thaa is a large and constantly

extending groiq>, largely the development of recent yean.
Though cnecy grinding baa been practised in crude fashion for

a centay, the difference in the old and the new methods lies

in the embodiment of the grinding whed in machines of high

•predskm, and In the rivalry of the wheels of corundum, car-

borandum and alundum, paputd in the dectxic furnace with

thoae^of emeiy.
Vn. Scmmg Maekimes.—1n modem practice these take an

important part in cutting iron, sted and brsss. Few shops

are without them, and they are numbered by dosens in some
wrshKshments. They indude drcular saws for hot and cold

metal, band sawi and hack saws.

VnL Shearimi and Pimeki$ig J/adbsMi.—These occnpy a*

border line hetween the cutting and non-€;utting tools. Some
must be dassed with the first, others with the second. The
detrusive action also is an important element, more eqierially

in the punches.

DC. Hammeri oanA Fretset.—Ben there is a percusdve action

in the hammen, and a pordy squeesing one in the presses.

Both are made capable of exerting imm<mw» pressures, but the

latterare far more powerful than the former.

X. Pertdbie Ttfob.—This krge group can best be dsasified

by the oommon feature of bdng readily removable for opention
on large pieces of erection that cannot be taken to the regular

msrhines. Hence they are all compantivdy small and light.

Broadly they indude diverse took, capable of performing

neariy the whde of the operations summarised in the pre-

ceding paragraphs.

XL ApplioMcet.—There Is a vety large number of aitidcs

which are ndther tools nor msrhlne tods, but which are in-

dispensable to the work of these; that is, they do not cut, or
shape, or mould, but they hold, or grip, or contrd, or aid in

some way or other the carrying throtagh of the work. Thus
a screw wrench, an an^ plate, a wedge, a piece of packing, a
bdt, an appliances. In modem pnctioe the appliance in

the form of a templet or jig is one of the prindpid dements
in the interchangeable system.

XIL Woed^werking JfodUiMf.-^TUs group does for the

conversion of timber what the foregoing aooomplish for metsL
There is therefore much underiying simflarity in many msrhinrs
for wood and metal, but still greater differences, due to the

conditions imposed on the one hud by the very soft, and on the

other by the intensdy hard, matfrisls operated on In the two
great groups.

XnL Measuremeni,—To the "adcntific engineer, equally

with the astronomer, the need for accurete measurement is of

paramount importance. Ndther good fitting nor interchange-

ability of parts is possible without a system of measurement,
at once accunte and of ready and rapid application. Great
advances have been made in this direction latdy.

I.—Latbbs
The popular conoepdon of a lathe, derived from the familiar

mafhine 01 the wood turner, would not give a correct idea of the
lathe which has been devdoped as the endneer's machine tool.

This has become differentiated into nearly fifty wdl-marked types,
until in some cases even the term lathe has been dropped for more
predie definitions, as verticd boring machine, automatic machine,
while in others prefixes are necenary, as axle lathe, chucking Uthe.
cuttine-off Uthe, whed lathe, and so on. With rq^ard to size and
mass the height of centres may range from 3 in. in the bench lathes
to 9 or to ft. in gun lathes, and weights v^

^*^ff^.
'n>m say 50 lb

to 300 tons, or more in exoeptmnal cases, while in some the
anse from say 50 lb

. While hi some the
mechanism it the nmplest sosdble, in others it is so complicated
that ody the speddist is able to grasp iu details.

Earty Latket.—Space will not permit us to trace the evolution
of the lathe from the andent bow and card lathe and the pole
lathe, in eadi of which the rotary movement was dtemately for-

ward, for cuttinc, and backward. The curious thing is that the
whed-driven btne was a novdty so late as the i^th and 15th
centuries, and had not wholly diq>Iaced the ancient forms even in

the West in the 19th century, and the cord lathe stiU survives in
Another thing is that all the old lathes were of deadthe East.

Cfiilrs. instead of runnine mamdrd type; and not until 1794 did the
use of metd b^in to take the place of wood in lathe construction.
Henry Maudalay (1771-1831) did more than any other man to
devdop the engineer's self-acting lathe in r^ard to its essentid

but it was, like its immediate successors for fifty

years sfter, a skeleton-like, inefficient weakling by comparison
with the lathes of the present time.

Broad Types,—^A ready appreciation of the broad differences in

hthe types may be obumed by considering the differences in the
grest groups cl work on whioh lathes are deseed to operate.

Castings and forgings that are turned in lathes vaiy not only in

siae. but also in relative dimensions.
shafting, or a
and dkmeter from a rsilway whed or a whed ure. f urtber, wbtie

the shaft has to be turned only, the whed or the tire has to be

ThiM a long ineoe of driving
ting, or a railway axle, is very differently oroportiooed in length

' er from a rsilway whed or a whed tire. Further, while

Here then we have the first cardind distinctk>n

between lathes, vht. those admitting work ftchMsn centre* (fig. S9)

and /see and Aofiiic lathes. In the first the piece of work is pivoted

and drivsn between the centres of head-stock and tail-stock or loose

poppet; in the second, it is held and gripped only by thejlogs
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pMocct twi^ omitted,
T%ae,iKi*rvcr,*f¥ broad trpBtvalTr . .

of ici^th to diaowtcr difl«r, aad villi cbos [mtht

fif <HKda* t0 jmcily the kyi£| dQvn ofA ipKKt
or nachim to deal vilfe i(, tWh"
ease dajfu, la «1k«^ for eonpl ,

,

one toibe for cnraiAff tm> or llu» loof ifc^is

cHuly, or (or hinii«c >sd bori^ two vteds or tirv at
iMce. Fttirlicr, tW paction of tlw axil of s facm bE&e
B^ed Mt be henxoAut. u li imoaarf ^^tn the turmBc
cf Vjof p>i«ces hai lo be done bmsn ccotm. Thefc vm
otivkM^ advuniafQ ill vTSflDDf it vntkaUir^^ princi-

p4t bdiif; tJu^t «astin£i and T«zjiv> c^b be wot eutty
•et Kod wtmed to a. borlmital cBvck tfavi tadw t^ fan
of which Ikd tvikaJly. Tlw c!i4i^ b aka txticr mp-
pctr(«dH and hii^xi mm of turnUif an jmctB^Je, fa
mcni yvan thoe nerUc^ IsiJum or vertiul turnioff and
bofiAg milU {6f . 30) havE b«* grcazly Jntfieasjar in nnia-

btrn they aLw occur in k^«^ da^;:ru to mk vdtr
certeral or tpedal dutin, some of cli^ beinr uisi (or

borioK only, u ^Auf^^nf t&tka. Some are of immense
Hue. capable of Wriof liie field laafocta of els^ne
^neraton 40 ft- in diamcto^

5yfatiKl(iri LpiAo-—Biit for doing »la± b tMined
the JBBMtrt} wxk of tht enfuwa-'s turaery. th* »»»

I C5t 39> predonunite^ i.t idf-vtiiif . i&duie
_, iflf lathe» mth beuiktock. IcKjee pnppM and
wiidfrat^ cenhvs, Taoe pCitse* arud chucki. and an equip-
(nent by wfaicit lojif fueco art titnicd. titlicr btcinetii
cenirea of on the f»te chycki. and bocvd- One pf

the rreatot objcctioai to {hi onployment of the*
ttaniurd rypi^ of Utha f'^r indbcnctunate duly u dan
10 tJie limited height of the cenirc* gt atit <il t« bead-
•tqck. atovx the face of tJw bed Thi* U met ^aeiaEIr
by providiftg 2 pj^ of deep reoes* tn ih* bed ntrt
the fast beadi^tock, deep enough to take Ua work of

Uwigje d kamcbcr. The de^ i-:* U very old aJvJ v^y ccmmoo,
but when the voJunw of wcrfe viff^nt* t-he ern6.lo>ment

of vp^rate lathes for lairen'oHc and for tnat done
txrttnen cenirti it ia better to have tbenu
S£T«Nf kUiiijj.—A morti imporunt HctiptL of the »odc

of the enjfineer'a turnery ia that of cutting Kzmri (tee

SCPiL^w). Thti ha.1 resulted in ditTerentiation fully al
great 41 that eKtitlnff bet«icen centres and face- work.
Tine t]jde-ie3rt iraa dciigned ^with this object, thoneb
it b aUo ti«cd for plain tuming. The ttafjdard *' saU
mttmg kUdinjt, milatJnK and^ fct^w -cut ting lathe " ia

ttaeadally the ttandarj tumln^ lathc^ wtui the addi-
tinn flf toe icrcw^utting mec}iai:it>m. T^ii inctudes a
maater icrew^he iaid or euidt KTfw^ which is

gripped irith a ciaip nut, fastened to the trivelline

--^^'—t (jf the dxde-rest. The lisad-4crew ji connecica

TOOL pAIRES'

tfi tJie hcadstcKk epindle by f^iff? icAwli, which are

die v^ariable* thrt^ugh which the relative rate* of move-
iTKiti fil the ipiftidjc arid the Jtid-htnew, and thcttfore

of the icrew-ctitLing tooln held and traveru4 in the
ilide-rest, are elTocted. By thii beautUtil pwoe of

mechacuini a guide screw, the pitch of which b per-

maj>ent, h made to cut Krew-thfcacia of an almoitt

inhnite number of po*ftibte pitches, btjih in whok afvd

fractioiul numbers, by virtue of iearTaii£emcnci of
the variab!e«p the change whceli- The oblcctbrt to
thii mct^^i I'l iJiir rhe trains of cban|e wheels hj^ie

to tKif rr ! rtarranged aa ofti rj a* a schew
of a fhtitiuu jhUm La» to be cut. wi operation which
ukes aome Uttie time. To avoid this, the nest or
duster system of gean haa been lais^ely adopted, iu
nuMt MiooeMful embodiment being m the Hendey-
Norton lathe. Here all the change wheels are arranged
in a tenea permanently on one shaft underneath the
headstock, aibd any one of them is out into engagement
by a sUdinf pinion operated by the simple movement
of a lever. Thus the lead-screw is driven at different

rates without removing any wheel from its spindle.

This has been extennvely applied to both small and
large lathes. But a momeurs thought will show that
even this device is too cumbrous when large numbers of
small screws are required. There is, for example, little

in common between the screw, sav of 5 or 6 ft. in

length, for a massive penstock or valve, and i-in. bolts,

or the small screws required in thousands for electrical

fittings. Oeariy while the self-acting screw-cutting

lathe is the best possible machine to use for the first,

it b unsuiuble for the last. So here at once, from (he
point of view of screw cutting only, an important diver-

gence talcci place, and one which has ultimately led
to very high spedaliiation.
SmaU jcfAM.—When small screws and bolts are cut ia

g^^^SlLiLi l^^i -i I ill B»
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hrfe quantities, the Kukle-Kt«wand clumge wbeelt give place to other
devioes. one oC which involves the use of a separate nuster-soew
for every diffeient pitch, the other that of encircling cuttinc in-

stnimencs or dies: The first are represented by the chasing Jatke,

the second by the screwing lathes and automatics. Though the
principles of operation are thus stated in brief, the details in design
are roost extensive and varied.

In a chasing bthe the master-sciew or hcb, which may be either

at the rear 01 the headstock or in front of the slide-rest, receives

a hollow clasp-nut or a half-nut, or a star-nut containing several
pitches, which, partaking of the traverse movement of the screw-
thread, imparts the same horizontal movement to the cutting tool.

The latter b sometimes carried in a hinged holder, sometimes in

a common slide-rest. The attendant throws it into engagement
at the beginning of a traverse, and out when completed, and also

thi« ii an econofnjcal system, but in others not. It cannot be
coEnsLdejrcd » when bolts, screws and allied forms are of small
dxi\-'v-\-.l:<n^.

athts.—It has been the growing practice since
th he 19th century to proauce short articles, re-

qti ^ itities, from a long bar. This involves making
the LlLiIic wLth a h.ltow mandrel; that b, the mandrel of the head-
stock hasi a hole r] rilled risht through it, lar^ enough to permit
of the pa^-^-^gf through it olthr largest bar which the class <n work
nsi^u^m. Thus, U ihe largest section of the finished pieces should
require a bar of i| in. dumeter, the hole in the mandrel would be
made if in. Then the bar, inserted from the rear-end, b gripped
by a chuck or ccUet at the front, the operations of turning, screwiiw
and cutting off done, and the bar then thrust farther through
to the exact length for the next set of identical opentk>os to Be

r^

]

XT-"

Fig. 30.~Boring and Turning Mill, vertical lathe. (Webster Bennett, Ltd., Coventry.)

A , Table, ronning with stem in vertical bearing.

B. Frame of machine.
C, Driving 1

i>. Handle giving the choice of two rates, through concealed
sliding gears, shown dotted,

fi, Bevd-cears driving up to pinion gearing with ring of teeth

on the ubie.
F, Saddle moved on cross-rail C.

dianges the hobe for threads of different sections. The screwed

Slavs of k}comotive fire-boxes are almost invariably cut on chasing

bthes of thb class.

In the screwing machines the thread b cut with dies, which
encircle the rotating bar; or altemativelv the dies rotate round a
fixed pipe, and generally the angular lead or advance of the thread

draws the dies along. These dies differ in no essentiab from similar

toob operated by a hand lever at the bench. There are manv
oMdifications of these bthes, because the work b so highly spedal-

ixed that they are seklom used for anythinjg except the work of

cnttinff screws varying but little In dimensions. Such being the
case tney can hardly be classed as lathes, and are often termed
screwing machines, because ik> provbion exists for preliminary
turning work, whkh b then done elsewhere, the task of turning

«ad threading being divided between two bthes. In

H, Vertical slide, carrying turret /.
Jk , Screw feeding F across.

L, Splined shaft connecting to H for feeding the btter up or
<

down.
M, lit Worro-gears throwing out clutches N, N at predeter-

mined points.

0, Cone pulley belted up to P, for driving the feeds of saddle
aiM down-slide.

performed, and so on. Thb mechanism b termed a sptW/retf. because
the first bthes which were built of thb type only operated on brge
wires; the heavy bar bthes have been subsec^uentlv developed
from it. In the more advanced types of bthes this feeding through
the hollow spindle does not require the intervention of the attendant,
but b performed automatically.
The amount of preliminary work which has to be done upon a

portion of a bar before it b ready for screwing varies. The simplest
object b a stud, which is a parallel piece screwed up from each end.

A bolt b a screw with a head of hex^onal, square or circubr
form, and the productu>n of this involves turning the shank and
shoulder and imparting convexity to the end, as well as screwing.

But screw-threads have often to be cut on objects which are not
primarily bolts, but which are spindles of various kinds used on
mechanisnis and machine tools, and in which reductions in the '"'***
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rWrc(£a<k«f.—Tlie turret or capstan (fie. 3a) ba device for grip-
pioff as many teparate toob as there are d&inct cmratioas to be
performed on a piece of work; the number ranges from four to as

of the toncc lathes.

many as twenty in some highly elaborated machines, but five c.
six is the usual number of holes. These toob are brought round

ITbM^tn ^^% acAoated by tube O.

H.
tgh filcwe on bar JL
cbuck. moving bearing it forward.

Fig. 3i.~Tunet^ Lathe. V (Webster ft Bennett, Ltd.. Coventr>'.)

^„ mandrel (constituting the
I clamped on the vorfct iukI b

^ , . t each time of feeding.

0, Cross slide.

P, Hand-wheel operating screw to travel O.

N, Bearing to feed the work through
win or bar fetdy. A collar b cU
pushed by the bearing N at each

O. Tunet-slide.

01 uie macnme. inis ano
' by which b meant the shap-
ict of irregular outline, by a
terpart of the profik required.

^i^ jj^r-Plan of Set of Turret Tools, (A, TIcfbrrt. Ltd.)

m^fl^ P, BoK too] carT>'inK two cutters

I # IhI ^or tnt operalbn or (or third opi;mtiuD* rough
V iJoddnff^ turning.

^jS£« toob for KcoTid £, Simibr tooffof fpurthopera-
^^jpKtfpo, ttaiting orpoiQ(- tion, hnuk turning.

'K F, Screwing tnula in liead for

(iTml apetBtton of screwing.

, Crosshandte moving Q to and fro.

5, Turret or capstan.
Tj XL Sets of fast and loose pulleys, for open and crossed bdta.

'V, (u>ne belted down to £ on Utbe.

in due succession, each one doing its littk share of work, until the
cvde of opnations required to produce the object b conpfete.
the cycle including such operations as turning ana screwing, rough-
ing and finishing cuts, drilling and borinff. Severance of the finisbed
piece b generally done by a tool or toob ndd by a entt-diit between
the headstock and turret, so termed because its movements take
pbce at right angles with the azb of the machine. Thb abo
often oerforms the duty of " formii
ing 01 the exterior oortion of an object <

tool the edge of which b an exact counterpart of the profik required.
The exterior of a cyde hub b shaped thus, as abo are numerona
handles and other objects involving various curves and shoulders,

ftc The tool b fed perpendicularly to the axb of the rotat-

ing work and comoletes outlines at once: if thb were done in

ordinary Uthes much tedious manipubtion of separate toob would
be involved.
A MtmnaHcs.—But the marvd of the modem automatics (fig.

lies in the mechanism by which the cyck of operations b rendc
absolutely independent of attendance, beyond the first adjustments
and the insertion of a fresh bar as oftenas the previous one becomes
used up. The movements of the rotating turret and of the cross-
slide, iJid the feedina of the bar through the hollow spindle, take
pbce within a second, at the conclusion Of the operatkw preceding.
These movements are effected by a set of mechanism independent
of that by which the headstock spindk b rotated, vis. bjr cama
or cam drums on a horiaontal cam shaft, or other equivalent
device, differing much in arrangement, but not principle. Move-
ments are hastened or retardedT or pauses of some moments may
ensue, according to the cam arrangements devised, which of course
have to be varied for pieces of different proportions and dimensions.
But when the machines with their toob are once set up, they wfll

run for dkys or weeks, repeating precbdy the same cyde of opera-
tions; they are sdf•lubricating, and only require to be fed with
fresh bngths of bar and to have their toob resharpened occasionally.
Of these automatks ak>ne there are somethiitg like a dooen distinct

types, some with their turrets vertical, others horiaontaL N^
xkay so but the use of a single qnndle b not always deemed sum-^

ciently economical, and some of these designs now nave two* three
and four separate work spindles grouped in one head.
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SpecicHud lolftes.—Outside of these main types of lathes there

are a large number which do not admit of group classification.

They are designed for special duties, and only a representative list

can be g^veo. Lathes for turning tapered work form a limited

FkG. 33^—Automatic Lathe or Screw Machine. CA. Herbert, Ltd.)

A, Main body.
B, Waste oil tray.
C, Headstock.
D, Wire-feed tube.
£, Slide for closing chuck.
r. Shaft for ditto.

C, Feed-slide.
H, Piece of work.
J. Turret wich box tools.

K, Turret slide.

X, Saddle for ditto, adjustable

a, a, a. Cams for actuating chuck
through pins
am which

aloK bed.
icrewToiM, Screw Tor locating adjustable
slide,

if, Cot-cff and forming crosa-

0» O. Backand front tool-holders

P, Cam shaft.

Q, Cam drum for operating
chuck.

R, Cam drum for operating

bt b. The cam
turns D u adjustable but
isnot in view.

e. Feeding cam for turret.

d.d.Retum cams for turret,

tf, c.Cams on cam disk for ooer-
ating the lever /, which
actuates the cut-off and
forming sUde.

7*, Worm-wheel whkh drives
cam shaft by a worm on
the same shaft as the
feed-pulley U.

Vt Handwheel on worm shaft for

making first adjustments.
IT, Change feed disk.

f. f.Change feed dogs adjustable
round disk.

X, Change feed lever.

K, Oil tube and spreader for
lubricating toolsand work.

5, Cam disk for actuating Z, Tray for tools, &c
croas-alide.

anmber, and they include the usual provbions for ordinary turning.
In some designs change wheels are made use of for imfMuting a
definite movement of cross traverse to the tool, which being com-
poanded with the parallel sliding movements produces the taper
In others an upper bed carrying the heads ana work swivels on a
lower bed, which carries the dide rest. More often tapers are
turned by a cross adjustment of the loose poppet, or by a taper
attachment at the rear of the lathe, which coerces the movement
of the top or tool-carryine slide of the rest. Or, as in short tapers,

the slide-rest is set to tne required angle on its carriage. Balls

are sometimes turned by a spherical attachment to the slide-rest

of an ordinanr lathe. Copying lathes are those in which an object
is reproducea from a pattern precisely like the objects required.

The commonest example b that in which gun-stocks and the spokes
of wheels are turned, but these are used for timber, and the engineer's

copyiag lathe uses a form or cam and a milling cutter. Tnie form
taSho^ machine is the copying machine for mctal-work. The
manufacture of boilers has given birth to two kinds of lathes, one
for turning the hotter ends, the other the boiler flue flanges, the
edges of which have to be caulked. Shaft pulleys have appropriated
a spedal lathe containing provision for turmng the convexity of

the faces. Lathes are duplicated in two or three ways. Two,
four, sax or eight tools sometimes operate simultaneously on a jnece

of work. Two lathes are mounted on one bed. A tool will be boring
a 1k^ while another is turning the edges of the same wheel. One
win be boring, another turning a wheel tire, and so on. The rolls

for iroQ and steel mills have special lathes for trueins them up.
The thin sheet metal-work produced by sjMnning has given rise to
a special kind of s|Mnning lathe where pressure, and not cutting,

ia the method adopted.
Methods ofHMxnt and Rotating Work, Chucks.—The term chuck

sigoifiea an appliance used in the lathe to hold and rotate work.
As the dimensions and shapes of the latter vary extensively, so
also do those of the chucks. Broadly, however, the latter corre-

spond with the two principal classes of work done in the lathe,

that between unires, and that held at one end only or fau worh.

This of course Is an extremely comprehendve classification, because
chucks of the same name differ vastly when used in small and large
lathes. The chucks, again, used in turret work, though they gnp
the work by one end only, differ entirely in design from the face
chucks proper.

Chucking between Centres.—-The simplest and by far the commonest
method adopted is to drill countersunk centres at the ends of the
work to be turned, in the centre or longitudinal axis (fig. 34, >t),

and supoort these on the point centres of headstock and poppet.
The angle included by the centres is usually 60", and the points
may enter the work to depths ran|pnff from as little asA in. in very
Iip;ht pieces to i in.. } in. or i in. In the heaviest. Obviously a
piece centred thus cannot be rotated by the mere revolutbn of the
lathe, but it has to be driven by some other agent making con-

o
Fio. 34..

At Centringand driving; a,point B, Face-plate driver or catch-
centre; 6. carrier: e, driver plate; a, centre; b, driver,

fixed in slot in body of point C, Common heart-shaped carrier,
centre; d, IjMck centre; s, D, Clementdoubledriver; a, face-

work, plate; 5, b, drivers; e, loose

plate carrying drivers.

nexion between it and the mandrd. The wood turner uses a forked
or prong centre to obtain the necessary leverage at the headstock
ena, but that would be useless in metal. A driver is therefore used,
of which there are several forms (fig. 34), the essential element
being a short stiff prong of metal set awayfrom the centre, and rotat-

ing the work directly, or against a carrier whkJi encircles and
pinches the work. As this method of driving sets up an unbalanced
force, the " Clement " or double driver (fig. 34, D), was invented,
and is fre<]uently made use of, thouch not neariv so much as the
common single driver. In large and heavy work it is frequently
the practice to drive in another way, by the dogs of the face-plate.

Steadies.—Pieces of work which are rigid enough to withstand
the stress of cutting do not require any support except the centres.

Fio. 35.

A, Travelling steady with adjust-

able studs a, o; b, work;
c, tool; d, slide-rest. C,

B, Steady with horiaootal and
vertical adjustment through

"slotted bolt holes a, a; (, (,

brass or steel facings.

Fixed steady with hinged top
and three setting pieces.

But long and comparatively slender pieces have to be steadied at

intermediate poinU (fig. 35). Of devices for thb purpose there

are many designs; some are fixed or bolted to the bed and are

shifted when necessary to new positions, and others are bolted to

the carriage of the slide-rest and move along with tt—travdltng
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there b no sdf•centring capacity, and
kirv» irmiin. thmrmtnrm mw^ rendered

face scroll

Ftc. 38.~Independent Jaw Chuck.
A. Body.

^
b. Square beads of screws Cor

«, Recess to receive lace-plate. key.
B. laws or dogs. c, Tee-grooves for boha.
C. Screws for operating jaws.

Fig. 39.—Scroll Chuck, ungeared.

A, Face-plate screwed to man- £, Jaws |n chuck face, having
drel nose.

B. Back of chuck screwed to
A.

C. Knuried chuck body with
scroll « on face.

D. Chuck face.

sectional scroll teeth en-
gaging with scroll o. and
moved inwards or outwarda
by the scn^ when C ia
turned.

bt Tommy or lever hole in C.
P, Piece of work outlined.

Fic. 4a—Combination Geared
Scroll Chuck.

At Back plate; a, recess for face-

plate.

0, Pinions.

C, Circular rack with scroll b on
face.

D, Chuck body.
£, Jaws fitting on intermedbte

pieces e that engage with
the scroll b.

tf. Screws for operating jaws
independently.

Fic. 41 .—Spiral Geared Chuck,
concentric movement. (CTaylor,
Birmingham.)
A, Back.
B, Body.
C, Spiral plate with teeth engag-

ing in jaws D.
B, Bevel pinions gearing with

teeth on back of C
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(Sf. 39) or ft drcolarrack with
piniocH (fyi. 40), tumrd with
ft key which operateb <iJJ \ht
jaws smultaneously en wands
or outwards. But as some
dasscs of jobs hav«- 10 be
adjusted eccentricall: — i-v
chucks are of the com 1

type (fig. 40). capable ^
i»ed iiuiepcndently ^ ^...i-

centrically. hence tensitnJ uni-

tersal chucks. The rh^^ngc

from one to the other ^imjily

means throwing the rine ^
teeth out of or into rng^e?-
ment with the ptniuns by
means of cams or equivalent
devices. Each type of chuck
occurs ia a la^ mn^ cf

dimensions to suit bthts of ^tl

centres, besides which c\cty
;

lathe indudes several <: hutka,
large and small, in it-^ i-m^ipr

ment. The range of dU-
Bcters which can be^ t^kcn,

by anv one chuck u liniitnl,,

thougn the^ j^ws arc m^de
with steps, in addition id the
ranj^ atfwled by the ope^
ratinz screws. The " Taylor

'*

spiral chucks (fig. 41) dilTn'

essentially from the fcroJI t^pei in having tSe actuating threads set spimWy
on the sloping interidr of a cone, Thr ri-suU is iK.1t the outward pir^iurc

of each jaw is receivt d behind the Liody. becauic the spiral rises up at the

lack. In the ordinarv v:rotl chucks the prcssyre i* taken only at the bottom
of each jaw, and the itndcricy 10 tilt and pull the teeth out of ahapc b very

Boticeable. The spiral, rnoreover, enablci a itrongcr form of tooth to b<' usca,

together with a finer pitch of ihrcadi, 10 that the wearing area can be
increased.
The forqioing may he termed the Atanrfard chucks. But in addition there

are large numMrs for dealine with Kpeetal da&f.eA of mork. Brass finlEhers

have several. Most cf the hoTtow ipinrile blhes and automatic have dmu-in
or ^ush-OMt chucks, in whkh the jaws are operated EimultanrouUj^ hy the

conical bore of the eii jrrljn? ncise^ h> that thctr acticn is instantaneous and
self-centring. They a r operated by hand, as in %. 31, or autnjmaueally,

as in fig- 33. There k I irge group uwd for drills a^d reamers—ibc 1^1^

titmcks employed in la — -^ uefj a^ in drilling machines.

II.—R EC! PBOCATING MACmSE TOOLS
This is the only con^tnicnl head under which to etoup three great classes of

machine tools which possess the Icature of reciprocation in common. It

indudes the planing. ».!i.ipin;^ and slotting noschincs. The feature of n:^i|.'<roca-

tion b that the cutting tool h oper^itivf only in one dSrection; that is. ir cuts

dorinff one stroke or movement and Is idle during the rctum stroke, ft is^

therefore, in precisely [he same cDndiUoa m a hand tool such as a dii«cj» a
carpenter's plane or ^ hand
saw. We snail return n^Ain
to this feature of <^n idle

Rroke aad discuss the devices

that eadst to avoid it.

Planing liaekints.—In the
ttandard planer for general

shop purposes (fig. 4^) the

piece of work to be ori«ra,ted

on is attached to a hori/dntalu^

table moving to and Iro on a
ri|^ bed, ami pftssin^ u uder-

B»th the fixed cuttih^ tool.

Tike to(^ is ^pped in a box
having certain necessary ad-
justments and movements, to

that the tool can be c^ried
vfed transveredy ftcrt^^s the
work, or ftt right angica with
the direction of its travel, to
take successive cuts, and also

downwards or in a vertical

directkm. The tooNbojc is

carried on a cross-slide which
has capadty for several feet

of vertical adjustment uci up-
right members to suit work
of varying depths. Tht-^e up-ij
rights or housings arc bolted
to the sides of the bid. and
the whole framing is so rigidly

designed that no pemprihle
tremor or yielding takr^ place

ader the heaviest duty im-
posed by the stress of cuttinf.
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f|l» Uf>>W^ adluflliMfiU haw been nude and the I To andi a dea^gn there are objectiom, which, thmmk *v • •

, ^ H«vfl and the return o( the work-table and
|
portaace haa often been exanerated. aityttiS ^ tv

^^

fW «| —** S»Jfii^ M«W»e. fCi«ti*t A Croom. Ltd.* Minchcsitf.)

J, Dri*ifl« c«» pulky «iuaiiiig pinion i, disk wh*d *. with ilotte^
ilt^Jt. and adjttrtiblc nut moving in ihc *l*Jt o( the c«nk y.
m^icli ariiMTc^ the Icvrr r connect m1 to the tool fim G, tn^

Mi^VHM^ »1l% *»4 t*^ l«aA«l

mvUtcA ftiflttiiuUng ihtr \\hii; worth qukk return; tis pivijte^d

lo 1 b4ftrk wtj^K 1* ftdiuttabic alotiK * *\ot in t. artit th^
*.Uin!*n.ri(t d TSi5 t>t.jck in the ^tot rtxuTatc* the powtion oi th«-
rsjT* ir. tL> *iui Thf position o( M>r work qxx rh^ tkblc-

*, Fml J"k Jrivf ft hv *tnjiU scars fn>tn cone pulley.

i P#»i Jr\\Tfl lr»jm Jt^k ttiroins,h Icicr* iit various ratta, and i

iTvJUnfi %he jiTiL-int t-* million af the feed icrew F.

|C^Cc«*k.*l iMiuifvl 1^ orciiUr th^pins* driven l>y worm
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objectioa has ariKn a new dengn, the side planer (fig. 4^), ta which
the tool-bos w carried by an ann movable aloac a fixed bed or bate,
and tfvcrhangins the work, which U fastened to the aide of the
base, or on angle brackets, or in a deep pit alongnde. Here the
important difference b that the work is not traversed under the
tool as ta the ordinary planer, but the tool moves over the work.
But an evil results, due to the overhang of the tool arm, which being
a cantilever suMwrted at one end only u not io rigid when cutting
as the CRMs-iau of the ordinary martiinr, supported at both ends
on housings. The same idea is embodied in machines built in other
respects on the reciprocating taMe modeL Sometimes one housing
is omitted, and the tool arm is carried on the other, being therefore
unsupported at one end. Sometimes a housing Is made to be
removable at pleasure, to be temjMrsrily taken aWay only when a
piece of work of unusual dimeniaons has to be fixed on Uie table.

Another objectUm to the common planer is this. It seems
unmecfaanical in this machine to reciprocate a heavy table and
pieoe of work which often weighs seineral tons, and let the tool
and its holder of a few hundredweights only remain stationary.
The mere reversal of the table abeorbs much greater horsfr*power

there Is no limitation whatever to the length of the work, since it

may extend to any disUnoe beyond the base-plate.
Shaping MaejUnes.—The abaping machine (fig. 44) doM for com-

J planer, being one c

inventions, and beyond the tact that it has a reciprocating non-

paratively small pieces that ^

It came later in time than thej
the planer does for long ones.

>laner. being one of James Nasmyth's

cutting return stroke it bcari 00 resemblance to the older machine.
Its dnisn is briefly as follows: The piece of work to be dhaped is

attached to the top, or one of the vertkal side faces, of a right-
an|^ bracket or brackets. These are carried upon the face of a
main standard and are adjusUble thereon in horizontal and vertical
directions. In small machines the ram or reciprocating arm (see
fig. 44, G) slides in fixed guides on the top of the pillar, and the
necessary side traverse is imparted to the work table a. To the top
of the main sundard, in one design, a carriase is fitted with hon-
sontal traverse to cover the whole brndth, witnin the capacity of the
machine, of any work to be operated on. la the largest machines
two sundards support a long bed, on which the carnage, with its

ram. traverses past the work. These machines are frequently made
double-headed, that is carriages, rams and work tables hre dupli-

FiG. 45.—i3-in. Stroke Stotting Machine.

A, Main framing.
3. Driving cone. .

C, l>. Gears driven by cones.

£; Shaft of L.
P, Tool Fsm driven from shaft E through disk G and rod ff, with

quick return mechanism D.
/, Coonter-balance lever to ram.

than the actual work of cuttiiw. Hence a strong case is often

stated for the abandonment of the common practice. But. on the

other hand, the centre of eravity of the moving table and work
ties low down, while when tne cross-rail and housings with the Cut-

ting tool are travelled and reversed, their centre of gravity is high,

aaa great precautions have to be Uken to ensure steadiness of

wvement. Several planers are .made thus, but they are neariy

an of extremely massive type—the pit planers. The device is

sddom applied to those of small and miedium dimen«ons.
But there is a great group ofplaners in which the work is always

fixed, the tools travelling. These are the wall planers, vertical

^antrs -or waU creepers, used chiefly by marine engine builders.

They are necessary, because many of the castings and forgings

are too massive to be put on the tables of the largest standard

ling independently, and so makes vertical cutting

In some dengns horixontal stroltts are provided for, or

cither vertical or horizontal as required. Here, as in the side planer.

(Greenwood ft Batley, Ltd., Leeds.)

JC, Flywheel.
L, Dnving-disk.
if, N,-Feed leven and shaft operated from disk, actuating linear

movements of slides 0, P, and circular movement of table

. Q, through gean R.
S, Jbod-feed motions to table.*

r. Countershaft.

cated, and the operator can set one piece of work while the other
is being shaped. In all cases the inovement of the reciprocating

arm, to the outer ^nd of which the tool is attached, takes place in a
direction transversely to the direction of movement of the carriage,

and the tool receives no support beyond that which it receives from
the arm which overhangs the work. Hence the shaper laboura
under the same disadvantages as the side planer—it cannot operate
over a great breadth. A shaper with a 24-in. stroke is one 01 large

capacity, 16 in. being &n average limit. . Although the non-cutting
stroke exists, as in Uie planer, the objection due to the mass of a
reciprocating table does not exist, so that the problem does not
assume the same magnitude as in the planer. The weak point in

the shaper is the overhang of the arm. which renders it liable to
spring, and rendere heavy cutting difficult. Recently a novel

(Msign has been introduced to fiivoid this, the draw-cnt shaper, in

which the cutting is done on the inward or return stroke, instead of

on the outward one.
Slotting Machines.—In the slotting machine (fig. 4S) the cutting

Ukes place vertically and there, is a lost return stroke. All the
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necemry movements save the simple reciprocating stroke are mi-
parted to the compound table on which the work is carried. These
mclude two linear movements at right angles with each other and
a ctrcuUir motion capable of making a complete drde. Frequently
a tilting adjustment is included to permit of slotting at an angle.

The slotting machine has the disadvantage of an arm unsupported
beyond the guides in which it moves. But the compound movements
of the table permit of the production ol shapes which cannot be done
on planers and shapers, as circular parts and circular arcs, in com-
bination with straight portions. Narrow key grooves in the bores
of wheels are aUo reaclily cut. the wheels lying on the horizontal

tabic, which would only be possible on planer and shapcr by the use

ofawkward angle brackets, and of specially projecting tools.

Quick return in planers is accomplished by havmg two distinct

sets of gearing—a slow set for cutting and a quick train for return,

each opcratecf from the same group of driving pulleys. The return

travel b thus accomplished usually three, oTten four, times more
quickly than the forward rate; sometimes even higher rates are
arrantred for. In the shaper
and slotter such acceleration

Is not practicable, a rate of
two to one being about the
limit, and this is obtained not
by gears, but by the slotted

crank, the Wkitwortk rttMrn,

on shapers and sbtters, or by
elliptical toothed wheeb oa
sbtters. The small machines
are generally unprovided with
thb acceleration.
The double-cutting device

seems at first sight the best
solution, and it b adopted on
a number of machines, though
still in a great minority. The
pkmeer device of this kind,
the rotating' tool-box of
Whitworth, simply turns the
tool round through an angle
of i8o" at the termination off

each stroke, the movement
being self-acting. In some
later designs, instead of the
box being rotated to reverse
the tool, two toob are used
set back to back, and the one
that b not cutting b rdieved
for the time beine, that b
tilted to dear the work.
Neither of these tools will

plane up to a shoulder as will

the ordinary ones.
Allied Mackines.^Tht re-

ciprocation of the tool or the
work, generally the former, b
adopted in several machines
besides the standard types
named. The plate-edge planer
b used by platers and boiler

makers. It b a side planer,

the plates being bolted to a
bed, and the tool traversing
and cutting on one or both
strokes. Proviuon b often'

included for planii^ edges at
right angles. The key-seaters
are a special type, designed

the speed of the tools, and thb cootrob the demni of the drivinf
and feeding mechanism. Another important diflTerence b that
between druling or boring one or more holes simultaneously. With
few exceptions the tool rotates and the work is stationary. The
notable exceptions are the venical boring lathes already mentioned.
Obviously the demands made upon drilRng; machines are nearly as
varied as those on bthes. There b little in common between the
machines which are serviceable for the odd jobs done in the general
ttkop and those which arc required for the repetitive work of the
shops which handle spedalities. Provision often has to be made
for drilling simultaneously several holes at ceruin centres or
holes at various angles or to definite depths, while the mass of
the spindles of the heavier machines renders counter-balancing
essenUal.

Bench Machines are the simplest and smallest of the group. They
are operated cither by hand or by power. In the power machines
generally, except in the smallest, the drill b also fed downwaida
by power, by means of toothed gears. The upper part of the drilling

i4, ILLso^pklb

C, HiiclL.1! a,rFn,

D, Spindk cirriagR
£, DrOI Bplndlc

Ft Wiin driving cotKs <J riving vertical shaft G

J, 5pur'ft'h«l;i, driving from £7 to vertical shaft K.
L, Mitre-wheck, driving frDm K to horisontal

ah^lt M, having icslK^fif^^i in the radial arm.
Nt Nest dI mitrewtietLi deivifi;; the wheel spindle

£ from M.
O, Fcvd^^eors to dnll spindlr, actuated by hand-

Fig. 46.~Pillar Radial Drilling Machine, 5 ft. radius.

J?, Rt Feed cones driving from shaft M to y

shaft S, for self-acting feed off driU.

r. Change-speed gears.

Ut Hand-wheel for racking carriage D along radial
arm C

K, Clutch and lever for reversing directioQ of
rotation of spindle.

W, Worm-gear for turning pillar B.
d. Handle for turning worm.
X, Screw for adjustmg the height off the radial

y. Gears for actuating ditto from shaft C.

Z, Rod with handle for operating devatinj^ |

mainly to remove the work off cutting key grooves in the bores
of wheeb and pulleys from the slotung machine. The work is

fixed on a table and the keyway cutting tool b drawn downwards
through the bore, with several resulting practical advantages.
Many planing machines are portable so that they may be fixed

upon very massive work. Several gear-wheel cutting madiiocs
embody the redpcocating tooL

Itl.—DRaLING AND BOBINO MaCRINBS
The strict distinction between the operations of drilling and

boring is that the first initbtes a hole, while the second enlarges one
already exbting. But the terms are used with some latitude. ^ A
combined drilling and boring machine b one which has provision
for both functions. But when holes are of Urge dimensions the
drilling machine b useless because the proportions and eears are
unsuitable. A 6-in. drill b unusually large, but holes are Dored up
to 30 ft. or more in dbmeter.

T-fPes of Machines.—^The distinctbn between machines with
vertical and horizontal spindles b not vital, but of convenience only.
The principal controlling element in design b the mass of the work,
which often determines whether it or the machine shall be adjusted
relativdy to each other. Also the dimensions of a bole determine

spindle being threaded b turned by an encirding spur-whed. operated
very slowly by a pinbn and hand-whed by the right hancl of the
attendant, the movement bdng made independent of the rotatioa
of the spindle. A rack sleeve endrding the spindle b also common.
In the power machines gears are also used, but a bdt on small cone
pulleys drives from the main cone shaft at variable M)eeds. From
three to four drilling and feeding speeds are provicfed for by the
respective cone pulleys. Work b hdd on or bolted to a circular

table, which may have provbion for vertical adjustment to suit

pieces of work 01 different depths, and which can usually be swung
aside out of the way to permit of deep pieces of work bdng introducea.
restine on the floor or on blocking.
WaU Machines.—One group of these machines resembles the bench

machines in general design, but they are made to bolt to a wall
instead of on a bench. Thdr value lies in the facilities which they
afford for drillinjg large pieces of work lying on the floor or on block-

ing, which coula not go on the tables ot the bench machines. Some-
times a compound work-table is fastened to the floor beneath;

and several machines also are ranged in line, by means of which long

ings may be brought under the simul-plates, angles, boilers or castings may \
taneous action of the eroup of machines. Another type
radial arm machine, with or without a tabic beneath. In each

the
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an advantage gained m that a KipportinE pOlar or standard is not
reoaired, its puce being taken b)r the wall.

SdJ-C4mlained Pillar Jiackints include a large number having the
above-oamed feature in common. In the older and leas valuable
types the framework b rwid, and the driving and feeding are by belt
cones. But the machines oeing mostly of larser capacities than those
just noted, back-gears similar to those crflsthes are generally in-

troduced. The spindles also are usually counterbalanced. The
machine framing is bolted to a bed-pUte. A circular work-table
may or may not be included. When it is, provision is made for
elevating the table by gears, and also for swinging it aside when deep
work has to be put on the base-plate.
Radial Arm Mackines;—In these (fi^:. 46) the drilling mechanism

is carried on a radial arm which is pvoted to the ptUar with the
cbject of moving the drill over the work, when the latterb too massive
to permit of convenient adjustment under the drilL The driving
takes place through shafts at right angles, from a horizontal shaft
carrying tbt cones and back-|;eared to a vertical one, thence to a
horiaratal one ak>ng the radial arm, whence the vertical drilling

makers and platers. In others the spindles are adjusuble in circles

of varying radii, as in those employed for drilling the bolt holes in
pipe flanges. In many of these the spindles are norizontal. Some
very special multiple-spindle machines have the spindles at different
aneles, horizontal and vertical, or at angles.

Universal Mackints are a particular form of the pillar type in
which the spindle b horizontal, moving with its carria^ on a pillar

capable of traversing horizontally along a bed ; the carnage has ver-
tical adjustment on its pillar and so commands the whole of the face
of a large piece of work bolted to a low bed-plate adjacent to the
machine. The term " universal " signifies that the machine com-
bines provision for drilling, boring, tapping screws and insertina
screw studs, facing and in some cases milling. The power requirea
for boring is obtained by double and treble gears. These machined
are used largely in marine engine works, where very massive
castings and forgings must be operated on with their faces set
vertically.

Boring Mackines.—Many machines are classified as suitable for
drilling and boring. That simply means that provision b made on

Fig. 4?.—Lincoln Milling Machine^

if. Bed.
B. B. Len.
C. Upright.
D. Stnndle or arbor.
E. Headstock. carrying bearings for spindle D.
F. TaHstock. carrying point centre for tail end of spindle.

G. Hand-wheel for dTccting adjustment in height of headstock,
through bevel-gears H and screw /.

K. Croflft-bar connecting head- and tail-stocks, and ensuring
equal vertical adjustment of the spindle bearings from the

r /.

^Midle is driven. The latter has its bearings in a carriage which
can be traversed along the arm for adjustment of radius. The
^aodk b counterbalanced. Hand as well as power adjustments
are included. In the work-tables of radial and rigid machines
there b a great diversity, so that work can be set on top. or at the
siifes, or at an angle, or on compound tables, so covering all the
remitrements of practice.

Senxitive Mackines have developed greatly and have superseded
many of the older, slower designs. The occasion for their use lies

in the drilling of small holes, ranging up to about an inch in diameter.
They are belt-driven, without back-gears, and usually without
brvd-gears to change the dircctbn of motion. The feed is by lever
moviog a rack sleeve. A slender pillar with a foot supports the
entire mechanism, and the work-table, with a range of vertical

adjustment.
M^UipU Spindle Machines.—Many of the sensitive machines

are fitted with two, three or more spindles operated in unison with
a belt common to all. In other machines the multiple spindles are

capable of adjustment for centres, as in the machines used by boiler

(John Htilroyd & Co., Ltd
,
M;]nmw.)

L, Speed cones for driving spindle, through pinion M and wheef

0, Frame, carrying the bearings for the cone pultev L, and pivoted
to the bed at o. and to the headstock £. This device keeps
the gears M and N in engagement in all variations in the
heignt of the spindle D.

P, Q, Cones for driving the table R through worm-gears 5, T, and
spurs U, V, to the table screw.

W, Stop for automatic knock-off to feed.

X, Hand-wheel for turning the same screw through worm-gears

a drilling machine for boring holes of moderate size, say up to 8 or
10 in., by double and treble iMck-gears. But the real bonng machine
is of a different tvpe. In the norizontal machines a splincd bar
actuated by suitable gears carries a boring head which holds the
cutters, which head is both rotated with, and traversed or fed along
the bar. The work to be bored is fixed on a table which has pro-
vision for vertical adjustment to suit work of different dimensions.
The boring-bar b supported at both ends. In the case of the
largest work the boring-bar is preferably set with its axis vertically,

and the framing of the machine is arch-like. The bar is carried in

a bearing at the crown of the arch and driven and fed there by suit-

able gears, while the other end of the bar rotates in the table which
forms the base of the machine. Some boring machines for small
engine cylinders and pump barrels have no bar {proper, but a long
boring spindle carryins; cutters at the further end is supported along
its entire length in a long stiff boss projecting from the headstock
of the machine—the snout machine. The work is bolted on a carriage

which slides along a bed similar to a lathe bed.
^
Many of these

nuirhines have two bars f(»- boring two cyUn4ers simultaneously.
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IV.—Milling Machines
In milling machines rotary taw-like cutten are employed. To A

certain extent these and some gear-cutting machines overlap because
they have points in common. Many gear-whed teeth are produced
by rotary cutters on milling machines. In many machines designed
for gear cutting only, rotary cutters alone are used. For thu reason
the two classes of machines are conveniently and naturally grouped
together, notwithsunding that a large and mcceasing group cd gear-
cutting machines operate with reciprocating tools.

The French engineer, Jacques de Vaucanson (1709-1783). b
credited with having made the first milling cutter. The first very
crude milling machine was nude ini8i8 at a gun factory in Connecu-
cut. To-day the practice of milling ranks as of equal economic value
with that ca any other department of the machine shop, and the
varieties of mOIing machines made are as highly differentiated as are
those of any other group. An apparent incongruity which u rather
striking is the relative disprofjortion between the mass of these
machines and the small dimensions of the cutters. The failures of
many of the early machines were 1j

'

of the intensity of the stresses in . ,

cutting tool has generally a very narrow edge in operation. Mflling
cutters are as a rule very wide oy comparison, and several teeth in

deep cuts are often in simultaneous operation. The result is that
the machine spindle and the arbor or tool mandrd are subjected to
severe stress, the cutter tends to spring away from the surface being
cut. and if the framings are of light proportions they vibrate, and in-

accuracy and chatter result. Even with the very stiff machines now
made it is not possible to produce such accurate results on wkle sur-

faces as with the planer using a narrow-edged tool Because
of this ereat resistance and stress, cutten of over about
an inch m wklth are always made with the teeth arran^
scMrally, and wide cutten which are intended for rou^^mg
down to compete with the planer always have either

inserted cutten or staggered teeth. Hence the rotary cutter
type of machine has not been able to duplace the planing
machine in wkle work when great accuracy is essential. Its pbce
lies in other spheres, in some of which its position b unassailable.

Nearly all pieces of small and medium dimensrans are machined as
wdl by milling as by single-edged tools. All pieces whkh have more
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a screw-cutting lathe and worm-^ear for turning the head, in com-
bination with an index or divkling plate having several circles of
holes, whkh by the insertion of an index pc^ permit of the work
spindle being locked during a cut. The combinatk>ns possible with
the divbion plate and worm-gear number hundreds. The head also
has angular adjustments in the vertkral direction, so that taperod
work can be done as well a^ parallel. The result b that there is
nothing in the range of spiral or parallel milling, or tapered work or
spur or bevel-gear cutting, or cutter making, that cannot be done
on thb type 01 machine, and the accuracy of the results of equal
divisions of pitch and angle of spiral do not depend on the human
dement, but are embodied in the mechanbm.

aimensions 01 xne cucicrv. j ne lauures 01

es were largely due to a lack of appreciation
:resses involved in milling. A single-edged

f a very narrow edge in operation. Milling

than one face to be operated on are done better in the milling machine
All pieces which have profiled outlines involvingthan elsewhere.

combinations of curves and plane faces can eenerally only be pro-

duced economically by^ mOhng. Neariy all work that involves

equal divisions, or pitcnin^s, as in the manufacture of the cutten
them^ves, or spiral cutting, or the teeth of jgear-wheeb when pro-

duced by rotary cutters, must be done in millins machines. Beyond
these a large 9uantity of work lies on the border-Tine, where the choice
between milling ana planing, shaping, slotting. &c., b a matter for

indivklual judgment and experience. It b a matter for some sur^

Else that round the little milling cutter so many des^ins of machines
ve been built, varying from each othtr in the position of the tool

S
indies, in theur number^ and in the means adopted for actuating
em and the tables which carry the work.
A very eariy type of milling machine, which remains extremdy

popular, was the Lincoln. It was desi|:ned, as were all the eariy

machines, for the small arms factories in the United States. The
necessity for all the similar paru of pbtob and rifles being inter*

changes^ble, has had the paramount influence in the devdopment
of the milling machine. In the Lincoln machine as now made
(fi^. 47) the work b attached to a table, or to a vke on the table,

which nas horixontal and cross traverse movements on a bed, but
no capacity for vertical adjustment. The cutter b held and rotated

on an arbor driven from a beadstock pulley, and supported on a tail-

stock centre at the other end, with capacity for a good range of ver>

tical adjustment. Thb is necessary both to admit pieces of work
oS different depths or thicknesses between the table and the cutter,

and to regulate the depth of cutting (vertkal feed). Around |hb
general design numerous machines small and huge, with many
variations in detail, are buOt. But the essential feature b the ver-

tical movement of the spindle and cutter, the support of the arbor
(cutter spindle) at both ends, and the rigklity anorded by the bed
whkh supports head- and tail-stock and ubie.
The pillar and knee machines form another group which divides

favour about equally with the Lincoln, the design bdng nearly of

an opposite character. . The vertkal movements for setting and
feed are imparted to tfie work, which in thb case b carried on a
bracket or knee that slides on the face of the pillar whkh supports
the headstock. Travelling and transverse movements are imparted
to the table sUdes. The cutter arbor nuy or may not be supported
away from the headstock by an arched overhanginff arm. None of
these machines b of large dimensicms. They are made in two leading

designs—the plain and the universal. The firat embodies rectangular
rdations only, the second b a marvdlous instrument both in

its range of movements and fine degree of precisbn. The first

machine of thb kind was exhibited at Paris m 1867. The design
permits the cutting of spiral grooves, the angle of which b embodied
in the adjustment of a swivelling table and of a headstock thereon

(univenaJ or ^>ifal head). The latter embodies change-gean like

Fic. 48.—Vertkal Spindle Milling Machine. (James
AichdaleftCo., Ltd.)

A, Main framing.
JB. Knee.
C, Spindle, bavins its vertkal podtkn capable of adjustment by

the sUding ctD on A.
B, Driving cone, bdt driving over guide pulleys F to spindle

pulley G.
ff, Enckised gean for driving spindle by back gear.
J, Hand-whed for adjustin|( spindle vertkally.
A, K, Pulleys over whkh spindle b counterbalanced.
JL Fe«f pufley, driven from counter shaft.

if, Ven:J4.^S ic&i &h^^ driven from L through mitre-gears.
iV, Ch.irii;,^i;e.lf hi>X.

O, H<^ iiii I ! :, operatinE longitudinal and tnnsvcrM
f ' • ' li spiral and spur-gears.

P, P. \^ .'\'i--
\ ng changes in feed speeds, nine in number.

g, mnl!*: TcT rr%.Tnirij; <lirectk>n of motkn of table R.
, Hal^4^whe«I for iongiiudinal movement of table.

Tf Hna^J ' iwIimI Tor cdrct trig cross adjustments.
V, Spiral scan indicaiod for effecting sdf-acting rotatioa of

circuW lablc W,
X, Henri whfrl far rotatTrm of table.

K, Hu .

:

: . al movements of knee B on screw Z.

Machines with vertical n>indle8 (fig. 48) form another great group,
the general constructk>n of whkh resembles that dther of the com-
mon drilling machine or of the dotting machine. In many cases the
horizontal position b preferable for tooling, in othen the vertical,

but often the matter b mdifferent. For general purposes, the heavier
class of work excepted, the vertkal b more convenient. But apart
from the fitting of a special brace to the lower end of the ^ndle
whkh carries the cutter, the spindle b unsupported there and is

thus Ibble to spring. But a brace can only be used with a millinff

cutter that operates by its edges, while one advantage of the vertical
8>indle machine b that it permits of the use of end or face cutters,
ne of the ereatest advanta^ incklental to the vertical podtkMi

of the spindle b that it permits of profile milling bdng done. One
of the most tedk>us operatbns in the machine shop b the production
of outlines whkh are not those of the regular geomefric figures,

as rectangles and aides, or combinations of the same There ft
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only one way in which irregular formt can be produoed dieaply
aod interchangeably,- and that is by controlling the movements cm
the tool with an object of similar diape termed a "form

* as in the well-known copying lathes, in the en * ling
machine, and in the forming adjunctt fitted to vertical spi , r.'Ainf

machinea, so converting those into profiling machines, i h^ prin>

dple and its application are alike simple. An object (the torfn ) It

nade in hardened sted, having the same outlines as the obj^t to be
auDed, aad the slide which carries the cutter spindle has a h:^njrncd
former pin or xoUer. which u pulled hard against the c^lgci gI
the lona by a suspended weight, so causing the tool to mcve and cut
in the same ^ath and in the same plane around the edges of the work.
Here the milling machine hokls a paramount place. No matter
bow many cinvea and straight portions may be combined in a piece,
the marhine reproduces them all faultlessly, and a hundred^ or a
Thonsand others all pcedsdy alike without any tentative correctiona.

Plano-millerB, also termed slabbing machines, form a group that
crowa in value and in mass and capaaty. They are a comparatively
ate devdopment, becoming the chief nvals to the planing machines.
for all the earW miUixw was of a very light character. In gen«al
oothnea the pano-millers cknely resemble the planing madiines,
having bed, table, housings and cross-rail. The latter in the plano-
msDcr cairiea the hearings for the cutter qxndle or spindles under
whidi the work travds and redprocatea. These qnndles are ver-
tical, bttt in aome madiines honaontal ones are fitted alao, aa in
planera. ao that three faces at ri^t or other an^es can be operated
on simaltaneou^. The slabbing operations of the plano-miUers do
not indicate the full or even the prindpalutHities of these machines.
To undentand these it must be remembered that the cross sections
of very many parts which have to be tooled do not lie in sbgle planes
iBcrdy, but in combinations of plane surfaces, horiaontal, vertical
or angular. In working these on the planing machine separate
aettingB of toola are required, and often successive settings. But
milfing cutters are built up in " gangs '* to deal with such cases, and
in this way the entire width of profile u milled at once. Horiaontal
faces, and vertical and angular edges and grooves, are tooled simul-
tancoualy, with much economy in time, a«d the cutter profile will

be accurately reproduced on numbers of seoarate pieces. Allied
to the plano-ini]]ers are the rotary pUners. They derive their name
from the design of the cutters. An iron disk is pierced with holes
for tiae insertion of a laige number of separate cutters, which by the
rotatioa of the disk produce plane surfaces. These are nulling
CBttcra, though the tools are single-edged ones, hence termed
*

i iisrited tooth mills." These are used on other machines borides
the rotary planers, but the latter are massive machines buHt on
the plaaer modd, with but one hounng or upright to carry the
caxnafe of the cutter spindle. These machines, varied considerably
b design, do good service on a class of work in which a very hign
degree of accuracy b not essential, aa column flanges, ends of
giiden, feet of castings, and such like.

v.—GBAE-arrmro Machxhbs

The practice of cutting the teeth of gear^wheeb has grown but
dowly. In the gean used by engineers, those of large dimensipns

though it b
uid the cost of cutting these b often prohibitive,

unnecessary in numbers of mechanisms for which
fe as suitatMe as the more accurately cut ones. The

f^iii.** gean for machines of precision have long been produoed
by cutting, but of bte yeara the practice has been extoiding to
iadode those of medium and large dimensions, a movement which
has been brgely favoured by the growth of electric driving, the
hidi speeds of which make great demands on reduction and trans-
miwion gears. Several new types of gear-cutting machines have
been designed, and spedalixation b still growine, until the older
»«^s«»**, vdkkh woukl, after a fashion, cut au forms of gears,

are bdag ousted from modem establishments.

The teeth of gear-wheeb are produced dther by rotary milling

cnttera or bv single-edged toob (fig. 49). The advantage of the
first b that toe cutter used has the same sectional form as the inter-

tooth apace, so that the act of tooth cutting imparu the shapes
without assistsnre from external mechanism. But thb hokb good
ooly in regard to spur-wheel teeth, that b, those in which the teeth
Ee paraOd with the ads of the wheeL The teeth of bevd-wheeb.
tboo^ often produced by rotary cutters, can never be fonned
absolutely correcdy, simply because a cutter of unalterable section

ii employed to form the shapes which are constantly changing
b dimensiona ak>ng the length of the teeth (the bevd-wheel being
a frustum of a cone). Hence, though fair working teeth are ob-
tained in thb way. they result from the practice of varying the
lebtrve anglea of t^ cutten and whed and removing the material
b several successive operations or travcrees, often followed by a
fittb correction with the fib. Although thb practice b still commonly
ioOowed in bevel-wheeb of small dimensions, and was at one time
the only method avaibbb, the practice has been changing in favour
of shaping the teeth bv a process of pbning with a sinde-edged
redprocatma tooL As, oowever. sudi a tool embodies no lormauve
section aa do the milling cutters, dther it or the whed bbnk, or
both, have to be coerced and controlled by mechanism outside the
tod itadf. Around thb method a number of very ingenious

macKinei have been dnfftriod, which may be broadly clawed under
two Bf^^t Efoups—the farm and the generating types.

Tn the fonti machmn a. pattern tooth or form-tooth b prepared
In hardened steel, uaiuLly chree times as brge aa the ^actual teeth
to be cue, an4J the mov^i^ent of the mechanism which carries the
whtel blank U coemd by chb form, so that the tool, redprocated
tnf iu bar, produces the i^me shape on the reduced dimensions of
the wheel t»th. Th« ge^ntfrating machines use no pattern tooth,
bm tht: pKncmtei qI the t';nih formation are embodied m the median-
um iivii. These are vx-ry bteresting designs, because they not
onl/ iK^fic the tct^h wiihnut a pattern tooth, but thdr movements
are iutDcnatioLlly contn^ilc^i. A brge number of these have been
brought cut in recent ye.if^, thdr growth bdng due to the demand
for Acrufijte gt^r^ for motor can, for dectric driving, and for
gertcT^I hlgh^Ius cngincvrs' work. These are so spedaliaed that
they ran only cut the ore diss of gear for which they are deugned—
the bevel -vfticcb, And thv^^ in only a moderate range of dimenskms
oa a Kuigle madiiAc ot a given siae. The prindpal b^vd-gear
cutting madiines using forms or formen, are the Greenwood &
Batlev, Le Progrte Industriel, the Bouhey (cuts hdbal teeth),
the (Jeriikon, whkh bdudes two types, the single and double
cutting tools, the Gleason and the Rbe. Generating madiinea
tndude the Bilgrara (the oMest). the Robey-Smith, the MonnereC,
the Warren, the Beab and the Dubosc.

Fio. 49.—Gear Cutting.

if, Rot^ milling cutter pro* P, Action of
ducing tooth space.

B, Planer tool operating on tooth
flank.

C, Planer form-tod finishing

tooth space.

Fdlowa"
planing teeth.

£, Shape of" Felbwi " cutter,

f, Hobbing cutter.

G, Taperea hob beginning
wheel.

H, Ditto finishing.

As the difficulties of cutting bevel-wheels with rotary cutters,
consequent on change of ejection of the teeth, do not occur in spur-
gears, there are no examples of form machines for spur-wheel
cutting, and only one |;enerating pbning type of machine, the
Fdlows, whbh produces mvolute teeth by a hardened steel<utting
piiuon, which shapes wheeb having any number of teeth of the
same pitch, the cutter and blank being partly rotated between each
cut as they roll when in en^gement.
The worm-geare appropnate a different group of machines, the

demands on which have become more exacting since the growth
of electric driving has brought these geara into a pc^tion of greater
importance than they ever opcupied bdore. With thb growth
the demand for nothing less than perfect geara has devebped.
A perfect gear b one in which the teeth 01 the worm-whed are
envelopes 01 the worm or screw, and thb form can only be produced
in practbe in one way—bv using a cutter that b practically a
serrated worm (a hob), which cuts its way into the wheel just as
an actual worm might be supposed to mould the teeth of a whed
made of a plastic substance. To accomplish this the rebtlve move-
ments of tne hob and the wheel bbnk are arran^ied to be precisely

those of the working worm and whed. Very tew such machines
are made. A practicd compromise b effected by caudng the he

'
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both to drive and cut the blank in an ocdinaiy machine: When
worms are not produced by these methods the envelope cannot be
obtained, but each tooth space is cut by an involute milling cutter
set at the angle of thread m a universal machine, or else in one of
the general gear<utting machines used for spur, bevel and worm
gears, and only capable of yielding really accurate results in the
case of spur-wheels.
The previous remarks relate only to the sectional forms of the

teeth. But their pitch or distance from centre to centre requires
dividing mechanism. ,This^ includes a main dividing or worm-
wheel, a worm in conjunction with change gears, and a division
(>late for setting and locking the mechanism. The plate may have
our divisions only to receive the locking lever or it may be drilled
with a large number of holes in circles for an index peg. The
first b adopted in the regular gear-cutters, the second on the
universal milling machines which are used also for gear<utting.
In the largest number of niachines this pitching has to be done by
an attendant as often as one tooth is completed. But in a good
number of recent machines the pitching is effected by the move-
ments of the machine itself without human intervention. With
spur-wheels the cutting proceeds until the wheel u complete, when
the machine is often made to ring a bell to call attention to the
fact. But in bevel-wheels onlv one ride of the teeth all the way
round can be done; the attendant must then effect the necessary
settings for the other ride, after which the pitchings are automatic
As a general rule only one tooth b being operated on at one time.

But economy b studied in spur-gears by settins several similar
wheeb in line on a mandrel and cutting through a ringte tooth
of the series at one traverse of the tooL In toothed rscks the
same device b adopted. Again, there are cases in which cutters
are made to operate simultaneously on two. three or more adjacent
teeth.

Recently a generating machine of novel derien has been manu-
factured, the spur-wh^ bobbing machine. In appearance the
hob resembles that employed for cutting worm-gears, but it also
generates the teeth of spur and spiral gears. The hob b a worm
cut to form teeth, backied off ana hardened. The section of the
worm thread b that of a rack. Though it will cut worm-wheeb,
spiral-wheeb or spur-wheeb equally correctly, the method of pre-
senution varies. When cutting worm-wheels it b fed inwards per-
pendicuUriy to the blank : when cutdng spirab it b set at a suitable <

angle and fed across the face of the blank. The ansle of the worm
thread in the hob being about a\*. it has to be set by that amount
out of parallel with the plane of the gear to be cut. It b then fed
down the face of the wheel blank, which b rotated so as to syn-
chronize with the rotation of the worm. This b effected through
diange gears, which are altered for wheeb having different numboa
of teeth. The advantage is that of the hob over single cutters:

one hob serves for all wheeb of the same pitch, and each wheel
b cut absolutely correct. While uring a set of ringle cutten many
Wb^eb must have their teeth only appnudnutely correct.

VI.—OUNDING MACBINBS

The pracrioe of finishing metallic surfaces by grinding, though
very old, b nevertheless with regard to its rivalry with the work
of the ordinary machine tools a devebpment of the last part of the
19th century. From being a non-precision method, gnnding has
become the most perfect device for producing accurate results

measured precisely within thousandths of an inch, k would be
rather difficult to mention any class of machine-shop work which
b not now done by the grinding wheel. The most recent develop-
ments are ninding out engine cylinden and grinding the lipa of
twbt drilb By automatic movements, the drills rotating constantly.

There are five very broad diviuons under which grinding machines
may be classified, but the individual, well-defined groups or types
might number a hundred. The main divirions are: (i) Machines
for dealing with plane surfaces; (a) machines for plain cylindrical

work, external and internal; (3) the universab, which embody
movements rendering them capable of ansular setung; U) the
tool grinders: and (5) the specialised machines. Most of these
might be agun classed under two heads, the non-precbion and the
precision types. The difference between these two classes b that
the first does not embody provirion for measuring the amount of
material removed, while the second does. Thb distinction b a
most important one.
The underlying resemblances and the differences in the main

designs of the groups of machines just now noted wilt be better
understood if the essential conditions . of grinding as a correc-
rive process are grasped. The cardinal point b that accurate
results are produced by wheeb that are themselves being abraded
consuntly. That b not the case in steel cutting toob, or at least
in but an infinitesimal degree. A steel tool will retain its edge for
several hours (often for days) without the need for regrinding.
but the particles of abrarive in an emery or other grinding wheel
are being incessantly torn out and removed. A wheel in traverring
a}on^ a shaft say of t ft. in length is smaller in dbmeter at the
termwation than at the beginning of the traverse, and therefore
the tthaft must be theoretically larger at one end than the other.
Shafts^ nevertheless, are ground parallel. The explanation is, and
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it lies at the basb of emery grindiitt* that the feed or amount
removed at a ringle traverse is extreai«y minute, say a thousandth
or half a thousandth of an inch. Tne minuteness of the feed
receives compensation in the repetition and rapidity of the traverse.
The wear 01 the wheel b reduced to a minimum and true work
b Moduoed.
From thb fact of the wear of grinding wheeb two important

results follow. One b that a traverse or lateral movement must
always take place between the wheel and the piece of work being
ground. This b necessary in order to prevent a mutual grooving
action between the wheel and work. The other is that it b essential
to provide a Urge range in quality of wheels, graded according to
coarseness and fineness, of hardness and softness of emery to suit
all the different metab and alloys. Actually about sixty grades
are manufactured, but about a dozen will generally cover average
shop practice. With such a choice of wheeb the softest brass as
well as the hardest tempered steel or case-hardened gbss-Uke
surfaces that could not ptMwbly be cut in bthe or planer, can be
ground with extreme accuracy.

Fic. 50.—^Univenal Grindine Machine, 7 in. centres; 3 ft. 6 ia.

between centres., (H. W. Ward & Co., Ltd., Birmingham>

/, Headstock for carrying and
driving work, used for
chuck work or dead centre
work ; the base b graduated
into degrees.

o. Dogs, which regulate auto-
fTfff •'•—"—N. An internal
p.r. , . .not shown,

_. „ IS hitk-ii tr> n^htel head.
F, Wheel headstock swivelling L, Counrcrsh^rt puUeydrivingto

i4, Base or body, with
water tray round top edge,
and interior fitted as cup-
boards, with shelves and
doors.

B, Slidine table.
C, Swivdf table.

D, Grinding whed.
£, Wheel guard.

wheel ffulky*

Mt Pulley driving to cones.

Nt PiiUey driving to work bead-
«tock pulley-

0, BeTt frtim ILnt ihaft.

in a horizontal plane, and
having the base graduated
into degrees for angular
setting.

(?, Slide carrying headstock. v, crcit ^rurti ^m^ «u«ii.

H, Hand-wheel for traversing P, Wati^r p[p<^ tram pump.
table. Q, Wat^r guirdi above table.

Pbne surfacing machines in many cases resemble in general
outlines the well-known pUning machine and the vertical oorine
mill. The wheels traverse across the work, and they are fed
vertically to precise fractional dimensions. They fill a large place

in finiriiing plane surfaces, broad and' narrow alike, and have be-

come rivals to the planing and milling machines doing a similar

dass of work. For hardened surfaces they have no rival.

Cylindrical grinders include many subdivirions to embrace
external and internal surfaces, either parallel or tapered, small or
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enal " (unctions (fig. 50), that is, they are capable of grindine
both eztemal and internal crylindert, plane faces, tapers, DOth m
knr and hwh ang^, and the teeth of various kinds of tools and
cutteriL These machines occur in two broad types. In one the
axis of tike revolving wheel is traversed past the work, which
revolves bqt is not traversed. In the otber the reverse occurs,

the work traversing and the axis of the wheel with its bearings
mnaining stationary. Equally satisfactory resulu are obtained
by each.

In all rstrmal cylindrical grinding, when the work can be rotated,
the ^icce being ground rotates in an opposite directwn to the
roution of the wheel (I

iatemally the
51, A). In all snuU pieces ground
is adopted (fig. 51, B). Incidentally,

Fig. 51.

A, Eacteraal cylindrical grinding. B, Internal ditto. C, External
grinding when the work is fixed. X>, Internal ditto.

nentkm should be made of the fineness of the fitting required and
attained in the oonstructkm of the spindles which carry the wheels
for internal grinding. The perfection of fitting and cl the means
of adjostment for diminating the effects of wear in the ordinary
spindles for external and internal grinding is remarkable. The
spindles for internal work have to revolve at rates ranging from about
6000 to 30,000 times in a minute, vet run so truly that the holes

ground do not depart from accuracy by more than say tAi to tsIn
of an inch. Yet so long as the work can be revolved no speoal
cflmpttcatkm of medianism is required to ensure cood results.

The revolution of the wheel and the work is mutually helpful. The
real difBcalties arise when the work, on account of iu mass or awk-
nrdaeas of shape, cannot be revolved. The principle embodied
in machirtea designed to deal satisfactorily with such cases, though
mach diversified ra detail, is the application of the planet device to

the ninding wfaeela. That is, the wheel spindle rotating at a high

speed. 6000 or 7000 revolutknis per minute, is simultaneously
carried nmnd in a circular path, so that iU axis makes about as
or y> ffevohitkms per minute (fig. 51, C and D). The diameter of

the path ia capable of adjustment with minutejprectsk>n within

vide Umita to suit bores of different diameters. The periphery of

the grinding wheel which lies farthest from its axb of revolution

sweeps round in a path the diameter of which equals that of the

bore to be ground. These machines are now used largely for

friadtng oat the cylinders of gas and petrol enjrines, valve seatinn,

the bashed holes of coupling rods, and simflar classes of work.
Many of them have their spindles set horizontally, othere vertically.

Aued to theK are a relatively small but important group of
-.^h.-— oaed for grinding the slot links of the slide-valve gear

of locooMtive and other engines. The sk>t is mounted on a pivoted

bar adjoaled to the aame radius as the sk>t to be ground, and^the
Alt b BOfved idativdy to the wheel, so producing the required

In anodwr direction much development has Uken place in the

pTKtace of gHndtng. The increasing uae of the milling cutter has

r. Grindinc ai^

Grinding face <

A, Gria£ag front odges of

edges of nulling cotter; a, a,

totmtd taSL

been the occasion for the growth and high apecialiatton of the cutter
grinding machines. It is essential to the efficiency of such cutters
that rwiodinf shall be done without drawing the temper, and this
can only be effected by the use of an abrasive. In the early days
of their use the temper had to be drawn to permit of filing and
rehardeaing effected with ita inevitable distortion.

Cotter griiKling machines must poiseis universality of movements
to deal wfth the numerous shapes m which milling cutters are made

:

hence they often resemble in general outlines the universal grinding
achines. But as a rule they are buih on li|;hter models, and with
a smaller raqge of joovnnrnta, became the dunepcions of cutters are

generally much tnaOer than those of thrordinary mn of engineenT
work which has to be ground. Frequently a sin^ pilhr or sundard
sufl&ces to carry the mechanism. In an ordinary universal to(4
grinder all the teeth of any form of cutter can be ground predaely
alike (fig. 53) excepting those having irregular prohled outUnes, for
which a special machine, or an extra attachment to an ordinary
machine, is necessary. But little of this is done, because in sucn
cases, and in many others, the faces of the teeth are ground instead
of the ed^ This idea, due to the firm of Brown & Sharpe. may
seem a tnfle. but nevertheless to it the credit is largely due for the
economies 01 cutter grinding. The prindfrfe b that in the " formed
cutter," as it is termed, the profiles of the teeth are not struck from
the axb of revolution, but from another centre (fig. ao) ; grinding
the tooth faces, therefore, has no effect on the shapes of the profiles,

but only lessens the tooth thicknesses. Designed originally for
the cutters for the teeth of gear-wheels, it has long been applied
to profiles which involve combinations of curves. The pitching
of the teeth b effected by a strip of metal, or tooth rest a (fig. 52),
on which each successive tooth rests and b coerced during the
grinding. If teeth are of special form the traverse movement of
a apiral tooth along the rest ensures the reauired movement.

Besides the cutter grinders used for milling cutters, reamers and
screwing; Upa, there are two other groups oltool grinders, one for
twist drills onlv and the other for the single-edged tools used in
lathe, planer, shaper and other machines. Both these in their best
forms are of recent development. The machines used for grinding
twist drills embody numerous dengns. Hand ^nding is practically
abandoned, the reason being that a very mmute departure from
^mmetry on the two cutting lips of the drill resulu inevitably in
the production of inaccurate hdes. It b essential that the two
lips oe alike in regard to length, an^ and clearance, and these are
embodied in the mechanism of the grinding machines. But formerly
in all these the drill holder had to be moved by hand around its

pivot, and one lip ground at a time There are now some very
beautiful machines of (German manufacture in which the necessary
movements are all automatk, derived from the continuous rotation
of a belt pulley The drill rotates constantly, and small amounts
are ground off each lip in turn until the grinding b finished. The
other group for grinding^ single-edged toob b a very small one.
The correct angles for grinding are embodied in the setting of the
machine, with the great advantaee that any number of similar toob
can be ground all alike without skilled attendance.

Lying outside these broad types of machines there is a Ur^ and
growing number designed for special service. The knife-gnnding
group lor sharpening the pbner knives used in wood-working
machinery b a larse one. Another b that for gulleting or deepening
the teeth of circular saws as they wear. Another b designed for

grinding the cups and cones for the ball races of cycle wheels, and
another for grinding the hardened steel balb employed in ball

bearings.

m

FiC. S3.—Typkal Grinding Wheels.

A, Common dbk held on spindle with wmahen and nuts.

B, Thin disk.

C, Flanged disk for grinding to shoulders.

D, Bevelled disk for cutter grinding.

£, Ft Cupped and dished wheeb for cutter grinding.

C, Cup wheel for grinding on face a ; diameter remains constant.

Emery grinding b dependent for much of iu success on a plentiful

supply of water. Dry grinding, which was the original practke,

b nardly employed now. The eariy difficulties of wet erinding were
due to the want of a cementiiq; material which would not soften

under the action of water. Now wheels will run constantly without
damage by water, and they are so porous that water will filter through
them. Improvements in the manufacture of wheels, and the
increased use of water, have concurred to render possible heavier

and more rapid grinding without risk of distortion due to heating

effects. In the oest modem machines the provisions for water
supply are a study in themselves, including a centrifugal pump, a
tank, jointed piping, spraying tube, guards to protect the bearings

and slides from damage, and trays to receive the waste water and
conduct it back to the unk.
There are two points of view from which the modem practice

of grinding b now regarded—one as a oonective, the other as a
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formative proccM. The fint Is the older «nd is still by far the most
important. The second is a later ideal towards which design and

practice have been extending. As yet
grinding cannot compete with the work
of the smgle-edged tooband milling cut-
ters when large quantities of matetial
have to be removed. Just as some
leading firms have been designing
atiffer machines having fuller lubri-

cation with a view to increase the duty
of grinding wheels, the advent of the
high-speea steds has given a new lease

oflife to the single-ec^ed cutting tools.

The.rivalry now lies not with the tools
of carbon temper steel, but with high-
speed varieties. But as a corrective
process grinding never occupied so im-
portant a position as it does to-day,
and its utlhty continues to extend.
The commoner forms in which grind-

ing wheeb are made are shown in n^. 53.
These are varied largely in dimensions,
from tiny cylindricu rollers a fraction
of an inch m diameter foe hole grind-
ing, to big ^eeb of 3 ft. or more
in diameter. Safety mountings, two
examples of which are shown in fig. 54,
embody means of retaining the brokoi
pieces of a wheel in case it oursts.

Sand-blasi.—The well-known erosive
action of sand Wriien driven a^inst
rocks and stones by the wind is utilised

action is ytsy gentle, and may be modified
by varying the class of sand and its velocity.
Other materials, such as emery, chilted iron
globules, ftc, are employed for certain cUsses
of work. In some Instances the powder is

used dry, in others it is mixed with water,
being then in the condition of fluid mud. The
plant includes an air-oompressing engine, an

air reservdr and the blast noszle through which the air passes and
DFopeb the sand in the form of a jet. The pressures range from
B lb up to about 60 lb per sq. in., depending on the class of work
which IS done.
The peculiar advantage of the sandblast lies in its adaptability to

the working of irregular surfaces, which could not be touoied by any
other class of grinding. The blast penetrates hollows and recesses.

and acts over an entire surface. There are many dasaes oi

operation done with the sand-blast, including deanmg, froatiiw.

ornamentation, engraving and sharpening. In engineers works
a large amount of deaning is effected upon castings, foiginga. sheets

are

sbaipraed by dbectingVstr^ of ssnd" and wAter against their

backs, with the result that the burr thrown up by the chisel when
cutting M obliterated, and a strong form of tooth b produced. Worn
files may abo be sharpened up to equal new ones by sand-blasting

them. Frosting glass is another useful application ofthe sand-blast,

and by attsuiiittg suitable patterns or designs to the surface the sand
may be caused to work ornamental figurings. It b a peculiar circum-
stance that the sand has little effect upon soft and yielding substances

in comparison with the abrasbn it prckluces on hard surfaces, so

that the pattern will remain undamaged, while the glass or other

object beneath b froited where the sand reaches it, through the
openings. Not only can designs be worked on glass, or cut in stone,

but perforations may be made in glass, Ac, by the oontmued action

of the sand, without any risk oifracture occurring. Much sand-

blasting b performed inside closed chambera, havmg panes through
whkh the workman watches the progress of the operation. But
when the blast must be used in the opai, protection u necessary and
b afforded to the operator by a special hdmet, which keeps out the
flying dust and gives a supply of pure air through a tube m a
similar fashxMi to the diver's hdmet.

VII.—Sawing Machines
Metal-sawing machines are employed extensivdy In enginecrinff

works for cutting off bars, shafts, raHs, girders and nsers on sted

castings, and for getting out curved pieces which would be dimcult

and expensive to 8k)t.There are three cbsses of these saws, circular,

band and reciprocating. The first named are used for straight-

forward work, operating at
right or other angles, the
second for stia^ht cuts and
^so for curves whidi can-
not be treated with drcubr
saws, and the third for small
pieces. Thedrcubrsawscm-
body a stiff spindle, carrying
the saw disk and driven by
gearing. Thb spindle may
be mounted in a sliding

to carry it past the
jld on a fixed table,

or the spindle may be sta-

tionary and the work be
moved along past the saw.
The method of feeding should
be sensitive, so that it will

'' and prevent damage

il. Saw blade.

Bt Spindle.
C, ShdinjK spindk carriaffe.

Z>, Driving; pulleys.

B, First puuoo, connecting tliitMigh train of gears to whedF,driving^
MUined shaft G.

ff. Wheel driven from slidins pinion on (7.

A Bevet-ffears, oonimunk:atInff the motion to qmuUe B.

f. Screw 101' feeding carriage C along.

IPlo, 55.r-Cokl-sawing Machine. (Isaac Hill ft Son, Derby.)

L, Three-step cone on shaft G. bdted toM, connected by bevd-gean
N and worm-gear 0, to the screw^.

P, Clutt^ for throwing in to drive K,
^ " shaft of L direct to /C, also through dutch P.Gean connecting

%
S, Tappet rod, having dogs st

T, Work-Uble, with damp to hold objects.

Ut H-Girder being sawn 00.

Handle for operating clutch P, which thus rives slow feed when
clutch b in mesh with 0, and quick return when engaring with P.
Tappet rod, having dogs struck by carriage to stop feedinf.
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to the teeth, diould undue stress come upon the saw. This is usually
effected by the use <A weights or springs, which «lbw a certain free-

dom or Latitude to the driving gears. The woric is held by screw
damps, V-blocks being required in the case of circular objects. A
oumbcr of pieces, such as shafts, rails or girders, can be fastened down
dose tof^etner in a pile and cut through in one opetation.

There is a very useful class of drcuUr saw, the flush-side (6g. m).
that b valuable lor.cutting close up to a surface. The disk is bolted
to a flang^ oo the end of tne spindle with countersunk bolts, so that
the face ts auite flat. Another dass of saw used for dealing with
girders and bars is carried in bearings upon a pivoted arm, which
u jwlled downwards by a wdght to pve the feed. The work is

bolted to a table below the saw. Ample lubrication, by oil or soapy
water, b essential in cutting wrought iron and steel; it b pumped
on the blade, keeping it cooland washing away the cuttings.

Band-saw machines resemble in outline the familiar types employed
for sawing wood, but they are necessarily stronger and stifTer, and
the savs run at a much lower speed. Tne tables, moreover, differ

io possessing compound slides for moving the work and in the provi-

sion of a aenes of slotson the top table, whereby theobject to be sawn
ts secured with bolu and damps. The tables are moved automatic-
ally or by hand. The rate o(^ cutting must be varied according to

the thickness of metaL Lubrication b effected by running the kmer
saw pullev in a bath of oil or soapy water, which b catried up, so
keeping the blade oool and " casing " the cut.

The lecipiocating class of saw has until recently been con6ncd to
small types for workshop use, termed hack saws, which have a
small blade ran^ng from ia to 18 in. long. Thb is strained between
a couple of beanngs in a frame which b reciprocated above the work
clamped in a vice. An arrangement of weights feeds the saw
downwards. The larger hack saws cut off bars and girders up
to 12 in. across, and in some there b a proviuon introduced for giving

intermittent rotation to the bar, thus presenting fresh faces to
the saw. The hack saw b of great utility for comparatively l^ht
wcrk, and, as the smallest blades are cheap enough to be thrown away
when worn out, there b no trouble and expense connected with their

sharpening, as in the circular and band saws. An adaptation of the
redprocatmg saw b that of the jig type, which has a small bUde
set vcrticalnr and passing up through a table on which the work is

hid. It b handy lor cutting out dies and various curved outlines,

B the aaoM manner that fret-sawing in wood b done.

VIII.—SBE4UNG AND PUNCHING MACHINES

These have much in common as regards thdr mode of operation.

They are actuated dther by belt and spur gearing, bjr steam-engine,

by metric motor, or hydraulically. Tne first named b only suitable

where arrangements can be made for driving from a Ime shaft.

Io view of the great convenience of the other methods of driving,

tbcy are coming into |peater use, especblly for ship-yards and other
works where shafting is undesirable or inconvenient.

For boiler makers and platers* use the function of punching, and
•hearing are usually combmed in one machine, the rams bdng placed
at opposite ends and actuated from the same source of power. The
lut naft in the train of gearing b set to bring its endfs within the
boxes containing the rams, and eccentrics on the shaft are moved
wiihin die bk)dcs fitted to the rams, so that as the shaft revolves it

s the rams to move up and down and operate the shear blade and

Fig. 57.—^Steam Hammer, small Overhanging Type.
(B. A S. Massey, Manchester).

A, Standard. B, Base-plate.
C, Anvil block (independent of standards).
D, Tup or hammer head.
E, E, Talleu, or forging blocks, attached to anvil and tup.
F, Steam cylinder.

C, Pbton, solid trith pbton rod H.
y. Piston valve, regulating period of admission of steam, operated

by lumd by lever K or lever N.
L, Stop or throttle valve for controlling admission of steam to

valve chest, operated by hand lever M.
N, Lever in contact with roller on tup D, which moves the valve

J automatically as the tup rises and falls.

0» Lever for pre^djusting the range of movement of N and 7,
according to its setting in the notches of the quadrant from

a to 6.

P, Steam supply pipe from boiler. Q, Exhaust steam pipe.

the punch attached to the bottom
end. Another class of machines is

worked by means of massive levers,

pivoted in the framing, and actuated
by cams on the drivmg shaft which
cause the levers to rock and move
the punches or shears up and down
by the opposite ends. The punch
sTides are constructed to " dwdl

"

for a short period at the top of the
stroke at each revolution, thus giving
the attendant time to place and ad-
just the plate accurately beneath the
punch. The same effect b obtained
in the eccentric types of machines
mentioned above, oy a disengaging
motion.which bthrown in by touching
a lever, thus stopping the punch untu

Fig. 56.—Hydraulic Punchii^ and Shearing Machine. (Musgrave Brothers, Leeds.)

A, Frame. £, Punch. /, JC, Main and return rams for

B Shear blades, set angularly. FAG, Main and return rams ditto.

C Ram for operating blade. for punch. L, AT. N, Attendant's control*

D, SoaaOram torreturningditto. H, Angle shear. ling handles.

the operator b ready for its descent.
The more complete machines have an
angle shear situated centrally, with
V-bUdes for severing angle iron. The
largest forms of shears, for massive
plates, usually have the blade redpro-
cated by crank or eccentrics on the
driving shaft, coupled by connecting-
rods to the slide.

Hydraulic punching and shearing
machines are used largely on account
of their convenience, since they dis-

pense with all belts, engines or motore
m the vicinity.and givcaverypowerful
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stroke. The hydraulic cylinder is generally direct-connected to
the slides, and the operator turns on the pressure water by a lever.

The machine shown in fig. 56 is a very complete example of the
hydraulic type, combining punching and shearing with ang!e<utting.

Circular shears are used for the thinner plates and for tdieet-mctal

work; they embody two circular blades placed with their axes
parallel, and the sharp bevelled ed^es nearly in contact. The blades
Being rotated sever the plate as it is fed between them. Either
straight or circular cuts may be made; true circles or disks are pro-

duct by mounting the plate on a fixed stud and rotating it through
a complete revolution past the cutters.

IX.—Hammers and Presses

The growth in the use of hammers actuated by steam and com-
pressed air, and of presses worked by water power, has been remark-
able. The precursors of the power hammers were the helve and
the Oliver; the first named was operated by gravity, being lifted

by a circle of cams, while the second was lifted bv a spring pole
overhead and pulled down by the foot of the workman, actine on
a lever—the hammer shaft. The first was used by the ironworkers
and the second by the smiths, until displaced by the Nasmyth hammer
and its extensive progeny. Even now the old helve and Oliver
survive in some unprogressive shops.

Steam Hammers.—The original hammer as invented by James
Nasmyth was single acting, operating simply by gravity, the function

of the steam being to lift the hammer for each succeeding fall. The
first improvement was made by Rigby, who took the waste steam
exhausted from the lower side of the piston to the upper side and
so imparted some slight pressure in the descent. It was a stage

between the early and the present hammers. In these, high-pressure

steam is admitted above the piston to impart a more powerful blow,

compounded of vetocityXmass, than is obuinable by gravity:

hence they are termed double-acting hammers (fie. 57}. The
principal difficulties which have to be surmounted in their construc-

tion are those due to the severe concussion of the blows, which
very sensibly shake the ground over an area of many yards. Fram-
ings are made very rigid, and in the larger hammers double, enclosing

the hammer head between them. The foundations are by far the

heaviest used in any machine tools. Deep piling is often resorted

to. supporting crossing timber balks; or concrete is laid in mass on
which the iron anvil block is bedded. This block weighs anywhere
between 100 and 1000 tons. The piston and its rod and the

hammer head are generally a solid steel forging, for the piston rod

4s a weak element and cottered or screwed fittings are not trust-

worthy. Piston valves are gener-
ally used in preference to ordinary
D-valves, combining simplicity

of fitting with good balance.
The periods of steam admission
are under the control of the
attendant, so that the length of
stroke and the force of the blow
are instantly responsive to his

manipulation of the operating
lever. Many hammcra can be
set to run automatically for any
given length of stroke.

Pneumatic Hammers.—^A suc-
cessful type of hammer for the
ordinary operations of the smithy
is that which is actuated by com-
pressed air. Though designs
vary the principle is the ume,
namely, air compressed in a
controlling cylinder (fig. 58), and
brought mto an operating or
hammer cylinderabove the piston.

Cu8hioning,or releascof the air be-

low the piston, is under control, as
< is the pressure of the air above it.

Drop Hammers.—The require-

ments of forged work have, be-

^ ^ .... sides the power hammers ope-
Fic. 58.—Pneumatic Forging ^tcd by a positive down stroke.

Hammer.
(W. & J. Player. Birmingham.)

A, Standards.
B, Base-plate.

C, Anvil block.

D, Tup.
£. £, Pallets.

been the cause of the develop-
ment of an equally large group
which are gravity hammers only
—the drop hammers. They are

put into operation by a belt or
belts, but the funaion of the

belt is simply to lift the hammer
C» liammer cylinder, the piston to the height desired, at which

rod of which is attached point it is released and falls.

to D. The place of the drop hammer
H, Air compressing cylinder. is in the lighter class of smith's

H, Belt pulleys which reciprocate work, as that of the steam
by means of the crank 0» hammer lies in the heavier, but
the piston in H. there is much overlapping, since

R, Handle controlling the valve small steam hammers are rivals

between if and C7. to the others in light forging.

(HAMMERS AND PRESSES

But, speaking senerally, the largest volume of repetitive die forging
or stamping oT light articles is done under drop hammers, ihe
small arms factories and the regular stamping shops scarcely use
any other type. They may be roughly divided into three great

f
roups; the belt, the board and the latest form—the Brett Ufter.
n each the hammer head or tup is lifted to any height within the

range of lift, the height being controlled by the attendant at each
blow. In most machines setting can be done at any constant
height and the blows delivered automatically. Control is effected
by hand or foot or both. Drop hammers generally have the
advantage of working with greater rapidity than steam hammers.
The original drop hammers, which are believed to have originated

with the locksmiths of Birmingham and district, consisted of a
hammer head attached to a rope, one end of which ran up over
a loose pulley suspended in the roof, and the other was pulled by a
man or two men, so lifting the hammer, whkh was then alk>wed to
drop. The principle is embodied in many belt hammers to-day,
but the pulley is driven consuntly by shafting, and when the
attendant pulls at the free end of the belt the friction of the pulley
draws the belt over and lifts the hammer until the attendant lets

it go. The weight lifted is greater than in the old type, but the
lalx>ur is nevertheless very severe, and the blows are not rapid
enough for quick forging. A far better machine is the board hammer.
In this (fig. 59) the place of the belt is taken by an ordinary strip

of board vt-nich passes between two rollers at the top of the hammer,
which rollcre are belt driven. • The rollers are fitted on eccentric

Fig. 59.—Drop Hammer—board type. (B. & S. Massey,
Manchester.)

A, A, Standards.
B, Anvil, or baseblock.
C, Tup.
D, Board, fitting in slot in tup.
E, P, Rollere gripping and lifting board.

G, H, Pulleys actuating rollers tlirough eccentrics /, K.
L, Rod by which the amount of lift is regulated.

a. Dog and lever adjustable on L, which strikes the edge b of the
tup, releasing eccentrics and roller and allowing tup to fall.

c. Catch on which tup rests previous to release, fitted into cither

one of the row of holes beneath, to suit various heights of drop.

J/, Mechanism struck by the edge d of the tup. which either keeps
the roller P clear of the board D, allowing the tup to fall, or
brings the rollers £ and P into conua, and lifts the board
and tup.

A^, Hand-lever for operating hammer.
O, Foot-lever for ditto, connected by chain e.

f. Spring for lifting levers.

P, Rod with nuts g, to compensate for wear on the rollers by the

adjustment of roller £.
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pixks, ao that the movement of levers causes them to ^p the board
lor the lift, or rdease it for the fall, these le\-ere being under the
control of the attendant. They can alio be set to operate automically
for any height of lift.

These types are all subject to much cf)ncussion and vibration,
because the machines are self-contained: anvil, standards and heads
being rigidly bolted together, the concussion of every blow is trans-
mitted through the entire mechanism. The Brett hammers (fig. 60)
are designed to lessen this, in some cases by making the anvil distinct
from the superstructure, and in all by connecting the lifting ropes
to the ends of long levers which act something like elastic si>rings,

absorbing vibration. The driving mechanism is also original,

comprisinK a cylinder with a wing piston, which is rotated by steam
pressure through an arc of a circle only, sufficiently to operate the
lifting levers. Another advantage is that the lifter cylinder need
K» be immediately over the hammer, but may be situated elsewhere.
The hammer can be operated by hand directly for each stroke, or
be set to work automatically.

A,
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are employed whenever pomble. A good deal of work is produced
from flat Meet, supplied m the form ot a roll and fed through rollers

by intermittent movemenu to the dies. Circular turn-Ubles are

also used, operated by ratchet devices, which turn the tables round
to bring a ring of pockets, canying the pieces, successively under
the dies; the attendant keeps the pockeu supplied, but his hands
do not come nejir the dies.

X.—Portable Tools
The growth of portable machine tools is one ot the remarkable

movemenu of the present day. To some extent they have always
been used, noubly in the drilling and tapping operations of k)co-

motive 6re-boxes, but not until recently to any imporunt extent
in the ordinary fitting and erecting shops. The main reason lay

in the difficulties due to transmission of power by ropes or shafts.

The employment of compressed air, water, electricity and flexible

shafu. by which long distances can be covered, has given new life

to the portable system, which is destined to occupy a place of even
greater imporunce than it does at present. The reason for the grow-
mg desirability of these tools is to be seen in the massive charaaer
of much engine and machine constructk>n of the present time.

Although firms that undertake the largest woric can generally arranee
to tool the individual parts on machines of massive sizes, that only
meeu a part of the difficulty. Very big work cannot be treated

like that of small or even medium dimensions, done repetitively:

that is, it is not practicable to drill and bore and ream and provide
for the fitting of every piece by the aid of templets and jigs, while

the work lies on the machine, but a great deal of adjustment and
mutual fitting has to be accomplished in the course of erection.

Therein lies tne opportunity for the portable machine. If this is

not used the alternatives are partial dismantling of the work and
the transference of certain portions to machines or hand work.
Aitoihrr rauM^ Im b«f^n the suMtUutiofi of machining for much hand
Work formerly done on mast^ivc t oust ruot ions.

The pfindp^l operdiionfi bf whic:h jx^rtible tools are designed are

the folWinii: Drill ingr Kfrwing, cuttui; the searings for keys,

ptaning $hoa portions of work, taciTig^i l^^r the attachment of other
(KKCK i* btiiCKCti and bcairing^ hiirnmrrini operations, as in making
weldedl joints, oullun^ the edges o[ lx>;rer plates, chipping with
hammer and chtH^I. nveting^ tnmmiTig nand in foundry moulds,
pbnifig tSipt' dccki, and tome opvraEion!^ of lesser magnitude.

Poitdble tooU ate u*ed in various w^iys. The first and roost

obviout ia to attach thctn dirrctly to the cisting. forging or machine
which is bcin| built up. Thui a drill inji; macnine will be clamped
jaKt where it is required to operate. Or if it has to be used on a
Ui^e plAne surface u a fthip'a. deck, an electrical machine is suitable,

m which mj luetic attraction ii stt up brt w.jcn the foot of the machine
and the deck »iif!i<:i«nt to hold it dawn. A key-seating machine
will be cUmped on the fKift in which a key^roove has to be cut.

A driilitig machine may be faattuned to a pipe with a chain embracing
the pipe- Very m^ny of the fjrilts^, ami ^11 the caulking and chipping

TOOL CTORTABLE TOOLS

pneumatic hose. Is armoured with wire to protect it from damage.
The smallest drills are simply gripped in the operator's hand and

The tuiptfim ofvirew holn \% Tin[:^ily d<"ne in thb way, a common
example being the boles for ihc ^tay boli^ in the fire-boxes of steam
bollmi.
Anoiher Utcr tnethoct which has been introduced and practised

in a few shops connsts in instalhng a cast-iron floor-pbte of lar^e

area, planed truly and provided with bolt holes and slots. On this

a massive casting, forging or piece of woiic undergoing erection will

be bolted. Then the portable tools—planere, drills, &c., as required

—

will be bolted to the table and brought into operation on the various

sections of the work, several sometimes operating simultaneously.

This method is to a certain extent coming into rivalry with the
abnormal growth of machine tools, the devielopment of which has
been greatly accelerated by the massive dimensions of productions
which only became possible by the substitution of steel made by
the Bessemer and Siemens processes for iron.

The reciprocating motion necessaiy to effect hammering, chipfMng
or caulking operations is produced D)r the action of a solid piston,

sliding in a cylinder (fig. 63) and driven sharply against tne end
of the tool by the inrush 01 compressed air, Deing then returned
for another stroke. The strokes range in number up^ to as many
as aooo per minute in some cases. For heavy rivetine a "bng-
stroke " nammer is employed, having a kmeer barrel than the
chipping hammer shown m hg. 63, in order to obtain a greater force

of blow. The operator grasps the hammer by the handle, with his

fingen or thumb on the controlling lever, andTas k>nff as this is held
down the blows continue. The air-supply pipe is flexible, so that
it does not impede the movements of the workman. The tools at
the end of the cylinder are simply held in a socket, so that they can
be changed rapidly.

Routive motion can be produced either by electric or pneumatic
motors, and both systems are in wide use. Pneumaric motors are
very suitable when an air-compres«ng plant is already laid down
for other tools, while if electricity is used in the works portable tools

operated by this agent may be empbyed instead of the pneumatic
ones. In the electric drills (fig. 64) a small motor is fitted within

the body and connected by spur-gears to the spindle to effect suitable

speed reduction. A switch provides for stopping and starting the

motor; the current b brought through • flexible cable which, like

Fig. 63.— Tierney Pneumatic Chipping Hammer. (The Globe
Pneumatic Engineering Co., Ltd.)

i4. Cylinder.
B, Tool socket, carrying chisel C.
D, Piston, which strikes the back of C.
E, Handle, screwed and clamped to A .

F, Trigger or lever clasped by operator's hand and opening valve G,
admitting compreMed air through connexion H. up passage J,
through valve-Dox K, past valve L, and so against end oil D,
moving it towards C. As soon as the groove in the piston D
registen with the hole M, air is admitted from a small hole
(not shown), passes round the groove through hole ii and
passage A^ to the rear of the valve. This acting on the back of
the valve throws it forward, thus shutting off the supply to the
rear of the piston and permitting a small quantity of^air to flow
to the forward end of the piston for driving it in a backward
direction. As soon as the air pressure is relieved on the
back of the valve by the uncovering of exhaust holes (not
seen) by the piston 2>. the valve is returned to the original
position, owing to the air constantly presmng on the small area
of the valve.

pushed up to the work: larger ones are supported by a pillar and
arm, against which the thrust is uken, and tne feed given by turning
a screw at intervals.

Fig. 64.—Electrically-driven Hand Drill. (Kramos Ltd., Bath.)

A , Body, cast in aluminium, with handles a, a.

B, Motor, with revolving armature C, connected by ^r-gears D,
to the drill spindle £, fitted with ball thrust bttrmgs.

'

F, Switch, operated by attendant pushing in a plug; tne current
is brought by flexible wires through the right-hajod handle o.

Pneumatic drills are usually worked by little motors having
oscillating cylinders, by whkh tne air and euiaust ports are covered
and uncovered. They run at a high speed and are geared down
to the spindle. In some cases two cyundera are usra, but often
four are fitted to give a powerful and equable turning moment.
Grinding machines are also built with air motore directly coupled
to the wheel s|»ndle. the machines being moved about over the work
by handles.

Another class of portable tools is driven, not by self-contained

motors, but from an outside source of power, which is conveyed to
the tools through flexible shafts built up of a series of spiral springs,

or through flexible joints which form a connexbn that permiu the
shaft to bend round comers and accommodate itself to any position
in which the tool may be placed. The advantage of this is that the
tool itself is much lightened, since there is no motor, and it can
therefore be easily handled. Thus a drill simply contains the
spindle, running in a frame which carries bevel-gears lor transmitting
the motion of the flexible shaft. Portable grinoen also have nothing
but the spindle, wheel and frame.

XI.—Appliancbs
Appliances are vastly more numerous in a modern shop than in

the older works, largely on account of the more repetitive character
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7. ORKINC MaCRINBRT
\.irious classes of tools for performing

. the rough log to the finished product.
, planing and finishing to outlines by
Aucers and smoothing by sandpaper.

>t oT tree-felling, which is often effected
. reciprocating blade, working horizontally
I steam cylinder. The boiler is separate.

' -c transported about and set to work over
:n being conveyed to it by a flexible dpe.
lu into the saw-mills in the form of logs,

,'ped off. they are often crosa-cut to reduce
This operation is effected either by a

. i ted by a pulley and crank, or by an electric

. circular saw, travelling on a carriage which
.-h the log laid in front of it. The next opera-
\ or breaking-down into smaller portions, b
js types, according to the class of work. The

.ine u the frame-saw, which b still used very
>«:s a framing within which a saw*gate or saw-

.;ed up and down by a crank; the frame holds a
r webs of flat form, stnined up tightly with wedges
n the top and bottom of the frame, the distance

• * being capable of variatk>n to suit boards of all

:
' e log is fed longitudinally to the crang of saws upQu
1 are of two types. In the roHer-Teed. which is

Tiparattvely even and straight logs, ribbed rollers

•(hmd the saws obtain a bite on the top and bottom
' ind feed it forward by their rotation. In the rack-feed
.unted bodily upon a long carnage that runs by rollers

t rails, and the carriage is travelled along by pinions and
h ^ve a positive feed regardless of the shape of the log.

ige m the roller-feed machines is only represented by a
plain trolleys supporting the timber at back and front.

: IS obtained through a friction wheel of V-shape. with a
pawl, called the silent feed: the wheel is given a partial

- at each down stroke of the sawnnte to turn the rollers or
^ns for carrying forward the log. The division of the timber
- either into deals or flitches, or planks or boards. In the
i-ned caee as many as fifty saw-blades are sometimes hekl in

.e.

" the more valuable hardwoods a single blade reciprocating

. operated horisontally. is used very largely, the machine being" ej a board-cutter. The kw' is clamped to a travelling table.

.ng underneath the saw. which is strained in a frame sliding

4 cross rail that can be adjusted up or down on a couple of up-
, rts like a planing machine. The saw is worked from a crank and
" nrtecting-rod. As only one board is sawn at a time the attendant
IS able to see the figuring of the timber and to avoid waste when bad
peaces are encountered.

A nMhiw much roor? rapid in operatioQ if the horii^ntal bfind-

saw, modelled on the tines'of the above machine, but with a band-
saw blade running over two pulleys, at a high vpeed, of about 7000 ft.

per minute. The saws are very thin, so that a minimum of wood is

wasted in the cut or " kerf,' a very important consideration in
dealing with costly woods. Vertical band-saws, having one pulley
above the other so that the blade runs vertically, are very popular
in America: the^ occupy less floor space than tne horixonul types.
It is necessary to present the k)g from the side, and it is therefore
clamped by dogs upon a carriage running on rails, with provision
for feeding the lo^ laterally to the saw by sliding ways on the carriage.
The use of cucular saws for breaking-down is confined chiefly

to squaring up heavy balks, which need only a cut on each ude, or
for cutting thick slabs. The thickness of the saw entails considerate
waste of wood, and a large amount of power is required for driving..

The machines are termed rack-benches, and comprise a long divided
table built up of thin plates and travelling past the fixed saw upon
rollers^ the movement being effected by a rack and pinion.

Re-sawing machines are those designed for further cuttin^-up
deals, flitches, planks, Ac., already broken out from the lo^, mto
boards and other scantlings. The deal and flitch frames are built

on the model of the frame-saws first described, but with the differ-

ences that roller feed is always used, because the stuff is smooth and
easily fed, and that the back of the timber is run acainst fences to
keep it moving in a straight line. In the double equilibrium frames,
which are much favoured, there are two sets of saws in separate
frames connected by rods to opposite crank-shafts, so that as one
frame is rising the other is going down ; the forces are thus balanced
and vibratbn is diminished, so that the machines can be speeded
rather higher. Re-sawing is also done on circular and band saws
of various types, fitted with fences for guiding the timber and

thethiccontrolling the thickn
The croes<ut saws constitute another Ian They areThe croes<ut saws constitute another large group. They 1

employed for cutting-off various classes of stuff, after breaking-do'
or re-sawina, and are of circular saw type. The pendulum saw is

a suspended form, comprising a circular saw at the bottom of a hang-
ing arm, which can be pulled* over by the attendant to draw the
saw through a piece of wood laid on a bench beneath. Circular
saws are also mounted in tables or benches and made to part off

stuff moved laterally upon a sliding-uble. When there is sufficient

repetition work machines with two or more saws are used to cut
one or more pieces to accurate length without the necessity for

measurement.
The lighter classes of circular and band-saws, employed for sawing

up comparatively small pieces of timber, embody numerous provisions
for quickening output. The plain saw benches, with circular saws,

are tne simplert class, consisting merely of a framed table or bench
carrying bearings for the saw spindle and a fence on the top to guide
the wood. A mechanical feed is incorporated in the heavier machines
to push the timber along. The rope-feed mechanism includes a
drum driven at varying retes and giving motion to a rope, which is

connected with a hook to the timber, to dng it along past the saw,
roller supports on rails taking the weight at each end of the bench.
Roller-feed saws propel the stuff by the contact of vertical fluted

rollers placed opposite the fence. Other classes of saws for joinery

work, oc., are constructed with rising and falling spindles, so that
the saw may be made to project more or less from the table, this

provision being necessary in grooving and tonguine with special

types of saws. The same effect is obuined by making the table

instead of the spindle rise and fall.

As it is necessary to use different saws for ripping (with the grain)

and croes<utting. some machines embody two saws so that work
can be cut to shape on the same machine. These " dimension saws

"

have two spindln at the opposite ends of a pivoted arm that can
be turned on a central pin to bring one or the other saw above as
required. In caaes where, much angular and intricate sawing is

done universal benches ari empk>ycd. havine in addition to the
double saws a tilting motion td the table, which in conjunction with
various special fittings enables the sawyer to produce a large range
of pieces for any class of constructk>n.

Band-saws, which have a thin narrow blade, are adapted especi-

ally for curved sawing and cutting-out work which the circular saw
cannot manage. The usual design of machine (fig. 65) comprises a stiff

standard supporting a lower pulley in fixed bearing, and an upper
one in a sliding bearing, which by means of a weight or spring is

caused to rise and nuintatn an even tension on the saw blade as it

is driven by the lower pulley, and runs the upper one. India-rubber

tires are placed around the pulley rims to prevent damage to the

saw teeth. The uble, placed between the pulleys, may be angled

for cutting bevel work. It is necessary, in order to do true work,

to gukle the saw blade above and below the cut. and it is therefore

run in guides consisting of flat strips, in combination with anti-

friction rollere which take the backward thrust of the saw. Fret

or jig saws are a small class with a vertical reciprocating blade,

employed chiefly for cutting out Interior portions which necessitate

threading the saw first through a hole.

Planing machines, used for truing up the surfaces of wood after

sawing, depend for their action upon rapidly revolving knives
fastened to flat-sided cutter blocks. The simplest machines, the
hand-planers, hfive a cutter cylinder revolving between two flat
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table slides adjustable for height to support the wood while it is

pushed along over the knives by the hand. A fence guides it in a
straight line. Exact thicknesstng is done on another type d
machine, the panel planer or thicknesser. in which the cutter cylinder
revolves above the uble and the stuff is fed through by rollers abo\-e

Fig. 65.—Band-sawing Machine with 30 in. pulleys.

(Thomas White & Sons. Paisley.)

A, Cast-iron cored frame.
B, Fast and loose pulleys driving pulley C.
D, Belt shipper operated by handle £.
F, Upper saw pulley, with iis shaft carried in swivel bearing.

C, Screw for raising or lou-ering F to suit saw.
H, Spring to maintain tvtn tension on saw. by raising £.

J, Counterbalanced guide bar. hax-ing a Jackson guide K at bottom

:

K has wooden strips embracing tne saw and a ball-bearing

roller against which the back runs, while J is adjusted up or
down to bring K as near to the work as convenient.

L, Table. «-ith slit for saw; it may be canted for bevel sawing, by
means of hand worm-gear M.

N, Protective casing to saw.

0, Guard to prevent saw flying over in case of breakage.

and below By alterine the height of the table the thickness of

wood can be vaned Double machines include a cutter cylinder

above and below the timber, so that the upper and under sides are
planed simultaneously. A combination of the hand-planer and
the thicknesser is useful in cases where space or expenditure must
be limited.

When large quantities of planed stuff are wanted, such as for

flooring-boards. Ac. other types of machines are emplovTd.^ The
four-cutter planers are the most rapid in output, and tne timber
is pasccd through them at a high rate, ranging up to 150 ft. per
minute. There is first a revolving cutter cylinder, which roughs
off the underside of the stuff, whence it passes (being propelled by
rollers) to a fixed knife which imparts a very smooth face. A little

farther on in the machine two vertical cutter blocks are encountered
which carry cutters to plane or tongue or mould the edj^es. after

which another cylinder above finishes the top face. Similar types
of machines are made to produce mouldings, using four cutters

shaped to suit the pattern rrauired.

Moulding is also done on the vertical spindle shapers. which carry

a cutter or cutters at the top of a spindle projectine through a flat

table. The work is slid over the table and controlled by touching
a collar below the cutter Any form may be given to the cutters

to produce different profiles. Some special moulding machines

use a cutter at the end of a spindle projecting downwards from an
arm overhanging a table, an arrangement which enables recessing
and car\'ing to be peH^ormcd.
Bonng machines comprise rotating spindles and feeding mechanism

to actuate aueers. The single spindle machines are satisfactory
enough for ordinary work, but when a number of differently sized
holes nave to be bored in a single piece of work, or in rapid succession,
it is the practice to employ a machine with a number of spindles, so
that a succession of augers of graduated diameters may be ready
to use at will.

Mortising or cutting slots is done in venical machines with a
reciprocating spindle, operated either by hand or bv crank disk
and pulleys. The tool that cuts the mortise resembles a wood*
worker's chisel, but is of stouter form and has a suitable shank to
fit in the spindle. The latter can be reversed to turn round and let
the chisel face in the opposite direction for cutting at each end oi a

Fig. 66.—Mortising and Boring Machine with graduated stroke.

(John McDowail & Sons, Johnstone.)
A, Frame.
B. Auger head, driven by belt C.

D, Mortising chisel reciprocated up and down by crank-disk E.
F. C. Levers connecting crank-pin to spindle of D.

H, Treadle connected to F; a eradually increasing stroke is

imparted to the chisel by depressing H, which brings F, C
into play and continuallv lengthens the stroke of D, cutting
the mortise without shock.

/. Fast and loose pulleys driving £.

K, Cord actuated from shaft of 7. which reverses the chisel when
the handle L is moved and makes it cut in the re\-erse

position.

M, Knee raised or lowered by hand-wheel and screw.

N. Cross-slide, adjusted by hand-wheel and screw.

O, Longitudinal slide, moved by rack and pinion aud hand-
wheel.

P, Timber vice.

mortise. A boring spindle is often incorporated with the machine
to make holes for the mortising chisel to start in (fig. 66). Another
class of mortiser employs a square hollow chisel, inside of which an
auger rotates and first bores a hole leaving to the chisel the duty
of finishing out the corners. The chain mortiser is another type:

it has an endless chain of flat links, sharpened to make cutting teeth,

and is run around a bar and a roller at a high speed, so that when
fed into the wood a recess or mortise is cut out.

Tenoning machines, designed to cut the reduced ends or tenons

to fit in mortises, perform their work by the aid of cutter blocks,

revolved on horizontal sp'ndles above and below the timber, which

is fed laterally upon a sliding carria^.
Dovetailing is effected by revolving cutters in machines having

mechanism /or pitching out the cuts, or if the work warrants it an
entire row of dovetails it made at one traverse, by fitting a row of
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^'^iiina; asRiultancously. Corner-locldng, or cutting

- ^ in^oo\-es m the edges of boxes. &., » a rather
'han dovetailing, and is done with suiuble

' ropriate thickness and pitching apart.
<- implies, will do a large variety of

' ! on estates where a complete
'lestion. It usually lias a

together with planine
Coring spindle ana

hand types
'

. (Jeal with
r Blanchard

'
. .itjsed by the

^ rest in a corre-
ij until it exactly

urface of wood to a
J faces. Flat boards,

. Kt revolving drums or
.:.'n^ over them by hand

r machine a revolving disk is

. arms, by which the disk can
.(, on a table underneath.

\5UREMENT
• importance made in mechanical
'^nt. Since the beginning of the l^th
-.-en going on in this direction until it

.Iter refinement can now be looked for.

. ^ to be expected will lie in the general
I ' ice of the knowledge already acquired.

. -.i::on of higher degrees of refinement.

.cnt adopted in woodworking have but little

; >3 engineers' work. They are adopted, how-
' '. '.c extent in the metal trades which are allied

<> i,hcei metal working, girder work, Ac. When a
rr sets about constructing a door, window sash,

'. .ikes a two-foot rule, a flat lead pencil, and marks off

. .- and lines by which he intends to work. If he has to
:irefuny. then instead of using a pencil he cuualine

24c of a keen scrlber or chisel-like tool, by which to saw,
' chi^I. If outlines are curved, the compasses are brought
, jisition. and these cut a fine line or lines on the surface of

yj. But in any case the eye alone judges of the coincidence
>^ cutting with the lims marked. Whether the tool used be saw.

-:. gouge or plane, the woodworker estimates by sight alone
.. ;htfr or not the lines marked are worked by.

The broad difference between his method'and that of theenffineer's

Tschinist lies in this, that while the first tests his work by tne eye,

iU second judges of its accuracy or otherwise by the sense of touch.

It noay seem that there cannot be very much difference in thett two
-nethods. but there is. To the first, the sixty-fourth part of an inch

u a fine dtmensnn. to the second one-thousandth of an inch is rather

ccane. Now the thkkncss of tissue paper is about one-thousandth
of an inch, and no one could possibly work so closely as that by the

eye alone. Engineers' steel rules usually have one inch which is

di\'^ed into one hundred parts. Tolerably keen sight is required

to distinguish those divisions, and few could work by them by ocular

cwasureotent alone, that is, by placing them in direct juxuposition
«ith the work. A thousandth part of an inch seems by com*
panson a fine dimension. But it is very coarse when considered
in relation to modem methods of measurement. In what are called
" limit gauges ** the plu^ and rings are made of slightly different

dimennons. If a plug is made a thousandth of an inch less than
tis ring it w31 slip tnrough it easily with very perceptible slop.

The common rule is therefore scarcely seen in modem machine
shop, while the common calipers fill but a secondary place, their

function having been invaded by the gauges. A minute dimension
cannot be tested by lines of divisbn on a rule, neither can a dimen-
sem which should be fixed be tested with high precision with a
movable caliper of ordinary type. Yet it must not be supposed
that the adoptk>n of the system of gauging instead of the older

mnhods of rule measurement relieves men of responsibility. The
futruments of precision require delicate handling. Rough forcing

d gauges will not yiekl correct results. A clumsy workman is as
xajch out of place tn a modem machine shop as he would be in a
vatch factory. Without correctness of measurement mechanical
constructions would be impossible, and the older device of mutual
fitting of parts is of lessening value in face of the growth of the inter-

chang^ble system, of international standards, and of automatic
nvachine tools which are run with no intervention save that of feeding

stock.

The two broad divisbns of measurement by sight and by contact
are represented in a vast number of instruments. To the first-

aamed belong the numerous rules in wood and metal and with
English and metric divisions, and the scales whkh are used for

setting out dimensions on drawings smaller than those of the real

objects, but strictly proportioaal thereta The second include all

the i^uges. These are either fixed or movable, an important sub-
division. The first embrace two groups—one for daily workshop
service, the other for testing and correcting the wear of these, hence
termed " reference gauges. They are either made to exact standard
siies. or they embody limits of tolerance," that i», allowances for

certain classes of fits, and for the minute degrees of inaccuracy
which are permissible in an interchangeable system of manufacture.
The movable group includes a movable portion, either correspond-
ing with one leg of a caliper or I '

The movable group in ^_
ing with one leg of a caliper or having an adjustable rod, with pro-

vision for precise measurement in the form of a vernier or of a screw
thread divided micrometrically. lliese may be oif general character
for testing internal or external diameters, or for special functions
as screw threads. Subtitles indkate some particular aspect or
design of the gauges, as " plug and ring." " caliper," " horseshoe,"
" depth," " rod," " end measure," Ac. So severe are the require-

ments demanded of instruments of measurement that the manu-
facture of the finer kinds remains a speciality in the hands of a very
few firms. The cost and experience necessary are so great that
prices rule high for the best instruments. As these, however, are
not required for ordinary workshop use, two or three grades are
manufactured, the limits of inaccuracy beiqg usually stated and a
guarantee given that these are not exceeded.

Measuremtnt by Sight. Rules and ScaUs.—^The rules are used
for marking off distances and dimensions in conjunctk>n with other
instruments, as scribers. compasses, divkJers. squares: and for test-

ing and checking dimensions when marked, and work in course of

reduction or erection, directly or from calipers. They are made in

boxwood and in steel, the latter being either rigid or flexible, as
ules are fitted in combinationwhen required to go round curves. Rule

with other instruments, as sliding calipers, squares, depth gauges,
&c. The scales are of boxwood, of ivory, the value of which isdis-

counted by its shrinkage, and of paper. They are of flat section

with bevelled edges, and of oval and of triangular sections, each
giving a thin edge to facilitate readings. They are fully divided,

or dpen divided ; in the first case each division is alike subdivided,
in the second only the end ones are thus treated.

The Gauges. Fixed Gauges.—These now embrace several kinds,

the typical forms being represented by the cylindrical or plug and
ring gauges and by the caliper form or snap gauges. The principle

in each is that a definite dimension being embodied in the gauge,
the workman has not to refer to the rule, either directly or through
the medium of a caliper. This distinction, though slight, is of
immense importance in modern manufacturing. Broadly it corre-

sponds with the difference between the older heterogeneous and the
present interchangeable systems.

Piug and Ring Gauges.—The principal ones and the originals of

all the rest, termed Whitworth gauges after the inventor, are the
plug and ring gauecs (fig. 67. A and
J9). The pnnciple on which they
depend is that if the two gauges are
made to fit with perfect accuracy,
without tightness on the one hand
or slop on the other, then any
work which is measured or turned
and bored or ground by them will

also fit with equal accuracy. Bored
holes are tested by the plug gauge,
and spindles are tested by the
ring gauge, and such spindles and
holes make a close fit if the work
is done carefully. Of course, in prac-
tice, there is very much variation in

the character of the work done,
and the finest gauges are too fine

for a large propor ion of engineers'
work. It is possible to make these
gauges within c nisi of ^n inch.

Uut they arc seldom required so
fine as that for shop use; vAc is

generally fine enough. For general

'omilllJzD
Fic. 67.

A , B, Plug and ring gauges.
C, Difference gauge.
D, Stepped reference gauge,

shop work the gauges- are"irade to within about y^ of an
inch. Standard gauges in whkh the plug and ring are of the
same diameter will only fit by the application of a thin film of oil

and by keeping the plug in slight movement within the ring.

Without these prccautu)ns the two would " seize " so hard that they
could not be separated without force and injury.

Plug and Ring v. Horseshoe Gauges.—The horseshoe, snap or
caliper gauges (fig. 68) are often usedln preference to the plug and
ring types. They are preferred because the surfaces in contact
are narrow. These occur in various designs, with and without
handles, separately and in combination and in a much larger range
of dimensions than the plug and ring. Ring gauges are not quite
such delkate instruments as the fixed caliper gauges. But since
they measure diameter only, and turned work is not always quite
circular, the caliper gauges are not so convenient for measurement
as the round gauges, which fit in the same manneras the parts have
to fit to one another.

Fixed Gauges. Limit Gauges.—Some fits have to be what
is termed in the shops " driving fits." that is, so tightthat they
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have to be effected by driving with a hammer or a press, while
others have to be " working fits." suiuble. say, for the revolution of
a loose pulley on its shaft or of an axle in iu bearings. The " Umit

"
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fourths and the vernier into twenty-five parts, or the beam is divided
into fiftieths of an inch (fig. 70) and the vernier has 20 divisions to
19 on the rule. The caliperjaws are adapted to take both external
and internal dimensions. These " beam calipers " are also made
for metric divisions. Minor variations in design by different
manufacturers are numerous.

i4. Separate caliper or snap
gauges.

B, Combmed internal and ex-

Fig. 68.

C Difference gauge.
D, Newall adjustable limit

gauge,
temal gauges. a, b, Plugs,

the work turned. These are variously sub-classified. The ^v^tem
which is generally accepted is embodied in the nuges by tK<> Scu-all
Engineering Co. These tmbnce force fits, whicn requirr 1 ^c :i ppl ica-

tion of a screw or hydraulic press; drinng fits, that r.?qi;ife less

power, as that of a hammer; push fits, in which a spindle c^rr be
thrust into its hole by hand; and running fits, such as th.it oi shafts
in bearings. Fixed gauges are made for each 6f these, bur a*, this
involves a heavy outlay the Newall firm have adjuualle Limit
gauges (fig. 68, i)) for external dimensions, the standard plug being
used for holes. The setting is done by screwed plu^a or ai^vils

adjusted by reference bars. In all these gauges the " go cm " and
" not eo on " ends respectively are sumped on the gauge, or ihe
equivalents of -I- and —

.

Fixed Reference Gauges. Reference Disks and End Measuring
Rods'.—Shop working gauges become in time so damaged by service
that they fail to measure so accurately as when new. To correct
these errors reference gauges are provided, by which the inaccuracy of
the worn ones is brought to the test. These are never used in the
shops for actual measurement of work, but are only kept for checking
the truth of the working gauges. They include disk, stepped and
end measurement gauges. The disk and the stepped are used for
testing^ the ring gauges, the stepped kind compnsmg essentially a
collection of disks in one piece (ng. 67, D). The end measure pieces
test the external gauses. The end measure standard lengths
made by the Pratt & Whitnev Co. are so accurate that any sixes

taken at random in anv numbers from \ in. to 4 in., varying by
sixteenths of an inch. will, when placed end to end. make up an exact
length; this is a difficult test, since slight variations in the lengths of
the components would add up materially when multiplied by the
number of pieces. The ends are ground off with diamond dust or
emery in a special machine under water, and are so true that one
piece will support another by cohesive force, and this though the
surfaces are less than

J;
in. square.

Movable Gauges.—This extensive group may be regarded as
compounded of the common caliper and the Whitworth measuring
machine. They are required when precise dimensions have to be
ascertained in whole numbers and minute fractional parts. They
combine the sense of touch by contact, as in the calipers, with the
exact dimensions obtained by inspection of graduated scales, either
the vernier or the micrometer screw. If gauges must not vary by
more than T^fv of an inch, which is the limit imposed by
modem shop ideals, then instruments must be capable of measuring
to finer dimensions than this. Hence, while the coarser classes of

micrometers read directly to ^In P&rt of an inch, the finest

measure up to loiAm of an inch, about 200 times as fine as the
diameter c» a human hair. They range in price correspondingly
from about a sovereign to £100.

The Calipers.—Cx>ttimoTi calipers (ficr. 69) are adjusted over lor

within work, and the dimensions are taken therefrom by a rule or a
luge. They usually have no provision for minute adjustment
syond the gentle Upping of one of the legs when setting. In some

forms screw adjustment is provided, and in a few instances a vernier
attachment on the side of the pivot opposite to the legs.

Vernier Calipers,—The vernier fitting, so nained after its inventor,

Pierre Vernier, in 1631, is fitted to numerous calipers and caliper

rules. It is applied to calipers for engineers* use to read loyhn
oi an inch without requiring a magnifier. The be^m of the caliper

is divided into inches and tenths of the inch, and each tenth into

k;

Flo. 69.—Calipers.
A, Ordinary external type, adjusted by tapping the legs.
B, Type adjusted by screw in auxiliary leg.

C, Screw calipers, opened by contraction 01 curved spring and closed
by nut.

D, Self-registering caliper, with pointer moving over quadrant.
E, Common internal type.
F, Screw type with spring.
C, Combined internal and external for measuring chambered holes.
H, Compass caliper for finding centres.

Jt Keyhole caliper for measuring from hole to outside of boss.
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Micrometrr Calipen are the direct offspring of the Whttvorth

measuring machine. In the origual form of tnis machine a ecrew

d ao thjeada to the inch, turned by a worm-wheel of 300 teeth

^ad sin^e-threadcd worm, had a wheel on th^ axis of the worm with

2SD divisions on its drcurafcrenocso that anadjustment of rsiUciof
an inch was possible. The costly measuring machines made to-day
have a dividing wheel on the screw, but they combine roodiScations

to ensure freedom from error, the fruits of prolonged experience.

Good machines are made by the Whitworth, the Pratt & Whitney,
the NewalJ (fig. 71), and the Brown & Sharpe ilnna. These are
used far testing purposes. But there are immense numbcn of small

iftttraments. the micrometer calipers (f^. 72), made for general

shop use, measuring directly to j^ of an inch, and m the

45

Fic. 72.—Micrometer Calipers. (Brown& Sharpe Mfg. Co.)

A, Frames. a, Adjusting nuu for taking up
B. Anvil or abutment. wear.

C Hub divided longitudinally. ft, Clamping nut.

D, Sf»ndle with micrometer f

,

Ratchet stop,which slips under
screw. undue pressure to ensure

£, Thimble, divided circularly uniform measurement.

hands of careful men casiljr to half and ouarter thousandths; these
tne subdivision of the turns

fected by circular graduations. Usually the screw
cost from £1 to £r. los. only. In these
o( the screw b efle

Fig. 73.—Beam Micrometer Calipers.

A, Beam. C. Abutment block with screw
0. Head, adjustable by equal c f^ fine adjustment

inch divisions, by hnes a. a, d. Clamping screws.
or holes ft, ft, and plug V 1), Micrometer.
* ' " "^

^
«, AnviL

pitch is 40 to the indi, and the circular divisbns number 2%, so that
a movement of one division indicates that the screw has oeen »d-
vanced A of A or i,^k of an inch. Provision for correcting or
taking up the effects of wear u included in these desiens («.£. at
a in 6f. 72). and varies with different manufacturers. A vernier b

vancea A 01 4^ or igfbk 01 an men. rrovtsion lor correctmg or
taking up the effects of wear b included in these desiens («.£. at
a in 6f. 72). and varies with different manufacturers. A vernier b
sometimes fitted in addition, in very high class instruments; to the-
circular divuions, so that readings of ten thousandths of an inch can
be taken. Beam micrometer calipers (fig. 7^) take several inches
in length, the micrometer being reserved Tor fractional paru of the
inch only.
Depih GawMT.—It b often necessary to measure the depth of

one portk>n <» a piece of work beJow another part, or the hetght of
one portbn relatively to a lower one. To hold a rule perpendiculaily
and take a sight b*not an accurate method, becsuae the same
objections applv to thb as to rule measurement in genersL There
are many depth gauges made with rule divisions simply, and then
these have the advantage of a shouldered face which rests upon the
upper portion of the work and from which the rule measurement b

J'L

Fic 74.—Depth Gauges.

i4. Plain round rod a. sikiing in head ft. and pinched with screw c
B, Rule a, graduated into inches or metric divisions, sliding on head

ft. in erooved head of damping screw c.

C, SlocomB depth ^uge, fitted with micrometer, a. Rod marked in

half inches, sliding in head ft; c, hub; d, thimble corresponding
with similar divided paru in the micrometer calipen; e, clamp-
ing screw.

taken (fig. 74). These generally have a clamping arrangement.
But for very accurate work either the vernier or the micrometer
fitting b applied, so that depths can be measured in thousandths
of an inch, or sometimes in sixty-fourths, or in metric subdivisions.
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Fic. 75.—Rod Gauges.

>(, Pratt & Whitney gauge, a. Tube split at ends; ft, ft. chucks
clamping tube on plain rod c, and screwed end d. Rpugh
adjustment b made on rod c, of which several are provided;
fine adjustment b by screwed end d.

£, Sawyer gauge, a. Body; ft, extensbn rods for rough adjust-

ment, several being supplied and pinched with screw c\

d, screwed end with graduated head; e, reading arm extending
from body over graduations; /, clamping screw.

Rod Gsafff.—When internal dbroeters have to be taken, too

large for plug gauges or calipers to span, the usual custom b to set

a rod of iron or steel across, file it till it fiu the bore, and then

measure its length with a rule. More accurate as well as adjust-

able are the rod gauges (fig. 75) to which the vernier or the nucro-

meter are fitted. These occur in a few varied designs.

Screw Thread Gauges.—The Uking of linear dimensions, though
provided for so admirably by the systems of gauging just dis-

cussed, does not cover the imporunt section of screw measurement.
This b a department of the hishest importance. In most English

shops the only test to-day of the size of a screw or nut b the use

of a standard screw or nut That there is variation in these is

evidenced by the necessity for fitting nuu to bolu when huge
la
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numben of thcM are being aaeembled. after they liave been used
in temporary erections or when nut* are brought from the stores
to fit studs or bolts cut in the shop. Thu method may suffice in
many classes of work, but it is utterly unsuited to an interchange-
able system; and when there is a fair amount of the latter firms
sometimes make thread gauges of their own, in general form like
the plug and ring gauges, using a hard quality of steel for small
•laes or a tough quality of cast iron for the larger. These, though
not hardened, will endure for a long time if treated carefully. But

(MEASUREMENT

They are used in some kinds of lathe diockof an inch (fig. 77). ,

work, but their principal value is in fitting and erecting the i

<=J^^^^L^ ^Q

Fic. 76.—Screw Thread Gauges. (Piatt & Whitney Ca)
A, Plug gauge; a. size of Upping hole; b, thread.
B, Ring gauge; a, pins to prevent lateral movement; b^ adjusting

crew for opening gauge; c, screw for closing ditto.

though very useful and far better than none at all they lack two
essentials. Thev are simply accommodation gauges, made to an
existing up or die, and do not therefore embody any precise ab«>-
lute measurement, nor do they include
any means for measuring variations from
standard, nor are they hardened. To
produce gauges to fulfil these require-
ments demands an original standard to
work by, micrometric measurements, and
the motns of grinding after the harden-
ing process. These requiremenu are
fulfilled in the screw thread gauges and
calipers of the Pratt & Whitney and the
Brown & Sharpe companies. The essen-
tial feature of a screw gauge is that it

measures the sides of the threads with-
out risk of a possible false reading due
to contact on the bottom or top o( the
V. This is fulfilled by fiatting the top
and making the bottom of tne gauge
keen. The Pratt & Whitney gauges are
made as a plus and ring (fig. 76), the
plug beinff solia and the ring capable of p,c ^g

obliterated in the threaded end because of the bottoms of the
an^es being made keen for clearance. There are three kinds of
this class 01 gauge made; the first and most expensive is hardened
and ground in the angle, while the second is hardened but not
ground. The first is intended for use when a very perfect gauge
IS required, the second for ordinary shop usage. The third is

made unhardened for purposes of reference simply, and it b
not brought into contact with the work to be tested at all,

but measurements are taken by calipers; in every detail it repre-
sents the standard threads. The Brown & Sharpe appliance b
of quite a different character. It is a micrometer caliper having
a' fixed V and a movable point between which the screw to be
measured is embraced. By the reading of the micrometer and
the use of a constant the diameter of any thread in the nuddle
of the thread can be estimated.

Miscellantous.^The foresoing do not exhaust the gauges. There

Fic. 77.—Indicator.
A, Base; B. stem; C. arm; D, pointer or feeler, pivoted at

a, and magnifying movement of the work E upon the scale b;
Ft spring to return 2> to zero.

Surface Plates and Cogmtte Forms.—^Allied to the gauges are the
instruments for testing the truth of plane surfaces:' tne surface

' u The origination of plane
coincidence of three plates
le surface plates (fig. 78, A)

fill an important place in workshop practice, since in the best
work plane surfaces are tested on them and corrected by scraping.
To a large extent the precision grinding machines have lessened
the value of scraping, but it is still retained for machine slides

and other work of a similar dass. In the shops there are two
classes of surface plates: those employed daily about the shops,
the accuracy of which becomes impaired in tinoe, and the standard

are gauees for the sectional shapes of screw threads of all pitches.

Ssuges for drilled holes that have to be screwed, gauges for the
epth and thickness of the teeth of gear-wheels, gauges for the tapers

of machine spindles, gauges for key-grooves. &c. There are also
the woodworker's gauges—the marbng and cutting, the panel,
the mortise and the long-tooth.

Indicators are a smallgroup of measuring instruments of a rather
peculiar character. They magnify the most minute error by adapta-
tions of k>nff and short lever arms. The Bath, the Starrett and the
Brown & ^larpe are familiar in high-class shops. Some nmply
magnify inaccuracy, but in one type an index reads to thousandths

C, Common square.

D, Square with adjustable blade.

plate or plates employed for test and correction. Straight-edges
are derived from the surface plates, or may be originated tike them.
The largest are made of cast-iron, ribbed and curved on one edge,
to prex-ent flexure, and provided /> ^r -y ,

with feet (fig. 78. B). _,

smaller straight-edges are gener*
ally parallel, and a similar pair
constitutes " winding strips," by
which any twist or departure
fiom a plane surface is detected.
Squares, of which there are numer-
ous designs (fig. 78, C and X>), are
straight-edges set at right angles.

Bevels or oevel-squares (fig. 79),
are straight-edges comprising a
stock and a blade, whicn are ad-
justable for angle in relation to
each other. Shop protractors often
include a blade adjustable for

Fio. 70.

, Common bevel.
angle, forming a bevel with gradua-

^; Universal bevd for tcstioe
tions. Spirit-levels test the hon- ' Uw^ieT^

«"««
zontal truth of surfaces. Many •" * K

levels have two bubble tubes at right angles with each other, one
of which tests the truth of vertical faces. Generally levels have
flat feet, but some are made of V-section to fit over shafting. The
common plumb-tx>b b in frequent use for locating the vertical

of centres not in the same horizontal plane. When •
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phimb-fmb is combined with a paialkl straight-edge the tenn plumb-
rule is applied. It tests the truth oC vertical surface mora accurately
than a spirit-leveL (J- G. U.)

TOOLB, JOHH LAWRENCE (1832-1906), English actor, son
<tf an old employ^ of the East India Company who for many years

acted as toast-master in the City of London, was bom in London
OQ the X3th of March 1833. He was educated at the City of

London School, and started life in a wine merchant's office; but
his natural propensity for comic acting was not to be denied, and
after some practice as an amateur with the City Histrionic Club,

be definitely took to the stage in 1852, appearing in Dublin as

Simmons in Tbe SpUclfidds Weaver. He gained experience in

tbe provinces, and in 1854 made his first professional appearance

in Loodon at the St James's theatre, acting Samuel Pepys in

The Kini*s Rival and Weazel in My Friend the Major. In 1857,

having just had a great success as Paul Pry, hie met Henry
Irving in Edinburgh, and recommended him to go to London;
and theii friendship remained thenceforth of the closest kind.

In 1858 Toole joined Webster at the Adelphi, and esublished

ha popolarity as a comedian, among other parts creating Joe
Spriggins in Id on parle franfais. In x868 he was engaged at

the Gaiety; appearing among other pieces in Tkespis, the first

Gilbert and Sullivan collaboration. His fame was at its height

in 1874, when he went on tour to the United States, but he failed

to veprodace there the success he had in En^and. In 1879 he
took the " FoUy '* theatre in London, which he renamed " Toole's

"

in 1882. He was constantly away in the provinces, but he pro-

duced here a number of plays: H. J. Byron's Upper Crusi and
AwmUe; Pinero's Hester*s Mystery and CiHs and Boys\ burlesques

such as Paw Qoudtan, and, later, J. M. Barrie's Walker^ London.

But his appearances gradually became fewer, and after 1893 he
wan seen no more on. the London stage, while hh theatre was
polled down shortly afterwards for an extension of Charing Cross

HospitaL He published his reminiscences in 1888. Toole

married in 1854; and the death of his only son in 1879, and later

of his wife and daughter, had distressing effects on his health;

attacks of gout, from 1886 onwards, cripp&d him, and ultimately

he retired to Brighton, where after a long illness he died on the

joth of July 1906. In his prime he was immensely popular,

and also immensely funny in a way which depended a good deal

on his tricks and delivery of words. He excelled in what may
be called Dickens partsr--combining humour and pathos. He
was a gpod man of business, and left a considerable fortune,

out of which he made a number of bequests to charity and to

hs friends. His genial and sympathetic nature was no less

compicuous off the stage than on it.

TOOMBS. ROBERT (1810-1885)^ American political leader,

W2S bom near Washington, Will^ county, Georgia, on the

2nd of July 1810. He was educated at Franklin College (univer-

sity of Georgia), at Union College, Schenectady, New York,

from which he graduated in 1828, and at the law school of the

nivefsity of Virginia. He was admitted to the bar in 1830,

and aerwed in the Georgia House of Representatives (1838,

1840-1841 and 1843-1844), in the Federal House of Represen-

utivcs (1845-1853), and in the United States Senate (1853-

i86x). He opposed the annexation of Texas, the Mexican^War,
President Polk's Oregon policy, and the Walker Tariff of 1846.

Is common with Alexander H. Stephens and Howell Cobb, he

scpported the Compromise Measures of 1850, denounced the

Nashville Convention, opposed the secessionists in Georgia, and
helped to frame the famous Georgia platform (1850). His

position and that of Southern Unionists during the decade 1850-

s86o has often been misunderstood. They disapproved of

secession, not because they considered it wrong in principle,

but because they considered it inexpedient. . On the dissolution

of the Whig party Toombs went over to the Democrats. He
Exvouied the Kansas-NebYaska Bill, the admission of Kansas
Boder theLecompton Constitution, and the English Bill (1858),

snd 00 the 24th of June 1856 introduced in the Senate the

Toombs Bill, which proposed a constitutional convention in

Kansas undo: conditions which were acknowledged by various

•ati-slavcry leaders as fair, and wbich mark the greatest con-

cessions made by the pro-slavery senators during the Kansas
struggle. The bin did not provide for the sujbmission of the

constitution to popular vote, and the silence on this point of the

territorial law under which the Lecompton Constitution of

Kansas was framed in 1857 was the crux of the Lecompton
struggle (see Kansas). In the presidential campaign of x86o
he supported John C. Breckinridge, and on the 22nd of December,
soon after the election of Lincoln, sent a ^i*y«tti to Georgia
which asserted that " secessionby the 4th of March next should
be thundered forth from the ballot-box by the united voice of

Georgia." He delivered a farewell address in the Senate

(Jan. 7, x86x), returned to Georgia, and with Governor Joseph
E. Brown led the fight for secession against Stephen and
Herschel V. Johnson (1812-1880). His influence was a most
powerful factor in inducing the *' old-line Whigs " to support
immediate secession. After a short term as secretary of state in

President Davis's cabinet, he entered the army Quly 21, x86x),

and served first as a brigadier-genial in the Army of Northern
Virginia and after 1863 as adjutant and inspector>general of
General G.W. Smith's divisk>n of Georgia mDitia. He then spent
two years in exile in Cuba, France and England, but returned to
Georgia in X867, and resumed the practice of law. Owing to his

refusal to take the oath of allegiance, he was never restored to the
full rights of citizenship. He died at his home in Washington,
Georgia, on the x 5th of December x885.

See Pleasant A. Stovall, Rtheri Toombs, Slaiesman, Speaker,
Soldier, Sagfi (New York. 1892).

^ TOOTHWORT, the popular name for a small British plant of
curious form and growth, known botanically as Latkraea squa-
maria. It grows parasitically on roots, chiefly of haad, in shady
places such as hedge sides. It consists of a branched whitish
underground stem closely covered with thick fleshy colourless

leaves, which are bent over so as to hide the under surface;

irregular cavities communicating with the exterior axe formed
in the thickness of the leaf. On the inner wall of these chambers
are stalked hairs, which when stimulated by the touch of an
insect send out delicate filaments by means of which the insect

is killed and digested. The only portions that appear above
ground are the short flower-bearing shoots, which bear a spike of

two-lipped dull puiple flowers. The scales which represent the
leaves also secrete water, which escapes and softens the ground
around the plant. Laikraea is dosdy allied to another British

parasitic plant, broomrape {Orobbnche).

TOOWOOMBA, a town of Aubigny county, Queensland,
Australia, 76 m. by rail W. by N. of Ipswich, and xoi m. from
Brisbane. It is situated on the summit of the Great Dividing
Range, aiid is the centre of the rich pastoral and agricultural

district of Darling Downs. The chief buildings are the town-hall,

a large theatre, a school of arts and a library; the Christian

Brothers College and several handsome churches. The industries

are brewing, tanning, soap-boiling, ^ur-milling, malting, iron-

founding, saw-milling and jam-making. Vineyards are culti-

vated by a German colony and large quantities of wine are made.
The town received a municipal charter in x86o, and dxiring the

governorship of Lord Lamington (1896-X897) became the summer
residence of the governor and* his ataff. Pop. (1901), 9137;
within the five-mile radius, X4,o87.

TOP <cf, Dan. top, Ger. Topf, also meaning pot), a toy consist-

ing of a body of conical, circular or oval shape with a point or

peg on which it turns or is made to whirl. The twisting or whirl-

ing motion is applied by whipping or lashing when it is a " whip-
ping top" or " peg-top," or by the rapid unwinding of a string

tightly wound round a head or handle. When the body is

hollow this results in a whirring noise, whence the name " hum-
ming top." Other kinds of tops are made as supports for coloured

disks which on revolving show a kaleidoscopic variation of

patterns. The top is also used in certain games of chance, when
it is generally known as a " teetotum." There are many references

to it in ancient classical literature. The Greek terms for the

toy are pifji0i^, which was evidently the whipping or peg top

(Arist. Birds, 1461), and oTp6fiikot, a humming top, spun by a
string (Plato, Rep. iv. 436 ]$.). In Homer (//. xiv. 413) the word
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vtfibiifiot seems to point to the humming top. The Latin name
for the top was turbo. This word and the Greek ^iifion are

•ometimes translated by "top" when they refer to the

instrument used in the Dionysiac mysteries, which, when
whirled in the air by a string, produced a booming noise. This

was no doubt the equivalent of the " bull roarer " iq.v). Strutt

{Games and Pastimes^ 491) says that the top was known in

England as early as the 14th century. For the scientific

properties of the top see Gyeoscofz and Gyeostat.

This word roust be distinguished from that signifying the highest
or uppennoet port of anything. It appears to have meant oriein-

ally a tuft or crest of hau*. cf. Ger. Zopf, Du. top, Icel. topj^s, &c.;
it IS allied to Eng. " tap." a spike for a cask, and " tip. point.

Some etymologists have identined the two words, the toy heing
so called from spinning on its top or tip. but the two uerman
forms seem to prove conclusively thJait the words are different.

TOPAZ, a mineral usually fotmd in connexion with granitic

rocks and used, when fine, as a gem-stone. It is believed that

the topax of modem mineralogists was unknown to the andents,^

and that the stone described under thp name of Tovdftot, in

allusion to its occurrence on an island in the Red Sea known as

Tordflot prjootf was the mineral which is now termed chrysolite

or peridot (q.v.). The Hebrew pitdak^ translated " topaz " in

the Old Testament, may also have been the chrysolite.

Topaz crystallizes in the orthorhombic system, usually with a
prismatic habit (6gs. i and a). Many of the crystals, like those

from Saxony and Siberia, are rich m faces, and present with the

prisms a complicated combination of pyramids and domes. The
faces of the prism-zone are usually striated vertically. Doubly-
terminated crystals are rare, and sometimes apparently hemi-

moiphic. The mineral presents a perfect cleavage transverse

f
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the KuMu fiver, in the east part of the state, about 60 m. W. of

Kansas City. Pop. (1900), 33,608, of whom 3201 were foreign-

barn (including 703 Gennans, 575 Swedes, 513 English, 407
Russians, 320 Irish, &c) and 4807 were negroes; (19x0, census),

43>684. It is served by the Atchison, Topeka & SanU F£, the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Union Pacific and the

Missouri Pacific railways. The dty is regukriy laid out on a
fairly level prairie bench, considerably elevated above the river

and about &90 ft. above sea-leveL ^ong its prominent build-

ing are the United States government building, the Capitol

(erected 1866-2903 at a cost of $3,200,589 and one of the best

state buildings in the country), the county court house, the
public library (1882), an auditorium (with a seating capacity

of about 5000), the Y.M.C.A. building, a memorial building,

housing historical relics of the state,and Grace Church Cathednd
(Protestant Episcopal). The dty is the see of a Protestant

Episcopal bishop. In the Capitol are the library (about 6000
volumes) and natural history collections of the Kansas Academy
of Sdenoe, and the library Cs^tooo books, 94,000 pamphlets and
28,500 manuscripts) and collections of the Kansas State Historical

Society, which publishes Kansas Historical CoUectians (1875
sqq.) and Biennial Reports (1879 sqq.). The dty is the seat of

Washburn (formerly LJncdn) Colkge (1865), which took its

present name in x868 in honour of Ichabod Washburn of Wor-
cester, Massachusetts, who gave it $25,000; in 1909 it had 783
stodents (424 bdng women). Other educational establishments

are the College of the Sisters of Bethany (Protestant Episcopal,

x86i), for women, and the Topeka Industrial and Educati^ial

Institute (1895), for negroes. In Topeka are the state insane

asylum, Christ's Hospital (1894), the Jane C. Stormont Hospital

and Training School for nurses (1895), the Santa F€ Railway
Hospital, the Betheada Hospital (1906) and the St Francis

Hospital (1909). Topeka is an important manufacturing dty.

Its factory product was valued in 1905 at $14,448,869. Natural

gas is |»peid from southern Kansas for manufacturing and
domestic use.

The first white settlement on the site of Topeka was made in

1852, but the dty really originated in 1854, when its site was
chosen by a party from Lawrence. It was from the first a free-

state stronghold. More than one convention was held here in

Territorial days, induding that which framed the Topeka
Constitution of 1855; and some of the meetings of the free-state

legislature chosen under that document (see Kansas) were also

held here. Topeka was made the temporary state capital under
the Wyuidotte Constitution, and became the permanent capital

in x86r. It was first chartered by the pro-slavery Territorial

legolature in 1857, but did not organize its government until

1858 (see Lawkence). In x88i it was chartered as a dty of the

first daas. The first railway outlet, the Union Pacific, reached

Eugene, now North Topeka, in 1865. The construction of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa F6 was begun here in x868, and its

construction shops, of extreme importance to the dty, were built

here in X878. In x88o, just after the great negro immigration to

Kansas, the cobured population was 31% of the total.

See F. W. Giles, Thirty Years in Topeka (Topeka, 1886).

TOFEUUS. ZAKRIS [Zacbauas] (X818-X898), Finnish

author, was bom at Kuddnfis, near Nykarleby, on the

X4th of January 18x8. He was the son of a doctor of

the same name, who was distinguished as the earliest collector

of Fiimish folk-songs. Topelius became a student at Hcl-

singfofs in 1833, was made professor in 1863 and recdved

in succession all the academic distinctions open to him.

Quite early in his career he began to distinguish himself

as a lyric poet, with the three successive volumes of his

Heatker Blossoms (X845-X854). The earliest of his historical

romanfrs was The Duchess ef Finland^ published in 185a
He was also editor-in-chief of the Udsingfors Gazette from
184X to i860. In X878 Topelius was allowed to withdraw from
his professional duties, but this did not sever his connexion

with the university; it gave him, however, mofe leisure for his

abundant and various literary enterprises. Of all the multi-

farious writings of Topelius, in prose and verse, that which has

enjojred the greatest popularity is his Tales of a Barber-Surgeon,

episodes of historical fiction from the days of Gustavus II.

Adolphus to those of Gustavus III., treated in the manner of

Sir Walter Scott; the five volimies of this work appeared at

intervals between 1853 and X867. Topelius attempted the
drama also, with most success in his tragedy of Regina ton
Emmerits (1854). Topelius aimed, with eminent but perhaps
pathetic success, at the cultivation of a strong passion of

patriotism in Finland. He died on the X3th of March X898
at Helsingfors. Topelius was an exceptionally happy writer

for children, his best-known book being lAsning J9r ham.
His abundant poetry is graceful and patriotic, but does not
offer any features of great originah'ty. (£. G.)

TOPETB, JUAN BAUPTI8TA (1821-X885), Spanish naval
commander and politician, was bom in Mexico on the 24th of

May x82x. His father and grandfather were also Spanish
admirals. He entered the navy at the age of seventeen, cut out
a enlist vessel in X839, became a midshipman at twenty-two,
obtained the cross of naval merit for saving the life of a sailor in

1841 and became a lieutenant in 1845. He served on the West
Indian station for three years, and was engaged in repressing the
slave trade before he was promoted frigate captain in X857. He
was chief of staff to the fleet during the Morocco War, X859, after

which he got the crosses of San Fernando and San Hermenegildo.
Having been appointed chief of the Carrara arsenal at Cadiz, he
was elected deputy and joined the Union Liberal of O'Donnell
and Serrano. He was sent out to the Pacific in conunand of the

frigate "Bhinca," and was present at the bombardment of

Valparaiso and Callao, where he was badly wounded, and in

other engagements of the war between Chile and Pera. On his

return to Spain, Topete was made port captain at (ladiz, which
enabled him to take the lead of the conspiracy in the fleet against

the Bourbon monarchy. He sent the steamer " Buenaventura "

to the Canary Isle for Serrano and the other exiles; and when
Prim and Sa^ta arrived from Gibraltar, the whole fleet under
the influence of Topete took such an attitude that the people,

garrison and authorities of Cadiz followed suit Topete took
part in all the acts of the revolutionarygovenmient, accepted the
post of marine minister, was elected a member of the Cortes of

x8^, supported the pretensions of Montpensier, opposed the
election .9f Amadeus, sat in several cabinets of that king's reign,

was prosecuted by the federal republic of 1873 and again took
charge of the marine under Serrano in 1874. After the Restora-

tion Topete for some years hdd aloof, but finally accepted the

presidency of a naval board in 1877, and sat in the Senate as a
life peer until his death on the a9th of October x885at Madrid.
TOPFFER» RODOLPHE (1799-1846), the inventor of pedes-

trian jourae3rs in Switzerland by schoolboys, was bom at Geneva
on the 31st of January 1799. His grandfather, a tailor, came
about X 760from Schweinfurt (Bavaria) to settle in Geneva, while

his father, Adam, was an artist. Rodolphe's literary education
was rather desultory, ashe intended to be an artist, like his father.

But in x8i9 his weak eyesight put an end to that intention, so
he studied in Paris, intending to devote himself to the profession

of schoolmaster. After passing some time in a private school in

Geneva (X822-X824), he founded (X824) one of his own, after his

marriage. It was in 1823 that he made his first foot journey

in the Alps with his pupils, though this became his regular

practice only from X832 onwards. These Voyages en ng^g were
described aimually (1832-1843) in a seriesoflithographed volumes,
with sketches by the author—the first printed edition appeared
at Paris in 1844, and a second series {Nouveaux voyages en zig-

tag) also at Paris in X854. Both series have since passed through
many editions. In 1832 he was named profe9sor of belles-lettres

at the university of Geneva, and held that chair till his death,

on the 8th of June X846. As early as X830 he published an article

in the BiNiothique universeUe of (jeneva. It was followed by a
number pf tales, commencing with the Bibliothbque de mon oncle

(X832), many of which were later collected (1841) into the well-

known volume which bears the title of Nouvelles ginevoises.

He took some part (on the Conservative side) in local politics,

and was (184X-X843) editor of the Courrier de Genhe. Amo*
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his other "works are an edition of Demosthenes (1834), and a

volume of artistic studies, the RfflexioMS et menus propos d'un

peintre ginewts (1848).

Lives by A. Blondel and the ahb6 Relave (both published at

Paris, 1886). and shorter notices in E. Rambert's Ecrivatns nalianaux

(Geneva, 1874) ; and E. Javelle's Souvenirs d'un alpiniste (Lausanne,

1886; Enff. trans., 1899, under the title of Alpine Memories), and
several chapters in Ste Bcuve's Causeries du lundi, Demiers
portraits liuiraires and Porlrails contemporains. (W. A. B. C.)

TOPHETt or Topheth ( n^ivi), the name given in a Kings

xxiii. 10; Jer. vii. 31, to a spot in the valley of Ben Hinnom near

Jerusalem where the Hebrews in the time of Ahab and Manasseh

offered children to Molech and other heathen gods. Josiah
" defiled" it as part of his reforming activity, and it became a

place for the bestowal and destruction of refuse, and a synonym
for Gehenna (Isa. xxx. 33; Jer. vii. 32).

The uncertain etymology of the word is discussed in ihitEncy.
Bjb., S.P. " Molech," { 3, " Topheth."

TOPIARY.a term in gardenmg or horticulture for the cutting

and trimming of shrubs, such as cypress, box or yew, into regular

and ornamental shapes. It is usually applied to the cutting of

trees into urns, vases, birds and other fantastic shapes, which

were common at the end of the 17th century and through

the i8th, but it also embraces the more restrained art necessary

for the laying out of a formal garden. Yew and holly trees cut

into fantastic objects may still be seen in old-fashioned cottage

or farmhouse gardens in England. The Lat. topiarius meant an

ornamental or landscape gardener, and was formed from topia

(Gr. rbvoit place), a term specially employed for a formal kind of,

Landscape painting used as a mural decoration in Roman houses.

TOPUDY. AUGUSTUS MONTAGUE (1740-X778), Anglican

divine, was bom at Farnham, Surrey, and educated at AVest-

minster and Trinity College, Dublin. Although originally a

follower of Wesley, he in 1758 adbpted extreme Calvinist opinions.

He was ordained in 1762 and became vicar of Harpford with

Fenn-Ottery, Devonshire, in 1766. In 1768 he exchanged to the

living of Broadhenibury, Devonshire. He is chiefly known as a

writer of hymns and poems, including " Rock of Ages," and the

collections entitled Poems on Sacred Subjects (Dublin, 1759) and
Psalms and Hymns for Public and Private Worship (London,

1776). His best prose work is the Historic Proof of the Doctrinal

Calvinism of the Church of England (London, X774)* Some
comments by Wesley upon Toplady's presenUtion of (Calvinism

led to a controversy which was carried on with much bitter-

ness on both sides. Toplady wrote a venomous Letter to

Mr Wesley (1770), and Wesley repeated his comments in The
Consequence Proved (i 771), whereupon Toplady replied with

increased acridity in More Work for Mr Wesley (1772). From
1775 to 1.778, having obtained leave of non-residence at

Broadhembury, be lived in London, and ministered at a
Calvinist church in Orange Street.

TOPOGRAPHY (Gr. r&roi, place, Ypi^cty, to write), a

description of a town, district or locality, giving details of its

geographical and architectural features. The term is also applied

in anatomy to the mapping out of the surface of the human
body, either according to a divisioti based on the organs or parts

lying below certain regions, or on a superficial plotting out of

the body by anatomical boundaries and landmarics.

TORAN, the name in Hindustani (Skr. torana, from tor, pass)

of a sacred or honorific gateway in Buddhist architecture. Its

typical form is a projecting cross-piece resting on two uprights

or posts. It is made of wood or stone, and the cross-piece is

generally of three bars placed one on the top of the other; both

cross-piece and posts are usually sculptured.

I lORBERNITE (or cupro-uranite), a mineral which is one of the
" uranium micas "; a hydrous uranium and copper phosphate,

Cu(U02)i(P04)3-|-i2H20. Crystals are tetragonal and have the

form of square plates, which are often very thin. There is a
perfect micaceous cleavage parallel to the basal plane, and on
this face the lustre is pearly. The bright grass-green colour

is a characteristic feature of the mineral. The hardness is 2I
and the specific gravity 3-5. The radio-activity of the mineral

IS greater than that of some specimens of pitchblende. It was
first observed in 1772 at Johanngeorgenstadt in Saxony, but the

best examples are from Gurmislake near Calstock and Redruth
in Cornwall. The name torbenite is after Torbem Bergman:
chalcolite is a synonym. (L. J. S.)

TORCELLO, an island of Venetia, Italy, in the lagoons about
6 m. to the N.W. of Venice, belonging to the commune of Burano.
It was a flourishing city in the early middle ages, but now has
only a few houses and two interesting churches. The former
cathedral of S. Maria was founded in the 7th century. The
present building, a basilica with columns, dates from 864; the
nave was restored in 1008, in which year thenow mined octagonal

baptistery was built. It contains large mosaics of the X2th

century, strongly under Byzantine influence; those on the west
wall represent the Resurrection and Last Judgment. The
seats for the priests are arranged round the semicircular apse,

rising in steps with the bishop's throne in the centre—an arrange-

ment unique in Italy. Close by is S. Fosca, a church of the i2th

century, octagonal outside, with colonnades on five sides and a
rectangular interior intended for a dome which was nevqr
executed, beyond which is a three-apsed choir. In the local

museum are four Mycenaean vases, one found in the island and
another on the adjacent island of Mazzorbo, proving direct

intercourse with the Aegean Sea in prehbtoric times.

SeeR. M. Dawkins, in Journal ofHellenic Studies (1904)1 xxiv. 125.

TORCH (0. Fr. torche, from Med. Lat. tortia, derived from
tortus, twisted, torquere, to twist), a light or illuminant that can
be carried in the hand, made of twisted tow, hemp or other
inflammable substance. Torches or " links " were, till the general

introduction of street lighting, necessary adjuncts for passengers

on foot or in carriages in towns at night, and many of the older

houses in London and dsewhere still retain the iron stands
outside their doors, in which the torches might be placed.

TORCHfiRE* a candelabrum mounted upon a tall stand of
wood or metal, usually with two or three lights. When it

was first introduced in France towards the end of the X7th
century the torchere mounted one candle only, and when the
number was doubled or tripled the improvement was regarded

almost as a revolution in the lighting of large nxmis.

TORDENSKJOLD, PEDBR (i69r-r72o), eminent Danish
naval hero, the tenth child of alderman Jan Wessel of Bergen, in

Norway, was bom at Trondhjem on the 28th of October 1691.

Wessel was a wild unmly lad who gave his pious parents much
trouble. Finally he ran away from them by hiding in a ship

bound for Copenhagen, where the king's chaplain Dr Peder Jes-

persen took pity on the friendless lad, gratified his love for the

sea by sending him on a voyage to the West Indies, and finally

procured him a vacant cadetship. After further voyages,

this time to the East Indies, Wessiel was, on the 7th of July
X7rx, appointed 2nd lieutenant in the royal marine and shortly

afterwards became the captain of a little 4-gun sloop " Ormen"
(The Serpent), in which he cmised about the Swedish coast

and picked up much useful information about the enemy.
In. June 171 2 he was promoted to a 20-gun frigate, against

the advice of the Danish admiralty, which pronounced him to

be too flighty and unstable for such a command. His dis-

criminating patron was the Norwegian admiral LOvendal,

who was the first to recognize the young man's ability as a
naval officer. At this period Wessel was already renowned for

two things: the audacity with which he attacked any Swedish
vessels he came across regardless of odds, and his unique seaman-
ship, which always enabled him to escape capture. The Great
NorthernWar had now entered upon its later stage, when Sweden,
beset on every side by foes, employed her fleet principally to

transport troops and stores to her distressed German provinces.

The audacity of Wessel impeded her at every point. He was
continually snapping up transports, dashing into the fjords where
her vessels lay concealed, and holding up her detached frigates.

In July 17x4 he*encountered a frigate which had been equipped

in England for the Swedes and was on its way to Gothenburg
under the command of an English captain. Weiad instantly
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attacked Iier Vnt in tlie En^uh captain be met hit match.

The combat lasted all day, was interrupted by nightfall, and
leaewed again indecisively the following morning. Weasel's

free and ea^ ways procured him many enemies in the Danish

navy. He was accused of unnecessarily endangering his

majesty's war-shipa in the affairs with the frigate and he was
brought before a court-martiaL But the spirit with which

he defended himself and the contempt he poured on his less

courageous comrades took the fancy of King Frederick IV.,

who cancelled the proceedings and raLed Wessd to the rank of

captain. When in the course of 1 71 s the return of Charles XII.

from Turkey to Stralsund put a new life into the jaded and
dispirited Swedish forces, Wessel distinguished himself in

numerous engagements off the Pomeranian coast and did the

eaemy infinite damage by cutting out their frigates and destroy-

ing their transports. On returning to Denmark in the beginning

of 17 16 he was ennobled under the title of " Tordenskjold "

(Thundershield). When in the course of 17 16 Charles XII.

invaded Norway and sat down before the fortress of Fredrik-

shald, Tordenskjold compelled him to raise the siege and
retire to Sweden by pouncing upon the Swedish transport

fieet laden with ammunition and other military stores which

rode at anchor in the narrow and dangerous strait of Dynekil,

utteriy destroying the Swedish fleet with little damage to him-
self. For this, his greatest exploit, he was promoted to the rank

of commander, but at the same time incurred the enmity of

his siqierior officer Admiral Gabel, whom he had omitted to

take into his confidence on the occasion. Tordenskjold's first

important command was the sqiutdron with which he was
entrusted in the beginning of 1717 for the purpose of destroying

the Swedish Gothenburg squadron which interrupted the com-
munications between Denmark and Norway. Owing to the

disloyalty of ceruin of his bfficerSs.who resented serving under

the young adventurer, Tordenskjold failed to do all that was
expected of him. His enemies were not slow to take advantage

of his partial failure. The old charge of criminal recklessness

was revived against him at a second court-martial before which

he was sommoned in 17x8; but his old patron Admiral U. C.

GyldenlOve again intervened energetically in his behalf and
the charge was quashed. In December 17x8 Tordenskjold

brought to Frederick IV. the welcome news of the death of

Charles XH. and was made a rear-admiral for his pains. Tor-

dcnskjold's last feat of arms was his capture of the Swedish

fortress of Marstrand, when he partially destroyed and partially

captured the Gothenburg squadronwhich had so long eluded him.

He was rewarded with the rank of vice-admiraL Tordenskjold

did not long survive the termination of the war. On the 20th

of November 1720 he was killed in a duel with a Livonian

cokmel, Jakob Axd Stad von Holstein. Although, Dynekil

excepted, Tordenskjold's victories were of far less importance

than Schested's at Stralsund and Gyldenl5ve's at ROgen, he is

ceitainly, after Charles XII., the most heroic figure of the Great

Northern War. His courage was ftdly equal to the courage

of *' The Lion of the North," but he lacked that absolute self-

command which gives to the bravery of Charles XU. its peculiar,

almost siq>erhuman, character.

See Cantenaen and Llktken, Tordenskjold (Copenhagen, 1887).

TOREADOtt* a Spanish word derived from toreoft to engage

in a bttll-fig^t, toro, a bull, Latin laurus, for one of the principal

performers in the national sport of bull-fighting {q.v.),

TORELU OTTO IIABTIN (x8a8-x9oo), Swedish geologist,

was bom in Varberg on the 5th of June 1828. He was edu-

cated at Lund for the medical profession, but became interested

in xoological and geological studies, and being of independent

means he devoted hixoself to science. He gave his attention

first especially to the invertebrate fauna and the physical

changes of pleistocene and recent times. He studied the

^adal phenomena of SwitaerUnd, SpiUbergen and Green-
land, making two Arctic expeditions in company with A. E.

Nordenskidld. In 1866 he became professor of soology and
Wtohfy in the University at Lund, and in 1871 he was appointed

chief of the Swedish Geological Survey. ^ In the latter capacity

he laboured until 1897. His published contributions, though of

much interest and importance, were not large, but his influence

in promoting a knowledge of geology in Sweden was of great

service. His Arctic experiences enabled him to interpret

the method of origin of the drift deposits in northern Europe,
and to show that they were largely of glacial or fluvio-glacial

origin. In the English drifts he recognized many boulders of

Scandinavian origin. He died on the 11 th of September 190a
His publications include: Bidrag till Spitzbergens moUuskfauna

(1859); and memdn to accompany several sheets of the Geological
Survey map of Sweden.

Obituary with portrait, in Ceei, Mag (May 1903); reproduced in

abridged form from mem<Hr by L. HolmstrOm, in Ce<4oguka foremn-
g/en i Stockholm's forhandlingart xxiii.

TORENO. JOSk KAMA QUIEPODB OLANO RUIZ DB
SARAVLA, Count or (i 786-1843), Spanish politician and his-

torian, was bom at Oviedo on the 25th of November X786. His
family was wealthy and belonged to the most ancient nobility

of Asturias.' His mother, Dominga Ruiz, de Saravia, had
property in the province of Cuenca. The son received a better

educatioii in dassics, mathematics and modem languages

than was usual at that time. The young viscount of Matarrosa,

the title he bore in his father's lifetime, was introduced

to the writings of Voltaire and Rousseau by the abbot
of the Benedictine house of Monserrat in Madrid. He was
present at Madrid when the dty rose against Murat on the 2nd
of May x8o8, and took part in the struggle which was the

beginning of the Peninsular War. From Madrid he escaped

to Asturias, and on the 30th of May he embarked in a Jersey

privateer at Gijon, with other delegates, in order to ask for the

help of England against the French. The deputation was
enthusiastically received in London. By the 30th of December
he was back in Asturias, his father having died in the interval.

During the Peninsular War he saw some service in the first

occupation of Asturias by the French, but he was mainly occu-

pied by his duties as a member of the Cortes. In X809 he was at

Seville, where one of his imdes was a member of Uie central

Jimta. In the following year he was a leader of the party which
compelled the Regency to summon the Cortes—to which he was
elected by Asturias early in x8ix though he wanted some months
of the legal age of twenty-five. His dection was opposed by
some ofhfsown relatives who did not share his advanced opinions,

but it was ratified by the Cortes. Toreno was conspicuous

among the well-meaning men who framed tlie constitution of

x8i2, which was made as if it was meant for some imaginary

republic and not for Catholic and monarchical Spain. When
Ferdinand VU. returned from prison in France in 1814 Toreno
foresaw a reaction, and put himself out of reach of the king.

He was the more an object of suspidon because his brother-

in-law, Porlier, perished in a wild attempt to support the con-

stitution by force. Toreno remained in exile till the outbreak

of the revolution of 1820. Between that year and 1823 he was
in Spain serving in the restored Cortes, and experience had
abated his radic^ ardour. When the French intervened in 1823

Toreno had again to go into exile, and remained abroad till the

king published the amnesty of the xsth of October 1832. He
returned home in July 1833, but remained on his estates till

the king's death On the 29th of September. As hereditary

standard bearer of Asturias (Alferez Mayor) it fell to him to

proclaim the young queen, Isabella II. In 1834 his now
moderate opinions pointed him out to the queen regent, Maria
Christina, as a useful man for office. In June 1834 he was
minister of finance, and became prime minister on the 7th of

June. His tenure of the premiership lasted only till the 14th o(

September of the same year, when the regent's attempt to retain

a practically despotic government under a thin constitutional

veil broke down. The greater part of the remainder of his

life was spent in voluntary exile, and he died in Paris on the

i6th of September 1843. As a politician he felt the need for a

revision of the worn out despotism which ruled till 1808, but he

was destitute of any real political capadty. Toreno is chiefly

Ecmembered as the author of the History of the Rising, War
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and Revolution ^ Spain, which he began between 1823 and
183 a and published in 1836-1838 in Paris. As a work of military

criticism it is not of high value, and Toreno was prejudiced in

favour of his colleagues of the Cortes, whose errors and ex-

cesses he shared in and excused. The book is, however, written

in excellent Castilian, and was compile^ with industry. It is

worth consulting as an illustration of the time inwhich the author
lived, as a patriotic Spanish view of the war, and for the pro-
minence it gives to the political side of the Peninsular War,
which he justly treated as a revolution.

A bioffraphy by Don Antonio de Cueto is prefixed to the reprint
of the Levantamtento guerra y revolucidn de EspaHa, in vol. Ixiv.

of the Biblioteca de auiores espaHoles of Rivadeneyra (Madrid
1846-1880).

TORENO. QUEIPO DB LLANO T 0AT080 DB. Count
(1840-1890), Spanish politician, son of the preceding, was
bom in Madrid in 1840. He was educated at the Madrid
Institute and University, entered parliament in 1864 as a
Moderado, and sat in all the Cortes of Queen Isabella's reign

as a deputy for his ancestral province, Asturias. Loyal to the

Bourbons all through the revolution, he nevertheless became a
deputy in the Cortes of 1871-1873, and founded an Alphonsist

paper, El Tiemfo, in 1873. When the Restoration took place,

its first cabinet made Count de Toreno mayor of the capital,

and in 1875 minister of public works, in which capacity he im-
proved the public libraries, museums, academies and archives,

and caused many important works to be published, includ-

ing the Cartas de Indias. In 1879 he became minister for

foreign affairs, in z88o president of the House of Deputies, in

1884 again governor of Madrid, and in 1885 again president

of the House of Deputies. During the reign of Alphonso XII.
and the first years of the regency of Queen Christina Count de
Toreno was one of the most prominent Conservative leaders,

and was often consulted by the Crown. He died on the 3xst

of January 1890. He was a patron of the turf, and established

a race-course in Madrid, where the first races took place in the

reign of Alphonso XII.

TOROAU* a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of

Saxony, situated on the left bank of the Elbe, 30 m. N.E. of

Leipzig and 26 m. S.E. of Wittenberg by rail. Pop. (1905),

X 2,299. Its most conspicuous building is the Schloss Hartenfels,

on an island in the Elbe, which was built, or at least was finished,

by the elector of Saxony, -John Frederick the Magnanimous.
This castle, which is now used as a barracks, is one of the largest

Renaissance buildings in Germany. It was for some time the

residence of the electors of Saxony and contains a chapel con-

secrated by Martin Luther. The town hall, a x6th-centuzy

building, houses a collection of Saxon antiquities. Torgau
has two Evangelical churches and a Roman Catholid church.

One of the former, the Stadt Kirche, contains paintings by
Lucas Cranach and the tomb of Catherine von Bora, the wife of

Luther. The chief industries of the. town are the manufacture

of gloves, carriages, agricultural machinery, beer and bricks;

there is a trade in grain both on the Elbe and by rail. The
fortifications, begun in 1807 by order of Napoleon, were dis-

mantled in 1889-189X. In the vicinity is the xoyal stud farm of

Graditx.

Torgau is said to have existed as the capital of a distinct

principality in the time of the German king Henry I., but early

in the X4th century it was in the possession of the margraves

of Meissen and later of the electors of Saxony, who frequently

resided here. The town came into prominence at the time of

the Reformation. In X526 John, elector of Saxony, Philip,

landgrave of Hesse, and other Protestant princes formed a
league against the Roman Catholics, and the Torgau articles,

drawn up here by Luther and his friends in X530, were the

basis of the confession of Augsburg. Torgau is particularly

celebrated as the scene of a battle fou^t on the 3rd of November
1760, when Frederick the Great defeated the Austrians (see

Seven Years' Was). In January 1814 Torgau was taken by
the Germans after a siege of three months and it was formally

^eded to Prussia in 18x5.

See Grulich and BOrser, DenkwOrdigkeiten der altsdcksieehen
Resident Torgau aus der Zeit der Reformaiion (Toisau. 1855) : Knabe.
Ceschickte der Stadt Torgau 6m tur Reformation (Torgau. 1880);
and the publications of the AUertumverein tu Torgau (Torsau.
1884 sqq.).

TORNADO (Span., Urmada, a turning about, cf. *"tura"j,
a local whirlwind of extreme violence, usually formed within a
thunderstorm. In appearance it consists of a funnel-shaped
cloud, depending from the mass of storm-cloud above, and when
fully developed tapering downwards to the earth. Besides its

whirling motion, a tornado has an advancing movement of
from 20 to 40 m. an hour—^and along its oym narrow path it

carries destruction. Its duration is usually from half an hour
to an hour. Tornadoes are most common in America, espe-
cially in the Mississippi Valleyand the SouthernsUtes, inEurope
and elsewhere they are comparatively rare. Owing to their
association with thunderstorms they generally occur in warm
weather. A tornado is the result of a condition of local in-
stability in the atmosphere, originating high above the earth.
A current of air is induced to ascend with a rapid spiral motion
round a central core of low pressure. The moisture in the
ascending air is condensed by cooling both as it ascends and as
it expands into the low-pressure core. The doud-funnel appears
to grow downwards because the moisture in the air is condensed
more rapidly than the air itself, following a spiral course, ascends.

TORO, a town of Spain, in the province of Zamora, on the
right bank of the river Duero (Douro), and on the Zamora.*
Medina del Campo railway. Pop. (1900), 8379. Toro is an
ancient fortified town, with picturesque narrow streets, among
which are many medieval churches, convents and palaces,
besides modem schools and public buildingB. A fine bridge
of twenty-two arches spans the river. The cathedral chur^
is Romanesque; it dates from the X2th century but has been
partially restored. The palace of the marquesses of Santa
Crux was the meeting place of the Cortes of X37X, X442 and
XS05, which made Toro and its code of laws celebrated. Toro
is first mentioned in documents of the xoth century. It played
an important part in the development of the kingdoms of Leon
and Castile and in the reconquest of Spain from the Moors.
TORONTO, the capital of the province of Ontario, and the

second largest city in the Dominion of Canada, situated on
the northern shore of Lake Ontario, almost due north from the
mouth of the Niagara river. It lies on a plateau gradually
ascending from the lake shore to an altitude of 220 ft., and
covers an area of nearly 20 aq. m. The river Don flows
throiigh the eastern part of the dty, and the river Humber
forms its western limit. The fine bay in front of the city,

affording a safe and commodious harbour, is formed by an
island stretching along the south of it The city is well laid

out for the most part, the streeU crossing each other at right

angles; Yonge Street, the chief artery, running north from the
bay, was constructed as a military road in 1796, and extends
under the same name for upwards of 30 m. to Lake Simcoe. It
constitutes the dividing line of the dty, the cross streets bdng
called east or west according to the side of it they are on.

'

Toronto is the seat of government for the province, and
contains the parliament buildings, the lieutenant-governor's

residence, the courts of law and the edtuational departmental
buildings. The parliament buildings are situated in (Queen's

Park, almost in the centre of the dty, and are an imposing
structure of red sandstone in the neo-Greek style built at great
cost. They are shortly to be enlarged, as the needs of the
province have outgrown them. A little distance to the west
stand the university buildings, the central one being a splendid

piece of architecture in the Norman style. Stretching in a semi-
drcle round the broad campus are the library, the medical
building, the biology building and museum, the school of practical

science, the geology and chemistry buildings .and the convoca>
tion hall, their architecture varying very grc&tly, beauty having
been sacrificed to more practical considerations; the magnetic
observatory is also in the grounds, but is overshadowed by some
of the more recent erections. _ It is.one of the meteofological
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stttloDS established by the British govemment on the ncom-
mendation of the Ro^ Society in 1840 and is now maintained

by the Dominion government. Ihe univexsity of Toronto,

for the support of which the province is responsible, includes

faculties of arts, sdence and medidne, in the trarhing of which

it is strictly secular. But near at hand and in full affiliation

with the university are Victoria College (Methodist), Wydiffe
College (Anglican), Knox College (Presbyterian) and St Michael's

College (Roman Catholic), wherein courses in divinity are given

and (kgrces conferred. Victoria College, likewise, provides a
course in arts, but none in sdence. Trinity College (Anglican),

though some diirfanre away, is also affiliated with Uxe uxuver-

sity, and her students enjoy its full advantages. Besides the

oniversity, Toronto is remarkably rich in educational institu-

tioos. Upper Canada College, founded in iSag, in many respects

resembles one of the English public schools. It has over 300
students. St Andrew's College, also for boys, is a more recent
^cfahKAwwTif^ and has about the same number of pupils.

There are thrae large coUegiate institutes, having some 300 to

6oo pupils each, and in addition a number of schools for girls,

such as Haver;^ College and Westminster College. Osc^oode

Hall, a stately structure in' the heart of the dty, houses the

higher courts of law and appeal, and also a flourishing law school

The dty hall and court-house is. one of the finest dvic build-

ings in North America. It is in the Romanesque style, and
accommodates all the dvic offices, the board of education, the

paUce and county courts, &c. Many of the churches are worthy

examples of good aichitecture.

Toronto is essentially a residential dty. The houses of the

better dass stand separate, not in long rows, and have about

them ample lawns and abundant trees. It is Qonsequently a

widespread dty, the length from east to west approximating

ten iniles. An electric railway system provides means of com-
munication. There are many parks, ranging in size from

Cuiton Park of oiie acre to High Park (375 acres) and Island

Park (389), the latter being across the harbour and constitut-

ing the favourite resort of the people during the summer. In

Exhibition Park there is hdd annually an industrial and agri-

cultural exhibition that has grown to great magnitude. It Usts

a fortnight in late summer. It is a munidpal enterprise and
the profiU belong to the dty.

Tike population in 1907, as shown by the police census,

exceeded 300,000. The govenunent of the dty is vested in a
council consisting of the mayor and four controllers dected

annually and eighteen aldermen (three from each of the six wards

into which the dty is divided). The council as a whole is the

legislative body, while the board of control is the executive

body, and as such is responsible for the supervision of all matters

of finance, the appointment of officials, the carrying on of

public works, and the general administration of the affairs of

the dty, except the departments of education and of police,

the first being under the control of the board of education,

elected annually by the dtixens, and the Utter under the

board of police commiwdoners, consisting of the mayor, the

countyjudge and the police magistrate.

Toronto is one of the chief manufacturing centres of the

dominion-, agricultural machinery, automobiles, bicycles, cotton

goods, engines, furniture, foundry products, flour, smoked meats,

tobacco, jewelry, ftc, are flour^hing industries, and the list is

constantly extending. The situation of the dty is favourable

to commerce, and the largest vessels on the lakes can use iu
harbour. It is the outlet of a rich and extensive agricultural

district, and throu^^iout the season of navigation lines of steamers

ply between Toronto and the other lake ports on both the
r»n»AUn and American sides, the route of some of them
extending from Montreal to Port Arthur on Lake Superior.

Railway conununication is complete, three great trunk lines

making the dty a terminal point, viz. the Grand Ttunk, the

Canadian Padfic and the Canadisn Northern.

As a fiM««*i centre Toronto has made remarkable advance.

The transactions on the stock exchange rival those of Montreal.

The Bank U Commerce has iU headquarters here, as have also

the Bank of Nova Scotia, the Bank of Toronto, the Standard
Traders, Imperial, Sovereign, Dominion, Crown, ITnited Empire,
Sterling and other banks.

The name of the dty is of Indian origin, mfaning "a place of

meeting," the site in the days before the coming of the white
man bdng an established rendezvous among the neighbouring

Indian tribes. It first appears in history in 1749 as a centre of

trade when the French built a small fort and started a trading

establishment called Fort Rouille. Before long, however,
British traders came up from the south and entered into active

rivalry with the French, and in 1793 the fort was burned by
the latter to prevent its occupation by their foes. A year later

Governor Simcoe transferred the scat of govenunent of the new
province of Upper Canada from the town of Newark at the

mouth of the Niagara River to Toronto, giving the new capital

the name of York, in honour of the second son of George III.

Under its new name it made slow progress as the surrounding
country was deared and settled. The entrance to the harbour
was guarded by two blockhouses; provision was made for

barracks and garrison stores; buildings were erected for the

legislature; and there the members of parliament, summoned
by royal proclamation to "meet us in our provindal parliament

in our town of York," assembled on the xst of June 1797,
Sixteen years later the population numbered only 456. The
town was twice sacked in the war of 181 a. General Dearborn
captured it at the head of a force of upwards of aooow On their

advance to the outworks of the garrison the magazine of the
fort exploded, whether by acddent or design, killing many of

the invaders. The halls of legislature and other buildings were
burnt and the town pillaged. On the restoration of peace the

work of creating a capital for Upper Canada had wellnigh to

begin anew. The organization of Upper Canada College in

1830, with a staff of teachers nearly all graduates of Cambridge,
gave a great impetus to the city and province. In 1834 the

population of York numbered fully 10,000; and an act of the
provincial legislature conferred on it a charter of incorporation,

with a mayor, aldermen and coundlmen. Under this chuter
it was constituted a dty with the name of Toronto. Since

that time the progress of the dty has been rapid and substantial,

the population doubling every twenty years. In 1885 the

total assessment was $69,000,000; in 1895 $146,000,000 and in

1906 $167,411,000, the rate of taxation being i8|miUs.

TORPBM). In 1805 Robert Fulton demonstrated a new
method of destroying, ships by exploding a large charge of

gxmpowder against the hull \mder water. No doubt then
remained as to the effectiveness of this form of attack when
successfully applied; it was the difficulty of getting the torpedo,

as it was called, to the required position which for many years

retarded its progress as a practical weapon of naval warfare.

Attempts were first made to bring the explosive in contact with

the vessel by allowing it to drift down to her by the action of

tide or current, and afterwards to fix it against her from some
form of diving boat, but successive failures led to its restriction

for a conside^ble period to the submarine rnine (g.v.) in which
the explosive is stationary and takes effect only when the ship

itself moves over or strikes the charge. Used in this way, it

is an excellent deterrent to hostile warships fordng a harbour.

Spar or Outrigger Torpedo.—^The limitations attached to the

employment of submarine mines, except for coast defence,

revived the idea of taking the torpedo to the ship instead of

waiting for the latter to gain some exact point which she might

vcty possibly avoid. This first took practical shape in the spar

or outrigger torpedo. This consisted of a charge of explosive

at the end of a long pole projecting from the bow of a boat,

the pole being run out and immersed on arriving near the object.

Directly the charge came in contact with the hull of the ship it

was exploded by an electric battery in the boat. If the boat

was not discovered and disabled while approaching, the chances

were favourable to success and escape afterwards. Against a

vigilant enemy it was doubtless a forlorn hope, but to brave

men the venture offered considerable attractions.

Frequent use of this spar o^ outrigger torpedo was made dur'
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the Amoican Civil War. A noUble inslanoe was the destraction

of the Confederate irondad " Albemarle " at the end of October
1864. On this mission Ueut. Gushing took a steam launch
equipped with an outrigger torpedo up the Roanoke River, in

which lay the " Albemarle." On arriving near the ship Gushing
foimd her surrounded by logs, but pushing his boat over them,
he immersed the spar and exploded his duirge in contact with
the " Albemarle " under a heavy fire. Ship and latmch sank
together, but the gallant officer jumped overboard, swam away
and escaped. Submerged boats were also used for similar

service, but usually went to the bottom with their crews.

During the war between France and Ghina in 1884 the " Yang
Woo " was attacked and destroyed by an outrigger torpedo.

Locomotive Torpedoes.—Tho\ii^ the spar torpedo had scored

some successes, it was mainly because the means of defence

against it at that time were inefficient. The ship trusted solely

to her heavy gun and rifle fire to repel the attack. The noise,

smoke, and difficulty 0! hitting a sniaU object at night with a
piece that could probably be discharged but once before the boat
arrived, while rifle btillets would not stop its advance, favoured
the attack. When a number of small guns and electric lights

were aHded to a ship's equipment, success with an outrigger

torpedo became nearly, if not entirely, impossible. Attention
was then turned in the direction of giving motion to the torpedo
and steering it to the required point by electric wires worked
from the shore or from another vessel; or, dispensing with any
such connection, of devising a torpedo which would travel imder
water in a given direction by means of self-contained motive
power and machinery. Of the former type are the Lay, Sims-
Edison and Brennan torpedoes. The first twor-dectrically

steered by a wire which trails behind the torpedo—hive in-

sufficient speed to be of practical value, and are no longer used.

The Breiman torpedo, carrying a charge of explosive, travels

under water and is propelled by unwinding two drums or
reels of fine sted wire within the torpedo. The rotation of
these reels is communicated to the propellers, causing the
torpedo to advance. The ends of the wires are connected
to an engine on shore to give rapid unwinding and
increased speed to the torpedo. It is steered by vary-

ing the speed of unwinding the two wires. Tliis tor-

pedo was adopted by the British war office fw harbour
defence and the protection of narrow chaimels.

Unconirotted Torpedoes.—^The objection of naval

officers to have any form of torpedo connected by wire

to their ship during an action, impeding her free move-
ment, liable to get entangled in her propellers and
perhaps exploding where not desired---disadvantages

which led them to discard the Harvey towing torpedo

many years ago—has hitherto prevented any navy from
adopting a controlled torpedo for its sea-going fleet The
last quarter of the xgth century saw, however, great

advances in the equipment of ships with locomotive torpedoes of

the uncontrolled type. The Howell may be briefly described,

as it has a special feature of some interest. Motive power is

provided by causing a heavy steel fly-wheel inside the torpedo

to revolve with great velocity. This is effected by a small special

engine outside operating on the axle. When sufficiently spun
up, the axle of the flywheel is connected with the propeller

shafts and screws whidi drive the torpedo, so that on entering

the water it is driven ahead and continues its course until the

power stored up in the flywheel is exhausted. Now when a
torpedo is discharged into the sea from a ship in motion, it has
a tendency to deflect owing to the action of the passing water.

The angle of deflexion will vary according to the speed of the

ship, and is also affected by other causes, such as the position

in the ship from which the torpedo is discharged, and its own
angle with the line of keel. Hence arise inaccuracies of shooting;

but these do not occur with this torpedo, for the motion of the

flywheel, acting as a gyroscope—^the principle of which applied

to the Whitehead torpedo is described later—keeps this torpedo

on a straight course. This advantage, combined with simplicity

in const^QCtion, induced, the American naval authorities ft one

time to contemplate equipping their fleet with this toipedo, for

they had not, up to within a few years ago, adopted any loco-

motive torpedo. A great improvement in the torpedo devised
by Mr Whitehead loA. them, however, definitely to prefer the
latter and to discontinue the further development of the Howell
system.

, The Whitehead torpedo is a sted fish-shaped body which
travels under water at a high rate of speed, bdng propdled by
two screws driven by compressed air. It carries a large charge
of expk>sive which is ignited on the torpedo striking any hanl
substance, such as the hull of a ship. The body is divided into
three parts. The foremost portion or head contains the explo-
sive—iisually wet gun-cotton—with dry primer and mechanical
ignitmg arrangement; the centre portion is the air chamber
or reservoir, while the remaining part or tail carries the engines,
rudders, and propellers besides the apparatus for controlling

depth and direction. This portion also gives buoyancy to the
torpedo.

When the torpedo is projected from a ship or boat into the
water a lever is thrown back, admitting air into the engines
causing the propellers to revolve and drive the torpedo ahead.
It is desirable that a certain depth under water should be main«
tained. An explosion on the surface would be deprived of the
greater part of its effect, for most of the gas generated would
escape into the air. Immersed, the water above confines the
liberated gas and compels it to exert all its energy agamst the
bottom of the ship. It is also necessary to correct the tendency
to rise that is due to the torpedo getting lighter as the air is

used up, for compressed air has an appreciable weight This
is effected by an ingenious apparatus long maintained secret.

The general prindple is to utilize the pressures due to different

depths of water to actuate horiaontal rudders, so that the
torpedo is automatically directed upwards or downwards as
its tendency is to sink or rise.

The efficiency of such a torpedo compaitd with all previous types
was deariy manifest when it was brought before the maritime
states by the inventor, Whitehead, and $ was almost univenally
adopted. The prindpal ddect was want of qseed-^whicfa at fint
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For acme years a torpedo 14 ft. long and 14 in. in
iras considered large enough, though it had a very limited

Fig. I.—Diagrams; of 14- and iS-in. Toipedoea.

dk! not exceed 10 knots an houf—but by the application of Brothcfw
hood's 3-cylinder engine the speed was increased to 18 knotf
a great advance. From that tune continuous improvements have
resulted in speeds of 30 knots and upwards for a short range being
obtained. For " - -. . . .

dikmeterwasc. , «. „ .
effective range. For a longer range a larger weapon must be
employed capable of carrying a greater supply of air. To obtain
thu, torpedoes of 18 in. diameter, involving increased lensth and
wdght, nave for some time been constructed, and have tsucen the
plaoe oi the smaller torpedo in the equipment of warships. This
advance In dimenaons nas not only given a faster ana steadier
torpedo, but enabled such k heavy diarge of gun-ootton to be
carried that its explonon against any portion of a ship would inevit-
ably dthernnk or disable her. The aimensions, shape, &c., of the 14-
and 18-in. torpedoes are shown in fig. i. A limited range was
still imposed by the uncertainty of its course under water. The
speed oc the ship from which it was discharged, the ai^le with her
weel at which it entered the water, and the varying vclodty of
impulse, tended to errmr ol flight, such error bdns magnified the
farther the path of the torpedo was prolonged. Hence 800 yds.
was formeriy considered the limit of distance within which the
torpedo diould be discharged at sea against an object from .a ship
in motion.

In these circumstances, though improvements in the manufacture
of steel and engines allowed of torpedoes of far longer range bciny
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nade (tbe Csstest torpedo op to 1898 having a speed of 39 knots
for too yds.), it was of no advantage to make them, as they couU
not be aepeadtd upon to run in a straight line from a stationary
point for more thaji 800 yds., while from a ship In motion good
practice could onljr be ensured at a reduced range. It was obvious,
therefore, that to incrpase the effective range of the toqwdo, these
errors of direction must be overcome by some automatic steering

arraogement. Several inventors turned their attention to the
subject, nearly all of whom proposed to utilise the principle of the
gyrD9cof>e for the purpose. The firrt which gave any satisfactory

results was an apparatus devised by Ludwig Obry---an ei^iineer

in Aostria—«nd tried by the Itahan government about 1896.
These trials demoostrated the feasibility of accurately and auto-
matScaHy steeringa torpedo in a direct line by this means. Messrs
^lutebcMul & Co., of Hume, then acouired the invention, and after
exhaustive experiments produced the apparatus which is now
fitted to evoy torpedo made. It is based on the principle that
a body revolvim; on a free axis tends to preserve its plane of rotation.

A gyroscope with plane of rotation parallel to the vertical axis of

the torpedo will have an angular motion if the torpedo is diverted

from its or^pnal course. Thisangular motion is employed to actuate
the steering mechanism by operating an air motor connected
with the rudders, and keepiiw the torpedo in the line of discharge.

The apparatua consists of a flywhed caused to rotate by a spring,

the bim on which the latter is wound having a segmental wheel
which gears into a toothed innion spindle of the flywheel. Owing
to the diameter of the sesment being much greater than the i^nion,

a ra|»d rotatoiv motion ts impartedT The spring is wound up by a
key from outside the torpedo, and kept in tension until the pro-

ioqtile is discharged, when the spring is released by the air lever

being thrown back, which admits air to the engine; the gyroscope
b tl^ freed and set in motion with its plane in the plane of the
vertical axis of the torpedo as it was in the launching tube.

Assuming now that the coune of the torpedo u diverted by any
cause, its axis wiU move or perform a certain angular motion with
regard to the plane of the flywhed, which will have the same
result 9s if we consider the conditions reversed, i^. as if the {dane
of rotation of the flvwheel were altered and that of the axis of the
torpedo remained the same. The axb of the flywhed performs
a r^tive angular motion which it imparts to a crank actuating
a servo-motor worked by compressed air, and connected with the
rudders of the torpedo, moving them in the opposite direction

to that in which the torpedo was diverted from its original course.

Tbm aO inaccuracies 01 flight due po errors of adjustment, mis-
cafarulatSon of deflexion, or even damage to some part, are dimin-
atKL As long as the gyroscope is in good order the torpedo is

boand to ran in the line it was pointing when the flywheel was
Marted. It is placed in the after-body of the torpedo, as indicated

in fig. a.

id by the strength of the engines and other parts. Improve-
I in sted manufacture have permitted the use of much higher

limited 1

meats i
^ _^

pressures of air and the construction of air<hambers able to with-
stand the pressure of 2000 lb to the sq. in. with the same weight of
aur-chamber. This has enabled increased range without reduction
in speed to be attained, or conversdy, increased speed at shorter
ranges. By improvement in' the engines which are now of the
Brotherhood 4-cylinder central csaiuc type further gains have
been effected.

Having reached the limit of pressure and endurance of air-

chambers with present materials without undue increase of weight,
the designer had to seek additional energy in another direction.

Now the energy obtainable from a given wdght of compressed air

is dependent upon the volume of air available at the working
priessure of the engines. At a constant pressure this vcrfume of
air a proportionate to its absolute temperature. If then the air

be stored cold and highly heated before delivery to the engine
the available energy from a raven weight will be greatly increased.

By this means we obtain the equivalent of a lareer and heavier
air-chamber without the increased wdght such would involve.

As originally used a quantity of hydrocarbon fud was placed in

the air-vosd. Upon discharging the torpedo this fueh was auto-
matically ignited and the contents of the aur-chamber were heated.
Unless, however, the combustion could be regulated there were
serious risks of abnormal pressures, of overheating and weakening
the air-vesseL' Devices have been applied to overcome this liability,

and other methods devised to obtain the same result.

By the use of heating and thereby increasing the volume of air

in proportion to the nse of temperature the extra volume will

allow of an increased speed for a g^ven range or a greater ran^
without increase of speed. The limit to the development of this

system seems to be toe temperature the materials will stand, but
even at this early stage it has added several knots to the speed of
this wonderful weapon.

Torpedo Carriages and Discharge.—^As no gun which is ineffi-

ciently mounted can give good results, so the best torpedo is valueless
without a good carriage or system of discharge. In the early days
of the Whitehead, discredit came upon it because the importance
of this was not sufl&dently realizea; and an erratic course under
water was in nine cases out of ten due to a crude method of dis-

charge. A delicate piece of mechanism was dropped into the water
from a height <^ several feet, and naturally suffered internal derange-
ment. Gun-ports were then used for the purpose, but now a special

orifice is made, to which the torpedo carriage is fitted with a ball-

and-socket joint—forming a water-tight aperture—so that this

carriage or tube may be only a or 3 ft. above the water-line. The
ball-and-socket joint enables it also to have a considerable angle
of training. Originally the torpedo was pushed out by a rod
acted upon by compressed air, in which case the carriage was a

Fig. 2.—^Arrangement

TheeAdency of the Whitehead torpedo has thus been enormously
btcreased, and more accurate practice can now be made at

aooo yds. than was formeriy possible at 800 yds. This adds con-

sidoaMy to the chances of torpedo-boats attacking ships, even in

day-time, at sea or at anchor, and will render further protectbn
necessary against this weapoiu Against a ship in motion there is

still, however, the cakulation as to her speed and the distance she

will travd bdore tbe torpedo reaches her. Should this be mis-

calculated, an increased range for torpedoes will magnify the error.

For instance, a lO-knot torpedo will travd 1000 yds. in a minute.

If aimed at a ship on the beam assumed to be steaming 15 knots

an hour, to rcsch her when 1000 yds. disUnt the torpedo must
be discharged at a point 500 yds. ahead of her. But if the ship

is actually steaming 13 Imots, she will have travdled only 400 yds.

in the minute, and the torpedo will be too yds. in advance of

her. If discharged at a range of 500 yds., such a- miscalculation

caines an error of only 50 yds. or 150 ft. But if the object is

too ft. k>ng. and her centre was taken as the target, her bow would

be just at the spot the torpedo would reach in thirty seconds. It

would seem, therefore, that uicreased vek)dty of torpedo is necessary

before the full advantages of the gyroscope can be realised. Now
tbe range of the torpedo is entirely dependent upon the store of

energy which can be carried; upon, therefore, the capacity of the

air reservoir, tbe ma^mum pressure it can stand, and on the eflfici-

eocy of the propdling engines. The speed over a given range is

- ^•^- - factors; the maximum speed bdng

of Gyroscope in Torpedo,

simple frame. The rod, pressing against the tail with some force,

was apt to dama^ or disarrange the rudders, so the air-gun took
the puce of rod impulse. Here the torpedo fits dosdy in a tube
or cylinder with an opening at the rear made air-tight when closed.

At the desired moment compressed air is admitted to the rear
part <^ the cylinder and blows the torpedo out. Gunpowder then
superseded air for this operation; and now this has given place to
a small charge of cordite, which does not leave any deposit on the
inside of the cylinder. There is a double risk in the use 01 locomotive
torpedoes from above water, (i) The charge may be exploded
by hostile fire. Though mainly conusting-of damp gun<otton,
which b not readily isnited, the dry primer and detonator may be
struck, which would lead to a disastrous explosion. (3) The air-

chamber b also a source of dango-. As it contains air compressed
to a high degree of tension, experiments have shown that if struck
by a small shell it may burst with ereat violence; and as it offers

a considerable mark, thb b not an bnprobable event in an action.

An instance of the danger <^ above-water torpedo tubes occurred
in the Spanish-American War at tbe battle of Santiago. A shdl
entered the " Almirante Oquendo " and struck a 14-in. torpedo
in the tube. The charge detonated, causing a feaiiul explosion
and practically wrecking that part of the vessd. The develop-
ment of nKxlerate-sized ouick-firing guns has increased this risk.

Hence we find the use of above-water torpedo tubes now mainly
confined to torpedo and other craft too small for submerged
discharge.
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Submerged DucAarfe.—The risk attached to having

torpedoes above the water-line—independently <^ the fact that to
set the best result they should sUrt tn the element to which they
belong—has given great impetus to the system of submerged

Gmi mtt T»nU» rm»f l» Ara

and tube into the diip again, to that practically the idiple operatioa
b one motion.

Fig. 3 will further explain this apparatus. i4 is the outer tube;
B the mner tube; C the shield; D torpedo; £ explosion chamber

for cordite charge placed at K\ P pipe for gas to pass
into outer tube; G and Y doors of inner and outer tube

:

J the valve which opens automatically when inner tube
arrives at position shown in fig. a ; T and P appliance
for running the tube in and out bv hand when cfesired

;

O arran^;ement for bringing whole apparatus back
for repair, &c; M and N sluic^valve and handle;
R, r^t r, f*. for draining tubes before torpedo is put in;
X indicator showing position of inner tube.

Torpedoes have been discharged from this apparatus
with successful result from a ship steaming at 17I
knots.
The advanta^ of cordite over compressed air for

impulse is that it requires 00 attention: when a chaise

Fig. 3.—Broadside Submerged l8-in. Torpedo Tube.

discharge. From the earliest days of the weajpon this has been
employed to some extent. But it was principaUy in the direction

of right-ahead fire, by having an orifice in the stem of the ship under
water, to which a torpedo tube was connected. The tactical

idea was thus to supplement attack with the ram, so that if the
vessel endeavouring to ram saw that the obiect wouW f—'^ this

attack, she could project a torpedo ^!il lJ, \sliii:h, ir ter

than the vessel, might as effectually ;l' . r^mpll^h the n. :e.

The stem orifice had a water-tigm luvi^r, whtch %.i on
the torpedo being placed in the U\\vy ^nd tht innir d;
then, sufficient impulse bein^ impartihJ to ejex^ i^t (

>
<:

:

its

machinery b^g set in motion at the Kinte time, it > rd
towards the enemy. There is, howcrver. some risk p[ t ns
a torpedo in this manner striking it before the miuiSe ha^ rn :

- ned

the necessary impetus from its propellers to take it clear ^A the

vessd. The system, moreover, has the dtsad^vcjntaT^ of wci^ r; ng
the ram, the construction of which ' m '

-
th.

There is the further liability <^ ranuuiiiM w.^u • ^^^^^y, ^ ^^ wOW
tube, which would be as disastrous to friend as foe. Thb method
of submerged discharge has therefore given place to ejecting the
torpedo from the brradside. Considerable difficulty attached to
getting the torpedo clear of the ship from this position without
injury, especially when the vessel was proceeding at speed. The
natural tendency of the passing water acting on the head <^

the torpedo as it emerged was to give a violent wrench and crush
the rear end before that portion could clear the aperture. To prevent
this the torpedo must oe held rigid in the line of projection until

the tail is clear dL the ship. This is thus effected. Besides the
tube with the aperture in side of the ship under water, fitted with
sluice-valve, all broadude submerged discharge apparatus possess

the following features: A shield is pushed out from the ship's

side. In this shield there are grooves of some form. Guides on
the torpedoes fit and run in these grooves. When discharged the
torpedo is thus supported against the streams of passing water,

ana guided so that its axis continues in the line of projection until

the tail is clear of the side, the shield being of suoh length that this

occurs at the same time that the guides on the torpedo leave the
grooves in the shield. An apparatus on this principle has been
fitted to a number of ships ot the British navy, and gi\'es good
results at high rates of speed. It has the defect that the shield

must be run out previous to the torpedo being discharged, and
brought back afterwards, thus involving three separate operations,
each performed by compressed air.

In the broadside submerged discharge, designed, constructed
and supplied to many foreign navies by Messn Armstrongc^ the
Elswick works, the three operations are combined in one. There is

an outer tube as before, but it contains an inner tube carrying the
torpedo. Fixed to thb tube, and prolonging it, b the shield fitted

with grooves. Both tubes have a door at the rear—made air-

tight when closed—by which the torpedo b entered. A charge of
cordite b used for ejection instead of^ compressed air, the gas from
which entering the outer cvlinder first forces the inner tube out,
and then by means of a valve in the door <^ the inner tube passes
in and blows out water and torpedo together, the shield supporting
the latter until the tail b clear of the ship. By thb time the cordite
gas has expanded and cooled so as to relieve the pressure in rear:

thb. causes the pressure of the water outside to push the shield

b placed in the expUision chamber, and a torpedo b in the tube,
all b in readiness for firing when desired, without further attention
in the torpedo-room. The cordite b fired by dectridty from the
conning-tower; the officer, therefore, having ascertained that all is

ready belowj has only to press^ a button when the object b in tl^
required position. Automatic indicatbns are given in the conning-
tower when the sluice-valve b opened and wten all b in readiness
for firing.

Thb method of dischai]ging torpedoes from the broadside under
water eliminates the prinapaidanger of the system, which reouired
the shield to be put into position beforehand. It was then liable
to be struck and distorted by passing wreckage without the fact
being apparent to those in the snip. On the discharge of a torpedo
its course misht thus be arrested, or possibly the charge bepre-
maturely exploded in danoerous proximity to its own sJiip. There

, _ . . ipment , ^ _..,

readjustment which makes for simplk:ity cannot be otherwise
than benefidal, and thb feature b espedally desirable in all mattera
connected with the use of tcnpedoes.
The compartment containing the broadside submerged apparatus

usually extends across the ship, so as to contain a tube for each
nde.

Use in War.—^Thb has been mainly confined to attacks upon
squadrons and single ships by torpedo craft of variotis types.

At the battle of Yalu, between the Chinese and Japanese fleets,

torpedoes were discharged by the former, but none took effect.

The Japanese trusted solely to gun-fire. After the defeat of
the Chinese at sea, their remaining ships took refuge in the
harbour of Wei-hai-WeL Here they were blockaded by the
Japanese fleet, which, having a number of torpedo-boats, made
several determined attacks upon the ships inside. After one
or two attempts, foiled by the obstructions placed by the
Chinese to bar the passage, the Japanese boats succeeded in

torpedoing several ships, and thus expedited the reduction of the
place. In the war between Spain and the United States the
inferiority of Admiral Cervera's squadron to that under Admiral
Sampson might at the battle of Santbgo have been to some
extent counterbalanced by a skilful and vigorous use of torpedoes.

If, instead of striving only to escape, a bold dash had been made
for the American ships, the Spani^ cruisers rapidly approaching
end on to the foe, enveloped in the smoke of their own guns,

should—some at least—^have got within torpedo range without

fatal injury. Qosing each other at a speed of 10 knots only
they would cover an interval of 6000 yds. in 9 minutes—

a

short time in which to disable a ship by gun-fire under such
conditions. But Cervera elected to offer a passive resbtance

only, and while suffering destruction wrought no material injury

upon hb opponents. On the other hand, there have been
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aevoml iiwHtnfrii of large wushipa being sunk by locomotive

torpedoes diachaxged from small craft. During the Chilean

Tcvolutioiiazy war of 1891, a battleship, the " Blanco Encalada/'

of 3SOD tons, was attacked in Caldera Bay by two torpedo vessels

—the *' Lynch "and " Condell "-of 750 tons. They entered the

bay at dawn, the '* Condell " leading. This vessel fired three

torpedoes which missed the ironclad; then the " Lynch," after

one ixkeffective shot, discharged a second torpedo, which struck

the " Blanco " on the side nearly amidships. The latter had
opened fire with little result, and sank soon afterwards. A
similar incident occurred in 1894, when the Brazilian ironclad
" Aquidaban " was sunk in Cathexina Bay by the " Sampaio "

—

a torpedo vessel of 500 tons. She enUred the bay at m'ght,

and first discharged her bow torpedo at the ironclad, which

missed; she then fired a broadside torpedo, which struck and
exploded against the bow of the " Aquidaban." It caused a

great shock on board, throwing an officer on the bridge into the

water. The vessel sank soon afterwards, and the " Sampaio "*

escaped uninjured.

In the war (1904-5) between Russia and Japan the Whitehead

torpedo did not exercise an important influence upon the naval

operations. It scored a success at the beginning of the struggle

when a Japanese torpedo-flotilla made an attack upon the

Russian fleet lying at anchor outside Port Arthur. For some
unaccountable reason, though war was imminent, little or no

precautions seemed to have been taken for effectually guarding

the vessels. They had no nets in position nor boats patrolling

outside them. Thus taken by surprise when the Japanese

torpedo-boats suddenly appeared about midnight on the 8th of

February 1904, several Russian ships were struck by torpedoes

before they couM offer any rcsbtance. The most damaged
were the " Retvisan " and "Tsarevitch" (battleships) and
" Pallada " (cruiser), but all managed to get into Port Arthur

and were eventually repaired. With three ships hors de

combat the Russian fleet was considerably weakened at an
early sta^e. The loss of the " Petropavlovsk " in April from a

mine explosion was a further discouragement, especially as

with this ship went down the gaUant and energetic Admiral

Makarov. In these circumstances the Russian fleet could not

a^-sume the offensive nor prevent the Japanese troops being

sent by sea to invest Port Arthur. In June when the injured

vessels were fit for service again the fleet put to sea but returned

the same evening. The incident is noteworthy only because it

led to an attack by the Japanese torpedo craft on tht retiring

squadron after sunset. As illustrating the uncertainty of hit-

ting a moving object at sea with the Whitehead torpedo, already

mentioned, no vessels were struck on this occasion and they

reached the anchorage uninjured. In the battle of Tsushima

the Japanese torpedo-boats attacked the Russian fleet after its

disablement by gun-fire and gave the coup de grdce to some
of the ships, which had little power of resistance owing to the

destruction of their light armament. This war, therefore, did

not increase to any extent our knowledge of the actual capability

of this weapon.

Effect upon Naval Tactics: Blockade.—It has often been

assumed that steam and the torpedo will m future render

blockade impossible as it was carried out in the old wars; that,

no fenger dependent upon the wind to allow egress from the

blockaded port, a vessel using steam can emerge when she

chooses, while the fear of torpedo attack will deter a blockading

squadron from keeping such watch as to foil the attempt. As
regards the power conferred by steam, it wiU be no less advan-

tageous to a blockading squadron, enabling it to maintain its

pontion, whereas saiUng ships were often driven by gales to leave

their station and seek a port. This gave opportunities for the

blockaded vessck to escape. As regards torpedo-boats, they

would no doubt be a danger to a blockading squadron unpro-

vided with a means of defence against these craft. Such defence

consists in an adequate number of nnall vessels interposing an
tn-shore squadron between the port and the main body outside.

Thus they perform the twofold service of watching the enemy's

movements within and frustrating a torpedo attack. As an

insUnce of blockade under modem conditions, we have that

of Admiral Sampson upon Santiago—a guard more rigidly

maintained than any in the old wars. So little was he deterred

by the knowledge that Admiral Cervera had two torpedo

vessels in his force, that he drew his squadron closer in at ni^t
when an attack might be expected, actually illuminating the

entrance of the harbour with his electric searchli^ts, so that

no craft could come out unperceived. No attempt was made to

dislodge him from that position, and we may assume that

blockade, if required in any scheme of naval strategy, will be
carried out, whatever the weapons of warfare.

As regards the effect of torpedoes upon tactics at sea, and m
general, as well as single ship, actions, they must operate against

dose range and employment of the ram. If it is recognized hat

a vessel within xooo yds. is liable to a fatal blow, she will

endeavour in ordinary circumstances to keep outside that

distance and rely upon gun-fire. The exception would be where
she is overmatched in that respect, and hence might endeavour
to restore the balance by the use of torpedoes. I^ a fleet action

the danger of missing a foe and hitting a friend would restria

the discharge of torpedoes; and this risk increases as formations

disappear. But the torpedo must be conceded a tactical

superiority over the ram for the following reasons: A vessel

to use the latter must come within torpedo range, while her

adversary may successfully apply torpedoes without placing

henelf in any danger of being rammed. The ram can only be
used in one direction, and a small miscalculation may cause

disaster. If a vessel has more than one position from which
torpedoes can be discharged, she is not confined as regards

attack to a single bearing or direction.

In action we may consider the speed of the torpedo as double
that of the ship, and since against a moving object allowance

must be made for the space traversed while ram or torpedo is

travelling towards it, the faster weapon is less affected in its

chance of successful impact by change of direction and speed

of the object at the last moment. Lastly, with machinery
disabled a ship is powerless to use the ram, but can avert a ram
attack with her torpedoes. The movements of squadrons or
single ships on entering an action are not likely to be influenced

by any contemplated immediate use of torpedoes, for the gun
must remain the primary weapon, at any rate at the first

onset. Commanders would hardly risk being crushed by
gun-fire before getting within torpedo range. Having faith

in the efficiency of their ordnance and the gunnery skill of their

crew, they would first manoeuvre to bring these into play.

Tactics for torpedo attack in such circumstances have not
therefore been laid down, and it is only necessary to consider

the positions which are advantageous for the use of this weapon,
and, conversely, what should be avoided when a vessel, finding

herself overmatched in gunnery, seeks to redress the balance
with torpedoes.

Size of Target.—^Thia, with a ship, varies in length as the torpedo
approaches end on to the vessel, or at angle to the line of keel;
the greatest being when the path of both forms a right angle.
Hence the object is to place your ship where it presents the former
condition to the enemy, whOe he affords the larger target. It

must be remembered that, owing to the comparatively slow velocity
of the torpedo, it must be aimed not directly at a ship in motion-
like a shot from a gun—but at a point ahead whkh the ship will

reach after the torpedo has traversed the intervening distance.
Thus speed of object has to be estimated, and hence the importance
of adding to the velocity of the torpedo and getting a broadside
shot so as to reduce as much as possible errors of cakulatton.
The great increase ci the dimensions of warships, especially in
length, whkh now has reached 500 ft., adds to the chances of a
successful hit with torpedoes, and will doubtless tend to diminish
a desire in future naval tactics to dose inskle torpedo tange for the
purpose of ramming.

/csiictf.—Though the effective range of a torpedo diacharaed
from a ship or torpedo veasd against a nngle object moving
at high speed may be considered as approximately within 1000
yds. this fimit of distance is considerably augmented where the
target consisu of several vessels at sea m dose order, or is that
afforded by a fleet at anchor. In the first case it may be worth
while to discharge torpedoes from a distance of two or three thou-
sand yafds at the centre of the line for the chance of hitting one of
the vessels composing it. As regards a mass of ships at ^^
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unfeH protected by sn {mpeaeCiable guard rach as a breakwater
or some invulnerable defence carried by the sKipe tbemtelves, the
tncreaaed range and accuracy ol the torpedo imparted bv recent
devdopxnents would give it a chance of succeia if diachaiged againit
such a tareet at even greater distance.

Finally, by improvements in construction and methods of dis-

chacge the torpedo has recovered the place it was rapidly losing a
few years aga As armour receives uicreased resisting power to
above-water projectiles, and gets on a levd again with the gun,
more attention will be given to under-water attack, against whicn
no adequate protection has yet been devised. Thus we shall

probably find the torpedo talang a very prominent place in any
future war between the great maritime powers. (S.M E.-W.)

TORQUAY, a municipal borough, seaport and watering place,

in the Torquay parliamentary division of Devonshire, En^nd,
on Tor Bay of the English Qhannel, 26 m. S. of Exeter, by the

Great Western railway. Pop. (1901), 33,625. Owing to the

beauty of its site and the equability of its climate, and to its

being screened by lofty hills on the north, east and west, and
open to the sea-breezes of the south, it has a high reputation

as a winter residence. The temperature seldom rises as high

as 70" F. in summer or falls bdow freezing-point in winter.

To the north lies the populous suburb of St Mary Church.

There are some remains of Tor or Torre Abbey, foimded

for Praemonstratensians by William, Lord Brewer, in X196.

They stand north of the modem mansion, but, with the

exception of a beautiful pointed arch portal, are of small

importance. On the south of the gateway is a X3th-century

building, known as the Spanish bain. On Chapel Hill are

the remains of a chapel of the X2th century, dedicated to

St Michael, and supposed to have formerly belonged to the

abbey. St Saviour's parish church of Tor-Mohun, or Tor-

moham, an ancient stone structure, was restored in 1874.

The old church at St Mary Church, north of Torquay, was
rebuilt in Eariy Decorated style; and in 1871 a -tower was
erected as a memorial to Dr Phillpotts, bishop of Exeter, who
with his wife is buried in the churchyard. St John's Church,

by G. E. Street, is a fine ezapiple of modem Gothic. Among
the principal buildings and institutions are the town-hall,

musetmi of the natural history society, theatre and opera-house

(1880), market, schoob of ait and science, the Torbay infirmary

and dispensary, the Westem hospital for consumption. Crypt
House institution for invalid ladies and the Mildmay home for

incurable consumptives. The control of the harbour, piers,

pleasure grounds, &c, was acquired from the lord of the manor
by the local board in z886. The harbour has a depth of over

90 ft. at tow water. The principal imports are coal, timber

and slates, and the principal export stone of the Transition

limestone or Devonshire marble. In the town are a number of

marble-polishing works. Terra-cotta ware of fine quality is

also manufactured from a deposit of day at Watcombe and
at Hele. The town is governed by a mayor, 9 aldermen and
27 councillors. Area, 3588 acres.

There was a village at Torre even before the foundation of the

abbey, and in the neighbourhood of Torre evidence has been

found of Roman occupation. The manor was granted by
William the Conqueror to Richard de Bmvere or de Brewere, and
was subsequently known as Tor Brewer. After the defeat of the

Spanish Armada, Don Pedro's gaOey was brought into Torbay;

and William, prince of Orange, Jandied at Torbay on the 5th of

November x688. Until the middle of the xgth century it was
an insignificant fishing village. It was incorporated in 1892.

TORQUE, or Toac (Lat. 4orquis, torques, a twisted collar,

torquere, to twist), the term given by ardiaeologists to the

twisted collars or armlets of gdd or other metal worn particu-

larly by the ancient Gauls and other allied Celtic races. The
typical torque is a dtdet with twisted rope-Ilke strands, the ends
not joined together; the torque was usually worn with the

opening in the front as seen in a figtire of a Gaul in a sculptiired

sarcophagus in the Capitoline Museum at Rome. In mechanics,

the term " torque." is used of the turning-moment of a system-

force, as in a series dynamo.
TORQUEMADA, JUAN DE (1388-1468), or rather Jorannzs

pB TuBKECSEMATA, Spanish ecclesiastic, was bom at Valladolid,

in X388, and was educated in that dty. At an caily a^e he
Jbined the Dominican order, and soon distinguished himself

for Irsming and devotion. In 141 5 he accompanied the general

of his order to the CouncQ of Constance, whence he proceeded

to Paris for study, and took his doctor's degree in X423. After

teaching for some time in Paris he became prior of the Dominican
house first in Valladolid and then in Toledo. In 1431 Pope
Eugenius IV. called him to Rome and made him ** magister

sancti palatii." At the Council of Basd he was one of ihe ablest

supporters of the view of the Roman curia, and he was rewarded

with a cardinal's hat in 1439. He died at Rome on the 26th of

September 1468.

His principal works are In Crdtumi Deeretum commmtttrU

i£

vols., Venice, 1578); ExposUio brms tt uiilis super Mo psaittrio

Mainz, 1474); Quaesiiones spirituals super eoangdia lottus aum
Brixen, 140^): Summa eccUsiasHca (Salamanca, 15^). The last-

named work has the following topKs: (1) De universa ecclesia;

(2) De Ecclesia romana et pontificis primatu; {%) De univcrsali-

bu8 conciliis; (4) De schismatids et haereticis. His De coucepiiouo
dtiparae Mariae, libri viit. (Rome, 1547). was edited with preface
and notes by E. B. Pusey (London, 1869 aeq.).

TORQUEMADA, THOMAS (X420-X498), inquisitor-general of

Spain, son ofDon Pedro Ferdinando, lord of Torquemada, asmall

town in Old Castile, was bom in 1420 at Valladolid during the
reign of John II. Beingnephew to the well-known cardinal of the

same name, he early displayed an attraction for the Dominican
order; and, as soon as allowed, he joined the Friars Preachers

in their convent at Valladolid. His biographers state that he
showed himself from the beginning very earnest in austere life

and humility; and he became a recognized example of the

virtues of a Dominican. Valladolid was then the capital, and in

due course eminent dignities were offered to him, but he gave
signs of a determination to lead the simple life ofa Friar Preacher,

In the convent, his modesty was so great that he refused to

accept the doctor's degree in theology, which is the highest

prized honour in the order. His superiors, however, obliged

him to take the priorship of the convent of Santa Cruz in

Segovia, where he ruled for twenty-two years. The royal family,

especially the queen and the infanta Isabella, often stayed at

Segovia, and Torquemada became confessor to the infanta,

who was then very young. He trained her to look on her

future sovereignty as an engagement to make religion respected.

Esprit Flechier, bishop of Nlmes, in this Histoire d% cardinal

Jimenes (Paris, X693), says that Torquemada made her promise

that when she became queen she would make it her principal

business to chastise and destroy heretics. He then began to

teach her the political advantages of religion and to prepare the

way for that tremendous engine in the hands of the state, the

Inquisition.

Isabella succeeded to the throne (1474) on the death of

Henry IV. Torquemada had always been strong in his advice

that she should marry Ferdinand of Aragon and thus consolidate

the kingdoms of Spain. Hitherto he had rardy appeared at

court; but now the queen entrusted him not only with the care of

her consdence, but also with the benefices in the royal patronage.

He also helped her in quieting Ferdinand, who was chafing utider

the privileges of the Castilian grandees, and succeeded so

well that the king also took him as confessor. Refusing the rich

see of Seville and many other preferments he accepted that

of councillor of state. For a long time he had pondered over

the confusion in which Spain was, which he attributed to the

intimate relations allowed between Christians and infidels for

the sake of commerce. He saw Jews, Saracens, heretics and
apostates roaming through Spain unmolested; and in this lax

toleration of religious differences he thought he saw the main
obstade to the political union of the Spains, which was the

necessity of the hour. He represented to Ferdinand and
Isabdia that it was essential to their safety to reorganize the

Inquisition, which had since the X3th century (1236) been

established in Spain. The bishops, who were ex ojicio inquisitors

in their own dioceses, had not succeeded in putting a stop to

the evils, nor had the friars, by whom they had been practically

superseded. By the middle of the 15th century there was
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hardly an active iDqukitor left in the kingdom. In 1473
Torquemada and Gonzalez de Mendoza, archbishop of Toledo,

approached the sovereigns. Isabella had been for many years

prepartd, and she and Ferdinand, now that the proposal for

this new tribunal came before them, saw in it a means of over-

coming the independence of the nobih'ty and clergy by which
the royal power had been obstructed. With the royal sanction

a petition was addressed to Sixtus IV. for the establishment of

this new form of Inquisition; and as the result of a long intrigue,

in 1479 a papal bull authorized the appointment by the Spanish
sovereigns of two inquisitors at Seville, under whom the

Dominican inquisitions already established elsewhere might serve.

In the persecuting activity that ensued the Dominicans, " the

Dogs of the Lord " {Domini canes), took the lead. - Commissaries
of the Holy Office were sent into different provinces, and ministers

oC the faith were established in the various cities to take cogni-

sance of the crimes of heresy, apostasy, sorcery, sodomy and
polygamy, these three last being considered to be implicit

heresy. The royal Inquisition thus started was subversive of

the regular tribunals of the bishops, who much resented the

iniwvation, which, however, had the power of the state at its

back.
In 1481, three years after the Sixtine commission, a tribunal

was inaugurated at Seville, where freedom of speech and licence

of manner were rife. The inquisitors at once began to detect

errors^ In order not to confound the innocent with the guilty,

Torquemada published a declaration offering grace and pardon
to all who presented themselves before the tribunal and avowed
their fault. Some fled the country, but many (Mariana says

17,000) offered themselves for reconciliation. The first seat of

the Holy Office was in the convent of San Pablo, where the friars,

however, resented the orders, on the pretext that they were not

dcle^tes of the inquisitor-general. Soon the gk)omy fortress of

Triana, on the opposite bank of the Guadalquivir, was prepared

as the palace of the Holy Office; and the terror-stricken Sevil-

lianos read with dismay over the portals the motto of the

Inqoisition: " Ex^urge, Domine, Judica causam tuam, Capite

nobis vulpes." Other tribunals, like that of Seville and under

La Suprema, were speedily established in G>rdova, Jaen and
Toledo. The sovereigns saw that wealth was beginning to flow

in to the new tribunals by means of fines and confiscations;

and they obliged Torquemada to take as assessors five persons

who would represent them in all matters affecting the royal

prerogatives. These assessors were allowed a definite vote in

temporal matters but not in spiritual, and the final decision

was reserved to Torquemada himself, who in 1483 was appointed

the sole inquisitor-general over all the Spanish possessions. In

the next year he ceded to Diego Deza, a Dominican, his office of

confessor to the sovereigns, and gave himself up to the congenial

work of reducing heretics. A general assembly of his inquisitors

was convoked at Seville for the 29th of November 1484; and

there he promulgated a code of twenty-eight articles for the

guidance of the ministers of the faith. Among these rules are

the following, which will give some idea of the procedure.

Heretics were allowed thirty days to declare themselves. Those

who availed themselves of this grace were only fined, and their

goods escaped confiscation. Absolution in foro externa was
forbidden to be given secretly to those who made voluntary

confession; they had to submit to the ignominy of the public

CMbf-de-fi. The result of this harsh law was that numerous
applications were made to Rome for secret absolution; and thus

much money escaped the Inquisition in Spain. Iliose who
were reconciled were deprived of all honourable employment,

and were forbidden to use gold, silver, jewelry, silk or fine wool.

Against this law, too, many petitions went to Rome for rehabili-

tation, until in 1498 the Spanish pope Alexander VI. granted

leave to Torquemada to rehabilitate the condemned, and with-

drew practically all concessions hitherto made and paid for at

Rome. Fines were imposed by way of penance on those

cmfi-^ng willingly. If a heretic in the Inquisition asked for

abiohition, he could receive it, but subject to a life imprisonment;

bat if his repentance were but feigned he could be at once

condemned and handed over to the dvH power for executioD.

Should the accused, after the testimony against him had been
made public, continue to deny the charge, he was to be con-
demned as impenitent. When serious proof existed against one
who denied his crime, he could be submitted to the question by
torture; and if under torture he avowed his fault and confirmed

his guilt by subsequent confession he was punished as one con-

victed, but should he retract he was again to be submitted to

the tortures or condemned to extraordinary punishment. This
second questioning was afterwards forbidden; but the prohibi-

tion was got over by merely suspending and then renewing the

sessions for questioning. It was forbidden to communicate to
the accused the entire copy of the declaration 6f the witnesses.

The dead even were not free from the.Holy Office; but processes

could be instituted against them and their remains subjected

to punishment. But along with these cruel and unjust measures
there must be put down to Torquemada's credit some advanced
ideas as to prison life. The cells of the InqutHtion were, as a rule,

large, airy, clean and with good windows admitting the sun.

They were, in those respects, far superior to the dvil prisons of

that day. The use of irons was in Torquemada's time not
allowed in the Holy Office; the use of torture was in accordance
with the practice of the other royal tribunals; and when these

gave it up the Holy Office did so also.

Such were some of the methods that Torquemada introduced

into the Spanish Inquisition, which was to have s6 baneful an
effect upon the whole country. During the eighteen years that

he was inquisitor-general it is said that he burnt 10,330 persons,

condemned 6860 others to be burnt in effigy, and reconciled

97*33 If thus making an average of some 6000 convictions a year.

These figures are given by Llorente, who was secretary of the

Holy Office from 1790 to 1793 and had access to the arehives;

but modem research reduces the list of those burnt by Torque-
mada to 3O0O, in itself an awful holocaust to the principle of

intolerance. The constant stream of petitions to Rome opened
the eyes ot the pope to the effects of Torquemada's severity.

On three separate occasions he had to send Fray Alfonso Badaja
to defend his acts before the Holy See. The sovereigns, too,

saw the stream of money, which they had hoped for, diverted

to the coffers of the Holy Office, and in 1493 they made com-
plaint to the pope; but Torquemada was powerful enough to

secure most of the money for the expenses of the Inquisition.

But in X496, when the sovereigns again complained that the

inquisitors were, without royal knowledge or consent, disposing

of the property of the condemned and thus depriving the public

revenues of considerable sums, Alexander VI. appointed Jimenes
to examine into the case and make the Holy Office disgorge the

plunder.

For many years Torquemada had been persuading the sove-

reigns to make an attempt once for all to rid the country of the
hated Moors. Mariana holds that the founding of the Inquisi-

tion, by giving a new impetus to the idea of a united kingdom,
made the country more capable of carrying to a satisfactory

ending the traditional wars against the Moors. The taking of

Zahaia in 1481 by the enemy gave occasion to reprisals. Troops
were summoned to Seville and the war began by the siege of

Alhama, a town eight leagues from Granada, the Moorish
capital. Torquemada went with the sovereigns to Cordova, to

Madrid or wherever the sUtes-general were held, to urge on
the war; and he obtained from the Holy See the same spiritual

favours that had been enjoyed by the Crusaders. But he did

not forget his favourite work of ferreting out heretics; and his

ministers of the faith made great progress over all the kingdom,
especially at Toledo, where merciless severity was shown to the

Jews who had lapsed from Christianity. The. Inquisition,

although as a body the clergy did not mishlLe it, sometimes
met with furious opposition from the nobles and common people.

At Valentia and Lerida there were serious conflicts. At
Saragossa Peter Arbui, a canon and an ardent inquisitor,

was slain in 1485 whilst praying in a church; and the threats

against the hated Torquemada made him' go jn fear of his life,

and he never went abroad without an escort of forty fr-""*—
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of the Holy Office on horseback and two hundred more on
foot. In 1487 he went with Ferdinand to Malaga and thence to

Valladolid, where in the October of 1488 he held another general

congregation of the Inquisition and promulgated new laws

based on the experience already gained. He then hurried

back to Andalusia where he joined the sovereigns, who
were now besieging Granada, which he . entered with the

conquering army in January 149a and built there a convent

of his order.

The Moors being vanquished, now came the turn of the

Jews. In Z490 had happened the case of £1 Santo niflo de

la Guardia—a child supposed to have beeu killed by the Jews.

His existence had never been proved; and in the district of

Guarxiia no child was reported as missing. The whole story

was most probably the creation of imaginations stimulated by
torture and despair, unless it was a deliberate fiction set forth

for the purpose of provoking hostility against the Jews. For

a long time Torquemada had tried to get the royal consent to

a general expulsion; but the sovereigns hesitated, and, as the

victims were the backbone of the commerce of the country,

proposed a ransom of 300,000 ducats instead. The indignant

friar would hear of no compromise: " Judas," he cried, " sold

Christ for 30 pence; and your highnesses wish to sell Him again

for 300,000 ducats." Unable to bear up against the Domini-

can's fiery denunciations, the sovereigns, three months after

the fall of Granada, issued a decree ordering every Jew either

to embrace Christianity or to leave the country, four months
being given to make up their minds; and those who refused to

become Christians to order had leave to sell their property and
carry off their effects. But this was not enough for the in-

quisitor-general, who in the following month (April) issued orders

to forbid Christians, under severe penalties, having any communi-
cation with the Jews or, after the period of grace, to supply

them even with the necessaries of life. The former prohibition

made it impossible for the unfortunate people to sell their

goods which hence fell to the Inquisition. The numbers

of Jewish families driven out of the country by Torquemada
is variously stated from Mariana's 1,700,000 to the more
probable 800,000 of later historians. The loss to Spain was
enormous, and from this act of the Dominican the commercial

decay of Spain dates.

Age was now creeping on Torquemada, who, however, never

would allow his miidirected zeal to rest. At another general

assembly, his fourth, he gave new and more stringent rules, which

are |ound in the CompUacidn de las instruuiones del officio de la

Santa Inquisicidn. He took up his residence in AvUa, where

he had built a convent; and here he resumed the common life

of a friar, leaving his cell in October 1497 to visit, at Salamanca,

the dying infante, Don Juan, and to comfort the sovereigns

in thdr parental distress. They often used to visit him at

Avila, where in 1498, still in office as inquisitor-general, he

held his last general assembly to complete his life's work.

Soon afterwards he died, on the i6th of September X49S,
" full of years and merit " says his biographer. He was buried

in the chapel of the convent of St Thomas in Avila.

The name of Torquemada stands for all that is intolerant

and narrow, despotic and cruel. He was no real statesman

or minister of the Gospel, but a blind fanatic, who failed to

see that faith, which is the gift of God, caimot be imposed on
any conscience by force. (E. Tn.)

TORRE ANNUNZIATA, a seaport of Campania, Italy, in

the province of Naples, on the east of the Bay of Naples, and
at the south foot of Mt Vesuvius, 14 m. S.£. of Naples by rail.

Pop. (1901), 35,070 (town) ; 38,084 (commune). It is oA the main
line to Battipaglia, at the point of junction of a branch line

from Cancello round the east of Vesuvius, and of the branch to

Castellammare di Stabia and Gragnano. It has a royal arms
factory established by Charles IV., and other ironworks,

considerable manufacture of macaroni, paper, breeding of

silkworms, and some fishing and shipping. Tlie harbour is

protected by moles. Remains attributed to the Roman post-

Station of Oplontis were discovered in making the railway

between Torre del Greco and Torre Annunziata, a little wctt of
the latter, in 1842.

TORRE DEL GRECO, t seaport of Campania, Italy, in the
province of Naples, 7) m. S.E. of that city by rail. Pop.

(1901), 35,338. It lies at the south-west foot of Vesuviiis, on the
shore of the Bay of Naples. It is built chiefly of lava, and stands
on the lava stream of 163 1, which destroyed two-thirds of the
older town. Great damage was done by the eruptions of
X737 and 1794; the earthquake of 1857 and the eruption of the
8th of December 1861 were even more destructive. After each dis-

aster the people returned, the advantage of the rich volcanic land
overcoming apprehensions of danger. In the outskirts are
many beautiful villas and gardens. The town has shipbuilding

yards and lava quarries. The inhabitants take part in the
coral and sponge fishing off the African and Sicilian coasts, and
coral is worked in the town. There is also fishing for tunny,
sardines and oysters; hemp is woven, and the neighbourhood
is famed for jts fruit and wine. In June the great popular
festival " Dei Quattro Altari " is annually celebrated here in

commemoration of the abolition of the feudal dominion in

1700. Remains of ancient villas and baths have been found
here.

TORRENS. ROBERT (i 780-1864), English soldier and econo-
mist, was born in Ireland in r78o. He entered the Marines
in 1797, became a captain in 1806, and major in 1811 for

bravery in Anhalt during the Waleheren expedition. He
fought in the Peninsula, becoming lieutenant-colonel in 1835
and retiring as colonel in 1837. After abortive attempts to
enter parliament in x8i8 and 1826, he was returned in 1831 as
member for Ashburton. He was a prolific writer, principally on
financial and commercial policy. Almost the whole of the pro-
gramme which was carried out in legislation by Sir Robert Peel
had been laid down in his economic writings. He was an
early and earnest advocate of the repeal of the com laws,
but was not in favour of a general system of absolute free trade,

maintaining that it is expedient to impose retaliatory duties
to countervail similar duties imposed by foreign countries,

and a lowering of import duties on the productions of countries
retaifiing their hostile tariffs would occasion a decline in

prices, profits and wages.

His principal writinn of a general character were: 7V Economist
[t.e. Physiocrat] refuUd (180S); Essay on the Production of Wealth
i83i); Essay on the External Corn-trade (eulogized by Ricardo)

(1827); The Budget, a Series 0/ Letters on Financial, Commercial
and Colonial Policy (i841-1843): The Principles and Practical
Operations oj Sir Robert Peel's Act of 1844 Explained and D^ended
(1847).

TORRENS, SIR ROBERT RICHARD (1814-1884), British

colonial sUtesman, was bom at Cork, Ireland, in 18 14, and
educated at Trinity College, Dublin. He went to South Aus-
tralia in 1840, and was appointed collector of customs. He was
an official member of the first legislative council and in 1852
was treasurer and registrar-general. When responsible govern-
ment was established he was elected as a representative for

Adelaide and became a member of the first ministry. In 1857
he introduced his famous Real Property Act, the principle of

which consists of conveyance by registration and certificate

instead of deeds. The system was rapidly adopted in the other
colonies and elsewhere, and was expounded by the (iuthor during
a visit to the Um'ted Kingdom in 1862-1864. After leaving
South Australia, Sir R. R. Torrens represented Cambridge
in the House of Commons from 1868 to 1874; in 1872 he waa
knighted. He was the author of works on the effect of the
gold discoveries on the currency, and other subjects. He died
on the 31st of August 1884.

TORRENS, WILUAM TORRENS M'CULUOH (i8it.i894)>

English politician and social reformer, son of James M CuUagh
(whose wife's maiden name, Torrens, he assumed in 1863),
was bom near Dublin on the 13th of October 1813. He was
called to the bar, and in 1835 became assistant commissioner
on the special commission on Irish poor-relief, which resulted

in the extension of the workhouse system in Ireland in

1838. In the 'forties he joined the Anti-Com Law League,
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mnd in 1846 published his Industrial History of Fret Nations.

In 1847 he was elected to parliameDt for DundaUc, and sat

till 1852. In 1857 he was elected as a Liberal for Yarmouth
and from 1865 to 1885 he represented Finsbury. Torrens
was a wen known man in political life, and devoted himself

mainly to social questions in parliament. It was an amend-
ment ol hts to the Education Bill of 1870 which established

the London School Board, and his Artisans' Dwellings Bill in

x868 facilitated the clearing away of slums by local authorities.

He publohed several books, and his Twenty Years in Farlta^

memt (1893) and History of Cabinets (1894) contain useful

materiaL He died in London on the 26th of April 1894.

TORRES NAHARRO, BARTOLOH^ DB (1480-X530J,
Spanish dramatist, was bom towards, the end of the xsth centuiy

at Torres, near Badajoz. After some years of soldiering and of

captivity in Algiers, Torres Naharro took orders, settled in

Rome about 1511, and there devoted himself chiefly to writing

plays. Though he alludes to the future pope, Qement VII. as

his protector, he left Rome to enter the household of Fabrizio

Colonna at Naples where his works were printed under the title

of Propaladia (1517). He is conjectured to have returned to his

native place, and to have died there shortly after 1529. His
DiSogo dd nacimiento is written in tmavowed, though obvious,

imitation of Encina, but in his subsequent plays he shows a
much larger conception of dramatic possibilities. He classifies his

pieces as comedias d noticia and comedias d fantasia', the former,

of which the Soldatesca and TineUaria are examples, present

in dramatic form incidents within his personal experience; the

latter, which include such plays as Serafina, Himenea, Calamita

and AquHanaf present imaginary episodes with adroitness and
persuasiveness. Torres Nahano is much less dexterous in stage-

craft than many inferior successors, his humour is rude and
boisterous and his diction is unequal; but to a varied knowledge
of human nature he adds knowledge of dramatic effect, and his

rapid dialogue, his fearless realism and vivacious fancy prepared

the way for the romantic drama in Spain.

TORRES NOVAS» a town of Portugal, in the district of San-

tarem, 19 m. N.N.E. of Santarem on the Lisbon-Entroncamento
railway. Pop. (1900), 20,746. It manufactures cottons, linens,

jute, paper, leather and spirits. It was probably fotmded by
Greeks, and was held by the Romans, Goths and Moors, from
whom it was conquered in 1 148 by Alphonso I. of Portugal.

TORRES VEDRA8, a town of Portugal, in the district of

Lisbon, 43 m. N. by W. of Lisbon, on the Lisbon-Figucira da
Foz railway. Pop. (1900), 6900. Torres Vedras is built on
the left bank of the river Sizandro; it has a Moorish citadel

and hot sulphur baths. Roman inscriptions and other remains

have been found here, but the Latin name of the town, Turres

VtiereSt is probably medieval. Here were the noted fortifica-

tions known as the " lines of Torres Vedras," constructed by
Wellington in x8io (see Peninsulak Was). Here also in 1846

the troops of General Saldanha defeated those of the count

de Bomfin lad seized the castle and town (see Pobtugal:
History),

TORRES T VILLAROEU DIEGO DE (i696-x7S9?)> Spanish

miscellaneous writer, was born in 1696 at Salamanca, where his

father was bookseller to the university. In his teens Tones
escaped to Portugal where he enlisted under a false name; he

next moved to Madrid, living from hand to mouth as a hawker;

in 17x7 he was ordained subdeacon, resumed his studies at

Salamanca, and in 1726 became professor of mathematics at

the university. A friend of his having stabbed a priest, Torres

was suspected of complicity, and once more fled to Portugal,

where he remained till his innocence was proved. He then

returned to his chair, which he resigned in i75r to act a^ steward

to two noblemen; he was certainly alive in 1758, but the date

of his death is not known. Torres had so slight a smattering

of mathematics that his appointment as professor was thought

scandalous even in his own scandalous age; yet he quickly

acquired a store of knowledge which he displayed with serene

assurance. His almanacs, his verses, his farces, his devotional

and pseudo-scientific writings show that he possessed the alert

adaptiveness of the bom adventurer; but all that remains of

his fourteen volumes (1745-1752) is his autobiography, an
amusing record of cynical effrontery and successful imposture.
TORREVIEJA, a seaport of south-eastern Spain, in the pro-

vince of Alicante, 3 m. S.W. of Cape Cervera, and at the

terminus of a railway to Albatera on the Alicante-Murcia line.

Pop. (1900), 7706. The district is famous for its salt beds, which
are owned and worked by the sUte, the Laguna Grande alone

yielding more than xoo,ooo tons a year. The other industries

are chiefly fishing, shipbuilding and the manufacture of ropes
and sails. The roadstead affords safe anchorage. There is an
active trade in fruit ahd agricultural products.

TORREY, JOHN (1796-1873), American botanist, was bom
at New York on the 15th of August 1796. When he was 1$
or 16 years of age his father received a .prison appointment at
Greenwich, and there he made the acquaintance of Amos Eaton
(i 776-X842), a pioneer of natural history studies in America. He
thus learned the elements of botany, as well as something of

muieralogy and chemistry. In 1815 he began the study of

medicine, qualifying in 18 18. In the following year he issued

his Catalogue of Plants growing spontaneously within Thirty Miles

of the City of New York, and in 1824 he issued the first and only
volume of his Flora of the Northern and Middle States. In the

same year he obtained the chair of chemistry and geology at

West Point military academy, and three years later the pro-

fessorship of chemistry and botany in the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, New York. In 1836 he was appointed botanist

to the state of New York and produced his Flora of that state in

X843; while from 1838 to 1843 be carried on the publication of

the earlier portions of Flora of North America, with the assistance

of his pupO, Asa Gray. From 1853 he was chief assayer to the

United States assay office, but he continued to take an interest

in botanical teaching until his death at New York on the xoth

of March 1873. He made over his valuable herbarium and
botanical library to Columbia College in i860, and he was the

first president of the Torrey Botanical Club in 1873. His name
is commemorated in the small coniferous genus Torreya, found
in North America and in China and Japan. T. taxifolia, a

native of Florida, is known as the Torrey tree or savin, and also

as the stinking cedar.

TORREY, REUBEN ARCHER (1856- ), American evange-
list, was bom in Hoboken, New Jersey, on the 28th of January
1856. He graduated at Yale University in 1875 and at the Yale

Divinity School in 1878. He became a Congregational minister

in 1878, studied theology at Leipzig and Erianger in 1882-18S3,

joined D. L. Moody in his evangelistic work in Chicago in 1889,

and became pastor of the Chicago Avenue Church in 1894 and
afterwards superintendent of the Moody Bible Institute of

Chicago. In X902-X903 he preached in nearly every part of the

English-speaking world, and .with Charles McCallon Alexander

(b. 1867) conducted revival services in Great Britain in 1903-

1905; Torrey tonducted a similar campaign in American and
Canadian cities in 1906-1907.
TORRICELU, EVANGEUSTA (1608-1647), Italian physicist

and mathematician, was bom at Facnza on the 15th of October

x6o8. Left fatheriess at an early age, he was educated under

the care of his uncle, a Camaldolese monk, who in 1627 sent him
to Rome to study science under the Benedictine Benedetto

Castelli (i577-'x644), professor of mathematics at the Collegio

di Sapienza. The perusal of Galileo's Dialoghi delle nuove

scienze (1638) inspired him with many developments of the

mechanical principles there set forth, which he embodied in a
treatise De motu (printed amongst his Opera geometrica, 1644).

Its communication by Castelli to Galileo in 164 1, with a proposal

that Torricelli should reside with him, led to TorricelH repairing

to Florence, where he met Galileo, and acted as his amanuensis

during the three remaining months of his life. After Galileo's

death Torricelli was nominated grand-ducal mathematician

and professor of mathematics in the Florentine academy. The
discovery of the principle of the barometer {q.v.) which has

perpetuated his fame ("Torricellian tube" "Torricellian

vacuum ") was made in 1643.
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The publication amongst Torricelli'a Opera gamelnca

(Florence, 1644) of a tract on the properties of the cycloid

involved him in a controversy with G. P. de Roberval, who
acoised him of plagiarizing his earlier solution of the problem of

its quadrature. There seems, howevei, no room for doubt that

Torricelli's was arrived at independently. The matter was
still in debate when he was seized with pleurisy, and died at

Florence on the 2sth of October 1647. He was buried in San
Lorenzo, and a commemorative statue of him erected at Faenza
in 1864.

Among the new truths detected by him was the valuable

mechanical principle that if any number of bodies be so con-

nected that, by their motion, their centre of gravity can neither

ascend nor descend, then those bodies are in equilibriimi. He
also discovered the remarkable fact that the parabolas described

(in a vacuum) by indefinitely numerous projectiles discharged

from the same point with equal velocities, but in all directions

have a paraboloid of revolution for their envelope. His theorem

that a fluid issues from a small orifice with the same velocity

(friction and atmospheric resistance being neglected) which it

would have acquired in falling through the depth from its sur-

face is of fundamental importance in hydraulics. He greatly

improved both the telescope and microsrope. Several large

object lenses, engraven with his name, are preserved at Florence.

He used and developed B. Cavalieri's method of indivisibles.

A aelection from Torricelli's manuscripts was published by
Tommaao Bonaventura in 1715. with the title Lemom actademicke
(Florence). They include an address of acknowledgment on his

admission to the Accademia ddla Crusca. His essay on the inun-

dations of the Val di Chtana was printed in Raccdta d'atdori

eke trtUUmo del molo deff ocmu, iv. 1 15 (Florence, 1768), and amongst
O^useuli idraulki, iii. 347 (Bologna, 1823). For his life see Fabroni,
Viiae Italomm. i. 345; Ghinassi, Lettere fin 91M inediUdi Eoan-
teUsta TorHcem (Faenza. 1864); Tiraboschi. SUiria detla letL it.

viii. 302 (ed. 1824): Montucla, aist. des math., vol. U.; Marie, Hist,

des sciencest iv. 133.

• TORRIDONIAN, in geology, a series of pre-Cambrian are-

naceous sediments extensively developed in the north-west high-

lands of Scotland and particularly in the neighbourhood of upper

Loch Torridon, a circumstance which suggested the name
Torridon Sandstone, first applied to these rocks by J. Nicol.

Tlie rocks are mainly red and chocolate sandstones, arkoses,

flagstones and shales with coarse conglomerates locally at the

base. Some of the materials of these rocks were' derived from

the underlying Lewisian gneiss, upon the uneven surface of

which they rest; but the bulk of the material was obuined

from rocks that are nowhere now exposed. Upon this andent

denuded land surface the Torridonian straU rest horizontally

or with gentle inclination. Their outcrop extends in a belt of

variable breadth from Cape Wrath to the Point of Sleet in Skye,

running in a N.N.E.-^.S.W. direction through Ross-shire and

Sutherlandshire. They form the isolated mountain peaks of

Canisp, (^nag and Suilven in the neighbourhood of Loch

Assynt, of SKoch near Loch Maree and other hills. They attain

their maximum development in the Applecross, Gairloch and

Torridon districts, form the greater part of Scalpay, and occur

also in Rum, Raasay, Soay and the Crowlin Islands. The
Torridonian rocks have been subdivided into three groups: an

upper Aultbea group, 3000-5000 ft.; a middle or Applecross

group, 6000-8000 ft.; and a lower or Diabeg group, 500 ft. in

Gairloch but reaching a thirkne« of 7200 ft. in Skye.

See "The Geological Structure of the North-West Highlands

of Scotland." Mem. Ged. Survey (Glasgow. 1907). Q- A. H.)

TORRIOIANO, PIETRO (1472-1533)* Florentine sculptor,

was, according to Vaaari, one of the group of talented youths

who studied art under the patronage of Lorenzo the Magnificent

in Ftorence. Benvenuto Cellini, reporting a conversation with

Torrigiano, relates that he and Michelangelo, while both young,

were copying the frescoes in the Carmine chapel, when some

slighting remark made by Michelangelo so enraged Torrigiano

that he struck him on the nose, and thus caused that disfigure-

.ment which is so conspicuous In all the portraits of Michelangelo.

Soon after this Torrigiano visited Rome, and helped Pintu-

ricchio in modelling the elaborate stucco decorations in the

Apartamenti Borgia for Alexander VI. After some time spent asa
hired soldier in the service of different states, Torrigiano was
invited to Engbmd to execute the magnificent tomb for Henry
VII. and his queen, which still exists in the lady chapel of West-
minster Abbey. This appears to have been begun before the

death of Henry VII. in 1509, but was not finished till 151 7.

The two efiigies are well modelled, and have lifelike but not
too realistic portraits. After this Torrigiano received the com-
mission for the altar, retable and baldacchino which stood at

the west, outside the screen of Henry VII.'s tomb. The altar

had marble piksters at the angles, two of which still exist, and
below the mensa was a life-sized figure of the dead Christ in

painted terra-cotta. The retable consisted of a large relief of

the Resurrection. The baldacchino was of marble, with enrich-

ments of gilt bronze; part of its frieze still exists, as do also a
large number of fragments of the terra-cotta angels which sur-

mounted the baldacchino and parts of the brge figure of Christ.

The whole of this work was destroyed by the Puritans in the X7th

century.^ Henry VUI. also commissioned Torrigiano to make
him a magnificent tomb, somewhat similar to that of Henry
VII., but one-fourth larger, to be placed in a chapel at Windsor;
it was, however, never completed, and its rich bronze was melted

by the Commonwealth, together with that of Wolsey's tomb,
llie indentures for these various works still exist, and are printed

by Neale, Westminster Abbey ^ i. 54-59 (London, x8i8). These
interesting documents are written in English, and in them
the Florentme is called *' Peter Torrysany." For Henry VII.'s

tomb he contracted to receive £1500, for the altar and its fit-

tings £1000, and £2000 for Henry VlU.'a tomb. Other works
attributed from internal evidence to Torrigiano are the tomb
of Margaret of Richmond, mother of Henry VII., in the south

aisle of his chapel, and a terra-cotu efllgy in the chapel of the

Rolls.

While these royal works were going on Torrigiano visited

Florence in order to get skilled assistants. He tried to induce

Benvenuto Cellini to come to England to help him, but Cellini

refused partly from his dislike to the brutal and swaggering

manners of Torrigiano, and also because he did not wish to

live among "such beasts as the English." The latter part

of Torrigiano's life was spent in Spain, especially at Seville,

where, besides the painted figure of St Hieronymus in the

museum, some terra-cotta sculpture by him still exists. His
violent temper got him into difficulties with the authorities,

and he ended his life in 1522 in the prisons of the Inquisitioii.

See Wilhdm Bode, Die italieHische Ptastik (Berlin. 1902).

TORRINGTON, ARTHUR HBRBBRT. Easl of (1647-

1716),. British admiral, was the son of a judge. Sir Edward
Herbert (c. X59X-1657). He entered the navy in X663, and served

in the Dutch wars of the reign of Charles II., as well as against

the Barbary pirates. From x68o to X683 he commanded in

the Mediterranean. His career had been honourable, and he
had been wounded in action. The known Royalist sentiments

of his family combined with his reputation as a naval officer to

point him out to the favour of the king, and James II. appointed

him rear-admiral of England and master of the robes. The
king no doubt counted on his support of the repeal of the Test

Acts, as the admiral was member for Dover. Herbert refused,

and was dismissed from his pUces. He now entered into com-
munication with the agents of the prince of Orange, and promised

to use his influence with the fleet to forward a revolution.

After the acquittal of the seven bishops m x688 he carried the
inviution to William of Orange. The Revolution brought him
ample amends for his losses. He was named first lord, and took
the command of the fleet at home. In X689 he was at sea

attempting to prevent the French admiral Ch&teau-Renault

(q.9.) from landing the troops sent by the king of France to the

aid of King James in Ireland. Though he fought an action with
* An old drawing still exists showing this elaborate work: it is

engraved in the Hterurgia andicana, p. 267 (London, 1848). Many
hundreds of fragments of this terra<otta sculpture were found a
few yeare ago hidden under the floor of the triiorium in the abbey:
they are umortunately too much broken and imperf^ect to.be fitted

together.
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the French in Bantry Bay on the xoth of May he failed to baffle

Chitcan-Renault, who had a stronger force. Being discontented

with the amount of force provided at sea, he resigned his place

at the admiralty, but retained his command at sea. In May
1689 he was created earl of Toirington. In 1690 he was in the

Channel with a fleet of English and Dutch vessels, which did

Dot rise above $6 in all, and found himself in front of the much
more powerful French fleet. In his report to the council of

regency he indicated his intention of retiring to the Thames, and
losing sight of the enemy,- saying that they would not do any
harm to the coast while they knew his fleet to be " in being."

The council, which knew that the Jacobites were preparing for

a rising, and only waited for the support of a body of French

troops, ordered him not to lose sight of the enemy, but rather

than do that to give battle " upon any advantage of the wind."

On the xoth of July Torrington, after consulting with his Dutch
colleagues, made a half-hearted attack on the French off Beachy
Head in which his own ship was kept out of fire, and severe

toss fell on his allies. Then he retired to the Thames. The
French pursuit was fortunately feeble (see Toukvxlle, Comte
de) and the loss of the allies was comparatively slight. The
indignation of the country was at first great, and Torrington

was brought to a court martial in December. He was acquitted,

but never again employed. Although twice married, he was
childless whoi he died on the 14th of April 1716, his earldom

becoming extinct. The unfavourable account of his moral

character given by Dartmouth to Pcpys is confirmed by Bishop

Bumet, who had seen much of him during his exile in Holland.

An attempt has been made in recent years to rehabilitate the

character of Torrington, and his phrase " a fleet in being " has

been widely used (see Naval Warfare^ by Vice-Admiral P. H.
Colomb).

See Chamock's Btoe. Nov., I 258. The best account of the battle

of Beachy Head is to be found in " The Account given by Sir John
Aahby Vice-Adniira] and Rear-Admiial Rooke, to the Lords Com-
maaaotrs " (1691).

TORRINOTOH, OEOROB BYNO, Viscount (1663-7733),
English admiral, was bom at Wrotham, Kent. His father,

John Byng, was compelled by peamiary losses to sell his property

and his son entered the navy as a king's letter boy (see Navy)
in X67S. He served in a ^p stationed at Tangier, and for a
time left the navy to enter one of the regiments of the garrison,

but in X683 he returned to the navy as lieutenant, and went to

the East Indies in the following year. During the year x688,

he had an active share in bringing the fleet over to the prince

of Orange, and by the success of the revolution his forttme was
made. In 1702 he was appointed to the command of the
** Nassau," and was at the taking and burning of the French
fleet at Vigo, and the next year he was made rear-admiral of

the red. In. 1704 he served in the Mediterranean under Sir

Cloudesley Shovel, and reduced Gibraltar. He was in the battle

cl Malaga, and for his gallantry received the honour of knight-

hood. In* 1708 as admiral of the blue he commanded the

squadron which baffled the attempt of the Old Pretender to land

in Scotland. In x 718 he commanded the fleet which defeated the

Spaniards off Cape Passaro and compelled them to withdraw from
their invasion of Sicily. This commission he executed so well

that the king made him a handsome present and sent him full

powers to negotiate with the princes and states of Italy. Byng
procured for the emperor's troops free access into the fortresses

which still held out in Sicily, sailed afterwards to Malta, and
brought out the Sicilian galleys and a ship belonging to the

Turkey Company. By his advice and assistance the Germans
retook the dty of Messina in x 7x9, and destroyed the ships which
lay in the basin--an achievement which completed the ruin

of the naval power of Spain. To his conduct it was entirely

owing that Sldiy was subdued and the king of Spain forced to

accept the terms prescribed him by the quadruple alliance.

On his return to England in X7ax he was made rear-admiral

of Great Britain, a member of the privy council, Baron Byng
of Southill, in the county of Bedford and Viscount Torrington

in Devonshire. He was also made one of the Knights Com-

panions of the Bath upon the revival of that order in 1725,
In X 737 George II. on his accession made him first lord of the
admiralty, and his administration was distinguished by the

establishment of the Royal Naval College at Portsmouth. He
died on the X7th of January 1733, and was buried at Southill,

in BedfordsJiire. Two of his eleven sons, Pattee (1699-X747)

and George (x70X'i75o), became respectively the 2nd and 3rd
viscounts. The title is still hdd by the descendants of the
hitter.

See Memoin retaitHg to Lord Torrington, Camden Sec., new series

46, and A True Account ofUu Expedition of the British Fleet to Sicily

gtS-1720, published anonymously, but known to be by Thomas
vbett cf the admiralty in 1739. Forbin's Memoirs contain

the French side of the expedition to Scotland in 1708.

TORRIKOTON* a borough of litchfidd county, Connecticut,

U.S.A., in the township of Torrington, on the Naugatuck river,

about as m. W. of Haitford. Pop. (xgoo), 8360, of whom 9565
were foreign-bom; (xgxo) X5483; of the township, including the

borough (xQOo) 12,453; (xqxo) 16,840. It is served by the New
York, New Haven& Hartford railway and by an electric lixie con-

necting with Winsted. It has a public library (X865) with x5,000

volumes in 1909. There is a state armoury in the borough.

Torrington is a prosperous manufacturing centre. In X905 the

value of the factory product was $9,674,124. The township
of Torrington, originally a part of the towiiship of Windsor,
was first settled in X734, and was separately incorporated in

X740. The site was covered by pine trees, which were much
used for ship-building, and for this reason it was known as

Mast Swamp. In 1751 a mill was erected, but there were few,

if any, residences until 1800. In x8o6 the settlement was known
as New Orleans village. In 18x3 members of the Wolcott family

of Litchfield, impressed with the water-power, bought land and
built a woollen mill, and the ^village that soon developed was
called Wolcottville. Its growth was slow until X864. In x88x

its name was changed to Torrington, and in 1887 the borough
was incorporated.

See S. Orcutt's History of Torrington (Albany, 1878), and an
article. " The Growth of Torrington,''^ in the ConnecticuS Magatine,
vol. ix., No. I.

TORRINGTON (Great Torrington), a market town and
municipal borough in the South Molton parliamentary division

of Devonshire, England, on the Torridge, 225 m. W. by S. of

London by the London & South-Westem railway. Pop.

(x90x), 3241. It stands on a hill overlooking the richly wooded
valley (rf the Torridge, here crossed by three bridges. Glove

manufactures on a large scale, with flour and butter making
and leather dressing, are the staple industries. The town is

governed by a mayor, 4 aldermen and 12 councillors. Area,

3592 acres.

Torrington {Toritone) was the sTte of very early settlement,

and possessed a market in Saxon times. The manor was held

by Brictric in the reign of Edward the Confessor, and in xo86

formed part of the Domesday fief of Odo Fitz Gamelin, which
later constituted an honour with Torrington as its caput. In

I22X it appears as a mesne borough under William de Toritone,

a descendant of Odo and the supposed founder of the castle,

which in X228 was ordered to be raxed to the ground, but is

said to have been rebuilt in X340 by Richard de Merton. The
borough had a fair in 1221, and returned two members to parlia-

ment from 1295 until exempted from representation at its own
request in X368. The government was vested in bailiffs and
a commonalty, and no charter of incorporation was granted

till that of Qnttn Mary in X554, wliich instituted a governing

body of a mayor, 7 aldermen and 18 chief burgesses, with

authority to hold a court of record every three wedcs on
Monday; law-days and view of frankpledge at Michaelmas and
Easter; a weekly market on Saturday, and fairs at the feasts

of St Michael and St George. This charter was confirmed by
Elizabeth in 1568 and by James I. in X617. A charter from

James II. in 1686 changed the style of the corporation to a
mayor, 8 aldermen and X2 chief burgesses. In the x6th century

Torrington was an important centre of the clothing trade, and

in 1605 the town is described as very prosperous, with t^-
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fairs, and a great market " furnished from far on every quarter,

being the most convenient place for occasbns of king or county

in those parts." The Saturday market is still maintained, but

the fain have been altered to the third Saturday in March and
the first Thursday in May. In 1643 Colonel Digby took up
his position at Torrington and put to flight a contingent of

parliamentary troops; but in 1646 the town was besieged by Sir

Thomas Fairfax and finally forced to surrender. The borough

records were destroyed by fire in 1724.

See Victoria County History: Devonshire; F. T. OJby, History

of Great Torringfon (1878)

TORSTENSSON. LENNART, Comtr (X603-X65X), Swedish

soldier, son of Torsten Lennartsson, commandant of Elfsborg,

was bom at Forstena in Vestergdtland. At the age of fifteen

he became .one ol the pages of the young Gustavus Adolphus

and served during the Prussian campaigns of i628r-39. In

1629 he was set over the Swedish artillery, which under his

guidance materially contributed to the victories of Breitenfdd

(1631) and Lech (1633). The same year he was taken prisoner

at Alte Veste and shut up for nearly a year at Ingolstadt.

Under Ban^r he rendered distinguished service at the* battle of

Wittstock (1636) and during the energetic defence of Pomerania

in 1637-38, as well as at the battle of Chemnitz (1638) and in

the raid into Bohemia in 1639. Illness compelled him to return

to Sweden in 1641, when he was made a senator. The sudden

death of Ban£r in May 164 1 recalled Torstensson to Germany
as generalissimo of the Swedish forces and governor-general of

Pomerania. He was at the same time promoted to the rank

of field marshal. The period of his Command (1641-1645)

forms one of the most brilliant chapters in the military history

of Sweden. In 1642 he marched through Brandenburg and
Silesia into Moravia, taking all the principal fortresses on his

way. On returning through Saxony he well nigh annihilated

the Imperialist army , at the- second battle of Breitenfeld

(Oct. 23, 1642). In 1643 he invaded Moravia for the second

time, but was suddenly recalled to invade Denmark, when his

rapid and unexpected intervention paralysed the Danish
defence on the land side, though Torstensson'i own position in

Jutland was for a time precarious owing to the skilful handling

of the Danish fleet by Christian IV. In 1644 he led his army
for the third time into the heart of Germany and routed

the imperialists at jUterbog (Nov. 33). At the beginning

of November 1645 he broke into Bohemia, and the brilliant

victory of Jankow (Feb. 24, 1645) ^^ op^ before him the

road to Vienna. Yet, though one end' of the Danube bridge

actually fell into his hands, his exhausted army was unable to

penetrate any farther and, in December the same year, Tor-

stensson, crippled by gout, was forced to resign his command
and return to Sweden. In 1647 he was created a cotmt. From
1648 to 1651 he nded ill the western provinces of Sweden, as

govemor-generaL On his death at Stockholm (April 7,

165 1 ) he was buried solemnly in the Riddarholmskyrka, the

Pantheon of Sweden. Torstensson was remarkable for the

extraordinary and incalculable rapidity of his movements,

though very frequently he had to lead the army in a litter, as

. his bodily infirmities would not permit him to mount his horse.

He was also the most scientific artillery officer and the best and
most successful engineer in the Swedish army.

His son. Senator Count Anders Torstensson (1641-1686),

was from 1674 to x68i governor-general of Esthoiiia. The
family became extinct on the sword-side in 17 27.

See J. W. de Peystcr, History of the Life ofL. Torstensson (Pough-
keepsie, 1855); J. Feil, Tor^ensson before Vienna (trans, by de
Peyster, New York. 1885); Gustavus III., Eulogy of Torstensson

(trans, by de Peystcr, New York, 1872). (R. N. B.)

TORT (Fr. for wrong, from Lat. toriiu, twisted, participle

of torquere)f the technical term, in the Uw of England, of these

dominions and possessions of the British Empire where tfie

common law has been received or practically aidopted in dvil

affairs, and of the United States, for a dvil wrong, i^. the

breach of a duty imposed by law, by which breach some person
* -romcs entitled to sue for damages. A tort must, on the

one hand, be an act which violates a general duty. Tlie rule

which it breaks must be one made by the law, not, as in the
case of a mere breach of contract, a rule which the law protects

because the parties have made it for themselves. On the other

hand, a tort is essentially the source of a private right of action.

An offence which is punishable, but for which no one can bring

a dvil aaion, is not a tort. It is quite possible for one and the
same att to be a tort and a breach of contract, or a tort and a
crime; it is even possible in one dass of cases for the plaintiff

to have the option—for purposes of procedural advantage—of

treating a real tort as a fictitious contract; but there is no
necessary -or general connexion. Again, it is not the case that

pecuniary damages are always or necessarily the only remedy
for a tort; but the right to bring an action in common law juris-

diction, as distinct from equity, matrimonial or admiralty

jurisdiction, with the consequent right to damages, is invariably

present where a tort has been committed.

This technical use of the French word tori (which at one
time was near becoming a synonym of wrong in literary

English) is not very andent, and anything like systematic

treatment of the subject as a whole is very modem. Since

about the middle of the X9th century there has been a current

assumption that all dvil causes of action must be founded on
either contract or tort; but there is no historical foundation for

this doctrine, though modified forms of the action of trespass

—

actions in comimili casu, or ** on the case " in the accustomed
English phrase—did in practice largely supplant other more
archaic forms of action by reason of their greater convenience.

The old forms were designed as penal remedies for manifest

breach of the peace or corruption of justice; and traces of the

penal element remained in them long after the substance of the
procedure had become private and merely dvil. The transition

bdongs to the general history of English law.

In England the general scope of the law of torts has never
been formulated by authority,, the law having in fact been
devdoped by a aeries of discoxmected experiments with the

various forms of action which seemed from time to time to
promise the widest and most useful remedies. But there is

no doubt that the duties enforced by the English law of torts

are broadly those which the Roman institutional writers summed
up in the precept AUerum non iaedere. Every member of a
dvilized conunonwealth is entitled to require of others a certain

amount of respect for his person, reputation and property,

and a certain amount of care and caution when they go about
undertakings attended with risk to their ndghbouts. Under
the modem law, it is submitted, the question arising when one
man wilfully or recklessly harms another Js not whether some
technical form of action can be found in which he is liable, but

whether he can justify or excuse himself. This view, at any rate,

is countenanced by a judgment of the Supreme Court of the

United States delivered in X904. If it be ri^t, the controverted

question whether conspiracy is or is not a substantive cause

of action seems to lose most of its importance. Instead of the

doubtful proposition of law that some injuries become unlawful

only when inflicted by concerted action, we shall have the plain

proposition of fact that some kinds of injury caimot, as a mle,

be inflicted by one person with such effect as to produce any
damage worth suing for.

The precise amount of responsibility can be determined oiJy

by full consideration in each class of cases. It is important to

observe, however, that a law of responsibility confined to a man's

own personal acts and defaults would be of next to no practical

use under the conditions of modem sodety. What makes the

law of torts really effective, espedally with regard to redress

for harm suffered by n^ligence, is the universal mle of law that

every one is answerable for the acts and defaults of his servants

(that is, all persons acting under his direcu'on and taking their

orders from him or some one representing him) in the course of

their employment. The person actually in fault is not the less

answerable, but the remedy against him is very commonly not

worth pursuing. But for this mle corporations could not be

liable for any negligence of their servants, however disastrous
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to izmooent pezBons, except ao far as it might happen to constitute

a breach of some express undertaking. We have spoken of the

rule as universal, but, in the case of one servant of the same
employer being injured by the default of another, an unfortunate

aberration of the courts, which started about two generations

ago from small beginnings, was pushed- to extreme results,

and led to great hardship. A partial remedy was applied in

i8So by the Employers' Liability Act; and in 1897 a much bolder

step was taken by the Workmen's Compensation Act (super-

seded by a more comprehensive act in 1906). But, as the

common law and the two acu (which proceed on entirdy

difiezent principles) cover different fields, with a good deal of

overlapping, and the acts are full of complicated provisos and
excepdona, and contain very special provisions as to procedure,

the inquovement in substantial justice has been bought, so

far, at the price of great confusion in the form of the law, and
considerable difficulty in ascertaining what it is in any but

the most obvious cases. The Workmen's Compensation Act
indudcs cases of pure acddent, where there is no fault at all,

or none that can be proved, and therefore goes beyond the

reasons of liability with which the law of torts has to do. In

fact, it establishes a kind of compulsory insurance, which can

be justified only on wider grounds of policy. A. novel and
extiaordinary exception to the rule of responsibility for

agents was made in the case of trade combinations by the

Trade Disputes Act 1906. This has no interest for law as

a science.

There are kinds of cases, on the other hand, in which the law,

without aid from legislation, has imposed on occupiers and other

persons in analogous positions a duty stricter than that of

beini^ answerable for themselves and their servants. Duties

of this kind have been called " duties of insuring safety/.' Gene-
rally they extend to having the building, structure, or works in

such order, having regard to the nature of the case, as not

to create any danger to persons lawfully frequenting, using, or

passing by them, whidi the exercise of reasonable care and skill

cooid have avoided; but in some cases of " extra-hazardous "

risk, even proof of all possible diligence—according to English

authority, which is not unanimously accepted in America—will
not suffice. There has lately been a notable tendency to extend

these principles to the duties incurred towards the public by
local authorities who undertake public works. Positive duties

created by statute are on a similar footing, so far as the breach

of them is capable of giving rise to any private right of

The classification of 'actionable, wrongs is perplexing, not

because it is difficult to find a scheme of division, but because it is

easier to find many than to adhere to any one of them. We may
start either from the character of the defendant's act or omission,

with r^ard to his knowledge, intention and otherwise; or from

the character of the harm suffered by the plaintiff. Whichever

of these we take as the primary line of distinction, the results can

seldom be worked out without calling in the other. Taking

fint the defendant's position, the widest governing principle is

that, apart from various recognized grounds of immunity, a
man is answerable for the " natural and probable " consequences

of his acts; «'.«. such consequences as a reasonable man in his

place should have foreseen as probable. Still more is he answer-

able for what he did actually foresee and intend. Knowledge
of particular facts may be necessary to make particular kinds

of c<mduct wrongful. Such is the rule in the case of fraud and
other allied wrongs, including what is rather unhappily called
" slander of title," and what is now known as " unfair com-
petition " in the matter of trade names and descriptions, short

of actual piracy of trade-marks. But where an absolute right

to security for a man's person, reputation or goods is interfered

with, neither knowledge nor specific intention need be proved.

In these cases we trespass altogether at our periL It is in

general the habit of the law to judge acts by their apparent

tendency, and not by the actor's feelings or desires. I cannot

excuse myself by good motives for infringing another man's

rights, whatever other grounds of excuse may be available;

and it is now settled conversely, though after much doubt;
that an act not otherwise unlawful is not, as a rule, made
unlawful by being done from an evil motive.' This rule was
known some time ago to apply to the exercise of rights of

property, and' such speculative doubt as remained was removed
by the .decision of the House of Lords in the leading case of

AUen V' Flood (1898, A.C. x). We now know that it applies to

the exercise of all common rights. The exceptions are very
few, and must be explained by exceptional reasons. Indeed,

only two are icnown to the present writer—malicious prose-

cution, and the misuse of a" privileged occasion " which would
justify the communication of defamatory matter if made in good
faith. In each case the wrong lies in the deliberate perversion

of a right or privilege allowed for the public good, though the

predse extent of the analogy is not certain at present.^ It

mxist be remembered, however, that the presence or absence

of personal ill will, and the behaviour of the parties generally,

may have an important effect, when liability is proved or

admitted, in mitigating or aggravating the amount of

damages awarded by juries and allowed by the court to be
reasonable. It may likewise be noted, by way of caution, that

some problems of criminal law, with which we are not here
concerned, require more subtle consideration. However, it is

hardly ever safe to assume that the bounds of dvil and criminal

liability will be found coextensive. Perhaps we may go so far

as to say that a man is neither civilly nor criminally liable for a
mere omission (not being disobedience to a lawful command
which he was bound to obey), unless he has in some way assumed
a special duty of doing the act omitted.

We have already had to mention the existence of grounds
of immunity for acts that would otherwise be wrongful. Such
grounds there must be if the law is to be enforced and justice

administered at all, and if the business of life is to be carried

on with any freedom. Roughly speaking, we find in these

cases one of the following conditions: Either the defendant
was executing a lawful authority; or he was justified by
extraordinary necessity; or he was doing something permitted

by legislation for reasons of superior utility, though it may
produce damage to others, and either with or without special

provisions for compensating damage; or he was exercising a
common right in matters open to free use and competition;

or the plaintiff had, by consent or otherwise, disabled himself

from having any grievance. Pure acddent will hardly seem to

any one who is not a.lawyer to be a special ground of exemption,

the question being rather how it could ever be supposed to be a
ground of liability. But it was supposed so by many lawyers

down to recent times; the reason lying in a history of archaic

ideas too long to be traced here. Exerdse of common rights

is the categpry inhere roost difficulty arises. Here, in fact,

the point at which a man's freedom is limited by his neighbour's

has to be fixed by a sense of policy not capable of formal

demonstration.

As Justice Holmes of the Supreme Court of the United States

has said, we allow unlimited trade competition (so long as it is

without fraud) though we know that many traders must suffer,

and some may be ruined by it, because we hold that free com-
petition is worth more to sodety than its costs. A state with

different economic foundations might have a different law on this,

as on many other points. This freedom extends not only to the

exercise of one's calling, but to choosing with whom and under
what conditions one will exerdse it. Also the law will not inquire

with what motives a common right is exercised; and this applies

to the ordinary rights of an owner in the use of his property

^ It was formerly supposed that an action by a party to a con-
tract against a third person for procuring the other party to break
his contract was witnin the same class, «'.«. that loalice must be
proved. But since AUen v. Flood, and the later dedston of the
House of Lords in Quinn v. Leathern (1901, A.C. 495), this view
eems untenable. The {[round of action is the intentional violation
of an existing legal right; which, however, since 1906. may
be practised with impunity in the United Kingdom "in
contemplation or furtherance of a trade dispute": Trade
Disputes Act, f 3.
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as well as to the right of every man to carry on his business.^

Owners and occupiers of immovable property are bound, indeed,

to respect one another's convenience within certain limits.

The maxim or precept Sic tUere tu^mi alienum nan kudos does

not mean that I must not use my land in any way which can

possibly diminish the profit or amenity of my neighbour's.

That would be false. It is a warning that both his rights and
mine extend beyond being free from actual unlawful zniry,

and that if either of us takes too literally the more popular but

even less accurate maxim, " Every man may do as he will with his

own," he will find that there is such a head of the law as nuisance.

From the point of view of the plaintiff, as regards the kind of

damage suffered by him, actionable wrongs may be divided

into four groups. We have some of a strictly personal kind;

some which affect ownership and rights analogous to owner-

ship; some which extend to the safety, convenience and profit of

life generally—in short, to a man's estate in the widest sense;

and some which may, according to circumstances, result in

damage to person, property or estate, any or all of them. Per-

sonal wrongs touchhig a man's body or honour are assault, false

imprisonment, seduction or " enticing away " of members of

his family. Wrongs to property are trespass to land or goods,
" conversion " of goods {ijt. wrongful assumption of dominion

over them), disturbance of easements and other individual

rights in property not amounting to exclusive possession. Tres-

pass is essentially a wrong to possession; but with the aid of

actions" on the case " the ground has been practically covered.

Then there are infringements of incorporeal rights which, though

not the subject of trespass proper, are exclusive rights of

enjoyment and have many incidents of ownership. Actions,

in some cases expressly given by statute, lie for the piracy of

copyright, patents and trade marks. Wrongs to a man's estate

in the larger sense above noted are defamation (not a strictly

personal wrong, because according to English common law the

temporal damage, not the insult, is, rightly or wrongly, made
the ground of action); deceit, so-called "slander of title"

and fraudulent trade competition, which are really varieties

of deceit; malicious prosecution; and nuisance, which, though

most important as affecting the enjoyment of property, is not

considered in that relation only. Finally, we have the results of

negligence and omission to perform 'special duties regarding

the safety of one's neighbours or customers, or of the public,

^hich may affect person, property, or esUte generally.

The law of wrongs is made to do a great deal of work which,

in a system less dependent on historical conditions, we should

expect to find done by the law of property. We can claim or

reclaim our movable goods only by complaining of a wrong

done to our possession or our right to possess. There is no

direct assertion of ownership like the Roman vindicatio. The
law of negligence, with the refined discxissions of the test and

measure of liability which it has introduced, is wholly modem;
and the same may be said of the present working law of nuisance,

^The rule that a man's motives for cxerciung his common
rights are not examinable involves the consequence that advising

or procuring another, who is a free agent, to do an act of this kind

can. a fortiori, not be an actionable wrong at the suit of a thml
person who is damnified by the act, and that whatever the adviser's

motives may be. This appears to be included in the decision of

the House of Lords in AUat v. Flood. That decision, though not

binding in any American court, is approved and followed in most
American jurisdictions. It is otherwise where a system of coercion

is exercised on a man's workmen or customers in order to injure

him in his business. The extension of immunity to such conduct
would destroy the value of the common right which the law pro-

tects: Quinn v. Leathern. The coercion need not be ohysical, and
the wrong as a whole may be made up of acts none of which taken
alone would be a cause of action. In this point there is nothing
novel, for it is so in almost every case of nuisance. Conspiracy is

naturally a frequent element in such cases, but it does not appear
to be necessary; if it were, millionaires and corporations might
exceed the bounds of lawful competition with inipunity whenex-er

they were strong enough. The reasons given in Quinn y. Leathern

are many and various, but the dcciMon is quite consistent with

Alien v. Flood. However, the Trade Disputes Act will probably have
its intended effect of reducing the law on this head to relative

insignificance in England.

though the term is of respectable antiquity. Most recent of aJt

is the rubric of *' unfair competition," which is fast acquiring

great importance.

It will be observed that the English law of torts answers
approximately in its purpose and contents to the Roman law
of obligations ex delicto and quasi ear delicto. When we have
allowed for the peculiar treatment of rights of property in the
common law, and remembered that, according to one plausible

theory, the Roman law of possession itself is closely connected

in its origin with the law of delicts, we shall find the corre-

spondence at least as close as might be expected a priori. Nor
is the correspondence to be explained by borrowing, for this

branch of the common law seems to owe less to the classical

Roman or medieval canon law than any other. Some few
misunderstood Roman maxims have done considerable harm in

detail, but the principles have been worked out in all but
complete independence.

A list of modt-m books and monographs will be found at the
end of the article oti *' Tom " by the pre«iit writer in the Encyclo-
paedia of the LoL'i of Eniland (2nd ecL.). Among recent editions

of works on the law of torti and new publicac l> 'iis the following may
be mentioned here: Addison, by W. E. Gor<1'ia and W. H. Griffith

(8th ed., 1906); Clert and Lindscll, by Wvratt Paine (4th ed.,

1906}; Pollock (8th ed.. 190*); Satmond. Thr Law of Torts (2nd ed.,
loio). In America t Burdickn The Law of To-ts (190O; Street. Tha
Foundations of Legal Liabiiiiy (19106), 5 vuk. of which vol. L is

on Tort. (F. Po.)

TORTOISE. Of the three names generally used for this order
of reptiles, viz. tortoise, turtle and terrapin, the first is derived

from the Old French word tortis, ijt. twisted, and was probably
applied first to the common European species on account of
its curiously bent forelegs. Turtle is believed to be a corruption

of the same word, but the origin of the name terrapin is un-
known: since the time of the navigators of the x6th century it

has been in general use for fresh-water species of the trofncs,

and especially for those of the New World. The name tortoise

is now generally applied to the terrestrial members of this group
of animals, and that of turtle to those which live in the sea or
pass a great part of their existence in fresh water. They consti-

tute one of the orders of reptiles, the Chelonia: toothless reptiles,

with well developed limbs, with a dorsal and a ventral shell

composed of numerous bony plates, iarge firmly fixed quadrates,

a longitudinal anal opening and an unpaired copulatory organ.

The whole diell connsts <^ the dorsal, more or less convex.carapaoe
and the ventral plastron, both portions being joined laterally by
the so-called bndfe. The carapace is (with the exception oiF

Sphargis) formed By dermal ossificarions which are arranged in
regular series, viz. a median row (i nuchal, moctlv 8 neurals and
1-3 supracaudal or pygal plates), a right and left row of costal
plates which surround ard partly replace the ribs, and a consider-
able number (about 11 pairs) of marginal plates. The {plas-

tron conMsts oif usually 9, rarely xi, dermal bones, viz. paired
epi-, hyo-, hypo- and xiphi-plastral plates and the unpaired
endo-plastral; the latter is homologous with the interdavicle, the
epi-plastra with the clavicles, the rest with so<:alled abdominal
nbs of other reptiles.

In most Chelonians the bony shell b covered with a hard epi-

dermal coat, whkh is divided mto large shiekis, commonly calked
" tortoiseshell." These homy shields or scutes do not correspond
in numbers and extent with the underljjng bones, although there
is a general, vague resemblance in their arrangement : for mstance,
there U a nrund, a paired costal and a paired marginal series.

The It^rnunok^^ mav be learned from the accompanying illns-

traiLonA (figs. I and 7).

The inte:giLTii£nu of the head, neck, tail and limbs are cither
soft 4nd smcuth or scaly or tuberoilar, frequently with small osseous
nuclei^

All the bones of the skull are suturally united. The dentary
portion of the mandible consisu of one piece only, both halves

being completely fused toother. The pectoral arch remains
separate in the median line; it connsts of the coracoids, which slope

backwards, and the scapulae, which stand upright and <^ten abut
against the inside of the first pair of costal plates. Near the glenoid

cavity for the humerus arises from the scapula a long process which

is directed transversely towards its fellow; it represents the acromial

process of other vertebrates, although so much enlarged, and is

neither the precoracoid, nor the clavicle, as stated by the thought-

less. The tail is still best developed in the Chelydridae. shortest m
the Trionychoidea. Since it contains the large copulatory ocgan,

it is less reduced in the males. No Chelonians possess the slightest
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t of teeth, but tbeir jaws are provided idtiilioray sheaths, with

hanl and sharp edges, formiag a beak.

The number of Chdonians known at present may be estimated

at about aoo, the fresh-water species being far the most numerous,
and are abundant in well-watered districts of the tropical and
sub-tropical zones. Their number and variety decrease beyond
the tropics, and in the north they jdisappear entirely about the

Soih parallel in the western and about the 56th in the eastern

beznisphere, whilst in the southern hemisphere the terrestrial

forms seem to advance to 36** S. only. The marine turtles,

which are spread over the whole of the equatorial and sub-tropical

( stray beyond those liznits. As in other orders

Tigs, i, 3.—Shell ci Testvdo pardalis, to show the divtsiona of
the integument, which are marked by entire Hoes, and of the
oaaeoaa carapace, these being marked by dotted lines. Hg, 1,

Upper or donoi aspect. F^. a, Lower or ventral aspect.

Epidermal shidds>

C0, Costals.'

9, Vertebrals.
m. Marginals.

g, Golars.

pg, Poatgularsorhumenls.
p. Pectorals.
cb. Abdominals,
pa, Preaoalsorfemorals.

Bones of the Carapace>—
eo^, Costals.
fw, Neurals.
fin. Nuchal.

m^ Marginals.
ent, Entoplastron
ePf Epiplastron.

'

kyo, Hyoplastron.
kyp, Hypoplastron..
acypt Xiphiplastron,

of . reptiles, the most specialized, and the krgest forms are

restricted to the tropics (with the exception of Macrodemmys)\
but, unlike lizards or snakes, Chelonians are unable to exist in

sterile districU or at great altitudes.

They show a great divergence in their mode of life—some
living constantly on land, others having partly terrestrial

partly aquatic habiu, others again rarely leaving the water
or the sea. The first-mentioned, the land tortoises proper, have
short dub-shaped feet with blunt claws, and a very convex,
heavy, completely ossified shelL In the fresh-water forms
the joiots of the limb bones are much more mobile, the digits

distinct, anned with fhazp dawi,.and nnited by a mernhnpe

or web; their shell is lew oonvez, and is flattened, and more
or less extensive areas may remain unossified, or transparent
windows are formed with age, for instance in Batagur. As a
rule, the degree of development of the interdigital web and of

convexity of the shell indicates the prevalence of aquatic or
terrestrial habits of a species of terrapin. Finally, the marine
turtles have paddle-shaped lim^s resembling those of Cetaceans.

Land tortoises are sufficiently protected by their carapace,

and therefore have no need of any special modification of

structure by means of which their appearance wo\iId be assimi-

lated to the surroundings and thus give them additional

security from their enemies. These, however, are few in number.
On the other hand, among the carnivorous terrapins and fresh-

water turtles insUnces of protective resemblance are not

scarce, and may even attain to a high degree of specialization,

as in Chdys, the matamata. The colours of land tortoises are

generally plain, or in yellow and brown patterns, whilst

those of many terrapins are singiilarly varied,- bright and
beautiftil, especially in the very young, but all this beauty is

lost in the adult of many spedes.

Chelonians are diurnal animals; only a few are active during

the night, habitually or on special occasions, as, for instance,

during oviposition. Land tortoises are slow in all their move-
ments, but all kinds living in water can execute rapid motions,

either to seize their prey or to escape from danger. All

Chelonians are stationary, residing throughout the year in

the same locality, with the exception of the marine turtles,

which periodically migrate to their breeding-stations. Spedes
inhabiting temperate regions hibernate.

Land tortoises, a few terrapins, and some of the marine

turtles are herbivorous, the others carnivorous, their prey con-

sisting chiefly of fish, frogs, molluscs, and other small aquatic

animals; some, e.;. CUmntys insculpta and Cistttdo Carolina,

have a mixed vegetable and animal diet.

All Chelonians are oviparous, and the eggs are generally covered
with a hard shell, mosthr elliptical, rarely quite round, at in the
case of the marine turtles. The various modifications, and also

the not uncommon individual variations, in the composition of
the carapace plates and the number and disposition of the shields,

are very significant. They show an unmistakable tendency
towards reduction in numbers, a concentration and simplification

<A tluB. shell and its covering shields. We can to a certain extent
reconstruct a ^neralised ancestral tortoise and thereby narrow
the wide gnp which separates the Chelonia from every other reptilian

order. The eariy Chelonians possessed most likely more than
five longitudinal dorsal rows of plates. The presence of several

small supramarginal shields in MacrocUmmys may be an indication

that the total number of longitudinal rows was originall^r at least

seven. The number of transverse rows, both ofplatesand shields, was
also greater. We can account for at least twelve median plates and
as many pairs of marginals, but for only eight median and eight pairs

of cosul shields (individual variations ob&erved in Thaicssockelys)^

It stands to reason that orisinally each trunk metamere had its full

complement of plates and shields; consequently that about twelve
trunk metameres partook in the formation of the shell, which,

auction, a process whichle considerable concentration and
>latei

Btely

lught ,

the majority of recent Chelonians. In several species of Testudo

gone ,

has reduced the costal plates to seven pairs in the American species

of Trumyx, has completely abolished the neural plates of some
Chelydidae, and has brought down the costal shields to four pairs in

with subse<^uent shortening and broadening of the trunk, has under-

Mirsi
the

costal

the majority of recent cneionians. in several species ot lestuao

the little nuchal shield is suppressed, thereby redudng the unpaired
median shields to five. The complete absence of shields in the Trumv-
ckidae and in Carettockdys is also due to a secondary process, which,
however, has proceeded tn a different way.

Classification of Ckelonia.

H. Stannius in 2854 clearly separated the Trionychoidea

from the rest. E. D. Cope, in 1870, distinguished between

Pleurodira and Cryptodira according to whether the neck,

Bkpri or Sapfi, is. bent sidewards, or hidden by being withdrawn

in an S-shaped cur\'e in a vertical plane; he also separated

Spkargis as Athecae from all the other Chelonians, for which

L. Dollo; in 1886, proposed the term Thecophora. These terms

are most unfortunate, misleading. Athecae (from O^icrff

shell) has reference to the absence of a homy shdi-covering in

the leathery turtle; but since the same character applies to

Trionychoidea and to Carettochdys,^ nobodv^ can ^
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the tenn Atkecae in Dollo's aenae itfen to the fact that the

shell of the leathery turtle is not homologous with the typical

shell or 81^ of the other Chelonians. The grouping of the

latter into families recognizable by chiefly internal, skeletal

chaniaers has been effected by G. A. Boulenger. For practical

purposes the following " key " is preferable to those taxonomic
characters which are mentioned in the descriptions of the

different families. The relationships between them may be
indicated as follows:

—

Chelonia-

Athecae.

Thecophoia

Pleurodira

Cryptodira

Sphargidae
Pelomedusidae

• Chelydidae
Carettochdydidae

'Chelydridae—Derma-
temydidae-Cinosternida

• Platysternidae
Testudinidae

iTrionychoidea''
Chelonidae

Key to the FamQies of Ckdonia.

Shell covered with horny shields.

Diffits distinct, with bve or four daws.
Pectoral shields separated from the mar-

ffinals by inframarginals.

Tail long and crested. Plastron small

and cruciform • Chelydridae
Tail long, covered with rings of shields.

' Plastron large Platysternidae
— ., . _^ S Dermatemydidae
Tail short

' '

Pectoral shields in contact with the mar-
ginals.

Plastral shields 1 1 or 13, without an inter-

gular.

Neck retractile in an S-shaped vertical

curve
Plastral shields 13, an intergular being

present.

Neck bending sideways under the shell

Limbs paddle-shaped, with one or two
claws Chelonidae

Shell without homy shields, covered with soft

leathery skin.

Digits disrinct, broadly Webbed, but with
only three claws • . Trionychoidea

Limbs paddle-shaped.
Shell composed of regular aeries of bony

plates. Two claws Carettochdydidae
Shell composed of very many small pbtes

arranged like mosaic No claws . . Sphargidae.

I Cinostcrnidae

Testudinidae

5 Chelydidae

( Pelomedusidae

palatines, and these do not at all ventraHy roof over the rhoanae.
The position of Spkargis in the system u still a moot question.
G. A. Boulenger looks upon it as the sole remnant of a primitive
group in opposition to all the other recent Chelonia; G. Uaui con-
sidered it toe most specialized descendant of the Chdonidae, a

Fig. 3.—^A portion of the Osseous Plates of the Carapace of
Spkargu coriaua, showing three large keeled plates of one of the
longitudinal ridges of the carapace, with a number of the small
irr^;ular plates on either side of them.

view which has been supported by W. Dames, E. C. Case, and to
a certain extent by J. F. van Bemmelen. For literature, &c^
see L. Dollo, BuU. S. k. BruxeUes (F^vrier 4, 1901).

Sub-order IL Thecophora.—^The bony shdl is composed of
several longitudinal series of plates (on the dorsal side a median
or neural, a paired lateral or costal series, and marginal plates).
With few exceptions this shell is covered with large nomy scutes
or shields. .

Super-family I. Cryptodira.—The neck, if retractile, bends in
an S-shaped curve in a vertical plane. The pdvis b not fused
with the shell, and this is covered with large homv shidds, except
in CareUochdys.

Family I. Chdydridae.—The plastron is rather narrow, and cross-
shaped; the bridge is very narrow and is covered by a pair of shields,
the displaced abdominals, which are separated from the marginals
by a few inframarginals. The limbs, neck and head are so stout
that they cannot completdy be wiitidrawn into the shell. The
tail is very lonff. Only two genera with three species, confined to
America. Chaydra serpentina^ the " snapping turtle," ranging
from the Canadian lakes through the Umted States east of the

rossipioni of Central America and
Ummtncki, th

Sub-order L Athecae.—The shdl consists of a mosaic of numerous
small polygonal osseous plates and b covered "tnth leathery skin . .

without any homy shidds. The limbs are transformed into paddles, Rockies; closely allied is C _

without daws. Marine. Sole represenUtive Sphargis or Derma- Ecuador. Macroclemmys temmincki, the " alligator turtle, _
tockdys coriaua, the leathery turtle or luth ; it b the largest of living I the largest known fresh-water Chdonian, ia shell growing to a length
Chebmans, surpassing 6 ft. in length, has a wide
dbtribution over all the intertropical seas, but
b very rare everywhere; a few stragglers have
appeal as far north as the coasu of Long
Island, and thoae of Great Britain. Holland and
France. It b a curious fact that only adults

and young, tmt none of intermediate size, happen
to be known. Thb creature shows many un-
portant features. The vertebrae and ribs are
not fiued with, but remain free from, the cara-

pace, and this b fundamentally different from
and not homok^ous with that of other Chelon-
uns. O. P. Hay has suggested that the mosak:
polygonal components of the shell Of Sphargis
are, so to speak, an earlier generation of osteo-

dermal plates than the fewer and larger plates

of the Thecophora, which in them fuse with the p.. . _tw. c...wU^ t..^u tr%j^^ ,*,*^t:m^\
neural arches and the ribs. Sf>liargis has. how- "^- 4-—The Snapping Turtle {Ckdydra serpentina).

ever, the later category in the plastron and in iu first neural or nuchal
plate. If thb suggestion b correct, thb turtle has dther k)st or
perhaps never haodeveloped the homy shidds. The many mosaic
plates comprise larger plates which form an unpaired medbn,
two pairsof other dorsal, a lateral and three pairs of ventral series

or ridges ; thirteen, or when the inner ventral pair fuses, twdve pairs

inalL
The skull, excdlently studied by J. F. van Bemmelen, much

tesembles that of Chelone, but so-cdled einpterygoids are absent;

further, the pterygoids, instead of sending lateral arms to the jugals

and maxillaries, are widdy separated fiom.thcse bones by the

of 3 ft. It is characterized by the three series of strong prominent
keels along the back; it inhabits the whole basin of the Mississippi
and Missouri rivers.

Family a. Dermatemydidae.—The pectoral shields are widely
separated from the marginaU by inframarginals, the gulars are
snull or absent, and the tail b extremely short. Only a few species,

in Central America. The plastron is composed of nine plates.

The nuchal plate has a pair of rib-like processes like those of the
Chelydridae. One or more of the posterior costal plates meet in
the middle line. The shell of these aquatic, broadly «-eb-fingered
tortoises, b very flat and the covering shields are thin. They feed
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n^on laves, giaas and etpecmlly fniit. SamroMns, e.i. sahini
With 2^. DermatemySt c.^. mow*, with 25 marginal shieldi.

Fanuly 3. Cinostemidaeu—Cloaely allied to the two previous
families from which Cinosiemum, the only genus, differs chiefly
by the absence <^ the endo-plastxal plate. InframazYinals are
present. The nuchal plate has a pair of rib-like processes. The
neural plates are interrupted by the meetlnr of several pairs of the
costal plates. Twenty-tnree marginal shields. In some species the
skin oc the l«n and neck is so baggy that these parts sup in, the
skin rollii^ co, when such a turtle withdraws into its shelL In
some the plastron is hinsed and thecreature can shut itself up tightly,

cf. C UucoUoma of Mexico; in others the plastron leaves gaps^
or it is narrow and without hinges, t.g. C. odoratum, the mud turtle

or stinkpot terrapin of the eastern half of North America. About
a dosen qjedes, mostly Central American.

Family 4. Flatystemidae.

—

Flatyaemiun nutflcephdum, the only
necies, from Burma to southern China. The total length of these
thiclc-headed, very long-tafled turtles is about I ft., only 5 in.

befongins to the shell. The plastron is larve, oblong, not cruci-
form, composed of nine plates. The nuchal b (kvoid of rib-like

processes. A unique arrangement b that the jugals are completely
shut off from the orbits owing to the meeting of the post-frontau
with the maxillaries.

Family 5. Testudinidae.—The shell is alwavs covered with well-

devcfeped shields^ those which cover the plastral bridge are in
direct contact with the maxginals. The plastron is composed
of nine bones. The digits have four, or five daws. The beck is

comi^etely retActile.
This fajnily contains the majority of tortoises, divided into as

many as 20 genera. These, starting with Emys as the least special-

ised, can be arranged in two main diverging lines, one culmmating
in the thoroughly aquatic Bataguft the other in the exclusively
tcTTestxia] forms. Em/r, with the plastron movably united to the
carapace; with well-webbed limbs, amphibious. E. orbicularis or
evopaea was, towards the end of the Pleistocene period, distributed
over a great part of middle Europe, remains occurring in the peat
of England, Bielgittm, Denmark and Sweden; it b now withdrawing
eastwards, being restricted in Germany to isoUted localities east
of Beriin, but it reoccurs in Poland and Russia, whence it extends
into wmmn Asia ; it b common in south Europe. The other species,

E. Utaidinp, lives in Canada and the north-eastern states of the
Union. CUmmys with the plastron immovably united to the cara-
pace; temperate holarctic region, e.f. C. caspica, C. leprosa in

Spain and Morocco; C. inscul^. in north-east America. Maia-
codemmys with a few species m North America, e.g. M. terrapin,

the much prised " diamond-back. " Ckrysemys with many American
species, e-g. Ck. piciOt the " painted terrapin " and C. condnnOj
most of them very handsomely coloured and marked when still

young. Baiaptr and Kackut/a in the Indian sub-region.
dstudo Carolina, the box tortoise of North Ajtnerica, with the

plastron divided into an anterior and a posterior movable lobe, so
that the creature can shut itself up completely. Although essen-

tially by its internal structure a water tortoise, it has become
absolntay terrestrial in habits, and herewith agree the kig^h-

faacked instead of depressed shell, the short webless fingers and its

general coloration. It has a mixed dieL The eyes of the males
are red, those oi the females are brown. From Long Island to
Mexicot. Cinixys, e.g. belliana of tropKal Africa, has the posterior

portion of the carapace movably lunged. P^fins aracknoides of
Madagascar has the front-lobe of the plastron hinged.

Tatudo, the main genus, with about 40 species, b cosmopolitan
in tropical and sub-tropical countries, with the exception of the whole
of the Australian and Malay countries; most of the mcdes are
African. T. graeca, in Mediterranean countries and islands. T.
marginaia in Greece with the posterior marpn of the carapace
miicn flanged or serrated, and T. ibera or maurttanica from Morocco
to Persia; both differ from T. g^aeca by an unpaired supracaudal,
marginal shidd, and by the possession of a strong, conical, homy
tubercle on the hinder surface of the thigh. With age the posterior

portion of the plastron develops a transverse ligamentous hinge.
7*. palrj^umus, the " gopher " of southern United States, lives in

pairs m self-dug burrows. T. U^ulata b one of the few South
American terresmal tortoises

Of great interest are the so^aOed eigantic land tortoises. In
former epochs truly gigantic species of the genus Testudo had a wide
and probably more continuous dbtributun. There was T. alias,

of the Pliocene of the Sivalik hilb with a skull nearly 8 in. long,

but the shell probably measured not more than 6 ft. in length,

the restored specimen in the Natural Hbtory Museum at South
Kensington being exaggerated. T. perpigniana of Plk)cene France
was also large. Large land tortoises, with a length of shell of

more than 3 ft., became restricted to two widely separated regions

of the world, viz. the Galapagos Islands (called thus after the Spanbh
galapago, ue, tortoise), and islands in the western Indian Otean
viz. the Mascarenes (Bourbon, Mauritiusand Rodr^ez)and Aldabra.
Ulien they became extinct in Madagascar is not known, but
r. ^andidieri was a very laige kind, of apparentiy very recent date.

At the time of their dbcovery those smaller islands were un-
inhabited by man or any predaceous mammal. It was on these
peaceful islands that land tortoises lived in great numbers; with

plenty of food there was nothing for them to do but to feed, to
propa^te, to grow and to vary. Most of the islands were or are
inhabited by one or more typical, local forms. As they provided,
like the equally iU-fated dodo and solitaire, a wekome provbion
of excellent moit. ships carried them about, to be slaughtered as
occasion required, and soon almost exterminated them; some
were occasionally liberated on other islands, for instance, on the
Seychelles and on the Chagos, or they were left as presents, in
C^lon, Java or on Rotuma near the Fijis. Thus it nas come to
pass that the few survivon have been very much scattered. The
small genuine stock at Aldabra b now under government protection,
in a way. A large male of T, gigantea or dothanUna or kololissa
or ponderosa, was brought to London and weighed 870 lb; another
specimen had in 1908 been living at St Helena for more than one
hundred years. A specimen of T. dandini, native of the South
Island of Aldabra, was known for many years on Egmont Island,
one of the Chagos group, then it was taken to Mauritius and then
to England, where of course it soon died; its shell measures 55 in.

in a straight line, and it weighed 560 lb. The type specimen of
r. sumeirei, supposed to have come originally from the Seychelles,
was in IQ08 still kept in the barrack grounds at Port Loub, Mauri-
tius, and had been known as a large tortoise for about 150 years,
r. nosmaeri was a very thin-shelled species in Rodriguez. Of the
Galapagos species T, epkippinm still survives on Duncan Island;
r. ahintdoni lived on Abingdon Island; of T. eUphantopus or
vidua. G. Baur still collected 31 specimens in 1893 on Albemarle
Island. One monster of thb kind u said to have measured 56 in.

over the curve of the carapace, with a skull a little more than 7 in.

in length. All the Galapagos species are remarkable for their
comparatively small head ami the very long nec^ which b much
Uigerand more slender than that of the eastern species.

Family^ 6. Chelonidae. Marine turUes, with only two recent
genera, with three widely distributed species. The limbs are paddle-
shapea, with onlyone or two claws, and the shell b covered with
homy shblds. The neck b short and incompletely retractile.

The parietals, post-frontals, squamosals, quadrato-jugals, and jugab
are much expainded and form an additional or false roof over the
temporal region of the skulL
The Chebnklae are a hiriily specialized offshoot of the Cryptodlra,

adapted to marine life. Fundamentally they agree most with the
Testudinidae. and there b nothing; primitive about thsm except
that they still possess complete series of inframari^nal shblds.

CheUmo, with only 4 pairs of costal shblds, with 5 neurals and
a broad nuchal. ^C. mydas s. viridis, the " green or edible turtb,'*

Fig. 5.—Green Turtie {Chdone mydas),

has, when adult, a neariy smooth shell. It- attains a length of

nearly 4 ft, and may then weigh more than three hundredweight.
Th^ food consbtt of algae, and of ZosUra marina. Their capture
forms a regular pursuit wherever they occur in any numbers.
Comparatively few are caught in the open sea, othen in staked
nets, but the majority are mtercepted at well-known periods and
localities where they go ashore to deposit their eggs. These are

round, with a parchment-like shell and buried in the sand, above
the high-tide mark, as many as 100 to 250 bdngjaid by one female.

They are eagerly searched for and eaten. The famous turtle-

soup b made not only of the meat and the fat, but also from the

thkk and gelatinous layer of subcutaneous tissue which lines the

inside of the shell. Only the females are eaten; the males, recogniz-

able by the tonger tail, are rejected at the London market. This
species inhabitt the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans.

C. imbricata, the " hawksbill turtie. " The shields are thick,

strongly overlapping each other from before backwai:ds, but m
old specimens the shblds lose their keel, flatten and become juxta-

posed. The homy cover of the upper jaw forms a hooked bwk.
Thb species lives upon fish and molluscs and b not eaten; but

b much persecuted for the homy shields which yield th»
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" tortoiae-thell, '* mt far as thb b not a fraudulent imiution. When
heated in oil, or boiledj the shields (which singly are not thick enough
to be manufactured into larger articles) can be welded together
under pressure and be given aby desired shape. The " hawksbill

"

Fig. 6.—Hawksbill Turtle {Ckdone mbricala),

ranges over all the tropical and sub-tropical seas and scarcely reaches

3 ft. in lenffth, but such a shell yields up to 8 lb of tortoiseshell.

Tkalassochelys caretUh the *' loggerhead, " has normally five pairs

of costal shields, but whilst the number of shields in the genus
Ckdofu is vmr constant, that oi the loggerhead varies individually
to an astonishing extent. The greatest number of ncurals ob-
served, and counting the nuchal as the first, b 8, and 8 pairs of
costal; in all 24; the lowest numbers are 6 neurals with 5 pairs of
costals; odd costals are frequent. The most interesting facu are
that some of the supernumerary shields are much smaller than the
others, sometimes mere vestiges in all stages of gradual suppression,
and that the abnormalities are much more common in babies and
snuU specimens than in adults. The importance of these ortho-
pnetic variations has been discussed by H. Gadow in A. Willey's

Zockt, RumUs, pL iiL p. 207-422, pis. 24, 25 (Cambridge 1899).

Fig. 7.—^Loggerhead {Tkalassochelys caretta).

The " loggerhead " is carnivorous, feeding on fish, molluscs and
crustaceans, and is not esteemed as food. A great part of the
turtle-oil which finds its way into the market b obtained from it

;

its tortoiseshell is of an inferior quality. Besides all the inter-

tropical seas it inhabits the Mediterranean, and is an accidental
visitor of the western coasts of Europe. The old specimen captured
on the Dutch toast in 1894 contained the enormous numoer of
1150 eggs.

Super-family 2. Plcurodira.—^The lon| neck bends laterally and
U tucked away between the anterior portion of the carapace and the

plastron. The dorsal and ventral ends ol the pdvb are anchylosed
to the shell. Fresh-water tortoises of South America. Australim.
Africa and Madagascar.

Fig. 8.—The MatamaU (Chelys fimhnata) with tide view of
head, and separate view of plastron.

Family I. Pelomedusidae.—^Neckcompletely retractile. Carapace
covered with homy shields, of which the nuchal is wanting. Plastron
composed of 11 plates. With 24 marginal and 13 plasttal shields.

Fig. 9.—Lower view of Trionyx eupkraiUa,

inclusive of a conspicuous intergular. Slematkaems in Africa and
Madagascar. Pelonudusa gaUata in Madagascar and from the Cape
to the Sinaitic peninsula. Podocnemis is common in tropical

South America, €.g. P. exp<tiua of Brazilian rivers, noteworthy few
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the millions of ecgs which are, or were, annually collected for the
sake of their oil/ Bates (The Naturalist on the Rwer Anuuon)
sives a most interestii^ account of these turtles, which are entirely
inmvonous.
Family a. Chdydidae.—^The neck, when bent, remains partly

exposed. SbeQ covered with shields. Plastron composed of 9
i^tes but covered with 13 shields. This (MaUyr, stfll represented
by nearly 36 species, with 8 genera, is found in South America
and in Australia. Chdys^mbritUa, the " matamata " in the rivers of
Guiana and North Brazil; total length about 3 ft; with animal
diiet. Hydrome^ua, e.g. tectifera. with very long neck, in Brazil,

much resembling Ckdodina, e.g. lonpcMis oi the Australian region.

FamHy 3. Carettochelydtdae.

—

Carettockdys inscttlMa, the only
species, in the FIv river of New Guinea; still imperfectly known.
This peculiar turtle seems to stand in the same relation to the Chely-
didae and to the Trionychidae as do the Chebnidae to the Tcstu-
dimdae by the tmnsformation of the limbs into paddles with only two
claws, and the complete reduction of the homy shields upon the
Bhdn, which is covered with soft skin. The plastron is composed
o£ 9 plates; the 6 neural plates are all separated from one another
by tne costals. The premaxilla is single, as elsewhere only in

FiC xa—^Upper view of the Turtle of the Euphrates {Triony»
eupkraiica).

Ckdys and in the Trionychidae. The neck is short and non-retractile.

Length of shell about 18 in.

Saper-family 3. Trionychoklea.—The shell is very flat and much
atnaller than the body, and covered with soft leathery skin, but
traces of homy structures are still represented, especially in the

yoang of some species, by numerous scattered little spikes on the

back ct the shell and even on the soft parts of the back. The limbs

arc short, broadly webbed and only the three inner di^ts are pro-

vided with claws. Head and neck are retractile, bending in a sig-

moid curve in a vertical plane. The jaws are concealed by soft

Hp-like flaps and the nose forms a short soft proboscis.
^
The tem-

poral region is not covered in by any arches; the quadrate is trumpet-

shaped as in the Chelydidae, but the jugular arch is complete.

The pelvis is not anchylosed to the shefl. The carapace is much
reduced in size, the ribs extending bevond the costal plates, and
there are no marginals; except m tne African Cyctanorbts the

neural plates form a continuous series. All the nine elements of

the (rfastron are deficient and but very loosely connected with each

other. Most of these reductions in the skeletal and tegumentary
armature are the result of life in muddy waters, in the bottom of

whkh these creatures bury themselves with only the head exposed.

They feed upon aquatic animals; those which are partial to hard-

faeded molluscs soon wear down the sharp homy edges of thejaws,

and tbkk homy crushing pads are developed in their stead. They

only crawl upon land in order to lay their round brittle eggs.
Trionyxes inhabit the rivers <A Asia, Africa and North America.
Trionvx ^erox, the " soft-shelled turtle," in the whole of the Missis-
sippi basin and in the chain of the ^reat northern lakes. T. triunguis
in Africa, the largest species, with a length of shell of 3 ft. T.
kurum and T, gangeticus are the commonest Indian species. The
young are ornamented with two or three pairs of large, round,
ocellated spots on the back. (H. F. G.)

TORTOISESHELL The tortoiseshell of commerce consists

of the epidermic plates covering the bony carapace of the

hawksbill turtle, Chelonia itnbricaiat the smallest of the sea

turtles. The plates of the back or carapace, technically called

the head, are 13 in number, 5 occupying the centre, flanked

by 4 on each side. These overlap each other to the extent of

one-third of their whole size, and hence they attain a large size,

reaching in the largest to 8 in. by 13 in., and weighing as

much as 9 oz. The carapace has also 24 marginal pieces,

called hoofs or claws, forming a serrated edge round it; but these,

with the plates of the plastron, or belly, are of inferior value. The
plates of tortoiseshell consist of homy matter, but they are

harder, more brittle, and less fibrous than ordinary horn.

Their value depends on the rich mottled colours they display—

a

warm translucent yellow, dashed and spotted with rich brown
tints—and on the high polish they take and retain. The finest

tortoiseshell is obtained from the Eastern Archipelago, par-

ticularly from the east coast of Celebes to New Guinea; but the

creature is found and tortoiseshell obtained from all tropical

coasts, large supplies coming from the West Indian Islands and
BraziL

Tortoiseshell is worked precisely as hora; but. owing to the high
value of the material, care is taken to prevent any waste in its

working. The plates, as separated by heat from the.bony skeleton,

are keeled, curved, and irregular in form. They are first flattened

by heat and pressure, and superficial inequalities are rasped away.
Eieing harder and more brittle than hom, tortoiseshell requires
careful treatment in moulding it into anv form, and as high heat
tends to darken and obscure the material it is treated at as low a
heat as practkable. For many purposes it is necessary to increase

the thickness or to add to the superficial size of tortoiseshell, and
this is readily done by careful cleaning and rasping of the surfaces
to be united, softening the plates in boiling water or sometimes by
dry heat, and then pressing them tightly together by means of heated
pincers or a vice. The heat softens and liquefies a superficial film

of the homy material, and that with the pressure eflecu a perfect

union of the surfaces brought together. Heat and pressure are
also employed to mould the substance into boxes and the numerous
artificial forms into which it is made up.

Tortoiseshell has been a prized ornamental material from very
early times. It was one of the highly esteemed treasures of the
Far East brought to ancient Rome by way of Egypt, and it was
eageriy sought by wealthy Romans as a veneer for their rich furniture.

In modem times it is most characteristkally used in the elaborate
inlaying of cabinet-work known as buhl fumiture, and in com-
bination with silver for toilet articles. It is also employed as a
veneer for small boxes and frames. It b cut into combs, moulded
into snuff-boxes and other small boxes,, formed into knife-handles,

and worked up into many other similar minor articles. The plates

from certain other tortoises, known commercially as turtle-shell,

possess a certain industrial value, but they are either opaque or
soft and leathery, and cannot be mistaken for tortoiseshell. A
close imitation of tortoiseshell can be made by staining translucent
horn or by varieties of celluloid.

TORTOLI, a town and episcopal see of Sardinia, on the east

coast, Z40 m. N.N.E. of Cagliari by rail (55 m. direct). Pop.

(1901), 2105. It lies 60 ft. above sea-level to the south-west of a
Large lagoon, which renders it imhealthy. The harbour is 2) m. to

the east, and serves for the export of the wine and agricultural

produce of the Ogliastra. A little to the south of Tortoli was
the station of Sulci on the Roman coast road, known to us only

from the itineraries.

TORTONA (anc. Dtrtona), a town and episcopal see of Pied-

mont, Italy, in the.province of Alessandria, from which it is

14 m. E. by rail, on the right bank of the Scrivia, at the northern

foot of the Apennines, 394 ft. above sca-Ievel. Pop. (1901),

11,308 (town); 17,419 (commune). Tortona is on the main line

from Milan to Genoa; from it a main line runs to Alessandria,

a branch to Castelnuovo Scrivia, and a steam tramway to

Sale. Its fortifications were destroyed by the French after

Marengo (1799); the ramparts are now turned into sh^**"
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promenades. Tbe cathedral, erected by Philip II., contains a
remarkably fine Roman sarcophagus of the Christian period.

Silk-weaving, tanning and hat-making are the chief industries;

and there is some trade in wine and grain.

Djcrtona, which may have become a Roman colony as early

as the and century B.C. and certainly did so under Augustus,

is spoken of by Strabo as one of the most important towns of

Liguria. It stood at the point of divergence of the Via
Postumia (see Liguua) and the Via Aemilia, while a branch
road ran hence to PoUentia. A number of andent inscriptions

and other objects have been found here. In the middle ages

Tortona was zealously attached to the Guelphs, on which
account it was twice laid waste by Frederick Barbarossa, in

1 1 55 and 1163. (T. As.)

TORTOSA, a fortified dty of north-east Spain, in the province

of Tarragona; 40 m. by rail W.S.W. of the dty of Tarragona,

i>n the river Ebro 22 m. above its mouth. Pop. (1900), 24452.
•Tortosa is for the most part an old walled town on the left bank
of the river, with narrow, crooked and ill-paved streets, in which
the houses are lofty and massivdy built of granite. But some
parts of the old town have been rebuilt, and there is a modem
suburb on the opposite side of the Ebro. The slope on which

old Tortosa stands is crowned with an andent castle, which
has been restored and converted into barracks and a hospital.

All the fortifications are obsolete. The cathedral occupies the

site of a Moorish mosque built in 914. The present structure,

which dates from 1347, has its Gothic character disguised

by a daasiral facade with Ionic pillars and much tasteless

modernization. The stalls in the choir, carved by Cristobal de
Salamanca in 1588-1593, and the sculpture of the pulpits, as well

as the iron-work of the choir-railing and some of the predous
marbles with which the chapels are adorned, deserve notice.

Tbe other public buildings indude an episcopal palace, a town-
hall and numerous churches. There are manufactures of

paper, hats, leather, ropes, porcelain, majolica, soap, spirits,

and ornaments made of palm leaves and grasses. There is an
important fishery in the river, and the harbour is accessible to

vessels of 100 tons burden. Com, wine, oil, wool, silk, fruits

and liquorice (a speciality of the district) are exported.. Hie
dty is connected with Barcelona and Valencia by the coast

railway, and with Saragossa by the Ebro valley line; it is also

the terminus of a raflway to San Carlos de la Ripita on the

Mediterranean. Near Tortosa are rich quarries of marble and
alabaster.

Tortosa, the Dertosa of Strabo and the Colonia Julia Augusta
Dertosa of nimierous coins, was a dty of the Ilercaones in

Hispania Tarraconensis. Under the Moors it was of great im-

portance as the key of the Ebro valley. It was taken by Louis

the Pious in 8zz (after an unsuccessful siege two years before),

but was soon recaptured. Having become a haunt of pirates,

and exceedingly injurious to Italian commerce, it was made the

object of a criisade proclaimed by Pope Etigenius III. in 1x48,

and was captured by Ramon Berenguer IV., count of Barcdona,

assisted by Templars, Pisans and Genoese. An attempt to

recapture the dty in 1x49 was defeated by the heroism of the

women, who were thenceforth empowered by the count to wear
the red sash of the Order of La Hacha (The Axe), to import

their dothes free of duty, and to precede their bridegrooms at

weddings. Tortosa fell into the hands of the duke of Orleans

in 1708; during the Peninsular War it surrendered in 181 x to

the French under.Suchet, who hdd it till 18x4.

TORTURE (from Lat. Icrquerej to twist), the general name for

innumerable modes of inflicting pain which have been from time

to time devised by the pervertMl ingenuity of man, and espedally

for those employed in a legal aspect by the dvilized natbns of

antiquity and of modem Europe. From this point of view
torture was always inflicted for one of two purposes: (i) As a

means of elidting evidence from a witness or from an accused

person either before or after condemnation; (a) as a part of the

punishment. The second was the earlier use, its function as a

means of evidence arising when rules were gradually formulated

by the experience of legal experts.

Torture as a part of the punishment may be regarded as
induding every kind of bodily or mental pain beyond what is

necessary for the safe custody of the offender (with or without
enforced labour) or the destmcUon of his life—in the language
of Bentham, an " afflictive " as opposed to a " simple " punish-
ment. Thus the unnecessary sufferings endured in English
prisons before the reforms of John Howard, the peine forte

et dure, and the drawing and quartering in executions for

treason, fall without any straining of terms under the category
of torture.

The whole subject is now one of only historical interest as far

as Europe is concerned. It was, however, up to a comparativdy
recent date an integral part of the law of most countries

(to which England, Aragon and Sweden^ formed honourable
exct;ptions)—as much a commonplace of law as trial by jury
in England.' The prevailing view, no doubt, was that tiuth was
best obtained by confession, the regina probationum. Where
confession was not voluntary, it must be extorted. Speaking
generally, torture may be said to have succeeded the ordeal
and trial by battle. Where these are found in full vigour,

as in the capitularies of Charlemagne, there is no provision for

torture. It was no doubt accepted reluctantly as bdng a
quasi judicium Dei^ but tolerated in the absence of any better

means of elidting truth, especially in cases of great gravity, on
the illogical assumption that extraordinary offences must be
met by extraordinary remedies. Popular feeling too, says
Verri, preferred, as causes of evil, human beings who could be
forced to confess, rather than natural causes which must be
accepted with resignation. Cojifession, as probaiio probatissima

and vox vera, was the best of all evidence, and all the machinery
of law was moved to obtain it. The trials for witchcraft
remainon record as a refutation of the theory.

The opinions of the best lay authorities have been almost
unanimously against the use of torture, even in a system where
it was as completely established as it was in Roman law. " Tor-
menta," says Cicero,' in words which it is almost impossible to
translate satisfactorily, " gubemat dolor, regit quaesitor, flectit.

libido, corrumpit spes, infirmat metus, ut in tot rerum angustiia

nihil veritati lod relinquatur." Seneca says bitterly, " it forces

even the innocent to lie." St Augustine* recognizes the fallacy

of torture. **If," says he, " the accused be innocent, be will

undergo for an uncertain crime a certain punishment, and that
not for having committed a crime, but biecause it is unknown
whether he committed it." At the same time he regards it as
excused by its necessity. Hie words of Ulpian, in the Digest

of Justinian,' are no less impressive: " The torture (quaestio)

is not to be regarded as wholly deserving or wholly undeserving
of confidence; indeed, it is untrustworthy, perilous and decep-
tive. For most men, by patience or the severity of the torture,

come so to despise the torture that the truth cannot be elidicd

from them; others are so impatient that they will lie in any
direction rather than suffer the torture; so it happens that they
depose to contradictions and accuse not only themselves but
others." Montaigne's* view of torture as a part of the punish-
ment is a most just one: "All that exceeds a simple death
appears to me absolute oruelty; neither can our justice expect
that he whom the fear of being executed by being beheaded or
hanged will not restrain should be any more awed by the imagina-
tion of a languishing fire, burning pincers, or the wheel."

He continues with the curious phrase: " He whom the judge
has tortured (gehenni) that he may not die innocent, dies inno>

cent and tortured." Montesquieu' speaks of torture in a most
guarded manner, condemm'ng it, but without giving reasons,

and eulogizing England for doing without it. llie system was
condemned by Bayle and Voltaire. with less reserve. Among

^Biit even in these countries, whatever the law was, torture
certainly existed in fact.

' Primitive systems varied. There is rio trace of it in Babylonian
or Mosaic law, but Egyptian and Assyrian provided (or it; and the
story of Regulus seems to show that it was in use at Cartlnge.

." Pro SuUtt, c. 28. « De civ. Dei, bk. xix. c 6,

' Dig. xlviii. 18, 33. • Essay Ixv. (Cotton's txana.>
^Esprit des lots, bk. vi. c. 17.
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the Germans, Sonnenfds (1766), and, among the Italians,

Beccaria,* Vcrri *aiid Manxoni' will be found to contain most that
caii be said on the subject. The influence of Beccaria in rendering
the use of torture obsolete was undoubtedly greater than that of
any other legal reformer. The great point that he makes is

the unfair incidence of torture, as minds and bodies differ in

strength. Moreover, it b, says he, to confound all relations to
expect that a man should be both accuser and accused, and that
pain should be the test of truth, as though truth resided in the
mttsdes and fibres of a wretch under torture. The result of the
torture is simply a matter of calculation. Given the force of the
muscles and Uie sensibility of the nerves of an innocent person,
it is required to find the degree of pain necessary to make him
confess himself guilty of a given crime. Bentham's* objection
to torture is that the effect is exactly the revexse of the intention.
" Upon the face of it, and probably enough in the intention of

the frmmen, the object of this institution was the protection
of innocence; the protection of guilt and the aggravation of the
pressure upon innocence was the real fruit of it." The apologists

of torture are chiefly among jurists. But theoretical objections
to it are often urged by the authors of books of pnictice, as by
Damhouder, von Rosbach, von Boden, Voet, and others named
below under the head of The Netherlands, It is worthy
of note as illustrative of the feeling of the time that even Bacon*
compares experiment in nature to torture in dvil matters as the
best means of eliciting truth. Muyart de Vouglans* derives
the origin of torture from the law of God. Other apologists

are Simancas, bishop of Badajoz,^ Engel,* Pedro de Castro,*

and in England Sir R. Wiseman."

Grc«cff.~The opinion of Aristotle was in favour of torture as a
mode of proof. " It is," he lays, " a kind of evidence, and appears
to carry with it absolute credibility because a kind of constraint
is apptied." It is classed as one of the "artless persuasions'*
iSnt^m wirrm).*^ " It was the surest means of obtaining evidence,
says Deroosthenes.1* At Athens slaves, and probably at times
resident aliens, were tortured," in the former case generally with
the master's consent, but torture was seldom applied to free citisens,**
soch application being forbidden by a psephism passed in the
arehonwip of Scamandrius. After the mutilation cm the Hermae
in 415 B.C. a proposition was made, but not carried, that it diould
be applied to two senators named by an informer. In this particular
case Aadoddes gave up all his slaves to be tortured." Torture was
aometimes inflicted in open court. The rack was used as a punish-
ment even for free citizens. Antiphon was put to death by this
means.* The torture of Nkias by the Syracusans is alluded to by
Thncydtdes^'as an event likely to happen, and it was only in order
to avoid the possibility of inconvenient disckmires that he was put
to death without torture. Isocrates and Lyrias refer to torture
under the generic name of ^rptfikt^a, but it was generally called
fi^mfot, in the plural, .like tormenta. As might be expected,
tortiuc was frequently inflicted by the Greek despots, and both
Zeno and Anaxarchus are said to have been put to it by such irre-

spoosihle authorities. At Sparta the despot Nabis was accustomed,
as tre learn from Potybius.'* to put persons to death by an instrument
of torture in the form of his wife Apega. a mode of torture no doubt
reaembUttg the Jungfemkuss once used in Germany. At Argos, as
Diodorus informs us (xv. 57), certain conspirators were put to the
torture in 371 B.C.'*

* Dei DeUlU e deUe pene, c jcvi. * Osservasiotn sutta tortura.
* Staria ddta Cdcnna infame. * Works, vii. 525.
* ATov. Org., bk. i. aph. 98. In the Advatuement of Leamint,

bk. iv. cb. 4, Baoon collects many instinccs of constancy under

* lustitmts du droU crimind (Paris, I7;}7).
' De catkclkis mstituiiomibus liber, aa praecatendas et exHrpamdas
ete$ admodum neceuarius (Rome, 1575).

• De tortmra ex forts chnstianis nan proscnbenda (Leipzig, 1733).
• D^ensa de la lortmra (Madrid, 1778).
" Lam ef Lams, p. 123 (London, 1666).
> RheL t. t& 36. " /n Onetum, i. 874.
<* Usually by the diaetetae in the Hephaestaeum, Isocratet,

rra^es. 561.
** The opinion oC Cicero (De parlitionibta oratoriis, | 34), that It

wassoapiMied at Athensand Rhodes, seems, as far as reg^ras Athens,
not to be justified by existing evidence.
" The demand for, or the giving up of, a slave for torture was called

Vjp&iX^vif sis A&^flvof*
" In the Kinae of Aristophanes, v. 617, there is a list of kinds of

torture, and the wheel is alluded to in LysisinUa, v. 846.
" vii. 86. » xiii. 7.
* For the whole subject, see Diet. AnL, m.v, Tormenta.

equal
who ^

Rome,—^The Roman system was the baas of all subsequent
European systems which recognised torture as a part of their pro-
cedure, and the rules attained a refinsment beyond anything
approached at Athens. The law of torture was said by Cicero to rest
originally on custom {mores majorum), but there is no allusion to it

in the Twelve Tables. There are frequent allusions to it in the
classical writers," both of the republic and the empire. The law,
as it existed under the later empire, is contained mainly in the titles

De ynaestumtbus^ of the Digest and the Code^—the former consisting
lar]gely of opinions from the Senteniiae reupuu of Paulus," the latter
being for the most part merely a repetition of constitutions contained
in the Thcodosian Code.** Both subsuntive law and procedure
were dealt with by these texts of Roman law, the latter, however,
not as full^ as in medieval codes, a large discretion being left to the
judges Torture was used both in dvil and criminal tnab, but in
the lormer only upon slaves and freedmen or infamous persons (after
Noo. xc I, I, upon ivtoti and obscuri if they showed signs of corrup-
tion)—such as gladiators—and in the aSsence of alia mumijesta
indicta^ as in cases affecting the inheritance (jes kereditariae). Its

place in the case of free dtiiens was taken by the reference to the
cath of the party. During the republic torture appears to have
been confined to sbves in all cases, out with the empire a free man
became liable to it if accused of a crime, though in most cases not as
a witness. On an accusation of treason every one, whatever his
rank, was liable to torture, for in treason the condition of aU was
Jual.* The same was the case of those accused of sorcery {magi),

10 were regarded as kumani fjtneris inimici.' A wife might be
tortured (but only after her slaves had been put to the torture) if

accused 01 poisomng her husband. In accusations of crimes other
than treason or sorcery, certain persons were protected by the dignity
of their position or their tender age. The main exemptions were
contained in a constitution of Diocletian and Maximian, snd included
soldiers, nobles of a particular rank, i^e. eminentissimi and perfectis-

simi, and their descendants to the third generation, and aecnriones
and their children to a limited extent {tormenta mMf^ols)—that is
to say, they were subject to the torture of the flumbatae in certain
cases, such as fraud on the revenue and extortion. In addition to
these, priests (but not clergy of a lower rank), children under fourteen
and pregnant women were exempt. A free man could be tortured
only where he had been inconsistent in his depositions, or where
thoe was a suspicion that be was lyii^." The rules as to the torture
ol slaves were numerous and precise. It was a maxim of Roman
law that torture of slaves was the most efficacious means of obtaining
truth.** They could be tortured either as accused or as witnesses
for their mastera in all cases, but against their masten imly in
accusations of treason, adultery, frauds 00 the revenue, coining, and
similar offences (which were regarded as a species of treason),
attempts by a husband or wife on the life of the other, and in cases
where a master had bought a slave for the special reason that he
should not give evidence against him. The privilege from accusa-
tkms by the slave extendea to the master's father, mother, wife, or
tutor, and also to a former master. On the same principle a ireedman
could not be tortured against his patron. The privilege dkl not
apply where the slave was joint property, and one of his masten had
been murdered by the otnet. or where he was the property of a
corporation, for in such a case he could be tortured in a ch^ge against
a member of the corporation. Slaves belonjging to the inheritance
could be tortured in actions concerning the inheritance. The adult
slaves of a deceased person could be tortured where the deceased had
been murdered. In a charge of adultery against a wife, her husband's,
her own and her father's slaves could be put to the torture. A
slave manumitted for the express purpose of escaping torture was
regarded as still liable to it. Before putting a slave to torture

without the consent of his master, security roust be given to the
master for his value and the oath of calumny must be uken.** The
master of a slave tortured on a false accusation could recover double
hb value from the accuser. The undergoing of torture had at one
time a serious effect upon the after-life ofthe slave, for in the time of

Gaius a slave who had been tortured could on manumissk>n obtain
no hieher civil rights than those of a dedilicius.'^ The rules of

procedure were conceived in a spirit of as much fairness as such rules

could be. Some of the most important were these: The amount
of torture was at the discretion of the judge, but it was to be so

* An instance is Pliny's letter to Trajan {Ejnsl. x. 97), where he
mentions having put to the torture two Christian deaconesses
{ministrae). The words are confitenUs iUrum ac tertio interropwi.

Thb supports Tertullian's objection to the torture of Christians,

tormumnr confitentes {ApeL c. 2).
" Qnaestio included the whole process of which torture was a part.

In the words of Cujacius, Qtiaestio est interrogatio quaefit per temuntOt
wd de reis, vel de testtbus oui facto intervenisse dicuntur,
" Dig. xlviii. 18; Cod. u. 41.
»> V. 14. 15, 16. " ix. 35.
'» Cod. ix. 8, 3. " Ibid. ix. 8, 4-

.

w.lbid. he 18, 7. " IbiH. iv. 20, 13.
«• Ibid. i. 3, 8.
* Ibid. ii. 59, 1, 1. The demand of another man's slave for torture

was postulare.
M Gains i. 13.
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applied as not to injure life or lim1>. If to applied the judge was
injamis. The examination was not to begin by torture; other
proofs must be exhausted first. The evidence' must have advanced
so far that nothing but the confession of the slave was wanting to
complete it. Those of weakest frame and tendercst age were to be
tortured first. Except in treason, the unsupported testimony of a
single witness was not a sufficient ground lor torture. The voice
and manner of the accused were to be carefully observed. A spon-
taneous confession, or the evidence of a oemnal enemy, was to be
jeceived with caution. Repetition of the torture could only be
ordered in case of inconsistent depositions or denial in the face of

strong evidence. There was no rule limiting the number of repeti-

tions. Leading questions were not to be asked. A judge was not
liable to an action for anything done during the course of the examina-
tion. An appeal from an oirder to torture was competent to the
accused, except in the case of slaves, when an appeal could be made
only by the master.* The appellant was not to be tortured pending
the appeal, but was to remain in prison.* The

fo

juestions, the iorlores applied tKe instruments. The principal

Jorms of torture in use were the egantfiu, or rack (mentioned as far

back as Cicero).* the plumbatae, or leaden balls, the tmgulae, or
barbed hooks, the tamtna^ or hot plate, the mala maiuw,* and the
fiduvlaie, or cord comproaing the arm. Other allusions in the

Diifst and Code, in addition to those already dted, may be shortly

noticed. The testimony of a gladiator or infamous person (such as
an accomplice) was not valid without torture.* This was no doubt
the origin of the medieval maxims (which were, however, by no
means universally recognised)

—

VUitas persoHat esi justa causa
iorquendi leslem, and Tortun purt/almr imfamia. Torture could not
be inflicted during the forty days of Lent.' Robbers and {Urates

might be tortured even on Easter day, the divine pardon being hoped
for where the safety of society was thus assured.* Capital punish-
ment was not to be suffered until after conviction or confession under
torture.* Withdrawal from prosecution {abeUiio) was not to be
allowed as a rule after the accused had undergone the torture.** In
charges of treason the accuser was liable to torture if he did not
prove his case." The infliction of torture, not judicial, but at the
same time countenanced by law, was at one time allowed to creditors.

They were allowed to keep their debtors in private prisons, and most
cruelly ill-use them, in order to extort payment." Under the empire
private prisons were forbidden." In the time of Juvenal the Roman
ladies actually hired the public torturen to torture their domestic
slaves.** As a part of the punishment torture was in frequent use.

Crucifixion, mutilation, exposure to wild beasts in the arena and
other cruel modes of d^roying life were common, especially in the
time of the persecution of the Christians under Nero.^ Crucifixion
as a punishment was abolished by Constantine in ^i^, in veneration
of the memory of Him who was crucified for mankind. On the other
hand, where the interests <^ the Church were concerned the tendency
was in favour of greater severitjr. Thus, by the Theodosian Code,
a heretic was to be flc^sged with lead ifontusus plwmbo) before
banishment,** and Justinian made liable to torture and exile any one
insulting a bishop or priest in a church, or saying liuny, if a Uyman."

*The evidence on which the accused might be tortured was
expressed in Roman law by the terms arpimtntum and indicium
(used technically as early as Cicero, VerreSt L lo and 17). The
latter term, as will be seen, afterwards became one of the most
important in the law of torture, but the analysis of indicium is bter
than Roman law. Indicium was not quite the same thing as semi-
plena probatio, though the terms appear to be occasionally used as
synonyms. Indicium was rather the foundation or cause of
probatiot whether plena or semiplena. An imdidum or a concurrence
of indicia might, according to circumstances, constitute a plena or
semiplena pr^atio. The phrase Uiitima indicia was sometimes used.
In Sir T. Smith's work, c 24 (see below), index means a prisoner
acting as an approver under torture. Tifrmentum, Uniura and
moeifio appear to be equivalent terms. The medieval jurists

derived the first of these from torquere menUm, an etymok)gy as false

as Ustamentum from ItstaUo mentis {JnU. ii. 10 pr.).

Dit. xlix. L 15. ' Cod, vu. 62, 13.
« MUo, IviL
* Of doubtful meaning, but periiapa like the " Little Eaae^ of the

Tower of London.
* Dit. xxii. 5t 21, a. * Cod. ill 13, 6.
* Ibid. iii. 13, 10. * Ibid. ix. 47, ih.
>• Ibid. ix. 43. 3. u Ibid. ix. 8, 3.
" See, for instance, Livy vi. 36. >* Cod. i. 4, 33; ix. 5.
" Ibid. vi. 4«o.
I* As an example of such punishments, cf. the well-known tines

of Juvenal {SaL 1. 155):—
" Taeda lucebis in ilia.

Qua stantes ardent qui fixo gutture fumant."
For other poetical allusions, sec vi. 480, xiv. 3i ; Lucr. iii. 1030;
Propcrt. iv. 7, 35.

•• xvi, 53.
" Npe. cxxiii. 31. On the subject of torture in Roman law

reference may be made to Wasscrschcbcn, Historia quaestionum
per lormenla apud Romanos (Berlin, 1836): H. Wallon. Histoire de
fesdarngs dams Fanli^Ui (Paris, 1879); Mommsen, Rihnisckes

The Leges barSarorum are interesting as forming the Gnk of connexkm
between the Roman and the medieval systems. Through them the
Roman doctrines were transmitted into the Roman law countries.
The barbarian codes were based chiefly on the Theodosian Code.
As compared with Roman law there seems to be a leaning towards
humanity, e.g. the provision for redemption of a slave after confession
by s. 40 of the Lex salua. After the edict of Cundobald in 501
the combat rather than the torture became the expressoo of the
judicium Dei.

The Ckurdk-^AB far as it could the Church adopted the Roman
la^ir. The Church generally secured the almost entire immunity of
its derzy, at any rate of the higher ranks, from torture by civil
tribunali;** but in general, where laymen were concerned all persona
were equaL In man^ insunccs councils of the Church pronounced
against torture, e.g. in a synod at Rome in 384.'* Torture even of
heretics seems to nave been originally left to the ordinary tribunals.
Thusabullof Innocent IV., in 1383, directed the torture of hereticsby
the civil power, as bein^ robbera and murderen of souls, and thieves
of the sacraments of God.** The Church also enjoined torture for
usury."^ A characteristic division of torture, accepted by the Church,
but not generally acknowledged by lay authorities, was into spiritual
and corporal, the latter being amply the imposition of the oath of
purgation, the only form originally in use in the eodenastical courts.
The canon law contains little on the subject of torture, and that little

of a comparatively humane nature. It laid down that it was no sin in
the faithful to inflict torture." but a priest might not do so with hia
own hands,** and charity was to be used in all punishments.** No
confession was to be extracted by torture** and it was not to be
ordered indiciis nou praecedentHms.* The principal ecclesiastical
tribunal by whkh torture was inflkrted in more recent times was the
Inquisition. The code of instructions issued by Torquemada in
Spain in 1484 provided that an accused person might be put to the
torture if semipUna probatio existed against the accusrd-'that is.

so much evidence as to raise a grave and not merely a light presump-
tion of guilt, often used for the evidence of one eye or ear witness of
a fact. If the accused confessed during torture, and afterwards
confirmed the confession, be was punished as convicted; if he
retracted, be was tortured a^in, or subjected to extraordinary
punishment. One or two inquisitors, or a commissioner of the Holy
Oflke, were bound to be present at every examination. Owing to the
occurrence of certain cases of abuse of torture, a decree of Philip II.
was issued, in 1558, forbidding the administration of torture
without an order from the couWil. But this decree does not appear
to have been fully observed. By the edict of the inquisitor-general
Vald^ in 1561, torture was to be left to the prudence and equity of
the judges. They must consider motives and dreumstances before
decreeing torture, and must declare whether it is to be employed in
caput i>roprium, «.«. to extort a confession, or in catut alienum, i.e.

to incriminate an accomplice. Torture was not to be decreed until
the termination of the prooeaa and after defence heard, and the
decree was subject to appeal, but only in doubtful cases, to the Council
of the Supreme. It was also only in doubtful cases that the inquisitora
were bound to consult the council; where the law was clor (and
of this they were the judges) there need be no consulution, and no
appeal was alktwed. On ratification twenty-four houra afterwanls
ot a confession made under torture, the accused might be reconciled,
if the inquisitors believed him to be sincerely repentant. If
convicted of bad faith he might be relaxed, i.e. delivered to the
secular power to be burned. The inquisitora had a discretion to

the aoci purntion by oath
he rule whkJi allows

albw the accused to make the canonical ^_
instead of undergoing corporal torture, but the 1

this to be done at the same time discountenances it as fallaci«Nis.

It is remarkable that the rules do not allow much greater efficacy
to torture. They speak of it almost in the terms of Roman law
as dangerous and uncertain, and depending for its effects on
physical strength." Torture had ceased to be inflicted before the
suppressbn ot the Inquisition, and in 1816 a papal bull decreed
that torture should cease, that proceedings should be public, and
that the accuser should be confronted with the accused. The
rules in themselves were not so cruel as the construction put upon
them by the inquisitors. For instance, by Torquemada'a instruc-
tions torture could not be repeated unless in case of retractation.
This led to the subtlety of calling a renewed torture a continuation.

Sirafrecki, iii. 5 (Leipzig. 1899); Creenidge, Legal Procedure of
Cicero's Time, p. 479 (OxTord, 1901).

** See Escobar, tneel. Mor. tract, vi. c. 3. They were to be tor-
tured only by the clergy, where possible, and only on indicia pf
special gravity.

** Lea, Superstition and Force, p. 419 (3rd ed., Philadelphia.
1878).

** Leges el constituliones contra kaeretices, | 36.
** Lccky, Rationalism in Europe, ii. 34.
«» Decretum, pt. ii. 33. 4, 45. ** Ibid. pt. i. 86, 35.
** Ibid. pt. iL 13, 3, 11. ** Ibid. pt. iL 15, 6, I.

*• Decretals, V. 41.6.
** The rules will be found in H. C. Lea. Hist, of tke Inquisition of

Spain (iqo6). See also Hist, of the Inquisition of the Middle Ages
(New York, 1888) by the same writer; R. Schmidt, DieHerhunfi
des Inquisitionsprocosses (Beriin, 1902).
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and not a repetitioii. The rules of Torqaemada and d Vald^ are
tboae of the greatest historical importance, the latter forming the
code of the Holy Office until its suppression, not only in Spain, but
in other countries where the Inquisition was established. But
•evcral other manuals of procedure existed before the final perfec-
tion of the s^em bv Vaid6(. The earliest is perhaps the instruc-
tions for inquisitors (Directorittm inpiisiUfrum) compiled a century
earlier than Torquemada by Nicholas Eymerico, grand inquisitor
of An^oa about 1^68.^ Rules of practice were also framed two
centuries later by Simancas, whose position as an apologist has been
already Aated. The textbook of procedure of the Italian Inquisi-
tion was the Sacro arsenaU.* In 1^15 and 1550 instructions for the
guidance of inquisitors were issuea by Charles V. The liability of
a jud^ for exceeding the law was not always recognized by the
Inquisition to the same extent as by the lay tribuiuds. Llorcntc
^ves an instance of a warrant by an inquisitor to a licentiate order-
ing the torture of an accused person, and protesting that, in case
of death or fracture of limbs, the fact is not to be unputed to the
licentiate.*

Thitt far of the law. In practice all the insenuity of cruelty was
ezeiriaed to find new modes of torment.* These cruelties led at
times to remonstrance from the civil power. One example is the
edict of Philip II.Just mentioned. Another and an earlier one is

an ordcMmamct of rhilip the Fair, in 1302, bidding the Inquisition
confine itself within the limits of the law.* At Venice the senate
lecreed that three senators should be present as inquisitors.

As the practice of torture became more systematized, it grew to
be the subject of casuistical inquiiy by churchmen to an extent far
exceeding the scanty discussion 01 the ciuestion in the text of the
canon law. It will be sufficient here to cite as an example the treat-

ment of it bjr Liguori, who incorporates the opinions 01^ many of the
Spanish casuists. On the whole, nis views appear to be morv h u nijne
than the prevailing practice. The object of torture 1)<: do fines

"very neatly as being to turn semipUna into plena proimuiy. For
this proper indicia are necessary. He then proceeds uj d'-r ide

certain questions which had arisen, the most interesting of u. ]i ich

deal with the nature of the sin of which the accused and tKi- iu.lge

are (uilty in particular instances. A judge sins eravely iF U'- il':>es

not attempt all milder means of discovenng trutn before 1^ s :rtJng

to torture. He sins in a criminal cause, or in one of notabl : i n f. l n ly,

if he lands the accused by oath to tell the truth before there m^ ;. j joi

against him. It is the same if without oath he uses threats, terror

or exhibition of torments to confound the witness.* If any one, to
avoid grave torments, charges himself with a capital crime, he does
not sin mortallv.' It was a doubtful question whether he sinned
gravely in sucn a case. Escobar at an earlier date supported the
morally dangerous view that an inquisitor may follow a probable
cqptnion in oraerii^ torture, relinquisning a more probable.*
En^amd.—It is the boast of the common law of England that it

never recognized torture as lesal. One, perhaps the chief, reason
for this position taken by the law is the difference of the nature of
the procedure in criminal cases from that in general use in European
countries. To use words more familiar in foreign jurisprudence,
the English system is accusaioriai as distinguibshed from inquisitorial.

In tlw former the accuser has to prove guilt, in the latter the accused
has to prove innocence. The common law of England has always
shown Itself averse from the inquisitorial system, and so (at least

in theory) to the torture which may be regarded as an outcome of
the system whose one end was to obtain a confession from the accused.
The tendency of the small amount of statute law Ibearing on the
subject is in the same direction. It was provided by Magna Carta,

I 39.
*' that no free man . . . should be destroyed in any way unless

by. le^Judgment of his equals or by the law of the land." On
this Sir b. Coke comments. No man destroyed, &c., that is, fore-

judged of life or Umb, disinherited, or put to torture or death."*
The act of 27 Hen. VIII. c. 4 enacted that, owing to the frequent
escape of pirates in trials by the civil law, " the nature whereof
is t&st before any judgment of death can be given against the
otfenders tlKy must pliunly confess their offence (which they will

never do without torture or pains)," such persons should be tried

by jury before commissioners under the Great Seal. Finally, the
Bill of R^hts provided that cruel and unusual punishments ought
not to be infUcted. The opim'ons of the iudges have been invariably

against torture in theory, however mucn some of them may have

* An edition was published at Rome in 1558, and a compendium at
Lisbon in 1762, and by Marchena at Montpdlier in 182 1.

* It was by Father Masini, and went through numerous editions

(complete or compeixlia) from 1558 to 1730. Among other manuals
of practice were those of Clarenas Caesar (1655), Morellet (1762).

' Uorente c. xiv.
*Amom: others were the gradual pouring of water drop by drop

on a particular spot of the txidy, the tormerUo de Icca, or pouring of

water into a gauze bag in the throat, which gradually forced the
gauae into thie stomach, and the pSndoia, or swinging pendulum,
so graphically described in one of Edgar Poe's tales.

•Ordommanees des rois, L 346.
* TJied. mar. bk. tx. | ao2. ' Ibid. | 374.
•Ibid. T. 3 and 7. * 2 InsL 48 b.

been led to countenance it m practice. The strongest authority
is the resolution of the judges in Felton's case (1628), ''^that he ought
not by the law to be tortured by the rack, for no such punishment
is known or allowed by our law."" In accordance with this are
the opinions of Sir John Fortescue," Sir Thomas Smith ^ and Sir
E. Coke. The latter says, " As there is no law to warrant tortures
in this land, nor can they be justified by any prescription, being
so lately brought in."" In spite of all this, torture in criminal
f>roceedings was inflicted in England with more or less frequency
or some centuries, both as a means of obtaining evidence and as
a part of the punishment. But it should be remarked that torture
of the former kind was invariably ordered by the Crown or council,

or by some tribunal of extraordinary authority, such as the Star
Chamber, not professing to be bound by the rules of the common
law. In only two instances was a warrant to torture issued to a
common law judge.**

A lx:ence to torture is found as early as the Pipe Roll of34 Hen. II.**

The Templars were tortured in 1310 by royal warrant addressed
to the mayor and sheriffs of London.'** In this case it is recorded that
torture was unknown In England^ and that no torturer was to be
found in the realm.** A commission was issued concerning the
tortures at Newgate in I334-" The rack in the Tower is said to
have been introduced by the duke of Exeter in the reign of Henry VI.,
and to have been thence called "the duke of Exeter's daughter."**
In this reign torture seems to have taken its place as a part of
whatmay be called extraordinary criminal procedure, claimed, and
it may be said tacitly reco^nind, as exercisable by virtue of the
prerogative, and continued in use down to 1640.** The infliction

of torture gradually became morecommon under the Tudor monarchs.
Under Henry VI 1 1, it appears to have been in frequent use. Only
two ra«^ are recorded under Edward VI., and eight under Mary.**
The fi: ti^n of Elizabeth was its culminating point. In the words
of HaMim, " the rack seldom stood idle in the Tower for all the
latuT ]Ktrt of Elizabeth's reign."" The varieties of torture used at
thi-i jirrlod are fully described by Dr Lingard,** and consisted of
the r.LC k, the scavenger's daughter,** the iron gauntlets or bilboes,
ari' 3 I h'- cell called Little £ase." The registers of the courK:il

dL he Tudor and eariy Stuart reigns are full of entries aa to
thw ».«. of torture, both for state and for ordinary offences.'* Among
notable prisoners put to the torture were Anne Askew, the Jesuit
Campion, Guy Fawkes" and Peacham (who was examined by Bacon
" before torture, in torture and after torture ").*' The prevalence
of torture in Elizabeth's reign led to the well-known defence at-

tributed to Lord Burghley, " A declaration of the favourable dealing
of Her Majesty's commissioners appointed for the examination of
certain traitors, and of tortures unjustly reported to be done upon
them for matter of religion," 1583." The use of torture in England
being always of an extraordinary and extra-judicial nature, it is

»• 3 State Trials, 371.
** De lamditnu lepim Angliae, c 22.
** CommonveaUh of EnMand, bk. ii. c. 27 (1^3; ed. by L. Alston,

1906). It is curious that Sir T. Smith, with all his hatrnl of torture,

was directed by a warrant under the queen's seal alone (not throueh
the council) to torture the duke of Norfolk's servants in 1571. In
a letter to Lord Burghley he pleaded for exemption from so hateful

a task.
**^ Ina. 35. Nevertheless, in the trials of Lord Essex and

Southampton, Coke is found extolling the queen's mercy for not
racking or torturing the accused (i State Trials, IA38). (See further
authontics in Pollock and Maitland, HiU. of English Law, ii. 656.)

** Jardine, Reading on the Use of Torture in Uu Criminal Law of
England {iBx7), p. $2.

** L. O. Pike, Hist, of Crime in EngjUind, I 427.
** Rymer, Foedera, iu. 228, 232.
*' Walter of Hemingford, p. 256.
*• Pike i. 481. » 3 Jnst. ^4.
** This is the date of the latest warrant in Jardine*8 work, but it

was used on three Portuguese at Plymouth during the Common-
wealth (Thurioe iii. 298).

** It is to be noticed, as Jardine observes, that all these are cases
of an ordinary nature, and afford no ground for the assertions made
by Strutt and Bishop Burnet that torture was used to heretics as
heretks.
« ConsL HisL I 201.
** Hist. ofEn^and, vol. viii. app. note v.
** These two were exactly opposite in principle. The rack stretched

the limbs ci the sufferer; the scavenger's daughter compressed him
into a ball.

** Fifty-five of these will be found in the appendix to Mr Jardine's
work. An ordinary robber of plate was threatened with torture
in 1567.—Froude, Hist, of England, viii. 386.
"It is not certain whether he was racked, but probably he was,

in accordance with the king's letter: " If he will not otherwise confess
the gentlest tortures are to bc^ first used to him, and so on, step by
step, to the most severe, and so God speed the good work."
^ Dalrymple, Memoirs and Letters of James /. p. 85; Macaulay's

essay on the works of Bacon.
**Lord Somers't TrotU^ i. 1891
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comparatively certain that it could hardly have been applied with
that observation of forms which existed in countries where it was
regulated by law. There were no rules and no responsibility beyond
the will of the Crown or council. This irresponsibility is urged by
Selden ^ as a strong objection to the use of torture. The main
differences between the mfliction of torture in England and on the
continent of Europe seem to be that English lawyers made no dis-

tinction of those liable to it, never allowed torture of witnesses, and
elaborated no subtle rules as to pUtia and semipUna ^obatio.
So far of what may be called torture proper, to which the common

law professed itself a stranger. There were, however, cases fully

recognized by the common law which differed from torture only
in name. The peine forte et dure was a notable example of this.

If a prisoner stood mute of malice instead of pleading, he was
condemned to the peine, that is, to be stretched ujwn his back and
to have iron laid upon him as much as he could bear, and more,
and so to continue, ted upon bad bread and stagnant water through
ahemate days until he pleaded or died.' It was abolished by 12
Geo. III. c. 20. 7 and 8 Geo. IV. c. 28 enacted that a plea of ^ not
guilty " should be entered for a prisoner so standins mute. A case
of teine occurred as lately as 1726. At times tying the thumbs
with whip-cord was used instead of the peirie. This was said to be
a common practice at the Old Bailey up to the 18th century.' In
trials for witchcraft the legal proceedings often partook of the
nature of torture, as in the throwing of the reputed witch into a
pond to see whether she would sink or swim, in drawing her blood,'
and in thrusting pins into the body to try to find the insensible spot.
Confessions, too, appear to have been often extorted by actual
torture, and torture of an unusual nature, as the devil was supposed
to protect his votaries from the effects of ordinary torture.

Torture as a part of the punishment existed in fact, if not in

name, down to a very recent period. Mutilation as a punishment
appears in some of the pre-Conquest codes, such as those of Alfred,
/bthelstan and Canute» in the laws attributed to William the
Conqueror and in the asttze of Northampton (i 176). ^ Bracton. who
does not notice torture as a means of obtaining evidence, divides
corporal punishment into that inflicted with and without torture.'

Later instances are the punishment of burning to death inflicted

on heretk» under the Six Articles (31 Hen. Vlll. c. 14) and other
acts, and on women for petit treason (abolished by 30 Geo. III.

c. 48), the mutilation inflicted for violence in a royal palace by
33 Hen. VIII. c 12, the punishment for high treason, whicn
existed nominally until 1870, the pillory (abolished by 7 Will. IV.
arid I Vict. c. 23), the stocks, branks and cucking-stool, and the
burning in the hand for felony (abolished by 19 Geo. III. c. 74).
Corporal punishment now exists only in the case of juvenile
offenders and of robbery with violence. It was abolished in the
army by the Army Act i88i.' Cruelty in punbhment did not
entirely cease in prisons even after the Bill of Rights. See such
cases as R. v. Hugzins, 17 SiaU Trials, 298; CasteU v. Bambridie,
2 Strange's Rep. 856.
Scottand.—Tanun was long a recognized part of Scottish criminal

procedure, and was acknowledged as such by many acts and warrants
of the Scottish parliament and warrants of the Crown and the privy
council. Numerous instances occur in the Register of the Trioj
Council.^ Two acts in 1649 dealt with torture; one took the form
of a warrant to examine witnesses against William Barton by any
form of probation.* the other of a warrant to a committee to inquire
as to the use of torture against persons suspected of witchcraft.*
The judges in 1680 were empowered by the estates to torture Chiesly
dL Dalrye. charged with the murder 01 the lord president Lockhart.
in order to discover accomplices. In the same year the use of torture
without evidence or in ordinary cases was decbred illegal in the
Claim of Right. The careful wording of this will be noticed: it

does not object to torture altoKCthcr, but reserves it for cases where
a basis of evidence had already been laid, and for crimes of great
cravity, thus aulmttting the dangerous principle, founded on Roman
law, that the importance of tlie crime is a reason for departing from
the ordinary rules of justice. However great the crime, it is no
more certain than in the case of a crime of less gravity that the
person accused was the person who committed it. A warrant issued
in the same year to put to the torture certain persons accused of
conspirine against the government, and also certain dragoons
suspected of corresponding with Lord Dundee. In 1690 an act
passed reciting the torture of William Carstares, a minister, in 1683,
and re-establishing his competency as a witness." The last warrant
appears to be one in 1690 for torturing a man accused of rape and
murder. In 1708 torture in Scotland was finally abolished by 7

' TabU Talk, " Trial."
' Stephen, Hist, of the Criminal Law, L 297.
' Stephen i. 3100; Kelyng, Reports, p. 27.
' The superstition was that any one drawinc a witch's blood was

free from her power. This is alluded to in //ffiry VI. pt. i. act i.

sc. 5: " Blood will I draw on thee; thou art a witch."
• 104*. • 44 Vict. c. 9, s 7.
» E.g. i. 52s, iv. 680, vi. 156. • c. 333-
• c. 370-
''The thumbscrew with which Carstares had been tortured was

afterwards presented to him as a remembrance by the privy council.

Anne c. 21 , 5. Many deUtIs of the tortures inflicted will be found
in Pitcaim's Criminal Trials, the introductk>n to J. Maclaurins'
R. Criminal Cases and J. H. Burton's Narralioes from Criminal
Trials. Among other varieties—ihe nature of some of them can
only be guessed—were the rack, the pilniewinkis, the boot,^ the
caschie-laws, the lang imis, the narrow-bore, the pynebankis, and
worst of all, the waking, or artificial prevention of sleep.*' The
ingenuity of torture was exercised in a special degree on charges
of witchcraft, notably in the reign of James VI., an expert both in
witchcraft and in torture. The act of 1649 already cited shows
that the principle survived him. Under the government of the dukes
of Lauderdale and York torture as a practice in charges of religious

and politkal offences reached its height. " The privy council was
accustomed to extort confessions by torture; that grim divan of
bishops, lawyers and peen sucking in the groans of each undaunted
enthusiast, in hope that some imperfect avowal might lead to the
sacrifice of other victims, or at least warrant the execution of the
present." ** With such examples before them in the law, it b scarcdy
to be wondered at that persons in positions of authority, especially
the nobility, sometimes exceeded the law and inflicted torture at
their own will and for their own purposes. There are se^'eral

instances in the Register of the Privy Council of wits against such
persons, e.t. aninst the earl of Orkney, in 1605, for putting a ton
of Sir PatrKk Bellenden in the boots.

Irdand seems to have enjoyed comparative immunity from torture.
It was not recosnized by the common or statute law, and the cases
of its infliction do not appear to be numerous. In 1 566 the president
and council of Munstcr, or any three of them, were empowered to
inflict torture, " in cases necessary, upon vehement presumption
of any great offence in any party committed against the Queen's
Majesty." *' In 1583 Hurley, an Irish priest, was tortured in Dublin
by • toasting hb feet against the fire with hot boots." " In 1627 the
lord deputy doubted whether he had authority to put a priest
named O'CuUenan to the rack. An answer was returned by Lord
Killultagh to the effect that " you ought to rack him if you saw cause
and hang him if you found reason." ^ The latest case of peine forte
et dure seems to nave been in 1740.'

British Colonies and Dependencies.—The infliction of torture in

while governor of Trinidad, a woman named Luisa Calderpn to the
torture of the picquet,'' one of the grounds of defence was that such
torture was authorized by the Spanish law of the island, but the
accused was convicted in spite of this defence, and the final decision
of the court of king's bench, in 1812, decreeing a respite of the
defendant's recognizances till further order, was perhaps not so
much an affirmation of the legality in the i^rticular instance as
the practkal expresaon of a wish to spare an eminent public servant.**
As to India, the second charge against Warren Hastings was extortion
from the begums of (Xide by means of the torture of their servants."
In the present Indian Penal Code and Evidence Acts there are
proviuons intended, as Sir James Stephen says,"" to prevent the
practke of torture by^the polke for the purpose of extracting con-
fessions from persons in their custody.'^ In Ceylon torture, which
had been allowed under the Dutch government, was expressly
abolished by royal proclamation in 1799.

In the Cnannel Isbnds confesnons of persons accused of witch-
craft in the 17th century were freouently obtained by torture."

United States.—One instance m the peine forte el dure is known.
It was inflkrted in 1692 on Giles Cory of Salem, who refuted to
plead when arraigned for witchcraft.** The constitution of the
United Sutes provides, in the words of the Bill of Rights, that
cruel and unusual punbhments are not to be inflicted." This b
repeated in the constitutions of most states. The inflktion of cruel
and unusual punishment by the master or officer of an American
vessel on the high seas, or within the maritime jurisdiction of the
United States, is punishable with fine or imprisonment, or both."
There have been a good many decisions on the question of cruelThere have oeen a good many decisions on the question of <

and unusual punishments; e.g. Wilhersom v. Utah, 99 US. Rep. 130;

" Persons subjected to more than usual torture from the boot
were said to be extremely booted."
" Thb seems to have been used in one case in England. Lecky,

Rationalism in Europe, i. 122.
" Hallam, Const. Hist. m. 436. See Burnet. Hisi. of Own Time,

1- 583; and Scotland.
jroude. Hist, of En^nd, viiL 386.

" Ibid xi. 263. " Jardine, p.. 54.
" In the picquet the sufferer was supported only on the great toe

(which rested on a sharp stake), and by a rope atuched to one arm.
" 30 State Trials, 449, besides many pamphlets of the period.
" See the Report ef the Proceedings, vol. i.

" Stephen, Indian Endenee Act, p. 126.
•» Sections 327-331 of code; ss. 25-27 of act.
"

J. L. Pitts, WUchcraft in the Chan '
~

1886).

. L. Pitts, WUchcraft in the Channel Islastds, p. Q (Coenaey,

'» Bouvier, Law Diet., s.v. " Peine forte et dure.*
** Amendments, art. viii. (1789).
" Retised Stat, 5347.
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Ttniterj tf Kern Mexico ; J&felanm 65 Fvifie Rcpw 169 (dwth
penalty for train robbery hdd not unooaBthutional).

Centimental Europea* States.—^Thoe (all into four main groups,
the Latia, Teutonic, Scandinavian and Slav states respectivdy.
Tine principles of Roman law Irare genecally adopted in the first

and tecooa groups.
Lafi'n Stain.—In France torture does not seem to bave existed

as a recognised practice before the lAth century. From that period
antiltbe lytb century it «as regulated by a series of royal ordamumces
at fint of local oblnpLtion, afterwards applying to the whole kingdom.
Torture was used only by the ro^ courts, its place in the semieurial
coortabcittg supplied by thejudicial combat. The earliest oroofiiiaHce

on the subiect was that of Louis IX. in 1254 for the reformation of
the law in ijngiMidor. It enacted that persons of good fame, though
poor, were not to be put to the <)uestioo on the evidence of one
witncsBL^ Numerous other provuions 'were made between 1354
and 1670. when an ordonmamce was passed under Louis XIV., which
regulated the infliction of torture for more than a century. Two
lands were recognind, the question prtpantoire and the fuestym
pritttabU. The first was used where strong ewdenoe of a capital

dime—strong, but of itself insufficient for convictbo—was produced
asunst the accused. The second was used to obtain a confessbn
oraccomplices after conviction. There was also a mitigated form
cAlled the presentment, in which the accused was simply bound
upon the rack m lerrortm and there interrogated. No person was
caempt on the ground of dignity, but exemption was alkiwed to
youths, old men, sick persons and others. Counsel for the accused
were usially not allowed. The question priparatoire was abolished

by royal decree in 1780, but in 1788 the jBarliaments refused to
regiiter a decree abofishing the pnalaUe, But torture of all lands
was abolished by an ordomiance m 1789. The Declaration of Right
in I7Q1 (art. viii.) afi&rmed that the law ought not to establish any
punishments other than such as are strictly and evidently neoessai^.

In modem law the eodo ptnal enacts tnat all criminals shall be
punished as guilty d assassination who for the execution of their

crimes employ torture.* The code also makes it punishable to
subject a person under arrest to torture.' The theory of semiplema
pnbaiio was worked out with more refinement than in other systems.
In some parts oi France not only were half-proofs admitted, but
quarters and e^hths of proofs.* Among the numerous cases of

historical interest were those of the Templars in lyyj, ViUon about
1457, Dolet in 1546, the marqdse de BnnviUierB m 1676 and Jean
Calas in 1763.*

The law as it existed in Italy Iscontained ina k>ng line ofauthorities

chiefly supplied by the school of Bologna, beginning with the
^sMlores and coming down through the post-gUusatores, until the
system attained its perfection in the vast work of Farinacdus,
written early in the 17th century, where every possible question
that could arise is treated with a revolting completeness. One
of the eariicst jurists to treat it was Cino da Pistoia, the friend of

Dante.* He treaU it at no great length. With him the theory of

imdicia exists only in embryo, as they cannot be determined by law
but must be at the discretion of the judge. Differing from Bartolus,

be affirms that torture caimot be repeated without fresh indicia.

The writings of jurists were supplemented by a large body of legis-

lative enactments in most of tne Italian states, extending from the
constitutions of the emperor Frederick II. down tothe z8th century.

It is not until Bartolus (1314-1357) that the law begins to assume
a definite and complete form. In his commentary on book xlviii.

of the Digest he follows Roman law closely, but introduces some
further rcfiflinnents: e.g. though leading questions may not be
asked in the main inquiry they are admisable as subsidiary. There
b a beginning of clamfication of indicia, A very full discussion

<tf the bw is contained in the work on practice m Hiopolytus de
Marsiliis,* a jurist of Bologna, notorious, on his own aomiasion, as

the inventor of the torture of keeping without sleep. He defines

the question as inqnisitio veritatis per tormeuta et cordis dtdorem,

thus rccogniring the mental as well as the phyrical elements in

torture, ft was to be used only in capital cases and atrocious crimes.

The works of Farinacdus and of Julius Claras neariy a centory later

were of great authority from the high ofiidal positions filled by the
writers. Fariiuuxius was procurator-general to Pope Paul V.,

and hb discusskm of torture is one of the roost complete of any.*

It occupies 251 closely printed folio pages with double columns.
The length at which the subject is treated is one of the best proofs

* Ordonnancos des rois, L 73. * s. 303. * s. 344.
* See Polkxk and MaitUnd, u. 6^8, note.

*On the French system generally see Imbertus, InstOnUones
forenses gaUicae (Utrecht, 1649): N. Weiss, La Ckambre ardente,

1540-1550 (Paris, 1889). A lam number of authorities deal
mainly with the erdonnance of 1070; Muyart de Voudans, InsL
crim. (Paris, 1767), and Jousse, Traitide lajustice crim. (Paris, 1771)1
are esamples. F. Siegneux de Correvon, Etsai snr Fusage, Vahus^
et les inconohuens de la torture (Geneva, 1768), is one of the
opponents of the mtem.

* (Hnus Pistoretuis, Super codice, de tormentis (Venice, 1493).
' FracSica criminaUs quae Avendda nuncupatur (Venice, 1532).
* Praxis et theorica criminaU*, bk. iL tit. v. quaest. 36-51

CFcankfort, 1633).
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of the sdeooe to whkh it bad been reduced. The chief feature of
the week b the minute and skilful analysis of indicia^ S^"^ pno-
eumptio, and other technical terms. Many definitions of indtdunt
are suggested, the best perhaps being comjedura ex probabUibus et non
nocessofOs orta, a quSms Potest abesse Veritas sod non veristmilitudo.

For every infliction of torture a distinct indicium is required.
A single witnem or an aocom|dioe constitutes an indicium.
But this rule does not apf^y whoe it is inflirtrri for discovering
accomplices or for discovering a crime other than that for which
it was originally inflicted. Torture may be ordered in all

criminal cases, except small offences, and in certain dvil
cases, such as dental of a dopositum, bankruptcy, usury,
treasure trove, and fiscal cases. It may be inflicted on all

persons, unless specially exempted (clergy, minors, Ac), and
even those exempted may be tortured Vy command of the
sovere^n. There are three kinds of torture, imr, grasir and
graoissima, the first and second corresponding to the ordinary
torture of French writers, the last to the extraordinaiy. The
extraordinary or graoissima was as much as could possibly fie borne
without destroying life. The judge could not begin with torture;
it was only a subsidiutn. If inflicted without due course of law,
it was void as a proof. The judge was liable to peiulties if he
tortured without proper indiciot iC a privileged person, or if to the
extent that death or permanent illness was the result. An immense
variety of tortures b mentioned, and the list tended to grow, for. as
Farinacdus says, judges continually invented new modes of torture
to please theinsdvcs. Numerous casuistical questions are treated
at length, such as, what kinds of reports or how much beamy
evidence constituted fame? Were tnere three or five grades in
torture? Julius Clarus of Alessandria was a member of the council
of Philip il. To a great extent he follows Farinacdus. He puts
the questions for the conrideration of the judge with great clearness.
They are—whether (i) a crime has been committed, (3) the charge
b one in which torture is admissible, (3) the fabt can be proved other-
wue, U) the crime was secret or open, (5) the object of the torture
b to elidt confession of crime or discovery of accomplices. The
clergy can be tortured only in charges of treason, poisoning and
violation of tombs. On the great question whether there are three

purposes of thb article. The burden of their writings b practically
the same, but they have not attained the systematic perfection of
Farinacdus. Citations from many of them are made oy Manxoni

S
below). AiQong others are Cuido de Suxara, Paris de Puteo,
IdiusBosdus of MUan, Casonus of Venice, Dedanus, Follerius
Tranouillus Ambrosianus, whose works cover the period from the

13th to toe end of the 17th century. The law depended mainly
on the writings of the Jurists as interpreters of custom. At the
same time in all or neanv all the Italian states and colonies'* the
customary bw was limitea, supplemented, or amended by legislation.

That a cneck by legisbtive authority was necessaiv appears from
the Klimpscs afforded by the writings of the jurists tnat the letter oi
the Tajr was by no means always followed. The earliest legisUtion
after the Roman bw seems to be the constitutions of the emperor
Frederick II. for Sidly promulgated in 1331. Torture was abolished
in Tuscany in 1786, lugely owing to the influence of Beccaria, whose
work fint appesred in 1764, and other states folkmed, but the punkdo
or inquet seems to have existed in practice at Naplei up to 1859.

Several instances of the torture 01 eminent persons occur in lulian
histoiy, such as Savonarob, Machbvelli,. Giordano Bruno. Cam-
panelu. Galileo appears to have only been threatened with the
esame rigoroso. The historical case of the greatest literary interest

b that of the posons accused of bringinfl[ the plague into Mflan
in 1630 by smcariiug the walb of houses with poison. An analysb
of the case was undertaken by Verri ^ and Manzont,** and puts in a
clear light some qf the abuses to which the system led in times of
popular panic Convincing arguments are urged by Manxoni,
after an exhaustive review m the authorities, to prove the ground-
lessness of the charge on wluch two innocent penons underwent
the torture of the canapct or hempen cord (the effect of which was
partbl or complete dislocation of the wrist), and aftenirards suffered
death by breaking on the wheeL The main arguments, shortly
stated, are these, all based upon the evidence as recorded, and the
bw as laid down by jurists, (i) The unsupported evulence of an
accomplice was treated as an indicium in a case not one of those
exceptional ones in which such an indicium was sufficient. The
evidence of two witnesses or a confession by the accused was neces-
sary to establish a remote Muficttim, such as lying. (3). Hearsay
evidence was recdved when primary evidence was obtainable. (3)
The confesdon made under torture was not ratified afterward
(4) It was made in consequence of a promise of impunity. (5) It

was of an imposdble crime.

* Practica criminalis finalis (Lyons, 1637).

.

* It b obvious from the allusion at the end of (Xhdlo that Shake-
qieare regarded torture as posdbb in Cyprus when it was a Venetian
colony.
^ Osservaaioni suUa tortura.
^ Storia deUa Colonna infame. Ndther writer alludes to Beccaria,

la
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In Spain, u In Italy, the law depended partly on tlic writings of

jurists, partly on legislation. Roman law was carried through the
Visigoth»c Code and the Fuero patp^ (which repeats it almost
word for word) down to the SiO^ fartidas.* This treatise, com-
piled by Alphonso the Wise about 1243, but not promulgated till

1356. amended the previously existing law in the direction oif greater
preduon. Torment is defined as a manner of punishment which
lovers of justice use, to scrutinize by it the truth ol o^mes comnutted
secretly and not movable in any other manner. Repetition was
allowed in case ol grave crimes. There were the usual |»ovisions

for the infliction of torture only by a judge having jurisdiction, and
for the liability of the judge for exceeding l^al limits. Subsequent
codes did little more than amend the Parttdas in matters of pro-
cedure. Torture is not named in the Ordenatuas reales of Ferdinand
and Isabella (1485). The Nueva recopUacion of Philip II. enacted
that torture was to be applied by the alcaldes on due sentence
of the court—even on hdalgos in grave crimes—^without regsud
to alleged privilege or custom. In the Novinma recopUacion
of 177s the only proviaons on the- subject are that the alcaldes

are not to condemn to torment without preceding sentence
according to law, and that kidaltos are not to be tormented
or suffer infamous punishment. In Aragon, while it was an inde-
pendent state, torture was not in use to tne s^e extent as in other
mits of Spain. It was abolished in the 13th century by the General
Privil«;e of 1283 except in the case of vagabonds charaed with coin-
ing. A statute of 1335 made it unlawfufto put any freeman to the
torture.* On the oxhar hand, the Aragonese nobility had a

|

similar to the peine forte et dure, of putting a criminal to death by
cold, hunger and thirst.* The jurists deahng with the subject arc
not as numerous as in Italy, no doubt because Itadian opinions were
received as law in all countries whose systems were based on Roman
law.* Some of the Italian jurists too, like Claras, were at that
same time Spanish officials. The earliest Spanish secular jurist

appears to be Juarez de Paz.* According to him the most usual
tortures in Spam were the water and cord, the pulley or strapf>ado,

the hot brick, and the UMiUas, or thumbscrew and boot combined.
Three was the greatest number of times that any torture could be
applied. It misht be decreed either on demancfof the accuser or
at will of the judge. The Roman rale of beginning with the weakest
was amplified into a aeries of regulations that a son was to be put
to the question before a father, a woman before a man, &c. The
fullest statement of Spanish law is to be found in the work of Antonio
Gomez, a professor at Salamanca.' With him no exceptions apply
in charges ol laesa majesku ditina or humana. A judge is liable

to different punishment according as he orders torture dolose or
ddpabilUer. Differing from Hippolytua de Marsiliis, Gomez holds
that the dying accusation of a muniercd man is not an indieium,
A confession on insuflkient indicia is void. His divinon of torture
into toriura actualis and terror propinquus is the same as that of
the French jurists into torture and presentment. The conclurions
of the ecclesiastical writers of Spain, such as Eymerico and Simancas,
were accepted wholly or partially by the secular writer^, such as
Alvarez de Vdasco,* and the Peruvian, Juan de Hevia BolaSos.'
who points out differences in the ecclesiastical and secular systems,
«.g. the former brought up the accused for ratification in three days,
tM latter in twenty-four hours. A good deal of the Spanish law
will be found in the proceedings against Sir Thomas Picton (see

above). Torture in Spain seems to nave been inflicted on Jews to
an extraordinary extent, as it was also in Portugal, where the latest

legislation as to torture seems to be (tf the year 1678. In 1790 it

had become obsolete,^ and in a work on criminal procedure four
years later It is only referred to for the purpose of stating that when
it did exist it was realis or verbalis.^

Teutonic States.—Germany (including Austria) is distin^ished
by the possession of the most extenave literature and legislation

•vi.4, 5.

*ParUdat vii. 3a It was one of the earliest books printed in
Spain, the earliest edition appearing in 1491.

* Cited Hallam, MiddU Ages, iil 76.
* Du Cange, s.v. Fame necare.
* In ^ the Latin countries the idea of torture had become a

commonplace. The dramatists contain frequent allusions to it.

In Lope de Vega's El Perro del hortdano (" The Dog in the Manger "),

one 01 the characters says, " Here's a pretty inquisitionI" to which
the answer is, " The torture will be next applied." Moli&re and
Racine both make use of it. In VAvare, act iv. sc. 7, Harpagon
threatens to put his whole household to the question. In Les
PUudeun Dandin invites Isabelle to see A> question as a mode of
pasong an hour or two. In England Bacon (Essav Ivi.) says,
'* There is no worse torture than the torture of laws.'^ The same
idea occurs again in the Adoancement of Learning, viu. 3, 13, " It

b a cruel thing to torture the laws that they may torture men."
* Praxis tcdesiasHca el saecularis, voL L pL v. {.3 (Salamanca,

' KoriM resolutiones, p. 413 (Antwerp, 1593).
'Judex perfectus (Lausanne, 1740).
* CuriafUi^ (Madrid, 1825).
I* Repertono geral das lets extrmagantes, p. 381 (Coimbra. 181 5).
^ Fuchal FreiniSi ImsU Jur. crim. lusilasu, p. 203 (Lisbon, 1794).

on the subject The principal writers are Langer. von Rosbach
and von Boden. In addition may be cited the curious Layenspiegd
of Ulrich Tengler (i^), and the works of Remus, Casonus and
Carpzow.** Legidation was partly for the empire, partly for its

component states. Imperial l»islation dealt with the matter in
the (x>lden Bull (1356), the Ordinance of Bamberg (1507), the
Carolina (1532)" and the ConstituHo criminalis therestana (i768).>«
The Carolina foUowed the usual lines, the main difference being
that the infliction must be in the presence of two scabini and a
notary, who was to make a detailed record of the proceedings. The
code c^ Maria Theresa defines torture as " a subsidiary means of
eliciting trath." It could be ai>plied only in cases whore condemna-
tion would have involved capital or severe corporal punishment.
The illustrated edition was suppressed by Prince Kauniu a few
days after its appearance. Torture was formally abolished in the
empire in 1776. In Prasua it was practically aboUshed by Frederick
the Great m 1740, formally in 1805. Even before iu abolition it

was in use only to discover accomplices after conviction.^ In
some other states it existed longer, in Baden as late as 1831. It
was carried toexcess in Germany, as in the Netherlands and Scotland
in charges of witchcraft.

The lidkerlands.—^The principal l^islative enaament was the
code of criminal procedure promulgated by Philip II. in 1^70 and
generally known as the OrionnasKe sur le style.^ One of its main
objects was to assimilate the varieties of local custom, as the Nmeva
recoptlacton had done in Spain three years earlier. The French
ordonnance of 1670 is prol»bIy largely based on it. In spite of
the attempt of the ordinance to introduce uniformity, certain cities

of Brabtmt, it u said, still claimed the privil^e of torturing in
certain cases not permitted by-the ordinance, e.g. where there was
only one witness."
The law of 1670 continued to be the basis of criminal procedure

in the Austrian Netherlands until 1787. In the United Provinces
It was not repealed until 1798. The principal text-writcrt are
Damhouder,^ van Leeuwen^ and Voet. Van Leeuwen lays down
as a fundamental principle that no one was to be condemned to
death without confesuon, and such confession, if attainable in no
other way, ought to be elicited by torture. Witnesses could be
tortured only if they varied on confrontation. One of the indieia
not always recognized by jurists was previous conviction for a stnilar
crime. Voet's commentary ad Pandectas'* is interesting for its

Uking the same view as St Augustine as to the uselessness ot torture,
and compares its effect with that of the trial by battle. At the
same time he allows it to be of some value in the case of very grave
crimes. The value of torture was doubted by others as well as
Voet, e.g. by A. Nicholas*^ and by van Essen." At the same time a
writer was found to compose a work on the unpromising subject
of the rack.*

Scandinavian Counirtes.—^There is a notice of torture in the Ice-
landk Code known as the Gr&g&s (about 11 19). Judicial torture
is said to have been introduced into Denmark by Valdemar I. in
1 157.*^ In the code of Christian V. (1683) it was limited to cases of
treason.** It was abolished by the influence of Straensee in 177 1,

but notwithstanding this he was threatened with it, though it was
not actually inflkted, before his execution in 1772. In Sweden
torture never existed as a system, and in the code of 17x4 it was
expressly forbidden." It was however occasionally inflicted, as
in England, by extrajudicial authorities, called secret committees.

" Extracts fpom tbcae and other writers will be found in Lea,
SufMrr^Ulian and Faife, and in R. Quanter, Die Poller in der
deuiuhf ff EjccUiipjUgt soHst und jetst (Berlin, 1900).
" Clii 33-44-
^* Art, 3a (Vienna, 1769).
^'' Thu AtatMnent k made on the authority of a work attributed

to Frcdprkk hinuclf , Dissertation sur les raisons d^itablir on d^abrog^r
lei tvii (J748).

" A list o\ the numerous commentaries on this code will be
founri in Nybcle, Lts Ordonnances criminelles de Philippe 11, de 1570,
p. JJ (BnjMclx iSst).

" Nybeli. pp. 31. \y
" Praligi*^ itiduisire en causes crinrineUes (Antwerp, 1564).
" CcTuiiTA jorcKiiit nt.ii.bk.iL chs. 8, 9 (Leiden, 1677).

^ °0n Dii. xlviii. iS. There are numerous editions 01 Voet, the
nxLh (genu trolly found in libraries) b the Hague (1734).

" Si U icTtwe tU un moyen s4r d virifier Us cnmes (Amsterdam,
i6€[l. Alio by an anonymous writer thirty yean cariier. Da
PijKhank vx4eripr&kcn en oematigt (Rotterdam, 1651).
" Jus ecclesiasticum unioersum (Louvain, 1720).

liber poslumus (Amster-^Hieronymi MagU An^larenis ae equuleo lil^. , ^

dam, 1664). There are several works dealing with torture
witchcraft proceeding A large number of cases will be found in

J. Scheltema, Ceschtedenis der Hexen^trocessen (Haailem, 1828).
For torture m the i8th oenturv see E. Hubert, La Torture amx Pays
Bas autrickdens pendant la xviti* sihcle (Brassels, 1807).

** Baden, Dansk juridisk Ordbog, «.v. " Tortur *^ (Copenhagen,
1828).

** Koldenip-RoaenvinM, Udoalg of gamle Dansko-Domme, bk. L
c 30 (Copenhagen. 1848).
" Cod. leg. sveciearuM, pp. 333, 370 (Stockholm, 1743).
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Tile " CBve of roKs* where reptiles were kept for the pwpoie of
toctore, was dosed bv Gustavus III. In 177a.
Sam CemUries.—^Tne earliest mention of torture seems to be that

of the'motilatioa provided for certain offences by the code c^ Stephen
Dushan in 1349. In Russia torture does not occur in the recensions
of the earlier law. It was possibly of Tatar origin, and the earliest

mentkm of it in an official document is probably in the ^ide^itik
ai Ivan the Terrible (i4p7)« la the ordinance of 1556 there are
dabocate regulations, wluch one learns from history were not always
observed in periods of political disturbance, and torture seems to
have been used even as a means of enfordng payment of debts.
The reaction begins with Peter the Great and culminates with
Catharine II., who was largdy influenced by the opinions oi Beocaria
and Voltaire. In the instructions to the commission for fruning
acriniina]co<fe(i766), it is dedared that ail punishments by which
the body is maimed ought to be abolished,^ and that the torture
of the rack violares the rules of equity and does not produce the end
propooed by the laws.* It was formally abolished by Alexander I.

la 1801, arid in 1833 the Sood Zaiunun subjected to penalties any
jndge "mho presumed to order it. But even as late as 1847 it seems
to have been inflicted in one or two exceptional cases.*

AOTBOEITIBS.—For England Jardine's b still the standard work.
Moch general information and numerous authorities will be found
in Lmosus, Bibli^tluca realis Juridica. s.9, " Torture " fFrenkfort,

1679). and in the more modem work of J. Hdbing, Die Toriur
(Bmin, looa). For those who can obtain access to it the catalogue
issued at the sale of M. G. Libri (i86x)is valuable. He had collected

most of the books on the subject. There are several publications
dessEng with cases of individuals in addition to the numerous ones
on witchcraft trials, e.t. those of William Lithgow, the Amboyna
esse, DcUon and Van Halen. Lithgow*s stoiy has been republiued
<qiasgow,X907). O-W.)

TORUi» a Latin word, meaning a round swelling or pro-

tnbefBncc, applied to a convex moulding in ardiitecture, which

in section is generally a semidrde. The earliest examples

are foand in Egyp^i where it was carried up the angles of the

pyk>n and temple walls and horizontally aooss the same. Its

most frequent employment is in the bases of columns; in the

Roman Doric order being the lowest moulding; in the Ionic

orders there are gcneraDy two torus mouldings separated by a
acotia with fillets. Both in Greek and Roman bases sometimes

the toras is daboratdy carved. (See MouimNa)
TORZHOK, a town of Russia, in the government of Tver,

on the river Tvertsa, sx ul by rail S.W. of the Likhoslavl,

station of the St Petersburg & Moscow railway Pop. (1900),

X5,i 19. It dates from the x ith centuxy, and thename (market-

place) shows that this dependency of Novgorod was a commercial
centre. It was fortified with a stone waH, which only partially

protected it from the attacks of Mongols, Lithuanians and
Poles. Torzhok is cdebrated in Russia for its embroidered

vdvct and embroidered leather-work, for the manufacture of

travdiing bags, and for its trade in com and flour.

TOSCAIfELLA (anc. Tnscana, g.v.), a town of the pxovince of

Romie, Italy, 15 m. N.E. of Cometo by road, 545 ft. above sea-

kvcL Pop. (1901), 4839. The medieval walls with their toweis

are still presoved. On the ancient dtadd hill is the Romanesque
church of S. Pietro, bebnging to four different periods—739,

1093 (the date of the reconstruction of the crypt), the middle of

the X3th and the end of the xath century. It has the shape of a

Roman basilica, with a nave and two aisles and one apse. The
elaborate fapade with iu rose window also bdongs to the x 2th

centuxy. S. Maria in the valley bdow dates from X050 to x2o6,

and has a similar facade and a xnassive sqiuxe campanile. In

the town are two other Romanesque churches.

See G. T. Rivoira, Origan deU ankiUUara Lombarda 1. X46
(Roixie 1901).

tome (d. X066), eari of Northnmbria, was a son, probably

the third, of Eari (jodwine, and in X05X married Judith, sister

or daughter of Baldwin V., count of Flandeis. In the year of

his maixlage he shared the short exile of his father, returning

with him to England in xoS2, and became earl of Northumbria

after the death of Eari Siiwd in X055. He was vexy intimate

with his brother-in-law, Edward the Confessor, and in xo6i he

visited Pope Nicholas II. at Rome in the company of Aldred,

archbish!^ of Yoik. By stem and crud measures Tostig

•Ibtd. X9>-t97.
* See the various histories of Russian law. such as Maceiovski,

Lange and Zagoskin. under the heads of pmtka or

•Art. 96.
the 1

hitroduced a certam amount of order into the wild northern
distria under his rule; this severity made him exceedingly
unpopular, and in X065 Northumbria broke into open revolt
Declaring Tostig an outlaw and choosing Moxkere in his stead,

the rebeb marched southwards and were met at Oxford by
Eari Harold, wlio, rather against the will of the king, granted
their demands. Tostig safled to Flanders and thence to Nor-
mandy, where he offered his services to Duke William, who
was related to his wife and wlio was preparing for his invasion of

England. He then haxried the Isle of Wight and the Kentidi
and linoohishire coasts, and, after a stay in Scotland and possibly

a visit to Norway, joined another mvader, Harald HI. Hardrada,
king of Norway, m the Tyne. Together they sailed up the Hum-
ber and at Gate Fulford, near York, defeated Earis Moxkere
and Edwine and entered York. But Harold, now king, was
hurrying to the north. Takmg the Norwegians by surprise

at Stamford Bridge he destroyed their army on the 35th of

September 1066, and hi this batUe both Tost^ and the king of

Norway were slain. Tostig's two sons appear to have taken refuge

in Norway, and his widow Judith married Welf, duke of Bavaria.

See E. A. Freeman, The Norman Conquest^ vols. iL and iii.

(X870-X876).

TOTANA, a town of eastern Spab, in the province of Muicia,
on the Lorca-Mtuda railway. Pop. (1900), 13,703. The
town, which consists of two parts, the Barrio de Sevffla and
Barrio de Triana, contains several handsome public buildings,

among them the diurch of Santiago, with its three naves. Water
is conveyed to Totana from the Sierra de Espufla by an aqueduct

7 m. long. Saltpetre is obtained among the hflls, and there

is a thriving trade in wheat, oranges, olives, almonds, and wine
from the Sangonexa valley. Other industries are the manufac-
ture of linen, leather and the earthenware jaxs called Hnajas,

which are used for the storage of oil and wine.

TOTEMISM. The word " totem " is used in too many varying
senses by students of early sodety and rdigion. The term
came into the English language in the form of " totam," through
a work of 179X, by J. Long, an mtexpreter between the whites
and the Red Indians of North America.^ Long himself

seems to have used the word to denote the protective famQiar,

usually an anunal, which each Indian sdected for himself,

generally through the monitk>n of a dream during the long

fast of lads at their mitiation. Such sdected (or, when bestowed
by medidne-men or friends, "given") totems are styled
" pexaonal totems " and have no effect in savage law, nor are

they hereditary, with any legal consequences.

In stricter terminology " totem " denotes the object, gene-

rally of a natural spedes, animal or vegetable, but occasionally

rain, doud, star, wind, which gives its name to a kindred

actual or supposed, among many savages and barbaric races in

America, Africa, Australia and Asia and the isles. Each
chUd, inale or female, inherits this name, dther from its

mother (" female descent ") or from its father (" male descent ").

Between each person and his or her name-giving object, a
certain mystic rapport is supposed to exist. Where descent

wavers, persons occasionally have, in varying degrees, the

totems of both parents.

Religious Asped of the Totem.—^As a rule, by no means in-

variable, the individual may not kill or eat the xiame-giving

object of his kin, except under dire necessity; while less i^ually

it is supposed to protect him and to send him monitoiy dreams.

This is the " reUgious " or semi-religious aspect of the toteni,

or this aspect is, by some students, called " rdigious."

We also hear of customs of burying and lamenting dead ani«

mals which are regarded with reverence by this or that " famfly,"

or " dan." This custom is reported among the Samoans, and
one " dan " was said to offer first-fruits to its sacred animal,

the ed; while the " dan " that revered the pigeon kept and fed

a tame specimen.* But in Samoa, though the sacred animals

of "dans " or " families " are, in all probability, survivals of

totemism, they are now regarded by the people as the veEides

* Long, Voyages and Travels of an Indian Interpreter (1791), p. 861
*Tunier, Sanua, p. 71.
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of ''dan" or "family" gods, and therefore receive honoun
not paid to the hereditary totems of Australia and North
America, which have nothing godlike. It is to be presumed that
" totem dances " in which some Australian tribes exhibit, in

baUels d^aciUm, the incidents of a myth concerning the totem,

are, in a certain sense, " religious "; when they are not magical,

and intended to foster and fertilize the species, animal or

vegetable or other to which the totem belongs.

The magical performances for the behoof -of the totem crea-

tures may be studied in the chapters on " Intichiuma " in Messrs

Spencer and Gillen's Native Tribes of Cental Australia^ and
Native Tribes of NorUiem Australia. Among the many guesses

at the original purpose of totemism, one has been that the

primal intention of totem sets of human beings was to act as

magical co-operative stores for supplying increased quantities

of food to the tribe. But this opinion has gone the way of

other conjectures. The "religious" status of the totem is

lowest among peoples where its influence on social regulations

is greatest, and vice versa, a topic to which we recur.

There are also various rites, in various tribes, connecting the

dead man with his totem at his funeral; perhaps at bis initia-

tion, when a boy, into the esoteric knowledge and rules of his

tribe. Men may identify themselves with their totems, or,

mark themselves as of this or that totem by wearing the hide

or the plumage of the bird or beast, or by putting on a mask
resembling its face. The degree of " religious '* regard for the

revered object increases in proportion as it is taken to contain

the spirit of an ancestor or to be the embodiment of a god:

ideas not found among the most backward savages.

The supreme or superior being of low savage religion or

mythology is never a totem. He may be able, like Zeus in

Greek mythology, to assume any shape he pleases; and in the

myths of some Australian tribes he ordained the institution of

totemism. Byamee, among the Euahlayi tribe of north-west New
South Wales, had all the totems in him, and when he went to

his paradise, Bullimah, he distributed them, with the mar-
riage rules, among his people.^ In other l^nds, especially

those of central and northern Australia, the original totem
creatures, animal in form, with bestial aspect, were developed in a
marine or lacustrine environment, and from them were evolved

the human beings of each totem kin. The rule of non-inter-

marriage within the totem was, in some myths, of divine institu-

tion; in others, was invented by the primitive wandering totemic

beings; or was laid down by the wisdom of mere men who saw
some unknown evfl in consanguine unions. The strict regard,

paid to the rule may be called " religious "; in so far as totemists

are aware of no secular and social raison d' Hre of the rule it

has a mysterious character. But whereas to eat the totem is

sometimes thought to be automatically punished by sickness or

death, this dangef does not attach to marriage within the totem
save in a single known case. The secular penalty alone is

dreaded; so there seems to be no religious fear of offending a
superior being, or the totem himself: no tabu of a mystic sort.

Social Asput of the Totem.—Thit totem has almost always a
strong influence on or is associated with marriage law, and
except in the centre of Australia, and perhaps in the little-known

West, men and women of the same totem may not intermarry,
" however far apart their hunting grounds,'* and though there is

no objection on the score of consanguinity.

This is the result, in Australia, of the custom, there almost
universal, which causes each individual to belong, by birth, to

one or other of the two main exogamous and intermarrying

divisions of the tribe (usually called " phratries "). The phra-

tries (often known by names of animals, as Eagle Hawk and
Crow, Crow and White Cockatoo) contain each a number of

totem kins, as Dog, Wild Cherry, Wombat, Frog, Owl, Emu.
Kangaroo, and so on, and (except among the Arunta " nation

'*

of five tribes in Central Australia) the same totem kin never
occurs in both phratries. Thus as all persons except in the

Arunta nation, marry out of their own phratry, none can many
into his or her totem Idn.

' Mrs Langloh Parker, The EmUayi Tribe,

In some parts of North America the same rule prevails, with
this peculiarity that the phratries, or main exogamous divisions,

are not always two, as in Australia, but, for example, amon^
the Mohegans three—Wolf, Turde, and Turkey.* In Wolf
all the totems are quadrupeds; under Turtle they are various
species of turtles and the yellow ed; and under Turkey all

the totems are birds.

Qearly this ranking of the totems in the phratries is the result

of purposeful design, not of acddent. Design may also be
observed in such phratries of Australian tribes as are named after

animals of contrasted colours, such as White Cockatoo and
Crow, Light Eagle Hawk and Crow. It has been supposed by
Mr J. Mathew, P^re Schmidt and others that these Australian
phratries arose in an alliance with cotmuhium between a darker
and a lighter race.* But another hjrpothesis is not less prob-
able; and as we can translate only about a third of Australian
phratry names, conjecture on this subject is premature.

Both in Australia andAmerica the animals, as Ea^eHawk and
Crow, which give their names to t^e phratries, are admost always
totem kins within their own phratries.*

Hie Moquis of Arizona are said to have ten phratries, by
Captain Ulick Bourke in his Snake Dance of the Moquis, but
possibly he did not use the term " phratry " in the sense which
we attach to it.

Among the Urabunna of Southern Central Australia, and
among the tribes towards the Darling River, a very peculiar rule

is said to prevaiL There are two phratries, and in each are many
totem kins, but each totem kin may intermarry with only one
totem kin which must be in the opposite phratry.' Thus there
are as many exogamoiis divisions as there are totems in the
tribes, whidi reckon descent in the female line; children in-

heriting the mother's totem only. Corroboration of these
statements is desirable, as the tribes implicated are peculiarly
" primitive," and theirs may be the oldest extant set of
marriage rules.

The existence of two or more main exogamous divisions,

named or unnamed, is found among peoples where there are
either no totem kins, or where they have' fallen into the back-
ground, as in parts of Melanesia, among the Todas and Meitchis
of India and the AVanika in East Africa.*

An extraordinary case is reported from South Australia where
people must marry in thdr own phratry, while thdr children

bek)ng to the opposite phratry.' This awaits corroboration.

We now see some of the numerous varieties which prevail

in the marriage rules connected with the totems. Even among
a tribe whose members, it is reported, may many into thdr
own phratries, it appears that they must not many within their

own totem kins. This is, inde^, the rule wherever totemic
sodeties are found in anything approaching to what we deem
their most archaic constitution as in south-east Australia and
some tribes of North America.

Exogamy: The Arunta Abnormality.—^Meanwhile, in Centnd
Australia, in the Arunta " nation," the rule forbidding marriage
within the totem kin does not exist. Totems here are not, as
everywhere else, inherited from dther parent, but a child is of
what we may call " the local totem " of the place where its

mother first became conscious of its life within her. The idea

is that the spirits of a primal race, in groups each of one totem
only (" Alcheringa folk "), haunt various localities; or spirits

{ratapa) emanating from these primal bdngs do so; they enter
into passing married women, and are incarnated and bom again.*

* Moraan, Ancient Society, p. 174.
* Mathew. Eagle Hawk and Crow; Schmidt, AnAropos (1909).
«See Lang. The Secret of the Totem, pp. 154, 170: and N. W.

Thomas, Kinship and Marriaee in Australta, pp. 9. 31.
* Howitt, Nattve Tribes of South-East Australia, pp. 93, 181. 188;

Speifcer and Gillen, Native Tribes of Central A ustralia, pp. 60, 61

,

Northern Tribes, p. 71; Lang, Anthropological Essays; Tylor's Fest-
schrii"hrift, pp. 203-

* Thomas, ut supra, p. la See, for numerous examples, T. G.
Frazer, Totemism (1910).

V ^5. of Mrs Bates.
*It is necessary to state here the sources of our information

about the central, north, north-western and south-eastern forms of
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Thva if a woman, whatever her own totem, and whatever her

hu^iand's may be, becomes conscious of her child's life in a

known centre of Wild Cat spirits, her child's totem is Wild Cat,

and so with all the rest.

As a consequence, a totem sometimes here appears in what
the people c^ the *' wrong '* (i.e. not the original) ezogamous
division; and persons may marry within their own totem name,
if that totem be in the ** right " ezogamous division, which is not

theirs. Each totem q>irit is among the Arunta associated with

an amulet or ckuringa of stone; these are of various shapes, and
ue decorated with concentric circles, spirals, cupuUs^ and other

archaic patterns. These amulets are only used in this sense by
the Arunta nation and their neighbours the Kaitish, " and it b
this idea of spirit individuab associated with churinga and
resident in certain definite spots that lies at the root of the present

totenusm. About the cefittal Arunta tribe with its neighboun, the
Utafaunna. we have the evidence very carefully collected by Mr
Gilleti, ajprotector of the aborigines, and Professor Baldwin Spencer
{NatiM Tribes of Central Australia). Concerning the peoples north
frocn the centre to the Gulf of Carpenuria, the same scnolan furnish

a copious account in their Northern Tribes. These two explorers had
Ae confidence of the blacks; witnessed their most secret ceremonies,
nagical and initiatory; and collected their Iq^nds. Their books,
hawrver, contain no philological information as to the structure

and itttenvlation of the dialects, information which is rarely to be
found in the works of English observers in Australia. As far as
appeaiv, the observers conversed with the tribes only in " pidgin
Ei^liah.'* If this be the case that lingua franca is current among
some eighteen central-northern trib«» speaking various native
dialects. We are told nothing about the languages used in each
case; perhaps the Arunta men who accompanied the expedition

arranged a system of interpreters.

For the Dieri tribe, neighbours of the Urabunna, we have copious
evidence in Natioe Tribes of South-East Australia by the late Mr
A W. Howitt. who studiecf the peoples for fortv years; was made
free of their initiatory ceremonies; and obtained intelligence from
settlers in regions which he did not visit. We have abo Iq^ends
vith I>ieri texts and transbtions from the Rev. Mr Siebert, a mis-

skmary among the Dieri. That tribe appears now to exist in a very
dwindled condition under miasionary supervision. The accounts
of tribes from the centre to the south-east by Mr R. E. Mathew.
are scattered in many English, Australbn and American learned

periodicab. Mr Mathew nas given a good deal of information

about some of the dialects. Hb statements as to the line of descent

and on other points amoiu certain tribes are at variance with those

of Mosrs SpeoctT and GiTlen (see an article by Mr A. R. Brown in

Man, March 1910). Mr Mathew. however, does not enabb us to

test the accuracy ol his informants among the northern tribes, which
u unfortunate. For the Aranda (or Arunta) of a region apparently

not exfrfored by Messrs Spencer and CHIlen, and for the neighbouring

Loritja tribe, we have Dte A randa und Loritja Stdmme, two volumes

S'
the Rev. C Streblow (Baer, Frankfurt am Main, 1907, 1908).

r Strehlow b a German misnonary who, after workmg among
the Dieri and acquiring their language, served for many yearsamong
a brauich of the Arunta (the Aranda), differing considerably in

dialect, myths and usages from the Arunta of Messrs Spencer and
Gillcn. In some points, for exampb as to the prinuil ancestors

and the spirits diffused by them for incarnation in human bodies,

the Aramis and Loritja are more akin to the northern tribes than

to Mr Spencer's Arunta. In other myths they resemble some
south-eastern tribes reported on by Mr Howitt. unlike the Arunta
of Messn Spencer and Gtllen, but like the ArunU described by
Mr Gtllep eariier in The Horn Expedition, they believe in " a
magnified non-natural man," Altjira, with a goose-foot, dwelling

in the heavens. Unlike the self<reated Atnatu of the Kaitish of

Messrs Spencer and Gillen, he is not saud to have created thin|^.

or to tan any concern about human beings, as Atnatu does in

matters of cercmonbl. Mr Strehlow gives Aranda and Lortija

texts in the original, with transbtbns and philolcmcal remarks.

Mr Fraaer, in hb Totemism, makes no use of Mr Strehlow's

information (save in a singb instance). To us it seems worthy of

study. Hb reason for this abstention b that, in a letter to him
(Meiboome, March 10. i^). MrSpencersays that for at least twenty
ycar^ the Lutheran Missions have taught the natives " that altjira

means ' god '; have taught that their sacred ceremonies and secubr
damxs are ' wicked ' ; have prohibited them, and have never seen

them. Flour and tobacco. &c., are only given to natives who attend

church and school. Natives have been married who, according

to native customary bw, belong to groups to which marriage u
forbiddea. For these reasons Mr Fraaer cannot attempt " to

filter the native liquor clear of its alien sediment," {Totemism,

I 186, note 2).
. . . , . ,

Against this we may urge that, as re^rds the goose-footed sky-

dweller. Mr Strehlow reports less of his active interest in human
affaire than Mr GiUen does concerning hb " Great Ulthaana of the

totemic system of the Arunta," says Messrs Spencer and Gillen.'

Every Arunta bom incarnates a pre-exbtent primal spirit

attached to one of the stone ckuringa dropped by primal totemic

beings, all of one totem in each case, at a place called an
oknanikiUa. Each child belongs to the totem of the primal
beings of the place, where the mother became aware of the

child's life.

Thus the peculiar causes which have produced the unique
Arunta Ucence of marrying within the totem are con^icuously
obvious

Contradictory Theories about Ike Arunta Abnormal Totemism.—
At this point theories concerning the origin of totemism begin

to differ irreconcilably. Mr Frazer, Mr Spencer, and, apparently

Dr Rivers, hold that, in Australb at least, totembm was
originally ** cbnceptional." It began in the belief by the women
that pregnancy was caused by the entrance into them of some
spirit associated with a visible object, usually animal or vegetable;

while the child bom. in each case, was that object. Hence that

class of objects was tabued to the child j was its totem, but such

totems were not hereditary

Next, for some unknown reason, the tribes were divided into

two bodies or segments. The members of segment A may not

intermarry; they must marry persons of segment B, and vice

versa. Thus were evolved the primal forms of totembm and
exogamy now represented in the law of the Arunta nation alone.

Here, and here alone, marriage within the totem is permitted.

The theory is, apparently, that, in all otherexogamousand totemic

peoples, totems had been, for various reasons, made hereditary,

before exogamy was enforced by the legislator in his wisdom.

Thus, all over the totemic world, except in the Arunta nation,

the method of the legbUtor was simply to place one set of

totem kins in tribal segment A, and the other in segment B, and
make the segments exogamous and intermarrying. Thus it

was impossible for any person to marry another of the same
totem. This is- the theory of Mr Frazer.

Upholders of the contradictory system maintain that the

Arunta nation has passed through and out of the universal and
normal system of hereditary and exogamous totemism into its

present condition, by reason of the belief that children are

incarnations of pre-existing animal or vegetable spirits, plus the

unique Arunta idea of the connexion of such spirits with their

stone ckuringa. Where thb combination of the two beliefs does

not occur, there the Aranta non-hereditary and non-exogamous

totembm does not occur. It would necessarily arise in any
normal tribe which adopted the two Arunta beliefs, which are not
" primitive."

Arguments against Mr Fraxa^s Theory.—There was obviously

a time, it b urged, when all totems were, as everywhere else,

heavens " among the Arunta. Mr Strehlow's being, Altjira, has
a name apparently meaning " mystic " or sacred, which is applied

to other things, for exampb to the inherited maternal totem of

each native. His names for Altjira (god) and for the totemic
ancestort (totem gods), are inappropriate, but may be discounted.

Many other tribes who are discussed by Mr Frazer have been long

under missionaiy influence as well as the Aranda. According to

Mr Frazer the Dieri tribe had enjoyed a German Lutheran mission

station (since 1866) for forty-four years up to iQio. About 1^0
Dieri were alive in looo {Totemism, iii. 34^). Nevertheless the

Dteri myths published by Mr Siebert in the decadence of the

tribe, and when the remnant was under missionaries, show no
" alien sediment." Nor do the traditions of Mr Strehlow's Aranda.
Their traditions are closely akin, now to those of the Arunta, now
to those of the northern tnbcs, now to those of the Euahlayi of Mrs
Langloh Parker {Tke Euahlayi Tribe) in New South Wales, and once
more to those of Mr Howitt's south-eastern tribes. There is no trace

of Christbn influence in the Aranda and Loritja matter, no vestige

of " alien " (that is, of European) " sediment." but the account of

Atnatu among the Kaitish reported on by Messrs Spencer and Gillen

reads like a savage version of Milton's " Fall of the Angels " in Paradise

Lost. For these reasons we do not reject the information of Mr
Strehlow, who is master of several tribal languages, and, of course,

does not encourage wicked native rites by providing supplies of

flour, tobacco, &c., during the performances, as Mr Howitt and
others say that they found it necessary to do. Sceptical colonists

have been heard to aver that natives will go on periorroing rites as

long as white men will provide supplies.
^ Natm Tribes of Central Australia, p. 123.
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in what the Arunta call "the right" divisions; Arunta, that is,

were so arrayed that no totem existed in more than one division.

Obliged, as now, to marry out of their own exogamous division

(one of four sub-classes among the Amnta) into one of the four

sub-classes of the opposite side, no man could then find in it a
woman of his own totem to marry. But when Arunta ceased to

be hereditary, and came to be acquired, as now, by the local

accident of the totem spirits—^all, in each case, of one totem
name, which haunt the supposed place of a child's conception

—

some totems inevitably would often get out of their original

sub-class into another, and thus the same totems are in

several divisions. But granting that a man of division

A may legally marry a woman of division B, he is not

now prevented from doing so because his totem (say Wild
Cat) is also hers. His .or hers has strayed, by accident

of supposed place of conception, out of its " right

"

into its " wrong " division. The words " right " and " wrong "

as h(re used by the Arunta make it certain that they still

perceive the distinction, and that, before the Arunta evolved

the spiritual view of conception, they had, like other people,

their totems in each case confined to a single main exogamous

division of their tribe, and therefore no persons could then

marry into their own totems.

But when the theory of spiritual conception arose, and was
combined, in the Arunta set of tribes alone (it is common enough

elsewhere in northern and western Australia), with the churinga

doctrine, which gave totems by accident, these two factors, as

Messrs Spencer and Gillen say, became the causes^" lie at the

root "—of the present Amntasystem by which personsmay marry
others of " the right " division, but of " the wrong " totem.

That system is strictly confined to the group of tribes (Upirra,

Loritja, Unmaterja, Kaitish, Arunta) which constitute "the
Arunta nation." Elsewhere the belief in spiritual conception

widely prevails, but not the belief in the connexion of spirits of

individuals with the stone churinga of individuals. Consequently

the Arunta system of marriage within the totem exists nowhere,

and the non-exogamous non-hereditary totem exists nowhere,

except in the Arunta region. Everywhere else hereditary totems

are exogamous.^

Thus the practice of acquiring the totem by local accident

is absolutely confined to five tribes where the churinga doctrine

coexists with it. That the churinga belief, coexistent with the

spiritual theory of conception, is of relatively recent origin Is a
demonstrable fact. Had it always been present among the

Arunta the inevitable result, in the course of ages, would be the

scattering of the totems almost equally, as chance would scatter

them among the eight exogamous divisions.

This can be tested by experiment. Take eight men, to

represent the eight exogamous divisions, and set them apart in

two groups of four. Take four packs of cards, 208 cards, to

represent the Arunta totems, which are over 200 in number.

Deal the cards round in the usual way to each of the eight men;
each will receive 26 cards. It will not be found that group A has
" the great majority " of spades and clubs, while group B has
" the great majority " of diamonds and hearts, and neither group

will have " the great majority " of court cards. Accident does

not work in that way. But while accident alone now determines

the totem to which an Arunta shall belong, nevertheless " in the

Arunta, as a general rule, the great majority of the members of

any one totemic group belong to one moiety of the tribe; but this

is by no means universal . . .
"—that is, of the totems the great

majority in each case, as a rule, belongs to one or the other set of

four exogamous sub-classes.'

The inference is obvious. While chance has now placed only

the small minority of each totem in all or several of the eight

exogamous divisions, the great majority of totems is in one or

another of the divisions. This great majority cannot come by
chance, as Arunta totems new come; consequently it is but lately

that chance has determined the totem of each individual. Had
chance from the first been the determining cause, each totem

* N.T.CA.p. 257; cf. Frazer, Totemism, i. 200-301.
* Northern Tribes, pp. 151 tqq.

would not be fairly equally present in each of the two sets of fow
exogamous divisions. But determination by accident has only
existed long enough to affect " as a general rule " a small minority
of cases. " The great majority " of totems remain in what is

recognized as " the right," the original divisions, as elsewhere
universally. Arunta myth sometimes supports, sometimes
contradicts, the belief that the totems were originally limited,

in each case, to one or other division only, and, being self-

contradictory, has no historic value.

A further proof of our point is that the northern neighbours
of the Arunta, the Kaitish, have only partially accepted Arunta
ideas, religious and social. Unlike the Arunta they have a
creative being, Atnatu, from whom half of the population
descend; the other half were evolved out of totemic forms.' In
the same way the Kaitish totems " are more strictly divided
between the two moieties " (main exogamous divisions) " of the
tribe."* Consequently a man may marry a woman of his own
totem if she be in the right exogamous division. " She is not
actually forbidden to him, as a wife becomes of this identity and
totem, as she would be in the Warramunga neighbouring
tribe . . ." " It is a very rare thing for a man to marry a
woman of the same totem as himself,"' naturally, for the old

rule holds, in sentiment, and a totem is still very rarely in the
wrong division. The Arunta system of accidental determination
of the totem has as yet scarcely produced among the Kaitish

any of its natural and important effects.

This view of the case seems logical: Arunta non-exogamous
non-hereditary totemism is the result, as Messrs Spencer and
Gillen show, of the theory of spiritual conception and the theory
of the relation of the spirit part of each individual to his churinga.

These two beliefs have already caused a minority of Arunta
totems to get out of the original and into the wrong exogamous
Arunta divisions. The process is not of old standing; if it were,

all totems would now be fairly distributed among the divisions

by the laws of chance. In the Kaitish tribe, on the other hand,
the processes must be of very recent operation, for they have only
begun to produce their necessary effects. The totemism of the
Arunta is thus the reverse of " primitive," and has but slightly

affected the Kaitish.

Precisely the opposite view of the facts is taken by Mr Frazer

in his erudite and exhaustive work Totemism. In the Kaitish,

he writes, " we may detect the first stage in the transition from
promiscuous marriage and fortuitous descent of the totem to

strict exogamy of the totem clans and strict heredity of the
totems in the paternal line."* By " promiscuous marriage,"

marriage within or without the totem, at pleasure, is obviously

intended, for the Arunta do not marry " promiscuously "—do
not marry their nearest kin.

How, on Mr Frazer's theory, was the transition from the

condition of the Arunta to that of the Kaitish made? If the

Kaitish were once in the actual Arunta stage of totemism, how
did their totems come now to be much more strictly divided

between the two moieties, though " the division is not so

absolute as amongst the Urabunna in the south and the tribes

farther north . . ."? How did this occur? The Kaitish have
not made totems hereditary by law; they are acquired by local

accident. They have not made a rule that all totems should,

as among the more northern neighbours of the Arunta, be
regimented so that no totem occurs in more than one division:

to this rule there arc exceptions. A man "is not actually

forbidden " to marry a woman of his own totem provided she

be of " the right division," but it is clear that he " does not

usually do so." This we can explain as the result of a survival

in manners of the old absolute universal prohibition.

Aleanwhile our view of the facts makes all the phenomena
seem natural and intelligible in accordance with the statement

of the observers, Messrs Spencer and Gillen, that the cause of

the unique non-hereditary non-exogamous totems of the Arunta
is the combination of the churinga spiritual belief with the belief

in spiritual conception. This cause, though now present among

Northern Tribes, pp. 153, 154, 175. • Ibid. p. 15a.

» Ibid. p. 175. • Totemism, i. 244.
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the Kaitish, has, so far, operated but faintly. We hayie been
explicit on these points b«:ause on them the whole problem of

the original form of totemism hinges. In our view, for the reasons

stated, the Arunta system of non-ezogamous non-hereditary

totemism is a peculiarity of comparatively recent institution.

But Mr Fxazer, and the chief observer of the phenomena, Mr
Spencer, consider the Arunta system, non-ezogamous and non-

hereditary, to be the most archaic form of totemism eztant.

As to non-hereditary, we find another report of the facts in

Die Aranda und Loriija Stdmmtf by the Rev. Mr Strehlow, who
bos a colloquial and philological knowledge of the Uinguage of

th::se tribes. As he reports, among other things, that the

Aranda (Arunta) in his district inkerit their mother's totems, in

addition to their "local totems," they appear to retain an
archaic feature from which theiif local totem system and marriage

rules are a dqnrture.^

The hereditary maternal totem is, in Mr Strchlow's region, the

protective being {altjira) of each Arunta individuxd.

Art the Arunta " Primitive " or not /—In the whole totemic

controversy the question as to whether the non-ezogamous
non-bereditary totemism of the Arunta or the hereditary and
csogamous totemism of the rest of Australia and of totemic

mankind, be the earlier, is crucial.

That Arunta totemism is a freak or " sport," it b argued,

is made probable first by the fact that the Arunta inherit all

things bereditable in the male line, whereas inheritance in the

female descent is earlier. (To this question we return ; see below,

Male and Female Lines of Descent.) M. Van Gennep argues

that tribes in contact, one set having female, the other male,

descent, *' like the Arunta have combined the systems."* But
several northern tribes with male descent of the totem which are

net in contact with tribes of female descent show much stronger

traces of the " combination " than the Arunta, who intermarry

freely with a tribe of female descent, the Urabunna; while the

Urabiinna, though intermarrying with the Arunta who inherit

property and tribal office in the male line, show no traces of
** combination." Thus the effects occur where the alleged

causes are not present; and the alleged causes, in the case of

the Urabunna and Arunta, do not produce the effects.

Next the Arunta have no names for their main ezogamous
divisions, these names being a very archaic feature which in many
tribes with sub-classes tend to disappear. In absence of phratry

names the Arunta are remote from the primitive. M. Van
Gennep replies that perhaps the Arunta have not yet made the

names, or have not yet borrowed them. This is also the view
of Mr Frazer. As he says, the Southern Arunta lived under the

rule of eight classes, but of these four were anonymous, till the

names for them were borrowed from the north. The people

can thus have anonymous ezogamous divisions; the two main
divisions, or phratries, of the Arunta may, therefore, from the

first, have been anonymous.
To this the reply is that people borrow, if they can, what they

need. The Arunta found names for their four hitherto anony-
ixx>os classes to be convenient, so they borrowed them. But
when once class-names did, as they do, all that is necessary, the

.\n2nta had no longer any use for the names of the two primary
main divisions: these were forgotten; there is nothing to be got

by borrowing that; while four Arunta " sub-classes " are gaining

their names, the " classes " (phratries or main divisions) have
lost them. It is perfectly logical to hold that while things

useful, but hitherto anonymous, are gaining names, other things,

now totally useless, are losing theur names. One process is as

natural as the other. In all Australia tribes with two main
divisions and no sub-classes, the names of the two main divisions

are found, because the names are useful. In several tribes with

named sub-classes, which now do the work previously thrown on
the main divisions, the names of the main divisions are unknown:
the main divisions being now useless, and superseded by the sub-

classes. The absence of names of the two main divisions in the

Arunta is merely a result, often found, of the rise of the sub-

1 StreUow, 0. S7 (1908).
> iiyUiet et Ugjmdes ffAustrolie, p. xxxii.

classes, which, as Mr Frazer declares, are not primitive, but the
result of successive later legislative acts of division.*

Manifestly on this point the Arunta are at the farthest point
from the earliest organization: their loss of phratry names is

the consequence of this great advance from the " primitive."

All Arunta society rests on a theory of reincarnated spirits,

a theory minutely elaborated. M Van Gennep asks " why
should this belief not be primitive? " Surely neither the
belief in spirits, nor the elaborate working out of the belief

connecting spirits with manufactured stone amulets, can have
been primitive. Nobody will say that peculiar stone amulets
and the Arunta belief about spirits associated with them are

primitive. To this M Van Gennep makes no reply.*

The Arunta belief that children are spirit-children {ralapa)

incarnated is very common in the other central and northern

tribes, and, according to Mrs Bates, in Western Australia; Dr
Roth reports the same for parts of (Queensland. It is allegedby
Messrs Spencer and Gillen that the tribes holding this belief

deny any connexion between sczual unions and procreation.

Mr Strehlow, on the other hand, says that in his region the

older Arunta men understand the part of the male in procreation;

and that even the children of the Loritja and Arunta understand,

in the case of animals.* (Here corroboration is desirable and
European influence may be asserted.) Dr Roth says that the

Tully River blacks of (^eensUnd admit procreation for all

other animals, which have no Koi or soul, but not for men, who
have souls. (Their theory of human birth, therefore, merely

ainis primarily at accounting for the spiritual part of man.)*

According to Mis Bates, some tribes in the north of South
Australia, tribes with the same " class " names as the Arunta,

hold that to have children a man must possess two spirits

{ranee). If he has but one, he remains childless. If he has two,

he can dream of an animal, or other object, which then passes

into his wife, and is bom as a child, the animal thus becoming the

child's totem. This belief does not appear to apply to reproduc-

tion in the lower animals. It is a spiritual theory of the begetting

of a soul incarnated. If a man has but one spirit, he cannot give

one to a child, therefore he is childless.

It is dear that this, and all other systems in which reproduction

is czplained in spiritual terms, can only arise among peoples

whose whole mode of thinking is intensely " animistic." It is

also plain that all such myths answer two questions—(i) How
does a being of flesh and spirit acquire its spiritual part?—(2)
How is it that every human being is in mystical rapport

with an animal, plant, or other object, the totem? Manifestly

the second question could not arise and need answer before

mankind were actually totemists. It may be added that in

the south of Western Australia the name for the mythical
" Father of All " (a being not there worshipped, though

images of him are made and receive some cult at certain

licentious festivals) and the name for " father-stock " is

maman, which Mrs Bates finds to be the native term for

membrum virile. All this appears to be proof of understand-

ing of the male part in reproduction, though that understanding

is now obscured by speculation about spirits.

The question arises then, is the ignorance of procreation, where

that ignorance exists, " primitive," and is the Arunta totemism

also " primitive," being conditioned, as we are told it is, by the

unique belief in some churinga? (>r is the ignorance due to

attempts of native thinkers to account for the spirit in man as a
pre-ezisting entity that has been from the begiiming? The
former view is that of Messrs Spencer and Gillen, and Mr Frazer.

For the latter see Lang, Anthropological Essays presented to

E. B. Tylor, pp. 210-318. We can hardly call people primitive

because they have struggled with the problem " how has material

man an indwelling spirit?"

Theories of the Origin of Totemic Exogamy.—Svact the word
" ezogamy " as a name for the marriage systems connected (as

a rule) with totemism was used by J. F. McLennan in his

* Totemism, i. 282, 283. * Van Gennep, pp.
* Loritja Stdmmej p. 53, note 7.
* Roth, Bulletin, No. 5, pp. 17, 23, 65, 81.
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Primilive Marriage (x866), theories of the origin of exogamy
have been rife and multifarious. All, without exception, are

purely conjectural. One set of disputants bold that man
(whatever his original condition may have been) was, when he
first passed an Act of Exogamy, a member of a Iribe. Howitt's

term for this tribe was " the undivided commune." It had,

according to him, its inspired medicine-man, believed to be in

communication with some superior being. It had its pro-

bouleutic coundl of elders or "headmen" and its general

assembly. Such was man's political condition.^ It is not dis-

tinguishable from that of many modem Australian tribes. Other
tribes, said by some to be the moat primitive, the Arunta and
their neighbours, pay no attention to the dictates of a superior

being, and the Arunta of Spencer and Gillen seem to know no
such entity, though as Atnatu, Tukura, Altjira, and " the Great

Ulthaana of the heavens," he exists in a dwindled form among
the Kaitish, Loritja and outlying portions of the Arunta tribe.

In religion Howitt's early men were already in advance of Mr
Spencer's Arunta. Socially, man, at this date, according to

Howitt, at first left the relations of the sexes wholly unregulated;

the nearest kinsfolk by blood coupled at will, though perfectly

aware that they were, at least on the maternal side, actual

brothers and sisters, parents and children.

Upholders of the first theory, that man lived promiscuously

in a tribal state with legislative assemblies and then suddenly

reformed promiscuity away, must necessarily differ in their

opinion as to the origins of totems and exogamy from the friends

of the second theory, who believe that man never was "pro-

miscuous," and given to sexual union with near kin. Why man,
on the first theory—familiar as he was with unions of the nearest

kin—suddenly abolished them is explained in four or five different

ways. Perhaps the most notable view is Mr Frazer's; he easily

confutes, in thirty-five pages, the other hypotheses.* Man saw,

or thouc^t he saw, injurious consequences to the wedded near-

related couples, and therefore he prohibited, first, unions between

mothers and sons, and brothers and sisters.* But, in his fourth

volume, Mr Frazer sees conclusive objections to this view and
prefers another. Some peoples, far above the estate of savagery,

believe that human incest Uigbts and sterilizes the crops,

women and animals. " If any such belief were entertained by
the founders of exogamy, they would clearly have been perfectly

sufficient motives for instituting the system, for they would
perfectly explain the horror with which incest has been regarded

and the extreme severity with which it has been punished."*

That is to say, people had a horrorand hatred of incest because

they supposed that it blighted the crops and other things. Mr
Frazer had previously written (iv. io8) ** It is important to bear

steadily in mind that the dislike of certain marriages must always

have existed in the minds of the people, or at least of their leaders,

before that dislike, so to say, received legal sanction by being

embodied in an exogamous rule."

Again (iv. 112) " There had, for some reason unknom^ to us,

been long growing up a strong .aversion to consanguineous

unions "—^before any legislative bar was raised against them.

This is insisted OA* The prohibition ** must have answered to

certain general sentiments of what was right and proper"

(iv. 121). But here the theorist hss to explain the origin of

the strong aversion, the general sentiment that unions of near

kin are wrong and improper. But Mr Frazer does not seem to

explain the point that most needs explanation. That " strong

aversion," that " general sentiment," cannot have arisen from

a growing belief that unions of close kin spoiled the crops or

the natural resources of the country. That superstition could

only arise as a consequence of the horror and aversion with

which "incest" was regarded. Now no idea corresponding

to " incest " could arise before unions of near kin were deemed
abominable. When once such unions were thought hateful to

gods and men, and an upsetting of the cosmic balance, then,

but not till then, they might be regarded as injurious to the

crops. All such beliefs are sanctions of ideas already in strong
» N.T.S.B,A. pp. 89, 90. • Ibid. L 165.
* ToUmismt iv. 7&-X2a * Ibid. iv. 155, 15^

• lUd. iv. X58.

force. The idea that such or sucfa a thing b wrong begets
the prohibition, followed by the sanction—the belief that

the practice of the thing is injurious in a supernormal way:
where that belief exists. We do not know it in Australia, for

example.

A belief that dose sexual unions were maleficent cosmic
influences could not possibly arise previous to, and could not
then cause, "the dislike of certain marriages"; "the strong
aversion to consanguineous tmions "—which existed already.

This Uitest guess of Mr Frazer at the origin of the idea of
" incest "—of the abomination of certain unions—is untenable.

What he has to explain is the origin of the dislike, the aversion,

the horror. Once that has arisen, as he himself observes, the
prohibition follows, and then comes the supernormal sanction.

Thus no theory of exogamous rules as the result of legislation

to prevent the unions of persons closely akin, can produce, or
has produced, any reason for the aversion to such unions arising

among people to whom, on the theory, they were familiar.

Mr Frazer has confuted the guesses of MacLennan, Morgan,
Durkheim and others; but his own idea is untenable.

Tlu Supposed Method of Reform.—On Mr Frazer's theory
the reformers first placed half of the mothers of the tribe,

with their children, in division A; and the rest of the mothers,
with their children, in division B. The members of each division

(phratry) must many out of it into the other, and thus no man
could marry his sister or mother. (The father could marry his

daughter, but in tribes with no exogamous explicit rule against

the union, he never does.) Later the two divisions were bisected

each into a couple of pairs (classes) preventing marriage
between father and daughter; and another resegmentation
prohibited the unions of more distant relations. These systems,
from the simplest division into two phratries, to the more
complex with two "sub-classes" in each phratry, and the
most elaborate of all with four sub-classes in each phratry,
exist in various tribes. Enviroimient and climate have
nothing to do with the matter. The Urabunna and the
Arunta live in the same climate and environment, and inter-

marry. The Urabunna hayt the most primitive, the Arunta
luMw the most advanced of these organizations. Whfle the
rules are intended to prevent consanguineous marriages, Ihe
names of the " sub-classes " (when translauble, the names of
animals) cannot perhaps be explained. They have a totemic
appearance.

Totemi in Rdation to Exogamy.-So far, in this theory nothing
has been said of totems, thou|^ it is an all but universal rule

that people of the same totem noay not intermarry, even if the
lovers bdong to tribes separated by the breadth of the continent.

In fact, according to the hypothesis which has been set forth,

totems, though now exogamous, played no original part in

the evolution of exogamy. They came in by accident, not by
design, and dropped into their place in a system carefully

devised.

Originally, on this theory, a totem came to a child, not as is

usual now, by inheritance, but by pure acddent; the mother
supposing that any object which caught her attention at the
moment when she first fdt the life of her child, or any article

of food which she had recently eaten, became incarnate in her,

so that the emu (say) which she saw, or had eaten of, was her
child. He or she was an Emu man or woman, by totem was an
Emu.

Certain localities, later, were somehow assodated each with
one given object—<:at, kangaroo, grub, or anything else, and
now " heal totems " (if the phrase may be ^sed) took the place

of " oonceptional totems," as among the Arunta. The child

inevitably was of the local totem and its suppos^ place of

conception.

Finally all tribes except the Arunta " nation." made the totem
hereditary, dther from mother or father; and as the mother or

father, an Emu, was in division A, so was the child, and he
or she must many out of that division into the other, B.*

The objections taken to this theory are now to be sUted:

* Frazer, TotemisMt I 157-1^.
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CL) Tlie theory can by no possibQity apply to tribes with three

or more main ezogamous divisions cr phratries, such as we find

in North America. In a three-phratiy tribe we are reduced to

suppose that there were three sexes, or resor* to some other

sofaition not perhaps compatible with the theory, (ii.) We have
no evidence that any totemic people, except the Navajocs,

think the closest sexual unions injurious to the parties or their

offspring. The theory is thus merely extracted from the facts-

certain unions are forbidden, therefore they must have been

deemed injurious. Now, even if they were generally thought

injurious, the belief wotUd be a mere inference from the fact

tluu they were forbidden, (iii.) The supposed original legisla-

tive ezogamous division produced a very different effect than

that said to be aimed at, namely, the prohibition of marriage

between brothers and sisters. It forbade to every man marriage

with half the women of his tribe, most of whom were not, even

in the wide native use of the term, his " tribal " sisters, that

is, women in a man's phratiy of the same status as his own
sisters. Such relationships, of course, could not exist before

they were created by the supposed Act of Division. It would
have been easy to prohibit marriages of brothers with sisters

directly, just as, though no exogamous rule forbids, the father,

in tribes of feinale descent, is directly forbidden to marry his

danghteis. The natives can take a simple instead of a bewilder-

ing path. To this natural objection Mr Frazer replies:^ " If we
assume, as we have every right to do, that the founders of exo-

gamy in Australia recognized the dassificatory system of rela-

ticmshxp, and the dassificatory system of relationship only, we
shall at once percrive that what they intended to prevent was
not merely the marriage of a man with his sister, his mother,

or his daughter in the physical sense in which we use these

terms; their aim was to prevent his marriage with his sister,

his mother and his daughter in the dassificatory sense of

these terms; that is, they intended to place bars to marriage

j»l between individuals merely but between the whole groups

<rf persons who designated their group, not their individual

relationships, thdr social, not their consanguineous ties, by the

names of father and mother, brother and sister, son and daughter.

And in this intention the founders of exogamy succeeded per-

fectly." Mr Frazer's theory of the origin of exogamy appears

now to waver. It was' that the primal bisection of the

tribe was " defiberatdy devised and adopted as a means of

preventing the marriage, at first, of brother with sisters. . .
."

Here was the place to say, if it was then intended to say, that

the Australians " recognized the dassificatory system of rela-

tionships only." As a matter of fact they recognize both the

consanguine and the dassificatory !^tenis. It is not the

case that " the savage Australian, it may be said with truth,

has no idea of relationships as we understand them, and does

not discriminate between his actual father and mother and
the men and women who belong to the group, each member of

which ndght have lawfuUy been dther his father or his mother,

as the case may be."

This sutement is made inadvertently and unfortunately by
Menrs ^>encer and Gillen,' but it is contradicted by their

own observations. An Arunta can tell you, if asked, which of

all the men whom he calls " father " is his very own father/

The Dieri have terms for " great " (actual) and " little " (tribal)

father, and so for other relationships. In Anmta orgies

a woman's " tribal " " fathers " and " brothers " and " sons "

are admitted to her embraces; her actual father and brothers

and sons are cxduded.* Thus, if the prohibition be based on
avnskm to unions of persons closely akm by blood, as the

actual lather is ezduded, the actual father, among the Arunta,

is, or has been, amongst that people, regarded as near of blood to

fai» daughters. The Arunta are ignorant, we are told, of the

part of the male in procreation. Be it so, but there has been

a time when they were not ignorant, and when the father was
noog^ztd as of the nearest kin by blood to his daughters. If

< Tatemism, I 388. * Ibid. i. 163.
* Sortkem Tribes^ pp. 95 aeq.; Totemism, i. 289.
« Cpfirn/ Tribet, p. 57. • Ibid. p. 97.

not, and if the prohibition is based on hatred of unions of
dose kin, why is the father exduded? Nothing, in short, can
be more certain than that Australian tribes distingubh between
" social " or " tribal *' relations on the one hand, and close

consanguine relations on the other. Among the Arunta office

is inherited by a man from his mother's husband, his father quern

nuptiae denumstraiU; not from any " tribal " father.*

Mr Frazer' apparently meant in his earlier statement that

brothers and sisters consanguine, and these only, were to

be exduded from intermarriage, because he went on to say that

science cannot dedde as to whether the dosest interbreeding

is injurious to the offspring of healthy parents, however near

in blood; and that very low savages could not discover what is

hidden from modem sdence. * He had therefore marriages of

consanguine brothers and sisters present to his mind: " the

dosest interbreeding." Brothers and sisters were finally for-

bidden, on thb theory, to intermarry, not because of any dread
of injury to the offspring. " The only alternative open to us
seems to be to infer that these unions were forbidden because
they were believed to be injurious to the persons engaged in

them, even when they were both in perfect health."* These
" incestuous tmions " are between brothers and sistets, mothers
and sons. Here brothers and sisters consanguine, children of the

same mother in each case, certainly appear to be intended. Who
else, indeed, can be intended? But presently* we are to assume
that the Australians, before they made the first exogamous
division of the tribe " recognized the dassificatory system of

relationship, and the dassificatory system only." They meant,
fftfw, to bar marriage between " whole groups of persons,"

related by " social, not consanguineous ties." But this seems
to be physically impossible. These " whole groups " never
existed, and never could exist, as far as we can see, till they
were called into being by the legisktive division of the tribe

into two exogamous phratries—which had not yet been made.
How could a man call a whole group of women " nupa," as at

present (the word being applied to his wife and to all women
of the opposite phratry to his whom he might legally marry)
before the new Uiw had constituted such a group? In what
sense, again, were all women of a certain status called my
" sisters " (like my actual sisters) before the new law made a
new group of them—^in regard to marriage as sacred as my own
sisters now were to me? It caxmot be said that all women
of my status were called, collectively, my " sisters " before the

new division of the tribe and new rule arose, because previously,

all women of my status in the tribe have been my " sisters."

Who else could be coUectivdy my " sisters "? If to marry a
" sister " were reckoned dangerous to her and to me, I must have
been forbidden to marry aU the women of my status in the

tribe. How could a law which merely halved the number of my
" sisters " remove the unknown danger from half of them? If

any women except my actual sisters were, before the new rule,

reckoned as socially my sisters, all women in the tribe of a certain

status must have been so reckoned. If all dangerous, I must
marry none of them. But by the new rule, I may marry half

of themi Why have they cea^ to be dangerous?
If the theory be that originally only brothers and usters con-

sanguine were thought dangerous to each other in sexual rda-

tions, and the superstition was later extended so as to include

all "dassificatory" brothers and sisters, who were in these

days (before the exogamous division) dassificatory brothers and
sisters? How and for what 'reason were some marriageable

girls in the tribe dassificatory sisters of a young man while

others, equally young and marriageable, were not? The dassi-

ficatory brothers and sisters must have been all the marriageable

youth of both sexes in a generation, in the tribe.

But then if all the youth of a generation, of both sexes,

were dassificatory brothers and sbters, and if therefore their

unions were dangerous to themsdves, or to the crops, the danger

could not be prevented by dividing them into two sets, and

*See Proceedings of British Academy, iii. 4. Lang, "Origin
of Terms of Human Relationships."

' Tolemism, 1 163. • Ibid. i. 165. * Ibid. i. a88.
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allowing each set of brothers to marry each set of sisters. The
only way to parry the danger was to force all these brothers and
sisters to marry out of the local tribe into another local tribe

with the same superstition. When that was done, the two local

tribes, exogamous and intermarrying, were constituted into the

two phratries of one local tribe. But that is not the theory of

observers on the spot: their hypothesis is that a promiscuous

and communistic local tribe, for no known or conceivable

reason, bisected itself into two exogamous and intermarrying
" moieties."

On the face of it, it is a fatal objection to the theory that wnen
men dwelt in an undivided commune they recognized no system

of relationships but the classificatory, yet were well aware of

consanguineous relationships; were determined to prohibit

the marriages of people in such relationships; and included in

the new prohibition people in no way consanguineous, but

merely of classificatory kin. The reformers, by the theory,

were perfectly able to distinguish consanguineous kinsfolk, so

that they might easily have forbidden them to intermarry;

while if all the members of the tribe were not in the classificatory

degrees of relationship, who were? How were persons in classifi-

catory relationships with each other discriminated from other

members of the tribe who were not? They were easily discrim-

inated as soon as the phratries were instituted, but, we think, not

before.

Term of Classificatory Relationships.—Here it is necessary to

say a few words about " classificatory " terms of relationship.

Among many peoples the terms or names which with us denote

relationships of consanguinity or affinity, such as Father,

Mother, Brother, Sister, Son, Daughter, Husband, Wife, are

applied both to the individuals actually consanguineous in

these degrees, and also to all the other persons in the speaker's

own main exogamous division or phratry who are of the same
" age-grade " and social status as the Father, Mother, Brother,

Sister, Son, Daughter, Husband, Wife, and so forth. As a

man thus calls all the women whom he might legally have married

by the same term as he calls his wife, and calls all children of

persons of his own " age-grade," class and sUtus by the same
name as he calls his own children, many theorists hold this to

be a proof of the origin of the nomenclature ** in a system of

group marriage in which groups of men exercised marital rights

over groups of women, and the limitation of one wife to one

husband was unknown. Such a system would explain very

simply why every man gives the name of wife to a whole group

of women, and every woman gives the name of husband to a

whole group of men," and so on with all such collective terms

of relationship.*

Certainly this is a very simple explanation. But if we wished

to explain why every Frenchman applies the name which he

gives to his " wife " (Jemnu) to every " woman " in the world,

it would be rather simpler than satisfactory to say that this

nomenclature arose when the French people lived in absolute

sexual promiscuity. The same reasoning applies to English
" wife," German fF«t6, meam'ng " woman," ard so on in many
languages. Moreover the explanation, though certainly very

pimple, is not '* the only reasonable and probable explanation."

Suppose that early man, as in a hypothesis of Darwin's, lived,

not in large local tribes with the present polity of such tribes

in Australia, but in " cydopean families," where the sire con-

trolled his female mates and offspring; and suppose that he,

from motives of sexual jealousy, and love of a quiet life, forbade

amours between his sons and daughters. Suppose such a society

to reach the dimensions of a tribe. The rules that applied to

brothers and sisters, mothers and sons, would persist, and the

original names for persons in such relationships in the family

would be extended, in the tribe, to all persons of the same
status: new terms being adopted, or old terms extended, to

cover new social relationships created by social laws in a wider

society.

Another Theory of the Origin of Totemism and £xogamy.—How
this would happen may be seen in studying the other hypothesis

* Tottmisn^, i. 304.

of exogamy and totemism.* Man was at first, as Darwin sap-
posed, a jealous brute who expelled his sons from the neighbour-
hood of his women; he thus secured the internal peace of his
fire circle; there were no domestic love-feuds. The sons there-

fore of necessity married out—were exogamous. As man
became more human, a son was permitted to abide among his
kin, but he had to capture a mate from another herd (exogamy).
The groups received sobriquets from each other, as Emu,

Frog, and so forth, a fact illustrated copiously in the practice

of modern and English and ancient Hebrew villages.'

The rule was now that marriage must be outside of the local

group-name. Frog may not marry Frog, or Emu, Emu. The
usual savage superstition which places all folk in m>rstic

rapport with the object fro^ which their names-zrt derived
gradually gave a degree of sanctity to Emu, Frog and the rest.

They became totems.

Perhaps the captured women in group Emu retained and
bequeathed to their children their own group-names; the
children were Grubs, Ants, Snakes, &c. in Emu group. Let
two such groups, Emu and Kangaroo, tired of fighting for

women, make peace with connuhium^ then we have two phra-
tries, exogamous and intermarrying. Emu and Kangaroo, with
totem kins within them. (Another hypothesis is necessary

if the original rule of all was, as among the Urabunna and other
tribes, that each totem kin mustmarryout of itself into only one
other totem kin.* But we are not sure of the fact of one
totem to one totem marriage.) In short, the existence of the
two main exogamous divisions in a tribe is the result of an alliance

of two groups, already exogamous and intermarrying, not of a
deliberate dissection of a promiscuous horde.*

The first objection to this system is that it is iK>t held by'
observers on the spot, such as Mr Howctt and Mr Spencer.
But while all the observed facts of these observers are accepted
(when they do not contradict their own statements, or are not
corrected by fresh observations), theorists are not bound to
accept the hypotheses of the observers. Every possible re^>ect

is. paid to faas of observation. Hypotheses as to a suge of

society which no man living has observed may be accepted as
freely from Darwin as from Howitt, Spencer and L. Morgan.

It is next objected that " the only ground for denying that the
elaborate marriage-system" (systems?) "of the Australian

aborigines has been devised by them for the purpose which
it actually serves, appears to be a preconceived idea that these

savages are incapable of thinking out and putting in practice

a scries of checks on marriage so intricate that many civilized

persons lack either the patience or the ability to understand
them . . . The truth is that all attempts to trace the origin and
growth of human institutions without the intervention of human
intelligence and will are radicaUy vicious and foredoomed to

failure."* But nobody is denying that the whole set of

Australian systems of marriage is the result o( human emotions,

intelligence and wiU. Nobody is denying that, in course of

time, the aborigines have thought out and by successive steps

have elaborated their systems. The only questions are, what
were the human motives and needs which, in the first instance,

set human intelligence and will to work in these directions; and
how, in the first instance, did they work? The answers given

to these questions are purely and inevitably hypothetical,

whether given by observers or by cloistered students.

It is objected, as to the origin of totemism, that too much
influence is given to accident, too little to design. The answer
is that " accident " plays a great part in all evolution, and that,

'L^ng and Atkinson, Social Origins and Primal Law: Lang.
Secret of Ike Totem.

* Lan?, Social Origins and Secret of the Totem.
* Anthropological Essays, pp. 206-200.
» This theory, already sureested by the Rev. J. Mathcw. and Mr

Daniel McLennan, occurred independently to M. Van Gcnncp, who,
in Mythes et Ugptdes d'Australie, suppressed his chapter on it. after
reading TTte Secret of the Totem, The conclusions were almost
identical with thoae of that ^"ork (Op. cit. pp. vi. xxxiv.). The
details of the evolution, which are many, may be found in Soctat
OrigiHs and Primal Lav, and revised in The Secret of the Totem.

* Totemism, I 380, a8i.
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in the opposed theory, the existence and actual exogamous
fuBctbn of totems is also accidental, arising from ignorance

and a peculiar superstition. It is urged that no men would
accept a nickname given from without by hostile groups. This

b answered by many examples of cases in which tribes, clans,

political parties, and, of course, individuals, have accepted

sobriquets from without, and even when these were hostile and
derisive.' It is asked. Why, on this theory, are there but two
exogamous divisions in the tribe? The reply is that in America
there may be three or more: that in the Urabunna there are as

many exogamous'divisions (dual) as there are totems, and that

these, like the main exogamoiis divisions, go in pairs, because
marriage is between two contraaing parties.*

It is maintained in this theory that Australian blacks, who are

reflective and by no means illogical men, have long ago observed
that certain marriages are rigorously barred by their social

system, for do obvious reason. Thus a man learns that he
must not marry in his own main exogamous division, say
Eagle Hawk. He must choose a wife from the opposite division.

Crow. She must belong to a certain set of women in Crow,
whose tribal status is precisely that, in Crow, of his own sislers,

and his " little sisters " (the women of his sister's status) in

Eagle Hawk. The reflective tribesman does not know toky these

rales exist. But he perceives that the marriageable women in

his own main division bear the same title as his sisters by
blood. He therefore comes to the conclusion that they are

all what his own sisters manifestly are, " too near flesh," as the

natives say in English; and that the purpose of the rule is to

bar marriage to him with all the women who bear the name
** sisters " that detwtes close consanguinity. Presently he
thinks that other kinsfolk, actual, or bearing the same collective

title as actual kinsfolk of bis, are also " too near flesh," and he
goes on to bar tkem till he reaches the eight class model; or.

Eke some south-eastern tribes, drops the whole cumbrous
scheme in favour of one much like our own.
The reflective savage, in short, acts exactly as the Church

did when she extended to cousins the pre-existing Greek and
Roman prohibitions against the marriages of very near kin;

and, again, extended them still further, to exclude persons not

consanguineous at all but called by the same title as real

consanguines, " father," " mother " and " child " in " gossipred
"

—gcxlfather, godmother, godchild.

The savage and ecclesiastical processes are parallel and
iUostrate each other. Probably when a tribe with two main
exc^mousand intermarrying divisions came into existence in

the way which we have indicated, the names used in families for

father, mother, daughter, son, husband, wife, brother^ sister,

were simply extended so as to include, in each case, all persons in

the tribe who were now of the same status, socially, with the

same rights, restrictions and duties, as had been theirs in the

fire-drde before the tribe was made a tribe by the union of two
exogantous and previously hostile intermarrying local groups;

or two sets of such groups. The process is natural; the wide

extension now given to old names of relationships saved the

trouble of making new names. Thus we have found a reasonable

and probable way of accounting for classificatory terminology

without adopting the hypothesis that it arose out of " group-

marriage " and asking " But how did group-marriage arise?"

There is no accident here, all is deliberate and reflective

design, beginning with the purely selfish and peace-loving

design of the jealous sire. Meanwhile the totemic prohibition,
** no marriage in the same totem name," has been retained and
expanded even beyond the tribe, and " however remote the

bunting grounds " of two persons, they may not intermarry if

their totem name be the same.

Such are the two chief opposed theories of the origins of

exo^my, and of the connexions of exogamy with totemism.

The second docs not enjoy the benefit of norice and criticism

IS Mr Frazer's Totemism,

The Seerei cfthe Totem, pp. 128, 134.
*For other arguments explaining the duality of the divinons

•ee Van Genaep, ni suprat p. xxxiv. and note i.

Relations of the Social and Religious Aspects of Totemism.—It
is a curious fact (if it be accepted as a fact) that the social

aspect of totemism—the prohibition to marry a person of the
same hereditary totem name—is sometimes strongest where
the " religious " prohibition against killing or eating the totem
is weakest; while the highest regard is paid to the totem, or
to the god which is supposed to inhabit the totem spedes, where
there is no prohibition on marrying within the totem name.
Thus in Australia, where (except in the centre, among the
Arunta) almost all tribes prohibit marriages within the totem
name, it is scarcely possible to find an instance in which irreUgious

treatment of the totem, killing or eating it, is (as among many
other totemic peoples) thought to be automatically or " reli-

giously " punished by illness, death or miscarriage. Religion,

in these cases, does not hold that the injured majesty of the
totem avenges itself on the malefactor. On the other hand the
Samoans, who pay no regard to the sacred animal of each
community in the matter of not marrying within his name,
believe that he will inflia death if one of his species be eaten-^
and if no expiatory rite be performed.* In Samoa, we saw,
the so<alled totem is the vehicle of a God; m Australia no such
idea is found.
• Meanwhile the offence of marrying within the totem name is

nowhere automatically punished in any way except among the
American Navajos, where, to make certain, the totem kin also

inflicts secular penalties;* and it is part of the magic of the
Jntickiuma rites for the behoof of the totem that his kin should
eat of him sparingly, as on all occasions they may do. In all

other quarters, where marriage within the totem kin is forbidden,

the penalty of a breach of law has been death or tribal excom-
munication. The offence is secular. The Euahlayi, who never
marry within the totem name, " may and do eat their hereditary

totems with no ill effects to themselves."* This is very
common in South Australia. As a rule, however, in Australia

some respect is paid to the actual plant or animal, and some
Northern tribes who inherit the paternal totem respect it almost
as much as the maternal totem. As they also inherit property
in the maternal line, it seems clear that they have passed from
female to male descent, as regards the totem, but not as regards
inheritance.*

}iale and Female Descent of the Totem.—It was the almost
universal opinion of anthropologists that, in the earUest totemic
societies, the totem was inherited from the mother, and that

inheritance from the father was a later development. But when
the peculiar totemism of the Arunta was discovered, and it was
desired to prove that this non-exogamous totemism was the
most primitive extant, it was felt to be a difliculty that the Arunta
reckon descent of everything hereditable in the male, not the
female line. If then, the Arunta were not primitive but advanced,
in this matter as well as in their eight sub-classes and ceremonies,
how could their totemism be primitive? It would have been
easy to reply that a people ought be " primitive " in some details

though advanced in others—the fact is notorious. But to escape
from the dilemma the idea was proposed that neither male nor
female descent was more primitive than the other. One tribe

might begin with male, one with female descent. Nobody can
prove that it was not so, but " whereas evidence of the passage
from female to male reckoning may be observed, there is virtually

none of a change in the opposite direction."

'

Thus the Worgaia and Northern neighbours of the Arunta,
with male descent, have certainly passed through a system of

female descent of the totem, and actually inherit property in the
female line, while Strehlow's Aranda or Arunta inherit their

mothers* totems. Moreover Howitt shows us at least one tribe

Turner, Samoa, p. 31, sqq.
* Bourke. Snake Dance of the Montis, p. 379.
* Mrs Laneloh Parker. The Euahlayi Tribe, p. 379.
*See for Worgaia and Warramunga reverence of the mothcr'a

totem, though theyinherit the father's, Spencer and Gillen, Northern
Tribes, p. 166. That these tribes, though reckoning descent in
the paternal line, inherit property in the maternal u certain, see

PP,\5?3. 524
'Thorlomas, rd supra, p. 15.
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with female descent, the Dieri, actually in the process of diverging

from female to male descent of the totem. " A step further is

when a man gives his totem name to his son, who then has those

of both father and mother. This has been done even in the

Dieri tribe," which appears to mean that it is also done in other

tribes.'

A difficult case in marriage law is explained by saying that
" possibly some man, as is sometimes the case, gave his Murdu
(totem) to his son, who was then of two Murdus^ and so could not

marry a girl of one of his two totems." * We thus see how the

change from female to male descent of the totem is " directly

led to," as Mr Howitt says,' by a man'smere fatherly desire to

have his son made a member of his own totem kin. On the other

hand, we never read that with male descent of the totem a mother
gives hers to son or daughter. All these facts make it hard to

doubt (though absolute proof is necessarily impossible) that

female everywhere preceded male descent of the totem.

Proof of transition from female to male descent of the totem
appears to be positive in some tribes of the south of South

Australia. Among them each person inherits his mother's

totem, and may not marry a woman of the same. But he also

inherits his father's totem, which " takes precedence," and gives

its name to the local group. No person, as apparently among
the Dieri when a father has " given his totem " to a son, may
marry into either his father's or his mother's totem kin (Mrs
Bates).

Thus we have a consecutive series of evolutions: (a) All

inherit the maternal totem orJy, and must not marry within it.

This is the nile in tribes of south-east Australia with female

descent. (6) Some fathers in this society give their totems to

sons, who already inherit their maternal totems. Such sons can

marry into neither the paternal nor maternal totems. Thiswas
a nascent rule among the Dieri. (c) All inherit both the paternal

and the maternal totem, and may marry into neither (southern

South Australia), ((f) All inherit the religious regard for the

maternal totem, but may marry within it, while they may not

marry within the paternal totem (Worgaia and Warramunga of

north central Australia), (e) llie paternal totem alone is

religiously regarded, and alone is exogamous (tribes of south-

east Australia with male descent). (/) The totem is neither

hereditary on either side nor exogamous (Spencer's Arunta).

{£) The maternal totem is hereditary and sacred, but not

exogamous (Strehbw's Arunta).

In this scheme we give the degrees by which inheritance of the

totem from the mother shades into inheritance of the totem from

both parents (Dieri), thence to inheritance of both the maternal

and paternal totem while the paternal alone regulates marriage

(Worgaia and Warramunga), thence to exclusive inheritance of

the paternal, without any regard paid to the maternal totem

(some tribes of South Australia), and so on..

Meanwhile we hear of no tribe with paternal descent of the

totem in which mothers are giving their own totems also to their

children. We cannot expect to find more powerful presumptions

in favour of the opinion that tribes having originally only

maternal have advanced by degrees to only paternal descent of

the totem. Mr Frazer says, " So far as I am aware, there is no
evidence that any Australian tribe has exchanged maternal for

paternal descent, and until such evidence is forthcoming we are

justified in assuming that those tribes which now trace descent

from the father formerly traced it from the mother."*

We have now provided, however, the evidence for various

transitional stages from maternal to paternal descent, but have

found no traces of the contrary process, nor more than one way of

interpreting the facts. It is admitted by Mr Frazer that in several

North American tribes the change from female to male descent

has to ail appearance been made.* Among the Delawares the

im'tial process was much akin to that of the Dieri, who, in a tribe

of female descent, " gives " his own totem to his sons. " The
Delawares had a practice of sometimes naming a child into its

father's clan," and a son thus became a member of his father's

« N.T.S.E.A. p. 284. • Ibid. p. 167.^- ^^ - • Ibid. iiL 4a. 58, 72. 80.> Ibid. p. 384. * totmism, u 317.

clan. This " may very well have served to initiate a change of

descent from the female to the male line."* Howitt says pre-

cisely the same thing about the paternal practice of the Dieru
Thus there is no reason for denying that the change from female
to male descent can be made by Australian as readily as by
American tribes. We have given evidence for every step in the
transition. The opposite opinion arose merely in an attempt
to save the primitiveness of the Arunta, some of whom actually

still make the maternal totem hereditary.

The change to male descent is socially very important. The
totem kin of a man , for example, takes up his blood feud. Where
the descent is female a " man may probably have some (totemic)

kinsmen in the same group, but equally a considerable number
of members of other totem kins." But it is clear that the rule

of male descent gives far greater security to the members of a
local group; for they are surrounded by kinsmen, local totem
groups only occurring where male descent of the totem prevails,

or is predominant.' The change from female to male descent of
the totem, or the adoption of male descent from the first (if it

ever occurred) is thus a great social advantage.
The Ways out of Tatemwrn.—While Howitt believed (though

later he wavered in his opinion) that female had always preceded
male descent of the totem, he also observed that with male
descent came in abnormal developments. One of these is that
the people of a distria with male descent are often known by
the name of the region, or of some noted object therein (say wild
cherries).* They may even regard (or white observers suppose
that they regard) some object as their " local totem," yet they
marry within that so-called totem. But they take to marrying,
not out of the hereditary totem kin, which becomes obsolescent,

but out of their own repon into some other given locality. Thus
in the Kumai tribe there were no inevitable herediury totems,
•but tkundung were given by the fathers to lads*' when about ten
years old or at initiation.'* * The animal (Aim^fin;(elder brother)

was to protect the boy, or girl (the girl's thundung was called

banung). The names of the creatures, in each case, appear to
have been given to their human brothers and sisters; the
thundung name descended to a man's sons. "The names
are perpetuated" (under nude descent) "from generation to
generation in the same locality."**

Thus it appears that when a Kumai wishes to marry he
goes to a locality where he finds girls of banung names into
which he may lawfully wed. So far he seems, in fact, to practise

totemic exogamy; that he has to travel to a particular locality

is merely an accident. Though the thundung and banung
names are not inherited at birth by the children, they are given
by the father when the child is old enough to need them."
On the whole, we seem to see, in tribes where male descent

is of old standing, that the exogamous function of the totem
becomes obsolete, but a shadow of him, as thundung^ retains a
sort of " religious " aspea and even an unappreciated influence

in marriage law.

In Fiji and Samoa, in Melanesia** and British New Guinea,
many types of contaminated and variegated survivals of totem-
ism may be studied. In the Torres Islands" hero-worship blends
with totemic survivals. As in parts of South Africa, where a
tribe, not a kin, has a sacred animal, as in Fiji, he seems to be the
one survivor of many totems, the totem of some dominant local

* Totemism, iii. 4a.

'Except among the Arunta, where, though ^totems come by
change, local fiproups are usual. See Spencer and Gillen. Centrai
Tribes^ p. o. How this occurs we can only guess. See Folh Lore,
vol. XX., No. a, pp. aao-aji. Here it is Conjectured that adults
of the totem congregate for the purpose of convenience in performing
Intichiuma, or magical services for the propagation oS the totem
as an article of food. For the nature of these rites, common in
the central and northern but unknown to the south-eastern tribes,

see Central Tribes^ pp. i67-ai2, and Northern Tribes, pp. a83-3a<x
The Arunta totem aggregates art magical local societies.
• Central Tribes, pprs, 9. • N.T.S.E.A. p. 146.
•• Ibid. p. 146. " Cf. Howitt. ibid. pp. 370-379^
" Rivers, " Totembm in Polynesia and Melanesia," Joum. Antl^o^

Inst, vol. xxxix.
" Haddon, Cambridge Expedition, vol. v.
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totem group, before which the other totems have fled, or but
dimly appear, or are vehicles of gods, or, in Africa, of ancestral

spirits. (These African tribal sacred animals are called Siboko*.)

Some tribes explain that the Siboko originated in an animal
sobrique, as ape, crocodile, given from without.' Sibokoism, the

presence of a sacred animal in a local tribes can hardly be called

totemism, though it is probable that the totem of the leading

totem kin, among several such totem kins in a tribe, has become
dominant, while the others have become obsolete. On the Gold
Coast of Africa as long ago as 1819, Bowdich * found twelve
" families," as he called them, of which most were called by the

name of an animal, plant or other object, more or less sacred

to them. They might not marry a person of the same kindred

name, and there can be little doubt that totemism, with exogamy,
bad been the rule. But now the rules are broken down, especially

in the peoples of the coast. The survivals and other informa-

tion may be found in the Journal of ike Anthropological Institule

(1906) zxxvL 178, x88.

There are fainter traces of totemism in the Awemba between
Lake Tanganyika and Lake Bangweolo«* A somewhat vague
account of Bantu totems in British East Africa, by Mr C. W.
Hobley, indicates that among exogamous "dans" a certain

animal is forbidden as food to each "clan."* The largest

collection of facts about African totemism, from fresh and
original sources, is to be found in Mr Fraier's book. For
totemism in British Columbia the writings of Mr Hill Tout may
be consulted.* The Thlinkit tribes have the institution -in

what appears to be its earliest known form, with two exogamous
phratries and female descent. Ampng the Salish tribes " per-

sonal " totems are much more prominenL Mr Hill Tout, with
Profcsor F. Boas, considers the hereditary exogamous totem
to have its origin in the non-exogamous personal totem, which is

acquired in a variety of ways. The Salish are not exogamous,
and have considerable property and marked distinctions of rank.

It does not, therefore, appear probable that their system of

badges or crests and personal totems is more primitive than the

totexnic niles of the less civilized Thlinkits, who follow the form
of the south-east Australian tribes.'

Other very curious examples of wfiat we take to be aberrant

and decadant totemism in New Guinea are given by Mr Selig-

mann (i/ox, 1908, No. 89), and by Dr Rivers for Fiji (J/an,

190S, No. 75). Mr Seligmann (Man, 1908, No. xoo) added to

the information and elucidated his previous statements. The
** clans " in British south-east New Guinea usually bear geo-

graphical names, but some are named after one of the totems

in the " dan." " Evefy individual in the cUn has the same
linked totems," of which a bird, in each case, and a fish seem
to be predominant and may not be eaten. "The dans are

exogamous . . . and descent is in the female line." It appears,

then, that a man, having several totems, all the totems in his

" dan," must marry a woman of another " dan " who has all

the totems of her " dan."
Simil2tf multiplidty of totems, eadi bidividual having a

number of totems, is described in Western Australia (Mrs
Bates). In this case the word " totem " seems to be used rather

vaguely and the facts require eluddation and verification.

In this part of Australia, as in Fiji* " pour la naissance . . .

rapparition du totem-animal avait toujotus lieu." In Fiji

the mother sees the animal, which does not affect conception,

and " is merdy an omen for the child already conceived." But
in Western Australia, as we have seen, the husband dreams

of an animal, which is supposed to follow him home, and to be

the next child borne by his wife If it is correctly stated that

when the husband has dreamed of no animal, while nevertheless

his wife has a baby, the husband spean the man whom he

suspects of having dreamed of an animal, the marital jealousy

« Frazer, " Totemism, South Africa," Man (1901), No. Hi.

> See Secret of the Totem^ pp. 2«, 26. > Mission to AshanlL
* Jottm. Anikrop. Inst. (1906}, xxxvi. 154.
» Ibid- (1903). wotiii. 34^34*. * Ibid. (1003-1904).
* See diacuMion in Secret of the Totem lot details and references.
* Pire Schmidt, Man (1908), No. 84, quoting Pire de Maixan,

AmOvpas, ia. 400-405.

takes an unusual form and human life becomes precarious. But
probably the husband has some reason for the direction of his

suspicions. He never suspects a woman.
" The Banks' Islanders," says Mr Frazer, " have retained the

primitive system of conceptional totemism." * On the other hand
Dr Rivers, who is here our authority, writes " totemism is absent "

from " the northern New Hebrides, the Banks' and the Terrcs
groups."^ In a place where totemism is absent it docs not prima
fade seem likdy that we shall discover " the primitive system
of conceptional totemism." The Banks' Islanders have no
totemism at alL But they have a certain superstition applying
to certain cases, and that superstition resembles Arunta and
Loritja bdids, in which 'Mr Frazer finds the germs of totemism.
The superstition, however, has not produced any kind of

totemism in the Banks' group of isles, at least, no totemism is

foimd. " There fire," writesDr Rivers, " beliefs which would seem
to furnish the most natural starting-point for totemism, beliefs

which Dr Frazer has been led by the Australian evidence"
Tby part of the Australian evidence, we must say) " to regard
as the origin of the institution." Thus, in Banks' Islands we
have the starting-point of the institution, without the institution

itself, and in many Australian tribes we have the institution

—

without the facts which are " the most natural starting-point."

As far as they go these circumstances look as if "the most
natural" were not the actual starting-point. The facts are

these: in the Isle of Mota, Banks' group, " many individuals "

are under a tabu not to eat, in each case, a certain animal
or fruit, or to touch certain trees, because, in each case, " the
person is believed to be the animal or fruit in question."

This tabu does not, as in totemism, apply to every individual;

but only to those whose mothers, before the birth of the indivi-

duals, "find an animal or fruit in their loin-cloths." This,

at least, "is usually" the case. No other cases are given.

The women, in each case, are informed that their child " will

have the qualities of the animal " (or fruit) " or even, it appeared
would be himself or herself the animal " (or fruit). A coco-nut

or a crocodile, a fl3ring fox or a brush turkey, could not get

inside a loin-doth; the animal and fruits must be of exiguous

dimensions. When the animal (or fruit) disappears "it is

believed that it is because the animal has at the time of its dis-

appearance entered into the woman. It seemed quite dear that

there was no belief in physical impregnation on the part

of the animal nor of the entry of a material object in the form
of the animal . . , but, so far as I could gather, an animal
found in this way was regarded as more or less supernatural, a
spirit animal and not one material, from the beginning."

" There was no ignorance of the physical r61e of the human
father, and the father played the same part in conception as

in cases unaccompanied by an animal appearance." The part

played by the animal or fruit is limited to producing a tabu
against the child eating it, in each case, and some community
of nature with the animal or fruiL Nothing here is hereditary.

The superstition resembles some of those of the Arunta, Loritja

and Euahlayi. Among the Euahlayi the superstition has no
influence; normal totemism prevails; among the Arunta nation

it is considered to be, and Dr Rivers seems to think that it is,

likely to have been the origin of totemism. In Mota, however,

it dther did not produce totemism, or it did; and, where the

germ has survived in certain cases, the institution has disappeared

—while the germinal facts have vanished in the great majority

of totemic sodetiea. Dr Rivers docs not explain how a brush

turkey, a sea snake or a flying fox can get into a woman's
loin-doth, yet these animals, also crabs, are among those tabued

in this way. Perhaps they have struck the woman's fancy

without getting into her loin-doth.

It is scarcely correct to say that "the Banks' Islanders

have retained the primitive system of conceptional totemism."

They only present, in certain instances, features like those which

are supposed to be the germs of a system of conceptional

• Man, Iv. 128.
>' " Totemism in Polynesia and Melanesia," Joum, Anthrop. Inst,

xxxix. 173. sqq.
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totemism. In the case of the Aninta we have demonstrated
that hereditary and ezogamous totemism of the normal type
preceded the actual conceptional method of acquiring, by local

accident, "personal totems." If the Banks' Islanders were
ever totemists they have ceased to be so, and merely retain, in

cases, a superstition analogous to that which, among the Arunta,

with the aid of the stone ckuringaf has produced the present

unique and abnormal state of affairs totemic

For totemism in India, see Dalton. Ducripiive Elknclogy of Bengal;
for the north of Asia, Strahlenberg's Z>excrtpfiaii, &c. (1738): and in

all instances Mr Fraier'a book.

Myths of Totem Origins.
—

^The myths of savages about the

origin of totemism are of no historical value. Not worshipping

ancestral spirits, an Australian will not, like an ancestor-

worshipping African, explain his totem as an ancestral spirit.

But where, as in the north and centre, he has an elaborate

philosophy of spirits, there the primal totems exude spirits

which are incarnated in women.
In their myths as to the origin of totemism, savages vary

as much as the civilized makers of modem hypotheses. Some
claim descent from the totem object; others believe that an
original race of animals peopled the world; animals human in

character, but bestial, vegetable, astral or what not, in form.

These became men, while retaining the rapport with their

original species; or their spirits are continually reincarnated in

women and are bom again (Amnta of Messrs Spencer and
Gillen); or spirits emanating from the primal forms, or from
objects in nature, as trees or rocks, connected with them, enter

women and are reincarnated (Arunta of Mr Strehlow and some
Australian north-wcstem tribes, studied by Mrs Bates).

Other Australians believe that the All-Father, Baiame, gave
totems and totemic laws to men.* There are many other explana^

tory myths wherever totemism, or vestiges thereof, is fotmd in

Australia, Africa, America and Asia.

All the myths of savages, except mere romantic MUrchen, and
most of the myths of peoples who, like the Greeks, later became
dvilized, are " aetiological," that is, are fanciful hypotheses

made to account for everything, from the universe, the skies,

the sun, the moon, the stars, fire, rites and ceremonies, to the

habits and markings of animals. It is granted that almost all of

theso fables are historically valueless, but an exception has been
made, by scholars who believe that society was deliberately

reformed by an act bisecting a tribe into twoexogamous divisions,

for savage myths which hit on the same explanation. We might
as well accept the savage myths which hit on other explanations,

for example the theory that Sibokoism arose from animal
sobriquets. Exceptions are also made for Amnta myths in

which the primal ancestors are said to feed habitually if not

exclusively on their own totems. But as many totems, fruit,

lowers, gmbs, and so on are only procurable for no longer than
the season of the May-fly or the March-brown, these myths are

manifestly fabulous.

Again the Arunta primal ancestors are said to have cohabited
habitually with women of their own totem, though without
prejudice against women of other totems whom they encountered
in their wanderings. These myths are determined by the

belief in oknanikUla^ or spots haunted by spirits all of one totem,

which, again, determine the totem of every Arunta. The
idea being that the fabled primal ancestors male and female

in each wandering group of mirade-workcrs weve always all of

one totem, it follows that, if not celibate, which these savages
never are, they must have cohabited with women of their own
totem, and, by the existing Amnta system, there is no reason
why they shotdd not have done so. In no other field of research

is historical value attributed to savage legends about the
inscrutable past that lies behind existing institutions.

We are thus confronted by an institution of great importance
socially where it regulates marriages and the blood-feud,

or where it is a bond of social union between kinsmen in the

totem or members of a society which does magic for the behoof

' Mrs Langloh Parker. Tht EuaUayi Tribe.

of its totem (central and north-western Australia), and is ol

some " reUgious " and mythical imporunce when, as in Samoa,
the sacred animal is regarded as the vehicle of a god. Of the
origin of these beliefs, which have practical effects in the evolution
of society and religion, much, we saw, is conjectured, but as we
know no race in the act of becoming totemic—as in all peoples

which we can study totemism is an old institution, and in most
is manifestly decaying or being transmuted—^we can only form
the guesses of which examples have been given. Others may
be found in the works of Herbert Spencer and Lord Avcbury,
and criticisms of all of them may be rc^d in A. Lang's Social

Origins.

Whether or not survivals of totems are to be found in the
animal worship of ancient Egypt, in the animal attendants of

Greek gods, in Greek post-Homeric legends of descent from gods
in various bestial disguises, and in certain ancient Irish legends, it

is impossible to be certain, especially as so many gods are now
explained as spirits of vegetation, to which folk-lore assigns

carnal forms of birds and beasts.

Other Things called Totems—Ai has been said, the name
" totem " is applied by scholars to many things in nature which
are not hereditary and exogamous totems. The " local totem "

(so called) has been mentioned, also " linked totems."
Personal Totems.—^This is the phrase for any animal or other

object which has been " given " to a person as a protective

familiar, whether by a sorcerer * or by a father, or by a congress
of spoewives at birth j or whether the person selects it for him-
self, by the monition of a dream or by caprice. The Euahlayi
call the personal totem Yunbeai, the tme totem they style Dhe
They may eat their real but not their personal totems, whidi
answer to the hares and black cats of our witches.

Three or four other examples of tribes in which " personal
totems" are "given" to lads at initiation are recorded by
Howitt.* The custom appears to be less common in Australia

than in America and Africa (except in South Australia, where
people may have a number of " personal totems "). In one case
the " personal totem " came to a man in a dream, as in North
America.* Here it may be noted that the simplest and appar-
ently the easiest theory of the origin of totemism is merely
to suppose that a man, or with female descent a woman,
made his or her personal totem hereditary for ever in his or her
descendants. But nobody has explained how it happened
that while all had evanescent personal totems those of a few
individuals only become stereotyped and hereditary for ever.

Sex-Totems.—Tht so-called " sex totem " is only reported in
Australia. Each sex is supposed by some tribes to have its

patron animal, usually a bird, and to injure the creature is to
injure the sex. When lovers are backward the women occasion-

ally kill the animal patron of the men, which produces horse-

play, and " a sort of jolly fight," like sky-larking and flirtation.*

The old English " jolly kind of fight," between girls as partisans

of ivy, and men as of the holly " sex-totem," is a near analogue.

It need not be added that "sex-totems" are exogamous, in
the nature of things.

Sub-Totems.—Tha is the name of what are also styled " multi-

plex totems," that is, numerous objects claimed for their own
by totem kins in various Australian regions. The Emu totem
kin, among the Euahlayi tribe, claims as its own twenty-three

animals and the noith-west wind.* The whole universe,

including mankind, was apparently divided between the totem
kins. Therefore the list of sut^totenu might be extended
indefinitely.' These "sub-totems" are a savage effort at
universal classification.

Conclusion.—^We have now covered the whole field of con-
troversy as to the causes and origins of totemic institutions.

AustraUa, with North America, provides the examples of those
institutions which seem to be "nearest to the beginning,"

and in Australia the phenomena have been most carefully and

* T%e Euahlayi Tribe, p. 21.
* Ibid._p. IM.
* The EuaUayi Tribe, p. 15.
' N.T^£ji. p. 454-

*N.T.S.E.A. pp. 144- 1

* Ibid. pp. 148*151.
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elabofatdy observed among peoples the least sophisticated. In

North America most that we know of many great tribes,

Iroquois, Huxons, Delawares and others, was collected long ago,

and when precision was less esteemed, while the tribes have
been much contaminated by our civilization. It has been

unavoidably necessary to criticize, at almost every stage, the

conclusions and hypotheses of the one monumental collection

of facts and theories, Mr Fcazer's Tolemism (19x0). Persons

who would pursue the subject further may consult the books

mentioned in the text, and they will find a copious, perhaps an
exhaustive bibliography in the references of Mr Frazer's most
erudite volumes, with their minute descriptive accotmt not

only ol the totemism, but of the environment and general

culture of hundreds of human races, in Savagery and in the

Lower and Higher Barbarism. (A. L.)

TOmA (d. 552), king of the Ostrogoths, was chosen king

after the death of his uncle Ildibad in 541, his real name being,

as is seen from the coinage issued by him, Baduila. The work
of his life was the restoration of the Gothic kingdom in Italy and
he entered upon the task at the very beginning of his reign,

coQccting together and inspiring the Goths and winning a victory

over the troops of the emperor Justinian, near Faenza. Having
gained another victory in 543, this time in the valley of Mugello,

he left Tuscany for Naples, captured that city and then received

the submission of the provinces of Lucania, Apulia and Calabria.

Totila's conquest of Italy was marked not only by celerity but also

by mercy, and Gibbon says *' none were deceived, either friends

or enemies, who depended on his fa ith or his clemency." Towards
the end of S45 the Gothic king took up his station at Tivoli and
prepared to starve Rome into surrender, making at the same
time elaborate preparations for checking the progress of Beli-

sarius who was advancing to its relief. The Imperial fleet, moving
op the Tiber and led by the great general, only just failed to

succour the dty, which must then, perforce, open its gates to

the Goths. It was plundered, although Totila did not carry

oat his threat to make it a pasture for -cattle, and when the

Gothic army withdrew into Apulia it was from a scene of desola-

tion. But its walls and other fortifications were soon restored,

and Totila again marching against it was defeated by Belisarius,

who, however, did not follow up his advantage. Several

cities were taken by the Goths, while Belisarius remained

ioactive and then left Italy, and in 549 Totila advanced a third

time against Rome, which he captured through the treachery

of some of its defenders. His next exploit was the conquest

and plunder of Sicily, after which he subdued Corsica and Sar-

dinia and sent a Gothic fleet against the coasts of Greece. By
this time the emperor Justinian was taking energetic measures

to check the Goths. The conduct of a new campaign was

entrusted to the eunuch Narses; Totila marched against him
and was defeated and killed at the battle of Tagina in July

552-
See E. Gibbon. Decline and Fall, edited by J. B. Bury (1898).

^-oL iv; T. Hodgkin. Italy and her Invaders (1896), vol. iv. and
Kampfner. Totila. Kdnig der OUgolen (1889).

TOTVES, GEORGE CAREW, or Casey, Earl of (i 555-1629),

English politician and writer, son of Dr George Carew, dean of

WizKlsor.amemberofa well-known Devonshire family, and Anne,

daughter of Sir Nicholas Harvey, was bom on the 29th of May
iS55>* and was educated at Broadgates Hall, Oxford, where he

took the degree of M.A. in 1588. He distinguished himself

on the field on several occasions and filled important military

commands in Ireland. In 1584 he was appointed gentleman-

pensioner to Queen Elizabeth, whose favour he gained. In 1586

be was knighted in Ireland. Refusing the embassy to France,

>Sir George Carew was made master of the ordnance in Ireland

in 1588, in 1590 Irish privy councillor; and in 1592 lieutenant-

general of the ordnance in England, in which capadty he

accompanied Essex in the expedition to Cadiz in 1596 and to

1 According to his own statement, Archaeolotia, xii. 401. In the
tatroduction. however, to the Calendar of Carew MSB. the date of

his birth is given as 1558, and his admission into Broadgates Hall in

1572. aged 15. In the pxeface to Carew's Letters to Roelt is given
as 1557-

the Azores in 1597. In 1598 he attended Sir Robert Cecil, the

ambassador, to France. He was appointed treasurer at war to

Essex in Ireland in March 1599, and on the latter's sudden
departure in September of the same year, leaving the island

in disorder, Carew was appointed a lord justice, and in 1600

president of Munster, where his vigorous measures enabled the

new lord deputy. Lord Mountjoy, to suppress the rebellion. He
returned to England in 1603 and was well received by James I.,

who appointed him vice-chamberlain to the queen the same
year, master oC the ordnance in x6o8, and privy councillor in

1616; and on the accession of Charles L he became treasurer

to Queen Henrietta Maria in 1626. He sat for Hastings in the

parliament of 1604, and on the 4th of June 1605 was created

Baron Carew of Clopton, being advanced to the earldom of

Totnes on the 5th of February 1626. In 16x0 he revisited

Ireland to report on the state of the country; and ini6i8 pleaded

in vain for his friend Sir Walter Raleigh. He died on the a7th

of March 1629, leaving no issue. He married Joyce, daughter of

William Clopton, of Clopton in Warwickshire.

Beddes his fame as president of Munster. where his administration
forms an important chapter in Irish history, Carew had a consider-

able reputation as an antiquary. He was the friend of Camden, of

Cotton and of Bodley. He made large collections of materials

relating to Irish history and pedigrees, which he left to his secretary.

Sir Thomas Stafford, reputed on scanty evidence to be his natural

son: while some portion has disappeared, V) volumes after coming
into Laud's possession are now at Lambeth, and 4 volumes in the
Bodleian Library. A calendar of the former is included in the
State Papers series edited by J. S. Brewer and W. Bullen. His
correspondedHt Ui.mt * Toaster with Sir Robert Cecil was edited in

1864 Iw Sir John Maclean, for the Camden Society, and bis letters

to Sir Thomas Roc (ifir.v[6i7) in i860. Other letters or papers are
ni C3F5cc; aniong the MSS. at the British Museum and
'. the lli^;. MSS. (

to 5

in ->-

Com. Serifs, Marquess of Salisbury's

M rrl pubii^htE after Carew's death Pacata Hibemia, or

tki ^ 4^/ ih£ Liiu V'^^ars in Ireland (1633), the authorship of
which he jurfrribcs in hin preface to Carew, but which has been
attributed to StafTard himself. This was reprinted in 1810 and re-

edit cd in 1S96. A Fmiment of the History of Ireland, a translation

from a. French vcrtior^ of an Irish original, and King Richard II..,,

in Iteiand Jrom tht Fn?nch, both by Carew, are printed in Walter
Harri4'4 Ilibe-rniCA (1757}. According to Wood, Carew contributal

to i^t: histocy of the rci^n of Henry V. in Speied's Chronicle. His
opinJa[i on the nUrm ul the Spanish invasion in 1596 has also been
printed.

See also the Life of Sir P. Carew, ed. by Sir J. Maclean (1857).

TOTNES} a market town and mum'cipal borough in the Totnes

parliamentary division of Devonshire, England, on the Dart,

29 m. S.S.W. of Exeter, by the Great Western railway. Pop.

(1901), 4035. It stands on the west bank of the river, and is

joined by a bridge to the suburb of Bridgetown. It was formerly

a walled town, and two of the four gates remain. Many old

houses are also preserved, and in High Street their overhanging

upper stories, supported on pillars, form a covered way for

foot-passengers. The castle, founded by the Breton Juhel,

lord of the manor after the Conquest, was already dismantled

under Henry VIII.; but its ivy-clad keep and upper walls

remain. The grounds form a public garden. Close by are the

remains of St Mary's Priory, which comprise a large Perpen-

dicular gatehouse, refectory, precinct wall, abbot's gate and
still-house. A grammar school, founded 1554, occupied part

of the Priory, but was removed in 1874 to new buildings. The
Perpendicular church of St Mary contains a number of interest-

ing tombs and effigies dating from the isth century onwards,

and much excellent carved work. The guildhall is formed from

part of the Priory. Vessels of 200 tons can lie at the wharves

near the bridge. The industries include brewing, flour mill-

ing, and the export of agricultural produce, chiefly com and

cider. Trout and salmon are plentiful in the river. The town is

governed by a mayor, 4 aldermen and 12 councillors. Area

1423 acres.

Totnes ( Toteneis, ToUon) wasa place of considerable importance

in Saxon times; it possessed a mint in the reign of iEthelred,

and was governed by a portreeve. In the Domesday Survey

it appears as a mesne borough under Juhel of Totnes, founder

of the castle and priory; it had 95 burgesses within and 15

without the borough, a^d rendered military service according
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to the custom of Exeter. In x ax s a charter from John instituted

a gild merchant with freedom from toll throughout the land. A
mayor is mentioned in the court roll of 1386-1387, and a charter

from Henry VII. in 1505 ordered that the mayor should be
elected on St Matthew's day, and should be derk of the market.

The present governing charter was granted by Elizabeth in

XS96, and instituted a governing body of a mayor, fourteen

masters or councillors, and an indefinite number of burgesses,

including a select body called " the Twenty-men." A fresh

charter of incorporation from James II. in 1689 made no altera-

tions of importance. The borough was represented in parlia-

ment by one member in 1295, and by two members from 1298

until disfranchised by the act of 1867. A market on Saturday

existed at least as early as 1255, and in x6o8 is described as well

stocked with provisions. The charter of Elizabeth granted a

three days' fair at the feast of SS Simon and Jude (Oct. 28),

and in x6o8 fairs were also held on May day and at the feast of

St James (July 25). The market day has been transferred to

Friday, but the May and October fairs are continued. The
town was formerly noted for serges, and in 1641 the inhabitants

represented their distress owing to the decline of the woollen

trade. The industry is now extinct. During the Civil War
General Goring quartered his troops at Totnes, and Fairfax

also made it his temporary station.

See Victoria County History; Devonshire; The History of Tofnex,

iU neighbourhood and Berry Pomeroy Castle fTotnes, 1825); William
Cotton. A Graphic and Historical SheUh of the Antiquities of Totnes

(London, 1858).

TOTONICAPAM, or Totonicapan, the capital of the depart-

ment of Totonicapam, Guatemala, on the same high plateau as

Quezaltenango, the nearest railway station, from which it is

12 m. E.N.E. Pop. (1905) about 38,000. Totonicapam is

inhabited mainly by Quich6 Indians, employed in the making
of cloth, furniture, pottery and wooden musical instruments.

There are hot mineral springs in the neighbourhood. In 1838

Totonicapam was declared an independent republic, in which

the adjoining departments of Solold and (^ezaltenango were

included. This state existed for two years, and was then again

merged in the republic of Guatemala. Totonicapam suffered

greatly in the earthquake of the x8th of April 190a.

TOTTENHAM, an urban district in the Tottenham parlia-

mentary division of Middlesex, England, forming a north

suburb of London, 6) m. north of London Bridge, adjoining

Edmonton on the south. Pop. (1901), 102,541. Its full

name, not now in use, was Tottenham High C^ross, from the

cross near the centre of the township. The origin and
significance of this cross are doubtful. The present structure

was erected c. x6oo, and ornamented with stucco in 1809. In

the time of Isaak Walton there stood by it a shady

arbour to which the angler was wont to resort. Formerly

Tottenham was noted for its " greens," in the centre of one

of which stood the famous old elm trees called the " Seven

Sisters"; these were removed in X840, but the name is pre-

served in the Seven Sisters Road. Bruce castle, on the site

of the old mansion of the Braces, but built probably by Sir

William Compton in the beginning of the i6th century, was
occupied by a boarding-school founded by Mr (afterwards Sir)

Rowland Hill in 1827 on the system instituted by him at Hazle-

wood, Birmingham. It became public property in 1892.

The church of All Hallows, Tottenham, Was given by David,

king of Scotland (C.X126), to the canons of the church of Holy
Trinity, London. It retains Perpendicular portions, a south

porch of brick of the x6th century and numerous ancient monu-
ments and brasses. The grammar school was enlarged and
endowed in 1686 by Sarah, dowager duchess of Somerset. The
urban district formerly included Wood Green to the west, but

this became a separate urban district in 1888 (pop. 34t>33)«

In the reign of Edward the Confessor the manor of Tottenham
was possessedby Eari Waltheof. It was inherited by his daughter

Maud, who was married first to Simon de St Liz and after-

wards to David, son of Malcolm III., king of Scotland, who was
created by Hcmy I. earl of Huntingdon, and received

of all the lands formerly held by Earl Waltheof. The manor
thus descended to William the Lion, king of Scotland, and was
granted by him in X184 to his brother David, carl of Angus
and Galloway, the grant being confirmed in 1x99 by King
John of England, who created him earl of Huntingdon. He
married Maud, heiress of Hugh, earl of Chester, and his son
John inherited both earldoms. The son married Helen, daughter
of Llewelyn, prince of Wales, by whom he was poisoned in

1237, dying without issue. She retained possession till 1254,
when the manor was divided between his coheirs Robert de
Bras, John de Baliol and Henry de Hastings, each division

forming a distinct manor bearing the name of its owner. In
1429 they were reunited in the possession of John Gedeoey,
alderman of London.

William Bcdwell, the Arabic scholar, was vicar of Tottenham, and
published in 1632 a Briefe Description of the Towne of Tottenham, in
which he printed for the first time the burlesque poem, the TumO'
nunt of Tottenham.

TOTTENVILUv a former village of Richmond county. New
York, U.S.A., and since 1898 a part of New York City. It is

on the southern shore of Suten Island in New York Bay and on
Staten Island Sound, about 30 m. S.W. of the south extremity
of Manhattan Island, and is the terminxis of the Staten Island
Rapid Transit railway. Marine engines, terra-cotta and boats
are manufactured here, and there are oyster fisheries. The
" Billopp House " here (still standing) was the scene of the con-
ference, on the ixth of September 1776, between Lord Howe,
representing Lord North, and Benjamin Franklin, John Adams
and Edward Rutledge, representing the Continental Congress,
with regard to Lord North's offer of conciliation. This house,
originally called the " Manor of Bentley," was built by Captain
Christopher Billopp (1638-17 26), who sailed from England in an
armed vessel, the " Bentley,^' in 1667, and, by circumnavigating

Staten Island in 24 hours, made it, under the raling of the
d\ike of York, a part of New York. From the duke of York
he received 1163 acres of land, including the present site of

Tottenville. The village was long known as Bentley, but in

1869 was incorporated (under a faulty charter, revised in 1894)
as Tottenville, apparently in honour of Gilbert Totten, a soldier

in the War of Independence.

TOUCAN, the Brazilian name of a bird,' long since adopted
into nearly all European languages, and apparently first given
currency in Engbnd (though not then used as an English word)
in 1668* by W. Charleton {Onomasticon, p. 115); but the bird,

with its enormous beak and feather-like tongue, was described

by Oviedo in his Sumario de la historia natural de las Jndtas,

first published at Toledo in XS27 (ch. 42),' and, to quote
the translation of part of the passage in F. Willughby's Ornith-

ology (p. 1 29)
, " there is no bird secures her young ones better from

the Monkeys^ which are very noisom to the young of most Birds.

For when she perceives the approach of those Enemies, she so

settles her self in her Nest as to put her Bill out at the hole,

and gives the Monkeys such a welcome therewith, that they
presently pack away, and glad they scape so." Indeed, so

remarkable a bird must have attracted the notice of the earliest

European invaders of America, the more so since its gaudy
plumage was used by the natives in the decoration of their per-

sons and weapons. In 1555 P. Bclon {Hist. nat. oyseaux, p. 184)

gave a characteristic figure of its beak, and in 1558 Thevet
{Singularitet de la France antarctigue, pp. 88-90) a long descrip>

tion, together with a woodcut (in some respects inaccurate,

but quite unmistakable) of the whole bird, under the name
of "Toucan," which he was the first to publish. In 1560
C. Gesncr {Icones avium, p. 130) gave a far better figure (though

* Commonly believed to be so called from its cry ; but Skeat
{Proc. Phuolog. Society, May 15, 1885) adduces evidence to prove
that the Guarani Tuca is from tl, nose, and cdng, bone, i^. nose of

bone.
" In 1656 the beak of an " Aracari of Brazil," which was a toucan

of some sort, was contained in the Musaeum tradescantiannm (p. 2).
but the word toucan does not appear there.

' The writer has only been able to consult the reprint of this rare
woHc contained in the Biblioteca de autores espaHcUs (xxiL 473-515)^
published at Madrid in 1852,
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sfOI incorrect) from a drawing received from Ferrerius, and
suggested that from the size of its beak the bird should be cabled

Burhynckus or RampkesUs. This figure, with a copy of Thevet's

and a detailed description, was repeated in the posthumous

edition (1585) of his larger work (pp. 800, 801). By 1579
Ambroise PanS (CEvvrej, ed: Malgaigne, iii. 783) had dissected a

toucan that belonged to Charles IX. of France, and about the

same time L^ry {Voyage fait en la tare du Bristly ch. xl.)t

whose chief object seems to have been to confute Thevet, con-

firmed that writer's account of this bird in most respects. In

1599 Aldrovandus (Ornilhologia, i. 801-803), always ready to

profit by Gesner's information, and generally without acknow-
ledgment, again described and repeated the former figures of

the bird; but be corrupted his predecessor's Ramphtstes into

RampkoiUfs, and in this incorrect form the name, which should

certainly be RkamphaUs or RkampkasUu, was subsequently

vlopted by Linnaeus and has since been recognized by systcm-

atists. Into the rest of the early history of the toucan's discovery

it is needless to go.^ Additional particulars were supplied by
many succeeding writers, until in 1834 J. Gould completed his

Monograph of the family' (with an anatomical appendix by
R. Owen), to which, in 1835, he added some supplementary

pbtes; and in 1854 he finished a second and much improved
edition. The most complete compendium on toucans is 'J*

Cassin's '* Study of the Ramphastidae," in the Proceedings

of the Philadelphia Academy for 1867 (pp. 100-124).

By recent systematists 5 genera and from 50 to 60 species of the
family are neco^nized ; but the characters of the former have never
been aatislactorily defined, much lets those of numerous tubdiviaions
which it has pleased some writers to invent. There can be little

doubt that the bird first figured and described by the earliest

authors above named b the R. loco of nearly all ormthotogists, and
as such is properly regarded as the type of the ^us and therefore
of the family. It u one of the lanpe»t, measuring 3 ft. in length,

and has a wide range throughout Guiana and a great part of Brazil.

The huge beak, looking like the great claw of a lobster, more than
8 in. long and 3 high at the base, is of a deep oranae colour, with a
large Mack oval spot near the tip. The eye, wiui its double iris

of gxecn and yellow, has a broad blue orbit, and is surrounded by a
bare space of deep orange skin. The plumage generally is black.

but the throat is white, tinged with yellow and commonly edged
beneath with red ; the upper tail-coverts are white, and the lower
scarlet. In other species of the genus, 14 to 17 in number, the bill

is mostly particoloured—green, yellow, red, chestnut, blue and black
variously combining so as often to form a ready diagnosis; but some
of these tinu are very flcetins; and often leave little or no trace after

death. Alternations of the brighter colours are also displayed in

the feathers of the throat, breast and tail-coverts, so a^ to oe m like

manner characteristk: of the species, and in several the bare space
round the eye is yellow, ^reen, blue or lilac. The sexes are alike in

coloration, the males being largest. The tail is neariy square or
moderately rounded. In the genus Pterogfossus, the Aracaris

"

(pronounced Arassari), the sexes more or less diner in appearance,
and the Uil is graduated. The species are smaller in size, and
nearly all are banded on the belly, which is generally yellow, with
black and scarlet, while except m two the throat of the males at
least is black. One of the most remarkable and beautiful is P.
beaukamaisi, by some authors placed in a distinct genus and called

Beanhamaisius ulocomus. In this the feathers of the top of the
bead are very singular, looking like glossy curled shavings of black
bom or whalebone, the effect being due to the dilatation 01 tlie shaft

and its coalescence with the consolidated barbs. Some of the
feathefs of the strawnroloured throat and cheeks partake of the same
Mructure. but in a less degree, while the subterminal part of the
lamtina is ojf a lustrous pevly-white.' The beak is richly coloured.

> One point of some interest may. however, be notkxd. In 1705
Plot {N.H. Oxfordshire, p. 1 8a) recorded a toucan found within two
mUes of Oxford in 1644. the bodjr of which was given to the repository

in the medical school of that univernty, where, be said. " it is still to

be seen.** Already in 1700 Leigh in his Lancashire (i. 195. Birds,

tab. I. fig. a) had figured another whk:h had been found d«M on the

coast of that county about two years before. The bird b easily kept
in captivity, and no doubt from eariy times many were brought alive

to Earope. Besides the one dissected by Par^ as above mentioned.
loh. Faoer, in hb additions to Hernandez's work on the Natural
History of MexKo (1651). figures (p. 697) one seen and described by
Puteus (Dal Pozzo) at Fontainebleau.

> Of thb the brothers Sturm in 1841 publbhed at Nuremberg a
German version.

> Thb curious peculbrity naturally attracted the notice of the first

discoverer of the species, Poeppig. who briefly described it in a letter

published ia Froriep's Noliaen (xxxiL 146) for December 1831.

being giTCd and crimson above and lemon below. The upper
ptyntage general Ey b dark gnen, but the mantle and rump are
cnctison. a-» am a bincNul abdominal belt, the flanks and many
cn-?iceiiik: markirtEs cm the other* t>e yellow lower parts.* The
group wr B^itus Sftmedrra^ projwjistij by J. Gould in 1837 (Icones
aviwm, pt. I), contains some 6 or 7 ^|:>ecics, having the beak, which
is mo5\\Y tran&vcrKly nEiippd, and t^il shorter than in Pterogbssus.
Hen? the sexes alxt differ in coloration, the males having the head
and breast bljckn and the lemalc^ tli^ same parts chestnut; but all

have a yeElow nuchial crescrnt (v^' hence the name of the group). The
so-called hilt-taLicans have been «ep>^ rated as another genus. Andi-
gfna, and canai&t of some 5 or 6 ipecies chiefly frequenting the slopes
of the Anrk-j and teajching an eJevaEion of 10,000 ft., though one.
cfTi'ji rljcL-d. amone them, hut prhaps belonging rather to PUro-
gloisui. the A. baiitsni. rt^ma^kable tor its yellow-orange head, neck
ami Uy#vf ftan^. inhabit* I he lowland* of southern Brazil. Another
\ir> fiin^ular (^rtn b A, hmitttro^tris, which has a^ixed on either
«iiJi: q\ Vie: mahil]^ near theba^, a quadrangular ivory-like plate,
li.rmjng a ft-aiure uniqut? In this or almost in any family of birds.

1 lit' f^toup Auijicorkiamphiii, or " eroove-bills," with a considerable
I'ut rathi.'^r unceruiei nymbcr of sp^xies, contains the rest of the
loiir^tns.

The iii£>nstrons serrated bill that «o many toucans possess was
by G. L. L. BufTon accounted a sjiw defect of nature, and it must
be ct^nfcssed that no one has sWen what seems to be a satisfactory

e:<pl a nation ol Its precisf use, tnoiiKh on evolutionary principles none
wih now doubt its 5tness to the Dird'a requirements. Solid as it

looks, its weight in inconsiderable, and the perfect hinge by which
the maxilla is articulated adds to its efficiency as an instrument
ol prrrbenaioa. W. Swainson (du^iif. Birds, u, 138) imagined it

merely " to contain an infinity of nerves, dbposed like net-work, all

ot^ which lead immediately to the no&trils," and add to the olfactory
faculty. This notion lecms to be liorrowed from I. W. H. TraU
(Tropif. linn. Sxieiy., id. 2Sg\ who admittedly had it from Watertoo.
and stated that it was " an adminible contrivance of nature to
increase the delicacy of the organ of smell;" but R. Owen's descrip-
tion showed this view to be groundless, and he attributed tne
extraordinary development of the toucan's beak to the need of corn-
pen tat Eng, by the aduiEional power cf mastication thus given, for the
absence of any of the grinding struc cures that are so characteristic
of the intestinal tract of ve^frtablt'-cadng birds—its digestive organs
possessing a general simplicity of formation. The nostrils are placed
GO as to be in most forms invi^il^k' until sought, being obscured by
the fnontal feathers or the backw.ird prolongation of the homy
sheath of the beak Th« wing« arc^ somewhat feeble, and the legs
have the toes placed in pairs, two Ix^fore and two behind. The tail

is capable of free vertical motion, and controlled by strong muscles,
0 that, at least in the true toucans, when the biitl b preparing to
sleep it is reverted and lies almost E!at on the back, on which also
the huge bill reposes, pointing in the opposite direction.

The toucans are limited to the new worid, and by far the greater
number Inhabit the north of South America, especially Gubna and
thevalleyof the Amazons. Some three species occur in Mexico, and
several in Central America. One, K, vtUUinus, which has its head-
quarters on the mainland^ La said to liecommon in Trinidad, but none
are found in the Antilles proper. They compose the family Rham-
phaa[L[|ae of Coraeiiifbrm birds, and are associated with tfie wood-
peckers {Pkidiu?) and puff-birds and Jacamars (Galbulidae) ; their
nearesiT allied perhaps ffxiat among th<: Capitonidae. but none of these
is belii^vc'tl 10 have the long feather -like tongue which b so charac-
teristic uf the toucans, and is, so far as known, possessed besides
ottly by th« Momotidae (^^ee MoTUor). But of these last there is no
rea.^n to deem the loucana close relatives, and according to W.
Sw:iin»on, who had c^pportunities of observing both, the alleged
ruM'nlblancc^ in their habits has no exbtence. loucans in confine-
ment fiN^ mainly on fruit, but little seems amiss to them, and they
»wnUow grubs, reptllct and t^mall birds with avidity. They nest in

hollow trees, and lay white pgE4» (A. N.)

TOUCH (derived through Fr. toucher from a common Teu-
tonk and Indo-Gcmaak root, cf. "tug," "tuck," O. H. Gcr.

tucdien, iQ L witch or draw), ia pliysiology, a sense of pressure,

referred usually Lo the surface of the body. It b often understood

as a sensatioti of contact as distinguished from pressure, but it

is evident I hat, however gentle be the contact, a certain amount
of pressure alws^ys ej^ists between the sensitive surface and the

body touched, J^fere contact in such circumstances is gentle

pressure; a greater amount of force causes a feeh'ng of resbtance

or of pressure referred to ihe skin ; a still greater amount causes a

feeling of muscular resistance, a? when a weight b supported

on the palm of the hand; whilst, finally, the pressure may be so

great as to cause a feeUng of pain. The force may not be exerted

* Readers of F. Eite^'s Naiurtiiist on the Rioer Amaums will

recollect the account (ii. ^44} and illustration there given of hb
encounter with a flixk of this &pect(» of toucan. Hb remarks oa
the other species with which he xnct are also excellent
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vertically on the sensory surface, but in the opposite direction,

as when a hair on a sensory surface is pulled or twisted. Touch
Is therefore the sense by which mechanical force is appreciated,

and it presents a strong resemblance to hearing, in which the

sensation is excited by intermittent pressures on the auditory

organ. In addition to feelings of contact or pressure referred

to the sensory surface, contact may give rise to a sensation of

temperature, according as the thing touched feels hot or cold.

These sensations of contact, pressure or temperature are usually

referred to the skin or integument covering the body, but they

are experienced to a greater or less extent when any serous or

mucous surface is touched. The skin being the chief sensory

surface of touch, it is there that the sense is most highly

developed both as to delicacy in detecting minute pressures and
as to the character of the surface touched. Tactile impressions,

properly so called, are absent from internal mucous surfaces, as

has been proved in men having gastric, intestinal and urinary

fistulae. In these cases, touching the mucous surface caused

pain, and not a true sensation of touch.

In the article Nervb (S^nal) the cutaneous distribution of the
oranins of touch is dealt with.

The Amphibia and Rcptilia do not show any special organs of
touch. The tips of tadpoles have tactile papillae. Some snakes
have a pair of tentacles on the snout, but the tongue is probably
the chief orvan of touch in most serpenu and lizards. All reptiles

possessing cumbing powers have the sense of touch highly developed
m the feet.

Birds have ecnthelial papillae on the soles of the toes that are no
doubt tactile. These are of great length in the capercailzie {Tetrax

^=—

^

uroiaUus), " enabling it to
grasp with more security the
frosted branches of the Nor-
wegian pine trees '* (Owen).
Around the root of the bill

in many birds there arc
b|^n.T, 1^1 1 t JL 1 ! L- uj n J n ? , .L .. 1 8t-

ing the bird to uwit a^-j. 1^ind

oC sensitive jtrobc for tht ile-

iKtlon in ioU ground o\ ihe

worm^r grub* ^nd aXu^^ [hat

con^tixute iti iocni. Sf<i.ial

bodit'iof this kind havt trt-cn

dcuvt<^ in lilt btak And
tongue of the duck and goose, called tht (^ailt corcgMrti^ oi F S.

Merkel, or the corpuscles of Grandry {^^, i }. SimiW hcH^iL» hjvc
been found in the epidermis of nua s.ad tnAmTn4U» in the smrer
root-sheath of tactile hairs or feetcrv They CDn^isx of *miii\ I ^^ lies

composed of a capsule enclosing two at more (lat^eni.'>d oui(:Il ned
cells, piled in a row. Each corpuick li srparat^ Uom tht ri^htrs

by a transparent protoplasmic disk. Nerve fibre* tcrminaii* m licr

in the cells (Merkel) or in the protupUs<mic intercdlubr ni<iicr

fRanvier. Hesse, Izquicrdo). Another farm of i^nd-or^jn h^^ >".cn

described by Herbst asexisttne in the mucoiif mi-mLmnc of the tl U' It's

tongue. These corpuscles of Herbst srv 1 1ke »mal I Piici tviA n cor; i q v. les

with thinandvL-ry'clo«bmdUc, De^ 1 1 up-
ments of Inti-gumcnt devoid of fc-^thtrrs,

such as th^ " wattTer? " of the ttxk. the
•*caninck>" -.'T ih^.- vjlinre cw.l • .'y,
are not tactile in their function.

In the great majority of Mammalia the
general surface of the skin shows senntive-
ness, and this is developed to a high degree
on certain parts, such as the lips, the end
of a teat and the cenerative organs.
Where touch is highly developed, the skin,

more especially the epidermis, is thin and
devoid of hair. In the monkeys tactile

papillae are found in the skin of tne fingers

and palms, and in the skin of the prehen-
sile tails of various H)ecies (Atdes). Such
papillae also abound in the naked skin of

the nose or snout, as in the shrew, mole. pig. tapir and elephant.

In the OrniikorkyHchus the skin covering the mandibles is tactile

(Owen). In many animals certain hairs acquire great size, length
and stiffness. These constitute the vibrisaae or whiskers. Each
large hair ^ws from a firm capsule sunk deep In the true skin,

and the hiur bulb is supplied with sensory nerve filaments. In
the walrus the capsule is cartilaginous in texture. The marine
Carnivora have strong vibrissae which " act as a staff, in a way
analogous to that held and applied by the hand of a blind man
(Owen). Each species has hairs of this kind developed on the
eyebrows, lips or checks, to suit a particular mode of existence,

as. for example, the long fine whiskers of the night-prowling

felines, and in th« aye-aye, a monkey having noaurnal habits.

Fic. I.—Tactile Corpuscles from
duck's tongue.

», Nerve.

Fio. 2.—Tactile Cor-
puscle from the hand.

In the l^n^ulita the hoofs need no delicacy of touch as lecarda
th e rri ->- r t n M 1

1
a - ion of minute points. Such animals, however, nave

bri.'Hi'L rti.Lv^i.i sensations of touch, enabling them to
arir>rL<ia(o Kh%- firmness of the soil on which they tread,
and und^r the hoof we find highly vascular and sen>
sitive bmelUe or papillae, contributing
no doubly not only to the growth of the
hcHLif. but iklio to Its sensitiveness. The
CcMC^ h^vo numerous sensory papillae
in the ikm. Bats have the sense of i

touch #trori^1y developed in the wings
and cxitrrut cars, and in some species
in the flan* of ^kin found near the nose.
TKive it little doubt that many special
for .lis of tactile organs will be found in
aninuls using the nose or feet for bur-
rowing. A peculiar end-organ has been
found in the nose of the mole, while there
are " end<apsules " in the tongue of the
elephant and " nerve rings " in the ears
of the mouse. F1C.3.—TactileCorpuadea

End-Organs of Touch in Man.-Jn from cUtori^^rabbit.

man three special forms of Uctilc
'

end-organs have been described, and can be readOy demon-
strated.

I. The End-Bulbs of XraMe.—These are oval or rounded
bodies, from j\j to ^^ oi an inch long. Each consists of a
delicate capside, composed of nucleated connective tissue

_ .0. 4.—End-Bulb from
human conjunctiva.

a, Nucleated capsule.

b, Core.
c, Entering nerve-fibre

'^ terminating in the
core at d.

Fic. 5.—End-Bulb from
conjunctiva of calf.

n. Nerve.

enclosing numerous minute cells. On tracing the nerve fibre,

it is found that the nerve sheath is continuous with the capsule,

whilst the axis cylinder of the nerve divides into branches

which lose themselves among the cells. W. Waldeyer and
Longworth slate that the nerve fibrils terminate in the cells,

thus making these bodies similar to the cells described by F. S.

Merkel {ut supra). (See fig. 4) These bodies are found in the

deeper layers of the conjunctiva, margins of the lips, nasal

mucous membrane, epiglottis, fungiform and circumvallate

papiUae of the tongue, glans penis and clitoris, mucous membrane
of the rectum of man, and they have also been found on the

under surface of the " toes of the guinea-pig, ear and body of

the mouse, and in the wing of the bat " (Landois and Stirling).

In the genital organs aggregations of end-bulbs occur, known
as the " genital corpuscles of Krause " (fig. 3). In the synovial

membrane of the joints of the fingers there are larger end-bulbs,

each connected with three four nerve-filaments.

(2) The Touch Corpuscles of Wagner and Meissner.—These

are oval bodies, about j^ of an inch long by vi^ of an inch in

breadth. Each consists of a series of layers of connective tissue

arranged transversely, and containing in the centre granular

matter with nuclei (figs, a, 3 and 6). One, two or three

nerve fibres pass to the lower end of the corpuscle, wind

transversely around it, lose the white substance of Schwann,

penetrate into the corpuscle, where the axis cylinders, dividing,

end in some way unknown. The corpuscles do not contain

any soft core, but are apparently built up of irregular septae

of connective tissue, in the meshes of which the nerve fibrils

end in expansions similar to Merkel's cells. Thin describes

simple and compound corpuscles according to the number of

nerve fibres entering them. ThcH bodies are found abundantly
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in the palm of the hand and sole of the foot, where there

may be as many as ax to every square millimetre (x mm. -
^ inch). They are not so numerous on the back of the

hand or foot, mamma, lips and tip of the tongue, and they
are rare in the genital organs.

3. Tlu Corpuscles of Voter or

Pacini.—^Thcse, first described by
Vater so long ago as X741, are small

oval bodies, quite visible to the naked
eyv, from x^ to iV of an inch long and

Fic. 7.— VaterVor Pacini**
Corpuscle,

a. Stalk.

6, Nerve-fibre entering it.

c, d. Connective-tissue en-
velope.

(Tnm laadoii ud StirG^. •!(« Bicsiadccki.)

Fic. 6.—Vertical Section of the Skin of
the Palm of the Hand.

«, Bkxxl-veMel.
b. Papula of the cutis vera.
e, Capillarv.
d, Nerve-fiDre passing to a touch-

corpuscle.
#. Wagner's touch-corpuscle. ^
/, Nerve-fibre, divided transversely. _._^.

g. Cells of the Malpighian layer of the e. Axis cylinder, with its

skin. eno divided at /.

Vr to Vv of M inch in breadth, attached to the nerves of the

hands and feet. They can be readily demonstrated in the

mesentery of the cat (fig. 7). Each corpuscle consists of 40 to

50 lamellae or coats, like the folds of an onion, thinner and
doser together on approaching the centre. Each lamella is

formed of an elastic material mixed with delicate connective-

tissue fibres, and the inner surface of each is lined by a single

continuous layer of endothelial cells. A double-contoured nerve

fibre passes to each. The white substance of Schwann becomes
continuous with the lamellae, whilst the axis cylinder passes into

the body, and ends in a small knob or in a plexus. Some-
times a blood-vessel also penetrates the Pacinian body, entering

along with the nerve. Such bodies are found in the sub-

cutaneous tissue on the nerves of the fingers and toes, near

joints, attached to the nerves of the abdominal plexuses of

the sympathetic, on the coccygeal gland, on the dorsum
ci the penis and clitoris, in the meso-colon, in the course

of the intercostal and periosteal nerves, and in the capsules of

lymphatic glands.

Physidogy of Touch in Man,—Such are the special end-organs

of touch. It has also been ascertained that many sensory

nerves end in a i^exus or network, the ultimate fibrils being

connected with the cells of the particxilar tissue in which they

are found. Thus they exist in the cornea of the eye, and at

the junctions of tendons with muscles. In the latter situation
** flattened end-ilakes or plates " and " elongated oval end-

bulbs" have also been found. A consideration of these

various types of structure show that they facilitate intermittent

pressure being made on the nerve endings. They are all, as it

were, elastic cushions into which the nerve endings penetrate,

90 that the sh'ght variation of pressure will be transmitted to

the nerve. Probably also they serve to break the force of a
sadden shock on the nerve endings.

SemsiHmneu and Sense of Locality.—The degree of sensitiveness
of the skin is determined t^ finding the smallest distance at which

the two points of a pair of compasses can be feh. Thb method
first followed by Weber, u empbyed by physicians in the diagnosis

Fic. 8.—Aestheswmeter of Sieveking.

,
of nervous affectbns involvin^^ the sensitiveness of the skin. The
following table shows the sensitiveness in millimetres for an adult.

Mia.

Tip of tongue i-i
Third phaunx of finger, volar surface 3-3>3
Rod part of the lip 4.5
Second phalanx 01 finger, volar surface 4-4*5
First phalanx of finger, volar surface 5~5'5
Third phalanx of finger, dorsal surface 6'8
Tip of nose 6-8
Head of metacarpal bone, volar 5-6-8
Ball of thumb 6-5-7
Ball of littk finger 5.C-6
Centre of palm 8-9
Dorsum and side of tongue; white of the lips; metacarpal

part of the thumb 9
Third phalanx of the great toe, plantar surface. . . . 11-3
Second phalanx of the fingers, dorsal surface . . . . 11-3
Back 11.3
Eyelid 11.3
Centre of hard palate 13*5
Lower third of the forearm, volar surface 15
In front of the zygoma 158
Planur surface of the great toe 15-8
Inner surface of the lip ao-^
Behind the zygoma 22-6
Forehead 22*6
Occiput 27-1
Back of the hand 31-6
Under the chin 33-8
Vertex 3^8
Knee 36-1
Sacrum (gluteal region) 44*6
Forearm and leg 45-1
Neck 54-1
Back of.Xhe fifth dorsal vertebra; lower dorsal and lumbar

rogbn 54-1
Middle of the neck 67-7
Upper arm; thigh; centre of the back 677

These investigations show not only that the skin b sensitive,

but that one is able with great preci»k>n to distinguish the part
touched. This latter power is usually called the sense of locality,

and it is influenced by various conditions. The greater the number
of sensory nerves in a given area of skin the greater is the degree
of accuracy in distinguishing different points. Contrast in this
way the tip of the finger and the back 01 the hand. Sensitiveness
increases from the Joints towards the extremities, and sensitiveness
is great in parts of tne body that are actively moved. The sensibility

of the limos is finer in the transverse axis than in the long axis <h

the limb, to the extent of | on the flexor surface of the upper limb
and I on the extensor surface. It is doubtful if exercise improves
sensitiveness, as Francis Gallon found that the performances of
blind bojrs were not superior to those of other boys, and he says that
" the guidance of the blind depends mainly on the multitude of
collateral indicatwns, to which thev give much heed, and not their

superiority to any one of them."^ [When the skin is moistened
with indinerent fluids sensibility is increased. Suslowa made the
curious discovery that, if the area between two points distinctly

felt be tickled or be stimulated by a weak electric current, the
impressions are fused. Stretching the skin, and baths in water
containing carbonic acid or common salt, increase the power of
localizing tactile impressions. In experimenting with the com-
passes, it will be found that a smaller distance can be distinguished

if one proceeds from greater to smaller distances than in the reverse

direction. A smaller disunce can also be detected when the points

of the compasses are placed one after the other on the skin than
when they are pbced simultaneously. If the points of the com-
passes are unequally heated, the sensatwn of two conucts becomes
confused. An anaemic condition, o- a state of venous congestion,

or the application of cold, or violent stretching of the skin, or the

use of such substances as atropine, daturin. morphia, stnrchnine.

alcohol, bromide ofpotassium, cannabin and hydrate ^01 chloral

blunt sensibility. Toe only active substance saud to increase u
bca"
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Absolute sensUhentss, at indicated by a sense &f pressure, hak

been tletermined by various methods. Two different weights are
placed on the part, and the smallest difference in weight that can
be perceived is noted. Weber placed small weights directly on the
skin: Aubert and Kammler loaded small plates: Dohm made use
of a balance, having a blunt point at one end of the beam, resting on
the skin, whilst weights were placed on the other end of the beam
to equalize the pressure: H. Eulenbera invented an instrument like

a spiral spring paper-clip or balance (tne baraesthesiometer), bavins
an index showing the pressure in grammes; F. Colts employee!
an India-rubber tube filled with water, and this, to ensure a constant
surface of contact, bent at one spot over a piece .of cork, is touched
at that spot by the cutaneous part to be examined, and, by rhyth-
mically exerted pressure, waves analoffous to those of the arterial

pulse are produced in the tube; and L. Landois invented a mercurial
balance, enabling him to make rapid variations in the weight without
giving rise to any shock. These methods have given the following

general results, (i) The greatest acuteness is on the forehead,

temples and back of the hand and forearm, which detect a pressure

of O'Ooa gramme; fingers detect 0*005 to 0*015 gramme; the chin,

abdomen and nose 0*04 to 0*05 gramme. (2) Golts's method gives

the same general results as Weber's experiment with the compasses^
with the exception that the tip of the tongue has its sensation of

pressure much lower in the scale than iu sensation of touch. (3)

Eulenberg found the following gradations in the fineness of the
pressure sense: the forehead, lips, back of the cheeks, aiid temples
appreciate differences of A to ^ (aoo: ao5 to 300: aio grammes).
The back of the last phalanx of the fineers, the forearm, band,
first and second ohalangcs, the palmar surface of the hand, forearm
and upper arm distinguish differences of A to ^ (200: aao to aoo:
a 10 grammes). The front of the leg and tnigh is similar to the fore-

arm. Then follow the back of the toot and toes, the sole of the foot

.

and the back of the leg and thigh. Dohm phured a weight of

1 grammeon theskin,and then determined the least additional weight
that could be detected, with this result: third phalanx of filler

0-499 gramme; back of the foot, 0-5 gramme; second phalanx, 0-771
gramme; first phalanx, o*8a gramme; leg, i sramme; back of hand,
I •156 grammes; palm, i*io8 grammes; pateUa. i*5 grammes; fore-

arm, I '99grammes ; umbilicus, 3'^ grammes ; and back, 3 >8 grammes.
(4) In passing from light to heavier weights, the acuteness increases

at once, a maximum b reached, and then with heavy weighu the
power of distinguishing the differences diminishes. (5) A sensation

of pressure after the weights have been removed may be noticed
{after-pressure sensation), especially if the weight be considerable.

(6) Valentine noticed that, if the bnger were held against a blunt-

toothed wheel, and the wheel were routed with a ceruin rapidity,

he felt a smooth margin. This was experienced when the intervals

of time between the contacts of successive teeth were less than from

«ls to A% of a second. The same experiment can be readily made
by holding the finger over the holes in one of the outermost circles

of a large syren routing quickly: the sensations of individual

boles become fused, so as to give rise to a feeling of touching a slit.

(7) Vibrations of strings are detected even when the number b
about 1500 per second ; above this the sensation of vibration ceases.

By attaching bristles to the prongs of tuning-forks and bringing

these into conUct with the lip or tongue, sensations of a very acute

character are experienced, which are most intense when the forks

vibrate from 600 to 1500 per second.
Information from TaUiie Impressions.—Theae enable ua to come

to the following conclusions. (1) We note the existence of some-
thing touching the sensory surface, (a) From the intensity of the
sensation we determine the weight, tennon or intensity of the
pressure. This sensation b in the first insunce referred to the skin,

but after the pressure has reached a ceruin amount muscular
sensations are also experienced—the so<alled muscular sense.

(3) The locality oi the part touched b at once determined, and from
this the probable position of the touching body. Like the vbual
field, to which all retinal impressions are referred, point for point,

there is a tactile field, to whicn all points on the skin surface may be
referred. (4) By touching a body at various ooints. from the
difference 01 pressure and from a comparison 01 the positions of

various points in the Uctile field we judge of the configuration of

the body. A number of " Uctile pictures^' are obuined oy passing

the skin over the touched body, and the shape of the body is further

determined by a knowledge of the muscular movements necessary

to bring the cutaneous surface into contact with different portions

of it. If there is abnormal displacement of position, a false con-
ception may arise as to the shape of the body. Thus, if a small

marble or a pea be placed between the index and middle fin^ so

as to touch (with the palm downwards) the outer side of the index

finger and the inner side of the middle hnger, a sensation of touching
one round body is experienced : but if the fingers be crossed, so that

the marble touches tne inner «de of the index finger and the outer
side of the middle finger, there will be a feeling of two round bodies,

because in these circumstances there is added to the feelings of

conuct a feeling of distortion (or of muscular action) such as would
take place if the fingers, for purposes of touch, were placed in that

abnormal position. Aeain, as showina that our knowledge of the

tactile field b precise, there b the wdl-known fact that when a {neoe

of skin b transplanted from the forehead to the nose, in the operation
for removing a deformity of the nose arising from lupus or other
ulcerative disease, the patient feels the new nasal part as if it were
his forehead, and he may have the curious sensation of a nasal
instead of a frontal heaoache. (5) From the number of points
touched we judge aa to the smoothness or roushness of a booy. A
body having a uniformly level surface, like a billiard ball, b smooth

.

a body bavin^^ points frregular in size and number in a given area
is rou^h; and if the points are very close together it gives rise to a
sensation, like that of the pile of velvet almost intolerable to some
individuals. Again, if the pressure is so uniform as not to be felt,

as when the body is immersed in water (paradoxical as ihb may seem,
it is the case that the sensation of conuct is felt only at the limit
of the fluid), we experience the sensation of being in conuct with a
fluid. (6) Lastly, it would appear that touch is always the result
of variation of pressure. No portion of the body when touching
anything can be regarded as absolutely motionless, and the slight
oscillations of the sens(Hy surface, and in many cases of the body
touched, produce those variations of pressure on which toucn
depends.
To explain the phenomenon of the taaile field, and more specblly

the remarkable variations of tactile sensibility above described,
various theories have been advanced, but none are satisfactory.
(See article "Cutaneous Sensations'* by C. S. Sherrington in
Schafei^s Physiology, ii. 920). Research shows that the sensation
of touch may be referred to parts of the skin which do not comain
the special end organs assocbted with this sense, and that filaments
in the Malpighbn layer (the layer immediately above the papUlae
of the true skin) may form the anatomical basis of the sense. The
skin may be regarded, also, as an extensive surface conuining
nervous arrangements by which we are brought into relation with
the outer world. Accordingly, touch is not the only sensation
referred to the sldn, but we also refer sensations of temperature
(heat and cold), and often those peculiar sensations which ire call

pain.
Sensations of Temperature.—Thtat depend on thermic trriution

of the terminal organs, as proved by the following experiment of
E. H. Weber: *' If the elbow be dipped into a veiy cold fluid, the
cold is only felt at the immersed pah. of the body (where the fibres
terminate) ; pain, however, b felt in the terminal organs of the ulnar
nerve, namely > in the finger points: this pain, at the same time,
deadens the local sensation of cold. " If the sensation of cold were
due to the irriution of a specific-ilirve fibre, the sensation of cold
would be referred to the tips of the fingers. When any part of the
skin ii above its normal mean temperature, warmth is felt; in the
oppoMte case, cold. The normal mean temperature of a given area
varies according^ to the distribution of hot blood in it and to the
activity of nutriuve chanma occurring in it. When the skin bbrought
into conuct with a good conductor of heat there is a sensation of
cold. A sensation 01 heat is experienced when heat is carried to
the skin in any way. The following are the chief facts that have
been asceruined regarding the temperature sense: (1) E. H.
Weber found that, with a skin temperature of from 1 5-5* C. to 35*C,

thermal sense varies in different regions as follows: tip of tongue,
eyelids, cheeks, lips, neck, belly. The ** perceptible mimmum " was
foundto be, in degreesC: breast 0*4*: back,o-9*: backof hand. 0-3*;
palm, 0-4* ; arm, o-a* ; back of foot , 0-4* ; thigh. 0-5* ; leg. 0*6* to o-a *

:

cheek, o*^*:temple, o*3*. (3) If twoditferenttemperaturesareapplied
side by side and simuluncously, the impressionsofienfuse.espccially
if the areas are close together. (4) Practice is said to improve the
thermal sense. (5) Sensations of heat and cold may curiously
alternate; thus when the skin is dipped first into water at 10* C.
we feel cold, and if it be then dipped into water at 16* C. we have at
first a feeling of warmth, but soon ^ain of cold. (6) The same
temperature applied to a large area b not apprecbted in the same
way as vhen applied to a small one; thus *^ the whole hand when
pUced in water at 29-^ C. feels warmer than when a finger b
dipped into water at 3a'C.

"

There is every reason to hold that there are different nerve fibses
and different central organs for the tactile and thermal sensations,
but nothing definite b known. The one sensation undoubtedly
affects the other. Thus the minimum distance at which two com-
pass points are felt b diminished when one point b warmer than
the other. Again, a colder weight is felt as neavier, " so that the
apparent difference of pressure becomes greater when the heavier
weight is at the same time colder, and less when the liahter weight
is colder, and difference of pressure is felt with equal weights of
unequal temperature " (E. n. Weber). Creat sensibility to differ-

ences of temperature is noticed after removal, alteration by vesicants,
or destruction of the epidermis, and in the skin affection called
herpes zoster. The same occurs in some cases of locomotor ataxy.
Removal of the epidermis, as a rule, increases tactile sennbility
and the sense of locality. Increased tactile sensibility is termed
hyperpidapkesia, and is a rare phenomenon in nervous diseases.
Paralysis of the tactile sense is called hypopsdaphesia, whilst its

entire loss b apsdaphesia, Brown-Siquard mentions a case in
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which contitet of two points gave rise to a sense of a third point of

caozact. Certain conditions of the nerve centres affect the senses

both of touch and temperature. Under the influence of morphia
the person may feel abnormally enlarged or diminished in size. As
a rule the senses are affected simultaneously, but cases occur where
ooe may be affected more than the other.

Sensations of heat and cold are chiefly referred to the skin, and
only partially to some mucous membranes, such as those of the
aSmentary canal. Direct irritation of a nerve does not give rise

to these sensarions. The exposed pulp of a diseased tooth, when
inritated by hot or cold fluids, gives rise to pain, not to sensations

of temperature. It has now been ascertained that there are minute
areas on the sldn in which sensations of heat and cold may be more
acutely feh than in adjoining areas; and. further, that there are
points stimulated by addition of heat, hot spots, while others are
sdmttlated by withdrawal of heat, cold spots.

A ample method of demonstrating this phenomenon is to
ose a 8(4id cylinder of copper, 8 in. in length by } in. in thick-

ness, and sharpened at one end to a fine pencil-like point. Dip
the pointed end into very hot water, close the eyes, and touch
parts of the skin. When a hot spot is touched, there is an acute
sensation of burning. Such a spot is often near a hair. Again,
in another set of experiments, dip the copper pencil into ice-cold

water and search for ccAd spots. When one of these is touched, a
sensation of cold, as if concentrated on a point, is experienced. Thus
it may be demonstrated that in a given area of skin there may be
hot spots, cold spots and touch spots.

Cotd s(»ts are more abundant than hot spots. The spots are
arranged in curved lines, but the curve uniting a number of cold
nots does not coincide with the curve forming a chain of hot spots.

By Weber's method it will be found that we can discriminate cold
spots at a shorter distance from each other than hot spots. Thus
on the forehead cold spots have a minimum distance of 8 mm., and
hot spots 4 mm.; on the skin of the breast, cold spots a mm., and
hot spots 5 mm.; on the back, cold spots 1-5 mm., and hot spots

4 to 6 mm.; on the back of the hand, cold spots 3 mm., and hot
spots 4 mm.; on the palm, cold spots 8 mm., and hot spots .a mm.;
and on the thigh and leg, cold spots 3 mm., and hot spots 3-5 mm.
Electrical and mechanical stimulation of the hot or cold spots call

(orth the corresponding sensation. No terminal organ for dis-

crimination of temperature has yet been found. It will be observed
that the sensation of heat or cold is excited by cAan^c of temperature,
and that it is more acute and definite the more sudden the change.
Thus <fiscrimination of temperature is nmilar to discrimination of

touch, which depends on more or less sudden change of pressure.

The term cold means, physiologically, the sensation we experience
when heat is abstracteo, and the term heat, the sensation felt when
heat is added to the part. Thus we are led to consider that the skin
contains at least two kinds of specific terminal organs for sensations

of touch and temperature, and two sets of nerve fibres which carry
the nervous impulses to the brain. In all probability, also, these

fibres have different central endings, and in their course to the brain
run in different tracts in the spinal cord. This will explain cases

of disease of the central nervous system in which, over certain areas

of skin, sensations of touch have been lost while sensations of tem-
perature and pain remain, or vice versa. Tactile and thermal
impressions may influence each other. Thus a leg sent to "sleep"
by pressure on the sciatic nerve will be found to be less sensitive

to beat, but distinctly senutive to cold. In some cases of disease

it has been noticed that the skin is sensitive to a temperature above
that of the limb, but insensitive to cold. It is highly probable that
pxst as we found in the case of touch (pressure), the terminal organs
connected with the sense of temperature are the fine nerve filaments

that have been detected in the deeper strata of the Malpighian region

of the epidermis, immediately above the true skin, and it is also

probable that certain epidermic (epithelial) cells in that region

play their part in the mechanism. Sensations of a painful character

may also, m certain circumstances, be referred to the viscera, and
to mucous and serous surfaces. Pain is not a sensation excited by
irritating the end organs either of touch or of temperature, nor
even by irritating directly the filaments of a sensory nerve. Even
if sensory nerves are cut or bruised, as in surgical operations, there

may be no sensations of pain; and it has been found that muscles,

vessels and even the viscera, such as the heart, stomach, liver or
kidneys, may be freely handled without giving rise to any feeling

of pain, or indeed to any kind of sensation. These parts, in ordinary
dnrumatances appear to be insensitive, and yet they contain afferent

nerves. If the sensibility of these nerves b heightened, or possibly

if the sensitiveness of the central terminations of the nerves is raised,

then we may have sensations to which we give the name of pain.

In Uke manner the sldn is endowed with afferent nerves, distinct

from those ministering to touch and to temperature, along which
nervous impulses are constantly flowing. When these nervous
impulses reach the central nervous system m ordinary circumstances
they do not give rise to changes that reach the level of consciousness,

but they form, as it were, the warp and woof of our mental life, and
they also affect metabolisms, that is to say, nutritive changes in

many parts of the body. They may also, as is well known, affect

vncoiUKiously snch mechanisms as those of the action of the heart,

the calibre of the blood-vessels and the moveroenu of respiration.

If. however, this plane of activity is raised, as by intermittent
pressure, or by inflammatory action, or by sudden changes of
temperature, as in burning, scalding, &c.. such nervous impulses give
rise to pain. Sometimes pain is distinctly located, and in other
cases it may be irradiated in the nerve centres, and referred to areas
of skin or to regions of the body which are not really the seat of
the irritation. Thus irritation of the liver may cause pain in the
shoulder; disease of the hip-joint often gives rise to pain in the knee;
and renal colic, due to the passage of a calculus down the ureter,
to severe pain even in the abdominal walls. These are often
termed renex pdins and their intetpretation is of great importance
to physicians in the diagnosis of disease. Their frequent occurrence
has also directed attention to the distribution in the skin and
termination in the brain of the sensory nerves. It is also notice-
able that a sensation of pain ^ves us no information as to its

cause; we amply have an agonizing sensation in a part to which,
hitherto, we probably referred no sensations. The acuteness or
intensity of pain depends partly on the intensity of the irritation,

and partly on the degree of excitability of the sensory nerves at
the time.

Pain.—In addition to sensations of touch and of temperature
referred to the skin, there is still a third kind of sensation, unlike
either, namely, pain. This sensation cannot be supposed to be
excited by imtations of the end oraans of touch, or of specific

thermal end organs (if there be such), but rather to irritation of
ordinary sensory nerves, and there is every reason to believe that
painful impressions make their way to the brain along special tracks
iirthe spinal cord. If we consider our mental condition as regards
sensation at any moment, we notice numerous sensations more or
less definite, not referred directly to the surface, nor to external
objects, such as a feeliiu" of general comfort, free or impeded breath-
ing, hunger, thirst, malaise, horror, fatigue and pain. These are
allcausra by the irritation of ordinary sensory nerves in different

localities, and if the irritation of such nerves, by chemical, thermal,
mechaiucal or nutritional stimuli, paisses beyona a certain maximum
point of intensity the result is pain. Irritation of a nerve, in accord-
ance with the law of " peripheral reference of sensation," will cause
pain. Sometimes the irritation applied to the trunk of a sensory
nerve may be so intense as to destroy its normal function, and loss

of sensation or anaestheaa results. It then the stimulus be increased
further, pain b excited which is referred to the end of the ner\'c, with
the result of produdng what has been called anaesthesia dolorosa.

Pains freouently cannot be distinctly located, probably owing to
the fact ot irradiation in the nerve centres and subsequent reference

to areas of the body which are not really the seat of irritations.

The intensity of pain depends on the degree of excitability of the
sensory nerves, whilst its massiveness depends on the number of
nerve fibres affected. The quality of the pain is probably produced'
by the kind of irritation of the nerve, as affected by the structure

of the part and the greater or less continuance of severe pressure.

Thus thereare piercing, cutting, boring, burning, throbbing, pressing,

gnawing, dull and acute varieties of pain. Sometimes the excitability

of the cutaneous nerves is so great that a breath of air or a delicate

touch may give rise to suffering. This hyperalgia is found in

inflammatory affections of the skin. In neuralgia the pain is charac-
terized by its character of shooting along the course of the nerve
and by sevefe exacerbations. In many nervous diseases there

are disordered sensations referred to the skin, such as alterna-

tions of heat and cold, burning, creeping, itching and a feeling as

if insects were crawline on the surface (formication). This con-
dition is termed parafgia. The term hypalgia is applied to a
diminution and analgia to paralysis of pain, as is produced by
anaesthetics.

Muscular Sense.—^The sensory impressions considered in this

article are closely related to the so-called muscular sense, or that

sense or feeling by which we are aware of the state of the muscles of

a limb as regards contraction or relaxation. Some have held that

the muscular sense is really due to greater or less stretching of the

skin and therefore to irritation of the nerves of that organ. That
this is not the case is evident from the fact that disordered move-
ments indicating perversion or loss of this sense are not affected by
removal of the sbn (Claude Bernard). Further, cases in the human
being have been noticed where there was an entire loss of cutaneous
sensibility whilst the muscular sense was unimpaired. It is also

known that muscles possess sensory nerves, giving rise, in certain

circumstances, to fatigue, and. when strongly irritated, to the pain

of cramp. Muscular sensations are really excited by irritation of

sensory nerves passing from the muscles themselves. There are

specialized spindle-like bodies in many muscles, and there are organs

connected with tendons which are regarded as sensory organs by
which pressures are communicated to sensory nerve-filaments.

We are thus made conscious of whether or not the muscles are

contracted, and of the amount of contraction necessary to overcome
resistance, and this knowledge enables us to judge of the amount
of voluntary impulse. Loss or diminution of the muscular sense

is seen in chorea and especially in locomotor ataxy. Increase of

it is rare, but it is seen in the curious affection called anxietas

tibiarum, a painful condition of unrest, which leads to a continual

change in the position of the limbs (see Equiubrium).
(J. C. M.}
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TOUL, a garrison town of north-eastern France, capital of an

arrondissementin the department of Meurthe-et-Moselle, 21 m.
W. of Nancy on the Eastern railway Pop. (1906), town 9523;
commune, 13,663. Toul is situated in a plain on the left bank
of the Moselle, which skirts the town on the S. and S. E., while

on the N. it is bordered by the Mame-Rhine canal. It is princi-

pally important as being the centre of a great entrenched camp
close to the German frontier. Immediately after the Franco-

German War the whole system of frontier defence was revised,

and of all the new fortresses of the Meuse and Moselle Toul is

perhaps the most formidable. The works were begun in 1874
by the construction of four outlying forts north, north-east

and south of the town, but these soon became merely

an inner line of defence. The principaf defences now lie

much farther out on all sides. The west front of the

new line of forts occupies a long line of high ground (the

watershed of the Meuse and the Moselle), the north front,

about 4 m. from Toul, is in undulating country, while facing

towards Nancy and forming the chord of the arc which
the Moselle describes from Fontenay below to Villey-le-Sec

above, is the strong east front, the outlying works of which
extend far to the east (Fort Frouard and other works
about Nancy) and to the south-east (Pont St Vincent).

The south front extends from the Moselle at Villey-le-

Sec south-westwards till it meets the southern end of the

west front on the high ground overlooking the Meuse
valley. The fort at Pagny on the Meuse to the south-west

may be considered an outwork of this line of defence. The
perimeter of the Toul defences proper is nearly 30 m., and
their mean distance from the town about 6 m. Northward,

along the Meuse, Toul is connected with the fortress of Verdun
by the " Meuse line " of barrier forts, the best known of which

are Gironville, Liouville and Troyon. South of Toul the country

was purposely left imfortified as far as £pinal {q.v.) and this

region is known as the Troupe d'£pinal.

The town itself forms an oval within a bastioned enceinte

pierced by three gateways. It has two important churches.

That of St £tienne (formerly a cathedral) has a choir and
transept of the 13th century; the nave and aisles are of the 14th,

and the facade, the finest part of the building, of the last half of

the 15th. The two western towers, which have no spires, reach

a height of 246 ft. The two large lateral chapels of the nave are

in the Renaissance style. The chief features of the interior

are its stained i^^ss and oigan loft. South of the church there

is a fine cloister of the end of the X3th century which was
much damaged at the Revolution. The church of St

Gengoult, which dates chiefly from the late X3th or early X4th

century, has a facade of the 15th century and a cloister in the

Flamboyant Gothic style of the i6th century. The h6tel-

de-viUe occupies a building of the xSth century, once the epis-

copal palace, and contains the library and museum. Toul

is the seat o{ a sub-prefect and has a tribunal of commerce
and a communal college among its public institutions. The
industries include the manufacture of porcelain; trade is in

wine and brandy.

Toul (TuUum) is one of the oldest towns of France; originally

capital of the Leuci, in the Belgic Confederation, it acquired

great importance under the Romans. It was evangelized by
St Mansuy in the latter half of the 4th century, and became
one of the leading sees of north-east Gaid. After being sacked

successively by Goths, Burgundians, Vandals and Huns, Toul
was conquered by the Franks in 450. Under the Merovingians

it was governed by counts, assisted by elective officers. The
bishops became sovereign counts in the xoth century, holding

only of the emperor, and for a period of 300 years (13th to x6th

centuries) the citizens maintained a long struggle against

them. Together with Verdun and Metz the town and its

domain formed the territory of the Trois-£v£ch£s. Toul was
forced to yield for a time to the count of Vaudimont in the X2tb

century, and twice to the duke of Lorraine in the 15th, and was
thrice devastated by the plague in the x6lh century. Charies V.

made a solemn entry into the town in 1544, but in the following

year, at the instance of the cardinal of Lorraine, it placed
itself under the perpetual protection of the kings of France.
Henry II. took possession of the Trois-Ev£ch£s in 1552, but the
territory was not officially incorporated with France till X64S.

Henry IV. was received in state in 1603, and in 1637 the
parlement of Metz was transferred to Toul. In 1700 Vauban
reconstructed the fortifications of the town. In 1790 the
bishopric was suppressed and the diocese united to that of
Nancy. Toid, which had then no modem defences, capitulated

in 1870 after a bombardment of twelve days.

TOULON, a seaport and first-class fortress and naval station

of France, department of Var, capital of the arrondissement

of Toulon, on the Mediterranean, 42 m. E.S.E. of Marseilles.

Pop. (1886), 53,941; (190X), xox,6o2. The bay, which
opens to the east, has two divisions, the Grande Rade
and the Petite Rade; it is sheltered on the north and
west by high hills, closed on the south by the peninsula of
capes Sici6 and C6pet, and protected on the east by a huge
breakwater, the entrance, 1300 ft. wide, being defensible by
torpedoes. A ship coming from the open sea must first

pass the forts of St Marguerite, of Cap Brun, of Lamalgue
and of St Louis to the north, and the battery of the signal

sution to the south; before reaching the Petite Rade it must
further pass under the guns of the battery of Le Salut to the
east, and of the forts of Balaguier and L'Aiguillette to the west.

The Bay of La Seyne lies west of the Petite Rade, and is

defended by the forts of Six-Fours, Napol£on (formeriy Fort
Caire), and Malbousquet, and the batteries of Les Ar&ies and
Les Gaus. To the north of Toulon rise the defensive works
of Mont Faion and Fort Rouge, to the east the forts of Artigues
and St Catherine, to the north-east the formidable fort of

Coudon, and to the south-east that of CoUe Noire, respectively

dominating ^e highway into Italy and the valley of Hyires
with the Bay of Carqueiranne. The town, enlarged to the
north under the Second Empire, has on that side a fine modem
quarter; but in the old town the streets are for the most part
narrow, crooked and dirty, and to their insanitary state the
cholera epidemic of X884 was attributed. The chief buildings

are the former cathedral of St Marie Majeure (from the sth
century Toulon was a bishop's see till x8oi, when it was annexed
to that of Fr^jus), the church of St Louis, the naval and military

hospital, with a natural history collection and an anatomical

museum attached, a naval school of medicine, a school of

hydrography, and large barracks. In 1883-1887 a handsome
Renaissance building was erected to accommodate the picture

gallery and the town library. The monument in com*
memoration of the centenary of the French Revolution was
erected in X890 in the Place de la Libert6, the finest in the
new town. The imports are wine, com, wood, coal, hemp, iron,

sugar, coffee and fresh fish; the exports are salt, copper ore,

barks for taiming and oils. The principal industries, apart

from the arsenal, are shipbuilding, fishing, lace-making and
wine-growing. Toulon possesses an observatory and a
botanical garden. The interesting buildings and gardens of

the hospital of St Mandrier stand on the peninsula of Cape
C£pet, and near them is the lazaretlo.

Toulon is the most important of the French dockyards, and is

the headquarters of the Mediterranean fleet. The arsenal, which
was created by Louis XIV.—Vauban being the engineer of the
work»—lies on the north side of the Petite Rade. This is ap-
proached from the Grande Rade by passages at the north and
south ends of a long breakwater whKh extends from the direction
of Le Mourillon towards the C6pet Peninsula. The water space
within the moles amounts to about 150 acres, while the quays
approach 4 m. in leneth. Outside in the Petite Rade is a splendid
protected anchorage for a great fleet, the whole being commanded
by many forts and batteries. There are four great basins ap.
proached from the Petite Rade—the Vielle Darse, to the cast,

on the side of Le Mourillon; the Darse Vauban. next to it; and the
Darse de Castigneau and the Darse Missiessy, farther to the west.
In the Darse Vauban are three dry docks, two of them 246 ft. long,

with a depth of water on the sill of about 20 ft. ; while the third

IS 283 ft. long, with a depth of over 2a ft. Three other dr^ docks are
in the Darse de Castigneau, of which one is in two sec'tiona The
largest of the docks is 385 ft. long, and the depth of water on the
sill in all these docks averages 30 ft. In the Darse Missiessy are
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tWD dry docks, 426 ft. long, with a depth on the till of over 32 ft.

There are leveral buflding ilipe, ana the yard is supplied with
a gun foundry and wharf, fitting-shops, boiler worlcs, victualling

and other establishments, rolling mills and ma^iaxineft. Le Mourillon
is a subsidiary yard at Toulon, devoted chiefly to ship-building,

I large facilities, including five covered slips.

The Roman Tdo Martius is supposed to have stood near

the lazaretto. The town was successively sacked by
Goths, Buigundians, Franks and Saracens. During the

eai)y middle ages, and till conquered by Charles of Anjou
in 1359, it was under lords of iu own, and entered into ^•
ance with the republics of Marseilles and Aries. St Louis,

and especially Louis XII. and Francis I. strengthensd

its fortiJ&cations. It was seized by the emperor Charles V.

in 1524 and 1536. Henry IV. founded a naval arsenal at

Toulon, which was further strengthened by Richelieu, and
Vauban made the new dock, a new enceinte, and several

forts and batteries. In 1707 the town was unsuccessfully

besieged by the duke of Savoy, Prince Eugene and an English

fieet. In 1720 there was an outbreak of the plague. In 1792
after great and sanguinary disorder, the royalists of the town
sought the support of the English and Spanish fleets cruising

in the neighbourhood. The Convention having replied by
putting the town " hors la loi/' the inhabitants opened their

harbour to the English. The army of the republic now (1793)
laid siege to the town, and on this occasion Napoleon Bonaparte
first made his name as a soldier. The forts commanding the

town having been taken, the Englbh ships retired after setting

fire to the arsenaL The conflagration was extinguished by
the prisoners, but not before 38 out of a total of 56 vessels had
been destroyed. Under the Directory Toulon became the

most important French military fort on the Mediterranean;

here Napoleon organized the Egyptian campaign, and the

expedition against Algiers set out from Toulon in 1830. The
fortifications have been strengthened by Napoleon I., Louis

Philippe, Napoleon III., and since 1870.

BattU ef Toulcn.—TYus naval battle took place on the nth of
February 1744, near the port of Toulon.. A British fleet of thirty

sail of the line under command of Thomas Mathews, who combined
ibe oflkxa of naval commander-in-chief in the Mediterranean and
envoy to the courts of Sardinia and the Italian princes, engaged
a combined force of S^niards under Don Jos6 Navarro and French
under M. de Court. They were in all twenty-seven sail. The allies

left Toulon on the Qth 01 February. Mathews was at anchor in

Hy^res Bav to watch them, for though Fiance and Great Britain

«ere already engaged as allies on opposite sides in the War of the
.Austrian Succession, there had been no declaration of war between
them. It was known that the allies meant to transfer Spanish
troops to Italy to serve against the Austrians, and Mathews had no
besitation in attacking them, Great Britain being at war with
Spain. He left Hy^res in very light wind with a heavy westerly
rtrell, and with his fleet in confusion. The British ships were strag-

gling over a distance of ten miles, but he put himseli between the
enemy and Toulon. Mathews was on bad terms with his second
in command, Lestock, who commanded the rear division and showed
little disposition to support his superior. By the morning of the
nth the interval between the van and centre of the British fleet

and its rear had increased in the light breezes, and also through
the voluntary or involuntary misapprehension of Mathews's orders

by Lestock. The allies were in a lairly well-formed line, headine
to the south, and southward of the British. Mathews pursued,
and at 1.30 p.m., when his leading ship was abreast of the centre
ship of the allies, he attacked. Some hot fighting took place
between Mathews and the Spaniards who formed the allied rear.

The action was nouble as the last occasion on whkh an attempt
was made to use a fireship on the open sea. One was sent against
the " Real " (i 14), the Spanish flagship, but she was reduced to a
sinking state by the fire of the Spaniards, and blew up prematurely,
with the loss of all on board. At about five o'clock, the French
in the van turned back to support the Spaniards, and Mathews drew
off. One Spanish ship, the *' Poder " (60). whkh had surrendered
was recaptured, and then set on fire by the allies. Mathews made
only a fceUe attempt to renew the battle on the following days,
aad on the 13th returned towards the coast of Italv, whkh he said

he had to daend. The British rear division had not come into

action at alL

The battle, though a miserable affair in itself, is of great impor-
tance in naval history because of the pronouncement of doctrine
to whkh it led. Mathews, who was dissatisfied with his subordinate.
Lestock, suspended him from command and sent him home for

trial. Several of the captains had behaved ill. and the failure of

a superior British fleet to gam a raccets over the alDes caused
extreme discontent at home. A parliamentary inquiry was opened
on the 12th of March 1745, which on the i8th of April, after a
confused investigation, ended in a petition to the king to order
trials by court-martial of all the officers accused of misconduct.
A long series 'of courts-martial began on the nth of September
1745, and did not end till the 32nd of October 1746. Several
captains were sentenced to be dismissed the servke. Lestock was
aoquitted, but Mathews was condemned and sentenced to dis-

missal. The finding of the court, whkh blamed the ofiker who
actually fought, and acquitted the other who did not. puzzled and
angered publk opinion. The technkal points were not apprecio
ated by Uymen. The real evil done by the condemnation of
Mathews was not understood even in the navy. Mathews was
.blamed on the ground that he had not waited to engage till his

' van ship was abreast of the van ship of the enemy. By this declara-
tion of principle the court confirmed the formal system of naval
tactks whkh rendered all sea-fighting between equal or neariy
equal forces so ineffective for two generations.

See Beataon, Naval and MilUory Memoirs^ i. 197 seq. (London.
1804). a full and fair narrative. (D. H.)

TOULOUSB, LOUIS ALEXANDRE DE BOURBON, Count or
(1678-X737), third son of Louis XIV. and Mme de Montespan
was bom on the 6th of June 1678. At the age of five he was
created admiral of France. He distinguished himself during
the War of the Spanish Succession, and inflicted a severe

defeat on Admiral Rooke near Malaga in 1704. He kept
aloof from the intrigues of his sister-in-law, the duchess of

Maine, and died on the xst of December 1737. His son, Louis

Jean Marie de Bourbon, due de Penthiivre (i 735-1 793), succeeded
hb father in his posts, among others in that of grand admiral.

He served under Marshal de NoaiUes, and fought brilliantly

at Dettingen (1743) and Fontcnoy (1745). He then lived in

retreat at Rambouillet and Sceauz, protecting men of letters,

and particularly the poet Florian, and dispensing charity.

He lost his son, the prince of Lamballe, in 1768, and survived

his daughter-in-law, Louise Marie Thir^ of Savoy-Carignan,
the friend of Marie Antoinette, who was killed by the populace
on the 3rd of September 1792. He died on the 4th of March
1793^ his daughter and heiress, Louise Marie Addiilde, married
Philippe (£galit£), duke of Orleans.

TOULOUSE, a city of south-western France, capital of the

department of Haute-Garonne, 443 m. S. by W. of Paris by
the Orleans railway, and 159 m. S.E. of Bordeaux by the

Southern railway. Pop. (1906), town, 135,856; commune,
149*438. Totilouse is situated on the right bank of the Garonne,
which here changes a north-easterly for a north-westerly

direction, describing a curve round which the city.extends in the

form of a crescent. On the left bank is the suburb of St Cyprien,

which is exposed to the inundations of the river owing to its

low situation. The river is spanned by three bridges—that-

of St Pierre to the north, that of St Michel to the south, and
the Pont Neuf in the centre; the last, a fine structure of seven

arches was begun in 1543 by Nicolas Bachclier, the sculptor,

whose work is to be seen in many of the churches and mansions
of the city. East and north of the city runs the Canal du
Midi, which here joins the lateral canal of the Garonne. Between
the Canal du Midi and the city proper extends a long line of

boulevards leading southwards by the AU£*e St £tienne to the

Grand Rond, a promenade whence a series of allies branch out
in all directions. South-west the Alice St Michel leads towards

the Garonne, and south the Grande Alice towards the Faubourg
St Michel. These boulevards lake the place of the old city

walls. Between them and the canal lie the more modem
faubourgs of St Pierre, Arnaud-Bernard, Matabiau, &c. The
Place du Capitole, to which streets converge from every side,

occupies the centre of the city. Two broad straight thorough-

fares of modern construction, the Rue de Mctz and the Rue
d'AIsace-Lorraine, intersect one another to the south of this

point, the first running cast from the Pont Neuf, the other

running north and south. The other streets are for the most
part narrow and irregular.

The most interesting building in Toulouse is the church of St
Semin or Satumin, whom leccnd represents as the first preacher
of the gospel in Toulouse, where he was perhaps martyred about
jt-- _! J.- .r

,.|^^^ century. The choir, the oldest part of the
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present bttildin;, was consecrated by Urban II. in 1096. The
chuRJi M the brgest Romanesque basilica in existence, being

?75 ft. from east to west and 210 ft. in extreme breadth. The nave
12th and 13th centuries) has double aisles. Four pillars, suppMt-

ing the central tower, are surrounded by heavy masonry, which
somewhat spoils the general harmony of the interior. In the
southern transept is the " portail des comtes," so named because
near it lie the tombs of William Taillefer, Pons, and other eariy

counts of Toulouse. The little chapel in which these tombs (as-

cribed to the I ith century) are found was restored by the capitols

of Toulouse in 1648. Another chapel contains a Byzantine Christ

of late 11th-century workmanship. The choir (nth and 12th
centuries) ends in an apse, or rather chevet, surrounded by a range
of columns, marking off an aisle, which in its turn opens into five

chapels. The stalls are of 16th-century work and erotesquely
carved. Against the northern wall is- an ancient table d'autd,

which an itth-century inscription declares to have belonged to
St Sernln. In the crypts are many relics, which, however, were
robbed of their gold and silver shrines during the Revolution.
On the south there is a fine outer porch in the Renaissance style;

it is surmounted by a representation of the Ascension in Byzantine
style. The central tower (13th century) consists of five storeys,

of whkh the two highest are of later date, but harmonize with the
three lower ones. A restoration of St Sernin was carried out in

the 19th century by Viollet-le-Duc.

The cathedral, dedicated to St Stephen, dates from three different

epochs. The walls of the nave belong to a Romanesque cathedral
of the nth century^ but its roof dates from the first half of the
13th century. ' The choir was begun by Bisho(> Bertrand de I'lle

(c. 1272). wiio wished to build another church in place of the old
one. This wish was unfulfilled and the original luive. the axis of

which is to the south of that of the choir^ remains. The choir was
burned in 1690 but restored soon after. It is surrounded by seven-
teen chapels, finished by the cardinal d'0rl6ans, nephew of Louis XI.,
about the beginning 01 the i6th century, and aaorned with gla»
dating from the 15th to the 17th century. The western gate,

flanked by a huge square tower, was constructed by Peter du
Moulin, archbishop of Toulouse, from 1439 to 1451. it has been
greatly battered, and presents but a poor approximation to its

ancient beauty. Over this gate, which was once ornamented with
the statues 01 St Sernin, St Exuperius and the twelve apostles,

as well as those of the two brother archbishops of Toulouse, Denis
(1423-14^9) and Peter du Moulin, there is a beautiful 13th-century
rose-window, whose centre, however, is not in a perpendk:uUur
line with the point of the Gothic arch below.
Among other remarkable churches may be noticed Notrfr-Dame

de la Daurade, near the Pont Neuf, built on the site of a 9th<£ntury
Benedictine abbey and reconstructed towards the end of the i8th
century; and Notre-Dame de la Dalbade; perhaps existing in the
nth. out in its present form dating from the 10th century, with
a fine Renaissance portal. The church of the Jacobins, held by
Viollet-le-Duc to be " one of the most beautiful brick churches
constructed in the middle ages," was built towards the end of

the 13th century, and consists of a nave divided into two aisles

by a range of columns. The chief exterior feature is a beautiful
octagonal belfry. The church belonged to a Dominx:an monastery,
of which part of the cloister, the refectory, the chapter-hall and the
chapel also remain and are utilized by the lycw. Of the other
secular buildings the most noteworthy are the capitole and the
museum. The capitole has a long Ionic facade built from 1750
to 1760. The theatre is situated in the left wing. Running along
almost the whole length of the first floor is the saUt des tUustres

adorned with modem paintings and sculptures relating to the history

of the town. The museum (opened in 1795) occupies, besides a
Urge modem buikling, the church, cloisters and other building
of an old Augustinian convent. It contains pictures and a splendid
collection of antiquities, notably a series of statues and busts of

Roman emperors and others and much Romanesque sculpture.

There is an auxiliary museum in the old college of St Raymond.
The natural history museum is in the Jardin des Plantes. The
law courts sund on the site of the old Ch&teau Narbonais. once
the residence of the counts of Toulouse and later the seat of the
parlement of Toulouse. Near by is a statue of the jurist Jacques
Cuias. born at Toulouse.
Toulouse is singulariy rich In mansions of the 16th and 17th

centuries. Among these may be mentioned the Hdtel Bernuy»
a fine Renaissance building now used by the Iyc6e and the Hdtel
d'Ass^zat of the same period, now the property of the Acadimie
des Jeux Fhranx fsee below), and of the learned societies of the city.

In the court of the latter there is a statue of CI6mence Isaure, a
lady of Toulouse, traditionally supposed to have enriched the
Acad6mie by a bequest in the i^th century. The Maison de Pierre
has an elaborate stone facade of 1612.

Toulouse is the seat of an archbishopric, of a court of appeal,
a court of assizes and of a prefect. It is also the headquarters
of the XVII. army corps and centre of an educational circum-
scription {acaditme). There are tribunals of first instance and of
commerce, a board of trade-arbitration, a chamber of commerce
and a branch of the Bank of France. The educational institutions

include faculties of law, medicine and pharmacy, adeoce and

TOULOUSE
letters, a Catholic institute with faculties of theology and letters,
higher and lower ecclesiastical seminaries. Iyc6cs and training colleges
for both sexes, and schools of veterinary science, fine arts and
industrial sciences and music.

Toulouse, the principal commercial and industrial centre of
Languedoc. has important markets for horses, wine, grain, flowers,
leather, oil and farm produce. Its pastry and other delk:acies
are highly esteemed. Its industrial establishments include the
national tobacco factory, flour-mills, saw-mills, engineering work-
shops and factories for farming implements, bicycles, vehicles,
artificial manures, paper, boots and shoes, and flour pastes.

ToLOSA, chief town of the Volcae Tectosages, does not
seem to have been a place of great importance during the early

centuries of the Roman rule in Gaul, though in 106 B.C. the
pillage of iu temple by Q. S. Cepio, afterwards routed by the
Cimbri, gave rise to the famous Latin proverb kahet aurum
Tohsanum, in allusion to ill-gotten gains. It possessed a
circus and an amphitheatre, but its most remarkable remains
are to be found on the heights of Old Toulouse (vetus Tolosa)

some 6 or 7 m. to the east, where huge accumulations of

broken pottery and fragments of an old earthen wall mark
the site of an ancient settlement. The numerous coins that

have been discovered on the same spot do not date back farther

than the and century B.C., and seem to indicate the position

of a Roman manufacturing centre then beginning to occupy
the Gallic hill-fortress that, in earlier days, had in times of

peril been the stronghold of the native tribes dwelling on the

river bank. Tolosa does not seem to have been a Roman
colony; but its importance must have increased greatly towards

the middle of the 4th century. It is to be found entered in

more than one itinerary dating from about this time; and
Ausonius, in his Ordo nobUium urbium, alludes to it in terms
implying that it then had a large population. In 4x9 it was
made the capital of his kingdom by Wallia, king of the Visigoths,

under whom or whose successors it became the scat of the

great Teutonic kingdom of the West-Goths—a kingdom that

within fifty years had extended itself from the Loire to Gibraltar

and from the Rhone to the Atlantic. On the defeat of Alaric

II. (507) Toulouse fell into the hands of Clovis, who carried

away the royal treasures to Angoul£me. Under the Merovingian
kings it seems to have remained the greatest city of southern

Gaul, and is said to have been governed by dukes or counts
dependent on one or other of the rival kings descended from
the great founder of the Prankish monarchy. It figures pro-

minently in the pages of Gregory of Tours and Sidonius

Apollinaris. About 628 Dagobert erected South Aquitaine
into a kingdom for his brother Charibert, who chose Toulouse
as his capital. For the next eighty years its history is obscure,

till we reach the days of Charles Martel, when it was besieged

by Sema, the leader of the Saracens from Spain (c. 7^5-720),
but delivered by Eudes, " princeps Aquitaniae," in whom
later writen discovered the ancestor of all the later counts of

Toulouse. Modem criticism, however, has discredited this

genealogy; and the real history of Toulouse recommences in

780 or 781, when Charlemagne appointed his little son Louis
king of Aquitaine, with Toulouse for his chief city.

During the minority of the young king his tutor Chorson
ruled at Toulouse with the title of duke or count. Being
deposed at the Council of Worms (790), he was succeeded by
William Courtnez, the traditional hero of southern France,

who in 806 retired to his newly founded monastery at Gellone,

where he died in 81 a. In the unhappy days of the emperor
Louis the Pious and his children Toulouse suffered in common
with the rest of western Europe. It was besieged by Charies

the Bald in 844, and taken four years later by the Normans, who
in 843 had sailed up the Garonne as far as its walls. About 852
Raymond I., count of (^ercy, succeeded his brother Fridolo as

count of Rouergue and Toidouse; it is from this noble that all

the later counts of Toulouse trace their descent. Raymond I.'s

grandchildren divided their parents* estates; of these Ray-
mond II. (d. 924) became count of Toulouse, and Ermengaud.
count of Rouergue, while the hereditary titles of Gothia, Qucrcy
and Albi were shared between them. Raymond II.'s grandson,

William Taillefer (d. e. 1037), married Emma of Provence, and
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banded down part of that lordship to his younger son Bertrand.^

William's elder son Pons left two children, of whom William IV.

succeeded his father in Toolouse, AIbi, Quercy, &c.; while

the younger, Raymond IV. of St Gilles {c. to66), made him-

self master of the vast possessions of the counts of Rouergue,

married his cousin the heiress of Provence, and about X085 began

to rule the immense estates of his elder brother, who was still

living.

From this time th^ counU of Toulouse were the greatest

lords in southern France. Raymond IV., the hdto of Uie first

crusade, assumed the formal titles of marquis of Provence,

duke of Narbonne and count of Toulouse. While Raymond
was awmy in the Holy Land, Toulouse was seized by William

IX., duke of Aquitaine, who claimed the city in right of his

wife Philippa, the daughter of William IV., but was imable

to bold it k>ng (1098-xxoo). Raymond's son aiul successor

Bcrtjnand foUowed his father's example and set out for the

Holy Land in 1x09, leaving his great estates at his death to

his brother Alphonse Jourdain. The rule of this prince was

disturbed by the ambition of William IX. and his grand-daughter

Eleanor, who urged her husband Louis VII. to support her

daims to Toulouse by war. On her divorce from Louis and

her marriage with Henry II., Eleanor's claims passed on to this

monarch, who at last forced Raymond V. to do him homage for

Toukmse in 1x73. Raymond V., the patron of the troubadours,

died in 1x94, and was succeeded by his son Raymond VI.,

under whose rule Languedoc was desolated by the crusaders of

Simon de Montfort, who occupied Toubuse in 12x5, but k>st

his life in besieging it in xaxS. Raymond VII., the son of

Raynwnd VI. and Princess Joan of England, succeeded his

father in xsaa, and died in X349i leaving an only daughter

Joan, married to Alfonso the brother of Louis IX. On the

death of Alfonso and Joan in 127 x the vast inheritance of the

counts of Toulouse lapsed to the Crown.* From the middle

years of the xsth century the people of Toubuse seem to have

begun to free themselves fitom the most oppressive feudal

dues. An act of Alphonse Jourdain (xi4x) exempts them from

the tax on salt and wine; and in 1x52 we have traces of a
" commune consilium Tolosae " mnWing police ordinances in

its own name "with the advice of Lord Raymond, count of

Toulouse, duke of Narbonne, and marquis of Provence." This

act is witnessed by six ** capitularii," four duly appointed

judges (judices constiitOi)* and two advocates. Twenty-three

years Later there are twelve capitularii or consuls, sir for the

dty and six for its suburbs, all of them elected and sworn to do

justice in whatever municipal matters were brought before

ihexn. In 1223 their number was increased to twenty-four;

but they were forbidden to touch the dty property, which

was to remain in the charge of certain " communarii " chosen

by themsdves. Eariy in the X4th century the consuls took

the name of " domini de capitub," or, a little later, that of

"capituham nobilium." From the X3th century the consuls

met in their own house, the " palatium communitatis Tolosae
"

or D6tel-de-ville. In the i6th century a false derivation

changed the andent consuls (domini de capitulo) into the modern
" capitouls " {domini capiiolii tolosani)t a barbarous etymology

which in its turn has, in the present century, transformed

the old assembly house of Toulouse into the capitole. The
> About 975 there was a partition of the esUtes which Wniiam

Taillefer and his counn Raymond II. of Auvergne held in common,
—Albi. Quercy, ftc, falluig to William, and Cothia, &c, to

Raymond. . ,^ ,
* List of the ccmnts of TouIouk

77&-790 Raymond III., . . 9'A-C' 95°
William 1 790-806
Raymond Rafind . c. 812-818
Berenger .... 818-835
Beraardl 835-^44
Warin 844-«45
William IL . . . . 845-850
Frkfefa* 850-853
Raymond L . . . 852-864
Bernard 864-875
Eudo 875-918
Raymawin. . . 9(9-^.924

Ra>'mond III. .

William Taillefer

Pons 1037-

William IV. . . io6o-<:. 1093

c. 950-c. 1037
i7-io6o

Raymond IV.
Bertrand . . .

Alphonse Jourdaua
Raymond V. . .

Raymond VI. .

Raymond VII. .

Alfonso and Joan

X093-X096
X09&-1109
XI00-1148
X 148-1194
XX94-122S
1322-1249
1349-1371

parlement of Toulouse was established as a pennaoeot court

in X443. Louis XI. transferred it to MontpeUier in X4i67, but
restored it to Toulouse before the dose of the next year. This
parlement was for Languedoc and southern France what the
parlement of Paris was for the north. During the religious

wars of the x6th century the Protestants of the town made
two unsuccessful attempts to hand it over to the prince de
Cond£. After St Bartholomew's Day (X572) 300 of the party

were massacre Towards the end of the x6th century, during

the wars of the League, the parlement was split up into

three different sections, sitting respectivdy at Carcassonne or

B6ziers, at Castle Sarraain, and at Toulouse. The three were
reunited in x 596. Under Frauds I. it began to persecute heretics,

and in 16x9 rendered itself notorious by burning the philosopher

Vanini. In X762 Jean Calas, an old man fidsely accused of

murdering his ddest son to prevent him becoming a Roman
Catholic, was broken on the wheeL By the exertions of Voltaire

his character was afterwards rehabilitated. The university

of Toulouse owes its origin to the action of Gregory IX., who
in 1229 bound Rasrmond VH. to mainfain four masters to

teach theology and eight others for canon law, grammar, and
the liberal arts. Civil law and medicine were taught only a
few years later. The famous ** Floral Games " of Toulouse,

in which the poets of Languedoc contended (May 1-3) for the

prixe of the golden amaranth and other gold or silver flowers,

given at the expense of the dty, were instituted in X323-1324.

The Acadimie da Joux Floraux still awards these prizes for

compositions in poetry and prose. In 18x4 the duke of

Wellington defeated Marshal Soult to the north-east of the

town.

See L. Ariste and L. Brand, SistoinpoptdairtdoTotdousedepuis
Us origines jusqu*d a jow (Toubuse, 1898}. This work contains
an exhaustive bibliography.

TOUNGOO, or Taung-ngu, a town and district in the Tenaa-
serim division of Lower Burma. The town is situated on the
right bank of the river Sittang, x66 m. by nil N. from Rangoon.
Pop. (190X), X5,837. From the 14th to the x6th century it was
the capital of an independent kingdom. After the second
Burmese War it was an important frontier station, but the

troops were withdrawn in 1893. The district of Toungoo
has an area of 6x72 sq. m.; pop. (x90x), 279,3x5, showing an
increase of 33% in the preceding decade. Three mountain
ranges traverse the district—the Pegu Yomas, the Karen,
and the Nat-Uung or " Great Watershed "—all of which have
a north and south direction, and are covered for the most
part with dense forest. The Pegu Yomas hav^ a general

devation of from 800 to X3oo ft., while the central range averages

from 3000 to 30Q0 ft. The rest of Toungoo forms the upper
portion of the valley of the Sittang, the only large river in the

district, the chief tributaries of which are the Shwa, Hkabaung,
Hpyu Thank-ye-Kat and Yaxik-thua-wa, all navigable for a
great portion of their course. Limestone appears in various

places, and in the north-east a light grey marble is quarried for

Ume. The rivers form the diief means of communication during
the rainy season. The rainfall in X905 was 80*30 In. There
are X4 railway stations in the district. Rice is the staple

crop; there are promising plantations of coffee and rubber.

Forests cover more than 5000 sq. m., of which X337 sq. m.
have been reserved, yielding a large revenue.

TOUP, JONATHAN [Joannes Tounus] (17X3-X785), English

classical schoUr and critic, was bom at St Ives in Cornwall,

and was educated at a private school and Exeter College,

Oxford. Having taken orders, he became rector of St Martin's

Exeter, where he died on the X9th of January 1785. Toup
established his reputation by his Emendationes. in Suidam
(X760-X766, followed 'm 1775 by a supplement) and his edition

of Longinus (X778), including notes and emendations by
Ruhnken. The excellence of Toup's scholarship was " known
to the learned throughout Europe " (so epitaph on the Ublet

in the church of East Looe set up by the ddegates of the

Clarendon Press), but his overbearing maimer and extreme
g^jlf-gonfirf^nr^ marie b»TH many encmies.



I02 TOURACOU—TOURAINE
TOURAOOn, the name, evidently already in use, under

which in 1743 G. Edwards figuxed a pretty African bird/ and
presumably that applied to it in Guinea, whence it ha<l been

brought alive. It is the Cuculus persa of Linnaeus, and Turacus

(After Schlcfd.)

^Iiite-Crested Touracou (Turacus albicristatus).

or Corytkaix persa of later authors. Cuvier in 1799 or x8oo

Latinized its native name (adopted in the meanwhile by both

French and German writers) as above, for which barbarous

term J. K. W. Tlliger, in 181 1, substituted a more classical

word. In 1788 Isert described and figured {BeohackL CcseUsck.

naSurf, Freunde, iii. x6-20, pL x) a bird, also from Guinea,

which he called Musopkaga violacea. Its affinity to the original

Touracou was soon recognized, and both forms have been

joined by modem systematists in the family Musophagidae,
commonly Englished Plantain-eaters or Totiracous.

To take first the Plantain-eaters proper, or the genus Musopkata,
of which only two species are known. One, about the uxe of a
crow, is comparatively common in mtueums, and has the homy
base of its )reIlow bill prolonged backwards over the forehead in

a kind of shield. The top 01 the head and the primaries, except
their outer edge and tip, are deep crimson; a white streak extends
behind the eye; and the rest of the plumaee is glossy purple. The
second species, M. rossae, which is rare, chiefly differs by wanting
the white eye-streak. Then of the Touraoous—the speaes origin-

ally described is about the size of a jay. and has the head, crest

(which is vertically compressed and tipped with red), neck and breast
of grass-green, varied by two white streaks—one, from the gape
to tne upper part of the crimson orbit, separated by a black patch
from the other, which runs beneath and behind the eye. The
wing-coverts, lower part of the back, and tail are of steel-purple,

the primaries deep crimson, edged and tipped with bluish black.
Over a dozen other congeneric species, more or less resembling
this, have been described, and all inhabit some district of Africa.
One, found in the Cape Colony and Natal, where it is known as
the " Lory " (cf. xv. 7, note 1), though figured by I^iubenton and
others, was first differentiated in 1841 by Strickland (Ann. Nat.
History, vii. 33) as Turacus albicristatus—its crest having a con-
spicuous white border, while the steel-purple of T. persa is replaced
by a rich and glossy bluish green of no less beauty. In nearly all

the species of this genus the nostrils are almost completely hidden
by the frontal feathers; but there are two others in which, though
closely allied, this is not the case, and some systematists would
place them in a separate senus Gallirex; while another species,

the giant of the family, has been moved into a third genus as Cory-
tkaeola cristata. This differs from any of the foregoing by the
absence of the crimson coloration of tne primaries, and seems to
lead to another group, Sekizorrkis, in which the plumage is of a
still plainer type, and, moreover, the nostrils here are not only
exposed but in the form of a slit, instead of being oval as in all the

^ Apparently the first ornithologist to make the bird known was
Albin, who fisured it in 17a8 from the life, yet badly, as " The
Crown-bird of Mexico." He had doubtless been misinformed as
to its proper country; but Touraoous were called " Crown-birds

"

by the Europeans in West Africa, as witness Bosnian's Description

of the Coast of Guinea (and cd., 1721), p. 251, and W. Smith's Voyat/e
to Guinea (1745). p. I49> though the name was also given to the
Clowned cranes,

"'

rest. This genus contains about half-a-doaen spedes, one of wUdi,
S. concolor, is the Grey Touracou of the cok>nisU in Natal, and is

of an almost uniform slaty brown. A good deal has been written
about these birds, which form the subject of a beautiful monograph—De Teerako's afgebeld en besckreven—by Schlegel and Westerman,
brought out at Amsterdam in i860; while further information is

contained in an elaborate essay by Schalow (Joum. f. omitkologie,
l886j pp. 1-77). Still, much remains to be made known as to their
distribution Uiroughout Africa and their habits. They seem to
be all fruit-eaters, and to frequent the highest trees, seldom comis^
to the ground. Very little can be confidently asserted as to their
nidification, but at least one species of Sckiaorrkis is said to make
a rough nest and therein lay three eegs of a pale blue colour. Aa
extraordinary peculiarity attends the crimson coloration which
adorns the primaries of so many of the Musophagidae. So loog
ago as 1818, Jules Verreaux observed (Proc.ZooL Society, 187 1.

p. 40) that in the case of T. albicristatus this beautiful hue vanishes
on exposure to heavy rain and reappears only after some interval
of time and when the feathen are dry.'

The Musophaffidae form a distinct family, of which the Cuculid^e
are the nearest allies, the two being associated to form the Cuculine
as compared with the Psittadne diviaon of Cuculiform birda
(see Bird and Parrot). T. C. Eyton pointed out (Ann. NaL
History, 3rd series, voL ii. jp. 458) a feature possessed m common by
the latter and the Musophagidae, in the " process attached to the
anterior edge of the ischium," whk:h he hkened to the so-called
" marsupial " bones of Diddphian mammals. J. T. Reinhardt
has also noticed (Vidensk. meddds. naturkist. forening, 1871,
pp. 326-341) another Cuculine character offered by the os uncina-
turn affixed to the loWer side of the ethmoid in the Plantain-eaters
and Touraoous; but too mudi dependence must nut be placed on
that, since a similar structure b presented by the frigate-oiid (f-s.)
and the petrels (q.v.). A corresponding process seems also to be
found in Trogon (q v.). The bill of neariy all the species of M uso-
phagidae is curiously serrated or denticulated along the margin
and the feet have the outer toe reversible, but umally directed
backwards. No member of the family is found outside of the
continental portbn of the Ethiopian region. (A. N.)
TOURAINE, an old province in France, which stretched

along both banks of the Loire in the neighbourhood of Tours,
the river dividing it into Upper and Lower Touraine. It

was bounded on the N. by Orl^anais, W. by Anjou and
Maine, S. by Poitou and E. by Berry, and it corresponded
approximatdy to the modem department of Indre et Loire.

Touraine took its name from the "Turones, the tribe by which it

was inhabited at the time of Caesar's conquest of GauL They
were unwarlike, and offered practically no resistance to the
invader, though they joined in the revolt of Verdngetorix
in A.D. 52. The capital dty, Caesarodunum, which was built

on the site of the eastern part of the present dty of Tours,
was made by Valentinian the metropolis of the 3rd Lyon-
naise, which induded roughly the later provinces of Touraine,

Brittany, Maine and Anjou. Christianity seems to have been
introduced into Touraine not much earlier than the beginning

of the 4th century, although tradition assigns St Gatien, the
first bishop of Tours, to the 3rd. The most famous of its

apostles was St Martin (fi. 375-400), who founded the
abbey of Marmoutier, near Tours, and whose tomb in the
city became a cdebrated shrine. 'Tours was besieged by the
Visigoths in 428, and though it offered a successful resistance

on this occasion it was induded fifty years later in the territory

of the Visigoths. The Tourangeans refused to adopt the

Arian heresy of thdr conquerors, and this difference in religion

materially assisted in 507 the conquest of the province by
Clovis, whose orthodoxy was guaranteed by the miractilous

intervention of St Martin. St Clotilda, wife of Ck>vis, spent

the last years of her life in retreat at Tours. The posses^n
of Touraine was constantly the subject of dispute between
the Merovingian princes, and the province enjoyed no settled

peace until the reign of Charlemagne. He established Alcuin

as abbot of St Martin of Tours, and under his auspices the

school of Tours became one of the chief aeata of kaming in
' The fact of this colouring matter bdng soluble in water was

incidentally mentioned at a meeting of the Zoologicai Sodety oi
London by W. B. Tegetmeier, and brought to the notice of Professor
A. H. Church, who, after experiment, published in t868 (Student
and Intellectual Observer, i. 161-168) an account of it as " Tursdn.
a new animal pigment containing copper." Further information
on the subject was given by Monteiro (Ckem. News, locviii. 201

;

Quart. Joum. Science, 2nd series, vol. iv. p. i^). The property b
possessed by the crimson feathers of all the tnrds of the family.
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tlie middle ages. In the 9th century Tours also became the

ecdesiasticai metropolis of Brittany, Maine and Anjou, and
when the empire was divided by Louis the Pious into various

districts or nUssalka, Tours was the centre of one of these,

the boundaries of which corresponded roughly with those of

the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the city. Touraine suffered

from the invasions of the Northmen, who massacred the

monks of Marmoutier in 853, but never pillaged Tours. The
administration of Touraine was entrusted, from Merovingian
times onward, to counts appointed by the crown. The office

became hereditary in 940 or 941 with Thibault the Old or the
*' Txicheur." His son Odo I. was attacked by Fulk the Black,

count of Anjou, and despoiled of part of his territor>*. His
grandson Thibault HI., who refused homage to Henry I.,

king of France, in X044, was entirely dispossessed by Geoffrey

of Anjou, called the Hammer (d. 1060). The 7th count,

Fulk (d. X109), ruled both Anjou and Touraine, and the county
of Touraine remained under the domination of the counts of

Anjou (q.9.) until Henry U. of England deprived his brother

Geoffrey of Touraine by force of arms. Henry U. carried out

many improvements, but peace was dcstroy«i by the revolt

of his sons. Richard Coeur de Lion, in league with Philip

Augustus, had seized Totiraine, and after his death Arthur of

Brittany was recognized as count. In 1204 it was united to

the French crown, and its cession was formally acknowledged
by King John at Chinon in 1214. Philip appointed Guillaume
dcs Roidies herediury seneschal in 1204, but the dignity, was
ceded to the crown in 131 2. Touraine was granted Iroin time

to time to princes of the blood as an appanage of the crown of

France. In 1328 it was held by Jeanne of Burgundy, queen
of France; by PhiUp, duke of Orleans, in 1344; and in 1360,

it was made a peerage duchy on behalf of Philip the Bold,

afterwards duke of Burgundy. It was the scene of dispute

between Charles, afterwards Charles VII., and his mother,

Isabel of Bavaria, who was helped by the Burgundians. After

his expulsion from Paris by the English Charles spent much
of his time in the ch&teaux of Touraine, although his seat of

foremment was at Bourges. He bestowed the duchy successively

on his wife Mary of Anjou, on Archibald Douglas and on Louis

III. of Anjou. It was the dower of Mary Stuart as the widow of

Frands II. The last duke of Touraine was Francis, duke of

AJcncon, who died in 1584. Pleasis-les-Tours had been the

favourite residence of Louis XI., who granted many privileges

to the town of Tours, and increased its prosperity by the

establishnient of the silk-weaving industry. The reformed

religion numbered many adherents in Touraine, who suffered

in the massacres following on the conspiracy of Amboise;

and, though in 1 562 the army of Cond£ pillaged the dty of Tours,

the marshal of St Andr( reconquer^ Touraine for the Catholic

party. Many Huguenots emigrated after the massacre of

St Bartholomew,and after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes
the silk industry, which had been mainly in the hands of the

Huguenots, was almost destroyed. This migration was one

of the prime causes of the extreme poverty of the province

in the next century. At the Revolution the nobles of

Touraine madfr a declaration expressing their sympathy
with the ideas of liberty and fraternity. Among the many
famous men who were bom within its boundaries are Jean
le Meingre Boudcaut, marshal of France, B^roaldc de Verville,

author of the Moyen de paroenir, Rabelais, Cardinal Richelieu,

C.J. Avisseau, the potter (1796-1S61), the novelist Balzac

and the poet Alfred de Vigny.

See the quarterly publication of the Mhnoires of the SociHi
crckialofiqut de Touraine (18^2, &c.) which include a Dictumnaire
i*ofrcpkiqtie, kisiorique el biographique {b vols.. 1878-1884), by
J. A. Cam de Busserolle. There are histories of Touraine and its

numumentt by Chalmel U vols. Paris, 1828), by S. Bcllanecr
(Paris. 184s). by Boarrass6 (1858). See also Dupin de Saint Andrt.
liist. du praiestanHsme en Touraine (Paris, 1885); T. A. Cook,
Cid Towavu (a vols. London, 1892}.

TOUBOOIMO, a manufacturing tihm of northern France

in the department of Nord. less than a mile from the Belgian

frontier, and 8 m« N.N.E. of Lille on the railway to

Ghent. Pop. (1906), 62,694 (commune, 81,671), of whom
about one-third are natives of Belgium. Tourcoing is prac-

tically one with Roubaix to the south, being united thereto by
a tramway and a branch of the Canal de Roubaix. The public

institutions comprise a tribunal of commerce, a board of trade

arbitrators, a chamber of commerce, an exchange and a condi-

tioning house for textiles. Together with Roubaix, Tourcoing
ranks as one of the chief textile centres of France. Its chief

industry is the combing, ginning and twisting of wool
carried on in some eighty factories employing between
xo,ooo and 12,000 workpeople. The spinning and twisting

of cotton is also important. The weaving establishments

produce woollen and mixed woollen and cotton fabrics together

with silk and satin drapery, swanskins, jerseys and other fancy

goods. The making of velvet pile carpets and upholstering

materials is a spedality of the town. To these industries

must be added those of dydng, the manufacture of hosiery,

of the machinery and other apparatus used in the textile factories

and of soap.

Famed since the 12th century for its woollen manufactures,

Tourcoing was fortified by the Flemings in 1477, when Louis XI.
of France disputed the inheritance of Charles the Bold
with Mary of Burgundy, but in the same year was taken and
pillaged by the French. In 1794 the Republican army, under
Generals Moreau and Souham, gained a decisive victory over
the Austrians, the event being conunemorated by a monument
in the public garden. The inhabitants, 18,000 in 1789, were
reduced by the French Revolution to 10,000.

TOURMAUNB, a mineral of much interest to the physicist

on account of its optical and dectrical properties; it is

also of some geological importance as a rock-constituent

(see Schorl), whilst certain transparent varieties have economic
value as gem-stones. The name is probably a corruption

of turmali, or toramaUif the native name applied to tourmaline

and zircon in Ceylon, whence specimens of the former mineral

were brought to Europe by the Dutch in 1703. The green

tourmaline of Brazil had, however, been known here much
earlier; and coarse varieties of the mineral had passed for cen-

turies under the (}erman name of SckOrl^ an old mining word
of uncertain origin, possibly connected with the old (jerman
Sckor (refuse), in allusion to the occurrence of the mineral with

the waste of the tin-mines. The German village of Schorlau

may have taken its name from the mineral It has been
suggested that the Swedish form HOrl has possible connexion

with the word skGr^ brittle.

Tourmaline crystallizes in the rhombohedral division of the
hex^onal system. The crystals have generally a prismatic habit, the
prisms bdng longitudinally striated or even channelled. Trigonal
prisms aie characteristic, so that a transverse section becomes
triangular or often nine-sided. By combination of several prisms
the crystals may become sub-cylindrical. The crystals when aoubly
terminated are often hemimorphic or present dissimilar forms at
the opposite ends; thus the hexagonal

~

prisms m fig. i are terminated at one end
by rhombohedral faces, 0, P, and at the
other by the basal olane k'. Doubly-
terminated crystate, however, are com-
paratively rare; the crystals bein^ usually
attached at one end to the matnx. It is

notable that prismatic crystals of tour-
maline have in some cases been curved
and fractured transversely; the displaced
fragments having been cemented together
by deposition of fresh mineral matter. Tourmaline is not infre-

fiuently columnar, acicular or fibrous; and the fibres may radiate
rom a centre so as to form the so-called " tourmaline suns."
Crystals of tourmaline present no distinct cleavage, but break with
a sub-conchoidal fracture; and whilst the general lustre of the
mineral is vitreous, that of the fractured surface is rather pitchy.
The hardness is slightly above that of quartz (7). The specinc
gravity varies according to chemical composition, that of the
colourless varieties being about 3, whilst in schorl it may rise to 3-2.

Tourmaline has a great range of colour, and in many cases the
crystals are curiously parti-coloured. Occasionally, though rarely,

the mineral is colourless, and is then known as achroite, a name
proposed by R. Hermann in 1845, and derived from the Greek
Axpooc (uncolourKl). Red tourmaline, which when of fine colour
is the most valued of all varieties, is known as rubelUte (9.9.). Green
tounnaline is by no means uncommon, but the blue la rather rare
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and is distinguiahed by the name indigolite, eeneiaUy written indi-

ooUte. Brown is a common colour, and black still

this betna the usual colour of schorl, or common coarse tourmaline.

Thin spunters of schori may, however, be blue or brown by
transmitted light.

The doable refraction of tourmaline b strong. The mineral is

optically negative, the ordinary index being about 1*64, and the
extraorainary i*63. Coloured tourmalines are intensely pleochroic,

the ordinary ray, which vibrates perpendicular to the principal axis,

being much more strongly absorbed than the extraordinary; hence
a slice cut in the direction of the principal or optic axis trans-

mits sensibly only the extraordinary ray, .and may consequently be
used as a polarizing medium. The brown tourmaline of Ceylon and
Brazil is best adapted for this purpose, but the green is also used.

Two plates properly mounted form the instrument used by opticians

for testing spectacle-lenses, and are known asthe " tourmahne tongs.^'

In order to secure the best colour-effect when used as a gem-stone,

the tourmaline should be cut with the table parallel to the optic

axis.

It was in tourmaline that the phenomenon of pyroelectricity was
first observed. On being heated in peat ashes its attractive power
was observed by the Dutch, in the early part of the i8th century:
and this curious character obtained for it the name of asdUrekker,

or ash-drawer. J. R. Hafly first pointed out the relation of pyroelec-

tricity with hemimorphtsm. Tourmaline is also piezoelectric, that

is, it becomes electric by pressure. If a crystal be subjected to

pressure akng the optic axis, it behaves as though it were contracting

by reduction of temperature. The mineral may also be rendered
eMctric by friction, and retains the charge for a long time.

Tourmaline is a boro-siiicate of sin^Tariy complex composition.

Indeed the word tourmaline is sometimes regarded as the name of

a group of isomorphous minerals rather than that of a definite

species. Numerous analyses have been made, and the results

oiscussed by a lajve number of authorities. In the view of S. L.

Penficld Aftd H. W. Foote all tourmaline may be derived from a
boro-silicic acid of the formula H«BiSi40n- It is believed that

the hydrogen is present as hydroxyl| and that this may be partially

rnplaced by fluorine. The tourmahne acid has probably the con-
•tttution Hia(B'OH)iSi^i*< Nine atoms of hydro^n are replaced

by three of aluminium, and the remaining nine in part by other

metab. Lithium b present in red tourmaline; magnesium dominates
in brown; iron, manganese and sometimes chromium are found
in green; and much iron occun in the black varieties. Four groups
are sometimes recognized, characterized by the presence of (i)

lithium, (^) ferrous iron, (3) ferric iron and (4) magnesium.
Tourmaline occun commonly in granite, greisen, gneiss and

crystalline schists. In many cases it appears to have been formed
by pneumatolysb, or the action on the rocks of heated vapours
containing boron and fluorine, as In many tin-bearing districts,

where tourmaline b a characteristic mineral. Near the margin
of a mass of granite the rock often becomes schorlaceous or tourma-
liniferous, and may pus into " tourmaline-rock," which b usually

an aggregate of tourmaline and quartz. Tourmaline b an essential

consutuent of the west of England rocks called luxullianite (luxuly-

anite) and trowlesworthite. It occun embedded in certain mcta-
roorpluc limestones, where it b possibly due to fumarolic action.

Microscopic crystals are common in clay-slate. By resistance to

decompoMtlon, tourmaline often survives the disintegration of the

matrix, and thus passes into 'sands, days, marls and other

sedimentary deposits.

Many of the finest crystaU of tourmaline occur m druses m
granitic rocln, such as those of San Piero in Elba, where some of

the pale pink and green prisms are tipped with black, and have
consequently been called *^ nigger-heads." Lepidolite b a common
assodate ot tourmaline, as at Roaena in Moravb. Tourmaline
occun, with corundum, in the dok>mite ct Campolongo, in canton
Ticino, Switzerland. Fine black ciysUb, associated with apatite

and quartz, were formeriy found in granite at Chudleigh, near
Bovey Tracey in Devonshire. The Russian localities for tourmaline

are mentioned under Rubbllxtb. Most of the tourmaline cut for

jewelry comes from the eem-gravels of Ceylon. The green tour-

maline has generally a yellowish or olive-green colour, and b known
as " Ceylon chrysolite.^' Fine green crysuls are found in Brazil,

notably in the topaz-locality of Miiias Novas; and when of vivid

colour they have been called " Brazilbn emeralds.'* Green tour-

maline b a favourite ecclesbstical stone in South America Blue
tourmaline occun with the green; thb variety b found also at Utd
in Sweden (iu original loctuity) and notably near Hazaribagh in

Bengal. Certain kinds of mica occasionally contain flat crystals

of tourmaline between the cleavage-planes.

Many kicalities in the United ^tes are famous for tourmaline.
Ma^niftcent specimens have been obuincd from Mt Mica, near
Pans, Maine, where the mineral was accidentally discovered in 1820
by two students, E. L. Hamlin and E. Holmes. It occun in granite,

with lepidolite, smoky quartz, spodumenc, &c.; and some of the
prismatic crystab are notable for being red at one end and
green at the other. Mt Rubrllite at Hebron, and Mt Apatite at

Auburn, are other kicalities in Maine which hax'e yielded fine tour-

maline. At Chesterfield, Massachusetts, remarkable crystals occur,

•one of which show on transverse section a triangubr nucleus of

red tourmaline surrounded fay a diell of green. Red and green
tourmalines, with lepidolite and kunzite, are found in San Diego
county, Califomb. Fine coloured tourmalines occur at Haddam
Neck, Connecticut; and excellent crystab of black tourmaline are
well known from Pierrepont, New York, whilst remarkable brown
crystals occur in limestone at Gouvemeur in the same state. Canada
b rich in tourmaline, notably at Burgess in Lanark county, Ontario,
and at Grand Calumet Island in the Otuwa river. Heemskirk
Mountain, Tasmanb, and Kangaroo Island, South Australb, ha\-e
yielded fine coloured tourmalme fit for jewelry. Madagascar b
a well-known locality for bbck tourmaline in brge crystals.

Many varieties of tourmaline have received distinctive nanMS.
some of which are notked above. Dravite b G. Tschermak's name
for a brown tourmaline, rich in magnesb but with little iron, occur-
ring near Unter Drauburg in the Drave district in Carinthb. Taltalite
was a name given by I. Domeyko to a mixture of tourmaline and
copper ore from Taftal in Chile. The colourless Elba tourmaline
was called apyrite by T. F. L. Hausmann, in allusion to its rdfrectory
behaviour before the blow-pipe; whilst a bbck iron-tourmaline from
Norway was termed aphrazite by J. B. d'Andrada, in conseouenoe
of iu intumescence when heated. (F. W. K. *)

TOURNAI (Flemish Doomik), a dty of Belgium, in the
province of Hainaut, situated on the Scheldt. Pop. (1904),

36,744. Although in the course of its long hi&tory it has
undergone many sieges and was sacked at various epochs by
the Vandab, Normans, French and Spaniards, it preserves

many monuments of its andent days. Among these is the
cathedral of Notre-Dame, one of the finest and best preserved
Romanesque and Gothic examples in Belgium (for plan, &c.,

see Axchitzctuxe: Romanesque and Gothic in Belgium). Its

foundation dates from the year 1030, while the nave b Roman-
esque of the middle of the 12th century, with much pointed
work. The transept was added in the X3th century. The first

choir was burned down in 12x3, but was rebuilt in 1243 at
the same time as the transept, and b a superb ^lecimen
of pointed Gothic. There are five towers with ^irea, which
give the outside an impressive appearance, and much has been
done towards removing the squalid buildings that formerly con-
cealed the cathedral. There are several old pictures of merit,

and the shrine of St Eleuthdre, the first bishop of Toumai
in the 6th century, b a remarkable product of the silversmith's

art. The belfry on the Grand Place was built in 1x87,

partly reconstructed in 139X and finally restored and endowed
with a steeple in X852. The best view of the cathedral can
be obtained from its gallery. The church of St (^entin in

the same square as the belfry is almost a» andent as Notre-
Dame, and the people of Toumai call it the " little cathedral."

In the church of St Brice b the tomb of Childeric discovered

in 1655. Among the relics were three hundred small golden
modeb of bees. These were removed to Paris, and when
Napoleon was crowned emperor a century and a half later he
chose Childeric's bees for the decoration of hb coronation

mantle. In thb manner the bee became associated with the
Napoleonic legend just as the lilies were with the Bourbons.
The Pont des Trous over the Scheldt, with towers at each end,
was built in 1290, and among many other interesting buildings

there are some old houses still in occupation which date
back to the 13th century. On the Grand PUce is the
fine statue of Christine de Lalaing, princess d'Epinoy, who
defended Toumai against Parma in X581. Toumai carries

on a Urge trade in carpets (called Bmsseb), bonnet shapes,

corsets and fancy goods generally. With re^^ird to the carpet

manufactory, it b said locally to date from the time of the

Crusades, and it b presumed that the Crusaders leant the
art from the Saracens.

The history of Toumai dates faom the time of Julius Caesar,

when it was called cmtas Nerviorum or castrum Turnacum. In the

reign of Augustus, Agrippa fixed the newly mixed colony of Suevi
and Mens^ii at Toumai, which continued throughout the period

of Roman occupation to be of importance. In the sth century

the Franks seized Toumai, and Merovaeus made it the capital

of his dynasty. Thb it remained until the subdivision of the

Frank monarchy among the sons of Clovb. When feudal

possessions, instead of being purely personal, were vested in the

families of the holder after Che death of Charlemagne, Toumai
was spedally assigned to Baldwin of the Iron Arm by Cbarict
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Plate II. TOURNAMENT

Knights Jousting with Cronells on their Lances. French MS. early XIV Centur>'. (Royal MS. 14 E. iii.)

English Knights Riding into the Lists. From the Great Tournament Roll of 1511;

by permissipn of the College of Arms.
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the Bald, whose daughter Judith he had abducted, on receiving

the hereditary title of count of Flanders. During the Bur-
gundlan period it was the residence of Margaret of York, widow
of ChazJes the Bold; and the pretender Perkin Warbeck, whom
she championed, if not bom there, was the reputed son of a
Jew of ToumaL In the early x6th centuiy Toumai was. an
English possession for a few years and Henzy VIII. sold it to

Francis L It did not long remain French, for in xsax the

count of Nassau, Charles V.'s general, took it and added it to

the Spanish provinces. During the whole of the middle ages

Touznat was styled the " seigneurxe de Toumaisis," and pos-

sessed a charter and spedsl privileges of iu own. Near Toumai
was fought, oa the xxth of May 1745, the famous battle

of Fontenoy. (D. C. B.)

TOUBMAlIBirr, or Toukney (Fr. toumemetUt tourtun, Med.
Lat. tameawunium, from tounurj to tum), the name popularly

given in the middle ages to a species of mock fi^t, so called

owing to the rapid turning of the horses (Skeat). Of the several

medieval definitions of the tounuunent given by Du Cange
iCUssarium, s.v. " Toumeamentum ")> the best is that of Roger

of Hoveden, who described tournaments as " military exercises

carried out.iiot in the spirit of hostility {nnllo intenenienU

€dio), but solely for practice and the display of pzowess {pro solo

exercUio, atque ostenUUione virinm)." Men who carry weapons
have in all ages played at the game of war in time of peace.

But the tournament, properly so caUed, does not appear in

Europe before the xxth century, in spite of those elaborate

fictions of Ruezner's Thnmierbuck which detail the tournament
laws of Henry the Fowler. More than one chronicler records

the violent death, in xo66, of a French baron named Geoffroi de

PreuUi, who, according to the testimony of hb contemporaries,

"invented toumaments." In England, at least, the tourna-

ment was counted a French fashion, Matthew Paris calling it

coHfiicims gaUicus,

By the xath century the tournament had grown so popular

in gnglanH that Henry H. found it necessary to forbid the

sport which gathered in one place so many barons and knights

in arms. In that age we have the famous description by William

FitxStephen oi the martial games of the Londoners in Smith-

field. He tdb how on Sundays in Lent a noble train of young
men would take the field well mounted, rushing out of the dty
with spear and shield to ape the feats of war. Divided into parties,

one body would retreat, while another pursued striving to un-

horse thiem. The younger lads, he says, bore javelins disarmed

oi their steel, by which we may know that the weapon of the

elders was the headed lance. William of Newbury tells us how
the young knights, balked of their favourite sport by the royal

mandate; would pass over sea to win glory in foreign lists.

Richard I. relaxed his father's order, granting licences for

tournaments, and Jocelin of Brakelond has a long story of the<

great company of cavaliers who held a tournament between

Thetford and Bury St Edmunds in defiance of the abbot. From
that tiixie onward unlicensed tourneying was treated as an
offence against the Crown, which exacted heavy fees from all

taking part in them even when a licence had been obtained.

Often the licence was withheld, as in X355, when the king's son's

grave peril in Gascony is alleged as a reason for forbidding a
meeting. In X399 life and limb were declared to be forfeit in

the case of thosewho should arrange a toumey without the royal

licence, and offenders were to be seized with horse and harness.

As the tournament became an occasion for pageantry and
feasting, new reason was given for restraint: a simple knight

might beggar hixnaelf over a sport which risked costly horses

and carried him far afield. Jousters travelled from land to land,

like modem cricketers on their tours, offering and accepting

dialleages. Thus Edward I., before coming to the throne, led

eighty knights to a tournament on the Continent. Before the

jousts at Windsor on St George's Day in X344 heralds published

in France, Scotland, Burgundy, Hainault, Flanders, Brabant
and the donudna of the emperor the king's offer of safe conduct

for competitors. At the weddings of princes and magnates and
$t the oowoing of kings the kn^ts gathered t» the joustings,

which had become as much a part of such high ceremonies

as the banquet and the minstrelsy. The fabled glories of the

Round Table were revived by princely hosts, who would assemble
a gallant company to keep open house and hold the field against

all comers, as did Mortimer, the queen's lover, when, on the eve
of his fall, he brought all the chivalry of the land to the place

where he held his Round Table. About xaga the " Statute of

Arms for Toumaments " laid down, " at the request of the earls

and barons and of the knighthood of England," new laws for

the game. Swords with points were not to be used, nor pointed

daggers, nor dub nor mace. None was to raise up a fallen

knight but his own appointed squires, clad in his device. The
squire who offended was to lose horse and .arms and lie three

years in gapL A northem football crowd would understand
the rule that forbade those coining to see the tournament to

wear harness or arm themselves with weapons. Disputes were
to be settled by a court of honour of princes and earls. That
such rules were needful had been shown at Rochester in 1251,

where the foreign knights were beaten by the English and so

roughly handled that they fled to the dty for refuge. On their

way the strangers were faced by another company of knights

who handled them rou^y and spoiled them, thrashing them
with staves in revenge for the doings at a Brackley tournament.
Even as early as the 13th century some of these tounuunents
were mere pageants of horseman. For the Jousts of Peace held

at Windsor Park in 1278 the sword-blades are of whalebone and
parchment, silvered; the helms are of boOed leather and the

shidds of light timber. But the game could make rough sport.

Many a tounuunent had its tale of killed and wounded in the

chronide books. We read how Roger of Lembum struck

Amold de Montigny dead with a lance thmst under the helm.

The first of the Montagu earls of Salisbury died of hurts taken
at a Windsor jousting, and in those same lists at Windsor the

earl's grandson Sir William Montagu was killed by his own
father. William Longfapee in x 256 was so bruised that he never
recovered his strength, and he is among many of whom the like

is written. Blunted or "rebated" lance-points came early

into use, and by the X4th century the corox^ or cronell head
was often fitted in place of the point. After X400 the armourers

began to devise harness with defences specially wrought for ser-

vice in the lists. But the joust lost its chief perik with the

invention of the tilt, which, as its name imports, was at first a
doth stretched along the length of the lists. The doth became
a stout barrier of timber, and in the early x6th century the

knight ran his course at little risk. Locked up in sted harness,

reiiiforced with the grand-guard and the other jousting pieces,

he charged along one side of this barrier, seeing little more through
the pierced si^t-holes of the helm than the head and shoulders

of his adversary. His bridle arm was on the tilt-side, and thus

the blunted lance stmck at an angle upon the poUshed plates.

Mishaps might befaO. Henry H. of France died from the stroke

of Gabrid de Montgomeri, whd failed to cast up in time the

truncheon of his splintered lance. But the x6th-centuzy tourna-

ment was, in the main, a bloodless meeting.

The 15th century had seen the mingling of the tournament
and the pageant. Adventurous k&ights would travd far afield

in time of peace to gain worship in conflicts that perilled life

and limb, as when the Bastard of Buigundy met the Lord Scales

in 14M in West Smithfidd under the fair and costly galleries

crowded with English dames. On the first day the two ran

courses with sharp spears; on the second day Uiey tourneyed

on horseback, sword in hand; on the third day they met on foot

with heavy pole-axes. But the great tournament hdd in the

market-place of Bruges, when the jousting of the Knights of the

Fleece was part of the pageant of the Golden Tree, the Giant

and the Dwarf, may stand as a magnificent example of many
such gay gatherings. When Henry VIU. was scattering his

father's treasure the pageant had become an elaborate masque.

For two days after the crowning of the king at Westminster,

Henry and his queen viewed from the galleries of a fantastic

palace set up beside the tilt-yard a play in which deer were pulled

down by greyhounds in a paled park, in which the Lady Plana
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and the Lady Pallas came forward, embowered ia moving castles,

to present the champions. Such costly shows £ell out of fashion

after the death of Henry VIII.; and in EngUnd the tournament
remained, until the end, a martial sport. Sir Henry Lee rode

as Queen Elizabeth's champion in the tilt-yard of Whitehall

until his years forced him to surrender the gallant office to that

earl of Cumberland who wore the Queen's glove pinned to the

flap of his hat. But in France the tournament lingered on until

it degenerated to the carrousel, which, originally a horseman's

game in which cavaliers pelted each other with balls, became an
unmartial display when the French king and his courtiers

prancsd in such array as the wardrobe-master of the court

ballets would devise for the lords of Ind and Africk.

, The tournament was, from the first, held to be a sport for men
of noble birth, and on the Continent, where nobility was more
exactly defined than in England, the lists were jealously closed

to all combatants but those of the privileged class. In the

German lands, questions as to the purity of the strain of a candi-

date for admission to a noble chapter are often settled by appeal

to the fact that this or that ancestor had taken part in a tourna-

ment. Konrad Grilnenberg's famous heraldic manuscript

shows us the Helmsckau that came before the German tournament
of the X5th century—^the squires carrying each his master's

crested hehn, and a little scutcheon of arms han^ng from it,

to the hall where the king of arais stands among the ladies and,

wand in hand, judges eadi blazon. In England several of those

few rolls of arms which have come down to us from the middle

ages record the shields displayed at certain tournaments.

Among the illustrations of the article Heraldry will be

seen a leaf of a roll of arms of French and English jousters at

the Field of the Cloth of Gold, and this leaf is remarkable

as illustrating also the system of " checques " for noting the

points scored by the champions. (O. Ba.)

TOURNEFORT, JOSEPH PITTON DB (1656-1708), French

botanist, was bom at Aix, in Provence, on the 5th of June 1656.

He studied in the convent of the Jesuits at Aiz, and was destined

for the Church, but the death of his father left him free to

follow his botanical inclinations. After two years' collecting,

he studied medicine at Montpellier, but was appointed pro-

fessor of botany at the Jaidin des Pkntes in 1683. By the king's

order he travelled through western Europe, where he made
extensive collections, and subsequently spent three years in

Greece and Asia Minor (1700-1702). Of this journey a de-

scription in a series of letters was posthumously publLdied in

3 vols. (Relation d*un voyage du Levant, Lyons, 1717)* His

principal work is entitled InstUutiones rei kerbariae (3 vols.

Paris, X700), and upon this rests chiefly his claims to remem-
brance as one of the most eminent of the systematic botanists

who prepared the way for T.innarus. He died on the 28th of

December 1708.

TOURNEUR, CYRIL (c. 1575-1626), English dramatist, was
perhaps the son of Captain Richard Turner, water-bailiff and
subsequently lieutenant-governor of Brill in the Netherlands.

Cyril Toumeur also served in the Low Countries, for in 16x3

there is a record made of payment to him for carrying letters

to Brussels. He enjoyed a pension from the govenunent

of the United Provinces, possibly by way of compensation

for a post held before BriU was handed over to the Dutch
in x6i6. In 1625 he was appointed by Sir Edward Cecil, whose
father had been a former governor of Brill, to be secretary

to the council of war. This appointment was cancelled by
Buckingham, but Toumeur sailed in Cecil's company to Cadiz.

On the return voyage from the disastrous expedition he was
put ashore at Kinsale with other sick men, and died in Ireland

on the 28th of Febmary X626. (M.Br.)

An allegorical poem, worthless as art and incomprehensible

as allegory, is his earliest extant work; an elegy on the death

of Prince Henry, son of James I., is the latest. The two
plays on which his fame rests, and on which it will rest for

ever, were published respectively in 1607 and x6xx, but all

students have agreed to accept the internal evidence which
.assures us that the later in date of publication must be the

earlier in date of composition. His only other known work
is an epicede on Sir Francis Vere, of no great merit as poetry,
but of some value as conveying in a strai^tforward and mascu-
line style the poet's ideal conception of a perfect knight or
" happy warrior," comparable by those who may think fit to
compare it with the more nobly realized ideals of Chaucer
and of Wordsworth. But if Toumeur had left on record no
more memorable evidence of his powers than might be supplied
by the survival of his elegies, he coidd certainly have claimed
no higher place among English writers than is now occupied
by the Rev. Charles Fit^eoffrey, whose voluminous and fer-

vent elegy on Sir Francis Drake is indeed of more actual value,
historic or poetic, than either or than both of Toumeur's elegiac

rhapsodies. The singular power, the Singular originality and
the singular limitation of his genius are all equally obvious
in The Atheist's Tragedy, a dramatic poem no less cmde and
puerile and violent in action and evolution than simple and noble
and natural in expression and in style. The executive faculty of
the author is in the metrical parts of his first play so imperfect
as to suggest either incompetence or perversity in the workman;
in The Revenger's Tragedy it is so magnificent, so simple, im-
peccable and sublime that the finest passages of this play
can be compared only with the noblest examples of tragic

dialogue or monologue now extant in English or in Greek.
There is no trace of imitation or derivation from an alien source
in the genius of this poet. The first editor of Webster hasobserved
how often he imitates Shakespeare; and, in fact, essentially

and radically independent as is Webster's genius also, the
sovereign influence of his master may be traced not only in the
general tone of his style, the general scheme of his composition,

but now and then in a direct and never an unworthy or imper-
fect echo of Shakespeare's very phrase and accent. But the
resemblance between the tragic verse of Toumeur and the
tragic verse of Shakespeare is simply such as proves the natural
aflSinity between two great dramatic poets, whose inspiration

partakes now and then of the quality more proper to epic
or to lyric poetry. The fiery impulse, the rolling music, the
vivid illustration of thought by jets of insuppressible passion,

the perpetual sustenance of passion by the implacable persist-

ency of thought, which we recognise as the dominant and
distinctive qualities of such poetry as finds vent in the utter-

ances of Hamlet or of Timon, we recognise also in the scarcely

less magnificent poetry, the scarcely less fiery sarcasm, with
which Toumeur has informed the part of Vindice—^a harder-
headed Hamlet, a saner and more practically savage and serious

Timon. He was a satirist as passionate as Juvenal or Swift,

but with a finer faith in goodness, a purer hope in its ultimate
security of triumph. This fervent constancy of spirit relieves

the lurid gloom and widens the limited range of a tragic imagina-
tion which otherwise might be felt as oppressive rather than
inspiriting. His grim and trenchant humour is as peculiar in
its sardonic passion as his eloquence is original in the strenuous
music of its cadences, in the roU of its rhythmic thunder.
As a play?njght, hb method was almost erode and rode in

the headlong straightforwardness of its energetic simplicity;

as an artist in character, his interest was intense but narrow,
his power magnificent but confined; as a dramatic poet, the
force of his genius is great enough to ensure him an enduring
place among the foremost of the followers of Shaken)eare.

BiBLiOGRAPRT.~The complete list of his extant works runs:
The Atheists Tragedie; or, The Honest Man's Revenu (1611): A
FuneraU Poeme Upon the Dedth of the Most Worthie and True Soldier,
Sir Francis Vere, Knight . . . (1600): "A Griefe on the Death
of Prince Henrie, Expressed in a Broken Elegie . . .,'* printed with
two other poems by John Webster and Thomas Haywood as Three
Ekgies on the most lamented Death of Prince Henry (1613); The
Revengers Tragaedie (1607 and 1608); and an obscure satire.

The Transformed Metamorphosis (1600). The only other play of
Toomeur's of which we have any record is The NobUman, the MS. of
which was destroyed by John Warfourton's cook. This was entered
on the Stationers* Register (Feb. 15, 1612) as a " Tragecomcdye
called The Nobleman written by Cyrill Toumeur." In 1613 a letter

from Robert Daborae to Henslowe states that he has commissioned
Cyril Toumeur to write one act of the promised Arraignment pf
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"The Chancter of Robert, eaii of Saltsburye, Lord

HichTiemirerof Eagiand . . . written by MrSevillTumeur . . .,"

in a MS in poaKnion of Lofd Moityn (Hist. MSS. Commliaion,
4th Report, appendixt p. 361) may reasonably be asngned to
Toumcor. Altliough no external evidence u torthcoming, Mr R.
Boyle namesToumeuras the collaborator of Maasinger in TacSKond
Maifs Traeedy Gicensed 161 1).

The Raemt/er't Tragedy was printed in Dodslev's Old Plays (vol iv.,

1744, 1780 and iSasJ. and in AneiiHi British Drama (1810. vol. ii.).

The best edition of Tourneur's works is The Plays and Poems 0/
CyrU Tommev, edited with Critical Introductiom and Notes, by J.
Churton Collins (1878}. See also the two plays printed with the
masterpieces of Webster, with an introduction by J A. Symonds, in

the " Mennaad Series " (1888 and 1903). No partKulars of Toumeur'f
life were available until the facts given above were abstracted bv
Mr CofdoB Goodwin from the Calendar of State Papers (" DoroestK:
Series," 1628-16^9, X639-1631, 16^1-1633) '^ printed in the
Acadepsy (May 9, 1891}. A critical study of the relation of The
Atheists TramsdyXo Hamlet and other revenge-plays is given in
Professor A. H. Thomdike's " Hamlet and Contemporary Revenge
Plays '* {PtM. of the Mod, Lang. Assoc., Baltimore, I5K»). For the
influence of Manton on Toumeur see E. E. StoU, John Webster . .

.

(1905. Boston, MassachusetU); pp. 105-X16. (M. Br.)

T0UBJIBU3E, JBAH MAURICE (1849- ), French man
of letteis and bibliographer, son of the artist and author J. F £.

Toonieuz, was bom in Paris on the xath of July 1849.

He began his career as a bibliographer by coDaborattng in

new editions of the Supercheries liUiraires of Joseph (^^id
and the Didionnaire des anonymes of Antoine Barbier. His
nM»t important bibliographical work was the BiUiograpkie de

rhisUnrt de Paris pendant la rHolutum franqaise (3 vols. 189a-

tgoi), which was crowned by the Aoulemy of Inscriptions.

This valuable work serves as a guide for the histoiy of the

dty beyond the limits of the Revolution,

His other works include bibliographies of Prosper Mdrimfe (1876),
of TMophile Gautier (1876), of the brothers deConcourt (1897) and
others; also editions of F. M. Cmmm's Correspondance UtUraire,
of Diderot's Neoen de Rameau (1884), of Montesquieu's Lettres

persanes (1886). ac.

TOURNOH, a town of south-western France, capital of an
arrondtssement in the department of Ard^e, on the right bank
of the Rhone, 58 m. S. of Lyons by rail. Pop. (1906}, town,

3643; commune, 5003. Toumon preserves a gateway of the

15th century and other remams of fortifications and aa old

castle used as town hall, court-house and prison and con-

Uinin^ & Gothic chapeL The church of St Julian dates chiefly

fzom the X4th centuxy. The lycte occupies an old college

founded in the x6th century by Cardinal Francois de Toumon.
Of the two suspension bridges which unite the town with Tain
on the left bank of the river, one was built in 1825 and is the

oldest in France. A statue to General Rampon (d. 1843)

stands in the Place CamoL Wood-sawing, silk-spinning, and
the manufacture of chemical manures, silk goods and hosiery

are carried on in the town, which has trade in the wine of

the Rhone hills. Toumon had its own counts as eariy as

the reign of Louis L In the middle of the xyth centuxy the title

passed from them to the dukes of Ventadour.

TOURIfUS, a town of east-central France, in the depart-

ment <rf SaAne-et-Loire, on the right bank of the Sa6ne, ao m.
K. by £. of M&con on the Paris-Lyons raflway. Pop. (1906),

3787. The church of St Philibert (eariy nth century) once

bebnging to the Benedictine abbey of Toumus, suppressed in

1785, is in the Butgundian Romanesque style. The facade lacks

one of the two flanking towers originally designed for it. The
nave is loofed with barrel vaulting, supported on tall cylin-

drical cohimiis. The choir beneath which is a crypt of the iith

century has & dcambulatoxy and square chapels. In the Place

de THAtel de Ville stands a statue of J. B. Greuze, bom in the

town in 173$. There are yineyaxds in the surrounding dis-

ttkt and the town and its port have considerable commerce in

wine and in stone from the neighbouring quarries. Chair-

making is an important industxy.

TCnniS, a town of central France, capital of the department
of Indre-et-Loire, X4S m- S.W. of Pftris by rail. Pop. (1906),

town 61,507; commune, 67,601. Toun lies on the left bank of

the Loire on a flat toiigue of land between that river and the

Cher a little above thdr junctioo. The right bank of the

Loire is bordered by hills at the foot of which lie the suburbs
ot St Cyr and St Symphorien. The river is crossed by two
suspension bridges, partly built on islands in the river, and by
a stone bridge of the second half of the i8th century, the Pont
de Tours. Many foreigners, especially English, live at or visit

Tours, attracted by the town itself, iU mild climate and situa-

tion in " the garden of France," and the historic chiteaux in

the vicinity. The Boulevard B£ranger, with its continuation,

the Boulevard Heurteloup, traverses Toun from west to east

dividing it into two parts; the old town to the north, with its

narrow streets and andcnt houses, contains the principal

buildings, the shops and the business houses, while the new
town to the south, centring round a fine public garden, is almost
entirely residentiaL The Rue Natkmale, the widest and hand-
somest street m Tours, is a profengation of the Pont de Toun
and tuns at xight angles to the boulevards, continuing under the

name of the Avenue de Grammont until it reaches Uie Cher.

St Gatien, the cathedral of Tours, though haxdiy among the
greatest churches of France, is neverthdess of considerable

interest A cathedral of the first half of the lath century was
bumt in xx66 during the quarrel between Louis VII. of France
and Henry II. of England. A new cathedral was begun about
XX70 but not finished till 1547. The lower portions of the

west towen belong to the xath centuxy, the choir to the X3th

century; the transept and east bays of the xiave to the X4th;

the remaining bays, a doister on the north, and the facade,

profusdy decorated in the Flamboyant style, to the x 5th and
x6th centuries, the upper part of the towen being in the

Renaissance style of the x6th centuxy. In the interior there is

fine stained glass, that of the choir (x3th centuxy) being espe-

cially remarkable. The tomb of the children of Charles VIII.,

constracted in the fint yean of the x6th centuxy and attributed

to the brothen Juste is also of artistic interest

An example of Romanesque architecture survives in the great
square tower of the church of St Julien, the rest of whkh is in the
eariy Ck>thic style of the 13th century, with the exception of two
apses added in the l6th century. Two towers and a Renaissance
cloister are the chief remains of the cdebrated basilkra of St Martin
bunt mainly during the 12th and I3tb centuries and demolished
in 1803. It stood on the site of an eariier and very famous church
built from 466 to 473 by bish<>p St Perpetuus and destroyed together
with many other churches in a fire m qgA. Two other churches
worthy of mention are Notre-Dame la Riche, originally built in

the 13th century, rebuilt in the x6th, and magnificently restored
in the loth century; and St Satumin of the I5tb century. The
new basfica of St Martin and the church of St Etienne are modem.
Of the okl houses of Tours the h6tcl Gouin and that wrongly
known as the house of Tristan THermite (both of the i^th century)
are the best known. Tours has several learned societies and a
valuable library, including among its MSS. a gospel of the 8tb century
on whk:h the km^ of France took oath as honorary canons of the
church of St Martin. The museum contains a collection of pictures,

and the museum of the Archae(Jogical Society of Touraine has
valuable antiquities; there b also a natural history museum.

* * ' " .. * .
. '• Renaissance

statues
-- ^r^ and a

monument to the three doctors Bretonneau, Trousseau and Vdpeau.
Tours is the seat of an archbishop, a prefect, and a court of assizes,

and headquarters of the IX. Army Corps and has tribunals of first

instance and of commerce, a board of trade arbitration, a chamber
of commerce and a branch of the Bank of France. Among its

educational institutions are a preparatory school of medicine and
pharmacy, Iyc6es for both sexes, a training college for giriaand schools

of fine art and music. The industrial establishments of the town
indude silk factories and numerous important printing>works,

steel works, iron foundries and factories for automobiles, machinery,
oil, lime and cement, biscuits, portable buildings, stained glass,

boots and shoes and porcelain. A connderaUe trade is carried on
in the wine of the district and in brandy and in dried fruits, sausages

and confectionery, for wnich the town is wdl known. Three-quarten
of a mile to the south-west of Tours lie unimporUnt remains of

PIcytts-lcs-Tours, the chateau built bv Louis XI., whither he retired

before his death in 1483* On the nght bank of the Loire 2 m.
above the town are the ruins of the ancient and powerful abbey of

Marmoutier. Five miles to the north-west is the btrge agricultural

reformatory of Mettray founded in 1839.

Toun (see Totnunix), under the Gaols the capital of the

Turones or Toront, originally stood on the right bank of the

Loire, a little above the present village of St Symphorien. At
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first callfid AUicnoSt the town was afterwards known as Caesaro-

duttum. The Romans removed the town from the hill where it

originally stood to the plain on the left bank of the river.

Behind the present cathedral, remains of the amphitheatre

(443 ft. in length by 394 in breadth) byOt towards the end of the

2nd century might formeriy be seen. Tours became Christian

about 350 through the preaching of Gatien, who founded the

bishopric The first cathedral was built a hundred years later by
St Litorius. The bishopricbecameanarchbishopricwhen Gralian

made Tours the capital of Lugdunensis Tertia though the

bishops did not adopt the title of archbishop till the 9th

century. About the beginning of the 5th century the ofiidal

name of Caesarodunum was changed for that of Civitas Turo-

norum. St Martin, the great apostle of the Gauls, was bishop of

Tours in. the 4th century, and he was buried in a suburb which

soon became as important as the town itself from the number of

pilgrims who flocked to his tomb. Towards the end of the 4th

century, apprehensive of barbarian invasion, the inhabitants

pulled down some of their earlier bufldings in order to raise a
fortified wall, the course of which can still be traced in places.

Their advanced fort of Larcay stUl overlooks the valley of the

Cher. Affiliated to the Armorican confederation in 435, the

town did not fall to the Vbigoths till 473, and the new masters

were always hated. It became part of the Prankish dominions

under Clovis, who, in consideration of the help afforded by St

Martin, presented the church with rich gifts out of the spoils

taken from Alaric, confirmed and extended its right of sane-,

tuary, and accepted for himself and his successors the title of

canon of St Martin. At the end of the 6th century the bishopric

was held by St Gregory of Touzs. Tours grew rapidly in

prosperity under the Merovingians, but abuse of the right of

sanctuary led to great disorder, and the church itself became
a hotbed of crime. Charlemagne re-established discipline in the

disorgam'zed monastery and set over it the learned Alcuin,

who established at Tours one of the oldest public schools of

Christian philosophy and theology. The arts flourished at

Tours in the middle ages and the town was the centre of the

Poitevin Romanesque school of architecture. The abbey was
made into a collegiate church in the xxth century, and was for a
time affiliated to Quny, but soon came under the direct rule of

Rome, and for long had bishops of its own. The suburb in

which the monastery was situated became as important as Tours
itself under the name of Martinopolis. The Normans, attracted

by its riches, pillaged it in 853 and 903. Strong walls were

erected from 906 to 9x0, and the name was changed to that of

Ch&teauneuf. Philip Augustus sanctioned the communal
privileges which the inhabitants forced fxom the canons of

St Martin and the innumerable offerings of princes, lords and
pilgrims maintained the prosperity of the town all through the

middle ages. A X3th-century writer speaks with enthusiasm

of the wealth and luxury of the inhabitants of Ch&teauneuf,

of the beauty and chastity of the women and of the rich shrine

of the samt. In the X4th century Tours was united to Ch&teau-

neuf within a common wall, of which a round tower, the Tour
de Guise, remains, and both towns were put under the same
administration. The numerous and long-continued visits of

Charles VII., Louis XI., who established the silk-industry, and
Charles VIII. during the xsth century favoured the commerce
and industry of the town, then peopled by 75,000 inhabitants.

In the X5th and x6th centuries the presence of Jean Fouquet

the painter of Michel Colomb and the brothers Juste the sculp-

tors, enhanced the fame of the town in the sphere of art. In

1562 Tours suffered from the violence of both Protestants and
Catholics, and enjoyed no real security till after the pact entered

into at Plessis-l^Tours between Henry III. and Henry of

Navarre in X589. In the x7th and x8th centuries Tours was the

capital of the government of Tounune. Its manufactures,

of which silk weaving was the chief, suffered from the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes (i68s). In 1772 its mint, whence were
issued the " livres " of Tours (librae Tur&Henses) was suppressed.

During the Revolution the town formed a base of operatbns of

the Republicans against the Vendeans. In 1870 it was for a

time the seat of the delegation of the government of natiooAl

defence. In X87X it was occupied by the Germans fxom the
xoth of January to the 8th of March.
See P. Vitnr, Tours et les ckAUaux de Towaine (Paris, 1905):

E. Giraudet, Histoire de la viUe de Tours (Tours, 1873); Les Artistes
louramgeaux (Tours,. 1885).

TOURVILLB, ANNB-HILARION DE COTENnV (or Cos-
tantin), Comte de (1642-X70X), French admiral and marshal
of France, was the son of Cfsar de Cotentln, or Costantin, who
held offices in the household of the king and of the prince of
Cond£. He is said to have been bom at Tourville m Normandy,
but was baptized in Paris on the 24th of November X643, was
commonly known as M. de Tourville, and was destined by his

family to enter the Order of Malta. From the age of fourteen
to the age of twenty-five, he served with the galleys of the Order.
At that time the luiights were still fightmg the Barbary pirates

of Algiers and Tunis. The young Anne-HiLarion is said to have
been distinguished for courage. His life during these years,

however, is little known. The supposed Memoirs bearing his

name were published by the Abb6 de Magron in the x8th century
and belong to the large dass of historical romances which pro-
fessed to be biographies or autobiographies. In X667 he was
back in France, and was incorporate in the corps of officers of
the French Royal navy which Louis XIV. was then raising from
the prostration into which it had fallen during his minority.
The positions of French naval officer and km'ght of Malta were
not incompatible. Many men held both. Tlie usual practice

was th^t they did not take the full vows till they were in middle
life, and had reached the age when they were entitled to hold
one of the great offices. Until then they were free to marry,
on condition of renouncing all claim to the chief places. As
Anne-Hilarion de Cotentin married a wealthy widow, the
marquise de PopeUni^, in X689 at which time he was made
count of Tourville, he severed his connexion with the Order.
Nor does he appear to have served with it at all after his returxi

to France in X667. He was at first employed in cruising against
the Barbary pirates and the Turics. In the expedition sent
against Crete in 1668-^ under command of the Due de Beau-
fort he had command of the " Croissant " (44). The Due de
Beaufort was killed, and the expedition was a failure. When
the war with Holland in which France and England acted as
allies began in X670, Tourville commanded 'the " Page " (50),
in the squadron of the comte d'Estr£es (X624-X707) sent to
co-operate with the duke of York. He was present at the battle
of Solebay (June 7, X672), and in the action on the cjoast oC
Holland in the foUowing year, when Prince Rupert commanded
the English fleet. When England withdrew from the alliance,

the scene of the naval war was transferred to the Mediterranean,
where Holland was co-operating with the Spaniards. Tourvillle

served under Abraham Duquesne in his battles with De Ruyter.
He particularly distinguished himself at the battle of Palermo
on the 2nd of June X676. By this time he was known as one of
the best officers in the service of King Louis XIV. Unlike many
empk>yed by the king to conmiand his ships in the earlier part
of his reign, Tourville was a seaman. He had the reputation

of being able to do all the worix required in a ship, and he had
made a study of naval warfare. The great treatise on naval
tactics afterwards published under the name of his secretary,

the Jesuit Hoste or I'Hoste, was understood to have been
inspired by him. In 1683 he was chef d'cscadre—rear admiral

—

with Duquesne in operations against the Barbary pirates, and
he continued on that service with D'Estries. By 1689 he bad
been promoted lieutenant-g£n£ral des armies navales, and was
named vice^dmiral du Levant or of the East. In June of
that year he took up the commandership-in<hief of the French
naval forces in the war against England and her continental allies

which had begun in the previous year. From this time till

the failure of his resources compelled King Louis XIV. to
withdraw his fleets from the sea, Tourville continued to com-
mand the naval war in the Channd and the Atlantic. His
conduct and example during this period were the source of the
system of manoeuvting to gain an advantage by some method
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otfaer than plain fighting. The personal character of TourvtUe
must be held to account largely for the timidity of the principles

he established. Tourville's peisonal valour was of the finest

quality, but like many other brave men, he was nervous under
the weight of responsibility. It is no less clear that anxiety

to avoid risking a disaster to his reputation was of more weight

with him than the wish to win a signal success. He belonged

to the type of men in whose minds the evil which may happen is

always more visible than the good. In 1690 he had an oppor-

tunity which might well have tempted the most cautious, and
he missed it out of sheer care to keep his fleet safe against all

conceivable chances, aided perhaps by a pedantic taste for

formal, orderly movement. He was opposed in the channel

by the allies, who had only fifty-six ships^ while his own force,

though it included some vessels of no serious value, was from
seventy to eighty sail strong. He was feebly attacked by
Admiral Arthur Herbert, the newly created earl of Torrington,

off Beacfay Head on the zoth of July. The Dutch ships in the

van were surrounded. The allies had to retreat in disorder,

and Toorville followed in " line of battle " which limitfkl his

speed to that of his slowest ship. So his enemy escaped with

comparatively little loss. In the following year he performed

his famous ** off shore cruise," in the Bay of Biscay. He moved
to and fro in fine order avoiding being brought to battle, but

also failing to inflict any harm on his opponent. In the mean-
time the cause of King James U. was ruinfed in Ireland. In

1693 the Mediterranean fleet having failed to Join him, he was
faced by a vastly superior force of the allies. The French

king had prepared a military force to invade England, and
Tourville was expected to prepare the way. Having at least

a clear indication that he was expected to act with vigour,

if not precise orders to fight against any odds, he made a
resolute attack on the centre of the allies on the 39th of May off

Cape Barfleur, and drew off before he was surrounded. This

action which with the pursuit of the following days made up what
is called the battle of La Hogue, from the Bay where some of

the fugitive French ships were destroyed, or Barfleur, proved

his readiness to face danger. But his inability to take and act

on a painful decision was no less proved in the retreat. He
hesitated to sacrifice his crippled flagship, and thereby detained

his whole fleet. The result was that the "Soleil Royale"
herself and fifteen other ships were cut off and destroyed at

La Hogue. In 1693 he was again at sea with a great fleet, and
had a chance to' inflict extreme injury on the allies by the capture

of the Smyrna convoy which included their whole Mediterranean

trade for the year. He did it a great deal of harm outside the

Straits of Gibraltar, but agam he kept his fleet in battle order,

and a large part of the convoy escaped. King Louis XIV.
who had a strong personal regard for him, continued to treat

him with favour. Tourville was made Marshal of France in

1693, but the growing exhaustion of the French treasury no

longer allowed the maintenance of great fleets at sea. Tour-

ville remained generally at Toulon, and had no more fighting.

He died in Paris in 1701. His only son, a colonel in the

army, was killed at Denain in 171 3.

The English acc<Mjnt of the battles of Beachy Head and La Hogue
will be found in Ledvard's Naval Historv. Troude's BataUks maales
4e la Framct gives the French version 01 these and the other actions

in which Tourville was concerned. Tourville is frequently mentioned
in the Life tifPuguesne by M . JaL (D. H.)

TOUSSAIRT L'OUVERTaRB (or Louvekture), PIERRB-
DOmiriQUB (c i74^iCiS3), one of the liberators of Haiti,

daimed to be descended from an African chief, his father, a slave

in Haiti* being the chief's second son. He was at first sumamed
Breda, but this was afterwards changed to L'Ouverture in token of

the r»ults of his vllour in causing a gap in the ranks of the

enemy. From childhood he manifested unusual abilities

and succeeded, by making the utmost use of every

opportunity, in obtaining a remarkably good education. He
obtained the q^edal confidence of his master, and was made
superintendent of the other negroes on the plantation. After

the insozrection of 1791 he joined the insurgents, and, having

acquimi some knowledge of surgery and medicine, acted as

XXVll 3

lee ioussaint i uuvenure • own Mtmotres, wttn a ine ny aamt
my; (Paris, 1850); Gragnon-Laconte, Toussaint Lowerturt
ins, 1887); Schdlchcr, Vie de Toussaini I.M<wr<tif« (Paris, 1889);
I J. R. Beard, Lift of Toussaint Louverhtrt (1853).

physician to the forces. His rapid rise in influence aroused,

however, the jealousy of Jean Francois, who caused his arrest

on the ground of his partiality to the whites. He was liberated

by the rival insurgent chief Baisson, and a partisan war ensued,

but after the death of Baisson he placed himself under the orders

of Jean Francois. Subsequently he joined the Spaniards,

but, when the French government ratted the act declaring

the freedom of the slaves, he came to the aid of the French.

In 1796 he was named commander-in-chief of the armies of

St Domingo, but, having raised and disciplined 'a powerful

army of blacks, he made himself master of the whole country,

renounced the authority of France, and announced himself
" the Buonaparte of St Domingo." He was taken prisoner by
treachery on the part of France, and died in the prison of Joux,
near Besancon, on the a7th of April 1803.

See Toussaint I'Ouverture's own Mimoires, with a life by Saint
Remy; "** — ^ ^ • —
(Pans,
and J. I

TOW, the term given in textile manufacture to the short

fibres formed during the processes of scutching and hackling,

and also to the yams which are made from these fibres. A
special machine termed a carding engine or a tow card is used

to form these fibres into a sliver, this sliver then passes to the

drawing frames, and thereafter follows the same process as line

yams in flax spinning.

TOWANDA, a borough and the county-seat of Bradford
county, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., on the west bank of the Susque-

hanna river, about 50 m. N.W. of Wilkes-Barr^. Pop. (1890),

4169; (1900), 4663 (333 foreign-bom); (1910) 4381. Towanda
i^ served by the Lehigh VaUey and the Susquehanna & New
York railways. It is situated about 730 ft. above the sea, and
is surrounded by high hills. Towanda contains the museum
of the Bradford County Historical Society. The borough is

in a farming, dairying and stock-raismg region, and has various

manufactures. The first settlement was made by William Means
in 1786, the village was laid out fai 18x3, became the county-

seat in the same year, was variously known for some yean
as Meansville, Overton, Williamson, Monmouth and Towanda,
and in 1838 was incorporated as the borough of Towanda. Its

name is an Indian word said to mean "where we bury the

dead."

TOWCESTER, a market town in the southem parliamentaiy

division of Northamptonshire, England, 8 m. S.S.W. of North-

ampton, on the East & West Junction and the Northampton
& Banbury Jimction railways. Pop. (1901), 3371. It is

pleasantly situated on the small river Tove, a left-bank affluent of

the Ouse. The church of St Lawrence is a good Early English,

Decorated and Perpendicular building, with a fine western

Perpendicular tower. There are a considerable agrictdtural

trade and a manufacture of boots and shoes.

Here was a Roman town or village situated on Watling
Street. The site has yielded a considerable number of relics.

In the zoth century a fortress was maintained here sgainst the

invading Danes. The site of both this and the Roman station

is marked by an artificial mound known as Burg Hill, not far

from the church, above the river. Towcester, with the whole

of this district, witnessed a large part of the operations during

the Civil War of the 17th century.

TOWEL, a doth used for the purpose of drying the hands,

fice or body after bathing or washing. These cloths are made
of different materials, known as " towellings," the two principal

kinds are "huckaback," a slightly roughened material for

chamber towels for face and hands, and Turkish towelling,

with a much rougher surface, for bath towels; finer towellings

are made of linen or damask. The term has a particular eccle-

siastical usage as applied to a linen altar cloth or to a rich cloth

of embroidered silk, velvet, &c., covering the altar at all " such

periods when Mass is not bdng celebrated."
The Mid. Eng. totoaiUe comes through the O. Fr. touailU

from the Low Lat. toacula, represented in other Romank: languages
by Sp. toalla, Ital. Unagliax this is to be referred to the Teutonic
verb meaning " to wash, O. H. G. twahan, M. H, G. dtDahen, (X Enp
\iwedn, and df. Ger. Zwekle, provincial Eng. dviU, a dish<loth.

Id
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TOWER (Lat. tunis; Ft. hur, docker; Ital. lorre; Ger.

Tkurm)f the term given to a lofty building originally designed for

defence, and, as such, attached to and forming part of the

fortifications of a dty or qistle. Towers do not seem to have
existed in Egypt, but in Mesopotamia from the earliest times

they form the most important feature in the dty walls, and are

shown in the bas-reliefs of the Assyrian palaces at Nimroud
and elsewhere. The earliest representation is perhaps that

engraved on the tablet in the lap of Gudea the priest king of

Lagash (2700 B.C.). whose statue, found at Tello, is now in the

Louvre; the drawing is that of a large fortified endosure, with

gates, bastions and towers, corresponding with remains of

similar structures of the same and later periods. In the dis-

coveries made here, at Susa and at Dom Sargoukin, the towers

were about 40 ft. square, projecting from x6 to 20 ft. in front

of the curtain walls which connected them, and standing about

80 ft. apart. In Roman and Byzantine times this distance

was increased, owing probably to the greater speed of pro-

jectiles, and in the wall built by llieodosius at Constantinople

the towers were 150 ft. apart (see also Castle and FoBTxn-
catxon).

From the architectural pdnt of view, the towers which are

of chief interest are those of ecclesiastical and secular buildings,

those in Italy being nearly always isolated and known as cam-
panili (see Campanile). In England the earliest known are the

Anglo-Saxon towers, the best examples of which are those at

Earl's Barton,Monkwearmouth, Bamack, Barton-on-Humberand
Sompting; they were nearly always square on plan and situated

at the west end, in an axial line with the nave, their chief

characteristics being the long-and-short work of the masonry
at the quoins, the decoration of the wall with thin pilaster strips,

and the slight setting back of the storeys as they rose. There
are a few examples of central Anglo-Saxon towers, as at St

.Mary's, Dover; Breamore, Hants; and Dunham Major, Nor-
folk; and, combined with western towers, at Ramsay and Ely;

twin western towers existed at Exeter. Contemporary with

these Saxon towers are many examples in France, but they are

invariably central towers, as at Germigny-des-Pres and at

Querqueville in Normandy; in Germany the twin towers of

Aix-la-Chapelle are the best known. As a rule the single

western tower is almost confined to England, prior to the end
of the xxth century, when there are many examples throughout

Germany. In Norman times in England, central towers are

more common, and the same obtains in France, where, however,

they are sometimes carried to a great height, as at P^rigueux,

where the wall decoration consists of pilasters in the lower

storeys, and semi-detached columns above, probably based on
that of the Roman amphitheatre there: otherwise the design

of the Romanesque church towers is extremely simple, de-

pending for its effect on the good masonry and the enrichment

of the belfry windows. In later periods flat buttresses are

introduced, and these gradually assume more importance and
present many varieties of design; greater apparent height

is given to the tower by the string courses dividing the second

storeys, and by rich blank arcading on them, the upper storey

with the belfry windows forming always the most important

feature of the tower. In those towers which axe surmounted by
spires (q.v.) the design of the latter possesses sometimes a greater

interest both in England and France. A very large number
of the towers of English cathedrals and churches have flat

roofs enclosed with lofty battlemented parapets and nimierAa
pinnacles and finials; in France such terminations are not

found, and in Germany the high pitched roof is prevalent evexy
where, so that the numerous examples in England have a specif

interest; sometimes the angle buttresses are grouped to carry

octagonal pinnades, and sometimes, as at Lincoln and Salis-

bury, octagonal turrets rise from the base of the tower.

Among the finest examples are those of Canterbury. Dv, York.
Gloucester, Lincoln and Worcester cathedrals: among churches,
those of the minster at Beveriey; St Marv's. St Neots (Huntingdon-
shire) ; St Stephen's. Bristol, St Giles. Wrexham (Denbiehshirc—in

many respects the most beautiful in England) : St Mary Magdalene,
^Taunton; Magdalen College, Oxford, St Botolph, Boston, crowned

with an octagonal tower, St Matv'a, Ilmlnstei^ (Somersetahire) and
Malvern (Worcestershire); and the isolated towers at Chichester.
Evesham and Bury St Edmund's.

So far reference has been made only to central and western
towers, the latter not always placed, like the Anglo-Saxon towers,
in the axial line of the nave, but sometimes on the north or south
side of the west end; and as a rule these are only found in Eng-
land. In France and Germany, however, they are greatly
increased in number; thus in Reims seven towers with spires

were contemplated, according to Viollet-le-Duc, but never
completed; at Chart res eight towers, and at Laon seven, of which
six axe completed; in Germany the cathedrals of Mayence and
Spires and two of the churches in Cologne have from four to
seven towers; and at Toumai cathedral, in Belgium, are seven
towers. In many of the churches in Norfolk and Suffolk the
western tower is drcular, owing probably to the fact that,

being built with stone of small dimensions, the angles of the
quoins would have been difficult to construct. In some of the
French towns, isolated towers were built to contain bells, and
were looked upon as munidpal constructions; of these there
are a few left, as at Bithune, £vreux, Amiens and Bordeaux,
the latter being a double tower, with the bells placed in a roof
between them.
The towers of secular buildings are chiefly of the town halls, of

which there are numerous examples throughout France and Belgium,
such as those of the hdtcl de ville at St Antonin (13th century)
and Compi^ne, both m France; at LQbeck, Danzig and Munster
in Germany; and Brussels, Bruges and Oudenaide in Belgium.

(fc P. S.)

TOWER OF LONDON, THE, an andent fortress on the east

side of the City of London, England, on the north bank of
the river Thames. On a slight elevation now called the Tower
Hill, well protected by the river and its marshes, and by woods
to the north, there was a British stronghold. Tradition,

however, pointed to Julius Caesar as the founder of the
Tower (Shakespeare, Richard III., m., i; and elsewhere),

and remains of Roman fortifications have been found beneath
the present site. The Tower contains barracks, and is the
repository of the regalia. It covers an irregular hexagonal area,

and is surrounded by a ditch, formerly fed by the "Thames, but
now dry. Gardens surround it on the north and west, and an
embankment borders the river on the south. Two lines of

fortifications endose the inner bail, in which is the magnificent

White Tower or Keep, flanked by four turrets. This was built

by Gundulf, bishop of Rochester, c. 1078. Its exterior was
restored by Sir Christopher Wren, but within the Norman work
is little altered. Here may be seen a collection of old armour
and instruments of torture, the rooms said to have been Sir

Walter Raleigh's prison, and the magnificent Norman chapel
of St John. Among the surrounding buildings are the barracks,

and the chapel of St Peter ad Vincula, dating from the early

part of the X4th century, but much altered in Tudor times.

The Ballium Wall, the inner of the two lines of fortification,

is coeval with the keep. Twelve towers rise from it at

intervak, in one of which, the Wakefield Tower, the Regalia or
crown jewek are kept. The chief entry to the fortress is through
the Middle Tower on the west, across the bridge over the moat,
and through the Byward Tower. The Lion Gate under the Middle
Tower took name from a menagerie kept here from Norman
times until X834. On the south, giving entry from the river

through St Thomas Tower and the Bloody Tower, b the famous
Traitor's Gate, by which prisoners of high rank were admitted.
The chief historical interest of the Tower lies in its association

with such prisoners. The Beauchamp Tower was for long the

place of confinement, but dungeons and other chambers in

various parts of the building are also associated with prisoners

of fame. - Executions took place both within the Tower and
on Tower Hill. Many of those executed were buried in the chapd
of St Peter ad Vincula, such as Sir Thomas More, Henry VIII.'s

queens, Anne Boleyn and Katharine Howard, Lady Jane Grey
and her husband Dudley, Sir Walter Raldgh, and the duke of

Monmouth. The Tower was not only a prison from Norman
times until the iglh century, but was a royal residence at
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intervals from the reign of Stephen, if not before. The royal

palace was demolished by order of Cromwell. The tower is

voder the governorship of a consUble. The attendant staff,

caUed Yeomen of the Guard or familiarly " Beefeaters," still

wear their picturesqueTudor costume.
AuTBOarriBS.—W. Hepworth Dixon, Her Majestys Tewtr

(Londoo, 1869); Lord Ronald Sutherland Gower, The Tower of
Lomdem (London. 1901).

TOmi, in its most general sense, a collection or aggregation of

inhabited houses larger than a village. The O. Eng. tun (M. Eng.
tffm) meant originally a fence or enclosure, cf. Ger. taun, hedge,

hence an enclosed place. The Scottish and Northern English

ose of the word for a farmhouse and its buildings, a farmstead,

picserves this original meaning, and is paralleled by the Icel. /«iii,

homestead, dwelling-house. A cognate Celtic form meaning a
fastness, a strong place, appears in Gael, and Irish dun, Welsh,
din, fortress, hill-fort (d. Welsh dinas, town). This is familiar

irom the many Latinized names of places, e.g. LugdunuMf
Angust^MHUM, &c. In English hiw " town " is not a word defined

by statute. For purposes of local government there are boroughs,

urban districts and rural districts, but many urban districts are

rural in character and the distinction is purely an administrative

one (see Borough; City; Cohmune (Medieval) ; Muniopium;
England: Local Gnemmcnt, and the sections on local adminis-

tratKm und^ various country headings) . The meaning attached

to the term " township " in the local administration of the

United States is treated under United States: Local Gmernment.
TOWXBLBT (or Townley), CHARLES (1737-1805), English

archaeologist and collector of marbles, was born at Towneley,

the family seat, near Burnley in Lancashire, on the xst of October

1 737. He was educated at the college of Douai, and subsequently

undier Jcrfm Turberville Needham, the physiologist and divine.

In 175S he took up his residence at Towneley, where he lived the

ordinary life of a country gentleman untfl about 1765, when he
left England to study ancient art, chiefly at Rome. He also

made several excursions to the south of Italy and Sicily. In
conjunction with Gavin Hamilton, the artist, and Thomas
Jenkins, a banker in Rome, he got together a splendid collection

of antiquities, which was deposited in two houses bought
by him for the purpose in Park Street, Westminster, where he
died on the 3rd of January 1805. His solitary publication was
an account of an ancient helmet found at Ribchester. His
marbles, bronzes, coins, and gems were purchased by the British

Museum for about £a8,ooo, and form part of the Graeco-Roman
collection.

For an account of the antiquities see Sir Henry Ellis's The Townley
Gallery (tS3^), and A. T. F. Mkhadu's Anctent Marbles m Great
Briiam (Ml).

TOWHLBT. JAMB (17x4-1778), English dramatist, second

son of Charles Townley, merchant, was bom in London on the

6th of May 17x4. Educated at Merchant Taylors' School and at

St John's O^ege, Oxford, he took holy orders, being ordained

priest 00 the 38th of May 1738. He was lecturer at St Dunstan's
in the East, chaplain to the lord mayor, then under-master at

Merchant Taylors' School until 1753, when he became grammar
master at (Christ's Hospital. In 1760 he became head master

of Merchant Taylors' School, where in 1762 and 1763 he revived

the custom of dramatic performances. He retained his head-

mastership until his death on the 5th of July 1778. He took a
keen interest in the theatre, and it has been asserted that many
of David Garrick's best productions and revivals owed much
to his assistance. He was the author, although the fact was
long concealed, of High Life below Stairs, a two-act farce pre-

sented at Drury Lane on the 31st of October 1750; also of Faise

Concord (Covent Garden, March 20, 1764) and The r«lof (Drury
Lane, Feb. 4, 1765).

TOWNSHBHD, CHARLES (1735-1767), English politician,

was the second son of Charles, 3rd Viscount Townshend. who
married Audrey (d. 1788), daughter and heiress of Edward
Harrison of Ball's Park, near Hertford, a lady who rivalled her

son in brilliancy of wit and frankness of expression. Charles was
[bom on the S9th of August 1735, and was sent for his education I

to Leiden and Oxford. At th6 Dutch university, where he
matriculated on the 27th of October 1745, he associated with a
small knot of English youths, afterwards well known in various
circles of life, among whom were Dowdeswell, his subsequent
rival in politics, Wilkes, the witty and unprincipled reformer, and
Alexander Carlyle, the genial Scotchman, who devotes some of
the pages of his Autobiograpky to chronicling their sayings and
their doings. He represented Great Yarmouth in pariiament
from 1747 to 1761, when he found a seat for the treasury borough
of Harwich. Public attention was first drawn to his abilities

in i753f when he delivered a lively atUck, as a younger son
who might hope to promote his advancement by allying himself
in marriage to a wealthy heiress, against Lord Hardwicke's
marriage bilL Although this measure passed into law, he
attained this object in August 1755 by marrying Caroline (d.

1794), the eldest daughter of the 2nd duke of Argyll and the
widow of Francis, Lord Dalkeith, the eldest son of the 2nd duke
of Bucdeuch. In April 1754 Townshend was transformed from
the position of a member of the board of trade, which he had held

from 1749, to that of a lord of the admiralty, but at the ctose of

X 755 his passionate attack against the policy of the ministry, an
attack which shared in popular estiination with the scathing
denunciations of Pitt, the supreme success. of Single-Speech

Hamilton, and the hopeless failure of Lord Chesterfield's illegiti-

nute son, caused his resignation. In the administntion which
was formied in November 1756, and which was ruled by Pitt,

the lucrative office of treasurer of the chamber was given to
Tovmshend, and in the following spring he was summoned to

the privy coundL
With the accession of the new monarch in 1760 this volatile

politician transferred his attentions from Pitt to the young
king's favourite, Bute, and when in 176 1, at the latter's instance,

several changes were made in the ministry, Townshend was
promoted to the post of secretary-at-war. In this place he
remamed after the great commoner had withdrawn from the
cabinet, but in December 1762 he threw it up. Bute, alarmed
at the growth in numbers and in influence of his enemies, tried

to buy back Townshend's co-operation by sundry tempting
promises, and at last secured his object in March 1763 with the
presidency of the board of trade. When Bute retired and George
Grenville accepted the cares of official life, the higher post of

first lord of the admiralty fell to Townshend's lot, but with
his usual impetuosity he presumed to designate one of his

satellites. Sir William Burrdl (1732-1796), to a place under him
at the board, and the refusal to accept the nomination led

to his exclusion from the new administration. Wlule i^

opposition his ndnd was swayed to and fro with conflicting

emotions of dislike to the head of the ministry and of desire

to share in the spoils of office. The latter feeling ultimately

triumphed; he condescended to accept- in the dying days
of Grenville's cabinet, and to retain through the " lutestring

"

administration of Lord Rockingham— "pretty summer
wear," as Townshend styled it, "but it will never stand
the winter"—the highly paid position of paymaster-general,
refusing to identify himself more closely with its fortunes as

chancellor of the exchequer. The position which he refused from
the hands of Lord Rockingham he accepted from Pitt in August
1 766, and a few weeks later his urgent appeals to the great minister

for increased power were favourably answered, and he was
admitted to the inner drcle of the cabinet. The new chancellor

proposed the continuance of.the land tax at four shillings In the

pound, while he held out hopes that it might be reduced next year
to three shillings, whereupon his predecessor, William Dowdeswell,
by the aid of the landed gentlemen, carried a motion that the

reduction should take effect at once. This defeat proved a

great mortification to Lord Chatham, and in his irritation

against Townshend for this blow, as wcU as for some acts of in-

subordination, he meditated the removal of his showy colleague.

Before this could be accomplished Chatham's mind became
impaired, and Townshend, who was the mos^ determined and
influential of his colleagues, swayed the ministry as he lik^''

pledging himself to find a revenue in America with which to 1
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the deficiency caused by the reduction in the land tax. His wife

was created (August 1767) baroness of Greenwich, and his elder

brother George, the 4th viscount, was made lord-lieutenant of

Ireland. He himself delivered in the House of Commons many
speeches unrivalled in parliamentary history for wit and reckless-

ness; and one of them still lives in history as the *' champagne
speech." His last official act was to carry out his intention by
passing through parliament resolutions, which even his colleagues

deprecated in the cabinet, for taxing several articles, such as

glass, paper and tea, on their importation into America, which he

estimated would produce the insignificant sum of £40,000 for the

English treasury, and which shrewder observers prophesied would
lead to the loss of the American colonies. Soon after this event

he died somewhat suddenly on the 4th of September 1767.

The universal tribute of Townshend's colleagues allows him
the possession of boundless wit and ready eloquence, set off by
perfect melody of intonation, but marred by an unexampled lack

of judgment and discretion. He shifted his ground in politics

with every new moon, and the world fastened on him the nick-

name, which he himself adopted in his " champagne " speech, of

the weathercock. His official knowledge was considerable; and
it would be unjust to his memory to ignore the praises of his

contemporaries or his knowledge of his country's commercial

interesu. The House of Commons recognized in him its spoilt

child, and Burke happily said that " he never thought, did or

said anything " without judging its effect on his fellow members.

A Memoir by Percy Fitzgerald was published in 1866. See also
W. E. H. Lecky. History of England (1892): and Horace Walpole,
Memoirs of the Keign of George HI., edited by G. F. R. Barker (1894).

TOWNSHEND, CHARLES TOWNSHEND, 3ND Viscount
(1674-1738), English statesman, was the eldest son of Sir

Horatio Townshend, Bart. (c. 1630-1687), a zealous supporter

of Charles II., who was created Baron Townshend in x66x and
Viscount Townshend of Raynham in 1682. The old Norfolk

family of Townshend, to which he belonged, is descended from
Sir Roger Townshend (d. 1493) of Raynham, who acted as legal

adviser to the Paston family, and was made a justice of the

common pleas in 1484. His- descendant, another Sir Roger
Townshend {c. 1 543-1 590), had a son Sir John Townshend
(i 564-1603), a soldier, whose son, Sir Roger Townshend (1588-

1637), was created a baronet in 1617. He was the father of Sir

Horatio Townshend.
Charles Townshend succeeded to the peerage in December

J687, and was educated at Eton and King's College, Cambridge.

He had Tory sympathies when he took his seat in the House of

Lords, but his views changed, and he began to take an active

part in politics as a Whig. For a few years after the accession

of Queen Anne he remained without office, but in November
1708 he was appointed captain of the yeomen of the guard,

having m the previous year been summoned to the privy council.

He was ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary to the

states-general from 1709 to 17x1, taking part during these years

in the negotiations which pceceded the conclusion of the treaty

of Utrecht. After his recall to England he was busily occupied

in attacking the proceedings of the new Tory ministry. Towns-
hend quickly won the favour of George I., and in September
17x4, the new king .selected him as secretary of state for the

northern department. The policy of Townshend and his

colleagues, after they had crushed the Jacobite rising of 1715,

both at home and abroad, was one of peace. The secretar>'

disliked the interference of England in the war between Sweden
and Denmark, and he promoted the conclusion of defensive

alliances between England and the emperor and England and
France. In spite of these successes the influence of the Whigs
was gradually undermined by the intrigues of Charles Spencer,

earl of Sunderland, and by the discontent of the Hanoverian
favourites. In Octobct 1716, Townshend's colleague, James
Stanhope, afterwards ist Earl Stanhope, accompanied the king

on his visit to Hanover, and while there he was seduced from his

allegiance to his fellow ministers by Sunderland, George being

led to believe that Townshend and his brother-in-law, Sir

PriKort Walpole, were caballing with the prince of Wales, their

intention being that the prince should supplant his father on
the throne. Consequently in December 1716 the secretary was
dismissed and was made lord-lieutenant of Ireland, but he only
reUined this post until the following April.

Early in 1730 a partial reconciliation took place between the

parties of Stanhope and Townshend, and in June of this year

the latter became president of the council, a post which he held

until February 1721, when, after the death of Stanhope and the

forced retirement of Sunderland, a result of the South Sea
bubble, he was again appointed secretary of state for the

northern department, with Walpole as first lord of the treasury

and chancellor of the exchequer. The two remained in power
during the remainder of the reign of George I., the chief domestic
events of the time being the impeachment of Bishop Atterbury,

the pardon and partial restoration of Lord BoUngbroke, and the

troubles in Ireland caused by the patent permitting Wood to

coin halfpence. Townshend secured the dismissal of his rival,

John Carteret, afterwards Earl Granville, but soon differences

arose between himself and Walpole, and he had some diflficulty

in steering a course through the troubled sea of European politics.

Although disliking him, George II. retained him in office, but
the predominance in the ministry passed gradually but surely

from him to Walpole. Townshend could not brook this. So
long, to use Walpole's witty remark, as the firm was Townshend
and Walpole all went well with it, but when the positions were
reversed jealousies arose between the partners. Serious differ-

ences of opinion concerning the policy to be adopted towards
Prussia and in foreign politics generaUy led to a final rupture
in 1730. Failing, owing to Walpole's interference, in his efforts

to procure the dismissal of a colleague and his replacement by
a personal friend, Townshend retired on the 15th of May 1730.
His remaining years were passed at Raynham, where he inte-

rested himself in agriculture and was responsible for introducing
into England the cultivation of turnips on a large scale and for

other improvements of the kind. He died at Raynham on the
31St of June 1738.

Townshend was twice married—first to Elizabeth (d. 1711),
daughter of Thomas Pelham, 1st Baron Pelham of Laughton,
and secondly to Dorothy (d. 1726), sister of Sir Robert Walpole.
He had eight sons. The eldest son, Charles, the 3rd viscount

( 1700-1 764), was called to the House of Lords in 1723. The
second son, Thomas Townshend (1701-1780), was member of
parliament for the university of Cambridge from 1727 to 1774;
his only son, Thomas Townshend (i 733-1809), who was created
Baron Sydney in 1783 and Viscount Sydney in 1789, was a
secretary of state and leader of the House of Commons from July
X782 to April 1783, and from December 1783 to June 1789
again a secretary of state, Sydney in New South Wales being
named after him; his grandson, John Robert Townshend (1805-
1890), the 3rd viscount, was created Earl Sydney in 1874, the
titles becoming extinct at his death. Charles Townshend's eldest

son by his second wife was George Townshend (1715-1769),
who after serving for many years in the navy, became an
admiral in 1765. The third viscount had two sons, George,
ist Marquess Townshend, and Charles Townshend, who are
separately noticed.

For the 2nd viscount sec W. Coxe, Memoirs of Sir Robert Wal-
pole (1816): W. E. H. Lecky, Htslory of England In th* i8tk Century
(1892) ; and Eari Stanhope. History of England.

TOWNSHEND. GEORGE TOWNSHEND, ist Mabquess (1724-
X807), eldest son of Charles, 3rd Viscount Townshend (1700-
1764), and brother of the politician Charles Townshend (^r.),

was bom on the 28th of February 1724, his godfather being
George I. Joining Cope's dragoons as a captain, he saw some
service in the Netherlands in 1745, and as a member of the duke
of Cumberland's staff was present at CuUoden. Afterwards he
accompanied the duke to the Netherlands, and was present at
Lauffcld. By 1750 he had become lieutenant-colonel in the
ist Foot Guards, but differences with the duke of Cumbcrlatnd
led to his retirement in that year. This difference soon became
hostility, and, coupled with his dread of permanent armies,
caused him to give vehement support to the Militia Bill. la
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this matter his views and his methods of expressing them raised

up a host of enemies. The retirement of the duke after the

disastrous campaign in North Germany in 1757 brought Towns-
hend back to active service as a colonel, and in 1758 he sailed

for North America as one of Wolfe's three brigadien. In the

k>og and painful operations against Quebec he showed himself

a capable officer, but his almost open dissatisfaction with Wolfe's

methods sensibly added to the difficulty of the enterprise. At
the battle of the Heights of Abraham the command, on the death

of Wolfe and the Wotmding of Monckton, devolved upon Towns-
hend, whose over-caution for a time imperilled the success of

the British arms. The loss of Montcalm, however, had similarly

paralyzed the French, and the crisis passed. Townshend sent

home a despatch, announcing the fall of Quebec, which at once

became the butt of the wits and the object of criticism of a more
serious kind; and when, Monckton having taken over the com-
mand in Canada, Townshend returned to England to enjoy, as

he hoped, the hero-worship of the public, he was soon involved

in bitter controversies. He succeeded to the title in 1764
on hb father's death, and in 1767, throu^ his brother's influence,

was made lord-lieutenant of Ireland. The story of his vice-

royalty may be read in the article on him in the Diet. Nat. Biog.,

axid in Lecky's History oj England in the iStk Century (voL iv.).

With the best will in the world, and in spite of excellent capacity,

he came into continual conflict with the Irish House of Commons
in his attempt to form an English party in Ireland, and he

exdted unmeasured abuse. In 177a he was recalled. In 1787

he was created Marquess Townshend of Rainham. He died on
the 14th of September 1807.

Townshend was twice married—fiist to Charlotte, Baroness

de Ferrars (d. 1770) and secondly to Anne Montgomery (d. 18x9).

His eldest son George (1755-1811), who became the second

marqoesa, had succeeded to the barony of de Ferrars in 1770
and had been created earl of Leicester in 1784. Although he

was in turn master of the mint, joint postmaster-general and
lord steward of the royal household, he did not take much part

in politics, but showed a great taste for antiquarian studies.

His elder son, George Ferrars Townshend, the 3rd marquess

(i 778-1855), was disinherited by his father for conduct which

abo compelled him to reside outside England. When he died

at Genoa in December 1855 the earldom of Leicester became
extinct. The marquessate, however, passed to a cousin, John
Townshend (1798-1863), who became the 4th marquess. John
James Dudley Stuart Townshend (b. x866), who became the 6th

marqoess in 1899, came prominently before the public in 1906

in consequence of a judicial inquiry into his sanity, the decision

being that he was not capable of managing his own affairs.

TDWNSVlUiEfe a town of Elphinstone county, Queensland,

Australia, 870 m. direct N.W. of Brisbane. Pop. (1901), 12,717.

It is the scat of the Anglican bishop of North Queensland and has

a cathedral and several handsome buildings, including the supreme

court and the custom-house. It is picturesquely situated partly

on the slopes of Castle Hill and Melton Hill, and partly on the

banks of Ross Creek, which is spanned by the Victoria Bridge, a
swing bridge 550 ft. in length, worked by hydraulic power. The
tidal harbour is enclosed by stone breakwaters, and large vessels

enter and load frozen meat direct from the refrigerator cars.

The port is an outlet for a wide area of pastoral country and for

several goldfields, and has regular communication with all ports

north and south by lines of steamen. The immigration barracks

on Ross Island have accommodation for five hundred persons.

The railway station is the terminus of the Northern line, which

extends 336 m. to Hughenden. Townsville was founded in 1864

by John Medwin Black and named after his partner Captain

Towns. A municipal charter was granted in x866.

TOWTOIf, a village of Yorkshire, England, 7\ m. S. of Tad-

caster, the scene of a battle fought on Palm Sunday, the 39th of

March 1461, between the ai;mies of York and Lancaster. The
party of Lancaster had lately won the battle of St Albans, but,

unable to gain admission into London, and threatened by the

approach of Edward the young duke of York from the west of

Engbad, was compelkd to fall back northward. York, having

been proclaimed as Edward IV. on the and, 3rd and 4th of March
1460/1461, followed them up into Yorkshire, and on the 27th his

leading troops surprised the passage of the Aire at Ferrybridge.

The Lancastrians were encamped at Towton, some miles away,
covenng Tadcaster and York; but a force under Lord Clifford

was promptly sent out, recaptured Ferrybridge by surprise, and
cut to pieces the Yorkist garrison. About the same time, how-
ever, Edward's van, under Lord Fauconberg, an experienced

soldier, crossed the Aire higher up, and Clifford was compelled
to retire. He was closely pressed, and at Dintingdale, within a
few furk>ngs of his own camps, was cut off and killed with nearly

all his men. Edward's main body was now close at hand, and the

Lancastrians drew up on their chosen battlefield early on the

29th. This field was an elevated plateau, with steep slopes,

between the present Great North Road and the river Cock, cut

in two by a depression called Towton Dale. On opposite sides

of this depression stood the two armies, that of York facing north,

their opponents southward. Both Unes of battle were very

dense. On a front of little more than a thousand yards the

Lancastrian party had nearly 60,000 men. Edward's force

Oess than 50,000) was not all present, the rear " battle -'^ under
Norfolk being still distant. Snow and sleet blew in the faces

of the Lancastrians and covered the field of battle. The skilful

Fauconberg used this advantage to the utmost. Aided by the

wind, his archers discharged flights of arrows against the enemy,
who replied blindly and feebly, hampered by snow and wind.

The Yorkists withdrew until the enemy had exhausted their

quiven, and then advanced afresh. Their arrows soon stung the

Lancastrians into a wild and disorderly charge. Suffering severe

losses the latter closed with Edward's line of battle. No quarter

was given by either party, and on the luurow front the numerical

superiority of the Lancastrians counted for little. The long,

doubtful and sanguinary struggle was only decided by the arrival

of Norfolk's corps, which charged the enemy in flank. Driven
backwards and inwards, the Lancastrians were in a desperate

position, for their only way of escape to Tadcaster crossed the

swollen waters of the Cock by a single narrow and difficult ford,

and when, after a stubborn struggle, they finally broke and fled,

they were slaughtered in thousands as they tried to cross. At the

close of the day the defeated army had ceased to exist. Twenty-
five thousai\d Lancastrian and eight thousand Yorkist dead were
buried in and about Towton. Tht neighbourhood of the battle-

field contains many relics and memorials of this, the greatest

battle hitherto fought on English soil. Particularly well pre-

served is the tomb of Lord Dacre, a prominent Lancastrian,

in Saxton churchyard.

See R. Brooke, Visits to English Battlefields (London, 1857);
C. R. B. Barrett, Batiies and BattUfields of England (London, 1896);
H. B. George, Battles of English History (London, 1895).

TOZICOLOGT, the imme of that branch of science which deals

with poisons, their effects and antidotes, &c. For the general

treatment of the subject and for the law relating to the sale

thereof see Poisons, and for the criminal law see Medical
JouspRUDENCE. The term "toxic," meaning poisonous, is

derivMl from Gr. r6(f»t bow, owing to the custom of smearing

arrows with poison.

TOXODONTIA, a sub-order of extinct South American Tertiary

ungulate mammals typified by the genus Toxodon^ so named
from the bow-like curvature of the molar teeth. They all show
signs of distant kinship to the Perissodactyla, as regards both

limb-structure and dentition; while some exhibit resemblance

to the Rodents and Hyraxes—resemblances which, however,

are probably to be attributed to parallelism in development.

Under the sub-order Toxodontia may be included not only the
typical Toxodon, but the more aberrant Typotherium (fig. 1) of the
Pleistocene of Buenos Aires and the smaller Pachyrucus and HegelO'

therium of the Patagonian SanU Cruz beds. All the members
of the sub-order have tall<rowned and curved cheek-teeth, some
or all of which generally have persistent pulps, while at least one pair

of incisors in each jaw is rootless. The bodies of the cervical

vertebrae have flat articular surfaces, the bones of the two rows
of the carpus alternate, and in the Ursus the navicular articulate

with the calcaneum, which, as in the Artiodactyla, is articulated

to the fibula, while the astragalus^ which b slightly grooved ab^"
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is formed on the Perinodactyle plan. The number of toes varies
between three and five, of which the middle one is the largest, and
the femur may or may not have a third trochanter. The Typo-
tberiidae and Pachyrucidae are remarkable among the Ungulates for

(After Gcfvah.)

Fig. I.
—^SkuU of Tybotherium eristatum^ from the Pampas
Formation ol Buenos Aires.

the retention of clavicles, and for their curious approximation in

dentition and certain characters of the skeleton to the Rodentia.
The dental formula of Typotkerium is i. \, c. %, p. f , m. | ; that of the
smaller Patagonian forms differs by the larger number (i) of pre-

molars. The toes were unguiculatc rather than ungulate in character,
except the hind ones (four in number) of Ty^therium. Gnrtain
allied PaUgonian forms, such as Argyrohyrax, have been supposed
to be related to the Hyraxes.
The Toxodontidae differ from the preceding families by the loss

of the clavicles and the reduction of the digits to three in each foot.

The typicad genus Toxodon is represented by animals the size of a

(Pram Britkh ICuMum (N&t. Hk] Guide to the FouO Munmalia.)

Fig. 2.—Skeleton of the Toxodon {Toxodon plalensis).- From the Pampean Formation of Argentina.
(About ^ nat. size.)

rhinoceros, of which the entire skeleton is now known (fig. 2). The
teeth, of which the formula is t. i. c. f p. m, m. {, all grow from per-

sistent pulps; those of the check-series are very tall, highly curved,
and with a simplified crown-structure. In the older rfesodon, on
the other hand, the cheek-teeth are shorter-crowned, and depart
less widely from a generalized Pcrissodactylc type, the total number
of teeth being forty-four, and there being scarcely any gap in the
series. Very remarkable changes occur in the dentition as age
advances, most of the teeth eventually developing roots, although
the aecood pair of incisors in each jaw was rootless. The complete

skeleton is not yet known, but it is ascertained that the femur
differs from that of Toxodon in the retention of a third trochanter.

Toxodon is typified by T. pUUensis from the Pampean formatioa
of Buenos Aires. Toxodontolhenum and Xotodon are allied but
rather older types. Nesodan is from the Santa Cruz beds of Patafonia,
the typical N. imbricatus having a skull about a foot in length, but
N. ovinus was a smaller animal, about the size of a sheep.

(R.L.*)

TOT, CRAfTFORD HOWELL (1836- ), American Hebrew
scholar, was born in Norfolk, Virginia, on the 33rd of March 1836.

He graduated at the university of Virginia in 1856, and studied

at the university of Berlin in 1866-1868. In 1869-1879 he was
professor of Hebrew in the Southern Baptist Theological

Seminary (first in Greenville, South Carolina, and after 1877 in

Louisville, Kentucky), and in 1880 he became professor of

Hebrew and Oriental language in Harvard University, where
until 1903 he was also Dexter lecturer on biblical literature.

He wrote The Religion oj Israel (1882); Quotations from the Old
Testament in the New Testament (1884); Judaism ana Chrtshansty
(1890); and the Book ef Proverbs (1899) in the " International
Critical Commentary "; and edited a translation of Erdmann's
commentary on Samuel (1877) in Lange's commentaries; Murray's
Origin of the Psalms fi88o); and, in Haupt's Sacred Books of the
OldTestameni, the Book of Ezekiel (Hebrew text and English version,
1899).

TOT (an adaptation of Du. tuig, tools, implements, stu£F,

speltuig, playthings, i.e. stuff to play with, spelen, to play), a
child's plaything, also a trifle, a worthless, petty ornament,
a gew-gaw, a bauble. Children's toys and playthings survive

from the most remote periods of man's life on the earth, though
many so-called diminutive objects made and used by primitive

man, sometimes classified as playthings, may have been work-
men's modek, votive offerings or sepulchral objects. A large

number of wooden, earthenware, stone or metal dolls remain
with which the children of ancient Egypt once played; thus
in the British Museum collection there is a flat paint^ wooden
doll with strings of mud-beads representing the hair, a bronze
woman doll bearing a pot on her head, an earthenware doll

carrying and nursing a child; some have movable jointed anns.
There are also many toy animals, such as a painted wooden

calf, a porcelain

elephant with a
rider; this once had
movablelegs,which
have disappeared.

Balls are found
made of leather

stuffed with hair,

chopped straw and
other material, and
also of blue porce*

hiin or pap3rrus.

Jointed dolls,
moved by strings,

were evidently
favourite play-
things of the Greek
and Roman chil-

dren, and small
modclsoffurniture,
chairs, tables, sets

of jugs painted with
scenes of children's

life survive from
both Greek and
Roman times.
Balls, tops, rattles

and the implements of numerous games, still favourites in all

countries and every age, remain to show how little the amuse>
ments of children have changed.

See also Doll; Top; Play; and for the history of toys, with their
varying yet unchanging fashions, see H. R. d'Allemagne, Histoire des
Jouets, and F. N. Jacloon, Toys of other Days (1908).

TOYNBBB. ARNOLD (1852-1883), English social reformer

and economist, second son of Joseph Toynbee (i8i5-*i866),
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a cfistingaiahed sunseon, was bora in London on the 33rd of

August 185a. He had originally intended to enter the army,

bat ill health and a growing love of books changed his plans,

and he settled down to read for the bar. Here again the same
causes produced a change of purpose, and he entered as a

student at Pembroke College, Oxford. Finding himself by
so means at ease in that college he migrated after two years

to Balliol College. Continued ill health prevented his reading

for honours, but he made so deep an impression on the authori-

ties of his college that on taking his degree he was appointed

lecturer and tutor to students preparing for the Indian civil

service. He devoted himself to the study of economics and
economic histoiy. He was active also as a practical social

reformer, taking part in much public work and delivering

lectures in the large industrial centres on economic problems.

He overtaxed his strength, and after lecturing in London in

January 18S3 he had a complete break-down, and died of

inflammation of the brain at Wimbledon on the 9th of March.

Toynbee had a striking influence on his contemporaries, not merely
thnxjffb his inteUectuaT powers, but by his strength of character.

He lot behind him a beautiful memory, filled as he was with the
love of truth and an aident and active zeal for the public good. He
was the author of some fragmentary pieces, published after his

death by his widow, under the dtle of The Industrial Revolution.

This volume deserves attention both for its intrinsic merit and as
indicating the first drift of a changing method in the treatment of

economic pfoblcms. He, however, fluctuated considerably in his

opinton of the Rk:ardian political economy, in one place declaring

it to be a detected "intellectual imposture." whilst elsewhere,

apparently under the influence of Bagchot, he speaks of it as having
been in recent times " only corrected, re-stated, and put into the

m>per relation to the science of life." meaning apparently, by this

Ust, general socblogy. He saw that the great help in the future

for the acienoe of economics must come from the historical method,
to which in his own researches he gave preponderant weight. Toyn-
bee's interest in the |>oor and his anxiety to be personally acquainted
with them led to his close association with the district of White-
chapel in London, where the Rev. Canon S. A. Bamett iq.v.) was
at that time vicar—an association which u'as commemorated after

his death by the social settlement of Toynbee Hall, the first of many
similar institutions erected in the East End of London for the purpose

of upliftinjT and brightening the lives of the poorer classes.

See F. C. Montague's Arnold Toynbee (Johns Hopkins University

Studies, x88q); Lord Mtlner's Arnold Toynbee: a Reminiscence

(1901); and L. L. Price's Short History of Political Economy in

En^amd for a critkism of Toynbee as an economist.

TRABEATED, the architectural term given to those styles

in which the architrave or beam (Lat. trabs) is employed instead

of the arch, in the latter case the term " arcuated " being used.

The principal trabeatcd styles are the Egyptian, Persian,

Greek, Lydan, nearly all the Indian styles, the Chinese;

Japanese and South American styles, in all cases owing their

origin to the timber construction, for which reason the term

post-and-lintel architecture is sometimes implied to it.

TRACERY, a late coined word from "trace," track, Lat.

Uaken, to draw; the term given in architecture (French

equivalents are riscau, remplissage) to the intersecting rib-

work in the upper part of a Gothic window; applied also to

the interlaced work of a vault, or on walb, in panels and in

tabernacle work or screens. The tracery in windows is usually

divided into two sections, plate tracery and rib or bar tracery,

the Utter rising out of the former, and entirely superseding

it in the geometrical, flowing and rectilineal designs. The
windows of the Early English period were comparatively

narrow slits, and were sometimes grouped together under a

single enclosing arch; the piercing of the tympanum of this

arch with a circular light produced what is known as plate

tracery, which is found in windows of the late 12th century,

as in St Maurice, York, but became more common in the first

half of the 13th century. In England the opening pierced in

the head was comparatively small, its diameter never exceeding

the width of one of the windows below, but in France it

occupied the full width of the enclosing arch and was filled

with cusping, and sometimes, as in Chartres, with cusping in

the centre and a series of small quatrefoils round, all pierced

00 one plane face. In order further to enrich the mullions and

arches of the window, they were moulded, as in Stowe church

Kent; the other portions were pierced; and finally, to give

more importance to the principal lights, additional depth was
given to their mouldings, so that they gradually developed into

bar or rib tracery, of which the eariiest examples in England
are those in Westminster Abbey (c. 1250) and Netley Abbey
near Southampton. Henceforth that which is described in

architecture as the " element " ruled the design of the window,
and led to the development of geometrical tracery, in which
the bars or ribs are all about equidistant from one another.

In windows of three lights the heads of the windows consisted

of three circular openings, but with four lights they were grouped
in two pairs, with a single circle over each and a laiger one at

the top in the centre. This led to increased dimensions being

given to the moulding of the enclosing arches and the upper
circle, forming virtually two pknes in the tracery. In the

great cast window at Lincoln, with eight lights, there was a
double subdivision and three planes, and here the upper circle

was filled with semicircles, so that the openings were all about
the same width. In France the upper circle always maintained

its predominance, its subdivisions only retaining the scale.

The next development, which would seem to have taken place

in Gloucester Cathedral, was the omission of portions of the

enclosing circle, so as to allow the ribs to run one into the other,

forming therefore lines of double curvature, and giving rise

to what is known as flowing or flamboyant tracery, of which
the great window in Carlisle Cathedral is the most important

example. In this window there are nine lights, the four outer

ones in each rib being grouped together; these were not sub-

divided again, and consequently there are only two planes of

tracery. The Perpendicular style which followed might per-

haps be considered as a reaction against the abuse of the flowing

lines in masonry, were it not that in the earlier examples it

appears timidly. At Edington church in Wiltshire (136 1),

in a five-light window, the centre light is wider than the others

and its mullions run straight up into the arch mould. In New
College chapel, Oxford (1386), the head of the window is sub-

divided into narrow vertical lights, each half the width of those

below, and this is followed in some counties, but not in all, in

the east of England the flamboyant tracery being retained a
century later. In St Mary's church, Oxford, with seven lights,

all the mullions run straight up into the arch mould, and another

feature is introduced, already found in New College chapel,

and at a much earlier date in domestic work and in spire-lights,

via. the transom. In the later Perpendicular work another

change takes place; the pointed arch struck from two centres

is replaced by one struck from four centres, and this eventually

in domestic work is superseded by the fiat arch.

So far reference has been made only to that which may be called
the " element " of the window. The enrichment oS the lights with
cusping gave additional beauty to them, took away the lurd wire-
drawn encct of the mouldings, and formed openings of great variety

;

in some of the windows <^ the Decorated period the ball flower and
other foliage is introduced into the mouldings. In French work
the geometrical style lasted till the 14th century, and then there
was a lapse in building, so that the flamboyant style tvhkh followed,
and from which at one time it was assumed that the Enj^lish mason
had deri«red the style, was apparently taken up by the French after

its abandonment in England in favour of Perpendicular work.
Germany and Spain have always followed in the wake of the French

;

and in Italy, where architects preferred to decorate their walls with
frescoes, the light from stained glass interfered with their effect,

so that there was no demand for huge unndows or their subdivision
,

with mullions. At the same time there are many beautiful examples
of traceiy in Italy, generally in marble, such as those of Giotto's
Campanile and the cathedral at Florence, in the Ducal and other
palaces at Venke, and in the triforium arcades of Pisa and Siepa
cathedrals; but they destroyed its effect by the insertion of smalt
capitals to the mullions. which gave horizontal lines where they
were not wanted, virtually dividing the window into two parts
instead of emphasizing, as was done in the Perpendkrular period,
the verticality of the mullions.
Among the most glorious features in the Gothk: architecture of

France, England and Spain are the immense rose windows which u-ere

introduced, generally speaking, in the transepts of the cathedrals;
the tracery of these follows on the lines of those of the windows,
changing from geometrical to Decorated and afterwards to flam-
boyant. In some respects perhaps the finest examples of plate-

tracery were produced in the rose windows of the 13th centr*^'
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Thus in Prance in the roee window of Chartrcs in the west front
(1225), and n England in those of Barfreston in Kent (1180) and
Beverley Minster in Yorkshire (1220). plate-tracery of such ercat
beauty is found that it is unfortunate it should have been entirely
superseded by rib-tracery. The foae window of Lincoln Cathedral
in the north transept is a compromise between the two, as all the
lights are cut out mdcpendenUy and in one plane, but there are
moulding round each connecteid with flowers; in its design and
effect this window is far superior to the flamboyant circular window
in the south transept. Sometimes a rose window is arranged in the
upper portion of an ordinary window, as in the west front of Lichfield

Cathearal, and this is constantly found in those of the transepts
of the French cathedrab. In the south of Italy, at Ban, Bitonto
and Troja, and at OrvietoandAssisi, farther north, thcreareexamples
of rose windows, but inferior in design to French and English work,
though elaborated with carving, liie revival of the 16th century
was fatal so far as tracery was concerned ; in the place of the flam-
bo^nt work of the last phase of Gothi^-in France semicircular and
elliptical curves with poor mouldings were introduced, and the
elaboratecusping which gave such interest to the light was omitted
altogether, as in St Eustache, Paris. There is, however, one remark-
able example in the church of Le Grand Andcly, in Normandy,
dating from the Henri II. period, in which a return was made to
the tracery of the 13th century; but the introduction of Renaissance
details in the place of the cusping b not altogether satisfactory,

though the general design is fine.

The tracery decorating the vault of Gothic work bc^n on the
introduction of the fan vault at Gloucester (see Vault) ; it was only
a surface decoration, both rib and web being cut out of the same
block of stone, and it received further development in the various
phases which followed. In the Utcr Perpendicular work the walls

and buttresses were all panelled with blank tracery, the most com-
plete example of whkh is found in Henry VII.''s chapel, Westminster
Abbey.

In tabernacle work the tracery is purely of a decorative character,

copied in miniature from the 'muUions, arch-moukls and crockets
of Gothic work.
Some of the most beautiful examples of tracery are those on the

rood screens of churches, either in stone as in the Jub6 of the Made-
leine at Troves, or in wood as in the rood screens of the churches
In East Angna and in Somersetshire; and with this must be included

that whk:h was introduced into the panelling of church doors, choir

stalls and other church fittings; this was continued, first in the early

Renaissance of the i6th century, the finest examples being those

of the stalls of King's Colleee, Cambridge, and afterwards in the
Jacobean style, in the church at Croxcombc near Shcpton Mallet,

and the church of St John at Leeds, the two latter rankine as the
best work of that late period. (R. P. S. )

TRACHELIUM (Or. TplLxn\ot, neck), the term in architecture

given to the neck of the capital of the Doric and Ionic orders.

In the Greek Doric capital it u the space between the annulets

of the echinus and the grooves which marked the junction of

the shaft and capital; in some early examples, as in the basilica

and temple of Ceres at Paestum and the temple at Metapontum,

it forms a sunk concave moulding, which by the French is

called the gorge. In the Roman Doric and the Ionic orders

the term is given by modem writers to the interval between

the lowest moulding of the capital and the top of the astragal

and fillet, which were termed the " hypotrachclium " {q.v.).

TRACHBOTOMT. the operation of opening the trachea or

windpipe (see Respisatosy Systeu) and inserting a tube

{canula) to provide a means of breathing when the natural

air-passage b obstructed. The operation is by no means easy

when performed on a small child, for the wind-pipe b deeply

placed amongst important structures. ThQ chief anxiety is

in connexion with haemorrhage, for the vesseb are large and
generally overfull on account of the impairment of the respira-

tion. Tlie higher the opening b made in the trachea the easier

and safer b the operation.

TRACHIS, a dty of ancient Greece, situated at the head of

the Malian Gulf in a small plain between the rivers Asopus and
Melas, and enclosed by the mountain wall of Oeta which here

extended close to the sea and by means of the Trachinian

Cliffs completely commanded the main road from Thcssaly.

The position was well adapted as an advanced post against

invaders from the north, and furthermore guarded the road

up the Asopus gorge into the Cephissus valley. Strangely

enough, it b not recorded what part Trachis played in the

defence of Thermopylae against Xerxes. Its military impor-

tance was recognized in 427 B.C. by the Spsrtans. who sent a

garrison to guard the Trachinian plain against the marauding

highland tribes of Oeta and built a citadel dose by tbe
Asopus gorge with the new name of Heraclea. The Spartans
failed to safeguard Heraclea against the Oetaeans and
Thessalians, and for a short time were dbplaced by the
Thebans (420). After a bloody defeat at the hands of the
neighbouring mountaineers (409) the Spartan governor quar-
relled with the native settlers, whom he expelled in 399.
Four years later Thebes used her new predominance in central

Greece to restore the Trachinians, who retained Heraclea until

371, when Jason of Phcrae seized and dismantled it. The
fortress was rebuilt, and after 280 served the Aetolians as a
bulwark against Cdts and Macedonians. It was captured
in 191 by the Romans, but restored to the Aetolian League
until 146. Henceforth the place lost its importance; in

Strabo's time the original site was apparently deserted, and
the dtadd alone remained inhabited.

Strabo p. 428;. Herodotus vii. 198--303; Thucydides itt. 02.
v. 51-52; Diodorus xiv. j8, 82; Livy xxxvi. 22-24. W. Leake,
Travds in Northern Greece, lii. 24-31 (London, 1835) ; G. B. Grundy,
Great Persian War, pp. 261-264 (London, I901). (M. O. B. C.)

TRACHOMAi the name given to a chronic destructive form
of inflammation of the conjunctiva of the eye (see Eye: Diseases)

,

or "granular conjunctivitis" (Egyptian ophthalmia). It is

a contagious disease, associated with dirty conditions, and
common in Egypt, Arabia and parts of Europe, especially

among the lower class of Jews. Hence it has become important,
in connexion with the alien immigration into the United King-
dom and America, and the rejection of those who are afflicted

with it. It b important that all cases should be isolated, and
that the spread of the infection should be prevented.

TRACHYTE (Gr. Tpax<n, rough), in petrology, a group of
volcanic rocks which consbt mainly of sanidine (or glassy

orthodase) felspar. Very often they have minute irregular

steam cavities which make the broken surfaces of spedmens
of these rocks rough and irregular, and from thb character

they have derived their name. It was first given by HaQy
to certain rocks of this class from Auvergne, and was long

used in a much wider sense than that defined above, in fact

it included quartz-trachytes (now known as liparites and
rhyolites) and oUgoclase-trachytes, which are now more properly

assigned to andesites. The trachytes are often described as
being the volcanic equivalents of the plutonic syenites. Their
dominant mineral, sanidine fekpar, very commonly occurs

in two generations, i.e. both as* large well-shaped porphyritic

crystab and in smaller imperfect rods or laths forming a finely

crystalline groundmass. With this there b practically always
a smaller amount of plagiodase, usually oligodase; but the
potash febpar (sanidine) often contains a considerable pro-

portion of the soda felspar, and has rather the characteristics

of anorthodase or cryptoperthite than of pure sanidine.

Quartz b typically absent from the trachytes, but tridymite

(which likewise consists of silica) b by no means uncommon
in them. It b rarely in crystals large enough to be visible

without the aid of the microscope, but in thin slides it may
appear as small hexagonal pUtes, which overlap and form
dense aggregates, like a mosaic or like the tiles on a roof.

They often cover the surfaces of the larger felspars or line the
steam cavities of the xock, where they may be mingled with
amorphous opal or fibrous chalcedony. In the older trachytes

secondary quartz b not rare, and probably sometimes results

from the recrystallization of tridymite.

Of the ferromagnesian minerals present augite b the most
common. It b usually of pale green colour, and its small

crystab are often very perfect in form.. Brown hornblende

and biotite occur also, and are usually surrounded by black

corrosion borders composed of magnetite and pyroxene. Some-
times the replacement b complete and no hornblende or biotite

b left, though the outlines of the cluster of magnetite and
augite may. clearly indicate from which of these minerals it

was derived. Olivine b unusual, though found in some tra-

chytes, like those of the Arso in Jschia. Basic varieties off

plagiodase, such as labradorite, arc known also as phenociysts
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in some Italian trachytes. Dark brown varieties of angite and
rliombic pyroxene (hyperstfaene or bronzite) have been observed

but are not oonunon. Apatite, zircon and magnetite are prac-

tically always present as unimportant accessory minerals.

The trachytes being very rich in potash felspar, necessarily

contain considerable amounts of alkalis; in this character they

appcoadi the phonolites. Occasionally minerals of the fels-

pathoid group, such as nepheline, sodalite and teudte, occur,

and rocks of this kind are known as phonolitic trachyto. The
soda-beaxing amphibolcs and pyroxenes so characteristic of the

phcMiolites may also be found in some trachytes; thus aegirine

or aegironic angite forms outgrowths on diopside crystals, and
riebeckite may be present In spongy growths among the felspars

of the groondmass (as in the trachyte of Ferkum on the Rhine).

Trachytic rocks are typically porphyritic, and some of the best-

known examples, such as the trachyte of Drachenfels on the

Rhine, show this character excellently, having large sanidine

crystals of tabular form an inch or two in length scattered

throu^ their fine-grained groundmass. In many trachytes,

however, the phenocrysts are few and small, and the ground-

mass comparatively coarse. The ferromagnesian minerals

tsrdy oocor in large crystals, and are usually not conspicuous

in hand specimens of these rocks. Two types of ground-

mass are generally recognized: the trachytic, composed
mainly of long, narrow, sub-parallel rods of sanidine, and
the orthopbyric, consisting of small, squarisb or rectan-

gular prisms of the same mineraL Sometimes granular

aogite or spongy riebeckite occurs in the groundm&ss, but

as a mle this part of the rock is highly fclspathic. Gbssy
forms of trachyte (obsidians) occur, as in Iceland, and
pomiceoos varieties are known (in Teneriffe and elsewhere),

but these rocks as contrssted with the rhyolitcs have a remark-

ably strong tendency to aystaOiae, and are rarely to any
omsiderable extent vitreous.

Trachytes are well represented among the Tertiary and Recent
vticuac flocks of Europe. In Britain they occur in Skye as lava
flows and as dikes or intrusions} but they are much more common
on the continent of Europe, as m the Rhine district and the Eifel,

also in Auvcnnie, Bohemia and the Euganean Htlb. In the neigh-
bourhood of Rom Naples and the island of Ischia trachytk lavas
and toffs axe of common occurrence. In America trachytes aie
less frequent, beio^ known in S. DakoU (Black Hills). In IceUnd.
the Aaoccs, Tcnenffe and Ascension there are Recent trachytic
Uvaa, and rocks of this kind occur also in New South Wales (Cambe-
waiT» ran0e). East Africa, Madagascar, Aden and in many other
districts.

Among the okier volcanic rocks trachytes also axe not
scarce, tboo^ they have often been described under the
names orthophyre and orthodase-porphyry, while " trachyte

"

was resexved tor Tertiary and Recent rocks of similar com-
positioa. In England there are Permian trachytes in the Exeter
dtArict, and Carboniferous trachytes are found in many parts
of the central valley of Scotland. The latter differ in no
essential respect from thdr modem representatives in Italy

and tiie Rlune valley, but their augtte and biotite axe often
fcplaoed by chloritt and other secondary products. Permian
trachytes occur also in Thuringia and the Saar district in Germany.
Oosely allied to the trachytes are the Keraiophyrest which occur

mainly in Palaeoaoic strata in the Han (Germany), in the Southern
UplaiMls of Scotland, in G>mwall, ftc. They are usually por-
phyritic and fluidal; and consist mainly of alkali felspar (anortho>
daae orindpally^ but also albite and orthodase), with a small
qoaatity of chlorite and iron oxides. Many of than are lavas, but

for a lengthy monograph on a subject, deahng with it technically

and authoritativdy, whereas a tract is understood to be brid
and rather argumentative than educationaL There is, again,

the rarer word Iractale, which is not a tract, in the precise sense,

so much as a short treatise.

The word " tract " has come to be used for brief discourses

of a moral and religious character only, and in modem practice

it seems to be mainly confined to serious and hortatory themes.
An essay on poetry, or the description of a passage of scenery,

would not be styled a tract. In the Protestant world, the
tract which Luther composed in 1520, on the Babylonish
captivity, has been taken more or less as the type of this spedes
of literature, which, however, existed long before his day, both
in Latin and in the vernacular tongues of western Europe.
It Is difficult, if not impossible, in early history, to «<Mtittgii;«h

the tract from other cognate forms of moralizing literature,

but it may perhaps be said that the homilies of iElfric (955-
loas?) are the earliest specimens of this class in English litera-

ture. Four centuries later Wydif issued a series of tracts,

which wete remarkable for their vigour, and exerdsed a strong
influence on medieval theok)gy. Bbhop Reginald Pecock
published many controversial tracts between 1440 and 1460.
Sir Thomas More, John Fisher (d. 1535) and William Tyndale
were prominent writers of controversial treatises. It was the
Martin Marprelate agitation, in the reign of Elizabeth, which
led from 1588 to 1591 to the most copious production of tracts

in English literature; of these nearly thirty survive. On uie
Puritan side the prindpal writers were John Udall (1560-1592),
Henry Barrowe (d. 1593), John Penry (1559-1593) and Job
Throckmorton (i 545-1601), the tracts being printed in the
house of the last-mentioned; on the side of the Established

Church the prindpal authors were Bishop Thomas Cooper
(151 7-1 594) and tbe poets Lyly and Nash. An enormous
collection of tracts was published between 1717 and 1730 in

duddation of what is known as the Bangorian Controversy,
set in motion by a sermon of Benjamin Hoadly, bishop of

Bangor, on " The Nature of the Kingdom of Christ " (171^7).

Convocation considered this a treatise likdy to impugn and
impeach the royal supremacy in religious questions. A vast

number of writers took part in the dispute, and Thomas Sherlock
(i678-r76i) fell into disgrace through the violence of his

contributions to IL Convocation was finally obliged to

give way.
The most famous collection of tracts published in the course

of the 19th century was that produced from 1833 onwards by
Newman, Keble and E. B. Pusey, under the title of " Tracts
for the Times." Among these Pusey's "Tract on Baptism"
(1835) and his " On the Hdy Eucharist" (1836) had a profound
effect in leading directly to the foundation of the High Church
party, so much so that the epithet "Tractarian" was bar-

barcMisly corned to designate those who wished to K^pose the

spread of rationalism by a quickening of the Church of England.
In 1841 Newman's " Tract No. XC." was condemned by the
heads of houses in Oxford, and led to the definite organization

of the High Church forces. (X.)

Trad Societies are agendes for the production and distribution,

or the distribution only, of Christian literature, more especially in
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use, the eoterprise grew into the provision of Christian literature,

not only for home use, but also for the mission fields of the

wori4. With this growth there proceeded another develop-

ment, the production of books and magazines being added to

that of tracu. The title " Tract Society " has, in fact, become
misleading, as suggestive of limitations which had but a brief

existence and are no longer recognized by the more important

agencies. On the other hand it must not be supposed that

because the work has gone beyond the provision of tracts, these

are no longer widely employed. Probably their use in various

forms at home was never wider than it is to-day; whilst in

India, China and elsewhere the attack of the Christian tracU

is being met by the circulation of vernacular tracts in defence

of the non-Christian faiths.

The Society for Promoting Christiam KnowUdat, founded m 1698,
though most widely known as a publishingagency, ..

' t^ in 1 wide
variety of ways the work of the Church of England >

; ^ < 1 ut 1 1 ica-

tion nde, it is for its own Church both a Bible v> ilTv and a tract

society. Moreover, its publications include not ontv versions
of the Holy Scriptures ana of the Liturgy, but alsu tbrofi^gka! sxkA

general literature in many forms. It has given much attcniion to
providing good reading for children; whilst its tr\ct cit^loK^uo is

especially rich in works bearing on Christian e^ MJenocs, Cburch
seasons and the doctrines of the Aneltcan Church. To the foreign

missions of the Church the S.P.C.K. has been a helf'^^r of tiie utmost
value, more especially in regard to their medical nfi^^taiu And iheir

use 01 Christian literature. In the latter case the )\c\^ Is Kiv-en by
grants of works produced either at home or by mk^ion prcsac.^ in

the field. As early as 1720 it was using Arabic; out it h^u trofn time
to>time been of especial value in belpins to found a Christian
literature in languages or dialects just reduced to ThTttint;. Thus
whilst recent publioitions for the mission field include wQi\u. in
Arabic, Chinese and Urdu, they also include publJLJtJijmi. \a AJ do,
Lunyoro and Sgau Karen.

The Rdigious Tract Society, founded in 1790, and thusconteroporsry
with the great missionary agencies and the Bible Society, b, like the
last-nanoed. an interdenominational organization, its earliest

publications were in English and were tracts. But it speedily
undertook book publications and extended its field of operations.

It began to provide tracts for China in 1813, and as eariy as 1817
an auxiliary tract society was founded at Bellary in India by some
men of the 84th Regiment, la undertaking book publication, the
society became one of the pioneers in the proviuon of sound and
cheap literature; whilst by the issue of the Sunday at Home, the
Leisure Hour, the Boy's Own Paper, the Girl's Own Paper, the
CoUager and Artisan and other periodicals, it helped to lead the
work in the provision of popular magazines. Like the S.P.C.K.,
the R.T3. now produces general theological literature as well as
tracts in a variety of forms, whilst it also gives especial attention

to the provision of healthy reading nutter for young people. Its

grants of books and tracts are open to members of all Protestant
denominations. The society aids ProtesUnt communities on the
Continent by maintaining dep6ts at Madrid, Barcelona, Lisbon.
Vienna, Budapest and Warsaw; whilst it also assists^ by grants,

publication work in France, Italy, Rusna, Turkey and Scandinavia.

In the mission field it works mainly through subsidiary tract societies

locally organized. The chief of these tract and book societies are
in India carried on at Calcutta. Madras, Bombay, Bangalore,
Allahabad and Lahore; in China at Peking, Shanghai, ^ong Kong,
Canton, Hankow, Chung-king and Mukden; and in Japan at Toldo.
The literature produced by these organizations ranges from com-
mentaries on the Holy Scriptures to the simplest tracts and leaflets.

In 1908 the society opened a spedal fund in aid of its Chinese work,
and by this means the provuion of Christian literature in book
and tract form for Chinese readers has been greatly extended.
Much literature for various foreign fields is also produced in Great
Britain and distributed from the society's headquarters. As with the

S.P.C.K., the R.T.S. has been of grnit service in providing (next

to the Holy Scriptures) the earliest literature for some languages.

Thus it has helped to provide tracts for the Miaos of west
China and for the Baganda. together with the Pilffrim's Prepress

in Bemba and in Ew6, two little-known African tongues. The
languages in which works produced or aided by the sodety have
appeared number about 300. In the distribution of its grants
01 tracts for home work neariy all the great evangelical organiza-
tions ha>tt a share. In the administration of a- subsidiary tract

sodety all the evangeUcal agendea at work in its field are as a rule

represented.
In addition to the work of these societies, the production and

distribution of tracts at home w carried on by The Stirling Tract
Enterprise, which also sends grants of its publications to India.

Ceylon and AInca; by The ChUdren's SUcial Serviu Mission, which
also issues publications in Chinese. Japanese and some Indian
langxiages; and by The Scripture Gift Mission, which sends its publi-

cations into China and the East generally. In the mission field

The Christian Literature Society for India (formerly the Christian

Vernacular Educational Society), established fai 1858, has its hesd-
fiuarten in London with auxiliary committees in India and Ceyloo.
t will always be associated with the name of Dr John Murdoch

(d. Aug. 10. 190a). iu secretary for neariy half a century. It

works on similar lines to the tract societies, but indudes a wider
range of educational literature, in the provision of which it has
been especially helpful to the mission schools of India.

The Chrtstian Ltterature Society for China (formeriy the Society
for the Diffuuon of Literature and General Knowledge among the
Chinese) is incorporated (1909) in Shanghai, but has an advisory
committee and an executive committee in London. It has been
of great service in approaching the ofiidal and upper classes of
China by its magazines and books, as well* as by the diffusioa

of more popular literature.

The American Tract Society (New York) works, both in regard
to domestic and foreign enterprises, upon similar lines to those of
the Rdigious Tract Sodety. Upper Canada has its tract society

also andsimilar organizations exist on the oontioent of Europe.
(A.R.B.)

TRACTION (Lat. trakere, to diaw), the act <rf drawing or

hauling. As used m this article the term refers to the methods
of employing animal and mechanical power for transporting

persons or things from place to place in wheded vehicles.

Animal Traction,—^The oldest form of motive power is that

of animals, those most commonly employed for draught purposes

on ordinary roads being horses, mules, donkeys and oxen. On
the continent of Europe dogs are often harnessed to light carts

or barrows, but in England their use in this way was prohibited

by the Cruelty to Animals Act of 1854. Camds and elephants

are only rarely used as draught animals in spedal circumstances.

When men and animals carry burdens, or draw or propd
loads in certain vehides, it is difficult, and sometimes impossible,

to determine the duty performed in foot-pounds of work,
because of the uncertainty of the amount in pounds of the

resistance overcome. In this case, for the purpose of comparing
performances of the same kind with each other, a unit is

employed called a foot-powid of horiMontal transport, meaning
the conveying oi a load of i lb i ft. horizontaJly. The
following table, given by W. J. Macquom Rankine, gjves

some examples of the daily duty of men and horses in units

of horizontal transport, L denoting the load in lb, V the

velodty in feet per second, and T the number of. seconds per
day of working:

—

Mam—
Walking imloMicd. trtnipatt «f em

Do. do. . .

Wbetltnc losd L htwo-vhccled bsnow,

)

Rtunimc cnpOr; V • i vdoctty . )

Do. one-wlMclcd bsnow, do.
Tnvdlinfwilh burden
CoBVcyiaz biudca, ictumfnc uahMuM

Guijrfac bonMB tot son loti, i

Walkii« with cart ihran k
TraUii« do. dn.
Walkiof wkh call. foii«

tornfag empty; V • i nw
Ctnjripf butden, wmlkint .

Do. Uottioc

L
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deanncc between the flange and the groove is necevarily

small, as the £onner mtist have sufficient strength, and the

latter iniist be narrow. The least inaccuracy of gauge, there-

fore, causes extra friction^ which is greatly increased on curves.

By removing the flanges from two of the four wheels of the

tramway car H. £. Tresca (18x4-1885) found that the resistance

was reduced from i\^ to f^ of the load. The resistance due
to gravity is of course not lessened on a tramway; and if y^ of

the load be the tractive force required on the level, twice as

much, or 7^ of the load, will be required on a gradient of i in

xoo sAd three times as much on a gradient of x in 50. To
start a tramcar, four or five times as great a pull u required

as win keep it in motion afterwards, and the constant starting

after stoppages, especially on inclines, is destructive to horses.

Horses employed on tramways are worked only a few hours a
day, a day's work being a journey of xo or 12 m., and much
less on steep gradients. In London a tramcar horse bought
at the age of five years had to be sold at a low price after about
four jreais' work. On the Edinburgh tramways, in consequence

of steep gradients, the horses lasted a less time, and had
to be constantly shifted from steep to easier gradients. The
cost oC traction by horses is generally 6d. or yd. per mUe for

two bocses, and more when the gradients are steep (see also

Tsamway).
Steam TracUon.—^The most universally used form of motive

power is the steam engine, which has been constructed to work
on ordinary roads, on tramways and on railways. The road

or traction engine comprises a boiler mounted on wheels, and a

steam engine usually placed on top of the boiler. The front

axle u pivoted so that it may be moved by means of a steering

wheel geared to it, and the rear wheels are geared to the engine.

The wheel rims are made wide to prevent them from sinking

in loose earth or muddy roads. The whole arrangement b
similar to the ordinary wheeled portable boiler and engine with

the addition of the steering wheel and a gear connexion from the

engine to the rear wheels. The tractive power of these engines

is hi^ but their speed low—usually 4 to 6 m. per hour.

A peculiar form of road motor is made by equipping the axle* of
a traction engine with the ao-called " Pedrail " invented hy B. J.
Diptock. Thw b an arr^gement whereby circular pads or '' feet,"

fastened around the penphery of a wheel, come successively in

oootact with the ground, the motion approximatinK to a smooth,
even stq>ptng or walking along. Fourteen of these leet are placed

on the ground as the movement of the engine proceeds, and the engine
itself rolb alon|( on the rail portion of the cam which rests on the
rollers beneath it. Ball and socket joints are used to connect the
feet to the spokes so that they may rest on any conformation they
may encounter. Thb roachme lias shown a lemarkable ability
to pass over obstacles and roush roads, and even to climb roadless
hills. It gives a maximum of adhesbn of the drivers, and it b
claimed that it will pass over rough roads with the expenditure
of less energy than will an ordinary wheeled traction engine. Its

speed b necessarily low—about 4 m. per hour.

Fig. 2.—Chain Track Tractor.

The Homsby " Chain Track Tractor " (fig. 2), patented by Mr
David Roberts, is provided with two endless chains, one on each
side, which constitute the track on which the machine travels.

Each chain b carried on two sprocket wbeeb, placed at the extreme

Podtum of the parts on a level

road.
Position of the parts in overcoming

obstacles.

Fig. I.—Principle of the Pedrail's operation,

around a whed, and each b attached at the end of a spoke, free

Co slide radially toward and from the hub of the wheel. Each spoke
las fastened to it a helical spring which tends to draw it inwards.

On each spoke there babo a roller, which bears against a cam-shaped
piece fAACtd inside the periphery of the wheel. The engine is sus-

pended by sprinip from the cam and b supported by it. The k>wer
cd^ of tne cam is piactically straight ana norizontal, the length of
tlus straight portion being great enough to subtend an angle equal
to the spacing of three spokes, or alxnit 70*. By thb means three
of the feet are always resting on the roadway and support the engine,

whidi real^ slides ak>nc on the rollers that are at any tnsunt under-
neath the Bat portion o< the cam. The feet take successive positions

Fig. 3.—Links of Chain Track,

ends of the frame, and b formed of a number of links (fig. 3) >o

connected that it is free to bend in one direction, as rcnuired to
pass*round the sprocket wheels, but is kxked into a rigid bar by
pressure acting in the opposite direction. On their outer surfaces

these links bear pads or fcct« while their inner

surfaces compose a track upon which roll the

middle or weight-bearing wheels. Power applied

to one of the sprocket wheels exerts a pull on
the chain, but thb being held fast by the weight
of the engine pressing the feet to the ground, the
effect b to roll the engine along the track, and
as this happens the feet at the rear end are one
by one lifted off the ground, carried round the
sprocket wheels, and rclaid at the front of the
machine. Thb construction not only renders the
whole weight available for adhesion, but also

provides along supporting base and thus enables
the machine to pass over soft ground, loose sand,
morasses. Sec, in which an ordinary traction

engine would certainly sink. Steering b effected

by retarding or stopping the motion ofthesprocket
wheeb on the side towards which it b desired tQ
turn.

For tramway work steam b scarcely used at

all now, though small locomotives—usually

having their engines geared to the driving-

whccU, instead of the connecting-rods being

coupled direct' to them—have been used in the

past for thb work. They were compactly designed and equipped

with mufflers to deaden the sound of the exhaust, with other

devices to decrease noise and smoke. In some instances, the

engine and boiler were placed in the forward end of a car, a

partition separating them from the main body of the car in which

the passengers were carried.

For description of steam railway engines see RaiLwavs: Loco-

motive Power, and Steam Encikb.

FireUss Engines.—Fireless engines were first tried in New
Orleans, and were in successful use on tramways in France "
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Batavia, Java, for some yean. The motive power was obtained

from water heated under pressure to a very high temperature

in stationary boilers and carried in a reservoir on the engine,

where it gave off steam as the pressure and temperature were
reduced. Two tons of water heated to give a steam-pressure

of 350 lb to the square inch served for a run of 8 or 10 m., more
than -^ of the water and a pressure of 20 to 25 lb above the

atmosphere being left on returning to the boiler station. Large
boiler-power was required to reheat the engine reservoirs quickly,

and this could be afforded for only a few engines; but, when
worked on a sufficient scale, the fireless engines were claimed to

be economical, the economy resulting from the generation of the

steam in large stationary boilers.

Compressed Air,—Compressed air as a motive power offers

the advantage of having neither steam taor the products of

combustion to be got rid of. In W. D. Scott Moncrieff's engine,

which was tried on the Vale of Clyde tramways in 1876, air was
compressed to 3x0 lb per sq. in., and expanded in the cylinders

from a uniform working pressure to that of the atmosphere.

There is a considerable loss of heat during the expansion of the

air which is attended with a serious loss of pressure, and in

L. Mekanki's system, which was in use for the propulsion of

tramcars at Nantes for a number of years, the loss of pressure

was considerably lessened by heating the air during expansion.

The air, at a pressure of 436 lb per sq. in., was stored in

cylindrical reservoirs beneath the car, and before use was passed

through a vessel three-quarters full of waterheated to 300* F., by
which it was heated and mixed with steam. The heat of the

latter was absorbed by the air during its expansion, first to a
working pressure whidi could be regulated by the driver, and
then to atmospheric pressure in the cylinders. At Nantes the

average cost for three years of propelling a car holding thirty-

four persons was about 6d. per mile. Owing to the heat losses

in compressing the air, and other considerable losses incident to

its use, the compressed-air systems of traction have been found

inefficient and have nearly aU been replaced by the more flexible

and efficient electric motor.

Cable rrac<»M.—Moving steel cables, propelled by steam
engines, have, been used for traction. The street railway cars

tunning from New York to Brooklyn, over the Brookljm Bridge,

were for many years propelled by a cable to or from which the

can could be attached or detached at will, and, though electric

moton are now used on this line, the cables are still kept in

place as a reserve in case of breakdown of the electrical system,

and are used whenever an acddent to the electrical plant occun.

Before the advent of electric traction, the tramways using cable

propulsion were numerous and of great size, as at San Francisco,

Chicago, Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia and New York
in America, at lUghgate Hill (London) and Edinburgh in the

United Kingdom, and at Melbourne in Australia. The Glasgow

Subway is so equipped.

In the usual form, the mathrt power Is trantmitted from a sUtion-

ary engine by a rope of steel wire running always in one direction,

up one track and down the other, in a tube
midway between the fails, on pulleys (fig. 4)
which are arranged so as to suit curves
and chancKS of gradient as well as straii^ht

and level Rnes. Overthe rope is a slot 1 m.
wide, in which travels a flat arm of steel

connecting the dummy car with thejnipper
(fig. 5) which grasps the cable. The flat

arm is in three pieces, the two outer ones
constituting a frame which carries the lower

«. _- ^^^, jaw of the gripper. with grooved rollers at

fr>,"*S ••Jtion ^ch end ofit, overwhich thecable runswhen
oILableRoad. the gripper is not in actk>n. The upper jaw

is carried by the middle piece which slides within the outer frame,

and can be depressed by a lever or screw, pressiiw the cable first

on the rollers and then on the lower jaw until it is firmly bekl. The
speed of the cable, which b generally 8 to ro m. an hour, is thus

imparted to the car gndually and without jerk. The arrangemenu
for pasung the pulleys, for cnanging the dummy and cars from one
line to the other at the end of the .road, for keeping the cable

uniformly taut, and for crosMngs and junctions with other lines, are

of considerable ingenuity. When the cars are cast off from the cable

ihey must be stopped by hand biakes which, on steep gndknts
especially, must be of great power.

Fic. 5.—Gripper.

Casoteiu Enfjute TrodiMi.—Exploiive engines using guolene
(petrol) have been used for motive power, and this is the
principal form empbyed
in the road motor car.

Certain railways in £ng>
land and America have
experimented with can
having a gasolene engine

placed in one end to

propel the car, the greater

part of which is left clear

for the accommodation of

passengers. These can
are intended for short

runs and may in effect be
classed asbelonging to ex-

tended tramway service.

They have yielded en-

couraging results.

Ekciric Traaion.—
Electric traction, as

treated here, will refer to

the operation of vehicles

for the transportation of

passengen and goods

upon tracks, as distin-

guished from what are

known as telphenge sys-

tems on the one hand
(see Conveyors), and
automobiles intended to

run on common roads on
the other (see Motor
Vehicles).

Possibly the fint elec-

tric motor was that made
by the Abb£ Salvatore

dal Negro in luly in 1830. As early as 1835, Thomas Daven-

port, a blacksmith of Brandon, Vermont, U.S.A., constructed

and exhibited an automobile electric car, operated by batteries

carried upon it. Robert Davidson, of Aberdeen, Scotland,

began experimenting about 1838 with the electric motor as

a means of traction, and constructed a very powerful engine,

weighing five tons and carrying a battery of forty cells. This

locomotive made several successful trips on Scottish railways,

but was finally wrecked by jealous employes of the railway

while it was lying in the car sheds at Perth. In 1840 a pr«>-

visional patent was granted in England to Henry Pinkus, which

described a method of supplying electric energy to a moving

train from fixed conductors. A little later, in 1845* French and
Austrian patents granted to Major Alexander Bessob described

practically what is to-day the third-rail system. In 1847

Professor Moses G. Farmer, of Maine, U.S.A., built a model

locomotive operated by electricity, which he exhibited at Dover,

New Hampdiire, and btcr at other places in New England.

Shortly afterwards Professor C. G. Page, of the Smithsonian

Institution in Washington, constructed an electric railway

motor, which made a trip on the 39th of April 1851, from

Washington, D.C., to Bladensburg, Maryland, over the Baltlmoiv,

8c Ohio railway. This machine carried 100 Grove's cells, and

atUined speeds as hi|^ as 19 m. an hour. Perhaps the beginning

of modem electric traction may be said to date from 1879, when
the firm of Siemens & Halske put in operation the fint electric

railway at the Industrial Exposition in Berlin. In America it

was not until a year Uter that real work began and T. A. Edison

built an experimental line near his laboratory in Menlo Park,

New Jersey. In 1880 a k>comotive driven by accumulators

was constructed and operated at a linen-bleaching esUblishment

at Breuil-en-Auge, hi France; and in 1881 a similar car was

worked upon the Vincennes tramway line. On the r sth of May
1881 the first commercial electric railway for regular ser\'ice

was opened for operations at lichtericlde, in Germany. The
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fint rally noteworthy road wis that oonstnxcted in 1883 at the

Giant's Causeway at Portrush, in the north of Ireland. This

line was 6 m. long, and the power was obtained from turbine

wheeb actuated by a cascade on the river Rush. The method of

sof^y was, curiously enough, the third rail

In 1883 invention in electric railways seems to have taken

a decided advance in America. It was in this year that ^e
oMiflicting interests of Edison and S. D. Field were consolidated;

and at the same time C. J. van Depoele and Leo Daft began thdr

expemnental work, which later resulted in numerous commercial

laOwmys. Next year E. H. Bentley and Walter Knight opened

to the public in Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A., a railway operated by
an opeo-slot conduit, and for the first time worked in competition

with hone traction on regular street railway lines. For the next

two years much experimental work was done, but it may be

said with fairness that the first of the thoroughly modem
systems, in which a large railway was equipped and operated

tinder service conditions by electricity, was the line built ifi

Richmond, Virginia, U.S.A., by Frank J. Sprague in 1887. This

railway had 1$ m. of track, and started with an equipment of

forty cars. It has been in continuous and successful commercial

operation ever since. The original Richmond system was in

all iu essential particulars the overhead trolley system now in

use. Many improvements have been made in the construction

of the motors, the controllers, the trolleys and the various

details of car equipment apd overhead construction, but the

broad principles have not been departed from. The success of

the Richmond line called the attention of tramway managers to

the advantages of electricity as a motive power, and its substitu-

tion for other systems progressed with astonishing rapidity.

The pioneer application of electricity to heavy electric traction

was that of the Baltimore 8c Ohio railway tunnel at Baltimore,

Md., U.S.A., and the system was put into operation in 1895.

This tunnel is about i\ m. in length and passes under the

dty of Baltimore. Its route made the expense of ventilation

prohibitive, and the smoke and gases from the locomotives

made the use of the tunnel impossible without ventilation.

The management therefore dedded to attempt the use of

electric locomotives to haul the trains through, despite the

fact that there existed no prior applications of heavy electric

motors for even far lighter service than that demanded by the

conditions, namely, the propulsion of trains of over aooo tons

up a grade of 43 ft. to the mile. The engineering work and
designing of the locomotives were undertaken by Dr Louis

Duikcan. The locomotives weigh 96 tons and have worked

saccessfuUy since they were first put ii^to commission. The
electric service has been extended 6 m. from the mouth of the

tunnel, making a total haul of neariy 8 m. for these locomotives.

In X907 many heavy electric locomotives using continuous

current were constructed for the New York Central & Hudson
River Railroad Company to operate a distance of about 5 m. from

the New York termmus, and others for practically the same
service, but nsing single-phase alternating currents, were put in

for the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company.
It has been fully demonstrated that electricity is superior

to its competitors^horses and moving cables—for tramway

work. It is cheaper and more flexible. The relative cost of

operation varies with the local conditions, but a fair average

estimate would be that cable lines cost 25% more to operate

than electric, and horse lines 100% more. The increased speed

of the electric cars and the comfort rendered possible by larger

vehicles always increase the receipts when horse traction is

repUoed by electric, while the latter, as compared with the

cable, allows better and easier control of the car and a much
greater possible speed variation. The installation of an overhead

electric line costs less than a cable system, though the expense

of a conduit electric line is about the same. By the extension

of the urban tramway systems into the suburbs and the construc-

tion of inter-urban lines, electricity has come into competition

with steam. Here the conditions are different. For ordinary

suburban service, the electric cars, running through the city

streets and on the highways, cannot, in speed, compete with

steam trains operated on private rights of way. The fact that

they run more frequently and can take up passengers anywhere
along the line gives them an advantage, and within limited

distances they have taken a large proportion of suburban traffic

from steam railways. For long-distance service, in order to

compete with steam a speed much greater than that used on
ordinary tram-lines must be adi^ted, while o?ring to the time

spent on the car more attention must be paid to the comfort

of the passenger. Speed and comfort being equal, the great

advantage of electricity is that, when it is used, the most
economical way of transporting a given number of passengers

between two points is in a Uiga number of small trains; with

steam the converse is true. A frequent service is a great

attraction to passengers.

For freight service, especially on railways having heavy
grades, electricity also possesses many advantages, due princi-

pally to the peculiarity of the electric locomotive, which admits
of its maintaining its tractive effort or so-called "draw-bar
pull " when running at relatively lugh speeds. This steam loco-

motives cannot do. Thus a steam locomotive wdghing 100 tons
may exert a draw-bar pull of say 45*000 lb at a speed of 6 m. per

hour, while at 15 m. per hour the continuous draw-bar pull will

not exceed about 25,000 lb. On the other hand, an electric

locomoUve weighing 75 tons and having a tractive effort of

34,000 lb at 6 m. per hour will exert a pull of about 27,000 lb

at 25 m. per hour. From this it is clear that an electric locomo-

tive may pull a heavier train at a fair speed than can a krger
steam locomotive. This admits of more rapid movement of

freight trains, and thus decreases the hauling cost. Another
advantage the electric system has for freight service is the

ability to couple several light locomotives in tandem, all under
the control of one driver, and thus pull at a high speed larger

trains than may now be drawn by steam locomotives of weights

commercially admissible. Also, these lighter motors distribute

the weight over the track instead of having it concentrated on a
few wheels, and the heavy pounding due to the latter condition

is obviated and the maintenance of the track and bridges reduced.

Other savings arise from diminished fuel consumption, elimina-

tion of water and coal stations with their attendants, and greatly

reduced repairs <m motive power. The chief disadvantage

is the stoppage of all trains on a section if the source of current

supply should fail With proper precautions in design and
construction this should be a remote possibility, and since

electric rail haulage, in any form attempted up to the present,

has shown a reduced cost for a given service as compared
with steam traction, it is not improbable that the future will

witness great activity in the change from steam to electricity

for long-distance railway work.

Systems of electric traction may be divided broadly into two
classes, the one employing continuous, the other alternating

currents, to drive the motors. Both of these dasses may be
further divided with reference to the conducting system
employed between the source of current and the motor. The
system may also be divided according to operative units into

three dasses—the single car, the train pulled by one or more
directly controlled locomotives or motor cars, and the train

operated by two or more motor cars under a common secondary
control This last is called the " multiple unit system."

Continuous-Current Systems.—The applications of continuous
current to electric traction comprise six principal varieties, with
numerous modifications and combinationa. In all of them the
motors are operated under a constant, or approximately constant,
potential difference. The system in which cars were connected in
erics by automatic switches, in limited use in the United States
in 1888 and 1889, has now disappeared^ and the parallel system
of connexion, in which the cars are bridged across between the
two conductors of a parallel system, maintained at a substantially
constant voltage, has become practically universal.
The overhead conductor and track-return construction is the

standard for street railway work in most of the cities n^^f^rmg
where electric traction is employed, though there are aTTI*^
some notable exce(>tions. In its present development the ^j!

"^
system may be said to have grown out of the work of

^^
Sprague in Richmond in 1887. Over the track is suspended a bare
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wire, genenny of hanl-dniwn copper, known as tlie trolley wire. The
normal practice u to use a wire not lev than 0*335 01 an inch in
diameter to aasure permanence, since smaller wires wear out rapidly
from the friction 01 the troUey and the burning of the surfaces of
contact. The wire is usually of circular cross-section. Sometimes
wires of other sections have been used, notaUy one having a cross-

section similar to the 6gure 8, but the advantage of these forms is

problematical, while the difficulty attending their proper installation

IS considerable. In some cases the workmg-conductor, or trolley

wire, is suqiended at one side of the track, connexion with it being
•made by a side-bearing trolley, but its usual place is directly over
the track, as this arrangement leads to simfMer and more enicient

construction of the trolleys and their accessory parts. For certain

special cases, where very large currents are employed, the overhead
conductor is made of bar meul or structural shapes. In the Boston
(Massachusetts) subway, where the traffic is very heavy, a bar of

rectangular section is used, supported at frequent intervals from
the roof. In the Baltimore & Ohio railway tunnel at Baltimore,u> railway i.u»ijci 01. u<uuiuui«r,

Md., the steel working-conductor originally consisted of two Z
bars forming a trough, the current being collected by an iron shoe,

but this form has been replaced by a sectional third rail. But what-
ever the nature of the conductor, it b usually insufficient to carry

the current necessary for the operation of the system without
excessive loss. Recourse b therefore had to feeders or reinforcing

conductors. These may be of any form, but are most frequently

copper wires or cables of large section, connected at intervals of

a few hundred feet to the working-conductor. They are sometimes
carried on poles, but mumcipal ordinances frequently require their

installation in underground conduits. In general, it is customary
to divide the working-conductor into sections of from 1000 to sooo ft.

in length, insulated from one another and fed separately through
manual or automatic cut-out switches, so that an accident causinj;

a short-circuit or break in continuity on cme secticm will not impair

the operation of others.
. . ,

In ordinary street railway construction two methods of suspending

the trcdley wire are in vogue. The most usual construction is to hang
it from insulatora attachoi to transverse wires running between pairs

of poles set on opposite sides of the track. Bracket arms attached

to poles are often used, especially on suburban lines; they are

frequently double, or T-shaped, and placed between the two tracks

oif a double-track line. In the standard construction for either

variety of suspensbn, the insulatora are bell-shaped, and composed
of some hard moulded or vitreous material. The trolley wire is

supported by a clamp about 9 in. long, whkh embraces about
three-quanen of its circumference. This ckunp is usually made
of bronae, and is now generally fastened to the trolley wire by a
screw, causing ti^e two parts of the clamp to close upon the wire

as would the jaws of a vk», or is automatic, clamping the wire the

more tightly as the strain upon it increases. It was lormeriy con-

sidered expedient to solder the wire into the clamp, but this practice

is now generally abandoned. The insulating bell is so designed

that its materbl is subiected only to compression stresses by the

weight of the wire. It is provided at iu upper part with a single

catch for attachment to the transverse wire or to the bracket arm.
If a span wire is used it is fastened to the poles, there being turn-

buckles to tighten it, while a strain insulator on either side eives

a double insulation between the trolley wire and the poles. \^th
a bracket construction it was formerly the custom to attach the

insulator direcdy to the bracket arm, but the blow of the trolley

wheel broke great numbera of insulators, and it has therefore become
the practkre to adopt some more flexible method of attachment,

a number of different forms being in use. The poles between which
the span wires are stretched, or to whkh the bracket arms are

attached, are of wood or iron. They are firmly set in the ground,

usually with concrete.
Another form of overhead construction for high speed service,

brought out by the Westinghouae Company and known as the
"Catenary" system (fig. 6), is designed to hold the
contact or trolley wire m a horixontal position above
the track without any dip or sag. Essentially it is

Fig. ;6.—Single Catenary Line,

made up of a supporting cable made of stranded galvanised steel

wire ^ in. in diameter which is firmly fastened to brackets attached

to the supporting poles and from which the trolley wire is suspended

by means of ngid in» hangera spaced about to ft apart. A|.„.
mg is given the supporting cable, and the lengths of the hancen vary
so that the trolley wire is hdd boriaontal without sag. The ccm-
struction resembles a aimrie au'pporting cable and suspended chord
of a suspension bridge. The trolley wire, the hangen and the sus-
pension caUe are all mechanically connected together and in metallic
contact, so that the whole system acts as a conductor. The support-
ing cable is held by insulatora at the points where it is supported
on the brackets at the poles. For heavy work there the currents
taken by the passing can and kicomotives are great, requiring a
very laige trolley wire, two supporting cables are strung from pole
to pole and the trolley wire suspended bdow and between the two.

FtG. y.-^Double Catenary Line.

In this case the hangere are triangular in form and hung with the
apex of the triangle oownward. The two upper angles are fastened
to the pair of supporting cables, while to the lower angle is attached
the trolley wire. This arrangement is called the " double catenary "

construction (fig. 7).
In order to provide a proper return path for the current, the track

must be made electrically continuous. This is accomplished by
bonding the individual leneths of rail together in some .^
way, or by actually wdcung them together' to form n„|||u,
a continuous length. There are many types of rail-

^
bonding. In most of them holes are drilled in the ends of adjacent
rails, and a copper conductor insnted between them, its ends being
in some way forced against the walls of the holes. In one type the
bond is, in the form of a hollow cylinder, theends of which are inserted
in the holes in the rails, a tapered steel pin being driven in so as to
expand the cylinder out agamst the rail. In another form the end
of the bond b a solid cylinder, whkh b upset by hydraulk pressure,

forcing it against the raiL A aemi-plastk amalgam of mercury
has been used to give a contaurt between the adjacent raib and the
fish-plate connecting them. The most usual practke b to use a
short bond covered and protected by the fish-plates. Tracks used
for a return circuit are cross-bonded at intervals. If the track
return has too great an electrical resistance it b reinforced by
conductora connected to it at intervals and extending back to the
power-house. Neglect to provide a proper return circuit has often
caused a great loss of energy, and, in many places, excessive electro-

lytk action on iron pipea, cable sheaths and other metallk bodies
buried in the earth. The lightning arresterajMrovided on overhead
lines are placed on the poles at intervals determined by the location
of the line.

In a few placea the munkipal authorities, in order to avoid the
disturbances on telephone lines due to the fluctuatkn of a trolley

current, and the electrolysb of gas and water pipes whkh
may arise from k grounded return, have required the
erectbn of a double overhead system. In thb each
track has two trolly wires forming a com(>lcte metallk circuit.

The largest system of this kind b in Cincinnati, Ohio, U.SA., where
there are over 235 m. of tram-lines. The system has the advantages
to whkh it owes its existence, but the multiplkity of wires at
crossings, right-angle turnouts and switches b so complicated
that automatic switching cannot be attempted. The man in charge
of the car removes the double trolley from the wires at such points,

and replaces it when they are passed. The construction adopted,
except in respect to the points mentioned, b practically similar ^
that already described for the track-return system.
A number of patents have been granted in various countries for

electric traction systems in which one or both of the fixed conductora
are installed in a conduit underground, communkation ^^ ^
being had with them by means of an open slot, into ^^7^
whicn projects a current-taking devke of some nature
carried by the car as it moves along. A system of thb character
was installed at Blackpool. England, m t88$. and later one was very
successfully operated in Budapest. The nrat large and important
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tnscallatioa of tliis character to be made waJB in Washington. D.C.
U.SwA., where a considerable syitem of street railways was chaiwra
fiom horse operation to this new method. The success of this
mtein, and of experiments made on Lenox Avenue, in New York
City, ted to the construction of many miles of railways of the conduit
type in the latter city. It u also used extensively in London.
fFor details of the construction of the conduits, see Tramway.)
This system is much more expensive to install than the overhead
trolley system, but experience has shown that it can be as economi-
cally operated. Most of the trouUes that have occurred have been
doe to lack of experienoe, but on the whole they have not been more
serioaa than those experienced with overhead svstems.
The great expense of the open conduit has lea numerous inventors

to bring out ^tems of opisratin|( dectric railways by means of
doaed conduits or sectional third rails, in which the
vortdng-conductor is laid on the surface of the ground
between the rails, and is connected with the source of

cucient only as the car passes over each section. In this waV the
immediate sectioa or portion of the working-conductor under the
car is efactrkally active^ but other sections are not« and all danger
to the passage 01 street traffic is removed. Up to 1900, neariy one

J patents for this type of street railway construction, known
the " surface contact '* system, had been granted by the

United States patent office alone. So far the system has been
intioduDed in but few places, but its performance has been more
than promisiag, and it is thought that it will be more extensively

adopted in the future. Among the more important railways at
present equipped with it may oe mentioned one in Paris, using

the Diatto system, and one at Monte Carlo, where the Westing-
bouse system u installed. In both these the current is supplied

by means of " buttons " or metallic disks laid .flush with the surface

oi the street between the tracks, and connected through switches

to a nrorldttg'conductor. Under the car » installed a current-

taking device in the shape of a long runner or skate, which runs
'^

r buttons and is appropriately connected with aover the ^. _
battery on the car, so that when it touches one of the buttons
current is sent from the battery through a system of dectro-magnets
cipefatiajK the switches which connect that particular button to
tne f«ediiig system, and thus the runners are enabled to rocdve
mrrent for the operation of the motors on the car. The various
.ystems difo* in the method of connecting the contact rail or
botton with the live conductors; in some a magnet on the car works
a mechannm to make the desired contact, in others a current

from batteries on the car actuates a switch located near the thck.
(See Taamwat.)
The third-rail system, which is a development of the overhead

troOcy and track-return system, has been applied to several laive

and important railway installations, especially in the
United States, and in the prolongation of the Orieans
railway in Paris from the Place Valhubert to the

._Joa at the Quai d'Orsay. Its name almost sufficiently

indicates its method 01 operation. A rail similar to the track-rails

U laid upon insulators and forms the working^onductor. On the

elevated railways in New York, Brooklyn, Boston and Chkaglp
and the subway in New York, a pressure of about 600 volts is

oaed between this rail and the track-rails whkh form the return

circuit. Contact is made with the third rail by means of a bronae

or cast-iron shoe, cither resting upon the rail by its own wdeht.
or pressed down upon it by sprins^ This is generally attached

to some part of the truck of the car m preference to any part of the

body of the car, so as to avokl any vibration or swaging due to the
Biovcment of the body upon its springs. The third-rail system
has been adopted in many instances where larve and powerful

trains are to be operated on private rights of way, but it is nowhere
in use for elec^ traction upon highways or in streets where there

is any passing of foot passengers or vehicles. An excellent example
of soca construction may be found in the Albany ft Hudson
railroad, which connects the city of Albany with the city of Hudson,
in New York sUte. Here the length of the road is about yi m.,

the track beiiq; df standard gauge and laid with a 60-Ib T-rafl.

A T-rail of the same sire, raised about i ft. above the level of the

rtmmng-n^ is ixnd for the electrical conductor, and is installed

on tnsttlatore situated 5 ft apart on the ends of the cross-ties.

All these rails are well bonded with copper bonds at the joints.

At road cnMsings, which on this railroad are at grade, the third

rail is omitted for a distance neariy equal to the length of a train.

Appropriate cast-iron shoes, fixed to the trucks of the front and
fear care of a train, bridge the space, so that the forward shoes arc

runniiv on the rail past the break before the rear shoes leave it

Upon tins railrostd motors of considerable size and power are psed.

and both passengen and freight in their original cars, as recdved
from connecting steam railways, are transported. Other examines
et thini-rail construction occur in the extensbn of the Baltimore ft

Ohio railway tunnd at Baltimore, the New York Central l^ilway
Compaay't New York terminal, the underground systems of the

City ftmth London railway, the Waterioo ft City railwajr. and the

Ctotral London railway in London, and the Versailles division of the

Western railway of France. In some cases, as on the Metropolitan,

the District, and several of the " tube *' railways in London, the

raaaiBc-rail' 9xe not used for the return circuit, which is

completed by a fourth rail similar to the conductor raO, laid

outside the track.

One of the oldest forms of electric traction is by accumulators.
In brief, its principle is that storage batteries, or accumulatora, are
carried on the car, which becomes a veritaUe automobile. «„ |-
It has been the usual practice to instal about 80 cells, ZZ^"'
giving a pressure of 160 to 175 volts at the motors;
these are recharged after the car has run about 25 m. In general,
the accumulatora are not charged in place, but the car is supplied
with a new set, fully charged, at the end of a run of about the lensth
mentioned. The system has been installed in a very larse number
of places in Europe and America, but has never shown tne gratify-

inff commereial success which the direct<onduction systems
ejchibit, on account of the high cost and depreciation of storage
batteries. In some places, notaUy in Hanover, Germany, where
[egislatlve ordinances have forbidden the overhead conducting
system in city streets, a combination has been used whereby accumu-
lator cars run in the dty districts from the eneigy stored in their

batteries, and in the suburbs operate directly as overhead trolley

cars, the batteries being charged at the same time from the over-
hesid system.
AUemalint CurraU 5ysimif.—Alternating current systems are

now bdng used, both single-phase and three-phase. In the former
case the newly-developed single-phase motors, later to B^ntmam.
be described, are employed, while with three-phase ^^'^^^
systems induction moton are used. The polyphase current is

much used as a means of distributing energy from a central power-
statbn over extended lines of railways, but is generally converted
into direct current throueh the agency of rotary converters, and
fed to the lines as such. There are, nowever, a few railways working
directly with induction motora upon a three-phase system of supply.
Prominent among these may be mentioned the Valtellina railway
in Italy and the Jungfrau railway in Switzerland. Upon these
lines the raib are used as one of the three conducton, and two
trolley wires are suspended above the track. The locomotive Is

provided with two trolleys^ one running upon each wire, and con-
sists simply of an induction motor couttol through appropriate
gesuing to the mechanism of the truck. For starting a large
resistance is introduced into the rotor or secondary circuit of the
motora by means of collecting rings placed on its shaft, upon whkh
bear brushes This resistance is cut out as the speed increases,
untn it is all withdrawn and the rotor is short<ircuited, when full

speed is attained. It has been found that potential differences
01 about soo volts in each phase can be safely handled, and it u
claimed that the few railways which use polyphase currents have
shown gratifying results in practice.

In the early yean of the 20th century single-phase alternating
current moton for electric traction were devdocied, and single-
phase systems were extensively installed both in Europe
and in America. The simplest type of single-phalse
motor is a series motor provided with the usualcommu-
tator and brushes, in which the current passes through both the
field coils and the armature coils. The armature and field windings
bdng traversed by the same current, the reversal of the field magne-
tization and that of the direction of current flow in the armature
are coincident, so that the tumii^ effort or torque, on the armature
current produced by the interaction of armature and field magne-
tization IS always in the same direction. Since the alternatingcurrent
passes through both memben of the motor, the armature and fidd
cores are both laminated. In the later types of these moton the
field coils are distributed and embedded in tne fidd ring, so that the
inner surface of the field ring presents a practkally smooth surface
to the armature. Troubles were at first experienced with commu-
tatk>n of the heavy alternating currents required for the operation
of these motors, vicious sparking taking place at the brushes.
This was overcome by the use of auxiliary or '** compensating "

coils, which 'are embedded in the field magnet ring, being plarad
between successive nu^net c(m1s. These compensating cons are
usually connected in senes with the main armature and btld circuit
They may each, however, have their two ends joined together,
(short-circuited), the currents in them being mduced by 0»
alternating magnetic flux of the fiekls.

Moton of the above types have the general characteristics of
direct current series motors, and possess the same general relations
between speed and torque that are such an important dement in
the success of direct current series motors. The efficiency of alter-

nating current motora is not quite so good as that of direct current
motors, on account of the rapid reversal of the icon magnetizatwn
in the field magnets, but then- efliciency is high and their perform-
ance in practicsu work has be^ excellent (fig. 8).

There is another type of single-phase motor that has been used
in Europe, but not in America, which is comm<Mily called the repul-
sion motor. In these moton the armature is not directly included
in the main circuit, but oppodte points on the commutator are
connected together throuvh brushes. The working current Is fed
to the fidd magnets, and the rapkl reversals of magnetization induce
currents in the armature coils, whkh currents, worlong with the fidd
magnetization, cause rotation. Several types of repulsion moton
have been devdoped, and in general theh characteristics are similar
to those of the plain series type. They have not, however, come
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into extended commeicial use. Single-pliaae motora for a ^ven
power are much larger, heavier and more expensive than the ordinarv
direct current motorsjowing to the low magnetic densities at which
the iron ia worked. The power factor is between 0*75 and 0*85.

«4
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and diMt^ proof, and with proper attention b a very durable piece

of machinery (fig. lo). Although the standard design of motors
b at present based on a single-reduction gearing, there are in

operation traction-motors which are not geared.
Oi the locomotives used on the New York Central, the New York,

New Haven & Hartford, and the Baltimore & Ohio railways in

America, the City & South London railway in England, the
armatures surround the driving axles. In all the cases mentioned,
except the Baltimore & Ohio railway, the armatui^ are set
directly on and solid with the axles of the driving-wheels, while on
the Baltimore & Ohio locomotives the motors are sleeved on the
axles, there beins; a slight play between the sleeve and the axle,
which allows a flexible support The whceU are driven by arms
projecting from the armature shaft.

There is no fixed method of rating the output of traction-motors.
Most manufacturers, in giving .a certain horse-power capacity,
mean that at the given ratmg the motor wilt run an hour with a rise

in temperature of a certain number of degrees, not that it can be run
continuously at the power given. Another system of rating depends
on the draw-bar piul which the motor can develop under normal
conditionB of voltage and speed. Uniformity b greatly needed.
One of the most important parts of the equipment of an electric

car or locomotive is the controlling device. In the early days of

^^^^^^^electric traction a number of different methods of regulat-
ing the speeds of the cars were used, but they have been

reduced to practically one standard method. In the old Sprague
system there were at first no resbUnces outside of the motors them-
selves, but the field coils of the motors were divided into sections,
and by changing the relative connexions of these sections the total
rrsistanoe of the circuit could be changed ; at the same time the
strength of the field for a given total current was either increased

Fig. II.—Controller (open),

or decreased. In other systems the fields and armatures of the
motors were not changed in their relation to one another, but exter-

nal resistances were cut out and in by the controller. Usually there
are two motors on each car, and it b evident that if the speed of a
car be changed within wide limits, all the other factors remaining
constant, there will be a very considerable loss by either of these
methods of regulating, unless the relative connexions of the motor
armatures can be changed. Thb can be done by putting the two
motors in series where low speed is desired, and in parallel where the
speed b to be increased. Thb method was tried in the early days
of electric traction at Rkhmond, and discarded, but it has been agam
taken up, and b now the standard method of regulation in ordinary
tramway work. Roughly speaking, when the car b started the
controller connects the two motors m series with an external resist-

ance, then cuts out the external resbtance, then breaks the circuit,

then connects the two motors la parallel. The external resistance

b put again in series with them, and then b gradually cut out as
the car speed increases. By^ thb method a considerable mnge of
speed b attained at a fair efEcbncy. The controller (fig. 11) consbts
of a cylinder having on it a number of copper sennents so arranged
that on rotating it different connexions are made oetween stationary
fibers that boar on these segments. In the first types much diffi-

culty was experienced from the burning of the segments and fingers,

due to the q>arking on breaking the cucuit, but thb has been to a
Urge extent obvbted by using magnetic blow-outs at the point of
brak. (A magnetic blow-out b simi^y a magnet so arranged that
the arc caused by breaking the circuit takes place in the magnetic
field) There b a reversing lever on the controllers separate from
the controller handle, and interlocking with the controller so that
the vevcne lever may not be moved cxo9( when the controller b in

the "off " poaition.

When it b desired to run trains of cars and to accelecate them
rapidly, it b sometimes necessary to have more than one car
equipped with motors. In this case all the motors must be controlled
from one point, and a number of ingenious devices have been
evolved to accomplish such " multiple control." In general, each
car has its own controller, and all the- controllers are operated by
electric power from switches on each platform of any of the motor
cars.

A motor and controlling sjrstem designed to save and utilize the
power produced by a car running down an incline has t^n developed
and b termed the " rcsenerative system." A car run- p^
ning over a line having neavy grades must have sufficient tJ^CMtnL
energy given to it to overcome its frictional resbtance
to motion and also to lift the weight of car and load from the
bottom to top of each up-grade. On the return trip, the car
"coasts" or runs down the grade without the consumption of
current, but is restrained from atuinine too high a speed by the
brakes, thus wasting the energy exbting by reason of the position of
the car.

Vflth the regenerative system the motors are catiaed to act as
dynamos whicH are driven by the motion of the car axles when
descending a grade, and, as they are connected to the line by the
trolley or contacting device, the current thus generated b fod to the
line and may assist other cars climbing grades at some other point
on the system. The delivery of electrical energy also puts a resis-

tance on the car axles and produces a braking effect which almost
automatically fixes the car speed. If the speed be too high, the
excessive current generated will tend to retard the car and reduce
its velocity, while if too low the small current produced will set up
but little opposition to motion and the car will accelerate.

Obviously, series motors cannot be used for this service. The
motors have shunt fields, and their speed is varied by varying the
field strength. Motors of thb type are larger, more costly and
slightly less efficient than series machines, so that a regenerative
system has no place on roads that have a fairly level contour.
When, however, the grades are frequent and excessive, the power
saved more than counterbalances these factors, and the system may
prove a valuable one for such service.

For tramcars of ordinary sizes hand-brakes are used, these being
generally spindle brakes, with leverage enough to handle the com-
paratively heavy cars. When the sixe and speed of the . j,^^
car increases, however, these hand-brakes 00 not give

"**
sufficient control, and power brakes have to be adopted. Of these
there are several forms that have proved kuccessiul in practice.

The one most extensively used in electric railways b the air-brake,

which b similar in its mechanical operation to the air-brake used on
steam railways. The compressed air required for the operation of
the brake b obtained by means of an air-pump driven by an electric

motor, the circuit of which b controlled by a switch actuated by the
pressure of the air in the receiving tank. When this pressure rises

to a predetermined value, the device acts and interrupts the supply
of current to the motor, which b thus stopped. When the pressure
falls bebw a determined minimum the device <^)erates in the oppo-
site direction, and the motor and pump start. Of electric brakes
thae are several varieties. One type consists of two iron disks,

one keyed on the axle but capable of moving along it a short dbtar.ce
axially, and the other held firmly on the frame of the truck. By
means of a coil, set in a recess of^annular form turned in the face <»

the fixed dbk, the dbks are magnetized transversely, and are drawn
together with greater or less pressure, dependent on the amount of

current that is allowed to pass through the coil. It is customary to
arrange the current connexions in this form of electric brake so that
when the handle of the controller b turned beyond the stopping
position the current b cut off from the source of supply, and the
motor running aa a dynamo furnishes the current to work the
brake.
The magnetic track-brake, which b sometimes used on tramway

cars, consbts of a pair of sted shoes, suspended from the truck frame
and hangine near and over the rail, a sted yoke connecting the two
shoes togetter. On thb yoke b wound a heavy magnetizing coil

whkh, when energized, strongly magnetizes the two steel shoes and
causes them to draw against and adhere to the track. Bracing links

connect these track shoes with brake shoes on the wheel rims, and
the drag of the track shoes thus applies pressure also to the wheel
shoes. The downward puU of the track shoes gives a greater

pressure of the wheeb against the track than that due to the weight
of the car, and the sliding or " skiddins " of wheels, with the conse-

?[uent production of flats, b avoided. A further braking effect comes
rom the use of the motors as dynamos, driven by the motion of the

car, to supply current to the brake magnetizing coils. This therefore

b one of the most effective brakes that has been devised. It has,

however, not been very extensively used owing to its high cost and
difficulties that arise from the track shoes running so close to the

raib thatany uneven places—frogs, switches, crossings and the like

—

may rub asatnst them and give a brakins effect at times when the

car b accelerating or running. A pair of shoes b applied on both
sides of the car, one pair being hune over either rail.

Another method of braking b oy arranging the connexions cf

the two moton so that one acts as a dynamo driven by the motion
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of the car and fupplies current to the other, which worlea as a motor,
tending to turn the wheels in the direction opposite to that in which
the car is moving. The production of current by the one motor and
the reverse effort of the other sive a powerful braking effect. The
proper connexions are made by constructing the controllers with
contacts additional to those required for motor control, which
connect the machines in the desired manner when the controller
handle is moved round past the " off " position.

Automatic brakes are always preferable to hand-brakes even
though they cost much more, because the energy reauired to propel
an orainary tramcar is from ip to 2$ % more with hand than with
automatic Drakes. The cause is the constant pressure of the brake
shoes of a hand brake i^nst the wheel rims, the shoes being so
held by the operator to avoid having too long a hand movement in

applying the brake. The maximum pressure possible for any brake
should be about 90 % of the weight of the car on the braked wheels.

Lns than this amount will five an inefficient brake; more will

produce sliding or " skidding "^of the wheels, producing " flats" on
them, and also cauung loss of retarding effect.

Of the numerous accessories necessary in the operation of electric

lailways one of the most important is the trolley. For an overhead

Ann—nA. systcm thjs cousisu in general of a metallic rod or tube^*"^^^^ mounted upon the top <rf the car and pressed upward
against the trolley wire by sprmgs. At the upper end of this
trolley pole is generally placed a bronze whed which runs along
the under suriaoe of the wire. On the continent of Europe
considerable use has been made of bow-trolteys, which consist of
light mcuUic bow-shaped structures, sustained in place by springs
and running ak>ng on the under side of the wire against wnkh they
rub. The designs patented for trolleys are almost innumerable.
Besides the trolleys, can are ordinarily equipped with switches
which are used to break the trolley cireuit. with fuses or automatic
ctrcuit-breakere, with electric lamps, with lightning arresters, and
with the necessary car wiring. The fuses or automatic circuit-

breakers guard against an excess of current being passed through the
motors, and when th^ are fitted the ordinary pwtform switch can
be dispensed with. These automatic breaken can be set for any
desired current.

The question of the generation and the distribution of the
current odongs to this article only in so far as electric traction

rhaTBtffaa '^^ introduced peculianties ui the type of apparatus

af^ML ^ ^^ methods of iu use. In a continuous current
station the current is generated at an approximately

constant potential, varying from 500 volts to 700 volts on
different systems. As the load is apt to fluctuate, except
in large stations, within wide limits, the machinery must be
designed to stand the most severe usage. The engines are more
massive than would be necessary for constant loads, and the dynamos
must be built to stand sudden overloads without destructive spark-
ing; usually, indeed, they are considerably over-compounded, not
so much for the sake <^ raising the voltage as to strengthen the field

aretobe rur _
with " equalizing " switches,
in parallel. As a result, if one of the machines tends to increase
its armature current beyond the proper amount, the current in the
series fields does not increase with it, but retains ita normal propor-
tion. The armature reaction and resistance fall of potential, in
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10 mucn lor tne saice <m raismg tne voirage as co screnginen cne neia
ind prevent sparking on overload. When a number of machines
ire to be run m paradlel—as is usually the case—they are provided
irith " equalizing " switches, which serve to throw the senes fields

this machine, would both tend to increase, thereby decreasing its

armature potential, and therefore its current would return to iu
proper value. From the dynamos the current from each machine
goes through an ammeter and automatic cireuit-breaker to the main
** omnibus^' bare, then through the station ammeter to the feeder
" omnibus " bars, then through ammetere and drcuit-breakere to
the feed*cables. As a rule, watt-metera are provided to measure
the output of the station, and, if an overhead system is being
suppliea, lightning arresten are installed. Where continuous
currents are used to operate can at considerable distances from the
generating stations, ** boosten " are used. These are series-wound
dynamos driven at a constant speed, through which is passed the
current that is to feed the distant section ofthe line. Usually the
characteristic of the booster is so calculated that the amount by
which it raises the voltage for a given current just equab the fall <M

potential in the feeding-line for the same current. The result is

that the potential at the end of the line will be the same as that at
the sution. The question of economy, as between putting in

additional copper and wasting energy m the booster, is easily

calculated; the advantage is more and more on the aide of the
latter as the distance increases and the car service becomes more
infrequent. It is necessary to the satisfactory operation of a
system that the variations of voltage should not be too great, so
boosten sometimes become a practical necessity, irreq)ective of the
question of economy.
Aocumulatora are frequently installed in power stations to prevent

the heavy load fluctuations which arise from starting and stopping
of can and ascending or descending grades. The generatore give
an approximately unvarying amount of current. When the load
demand is less than that delivered by the generatora, the excess

current goes into the storage battery, and when the load is greater

than the power from the generators the additiona] cnrrent required
comes from the battery. The generators, engines and boilen may
thus be proportioned for the average instead of the maximum knd
requirements, and the sizes of these units are thereby leduced.
As traction systems have been combined and extended, the area of

operation of many of the companies has grown so that a number of
direct-current stations are used for a single system. The limit
of distance to which electric energy can be economically supplied
at the comparatively low voltages empbyed is not great, ana the
advantage of having one or two large stations to supply a system,
in place of a numbo' of smaller ones, is evident. This tact has led
to the use of high-potential alternating currents for the distribution
of energy, the voltage being reduced at the points of consumption,
and in most cases changed to a continuous current by rotary
converters. If alternating currents are used for the car motors, the
economical distribution of energy is greatly simplified, the rotary
converten being eliminated and their first cost and k>saes and
expense of operatk>n saved. The expense of operating sub-stations
containing rotary converten is necessarily large, and the capital
outlay required lor them is often greater than for the generating
station.

As a rule, the can used for electric traction have varied but
slightly from the type of tramway car prevalent in different kxalities.
The tendency, however, has been to mcrease their size. ^^^
For electric railway work, as distinguished from tram-

^^
way work, the can geaerally follow the pattern that is standard on
American steam lines. The trucks used for electric can are made of
steel, with heavy axles and suspension ban for carrying the electric

motors. For smaller vehicles, a single four-wheel truck is used, the
wheel base being limited by the curvature of the track, but not as a
rule exceeding 7I ft. For the longer and heavier cars, two four-
wheeled boffie trucks are employed. If two moton are used 00 a
double-trucK car, and if the grades on the road are very heavy, the
trucks are made on the " maximum traction '* pattern, in which one
pair of wheels in each truck is of smaller diameter than the other
and the greater part of the weight of the car b on the larger motor-
driven wheels. For very large high-speed cars, trucks are used ol
practically the same type and we^ht as are emfdoyod on steam
railways. (See also Tramway.) (L.Du.)

TRACT. ANTOINB LOUIS CLAUDS DESTU1T» Coute ds
(1754-1836), French philosopher, son of a distinguished soldier,

was bom in Bourboniikis on the aoth of July 17 54. He belonged
to a noble family of Scotch descent, tradiig its origin to Walter
Stutt, who in 1420 accompanied the earls of Buchan and Douglas
to the court of France, and whose family afterwards rose to be
counts of Tracy. He was educated at home and at the univer-

sity of Strassburg, where he was chiefly noted for his athletic

skilL He went into the army, and when the Revolution broke
took an active part In the provincial assembly of Bourbonnais.
He was elected a deputy of the nobility to the states-general,

where he sat alongside of his friend La Fayette. In the spring
of 1793 he received the rank of marichal de camp in command of
the cavalry in the army of the north; but the influence of the
extremists becoming predominant he took indefinite leave of
absence, and settled at Auteuil, where, with Condotott and
Cabanis, he devoted himself to scientific studies.. Under the
Reign of Terror he was arrested and imprisoned for nearly a
year, during which he studied (^ndiUac and Locke, and aban-
doned the natural sciences for philosophy. On the motion of
Cabanis he was named assodate of the Institute in the class

of the moral and political sciences. He soon began to attract
attention by the mimoires which he read before his coIleague»->
papers which formed the first draft of his comprehetisive work
on ideology. The society of " ideologists " at Auteuil embraced,
besides Cabanis and Tracy, C>)nstantln Francois de Chassebanif,
Comte de Volney and Dominique Joseph Garat (1749-1853),
professor in the National Institute. Under the empire he was
a member of the senate, but took little part in ita deliberations.

Under the Restoration he became a peer of France, but protested

against the reactionary spirit of the government, and remained
in opposition. In 1808 he was elected a member of the French
Academy in place of Cabanis, and in 183 a he was also named
a member of the Academy of Moral Sciences on its reorganisation.

He appeared, however, only once at its conferences, owing to his

age and to disappointment at the comparative failure of his
work. He died at Paris on the 9th of March 1836.

Destutt de Tracy was the last eminent representative of the
sensualistic school which Condillac (q.v.) founded in France upon a
one«ded intcrpceutwa of Locke. He pushed the —"f^viiitir
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prindpies of Coodfllac to their last consequence^; being in full agree-
nKOt with the materialistic views of Cabanis, though the attention
of the latter was devoted more to the phyaiologicar, that of Tracy
to the peychoioeical or " ideological " aide of man. His ideology,
he fraiikly stated, fonned " a part of xoology," or, as we should say,
of biology. To think is to feeL The four faculties into which he
divides the conscious life perception, memory, judgment, will

—

axe all varieties <A sensation. Perceptbn is sensation caused by a
present affection of the external extremities of the nerves; memory
IS sensation caused, in the absence of present excitation, by dis-
positions of the nerves which are the result of part experiences; judg-
ment is the perception of relations between sensations, and is itsrif

a qwcies of sensation, because if we are aware of the sensations we
must be aware also of the relations between them; will he identifies
with the feelinj; of. desire, and therefore includes it as a variety of
sensatioa. It is easy to see that such conclusions ignore importaeiit
distinctions, and are, indeed, to a large extent an abuse of language.
As a psychologist de Tracy deserves credit for his distinction between
active and passive touch, which developed into the theory d[ the
muscular sense. His account of the notion of external existence,
as derived, not from pure sensation, but from the experience of
action on the one hand and resistance on the other, may becompared
with the account of Bain and later psychologists.

His chief works are EUments d'tdiohgie (1817-1818; 3nd ed., X824-
1825), in which he presented the complete sUtement of his earlier

monographs; Commenkure sw FtsprU des lots de Montesquieu
(1806; 5th ed., X828; Eng; trans.. President Jeffenon, 181 1); Essai
suw le iiuie et Us ouvrames de Montesquieu (1808). See histories of
philosophy, especially P. Picavet, Les Idiohgues chs. v. and vi.

(Paris. 1891), and La Pkilosophie de Biran (Acad^mie des ad. mor.
et poL, 1889} ; G. H. Lewes, Hist. «/ PkO,

TRACT. BEHJAimr FRANKUN (1850- ), American
lawyer and soldier, was born in Owego, New York, on the 26th
of April 185a He was educated at the Owego academy, was
admitted to the bar in 1851, was district-attorney of Tioga
county In 1853-1859, and was a member of the state Assembly
in 1862. In 1862 he organized the xoQth and the X37th regiments

of New York Volunteer Infantxy and (Aug. 28) was made colonel

of the former. In September 1864 he became colonel of the

127th United States Colored Infantry; in 1864-1865 was in

command of the prison camp at Elmira, New York, and in

March 1865 was breveted brigadier-general of volunteers. He
received a Gongressional medal of honour in 1895 for gaUantry
at the Wilderness in May 1864. He was United States district-

attofney for the eastern district of New York in 1866-1873, an<l

an associate judge of the New York court of appeals in x88x-
1882. In X889-X893 he was secretary of the navy in the cabinet

of President Benjamin Harrison, and then resumed the practice

of law in New York Gty. He was chairman of the commission
which drafted the charter for Greater New Yoiic, and in 1897
was defeated as Republican candidate for mayor of the dty. In
X899 he was counsel for Venezuela before the Angh>-Venesuelan

boundary arbitration commission in Paris.

TRADB (O. Eng. trod, fooUtep, from tredan, to tread; in

M. Eng. the forms ired, trod and trade appear, the last in the

sense of a beaten track), originally a term meaning track or

cotirse, and so surviving in " trade-wind " iq.v.), a wind which
always blows in one course; hence a way of life, business or

occopatioop and, specifically, the handicraft in which a man
has been trained and which he makes his means of livelihood,

or the mercantile business which he carries on for profit,

as opposed to the liberal arts or professions. A further

development of meaning makes the word synonymous with

commerce, comprehendiiig every species of exchange or dealing

in commodities.

See Commckce; BalancsopTradb; FrsbTkadb; Protection:
Tariffs: Tsade Organization; and also the sections dealing with
trade and commerce under the various countries.

TBADB» BOABD OF. The greater part of such supervision

of commerce and industry as exists in the United Kingdom is

exercised by the *' Committee of Privy Council for Trade " or,

as it is usually called, the board of trade. As early as the X4th

century councils and commissions had been formed from time

to time to advise parliament in matters of trade, but it was not

till the middle of the X7th century, under the Commonwealth,
that any department of a permanent character was attempted.

Cromwell's policy in this respect was continued under the

Restoration, and in x66o a committee of the privy ooundl was
appointed for the purpose of obtaining information as to the
imports and exports of the country and improving trade. A
few years later another committee of the council was appointed
to act as intermediaries between the crown and the colonies,

or foreign plantations, as they were then called. This joint

commission of trade and plantations was abolished in 1675,
and It was not until twenty years Jater that it was revived under
William III. Among the chief objects set before this board were
the inquiry into trade obstacles and the employment of the poor;
the state of the silver currency was also a subject on which John
Locke, its secretary, lost no time in making representations to
the govenmient. Locke's retirement in X700 removed any
chance of the board of trade advocating more enlightened
opinions on commercial subjects than those generally held. It

had only a small share in making the constitutions of the Amer-
ican colonies, as only the CaroUnas, Pennsylvania, (Georgia and
Nova Scotia were formed after the reign of Charles U.; and in z760
a secretary of state for the cok>nles was appointed, to whom
the control drifted away. In 1780 Burke made his celebrated

attack on the public offices, which resulted in the abolition of
the board. In X786, however, another permanent committee
of the privy coundl was formed by order in councfl, and with one
or two small exceptions the legal constitution of the board of

trade is still regulated by that order. Under it all the principal

officers of sUte, including the first lords oif the treasury and
admiialty, the secretaries of state, and certain members of the
privy council, among whom was the archbishop of Canterbury,
obtained seats at the board ex officio; and ten unofficial members,
including several eminent statesmen, were also placed on the
committee. The duties of the revived board were made the
same as they were in the begiiming of the century, but the growth
of commerce necessarily threw new administrative duties upon
it. The board of trade thus became a mere name, the president

being practically the secretary of state for trade, and the vice-

president became, in X867, a parliamentary secretary, with
similar duties to those of a parliamentary under-secretary of

state. At present, besides the president, who has usually a
seat in the cabinet,* and whose salary is £5000 a year,

there is a parliamentary secretary with a salary of £1200,
a permanent secretary (sahtry £1500, rising to £1800), and
four assistant secretaries (each with a salary of £1200) for

the harbour, marine, commercial, labour and statistical, and
railway departments. There are also other important officials

in chaige of different departments, as mentioned below.

X. The Commercial, Labour and Statistical Department is the real
remains of the orijginal board of trade, as it combines the charge
of the trade statistics with the general consultative duties with which
King Charles II. 's board was originally entrusted. The statistical

work includes commling abstracts, memoranda, tables and charts
relating to the trade and industrial conditions of the United King-
dom, tne colonies and foreign countries, the supervision of the trade
accounts, the preparation of monthly and annual accounts of ship-

ptns[ and navigation, statistics as to labour, cotton, emigration and
foreiip and colonial customs, tariffs and regulations. The commer-
cial intelligence department collects anof disseminates accurate
information on general commercial questions, and collects and
exhibits samples of goods of foreign origin competing with similar
British goods. It keeps a register of Bntish firms who may desire

to receive confidential information relative to their respective trades
and supplies that information free of charge. The labour statistics

Eiblisbed by the department are exhaustive, dealing with hours of
hour, the state of the labour market, the condition of the working

classes and the prices of commodities; annual reports are also

* Since X882 there have been only two occasions on which the
president of the board was not included in the cabinet. Frequent
suggestions were made as to raising the status and salary

of the president of the board, which up to 1900 was £2ooa Lord
Jersey's committee in 1904 suggested that the president should be
put on the same footing as a secretary of state, and be given the
title of " minister of commerce and industry." In 1909 the Board
of Trade Act repealed the Board of Trade (President) Act 1826,

which limited the salary of the president, and enacted that the
president should be raid such annual salary as parliament might
determine (£5000). The increased salary came mto operation in

1910, when a new president of the board came into office.
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published of trade unions, of strikes)aBd lock-outsand other important
subjects. The staff comprises a controUer-eeneral (salary £i30O
rising to £1500), a deputy controller-general and labour commis-
sioner, a principal for statistics, a principal of the commercial depart-

ment, an assistant labour commissioner, a chief staff oflker for

commercial intelligence, a chief labour correspondent, a special

inquiry officer, and a staff of investigators and labour correspondents.
The department also edits the Board of Trade Journal (surted in

1886), giving items of Commercial information, trade and tariff

notices and various periodica] returns. There are also branches
which deal with the census of production, labour escchanges, &c.

2. The RaUway DepartmerU was originally constituted in 1840,

and performs multifarious duties under various railway acts,

including the inspection of railways before they are open, inquiries

into acadents, reports on proposed railways, approval of by-laws,

appointment of arbitrators m disputes, as well as many duties under
private railway acts. The inspection of tramways, their bj^-laws

and " provisional orders " are all dealt with here, as are similar

orders relating to gas and water schemes and to electric lighting.

There is a apecial office of inspection of railways with a chief

inspecting ofnccr (salary £1400) and an assisUnt sUff. Patents,

designs and trade marks are now dealt with by the patent office

under the charge of a controller-general (salary ^1800), which is

subordinate to the railway department, and copyright, art unions
and industrial exhibitions are also among the matters dealt with by
the department. Annual returns with rq;ard to its business are
published by the department.

3. The Marine Department was created a separate branch of the
board of trade in 1850, about whkh time many new and important
marine questions came under the board of trade, such, for example,
as the survey of passenger steamers, the compulsory examination
of masters and mates, the establishment of shipping offices for the
engagement and discharge of seamen. Further work fell to the
marine department by the act of 1853, which gave it the control of
lighthouse funds, and to a certain extent of (Mlotage^ The consoU-
dating Merchant Shipping Act of 1854 and subsequent legislation

•o much increased the department that in 1866 it was divided into

three, viz. the present marine department, which deals with ships

and seamen, the harbour department and the finance department.

4. The Harbour Department was, as stated above, a branch of

the marine department until 1866, so far as it is connected with
the physical adjuncts of navigation, but various other matters have
since been added, e.g. the charge of the foreshores belonging to the
crown, formerly managed by the commissioners of woods and forests,

and the protection of navigable harbours and channels, long under
the control c^ the admiralty, provisional orders under the Genera]
Pier and Harbour Acts and under the Pilotage Acts, and the settle-

ment of by-laws made by harbour authorities. Control over the
lighthouse funds of the lighthouse authorities of the United King-
dom, the registry of British ships, wreck, salvage and quarantine are
all amone the matters dealt with by this department, which also has
charge of the standards department for weights and measures..

5. The Finance Department was, like the harbour department,
separated in 1866 from the marine department. The accounts of
all the branches of the board of trade are in its charge, including
the subordinate offices, ft also deals with the accounts of harbours,
lighthouses and mercantile marine offices, and of the merchant
seamen's fund, and with the consuls' accounts for disabled seamen
abroad. Savings tanks and seamen's money orders are also among
the accounts and payments with which it is charged, and outside
these marine matters it has to prepare for pariiament the life in-

surance companies' accounts and to take charige of tlie bankruptcy
estate accounts.

6. The Bankruptcy Department was established under the 71st
section of the Bankruptcy Act 1883. At its head is the inspector-
general in bankruptcy (salary £1200). An account of the duties
of the department will be found under Bankruptcy.

7. The Fisheries Department.—By an act of 1886 the powers of
the home office over salmon and other fisheries were transferred
to the board of trade, and a small department was consequently
created charged with the care of those industriea. But by an act
of 1903 {% Ed. Vn. c. 31) the powers and duties of the board of
trade under this department were transferred to the board of
agriculture and fisheries.

TRADE MARKS. A "trade mark'* may be defined as a
83rmbol, consisting in general of a picture, a label or a word or

words, applied or attached to the goods of a trader for the purpose

of distinguishing them from the similar goods of other traders,

and of identifying them as his goods, or as those of his successors,

in the business in which they are produced or put forward for

sale. A trade mark differs in its legal character both from a
patent and from a copyright. In the case of a trade mark the
property and the right to protection are in the device or symbol
adopted to designate the goods to be sold, and not in the article

which is manufactured and sold. The article is open to the

whole world to manufacture and sell, and all that the owner

of the trade mark is entitled to prevent is such use of his mark
by other traders as will lead purchasers to buy, as his, goods
which are not his. On the other hand, patent-right and copy-

right protect the substance of the article; and any unauthorized

manufacture of it in the former case, or reproduction of it in the
hitter, while the protection lasts, is prohibited. The grounds,

however, on which trade marks, patent-right and copyright

obtain legal recognition, though they are to a certain extent

dissimilar, have a conunon element. Patent-right and copy-

right rest upon the view that the results oi the original labour of

the inventor and the author ought, as a matter alike of justice

and of public policy, to be secured against piracy; while, as

regards the proprietor of a trade mark, the question of originality

does not arise so long as the mark is sufficiently dislinaive really

to identify his goods and, for purposes of registration, to satisfy

the Trade Marks Acts. In truth, the registration of a trade mark
is rather the recognition of a faa than the grant of a privilege

(Kerly and Underhay, Trade Marks Acli 1905, p. 3). The law as
to trade marks as well as that as to patents or copyright is based
on a man's rights to have guaranteed to him the profit derivable

from his own property. " No man," said James (L.J.), in the
case of the Singer Manufacturing Co. v. Loog (x88o, x8 Cfa. D.,

412), "is entitled to present his goods as bang the goods of

another man, and no man is permitted to use any mark, sign

or symbol, device or means, whereby, without making a direct

false representation himself to a purchaser from him, be enables

such purchaser to tell a lie or to make a false representation to
somebody else who is the ultimate customer."

I. British Trade Marks Ifefore the Registration Acts.—Tht
existing law in the United Kingdom cannot be properly appre-

ciated unless the subject is approached in the first instance from
the historical side. English trade-mark law practically com-
mences with the first years of the xpth century. The use of

trade marks was indeed of far earlier date, for in 174a we find

Lord Hardwicke declaring that "every particular trader had
some particular mark or stamp." But in the very case in which
Lord Hardwicke made that statement {Blanckard v. Hill,

2 Atkyns, 484) he refused to protect the " Great Mogul " stamp
on cards, being apparently under the influence of the notion

that the legal recognition of trade marks would involve the
creation of a new species of monopoly; and with regard to a
case decided in the reign of James I. (Southern v. How, Cro.

Jac. 471), in which a clothier had applied the mark of another
clothier to his own inferior goods, the reports leave it doubtful
whether the action was brought by the owner of the mark, or
by a defrauded customer, in which latter event it would be merely
an ordinary action for deceit. But although the actual law of

trade marks cannot be traced farther back than the beginning of
the zQth century. Lord Eldon repeatedly granted injunctions

to restrain one trader from fraudulently " passing off " his goods
as those of another, and thus laid a foundation on which the

present law has been built up. The stages through which its

development passed possess considerable interest, and may be
described quite briefly. The first reported case—apart from the

doubtful one in the time of James I. above referred to—in which
the infringement of a trade mark (a label on blacking) was
restrained by the court of chancery was Day v. Day (Eden on
Injunctions^ ed. 1821, p. 3x4) in z8i6. In 1824 the common law
courts, in the case of Sykes v. Sykes (3 B. & C. 541), estaUished
the right of the owner of an infringed trade mark to damages.
In 1833 it was held by the court of king's bench that it was not
necessary for the plaintiff in an infringement action to prove
that the defendant's goods were inferior to his, or that he had
suffered special damage by the infringement. Later this became
a rule of equity as well as of law. On another point, however,
the practice of the courts of common law and equity diverged

for a time. It was decided by Lord Cottenham in 1838, in the

leading case of Millington v. Fox (3 Mylne & Craig 338), that an
injunction to restrain the infringement of a trade mark could

be obtained, even although the defendant had acted without

fraudulent intent. On the common law side, on the other hand,
fraud was an essential ingredient, in the cause of action, and
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remaiaed so till tlie fusion of law and eqoky by the Judicature

Acts.

The effect of Lord Cottenham's decision in the case of MtUinz-

Un V. Fax clearly was to recognize a right of property in trade

marks, and the action for infringement became a familiar species

of litigation. Under the then existing law, however, the plain-

tiff in such actions generally found himself in a very disadvan-

tageous and unsatisfactory position. The basis of his action was
the reputed association between his trade mark and his goods.

This association the defendant—often a person of no means

—

would deny, and it had to be proved' as a fact by witnesses at

a cost to the plaintiff which there was little hope of his recovering.

Moreover, even if the trade mark proprietor secured a judgment

in his favour, it carried with it no immunity from the obligation

of again establishing his right to the mark against any subsequent

infringer who chose to dispute it. Thus—to take an interesting

and pertinent illustration given in Kerly on Trade Marks (p. 6)

—the case of Rodgers v NawUl (2 J L. J. Ch. 404) lasted five years

and cost the plaintiff £2211, without giving him in the end any
security that he might not have to incur equal delay and expense

in proving his title to the exclusive use of the trade mark in

proceeding against other defendants. To complete this state-

ment of the shortcomings of the law before the Merchandise

Marks Act 1862, it should be noted that Che infringement of

trade marks—except in cases where the seller of spuriously

marked goods cheated the buyer--was not a criminal offence.

The remedies obviously needed were the establishment of a

s>-stem of registration of trade marks which would simplify the

proof of a plaintiff's title, and the creation of a criminal law of

false marking.^ The first step in the accomplishment of the

Utter object was taken by the Merchandise Marks Act 1862.

II. Under the Registratum Ads.—Provision was first made Tor

the registration of trade marks by the Trade Marks Registration

Act 1875. That statute made registration in the register of

trade marks which it established prima facie evidence of the right

of the registered proprietor to the exclusive use of the trade mark
in connexion with goods of the class for which it was registered

and used, and enacted that it should after the expiration of five

years be conclusive proof of such right, provided that the

proprietor of the mark remained the owner of the goodwill of

the business in which it was used. This provision was carried

as to the act of 1883 (s. 76). The act also provided that a person

should not be entitled to institute any proceeding to prevent

the infringement of trade mark until it was registered, or (a

later statutory modification) until, in the case of a mark in use

before the passing of the act of 1875, registration of the mark
as a trade mark had been refused. The act of 1875 was a con-

siderable success, but no provision was made under it for the

registration of words unless they either were old marks or were

registered in combination with one or more of the " essential

particulars " prescribed by the act. such as a distinctive device,

beading, mark, label or ticket. These limitations excluded from
re^stration most of the trade marks ordinarily in use.

The PatenU Designs and Trade Marks Act 1883 remedied

this defect besides altering the law in other important respects.

The act of 1883 was amended in x888 on the recommendation

of a committee presided over by Lord HcrschelL Neither the

act of 1875 nor those of 1883 and 1888 altered the'common law

definition of a trade mark, nor contained any definition of the

term. The description in the acts of what was registrable as a

trade mark led to much litigation, and the interpretations of

the judges left commercial men dissatisfied on three points:

(i) the number of good and valuable trade marks which were

not registrable; (2) that on allowing registration the patent

office insisted on disclaimers which hampered the owner in

obtaining protection in the colonies and foreign countries; (3)

that there was no effective period of limitation to attacks on

' Further reference may be made, in regard to the subject of

trade marks before the Registration Acts 1683-1888, to an admirable
introductory chapter in Kerly on Trade Marks, and also to the report

of the Merchandise Marks Committee 1862, and the annual reports

of (he commissioners and the comptroller-general of patents from
1876 to 18&4 Cand rep^tftj^.

registered trade marks, because though regbtration lor fivc(

years was declared conclusive by s. 76 of the act of 1883, the
powers of the court to rectify the register could be invoked even
after the lapse of the five years (re Gestetner's Trade Mark, 1907,
2 Ch. 478). In re-enacting and enlarging the provisions of the
act of 1875 the act of 1883 laid down certain essential particulars

of one at least whereof a trade mark must consist to be regis-

trable. These particulars will be considered later in dealing
with the present law. The act of 1883 first provided for " word
marks," and included among them " a fancy word or words not
in common use " [s. 64, (x) (c)].

The expression " fancy word," used in the act of 1883, gave
rise to considerable difference of opinion. It was interpreted

by the court of appeal as equivalent to " obviously meaningless
as applied to the article in question," or "obviously non-
descriptive." In accordance with this interpretation, the words
" gem " for guns, " melrose " for a hair restorer, " electric

"

for velveteen, and " washerine " for a soap were all held not
to be registrable. On the recommendation, however, in 1887,
of a committee appointed by the board of trade, and presided

over by Lord Hcrschell, the expression " invented word " was
substituted for " fancy word " by the act of 1888.

In 1905 and 1907 the legislation as to trade marks was
amended and remodelled. A bill was introduced in 1905 at
the instance of the London Chamber of Commerce, and after

consideration by a select committee became the Trade Marks
Act Z905. This act repeals the bulk of the provisions of the
Patents, &c.. Acts of 1883 and 1888 with respect to trade marks,'

and embodies them with amendments (to be noticed later) in a
separate statute. The only portions of the earlier acts left

standing with respect to trade marks were ss. 83 and 84 (as

amended in 1885 and 1888) with reference to the administration

in the patent office of the law as to trade marks (1905, s. 74);
ss. 103 and 104 of the act of 1883 (as amended in 1885) relating

to registration of trade marks, both as enacted in the acts of 1883
and 1885 and as applied by orders in council, are to be read as

applying to trade marks registrable under the act of 1905 (s. 65).

The sections of the Patents Acts of 1883, 1885 and 1888, thus

preserved as to trade marks, were repealed by the Patents and
Designs Act 1907. Sections 62 seq. of this act replace ss. 85
and 84 of the act of 1883, and retain the administration of trade

mark law in the patent office; and s. 91 replaces ss. 103 and Z04
of the act of 1883 as to international and colonial arrangements
for mntual protection {inter alia) of trade marks. According

to the rule laid down by the Interpretation Act 1889 the refer-

ences in the act of 1905 to the acts of 1883, &c., are to be read

as applying to the above-stated sections of the act of 1907.

The act of 1905 differs from the preceding acts in containing a
definition of trade mark for the purposes of the act unless the context
otherwise requires; viz. that it shall mean a mark used or proposed
to be used upon or in connexion with goods for thcpurposeoi indicat-
ing that they are the goods of the proprietor of such mark by virtue
of manufacture, selection, certification, dealing with or offering

for sale " ; and " mark " is defined as including " a device, brancH
heading, label, name, signature, word, letter, numeral or any
combination thereof " (s. 3). The act, modifyine to the extent
indicated in italics the acts of 1883 and 1888, prescnbcs (s. 9) that a
trade mark to be registrable must contain or consist of at least one
of the following essential particulars :

—

1. The name of a company, individual or firm represented in a
special or particular manner (under the act of 1883 it has been held
that the name must be in the nominative case, and that ordinary
printing is not representation in a particular manner).

2. The signature of the applicant for registration or some prede-
cessor in his business. It is not clear that this includes descriptive

trading styles.

3. An invented word or words.

4. A word or words having no direct reference to the character
or quality of the i^oods, and not being according to its ordinary signifi"

catton a geographical name or a surname.
$. Any other distinctive mark; but a namct signature, or word or

words otMer than suck as fall witkin tke descriptions in the above para-
graphs I, 2, J and 4, shall not, except by order of tke board'of^ trade or
of the court, be deemed a distinctive mark. By distinctive is meant
adapted to distinguish the goods of the proprietor of the trade

mark from those of other persons "
: and " m determining whether

a trade mark is so adapted the tribunal may in the case of a trade
mark in actual use take into consideration the extent to which such
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user has rendered such trade marie in fact distinctive for the goods
in respect of whidi it is registered or proposed to be registered."

Where the mark is limited to specified colours, that fact may be
taken into account in deciding whether the mark is distinctive (s. lo).

There are certain special rules as to cotton marks.
Trade marks containing the essential particulars are not re^s-

trable if they contain any matter which would by reason of its bemg
calculated to deceive or otherwise be disentitled to protection in a
court of justice or would be contrary to Uw or morality, or any
scandalous design (s. ii). (See Eno v. Dunn, 1890, 15 App. Cas.

293, and the " Motridne " case, 1907, 2 Ch. 435.) Registration of
the same matter as a trade mark under the act of 1905 and as a
design under the Patents and Designs Act (1907) is possible (re

U.S. Playing Card Co.'s ApPlu., 1907, W. N. 251 ).

Old marks are registrable, i.e. any special or distinctive word or
words, letter, numeral or combinatk>n of letters or numerals, used
by the applicant or his predecessors in business before the 14th of
August 1875, subject to the qualification that it has " continued to

be used either in its original form or with additions or alterations

not substantially affecting the same down to the date of the applica-

tion for registration " (s. ^). In the case of new marks, but not of

old nurks, a trade mark is not registrable except by order of the
court in respect of any goods or description of goods which is

identical with a mark already on the register with respect to such
goods or description of goods, or so nearly resembles such registered

mark as to be calculated to deceive (s. 19).

Most controversy arose under the acts of 1883 and 1888 as to

the meaning of the phrase " invented word " preserved in the act

tmwmtmd °* *905* An invented word need not be wholly

wlrZ^ meamngless, nor is it disqualified because words may
- have suggested it. Thus "mazawattee" was held

to be an " invented word," although the latter part of it was
a Sinhalese term meaning "estate," and there were estates

in Ceylon having names ending with " wattee " from which
tea came; and m a leading case on the construction of the
clauses under consideration (£<ufmaii Co*s Trade Mark, L. Rep.
1898, A. C. 571), the word " solio " was held to be registrable as a
trade mark for photographic printing paper under both clauses,

although it was objected that solio was equivalent to " sunio."

The expression " calculated to deceive " has been considered by
the courts in very many cases. It is not merely or chiefly the retailer

or dealer who has to be kept in view when the question of the likeli-

hood of deception is under consideration. The courts have regard
also, and mamly, to the ultimate purchaser whom the trade mark
may reach, and careless or unwary persons are considered as well as
those who are careful and intelligent. The judge's eye is the ultimate
test as to the degree of resemblance th«t is calculated to deceive,

although expert evidence on the point is admissible. " Savonol "

for soap (7. C. 6r /. Field Ltd. v. Wagel Syndicate Ltd., 1900. f?
R.P.C. 366), " tachytype " for typographical and composing
machines (in re Linotype Co.*s Application, 1000, ij R.P.C.^io),
have been held to be invented words. But the foUowmg have been
held not invented—"uneeda" (-you need a) in re National
Biscuit Co. (1902 ; i Ch. 783)

; " absorfome " for an absorbent prepara-
tion {Christy & Co. v. Ttpper fir Son, 1905, 21 R.P.C. 97. 775):
*' bioscope

'"^
(Wartoiek Tradint Co. v. Urban, 1904. 21 R.P.C. 240)

;

*' cyclostyle " (re Cestetner's Trade Mark, 1907, 2 Ch. 478) ; and cf. in

re kodak and Trade Marks (1^3. 20 R.P.C. 337).
Subsectbns (3) and (4), it should be noted, are independent:

the former deab with newly<oined words, the latter deals with
the existing words of the English language, or of other languages
likely to be Icnown to the publku A word which is really " invented

"

may be registered, whether it is descriptive or not. An old word
used in a new sense u not invented (Hommel v. Bauer fir Co., 1904,
2 1 R.P.C. 576). The exact scope of clause (5) as to other distinctive

marks has not been much discussed by the courts. Registration
was allowed of the word " apollinaris " as a distinctive mark for the

been refused registration as being a geographical name {re ApoUinaris
Co.'s Trade Mark, 1891. 2 Ch. 186).

Identical marks (except old marks) may not be re^stered in

respect of the same goods, or goods of the same descnption, for

two different persons (s. 19): and where several appli-

cants make rival claims to identical marks the registrar

may refuse to register until their rights have been deter-

mined by the court or settled by agreement in manner approved
by the registrar, or, on appeal, by the board of trade (s. 20). In the
caLse of honest concurrent user or of other special circumstances
making it proper so to do, the court may permit the registration of

the same mark or of nearly identical marks for the same goods by
more than one owner, subject to such conditions or limitations, if

any, as to mode or place 01 use or otherwise as the court may think
it right to impose (s. 21).

New provisions were made in 1905 as to what are called " associa-

ted traoe marks." Where registration is sought for a mark so closely

resembling a mark of the applicant already on the register for

the same goods as to be calculated to deceive or cause confusion if

used by any one but the applicant, the registration of the new mark

may be conditional on entering both marks as aModated trade
marks (s. 24). This section applies only to nruirks closely resembling
one already on the register lor the same goods or des-
cription of goods, and has nothing to do with identical

'

marks (Birminikam Small Arms Co.'s Application, 1907,
'

2Ch.t96).
'

In the case of combined trade marks provision is made for regis»
tering as separate trade marks the part in whkh the applicant has
exclusive rights, and as associated marks trade marks of which the
exclusive portion forms a part (s. 25).
A series of trade marks of the same owner may be registered on

one ref^istration as associated marks (s. 26).
Provision is made for allowing the registration of marks used

upon or in connexion with goods by an association (or person)
which undertakes the examination of goods in respect ^ . .

of origin, material, mode of manufacture, quality, ^^Sm
accuracy, or other characteristic, and certifies the result ^S^rfbt
of the examination by marks used upon or in connexion
with the goods. These marks cannot be registered unless the board
of trade^ consider their registration of public advantage. Their
registration is not conditional on the association or person being a
trader or having goodwill in connexion with the examination or
certification. Tne registration gives tne association or person the
rights of the owner 01 a roistered trade mark, except that assign-
ment and transmission needs permission of the board of trade
(s.62).

•^

In respect of cotton (uece-goods, marks consisting of a line heading
alone or a word alone are not registrable, and no wwd or line heading
is treated as distinctive in respect of such goods. In
respect of cotton yam the same rule applies with respect
to words, and no registration of any cotton mark gives
any exclusive right to the use of a word, letter, numeral, line,

heading or combination thereof [s. 64 (io)|.

By s. 68, which is a re-enactment of s. 105 of the Patents, &c.. Act.
1883, it is made illegal for any person without the authority of the
king to use the royal arms in any trade in such a manner u^^
as to create the belief that he has authoritv so to do; jg^^
a similar provision is embodied in the Merchandise ^zL, a,
Marks Act 1898 of the Isle of Man. '*"'• ^^
The central register of trade marks is kept at the Patent Office.

Southampton Buildings, London, and is under the charge of the
comptroller-general of patents, desgns and trade marks, ogHsigitM.
who is appointed by and acts under the superintendence

"^""^•
of the board of trade, and has a dcputy--the registrar of trade
marks. There is a branch registry at Manchester, whose chief
officer is the keeper of cotton marks, which deals with all applications
for the registration of trade marks for cotton goods falling within
classes 2t, 24, 25 in schedule \ of the Trade Marks Rules 1906. The

X'
try has been long established, but was not recognized by statute
90^. Records are kept and are open to puUic inspection of

all applications made since 1875, whethergranted or refused.
There is a branch rraistry at Sheffield containing the marks for

metal g^x)ds (" Sheffield marks ") registered by persons carrying on
business in or within six miles of Hallamshire. The care of this
register is vested in the Cutlers' Company, who are substituted for
the comptroller as to registration of Sheffield marks" (s. 63).
Applications made to the company are notified to the registrar, and
may not be proceeded with if ne objects. Any person aggrieved by
the registrar s objection may appeal to the court. Applkations made
to the registrar for metal marks are notified to the Cutlers' Company.
Persons aggrieved by the decision of the Cutlen' Company have
an appeal to the courts (s. 64).

In 1906 fourteen applications were made at the head registry
which were all dealt with by the Cutlers' Company. That company,
by arrangement made with the sanction of the treasury, retain all

fees taken at Sheffield with respect to registration up to £400, and
half of the fees received in excess of that amount [Pari. Pap., 1907,
No. 164, p. 9).
A trade mark must be regutered In respect of particular goods

or classes of goods (s. 8). and the clas^fication in force is scheduled
to the Trade Marks Rules 1906 (R. & O., I906, No. 233). -^^^
Doubts as to the class to which the goods in Question

™
belong are settled by the registrar. The procedure for obtaining
registration is regulated by the act of 1905 and the rules above
mentioned. The registrar has power to refuse applications or
accept them absolutely or subject to conditions, amendments and
modtficatrans (s. 12). His discretion is not absolute, but subject

to the provisions of the act {re Birmingham Small Arms Co.'s

Application, 1907, 2 Ch. 396); and he must if required state his

reasons, and his decision is subject to appeal to the board of trade
or the court at the option of the applicant (s. 12 (3)].

" New marks " may not be placed on the register except hf order
of the court for any goods or description of gocds which are identical

with marks already on the register with respect to the same goods,
&c., or so nearly resemble a registered mark as to be calculated to
deceive (s. 19). The question whether particular goods are of the
same description is not determined solely by reference to the statu-

tory classification. "The true test," says Kerly {Trade Marks,
p. 181), " would seem to be supplied by the question: Are the two
sets of goods so commonly dealt in by the same trader that his
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OMtoiners, knowing his mark in eonofidon with oneaet,and teeing
it upon the others, would be likely to suppoee that it was used upon
them also to indicate that they were bis goods? " Wine and spirits,

beer, and even aperient drinks and. baktne powder, have been held
to be " goods of the same description." When a trade mark contains
(i) parts not separately reeistered as trade marks or (2) matter
common to the trade or otherwise of a non-distinctive character,

the registrar, or the board of trade or the court, in deciding whether
the mark shall be entered or retained on the register, may im^wse as
a condition that the owner shall disclaim all nght to ekdusive use
of any part or parts of such trade mark or <rf all or any portion of

such matter to the exclusive use whereof they deem him not to
be entitled, or make any other disclaimer which they consider
needful to define his rights under the registratk>n (s. 15). Marks
calcolated to deceive are not entitled to protection {Eno v. Dunn,
1890. IS App. Caa. 250).

Applications as accepted arfc advertised; the advertisements
state the conditions, if any, imposed on acceptance (s. 13). Notice
of o|>position to the registration of a trade mark mav be given under
s. 14 of the act of 1905 (which replaces s. 69 of the act of 1883).

The registrar after consideration decides whether the opposition is

well or ill founded. His decision is subject to appeal to the High
Court or by consent of the parties to the board of trade [tm, s. 14

(5)]. In 1906 there were 251 notices of opposition, of which 51 were
heard. There were 4 appods to the board of trade, all reftfred by
the board to the court under s. 59 of the act.

There may be added to any one or more of the " essential particu-

lar* ** above enumerated any letters, words or figures, or a combina-
tion of these. But the right to the exclusive use of the added matter
most be disclaimed. A man b not required, however, to disclaim

his own name, or trade namcjor that of his place of business, if the
name appears in the mark. The number of applications to register

trade marks in 1884 was 7104, and the number of marks registered

403. In 1906 the corresponding figures were 11 1414 and 4731.
Thoe figures included 1^3 applkations made to the Cutlen'
Company at Sheffield (Pari. Pap., 1907. 164. 24th report).

The r^;ister may be corrected on the request of the registered

owner <>f a trade mark as to errors or changes of address in the name
^ of the registered owner, or by cancelling entries of

^"''J'* marks or by striking out classes of goods for which

JM^STa mark is roistered or by enterine disclaimers or
y^.- memoranda as to a mark, provided tnat they do not^^^^' extend the rights given by the existing registration

Aregiste^ed trade mark may be altered or added to in matters
not subctantially affecting its identity (s. 34). Thus a firm on be-
coming a limited company has been allowed to add the word
" limited '* to its name upon a registered mark, but no alteration

wiU be permitted in regard to any " essential particular." In the
above cases the corrections or alteratbns are made by the r^strar
subject to appeal to the board of trade (ss. 32, 34). A registered

trade mark may be taken off by order of the court on the application

of a person aggrieved, on the grt>und that it was registered without
a bma fide intentk>n to use it in connexion with a particular class of

goods, and that there has not been anv such bona fide user, or that
there has been no such bopa fide user during the five years preceding
the ap^licatbn. Non-user may be excused if proved to be owing
CO special circumstances and not to any intention not to use or to
abandon the use of the mark (s. 37). (See n Hare's Trade Mark,
1907. 24 R.P.C. 263).
The register may be rectified by order of the court on the

application of any person aggrieved, or in the case of fraud in regis-

tration or transmission ofthe mark on the application of the
registrar. The powera of rectification include correcting or
czpungtng wrong entries, supplying errore and omissions and defects

Rq^tration is effective for 14' years but is renewable (s. 28).

The registration if valid gives the proprietor the exclusive nght to

ntm_j^ the use of the mark on or in connexioi\ with the
r"T^j*i goods in respect of which It is registered (1905. s. 39).

J^jy Thb rule is subject to the following qualifications,

(a) Where two or more persons are registered owners
of the same or substantiallv the same mark in respect of the same
goods, no one of them Shall as against any other of them have any
rq|ht of exclusive user except so far as their respective rights have
been defined by the court. (6) Registration of a trade mark does

not entitle the proprietor to interfere with or restrain the user by
any person of a simitar mark upon or in connexion with goods upon
or in connexion with which such person has by himself or his

predecessora in business continuously used such trade mark from a
date anterior to the use of the mark by the registered proprietor,

or to object tc the rq;istration of the other man's similar mark for

concorrent user.

In all legal proceedinn rriatii^ to a registered trade mark registra-

tion u prima facie evidence of validity, and after seven years from
the original r^pstration, or seven years from the passing of the act

of 1905. whichever shall last happen, the original registration shall

be tann to be valid in all respects unless it was obtained by
fraud, or the mark offends against s." 11 of the act. This pro-

' '
k as to validity limits the power which formerly existed of

getting rid of long registered maiks by proceedings to rectify the
register.

Registered trade marks are assgnable and transmissible only 'with
the goodwill of the bdsiness concerned in the goods for which they
are registered, and are determinable with the goodwill (s. 22).

Associated marks are assignable and transmissible onlv as a whole
and not separately (s. 27). The owner of a registered mark may
assign the right to use his registered mark in any British possession
or protectorate or foreign country in connexion with any goods for
which It is r^tered, together with the goodwill of the business
therein of such goods (s. 22). Provision is made for apportioning
marks whett the goodwill of a business by dissolution of partnovhip
or otherwise does not pass to a single cuocessor (s. 23).
The assignments, &c., on proof of title, are recorded on the register

Ci. 33). It is a condition precedent to an action for the infrii^ement
of a new trade mark that the plaintiff should be the registered
proprietor of the mark at the time when the action comes on for

hearing. This last provision does not apply to an action for
" passmg-off " (vide infra). In actions for infringement, evidence of
passing off, or that the infringing maik is calculated to deceive, is

not necessary. The court decides on the probability of deception
by inspecting and comparing the marks {Heuneuy v. Keating, 1907,
24 R.P.C. 485).

In the case of an old mark in use before the lath of August 1875
proceedings may be taken if rq:istratk>n under the act of 1907 has
been refused (s. 42).
The right to a trade ihark lapses if the mark ceases to be distinc-

tive and becomes ptMici juris; if it is separated from the goodwill
(a trade mark can only be assigned with the goodwill) ; if the mark is

applied by the trader to spurious goods (as where boxes of cigarettes

were so labelled, in conformity with an alleged custom of the trade,

as to indicate that they were of Russian manufacture, which was
not the fact; or when the mark is abandoned): (temporary disuse,

however, is not abandonment unless the mark has in the meantime
become associated with the goods of another trader); or where,
as in the " linoleum " case (7 Ch. D. 834) it has become the name ol
the goods, and so merely descriptive; or after fourteen yeara where
registration b not renewed. In dealing with a claim for infringement
the court must admit evidence of the usages of trade as to the get-up
of the goods for which the mark is registered, and of any trade
marks or get-up legitimately used with such goods by other persons
(•• 43)-

llie registrar has an uncontrolled discretion in the adniinistration

of the act, .except in those cases in which an appeal is given from
his acts or refusals to the court or the board of trade in^,|u *f-
(»•• 53. 54)- In cases of difficulty he consults the law "^' *^

officers (s. 56).
Actions or other proceedings with relation to trade marks, so far

as they are for the court, may be brought in the High Court of

Justice in Ensland or Ireland and in the Court of Session in Scotland
(ss. 3, 69). In the case of marks registered on applicatbn at the
Manchester branch, the chancery court of Lancaster has concurrent
jurisdiction with the High Court (s. 71). Actions for infringement
of a trade mark are not within the jurisdiction of the county court
(60V V. Hart, 1905, I K.B. 592). An annual report is made by the
comptroller-general of patents, Ac, as to proceedings with reference

to trade marks.

ni. " Passing-off*' and Trade Ndme.^A traderhas generally,

besides his trade mark, numerous other S3rmbols, which he uses

as indicia of his goods, e.g. the name of title under which he
himself trades, the name under which his goods are known and
sold, badges of property which are termed " trade name," and
the distinctive " get-up " of the goods as they appear in the

market. These symbols enjoy the protection of the law, under
certain conditions, equally with trade marks. No trader is

entitled to " pass off " his goods as those of another, and if he
infringes this rule he is liable to an action for an injunction and
damages, and these rights are preserved.by the Trade Marks Act

1905 (s. 45). The right to be protected against " passing-off " is

restricted to goods of the same description as those upon which

the trader uses the " get-up," &c, imitated. Even if the " pasS'

ing-off " is done innocently it will be restrained {MiUington

V. Fox, 1838, 3 Mylne and Craig, 338). This case is described

as not one of the use of a pro];>crly descriptive name, but rather

a case of the same class as those in which a fancy or invented

name is used {Cellular Clothing Co. v. MaxUm, 1899, App. Cas.

326, 341). Although the first purchaser is not deceived, still if

the article delivered to him bears words or marks such that it is

" calculated to deceive " a purchaser from him, the use of them
is illegal.

To this general rule there are several exceptions>—
I. No monopoly is allowed in names that are merely descriptive.

But words which prima facie are descriptive, such as " camel-hair
belting," for belung made of camel-haar (fieddaway v.
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x8o6, App. Cas. 199), or " Stone Ales '* for ales brewed at Stone
(Montgonury v. Thompson, 1891, App. Cas. 217), may be shown to
have acquired by long use a " secondary distinctive meaning," and,
in fact, to mean the goods of a particular trader. And where a
defendant is not selling the genuine goods indicated by^ the name,
as where the composiuon of the goods b a secret, even if the name
might otherwise be taken as merely that of the goods, he cannot rely

on the defence that the name is descriptive (Birmingham Vinegar
Co. V. Powell, 1897, App. Cas. 710; the " Yorkshire Relish Case^').

If, however, the primary meaning of the word is simple and well

known, it is extremely difficult to establish a* secondary meaning
exclusive of the primary one {Hommel v. Bauer fir Co., 1905, 22 R.P.C.
43; " Haematogen." a preparation for formine blood, secondary
meaning not established; cf. Fells v. Hedtey fir Co., 1904, ai R.P.C.
91 ;

" Naphtha soap," secondary meaning not established; Wurm v.

Webster fir Girling, 1904, 21 R.P.C. j573;
" ^Vhite Viennese Band,"

secondary meaning not established; Ce/iWar Qothing Co. v. ilaxton.

X899, A.U. ^26. " cellular " as applied to cloth, secondaiy meaning
not established). But although a name may not, owing to the
fact that it consbts of well-known or descriptive words, be
inherently entitled to protection, a distinctive scroll or device, in
which it is embodied, may be so. Thus, in a case {Weintarten
Brothers v. Ba^ fir Co., 190^, 21 Times L.R. 418; and see 19 Times
L.R. 604) which sharply divided judicial opinion in England, the
defendants were restrained from selling corsets in boxes bearine the
name " Erect Form Corsets " flcroUed thereon by the plaintiiis in

a distinctive manner. No monopoly, of course, could be claimed in

the words, but it was otherwise with the scroll. The use of a fancy
name " iron oxide tablets " has been restrained where it was found
Iikcl)r to cause deception as being used to supersede in the market
certain well-known " Iron Ox tablets {Iron Ox Remedy Co,
V. Cooperative Wholesale Society Ltd., 1907^ 24 R.P.C. 425).

^2) A trader cannot be prevented from trading under his own name,
u he is usinc it honestly (bona fide) ; even though from its similarity to
the name 01 another trader—even one previously weU-cstablishra

—

it may injure the business of the latter (.Burgess v. Burgess, 1853,

iDe Gex, M. & G. 896: Turton v. Turton, 1889, 42 Ch. D. 128;
unUp Pneumatic Tyre Co. v. Dunlop Motor Co., IQ07, App. Cas.

4^0). This right is recognized by the Trade Marks Act 1905, s. 4A,

which provide that registration of a trade mark under the act shall

not interfere with any bona fide use by any person of his own name
or place of business or that of any of his predecessors in business.

But if a trader has- never carried on such a business on his own
account or in partnership with others^ he cannot, by promoting
and registering a joint-stock company with a title of which his name
forms part, conferon the company the rightswhich he as an individual

possesses in the use of his name (Fine Cotton Spinners, Cfc, Associa-
tion Ltd. and John Cash fir Sons Ltd. v. Harwood Cash fir Co. Ltd.,

1907, a Ch. 184). If a trader's own name has, before he entered
the trade, become the trade name of some other person's goods,
he would probably not be allowed to use it without uklng steps

to prevent deception. This rule does not debar him from using
" any bona fide description of the character or quality of his goods

(1905, s. a4). A name can become universally known as referring

to the ffoods ofa particular nukcr, i.e. as having a secondary meaning.
This does not give exclusive rights to use of the name, but on^
to prevent other firms from using the goods so as to pass off their

goods as those of the person wnose name is in question (Joseph
Jiodgers fir Sons Ltd. v. Heamshaw, 1906. 23 R.P.C. 348).

It u provided by the Companies Act 1862 (s. 20), that no comjiany
shall be registered under a name identical with that by which a
subsisting company is already registered, or so nearly resembling
it as to be calculated to deceive, unless the subsisting company is

in process of being wound up and consents to such registration;

and proviuon is also made for a chanee of the name of any company
whicn, through inadvertence or otherwise, is registened under a
name coming within the statutory prohibition. It is to be observed
(cf. Buckl^, Companies Acts, 8th ed. p. 27) that (a) the Companies
Act 1862 applies only to the case of taking the name of a subsisting

company already registered, and not to a case where a new company
proposes to roister m the name of, or in a name closely resembling,

the name of an old-established company which is not registered, or

of a firm or individual trader; (6) tnatas soon as the new company
is registered the act ceases to apply; and (c) that the act forbids

registration irrespectively of the question -whether the business

propoMd to be carried on by the new company is the same as that

of the subsisting company or not. But the provisions of the Com-
panies Act on Uils subject are merely supplemental to the common
law, and any company trading in the United Kingdom may restrain

persons from registenng a new company to carryon a rival business

under a name identical with or so similar as to be calculated to

deceive, and a company already registered under such a name may
be restrained from carrying on a rival business under it. The right

to interfere depends not upon fraud but upon the tendency of the

similarity to cause confusion, deception or mistake (Fine Cotton
Spinnen case above cited; Birmingham Small Arms Co. v. Webb,

1907, 34 R.P.C 27; Star Cycle Co. v. Fraukenbuns, 1907, 24
R.P.C 405: re Reddaway & Co., 1907, 24 R.P.C. 203). In

•uch proceedings evidence is admissible to show how the existing

company has u«d the name, and what, by
nccting that name with Its Eoods, the public have come to At-
tribute to it (Daimler MtOor Car Co. v. London Daimler Co., 1907,
2± R.P.C. 379). A new company will not be allowed to ta!ke the
whole name^of a subsisting company, even although that name
is. of a descriptive character {Manchester Brewery Co. Ltd., v. Norik
Cheshire and Manchester Brewery Co. Ltd., 1899, App. Cas. 83).
The Durchaser of the eoodwlll of a busi

the
The purchaser of the goodwill of a business has the right to use
trade name under which the business is known, and to restraao

others from usin^ it or such imlutions of it as may wr^s^. ,f
mislead the public But he is not entitled by the use T^^JgL
of the trade name to make the vendor liable, under
the doctrine <A " holdinr out," for debts of the business tncnrred
after the sale. And if the vendor of the goodwill jgave his name
to the business, he cannot (in the absence of any restrictive conditioa
in the agreement for sale) be prevented from beginning to trade
in his own name again, unless it be shown that in so doing he is

attempting to deceive the public into the belief that he is stlU the
owner of the old business. In construing the words ** calculated
to deceive " (s. 20) the courts will adopt principles closely analogous
to those applicable in " passing off ' cases in which the questioa
is raised whether a trade name or the description or get-up oC a
particular class of goods js or is not likely to deceive (BrtHshVacumm
Cleaner Co. v. New Vacuum Cleaner Co., ifj/vj, 2 Ch. ^12, Aerators
Ltd. V. ToUeU, 1902, 2 Ch. 319, 324). When the names of the two
companies contain terms 01 common ordinary meaning descriptive
of an article, s. 20 will be applied less readily than where the words
said to create the confusion are of the character of fancy words
relating rather to the maker than the article (Vacuum Cleaner
Case)/

IV. Merchandise Marks,—The first attempt to make the
falsification of trade marks a criminal offence was in the Mer-
chandise Marks Act 1862 (25 & 26 Vict. c. 88). That statute

provided that the forgery of a trade mark ndth intent to defraud,

and the false application of a trade mark to goods with the like

intent, should be misdemeanours, but left upon the prosecutor

the burden of establishing the fraudulent intent. The act
contained no provblon for summary prosecutionSp and did not
provide for the seizure of falsely-marked goods on importation

from abroad. The intcmationsd convention for the protection

of industrial property, made at Paris in 1883, to which Great
Britain acceded in 1884, contains a provision that all goods
illegally bearing a trade mark or trade name may be seized on
importation into those states of the union where the mark or
name has a right to legal protection, and that the seizure shall

be effected at the request of either the proper public department
or of the interested party, pursuant to the internal legislation

of each country. The law had to be amended in order to carry

out this article in theconvention, and theMexchandise MavksAct
1887 was passed to effectuate this object and generally to make
better provision for the protection of merchandise. It was
subsequently amended in 1891 and 1894. The effec( of the
provisions of these statutes may be briefly stated. Any person

is guilty of an offence, punishable on indictment or summary
conviction by fine or imprisonment, who does any of the five

following acts, unless he proves as regards the first four of them
that he acted without intent to defraud (there is & special

defence to No. v. which is noted below): (i). forges any trade

mark, or makes, disposes of, or has in his possession for such
purpose any die or instrument; (11.) falsely applies any trade

mark or a colourable imitation of any trade mark to goods;

(iii.) applies any false trade descripticn to goods; (iv.) causes

any of the above offences to be committed; (v.) sells or exposes

for sale, or has in his possession for sale, trade or manu-
facture, any goods or things to which any forged traide mark
or false trade description is applied, or any trade mark
or colourable imitation of a trade mark is falsely applied,

unless the defendant proves that, having taken all reasonable

precautions, he had no ground to suspect the genuineness of

the mark, &c., and also that on demand he gave to the prosecutor

all the information in his power as to the person from whom he
obtained the goods, &c., or proves that he otherwise acted

"innocently." (See TkwaiUs fir Co, v. McEvilly, 1903,

20 R.P.C. 663).

*' Trade description *'
is defined as any descriptive statement or

other Indication as to the measurement, quantity (not quaUty, it

should be observed), or weight, place or mode of pnxluctioo. or
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die mattrial of the goods, or as to their bring subject to an
causting patent, privilqre or copyright; conventional or customary

descriptions lawfully m use in August 1887 to indicate

j?**^^ that the goods are of a particular class or method of
tMmr^fimm manufacture are allowed to be continued; but if they
contain the name of a place and are calculated to mislead as to
the real place of production, the name of the latter must be
added. Ine test 01 what is a trade description depends upon the
anderstanding c^ the trade and not on scientific correctness
iFcwUr V. Cnpt!^* 1906, I K.B. 16).

On a prosecution for any of these offences, there is a power to forfeit

the things found although no one is convicted. If the offender u
indicted (it is in his option to be tried in this way) the punishment
b fine atul imprisonment, the latter not to exceed two years. On
summary conviction the punishment u not to exceed, for a first

offence, four months' imprisonment, with or without hard labour,

and a fine of £20; and for any subsequent offence six months' im-
prisonment and a fine of £^ The importation b forbidden of

scods by means of or in relation to which an offence against the acts
has been committed, and also of all ^oods of foreign manufacture
bearing any name or trade name being or purporting^ to be that
of a manufacturer or trader within the country, unless it be accom-
panbd by a definite indication of the country where the goods were
made or produced. There are also special provbions with regard
to the marking of catch-cases. The commissioners of customs
have power to make general orders for carryingout the Merchandise
Marks Acts. (See Riegulations of the ist of December 1887. Stat.

R. & O. Revised, 1904, vol. viiL tit. Merchandise Marks.) Prosecu-
tions may be underuken by the board of trade in cases appearing
to affect the general interests of the country or of a section of the
community, or of a trade, subject to regulations made on the 21st

of May 1892; and the board of agriculture and fisheries has a like

power in the case of the produce of agriculture, horticulture and
fisheries Uct of 1894, s. I ; Board of Agriculture and Fisheries Act
1903, s. I ]8); see the regulations of the 27th of October 1804,
Stat. R. & O. Revised, vol. viii. tit. Merchandise Marks.]. Under
the Sale of Food and Drugs Act 1899, and the Butter and Margarine
Act 1907, the importation, except in containers showing their

character, of margarine, mareanne cheese, adulterated or im-
poverished butter, milk-blendea butter or condensed, separated or
skimmed milk, b penalized, and it is provided that the commissioners
of customs, in accordance with directions given by the treasury after

consultation with the board of agriculture, shall take such samples
of consignments of imported articles of food as may be necessary

for the raforoement of the law.

V. InUmalional ArrangemetUs,—{^t Trade Marks Act 1905

applies to the British Islands.) By the international conven-

tion for the protection of industrial property (see Patents),

which was signed at Paris in 1883, the signatory states (others

have since acceded) agreed that the subjects or citizens of each

state should, in all the other states, enjoy as regards trade marks
and trade names the advantages that their respective laws then

granted, or should thereafter grant, to their own subjects or

citizens. So far as Great Briuin is concerned the provisions

made for carrying out this convention are contained in s. 65 of

the Trade Marks Act 1905 and in s. 91 of the Patents and
Designs Act 1907 .> The effect of that section b to confer on
an applicant for the protection of a trade mark in one of the

other contracting states a priority over other applicants for

rcgbtnuion in the United Kingdom during the space of four

months. The section does not, however, exempt the applicant

from the conditions and formalities incumbent on ordinary

applicants for regbtration in Great Britain; nor does the fact

that the foreign application has been successful of itself give

the applicant a right to have hb mark accepted for registration.

Under the Convention of Madrid of the 14th of April 1891

(to which Great Britain is not a party) a trade mark may be

regbtered as the result of a single application in the countries

of all the signatory powers. Besides the general international

conventions there are also particular arrangements between

many states, e.g. Germany and Italy (Italian law of the 24th

of December 1903). Guatemala and Salvador, also signatory

parties, have withdrawn from the convention.

The following b a list of the British orders in council that have
been issued. zpfAyxng to foreign countries, s. 103 of the Patents,

Ac, Act 1883:—

^Thb section supersedes ss. 103, 104 of the Patents. &c., Act
1883. The references to these sections in the Trade Marks Act

190s must now be read as applying to s. 91 of the Patents, &c.,

Act 1907*

Foreign State.

Belgium
Brazil

Cuba
Denmark (including the Faroe

Islands)
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
France
(Germany
Greece
Honduras
haly

iapan
dcxico
Netherlands

n (East Indbn Colonies).

„ (Curacoa and Surinam)
Norway (and Swcdien) ....
Paraguav
Portugal.Portugaf.
K\
Ser.
SpV

Svii

Tij.i

Ul:,

Uri:

:'n iind Norway).
.rl,ir-d

-.J ^;ltes

Date of Order in Council.

iune
26, 1884.

une 26, 1884.
anuary I3, 1905.

November 20, 1894.
October 21. 1890.
May 16, 1893.
June 26, 1884.
October 9, 1903.
October 15, 1894.
September 26,1901.
June 26, 1884.
October 7, 1899.
May 28, 1889.

iune 26, 1864.
November 17, 1888.
May 17, 1890.
July 9, 1885.
September 24. 1886.

June 26, 1884.
August 5, 1892^
, une 26, 1884.
une 26. 1884.

.uly9. 1885.

. une 26, 1884.

, une 26, 1884.
uly 12, 1887.*

September 24, 1886.

All these orders in council are printed in the Statutory Rules
and Orders Revised (<Ki. 1904), vol. ix., under the title " Patents, &c."
By orders in council, made under the provisions of the Foreign
Jurisdiction Acts, penalties have been imposed on Britbh subjects
committing offences against the Patents, &c.. Act 1883-1888 (now
represented by the Trade Marks Act 1905, and the Patents and
Designs Act 1907) and the orders in council issued thereunder, and
the Merchandise Marks Act 1887: China and Corea (1904), Egypt
(1899), Morocco (1889), Muscat (1004), Ottoman Empire (1899).
Persia. Persian coast and islands (1889-1901), Siam (1906) and
Zanzibar (1906).
By s. Qi of the Patents and Designs Act 1907,' and s. 65 of the

Trade Marks Act 1905, the king is empowered py order in council
to apply the provisions of s.91 alx>ve mentioned, with such variations
or additions as may seem fit, to any British possession. The follow-
ing is a list of the orders in council that have been issued :

—

British Possessions.
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of r8S4, S of x8^f 4 of 1894)* But the sute T^ade Marks Acts,

with certain savings, ccaae to apply to trade marks (1905, s. 6).

The Cbnunonweahh act contains certain novd provisions:

—

1. As to a Commonwealth trade mark to be applied to all goods
included in or specified by a resolution passed by both houses, that
in their opinion the conditions as to the remuneration of labour
in connexion with their manufacture are fair and reasonable (s. 78).

The mark consists in a device or labd bearing the words '
' Aasiralian

Labour Conditions."
2. As to workers* trade marks intended to protect the products

of any individual Australian worker or association of such workers
other than primary products of agricultural or pastoral industries
(s. 74). Sections 11^, 116 of the act contain provisions for inter-

national and interoolonial arrangements as to protection of trade
marks based on sa. 103, 104 of the act of 1883. By the Commerce
Trade Descriptions Act, Na 16 of 1905^ the import into and export
from Australia of falsdy marked goods is prohibited.

In Canada the law as to trade marks {Rev. SUUs. c. 63) and
merchandise marks (c. 41 of 1888) has been regulated by
Dominion acts, sinular to English statute law. New Zealand has

an act of 2889. The Hong-Kong ordinance, No. x8 of 1898, is a

typical instance of an ordinance in a Crown colony [see also

Ceylon, No. 9 of 1906, Jamaica (laws 17 of x888 and 6 of 1889)].

In the Bahamas a trade marks law was passed on the apth of

May X906, based on the imperial act of 1905. In the Straits

SeUUmenis there is no registration of trade marks, but the

common law as to " passing off " is applied.

United States.—Provision for the registration of trade marks
in the United States was first made by an act of Congress of

1870; but that enactment was subsequently declared invalid

by the Supreme Court {US. v. Steffenst 1879, xoo U.S. 82), on
the ground that the constitution of the United States did not

authorize legislation by Congress on the subject of trade marks,

except such as had been actually used in commerce with foreign

nations or with the Indian tribes. Congress legblated again

on the subject in x88x (act of the 3rd of March x88x, Revised

Stats. U.S. 88. 4937-4947)- The act of x88x was repealed by
an act of the aoth of February 1905 (s. 592), which, as modified

by an act of the 4th of May X906, now regulates the subject.

A trade mark may be registered by the owner if he is domiciled

within the United States, including all territory under the juris-

diction and control of the United States (s. 29), or resides or is

located in any foreign country which by treaty, convention or

law affords similar privileges to citizens of the United States

(s. X).

The right of persons domiciled in the United States was in

X906 extended to owners of trade marks who have a factory

in the United States, so far as concerns the registration, &c., of

trade marks used in the products of the factory (1906, s. 3). To
obtain registration the owner of the mark (whether firm, corpora-

Idon, association or natural person) must file in the patent office

an application (a) specifying the name, domicile, location and
citizenship of the applicant; (6) stating the class of merchandise

and the particular description of goods in the class to which the

mark is appropriated;* (c) annexing a drawing of the trade mark
and as many specimens as may be required by the commissioner

of patents; (J) giving a description of the trade mark (only when
need«l to express colours not shown in the drawing); and (e)

specifying the mode in which the mark is applied and affixed to

goods; (/) stating the time duiing which the m rk has been used

(1906, c. 2081, s. x).

The application must be accompanied by a fee of $10, and be
supported by a sworn declaration verifying the ownership and
the drawing and description and stating that no one else has a
right to use the mark, nor one so like it as might be calculated

to deceive, and that the mark is in use in commerce among the

several states or with foreign countries or with Indian tribes

(190S c. 5921 »• a)-

Where the applicant reddes or u located in a foreign country
he must also show that the mark b registered in the foreign country,
or that application has been made to register it there. Registration
on behalf of foreign registrants is not made until foreign registration
is proved nor unless application for United States registration is

•By the law of IQ06 (s. 21) the wuim
directed to fttablish classes of merchandise.

commissioner of patents is

made within four npnths of the application abroad (19QS. c 59^,
a. 2, 4).

The United Sutes policy is to require registratioa of all trade
marks unless they (a) coosut of or comprise scandsJous or immoral
matter; (6) consist 01 or comprise the Bag or inasnia of the United
Sutes, or of any state or municipality, or of any foreign nation ; (c)

arc identical with another known or registered trade mark owned
and used by another and appropriated to merchandise of the same
description, or so nearly resemble such other marks as to be likely
to cause confusion or mistake in the mind of the public or to dccd\ie
purchasers; (d) consist merely in the name of an individual, firm,
corporation or association, unless it is written, printed, impressed
or woven in a particular or distinctive manner, or b associated
with a portrait oithe individual ; (e) consist merely in words or devices
descriptive of the goods with which they are used, or of the character
w quality of such goods, or merely of a geographical name or terra;

(/) contain the i»rtrait of a living individual unless his consent is

evidenced by an instrument in writing.
Old marltt may be registered irrespective of the above rules, no

proof that they have been actually and exclusively used as a trade
mark of the applkant or his predecessors from whom he derived title

in such commerce as aforesaid for ten years before the aoth of April
1905. Applications made in proper form with the prescribed fee
are at once examined in the patent office and if in order are gantted
to «ve opportunity for " interference."

Decisions of the examinere on applications or oppositions are
subject to appeal to the commissioner of patents, and from him
to the court 01 appeals for the District of Columbia (ss. 8, 9). The
general jurisdiction in trade mark cases b given to the Federal courts
below toe Supreme Court, which has power by certiorari to review
the decisions of circuit courts <A appeal upon such cases (ca. 17. 18).
The maximum protection given by registration b twenty years.
The protection given to marks already registered in a foreign
countiy lapses when the mark ceases to Be protected in the foreign
country (s. 12). Certificates of registration are issued under the
seal of the patent office.

Provision is made to prevent importarion of merchanditt which
copies or simulates the name of any domestic manufacture, manu-
facturer or trader, or of a manufacturer or trader located in a country
affording like privileges to the United States, or which oofnes or
simulates the trade mark registered in the United Sutes, or which
bears names or marks calculated to create the belief that it b made
in the United Sutes, or in any country other than the true countiy
of origin. United States tradera who seek protection can have their
names and marks recorded and communicated to the customs
department fs. 27). At any time during the nx months prior to
the expiry of the term of twenty yean the registration may be
renewed on the same terms and for a like period. The right to
the use of any registered trade mark b assignable (with thegoodwiD
of the business in which it b used) by an instrument in writing;
and provision b made for recording such instnunenu in the patent
office (s. 10).

Prance.—\n France (Uws of the 33rd of June 1857, and the yd

of the 27th of February 1891 and the 17th of December 18^. The
following are considered trade marks: names of a distinctive
character, appellations, emblems, imprints, stamps, seals, vignettes,
reliefs, ktters. numbers, wrappere and every other sign serving
to dbtinguish the producU of a manufacture or the articles of a
trade. A fixed fee of one franc b charged for entering the minute
by re^stration (d6pOt) of each mark, and making a copy thereof,
exclusive of sUmp and r^btration fees. By legislation of the 1st
of August 1905 and the nth of July 1906 provision b made for
marking certain classes of commodities, mainly food products, to
prevent falsification and the sale of foreign producU as French.

Germany.—Under the German trade mark law of the I2th of May
1894 any person whatsoever can acquire protection for a trade mark,
and all foreigners in Germany are placed on an exactly equal footing
with Germans in the eyes of the law, so long as they nave a domicile
(NiederlassMHg) within the empire, t.e. a place of bustneas or a resi-

dence which involves the payment of German taxes. The regbtratioa
of a trade mark expires ipso facto after ten yean from iu date.
but may be renewed for a similar period. Cermany acceded to
the international convention on the ist of May 1903.

In the Netherlands (law of the 30th of September 1893) two
dbtinct forms of registration are in force: (a) registration merely
for the Netherlands; (b) international regbtratioo, available for

the sutes of the international union.

The following other foreign trade mark hws may also be noted:
Austria-Huneary, law of 1^ (oublished in Vienna on the 6th of

January and in Budapest on the 6th of April 1890), and amending law
of the 30th of July 1895, which enactment protecu additions to trade
marks. Denmark (law of the nth of Apnl 1800, and an amending
bw of the 19th of December 1808. which enables traden to register

words or figures, provided that these are not indicative of the origin,

kind, use, quality or price of the goods). Japan (law of the 1st

of July, and rogulationa of the 20th of July 1899). Rsusia (law
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of tbe a6ch of Febniary [9th of Match] 1896}. SwUaaUmd (law of
the 36ch of September 1890).
Adtbouties.—Sebastian, Trad* Marks (4th ed., London, 18

in this work the American cases are fuUy dealt with) ; Keiiy, Tn
Marks (London. 3rd ed., 1908) ; Kerly and Underhay, Trade Marks
Aa 1905 (London. 1906); Cartmell's Dtgesi (London, 1876-1892);
Sebastian, DigM (London; cases down to 1879): Gray. Merchandise
Marks Aa (London, 1888); Safford, Merchandise Marks (London.
1891}. The reports of the Departmental Committee of 1887, and
of the Select Committees of the House of Commons appointed in

1887 and 1890 to consider the law with regard to merchandise marks
and false marks, and the annual Reports of the Comptroller-General,
throw great light on both the history and the practical working of
the bw. For American law, see Browne, Treatise on Trade Ifarks
(Boston, 1873); Cox. American Trade Mark Cases (Cincinnati,

187 1): Manual of Trade Mark Cases (Boston, 1881); Greeley.
^oretgn PatenU and Trade Marks (Washington, 1899): Paul, Lew
of Trade Marks (St. Paul. Minn., 19103) ; and the rcporu of the com-
nissiooer of j;)atents. As to foreign trade mark laws Eenerally,
tee the following: Britisk Pari. Papers; Reports relative to Legislation
in Foreign Countries (1879: Cd. 3284, 3420); Reports from H,M's
Rtprtsentatnes Abroad, on Trade Marks, Laws and Regidations
(xooo; Cd. 104); Summaries of Foreign and Colonial Laws as to

Merckamdiise Marks (1900; Cd. 358. p. 850 seq.).

(A.W.R.; W.F.C.)
nADB ORGANIZATION. The development of commercial

organizatioa which attended the growth of trade and industry

during the 19th century assumed two distinct phases. In the

first we see the creation of associations of persons engaged in

trade and industry for the purpose of protecting their interests

and of facilitating and fostering commercial relations. In the

teocKid, governments elaborate departmental organizations for

the supervision of commerial matters, and utilize their con-

sular services as means of commerdal intelligence and influence.

The associations belonging to the first category comprise three

classes:

—

a. Those which are themselves engaged in trade, like ordinary

joint-stock companies, or which result from the combination of

firms or individuals in the same or connected trades, for the

purpose of facilitating or restricting production, limiting com-
petition, regulating prices, &c

b. Thost which, without engaging in trade, aim at providing

facilities for the transaction of commercial or financial operations.

They chiefly take the form of exchanges, bourses, public sale

rooms, &c., such as the Baltic, Lloyd's, the Stock Exchange,

the Com and Coal Exchanges, the Commercial Sale Rooms.
€. Non-trading bodies, in the nature of public institutions,

whose objects are to protect the interests of trade.

When, at the dose of the 18th century and early in the X9th,

the power of the old trade gilds and corporations of merchants

bad been broken, both governments and commerdal men soon

realized that the andent sodeties would not follow the com-
merdal evolution, and that new organizations must be created

to meet new requirements. Two systems were evolved, which,

OrMtoAaatffrom their prototypes, are known as the British

FftmA and the French systems. In the former, trade** organizations were left to develop themselves in

their own way, and in whatever direction they might think

fit, without any offidal interference. In the latter, on the

contrary, the government constituted itself the creator of trade

organizations, which it incorporated into the administrative

system of the country, and to which it gave an official status as

an integral part of the machinery of the state. The former

have grown chiefly into assodations for the promotion and

defence of commerdal interests, whilst the latter have mainly

become sources of commerdal information and means of action

at the disposal of the government. While organizations on the

British system are, as regards the government, purely advisory

bodies whose opinion might or might not be asked in connexion

with commerdal matters, and whose duties are limited to the

services which they are in a position to render to their members

and to commerce generally, organizations on the French system

not only must be consulted, in certain spedfied cases, by the

government, espedally in connexion with the drafting of com-

mercial legishtion and of regulations affecting trade, but they

have abo admmistrative duties to perform, such as the control

9f public commercial institutions, of testing, sUndardizing and

conditioning establishments, port and dock works, ftc. The
British system obtains in the United Kingdom and the British

cobnies, in the United States and in Belgium, while the French
has been adopted in most European countries, and in Japan.

L—GizAT Britain uxo Colonies

A.

—

Commercial AsfociaHons,

In the United Kingdom commercial assodations arose with
the growth of trade, without any assistance from the state and
free from all government restriction or controL The first in

point of date were the *' commercial sodeties " which were
formed, chiefly during the last quarter of the x8th century, in

Birmingham, Exeter, Halifax, Leeds, Liverpool and Mandiester,
and which exerdsed a not unimportant influence upon com-
mercial developments at the dose of the i8th and in the early

years of the X9th centuries. The modem associations which
superseded them divided themselves into four dasses, viz:

—

a. Chambers of commerce and assodations which aim at

becoming representative of general oonunerdal interests;

b. Associations or institutes which represent particular trades

or branches of trades;

c. Trade protection sodeties, which look after the interests

of retail as well as wholesale traders, and undertake to supply
them with information as to the standing and credit of firms,

expose swindlers, collect debts, &c.; and
4' Non-representative assodations rendering general com>

merdal services.

a. Chambers of Commerce and General Associations.—Most of
the chambers of commem in the United Kingdom were formed
during the bitter half of the iQth century, although a few were
in existence much earlier. The oldest British chamber is the
Jersey chamber, which dates from 1768. The Gla^ow chamber
was founded in 1783. Dublin followed in 178^, Edinburgh in
1786, Manchester m 1794. Belfast in 1706, Birmingham in 1813,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne in 1818, Liverpool in 1851, Sbefiield in 1857,
&c. The London chamber was the last of the chambers of impor-
tance to be established; it dates only from 1881.
The London Chamber of Commerce, whidi has over 3000 members,

is one of the most representative associations of its kind, and the
organization adopted has been very effective in securing »^. ,_._^
this. The chamber has been divided into trade sections, SuuSae
of which thete are at present forty-four, and members
specify the sections to which they desire to bdong. Each section
has a separate organization, and is presided over by a chairman
cffcted by itself, who may be helped by an elected committee if

found advisable. The general council of the chamber confirms
the election of chairmen of sections, and no action can be taken by
the.chamber on the recommendation of a section without authoriza-
tion of the council. The chamber has placed itself in connexion
with a number of mercantile associations which, whilst pfeserving
their separate organizations and their independence of action, have
found it advantageous to work in conjunction with it, dther for

general or for particular purposes, and to have a voice in its counciL
The more important ot these are the Institute of Bankers, the
Institute of Chartered Accountants, the Sodety of Accountants'
and Auditors, the General Ship Owners' Society, the General Produce
Brokers' Association, the Federation of Grocers' Associations of
the United Kingdom, the West India Committee, the Corn Trade
Association, the United Pbintere' Association of Southern India, &c.

Pairticular reference should also be made to the Liverpool chamber,
which, as regards division into trade sections and co-operation
with independent associations, works on similar lines ^^^
to .those of the London chamber. The African trade /?* ^
section of the Liverpool chamber has been prominent x^^^jg^^
in connexion with African questions, and since its

foundation in 1884 has been the leading voice in all matters relating

to West Africa.

The Association of Chambers ofCommerce of the United Kingdom,
which was formed in i860, contributed much to give chamben of

comment as a whole a national importance. This
association, like the chambers themselves, was of course

^
purely voluntary, and at its foundation only sixteen ^f^„—-
chambera dodded to join it. The association is main- —„^^

' •

tained by an annual subscription from the constituent
chambers. It has been instrumental in passing many useful acts
of parliament, and in otherwise influencing legislation upon com-
mercial topics. The general meetings, which are held annually
in March, in London, and at which delegates are present from all

parts of the country, have come to be considered as a kind of parlia-

ment of trade, and represenUtives of the Board of Trade, the general

post oflke, and the foreign and colonial oflBces are generally in

attendance. Special meetmgs take place in September, and ar*

heki in provincial towns on. the invitation of the local chamber
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The anodatioo has limited its work to the United Kingdom,

and has not taken advanuge of the commercial development of the
colonies to afford colonial interests an opportunity of voicing their

needs in the metropolis. To supply this need the London Chamber
of Commerce has, from time to time, organised congresaes of

chambers of commerce of the emfure. Some of these congresses

have been held in the bolonies, the first being at Montreal in 1903.

The home organization of chambers of commerce is supiilemented

by a few British chambers which have been establishoa in foreign

countries. These institutionsare self-supporting, and not,

as seems often to be thought, branches of. or subsidized

or controlled by home chambers. The British Chamber
of Commerce in Paris, which is the oldest of them, dates

from 1873,and wasoriginally establishedby British merchants in Paris

for the <tefenoe of theirown trade interests. Its scope soon extended,

however, and it admitted to membership British firms trading with
France although not resident in France, and in course of time became
representative ol general British commercial interests in the French
markets. Other British chambers are to be found inGenoa, Alexan-

dria, Barcelona, Constantinople and St Petersburg. In Brussels an
Anglo-American chamber jomtly represents British and American
interests. Several countries are represented in London by
chambers of commerce, while the American Chamber (Liverpool;,

the Anglo-Belgian, the Anglo-Portuguese, the Aus-
tralasian, the Italian, the Norwegian and the Swedish

' chambers are members of the Association of Chambers
of Commerce of the United Kingdom. The United

States are represented in England by the American Chamber of

Commerce in Liverpool.
Commercial organization in the colonies is very much on the

same footing as it is in the United Kingdom. The most representa-

tive associations are the chambers of commerce, whose
constitution and functions are similar to those of the

British chambers. In Canada the chambers, which
are also sometimes called Boards of Trade, after the American
custom, number over sixty, the most important being the Montreal
and Toronto Boards of Trade and the Quebec Chamber of Commerce.
The Canadian chambers have no asaodatbn, but hold periodical

conferences. There is, in addition, the Canadian Manufacturers'

Association, with headquarters in Toronto and branches in all the

provinces, which incorporates all the associations of manufacturers

in the Dominion. The Australian chambers of commerce, which

number some thirty, have joined into an association called the

General Council of the Chambers of Commerce of the Commonwealth
of Australia. In New Zealand, South Africa, India and many
British colom'es Uiere are chambers of commerce in all the more
important towns. . ......

6. Associations Rtpresenting Parttadar Trades.—Aasocatiotu
representative of particular trades are almost innumerable.. The
London Greneral Shipowners' Society, the Liverpool Shipowners'

Association, the North of England Shipowners and Steamship
Owners' Associations may be mentioned as representative. The
chambers of shipping and shipownere' associations joined forces

in 1878 in order to establish the Chamber of Shipping of the United

Kingdom, which does for them what the Association of Chambers
of Commerce does for chambers of commerce. The Iron

and Steel Institute affords a means of communicatbn between
members of the iron and steel trades, while the British Iron Trade
Association is one of the most powerful. The nature of other

associations u sufficiently indicated by their titles. In addition

there are the Cotton Association, the Drapers' Chamber of Trade,

the Fish Trade Association, the Sugar Refiners' Committee, various

tea piantere' associations, the Oil Seed Association, the Petroleum

Defence Committee, the Mansion House Association on Railway
and Canal Traffic, &C.

c. Trade Protection Societies.—Thae seem to be, on the whole,

more ancient bodies than chambers of commerce. In the eariv

part of the 19th century they were already strongly organized,

especially in the West Riding ol Yorkshire. Outside ofthat district

the Dublin Society was the most important. They number more
than lOQ throughout the United Kingdom.
The Manchester Guardian Society, which dates from 1826,

occupies a position of special prominence in the Midlands, and may
be taken as the model of such associations. Its objects are—the
making of private inquiries as to the respectability and credit of

traders, the detection and exposure of swindlers; the collection of

debts; the winding-up of insolvent estates; the issue of notices of

bills of sale, judgments, bankruptcies, &c; and generaJly the im-
provement of laws and regulations affecting trade. The society

has over 6000 members, and its usefulness may be ^uged by the
fact that it answers an average of 40.000 credit inquiries every year.

Trade protection societies formed themselves, as eariy as 1848,
into an association, which was at first an association of secretaries,

but in 1865 was transformed into an association of societies.

The association issues a quarteriy journal called the Trade
ProtecHom JoumaL

B —SlaU DeparimetOai Or%anwUiatt$.

Although the British government aUowed commercial organi-

sations within its joxisdiction to grow iiukpendcntly of official

control, it does not follow that it took no interest in tlie protec-

tion and promotion of British trade and the dissemination of

commercial intelligence. As long ago as the reign of Charles II.

the body which is now the Britidi equivalent of what is known
in most ootmtxies as the ministry of commerce, viz. the boaid
of trade, was established. The commercial jurisdictioa of
the Board of Trade does not extend beyond the limits of the
United Kingdom, but the Foreign Office, through the negotiation

of commercial treaties and by means of the consular body,
came into touch with international trade.. With the devdop-
ment of the colonies, the colonial and India offices also found
themselves called upon to act, to a certain extent, as guardians
of commercial rights and channels for. the dissemination of
commeidal Intelligence. But when competition began to
displace British goods from foreign markets, and when the
British trader noticed the efforts which were being made by
foreign governments for the promotion of trade, he came to
the conclusion that the British government was not doing
anything for him.
Comphints were especially loud against the consuls, who were

accused of systematicailly disregarding commeirial interests, wh3st
their American, German, French and Belgian colleagues ^ .

did not consider it below their dignity to tak^ advantage jcTJI 1 .

of their position, in order to promote the trade of the
country they represented. British Consular Reports were also
unfavourably compared with those issued by fordgn consuls, notably
the American. The result was that, in 1 886, instructions were issued
to the consular service which, for the completeness and fain
with which they deal with the subject, have frequently beenquored
as models which might advantageously be followed (see Parlia*
menUry Paper, Commercial^ No. 16, 1886). The preparation of con>
sular reports, however, continued to be most unfavourably criticised,

and frequent instructions were issued by the forei^ office in regard
to them. The whole question was raised again in 1896, when, as
the result of lengthy communications between the Fordgn Office
on the one hand, and the Association of Chambers of Gommi
and the London chamber on the other, fresh iiutnictbns were a

to British consuls, reiterating the instructions of 1886.
The consular service has of late years been supplementedbythe

appointment of commerei^ attaches.
The pressure exercised by the chambers of oommeroe upon the

government led to the appointment in 1897 of a depaitmental
committee on the dissemination of commercial intelli- ^
gence, whkh was charged with considering means of f?fJ"^y
more aciequately supplying tradera with commercial *f?ff***?
information, of improving consular and colonial reports,STESrf
and with reporting on the advisability of appointing TgJ§tT
commercial agents to the colonies and establishingacom-
mercial intelligence office. The chief result Of the committee's recom-
mendations was the establishment of the commercial intelligence
branch of the Board of Trade. It publishes the Board of Trade
Journal weekly. Attached to the bniJDch is an advisory committee,
composed of representatives of the various government departmcnu
and of the Association of Chambers of Commerce.
The scope of the commercial intelligence branch was further

increased, and its means of action strengthened, by the transfer of
the Imperial Institute to the Board of Trade, which was effected
in iQoa DV the pasung of a private act of parliament.
The self-governing colonics are represented in London by asent»>

general {q.v.), while the commercial interests of the crown oolonks
are in the hands of the crown ^ents for the cotonies.

n.—United States or Amebica

A.

—

Commercial Associations,

American trade organizations have been developed mainly on
the lines of the British system. Of the associations which come
within the scope of this article, the most important are the
chambers of commerce, which in certain cases are called boards
of trade. Theoretically there is a distinction between the two,
chambers of commerce being entrusted with the protection of

general commercial interests, especially in connexion with
foreign trade, whilst boards of trade look after local commercial
questions. But in practice the difference is of no importance,

as chambers of commerce take cognisance of local as well as
international trade matters, and the boards of trade in no way
limit the sphere of their activity to purely American questions.

The oldest American commenaal oreaidfzatkm Is the New York
Chamber cf Commerce, which was founded in 1768. and incorporated
by royal charter in 1770. In the words of its charter, its object
was "^to carry into execution, encourage and promcAe by just and
lawful ways ud means such aeasuRs as will tend to pioinott and
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extend just and lawful oorameroe.** It was the prototype of «U
the other duumberi of commeroe and boards of trade which have
siacc been established in the United States, and which are said to
C3ccced 1000 in number. American trade organizations are associated
in a National Board of Trade, which corresponds to the Association
of Chambera ol Commerce of the United Kingdom. The objects
of this institution are to secure unity and harmony of action in
reference to commercial questions, and to obtain, through its

representative character, more satisfactory consideration of the
matters which it brinn under the notice cither of the Federal govem-
oient or of the local state administiations. The expenses of the
National Board of Trade arc dcfra>-ed out of a fund torroed by the
subscriptions of the various associations belonging to it. The
United States has a number of chambers of commerce established
in foreign countries. The first institution of this land was started
so long ago as .t 801, when the American Chamber of Commerce
in Liverpool was established. This chamber is the only one repre-
senting American commercial interests in the United Kingdom,
there being no association of this nature in London. The American
Chamber of Commerce in Paris is one of the most active, important
and representative foreii^n associations on the continent of Europe.
In some places where neither the American nor the British element
b strong enough to maintain separate associations {notably in
Brussels), the^r have joined hands to support an Anglo-American
Chamber of Commerce, whjich is found to work fairly latisfaaorily
The American commercial museums, although of recent founda-
tion, have attra^cd much notice owing to the practical and business-
like manner in which they are conducted, and are conndered to be
among the best equipped institutions of this nature. Those in
Philadelphia and at ban Francisco ire the best known. The
Philadelphia museum. which.«ame first and is better known, was
established by an ordinance of the municipality in 1894, and is

supported by subscriptions and by municipal subsidies, administeml
by a board of trustees, who are appointed for life and serve without
remuneration. The work of the museum u supervisedbyanadvisory
board, composed of representatives of the principal commerci^
organisations in the United States. Its objects are to asnst American
manufacturers and merchants in securing wider foreign markets
for their products, to aid them in forming connexions abroad, and
to brins foreign buyers in touch with them. One of the chief ways
in whicn this is done is by means of an index file of foreign customers
supplied to American manufacturers, and vice versa. In addition to
the n^pdar wrvkx to members, the museum also maintains abroad,
in vanous cities, index files covering some sixty American trades
or trade divisions, containing the names of American manufacturers
of standing, with full particulars of their various lines of manufacture.
These files are ^nerally entrusted to chambers of commerce, or
similar commercial institutions, and are placed gratuitously at the
disposal of foreign manufacturers and merchants. The Philadelphia
museum has also a most valuable libnuy *nd a museum of sampleSb

B.

—

State Departmental Organixatum.

The American state organizatioD for dealing with commercial
matten lacks the theoretical completeness of the organization

of most European states, but is nevertheless found to give satis-

faction. Official control is exercised through various bureaus
placed, for the most part, under the treasury department.

The most imporUnt of these are: the interstate commerce
commission, which deals with matters affecting the inland

trade; the industrial commission, which looks chiefly after

manufacturing; and the fishery bureau. Foreign commercial
matters come within the cognisance of the bureau of foreign

commerce, a section of the state department which also controls

the consular body, and sees to the publication of their reports and
to the dissemination of foreign commercial intelligence. 'The

state department corresponds to the British foreign office.

The Pan-American Union, until 1910 called the Bureau of Amer-
ican RepubBca, was esublished in 1889, as a result of the Pan-
American Conference called together in that year by the late James
G. Blaine. secreUry of state at that time. This bureau, whkh
had its office in Washington, b supported by a contribution from all

t!ie republics of North, Central and South America, which is fixed
at the rate of 1000 dollars a year per million inhabitants. Its

object is the dissemination of trustworthy commercial information
conceminff the republics of the American continent, and in pursu-
ance of this object it has issued a large variety of publications.
The American consular service has been frequently pointed out

as a model to be followed in connexion with commercial matters.

rnnwlir America, contrary to the European practice, has no
^JzTr eonsuls de carriire. Her consular representatives are

appointed for a period of, as a rule, four years, and
are selected in preference from commercial circles. Their work, as
compared with that of British consuls, is rather limited, and they
have nothins to monopolize their time like the shipping interests
with which the British consular body is entrusted in most countries.
Siaoe 1896 the bureau of foreign commerce issues consular reporu

daOy, as fast as they are received, and circulates them in advahce
sheets, printed on one side of the paper only, like printers' proofs.
Thev are afterwards republished in permanent form.
The American consular body, which numbers some 400 members,

and is exclusively composed of American citizfcns, is distributed
according to the commercial importance of towns.

III.—France
A.—Commercial Associations.

The French government was tl)e> first to elaborate a tegular

system of trade organizations, which it endeavoured to make
as complete as possible. This system comprises :-t-

a. Chambers of commer^;
b. Consultative chambers of arts and manufactures; and
c. Syndical chambers of trade and industry.

a. Chambers of Commerce.—Chambers of commerce owe their
origin to the city of Marseilles, where, in 1599. the town council,
which had hitherto kx>ked after the commercial interests ^ 1 1

of the dry. found it no longer possible to combine com- *'"*

mcrcial with municipal functions, and established an association
which it called the " Chamber of Commerce " to take up the com-
mercial part of its duties. This seems to be the first time that the
title was used. The new chamber soon became a most important
body, and in 1650, during the minority of Louis XIV.. UUres
paUntes were granted to it. It settled the law merchant and
the customs of the port, was entrusted with the appointment of
consuls and the control of French consulates in the Levant, fitted

out expeditbns against corsairs, owned fleets, sent embassies to
the Barbaresque countries, organized commercial missions, &c
Its ordinary budget, at one time, amounted to over one million
livres. Louis XIV. conceived the idea of a system of organizations
which, whilst not betne allowed to become so dangerously power-
ful as that of Marseiues, would nevertheless be useful in other
towns, and in 1700 he caused an arriti to be published, ordering
the creation of chambers of commerce, which were entrusted with
the nomination of deputies to the Royal Council ol Commerce
which had just been created in Paris. Chambers were consequently
established in Lyons, Rouen, Toulouse, Montpellier, Bordeaux, La
Rochelle. Lille, Bayonne, Amiens. &c. These bodies, however,
did not exercise much influence under the monarchy. Including
the Marseilles chamber, they were suppressed, with all trade
gilds and other trade associations, in 1789. Napoleon re-established
the chambers by decree of the 24th of December 1803. and endowed
them with a constitution similar, in essential particulars, to the one
they have at present, which has served as a model for chambers
of commerce on the Continent, but he submitted them to a uni-
form and narrow administrative jurisdiction which practically
deprived them of all initiative.

They are now regulated by the law of the 9th of April 1898,
whkh codified, altered and completed previous legislation on the
subject. Under this law, chambers of commerce can
only_ be established by a decree countersigned by the
minister of commerce, upon the advice of the municipal
council of the place where the chamber is to be, of the, general
council of the department, and of the existing chambers of com-
mem of the district. The members of chambera of commerce
used to be elected by the " Notables Commer^ants," who were a
body of commercial electors selected by the prefects in accordance
with the provisions ol the Code of Commerce. They were abolished
by law in 1871, but those who were then entitled to the designation
still continue to use it, which -explains the words " Notable Cora-
mergant." so puzzling to foreigners in French commercial directories
and on French business cards. At present, commercial houses pay-
ing patente—which b a special tax upon people engaged in trade—elect the members of the chamber, the number of whom is fixed
for each chamber by the minister of commerce.

Their functions, which are consultative and administrative, are
set out in part ti. of the law of 1898. The government is twund
to take their opinion regarding the regulation of com- r^meOaam.
mercial usages, the establishment of public institutions

"*""•
of a commercial or financial nature, and of tribunals of commerce,
the iniproveraent of transport and communications, the applica-
tion of laws of a local character, the sale price of prison-made
goods and the tariff for prison labour, and local public works, and
loans or taxation in connexion therewith. On the other ha^d,
they are allowed to submit observations to the government, with-
out being asked, on proposed changes in the commercial or economic
legislation of the country; on customs tariffs and regulations; on
railway, canal and river rates; and on transport regulations. As
regards their administrative functions, they may be authorized to
establish and administer such institutions as bonded warehouses,
public sale-rooms, fire-arm testing establishments, conditioning
rooms for wool, silk, textiles; paper, &c., commercial, professional,

or technical schools and museums, &c. They may be ^nted
concessions for public works, and may undertake the carrying out
of public services, especially^ in regard to the ports, docks, canals
and navigable rivers in their distrk:t, and be authorised to issue

knns for the purpose.
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Previous to 1898 tt was nie^l for chambers of commerce to hold

joint meetings for the discussion of matters of public interest, and
they were not even allowed to correspond or consult in any way,
except through the medium of the minister of commerce. The
new law relaxed to a certain extent this prohibition, by authorizing
direct correspondence and permitting chambers in a district to
meet for the joint consideration of questions affecting their district,

but for no other purpose. Such a thing as an association of
chambers of commerce is still illegal in France.
When, in 1873, British merchants in Paris started a British

chamber of commerce in the French capital, the French govem-

Avacft ment looked rather askance at the new venture, and M.
^ L£on Say, when minister of commerce, even threatened
it with forcible dissolution unless the title " Chamber
of Comment " was dropped. This demand was not
ultimately pressed, and the services rendered by the

British chamber soon opened the eyes of the French government
to the advanuges which they might derive from the formation
of similar institutions to represent French commercial interests

abroad. In 1883 the minister of commerce started the organixation
of such chambers, which endeavoured to combine to a certain
extent the French and^the British systems..

Foreign commercial interests are represented in Paris by seven,
foreign chambers of commerce, of. which the British Chamber is

the oldest. The others are the American, Austro-
^T^V* Hungarian, Belgian, lulian, Spanish and Russian

2l^f!Ii chambers. In 1896 these chambers formed them-
Tj'rTr™' selves into an Association of Foreign Chambers ofmrmrm.

Commerce, but the French government gave it to be
understood that, as they did not allow >associations of French
chambers, they could not treat foreien bodies more favourably,
and the association had to be dissolved.

b. Consultative Chambers of Arts and Manufactures,—^These
institutions, organized somewhat after the model of chambers of

commerce, represent manufacturing and industrial
CMsfW- interests. They were esublished by Napoleon I. in
""•

1803, and formed part of the complete system of

commercial organizations which he intended to give France. They
are now regulated by decrees of 1853 and 1863, and are composed
of twelve members elected for six years by merchants and manu-
facturers inscribed upon an electoral list specially drawn up by
the pr^ects. These chambere, of which there are tome fifty in

existence, are placed under the control of the minister of commerce,
but instead of being •kept out of the patentes, like chambers of-

commerce, they are supported by the municipality of the town
where they are utuated, which has also to provide them with offices

lent free, and with clerical assistance. In addition to giving

nt«e«M Advice in connexion with manufacturing and industrial
'••^^** matters, they have to look after and report upon im-
provements in manufactures and machinery, new industrial pro-

cesses, Ac. They are especially useful in tne preparation of local

and international exhibitions. They^ are also entrusted with the
nomination of the Consulutive Committee ofArtsand Manufactures,

a body whose functions are to advise the ministere of commerce
and finance, as well as those of the interior and of public works,
as regards the regulation of dangerous trades and industries, patents

and trade marln legislation, and the interpretation of customs
regulations.

e. Syndical Chambers of Trade and Indns^.—By the side of

the omdal' trade organizations other associations have grown up,

which, slthough regulated by, law. ore in the nature of voluntary

and self-supporting bodies, viz. the syndical chambere of trade

and industry. The repeal in 1884 of the law of 1791. which pro-

hibited the formation of trade or professional association, was the
signal for the formation of those cliamben, which soon acquired

Ssat influence. A few syndical chamben existed before that

te, the oldest, the ChamSer of Master Buildere, dating back as

far as 1809, but they were only tolerated, and their existence,

being illegal, was most "precarious.

The sjmdical chambers, which are divided Into diambers of

employera and chambere of employed, are the official organs and
representatives of the trade and professional syndicates
authorized by the law of the 31^ of March 1884, which
was the work of M. Waldeck-Rousseau. Each syndicate

lias its separate chamber. They may be established without
government authorization, but a copy of their rules and a list of

their officials must be sent to the prefect. Membership is strictiv

limited to persons of French nationality. The only way in which
the government can dissolve them is by application to the courts
of justice for an order of dissolution on the ground of infringement
of the provisions of the law. In Paris, most 01 the syndical chamben
have formed an association called the Union Nationale du
Commerce et de 1' Industrie—^Alliance des Chambres Syndicales.

Another association, intended to take up the defence of the interests

and rights jof syndiaJ chamben, has been formed under the title of
Syndicat du Commerce et de I'lndustrie—^Syndicat des Chambres
Syndicales. The syndical chambere are kept up by the subscrip-
tions of their memben, and have the right to hold real property,
as have also the associations of chambers, which are kept up by
Bubflcripttoas from the constituent chamben.

According to the law.which authorised their formation, the
objects of the syndical chamben are exclusively *' the study
and defence of economk, industrial, commercial and p .

agricultural interests," and for this purpose they have **"
complete freedom of intercommunKation and can bold coiigiesses.

They are authorized to establish for their memben mutual benefit
societies and pension and relief funds, to open employment agencies,
to give legal advice to, and in certain cases to bring actbns on behalf
of their memben, and to organize the settlement of disputes by
arbitration. They take part in the election of judges of the tn-
bunals of commerce and of the Conseils de Prud'hommeSi

B.—Staie Departmental OrganizatioH.

The state commercial departments and offices are chiefly

centred round the ministry of commerce, to which is awgncd the
commercial part of the duties fulfilled in England by -.j^^^^^
the board of trade. A ministry of commerce existed commZoii
for short periods in x8ix and in 1828, but it was
ultimately suppressed in 1839, and from that date until 1886,

when the department received its present form and separate

existence, commerce was only represented in the French govern-

ment by a subsidiary bureau attached sometimes to one ministry,

sometimes to another. The ministry is divided into three main
bureaus—the first entrusted with all matters connected with
the home trade and industry, the second with foreign and colonial

relations, and the third with the compiUtion of statistics.

Attached to the ministry of commerce is a body called the
Conseil Sup&ieur du Commerce et de I'lndustrie, which acts as
an advisory council to the minister. Its origin goes back to the
council of commerce esublished by Louis XI v., but it is now regu-
lated by a decree of 1883.
The Office National du Commerce Ext£rieur was established by

a law of the 4th of March 1898, and is carried on jointly by the
ministry of commerce and the chamber of commerce
of Pans, the latter having provided it with an in-

sullation at a cost of over 1,200,000 francs. The
office, whkh has been founded for the promotion of
French trade with foreijpi countries and the dis-

seminatbn of commercial intelligence, fulfils duties similar to those
of the commercial intelligence branch of the board of trade. It
also publishes the weekly Moniteur officiel du commerce.
The Office Colonial, whose duties are especially to furnish in-

formation concerning the French colonies, to promote emigration
thither, arid to foster a demand in France for the ^_-^
produce of her colonies, was established by a decree T^.T^.,.
of the 14th of March iS^. It is entrusted, in addition, ^ i^™""'

with a permanent exhibition of colonial produce and a museum
of samples of ^oods supplied by or required in the colonies. The
office is also u charge of a colonial garden at Vincennes. where
experiments are made for the acclimatization of colonial plants
and produce in France, aiid the cultivation of French produce ia
the colonies. The office publishes a monthly bulletin of miscel-
laneous colonial information, and issues yearly commercial and other
reports dealing with the colonies. It is a dependency of the miaistry
of the colonies.

French consuls are instructed to transmit to their government
all information which they may consider useful for the prosperity
of French trade. It is also their duty to spread, in the country where
they reside, a knowledge of such French commercial and financial

matten as they may conndcr roost useful in the interests of their
own country. The dose relations which they are
recommended to cultivate with the French commercial
community within their jurisdkrtion through the
local French chamber of commerce and the councillore of foreign
trade are intended to enable them to keep in better touch with
commercial questions. They have had, however, to be frequently
reminded of their commcroal duties, and the French chambere
of commerce have criticized them almost as much as the British
chamben have British consuls. The most important instructions
issued to consuls were contained in drculan from the minister
for foreisn affaire dated the 15th of March and the 24th of Apiil
1883. French consuls have to make a return to their government
every fortnight—every month if the district is not of great commer*
ctal importance—showing, upon forms specially provided, the nature,
quantity, origin or destination, prices wholesale and retail, and chief
trade marks of the goods imported into and exported from the
district, the results a public sales of produce, the conditions of
transport, contempbted public works and tenden advertised,
state of the labour market, artistic enterprises, commercial failures

and rumoun concerning important local firms, effect of foreign
competition, imitation ol French trade marks, &c These returns
are mostly of a confidential nature, and are not intended for publica-
tion, but whenever the minister considere it advisable he causes
information to be conveyed through the chamben of commeroe, or
other channels, to the parties chiefly interested. The ordinary
consular reporu are published in weekly initalmenta in the Mons-
ieur officid in commerce.
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IV. GESKANy

A.—C<fmmercial Associatioiu.

Germui trade organizatbiis are of three kinds, vie :

—

a. Officialoriganizations established by law, and called Handels-

kammem, or chamber of commerce;
b, Semi-o£Bcial associations; and
€. Voluntary or " free " associations.

«. Cka$nbers cf Commtru.-^ontTAry to the idea prevalent in
England. ofEkial trade oiKanizations in Germany are in a somewhat
chaotic state. They have been established under more or less

different conditkms and systems in each state of the empire, and
in oeftaan districts still bear the imprint of foreign origin. They
are under the control of the local state governments and lack the
lK>nKMeneity and unity of direction of the French official system.

Before proceeding to a general examination of the German
rfi^oie. spedal mention must be made of the chambers <A com-

merce of the old Hanseatic Confederacy which stand
apart, and whose duties* as well as constitution, differ

from those of trade organizations in the rest of Ger-
many. The chambers of commerce in Hamburg,

Bremen and LQbeck are not only the successors of, but (con-

trary to what happened in Germany as well as in other
coastries) have been evolved out of the old corporations which
looked after the interests of the Hans traders in the olden days,
and which, in the case of the Hamburg " Commers-Deputation,
tor instance, dated as far back as 1665.
The Hamburg Chamber of Commerce, whose present constitution

dates from i860, is composed of twenty-four members elected for

six years by the ancient "Versammlung eines ehrbaren Kauf-
Bianoes,'* that is to say, the merchants and commercial men whose
names apfxar on the register of the " Honest Merchants " of the
city. Its income is chiefly derived from special taxation, to which
are added the proceeds of the sale of contract and transfer stamps,
and also the amount paid every year for the re-registration of

eaN^ " Honest Merchant." This latter source of income amounts
to about 70,000 marks per annum. The chamber has to submit
its accounts for approval to the Senate of the Republic.

In addition to Uie general duties of chambers of commerce in

connexion with trade matters, the Hamburg chamber—the same
may also be said of the other Hanseatic chambers—fulfils the
cominncd functions of a chamber of shipping and of a port and
docks board. It has the right of proposingjudges and of nominat-
ing experts attached to the courts. The exchanges and public

sale rooms of the city are under its control, and it publishes the
official quotations, as well as a weekly price list of goods and pro-

duce at the port of Hamburg. It b entitled to elect members to
the '* BQrgerschaft " or lower house of representatives, who are
especially competent to deal with trade and shipping questions,

customs duties and emigration. The chamber must be consuhcd
by the " DOr^jerschaft " sdth reference to all proposals affeaing
trade and navigation.

In Bremen the chamber is composed of twenty-four members
elected by the " Ausschuss des Kautmanns-Konvents, " which com-
prises all the important commercial houses of the city. Two
members go out every year, and no one can remain a member for

man than eighteen years. The Bremen chamber is intimately con-
nected with the Senate of the Republic, a standing; committee of

both bang in existence to settle questk>ns affecting trade and

Tne L&beck chamber is composed of twenty members elected for

sis vears by the associations representing the wholesale and retail

trades. The president must be approved by the senate, and is

sworn in as a state official. He holds office lor two years, and is

not paid for his servkesr but when he goes out of office is pre-
sented with a sum of money subscribed by the townspeople. The
LQbeck chamber is probably the wealthiest organisation of its

kind in Germany, and is entrusted with the administration of the
property of the old corporation of the. ** Vorstand der Kaufmann-
schaft. which is very important. The senate must consult it not
only in trade and navigation matters, but also with reference to
all contracts entered into on behalf of the state.

Chambers of commerce in other parts of the German Empire are
not so important, nor are their duties so varied, as in *he Hanseatic

^-^-^^ towns. The oldest ones were established oy Napoleon
t."_ril!l in 1802 in Cologne, Crefeld. Aachen, Stolberg and

other towns which were then under the control of

France, and they were submitted to the legislation which regu-

lated the chambers- oraanized in France at the same time. The
model set up by the French was more or less closely followed in

the subsequent establishment of institutions of this nature in other
German states. The Berlin chamber was only constituted on the
1st of April 1903. A trade corporation called the " Aelteste der
Kaufmannschaft " previously fulfilled, to a certain extent, the
duties of a chamber of commerce. The new chamber rests on a
broader basis than the old corporation, which, however, remains
intact, though the sphere of its action has been restricted.

Broadly speaking, the German chamben are elected by the
Rsisterea tradespeople and the merchants. Throughout the whole

of Germany chamben are under the strict supervinon d the state
minister of commerce, and cannot be established except with his
permission. He fixes the number of members as well as theamount
of the state allocation to the chamber. In Prussia and Bavaria
the j^ovemment is entitled to dissolve chambers whenever it

considers it advisable to do so, and there is always a government
commissioner in attendance at all meetings. In most cases the
local government allows a fixed sum for the expenses of chambera
of commerce, and if this amount is exceeded the electors who are
on the commercial register have to make good the excess by
the striking of a special fate. In some states, e.g. Brunswick,
WQrttemberi; arid Baden, the electors cannot be called upon to
pay for deficiencies ndore than an amount fixed by law. In Bavaria
chambers ^et a subvention from the district and central funds.
The duties and powen of the German chamben are practically

the same as those of the French chambera.
The German government did not, like the French, interfere with

the liberty of association of chamben of commerce, and as a
result German chamben have united, tosether with other trade
corporations, in an association called the ''^Deutsche Handelstag,"
founded in 1861, and carried on in Its present form since 1886.
The German government is understood to be opposed to the forma-

tion of German chamben of commerce abroad, and as a OtrmMa
matter of fact there are no German chamben in Europe Chmmbta
outside of Germany. A few have been established Abroadmad
in South America, but they are purely voluntary Fonigm
associations. No foreign chambera of commeroe exist Gbaaiacrrls
in Germany. „ ,.

h. Semi-Vfficiai CorRations.—^Besdes the chamben of com-
merce, there exist, chiefly in Prussia, various old-established and
c^uasi-offidal corporations, whose views receive as careful con-
sideration from the government as do those of chamben of com-
merce. The Berliner Aelteste der Kaufmannschaft is one of the
most important of these corporations, but the Gewerbekammer of
Memel, the Kaufm&nnische Verein of Breslau, the Vorsteher
Amt der Kaufmannschaft of Koenigsberg also deserve mention.
Otben exist in Elbing, Stettin, Danzig, Tilsit and Magdeburg.
They originated for the most part in ancient gilds or associations
of commercial firms, and were organized in their present form
between 1826 and 182*^

c. Voluntary Associations.—Germany powesses also a large
number of influential commercial associations of a voluntary
character called the " Freie Vereine," which, especially in recent
yean, have greatly contributed to the commercial development of
the em(»re.

B.

—

StaU Departmenlal Organizatum.

The German Empire has no ministry of commerce. As in the
United States, commercial matters form only a department of the

ministry of state. Most of the states of the empire have, how-
ever, their own ministries of commerce, the oldest being the

Prussian ministry of commerce and industry, which dates from
1848.

In Prusna, the ihinister of commeroe Is advised by the Volks-
wirthschaftsrath, or council of national economy, an official body
constituted in 1880 by the Emperor William I. The
functions of this council, which assembles periodic-

ally under the prendency of the minister of commerce,
are also similar to those fulfilled in France by the
Conseil Sup^rieur du Commerce et de 1' Industrie.

The German government has taken steps to facilitate the dis-

semination of commercial intelligence by the establishment of
commercial museums, which are variously called ^.^^^^
" Handelsmuseen, " "Ausfuhrmustcrlager " or " Ex- ji^i^^T^
portmusterlager. " The first of these, which are on the
model of the Vienna Handelsmuseum, was opened in Berlin in 1883.

Othen followed in Munich, Karlsruhe. Frankfort, Cologne, Dresden,
Leipzig, Weimar, &c. They perform, to a certain extent, much
the same functions as those periormed in England by the com-
mercial intelligence branch of the board of trade.

A perusal of the instructions given to German consuls with

regard to commercial matten shows that the German consular body
is in this respect very much in the same position as ^3____|^
the British consular body. If German consub as a g^^J
whole have been especblly active and successful in

promoting German commercial interests, it is not on account of

the nature of the instructions received from their ^^ovemmcnt,
these instructions being to all intents and purposes similar to those

issued to British consuls, but because particular care was taken

to select consuls from a class of men imbued with the desire of

increasing the greatness <rf their country by the promotion of German

Of distinctly commercial attach^, like those of Great Britain and
Russia, Germany has none; but in addition to the consular body
she is represented in foreign countries by five attachfe^^^^^^^
or experts, whose duties are to study the movements of^^^^^^
agricultural produce, and interest themselves in agri-

cultural matten generally. They cover Great Britain, France,

Russia, the Danube distria and the United States.
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A.

—

Commercial Associalioiu.

The important place which Belgium has taken in international

trade has directed much attention to her commercial oiiganization,

which comes nearer to the British model than that of any other
European country. Belgian chambers of commerce were on the
French system until 1875. when all official tics between them and
the government were bvokcn, and full liberty was given to com-
mercial associations to establish and govern themselves in their

own way. The Belgian chambers have now no administrative
functions of any kind, but the Belgian government never fails to
consult them in matters likely to interest the commercial com-
munity. The most important chambers are those of Antwerp,
Brussels. Ghent, Li^e, Charlcroi, Verviers and Namur. Mention
should alio be made of the federations of industrial and com-
mercial associations at Antwerp and at Brussels, and of the
syndical union of Brussels. In some places there are Liberal and
Conservative chambers of commerce.

In addition to institutions representative of the general interests

of commerce and industry, the principal trades have also in the
larger cities separate associations or syndicates. There are a large
number of associations for the promotion of colonial trade, which
have grown up since the establishment of the G>ngo Free State. A
number of Belgian chambers of commerce also exist abroad, the
6rst of which was established in New York in 1867.

B.—State bepartmenUU OrganitaiioH,

The Belgian ministry of commerce, under whose control com-
mercial matters are placed, dates only from 189s. previous to which
time the department of commerce at the ministry for foreign

affairs fulfilled the same functions. The ministry has established

in Brussels a Commercial Museum, nmilar to those of Germany
and Austria, to centralize commercial intelligence and facilitate its

dissemination.

VI.—Otbbr Counteiss
Austna-Huneary.—^The control exercised by the government

over commercial organizations in Austria and in Hungary is very
close. The only institutions of this kind of any importance within
the dual monarchy are the chambers of commerce. They are
official bodies, regulated by the law of the 29th of June 1868,
which is, as regards the functions of chambers, almost similar to
the French law. But the Austrian chambers, in certain cases,

have the right to elect members of parliament, which right depends
upon taxation. Within the Trieste district one-thud ot the
members of chambers of commerce may be foreigners.

Austria and Hungary have each a ministry of commerce, the
former since 18*53 and ^^^ latter since 1867, whose jurisdiction is

strictly confined to internal trade mattera in each Country. When-
ever important questions arise affecting common interests the
Gemeinsame ZoU-Conferenz, or Common Customs Conference, is

summoned. This conference is made up of representatives of the
various ministries of both countries. Matten ariung out of com-
mercial relations with foreign countries are under the control of
the commercial department of the imperial foreign office.

The Vienna commercial nluseum was the prototype of. similar
institutions. It was established in 1875, as a consequence of the
Vienna International Exhibition of i8j3, and was followed shortly
afterwards by the establishment of a similar one in Budapest.

Italy.—^The chambers of commerce and arts, which are regu-
lated by the law of 1863, are official bodies. They are instituted,

and may be dissolved, by royal decree, and their functions are
almost similar to those pmormed by the French chambers. They
are, however, at libeity to unite for the consideration of commereisu
and industrial questions of common interest, and are entitled to
own property and to levy taxes for their maintenance.
An advisoiy council is attached to the ministry of commerce,

which dates from 1878. This council is -called upon to give an
ofMnion with reference to all matters connected with trade and
industry. There are also two commercial museums, one in Rome and
one in Milan.

Spain.—^Spanish chambers of commerce were oi^nized by a
royal decree of 1886. which places them under the control of the
Mmistro de Fomento. They are self-supporting bodies with un-
limited membership, but have also an official standing. In order
to belong to them one must be of Spanish nationaUty, be engaged
in trade, have i>aid direct taxes to the state for at least five years
for the business in connexion with which membership of the chamber
is sought, and pay annually the amount of the subscription po-
vided by the regulations. The government roust consult chambers
of commerce upon treaties of commerce and navigation, tariff

changes, the creation of commercial exchanges and the organization
of commercial education. Owing to the peculiarity of their con-
stitution the Spanish chambers are much more representative of
the feelings of the commercial community, and much less under
the strict pntrol of the government, than umtlar institutions in
other Continental countries. Spain has no ministry of commerce
proper, the duties of this office being performed by the commercial
tub-department of the Ministro de Fomento, which dates from
1847.

Poftupd.—In Portugal the organisations corresponding to
chambers of commerce, which are called " commercial associa-

tions, " are voluntary associations kept up by the subscriptions of
their members. The associations at Lisbon and Oporto are tl^
only ones of importance.

Russia.—^Attached to the department of trade and manufactures
of the ministry of Finance, which in Russia does duty for the ministry
of commerce, there is an official council of tsade and manufactures
which sits in St Petersburg, and b presided over by a representative
of the ministry. A similar council is also in existence at Moscow.
In addition to these there arc six local bodies, called the " local

committees of trade and manufactures, ** entrusted with the care
of commercial interests in Archangel, Odessa. Rostov-on-the-Don.
Tver, Tikhvin and Ivanovo-Voznesensk. At Warsaw there b
ft "committee of manufactures.*' The committees are purely
consultative bodies.

Closer to what we know as chamben of commerce are the in-

stitutions called " exchange committees. " They are voluntary
associations, chosen by a council elected for the purpose by the
commercial community; they generally consist of twelve memNTs
elected for five yean, and the president b appointed by the minuter
of finance. two important commercial societies, although un-
official, are recognized and frequently consulted by the govern-
ment, viz. the Society for the Encouragement of Russian Trade and
Industry, of St Petersburg, and the Society for the Encouragement
of Navifl»tion. of Moscow.
The Kusuan government is represented abroad by commercial

attaches, who are known as "agents of the Russian ministry of
finance. " The duties of these attach^ are almost similar to
those of the British commercial attaches, but they are entrusted
with the promotion of Russian financial as well as commercial
interests.

Japan.—Commerdal mattera in Japan come 'snthtn the cognis-
ance of the minister of state for agriculture and commerce. The
chief commercial assocUtions are the chambera .of commerce,
which are under the direct control of the minister. They are
official bodies, with a constitution somewhat resembling that of
the French chambers. The membera must be Japanese subjects.
AuTiiORiTiES.—Cortespondence respecting diplomatic and con-

sular assistance to British trade abroad. Paniamentarj Papers^
No. 16, 1886, and No. 5. 1897; Report of the Departmental Committee
on Ike Dissemination of Commercial Jntellitence (3 vols., c. 8962,
8063, 1898); Reports on the constitution and functions of ministries
of commerce and aivalogous branches of foreign administrations.
Parliamentary Paper^ No. 12 (1889). Reports, rules, by-laws and
articles of association of the various chambera mentionra. W. H.
Schofi, American Commercial Institutions (New York, 1900); Foreips
Trade Policies', American Consular Report. No. yyj (Dec. 3^, 1898).
The Bureau of American RepuUics Annual Reports (Washington).
The Chambers of Commerce Year Book (York, 1909).

TRADE UNIONS, combinations for regulating the relations

between workmen and masters, workmen and workmen, or

masters and masters, or for imposing restrictive conditions on
the conduct of any industry or business.

I.

—

The United Kincdov

By the English common law such combinations were, witb
certain unimportant exceptions, regarded as illegal. They were
considered to be contrary to public policy, and were aietory of
treated as conspiracies in restraint of trade. Those g****

who were concerned in them were liable to be '
'"'

criminally prosecuted by indictment or information, and
to be punished on conviction by fine and imprisonment. The
offence was the same whether it was committed by masters or

by workmen. But although the common law applied mutcHs
mutandis to both of them alike, it was. practically speaking, in

reference rather to the latter than to the former that its effects

were developed and ascertained. Although workmen, as indi-

viduals, might lawfully consent or refuse to labour for any
remuneration or for any time they pleased, the hostility of the

common law to combinations effected the result that when two
or more of them joined together, and agreed to labour only on
certain stipulated terms, their agreements were not only null

and void, but were criminal offences subject to punishment.

It was immaterial whether the end they had in view was to deter-

mine wages or to Umit work; or whether the means they adopted

for promoting its attainment was a simultaneous withdrawal

from employment, an endeavour to prevent other workmen from

resuming or taking employment, or an attempt to control the

masters in the management of their trade, the engagement of

journeymen or apprentices, or the use of machinery or industrial

I processes; or whether in seeking to enforce their demands they
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Aamitk

rdied merely <m advice and aolidutioa, or Ksorted to reproach
and menace, or proceeded to actual violence. In any event
their combination in itself constituted a criminal conspiracy, and
tcaSfBxtA them amenable to prosecution and punishment,

t From the reign of Edward I. to the reign of George IV. the
operation of the common law was enforced and charged by
between thirty and forty acts of parliament, all of which were
more or less explicitly designed to prohibit and prevent the

organization of labour. But the rise of the manufacturing
system towards the end of the z8th century, and the revolution

which accompanied it in the industrial arrangements of the
coontry, were attended by a vast and unexpected extension of

the movement which the legislature had for so long essayed to
siqipress. Among the multitudes of workmen who then began
to be employed in factories, trade unions in the form of secret

societies speedily became numerous and active, and to meet
the situation a more summary procedure than that which had
hitherto been available was provided by an act passed in z8oo.

^By this statute it was enacted that all persons
combining with others to advance their wages or
the quantity of their work, or in any way to affect

or control those who carried on any manufacture or trade

in the conduct and management thereof, might be convicted
before one justice of the peace, and mi^t be committed to

the common gaol for any time not excyedmg three calendar

months, or be kept to hard bibour in the house of correction' for

a term of two calendar months.
The d&content and disorder consequent upon the introduction

of steam and improved appliances into British manufactures
in the first quarter of the 19th century, in conjunction with a
state of commercial depression and national distress, led to the

nomination of a select committee by the House of Commons,
to inquire into the whole question of what were comprehensively

designated the "combination laws/' in the session of 1824.

The committee reported' to the House that " those laws had not
only not been efficient to prevent combinations either of masters

Atiimitau.^ ^'^lunen, but on the contrary had, in the opmion
of many of both parties, had a tendency to produce

mutual irritation and distrust and to give a violent

character to the combinations, and to render them highly dan-
herons to the peace of the community." They further reported

that in their judgment " masters and workmen should be freed

from such restrictions as regards the rate of wages and the hours
of working, and be left at perfect liberty to make such agreements
as they mutually think proper." They therefore recommended
that "the statute laws which interfered in these particulars

between masters and workmen should be repealed," and also

that " the common law under which a peaceable meeting of

masters or workmen might be prosecuted should be altered."

In poxsnance of their report, an act, 5 Geo. IV. c. 95, was. at

once brought in and passed. But the immediate results of

the change which it effected were regarded as so inconvenient,

formidable and alarming, that in the session of 1825 the House
of Commons ^pointed another select committee to re-examine

the various problems, and review and reconsider the evidence

submitted to their predecessors. They reported without delay

in favour of the total repeal of the act of 1824, and the restora-

tion of those provisions of the combination laws, whether statu-

tory or customary, which it had been more particularly intended

to abrogate. The consequence was an act passed in 1825 of

Ari^mfn ^h^ the preamble declares that the act of 1824
had not becin found effectual, and that combinations

such as it had legalized were "iigurious to trade and com-
merce, dangerous to the tranquillity of the country, and
especially prejudicial to the interests of all who were concerned

in them." The effect of this act was to leave the common law
of conspiracy in full force against all combinations in restraint

of trade, except such as it expressly exempted from its operation,

as it had been before the act of 1824 was passed. It comprised,

however, within itself the whole of the statute law relating to

the subject, and under it no persons were liable to punishment
for meeting together for the sole purpose of consulting upon and
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determining the rate of wages or prices which they, being
present, would require for their work or pay to their workmen,
or the hours for which they would work or requue work in any
trade or business, or for entering into any agreement, verbal or
written, for the purpose of fixing the rate of wages or prices idiich

the parties to it should so receive or pay. But all persons were
subjected to a msximnm punishment of three months' imprison-
ment with hard labour who should by violence, threats or intimi-

dation, molestation, or obstruction, do, or endeavour to do, or
aid, abet or assist in doing or endeavouring to do, any of a
series of things inronristent with freedom of contr^a which the
act enumerated and defined.

In Z859, in order to remove certain doubts which had arisen

as to the true import and meaning of the undefined words
"molesUtion" and "obstruction," it was provided ^^^|g|,^
by an amendmg act that "no person, by reason
merely of his endeavouring peaoeably and in a reasonable
manner, and without threat or intimidation, direct or indirect,

to persuade others to cease or abstain from work, in order to
obtain the rate of wages .or the altered hours of labour agreed
to by him and others, should be deemed to have been guilty

of * molestation ' or * obstruction.'

"

In spite of the partial recognition which trade unions had
thus received, they continued to be unlawful, although not
necessarily crimizuil, associations. In certain cases, ^^ .

they were by statute exempted from penal con- tSt^n,
sequences, and their members were empowered to

combine for specified purposes, and to collect funds by volun-
tary contributions for carrying them into effect. But in the
estimation of the common law the special privileges which had
been accorded to them under particular circumstances did
not confer any general character of legality upon them, and
where their rules were held to be in restraint of trade, as in

the prohibition of piece-work or the limitation of the number
of apprentices, they were still regarded as conspiracies. In
this condition the law was when what became notorious as the
" Sheffield and Manchester outrages " suggested the appoint-

ment of the royal commission on trade unions, which investi-

gated the subject from 1867 to 1869. The outcome was, first,

a temporary measure for the more effectual protection of

the funds of trade unions, passed in 1869, and, secondly, the

two measures which, as amended and amending, are dted
together as the " Trade Union Acts 187 1 and 1876."

Under these statutes, construed with the Conspiracy and
Protection of Property Act 1875, the law relating to combi-
nations, whether M workmen or of masters,

entered upon a new phase. In connexion with
trade disputes no person can be prosecuted for

conspiracy to commit an act which would not be criminal if

committed by him singly. The purposes of a trade union

are not to be deemed illegal merely because they are in

restraint of trade, and the circumstance that they are

in restraint of trade is not to render any member of it liable

to prosecution, nor is it to avoid or make voidable any agree-

ment or trust relating to it. No court, however, can enter-

tain legal proceedings with the object of directly enforcing

or recovering damages for the breach of an agreement between
the members of a trade union as such, concerning the con-

ditions on which the members for the time being shall or

shall not sell theur goods, transact their business, employ or

be employed, or the payment by any person of any subscrip-

tion or penalty to a trade union, or for the application of

the funds of a. trade union to provide benefits or to furnish

contributions to any employer or workman not a member of

such trade union in consideration of such employer or

workman acting. in conformity with the rules or resolutions

of such trade union, or to discharge any fine imposed upon
any person by any court of justice or any i|greeinent made
between one trade union and another, or any bond to secure

such agreement. But such incapacity to sue on such agree-

ments is not to be taken as constituting any of them illegal.

Every person, however, commits a misdemeanour, and
X
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conviction is liable to a mannmim fine of £20, or to a maximum
impriaonment of three months with hard labour, who wilfully and
m«ilicibusly breaks a contract of service or hiring, knowing or

having reasonable cause to believe that the probable consequence

of his so doing, either alone or in combination with others,

will be to endanger human life or cause serious bodily injury,

or to expose valuable property, whether real or peisonal,

to destruction or serious injury; or, who, being employed

by a municipal authority or by any company or contractor on
whom is imposed by act of parliament, or who have otherwise

assumed, the duty of supplying any place with gas or water,

wilfully and maliciously breaks a contract of service or hiring,

knowing, or having reasonable cause to believe, that the

probable consequence of his so doing, alone or in combination

with others, will be to deprive the inhabitants of that place,

wholly or in part, of their supply of gas or water; or who,
with a view to compel any other person to do or to abstain

from doing any act which such other person has a right to

abstain from doing or to do, wrongfully and without legal

authority uses violence to or intimidates such other person

or his wife or children, or injures his property, or who per-

sistently follows such person about from place to place, or who
hides any tools, dothes or other property owned or used by
such other person, or deprives him of or hinders him in the use

thereof, or who watches or besets the house or other place where
such person resides or works or carries on business or happens
to be, or the approach to such house or place, or who follows

such other person with two or more other persons in a disorderly

manner in or through any street or road. Attending at or near

the bouse or place where a person resides or works or carries

on business, in order merely to obtain or communicate infor-

mation was not watching or besetting within the sutute, but

this proviso has since been repealed. In regard to registration,

trade unions are placed on a similar footing with friendly and
provident and industrial societies, and they enjoy ill the

privileges, advantages and facilities which those associations

possess and command, except in so far as they differ by the

fact that there is no legally enforceable contract betweena trade
union and its members, and that the right of a registered trade

union to invest funds with the National Debt Conunissioners

is limited, and in a few other matters. On their side, how-
ever, they have to comply with the same conditions, are sub-

ject to the same, liabilities, and are compelled to make the same
periodical returns.

During the years, following 1876 several important amend-
ments of the law, other than, special trade union legislation,

and the decisions of the courts in various cases, led

I,
up to the important act of 1906. These affected

principally the liability of trade union funds to be
taken in execution for the wrongful acts of agents of the union,

the statute law relating to picketing and other incidents of

strikes, and the law of conspiracy as affecting trade unions.

The two latter points are dealt with in the article on Strikes
AND LocK-OuTS, and it may suffice here to say that the clauses

in the act of 1875 prescribing punishment forwatchingand beset-
f ting a house, &c., with the view of compelling any other personin
the manner set forth, have been amended by the repeal of the

proviso that " Attending at or near the house or place where a
person resides, or works, or carries on business, or happens to be,

or the approach to such house or place, in order merely to obtain

or commimicate information, shall not be deemed a watching
or besetting witUn the meaning of this section " by the enact-

ment in the act of 2906 that ; " It shall be lawful for one or
more persons, acting on .their own behalf or on behalf of

a trade union or* of an individual employer or firm in con-
templation or furtherance of a trade dispute, to attend at

or near a house or place where a person resides or works or
carries on business or happens to be^ if they so attend merely
for the purpose of peacefully obtaining or communicating
information, or of peacefully persuading any person to work
or abstain from working."

The object was to include the right of peaceful persuasion
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which had been supposed by parliament to be implied in the
terms of the act of 1875. Further, the law of conspiracy
has been amended by enactments in the act of 1906 that: *' An
act done in pursuance of an agreement or combination by two
or more persons shall, if done in contemplation or furtherance
of a trade dispute, not be actionable unless the act if done
without any such agreement or combination would be action-

able," and " An act done by a person in contemplation or
furtherance of a trade dispute shall, not be actionable on the
ground only that it induces some other person to break a con-
tract of employment or that it is an interference with the trade,

business or employment of some other person, or with the
right of some other person to dispose of his capital or his labour
as he wills."

The act of 1875, in the words o! Lord CaimS, was framed on
the principle that " the offences in relation to trade dilutes
should be thoroughly known and understood, and^MAv
that persons should not be subjected to the indirect Cbws 10 <*•

and deluding action of the old law of conspiracy," ^-^•*"'**^

but no one during the discussion of the bill was thinking of

the dvil action. This matter became important when the

dicta of various judges in the House of Lords in the case
of Quinn v. Leathern showed that there might be- an
action for ' damages based on any conspiracy to injure

or do harm, particuhirly when it is considered that the very
essence of a strike is in one sense injury to those against
whom it is directed, and these opinions became of the utmost
import to trade unions when the Taff Vale case showed that
the fact of procuring to strike might also involve trade union
funds in liability, even where there had been no procuring
to break contracts. This important decision arose through
the amendment of general procedure under the Judicature
Acts in i88x. The distinction was abolished between legal

and equitable rules as regards parties to sue and be sued,
and in 1883 there was issued a General Order No. xvi. of

the supreme court, rule 9 of which prescribed that where there
are numerous parties having the same interest in one cause
or matter, one or more of such persons may sue or be sued,
or may be authorized by a court or judge to defend in such
cause or matter, on behalf or for the benefit of all persons
so interested. It was decided in Temperion v. Russell in 1893
where three trade unions were made defendants to represent

all the members, and the order did not apply in the case of

a trade union, because the words of the order "numerous
parties having the same interest in one cause or matter " could
only be satisfied by parties who had, or claimed to have, a
beneficial proprietary right which they were asserting or de-
fending, from which it was inferred that they could not be sued
at all, and in the report of the Royal Commission on Labour
in 1894 the opimon was either assumed or expressly stated
that they could not be sued in tort. In 1901 the House
of Lords overruled Temperion v. Russell in the case of the
Duke of Bedford v. Mis, holding that the General Order No.
xvi. rule 9, was universal in its application. In the same
year the Taff Vale case came before the House of Lords.
In the first place, expounding the Trade Union Act 1871,
they held unanimously that from the provisions in that act
concerning registered trade imions there is to be legally in-

ferred an intention of parliament that a trade union might be
sued in tort in its registered name, with the conse- . ffy^^
qiience that trade union funds would be liable ^^
for any damages that might be awarded. Secondly

—apart from the Trade Union Act—Lord Macnaghten and
Loid Lindley expressed an unhesitating opinion that under the
General Order No. xvi, as interpreted in Duke of Bedford v.

Ellisf any trade union, whether registered or not, could be sued
in tort by means of a representative action:. Trade unionists

protested against the result as a decision of judges making
a practically new law against trade unions and nullifying

the settlement of their status made by the legislature in

187 1, and in June 1903 a royal commission was again ap-

pointed to inquire into the subject of trade disputes and trade
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combinations and as to the law affecting them, and to report

on the law applicable to the same and the effect of any modifi-

catioos thereof.

The majority of the commission reported in January 1906
in fav«rar of an alteration in the law relating to picketing and

conspiracy, but against any alteration of the law

jSI^ as laid down in the Taff Vale judgment. A
different view was, however, expressed in the Trade

Disputes Act passed in the same year, whereby it was
enacted with reference to trades union funds that " an action

against a trade union, whether of workmen or masters, or

against any membeis or officials thereof on behalf of them-
selves and all other members of the trade union in respect

of any tortious act alleged to have been committed by or

cm behalf of the trade union, shall not be entertained by
any court, " although " nothing in this section shall affect

the liability of the trustees of a trade union to be sued

in the events provided for by the Trades Union Act 1871,

section 9, except in respect of any tortious act committed
by or on behalf of the union in contemplation or in further-

ancc of a trade dispute. " This act and the two previous

acts are cited together as the Trade Union Acts 1871 to 1906,

and form the present statutory enactments upon the subject.

In December 1909 one of the most important judgments
in connexion with trade unions was delivered in the

Till niiBafii
*^*^ ®' Osborne v. Amalgamated Society of Railway

^jT^jy*" Servants. The litigation had extended over two
3rears, ending in the House of Lords (December 31,

1909) upholding the decision of the court of appeal (L.R.

1909, ch. 163). The plaintiff, who had been a member of the

Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants since 1892, sued

his tnde union to have it declared that one of its current

rules, which provided, amongst other things, for parliamentary

representation and the enforced levy of contributions from

him and other members of the society, towards the payment
of salaries or maintenance allowance to members of parliament

pledged to observe and fulfil the conditions imposed by the

Labour Party, was ultra tires and void. It was decided in

the King's Bench against the plaintiff, but the judgment was

reversed by the court of appeal, wh(»e decision was upheld

by the House of Lords. This meant that the Labour Party

in the House of Commons would have to find other ways and
means than contributions from trade unionists to maintain their

members in parliament. A voluntary levy was attempted, but

did not meet with any success, and in 1910 agitation was set on

foot by the Labour Party for the reversal of the ** Osborne

judgment. " They also announced in September their intention

of making a change in the constitution of their party by elimin-

ating the necessity of each member signing an acceptance

of certain conditions, on the grotmd that the party had
arrived at a state when it could trust to ordinary party loyalty

to keep their members' action in accordance with the policy

of the party. It was also hoped that it would meet many
objections raised against their agitation for the reversal of

the Osborne judgment. The agitation had the result of in-

creasing the force of the movement for payment of members,

not only in the Liberal party but also among the more pro-

gressive Conservatives.

Trade anions, in the sense in which the term is now under-'

stood, appear to be almost exclusively of modem growth.

Though combinations among various classes of

^workmen to improve their position have doubt-
'
Jess been formed from time to time from an early

period, such combinations, up to comparatively recent years,

were mostly ephemeral, almost the only class among whom
permanent associations of journeymen are known to have

existed io the middle ages being the masons, whose con-

federacies were prohibited by law in 1435. With this

doobtfol exception, there is little or no trace of permanent

combinations corresponding to the modem trade union

before the x8th century. During the period when wages and

condit&wa of enqp&oyment were the subject of State regulation

(e.g. under the Statute of Apprentices of Elizabeth), combina-
tions to exact higher rates or other conditions than those so fixed

were naturally regarded as illegal conspiracies.
' The craft gil(k of the middle ages have sometimes been
regarded as the true predecessors of trade unions, but the
analogy must not be pressed too far. The structure, con-
stitution and functions of a gild of craftsmen, aiming at the
protection and regulation of the craft as a whole, were essen-

tially different from those of a trade union, formed to protect

one dass of persons engaged in an industry against another.

Nor b there any trace of direct continuity between gilds

and trade unions, for the daim of certain Irish trade unions
to be descended from gilds will not bear scratiny (see Webb,
History of Trade Unionism, appendix). The only tme sense

in wUch it can be said that there is a certain indirect

historical filiation between gilds and trade unions is that, as
pointed out by Brentano, some of the earliest trade unions had
for their original object the enforcement of the decaying
Elizabethan legislation, which in its turn had taken the

place of the obsolete regulation of mdustry by the craft gilds,

so that among the rules and objects of such unions would
naturally be some bearing a likeness to gild xegulations.

The actiial way in which trade unions first came into, being
probably varied very greatly. In some cases, as stated above,
their origin can be definitely traced to associations for en-

forcing the legal regulation of industry against the opposition

of employers; in others, the meetings of journeymen belonging

to the same trade for such purposes as sick or burial clubs

became naturally the nucleus of secret combinations to raise

wages. The growth of the " capitalistic " system of industry,

under which the workman no longer owned the materials or

instraments with which he worked, was one of the most potent
causes of the development of workmen's combinations. The
efforts of trade unions to revive the enforcement of the Eliza-

bethan legislation not only failed, but led to its repeal (18 13-

1814); but the laws against combinations, which had been made
more stringent and more general by the acts of 1 799-1 800,
remained unaltered until 1834. In spite of these acts, which
made all combinations illegal, there is evidence that trade

clubs of joumeymen existed and were tolerated in many
trad» and districts during the first quarter of the 19th

century, though they were always subject to the fear of

prosecution if they took hostile action against employers;

and in many cases strikes were suppressed by the conviction

of their leaders under these acts or under the common law
of conspiracy. The partial protection accorded to societies

for the purpose of regulating wages and hours of labour by
the law of 1835 led to a rapid multiplication and expansion
of trade unions, and to an outburst of strikes, in which,
however, partly owing to the widespread commercial depres-

sion, the workmen were mostly unsuccessful. Thus the first

impetus given to trade unions by the modification of the
combination laws was followed by a collapse, which in its

turn was followed (in the third decade of the century) by
a succession of attempts on the part of workmen to establish

a federal or universal combination, to embrace members not
of one but of several trades. To this new form of combination,
which excited a good deal of alarm among employers, the term
" trades union, '* as distinct from trade union, was appb'ed.

All these general movements, however, proved short-lived,

and the most extensive of them, the " Grand National Con-
solidated Trades Union," which was formed in 1834 and
claimed half a million adherents, only had an active existence

for a few months, its break-up being hastened by the con-

viction and transportation of six Dorchester labourers for the

administration of unlawful oaths. In the years of depressed

trade which followed, trade unionism once more declined,

and the interest of workmen was largely diverted from trade

combinations to more general political movements, e.g. Chartism,

the Anti-0)m-Law agitation and Robert Owen's schemes of

co-operation.

From 1845 we trace another revival of trade unions,
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characteristic tendency of this period being the ftmalgamation

of local trade clubs to form societies, national in scope, but
confined to single or kindred trades. High rates of contri-

bution, and the provision of friendly as well as trade benefits,

were among the features of the new type of union, of which
the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, formed in 1851, was
the most important example. The growth of unions of the new
type was followed by a development of employers' associations

in the 'sixties, and by a number of widespread strikes and
lock-outs, and also by various efforts to promote arbitration

and conciliation by the establishment of joint boards of

employers and employed. (See Akbitrahon and CoNauAnoN
and Strikes and Lock-outs.)

A series of outrages at Sheffield and Manchester in X865-

1866, in which officials of some local trade societies were impli-

cated, led to the appointment in 1867 of a Royal Commission on
Trade Unions, whose report was followed by the passage of the

Trade Union Act of 1871, which as amended in 1876 and 1906

now governs the legal position of trade unions. Conferences

of trade union represenUtives held in x866 and 1867 to deter-

mine their policy with respect to the royal commission of in-

quiry, led to the gatherings of the trade union congress which
are still held annually.

The period of inflated trade which began in 1871 caused,

as usual, another rapid growth of trade combinations, of which

the most characteristic featurewas their extension to agricultural

and general labourers. To meet this new development of com-
bination> the National Federation of Associated Employers
of Labour was formed in 1873. The years of depression, 1875-

x88o, were marked by a series of unsuccessful strikes against

reductions of wages, and by a general decline of trade unions,

which did not again revive until nearly ten years later, when
the new wave of prosperous trade brought with it an outburst

of strikes, chiefly among unskilled labourers, for improved

conditions, of which the most notable was the strike of the

London dock labourers in 1889. These trade movements
were accompanied by the formation of a large number of

unions of a type more akin to those of 1830-1834 than to the

more modem trade-friendly society with its high contributions

and benefits. The " new unions " were chiefly among unskilled

labourers; their rates of contributions were from xd. to 3d. a
week, and as a rule they only offered strike benefit. Another
characteristic was the extent to which their leaders were per-

meated with the Socialistic doctrines which had then recently

taken root in Great Britain, and which led them to advocate

ix)6itive state interference with industry in the interests of

the labourers (e.g. the legal limitation of hours of labour).

The reports of the Royal Commission on Labour, which

sat from X89X to X894, contain much Valuable information

on the state of facts and on the opinions of employers and
workmen at this period.

From X892 onwards the progress of trade unionbm can be

traced statistically. The depression of trade, x897-i895, brought,

with it, as usual, some decline in trade unionism; but though

many of the ** new unions" collapsed, some of the more im-

portant have survived to the present time. The revival of

trade which began in 1896 was naturally accompanied by an

increase in the strength of trade unions; but the roost

marked characteristic of this period was the extension and
consolidation of employers' associations, of which perhaps

the most notable is the Engineering Employers' Federation,

which was originally formed on the Clyde, but gradually

extended to other districts and became a national organixa-

tion of great strength during its successful struggle with

the Amalgamated Society of Engineers in X897-X898. Among
the other more important employers' associations and
federations of a national character may be mentioned the Ship-

ping Federation, the Federated Coal Owners, the Ship-building

Federation, the Federation of Master Cotton-Spinners'

Associations, the National Federation of Building Trade Em-
ployers, and the Incorporated Federated Associations of Boot

and Shoe Manufacturers.

In X899 a general federation of trade unions was established

which had in X907 a membership of 650,000 in 1x7 affiliated

societies. This federation linka the trade unions of the United
Kingdom with those of other countries by its affiliation

with the international federation of trade unions, which em-
braces the national federations t>f the principal European
countries. Dtiring recent yeaxs there has been a noticeable

tendency towards the creation of federations of trade unions,

and the absorption of the smdler by the larger societies. Trade
unions, both in their historical development and their present

organization, present a very great variety of constitutionSb

The oldest type is that of the local trade dub, con- _
sisting of a comparatively small number of men ^jiy*"

following the same occupation in the same locality.

A large number of unions have never progressed beyond this

primitive form of organization. The government is of the

simplest kind, by a general assembly of all the members, while

such officers as are required to carry on the necessary routine

business of the society are chosen by rotation or even by lot.

Indisposition to concentrate power in the hands of per-

manent officers and a tendency to divide the business of manage-
ment equally among all the members, instead of delegating

authority to a few chosen representatives, are leading character-

istics of trade unions in this primitive form. The organization

here described, even if adequate for ordinary current require-

ments, is ill suited for conducting a contest with employers,

and accordingly in times of strife an improvised " strike com-
mittee" often comes into existence and practicaUy governs
the conduct of the dispute. No doubt this double constitution

of the old trade club as a loosely organized friendly society,

converting itself at times into a more or less secr^ strike

combination ruled by an irresponsible committee, is to be traced

to the time when trade imions as such were illegal com-
binations and had to carry out their objects under the guise of
friendly societies. The Friendly Society of Ironfotmders

(established in 1809), though it has to a great extent out-

grown its primitive constitution, retains in its name the mark
of its origin, while the government of the London Society

of Bookbinders, by mass meeting of its members, offers an
example of the persistence of traditional methods under wholly
changed conditions. The Sheffield trade clubs, responsible

for the outrages which led to the appointment of the Trade
Union Commission in X867, and subsequently to the passage
of the Trade Union Acts, conformed as a rule to the primitive

type. At the present time over 750 trade unions are known
to exist which are purely local in character, with no branches.

The next step in trade union evolution seems to have generally

been an alliance or federation of two or more local clubs be-
longing to the same trade. This federation would make it

necessary to provide some machinery for common management,
the simplest and crudest expedient being for each of the allied

clubs to act in rotation as the governing branch. Thus the
government of the federation or " amalgamated society " was
at any given time confided to the members of a single locality,

and the seat of government was periodically shifted. Some
federal societies (e.g. the Mutual Association of Journeymen
Coopen) still retain this primitive form of government.
As the tendency developed for local clubs to unite, the necessity

of permanent officials to cope with the growing business of the
amalgamation caused the institution of a paid seczetary (usually

elected by the whole body of members), and this led naturally

to the fixing of the scat of administration at a particular centre
instead of rotating among the branches. Some continuity of
policy and of office tradition was thus made possible, but the
executive committee almost invariably continued to consist of
the local committee of the district where the seat of government
happened to be. Thus up to 1892 the business of the Amalga-
mated Society of Engineers, a society with hundreds of branches
all over the United Kingdom and even abroad, was conducted by
a committee elected by the London branches. The Boilermakers
continued a somewhat similar form of government up to 1895;
and many great societies, e.|. the Amalgamated Society of
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Cupentcfs and Joioen, oontintiE a •omewlut simibur system to

the pRsent day.

The plan of entrusting the government of a national society

to a lool czecuttve has obvious conveniences, where the society

consists of a body of working men scattered overa Uugeazea and
with no leisure for traveOing. But the control exercised by a
lodOy-elected committee over a general secretary deriving his

authority not from them but from the vote of a much wider

coDstitnency, could hardly be expected to be very effective;

while the e^iedienUof referring all important questions to a vote

of the whole body of memben, and ci summoning at periodical

intervals special delegate wirtings to revise the rules, have
proved In practice but clumsy substitutes for the permanent
oontzoland direction of the executive officers by a representative

coancfl. Quite as ineffective in some cases has been the authority

of a mete local executive over the committees of other districts.

Accordingly, some of the largest " amalgamated " unions have
now adopted a representative system of government. Thus in

xSga the Engineexs revised their rules so as to provide for the

electioa ofthe executive council by vote of all themembers divided
into eight equal electoral districts. The members of council so

elected are permanent paid officials, devoting all their time to

the work of the society. The general secretary, however, con-

tinues to be chosen by the whole body of members, while the

xcqmnsifaifity of the council is also weakened by the institution

of "district delegates" nominally responsible to them, but
chosen by direct election in the various districts. (This division

o^attthority and consequent weakness of responsibility was one
of the causes of the state of things which led to the great engineer-

ing dispute of iSpy^and it also led to a deadlock in negotiations

on the north-east coast in 1908, the executive being powerless to

enforce its yiews.) The Boilermakers adopted the system of a
permanent executive in 1895.

In the case of certain highly-localised industries, such as

cotton and coal, the conditions have admitted of a somewhat
different form of constitution from that described above. Thus
the Amalgamated Association of Operative Cotton-Spinners is a
federal organization, consisting of a nimiber of local associations,

all, however, situated within a comparatively small area. The
governing bodies of the association are—(i) a quarterly meeting

of about a hundred representatives of the districts; (2) an
executive committee of thirteen chosen by the above represen-

tative meeting, of whom seven must be woridng spinners and the

other six are usually permanent district officials; (3) a sub-

councfl to transact the ordinary daily work of the association,

consbting of the six official members referred to above. The
secretary is chosen by the represenUtive meeting, and engages

his own oflke assistants. Here we have the familiar features of

represenUtive institutions—a large legislative body, a small

executive chosen by and responsible to this body, and a still

smaller group of permanent officials to transact ordinary business.

Lastly, there are some burge societies constituted not by the

aggregation of local clubs or the federation of neighbouring

associations, but originally founded as "national societies"

divided into districts and branches for administrative conveni-

ence. An example is the Amalgamated Society of Railway
Servants, founded in 1872.

Besides the tendency of the national society with branches to

swaBow up the local trade dub, there is a further tendencyamong
the larger societies to form federations for certain common pur-

poses. Such federations are to be distinguished from mitional

trade unions, inasmuch as their members are societies and not

individuals, and as a rule their powers over their constituent

organisatioos are limited to certain specific objects. On the other

hand, they are more than merely consultative bodies (such as

local trades councils).

Some federations consist of unions in the same industry in

different districts {e,g. the Miners' Federation). " Single trade
"

federations like this have usually considerable powers, including

that of imposing levies.

In the cotton-spinning trade, the trade union orguiization

has a federal character, and the Amalgamated Association of

Operative Cotton-Spinnen, b spite of its name^ is, strictly

speaking, a federatioiL

Other federations {e.g. in the buikiing trade) are formed of

allied trades in thesame tocality, and usually have Uttle executive

power. The Federation of Engineering and Shipbuilding Trades
has among its objects the settlment of disputes between members
of its constituent societies as to the limits of their work. Some
federations aim at embracing societies in all kinds of industries,

but as a rule such organizations have not proved long-lived.

The most recent example is the " General Federation of Trade
Unions," formed in 1899, referred to above.
Smce z866 a congress of delegates from trade unions has met

aimually for discussion, and a parliamentary committee elected

by this congress watches over matters in which trade unions are

interested during the ensuing year.

The principal object of every trade union is to protect the

trade interests of its members, and to strengthen their position

in bargaining with their employers with regard to the ,.^
conditions under which they work. The chief means SKtedl*'
by which they seek to attain these objects (apart

from political methods such as the promotion of legislation or of

administrative action by public authorities) are twofold: viz.

the support of members when engaged in a collective dispute with
empbyers by the payment of " dispute " benefit, and the insur-

ance of members against loss from want of work by the payment
of " unempbyed " benefit, so as to enable them to refuse any
terms of employment inferior to those recognized by the trade

union. All trade unions in one form or another provide " dis-

pute " benefit, but a separate " unempbyed " b«iefit is by 00
means universal, though, except in certain groups of trades, it is

usual among more powerful and well established societies. Thus
in the mining, clothing, and even many branches of the building

trade, comparatively little is spent by trade unions on " un-

empbyed" benefit, while, on the other hand, in the metal,

engineering, shipbiiilding, printing and other trades a large

proportion of the total expenditure is devoted to this object

(see Statistics below). In some important societies, such as

the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, "unemployed" and
" dispute " benefits are mixed up together, members engaged
in a dispute receiving an addition of 58. per week (known as
" a>ntingcnt " benefit) to the ordinary out-of-work pay (knotiil

as " donation ").

Unempbyed benefit may, of course, be r^iarded asa " friendly
"

benefit, «.e. a provision against one dass of the casualties to

which a workman is exposed—the bss of employment through

slackness of trade. But in practice it also operates as a method
of maintaining the " standard " rate of wages, members being

entitled to it who could obtain employment, but <»ily on con-

ditbns disapproved by the sodety or branch.

The conditions under which the members of a union are

entitled to financial support in a strike vary in different sodeties,

and are prescribed in the rules. Usually, though the initiative

may come from the localities, the central executive must approve

of the strike before it takes place, and may at any time declare it

to be closed, though in some societies the central authority is

often unwilHng to take the responsibility of curbing its members
by exercising its powers in this respect.
" Dispute " and " unemployed " benefits are the only ones

which are specially characteristic of trade unions, and as regards

the latter, benefit, it may be said that trade unions have hitherto

been the only form of organization capable of meeting the

difficulties arising from " malingering." Most of the more
firmly established unions, however, add to their trade functions

those of friendly societies, providing sick, acddent, superannua-

tion, and funeral benefits, or some of these. The position of a

trade union, however, with regard to these benefits differs very

materially from that of a friendly sodety. The trade union is

under no legally enforceable confract with its members to provide

the stipulated benefits: it can change their scale, or even abolish

them, by vote of its members, and a member who has contributed

for years in hope of receiving them has no legal redress. Again,

a member excluded from the society for some " trade " reason.
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inddentally loses all claim to friendly benefits. The funds of a
trade union applicable to trade and friendly purposes are never
kept distinct (in the few cases in which some distinction is

attempted, the society may " borrow " from the one fund in

aid of the other in case of emergency); and a prolonged strike

or depression of trad^ may so deplete the funds as to make
it impossible for the society to meet its engagements as
regards sickness or superannuation. Thus the friendly society

operations of trade unions have strictly no actuarial basis, and
in some cases the scale of contribution and benefit have been
fixed with little regard to ultimate solvency.

\ On the other hand, the power of levying and varying the scale

of contributions addiis to some extent to the financial stability

of the funds, and the provision of " friendly " as well as " trade
"

benefits by a trade union undoubtedly gives strength and
continuity to the society, aud increases its power of discipline

over its members. Societies that only provide " dispute " pay
are exposed to violent oscillations of membership, and also to a
dangerous temptation to rush into an ill-considered strike owing
to the mere accumulation of funds which can be used for no
other purpose.

• The statistics of trade union expenditure on benefitsof various

classes are given below. Of the xoo principal unions, all provide
dispute benefit; 79 in the year 1905 provided unemployed benefit

(including in some cases travelling pay); 79, sick or accident

benefit; 37, superannuation benefit; and 87, funeral benefit;

32 unions providing all four classes of benefit.

One of the most important functions of trade unions in many
industries is the negotiation of agreements with employers and
employers' associations for the regulation of the conditions of

employment in those industries.* While undoubtedly the power
of withdrawing its members from employment in the last resort

adds to the power of a trade union in such negotiations, many of

the most important agreements by which the conditions of labour

of large bodies of workmen are governed are habitually con-

cluded, and from time to time revised, by conferences of repre-

sentatives of the trade union and employers without any strike

taking place. To the functions of trade unions as fighting

organizations and as friendly benefit societies should therefore

be added that of providing the necessary machinery and basis

for the conclusion of industrial agreements between bodies of

workpeople and their employers (see Arbitration and Concilia-

tion, and Strikes and Lock-outs).
While the broad objects of trade union policy are generally

similar, their methods and features vary greatly in detail.

Among the objects most frequently met with (besides thosfe of

raising wages and shortening hours, which may be said to be
universal) are the enforcement of a " minimum " wage; the

limitation of overtime; the restriction of numbers in the trade

through the limitation of apprentices, or the regulation of the

age of entrance; the restriction or regulation of piecework (in

trades accustomed to "time" work); the preservation for

members of the trade of the exclusive right to perform certain

classes of work claimed by other trades (leading to so-called
" demarcation" disputes); resistance to the encroachment of

labourerson work considered to be " skilled " (leading to disputes

as to the class of persons to be employed on machines, &c.); and
the securing of a monopoly of employment for members of the

union by a refusal to work with non-unionbta.
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benefits (other than " unemployed *0i 42*5%; on working expenses
»%. The 43*5% oC expenditure on friendly benefits is made up
of 19*1% on sick and accident, 12-4% on superannuation and 11 %
on funeral and other benefits.

The naining unions devoted 28-6% of their expenditure to the
support of disputes (friendly benefits in this industry being largely
provided by other agencies), while the unions in the printing and
booidnnding trades only used y9% for this object, over three-
quarters of their expenditure going to unemployed or friendly
benefits. As illustrations of the variation in the expenditure by
the same group of unions on a particular object from year to year,
it may be stated that within the ten years' period raerrcd to the
anooal expenditure of the metal, engineering and shipbuilding
group on dis|>ute8 varied from £514.637 in 1897. the year of the
great^aigineering dispute, to £13,266 in 1899. Again, the exjicnditure
of the same group of unions on unemployed oenefit varied from
£80.512 in 1899 to £303.749 in >904< The burden of superannuation
payments by the 100 unions has steadily increased during the ten
years from £137.813 in 1896 to £306.089 m 1906.
At the end of 1006 there were 89 federations, including societies

with a ROSS membership of over a million and three-quarters, but
a consdqrable deduction must be made from this total on account
of duplication. In the same year 231 *' trades councils " were
known to exist, with an affiliated membership of over 895.000.
The number of employers' associations and federations known

to exist in the United Kingdom in 1906 was 953, including 60
feckrations and national associations. Of the total number of
assodatioos 398 are in the building trades.

n.—FOXEZGN AMD COZXINIAL

Modem trade unionism has had its chief development in Eng-
lish-speaking countries, and especially in the United Kingdom,
where the couditions necessary for its growth have been present

to the fullest ezteaL With some exceptions, such unions as

are found elsewhere aie either derived or copied from English

organizatioDSy or ate associations with political objects. It is

theietore unuecessaiy to give more than a brief summary of the

positicm ol trade unions in some of the principal countries and
colonies outside the United Kingdom (for United Stales see IV.

below).

Camany.^—Jn Germany the majority of trade unions are of a

political character, being closely connected with the Social

Democratic party. Tboe Socialist trade unions, termed
" Gcwerkschaften, " were started by a congress held at Berlin in

1S68, under the au^ices of Fritscher and Schweitzer, two fol-

lowers of LassaUe. In 1878 many of them were dissolved under

the law prohibiting socialistic organizations, but shortly after

their place was taken by local unions termed " Fachvereine,"

which ostensibly abstained from poUtics, but which in various

ways succeeded in evading the law and carrying on the work
of the Gewerkschaften. In 1887 a general committee of the

German Gewerkschaften was formed, and in 1890 the General

Commission of Trade Unions in Germany was established. Later

yaais of proqxrous trade have been marked by a rapid growth

in the strength of trade unions in Germany.

The Sodal Democratic (Gewerkschaften) trade unions included

in 1907 a membership of I,886.id7 as compared with 743>396 in

1902 and 419.162 in 1897. Of the total number of meiftbers in

1907, 1.865,506 belof^ed to branches affiliated to central federations;

the membenhip of non-federated local unions being returned as
only 20,641. The income of the federated trade unions in 1907
was £2,569339, or over 278. per member as compared with £554.887
(or about iss. per member) in 1902 and £204,185 (or about los.

per member) in 1897, and the expenditure in the same years to

£2.156.126, £500.276 and £177,140 respectively. Of the 61 federa-

tions in existence in 1007, 43 piaid travelling benefit, 42 paid unem-
plo>-«d benefit. 47 paid sick benefit and 57 paid funeral, removal
and special allowance.
Another group of trade unions in Germany, less important as

regards number and membership than the above, are the Gewerk-
vcreine." or non-political trade unions, sometimes known as " Hirsch-

Duncker '* unions, from the names of their founders. These unions

were first formed in 1868. immediately after the Berlin congress

referred to above. They were directly modelled on British trade

uniofls. Siiioe 1876 Social Democrats have been excluded. In

their earlier years these unions suffered in membership from a series

of unsuccesaul strikes, and of late years they have been mostly
benefit societies. In 1907 the Gewerkvereine embraced 108,889
members. Their income amounted to £77.068 in 1907 and their

expenditure to £71.71 7-

Another group 01 unions, the Christian trade unions (Christliche

Gewerkvereine), was formed in 1894. In 1907 the membership
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ol this gnmp was 354<76a income of these unions

1907 was /229321. and the expenditure
:

s 01 unions there were a number of ir

In

these groups
with a membership of 96,684 in 1907.

It will be seen that German trade unions of one type or another
included a membership of nearly two and a .half millions in 1907.
their membership haVmg more than doubled in the last five years.

France.—In France combinations of workmen as well as of

employers were prohibited by the laws of the z4thofJune and the

28th of September 1792, which overthrew the old gild or corpora-

tion system. They were also penalized under various articles

of the Penal Code, and it was not till 1864 that the prohibition

was modified by law. At present the status of trade unions in

France Is regulated by the law of 1884, which repealed that of

1 791 and modified the articles of the Penal Code so far as regards

professional syndicates of employers or workmen. Since then

there has been a considerable growth of workmen's unions, which
in 1906 numbered 5322 with a membership of 896,012. Of the

unions In existence in 1906, 3675 with a membership of 752,362
belonged to 187 federations. There is, however, some dupli-

cation owing to the fact that some unions belong to more than
one federation. In 1906 there were 260,869 members of unions in

the transport, warehousing, &c, groups of trades, 103,835 in the

metal, 73,126 in the mining and quarrying, 78,854 in the textile,

66,678 in the building, 51,407 in the agricultural, forestry, fishing

and cattle breeding, 48,353 In the food preparation trades and
the remainder in various other trades.

Austria.—^Apart from the Austrian gilds, membership of which
is compulsory for persons engaged in non-factory handicrafts and
trades (under a law of 1883) and in mining (under a law of 1896),

there are a certain number of trade unions in Austria, though
freedom of combined action among workmen is less complete

than in many other European countries. Such right of combina-
tion as exists rests on the law of 1870, which removed the restric-

tions imposed by the Penal Code on combinations for influencing

the conditions of labour. The impulse given to the formation

of um'ons by this law, and by the advantages gained for the work-

men during the years of prosperous trade that immediately

followed, received a severe check during the succeeding depres-

sion of trade, when these advantages were mostly lost. Trade
unionism did not revive until 1888, from which time the unions

formed have mostly been on a Social Democratic basis, the

majority being affiliated to a central organization In Vienna.

Since 1901 statistics relatine to the trade unions of Austria have
been published annually by the Central Trade Union Commission
(Gewerk8chaftft*Kommission) at Vienna. In 1907 there were 5x56
trade unions in particular trades, with a membership of 501.09^,
affiliated to the Social Democratic trade unions (Gewerkschaften).
Of the total number of unions, 49 were central unions, 77 were district

unions and 5030 were local unions. Of the total number of members
45^>^3 were males and 46.401 were females. The greatest memt>er-
ship, 81,085 in 1907, is snown to have been in the metal engineering
and shipbuilding group of industries, the building trades coming
nnct with 68,543 members. The transport trades showed a member-
ship of 61.744. and the textile trades, 51.632. The chemical, glass

and pottery trades included 54,469 members and the wood-working
and lurnishing group included 36,502 members. Food and tobacco
trades accounted for 32,679, and mining and quarrying for 30,715
members.
The total receipts of the trade unions in 1907 amounted to £338.3^5

and the total expenditure to £297,822, excluding receipts and ex-

penditure for disputes. The expenditure on account of disputes,

for which £136.822 was collected by special free organizations of
the branch unions, amounted to £76,066 in 1907.
There are besides these unions a number ot general unions not

confined to one trade, and trade-clubs—educational associations

discharipng to a greater or less extent trade union functions. These
associations have, however, been excluded from the statistics

published by the Gewerkschafts Kommission as not being trade

unions proper.
Hungary.—The trade union movement in Hungary is of very

recent growth. The membership of unions affiliated to the Central

Federation at the end of 1907 is given in the Volkwirtschaftluhe

MiUeilungen aus Ungam as 130,192. compared with 129.332 at the

end of 1906. Independent local unions had a membership of 11.8^8

at the end of 1907. The largest groups of organized workers are in

the building trade (35.630). metal workers (27,732), railway employees
(17,102) and wood-workers (14.665).
Italy.—The BoUetino of the bureau of kibour for Au{(ust 1908

states that the membership of trade unions at the beginning of

1908 numbered 191.599 (in 2550 local unions). Included in the
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membenhip of 1908 are 48,877 buUding trade»--worken, 40^000
railway einploy6s and 17,110 metal-trade worker*. The agnctil-

tuial labourers trade unions were stated to have a membership of

5.98J at the • • ' -

nnmng of 1907.
r*.—In xpo7 there were 99iOS3 —,,

unions in Denmark, and of these 78,081 were in unions aniliated

425,98^ at the bq[inning of 1906 as compared with 273.698 at the
beginning of IQ07.
Denmark.—In 1007 there were 99iOS3 members of 1340 trade

unions in Denmark, and of these 78,081 were in unions aniliated

to the National Federation. The tufgut unions in the Federation
are those of the general labourers with 22,660 members; black-

smiths and machinists with 8000 members; masons, 5300 members;
railway employ6s, 4090 members; carpenters. 3855 members; textile

workers, 3700 memben; and cabinet-makers, 3590 members.
Sweden.—In Sweden there were, in 1906, 126,272 members of

1596 trade unions* and of these 30.64S were factory worker* (trades

not specified). 24.485 were in unions connected with the metal
trades, 10.706 were m the transport trades, 17,862 were in the wood-
working trades, 7132 were in the food. &&. trades. 6602 were in the
building trades, and 6005 were in the clothing trades.

Norway.—^The trade union movement in Norway dates practically

from 1884. At the end of 1906 there were 2^,339 members of trade
unions, as compared with 16,087 at the end 011905. Of the member-
ship in 1905, 5277 were iron and metal workors, 4910 journeymen
(factory workers), and 1 117 printers.

Ueiland.—In 1893 a National Labour Seqietariat was formed,
to which, in 1899, 45 societies with 13,050 members were said to be
affiliated. After a general strike in April 190^ the membership
of trade unions in Holland decreased conaderably. the Secretariat

losii^ half its members and several trade unions dissolving. In

1906 it was suted in the International Report of Ike Trade union
Mooement that a new national centre of unions had been formed
with trade unions affiliated to it, having a membership of 26,227,
while the old centre still continued with a membership of 5000.

The Diamond Workers' Federatiouj with a membeiBhip of over
8000, was affiliated with the new national centre.

The total number of members of trade unions at the end of i^
is given as 128,845, 33.125 of these belonging to Christian organiza-

tions, while 95720 belonged to other organizations.

Bdgium.—^The status of trade unions in Belgium is regulated by
the law of 1898, under which they can be incorporated, provided
that their objects are non-political and are confined to the further-

ance of the interests of particular trades. Belgian trade unions,

nevertheless, are mostly political in character, the majority being
connected either with the Socialist-Labour, Catholic or Liberal

parties. The membership of the Socialist-Labour group of unions
in 1905 was 94.151, of the Catholic unions 17,814. of the free trade

unions 34.833 and of the Liberal unions 1685, making a grand total

of 148,483.
Of tne 94,000 members of the Socialist-Labour unions, 60,000

are employed in mining. 11,500 in the textile industry and 7800
in the metal industry. Of the 17,800 in the Catholic trade unions.

5300 are in the textile trades, and 3200 in the building trades. Of
the 35,000 in the free trade unions. 1 1,000 are in the textile industry,
6000 in the glass industry. 3600 in the applied art trades and 3300
in the printing and bookbinding trades.

Several organizations, e.g. the diamond workers, the printers*

federation of Brussels, &c, are affiliated with the trside union com-
mittee without, however, joining the political organization. The
Catholic and Liberal associations also do not affiliate with the other
Oiganizationa.

British Dominions and Colonies.—Tirade imionlsm has only

developed to any considerable extent in a few of the industrial

centres of the setf-goveming donunions. A great number of the

unions in Canada are branches of organizations having their bead-

quarters in the United States or in England. In July 2907 the

Canadian Labour GazetU stated that of the 1593 local trade

unions known to be in existence, 1346 were affiliated with central

organizations of an international character. Besides these 1593
load trade unions, there were 8 congresses and national associa-

tions of labour, 49 trade and labour councils and 32 federations

of trade unions known to be in existence.

Between 1876 and 1890 all the principal Australian states

passed statutes more or less resembling the Trade Union Acts of

the United Kingdom. A similar law was passed in New Zealand

in 1878, but in this dominion and in someof the Australian states

trade unions can now become incorporated and acquire a special

legal status by registration as industrial unions under the laws

relating to industrial conciliation and arbitration. In New
Zealand there were, in 1906, 261 unions of workers with a member-
ship of 29,869 and 133 unions of employers with a membership
of 3276. In the years immediately preceding 2890 certain

Australian unions, especially among the shearers and the seamen
and wharf labourers, acquired great strength, and their determined

attempts to secure a monopoly of emplqyment for members of

their organizations led to prolonged labour disputes ia 1890 and
1892 (see STSOUts akd Lock-Outs), which resulted in the defeat

of the unions and a consequent diminution of thdr membership
and influence. More recently the unions have revived. They
are encouraged by the laws relating to aibitration and concilia-

tion, which {inter alia) permit preference for employment to be
awarded to members of trade unions in certain drcumstanoes.

AuTBOniTiBS.—^For statistics of recent progress of trade unions,
see reports on trade unions published by the ooard of trade (from
1887 onwards). Much iniormation respecung trade unions is

contained in the reports of the royal commission on trade unions
(1867} and of the royal commission on labour (1891-189A). See
also report of royal commission on trade dilutes ana Ciadc
combinations (2903-1906). The reports of the chief rmstrar of
friendly societies give information with rq;ard to trade unicwks
registered under the Trade Union Acts. On the history and can-
stitution of trade ifnions the fullest informatbn ts given in Webb's
History of Trade Unionism and Industrial Democracy^ both of which
contain valuable bibliographical appendices which may be consulted
as regards other sources of information respecting British trade
unions. On trade unions abroad (besides tne refwrts on foqriga
countries and the colonies of the royal commission on labour),
see Kulcmann's Die Cewerkuhaftsbeweiunt (Jena, 1900). dealing with
trade unions in all countries, and the ooard of trade " Abstract
of Foreign Labour Statistics " and Labottr Gasette, both of which
give numerous references to the forrign.official sources of inforroatioa
on trade unions, together with a summary of the sfaristics which
they contain.

ni.—Economic Effects of Tsaoe Unionisic

There is no general consensus of opinion as to the extent to
which trade unions can attain success in achieving the objects
which they set before thenoselves, or as to how far their action
is beneficial or otherwise to the general commu2uty. One of the
prindpal objects of trade unions being to maintain and increase

the rates of wages paid to their members, the first question would
be practically solved if statistical evidence were available to
connect the course of wages with the action of combinations.
Such evidence, however, is inconclusive. The period of growth
of trade unionism in Great Britain has certainly been on the whole
a period of rising wages. But many other causes tending to
raise wages have been operative over the same period, and some
of the facts might be explained as much by the tendency of rising

wages to strexigthen combinations as by that of combinations to
raise wages.

Again, the observed fact that the rise has not been confined

to industries in which organizations are strong migiht be explained
either by the supposition that the rise brought about by trade
unions has benefited a wider circle than their 2nembership, or
that the rise both within and outside the ranks of trade U2iions

is due to causes other than their action. Perhaps the strongest

statistical evidence of the power of trade unions to affect waipes in

particular districts is afforded by the local differences of wages in

the same trade, which, it is contended, cannot be wholly explained
by local differences of cost of living or industrial conditions, but
which often correspond closely to differences of strength of trade

union organization. This argument, however, does 2K)t touch
the question of the effect of combination on the getteral fcvd
of wages.

Hardly more conclusive than the reasoning founded 00
statistics have been the attempts to solve the question by pure
economic theoiy. During the prevalence of the old view of wages
known as the " wage-fund " theory, combinations were usually

held to be powerless to affect the general rate of wages, because
they could not alter the proportion between capital and popula-
tion, on which wages were thought to depend. The question

however, was reopened by the change in theory which led econo-
mists to regard wages as depending primarily on the productivity

of industry, and secondarily (and within comparatively narrow
limits) on the relative powerof bargaining as between the labourers

or groups of labourers and the organizers of labour. According
to this view, the effect of combinations on the rate of wages wiO
ultimately depend, so far as the first and tnost important factor

in the problem is concerned, on their effect on the general pro-

ductiveness of industry. Prima fade, we might expect that trade

unionism would, on the whole, restrict productiveness, and this
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is nndoubtedly a view widdy hdd among employers. Strictly

professional associations tend generally to become conservative

so far as methods of work are concerned; and even trade unions

vluch may not " ofBciaBy " oppose the introduction of new pro-

cesses and the use of machinery may nevertheless serve to focus

and make effective the hostiUty fdt by the artisan towards

methods bi business organization which seem to him likely to

decrease the demand for his services or to alter the conditions of

vork to his detriment. In some trades also trade unions are

chazgied with encouraging or permitting their members to restrict

the amount of work performed by them in a given time, with the

short-sighted object of making more work for others. Many
unions have attempted also with varying degrees of success to

keep up the vahie of their labour by creating an artificial soardty

by restricting the numbers entering the trade, and have in

various ways sought to control the management of business to a

degree which must restrict the freedom of experiment on which

the attainment of the maximum productiveness of industry must
depend. By the resort to strikes—an essentially wasteful method
of settling differences with employers—they have also to some
extent restricted produaion, though the loss directly due to

this cause is often exaggerated (see Stkxkzs amd Loat-OuTs).

Moreover, by their insistence on the payment to all workmen of a

fixed " minimum " wage they have diminished the field for the

profitable employment of the old and less capable, and may to

some extent have discouraged the expert workman from earning

and receiving the full reward of his extra ability.

On the other hand, it is claimed that trade unions have in

many cases acted in the interests of industrial peace by restrain-

ing their members from ill-considered strikes, and that, by provid-

ing a recognized channd through which the workmen's grievances

may find expression, they have often assisted in adjusting

diffefenoes irhidk would otherwise have led to the interruption

of production. In particular they have frequently formed a

convenient basis on which to build a system of conciliation or

arbitration boards by which strikes are prevented (see Abbitka-

hon). It is also claimed that by protecting the " standard of

life" of thdr members throu^ the policy of securing a
" minimum " rate of wages, trade unions may tend in the

long run to build up a physically and industrially superior

dass of woikmen, and thus ultimatdy increase the efficiency of

industry.

The comparative wdght of the above considerations differs

according to the point of view from which the question is

rcpuded. At any given time an individual employer may
tend to fed most stron^y the disadvanUges of the restrictions

under which he is placed by the action of a particular trade

union, and may attach but little importance to the generd

effects, in the long run, on the nationd output of the pressure

which such combinations exercise—which from the point of

view of the general wdl-being of the community is by far

the most important oondderation. Generally speaking, any

action of trade unions tending to diminish the effidency and

industry of the individud workman is as injurious to the com-
munity as to the individud employer, except in so far as such

restriction may oonodvably affect the health of the working

oommunity from over-strain. But the policy of " levelling up"
the standard rate of wages, which may mean loss or ruin to

a particnlar employer, may nevertheless act quite otherwise with

respect to the rutiond weU-bdng, in so far as it tends to diminale

the " vnfit" empbyer and to concentrate the industry in the

hands of the more capable and more enterprising of the employ-

ing dass, and in the localities most suited for the purpose. The
pressure of rising wages has undoubtedly acted as a stimulus to

the invention of labour-saving devices and the adoption of

economical methods, as is shown in America, where the highest

wages axe often seen concurrently with the lowest labour cost.

Advocates of trade unionism sometimes lay much stress on this

aspect of their operation. On the other hand, it must not be

forgotten that competition, both as between different grades of

employing ability uid of locd advantages, is now intemationd,

and that the concentration of an industry in the most suitable

localities and in the hands ol the most capable organizers, which
is ddmed as a benefidd result of trade union action, may for

any particular country mean the transference of the industry

abroad; and this transference, especially in the case of indus-

tries dependent on export to neutrd markets, may involve a
condderable nationd loss.

Apart from the effect of trade unions on the totd amount of
the " nationd dividend," their supporters cldm that they are
able to dter the mode of distribution of this dividend. It b not
usually ddmed that they are able to affect the proportion of the
totd product which is pdd as rent or interest for the use of the
instrumenu of production, but that they can dter the pro-

portions in which the residue is shared between the organizers of
labour and the manud labouring class, to the advantage of the

latter. The methods by which trade unions seek to achieve this

result require separate examinatioiL

The first group of methods are those which aim at creating a
scarcity of some particular kind of labour so as to dter the
relation of demand and supply. The particular methods em-
ployed for this purpose have been already suffidently described.

With regard to all of them it may be remarked that they are

ineffective as regards the raising of the generd rate of wages
throughout the country (».«. the average income per head of the
manud labour dasses), sedng that an artifidd scarcity of one
sort of labour implies a redundancy of some other kind. As
regards the rate of wages in particular occupations there is no
doubt but that at least for a time such methods may cause a
condderable rise of wages, only limited at first by the imperfec-

tion of the contrd exercised by the union over the number com-
peting in the labour market and by the extent to which the rise

in the cost of production so caused is checked by the competition

of goods imported from abroad, or of dteriuitive commodities,

or by the loss of fordgn markets, or the diminution of home
demand. But as time goes on other forces of a more subtle

kind tend to come into play which further limit the power
of the combination to keep up wages through restricting the

supply of labour. Beddes the substitution of dtemative com-
modities, dtemative processes of production may be invented,

diminishing the demand for the services of the members of

the exdudve trade union, while the artificid rise of wages
is also likely to attract labour into the trade.

Generally speaking, it may be sdd that while the artificid

restriction of the supply of workmen in a trade may raise wages
for a time, it calls into play forces tending to restore the equili-

brium of demand and supply by diminishing demand, and that

these forces grow progressively stronger as time goes on, while

the restrictive capacity of the combination usually tends to

diminish. This is apart from the fact that restriction of the supply

of labour entering a trade dmost dways involves the narrowing

of the field of ability from which the trade can be recruited, and
thus a lowering of the generd standard of efficiency.

The othergroup of trade union methods which requires exami-

nation is that which aims at strengthening the economic position

of the labourer by substituting collective for individud negotia-

tions as regards wages, supported by a common reserve fund out

of which the labourer may be mdntdned while waiting for his

terms to be accepted. Undoubtedly these methods of mutual
insurance and collective bargaining afford a powerful instrument

for preventing " sweating " and for enabling the whole body of

workmen to exact at the earliest moment and retain to the latest

moment the full amount of the wages which a given sute of trade

and prices will enable the industry to support. The establish-

ment of generd working rulesand standards of time or piece wages

throughout a trade or district may also serve to protect the better

and more ci4>able employers agdnst their more inefficient or

unscrupulous competitors, and thus tend towards the survival

of the " fittest" among the employing dass. It is always to be

remembered that the effect of collective bargdning is not in the

long run one-sided. Combinations of workmen beget counter-

combinations of emplo3rers, and the conditions of important

industries tend to be settled more and more by " treaties " con-

duded between powerful bodies of employers and employed.
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Were the combinations on both sides which enter into these

agreements conterminous with the entire trades which they

represent, and especially if the trades were protected from foreign

competition, the interests of the general unorganized mass of

consumers might conceivably suffer from these agreements.

As regards the future prospects of trade unions in Gniat
Britain it is difficult to prophesy. The hopes of those who look

for a universal expansion of these organizations so as to indnde
the whole or the majority of the members of the manual-labour

classes are probably extravagant. Not less chimerical is the

expectation of the opponents of trade unions that a few defeats at

the bands of determ^ied employers or employers' organizations

will permanetatly cripple them and lead to their decay and extinc-

tion. Probably for many years trade unions will include, as

now, in their membership a powerful minority df the working

classes, wielding an influence out of all proportion to their actual

numbers. It is to be expected that experience and the spread of

education may cause them gradually to abandon the rules and
methods whidi interfere most with the economical application

of labour and capital to industry.

Lastly, it may be pointed out that trade unionism has been

the result of the growth of a class of manual workmen working

for wages for employers who provide the materials and instru-

ments of industry, and into whose ranks it is relatively difficult

for the average workman to rise. It remains to be proved

whether the class feeling which enables powerful trade unions

to flourish can permanently be fostered and maintained except

among workmen who expect to remain workmen most of their

lives. If these conditions should be materially altered, trade

unionism in its present form must decay or undergo a profound

alteration. (X.)

IV.—United States
Trade unions in the United States are best treated from the

broad standpoint of labour organizations, generally, i,e. associa-

tions of wage-earners having for their general purpose the

improvement of their members, either through a lessened working

day, increased wages, or more sattefactory rules and conditions

of employment. They may or may not admit employers, but as

a rule theydo not admit them. Sometimes they are formed for a

specific purpose, like the Eight-Houis League, but generally

they have platforms comprehending all the demands which labour

l,abour usually makes. Labour organizations in the United

OmmaiMf States cannot be given a definite birthday. Prior to
**"• 1825 there were very few of them. In colonial days
we have hints of their existence, but their purpose was partly

political, and their membership often consisted of politicians.

The purpose of the Caulkers' Club, in the early days of Massa-
chusetts, was " to lay plans for introducing certain persons into

places of trust and power." Tradition has it that the word
" caucus " was derived from this club. It is also said that Samuel
Adams's father, as early as 2724, was active in the club's work.

There was probably a union of journeymen bakers in the city of

New York in 1741 and of shoemakers in Philadelphia in 1792.

The shipwrights of New York City were incorporated on the 3rd

of April r8o3, and the tailors and carpenters of that city were

organized in 1806. The New York Typographical Society was in

existence in 181 7, and was probably organized in the early years

of the 19th century. Peter Force was its president for a time, and
Thurlow Weed was a member. A strike occurred in Mr Weed's
office in 1821 on account of the employment of a non-union man,
who was then designated a " rat." In 1833 was organized the

Columbian Charitable Society of Shipwrights and Caulkers of

Boston and Cfaarlestown.

The period from 1835 to i860 may be called the fommtive
period. About 2825, and for some years afterwards, there was a

PatmmUrm
general dlscussion of socialistic theories, growing out

p!^^ of Robert Owen's experiments at New Lanark, in

Scotland, and out of his communistic attempt at New
Harmony, Indiana, in 1835. The wave of philosophic transcen-

dentalism also, which swept over the country between 1825 and

1840, affected not only social but industrial life. Labour papers

began to be established. The Working Man*s AdvccaUt published

in New York City in 1835, was probably the very first American
labour journal. Soon afterwards there appeared the Daily
Sentittd and Young Americm^ projected by two Englishmen.
George Henry Evans and Frederick W. Evans. The chief

demands advocated by these journals were the freedom of public

lands, the breaking up of monopolies, the adoption of a general

bankruptcy law, a lien for the labourer upon his work for his

wages, the abolition of imprisonment for debt, equal rights for

women with men. and the abolition of chattel and wage slavery.

These demands were endorsed by over600 newspapers. In 1830
a Working-man's Convention was held in Syracuse, New York,
the outcome of which was the nomination of Ezckiel Williams
for governor. In 1833 a delegated convention which met in the

state hbuse at Boston initiated the lo-hours movement. The
Tribune (New York), under the leadership of Horace Greeley,

was opened to the advocacy of Fouricrism, and so on all hands the

movement towards organization was helped. In 1845 the New
England Working Man's Association was organized, and such men
as Charles A. Dana, George Ripley, Albert Brisbane, Wendell
Phillips, William Lloyd Garrison, Theodore Parker, and others

participated in its meetings. The first industrial congress of the

United Sutes was convened in the city of New York on the 1 2th

of October 1845, but little came of it. Other and more important
labour congresses were held in that city and in Chicago in 1847
and 1850 respectively. During the latter part of the formative
period, that is, from 1835 to x86o, most of the great national

trade unions that are now influential were projected and organ-
ized, though their great and rapid growth has been since the Civil

War. The National Typographical Union was organized in

1853, itsname beingchanged to International in 1862 in order to

admit Canadian members; the National Union of Hat Finishers

in X854; the Iron Moulders' Union of North America on the 5th of

July 1859; and in the same year the Machinists' and Blacksmiths*
Union of North America. By z86o the national unions already
formed numbered 26.

During the next few years, among other important organiza-
tions, were instituted what are known as the group of railway
brotherhoods, the oldest and largest of which is the

International Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers.

The grand division was founded at Detroit, Michigan,

on the 17th of August 1863, under the name of the Brotherhood
of the Footboard. The society was reorganized under its present
title at Indianapolis,Ind.,on the 17th of August 1864. Thesecond
national association of railway employes that was organized
was the Conductors' Brotherhood, formed at Mendota, Illinois,

on the 6Ch of July x868, by'the conductors from various railwajrs

in the United States. This brotherhood was recognized, and a
general governing board established, on the rsth of December
of the same year. Ten years later the name of the organization

was changed from the Conductors' Brotherhood to the Order
of Railroad CorKiuctors of America. The Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen was organized at Port Jervis, N.Y., on the
ist of December 1873. The Brotherhood of RaQroad Trainmen
was organized at Oneonta, N.Y., on the 33rd of September 1SS3.
It was called the Brotherhood of Railroad Brakemen until the
ist of January 1890, when the present nante was adopted. The
Brotherhood of Railroad Trapkmen is one of the younger aiul

smaller organizations. The first efforts to found it were made
in the spring of 1887, but its permanent organization took place
a year later. The Brotherhood of Railroad Carmen of America
was founded on the 9th of September 1890, by the consolidation

of the Carmen's Mutual Aid Association, the Brotherhood of

Railroad Car Repairers, the Car Inspectors, Repairers and
Oilers' Protective Association and the Brotherhood of Railroad
Carmen of Canada. The Switchmen's Union of North America
b the outgrowth of the Switchmen's Mutual Aid Association,

the present organization dating from 1897. Se\'cral of these
railway brotherhoods suffered materially in their membership
and influence through the organization of the American
Railway Union in 1893.

The Cigar-Makers' National Union dates from 1864, the
Bricklayers' and Masons' Interruitional Union from the x/th of
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October 1865, the United States Wool Hat FinisheiB' Association

from 1869 and the National Union of Horscshoers of the United
States from 1875. The Amalgamated Association of Iron and
Sted Workers resulted, as its name signifies, from the consolida-

tioo of various other orders and societies, the present order

being organized at Pittsbuig in August 1876. The consolidated

societies were known previously to the new order

of things as the United Sons of Vulcan, the Associated

Brotherhood of Iron and Steel Heaters, Rollers and
Kougfaers of the United States, and the Iron and Steel Roll

Hands' Union. The oldest was the United Sons of Vulcan,

originating in Pittsburg on the X7th of April 1858, and afterwards

called the Iron City Forge. The organixation is now known as

the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel and Tin Workers.

The Granite Cutters* National Union was oig&nized in 1877, the

Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners in x88z and the Journey-

men Bakers' National Union in x886.

There have also been attempts to organize labour on a
general or universal plan. The first of these was the Inter-

national Association of Working-men, known as the "Inter-

national,** which was organized in London in the autumn of

1864. Tha society sought to associate working-men wherever

manufacturing has been extended. The International grew
for a while, but never at any time had a member-

2JifJ2* ship exceeding xoo,ooo and probably never over

50,00a It did not extend to the United States with

much force; certainly no large number of the working-men of the

country were involved in it, and branches were not organized

in the anion untfl 1870 or 1871.

The second attempt was the Noble Order of Knights of Labour
of America, which was founded in Philadelphia on Thanks-

^^^ giving Day 1869, through the efforts of Uriah S.

J^JSt^ Stephens and six associates, all garment-cutters.

For several yean the garment-cutters of Philadelphia

had been organized as a trade union, but failed to maintain

satisfactocy rates of wages. Dissatisfaction prevailed, and
resulted in the autumn of Z869 in the disbandment of the union.

Stephens, who was a far-seeing man, and anticipated the dis-

ruption of his union, had prepared the outlines of a plan for an
organization embracing, as he said, " all branches of honourable

toiL'* He advocated education, co-operation and an intelligent

use of the ballot as the proper means for gradually abolishing

the present wage-system. The order had a varied career.

Mr Stephens, himsc^ a Mason, brought into the ritual of the

new order many of the features of speculative Masonry. The
obligations were in the nature of oaths, taken with much
solemnity upon the Bible, and the members were sworn to the

strictest secrecy. The order was known for a long time as
'* Five Stars," that designation being used in printing and
writing. Many expressions taken from Greek literature were
introduced into the ceremonies. The instructions given to

every person admitted into the order are perhaps the best

exponent of the nature of the ritual:

—

Labour ts noble and htAy. To defend it from degradation; to
divest it of the evils to body, mind and estate whKh ignorance
and greed have imposed; to rescue the toiler from the grasp of the
aelfi^—19 a work worthy of the noblest and best of our race. In
all the multifarious branches of trade capital has its combinations;
and, wbccher intended or not. they crush the manly hopes of labour
and tranpfe poor humanity in the dust. We mean no conflict

with legitimate enterprise, no antagonism to necessary capital,

but men. in their haste and greed, blinded by self-interests, overlook
the interests of others and sometimes violate the rights of those
they deem helpless. We mean to uphold the dignity of labour, to
affirm the nobtlity of all who earn their bread by the sweat of their

browso We mean to create a healthy public opinion on the subject
of labour (the only creator of values), and the justice of its receiving
a full, iust share of the values or capital it has created. We shall,

with an our streni^h. support laws made to harmonize the interests

of labour and capital, and also those laws which tend to lighten the
exhaastiveness a toil. To pause in his ^oil, to devote to his own
interests [ste]. to gather a knowledge of the world's commerce, to
unite, combine and co-operate in the great army of peace and
industry, to nourish and cherish, build and develop, the temple he
fives in. is the highest and noblest duty of man to himself, to his

fellow men and to bis Creator.

The ritual was neitW printed nor written, and in all probability

there is not now in existence a copy of it. So long as the utmost
secrecy was retained the order did not grow rapidly; gradiudly

it lost its secrecy and worked on more general plans. From
the best evidence that can be secured it is probable that the

first \ocaX assembly of the Knights of Labour was organized

as early as 1873 in Philadelphia. Attempts at outside organiza-

tion had been imsuccessfuL The second assembly consbted

of ship carpenters and caulkers employed in Cramp's shipyard.

After this the order spread quite rapidly, ao assemblies being

organized in Philadelphia during 1873. A district assembly,

consisting of delegates from local assemblies in Philadelphia,

met in that dty on Chiistmas Day 1873 and organized District

Assembly No. x. The order increased during the years follow-

ing this action, and in 1877 delegates were chosen to organize a
general assembly. These delegates met at Reading, Pennsylvania,

on the xst of January X878, and organized the first general

•assembly, Mr Stephens, the founder, presiding as temporary
chairman. Seven states were represented. General assemblies

have been held each year since that time, and changes in the

constitution or work of the order have been the subject of warm
discussion. At the meeting of the first general assembly the

membership must have been small, probably only a few

thousand. It did not reach 50,000 till five years later. The
general assembly of x88o, at Pittsburg, denounced strikes as

injurious and not worthy of support except in extreme cases.

At the fifth session, at Detroit, in x88i, the most important

actions in the history of the order were taken, and from this

session the rapid growth of the order may be dated. The
assembly then declared that on and after the xst of Janiuiry X882

the name and objects of the order should be made public.

It also dechired that women should be admitted upon an equal

footing with men, and a strong committee was appointed to

revise the constitution and the ritual. At the next general

assembly, September 1883, in New York, the revised constitu-

tion was adopted, as well as laws and regulations for support-

ing strikes. After this the order began to grow rapidly. It

antagonized the trade tmions, the contention being that the

order embraced higher and grander principles than those

underlying the organization of the former. The trade unions

in existence at that time struggled to preserve their oiganiza-

tions against what they considered the encroachment of the

Knights of Labour. Tlie high-water mark of the order was
probably during X883, X884, 1885 and x886, when, accord-

ing to the very best information, it numbered not less than

X,000,000 members. In 1900 its membership was estimated

at about X30,ooo.

The order of the Knights of Labour is based on the federal plan,
and has a hierarchy of assemblies—the local assembly, the district

assembly, the state and the general assembly. The
ofllicerB of the local assembly consist of a master
workman, worthy foreman, venerable sage, recording
secretary, financial secretary, treasurer, worthy inspector,
almoner, statistician and some minor officers. These are elected
semi-annually by ballot or by acclamation. The district assembly
is composea of duly accredited delegates from at least five

local assemblies, and is the highest tnbunal of the Knights of
Labour within its jurisdiction under the general laws of the order.

It has the power to levy assessments for its maintenance upon all

locals, and has also the power to establish locals in the territory

governed by it. The officers and their duties are similar to those
of the local assembly, except that the master workman is called

the district nuister^ workman. The constitution of the general
assembly b a very imposing document, containing twenty articles.

The assembly consists of representatives chosen by the district

assemblies, and has full and final jurisdiction, being the highest

tribunal of the order. It alone possesses the power and authority
to make, amend or repeal the fundamental and general laws of

the order, to decide finally all controversies arising, and to issue

charters to state, district and local assemblies. The officers are
elected at each annual session, and their titles correspond almost
completely with those of the local and district assemblies, with
the exception that the word " general " takes the place of " dis-

rkman." " ""'general master work &c. The general master
workmen have been Uriah S. Stephens (the founder of the order),

Terence V. Powderiy, James R. Sovereign. John N. Parsons and
Henry A. Hicks. The order has a publication known as the Jcuma*
of the Kmighis cf Labour, published at Washington, D.C.
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The thixd attempt to bring into one order men employed

in different vocations was the American Railway Union,

Aanrkmm organized in dicago on the aoth of June 1S93.

RaMway- It included all railway employ^ bom of white
(/0l»0. parents. It was organized for the protection of

lAembers in all matters relating to wages and their rights as

employes, and affirmed that such employ^ were entitled to a

voice in fixing wages and in determining conditions of employ-

ment. The union won a great victory on the North-Western

railway in April 1894, but its action in the great strikes in

Chicago hi 1894 cost it its life. Its membership reached at one
time 150,000.

The separate unions found that the cooperation of other

unions was needed to perfect and extend their work, and
attempts were made from time to time to organize a

gTrihwm* federated body. The initial steps were taken in x866,

when the trades assemblies of New York City and
Baltimore called a national labour congress, the 100 delegates

sent by 60 secret and open organizations from different trade

unions meeting on the aoth of August. In X867 a second con-

vention was called to meet in Chicago, the aim being to form a

Trades Union Congress like that existmg in Great Britain.

The National Labour Union held two conventions in z868,

the first in May and the other in September; it met again in

Chicago in 1869, in Boston in 1870, in Philadelphia in 1871 and
in Columbus, Ohio, in Z872. This closed the experience of the

National Labour Union. During 1873, owing to the industrial

depression, many of the trade unions were suspended. An
industrial congress met in Rochester, N.Y., in April 1874,

consisting of some of the leading trade unionists of the United

States, and on the 14th of that month a convention was held

representing the Sovereigns of Industry. The expectation was
that the old National Labour Union should be taken up. The
Industrial Brotherhood of the United States, another secret

order, partaking largely of the character of the Knights of

Labour, was represented in that convention. As might have been

expected, the two ideas—that on which the Knights of Labour
was organized and the trade union idea—^immediately became
antagonistic, yet a platform containing most of the principles

of the Knights of Labour was adopted. The movement ended

with the Rochester meeting. The years 1875 and 1876 saw
other attempts; but they were chiefly political in their character

and the temporaiy ofdeis then organized were disbanded. Be-

tween 1876 and i88z other attempts were made at federation.

A call is8u6d jointly by the Knights of Industry and a body
known as the Amalgamated Labour Union, consisting of some
dissatisfied members of the Knights of Labour, .resulted in a

convention held at Terre Haute, Ind., on the 2nd of August 1881.

The chief purpose was to supplant the Knights of Labour by
the creation of a new secret order. The membership of the

convention, however, had trade union proclivities and did not

believe in multiplying labour societies. The secret organization

was not effected. Another convention was held in Pittsburg,

on the 19th of November z88z, as the result of the following

statement:

—

We have numberiesi trades unions, trades assemblies or
councils, Kniffhts of Labour, and various other local, national and
international labour unions, all engaged in the noble task of elevat-

ing and improving the condition 01 the working classes. But great

as nas been the work done by these bodies, there is vastly more that
can be done by a combination of all these organizationsm a federa-

tion of trades and labour unions.

It is claimed that the 107 delegates represented 262,000 woikmen.
Their deliberations resulted in the Federation of Organized

Trades and Labour Unions of the United Stated and Canada.

Its platform differed but very little from that of the Knights

of Labour, although it was in some respects more comprehensive.

It demanded eight hours as a day's work; called for national

and state incorporation of trade unions; favoured obligatory

education of all children, and the prohibition of their employ-

ment under the age of fourteen; favoured the enactment of

uniform apprentice laws; opposed bitterly all contract convict

labour and the truck system for payment of wages; demanded

laws giving to working men a first lien on property upon which
their labour bad been expended; insisted upon the abrogation
of all so-called conspiracy laws; advocated the establishment
of a national bureau of labour statbtics; urged the prohibition

of the importation t>f foreign labour; exposed goverxunent
contracts on public work; favoured the adoption by states of an
employers' liability act; and urged all other labour bodies
to vote only for labour legislators. The second convention was
held at Cleveland, O., on the 21st of November 1882.

The American Federation of Labour is the largest labour
organization in the United States. It wasorganizedat Columbus,
O., on the 8th of December i886| under the name it now bears.

In 1888 it was declared that it owed its existence to the Federa-
tion of Organized Trades. &c., founded in i88x at Pittsburg, and
that the American Federation meetings or conventions should
date from that year; hence it is generally sUted that the
Federation was founded in z88x. From the start in z88x the
Federation had a constitution, but it revised it at the convention
held in Baltimore on the 16th of December Z887, under the name
of the American Federation of Labour. The order is not secret,

nor do individiud members, through local trades unions or
otherwise, owe any allegiance to it. Its objea is the encourage-
ment and formation of local trades and labour unions and the
closer federation of such societies through the organization

of central trades and labour unions in every state, and the
combination of such bodies into state, territorial or provincial

organizations for the purpose of securing general harmony not
only in the interests of the working masses, but of legislation.

While it is a federation, it cannot be caUed a federal body,
like the Knights of Labour, although there are local trade uiuons,

trade assemblies in cities and state federations; nevertheless,

there is not the hierarchical character of the other body. Most
of the trade unions in the United States are affiliated with
the American Federation. The great railway brotherhoods axe

not so affiliated, except the Amalgamated Association of Rail-

road Employes of America, the Order of Railroad Telegraphers

and the Brotherhood of Railroad Trackmen.
The federation has affiliated with it Z17 international unions.

?I7 state federations, 574 city central bodies and 661 local trade aod
ederal labour unions. The international unions are nude up of
approximately 28,500 local unions. The average membership on
which dues have been paid was 264,825 in Z897, and tea yean later
the number was 1.538.970.
The chief officers 01 the federation are a prendent, first, second,

third, fourth, fifth and sixth vice-presidents, treasurer and secretary.
Samud Gompers of New York was the first prasident, holding that
position till 1894, when he was defeated through the endeavours
of the Socialist Labour Party, and John M'Bride elected. At the
next session, however, he was re-elected. The numerical strength
of the American Fedentk>n of Labour is probably not far from
1 .600,000. It maintains a journal called theAmericam Federatiomist,

published at Washington, D.C. The doctrine of the federatioin

relative to strikes is that each affiliated society has its own
government, distinct from the government of the national con-
vention, which has no power to order strikes, such matters being
left to the affiliated societies, but is advisory and not conclusive
in its action.

Unions are often organized for temporary purposes, their

existence ceasing as soon as the purposes succMd or faiL The
total number of members of all kinds of labour

organizations cannot be stated. There are many ggg^g^a^
local societies and associations other than those

belonging to the Knights of Labour or those affiliated with the

American Federation of Labour, but which are distinctly labour

bodies. According to the best possible classification there

are 20,000,000 wage-earners in the United States, including

men, women and diildren. The most liberal estimate of the

membership of all labour organizations places the total at

2,000,000. This would be about xo% of the whole body of

wage-workers; but in some occupations, like that of the printing

trade, the organization probably includes from 75 to go%.
The law rekting to trade unions varies somewhat in the

different states. Both the federal legislature and several of

the states (MassachusetU, New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan,

Maryland, Iowa, Kansas and Louisiana) have passed laws

permitting the incorporation of unions. Michigan, Wyomine
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and Nebraska have specially provided for incoTporating assem-

blies of the Knights of Labour. Hardly any advantage, however,

has been taken of these statutes. Some states have passed laws

czcq>ting trade unions from restrictions on combinations and
cx»nspiiades imposed by other statutes or the common law {e.g.

New York), and especially from the operation of anti-trust laws

(Michigan, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Montana, North Carolina

and Texas). The Texas law, however, has been held uncon-

slitutionaL A number of states have passed laws, some of

doubtful validity, prohibiting employers from making it a

conditjoa of employment that labourers should not belong to

a union. Most states have adopted statutes legalizing union

labeb to indicate the products of members of trade unions.

By act of Congress, associations of the nature of labour

organizations, having branches in several statesor teiritories, may,
on filing articles of association for record in Washington, become
cocpoiations. American legislation generally is friendly to

trade unions. Their purposes are regarded as lawful by the

oourts, but if they use unlawful means for their accomplish-

ments, a remedy will be applied. Injury to property, btimida-

tion by threats, personal violence, or boycotts enforced by
terrorism, are such imlawful means. The liberty of action

thus secured to organizations of labour is equally the right of

the employer. Therefore, a statute making it an offence for

one to require those whom he empk>ys to withdraw from a trade
onioa b unconstitutional and void (see Reports of American

Bar Associaiion, zxL 367, 372). The courts recognize

that membership in trade unions is a species of property,

of which no one can be deprived except through a formal

procedure in conformity with the rules of the organization.

Some of the states, noUbly New York, have a sUtute pro-

hibiting trade unions from yn*^*"g any discrimination in a>n-

nexioa with their admission requirements on account of

membeiship in the state militia or national guard.

AuTRoaiTiES.—Ely, Tko Labour Uooement in America (New
Yoric N.Y.. 1886): M'Neill. The Labour Uooenunt (Boston. Mass..

1887); Powderly. TkiHy Years of Labour (Columbus, O., 1889):
SimoDdi* The l^ory of iianual Labour in ail Lands and Ages
(Chkauro. 1886); Bliss. The New Encyelopaedia of Social Reform
(NewYork. 1908) ; AUrich,"TheAmerican Federation of Labour.'*
Economic Studies (August 1898); Wright. Industrial Evolution of
the Umted States (MeadviUe. Pa., 1895); "Historical Sketch of

Che Knights of Labour," Quart Joum. of Economics Hanuaiy
1887); "The Amalramaced Association of Iron and Steel Workers.

'

Quart, Joum. of Economies Guly 1893 and November 1901);

J. R. Commons. Trade Untonism and Labor Problems i Hollander
and Barnett. Studies in American Trade Unionism; Bamett. A Trial

Bibltograpky of American Trade Union Publicattons. (C. D. W.)

TRADB WIHDS. the name given to the winds which blow

from the tropical belts of high pressure towards the equatorial

bdt of low pressure, from the north-east in the northern hemi-

sphere and from the south-east in the southern. They are

ezcecdin^y n^gular, especially over the oceans, where there is

DO disturbing influence from the great land masses. They
receive their name from this feature, the term " trade " being

vsed in the otherwise obsolete sense of " direction *' or " course
"

(cf. "tread")* The area of their greatest influence may be

taken to extend from about 3^ to 35^ N., and from the equator

to a8* S., though these belts are actually somewhat narrower

at any given season, as the whole system of surface winds over

the globe moves north and south following the sun. The westerly

winds prevalent in the belts respectively north of the northern

tropical belt of high pressure, and south of the southern, are

sometimes known as anti-trades, their direction being opposite

to that of the trade winds.

TBAFALOAR. BATTLE OF. The British victory over the

French off Cape Trafalgar, fought on the sxst of October 1805,

was a sequd of the breakdown of Napoleon's great scheme for

the invasion of the British Isles (See Napoleonic Campaigns:

Neeal)' When ViHeoeuve gave up in despair the attempt to

enter the Channel, he steered for Cadiz, and anchored in that

port on the aoth of August 1805. He found three British

^ips of the line, under the command of Vice-Admiral Cuthbert

ColHngwoodi on the watch. Collingwood, resolved that the

allies should not drive him through the Straits of GibralUr
without being compelled to follow, retired slowly, and at a
short distance ahead of the ships sent to pursue him. They,
not being willing to be drawn into the Mediterranean, gave up
the ptusuit. The British officer then resumed his watch off

Cadiz. On the asnd of August be was joined by Rear-Admiral
Sir Richard Bickerton with four ships of the line, and on the 30th
by Vice-Admiral Sir Robert Calder with x8. The allied fleet,

consisting of 29 sail of the line which had come with ViUeneuve,

and five already at Cadiz, 34 in all, remained quiescent. The use

to be made of it, or the measures to be taken for its destructbn,

were matters of urgent consideration to Napoleon and to the

British government. On the X4th of September Napoleon
gave orders that the French and Spanish ships at Cadiz should

put to sea at the first favourable opportunity, join seven Spanish

ships of the line then at Cartagena, go to Naples, and land the

soldiers they carried to reinforce his troops then m that king-

dom, and should fight a decisive action if they met a British

fleet of mferior numbers. Two Spanish ships of the line were to

be cotmted as equal to one French. Their final destination

was to be Toulon. On the x 5th he decided that ViUeneuve,

whose "excessive pusillanimity" rendered him incapable of

vigorous actbn, must be replaced by Admiral Rosily. Rosily

received his orders on the X7th and left for Cadiz. "Die Briti^
government, determined to confine the allies to Cadiz, or beat
them if they came out, sent Nelson to take command and
prepared to despatch reinforcements. Nelson left Portsmouth
on the X5tb of September, and reached C^adiz on the a8th,

bringing three ships of the Une with him. He gave orders that

no salute should be fired for him lest the enemy should learn that

reinforcements had arrived. The bulk of the fleet—23 sail—was
kept well out at sea, and five ships of the line under Rear-Admiral
Louis were appointed to cruise close to Cadiz as an inshore

squadron. On the 5th of October Louis was sent to Gibraltar

to renew his provisions and water, and the watch was left to

two frigates. Between the 7th and the X3th of October Nelson
was joined by six ships of the line, making a total of 34. But
Admiral Calder, havmg been summoned home to stand a
court-martial, took his flagship with him on the X4th, and on
the X7th another line-of-battle ship had to be deuch«) to renew
her stores. As Admiral Louis could not return before the

battle of the 21st, Nelson had at his disposal 27 ships of the line

in an. Napoleon's order of the X4th of September reached
Villeneuve on the 28th. He learnt also that Rosily was coming,
but not that he himself was to be superseded. On the 5th of

October he held a council of war of French and Spanish officers.

They decided that the condition of the^ ships did not justify

them in hoping for victory over the British fleet, but Napoleon's
orders were peremptory, and they agreed that a sortie must be
made. Easterly winds were needed to facilitate the sailing

of a large and awkward fleet from Cadiz, and tfll the X4th the

wind was hard from the west. Even when it fell the allies

lingered. On the 18th of October Villeneuve heard that Rosily

had reached Madrid, and of his own supersession. Stung by
the prospect of being disgraced before the fleet, he resolved to

go to sea before his successor could reach Cadiz.

The allies, aided by a light land breeze which blew from the

east, though the wind at sea was westerly, began to leave Cadiz
Bay on the 19th. Their movements were at once known to the

British look-out frigates, and were transmitted by signal to

Nelson, who was crubing some thirty miles to the west. During
the period of blockade be had instructed his captains as to how
he meant to fight the approaching battle. The memorandum
in which his instructions were embodied was dated the 9th of

October. It was drawn up in view of the circumstances which

did not arise—that the enemy would come to sea with a strong

easterly wind which would give him the weather gage; that he

might be reinforced to a strength of over 50 ships of the line from

Brest. Rochefort and Cartagena; that the British fleet might

be raised by reinforcements to 40 ships. But the governing

principles of the memorandum were Independent of such

details. They were that the order of sailing in which the
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fleet was when the enemy was seen was to be the order of

battle; that no time was to be wasted in forming a predse line;

that the attack was to be made in two bodies, of which one, to

be led by the second in command, CoUingwood, was to be thrown
on the rear of the enemy, while the other, led by Nelson himself,

was to take care that the centre and van should not come to the

assistance of the ships cut off. Nelson was careful to point

out that " Something must be left to chance. Nothing is sure

in a sea fight beyond all others "; and he left his captains free

from all hampering rules by telUng them that "No captain

can do very wrong if he places his ship alongside that of the

enemy." In short the execution was to be as circumstances

should dictate, subject to the guiding rule that the enemy's
rear was to be cut off and a concentration of superior force on
an inferior sought for.

The uncertainties of naval warfare in the days of sailing

ships were fully shown at Trafalgar. The allies, having left

Cadiz on the 20th of October, were 33 sail of the line strong,

one of the fleet having been left behind. They sailed in five

squadrons. Three were nearer the land than the other two.

The leading squadron of the three was commanded by the

Spanish admiral, Alava; Villeneuve followed; and the French
admiral, Dumanoir, commanded the rear. The other two
squadrons of six ships of the line each, commanded by the Spanish

admiral, Gravina, and the French admiral, Magon, were parallel

with, and outside of the three. All headed for the Straits of

Gibraltar in the westerly breezes, which had become very

light. The British' fleet of 27 sail in two divisions also headed
for the Mediterranean. During the night of the aoth-2ist of

October several movements were made to gain position, and
there was an inevitable tendency to straggle among vessels which

did not all sail equally well and were moving in light winds.

On the early morning of the 2xst the allies were some twelve

miles off Cape Trafalgar. The British fleet was some ten or

twelve miles out at sea to the west of them. Seeing that a
battle would now be forced on him, Villeneuve ordered his

whole fleet to turn so as to bring their heads on Cadiz. He
was painfully aware that the incomparably more expert British

fleet would not be content to attack him in the old-fashioned

way, coming down in a parallel line and engaging from van to

rear. He knew that they would endeavour to concentrate on
a part of his line. , "But. Villeneuve was too conscious of the

inexperience of his, officers and men to think it possible to make
counter movements with them. It has been said that the

French and Spanish ships which had taken part in the late

cruise to the West Indies and back must be considered as

trained in the same sense as the British. But apart from the

fact that these vessels formed little more than a half of the

allied fleet, the comparison is childish. It could only have
occurred to writers who, wishing to exalt the glory of Trafalgar,

forget that the superior quality of the British fleet, the fruit

of foresight-, of good sense, and the strenuous work of a people,

was itself the best of all claims to honour. A hasty cruise

across the Atlantic and back was no equivalent for years of

training. The blockades maintained by the British fleet had
made it difficult for the allies to obtain stores and their ships

were ill fitted. Their crews contained a minute proportion of

men bred to the sea, and as they had to be taught the elements

of seamanship on the few occasions when they got to sea, their

gunnery was neglected. There was valour in the allied fleet,

but there was neither skill nor confidence. Moreover the very

light wind then blowing rendered manoeuvring all but im-
possible for the most expert crews. Villeneuve could do nothing

more than order his fleet to turn so as to bring the ships' heads

on Cadiz, to form the line, and await the enemy's attack. He,
however, left his captains free to act for the best when the

battle had begun, by telling them that whoever was not under
fire was not at his post. The movement of conversion ordered

at 6 o'clock a.m. was not executed till about-xo o'clock, and it

was ill done. The three squadrons nearest the shore turned

first, the rear beginning, to leave room for the others. Thus
Dumanoir now led the van auid Al^va followed Villeneuve.

The two squadrons of Gravina and Magon, which had been
outside, fell in behind Alava. No accurate line was formed.
The allies drifted rather than sailed into a curve of some five

miles long, stretching from north to south, concave on the west
side, and more pronounced at the southern than at the northern
end. Their ships did not follow one another, but were in many
cases two, and in some cases three, abreast in groups. To
some extent this was to their advantage, as the effective range
of fire of the artillery of the day was barely 1200 yds., and as

the power of concentrating the fire of guns out of ports was
limited, the danger to an assailant bearing down was not great

during his apprcMuJL The peril was that he would be engaged
with two or three enemies when he had broken into the line,

and this risk was increased by the accidental group forma.lion

of the allies.

The confidence and promptitude of the British fleet presented

a marked contrast to the passivity of the allies. When in the

early morning the enemy was seen to the east, Nelson's fleet

was in two divisions, somewhat scattered—his own of 12 sail

of the line being to the westward and windward in the light

breeze from W.N.W.; CoUingwood's of 15 sail being to leeward

and easL At 6.40 the signal was made to form the order of

sailing and prepare for battle. The enemy's movement of

conversion was already seen, and it was obvious that unless

he were rapidly stopped he might reach Cadiz Bay in safety.

A few minutes before 7 o'clock the signal to bear up, No. 76,

was made by Nelson. Much discussion has arisen as to whether
this was an order to bear up together, or in succession; the

first if exactly executed would have caused the British ships

to approach the enemy in a line abreast (sido by side) since all

would have turned at once; the second would have caused
them to approach in.a h'ne ahead (one after the other) since they
would have turned successively. The discussion is in reality

futile, because the want of wind rendered it impossible to

arrange exact formations, because it had been decided that

no time should be wasted in dressing the Une, and because

Nelson's flagship, the "Victory" (100), and CoUingwood's
flagship, the "Royal Sovereign" (100), were quick-sailing

veflsels, and both admirals moved at the best attainable speed.

Hie slow ships could not keep up with them. The two
squadrons went down heading to north of east, CoUingwood
to the right and leeward, Nelson to the north and windward,

in two bodies without exact formation, according to the

speed of the ships. CoUingwood headed for the centre, and
the pronounced curve at the south end of the allied line

caused the ships of his division to come into action in a close

approach to a paraUel with the enemy. The " Royal Sovereign
"

was the first British ship to break into the enemy's Une, which
she did about midday and astern of Alava's flagship the " Santa
Ana." She was alone for a few minutes, but the ships of

CoUingwood's division, as they sailed into the curve, were mostly

able, by steering to the right, to get into action very soon after

their admiral. Nelson's division was headed by himself to

cut through the enemy between his van and centre, and to bar
his road to Cadiz. It was certainly in a nearer approach to a
Hne ahead than ColUngwood's. After making a demonstra-

tion at the aUied van, he broke into their Une astern of the
" Bucentaure " (100), the flagship of VUlcneuve.

The exact movements of aU the ships engaged could onir
be given in a very detailed account of the battle, but the main
Unes of the action are already indicated. To the aUies it

appeared that the British fleet assailed them in two Unes con-

verging on their centre, and that it then carried out a concen-

tration on this part of their line. Though this is too simple

—

or too bald—a statement of the case, it does not go far from

the truth. The aUied formation was broken in two, and though

the rear part was kept weU in play by CoUingwood's division,

the severest blows fell on the central sections.

The battle, which began at midday, was terminated about

five. Eighteen of the aUies were taken. Their van, after

long remaining quiescent, made a futUe demonstration, and
then sailed away. The four van ships which escaped with
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^Admiral Dumanoir were met and captured off Cape Ortegal

*on the 4th of November by a British squadron of five ships

under Sir Richard Strachan. The stormy weather which
followed the battk gave the enemy an opportunity to retake

some of the prizes, and others were lost. Four only were
carried into Gibraltar by the British fleet—three French and
one Spanish.- Only eleven of the allied fleet succeeded in

finding safety in Cadiz. The fragment of the French squadron
remained there under Admiral Rosily till he was forced to

surrender to the Spaniards in x8o8 on the breaking out of the

Peninsular War. The loss of life of the allies cannot be stated

with precision. In the British fleet the reported loss in killed

and wounded was 1690, of whom 1459 belonged to 14 out of

the 27 ships of the line present—the inequality of loss being

mainly due to the fact that it was as a rule these vessels which

came earliest into action. For the drctmistances of Nelson's

death see the article Nelson.
AOTROKITIBS.—Accounts of the battle of Trafalgar are to be found

in all the naval, and roost of the general, histories of the time. ^ The
most essential of the original authoriues are collected by Sir N.
Harris Nicolas in his Despatches and Letters of Vice-Admtral Lord
Viscouni Ndum, vol. vii. (London 1844-1846). The controversy
as to the exact method on which the battle was fought, and the

of articles on " Trafalear and tne Nelson Touch," i6th, 19th, aznd.
36th. 38th and 30ch of September 1905; see also J. S. Corbett. The
Campaign of Trajalgar (1910). (D. H.)

TRAFFIC^ properly the interchange or passing of goods or

merchandise between persons, communities or countries,

commerce or trade. The term in current usage is chiefly

applied collectively to the goods, passengers, vehicles and
vessels passing to and fro over the streets, roads, sea, rivers,

canals, railways, &c.

The origin of the word is obscure. It occurs in Fr Irafque, and
iroAquer, Ttal. traffico, traffieare, Sp. trafaeo, trafogar. Du Cange
(Ooss. Med. et Inf. Lot.) quotes the use 01 traffigare from a treaty

bttweeu Milan and Venice of 1380, and givesother variantsof the word
in medieval Latin. There is a medieval Latin word transfegator, an
explorer, spy, invcsti^tor (ice Du Cange, op. cit., s.v.) which occurs

as caHy as 1243. and is stated to be from transfegare, a comiotion of

transfretare, to cross o"tr the sea (trans, across, Jretum, gulf, strait,

channel). Dies iEtymalogisches Wdrterbuch der romanischen
Sprachen) connects the word with Port, trasfegar, to decant, which
be traces to Late Lat. vicare, to exchange, Lat. vicis, chanee, turn.

A suggestion (Athenaeum, app. 7, 1900) has been made tnat it is

to be referred to a late Hebrew corruption (fro^) of Gr. rpwauih,
pertaining to a trophy, applied to a sihrer com with the figure of

victory upon it and termed in Latin vic^oriatus.

TRAHBRIIE. THOMAS (x637?-x674)y English writer, was,

according to Anthony i Wood, a " shoemaker's son of Hereford."

He entered Brasenose CoUege, Oxford, in 1652, and after

receiving his degree in 1656 took holy orders. In the

following year he was appointed rector of Credenhill, near

Hereford, and m 1661 received his M.A. degree. He found

a good patron in Sir Orlando Bridgeman, lord keeper of the

seals from 1667 to 1672. Traheme became his domestic

chaplain and also "minister" of Teddington. He died at

Bridgeman's house at Teddington on or about the 97th of

September 1674. He led, we are told, a simple and devout life,

and was well read in primitive antiquity and the fathers. His
prose works are Roman Forgeries (1673), Christian Ethics (1675),

and A Serious and PatheticaU Coniemfiation of the Mercies

ef Cod (1699). His poems have a curious history. They were
left in MS. and presumably passed with the rest of his library

into the hands of his brother Philip. They then became appar-

ently the possession of the Skipps of Ledbury, Herefordshire.

When the property of this family was dispersed in 1888 the

value of the MSS. was unrecognised, for in 1896 or 1897 they
were discovered by Mr W. T. Brooke on a street bookstall.

Dr Grosart bought them, and proposed to include them in his

edition of the works of Henry Vaughan, to whom he was
disposed to assign them. He left this task uncompleted, and
Mr Bertram Dobell, who eventually secured the MSS., was
able to establish the authorship of Thomas Thdieme. The

discovery included, beside the poems, four complete "Cen-
turies of Mediution," short paragr^hs embodying reflexions

on religion and morals. Some of these, evidently autobio-

graphical in character, describe a childhood from which the

"glory and the dream" was slow to depart. Of the power
of nature to inform the mind with beauty, and the ecstatic

harmony of a child with the natural world, the earlier poems,
which contain his best work, are full. In their manner, as

in their matter, they remind the reader of Blake and Words-
worth. Traheme has at his best an excellence all his own,
but there can be no reasonable doubt that he was familiar both
with the poems of Herbert and of Vaughan. The poems on
childhood may well have been inspired by Vaughan's lines

entitled The Retreat. His poetry is essentially metaphysical

and his workmanship is uneven, but the collection contains

passages of great beauty.

See Bertram Dobell's editions of the Poetical Works (1906) and
Centuries of Meditation (1908).

TRAILL, HENRT DUFF (1842-1900), British author and
journalist, was bom at BUckheath on the X4th of August 1842.

He belonged to an old Caithness family, the Trallls of Ratur.
and his father, James Traill, was stipendiary magistrate of

Greenwich and Woolwich. H. D. Traill was sent to the Merchant
Taylors' SchooL He rose to be head of the school and obtained

a scholarship at St John's CoUege, Oxford. He was destined for

the profession of medicine and took his degree in natural sciences

in 1865, but then read for the bar, being called in 1869. In

187 1 he received an appointment in the education office which

left him leisure to cultivate his gift for literature. In 1873 ^
became a contributor to the Pail Mall GaaeUe, then under the

editorship of Frederick Greenwood. He followed Greenwood
to the St James's Catette when m x880 the Pall Mall GatetU took

for a time the Liberal side, and he continued to contribute

to that paper up to 1895. In the meantime he had also joined

the staff of the Saturday Renew, to which he sent, amongst
other writings, weekly verses upon subjects of the hour. Some
of the best of these he republished in X882 in a volume called

Recaptured Rkymos, and others in a later collection of Saturday

Songs (1890). He was also a leader-writer on the DaUy Tele-

graph, and acted for a time as editor of the (Sunday) Obserter.

In 1897 he became first editor of Literature, when that weekly

paper (afterwards sold and incorporated with the Academy)
was established by the proprietors of The Times, and directed

its fortunes until his death. Traill's long connexion with

journalism must not obscure the fact that he was a man of letters

rather than a journalist. He wrote best when he wrote with least

sense of the burden of responsibility. His playful humour and

his ready wit were only given full scope when he was writing

to please himself. One of his most brilliant jeux d*esprit was
a pamphlet which was published without his name soon after

he had begun to write for the newspapers. It was called The

Jsraditish Question and the Comments of the Canaan Journals

thereon (1876). This told the story of the Exodus in articles

which parodied very deverly the style of all the leading journals

of the day, and was at once recognized as the work of a bora

humorist. Traill sustained this reputation with The New
Lucian, which appeared in X884 (2nd ed., with several new
dialogues, X900); but for the rest his kboun were upon more
serious lines. He directed the production of a vast work on
Social England in 1893-X898; he wrote, for several series of

biographies, studies of Coleridge (1884), Sterne (x882), Wil-

liam III. (1888), Shaftesbury (1886), Strafford (1889), and Lord

Salisbury (1891); he compiled a biography of Sir John Franklin,

the Arctic explorer (1896); and after a visit to Egypt he pub-

lished a volume on the country, and in x897 appeared his book
on Lord Cromer, the man who had done so much to bring' it

back to prosperity. Of these the literary studies are the best,

for Traill possessed great critical insight. He published two
collections of essays: Number Twenty (1892), and The New
Fiction (1897). In 1865 his dauc'iS', a tale of a Fish, was
produced at the Olympic Theatre with Miss Nellie Farren ia

the part of Glaucus. In conjunction with Mr Robert Hichens
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he wxote Tki Medicine Man, produced at the Lyceum in 1898.

He died in London on the 21st o£ February 190a
TRAIN (M. Eng. trayn or iraynef derived through Fr. from

Late Lat. Irakinaref to drag, draw, Lat. trakere, d. trail, trace,

ultimately from the same source), a general term applied to that

which is drawn or trailed behind or after anything else, the hind

part or rear of anything. It b thus used of the portion of a
skirt, robe or doak which is lengthened behind so that when
allowed to fall it trails along the ground. In ceremonial pro-

cessions and other state functions the duty of keeping raised the

train of the sovereign's robes, or of the robes of great officials

and dignitaries, is awignfd to pages or to official train-bearers.

The length of the train which ladies must wear at royal courts,

drawing-rooms or other state functions is fixed by regulations

from tit lord chamberlain's office. The chief specific uses of

the term are for the trail of a gun, that portion of the carriage

which rests upon the ground when it is unh'mbered, the line of

gunpowder or other combustible material which is used to

ignite a charge of explosives, and, figuratively, to an ordered

series or sequence of events, thoughts, &c. The most familiar

application is to a number of carriages, wagons or trucks coupled

together and drawn by a locomotive engine on a railway (see

Railways). A special use of the verb " to tnon," in the sense

of to educate, to instruct, to bring into fit and proper con-

dition, mental, moral or physical, is developed, as in " educate "

(Lat. edueare, literally, to draw out), from the sense of draw-

ing or bringing out the good qualities aimed at in a course of

instruction; a specific use is that of training for a race or other

form of athletics, i.e. getting into fit physical condition.

TRAJAN (Makcus Ulpzus Trajanus] (a.d. 53-117),

Roman emperor, was bom at Italica, in Spain, on the iSth

of September 52 (or 53). The family to which he belonged

was probably Italian and not Iberian by blood. His father

btgux as a common legbnaiy soldier, and fought his way up
to the consulship and the governorship of Asia. The younger

Trajan was rigorously trained by him, and imbued with the

same principles and tastes. He was » soldier bom and bred.

No better representative of the tme old hardy Roman type,

little softened by either luxury or education, had come to the

head of affairs since the days of Marius. His training was
almost exclusively military, but his experience as an officer

gave him an acquaintance with almost every important province

of the empire, which was of priceless value to him when he came
to the throne. For ten years he held a commission as military

tribune, which took him to many lands far asunder; then he

filled important posts in Syria and Spain. By the year 89
he had achieved a considerable military reputation. At that

time L. Antonius Satuminus headed a rebellion in Germany,
which threatened seriously to bring Domitian*s rule to an end.

Trajan was ordered in hot haste from Further Spain to the

Rhine. Although he carried his troops over that long and
arduous march with almost unexampled rapidity, he only

arrived after the insurrection had been put down. But his

promptitude raised him higher in the favour of Domitian, and

he was advanced to the consulship in 91. Of the next five

years of his life we know nothing definite. It b not unlikely

that they were spent at Rome or in Italy in the fulfilment of

some official duties. When the revolution of 96 came, and
Nerva replaced the murdered Domitian, one of the most
important posts in the empire, that of consular legate of Upper
Germany, was conferred upon Trajan. An officer whose
nature, as the event showed, was interpenetrated with the

spirit of legality was a fitting servant of a revolution whose aim
it was to substitute legality for personal caprice as the dominant
principle of affairs. The short reign of Nerva really did start

the empire on a new career, which lasted more than three-

quarters of a century. But it also demonstrated how impossible

it was for any one to govern at all who had no claim, either

personal or inherited, to the respect of the legions. Nerva iaw
that if he could not find an Augustus to control the army, the

army would find another Domitian to trample the senate under

foot. In his difficulties he took counsel with L. Licinius Suim,

a lifelong friend of Trajan, and on the 27th of October in tbe
year 97 he ascended the Capitol and proclaimed that he adopted
Trajan as his son. The senate confirmed the choice and
acknowledged the emperor> adopted son as his successor.

Afur a little hesiution Trajan accepted the position, which
was marked by the titles of imperator, Caesar and Germanicus,
and by the tribunidan authority. He immediatdy proceeded
to Lower Germany, to assure himself of the fidelity of the
troops in that province, and while at Cologne he received news
of Nerva's death (Jan. 25, 98). The authority of the new
emperor was recognised at once all over the empire. The novel
fact that a master of the Romans should have been bom on
Spanish soil seems to have passed with little remark, and this

absence of notice is significant. Trajan's first care as emperar
was to write to the senate an assurance like that which had been
given by Nerva, that he would ndther kill nor degrade any
senator. He ordered the establishment of a temple and cuU
in honour of his adoptive father, but he did not come to Rome.
In his dealings with the mutinous praetorians the strength oi

the new emperor's hand was shown at once. He ordered a
portion of die force to Germany. They did not venture to

disobey, and were distributed among the legion^ there. Those
who remained at Rome were easily overawed and reformed.

It is still more surprising that the soldiers should have quietly

submitted to a reduction in the amount of the donative or gift

which it was customary for them to receive from a new emperor,*

though the dvU population of the capital were paid their laifcss

{congiarium) in full. By politic management Trajan was able

to represent the diminution as a sort of discotut for immediau
payment, while the civilians had to wait a considerable time
before their full due was handed to them.
The secret of Trajan's power Uy in his dose personal rehitjoiia

with the officers and men of the army and in the soldierly

qualities which commanded their esteem. He possessed

courage, justice and frankness. Having a good title to military

distinction himself, he could afford, as the unwarUke emperors
could not, to be generous to his officers. The common soldiers,

on the other hand, were fascinated by his personal prowess and
his camaraderie. His features were firm and dearly cut; his

figure was tall and soldierlyi His hair was already grey before
he came to the throne, though he was not more than forty-five

years old. When on service he used the mean fare of the
common private, dining on salt pork, cheese and sour wine.
Nothing pleased him better than to take part with the centurioii

or the soldier in fencing or other military exercise, and be
would applaud any shrewd blow which fell upon his own hdmet.
He kived to display his acquaintance with the career of dis-

tinguished veterans, and to talk with them of their battles and
their wounds. Probably he lost nothing of his popularity with
the army by occasional indulgence in sensual pleasures. Yet
every man fdt and knew that no detail of military duty, how-
ever minute, escaped the emperor's eye, and that any relaxation

of disdpline would be punished rigorously, yet with unwavering
justice. Trajan emphasized at once his personal control and
the constitutionality of his sway by bearing on his campaigns
the actual title of " proconsul, " which no other emperor had
done. All things considered, it is not surprising that be was
able, without serious opposition from the army, entirely to
remodel the military institutions of the empire, and to bring
them into a shape from which there was comparativdy little

departure so long as the army lasted. In disdplinary mattcn
no emperor since Augustus had been able to keep so strong a
control over the troops. Pliny rightly praises Trajan as the

lawgiver and the founder. of disdpline, and Vegetius classes

Augustus, Trajan and Hadrian together as restorers of the

morale of the army. The confidence which existed between
Trajan and his army finds expression in some of the coins of

hn reign.

For neariy two years after his election Trajan did not appear

in Rome. He had dedded already what the great task of

his reign should be—the establishment of security upon the
dangerous north-eastern frontier. Before visiting the- capita^



he detotnined'to pot affaixs in traiiii for the attainment of this

object. He made a thorou^ inspection of the great lines of

defence between the Danube and the Rhine, and framed and
partly caiiied out a vast scheme for strengthening and securing

thenu

The poGqr of oppodng undvifiaed tribes by the constmction of
the HauSt a raised embankment of earth or other material, inter-

sected here and there by fortifications, was not his invention, but
it o««d in great measure its development to him. It is probable
that the northernmost part of the great Umes Germamaet from the
Rhine at Rheinhfohl. nearly midway between Coblens and Bonn,
to a point on the Main east of Franlaort, where that river suddenly
changes its course from north to west, was begun b^ Domitian.
The extension of this great barrier southwards to the point at which
it met theUmts RaeUat was undertaken by Trajan, though we cannot
say hofw far he carried the work, which was not entirely completed
till Umg after his time. We may without hesitation follow the
opinion of Mommsen, who maintains that theUnus was not intended,
Uke Ha<irian's Wall between the Tyne and the Solway, and like the
great wall of China, to oppose an absolute barrier asainst incursions

from the outside. It was useful as marking definitely the boundary
of the Roman sway, and as asraring the Romans that no inroad
ooukl be made without inteUigence being had of it beforehand,
while the Imms itself and the system of roads behind it enabled troops
to be directed rapidly to any threatened point, and the fortified

positiotts oouki be hdd against laige numbers till reinforcements
arrived. Great importance was no doubt attached to the perfection

of the fines of communication bearing on the Uuus, Among a
people of roadmakers, Trajan was one of the greatest, and we have
definite evidence from inscriptions that some of the military roads
in this r^on were constructed by him. The more secure control

which the Romans now maintained over the territory within the
Umes tended to its rapid civilisation, and the Roman influence, if

not the Roman arms, soon began to affect powerfully the regions

beycmd.
After his careful survey of the Rhine (md m the Frontier defctires,

Trajan proceeded to strengthen them in the diitictioii of the Danube.
From tne age of Tiberius onwards the RamaRS potKssed the whole
southern bank of the river from its wurce to the Eusdnc But
the precarious tenure of their possession Iwid beea deeply imprcKcd
on uiem by the disasters and humiliadDii! they had undemonEr in

these districts during the reign of Domitian, A prinfC' hadTflri^n

smmig the Dadans. Decdjaius by name, worthy to be pbced at

t}i(» hepd of all the great barbarian ^ntiiKDiiists of Rom?. Like
M^roboduaji, htr was able to combine the Torres or tribes commonly
host^ toeach other, and his military abilky almost went the length

dC genioa- Oormtian attacked him but was compelJed to make an
iptomininii pc^kce. He agreed to pay to Decebalus an annual
subsidy, and to suj^y him with engineers and craftsmen skilled

in all IciiHU of constructkm, but particuUriy in the erection of

fortificatioii* and defensive works. During -the nine or ten years

«4iidi bsd dapaed since -the conclusion oT this remarkable treaty

the Padan pnnce had immensely strengthened the approaches to

Itii Idfigdotn from tlw Roman side. He had also equipped and drilled

his tQ<nlidabI4^ army after the Roman fashion. It was impossible

fm a saki»«' like Trajan to endure the conditions accepted by
Tiaf^^^l but the conquest of Dada had become one of the most
idnnldalile iA%kt that had ever confronted the empire. Trajan
T» iVmtA planned a war before he left the Danube tor Rome late

in99w

The arrival of the emperor had been awaited in the capital

with an impatience which is expressed by Pliny and by Martial.*

As he entered the city and went on foot to the Capitol the

plandtU of the people were unmistakably genuine. During

his stay in the dty he riveted more firmly still the affections

both of the senate and of the people. The reconciliation of

the empire with liberty, inaugurated, as Tadtus says,by Nerva,

seemed now to be securely achieved. Trajan waa absolutdy

open and simple, and lived with men at Rome as he had lived

with his sokiiers while on service. He realised the senate's

ideal of the dtizen ruler. The assurance that no senator should

suffer was renewed by oath. All the old republican formalities

were most punctiliously observed—even those attendant on

the emperor's 'dection to the consulate, so far as they did not

involve a restoration of the old order of voting at the comitia.

The veneration for republican tradition is curiously attested

by the reproduction cd many republican types of coin struck

* It has been conjectured, not improbably, that the Gtrmania of

Tadtus. written at thu period, had for one of its aims the enlighten*

ment of the Romans concerning the formidable character of the

Germams, so that they might at once bear more readily with the

emperor's prolonged absence and be prepared for the necessity of

deo^ve sctkm on the frontier.
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by senatorial officers. Trajan seised every opportunity for

emphasising his view that the princeps was merdy the greatest

of the magistrates, and so was not above but under the laws.

He was determined, he said, to be to his subjects such a ruler

as he had desired for himself when a subject. Real powet
and influence were accorded to the senate, which had now, by
the incorporation of members whose origin was provincial,

become in a manner representative of the whole empire. Trajan
associated with the senators on equal terms, and enjoyed in

their company every kind of recreation. All pomp was dis-

tasteful to him and discarded by him. There was practically

no court, and no intrigues of any kind were possible. The
approach to his house was free, and he loved to pass through
the dty unattended and to pay unexpected visits to his friends.

He thirsted for no senator's blood, and nsed severity against the

delaiares alone. There wasbutone insignificant conspiracy against
him during his whole reign. Though nOt literazy himself,

Trajan conciliated the literary men, who at all times had dose
relations with the senate. His intimate, M. Lidnius, played
an excellent Maecenas to his Augustus. In his efforts to

win the affections of Roman sodety Trajan was aided by
his wife Plotina, who was as simple as her husband, benevolent,
pure in character, and entirdy unambitious. The hold which
Trajan acquired over the people was no less fiirm than that
which he maintained upon the army and the senate. His
largesses, his distributions of food, his public works, and his

spectacles were all on a generous scale. The exhibitions in

the arena were perhaps at their zenith during his tenure of

power. Thou^, for some unexplained reason, he aboUshed
the mimes, so bebved of the populace, at the outset of his reign,

he availed himself of the occasion of his first triumph to restore

them sgain. The people were delighted by the removal of the
imperial exedra (a large chamber with open front) in the circus,

whereby five thousand additional places were provided. Taxa-
tion was in many directions reduced, and the financial exactions

of the imperial officers controlled by the erection of a special

court. Elaborate precautions were taken, to save Italy from
famine; it is said that com for seven years' consumption at

the capital was retained in the granaries. Special encourage-
ment was given to merchants to import articles of food. The
corporation of bakers was organised and made more effective

for the service of the public. The internal trade of Italy was
powerfully stimulated by the careful maintenance and extension

of the different lines of road. But the most striking evidence
of Trajan's solidtude for his people's welfare is foimd in his

institution of the alimerUa, whereby means were provided for

the rearing of poor and orphan children in Italy. The method
had been sketched out by Nerva, but its great devdopment
was due to Trajan. The moneys allotted by the emperor were
in many cases supplemented by private benevolence. As a
soldier, Trajan realized the need of men for the maintenance
of the empire against the outer barbarians, and he preferred
that these men should be of Italian birth. He was only canying
a step farther the policy of Augustus, who by a system of

rewards and penalties had tried to encourage marriage and the
nurture of children. The actual effect of Trajan's regulations
is hard to measure; they were probably more effectual for

their object than those of Augustus, lie foundations were
confiscated by Pertinax, after they had existed less than a
century.

On the xst of September in the year xoo, when Trajan was
consul for the third time, Pliny, who had been designated consul
for a part of the year, was appointed to deliver the " Panegyric"
which has come down to us, and forms a most important source

of our knowledge concerning this emperor. Pliny's eulogy of

Trajan and his denunciation of Domitian arc alike couched in

extravagant phrases, but the former perhaps restsmore uniformly
on a basis of truth and justice than the latter. The tone of the

"Panegyric " certainly lends itself to the supposition of some
historians that Trajan was inordinately vain. That the emperor
had an honest and soldierly satisfaction in his own well-doing is

dear; but if he had had anything like the vanity of a Domitian,

.
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the senate, ever eager to outrun a ruler's taste for flattery, would
never have kept within such moderate bounds.

On the 35th of March in the year xoz Trajan left Rome for the

Danube. Pretexts for a Dadan war were not difficult to find.

Althougll^ there was no lack of iiard' fighting, victory in this

war depended largely on the worV of the engineer. The great

military road connecting the posts in Upper Germany with

those on the Danube, which had been begun by Tiberius, was
now extended along the right bank of the river as far as

the modem Oraova. The campaign of xoi was devoted

mainly to road-making and fortification. In the following

campaign, after desperate fighting to the north of the Danube
in the mountainous region of Transylvania, Sarmizegethusa,

the capital of Decebalus, was taken, and he was forced to

terms. He agreed to rase all fortresses, to surrender all

weapons, prisoners and Roman deserters, and to become a
dependent prince under the suzerainty of Rome. Trajan came
back to Italy with Dadan envoys, who in andent style begged the

senate to confirm the conditions granted by the commander in

the field. The emperor now enjoyed his first Dadan triumph,

and assumed the title of Dadcus. At the same time he royally

entertained the people and no less royally rewarded his brave

officers. But the Dadan chief could not school his high spirit

to endure the conditions of the treaty, and Trajan soon found it

necessary to prepare for another war. A massive stone bridge

was built across the Danube, near the modem Turn Severin, by
ApoUodorus, the gifted architect who afterwards designed the

forum of Trajan. In 105 began the new struggle, which on the

side of Decebalus could now only lead to victory or to destmction.

The Dadans fought their ground inch by indi, and their army
as a whole may be said to have bled to death. The prince put

an end to his own life. His kingdom became an imperial pro-

vince; in it many colonies were founded and peopled by settlers

drawn from different parts of the empire. The work done by
Trajan in the Danubian regions left a lasting mark upon their

history. The emperor returned to the capital in 106, laden with

captured treasure. His triumph outdid in splendour all those

that went before it. Games are said to have been held continu-

ously for four months. Ten thousand gladiators are said to have
perished in the arena, and eleven thousand beasts were killed in

the contests. Congratulatory embassies came from all lands,

even from India. The grand and enduring monument of the

Dadan wars is the noble pillar which still stands on the site of

Trajan's forum at Rome.
The end of the Dadan .wars was followed by seven years of

peace. During part of that time Pliny was imperial legate in

the provinces of Bithynia and Pontus, and in constant communi-
cation with TrajaiL The correspondence is extant and gives

us the means of observing the prindples and tendendes of the

emperor as a dvil governor.

The provinces (hitherto senatorial) were m conddersble disorder,

which rliny was sent to cure. It b clear from the emperor's letters

that in regard to nine out of ten of the matters which his anxious
and deferential legate referred to him for his decision he would
have been better pleased if the legate had dedded them for him-
self. Traian's notions of dvil government were, like those of the
duke of Wellington, stronsly tinged with military prepossessions.

He regarded the provindal ruler as a kind of officer in command,
who ought to be able to disdpline his province for himself and
only to appeal to the commander-in-chief in a difficult case. In
adviainff Pliny about the different free communities in the pro-
vinces, Trajan showed the same regard for traditional rights and
Srivileges which he had exhibited in face of the senate at Rome,

t the same time, these letters bring home to us hb conviction
that, particularly in financial affairs, it was necessary that local
seU*govemment should be carried on under the vigilant super-
vision of imperial officers. The control which he bqgan in thb
way to exercise, both in Italy and in the provinces, over the " muni-
dpia " and " liberae civitates." by means of agents entitled (then
or later) " correctores dvitatium libexarum," was carried continually
farther and farther by hb successors, and at last ended in the com-
plete centralisation of the government. On thb account the reign
of Trajan constitutes a tuming-pmnt in dvil as in military history.

I In other directions, though we find many salutary dvil measures,
yet there were no far-reaching schemes of reform. Many details
m the administration of the law, and particularly of the criminal
law. were improved. To cure corruption in the senate the balkit

was introduced at elections to magistrsdes. The finances of the
state were economically managed, and taxpayers were most carefully

guarded from oppression. Trajan never lacked money to expend
on great works of public utility; as a builder, he may (aarty be
compared with Augustus. Hb forum and its numerous appendages
were constructed on a magnificent scale. Many regions of luiy
and the provinces besides the dty itself benefited by the care and
munifiMUce which the emperor bestowed on such public improve-
ments. Hb attitude towards religion was, like that of Augustus,
moderate and conservative. The famous letter to Pliny about the
Christians b, according to Roman ideas, merciful and considerate.

It was impossible, however, for a Roman magistrate of the time to

rid himself of the idea that all forms of religion must do homage
to the civil power. Hence the conflict which made Trajan appear
in the eyes of Christbns like Tcrtullbn the most iiJamous of

monsters. On the whole, Trajan's civil administration was sound,
careful and sensible, rather than brilliant.

Late in 1X3 Trajan left Italy to make war m the East. The
never-ending Parthian problem confronted him, and with it

were more or less connected a number of minor difficulties.

Already by xo6 the position of Rome in the East had been

materially improved by the peaceful annexation of dbtricts

bordering on the province of Syria. The region of Damascus,
hitherto a dependency, and the last remaining fragment of the

Jewish kingdom, were incorporated with Syria; Bostra and Petra

were permanently occupied, and a great portion of the Naba-
taean kingdom was organized as the Roman province of Arabia.

Rome thus obtained mastery of the most important positions

lying on the great trade routes between East and WesL These
changes could not but affect the relations of the Roman with the

Parthian Empire, and the affairs of Armenia became in 1x4 the

occasion of a war. Trajan's campaigns in the East ended in

complete though brilliant failure. In the retreat from Ctesiphon
<i 17) the old emperor tasted for almost the first time the bitter^

ness of defeat in the field. He attacked the desert dty of Hatra,
westward of the Tigru, whose importance.b still attested by grand
ruins. Tlie want of water made it impossible to maintain a large

force near the city, and the brave Arabs routed the Roman
cavalry. Trajan, who narrowly escaped being killed, was forced to
withdraw. A more alarming difficulty lay before him. Taking
advantage of the absence of the emperor in the Far East, and
possibly by an understanding with the leaders of the zising in

Armenia and the annexed portions of Parthia, the Jews all over

the East had taken up arms at the same moment and at a given

signal The massacres they committed were portentous. In
Cyprus 240,000 men are said to have been put to death, and at

Cyrene 220,000. At Alexandria, on the other hand, many Jews
were killed. The Romans punbhed massacre by massacre, and
the complete suppression of the insurrection was long delayed,

but the Jews inade no great stand against disciplined troops.

Traja? still thought of returning to Mesopotamia and of avenging
hb defeat at Hatra, but he was stricken with sickness and
compelled to take ship for Italy. His illness increasing, he
landed in Cilida, and died at Selinus early in August 1x7.

Trajan, who had no children, had continually ddayed to settle

the succession to the throne, though Pliny in the Panegyric
"

had pointedly drawn hb attention to the matter, and it must have
caused the senate much anxiety. Whether Hadrian, the rcUtive
of Trajan (cousin's son), was actually adopted by him or not is

impossible to determine; certainly Hadrian had not been advanced
to any great honours by Trajan. Eyjtn hb military service had
not been distingubhed. Plotina asserted the adoption, and it

was readily and most fortunatdy accepted, if not believed, as
a fact.

The senate had decreed to Trajan as many triumphs as he chose
to celebrate. For the first time a dead general triura^^ed. >\'hen
Trajan was ddfied, he appropriately retained, ak>ne among the
emperors, a title he had won for himself in the field, that of ' Par-
thicus.*' He was a patient organizer of victory rather than a stratesic
genius. He laboriously perfected the military machine, which when
once set in motion went on to victory. Much of the work he did

was saluted with the widi that he might be " better than Trajan
and more fortunate than Augustus." Yet the breach made in Trajan's
fdicUas by the failure in tne East was no greater than that made
in the fdicitas of Augustus by his retirement from the right bank
<A the Rhine. The question whether Trajan's Oriental policy
was wise b answered emphatically by Mommsen in the affirmative
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It vas certainly viie if tbe means existed which were necessary
to carry it out and susUtn it. But succeeding history proved that
those means did not exist. The assertion of Mommsen that the
Tigris was a more defensible frontier than the desert line which
separated the Parthian from the Roman Empire can hardly be
accepted. The chan^ would certainly have created a demand
for more legions, whKh the resources of the Romans were not
suJfficient to meet without danger to their possessions on other
frontiers.

The records of Trajan's reign are miserably deficient. Our best
authority is the 68th book of Dio Cassius; then comes the
** Panegyric " of Pliny, with hu correspondence. The facts to be
gathered from other ancient writers are scattered and scanty.
Fortunately the inscriptions of the time are abundant and important.
Of modem histories which comprise the reign of Trajan the best in

English is that of Mcrivale; but that in German by H. Schiller

{CesckichU der rdmischen Kaiseneil, Gotha. 1883) is more on a level

with recent inquiries. There are special works on Trajan by
H. Francke (GOstrow. 1837), De la Berge (Paris, 1877). and Dierauer
in M. Bfldinger's uniersuckungen utr rdmisckeu KaisergeschichUt
(Leipxig, 1868;. A paper by Mommsen in Hermes, iii. ftp. 30 seq.,

entitled " Zur Lebensgeschichte des jflngeren Plinius," is important
for the chronology of i rajan's reign. The inscriptions of the reign,

and the Dacian campaigns, have been much studied in recent years,

in scattered articles and monographs. (J. S. R.)

TRALBE, a market town and seaport, and the county town of

Co. Kerry, Ireland, on the Ballymullen or Leigh River, about a

mile from its mouth in Tralee Bay, and on the Great Southern &
Western railway. Pop. (1901), 9687. A ship canal, permitting

the passage of ships of 200 tons burden, connects it with

Tralee Bay. Large vessels discharge at Fenit, 8 m. westward,

where there is a pier connected with Tralee by rail. Coal, iron

and timber are imported, and there is a considerable export of

grain. There is a large trade in butter. Railways serve the

neighbouring seaside watering-places of Ballybunnion and
Castkgregory, and the coast scenery of this part is grand and

varied. Four miles north-west of Tralee is Ardfert, with its

cathedral, one of the oldest foundations in Ireland, now united

to the see of limerick. St Brendan was its original founder,

and it had onoe a university. A neighbouring round tower fell

in 1870. Seven miles north of this again is the fine round

tower of Rattoo.

Tralee, andently Tralei^, the " strand of the Leigh,'* owes its

origin to the foundation of a Dominican monastery in x 213 by
John Fitz-Tbomas, of the Geraldine family. During the reign

of Elixabeth it was in the possession of Earl Desmond, on whose

forfeiture it came into possession of the Dennys. At the time of

the rebellion in 1641 the English families in the neighbourhood

asked to be placed in the castle under the charge of Sir Edward
Denny, but during his absence a surrender was made. The town
was incorporated by James I., and returned two members to the

Irish parUament. Though disfranchised at the Union in x8oo,

it obtained the privilege of returning one member in 1832, but in

1885 it was merged in the coimty division. It is governed by an

urban dbtrict council

TRALLBS (mod. Giisd Hissar)r an ancient town of Caria, Asia

Minor, situated on the Eudon, a tributary of the Maeander. It

was reputed an Argive and Thradan colony, and was long under

Plersian rule, of which we hear in tbe history of Dercyllidas' raid

from Ephesus in 397 B.C. Fortified and increased by the Seleu-

cids and Pergamenians, who renamed it successively Seleucia and

Antiochia, it passed to Rome in 133. Though satirized in a

famous line O^v. Sat. iii. 70) as a remote provincial place, it

had many wealthy inhabitants in the Roman period and, to

judge by objects discovered there, contained many notable

works of art. Two of the best marble heads in the Constantinople

museum came from Tralles; and both in the excavations

conducted for that museum by Edhem Bey (1904), and by
chance discoveries, fine-art products have come to light on

the site. Rebuilt by Andronicus II. about laSo, it was super-

seded a few years later, after the Seljuk conquest, by a

new town, founded by the amir Aidin in a lower situation

(see AmxN). (D. G. H.)

TRAMORB. a market village and seaside resort of Co. Water-

ford, Ireland, on the bay of the same name, 7 m. S. of the city

of Waterford, and the terminus of the Waterford & Tramore
railway. _ The situation Is pleasant, and the neighbouring coast

exhibiu bold diff scenery. The bay is open to the south,

and is dangerous to navigators, as in foggy weather it has been
frequently mistaken for the entrance to Waterford Harbour.
On the difis to the west are three towers, one having a
cxirious iron figure known as the " metal man," erected as a
warning to sailors. The bay is divided into an outer part

and an inner lagoon (the Back Strand) by a spit of sand, with

a strait, crossed by a ferry at its eastern extremity. A monu-
ment commemorates the wreck of the troopship " Seahorse

"

in 1816. Four miles west is Dunhill Castle, well situated on
a precipitous rock.

•TRAMP, a vagrant, one who " tramps " or walks the roads

begging from house to house or ostensibly looking for work, but

with no home and habituaUy sleeping out or moving on from the

casual ward of one workhouse to that of another (see Vagrancy).
The word is the shortened form of *' tramper," one who tramps

or walks with heavy Uead. The term " tramp " is also used of a
cargo steamer not running on a regular line but passing from
port to port where freight may be picked up.

TRAMWAT, a track or line of rails laid down in the public

roads or streets (hence the American equivalent " street rail-

way "), along which wheeled vehicles are run for the conveyance

of passengers (and occasionally of goods) by animal or mechanical

power; also a light roughly laid railway used for transporting

coals, both underground and on the surface, and for other similar

purposes. The word has been connected with the name of

Benjamin CXitram, an engineer who, at the beginning of the X9th

century, was concerned in the construction of tram roads, and
has been explained as an abbreviation for " Outram way." But
this is clearly wrong, since the word is found much earlier. It

appears to be of Scandinavian origin and primarily to mean a
beam of wood, cf. Old Swedish tr&m, /mm, which have that sense.

In a will dated 1555 reference is made to amending a "higheway
or tram " in Bernard Castle, wheie a log road seems to be in

question. In Lowland Scottish " tram " was used both of a

beam of wood and specifically of such a beam employed as the

shaft of a cart, and the name is still often given in England to

the wheeled vehicles used for carrying coal in mining. " Tram-
way," therefore, is primarily either a way made with beams of

wood or one intended for the use of " trams " containing coal

(see Railway).
Construction.—^The first tramway or street railway designed for

passenger cars with flanged wheels was built in New York in

1832. The construction of this tramway does not appear to

have been a success, and it was soon discontinued. In 1853

tramways were revived in New York by a French engineer named
Loubat, who constructed the track of flat wrought-iron rails with

a wide, deep groove in the upper surface, laid on longitudinal

timbers. The groove, which was designed for wheel flanges

similar to those employed on railways, proved dangerous to the

light, narrow-tired vehicles of the American type. To meet this

difiiculty a step-rail consisting of a flat plate with a step at one

side raised about { in. above the surface was designed and laid at

Philadelphia in 1855. When tramways were first introduced

into England by G. F. Train in x86o a rail similar to that laid at

Philadelphia was adopted. This rail (fig. 1) was made of wrought-

iron and weighed 50 lb per yard. It was 6 in. wide and had a

step I in. above the sole. The rails were spiked to longitudinal

timbers, which rested on transverse sleepers, and they were laid

to a gauge of 4 ft. 8| in. Tramways of this type were laid at

Birkenhead in i860, at London in 1861, and in the Potteries

(North Staffordshire) in 1863. The English public, however,

would not tolerate the danger and obstruction caused by the

step-rail, with its large area of slippery iron surface, and the tram-

way laid in London had to be removed, while those at Birkenhead

and the Potteries were only saved by being relaid with grooved

rails. Thus, while the step-rail became the standard form used

in the United States, the grooved-rail became generally adopted

in Europe. From the tramway point of view the step-rail

has many advantages. A groove collects ice and dirt, and on

curves binds the wheel flanges, increasing the resistance to trac-

tion. A grooved rail is, however, far less of a nuisance to the
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ordinary vehiculmr traffic, and it has come to be largely used in

the principal dties of America.

After the passing of the Tramways Actof 1870 the construction

of tramways proceeded rapidly in England. A flat grooved rail

supported on a longitudinal timber and laid on a concrete bed
was generally adopted. The paving consisted of stone setts from

Fici.
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Early Tramway Rails.

4 to 6 in. in depth, laid on a thin bed of sand and grouted with

cement, mortar or a bituminous mixtiire. With the exception of

the design of the rail and the manner of supporting it on the con-

crete foundation, which has continually changed, this method of

constructing the track has varied but little to the present day.

The flat section of rail which was wanting in vertical stiffness

soon proved unsatisfactory. A fillet or flange was then added to

each side, which, bedding into the supporting timber, not only

increased the vertical strength but also prevented horizontid

displacement of the rafl. With the addition of the side flanges a

greatly improved method of fixing the rail to the sleepers was
adopted. The old vertical spike, which was a crude fastening,

was replaced by a " dog " or double-ended side spike, one end
of which was driven through a hole in the flange of the rail

(fig. 3). This fastening was very strong and proved a great

iinprovement.

. The next change was the use of cast-iron chairs to support the

rails, which were introduced by Kincaid in 1872. These led to a

modification of the rail section, and instead of the two side

flanges a rail with a central flange (fig. 3) which fitted into the

cast-iron chairs was used. The chairs weighed about 75 lb

each, and were spaced at intervals of about 3 ft. The Barker

rail laid in Manchester in 1877 was somewhat similar to that

shown in fig. 3, but a continuous cast-iron chair was used to

support it.

The introduction of steam traction about z88o, with its heavier

axle loads and higher speeds, was a severe test of the permanent

way. The flat section laid on timber sleepers and the built-up

rails of the Kincaid and Barker types began to be discarded in

favour of the solid girder rail rolled in one piece. The solidity

and depth of this section gave it great vertical stiffness, and
its introduction materially assisted in solving the problem of

providing a smooth and serviceable joint.

The merits of the girder rail soon caused it to be generally

adopted, and although the design has been greatly improved it

remains to-day the standard form of tramway rail used through-

out the world. At first difficulty was experienced in rolling the

heavier sections with thin webs and wide bases, but the introduc-

tion of steel and improvements in the rolling mills overcame these

troubles. The early girder rails laid about 1880 usually vreighed

from 70 to 80 lb per lineal yard, and were 6 or 6| in. deep. The
groove varied from i to i) in., and the tread was about i) in. in

width. The fish-plates were not designed to give any vertical

support, and were merely used to keep the rail ends in Une. The
girder rails were either bedded directly on the foundation or

spiked to timber sleepers which were buried in the concrete.

The form of head adopted for tramway rails in Europe has

almost universally been one with the groove on one side. With
this section the wheel flange forces out the dirt clear of the tread.

In a few isolated cases a centre grooved rail has been used. As
with railways, the adoption of many different gauges has led to

much inconvenience. This want of uniformity in the gauge is

in some parts of the coimtry a great obstacle to the construction

of inter-urban lines. London and the larger provincial towns

adopted the standard gauge of 4 ft. 8| In., but in many towns
narrow gauges of 3 ft. or 3 ft. 6 in. were laid. Glasgow and a
few other towns adopted the gauge of 4 ft. 7} in. with a view of

making the narrow grooved rail of the tramways available for

railway wagons, but without any real success.

With the introduction of electric traction the weight and
speed of the cars greatly increased, and experience soon proved
that only the most substantial form of permanent way was
capable of withstanding the wear and tear of the traffic. The
early electric lines were laid with girder rails weighing about

75 tt> per lineal yard. These proved to be too light, and, at the

present time, rails weighing from 95 to no lb per lineal yard
are in general use. The large number of rail sections designed

a few years ago gave considerable trouble to makers of rails.

The issue in 1903 by the Engineering Standards Committee
of a set of standard girder tramway rail sections was there-

fore generally welcomed. The sections comprise rails of five

different weights. Modified sections for use on curves were also

published, together with a standard form of qxdfication. Fig. 4
shows the section of the xoo tb. B.S. rail (No. 3).

Tramway raits are generally ordered in 45 ft. lengtha. Rails
60 ft. lonf are sometimes us^, but they are difficult to handle,
cspeciallv m narrow streets. The rail joints still prove the weakest
part of the track. Numerous patents have been taken out for fish-
plates and sole-plates of special deugn, but none has proved quite
satisfactory. The " Dicker " joint, in which the head of the rail on the

i
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Fig. 4.—British Sundard Tramway Rail. No. 3.

tread side is partly cut away and the fish-plate carried up so that
the wheel runs on its top edge, and the " anchor " joint, in which a
short piece of inverted rail is bolted or riveted to the undersides of
the abutting rails, have been largely used. The latter makes a good
stiff joint, but when buried in concrete it interferes with the bedding
of the rail as a whole, often causing it to work loose in the centre.
Various processes have also been introduced for uniting the ends of
the rails by welding. Electric welding was first tried in the United
Sutes about 18^3, and has since been considerably used in that
country. In thu process two specially prepared fish-plates are
applied, one to each side of the joint. Each fish-plate has three
bosses or projections, one in the centre opposite the joint and one
near each end. By passing a heavy alternating *current of low
voltage between the opposite bosses the fish-plates are welded to
the rail. The current is obuined from the line by means of a motor-
generator and static transformer. Another process which has been
used considerably in the United States, and at Coventry and Norwich
in England, is the cast-welded joint. To make this joint the raU
ends are enclosed in an iron mould filled with molten cast-iron«
which makes a more or less perfect union with the steel nils. The
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icK xo zneac two procwet u ine coniy ana cumDeraome
quired. The " thermit " proceBS ^see Wbldxkg) docs
«iv large initial outlay, and haa been applied to welding
I both old and new tracks. The coet oC making each

great drawback to these two proceiaet is the costly and cumbersome
apparatus required. The"
not require an'

'

the joints on I .

joint is about £i.
Points and crosangs ai« used on a tramway to deflect a car from

one read to another. In the days of horse traction no movable
•witch was used, the car being guided by making the horses pull the
leading wheels in the required direction. With the introduction of
mechanical traction a movable switch was fitted in one of the cast-
tt|p toact as a guide to the wheel flanges. On modem tramways the
poinu couist <A a pair of steel castings, one being a fixed or dummy
point, and the otner containing a movable switch. On a sinsle
track at passing places the cars in Great Britain always take the lelt-

handjpad, anda spring is fitted to hold the movable switch to lead in
that erection. The bottom of the grooves at open points and cross-
ings are raised so that the car whcefrtms on its flange over the break
in the tread of the rail. Double switch points in which the two
tongues are connected are sometimes laid. In recent years the Mze
and weight of the castings and the length of the movable switches
have oonsidetably increased. Manganese steel u very generally used
for the tonjpies and sometimes for the whole casting. Ordinary
cast atcd with manninese steel inaet pieces at the ports which wear
most quickly are a feature <^ the later designs. At some junctions
tbe points are moved by electric power.

while the form of concrete foundation remains the same as that
laid at Liverpool in 1868, far greater care is now given to the bedding
off the rails. After the excavation has been completed the rails
are set up in the trench and carefully packed up to the finished level.
The cooctete is then laid and packM under the rail, generally for
a d»th of 6 in. When tbe surface is to be paved with stone setts
bedded on sand the concrete may be left rough, but where wood is

to be laid the surface must be floated with fine mortar and finished
to a smooth surface. Both hard and soft wood blocks are used for
paving. Wood shoukl not be used unless the whole width of the
carriage-way is paved. Many different qualities of stone setts have
been laid. Hard granite such as that supplied from the quarries
near Aberdeen is the most suitaUe.

In urban districts the road authorities Almost always require
the tramway surface, Le, between the rails and for 18 in. 6n either
aide, to be paved. In country districts many tramways have been
laid with only a sett edginji; along each rail, the remainder of the
flurfaoe being completed with either ordinary or tarred macadam.
Thb construction, however, is only suitable on roads with very light
traffic After a tramway is laid, especially in a macadamisea road,
the heavy vehicular traffic use the track, and the wear is very much
greater than on other parts of the carriage-way.

SUam and Cable Tramways.—Horat traction, especially in

hiDy districts, has many limiutions, and early in the history of
tramways ezpeiimenU were made both with steamcan and cable
haulage. Altbough experimental steam cars were tried in

England in 1873 the first tramways which regularly employed
ste»m engines were French, thou^ the engines were supplied

by an En^ish firm. About x88o many improvements were
made in the design of the engines employed, and this form of

traction was adopted on several tramways in England. Beyond

formed of concrete, with cast-iron yokes spaced at intervals of

4 ft. to support the stot beams. The conduit was 19 in. deep by
9 in. wide. The slot was } in. wide. The running rails were
of the ordinary girder type bedded in concrete. Fig. $ shows a
cross-section of the track at a yoke. This form of construction

is very similar to that employed in forming thetubeon a modem
electric conduit tramway. At Edinburgh and other places where
a shallow conduit is used the supporting pulleys are placed in

pits sunk below the general level of the. tube. On the Birming-
ham cable tramway, where the tube is a ft. 8 in. deep, pits are not
required at the supporting pulleys. This reduces the difficulty of

draining the conduit. The yokes in this esse are made of steel

T-ban spaced 4 ft. apart.

Eitctric rramipa>f.—Electricity is now the standard motive
power for tramway service, and is applied in three main ways:
(x) the overhead or trolley system; (a) the open conduit system;
and (3) the surface contact or dosed conduit system. (See also

Tbaction.)
Ona tramway worked on the overhead principle current is supplied

to the cars by two overhead conductors or wires. Round copper
wires varyingm sise from o (0-334 in.) to 0000 <O'40 in.) ^,._^. _^
S.W. gauge are generally used. With feeding points SSJ**^
at every mile, the o wire IS electrically sufficient on most ''•v.
roads, but from a mechanical point of view 00 wire is the smallest
it is desirable to erect. Wires having figure 8 or elliptical pooved
sections have been employed, and have the advanuge of allowine
the use of a mechanical dip ear which is dear of the trolley wheel.
The ordinary round wire is usually supported by a gun-metal or
gun-metal and iron ear grooved to nt the wire, which is soldered or
sweated to it. In Great Britain the overhead conductors are re-
quired by the board of trade to be divided into half-mile sections.
The urires on adioining sections are connected by section insulators.
These consist of gun-metal castings in two puts, insulated from
each other. The line wires are clamped to the metal ends. Tne
continuity of the path of the trolley whed is provided for on the
underside of the insulator by fixing a hardwood strip between the
ends or by the ribs on the c»sUngs with air gaps.
The trolley wires are supported by ears dther from span wires

which extend across the roadway between two poles or from bracket
arms carried on a pole on one ude only of the road. The span wires
and short bracket suspension wires are also insulated, so ttiat there
is double insulation between the conductor and the pole. The
overhead conductors are usually hung about ax ft. above the rails.

(For catenary suspensions see traction.) The poles which carry
the span wires and the bracket arms are placed not more than
40 yds. apart and are generally placed at the edge of the kerb. They
are built up of three sections of steel tubes, one overiapping the
other: the joints are shrunk together while hot. A cast-iron case
is used to improve the appearance of the pole, and cast-iron collars
hide the^joints. Standard specifications for poles have been issuedjoints.

by the Engineering Standards Gnnmittee.
When permission can be obtained the 1

supported by rosettes attached to the wal
doe <rfthe street. This method hasbeen laxgdy adopted inGermany,

the span wires are sometimes
i walb of the houses on dther

(PhmT. AadTbf UlToJ^lW

reqiniring a better constructed track it does not necesdtate any
modifications in the general design of the permanent way. The
first cable tramway was constructed at San Francisco in 1873.

In Englaad the first cable system was a short length at Highgate
in 1884. Cable tramways were also laid down at Edinburgh,
Binningbam, Matlock and Brixton (London). Cable traction,

with the expensive track construction it necessitates, and the

limited speed of haulage, bdongs to the past. Only gradients

too severe to be worked by ordinaxy adhesion will in the future

justify its nse. The construction of the conduit or tube in

which the cable runs adds very considerably to the cost of the

pcnnanent way. On the Edinburgh system the conduit was

Fig. 5.—Section Edinburgh Cable Conduit.

and by dispensing with the poles !n the roadway it improves the
appearance of the street.

Overhead conductors will not be tolerated in some dties, and to
avdd the use of them open conduit and surface contact tramways
have been introduced. In the conduit system the
conductors are carried in a conduit or tube beneath the y* ^
surface of the track, and the dectric current is picked up *••••»

by means of a plough carried by the cars. Modern conduit tramways
are divided into two kinds: those which have the conduit at the side
under one running rail, and those which have it under the centre of
the track. The only example of the former to be found in England
is at Bournemouth, but it is used at Vienna, Brussels, Paris, Berlin
and Budapest. Centre conduit construction has been adopted in
London, Nice, Bordeaux, New York, Washington, &c. The advan-
tages of the side slot system are the reductionm the amoiint of metal
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in the roadway, lets breaidnff up of the pavement^ and slightly
cheaper cost oi construction. Its chief disadvantaip is the difficulty

it introduces in connexion with points and crossings. It is also
objected that if the side slot is made the same width as the rail groove

(Fiom Tk$ Trmtmuy and Xailmay W»M.)
Fig. 6.~Section of Side Conduit,

it becomes a danger to narrow-tired vehicles. The difficulty in regard
to points and crossings is overcome by bringing the slot into the
centre of the track at junctions and turn-outs. Fig. 6 dhows a
section of the side slot track laid at Bournemouth. The width of

^ ^tS^^

(Ffom Tk§ Tfmmty ami JtaUmay WorU.)

Fic. 7.—^Section of Centre Conduit (London County Council type),

the slot is I in., which u the least width possible. In London { in. was
first adopted asthe width of the centre slot, but later thiswas increased
to I in., so that in this particular there is not much to
choose between the two systems. Fig. 7 shows a
section of the London County Council track at one
of the cast-iron yokes. These are spaced ;} ft. 9 in.

apart, every second yoke being now continued out
under the running rail which is fastened to it. There
is no doubt that the extended yoke greatly increases

the strength of the track. The slot beams weigh60 S»

per yard. The conductor bjuns are of mild steel,

T-shaped. They weigh 21 lb per yard and are sup-
ported on insulators at intervals of 15 ft. Each in-

sulator is covered over in the roadway with a cast-

iron frameand movable lid. There aretwo conductor
rails—positive and negative—so- that the whole
circuit IS insulated from earth. The conduit or tube
is formed of cement concrete. The track between
the rails is paved with granite setts in order that
there may be no trouble with wood blocks swelling
and doung the slot.

American practice in conduit construction has
become fairly w^l standardized (fijg:. 8). The con-
duit is oval m shape, its major axis being vertical,

and b formed of concrete.^ An excavation about
30 in. deep and 5 ft. wide b made, and in thb are
laid cast-uon yokes weighing 410 lb each, and
spaced 5 ft. apart centre to centre. Every third
^ke contains bearings for a hand-hole plate, and
weighs about 600 lb. These yokes surround the
conduit proper and are provided with extensions
on each side for the attachment of the rails. In
the older construction the raib were laid directly

upon the iron of the yokes, steel wedjg;es and shims
being used under them for the final alineroent of the
rails. In the mote recent construction, on the Third
Avenue railroad in New York City, a wooden
stringer, 6 in. by 4I in. in size, b laid along from yoke
to yoke on the bearing surfaces, and tne rail laid

upon this. The rail b held down on the yoke by
means of two bolts at each bearing-point, these bolts
having tumed-up heads which emorace the foot of
the rati. The slot raib, or Z bars forming the two
jaws of the tin. slot, are bolted to the upper part of

the yokes.. The weights of the metal useq per linear.

yard of constructioa of thb type are: caattron, including both types
of yokes, 500 lb; track rails, 214 lb; slot raib, 1 16 lb ; conductor nils,

Sib ; and conduitplate, 16 tt)—nearly 400 lb of rolled steel per yard,
ter the raib, which are of a high girder type, are fastedea in place

thin plates of sheet steel are bent into the oval holes in the yokes
extending from yoke to yoke, and form the inner surface of the
completed conduit. Around thb is carefully laid a shell, 4 in. thidc«
of Portland cement concrete. The yokes are furnbh^ with lugs
which serve to retain, temporarily, wooden b<»rds forming a mouU
in which the concrete is rammed. Sectional wooden shapes serve
to hold the thin steel lining in place while the concrete is hardening.
Around thb conc^te tube, and on each side of it, to form a basts
for the street pavement, b laid a mass of coarser concrete. In each
side of the special yokes is placed an insulator of porcelain, protected
by a cast-iron shdl and carrying a support for the conductor rail,

which b of T-shaped steel, weighing 21 lb per yard. It is in 30 ft.

lengths and is supported every 15 iL by the insulators, the ends of
separate rails being matched at and held by an insulator support.
Thb rail is, of courie. bonded with copper bonds. Two such con-

Fig. 8.—Cross-section of Open Conduit Road (American type).

ductor rails are installed in the conduit 6 in. apart, the flat faces
correspondingto the upper surface of the T being placed towards
each other. Elaborate provbions. for draiimge and inspection are
also provided, depending upon the situation ofthe tracks and nature
of the street. Tne current b fed to the conductor raib by heavy
copper conductors of from 500,000 to 1,000,000 circular mils cross-
section, insulated and lead-covered, laid in ducts alongside oC or
between the two tracks of double-track SFystcms. Connexion b

(Froa J. R. Rider's £I«frfc TntAon^ by permissioo tA Wbittoker & Co.)

Fig. 9.~Cross-seaion of Stud, Skates and Magnets^ Lorain Systenu
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made betveen the can and the oooductor nils by means of a
** pkxifh," carried by a hard steel plate, which b channelled to re-

ceive the instilated wires leading up to the controller on the car. The
plouffh carries two cast-iron rubbing-blocks, which are pressed out-
wanTinto conUct with the conductor rails by springs, the two being,

off course, very carefully insulated from each other and from the other
metal-work ot the i^gh. It has been found expedient in practice

to reverse the polwty of the current used on these conduit roads
from time to time, ance electrolytic deposits, formed by small

leakage currents in the vicinity of insulators, &c., are thus dissolved

before they become a source of trouble.

Great difficulty is experienced with all conduiti in keeping them
dean and free from water. On the London tramways a sump has
been formed at intervals of about 60 yds. into which the conduit
drains. These sumps are connected with the sewers. The principal

objection to the conduit system b its heavy first cost. The tracks
alooe in London are estimated to cost about £13,000 per mile of

single track against about £8000 per mile for a track to be worked
on the overhead system.

This high cost of construction has caused connderable attention

to be directed by inventors to devising surface contact systems.
Many of the designs which have been patented
appear excellent in theory, but have been found un-
trustworthy under working conditions. Among those

worked commercially m England a ) the Lorain system in opera-
tion at Wolvethampton; (2) the CK>lter system at Torquay, Hastings
and Mexborough. and {%) the G.B. system at Lincoln. Of all these
systems current b suf^pued from iron studs laid in the roadway be-
tween the raib of the track to a skate carried on the car. The studs are
placed 10 ft. to I ^ ft. apart and contain a movable switch or contact,
which b operatedfby the influence of a magnet carried under the car.

In the Lorain systtoi (fig. 9) connexion u made to the source of
power through two carbon contact pieces. The lower carbon
contact b earned on a soft iron strip which b connected to the supply
cable by means of a flat copper nbbon spring. When the magnet
passes from over a stud the iron armature and the lower carbon
contact, which has been magnetically attracted, falb vertically,

assisted by the copper ribbon spring. In the Dolter system the
contact box (fig. lolcontatns a beU crank lever with a carbon contact
at its lower eikl. The upper arm of thb lever b of soft iron, which
b attracted by the magnet carried under the car. When the lever

b moved the carbon block at the lower end b brought into contact
with the fixed carbon contact in the side of the box which is perma-
nently connected to the supply cable. In the G.B. contact box
(fig. 1 1) contact b made direct to a bare feeder cable carried in a pipe

(Ftom n$ Tramwy ami Saitmay
WmU.)

Fio, II.—G. B. Stud.

a great

(TtiM J. B. lUdBH £lKMr TlrwtfMi.^ pccafliiao of WblUaker & Co.)

Fic. 1^—Cross section of Stud, Skatesand Magnets. Dolter System.

mder tiie boaea. The switch, consistin|[ of a piece of galvanized
iroa, b suspended freely l^ means of an insulated phosphor bronze
spring. At the lower end of thb moving piece a carbon contact
pKoe b attadied. When the magnet earned by the car passes over
a stud, the moving |ncce b ma^etically attracted to the cable

against the pull of the spring. In the Lorain and the Dolter systems
tbe atada are sailed sligbtqr above th» xoad surface—which b an

objectionable featnfe--and the current b ooHecled by a skate,
suspended under the car, touching the projectinff surface. In the
G.B. system the stud heads are kept flush with^ pavement, and
the collector consists of iron links spring suspended. As the collector
passes over the box the links are magnetically attracted, and move
down, making contact with the stuo.

In all surface contact systems, short circuiting devices are provided
to detect any studs which may remain live after the skate has passed,
either by blowing a fuse or by ringing a bell, but it b questionable
how much reliance can be placed on
their eflBdency under all conditions.
The^ collecting skate and magnets
carried by the cars on a surface con-
tact tramway are of consklerable
weight, and the skate requires re-

neiral at frequent intervals.

An efficient system of street

traction may be defined as one
whkh, while giving a reasonable

return on the capital invested,

provides the public, without dis-

figurement of the highway, with

a quick and frequent service of

comfortable cars.

When tramways were first intro-

duced the surface of the streets

was often exceedingly rouf^ The
tramcar running on xaib was there-

fore a great advance in comfort
of travelling on the old stage

carriage. Horse traction, however,
limited the weight of the car and
the speed of travelling. The sub-

stitution of steam traction for horse traction was
advance. Higher speeds and quicker acceleration

were obtained, and larger and more comfortable cars
^^ nftftrrmt

could be worked. The power, however, was limited, ^j^trim,
and the locomotives, built as b'ght as possible, were
expensive in first cost and maintenance. Cable traction, owing

to the heavy first cost of the track, requires a great

density of traffic to make it pay. The speed b limited

both up and down hill to that of the cable. It has the

advantage that it can be safdy worked on ttvtrt

gradients, and once installed the working costs are low.

Electric traction by accxmiulator cars was tried in

Birmingham in 1890 and abandoned after some years of

unsatisfactory working. The cars were costly to work
and maintain. The storage batteries had to be re-

charged at frequent intervals, and they rapidly dropped
in capacity. There was little reserve of power, and
the ceUs added considerably to the weight of the car.

Those forms of electric traction in which the power b
supplied to the cars from an outside source have many
advantages. Only the weight of the motors has to be
carried. These are efficient over a wide range of speed,

accelerate quickly, have a large reserve of power and
are clean and silent. The electric conduit and surface

contact tramways do not require any disfiguring over-

head wires. They have, however, troubles of their own.
The construction of the electric conduit b so expensive

that its choice must necessarily be limited to large

cities. The conductors are easily short-circuited. Gaps
in the conductors must be left at the points and crossings.

The cost of keeping the conduit dean b considerable.

It has the advantage, however, of having both the posi-

tive and negative conductors insulated. Surface contact

systems require studs or contact boxes to be placed

in the road. In most systems these project above the

surface of the street. The switches which they contain

are hidden away from inspection. A failure of insulation or the

sticking of a switch may allow a live stud to be unprotected

in the roadway. The weight of the car and consequently the

power required to move it b considerably increased by the skate,

magnet and battery which have to be carried.

For simplidty of working the overhead system easily comesu
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first The conductors are oat of reach, they can easily be
doubly or trebly insulated, and with their insulators are open to

inspection. The poles and wiring can be erected without closing

or obstructing the street. The supply of power is not interfered

with by heavy rain, snow or other dinuitic causes. Duplicate

conductors are used, and repairs can be rapidly executed. The
only objection is that of unsightliness, which, however, can be
greatly reduced by good design.

The cost of establishing tramways to be worked on the various
systems of traction mentioned above has varied considerably. The
locality and the amount of street widening have considerable
influence on the total. Horse tramways in the larfjer cities cost in

the past about £15,000* per track mile complete with horses, cars,

&c., tramways worked by steam power about £18,000* per track
mile including locomotives and cars. The Edinbuigh Corporation
cable tramways cost £3^.316' to establish complete with power-
house, cars, &c. Of this figure, the cost of the permanent way
construction amounted to £14431 .' The constructionand equipment
of the South London conduit tramways cost £3^,106* per mile
of single line; the permanent way, its electrical equipment and the
distributing cables cost £15.895* per track mile. More recent
estimates appear to show that the average cost in London will be
between £26,000 and £30,000 per track mile. In Glasgow the total

cost of constructing and equipping the electric tramways on the
overhead system, including the provision of a power station, cost

£191787* per track mile, and at Leeds £13,200. At Manchester,
where current is provided by the lighting station, the complete cost
works out at £12498.* The cost of the permanent way, cables

and electrical equipment per track mile vanes from £6575 at Man-
chester to £9059 at Glasgow. The cost of laying down a surface
contact electnc tramway is about slightly more than that of con-
structing and equipping a track with overhead conductors. The
cost of the permanent way and its electrical equipment together with
the cables at Wolverhampton on the Lorain surface contact principle

amounted to £8601 per track mile.

The working expenses of the various systems of traction are hugely
affected by the age of the tramway, the locality, and, in the case of
electric lines, by the cost at which power is obtained. In Birmingham
in 1890-189 1 * horse traction cost 9*79d. per car mile, steam traction

io>99d. per mile, cable traction 6*33d. and electric accumulator
traction 9-9od. per car mile. Modem electric trolley lines generating

theirown current work at from sd. to 6d. per car mile. Where current

is purchased the costs vary from 6d4 to 7id. per car mile. The
working costs of the London County Council conduit tramways
worked on purchased current amounted to &*02d. per car mile in

the year 1905-1906.

Tramway Cars.—^The modem tramway car is made up of two
distmct parts, the body and the truck. The present type of

double ended car with a platform at each end was first used

on the American street railways about z86o. The car body was

supported directly on axle-boxes through helical steel or rubber

springs.

When the early pioneers were experimenting in the United

States with electric traction they attached the motor to the car

body. This proved unsatisfactory, and resulted in the develop-

ment of the modem tmck. The tmck may be described as a

carriage or frame supported on the axle-boxes by springs and

supporting by another set of springs the car body. The tmck
carries the motors and in itself resists all the strains of the

driving mechanism.

Modem car bodies are mounted either on a singHe four-wheeled

tmck, with a fixed or rigid wheel-base, or on two four-wheeled

bogies or swivelling tmcks. Four-wheeled radial tmcks have

been tried on several tramways, but they have not proved satis-

factory. The wheel-base of the fixed or rigid tmck usually

varies from 6 to 7 ft. The length of the wheel-base should be

determined by the radius of the sharpest curve. To obtain

steady running it should be made as long as posable. Two
motors are generally fitted on a car.

Of the bogie or swivelling trucks the greater number now in use

are of the " maximum traction " type. This truck is used to obtain

the greatest tractive effect from two motors when fitted to a car

supported on eight wheels. Each bogie is a small four-wheeled

'and* See TratHways: Their ConskucUon and Working, by D. K.
Clarke.

^Prec, Inst. Ci». Eng. 156, p. 179.
* Tramway Accounts, year ended March 31, 1906.
• Ibid.,_year ended March 31. 1905-

. ^ .,
•See Tramways: Thiir Gmstriiaitm ami Wrnksng, by D. K.

Clarke.

truck in itself. It has.one pair of its wheels driven by the aingle
motor and of the standard sise—about 30 in.—while the guidii^
or " pony *' wheels are of small diameter. The weight ol the esc
body is supported eccentrically on the truck, so that about 70% to
80% is available for adhesion under the driving-wheels. While
this form of truck has many merits, it also has many disadvantages.
The small wheels easily leave the rails, while the adhesion of the
driving-wheels compared with a four-wheeled car is considerably
reduced. Quick acceleration is difficult, and on a greasy rail much
energy is lost in slip^ung. The use of equal-wheeled bogies with a
motor on every axle gets over the difficulty of the loss en adhesioa
but at a greatljr increased cost. The current consumption b increased,
the first cost is greater, and there are four instead of two motors
to be maintained. Steel-tired wheels have largely replaced the cast-
iron chilled wheel for many years used on tramcars.
While the various forms .of trucks are common both to British

and American practice, car body construction differs in many points.
The single-deck car is univeinal outside the United lungdom,
where, although many singlesleck cars are worked, the greater
number are of the double-deck type. It is claimed that with smaU
single-deck cars a quicker service can be mainuined, as they are
easier to load and unload and generally handier. On the other band,
the double-deck car seats more than double the number of passen-
gers, requires the same number of men to work it, and takes but little

more power to drive it. Experience has proved that the 58-paasenger—28 inude and 30 outside—double-deck car mounted on a four-
wheeled tmck is the type of rolling stock most suiuble for British
conditions. For heavy rush traffic or long distance travel the larger
bogie cars are convenient. They are, however, slow to start and
stop, and a 72-pasaenger car is too much for one conductor to work
efficiently. Another difference is due to the width of the cars.
In the United States car bodies vary from 8 ft. to 9 ft. 6 in. in width.
In Great Britain the width is limited by the Tramways Act of 1870
to 1 1 in. beyond the outer edge of the wheels, which, on the standard
gauge, allows the maximum width to be 6 ft. 10 in. This limit has
governed the arrangement of the seating in the cars. Inside, the
ordinary side seat is iUmost invariably adopted. Cross seats havebeen
used, but they leave a very narrow gangway—a great disadvantage
at times of overcrowding. On the top deck, where the available
width is greater and standing u never permitted, cross seats are
universally fitted.

On the old horse cars a straight type of stairway was used. The
reserved stairway, brought in about 1902, gave greater protectkm
from accident and increased the seating accommodation on the top
deck. It had, however, two great disadvantages. The stairway
shut out the motorman's view on the left-hand side, and the stream
of passengers descending met the stream of passengers leaving the
inside of the car, cauung delay. The reversed type of stairway has
now been abandoned and the straight type, well protected by
railings, is usually fitted.

In addition to the ordinary single-deck and double^leck types
of cars which are in general use many other designs are to be found.
Single-deck open cars of the " toast-rack *' type with transverse
seats are popular On many holiday lines. They have the advantage
of being quickly filled and emptied. Centre vestibule can are now
seldom seen. It is inconvenient not to have the conductor at the back
of the car where he can look out for passengers, and, if necessary,
'* nurse *' the trolley. There is also danger of a passenger being
struck by the axle-boxes of the rear bogie truck when leaving the car.
The Caufomian tyoe of car body, with the central part dosed in
and one or two double-sided transverse seats at each end, has been
used on routes where low bridges do not allow of the use of double-
deck cars. The carrying capacity of this type in wet weather when
the exposed seats cannot be used is smalL A demi or one-man car
has been worked in some towns. It saves the wages of one man, but
the average speed of the service is reducedv Top deck covers have
in recent years been largely fitted. Their use practically doubles
the covered seating capaaty of the car and provides acoommodatioo
for smokers, a difficult matter on a single-deck car.

In Great Britain the board of trade requires all cars to be fitted

with an efficient form of lifeguard. The gate and tray pattern,
in which anything striking the vertical gate drops the tray, is

that principally employed. In addition to the ordinary hand-biake
which operates shoes on all the wheels, and the electric reverse
switch, a large number of cars are fitted with some form of electric

brake (see Traction).
Legislative Conditions in Great Britain.—The first tramways

constracted in Great Britain were promoted by private enter-

prise under powers conferred by private acts of parliament.

Considerable opposition was offered to pioneer schemes, but after

a few private acts had been passed, parliament, in i870fpassed a
general act providing for the laying of rails upon roads,and specify-

ing the procedure for tramway promotion and the main rdations

between tramway undertakers and local authorities. Tlie

Tramways Act 1870, which is still in force, enabled promoters to
apply to the board of trade for a provisional order which, when
confirmed by parliament, possesses all the force of an act of
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pariiament. The procedure is therefore simplerand cheaper than
private bill procedure. Under this act promoters are obliged

to obtain, as a condition precedent to making application for a
provisional order, the consent of local authorities in whose areas

the proposed tramways are to run. This provision is referred

to as the ** veto clause." Where a line is laid in two or more
districts and two-thirds of the line are in districts where the local

authorities do consent, the board, of trade may dispense with

the consent of the remainder. When procedure by private bill

b adopted a similar "veto" provision is made by Standing

Order 23, which requires the consent of the local authority (and

of the road authority where there is one distinct from the local

aothority) before the bill goes to first reading; in this case also

the consent of authorities for two-thirds of a continuous ]ine are

deemed sufficient. The powers granted under the Tramwasrs
Act ate in perpetuity, subject to the right of the local authorities

(under the 43rd section) to purchase, at the end of twenty-one

years or each septennial period following (or within three months
after the promoters have discontinued working the tramway or

have become insolvent), so much of the undertaking as lies within

their areas, on paying the then value of the properties suitable to

and used for the undertaking, exclusive of any allowance for past

or future profits or compensation for compulsory sale or any
other consideration whatsoever, such value to be determined by
an arbitrator appointed by the board of trade. Another part

of the arrangement specified between the local authorities and
the undertakers is that the undertakers shall pave the tramway
track between the outer rails and for z8 in. beyond each outer

raiL Mr G. F. Shaw-Lefevre (afterwards Lord Eversley), when
introducing the bill in X870, said that it " would give powers to

the local authorities to construct tramways, but not, of course,

to work them." The idea apparently was that local authorities

sbouU retain fuU control of the roads by constructing the tram-
ways, and would make arrangements with lessees on terms which
would secure reasonable fares and other conditions for the benefit

of the travelling public. It was not until 1896 that parliament

permitted local authorities to work tramways as well as own them,

except in cases where lessees could not be obtained. The
precedents for municipal working were created by private acts

at a time when public opinion was in favour of that policy;

and after the first few bills for municipal tramway working had
been successful, other munidpalitieft found practically no diffi-

colty in obtaining the desired powers, although parliament had
never adequately discussed, as a specific reform, the departure

from the principle laid down by Mr Shaw-Lefevre in 1870. The
conditions in fact proved more favourable to municipal than
company promoters, since the local authorities, as soon as they

aspired to work tramways as well as own them, used the power of

veto against the proposals of companies.

The situation entered a more acute phase when electric

traction was introduced on tramways. The Tramways Act
provides, by section 34, that all carriages shall be moved by
the power prescribed by the special acts or provisional order,

and where no such power is prescribed, by animal power only.

The mcrhaniral power used must be by consent of the board of

trade, and subject to board of trade regulations. -Owing to

the c^tal expenditure involved in electric traction, under-

takings neaxing the end of their twenty-one years' tenure found

that it was not commercially feasible to carry out the change
without an extension of tenure. The local authorities were
reittctant to grant that extension, and they were also reluctant

to give permission for the promotion of new lines.

The difficulties of the altered conditions created by the advent

of electric traction were met to some extent by the Light

Railways Act 1896. This act contains no definition of a light

railway, and it has been used largely for electric tramway
purposes. Lord Morley, when pibting the bill through theLords,

said that ** light railway " indudes " not merely all tramways
but any railway which the board of trade thinks may justly

be brought within the scope." It certainly indudes tramways
in towns, and it might include large trunk lines throughout

the country." Accordingly it has been used for the construction

of many miles of tram lines on the public streets and also in some
cases for extensions where the track leaves the public road,

and is laid on land purchased for the purpose. These tracks

are generally constructed with grooved girder rails, having

a wide groove and a high check, so that the shallow flanged

tramcar wheels can run on them with safety at high speeds.

The raUs arc laid on cross sleepers and ballasted in the ordinary

railway fashion. Fendng is erected, but level-crossing gates

are often omitted, and cattle guards only are used to prevent
animals straying on the track. These sleeper tracks on private

ground are cheap to maintain if well constructed in the first

instance. Speeds of ao to 25 m. an hour have been sanctioned

on electric lines of this character, worked by ordinary tramway
rolling stock. There is no purchase clause in the Light Railways
Act, but arrangements for purchase of the undertaking were
usually made with the local authorities and the terms embodied
in the order. The act contains no veto clause, section 7 stating

that the commissioners are to "satisfy themselves that all

reasonable steps have been taken for consulting the local authori-

ties, induding road authorities, through whose areas the rail-

way is intended to pass, and the owners and occupiers of the

land it is proposed to take." The Light Railway Commissioners,
however, have interpreted the act in the spirit of the Tramways
Act , so that for all practical purposes the veto remains. The new
act differed from the Tramways Act in providing for the com-
pulsory purchase of land under the Lands Clauses Acts—the

Tramways Act expressly stating that the promoters should npt

be empowered to acquire land otherwise than by agreement.

The board of trade has hdd that the act doe^ not apply to

tramways wholly within one borough. County, borough and
district councils as wdl as individuals and companies are

empowered to promote and work light railways.

The passing of the act gave a great impetus to the construction

of tramways worked by electric traction. But owing to the

practical retention of the veto, there was not so much progress

as was antidpated. Another cause of restriction was section 9,

sub-section 3, which provides that if the board of trade con-

siders that " by reason of the magnitude of the proposed under-

taking, or of the effect thereof on the undertaking of any railway

company existing at the time, or for any other special reason

relating to the undertaking, the proposals of the promoters
ought to be submitted 'to parliament," they should not confirm

the order. In many cases railway companies, by pleading the

competitive influence of proposed tramways promoted under the

Light Railways Act, were able to force the promoters to apply

to parliament or to drop the scheme. The latter alternative

was frequently adopted, owing to the costs of parliamentary

procedure being too heavy for the undertaking.

Commercial ResttUs.—Interest in the commercial results of tram-
way enterprise is practically limited to electric traction, since other
forms of traction have^ been almost entirely superseded owing to
their economical inferiority. The main advantages of electric

traction over horse traction lie in the higher speed, greater carrying
capacity of cars, and the saving in power over a system in which only
a small proportion of the power source is available at one time.
Steam, compressed air and gas traction possess the disadvantages
that each car has to carry the dead weight of power-producing
machinery capable of maintaining speed up to the maximum grade.
Cable traction has the disadvantaRes that the speed of the cars is

limited by the speed of the cable, that the range and complexity of

the system are restricted, and that construction is expensive. The
electric system, in which power is generated at a central source
and distnbuted to cara which take power in proportion to the work
being done, possesses a higher degree of flexibility, convenlence.and
economy than any other system. Electric tramways in Great
Britain are mostly equipped on the overhead trolley system, though
the conduit and the surface contact systems have been installed in

a few instances. Roughly the capital expenditure reouired for the
three systems is in proportion of 2, 1} and i, and both the conduit
and the surface contact systems are more costly to maintain than
the overhead system. A fourth system of electnc traction, in which
the cara are fitted with storage batteries charged at hitervals, has
been tried frequcntl]^ and as frequentl)r abandoned. The great

weight of the batteries, the serious initial cost and high rate of
deterioration prevented the attainment of financial success.

The earliest development of electric road traction on a large scale

took place in America and on the continent <^ Europe, and the
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estimates for British tramirays were therefore prepared from
American and continental results. The following figures summarise
a number of estimates made at this period ; the
first table gives the figures for capital cost,

and the second for operating expenses. The
receipts were estimated at lod per car mile.

Capital cost
per mile of

single track.

£
. 5050

750
400
3100

I

The financial results achieved by dectric traction oompaiuet
I
are summarised in the next table :

—

Permanent way, including
bonding ....

Overheaa equipment . .

Feeder cables ....
Cars at £700 each
Car sheds, sundries

contingencies . .

Total .

and

Year.
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afao impre'vc the net results by reductng the propoftion tif tUKunc
chams (wafet, Stc) to the traific capacity oC the system without
makioff the cost of mainteiumce or current more than slightly gieater.

A 15% increase in avenge speed means a saving of H- P^r c^ mil*-

The devidopment of parcels traffic is a source of revenue, and addi-

tioaal receipts can be earned by
the hiring-out of cars for picnics

and other special purposes. An
important point is the pi

•election 01 the siae of car.

small four-wheeled car is suitable

tD continoal traffic of compara-
tively small volume, but when
the traffic is heavy cars of larger
capacity are advisable. A serious

balden 00 tramways is the cost
ol insarance against accidents, although the number of serious

accidents on dectric tramways is exceedingly small in proportion to
the number of passengers carried, the ratio of tramway accidents of
all kinds being about one accident to every 15,000 passengers.
There are many adjoining towns having separate tramway under-

which do not provide intercommunication. Experience

The following table gives a few totals, ratios, and percentages
for the last two yeara of what may be called a period of electric
traction, in comparison with a typical "steam" poiod (t.e. a period
in which the use of steam power m tramways was at its maximum)
and a typical " horse" penod?—
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condition b not one of simple quiescence or arrest of mental
life, such as characterizes the state of normal deep sleep and
the coma produced by defective cerebral circulation by toxic

substances in the blood or by mechanical violence <k>ne to

the brain.

If we refuse the name trance to ordinaiy sleep-walking, to

normal dreaming, to catalepsy, to the hypnotic state and to

stupor, there remain two different states that seem to have equal

claims to the name; these may be called the ecstatic trance and
the trance of mediumship respectively.

The ecstatic trance is usually characterized by an outward
appeaiance of rapt, generally joyful, contemplation, the sub-

ject seems to lose touch for the time being with the world of

things and persons about hun, owing to the extreme concen-

tration of his attention upon some image or train of imagery,

which in most cases seems to asstune an hallucinatory character

(see Halluonatiok). In most cases, though not in all, the sub-

ject remembers in returning to his normal state the nature of his

ecstatic vision or other experience, of which a curiously frequent

character is the radiance or sense of brilliant luminosity.

In the mediumistic trance the subject generally seems to

fall into a profound sleep and to retjiin, on returning to his

normal condition, no memory of any experience during the

period of the trance. But in spite of the seeming unconscious-

ness of the subject, his movements, generaUy of speech or

writing, express, either spontaneously or in response to verbal

interrogation, intelligence and sometimes even great intel-

lectual and emotional activity. In many cases the parts of the

body not directly concerned in these expressions remain in a
completely lethargic condition, the eyes being closed, the

muscles of neck, trunk and limbs relaxed, and the breathing

stertorous.

Trances of these two types seem to have occurred sporadic-

ally (occasionally almost epidemically) amongst almost all

peoples in all ages. And everywhere popular thought has

interpreted them in the same ways. In the ecstatic trance

the soul is held to have transcended the bounds of space or

time, and to have enjoyed a vision of some earthly event distant

in space or time, or of some supernatural sphere or being. The
mediumistic trance, on the other hand, popular thought in-

terprets as due to the withdrawal of the soul from the body and
the taking of its place, the taking possession of the body, by
some other soul or spirit; for not infrequently the speecli or

writing produced by the organs of the entranced subject seems

to be, or actually claims to be, the expression of a personality

quite other than that of the sleeper. It is noteworthy that in

almost all past ages the possessing spirit has been regarded in

the great majority of cases as an evil and non-human spirit;

whereas in modem times the possessing spirit has usually been

regarded as, and often claims to be, the soul or spirit of some
deceased human being. Modem science, in accordance with its

materialistic and positive tendencies, has rejected these popular

interpretations. It inclines to see in the ecstatic trance a
case of hallucination induced by prolonged and intense occu-

pation with some emotionally exciting idea, the whole mind
becoming so concentrated upon some image in which the idea

is bodied forth as to bring all other mental functions into abey-

ance. The mediumistic trance it regards as a state simOar to

deep hypnosis, and seeks to explain it by the application of the

notion of cerebral or mental dissociation in one or other of its

many current forms; this assimilation finds strong support

in the many points of resemblance between the deeper stages

of hypnosis and the mediumistic trance, and in the fact that the

artificially and deliberately induced state may be connected

with the spontaneously occurring trance state by a series of

states which form an insensible gradation between them. A
striking feature of the mediumistic trance is the frequent

occurrence of " automatic" speech and writing; and this

feature especially may be regarded as warranting the appli-

cation of the theory of mental dissociation for its explanation,

for such automatic speech and writing are occasionally pro-

duced by a considerable number of apparently healthy persons

while m a waking condition which pnaente little or no other
symptom of abnormality. In these cases the subject hears

hb own words, or sees the movement of his hand and his own
hand writing, as he hears or sees those of another person,

having no sense of initiating or controlling the movements and
no anticipatory awareness of the thoughts expressed by the

movements. When, as m the majority of cases, such move-
ments merely give fragmentary expression to ideas or facts

that have been assimdated by the subject at some earlier date,

though perhaps seemin^y completely forgotten by him, the
theory of mental dissociation affords a plausible and moderatdy
satisfactory explanation of the movements; it regards them as

due to the control of ideas or memories which somehow have
become detached or loosened from the main system of ideas

and tendencies that make up the normal personality, and which
operate in more or less complete detachment; and the application

of the theory is in many cases further justified by the fact that

the " dissociated " ideas and memories seem in some cases to

become taken up again by, or reincorporated with, the normal
personality.

But in recent years a new interest has been given to the study
of the mediumbtic trance by careful investigations (made with a
competence that commands respect) which tend to re-establish

the old savage theory of possession, just when it seemed to have
become merely an anthropological curiosity. These investiga-

tions have been conducted for the most part by members of

the Society for Psychical Research, and their most strikii^

residts have been obtained by the prolonged study of the
automatic speech and writmg of the American medium, Mrs
Piper. In thb case the medium passes into a trance state

apparently at will, and during the trance the organs of ^>eech
or the hand usually express what purport to be messages from
the spirits of deceased relatives or friends of those who are

present. A number of competent and highly critical observers

have arrived at the conviction that these messages often com-
prise statements of facts that could not have come to the know-
ledge of the medium in any normal fashion; and those who are

reluctant to accept the hypothesb of ** possession " find that they
can reject it only at the cost of asstmiing the operation of tele-

pathy (q.v.) in an astonbhing and unparalleled fashion. During
1907-X908 the investigation was directed to the obtaining of

communications which should not be explicable by the most
extended use of the hypothesb of telepathic communication
from the minds of living persons. The plan adopted was to

seek for "cross-correspondences" between the communica-
tions of the Piper " controb " and the automatic writings of

several other persons which claimed to be directed by the same
disembodied spirits; i.e. it was sought to find in the automatic
writings of two or more individuab passages each of which in

itself would be fragmentary and unintelligible, but which, Uken
in connexion with similar fragments contemporaneously pro-
duced by another and dbtant writer, should form a significant

whole; for it b argued that such passages would constitute

irrefutable evidence of the operation of a third intelligence or
personality dbtinct from that of either medium. The results

publbbed up to 1909 seem to show that thb attempt met with
striking success; and they constitute a body of evidence in

favour of the hypothesb of possession which no impartial and
unprejudiced mind can lightly set aside. Nevertheless, so
long as it b possible to believe, as so many of the most competent
workers in thb field believe, that dissociated fragments of a
personality may become synthesized to form a secondary and
as it were parasitic personality capable of assuming temporary
control of the organs of expression, and so long as we can set no
limits to the scope of telepathic communication between
embodied minds, it would seem wellnigh impossible, even
by the aid of thb novel and ingenious plan of investigation,

to achieve completely convincing evidence in favour of the
hypothesb of "possession."

Literature.—F. Podmore. Modem SMlualism (London, 190a);
F. W. H. Myrrs. Human Personality andiU Smrvnal of Bodily Death
(London, 190J}; Morton Prince, Tk€ DUsodalwn of a J*irsmwlit^
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(Loadea, 1906)- See ako varUmt articles in Cretufraasn iet Nentit'
tmd SetUnUbens, edited by L. Loewenfeld and H. KurefU (Wiesbaden,
1900), especially the aztide " Somnambulismus und SfHritismus ";

also articles in Proceedintf 9f the Society tor Psychical Research,
espedally pts. IiiL» Iv. and Ivit., and in tne Jowm. 0/ Abnormal
PsychoUHa* edited by Morton Prince (Boston, 1906-1909) ; also litera-

ture cited under Automatism; Hypnotism; Mbdxum: Telepathy
and PossEsaotf. (W. Mc D.)

TRAXBIIT. a police biiT:gfa of Haddingtonshire^ Scotland.

Pop. (tgox), 2584. It lies 9I m. E. of Edinbuiigh by road and
X tn. S.E. of Prestonpans station on the North British railway.

The town possesses the oldest coal-mining charter (1202-1218)

in Great Britain, and the mines and quarries in the neighbour-

hood provide the staple industry. A fragment of a parish

church, said to have been built in the xxth ccntuty, still stands.

Of the palace of the Setons which stood in the parish there are

no remains. It was demolished towards the dose of the x8th

century aiul a modem mansion was erected on its site.

In the newfabouring village of Ormiston. in 1885, a granite obelisk
was erected in memory of Robert Moffat (1795-188^), a native, the
South African missionary and father-in-law of Lavingstone. At
Ormistoa Hall, a seat of the marquess of Linlithgow, there is a
>TW tree, beneath which the reformer George Wishart (151^-1 546)
used to preach. Hard by is the village of Pencaitland, divided mto
an eastern and a western portion by the Tyne. The parish church
in Easter Pencaitland profaabl/ dates from the 13th century. The
aisle may belong to tne original building, but the rest is of the
16th century, eiicepting the small belfry (M the 17th century. The
old house 01 Pencaitland stands in the grounds of Winton Castle,
which was erected by the 3rd eari of Wmton in 1620 but forfnted
by the sth eari, who was involved in the Jacobite rising of 171^
Five miles south-east of Tranent is the village of Salton (or Saltown),
where Gilbert Burnet, afterwards bishop ot Salisbury, had his first

charge (1665). At his death he bequeathed the parisn 20,000 marks
for the clothing and educating ol poor children. He was tutor
to Andrew Fletcher, who was bom at Salton in 1655 and buried
there in X716. At Fletcher's instigation James Meikle, a neighbpur-
ittg mtllwrwht. went to Holland to learn the construction of the
iroo-work of barley mills, and the mill wluch he erected at Salton
after his return not only gave Salton barley a strong hold on the
market, but was also for forty years the only mill of its kind in the
British Jsles. Mdkle's son Andrew (1719-1811), inventor of the
threshing machine, carried on hb trade of millwright at Houston
Mill twar Dunbar. Andrew Fletcher, also of Salton (1692-1766),
nephew of the dder Andrew, became lord justice clerk in 1735
under the style of Lord Milton. By his mother's energy the art at

weavis^ and dressing bolland linen was introduced into the village.

She travelled in Holland with two skilled mechanics who contrived
to \eaxa the secrets of the craft. The British Linen Company
laid down their first bleachfield at Salton under Lord Milton s

patronage. Salton also lays claim to having been the birthplace of

the poet William Dunbar.

TRAIII, a seaport and episcopal see of Apulia, Italy, on the

Adriatic, in the province of Bari, and 26 ro. by zaU W.N.W. of

that town; 23 ft. above sea-leveL Pop. (xgox), 34,688. Trani

has lost its old walls, and bastions, but the X3th-century Gothic

citadel is used as a prison. Some of the streets remain much as

they were in the medieval period, and many of the houses dis-

play noore or less of Norman decoration. The cathedral (dedi-

cated to St Nicholas the Pilgrim, a Greek assassinated at Trani

in 1094 and canonized by Urban II.), on a raised open site near

the sea, was consecrated, before its completion, in 1x43; it is a
basilica with three apses, a large crypt and a lofty tower, the

latter erected in x230-1239 by the architect whose name appears

on the ambo in the cathedral of Bitonto, Nicolaus Sacerdos.

It has an arch imder it, being supported partly on the side wall

ol the church, and partly on a massive pillar. The arches of the

Romanesque portal are beautifully ornamented, in a manner
suggestive of Arab influence; the bronze doois, executed by
Barisamis of Trani in 1x75, rank among the best of their period

in southern Italy. The capitals of the pillars in the crypt are

fine examples of the Romanesque. The interior of the cathedral

has been barbarously modernized, but the crypt is fine. Near
the harbour is the Gothic palace of the doges of Venice, which

b now oed as a seminary. The church of the Ognissanti has

a Romanesque relief of the Annunciation over the door. S.

Gtacomo and S. Francesco also have Romanesque fa^es and

the latter and S. Andrea have " Byzantine " domes. The
vidnity of Trani pxoduces an excellent wine (Moscato di Trani) \

and its figs, od, almonds and grain are also profiuble articles of
trade.

Trani is the Turenum of the itineraries. It first became a
flourishing place under the Normans and during the crusades,

but attained the acme of its prosperity as a seat of trade with
the East under the Angevin princes. The harbour, however,
has lost its importance.

TRANQUEBAR, a town of British India, in the Tanjore district

of Madras, on the sea-coast, x8 m. N. of Negapatam. Pop.
(iQOx), X3,X42. A Danish factory was opened here as early
as X620. It was taken by the British in i8ox, but restored in

18x4, and finally purchased, with the other Danish settlements
in India, in X845. ^^ Danish times Tranquebar was a busy
port, but it lost its importance when the nilway was opened
to Negapatam. It was the first settlement of Protestant
mis»onarics in India, founded by Ziegenbalg and Plutschau
(Lutherans) in 1706; and there is still a Lutheran mission high
school and mission press.

TRANSBAIKALIA (sometimes also known as Dauria)^ a
province of Eastern Siberia, lying E. of Lake Baikal, with the
government of Irkutsk on the N.W. and N., the provinces of
Amur and Manchuria on the E. and Mongolia on the S. Its

area (232,846 sq. m.) is nearly as laige as that of Austria-

Hungazy, but its population does not much exceed half a
millioiL

Transbaikalia forms an intermediate link between Siberia. Mon-
golia and the northern Pacific littoral. The Yablonoi Mountains,
which run north-east from the sources of the Keruleft to the bend
of the Olekma in 56* N., divide the province imo two quite distinct
parts; to the west, the upper terrace of the high east Asian plateau,
continued from the upper Selenga and the Yenisei (4000 to 5000 ft.

high) towards the plateau of the Vitim (3500 to 4000 ft.); and to
the east the lower terrace of the same plateau (2800 ft.), forming
a continuation of the eastern Gobi. Beginning at Lake Baikal, a
valley, deep and broad, penetrates the north-western border-ridge
of the plateau, and runs eastward up the river Uda, with an im-
perceptible gradient, like a gigantic railway cutting enclosied
between two steep slopes, and it sends another branch south
towards Kiakhta. After having served, through a succession of
geological periods, as an outlet for the water and ice which
accumulated on the plateau, it is now utilized for the two
highways which lead from Lake Baikal across the plateau (3500-
4000 ft.) to the Amur on the east and the Chinese depression on the
south. Elsewhere the high and massive border-ridee on the
north-western edee of the plateau can be crossed only by difficult

footiwths. The border-ridge just mentioned, gapped by the ihide
opening of the Selenga, runs from south-west to north-east under
different names, being known aa Khamar-daban (6900 ft ) south of
Lake Baikal, and as the Barguzin Mountains (7000 to 8000 ft.) along
the east bank of the Barguzin river, while farther north-east it has
been described under the names of the South Muya and the
Chara Mountains (6000 to 7000 ft.). Resting its south-east base
on the plateau, it descends steeply on the north-west to
the lake and to the broad picturesque valleys of the Barguzin,
Muya and Chara. Thk:k forests of larch, fir and cedar clothe the
rid^e, whose dome-shaped rounded summits igoUsy) rise above the
limits of tree vegetation, but do not reach the snow-line (here above
10,000 ft.). The high plateau itself has the aspect of an undulatii^
table-land, intersected by ranges, which rise some 1500 or 2000 ft.

above its surface, and are separated by broad, flat, marshy valleys,

traversed by sluggish meanderii^ streams. The better drained
valleys have fine meadow lands, while the hills are clothed with
forests (almost exclusively of larch and birch)* Numberiess lakes
and ponds occur along the river courses, 'funguses hunt in the
foresu and meadows, Diit permanent agricultural settlements are
impossible, com seldom ripening on account of the early frost.

The lower parts of the broad, flat valley of the Jida have, however,
a few Cossack settlements, and Mongolian shepherds inhabit the
elevated grassy valleys about Lake Kosso-gol (5300 ft. above the
sea). Quire different is the lower terrace of the plateau, occupied
by the eastern Gk>bi and the Nerchinsk region, and separated from
the upper terrace by the Yablonoi range. This last is the south-
eastern border-ridge of the higher terrace. It rises to 8035 ft.

in the Sokhondo peak, but elsewhere its dome-shaped summits do
not exceed 5000 or 6000 ft. Numberless lakes, with flat undefined'

margins, feed streams which join the great north-gcnng rivers or
the Amur and the Pacific. Low hills rise above the edge of the

but the slope is abrupt towards the south-east, where the
foot-hills of the Yablonoi are nearly i«)0 and 2000 ft. lower than
on t**e north-west. Climate, flora ana fauna change suddenly as

soon as the Yablonoi has been crossed. The Siberian flora gives

way to the Daurian flora, and this is in turn exchanged for the

Pacific littoral flora on the Manchurian plains and lowlands.
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The lower terrace has the character of a steppe, but is intersected

Sf a number of ranges, plications of Silurian and Devonian rocks,

I running south-west to north-cast, and all containing silver, lead,

copper and auriferous sands. Agriculture can be easily carried on
in tne broad prairies, the only drawbacks being droughts, and frosts

in the higher closed valleys of the Nerchinsk or Gazimur Mountains.
The lower terrace is in its turn fringed by a border-ridge—the Great
Khingan—which occupies, with reference to the lower terrace, the
same position that the Yablonoi does in relation to the upper,

and separates Iberia from northern Manchuria. This important
ridge does not run from south to north, as represented on the old

maps, but from south-west to north-east ; it is pierced by the

Amur near Albazin, and joins the Okhotsk Mountains, which
however do not join the Yoblonoi Mountains.
The rivers belons to three different systems—the aflluents of

Lake Baikal, of the Lena and of the Amur. Of the first the Sclenga

(800 m. Ions) rises in north-west Mongolia, one of its tributaries

(the Egin-g<^ being an emissary of Lake Kosao-gol. The Chikoi,

Khilok and Uda are its chief tributaries in Transbaikalia. The
Barguzin and the upper Angara enter Lake Baikal from the north-

east. Of the tributaries of the Lena, the Vitim with its affluents

(Karenga, Tsipa, and Muya) flows on the high plateau through un-
inhabited regions, as also does the Olekma. The tributaries of the
Amur are much more important. The Argufi, which at a quite recent

epoch received the waters of the Dalai-nor, and thus had the KeruleA
for its source, is no longer in communication with the rapidly

desiccating Mongolian lake, but has its sources in the Can, which
flows from the Great Khingan Mountains. It is not navigable,

but receives the Gazimur and several other streams from the
Nerchinsk mining district. The Shilka is formed by the union
of the Onon and the Chita rivers, and is navigable from the town of

Chita, thus being an important channel to the Amur.
Lake Baikal, with an area of 13,200 sq. m. (nearly equal to that

of Switzerland), extends in a half crescent from south-west to

north-east, with a length of nearly 400 m. and a width of 20 to

50 m. Its level is 1,500 ft. above the sea.^ The wide delta of the

Selenga narrows it in the middle, and renders it shallower in the

east than in the west. The other lakes include the Gusinoye and
Lake Ba-unt on the Vitim plateau. Many lakes yield common salt.

The high plateau is built up of granites, gneisses and syenites,

overlain by Laurcntian schists. Silurian and Devonian marine
deposits occur only on the lower terrace. Since that epoch the

region has not been under the sea, and only fresh-water Jurassic

depouts and coal beds are met with in the depressions. During
the Glacial period most of the high terrace and its border ridges were
undoubtedly covered with vast glaciers. Volcanic rocks of more
recent origin (Mesozoic?) are met with in the north-western

border-ridge and on its slopes, as well as on the Vitim plateau.

During the Glacial period the fauna of the lowest parts ol Trans-

baikalia was decidedly arctic; while during the Lacustrine or post-

Gladal periods this region was dotted over with numberless lakes,

the shores of which were inhabited by Neolithic man. Only few
traces of these survive, and they are rapidly dryins up. Earth-
quakes are very frequent on the shores of Lake Baikal, especially

the mouth of the belenga, and they extend as far as Irkutsk,

Barguzin and Selenginsk; in 1863 an extensive area was submerged
by the lake. Numerous mineral springs, some of them of high

repute, enst all over Transbaikalia. The roost important are the

hot alkaline sprines (130* F.) at Turka, at the mouth of the

Barguzin, those of Pogromna on the Uda (very Mmilar to the

Seltzer springs), those of Molokova near Chita and those of Darasun
in the Nerchinsk district.

The climate is, as a whole, exceedingly dry. The winter is cold

and dry. the thermometer dropping as low as— 58* F. But the snow
is so trifling that the horses 01 the Buryats are able to procure food

throughout the winter on the steppes, and in the very middle of

the winter wheeled vehicles are used all over the west. To the east

of the Yablonoi ridge the Nerchinsk district feels the influence of

the North Paciific monsoons, and snow falls more thickly, especially

in the valleys; but the summer is hot and dry. On the nigh plateau

even the summer is cold, owing to the altitude and the humidity
arising from the marshes, and the soil is frozen to a great depth.

At Chita the daily range in summer and spring is sometimes as much
as 33* to 46* In the vicinity of Lake Baikal there is a cooler

summer: in winter exceedingly deep snow covers the mountains
around the lake.*

The estimated poptilation in 1906 was 743,200. The Russian

population is gathered around the mines of the Nerchinsk

district, while the steppes are occupied by the Buryats. A string

of villages has been planted along the Shilka between Chita

and Stryetensk. The valleys of the Uda, the lower Selenga,

and especially the Chikoi and the Khilok have been occupied

nnce the beginning of the 19th century by Raskolniks, some of

ivhom, living in a condition of prosperity such as is imknown in

* There is uncertainty as to the absolute altitude (see Baikal).
* See " Das Klimavon Ost-Siberiea," by A. Woyeikow, in MtteoroL

Zcitsckrift (1884).

Russia proper, rank amongst the finest representatives of the

Russian race. The remainder of the steppe of the Uda is occu«

pied by Buryats, while the forests and marshes of the plateau

are the hunting grounds of the nomad Tunguses. South of the

Khamar-daban the only settled region b the lower valley of

the Jida. On the Upper Argufi the Cossacks are in features,

character, language and manners largely Mongolian. The
Russians along the Chinese frontier constitute a separate

voisko or division of the Transbaikal Cossacks. The Buryats
number about 180,000, the Tunguses over 30,poo. The
province is divided into five districts, the chief towns of which
are Chiu, the capital, Barguzin, Nerchinsk, Selenginsk and
Verkhneudinsk.

Although a good deal of land has been cleared by the settlers,

nearly one-haltof the entire area is still covered with forests. The
principal varieties are fir, larch, aspen, poplar and birch, with
Abies pectinaia in the north and the cedar in the south. Only about
one-third of the surface is adaptable for cultivation, and ol that
only about one-tenth is actually under tillage.

Agriculture is carried on to a limited extent by the Buryats and
in aU the Russian settlements; but it prospers only in the valley's

of West Transbaikalia, and partly in the Nerchinsk region, m-hile in

the steppes of the Argufi and Onon even the Russians resort to
pastoral pursuits and trade, or to hunting. Livestock rearing is

extenuvely carried on, especially by the Buryats, but their herds
and flocks are often destroyed in great numbers by the snowstorms
of spring. Hunting is an important occupation, even with the
Russians, many of whom leave their homes m October to spend six

weeks in the taiga (forest region). The fisheries of Lake Baikal and
the lower parts of its affluents are important. Enormous quantiti»
of Salmo omul are taken every year; and S. tkymalus, 5. oxyrkytukus
and S.fltanaiilis are also taken. Mining, and especially gold raining,

is important, but the production of gold has fallen o€f. &Ux-r
mines have only a very small output. Iron mining is gradually
developing, and good coal mines are now being worked. Salt is

raised from several lakes, and the extraction of Epsom salts has
considerably developed. Manufactures, though insignificant, ba\T
increased. The trade is chiefly concentrated at Kiakhta. The
Cossacks on the frontier traffic m brick-tea, cattle and hides with
Mongolia. The export of furs is of considerable value.

Transbaikalia is crossed by the Trans-siberian railway from
Mysovaya on Lake Baikal, via Chita, to Stryetensk, and from Kaida>
lovo, near Chita, to the Mongolian frontier; the latter section is

continued across Manchuria to Vladivostok and Port Arthur.
Regular steamer communication has been established along Lake
Baikal, not only for the transport of passengers and goods between
the two railway stations of Listvinichnoye and Mysovaya, but also

with the object of developing the fishing industry, which is of ^reat
importance. Steamers ply up the Selenga river as far as Selengin^
considerable cargoes of tea being transported along this line.

(P.A.K.: J.T.Be.)

TRANSCASPIAN REGION, a Russian territory on the E.

of the Caspian, bounded S. by Khorasan and Afghanistan,

N. by the Russian province of Uralsk, N.E. by Khiva and
Bokhara and S.E. by Afghan Turkestan. Area, 212,545 sq. m.
Some of the most interesting problems of geography, such as

those relating to the changes in the course of the Jaxartes

(Syr-darya) and the Oxus (Amu-darya), and the supposed

periodical disappearance of Lake Aral, are connected with the

Transcaspian deserts; and it is here that we must look for a clue

to the physical changes which transformed the Euro-Asiatic

Mediterranean—the Aral-Caspian and Pontic basin—into a series

of separate seas, and desiccated them, powerfully influencing

the distribution of floras and faunas, and centuries ago com-
pelling the inhabitants of Western and Central Asia to enter

upon their great migrations. But down to a comparatively

recent date the arid, barren deserts, peopled only by wandering

Turkomans, were almost a Urra incognita.

A mountain chain, comparable in length to the Alps, separates

the deserts of the Transcaspian from the highlands of Khorasan.
It begins in the Krasnovodsk peninsula of the Caspian, under the

names of Kuryanyn-kary and Great Balkans, whose masses of

Franitc and other crystalline rock reach an altitude of some 5350 ft.

arthcr south-east they are continued in the Little Balkans (3000 ft.
J

and the Kopepet-dagh or Kopct-dagh. The latter rises steep and
rugged above the flat deserts over a stretch of 600 ro. In structure

it IS homologous with the Caucasus chain ; it appears as an outer

wall of the Khorasan plateau, and is separated from it by • broad
valley, which, like the Rion and Kura valley of Transcaucasia, is

drained by two rivers flowing in opposite directions—the Atrek. which
flows north-west into the Caspian, and the Keshef-rud, which flows to
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the aoutb-cast and is a tributaiy of the Mur^hab. On the other side

of this valley the Alla-dagh (Aladagh) and the Binalund border-
noges (9000 to 11,000 ft.) fringe the edge of the Khoiasan plateau.

Dexendinfr towards the steppe with steep stony slopes, the mountain
barrier of tlie Kopet-dagh nses to heights of 6000-9000 ft. to the east
of Kyzyl-arvat, while the passes which lead from the Turkoman
deserts to the valleys of Khorasan are seldom as low as 3500, and
usually rise to sooo, 6000 and even 8500 ft., and in most cases are
very <blficult. It is pierced by only one wide opening, that between
the Great and Little Balkans, through which the sea, whkh once
oo>YrBd the steppe, maintained connexion with the Caspian.
While the Alla-da^h and Binalund border-ranges are chiefly

composed of crystalline rocks and metamorphic slates, overlain

by Uevonian deposits, a series of more recent formations—Upper
and Lower Cretaceous and Miocene—crops out in the outer wall

of the Kopet-dagh. Here again we find that the mountains of Asia
which stretch towards the north-west continued to be uplifted at

a geologkally recent epoch. Quartemary deposits have an extensive

development on its slopes, and its foothills are bordered by a girdle

of loeas.

The loess terrace,, called Atok (** mountain base *')• 10 to 20 m.
in width, is very fertile; but it will produce nothing without irriga-

tion,and thestreamsflowing from the Kopct-dafh are few and scanty.

The winds which impinee upon the northern slope of the mountains
have been de|»ived of all their moisture in crossing the Kara-kum

—

the Black Sands of the Turkoman desert; and even such rain as

falls on the Kopet-dash (io| in. at Kyxyl-arvat) too often reaches

the soil in the snape 01 light showers which do not penetrate it, so

that the average relative humidity is only 56 as compared with 63
at even ao dry a place as Krasnovodsk. btUl, at those places where
the mountain streams run closer to one another, as at Geok-tepe.
Askhabad, Lutfabad and Kaaka, the villages are more populous, and
the houses are surrounded by ^rdens, every square yard and every
trre of which is nourished by irrigation.

North of this narrow strip of irrigated land b^ns the desert

—

the Kara-kum—which extends from the mountains of Khorasan
to Lake Aral and the plateau of Ust-Urt, and from the Caspian
to the Amu-darya, interrupted only by the oases of Merv and
Tejefl. But the terrible shifting sands, blown into barkhanSt or

elonzated hills, sometimes 50 and 60 ft. in height, are accumulated
chieny in the west, where the country has more recently emerged
from the sea. Farther east the barkhans are more stable. Large
areas amidst the sands are occupied by takyrs, or flat surfaces paved
with clay, which, as a rule, is hard but becomes almost impassable

after heavy tains. In these takyrs the Turkomans dig ditches^ drain-

ing into a kind of dstem, where the water of the sprins rams can
be preserved for a few months. Wells also arc sunk, ana the water
is found in them at depths of 10 to 50, or occasionally lOO ft. and
more. AJU is not d«ert in the strict sense; in spring there b for

the most part a carpet of grass.

The vegetation of the Kara-kum cannot be described as poor.

The typical representative of the sandy deserts of Asia, the saksaul

{AntMsis ammedendron), has been almost destroyed within the

Uu hondred years, and occurs only sporadically, but the borders

of the spaces covered with saline clay are brightened bv forests

of tamarisk, which are inhabited by fprtat numbers of the desert

warbler < Atrapkornis araUnsis)—9, typical inhabitant of the sands—
sparrows and ground<houffhs (Podoces); the Houbara macqueeni,

though not abundant, is cbaracteristic of the rwion. Hares and
foxes, jaclols and wolves, marmots, moles, hedgehogs and one
species of marten live in the steppe, especially in spring. As a whole,

the fauna is richer than might be supposed, while in the Atok it

contains representatives of all the species known in Turkestan,
interminglea with Persian and Himalayan species.

ne 2/tfM.—^A feature distinctive of the Turkoman desert is the

vrry numeroos shors, or elongated depressions, the lower portion

of which are mostly occupied with moist sand. They are obviously

the relics of brackish lakes, and, like the lakes of the Kirghiz steppes,

they often follow one another in quick succession, thus closely

revimbting river-beds. As the direction of the shors b generally

from the higher terraces drained by the Amu-darya towards the

lowbnds of the Caspian, they were usually regarded as old beds

of the Amo-darya, and were held to support the idea of its once
having flowed across the Turkoman desert towards what is now
the Ca^Nan Sea. It was formeriy considered almost settled, not

only that that river (see Oxus) flowed into the Caspian during histor-

icaJ tines, but that after having ceased to do so in the 7th century,

its waters were again diverted to the Caspian about 1221. A chain

of elongated depressions, bearing a faint resemblance to old river-

beds, was traced from Urgenj to the gap between the Great and the

Little Balkans; this was marked on the roai» as the Uzboi, or old

bed of the Oxus.* The* idea of again diverting the Amu into the

Caspian was thus set afloat, but the investigations of Russian engi-

neers, especially A. E. Hcdroits, A. M. Konshin, I. V. Mu&hketov,

* On the original Russian map of the Transcaspian, drawn
immediately after the survey of the Uzboi had been completed, the

Uzboi has not the continuity which is given to it on subsequent
naps.

P. M. Lesaar and Svintsov.* went to show that the Uzboi is no
river-bed at all, and that no river has ever discharged itswaten
in that direction. The existence of an extensive lacustrine depres-
sion, now represented by the small Sary-kamysh lakes, was proved,
and it was evident that tins depression, having a tength <^ more
than 130 m., a width of 70 m., and a depth of 280 it. bebw the present
level of Lake Aral, would have to be filled by the Amu before its

waters could advance farther to the south-west. The sill of thb
basin being only 28 ft. bek>w the present level of Lake Aral, thb
latter could not be made to disappear, nor even be notably reduced
in size, by the Amu flowing south-west from Uiigenj. A more careful
expiration of the Uzboi has shown that, while the deposits in the
Sary-kamysh depression, and the Aral shells they contain, bear
unmbukable testimony to the fact ai the basin having once been
fed by the Amu-darya, no such traces are found along the Uzboi
below the Sary-kamysh depression ;'on the contrary, riiellsof molluscs
still inhabiting the Caspian are found in numbera all along it, and
the supposed old bed has all the characterbtks of a series of Ukes
which continued to subsist along the foothilb of the Ust-Urt plateau,
while the Casoian was dowly receding westwards during the post-
Pliocene period. On rare occasi(Mis only did the waters 01 the &ry-
kamysh, when raised by inundations above the sill just mentioned,
send their surplus into the UzboL It appears most probable that
in the i6th century the Sary-kamysh was confounded with a gulf
of the Caspian;* and thb ^ves much plausibility to Kowshin's
supposition that the changes m the lower course of the Amu (which
no geologbt would venture to ascribe to man, if they were to mean
the alternative discharge oi the Amu into the Caspbn and Lake
Aral) merely meant that by means of approprute dams the Amu
was made to flow in the X3th-i6th ceotunes alternately into Lake
Aral and into the Sary-kamysh.
The ancient texts (of Pliny, Strabo. Ptolemy) about the Jaxartes

and Oxus only become intelhgible when it b admitted that, since
the epoch to wbkh they relate, the outlines of the Caspbn Sea
and Lake Aral have undergone notable changes, commensurate
with those which are supposed to have occurred in the courses of
the Central Asian rivers. The desiccation of the Aral-Caspbn basin
proceeded with such rapidity that the shores of the Caspian cannot
possibly have maintained for some twenty centuries the outlines
which they exhibit at present. When studied in detail, the general
confijguration of the Transcaspian region leaves no doubt that both
the jaxartcs and the Oxus, with its fonner tributaries, the Murghab
and the Tejefl, once flowed towards the west; but the Casfuan of
that time was not the sea of our days; its gulfs penetrated the
Turkoman steppe, and washed the base of the Ust-Urt plateau. (See
Caspian and Aral.)
Kdif-Utboi.—Then b also no doubt that, instead of flowing

north-westward of Kelif (on the present Bokhara-Afghan frontier),

the Amu once bent south to join the Mu^hab and Tejefi; the chain
of depressions described by the Russbn engineers as the Kelif-

Uzboi * wpports thb hypotnesb, which a geograi^r cannot avoid
making when studying a map of the Transcaspbn region ; but the
date at which the Oxus followed such a course, and the extension
which the Caspian basin then had towards the east, are uncertain.

In 1897 the population numbered 377»4i6> of whom only

42,431 lived in towns; but, besides those of whom the census

took account, there were about 25,000 strangers and troops.

* Their original papers are printed in the luestia of the Russian
Geo^raphicaiSociety, 1883 to 1887, also in the Journal of the Russbn
mimstry of roads and communications.

' Accordinff to A. E. Hedroitz and A. M. Konshin the old Tonu-
darya bed 01 the Amu contains shells of molluscs now living in the
Amu [Cyrena fiuminalis^ Dreissensia folymorpha and Anodonta).
The Sary-kamysh basin b charactenzed by deposits containing
Neritina liturata, Dreissensia polymorpha and Limnaeus, character-
btic of 'thb basin. Below the Sary-kamysh there are no deposits
containing shells characteristic of the Amu; Anodontae are found
quite occasionally on the surface, not in beds, in company with the
Caspbn Cardium {Didacna) trigonoides, var. ertunim, Cardium
piramidatum. Dreissensia patymorpha^ D. roslri/ormis, Hydrobia
caspia, Neritina Hturata and Dreissensia beardit; the red clays

containing these fossils extend for 130 m. east of the (^pbn {laestia

of Russ. Geog. Soc., 1883 and 1886).
* As by Jemdnson, who mentions a freshwater ^If of the Caspian

within su days' march from Khwarezm (or Khiva), by which gulf

he could only mean the Sary-kamysh depression.

The Turkomans call thb southern " old bed " Unghyuz or Onguz
(" dry old bed "), and there can be no doubt that when the Boiskoi-

Chertezk of the 16th century (speaking from anterior information)

mentions a river. Ughyuz or Ugus, flowing west from the Amu
towards the Caspbn, it is merely describing as a river what the very

name shows to nave been a dry bed, supposed to have been once

occupied by a river. The similarity of the names Ongus and U^us
with Ogus and Ochus possibly helped to accentuate, if not to give

rise to, the confusion. Cf. N. G. Petrusevich, '* The South-east

Shores of the Caspian," in Zapiski of the Caucasian Geographical
Society (1880), vol. xi.
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Included in the total were some 280,000 Turkomans, 60,000

Kirghia, ia,ooc Russians, 8000 Persians, 4350 Armenians, and
some Tatars. The estimated population in 1906 was 397>ioo.

The province is divided into five districts, the chief towns of

which are Askhabad, the capital; Krasnovodsk; Fort Aleian-

drovskiy, in the district of Manghhhlak, on the Caspian Sea;

Merv and Tejefi. Until a recent date the chief occupations of

the Turkomans were cattle-rearing and robbery. Even those

who had settled abodes on the oases of the Atok, Tejefi and Merv
were in the habit of encamping during the spring in the steppes,

the khanates of Afghan Turkestan from Balkh to Meshhed being

periodically devastated by them. The aspect of the steppe

has, however, greatly changed since the Russian advance and
the fall (i88x) of the Turkoman stroni^ld of Geok-tepe. Their

principal oases are situated along the Atok or loess terrace, the

chief settlements being Askhabad, Kyzyl-arvat and Geok-tepe.

The oasis of Merv is inhabited by Akhal-tekkes (about 240,000),

mostly poor. In January 1887 they submitted to Russia. The
oasis of Tejefi has sprung up where the river Tejefi (Heri-nid)

terminates in the deserL

Soulh^utest Turcomania,—^The r^^n between the Heri-rud and
the Murghab has the chaxacteristics of a plateau, reaching about
3000 ft above the sea, with hills 500 and 600 ft. high covered with
sand, the spaces between beine filled with loess. The Borkhut
Mountains which connect the tCopet-dagh with the Sefid*kuh in

AfghanisUn reach 3000 to 4000 ft, and are cleft by the Heri-rud.
Thickets of poplar and willow accompany both the Murghab and
the Heri-rua. Pistachio and mulberry trees grow in iwlated clumps
on the hills: but there are few places available for cultivation, and
the Saryk Turkomans (some 60,000 in number) congregate in only
two oases—Yol-otan or Yelatan, and Penjdeh. The Satakhs oasis

h occupied by the Salor Turkomans, hereditary enemies of the Tekke
Turkomans; they number about 3000 tents at Old Sarakhs. and 1700
more on the Murghab, at Chardjui, at Maimene (or Meimane), and
dose to Herat.
The Transcaspian Ri»ion is very rich in minerals. Rock-salt,

petroleum, gypnim ana sulphur are extracted. Nearly 300,000
acres are irrigated by the natives, and attempts are beiny made by
the government to increase the irrigated area; it is considered that
over 5,000,000 acres of land could be rendered suitable for agriculture.

Several hundred thousand trees are planted every year, and a forest

guard has been established to prevent useless destruction of the
aaksaul trees, which grow freely in the steppes. A model garden
and a mulberry plantation have been established at Asldiabad
in connexion with the gardening school. The land in the oases,

especially those of the Atrek River, is highly cultivated. Wheat and
barley are grown, in addition to sorghum (a ^lecies of millet), maize,
rice, millet and sesame for oil. Raw cotton is extensively grown in

the Merv district Gardening and fruit-growing are well developed,
and attempts are being made to encourp^ the spread of viticulture.

Livestock breeding is the chief occupation of the nomad Turkomans
and Kirghis. Considerable fishing is carried on in the Caspian Sea,

and seato are killed off the Manghishlak peninsula. The natives

excel in domestic industrio. as the making of carpets, travelling

b^s, felt ^oods and embroidered leathec Ine Russian population
is mostly hmited to the military and the towns. Wheat, flour, wool,
raw cotton and dried fruit are exported; while tea, manufactured
goods, timber, sugar, iron and parafiin oil are imported, as also rice

and fruit from Bokhara, Turkestan and Persia. Ihe Transcaspian
railway, constructed across the province from Krasnovodsk to Merv,
with a branch to Kushk, and from Merv to Bokhara and Russian
Turkestan, has effected quite a revolutbn in the trade of Central
Asia. The old caravan routes via Orenburg have lost their impor-
tance, and goods coming from India, Peiiia. Bokhara and even
China are now carried by raiL (For the history of the region
see Mbbv.)

See the researchesof Andruaov, Bogdanovich, Konshin, Mushketov
and Obruchev in the Memoirs, the BuUetin {Itoestia) and the Annuals
of the Russian Geographical Society (1890-1900): P. M. Lessar,
L'Anciennejonetian de tOxus avec la mer Caspiatnt (1889) ; Zarudnoi
(zoology) in BvUeHn de ia soeiiU des nalwalisUs d* Mosceu (1889
seq.). (P.A.K.: J.T.Bb.)

TRANSCAUCASIA, a general name given to the governments
and provinces of Russian Caucasia, excluding the steppe

provinces of Kuban and Terek and the steppe government
of Stavropol. It thus includes the govemmenu of Baku,
Elisavetpol, Erivan, Kutais and Tiflis; the provinces of Batum,
Daghestan and Kars; and the military districts of the Black
Sea (Chemomorsk) and Zakataly. Its area is 95,402 sq. m.,

and the estimated population in 1906 was 6,114,600. (See

Caucasu and Caucasus.)

TRAMSCBNDENTALISII (Lat. tratu, acron, teaidtn, cfimb,

whence transcendent to pass a limit), in philosophy, any system
which emphasisrs the limited chsracter of that which can be

perceived by the senses and is based on the view that true know-
ledge is intuitive, or supernatural The term is specially applied

to Kant's philosophy and its successors which hold that know-
ledge of the a priori is possible. It is traceable as far back as

the schoolmen of whom Duns Scottis describes as ** transcen-

dental " those conceptions which have a higher degree of univer-

sality than the Aristotelian categories. Thus ens (being) is

more universal than God or the physical universe bec&use it

can be predicated of both. Kant distinguishes as " transcen-

dent " the world of things-in-themselves as being without the

limits of experience; while " transcendental " is his term for

those elements which regulate human experience, though they

are themselves beyond experience; such are the categories of

space, time, causality.

In general use the term is applied rather promiscuously and
frequently by way of criticism to an attitude of mind which is

imaginative, aloof from mundane affairs and unmoved by
practical considerations. The most famous example of the

pseudo-philosophic use of the term is for a movement of thought

which was prominent in the New England states from about
X830 to 1850. Its use originated in the Transcendental Qub
(1836) founded by Emerson, Frederic Henry Hedge (1805-1890),
and others. This movement had several aspects: phtloaophical,

theological, social, economic. Its main theme was regeneration,

a revolt from the formalism of both Unitarian and Calvinist

theology and a widening literary outlook. It took its rise to a
large extent in the study of German (and to a less extent Frebch)
philosophy and spread widely among the cultured dasscs.

In 1840 the dub began to issue an official organ. The Dial,

and the settlement of Brook Farm (q.v.) foUowed in 1841.

These enterprises themselves did not receive general support
even among the Transcendentalist leaders, and the real signifi-

cance of the movement was the stimulus which it gave to

philanthropy, to the AboUtion movement, and to a new ideal of

individual character. The chief names assodated with it,

besides those of Emerson and Hedge, are those of A. B. Alcott

iq.v.)t Margaret Fuller (q.v.), George Ripley («.».), W. E."

Channing (q.v.), and H. D. Thoreau {q.9.).

TRANSBPT (from Lat. Irons, across, and septum, endosure;
synonymous terms in other languages are Fr. croisU, nef trans-

versie; Ital. crociata; Ger. Querbau, Querschijf), in architecture,

the term given to the large and lofty structure which lies at

right angles to the nave and aisles of a church. The first example
is that which existed in the old St Peter's at Rome, but as a rnle

it is not found in the early basilicas. At the present day the
transept might be better defined as that portion of a cruciform
church which extends from north to south across the main body
of the building and usually separates the choir from the nave;
but to this there are some exceptions, as in Westminster Abbey,
where the choir, with its rood screen, occupies the first four bays
of the nave; in Norwich two bays; in Gloucester one bay; and
Winchester one bay. In some of the English cathedrab there
is an eastern transept, as in Canterbury, Lincoln, Salisbury and
Worcester; at Durham that which might be regarded as an
eastern transept is the chapel of the Nine Altars, and the same
is found in Fountains Abbey. Four of the English cathedrals
have aisles on east and west sides, viz. Ely, Wells, Winchester and
York, while at Chester there are aisles to the south transept only,
and at Lincok, Peterborough and Salisbury on the east side

only. In some cases the transept extends to the outer walls
of the aisles only, but there are many instances in which it is

carried beyond, as at Lincohi (225 ft. long), Ely (180 ft.), Peter-
borough (180ft.), Durham (175 ft.) and Norwich (173 ft.); in all

these cases the transept is carried three bays beyond; in York
(220 ft.), St Albans (170 ft.), Lichfield (145 ft.) and Canterbury,
east transept (165 ft.), two bays beyond; and in Canterbury,
western transept (130 ft.), Chichester (160 ft.) and Worcester
(130 ft.), only one bay on each side, the dimension in all 1

bdng taken within the north and south walls of the transept.
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I (from Lat. troiufernt, to betr acroM, carry over),

tl>e T<«nrfing oTtx, removal or conveyance of anytUng from one
person or place to another; also the subject of this transference

or the form or method by which it is effected. The term is

panicttlarly uled in law of the conveyance of property from one
person to another, especially of the conveyance of real property

(see CoifVEYAKCiNG). For the simplification of this process by
means of registration of title, see Land Rzgzstratzom. For the

transference of designs, drawin0^ &c., by' means of transfer-

paper to the surface of pottery and porcelain, see Cebaiocs;
for their transfer to stones for printing, see LnHOCSAPSY.
TRAKSFORMBBS. An electrical transformer is the name

given to any device for producing by means of one electric

current another of a different chancter. The woridng of such

an ai^)liance is, of course, subject to the law of conservation of

energy. The resulting current represents less power than the

ap{4ied current, the difference being represented by the power
Ai*fi^tt^ in the translating process. Hence an electrical

transformer oorre^wnds to a simple machine in mechanics,

both transforming power from one form into another with a
certain energy-dissipation depending upon fictional losses,

or something equivalent to them. Electrical transformers

may be divided into several classes, according to the nature of

the transformation effected. The first division comprises those

which change the form of the power, but keep the type of the

current the same; the second those that change the type of

the current as weU as the form of power. The power given up
ckctrieally to any droiit is measured by the product of the

ejectim value of the current, the effective value of the difference

of potential between the ends of the circuit and a factor called

the power factor. In dealing with periodic currents, the effective

value is that called the root-mcan-square value (R.M.S.)f that

is to say, the square root of the mean of the squares of the time

equidistant instantaneous values during one complete period

(see ExxcnoKiNETics). In the case of continuous current,

the power factor is unity, and the effective value of the current

or vtdtage is the true mean value. As the electrical measure of

a power is always a product involving current and voltage, we
may transform the character of the power by increasing or
HimtnMtiing the cuTTent with a correqwnding decrease or increase

of the voltage. A transformer which raises voltage is generally

caDcd a sUp-up transfoimer, and one which Jowen voltage

a iUp-dowH transformer.

Again, dectiic currents may oe of various types, such as con*'

tinaona, single-phase alternating, polyphase alternating, undirec-

tional but pulsating, &c Accordk^y, transformers may be
distinguished in another way, in accordance with the type of

transformation they effect, (x) An altemaiing current trans-

former b an appliance for creating an alternating current of any
required magnitude and electromotive force from another of

different valne and electromotive force, but of the same fre-

quency. An alternating current transformer may be con-

structed to transform either single-phase or polyphase currents.

(3) i4 centimious current transformer is an appliance which effects

a similar transformation for continuous oirrents, with the

difference that some part of the machine must revolve, whereas

in the alternating current transformer all parts of the machine
are stationary; hence the former is generally called a rotatory

transformer, and the latter a static transformer. (3) A rotatory

or rotary tratuformer may consist of one machine, or of two
separate machines, adapted for converting a single-phase alter-

nating current into a polyphase current, or a polyphase current

into a continuous current, or a continuous current into an alter-

nating correnL If the portions receiving and putting out power
are separate machines, the combim^tion is called a motor-gene-

rator. (4) A transformer adapted for converting a sin^|e-phase

alternating current into a unidirectional but pulsatory current

is called a rectifier^ and is much used in connexion with arc

lighting in alternating current supply stations. (5) A phase trans-

former h an arrangement of static transformers for producing

a polyi^iase alternating current from a single-phase alternating

cuxzent. Alternating current transfoxmexs may be furthermore

xxvn 4

divided into (a) sin^phase, (b) polyphase. Transformers of
the firrt class change an alternating current of single-phase

to one of single-phase identical frequency, but different power;
and transformen of the second class operate in a similar manner
on polyphase currents. (6) The ordinary induction or spark
coil may be called an intermittent current transformer, since it

transforms an intermittent low-tension primary current into an
intermittent or alternating high-tension current.

Alternating Current Transformer.—Tht typical alternating

current transformer consists essentially of two insulated electric

circuits wound on an iron core constituting the magnetic
circuit. They may be divided into (i) open magnetic circuit

static transformers, and (2) closed magnetic circuit static trans-

formers, according as the iron core takes the torm of a terminated
bar or a closed ring. A closed circuit alternating current trans-

former consists of an iron core built up of thin ^eets of iron or
steel, insulated from one another, and wound over with two
insulated conducting circuits, called the primary and secondary
circuits. The core must be laminated or built up of thin sheets
of iron to prevent local electric currents, called eddy currents,

from being established in it, which would waste energy. In
practical construction, the core is either a simple ring, round or
rectangular, or a double rectangular ring, that is, a core whose
section is like the figure 8. To prepare the core, thin sheets of
iron or very mild steel, not thicker than •0x4 of an inch, are
stamped out of special iron (see Elecieomaoneixsm) and care-
fully annealed.
The preparation of the particular sheet steel or iron used for this

purpose is now a speciality. It must poMev extremely small
hysteresu loss (see Magnetisii), and various trade names, such as
" stalloy," '* bhys," are in use to describe certain brands. Barrett,
Brown and Hadfield have shown {Joum. Inst. Elec. Eng. Lond.,
1903, 31, ]>. 713) that a silicon iron containing 2*87% of siUcon has
a hysteresis loss far less than that of the best Swedish soft iron.
In any case the hysteresis loss should not exceed 3-0 watts per kik>-
gram of iron measured at a frequency of 50 * and a flux-density of
10,000 lines per square centimetre. This is now called the " figure
of merit" of the iron.

Fig. I.

Examples of the shapes in which these stampings 'are supplied
are shown in fi^. x. The plates when annealed are varnished or
covered with thm paper on one ude. and then piled up so as to
make an iron core, being kept ttxether by bolts and nuts or by
pressure plates. The designer of a
transformer core has in view, first,

economy in metal, so that there may
be no waste fragments, and second,
a mode of^ construction that facili-

tates the winding of the wire circuits.

These consist of coils of cotton-
covered copper wire which are wound
on formers and baked after being well
saturated with shellac varnish. The
primary and secondary circuits are
sometimes formed of separate bobbins
whi-h ;— TnT-^^^^hcd in between
eat'- '

, i- cases they are
wc'inJ c'li^ -n'cr tJnj other (fig. 2).
In any cjw the prutiary and secondary onls must be symmetri-
catly di&tributcd. If they were placed on opposite sides of the
iron Circuit the TCiuit would be considerable magnetic leakage.
It 13 iisuil to insert sheeto or cylinders of micanite between Uie
primary and secQfid:iry windings. The transformer is then well
baked and placard in a cast-iron case sometimes filled in with heavy
intLiiatirtg-Di^ the ends of the primary and secondly circuits being
broueht out thmu^h water-tight glands. The most ordinary type
of iiUcmaticiK cumfxiC transformer is one intend«l to transform a
small electric cttmnt produced by a laree electromotive force
(200D to I o,iMo vol ts } into a larger current of low electromotive force
/j,.. . . ..... . . !r. Such jj gte^
aowu u»u.»v»ui*^^ taav be obvi-
ously

^ employed in the reverse
direction for raising pressure and
reducing current, in which case it

is a step-up transformer. A trans-
foraier when manufactured has to
be carefully tested to ascertain,
first, its power of resisting break-
down, and, second, its energy-
dissipating qualities. With the
first object, the transformer is

subjected to a series of pressure
tests. If it is intended that the FlO. a.—Closed Circuit Trans-
primary shall cany a current former.

la
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produced by an electromotive force of aooo volts, an insulation test

must be applied with double this voltage between the primary and
the seconaary, the primary and the case, and the primary and the
core* to ascertain whether the insulation is sufficient. To prevent
electric discharges from breaking down the machine in ordiioary

woilc, this extra pressure ought to be applied for at least a quarter
of an hour. In some cases three or four times the working pressure
is applied forone minute between the primary and seoondaiy circuits.

When such an alternating current transformer ha* an alternating
current passed through its primary drcuit. an alternating magnetiza-
tion is produced in the core, and this again induces an alternating
secondary current. The secondary current has a greater or less

electromotive force than the primary current according as the
number of windings or turns on the secondary circuit is greater or
less than those on the primary. Of the power thus imparted to
the primary circuit one portion is dissipated by the heat generated
in the primary and secondary circuits by the currents, and another
portk>n by the iron care losses due to the energy wasted m the cyclical

magnetization of the core; the latter are partly eddy current losses

and partly hysteresis losses.

In open nwgnetic circuit transformen the core takes the form of
a laminated iron bar or a bundle of iron wire. An ordinary induc-
tion coil is an instrument of thb description. It has been shown,
however, by careful experiments, that for alternating current trans-
formation there are very few cases in which the dosed magnetic
circuit transformer has not an advantage. An immense number
of designs of closed circuit transformers have been elaborated since
the year 1885. The imncipal modem types are the Ferranti, Kapp,
Moiticy, Brush. Westinghouse, Berry, Thomson-Houston and Ganz.
Diagrammatic representations of the arrangements of the core and
circuits in some of these transformers are given in 6g. 3.

A B C
Fig. 3.~Diagrams of (A) Mordey (in sectkm;, (B) Kapp and

(C) Ganz Transformers.

I, I Primary circuit; a, 2 Secondary drcuit.

Alternating current transformers are classified into (i.) Core

and (ii.) Skdl transformers, depending upon the arrangements

of the iron and copper circuits. If the copper circuits are wound
on the outside of what is virtually an iron ring, the transformer

is a core transformer; if the iron endoses the copper circuits, it

is a shell transformer. Shell transformeia have the disadvantage

generally of poor ventilaton for the copper drcuits. Berry,

however, has overcome this difficulty by making the iron circuit

in the form of a number of bunches of rectangular frames which
are set in radial fashion and the adjacent legs all embraced by
the two copper drcuits in the form of a pair of concentric

cylinders. In this manner he secures good ventilation and a
minimum expenditure in copper and iron, as well as the possi-

bility of insulating the two copper circuits well from eadi other

and from the cors. An important matter is the cooling of the

core. This may be effected dther by ordinary radiation, or

by a forced draught of air made by a fan or else by immersing
the transformer in oil, the oil being kept cool by pipes through

which cold water circulates inunersed in it. This last method
is adopted for large high-tension transformers.

The ratio between the power given out by a transformer

and the power taken up by it is called its efficiency, and is best

Piim represented by a curve, of which the ordinate is

the effidency expressed as a percentage, and the

ooinesponding abscissae represent the fractions of the full load

as dedmal fractions. The output of the transformer is generally

reckoned in kilowatts, and the load is conveniently expressed

in dedmal fractions of the full load taken as unity. The
effidency on one-tenth of full kMid is generally a fairly good
criterion of the economy of the transformer as a transforming

agency. In large transformers the one-tenth k>ad effidency

will reach 90% or more, and in small transformers 75 to 80%.

The general form of the efficiency curve for a dosed drcuit trans-
former is shown in fig. 4. The borizonUl distances represent
fractions of full secondary load (represented by unity), and the
vertical distances effidency in percentages. • The effidency
curve has a maximum value corresponding to that degree of
load at which the copper losses in the transformer are equal to
the iron losses.

In the case of modem closed magnetic drcuit transformers the
copper k)sses are proportional to the square of the secondary cur-
rent (Is) or to qW. where 9-Ris^+Rs: Ri being the icsastance
of the primary and R« that of the secondary drcuit. while a is
the ratio of the number of secondary and primary windings of
the transformer. Let C stand for the core Ums. and Vt for the
secondary terminal potential difference (R.M.S. value). We can
then write as an expression for the efiicieocy (n) of the transfonner
(ir-IiV,/ (C + 9li>+ltVi). It is easy to show that if Ci. Vt and
q are constants, but It is variable, the above expression for « has
a maximum value when C-gI|»-0, that is, when the iron core
loss C "the total copper losses qlf.

The iron core energy-waste, due to the hysteresis and eddy
currents, may be stated in watts, or expressed as a fraction

of the full load secondary output. In small trans- inaaad
formers of z to 3 kilowatts output it may amount
to 2 or 3%, and in large transformers of zo to 50
kilowatts and upwards it should be z or less than z%.
Thus the core loss of a 30-kilowatt transformer (one having a
secondaiy output of 30,000 watts) should not exceed 250 watts.
It has been shown that

for the constant po-

tential transfonner the

iron core loss is constant "2

at all loads, but di- S
minishes slightly as the ^
core temperature rises, k
On the other hand, the j!!,

copper losses due to
|

the resistance of the |s

copper circuits increase §
about o-4% per degree

C. with rise of tempera-

ture. The current taken

in at the primary side of

the transformer, when
the secondary drcuit is

undosed, is called the

magnetizing cnrreni, and the power then absorbed by the
transformer is called the open circtsU loss or magnetizing
watts. The ratio of the terminal potential difference at

the primary and secondaiy terminals is called the trans-

formation ratio of the transformer. Every transformer is

designed to give a certain transformation ratio, corresponding

to some particular primary voltage. In some cases trans-

formers are designed to transform, not potential difference,

but current in a constant ratio. The product of the root-mean-

square (R.M.S.), effective or virtual, values of the primary
current, and the primary terminal potential difference, is called

the apparent power or apparent watts given to the transformer.

The trae electrical power may be numerically equal to this

product, but it is never greater, and is sometimes less. The
ratio of the true power to the apparent power is called the pcmr
factor of the transformer. The power factor approaches unity
in the case of a closed circuit truisformer, which is loaded non*
inductively on the secondary circuit to any considerable fraction

of its full load, but in the case of an open drcuit transfonner

the power factor is always much less than unity at all loads.

Power factor curves show the variation of power factor with load.

Examples of these curves -were first given by J. A. Fleming,

who suggested the term itself (see Jour. Inst, Elec. Eng. Lond^
Z893, az, p. 606). A low power factor always implies a magnedc
circuit of large rductance.

The operation of the alternating current is then as foUows: the
periodic magnetizing force of the primary circuit creates a periodic
magnetic flux in the core, and this bdnff linked with the primary
drcuit creates by its variatbn what is called the back electromotive
force in the primary circuit. The variation of the particular portioa

Ul
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of this II periodic llax, linked with the secondary circuit, ocisinates
in this ust a periodic electromotive force. The whole of tne flux
linked with the
dicuit. The

circuit is not interiinked with the secondary
. is called the wutpieUc leakagt of the trans-
foraer. This leakaee is increased with the secondary output of the
transfonDer and with any disposition of the prinury and secondary
coils wiucfa tends to separate them. The lealo^ exhibiu itself

Mcondory drop. If a transformer is worked at
potential aifference, the secondary terminal
at no k»d or on open secondary circuit is

greater than it is when the secondary is dosec^and the transformer
giving its full output. The difference between these last two
differeoces of potential is called the secondary drop. This secondary
drop should not eicceed a% of the open secondary circuit potential

by the J

The facts required to be known about an alternating current

tzansformcr to appraise its value are (i) its full load secondary
output or the numerical value of the power it is

si?si* designed to transform, on the assumption that it

will not rise in temperature more than about 60** C.

above the atmosphere when in normal use; (a) tlye primary and
secondary terminal voltages and currents, accompanied by a
statement whether the transformer is intended for producing

a constant secondary voltage or a constant secondary current;

(3) the efficiency at various fractions on secondary load from
one-tenth to full load taken at a stated frequency; (4) the power
factor at one-tenth of full load and at full load; (5) the secondary

drop between full load and no load; (6) the iron a>re loss, also the

magnetizing current, at the normal frequency; (7) the total

copper losses at fiill k»ad and at one-tenth of full load; (8) t*ie

final temperature of the transformer after being left on open
secondary circuit but normal primary potential for twenty-four

hours, and at full load forthree hours.

The matters of most practical importance in conneidon with an
alternating coxrent transformer are (i) the iron core loss, which
affects the eflkiency chiefly, and must be considered (a) as to its

initial valne^and (fr) as affected by " ageing " or use ; (2) the secondary
drop or dinerenoe of secondary voluge between full and no load,

primary voltage being constant, since this affects the service and
power of the transformer to work in parallel with others; and (3) the
temperature rise when in normal use, which affects the insulation

and Kfe of the transformer. The shellacked cotton, oil and other
mateziala with which the transformer circuits are insulated suffer

a deteiioration in insulating power if continuoudy maintained at
any temperature much above 80* C. to 100* C In taking the tests

for cocc toss and drop, the temperature of the transformer should
therefore be stated. The iron losses are reduced in value as tem-
pentnre rises and the copper losses are increased. The former may
be 10 to i$% less and the latter 30% greater than when the trans-
former is oold. For the purpose of calculations we require to know
the number of turns on the primary and secondary circuitB, tepre*

seated by Ni and Nt; the resistanoes of the primary and secnnoary
drcmts, icpresented by Rt and Rt*. the volume (V) and weieht (W)
of the iron core; and the mean length (L) and section (S) of the
Agnctic sectkm. The hyateresb loss of the iron reckoned in watts

per tb per 100 cycles of magnetixation per second and at a maximum
flux density of 2500 C.GS. uniu should also be determined.

The experimental examination of a transformer involves

: of the efficiency, the iron core loss, and the

secondary drop; also certain tests as to insulation and
beating, and finally an examination of the relative

phase position and graphic form of the various periodic quanti-

ties, currents and electromotive forces taking place in the trans-

former. The efficiency is best determined by the employment

^ of a properly constructed

wattmeter (see Watt-
meter). The trans-

former T (fig. 5) should
be so arranf^ that, if a
constant potential trans-

former, it is supplied

with its normal working
pressure at the primary
side and with a load
which can be varied, and
which is obtained either

by incandescent lamps, L, or resistances in the secondary
droiit. A wattmeter, W; should be placed with its series

coO, Se, in the pdmaxy circuit of the transformer, and its

Fxc. 5.—^Arrangement for Testing
Transiformrrs.

shunt coil, Sh, either across the primary mains in series,

with a suitable non-inductive resistance, or connected to the
secondary circuit of another transformer, T*, called an
anxUiory transformer, having its primary terminals connected
to those of the transformer under test. In the latter case one
or more incandescent lamps, L, may be connected in series

with the shunt coil of the wattmeter so as to regulate the
current passing through it. The current through the series

coil of the wattmeter is then the same as the current through the
primary circuit of the transformer under test, and the current

through the shunt cofl of the wattmeter is in step with, and
proportional to, the primary voltage of the transformer. Hence
the wattmeter reading is proportional to the mean power given
up to the transformer. The wattmeter can be standardized and
its scale reading interpreted by replacing the transformer under
test by a non-inductive resistance or series of lamps, the power
absorption of which is measured by the product of the amperes
and volts supplied to it. In the secondary circuit of the trans-

former is placed another wattmeter of a similar kind, or, if the

load on the secondary circuit is non-inductive, the secondary
voltage and the secondary current can be measured with a
proper alternating current ammeter. As, and voltmeter, Vi, and
the product of these readings taken-as a measure of the power
given out by the transformer. The ratio of the powers, namely,
that given out in the external secondary circuit and that taken

in by the primary circuit, is the efficiency of the transformer.

In testing larp transformers, when it is inconvenient to load up
the secondary arcuit to the full load, a dose apjnoximation to the
power taken up at any assumed secondary load can be obtained by
adding to the value of this secondary load, measined in watts, the
iron core loss of the transformer, measured at no load, and the copper
losses cakulated from the measured copper resistances when the
traniformer is hot. Thus, if C is the iron core loss in watts, measured
on open secondary circuit, that is to say, is the power given to the
transformer at normal freouency and primary volt^e, and if Ri
and Ri are the primary and secondary circuit resisunces when the
transformer has the temperature it would have after running at
full k>ad for two or three hours, then the efficiency can be calculated
as follows: Let O be the nominal value of the fuU secondary output
of the -transformer in watts, Vi and Vi the terminal voltages on the
primary and secondary side, Ni and Nt the number of turns, and Ai
and At the currents for the two circuits; then O/Vt is the full load
secondary current measured in amperes, and NtNi multiplied by
O/Vi is to a sufficient approximation the value of the corresponding
primary current. Hence 0*Rs/Vi^ is the watts lost in the secondary
circuit due to^copper resistance, and 0*RiNi*/V^Ni' is the corre-
sponding loss in the primary circuit. Hence the total power loss

in the transformer (L).is such that

L-C+^R.+ (^)*^Ri-C+ (R.-|-R»^0»W.

Therefore the power given up to the transformer is O-hL, and the
efficiency is the fraction 0/(0-HL) expressed as a percentage. In
this manner the efficiency can be determined with a consadenble
degree of accuracy in the case of large transformers without actually
loading up the secondary circuit. The secondary drop, however,
can only be measured by loading the transformer up to full load,
and, while the primary voltage is kept constant, measuring the
potential difference of the secondary terminals, and comparing it

with the same difference when the transformer is not loaded. Another
method of testing large transformers at full load without supplying
the actual power is by W. E. Sumpner's differential method, which
can be done when two equal transformers are available (see Fleming,
Handbookfor lh€ Ekcbrical Labofotory and Testing Room, iL 602).

No test of a transformer is complete which does not comprise'

some investigation of the "ageing" of the core. The slow
changes which take place in the hysteretic quality

of iron when heated, in the case of certain brands,

give rise to a time-increase in iron core loss. Hence a trans-

former which has a core loss, say, of 300 watts when new, may,
unless the iron is well chosen, have its core loss increased from

50 to 300% by a few months' use. In some cases spedfications

for transformers include fines and deductions from price for any
such increase; but there has in this respect been great improve-

ment in the manufacture of iron for magnetic purposes, and
makers are now able to obtain supplies of good magnetic iron

or sttel with non-ageing qiulities. It is always desirable, how-
ever, that in the case of large sub-station transformers tests

should be made at intervals to discover whether the core loss
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has increaaed by ageing. If 90, it may mean a veiy considerable-

increase in the cost of magnetizing power. Consider the case

of a 30-kilowatt transformer connected to the mains all the year

round; the normal core loss of such a transformer should be

about 300 watU, and therefore, since there are 8760 hours in

the year, the total annual energy dissipated in the core should

be 3628 kilowatt hours. Reckoning the value of this electric

energy at only one penny per unit, the core loss costs £xo, 19a.

per ynyinm. If the core loss become^ doubled, it means an
additional annual expenditure of nearly £xx. Since the cost

of such a transformer would not exceed £xoo, it follows that it

would be economical to replace it by a new one rather than

continue to work it at its ei^ianced core bss.

In Great Britain the sheet steel or iron alloy used for the txans-

former. cores is usually furnished to specifications which state the
maximum hysteresis Ums to be allowed in it in watts per lb

(avoirdupois) at a frequency d[ 50, and at a maximum flux-density

during the cycle of 4000 C.G.S. units. When plates having a thick-

ness I mils are made up into a transformer core, the total energy
loss in the core due to hysteresis and eddy current loss when worked
at a frequency u and a maximum flux-density during the cycle B
is given by the empirical formulae

T—oo32»Bi-«iof-»+(teB)»io-",

^
T»-o-88nBi»«io^-|-i-4(ft»»Bi)no-»,

whereT stands for the loos per cubic centimetre, and Tt for the

same in watU per pound of iron core, B for the maximum flux-

density in lines per square centimetre, and Bi for the same in lines

per square inch, I for the thicknera of the plates in thousandths
of an inch <mils), and h for the same in inches. The hysteresis

loss varies as some power near to i-6 of the maximum flux-density

during the cycle as shown by Steinmetx (see Electbomagnetism}.
Since the hysteresb loss vanes as the i*6th power of the maximum
flux-density during the cycle (B max.), the advantages of a low
flux-density are e\adent. An excessively low flux-density increases,

however, the cost of the core and the copper by increasing the sise

of the transformer. If the form factor (/) of the primary voltage

curve is known, then the maximum value of the flux-density in the
core can always be calculated from the formula B-Ei/4/fiSNt,
where E is the R.M.S. value of the primary voltage, Ni the primary
turns, S the section of the core, and n the frequency.

The study of the processes taking place in the core and circuits

of a transformer have been greatly facilitated in recent years by
Gtfr* the improvements made in methods of observing and
Ti^*Biagk recording the variation of periodic currents and
electromotive forces. The original method, due to Joubert,

was greatly improved and employed by Ryan, Bell, Duncan
and Hutchinson, Fleming, Hopkinson and Rosa, Gillendar

and Lyle; but the most important improvement* was the

intix)duction and invention of the oscillograph by Blondel,

subsequently improved by Duddell, and also of the ondograph

of Hospitalier (see OsaLXXXi&AFH). This instrument enables

us, as it were, to look inside a transformer, for which it, in fact,

performs the same function that a steam engine indicator does

for the steam cylinder.* Delineating in this way the curves

of primary and secondary current and primary and secondary

electromotive forces, we get the following result: Whatever

may be the form of the curve of primary terminal potential

difference, or primary voltage, that of the secondary voltage

or terminal potential difference is an almost exact copy, but
displaced x8o° in phase. Hence
the altenuiting current trans-

former reproduces on its second-

ary terminals all the variations

of potential on the primary,

but changed in scale, llie curve

of primary current when the

Fic. 6.-Tiansfonner Curves transformer is an open secondary

at no load. arcmt is different m form and

ft. Primary voltage curve;
phasc, lagging behind the primary

«i. Primary current curve;
Secondary voluge curve.

voltage curve (fig. 6); but if the

transformer is loaded up on its

* For a useful list of references to published papers on alternating
urrent curve tracing, sa

....-*-« -^ -

the British Association,

xxxix. 636: also Hane
ftoom Q. A. Fleming), i. 407.

current curve tracing, see apaper by W. D. B. Duddell, read before

the British Association. Toronto, 1897: also Eleetncian (1897),
xxxix. 636: also Handbook for Ou EUctrical Laboratory and Testtnt

secondary side, then the primary cm rent carve comes more into

step with the primary voltage curve. The secondary current
curve, if the secondary load is non-inductive, is in step with the
secondary voltage curve (fig. 7). These transformer diagrams
yield much information as to the nature of the operations

proceeding in the transformer.

The form of the curve of primary current at no secondary load b
a consequence of the hysteresis of the iron, combined with the fact
that the form of the core flux-density curves of the transformer
is always not far removed from a simple sine curve. If ci is at any
moment the electromotive force, «i the current on the primary
circuit, and 61 is the flux-density in the core, then we have the
fundamental relation ei>Rit|+SNi dbjdt, where Ri is the re-
sistance of the primary, and Ni the number of turns, and S is

the cross-section of the core. In all modem dosed circuit trans-
formers the quantity Rtn u very small compared with the quantity
SNdb/dt except at one instant during the phase, and in taking the
int^^ of the above equation, viz. in finding the value of fetdt,
the utKial of the first term on the right-hand side may be
neglected in comparison with the second. Hence we have approxi-
mately 6i«>(SNi;~*/eid<. In other words, the value of the flux-
density in the core is obtained by integrating the area of the primary
voltage curve. In so doing the integration must be started from
the urae point through which passes the ordinate bisecting the
area of the primary voltage curve. When any curve is formed
such that its ordinate y is the integral of the area of another curve,
vis. yjydx, the first curve is always smoother and more regular
in form than the second. Hence the process above described
when applied to a complex periodic curve, which can by Fourier's
theorem be resolved into a series of simple periodic curves, results
in a relative reduction of the magnitude 01 the higher harmonics
compared with the funda-
mental term, and hence a
wiping out of the minor
irregukrities of the curve.
In actual practice the curve
of electromotive force of
alternators can be quite
sufficiently reproduced by
employing three terms cm

the expansion, viz. the first

three odd harmonics, and
the resulting flux-density
curve is always very neariy pio. 7.—Tiansformcr Curves "at full
a simple sane curve. load.
Weliave then the follow- ei. Primary voltage curve; A. Primary

mg rules forpredetermining current curve; 01, Secondary voltage
the form of the currentcurve curve; h. Secondary current curve,
ofthetransformeratno load,

assuming that the hysteresis curve of the iron is given, set out in terms
of flux-density and amoere-tums per centimetre, and also the form of

the curve of primary electromotive force. Let the time base line be
divided up into equal small elements. Through any selected pcHnt
draw a line perpendicular to the base line. Bisect the area enclosed

by the curve representing the half wave of primary electromotive
force and the base line by another perpendicular. Integrate the
area enclosed between the electromotive force curve and these

two perpendicubr lines and the base. LasUy, set up a length on
the last perpendicular equal to the value 01 this area divided by
the product of the cross-section of the core and the number of

primary turns. The resulting value will be the core flux-density b
at the phase instant corresponding. Look out on the hysteresb

loop the same flux-density value, and corresponding to it will be
found two values of the magnetizing force in ampere-turns per
centimetre, one the value for increasing flux-density and one for

decreasing. An inspection of the position of the point of time
selected on the time line will at once show which of these to select.

Divide that value of the ampere-turnsper centimetre bv the product
of the values of the primary turns and the mean length of the mag-
netk circuit of the core of the transformer, and the result gives the

value of the jMimary current of the transformer. This can be set

up to scale on the perpendicular through the time instant selected.

Hence, given the form of the primary electromotive force curve
and that of the hysteresis loop of the iron, we can draw the curves

representing the changes of flux-density in the core and that of

the corresponding pnmary current, and thus predict the root-

mean-square value of the magnetizing current of the transformer.

It is therefore possible, when givten the primary electromotive

force curve and the hysteresis curve of the iron, to pretletermine

the curves depicting all the other variables of the tranafomier,

provided that the magnetic leakage is negligible.

The elementary theory of the dosed iron arcuit transformer may
be stated as follows: Let Ni, Nt be the turns on the primary and
secondary circuits. R'l and Rf the resistances, S the

section of the core, and &i and ba the co-instantaneous

values of the flux-density just inside tKe primary and
secondary windings. Then, if «i and h and ei and oa are the primary
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and mooaduy currents and potential differences at the same instant,

tbeae quantitjes are connected by the equations

Hence, if hi ^bu and if Rii'i 'a negligible in comparuoa 'with

bStdb/dt, and «>o, that is, if the Gecondary circuit u open, then
ft-ei^StfStt or the transformation ratio is simply the ratio of the
windings. Thb. however, is not the case if 6t and bt have not the
same value; in other words, if there is magnetic leakage. If the
nugnetic leakage can be neglected, then the resultant magnetizing
force, and therefore the iron core loss, is constant at all loads.

Accordingly, the rdation between the primary current (I'l), the
secondary current (ta), and the magnetizing current (i), or primary
current at no load, is given by the equation Ntii— Nsii-'Nit.
Then, writing b for the mstantaneous value of the flux-density

in the core, everywhere supposed to be the same, we arrive at the

adentity

rA-eA.+(RiiV+Ri««)+sg(Niii-N,i;);

This equation merely expresses the fact that the power pot into

the transformer at any insunt is equal to the power given out on
the secondary side together with the power dissipated by the
comer losses and the constant iron core loss.

llie efficiency of a transformer at any load is the ratio of the
miean value, during the period, of the product rtt't. to that of the
pcoduct ed^ The efficiency of an alternating current transformer

IS a function of the form of the primary electromotive force curve.

Experiment has shown ^ that if a transformer Is tested for efficiency

on various altematora having electromotive force curves of different

forms, the efficiency values lound at the same secondary load are

not identical, those being highest which belong to the alternator

with the most peaked curve of electromotive force, that is, the
curve having the largest form factor. This is a consequence of the

fact that the hysteresis loss in the iron depends upon the manner
in which the magnetization (or what her^ comes to the same thing,

the flux-density m the core) is aUowed to change. If the primary
electromotive force curve has the form of a high peak, or runs up
suddenly to a larve maximum value, the flux-density curve will be
more square-shouldered than when the voltage curve has a k>wer
form factor. The hysteresb Ums in the iron is less when the magneti-
zation changes its sign somewhat suddenly than when it does ko
more gradually. In other words, a diminution in the form factor

of the core flux-density curve implies a diminished hysteresis loss.

The variation in core Umb in transformers when tested on various

forms of commercial alternator may amount to as much as 10%.
Hence, in recording the results 01 efficiency tests of alternating

cjrrent traufomiers, it is always necessary to specify the form
of the curve of primary electromotive force. The power factor

of the transformer or ratio of the true power absorption at no load,

to the product of the R.M.S. values of the primary, current and
voltage, and also the secondary drop of the transformer, vary with
the form factor of the primary voltage curve, being also both in-

creased by increasing the form factor. Hence there is a slight

advantage in working alternating current transformera off an
alternator giving a rather peaked or high maximum value electro-

motive force curve. This, however is disadvantageous in other
wa>*s, as it puts a greater strain upon the insulation of the trans-

former and cables. At one time a controversy arose as to the
relative merits of dosed and open marnetic circuit, transformera.

It was, however, shown by tests made by Fleming and by Ayrton
on Swinburne's " Hedgehog " transformera. having a straight core
of inm wires bristling out at each end, that for etiual secondary
outputs, as regards emciency. open as compared with closed mag-
netic circuit trai»formen had no advantage, whilst, owing to the
smaller ix>wer factor and consequent large R.M.S. value of the
raagnetizii^g current, the former type had many disadvantages
(see Fleming. "Experimental Researches on Alternate Current
Transformera," Joum. Inst, Elee. Ent., 1892).
The discussion of the theory of the transformer is not quite so

simple when magnetic leaka^ is taken into account. In all dases
a certain proportion of the magnetic flux linked with
the primary circuit is not linked with the secondary
drcnit, and the difference is called the magnetic leakage.

This magnetic leakage constitutes a wasted flux which is non-
effective m produdng secondary electromotive force. It increases
with the secondary current, and can be delineated by a curve on
the transformer diagram in the following manner. The curves of
primary and secon<£iry electromotive force, or terminal potential
difference and current, are determined experimenuUy, and then
two curves are plotted on the same diagram which represent the
variation of (e^-Riii)/Nt and (<*+Rt»i)/Nt; these will represent
the time differentials of the total magnetic fluxes Sbi and Sbt linked
respectively with the primary and secondary drcuits. The above
curves are then progressively integrated, starting from the time

*See Dr G. Roessler, Electrician (1895), xxxvi. 150; Beeton,
Taytof and Barr, /Mm. Inst. EUe. Eng. xxv. 474; also J. A. Fleming,
BUelrician (i8m). yxiiii. 580.

point through which passes the ordinate bisecting the area of each
half wave, and the resulting curves plotted to express by their

ordinates Sfri and Sbt. A curve is then pk>tted whose ordinaies

are the differences S^—S^, and this is the curve of magnetic
leakage.
The existence of magnetic leakage can be proved experimentally

by a method due to Mordey, by placing a pair of thermometere,
one of mercury and the other of alcohol, in the centre of the core
aperture. If there is a magnetic leakage, the mercury bulb is

heated not only by radiant heat, but by eddy currents set up in

the mercury, and its rise is therefore greater than that of the alcohol
thermometer. The leakage is also determined by observine the
secondary voltage drop between full load and no load, and de-
ducting from it the part due to copper resbtance; the remainder
is the drop due to leakage. Thus u Va is the secondary voltage
on open arcuit, and Va^ that when a current Aa is taken out of
the tranifocmer, the leakage drop v is given by the equation .

»-(V,-V,>)-|R.A,-J-R,A.(N,/Ni)«l.

The term in the large bracket expresses the drop in secondary
volta^ due to the copper resistance of the primary and secondary
drcuits.

In drawing up a specification for an alternating current trans-
former, it is necessary to specify that the maximum secondary
drop between full and no load to be Allowed shall not exceed a
certain value, say a% of the no-load secondary voltage; also that
the iron core loss as a percentage of the full secondary output
shall not exceed a value, say, of 2 % after six months' normal work.

In the design of large transformers one of the chief points

for attention is the arrangement for dissipating the heat gene-

rated in their mass by the copper and iron losses. ^^
For every watt expended in the core and circuit, a ^SgH'
surface of 3 to 4 sq. in. must be allowed, so that the

heat may be dissipated. In large transformers it is usual to

employ some means of produdng a current of air through the
core to ventilate it. In these, called air-blast transformers

^

apertures are left in the core by means of which the cooling air

can reach the interior portions. This air is driven through the

core by a fan actuated by an alternating current motor, which
does not, however, take up power to a greater extent than about

i or )^% of the full output of the transfonner, and well repays
the outlay.

In some cases transformers are oH-insulatedf that Is tp say, in-

cluded in a cast-iron box which is filled in with a heavy insulatiog

oil. For this purpose an oil must be selected free from mineral

adds and water: it should be heated to a high temperature
before use, and tested for dielectric strength by observing the

voltage required to create a spark between metal balls immersed
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employed in eadi branch, but with two-phaae three-wire supply, two-
phase transformers must be supplied.

Phau Transformers are arrangements of static of rotary trans-

formers intended to transform single-phase alternating currents into

polyphase currents. An important system of phase transformation
has been described by C. F. Scott.^ It is known that if two alternat-

ing electromotive forces differing in phase are connected in series,

the resulting electromotive force will in general differ in phase and
value from either of the components. Thus, if two alternating

electromotive forces differing 90* in phase, and having magnitudes
in the ratio of i : V3i are connected m series, the resulting electro-

motive force will have a masnitude represented by 2, and the

three can be represented by the sides of a triangle which is half

an equilateral triangle. If then a two-phase alternator, D (fig. 9),
provides two-phase cur-
rents, and if the two circuits

are connected, as shown, to
a pair of single-phase trans-

formers, Ti ana Tt, we can
obuin three-phase alter-

nating currents from the ar-

rangement. The primaries
of both transformers are
the same. The secondary
circuit of one transformer,

Tt, has, say, 100 turns, and
a connexion is made to its

middle point O, and this is

connected to the secondary
of the other transformer
which has 87 (-50 V 3)
turns. From the points
A, B, C we can then tap off

three-phase alternating cur-
rents. The advantages of

the Scott system are that
we can transform two-phase
alternating currents into
three-phase for transmis-
sion, and then by a similar
arrangement retransform

FiG. 9.—^Scott's Arrangement for back again into two-phase
Transformation of Two-phase to Three- for use. In this manner an
phase Currents. economy of 25% in copper

is effected, for instead of
four transmission lines we have only three. The system adapts itself

lor the transmission of currents both for power in driving three-phase
motors and for working incandescent lamps. A somewhat similar
s^tem has been designed by C. P. Stcinmctz for producing three-
phase currents from single-phaM: (see Electrician, xliii. 2^6). When
a number^ of alternating electromotive forces are maintained in
a closed circuit, the sum of all must be zero, and may be repre-
sented by the sides of a closed polygon. The fundamental principle
of Mr Steinmetz's invention consists in so choosing the number
of these electromotive forces that the polygon must remain stable.
Thus, if three single-phase alternators are driven independently
at constant spe^ and excitation, and if they are joined in series,

then three wires led away from the junction points will provide
three-phase currents to a system from which lamps and motors
majy be worked.

Reference must be made to the continuous current transformer.
The conversion of a continuous current supplied, say, at too volts,

ComUtmoma ^^^ ^^^ having an electromoti\'e force of 10 volts,

Cturtmt ^^** ^^ course be achieved by coupling together on the

TnmB' same bedplate a suitable electric motor and a dynamo.
g^f^^n,

"^^ combination is called a motor-dynamo set, and each
machine preserves its own identity and peculiarity.

The same result may, however, be accomplished by winding two
separate armature arcuits on one iron core, and furnishing each
with its own commutator. The two circuits are interlaced or wound
on together. An arrangement of this kind constitutes a rotatory
or rotary transformer, or continuous current transformer. It has
the advantage of greater cheapness and efficiency, because one field

magnet serves for both armature windings, ana there is only one
armature core and one pair of bearings;- moreover, no shift or lead
of the brushes is required at various loads. The armature reactions
of the two circuiU annul each other. Machines of this description
are self-starting, and can be constructed to take in primary current
at high pressures, say 1000 to 2000 volts, and yield another larger
current of much lower voltage, say 100 or 150 volts, for use with
electric lamps.

^
They are used in connexion with public electric

supply by continuous current in many places.
Another important class of rotatory transformer is that also

called a rotatory converter, by means of which continuous current
is translated into altematine current of one-, two- or three-phase,
or vice versa. The action of such an appliance may best be under-
stood by considering the simple case ol a Gramme ring armature

* Proceedings of the National Electric Light Association (Washing-
ton, U.SA^ X894); also Electrician (1894), xxxiL 640.

(see Dynamo) having, in addition to its commutator, a pair of in-
sulated rings on its snaft connected with opposite ends of the arma-
ture winding (fig. 10). If such a ring is placed in a bipole field

magnet, and if a pair of brushes make contact with the commutator
C and another pair with the two rings called slip rings. Si St, and
if continuous current at a constant volta^ is supplied to the com-
mutator side, then the armature will begin to revolve in the field,

and from the brushes in contact with the slip rings we can draw off
an alternating current. This reaches its maximum value when
the points of contact of the rings with the armature circuit pass
the axis of commutation, or line at right angles to the direction
of the magnetic field, for it has at this moment a value which is

double the steady value of the continuous current being pouml
into the armature. The maximum value of the electromotive
force creating this alternating current is neariy equal to the electro-

motive force on the continuous current side. Hence if A is the
maximum value of the continuous current put into the armature
and V is the value of the brush potential difference on the con-
tinuous current «de, then 2A is the maximum value of the out-
coming alternating current and V is the maximum value of its

voltage. Hence 3AV/2*AV is the maximum value of the out-
coming alternating current
power, and if we neglect the
loss in the anrntnrc for the
muiucjLi, iIlc: p-j'ALr j^ivt^n

out ii equul to the power
put in. Hencc» assuming
a ijmple harnidnic law of
varLitmn, the eff«:iive value
of the altern4iting cufTvnt
voltage \i V/Vj» and that
of ibe alternating cunent
is 2A^2. Thii conclusion
foil:".!. !• .at once from the fact

th ' ' 'lojn vjIuc o\ the
sq .1 sine functian is

hs i.aiTLum valuen :Lnd

hence the R.M.S. v.iluc is

1/V2 times the maximum
value. The outcoming alternating current has its zero value at the
instant when the ends of the dumeter of the axis to which the
rings are connected are in the direction of the magnetic field

of the tran^ormer. Hence the power output on the alternating
current side varies from a maximum value AV to zero. The
rotatory transformer thus absorbs continuous current power
and emits it in a periodic form; accordingly, there is a continual
stora^ and emission of energy by the armature, and therefore
its kinetic energy » periodically varying during the phase.
The armature is also creating a back-electromotive force which
acts at some insunts against the voltage driving the current
into the armature and at others is creating an electromotive force
that assists the external impressed voltage in driving a current
through the alternating current side. If we put on another pair
of insulated rings ana connect them to points of the insulated

diameter at right angles to the points of connexion of the first pair
of rings, we can draw off another alternating current, the phase
of which differs 90* from that of the first. Similarly, if we provide
three rings connected to points removed 120* apart on the armature
circuit, we can tap off a three-phase alternating current.

Returning^ to the case of the single-phase rotatory transformer,
we may notice that at the instant when the outcoming alternating

current is zero the armature is wholly engaged in absorbing power
and is acting entirely as a motor. vVhen the alternating current
is a maximum, the armature on the other hand is acting as a gene-
rator and adds current to the current put into it. The ratio between
the potential difference of the brushes on the continuous current
side and the root-mean-square or effective value of the voltage
between any pair of rings on the alternating current «de is called

the transformation ratio of the converter.
The following table, taken from a paper upon rotatory converters

voltage

Fig. xo.—Rotary Converter,
continuous to two-phase.

The following table, taken from a paper upon rotatory convert
by S. P. Thompson. (Proc. Inst. EUc. Eng., November 1898), gi'

the voltage ratio or conversion ratio in the case of varraus for

of rotatory transformer.

—

vea
orros

Number
of slip

rings.
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N^leeting tlie energy loMet tn the annatnre, and aasumtnr

chat the continuous current side of the transformer is supplied
with too amperes, the following table, also taken from a paper by
S P. Thomj^n, shows the effective value of the curtent on the
alternating side put out into each line:

—

Number
of slip

rings.
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first discoverer of the phenomenon (Buff) considered it to .consist

of silicon. Later Professor Beetz disproved this by experiment,
and, with many others, assumed that a sub-oxide of aluminium
was formed ; but this has never been demonstrated in a satisfactory

manner. By forming a suflicicnt quantity of the film Dr K. Norden
was able to obtain sufficient of the material to make a chemical
analjrsis, and this revealed the fact that it consists of normal
aluminium hydroxide. Alt(OH)«.

According to the facts above stated, one wave of the alternating
current pnrauces the insulating film by converting the surface of
the aluminium into hydroxide, practically, therefore, blocking its

own path very qukkly by the creation of this film. If, then, the
electromotive force reverses its direction the current immediately
flows. According to Dr Norden, the rapid removal of the insulat-

ing film is due to the action of the electrolyte corroding or dis-

solving the weak points in the coating and thus breakingdown its

insulating power. The insulating film is therefore a conductor in

one direction, but when the current is reversed and flows out of the
aluminium plate the insulating film is renewed and is continually
being repaired and kept in order. Thus different electrolytes

yield aluminium valves Mving very different efficiencies.

Rectifying cells have been made by Pollak whk:h will bear a
voluge of over 140 volts, and which are said to have an efficiency

of IS^ The plates, however, must be removed when not in use,

otherwise the film of hydroxide is destroyed by the electrolyte.

One great practical difficulty in Connexion wiUi the alumimum
rectifier is the tendency to heat in working.
The historical development of the discovery of this uiulateral

conductivity of an electrolytic cell with an aluminium electrode
is as follows. ' The effect was first noticed by Buff in 1857) but i^'as

not applied technically until 1874, when Ducrctet employed it in

telegraphy. Beret in 1877 and Streintz in 1887 discussed the
theory of the cell and sought for an explanation. In i8qi Hutin
and Leblanc, in their study of alternating current, showed its uses
in rectifying an alternating current. Pollak and Grfttz laboured to
give it a practically usefufform. Pollak took out patents in 189^.
and made a communication to the Academy of Sciences in Parui
in June 1897; and Gr^tz presented a memoir at a meeting of the
German Association of Electrochemists in Munkh in 1897. ^M.
Blondin has summarized all the work so far done on the aluminium
rectifier in two artkles in LBdairage ilectrique (1898), xiv. 293,
and xxviii. 117 (1901). The choKe of an efoctrolyte is of great
importance. Buff, Ducretet and Grdtz employed dilute sulphuric
acid, and the greatest difference of potential which could then be
applied to the cell without breaking down its insulation in one
direction was 20 volts. Pollak in 1806 found that when aqueous
solutions of alkaline salts were used, and when the aluminium
was subjected to a preliminary formation, the back electromotive
force or what is equivalent to tt could be raised to 140 or 200 volts.

Pollak found that the best results were given by the use of
phosphate of potassium or sodium. It appears, therefore, that the
ions of K or Na effect the breaking down of the film of aluminium
hydroxide more qukrkly than the ion of hydrogen. The practical

form of aluminium rectifier, according to Pollak, consists of plates

c^ thkk aluminium and lead placed in a large deep glass vessel filled

with a solution of potassium hydrogen phosphate.

In 1899 Albert Nodon of Paris began experimenting mih an
electric rectifier which is now on a commercial footing. It is

known as the Nodon electric valve, and it is claimed

that it will give an efficiency of 75 to 80% when used

to transform single or polyphase currents into

coiftinuous currents. In the form used for transforming single-

phase currents the valve b made up of 4 cells, each consisting

of an iron cylinder with an insulating plug at the bottom through

which is passed a cylinder formed of an alloy of sine and

PMN
^ ^^

MH

H..^

(fnmtheEkariealTimaMtieniuaiaai , CFtamthtBUoHtaiTima.hypaiaitAm.)

Fig. 12.—Section through
Nodon Valve.

Fig. 13.—Method of connecting
the cells.

aluminium. This cylinder is concentric with the iron tube

and provided with a terminal at the lower end. The cell is filled

with a saturated solution of ammonium phosphate, and a non-
conducting shielding tube can be slid over the aluminium
electrode to alter the exposed area.

The valve is shown in section in fig. 12, and the 4 cdls are arranged
in a Wheatstone's Bridge fashion, as shown in fig. 13. A and A^
are the terminals to whkh the alternating current is supplied,

C and C^ the terminals from which the continuous current is drawn
off. The elcctrolytk: actions which take place in the cells are as
follows: When the alternating current passes in the positive direction

from the zinc-aluminium cylinder to the iron cylinder there is

formed instantly on the former a film of aluminium hydroxide;
this film, presenting an enormous resistance, opposes the passage of
the current On the other hand, if the current passes in the opposite
direction the film is reduced instantly and the current now flows.

When used with polyphase currents the valve comprises as many
times two cells as there are wires in the distribution. The cells

must stand a pressure varying^ from 50 to 140 volts, and for higher
pressures two or more valves in series are employed.
The aluminium-iron electrolytic rectifier is not suitable for the

rectification of very high frequency currents, because the chemical
actions on which

y high freqi

it depends involve a time element.
It was, however, discovered "by J. A. Fleming that an y ^^
oscillation valve could be constructed for rectifying uSfrngn.
electrical oscillations, as follows (see Proc. Roy, Soc.

Lond., 1905, 74, p. 476): In a glass bulb similar to that of an
incandescent lamp a carbon filament is fixed. Around the carbon
filament, but not touching it, is placed a cylinder of nickel con-
nected to an external terminal by means of platinum wire scaled

through the glass. If the carbon filament is made incandescent
by an insulated battery (and for this purpose it is convenient to
have the filament adjusted to be fully incandescent at a pressure
of 'about 12 volts), then the space between the incandescent fila-

ment and the embracing cylinder-possesses a unilateral conductivity
such that negative electricity can pass from the' incandescent
filament to the cylinder but not in the opposite direction. Hence
if the negative terminal of the filament and the terminal attached
to the cylinder are connected to an oscillation transformer (see

Induction Coil) which supplies a high frequency alternating
oscillatory current; the flow of electricity in one directbn is cut
out and the oscillatory current is therefore converted into a con-
tinuous current. Such valves have been employed by Fleming
in connexion with wirele^ telegraphy. Wehnelt discovered that
if a platinum wire was covered with oxide of barium or any of the
oxides of rare earth metals, it possessed in the same manner, when
used in a valve of the above type, an even greater power than
incandescent carbon. The explanation of this action is to be sought
for in the fact that incandescent carbon in a vacuum or incandescent
earthy o»des copiously emit negative electrons.

A rectifier dependent upon the peculiar qualities of mercury
vapour has been devised by Cooper-Hewitt for the transformation
of polyphase currents into continuous
currents. The three-phase transformer
is made as follows: A large glass bulb
(see fig. 14) has four iron electrodes sealed

through the walls as positive electrodes

and a negative electrode consisting of a

Gl of mercury in the bottom of the
1) connected with platinum wires

sealed through the glass; the bulb is

highly exhausted and contains only mer-
cury vapour. The tl;ree iron electrodes

are connected to the terminals of a star-

connected polyphase transformer and one
of them to the positive pole of a con-

tinuous current starting current, the con-

nexions being shown as in fig. 15. The
mercury vapour is a non-conductor for

low voltages, but if a sufficiently high

voltage is placed on the mercury bulb
by means of the continuous current it

begins to conduct and if the three-phase

current is then switched on the mercury
vapour will allow the components of the

three-phase current to pass when the
mercury electrode Is negative, not when
it b positive. Hence for alternate cur-

rent wave of the three-phase, supply is ''O. 14.

cut down and a continuous current can be Cooper-Hewitt Rectifier,

drawn by the connexions as shown in
^

fig. 1 5 for the purposes of supplying secondary batteries, arc lamps, &c.
Owing to the fact that the mercury vapour ceases to conduct

when the electromotive force on it falls below a ceruin critical

value the valve will not work with single-phase currents but will work
with polyphase currents at all voltage from lOO to looo or more
and can transform as much as 100 aniperes. It is stated to ha\-e

an efficiency of 88 to 89%. (See The EUclrician, 1903. 5<^ p. 5»o-)
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A mechanical polyphase rectifier or rotary devised by Brasitad
and La Cour is desoibed in Dtr Kaskadtnwmformer. by E. Arnold
and J. L. La Cour, Stuttgart, 1904. It consists 01 a three-phase
induction motor coupled direct to a continuous current dynamo,
the armatures of the two machines being electrically connected
•o that the three-phase current created in the rotor of the induction

^'^5^
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motor enters the continuous current armature and cfeates around
it a rotary field. The connexions are such that the rotating field

turns in a direction oppo«tte to that in which the armature is

turning, so that the field is stationary in space. From the con-
tinuous current armature can therefore be drawn off a continuous
current and the device acts as a transformer of three-phase altemat-
ingcurrent to a continuous current.

The ordinary induction coil {q.v.) may be regarded as the trans-
former for converting continuous current at low volta^ into high
voltage intermittent continuous current, but the difficulties of
interrupting the primary current render it impossible to transform
in this way more than a small amount of power. Where, however,
hwh voltages are required, high potential transformers are used
which are now built for the purpose of wireless telegraphy and the
transformation of power to give secondary voltages up to ao,ooo,

3OJOOO or 60,000 volts. Transformers have even been built to
give secondary voltages of half a million volts capable of giving
a 14 in. spark in air. These machines, however, must be re^purded

as more physical laboratory instruments than appliances for tech-
nical work. For description of one such extra high potential trans-

former see H. B. Smith, on " Experiments on Transformen for

Very High Potentials," The EUclrtcuin (i9<M)^ 54. P- 358- A trans-
former of this kind must invariably be an oil insulated transformer,
as under extremely high voltage the air itself becomes a conductor
and no solid insulator that can be put upon the wires is strong
enough to stand the electric strain.

Authorities.—J. A. Fleming, The AlUmatt Current Tratuformer
(3rd ed., 1901); "Experimental Researches on Alternate Current
*Tr«-«.«g^.m iwi'M *' 7t%*ir*t fmtl 1tl*f Vmrn t tUe\'*\» " AI*Anio»a CurKHt

. , • Electric

, cietyof Arts,

1900-1901) ; Handbook for the EUclrical Laboratory and Testini Room
(1901); S- R Tho'npiijn, Dynamo EJtdrtc Maxkiufry (ilky6):^ Pdv-
pkAse Eltitfic Ctirr^nii and Aliernaif Currmi Mi^ioti {ind 'io..

' Roiatow Conv-HicrSi** Froe, Inst.

cTKapp, The ^ttinttd Transmiision ef Enerj^y end ~ili TrnnS'

formm fot Smjle and Muinphaie
and F. Wallis, ftu Dymimo (^ind ed,

eetrmiy (tBq6); Trans-

it^}: CC Hawkii
, rflot) : F. Bedell, The Frifti iples

^th€ tntntformer (I^ew York, 1*96); W. E. Goldsborouth, " Ttms-
farmer Tests," Froe. N^, Mi^elrk Ushi A ssaeiaiisnt, US.A.. (i6*^)'i

C. P, Suinmcti, The Ttteory and Coiculciion pf Altfrvating CutterU
Fkn^mtni^ (4th ttJ. New York, t9dti) ; A. ^im, Aiitmaiini CattanU
of Ele^rvcUy cmd ihe Theory of Transform^s; D. C. Jaclaon, Text-

Bock on Eifttr^jnaineiiim (1396^, vgL ii.; Loppc, Attematine
CnrrtMs in PruflUf, Nlartin» [nvenliims^ R^if^rthts and WniiHf;f of
NiJufta r«ia (New York, 1894); \V. C. Rhodei, An Elemtniary
TrtotiM on AUtrmHinf Currtnts (1901)1 A. Hsy, AfteTnaling Currants

J
11305)* D, IC Morrif and G* A. Ustcr, " The Testing of Trans-
Drmcts and Transformer Iron" Joxm. Inst. MJgc. hnp {1906),

37, p^r 3^^ Jh Epitein* '* The Testing of Electric Machinery' dnd
Materials of Construction/' Jeurn. Insi. EU(. Eng^ (i9Q6>» ift^, aS.

(J. A. FT)

TRANSIT CIRCLE* or Meridian CntcxE, an instrument for

observing the time of a star's passing the meridian, at the same
time measuring its angular distance from the zenith. The idea

of having an instnunent (quadrant) fixed in the plane of the

meridian occurred even to the ancient astronomers, and is

mentioned by Ptolemy, but it was not carried into practice until

Tycho Brahe constructed a large meridian quadrant. This

instrument enabled the observer to determine simultaneously

right ascenaon and dedination, but it does not appear to have
been much used for right ascension during the 17th century, the

method of equal altitudes by portable quadrants or measures
of the angular distance between stars with a sextant being

ixrefened. Tliese methods were, however, veiy inconvenient,

which induced ROmer to invent the transit instnunent about

1690. It consists of a borisontal axis in the direction east and
west resting on firmly fixed supports, and having a telescope

fixed at right angles to it, revolving freely in the plane of the

meridian. At the same time RSmer invented the altitude and
azimuth instrument for measuring vertical and horizontal angles,

and ini704 he combined a vertioil drde with his transit instru-

ment, so as to determine both coordinates at the same time.

This latter idea was, however, not adopted elsewhere, although

the transit instrument soon came into universal use (the first

one at Greenwich was mounted in xyai), and the mural quadrant

continued till the end of the century to be employed for deterr

mining dedinations. The advantage of using a whole circle,

as less liable to change its figure, and not requiring reversal in

order to observe stars north of the zenith, was then again recog-

nized by Ramsden, who also improved the method of reading

off angles by means of a micrometer microscope as described

below. The making of drdes was shortly afterwards taken up
by Troughton, who in x8o6 constructed the first modem transit

drde for Groombridge's observatory at Blackheath, but he
afterwards abandoned the idea, and designed the mural drde
to take the place of the mural quadrant. In the United King-

dom the transit instrument and mural drde continued till the

middle of the igth century to be the prindpal instrument iS

observatories, the first transit drde constructed there being that

at Greenwich (mounted in 1850) but on the continent the transit

drde superseded them from the years xSift-xSig, when two
drdes by Rcpsold and by Rdchenbach were mounted at

GOttingen, and one by Reichenbach at KSnigsberg.^ The firhi

of Repsold was for a number of years eclipsed by that of Pistor

and Martins in Berlin, who furnished various observatories

with first<lass instruments, but since the death of Martins the

Repsolds have again taken the lead, and have of late years

made many transit drdes. The observatories of Harvard
College (United States), Cambridge and Edinburgh have large

drdes by Trotighton and Simms, who also made the Greenwich

drde from the design of Airy.*

In the earliest transit instrument the tdesoope was not placed

in the middle of the axis, but much nearer to one end. in oider to
prevent the axis from bending under the weight of the tdescope.
It is now always placed in the centre of the axis. The latter

consists of one piece of brass or gun-metal with carefully turned
cylindrical steel pivots at each end. Several recent instruments
have been made entirely of steely which is much more rigid than
brass. The centre of the axis is shaped like a cube, the sides

of which form the basis of two cones which end in cylindrical

parts. The pivots rest on V-shaped bearings, cither let into the mas-
sive stone or brick piers which support the instrument or attached
to metal frameworia bolted on the tops of the piers. In order to
relieve the pivots from the wdght of the instrument, which would
soon destroy thdr figure, the cylindrical part of each end of the axis

is supported by a hook supplied with friction rollers, and suspended
from a lever supported by the pier and counterbalanced so as to
leave only about 10 lb pressure on each bearing. Near each
end of the axis is attached a circle or wheel (generally of 3 or 3) ft.

diameter) findy divided to 2' or 5' on a slipof silver let into the
face ci the drcle near the circumference. The graduation is read
off by means of microscopes, generally four for each drde at 90*
from each other, as by taking the mean of the four readings the
eccentricity and the acddental errors of graduatbn are to a sreat

extent diminated.* In the earlier instruments by Pistor and Mar*
tins the microscopes were fixed in holes drilled through the pier,

but afterwards they let the piers be made narrower, so that the
microscopes could be at the sides of them, attached to radial arms
starting from near the bearings of the axis. This is preferable,

as it allows of the temporary attachment of auxiliary microscopes
for the purpose of investigating the errors of graduation of the
drcle, but the plan of the Repsolds and of Simms, to make the piers

short and to let the mkxoscopes and supports of the axis be carried

by an iron framework, is better still, as no part of the circle is
l mi -T .H . 1 ' ,1.- " ,;^ ;_-^ .. 1
'The most noUble exception was the transit instrument and

vertical drcle of the Pulkovo observatory, specially designed by
the elder Struve for fundamental determinations.

'This instrument differs in many partkulars from others: the

important prindple of symmetnr m all the parts (scrupi^ously

followed in all others) is quite discarded: there is only one circle;

and the instrument cannot be reversed. There is a similar instru-

ment at the Cape observatory.
. , . , .

• On Rekhenbach's drcles there were verniers mstead of micro-

scopes, and they were attached to an alidade circle, the immovability

of which was tested by a leveL
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exposed to radiation from the pier, which maycause strain and thereby
change the angular distance between various parts of the circle.

Each microscope is furnished with a micrometer screw, which
moves a frame carrving a cross, or better two close parallel threads
6( spider's web, with which the distance of a division line from the
centre of the field can be measured, the drum of the screw being
divi{J«I to fiiogle B«:ands of ^s^ arc (o-i^'bein^ estimated), while

the luamticr tk revoJutions f^^^ oro rftimird by a kind of comb
in tht licld oC view. The ]p—j|

fjcriudic trrtir* oi the screw

Transit Circle.

must be investigated and taken into account^ and care must be
taken that the microscopes are placed and kept at such a distance
from the circle that one revolution will correspond to i', the excess
or defect (error of run) being determined from time to time by
measurinK standard intervals oi 2' or 5' on the circle.

The telescope consists of two slightly conical tubes screwed to
the central cube of the axis. It is of great importance that this

connexion should be as firm and the tube as stiff as possible,^ as
the flexure of the tube will affect the declinations deduced from the
otMCTvations. The flexure in the horizontal position of the tube
may be determined by means of two collimators or telescopes

placed horizontally in the meridian, north and south of the transit

circle, with their object glasses towards it. If these are pointed
• on one another (through holes in the central tube of the telescope),

so that the wire-crosses in their foci coincide, then the telescope,

if pointed first to one and then to the other, will have described
exactly 180*, and by reading off the circle each time the amount
of flexure will be found. M. Loewy has constructed a vciy in^nious
apparatus^ for determining the flexure in any zenith distance,

but generally the observer of standard start endeavours to eliminate

the effect of flexure in one of the following ways: either the tube is

so arranged that eyepiece and object-glass can be int^changed,
whereby the mean of two observations of the same star in the two
positions of the object-glass will be free from the effect of flexure,

or a star is not only observed directly (in zenith distance Z), but
also by reflection from a mercury trough (in zenith distance 180^

—

Z),
a« the mean result of the 2^D. of the direct and reflection observa-
tions, before and after reversing the instrument east-and west, will

only contain the terms of the flexure depending onstn2Z.sin4Z. &c.
In order to ,raise the instrument a reversing carriage is provided
which runs on rails between the piers, and on which the axis with
circles and telescope can be raised by a kind of screw-jack, wheeled
out from between the piers, turned exactly 180*, wheeled back, and
gently lowered on its bearings.

The eye end of the telescope has in a pUme through the focus
a number of vertical and one or two horizontal wires (spider lines).

The former are used for observing the transits of the stars, each
wire furnishing a separate result Tor the time of transit over the
middle wire by adding or subtracting the known interval between
the latter and the wire in question. The intervals are determined
by observing the time taken by a star of known declination to pass
from one wire to the other, the pole star being best on account of

its slow motion.' Instead of vertical wires, the eye end may be
fitted with Repsold's self-rwistering micrometer with one movable
wire to follow the star (see MickOMSTER). The instrument is pro-

> Rck:henbach supplied his tubes with counterpoising levers like

those on the Dorpat refractor (see Telescope).
' Comptes rendus, Ixxxvii. 24.
• The transits are either observed by " eye an<l. ear," counting

the second beats of the clock and comparing the distance oT the star
from the wire at the last beat before the transit over the wire with
the distance at the first beat after the transit, in this way estimatins
the time of transit to o* i* ; or the observer employs a " chronograph*

vided with a clamping apparatus, by whk;h the observer, after having
beforehand set to the approximate declination of a star, can clamp
the axis so that the telescope cannot be moved except very slowly
by a handle pushing the end of a fine screw against the clamp arm,
which at the other side is pressed by a strong spring. By this

slow motbn, the star is made to run along one of the horizontal
wires (or if there are two close ones, in the middle between thcm^,-
after which the microscopes are read off. A movable horizontal
wire or declination-mkrrometer is also often used. The field or
the wires can be illuminated at the observer's pleasure; the lamps are
placed at some distance from the piers in order not to heat the
instrument, and the light passes through holes in the piers and
through the hollow axis to the cube, whence it is directed to the
eye-end by a svstem of prisms.*
The time 01 the star's transit over the middle wire b never

exactly equal to the actual time of its meridian passage, as the plane
in which the telescope turns never absolutely coincides with the
meridian. Let the production of the west end of the axis- meet
the celestial sphere in a point of which the altitude above the horizon
is 6 (the error of inclination), and of which the azimuth is 00*—

a

(the azimuth being counted from aouth through west), while the
optical axis of the telescope makes the angle 90^ -|- c with the' w^est
end of the axis of the instrument, then the correction to the ob-
served time of transit will be {a sin(^— S) + b cos (0— A) -(- c| / cos i,

where ^ is the latitude of the station and i the declination of
the star. This is called Tobias Mayer's formula, and is very con-
venient if only a few observations have to be reduced. Putting
b sin <ft—a cos ^bm, we get Hansen's formula, which gives the
correction » 6 sec ^ -(- n (tan i — tan.^) + c ace i, which is

more convenient for a greater number of observations. The daily
aberration is always deducted from c, as it is also multiplied by
sec S (being 0'3i' cos ^ sec S). The above corrections are lor upper
culmination; below the pole 180^ — 5 has to be substituted for i.

The constant e is determined by pointing the instrument on one
of the collimators, measuring the distance of its wire<ross from the
centre wire of the transit circle by a vertical wire movable by a
micrometer screw, reversing the instrument and repeating the
operation, or (without reversing) by pointing the two collimators
on one another and measuring the distance of first one and then the
other wire-cross from the centre wire. The inclination 6 is measured
directly by a level which can be suspended on the pivots.* Having
thus found b and c , the- observation of two stars of known right
ascension will furnish two eonations from whk:h the ckx:k error
and the azimuth can be found. For finding the azimuth it is most
advantageous to use two stars differing as nearly 90* in declination
as possible, such as a star near the pole and one near the equator,
or better still (if the weather permits it) two successive meridian
transits of a close circumpolar star (one above and one below the
pole), as in this case errors in the assumed right ascension will not
mfluence the result.

The interval of time between the culminatbns or meridian
transits of two stars is their difference of right ascension, 24 houre
corresponding to 360* or I hour to I5^ If once the absolute right

ascensions of a number of standard stars are known, it is very simple
by means of these to determine the R.A- of any number of stars.

Tne absolute R.A. of a star is found by observing the interval
of time between its culmination and that of the sun. If the in-

clination of the ecliptic («) is known, and the declination of the
sun {i) is observed at the time of transit, we have sin a tan e » tan 5,

which gives the R.A. of the sun, from which, t(M:ether with the
observMl interval of time corrected for the rate of the clock, we get
the R.A. of the star. Differentiation of the formula shows that
observations near the equinoxes are most advantageous, and that
errors in the assumed* • and the observed I will have no influence
if the A« is observed at two epochs when the sun's R.A. is A and
i8o*—A or as near thereto as possible. A great number of ob-
servations of this kind will furnish materials lor a standard cata-
logue; but the right ascensions of many important catalogues ha\'e
hvan found by making use of the R,A.'s of a previous catalogue
to determine the clock error and thus to improve the individual
adopted R.A.'s of the former catalogue.

In order'to determine absolute declinations or polar distances, it

is first necessary to determine the co-latitude (or distance of the pole
from the zenith) by observing the upper and lower culmination
of a number of circumpolar stars. The difference between the
circle readine after observing a star and the reading corresponding
to the zenith is the zenith distance of the star, and this plus the
co-latitude is the north polar distance or 90* — h. In order to

and by pressing an electric key causes a mark to be made on a
paper stretched over a uniformly revolving drum, on which the
clock beats are at the same time also marked electrically.

* The idea of illuminatine through the axis is due to H. Ussher,
professor of astronomy in Dublin (d. 1790)-

• To avoid the use of a very large level, the pivots of the new
transit circle at Kiel are supplied with small " riders " carrying
a wire-cross; these can in turn be observed through a horizontal

telescope with a han^'ng mirror in front of its object-elaM, whereby
the difference in height of the two pivots above a horizontal line

may be measured.
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<leterinine the zenith point of the circle, the telescope u directed

veftkaJIy downm-ards and a basin of mencunr is placed under it.

forming an absolutely horizontal mirror. Looking through the

tcl^ope the observer aees the horizonul wire and a reflected

image of the same, and if the telesc6pe is moved so as to make
these coincide, its optkral axis will be perpendxrular to the plane of

the horizon, and the circle reading will be 180* + zenith point. In

observations of stars refraction has to be taken into account as well

as the errors of graduation and flexure, and, if the bisection of the

star on the horizontal wire was not made in the centre of the field,

allowance must be made for curvature (or the deviation of the

star's path from a great circle) and for the inclination of the hori-

zontal wire to the horizon. The amount of this inclination is

found by uking repeated observations of the zenith distance of

a star during the one transit, the pole star being the roost suitable

owing to its slow motion.
Attempts have been made in various places to record the transits

of a star photographically ; with most success at the Georgetown
College Observatory, Washington (since 1889). A sensitive plate

n placed in the focus of a transit instrument and a number of short

exposures made, their length and the time they are made being
roistered automatically by a clock. The exposing shutter is a
thm strip of steel, fixed to the armature of an electromagnet. The
plate thus gives a series of dots or short lines, and the vertkal

wires are photosraphed on the plate by throwing light through
the object-glaM for one or two seconds. This seems to give better

results than the method adopted at the Paris observatory, where
the plate is moved by clock-work and the exposure is comparatively
long, while the image of a fixed slit is photographed at different

recofded instants.

Literature.—The methods of investigating the errors of a transit

circle and correcting the results of observations for them are given
in BrQnnow's and Chauvenet's manuals of spherical astronomy.
For dctafled descriptions of modem transit circles, see particubriy
the WfishintioH ObsemUunu for 1865. the Publications of the Wash-
bum Observatory (vol. ii.) and Aslrtmomische Beobacktunien mu
Kid (1905). Thie Greenwich circle is described in an appendix
to the Creamick Observations for i8<p. Accounts of photographic
transit instruments will be found in The Pkolochrono^apk (Washmg-
ton, 1891). Annates 4e I'observatoire de Tokyo^ tome lii. and Comptes
nndau Quly 16, 1906). (J. L. E. D.)

TBAHSKSIt one of the divisions of the' Cape province, South

Africa, east of the Kei River, being part of the country known
variously as Kaffraria iiq.v.),

" the Native Territories " (of the

Cape) and the Transkeian Territories. The majority of the

inhiabitants aie Fingo iq.v.),

TRANSLATION (Lat. Irans, across, and lotus, the participle

of ferre, to carry), literally a carrying over or transference from

one to another, and so from one medium to another. Among
the more literal usages is the translation of Enoch in the Bible

(Heb. zi. 5), or the ecclesiastical removal of a bishop to another

see. But the commonest sense of the word is in connexion with

the rendering of one language into another.

The characteristics of a good translation in the literaiy sense,

and the* history of the influence, tlut>ugh translations, of one

literature on another, are worth more detailed notice. Dxyden
has prescribed the course to be followed in the execution of

the ideal translation: " A translator that would write with any
force or spirit of an original must never dwell on the words of

his author. He ought to possess himself entirely, and perfectly

comprehend the genius and sense of his author, the nature of the

subject, and the terms of the art or subject treated of; and then

be will express himself as justly, and with as much life, as if he

wrote an original; whereas, he who copies word for word loses

all the spirit in the tedious transfusion." Comparatively few

transhtocs have satisfied this canon. A writer capable of attain-

ing the standard set up by Dryden is naturally more disposed

to use his powers to express his own views than those of his

foreign predecessors. No doubt at all times, and in all countries,

translations have usually been produced for utilitarian purposes,

and not from artistic motives. In the first instance we may
assume that translations were undertaken in a spirit of educa-

tional propaganda as a means of communicating new ideas and
new facts to a somewhat uninstructed and uncritical public,

indifferent as to matters of form. But, though the tran^tor's

primary motive is didactic, he is insensibly led to reproduce the

manner as well as the matter of his original as closely as possible.

Montaigne warns aspirants of the difficulty in dealing with

•uthon remarkable for the finish of their execution. " II faict

bon," he writes in the Applogie de Ramotid Sebaiide, " traduire

les aucteurs comme cduy-Ul ou n n'y a guires que la matiire k
repr6senter; mais oeuz qui ont donn6 boiuooup i la grace et k
rdiganoe de langage ils sont dangereux k entrq>rendre nommf-
ment pour les rapporter k un idiome plus foible." As it happens,

however the task of translating foreign masterpieces has
frequently been undertaken by writers of undisputed literary

accomplishment whose renderings have had a permanent effea

on the literature of their native country.

It was certainly the case when Rome, having conquered
Greece, was captured by her captive. Tliere is much point

and little exaggeration in the statement that " when the Greek
nation became a province of Rome, the Latin literature became
a province of the Greek "; and this peaceful victory was initiated

by a series of translations made by writers of exceptional ability

and, in some cases, of real genius. The first trainslator whose
lume is recorded in the history of European literature is L.

Livius Andronictts, a manumitted Greek slave who about 140
B.C., rendered the Odyssey into Satumian veise. This transla-

tion, of which some fragments are preserved, was long in use as

a school text, for Horace studied it under the formidable Orbiiius;

but Andronicus appears to have recognized his mistake in using

the native Latin measure as a vehicle of literaiy expression,

and is said to have rendered Greek tragedies and comedies into

metres corresponding to those of his Greek originals. The deci-

sion was momentous, for it influenced the whole metrical develop-

ment of Latin poetry. The example set by Andronicus was
followed by Naevius and Ennius, both of whom laid the founda-
tions of the Latin theatre by translating Greek plays^—especially

those of Euripides—and naturalized in Rome the henmeter,
which, as practised later by Lucretius and Virgil, was destined

to become " the stateliest measure ever mouldeid by the lips of

man." The tradition of transbting more or less freely was
continued by Pacuvius, the nephew of Ennius, as well as by
Plautus and Terence, whose comedies are skilful renderings or

adaptations from the New Attic Comedy of Philemon, Diphilus

and Menander. A persistent transhitor from the Greek was
Cicero, who inteipolates in his prose writings versified renderings

of passages from Homer, Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides

which prove the injustice of the popular verdict on his merits

asa poet. Gcero not only translated the oration of Demosthenes
On the Crown, but also inade Latin versions of Plato's Timaeus
(part of which survives), of Xenophon's Oeccnomicus, and of

the Phaenomena, an astronomical poem by Aratus of Soli, an
Alexandrian imitator of Hesiod. This iMt performance was
a tribute to the prevailing fashion of the moment, for the Alex-

andrian poets had supplanted the early Greek school in favour

among the literary circles of Rome. To the foregoing list may
be added the great name of Catullus, whose Coma Berenices is

translated from Callimachus, and Cornelius Gallus is mentioned
as a translator of Euphorion. Complete thinslations became
less and less necessary as a knowledge of Greek spread among
the educated dass. But the practice of translating fragments

ol Greek verse continued throtighout the classic period of Latin
literature, and the translations of Greek originals incorporated

by Virgil were duly pointed out by Octavius Avitus.

The knowledge of Greek declined with the empire, and trans-

lations were accordingly produced for the benefit of students

who were curious concerning the philosophic doctrines of the

Athenians and the Neoplatonists. Porphjrry's introduction to

Aristotle's Categories was transhited by Victorinus about the

reign of Juh'an the Apostate; at the end of the 5th century this

introduction was once more translated by Boetius, whose trans-

lations of Aristotle's Categories and other logical treatises began

the movement which ended in establishing the Greek philosopher

as the most profound and authoritative exponent of intellectual

problems during the middle ages. Plato was less fortunate,

for he was known to studenU chiefly by the Latin version of the

Timaeus made by Chalddius (it is said) for Hosius, the bishop

of Cordova. Cassiodorus, the contemporary of Boetius, went

farther afield when he ordered a Latin translation of Josephus

to be prepared; but the interest in Aristotle extended to *^^
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East, and in the 6th centuiy he was translated into SynBC by
Sergius of Resaina. The Syrians acted as interpreters of Greek
learning to the Arabs, and during the 8th and 9th centuries

—

chiefly through the staff of translators organized at Bagdad by
Honein ibn Ishak—the works of Plato and Aristotle, as well as

those of Hippocrates and Galen, were translated into Arabic.

These translations axe of capital importance in the history of

European thought. Many of them were introduced into Spain

by the Arabs, and were rendered—in some cases through the

intermediary of a Castilian-speaking Jew—into Latin at the

college of translators founded in 1x30 (or shortly afterwards)

at Toledo by Raymund, archbishop of that city. Circulating

widely throughout western Europe, these Latin translations

supplied the learned with a third- or fourth-hand knowledge of

Greek philosophy. When Albertus Magnus, St Thomas Aquinas,

or any other early b'ght of the schools refers to Aristotle, it must
be borne in mind that he often had no more exact acquaintance

with the text which he expounds or confutes than could be
gathered from an indirect Latin version of an Arabic rendering

of a Syriac translation of a Greek original This accounts for

many misunderstandings and errors which would otherwise

be incomprehensible. Among the earliest European translators

who made their way to Toledo were Adehud of Bath, who
rendered an Arabic version of Euclid into Latin; the English-

man known as Robert de Retines, afterwards archdeacon of

Pamplona, the first translator of the Koran, which he did into

Latin in 1141-1143 by order of Peter theVenerable; and Gerard

of Cremona, who, towards the end of the Z2th century, was
responsible for over seventy translations from the Arabic,

including Ptolemy's Almagest and many of Aristotle's treatises,

as well as works by Galen, Hippocrates and Avicenna. Early

in the X3th century Michael Scot, who had begun his Arabic

studies at Palermo, visited Toledo and (perhaps with the help

of the Jew Andreas, if We are lo believe the statement of Her-

mann the German, repeated by Roger Bacon) translated into

Latin various works of Aristotle, Avicenna, and—^more e^>ecially

—^Averroes. These Latin translations by Michael Scot intro-

duced Avenoes to the notice of Western scholars,-and the fact

that they were used at the universities of Paris and Bologna

gave the first impetus to the vogueof Averroistic doctrine which

lasted from the time of St Thomas Aquinas to the rise of Martin

Luther. At Toledo, between 1240 and 1256, Hermann the

German translated into Latin the commentaries of Ayerroes

on Aristotle's Eihict, together with abridgments of the Poetic

and the Rhetoric made respectively by Averroes and ^arabi.
But, at the very period of Hermann the German's residence at

Toledo, a more satisfactory method of translation was begun.

Within half a century of the conquest of Constantinople in 1204

a visit to Spain was no longer indispensable for a would-be

translator of Greek philosophical treatises. The original texts

slowly became more available, and a Latin translation of Aris-

totle's Eihics seems to have been made from the Greek by order

of Robert Grosseteste, bishop of Lincoln, between 1 240-1244.

Towards the end of the century the indefatigable William of

Moerbeke (near Qhent)—^mentioned as " William the Fleming "

by Roger Bacon—produced, amongst numerous other Latin

renderings from the Greek, versions of Aristotle's Rhetoric and
Politics which have commended thenuelves to more exact

scholars of the modem German type. The Latin renderings

from the Arabic were current till a much later date; but it was
henceforth accepted, at least in principle, that translations of

the Greek classics should be made direa itom. the original text.

Meanwhile the work of translating foreign productions into

the local vernacular had been begxm in the north and west of

Europe. Towards the end of the 9th century an illustrious

English translator appeared in the person of King Alfred, who
rendered St Gregory the Great's Cura pastoralis into West
Saxon " sometimes word for word, sometilhes sense for sense."

Alfred is also regarded, though ,with less certainty, as the

translator of Bede's Historia ecdesiastica and the Historia

adversus faganos of Orosius. The version of St Gregory's treatise

is the most literal of the three; omissions are frequent in the

renderings of Bede and OrosTus, and in all the diction is disfigured

by latinisms. A larger conception of a translator's function

is noticeable in Alfred's version of Boetius's Dc cotisolatione

philosophiae, a famous Neoplatonic treatise which was the
delight of the middle ages, and was translated hter into German
by Notker Labeo, into French by Jean de Meung, and twice
again into English by Chaucer and by Queen Elizabeth respec-
tively. In translating Boetius, Alfred deals more freely with
his author, interpolates passages not to be found in the extant
texts of the original, and yet succeeds in giving an adequate
interpretation which is also an excellent specimen of English
prose. If the alliterative verses found in one manuscript of
Alfred's translation are accepted as his work, it is dear that he
had no poetic faculty; but he has the credit of opening up a new
path, of bringing England into contact with European thought,
and of stimulating such writers as Werferth, bishop of Worcester
—the tnmslator of St Gregory's Dialogues—to proceed on the
same line. Some forty years earlier John Sootus (Erigena) had
won celebrity as a translator by his Latin renderings of works
ascribed to the mysterious 5th century Neoplatonist who passes
under the name of Dionysius the Areopagite. Towards the dose
of Alfred's reign some countrymen of Erigena bettered his
example by producing Irish versions of Hippocrates and Galen
at St GaUen. St Gallen became a centre of translation, and
there, at the beginning of the xxth century, Notker L&beo
presided over a committee of interpreters who issued German
renderings of certain treatises by Aristotle, Terence's Andria
and Yirgil's Edogttes, Far greater literary importance attaches
to SyntipaSfthe title given by Michael Andreopulos to a collection

of andent Oriental tales which he translated from an intermediate
Synac version into Greek at the request of the Armenian duke
of Melitene about the end of- the xxth century. These stories

were retranslated into French verse and (by Jean de Haute-SdUe)
into Latin during the course of the x 2th century under the respec-
tive titles of the Sept sages de Rome and Dohpaikos; they were
utilized in the Cento novelle anticke, in the Lihro dei setie savj,

and in the Decamerone, and were finally absorbed by every
literature in Europe. Immense popuUrity was won by the
Liber gestorum Borlaam et Josaphat, a Latin translation made in
the xxth or xath century from the Greek, and recast in many
European languages during the X3th century. The book is in
fact a legendary life of Buddha adapted to the purposes of
Christianity by a monk; but it was accepted as an historical

record, the undisceming credulity of the faithful informaUy
canonized Barlaam and Josaphat, and ultimately compelled the
Latin Church to indude these two fictitious beings as saints in
the Marlyrologium romanum. This is perhaps the most curious
result attained by any translation. The interest in* Eastern
apologues and morallring stories, which was early shown in
Marie de France's translation of Aesopic fables, was further

demonstrated by the Castih'an translations of KalUak and
Dimnah and Sindibad made about the middle of the X3th
century, by (or at the command oO Alphonso the Learned and
his brother the Infante Fadrique respectivdy.

The enthusiasm for these Oriental stories was communicated
to the rest of Europe by John of Capua's Directorium kumanae
vitae (X270), a Latin translation of Kaliiah and Dimnah; but, in

the meanwhile, as the younger Eurc^)ean literatures grew, in
power and variety, the fidd of translation necessarily widened
to such an extent that detailed description becomes impossible.

Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia regum Britanniaet which pur-
ports to be a free version of an uimamed Breton book, is the
source of the Arthurian legends which reappeared transformed

in elaborate French versions, and were transmitted to the rest

of Europe during the x2th and 13th centuries During this

period of Fren^ literary supremacy instances of bilingual

faculty are not wanting in the form of translations: shortly

after the middle of the ^3th century Brunette Latini translated

passages of Gcero into Italian, and sdections from Sallust into

French. A hundred years later there are unmistakable indica-

tions that the middle ages are departing, that, the French
suzerainty over literature is at an end, and that the advent of
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the New Humanism is an accomplished fact. The early Renais-
sance had already dawned in Italy: a renewed interest in the

Latin classics (Greek was not yet generally cultivated by scholars)

proved that there was a revival of learning in France. Livy
was done into French by Bersuire, Seneca by Bauchant,
Boccaccio by Laurent de Premier Fait, and a celebrated trans-

lator appeared in the person of Nicolas Oresme, who, however,
rendered Aristotle from a Latin version. In England Chaucer
executed translations of Boetius and part of the Roman de la

rose, and succeeded equally in interpreting the philosophic

treatise and the allegorical poem. A still further advance b
discernible in the book of travels ascribed to Sir John Mande-
ville: this work, which seems to have been originally written in

French, is rendered into English with an exceptional felicity

which has won for the translator the loose-fitting but not
altogether inappropriate title of " the father of EngUsh prose.''

The English version of Mandeville is assigned to the beginning

of the 15th century. About 1470 Sir Thomas Malory produced
from French originals his Morte d'Arthur, a pastiche of different

texts translated with a consummate art which amounts to

originality. Malory's inspired version, together with the

numerous renderings from the French issued (and often made
personally) by Caxton, stimulated the public taste for romantic
narrative, raised the standard of execution, and invested the

translator with a new air of dignity and importance.

Yet the 15th century has a fair claim to be regarded as the

golden age of translation. The Gothic version of the Bible,

made by Ulfilas during the 4th century almost simultaneously

with St Jerome's Vulgate, is invaluable as the sole literary

monument of a vanished language; the X4th century English

version by Wydiffe and the 15th century English versions

which bear the names of Tyndale and Coverdale are interesting

in themselves, and are also interesting as having contributed

to the actual Authorized Version of 161 1. But they are incom-
parably less important than Luther's German translation of the

Bible (1522-1534) which, apart from its significance as indicating

the complete victory of the liberal middle class and the irreme-

diable downfall of the feudal and ecclesiastical autocracy,

supplanted minor dialects and fixed the norm of literary expres-

sion in German-speaking countries. Luther, it has been truly

said, endowed Germany with a uniform literary language, a

possession which she had lost for nearly three hundred years.

The effect of profane literature was speedily visible in Fischart's

translations of Rabelais's PanlagruUine (1572) and the first

book of Carganiua (1575). But before this date France had
produced a prince of translators in Jacques Amyot, bishop of

Auxerre. In 1548 Nicolas de Herberay had published a French

translatk>n of Amadis de Caule which enchanted the polite

«'orId at the court of Henry II., had its day, and is forgotten.

But Amyot's translation of Plutarch (1559) remains an acknow-

ledged masterpiece, surviving all changes of taste and all

variations of the canon of translation. Montaigne writes:
** Je donne la palme avecque raison, ce me scmble, & Jacques

Amyot, sur tous nos escripvains Francois." If " escripvain " be

understood to mean " translator," this judgment is beyond appeal.

Lord Bemers will not bear comparison with Amyot in achieve-

ment or influence; but. though less completely equipped and

less uniformly happy in his choice of texts (for Amyot translated

the Aetkiopian History and Daphnis and Chloe as well as Plu-

tarch), Lord Bemers holds a distinguished place in the ranks

of English translators. His renderings of Fcm&ndes de San
Pedro's Cdrcel de amor and of Guevara's Libra aureo are now
read solely by specialists engaged in tracing EngUsh euphuism to

its remoter sources, and some of hb other translations—the Boke

of Duke Huon of Burdeux and Arthur of Little Britain—^are too

poor in substance to be interesting nowadays. But Lord Bemers
b justly remembered by his notable translation of Froissart

(1523-1525). Froissart offers fewer opportunities than Guevara

for the display of that " fecundious art of rhetoric " in which the

English translator thought himself deficient, and, with this

tempution removed. Lord Bemers is seen at his best. In his

version of Froissart, apart from endless confusion of proper

names, he makes few mbtakes of any real importance, and, if he
scarcely equab hb original in brio^ he b almost invariably ade-
quate in reproducing the French blend of simplicity with slate-

hness. Such translations as Phaer's Virgil (1557) and Gelding's
Ovid (1561) have not the hbtorical importance of William
Painter's Palace of Pleasure, a miscellaneous collection of stories

rendered from the Italian, nor of Jasper Hcywood's version of

Seneca (1581) whose plays had exercised immense influence upon
the methods of Gamier and Montchr^tien in France. Though
Kyd transhted Gamier's CornHie, the Scnecan system was
destined to defeat in England, and Heywood's translation did
not even postpone the catastrophe. On the other hand Marl<nv'e

found the subject of hb Tamburlaine in Painter's collection, and
thus began the systematic exploitation of the Palace of Pleasure

which was continued by hb successors on the stage. A trans-

lator of the rarest excellence was forthcoming in Sir Thomas
North, who rendered Guevara (1557) from the French (revising

his second edition from the Spanish), and The MoraU Philosophie

of Doni—*'tL worke first compiled in the Indian tongue"

—

from the Italian (1570). But, good as they are, both these

versions are overshadowed by the famous translation of Plutarch
which North publbhed in 1579. He may have referred occa-

sionally to the Greek, or perhaps to some intermediate Latin
rendering; but the basis of hb work is Amyot, and his English
is not inferior to the French in sonority and cadence of phrase.

This retranslation of a translation is a masterpiece of which
fragments are incorporated with scarcely any change in Corio-

lanus, Julius Caesar and A ntony and Cleopatra ; and touches from
North have been noted also in the Midsummer Night's Dream
and in Timon of Athens. Amyot greatly influenced the develop-

ment of French prose, and hb translation was the source of

Racine's Mithridate; but, if we reflect that Shakespeare not only
took some of hb subjects from the English Plutarch and found
nothing to amend in the diction of many passages. North's
triumph may be reckoned as even more signal than Amyot's.
Very little below North's translation of Plutarch comes
John Florio's translation of Montaigne (1603), a fantastically

ingenious performance which contributed a celebrated passage
to The Tempest and introduced the practice of the essay into

England. It is impossible to cope with the activity of English

translators during the last half of the x6th century and the first

half of the 17th. To thb period belongs Chapman's impressive

and resounding translation (1598-1616) of Homer, which was to

enrapture Keats two hundred years later. Adlington's version

of Apuleius, Underdown's renderings of Heliodorus and Ovid,
the translations of Livy, Pliny, Suetonius* and Xenophon
issued in quick succession by Philemon Holland are vivid and
often extravagantly picturesque in their conveyance of classic

authors into Elizabethan prose. With them must be named the

translator of Tacitus (i 591), Sir Henry Savile, who served later

on the committee which prepared the Authorized Version of

the Bible, and must therefore be counted amongst those who
have exercised a permanent influence on English prose style.

Thomas Shelton produced the earliest translation (161 2) of

Don Quixote, a version which, in spite of its inaccuracies and
freakishness, preserves much of the tone and atmosphere of the

original. Mabbe's translation (1622) of Cusmdn de Alfarache

was lauded by Ben Jonson, and widely read during the 17th

century, and his version of the Celestina deserved a success which

it failed to obtain. It compares most favourably with a version

of Tasso (1600) by Edward Fairfax, who has been persistently

overpraised. But the Puritanical instinct of the English people,

powerful even when not in the ascendant, was an insuperable

obstacle to the acclimatization of Spanbh literature in England.

The Leviathan has obscured Hobbes's fame as a translator, but

he is known to scholars by his sound but crabbed rendering of

Thucydides (1629), and by a wholly unnecessary version of

Homer which he published at the very end of his career (1674).

Sir Roger L'Estrange is responsible for translations of Seneca,

Cicero and Josephus, which arc usually lively enough to be

readable and unfaithful enough to be misleading; the most

popular of hb renderings b a translation of Quevedo's SueAos
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(made through the French) which owes most of its vogue daring

the Restoration rather to its reckless indecency than to its

intrinsic merit. Dryden's free translations of Juvenal (1693)

and Virgil (1697) treat the original authors with a cavalier

freedom, but at least they preserve the meaning, if not the

conciseness and point, of the Latin.

Among the multitudinous English translations of the i8th

century it is only necessary to mention Pope's versions of the

Iliad (171S-1720) and the Odyssey (1725-1726), and Cowper's

rendering of Homer, issued in 1791. These neat translations

necessarily fail to convey any impression of Homer's epical

grandeur, and they set a mischievous fashion of artificial ' ele-

gance " which has been too often adopted by their successors;

but both Pope and Cowper conform faithfully to the mistaken

canon of their age, and both have fugitive moments of felicity.

A posthumous translation of Don Quixote bearing the mime of

Charles Jarvis appeared in 1742, has been reprinted times

innumerable ever since, and has helped to make Cervantes's

masterpiece known to generations of English-speaking people.

Defective in point of exact scholarship, it has the merit of agree-

able perspicuity, and there seems no reason to believe the remark,

ascribed by Warburton to Pope, that Jarvis " translated Don
Quixote without knowing Spanish ": the available evidence is

strongly against this malicious theory. The most remarkable

translations of the i8th century, however, appeiared in Germany:
these are the versions of the Odyssey (1781) and Iliad (1793) by
Voss, and A. W. von Schlegcl's rendering of Shakespeare (1797-

18 10), which gave a powerful impulse to the romantic movement
on the Continent.

Byron's version of a Spanish ballad and Shelley's renderings

of Caldcr6n arc interesting exhibitions of original genius volun-

tarily accepting a subordinate r6Ie. More importance attaches

to Carlyle's translation of WUhdm Meister (1824), a faithful

rendering free from the intolerable mannerisms and tricks which

the tran^tor developed subsequently in his original writings.

William Taylor had long before translated BUrger's Lenore^

Lessing's Nathan and Goethe's Iphigcnia; but such interest

as the English nation has been induced to take in German litera-

ture dates from the appearance of Carlyle's translation. If he

did nothing more, he compelled recognition of the fact that

Germany had at last produced an original genius of the highest

class. Calder6n found accomplished translators in Denis

Florence MacCarthy (i848-1873) and in Edward FiuGerald

(1853), who also attempted to render Sophocles into English;

but these are on a much lower plane than the translation of

the Rubaiydt (1859) of Omar Khayyam, in which, by a miracle

of intrepid dexterity, a half-forgotten Persian poet is transfigured

into a pessimistic English genius of the i9lh century. Versions

of Dante by Longfellow (whose translations of poems by minor

authors are often admirable), of Latin or Greek classics by
Conington, Munro, Jowett and Jcbb, maintain the best traditions

of the best translators. William Morris was less happy in his

poetical versions of Virgil (1875) and the Odyssey (1887) than in

his prose translations of The Story ofCrettir the Strong (1869) and

The Vtdsunga Saga (1870)—both made in collaboration with

Magniisson—and in his rendering of Beoundf (1895). In his

Lays of Prance (1872) Arthur O'Shaughncssy skirts the borders

of translation without quite entering into the field; he elaborates,

paraphrases and embroiders rather than translates the lais of

Marie de France.

Most versions of modem foreign writers are mere hackwork

carelessly executed by incompetent hands, and this is even more

true of England than of France and Germany. But, with t^e

development of literature in countries whose languages are

unfamiliar, the function of the translator increases in importance,

and in some few cases he has risen to his opportunity. Through
translations the works of the great Russian novelists have become
known to the rest of Europe, and through translations of Ibsen

the dramatic methods of the modern stage have undergone a

revolution. 0- F.-K.)

TRANSOM (probably a corruption of Lat. Iranstrum, a thwart,

in a boat; equivalents are Fr. traverse, croisUlon, Ger. LoshoU),

the architectural term given to the horizontal lintel or beam
which is framed across a window, dividing it into stages or
heights. In early Gothic ecclesiastical work transoms are only
found in belfry unglaaed windows or spire lights, where they
were deemed necessary to strengthen the mullions in the

absence of the iron stay bars, which in glazed windows served a
similar purpose. In domestic work, on account of the opening
casements, they are more frequently found. In the later Gothic,

and more especially the Perpendicular period, the introduction

of transoms became very general in windows of all kinds.

TRANSUBSTAMTIATION, the term adopted by the Roman
Catholic Church to express her teaching on the subject of the
conversion of the Bread and Wine into the Body and Blood of

Christ in the Eucharist. Its signification was authoritatively

defined by the Council of Trent in the following words: " If any
one shall say that, in the Holy Sacrament of the Eucharist there

remains, together with the Body and Blood of Our Lord Jesus

Christ, the substance of the Bread and Wine, and shall deny
that wonderful and singular conversion of the whole substance

of the Bread into (His) Body and of the Wine into (^is) Blood,

the species only of the Bread and Wine remaining—which con-

version the Catholic Church most fittingly calls Transubstantia-

tion—let him be anathema." * The word Transubstantiation is

not found earlier than (he 12th century. But in the Eucharistic

controversies of the 9th, xoth and ixth centuries the views

which the term embodies were clearly expressed; as, for example,

by Radbertus Paschasius (d. 865), who wrote that " the substance

of the Bread and Wine is efficaciously changed interiorly into

the Flesh and Blood of Christ," and that after the consecratioa

what is there is " nothing else but Christ the Bread of Heaven."-*

The words " substantially converted " appear in the formula

which Berengarius was compelled to sign in X079. Assuming
that the ExposUio canonis missae ascribed to St Pietro Damiant
(d. X072) is doubtful, we may take it that the first use of the word
is in a passage of Hildebcrt de Savardin ' (d. 1133), who brings

it into an exhortation quite informally, as if it were in common
use.* It is met with in a Decretal of Innocent III.* The fourth

Council of Lateran fully adopted it (1215). It is clear from the

treatise of Radbertus Paschasius already quoted that the word
** substance " was used for reality as distinguished from outward

appearance, and that the word " species " meant outward appear-

ance as opposed to reality. The terms, therefore, were not

invented by St Thomas Aquinas, and are not mere scholastic

subtlety. The definition of the Council of Trent was intended

both to enforce the accepted Catholic position and to exclude

the teaching of Luther, who, whilst not professing to be certain

whether the " substance " of the Bread and Wine could or could

not be said to remain, exclaimed against the intolerance of the

Roman Catholic Church in defining the question.*

For a full and recent exposition of the Catholic teaching on
Transubsuntiation the reader may consult De ecdesiae sacra"

mcHtis, auctore Ludovico Billot, S.J. (Rome, Propaganda Press,

1896). The Abb6 Pierre Batifol, In his Etudes d'histoire el de
tkcolope positive, 2"« s^rie (Elaboration de la notion de conversion,

and Conversion et transubslantialion) treats it from the point of view
of development (V. Lecoffre, Paris, 1905). (v J. C. H.)

TRANSVAAL, an inland province of the Union of South Africa

between the Vaal and Limpopo rivers. It lies, roughly, between
22|° and 27i' S. and 25** and 32° E., and is bounded S. by the

Orange Free State and Natal, W. by the Cape province and the

Bechuanaland Protectorate, N. by Rhodesia, E. by Portuguese

East Africa and Swaziland. Save on the south-west the frontiers,

for the main part, are well defined natural features. From the

south-west to the north-east comers of the colony is 570 m.; east

> ConcUtridenL Sess. XIII. Can. 3.

* P. L. Migne. CXX. De corpore et sanguine Domini^ cap. vuL
3, Cf. XV. 3.

* Sometimes called of Tours, or of Le Mans.
* See Batifol, Etudes d'histoire et de thMoiie positiee, s*" s^ne.

Lib. III. Decretalium, tit. 41. n. 6.

*De captivitate babvlonica ecdesiae. De coenft Domini. But
Luther elsewhere professed Consubstantiation; that is, in modem
Lutheran phrascologv, the " presence of our Lord's Body " ao»

with and under the bread.
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to west its greatest extent is 397 m. The totil area is 111,196

sq. m., a little less than the area of Great Britain and Ireland.

The boundaries of the Transvaal have varied from time to time.

The most important alteration was made in January 1903 when
the districts of Utrecht and Vryheid, which then formed the

south-eastern part of the country were annexed to Natal. The
area thus lost to the Transvaal was 6970 sq. m. (For map see

SotTTH Afuca.)

Physical Features.—About five-sixths of the country lies west
of the Drakensberg iq.v.), the mountain range which forms the inner

rim of the great tableland of South Africa. For a few miles on the
Natal-Transvaal frontier the Drakensberg run east and west and
here is the pass of Latng's Nek. Thetice the mountains sweep
round to the north, with their precipitous outer slopes facing east.

For iome 250 m. within the province the mountains form a r-ore

or less Continuous range, the highest point being tK>' M tu ' !>->rg

(8725 ft.) in 24* 20' 10*^5. 30* 3^ E., while there are .^ fn i [its

of 7000 or more feet. Eastward from the foot of th- I Mi jrg

stretches a broad belt of low land beyond which rise \\w [.^ inn,,bo
hills running north and south along the parallel oi y"^ li. .ind

approaching within 35 m. of the sea* at Delacoa Bay. Thcr Lcbr.nibo

hills are flat topped but with a well-definetrbreak on ihrir «ifrkH 3rd

side. This eastern edge forms the frontier between ^ ' nd
Portuguese territory.

The country west of the Drakensberg, though part of the main
South African tableland, is not uniform in character, consisting of

(1) elevated downs, (2) their slopes, (3) the fiat " bottom " land.

The downs or plateaus occupv all the southern part of the country,
sloping gradually westward from the Drakensberg. That part of

the pUteau east of Johannesburg is from 5000 to 6400 ft. high;

the western and somewhat larger half is generally below 5000 ft.

and sinks to about 4000 ft. on the Bechuanaland border. This
plateau land is called the high veld,' and covers about 34,000 sq. m.
The northern edge of the plateau follows an irregular line from
sonicwhat north of Mafeking on the west to the Mauchber^ on the

east. This edge is marked by ranges of hills such as the Wilwatcrs-
rand, Witwatersberg and Klagaliesberg; the Witwatersrand, which
extends eastward to Johannesburg, forming the watershed between
the rivers flowing to the Atlantic and Indian Ocean. Farther north.

be>-ond the intervening slopes and low bush, are two elevated

regions covering together over 4000 sq. m. They are the Water-
berg, and. more to the east, separated from the Waterberg by the

val&y of the Magalakwane tributary of the Limpopo, the Zoutpans-

berg. The Zoutpansbeiv has steep slopes and is regarded as the

northern termination of the Dralcensbcrg. An eastern offshoot

of the Zoutpansbere is known as the Murchison Range. The low
land between the high veld and the Waterberg and Zoutpansberg
is traversed by the Olifanu River, an east flowing tributary of the

The true high veld, extending east to west 120 m. and north to

south too m., consists of rolling grass covered downs, absolutely

treeless, save where, as at Johannesburg, plantations have been
made by man. the crest of the rolls being known as builts and the

hollows as hattes or vleys. The surface is occasionally broken
by kopjes—either table-shaped or pointed—rising sometimes 100

ft. above the general level. Small springs of fresh water are fre-

quent and there are several shallow lakes or pans—flat bottomed
depressions with no outlet. The largest of these pans, Lake
Chrissie, some 5 m. long by i m. broad, is in the south-eastern

Mrt of the high veld. The water in the pans is usually brackish.

The middle veld is marked by long low stony ridges, known as rands,

and these rands and the kopjes are often covered with scrub,

while mimosa trees are found in the river valleys.

The banken veld, formed by the denudation of the plateau, is

much broken up and is rich in romantic scenery. It covers about

27.000 sq. m.. and has an average breadth 01 40 m. In places,

as between Mafeking and Johannesburg, the descent is in terrace-

like steps, each step marked by a line of hills; in other places there

is a gradual slope and elsewhere the descent is abrupt, with out-

lying hilk and deep well-wooded valleys. The rocks at the base of

the slopes are granite, the upper escarpments are of sedimentary

rocks. Thence issue many streams which in their way to the

ocean have forced their way through the ranges of hills which mark
the steps in the pbteau. forming the narrow passes or poorts char-

acteristic of South African scenery.

As in the middle veld, rands and kopjes occur in the low or bush
veld, but the general characteristic of this part of the country,

which covers over 50,000 sq. nu, is its uniformitv. The low veld

east of the Drakensberv begins at about 3000 ft. above the sea

and sloMs to 1000 ft. or less until it meets the ridge of the Lebombo
hills. The lowest point is at Komati Poort. a gorge through the

Lebombo hills only 476 ft. above the sea. West and north of the

Drakensberg the general level of the low veld is not much below

that of the lowest altitudes of the middle veld, though the climatic

> By the Boers the western and less elevated part of the plateau

is known as the middle veki.

conditions greatly differ. North of the Zoutpansberg the ground
falls rapidly, however, to the Limpopo flats which are littK over
1200 ft. above the sea. Near the north-west foot of the Zoutpans-
berg is the larjse saltpan from which the mountains get their name.
The low veld is everywhere covered with scrub, and water is scarce,
the rivers being often dry in the winter season.

River Systems.—There are four separate river basins in the Trans-
vaal. Of these the Komati (q.v.) and its affluents, and the Pongola
and its affluents rise in the high veld and flowii^ eastward to the
Indian Ocean drain but a comparatively small area of the province,
of which the Pongola forms for some distance the south-eastern
frontier. The rest of the country is divided between the drainage
areas of the Vaal and Limpopo. The Vaal (q.v.) rises in the nigh
veld in the Ermelo district not far from the source of the Komati
and that of the Usuto tributary of the Pongola. The Vaal drains
the greater part of the plateau, flowing westward towards the
Atlantic. The waters of the northern escarpments of the plateau
and of all the region farther north are carried to the Indian Ocean
by the Limpopo Jq.v.) and its tributaries the Olifants, Great Marico,
Great Letaba, &c. Both the Vaal and the Limpopo in their main
course have high steep banks. They carry an immense volume of

water during the summer rains, but arc very small streams in the
winter, when several of their tributaries arc completely dry." None
of the rivers is navigable within the limits of the province. The
absence of alluvial deposits of any size is another characteristic

of the Transvaal rivers. For a considerable distance the Vaal
forms the frontier between the province and the Orange Free State
and in similar manner the Limpopo separates the Transvaal from
Bechuanaland and Rhodesia. Since the first advent of white
colonists many springs and pans and small streams have dried up,

this desiccation beine attributed, not so much to decreased rainfall,

as to the burning oH of the grass every winter, so that the water,

instead of soaking in, runs ofl the hard, baked ground into the larger

rivers. (F. R. C.)
Geology.

A broad ring of crystalline rocks (Swaxiland schists) encircles

the Transvaal except on the south, where the Karroo formation
extends over the Vaal River. Within this nearly complete circle

of crystalline rocks several geological formations have been deter-

mined, of which the age cannot be more definitely fiMd than that
they are vastly older than the Karroo formation and newer than the
Swaziland schists.

The following subdivisions have been recognized by Molengraaff

:

Karroo System, Transvaal System, Vaal River System, South
African Frimary System. Each of these systems is separated
from the other by a strong unconformity.

South African Primary System.—The South African Primary
System includes a complex of rocks as yet little understood. Ac-
cording to Molengraaff it includes the two following series:

—

{An upper group including the auri-

ferous conglomerates of the Rand:
a lower group (Hospiul Hill series)

of quaruites, shal^ and conglom-
erates.

Barberton and Swaziland/ Crystalline schists, quartzites, conglom-
Series. \ erates, intruave granites.

Barberton Series.—Molengraaff considers the Barberton series, to

be the metamorphosed eouivalent of the Hospital Hill series,

while Hatch regards it to oe older and to form a portion of his

Archaean series (Swaziland schists) to which position it is here

assigned. The chief outcrops are in the south-western Transvaal,

around Zoutpansberg and in Swaziland. They show a great

variety of type made up of slates, quartzites, occasional conglom-
erates, schists with large masses of intrusive granites and gneiss.

Witwatersrand Series.—It is now generally acknowleogcd that

this important series consists of two main groups. Their chief

occurrences are in the districts of Witwatersrand, Hetdelberv,

Klerksdorp and Venlerskroon. The lower group (Hospital Hill

slates) consists of quartzites and shales, resting on the eroded

surface of the older granites and schbts, and estimated to be from
10.000 to 12,000 ft. thick. There are occasional bands of conglom-
erates, sometimes auriferous. In the absence of fossils their age
cannot be determined. The upper group consists of conglomerates,

grits and quartzites with a few bands of shales. It has obtained

notoriety from the conglomerates along certain baiids contain-

ing gold, when they constitute the famous " banket." The thick-

ness varies from 2300 to over 11.000 ft. The conglomerate beds

occur in bells forming in descending order the Elsburg series,

Kimberiey series. Bird Reef series, Livingstone Reef series. Mam
Reef series. The richest in gold are to be found among the Main
Reef series, which yields by far the greater part of the total output

of gold from the Transvaal. The individual beds, seldom more
than a few feet in thickness and sometimes only a few inches, are

Interstratified with an immense thickness of quart zites. The congloin-

erates consist almost entirely of pebbles of quartz set In a hard

•At the Standerton gauge on the Vaal in 1905-1906. a year of

extreme drought, the total flow was 8.017,000,000 cub. ft., of which

7.102.000,000 was storm water.
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matrix conaoltdated by the depontton of lecondary julica. The
conglomerate bands and quartzitcs contain lan^ quantities of iron

pyntes deposited subsequent to their formation, that in the conglom-
erates containing the gold. Sericite in the form of scales and
films characterizes those portions which have been faulted, squeezed
or sheared. Sheets of diabase, apparently volcanic flows, and
numerous dykes interfere with the regularity <^ the stratification.

The theory of the subsequent infiltration of the gold is that generally
accepted. No fossils have been discovered, and except that they
represent some portion or portions of rocks of the Pre-Cape formation
the age of the upper Witwatererand beds, as well as that of the
lower division, remains an open question. They may safely be
considered to be among the oldest auriferous sediments of the world.

Vaal River System.—This consists largely of rocks of igneous
origin, of which the amygdaloidal diabase of Klipriversberg forms
the type. The other rocks include i^eous breccias, shales, coarse
conglomerates and grits. Near Rcttzburg the coarse conglom-
erates reach a thickness of 400 ft. and about 500 ft. at Kroom-
draai. This system rests unconformably on the Witwatersrand
scries and is unconformably overbin by the Transvaal system.
It must, however, be acknowledged that these relationships are very
imperfectly understood. Compared with other formations they
occupy restricted areas, being only met with south of Johannesburg,
around Wolmaransstad, Lichtcnburg and east of Manco.

Transvaal System.—This is a very definite sequence of rocks
covering immense areas in the centre of the country. The follow-

ing groups are recognized: Waterberg Series, Pretoria Series,

Dolomite Series, Black Reef Series.

The Black Reef Series is composed of quartzites, sandstone,
slates and conglomerate. It varies in thickness from 100 ft. in

the southern Transvaal to 1000 ft. at Lydenburg. Thin bands
of conglomerate, sometimes auriferous, occur near the base.

The DolomiU Series, known to the Dutch as " Olifants Klip,"
consists of a bluish-grey magnesian limestone with bands of chert.

The thickness varies from 2600 ft. in the Witwatersrand area to

nft. around Pretoria; and is about 2600 ft. about Lydenburg.
worn by solution into caves and swallow-holes (Wonderlarten).

Gold, lead, copper and iron ores occur as veins. So far it has proved
to be unfossiliferous. Dykes and intrusive rocks are common.

The Pretoria Series, formerly known as the Gatsrand series,

consists of repeated alternations of flagstones and quartzites,

shales and sheets of diabase. These follow conformably on the
Dolomite series. In the Marico district the shales become highly
ferruginous and resemble the Hospital Hill slates of the Witwaters-
rand series. Near Pretoria duplications of the beds, due to over-
thrusting, are not uncommon.

TTu Waterberg -Series lies unconformably on the Pretoria series.

The colour is usuallv red, forcibly recalling the Old Red Sandstone
and Trias of England. Sandstones, quartzites, conglomerates
and breccia make up the formation. They occur to the north-
east of Pretoria ana occupy still wide areas in the Waterberg
district.

A complex of igneous rocks of different ages covers immense
areas in the central Transvaal. Various types of granite are the
predominant variety. Syenites, gabbros, norites and volcanic

rocks are also represented. The granite contains two varieties.

One is a red granite intruded subsequently to the Waterberg sand-
stones; another b a grey variety considered to be older than the
Black Reef aeries and possibly older than the Witwatersrand

the Karroo System attains its chief development in the south-

eastern Transvaal in the districts of Ermelo, Standerton and
Wakkerstroom.
The latest classification of Molengraaff subdivides the beds as

follows:

—

•

Hoogeveld Series Beaufort beds of Cape Cotony.
Contains coal-seams.

Ecca shales. Not present at Vereeniging.

Dwyka conglomerate. Sandstones and conglomerates with
coal-seams at Vereeniging.

The Dwyka conglomerate resembtes the same bed in the Cape
province. The boulders con«st of very various rocks often of

large size. Many of them show glacial striae. The direction of

stnae on the underlying quartzitic rocks, particularly well seen near

the Douglas colliery, Balmoral, point to an ice movement from the
nonh-north'west to south-south-east.

The Ecca series, as in the Cape, consists of sandstones and shales.

Seams of coal lie near the base, some of them exceeding ao ft. in

thickness, but in this case layers of shaly coal are included. The
overlying sandstones afford good building stones, and frequently,

as at Vereeniging, yield many fossil plants. These include among
others, Clossobteris browniana, Cangamopteris eydopieroides, Sigil-

laria Brardi, Bothrodendron Leslii, Noeggeratkiopsis Hislopi.

The Karroo beds lie almost horizontally, in marked contrast to

the highly inclined older rocks. Their distribution, other than in

the south-eastern districts, is imperfectly understood. Remnants
have been found of their former existence in the neighbourhood <A

Pretoria: and portions of the Bushveld Sandstone have recently

been relegated to the Karroo formation.

The diamond pipes probably represent some of the most
ocks of the Transvaal. They may be of Cretaceous age <

Iter, and in any case belong to the same class as those of Kin

, . _ _ , most recent
rocks of the Transvaal. They may be of Cretaceous age or even
later, and in any case belong to the same class as those of Kimberley

.

The recent deposits of the Transvaal may be considered to be
insignificant. They include the gravels and alluviums of the
present streams and the almost ubiquitous red sand of aeolian
origin.* (W. G.*)

Climate.—Although lyin^ on the border of and partly within the
tropics, the Transvaal, owtng to its high general elevation, and to
the absence of extensive marshy tracts, enjoys on the whole a healthy
invigorating climate, well suited to the European constitution.
The climate of the high veld is indeed one of the finest in the uorld.
The air is unusually dry, owing to the proximity of the Kalahari
Desert on the west and to the interception on the east by the
Drakensbcrg of the moisture bearing clouds from the Indian Ocean.
The range of temperature is often considerable—in winter it vark»
from about 100* F. in the shade at i p.m. to freezing point at
night. During: summer (Oct.-April) the mean temperature is about

Jy\
during winter about 53*. Nov.-Ian. are the hottest and Junc-

uly the coldest months. The chief characteristic of the rainfall

IS its frequent intensity and short duration. During May to August
there is practically no rain, and in early summer (Sept.-Dcc.) the
rainfall is often very light. The heaviest rain is experienced
between January and April and is usually accompanied by severe
thunderstorms. On the eastern escarpment of the Drakensbcrg
the rainfall is heavy, 50 or 60 in. in the year, but it diminishes
rapidly towards the centre of the plateau where it averages, at
Johannesburg about 30 in.,' while in the extreme west as the Kala-
hari is approached it sinks to about la in. The winds in winter
aro uniformly dry while dust storms are frequent at all seasons

—

a fact which renders the country unsuitable for persons suffering

from chest complaints. In the eastern part of tne plateau snow
occasionally falls, and frost at night is common during winter.

The banken veld district is also generally healthy though hotter
than the plateaus, and malarial fever prevails in the lower valleys.

Mabrial lever is also prevalent throughout the low veM. but above
3000 ft. is usually of a mild type. "Nearly all the country below
that elevation is unsuitable for colonization by whites, while the
Limpopo flats and other low tracts, including the district between
the Drakensbcrg and the Lcbombo hills are extremely unhealthy,
blackwater fever being endemic. In the low veld the shade tempera-
ture in summer rises to 113* F., but the nights arc generally cool,

and down to 2000 ft. frost occurs in winter. The rainfall in the low
country is more erratic than on the plateau, and in some districts

a whole year will pass without rain.

Flora.—The general characteristic of the flora is the prevalence
of herbaceous over forest growths; the high veld is covered by short
sweet grasses of excellent cjuality for pasturage; grass is mingled
with protca scrub in the middle veld; tne banken veld has a richer

flora, the valley levels are well wooded, scattered timber trees

clothe their sides and the hills are covered with aloe, euphorbia,
protca and other scrub growths. Among the timber trees of this

region is the tx>lkenhout of tcrblanz {Faurea Saligna) which yields

a line wood resembling mahogany. The scrub which covers the
low veld consists mainly of gnarled stunted thorns with flattened

umbrella shaped crowns, most of the species belonging to the sub-

order mimoseae. A rare species is the acacia erioToba Ramecl
doom, akin to the acacia giraffae of Bechuanaland. The wild

seringa {Burkea africana) is also characteristic of the low veld and
extends up the slopes of the plateau. The meroola (sclerocarya

caffra) a medium sized deciduous tree with a rounded spreading

top is found in the low veld and up the slopes to a height of 4S00 ft.

It is common in the lower slopes of the rands of the low veld. Cotton
and cotton-like plants and vines are also native to the low veld.

Few of the low veld bushes are large or straight enough to furnish

any useful wood, and timber trees are wholly absent from the Ic\-el

country. The forest patches are confined to the deep kloofs of

the mountains, to the valleys of the larger rivers and to the sca-

slopes of the Drakensbcrg and other ranges, where they flourish in

regions exposed to the sea mists. These patches, called " wood-
bushes," contain many hardwood trees of great size, their flora

and fauna being altogether dtfTcrent from that immediately out-

side the wood. Common species in the woodbush are three varieties

of yellow wocxl (Podocarpus), often Rowing to an enormous size,

the Cape beech (myrsine), several vaneties « the wild pear (Olinia)

and of stinkwood {Oreodapkne) ironwood and ebony. The largest

forest areas are in the Pongola district and the Haenertsburg and

• For geology see : F. H. Hatch and G. S. Corstorphine, Tke Ceoloty

of South Africa (London, 2nd ed., 1909): G. A. F. Molengraaff,

Ciologie de la RipuUique Sud-africaine du Transvaal, Bull, de la

Soc. Ciol. de France, 4 s6ric, tome i., j™ ' /•— \
/-r 1,.:^-

by J. H. Ronaldson. Edinburgh and
and Memoirs, Gcol. Survey (Transvaaf, 1903, ( ,

Tke Geology of the Transvaal and the Orange River Colony, Handbook,

British Association (Cape Town, 1905); Trans. Ceol. Soc. S. Afrua
(Johannesburg).

, . , . , l n ^
« Exceptionally very heavy rain is experienced on the Rand.

In January 1907 seven inches of rain fell in 24 hours.

i i., pp. 13-92 (1901). (Translation
and Johannesburg, 1904); Reports
nsvaaf, 1903, ct sea.): H. Kynaston,
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Woodbush districts north of tli6 Olifants river. Mimosa and the
wild wilge-boom (SaUx capensis) are the commoo trees on the banks
and rivers, while the weeping willow is frequent round the farmsteada,
Many trees have been introduced and considerable plantations

m^le, as for instance on the slopes between Johannesburg and Pre-
toria. Amoi^ the most successful of the imported trees are citrus
trees, the Australian wattle and the eucalyptus. Tobacco and the
vine both flourish and most European fruits and vegetables thrive.
Of native fruits the misple (Vangueria infausta), miscalled the
wild medlar, is of excellent flavour. It is common on the rands and
kopjes of the bush vekL Rose and other flowering shrubs and trees
grow well on the banken veld and in the valleys. A large yellow
tulip iHomerica pallida) is one of the most abundant flowers on
motst vlei lands on the high veld and is occasionally met with in
the tow veld: slangkop {Urginea Burkei) with red bulbs like a
beetroot is a low bush plant apparently restricted to the Transvaal
and adjacent Portuguese temtory. Both these and many other
plants such as gift-blaar and drouk-^ras are poisonous to cattle,

these poisonous plants are found chiefly in the banken and bw
vekL

Fauna,—When first i^nt^fed by white meii tht Tranivad abo u n < led

in big game, tbc liao, leopard, elcpTianf, giralft^, xcbn and rhini^iiros

being ver}' Eiumi^oLis, whilr the hLppopQUarnua and crocodile were
found in jII the rivLTK. The indJichmJiLste dciJ^LrucLiga ol th<»e
animals h«ki gr^tly rcduc^ their numbers and except In |.he i\m'
gola distriivt, at on^ or two othei plAres on the PortLjj;[ue5ie frontier,

and along thi? Umpapa the hinpopotamufi, rhtnoc<MM& and crixoLlile

are now Cirtinct in- the province. A Jew fleptiAntj$, ^ir.jriL-s .ind

zebras (fauns burehflii—'the true zebra \m exLinct) are ^r ! jq
the north and ngnh-castern dblrictA and in Xhc ^'-- »ns

lions and leopird» survive in fair iiuinbef& Olho- iirn'^ riy

numerous ^re the isptjttcd hyena, long-carcd (ax, jiclal, ^A^rd \^i)li,,

red lynx. » ild cjt^ wild dw and wart hoa;* Many sprtlcs ol anrrlupe
are found, rao*tly in ^nKdrnumberf^ indudiiie tne kudu, hartd.H^-'St,

the sable and roan intdopc, the while UilecTand the bdndk-d gnu,
waterbuck, red hyckn duiker, blesbott^ palla, spfinsbuck (numerous),
steinbok, prysbok and klipsprineer^ The Alrtcandtr breed of
cattle is a wtS I-marked variety, and a cliinictcrislie native domestic
animaL Whether originti^iy Importod from. Europe by the Tortu-
gucse or brought ffom ihe north by Africrtni i& not certain. It is

not found in a. wi^d $13 ec 4nd the aufTnib {bsi tjaffcr) is almost if not
quite extinct In the TrannvaQL hmon^ edcntata the ant-t^ar,
scaly ant*eAtcr and porcufHne are plentiful. The epring hare
i^edeUs capfmsu) Abound«. Babooiis and other apes arc: fairly

common and thci^ are M^vcral species of Enalces. The Obtr^ch is

found in the Mariro und Umpopo distrirt*, and more rarely tTse-

whcre; th '
—

-
«...-.. ,- j -»-- ^ u

Insects a_-_^.._. I'jic ^rix-i^.L -l_'. L:::— il^ t_^._4. Ly, __.. in
the low veld. Six species of tick, including the blue tick common
throughout South Africa, are found, especially in the low veld, where
they are the means of the transmission of disease to cattle* Mos-
quitoes, locusts and ants are also common.
The baba or cat fish and the yellow fish are plentiful in the rivers

and the trout has been acclimatized.
To preserve the native fauna the low country on the Portuguese

frontier has been made a game reserve. It is nearly 300 m. long
with an average breadth of 50 m. Other reserves have been con-
stituted in the north of the province.

Inhabiianis.—^The population of the Transvaal, on the 17th
of April 1904, when the first complete census of the country was
taken, was 1,269,951 (including 8215 British soldiers in garrison),*

or ii'543 persons per sq. m. Of these 20-67%, namely 297,277,
were European or white. Of the coloured population 937,127
were aboriginals; and 35,547 were of mixed or other coloured

races. Of the whites 178,244 (59*95%) were males. The white
population is broadly divisible into the British and Dutch ele-

ments, the percentage of other whites in 1904 being but 8-6.

The Dutch, as their usual designation, Boers, implies, are
mainly farmers and stock-raisers and are still predominant
elsewhere than in the Witwatersrand and Pretoria districts.

They speak the patois of Dutch known as the Tad. The British

element is chiefly gathered in Johannesburg and other towns on
the Rand and in Pretoria. The total white population in the
Witwatersrand and in Pretoria in 1904 was 135,135, and the
strength of the British in these districts is shown by the fact

that only 30% was Transvaal bom. Of those bom outside

the Transvaal 24-6% came from other British possessions in

Africa and 34*92% from Great Britain or Biitish tolonies other
than African. Of the non-British or Boer whites Russians
form 3*01%, Germans .1*62% and Dutch (of Holland) 1*14%.
The natives are found chiefly in Zoutpansberg district,

> For most purposes this military dement womiUtd in the census
returns.
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where there were 3i4>7^7 at the 1904 census, and the adjoining

districts of Lydenburg and Waterberg, i.e. in the northern and
north-eastera region of the country. The natives belong to the
Bantu negro race and are represented chiefly by Basuto, Bech-
uana, Bavenda, and Xosa-Zulu tribes. None of these peoples

has any claim to be indigenous, and, save the Bavenda, all are

immigrants since c. 1817-1820, when the greater part of the

then inhabitants were exterminated by the Zulu chief Mosi-
likatze (see ( History), After that event Basuto entered the

country from the south, Bechuana from the west and Swazi,

Zulu, Shangaan and other tribes from the east and south-east.

The Basuto, who number 410,020 and form 40% of the total
population, are now found mostly in the central, northern and north-
eastern districts, forming in Lydenburg about 67%, and in Zout-
pansberg about 50% 01 the inhabitants. The Bechuana, who
number 64,751 , are almost confined to the western and south-western
districts.

Next, numerically, to the Basuto and Bechuana peoples are the
tribes known collectively as Transvaal Kaffirs, of whom there were
IS9.860 enumerated at the 1904 census. Altogether the Transvaal
Kaffirs form 50% of the inhabitants of Waterber]^ district, 30% of
Zoutpansberg district and i8%of Middelburgdistnct. Zulus number
75,601 and form 54% of the population in Wakkerstroom district and
18% in Standerton district, ^sewhcfe they are very thinly repre-
sented. Swazis form more than half the total population of the
Barberton and Ermelo districts and are also numerous in Wakker-
stroom. In Barberton, Lydenburg and Zoutpansberg districts

Shangaanand othereast coast tribes are settled, 80,834 being returned
as Ixmi in the Transvaal. The Shangaan are members 01 a Bantu
tribe from the Delagoa Bay region who took refuge in the Transvaal
between i860 and 1862 to escape Zulu raids. They were for some
time ruled by a Portuguese, Joao Albasini. who had adopted native
customs. SSnce 1873 Swiss Protestant missionaries have lived
among them and many of the Shangaans are Christians and civilized.

Several other east coast tribes, such as the Bankuna, are of mixed
Zulu and Shangaan blood. Among the mixed and other coloured
races in the census returns figure 1592 Bushmen, 3597 Hottentots
and 1 147 Koranna; these people are found chiefly in the south-
western regions and are remnants of the true aboriginal population.

Besides the tribes whose home is in the Transvaal considerable
numbers of natives, chiefly members of east coaSt tribes. Cape
Kaffirs and Zulus, jgo to the Witwatersrand to work in the gold
and other mines. In all there were, in 1904, 135,042 Bantus in the
country born elsewhere. Many east coast natives after working
in the mines settle in the northern Transvaal. Of the aboriginal
South Africans in the Transvaal, at the 1904 census, 77*69% were
born in the Transvaal. Among the aborigines the number of
females to males was 114 to 100. (See further Kaffirs; Becuu-
ANAs; Zululand; Bushmen; Hottentots; and for languages,
Bantu Languages^.
The number of Asiatics in the Transvaal in April 1904 was 12,^20,

including 904 Malays, natives of South Africa, and 9986 Bntish
Indians. They were nearly all domiciled in the Witwatersrand and
in the towns of Pretoria and Barberton, where they are engaged
mainly in trade.

Administrative Divisions and Chief Towns.—^The province

is divided into sixteen magisterial districts. Zoutpansberg,

2Si6s4 sq. m-; Waterberg, 15,503 sq. m.; Lydenburg, 9868 sq. m.,

occupy the north and nortb-eastcra parts- of the country and
include most of the low veld areas. Barberton district, 5106
sq. m., is east centraL Piet Reticf district (in the south-east),

1673 sq. m., lies between Swaziland and Natal. Along the

southern border, going east to west from Piet Retief, are the

districts of Wakkerstroom, 2128 sq. m.; Standerton, 1959
sq. m.; Heidelberg, 3410 sq. m.; Potchefstroom, 4805 sq. m.;

Wolmaransstad, 2169 sq. m., and, occupying the south-western

comer of the province, Bloemhcf, 3003 sq. m. In the west are

the districts of Lichtenburg, 4487 sq. m.; Marico, 3626 sq. m.
and Rustenberg, 951X sq. m. The central regions are divided into

the districts of Witwatersrand, 1653 sq. m.; Pretoria, 6525 sq. m.;

Middelburg, 4977 sq. m.; Carolina, 1877 sq. m.; Ermelo, 3995
sq. m. and Bethel, 1959 sq. m. It will be seen that twenty

districts are enumerated, these being the divisions under the

Boer government and still commonly used. In 1904 Blocmhof

was officially included in Wolmaransstad; Bethel in Standerton;

Piet Retief in Wakkerstroom, and Carolina in Ermelo. Each
district is sub-divided into field-cometcies, the coroetcies

being themselves divided, where necessary, into urban and
rural areas. For parliamentary purposes the districts are

divided into single member constituencies. The capital of the
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province, and o( the Union is Pretoria, with a population (1904)
of 36,859 (of whom ai,xi4 were whites). Johannesburg, the
centre of the gold-mining industry, had a population, within
the municipal boundary, of 155,642 (83,363 whites). Other
towns within the Witwatersrand district are Germiston (39,477),
Boksburg (x4,757) and Roodepoort-Maraisburg (19,949),
virtually suburbs of Johannesburg, and Krugersdorp (20,073)
and Springs (5270), respectively at the western and east ends
of the district. Besides Pretoria and the towns in the Wit-
watersrand district, there are few urban centres of any size.

Potchefstroom, in the south near the Vaal (pop. 9348), is the
oldest town in the Transvaal. Klerksdoip (4 276) is also near the
Vaal, S.S.W. of Potchefstroom. Middelburg (5085) is the largest

town on the railway between Pretoria and Dclagoa Bay;
Barberton (2433), the centre of the De Kaap gold-fields, lies on
the slopes of the Drakensberg overlookingthe De Kaap valley.

Comimmiealibfu.—Before 1888 the only means of communication
was bv road. In that year the government sanctioned the iMxilding
of a '' steam tramway "—a railway in all but name—from the
Boksburg collieries to the Rand Rold mines. In 1890 the construc-
tion of the Transvaal section 01 the railway to connect Pretoria
with Delagoa Bay was bejnin, the line from Lourenco Marques
having been completed to Komati Poort in December 18S7. The
line to Pretoria was not opened until July 189s. Meantime, in
September 1892, the Cape railway system had been extended to
Johannesburg and in December 1895 the through line between
Durban and Pretoria was completed. Since that date many other
lines have been built. The majority of the railways are the property
of and are worked by the state. With the exception of a few purely
local lines they are of the standard South African gauge—3 ft. 6 in.

The lines all convene on Johannesburg. The following table gives
the distances from that city to other places in South Africa^:

—

Jutand Centres—
To Pretoria 46 miles.

„ Kimberiey ........ '^ 310 „
„ Bloemfontein . . . . 263 „
M Bulawayo (via Fourteen Streams) 979 „
„ Salisbury ( „ „ ) 1279 „

StaPorti
To Cape Town (via Kimberiey) . • 957 „
H ,, (via Bk>emfontein) > 1013 ,»

„ Port Elizabeth 714 „
„ East London ..... ^ 665 „
„ Durban . . : 483 .,

„ Lourenco Marques (via Pretoria) 396 „

Besides the lines enumerated the other railways of importance are:
(i) A line from Johannesburg eastward- via Springs and Breyten
to Machadodorp on the Pretoria-Delagoa Bay railway. (2) A line,

68 m. long from Witbank, a station on the Pretoria-Delagoa Bay
line, to Brakpan on the Springs line. By (1) the distance between
Johannesburg and Lourcn^o Marques is 364 m., by (2) 370 m. A
continuation of the Springs-Breyten line eastward through Swaziland
to Delagoa Bay will give a second independent railway from that
port to the Rand, some 60 m. shorter than the route via Pretoria,
while from Breyten a line (90 m. long) runs south and east to Ermclo
and Piet Retiei. (3) A line from Krugersdorp to Zcerust (128 m.).

(4) A line from Pretoria to Rustenburg (61 m.). (5) A line from
Pretoria to Pietersburg (177 m.). This line was continued (1910)
north-west to effect a junction with (6) the " Selati " railway, which,
starting from Komati Poort, runs north-west and was in 1910
continued to Leydsdorp. North of the junction with the Pietersburg
line the railway goes towards the Limpopo. (7) A line from Belfast
on the Pretoria-uelagoa Bay railway to Lydenbufg (65 m.). (8) A
line from Potchefstroom to Lichtenburg (70 m.).
There is an extensve telegraphic system hnkii^ the towns of

the province to one another, and, through the surrounding countries,
with Europe and the rest of the world. There is inland communica-
tion via Rhodesia with British Central Africa and Ujiji on Lake
Tanganyika. The telegra^ lines within the Transvaal have a
leneUi of about 3000 m. There is a well-orKanized postal service
with about 400 offices. In connesdon with the postal services to
outlying districts there b a public passenger service by mailcarts.

In the Pietersberg district zebras are occasionally employed.

Mineral Resotmes.'-Tbc Tkansvaal, the principal gold pro-

ducing country in the world, is noted for the abundance and
variety of its mineral resources. The minerals chiefly mined
besides gold are diamonds and coal, but the country possesses

also silver, iron, copper, lead, cobalt, sulphur, saltpetre and
many other mineral deposits.
Gofi.—The principal gold-beariiM; reefs are found along the

Witwatersrand (" The Rand "). Pr^bly connected with the Rand
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leefs are the gold-bearing rocks in the Klerksdorp. Potchefstroom
and Venterskroon districts. Other auriferous reefs are found all
along the eastern escarpment of the Drakensberg and are worked
in the Do Kaap (Barbtuton) district, on the Swaziland frontier, in
the Lydenburg district, in the Murchison Range and in other places
in the Zoutpansbefg. Goldfields also exist in the WatertKig and
on the western fronuer in the Marico district (the Malmani belds).
The total value of the gold extracted from mines in the Transvaal
up to the end <A 1909 was about £246,000,000.

a. The Witwatersrand and Neigkbanrint ifwier.—The Rand reefs,
first mined in 1886, cover a large area. The main leef, continuously
traced, measures about 62 m. and runs in an cast and west direction.
The gold is found in minute particles and in the richest ores the
metal is nuely in viable quantities before treatment. In many
places the main reef lies at a great depth and some bore-holes are
over 5500 ft. deep. The yicla of the Rand mines, in 1887 but
23,000 OK., rose in 1888 to 208,000 oz. In 1892 the yield was
1,210,000 oz..: in 1896 it exceeded 2.280,000 oz. and in 1898
was 4,295,000 OS. The war that followed prevented the proper
working of the mines. In 1905 when a full supply of labour was
again avaiUtble the output was 4,760,000 oz., in which year the
sum distributed in dividends to shareholders in the Rand mines

* For projected routes, shortening the journey between Europe
and Johannesburg, see the Ceog. Joum., Dec. I9ro.
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as the Western Rand, were proclaimed in 1887 and up to the cbse
of 1908 had yielded 446.224 oz.

b. The De Kaap (Bartterton) Fields.—Gold was discovered in this
district of the Drakensberg in 1875, but it was not until 1884 that
the fields attracted much attention. The mines are, in general,
situated on the slopes of the hills and are easily opened up by adits.
The reefs are narrower than those of the Rand, and the ore is usually
very hard. The output. 35.000 oz. in 1889, was 121.000 oz. in
1896, but only 43.000 oz. in iqo«. The total production (includ-
ing the Komati and SwaziUtnd fields) to the end of 1908 was
1,097.685 oz.

c. The Lydenhurg and other Fields.—The Lydenburg fields, re-
ported to have been worked by the Portuguese m the I7th century,
and rediscovered in 1869, though lying at an elevation of 4500
to ^000 ft. are alluvial—and the only rich alluvial goldfields in South
Africa. The ground containing the gold is soil which has escaped
denudation. Though several large nuggets have been found (the
larsest weighing 21^ oz.), the toul production is not great, the
highest output obtained by washing being worth about £300,000
in one year. Besides the alluvial deposits a little mining is carried
on, gold being present in the thin veins of quartz whkh cross the
sandstone. The chief centres of the fields are Lydenburg, Pilgrims
Rest and Spitzkop. The total output of the Lydenburg fields up
to the end of IQ08 is estimated at 1,200,000 oz. Fanner north,
in the Zoutpansberg and on its spurs are the little-worked mines
generally known as the Low Country goldfields. Near Pietersburg
in the 2butpansberg is the Ecrsteling. the first mine worked in the
Transvaal. Operations began in 1873 but in 1880 the machinery
was destroyed by the Boers. It was not until I904that prospecting
in the neighbourhood was again undertaken. The fields in the
Watcrberg and along the Malmani river arc very small producers.
The total yield to the end of 1908 of the Zoutpansberg. Low Country
and other minor fields was 160,535 oz.

Diamonds.—^The chief diamond fields are in the Pretoria district.
The ground was discovered to be diamondiferous in 1897, but it

was not until 1903, when mining began on the Premier mine, situated
20 m. north-east of Pretoria, that the wealth of the fields was proved.
The site of the Premier mine had been recognized as diamond-bearing
in March 1898. The owner of the land, a Boer named Prinsloo.
refused to allow experimental spade work, but after the conclusion
of the Anelo-Boer War in 1902 sold his property for £55.000 to T.
Cullinan (a Cape colonist and one of the chief contractors in the
building of Johannesburg), whose faith in the richness of the ground
was speedily justified. In June 190^ mining began and the diamonds
found in the first five months realized over £90.000. On the 27th
of January 1905. the largest diamond in the world, weighing 3025!
carats, over i } lb avoirdupois, was found in the mine and named
the Cullinan. The Premier mine is of the same character as the
diamond mines at Kimberiey (see Diamond), and* is considerably
larger. The area of the "pipe" containing blue ground is

estimated at 350,000 sq. yds.
Besides the Pretoria fields there are diamondiferous areas (alluvial

diggings) in the Bloemhof district on the Vaal river north-east of
Kimberiey. and in other regions. In 1898 the output (or the whole
of the Transvaal was valued at £44.000. The output since the
opening of the Premier mine has been: 1903-1904, £685,720;
1904-1905. £1.198.530; 1905-1906. £968.229; 1906-1907, £2.203.511;
1907-1908. £1.879.551 ; 1908-1909. £1.295.296. ^^ , ^ .Coal and other iitnerals.—Then arc extensive beds of good coal,
including thick seams of steam coal near the Rand and other gold-
fields. Coal appears to have been first discovered in the neighbour-
hood of Bronkhorst Spruit between the Wilge and Olifants rivers,

where it was so near the surface that farmers dug it up for their
own use. In 1887 coal was found at Boksburg in the East Rand,
and a mine was at once started. The principal collieries are those
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at Boksburs and at Brakpan, abo on the East Rand, with a coal
area of 2400 acres; at Vercenigin^ and Klcrksdorp. near the Vaal;
at Watervaal, 12 m. north of Pretoria: and in the Middclbure district,

between Pretoria and Lourcnco Marque*. Like that of Natal the
Transvaal coal bums with a clear flame and leaves little ash. The
mines are free from^ and fire damp and none is more than 500 ft.

deep. The output in 1893, the first vcar in which statistics are
available, was 54^,534 tons (of 3000 tt>); in 1898 it was 1,907.808
tons, and for the year ending 30th of June 1909 was 3,312,413 tons,

valued at £851,150.
Iron and copoer are widely distributed. The Yzerberv near

Marabastad in the Zout()ansbcrg consists of excecdinglyr rich iron

ore. which has been smelted by the natives for many centuries. Silver

is found in many districts, and mines near Pretoria have yielded
in one year ore worth £30,000.

Salt IS obtainable from the many pans in the plateaus, notably
to the Zout(salt)pansberg. and was formeriy manufactured in
coostderable quantities.

AgncMltmre.—Next to mining agriculture is the most important
industry. At the census of 1904 over 500,000 persons (excluding
^oun^ children), or 37% of the population, were returned as engaged
in agriculture. Some 25% more women than men were so employed,
thb preponderance being due to the large number of Kaffir women
and the few native men who work in the mealie fields. The chief

occupation of the majority of the white farmers is stock-raising.

The high vrid is admirably adapted for the raising of stock, its

grasses being of excellent quality and the climate good. Even
better pasttire is found in the low veld, but there stock suffers in

summer from many endemic diseases, and in the more northerly
regions is subject to the attack <A the tsetse fly. The bankcn veld
is also unsuited in summer for horses and sheep, though cattle thrive.

Much of the stock is moved from the lower to the higher regions
according to the season. Among the high veld farmers the breeding
of merino sheep is very popular.

^

The amount of land under cultivation is very small in comparison
with the area of the province. In iq<>4 only 951,802 acres, or i -26%
of the total acreage was under cultivation, and of the cultivated
land neariy^ half was farmed by natives. The small proportion of
land tilled is due to many causes, among which paucity of popula-
tions is not the least. Moreover while large areas on the high veld
are suitable for the raising of crops of a very varied character, in

other districts, including a great part of the low veld, arable farming
is impossible or unprofitable. Many regions suflcr permanently
from deficient rainfall; in others, owing to the absence of irrigation

works, the water supply is lost, while the burning of the grass at
the end of summer, a practice adopted by many farmers, tends to
impoverish the soil and render it arid. The country suffers also
from periods of excessive heat and general drought, while locusts
occasionally sweep over the land, devouring every green thing. In
some seasons the locusts, both red and brown, come in enormous
swarms covering an area 5 m. broad and from 40 to 60 m. long.
The chief method employed for their destruction is spraying the
swarms with arsenic. The districts with the greatest area under
cultivation are Heidelberg, Witwatersrand, Pretoria, Standerton
and Krugersdorp. The chief crops erown for grain are wheat,
maize (mealie) and kaflir corn, but the harvest is inadequate to
meet local demands. Maize is the staple food of the Kaffire.

Since 1906 an important trade has also arisen in the raising of
mealies for export by white farmers. Oats, barley and millet

are largely grown for forage. Oats are cut shortly before reaching
maturity, when they are known as oat-hay. The chief vegetables
grown are potatoes, pumpkins, carrots, onions and tomatoes.

Fruit farming is a thnving industry, (he slopes of the plateaus
and the river valleys being specially adapted for this culture. At
the census of 1904 over 3.032,000 fruit trees were enumerated. There
were 163JOOO orange trees and nearly 60.000 other citrus trees,

430.000 grape vines. 276.000 pine plants and 78.000 banana plants.
Oranges are cultivated chiefly m the Rustenburg, Waterbeig,
l^utpansberg and Pretoria districts, grapes in Potchefslroom,
Pretoria and Marico, as well as in the Zoutpansberg and Waterberg,
to which northern regions the cultivation of the banana is confined.
In the tropical district of the Limpopo valley there is some cultiva-
tion of the coffee-tree, and this region is also adapted for the growing
of tea, sugar, cotton and rice. Tobacco is grown in every district,

but chiefly in Rustenburg. Of the 3,032.000 lb of tobacco grown
in 1904, Rustenburg produced 884,000 lb.

A department of agriculture was established in 1902, and through
its efforts Rreat improvements have been made in the methods of
fanning. To further assist agriculture a land bank was established
by the government in 1907 and an aericultural college in 1910.
Land SetiUment.—^The land board is a government department

charged with the control of Crown lands l«ised to settlers on easy
terms for agricultural purposes. Between 1902 and 1907 about
550 families were placed on the land, their holdings aggregating
over 500.000 acres. The Crown lands cover in all about 21.^00.000
acres. Large areas of these lands, especially in the northern districts,

are used as native reserves.

Other Industries.—^There are few manufacturing undertakings
other than those connected with mining, agriculture and the develop-
acnt of Jobanacsbui;^ There is a laiige factory for the supply of
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dynamite to the gold mines. The building and construction trade
is an important industry on the Rand, where there are also brick-
works, iron and brass foundries, breweries and distilleries. There
are a number of flour mills and jam factories in various centres.
A promising home industry, surted under English auspkes after
the war of 1899-1902, is the weaving by women of rugs, carpets,
blankets, &c., from native wool.

Export and Import Trade.—Before the discovery of gold the trade
of the Transvaal was of insignificant proportions. This may be
illustrated by the duties paid on imporu, which in 1880 amounted
to £20.306. In 1887 when the gold-mining industry was In its infancy
the duty on imports had risen to £190.792, and in 1897, when the
industry was fully developed, to £1,280,039. The Anglo-Boer War
completely disorganized trade, but the close of the contest was marked
by feverish activity and the customs receipts in 1902-1903 rose to
£2,176,658. A period of depression followed, the average annual
receipts for the next three years being £1,683.159. In 1908-1909
they were £1,588.960.
The chief exporu are gold and diamonds. Of the total exports

in 1908, valued at £33.323,000, gold was worth £20,643,000 and dia-
monds £1.977.000. Next in value came wool (£226,000), horses
and mules (£110,000), skins, hides and horns (£106.000), tobacco
(£89,000), tin, coal, copper and lead. The gold and diamonds are
sent to England via Cape Town; the other exports go chiefly to
Delagoa Bay. The imports, valued at £16,196,000 in 1908, include
goods of every kind. Machinery, provisions, largely in the form
of tinned and otherwise preserved food, and liquors, clothing, textiles

and hardware, chemicals and dynamite, iron and steel work and
timber, and jewelry are the chief items in the imports. Of the
imports about 50% comes from Great Britain and about 20% from
British colonies (including other South African states). Half the
imports reach the Transvaal through the Portuguese port of Louren^
Marques, Durban taking 25% and the Cape ports the remainder.
There is free trade between the Transvaal and the other British
possessions in South Africa, and for external trade they all adhere
to a Customs Union which, as fixed in 1906, imposes a general
ad valorem dutv of 15% on most jgoods save machinery, on which
the duty is 3 %. A rebate cf 3% is granted on imports from Great
Britain.

Constitution.—Tht existing constitution dates from 1910.

The province is represented in the Union Parliament by eight

senators and thirty-six members of the House of Assembly.
For parliamentary purposes the province is divided into single-

member constituencies. Every adult white male British stfbject

is entitled to the franchise, subject to a six months' residential

qualification.* There is no property qualification. All electors

are eligible to the assembly. Voters are registered biennially,

and every five years there is an automatic redistribution of

seats on a ypters' basis.

Central Government.—At the head of the executive is a provincial
administrator, appointed by the Union ministry, who holds office

for five jrears and is assisted by an executive committee of four

members elected by the provincial council. The provincial council

consists of 36 members elected for the same constituencies and
by the same electorate as are the members of the House of

Assembly. The provincial council, which has strictly local

powers, sits for a sUtutory period of three years. The control

of elementary education was guaranteed to the provincial

council for a period of five years from thfc establishment of

the Union.

In May 1903 an inter-colonial councQ was established to

deal with the administration of the railways in the Transvaal
and Orange River Colony (known as the Central South African

railways), the South African constabulary and other matters

common to the Orange River and Transvaal colonics. This
council was presided over by the governor of the Transvaal and
formed an important part of the administrative machincr>'.

By agreement between the two colonies the council was dis-

solved in 1908. In 1910 the control of the railways passed to

the harbours and railway board of the Union of South Africa.

Local Government.—The unit of administration is the field

cornetcy. The semi-military organization of these divisions,

which existed under the South African republic, has been
abolished, and ficld-cornets, who are nominated by the pro-

vincial government, are purely civil oflicials charged with the

registration of voters, births and deaths, the maintenance of

public roads, &c. The chief local authorities are the municipal

bodies, many " municipalities " being rural areas centred

round a small town. The municipal boards possess very

' Tlic number of electors at the first registration (1907) was 1P»
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wide powers of local government. The Witwatersrand munici-

palities are for certain purposes combined into one .authority,

and representatives of these municipalities, together with repre-

sentatives of the chamber of mines, compose the Rand water

board. The basis of municipal qualification is ownership of

real property of the value of £100, or the tenancy of premises

of the value of £300, or annual value of £24. Neither aliens

nor coloured British subjects can exercise the franchise.

Finanu.—In 1883, before the Rand gold mines had been found
revenue and expenditure were about £150.000: in 1887. when the
mines were beginning lo be developed, the receipts were £668,000 and
the expenditure £73 1 ,000 : in 1 889 the receipts had risen to £1 .577.000
and the expenditure to £1.326.000. In 1894 the receipts first

exceeded two millions, the figures for that year being: revenue

£3,347.000, expenditure £1 ,734.000. The figures for the Tour folbw-
ing years were:

—

Revenue. Expenditure.

1895 £3.!J39.ooo £3,679.000
1890 £4>8o7,ooo £4>67i.ooo

1897 £4.480,000 Z4.394.000
1898 £3.983.000 £3.971.000

The public debt of the Boer government was £3.500.000. In

1899 war broke out and the finances of the country were dtsorganiaed.

The accounts of the colony began, for normal purposes, with the

year ending 30lh of June 1903, and ended in June loio on the

cstiblLhiacut t>f the Union* In May in" a lo.in of £33,r=-;- '"»,

^udnmifftftL by the imperial EDverttrntnL t^iui M.'Curiid 00 the ^vi'->L'ral

revemie* af th* Tran&vail and Oran^EC Kivfr calanies, was k^iied

io I be ewtent oJ Oo^ooo.ocw, I he bdTance betn^ raised about (he

midiile of 1904. Tlil» loan bean tniere^t at 3% per annum, ^ith

a «inJting fund o( [ %, and as to the £30,000,000 waj ^»lic<! at

ta.ty I he £5,000,000 beinR put uji to tentJer and realizing an average

price of £t^, tos. 3d. The principal head in the alicHcation of t hit loan

wa* the purchaw of the railwavs In the twu tolon«?s at a cost of

iij.jatj.uoo, white an additional £5,q.\B,ooo was devoted 10 the

building of new line*. pucchaKrs of rolUng fitock, &c. The debt of

the South African Republic was \m^ on
; £54^^000 w-rnt to make

good the deficit on thi adminisitauon lor 1901-1^3; the turn of

£t,56i,fx» was paid to burghc^r^ of the Cape Colony and Natal as

coinpcnsatiofi for war losses; £.5,000.000 was devoted id land tct lie-

men t schemes and £1,000,000 to public worki other than railways.

The railways were trtrated as the common pnofwriy of both colonies,

and tq adminiMer them and giher common iservicet the inicr<oliir,ial

council was created. In add i lion to the charjiies cnumtr.Licd

£5,000,000 were iipcnt out of the loan on " repatriation and comiHC-i.ui-

tion^' of burghers wHq had suffered! durini; the war.'' In aadiiion

to the £,\5,i:jO(),ooo guaranteed loan of 1 903-1904 two small \'v.\n%

for land settlement rtnd public works, logelher amounting to £354.1^00,

were i»ucd, nnd in 1907 an imperial guarantee was given lor the

railing of another loan^ of £^.000,000. oy the colonial govern mrnt.
The act auth(»rii!in£ tht loan oe voted £3^^30,000 to iheeat^bUshnient
of a land and ajfrkultural l:>ank, and £1,500,000 to railways, public

work^t, irrigiiiion and aifrittiUaral seiiTement and dcvclopm^-nt.

The loan was raisicd, a« to £4.000^000, in January 1 909, the average
price obuined being £96, 3s. 7d.

The chief sources of revenue are customs, mining royalties,

railways, native revenue (poll tax and passes), posts and tele-

graphs, stamp and transfer duties, land revenue and taxes on

trades and professions. A tax of 10% is levied on the annual

net produce of all gold workings (proclamation of 1903) and the

government takes 60% of the profits on diamond mines. In

1907 an excise duty was, for the first time, levied on beer. The
principal heads of expenditure ate on railways and other public

works, including posts and telegraphs, justice, education, police,

land settlement and agriculture generally, mines and native

affairs. Since June 1910 the control of state finance passed

to the Union parliament, but the Transvaal provincial council

is empowered to raise revenue for provincial purposes by direct

taxation and, with the consent of the Union government, to

borrow money on the sole credit of the province.

In the five years X903'X907 the average annual receipts and

expenditure amounted to £4,500,000, exclusive of the sums
received and expended on account of the loans mentioned.

The inter-colonial council received and spent in the four jrears

X903-1907 over £21,500,000, including some £3.500,000 paid

in from revenue by the Transvaal and Orange River colonies

to make good deficits. Fully two-thirds of the revenue and

^Besides this £5,000.000 an additional sum of £9.500,000 was
•pent by the imperial government* in relieving the necessities of

those ^no had suffered during the war. but of this £9,500,000 the

sum of £3,500,000 was in payment for goods received.

expenditure of the Coimdl was derived from and spent upon
the Transvaal, so that had the accounts of the two colonies been
entirely distinct the figures of the Transvaal budget for 1903-

1907 would have balanced at about £8,500,000 a year. In July
1907 when the control of the finances passed into the hands of

the Transvaal legislature the credit balance on the consolidated

fund was £960,000. In 1908 the inter-colonial council was
dissolved, but the railways continued to be administered

as a joint concern by a railway board on which the governments
of both colonies were represented. This board in 19x0 handed
over its duties to the harbour and railway board of the Unioiu

The Transvaal revenue (apart from railway receipts) in 1908-

1909 was £5.735,000, the corresponding expenditure £4 .524.000.

The budget figures for 1909-19x0 were: revenue £5,943.000;
expenditure £5,331,000. The diajnond revenue yielded £235,000
and the gold profits tax £965,000. The balance handed over

to the Union government was £1,0x5,000.

Justice,—The laws are based on Roman-Dutch law, as modified
by local acts. Courts of first instance are presided over by magis-
trates, the whole colony being divided into sixteen magisterial
wards. There is a provincial division of the Supreme Court of
South Africa sitting at Pretoria (consisting of a judge president
and six puisne justices) with original and appellate jurisdiction in
civil and criminal matters. A local division ol the Supreme Court*
formerly known as the Witwatersrand high court (consisting of
one or more judses of the Supreme Court) siu permanently at
Johannesburg ana has civil and criminal jurisdiction throughout
the Rand. Circuit courts are held as occasion requires.

Police.—Pretoria and Johannesburg have their own police forces.
The rest of the province is policed by the South African constabulary,
a body 3700 strong, to which is also entrusted customs preventive
work, fire brigade work and such like functions.

Education.—Since 1910 education other than elementary is under
the control <^ the Union parliament. The provincial council is

responsible for elementary education. At the head of the permanent
staff is a director of education. School boardsand district committees
are formed, but their functions are almost entif^y advisory. In
accordance with the terms of the Education Act of. 1907 of the
Transvaal colony, state schools are provided for the free instruction
of all white children in elementary subjects. Attendance at school
between the ages of 7 and 14 is, with certain exceptions, compulsory.
The medium of instruction in the lower standards Is. the mother
tongue of the children. Above standard 111. English is the medium
of instruction. No religious tests are imposed on teachers and re-

ligious.teaching is confined to undenominational Bible teaching. No
government grants are given to private schools. (In 1^06 members
of the Dutch commtmity esublished a " Christian National Educa-
tion " organization and opened a number of denominational schools.)

Secondary education is provided in the towns and high schools
are maintained at Pretoria, Johannesburg and Potcnefstroom.
There are University colleges at Pretoria and Johannoburg.
Education of the natives is chiefly in the hands of the missionaries,

but the government gives grants in aid to over too schools for natives.

At the census of 1904 the natives able to read formed less than i %
of the population. At the same census 9^% of the white populatbn
over 31 were able to read and write; of the whites between the ages
of 5 and la 59% could read and write.

Sute schools for white children were established by the Boer
government, and in the last year (1898) before the British occupation
there were y)9 schools and 14.700 scholars, the education vote
that year being £336.000.. In 1903 the property vested in various
school committees was transferred to government and control of
the schools vested in a department of sUte. In 1909 there were
670 government elementary schools, with more than 43,000 scholars.

In 1907-1908 the education vote exceeded £soo.ooo.
RaitioH.—Of the toul population 36-60% are Christians, and

of the Christians 80% are whites. No fewer than 70% oif the
people, including the bulk of the natives, are officially returned as
of no religion. ' Of the 336.869 Christians 69,738 were natives.

Neariy half of the white community, X43,S40 persons, belong to
one or other of the Dutch Churches in the Transvaal, but they
have only 4305 native members. Of Dutch Churches the first and
chief u the Nederduitsch Hervormde Kerk, founded by the Voor-
trekkers and originally the state Church. The others are the Neder-
duitsch Gereformeerde Kerk, an offshoot of the Church of the same
name at the Cape, and the Gereformeerde Kerk (the " Dopper '*

Church) with some 1^,000 members and adherents in the Transvaal.
The " Dopper " Church, an offshoot of the Separatist Re-
formed Church of Holland, is distinguished from the other Dutch
churches in being more rigidly Carvinistic and " Biblical," and
in not using hymns. A ** bcouts " Church was formed at the end
of the war of 1899-1903 by burghers who had previously acted as
" National Scouts and were ostracized by the synods of their former
Churches. After some years of friction " National Scouts " were
however readmitted, on terms, to their former membership.
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The Angiicana attmber 67.86a (inrlMding"ia.033 utivct), and are
19% of the European populatko. At the Ecul of the community
is the bishop ol Inretona. Next in numbers according to European
membership among the Protestant bodies are Presbyterians, 19,821
(including 1194 natives), and Methodists 37,812 (including 20,648
natives). The Ljitbeians are the chief missionary body. (X a
total membenhip of 24, 175 only 5770 are European. The Protestant
European community amounts altogether to 35% ctf the white
pofMilation. The Roman Catholics number 16.453 (including 2005
natives) and form ^% of the European population, and the Hebrews
15.478 or 5*3^% <x the European mhabiunts.

Dtjence.—A strong garrison of the British army is maintained
in the province, the headquarters of all the imperial military forces
in South Africa being at Pretoria. These forces are under the
command of a lieutenant-general, who. however, acts under the
supreme direction of the govemor-generaL The Transvaal forms
a distinct district command under a major-generaL
A volunteer force was established in 1904, for service within the

Transvaal, or wherever the interests of the country might tequire.

The force, disciplined and organixed by a permanent stalf of omcera
and noo-commisstoned officers of the regular army, is about 6500
strong, and consists of tf brigade of artillery, four mounted, three
componte and four infantry corps, a cyclist corps, Ac. There are
also cadet companies some 3000 strong. (F. R. C.)

^History
A. PcundatioH of Ike" Republic.—M the* beginning of tho

Z9th centuiy the country now known aa the Transvaal was
ii^bited, apparently somewhat spanely, by Bavenda and other

Bantu negroes, and in the south-west by wandering Bushmen
and Hottentots. About 1817 the country was invaded by the

chieftain Mosilikatze and his impis, who were fleeing from the
vengeance of Chaka, king of the Zulus, The inhabitants were
unable to withstand the attacks of the disciplined Zulu warriors

—

or Matabele, as they were henceforth called—by whom large

arcA of central and western Transvaal were swept bare. The
remnants of the Bavenda retreated north to the Waterberg
and Zoutpansberg, while Mosilikatze made his chief kraal at

Mosega, not far from the site of the town of Zeerust. At that

Ume the region between the Vaal and Limpopo was scarcely

known to Europeans. In 1829, however, Mosilikatze was
visited at Mosega by Robert Moffat, and between that date

and 1836 a few British traders and explorers visited the coimtry

and made known its principal features. Such was the situation

when Boer emigrants first crossed the VaaL
The causes which led to the exodus of large numbers of

Dutch farmers from Cape Colony are discussed elsewhere (see

SoiTTB AnacA and Cape Colony). Here it is only necessary

to state that the Voortrekkers were animated by an intense

desire to be altogether rid of British control, and to be allowed

to set up independent communities land govern the natives

in such fashion as they saw fit. The first party to cross the

Vaal consisted of 98 persons under the leadetihip of Louis

Trichard and Jan van Rensburg. . They left Cape Colony in

1835 and trekked to the Zoutpansberg. Here Rensburg's party
separated from the others, but were soon afterwards murdered
by natives.^ "Trichard's party determined to examine the

country between the Zoutpansberg and Delagoa Bay. Fever
carried off several of their number, and it was not until 1838

that the survivors reached the coast. Eventually they pro-

ceeded by boat to Natal. Meantime, in 1836, another party

of farmers under Andries Hendrik Potgieter had established

their headquarters on the banks of the Vet river. Potgieter

and some companions followed the trail of Trichard's party as

far as the Zoutpansberg, where they were shown
gold workings by the natives and saw rings of

gold made by native workmen. They also ascertained that a
trade between the Kaffirs and the Portuguese at Delagoa Bay
already existed. On returning to the Vet, Potgieter learned that

a hunting party of Boers which had crossed the Vaal had been
attacked by the Matabele, who had also killed Boer women and
children. This act led to reprisals, and on the X7th of January

1837 a Boer commando surprised Mosilikatze's encampment at

Mosega, inflicting heavy loss on the Matabele without themselves

* Two small children were spared and brought up as Kaffirs. In
1667 they were given over to the Boer government by the Swazis,

who had acquired them from their captors.
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losing a man. In November off the same year Mosilikatze
suffered further heavy losses at the hands of the Boers, and
euly in 1838 he fled north beyond the Limpopo, never to
return. Potgieter, after the flight of the Matabele, issued a pro-
clamation in which he declared the country which Mosilikatze
had abandoned forfeited to the emigrant farmers. After the
MaUbele peril had been removed, many farmers trekked
across the Vaal and occupied parts of the district left derelict.

Into these depopulated areas there was also a considerable
immigration of Basuto, Bechuana and other Bantu tribes.

The first permanent white settlement north of the Vaal was
made by a party under Potgieter's leadership. That com-
mandant had in March 1838 gone to Natal, and bad
endeavoured to avenge the massacre ot Piet Relief and his com-
rades by the Zulus. Jealous, however, of the preference shown
by the Dutch farmers in Na^al to another commandant (Gert
Mariu), Potgieter speedily recrossed the Drskensberg, and in

November 1838 he and his foUoweis settled by the banks of the
Mooi river, founding-« town named Potchefstroom in honour
of Potgieter. This party instituted an elementary form of
government, and in 1840 entered into a loose confederation with
the NaUl Boers, and also with the Boers south of the Vaal,
whose headquarters were at Winburg. In 1842, however,
Potgieter's party declined to go to the help of the Natal Boers,
then involved in conflict with the British. Up to 1845 Pot-
gieter continued to exerdse authority over the Boer communities
on both sides of the VaaL A determination to keep clear of
the British and to obtain access to the outer world through an
independent channel led Potgieter and a considerable number of
the Potchefstroom and Winburg burghers in 1845 to migrate
towards Delagoa Bay. Potgieter settled in the Zoutpansberg,
while other farmers chose as headquarters a place on the inner
slopes of the Dcakensberg, where they founded It village called

Andries Ohrigstad. It proved fever-ridden and was abandoned,
a new village being laid out on higher ground and named Lyden-a

butgin memory of their sufferings at the abandoned settlement.

Meantime the southern districts abandoned by Potgieter and
his comrades were occupied by other Boers. These were joined

in 1848 by Andries W. J. Pretorius (g.».), who became com-
mandant of the Potchefstroom settlers. When the British go-
vernment dedded to recognize the independenceof the Ttansvaal
Boers it was with Pretorius that negotiations were n»SMm4
conducted. On the 17th of January x8sa a con- mrtr

^

vention was signed at a farm near the Sand ^•mvaUn,

river in the Orange sovereignty by assistant commissionerB
nominated by the British high commissioner on the one hand,
and by Pretorius and other Boexa on the other. The fint clause

was in the following terms:

—

The asnstant commissibneri guarantee in the fullest manner, on
the part of the British government, to the emigrant farmers beyond
the Vaal river, the right to manage their own affairs, and to govern
themselves according to their own laws, without any inter^rence
on the part of the British government, and that no encroachment
sh^U be made by the said government on the territory beyond to
th<> north of the Vaal river, with the further assurance that the
warmest wish of the British government is to promote peace, free
trade, and friendly intercourse with the emigrant farmers now
inhabiting, or who hereafter may inhabit, that country; it being
understood that this system of non-interference is binding upon
both parties.

At this time there were settled north of the Vaal about 5000
families of European extraction—about 40,000 persons, in-

duding young children. They had obtaineid independence,

but they were far from being a united people. When Pretorius

conducted the negotiations which led to the signing of the Sand
River Convention he did so without consulting the voDcsraad,

and Potgieter's party accused him of usurping power and aiming
at domination over the whole cquntry. However, the volks-

raad, at a meeting held at Rustenburg on the i6th of March
1853, ratified the convention, Potgieter and Pretorius having
been publidy reconciled on the morning of the sahae day.

Both leaders were near the end of their careers; Potgieter died

in March and Pretorius in July 1853.

Whatever their internal dissensions the Boers were united
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in regard to what they consideicd their territorial rights, and
in the interval between the signing of the Sand River Convention

and the death of Pretorius an incident occurred significant

alike of their claims to jurisdiction over enormous areas and of

their manner of treating the natives. Within a few weeks
of the signing of the convention Pretorius had asked the British

authorities to close the " lower road " to the interior, that is

the route through Bechuanaland, opened up by Moffat, living*

stone and other missionaries. Pretorius alleged that by this

means the natives were obtaining firearms. At the same time the

Transvaal Boers claimed that all the Bechuana country belonged

to them, a claim which the British goverliment of that day
did not think it worth while to contest. No boundary west-

ward had been indicated in the Sand River Convention. The
Barolong, Bakwena and other Bechuana tribes, through whose
lands the " lower road " ran, claimed however to be independent,

among them Sechele (otherwise Setyeli), at whose chief kraal

—

^olobeng—Livingstone was then stationed. Sechele was
regarded by the Boers as owing them allegiance, and in August

1853 Pretorius sent against him a commando (in which Paul

Kruger served as a field comet), alleging that the Bakwena were

harbouring a Bakatia chief who had looted cattle belonging

to Boer farmers. It was in this expedition that Livingstone's

house was looted. There was little fighting, but the commando
carried off between two a^d three hundred native women
and children—some of whom were redeemed by their friends,

and some escaped, while many of the children were apprenticed

to fanners. Sechele's power was not broken, and he appealed

for British protection, which was not then granted. The
incident was, however, but the first step in the struggle for the

possession of that country (see Bechuanalamd). It served to

strengthen the unfavourable impression formed in England of

the Transvaal Boers with regard to their treatment of the

natives; an impression which was deepened by tidings of terrible

chastisement of tribes in the Zoutpansberg, and by the Appren-

tice Law passed by the volksraad in i856--a law denounced in

many quarters as practically legalising slavery.

On the death of Andries Pretorius his son Marthinus W.
Pretorius (q.v.) had been appointed his successor, and to the

younger Pretorius was due the first efforts to end the discord

and confusion which prevailed among the burghers—« discord

heightened by ecclesiastical strife, the points at issue being

QUfiStions not of faith but of church government. In 1856

a series of public meetings, summoned by Pretorius, was hcld<

at different districts in the Transvaal for the purpose of dis-

cussing and deciding whether the time had not arrived for

substituting a strong central government in place of the petty

district governments which had hitherto existed. The result

was that a representative assembly of -delegates was elected,

P9tch9§'
empowered to draft a constitution. In December

atnom this assembly met at Potchefstroom, and for tjiree

AMMmhfy, weeks was engaged in modelling the constitution
''^ of the country. The name "South African

Republic" was adopted as the title of the state, and the

new constitution made provision for a volksraad to which
members were to be elected by the people for a period of

two years, and in which the legislative function was vested.

The administrative authority was to be vested in a president,

aided by an executive council. It was stipulated that mem-
bers both of the volksraad and council should be members
of the Dutch Reformed Church, and of European blood.

No equality of coloured people with the white inhabitants

would be tolerated either in church or state. In reviewing

in incident so important in the history of the Transvaal

as the appointment of the Potchefstroom assembly it is

of interest to note the gist of the complaint among the

Boers which led to this revolution in the government of the

country as it had previously existed. In his History of South

Africa Theat says: *' The community of Lydenburg was accused

of attempting to domineer over the whole country,^thout any
other ric^t to pre-eminence than that of being composed of the

eadieit inhabitants, a right which it had forfeited by its opposi-

tion to the general weal." In later years this complaint was
precisely that of the Uitlanders at Johannesburg. To conciliate

the Boers of Zoutpansberg the new-bom assembly at Potchef-

stroom appointed Stephanus Schoeman, the commandant-
general of the Zoutpansberg district, commandant-general
of the whole country. This offer was, however, declined by
Schoen^an, and both Zoutpansberg and Lydenburg indignantly

repudiated the new assembly and its constitution. The execu-
tive council, which had been appointed by the Potchefstroom
assembly, with Pretorius as president,' now took up a bolder
attitude: they deposed Schoeman from all authority, declared

Zoutpansberg in a state of blockade, and denounced the Boers
of the two northem districts as rebels.

Further to strengthen their position, Pretorius and his party
tmsuccessfuUy endeavoured to bring about a union with the
Orange Free State. Peaceful overtures having failed, Pretorius

and Paul Kruger placed themselves at the head of a commando
which crossed the Vaal with the object of enforcing ^^
union, but the Free State compelled their with- «#**

drawd (see Okangb Free State). Withm the Mm
Transvaal the forces making for union gained strength

^^

notwithstanding these events, and by the year i860 Zoutpansberg

and Lydenburg had become, incorporated with the republic.

Pretoria, newly founded, and named in honour of the elder

Pretorius, was made the seat of govemment and capital of

I the country. The ecclesiastical efforts at unity had not been
equally successfuL The Separatist Reformed Church of Holland
had sent out a yoimg expositor of its doctrines named Postma,
who, in November 1858, became minister of Rustenbuig. In
the following year a genera] church assembly endeavoured
to unite all the congr^ations in a conmion government, but
Postma's consistory rejected these overtures, and from that

date the Separatist (or Dopper) Church has had an independent
existence (see ante, ( Religion). Paul Kruger, who lived near
Rustenburg, became a strong adherent of the new church.

Pretorius, while still president of the Transvaal, had been
elected, through the efforts of his partisans, president of the

Orange Free State. He thereupon (in Febmary i860) obtained

six months' leave of absence and repaired to Bloemfontein, in

the hope of peacefully bringing about a union between the two
republics. He had no sooner left the Transvaal than the old

Lydenburg party, headed by Comelis Potgieter, landdrost of

Lydenburg, protested that the tmion would be much
more beneficial to the Free State than to the people of

Lydenburg, and followed this up with the contention

that it was illegal for any one to be president of the South

African Republic and the Free State at the same time. At the

end of the six months Pretorius, after a stormy meeting of the

volksraad, apparently in disgust at the whole situation, resigned

the presidency of the TfansvaaL J. H. Grobelaar, who had been

appointed president during the temporary absence of Pretorius>

was requested to remain in office. The immediate followers of

Pretorius now became extremely incensed at the action of the

Lydenburg party, and a mass meeting was held at Potchef-

stroom (October i860), where it was resolved that: (a) the

volksraad no longer enjoyed its confidence; (6) that Pretorius

should remain president of the South African Republic, and
have a year's leave of absence to bring about union with the

Free State; (c) that Schoeman should act as president during

the absence of Pretorius; (d) that before the retum of Pretorius

to resume his duties a new volksraad should be elected.

If at this stage of their existence the real ambition of the

Transvaal Boers was to found a strong and compact republican

state, their conduct in opposing a scheme of union with the

Orange Free Sute was foolish to a degree. The events of ihe
year i860, as well as of all the years that followed down to British

annexation in 1877, show that Licence rather than liberty, a narrow

spirit of faction rather than patriotism, were the dominant in-

stincts of the Boer. Had the fusion of the two little republics

which Pretorius sought to bring about, and from which apparently

the Free State was not averse, actually been accomplished in

x86o, it is more than probable that a republican state on liberal
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fines, with some prospect of pennanence and fUbility, might
have been fonned. But a narrow, distrustful, grasping policy

on the part of whatever faction mi^t be dominant at the time

invariably prevented the state from acquiring stability and
security at any stage of its history.

The complications that ensued on the action of the Fretorins

party subsequent to his resignation were interminable and
complicated. Some of the new party were arraigned for treason

and fined; and for several months there were two acting

presidents and two rival governments within the Transvaal.

At Jength Commandant Paul Kruger called out the burghers

of his district and entered into the strife. Having driven

Schoemaa and his followexs from Pretoria, Kruger invaded
Potchcfstroom, which, after a skirmish in which three men
were killed and seven wounded, fell into his hands. He
then pursued Schoeman, who doubled on his opponent and
enteral Potchefstroom. A temporary peace was no sooner

secured than Commandant Jan Viljoen rose in revolt and
engaged Kruger's forces. Viljoen's commando, with which
Pretorius was in sympathy, was known as the Volkaleger, or

Army of the People. Kruger's force called itself the Staatsleger

or Army of the Sute. Pretorius in 1863 resigned his Free State

presidency and offering himself as mediator (not for the first time)

succeeded at length in putting a period to the confused series

of intestine quarrels. In January 1864 a conference, which

lasted six days, was held between the parties and an agreement

waa reached. This was followed by a new election for president,

and once more Pretorius was called upon to fill that office.

Kruger was appointed commandant-generaL
Civil strife for a time was at an end, but the injuries inflicted

on the state were deep and lasting. The public funds were

exhausted; taxes were impossible to collect; and the natives

on the bordezs of the country'and in the mountains of the north

bad thrown off all allegiance to the state. The prestige of the

country was practically gone, not only with the world outside,

but, what was of still more moment, with her neighbour the Free

State, which felt that a federation with the Transvaal, which the

Free State once had sought but which it now forswore, was an

n* cn«i» ^^ avoided and not an advantage lost. A charge

freouently laid at the door of the Boers, at that time

and since, was that of enakving the black races.

This chaige was not without some justification. It

is true that laws prohibiting slavery were in existence, but the

Boer who periodically took up arms against his own appointed

government was not likely to be, nor was he, restrained by laws.

Natives were openly transferred from one Boer to another, and
the fact that they were described as apprentices by the farmers

did not in the least alter the sUtus of the native, who to all

intents and purposes became the property of his master. These
apprentices, mostly bought from slave traders when little

children, formed, however, a very small proportion of the native

population, and after some fifteen years' servitude were usually

allowed their freedom. Natives enjoying tribal government were

not enslaved, but nothing could excMd in ferocity the measures

taken to reduce recalcitrant tribes to submission. Educa-
tion, as need hardly be said, was in the 'sixties at a very low

ebb, and nothing approaching the standard of a high sciiool

existed. The private tutor was a good deal in demand, but

his qualifications were of the slightest. An unsuccessful

European carpenter or other mechanic, or even labourer, not

infrequently occupied this position. At the various churches

such elementary schools as existed were to be found, but they

did not profess to teach more than a smattering of the three
" R's " and the principles of Christianity.

In 1865 an empty exchequer called for drastic measures, and
the volksnad determined to endeavour to meet their liabilities

j^^^^^^ and provide for further contingencies by the issue

tttgMuUn of notes. Paper money was thus introduced, and
ju^ in a very short time fell to a considerable discount.
ff^^ In this same year the farmers of the Zoutpansberg

district were driven into hwgers by a native rising which they

were unable to suppress. Schoemansdal, a village at the foot

of the Zoutpansberg, was the most important settlement of the

district, and the most advanced outpost in European occupation

at that time in South Africa. It was just within the tropics, and
was situated in a well<watered and beautiful country. It was
used as a base by hunters and traders with the interior, and in its

vicinity there gathered a number of settlers of European origin,

many of them outcasts from Europe or Cape Colony. Ihey
earned the reputation of being the most lawtes white Inhabitants

in the whole of South Africa. When called upon to go to the

aid of this settlement, which in z865~x866 was sore pressed by
one of the mountain Bantu tribes known as the Baramapulana,
the buyers of the southern Transvaal objected that the white
inhabitants of that region were too lawless and reckless a body to

merit their assistance. In 1867 Schoemansdal and a considerable
portion of the district were abandoned on the advice of Com-
mandant-general Paul Kruger, and Schoemansdal finality was
burnt to ashes by a party of natives. It was not until 1869 that

peace was patched up, and the settlement arrived at left the
mountain tribes in practical independence. Meanwhile the
public credit and finances of the Transvaal went from bad to

worse. The paper notes already issued had been constituted by
law legal tender for all debts, but in 1868 thdr power of actual

purchase was only 30% compared with that of gold, and by 1870
it had fallen as low as 25%. Qvil servants, who were paid in

this depredated scrip, suffered considerable distress. The revenue
for Z869 was stated as £31,511; the expenditure at £30,836.
The discovery of gold at Tati led President Pretorius m April

z868 to issue a proclamation extending his territories on the west
and north so as to embrace the goldfidd and all jMWtoia
Bechuanaland. The same proclamation extended •}>'' •

Transvaal territory on the east so as to iadude part '^•V"*

of Delagoa Bay. The eastern extension claimed by Pretorius

was the sequd to endeavours made shortly before, on the initiap

tive of a Scotsman, to devdop trade along the rivers leading to

Delagoa Bay. It was also in accord with the desire of the Trans-

vaal Boers to obtain a seaport, a desire which had led them as
earty as z86o to treat with the Zulus for the possession of St
Luda Bay. That effort had, however, failed. And now the

proclamation of Pretorius was followed by protests on the part

of the British high oonunissioner. Sir Philip Wodehouse, as well

as on the part of the consul-general for Portu|^ in Sonth Africa.

The boundary on the east was settled by a treaty with Portugal

in 1869, the Boers abandoning thdr daim to DeUgoa Bay; that

on the west was dealt with in 1871.

The Sand River Convention of 1852had notdefined the western
border of the state, and the discovery of gold at Tati to the north-

west, together with the discovery of diamonds on the Vaal in

1867, offered Pretorius every inducement to extend his boundary.
Although to-day the great diamond mines are south of the Vaal
River, the eariy discoveries of diamonds were made chiefly on the
northern bank of the Vaal, near the site of the town now known
as Barkly West This territory was claimed by the

South African Republic, by Barotong and Batlapin ]Xi±
Bechuanas, by Koranas, and also by David Amot, on
behalf of the Griqua captain, Nicholas Waterboer. To settle the
boundaiy question an arbitration court was appointed consisting

of a Transvaal landdrost, A. A. O'Reilly, on behalf of the South
African Republic, and John Campbell on behalf of the other

daimants, with Lieutenant-Governor Keate of Natal as rderee.

The judges disagreed, and the final decision, afterwards known
as the Keate award, was given by the referee on the z^th of

October 187 1. The decision was in favour of Waterboer, who
had, on the 35th of August 1870, before the appointment of the
arbitration court,offered his territory to Great Britain, and it was
understood by all the parties interested that that offer would be
accepted. The award, admittedly just on the evidence before

Keate, placed, however, outside the territory of the republic the
Bloemhof district, hi which district Boer farmers were settled, and
over which the Pretoria government had for some years exerdsed
jurisdiction. A few days after the publication of the Keate
award Sir Henry Barkly, the British high commissioner, issued

proclamations taking over Waterbocr's territory under *^-
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title of Griqtialand West (g.v.)* The eastern boundary of the

new territory was made to include the region between the

Harts river and the Vaal, in which the diamond diggings

were situated, but not the Bloemhof district. To this district

Sir Henry Baddy asserted the British rights, but no steps were

taken to enforce them and as a matter of fact the Bloemhof
district continued to be part of the Transvaal.
» The award caused a strong feeling of resentment among the

Boers, and led to the resignation of President Pretoritis and his

executive. The Boers now cast about to find a man who
should have the necessary ability, as they said, to negotiate on
equal terms with the British authorities should any future dis-

pute arise. With this view they asked Mr (afterwards Sir

John) Brand, president, of the Free State, to allow

them to nominate him for the presidency of the

South African Republic. To this President Braiid

would not consent. He recognized that, even' at

this early stage of their history, the Transvaal Boers were
filled with the wildest ideas as to what steps they would take
in the future to counteract the influence of Great Britain. Brand
intimated to many of the leading Transvaal Boers that in his

opinion they were embarking on a rash and mistaken policy.

He urged that their true interests lay in friendship with, not in

hostility to. Great Britain and the British. Having failed with

Brand, the Boers invited the Rev. Thomas Francois Burgers,

a member of a well-known Cape Colony family and a minister

of the Dutch Reformed Church, to allow hinuelf to be nomi-
nated. Burgers accepted the oflfer, and in 1873 was elected

president. About this time gold reefs were discovered in

the Zoutpansberg district near Marabastad, and a few gold

seekers from Europe and Cape Colony began t6 prospect the

northern portions of the Transvaal. The miners and prospectors

did not, however, exceed a few hundred for several years.

The appointment of Burgers to the presidency in 1872 was
a new departure. He was able, active and enlightened, but
he was a visionary rather than a man of affairs 6t sound
Judgment. Instead of reducing chaos to order and concentrat-

ing his attention, as Brand had done in the Free State, on
establishing security and promoting industry, he took up, with

all its entanglements, the policy of intrigues with native du'efs

beyond the border and the dream of indefinite expansion.

Th 1875 Burgers proceeded to Europe with the project of raising

a loan for the construction of a railway to Delagoa Bay. He
was empowered by the volksraad to raise £300,000, but with

great difficulty be obtained in Holland the sum of £90,000 only,

and that at a high rate of interest. With this inadequate sum
some railway plant was obtained, and subsequently lay for ten

years at Ddagoa Bay, the scheme having to be abandoned for

want of funds. On his retym to the Transvaal in 1876 Burgers

found that the conditions of affair^ in the state was worse than

ever. ' The acting-president had in his absence been .granted

leave by the volksraad to carry out various measures opposed

to the public welfare; native lands had been indiscriminately

allotted to adventurers, and a war with Sikukuni (Secocoeni),

a native chief on the eastern borders of the ooimtry, was
imminent. A commando was called out, which the president

himself led. The expedition was an ignominious failure, and
many burghers did not hesitate to assign their non-success to

the fact that Bmgers's views on reUgious questions were not

sound. Burgers then proceeded to levy taxes, which were never

paid; to enrol troops, which never marched; and to continue

the head of a government which had neither resources, credit

nor power of administration. In 1877 the Transvaal one-pound
notes were valued at one shilling ash.* Add to this condition

of things the fact that the Zulus were threatening the Transvaal

on its southern border, and the picture of utter collapse which
existed in the state is complete.

B. Fira Annexation hf Greai Britain.—This condition of

affairs coincided with the second movement in South Africa for

a confederation of its variotis colonies and states, a movement
of which the then colonial secretary, the 4th earl of Carnarvon,
was a warm advocate. As to the Ttansvaal in particular,

it was fdt by Lord Carnarvon " that the safety and prosperity

of the republic would be best assured by its union with the
British colonies." Sir Theophilus Shepstone (q.v.) was given a
commission, dated the 5th of October, 1876, instructing him to
visit the Transvaal and empowering him, if it was desired by
the inhabitants and in his judgment necessary, to annex the
country to the British' crown. Sir Theophilus went to Pretoria

in January 1877, with an escort of twenty-five mounted police,

and entered into conferences with the president and executive as
to the state of the country. By this time Burgers was no longer

blinded by the foolish optimism of a visionary who had woven
finespun theories of what an ideal republic might be. He
had lived among the Boers and attempted to lead their govern-
ment. He had found their idea of liberty to be anarchy, their

native policy to be slavery, and their republic to be a sham. His
was a bitter awakening, and the bitterness of it found expres-

sion in some remarkable words addressed to the volksraad

:

" I would rather,'* said Burgers in March 1877, " be a polkeman
under a strong eovcmment than the president « such a state. It is

you'-you raembers of the Raad and the Boerr—who have lost the
country, who have sold your independence for a drink. Ychi have
ill-treated the natives, you have shot them down, you have sold
thera into slavery, and now you have to pay the penalty. . . . We
should ddude ourselves by entertaining the hope tnat matters
would mend by-and-by. ... Do you know what recently happened
in Turkey? Because no civilized government was cam»l on
there, the Great Powers interiered and said, 'Thus far and no
farther.' And if this is done to an empire, will a little republic
be excused when it misbehaves? . . If we want justice, we must
be in a position to ask it with unsullied hands. ..."

After careful investigation Shepstone satisfied himself that
annexation was the only possible salvation for the Transvaal.

He had gone to Pretoria hoping that the Transvaal volksraad
would accept Canuurvon's federation scheme; but the federation

proposals were rejected by the raad. Shepstone was willing

to find some way other than simple aimexation out of the diffi-

culty, but none appeared to present itself. The treasury was
empty, the Boers refused to pay their taxes, and there was no
power to enforce them. A pubUc debt of £2 r 5,000 existed, and
government contractors were left unpaid. Sir Theophilus
Shepstone, finding that the raad would not adopt any remedial

measures, on the lath of April 1877 issued a proclamation annex-
ing the country. The prodanuition stated (among other things)

:

" It is the wish of Her Most Gracious Majesty that it [the state)

shall enjoy the fullest legisUtive privileges comjMitible with
the circumstances of the coimtry and the intelligence of its

people." The wisdom of the step taken by Shep-
gf̂ mm^

stone has been called in question. For many ytznAmatxaOom,
subsequently the matter was so surrounded with'*"'*

the sophistry of English party politics that it was difficult

for Englishmen to form any impartial opinion. The history

of the Transvaal is more complete and better understood to-day

than it was in 1877, and no one who acquaints himself with the

facts will deny that Shepstone acted with care and moderation.

The best evidence in favour of the step is to be found in the
publicly expressed views of the state's own psesident. Burgers,

already quoted. Moreover, the menace of attack on the Zulu
side was a serious one, however able the Boers may have been
to meet a foe who fought in the open, and who had been beaten
by them in previous wars. Even before annexation had occurred,

Shepstone felt the danger so acutely that he sent a message to
Cetywayo, the Zulu chief, warning him that British annexation
was about to be proclaimed and that invasion of the Transvaal
would not be tolerated. To this warning Cetywayo, who,
encouraged by the defeat of the Boers at Sikukuni's hands,
had already gathered his warriors together, reph'ed: " I thank
my father Somtseu [Shepstone] for his message. I am glad that

he has sent it, because the Dutch have tired me out, and I

intended to fi|^t with them . . . and to drive them over

the Vaal ..." A still further reason for Shepstone's

annexation, given by Sir Bartle Frere, was that Burgers had
already sought alliance with European powers, and Shepstone

had no reason to doubt that if Great Britain refused to interfere,

Germany would intervene. Moreover, apart from the attitude
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of President Borgen, which cannot be said to have been one of

active opposition, a considerable number of the Boers accepted

the annexation with complacency. Burgers himself left the

Transvaal a disappointed, heart-broken man, and a deathbed

statement published some time after his decease throws a lurid

light on the intrigues which arose before and after annexation.

He shows bow, for purely personal ends, Kruger allied himself

with the British faction who were agitating for annexation, and
to undermine him and endeavour to gain the presidency, ur^ed

the Boers to pay no taxes. However this may be, Burgers was
crushed; but as a consequence the British government and not

Paul Kruger was, for a time at least, master of the Transvaal.

In view of his attitude before annexation, it was not surprising

that Kruger should be one of the first men to agitate against

it afterwards. The work of destruction had gone too far. The
plot had miscarried^ And so Kruger and Dr Jorissen, by whom
he was accompanied, were the first to approach Lord Carnarvon

with an appeal for revocation of the proclamation. Lord
Carnarvon's reply was that the act of annexation was an irrevo'

cable one. Unfortunately the train of events in England

favoured the intrigues of the party who wished the annexation

cancelled. In 1878 Lord Carnarvon resigned, and there were

other evidences of dissension in the British cabinet.

Kruger, who since the annexation had held a salaried

appointment under the British Govemment,.again became one

of a depuution to England. His colleague was Piet Joubert.

They laid their case before Sir Michael Hicks Beadi (who
had succeeded Lord Carnarvon) but met with no success. Sir

Michael, however, in a despatch dated September the i6th

1878, reiterated the intention of the British cabinet to grant the

state " to the utmost practicable extent, its individuality and
powers of self-government under the sovereignty of the queen."

On the occasion of Kruger's second mission to endeavour to get

the annexation revoked Sir T. Shepstone determined to dispense

with his further services as a government sejvant, and terminated

the engagement. In the beginning of 1879 Shepstone was
recalled and Colonel Owen Lanyon, who had served in Bechuana-

land and was then administrator of Griqualand West, was
appointed administrator in the Transvaal. In the meantime,

the Zulu forces which threatened the Transvaal had been turned

against the British, and the disaster of Isandhlwana occurred.

Rumours of British defeat soon reached the Transvaal, and
encouraged the disaffected party to become bolder

in their agitation against British rule. Thus Sir

Bartle Frere wrote at the time: "AH* accotmts

from Pretoria represent that the great body of the Boer
population is still under the belief that the Zulus are more
than a match for us, that our difficulties are more than we can

surmount, and that the present is the favourable opportunity

for demanding their independence." In April Frere visited

Pretoria and conferred with the Boers. He assured thenl'that

they might look forward to complete self-government imder the

Crown, and at the same time urged them to sink political

differences and join hands with the British against their com-
mon enemy, tlM Zulus. The Boers, however, continued to

agitate for complete independence, and, with the honourable

exception of Piet Uys, a gallant Boer leader, and a small band of

followers, who assisted Colonel Evelyn Wood at Hlobani, the

Boers held entirely aloof from the conflict with the Zulus, a
campaign which cost Great Britain many lives and £5,000,000

before the Zulu power was finally broken. In June Sir Garnet

Wolseky went to South Africa as commander of the forces

against the Zulus, and as high commissioner " for a time," in

the place of Sir Bartle Frere, of the Transvaal and Natal.

Meantime Frere's proposals to fulfil the promises made to grant

the Boers a libttal constitution were shelved. After the " settle-

ment" of the Zulu question, Sir Garnet Wolseley proceeded

to Pretoria and immediately organized an expedition against

Sikukuni, who throughout the Zulu campaign had been acting

under the advice of Cetywayo. Sikukuni's stronghold was
captured and his forces disbanded.

Sor Gaznet Wolseleynow assured the Boers at apublic gathering

that so bng as the sun shone the British flag would fly at Pretoria.

In May x88o he returned to England, having esUblished in the
Transvaal a legislative council with powers so limited as to con-
vince many of the Boers that there was no intention of fulfilling

Shepstone's promises. Meanwhile events in Great Britain had
once more taken a turn which gave encouragement to the dis-

affected Boers. Already in November 1879 Gladstone had
conducted his Midlothian campaign. In one speech, referring

to Cyprus and the Transvaal, he said: ** If those acquisitions

were as valuable as they are valueless, I would repudiate
them, because they were obtained by means dishonourable
to the character of our country." And in another speech he
said that the British had insanely placed themselves fu^c^^^,
in the strange predicament of the free subjects of a aiadtfa^'a

monarchy going to coerce the free subjects of a *'•**"'
republic. Expressions such as these were trans-

^^''''^

lated into Dutch and distributed among the Boers, and they
exercised a good deal of influence in fanning the agitation already
going on in the Transvaal. So keenly were the Midlothian
speeches appreciated by the Boers that the Boer committee
wrote a letter of thanks to Gladstone, and expressed thehope that
should a change in the government of Great Britain occur,
" th^ injustice done to the Transvaal might find redress." In
April 1880, this change- in the British Government did occur.

Gladstone became prime minister, and shortly afterwards
Frere was recalled. Could events be more auspicious for the
party seeking retrocession? On being directly appealed to'

by Kruger and Joubert, Gladstone however replied that the
liberty which they sought might be " most easily and promptly
conceded to the Transvaal as a member of a South African
Confederation." This was not at all what was wanted, and the
agitation continued. Meanwhile in the Transvaal, concurrently
with the change of prime minister and high commissioner, the
administrator, Colonel Lanyon, began vigorcu^y to enforce

taxation among the Boers. Men who would not pay taxes to

their own appointed governments, and who were daily expecting

to be allowed to return to that condition of anarchy which
they had come to regard as the normal order of things, were not
likely to respond willingly to the tax-gatherer's demands. That
many of them refused payment in the drcvjnstances which
existed was natural.

In November matters were brought to a head by the wagons
of a farmer named Bezuidenhout being seized in respect of the
non-payment of taxes, and promptly retaken from
the sheriff by a party of Boers. Lanyon began to

recognize that the position was becoming -grave, and
telegraphed to Sir George CoUey, the high commissioner of

South-East Africa, for military aid. This, however, was not

immediately available, and on the 13th of December the

Boers in public meeting at Paardekraal resolved once
more to proclaim the South African Republic, and in the

meantime to appoint a triumvirate, consisting of Kruger,
Pretorius and Joubert, as a provisional government. Within
three days of the Paardekraal meeting a letter was sent to the

administrator demanding the keys of the government offices.

Formal proclamation of the republic was made on the i6th of

December (Dingaan's Day) at Heidelberg. Hostilities forthwith

began. Meanwhile pressure was put on the British prime
minister to carry out the policy he had avowed while out of

office. But it was not until Great Britain was suffering from the

humiliation of defeat that he was convinced that the time for

granting that retrocession had arrived. The first shots fired were
outside Potchefstroom, which was then occupied by a small

British garrison (see Potchepstroou). On the zoth of December
some 340 men under Colonel Anstruther, chiefly belonging to

the 94th Regiment, while marching from Lydenburg to Pretoria,

were surprised at Bronkhorst Spruit, and cut up by the Boer
forces. Half the men were killed and wounded; the other half

including some officers, were taken prisoners. Captain Elliot,

one of the prisoners, who had been released on parole, was shot

dead by Boers while crossing the Vaal, and Captain Lambert,

another paroled prisoner who accompanied Elliot, was also

Omihnakot
Wmt, 1880,
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but escaped. Pretoria, Rustenberg, Lydenbuig, and other smaller

towns bad been placeci in a position of defence under the direc-

tions of Colonel Bellaits, who remained in command at Pretoria,

the garrison consisting of a small number of troops and the loyal

inhabitants. Sir George Colley, with about X400 men. marched
towards the Transvaal frontier, but before reaching it he found,

on the a4th of January z88x, that the Boers had ahready invaded

Natal and occupied Laing's Nek. He pitched his camp at

Ingogo. Having been defeated at Laing's Nek, and- suffered

^^^ considerable loss in an engagement near Ingogo,

mtun, ^^^ ("^^ ^ ^^'^ ^ ^^^ ^^P ^ Majuba, a mountain
overlooking the Boer camp and the nek. He went

up during the night, and in the morning was attacked and
overwhelmed by the Boers (Feb. 37). Of the 554 men who
constituted the British force on Majuba, 92 were killed and
X34 wounded. Sir George CoUey himself bdng amongst those

who were slain.

Ten days previous to the disaster at Majuba Sir Evelyn Wood
had arrived at Newcastle with rdnforcements. On CoHey's

death he assumed command. Negotiations bad been opened

with the Boexs before the attack on Majuba and the British

cabinet refused to allow that disaster to izifluence their action.

On the 6th of March a truce was concluded and on the axst terms

of peace were arranged between the Boer triumvirate and Sir

Evelyn Wood. The most important of these terms were that

the Transvaal should have complete internal self-government

under British suzerainty and that a British resident should be

stationed at Pretoria. Another article reserved to her majesty
** the control of the external relations of the said state, including

the conclusion of treaties and the conduct of diplomatic inter-

course with foreign powers," and the right to march troops

through the TransvaaL The boundaries of the state were

defined, and to them the Transvaal was strictly to adhere.

These terms practically conceded all that the Boers demanded,

and were never regarded as anything else than surrender either

by the Boers or the loyalists in South Africa. The agreement

had hardly been concluded when Sir Frederick Roberts arrived

at the Cape with 10,000 troops, and after spending forty-eight

hours there returned to England.

In the meantime, while the British general was making a

treaty under the instructions of British ministers on the frontier,

the beleaguered garrisons of Pretoria. Potchefstroom, and other

smaller towns were gallantly holding their own. The news of

the surrender reached Pretoria throiigh Boer sources, and when
first received there was laughed at by the garrison and inhabi-

Unts as a Boec joke. When the bitter truth was at length

realiiEed, the British flag was dragged through the dust of Pretoria

streets by outraged Englishmen. Presently there assembled in

Pretoria a commission to elaborate the terms of peace. On
the one side were the Boer triumvirate, on the other Sir Evelyn

Wood, Sir Hercules Robinson (Frere's successor m the high com-

missionership), and Sir J. H. de Villlers, chief justice of Cape

Colony, while President Brand of the Orange Free State gave the

commission the benefit of his advice. The terms agreed upon

were drawn up in the form of a convention and signed (Aug. 3).

The preamble to the Pretoria Convention of x88i

^contained in brief but explicit terms the grant of

self-government to the Boers, subject to British

suzerainty. In later years, when the Boers desired to regard

the whole of this convention (and not merely the articles) as

cancelled by the London Convention of 1884, and with it the

suzerainty, which was only mentioned in the preamble, Mr
Chamberlain, a member of the cabinet of X880-X885, pointed

out that if the preamble to this instrument were considered

cancelled, so also would be the grant of self-government.

The government of the state was handed over to the

triumvirate on the 8th of August and was continued in their

name until May 1883, when Kruger was elected president

C ^rmt the Retrocession to i8gg,—Tht retrocession of the

Transvaal was a terrible blow to the loyalists. The Boers,

on the other hand, found themselves in better plight than

they had ever been before. Their native foes had been
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crushed by British forces; thefar liabilities were consolidated

into a debt to Great Britain, to be repaid at oonvenienc9

and leisure—as a matter of fact, not even interest was paid

for some time. If ever a small state was well treated by a
large one, the Transvaal was so in the retrocession of 188 1.

Unfortunately, this magnanimity was forthcoming after

defeat It appeared as though a virtue had been made of

a necessity, and the Boers never regarded it in any other

light.

The new volksraad had scarcely been returned and the
Pretoria Convention ratified (Oct. 25) before a system of
government concessions to private individuals

was started. These concessions, in so £ar as they itj!^
prejudiced the commerce and general interests

of the inhabitants, consisted chiefly in the granting of mono-
polies. Among the fiirst monopolies which were granted in i8Sa

was one for the manufacture of spirituous liauor. The system

continued steadily down to 1899, by which time railways,

dynamite, spirits, iron, sugar, wool, bricks, jam, paper and
a number of other things were -all of them articles of monopoly.

In X882 also began that alteration of the franchise law which
subsequently developed into positive exclusion of practically

all save the original Boer burghers of the country from the

franchise. In x88i, on the retrocession, full franchise rights

could be obtained ;ifter two years' residence; in x882 the period

of residence was increased to five years. Meanwhile the land-

hunger of the Boers became stimulated rather than checked
by the regaining of the independence of their country. On
the western border, where the natives were of less wariike

character than those on their southern and northern frontiers,

intrigues were ahready going on with petty tribal chiefs, and
the Boers drove out a portion of the Barolongs from their lands,

setting up the so-called republics of Stellaland and Goshen.
This act called forth a protest from the xsth Lord Derby
(now secretary of state for the colonies), stating that he could

not recognize the right of Boer freebooters to set up govern-

ments of their own on the Transvaal borders. This protest

had no effect upon the freebooters, who issued one proclamation

after another, until in November X883 they united the two
new republics under the title of the " United States of Stella-

land." Simultaneously with this "irresponsible" movement
for expansion. President Kruger proceeded to London to

interview Lord Derby and endeavour to Induce him to dis-

pense with the suzerainty, and to withdraw other clauses in

the Pretoria Convention on foreign relations and natives, which
were objectionable from the Boer point of view. Moreover,
Kruger requested that the term " South African Republic

"

should be substituted for Transvaal State.

The result was the London Convention of the 27th of Feb-
ruary 1884. In this document a fresh set of articles was
substituted for those of the Pretoria Convention of x88x. In
the articles of the new convention the botmdaries were once
more defined, concessions being made to the Transvaal on the
Bechuanaland frontier, and to them the republic was bound
to "strictly adhere." In what followed it must always be
remembered that Lord Derby began by emphatically rejecting

the first Boer draft of a treaty on the ground that Laa^na
no treaty was possible except between equal sove- Ctev»«*

reign states. Moreover, it is undeniable that Lord ^'*»'*'^

Derby acted as though be was anxious to appear to be
giving the Boers what they wanted. He would not formally

abolish the suzerainty, but he was willing not to mention

it; and though, in substituting new articles for those of the

Pretoria Convention he left the preamble untouched, he

avoided anything which could commit the Boer delegates

to a formal recognition of that fact. On the other hand,

he was most indignant when in the House of Lords he was
accused by Lord Cairns of impairing British interests and
relinquishing the queen's suzerainty. He declared that he

had preserved the thing b its subsUnce, if he had not actually

used the word; and this view of the matter was always officially

I maintained in the colonial office (which, significantly enough,
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dealt with Transvaal affaiis) whatever the political party in

power. Unfortunately, the timid way in which it was done

made as ineffaceable an impression on Kniger even as the

saixmder after Majuba. Article 4 st&ted:

" The South African Republic will conclude no treaty or engage-
ment with any state or nation, other than the Orange Free State,

nor with any native tribe to the eastward or westward of the

Repablic, until the same has been approved by her Majesty the
Queen."

The other artide to which the greatest interest was subse-

quently atuched was art. 14:
" An pemns, other than natives, conforming themselves to the

hws of the South African Republic (a) will have full liberty, with
thdr families, to enter, travel, or reside in any part of the South
African Republic; {b) they will be entitled to hire or possess houses,

manufactories, warehouses, shops and premises; (e) they may carry

on their commerce either in perK>n Or by any agents whom they
may think fit to employ; (<0 they will not be subject, in respect

of their persons or property, or m respect of their commerce or
industry, to any taxes, whether general or local, other than those

which axe or may be imposed upondtisens of the said Republic"

Notwithstanding the precise fixing of the boundaries of

the repubUc by the London Convention, President Kniger

T^aiftiifsf endeavoured to maintain the Boer hold on Goshen
Bwfmmatm and Stellaland, but the British govemment on
*•*• this point proved firm, and an expedition set out

in 1884 imder Sir Charles Warren, broke up the freebooten' two
sUtes, and occupied the countiy without a shot being fired

(see Beceuanaulnd). The expedition cost Great Britain a
minion and a half, but the attempt at farther extension west-

wards was foiled, and a little later treaties with Lobenguela

and the grant to Cedl Rhodes and his 00-directots of a
charter for the British South Africa Company put a check

on designs the Boeis held to expand northward (see Rhodesia).

On the eastern border a similar policy of expansion was foUowed

by the Boers, and in this instance with more success. FoUow-

faig up the downfaU of the 2Uilu power after the British conquest

in 1879,. several parties of Boers began intriguing with the petty

diiefs, and in May 1884, in the presence of 10,000 Zulus, they

ptodairatd Dinizulu, the son of Cetywayo, to be king of Zulu-

hnd (sec ZtTLtriAND). As a " reward " for their services to the

Zulus, the BoeiB then took cnnr from them a tract of country in

which they established a "New Republic" In 1886 the

"New Republic" with limits considerably narrowed, was
recognised by Great Britain, and the territory became incor-

porated with the Transvaal in 1888. Their eastern boundary,

in the teeth of the spirit of the conventions, and with but scant

observance of the letter, was by this means considerably

extended. A similar policy sventuaUy brought SwazOand
almost entirely under their dominion (see Swazxiand). At the ;

same time President Kniger revived the project of obtaining a

seaport for the state, one of the objects of Boer ambitions since

i860 (vide supra). Kniger endeavoured to acquire Kosi Bay,

to the north of Zululand and only 50 m. east of the Swazi

frontier. Meanwhile, events occurring within the state augured

ill for the future of the country. In 1884 a concession to a

number of HoUander and (>erman capitalists of aU rights to

make railways led to the formation of the Netherlands RaU-

way Company. This company, which was not actuaUy floated

tin 1887, was destined to exercise a disastrous in-

fluence upon the fortunes of the state, (jold
f digging had hitherto enjoyed in the Transvaal but

a precarious existence. In 1883 the discovery of

Hoodie's Reef near the Kaap Vaney led to a considerable influx

of diggers and prospectors from the colonies and Europe, and
by 1884 the Sheba Mine had been opened up, and Barberton,

with a population of 5000 inhabitants, sprung into existence.

In x8S6 the Rand goldiields, which had just been discovered,

were proclaimed and Johannesburg was founded. From
that time the gold industry made steady progress until the

Rand gold mines proved the richest and most productive

^Idfield in the world. As the industry prospered, so did the

Euiopean population increase. The revenue of the state went.

op t^ Ittps and bounds At the end of x886 Johannesburg
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consisted of a few stores and some few thousand inhabitants.

In October 1896 the sanitary board census estimated the popula-

tion as 107,078, of whom 50,907 were Europeans. The wealth

which was pouring into the Boer state coffers exceeded the wildest

dreams of President Kniger and his followers. Land went up
in value, and farms, many of them at comparatively remote
distances from the goldfields, were sold at enormously enhanced
prices. In fact, so attractive did this sale of land become
to the Boers that they eventtudly parted with a third of the
whole land area of the country to Uitlander purchasers^ Yet
in spite of the wealth which the industry of the Uitlanders

was creating, a policy of rigid poUtical exclusion and restriction

was adopted towards them.

An attempt was made in 1888, after the conference held

between Cape Colony, the Orange Free State and Natal, to
induce the Transvaal to enter a customs union, f^igti^gg
Kruger would have none 9f it, although by so doing wUith»nai
he could have obtained permission for a settlement •fSoatM

at and raflway to Kosi Bay. A convention to this
^**^

effect was signed in August 1890^ the Transvaal bdng aUowed
three years in which to take advantage of its provisions.

Kruger's design at this time was to bring the whole of the

external trade of the state, which was growing yeariy as the gold

industry developed, through Delagoa Bay and over the Nether-

bmds nulway. His hostility towards Great Britain and even
Cape Colony led him to adopt a commercial policy both narrow
and prejudicial to the interests of the gold industry. In the

appointment of F. W. Reiu as president of the Orange Free

State (January 1889) on the death of Sir John Brand, Kruger
recognized a new opportunity of endeavouring to cajole the

Free State. Brand had arranged, in the teeth of the strongest

protests from Kruger, that the Cape railway should extend

to Bk>emfontein and subsequently to the Vaal river. Kruger
now endeavoured to control the raUway policy of the Free

State, and induced that republic to agree to a treaty whereby
each state bound itself to help the other whenever the inde-

pendence of either should be threatened or assaOed, unless

the cause of quarrel was. In the eyes of the state called in to

assist, an unjust one (see Orangx Fsex State).

In 1890 a feeling of considerable irritation bad grown up
among the Uitlanders at the various monopolies, but par-

ticularly at. the dynamite monopoly, which pressed
^

solely and with peculiar severity upon gold miners,
jg

Requests for consideration in the matter of the

franchise, and also for a more liberal commercial policy in

the matter of railways, dynamite and customs dues, began

to be made. In response Kruger enacted that the period

of quab'fication for the fuU franchise should now be raised

to ten years tnstnd of five. He at the same time instituted

what was caUed a second chamber, the franchise qualifications

for which were easier, but which was not endowed with any
real power. During this year Kruger visited Johannesburg,

and what was known as "the flag incident" occurred. He
had by this time rendered himself somewhat unpopular, and
in the evening the Transvaal flag, which flew over the land-

drost's house, was puUed down. This incensed Kruger so

much that for many years he continued to quote it as a reason

why no consideration could be granted to the Uitlanders.

By X89S the Uitlanders be|^ to fed that if they were to

obtain any redress for their grievances combined constitutional

action was called for. and the- first reform move-
ment began. The Transvaal National Union was oSvihhm.
formed. This consisted at the outset chiefly of

mercandle and professional men and artisans. The mining men,
espedaUy the beads of the larger houses, did not care at this

juncture to run the risk of political agitation. The Hon. J.

Tudbope, an ex-minister in the Cape government, was elected

rhairman of the union. The objects of this body, were avowed
from the outset. They desired equal rights (or all citizens, the

abolition of monopolies and abuses, together with the maintenance

of the sute's independence. In the furthering of this policy

Tudhope was supported by Charles Leonard and his broth'--
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James Leonaxd, at one time attorney-general of Cape Colony.

Both the Leonards, as well as many of their followers, were
South Africans by birth. They, in common with the great

bulk of the Uitlanders, recognised that the state had every

right to have its independence respected. But they asserted

that a narrow and retrogressive policy, such as Kruger was
following, was the very thing to endanger that independence.

The soundness of these views and the legitimacy of Uitlander

aspirations were recognized by a few Boer officials at Pretoria.

Some prominent burghers even spoke at Uitlander meetings

in favour of the Uitlander requests. At a later date, Chief

Justice Kotze, when on drcuit, warned the Boers that in its

retrogressive action the government was undermining the

grpndwet or constitution of the state. It soon became evident

that one course, and one only, by open to President Kruger if

he desired to avert a catastrophe. It was to meet in a friendly

spirit those men who had by their industry converted a poor

pastoral country into a rich industrial one, who represented

more than half the inhabitants, who paid more than three-

fourths of the revenue, and who were aniious to join him as

citizens, with the rights of citizenship. He chose a course

diametrically opposite. In an interview accorded to seven

delegates from the National Union, in 1892, he told Charles

Leonard to " go back and tell your people that I shall never

give them anything. I shall never change my policy. And
now let the storm burst." In 1894 there occurred an incident

which not only incensed the Uitlanders to fury, but called for

British intervention. A number of British subjects resident in

CommmB' the Transvaal, in spite of their having no political

dK9rt0gim' status, were commandeered to suppress, a native
<*^»***i*94. rising. This led to a protest, and eventually a visit

to Pretoria, from Sir Henry Loch the high commissioner.

In the negotiations which followed. President Kruger at

length agreed to extend " most favoured nation " privileges to

British subjects in reference to compulsory military service,

and five British subjects who had been sent as prisoners

to the front were released. This result was not, however,

achieved before President Kruger had done his utmost to

induce Sir Henry Loch to promise some revision in favoyr

of the Transvaal of the London Convention. Following this

incident came a further alteration in the franchise law, making
the franchise practically impossible to obtain. At a banquet
given in honour of the German emperor's birthday in Pretoria

in January 1895, Kruger referred in glowing terau to the

friendship of Germany for the Transvaal, which in the future

was to be more firmly established than ever. This speech was
public evidence of what was known to be going on behind

the scenes. The German consul at Pretoria at this

juncture as a vobtile, sanguine man, with
visionary ideas of the important part Germany was

to play in the future as the patron and ally of the South African

Republic, and of the extent to which the Bismarckian policy

might go in abetting an anti-British campaign. Whether he
deceived himself or not, he led President Kniger and the Boers to

believe that Germany was prepared to go to almost any length in

support of the Transvaal if any opportunity occurred. His in-

fluence was an undoubted factor in the Kruger policy of that time.

The Delagoa Bay railway being at length completed to Pretoria

and Johannesburg, Kruger determined to take steps to bring

the Rand traffic over it. The Netherlands railway

began by putting a prohibitive tariff on goods from
the Vaal river. Not to be coerced in this manner,

the Rand merchants proceeded to bring their goods on from
the Vaal by wagon. Kruger then dosed the drifts (or fords)

on the river by which the wagons crossed. He only reopened
them after the receipt of what was tantamount to an ultimatum
on the subject from Great Britain.

In May 1895, on the urgent representations of Sir Henry Loch,
the British government annexed Tongaland, including Kosi Bay.
thus making the British and Portuguese boundaries contermi-

nous on the coast of south-east Africa. In the previous month
certain native territories- between Tongdbad and Swaziland had

been annexed by Great Britain. The Boers, who had failed

to fulfil the conditions under which they might have secured
Kosi Bay, neverthdess resented this action, which Bowfibatf
took away from them all chance of obuining a io<*>g—
seaport. Kruger telegraphed that " this annexation ^'"***

cannot be regarded by this government otherwise than as
directed against this republic. They must therefore regard it as
an unfriendly act, against which they hereby protest." The
protest was unheeded, the British government having realized

the international complications that might ensue had the
Transvaal a port of its own.
At this time the Uitlanders formed a majority of the popula-

tion, owned half the land and lune-tenths of the property,
and they were at least entitled to- a hearing. When i

in August 1895 they forwarded one of thdr manyi
petitions praying for redress of their grievances^

and an extension of the franchise, thdr petition, with over

35,000 signatures, was rejected with jeers and insult. One
member of the Raad, during a debate in the chamber, called

upon the Uitlanders to " come on and fight " for their rights

if they wanted them. The words were but the utterance of

an individual Raad member, but they were only a shade less

offensive than those used by Kruger in 1892, and they too
accuratdy describe the attitude of the Boer executive. In
Septenbor a meeting of the chambers of mines and commerce
was hdd at Johannesburg, and a letter on various matters of

the greatest importance to the mining industry was addressed
to the Boer executive. It was never vouchsafed an answer.
What the next step should be wa^ fredy discussed. Some
urged an appeal to the Imperial government; but others,

especially men of colonial birth and experience, objected
that they would be leaning on a broken reed. That men
who had still the memory of Majuba in their hearts should
have fdt misgiving is not to be wondered at. At this juncture
(October 1895) came overtures to the leading Uitlanders

from Cedl Rhodes, then prime minister of Cape Colony*
and from Dr Jameson, leading to the Jameson Raid. To one
or two men this scheme, subsequently known asn*
the Jameson Plan, had been revealed in the pre- **/*—
vious June, but to the majority even of the small

^''**"

group of leaders it was not known till October or November
1895. The proposition came in a tempting hour. Rhodes and
Jameson, after considerable ddiberation, came to the condu-
sion that they might advantageously intervene between Kruger
and the Uitlanders. .They induced Alfred Bdt, who was
an old personal friend of Rhodes, and also largdy interested

in the Rand gold mines, to lend his co-operation. They then
submitted thdr scheme to some of the Uitlander leaders. Be-
tween them it was arranged that Jameson should gather a
force of 800 men on the Transvaal border; that the Uit-

landers should continue their agiution; and that, should
no satisfactory concession be obtained from Kruger, a com-
bined movement of armed forces should be made against the
government. The anenal at Pretoria was to be seized; the
Uitlanders in Johannesburg were to rise and hold the town.
Jameson was to make a rapid march to Johannesburg. Mean-
while, in order to give Kruger a final chance of making concessions

with a good grace, and for the purpose of sUting the UitUnder
case to the world, Charles Leonard, as chairman of the
National Union, issued a historic manifesto, which conduded
as follows:

—

We have now only two questions to consider: (a) What do we
want? (6) How Bhall we get it? I have suted plainly what our
erievanccs are, and 1 shall answer with equal directness the question.
What do we want? We want: (i) the esublishment of this republic
as a true republic; (2) a grondwet or constitution which shall be
framed by competent persons selected by representatives of the whole
people and framed on linte laid down by them—a constitution which
shall be safeguarded against hasty alteration: (3) an equitable
franchise law. and fair representation; (4) equality of the Dutch
and English languages; (5) responsibility to the heads of the great
departments of the legislature; (6) removal of religious disabilities:

(7) independence of the courts 01 justice, with adequate and secured
remuneration of the judges; (8) liberal and comprehcnaive education;
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(9) efiicienc civil service, with adequate provision for pay and pension

;

(10) free trade in South African products. That is what we want.
There now remains the Question which b to be put before you
at the meeting of the 6tn of January, vix. How shall we get it?

To this question 1 shall expect from you an answer in plain terms
according to your ddibecate judgment.

The Jameson conspiracy fared no worse and no better than

the great majority of conspixacies in history. It failed in its

immediate object. JamAon did not obtain more than 500 men.

Johannesburg had the greatest difiiculty in smuggling in and
distributing the rifles with which the insurgents were to be armed.

The scheme to seize the Pretoria fort had to be abandoned,

as at the time fixed Pretoria was thronged with Boers. Finally,

to make confusion worse confounded, Jameson, becoming

impatient of delay, in spite of receiving direct messages from

the leaders at Johannesburg teUing him on no account to

move, inarched into the Transvaal.

Tbe policy of delay in the execution of the plot which the

TTItlander leaders found themselves compelled to adopt was
determined by a variety of causes. Apart from the difficulty

of obtaining arms, a aerioua question arose at the eleventh

hour which filled some of the Uitlanders with mistrust. The
reform leaden in the Transvaal, down to and including the

Johannesburg rising, had always recognized as a cardinal

principle the maintenance of the independence of the state.

From Cape Town it was now hinted that the movement in

which Jameson was to co-operate should, in Rhodes's view, be

carried out under the British flag. A meeting of Uitlander

leaders was hastily summoned on the 25th of December. Two
messengers were that night despatched to interview Rhodes,

who then gave the assurance that the flag question might be

left to a plebiscite of the inhabitants of the Transvaal* (sec

Bloe-book, 1897, 165, p. ax). It was determined nevertheless

to postpone action; however, on the 29th of December, Jameson
started, and the news of his having done so reached Johannes-

burg from outside sources. A number of leading citizens were

at once formed into a reform committee. In the absence of

cut«OTe# Charles Leonard, who had been sent as one of the

A imsM delegates to Cape Town to interview Rhodes,
**'^ Lionel Phillips, a partner in Messrs Eckstein & Co.,

the largest mining firm on the Rand, was elected chairman.

Phillips had been for three years in succession chairman of the

chamber of mines, and he had persistently for several years

tried to induce Kruger to take a reasonable view of the require-

ments of the industry. Under the supervision of the reform

committee, such arms as had been smuggled in were distributed,

and Colonel Frank Rhodes was given charge of the armed men.

A large body of police was enrolled, and order was maintained

throughout the town. On the 2nd of January 1896 Jameson,

who found himself at Doomkop in a position surrounded by
Boers, surrendered. Jameson and his men were conveyed to

Pretoria as prisoners, and subsequently handed over to the

high commissioner (Sir Hercules Robinson, who had succeeded

Sir Heniy Loch in June 1895).

Significant of the attitude of Germany—whose "flirtation"

with the Transvaal has been noted—was an open telegram sent

by the emperor William II. the day after the surrender of

Jameson congratulating Kruger that "without

'appealing to the help of friendly powers" he had
repelled the raiders. The British government rejoined

by commissioning a flying squadron and by calling attention

to the London Convention, reserving the supervision of the

foreign relations of the Transvaal to Great Britain. In Jobannes-

* Jameson, neaking at Durban on the 9th of August 19 to,

declared that the raid was not racial in the sense usually understood,

but an effort towards federation. During the raid he carried a
letter containing the names of the proposed new executive, and had
the raid succeeded it was proposed to make General Lulcas Meyer
(d. IQ02) president Jameson subsequently explained that Rhodes
and ne in deaienating " an eminent Dutchman " as president of
" the new provmcial republic " had had no communication with
Meyer on tne subject Neither he (Jameson) nor Rhodes had any
knowledge of a proposal, to which General Botha had publicly

referred, that Charles Leonard should be presidenL (See the Cape
Timet Weekly EdUian, Sept 7. 1910. pt 15.)
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burg meanwhile the Kruger government regained controL

The whole of the reform committee (with the exception of a
few who fled the country) were arrested on a charge of high

treason and imprisoned in Pretoria. In April, at the trial, the

four leaders—^Lionel Phillips, Frank Rhodes, J. H. Hammond
and George Famr, who in conjunction with Charles Leonard
had made the arrangements with Jameson—were sentenced

to death, the sentence being after some months' imprisonment
commuted to a fine of £25.000 each. The rest of the committee
were each sentenced to two years' imprisonment, £2000 fine

or another year's imprisonment, and three years' banishment.
This sentence, after a noonth's incarceration, was also com-
muted. The fine was exacted, and the prisoners, with the

exception of WooUs Sampson and W. D. (Karri) Davies, were
liberated on undertaking to abstain from politics for three

years in lieu of banishment. Messrs Sampson and Davies,

refusing to appeal to the executive for a reconsideration of

their sentence, were retained for over a year.

Sir Hercules Robinson was unfortunately in feeble health

at the time, and having reached Pretoria on the 4th of Januaxy,
he had to conduct negotiations under great physical

disadvantage. He had no sooner learnt of the raid

in Cape Town than he issued a proclamation through

Sir Jacobus de Wet, the British resident at Pretoria,
**''

warning all British subjects in Johannesburg or elsewhere from
aiding and abetting Jameson. This was freely distributed

among the pubUc of Johannesburg. While in Pretoria the

high commissioner in the first instance addressed himself to

inducing Johannesburg to by down its arms. He telegraphed

to the reform committee that Kruger had insisted "that

Johannesburg must by down arms unconditionally as a
precedent to any discussions and consideration of grievances."

On. the following day, the 7th of January, Sir Hercules tele^

graphed again through the British agent, who was then at

Johannesburg, saying: " That if the Uitlaiideis do not comply
with my request they will forfeit all cbims to sympathy from
Her Majesty's government and from British subjects through-

out the world, as the lives of Jameson and the prisoners are now
practically in their hands." The two thousand odd rifles

which had been distributed among the Uitlanders were then

given up. With regard to the inducements to this step urged

upon the reform committee by the high commissioner, it is

only necessary to say with reference to the first that the

grievances never were considered, and with reference to the

second it subsequently appeared that one of the conditions of

the surrender of Jameson's force at Doomkop was that the lives

of the men should be spared. ^ It was after the Johannesburg
disarmament that Kruger had sixty-four members of the

reform committee arrested, announcing at the same time that

his motto would be " Forget and forgive." Sir Hercules

Robinson, in response to a message from Mr Chamberlain, who
had been secretary of state for the colonies since July 1895,

urging him to use firm bnguage in reference to reasonable con-

cessions, replied that he considered the moment inopportune,

and on the 15th of January he left for Cape Town. In 1897

he was succeeded in the high commissioncrship by Sir Alfred

Milner.

In the period which intervened between the Jameson raid

and the outbreak of the war in October 1899 President Kruger's

administration continued to be what it bad been;

that is to say, it was not merely bad, but it JJ^
got progressively worse. His conduct immediately

after Johannesburg had given up its arms, and while the

reform committee were in prison, was distinctly disingenuous.

Instead of discussing grievances, as before the Johannesburg

disarmament he had led the high commissioner to believe was

his intention, be proceeded to request the withdrawal of the

London Convention, because, among other things, " it b in-

jurious to dignity of independJent republic." When Kruger

found that no concession was to be wrung from the British

government, he proceeded, instead of considering grievances^

to add considerably (o their number. The Aliens Expulsion
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and Aliens Immigration Laws, as well as the new Press Law,
were passed in the latter part of 1806.

In 1897 a decision of Chief Justice Kotze was overruled by
an act of the volksraad. This led to a strong protest from
the judges of the high court, and eventually led to the dis-

missal of the chief justice, who had held that office for over
twenty years, and during the whole of that time had been a

loyal and patriotic friend to his country. An industrial

commission appointed during this year by President Kruger
fared no better than the high court had done. The commission
was deputed to inquire into and report on certain of the griev-

ances adversely affecting the gold industry. Its constitution

for this purpose was anomalous, as it consisted almost entirely

of Transvaal officials whose knowledge of the requirements of

the industry was scanty. In spite of this fact, however, the

commission reported in favour of reform in various directions.

They urged, among other thinigs, due enforcement of the liquor

law, more police protection, the abolition of the dynamite
concession, and that foodstuffs should be duty free. These
recommendations made by President Kniger's own nominees
were practically ignored. In 1898, to strengthen his relations

with foreign powers, Kruger senf the state secretary, Dr Leyds,^

to Europe as minister plenipotentiary, his place on the Transvaal
executive being taken by Mr Rettz, the ex-president of the

Free State. At home Kruger continued as obdurate as ever.

In January 1899 Mr Chamberlain pointed out in a despatch

to President Kruger that the dynamite monopoly constituted

a breach of the London Convention. To help the Transvaal

government out of its difficulty, and to make one more effort

towards conciliation, the financial houses of Johannesburg
offered to lend the Transvaal government £600,000 wherewith
to buy out the dynamite company, and so terminate the scandal

and bring some relief to the industry. The offer was not

accepted. Meantime Sir Alfred Milner had also endeavoured
to induce the Transvaal government to grant the necessary

reforms, but his efforts were equally unavailing (see Milner,
Viscount). In March the Uitlanders, hopeless of ever obtain-

ing redress from President Kruger, weary of sending petitions

to the Raad only to be jeered at, determined to invoke inter-

vention if nothing else could avail, and forwarded a petition to

p^f^
Queen A'ictoria. This petition, the outcome of

lAeQMMa. '^^ second Uithnder movement for reform, was
*
signed by 21,000 British subjects, and stated the

Uitlander position at considerable length. The following extract

conveys its general tenor.

—

The condition of your Majesty's subjects in this state has
become well-nigh intolerable. The acknowledged and admitted
grievances, of which your Majesty's subjects complained prior to

1895. not only are not redressM, but exist to-day in an aggravated
form. They are still deprived of all political rights, they are denifd
any voice in the government of the country, they are taxed far above
the requirements of the country, the revenue 01 which is misapplied

and devoted to objects which keep alive a continuous and well-

founded feeling of irritation, without in any way advancing the

general interest of the state. Maladministration and peculation

of public moneys go hand in hand, without any vigorous measures
being adopted to put a stop to the scandal. The education of

Uitlander children is made subject to imoossible conditions. The
police afford no adequate protection to tne lives and property of

the inhabitants of Johannesbuig; they are rather a source of danger
to the peace and safety of the uitlander population.

In response to this appeal, Mr Chamberlain, in a despatch

dated the loth of May, proposed a conference at Pretoria.

Six days before Sir Alfred Milner had telegraphed to London
a summary of the situation, comparing the position of the

Uitlanders to that of helots and declaring the case for inter-

vention to be overwhelming. Neither of these despatches

was made public at the time. But on the very day Mr Cham-
berlain wrote his despatch the friends of the Transvaal govern-

ment in Cape Colony and the Orange Free State invited Sir

* Dr W. J. Leyds, a Hollander bom in Java in 185^, went out to
the Transvaal in 1884 as attomcy-general and was, m 1887, made
government commissioner for the Netherlands (S. A.) railway. In
1890 he became sute secretary and in that position was regarded as
Kniger's light-band roan.

Alfred Milner to meet President Kruger at Bloemfonteia,
hoping to be able to exert pressure on both parties and tn
arrange a settlement as favourable as possible to aiaem*
the Transvaal. The conference opened on the t^teta

31st of May and closed on the 5th of June. It no Coaftnaet.

sooner opened than it was evident that Kruger had come to
obtain, not to giant, concessions. He offered, it is true, a
seven years' franchise htw in place of the five years' franchise

which Sir Alfred Milner asked for. But apart from the relief

suggested being entirely inadequate, it was only to be given
on certain conditions, one of which was that all future disputes
which might arise between the Transvaal and the Imperial
government should be referred to a court of arbitration, of
which the president should be a foreigner. No arrangement
was possible on such terms. Meanwhile feeling was running
high at Johannesburg and throughout South Africa. Meetings
were held in all the large towns, at which resolutions were
passed declaring that no solution of the Transvaal question
would be acceptable which did not provide for equal political

rights for all white men. Sir Alfred Milner urged the home
government strongly to insist upon a minimum of reform, and
primarily . the five years' franchise; and Mr Chamberlain,
backed by the cabinet, adopted the policy of the high com-
missioner. .(A. P. H.; F. R.C.)
D. The Crisis of i8qq.—A state of extreme diplomatic

tension lasted all the summer. The British public, in whom
there had always been the latent desire to retrieve the surrender
to the Boers which had followed the disaster at Majuba, were
at last awakened by the ministerialist press to the necessity
of vindicating British influence in South Africa, and the govern-
ment soon found that, in spite of a highly articulate Radical
minority, the feeling of the country was overwhelmingly behind
them. It was not then realized either by the public or the
government how seriously, and with what considerable justifi-

cation, the Boers believed in their ability, if necessary, to
sweep the British " into the sea." President Kruger had every
expectation of large reinforcements from the Dutch in the two
British colonies; he believed that, whatever happened, Europe
would not allow Boer independence to be destroyed, and he
had assured himself of the adhesion of the Orange Free State,

though it was not till the very last moment that President

Steyn formally notified Sir Alfred Milner of this fact. The
Boers profoundly despised the military power of Great Britain,

and there was no reason why they, any more than Germany
or France, should contemplate the possibility of the empire
standing together as a whole in such a cause. In England, on the
other hand, it was thought by most people that if a firm enough
attitude were adopted Mr Kruger woiild " climb down," and
the effect of this error was shown partly in the whole course of
the negotiations, partly in the tone personally adopted by Mr
Chamberlain. It was only later that it was seen that if Great
Britain intended effectually to champion the Uitlander cause,

the moment for a test of strength had inevitably arrived.

Negotiations could only bring the conflict a little nearer, delay
it a little longer, or supply an opportunity to either side to
justify its action in the eyes of the world. The conditions of
the problem were such that unless Great Britain were to accept

a humiliating rebuff, any correspondence, however skilfully

conducted, was bound to bring into greater prominence the
standing causes of offence between the two sides. The exchange
of despatches soon led to a complete impasse. The persistent

attempt of the South African Republic to assert its full indepen-

dence, culminating in a formal denial of British suzerainty,

made it additionally incumbent on Great Britain to carry its

point as to the Uitlander grievances, while, from Mr Kruger's
point of view, the admission of the Uitlanders to real political

rights meant the doom of his oligarchical rdgime, and appeared
in the light of a direct menace to Boer supremacy. The fran-

chise, again, was an internal affair, in which the convention

gave Great Britain no right to interfere, while if Great Britain

relied on certain definite breaches of the convention, satisfaction

for which was sought in the first place in such a guarantee of
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ameDdinent as the Uitlander franchise would involve, the Boer
answer was an offer of arbitration, a course which Great Britain

could not accept without admitting the South African Republic

to the position of an equal. Here was material enough for an
explosion, even if personal misunderstandings and aggravations,

adding fuel to the fire, had not naturally occurred (or even been
deliberately plotted) during the negotiations. But the truth

was that the Boers thought they stood to gain by fighting,

while the British, though not expecting war, and acting up till

the last month or so on the assumption that serious military

preparations were either unnecessary or sufficiently unlikelv

to be necessary to make them politically inexpedient, had with

DO less confidence committed themselves to a policy which

was impracticable on peaceful terms.

After July the tactics of the Boer executive were simply

directed towards putting off a crisis till the beginning of October,

when the grass would be growing on the vc!d, and meanwhile
towards doing all they could in their despatches to put the

blame on Great Britain. At last they drafted, on the 27th of

September, an ultimatum to the British government. But,

alihou^ ready drafted, many circumstances conspired to

delay its presentation. Meanwhile, the British war office

began to act. Certain departmental details were despatched

to South Africa to form a working nucleus for military bases,

and eariy in September the cabinet sanctioned the despatch

to Natal from India of a mixed force, 5600 strong, while two
battalions were ordered to South Africa from the Mediterranean.

Sir George White was nominated to the chief command of the

forces in Natal, and sailed on the i6th of September, while

active preparations were set on foot in England to prepare

against the necessity of despatching an army corps to Cape Town,
In which case the chief command was to be vested in Sir Redvers
BuUer. Fortunately, although the draft of an ultimatum was
lying in the state secretary's office in Pretoria, the Boers,

unprepared in departmental arrangements which are necessary

in large military operations, were unable to take the field with

the promptitude that the situation demanded. They con-

sequently forfeited many of the advantages of the initiative.

The military strength of the two republics was practically

an unknown quantity. It was certain that, since the troublous

tiokes of 1896, the Transvaal had greatly increased its arma-

ments; but at their best, except by a very few,* the Boers were

looked upon by British military experts as a disorganized rabble,

which, while containing many individual first-class marksmen,
would be incapable of maintaining a prolonged resistance

against a disciplined army. As was to be subsequently shown,

the hostilities were not confined to opposition from the fighting

strength of the two little republics alone; the British had to

, face Dutch opposition in their own colonies. The total

fighting strength of the Boer republics is difficult to ascertain

exactly. General Botha stated that there were 83,000 burghers

from IS to 65 years of age on the commando lists. Lord
Kitchener put the total number of combatants on the Boer

side at 95,000 (Cd. 1790, p. 13). The British official History of

Ike War gave the number as 87,000; another calculation, based

on the number killed, taken prisoner and surrendered, made
the total 90,000. In the second (1901) rebellion of the Cape
Dutch about 8000 joined the burgher forces. The number of

Boen in the field at any one period was probably little more
than 40,000. But the fact that it was to a large extent a

struggle with a nation in arms doubled the numbers of the

force that the Transvaal executive was able to draw upon.

The bulk of the Dutch levies were organized on the burgher

system—that is, each district was furnished with a commandant,
who had under him field-comets and assistant ficld-comcts,

who administered the fighting capacity of the district. Each
field-comet, who, with the commandant, was a paid official

of the state, was responsible for the arms, equipment and
attendance of his commando.

^Lord Wdfleley foresaw the strength of the Boera. Writing
on the I2tb of September 1890 he said, " If this war comes off it

will be the most serious war England has ever had" (see Military
Lt/r of the Duke of Cambridge, :L 421).
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The plan of campaign which found favour with the Boersi

when they determined to put their differences with Great
Britain to the test by the ordeal of the sword, was to attack

all the principal British towns adjacent to their own borders;

at the same time to despatch a field army of the necessary

dimensions to invade and reduce Natal, where the largest

British garrison existed. It is not too much to suppose that the

executive in Pretoria had calculated that the occupation of

Durban would inspire the entire Dutch nation with a spirit

of unanimity which would eventually wrest South Africa from
the British. On paper the scheme had everything to recom-

mend it as the expedient most likely to bring about the desired

end. But the departmental executive couki not bunch the

Natal invading force as early as had been anticipated, and it

was not until the 9th of October that the ultimatum was pre-

sented to Sir (then Mr) Conyngham Greene, the British agent

at Pretoria. The scheduled demands were as follow:

—

" a. That all poinu of mutual difference shall be regulated

by the friendly course of arbitration, or by what- ^j^
ever amicable way may be agreed upon by the imtmaimm.
government with Her Majesty's Government.

"b. That the troops on the borders of this republic

shall be instantly withdrawn.
" c. That all reinforcements of troops which have arrived

in South Africa since the xst of June 1899 shall be removed
from South Africa within a reasonable time, to be agreed

upon with this government, and with a mutual assurance

and guarantee on the part of this government that no
attack upon or hostilities against any portion of the posses-

sions of the British Government shall be made by the republic

during further negotiations within a period of time to

be subsequently agreed upon between the govemments, and
this government will, on compliance therewith, be prepared

to withdraw the armed burghers of this republic from the

borders.
" d. That Her Majesty's troops now. on the high seas shall

not be landed in any port of South Africa."

To these demands the Transvaal govemment required an
answer within 48 hours.

There could be only one reply, and on Wednesday, the nth
of October 1899, at five o'clock p.m., a state of war existed

between the British govemment and the two Boer republics.

On the following day the Boer attack on an armoured train at

Kraaipan, a railway station in Cape Colony south of Mafeking

and close to the western frontier of the Transvaal, witnessed

the first hostile shot of a bloody war, destined to plunge South

Africa into strife for two years and a half. (H. Cn.)

E. Tke War of i8pQ-igo2.—For the purposes of history

the South African War may be conveniently divided into

five distinct periods. The first comprises the Boer ^^^^^
invasion, terminating with the relief of Ladysmith theWar.
on the 28th of February. The second, the period

of Boer organized resistance, may be said to have finished

with the occupation of Komati Poort in October 1900 (a

month after Lord Roberts's formal annexation of the Trans-

vaal) and the flight of President Kruger. The third may
be characterized as a period of transition; it marks the

adoption in earnest of a guerrilla policy on the part of the

enemy, and an uncertain casting about on the part of the British

for a definite system with which to grapple with an unfore-

seen development. This phase endured up to the failure of

the Middelburg negotiations in March 1901. The next stage

was that which saw the slow building up of the blockhouse

system and the institution of small punitive columns, and may
be considered to have extended until the close of 1901. The

fifth, and last period—which, after all other expedients had failed,

finally brought the residue of uncaptured and unsurrendered

burghers to submission—was the final development of the

blockhouse system, wedded to the institution of systematic

" driving " of given areas, which operations were in force until

the 31st of May 1902, when peace was ratified at Pretoria.

The first 6f these periods saw the severest fighting o^
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campaign. It opened with the investment of Mafeking by a
Transvaal force under P. A. Cronje and the envelopment of

Kimbcrley by Free State commandos under General

^Naiat," Wessels. But these were minor operations. The main
Boer effort was made in Natal, where their forces were

commanded by P. J. Joubert, while Lieut.-General Sir George
White was the British commander-in-chief. The northern part of

Natal presented two faces of a triangle to the two enemies, the

short base being formed by the Tugela river. Close to the head of

the triangle at Dundee and Glencoe wJaa posted a small British

force under Major-Gencral Sir W. Penn Symons. Against this

force there advanced a Boer force under Lukas Meyer from the

east, and, more slowly, the foremost portion of the main Boer
army from the north, while at the same time other Transvaalers

descended upon the railway between Glencoe and Ladysmith, and
the Free Staters from the passes of the Drakensberg advanced
towards Ladysmith, the British centre of operations at which the

reinforcements sent from India gathered. On the 2olh of Octo-

ber the Dundee brigade vigorously and successfully attacked

Talana Hill, and drove back Lukas Meyer, but this success was
dearly bought. Symons was mortally wounded, and 226 officers

and men were killed and wounded. Half the mounted men lost

their way in attempting to pass the enemy's flank and were

taken, and the brigade, threatened to its left rear by Joubert 's

advance and by the force that had seized the railway, only escaped

being enveloped by retreating upon Ladysmith, where it arrived

in an exhausted state on the 26th of October. Meanwhile
Sir George White had discovered the Boer force on the railway,

and, though anxious on account of the advance of the Free

Staters, on the 21st, stimulated by the news of Talana, he sent

out a force of all arms under General (Sir John) French to drive

the Boers from Elandslaagte and so to dear Symons's line of

retreat. This was accomplished by French and his subordinate,

Colonel (Sir) Ian Hamilton, in the action of Elandslaagte on the

21st of October (British losses, 258 all ranks). But on the 22nd

the Free Staters' advance caused the victorious force to be

recalled to Ladysmith, and the third action north of that town,

Rielfontein (24th), was only a demonstration to cover the retire-

ment of the Dundee force. By the 29th of October all the British

forces at the front and their reinforcements had fallen in on
Ladysmith, which the Transvaalers on the north and east and
the Free Slaters on the west side began to invest. Before the

junction of the two allied wings was complete Sir George White
attempted by a general attack to break up their line. The
result of this decision was the battle of Lombard's Kop, outside

Ladysmith, in which the whole of the available British force was
engaged. , The engagement was disastrous to the British, who
had undertaken far too comprehensive an attack, and the Natal

Field Force was obliged to fall back upon Ladysmith with the

loss of 1500 men, including a large number of prisoners belonging

to the left column under Lieut.-Coloncl F.R.C. CarIeton,who were

cut off at Nicholson's Nek and forced to surrender by a mixed

force of Transvaalers and Free Staters under Christian de Wet.

From that day the r61e of the Natal Field Force was changed from

that of a mobile field army into that of a garrison, and two
days later it was completely isolated, but not before General

French had succeeded in escaping south by train, and the naval

authorities had been induced by Sir George White's urgent

appeals to send into the town a naval brigade with a few guns

of sufllicicnl range and calibre to cope with the heavy position

artillery which Joubert was now able to bring into action against

the town.

General Sir Redvers BuUer, who had been appointed to the

supreme command in South Africa as soon as it was perceived

that war was imminent—his force being one army
corps in three divisions, the divisional generals being

Lord Methuen, Sir W. Gatacre and Sir C. F. Clery—
arrived in Cape Town, ahead of his troops, on the day following

Lombard's Kop. The situation which presented itself was deli-

cate in the extreme. In Natal practically the whole of the avail-

able defence force was swallowed up by the steady success of the

invasion; on the western frontier two British towns were isolated

and besieged, and Boer commandos were on the point of in-

vading Cape Cok>ny, where the Dutch population seemed on the

verge of rebellion. The army corps was about to arrive, practi-

cally as a whole unit, in South Africa; but it was evident that

the exigencies of the situation, and the widely divided areas of

invasion, would at least defer the execution of the plan which
had been formed for an invasion of the Orange Free State from
Cape Colony. The first duty was to effect the relief of the British

forces which had been rendered immobile, and another duty
imposed by political circumstances was to relieve Kimberley
(where Cedl Rhodes was), while the prospect of rebellion forbade

the complete denudation of the central part of the colony.

Thus Sir Redvers BuUer had no choice but to disintegrate the
army corps. Clery and some brigades were sent to Natal ; Gatacre
with less than a brigade, instead of a division, was despatched to

Queenstown, Cape Colony; while Lord Methuen, with a division,

was sent off to relieve Kimberley. As November wore on, the

situation did not improve. Cape Colony was invaded; while in

Natal a flying column of Boers, pushing down from the Tugela,
for a short time isolated the newly-arrived force under General
(Sir) H. J. T. Hildyard, which opposed Joubert's advance on
Pietermaritzburg at Estcourt. The situation in Natal seemed
so serious that on the 22nd of November Sir Redvers BuUer left

Cape Town and sailed for Durban. In the meantime Lord
Methuen had commenced his march to the relief of Kimberley.
He encountered resistance at Belmont on the 23rd, but attack-

ing resolutely he drove the Boers otlt of their strong i^i^m •#

positions. Two days later he won another action at MHhmea
Enslin. Still persevering he moved on to the Modder, •^Ostacn,

where he was seriously opposed by De la Rey and P. A. Cronje,

the latter having posted down from Mafeking with 2000 men and
arrived on the previous night. The Boers, who held a river

line, kept the British attack at bay all day, but eventually fell

back, relinquishing the position after dark, as their right had been

turned by General Pole-Carew's brigade. It was a long and
wearing fight, in which the British lost 485 killed and wounded,
and what was more serious, Lord Methuen (himself wounded)
found that his force had exhausted its forward momentum, and
that he would hzvt to collect supplies and reinforcements on the

Modder before fitting his next battle. The extent of the opera-

tions and the gravity of the situation now began to be felt in

England; every available man was called up from the reserves,

and the war office made what at the time appeared to be ade-

quate provision for the waste which it was seen would occur.

On the 30th of November the mobilization of a sixth division

was ordered, offers of colonial aid were accepted, and every

facility provided for local recruiting in the South African ports.

Thus in the early days of December confidence was considerably

restored. Buller was arranging for the relief of Ladysmith,
which had already shown its spirit by two successful sorties

'

against the besiegers' batteries. In every theatre the British

strength was consolidating. But the full significance of the

situation presented by these two small' nations in arms had not
yet been appreciated. The confidence restored by the lull

during the early part of December was destined to be roughly
shattered. On the loth of December Gatacre essayed a night

march and attack upon the enemy's position at Stormberg, and,
misled by his guides in unknown ground, was himself surprised

and forced to return with a loss of 719. On the following day
Lord Methuen delivered an attack upon Cronje's position be-

tween the Upper Modder river and the Kimberley road, a line of

kopjes called Spytfontein and Magersfontein. In a night attack

on Magersfontein hill the Highland brigade came under heavy
fire while still in assembly formation, and lost its general, A.G.
Wauchope, and 750 men, and in the battle by day which followed

the other brigades were unable to retrieve the failure, the total

losses amounting to about 950. But even this could bo suffered

with equanimity, since Buller was about to bring his own force

into play, and Buller, it was confidently supposed, would nof

fail. He had collected at Chieveley in Natal a brigade of mounted
men, four brigades of infantry and six batteries of artillery, and
be carried with him the trust alike of the army and the nation.
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On the 15th of December BuUer made his effort and failed.

Behind the Tugela at Colenw were Louis Botha's forces

covering the siege of Ladysmith, and, imperfectly

acquainted with the topography, Builcr sent a
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t«rtfff«ft»fto force to turn Botha's left, in conjunction with a•^•^
frontal attack. But the flank attack became

entangled in mass in a loop of the river and suffered heavily,

and two batteries that formed part of the frontal attack came
into action within a few hundred yards of unsuspected Boer
trenches, with the result that ten guns were lost, as well as

in all some ixoo men. Buller then gave up the fight. The full

nature of the failure was not realised by the British public, nor

the q>irit in which the general had received the finding of fortune.

He lost heart, and actually suggested to White the surrender of

Ladysmith, believing thb to be ineviubleand desiring to cover

White's responsibility in that event with his own authority;

but White replied that he did not propose to surrender, and the

cabinet at home, aware of Bidler's despondency, appointed Field

Marshal Lord Roberts to the supreme command, with Major-

General Lord Kitchener as his chief of staff. A wave of military

enthusiasm arose throughout the empire, and as the formation

of a seventh division practically drained the mother-country of

trained men, a scheme for the employment of amateur soldiers

was formulated, resulting in the despatch of Imperial Yeomanry
and Volunteer contingents, which proved one of the most striking

features of the South African campaign. Pending the arrival of

Lord Roberts and reinforcements, the situation in South Africa

remained at a deadlock: the three besieged towns—Mafeking,
Kimberley and Ladysmith—still held their own, but no headway
was made by the relief columns; all they could do was to stand

CD the defensive. The only bright spot, as far as the British

were concerned, was to be found in northern Cape Colony, where
General French, with two cavalry brigades and details, by his

skilful tactics and wonderful activity kept at arm's length a
superior force of the enemy in the vidnity of Colesberg, an
achievement the more noteworthy since he had pitted against

him both Dc la Rey and De Wet, two of the three men of military

genius produced by the war on the Boer side. On the 6th of

January the Boers in Natal made a desperate attempt to storm

Ladysmith. The garrison, though already weakened by priva-

tion and sickness, made a stubborn resistance, and after one of

the fiercest engagements of the war, repulsed the attack at

Caesar's Camp and Wagon Hill with severe k>ss to the enemy,

itself having 500 casualties.

When Lord Roberts arrived in Cape Town on the 10th of

January 1900 the three garrisons were still invested, and the

relieving forces were still maintaining their r6Ie of passive resist-

ance, while at thesame time restraining the Dutch in Cape Colony.

The commander-in-chief's first duly was to create a field army
out of the tangle of units in Cape Colony. In the meantime, Sir

Redvers Buller, who had been reinforced by Sir Charles Warren

and the 5th division, essayed a second attempt to cross the

Tugela, by turning the Boer left. But much time was consumed

and the plan underwent several modifications before its execu-

tion began in earnest on the x6th of January. Warren was placed

in command of the main body, which crossed the Tugela at

Trichardt's Drift on the 17th and x8th. The mounted troops

^^^'^ engaged a Boer force north-west of the point of^^ passage, but were brought back to take part in a

general right wheel of the forces of the Tugela, pivoting on

Trichardt's Drift. But meantime the mobile enemy, whose

original flank bad been turned, had gathered at the new centre

of gravity, and the upshot of several days' fighting was the

retreat of the British. They had penetrated the enemy's right

centre by the seizure of Spion Kop, but the force there

became the target for the concentrated attacks of the Boers,

and, after suffering heavily, was withdrawn Qan. 34, 1900),

with a loss of 1700 men.

By the ist of February Lord Roberts had matured his plans

and b^un to prepare for their execution. On the 3rd of February

he ordered a demonstration against the right of the Boer

position at Spytfontein-Magersfontein to cover the withdrawal
XXVII 4*

of General French and the cavalry from before Colesberg, and
the concentration of his army at Modder River, disregarding

another set-back in Natal to Sir Redvers Buller, who had against

his advice made a third attempt to relieve Ladysmith on the

5th of Febrruuy, and failed to make good the purchase which
he secured across the Tugela (Vaal Krantz).

Lord Roberts's pUn was first to concentrate to his left, taking

eyecy measure to induce the Boers to believe that the original

scheme of invasion by the centre would now be re- ^^
sumed, and in this purpose he succeeded so well that X^vaMT
his field army with the necessary transport for a
cross-country march was assembled between the Orange and
the Modder without serious mishap. Cronje at the new centre

of gravity was not reinforced, all available Boers drawing down
towards Colesberg. The concentration effected, Cronje still

believed that the relief of Kimberley was' the object of the

gathering behind Modder River, and therefore held on to his

Magersfontein kopje. The relief of Kimberley was indeed

urgent, for dissensions between Rhodes and the military authori-

ties haid become acute. But to this part of the task only the

cavalry division assembled under French was assigned. The
army itself was to force Cronje into the open and then advance
on BloemfOntein from the west. Roberts began his operations

on the nth of February. French started from Ramdara (near

Graspan) eastward on that day, intending to make a wide sweep
rotmd Cronje's immobile army. Skirmishing with De Wet
in the first stages of their ride, the cavalry brigades crossed the

Modder at Klip Drift on the xjth. Cronje sent only detach-

ments to oppose them, but these detachments were broken
through by a sword-in-hand charge of the whole division, and
Kimberiey was relieved on the xsth. The infantry, meeting
with great difficulties in its crossing of the Riet at Waterval
owing to the country and its own unwieldy transport, followed

x| to a days later. But Cronje had now realized his danger,

and slipped away westward behind French and in p^gf^g^„
front of the leading infantry at Klip Drift. This
was deflected by Kitchener westward to follow up the Boer
rearguard, and after some delay the remainder of the infantry,

at first fronting northwards, swerved westward likewise, while

French from Kimberley, with such of his men as he could mount
on serviceable horses, headed off Cronje in the north-west. The
result, after one premature and costly assault on Cronje's lines

had been made by Kitchener, was the surrender of 4000 Boers

at Paardeberg with their leader on the 29th of February, the

anniversary of Majuba. At the same moment came in news at

last of the relief of Ladysmith.

It was part of Roberts's purpose to relieve the pressure in

Natal by his own operations. Buller began his fourth advance

on the 14th of February, and though this
^^/f^ggf^

checked the foothold gained was not abandoned, Lg^y^aiMk,
and a fifth and last attempt (Pieter's Hill) was
successful. Ladysmith was relieved on the 28th of February.

It had fared worst of all the beleaguered garrisons, and its

22,000 inhabitants were almost at their last gasp when relief

came. The casualties from shell-fire had been few, but those

from ^ckness were very heavy. Buller's operations, too, had
cost at Colenso x 100 men, at Spion Kop 1700, at Vaalkrantz 400,

and now in the last long-drawn effort 1600 more—over 5000 in

alL But the tide of war had changed. The Natal invaders

fell back to the mountains which enclose the north of the colony;

Oliver and Schoeman retired from Cape Colony before the small

forces of Gatacre and Clements; and the presidents of the

republics, realizing that the British Empire was capable of

more resistance than they had calculated upon, put forward

feelers aiming at the restoration of the status quo before the

war.. These proposals were rejected by Lord Salisbury: there

could be no end now but a complete destruction of the Boer

power.

The surrender of Cronje and the relief of Ladysmith for the

time being paralysed the Boer resistance. Two half-hearted

attempts were made on the 7th and lolh of March, at Poplar

Grove and Driefontein, to stem Lord Roberts's advance upr
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Bloemfontein, President Knifer himself arriving on the scene

to give confidence to his burners; but the demoralization was
so great that neither the military genius of the few

fgf"^*^ nor the personal influence of the president could

fggf^ bolster up an adequate resistance, and on the xjth

of March 1900 Lord Roberts's army marched into the

Free State capitaL This great move was persevered in and
accomplished, in spite of the fact that at the very outset of the

cross-country march (February 13) the great body of transport

which had been collected at Ramdam had been cut off by
De Wet (who had sUyed on the Rict after French had
shaken him off). It was therefore only made possible at all

by reducing the rations of the fighting men to a minimum and
by undertaking the risks of changing the line of communi-
jcation three times. Naturally and necessarily the capture of

*Bloemfontein was foUowed by a period of reaction. It was
not until the 39th of March that the new railway communis
cation recommenced to feed the army. In the meantime
rebellion had broken out in the Prieska district of Cape Colony,

which was promptly quelled by Lord Kitchener. The halt at

Bloemfontein was marked by the publication of proclamations,

offering protection to the burghers, which, however, the invaders

had not yet the power to fuIfiL The enforced halt was unfor-

tunate; it not only resulted in a bad outbreak of enteric, but it

gave the Boers time to recuperate, and by the beginning of April

they again took the initiative. The death of their commandant-
general, Piet Joubert, on the 28th of March, seemed to mark a
change in the fortunes of the Republican army. Christian De
Wet, who had first come into prominence as the captor of Lord
Roberts's convoy at Waterval, and was now operating east and
south-west of Bloemfontein in order to coimteract the influence of

Roberts's numerous flying columns which rode hither and thither

offering peace, added to his laurels by ambushing Broadwood's

mounted bri^e and horse artillery at Sannah's Post, just

outside Bloemfontein, on the 3xst of March. Four days later

he reduced a detachment at Reddersburg, and then went
south and invested Colonel Dalgety and a mixed force at

Wepcner, which was relieved after ten days by General Hunter's

Ladysmith division, brought round to Aliwal North from Natal.

These successes, if they retarded Roberts's progress, at least

enabled him to rearrange his forces in accordance with the new
situation at leisure, and to re-establish his trans-

yjlliiL port, rail and wheeled, and on the xst of May the

main army moved northwards upon the Transvaal

capital. The main advance was taken with one cavalry

and three infantry <iivisions (the cavalry commanded by
French, and the infantry divisions by Generals Tucker, Pole-

Carew and Ian Hamilton). Rundle's division took the right of

the advance; Methuen and Hunter moving from Kimberley,

formed the left. KcUy Kenny, Colvi^e and Chermside held the

communications based on Bloemfontein. A flying column de-

tached from Hunter, under Mahon, in conjunction with Colonel

H. C. O. Plumcr's Rhodesian levies from the north, on the X7th of

May relieved Mafeking, where Colonel (Licut.-Gcneral Sir) R. S. S.

Baden-Powell had throughout shown a bold front and by his

unconventional gaiety as well as his military measures had held

off the assault until the lasL The same day the Natal Field

Force under Buller moved up into the Biggarsberg and occupied

Dundee. On the xoth of May Lord Roberts had crossed the

Sand River; on the X2th of May he entered Kroonstad. After

a halt of eight days at Kroonstad, the nmin army again moved
forward, and, meeting but small resistance, marched without a
halt into Johannesburg, which was occupied on the ^xst of May,

g^^rjj ^* Orange Free State having been formally annexed

JjJJjJJj,
by proclamation three days earlier. On the 30th of

May President Kruger fled with the state archives,

taking up his residence at Waterval Boven on the Komati Poort

line. The gold mines were now securely in the possession of the

British, and on the 5th of June Lord Roberts's army occupied the

capital of the Transvaal practically without resutance, setting

free about 3000 British prisoners of war detained there.

It had been anticipated that the occupation of both the

capiuls would have brought the hostilities to a close, but this

was not the case, and though after the 5th of June regular re-

sistance was at an end, the army of occupation had
still to face two years of almost unprecedented par- Sjy***
tisan warfare. On the 8th of June Sir Redvers Buller,

who had made a long halt after the relief of Ladysmith and
reorganized his army and its line of communication, forced his

way over Alleman's Nek, and on the following day occupied
Laing's Nek, the Natal gate to the Transvaal, while the field

nuirshal fought a widespread battle against Botha, De la Rey
and Kemp at Diamond Hill, 30 m. east, of Pretoria. The object

of this action was to push back the Boers from the neighbourhood
of Pretoria, but no sooner was this done than the north-western
Transvaal became aaive, in spite of Htmter's and Baden-Powell's
advance from Mafeking through this district. As the British

line of operations now extended eastward from Pretoria, the
advance of these Boers to the Magaliesberg threatened their

rearward communications, and as Buller had moved far more
slowly than the main army there was not as yet an alternative

line through NataL Most serious of all was the pressure between
Bloemfontein and the Vaal, where the Free Suters, under De
Wet and other commanders, had initiated the guerrilla as soon
as Botha and the Transvaalers retired over the Vaal and ceased
to defend them by regular operations. Large forces had been
left behind during the advance on Johaiuesburg for

the protection of the railway and the conquered terri-

tory, and these were now reinforced from Kimberley
and elsewhere as well as from detachments of the main army.
These, under Sir Archibald Htmter and Sir Leslie Rundle,
successfully herded Prinsloo with 4000 Free Statexs into the

Brandwater Basin (July 29)—a very satisfactory result, but
one seriously marred by the escape of De Wet, who soon
afterwards raided the Western Transvaal and again escaped
between converging pursuers under Kitchener, Methuen, Smith-
Dorrien, Ian Hamilton and Baden-Powell.

Before this Lord Roberts had initiated a movement from
Pretoria to sweep down to Komati Poort on the Portuguese
frontier, in whidi Buller, advancing across country from the
south, was to co-operate. On the 36th to 27th of August the
combined forces engaged and defeated Botha in the action of
Belfast or Bergendal, with the result that the enetay dispersed

into the bush-veld north of the Middelburg railway. On the
30th of August the remainder of the British prisoners were
released at Nooitgedacht. On the 6th of September Buller,

crossing the track of the main army at right angles, occupied
Lydenburg in the bush-veld, and five days later the aged presi-

dent of the republic took refuge in Lourenco Marques.
On the X3th of September Barberton was occupied JJjJJ*
by French, and on the 25th Komati Poort by
Roberts's infantry. From October the military operations were
confined to attempts to reduce guerrilla commandos which had
taken the field. Mr Kruger, deserting his countrymen, left

for Europe in a Dutch man-of-war, and General Buller sailed

for Europe. The Boer leaders definitely decided upon a guerrilla

and a wearing policy, deliberately dispersed their field army,
and then swelled and multiplied the innumerable local com<>

mandos. On the 25th of the month the ceremony of aimexing
the Transvaal was performed at Pretoria.

In November the prevailing opinion was that the war was over,
and Lord Roberts, who had been appointed commander-in-chief
at home, left South Africa, handing over the command to -^

Lord Kitchener. Then followed along period of groping
for a means to cope with the development of guerrilla
tactics, which for tfie next six months were at their zenith.
The railway communications were constantly damaged, isolated
posts and convoys captured, and the raiders always seemed able
to avoid contact with the columns sent in pursuit. I>e Wet, after
escaping from Brandwater Basin, was hunted north-westward, and
crossed into the Transvaal, where, joining the local guerriUa bands,
he surrounded an infantry brigade at Frcdrikstad. But, ^^g- 5,
unable to reduce it, and threatened on all sides, he nmWt^
turned back. On the 6th of November he was severely
handled and his guns and wagons captured at Botnaville. But
this misadventure only stimulated him. His emissaries roused the
Free Suters west of Bloemfontein, and disaffection broke oat ia
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Cape Colony to aa alarming degree, while, as forerunners of the
Mt)mi8ed Invasion, scattered bodies of Free Staters crossed the
Orange River to swell the rebellion. From Bothaville De Wet made
for Thaba Nchu, where the Bloemfontein garrison held a cordon of
poets. These were traversed on the i6th of November and the
raiders passed on to Bethulie capturine Dewetsdorp and 500 men «»
route. Pursued closely and finding the rivers in flood De Wet hid
some of his men under Kritzinger near the Orange and himself
doubled back, traversins again the line of posts east of Bloemfontein.
Kritzinger. Hertzog and bodies of Cape rebels raided Cape Colony
as soon as they were able to cross the Orange, and Hertzoe penetrated
so far that he exchanged shots on the Atlantic coast with a British
warship. All that the British forces under Sir Charies Knox and
jK^fc^, Others could do was to localize the raids and to prevent
^!T^ the spread of rebellion. So far, however, energy and

" vigilance made them successful. Botha meanwhile
held hb own in the northern Transvaal, both against forces from
Pretoria, Middelburg and Lydenburg. and against the Rhodesian
Field Force under Sir F. Carrington, which had been sent up from
Beira (by arrangement with the Portuguese) to southern Rhodesia.
At the close of 1900 the commandos under the direct influence of
Louis Botha attacked the railway posts on the Middelburg railway
and captured Helvetia. De la Key operated in the western Trans-
vaal, and in concert with Beyers, whose presence in this region was
not known to the British, he inflicted a sharp reverse on General
R. A. P. Clements at Nooitgedacht in the Hekpoort valley on the
15th of December. Beyers then slipped away to the east, crossing
the line between lohannesburg and Pretoria with impunity. Lord
Kitchener called for more men, and on the 2?nd of December the
war office announced that y>,ooo more mounted men would be
despatched to the seat of war.

With the opening of 190 1 Lord Kitchener tried new schemes.
He withdrew all his detAhed garrisons except in the most important

centres, and set himself to make his railway communica-
tions perfectly secure. He determined to make the
area of operations a waste, and instituted the concentra-

tion camps, into which he intended to bring the whole of the non-
combatant inhabitants of the two republics. He despatched French
with a large force to clear the south-eastern districts of the Transvaal
and for the rest maintained a force to watch De Wet, and organized a
defence force in Cape Colony, while using the residue of his mounted
men to sweep the country of stock, forage and inhabitants.
Although there were no great disasters, the new policy was not prolific

in success. The enemy invariably dispersed before superior forces,

and the renpval of the women and children from the farms did not
have the effect of disheartening the burghers as had been anticipated—it rather mended their vitality by relieving them of responsibility
for their families' welfare. Nor were the Boer leaders destitute of
cOTrtpi'thtnslve sf!: 1- P »T -- ! ?

-, --- Natal, De
Wet to make .1 K^ond attcm]it on iTi^- tnS,..ny, in c^ aexion with
KeftJOg and Kritimyer. On ihc loth of February- ih- Wet, with
five gura and 3000 ini«i, carried out his fi^'^rniM^d m\.b-ion of Cape
Colonv^ FaAaing the Bloemfontdn-Thaba Nchu line a ihird time, he
cTOHcd the Orange to join Hertz^^g and rou^v the Cape Dutch. But
this mva»on f^itlcd^ By judicious use of thp railway Kitchener
concentrated sufficient troopjtn the colony to cope wiih the attempt,
and, aficf being hunted f<jr tightecn days, De Wci e^aped back
into the Dranig;p RivTf Colony with the loss of all >jis ^in%, munitions
of war and half his foixe- In the northern TransA'aal n force under
Sir Bindon Blood cleared the rountry, but could not jvr. vent Viljoen
ffiofn escaping eastward to join Itotha, Botha's activity in the
4outh^ast cauH^d Kitchtrncr to despatch a lar^je force ijiider French
thither. This swept the country up to the i^ViaiilanrJ l-order. But
Bc^ba escaped. On the ^irl o( March, after various raj. U and adven-
t,jTi« in ^rtTiin^-inv uiTh Situirt ^fi^I K^th^, P^ Vi y^•v. rhelionof the
iM_;. ii, i i.ii.-v., i1, i^::-.tvi-ri .lij ,Hii..jvk uDon LitliLJ.bLr'g, in' which
he was heavily repulsed. S^s of weakness were now apparent,
and as a result Louis Botha, acting with the authority of Schalk
Burgei% the representative of President KruKer. opened negotiations
with Kitchener. A meeting took place at Middelburg, Transvaal,
on ttie 38th of February. These negotiations, however, broke down
mainly over the treatment to be awarded to Cape rebels.

The hostilities now entered upon a new phase. The establishment
of a line of defensive posts between Bloemfontein and Ladybrand,

ninHaiwi **'0"?*' ^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ times traversed it. had given

r^ST^^ Kitchener an idea, and he resolved upon the scheme of"^'
fencing in areas by chains of blockhouses such as

those already constructed for the protection of the railways. In
the meantime, while these posts were under construction, the harr>'ing
of the commandos by mobile columns was continued. In March
Babington, pursuing De la Rey after the latter's Lichtenburg mis-
adventure, capturedT three guns and six maxims near Ventersdorp.
In April Plumer occupied Pictersburg. the last remaining seat of
government open to the enemy. Rawlinson captured a laager and
Khs at Klerksdorp, and, though neither De Wet nor De la Rey had

en brought to book, matters had so far improved in May that
municipal government was given to Johanned)urg. and a certain
number of mines were allowed to recommence working. Kemp was
defeated by Dixon at Vlakfontein. after a desperate encounter.
June broo^t little of moment, though the Boers scored two minor

successes. Kritzinger capturing the village of Jamestown in Cape
Colony, and M Oiler reducine a force of >/ictorians at Wilmansrust.
south of Middelburg. In July there were further evidences of weak-
ness on the part of the Boers, and Botha applied for permission to
communicate with Kruser. This was allowed, but. as Kruger
advised a continuance oT the struggle, the slow course of the war
continued. In the meantime, the concentration camps were becom-
ing filled to overflowing, and a steady stream 01 captures and
surrenders were reducing the hostile power of the republics.

In August a proclamation was promulgated formally threatening
the Boer leaders who should not surrender with permanent banish-
ment from South Africa, but this proclamation had very little

effect! Smuts, with a small force from the Magaliesberg, traversed
Orange River Colony and stimulated the Cape rebels afresh. But
September showed some slight improvement in the situation in Cape
Colony, where French was in supreme command. On the 5th
Scobefl captured Lotter, who was subsequently executed Tor
murder: though this was balanced a few days later by Smuts's
successful attack on the 17th Lancers at Tarkastad. In the
south-eastern Transvaal Botha made a new effort to invade Natal,
but, although he captured 300 men and three guns in an action
on the 17th of September at Blood River Poort near Vryheid. his

Klans were rendered abortive by his failure to reduce the posts of
fount Prospect and Fort Itala in Zululand. which he attacked on

the 36th. and he only escaped with difficulty from the converging
columns sent against him. Desultory fighting continued till the
close of the year, the balance of success being with the British,
though on the ^h of October Botha, returning from the south-east
towards Pretoria, defeated Colonel Benson's column at Bakenlaagte.
Benson being killed. About the same time, the force in front of
De la Rey and Kemp in the west being depleted to find the troops
for larger operations, the Boers made a fierce surprise attack on
Colonel Kekewich's column at Moedville, in which Kekewich was
wounded and his troops hard pressed for a time. De la Rey next
attacked part of Methuen's cofumn near Zeerust, but was repulsed
Cpct. 34). Affairs again took an unsatisfactory turn in Cape
Colony, and on the 8th of October the whole colony was placed under
martial law. In November an unsuccessful attempt was made by
several columns to run De Wet to earth in the Lindley district,

whither, after his second raid on Cape Colony, he had returned.
But in [December matters improved. The reverse at Bakenlaagte
was repaired by a force under Bruce Hamilton. This swept the
south-eastern Transvaal as French had done, and with no better
effect, for Botha escaped. But the British commander thereupon
began a constant succession of night marches and raids which practi-
cally blotted out the resistance in the eastern Transvaal. The
corps of National Scouts (formed of burghers who had taken the
oath of allegiance) was inaugurated and the Johannesburg stock
exchange reopened. By the end of the year the blockhouse system
was complete, but this phase of the war was destined to close badly
as De Wet on Christmas Eve captured a large force of Yeomanry
at Tweefontein, west of Harrismitb.

With 1903 the last phase of this protracted struggle commenced.
The blockhouse system was practically finished, and Kitchener
determined upon a new means of harassing the

enemy, who still had a total of about 35,000 men ^2^^»t
in the field. But the blockhouses had already begun
to serve the purpose for which they were designed. In the past
the mobile columns, of which there were over sixty in the field,

had always been bound to the railway for supply; now convoys
could be pushed out to them along whatever blockhouse line they
touched. In January Bruce Hamilton continued his successful

night marches, and bte in the month General Ben Viljoen was
captured in the Leydenburg district. The only set-back was the
descent which Beyers made upon Pietersburg, breaking into the
concentration camp and carrying off a number of able-bodied

refugees. Eariy in February Lord Kitchener commenced his

first drive, and it was so successful that it was evident that the
key to the situation bad been found. First the country east of

the line Blocmfontein-Vcreeniging was swept four times over,

then the method was employed in the Transvaal, east and west,

and finally against the Cape rebels. There were a few small

reverses, of which De la Rey 's successful rush upon Paris's column
and capture of Lord Methuen was the most imfMrtant, but when
some initial mistakes in the composition of the driving' lines,

which robbed the earlier drives of part of their effect, were made
good, the system worked like a machine. The Boers were at

last convinced of the futility of any attempt to prolong the

struggle, and on the 23rd of March the representatives of the

Boer governments came into Pretoria. Six weeks were spent

in negotiation, and then a meeting of delegates, under the

presidency of General Kemp, was held at Vereeniging.
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As a result of this conference articles of peace were signed at

Pretoria on the 31st of May, and the South African war was a

ivm* o# history of the past. The terms of peace may be

Vfiwoftftv condensed into the following points: (x) Sunender
of all burghers in the field, with all arms and

munitions of war; (2) all burghers duly declaring themselves

subjects of King Edward VII. to be repatriated; (3) no
burghers who should surrender to be deprived of either their

liberty or property; (4) no proceedings to be taken against

burghers for any legitimate acts of war during the period of

hostilities; (5) the Dutch language to be taught in public schools

on the request of parents, and to be allowed in courts of law;

(6) sporting rifles to be allowed upon the taking out of licences;

(7) the military administration to be superseded by civil adminis-

tration as soon as possible, the civil administration to lead up to

self-government; (8) the question of the native franchise not to

be considered until after the introduction of self-government;

(9) landed property not to be subjected to any special tax to

defray the cost of the war; (10) a commission to be formed to

faciliute the repatriation of the burghers, a grant of £3,000,000

being given as compensation for the destruction of farms.

In the whole war the British lost ^774 killed and 23,829 wounded,
while the Been lost about 4000 killcdi. The number of Boer prisoners

in the hands of the British at the end of the war was about
40,000. (L.J.*i CF.A.)

F. Pr0m the Annexation to ipi/.—On the 4th of July i960,

a month after the occupation of Pretoria, a commission was
issued to Lord Roberts authorizing him to annex the Transvaal.

The proclamation of annexation was dated the xst of September.

Lord Roberts held the post of administrator of the colony

until his departure for England in December following, when
he was succeeded by Sir Alfred Milner, the high commissioner.

It was not, however, until March 1901 that Milner, who resigned

his governorship of Cape Colony, arrived at Pretoria to in-

augurate a civil administration.' Hostilities were still pro-

ceeding, but in the areas under control Lord Milner (who was
raised to the peerage in May) speedily set the machinery of

government in motion. The civil administration of justice

began in April; in October a reformed judicial system, with

Sir J. Rose Innes as chief justice, was put into operation; in

X902 this was followed by the establishment of a supreme

court. Besides hw, the important departments of finance

and mines were organized, and steps taken to remedy the

grievances of the commercial and mining classes. Sir David
Barbour, who had presided over a commission to inquire into

the concessions granted by the late republic, presented a

valuable report in June, and suggested a tax of xo% on the

profits of the gold mining industry, a suggestion carried out

a year later Qune 1902). Meantime Johannesburg had been

given a town council, and some of the gold mines permitted to

restart crushing (May X90X). In November of 1901 the main
body of the Uitlanders were allowed to return to the Rand.

TktWoHfi'^^y 1>^ fl^ ^ country immediately before

Rteoattm^ the outbreak of war and had been living at the
""«• seaports. While thus caring for the urban areas

the administration was equally alive to the needs of the country

districts. A commission which had been apiMintcd to inquire

into schemes of land settlement reported in June, and this was
followed by the creation of a bnd board in December X90X.

Lord Milner cherished the ideal of racial fusion by the establish-

ment of British settlers on a large scale. He also recognized

the necessity, if agriculture was to be developed, of an extensive

system of irrigation, and Sir William Willcocks, formerly of the

Egyptian Irrigation Department, was engaged to draw up a com-

prehensive scheme, having in view also the needs of the gold mines.

Another department taken in hand was that of education; and

the success which attended the opening of schools in the refugee

camps was most striking. At the time the articles of peace

were signed at Pretoria, more than 17,000 Boer children were

- > Milner became at the same time administrator of Ontnoe River

Colony. Several of the reforms adopted for the Transvaal applied

to or affected the sister cobny. (See Orange Fb£B Stats.)

[ANNEXATION TO 1911

being educated in these camps under the supervision of Mr
E. B. Sargant.

This work of reconstruction was carried out in face of many
difficulties other than those inherent to the undertaking. More
than one plot on the part of Boers who had taken the oath of

allegiance was hatched in Johannesburg, the most serious,

perhaps, being that of Brocksma, formerly third public prose-

cutor under the republic On the x5th of September X90X

Brocksma and several others were arrested as spies and con-

spiraton. Letters to Dr Leyds and to Dr Krause of a treason-

able character were found in Brocksma's possession, and being

found guilty of high treason he was shot (30th of September).

Krause, who was then in London, was arrested, tried and
convicted for attempting to incite to murder, and sentenced to

imprisonment. In November another conspiracy, to seize

Johannesburg with the help of General Dela Rey,was discovered

and frustrated. More injurious than plots of this nature was
the political agitation carried on in Cape Colony and in Great

Britain. This agitation was directed with particuhu virulence

against the high commissioner, whose recall, it was asserted,

would remove the chief obstacle to peace. Mr J. X. Merximan
and Mr J. W. Sauer came to England in the sunmier of X90X

on a miuion from the Cape Africanders, and received much
encouragement from Radiod politicians. Nevertheless, much
had been done to establish order and restart commerce by the

time peace was made.
After the signature of the articles of peace the work of recon-

struction was accelerated. The end of the military government
was signalled by the assumption (on the 21st of June) by Lord
Milner of the title of governor of the Transvaal and by the

creation of an executive council. The Boer leaders unreservedly

accepted British sovereignty. Generals Botha, De Wet and
De la Rey, however, paid a visit to England (August-September,
1902) in an unsuccessful endeavour to get the terms of peace

modified in their favour; they received little encouragement
from a tour they made on the continent of Europe. On their

return to South Africa the Boer generals and their colleagues

aided to some extent in the work of resettlement, but the seals

offered to the Boers on the executive council were declined.

The work of repatriation and resettlement was carried out by
commissioners acting in conjunction with a central advisory

committee at Pretoria. These supplied the people with food,

shelter, stock and implements. The burgher and native con-

centration camps were rapidly broken up; by December X902
only 7600 out of 70,000 were left in the burg^her camps.
At this period Mr Chamberlain determined to visit South

Africa and use his personal influence to help forward the settle-

ment of the country. After the almost total cessation of

commerce during the war, there was in the last half of X902 and
the beginning of X903 a great impetus to trade. When Mr
Chamberlain reached the Transvaal in January 1903 the feeling

among the British section of the community was optimistic.

Mr Chamberlain was weU received by the Boer leaders; it was,

however, to the Rand nuignates that he turned for financial help.

That large sums were imperatively needed to accomplish the
work of reconstruction was apparent. An agreement was
reached whereby a loan of £35,000,000, guaranteed by the
imperial government, was to be raised for the benefit of the
Transvaal and the Orange River Colony; a further loan of

£30,000,000 was to be issued in instalments of £10,000,000 and
paid into the British exchequer as the Transvaal's contribution

towards the cost of the war. The first instalment of this loan,

to be issued in 1904, was guaranteed by the great mining finns

of Johannesburg. With the proceeds of the first loan the debt
of the South African Republic was paid off, the Transvaal and
the Orange River Colony railways were bought by the state,

and new railways and other public works were undertaken. The
£3,000,000 granted by the articles of peace, and other consider-

able sums, besides £7,000,000 from the loan, were expended on
repatriation and compensation.

The efforts nuuie by the administration to restore the Boers

to the land, to develop the material resources of the country.
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and to remove all barrien to the intellectual and moral develop-

me9t of the people, were aoon» however, hampered by severe

commercial depression. One of the least results of

this depression was that the second war loan

> arranged by Mr Chamberlain was never issued.

Great Britain finally (in 1906) abandoning jJl her

The commercial depression was due to many causes;

of these the most apparent was the shortage of labour at the Rand
mines. When work restarted after the war, the mine owners

offex«d the Kaffir workmen little more than half the wages paid in

1898 ; but this effort at economywas abandoned, and the old rates

of pay were restored in January 1903. Nevertheless, the bbour
available continued to be very much below the needs of the

mines. The consequent small gold output meant a serious

decrease of revenue, which was not compensated for by the heavy

tax levied on the output of the Premier diamond mine, where

federations began in 1903. Finally, to enable them to work
their mines to their full capadty, the Rand houses asked for

leave to import Chinese labourers.^ Milner, anxious above
everything else to obtain sufficient revenue to cany on his work
of reconstruction, gave his consent to the experiment. The
home government concurred, and during 1904-1906 over

50,000 Chinese were brought to the Rand on three-years' in-

dentures. The objections to the introduction of the Chinese,

urged in South Africa, in Great Britain and in other parts

of the British Empire, are discussed under South Ajuca:
Hislary^ | D.\ here it need only be added that in the Transvaal

the point upon which all parties were agreed was that no new
racial or economic complications should be permitted; and
these were guarded against by the rcstriaion of the coolies to

unskilled labour in the gold mines and by their compulsory
repatriation. By the introduction of the Chinese the gold

output from the mines was greatly increased, with the result

that the Transvaal suffered less than any other part of South
Africa from the restriction of commerce, which lasted for

several years.

The discussions in the legislative council on the Chinese coolie

question had been accompanied by a demand on the part of the

Boers that such an important step should not be taken " without

the constitutional approval of the white people of the Trans-
vaal"; and after the importation of the coolies bad begun, the

agitation for the grant of representative institutions grew in

volume. The British government was also of opinion that the

time was near for the setting up of such institutions, and the

pending grant of a constitution to the Transvaal was announced
in parliament in July 1904. Meantime the existing (nominated)
legislative council was dealing with another and a vital phase
of the Asiatic question. There were in the Transvaal some
10,000 British Indians, whose right to " enter, travel or reside

"

in the country was secured by the London convention of 1884.

Under republican rule these Indians—who were mainly small

sb<H>keepers, but included some professional men of high stand-

ing—had suffered many restrictions, and their cause had been

nnWiM o# espoused by the British government. Nevertheless,MM under British rule their situation was in no way
tmitumm improved, and a determination was shown by the
European inhabitants of the Transvaal further to restrict their

privileges and at the same time to stop the immigration of

other Indians. In this matter the Boer and British sections

of the community were in agreement, and they had the support

of the Transvaal government and of the other South African

colonies. The problem was both economic and racial, and
on both grounds South Africans showed a determination

to exdude the competition of Indians and other Asiatics.

Mr Alfred Lyttelton (who had succeeded Mr Chamberiain as

secretary of state for the colonies) endeavoured to meet the

wishes of the Transvaal by sanaioning legislation which would
greatly restrict the immigration of Indians, but he would allow

' A careful tummaiy of the facts regarding the shortage of labour
and of the economic atuation in the Transvaal at that time, together
with the debates in the legislative council, will be found in Tkt
Awnmal Rtgister for 1903, from the pen of Mr H. Whatcs.

no tampering with the rights of Indians already in the colony.

In X907 the royal assent was given to bills restriaing the
immigration of Asiatics and providing for the registration

of all Asiatics in the country.

In accordance with the promise made in 1904 a constitution

for the Transvaal on representative lines was promulgated by
letters patent on the 3xst of March 1905; but there

j

was already an agitation for the immediate grant 1

of full self-government, and on the accession to

'

office of the Campbell-Bknnerman administration^

in December 1905 it was decided to accede to it. New letters

patent' were issued (December xa, 1906), and the first

general election (February 1907) resulted in the return of a
majority betonging to Met Volk^ a Boer oiganization formed
for political purposes. (See further, Sooth Ajuca: History

^

I D.) Sir Richard Sotomon,* it was thought, might have formed
a coalition cabinet, but he was among the defeated candidates.

Lord Selbome, who had during 1905 succeeded Lord Milner

as high commissioner and governor of the Transvaal, en-

trusted General Botha with the formation of a ministry. Botha
chose as his colleagues Messrs J. C. Smuts (colonial secretary),

Jacob de Villiers (attorney-general), H. C. Hull (colonial trea-

surer), J. F. B. Rissik (minister of lands and native affairs) and
E. P. Solomon (minister of public works). These were all men
of progressive, in some respects democratic, views, and in thus

forming his cabinet General Botha showed his determination

not to be dominated by the " back veld " Boers. Botha was
strengthened in his attitude by the firm action of the Progressive

(t.«. the ex-Uitlander) party, which secured 21 seats (out of a
total of 69) in the legislative chamber, entirely in the Rand and
Pretoria districts, and was led by Sir George Farrar and Sir

Percy Fitzpatrick.* The government, which obtained an im-

perial guarantee for a loan of £St00o,ooo, announced that

while there would be no wholesale repatriation of Chinese, the

labour ordinance Under which they were recruited would not be
renewed, and by February 1910 all the Chinese coolies had
returned home. At the same time successful efforts were made
by the ministry to increase the supply of Kaffir labour for the

mines. In the re-establishment of the field comets and in

other directions a return was made to the republican forms of

administration, and on the education question an agreement
satisfactory to both the British and Dutch-speaking com-
munities was reached. Ample facilities were given for the

teaching of Dutch, but it was provided that no pupil should

be promoted to a higher standard unless he (or she) was making
satisfactory progress in the knowledge of English.

One of the first problems which confronted the Botha ministry

was the attitude to be adopted towards the other British colonies

in South Africa. Lord Milner, by the creation of
^m^v torn

an inter-colonial board—which administered the MovmuA
railways of the Transvaal and Orange River Colony
and controlled thcconstabulary of both colonies—and in other

ways ie.g, the inclusion of the Transvaal in the South Africa

customs union), had endeavoured to pave the way for federation.

Mr Chamberlain when in South Africa in 1903 had also put

forward federation as the desired goal. The existence of the

inter-colonial council hampered, however, the freedom of the

Transvaal government, and steps were taken to determine it.

'The letters patent provided, at to the Chinese coolies, that
no further licences be issued for the introduction of indentured
labour, and that none of the contracts be renewed.

•Sir Richard Solomon (b. 1850) was attorney-general of Cape
Colony 1898-1900. attomev-eeneral of the Transvaal 1902. and
acting lieutenant-governor 01 tne Transvaal 190$. He resigned office

to contest a seat for the Transvaal parliament. SuMcquently
he was agent-general for the Transvaal in London, and (1910} agent-
general for the Union of South Africa.

* Sir George Herbert Farrar (b. 1859) was a son of Charles Farrar,

M.D., of Chatteris, England, and was a member of the lohannesburv
Reform committee at the time of the Jameson Raid. He served
in the war of 1899-1903. and was knighted in the last-named year.

Sir James Percy Fitzpatrick (b. 1862) was a native of Cape Colony.
He went to the Transvaal in 1884 and became honorary secretary
to the Johannesbuig Reform committee. He was the author of

Tke Transvaalfrom Within; Jock of the Buskodd, &c.
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NeverthdeiB, on economic as well as political grounds, the leaders

of both parties in the Transvaal were prepared to consider

favourably the proposals put forward by Dr Jameson at the dose
of 1906 for a closer union of all the self-governing colonies, and
the first direct step to that end was taken at an inter-cok>nial

conference held in May 1908. The history of this movement,
which resulted in the establishment of the Union of South
Africa on the 31st of May 1910, is given under South AnzcA:
History, % D. Apart from this movement the most notable

events in the Transvaal at this period were the development

of agriculture,* the gradual revival of trade (the output of the

gold mines in 1909 totalled £30,935,000, and at the end of the

year 156,000 native labourers were employed), and the con-

tinued difficulty with regard to British Indians. Ministers

declared their determination to keep the Transvaal a white

man's country. With the example of Natal before them as a
warning, it was (they argued) to the whites a question of life

and death, and unless registration were enforced they could

not prevent the surreptitious entry of new-comere. Attempts

at compromise made in 1908 ended in failure. For failing to

register Mr M. V. Gandhi and other leaders were imprisoned;

and large numbers of Indians were deported. Notwithstanding

the remonstrances of the Indian gDvemment, the imperial

authorities could not effectively intervene; a self-governing

cobny (in which whites alone possessed the franchise) must
be allowed to take its own course. By the end of 1909 it was
stated that 8000 Indians—most of whom claimed the right of

domicile—had been compelled to leave the country, while 2500
bad been imprisoned for failure to comply with the Registration

Act. The establishment of the Union of South Africa removed
from the competence of the Transvaal provincial council all

legislation specially or differentially affecting Asiatics. There-

upon the Union ministry was urged by the British govern-

ment to effect a permanent settlement acceptable to all parties.

The ministry replied Quly 23, 1910) that whatever policy

might be adopted regarding Indians legitimately resident in

South Africa, unrestricted Indian immigration into the Trans-

vaal would not be permitted (see Blue-book Cd. 5363).

When the Union was established General Botha became
prime minister, two of his colleagues, Messrs Smuts and Hull,

also joining the Union ministry. A fourth minister—Mr
Rissik—^was appointed first administrator of the Transvaal

province, while a fifth minister, Mr E. P. Solomon, became a
senator of the Union parliament. The elections to the Union
House of Assembly, held in September, were notable as

showing the strength of the Progressive (or Unionist) party.

General Botha was def^ted at Pretoria East by Sir Percy

Fitzpatrick, and at Georgetown—a Rand constituency

—

Mr Hull was beaten by Sir George Farrar. Both ministers,

however, subsequently secured seats elsewhere.
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TRANSVERSE RIB (Fr. arc doubUau), the term in archi-

tecture given to the rib of a vault which is carried across the nave,
dividing the same into bays. Although as a rule it was sunk
in the barrel vault of the Thermae, it is found occasionally

below it, as in the Piscina at Baiae and the so-called Baths of

Diana (Nymphaeum) at Nlmes. In the Romanesque and Gothic
styles it becomes the principal feature of the vault, so much so

that Scott termed it the roaster rib (see Vault).

TRANSYLVANIA' (Ut. TranssUvania\ Ger. Suhenirilrgen\

Hung. Erdtiy; Rumanian, Ardeal), a former principality

iCrossfilrstentum) occupying the extreme eastern portion of the

kingdom of Hungary. It is bounded by Hungary proper on
the W. and N., by Bukovioa on the N.E. and by Rumania
on the E. and S., and has an area of about 21,000 sq. m.

Transylvania has the form of an irregular circle, and is a high
plateau of a mean altitude of 1000-1600 ft. above sea-level, sur-

rounded on all sides by mountains. These are known under the
general name of Transylvanian Mountains (q.v.), which are the south-
eastern continuation of the Carpathian system, and fill the interior

of the country with their ramifications. On the west or Hungarian
side there are comparatively easv passes into the interior, but on
the cast and south frontiers the lofty mountains give Transylvania
the aspect of a huge natural fortress. Among the highest peaks
are Ncgoi (8345 ft.), Bucsecs (8230 ft.), Pietrosu (7544 ft-) and
KOnigstein (7352 ft.). There are nunterous valleys, ravines and
cafions in the network of mountains covering the interior of the
country. The principal plains are: in the valley of the Szamos
near D^ and Besztercze (Bistrits); in the middle course of the
Maros the beautiful H4tsz» valley; the fertile Cibin valley around
Nagy-Szeben: the valley of the Aluta near Csik-Scercda, and the
one extending from Reps to the Rotcturm pass; and lastly the
beautiful and fertile Burzenland in the vicinity of Brass6. The
altitude of the valleys generally increases towards the east of Tran-
sylvania, the lowest depression being found in the western part of the
Maros valley. Almost in the centre of the country lies a fertile

plain about 60 m.in length and 50 m. in breadth, called MezAs^ or

* The Latin name appears first after the 12th centunr, and signifies

"beyond the woods. i.e. from Hungary; the Hungarian and
Rumanian name both mean "forest land." The German name
is usually derived from the se^'en principal fortified towns or
" burgs, founded by the German colonists, though some authorities

prefer to connect it with the Cibin Mounuins on the south frontier.
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tbe Traosylvaoia plain. Theprindpal riven of Tnnsylvanta. which
are cither tributanes of the Thei«, or flow direct into the Danube,
are: the Maros, which riaei in the mountains fonnine the eattern
wan of Transylvania, and taking first a northern course flows through
the country from east to west; its principal aflluents are the Gdrveny.
the Gf«at and Uttle Kokel or Nagy and Kis KUkOllO. the StreU
(Sztrigi) and the Csema on the left, aiMl on the right the Ampoly and
tbe Aranyos, which is rich in auriferous sediments. The Aluta (Alt

or Olt) rises not far from the Maros. but takes a southerly direction

and pierces the Carpathians at the Roteturm pass, to enter Rumania

;

its principal tributaries in Transylvania are the Vaigyas, the
Homorod, the Cibin and the Buraen. The Szamos, formed by the
junction of the Great (Nagy) and Little (Kis) Scamos, whose
principal aflluent is the Bistntz; the Zsil or Jiui; and the White
and the Swift KAr&s are the other principal rivers. The largest lake
of Transylvania is the Caeger or Hodosser See, 13 m. long, situated
near Saunos-Ujvar, while agreat number of small but beautiful
mountain lakes are found. The climate of Transylvania b healthy;
hoc summers alternate with very cold winters, but the rainfall is

not s;reat. Transylvania abounds in mineral springs of all kinds.

c^MaaUy saline and chalybeate, the principal oifcs being found
at Bomek, Bdoatak, Homorod, Rodna, Tusnid and Zaiaon.
The principal occupations of the inhabitants are agriculture,

cattle-rearing and mimng. Of the total area of Transylvania 23-6%
u arable land: 16-5% meadows and gardens; 0-5% pastures and
c-5% vineyardls; while 37*5% is covered by lo'kests and 13*5%
is unproductive soil. The vegetation of Transylvania b luxuriant,

except of course in tbe higher mountain zones. Fruits abound, as
apples, pears, peaches, apricots, plums, cherries, chestnuts and
almooda; mulberries are also cultivated. The vine flourishes best
in tlie valley of the Maros. The chief crop is maiae; but wheat, rye
and other grains, potatoes, saffron, hemp, flax and tobacco are aho
grown. On the boundary mountains the trees are mainly coniferous;

m the interior oaks, dms, beeches and ashes are conspicuous.
Bears, wolves, foxes, boars and various varieties of game are

found, and on some of the mountains the chamois. There is abun-
dant pasturage on which excellent cattle are reared ; and in some
districts buffaloes are bred for draught purposes. More important
is the breeding of a sturdy race of horses, thousands of which are
annually exported. The mountains maintain large flocks of sheep,

of which two kinds are distinguished—with a fine short-supled
and a coarse long-stapled wool respectively. Silkworms are bred,

and some silk is spun ; and the export of honey and wax is not
inconsiderable. Transylvania possesses tbe richest sold mines in

Europe, and this metal is also " washed " in some of the streams,
chiefly by gipsies. The ^Id is often found in conjunction with
tellunum (hirst discovered in Transylvania in 1782) and is extracted
principally at Nagyie, Kapnik-BAnya, Zaiatna and Vbrcispatak,

In 1900 the value of the gokl extracted was Aoo.ooo. Silver,

copper, lead and iron are worked to some profit, while arsenic, alum,
ipbite. marble, porcelain, precious ana building stones are also

found. Coal is mined in the valley of the Zsil, but the abundant^
of timber has retarded its exploitation. Some of the saline springs
yield salt enough to render their evaporation profitable. The
principal places where salt is extracted are at Maros- Uiv&r, D^
Akna. Koioss, Torda and Vizakna. In 1900 the value of the mineral
products^ except salt, was £1.000.000.
The industry of Transylvania, although not very developed,

made some progress during the last quarter of the 19th centur>'.

and b mostly in the hands of the " Saxons." The principal branches
are brewing, distilling, flour-milling, sugar, leather, paper, petroleum-
refineries, cloth and earthenwares. The production of linen from
flax and hemp b a home industry throughout Transylvania. The

'1 fail"liriy active, and is mainly in cattle, dairy products,
wood and wooden articles, and petroleum.

The poptibtion in 1900 numbered 2,456,838. Until 1848 the

chief influence and privileges, as well as the only political rights,

were divided among the three " privileged nations " of the

Hungarians, Szeklen and Saxons. The first are the descendants

of the Magyar conquerors. Tbe Szeklers are of disputed

origin, but closely akin to the Magyars (see Szeeleks).

Tbe Saxons are the posterity of the (}erman immi-

grants brou^t by King Geza II. (1141-1161) from Flanders

and the lower Rhine t^ oiltivate and repeople hb desolated

territories. At first these were known as Teutones, Teutonici

Hospites and Flandrenses, but since the beginning of the 13th

century the general name of " Saxons," as tantamount to " Ger-

mans," ba^ prevailed. They are generally the most advanced
section of the population. Their literary language b High
German, but their spoken bnguage is more of the Low German
tJiaracter. The Hungarians and Szeklers together number
8i4,994i and the Saxons 233,019, but by far the most numerous
element, though long eicluded from power and political equality.

is formed by the Rumanians, 1,397,282 in number, who are

spread aU over the country. The gipsies of Transylvania, who
are heard of under a votvode or prince of their own in 1417,

are estimated at 50,000; many of them have taken to agriculture

or gold-washing. Jews, Armenians, Bulgarians, Ruthenians
and Greeks are also represented in the medley of peoples. The
Magyars are mostly Roman Catholics or Unitarians, the Germans
Protestants, aiul the Rumanians adherents of the Greek Church

Transylvania, which was completely incorporated with Hun-
gary in 1868, forms since 1876 one of the seven large adminis-

trative divisions into which Hungary was divided in that

year. It was subdivided into fifteen countries, and contains

the following principal towns: Koloxsv&r, Brass6, Nagy-
Szeben, Maros-V&sirhely, Besztercze, Fogaras, Torda, Segesv&r,

Gyula-Feh6rvir, DH, Szamos-Ujvir.

History.—Transylvania formed p»rt of the Roman province

of Dada. After the withdrawal of the Romans the country

became for centuries the prey of the various peoples who swept

across it in their restless migrations. At the beginning of the i ith

century (1004) Stephen I. of Hungary made himself master

of the land, which was thenceforward governed as a Hungarian
province by a voivode. As mentioned above, Kli^g Geza IL
introduced German colonbts, who founded Nagy-Szeben (Her-

mannstadt), and in 1211 King Andreas II. called in the German
Teutonic orders, who settled in the Burzenland. These
German colonbts were granted special privileges, and founded

many of the Transylvanbn towns. As by the death of King
Loub II. in 1526 the Hungarian crown fell to the house of

Austria, the voivode John Zapolya succeeded in rendering him-
self independent. He and hb successors, who were generally

elected by the people, were supported by the Turks against the

House of Austria, while the diflicult nature of their country pre-

served them on the other hand from becoming too dependent on
their powerful allies. After the defeat of the Turks at Vienna in

1683, their influence in Transylvania waned, and in 1699, by
the peace of Cariowitz, the Porte acknowledged the suzerainty

of Leopold I. of Austria over Transylvania. By the Leo-

poldine diploma of 1691 Leo[x>ld had guaranteed the ancient

rights and laws of the land, and united it formally with the

Hungarian crown. In 1765 Maria Theresa made it a grand

principality (GrossfUrstentum). The efforts of the Rumanian
inhabitants to secure recognition as a fourth " nation,*' and the

opposition of the non-Magyar population to a closer union with

Hungary, led to troubles early in the 19th century, culminating

in 1848. In 1849 Transylvania was divided from Hungary by
an imperial decree, and became an Austrian crown-land; but

in i860 Transylvania became an autonomous province, with a

separate Diet, and a high executive power of its own. The Diet

assembled in Nagy-Szeben in 1863 decreed the complete separa-

I ion from Hungary, the union with Austria, and the recognition

of the Rumanians as the " fourth nation.''* But the Hungarian

government did not recognize tbb Diet, and the Diet assenibled

at Kolozsv&r in 1865, in which the Hungarians had the majority,

decreed again the union with Hungary. By the compromise
of 1867 Austria granted the um'on of Transylvania with Hungary,
which was completed in 1868. Transylvania lost e>'ery vestige

of autonomy, and was fully and completely incorporated with

Hungary. Since that time the Magyarization of the principality

has steadily been carried through, in spite of the bitter protests

and discontent of both the Saxons and Rumanians. A
Hungarian university was founded at Kobzsv&r in 1872; and
Hungarian is recognized as the official language.

See F. Umlauft.Dtf Ldnier Osterreich-Unianu in Wort und BUd,
vol. xiii. (Vienna. 1881); E, A. Bielz. Stebenbiirien (3rdcd.. Hermann-
stadt, 1903) ; L. H. Gebhardi, CeukickU des Croufurstentwms Sieben-

harien (Vienna, 1803): S. Sril&gyi. MoHumenia comittalia repii

Transsyhaniae, vols, i.-xxi. (Budapest. 1880-1898): F. Teutsch,

Cesckicku der SiebenbOrier Saehsen (2 vols.. 3rd ed., HermannsUdt.
1899).

TRANSTLVANIAN MOUNTAIirS, the general name of the

mountain system which surrounds the Transylvanian highbnd

or plateau on all four sides, and forms the south-eastern and

southern continuation of the Carpathian system iq.v.). At

the mouths of the Vis6 and the Golden Bistritza. where the
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Eastern or Wooded Carpathians end» the range of mountains

divides and sends ramifications in two directions, to the south

and to the west. These chains which enclose Transylvania,

givmg it the general aspect of a great natural fortress, are the

most eastern offshoots of the mountain system of central Europe,

and guard the approach from the east to the great Hungarian

plain. They slope gently towards the interior of Transylvania,

but rather abruptly towards Rumania, and while the western

wall possesses several large and easy passes, the eastern and
southern walls are much more difficult to cross.

The eastern wall of the Transylvania quadrilateral is composed
of two parallel ranges of mountains divided by the valleys of the
Maros and Aluta. The outrr rargn is cornpcswfl of the following

groupei iht Gyerg>'6 MciuEit^ins (including the Kt-'lertien r.3]ii.-f'i i^itfi

the nighcut ptalts Kvlemcnhivaj (66t«i ii.) anH Pitftri,j-.ijl iUjoS

U}: the C^ik Motint^ns wiih ihe hishe^c pcaki N^4Tgy-H'kL:\nus

(^(^00 h.) ar>(l the vokank Bbid6a {aoo it.}] and the BctcczIj: Nfw^n-

lAins with the hishwi ptak LalcAcu (5*^30 h). The iniipr ririgc

is compcned ol the folldwing groups: thi? GDrg^ny Mount^m^ uith

the highest peak \li:4(>Kavi& (5*26 U)'; iht Hargitia Mciun rains w.ith

the hiehesi pent IWiitiA <5qpQ ft); and the B^hroia M^unt^ins
with the hjgticit peak KukutchcsY (Jl JO it)- Near the moulhs of

iht M^tMJs ^m\ the Aluta an? viiuat4^i iKt rtlcbrafed Gy6q^o valley,

otic of I be mc3«t beautirul in the 1^ hole TrarL9>lvarki'a> aiiJ the famous
Bor^^^k v^lky \titU it» niincml ^pring^.

The southern wjitl al \hc TrantiylvaniAn htghlaur) jjp occupied by
the TTAnsyivAiiian Alp»- Ttity have a kncth of 2^0 m., and are

the highest attd mttltltst mountain ran^e o^ the whole Tran&ylvEiniian

syitecn, r7«emb)ing the High T^tra tn iheir bold and hiKri fM ,vks,

their beautilul wrcnL'ry» snU thtir flora^ The Transylvanian Alps
ribe 10 an altiiudc of 7200 It. aSjttvt? ih*^ Il-vc-I uI iIil- [KiLij-ian

(Rumanijn) S'Liin. .imj rtr- of

groups, i'fvm e«ai lo Mi^bi iii«^3«.j^iv/u^s «ii<^. !••« Lwm<,«> .T.uui.i.ains

with the highest peak CsukAs (Ciucas, 6424 ft.): the Burzenland
Mounuins with the beautiful peaks of Bucsccs (8230 ft.), KOnig-
stein (7352 ft.) and Schuler (5910 ft.); the high Foi^aras group,
extending to the Roteturm pass, and containing Ncgoi (8345 ft.),

the highest peak in the Transylvanian mountains, Butyan (8230 ft.)

and Sunil (7482 ft.). West of the Roteturm oass the Transylvanian
Alps are also known under the name of the H4tszcg Mountains, and
consist of the following groups: the Cibin Mountains with the highest

peak Cindrel (7366 ft.); the Paringul Mountains with the highest

peak Mandra (8260 ft.); the Vulkan Mountains, and the H&tszcg
Mounuins proper with the beautiful peak Reticzat (8125 ft

)

The south-western part of the Transylvanian Alps is formed by the
Csema or Ruszka Mounuins with the highest peak Verfu Petri

(8140 ft.) whose offshoots, of a mean altitude of 3200-4700, known as
the Banat Mountains, fill the Banat. The southern part of the
Cserna Mounuins, known as the Strctinve Mountains, extend to the
I^nube. and together with the Mirocn Mountains, on the right

side of the Danube, and belonging, therefore, to the Balkan system,
form the famous gorge of the Iron Gate near Orsova.
The western and northern wall of the Transylvanian Quadrilateral

do not present the character of an uninterrupted chain of mountains,
but possess many k>w and easy passes towards the Hungarian
plain. Going from south to north the principal groups are: the
Transylvanian Ore Mountains with the basaltic mass of the Detunata
(3768 ft.) near Abnidb&nya; the Bihar Mounuins, with romantic
scenery and numerous caverns, with the highest peak the Cucurbeta

(604s It.) ; to the east of this group are the Aranyos Mountains with
the highest peak, the Muntelui Mare (S970 ft ). to the south-west of

Kolozsv4r: then come the Meszes group and the Kraszna Moun-
tains. The northern wall is formed by the L4p6s Mountains with
the highest peak Ciblesiu (6020 ft.), and the Rodna Mountains with
the highest peaks Muncsel (5835 ft.). Pietrosu (7544 ft.) and Ineu

(7484 ft.).

Inside this mountainous quadrilateral lies the Transylvanian
highland or plateau, which has a mean elevation of 1000-1600 ft.

It is improperly called a plateau, for it does not possess anywhere
extensive plains, but is formed of a network of valleys of various
sizes, ravines and caftons, united together by numerous small moun-
tain ranges, which usually attain a height of 500-800 ft. above the
altitude of the valfey.

In the Transylvanian Mountains the principal puses are: the
Rodna. the Borgo, the T6lgyes and the B^k&s. Then come the
Gyimes. the Uz and Oitoz. the Bodza or Buzeu. the TOmOs or Predeal
rass. crossed by the railway from Bra»s6 to Bucharest, the famous
Roteturm pass (1115 ft.) through the narrow gorge of the Aluta.

crossed by the railway from Nagy-Szeben to Bucharest, the Vulkan.
the Teregova pass, and the Iron Gate pass, both crossed by the
railway from Temesv&r to Craiova. All those passes lead from
'ransyhrania into Rumania. From Transylvania iiinto Hungary

are the B&nfTy-Hunyad pass, crossed by the railway from Nagy<
V4rad to Kok>Z8v4r. and the defile of the Maros crossed by the
railway from Arad to Broos. In the interior of Transylvania are

the Szent-Domokos pass near Csik-Szereda leading from the valley

of the AluU to that of the Maros (near their respective mouths),
and the pass of Cuk-Szereda over the Hargitta Mounuins.

TRAP (O. Eng. treppe or traippe, properly a step, as that on
which an animal places its foot and is caught, cf. Ger. Treppe,

flight of stairs), a mechanical device for the snaring or catching
anything, and especially wild animals. Traps for animals
are of great antiquity, and no savage people has ever been
discovered, whatever its oidture scale, that did not possess

some variety of snare. In the most primitive form of trap

no mechanism need be present, e.g. a cavity into which the
animal walks, as the pitfall of the Arabs and Africans or the
snow-hole of the Eskimos. Dr O. T. Mason has divided traps

into three classes: enclostng traps, which imprison the victim

without injury; arresting traps, which seize the victim without
killing it, imless it be caught by the neck or round the lungs;

and kiUing traps, which crush, pierce or cut to death.

Enclosing traps include the pen. ca^, pit and door-traps. Pttk-
traps are represented by the fences built in Africa into which ante-
lopes and other animals are driven: and by fish-seines and pound-
nets. Among caee-traps may be mentioned bird-cones filkxl with
corn and smeared with bird-itme, which adhere to the bird's head,
blinding it and rendering iu capture easy; the fish-trap and
lobster-pot: and the coop-traps, of which the turkey-trap is an
example. This consists of a roofed ditch ending in a cul-de-sac
into which the bird is led by a row of corn-kernels. Over the
further end a kind of coop is built; the bird, instead of endeavouring
to retrace its steps, always seeks to escape upward and remains
cooped. Pitfalls include not only those dug in the earth, at the
bottom of which knives and spears are often fixed, but also several
kinds of traps for small animals. One of these consists of a box
near the top of whk:h a platform is hung, in such a way that, when the
animal leaps upon it to secure the bait, it is precipitated into the
bottom of the box, while the platform swings tack into place.

Another kind of pitfall is formed of a sort of funnel of k>ng p(^es,
into which birds fall upon alighting on a perfectly balancea bar,

to which a dish of corn is made fast. The door-traps form a large
and varied class, ranging in size from the immense cage with sliding

door in which such beasts as tigers are caught, to the common
box-trap for mice or squirrels, the door of which falls when the
spindle upon which the bait is fixed is moved. The box-trap with
a simple ratchet door, allowing the animal or bird to push under
the door or wires which fall biack and imprison them, is alike an
enclosing and an arresting trap. There are four general classes of
arresting traps, the mesh, the set-hook, the noose and the clutch.

The meui-traps include the mesh and thong toils used of okl for the
capture of the lion and other large game, and the gill-net in the
meshes of which fish are cauf^ht by the gills. To the set-hook
division are reckoned the set-lines of the angler, several kinds of
trawls and the toggle or gorge attached to a line, which the animal,
bird or fish s\i^allows only to be held prisoner. The noose-trap class

is a very extensive one. The simplest examples are the common
slip-noose snares of twine, wire or horsehair, set for birds or small
mammals either on their feeding grounds or runways, the viotim
being caught by the neck, body or foot as it tries to push through
the noose. When the noose is used with bait it is generally attached
to a stout saplinf^, which u bent over and kept from springing
back by some device of the " figure-4 " kind. This is constructed
of three pieces of wood, one of the horizontal spindle on which the
bait is placed, one of the upright driven into the ground, and the third

the connecting cross-piece, fitted to the others so loosely that only the
strain of the elastic sapling keeps the trap together. When the victim
tries to secure the bait he dislodges the cross-piece and is caught
by the noose, which is spread on the ground under the bait. Tne
Patagonians take the vicuna with one variety of this snare, and,
before the moose (Cervus alces) was protected by kiw in North America,
even that animal, weighing often 1200 lb. was caught in snares

of wire and rope. There are two .widely different types of dutch*
traps: bird-lime and other tenacious sul»tances, ana pw and clap-

traps. The simplest form of the first is adhesive fiv-paper. A
common practice in Italy is to smear with bird-lime tne branches
in the neighbourhood of a captive owl. which results in the capture
of numbers of birds, gathered to scold at their common enemy.
Examples of the clap-trap are the clap-net. consisting of two nets
laid flat on the ground and attached to cords in such a manner that
they fly up and ck>se when the draw-cord is pulled by a concealed
trapper; and the various other spring-traps used by bird-catchers.

The jaw-traps are the most important class of device for the capture
of fur-bearing animals, and are the product of civilization, while
rude specimens are known to have existed in the middle ages, the
steel-trap as used to-day dates from the middle of the i8th century,

and reached perfection in the latter half of the 19th. the " New-
house." named from the American inventor, having been tlie first

trap of high grade. Steel-traps consist of two jaws, with or without
teeth, which are worked by powerful single or double nniiin and
are " sprung " when the victim steps upon the " pan.*^ which is
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pbced between the jawa and attached to a lever. Tliey axe made
m many axes, from the amalleat, dengned for rats, to the " Great
Bear Tamer/ weiKhinc over 40 lb, with jaws of 16 in. in which
Ikms. titers and aruziy Dears are trapped. The steel-tnp b set and
concealed in such a manner that the animal must step on iu pan
b passing Over it to secure the bait. In trapping such wary animals
as the sable, marten, mink, otter or beaver, great care is taken to
obliterate all signs ot the trap and of human presence, the scent of

the hands being neutralized by smoking the traps or avoided by
the use of gloves. In North America castoreum, musk, asafoetida,

oil of anise and common fish-oil are used to entice the victims to the
traps. Trails of some one of these scents are laid from different

directions to the trap.

With the dutch-traps must also be reckoned the oldest form of

steel-trap, now to be seen only in museums, the man-trap, which
was used first about the middle of the i8th century when the
systematic preservation ofgame rendered protection a^^unst poachers
a necessity. Such a trap, from Gloucestershire, is over 6 ft.

long, has 19-tn. serrated jaws and weighs 88 !b. Another form
of man-trap, the spring-i(un, belongs to the next category, the
kilUng traps, which are divided into traps of weight, point and edge.

The most important of the weight class b the dead-fall, of which
the typical form consists of a pen over whose narrow entrance one
or more logs are laid across a lighter lo^, which is balanced upon a
spindle necessarily struck by the entering animal, causing the logs

to fall upon its back. In some cases the bait b attached to the
spindle itself. The dead-fall was always the favourite trap of the
American Indians, and b in use among many aboriginal tribes in

Africa and South America. A sbb of stone b often used as a weight.

The common mouae-trap which kOIs either by a blow or strangulation

b a variety of dead-fall. Of point-traps may be mentioned those

of the impaling and the missile classes. An example of the former
b the stake or spear placed by Arab and African tribes at the
bottom of pitfalls for big game. Another impaling trap common in

Africa b the harpoon down-fall, generally used for the hippopoumus.
It consists of a heavily weighted harpoon suspended in such a way
that the animal, passing beneath, breaks a cord and precipiutes the
harpoon upon itself. Another example of impalement b the hawk-
trap, oonaisting of a circle of stout sharp wires, in the centre of which
a Irve fowl b placed. A bird of prey attempting to secure the fowl

b impaled upon the wires. Of missile traps the most univmal
are the andent springbow and its modem representative the spring-

gun. Tfab b fixed upon stakes, or against a tree, with a line attached
to the trigger and stretched immeidbtely in front of the muzzle.
An animal presiing against the string pulls the trieg^r and discharges

the piece into its own body. An arrangement of sticks holding the
bait in front of tl^ muzzle is sometimes substituted for the string.

Of edge-traps a curious example Is the wolf-knife of Western America,
which consists of a very sharp blade embedded in frozen fat. One
of the wolves, licking the fat, cuts its tongue and a flow of blood
ensaea, with the result that not only the wolf itself but its com-
panions become infuriated by the smell and taste, and the wounded
beast, and often many of the others, are killed and devoured. The
Alaskan knife-trap for large game consists of a heavy blade attached
to a lever, which, when released by the animal biting at the bait,

flies over and kilb the victim.

See Shifts and ExUdienls of Camp lif*, by W. B. Lord
Camp lijt and the Tricks cf Trapping, by W. H. Gibson
O. T. Mason, "Traps of the American InduLSis," Annual — ,

Smithsonian Institution, for 1901; The Story ^the Trapperib^K^C
Laut (1903).

TRAPANI (anc. Drepanum)^ a dty and episcopal see of

Sidly, capital of the province of the same name, situated on
the west coast, 3 m. W. of the Monte San Giuliano, which rises

ftbove it, Z2I m. W. by S. of Palermo by rail, and 47 m. direct.

Pop. (1906), town .47,578, commune 68,986. Thit andent
Drepanum (^pirayor, a sickle, from the shape of the low spit

of land on which it stands) seems originally to have been the

port of Er3rz, and never to have been an- independent dty.

It is represented by Virgil in the Aeneid as the scene of the death

of Anrhisfs, but first appears in hbtoiy as an important Cartha-

ginian navad station in the First Punic War (about 260 B.C.),

part of the inhabitants of Ezyx being transferred thither. Near
Drepanom the Roman fleet was defeated in 250 B.C., while

the struggle to obtain possession of it ended in the decisive

Roman victory off the Aegates Islands in 241, Which led to the

conclusion of peace (see Pumic Wass). It continued to be an
important harbour, but never acquired munidpal rights. Under
the Norman kings, at the time of the first crusade, it became
a place of importance; while it was a residence of the Aragonese
kings. In the z6th and 17th centuries it was strongly fortified.

In 1848 It WIS the first Sicilian city to rise against the Bourbons.

No remains of the rlas%iral period exbt except a portion

of the mde. Then arc some fine Gothic and baroque palaces.

and a few churches with interesting details. Hie Oratorio

S. Michele contains wooden groups representing scenes from the

Passion, executed in the x 7th century and used for carrying

in procession. On the tiled pavement of Sta Luda is an
interesting view of Trapani, showing the strong fortifications on
the land side, which have been demolbhed to permit of the

extension of the town in that direction. The Madonna dell'

Annundata, about x^ m. east of the town, founded in 1332, b
now restored to its original style. The adjacent CappelU del

Cristo Riaorto contains a statue of the Virgin and Child in

marble said to have been brought from Cyprus, to which an
immense nimiber of valuable offerings have been made, among
them two bronae candelabra and a modd of the dty in silver;

while the statue itself b hung with jeweb, necklaces, cameos,

rings, watches, &c The modem town b dean and well built,

with a fine esplanade on the south. It b a harbour of considerable

importance. It was entered by 144 vesaeb, representing a
tonnage of X39,x64 in X906. The imports showed a value of

£376,674, the most important items being wheat, coal and
timber; while the exports amounted to £i43»347f the chief items

being salt, wine, salt fiish and building-stone. There are also

large salt-pans to the south of the dty, extending along the coast

as far as Marsala, which produce about 300,000 tons of salt

annually, of which in 1906 i3x,X93 tons were exported, chiefly to

Norway, Sweden, Canada and the United States. Thenumerous
windmills are used for grinding the salt. (T. As.)

TRAP-BALL* or Knuk and Spell (M. Eng. knurre, knot; Dan.
spUf spindle), an old English game, which can be traced back to

the beginning of the X4th century, and was commonly played in

northern En^and as late as x83S, but has since been practically

confined to children (bat, trap and ball). It was played with
a wooden trap, by means of which a ball (knur) of hard

wood about the use of a walnut was thrown into tbe air, where
it was struck by the player with the " trip-stick," a bat con-

sisting of two parts: the stick, which was of aah or lancewood
and about 4 ft long, and the pommel, a piece of very hard

wood about 6 in. long, 4 in. wide and x in. thick. This was
swung in both hands, although shorter bats for one l^and

were sometimes used. Originally the ball was thrown into

the air by striking a lever upon which it rested in the trap;

but in the later development of the game, usually called knur
and spell, a spell or trap furnished with a spring was used,

thus ensuring regularity in the hdght to which the knur was
tossed. The object of the game was to strike the kntir the

greatest possible distance, dther in one or a series of strokes. 1

TRAPEZE* or Trapese, a form of swing, consisting of a cross-

bar suspended by ropes and used for gymnastic exercises,

acrobatic displays and the like. The name was so applied in

French (tra'piMe) from the resemblance of the apparatus to a
" trapexium " or irregular four-sided figure. The Greek rpar^finv

is a diminutive of rpdvcfa, a table, h'terally a four-footed or

four-legged object, being a shortened form of rcrp&ire^a (rtrpo-,

four, and irifa, foot).

TRAPEZOPHORON. the Greek term (from rpdnfo, table, and
^pet», to bear) given to the leg or pedestal of a. small side tabic,

generally in marble, and carved with winged lions or griffins

set back to back, each with a single leg, which formed the

support of the pedestal on dther side. In Pompeii there was
a fine example in the house of Cornelius Rufus, which stood

behind the impluvitun. These side tables were known as

mensae vasariae and were used for the display of vases, lamps,

&C. Sometimes they were supported on four legs, the example
at Pompeii (of which the museums at Naples and Rome contain

many varieties) had two supports only, one at each end of the

table. The term is also applied to a single leg with Uon*s head,

breast and forepaws, which fonned the front support of a
throne or chair.

TRAPPISTS» Cistercian monks of the reform instituted

by Armand J. le B. de Ranc6 (9.V.), a'bbot of La Trappe,

X664. La Trappe was a Cisterdan abbey near Soligny, in

the diocese of S£es, in Normandy, founded Z140. It suffered

grievously from the English wars and from commendatory
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abbots, 80 that towards, 1650 the community was reduced

to half a dozen monks who had long ceased to comply
with the obligations of their state, and were an open scandal

to the neighbourhood. Armand Jean de Ranc6 became com*
mendatory abbot at the age of ten, 1636; and on his con-

version from a worldly life he began to interest himself in

his abbey and concdv^l the project of restoring the monastic

life therein, 1662. With this object he visited La Trappe, but

the monks were recalcitrant and threatened his life; through

the intervention of Louis XTV. he was able to pension them
off; they were replaced by a community of Cistercians of the

strict observance, and the monastic bmldings, which had
fallen into ruin, were repaired at de Ranch's expense. He
himself then entered the novitiate in one of the reformed Cis-

tercian abbeys, and on his profession he came to La Trappe
as regular abbot, 1664. But he desired a return to the full

programme of the primitive Cistercians. His influence with

Louis XIV. and with the court of Rome secured him a free

hand in carrying out changes without trammel from the Cis-

tercian superiors, who looked askance at the project; and he
was able to persuade his community to adopt a manner of life

beyond the original Cistercian practice, and far beyond St

Benedict's rule. Thus they abstained wholly from wine

and fish, and rarely ate eggs; on certain days they had only

bread and water, and on two days in the year they went
barefooted; and they slept in their day clothes: these practices

are in contradiction to what St Benedia allowed. On the

other hand manual labour occupied only 3) hours, but the

church services 7—herein reversing St Benedict's apportioning

of the time. In short, the Trappist regime is probably the most
penitential that has ever had any permanence in the Western
Church. Yet it attracted vocations in such numbers that

de Ranc6 had 300 monks under him. Through age and ill

health be resigned hi^ abbacy in 1695, and died five years

later. _
During the z8th century La Trappe continued faithful to

de Ranch's ideas, but the observance spread only into two
monasteries in Italy. It was the disjpersal of the com-
munity at the French Revolution that turned the Trappists

into a congregation in the Cisterdan order and finally into

a separate order. Dom Augustine de Lestrange, the novice-

master at the time of the suppression in 1790, kept twenty

of the monks together and obtained permission for them
to settle at Val-Sainte in Fribourg, Switzerland. Here they

made their life still stricter than that of La Trappe, and postu-

lants flocked to them in such numbers that in two years' time

colonies went forth to establish Trappist monasteries in England,

Belgium, Piedmont, Spain and Canada; and in 1794 Dom
Augustine was named by the Holy See Father Abbot of all

these foundations, thus formed into a congregation. In 1817

they returned to La Trappe, many new foundations were made,
and by Dom Augustine's death in 1827 there were in all some
seven hundred Trappist monks. In the course of the centiuy

three or four congregations arose—a Belgian, an Italian, and
two in France—each with a vicar subject to the general of thip

Cisterdans. In 1892 these congregations were united into a
single Order of Reformed Cistercians, or of Strict Observance,

wi^ an abbot-general resident in Rome and independent

of the general of the Cistercians of the Common Observance,

In 1898 the Trappists recovered possession of Citeaux, the

mother-house of the Cisterdans, secularized since the Revolu-

tion, and it was declared by Rome to be the head and mother
bouse of the Reformed Cistercians, who thus were recognized

as the authentic representatives of the primitive Cistercian

movement.
The Trappists are a thriving and vigorous order.' In 1905

they had 58 monasteries with 1300 professed choir monks and
1700 lay brothers. At the time of the recent expulsions (1903)

they had twenty houses in France, and they have two or three

in all the coxmtries of western Europe, induding England
(Mount St Bernard, near Ldcester) and Ireland (Mount
Mellery in Waterford and Roacrea); also in the United Sutes

and in Canada. Besides they have a house in China, with over
fifty Chinese monks; one each in Japan, Asia Minor, Palestine,

Bosnia and Dalmatia, and four in various parts of Africa.

The abbey of Mariannhill in Natal is devoted to the christian-

izing and dvilizing of the Kaffirs; there are numerous stations
with elementary schools and chapels, and at the abbey is a
high school and printing-press for books in the Zulu and
Basuto bnguages. In heathen countries the Trappists now
give themsdves up to missionary work and the task of
dvilizing the natives.

The first Trappist nunnery was the abbey of Les Clairet,

near dartres, which de Ranc6 persuaded to adopt his reforms.
Dom Augustine de Lestrange established another in 1796, and
now there are fifteen with 350 choir nuns and 500 lay sisten.

One is in England at Stapehill, near Wimbome, founded in

x8o2. The manner of life of the nims is almost the same as
that of the monks.

Si^e tTio Litti of di;: Ranc6. A mtnutc account of tbc otncrvajifc
b. m do Rj,nc«*s UlElrmerti de ta Tnifrpf {jj-OJ)* Tbc bceinninfi of
thu' rInform h to\t\ by If^lyotp Iliii^ire a^s crdrtj fdij^irvx (17 ill'), vol.
vi. cUr i* the dcwlupment^ tiiider "Dom AuguttLae dtt Li^tmnse are
deMotXHj in th« $iippivmentJLry matttrr in Mi((iic'it Ditiipitnaifi 4ti
or.Irfj rtiiiUvx (185^), The whole lubject ia well tilled by &tajc
Hi-irnbuclr]4,'r, Or4ini tt, K^rniretatioiiffi ([907)2 yoI. U I 4flj aod itt

W'-tKT und VVVFte, Kir^hcnhriiiJ^n (2nd cd.)<.<tiid HwioavltidHiMyiffl
pcrfi^ {3rd ^•d-)h A iTdti^ic .tnd tympathctk picture m TrapolA life

u L hi; rvd^'<;roin,£ ftatun: of J. Huyfinun's £» fotiU, (E. C^ Bj

TRAQUAIR, SIR JOHN STEWART, xst Easl or (d. 1659),
Scottish statesman, was the son of John Stewart, the younger,
of Traquair in Peeblesshire, of a branch, originally illegitimate,

of the house of Buchan, and was created Baron Stewart of
Traquair in 1628 and earl of Traquair in 1633. Hewas appointed
treasurer depute of Scotland and an extraordinary lord of session

in 1630, and is said to have given the casting vote against the
second Lord Balmerino at his trial in 1634, but afterwards
obtained his pardon. From 1636 to 1641 he held the office of
brd high treasurer of Scotland, and aided Qiaries I. in intro-

ducing the h'turgy. He endeavoured to prevent a conflict by
impressing on the king the necessity of caution and the danger
of extreme measures against the rioters. He was, however,
compelled to publish Charles's proclamation enforcing the use of
the liturgy and forbidding hostile demonstrations on pain of
treason (1638). This was followed by military measures in which
Traquair assisted by secretly conveying munitions of war to
Dalkeith Palace. He was, however, obliged to surrender the
place with the regalia to the Covenanters (March 1639).
After the treaty of Berwick he was apiMintcd the king's com-
missioner to the assembly at Edinburgh (August 1639), and
he assented in writing to the act abolishing episcopacy, but
prevented its ratification by adjourning the opening of pariia-

ment. His apparent double-dealing made him suspected by
both parties, and in 164 1 the Scottish parliament issued a
warrant for his arrest. In his absence he was sentenced to
death, but, although the king secured the remission of this

penalty, he was dismissed from his office of treasurer, and in

1644, for repairing to the court and opposing the covenant,
he was declared an enemy to religion and fined 40,000 marks.
His son. Lord Linton, whom he had sent to Montrose with
a troop of horse, withdrew on the eve of the battle of Phiiip-

haugh (September 1645) and it has been supposed that Traquair
betrayed Montrose's plans to Leslie. He was readmitted to
parliament in 1646, raised cavalry for the " engagement

"

between the king and the Covenanters, and was captured at

Preston (1648). He was released by Cromwell in 1654, and died

on the 27th oif March 1659. He was succeeded by his only son

John (c. 1622-1666), whose descendants held the title until 1861,

when on the death of Charies, the 8tb earl, it became dormant
or extinct.

See also Spalding. liemoriaUs (Spalding Club) ; Sir James Balfour.
Annals (ed. Haig, 1824); Diet. Nat. Biot. vol.hv.

TRASIMBNB, LAKE (Lat. Trasumenut Lacus\ Ital. Lago
Trasimeno)t a lake of Umbria, Italy, 12 m. W. from
Perugia, 843 ft. above sea-level, 50 m. in circumference, and
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8 m. to t4 n>- acroBS. Having no natural outlet, it was formerly

subject to sudden rises, which occasioned inundations, and
these in turn malaria. An artificial outlet was completed in 1898

from the south-east comer of the lake to the Caina, a small

tributary of the Tiber. The work, which is about 4 m. long,

cost only about £a6,ooo. It is intended to leave about 3500

acres of land dry, and to convert another aSoo acres of marshy
soil into cultivable land. The lake contains three small islands:

Isola Maggiore, with a monastery, Isola Minore and Isola

Polvese. Standing on a promontory jutting out into the

lake is the town of Castiglione del Lago, which possesses a
castle of the dukes of Comia, built by Galeazzo Alessi, the

architect of many of the Genoese palaces. Napoleon I. formed

a project for draining the lake, which may ultimately be adopted.

Here Hannibal disastrously defeated the consul C. Flaminius.

Hannibal left his winter quarters in Cisalpine Gaul in the

spring of 217 B.C. and crossed the Apennines, probably by the

pass DOW known as the Passo dd Mandrioli (from ForU to Bib-

biena in the upper valley of the Amo). His march was much
hindered by marshes (probably those in the Amo valley between
Bibbiena and Arezzo). The Roman army under Flaminius

was stationed at Arezzo (anc. Arrdium), and Hannibal marched
past it. Flaminius followed, and Hannibal occupied the

heights on the north of the lake between Terontola and Tuoro,

commanding the road from Cortona to Perugia, and also those

on the east of Tuoro, so that when the Roman army (which

bad encamped the idght before outside the entrance to the

small valley of the brook now caUed Sanguineto, west of Tuoro),

unable in the mists of eariy morning to see the enemy's forces,

had entered the valley, it was surrounded and there was no
escape except by forcing a passage. The vanguard succeeded

in making their egress on the east by Passignano, but the defeat

of the rest of the army was complete, the Romans losing no
fewer than 15,000 men.
See T. Aaht^ in Journal of Philology (1908), and. refs. (T.As.)

TRASS, the local name of a volcanic tuff occurring in the Eifel,

where it is worked for hydraulic mortar. It is a grey or cream-
coloured fragmental rock, largely composed of pumiceous dust,

and may be regarded as a tnchytic tuff. It much resembles

.the Italian puzzolana and is applied to like purposes. Mixed
with lime and sand, or with Portland cement, it is extensively

cmpk>yed for hydraulic work, especially in Holland; whilst

the compact varieties have been used as a building material

and as a fire-stone in ovens. Trass was formerly worked
extensivdy in the Brohl valley and is now obtained from
the valley of the Nette, near Andemach.
TRAd (Serbo-Croatian Trogir; Lat. Tragurium), a seaport

of Dalmatia, Austria. Pop. (1900) of town and commune,
z 7.064. Ttsl^ b situated 16 m. W. of Spalato by road, on an
islet in the Traii channel, and is connected with the mainland
and the adjoining isUnd of Bua by two bridges. The dty
walls are intact on the Aorth, where a 15th-century fort,

the Castd Camerlengo, overlooks the sea. Above the main
gateway the Uon of St Mark is carved, and the general aspect

of Tra^ is Venetian. Its streets, which are too narrow for

wheeled traffic, contain ihany interesting churches and medi-

eval bouses, including the birthplace of the historian Giovanni
Ludo (Ludusoi Trad), author of De regno Dalmatiae d Croatiae

(Amsterdam, 1666). The loggia, built by the Venetians,

b a fine specimen of a z6th-century court of justice; and
the cathedral b a basilica of rare beauty, founded in 1200

and completed about 1450. It was thus mainly built during

the period of Hungarian supremacy; and, in consequence,

its architecture shows dear signs of German influence. Among
the treasures preserved in the sacrbty are several interesting

examples of andent jewellers' work. TraA has some trade in

wine and fruit. It b a steamship station, with an indifferent

harbour.

TragmiMM was probably colonized about 380 B.a by
Syracusaa Greeks from Lissa, and its name b sometimes derived

from Trogkilon a place near Syracuse. Constantino Porphyro-

genitus writing in the loth century, regards it as a corruption

of irfffpHof, water melon, from a fanded rimilarity

in shape. He states that Trail was one of the few Dalmatian
cities which preserved its Roman character. In 998 it sub-

mitted to Venice; but in Z105 it acknowledged the supremacy of

Hungary, while retaining its munidpal freedom, and receiving,

in 1108, a charter which b quoted by Ludo. After being
plundered by the Saracens in x123, it was ruled for brief

periods by Byzantium, Hungary and Venice. In 1243
the Tatars pursued King B€la IV. of Hungary to Traii, but
were unable to storm the island dty. After 1420^ when the
sovereignty of Venice was finally established, TtaA played no
conspicuous part in Dalmatian hbtoiy.

See T. G. Jackson, Dolmatia, Ae Quameroi and Tstria (Oxford,
1887); E. A. Freeman, Skekhes from ttie Subjoa and Neighbour
Lands of Venice (London, 1881); and G. Ludo, Memorie isioricke

di Tragurio, ora detto TraA (Venice, 1673).

TRAUN, OTTO FBRDIMAMD, Coitnt VON Abenspexo umd
(1677-1748), Austrian field marshal, came of a noble family

and was bom on the a7th of August 1677 at Oldenburg.

He was sent to HaUe to complete hb education, but in 1693
left the university to serve with the Prussian contingent of

the allied army in the Low Countries. He saw much service

in the War of the Grand Alliance, and at its dose entered the

imperial army. The War of the Spanish Succession soOn followed,

and Traun served with dbtinction in Italy and on the Rhine
till 1709, when he became lieutenant-colonel and aide-de-camp

to Field Marshal Count Guido Starhemberg (1654-1737) in Spain.

A year later, for specially distinguished services^ he was made
colonel, and in 17x2 chief of a regiment of foot. Soon after

the dose of the war he was again activdy employed, and at

the action of Francavilla in Sicily (June 20, 17 19) he recdved
a severe wound. For hb services in thb campaign in southern

Italy he was promoted General-Fddwachtmebter in 1723.

In 1727 he became governor of Messina, and in 1733 attaint
the rank of lieutenant fidd marshal. In 1734 be won a
European reputation by hb defence first of the pass of S.

Germano and then of the half-ruined fortress of Capua, which
he surrendered, marching out with the honours of war on the

30th of November. He was at once promoted Fddzeugmebter
and employed in a difficult semi-political command in Hungary,
after whidi he was made commander-in-chief in north Italy

and interim governor-general of the Milanese, in which capadty.

he received the homage of the army and dvil authorities on
the accession of Maria Theresa in 1740. In the following

yesr he was made a field-marshaL The Italian rampsigns of

the War of the Austrian Succession were successfully conducted

by him up to 1743, when, on the death of Fidd-Marshal Count
Khevenhmier {q.v.), he was made the principal military

adviser of Prince Charies of Lorraine (9.v.), who commanded
the Austrians in Bohemia and on the Danube. In thb capadty
he inspired the brilliant operations which led up to the passage

of the Rhine (see Austrian Sucx:essxon, War 07 the)
and the skilful strategy whereby Frederick of Prussia was
forced to evacuate Bohemia and Moravia (1744) without a
battle. Traun's last active service was the command of an
army which was sent to Frankfurt to influence the election of a
new emperor to succeed Charies VII. He died at Hermannstadt
on the z8th of Febraary 1748.

See Biopapkien h. k. lleerfiihrer, herausgegehen v. d. DirekHon
des k. undk. Kriegsarckiv; Tharbdm, P. M. OUo Ferdinand, Graf
t. Ahemperg und fraun,

TRAUNSTEOf, a town and summer resort of Bavaria, situated,

at an elevation of nearly 2000 ft., on the river Traun, 73 m.

by ran S.E. of Munich. Pop. (1905), 7447* It dbtils

salt from the brine of Reichenhall, whence (22 m. dbtant)

it b brou^t in pipes. It has an hbtorical museum, four

churches (three of which are Roman Catholic), two fine foun-

tains—a monument of the war of 1870-7 z and one to King
Maximilian IL Tliere are saline baths and breweries. In

the vidnity are Empfing, with baths of all kinds and a cold-

water cure esublishment on the Kndpp system. TraunsT-'

recdved dvic rights in 1375.
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TRAUTBNAU (Czech Tnttikav), a town of Bohemia, iso m.

E.N.E. of Prague by rail. Pop. (zgoo), X4»777» mostly

Gennan. It is situated on the Aupa, a tributary of the Elbe,

at the foot of the Riesengebirge, and possesses a beautiful

church built in 1283 and restored in 1768. Trautenau is the

centre of the Bohemian linen industry and has factories for the

manufacture of paper and for the utilization of the waste products

of the other mills. Trautenau was founded by German colonists

invited to settle there by King Otto Kar II. of Bohemia, and
received a charter as a town in 134a' It was the scene of two
battles between the Prussians and Austrians on the ayth and
the 38th of June z866.

TRAVANCORB, a state of southern India, in political relation

with Madras. Area, 7091 sq. m. In 1901 the population

was 2,952,157, showing an increase of 15% in the preceding

decade. The state stands sixteenth among the native states

of India in area and third in population. Travancore extends

more than 150 m. along the west coast as far as Cape Comorin,

the southernmost point of the peninsuU. The Western Ghats
rise to an elevation of 8000 ft. and are clothed with primeval

forest; they throw out spurs towards the coast, along which

there is a belt of flat country of about 10 m. in width, covered

with coco-nut and areca palms, which to a great extent constitute

the wealth of the country. The whole surface is undulating,

and presents a series of hills and valleys traversed from east

to west by many rivers, the floods of which, arrested by the

peculiar action of the Arabian Sea, spread themselves out

into lagoons or backwaters, connected here and there by arti-

ficial canals, and forming an inland line of smooth-watercommuni-
cation for nearly the whole length of the coast. The chief river

is the Periyar, 142 m. in length. Other important riven are

the Pambai and its tributary the Achenkoil, the Kallada,

and the Western Tambr^;>ami. Iron is abimdant and plum-

bago is worked. Elephimts are numerous, and tigers, leopards,

bears, bison and various kinds of deer aboimd in the forests.

Travancore has an abundant rainfall, with every variety of

temperature. Theprincipalports are Alleppi, Quilon and Paravur

;

but there is no real harbour. The state hu a fine system of

roads, and the Cochin-Shoranur and the TinnevcUy-Quilon

railways pass through it. . The Periyar irrigation project con-

ducts water through the ghats in a ttmncl to irrigate the Madras
district of Madura, for which compensation of Rs. 40,000 is

annually paid to Travancore. Trade is large and increasing,

the chief exports being copra, coir and other coco-nut products,

pepper, tea, sugar,- areca-nuts, timber, hides, coffee, &c. The
capital is Trivandrum. The revenue is £670,000; tribute,

£80,000; militaiy force, 1360 infantry, 61 cavalry and 30
artillery with '6 guns. The maharaja of Travancore claims

descent from Cheraman Perumal, the last Hindu monarch
of united Malabar, whose date is variously given from a.d.

378 to 825. Though he is a Kshatriya, the succession foUows

the local custom of inheritance through females; consequently

his sanad of adoption authorizes him to adopt sisters' sons.

For some generations the rulers have been men of education

and character, and the state is conspicuous for good adminis-

tration and prosperity. Education, and female education in

particular, is more advanced than in any other part of India.

The two dominant sections of the population are the Namburi
Brahmins and the Nairs or military caste. Native Christians,

chiefly of the Syrian rite, form nearly one-fourth of ^hc whole,

being more numerous than in any Madras district.

See V. Nagam Aiya, Travancon StaU Manual (Trivandrum,
1906).

TRAVB, a river of north Germany, rising in the Oldenburg
principality of LUbeck, between Eutin and AbrensbOck. Flowing

at first southwards through small lakes and marshes, it then

turns west and, confined within flat and sandy banks, enters

the Prussian province of Schleswig-Holstein. It now bends

due south to Oldesloe, from which point it is navigable.

Hence it takes an easterly course, and, entering the territory

of the free city of Liibeck, receives from the right the Stecknitz,

through which and the Stecknitz canal built by the merchants

of Labeck in 1398) a direct water communication is maintained
with the Elbe, and passing the city of Liibeck discharges

itself into the Baltic at the port of TravemOnde after a course of

58 m. Its lower course from LUbeck to the sea has been
dredged to a depth of 25 ft., permitting sea-going vesseb to lie

alongside the wharves and quays.

TRAVELLER'S TREE, a remarkable tree, native of Mada-
gascar and R^nion, with a straight stem reaching 30 ft. an
height and bearing at the top a number of large long-stalked

leaves which spread vertically like a fan. The leaf has a large

sheath at the base in which water collects in such quantity as
to yield a copioxis draught—hence the popdar name. The piant
is known botanically as Rarenala Madagascariensis and bdongs
to the same family as the banana (Musaceae).

TRAVEMONDE, a seaport of Germany, in the free sute of
LUbeck, situated on the Baltic, at the mouth of the Trave.
Pop. (1905), 20x7. It has an Evangelical church, dating from
the end of the Z5th century, and is a much frequented watering-
place. There are extensive herring fisheries. TravemUnde
arose out of a stronghold placed here by Henry the Lion, duke
of Saxony, in the Z2th century to guard the mouth of the Trave,
and the Danes subsequently strengthened it. It became a town
in 13x7 and in 1329 passed into the possession of the free city

of LUbeck, to which it has since belonged. Its fortifications

were demolished in X807.

TRAVERSE, in fortification, a mass of earth or other material
employed to protect troops against enfilade. It is constructed

at right angles to the parapet maimed by the defenders, and is

continued sufficiently far to the rear to give the protection

required by the circumstances, which, moreover, determine its

height. A traverse is sometimes utilized as a casemate. Ordi-
nary field-works, not less than those of more solid construction,

require traversing, though if, the trenches, instead of being
continuous, are broken into short lengths, they are traversed

by the unbroken eaith intervening between each length. (For
traversing in survesring see Surveying.)
TRAVERSE CITY, the county-seat of Grand Traverse county,

Michigan, U.S.A., on the Boaidman river, between Boaxdman
Lake and the west arm of Grand Traverse Bay, in the N.W. part
of the lower peninsula. Pop. (X900), 9407, of whom ^068 were
foreign-bom; j[z9xo, census), x 2,1 15. It is served by the P^re
Marquette, the Grand Rapids & Indiana and the Manistee
& North-Eastcm railwavs, and by steamboat line to Chicago
and other lake ports. The climate, scenery and good fishing

attract summer visitors. The city has a public library and a
library owned by the Ladies' Library Association, and is the seat

of the Northern Michigan Asylum for the Insane (opened X885).

There are various manufactures, and in X904 the total value of

the factory product was $2,176,903. Traverse City was settled

in X847, incorporated as a village in i88z and chartered as a
dty in 1895.

TRAVESTY (Fr. travestie^ from travestir, to disguise, se

travestiTf to change one's clothes; Lat. Irans^ across, and veslirct

to dothe), a burlesque, particularly a grotesque imitation of a
serious work of literature or art, in which the subject, characters,

&c., are retained, but the style, language and treatment generally

are exaggerated and distorted to exdte ridicule (see also

Burlesque).
TRAVNIK, the capital of a department of the same name in

Bosnia; situated on the LaSva, a left-hand tributary of the
Bosna, 44 m. by rail N.W. of Serajevo. Pop. (1895) about
6000. Travnik is mainly built round a steep mass of rock,

crowned by an ancient dtadeL Several mosques, palaces,

arcades and a fine bazaar, left among its narrow lanes and wooden
huts, bear witness to its former prosperityr and there are some
good modem barracks and public biiildings.

The old name of Travnik, Lalva, was last used in the x8th

century. It is likely, from the number of Roman remains,

that Travnik stands near the site of a Roman colony. It was a
stronghold of the Bogomili during the xsth century, but its

period of greatness dated from 1686, when the downfall of

the Turks in Hungary caused the removal of the Bosnian
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goverament from B&njaluka, which was dangerously near the

Hungarian frontier^ and Uie Turkish governors, officially

styled " valis of Hungary," ruled in Travnik from x686 to 1850.

Se\-eral interesting villages, none containing more than a few
hundred inhabitants, are grouped together, near Travnik. Prozor,
with its ruined citadel, which withstood the Turkish advance until

the bcginnin|: of the i6th century, when almost the whole of Bosnia
had been enslaved, was then the capital of the princes of Rama, a dis-

trict lying north-west of the Narenta. The thermal station of Kiseljak,
where the Fojnk:a and Lepenica rivers meet, is a cluster of old-
fashioned Turkish villas, with a casino, baths, barracks, hotels

and park. In IJ96, Tvrtko I. of Bosnia granted the privilege of
silver-mining here to the Ragusans. Remains of old workings
may still be seen. Krd^vo, 5 m. N.N.E., is likewise rich in iron,

cinnabar, quicksilver and the argentiferous load which was worked
by the Saxons in the middle ages. The citadel of Zahor, or Gradina,
now a ruin, guarded the mines. Bugojno. on the Vrbas. is a pic-

turesque place, with a large cattle and horse trade. The Franciscan
monastery of Fojnica. 18 m. east, is the largest and wealthiest founda-
tion in Bosnia. lu Byzantine church is full of ancient ornaments
and relics. The archives contain many valuable manuacriots,
including a charter bestowed on the monks, in 1463 by the Suftan
Mahomet IL

TRAWUNO, 8EI1IIN0 AND NETTINO. The innumerable

kinds of fishing nets which may be distinguished, if all nets differ-

ing in details of structure or use be placed in separate classes,

fall naturally into two main groups, namely sUtionary nets and
nets used in motion. The former group contains the most
primitive nets, though nets of great complexity are now included

in it; and the simplest fixed nets, themselves derived probably

from dams of rushes or stones so placed as to lead fish in to a
*' pound " or enclosure, may with some confidence be considered

as the ancestors of the great otter trawls now shot and towed
daily from powerful steamers on fishing grounds more than a
thousand miles from the market they work to supply. The
more primitive fixed nets are of far less importance than movable
nets (except in the capture of certain particular species), owing
to the fact that they are necessarily confined to very shallow water.

The main types of movable nets may therefore be treated first.

All nets are constrxicted in accordance with what isknown of the

habits of the fish they are designed to capture; and as fishes

may be roughly divided into those spending at least the greater

part of their lives on or near the sea-boltoro and those ^>ending

a great portion of their Uves near the surface, two lines have been

followed in the development of nets, some being designed to

work on the bottom, others to work near the surface^ The most
important nets used in the capture of " demersal " or bottom-

living fishes are trawls; the most important pelagic nets are drift-

nets. The word trawling* was at one time applied to more than

one method of fishing, but has, at all events in Europe, now
become restricted to the operation of a flattened conical net

or trawl, dragged along the sea-bottom There are two trawb
in common use. the beam trawl and the otter trawl. They
differ in the method adopted for extending the mouth of the

net. The original form is the beam trawL

The beam trawl may be described as a flattened conical net
whose mouth is kept open when in use by a long beam supported

•nmBmam *' **** *"'^* ^^ ^^^ runners, the trawl-heads. Elm
Trmwl, ** generally preferred for the beam, selected if possible

from timber grown just to the proper thickness, that

the natural strength of the wood may not be lessened by more
trimming or chipping than is absolutely rtocessary. If the re-

quired length and thickness cannot be obtained in one piece, two
or even three pieces are scarfed together, and the joints secured by
iron bands. The trawl-hcads differ somewhat in form in different

countries and in different kxralitics. The usual form is heart-

shaped, the " shoe " or part actually in contact with the ground
when m use being straight, the altcr-side straight and sloping

upwards from the hindmost point or " heel." and then curving
down in a single unbroken arc which forms the front of the head,

to join the shoe In the Barking pattern the head is stirrup-

shaped; but this is now unusual. A square socket is bolted to the

top of the h»d (taking the head to be in the position of use) to

receive the end of the beam, and ring-bolts arc put in at the extreme
front of each head, to hold the ropes or wires by which the trawl
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is towed, and, within'the point of the heel, for the purposp of allowing
the mouth of the net to be seized or lashed to the trawl-head at a
point close to the ground. The shoe of the trawl-head is in the
full-sized trawls made of double thickness, to resist wear.
When the net is spread out in the position it would take up when

working, the upper part or back has its straight front edge fastened
to the beam, but the corresponding lower part or belly n«MM.
is cut away in such a manner that the front marnn ''"**'

forms a deep curve extending from the shoe of one trawl-head to that
of the other, the centre of the curve or " bosom," as it is called, being
at a considerable distaiKe behind the beam. The usual rule in English
trawls is for the disuncc between the beam and the centre 6[ the bosom
to be about the same as the length of the beam. In FreiKh trawls
this disunce is generally much less; but in all cases the beam and
back of the net must pass over a considerable space of ground when
the trawl is at work before the fish are disturbed by much of the
k>wer margin of the net. This lower edge of the mouth of the trawl
is fastened to and protected by the " ground-rope," whkh is made
of an old hawser ^' rounded " or covned with small rope to keep
it from chafing, and to make it heavier. The ends of the ground-
rope are fastened at each side by a few turns round the back of the
trawl-heads, just above the shoe, and the rope itself rests on the
ground throughout its entire curve. The fish which may be dis-

turbed by it have therefore no chance of escape at either the sides
or top of the net unless they can pass through tne meshes, and as the
outlet under the beam is a kmg way past them, and is steadily
moving on. sooner or later they mostly pass over the eround-
rope and find their way into the funnel-shaped end of tne net,
from whkha small valve of netting prevenu their return.

It must not be supposed, of course, that all fishes entering a trawl
are retained in it. Numerous investigations have been made into
the size and number of the various species of fish which get through
the meshes of the trawl, by lacing small-meshcd netting over the
ordinary net, and examining the fish remaining in this outer net.
Fish are found to escaoe all parts of the net, but chiefly the " bat-
ings, " i.e. the part ot the net where it is narrowing^ to the " cod
end "

; and as the chance of escape depends on the size and shape
of the fiaht and the mesh of the net. it is naturally found that the
maximum size of the individuals whkrh can escape in any numbers
differs in different species. If small fish are on the ground, the total

» " Trawl " is from O. Fr. JrauUr, to go hither and thither;
" troll," now used of drawing a line along the surface of the water
from a boat, is from the variant O. Fr. trMer, mod. tr^r, to lead,

drag about.

givin

babl)

number escaping is, however, in all cases very urge, frequently
greatly exceeding the number caught. This is for tne most part
desirable, the fish being of a size to render them of but little value
to the fishermen or to the publK. It is in any case inevitable,

since a full-sized trawl made entirely of small-mesh would offer so
great a resisunce to the water as to be unworkable.
The ground-rope bears directly on the ground, and to

prevent the possibility of the fish passing under it, the rope
should have some weight in it so as to " bite " %rell, or press the
ground closely. It is, however, alwa>'s made of old material, so
that it may break in case of getting foul of rocks or such other
chance obstruction as may be met with on the generally smooth
ground where the trawl can only be worked with advantage. If

in such a contingency the rope were so strong and good as not to
break, there would be serious danger of the tow-rope snapping,
and then the whole apparatus might be lost; but the grouna-rope
~iving way enables the net to be cleared and hauled up with pro-
My no more damage to it than the broken rope and perhaps
,^ f.— -^.;— ^g remaining part "of the trawl, extending

In he extreme end. forms a complete bag gradually
di 1th to within about the last 10 ft., which part
is r purse." and is closed by a draw-rope or " cod-
liiM uL Lip. < v<i' . ity when the net is being used. To avoid the
atrj^on of the Lki.-Jer part of the cod-end pressed by the weight
of fnhh aj^ifi&t ihi' -tones and shells of the sea-bottom, stout J^eces
of r>id net are l4> <d across beneath it in parallel strips. These
strips thus trail In i.eath the trawl and protect it. They constitute
the " rubbers " or ' false belly.*' Thecod-end is the general receptacle
for the van'oui^ fi Jies which enter the net; and when the trawl
is hjulcd up and L t on board the vessel, the draw-rope is cast off

ainl the fi^h a.\\ fill out on the deck.
It h^ been niinidoned that the body of the net tapers away to

the entncice to the purse. It is at this point the opening of'^the

E(<

Ifeta are placed | and they are so arranged that the fish
p^ckttM.

u.v[n^ paued into the purse, and then seeking to escape
b> ft^a; Liming along its sides, are pretty sure to go into the pockets,
which extend tor a length oif about 15 or 16 ft. along the inner side

ol rli0 b.;>d> t.f the net, and there, the more they try to press for-

w I '. i'h I I r I j.htly they become packed, as the pockets f^du-
all> ri^: : _ _ , : nothing at their upper or front extremity. These
pockets are not separate parts of the trawl, but are made by merely
lacing together the back and belly of the net, beginning close to the
margin or side nearly on a level with the bosom, and then being carried

on with slowly increasing breadth backward as far as the entrance
to the purse. At this point the breadth of the 'net is divided into
three neariy equal spaces, the central one being the opening from
the main body of th^ net into the purse, or general receptacle for

the fish, which must all pass through it, and those on each side being
the mouths of the pockets facing the opposite direction. The central
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paMage hat a valve or veil of netting called the ** Sapper/* which
only opens when the fish press a^nst it on their way into the piuae.
To understand clearly the fadhties offered to the fish to enter the
pockeu, it is necosary to remember that the trawl, when at worl^
u towed along, with just suflSdent force to ennnd the net by the
resistance of the water. But this resisunce directly acts only on
the interior of the body of the net between the pockets and then
on the purse ; it does not at first expand the pockets, but tends rather
to flatten them, because they are virtually outside the eencral
cavity of the trawl and their openings face the father ena of it.

The water, however, which has expanded the body of the net. then
passes under or through the flapper or valve, and enters the purae,
which, being with a much smaUer mesh than the rest of the net,
offers so much resistance that it cannot readily escape in that
direction: return currents are consequently formed along the sides,

and those currents open the mouths of the pockets, which, as
before mentioned, are facing them: and the fish, m their endeavours
to escape, and finding these openimn, follow the course of the pockets
until they can go no farther. The whole of the net is therefore
well expanded, but it is so by the pressure of the water in one direc-
tion through the middle, and in the opposite direction at the sides
or pockets.

The dimennons of a full-sized beam trawl, such as has been
described above are from 45 to so ft. along the beam and about

StoMtf 100 ft. in length. Trawb of practically all smaller

Mgg^ •txes down to some 30 ft. are to be found, but except
for shrimp trawls the laige sixes predominate almost

to the exclusion of smaller nets. The trawl-heads support the beam
at about 3 or 3^ ft. above the ground. The meshes of the net
behind the beam (the square) are shout 5 in. from knot to knot,
when drawn out uut. In the batings. the part of the net in which
the narrowing mostly occurs, they decrease gradually from 4 to
aboi4t 3 in.: m cod end they are ai in. In the hope of protecting
the small fish from capture some local authorities enforce within
their jurisdiction a minimum size of mesh for trawls, as for other
nets. According to certain recent by-laws of the Lancashire and
Western Sea Fisheries District Committee, for instance, every
trawl used in their waters, except for the capture of shrimps and
certain specified fish, must allow a square wooden gauge of a ceruin
nze to pas* easily through its meshes when these are wet.
The difficulties in the way of the efficacy of such restriction are
that a mesh which would allow the escape of fish of but little

value of one species might allow the escape of very valuable indi-
viduals of another kind; and that both kx:al and national authori-
ties alike have powers of jurisdiction over such narrow strips of
coastal water, that in the abience of an international agreement
on the matter, the ground affected by the regulations is exceedingly
small in comparison with the ground untouched. The same remarks
apply to the similar regulations as to length of beam and circum-
ference of nets.

Consideiable skill is needed to work a beam trawl successfully.
A knowledge of the ground and of the direction and time of the

Wark^ tide is essential: for the trawl b towed with the stream,

H^NaL ^ ^*^^ faster than it is running, so that there may be
just suflkient resisUnce to expand the net. The regu-

btion of speed, seeing that beam trawls are worked only from
sailing vessels, is a matter of difficulty; when, however, there
is a sufficiency of wind much can be done by an adjustment of the
length of tow rope. Lowering the trawl is also a matter of diffi-

culty especially when wind and tide are contrary, as in that case
the vessel tencb to drift over the net : the apparatus is first got into
position by paying out the rope attached to the trawl-heads in such
proportions that the beam takes its proper position white close to
the surface. These ropes, called " bndks, " are some 15 fathoms
long: they meet and are shackled to the trawl warp, a manilla
rope of 6 in. circumference, of which i^ fathoms are generally
carried. The trawl being in proper position, the warp is allowed
to run out and the trawl lowered to the bottom, the vessel slowly
moving on meanwhile; usually the length of warp which is below
the surface in towins is a few fathoms over three times the depth
of water The~art w shooting the tiawl lies in causine it to alight
on its runners or shoes, with the net freely trailing behind: should
the net be twisted, or the trawl alight on its beam, the trawl has
been shot " foul, " and must behauledand shot ^ain. While towing,
an experienced fisherman can tell by pressing his hand firmly on the
warp outside the ship's bulwark whether the progress of the trawl
over the bottom is satisfactory, any irregular progress over rough
ground revealing itself in the character of the vibration of the warp.
The trawl usually remains on the bottom for a whole tide, or

nx hours, and will in this time have passed over some IS m. of
ground. Hauling, a most lengthy and laborious process if carried
out by hand-windlass, is in practically all modem fishing smacks
carried out by a small steam capstan, the " steam man as it is

frequently called, a most efficient instrument with very compact
engine housed under a small iron cover on the capstan's top. When
the trawl comes alongside the heavy beam is secured by its two
heads, the net is hauled over the side bit by bit. by hand, until

the cod end is reached, when a rope is passed round it above the
bulging end which contains the catch, and then over a " tackle "or

pulley, and so the cod end is hoisted inboard. The knot of the cod-
tinie is untied, and the fish, mixed with various invertebrate AniTnal^

,

star-fish and rooted forms (confounded in the one term " scruff "),

falls to the deck.
A small trawl is often used from an open boat for shrimfung.

It closely resembles a beam trawl, but has no pockets. The usual
dimennons of this net are about 15 ft. beam and ao «&,«-
toul length, of which about 4 ft. are taken by the cod SS1I2
end. The mesh is about half an inch square, but

"'^*»'

where no restrictions are enforced it decreases to a connderably
smaller size as the cod end is approached. The beam when in use
is about a foot and a half above the ground.
Shank nets are also nmilar to beam trawls in general shape,

but differ in that the mouth is kept open by a rectangle of wood.
Frequently the k)wer margin of the trawls mouth is e*--**^-.
not in contact with the ground, being attached to a

^"'^•^
bar of wood which is fixed parallel to the bottom of the wooden
rectanele and a few inches above it. A fish or prawn is

thus (fisturbed by the bottom bar of the wood, and either
lumps over it and below the net and so escapes, or over both bottom
bar and middle bar into the net. The theory of the net's action
b that the fish tends most frequently to ulce the former course.
the crustacean the latter; and there Is some evidence that this b
partbUy realized in practice. Shank nets are sometimes worked
from carts, when they are known as " Trollopers."
Owing to their fine netting and the very shallow water in which

they work, shrimp trawb are exceedingly destructive to very small
fish. Johnstone ' has found for instance that in a two mile haul
of a shrimp trawl on the Lancashire coast 567 small plaice a^gp

caught on an averase, beside great numbera of whiting, dabs,
soles and other fish. In most parts of the English coast regulations
are in force as to the mesh. sizc< of beam and length 01 haul of
shrimp nets, and shrimpers working on the beach are ordered to
sort thdr catch at the water's edge, returning as many young fish
alive as possible. The proportion saved by these means b not
known with accuracy; it is much greater in the case of short hauls
than in longer ones. A shrimp trawl is usually kept down from half
an hour to an hour, or when not subject to rn;ulation rather longer.
It b seldom towed for a longer period than 2 hours, the speed being
somewhat under two miks per hour on an average, though subject
to variation.

The beam trawl has been described at some length because
its structure is somewhat more simple than that of the trawl

DOW in more general use; the importance of the net j^trytt
as an engine of capture has undoubtedly declined bmub
greatly within the past generation. Some interest- ^f**^

ing figures collected by the British Board of ^2<Jk*r
Agriculture and Fisheries prove thb incontestably.

In 1893 the number of first-class British sailing

trawlers was 2037, and then: average net tonnage

57-4; in XQOO they numbered 935, with a net tonnage of

41 -x, and from that year up to 1906 (the last year quoted
in these returns) they never again reached a thousand

in number or a tonnage of 40 tons net; on the other

hand, there were in no one of the years quoted as few as

800 first-ckss sailing trawlers registered, nor did the averisge

tonnage sink below 37, about which figure it remained constant.

It b obvious therefore that about 1894 beam trawling began to

decline, and that after a time this decline lost most of its power,

the number of boats and size of boats having sunk to a condition

fii which they fulfilled a certain function, which for some years

has remained fixed The new factors whith brought about this

change went hand in hand. They were the invention of the

otter trawl and the increasing use of steam in fishing vessels.

The otter trawl has no rigid and heavy beam, but relies on the

force with which it b towed through the water to keep it open,

and it is a far more efllicient instrument for the capture of all but
small flat fish than the beam trawl. Owing to the second of

these facts its employment inevitably spread, and owing to the

first a sailing vessel needing at least a moderate breeze to give it

the requisite speed for keeping a large net open was unsuitable

for working it. Thus the introduction of the otter trawl un-

doubtedly hastened the replacement of sails by steam as motix'e

power for the great fishing fleets. That the adoption of steam
would have occurred in any case is almost certain. The con*

version of drift-net fishing vessels from sail to steam has gone
on rapidly, though no radical change of gear has taken place,

and presumably the same would have occurred in the case of

trawlers had the otter trawl never have introduced. There
^ Johnstone. British Fisheries, p. 283 (London, 1905).
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wcfe, for instance, neariy 300 steam fishing vesseb of various

descriptions working from English and Welsh ports in 1883; and
the desire to exploit new and more distant grounds had un-

doubtedly become powerful by 1894, and accounted to some
extent for the increase of steam trawling about that time. Never-
theless this increase is so sudden, that its occurrence at the

time of the adoption of the otter trawl can scarcely be a coinci-

dence. In 1893 there were 4%> steam trawlers working from
English and Welsh ports: in 1899 there were over a thousand.

The subsequent history of British trawling is dominated by the

steamers. Garstang hu calculated from a study of nuirket

statistics that a steamer (between the years 1889 and 1898)

caught on the average between four and seven times as much
in a year as a sailing smack. Against this competition thesmacks
Goold not succeed; if it was profitable for the steamers to fish

they could gradually eliminate the smacks, as has occurred at

Grimsby. The line fishery also decreased owing to the increas-

ing transfer of the haddock and some other fisheries to the

trawlers. The change from masts and sails to steam has, how-
ever, never been complete. The increased cost of bulldiiig and
running steamers made the handling of large catches a necessary

condition of thdr profiuble employment. A sailing trawler

costs from £500 to £1200 to build; £1000 would probably be a
ha average. A first-class steam trawler of the present day
costs £10,000 or more, quite ten times as much, and about £5000
a year to run; and although the cost was less in the early years

of steam trawling there was always an approach to these pro-

portions. On the other hand their rapidity and independence of

wind made distance between fishing ground and port of landing

a matter of minor consequence. These causes, combined with a
very general belief in the exhaustion of the home-grounds

—

there seems no doubt that at all events the catch per vessel

declined—led to the growth in size and power of the steamers,

which were used for distant waters and the exploitation of new
grounds. Thus in 1906 there were only 300 more steam trawlers

than 10 1899, but the average tonnage in the same period

increased from 54 to nearly 6a. To this increase in power and
range of action of the steamers must be attributed the great

increase in the quantity of trawled fish landed, since the engine

of capture, the trawl, has changed but little since 1894: but

another result occurred, namely a partial division of the area

trawled between sail and steam. The grounds within easy reach

of the English porta were left chiefly in the hands of the
" smacks," the catches never being really very great, though

possessing a high proportion of " prime " {i.e. valuable species oO
fish. The persistence of Lowestoft and Ramsgate as smack
ports speak for this. The longer voyages of the smacks, on the

other band, were gradually discontinued, and the distant grounds

besides a multitude of new grounds were opened up by the

steamers. Grimsby, Hull, Aberdeen, Milford, increased ctior-

mously in importance, anid now send vesseb to the north of

Russia, to the coast of Africa and far into the Atlantic Steam
trawling died at Yarmouth, the place of its birth; sailing trawlers

disappnred from Grimsby, one of their greatest strongholds,

but a port near cheap coal, deep water, and a market for fish

from more distant grounds.

Fio. I.—Diagrammatic; showing an Otter trawl in use. (For the
sake of clearness, the size of the otter-boards is cxaegcrated, and
the length of the warps and size of the ship diminished.)

The essential features of the otter trawl are that the mouth is

kept open by two large wooden boards, whose position when in
use correraonds to that of the trawl beads in a beam ^^^
trawl no beam being used. The action of these boards IJ'S"*'
rnembles that of a kite. A kite dragged throueh "*^^
still air, owing to the position oi the point of attach-
ment of the string, takes up an oblique position, in
which it is acted on by forces in two directions, vis. that exerted
through the string, pulling forward, and that exerted fay the
resistance of the air in front of the kite, which, t>eing perpendicular
to the kite's suriaoe. acu in an upward and badoranl direction.
The resultant of these two forces necessarily acu in a direction
between them, and the kite accordingly ascends. Constrain the
kite to move in a horixontal plane, and toe same forces would cause
it to moveijiot upwards, but to the side. A trawl board is practically
a kite made to move on its side.

The trawl boards resemble massive wooden doors strengthened
by iron bands. In action they move with their short edges vertical
and their long edges horizontal, one in each case in contact with
the sea bottom : the front bottom comer of each board is rounded off,

so that the board resembles a sleigh runner Four strong chains.
which meet in one iron ring, are attached to each board by ring-
bolts, and to each ring a wue warp, by which the trawl is towed,
is shackled. The ringbolts are about the same disunoe from the
centre of the board, but the two chains attached to the after-ring-
bolts of the board are k>nger than the two fore-chains. The trawl
board when towed thus takes up an oblique position as regards the
line in whkh it is towed, though remaining vertical to the ground.
The force with which it is tow«l urges it forward . the resistance of
the water urges it in a direction perpendicular to its surface, vix.

backwards and to the side; it accordingly moves in an intermediate
direction, soing forward by tendina to diver|Ee from the line of
towing. Nfeanwhile the other trawl-board is diverging ui a similar
roanno^ut in the opposite direction, and the moutn of the net,
being attached to the hinder end of the boards, u thus pulled both
right and left until stretched to its utmost, and the net is thus
held open. The margin of the net which forms its upper lip is

lashed to a rope called the headline: and the resistance ol the water
to the net's progress causes this to assume an arched form, the
centre of the beaidline being probably some 10 or 15 ft. from the
ground.

It has been calculated by Fulton, who experimented on the
subject, that the disunce between the boards of an otter trawl of
00 It. headline is about 60 ft., owing to this arching upwards and
backwards of the upper margin of the net. The Ums in the spread
of the net is. however, compensated for very largely, as far as certain
round fish are concerned, oy the increase in beieht of the mouth,
the fish which are swimmins near but not actually on the bottom
tending to "strike upward" when disturbed. Indeed, the raising
of the headline is accentuated occasionally by glass spheres or
other buoyant objects to its centre; corks are stul used in this way,
bur 'otherwise the practice has not been generally adopted m
commercial trawling.
The earliest use of the otter board appears to have been due to

Hearder, an electrician and inventor who designed it about 1860.
It was little used except by amateurs working by steam yachts
(to whom doubtless the ease with which it could Se stowed away
recommended it), until the late 'eighties, when Danish fishermen
used otter boards to spread their plaice seines. In 189^4 a patent
was taken out by Scott of Granton for an otter trawl which differed

from the most modern forms chiefly in possessing rigid barsor brackets
instead of chains. Chains replaced the bars in the form used by
Nielsen, a Dane, in 1895. Although numerous variants have since

arisen, no essential difference in the trawl has been generally adopted.
The trawl boards, or as they are frequently called " ooors. are

of deal. 8 to 9 ft. tone, and 4 to 5 ft. high; they are liberally shod
and strengthened with iron, and are about 3 in. thick. .

The net is fastened to eyes placed at the top and bottom {

of the after-end of the board but not to any intermediate .

point. This is to alk)w the part of the water swirling

past the board to escape: the entry of the whole of the water
upon which the net's mouth advances would cause too great a
resistance.

Two warps are used, one to each trawl board. These are com-
posed of wire rope a) in. round, and when the trawl is inboard lie

coiled up on the separate drums of a steam winch. -^ ckmss.
As wire can be run off or wound in on either drum ^^^
separately, the adjustment of the lengths is much simplified. In

the larger trawlers a thousand fathoms of warp is carried on each
drum, and the warp is designed to stand a breaking strain of 23
tons.

The main form of net is that of the beam trawl. We have,
as in that net, a coarse meshed netting used near the mouth, a
decrease in size of mesh as the net narrows, and a bag jb^f/M,
or cod end whose end is fastened by a cod line passed
through iu final meshes. The only essential difference lies in the
net behind the headline. This has not, as in the beam trawl, a
straight margin, but a curved one, the pointed sides of the net being

termed the '^top wings" of the trawl, the corresponding parts 01

the bottom being in both trawls the bottom wings. The ground
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rope resembles that in the beam-trawl, but u in aome cases furnished

with chains or " dangles " or with " bobbins." Bobbins are heavy
cylindrical wooden rulers, threaded on the wire warp which forms
the core of the ground rope: they are of two sizes (the larger a foot

through) placed alternately to ensure freedom of rotation.^ Their
object is to surmount or crush obstacles which, by catching the
ground rope, might capsize the trawl boards and destroy the success

of the haul, they are accordingly used only on rough ground.
The chains are fastened to the ground rope in loops, to give it

%reight, and are iised on very M>ft ground to ensure the trawl's

effectually dislodging the fish. The headline is a rope some 3 in.

in circumference.
The meshes are, from knot to knot when drawn taut, from si

to nearly 6 in. in the square and wings, 5 to 4} in. above, and 5
to rather over t in. below in the extreme back ol the under batings

called the " belly." about si in. in the cod end.
The successful shooting of the net is a matter of great skill. The

paying out of the net. the lowering of the boards, the running out

vrjiitiaM ^ unequal lengths of the two warps to square the

jTjJrJ* trawl into proper position and the suWquent lowering

of the wholie to the bottom, resemble the corresponding
operations with the beam trawl. The fore warp u then drawn close

to the quarter of the vessel and shackled to the after-warp close to

the vessel's side, and the vessel proceeds on her course at a speed

of some 2i or 3 1 m. per hour. The length of haul made varies

cnonpously. On a ground where fish is very abundant, as in the

early days of Icelano fishing, it may be half an hour or less: on the

Eastern Grounds, off Denmark, where the great English fleets

usually work, it b about 3 hours. When about to haul, the fore

warp IS released from the shackle and the vessel b immediately

steered towards the side from which the trawl has been towed,

while the warps are rapidly wound in; the warps thus speedily

come to sund at right angles to the vend. If this were not the

case they might probably foul the vessel's propeller, with very

serious and possibly fatal consequences to her safety. The trawl

boards, having been drawn right up to their powerful iron supports

or gallows, remain suspended there if the trawl b to be re-shot

while the net is emptied: they are otherwise lowered between the

gallows and the bulwark, and secured. The hauling in of the catch

occurs as in the beam-trawl. Trawlers carry a trawl on each side

of the deck, and in continuous trawling these are worked alternately.

On each side of the deck a square enclosure called a pound is made for

the receptk>n of the fish faUing from the cod end, by fitting planks

turned on their sides into sunchions grooved for their reception.

The fish b sorted into baskets in the pound, cleaned and packed in

trunks in ice in the hold or fish-room.

A noteworthy method of trawling is the custom of 50 or 60
boats fishinff together in a fleet. AU these vesseb will trawl as

p- . directed by an " admiral." in proximity to f " mark-

ipHhimm boat," whose position is known to the owners from
'"""''' day to day. and the fish b daily fetched to market by
fast " carriers." There are four such fleets of British vessels work-
ing in the North Sea. It b also worthy of mention that wireless

tekgraphy has recently been fitted to several German trawlers and
drifters, which can thus communicate with the fishery protection

cruisers, who pass on information concerning the fishery, and with

the shore. The practice will doubtless spread, although as yet the

distance over whrch a message can be sent by these vesseb is very

small.

The use of steam has not only increased the radius of action of

the vessel, but by facilitating the process of haulins enables trawling

nmmihm *<* be carried out in greater depths. The sailing

J'JV'^ vessels rarely work in greater depths than 30 fathoms.
wonmo,

jy^^ steam vessels work frequently {e.g. south of

Ireland) in over 200 fathoms. Commercial trawline in <oo fathoms
is not unknown, and the Irish research vessel Helga " works
in as much as 800 fathoms.

The movable nets resembling trawb are seines, from which

trawb were in all probability developed. The seine is an

^^^ extremely ancient net, used by Phoenicians, Greeks

and other Mediterranean peoples, the word seine

being derived from the Greek name (aayiivti) for the appli-

ance. In essence it b a long strip of netting with a

buoyed headline and weighted ground rope. It b taken

out in a boat some little dbunce from the shore, paid

out during the boat's progress, and the lines attached to

the ends being then brought back to the shore, the net b hauled

up on the beach. From this simple form, which b still in use

for the capture of smells and other small fish, numerous develop-

ments have occurred. Before mentioning the detaib of a few

of the chief of these it may be said that the changes mainly con-

sist in the formation of a purse or pocket in the middle of the

net. somewhat resembling the cod end of a trawl, and in the

working of the net from boats or ships instead of from the sea.

The boat b anchored during the hauling, the net being drawn to

it. A net with a wide spread, furnished with a purse, drawn over

the sea bottom to a boat, b obviously very near a trawl in its

action. When in the late 'eighties Danish fishermen fastened

otter boards to their plaice-sdnes, and allowed the boat to drift,

the seine was dragged 6y, not U> the boat, and when Petersen

used a similar arrangement, presently to be described, dragged

like a trawl, the evolution of a trawl from a seine was practically

complete. Some such process, with the tise of a beam instead

of otter boards, probably occurred in the past and resulted in the

beam trawL

Pilchard seines, as the most elaborate forms of simple seines,

may be briefly described. The pilchards approach ceruin parts of

the Cornish coast, notably St Ives and P«nzance, in

shoals which are eagerly awaited; and when they are
sur '^'^'v near two boats start out on the fishery.

Or short seine, the stop net, which has previously been
joi large 8ein& and shoots this net as it rows towards
sh( ' :her rows along the shore, shooting its net as it goes.

UliMH^uL, ;!.e boats turn to meet each other, and when they do
so the cndi ol the long seine are joined, the stop net removed, and
the circle of netting towed to the beach until its ground rope touches
the boirfiiTi. The pilchards are then removed at leisure by a
snuElcr seine called a tuck-net—seine being a word which in the
wtil oi En,g;Lnd b confined to nets worked from the beach. This
net i-i vcr^' (]<'ep in the middle, and as the foot rope is drawn well

in ii luiiji.iiiv\ a floor b formed for it as it approaches the boat from
wli >rh II E - ^^ >rked, a simple form of purse or bag resulting. The
piLhacds arc dipped out in large baskets. In a good catch thb
process of " tucking " out the fish may be carried on for some days.
The long sdne usedmay be 200 fathoms long, and b about 6 fathoms
deep at the ends and 8 fathoms in the middle. The tuck-net b
about 80 fathoms long, 8 deep at the ends and 10 fathoms in the
middle. The meshes are larger at the ends or wings than in the
middle, as in the trawl, bringing a tuck-net from 30 down to 42
the yard.
The seine b far more used in the United States than in the British

Islands, its operations being so successful that complaints,have in

some cases been made that local fisheries for Ceruin
species have been entirely destroyed owing to the
aiminution of the fish which it has brought about.
It is used in water of any depth, for the purpose of catching mackerel.
Rings are fastened to the ground rope, and by means of a rope
pas^ through these rings the lower margin of the net b drawn
together, converting the circle of netting into a compkrte basin-
shaped purse. The slack of the net b then gradually drawn in,

the fish collecting in the last of the net (the fullness or " bunt ")

to be reached. Purse semes are also used in Japan, where there
b also in use a net which is a combination of seine and pound-net
A long wall of netting forms a " leader " to the fbh. and ends in

an oval enclosure forrncd by a purse seine with incompletely closed

ends. Two anchored boats, to which the seine is lashed, keep it

extended. On hauline. the opening is closed and the slack of the
net hauled into one Boat, which approaches the other, until the
final portion containing the fish is brought to the surface.

The pockets of seines, though answering the same purpose aa
those 01 trawls in preventing the escape of the fish, ««c^^
resemble not the pockets but the cod end of the latter f^
net. In the fiiets de bauf of the Mediterranean the p^gtHa,**
pocket is a very lon^ bag. trailing behind the arms of^

the seine, and constncted for some distance before joining it. It

b without " flapper " or other valve.

(After DrachMl.)

Fig. 2.—Diagram of a Danish Plake-seine at work.

Most efficient pocketed seines are used in Denmark for the capture
of eels and plaice. In both these nets the depth increases rapidly

as soon as the extreme wings are left, and is very great in the
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Thus when la action but little of the net b vertical: the
ground and head ropes, though not parallel, tend to become so,

and the net trails in a curve behind them. Seen from
above, the whole front mar^n of the net is semicircular,
but the net itself is shaped like the hinder partof a trawl:

in fact, did the headline of a trawl lie not in front but exactly over
thegroond rope, the two nets would be almost identical.

The ed diag-sdne is worked from a boat, in shallow water.
The extreme ends or win^ are attached to two short span, which

^•n«j- ^ ""^ ^^ upnght, and each of these is furnished with
*T*7^^ a line top and bottom which meet and are attached

to the ropes by which the net is hauled in. The toul
length of the net is about 140 ft. from wing to wing, the length
aS the bag 30 ft., the depth at mouth is 20 ft. opening, the depth
at the ends 6 or 8 ft.

The ed drift-net resembles the preceding, but b not drawn to
an anchored boat, but drifts with the boat; it has accordingly

ngrrum ^ ^ made much smaller, its arms bdng each about
ZZ^^^ ^ ft.—or a total length of 5a The wings were some-

times kept apart by the use of a floating spar, to the
ends of which the seine was attached by short ropes, the wpar itself

bdng towed. A funnd-shaped valve leads into the bag.
Petersen's trawl was designed by Dr Petersen for use in deep

water, and for the capture of rapidlv moving animals. It b es-

^^^^ sentially a drift-sdne of tne preceding pattern, worked
£*_"?—* with two small otter boards instead 01 a beam, and
Trmwn. furnished with but a single warp, to idiich the otter
boards are attached by shorter ropes or bridles. When used in
very deep water these are prevented from twisting by attaching
at the point of thdr junction with the warp a glass float and a
leaden weight. Thu net is undoubtedly highly suiuble for great
depths. It b probably the " trawl " which it has been reported
has been repeatedly used in the great depth of aooo fathoms from
the Noirwep;ian research vessd '^Mkhaef Sars." In the course of
the cruise m the Atlantic carried out in 1910 by Sir John Murray
and Dr Hiort. It b practically a small otter trawl with the square
cut out, leaving only wings, back part of batings and cod end,
which last b envered by a funnd of netting. The meshes, in the
net first constructed by Dr Petersen, were about a centimetre
square in the wings and 8 millimetres square in the bag. The arms
were each 24 ft. k)ng, the bag about 16 ft. The boards were 29 in.

^-f 3a in., and | in. thick. Glass floats are frequently used with
lb trawl, to keep up the headline.
The Danish pliuce-sdne resembles the cd-sdne in form, but b

much larger, each arm bdng about 180 ft. bng; the iMtg u 20 ft.

fl^
-,^^ long. The drag lines are also much k>nger, sometimes

riii ssfcw
'Baching to 1200 fathoms. These nets are worked
from a

the chief North Sea
are yaw! rigged, of t _

each b now fumbhed with a motor-boat. The boat takes the
net to a considerable distance from the parent vessd. which b
anchoced, and shoots it in a wide curve. The drac lines are
then brought back to the smack for hauling. By tnb method
plaice are captured alive, and are kq>t In large floating fish-boxes
until required.

Next in importance to trawling among the English fisheries

it the use of drift-nets for mackerel, herrings and pilchards.

It b undoubtedly the most common method of net-

fishing on the coasts of the British islands, but no-

where b it so general as in Scotland. There are, however, great

drift fisheries on the eastern and southern coasts of England,
and an important mackerd fishery mainly at the western end
of the channd, though owing to a high import duty on mackerel
levied by France thb b now of far less importance. The.value
of the mode of fishing technically known as " drifting or driving

"

win be understood when it b remembered that it b the only
method by which 8U(;h fishes as herrings, mackerd and pil-

chards, which generally swim at or near the surface, can be
readily caught in the open sea, at any dbtance from land, and in

any depth of wat^r, so long as there is sufficient for the floating

of the nets in the proper position. The term "drift-net** fa de-

rived from the manner in which the ncU are worked. They
are ndther fixed nor towed within any precise limiu of water,

but are cast out or " shot ** at any dbtance from the land where
there are signs of fish, and are allowed to drift in whichever
direction the tide may happen to Uke them, until it b thought
desirable to haul them in. The essential principle of the working
of the drift-net b that it forms a long wall or barrier of netting
hanging for a few fathoms perpendiculariy in the water, but
extending for a great length horizontally, and that the fish,

meeting these neU and trying to pass them, become meshed;
they force their heads and (iUrCOvers through the meshes, but

icmng CO 1200 latnoms. inese nets are worked
>m a very brge number of boats, Esbierg bdng
:h Sea port engaged in the fishery. The vessels
d, of the size of all but the largest smacks, and
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can go no farther; and as the gOl-covers catch in the sides of the
mesh, the fish are unable to withdraw and escape. Whether it

be mackerel, herring or pilchard, the manner in which the net
works b the same; the variations which exbt relate only to the
differences in habits and size of the fish sought after.

The nets used are light cotton nets, each about 30 yards long and
10 nr T2 deep, and when designed for herring have a mesh of about
an iTKh ^r^u^ri?, pilchard nets bdng smaller and mackerd nets
latTn^r [n nir^h. These nets are laced end to end in a k>ng row,
the whole mw, called a "fleet" or "train " of nets bdng, m the
case of Ibe Urgie herring boats, as much as 3} roilei long. One of
the ktn^ edeei of the net b fastened to a rope corked at regular
intmvilB, wtio*e purpose b to keep that part uppermost. Thb
ed};c ii caUt^ the "back" of the net. The corks are. however,
not sufficient to keep the whole net from sinking, and thb is done
by buDvn cs.Utd " bowb. " which are attached to the back rope
at interw'aJL h b always a matter of uncertainty at what depth
the fi^h nuiv b< found, and a deal of judgment b needed in deciding
wh.^r \tni;th r r rope should be used in attaching the buoys. In
the herring fi lu ry of the English east coast the Bntish boats usually
work in aomeKMit shallower water than the fordgn drifters, and set
theJr nct£ :it about 4 fathoms from the surface, the foreigners,
lyinf [lutAirtc tHem, using deeper-set nets. It b found convenient
to colour ^-^crt^ln of the bowb distinctivdy to indicate thdr position
in the " ficti:. " Otherwise they are coloured to show ownership.

Drift-net ftthingb with rare exceptions only carried on at night.
The nmi- ir k.< {inning is just before sunset, and the nets are then
got In;^ V..C uater by the time it b dark. A likely place to fish

u known (though there b much uncertainty in the matter) by signs
recognizable only to the practised eye. An obvious one b the
presence of many sea-birds, or of the bsh themselves. But besides
these the appearance and even the smell of the water fumtshes
a guide. In the case of the mackeid these signs have been shown
by G. E. Bullen {Journ. Marine Biol. Assoc, viU. 269) to be due to
the character of the microscopic organisms in the water, some of
winch furnish the food of the mackerd. others of which it avoids.
If fish b believed to be present the vessd b sailed slowly before the
wind and if possible across the tide; then the net b shot or thrown
out over the vessd's quarter, the men bdng dbtributed at regular
stations, some hauling up the net from below, others throwing it over
and takii^ care that it falb so that the foot b dear of the corked
back; others, again, kx>king after the warp which has to be paid
out at the same time, and sedng that the seizings are made fast to
it in thdr proper pbces. When it b all overboard, and about 15
or 20 fathoms of extra warp, called the " swing-rope, " given out.
the vessd b brought round head to wind by the warp being carried
to the bow; the saib are then uken in, the mast lowered, a small
mizen set to keep the vessd with her head to the wind, and the regu-
btion lighu are hoisted to show that she b fishing. A few of the
hands remain on deck to keep a look out, and the vessel and nets
are Idt to drift wherever the wind and tide may take them. It b
very rardy that there ban absolute calm at sea; and iif there is

the faintest breath of air stirring the fishing boat will of course feel
it more than the buoys nipportins the nets; she will consequently
drift faster, and bdng at the end of the train, extend the whole
fleet of nets. In rough weather, as the strain may be greater,
more rope b used. The first net in the train b often hauM after
an hour to enable the men to judge whether the position b a good
one. When the whole are haulea, the nets are taken in and the
fish shaken out in the same orderiy way as in shooting, each man
having hb own proper duty.
The sailing drifter b fast disappearing, giving place to thesteam

drifter. These vesseb. though costing far more (£2500 to £3000
against £400 only) catch more fish, have a greater racfius of action,
reach market more quickly and are independent of weather.
It has been calculated that a thousand square feet of herring
netting used by a steamer catch 43) cwt. of herring, while a sailing
vessel catches 20 cwt. with the same area of netting; and the
steamer-caught fish, being more ouickly delivered, fetches a better
price. It mav be notea that 01 recent years herring have been
caught at the Dottom in considerable quantities bv the trawl. The
fishing of herring is thus increasing in variety 01 method, as well
as in intendty. Such sailing boats as tend to remain are k>ng shore
boats, and such drifters as have been fitted with petrol motors.

Stationary nets, bdng of very small importance relatively

to the preceding, mtist be dismissed more shortly.

They are of four main kinds, vb.: stake nets, JJJJ"
pound and kettle neU, stow and bag nets, trammd-
nets and hose nets.

Stake nets are usually set between tide-marks, or in shallow
water, and. as thdr name implies, are kept up by stakes pbced
at intervals. They are generally set across the direction
of the tide. They act as gill nets, and are chiefly used StMkoNtta,
in America. In some cases a conkal bag instead of

a flat net occupies the space between every two stakes, forming
a series of simple bag nets. Thb form b used on the German
shores of the North Sea.
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In another modification the net b supported on the lUkes, which

is some aoo ft. long, does not act as a gill net but as a " Inder,
"

a^imm^mmd '^'^ ^^"^ ^ *^ ^'^* passes through a narrow oi>ening

^ff*"" into a circular enclosure surtounded by a similar

***'*^*"'wall of stoked netting. The bag net and fly net

for the capture of the salmon are merely elaborated lorms
of this type. The pound is roofed by netting, in the fly net, and
in the bag net, which is floated—not suted—floored also. It

is wedge-shaped, narrowing gradually from the entrance end, and
divided incompletely by oblique internal walls or valves of netting

into dde compartments.

The bag net just described is practically a floating stoke net.

A simpler form is used in the Elbe, consistmg of a pyramidal net

simmN^m. ^^ose mouth tt hdd open by its sides being attached
atwwnm», ^ gpars. Weighted at one ena and buoyed at the other.

This is the simplest form of stow net. The stow net 'is used in the
Thames and wash ; it is specially designed for the capture of sprats,

although manyyoung hemngsare sometimes caught, and it is worked
most extensively at the entrance of the Thames. The stow net

is a gigantic funnel-shaped bag having nearly a sauare mouth,
xo ft. from the upper to the lower side, and ai ft. wide. It topers

for a length of about 90 ft. to a diameter of 5 or 6 ft., and further

diminishes to about half that size for another oo ft. to the end of

the net. The whole net is therefore about 180 ft. or60 yards long.

The upper and lower sides of the square mouth are kept extended
by two norixontol wooden spars called " balks," and the lower one
is weighted so as to open the mouth of the net in a perpen-

dicular direction when it is at work. The size of the meshes varies

from 1 1 in. near the mouth to } in. towards the end, where,
however, it is again slightly enlarged to allow for the greater

pressure of the water at that part. The mode of workinj; the net

u very simple. Oyster smacks are commonly used in this fishery,

although shrimping boats are also employed in it in the Thames.
The snuck tokes up a position at the first of the tide where there

are signs of fish, or in such parto of the estuary as are frequented

by the sprats during that part of the season; she then anchors,

and at the same moment the net b put overboard and so handled
that it at once tokes its proper poution, which is under the vessel.

It b kept there by a veiy simple arrangement. Four ropes leading,

one from each end of the two balks, and therefore from the four

comers of the mouth of the net. are united at some little dbtance
in front, forming a double bridle, and a single mooring rope leads

from this point of union to the vessel's anchor; so that the same
anchor holds both the vessel and the net. The net b kept at any
desired dbtance from the bottom by means of two ropes, one from
each end of the upper balk to the corresponding side of the smack,
where it is made last. The open mouth of the net b thus kept
suspended below the vessel, and the long mass of netting streanu
away astern with the tide. The strain of thb immense bas-net
by the force of the tide b often very great, but if the vessel arags
her anchor, the net being made fast to the same mooring, both keep
their relative positions. Here they remain for several hours till

the tide slackens, the vessel's sajls being all taken in and only
one hand being left on deck to keep watch. The way in which
the fish are caught hardly requires explanation. The sprats,

•wimminff in immense shoals, are carried by the tide into the open
mouth 01 the net and then on to the small end, where they are

collected in enormous numbers; from this there b no escape, as the

crowd b constontly increasing, and they cannot stem the strong
tide setting into the net. The first thins to be done in toking in

the net b to close the mouth, and thb b effected by means of a cfiain

Inding from the bow of the vessel through an iron loop in the
middle of the upper balk down to the centre of the lower one, and
by heaving in tnb chain the two balks are brought together and
ultimately hoisted out of the water under the vessel's bowsprit.

The net b then brought alongside and overhauled till the end b
reached, and thb b hoisted on board. The rope by which it b
closed having been cast off, the sprato are then measured into the
hold of the vessel by about three bushds at a time, until the net
has been emptied. The quantity of sprato token in this manner
by many scores of fishing craft during the season, which lasts from
November to February, b in some years simply enormous; the
marketo at Billingsgate and elsewhere are inundated with them,
and at last in many years they can only be disposed of at a nominal
price for manure; and in this way many hundreds of tons are got
rid of. The stow boats do not generally toke their fish on shore,

but market boats come off to tnem and buy the fish out of the
vessel's hold, and carry it away. The mode of working b the came
in the Solent and the Wash as that we have described in the Thames
and large quantities of qwato are landed by the Southampton
boats.

" Whitebait,'* or young sprats^ mixed with some young herrinji

and other small fish, are caught in the Thames by a net which is

practically nothing dse but a very small stow net, and it is worked
in essentially the same manner. An interesting form of stow net
b used in the Channeb of the Frisian Island, chiefly durin|{ the rudi
of the ebb-tide, for the capture of rays (principally Raia davata,
the Thomback) which are highly valued by the Dutch. It consists

of a net shaped like an otter trawl, furnished with ott»r boards.

TRAY—TRAZ-OS-MONTES
which are attached to ropes passed to the ends of long booms which
project from the t^ii]' > oi the vessel uung the net, and also to the
two anchors by *^hi. h the former is anchored.
The remaining M.iiii.r .:^ry nets to be mentioned purttkf of th«

rial lire of trap^. The trammel net consbts of three neto joined
together at the \op, b.ttom and sides. The whole
fry&tem of nets hangs vertical, the head line bdng
buayed anid the troun'J line weighted. The two outer
PHs arc it^uch tnulkf than the inner net, but of wide-meshed
neuing, whcrej* the inner net b of very small mesh. Consequently,
a di-h. lYieeiJng an outer nrt passes through it. strikes the fine-meshed
nrt ^nd Torees it bcfnre h through one of the meshes of the farther
thidc-tiiErfihed net; k i« thus in a small pocket from which it cannot
tstapc.

The hem net is a long cylindrical net from which trap-like pocketo
open. The main cavity u kept open by rigid rings. The hose
nciB aw set bet wren tide marks, at low water, so that
the tide runs through them; and they are emptied at ihmNaL
next low tide.

While uninipOTtant compared with the huge quanUty of fish
landed from Ka-soing vessels, the catch of the in-shore neto
defcnbed h of importancre in respect of the kinds of fish taken,
whitebait and pilchdrd^, for instonce, beine not otherwise obtained,
¥ihi\v s^dmon, though t. ik. n in rivers as welfas in estuaries and along
the coa^t, ia very mrdv r iptured at sea.

Ai'THOKtiiES,—Bra^Tron, The Deep-Sea and Coast Fisheries
of Irtknd {i^^)\ Holdsworth, Deep-Sea Fiskint and Fiskini
BoQti (London, 1S74); Z- L. Tanner, BuJietin United States Fishery
Commisihn {ibQ('\, vol. xvi.; Garstong, ibid., vol. vi. ; Kyle, Journal
of the Marine ^' Association of the United Kingdom, new
scHcs. vol. vi. ; Cunningham, ibid., vol. iv.; Petersen,
Mepert ef ihe Ihz'. . ogical Associatum, vol. viii. (Copenhagen,
i&gg): Hjort, HrjH'f! on Xonoegian Fishery and Marine Investifotum,
vol. U (Chnstbnb, 1900); MUtheilungen^i Deutscher SesMcher-
Virtin, venous numbers; Fulton. Reports of the Scottish Fishery
Btnird. Ti^th Kt[>ort {i'>io); ana in other numbers; Report and
Minvirs of Eridcnc^ af Hw Committee, " appointed to inquire into the
NrirntiCic and bUtL^i,ir.]i1 i nvestigations now being carried on in rela-
tion iQ the fishing irtdubtry of the United Kingdom." (London,
I90S}. (J. O. B.)

TRAYi & flai receptacle with a raised edge used for a variety

of purjw&es, chiefly domestic. The tray t^kes many forms

—

bUongn circutar, oval, ^uare—and b made in a vast number of

innLen\^|.s, fratn papier in&ch6 to the preciotis metals. Duke
Ch^rk^i of Lorraine had a pen-tray of rock crystal standing on
gohlca feet; Marie Antoinette possessed a wonderful oval tray,

silver gilt :ind enamelled, set with 144 cameos engraved with the
heads of wvereign^ and princes of the house of Austria, and
their her>ildLc device^- The tea-tray b the most familiar form;
next to it comes the small round tray, usually of silver or electro-

plate, chiejiy used for handing letters or a glass of wine. When
thaa employed k is usually called a " waiter." The English
Ua-Uays of ihe biter part of the 18th century were usually oval
\n !>hapc and sometimns had handles; mahogany and rosewood
were the favourite niaieriab. Sheraton and Shearer, among
other cab ire L maiden ol the great Englbh period, are credited

with tfa^-s of ihia ij-pe. These were succeeded in the early

and mid Victorian period by trays of japanned iron, which
po^e^^d no charm I -at had the virtue of durability. Sheffield

plate £nul!er-tTaya of r^ itisfying simplicity were made in large

tiumbeta, and are now much sought after.

TRAZ-^S-MONIES {i e. across the MounUins), an andent
frontier pToi,'incc in the extreme N.E. of Portugal, bounded on
ihL N. and E. by ^pain, S. by the river Douro which separates

ii from Beirai and \\\ by the Gerez, Cabreira and Mario Moun-
tains, which ^eparaLc it from Entre-Minho-e-Douto. Pop.
(

I
Qoo)

, 4 jj ,3 5S . area, 4 163 sq. m. For adminbtrative purposes
Traz-oS'M G n i cs ^% as c^

:: , , jed in 1 833 into the dbtricts of Braganza
iqv.) and V i!U i^ca3 \q.v.). The surface b generally moun-
tainous, although there are tracts of level land in the veigas

or cultivated plains of Chaves and Miranda do Douro, and in the
dmas or phteau region of Mogadouro. The highest peak is

^I arOo (454 lii). The province belongs to the basin of the Douro
and ij chiefly drained by its tributaries the Tua, Tamega and
Sabor, Jts inh:ib[tants belong to the old Portuguese stock,

and resemble the Spaniards of Galicia in physical type, dialect

and character. The Paiz do Vinho (see Oporto) b the chief

wine-growing dis^uict in Portugal; other products are silk,

«..;.,. wheat, rye, hrmp, olive oil and honey. There are

important mineral springs and baths at Vidago and Pedras
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^»tjj^Amm The principal towns are Bra^aott, Chaves and Villa

ReaL
TBB4CU* the thick visdd syrap obtained in the early

processes of refining sugar, the uncrystallizable fluid obtained

in the process of procuring refined crystallised sugar being known
as " golden syrup " and the drainings from the crude sugar as

''molasses" (see Sugar: Manufacture). The word was pro-

perly and first used for a medi(^ compound of varying ingre-

dients which was supposed to be a sovereign remedy against

snake bites or poison generally. A well-known vptd&c was
Venice tieade, Tkeriaca Andromackif a compound of a large

number of drugs reduced to an electuary/ a medicinal com-
pound prepared with honey, which dissolves in the mouth.
The old French triacU, of which " treacle," earlier " triade," is an
ad2Lptation, is a corruption of tkeriatpu^ Latin tkeriaca, Greek

tfqpMucd {sc. ^ipiawca)f literally drugs used as an antidote against

the bite of poisonous or wild animals mpnof, dim. oi$1i/>, wild

beast). The word *' triade " came to be used of any remedy
or antidote. The composition of dectuaries with honey or

syrup naturally transferred the name to the most fainiliar

symp, that obtained from the drainings of sugar.

TRBAD-HILU a penal appliance introduced by Sir William

Cubitt in 18x8 and intended by him as a means of employing

criminals usefully. It was a large hollow cylinder of wood
on an iron frame, round the drcumfcrence of which were a

series of steps about 7I in. apart. The criminal, steadying

himself by hand-rails on dther side, trod on these, his wdght
causing the mill to revolve and compelling him to take each step

in turn. In the brutalizing system formerly in vogue the

necessary resistance was obuined by weights, thus condemning

the offender to useless toil and defeating the inventor's object.

The tread-mill, however, was subsequently utilised for grinding

com, puniping water and other prison purposes. The speed

ol the wheel was regulated by a brake. Usually it revolved at

the rate of 32 ft. per minute. The prisoner worked for 6 hours

each day, 3 hours at a time. He was on the wheel for 15 minutes

and then rested for 5 minutes. Thus in the course of his day's

labour he dimbed 8640 ft. Isolation of prisoners at thdr work
was obtained by screens of wood on each side of the mill, con-

verting the working spact into a separate compartment. Each
prisoner was medically examined before going to the mill.

By the Prison Act 1865 every male prisoner over 16, sentenced

to hard labour, had to spend three months at least of his sentence

in labour of the first class. This consisted primarily of the

tread-mill, or, as an alternative, the crank. The latter consisted

of a small wheel, fike the paddle-wheel of a steamer, and a handle

turned by the prisoner made it revolve in a box partly filled with

gravd. The amount of gravel regulated the hard labour;

or the necessary resistance was obtained by a brake, by which

a pressure, usually of 12 lb, was applied. The prisoner had

to make 8000 or 10,000 revolutions during his 6 hours' work,

according to his strength, the number being registered on a

diaL The crank too, however, was subsequently made to serve

useful purposes. Both tread-mill and crank have gradually

been abolished; in 1895 there were 39 tread-mills and 29 cranks

in use in English prisons, and these had dwindled down to 13

and 5 respectively in 1901. They are now disused.

The fundamental idea of Cubitt's invention, f.e. procuring

rotary motion for industrial purposes by the weight of men
or animals, is very old. " Tread-wheels," of this type, usually

consist of hollow cylinders, round the inner surface of which a

borse, dog or man walks, foothold being kept by skbs of wood
nailed across at short intervals.

TREASON (Fr. Irakison, Lat. traditio), a general term for the

crime of attacking the safety of a soverdgn state or its head.

The law which punishes treason is a necessary consequence

of the idea of a state, and is essential to the existence of the state.

Most, if not all, nations have accordingly, at an early period

of thdr history, made provision by legislation or otherwise

for its punishment. The principle is universal, though its

'Electaary (Lat. eUetuarium), it probably derived from Gr.
WUBcr^. UMd in the same sense, from kAdxtf, to lick out.

application has led to differences of opinion. What would have
been a capital crime at Rome under Tiberius may be no offence

at all in England. It is to the advantage of the state and the

dtixen that what is treason and what is not should be clearly

defined, so that as little as possible discretionary power, apt

to be strained in times of popular exdtement, should be left

to the judicial or executive authorities. The importance of

this was seen by Montesquieu. Vagueness in the crime of

treason, says he, is sufficient to make the government degen-
erate into despotism.* At the same time, it may be observed
that despotic governments have not always left the crime un-
defined. The object of Henry VUI., for instance, was rather

to define it as closely as possible by making certain acts treason

which would not have been so without such definition. In
both andent and modem histoiy treason has generally been a
crime prosecuted by exceptional procedure, and visited with

aJUktive as distinguished from sim^ punishments (to use the

terminology of Bentham).
Raman Law.—In Roman law the offences originally falling

under the head of treason were ahnost exdusivdy those com-
mitted in military service, such as in England would be dealt

with under the Army Act. The very name perdueilio, the

name of the crime in the older Roman law, is a proof of this.

PerdueUes were, strictly, public enemies who bore arms against

the state; and traitors were regarded as having no more rights

than public enemies. The Twelve Tables made it punishable

with death to communicate with the enemy or to betray a dtizen

to the enemy. Other kinds of perdueUio were punished by
interdiction of fire and water, llie crime was tried before a
special tribunal, the duumviri perdueilionis, perhaps the earliest

permanent criminal court existing at Rome. At a later period

the name of perdueUio gave place to that of laesa majestat,

deminuta or minuta majestas, or simply majestas. The lex Julia

majestatis, to which the date of 48 B.C. has been conjecturally

assigned, continued to be the basis of the Roman law of treason

until the latest period of the empire, and is still, with the law of

perdueUio, the basis of the law of British South Africa as to

treason. The original text of the law appears to have still

dealt with what were chiefly military offences, such as sending

letters or messages to the enemy, giving up a standard or

fortress, and desertion. With the empire the law of majestas

recdved an enormous development, mainly in the reign of

Tiberius, and led to the rise of a class of professional informers,

called ddatores.* The conception of the emperor as divine* had
much to do with this. It became a maxim that treason was
next to sacrilege* in gravity. The law as it existed in the time

of Justinian is contained chiefly in the titles of the Digest* and
Code'' " Ad legem Juliam majestatis." The definition given in

the Digest (taken from Ulpian) is this: " majestatis crimen illud

est quod advcrsus populum Romanum vel advcrsus securitatem

ejus committitur." Of treasons other than military offences,

some of the more noticeable were the raising of an army or levying

war without the command of the emperor, the questioning of

the emperor's choice of a successor, the murder of (or con-

spiracy to murder) hostages or certain magistrates of high rank,

the occupation of public places, the meeting within the city of

persons hostile to the state with weapons or stones, indtement
to sedition or administration of unlawful oaths, release of

prisoners justly confined, falsification of public documents, and
failure of a provindal governor to quit his province at the

expiration of his office or to deliver his army to his successor.

The intention (voluntas) was punishable as much as an overt

act (effectus).* The reported opinions as to what was not treason

' Esprit ies lots, bk. xii. c. 7.
' See Merivale, History of the Romans under the Empire, iii. 467,

V. I4«'
* " Prindpes instar deorum esse " are the words of Tacitus.
* This crime was called laesa majestas dirina in later law.
* xlviii. 4.
»ix.8.
* A simtlar provision was contained in the Golden Bull of Charles

IV. c. 7±. In English law, with the one exception of a statute

of IJ97 Ul Ric. II. c. 3) repealed in the fint year of Henry I^
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show the lengths to which the theory of tieaaon was carried.

It was not treason to repair a statue of the emperor which had
decayed from age, to hit such a statue with a stone thrown by
chance, to melt down such a statue if unconsecrated, to use mere
verbal insults against the emperor, to fail in keeping an oath

sworn by the emperor or to decide a case contrary to an imperial

constitution. Treason was one of the publica judicial ix. one of

those crimes in which any citizen was entitled to prosecute.

The law deprived the accused in a charge of treason of his

ordinary remedy for malicious prosecution, and also took from
him the privilege (which those accused of other crimes generally

possessed) of immunity from accusation by women or infamous

persons, from liability to be put to the torture, and from having

his slaves tortured to make them testify against him (see

Torture). The punishment from the time of Tiberius was
death (usually by beheading)* and confiscation of property,

coupled with complete civil disability. A traitor could not

make a will or a gift or emancipate a sJave. Even the death of

the accused, if guilty of treason of the gravest kind, such as

levying war against the state, did not extinguish the charge,

but the memory of the deceased became infamous, and his

property was forfeited as though he had been convicted in his

lifetime.

English low.—The law of England as to treason corresponds

to a considerable extent with Roman law; in fact, treason is

treated by Blackstone as the equivalent of the crimen laesae

majestatis. The history of the crime in the two systems agrees

in this that in both the law was settled by legislation at a com*
paratively early period, and subsequently developed by judicial

construction. In both, too, there were exceptional features

distinguishing this crime from other offences.* For instance,

at common law treason was not bailable (except by the king's

bench) nor clergyable, could not be deared by sanctuary, and
did not admit of accessories before or after the fact, for all were
principals, nor could a married woman plead coercion by her

husband. To stand mute and refuse to plead did not save the

lands of the accused, as it did in felony, so that the peine forte et

dure (see Torture) was unnecessary in treason. These severities

were due to the conception of treason as a breach of the oath

of allegiance. Other differences introduced by statute will be

mentioned later. In some cases a statute simply affirmed the

common law, as did the Treason Act 1351 to a great extent,

and as did an act of 1534, depriving those accused of treason of

the benefit of sanctuary. How far the Roman law was con-

sciously imitated in England it is impossible to determine. It

was certainly not adopted to its fuU extent, for many acts were

majeztas which were never high treason, even in the most despotic

periods. Treason was the subject of legislation in many of the

pre-Conquest codes. The laws of Alfred' and iEthelred^

punished with death any one plotting against the life of the

king. The Leges Henrici Primi " * put anyone slaying the king's

messenger in the king's mercy. The crime was shortly defined

by Glanvill,* and at a greater length by Britton,^ and by
Bracton,* who follows Roman law closely.

The offence of high treason was not precisely defined by the

common law (i Hale, 76), and until the passing of the Treason

Act 1351 depended much on the opinions of the king and his

judges. That statute appears to be the answer to a petition of

the Commons in 1348 (i Hale, 87), praying for a definition of the

offence of accroaching royal power, a charge on which several

persons—notably Gaveston and the Despensera—had suffered.

The offences made high treason by the statute which stiU remain

an overt act has alwajrs been necessary. The difficulty of provii^ a
mere intention is obvious. In French and German law the overt
act {Altentat or Unternekmen) is as indispensable as in English.

* To harbour a fugitive enemy was punishable only by deporta-
tion. Dig., xlviii. lo, 40.

' The position of treason as a special crime prosecuted by special

procedure is one common to most legal systems at some period of

their existence. For instance, in Germany, by a constitution of
Henry VII. the procedure was to be summary', sine strepitu et

figura judidi.
» c. 4. * v. 30. ' Ixxix. a.

' xiv. I. ' cc 20. 31, aa. * de Corona li8&.

are these: (x) to compass or imagine* the death of the king,"

the queen or their eldest son and heir; (2) to violate the king's

companion, or his eldest daughter unmarried, or the wife of bis

eldest son and heir; (3) to le^ war against the king in his realm,

or be adherent to the king's enemies in his reahn, giving them
aid and comfort in the realm or elsewhere {perdueilie); (4) to

slay the chancellor, treasurer, or the king's justices of the one
bench or the other, justices in eyre, or justices of assize, and all

other justices assigned ta hear and determine, being in their

places doing their offices. In all cases of treason not specified

in the statute the justices before whom the case came are to tarry

without going to judgment until the cause has been showed and
declared before the king and his parliament whether it ought to

be judged treason or felony. The statute, so far as it defines the
offence of high treason, is stUl law.

The statute also treated as high treason forgery of the great

or privy seal, counterfeiting the king's coin and importing
counterfeits thereof. These offences are now felonies. It also

defined petty treason (now merged in wilful murder) as the
slaying of a master by his servant, a husband by his wife, or a
prelate by a man secular or religious owixig him allegiance.

The act of 1351 protects only the king's life, and its insufficiency

was supplemented in perio(h( of danger by legi^tion, often of a
temporary nature. Under Richard II. many new offences were
nuide treason,** but the acts creating these new treasons were
repealed at the earliest opportunity by the parliaments of his

successors. The reign most prolific in statutory additions to
the law of treason was that of Henry VIII. Legation in this

reign was little more than a register of the fluctuating opinions

of the monarch. Thus, by one act of 1534 it was treason not to

beUeve Mary illegitimate and Elizabeth legitimate; by another
act of 1536 it was treason to believe either legitimate; by an act

of 1543 it was treason not to believe both legitimate. Another
act of this reign (1545) shows that a class of men like the Roman
ddatores must have been called into existence by all the new
legislation. The act made it felony to make anonymous charges
of treason without daring to appear in support of them before

the king or council. These acts were repealed in 1553 (x Mar.
St. X. c. X. 8. X.) and the act of 1351 was made the standard of

the offence.

Besides the acts of 1351 and 1553 the followinff statutes are still

in«force with respect to the substantive law- of treason. By an
obscurely penned statute of 1^9^ (11 Hen. VII. c. I. s. i) persons
serving the king for the time bemg in war are not to be convicted
or attainted of treason; see Steph., Dig. Cr. Law (6th ed.). article

^6. This sutute has been held not to apply in British South
Africa.
By an act of 1^71 (13 Eliz. c. a) as a counterblast to papal attacks

on the right of Elizabeth to the English crown, it was declared that
persons using in England papal bulls offering absolution and reconcili-

ation to persons forsaking their due obedience to the English cro^n
should be punishable as traitors. The penalties were abolished in

1846, but the acts against which the statute was aimed were declared
to be still unlawful (see Steph., Dig. Cr. Law, 6th ed.. p. 4S")-
By an act of 170a (i Anne st. a. c. ai s. 3) it is treason to endeavour
to hinder the next successor to the crown from succeeding, and by
the Succession to the Crown Act 1707 it is treason maliciously,
advisedly and directly by writing or printing to maintain and
affirm that any person has a right to the ctxmn other»-ise than
according to the Acts of Settlement and Union, or that the crown
and parliament cannot pasa statutes for the limitation of the succes-
sion to the' crown.
By an act of 1796, made perpetual in 181 7, the definition of treason

is extended so as to incluae plots within or without Great Britain
to cause the death or destruction, or any bodily harm tending to
the death, destruction, maiming, or wounding, imprisonmem or
restraint of the king, if such plots are expresseo bypublishing an/
printing or writing, or by any overt act or deed. Since that date
no new forms of treason have been created. There are many in-

stances of offences temporarily made treason at different times. A
' These words, according to Luders (Law Tracts, note ad fin.),

mean to attempt or contrive.
^ This by act of 1553 includes a queen regnant.
" One reason for making ofiences treason rather than felony was

no doubt to give the Crown rather than the lord of the fee the right

to the real estate of the criminal on foriciture. Had the offences
been felony the king would have had only his >'ear. day and waste
on the estate escheating to the lord, as was the case in treason befozv
the Statute of Treasons.
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few of the more intefesting may be briefly noticed. It was tieefoii

toattempt to appeal or annul judgments made by parliament against
certain traitors (isgS) ; to break a truce or safe^onduct (i4iA-t4So)

;

to bold castles, fortresses or munitions of war against tne lang
(55') ; to adhere to the United Provinces (1665) ; to return without
Ucence if an adherent of the Pretender (1696); to correspond with
the Pretender (1701); and to compass or imagine the death of the
prince regent (1817). In addition to these, many acts of attainder
were passed at dinerent times. One of the most severe was that
against Catherine Howard (1541), which went as far as to make it

treasonable for any queen to conceal her ante-nuptial incontinence.
Other acts were those against Archbishop Scrope, Owen Glendower.
Jack Cade, Lord Seymour. Sir John Fenwick, James Stuart and
BisHop Atterfoury. In one case, that of Cromwell, Ireton and
Bradsnaw, an act of attainder was passed after the death of those
guilty of the treason (1660), and their bodies wereexhumed, beheaded
and exposed. Acts of indemnity were passed to relieve those who
had taxen part in the suppression of rebellion from any possible
liabiUty for illegal proceeamgs. Three such acta were passed in the
reign of William III. (1689-1690). Similar acU were passed after
the Irish rebellion of 1798.

The punishment of txeason at common law was barbarous in

the extreme.^ The sentence in the case of a man was that the

r^Mfci offender be drawn on a hurdle to the place of execu-
mroL tion, that there he be hanged by the neck but not till

be be dead, and that while yet alive he be dUsembowelled and that

then his body be divided into four quarters, the head and quarters

to be at the disposal of the Crown.' Until x790 at common law a
woman was drawn to the place of execution and there burned.

In that year hanging was substituted for burning in the case of

female traitors. In 18x4 the part of the sentence relating to

hanging and to disembowelling was altered to hanging until

death supervened. Drawing and beheading and quartering

after hanging were abolished in 1870. There is no legislation

authorising the/execution of traitors within the walls of a prison

as in the case of murder (see Capital Punishment). The act of

x8 14 in the case of men enables the Crown, by warrant under the

sign manual, countersigned by a secretary of state, to change the

sentence to beheading. Attaindier and forfeiture for treason are

abolished by the Forfeitures Act 1870, except where the offender

has been outlawed.* The maximum penalty for a felony under
the act of 1848 is penal servitude for life. In every pardon
of treason the offence is to be particularly specified therdh (see

Pasdon).

Trials for treason In Great Britain and Ireland were at one time
frequent and occupy a large part of the numerous volumes of the
StaU Trials. Some of the more interesting may be mentioned.
Before the Statute of Treasons were those of G«veston and the
Despensers in the reign of Edward II. on charges of accroaching
the royal power. After the statute were those (some before the
peers Sy tnal or impeachment, most before the ordinary criminal
courts) of ^-i:-'"- -fi in.! Pi;1*-v. F' ^-'t, "^T. re, the carl of Surrey

,

the duk^'^ af :->... .e Gri?y. ^ir Thmiias
Wyatir Cnniricrt mc qui-tri oi ,>:oi:i, ^ir '^vaircr RalciRh,Scr.)fri.ird,

Laud, Sir Htniy Vant and othei' rrgkides, VVi]Ij.am LorrJ F^^u-ooll,

Algernon Sydney, the duke of Monmouth, And thaae t[jjrili'~.iiL:'.l in

the FlLKiimage of Grace, the Gunpowder, PctpUh, Rye l-IoLibii' Lind

other pldtS' Cases where the pfoct^iJing wan by bill of ^ciainrler

have t'cen a1tiea<fy mentioned. Octrasian^ll^^ the result at ^ trial

was cbnl^rtQed by statute' ta some oi thcte trUl4, aa ia wtli ktirrwn,

the law «a» coiuiderably strained in ordo* t<:i in.«ure a con^i lijn.

Since [he ftevoltitiorL there have been the ca*di of those whu (..ok

part in the rhjitffs of tyi$ ^nd t/^S^ Lord Geonge Gi>rdgn in 17 to,

Thomn? Hirviv and Hon%e Trxike in tj-qu^. the Caio Street cijn [i.ira-

ton in iA2f>, Thomu Frost in [340^ Sentth D'Brien in t&^&,

'^1903 Arthur Lynrh, for adhering to, aiding; and comforting the

king's enemk* in the South African war.* The
'

^ hulk of the treason

> The exceptbnal character of the punishment, like that of the
procedure, may be paralleled from Germany. The punishment
of traitors by Frederick II. by wrapping them in lead and throwing
them into a tumace is alluded to by Dante, Inferno, xxiii. 66.

> See the sentence in full in LaUn in 12. v. Wakot, 1696, I Eng.
Rep. 87.

* Proceedings after the death of an alt^ged traitor might at one
lime have been taken, but only to a veiy limited extent as compared
with what was allowed in Roman and Scots law. Coke (4 Rep. 57)
states that there might have been forfeiture of the land or soods of

one slain in rebellion on view of the body by the lord chief justice

of England as supreme coroner.
* X903, I K.B. 446. He was sentenced to death. The sentence

was commuted to penal servitude for life. Lynch was released

00 licence after one yearIn f^riMtt and has since been pardoned.

trials are reported in Howdl's Slate Trials and the Ntm Series ef
State Trials. The statute of 1351 as interpreted by the judges in
these cases is still the standard by which an act b determined to be
treason or not. Tlie judicial interpretation has been sometimes
strained to meet oases scarcely within the contemi^tion of the
fr 1- uf the fttstute: e.g. it DCfini.- - ; r.H ?. .1 .'

.. ir'mc that a
cc . lu itvv war ag-ajniit iht.- l.,.^^ ,,^.. -..i, . : , 1 imprison
Of Jilrn mii^nt begivtrt in evj^j^ncc'tii an overt act of compass*
in .III], :inj thAt tpoken words, though they cojld not in
th '^ :^mount to trej^on, me|;ht constitute an oviert act, and
so Ivncu- Bfajdes decisions on particular cases> the judges
at -t limf:? €Jtmc to general r?wtuticFia. which had an appre*

. t on the bw. principal resoLutiam were thcMe of
IMJ tuijfl firmed ij^ft), ol 1 5*^7, and those agreed to in the case of
tnc regicides at the Restoration ani} reported by Sir John Kelyng.
Th'; evvnt of this lei^^latJon, according to Sir Jame^ Stephen, is

that such of tht judicul const ruciioni as extend the imagining of
the kjng'» death to jEnaguiing hii deaths de»tniction or »tty bodily
harm tending to death or destruction, nuim or wounding, imprison-
mt^nt or J¥.i^trajnt> have been adop[ed, while ^uch oi the constructions
as make the imag'inini; at his depD&ition^ ecn^pirin^ to levy war
ag.iins.t him, and instigating forti^neri to invade the rc^Lm, have not
been abolj^hed, but are left to rest on the authority <rf decided
ca^es. The legiitTation iit foncc in 1878 aa t(» trTEawn and kindred
offences wa» collected by the late Mr K* S- Wright and it?! substance
embodied in a ^r^lt conwhdatbn biU (Pad. P^p. 1S7S If. L. 178).
and in iSjq the existing iaw was iucorporait^ irt the dnft criminal
codes of 1879. The code dr:iws a rtit^iinctjnn bet^'eeti treason and

. iIh; fomu;r including such acts (o.-nitting t

that are obviously obsolete) as by the Treason Act 1351 andsubse-
ouent legislation are regarded as treason proper, the latter including
the crimes contained in the Treason Fetony Act 1848.

In the words of the draft (( 76) " treason is (a) the act of killing

Her Majesty, or doing her any bodily harm tendii^ to death or
destruction, maim or wounding, and the act of imprisoning or re-

straining her; or (b) the forming and manifesting by an overt act an
intention to lull Her Majesty, or to do her any bodily harm tending to
death or destruction, maim or wounding, or to imprison or to restrain

her| or (c) the act of killing the eldest son and heir-apparent of Her
Majesty, or the oueen consort of any king of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland ; or (d) the forming and manifesting by an
overt act an intention to kill the eldest son and heir-apparent of
Her Majest^r, or the queen consort of any king of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland; or (e) conspiring with any penon to
kill Her Majesty, or to do her any bodily harm tending to death
or destruction, maim or wounding, or conspiring with any person
to imprison or restrain her; or (/) levying war against Her Majesty
either with intent to depose Her Majesty from the style, honour
and royal name of the Imperial Crown 01 the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland or of any other of Her Majestv's dominions
or countries ; or in order by force or constraint to compel Her Majesty
to change her measures or counsels, or in order, to intimidate or over-
awe both Houses or either House of Parliament; or (g) conspiring to
levy war against Her Majesty with any such intent or for any such
purpose as aforesaid ; or (k) instigating any foreigner with force to
invade thb realm or any other of the dominions of Her Majesty; or
(i) assuting any public enemy at war with Her Majesty in such war
by any means whatsoever; or (j) violating, whether witn herconsent
or not, a <]ueen consort, or the wife of the ddest son and heir-apparent
for the time being of the king or queen regnant."
No amount of residence abroad exempts a'British subject from the

penalty of treason if he bears arms against the king,* unless he has
become naturalized as the subject of a foreign state before the
outbreak of the war in which he bears arms. To become naturalized
as the subject of an enemy during a war is in itself an act^of
treason. It is well established that an alien resident within British
territory owes local allegiance to the Crown and may be indkrted for
high treason, and there are numerous instances of prosecution of
foreigners for treason. Such are the cases of Leslie, bishop of Ross,
ambassador to Elizabeth from the queen of Scots (158^), the marquis
de Guiscard in Queen Anne's reign and Gyllentmrg, the ambassador
from Sweden to George I. (171 7)* Proceedings against ambassadors
for treason have never gone beyond imprisonment, more for safe
custody than as a punishment. In 1781 La Motte, a Frenchman
resident in England, was convicted of holding treasonable communi-
cations with France, and in Canada American citizens were tried

for treason for aiding in the rebellion of 1837-1 838 (Forsyth, 200).
Assistance by a resident alien to invaders of British territory is

high treason even if the territory in question is in military occupation
by the forces of the foreign power.*
Of the modes of trying high treason two are obsolete, viz. (i)

by appeal in the common law courts, which ceased by Comt amd
the etlect of sututes between 132a and 1399 and Plaeeai
were finally abolished in 1819; (i) before the, con- THal
stable and marshal. The last instance of this mode of trial was an

* Aeneas Macdonald's case, 18 Si. Tr. 857; R. v. Ljmch (1903)
I K.B. ^6—see Mayne, Ind. Cr. Law (1896), pp. 459, 460.

• De Jager's case (1907) App. Cas. 326.
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Bwafd of bftttle ia 1651 ia the caw of Lord Reay.* Four modet of
trying high treaioa ttill remain, viz. impeachment, trial of a peer
by his peers, trial by court-martial and trial by jury^ on indictment
before the High Court or a court of aasiae or a H)ecial conuniMioiL.
The offence b not triable at quarter leasiona.

At common law and under the Great Charter a peer, and, by
an act of 144a, a pcerest in right of her husband, are triable for

treason before the House of Lords, or. when parliament is not sitting,

in the court of the lord high steward. The last trial of a peer for

treason was that of Lord Lovat in 1746-17A7 (18 Howell'sSf. TV. 539).
In the reign of Edward IV., and pertiape later, treason was at

times tried by martial law. The issue of commissions of martial
law in time of peace was in 1628 declared illegal by the Petition of
Right. But the prerogative of the Crown to deal by martial Uw
with traitors in time of war or open rebellioa within the reabn or
in a British nosifMion still exists.*

Treasons committed within the admiralty jurisdiction or out of
the realm were originally triable only by the admiral or the constable
and marshal accoiding to the civil law, but were made triable accord-
ing to the courts of the common law by the Offences at SeaAct 1536,
and by acts of 1543, 1552* and 1797* Provision is made for the
trial in British possessions of treasons committed in the admiralty
jurisdiction (Offences at Sea Act 1806).

Treasons committed within the realm are tried in the' High Court,
the central criminal court or another court of assise, or by special

commission, except in the case of peers. In two acts dealing with
Ireland (of 1809 and 1833) it was provided that nothing in the acts
was to take away the undoubted prerogative of the Crown for the
public safety to resort to the exefdae of martial law against open
enemies and traitors, while actual war or insurrection is raging (see

Martial Law).* Treason by persons subject to military law is

triable by court-martial under the Army Act (i88r) ss. 4, 41 (a),

where the offence cannot with reasonable convenience be tried in a
dvil court, aifd treason by persons subject to naval discipline by
court-martial under the Naval Disdphne Act (1866) a. 7. The
procedure in such trials b regulated by the acts.

In certain cases of treason the procedure on the trial is the same
as upon a charge of murder. Those cases, which are statutory

f.
. exceptions from the statutory procedure prescribed

iinivHia. £^ jjj^ jyjjj ^ jjj^ij treason and misprision thereof,

are: (a) Assassination or killing of the king, or any heir or successor
of the Ung, orany direct attempt against his life orany direct attempt
against his person whereby his life may be endangered or his person
may suffer bodily harm (1800, 1814); (6) attempts to injure m any
manner the person of the Idng (1842).

In all other cases of treason the procedure b regulated by acts
of 169s, 1708 and 1835. A copy of the indictment must be delivered
to the accused ten days at least before hb arraignment, with a list

of the witnesses for the prosecution (1708) and a list of the petty jury,

except in the High Court, where the petty jury Ibt b to be delivered
ten days before the trial (1825).* The accused b entitled to be
defended by counsel, and on application to the court may have two
counsel assigned to him (1695), a right extended in 17^6 to impeach-
ments for treason. Witnesses for uie defence have rince 1702 been
examinable upon oath. The accused may by the Criminal Evidence
Act 1898 consent to be called as witness for the defence. It- is

doubtful whether the wife or husband of the accused b a compellable
witness for the Crown {Arckb. Crim. PUadinf^, 2^rd ed., 398).

Prosecutbns for treason must be begun within three years of the
offence, except in cases of attempts to assassinate the king. The
rules as to the indictment are stricter than in the case of felony and
misdemeanour, much of the modem statutory power of amendment
not extending to indictments for the graver offence. No evidence
may be given of any overt act (soie defait) not expressly sUted in the
indictment. • The accused b entitled to peremptory challenge of
thirty-five of the jurors summoned for the petty jury; but they need
not now be freeholders. The accused can be convicted only on his

own confession in open court, or by the oath of two witnesses either
both to the same overt act charoed, or one to one overt act and the
other to another overt act of the same treason. If two or more
treasons of different kinds are charged on the same indictment, one
witness to prove one treason and another to prove another are not
sufficient for a lawful conviction. Persons charged with treason are
not admitted to bail except by order of a secretary of state or by
the High Court (k.b.d.) or a judge thereof in vacation (Indictable
Offences Act 18413, s. 23). witnesses for the defence are examined
on oath and their attendance is secured in the same way as that of
witnesses for the Crown (1695, ^7^)-

^ A case of treason out of the realm as to whichalonetheconstable
and marshal had jurisdiction (3 Howell's St. Tr. i).

* See case of D. F. Marais (1902, App. Cas. 109).
' There is no trace of recourse to tne act of 15S2. In 1903 Arthur

Lynch was tried under the act of 1^43 for high treason in South
Africa, and Lord Maguire in 1645 for treason in Ireland (4 St, Tr. 653).

* The decisions of courts of martial law appear not to be review-
able by ordinary dvil courts (re Marais. 1907, App. Cas. 109).

* In these respects persons accused of treason are in a better
position than those accused of felony.

Mbprbkn of treason consists in the concealment or 1

_.cret of any high treason, (a) Thb offence was ia 1532 <

to be high treason (5 and 6 Edw. VI. c 11, s. 8), but tbe^.
former law was restored in i553rXSM (l Mary st. L c. i rl?"
s^i :i &2 Ph.and Maiv c. 10. s.7). Ine definition b vacue
and the^cact scope of the offence uncertain, but in strictness it doea
not inddde acts which in the case of felony would constitute an
accessory after the fact. In the Queensbnd Code of 1899 (s. 38)
every person b ^ilty of a crime who, knowing that any person
intends to commit treason, does not give information thereof with
all reasonable despatch to a justice or use other reasonable en-
deavoun to prevent the commission of that crime. The procedure
for the trial of mispririon of treason b the same as in the case of high
treason. The punishment is imprisonment for life and forfeiture
of the offender s goods and of the profits of hb lands during hb
life. (Steph. Dig. Cr. Lam, 6th ed., 121, 401^ The forfdtures
are not abolished by the Forfdtures Act I870. There b no case of
prosecution of thb offence recorded during the last century.

The necessity of prosecutions for treason has been greatly

lessened by a series of statutes beginning in 1744 which provide

for the punishment as felonies of certain acts which pifcasa
might fall within the definition of treason, e.g, aUmu
pirades (17441 18 Geo. IL c. 30), indtement to **••*
mutiny (1797), unlawful oaths, including oaths to commit ticason

(1797, z8i2)y and aiding the escape of prisoners of war (18x2).

By the Treason Act 1842 it b a high misdemeanour, punishable

by penal servitude for seven years, wilfully to discharge, point,

aim or present at the person of the king any gun or other arms,

loaded or not, or to strike at or attempt to throw anything upon
the king's person, or to produce any firearms or other arms, or

any explosive or dangeroxis matter, near hb person, with intent

to injure or alarm him or to commit a breach of the peace.* The
offence is one of the few for which flogging may be awarded.

By the Treason Fdony Act 1848, s. i., it was made a felony

within or without the United Kingdom to plot (a) to deprive or

depose the king from the style, &c., of the imperial crown of the

United Kingdom, (6) to levy war against the king in any part of

the United Kingdom in order by force or constraint to dumge
hb measures or counscb or to put force or constraint on or to

intimidate or overawe either or both houses of parliament, {c) to

move or stir any fordgner with force to invade the United

Kingdom or any of the king's dominions. The plot to be within

the act must be expressed by publbhing in printing or writing

or By an overt act or deed. " Open and advised speaking,"

originally included as an alternative, was removed from the act

in 1891. For other offences more or less neariy connected with

treason reference may be made to the artides: Libel; Oaths;

PETinoN; Riot; SEomoN.
The act of 1848 does not abrogate the Treason Act of 13SI. but

merely provides an alternative remedy. But with the exception
of the case of Lynch in 190^, all prosecutions in Engbnd for offences

of a treasonable character since 1848 have been for the felony created

by the act of 1848. The trbls under the act. mostly in Irdand, are
collected in vob. 6, 7 and 8 of the New Series of StaU Trials. The
procedure in the case of all the offences just noticed b governed by
the ordinary rules as to the trial of indictable offences, and the
accused may be convicted even though the evidence proves acta

constituting high treason.

5co(^iid.—Treason induded treason proper, or crimes against

the Crown or the sUte, such as rebellion, and crimes which,

though not tedmically treasonable, were by legislation punished

as treason. Scottish procedure was as a rule less favourable to

the accused than Englbh. In one matter, however, the opposite

was the case. Advocates compellable to act on behalf of the

accused were allowed him by 1587, c. 57, more than a century

before the concession of a similar indulgence in England. At one

time trial in absence and even after death was allowed, as ia

Roman law. In the case of Robert Leslie, in 1540, a summons
after death was hdd by the estates to be competent, and the

bones of the deceased were exhumed and presented at the bar of

the court.* The act of 1542, c. 13 (rep. 1906), confined thb
revolting procedure to certain treasons of the more heinous kind,.

* This act was passed in consequence of a series of assaults on
Queen Victoria. See 4 <Sl. Tr. N. S. 1382; 7 Sk Tr. N. S. 1130.
and 8 St. Tr. N. S. i.

'In the one instance in Ens;Und—that of Cromwell, Ireton and
Bradshaw—where the bodies 01 alleged traitors were exhumed after

death they were not brought to the bar of a court as in Scotland.
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By the Treaaon Act 1708 trial in absence—the last instance of

which had occurred in 1698—was abolished. The same act

assimilates the law and practice of treason to that of England

by rnacting that no crime should be treason or misprision in

Scotland but such as is treaaon or misprision in England. The
act farther provides for the finding of the indictment by a grand

jury as in EngUnd and that the trial is to be by a jury of twelve,

not fifteen as in other crimes, before the court of justiciary, or a

commission of oyer and terminer containing at lout three lords

of justidaiy. To slay a lord of justiciary or lord of session sitting

In judgment, or to counterfeit the great seal, is made treason.

The act also contains provisions as to forfeiture, ' qualification of

jurors and procedure, which are not affected by the Criminal

Procedure (Scotland) Act 1887. The punishment is the same as

it was in England before the Forfeitures Act 1870, which does not

extend to Scotland; and attainder and fiorieiture are still the

effects of condenmatibn for treaaon in Scotland.
** One or two other statutory proviuoos may be briefly noticed.

By acts c^ 1706 and 1825 the trial of a peer of Great Britain or

Scotland for treason committed in Scotland b to be by a commission
from the Crown, on indictment found by a grand jury of twelve.

Bail intreaaon-felony is only allowed by consent of the public

proeecutor or warrant of tlie high or circuit court of justiciary

CTreaaon Felony Act 1848, s. 9). The term lese-majesty was some-
times used for what was treason proper (e.r. in 1524, c. 4, making
it lese-majesty to transport the king out of the realm, repealed in

1906), aometimea as a synonym of ieasing-makini. Tnis crime
(also called verbal sedition) oonststed in the engendering discord

between king and people by slander of the king.* The eariiest

act against leasing-making eo nomine was in 1524. The reign

of James VI. was pre-eminently prolific in legislation against this

crime. It is now of no practical interest, as prosecutions for

leainng-making have long fallen into desuetude. At one time,

however, the powers of the various acts were put into force with

fmsat severity, especially in the trial of the earl of Argyll in 1681.

The punishment for leasing-making, once capital, is now, by acts

of 1825 and 1837, fine or imprisonment or both.

Ireland.—The Treason Act 1351 was extended to Ireland by
Pbyning's law, but at the union there were considerable differ-

ences between the Irish and the English law. The law and

practice of Ireland as to treason were assimilated to those of

England by acU of 1821 (i & 2 Geo. IV. c. 24), 1842 (5 & 6

Vict. c. sx), 1848 (1I&X2 Vict.c. i2,s. 2), and 1854(17 & x8 Vict.

C. 56).

Prior to i8S4 the provisions as to procedure in the English treason

acts did not apply to Ireland (Smith O'Brien's case. 1848, 7 St. Tr,

tf. S. I). A series of enactments called the " Whiteboy Acts"
(passed by the Iridi and the United Kingdom pariiaments between

X77S and 1831) was intended to give additional facilities to the
executive for the suppression of tumultuous risines, and powers
for deaJingwith " dangerous associations" are given by the Criminal

Law and Procedure (Ireland} Act 1887. Prosecutions for treason

in Ireland were numerous m 1848. Since that date numerous
prosecutions have taken place under the Treason Felony Act 1848.

BriUsk Possessions.—^Numerous temporary acts were passed in

India at the time of the Muriny. one of the most characteristic being

an act of 18^ makixw rebellious villages liable to confiscation. Bv
the Indian Penal Cmk, s. 12 i, it is an offence punishable by death

or transportation for life and by forieiture of all property to wage or

attempt to wage war against the king. By s. 125 it is an offence

punidiable by transportation for life (as a maximum) to wage or

attempt to wage war against any Astatic government in alluuice

or at peace with the king or to abet the waging of such war. By
%. 121 A., added in 1870, it b an offence punishabfe by transportation

Cor life (as a maximum) to conspire within or without British India

to commit an offence against s. 121 or to deprive the king of the

sovereignty of British India or of any part thereof, or to overawe
hy criminal force or the show of triminal force the government of

India or any local government in India. Other cognate offences

are included in the same chapter (vi.) of the Criminal Code.
The Penal Codes of Canada (1892, ss. 65-73) and New Zealand

(1893. as. 77-82) closely follow the provisions df the En^Ibh draft

code of 1879. Prosecutions for treaaon have been rare m Canada.
Those of most note were in 1837, after the rebellion (see the Canadian
Prisonen case. 1839, 9 Ad(olphus) El(les) 1731!) and of Kiel after

'The provisions. in the act as to forfeiture (now repealed) were,

according to Blackstone {Comm. iv. ^84), the result of a com-
promise between the House of Lords, in favour of its continuance
and the House of Commons, supported by the Scottish nation,

trogs^ing to secure a total immumty from this disability.
> It b caOed by Hallam ** the old mystery of imquity in SooU

the Red River rising in 1884 (see Ria v. R. 1885, 10 App. Caa.

The Commonwealth parliament of Australia lus not legislated on
the subject of high treason, which is in Australia goveraed by the
laws of the constituent states, ije. by the law of England as it stood
when they were colonized, subject to local legislation. In the codes
of Queensbnd (1899) and West Australia (1902) the offence b defined
in a form which is little more than a redrafting 01 the English statutes.

The proviuons of the Treason Felony Act 1848 have been adapted
by lepslation to New South Wales (1900), Queensland (1899),
Western Australia (1902) and Tasmama (1868). In Victoria thereu
legislation as to procedure but none as to the substantive law of

treason. In Mauriuus the offence b regulated by the Penal Code
of 1838, arts. ^0^1 {Mauritius Lamfs Revised, IQ03, 1. A72).

In the Asiatic colonies treason is defined on the lines of the
Indian Penal Code, «'.«. Ceylon, Straits Settlements, and Hong-
Kong.

In the West Indies the law of treason b defined by code in

{amaica and in British Guiana (the code superseding the Dutch
Lonun law).

In South Africa the law of treaaon b derived through Holland
from the Roman law. |t includes the crimen perdualionis, i.e.

disturbing the security or independence of the state with hostile

intent. Thb b spoken of as nigh treason, as distinct from the
crimen laesae majestatiSt In which the hostile intent need not be
proved, and from vis publiea, ix. insurrection and riot involving
dan|;er to puUic peace and order. By a Cape law of 1893 passed
dunng the Griqualand rebellion it b made treason to ddiver arms
or gunpowder to the king's enemies.
The Treason Felony Act 1848 was. also adopted m Natal in

1868.
During the South African War of 1899-1902 many trials took

place for treason, chiefly under martial law, including cases of
Britbh subjects who had joined the Boer forces. In some cases it

was contended that the accused had been recognised by the Britidi
authorities as a belligerent (LoOw. 190^, 21 Cape Supreme Court
Reports, 36). The decisions of the ordinary courts are collected in

Nathan, Comnum Law of SoiUh Africa, iv. 2^5 (London, 1907). The
decinons of courts-martial were not reviewable by the ordinary
courts ant! are also protected by acts of indemmty. A striking

feature of coloiual legblation b the great number of such acts passea
after rebellions and native risings. Instances of sUch acts occur in

the fegisUtion of Canada, Ceylon, the Cape of Good Hope. Natal,
New Zealand. St Vincent and Jamaica. Tne most important in the
history of law is the Jamaica Act of 1866, indemnifying Governor
Eyre tor any acts committed during the suppression 01 the rising

in the previous year. It was finally held that thb act protected
Eyre from being civilly sued or criminally prosecuted in England
for acts done during the outbreak (PhiUips v. Eyre, 1871, L. R,
6 Q. B. i). The validity of an act passed in IQ06 after disturbances
among the Kaffirs of Natal was unsuccessfully challenged in I907
CTilonJco's case, 1907, App. Cas. 93).

UniUd States.—The law is based upon that of En^nd. By
art. 3, s. 3 of the constitution " treason againsl the United States

shall consbt only in levying war against them, or in adhering

to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort. No person shaU
be convicted of treason unless on the testimony of two witnesses

to the same overt act, or on confession in open court. The
Congress shall have power to declare the punishment of treason;

but no attainder of treason shall work corruption of blood or

forfeiture, except during the life of the person attainted." By
art. 2, s. 4 impeachment for and conviction of treason b a ground
for removing the president, vice-president and other civil officers.

The punishment by an act of 1790 was declared to be death by
hanging. But during the Civil War an act (July X7, 1862) was
passed, providing that the punishment should be death, or, at

the discretion of the court, imprisonment at hard labour for not

less than five years, and a fine of not less than 10,000 dollars to

be levied on the real and personal property of the offender, in

addition to disability to hold any office under the United States.

The act of 1862 and other acts also deal with the crimes of inciting

or engaging in rebellion or insurrection, criminal correspondence

with foreign governments in relation to any disputes or contro-

versies with the United States, or to defeat the measures of the

government of the United States, seditions, conspiracy, recruiting

soldiers or sailors and enlbtment to serve against the United

States. The act of X790 further provides for the delivery to the

prisoner of a copy of the indictment and a Ibt of the jurors, for

defence by counsel, and for the finding of the indictment within

three years after the commission of the treason (see Story, Consli-

tution of the United States, Rev. Stat. U.S. p. 1041). Treason*

against the United States cannot be inquired into by any state
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court, but the states may, and some of them have, their own
constitutions and legislation as to treasons committed against

themselves, generally following the lines of the constitution-

and legislation of the United States, In some cases there are

differenceswhichare worth notice. Thus theconstitutionof Mas-
sachusetts, pt. I, fi 35, declares that no subject ought in any case

or in any time to be declared guilty of treason by the legislature.

The same provision is contained in the constitutions of Vermont,

Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Alabama and others. In some states

the crime of treason cannot be pardoned; in others, as in New
York, it may be pardoned by the legislature, and the governor

may suspend the sentence until the end of the. session of the

leg^ture next following conviction. In some states a person

convicted of treason is disqualified for exercising the franchise.

In New York conviction carries with it forfeiture of real estate

for the life of the convict and of his goods and chattels.

France.—^By the Code Pinal treason falls under the head of crimes

SEunst the safety of the state (bk. iii. tit. i. c. i). It is a capital

ence for a Frenchman to bear arms against France (s. 75) or to

plot with a foreign power or its agents to commit hostilities or under-
take war against France whether war follows or not (s. 76), or to

intrigue with the enemies of the state for facilitating their entry
into French territory, or to deliver to them French ships or fortresses,

or to supply them with munitions of war, or aid the progress of their

arms in French possessbns or against French forces by sea or land
(s. 78).
G«rmaiiy.—The Slrafgesebbuch distinguishes between high treason

(Jffackverrat) and treason {Landesoerrat). The offences denominated
high treason are (i) murder or attempt to murder the emperor or a
federal sovereign in his own state, or during the stay of the offender

in the sovereign's state (s.8o) ; (2) undertaking to kill, take prisoner, or
deliver into an enemy's power, or make incapable of government a
federal sovereign ; to changeby violence the constitution of the empire
or a state thereof or the successor to the throne therein; to incor-

porate by force the federal territory or the territory of any such
state with a foreign or another federal state, (s. 81). The
code treau as treason, but does not punish by death, the offences

included in the French code (ss. 87-89), and under certain cir-

cumstances punuhea alien residents for these offences (s. 91). The
code also punishes insults on the emperor and federal sovereigns

(»• 95* 97)*under the name of Makstdtsbeleidigung.
/(oiy.—Treason in the Penal Code 1888 (tit. L c. i) includes

direct acts to subject Italy or any part thereof to fordgn domination
or to dimiiush its independence or break up its unity (s. 104), to
bear arms against the state ^s. 105)) or intrigue with foreign states

with the object of their levying war against Italy or helping them
in such war (s. 106), or to reveaTpoUtical or military secrets affecting

the national independence (s. 10^).
Spain.—Vhe Spanish code distinguishes between treason (fesa

majestad) and rebellion • {reMi^). Under the former are included
assassination, or attempts on the life or personal liberty of the king
(arts. 158, 159), or insults to the king (ibi. 163), and provisions are

made as to attacks on the heir or consort 01 the sovereign (16%, 164).

Under rebellion are included violent attempts to dethrone the king
or to interfere with the allegiance to him 01 his forces or anypart 01

the realm (243). (W.F.C)

TREASURE TROVE, the legal expression for coin, bullion,

gold or silver articles, found (Fr. trouU) hidden in the earth,

for which no owner can be discovered. In Roman law it was
called thesaurus, and defined as an ancient deposit of money
{vetus deposilio pecuniae) found accidentally. Under the emperors
half went to the finder and half to the owner of the land, who
might be the emperor, the public treasury (Jixus), or some other

proprietor. Property found in the sea or on the earth has at no

time been looked on as treasure trove. If the owner cannot be

ascertained it becomes the property of the finder (see Lost
PropeHty). As the feudal system spread over Europe and the

prince was looked on as the ultimate owner of all lands, his right

to the treasure trove became, according to Grotius,/tf5 commune
et quasi gentium, in England, Germany, France, Spain and
Denmark. In England for centuries the right to treasure trove

has been in the Crown, who may grant it out as a franchise. It

is the duty of the finder, and indeed of any one who acquires

knowledge, to report the matter to the coroner, who must forth-

with hold an inquest to find whether the discovery be treasure

trove or no. Although the taking of the find is not larceny until

this be done, the concealment is an indictable offence still punish-

able in practice, and formerly was held " akin both to treason

and to larceny." In the statute De officio caronatoris 1276

(4 Edw. I. c. 3) the coroner is enjoined to inquire as to

treasure trove both as to finders and suspected finders, " and
that may be well perceived where one liveth riotously and have
done so of long time." The Coroners Act of 1887 continues this

power as heretofore. In Scotland the law is the same, but
the concealment is not a criminal offence; it is there the duty of

the king's and lord treasurer's remembrancer, with the aid of the

local procurator fiscal, to secure any find for the Crown, whose
rights in this respect have been pushed to some length. Thus in

1888 a prehistoric jet necklace and some other articles found in

Forfarshire were claimed by the authorities, though they were
neither gold nor silver, llie matter was finally compromised
by the deposit of the find in the National Museum. By a treasury
order of z886 provision is made for the preservation of suitable

articles so found in the various national museums and payment
to the finders of sums in respect of the same. Also if the things

are not required for this purpose they are to be returned to the
finder. In India the Treasure Trove Act (16 of 1878) makes
elaborate provision on the subject. It defines treasure as
*' anything of value hidden in the soil." When treasure over
Rs. xo is discovered, the finder must inform the collector and
deposit the treasure or give security for its custody. Conceal-

ment is a criminal offence. An inquiry is held upon notice; if

declared ownerless the finder has three-fourths and the owner of

the ground one-fourth. The government, however, has the right

of pre-emption.

In the United States the common law, following English

precedent, would seem to give treasure trove to the public

treasury, but in practice the finder has been allowed to keep it.

In Louisiana French codes have been followed, so that one-half

goes to finder and one-half to owner of land. Modem French
law is the same as this, as it is also in Germany, in Italy and in

Spain. In the latter country formerly the state had three-

quarters, whilst a quarter was given to the finder. In Austria

a third goes to the finder, a third to the owner of the land, and
a third to the state, and provision is made for the possible

purchase of valuable antiquities by the state. In Denmark
treasure trove is known as " treasure of Denmark," and is the

property of the king alone. In Russia the usage varies. In one
or two of the governments, in Poland and the Baltic provinces,

the treasure is divided between the owner of the land and the

finder, but throughout the rest of Russia it belongs exclusively

to the owner of the land. This was also the law amongst the

ancient Hebrews, or so Grotius infers from the parable of the
treasure hid in a field (Matt. xiii. ^).

See Blackstone's Commentaries; Chitty's Prerogattoes of Aa
Crown; R. Henslowe Wellington, The King's Coroner (1905-1906)

;

Rankine on Landownerskip; Murray, ArckaetUogical Survey of the

United Kingdom (1896), containing copious references to the litera-

ture of the subject. (F. Wa.)

TREASURY, a place for the storage of treasure (Fr. trisor,

Lat. thesaurus, Gr. BifvaupAs, store, hoard); also that depart-

ment of a government which manages the public revenue. The
bead of the department was an important official in the early

history of English institutions. He managed the king's hoard
or treasury, and under the Med. Latin name of thesaurarius, Le.

treasurer, grew into increased importance in times when the main
object of government seemed to be to fill the king's purse. He
received the title of lord high treasurer {q.v.) and ranked as the

third great officer of state. In course of time the English

treasury grew into two departments of state (see Exchequer).
Since 1714 the office of lord high treasurer has been in. com-
mission, and his duties have been administered by a board,

consisting of a first lord, a chancellor and four or more junior

lords. The board itself never meets, except on extraordinary

occasions, although until the commencement of the xgth century

it was its practice to meet almost daily to discuss matters of

financial detail There were originally separate treasury boards
for England, Scotland and Ireland, but the English and Scottish

were united by the act of union, and that of Ireland was joined

with the English in 1816. The first lord of the treasury (see

Ministry) takes practically no part is the duties of the board.
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the office being to all intents and purposes a sinecure, it is usually

held by the prime minister of the day. Indeed from 1783 to

1885 it was invariably so held, but in the latter year there was a
departure from the practice, and again in 1887, 1891 and 1895.

The junior lords of the treasury are also political rather than
financial officers, acting as assistant whips in the House of Com-
mons. There are two joint secretaries to the treasury, one of

whom, the patroru^ce secretary, is merely a political officer,

acting as chief whip; the other is termed financial secretary and
ts the chancellor of the exchequer's chief assistant. All the

above officers are members of the House of Commons and of the

government. The salaries of the first lord of the treasury and
of the chancellor of the exchequer are £5000 per annum; of the

joint secretaries £2000 per annum each, of three of the junior

lords £1000 per annum each, the other junior lords being unpaid.

The vast bulk of the work of the treasury department is per-

formed by the permanent staff, at whose head is the permanent

secretary and auditor of the civil list, with a salary of £2500 per

annum. The chancellor of the exchequer (see Ministry), as

finance minister of the Crown, is the officer who is responsible

to parliament for the carrying out of the business of the treasury.

He performs practically the ancient duties of under-treasurer

and presents the annual budget of revenue and expenditure.

The treasury department of the United States is responsible

for the finances of the government and the control of the

currency. Its genesis was a treasury office of accounts estab-

lished in 1776 for the purpose of examining and auditing

accounts. In 1779 it was reorganized, but was abolished in

1781, on the election of Robert Morris as superintendent of

finances, and in 1789 the present executive department of the

treasury was established by act of Congress. Its scope is more
x-aried and complex than that of any other United States govern-

ment department. It is presided over by a secretary, who b
a member of the Cabinet and has a salary of $1 2,000 per annum.
He is assisted by three assbtant secretaries, two of them having

salaries of $5000 and the third a salary of $4500. The treasury

department looks after the revenue adminbtration of the United

States, and has for thb purpose a customs service division and

an internal revenue division. There b also the division of the

treasury, in the strictest sense of the word; bureaus of auditing

and accounting, of currency and of banking and certain miscel-

laneous bureaus, as the life-saving service, the public health and

marine hospital service, the supervisingarchitect and the bureau

of engraving and printing.

TRSATIBS. A treaty is a contract between two or more states.

The Latin term " traaatus," and its derivatives, though of

occasional occurrence in this sense from the 13th century

onwards, only began to be commonly so employed, in lieu of

the older technical terms " conventio publica," or " foedus,"

from the end of the 17th century. In the language of modem
diplomacy the term " treaty " b restricted to the more impor-

Unt international agreements, especially to those which are the

work of a congress; while agreements deaUng with subordinate

questions are described by the more general term " convention."

The present article will disregard this dbtinction.

The making and the observance of treaties is necessarily a

very early phenomenon in the hbtory of civilization, and the

theory of treaties wasone of the first departments of international

law to attract attention. Treaties are recorded on the monu-

ments of Egypt and Assyria; they occur in the Old Testament

Scriptures; and questions arising under awdrJKtu and foedera

occupy much space in the Greek and Roman hbtorians.*

Treaties have been classified on many principles, of which it

win suffice to mention the more important. A "personal

treaty," having reference to dynastic interests, b contrasted

with a "real treaty," which binds the nation irrespectively

^For the celebrated treaty of 509 B.C. between Rome and
Carthage, see Polybius iit. 33; and, on the subject generallv,

Barbeyrac's fuR Ixit very uncritical Histoire des anciens traiih,

(1739); MQller-Jochmu*. Ceschickte des VdlkerreckU im Alterthum

(1848); E. Egger, Etudes kisloriques sur Us traiUs publics chn les

^€cs tt cha les remains (new ed., 1866).

of constitutional changes; treaties creating outstanding obliga-

tions are opposed to " transitory conventions," e.g.

for cession of territory, recognition of independence, JU**
and the like, which operate irrevocably once for

all, leaving nothing more to be done by the contracting parties;

and treaties in the nature of a definite transaction (Reckts-

gcsckdjt) are opposed to those which aim at establishing a general

rule of conduct {Recktssali). With reference to their objects,

treaties may perhaps be conveniently classified as (1) political,

including treaties of peace, of alliance, of cession, of boundary,
for creation of international servitudes, of neutralization, of

guarantee, for the submission of a controversy to arbitration;

(2) commercial, including consular and fishery conventions,

and slave trade and navigation treaties; (3) confederations for

special social objects, such as the Zollvcrein, the Latin monetary
union, and the still wider unions with reference to posts, tele-

graphs, submarine cables and weights and measures; (4) relatinj^

to criminal justice, e.g, to extradition and arrest of fugitive

seamen; (5) relating to civil justice, e.g. to the protection of

trade-mark and copyright, to the execution of foreign judgments,
Co the reception of evidence, and to actions by and against

foreigners; (6) promulgating written rules of international law,

upon topics previously governed, if at all, only by unwritten

custom, with reference e.g. to the peaceful settlement of inter-

national dbputes, or to the conduct of warfare.

It must bt remarked that it b not always possible to assign a
treaty wholly to one or other of the above classes, since many
treaties contain in combination clauses referable to several of

them.

The analogy between treaty-making and legislation is striking

when a congress agrees upon general principles which are after-

wards accepted by a large number of states, as, for instance, in

the case of the Geneva conventions for improving the treatment

of the wounded. Many political treaties containing *' transi-

tory conventions," with reference to recognition, boundary or

cession, become, as it were, the title-deeds of the nations to

which they relate.* But the closest analogy of a titaty is to a

contract in private law.

The making of a valid treaty implies several requisites,

(i) It must be made between competent parlies, i.e.

sovereign states. A " concordat," to which the

pope, as a spiritual authority, is one of the parties, ^ "'

is therefore not a treaty, nor is a convention between a state and
an individual, nor a convention between the rulers of two slates

with reference to their private afTairs. Semi-sovereign states,

such as San Marino or Egypt, may make conventions upon
topics within their limited competence. It was formally alleged

that an infidel state could not be a party to a treaty. The
question where the treaty-making power resides in a given state

is answered by the municipal law of that state. In Great

Britain it resides in the executive (see the parliamentary debates

upon the cession of Heligoland in 1890); sometimes, however,

it is shared for all purposes, as in the United States, or for certain

purposes only, as in many countries of the European continent,

by the legblaturc, or by a branch of it. (2)There must be an

expression of agreement. Thb is not (as in private law) rendered

voidable by duress; e.g. the cession of a province, though

extorted by overwhelming force, b nevertheless unimpeachable.

Duress to the individual negotiator would, however, vitiate the

effect of hb signature. (3) From the nature of the case, the

agreement of states, other than those the government of which

b autocratic, must be signified by means of agents, whose
authority b either express, as in the case of plenipotentiaries,

or implied, as in the case of e.g. military and naval commanders,
for matters, such as truces, capitulations and carteb, which are

necessarily confided to their disaetion. When an agent acts

in excess of hb implied authority, he b said to make no treaty,

but a mere " sponsion," which, unless adopted by his govern-

ment, does not bind it, e.g. the affair of the Caudine Forks

«Cf. Sir Edward Hertslet's very useful collections entitled:

Tke Map of Europe by Treaty (4 vols., 1875-1891), and Tke Map
of " '

*^y (a vols., 1894).
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(Livy ix. 5) and the convention of Goster Seven in 1757. (4)

Unlllce a contract in private law. a treaty, even though made m
pursuance of a full power, is, according to modern views, of no
effect till it is ratified. It may be remarked that ratification,

though hitherto not thought to be required for " declarations,"

such as the Declaration of Paris of 1S56, was expressly stipulated

for in the case of those signed at the peace conferences of 1899
and 1907. (5) No special form is necessary fora treaty, which in

theory may be made without writing. It need not even appear

on the face of it to be a contract between the parties, but may
take the form of a joint declaration, or of an exchange of notes.

Latin was at one time the language usually employed in treaties,

and it continued to be so employed to a late date by the emperor
and the pope. Treaties to which several European powers of

different nationalities are parties are now usually drawn up in

French (the use of which became general in the time of Louis

XIV.), but the treaties of Aix-la-Chapelle of 1748 and 1784

contain, as does the final act of the congress of Vienna, a protest

against the use of this language being considered obligatory.

French is, however, exclusively used in the treaties constitut-

ing the great " international unions "; and bilingual treaties

are sometimes accompanied by a third version in French,

to be decisive in case of alleged variances between the other

two. A great European treaty has usually commenced
" In the name of the Most Holy and Indivisible Trinity,"

or, when the Porte is a party, " In the name of Almighty

God." (6) It is sometimes said that a treaty must have a

lawful object, but the danger of accepting such a statement

is apparent from the use which has been made of it by
writers who deny the validity of any cession of national territory,

or even go so far as to lay down, with Fiore, that " all should be

regarded as void which are in any way opposed to the develop-

ment of the free activity of a nation, or which hinder the exercise

of its natural rights." (7) The making of a treaty is sometimes

accompanied by acts intended to secure its better performance.

The taking of oaths, the assigning of " conservatorcs pacis " and

the giving of hostages are now obsolete, but revenue is mortgaged,

territory is pledged, and treaties of guarantee are entered into

for this purpose.

A " transitory convention " operates at once, leaving no duties

to be subsequently performed, but with reference to conventions

Duratioa. ^^ olher kinds questions arise as to the duration of

the obligation created by them; in other words, as

to the moment at which those obligations come to an end. This

may occur by the dissolution of one of the contracting slates,

by the object-matter of the agreement ceasing to exist, by full

performance, by performance becoming impossible, by lapse of

the time for which the agreement was made, by conlrarius

consensus or mutual release, by " denunciation " by one parly

under a power reserved in the treaty. By a breach on either

side the treaty usually becomes, not void, but voidable. A
further cause of the termination of treaty obligations is a total

change of circumstances, since a clause " rebus sic stantibus"

is said to be a tacit condition in every treaty.^ Such a con-

tention can only be very cautiously admitted. It has been

put forward by Russia in justification of her repudiation of

the clauses of the Treaty of Paris neutralizing the Black Sea,

and of her engagements as to Batoum contained in the Treaty

of Berlin. The London protocol of 1871, with a view to

prevent such abuses, lays down, perhaps a little too broadly,
" that it is an essential principle of the Uw of nations that no

power can liberate itself from the engagements of a treaty,

nor modify the stipulations thereof, unless with the consent of

the contracting powers, by means of an amicable arrangement."

Treaties are in most cases suspended, if not terminated, by the

outbreak of a war between the contracting parties (though the

Spanish decree of the 23rd of April 1898 went too far when it

asserted that the war with the United States had terminated

^'all conventions that have been in force up to the present

between the two countries "), and arc therefore usually revived

in express terms in the treaty of peace.

> Cf. Bynkershoek, Quest, sur pub. vol. ii. ch. la

The rules for the interpreUtion of treaties are not 10 different

from those applicable to contracts in private law as to need here

a separate discussion.

Collections of treaties are either (i.) general or (ii ) national.
1. The first to publish a general collection of treaties was Leibnitz,

whose Codex juris gentium, containing documents from 1097 to 1497.
" ea quae sola inter liberos populos legum sunt loco "

rnlfrrrikiift
appealed in 1693, and was followed in 1700 by the

'"

Mantissa. The Corps universd diplomatiaue du droit des gens of

J. Dumont. continued by J. Barbeyrac ana Rousset in thirteen folio

volumes, containing treaties from a.d. 315 to 1730, was published in

1726-1739. Wenck's Corpus juris gentium recentissimi (x vols.

8vo, 1781-1705) contams treaties from 17^5 to 1772. The 8vo
Recueil oi G. V. dc Martens, continued by C. de Martens, Saalfeld.

Murhard. K. F. Samwer, K. Hopf, F. Stoerk and H. Triepel, com-
menced in 1791 with treaties of 1^61, and is still in progress. The
series in 1910 extended to eighty-eight volumes; that for 1910 being
the third of the Nouveau recuetl ghUral {2y** s£rie). See also the
Recueil tntemational des traitis de xx* siicle (1904^ x^fl-)! by Deacamps
en Renault, and the following periodical publications: Das Staats-

archiv, Sammiunf der officieuen Actenstticke '*ur Cescktckte der
Cegenwart (Leipzig, commencing in 1861); Archives diplomaturues

(Stuttgart, since 1821): Archives diplomatigues, recueil mensud dt
diplomatie et d'kistoire (Paris, since 1861); and Hertslet's British

and Foreign State Papers, from the Termination a^ the War of 1814 to

the Latest Period, comtnlei at the Foreign Office 5y the Librarian and
Keeper of the Papers (London, since 1810, and still in progress).

ii. The more important collections of national treaties are those

for modern history from 1903, for Austria ; Beutner for the German
Empire, 1883: C. Calvo for "rAmirique larine, " 1862-1869:
dc Clercq for France, 1864- 1908; De Garcia de la Vega for Belgium.
1850. &c.. Lagemansand Breukelman for the Netherlands, 1858, &c.:
So"'7o fnr Greece, 185S; Count Solar de la Marguerite for Sardinia.

18 Olivart for Spain. 1890, &c.; Da Castro for Portugal.
l8v.r-ir-,^, iitydberg for Sweden, 1877; Kaiser, 1861, and Eichmann.
18B5. far S^viizcriand; Baron de Testa. 1864, &c., Aristarchi Bey
1873-1 874h and Effcndi Noradounghian, 1807-1903, for Turkey;
F. dk ^IJ^[^'ns for Russia (the 9 vols, published 1874-1907 contain
th(^ trc^itic^ made by Russia with Austria, Germany. Great Britain

and Francf respeaivciv): W F. Mayers for China, 1877. The
official pubUcation for Italy begins in 1864 (see also the colle

b\' Li>igi r^lma. 1879. &c.), for Spain.in 184v for Denmark in 1874.
official pubUcation for Italy begins in 1864 (see also the collection

b\' Li>igi r^lma. 1879. &c.), for Spain.in 184v for Denmark in 1874.
The irciUr's of Japan were published by autnority in 1899. Those
of iht (Jfvij^d btates are contained in the Statutes at Large of the
Ui»..vu 5i«.(es. and in the treaties, Conventions, e/c., between
the United States of America and Other Powers, 1776-1900 (A\'a$h-

ineton. iQio); also in the collections of J. Ellbtt (1834) and H.
Nlinot (1844-18^0); see also Mr Bancroft Davis's Notes upon the

Treaties of the United States with other Powers, preceded by a list

of the Treaties and Conventions with Foreign Powers, chronologically

arranged and follouied by an AnalyticcU Index and a Synoptical

Index of the Treaties (1873). In England no treaties were pub-
lished before the 17th century, such matters being thought ' not

fit to be made vulgar. " The treaty of 1604 with Spain was, how-
ever, published by authority, as were many of the treaties of the

Stuart kings. Rymer's Foedera was published, under the orders of

the crtfcrnmentf in twenty volumes, from 1704 to 1732; but for

m< rh,,.|i, i] colltcrioni of (he earlier British treaties we are indebted

to pTi. iiL ir-nicrnnscj which produced three volumes in 1710-1713,
repjlili^tit-d with a fourtli volume in 1732. Other three volumes

api- JtL'fJ in 1773-1781. tJie collection commonly known as that of

C. Ki]kinwn (3 vols } in 1785 and that of G. Chalmers (2 vols.) in

I7'M The ftreni irr.iiit i made by Great Britain, previously dis-

pC'^M throtjch rhe numJKrrs of the London Gasette or embedded in

mji -i* of diplQinatic cf^rrespondence presented to pariiament at

irtv^ubr intcn^ali,. are nf'W officially published as soon as ratified in

a special Hvq. " Trraty Series " of parliamentary papers commenced
in 1^2. L MacKrejEfjr published (1841-1844) eight volumes of

commcfciaf rreaiics. bur the great collection of the commercial

treat ii. A of Crmt Hnt^im is that of L. Hertslet, librarian of

the fortign office, cmisinued by his son. Sir Edward Hertslet.

and Uur holders of the ^me office, entitled A Compile CoUectien

of Ihf Treaties ami dyntrniions and Reciprocal Rejulations at present

sui?fiitins, beHittfi Crciit Britain and Foreign Powers, and of the

Lcivf end Otdrfi in Ct^uncil concerning the same, so far as they

retQit t^ Commttcr and ,\.ivigation, the Slave Trade, Post Office, 6fc.,

and tP the FtitHegei and Interests of the Subjects of the Contracting

Pa rUfi £34 vok . 1 SJO- 1 9< 7). Sir Edward Hertslet also commenced
in 1H75 a stric? of w^\\xr\yjii& coxiizinxnf^ Treaties and Tariffs regiUating

the Tradi biftittrH BritntH and Foreign Nations, and Extracts of
Trcofks hrhrrrn F^rfhfi Powers, containing the Most Favoured
N,:t\'Tt C '•.'.. to Great Britain. Both of these publica-

ti( I!, jrr . He also published, in 1891, Treaties,

Gfii., condu^.i U.^..ii Great Britain and Persia, and between

Persia and Foreign Powers; and, in 1896, a similar work on
treaties with China The treaties affecting British India are

I oflkially set out, with historical notes, in A CoUectian of Treaties,
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EMittgements and Sannttds rdafini to India and Neighbouring
Conntriest by C. V. Altchison. This work, with the index, extends
to eight \-olunies. which appeared at Calcutta in 1863-1866.

A. continuation by A. C. Talbot was published in 1876, and it

was brought up to date by the government of India in 1909.

Useful lists of national collections of treaties will be found in the
Revue de dnit international for 1886, pp. 169-187,and in the Marquis
divan's Catalogue de nta bibiiolkique (1899-1910).

It may be worth while to add a list of some of the more impor-

tant treaties, now wholly or parlially in force, some of which are

LMiai discussed under separate headings, especially those

tm^meiami to which Great Britain is a party, classified accord-
Tnaiin. j^g jq j|,eir objects, in the order suggested above.

L The principal treaties affecting the distribution of territory

between the various sUtes of Central Europe are those of

Westphalia (Osnabrack and MUnster), 1648; Utrecht, 17x3;

Paris and Hubertusburg, 1763; for the partition of Poland, 1772,

X793; Vienna, 181 5; London, for the separation of Belgium

from the Netherlands, 1831, 1839; ZQrich, for the cession of a

portion of Lombardy to Sardinia, 1859; Vienna, as to Schleswig-

Holstein, 1864; Prague, whereby the German Confederation

was dissolved, Austria recognizing ihe new North German Con-

federation, transferring to Prussia her rights over Schleswig-

Holstdn, and ceding the remainder of Lombardy to Italy, 1866;

Frankfort, between France and the new German Empire, 1871.

The disintegration of the Ottoman Empire has been regulated

by the Great Powers, or some of them, in the treaties of London,

1832, 1863, 1864, and of Constantinople, x88i, with reference

to Greece, and by the treaties of Paris, 1856; London, 187 1;

Berlin, 1878; London, 1883, with reference to Montenegro,

Rumania, Servia, Bulgaria and the navigation of the Danube.

The encroachments of Russia upon Turkey, previous to the

Crimean War, are registered in a series of treaties beginning

with that of Kuchuk-Kainarji, 1774, and ending with that of

Adrianopic in 1829. The independence of the United States of

America was acknowledged by Great Britain in the treaty of

peace signed at Paris in 1 783. The boundary between the United

States and the British possessions is regulated in detail by the

treaties of Washington of 1843, 1846, 187 1, 1903 and 1908.

The territorial results of the war of 1898 between the United

States and Spain are registered in the treaty of 1899, and those

of the Russo-Japanese War in the treaty of Portsmouth of 1905

Various causes of possible misunderstanding between Great

Britain and France were removed by the convention of 1904;

and a similar treaty was concluded with Russia in 1908. The
navigation of the Suez Canal is regulated by a treaty of x888,

and that of the future Panama Canal by one of 1901 . The boun-

daries of the territories, protectorates and spheres of influence

in Africa of Great Britain, Germany, France, Italy, Belgium and

Portug&I have been readjusted by a series of treaties, especially

between the years 1885 and 1894. Switzerhnd, Belgium, Corfu

and Pazo and Luxemburg are respectively neutralized by the

treaties of Vienna, 18x5, and of London, 1839, 1864, X867. A
list of treaties of guarantee supposed to be then in force, to

which Great Britain is a party, beginning with a treaty made

with Portugal in 1373, was presented to parUament in 1859

Treaties of alliance were made between Great Britain and

Japan in 1902 and 1905.

ii. For the innumerable conventions, to which Great Britain

is a party, as to commerce, consular jurisdiction, fisheries and

the slave trade, it must suffice to refer to the exhaustive and

skilfully devised index to vols. 1-21 of Hertslet's Commercial

Treaties, published in 1905 as vol. 22 of the series.

lii. The social intercourse of the world is facilitated by con-

ventions, such as those establishing the Latin monetary union,

1865; the international telegraphic union, 1865; (he universal

postal union. 1874; the international bureau of weights and

measures, 1875; providing for the protection of submarine

cables in time of peace, 1884; the railway trafllic union, 1890.

Such treaties, now very numerous, are somewhat misleadingly

Spoken of by recent writers (L. von Stein and F. de Martens) as

constituting a " droit administratif international

"

iv. For the now operative treaties of extradition to which

Great Britain is a party, it will be sufficient to refer to the article

Extradition. It may be observed that all of them, except

the treaty of 1842, now, however, varied by one of 1889, with
the United States, are subsequent to, and governed by, the

provisions of 33 & 34 Vict. c. 5a, The Extradition Act 1870.

Before the passing of this general act it had been necessary to

pass a special act for giving effect to each treaty of extradition.

The most complete collection of treaties of extradition is that of

F. J. Kirchner, L'Extraditiou, Ruueil, 6*c. (London, 1883).

V. General conventions, to which most of the European
states are parties, were signed in 1883 at Paris for the protection

of industrial, and in x886 at Bern for the protection of Uterary

and artistic, property, and, from 1899 onwards, a series of general

treaties, to none of which is Great Britain a party, have been
signed at the Hague, as the result of conferences, invited by the

government of the Netherlands, for solving some of the more
pressing questions arising out of ** the conflict of laws."

vi. Quasi-legislation by treaty has been directed mainly
to encouraging the settlement of international disputes by
peaceful methods, and to regulating the conduct of warfare.

The first peace conference, held at the Hague in 1899, devoted
much time to producing the generally accepted '* Convention for

the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes." An impor-

tant achievement of this convention was the establishment at the

Hague of an international tribunal, always ready to arbitrate

upon cases submitted to it; and the convention recommended
recourse not only to arbitration, but als9 to good offices and
mediation, and to international commis»ons of inquiry. This
convention has now been superseded by the revised and amplified

edition of it adopted by the second peace conference in 1907.

The provisions of neither convention are obligatory, but merely
" facultative," amounting only to" recommendations. Great
efforts were made, especially in 1907, but without success, to

draft a generally acceptable convention, making resort to arbitra-

tion compulsory, at any rate with reference to certain classes of

questions. In the meantime, however, agreements of this nature
between one power and another have multiplied rapidly within

the last few years (see ARBiTSAnoN).
Certain bodies of rules intended to mitigate the horrors of war

have received the adhesion of most civilized states. Thus the

declaration of Paris, 1856 (to which, however, the United States,

Veneziiela and Bolivia have not yet formally acceded), prohibits

the use of privateers and protects the commerce of neutrals;

the Geneva conventions, 1864 and 1906, give protection to the

wounded and to those in attendance upon them; the St Peters-

burg dechration, x868, prohibits the employment of explosive

bullets weighing less than 400 grammes; and the three Hague
dechrations of 1899 prohibit respectively (i) the launching of

projectiles from balloons, (2) the use of projectiles for spreading

harmful gases, and (3) the use of expanding bullets. The second
Hague conference, of 1907, besides revising the convention made
by the first conference, of 1899, as to the laws of war on land,

produced new conventions, dealing respectively with the opening
of hostilities; .neutral rights and duties in land warfare; the

status of enemy merchant ships at the outbreak of war; the con-

version of merchant ships into ships of war; submarine mines;

bombardment by naval forces; the application of the Geneva
principles to naval warfare; the rights of maritime capture; the

establishment of an international prize court, and neutral rights

and duties in maritime warfare. These conventions, as well as
a republication of the first Hague declaration, which had in 1907
expired by efflux of time, have been already largely ratified.

It were greatly to be wished that the official publication of

treaties could be rendered more speedy and more methodical
than it now is. The labours of the publicist would also be much
lightened were it possible to consolidate the various general

collections of diplomatic acts into a new Corps diplomatique

univcrscl, well furnished with cross references, and with brief

annotations showing how far each treaty is supposed to be still

in force.

Literature.—In addition to the works already cited in the course
of this article the following are for various reasons important
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Joh. Lupus, De eonfederatione prindpum (Strassbur^, 1511, the first

published monograph upon the subject); Bodinus, Dutertatio
de contraclibus summarum pi>testatum (Halte, 1696); Neyron, De vi

foederum inUr gentes (Gdttingen, 1778), Neyron, Essat htstortque

et potUique sur les garanties, tfc. (Gottingen, 1 797) , Wlchter, De
modis loUendi pacta inter gentes (Stuttgart, 1780). Dresch, Ueber
die Dauer der VolkervertrAte (Landshut. 1808); C. Bergbohm. SUiats-
vertr&ge und Cesetu als QueUen des VotkerrechU (Oorpat, 1877);
iellinek. Dit recktlicke ffatur der Statenverirage (Vienna, 1880):
>. [>onati, Trattaii inlernazionali net dtritto costitutionale (1907):

Holzendorff, Handbnch des Vdlkerrechts {1SB7) vol iii.i Fleischmann,
VtUkerrectUsquellen in AuswatU herausgegeben O90S). de Lapradelle.
Rtcueil des arbitrages intemationaux (1905); f. B. Moore, //i5/0f>

and Digest of the International Arbitrations to which the United States

has been a Party (1898) 6 vols. For a list of the principal " con-
cordat*/* 9ec Calvo, Droil iiitfniditDtta/ thiorique el P/atigue t. i

On. the history of iht sreat Curapean Ereaties generally, see the
tIifU>ite cbregtr dn trailh da patt cntrf la puissances de l'Europe, by
ICcch, » recdit jnd coniinucd by Schbll {1817 and i8i8^, and again
by Count de Garden In 184^-1859, as also the Recuetl manua of
De %i i rtpnt a nd CuKy . cont in ucd by CkfTc ken. For the peace of West-
KhAlia, Putter's Ctin dti weitphaffKhen Friedens (1795) is useful;

}T the cDr>|{rt$> oi Vienna Kluber'i Atfen des Wiener Congresses
(tSr5-tSi9) and Lt CifniFfs tU VUnne el les traitis de 1815 pricidi

if) tonUrtnits de Dmdf, de Prague et dr Chatillon, suivi des Congres
i^Aix^a'Chopeiht Ttopfmu^ Laybatk tt Vtrone, by Count Angeberg.
Tlw Utit-mcntiottc^ wnier h^s ii.\w published collections of treaties

v^btinK to Pc^fid, i76i-i«62 J to the Italian question. 1859; to the
Congress of Pads, [$5f;»nd ibprevjiiooaf iis work by the Conference
ol L^ndoTt»i67[: ftritl tu thf Franto-Gcfman War of 1870-71. For
Ihe tteaiits rrgtiUting iHt F*3sl<?fn fiurtilrjn see The European Con-
ctft in the Eatiffn Qursihn, by T. E. Holf.md (1885) and La Turquie
tt it Tansimal, by E, EhgclFunlt (lEt^f-ii^^). (T. £. H.)

TREATISE, a written composition, dealing fully and syste-

matically with the principles of some subject of serious impor-

tance. The M. Eng. Iretis, O. Fr. tretis, or treitis, b a doublet

of " treaty," which also meant a discourse or account. Both
words are to be referred to Lat. Iractare, to treat, handle,

frequentative of trahere, tractus, to draw. " Treatise " thus

would mean, by etymology, something well handled, nicely made.

TREBIA(mod. rf«66ta), a river of Cisalpine Gaul, a tributary

of the Padus (Po) into which it falls* some 4 m. west of Placentia

(Piacenza). It is remarkable for the victory gained on its banks

by Hannibal over the Romans in 218 B.C. The latest investi-

gations make it dear that Polybius's account, according to which

the battle took place on the left bank of the river, is to be preferred

to that of Livy^scc W. J. Kromayer in Anuiger der phtl. hist.

Klasse der k. Ahademieder Wtssenschaften, Vienna, October 14,

190S). Its valley is followed past Bobbio by the modem
highroad from Piacenza to Genoa (88 m.).

TREBINJE, a town of Herzegovina, situated 9 m. N. E. of

Ragusa, on the small river TrebinjCiga, and on a branch of

the railway from Metkovic to Castelnuovo, near Cattaro. Pop.

(1895), about 1 700. Trebinje is built in a low-lying oasis among
the desolate limestone mountains, close to the Dalmatian and
Montenegrin frontiers. Its half-ruined wall and citadel testify

to its former strategic importance. Trebinje was built by the

Slavs, probably on the site of a Roman town laid waste by the

Saracens in 840. In the tenth century Constantinc Porphyro-

gcnitus mentions it as Terbunia. It commanded the road from

Ragusa to Constantinople, traversed, in 1096, by Raymond of

Toulouse and his crusaders. Under the name of Tribunta or

Travunja (the Trebigne of the Ragusans), it belonged to the

Servian Empire until 1355. In 1483 it was captured by the

Turks.

TREBIZOND (Gr. Trapesus), a dty of Asia Minor, situated

on the Black Sea, near its south-eastern angle. From the time of

its foundation as a Greek colony to the present day it has always

been a considerable emporium of commerce, and it was for two
centuries and a half the capital of an empire. Its importance is

due to its command of the point where the chief trade route from

Persia and Central Asia to Europe, over the table-land of Armenia

by Bayezid and Erzerum, descends to the sea. Its safety also

was secured by the barrier of rugged mountains (7000 to 8000 ft.)

which separates its district from the rest of Asia Minor. So

complete is the watershed that no streams pass through these

ranges, and there is hardly any communication in this direction

between the interior of Asia Minor and the coast. For the same

reason, together with its northern aspect, the climate is humid
and temperate, unlike that of the inland regions, which are ex-

posed to great extremes of heat in summer and cold in winter.

The position which was occupied by the Hellenic and medieval
city is a sloping table of ground (whence the original name of the
place, Trapezus, the " Table-land "), which falls in steep rocky
precipices on the two sides, where two deep valleys, descending
from the interior, run parallel at no great distance from one
another down to the sea. The whole is still enclosed by the Byzan-
tine walb, which follow the line of the cliffs and are carried along
the sea-face-, and the upper part of the level, which is separated
from the lower by an inner cross wall, forms the castle; while at
the highest point, where a sort of neck is formed between the
two valleys, is the keep which crowns the whole. On each side,

about haU-way between the keep and the sea, these ravines are
crossed by massive bridges, and on the farther side of the western-
most of these, away from the city, a large tower and other fortifi-

cations remain. The area of the ancient city is now called the
Kalch, and is inhabited by the Turks; eastward of this is the
extensive Christian quarter, and beyond this again a low promon-
tor>' juts northward into the sea. partly covered with the houses
of a well-built suburb, which is the principal centre of commerce.
The harbour lies on the eastern side of this promontory, but it

is an unsafe roadstead, being unprotected towards the north-east

and having been much silted up, so that vessels cannot approach
within a considerable distance of the shore. From here the
caravans start for Persia, and at certain periods of the year long
trains of camels may be seen, and Persian merchants conspicuous
by their high black caps and long robes. The route which these

caravans follow is a chaussie as far as Erzerum, but this in places
is too much broken to admit of the transit of wheeled vehicles.

The railway by Batoum to Baku by way of Tiflis has tended
greatly to turn the channel of commerce from Trebizond into

Russian territory, since it helps to open the route to Erivan,
Tabriz and the whole of Persia. The total population of

the place amounts to about 40,000, of whom 32,000 are
Moslems and 18,000 Christians. Great Britain and all the
larger European states have consulates there.

The vilayet, of which Trebizond is the chief town, consists

of a long irregular strip of coast country, the eastern half of
which ii deeply indented and mountainous.

History.—Tht city of Trapezus was a colony of Sinope, but it

first comes into notice at the time of the Retreat of the Ten
Thousand, who found repose there. Notwithstanding its com-
mercial importance, the remoteness of its position prevented it

from being much known to fame either in the Hellenic or the early

medieval period; its greatness dates from the time of the fourth

crusade (1204), when the Byzantine Empire was dismembered
and its capital occupied by the Latins. During the confusion

that followed that event Alexius Comnenus escaped into Asia,

and, having collected an army of Iberian mercenaries, entered

Trebizond, where he was acknowledged as the legitimate sove-

reign, and assumed the title of Grand Comnenus. Though only
twenty-two years of age, Alexius was a man of ability and
resolute will, and he succeeded without difficulty in making
himielf master of the greater part of the southern coast

of the Black Sea. The empire thus founded continued to

exist until 1461, when the city was taken by Mahommed II.

The cause of this long duration, and at the same time the

secret of its history, is to be found in the isolated position

of Trebizond and its district, between the mountains and the

sea, which has already been described. By this means it was
able to defy both the Seljuks and the Ottomans, and to maintain

its independence against the emperors of Nicaea and Constanti-

nople. But for the same reason its policy was always narrow, so

that it never exercised any beneficial influence on the world at

large. It was chiefly in the way of matrimonial alliances that it

was brought into contact with other states. The imperial

family were renowned for their beauty, and the princesses of this

race were sought as brides by Byzantine emperors of the dynasty

of the Palaeologi. by Western nobles, and by Mahommedan
princes; and the connexions thus formed originated a variety of
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dipioiiiatic relatioos and friendly or offensive alliances. The
paJace of Trebizond was famed for iu magnificence, the court for

its luxury and elaborate ceremonial, while at the same time it was
frequently a hotbed of intrigue and immorality. The Grand
Comneni were also patrons of art and learning, and in consequence

of this Trebizond was resorted to bymany eminent men, by whose
agercy the library of the palace was provided with i^uable
manuscripts and the city was adorned with splendid buildings.

The writers of the time speak with enthusiasm of its lofty towers,

of the churches and monasteries in the suburbs, and especially of

the gardens, orchards and olive groves. It excited the admir-

ation of Gonzales Clavijo, the Spanish envoy, when he passed

through it on his way to visit the court ofTimwat Samarkand
(Clavijo, Hisioria dd gran TamarlaHt p. 84); and Cardinal

Beasarion, who was a native of the place, in the latter part of

his life, when the city had passed into the hands of the Mahomme-
dans, and he was himself a dignitary of the Roman Church, so

little forgot the impression it had made upon him that he wrote a
work entitled'ThePraise ofTrebizond" (' EYni)fuorTpair«^o()yros)

,

which exists in manuscript at Venice. Little was known of the

history of the empire of Trebizond until the subject was taken in

hand by Professor Fallmerayer of Munich, who discovered the

chronicle of Michael Panaretus among the books of Cardinal

Bessarion, and from that work, and other sources of information

which were chiefly unknown up to that time, compiled his

GtsckkkU des Kaisertkums von Traptxunt (Munich, 1837). From
time to time the emperors of Trebizond paid tribute to the Seljuk

sultans of Iconium, to the grand khans of the Mongols, to Timur
the Tatar, to the Turkoman chieftains, and to the Ottomans; but
by means of skilful negotiations they were enabled practically to

secure their independence. We find them also at war with many
of these powers, and with the CSenoese, who endeavoured to

monopolize thecommerce of the Black Sea. The city was several

times besieged, the most formidable attack being that which

occurred in the reign of Andronicusl., the second emperor, when
the Seljuks, under the command of Melik, the son of the great

sultan Ala<ed-din, fiist assaulted the northern wall in the direc-

tion of the sea, and afterwards endeavoured to storm the upper
citadel by night. They failed, however, in both attempts; and
in the latter, owing to Uie darkness, and to the occurrence of a
violent storm which suddenly swelled the torrents in the ravines,

their force was thrown into inextricable confusion, and they were
compelled to abandon their camp and make the best of their

escape from the country. So great was the strength of the

fortifications that Mahommed II. might have experienced much
diflkulty in reducing it, had it not been for the pusillanimous

conduct of David, the last emperor, w^o surrendered the phice

almost unconditionally.

AhcuhI Memorials.—Several interesting monuments of this

period remain at Trebizond in the form of churches in the

Byzantine style of architecture. One of these is within the area

of the old city, viz. the church of the Panaghia Chrysokcphalos,

or Virgin of (he Gplden Head, a large and massive but exces-

sively plain building, which is now the Orta-hissar mosque.

On the farther side of the eastern ravine stands a smaller but
very well proportioned structure, the church of St Eugenlus,

the patron saint of Trebizond, now the Yeni Djuma djami, or
Kew Friday mosque. Still more important is the church of

Haghia Sophia, which occupies a conspicuous position over-

kwking the sea, about 2 m. west of the dty. The porches

of this are handsomely ornamented, and about 100 ft. from
it rises a tall campanile, the inner walls of which have been
covered In parts with frescoes of religious subjects, though these

are now much defaced. But the most remarkable memorial
of the middle ages that exists in all this district is the monastery
of Sumelas, which is situated about 25 m. from Trebizond, at

the side of a rocky glen, at a height of 4000 ft. above the sea.

Its position is most extraordinary, for it occupies a cavern in

the middle of the face of a perpendicular cliff 1000 ft.

high, where the white buildings offer a marked contrast to the
brown rock which forms their setting. It is approached by a
zigzag path at the side of the cliff, from which a flight of stone

steps and a wooden staircase give access to the monastery. The
valley below is filled with the richest vegeUtion, the under-

growth being largely composed of azaleas and rhododendrons.

An antiquity of 1500 years is claimed for the foundation of the

monastery, but it is certain that the first person who raised it

to importance was the emperor Alexius Comnenus III. of T^bi-
zond; he rebuilt it in 1360, and richly endowed it. The golden
bull of that emperor, which became thenceforth the chaner of

its foundation, is still preserved; it is one of the finest specimens
of such documents, and contains portraits of Alexius himself

and his queen. The monastery also possesses the firman of

Mahommed II. by which he accorded his protection to the

monks when he became master of the country.

BiBLiOGRAPRY.—J. Ph. Fallmerayer, Cesckicliu des Kaisertktms
mm TrapesuHt (Munich, 1827); also FragmenU aus dem Orient, vol. L
(Stuttgart. 184s); C. Tauer.Asie Mineure (Paris, 1863): C. Texier
and R. P. Pullan, Bymniine Architecture (London, 1864) ; G. Finlay,
History of Greece, vol. iv. (Oxford, 1877); H. F. Tozer. Turkish
Armenia and Eastern Asia Minor (London, 1881). (H. F. T.)

(a doublet of " triple," three-fold, from Lat. triplus,

triple; cf. " double " from duplus)^ the term applied, in music,

to the high or acute part of the musical system, as opposed to

tnd distinguished from the " bass," the lower or grave part.

The middle C is the practical division between the parts. The
word is also used as equivalent to the " soprano " voice, the
highest pitch or range of the human voice, but generally it b
confined to a boy's voice of this quality, " soprano " being used
of the corresponding female voice. The treble-clef is the G-def
on the second line. The origin of this application of the term
** treble," triplus^ threefold, to the highest voice or part is due
to the fact that in the early plain-song the chief melody was given

to the tenor, the second part to the alto (discanius) and where a
third part (triplum) was added it was assigned to the highest

voice, the soprano or treble.

TRBBUCHBT, a medieval siege engine, employed either to

batter masonry or to throw projectiles over walls. It was
developed from the post-classical Roman onager (wild ass),

which derived its name from the kicking action of the machine.

It consisted of a frame placed on the ground to which a vertical

frame of solid timber was rigidly fixed at its front end; through

the vertical frame ran an axle, which had a single stout spoke.

On the extremity of the spoke was a cup to receive the projectile.

In action the spoke was forced down, against the tension of

twisted ropes or other springs, by a windlass, and then suddenly
released. The spoke thus kicked the crosspiece of the vertical

frame, and the projectile at its extreme end was shot forward.

In the tribuchetthe means of propulsion was a counter-weight.

The axle which was near the top of a high strutted vertical

frame served as the bridge of a balance, the Sorter arm of which
carried the counter-weight and the longer arm the carrier for the

shot. An alternative name for the tr£buchet is the mangonel
(mangonneau),

TREBULA, the name of five andent towns in Italy, (i)

TREBtTiA in Samnium, a town of the Caraccni, on the left bank
of the Sangro,some 30 m. below Castel di SangTo;the church of

the Madonna degli Spineti near Quadri marks the site. It

appears to have been a municipium^ but we only know of its

existence In Hadrian's time. (3) TSEBinJi in Campania,
between Saticula and Suessula. The site is probably identical

with the hills bearing the modem name Tripaola (about 1000 ft.

above sea level) above the entrance to the valley of Maddaloni.

It is possibly this Trebula the dtizens of which received Latin

rights in 303 B.C. Its territory extended as far as the Via Appia,

and its place was taken in imperial times by the Vicus Nova-
nensis. on the road itself, near Suessula. (3) Trebula Balu-
ENSis (mod. Treglia), also in Campania, 22 m. north of Capua,
in the mountains, about 1000 ft. above sea-level. It revolted

to Hannibal and was reduced to obedience by Fabius. Remains
of walls, aqueduct and tombs exist. Its territory was men-
tioned in the projected distributions of land in Cicero's time:

and its wine was well thought of under Nero. It was a muni-

cipium. (4) Tsebitla Mutttesca in the Sabine country, 2 m.
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east of the point where the Via Caecilia diverges from the Via
SaUria. It lies about i m. south-west of the modern Monte-
leone, and an amphitheatre and other remains are visible. In
a dedication made there by the consul Mummius in 146 B.C. it

is spoken of as a vicus, but when the praefecturae were abolished

it became a municipium. The post station of Vicus Novus on
the Via Salaria (mod. Osteria Li Massacd) belonged to its

territory (see N. Persichetti in R9miuke MiUeiiungent 1898,

P- 193) • (5) Trebula Suffenas is generally placed 6 m. south of

Reate (mod. Rieli) on the Via Quinctia, but is with considerable

probability identified with Ciciliano, 10 m. east of Tivoli, 2030 ft.

above sea-level, by Q. CunU {Jahreskefle des oeslerr. arch.

Instituis, 1899, ii. 89), who combines the evidence of inscriptions

and of the description in Martial (v. 71), with a new interpreta-

tion of the Itineraruf. There are remains of an ancient road,

with substruaures in rough polygonal work ascending to it in

zigzags. (T. As.)

TREDEGAR, an urban district in the western parliamentary

division of Monmouthshire, England, on the Sirhowy river,

24 m. north of Cardiff, on a joint line of the London & North-

western and the Rhymney railways. Pop. (1901), 18,497.

It stands at an elevation of about 1000 ft., and owes its existence

to the establishment in the beginning of the 19th century of the

works of the Tredegar Iron and Coal Company, which employ
most of the large industrial population. The place gave the

title of Baron Tredegar (c. 1859) to Sir Charles Morgan Robinson

Morgan, Bart. (1792-1875), whose grandfather, Sir Charles

Gould, Bart., married the heiress of John Morgan of Tredegar

and changed his name to Morgan. He was M.P. for Brecknock

in 1835-1847. He married a granddaughter of the ist Lord
Rodney. His son Godfr^ (b. 1830), who succeeded to the

barony, was created Viscount Tredegar in 1905; he had served

in the Crimea and taken part in the famous Balaclava charge.

TREDGOLD, THOMAS (i 788-1829), English engineer, was
born at Brandon, near Durham, on the 22nd of August 1788, and
at the age of fourteen was apprenticed to a carpenter. In 1808

he went to Scotland, and after*working there as a journeyman
for five years, obtained emplo>-ment in London with an architect.

He began to practice as a dvil engineer on his own account in

1823, but much of his time was devoted to. the preparation of

his engineering text-books, which gained a wide repuution.

They included EUmentary Principles of Carpentry (1820), almost

the first book of its kind in English; Practiced Treatise on the

Strength of Cast Iron and other Metals (1824) ; Principles of Warm'
ing and Ventilating Public Buildings (1824); Practical Treatise

on Railroads end Carriages {iS2s)i And The Steam Engine (1827).

He died in London on the 28th of January 1829.

TREE, SIR HERBERT BEERBOHM (.1853- ). English

actor and manager, was bom in London, on the X7th of Decem-
ber 1853, the son of Julius Beerbohm, a London merchant of

German parentage; his half-brother. Max Beerbohm (b. 1872),

became well known as a dranuitic critic, a miscellaneous writer

and caricaturist. Taking the stage name of Beerbohm T/ee he

made his first professional appearance in London in 1876.

After some years of varied experience he made a striking success

in 1884 as the curate in The Private Secretary^ but he was making
himself well known meanwhile in dramatic circles as an admir-

able actor in many r61ea. In September 1887 he became lessee

and manager of the Haymarket theatre, London, where his

representations of melodramatic " character " parts, as in Jim
the Penman, The Red Lamp, and A Man*s Shadow, were highly

successful. His varied talents as an actor were displayed,

however, not only in a number of modem dramas, such as H. A.

Jones's Dancing Girl, but also in romantic parts such as Grin-

goire, and in the production of so essentially a literary play as

Henley's Beau Austin; and in classic parts his ability as a come-

dian was shown in The Merry Wives of Windsor, in which he
played Fabtaff, and as a tragedian in Hamlet-, his presentations

of Shakespearewere notable too as carrying forward the methods

6! realistic staging inaugurated at the Lyceum under Irving.

In 1897 Mr Tree moved to the new Her Majesty's (afterwards

His Majesty's) theatre, opening with Gilbert Parker's Seats of
the Mighty, but his chief successes were in Stephen Phillips's

poetical dramas, and in his splendid revivab of Shakespeare
(especially Richard 11. and the Merchant of Venice). The
magnificence of the mounting, the originality and research shown
iii the " business " of his productions, and his own versatiUiy

in so many different types of character, made his management
memorable in the history of the London stage; and on the death
of Sir Henry Irving he was generally recognized as the leader in

his profession. His wife (Maud Holt), an accomplished actress,

and their daughter Viola, were also prominently associated with

him. In 1907 he took his company to Berlin at the invitation of

the German emperor, and gave a selection from his ripertoire

with great success. In the same year he established a school of

dramatic art, for the training of actors, in London; and in this

and other ways he was promihent in forwarding the interests of

the stage. He was knighted in 1909.

TREE (O. Eng. trio, trcow, cf. Dan. //'ae,Swed. trdd, tree, IrS,

timber; allied forms are found in Russ. drevo, Gr. 6fivs, oak, and
66pu, spear, Welsh denp, Irish darog, oak, and Skr. ddru,

wood), the term, applied in a wide sense, to all plants which grow
with a permanent single woody stem or trunk of some height,

branching out at some distance from the ground. There is a
somewhat vague dividing line, in popular nomenclature, between
" shrubs " and " trees," the former term being usually applied

to plants with several stems, of lower height, and bushy in

growth. The various species to which the name " tree " can
be given are treated under their individual titles, e.g. oak, ash,

elm, &c.; the articles Fir and Pine treat of two large groups of

conifers; general information is provided by the articles Plakts
and GvMNOSPERifS; tree cultivation will be found under Forests
AND Forestry and Horticulture; and the various types of

tree whose wood is useful for practical purposes under Timber.
Apart from this general meaning of the word, the chief trans-

ferred use is that for a piece of wood used for various specific

purposes, as a framework, bar, &c., such as the tree of a saddle,

axle-tree, cross-tree, &c.

TREE-CREEPER, one of the smallest of British birds, and.
regard being had to its requirements, one very generally distri-

buted. It is the Certhia familiaris of ornithology, and is remark-
able for the stiffened shafts of its long and pointed tail-feathers,

aided by which, and by its comparatively large feet, it climbs

the tmnks or branches of trees, invariably proceeding upwards or

outwards and generally in a spiral direction, as it seeks the small

insects that are hidden in the bark and forni its chief food. When
in the course of its search it nears the end of a branch or the top
of a trunk, it flits to another, always alighting lower down than
the place it has left, and so continues its work. Inconspicuous

in colour—for its upper plumage is mostly of various shades of

brown mottled with white, buff and tawny, and beneath it is of a
silvery white—the tree-creeper is far more common than the

incurious suppose; but, attention once drawn to it, it Can be
frequently seen and at times heard, for though a shy singer its

song b loud and sweet. The jiest is neat, generally placed in a
chink formed by a half-detached piece of bark, which secures

it from observation, and a considerable mass of material is

commonly used to stuff tip the opening and give a sure founda-

tion for the tiny cup, in which are laid from six to nine eggs of

a translucent white, spotted or blotched with rust-colour.

The tree-creeper inhabits almost the whole of Europe it well as
Algeria and has been traced across Asia to lapan. It is now recog-
niud as an inhabitant of the greater part of North America, though
for a time examples from that part of the world, which differed

slightly in the tinge of the plumage, were accounted a distinct species

(C. americana) and even those from Mexico and Guatemala (C. mexi-
cana) have lately been referred to the same. It therefore occupies an
area not exceeded in extent by that of many passerine birds and
is one of the strongest witnesses to the close afliance of the so<aUed
Nearcttc and Palacarctic regions.

Allied to the tree-creeper, but without its lengthened and stiff

tail-feathers, is the genus Tichodroma, the single member of which
is the wall-creeper (T. muraria) of the Alps and some other mountain-
ous parts of Europe and Asia. It is occasionally seen in Switserland.

fluttering like a big butterfly against the face of a rock coupicuoua
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from the tcariet-crimson of its wing-coverts and its white spotted
primaries. lu bright hue b hardly visible when the bird is at rest,

and it then presentsa dingy aj^pearance of grey and black. It is

a species of wide range, extending from Spain to China ; and, though
but seldom leaving its cliffs, it has wandered even so far as England.
Mcrrett (Ptnox, p. 177) in 1667 included it as a British bird, and the
correspondence between Marsham and Gilbert White {Proc. Norf.
and Norm. Nat. Socuty, n. 180) proves that an example was shot m
Norfolk, on the jpnh of October 1792: while another is reported
(Zodofist, 2nd scries, p. 4839) to have been killed in Lancashire on
the 8th of May 1872.
The passerine family Certhiidae contains a number of genera of

birds to whkh the general name "creeper" is applied: they occur
in North America, Europe and Asia, the greater part of Afnca. and
Australia and New Guinea. (A. N.)

TREE-FERH. In old and well-grown specimens of some of

the familiar ferns of temperate climates the wide-spreading crown
of fronds nuiy be observed to rise at a distance often of a good
many inches above the ground, and from a stem of consider-

able thickness. The common male fern Lastraea {Pilix-mas)

affords the commonest instance of this; higher and thicker

trunks are, however, occasionally presented by the royal fern

(Osmuuda regalis), in which a height of 3 ft. may be attained,

and this with very considerable apparent thickness, due, however,

to the origin and descent of a new scries of adventitious roots

from the bases of each annual set of fronds. Some tropical

members and allies of these genera become more distinctly

tree-like, e.g. Todca; PUris also has some sub-arboreal forms.

(Heandra Is branched and shrub-like, while Angiopicris and Mar-
aiiia may also rise to 2 ft. or more. But the tree-ferns proper

are practically included within the family Cyatheaceae. Tliis

includes seven genera {Cyatkea^ AlsophUa^ Hemitelia, Dkksoniaf
TkyrsopUriSf Cibotium and Balantium) and nearly 300 species,

of which ft few are herbaceous, but the majority arboreal and
palm-like, reaching frequently a height of 50 ft. or more. Also-

pkila excdsa of Norfolk Island having sometimes measured 60 to

So ft. The fronds are rarely simple or simply pinnate, but usually

tripinnate or decompound, and may attain a length of 20 ft.,thus

forming a splendid crown of foliage. The stem may occasionally

branch into many crowns.

The genera are of wide geographical range, mostly within the
tropics: but South Australia, New Zealand, and the southern Pacific

islands all possess their tree-ferns. In Tasmania Alsophila australis

has been found up to the snow-level, and in the humid and mountain-
ous regions of the tropics tree-ferns are also found to range up t» a
considerable altitude. The fronds may either contribute to the
apparent thickness of the stem by leaving more or less of their bases,

which become hardened and persistent, or they may be articulated

to the stem and fall off, leaving characteristic scars in spiral series

upon the stem. The stem is frequently much increased in apparent
thickness by the downgrowth of aerial roots, forming a black coating
several inches or even a foot in thickness, but its essential structure
differs little in principle from that familiar in the rhizome of the
common bracken {Ptetis). To the ring or rather netted cylinder
of fibrovascular bundles characteristic of all ferostems scattered

internal as well as external bundles arising from these are
superadded and in a tree-fern the outer bundles give off branches
to the defending roots from the region where they pass into the
leaves.

Tree-ferns are cultivated for their beauty alone*, a few, however,
are of some economic applications, chiefly as sources of starch.

Thus the beautiful AlsophUa excelsa of Norfolk Island is said to be
threatened with extinction for the sake of its sago-likc pith, which
b greedily eaten by hogs; Cyathea medullaris also furnishes a kind
of sago to the natives of New Zealand, Queensland and the Pacific

islands. A Javanese kpecies of Dicksonia (Z>. chrysotricha) furnishes

silky hairs, whkh have been imported as a styptic, and the long
silky or rather woolly hairs, so abundant on the stem and frond-leaves

in the various species of Cibotium have not only been put to a
similar use, but m the Sandwich Islands furnish wool for stuffing

mattresses and cushions, which was formerly an article of export.
The " Tartarian lamb," or Agnus uythicus of old travellers' tales

in China and Tartary. is simply the woolly stock of Ciboiium
Baronutt, which, when dried and inverted, with all save four of its

frond-stalks cut away, has a droll resemblance to a toy sheep.

TRSB FROO. Many different groups of tailless Batrachians

(see Froc) are adapted to arboreal life, which is indicated by
expansions of the tips of the fingers and toes, adhesive disks which
assist the animal in climbing on vertical smooth surfaces. These
disks do not act as suckers, but adhere by rapid and intense

pressure of the distal phalanx and special muscles upon the lower

surface, which is also provided with numerous gisnds producing

ft viscous secretion.

The best-known tree frog is the little Hy/a arborea of continental

Europe, raineUe ot the French, Laub/rosch of the Germans,
often kept in glass cylinders provided with a ladder, which the

frog is supposed to ascendor descend in prevision of the weather.

But recent experiments conducted on scientific principles show
that not much reliance can be placed on its prophecies. This

frog is one of the smallest of European Batrachians, rarely

reaching a in. in length; its upper parts are smooth and shiny,

normally of a bright grass-green, which may change rapidly

to yellow, brown, oUve or black; some specimens, deprived of the

yellow pigment which contributes to form the green colour, are

sky-blue or turquoise blue; the lower parts are granulate and
white.

The family Hylidae, of which the European tree frog is the type,
is closely related to the Bufonidae or true roads, being distinguished
from them bv the presence of teeth in the upper jaw and by tne claw-
like shape of the terminal phalanx of the oigits. It is a large family,
represented by about three hundred species, two hundred and fifty

of which belong to the genustfWa, distnbuted over Europe, temperate
Asia, North Africa, North and South America, Papua and Australia.
Close allies of Hyta are the NoMrema of Central and South America,
in which the female develops a dorsal broad pouch in which the
young undergo part or the whole of their metamorphoses. The
genus Pkyliomedusa. also from Central and South America, are
quadrumanous; the mner finger and the toe being opposable to the
others, and the foot being very similar to the lund. These frogs
deposit their spawn between the leaves of branches overhanging
water, into which the tadpoles drop and spend their larval life.

TREE KANGAROO, -any individual of the diprotodont msr-
supial genus Dendrolagus (see Marsufiaiia). Three spedes are

inhabiunts of New Guinea ftnd the fourth is found in North
Queensland. They differ greatly from all other members of the
family (Macropodidae), being chiefly arboreal in their habits, and
feeding on bark, leaves and fruit. Their hinder limbs are

shorter than in the true kangaroos, and their fore limbs are loni;cr

and more robust, ftnd have very strong curved and pointed claws.

The best-known spedes, Lumholtz* tree kangaroo (Dendrolagus

lumkoltzi)^ Is found in North Queensland. It was named by
Professor CoUett in honour of its discoverer, who described it as

living on the highest parts of the mountains, fn the densest scrub

and most inaccessible places. It is hunted by the blacks with

trained dingoes; the floh Is much prized by the blacks, but the

presence of a worm between the musdes and the skin renders

it less inviting to Europeans.

TREB-SHREW, any of the arboreal insectivorous mammals
of the genus Tupaia. There are about a dozen species, widely

distributed over the east. There is a general resemblance to

sqxiirrels. The species differ chiefly in the size and in colour and
length of the fur. Nearly all have long bushy tails. Thdr food

consists of insects and fruit, which they usually seek for in the

trees. When feeding they often sit on their haunches, holding

the focd, after the manner of squirrels, between their fore paws.

The pen-tailed tree-shrew (P/i/0cerci»/mp*)|{rom Borneo, Sumatra
and the Malay Peninsula, is the second generic representative of

the family Tupaiidae. The head and body, clothed in blackish-

brown fur, are about 6 in. long; the tail, still longer, is black,

scaled and sparsdy haired for the upper two-thirds, while the

lower third is fringed on each side with long hairs, mostly white.

One shrew from Borneo and a second from the Philippines have

been referred to a separate genus under the name Urogaie evercUi

and U. cyiindrurot on account of their uniformly short-haired, in

place of varied, tails. (See iNSEcnvORA.)
TREE-WORSHIP. Primitive man, observing the growth and

death of trees, the elastidty of thdr branches, the sensitiveness

and the annual decay and revival of thdr foliage, anticipated in

his own way the tendency of modem sdence to lessen the gulf

between the animal and the vegetable world. When sober Greek

philosophere (Aristotle, Plutarch) thought that trees had percep-

tions, passions and reason, less profound thinkers may be excused

for ascribing to them human conceptions and supernatural

powers, and for entertaining beliefs which were entirely rational
'

' '-om primitive points of view. These beliefs w*
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part of a small stock of fundamental ideas into which sdentiSc

knowledge of causation did not enter, ideas which persist in one
form or another over a large portion of the world, and have even

found a place in the higher religions, inevitably conditioned

as these positive faiths are by the soil upon which they flourish.*

In fact, the evidence for tree-worship is almost unmanageably
large, and since comparative studies do not as yet permit a
concise and crndusive synopsis of the subject, this article will

confine itself to some of the more prominent characteristics.

Numerous popular stones reflect a firmly rooted belief in an
intimate connexion between a human being and a tree, plant

or flower. Sometimes a man's life depends upon the

fhrnnijhi ^^^ ^°^ suffers when it withers or is injured, and we
encounter the idea of the external soul, already found

in the Egyptian " Talc of the Two Brothers " of at least 3000years

ago. Here one of the brothers leaves his heart on the top of the

flower of the acacia and falls dead when it is cut down. Some-
times, however, the tree is an index, a mysterious token which

shows its sympathy with an absent hero by weakening or dying,

as the man becomes ill or loses his life. These two features very

easily combine, and they* agree in representing a—to us—
mysterious sympathy between tree- and human-life, which, as a
matter of fact, frequently manifests itself in recorded beliefs and
customs of historical times.* Thus, sometimes the new-bom
child is associated with a newly planted tree with which its life is

supposed to be bound up; or, on ceremonial occasions (betrothal,

marriage, ascent to the throne), a personal relationship of this

kind is instituted by planting trees, upon the fortunes of which

the career of the individual depends. Sometimes, moreover,

boughs or plants are selected and the individual draws omens of

life and death from the fate of. his or her choice. Again, aman will

put himself into relationship with a tree by depositing upon it

something which has been in the closest contact with himself

(hair, clothing, &c.). This is not so unusual as might appear;

there are numerous examples of the conviction that a sympathetic

relationship continues to subsist between things which have once

been connected {e.g. a man and his hair), and this may be illus-

trated especially in magical practices upon material objects which

are supposed to affect the former owner.* We have to start then

with the recognition that the notion of a real inter-connexion

between human life and trees has never presented any difficulty

to primitive minds.

The custom of transferring disease or sickness from men to

trees is well known.* Sometimes the hair, nails, clothing, &c.,

of a sickly person are fixed to a tree, or they are forcibly inserted

in a hole in the trunk, or the tree is split and the patient passes

through the aperture. Where the tree has been thus injured, its

recovery and that of the patient are often associated. Different

explanations may be found of such customs which naturally

take rather different forms among peoples in different grades of

* In this as in other subjects of comparative religion (see Serpent-
Worship), the comparative and historical aspects of ihe problems
should not be severed from psychology, which investigates the actual

mental processes themselves. A naive raiionalism or intcUectualism

which would ridicule or deplore the modern retention of " primitive**

ideas h^s to reckon with the psychology of the modem average
mental constitution; a more critical and more sympathetic attitude

may recognize in religious and in other forms of belief and custom
the necessary consequences of a continuous development linking

togerher the highest and the lowest conceptions of life.

^See the evidence collected by E. S. Hartland. Tke Legend of
Perseus (1894-1896), ii.; J. G. Fraxer. The Golden Bouih T1900).

iii. 351 sqq., 391 ; and in general, A. E. Crawley, The Idea of the SotU

^Tnere appears to be a fundamental confusion of asoociation,

likeness ana identity, which on psychological grounds is quite
intelligible. It is appropriate to notice the custom of injuring an
enemy by simply beating a tree-stump over which his name had
previously been pronounced (A.B. Ellis, The Ewe-speahing Peoples of
the Slave Coast of West Africa, 1890, p. 98). The folk-lore of the
" name" is widespread and of great antiquity, and certain features

of it show that a thing (individual or object) and its name were
not easily disconnects, and that what affected the one affected

the other. In this case, by pronouncing the name the tree-stump
for all intents and purposes became the enemy.

* Hartland ii. 142 sqq.; Frazer, iii. 26 sqq.

civilization. Much depends upon the theory of illness. In
India, for example, when the patient is supposed to be tormented
by a demon, ceremonies are performed to provide it with a tree

where it wiU dwell peacefully without molesting the patient so

long as the tree is left unharmed.* Such ideas do not enter, of

course, when the rite merely removes the illness and selfishly

endangers the health of those who may approach the tree.*

Again, sometimes it is clearly feUthat the man'spersonality has

been mystically united with some healthy and sturdy tree, and in

this case we may often presume that such trees already possessed

some peculiar reputation. The custom finds an analogy when
hair, nail-clippings, &c., are hung upon a tree for safety's sake lest

they fall into the hands of an enemy who might injure the owner
by means of them.

In almost every part of the world travellers have observed the

custom of hanging objects upon trees in order to establish some
sort of a relationship between the offerer and the tree.

Such trees not infrequently adjoin a well or are accom- JJ^
panicd by sacred buildings, pillars, &c. Throughout
Europe, also, a mass of evidence has been collected testifying to

the lengthy persistence of " superstitious " practices and beliefs

concerning them. The trees are known as the scenes of pilgrim-

ages, ritual ambulation, and the recital of (Christian) prayers.

WreathS) ribbons or rags are suspended to win favour for sick

men or cattle, or merely for "good luck." Popular belief

associates the sites with healing, bewitching, or mere " wishing ";

and though now perhaps the tree is the object only of some vague
respect, there are abundant allusions to the earlier vitality of

coherent and systematic cults.' Decayed or fragmentary though
the features may be in Europe, modern observers have found in

other parts of the world more organic examples which enable us,

not necessarily to reconstruct the fragments which have survived

in the higher religions and civilizations, but at least to understand
their earlier significance. In India, for example, the Korwas
hang rags on the trees which form the shrines of the village-gods.

In Nebraska the object of the custom was to propitiate the super-

natural beings and to procure good weather and hunting. In
Soitth America Darwin recorded a tree honoured by numerous
offerings (rags, meat, cigars, &c.); libations were made to it, and
horses were sacrificed.* If, in this instance, the Gauchos regarded
the tree, not as the embodiment or abode of Walleechu, but as the
very god himself, this is a subtle but very important transference

of thought, the failure to realize which has not been confined to

those who have venerated trees.

Among the Arabs the sacred trees are haunted by angels or by
jinn; sacrifices are made, and the sick who sleep beneath them
receive prescriptions in their dreams. Here, as ^^^
frequently elsewhere, it is dangerous to pull a bough. .n^Jjjy
This dread of damaging special trees is familiar: Cato
instructed the woodman to sacrifice to the male or female deity

before thinning a grove {De re rustica, 139), while in the Homeric
poem to Aphrodite the tree nymph is wounded when the tree is

injured, and dies when the trunk falls.* Early Buddhism decided

that trees had neither mind nor feeling and might lawfully be cut

;

but it recognized that certain spirits might reside in them, and
this the modem natives of India firmly believe. Prc^itiation is

made before the sacrilegious axe is laid to the holy trees; loss of

life or of wealth and the failure of rain are feared should they be
wantonly cut; and there are even trees which it is dangerous to

climb '* The Talein of Burma prays to the tree before he cuts it

down, and the African woodman will place a fresh ^rig upon the

* W. Crooke. The Popular Religion and Felk-4ore of Northern India
(1896), ii. 02 sqq. ; cf. p. 96, where the demon, the cause of sterility,

is removed to trees.

• Cf. E. B. Tylor. Primitive Culture (1903), ii. 149 «eq.. C. L.
Gomme. Ethnology in Folk-lore (1892). 141 seq.

* Hartland ii. 175 sqq.: Gomme. pp. 85,94 seq., 102 sqq., and
the literature at the end of this anicle.

• Tylor ii. 223 seq.

*Sce generallv Frazer i. 170. sqq., Tylor i. 475 sqq., ii. 219 seq.
For the survival of the idea of modern Greece, sec J. C. Lcwaon,
Modem Greek Folk-lore (1910). p. 1 58 seq.

"Crooke ii. 77, 87, 90 sqq.
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Stump as a new home for the spirit. In the Gold Coast the silk-

cotton and odum (poison) trees are especially sacred as the abode

of the two ddties, who arc honoured by sacrifices—even of human
.victims; these indwelt trees must not be cut, and, since all trees

of these species are under their protection, they can be felled only

after certain purificatory ceremonies.* In general the evidence

shows that sacred trees must not be injured unless they (re.

their spirits) have been appeased, or means taken to provide the

occupant with another abode. That the difference between the

sacred object and the sacred occupant was not always clearly

drawn is quite intelligible from those beliefs of much less rudi-

mentary religions which confuse the unessential with the

esscntiaL

Again, when the jungle-races of India clear the forests, they

leave behind certain trees which are carefully protected lest the

sylvan gods should abandon the locality (Crooke ii. 90). These
trees embody the local deities much in the same way as the north

European homestead had a tree or a small grove for the guardian-

spirit or " lord of the home," and they resemble the tree tutelary

genius of old German villages and the Japanese trees which are

the terrestrial dwelling-places of the guardian of the hamlets.'

Such beliefs as these are more significant when trees are associated

with the spirits of the dead. Trees were planted around graves

in Greece, and in Roman thought groves were associated with the

manes of the pious. The Baduyas of the central provinces of

India worship the souls of their ancestors in groves of Saj trees,

and this may be supplemented by various modern burial usages

where the dead are buried in trees, or where the sacred tree of the

village enshrines the souls of the dead forefathers. Thus among
the natives of South Nigeria each village has a big tree into which
the ^irits of the dead are supposed to enter; when a woman
wants a child or when a man is sick, sacrifice is made to it, and
if the " Big God " Osdwo who lives in the sky is favourable the

request is granted.'

Often the tree is famous for oracles. Best known, perhaps, is

the oak of Dodona tended by priests who slept on the ground.

ft#H»«f The tall oaks of the old Prussians were inhabited
£"*• by gods who gave responses, and so numerous are

the examples that the old Hebrew *' terebinth of the teacher
"

(Gen. zii. 6), and the " terebinth of the diviners " (Judg.

iz. 37) may reasonably be placed in this category. Important

sacred trees are also the object of pilgrimage, one of the

DBOst noteworthy being the branch of the Bo tree at Ceylon

brought thither before the Christian era.* The tree-spirits will

hold sway over the surrounding forest or district, and the animals

In the locality are often sacred and must not be harmed. Thus,

the pigeons at the grove of Dodona, and the beasts around the

north European tree-sanctuaries, were left untouched, even as

the modem Dyak would allow no interference with the snake by
the side of the bush which enshrined a dead kinsman.* Sacred

fires burned before the Lithuanian Perkuno and the Roman
Jupiter; both deities were closely associated with the oak, and,

indeed, the oak seems to have been very commonly used for the

perpetual holy fires of the Aryans.* The powers of the tree-

deities, though often especially connected with the elements, are

not necessarily restricted, and the sacred trees can form the cen-

tre of religious, and sometimes, also, of national life. Such deities

are not abstract beings, but are potent and immediate, and the

cultus is primarily as utilitarian as the duties of life itself. They
may have their proper ministrants- ia) the chief sanctuary of

the old Prussians was a holy oak around which lived priests and a

lugh priest known as " God's mouth "; (6) in Africa there are

^ A. B. Ella, op. cit. pp. dosqq.; cf. further Frazer i. 180. 1R2 sqq.
•Tylor ii. 225: H. M. Chadwick. "The Oak and the Thunder-

god," Journ. oj the Anlhrop. Inst. (1900), pp. 30, 32, 43.
»C. Partridge, rhe Cross River Natives

I1904), p. 273. cf. further
Crooke ti. 85, 91 ; Tytor ti. 10 seq.; Frazer i. 178 sqq.: J. G. Forlong,
Faiths cf Man, iii. 446.

• Tylor ii. 218. and for other examples, pp. 224, 226;W.R. Smith.
JUiieum of Ike Semites (1894), p. 185.

• Frazer i. 179. cf. 230.
• Ibid. 168: see his Lectures on the Early History of the Kingship

C«905). PP- 309, a8i.
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sacred groves into which the priest alone may enter, and (c)

among the Kissil-Bashi (or Kizilbashes) of the Upper Tigris and
Euphrates, the holy tree of the village stands in an enclosure to
which only the father-priest has access.' The trees may be the
scene of religious festivals, and—what sometimes goes with these

—of periodical fairs and markets. Among the Lousiade group in

British New Guinea the religious feasts are held under the sacred
tree and a portion is laid aside for the siMrit-occupants. That the
invisible spirit naturally enjoyed only the spiritual part of the
offerings is a belief which may have been shared by others than
the African negro.* Human sacrifice is known on the Slave Coast
and in the Punjab; it was practised among the Druids, and at

Odin*s grave at Upsala. It is also said that the pollution of old

Prussian sacred groves and springs by the intrusion of Christians

was atoned for by human victims. Indeed, to judge from later

popular custom and tradition, and from the allusion in ancient

writers, various grisly rites and acts of licentiousness (such as the
more advanced Hebrew prophets denounced) were by no means
unusual features in the cults of trees and vegetation.*

Although trees have played so prominent a part in the history

of religions, the utmost caution is necessary in any attempt to
estimate the significance of isolated evidence and its Fomtol
relation to the contemporary thought. Let it suffice Dtvio§'

to notice that in West Equatorial Africa the death of '^
the sacred tree near the temples leads to the abandonment of the

village, that in Rome the withering of the sacred fig-tree of

Romulus in the Forum caused the greatest consternation. One
can now understand in some mea.^ure why so much importance
should be attached to a venerated tree, but these examples will

illustrate the different historical and religious conditions which
require study in any investigation of tree-worship. Unfortunately

one constantly reaches the point where the ancient writer or

the modern observer has failed to record the required information.'

"Moreover, we do not encounter tree-cults at their rise: in every

case we arrest the evidence at a certain stage of development.

It is often impossible to determine why certain trees are sacred;

sometimes it may be that the solitary tree is the survivor of a
forest or grove, or it has attracted attention from its curious

or uncanny form, or again it stands on a spot which has an
immemorial reputation for sanctity. The persistence of sacred

localities is often to be observed in the East, where more rudi-

mentary forms of tree-cults stand by the side of or outlive higher

types of religion." The evolution of sacred trees and of rehgious

beliefs and practices associated therewith have not always

proceeded along parallel lines. As ideas advanced, the spirits

associated with trees were represented by posts, idols, or masks;

altars were added, and the trunk was roughly shaped to represent

the superhuman occupant. There is reason to believe that the

last-mentioned transformation has frequently happened in the

development of iconography. Indeed, the natives of the Antilles

suppose that certain trees instructed sorcerers to shape their

trunks into idols, and to instal them in temple-huts where they

could be worshipped and could inspire their priests with oracles."

» (a) Chadwick 32: (ft) Tylor it. 224; (f) The Standard, Sept. 10,

1901. For an Alrican tree-god with priesthood and "wives,'
see Ellis, oP. cit. p. 50.

• Tylor u. 216 (citing Waitz. Anthrop. h. 188).

•Sec Golden Bough, i. 171 seq.; Lucan. Phar. iii. 405; P. H.
Mallet. Northern Antiquities, i. 113. Chadwick 32; and, for the
survivals. Golden Bough iii. 345.

'" So in Asia Minor where a tree hung; with rags stands by a rock
with an ancient *' Hittite" representation of the god of vecetation
(W. M. Ramsay, The Expositor, Nov., 1906, p. 461 seq.). " Hittite

"

religion has long passed away, but the locality preserves its sacred

character and presents a form of cult older than the " Hittite
"

civilization itself (cf also the persistence of the veneration of trees

in Palestine in spite of some four thousand years of history). There
has not been a reversion to ancient forms of cult in their organic
entirety, but with the weakening and loss of the positive influences

in the course of history, there has been no progression, and the
communities live in simpler conditions and at a simpler stage of

mental evolution and they are '* childlike " rather than " senile
"

or *' decadent."
" Tylor. ii 216. Here one majyr observe: (a) the virtues of the tree

as a whole will be retained—as in the case of the relic of a medieval
saint—in any part of it (cf. ibid. 217; the offshoots of the oak oi
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The development of the beliefs relating to the spirit-occupants

themselves would take us aloAg quite another line of inquiry.

When the tree4pirit was conceived to be of human shape the

numerous stories which associate trees with men or deities of flesh

and blood would easily arise; and just as Indian natives have
gods which are supposed to dwell in trees, so in higher religions

we find a Zeus or a Dionysus Endendros, gods, " occupants of

trees," who have been identified with one or other of the leading

members of a recognized pantheon.*

The vicissitudes of the old tree-spirits are influenced by the

circumstances of history. Syrian writers speak of a " king of the

forest " and of a tall olive tree to the worship of which

JjJJ^J]'*'
Satan seduced the people. But these " trees of the

demons " were hewn down by zealous Syrian Chris-

tians. So also the caliph Omar cut down the tree at Ijodaibaya

visited by pilgrims, lest it should be worshipped, and the Council

of Nantes (a.o. 895) expressly enjoined the destruction of trees

which were consecrated to demons. Tradition has preserved

some recollections of the overthrow of tree-cult in Europe.

Bonifacius destroyed the great oak of Jupiter at Geismar in Hesse,

and built of the wood a chapel to St Peter. (A similar continuity

was maintained near Hebron when Constantine destroyed the

idols and altars beneath the oak or terebinth of Abraham at

Mamre and replaced them by a basilica.) On the Heinzenberg

near Zell the Chapel of Our Lady stands where the old tree

uttered its complaint as the woodman cut it down; and at Kil-

dare (cUldara, church of the oak), " Saint " Brigit or Bridget

built her church under an oak tree.' On the other hand, at

Samosata, the sacred tree worshipped in Christian times, was
honoured as the wood of Christ's cross, and this growth of a new
tradition to justify or at least to modify an old survival recurs

in Palestine where the holy trees, whether adjoining a venerated

tomb or not, are often connected with the names of saints or

prophets and sometimes with appropriate traditions.

It is impossible to do more than indicate the outUnes of an Intricate

subject which concerns the course of certain fundamental ideas. '

their particular development so far as trees are concerned, and the
more accidental factors which have influenced iheM two lines within
historical times. Several important aspects hHve been inevitably
ignored, e.g. the marriage of trees and tree-spirits, the annual festn'afs

at the growth and decay of vegetation, and the evidence for the
association of prominent deities with tree-spirits. For these features
and for other general information see especially the works of J. G.
Frazer {Golden Bouth; Lectures on Ktngihip; Adonis, AUis and
Osiris: Totemism ana Exogamy), other literature cited in the courw
of this article, and the numerous works dealing with primitive
religious and other customs. Among the most useful monographs
are those of C. Boetticher. Der Baumkullus d. Heilenen (18^6);
W. Mannhardt, Der Baumkullus der Cennanen und ihrer NacJtbar'
sldmme (1875), Antike Wold- und Feldkutle (1877). and, for intro-

ductory study. Mrs J. H. Philpot, The Sacred TrUt or the Tree in

ReUgion and Myth (1897). (S. A. C.)

TREFOIL (Lat. Irifolium, three-leaved plant, Fr. trifle, Ger.

Dreiblall and DreiNailbogen), the term in Gothic architecture

given to the ornamental foliation or cusping introduced in the

heads of window-lights, tracery, panellings, &c., in which the

centre takes the form of a three-lobed leaf, one of the earliest

examples being in the plate tracery at Winchester (1222-2235);
see QUATREFOIL.
TREGBLLBS. SAMUEL PRIDEAUX (1813-1875), English

theologian, was born at Wodehouse Place, near Falmouth, on
the 30th of January 1813. His parents were Quakers, and he
himself for many years was in communion with the (Darbyite)

Plymouth Brethren, but afterwards became a Presbyterian.

Dodona; the sacred oak of which the Argo was built); also (6) it

was believed that the divine essence could be made to enter—tran-
substantiated as it were—into an image (cf. Rameses II. and his
idols; see Breasted. Egy^. Hist. Doc. ui. 179, note; and for analo-
gies see Fdk'Lore, viii. 325).

* Even the Hebrews knew of the good-will of " Him who dwelt
in the bush " (Deut. xxxiii. 16). ror ideas associating Yahwch
(Jehovah) with trees, sec J. G. Frazer, Anthrop. Essays to E. B. Tylor
(1007), p. 125 seq.

,
*Sec Chadwick 33, 35: Frazer, Lectures, 225; and Hartland ii.

181, 184 (who refers to the tree-worship tiken over by St Marce
and St Etto). Even the temples of Dodona and of Jupiter Capi-
tolinus stood on the sites of older tree-worship.

For a while he worked at the ironworks, Keath' Abb^,
Glamorgan, and then set up as a private tutor in Falmouth^
finally devoting himself to a laborious student life, until he was
incapacitated by paralysis in 1870. He received the LL.D.
degree from St Andrews and a pension of £200 from the civil

list. He died at Plymouth on the 24th of April 1875.
Most of his numerous publications had reference to hts great

critical edition of the New Testament (1857-1872; see Bible t

New Testament, Textual Criticism). They include an Account
of the Printed Text of the Creek New Testament {\%^), a new edition
of T. H. Home's Introduction (i860), and Canon Muratonanus;,
Earliest Catalogue of Books 0/ the New Testament (1868). As eariy
as 18^ he published an edition of the Book of the Revelation, with
the Creek text so revised as to rest almost entirely upon ancient
evidence. Tregelles wrote Heads of Hebrew Grammar (1852),
translated Gesenius's Het>rew Lexicon, and was the author of a little

work on the Jansenists (1851) and of various works in exposition
of his special eschatologtcal views {Remarks on thcProphetie Visions
0/ Daniel, 1852, new ed., 1864).

TR£GUIER, a port of western France, in the department of

C6tes-du-Nord, 36 m. N.W. of St Brieuc by road. Pop. (1906).

2605. The port is situated about 5I m. from the English

Channel at the confluence of two streams that form the Tr6guiert

river; it carries on fishing and a coasting and small foreign

trade. The cathedral, remarkable in having three towers over
the transept, one of which is surmounted by a fine spire, dates
from the 14th and 15th centuries. It contains the sumptuous
'modern mausoleum of St Yves (d. 1303), a canon of the cathedral,

the building of which was largely due to him. To the south of

the church there is a cloister (latter half of the 15th century)
with graceful arcades. There is a statue of Ernest Renan,
a native of the town. Saw-milling, boat-building and flax-

stripping are carried on, together with trade in cereals, doth,'

potatoes. Ice.

Tr6guier {Trecorum), which dates from the 6th century, grew
up round a monastery Jounded by St Tugdual. In the gih^

century it became the seat of a bishopric, suppressed in 1790.

TREILHARD. JEAN BAPTISTS (1742-1810), French revolu-

tionist, was born at Brives (Corr^). In Paris he gained reputa-

tion as an avocat at the parlcment, and was a deputy to the

states-general in 1789. In the Constituent Assembly he showed
great capacity in deaUng with the reorganization of the Church
and the nationalization of ecclesiastical property. Ineligible,

like all the members of the Constituent Assembly, for the Legis-

lative Assembly, he became president of the criminal tribunal of

Paris, but failed through lack of firmness. The department of

Seine-et-Oise elected him to the Convention, where he attached

himself to the group known as the Mountain (q.t.) and voted for

the death of Louis XVI. He was a member of the committee
of public safety, and became president of the Convention on
the 27th of December 1792. Under the Directory he entered
the Council of the Five Hundred (of which he was president

during the month of Nivose, year IV.), was a member of the
Tribunal of Cassation, plenipotentiary at the Congress of Rastatt,

and became a director in the year VI. After the coup d*iial

of x8 Brumaire he became president of the tribunal of appeal
and councillor of state. He took an important part in drafting

the civil code, the criminal code, the code of civil procedure and
the commercial code. He died on the ist of December 1810, a
senator and count of the empire.

See Bonnal de Ganges. " Repr^ntants du peuple dignitairea
par Napoleon . . . Trcilhard." in the Revue du monde catho/iqua
(7th senes, vol. iii., 1900) ; Guyot d'Amfreville, Vie de J. B. Treilkard
(Limoges, 1879).

TREITSCHKE. HEINRICH VON (1834-1896), German his-

(orian and political writer, was born at Dresden on the 15th of
September 1834. He was the son of an officer in the Saxon
army who rose to be governor of Kfinigstein and military gover-

nor of Dresden. Young Treitschke was prevented by deafness

from entering the public service. After studying at Leipzig
and Bonn, where he was a pupil of Dahlmann, he established

himself as a privaldozent at Leipzig, lecturing on history and
politics. He at once became very popular with the students,

but his political opinions made it impossible for the Saxon
government to appoint him to a professorship. He was at that
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time A strong Liberal; he hoped to see Germany united into a
single state with a parliamentary government, and that all the

smaller states would be swept away. In 1863 he was appointed

professor at Freiburg; in 1866, at the outbreak of war, his

sympathies with Prussia were so strong that he went to Berlin,

t^came a Prussian subject, and was appointed editor of the

Preussiscke JakrbUcker, A violent article, in which he demanded
the annexation of Hanover and Saxony, and attacked with great

bitterness the Saxon royal house, led to an estrangement from

fats father, who enjoyed the warm friendship of the king. It was
only equalled in its ill humour by his attacks on Bavaria in 1870.

After holding appointments at Kiel and Heidelberg, he was in

1874 made professor at Berlin; he had already in 1871 become
a member of the Reichstag, and from that time till his death

in 1896 be was one of the most prominent figures in the city.

On Sybel's death he succeeded him as editor of the Historische

Zeiisckri/t. He had outgrown his early Liberalism and become
the chief panegyrist of the house of Hohenzollern. He did more
than any one to mould the minds of the rising generation, and he

carried them with him even in his violent attacks on all opinions

and all parties which appeared in any way to be injurious to

the rising power of Germany. He supported the government

in its attempts to subdue by legislation the Socialists, Poles and
Catholics; and he was one of the few men of eminence who gave

the sanction of his name to the attacks on the Jews which began

in 1878. As a strong advocate of colonial expansion he was also

a bitter enemy of Great Britain, and he was to a large extent

responsible for the anti-British feeling of German Chauvinism

during the last years of the 19th century. In the Reichstag

he had originally been a member of the National Liberal party,

but in 1879 he was the first to accept the new commercial policy of

Bismarck, and in his later years he joined the Moderate Conserva-

tives, but his deafness prevented him from taking a prominent

part in debate. He died at Berlin on the 38th of April 1896.

As an historian Treitschke holds a very high place. He
approached history as a politician and confined himself to those

periods and characters in which great political problems were

being worked out: above all, he was a patriotic historian, and
be never wandered far from Prussia. His great achievement

was the History pf Germany in the Nineteenth Century. The
first volume was published in 1879, and during the next sixteen

years four more volumes appeared, but at his death he had only

advanced to the year 1847. The work shows extreme diligence,

and scrupulous care m the use of authorities. It is discursive and
badly arranged, but it is marked by a power of style, a vigour of

narrative, and a skill in delineation of character which give life to

the most unattractive period of German history; notwithstanding

the extreme spirit of partisanship and some faults of taste, it will

remain a remarkable monument of literary ability. Besides this

he wrote a number of biographical and historical essays, as well

as numerous articles and papers on contemporary politics, of

which some are valuable contributions to political thought.
The moM important of the essays have been collected under the

title Historiuhe und p0liii$cke AufsAlae (4 vols.. Leipzig. 1896):
a selection from his more controversial writings was made under the
title Zehn Jahre deuluher Kdmpfe: In 1896 a new volume appeared,

! rnlte. After his death hi* lectures

on political subjects were published under the title Poittik. He
called Deutsehe Kdmpfe, urite <

brought out also in 1856 a short volume of poems called Voter-

lAmdiuhe CedichU. and another volume in the loliowing year. The
only works translated into Enelish are two pamphlets on the war
of 1870. Whci we demandfrom France {London, 1870), and The Fire-

lesi of the North German Confederation (1870).

See Schiemann. Heinrich v. Treitsckkes Lekr- und Wanderjahre,
t8j6-i866 (Munich. 1896): Ciiitav Freitat und Heinrich v. Trettukke
im Briefwechsd (Leipzig. 1900): Deutsche Rundschau (Oct. 1896):
and article by J. W. Hcadlam. Hist. Rev. (Dec. 1897). (J. VV. He.)

TRELAWNY, EDWARD JOHN (1792-1881). English sailor

and friend of Shelley and Byron, was born in London on the

13th of November 1792, the son of an army officer. After a

short term in the navy and a naval school, he shipped for India,

but deserted at Bombay. For several years he led an adven-
turous life in India, but about 1813 returned to England, married

and settled down. In was eariy in 1S23 that he met Shelley

and Byron at Pisa and passed nearly every day with one or

239
both of them until the drowning of Shelley (q.v.) and Williams

on the 8th of July. He it was who superintended the recovery

and cremation of the bodies, snatching Shelley's heart from the

flames, and who added the lines from the Tempest to Leigh
Hunt's " Cor Cordium "; and, finally, who supplied the funds
for Mrs Shelley's return to England. In 1823 he set out with
Byron for Greece, to aid in the struggle for independence.

Distressed by his companion's dilatorincss, Trelawny left him
and joined the insurgent chief Odysseus and afterwards married
his sister Tersitza. While in charge of the former's fortress

on Parnassus he was assaulted by two Englishmen and neariy

killed. Returning to England, he lived for a time in Cornwall
with his mother and afterwards in London, where his romantic
associations, picturesque person and agreeable manners made
him a great social favourite. Permission having been refused

him to write the life of Shelley, he began an account of his own
life in the Adventures of a Younger Son (1835), followed much
later by a second part: Recollections of Shelley and Byron
(1858). This gives an admirable portrait of Shelley, and a less

truthful one of Byron. He married a third time, but the irregu-.

larily of his life estranged him from his wife, and he died at

Sompting, near Worthing, on the 13th of August 1881. His
ashes were buried in Rome by the side of those of Shelley. The
old seaman in Millais's picture, "The North-West Passage," in

the Tate Gallery, London, gives a portrait of him.

See the Letters of Edward J. Trelawny, edited with Introdoetion
by H. Buxton Forman.C.B. (1910).

TREUWNY, SIR JONATHAN. Bart. (1650-1721), English
prelate, was a younger son of Sir Jonathan Trelawny. bart.

(1624- 1685), a member of a very old Cornish family, and was
born at Pelynt in Cornwall on the 24th of March 1650. Educated
at Westminster School and at Christ Church. Oxford, Trelawny
took holy orders in 1673, and in 1685. his elder brother having
died in 1680. became third baronet in succession to his father.

Having rendered good service to James II. during Monmouth's
rebellion. Trelawny was consecrated bishop of Bristol on the 8lh
of November 1685. He was loyal to King James until the first

declaration of indulgence in April 1687. when, as a bishop, he
used his influence with his clergy against the king, and, as a
Cornish landowner, resisted the attempt to assemble a packed
paHiamcnt. In May 1688 Trelawny signed the petition against

the second declaration of indulgence, and in the following month
was imprisoned in the Tower of London with Archbishop San-
croft and five other bishops, sharing their triumphant acquittal.

In spite of Burnet's assertion, it is probable that Trelawny did

not sign the invitation to William of Orange, although he cer-

tainly welcomed his army into Bristol. Before this James II.,

anxious to regain the bishop's support, had nominated him to

the see of Exeter; but Trelawny lost nothing, as this appointment
was almost at once confirmed by William III. Unlike five of

his colleagues among the " seven bishops," Trelawny took the
oaths of allegiance to William and Mary; but he was soon
estranged from the new king and sided with the princess Anne,
who showed him some favour after she became queen. In 1707
Trelawny was appointed bishop of Winchester and became
prelate of the Order of the Carter, but henceforward he took very
little part in politics. He died at his residence at Chelsea on
the lolh of July 1721. and was buried at Pelynt. His wife was
Rebecca (d. 1710), daughter of Thomas Hele of Bascombe,
Devon, by whom he had a family of six sons and six daughters.

His eldest son, John, the 4th baronet, died without sons in 1756,
and the present baronet is descended from the bishop's brother,

Henry (d. 1702). Another of his sons was Edward Trelawny
(i69C^i7S4V governor of Jamaica from 1738 to 1752. When
bishop of Exeter. Trelawny. as visitor of Exeter College. Oxford,
deprived the rector of his office, a sentence which was upheld on
appeal by the House of Lords; and when bishop of Winchester
he completed the rebuilding of Wolvcsey Palace. Trelawny if

the hero, or one of the heroes, of the refrain:—

" And *hall Trelawny die,

Herc'« twenty thousand Cornishmen
Will know the reason why."
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These words were sung by the men of Cornwall, who seem to

have assembled during the bishop's short imprisonment in 1688.

It is probable, however, that a similar threat was heard in 1628,

when John Trelawny (i 592-1665), grandfather of the bishop, was
imprisoned by the House of Commons for opposing the election

of Sir John Eliot to parliament. The " Song of the Western

Men," which contains the above refrain, was composed in 1825

by R. S. Hawker.
TREMATODES, or flukes (as they are called from their

fish like shape), one of the three classes that compose the phylum
Plalyelmia (q.v.). They are flattened organisms provided with

two or more suckers, hence their name (rpi7ixarcd6i7t, pierced with

holes), and are exclusively parasitic both in their earlier and
mature stages of Ufe. Their structure has undergone little de-

generation in connexion with this habit, and may be compared
organ for organ with that of the Planarians (q.v.). The chief

peculiarities that distinguish Trematodes from their free-living

allies, the Turbellaria, are the development of adhering organs for

attachment to the tissues of the host; the replacement of the

primitively ciliated epidermis by a thick cuticular layer and
deeply sunk cells to ensure protection against the solvent action

of the host, and (in one large order) a prolonged and peculiar

life-history. The only organs that exhibit any sign of degenera-

tion are those of sense, but in the ectoparasitic Trematodes simple

eye like structures are present and perhaps serve as organs of tem-

perature. The class as a whole is Imked to the Turbelbria not

only by its similarity of structure, but by the intermediation of

the singular class the Temnocephaloidea (see Planarians), which

in habit and in organization form an almost ideal annectant

group.
External Characters.—^71ie body, which varies in length from a

few mitUmetres to a couple of feet, is usually oval and flattened. In
certain eenera the margins are infolded either alons their whole
length (t ne male of Schistoslomum haematobium ; fig. 9. A) or anteriorly
onlv (Holostomidae). The anterior third of the oody is attenuated
and sharply marked off from the bulbous trunk in Didymotoon.
Trematodes never exhibit segmentation, though a superficial annula-
tion may occur, e.t. in Udonelta.
The ventral surface is characterized by one or more suckers and

apertures. The mouth lies usually in the centre of the anterior

(From C*mMdt« Nttuttl BlOery, Tol Q .
" Worms, te^"

by pmnwaioa of MacmiUan & Co., Ltd.

)

Fic. I.—A Group of Trematodes.

A, Nemaloholhrium filarirta, two specimens (a and b) from the Tunny.
B, UdoneUa calieorum, attached to the ova of the copepod Caligus. C,
Epibdella hippoglossi (from Halibut); ms, the two adora! suckers with the

mouth (m) between them: ps, ventral sucker; ov, ovary, te testes. D.
Oetobothrium merlangi; nu, oral sucker; inL intestine; sci posterior suckers;

yk, yolk-glands.

and sub-terminal sucker or between two adoral suckers, but in
Casterostomum and its allies it is mid-ventral. A second sucker
of variable size and shape lies behind the oral one. In the ecto-
parasitic Trematodes this po&t-oral sucker is a complex disk placed
near the hinder end and provided with suckcrlets, hooks and a
musculature arising from a special skeleton. In the majority of
endoparasitic forms it is merely a muscular disk just behind the
mouth; but in the Aspidocotylea this sucker forms a muscular
ribbed sole extending over the greater part of the ventral surface
(fit 7).

The anterior and posterior ends of the body are well defined.
The former is specially modified in a few genera in a manner analogous
to the " proboscis " of certain Rhabdocoel Turbellaria. Thus in
the recently discovered arctic genus Prosorkynchus the muscular
and glandular extremity is protrusible, but in the allied Casterostomum
this organ is represented bv a sucker with fimbriated or tentacular
margins. Another form, Rhopalophorus, has two cephalic tentacles
that are retractile and covered with hooks. The chief genital pore
is placed anterioriy between the oral sucker and the ventral one.
and is posterior only in Holostomidae. Casterostomidae and a few
Distomidae. Usually this aperture is median, but occasionally
asymmetrical. Both male and female gonoducts open through a com-
mon atrium to the exterior by this pore, but in three bisexu;il genera
the male and female ducts are developed in separate individuals
(Biihartia, Didymotoon, Koellikeria). A single or paired accessory

t^onopore is met with in many Trematodes just as in certain Turbcl-
aria {e.g. Cytindroslomum, Trigonoporus). This accessory pore is

not of uniform significance. In ectoparasitic Trematodes it is paired
and usually ventral (fig. 4 B, v), but the two apenures may run
into one, and may also open dorsally (Hexacolyle). In this group,
the accessory gonopore is the opening of the " vagina." in contradis-
tinction to the median and atrial opening of the uterus which is a
"birth-pore." In most endoparasitic Trematodes the accessory

Knopore is a median and dorsal structure. It is the opening of
lurer's canal and is homologous not with that of the " vagina "

just mentioned, but with a totally distinct structure—the "yolk-
receptacle "—which in ectoparasitic forms discharges into the gut
instead of to the exterior (see fig. a).

The excretory pore is terminal and posterior in endoparasitic
forms: paired, anterior and dorsal in the ectoparasitic class.

Parasitic Habits.—The Trematodes with few exceptions select

a vertebrate for their host. Speaking generally each species of
parasite has a particular host, upon the olood of which it nourishes
Itself and matures its reproductive organs. This strange partiality is

now to some extent intelligible. It has been shown in the mammals
that blood-relationship in the strict and literal sense, holds good.
The blood of most species behaves differentially towards prccipitants,

and it is therefore conceivable that when blood is used as
food and is elaborated into special compounds for the
nutrition of the reproductive organs of a parasite. the<e
specific or larger differences in the blood ol animal hosts
may prevent the ripening of the gonads of a widely difTu^
parasite and onlv one particular kind of blood prove suitable.

It would seem that the Trematodes present various degrees
of such adaptation, for whilst some

—

e.g. the common liver-

fluke (Dislomum hepaticum)—mature equally well in the
bile-ducts of a man as in those of a sheep or rabbit, othera
and in fact the majority are restricted apparently to one
host. It must, however, be borne in mind that a Trema-
tode may develop in an " aberrant " manner in one host and
"normally" in another; and unless we knew the initial

stock, the two forms would be regarded as distinct species,

each with its own host.

The position of the Trematode on its host is of far-reaching^
importance. If ectoparasitic and attached to the skin,
apertures or gills, the Trematode adopts more elaborate
adhesive organs and undergoes a less complex development
than are required for the endoparasitic members of the
class. The latter are almost invariably swallowed by
their host in an immature state with its food, and from
the stomach or intestine thev work their way into the
lungs, liver, body-cavity or blood vessels. These endo-
parasites have a peculiar larval development, the results of
which are to increase their numbers and enhance the
opportunity of their gaining the necessarilv remote station
in some fresh individual host. It is usual to consider the
ectoparasitic habit as leading up to the endoparasitic one.
From what we know of the Platyelmia. however, it is

more probable that the two are quite independent and
have been evolved separately.

The influence of Trematodes on their hosts is a varied
one. Probably all of them secrete an active poison by the
aid of their glands, but the effects of these substances are not
readily perceptible. In addition to this, they constitute a
drain upon the blood which may result in anaemia. If pre-
sent in large numbers they may give rise to obstriKtion
of the liver-ducts or to inflammation of other tissues. The
most important of the Trematodes in its effect on man is

Schistoslomum {BUhartia). This parasite is one of the plagues
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of Africa. In Egypt 30% of the natives are affected by haematuria
which arises from congestion of the bladder consecuient upon the
attacks of this animaC The noxious influence of Trematodcs is.

moreover, not confined to their mature phase of life. The rapid
multiplication that takes place in the larval stage of nearly all

endoparasitic forms affects the tissues of the " intermediate " host
in which they live. In most cases this b a mollusc, and the larvae

bore their way into the most diverse oi^ns, often accumulating to

such an extent as to give a distinctly orange colour to an otherwise
colourless tissue, and to cause the demolition of particular structures

e.g. the liver and gonad. Perhaps the most remarkable of these

cjfecta b that produced by the larvae of GasUrostomum. These
OTgamsms live in cockles, oysters and other lamellibranchs and they
so affect the gonads of these molluscs as to castrate and sterilize

their host. A different but still more interesting result b produced
by these Trematode larvae on certain lamellibranchs. The produc-
tion of pearls by oysters and mussels b common knowledge, but it

b only recently that the origin of pearls has been traced and admitted
to be due to inflammation set up by a parasite. In the case of the
pearl oyster thb parasite b a cestode larva, but in the less valuable
but no less genuine peari produced by Mytilus, &c, the nucleus b
a Trematode-larva 0^"^^^")*

Structure.—The anatomKal structure of the Trematodes b fairly

uniform (Braun). The body b enveloped by a thick striated

protective cutkle whkh is frequently raised into hooks or spines.

In Distomum acarUkocephatum the cutKle forms circlets of large

and small books at the anterior end, somewhat as in Cestodes.
Tlw epidcrmb has lost its connected epithetbl character and its

cilia, and the isolated ceUs have become sunk inwards retaining their

Fig. 2.

A. Fasciola hepatiea, from the ventral surface; the alimentary
and nervous systems only shown on the left side of the figure,

the excretory only on the right; a, right main branch of the
intestine: A a diverticulum; g, lateral ganglion; n, lateral nerve;
o, mouth; p, pharynx; «, ventral sucl^r; cs, cirrus sac; 'd^ left

anterior dorsal excretory vessel ; m, main vessel ; v, left anterior
ventral trunk; x, excretorvpore.

B. anterior portion more oighly magnified ffrom Marshall and
Hurst, after Sommer); cs, cutus sac; d, ductus ejaculatorius;

/, female aperture: o, ovary; od, oviduct; p, penb; «, shell-gland;

/, anterior testb; u. uterus; so, vp, vasa deterentia; vs, vesicula
8eminalb| y, yolk-gland ; yd, its duct.

C. genital suius and neighbouring parts (from Sommer) ; a, ventral
sucker; b, cirrus sac; c, genital pore; d, evaginated cirrus sac;
e, end of vagina; /, vasa deferentia; g, vesicula seminalis; h, duc-
tus eiaculatorius; f, accessory gland.

D. a flame-cril from the excretory apparatus, highly magnified
(from Fraipont).

E. egg of Fasciola hcpatica, (from Thomas).

attachment to the innermost cuticular layer by slender processes.
Thb layer also forms the attachment for the muscles, of whkrh.
there are two enveloping coats, a circular and a longitudinal
layer and also dorso-ventral fibres. The muscles are remarkable for
two reasons. They occaswnally exhibit striation and originate from
large branched ceHs, the nucleus and unmodified part of which
form conspk:uou8 elements. The digestive system consists of a
simple or bifurcated sac, opening through the mouth by means of
a " pharynx bulbosus," adapted to act primarily as a sucker, and
secondarily, when drawing blood, as an aspirator. Between the
blind gut and the cuticle is a reticular branched tissue whkh forms
the chief substaix^e of the body. This b the mcscnchyma. As
in other Platydmia the elements of thb tissue undergo the most
varied differentiation. The main mass of it forms a spongy vacuo-
lated matrix, but some of the celb become glandular and open by
pores on the surface of the cutxrie, others become " flamc<ells
(fiff. 2, D) and canalkuli of the excretory system as in Turbellaria,
others again muscle-cells. Embedded in tnc matrix lies the com-
plex genital apparatus composed usually of both male and female
reproductive organs (fig. 2, B). The former consist of one pair or
more of veskuku* testes communkating by fine ducts with a veskula
seminalis. From thb point a glandular tube runs to the genital

atrium and during the last part of its course b converted into an
eversible hooked " cirrus " or penis. The female organs consbt of

distinct ovaries and yolk-glands, the ducts of whkh uniti in the
neighbourhood of a " shcil-gland " or " ootvpe." Here the two
elements, ovum and yolk<ells, are surrounded by a shell of operculate
or of spindle-capped types. Coincidcntly, to allow of fertilization

and the escape of excess of yolk, and of spermatozoa, other accessory
ducts open at thb point. Thus in ectoparasitk Trematodes, the
paired vagina transmits spermatozoa to the egg : and a canal carries

off yolk from thb point of junction either to the gut for resorption
or to the exterior for exudation. Thb duct (Laurer's canal) b
sometimes rudimentary and ends blindly beneath the skin. The
fertilized ova, provkled with yolk and a shell, are next transferred
to the " uterus " along whkh they travel to the exterior. In the
endoparasitk trematodes the uterus b the only passage by whkh
fertilization can be effected, and in cases of cross and self-

impregnation thb duct b physiologically a vagina. Lastly
the nervous system b well developed and consists of a pair
of well-marked and interconnected f^nglia placed near the anterior
end and dorsal to the oesophagus. From these ganglia, nerve-tracts
provided with ganglion-cells are given off. Of tnesc there are three
on each side of the body: a large ventral tract, smaller lateral

strands and dorsal ones. From these tracts a plexus of nerve-fibres
b developed in connexion with the musculature and cutkle.
The Trematodes are divided into three orders, primarily distin-

guished by the character of their suckers, viz.: Heterocotylea,
Aroidocotylea and Malacocotylea.
Order i. /fe(«roc0//{M.—Ectoparasitk Trematodes, in whkh a

large posterior adhesive apparatus b present and is usually accom-
panied by a pair of suckere placed anteriorly in relation to the mouth.
The large posterkr organ of attachment b usually wheel-shaped
and provided with books; but the ridges may become separated

9»»jrj/m}} ff/^^j?.'rr-

. Fig. 3.—Diagrammatk projections to show the relations of the
female reproductive ducts; A, in the Malacocotylea; B, in the
Heterocotylea. The ovary (a) leads into (W) the oviduct, which is

joined at (^) by the duct of the yolk-glands (A). In B it is also

joined by a paired vagina (*ft) and by the " vttcllo-intestinal duct
"

(Laurer's canal), /. (c) Shell-glands; (d) ootype; («) uterus;

(f) medbn-vitelloKluct; (1, «) intestine.
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into a number of independent mck«n tet on a dive or ' cotylo-
phore." Eye-spots are general and the rrrrvDus syttcni miiLniains a
primitive aiffused condition. The cxcrriory rj .^iciti opcni la the
exterior by a pair of dorsal pores ai thr ievcL o\ the pharynx.
The eggs are comparatively few, and dcvelapment ii direct « the
embryo after reaching its host remain! ni; attached to it far Itfe^.

All the members of this order. are par:i»htk on aquatic vertcbratcf
and in rare cases derive their food frani .1 venebrate host indirectly
by means of another invertebrate par:i-jte {r.g. Udondla oft'Ut* on
parasitic Crustacea). They are transsp in nt Ic^Mikc oredni^mfi^ &nA
may often be found attached to the -Ivui, rnojthT nasirils vr i^ilU

of fish ; on the skin and bladder of Amp!:.iiiUi and on those of ccriniti

Reptilia. Polvstomum inUgerrimum in^i. 5) uccurs commtrnly in

the " bladder ' of frogs and toads; thphtoon on the «kin of th?
minnow; Gvrod<K/>/K5 (figs. 5, 6) on tli>.- gllU of various frebh-watcr
fish : and a large number of genera occu r on the skin, cloaca and giUa
of Elasmobranchs and other marine fi h. They inf^eet the mucus
and, to some extent, the blood of thctr host b>^ the aid of a iuckini;;

pharynx through which the food piw^a into the bifurcated ali-

mentary sac and its branched caeca.
The life-history of this order offers m,inv potnt^ of intcrrst. The

eggs are sulked and provided with chittnoid often operculate shell.

Each shell contains a single ovum and a mata of yolk-celli. In
most cases the eg^ are attached to the host„ but in Ftffyfiomum
the eggs are laid in water. The egg of Gyradaiiylw develops in

the body of the parent.

(Tiora Uiakatcf'j T't^ht iin Ztt^ttJ, pt>tr.)

Fig. 4.—Schematic figures of a Hetf^rocot^lcarL Trcmatodc to

illustrate its structure Carter Ilcnha[n).

A, Dorsal view showing the ner-

vous system and digestive

system; a, mouth; 6.

pharynx; c, d, «, gut; k,

post-genital union of two
limbs of gut

-J
/, excretory

pore; {, vaginal pore; n,

1, k, brain and nerves; /.

dorsal nerves; m, ventral
nerves; n, adoral sucker; 0,

posterior sucker; p, hooks
on posterior sucker; r,

vitello-intestinal duct.

B, Ventral view showing the

reprod met knc Bystcm; C,
CirrLiii; H, hooka on the ven-
tral •'licker; I, stnall piece

of the iriti:^3ititie tci show its

connection ^d'iih the rcpra-

djctive orgatis by the
narrow duct thit pisgcl
from it to the union of ih*;

vaginal?; M. mouih; O,
ovify; EPi oral iurkcr; SC,
sucE^crs SH, shrll-gtand;

T. Teitis; U, uterus; V,
vaginal porc^ \'

, yolk'

The further history of the animal is only known in a few casf^.

Polystomum hatches out six weeks after tivi-pD^tion .n a mlnui^*

(•3 mm. long) larva capable of swimming; frcviv ior a short time by
the aid of five girdles of ciliated cells* if in the couth- of the lir^'E

twenty-four hours this larva meet with a tudpote i: attache; it^U
at once and undergoes further development. If unsuccessful h
dies. In the former case the larva cr. -^n aton^ the tjdpole until

it reaches the branchial Opening into ia i i h it darts, fiscs tt* sucker,

and then throws off its cilia. Its furt'. r deV(.-k>s>tnLiit take* jjlace

partly in the branchial chamber and pnrtiy in the bbd^kT, wliirh

It reaches by travelling the whole length of the .ilifncmary canal.

In the former position the suckers are dcvt- loped and groiMh pro-

ceeds for 8 to 10 weeks until the metami>t[jh(f!rifi of it a host. In the
bladder it remains for three years before- ;i ! m i ri 1 ng ma t u r i i y. S^^m e-

times the Po/yx/<w»i«m-larva attaches it-^'lf lo a young tadp^lr,

and in that case grows so rapidly as to bci. ume miii urc in nve •••y-

Thesc Polystomum deposit their ep^gs iti the lirancliial chamix - I

4ie at the metamorpbosas of their host. They differ structurall/

from the normal form In being capable of self-fertiUxation only.
and in the shape and details of their spermatozoa

A, DipUnoan paradoxum', two united spectroent.
B, Polystomum inUgerrimum. (Xabout lOO; after Zeller.)

C, MicrocotyU mormyri,
D, E, Two views of the chitinous framework of a sucker of Axint

belonts; highly magnified (after Lorenz).
F. Aspidogaster conckicola. (Xabout 35; after Aubert.)
G. Gyrodactylus eUgans. (Xabout 80; after Wagener.)

The life-history of DiUotoon (fig. 5) is remarkable in that two
larvae (the 80<alled Diporpae) unite and fuse permanently
into an X-shaped or^nism. Unless this occurs, the develop-
ment of the larvae is soon arrested.
The ciliated stage is onlv capable
of free life for five or six tiours, and
if at the end of that time it has not
encountered and attached itself to a
minnow, it dies. If successful, the lar\'a

throws off its cilia and develops a dorsal
papilla, a median ventral suclcer and an
additional pair of lateral suckers. Then
the Diporpa stage is attained. This
stage is capable of isolated existence for
two or three months but remains tmma-
ture. Should it. however, encounter
another Diporpa, the mid-ventral sucker
of cither is applied to the dorsal papilla
of the other, and complete fusion takes
place across the junction. The com-
pound organism now develops two sets
of inter<onnected genitalia and becomes
a Diplotoon,

Cyrodacijflus produces only one br^
egg at a time and this develops in sttu

into an embryo: but within this embryo
another appears before the first leaves
the parent. This anomalous phenomenon
is still obscure, for we do not yet know
whether the second embryo is developed
sexually or asexually from the first.

Von Linstow has indeed suggested that
Gyrodactylus is a larval form capable of
reproduction by an asexual method. fAfter v. Nordmaae. Fran
Order 2. Aspidocolytta.—Endoparasitic C*mMdt» Nttmni

^^
Bif^ry,

Trcmatodes provided with a large "^Jj^"S^uL^Ln if K,"
ventral sucker' which is almost co-exten- JJIjji"
sive with the lower surface of the body ^ , __^ , .,
and is divided into rectangular compart- ,

»"'G- 0.—Oyrad«iy#M
ments. The alimenUry sac is simple «^«^"* /,">"» **»« »,"» <>»

and devoid of caeca. The development J^e Stickleback
;
emb. cm-

is direct. **nf*^'
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These Tmnatodcs occur in the alimentary canal and adjacent

wgans of MoUusca, the nil-bladder of Ckinuura, and the intestine

of Chdonia and of certain hsh. Aipidoffuter
coHchicvla is a form not uncommon in Anwhut
Unto and certain fresh-water Gastropods.
When young it is found in the intestine, but
becomes mature in " Keber's organ " and the
pericardium. An allied form (^4. margarU-
tferae) occurs in the pericardium of th^ Ceylon
pearl-oyster (9).

This order differs in several points from the
preceding one. The excretory system is highly
developed and opens at the posterior ex-
tremity by a paired muscular bladder. The
testis u a dngle compact organ. From the
o\-iduct a long duct full of yolk passes back-
wards almost to the hinder end of the body
and ends blindly in a globular dilatation just
below the skin. This structure is regarded
as the homokigue of a canal (Laurer's canal)

^^ which in the Heterocotylea opens into the

/Afc^ u^»'„,M v.». »nt«tine and so gcu rid of the excess of yolk.

l^JJgeJw2iiJ"2 The life-history of the order is almost un-
z^tlmty, put Iv.) known, but at the time of hatching the young
Fic 7.

—

Aspido' Aspidocotylean has an oral sucker at the
fttiler cmuktcola; anterior extremity and an equally simple
ventral aspect;^ a. post-oral one at the other, thus resembling
mouth : b, marginal the members of the next order. Subsequently
sense ocgans. the body grows backwards and the ventral

sucker comes to occuj)y a relatively more
anterior position. G>ncomitantly its cavity is sub-divided by
transverse ridges into a single row and later on into paired rows
of compartments. A curious form (SlickocotyU) described in an
immature condition by Cunningham from the lobster and Nor-
way lobster probably belongs to this order.

Order 3. Malacoc4ayka (Distomae, Leuck: Digenea v. Ben.).

Endoparasttic Trematodes with a variable adhesive apparatus.
The oral sucker may alone be present (Monostomidae), more usually

a second is developed on the under surface, but may be mid-ventral
([>tstomidae) or terminal. It is pc«terior (Amphistomidae), or
anterior (Gasterostomidae). In adaition to these suckers the sides

of the anterior region may become infolded and give rise to an
accessory adhesive organ (Holostomidae). In all these families

spines and glandular papillae may be super-added. The intestinal

sac has become bifid ami is usually devoid of branches. The excretory

system is highly developed ; the larger collecting ducts are elaborately

looped and open posteriorly by a single terminal aperture. A canal
(Laurer's canal) ^ads from the oviduct or yolk-duct to the dorsal

surface. The development is indirect. From the egg a larva arises.

This enters a temporary host. Here it gives rise by a peculiar process

to numerous individuals of a second larval form, and these usually

produce a third form from which the minute immature Trematode
IS devdoped. In this manner a single egg may sive rise to a large

number of sexual individuals. The larvae usually live in Molluscs,

the mature worm in vertebrates, and the immature but meta-
roorp)M)sed Trematode in either host and also in pelagic and littoral

manne and fresh-water invertebrates.

The Malacocotylea occur in all classes of vertebrates. They
are usually found; in the alimentary canal or its appendages but
occasionally work their way into the serous cavities, nervous system
and blood vessels. Fourteen species belonging to five genera have
been found in man, but only one [Schisloslomum {Bukania) hoe-

mai^vm] is of serious medical importance, the others being rare

and occasioned by wa'nt of cleanliness and close association with
infected domestic animals. Domestic animals suffer periodically

to a much greater extent. The liver-fluke (Dislomum kepaticum)

unlike most Trematodes fk>urishes in a wide range of hosts and infects

man, horse, deer, oxen, sheep, pig, rabbit and kangaroo. Sheep, how
ever, suffer most from this parasite and from the allied D. matnum.
The former flukq is found in Europe, North Africa, Abyssinia, North
Asia. South America, Australia and the Hawaiian islands; the latter

in the United States. Wet summers are followed by an acute

outbreak of liver-rot amongst sheep and this, together with the

effects of other diseases that accompany wet seasons, cause the

death of vast numbers of sheep, the numbers from both sources being

estimated in bad years at from 1} to 3 millions in England alone.

The anatomy of iDistomum kepaticum a fully describe! in many
accessible memoirs (Sommer (10). Marshall and Hurst, Braun (3)].

It has been shown that this parasite feeds upon the blood, not the

bile of its host, though it occurs mainly in the bile ducts.

Tlie life-histories of the Malacocotylea form the most interesting

feature of the order. The majority of species are hermaphrodite
and many are capable of self-impregnation. In these, tne male
organs ripen before the ova and spermatozoa may pass into the

uterus before the external pore is formed (Looss). A fcv species,

however, arc bisexual, e.g. Schistostomum (Bithania) haematobium

in which the male is larger than the female and encloses the latter

in a ventral canal; Koeilikeria filicolle Rud (Dislomum okenii, KAII)

which also occurs in pairs, a large female and a small male t)cing

found together encysted in the branchial chamber of Brama raji:

and DidymewooH (kynni {Mcnaslomum bitarUtuk) which occurs
in pairs fused for the greater part of their length and only free
anteriorly; the larger individual is the female.
The egg consists of a fertilized ovum and a mass of yolk-cells.

Segmentation ukes place during its passage down the uterus. The
result of this process is a minute ovoid embryo consisting of a solid
mass of cells surrounded by a follicle of flattened yolk-cells. The
central mass soon becomes differentiated into an outer epidermal
and a dirmal layer of flat-cells. Some of the central cells remain
in clumps as " 8;erm-balls," others form a mesenchyma in which

flame-cells " anse; others again give rise to muscles; and at the
thicker end of the body, rudiments of the brain and digestive system
are observable. A pair of " eye-spots " devek)ps immedbtely over
the brain. If the egg with its contained embryo falls into water

r

(AH (rom Manhall and Hunt, tiltx ThtxtoA.)

Fio. 8.—Five stages in the life-history of Fasciola hepalicd; all
highly magnified.

A, The free-swimming embrya B, A sporocyst containing young
rcdiae. C, A young redia, the digestive tract shaded. D. An
adult redia, containing a daughter-redia, two almost mature
cercariae, and germs. • E, A free cercana. The letters have
the same significance throughout.

e, Nearly ripe cercariae; u, cystogenous cells; dr, daughtcr-redia;
dl, limbs of the digestive tract; /, head-papilla; k, eye-spots;
A^ same degenerating; k', germinal cell; /. cells of the anterior
row; m, emoryo in optical section, gastrula stage; n, pharynx
of redia; o, digestive sac; oe, oesophagus.

^, Lips of redia; q, collar; r, processes serving as rudimentary
feet; s, embryos; I, trabecula crossing body-cavity of redia:
u, glandular cells; v, birth-opening; w, w\ morulac; y, oral
sucker; /, ventral sucker; s, pharynx,

with the faeces of the host the larva hatches out and swims freely
for a time. In dry localities or in the absence of the intermediate
host (usually a mollusc) this larva soon' dies. If, however, it en-
counters the host the larva bores its way in, and attacks the liver,

mouth or gonad in which it comes to rest. In all NIalacocoiyIca
except the liolostomidae the ensuing change is a degenerative one.
The cilia are lost, the eye-spots disappear, the digestive sac vanishes
and the larva becomes a sac or "^ sporocyst full of gcrm-cclls.
The origin of these cells is a moot point. According to some writers
(Leuckart) they are derived from undifferentiated blastomercs,
other authorities (Thomas, Bichringcr. Hcckert) trace them
to the parietal cells of the larva. Ihese cells aggregated in
masses become the bodies of another generation of larvae within
the sporocyst. By a scries of changes similar to those by which
the primary brva arose from a scemcnt^d egg, so do these secondary
larvae or rediae " arise from tne germ-cells or gcrm-balls within
the sporocyst. The structure of a redia. however, is an advance
on that of its parent. Though not possessing eyes or cilia, it has
a pharynx and short straight digestive sac: ana its mcsenchvmatous
cavities are filled with germ-balls in varbus suges of development.
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The movements and activity of the redia cause it to burst the wall

of the sporocyst. It escapes into the adjacent tissue and there gives
rise eitlier to one or more generations of rediae or at once to a new
type of organism—the cercaria. What determines the origin of

the cercaria rather than a new generation of rediae is unknown.
It originates from germ-balls by a differentiation similar in general

to that already^ described, though profoundly different in detail.

The cercaria is just visible to the naked eye and has an oval or dis-

coidal body and usually a long tail of 'variable form,
may be a simple hollow muscular

i

The uil
process or provided with stiff

bristles set in transverse rows, or divided into two equally long pro-
cesses, or finally it may form a large vesicular structure The body
contains in miniature all the organs of the adult fluke, includine
the gonads and in addition "eye-sp^ts," a stylet, rod<ell8 and
cystogenous cells. The latter structures are only employed for an
interval before the final host is entered.
The number of cercariae produced by the pullulating rediae in

a single water-snail is immense, and as tney are emitted at a given
period or a few successive periods, the snail at these times appears
enclosed in a cloud of whitish flocculent matter. The cercaria
swims freely for a time and either encysts directly on grass or weeds
or it enters a second host whkrh may be another mollusc, an insect,

crustacean or fish, and then encysts. In this process it is aided by
the stylet with which it actively bores its way, throws off its tail

Fig. 9.

A, SckistosUfmum (Bilharsia) haewiaiobium. the thin fcmak; in -the

gynaecophoric canal of the stouter male, (after Leuckart).
B, Disiomum nuurostomum, showine the digestive and the greater

part of the genital apparatus witn the cirrus protruded.

C, Snail (SuciiHea), the tentacles deformed by Leucochloridium.
(Natural size.)

D, Leucochloridium removed from the tentacle. (Natural size; after

Zellcr.)

E, Bucephalus polymorpkus. (Highly magnified ; after Ziecler.)

F, Portion of a sporocyst containing Bucephali in process ol develop-
ment. (X about 50: after Lacaze-Duthiers.)

and then, surrounding itself with the secretion of its cystogenous
cells, comes to rest. The further development of the cercaria is

dependent on the weed or animal in which it lies being eaten by the
final host which is usually a predaccous fish or one of the higher
vertebrates. When that occurs, the cyst is dissolved and the minute
fluke works its way down the alimentary canal into some part of
which it inserts its suckers and commences to feed on the blood of

its host. Occasionally the fluke migrates into the blood vessels

and may reach the lungs, kidneys, urethra and bladder. In the
course of a few months it attains full size and maturity and probably
in most cases dies in the course of a year after having given rise to
another generation of larvae.

A few special cases of this general descriptbn of the life-history

nuy be mentioned. The liver-fluke {DiOomum kepaticum) passes

through lis ljir%'.il ^t:i^^ iri the «^tcr tnail Limnata trunectuld in
EurH][ju; in X. ifahiunsh in ihr }i.iwAriAn Island^: in L. viator in
Sciith America and in L, humiUi in North Amtrica: and is eaten
by ixhecp during it4 ^ttcy^ttHJ Etafse acuchcd to herbage. Distomum
mutcntomum, whirb occdrs iti variout birds, produces a very curious
spi^riyryiki in tht b^xly oi ihe SfiaJl SiicriHfit putrU. This sporocyst
as uiruis a l>ranfhc<l striKtufe and penetrates into the tentacles
of tlic Ktiriil (lif . 9, c, 4). in tln>i situation it becomes much swollen
and Lh.trHJcd '\fi\ih, uAaxin,, anfj jtrcHJiica a larie numlicr of ecaudate
ccr^Liri.^c. The artcnrion lA innlsi ill ftpeedilj.' atuaciod to the snail
bj (hi^i appcar.inctr and by the fhCTuli.ir pio\(,-rTH-ni5 which the worm
exf^iJieft, arid ihr pa--^!^if;c of \\\\i \KU.M\ii intcj its (inal host isadvan-
ta:t;i'ciU5]y ^flcctcil. In nvmy i.i.H-H pi apftc-irj t>tat only the brilliantly

cot »ari!*d tent^lt^ Is pecked oil by thii^ t^nJ, ami as the snail can easily
n^i-ni.Ta[c a new one, this m. turn iKxrannc^ infected by a fresh branch
of [he iporocyst mm-if^ifig ihmugh the snail and thus a new supply
of Ijrvae 'a tp^'dily provi<leii (llcck(rrt)<

The life- history of Sfiki^ltyitamum kurmmohium ie still unknown,
but the difficuJty in abtaininf; development;!] stages in any of the
numcTous intc^rmedidte hirsts that h.i\'e been tried suggests that
tlK^ uijiated I^i^mc Tn::ty develop dirrcily in man and either gain
acoj^ to him by ihe use* of impure w3irr for drinking or may
Ecrfnr.iT'e hi« sVin when lathing. Hupcriments on monkeys have,
ow-^^vcT. ^ivcn ncgali\t! resulli,

ilicr 1i[e-hi^tory of the Hulostoinidae differs from that of the
Di^tomitiae in an ienportant retard . The&c TrcmaTixles live chiefly
in ihf iiitesiine of ;iquaEk: LJr^Js or repEiIe^ 7ti>.' ciliated larva
es-viifpes from the ef^c into the water and enters an intermediate host
(l(-Y-h^ motluscp artriropod^ hatr^icliian or !i&h) mhcte it undergoes
a Fiket^nn^rphoAitt into a second stage in which most of the adult
or>;aris an? present. In this eondition the>' remain encysted as
iinTn.i[ure flukes until eaten by their final host.

'] he- cycle of develapment t^kcrn by the ^latacocotylea has been
gcnL^rj^llv regarded aj an alicrnation of one or tnore asexual genera-
tions With a p.e]cLjal one. The qLicsfioii, however, is complicated
by thf urH-iTiain rutyrt of thegcrnv-celts in t he aporocysts and rediae.

Some? .tiirHi»ra lu-jikiiig upon (hu-so aa panhcnc^^enciic ova regard
the tjFVflujjniL'niil tyrle. aj one rofni-ioicd of an alternation of
panhcncisE-necic and cif s^^kual generaiion.JH Other . again conskier
that the vhok- cycie U a inrtamorpKusij whicti. ! i ginning in the
HcirrPCPtyIca aa a dinxt dtvt^tftfjmtni, ha» Incf ];ie complicated
in [hr Haliifiionijda*? by a br^aj history, and U^.^'A-' in the Mala-
cormylni h*.* HicnuirttJ adiJitbn:)! c^impltxiiy by ifie intercalation

of two larval furnK, and is Thus ?.r»riMd inrr M-Vt r.il , cnerations.
1 .iTi-.vATrRT:.— k, l.^urk.-in. itscken (1889-

1S94), vol. ii.; M. iiraun, " kk^..^^.^^^, ...^^^u u, Ordnungen
,dts tierreicks (1889-1893). vol. iv. ^Monograph), and The Animal
Parasites of Man (London, 1906); W. B. Benham in Lankester's
Treatise on Zoology (1901), pt. iv.; A. Hcckert, " Untersuchungen
Ober die Entwkklung und Lebensgeschichte des Distomum macro-
stomum," Bibtiotheca soologica. Heft 4 (Cassel, 1889}: J. T. Cunning-
ham, " On Stkhocotyle nephropsis," Trans, koy. Soc. Edin. (1887),
vol. xxxii. ; A. Looss. " Die Distomen unserer Fische und Friische,'*

Bibliotheca toologica (1894). Heft 16; H. L. Jameson, " IVari-forma-
tion." Proc. loot. Soc. p. 140 (London, 1902); A. E. Shipley and
J. Homcll. *' Parasites of the Pearl Oyster,*' Report on ihe Pearl
Oyster Fisheries of the Gulf of Manaar, The Royal Society (1904),*

pt. ii. pp. 90-^8; F. Sommer, "Anatomy of Liver-fluke." ZeiL

f. wiss. Zoologte (1880), vol. xxxiv.; Thomas, "Development oi
Liver-fluke." Quart. Joum. Mic. Set, (1883), vol. xxiii.; Jagerskwld,
Fauna arctica. (F. W. Ga.)

TREMOUTB, a member of the amphibole group of rock-form-

ing minerals (see Amphibole). It is a calcium and magnesium
metasilicate, CaMgs(SiOs)4, crystallizing in the monodinic system
with an angle of 55** 49' between the perfect prismatic cleavages.

It occurs sometimes as distinct crystals, but more usually as long

bladed and fibrous forms. The colour is white or grey, but when
iron is present it is green, then forming a passage to actinolitc

The hardness is 5 J and the specific gravity 3-0. Trcmolite is a
characteristic mineral of crystalline Umestoncs, especially

dolomitic limestones, but also occurs as an alteration-product oC

olivine in basic igneous rocks. Typical specimens have long

been known from the white crystalline dolomite of Campolongo
in the St CfOtthard region, Switzerland, near to which is the

Tremola Valley, after which the mineral was named in 1796.

Fine crystals are found in crystalline limestone at Gouvemeur,
Pierrcpont and other places in New York, and at several

localities in Sweden. (L. J. S.)

TRENCH, RICHARD CHENEVIX (1807-1886), Anglican

archbishop and poet, wasbom at Dublin on the 9th of September

1807. He went to school at Harrow, and graduated at Trinity

College, Cambridge, in 1829. In 1830 he visited Spain. While

incumbent of Curdridge Chapel near Bishops Waltham in Hamp-
shire, he published (1S35) The Story of Justin Martyr and Otker
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Poems, which wu favonnbly received, and wu followed in 1838

by 5aMo/io», Honor NeaU^ and other Poems, and in 1842 by
Poemsfrom Eastern Sources. These volumes revealed the author

as the most gifted of the immediate disciples of Wordsworth,
with a wanner colouxing and more pronounced ecclesiastical

qrmpatfaies than the master, and strong affinities to Tennyson,
Reble and Monckton Milnes. In 1841 he resigned his living to

become curate to Samuel Wilberforoe, then rector of Alverstoke,

and upon Wilberforce's promotion to the deanery of West-
minster in 1845 ^ ^"^ presented to the rectory of Itchenstoke.

In 1845 ^i^^ x^6 ^® preached the Hulsean lecture, and in the

former year was made examining chaplain to Wilberforce, now
bishop of Oxford. He was shortly afterwards appointed to a
theological chair at King's College, London. In 1851 he esUb-
hshed his fame as a philologist by The Study of Words, originally

delivered as lectures to the pupils of the Diocesan Training School,

Winchester. His purpose, as suted by himself, was to show that

in words, even taken singly, " there are boundless storesof moral

zad historic truth, and no less of passion and imagination laid

up "—a truth enforced by a number of most apposite illustra-

tions. It was followed by two little volumes of similar char-

acter—£k;/»A Past and Present (1855) and A Select Glossary of
Englisk Words ( 1859). All have gone through numerous editions

andhave contributed much to promote the historical study of the

English tongue. Another great service to English philology was
rendered by his paper, read before the Philological Society, " On
some Deficiencies in our English Dictionaries" (1857), which

gave the first impulse to the great Oxford New EnglishDictionary.

His advocacy of a revised translation of the New Testament

(1858} aided to promote another great national undertaking. In

1856 he published a valuable essay on Calderon,with a translation

of a portion of Life is a Dream in the original metre. In 1841 he

bad published his Notes on the Parables, and in 1846 his Notes on

the Miracles, popular works which are treasuries of erudite and
acute illustration.

In 1856 Trench was raised to the deanery of Westminster,,

probably the position which suited him best. Here he instituted

evening nave services. In January 1864 he was advanced to

the more dignified but less congenial postofarchbishop of Dublin.

A. P. Stanley had been named, but rejected by the Irish Church,

and, according to Bishop Wilberforce's correspondence. Trench's

appointment was favoured neither by the prime minister nor the

brd-lieutenant. It was, moreover, unpopular in Ireland, and a
Mow to English literature; yet the course of events soon proved

it to have been most fortunate. Trench could do nothing to

prevent the disestablishment of the Irish Church, though he

resisted with dignity. But, when the disestablished communion
had to be reconstituted under the greatest difficulties, it was
found of the highest importance that the occupant of his position

should be a man of a liberal and genial spirit. This was the work
of the remainder of Trench's life; it exposed him at times to

considerable misconstruction and obloquy, but he came to be

appreda.ted, and, when in November 1884 he resigned his arch-

bt^opric from infirmity, clergy and laity unanimously recorded,

their sense of his " wisdom, learning, diligence, and munificence."

He had found time for Lectures on Medieval Church History

(1878); his poetical works were rearranged and collected in two
volumes (last edition, 1885). He died in London, after a lingering

illness, on the 38th of March 1886.
See his Letters and Memorials (a vols., 1886}.

TRJDfCHARD, SIR JOHV (i64»-i695), English politician,

belonged to an old Dorset family, hi^ father being Thomas
Trenchard (1615-1671), of Wolverton, and his grandfather Sir

Tbonaas Trenchard (i 582-1657), also of Wolverton, who was
krdghted by James I. in 1613. Bom at Lytchett Matravers,

near Poole, on the 30th of March 1640, and educated at

New College, Oxford, John Trenchard entered parliament as

member for Taunton in 1679, and associated himself with

those who proposed to exclude the duke of York from the

throne He attended some of the meetings held by these

maJoontents and was possibly concerned in the Rye House
ploe; at all evenU he was arrested in July 1683, but no

definite evidence was brought against him and he was released.

When Monmouth landed in the west of England in June 1685
Trenchard fled from England, but was pardoned through the
good offices of William Penn and returned home two years later.

Again he entered parliament, but he took no active part in the
Revolution of 1688, although he managed to secure the good will

of William III. He was knighted by the king and made chief

justice of Chester, and in 1692 he was appointed a secretary of

state. He and the government incurred much ridicule through
their failure to prove the existence of a great Jacobite plot in

Lancashire and Cheshire in which they had been led to

believe. Sir John died on the 37th of April 2695. His wife was
Philippa (d. 1743), daughter of George Speke (d. 1690) of White
Lackington, Somerset.

Another member of the Trenchard family was the writer,

John Tkenchako (1662-17 23), erroneously referred to by Macau-
lay as a son of Sir John Trenchard. Educated at Trinity College,

Dublin, Trenchard inherited considerable wealth and was thus
able to devote the greater part of his life to writing on political

subjects, his point of view being that of a Whig and an opponent
of the High Church party. His chief works are A Short Historyof
Standing Armies in England (1698 and X73X) and The Natural
History of Superstition (i 709). With Thomas Gordon (d. x 750)
he produced a weekly periodical. The Independent Whig, and
with the same colleague he wrote a number of letters to the

London Journal and to the British Journal under the

pseudonjrm of Cato. These letters were published in four volumes
in 1724 and the collection has often been reprinted. Trenchard
died on the x7th of December 1723.

TRENCHER (M. Eng. trenchour, trenchere, &c.,0. Fr. irencheoir

trenchoier, a place on which to cut up food, from trencher, mod.
trancher, to cut, probably from Lat. truncare, lop, cut off, or from
transecare, to cut across), a platter, being a flat piece of wood, in

its earliest form square, later circular, on which food was carved
or cut up and served. These wooden *' trenchers " took the pUce
of earlier ones which were thick slices of coarse bread; these,

after being soaked with the gravy and juices from the meat and
other food were eaten or thrown to the alms basket for the poor.

The wooden trencher went out of use on the introduction of

pottery and later of porcelain pbites. At Winchester College, the

old square beechwood trenchers are still in use. The potters of

the x8th century made earthenware plates very flat and with a
shallow rim ; these were known as " trencher plates." " Trencher
salt-cellars " were the small salts pbiced near each person for use,

as opposed to the ornamental " standing " salts.

For " trench," a ditch, and " entrenchment," see Fortification
AND SlECECRAFT.

TRENCK, FRANZ, Fkeibesk von der (X7XX-X749), Aus-

trian soldier, was bom on the xst of January x 7x1, of a inilitary

family. Educated by the Jesuits at Oedenburg, he entered the

Imperial army in 17 28 but resigned in disgrace three years Uter.

He then married and lived on his estates for some years. Upon
the death of his wife in X737 he offered to raise an irregular corps

of " Pandours " for service against the Turks, but this offer was
refused and he then entered the Russian army. But after serving

against the Turks for a short time as captain and major of cavalry

he was accused of bad conduct, brutality and disobedience and
condemned to death, the sentence being commuted by Field

Marschal MUnnich to degradation and imprisonment. After a
time he returned to Austria, where his father was governor of a
small fortress, but there too he came into conflict with every one
and actually " took sanctuary " in a convent in Vieima. But
Prince Charles of Lorraine, interesting himself in this strange

man, obtained for him an amnesty and a commission in a corps

of irregxilars. In this command, besides his usual truculence and
robber maimers, he displayed conspicuous personal bravery,

and in spite of the general dislike into which his vices brought

him his services were so valuable that he was promoted lieu-

tenant-colonel (1743) and colonel (x744)> But at the battle of

Soor he and his irregulars plundered when they shoidd have been

fighting and Trenck was accused (probably falsely) of having

allowed the king of Prussia himself to escape. After a time he
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WIS brought before a court-martial in Vienna, which convicted

him of having sold and withdrawn commissions to his officers

without the queen's leave, punished his men without heed to the

military code, and drawn pay and allowance for fictitious men.

Much was allowed to an irregular officer in all these respects, but

Tlrenck had far outrun the admitted limits, and above all L's

brutalities and robberies had made him detested throughout

Austria and Silesia. A death sentence followed, but the com-
position of the court-martial and its proceedings were thought to

have been such as from the first forbade a fair trial, and the

sentence was commuted by the queen into one of cashiering and
imprisonment. The rest of his life was spent in mild captivity

in the fortress of Spielberg, where he died on the 4th of Oaober
1749.

His cousin, Frieosich, Freiherr von der Trenck
(1726-1794), the writer of the celebrated autobiography, was

bom on the i6th of February 1726 at Konigsberg, his father

being a Prussian general. After distinguishing himself for his

quickness and imagination at the university of KOnigsbei^, he

entered the Prussian army in 1742, and soon became an orderly

officer on Frederick's own staff. But within a year he fell

into disgrace because of a love affair—whether real or imaginary
—^with the king's sister Princess Amalie, and when in 1743 his

Austrian cousin presented him with a horse and opened a

correspondence, Frederick had him arrested, a few days after

the battle of Soor, and confined in the fortress of Glat2, whence

in 1746 he escaped. Making his way home and thence to Vienna,

in the vain hope of finding employment under his now disgraced

cousin, he finally met a Russian general, who took him into the

Russian service But, receiving news that owing to his cousin's

death he had become the owner of the family estates, he returned

to Germany almost immediately He was made a captain of

Austrian cavalry, but never served, as his time was fully taken

up with litigation connected with the inherited estates. In

1754 he visited Prussia, but was there arrested and confined in

Magdeburg for ten years, making frequent attempts, of incred-

ible audacity, to escape from the harshness of his gaolers. But

after the close of the Seven Years' War, Maria Theresa requested

that he should, as being a captain in her service, be at once

released. Trenck then spent some years in Aix-la-Chapelle,

managing an agency for Hungarian wines and publishing a

newspaper, and on the failure of these enterprises he returned

to hU Hungarian estates. Here he composed his celebrated

autobiography and many other writings. He visited England

and France in 1 774-1 777, and was afterwards employed by the

government in diplomatic or secret service missions. After the

death of Frederick the Great he was allowed to enter Prussia,

and stayed in Berlin for two years. In 1788 he visited Paris,

where he was the hero of society for a moment; next year he

returned to Hungary in order to collect his writings in a uniform

edition, but in 1791 he returned to Paris to be a spectator of the

Revolution, and after living in safety throughout the Terror he

was at last denounced as an Austrian spy and guillotined on

the 25th of July 1794.

His autobiography, which ha* been translated into several

languages, first appeared in German at Berlin and Vienna (13 volt.)

in 1787. Shortly afterwards a French version, by his own hand,
was published at Strassburg. His other published works are in

eight volumes and apoeared shortly after the autobiography at

Leipzig. A reprint o(^ the autobiography appeared in 1910 in
" Reclam's Universal Series."

See Wahrmann, Leben und TkaUn des Frant^ Freiherr wm der

Trenck and Friedrick Freikerm von der Trencks Leben^ Kerker und
Tod (both published at Leipzig in 1837).

TRENDELENBURG, FRIEDRICH ADOLF .(1802-1872).

German philosopher and philologist, was bom on the 30th of

November 1802 at Eutin, near LUbeck. He was educated at

the universities of Kiel, Leipzig and Berlin. He became more
and more attracted to the study of Plato and Aristotle, and his

doctor'sMlisscrtation (1826) was an attempt to reach through

Aristotle's criticisms a more accurate knowledge of the Platonic

philosophy (Platonis de ideis et numeris doctrina ex Aristotcle

iUustrata). He declined the offer of a classical chair at Kiel,

and accepted a post as tutor to the son of an intimate friend of
Altenstein, the Prussian minister of education. He held this

position for seven years (1826-1833), occupying his leisure time
with the preparation of a critical edition of Aristotle's Z>faii>m

a

(1833; 2nded. by C. Belger, 1877). In 1833 Altenstein appointed
Trendelenburg extraordinary professor in Berlin, and four years
later he was advanced to an ordinary professorship. For nearly

forty years he proved himself markedly successful as an
academical teacher, during the greater part of which time he had
to examine in philosophy and pedagogics all candidates for

the scholastic profession in Prxissia. In 1865 he became
involved in an acrimonious controversy on the interpretation

of Kant's doctrine of Space with Kuno Fischer, whom he
attacked in Kuno Fischer und sein Kant (1869), which drew
forth the reply ArUi-Trendelenburg (1870). He died oh the

24th of January 1872.

Trendelenburg^ philosophizing is conditioned throughout by his
lovinff study of Plato and Aristotle, whom he re^rds not as oppon-
ents but as building jointly on the broad basts of idealism. His
own standpoint may almost be called a modern version of Aristotle
thus interpreted. While denying the possibility of an absolute
method and an absolute philosophyj as contended for by Hegel and
others, Trendelenburg was emphatically an idealist in the ancient
or Platonic sense; hu whole work was devoted to the demonstration
of the ideal in the real. But he maintained that the procedure of
philosophy must be analytic, rising from the particular facts to the
universal m which we find them explained. We divine the system
of the whole from the part we know, but the process of reconstruction
must remain approximative. Our position forbids the f>06sibility

of a final system. Instead, therefore, of constantly beginning afresh
in speculation, it should be our duty to attach ourselves to what
may be considered the permanent results of historic developments.
The classical expression of these results Trendelenburg finds mainly
in the Platonico-Aristotelian system. The philosophical question
is stated thus: How are thought and being united in kno« ledge ?

how does thought get at being? and how does being enter into
thought? Proceeding on the pnnciple that like can only be known
by like. Trendelenburg next reaches a doctrine peculiar to himself
(though based upon Aristotle) which plavs a central part in his
speculations. Motion is the fundamentaf fact common to being
and thought ; the actual motion of the external world has its counter-
part in the constructive motion which is involved in every instance
of perception or thought. From motion he proceeds to deduce
time, space and the categories of mechanics and natural science.
These, oeing thus derived, are at once subjective and objective in

their scope. It is true matter can never be completely resolved
into motion, but the irreducible remainder may be treated like the
irp6nr CXii of Aristotle as an abstraction which we asymptotically
approach but never reach. The facta of existence, however, are
not adequately explained by the mechanical categories. The
ultimate interpretation of the universe can only be found in the
higher category of End or final cause. Here Trendelenburg finds
the dividing line between philosophical systems. On the one side
stand those which acknowledge none but efficient causes—which
make force prior to thought, and explain the universe, as it were,
a tergo. This may be called, typically, Democritism. On the other
side stands the " organic " or tcleological view of the worid, which
interprets the parts through the idea of the whole, and sees in the
efficient causes only the vehicle of ideal ends. This may be called
in .1 wide j^tisc Piatonism. Systems like Spinozism. which aeem
to f r-ia jl tliird cl^^, neither sacrificing force to thought nor thought
to I :r>c. yet by their denial of final causes inevitably fall back into
the hrmofrttk or essentially materialistic standpoint, leaving us
with I Nc great iinragonism of the mechanical and the organic systems
of (liilj^phY. The latter vie«*. which receives its first support in
the : i fh ul Vi[<.\ or organic nature as such, finds its culmination and
uiti , .iiion in the ethical worid, which essentially consists
in '1 of ends. Trendelenburg's Naturreckt may,
the I LKcn as in a manner the completk>n of his s>'stem,
his '.• rkmg [>ui of the ideal as present in the real. The ethical end
is tiV.n to be the idea of humanity, not in the abstract as formulated
by Kint, but in the context of the sUte and of history. Law is

treriici throuehoiit as the vehicle of ethkal requirements. In
Trei il.?lc-nburp I treatment of the state, as the ethical organism in
wh: I' Tho individual (the potential man) may be said first to emer^
intd .u ruAlUy, vsc ^lay trace his nurture on tne best ideas of Hellenic
antiquity.

Trendelenburg was aiso the author of the following: Elementa
logites ArisMeltcae (1816: 0th ed.. 1892; Eng. trans.. 18B1). a selec-

tion of passages from tne Orfanon with Latin translation and notes,

containing the substance of Aristotle's logical doctrine, supplemented
by Eriautfntngen tu den EJementen der ArisMeliuhen Logik (1842:
3rd ed. 1876): Logiscke Unlersuckungen (1840: 3rd ed. 1870). and
Die logiseke Frage in Hegeis System (1843). important factors in

the reaction against Hegel; Uiitoriscke Beitrage sur Pkilosopkit
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(1846-1867), in three votnmes, t!ie first of which contains a history
of toe doctnne of the Categories; i><ij Naturrecht aufdem Crunde
i€r Eikik (i860): Lucken im Volkerreckt (1870), a treatise on the
defects of international law, occasioned by the war of 1870. A
number of his papers dealing with non-philosophical, chiefly national
and educational subjects, are collected in his KUine Sckrijten (1871).
On Trendelenburg's life and work see H. Bonitz, Zur Erinnerunt

an FJi.T. (Berlin, 1872): P. Kleinert, Crabrede (Berlin, 1872): E
Brtituachek, Adolf Trendelenburg (Berlin. 1873): C. von PramI,
Cedacktni>sred€ (Munich, 1873); G. S. Morris in the New Engfander
(1874)1 xxxiiL

TRENT (Lat. Tridentum; Ital. TraUo; Ger. Trienl), the

capital of the south or Italian-speaking portion of the Austrian

province of Tirol. It stands on the left bank of the Adige
where this river is joined by the Fersina, and is a station on the

Brenner raflway, 35 m. S. oi Botzen and s6| m. N. of Verona.

It has a very picturesque appearance, especially when ap-

proached from the north, with its embattloci walls and towers

filling the whole breadth of the valley. A conspicuous feature

in the view is the isolated xocky dudel of Doss Trento (the

Roman Verruca), that rises on the right bank of the Adige tc

a hei|^t ot 308 ft. above the dty and is now very strongly

fortified, as are various other positions near Trent giving access

to Trent from the east (Val Sugana) or the west (valley of

the Sarca). With its numerous palaces, substantial houses,

broad streets, and spadous squares, Trent presents the aspect

of a thoroughly Italian dty, and its inhabitants (24,868

in 1900, including a garrison of over 2000 men) speak Italian

only—^it is the centre of the region called Italia Irredenta

by fervent Italian patriots. The Duomo or cathedral church

(dedicated to San Vigilio, the first bishop) was built in four

instalments between the ixth and xsth centuries, and was
restored in 1882-1889. More interesting historically is the

church of Santa Maria Maggiore, built in 1514-1539. and

the scene of the sessions of the famous Ecumenical Council

(as to which, see below) which lasted, with several breaks,

from 1545 to 1563; near it, in the open, a column was erected

m 1845, on the occasion of the three hundredth anniversary of

the opening of the Council. To the east of the dty rises the

Castello del Buon Consiglio, for centuries the residence of the

prince-bishops, but now used as barracks. There is a huge

town ball, which also houses the museum and the very

czteosve town library. Trent lives rather on its historical

souvenirs than on its indtistries, which are not very extensive,

viticulture, silk-spinning and the preparation of salami (a

strongly spiced kind of Italian sausage) bdng the chief.

Ecclesiastically Trent is a suffragan see of the archbishopric of

Salzburg. Opposite the railway station a statue of Dante
was erected in 1896, for be is believed to have visited this

region about 1304.

Trent was originally the capital of the Tridentini, and is

mentioned in the AnUmine Itinerary as a station on the great

mad from Verona to Veldidena (Innsbruck) over the Brenner.

It was later ruled by the Ostrogoths (5th century) and the

Lombards (6th century) after the conquest of whom by the

Franks (774) Trent became part of the kingdom of Italy.

But in X027 the emperor Conrad II. bestowed all temporal

righu in the region on the bbhop (the see dates from the 4th

century) and transferred it to Ormany, an event which fixed

aU its later history. The Venetian attacks were finally re-

pulsed in 1487, and the bishop retained his temporal powers

tm 1803 when they passed to Austria, to which (save 1805-1 8 14>

wl»n first the Bavarians and then Napoleon held the region)

they have ever since belonged, the Trentino being annexed

formally to Tirol in 18x4. (W. A. B. C)
TRENT, COUNCIL OF. The Council of Trent (i 545-1 563)

has a long antecedent history of great significance for the fortunes

of the Catholic Church. During the 15th and the eariier half

of the i6th century, the conception of an " ecumenical council
"

remained an ideal of which the realization was expected to

provide a solution for the serious ecclesiastical difficulties which

were then prevalent. True, the coundls of Constance and
Basel had fallen short of the desired goal; but confidence in

the uitknown quantity persisted and took deeper root as the

popes of the Renaissance showed themselves less and less

inclined to undertake the reforms considered necessary in wide
circles of the Church. The papacy indeed did not recognize
the jurisdiction of the ecumenical council, and in 1459 Pius II.

had prohibited any appeal to such a tribunal under penalty of

excommunication. This, hdwever, had no effect on public
opinion, and the coimdl continued to be invoked as the supreme
court of Christianity. So in 1518, for instance, the university

of Paris demanded the convocation of a general council, to
which it referred its solemn protest against the papal encroach-
ments on the privileges of the French Chureh. Thus, when
Luther took this very step in the same year, and repeated it

Utter, his action was not devoid of precedent. Again in 1529
the evangelical esutes of Germany made a formal appeal in the
Diet of Spires, and, in the preface to the Augsburg Confesaon
of 1 530, requested a "general, unfettered coundl of Christendom."
The same demand was formulated by Charles V. The emperor
indeed—though, as a statesman, he had found himself In frequent

opposition to the papal policy of his day—had never enter-

tained the slightest doubt as to the truth of Catholic doctrine,

and had rendered inestimable services to the Church in the
perilous years which followed the emergence of Protestantism.

Still he cotdd not blind himself to the fact that ecclesiastical

life stood in urgent need of reform; and the only method of

effecting an alteration in the existing regime was by means of

a coimdL Consequently he declared himself in favour of con-
vening a general assembly of the church—a project which he
pursued with the greatest energy. True, the passive resist-

ance of the Curia was so stubborn that the decisive step was
postponed time and again. But the goal was finally atuined,
and this result was essentially the work of Charies. Actually,

the meeting came too late: the Evangelical Church had gathered
strength in the interim, and the council failed to exerdse
the decisive influence anticipated on the relations between
Catholicism and Protestantism. In 1 536 its convocation seemed
imminent. Pope Paul III., who in the conclave had already

admitted the necessity of a council, convened it on the 2nd of

June 1 536, for the 23rd of May 1 537, at Mantua. He then altered

the date to the ist of November of the same year. Later it

was summoned to meet at Vicenza on the xst of May 1538, only
to be postponed till the Easter of X539. Finally, be adjourned
the execution of the project sine die. Charles met this dilatory

policy by arranging colloquies between Protestant and Catholic at

Worms and Regensburg, the result being that the Curia became
afraid that the emperor might take the settlement of the religious

question into his own hands. This consideration forced Paul III.

to compliance, and fresh writs were issued convoking the council,

first for Whitsuntide, 1542, then for the ist of November of the

same year. In consequence, however, of the hostilities betweea
Charles and the French king Francis I., the conference was so

scantily attended that it was once more prorogued to the 6th of

July 1543, before it had come into active existence. Not till the

peace of Crespy, 1544, when the emperor showed some disposition

to attempt an accommodation of the ecclesiastical feud in a
German Diet, did the pope resolve to translate his numerous
promises into deeds. The bull Laetare Hierusalem (November

i9i 1544) fixed the meeting of the council for the 15th of March

1545, in Trent, and assigned it three tasks: (i) the pacification of

the religious dispute by doctrinal dcdsions, (2) the reform of

ecclesiastical abuses, (3) the discussion of a crusade against

the infidels. The selection of the town of Trent, the capital

of the Italian Tirol, and part of the empire had a two-

fold motive: on the one hand it was a token of concession to

the emperor, who wished the synod to be held in his dominions;

on the other, there was no occasion to fear that an assembly,

meeting on the southern border of Germany, would fall under

the imperial influence.

The opem'ng of the council was deferred once again. To-

wards the end of May 1545, twenty bishops were collected at

Trent: but there was no sign of action, and the papal legates-

Del VTnnf* Torvinus and Reginald Pole—delayed the in-

ai' *^use of this procrastinating policy was that
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the emperor and tbe pope were at crass poxposes with regard

to the mode of procedure. In the eyes of Paul III. the cotmcil

was simply the means by which he expected to secure a con-

demnation of the Protestant heresy, in hopes that he would then

be in a position to impose the sentence of the Church upon them
by force. For him the question of ecclesiastical reform pos-

s^sed no interest whatever. In contrast to this, Charles

demanded that these very reforms should be given precedence,

and the decisions on points of dogma postponed till he should

have compelled the Protestants to send representatives to the

council The pope, however, alarmed by the threat of a collo-

quy in Germany, recognized the inadvisability of his dilatory

tactics, and at hist ordered the synod to be opened (December

13. »545).

Since there was no definite method by which the deliberations

of ecumenical councils were conducted, special regulations were

necessary; and those adopted were of such a nature as to assure

the predominance of the Roman chair from the firsL As the

voting was not to be by nations, as at Constance, but by
individuals, the last word remained with the Italians, who were in

the majority. In order to enhance this superiority the legates

as a rule denied the suffrage to thoseforeign bishopswho desired to

be represented by procurators; and a number of Italian preUtes

were enabled to make their appearance at Trent, thanks to

special allowances from the pope. The dispute as to the order

of precedence.among the subjects for deliberation was settled

by a compromise, and the questions of dogma and ecclesiastical

abuses were taken simultaneously, the consequence being that

in the decisions of the council the doctrinal and reformatory

decrees rank side by side. In pursuance of a precedent estab-

lished by the last Lateran Cotmcil, the sessions were divided into

two classes: those devoted to discussion {congregatumes gener-

ales), and those in which the residts of the discussion were put

to the vote and formally enacted {sessiones ptMicae). To
ensure a thorough consideration of every proposition, and also

to facilitate the exercise of the papal influence on the proceedings,

the delegates were split into three groups (congregationes),

each group debating the same question at the same time. This

arrangement, however, only endured till 1546. Since these

sections were only brought into conjtmction by the legates,

and met under their presidency, the pontifical envoys in effect

regulated the whole course of the deliberations. They daimed,

moreover, the right of determining the proposals submitted,

and were throughout in active and constant communication

with Rome—a circumstance which provoked the ban mot of

the French deputy (1563), that when the rivers were flooded and

the Roman post delayed the Holy Ghost postponed his descent.

These precautions nullified any possible disposition on the part

of the council to enter on dangerous paths; and in addition the

clause " under reservation of the papal authority " was affixed

to all enactments dealing with ecclesiastical irregularities—thus

leaving the pope a free hand with regard to the practical

execution of any measures proposed. Contraiy to the emperor's

wish, the council began its labours in the region of dogma by
defining the doctrines of the Church with reference to the most

important controversial points—a procedure which frustrated

all his projects for a reconciliation with the Protestants. On
the 8th of April 1546 the doctrine of the Holy Scriptures and
tradition {sessio iv.) was proclaimed; on the 17th of June 1546,

the doctrine of original sin {sesno v.); on the 13th of January

1547, the doctrine of justification {usHo vi); and on the 3rd of

March 1547, the decree concerning the sacraments in general,

and baptism and confirmation in particular {sessio vii.). On the

nth of March, however, the council was transferred to Bologna
on the pretext that an ^idemic was raging in Trent {sessio viii.)>

though, at the imperial command, part of the bishops remained

behind. But on the and of June the council of Bologna
resolved (sessio x.) to adjourn its labouis. The emperor's

demands that the council should again be removed to Trent

were vain, till on the 24th of April 1547, the battle of Mtihlberg

decided the struggle with the Schmalkaldic league, formed by
the Evangelical princes of Germany, in his favour. His hands

were now free, and he utilized his militaiy successes to balance
his account with the Church. At the Diet of Augsburg he secured

the enactment of a modus wvendi, leavened by the Catholic
spirit, between the adherents of either religion; and this pro-

visory settlement—the so-called Interim of Augsburg—was
promulgated as a law of the empire Gune 3, 1548), and decUred
binding till the council should reassemble. The Protestants,

it is true, received certain concessions—the non-oelibacy of the

priesthood and the lay chalice—but the Roman hierarchy, the

old ceremonial, the feast-days and the fasts, were reinstated.

Since the bishops who had remained in Trent abstained, at the

emperor's request, from any display of activity qua synod, the

outbreak of a schism was avoided. But the collusion of

ecclesiastical affairs had grown worse confounded through the

refusal of the pope to continue the council, when the death of

Paul IIL (November 10, 1549) gave a new turn to events.

Pope Julius III., the former legate Del Monte, could not elude

the necessity of convening the council again, and, though per-

sonally he took no greater interest in the scheme than Us pre-

decessor in office, caused it to resume its labours on the ist ofMay
1551 {sessio xi.), under the presidency of the legate. Cardinal

Crescentio. The personnel of the synod was, for the most part,

different; and the new members included the Jesuits, Laynez
and Salmeron. More than this, the general character of the

second period of the council was markedly distinct from that

of its earlier stages. The French clergy had not a single dele-

gate, while the Spanish bishops maintained an independent
attitude under the aegis of the emperor, and Protestant deputies

were on this occasion required to appear at TrenL The German
Protestants who, in the first phase of the council, had held aloof

from its proceedings, since to have sent representatives to this

assemblage would have served no good purpose, had now no
choice but to obey the imperial wilL Charles V. was anxious to

assure them not merely of a safe conduct, but also of a certain

hearing. But in this he ran counter to the established facts:

the Catholic Church had already defined iu atutude to the
dogmas above mentioned, and the Curia showed no inclination

to question these results by reopening the debate. Thus the

participation of the Protestants was essentially superfluous,

for the object they had at heart—the discussion of these doc-

trines on the gound of Holy Writ—^was from the Catholic stand-

point an impossible aspiration. The Wttrttemberg deputies had
already submitted a creed, composed by the Swabitn refcrmei

Johann Brenx, to the council, and Melanchthon was under way
with a confessio saxontca^ when there came the revolt of the
Elector Maurice of Saxony (March ao, x 55a), which compelled the

emperor to a speedy flight from Innsbruck^ and dissolved the

conclave. Its dogmatic htbours were confined to doctrinal

decrees on the Lord's Supper {sessio xiiL October ix, 1551), and
on the sacraments of penance and .extreme unction (November

>5» i55iy sessio xiv.). On the 38th of-April xsp, the sittings

were suspended on the news of the elector's approach.

Ten years had elapsed before the cotmcil reassembled for the

third time in Trent; and on this occasion the circumstances

were totally changed. During the intervening period, the

religious problem in Germany had received such a solution as the

times admitted by the peace of Augsburg (15 55); and the

equality there guaranteed between the Protestant estates and
the Catholic estates had left the former nothing to hope from a
council Thus the motive which till then had governed the

emperor's policy was now nullified, as there wai no necessity

for seeking a reconciliation of the two parties by means of a
conference. The incitement to continue the council came from
another quarter. It was no longer anxiety with regard to

Protestantism that exercised the pressure, but a growing con-

viction of the imperative need of more stringent reforms within

the Catholic Church itself. Pope Paul IV. (1551-1559). tl^e

protector of the Inquisition, and the opponent of Philip 11. of

Spain as well as of the emperor Ferdinand, turned a deaf ear to

all requests for a revival of the synod. The regime of Pitis IV.

(i559~i566) was signalized by an absolute reversal of the

papal policy: and it was high time. For in.France and Spain

—
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tlie vcfy anmtxies where the Protestant heresy had been most
vigcnottsly combated—a great mass of discontent had accumu-
lated; and France already showed a strong inclination to attempt
an independent settlement of her ecclesiastical difficulties in a
national coundL Pius IV. saw himself constrained to take these

circumstances into account. On the 39th of November 1560 he
announced the convocation of the council ; and on the x8th of

January 1562 it was actually reopened {sessio xvii.). The presi-

dency was entrusted to Cardinal Gonzaga, assisted by Cardinals

Hosius, bishop of Ermeland, Seripando, Simonetu, and Marc de
Altemps, bishop of Constance. The Protestants indeed were also

invited but the Evangelical princes, assembled in Naumburg,
withheld thdr assent—a result which was only to be expected.

In order to enhance the synod's freedom of action, France and
the emperor Ferdinand required that it should rank as a new
council, and were able to adduce in support of their claim the

fact that the resolutions of the two former periods had not

yet been formally recognized. Pius IV., however, designated it a
continuation of the earlier meetings. Ferdinand, in addition

to regulations for the amendment of the dcrgy and the monastic

system, demanded above all the legalization of the marriage

of the priesthood and the concession of the " lay chalice," as he
feared further defections to Protestantism. France and Spain

laid stress on the recognition of the divine right of the episco-

pate, and its independence with regard to the pope. These
episcopal tendencies were backed by a request that the bishops

should reside in their sees a position which Pius IV. acknow-
ledged to be ^ iure dinno; though, as it would have implied

the annihilation of the Roman Curia, he refused to declare it

as such. In consequence of these reformatory aspirations,

the position of the pope and the council was for a while full of

periL But the papal diplomacy was quite competent to shatter

an opposition whidi at no time presented an absolutely unbroken
front, and by concessions, threats and the utilization of political

and politico-ecclesiastical dissensions, to break the force of the

attack. In the third period of the council, which, as a result of

these feuds, witnessed no session from September 1562 to July

1 563, doctrinal resolutions were also passed concerning the Lord's

Supper sub utraque specie {sessio xxi., July x6, 1562), the sacri-

fice of the Mau (sessio xxii., September 27, 1562), the sacrament

of ordination {sessio xziii., July X5« 1563), the sacrament of

marriage {sessio zziv., November 11, 1563), and Purgatoiy,

the worship of saints, relics and images (December 3, 1563).

On the 4th of December 1563 the synod closed.

The dogmatic decisions of the CouncQ of Trent make no
attempt at embracing the whole doctrinal system of the Roman
Catholic Church, but present a selection of the most vital

doctrines, partly chosen as a counterblast to Protestantism, and
formulated throughout with a view to that creed and its objec-

tions. From the discussions of the council it is evident that

pronounced differences of opinion existed within it even on
most important subjects, and that these differences were not
reconciled. Hence came the necessity for reticences, equivocal

lions and temporizing formulae. Since, moreover, the council

issued its pronouncements without any reference to the decisions

of earlier councils, and omitted to emphasize its relation to

these, it in fact suppressed these earlier decisions, and posed

not as continuing, but as superseding them.

The reformatory enactments touch on numerous phases of

ecclesiastical life—administration, discipline, appointment to

spiritual offices, the marriage law {deicretum de reformaiione

matrimonii " Tametsi" sessio xxiv.), the duties of tht dcrgy,

and so forth. The resolutions indude many that marked an
advance; but the opportunity for a comprehensive and thorough

reformation of the life of the Church—the necessity of which

was recognized in the Catholic Church itsdf—was not em-
braced. No alteration of the abuses which obtained in the

Curia was effected, and no annulment of the customs, so lucra-

tive to that body and deleterious to others, was attempted.

The question of the annates, for instance, was not so much as

broached.

The Coondl of Trent in fact enjoyed only a certain appearance

of independence. For the freedom of speech which had been
accorded was exercised under the supervision of papal legates,

who maintained a dedsive influence over the proceedings and
could count on a certain majority in consequence of the over-
whelming number of Italians. That the synod figured as the
responsible author of its own decrees {sancta oecumenica et

geruralis tridesUina synodus in spiriiu 'sancto legitime coH'
gregata) proves very little, since the following clause reads
praesidentibus apostolicae sedis kgaiis; while the legates and the
pope expressly refused to sanction an application of the words
of the Council of Constance

—

universalem ecdesiam repraesentans.

The whole course of the council was determined by the pre-

supposition that it had no autonomous standing, and that its

labours were simply transaaed under the commission and
guidance of the pope. This wds not merely a claim put forward
by the Roman see at the time: it was acknowledged by the
attitude of the synod throughouL The legates confined the
right of discussion to the subjects propounded by the pope,
and their position was that he was in no way bound by the vote
of the majority. In difficult cases the synod itself left thc(

decision to him, as in the question of clandestine marriage^
and the administration of the Lord's Supper sub uiraque specie.

Further, at the dose of the sessions a resolution was adopted,

by the terms of which all the enactments of the council de morum
reformaiione atque ecclesiaslica disciplina were subject to the
limiution that the papal authority should not be prejudiced

thereby {sessio xxv. cap. 21). Finally, eveiy doubt as to the
papal supremacy is removed when we consider that the Triden-
tine Fathers sought for all their enactments and decisions the
ratification {confirmalio) of the pope, which was conferred by
Pius IV. in the bull Benedictus Deus (January 26, 1564). Again,
in its last meeting {sessio xxv.), the synod transferred to the
pope a number of tasks for which theu: own time had proved
inadequate. These comprised the compilation of a catalogue

of forbidden books, a catechism, and an edition of the mi^
and the breviary. Thus the coundl presented the Holy See
with a further opportunity of extending its influence and diffus-

ing its views. The ten rules de libris prohUntis^ published by
Pius IV. in the bull Dominici gregis custodiae (Maidi 24, 1564),

became of great importance for the whole spiritual life of the

Roman Catholic Church: for they were an attempt to exdude
pemidous influences, and, in practice, led to a censorship which
has been more potent for evil than good. These regulations

were modified by Leo XIII. in his Constitution Qfficiorum ac

munerum (Januaiy 24, 1897). Acting on a suggestion of the

council {sessio xxiv. c. 2; sessio xxv. c. 2), Pius IV. published a

short conspectus of the artides of faith, as determined at Trent,

in the bull Injunctum nobis (November 13, 1564). This so-

called Professio fidei tridentinae, however, goes beyond the

doctrinal resolutions of the synod, as it contains a number of

clauses dealing with the Church and the position of the pope
within the Church—subjects which were deliberatdy ignored

in the discussions at Trent. In 1877 this confession—binding

on every Roman Catholic priest—was supplemented by a pro-

nouncement on the dogma of papal infallibility.

The great and increasing need of a manual for the instruction

of the people gave rise in the first half of the i6th century to

numerous catechisms. At the period of the coundl, that com-
posed by the Jesuit Peter Canisius, father-confessor of the

emperor Ferdinand, enjoyed the widest vogue. It failed,

however, to recdve the sanction of the synod, which preferred

to undertake the task itself; and, as that body left its labours

unfinished, the pope was entrusted with the compilation of a
textbook. Pius V. appointed a commission (Leonardo Marini,

Egidio Foscarari, Francisco Fureiro and Murio Calini) under the

presidency of three cardinals, among them Charles Borroroeo;

and this commission discharged its duties with such rapidity

that the Calechismus a decreto concUii Iridentini ad parochoi

was published in Rome as early as the year 1568. The book is

designed for the use of the cleric, not the layman. The MissaU
romanum, moreover, underwent revision: also the Brttiarittm

romanum, the daily devotional work of the Roman priest. The
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necessity of sUU further improvements in the Utter was forcibly

urged in the Vatican CounciL
The numerical representation of the Council of Trent was

marked by considerable fluctuations. In the first session

(December 13, 1545) the spiritual dignitaries present—omitting

the 3 presiding cardinals—consisted of one other cardinal, 4 arch-

bishops, 21 bishops and 5 generals of orders. On the other hand,

the resolutions of the synod were signed at its close by the 4
presidents, then by 2 cardinals, 3 patriarchs, 35 archbishops, x66

bishops, 7 abbots, 7 generals of orders and 19 procurators of

archbishops and bishops. In this council—as later in the

Vatican—Italy was the dominant nation, sending two-thirds of

the delegates; while Spain was responsible for about 30, France
for about 20, and Germany for no more than 8 members. In
spite of the paucity of its numbers at the opening and the

unequal representation ofthe Church, which continued to the last,

the oecumenical character of the council was never seriously

questioned. On the motion of the legates, the resolutions were

submitted to the ambassadors of the secular powers for

signature, the French and Spanish envoys alone withholding

their assent. The recognition of the council's enactments was,

none the less, beset with difficulties. So far as the doctrinal

decisions were concerned no obstacles existed; but the refor-

matory edicts—adhesion to which was equally required by the

synod—stood on a different footing. In their character of

resolutions claiming to rank as ecclesiastical law they came into

conflict with outside interests, and their acceptance by no means
implied that the rights of the sovereign, or the needs and cir-

cumstances of the respective countries, were treated with

sufficient consideration. The consequence was that there

arose an active and, in some cases, a tenacious opposition to

an indiscriminate acquiescence in all the Tridentine decrees.

Under Charles IX. and Henry IV. the situation was hotly

debated in France: but these monarchs showed as little com-
plaisance to the representations and protests of the Curia as

did the French partement itself; and only those regulations

were recognized which came into collision neither with the

rights of the king nor with the liberties of the Gallican Church.

In Spain, Philip II. allowed, indeed, the publication of the

Tridentinum, as also in the Netherlands and Naples, but always

with the reservation that the privileges of the king, his vassals

and his subjects, should not thereby be infringed. The empire,

as such, never recognized the Tridentinum, Still it was pub-

lished at provincial and diocesan synods in the territories of the

spiritual princes, and also in the Austrian hereditary states.

• In tus official confirmation Pius IV. had already strictly

prohibited any commentary on the enactments of the council

unless undertaken with his approval, and had claimed for him-

self the sole right of interpretation. In order to supervise

the practical working of these enactments, Pius created (1564)

a special department of the Curia, the Congregatio cardinaiium

concUii tridcntini interprelum; and to this body Sixtus V. en-

trusted the further task of determining the sense of the conciliar

decisions in all dubious cases. The rcsoluliones of the con-

gregation—on disputed points—and their declarationes—on

legal questions—exercised a powerful influence on the subse-

quent development of ecclesiastical law.

The Council of Trent attained a quite extraordinary signifi-

cance for the Roman Catholic Church; and its pre-eminence

was unassailcd till the Vaticanum subordinated all the labours

of the Church in the past—whether in the region of doctrine or

in that of law—to an infallible pope. On the theological side

it fixed the results of medieval scholasticism and gleaned from

it all that could be of service to the Church. Further, by pro-

nouncing on a series of doctrinal points till then undecided it

elaborated the Catholic creed; and, finally, the bold front which

it offered to Protestantism in its presentation of the orthodox

faith gave to its members the practical lead they so much needed

in their resistance to the Evangelical assault. The regulations

dealing with ecclesiastical life, in the widest sense of the words,

came, for the most part, to actual fruition, so that, in this direc-

tion also, the council had not laboured in vain. For the whole

Roman Catholic Church of the x6th century its consequences
are of an importance which can scarcely be exaggerated: it

showed that Church as a living institution, capable of work and
achievement; it strengthened the confidence both of her members
and herself, and it was a powerful factor in heightening her

efficiency as a competitor with Protestantism and in restoring

and reinforcing her imperilled unity. Indeed, its sphere' of

influence was still more extensive, for its labours in the field

of dogma and ecclesiastical law conditioned the future evolution

of the Roman Catholic Church. As regards the position of the

papacy, it is of epoch-making significance—^not merely in its

actual pronouncements on the papal see, but also in its tacit

subordination to that see, and the opportunities of increased

influence accorded to it.

There were three periods of the council, separated by not
inconsiderable intervals, each of an individual character, con-

ducted by different popes, but forming a single unity—an
indivisible whole, so that it is strictly correct to qpeak of one
Council of Trent, not of three distina synods.
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tridentinum: diariorum, actorum, epistularum, tractatuum nova
coUectio, cd. Societas Goerresiana. Tom. i. (Diariorum pars i.

Herculis Scveroli commentarius. Angcli MassarclU diaria 1-4,
collcgit S. Merkle). Freiburg (looi). Tom. iv. (Actorum pars i.:

Monumenta concilium praeccdcntia ; trium priorum acs&ionum
acta : collegit St Ehaes), Freiburg (1904). Till the completion of this

splendidly planned work, the following dcaervc especial mention:
F. le Pbt. Monumenterum ad historwm concUii tndentini spectan"
tium amptissima coUectio (LovanQ, 1781-1787); G. F. Planck,
Anecdote ad kistoriam concUii tridentini pertinentia, 26 fasc. (GOttin-
gen, 1791-1818): Acta genuina s. oecumenici concUii tridentini ab A,
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parts. Vienna. 1870-1872); F. Lainez. Disputationes trtdentinae,

cd. Grisar (2 volt.. Innsbruck. 1886}: Die rdmische Kurie und das
KomU von Trient unter Pius IV. Aktenstucke tur Ceukickte des
Konzils von Trient, ed. F. Susta (vols. i. ii., Vienna. 1904-1909):
Canones et decreta concUii tridentini (Rome. 1564: critical edition
by A. L. Richter. !.eipzie, 1853): the most important decisions on
dogma and ecclesiastical law reprinted by C. Mirbt. QueUen tur
CcsckickU des Papsltums (ed. 2, Tubingen, Nr. 289 acfq. : p. 202 sqq.).

LiTERATUSB.—P. Sarpi, Jstoria da concUio tridentina (London,
1619): Cardinal Sforza Pallavicini, Istoria del concUio di Trento
(Riirti^. i&56-u'.'7, J L. ' " t to the preceding); Brischar. Zur
Be\iTU-itiit\i dft KaniftK-t-'.iK _... •.ken Sarpi und FaUavieini (184.1);

Sa1i^, VMSiiuffdi£e Ilni&rte dcs tridenttniscken KontUs (Halle,

17^ I -174s); VVt-^vfibergH Die fi'ossen Kirckenversammlungen des
i$t^n irtfii i6ttn Jnhthitndtrti, vils. iii. and iv. (Constance, 1840);
L. ^ . R.irtkf , Die tomisfktn PdpUc im 16 und 17 Jakrkundert, \'ol. i.;

ibii Drutiihf Gfifkichte im ZfU.jlter der Reformation, i. (Stuttgart,

i8;^g?; p. TMhJcfccrt, j,p. '' Trwnter Konzil," in Hcrzog-Hauck,
Re,.tcnfy)khp(Miif fur pratfiiantii-^he Tkeotogie (1908). vol. xx.. ed. 3,

p. }>,) *fjq.; Q. Kawtrau-W. Mtxllcr, LekrSuck der Kirckengesckickte,

lii. .\^7 wiq. (TuLlnccn, 1907)3 F. HergenrOther. Handbuck der aUge~
mt'iiTn Sitchen^fiatufile, edition by F. P. Kirsch, Bd. III. p. 188
sec; (Fmbufg im DrtJsgau, 1909).
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(C. m.)

TRENT, the chief river in the midlands of England, the third

in length in the country, exceeded only by the Thames and
Severn. It rises in the north of Suffordshire, and discharges

through the Humber into the North Sea, having a course of

about 170 m., and a drainage area of 4052 sq. m. The source

is on Biddulph Moor, which rises to a height of iioo ft. The
course of the river is at first southerly, and it skirts the manu-
facturing district of the Potteries, passing Stoke-upon-Trent.

Immediately below this town the valley widens, and the fall

of the river, from a point rs m. from the source to the mouth,

is only 338 ft. Passing Stone, the course becomes south-easterly,

and the um'led waters of the Sow and the Penk are received

on the rights Near Rugeley the direction becomes easterly, and
near .Alrewas the Trent receives the Tame on the right, and turns

to the north-east. Much of the valley above this point is well

wooded and picturesque, though the flanking hills are gently

sloping, and of no great elevation. The river now passes
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Burtoo-upon-TVent, in this part of its coune forming the boun-
dary between Staffordshire and Derbyshire. The fall from
Burton to the mouth, a distance of 109 m.« is 148 ft. The
valley opens out as the stream, dividing into several channels

at Burton and receiving on the left the Dove, enters Derbyshire.

It then separates that county from Leicestershire and Notting-

hamshire, receives in quick succession the Der^'ent (left),

Soar (right) and Erewash Oeft), entera Nottinghamshire, and
passes Nottingham, ^i\ m. from the mouth. The next important

town b Newark, which, however, the main channel of the river

passes at a considerable distance to the west ; the Devon joins

here on the right, and the fall from this point to the mouth,
a distance of 57} m., is only 18 ft. The valley becomes flat,

though the river b mther deeply entrenched in some parts.

Formmg the boundary between Nottingham and Lincolnshire,

the Trent passes Gainsborough (26} m. from the mouth),
receives the Idle on the left, and, entering Lincolnshire and
skirting the Isle of Axholmc, joins the Yorkshire Ouse near

Faxfleet. The lower part of the valley resembles the Fens
in character, and b drained by many artificial channeb. The
northward turn at Newark b of interest inasmuch as it b con-

sidered that the river from thb point formerly flowed towards
Lincohi, and, following a depression in the escarpment there,

passed down the valley at present occupied by the Witham to

the Wash. It b suggested that the waters were diverted to the

Humber by a stream within that system cutting back southward
and tapping the Trent in the vicinity of Newark; and in high

flood the Trent has been known to send water across the low
parting to the Witham (see Avebury, Scenery of England,

ch. zi.). The highest tides are felt about 40 m. up river, and
the phenomenon of an " eagre " (bore or tidal wave) b seen

rising on spring tides to a height <^ 4 or 9 ft.^ 15 m. above the

month of the river.

The Trent h navljpbfe for 9 di^tantr of fl^J m- from its junction
with the Ou^ei to a p^>int ?t iihan di&tanrc aliove the junction of the
Derwent, ihc T^jnt N';ivii;ation CDfnri>aiiy havjii^; .^ eeneral control

of the navlotion dnwtt ta GaitHbotDUgk th« 1:r;. of which passes
through Noitjfiffham by camU- On the river ir-iH there are eight

kicks. Bcld* Cainifliornutih itie na^i^jtion i^ n^irn, and vesseb
drawing 9 h* can rraith ihj* prtint on spring tif!es. From the
Derwent iriQiiLh the Trtni and ^le^«y Canal ^ijllawft the Trent valley
upward, ind ghm connc 3(1013 >iitb ihe pnijrc irJ.md navigation
system of the mirJbndi and w»t of En^ljncln ^'

I lort canals ^ve
access to Derhy an4 thi? Rrew^ith v^ilfrv; liir Lrv i- ter Navigation,
following rh- "^ - ' -' f - ^

I

- canal; and the
GranthamUinaiw...^.. ^ -i lui/nand Notting-
ham. TheFossdyke.distin^ishedas the oldest navigable waterway
still in use in England, as it was orieinallv of Roman construction,
connects the Trent with Lincoln and the Witham. and lou'er down
the Sheflfiekl and South Yorkshire canal joins the river from the west
at Keadby. There b also a canal, little used, to Chesterfield.

TRENTB ET QUARANTE (called also Rimge et Noir), a game
of French origin played with cards and a special table. It b
one of the two games played in the gambling rooms at Monte
Carlo, roulette being the other. The diagram illustrates one
hall of the table, the other half precisely corresponding to it.

Two croupiers sit on each side, one of them being the dealer;

behind the two on the side opposite to the dealer a supervisor

of the game has hb seat. Six packs of fifty-two cards each are

used; these are well shuffled, and the croupier asks any of the

players' to cut, handing him a blank card with which to divide

the mixed packs. There are only four chances at trente et

quarante: rouge or noir, known as the grand tableau; eouleur or

imerse, known as the petU tableau. At Monte Cario the stakes

are placed on the divisions indicated on the table, the maximum
being 12,000 francs and the minimum 20 francs which mtist be
staked in gold. The dealer, who has placed all the cards before

him, separates a few with the blank card, takes them in hb
left hand and invites the players to stake with the formula,
** Messietirs, faites votre jeul" After a pause he exclaims

"Le jen est fait, rien ne va plus!" after which no stake can be
made. He then deab the cards in a row until the aggregate

number of pips b something more than thirty, upon which he
deab a second row, and that which comes nearest to thirty wins,

the top row being always dbtlnguished as noir, and the lower

oil
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as rouge. In announcing the result the word trenie b always
omitted, the dealer merely annoimdng «», troif, quatre^ as the
case may be, though when forty

b turned up it b described as

quarante. The words noir and
inverse are also never tised, the

armoimcement being rouge gagne

or rouge perd, eouleur gagne or

eouleur perd. Gain or loss over

eouleur and inverse depends upon
the colour of the first card dealt.

If thb should be also the colour

of the winning row, the player

wins. Assuming, for example,

that the first card dealt bred,
and that the lower row of the

cards dealt b nearest to thirty,

the dealer will announce " Rouge
gagne et le eouleur.'* If the first

card dealt b red, but the black

or top row of cards b nearest Diagram of Half of Trente et

to thirty, the dealer announces Quarante Table.
" Rouge perd et le eouleur." Jf.

Noir. G, Grand tableau.

It frequently happens that both ^* *^°"K*^- J' '"''^^

rows of cards when added together give the same number.

Should they both, for instance, add up to thirty-three, the

dealer will announce " Trois aprfe," and the deal goes for

nothing except in the event of their adding up to thirty-one.

Un aprhs U.e. thirty-one) b known as a refaiii the stakes are put

in prison to be left for the decision of the next deal, or if the

player prefers it he can withdraw half hb stake, leaving the

other half for the bank. Assurance against a re/ait can be made
by paying z% on the value of the stake with a minimum of

five francs. When thus insured against a refait the player is at

liberty to withdraw hb whole stake. It has been calculated

that on an average a refait occurs once m thirty-eight coups.

After each deal the cards are pushed into a metal bowl let into

the Uble m front of the dealer. When he has not enough left

to complete the two rows, he remarks " Les cartes passent ";

they are taken from the bowl, reshuffled, and another deal

begins.

TRENTON, a city and the county-seat of Grundy county,

Mbsouri, U.S.A., on the E. fork of the Grand River, in the north

central part of the state, about 100 m. N.E. of Leavenworth.

Pop. (1890), 5039; (1900), 5396, including 192 foreign-bom and 200

negroes; (1910), 5656. It b served by the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific (which has repair shops here) and the Quincy, Omaha 81

Kansas City railways. It has a picturesque situation, and b laid

out over a high uneven bluff. The city is a trading centre for a

prosperous farming region, and coal b mined in the vicinity.

Trenton was pktted in 1841, became the county-seat in the

same year, and was incorporated as a town in 1857. In 1893 it

received a dty charter under a general state law. In 1900-1903

it was the seat of Ruskin College, an institution founded by
Walter Vrooman (b. 1869), a native of Missouri, snd the organizer

of the Ruskin Hall Workingmen's College, Oxford. England.

The college was removed to Glen Ellyn, lUmob, in 1903 and

after 1906 to Ruskin, Florida.

TRENTON, the capital of New Jersey, U.S.A., and the county-

seat of Mercer county, on the eastern bank of the Delaware

river, about 33 m. N.E. of Phibdelphia, and about 59 m. S.W.

of New York. Pop. (1890), 57,458; («9oc), 73.307. of whom
16,793 were foreign-bom (including 41 14 Germans, 3621 English,

3292 Irish, and 1494 Hungarians), and 32,879 were of foreign

parentage (both parents foreign-bom)» indudmg 8873 of

German parentage, 8324 of Irish parentage, 5513 of English

parentage, and 2243 of Hungarian parentage; (1910

census), 96.815. Area, 9 sq. m. Trenton b served by

the Pennsylvania (main line and Belvidere division) and the

Philadelphia & Reading railway systems, by inter-urban electric

railways, and by small freight and passenger steamers on the

Delaware river; the Delaware & Raritan Canal connecU with
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the Raritan river at New Brunswick. Trenton is at the head
of navigation on the Delaware river, which falls 8 ft. here.

Riverside park extends along its water front for about 3 m.,

and on the outskirts of the dty lies Cadwalader park (100
acres), containing a zoological garden. In the centre of the

city, marking the spot where Washington planted his guns at

the battle of Trenton, stands the Battle monument, a Roman-
Doric column of granite, 150 ft. high, hollow and fluted, its

cap forming an observatoiy, with a statue of Washington by
William R. O'Donovan (b. 1844). In Perry Street, mounted on
a granite pedestal, is the " Swamp Angel," the great gun used
by Federal troops in the marshes near Charleston, South Carolina,

during their atUck on that dty in August 1863. There are

many buildings in the dty which are rich in historic assodations.

Chiel among these is the barracks, erected by the colony in

1758 to mitigate the evils of billeting, and occupied by British

troops during the Seven Years' War, and at different times by
British, Hessian and American troops during the War of

Independence. Other interesting landmarks are " Woodland "

(formerly called " Bloomsbuzy Court ")i built early in the

x8th century by William Trent, and said to have Weltered, at

various times, Washington, Lafayette and Rochambeau; the

"Hermitage," erected some time before the War of Inde-

pendence; and " Bow Hill," in the suburbs of the dty, a
quaint old colonial mansion which for some time before zSaa
was a home of Joseph Bonaparte. Among the public buildings

are the state capitol, the post office building, the county
court house, the dty hall, the second regiment armoury,
public library (containing about 4^,000 volumes in 1909),
and the building (jqio) given by Henry C. Kelsey to the city

for the school of industrial arts (fotmded in 1898). Here also

are the sUte normal and model schools (1855), the state

library, housed in the capitol, the sUte school for deaf mutes,
the SUte home for girls, one of the two state hospitals for the
insane (opened in 1848), the state arsenal—the building bdng
the old state prison—the sUte prison (1836), St Francis

hospital (1874), Mercer hospital (1893), the William McKinley
memorial hospital (1887), the city hospital, two children's

day nurseries, the Friends' home, the Union industrial home
(for destitute children), the Florence Crittenton home (1895),
the indigent widows' and single women's home (1854), the
Har Sinai charity sodety, the home for friendless children,

and the sodety of St Vincent de Paul. Trenton is the see of

Protestant Episcopal and Roman Catholic bishops.

Trenton is an important industrial centre. Its proximity
to the coal fidds of Pennsylvania and to the great markets of

New York and Philadelphia, and its excellent transportation

facilities by rail and by water, have promoted the devdopment
of its manufactures. The dty is the greatest centre for the

pottery industry in the United States. In 1905 there were
40 establishments for the manufacture of pottery and terra-

cotta, employing 4571 labourers; and their total product was
valued at ^5,882,701—or 9*2% of the value of the pottery

product of the United States, and 18% of the value of all the

dty's factory producU, in this year. The chief varieties of this

ware are vitrified china, belleck china, semi-porcelain-, white
granite and c. c. ware, vitrified porcelain for dectrical supplies,

porcelain bath tubs and tiles, and terra-cotta. Clay for the
" saggers," or cases in which the wares are fired, is mined in

the vicinity, but the raw materials for the fine grades of pottery

are obtaineid elsewhere. Some pottery was rnade in Trenton
by crude and primitive methods near the beginning of the

19th century, but the modem methods were not introduced
until 185a, when yeUow and Rockingham wares were first made
here* In 1859 the manufacture of white granite and cream-
coloured ware was successfully established. The fine exhibiu
from the Trenton potteries at the Centennial Exhibition in

Philaddphia in 1876 greatly stimulated the demand for these

.wares and increased the competition among the manufacturers;
and since that date there has been a marked development in

both the quantity and the quality of the product. In Trenton,

also, are manufactured iron, sted and copper wire, rope, cables

and rod»—the John A. Roebling's Sons Company has anfmrnrme
wire and cable manufactory here—iron and steel bridge building

materials and other structural work, plumbers' supplies (manu-
factured by the J. L. Mott Company), and machinery of almost
every character, much of it being exported to foreign countries.

Mudi rubber ware is also manufactured. In 1905 Trenton
contained 312 factories, employing 14,252 labourers, and the
total value of the factory products was ^32,7x9,945.

The charter, as amended, provides for a mayor dected for

two years and a common council of two members from each
ward elected for two years. Other dected officers are: dty
derk, comptroller, treasurer, counsd, recover of taxes, engineer,

inspector of buildings, overseer of poor, street commissioner and
sealer of weights and measures. The munidpality owns the
water works and the sewer system; the water supply is obtained
from the Delaware and is stored in a reservoir having a capadty
of about 210,000,000 gallons.

The settlement of Trenton began In 1680 with the erection

by Mahlon Stacy, a (Quaker colonist of Burlington, of a mill

at the Junction of the Assanpink creek ^ with the Delaware river.

By 1685 a number of colonists had settled at this point,

which became known as ** The Falls " jon account of the
rapids in the Dekware here. In 17x4 Stacy sold his plantation

at "The Falls" to William Trent (c. X65S-1724), speaker of
the New Jersey Assembly (1723) and chief justice of the colony
(x 723 -1 724), in whose honour the place came to be called Trent-
town or Trenton. In 1745 Trenton recdved a royal charter
incorporating it as a borough, but in X750 the inhabitants
voluntarily surrendered this privilege, deeming it "very pre-

judicial to the interest and trade " of the community. In 1783
the New Jersey ddegates in Congress proposed that Trenton
be made the seat of the general government, but as this measure
was opposed by the Southern ddegates, it was agreed that
Congress, pending a final dedsion, shotild sit altematdy at
Annapolis and Trenton. Congress accordingly met in Trenton
in November 1784, but soon afterwards removed to New York,
where better accommodation could be obtained. Trenton
became the capital of the state in X790, was chartered as a dty
in X792, and recdved new charters in 1837, 1866, and X874.

The borough of South Trenton was annexed in 1850; the
borough of Chambersburg and the township of Millham in

1888; the borough of Wilbur in 1898; and parts of the town-
ships of Ewing and Hamilton in 1900.

See The City of Trenton, N.J., a Bibliogrd^ (1909). ptepared by
the Trenton Free Library; John O. Raum, History ef tko City of
Trenton (Trenton, 1871); Georse A. Wolf, Industrial Trenton
(Wilmington, Dd., 1900) ; F. B. Lee, History of Trenton (Tcentoa,
1895).

TRENTON AND PRINCETON. BATTLES OF (1776-1777).
These battles in the War of American Independence are noted as
the first successes won by Washington in the open fidd.

Following close upon a series of defeats, their effect upon his

troops and the population at large was marked. After the cap-
ture of Fort Washington on Manhattan Island, on the x6th of

November 1776, the British general, Sir William Howe, forced

the Americans to retreat through New Jersey and across the
Delaware into Pennsylvania. Howe then went into winter
quarters, leaving the Hessian general, Rahl, at Trenton on the
river with a brigade of 1 200 men. Although Washington's army
had dwindled to a mere handful and was discouraged by the
year's disasters, it could still be trusted for a promising exploit.

Ascertaining that the Hessians at Trenton were practically

unsupported, the American general determined to attempt
thdr capture. On the night of the a5th of December X776
he recrosscd the Ddaware through floating ice to a point

9 m. above the enemy, whom he expected to reach at dawn
of the following day, the 26th. Dividing his force of 2500 men
^The name Assanpink is a corruption of an Indian word aatd

to mean " place of stone implements." In gravel deposits in and
near Trenton many stone implements, human skulls and remains
of extinct animals have been found, and according to some scientists

they are evidences of Glacial man, a condusion disputed byothoos.
(See AMsaxcA, vol. i. p. 817O
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into two divisions under Generals SuUivan and Greene, he
approached the town by two roads, surprised the Hessian

outposts, and then rushed upon the main body before it could

form effectively. The charge of the American troops and the

fire of their artillery and musketry completely disconcerted the

enemy. AU avenues of retreat being closed and their general

mortally wounded, the latter to the number of 950 quickly

surrendered and were marched back into Pennsylvania on the

same day. The American loss was five or six wounded.
Elated by this success and eager to beat up the enemy's

advanced posts at other points, Washington again crossed the

Delaware on the 30th of December and occupied Trenton.

Hearing of this move Lord Comwallis at Princeton, xo m.
north of Trenton, marched down with about 7000 troops upon
the Americans on the 3nd of January 1777, and drove them
across the Assanpink, a stream running east of the town. The
Americans, who encamped on iu banks that night, were placed

in a precarious position, as the Delaware, with no boats at

their disposal at that point, prevented their recrossing into

Pennsylvania, and all other roads led towards the British lines

to the northward. Washington accordingly undertook a bold

manoeuvre. Fearing an attack by Cornwallis on the next

morning, he held a council of war, which confirmed his plan of

quietly breaking camp that night and taking a by-road to

Princeton, then cutting through any resistance that might
be offered there and pushing on to the hills of northern New
Jersey, thus placing his army on the flank of the British posts.

His tactics succeeded. At Princeton (9. v.) he came upon three

British regiments which for a time held him at bay. The
i7tb foot especially, tmder Colonel Mawhood, twice routed the

American advanced troops, inflicting severe loss, but were
eventually driven back toward Trenton. The other regiments

retreated north toward New Brunswick, and Washington
continued his march to Mozristown, New Jersey. He had
broken through Howe's lines and placed himself in an advan-

tageous position for recruiting his army and maintaining a
strong defensive in the next campaign. These two affairs

of Trenton and Princeton put new lilfe into the American cause,

and esublished Washington in the confidence of his troops and
the country at large.

See W. S. Stryker, The BaUUs ef Trenton and Princeton (Boston.
1894).

TREPIDATION (from Lat. trepidare, to tremble), a term
meaning, in general, fear or trembling, but used technically in

astronomy for an imagined slow oscillation of the ecliptic,

having a period of 7000 years, introduced by the Arabian

astronomers to explain a supposed variation in the precession

of the equinoxes. It figured in astronomical tables until the

time of Copernicus, but is now known to have no foundation

in fact, behig based on an error in Ptolemy's determination of

precession.

TRESOOT, WILLIAM HBIIRT (xSaa-iM), American
diplomatist, was bom in Charleston, South (Carolina, on the

loth of November 1822. He graduated at Charleston College

in 1840, studied law at Harvard, and was admitted to the bar

in tS4s. In 1852-1854 he was secretary of the U.S. legation

in London. In June i860 he was appomted assistant secretary

of stAte, and he was acting secretary of state in June-October,

daring General Lewis Cass's absence from Washington, and for a

few diy% in December after Cass's resignation. His position

was important, as the only South (^olinian holding anything

like official rank, because of his intimacy with President

Buchanan, and his dose relations with the secession leaders

in South Carolina. He opposed* the re-enforcement of Fort

Sumter, used his influence to prevent any attack on the fort

by South Carolina before the meeting of the state's convention

called to consider the question of secession, and became the

special agent of South Carolina in Washington after his resigna-

> Hw " Narrative. ..concerning the Negotiations between South
Carolina and President Buchnnan in December i860." written in

February 1861. edited by Gaillard Hunt, appeared in the American
HistoricMi Rgfiem, xiii. 528-556 (1908).

tion from the state department in December. He letumed to

Charleston in February 1861 ; was a member of the state legis-

lature in 186^1866, and served as colonel on the staff of General

Roswell S. Ripley during the Civil War; and later returned

to Washington. He was counsel for the United States before

the Halifax Fishery Commission in 2877; was commissioner

for the revision of the treaty with China in x88o; was minister

to Chile in 1881-1882; in 1882 with (kneral U.S. Grant negotiated

a commercial treaty with Mexico; and in 1889-1890 was a
delegate to the Pan-American Congress in Washington. He
died at Pendleton, South (Carolina, his country place, on the

4th of May 1898.

His writings include Tie Diptomacy of the Revolution (1852). An
American View of the Eastern Question (1854) and The Diplomatic
Hutoryefthe Administralions of Waskiniton and Adams (1857).

TRESHAM, FRANCIS (c. x 567-1605), Engb'sh Gunpowder
Plot conspirator, eldest son of Sir Thomas Tresham of Rushton,
Northamptonshire (a descendant of Sir Thomas Tresham,
Speaker of the House of Commons, executed by Edward IV.

in 1471)1 snd of Muriel, daughter of Sir Thomas Throckmorton
of Coughton, was bom about X567, and educated at Oxford.

He was, like his father, a Roman Catholic, and his family had
already suffered for their religion and politics. He is described

as " a wild and unstayed man," was connected intimately with

many of those afterwards known as the Gunpowder Plot con-

spirators, being cousin to Catesby and to the two Winters, and
was implicated in a series of seditious intrigues in Elizabeth's

reign. In 1596 he was arrested on suspicion together with

Catesby and the two Wrights during an illness of Qaetn
Elisabeth. In i6ox he took part in Essex's rebellion and was
one of those who confined the Lord Keeper Egerton in Essex

Hotise on the 8th of February. He was imprisoned and only

suffered to go free on condition of a fine of 3000 marks paid by his

father. He was one of the promoters of the mission of Thomas
Winter in x6o2 to Madrid to persuade the king of Spain to

invade England. On the death of Elizabeth, however, he,

with several other Roman Catholics, joined Southampton in

securing the Tower for James I.

Tresham was the last of the conspirators to be initiated into

the Gunpowder Plot. According to his own account, which
receives general support from llomas Winter's confession, it

was revealed to him on the 14th of October 1605. Inferior in

zeal and character to the rest of the conspirators, he had lately

by the death of his father, on the ixth of September 1605,

inherited a large property and it was probably his financial

support that was now sought. But Tresham, as the possessor

of an estate, was probably less inclined than before to embark
on rash and hazardous schemes. Moreover, he had two brothers-

in-law, Lords Stourton and Monteagle, among the peers destined

for aswaawination. He expressed his dislike of the plan from

the first, and, according to his own account, he endeavoured
to dissuade Oitesby from the whole project, urging that the

Romanist cause would derive no benefit, even in case of success,

from the attempt. His representations were in vain and he

consented tp supply money, but afterwards discovered that

no warning was to be given to the Roman Catholic peers. All

the evidence now points to Tresham as the betrayer of the plot,

and it is known that he was in London within 24 hours of the

despatch of the famous letter to Lord Monteagle which revealed

the plot (see Gunpowdek Plot). In all probability he had
betrayed the secret to Monteagle previously, and the method
of discovery had been settled between them, for it bears the

marks of a prearranged affair, and the whole plan was admirably
conceived so as to save Monteagle's life and inform the govern-

ment, at the same time allowing the conspirators, by timely

warning, opportunity to escape (see Monteagle, Wiluam
Pakker, 4th baron). Tresham avoided meeting any of the con-

spirators as he had agreed to do at Bamet. on the 29th of

October, but on the 31st he was visited by Winter in London,

and summoned to Bamet on the following day. There he met

Catesby and Winter, who were prepared to stab him for his

betrayal, but were dissuaded by his protestations that he knew
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nothing of the letter. His entreaties that they would give up
the whole project and escape to Flanders were unavailing.

After the arrest of Fawkes on the night of the 4th Tresham
did not fly with the rest of the conspirators, but remained at

court and offered his services for apprehending them. For

some days he was not suspected, but he was arrested on the

X2th. On the 13th he coniessed his share in the plot, and on
the 39th his participation and that of Father Garnet in the

mission to Spain. Shortly afterwards he fell ill with a com-
plaint from which he had long suffered. On the 5th of December
a copy of the Treatise of Equivocation, in which the Jesuit

doctrine on that subject was treated, was found amongst his

papers by Sir Edward Coke (see Garnet, Henry). From
the lessons learnt here he had evidently profited. On the 9th of

December he declared he knew nothing about the book, and
shortly before his death, with the desire of saving his friend,

he withdrew his statement concerning Garnet's complicity in

the Spanish negotiations, and denied that he had seen him
or communicated with him for 16 years. His death took place

on the 32nd. His last transparent falsehoods had removed

any thoughts of leniency in the government. He was now
classed with the other conspirators, and though he had never

been convicted of any crime or received sentence, his corpse

was decapiuted and he was atUuited by act of pariiament.

Tresham had married Anne, daughter of Sir John Tufton of

Holtfield in Kent, by whom he had two daughters. His estates

passed, notwithsUnding the attainder, to his brother, afterwards

Sir Lewis Tresham, Bart.

TRESPASS (O. Fr. trespaSt a crime, properly a stepping across,

from Lat. trans, across, and passus, step, cf. " transgression,"

from transgredif to step across), in law, any transgression of

the law less than treason, felony or misprision of either. The
term includes a great variety of torts committed to land, goods

or person, distinguished generally by names drawn from the

writs once used as appropriate to the particular transgression,

such as vi et armis, quare clausum /regit de bonis asportatis, de

uxore abducta cum bonis viri, quare filium et heredem rapuit^ &c.

Up to 1694 the trespasser was regarded, nominally at any rate,

as a criminal, and was liable to a fine for the breach of the peace,

commuted for a small sum of money, for which 5 Will, and Mar.

c. 12 (1693) substituted a fee of 6s. 8d. recoverable as costs

against the defendant. Trespass is not now criminal except

by special statutory enactment, e.g. the old statutes against

forcible entry, the game acts, and the private acts of many
railway companies. When, however, trespass is carried suffi-

ciently far it may become criminal, and be prosecuted as assault

if to the person, as nuisance if to the land. At one time an
important distinction was drawn between trespass general

and trespass special or trespass on the case, for which see Tort.

The difference between trespass and case was sometimes a

very narrow one: the general rule was that where the injury was
directly caused by the act of the defendant the proper remedy
was trespass, where indirectly case. The difference is illustrated

by the action for false imprisonment: if the defendant

himself imprisoned the plaintiff the action was trespass; if a

third person did so on the information of the defendant it

was case. A dose parallel is found in Roman law in the

actio directa under the lex Aquilia for injury caused directly,

the actio utilis for that caused indirectly. One of the reasons

for the rapid extension of the action on the case, especially that

form of it called assumpsit, was no doubt the fact that in the

action on the case the defendant was not allowed to wage his

law (see Wager).
In its more restricted sense trespass is generally used for

entry on land without lawful authority by either a man, his

servants or his cattle. To mainuin an action for such trespass

the plaintiff must have possession of the premises. The quantum
of possession necessary to enable him to bring the action is

often a question difficult to decide. In most insunces the

tenant can bring trespass, the reversioner only case. Remedies

for trespass are either judicial or extra-judicial. The most

minute invasion of private right is trespass, though the damages

may be nominal if the injury was trivial. On the other hand,
they may be exemplary if circumstances of aggravation were
present. Pleading in the old action of trespass was of a very
technical nature, but the old-fashioned terms alia enormia,

replication de injuria, new assignment, &c., once of such
frequent occurrence in the reports, are of merely historical

interest since the introduction of a simpler system of pleading,

unless in those American states where the old pleading has
not been reformed. The venue in trespass was formerly

local, in case transitory. In addition to damages for trespass,

an injunction may be granted by the court. The principal

instances of extra-judicial remedies are distress damage feasant

of cattle trespassing, and removal of a trespasser without un-
necessary violence, expressed in the terms of Latin pleading
by moUiier manus imposuit.

Trespass may be justified by exetxrise'of a legal rieht, as to serve
the process of the law, or by mvitation or license ol the owner, or
may be excused by accident or inevitable necessity, as deviation
from a highway out of repair. Where a man abuses an authority

Kivcn by the law, his wrongful act relates back to his entry, and
e becomes a trespasser ab initio, that is, liable to be treated as a

trespasser for the whole time of his being on the land. Mere breach
of contract, such as refusal to pay for wine in a tavern which a person
has lawfully entered, does not constitute him a trespasser 06 initio.

A trespass of a permanent nature is called a contmuing trespass;
such would be the permitting of one's cattle to feed on another's land
without authority.

In Scots law trespass is used only for torts to land. By the
Trespass (Scotland) Act 1865 trespassers are liable on summary
conviction to fine and imprisonment for encamping, lighting fires,

&c., on land without the consent and permission of the owner.

TRES TABERNAB (Three Taverns), an ancient village of

Latium, Italy, a post station on the Via Appia, at the point

where the main road was crossed by a branch from Antium.
It is by some fixed some 3 m. S.E. of the modem village

of Cistema just before the Via Appia enters the Pontine
marshes, at a point where the modem road to Ninfa and Korba
diverges to the north-cast, where a few ruins still exist (Grotte

di Noltola), 33 m. from Rome. It is, however, more probable

that it stood at Cisterna itself, where a branch road running

from Antium by way of Satricum actually joins the Via Appia.

Ulubrae, mentioned as a typical desert village by Roman writers,

lay in the plain between Cistema and Sermoneta. Tres
Tabemae is best known as the point to which St Paul's

friends came to meet him on his journey to Rome (Acts xxviii.

15) It became an episcopal see. but this was tmilcd with that

of Velletri in 592 owing to the desertion of the place.

The name occurs twice in other parts of Italy as the name
of post stations.

TRESVIRI. or Triuuviri, in Roman antiquities, a board
of three, cither ordinary magistrates or extraordinary com*
missioncrs.

X. Tresviri capitales, whose duty it was to assist the higher

officials in their judicial functions, especially criminal, were
first appointed about 289 B.C., unless they are to be identified

with the tresviri nocturni (Livy ix. 46, 3), who were in

existence in 304. They possessed no criminal jurisdiction or
jus prensionis (right of arrest) in their own right, but acted

as the representatives of others. They kept watch over prisoners

and carried out the death sentence {e.g. the Catilinarian con*

spirators were strangled by them in the Career Tuliianum);

took accused or suspected persons into custody; and exercised

general control over the city police. They went the rounds by
night to maintain order, and had to be present at outbreaks of

fire. Amongst other things they assisted the acdilcs in burning

forbidden books. It is possible that they were entrusted by
the praetor with the settlement of certain civil processes

of a semi-criminal nature, in which private citizens acted as

prosecutors (see G. Gdtz in Rkeinisches Museum, xxx. 162).

They also had to collect the sacramenta (deposit forfeited by
the losing party in a suit) and examined the plea of exemptbn
put forward by those who refused to act as jurymen. Caesar

increased their number to four, but Augustus reverted to three.

In imperial times most of their functions passed into the hands
of the praejutus vigUum,
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a. Trtsviri efiulanes, a priestly body (open from its first in-

stitution to the plebeians), assisted at public banquets. Their

number was subsequently increased to seven, and by Caesar

to ten, although they continued to be called seplemvirif a name
which was still in use at the end of the 4th century A.b. They
were first created in 196 B.C. to superintend the epulum Jovis

on the Capitol, but their services were also reqxiisilioned on
the occasion of triumphs, imperial birthdays, the dedication

of temples, games given by private individuals, and so forth,

when entertainments were provided for the people, while the

senate dined on the Capitol.

3. Trcsviri moneiaUs were superintendents of the mint.

Up to the Social War they were nominated from time to time,

but afterwards became permanent officials. Their number
was increased by Caesar to four, but again reduced by Augustus.

As they acted for the senate they only coined copper money
under the empire, the gold and silver coinage being under the

exclusive control of the emperor. The official title was " tresviri

aere argento auro flando feriundo."

4. Tresviri reipuMicae constituendae was the title bestowed

upon Octavianus, Lepidus and Antony for five years by the

lex Titia, 43 B.C. The coalition of Julius Caesar, Pompey and
Crassus has also been wrongly called a " triumvirate," but

they never had the title tresviri, and held no office under that

name:
See T. Mommsen. RSmisches Slaatsrxht (1888). ii. 594-601, 638,

601, 718; J. Marquardt, Rdmucke StaaUverwaituni (1885), iii. 347.

TREVELYAN, SIR GEORGE OTTO, Bart. (1838- ),

British author and statesman, only son of Sir Charles Trevclyan,

was bom on the 20th of July 1838 at Rothley Temple, Leicester-

shire. His mother was Lord Macauby's sister. He was educated
at Harrow and at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he
was second in the classical tripos. In 1861 he wrote his

Horace at the University oj Athens^ a topical drama in verse,

parts of which are said to have offended Whcwcll and lost

Trevelyan a fellowship. The following year he went out as a

dvil servant to India, where be spent several years. During

bis stay he contributed " Letters of a Competition Wallah "

to MacmiUan*s Magazine (republished 1864). Cavmpore, an

account of that terrible tragedy, was published in 1865. During

the same year he was elected to parliament for Tynemouth in

the Liberal interest. In 1867 be wrote TJte Ladies in Parlia-

ment, a humorous political brochure in verse. At the general

election of 1868 he was returned for the Hawick burghs, which

he continued to represent until 1886. When the first Gladstone

ministry was formed, in December x868, Trevclyan was ap-

pointed civil lord of the Admiralty, but resigned in July 1870

on a point of conscience connected with the government Edu-

cation Bill. He advocated a sweeping reform of the army,

including the abolition of the purchase of commissions, and

both in and out of parliament he was the foremost supporter

for many years of the extension of the county franchise. In

the session of 1874 he brought forward his Household Franchise

(Counties) Bill, which was lost on the second reading; it was

not till ten years later that the agricultural labourer was en-

franchized. Among other causes which he warmly supported

were women's suffrage, a thorough reform of metropoh'tan

local government, and the drastic reform or abolition of the

House of Lords. He was also in favour of the direct veto and

other temperance legislation. In 1876 he published The Life

and Letters of Lord Macaulay, one of the most admirable and

most delightfuf of modem biographies; and in x88o he published

The Early History of Charles James Fox. In the latter year he

was appointed parliamentary secretary to the Admiralty. This

office he held until May 1882, when, after the assassination

of Lord Frederick Cavendish, he became for two years chief

secretary for Ireland. From November 1884 to June 1885

be was chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster. In Febmary
1886 be became secretary for Scotland, but resigned on the

36th of March on account of his disagreement with some of

Mr Gladstone's Irish Home Rule proposals. The same year

be ioccecdrd his father ia the baronetcy. At the general

election of 1886 Sir George Trevel3ran lost his seat for

Hawick. As a representative of the Unionist party he took part

in the Round Table Conference, and, being satisfied with the

modifications made by Mr Gladstone in his Home Rule scheme,
he formally rejoined the Liberal party. In August 1887 he
re-entered the House of Commons as member for the Bridgeton
division of Glasgow; and from 1892 to 1895 he was secretary

for Scotland. Early in 1897 he resigned his seat in parliament

and retired into private life. In 1899 he published the first

volume of a History of the American Revolution^ which was
completed (3 vols.) in 1905; in the latter year, as Interludes

in Prose and Verse^ he republished his early classicaljeiix d'aprit

and Indian pieces. He had married in 1869 Caroline Philips,

whose father was M.P. for Bury. His eldest son, Charles Philips

Trevelyan (b. 1870), became Liberal M.P. for the EUand division

of Yorkshire in 1899, and in 1908 was appointed parliamentary

secretary to the Board of Education. The third son, George
Macaulay Trevelyan (b. 1876), became well known as a brilliant

historical writer, notably with two books on Garibaldi (1907
and 1909).

TREVET (or Trivet), NICHOLAS {c. ns^^- 1328), English

chronicler, was the son of Sir Thomas Trevet (d. 1283), a
judge, and became a Dominican friar. After studying at

Oxford and in Paris, he spent roost of his subsequent years in

writing and teaching, and died about 1328. His chief work is his

Annates sex regum Angliae^ a chronicle of English history cover-

ing the period between 1x35 and 1307; this is valuable for the

later part of the reign of Henry III. and especially for that of

Edward I., who was the author's contemporary. A member of

the same family was Sir Thomas Trivit (d. 1383), a soldier of

repute, who saw a good deal of service in France, and died in

October 138*.
The Annates were published in Paris in 1668, in Oxford in 1719,

and were edited by Thomas Hog for the English Historical Society
in 184s. Manuscripts arc at Chcford and in the British Museum.
Trcvct s other historical works are Catatogus regum angto-saxonum
durante keptarchta, and Les Croniclei qe frere N. Trevet escript a dame
Mane (" Marie " was Edward l.'s daughter Mary). From the latter

Chaucer is believed to have obtained his Man of Law's Tale. Trevet
also wrote a number of works of a theological and philological

character.

TREVI (anc Trdnae)^ a town of the province of Pemgia,
Italy, 30 m. S.E. of Perugia and 5 m. S. of Foligno by
rail. Pop. (1901), 5708. The town stands on a steep hill

1355 ft. above sea-level. Several of its churches are architec-

turnlly interesting, especially the Madonna delle Lacrimc (1487)

outside the town, the elegant early Renaissance architecture

of which resembles that of the Madonna del Calcinaio at Cortona,

and most of them (and also the municipal picture gallery)

contain paintings by artists of the Umbrian school—notably

Lo Spagna, a pupil of Perugino. S. Emiliano has a group of

three altars decorated with fine sculptures by Rocco da Vicenza

(1521). The ancient town is believed to have been situated

zi m. to the north-west, but little is known of it, and no remains

save inscriptions exist.

TREVIGUO, a town of Lombardy, Italy, in the province of

Bergamo, 24 m. by rail S. by W. of that town, 410 ft. above
sca-lcvel. Pop. (1901), 5899 (town); 14.897 (commune). It

has a fine church (S. Martino) containing pictures by Butinone

and Zenale (1436-1526), both natives of the town, and

having a lofty campanile of the X3th and 14th centuries. It

has important silk works, wool-spinning, and other manuo
factories. It is a junction for Verona, Cremona and Bergamo,

and steam tramways mn to Monza, Lodi, &c.

TREVIRANUS. GOTTFRIED REINHOLD (i77<^i837). Ger-

man naturalist, was bom at Bremen on the 4th of February

1776. He studied medicine at Gdttingen, where he took his

doctor's degree in 1796, and a year later he was appointed

professor of medicine and mathematics in the Bremen lyceum.

He died at Bremen on the i6th of Febmary 1837.

In the first of his larger works. Biohgie; oder die Philosophie der

lehenden Natur, which appeared from 1802-1805. Trrviranus gave

clear expression to the theory of " descent with modification.' He
K-i:

—

J»K^i simple forms (Protists), which he termed " zoopfaytesi
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were ** the primitive types from which all the organisms of the higher
classes had arisen by gradual development," and he laid down as a
fundamental proposition " that all living forms are the results of
physical influences which are still in operation, and vary only in
degree and direction." Like many after him. he directed attention
to the influence of the male elements in fertilization as a source of
variation, but laid emphasis only on the intra-organumal power of
adaptation to surroundings. Whatever opinion be entertained in

regard to the priority and the importance of the contribution made
by Treviranus to the theory of evolution, it is at least certain that
he was a learned naturalist and an acute thinker. His most impor-
tant later work of a synthetic nature was entitled Encheinuniem und
Gesdte des oriantsdun Lebens (1831).

' His younger brother, Ludolpb Cbsxsiian TKEvntANUS
(1779-1864), studied medidne at Jena, and was successively

professor of medidne at Bremen lyceum (1807), professor of

natural history at Rostock (181 3), professor of botany and
director of the botanical garden at Breslau (1816), and professor

of botany at Bonn (1830).

TREVISO (anc. Tarvisium^t a town and episcopal see of

Venetia, Italy, capital of the province of Treviso, 49 ft. above
sea-leveL Pop. (1901), 16,933 (town); 36,433 (commune).
It is situated on the plain between the Gulf <^ Venice and the

Alps, 18 m. by rail N. of Venice, at the confluence of the

SOe with the Bottenlga. The former flows partly round its

walls, the latter through the town; and it has canal communi-
cation with the lagoons. It is an old town, with narrow
irregular colonnaded streets and some interesting old frescoed

houses. The cathedral of San Pietro, dating from 1141 and
restored and enlarged in the 15th century by Pietro Lombardo,
with a classical facade of 1836, has five domes. It contains a fine
'* Annimciation " by Titian (15 19), an important "Adoration
of the Shepherds" by Paris Bordone (bom at Treviso in

1500), and frescoes by Pordenone. There are also sculptures

by Lorenzo and Battista Bregno and others. The Gothic

church of San Niccold (131&-1352) contains a fine tomb by
Tullio Lombardo, and a large altarpiece by Fra Marco Pensa-

bene and others; in the church and adjoining chapter-house are

frescoes by Tommaso da Modena (1352), some frescoes by whom
Gife of S. Ursula) are also in the Myseo Civico. The Monte
de Pieti contains an " Entombment " by an artist of the school

of Pordenone (wrongly attributed to Giorgione). The churches

of S. Leonardo, S. Andrea, S. Maria Maggiore, and S. Maria
Maddalena also contain art treasures. The Piazza dd Signori

contains picturesque brick battlemcnted palaces—the Salone

del Gran Consiglio (1184) and the Palazzo del Commune
(1268). Treviso is the seat of various manufactures—iron-

works and pottery, macaroni, cotton-spinning and rice-husking,

paper, printing, brushes, brickyards, flounnills—and is the

centre of a fertile district.

The andent Tarvisium was a munUipium. It lay off the main
roads, and is hardly mentioned by andent writers, though

Pliny speaks of the Silis as flowing " ex montibus Tarv'isanis."

In the 6th century it appears as an important place and was

the seat of a Lombard duke. Charlemagne made it the capital

of a marquisate. It joined the Lombard league, and was in-

dependent after the peace of Constance (1x83) imtil in 1339 it

came under the Venetian sway. From 1318 it was for a short

time the seat of a university. In the islh century its walls

and ramparts (still extant) were renewed under the direction

of Fra Giocondo, two of the gates bdng built by the Lombard!.
Treviso was taken In 1797 by the French under Mortier

(duke of Treviso). In March 1848 the Austrian garrison was
driven from the town by the revolutionary party, but in the

following June the town was bombarded and compelled to

capitulate.

TREVITHICK, RICHARD (1771-1833), English engineer

and inventor, was bom on the X3th of April in the parish of

niogan, Cornwall, and was the only son of Richard Trevithick

('735-1797)1 manager of the Dolcoath and other important

Cornish mines. He attended his first and only school at Cam-
borne, and was in general a slow and obstinate scholar, though

be showed considerable aptitude for figures. He inherited

more than the average strength for which his family was

famous; he stood 6 ft. 2 in. in height, and his feats in wrest-
ling and in lifting and throwing weights were unexampled in
the district. At the age of eighteen he began to assist his

father, and, manifesting great fertility of mechanical invention,

was soon recognized as the great rival of James Watt in

improvemenu on the steam-engine iq.v.). His earliest in-

vention of importance was his improved plunger pole pump
(1797) for deep mining, and in 1798 he applied the prindple
of the plunger pole pump to the construction of a water-pressure

engine, which he subsequently improved in various ways.
Two years later he built a high-pressure non-condensing steam-
engine, which became a successful rival of the low-pressure

steam-vacuum engine of Watt. He was a precursor of George
Stephenson in the construction of locomotive engines. 0^
Christmas Eve 1801 his common road locomotive carried the
first load of passengers ever conveyed by steam, and on the
24th of March 1803 he and Andrew Vivian applied for a patent
for steam-engines In propelling carriages. In 1803 another
steam, vehicle made by him was run in the streets of London,
from Leather Lane along Oxford Street to Paddington, the
return journey bdng made by Islington. He next directed

his attention to the construction of a steam locomotive for

tramways, with such success that in February 1804 at Pen-y-
darran in Wales he worked a tramroad locomotive which was
able to haul twenty tons of iron; a similar engine was supplied

to the Wylam colUery (Newcastle) in the following year. In
180S he constracted a circtilar railway in London near Euston
Square, on which the public were carried at the rate of twdve
or fifteen miles an hour round curves of 50 or 100 ft. radius.

Trevithick applied his high-pressure engine with great success to
rock boring and breaking, as well as to dredging. In 1806 he
entered into an engagement with the board of Trinity House,
London, to lift ballast from the bottom of the Thames, at
the rate of 500,000 tons a year, for a payment of 6d. a ton.

A little later he was appointed to execute a driftway under the
Thames, but the work was abandoned owing to the water
breaking in. He then set up workshops at Limehouse, for

the construction of iron tanks and buoys. He was the first

to recognize the importance of iron in the construction of
large ships, and in various ways his ideas also influenced the
construction of steamboats. In the application of steam to
agriculture his name occupies one of the chief places. A high*

pressure steam threshing engine was erected by him In 181

3

at Trcwithen, while in the same year, in a letter to the Board
of Agriculture, he stated his belief that every part of agri-

culture might be performed by steam, and that such a use of
the steam-engine would " double the population of the king-

dom and make our markets the cheapest in the world." In
1814 he entered on an agreement for the construction of engines

for mines in Peru, and to superintend their working removed
to Peru in i8r6. Thence he went in 1822 to Costa Rica. He
returned to England in 1827, and in 1828 petitioned parliament

for a reward for his Inventions, but without success. He died,

penniless, at Dartford on the 2and of April 1833.

A Life of Richard Trevithick, vith an account of his Inveniious was
published m 1672 by his third son, Francis Trevithick (i 812-1877).

TREVOR, SIR JOHN (1626-1672), English politician, w%s a
son of Sir John Trevor (d. 1673) of Trevclyn, Denbighshire.

His father was a member of parliament under James I. and
Charles I., and sat also in the parliaments of Oliver and of
Richard Cromwell, and was a member of the coundl of state

during the Commonwealth. One of his uncles was Sir Sackvill

Trevor (d. c 1640), a naval officer, who was knighted in 1604;
and another was Sir Thomas Trevor (1586-1656), the judge who
dedded in favour of the Crown in the famous case about the
legality of ship-money, and was afterwards impeached and fined.

Sir John Trevor was returned to parliament in 1646 as member
for Flintshire. After filling several public positions under the

Commonweallh and Protectorate he was a member of the coun-

cil of state appointed in February 1660 and under Charles II.

he rose to a high position. Having purchased the office of

secretary of sUte he was knighted and entered upon iU duties
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tomids the end of 1668, just after he had helped to arrange an
important treaty between England and France. He married

Rath^ daughter of the.great John* Hampden, and died on the

aStb of May 1672.

His second son, Thomas, Baron Trevor (1658-1730), was
knightedin ^692 as solicitor-generaland in 1695 became attomey-

gencraL In 2701 he was appointed chief justice of the common
pleas, and in 1713 he was created a peer as Baron Trevor of

Bromham. On the accession of George I. in 27x4 he was
deprived of the justiceship, but from 1726 to 2730 he was lord

privy seaL Three of his sons succeeded in turn to his barony,

and a fourth son, Richard Trevor (1707-1771), was bishop of St

Davids from 1 744 to x 7 5 3, and then bishop of Durham. Robert,

4th Baron Trevor and ist Viscount Hampden (1706-1783),

represented his country at the Hague from 1739 to 1746, during

which time he maintained a regular correspondence with

Horace Walpole. He took the additional name of Hampden in

1754, on succeeding to the estates of that family, and in 1776,

twelve years after he had become Baron Trevor, he was created

Viscount Hampden. From 2759 to 2765 he was joint post-

master-generaL He wrote some Latin poems which were pub-

lished at Parma in 2792 as Poemata Hampdmiana, His second

son, John Hampden-Trevor (2749-2824), British minister at

Munich from 2780 to 2783 and at Turin from 2783 to 2798,

died only three weeks after he had succeeded his brother Thomas
as 3rd Viscount Hampden, the titles becoming extinct

Another member of this family was Sir John Trevor (2637-

17x7), Speaker of the House of Commons (2685). A partisan

of James II., he was deprived of his office on the accession of

William III., but in 2690 he was again a member of parliament,

becoming Speaker for the second time in 1690 and master of the

foQs in 2693. In 2695 he was found guilty of accepting a
bribe and was expelled from the House of Commons, but he re-

tainttl his judicial position until his death on the 20th of May
171 7. Through his daughter Anne Sir John was the ancestor of

the Hills, marquesses of Downshire, and of the family of Hill-

Trevor, Viscounts Dungannon from 2766 to 2862.

TR^OUX, a town of eastern France, chief toumi of an arron-

dtssement in the department of Ain, 26 m. N. of Lyons on the

Paris-Lyons railway. Pop. (1906), 2934. The town is situated

on the slope of the left bank of the Sa6ne, which is here crossed

by a suspension bridge and is dominated by two towers, remains

of a feudal castle of the 22th century. The fortifications date

from the 24th century, and the church from the same period. The
bw-oourt is a building of the 27th century, and was once the

seat of the parlement of Dombes. Tr6voux has a sub-prefecture

and a tribunal of first instance. Gold and silver wire-drawing,

introduced into the town by Jews in the 24th century, and

the manufacture of apparatus for wire-drawing, are its chief

industries.

Trfvouz (Trevos) was hardly known before the 22th century,

after which it was included in the domain of the lords of Thoire-

Villars, from whom it acquired its freedom. It was bought by
the Bourbons in 2402, became the capital of the Dombes, and
had its own mint. In 1603 a well-known printing works was

established there, from which in the 28th century the Journal

d€ Trivouse and a universal dictionary known as the DUtionnairt

de Triwmx were issued by the Jesuits.

TRIALp in English law, the hearing by a court of first instance

of the issues of fact and law involved in a civil or criminal

cause. The term is inappropriate to rehearing by an appellate

court. Trial follows upon the completion of the steps necessary

to bring the parties before the court and to adjust the issues

upon which the court is to adjudicate, which may be summed
Dp in the term pleading (^.t.). In England the trial is usually

in open court, and it is rare to try cases in camera, or to attempt

to exclude the public from the hearing. The essential part of

the trial is that there should be full opportunity to both sides

for evidence and argument on the questions in dispute. At

present in England, as distinguished from the rest of Europe, the

evidence is ordinarily taken viva voce in court, and affidavits

and depositions arc sparingly accepted, whereas under the

continental system the bulk of the proob in dvfl cases axe

reduced to writing before the hearing.

The modes of trial have altered with legal development in

English as in Roman kw (see Action). Many forms of trial,

notably those by ordeal, by wager of battle or of law (see

Ordeal and Wager), and by grand assize, have become obso-

lete, and new forms have been created by legislation in order

to meet altered circumstances of society. Up to a very recent

date the tendency of the Roman and English systems was
in opposite directions. In the former and in sjrstems founded
on it, such as the Scottish and French, trial by the judge became
the rule, in the Utter trial by judge and jury. In England the

method of trial of issues of fact arising under the common Uw
was by jury and a bench of judges. In truth the trials were th(

sittings of commissioners sent to inquire and report with the
aid of the neighbourhood on questions of crime and civil wrongs
in a county; the practice is summed up in the old phrase ad
quaestionem juris judices respondeatU, ad quaesfianem facti

juratores. In courts which administered equity or derived

their law or procedure from the dvil or canon law no jury
was used, and the judges determined both law and fact. The
system of trial before a full bench of judges even with a jury

is now used on the European continent, but has been superseded
in England by trial before a single judge with a jury except in

the rare cases of trial at bar. This latter mode of trial is a
survival of the mode universal in the superior courts before the

writ of nisi prius, and is now only used in the king's bench
division, when claimed by the Crown as of right or in cases

of unusual importance and difficulty. Recent insUnces are

the trial in 2904 of Arthur Lynch for treason in South Africa,

and in 1905 of questions raised on a petition of right in respect

of a claim to make the Crown responsible on the conquest of

the Transvaal for acts of the Transvaal government before or
during the war.

The necessity for trial by jury has been removed in many
cases by legislation and rules of court (see Jury; >SuuaiARY
Jurisdiction), and the present English practice is summarized
in the following statement.

In the High Court of Justice in England and Ireland several modes
of trial are now used :

—

X. Trial by judge with a juiy used in the king's bench division
and in probate and matrimonial cases. There is a right to have a
jury as a matter of course in actions of defamation, false imprison-
ment, malicious prosecution, seduction and breach of promise of
marriage. In other cases, subject to exceptions to be noted, a jury
can be obtained on the application of either party.

a. Trial by a judge without a jury is invariable in the chancery
diviuon and^now common in the other divisions. Cases in the
chanceiy division are not tried with aJury unless a special order is

made (Ord. 36. r. 3) ; and the High Court in cases m which trial

without jury could be ordered without consent (1875) still retains the
power of so trying them, and has also acquired power to direct trial

without a jury of any issue requiring prolonged examination of
documents or accounts or scientific or local investigation.

3. Trial with assessors, usual in admiralty cases (the assessors
being nautical) but rare in other divisions.

4. Trial by an official referee in certain cases involving much
detail (RS.C.0. 36). In the county court the ordinary mode of trial

is by the judge alonej but a jury of eight is allowed in certain cases
on application, and m the admiralty jurisdiction marine assessors
can be called in. In other local civil courts the trial is often by jury,
as in the mayor's court of London, sometimes without, as in the
vice-chancellor's court of the university of Oxford. In all civil

cases the parties can by a proper submission have a trial before an
arbitrator selected by or for them. As regards criminal cases the
right to trial by due process of law before condemnation is given by
art. 29 of Magna Carta; and the trial must be by jury unless a statute
otherwise provides (see Court-Martial; Summary Jurisdiction).
The parties may be represented by lawyers, solicitor or counsel or

both, according to the court, in county courts by accredited lay
agents, or may conduct their case in person. Tnie trial is carried
on by stating to the court the pleadines if any and by opening the
plaintiff's case. This is followed by the evidence of the witnesses,
who are sworn and examined and cross-examined. On the comple*
tion of the plaintiff's case and evidence, the defendant's case is stated
and evidence adduced in support of it. The plaintiff or his law>'er
has as a rule the reply or last word, though in some courts, described
as single speech courts, no reply is given. At the conclusion the
judge sums up the law and facts of the case to the jury, if there
IS one. and their verdict is returned, or if there is no jury
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^vet judgment, ttating hb conclusions on the law and facts
involved.
There remain certain modes of trial not obsolete but rarely used.

Such are impeachment of the House of Commons before the House
of Lords; and in the case of a charge of treason or felony by a person
having privilege of peerage, trial on indictment before the House
of Lords, or in vacation before the court of the lord high steward.
Trials by certificate, by inspection and by record, are obsolete.

The decisions on a trial at first instance are reviewed by appeal
iq.v.), or in trial cases heard before a jury b)r application for a new
trial, where the judge has not directed the jury correctly as to the
law or has permitted them to consider inadmissible evidence, or
the jurors have in their verdict acted without evidence or asainst
the weight, i.e. the quality not the quantity of the evidence. Under
the Criminal Appeal Act 1907 the decisions in criminal trials on
indictment, whether on matters of law or of fact or on mixed ques-
tions of law or fact, are reviewable by the court of criminal appeal;
but that court has no power to order a retrial of the case before a

ScoUand.^my trial was introduced into Scotland for certain

dasses of civu cases in the 19th century but b not much used. In
criminal cases it is used where summary jurisdiction has not been
conferred.

Ireland.—^Thc law of Ireland as to trials is in substance the tame
«s in England, except as to appeals in criminal cases.

I
Uniiea States.—In the United States the system of trial is that of

the English common law as varied by Federal and sute l^islation.
(W. F. C.)

TRIANGLE, in geometry, a figure enclosed by three lines;

if the lines be straight the figure is called a plane triangle; but

if the figure be enclosed by lines on the surface of a sphere it is a
spherical triangle. The latter are treated in Tsiconometry;
here we summarize the more important properties of plane

triangles. In a plane triangle any one of the angular points can

be regarded as the vertex; and the oppoute side is called the base.

The three sides and angles constitute the six elements of a
triangle; it is ctistomary to denote the angular poinU by capital

letters and refer to the angles by these symbols; the sides are

usually denoted by the lower case letter corresponding to that of

the opposite angular pomt. Triangles can be classified according

to the relative sizes of the sides or angles. An equilateral tri-

angle has its three sides equal; an isosceles triangle has only two
sides equal; whilst a scalene triangle has all its sides imequaL
Also a right-angled triangle has one angle a right angle, the side

opposite this angle being called the hypothenuse; an obtuse-

angled triangle has one angle obtuse, or greater than a right

angle; an acute-angled triangle has three acute angles, i.e,

angles less than right angles. The triangle takes a prominent

place in book i. of Euclid; whilst the rdation of the triangle

to certain circles is treated in book iv. (See Geometry:

§ Euclidean.)
The following is a summary of the Euclidean results. The angles

at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal and conversely ; hence
it follows that an eauilateral triangle is also equiangular and con-
versely (i. 5, 6). li one side of a triangle be produced then the
exterior angle u greater than either of the two interior oppowte
angles (i. 16). and equal to their sum (i. 32); hence the sum of

the three interior angles equals two right angles. (In i. 17 it is

shown that any two angles are less than two right angles.) The
greatest angle in a triangle is opposite the greatest side (i. 18, 19^.

On the identical equality of triangles Euclid proves that two tn-

angles are equal in all respects when the following parts are equal

each to each (a) two sides, and the included angle (i. 4), three sides

(i. 8, cor.), two angles and the adjacent side, and two angles and the

side opposite one of them (i. 36). The mensuration is next treated.

Triangles on the same base and between the same parallels, i.e.

having the same altitude, are eaual in area (i. ^7) ; similarly triangles

on equal bases and between the same parallels are equal in area

(i. 38). If a parallelogram- and triangle be on the same base and
between the same parallels then the area of the parallelogram is

double that of the triangle (i. 41}. These propositions lead to the

result that the area of a triangle is one half the product of the base
into the altitude. The penultimate proposition (i. 47) establishes

the beautiful theorem, named after Pythagoras, that in a right-

angled triangle the square on the hypothenuse equals the sum of

the squares on the other two sides. Two important propositions

occur in book ii. viz. I3 and 13; these may be stated in the folk>w-

ing forms: If ABC is an obtuse-angled triangle with the obtuse

angle at C and a perpendicular be drawn from the angular point A
cutting the base BC produced in D, then AB« {i.e. square on the side

subtending the obtuse angle) - BC* -h CA« + 2BCCD (ii. 12):

in any triangle (with the same construction but with the side AC
•ubtendJng an acute angle B, we haveAC - AB» -f BC" -2CBBD
(see TaicoMOMSTav).

Book iv. deab with the circles of a triangle. To Inscribe a circle fa
a given triangle b treated in iv. 4: to circumscribe a circle to agiven
tnangle in iv. k. The centre of the first circle is the intersection ot
the bisectors of the interior angles; if the meet of the bisectors of
two exterior angles be taken, a circle can be drawn with thb point,

as centre to touch .two sides produced and the third side; three such
circles are possible and are called the escribed circles. The centre
of the drcum circle b the intersection of the perpendicubrs from the
middle points of the sides. Concerning the circum circle we observe
that the feet of the perpendiculars drawn from any point on its
circumference to the sides are collinear, the line being called Simson*s
line. We may here notice that the perpendiculars from the vertk^es
of a triangle to the opposite ddes are concurrent ; their meet b called
the orthocentre, and the triangle obtained by joining the feet of
the perpendiculars b called the pedal triangle. Abo the lines
joining the middle point of the sides to the opposite vertkres, or
meduns, are concurrent in the oentroid or centre of gravity of the
trbngle. There are several other circles, points and lines <^
interest in connexion with the triangle. The most important is

the " nine point circle," so called because it passes through (a) the
middle points of the sides; (6) the feet of the perpendiculars from
the vertices to the oppodte sides; and (c) the middle points of the
lines joining the orthocentre to the angtilar points. Thb drcte
touches the inscribed and escribed circles. For the Brocard points
and circle, Tucker's circles—with the particuUr forms codne
circle, triplicate ratio (T.R.) circle, Taylor^ circle, McCay's circles.

&c., see W. J. M'Clelland, Geometry oj the Circle ; or Casey, Sepui
to Euclid,

TRIANGLE, in music (Fr. triangle^ Ger. Triangd^ ItaL biangolo)^

an instrument of percussion of indefinite musical pitch, consbting
of a triangular rod of steel, open and slightly curved at one comer.
The triangle, suspended by a loop, b played by means of a steel

stick with a wooden handle. Varied rhythmical effects and
different grades of forte and piano can be obtained. A sort of
tremolo or roll can be produced by striking each end of the tri-

angle alternately in rapid succession. When the triangle is

scored for on a separate staff, the treble clef b used, but it b more
often included with the bass drum on the bass stave. The tone
of the triangle b dear and ringing, but it should have no definite

pitch. The small triangles are the best. Beethoven, Mozart,
Weber and other great masters employed the instrument.

TRIASSIC SYSTEM, in geology, the lowest or youngest system
of the Mesozoic era; it occupies a position above the Perroiaa

and below the Jurassic system of rocks. The prindpal forma-

tions of the type region, Germany, are the Bunter, Muschclkalk
and Keuper; these were for the first time grouped together

under the systematic name ** Trias " by F. von Albert! (1834).

A description of the rocks in these formations will be found

under their respective headings. For a long time thb German
development of the strata was regarded as typical of the period;

later, however, the discovery of another more fossiliferous

phase in the Alps and Mediterranean region, and subsequently

in Asia and elsewhere, led geologbts to take a different view of

the system as a whole. It was clearly seen that there existed

two distinct phases of Triassic rock-building, the one con-

tinental (terrestrial and lagoonal), the other marine (pelagic).
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The original Trias of the ** Gennanic " area (including Great

Britain) must be understood as a special local expression of the

continental Trias, while the thoroughly marine type represents

the normal aspect of sedimentation. Similarly, the fauna of the

marine Trias is the standard for comparison with the life of other

geological systems. The term Trias—indicative of the three-

fold grouping in Germany—thus loses its original significance

when applied to the worid-wide deposiu of the period; its use,

liowevcr, is continued by general consent.

Continenial Trias.—^The recofds of the terrestrial and bsoonal
conditions during this period arc to be found in the coarse conglomer-
ates, red and mottled sandstones, marU and clays with their acrom-
panyinff beds of dolomite and limestone, and layers of g>'psum,
anhydrite, rock-salt and coal. The coarser breccias and con-
glomerates appear to represent ancient screes and shore deposits.

and in pnrt at least their formation may have been due to torrential

action. The remarkable oblique bedding^ in many of the sandstones,

coupled with the fact that the sand grams arc often very pericctly

rounded, points to the transporting action of wind. Even the
pebbks occasionally exhibit the dreikanter form, familiar in

our modem deserts. But the marls, muds and many sandy beds
were certainly depouted in sheets of water, which were evidently

shallow and subject to frequent periods of desiccation. Of this

we have evidence in the great abundance of reptilian foot-prints.

of rain pits, ripple marks, and sun cracks upon what were once
surface muds and sands. That the drying \xp of the water sheets

repeatedly produced a highly saline condition is shown by the

common occurrence of rock-salt, gypsum and anhydrite. In short,

the pliysical conditions under which the continental Trias was formed
appear to have been similar to those obtaining at the present day in

tne Caspian rceion.

In Europe the eariier deposits of the continental Trias occupy a
compact area covering nearly the whole of Germany, whence they
may be followed into central and northern Encbnd. Heligoland.

Upper Silesia and the Vosges. Another tract lay over what are
now the western Alps and south-east France: also in the Pyrenees,

Bak»ric Islands, Sardinia, Sicily and southern Spain, and on to the
north coast of Afrka. In the Carpathians the same rocks appear,

and they cover a brge area in north-east Russia (Tartarian), and
north-west Siberia. Laterj the Muschelkalk limestones point to a
temporary influx of the sea involving most of the above regions except
Britain and Russia. Three encroachments of the sea are indicated,

each followed by a period of excessive evaporation and contraction;

these happened in the time of the R6th, the Lower and the Upper
Muschelkalk. Finally the last influx, that of the Rhaetic Sea. not
only spread much beyond the linuts of the earlier incursions

but remained as the forerunner of the succeeding Jurassic waters.

In North America the continental Trias appears with a close

resemblance to that of western Europe along the Atlantic coasta).

strip from Prince Edward's Island, through New Brunswick.
Nova Scotia, Connecticut, New York. Pennsylvania, Virginia, to
North Carolina. These are the rocks of the Newark scries. South-
wards it may be traced in Honduras, the Andes. Brazil, Argentina
and Chile. Another large area in the western interior, Wyoming
and New Mexico, is occupied by " red beds " (600-3000 ft., in

part Permian) with eypsum ana rock-salt. In southern Africa

the upper part of the Karoo formation appears to represent Triassic

time—the Stormberg beds (Permo-Trias) and the Beaufort beds
(Rhaetic). In India the Panchet beds of the Gondwana system
and in New South Wales the Hawkesbury series (Wianametta
shales with coals and iron-stone, Hawkesbury sandstone, and at

the base the Narraburra beds) belong to about the same horizon.

In New Zealand the Otapiri, Wairoa and Orcti series appear to
contain fossils indkrating a transition from Permian to Rhaetic.

Th€ Marine or Open-sea Trias.—This type of Triassic deposit
isfrequenily referred to underthe titles

I'
Alpine,"" Mediterranean

'*

or " Pelagic." It first came into notice through the discovery of

fossils in the neighbourhood of Recoaro and St Cassun on' the
southern side of the Alps, and these rocks were subsequently corre-

lated with those at Hallstatt on the northern side. <Jn both sides

of the Alps rocks of this age flank the central core, but they arc better

developed, thicker and leu altered towards the east than towards
the west. In the western Alps Triassic beds can be only dimly
recognized amongst the masses of schists called the Schistes-lustrts

unABundnerukiefer. In the eastern Alps, however, although there

are sandy and congtomerstic members, such as the Werfen beds
and Lunz sandstone, yet the most striking feature, in contrast with
the continental Trias, is the prevalence otcalcareous and dolomitic
strata, to which must be added the enormously greater abundance
oi organic remains. The Alpine Trias varies in fithological character
so rapidly from point to point, and has furthermore been subjected
to so much dislocation, that great diflkuliy has been experienced
in correlating the beds in different areas and in placing them in their

proper order of sequence. The result of (his difficulty has been the
|m>diiction of a nomenclature so unwieldy that no attempt at a
detailed exposition is possible in the space here available. The
principal members of the Alpine Trias will be foupd in their correct

relative positions in the table. One of the most striking aspects
of the Alpine Trias, on both the northern and southern sides, is

the great development of dolomite which is so prominent a feature

in the scenery 01 southern Tirol (Drci Zinnem.&c). Some of these

rocks contain the remains of corals, still more bear the fos»ils of

calcareous algae, and although the view originally advanced by
F. V. Richthofen that they represent Triassk: coral reefs has been
strongly opposed, it still seems to be the most reasonable explanation
of their origin. The rocks of the marine Trias generally are argilla-

ceous beds and dark limestones; in the Alpine regions many of the

latter have been marmorizcd. The well-known white marble of

Carrara in the Apuan Mountains is a metamorphosed Triassic lime-

stone. The same type of Trias occurs also in south Italy (Lon^o-
banibn). in Sicily, Barcelona, Bakaric Islands, Crete, Bosnui.

East Hungary, and the Carpathbn Mountains fay Bukovina and
Dobrudja.
The Alpine-Mediterranean Trias sea evidently had a prolongation

into Western Asb, for in Asb Minor, Armenb and Bokhara rocks
with closely related fossils have been found. In Central Asb
Triassic rocks are known in Afghanistan (sandstones with coal),

Russbn Turkestan, and in the Pamir. In Indb the lower Trias

of the Salt Range presents the most typical example of the marine
deposits of this stage. The Himalayan Trias more perfectly repre-

sents the upper portion of the system. Triassic limestones are found
also in Kashmir and Hazara. and shales in Baluchistan. The marine
Trbs is known in Burma. Tongking, China and north-cast Tibet:
also in lapan,Siberia and in the arctic regions of^ Spitsbergen and
Bear Isbnd. In the Austrabsiatic region the marine Trias is found
in the Sunda Isbnds, Sumatra, Roth and Timor and in New
Caledonb.

Climate, Vulcanism.—^There seems little room for doubt that the
climate of Trbssic times was, over brge tracts of the northern
continental region, dry and arid in character, certain features in

the flora tending to support this view. On the other hand, the
southern continental de(x>«ts, with CtossopieHs and^ its allies, is

more suggestive of a moist climate. There is no evidence of the
glacial conditran of the preceding Permbn period. The Trbssic
period was one of rest so far as crustal movements were concerned.

Volcanic activity, however, was exhibited on a brge scale in the
north-western part of North America, the great batholith of the
Coast Range beins lif-irty T'^-^-n n-, !'^'\r: in Brii'-V r.-*--^'-'- --,-j

Abslca brge bodir- tA i^ncuui rock arc buppti^'U to LkiLohl; Ui ihis

Erriod. On theea-UTn »tUc cf tbircontineni the lii^abase and cJok'rite

va flows, veins anrl »lk q( the [.a^ous Palisiades of ihe Hudson
valley belong to the New,irk system. In Europe and Asb jj^ncoui

rocks are scarce, bui luffs, pofphyrires, Ac., orcur in ihc Schfcrn

district (Upper Caiibn age) .imJ aK Falzartgo Strasae, Trarcnanzes
(Wengen horizon^ in the Alpine rcBion.

Life of Ike Triank /'irrriMf,—The plant life of this period exhibiis

on tne whole a cloi^r rt'laticnihtp with the Jurassic th^in viih il]«

preceding Pabeoj^oic fornLitEonH. Flowering plants arc unknown
in the Triassic dep.-itivand ihc dominant forms an? all g^'ninr>4pcrms,

the prevailing ty|H-^ lacing ferns, and fern-like plan [9. c^'Ciiileans,

conifers and equisi cuttis. The Faheofoic caljniites, xigillarias^ and
lepidodendrons b< ,smc cKtina erirty in this period; but in the
southern hemisph< r^^ ihe Ctoaoptfrit florg itill held on in tonsid^fr*

able force. Amor.,::st ihe fern* were Itpidopierij, Sa^rn^pferis^

Danaeopferis, with ;!ic Ca rboni fern i,ifi genera Sphtnspieris. FetoMcrts
and others. Equr^'iUrs anrJ JStkiz^nrura became common. Char-
acteristic conifers were Voitzia, Arauuiriies, BtackyphyUum. Tlic

Cycadeans were represented by Pteropkyilum, Cycadiles, Podotamiles,

&c. Baiera was the representative of the ginkgos. Calcareous
algae were iir|":.rf^:nt rijck T;:j;t!ir=. in some of the Tr^. .

'r :.':.z

{(Syroporella, Dtpicpora}^ Fith remainsi are not een^crally common
in the Trbs; tn^'th and Kales art crowded logctner in the " bone
beds" in the r^linictk: and bi-Twei-n ihe Keuper and Muschelkalk;
in the marine Trias of the Alpine ri-gir>n ^kderoni are much miore

common. Tht'v are abundant al&o in ihe bit tj mi nous Uiale* of the

Connecticut Valley and in ihc Hawkesbury series of New South
Wales. Selach ia ns a re represen t pd by »peties of llybodta ,A f rodui and
Polaeobates; dipn^idi by Cf^aiodus and Cosf&rdja- The ganoids, with
Pabeozoic as v^elt ?i^ younger forms. Include Cyrakph. Semwaottis^
Dittyopyge, Ciaphiurtts. Bf^otntrhyrsrhui and Ph&iia^^pffkras. Dony
fish were very tcetily reprtftenttd. The amphibian labyrinthtxldnit

\Slegocepkalia) were numernu^, their bones being found in the
" bone beds" and in the nunter and Keiiper landsiioneii and their

equivalents in North America. Somh Africa and India (Lotv-
rtnfkodoni, Mailttdo'i.^akTuy, TrtrrtofviSHrui^ CapitosauTta}. Their
footprints are often very abundant,. e.£. Ckeirothenum. The reptiles

of tne Triassic deposits, unlike the amphibians, which are Permian
in character, show a closer relationship with Jurassic forms: one
of the most interesting facts in the life-history of the group is the
development during this period of sea-going forms such as at a
later geological period played so prominent a pan. Early crocodilian

reptiles are represented by Brlodon, MyHnosuckus, Slagonolc^ts,

Parasuckus: and Rkyncoeepkalia by Telerpeton and Hyperodapedon.
Ichthyopterygbns were represented by Mixosaunis, Nolhnujurus,

Cymatosaurusi early dinosaurs (carnivorous) by Zandtxlon.

Anfkisaurus, Tkecodonlosaurus, Palacosaurtn; the rvmarkablc
theromorphs (anomodonts). by ElginiCt Dicynodon, Ceikia, Cordonia,
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Turtle* became well establf'h*.Hl dannji tKii ptnod (Piammoeiuly^
Cktlytoon). Of great inten i ir ihe di&rovery ot ihv" earlicn trjit^

of mammals in the Trias of I
u .^^ ,,.j h A^ricj ami North Amcfka.

The imperfect remains (tec Ijont^) do noi ndmit of any
certainty in deciphering th i-liipa. Micrfflaici from the
Rhaetic of England and WQ ^.„ Afvd Dremfiihrtium from North
America arc perhaps the be- kinmEi; Tfttyfodan from South A Triej

may also be added. Amonf; i liu Eowur forms of mariiie life* forjifniai-

fera and sponges play a sul< nhiEiiLte 0.1 rt- Corif^, whifh wicki i\w

calcareous algae built consic r.J<1c ret<f3 jn U3»t>i' tcgioni, at this lii

began to assume a modem .

took the place of the Palae
Pinacophyllum, Tktcosmilia
individually (Encrinus lili

were not very common, but

r, antj tienfc-r^trth the l-li'Kjicurriftti'il^

TLTr.icorjilkl fornn (Sfyfoph^titnit,

wL't* tocally very numcriM*

wviv Mwi »vi/ v,vii<uiuii. i/ui - ;iT change ffom tht Pijljc^tftikr

to the Mesozoic type ol shell ; I ;

[
' li i:cfii hou t t h i » tiiflts BriichiopcwJs

were important: rostrate f- r.^n lilct Trrtfifofuiti and Rkyntkonftttt

from this time onward bee i^*^ more prc^.-vknt thfln broAd hirt^i?d

?mera. Pcltcypods yiren AlimUnt, Myophcrtti, iiaio^ia, Domifita,
seudonumotis, Avicula, Cf-'-'m and m»i>ny othcns. G.>s,icropod£

also were numerous; at thi' Ik^^ Inning of iS^ pcrioc}, hb in otht-r

groups, many Palaeozoic U^rms lingered ott^ but oni? of ihi? tn^iin

changes about this time vc^ls i^r dt^vdopnicnt And FKpan&icrn ol

•iphonostomous forms with can.^lirulatc hh^ii^. Qnitv the? tno^t

important Nfollusca were thp Cn^hnlopoth- In Due r.irly Tri,in

there still remained a few ol the f^lacojoic genvnii Orlhocerci.

HungariUs, and forms which linked up the goniatites with the
ammonites, which henceforth took the Ittd in numbers and variety.
PrionoMms, Aspidites, CeUites, Meekoceras, Tiroliles, PtyckUes,
Tropites, CeratUes^ ArcesUi, Psiloceras and Ftemingites arc a few of
the prominent Triassic genera. The nautilokis were fairly well
represented, but they exnibit no such marked development from
Palaeozoic to Mcsozok; types as is shown among the ammonoids.

In the tabulated synojMis of the Triassic system given below it

has been impossible to include many of the names of groups and
subordinate divisions. Some of these, such as the term " Moric

"

(Norian), have been used in a variety of ways. A clear account of
the history of the study of the Trias will be found in K. A. von
Zittd's History 0/ Ceology and Palaeontology (Eng. trans., London
1901).

Refbrbncbs.—The literature of the Trias is very voluminous.
A full account, with full references as to date of publication, in
Letkaea Ceognostica, ed. bv F. Freeh, Theil II.: Das Mesotoicum.
Bd. i.

" Einleitunf^ des Mesozokum und der Trias " (F. Freeh)

:

Continentale Trias" (E. Philippi.and J. Wysogorski), 1903;
id Licferung. " Die asiatische Trias " (F. Noetlin^), 190$; .

icfcrung, " Die Alpine Trias des Mediterran-Gebietes " (G. vonUcl
Hal

CONTINBKTAL TUAS. MA

Noetlin^), 1905; yd
[in-Gebietes " (G. voi

fathabcT), Stuttgart. 1905. (J* A. H.)

TRIAZINES, in organic chemistry, a scries of cyclic com-
pounds, containing a ring system composed of three carbon and
three nitrogen atoms. Three series are possible, the positions of

aiNE Trias of the Alpine and Indian Types.

German Trias. England. North Alpine Region. South Alpine Region.
Fossils-

India. America.

Sandstones
M and Clays

J^

with Avktua
eontorta

06

Bone bed

^ Stubensand-

S. stein

1
^jSchilfsand-

stcin

h Grenz dolom-
g- ite

J2
Lettenkohlen*

e sandstcin

•| Dolomitic
o limestones
^ and marU

Rhaetic or
Penarth
beds

White Lias,

black pa-
per-shales,

marls
Bone bed

Red and
mottled
marls with
rock • salt

and gyp-
sum
Variouslv
coloured
sandstones
and marls
(with"Wa-
ter-stones")
Conglomer-
ate and
breccia

Kossen Rhaetic Kossen
.V beds Dachstein beds
V Lithoden- Kalk and (Azzarola

J dronKalk Dolomite beds)

e Dachstein |
J Kalk and •§

g Coral -%

sZ limestones .£
2 5

Opponitz
^e limestone and

.S dolomite
w Rcingrabncr

^ bedfs and
Lunz sand-

stone
I

Haupt-Muschcl-
kalk

Anhydrite group,
dolomite and
marls with rock-
salt andgypsum

Zellendolomit

Wellenkallc and
dolomite

d Reifling ^^U
.Si limestone e S

I and Part- -5J
"m nachbedse-o

I H
" Alpine
Muschel-
kalk"
(part)

Gutten-
stein beds

Upper division

or R6th

Middle division

or Hauptsand'
stein and (Vos-
gesensandstein)

Lx>wer division

sandstones with
occasional oolite

(Rogenstein)

Uppermot
tied sand-

stone
Pebble beds

Lower mot-
tled sand-

Campil beds

..

Seisbeds

Dachstein
Kalk and

Coral
limestones

Raibl beds

Jflai
*o c^'o. Cassian

J
US'© 5'm beds

^ § E gc WeHf*"
•fis *« o 8 beds
(/luSsJ) Buchen-

stein

g _ _ _*^

—

K Trinodosus beds

e (Prezzo lime-

if ^ stone) ^
g.t: (Brachiopod ^
o g limestone) ^S
^•5 Recoaro «*
©•o limestone * fl

SjS Virgteria *3 S

|-o limestone ^ |

ll fs
Campil beds

Avicula
-eontorta

Turbo
(Wortkenia)
solitarius

Tropttes

subbuUalus

Tratkyreras
aontdes

Traekyceras
aon

Daonella
lommeli

Protrackyce-
rasreitn

CeratUes
trinodosus

Rkynckonetta
iecussata

Natiria
costala

Seisbeds Pseudomeno-
lis clarai

Magalodon
limestone

and " Hoch-
gebergskalk

"

in part

Aulaeotkyris
limestone
Sagenites
beds

Coral lime-
stone

Halorites
beds

Hauerites
beds

Spit!

dolomite

Daonella
beds

Daonella
beds

Ptyckiles

beds

Niti lime-

stone

Iledenstro-

eiNtabeds

Prinolohus
'

Otoceras *S
beds I

(Permian) J>

Star Peak
beds

Sandstones
with dino-
saurs of
Connecticut

Taylorville
beds of Cali-
fornia

Sandstones
with plants,
Richmond,
Virginia

Koipatobeds

Meekoceras
beds, Idaho
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the wknu units of the ring ,^ysteiir being iOustnted in the

annexed fonnulAe :

—

"0» "0"
"4"

•rTriazines, ^-Triajdnes, Cyauidinea.

Few simpk derivatives of the a-aeries sre known, those which

have been pceparcd result by such reactions as the condensation

of aminoguanidine or a similar type of oompoond (e.f. semi-

cazfaaade) with ortho-diketones (J. Thiele, Aim., 1898, 30a, p.

HN:C< +1 > HN.-C< V-CH.;

Wolff has obtained a chloro-derivative by the action of potas-

sium cyanide on diasoacetophenone and subsequent treatment

with acid. The phen-a-triazines are more numerous, and are

obtained either by the action of concentrated adds on the

fonnazyl compounds (E. Bamberger, Ber., 2893, 26, p. 2786):—

CaiiN:Nv •NiN
iccocji. -> CJI»NH,+Cai< ICANHN^ ^NrCCOCOI.;

by the reduction of symmetrica] acyl-ortho-nitrophenyl hydra-

anes (e.g. NOrCA-NHNHCHO); or in the form of dihydxo

derivatives by the condensation of aldehydes with ortho-amino-

azo compounds (H. Goldschmidt and Y. Rosell, Ber., 1890, 33,

Pl 487), or from the aminoaiio compound and a mustard oil| the

resulting thiocarbanilido derivative being heated with acetic add
(M. Busch, Ber., 1899, 3a, p. 3960)^—

<NC(SH) :NC«H. ^NC :NCaii
->CtH< +HiSw

NNHOH, ^NNCtH,
C Harries (Ber,, 1895, 98, p. 1333) has also shown that

ay-pbenylhydrazino-acetic estos, whoi heated with formamide
and substituted formamides under pressure, yield dihydrotri-

* cbfcR j.n'NH.CHO -* CO-NR'-CH ,

The phen-o-triazincs are yellow-colonred crystalline compounds
id a somewhat basic character.

Derivatives of ^-triazines are formed by the action of nitrous

add on ortho-aminobenzyUmines (M. Busch, Ber., 1893, 35,

P^ 445)f or in small quantity by the action of nitrous add on
oftho-aminobenzoylphenylhydrazines (A. Konigand A. Rdssert,

Ber., 1899, 33, p. 78a), the chief product in this latter reaction

being an isoindazolone:
^yCHrNHCfH. yCHrNHCJI. yCHrNCH,

The beat drawn aeries of the triazines ta the aymmetrical or
cyanidine aeriea, membera of which mult from the condensation
01 add anhydrides with aromatic amidinea (A. Pinner, Ber., 1893,
a%, p^ 1634)

:

>NH ^N.Cr<:.H,

or by the condensation of aromatic nitrilea with add chloridea in

the preaence of aluminium chloride (Eitner and Krafft, Ber., 1893,

35, p. 3363). In uati^ benzoyl chloride in this reaction the con-
densation la found to proceed oetter if a little ammonium ^Mm'lff

C4H.CN==C.C«H,.
NC(C,H,):1^

The cyamidinea behave aa weak baaea.
Mention may be made here of cyanuric add, HtCaN/)a, which

cootaina the aame ring eyatem aa the cyanidinea. It waa first

prepared by C. Scheele and u formed when urea
^^N*C^OH ta strongly heated or when cyanuric chloride

HOCr >N b treated with water. It is usually lepre-
^N:C^jOH aented by the inset formula and is cknely

related to cyanic add and cyamelide, the
fdationafaipa exiating between the three compounds being ahown
ia the dia^mm (see alao A. Hantsach, Ber., 1906, 39. p. 139;:

Cyanic ad«
CNOH CO,+NH.

High - cyanunc add^ Deconiposes wi
temperature dimculty.

TRIAZ0LB8 (pyrro-o and ^-diazoles), in oiganic chemistry,
a series of heterocyclic compounds containing the ring complex
(annexed formula). Derivatives were obtained by J. A. Bladin

HC=N^ (Btr., 1893, 35, p. Z83) by the action of acetic

I >NH anhydride on dicyanophenylhydrazine (formed
k:CH from cyanogen and phcnylhydrazine), the

resulting acetyl derivative losing water and yidding phenyl-
methylcyanotriazole, which, on hydrolysb, gives the free acid.

By eliminating carbon dioxide, phenylmethyltriazole results.

In a similar manner, formic add and dicyanophenylhydrazine
yields a phenyl-triazole carboxylic add, in which the phenyl
groiq> may be nitrated, the nitro group reduced to the amino
group, and the product oxidised to a triazole carboxylic add,
which, by elimination of carbon dioxide, yields the free
triazole:

HOiCCrrNv HQ|C.C=N. HQiCC-N

They also result when the addylthiosemlcarbazides are strongly
heated, the mercapto-triazoles so formed being converted into
triazoles on oxidation with hydrogen peroxide (M. Freund,
Ber., 1896, 39, p. 3483); by the condensation of hydnuddes with
add amides; and by the distiUation of the triazobnes (see

below) with phosphorus pentasulphide. The triazoles behave
as weak bases, the imido-hydrogen being replaceable by metaL
The keto-dihydrotriazolea or triazokmea axe obtained by the action

of hydrazinea on acetyl urethane (A. Andreocd. Ber., 1893, 35, p. 335).
Theae compounds may be considered as 5-triazolonea, a aeries of
isomeric 3-triazolonea reaulting from the condensation of phenyl-
semicarbaride with aromatic aldehydea in the preaence of an
oxidant. The dikctotetrahydrotriazolcs, or urazolea, are formed
by condensing urea derivativea with hydrazine salts, urazole itself

reaulting by the action of urea or biuret on hydrazine or its salta.

It behavea aa a strong add and on treatment with pboaphorua
pentachloride at high temperaturea givea triazde.

HC=Nv CONHy CONHv
1

>NH, J >NH. J >NH.
HNC(K N=CH^ NHC(K
5-Triazok>ne. 3-Triazokme. Urazole.

Isomeric triazolea of the following constitutions are known>—
HCrNv N:CHv N=Nv
I yNH J >NH I >NH

HCiN^ N:CH/ Hd:CH^
Osotriazole (m*). Iminotriazole {00^. a^Triazole.

The osotriazoles are obtained by heating the osazoncs of orthodike-
tones with mineral acids; by the action of acetic anhydride on the
hydrazoximes of orthodiketonea, or by condensing diazo-methane
with cyanogen derivativea (A. Peratonea and E. Azzarello, R. Acad.
Lincei, 1907 [v.], 16, pp. 337, 318). They are feeble bases which
distil unchanged. The rina ia very stable to moat reagents. The
imtnobiazoles are formed By conversion of diacylhydrazines into
iminochloridea which with ammonia or bases yield the required
triazoles (R. Stolid, Joum. prak. Chem., 1906 [u.], 74, pp. i, 13).
M. Busch {Ber., r90^, 38, pp. 856. 4049) has isolated a series of brideed
ring compounds which he describes aa efii2o-iminodihydrotriazoTea,

NPbv ^^ triphenyl derivative (annexed formula) being

uq/ ^ScH P^^P^'*^ by <^ndenaing triphenylaminoguani-

I \vph/|| dine with formic add. The nitrate of this base

PhN N (known aa nitron) is ao insoluble that nitratea

Trinh»nvi..M»L. o**/ be gravimctrically estimated with its help,

tnatwrAt. ^^ yield quatemaxy ammouum aalta.

TRIBALLI, in ipdent geography, a Thradan people whose
earliest home was near the junction of the Angrus and Brongus
(the east and west Morava), and induded towards the south
" the Triballian plain " (Herodotus iv. 49), which corresponds

to the plain of Kossovo in Turkey. In 434 B.C. they were
attacked by SiUlces, king of the Odrysae, who was defeated and
lost his life in the engagement. On the other hand, they were
overcome by the Autariatae, an Ulyrian tribe; the date of
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this event is uncertain (Strabo viL ji?). In 376 a hrgt
band of Triballi crossed Mt Uacmus and advanced as far as

Abdera; they were preparing to besiege the city, when Cbabrias

appeared off the coast with the Athenian 6eet and compelled

them to retire. In 330, when Philip II. of Macedon was return-

ing from his expedition against the Scythians, the Triballi

refused to allow him to pass the Haemus unless they received

a share of the booty. Hostilities took place, in which Philip was
defeated and nearly lost his life (Justin iz. 3), but the Triballi

appear to have been subsequently subdued by him. After the

death of Philip, the Triballi having taken up arms again, Alex-

ander the Great in 334 crossed tbe Haemus and drove them
to the junction of the Lyginus with the Danube. Their king

Syrmus took refuge in Peuce (Peuke, an island in the Danube),
whither Alexander was unable to follow him. The punishment
inflicted by him upon the Getae, however, induced the Triballi

to sue for peace (Arrian, Anabasis, i. x, 4; a, ^4: 4, 6). About
a8o a host of Gauls under Cerethrius defeated the Getae and
Triballi (Justin xxv. z; Pausanias x. 19, 7}. Nevertheless,

the latter for some fifty years (135-84) caused trouble to the

Roman governors of Macedonia. In the time of Ptolemy
their territory is limited to the district between the Ciabrus

(Tzibritza) and Utus (Vid), in the modem Bulgaria, their chief

town being Oescus {OtoKOt Tptfia»JM^). Under Tiberius mention

is made of Treballia in Moesia, and the Emperor Maximin (235-

337) had been commander of a squadron of Triballi. The name
occurs for the last time during the reign of Diocletian, who dates

a letter from Triballis. The Triballi are described as a wild

and warlike people (Isocrates, Panatkenaicus^ 227), and in

Aristophanes {Birds^ 1565-1693) a Triballian is introduced as

a specimen of an uncivilized barbarian.

See W. TomaKhek. " Die alten Thraker " !n SUwngsberickU
der k. Akad. der Wissenschaften, cxxviii. (Vienna, 1893).

TRIBE (Lat. tribus, from Ires, three), a word which is believed

to have originally meant a "third part" of the people, in

reference to the three patrician orders or political divisions of

the people of Ancient Rome, the Ramnes, Titles and Luceres,

representing the Latin, Sabine and Etruscan settlements. Its

ethnological meaning has come to be any aggregate of families

or small communities which are grouped together under one
chief or leader, observing similar customs and social niles, and
tracing their descent from one common ancestor. Examples
of such " enlarged families " are the twelve tribes of Israel. In

general the tribe is the earliest form of political organization,

nations being gradually constituted by tribal amalgamation.

(See Family.)

TRIBERO, a town and health resort of Germany, in the

grand duchy of Baden, in the Black Forest, pleasantly situated

on the Gutach and surrounded by well-wooded hills, 2250 ft.

above the sea, 35 m. by rail S.E. of Offenburg. Pop. (1905),

3717. It has four churches, one of them Anglican. Triberg

is one of the chief centres of the Black Forest clock-making
industry. Straw-plaiting, saw-milling, brewing, and the

manufacture of wooden wares are also carried on, and
the town has a permanent industrial exhibition. Triberg

is what is called a Luftkttrort, a place to which convalescents

resort after a course of baths elsewhere. Near the town is the

fine waterfall formed by the Gutach. Triberg came into the

possesion of Austria in 1654 and into that of Baden in 1806.

TRIBONIAN, the famous jurist and minister of Justinian,

was bom in Pamphylia in the Utter part of the 5th century.

Adopting the profession of an advocate, he came to Constan-
tinople and practised in the prefectural courts there, reaching

such eminence as to attract the notice of the emperor Justinian,

who appointed him in 538 one of the ten commissioners directed

to prepare the first Ccdtx of imperial constitutions. In the

edict creating this commission (known as Haec quae) Tribonian

is named sixth, and is called " virum magnificum, magisteria

dignitate inter agentes dccoratum " (see Haec quae and 5MiNffui

reipuMkae, prefi.\ed to the Codex.) When the commission of

sixteen eminent lawyers was created in 530 for the far more

laborious and difficult duty of compiling a collection of estiacta

from the writings of the great jurisu of the earlier empire,
Tribonian was made president and no doubt general director of

this board. He had already been raised to the oflfice of quaestor,

which at that time was a sort of ministry of law and justice,

its holder being the assessor of the emperor and his organ for

judicial purposes, something like the English lord chancellor

of the later middle ages. The instructions given to these

sixteen commissioners nuy be found in the constitution Deo
auciore {Cod. i. 17, i), and the method in which the work was
dealt with in the constitution Tania {Cod. i. 17, a), great
praise being awarded to Tribonian, who is therein called ez-
quaestor and ex-consul, and also as magister officiorum. This
last constitution was issued in December 533, when the Digest

was promulgated as a law-book. During the progress of the
work, In January 53a, there broke out in Constantinople a dis-

turbance in the hippodrome, which speedily turned to a terrible

insurrection, that which goes in history by the name of Nika,
the watchword of the insurgents. Tribonian was accused of
having prostituted his office for the purposes of gain, and tht
mob searched for him to put him to death (Procop. Pers. i.

24-26). Justinian, yielding for the moment, removed him
from office, and appointed a certain Basilides in his place.

After the suppression of the insurrection the work of codifica-

tion was resumed. A little earlier than the publication of the
Digest, or Pandects, there had been published another but much
smaller Uw-book, the Institutes, prepared under Justinian's

orders by Tribonian, with Theophilus and Dorotheus, professors

of law (see Preface to Institutes). About the same time the
emperor placed Tribonian at the head of a fourth commission,
consisting of himself as chief and four others—Dorotheus,
professor at Beyrut, and three practising advocates, who were
directed to revise and re-edit the first Codex of imperial con-
stitutions. The new Codex was published in November 534
(see constitution Cordi nobis prefixed to the Codex). With it

Tribonian's work of codification was -completed. But he
remained Justinian's chief legal minister. He was reinstated

as quaestor some time after 534 (Procop. Pers. i. 25; Anted,
20) and seems to have held the office as long as he lived. He
was evidently the prime mover in the various changes effected

in the law by the novels of Justinian {Navetlae constiiutiona),

which became much less frequent and less important after death
had removed the great jurist. The date of bis death has been
variously assigned to 545. 546 and S47- Procopius says
{A need. 20) that, although he left a son and many grandchildren,

Justinian confiscated part of the inheritance.

The above facts, which are all that we know about Triboaiaa,
rest on the authority of his contemporary Procopius and of the
various imperial constitutions already cited. There are, however,
two articles in the Lexicon of Suidas under the name " Tribonianosi
They appear to be different articles, purporting to refer to different
persons, and have been generally so received by the editors of
Suidas and- by modern legal historians. Some authorities, how-
ever, as for instance Gibbon, have supposed them to refer to the
same person. The first article is unquestionably meant for the
jurist. It is based on Procopius. whose very words are to some
extent copied, and indeed it adds nothing to what the latter tells

us, except the statement that Tribonian was the son of Macedonianus,
was i.w6 iwinr6pwr rOi^ Avi/>xM% and was a heathen and atheist,
wholly averse to the Christian faith. The second article says that
the Tribonian to whom it refers was of Side (in Pamphylia), was
also Ard iunrrA^MT TU9 twipxui', was a man of learning and wrote
various books, among which are mentioned certain astronomical
treatises, a dialogue On Happiness, and two addresses to Justinian.
None of these books relate to law; and the better opinion seems to
be that there were two Tribonians, apparently contemporaries,
though possibly some of the attributes of the jurist have been, by
a nistake of.the comptlers or transcribers of the Lexicon of Suidas.
extended to the man of letters of the same name.
The character which Procopius gives to the jurist, even if touched

b)r personal spite, is entitica to some credence, because it is con-
tained in the Hiitoriex and not in the scandalous and secret Anecdota.
It is as follows: " Tribonian was a man of great natural powers,
and had attained as high a culture as any one of his time; but he
was greedy of money, capable of selling justice for gain, and every
day he repealed or enacted some law at the instance of people who
purchased this from him according to their several neeos. . . . Ht
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wm» pteaaant in manner and generaUy agreeable, and able bv the
abundance of his accomplishments to cast into shade his faults

of avarice " iPers. t. 24. 25). In the Anecdota Procopius adds as
an illustration of Justinian's vanity the story that he took in good
faith an observation made to him by Tribonian, while sitting as
assessor, that he (Tribonian) greatly feared that the emperor might
sonoe day, on account of his piety, be suddenly carried up into heaven.
This agrees with the character for flattery which the minister seems
to have enjoyed. The charge of heathenism we find in Suidas is

probable enough; that is to say, Tribonian may well have been a
crypto-pagan, like many other eminent courtiers and litterateurs

of the time (including Procopius himselH, a perK>n who, while
lyof

e

asing Christianity, was at least indiflferent to its dogmas and
rites, cherishing a sentimental recollection ci the older and more
glorious days 01 the empire.

In modern times Trioonian has been, as the master workman of
Justinian's codification and legislation, charged with three offences
^-bad Latinity, a defective arrangement 01 the legal matter in the
Code and Ditest, and a too free handling of the extracts from the
older jurists included in the latter compilatbn. The first of these
charges cannot be denied; but it is hard to see why a lawyer of the
6th century, himself bom in a Greek-speaking part of the empire,
should be expected to write Latin as pure as that of the age of
Cicero, or even of the age of Gaius and the Antonines. To the
second charge also a plea of guilty must be entered. The Code
and Digest are badly arranged according to our notions of scientific

arrangement. These, however, are modem notions. The ancients
generally cared but little for what we call a philosophic distribution

of topics, and Tribonian seems to have merely foUowcd the order
of the Perpetual Edict which custom had already established,

and from which custom would perhaps have refused to permit him
to depart. He may more fairlv be blamed for not having arranged
the extracts in each title of tne Digest according to some rational

principle; for this would have been easy, and would have spared
much trouble to studenu and practitioners ever since. As to the
third complaint, that the compilers of the Digest altered the extracts

they collected, cutting out and inserting words and sentences at

their own pleasure, thii. was a process absMutely necessary according

to theinstractions^ven them, which were to prepare a compilation

representing the existing law, and to be used for the actual adminis-
tration oljustice in the tribunals. The so-called Emblemata (inser-

tions}of Tribonian were therefore indispensable, though, of course,

we cannot say whether they were always made in tne best way.
Upon the whole subject of the codification and legislation in which
Tribonian bore a pan, see Justinian.

Tribonian. from the little we know of him. would seem to have
been a remarkable man, and in the front rank of the great ones of

his time. There is nothing to show that he was a profound and
philosophical jurist, like Papinian or Ulpian. But he wasan energetic.

dear-heactod man, of great practical force and skill, cultivated,

accomplished, agreeable, flexible, possibly unscrupulous, just the

sort of person whom a restless despot like Justinian finds useful.

His interest in legal learning is proved by the fact that he had
collerted a vast legal library, which the compilers of the Digest found
valuable (see const. TaiOa),

The usual criticisms on Tribonian may be found in the i4ii/t-

Tribanianus (1567) of Francis Hotman, the aim of whkrh is shown
by its alternative title. Sive discursus in quo juruprudentiae Trihon-

ianeae steriliUu et legum patriarum excellentia exhibetur; and an
to them in J. P. von Ludewig, Vita Justiniani et Tkeodorae,

iTriboniani.'
"

(J.Br.)

TBIBUNE (Lat. tribunus, connected with IribuSt tribe), a

name assigned to officers of several different descriptions in the

constitution of ancient Rome. The original tribunes were no

doubt the commanders of the several contingents of cavalry

and inlantiy which were supplied to the Roman army by the

eariy gentilician tribes—the Titles, the Ramnes and the Luceres.

In the historical period the infantry in each legion were com-

masded by six tribunes, and the number six is probably to be

traced to the doubling of the three tribes by the incorporation

of the new elements which received the names of Tities secundi,

Ramnes secwidi, Luceres secundi. The tribuni celerum or

commanders of the horsemen no longer existed in the later times

of the reiSublic, having died out with the decay of the genuine

Roman cavalry.* So long as the monarchy lasted these tribunes

were doubtless nominated by the commander-in-chief, the king;

and the nomination passed over on the establishment of the

republic to his successors, the consuls. But, as the army
increased, the popular assembly insisted on having a voice in

the appointments, and from 362 B.C. six tribunes were annually

ooDiinatcd by popular vote, while in 3x1 the number was raised

*Ia the legends of the foundation of the republic Brutus is repre-

sented as having exercised authority, when the king was banished.

tncniy by virtue of holding the office of tribunus celerum.

to sixteen, and in 207 to tirenty-fonr, at which figure it remained.

The tribunes thus elected sufficed for four legions and ranked as

magistrates of the Roman people, and were designated tribuni

miiitum a populo, while those who owed their office to the consuls

bore the curious title of tribuni rufuli. The name was traced to

a commander Rutilius Rufus (Liv. 7, 5; and Fest. Ep. 260), but
was more probably derived from the dress (Mommsen, Slaats-

recktt X, 434). llie rights of the assembly passed on to the

emperors, and " the military tribunes of Augustus " were still

contrasted with those nominated in the camp by the actual

commanders. The obsaire designation tribunus aerarius

(tribune of the treasury) had also, in all probability, a connexion
with the early organization of the army. The officer thus

designated may have been the levier of the iributum, the original

property tax, and was at any rate the paymaster of the troops.

The soldier who was defrauded of his pay was allowed to exact

it from this tribune by a very summary process. There was
still another and important dass of tribunes who owed their

existence to the army. In the long struggle between the patri-

cian and plebeian sections of the population, the first distinaions

in the public service to which the plebeians forced their way
were military, and the contest for admission to the consulate was,

in Urge part, a contest for admission to the supreme command
of the national forces. In 445 B.C., the year in which mixed
marriages of patricians and plebeians were for the first time

permitted, power was given to the senate (then whoUy patrician)

of determining from year to year whether consuls or military

tribunes with consular authority (tribuni militares consulari

poteslate or imperio) shotild be appointed. But, even when the

senate decided in favour of electing tribunes, no election was
valid without the express sanction of the senate superadded
to the vote of the centuriate assembly. If it happened to be too

invidious for the senate openly to cancel the election, it was
possible for the patricians to obtain a dedston from the sacred

authorities to the effect that some religious practice had not

been duly observed, and that in consequence the appointment
was invalid. Accoiding to tradition, recourse was had to this

device at the first election, a plebeian having been successful.

Forty-five years elapsed after the creation of the office before

any plebeian was permitted to fill it, and it was held by very few
down to the time at which it was abolished (367 B.C.) and the

plebeians were fuUy admitted to the consulate. The number
of consular tribunes elected on each occauon varied from three

to six; there was no year without a patrician, and to the patrician

members were probably confined the most highly esteemed

duties, those relating to the administration of the law and to

religion.

But by far the most important tribunes who ever existed

in the Roman community were the tribunes of the commons
{tribuni plebis). These were the most characteristic outcome
of the long struggle between the two orders, the patrician and
the plebeian. When in 494 B.C. the plebeian legionaries met
on the Sacred Mount and bound themselves to stand by each

other to the end, it was determined that the plebeians should

by themselves annually appoint executive officers to stand over

against the patrician officers—two tribunes (the very name com-
memorated the military nature of the revolt) to confront the

two constils, and two helpers called aediles to balance the two
patrician helpers, the quaestors. The ancient traditions con-

cerning the revolution are extremely confused and contradictory,

and have caused endless discussions. The commonest story

is that the masses assembled on the Sacred Mount bound them-

selves by a solemn oath to regard the persons of their tribunes

and aediles as inviolable, and to treat as forfeited to Diana and

Ceres, the plebeian divinities, the lives and propertyof those who
offered them insult. That this purely plebeian oath was the real

ultimate basis of the sanctity which attached to the tribunate

during the whole time of its existence can hardly be believed.

The revolution must have ended in something which was deemed
by both the contending bodies to be a binding compact, although

the lapse of time has blotted out its terms. The historian

Dionysius nuiy have been only technically wrong in supposing
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that peace was concluded between the two parties by the fetial

priests, with the forms adopted by Rome in making treaties

with a foreign state. If this were fact, the " sacrosanctity
"

of the tribunes would be adequately explained, because all such

formal joedera were "sacrosanct." But, notwithstanding

that the plebeians may safely be assumed to have been conscious

of having to a Urge extent sprung from another race than the

patricians and their retainers, it is not likely that the feeling

was sufficiently strong to permit of the compsct taking the form

of a treaty between alien powers. Yet there must have been

a formal acceptance by the patricians of the plebeian conditions;

and most probably the oath which was first sworn by the insur-

gents was afterwards taken by the whole community, and the
" sacrosanctity " of the plebeian officials became a part of the

constitution. There must also have been some constitutional

definition of the powers of the tribunes. These rested at first

on an extension of the power of veto which the republic had
introduced. Just as one consul could invalidate an order of

his colleague, so a tribune cotild invalidate an order of a consul,

or of any officer inferior to him. There was no doubt a vague

understanding that only orders which sinned against the just

and established practice of the constitution should be annulled,

and then only in cases affecting definite individuals. This was

technically called auxUium, The cases which arose most

commonly concerned the administration of justice and the

levying of troops.

Although the revolution of 494 gave the tribunes a foothold

in the constitution, it left them with no very definite resources

against breaches of compact by the patricians. The traditional

history of the tribunate from 404 to 451 B.C. is obscure, and. so

far as details are concerned, nearly worthless; but there is a

thread running through it which may well be truth. We hear

of attacks by patricians on the newly won privileges, even of

the assassination of a tribune, and of attempts on the part of

the plebeians to bring patrician offenders to justice. The
assembled plebeians attempt to set up a criminal jurisdiction

for their own assembly parallel to that practised by the older

centuriate assembly, in which the nobles possess a prcponde*

rating influence. Nay, more, the plebs attempts something like

legislation; it passes resolutions which it hopes to force the

patrician body to accept as valid. As to details, only a few are

worth notice. In the first place, the number of tribunes is

raised to ten, how. we do not know; but apparently some consti-

tutional recognition of the increase is obtained. Then an altera-

tion is made in the mode of election. As to the original mode,

the ancient authorities are hopelessly at variance. Some of

them gravely assert that the appointment lay with the assembly

of the curiae—the most ancient and certainly the most patrician

in Rome, even if we allow the view, which, in spite of great

names, is more than doubtful, that the plebeians were members

of it at any time when it still possessed political importance.

The opinion of Mommsen about the method of election is more

plausible than the others. It was in accordance with the Roman
spirit of order that the tribunes, in summoning their assemblies,

should not ask the plebeians to come en masse as individuals,

and vote by heads, but should organize their supporters in bands.

The curia was certainly a territorial district, and the tribunes

may have originally used it as the basis of their organization.

If tribunes were elected by plebeians massed cunalim^ such a

meeting would easily be mistaken in later times for the comilia

curiata. At any rate, a change was introduced in 471 by the

Publilian Law of Volero, which directed that the tribunes should

be chosen in an assembly organized on the basis of the Servian

or local tribe, instead of the curia. This assembly was the germ

of the comitia Iributa. The question by what authority the Law
of Volero was sanctioned is difficult to answer. Possibly the law

was a mere resolution of the plebeians with which the patricians

did not interfere, because they did not consider that the mode of

election was any concern of theirs. In the first period of the

tribunate the tribunes almost certainly agitated to obtain for

their supporters a share in the benefits of the state domain.

And, whatever view may be taken of the movement which led

to the decemvirate, an important element in it was of a certainty

the agitation carried on by the tribunes for the reduction of the
law of Rome to a written code. Until they obtained this it was
impossible for them effectually to protect those who appealed
against harsh treatment by the consuls in their capacity of

judges.

During tfae-deccmvirste the tribunate was in abeyance. Tt was
called into life again by the revolution of 4^9, which gave the
tribunes a considerably stronger position. Their penonal privileges
and those oi the aediles were renewed, while •acrosanctity was
attached to a body of men caUed judicts decemnri, who seem to
have been the legal aanstants oi the tribunes. The road was opened
up to valid legislation by the tribunes through an assemblysummoned
by them on the tribe-basts (concilium uibis), but in this respect
they were submitted to the control of the senate. The growth
of the influence of this assembly over lei|islatton bdongi rather
to the history of the comitia {q.v.) than to that of the tribunate.
After the Hortenaan Law of 287 B.C. down to the end of the republic
the legislation of Rome was mainly in the hands of the tribunes.
The details of the history <A the tribunate in its second jieriod, from
449 to 367 B.C., are hardly less obscure than those which belong to
the earlier time. There was, however, on the whole, undoubtedly
an advance in dignity and importance. Gradually a right was
acquired of watching and interiering with the proceedings of the
senate, and even with legislation, whether the absolute right of
veto had been achieved before 367 may well be doubted. But the
original awcUium, or right of protecting individuals, was, during
this period, undergoing a vtty remarkable expansion. From for-
bidding a single act ota magistrate in relation to a single penon,
the tribunes advanced to forbidding by anticipation all acts of a
certain class, whoever the persons affected by them might prove
to be. It therefore became useless for the senate or the comitia
to pass ordinances if a tribune was ready to forbid the magistrates
to carry them out. Ultimately the mere announcement of such an
intention by a tribune was sufficient to cause the obnoxious project
to drop; that is to say, the tribunes acquired a right to stop all

business alike in the dehberative assembly, the senate, and in the
legislative assemblies, the comitia. The technical name for this
right of veto b intercessio. To what extent the tribunes during
the time from 440 to 367 took part in criminal prosecutions is matter
of doubt. The XII. Tables fiad settled that offenders could only
be punished in person by the centuries, but tradition speaks of
prosecutions by tribunes before the tribes where the penal^ sought
was pecuniary. The two main objects of the tribunes, however;
at the time of which we are speaking were the opening of the con-
sulate to plebeians and the regulation of the state domain in the
interests of the whole community. Both were attained by the
Licinio-Sextian Laws of 367.
Then a considerable change came over the tribunate. From being

an opposition weapon it became an important wheel in the regular
machine of state. The senate became more and more plebeian, and
a new body of nobility was evolved which comprisea both orders
in the state. The tribunes at first belonged to the same notable
plebeian families which attained to the consulate. The okl friction

between senate and tribunes disappeared. It was found ^that the
tribunate served to fill some gaps in the constitution, and its power
was placed by common consent on a solid constitutional basis.

From 367 to 134 B.C. (when Tiberius Gracchus became tribune) the
tribunate was for the most part a mere organ of senatorial ^vem-
ment. As the change made by the Gracchi was rather in the
practice than in the theory of the tribunate, it will be convenient
at this point to give a defimte sketch of the conditions and privilegca

attaching to the office.

Even after the difference between patrician and plebeian birth
had ceased to be of much practical consequence in other directions,

the plebeian character was a necessity for the tribune. When the
patricians P. Sulpicius Rufus and, later, P. Clodius (the antagonist
of Cicero) desired to enter on a demagogic course, they were com-
pelled to divest themselves of their patncian quality by a peculiar

legal process. Even the patricians who became so by mere fiat of

the emperors were excluded from the tribunate. The other necessary
qualifications were for the most part such as attached to the other
Roman magistracies—complete citizenship, absence of certain

conditions regarded as diwraceful, fulfilment of military duties.

The minimum age required for the office was. as in the case of the
quaestorship. twenty-seven. The tribunate, however. stoOd outside

the round ol magistracies, the conditions of which were regulated by
the Villian Law of 189 B.C. The election took place in a purely

plebeian assembly, ranged by tribes, under the presidency of a tribune

selected by lot. The tribune was bound by law to see a complete
set of ten tribunes appointed. Technicafly, the tribunes were
reckoned, not as magistrates of the Roman people, but as magistrates

of the Roman plebs; they therefore had no special robe of office, no
lictors, but only mesflengers (watores). no official chair, like the curule

seat, but only benches (subsellta) Their ri^ht to summon .the plebs

together, whether for the purpose of Itsteninj; to a speech (in which
ca«e the meeting was a contio) or for passing ordinances {comitia

tributa), was rendered absolute by the "laws under sacred sanction**
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(ItfCf JocfofM), wfakh had been incoiporated with the constitution
00 the abolition of the dccem^ratc. The ri](ht to summon the
•enate and to lay business before it was acquired soon after 367.
but was seldom exercised, as the tribunes had abundant means of
securing what they wanted by pressure applied to the ordinary
presidents—the consub or the praetor. When an interregnum came
about and there were no " magistrates of the Roman people." the
plebeian tribunes became the proper presidents of the senate and
conductors of ordinary state business. At the end of the republic
there were interregna of several months' duration, when the tnbunes
held a position of more than usual importance. A tenure of the
tribunate did not, until a comparatively late period (probably about
the time of the Second Punic War), confer a claim to a permanent
•eit in the senate. The candidates for the office wen. mamly young
men of good family who were at the bcgmning of their political

career, but the office was often filled by older men of ambition who
were stniggiing upwards with few advantages. The plebeian aediles
very soon after 367 became dissociated from the tribunes and asso-

ciated with the curule aediles, so that in the political hierarchy they
really ranked higher than those who were originally their superior
officers.

The real kemd of the tribune's power consisted in his inlercessio,

or riyht of invalidating ordinances, whether framed by the senate
or proposed by a magistrate to the ffl*n:'?c, or isatied bv a magistrate
in pursuance of his office. From ^^j; ri.c. dijw,n l.j the limt' ^A i.he

Gracchi the power of veto in public mj^iirni w^4, aa the whult, u jed

in the interests of the aristocratic governing facnjtie* tci check opp' «i-

tion arising in their own ranks. A rotaifliTirjrn; consul was rsi.>st

readily brought to obedience by an eKcrcl^ of tribunicbfi p>i^ver.

But, although modern readers of the ancknt IxmoranSi an ^[ii to

carry away the idea that the tribunal c wa* an intcrtsc-ly poUucal
office, it is safe to say that the ocr.i^ion* on *hirh Trihiirs*^-^ f^md
it possible to play a prominent pan tn potJiics va-trr- <-i?t, i ,, r. i. w,
ev«n in the late republic On the oilier liaml, th<^ rnln-:. 1md
a field for constant activity in watching iheitdminL^iTJt;,-: 1 1 ! ice

and in rendering assistance to tho»: who hid r«ceiv«4 I it-

roent from the magistrates. The tribunt* vtre. in Tan ily

legal functkmaries. and constituted in a «^y the only coun sal

in republican Rome. It was to thii end th^t thry were fv^biL en
to pass a whole night away from t\ic city, vxcepi. during the Latin

festival on the Alban Mount, and that they wire- expiKied to Vi«p

their doors open to suppliants by njj^ht u wll ^ by day. They
held court by day in the Forum do^ b)r tbc Porcian b«uiUca, and
frequently made elatwrate legal inquiries into cases where their help

was aougnt. Naturally this ordinary humdrum work of the tribunes

has left little mark on the pages o( the historians, but we hear of

it not infrequently in Ckxro s speeches and in tsthrr writing which

deal with legal matters. According to ihc ,
^ he

constitution, magistrates could forbid tlic ^— ui inj^._ti-i.— _jal
to or inferior to themselves. For this purpose the tribunes were
deemed superior to all other officers. If a tribune exercised his veto

no other tntMine could annul it, for the veto could not be itself vetoed,

but it was possible for another tribune to protect a definite individual

from the consequences of disobedience. The number of the tribunes

(ten) made it always possible that one might balk the action of

another, except at times when popular feeling was strongly roused.

In any case it was of little use for a tribune to move in any important

matter unlcai he had secured the co-operation or at least the neutrality

of all his colleagues. The veto was not, however, absolute in all

directions. In some it was limited by statute; thus the law passed

by Gains Gracchus about the consular provinces did not permit a
tribune to veto the annual decree of the senate concerning them.
When there was a dicutor at the head of the sUte, the veto was of

no avail against him. One of the important political functions of

the tribunes was to conduct prosecutions of sUte offenders, par-

ticularly ex-magistrates. These prosecutions began with a sentence
J L„ *•.- ^_:i

J ^|jg culprit, whereupon, exercising
* appealed. U

^_. prit's person,

the appeal wasTo the assembfy of the centuries; if he wished for a
large fine, the appeal was to the assembly of the tribes. As the

tribune had no right to summon thecentunes, he had to obtain the

necessary meetings through the urban praetor. In the other event

he himsdf called together the tribute assembly and proposed a bill

for fininff the culpnt. But the forms of trial gone through were

very saimlar in both cases.
, , ^

It is commonly suted that a great change passed over the tribunate

at the time of the Gracchi, and that from their day to the end of

the republic it was used as an instrument for setting on foot political

agitatioo and for inducing revolutionary changes. This view is

an inversion of the facts. The tribunate did not create the agiution

and the revolutions, but these found vent through the tribunate,

whkh gave to the democratic leaders the hope that acknowledged

evils might be cured by constitutional means, and in the desperate

struggle to realize it the best democratic tribunes strained the

theoretic powers of their office to their ruin. For the bad tribunes

did not hesiute to use for t»d ends the powers which had been

strained in the attempt to secure what was good. But herein the

tribunate only fared like all other parts of the republican constitution

is tta last period. The consuls and the <t»ate were at least as ^ty

ticaiany ex-magisuaies. 1 nese prooccuiions ncgan wun b m
pronounced by the tribune upon the culprit, whereupon, exc

the right given him by the XII. Tables, the culprit appeal

the tribune sought to inflict punishment on the culprit's
]

as the tribunes. After a severe restriction of its powers by SuUa
and a restoration by Pompey, which gave a twenty years' respite,
the essential force of the tnbunate was merged into the imperial
consbtution, of whkh indeed it became the principal conAituent
on the civil side. The ten tribunes remained, with very restricted
functions. The emperors did not become tribunes, but took up
into their privileges the essence of the office, the " tribunician
authority." This distinction between the principle of the office

and the actual tenure oi the office was a creation of the late republic.
Pompey, for example, when he went to the East, was not made
proconsul of all the Eastern provinces, but he exercised in them a
"proconsular authoritjr" which was equal to that of the actual
proconsuls—an authority which was the germ of the imperial
authority on its military side. Similarly the emperor, as civil

governor, without being tribune, exercised powers of like quality
with the powers of the tribune, though of superior force. By virtue
of his tnbunician authority he acquired a veto on legislation, he
became the supreme court o( appeal for the empire, and to his person
was attached the ancient sacrosanctity. Augustus showed the
highest statesmanship in founding his power upon a metamorphosed
tnbunate rather than upon a metamorphosed dictatorship, upon
traditions which were democratic rather than upon traditions which
were patrician and optimate. The tribunes continued to exist till

a late period, with gradually vanishing dignity and rights; but it

is not necessary here to trace their decay in detail.

The name tribune " was once again illuminated by a passing
glory when assumed by Cola di Rienzi. The movement which he
headed was in many respects extremely like the early movements
of the plebeians against the patricians, and his scheme for uniting
luly in one free republic was strangely parallel with the greatest
dream of the Gracchi.
The history of the tribunate is interwoven with that of Rome,

and must, to a lai){e extent, be sought for in the same sources. The
principles attaching to the office are profoundly analysed by
Mommsen in his SkuUsreckt^ and are clearkr set forth by E. Herzog
in his Ceukichte «. System der r&miscken Slaalsverfassung (Leipzig.

1884). (J.S. R.)

TRIBUNE (med. Lat. tribuna, from classical Lat. tribunal),

in axxJiitecture, the term given to the semicircular apse of the

Roman basilica, with a raised platform, where the presiding

magistrate sat; subsequently applied generally to any raised

structure from which speeches were delivered and to the private

box of the emperor at the Circus Maximus. In Christian

basilicas the term is retained for the semicircular recess behind

the choiif as at S. Clemente in Rome, S. Apollinare in Classe.

Raveima, S. Zeno at Verona, S. Miniato near Florence, and other

churches. The term is also loosely applied to various other

raised spaces in secular as well as ecclesiastical buildings, in

the latter sometimes in the place of " pulpit," as in that of the

refectory of St Martin des Champs at Paris. It is also given

to the celebrated octagon room of the Uffid at Florence, and
sometimes to a gallery or triforium.

TRIBUTE (Lat. tributuMf a stated payment, contribution),

a sum of money or other valuable thing paid by one state or

person to another state or person, either »' an acknowledgment
of submission, or as the price of peace or protection. Hence, in

a secondary sense, an offering to mark respect or gratitude.

Revenue by means of tribute was one of the most characteristic

forms of the financial systems of ancient states. In imperial

Athens large revenues were derived from the states of the

Delian league (q.v.), while in both Carthage and Rome inferior

or dependent districts and races were laid under contribution

to a very considerable extent (see Finance).
The irard tribute was also applied in the Roman republic to

(i) certain extraordinary taxes, as opposed to the ordinary vectigalia.

Such, in particular, were certain property taxes, raised to meet the
expenses of war. They were levied on all citizens alike, in proportion

to the extent of a man's fortune, and varied according to the total

amount of revenue to be raised. (2) To the ordinary stipendium

or tax of fixed amount paid either in money or in kind, on pro-

perty, trades, or as a poll-tax, raised in the Roman provinces (see

Province).

TRICHINOPOLY, a city and district of British India, in the

Madras presidency. The dty is on the right bank of the river

Cauvery, 250 m. by rail S.W. from Madras. Pop. (1901),

104,721. The fort which forms the nucleus of the cit^roeasures

about I m. by ) m.; its defences have been removed. Within

it rises the Rock of Trichinopoly, 273 ft. above the city, and so

completely isolated as to provide a remarkable view over the

surrounding plains. It is ascended by a covered stone staircase,

entered b^ a carved gateway, and profusely ornamented. At
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that peace was concluded between the two parties by the fetial

priesU, with the forms adopted by Rome in making treaties

with a foreign state. If this were fact, the " sacrosanctity
"

of the tribunes wotild be adequately explained, because all such
formal Joedera were "sacrosanct." But, notwithstanding

that the plebeians may safely be assumed to have been conscious

of having to a Urge extent sprung from another race than the

patricians and their retainers, it is not likely that the feeling

was sufficiently strong to permit of the compact taking the form
of a treaty between alien powers. Yet there must have been
a formal acceptance by the patricians of the plebeian conditions;

and most probably the oath which was first sworn by the insur-

gents was afterwards taken by the whole community, and the
" sacrosanctity " of the plebeian officials became a part of the

constitution. There must also have been some constitutional

definition of the powers of the tribunes. These rested at first

on an extension of the power of veto which the republic had
introduced. Just as one consul could invalidate an order of

his colleague, so a tribune could invalidate an order of a consul,

or of any officer inferior to him. There was no doubt a vague
understanding that only orders which sinned against the just

and esublished practice of the constitution shotild be annulled,

and then only in cases afifecting definite individuals. This was
technically called auxtiium. The cases which arose most
commonly concerned the administration of justice and the

levying of troops.

Although the revolution of 494 gave the tribunes a foothold

in the constitution, it left them with no very definite resources

against breaches of compact by the patricians. The traditional

history of the tribunate from 404 to 451 B.C. is obscure, and, so

far as details are concerned, nearly worthless; but there is a
thread running throxigh it which may well be truth. We hear

of attacks by patricians on the newly won privileges, even of

the assassination of a tribune, and of attempts on the part of

the plebeians to bring patrician offenders to justice. The
assembled plebeians attempt to set up a criminal jurisdiction

for their own assembly parallel to that practised by the older

centuriate assembly, in which the nobles possess a preponde-

rating influence. Nay, more, the plcbs attempts something like

legislation; it passes resolutions which it hopes to forcir thcr

patrician body to accept as valid. As to details, only a few are

worth notice. In the first place, the number of tribunes is

raised to ten, how. we do not know; but apparently some consti-

tutional recognition of the increase is obtained. Then an all era-

tion is made in the mode of election. As to the original mode,
the ancient authorities are hopelessly at variance. Some of

them gravely assert that the appointment lay with the assembly
of the curiae—the most ancient and certainly the most pairidan

in Rome, even if we allow the view, which, in spite of great

names, is more than doubtful, that the plebeians were members
of it at any time when it still possessed political importance.

The opinion of Mommsen about the method of election is men?
plausible than the others. It was in accordance with the Rojimn
spirit of order that the tribunes, in summoning their asscmblitfa,

^ould not ask the plebeians to come en masse as individuaU,

and vote by heads, but should organize their supporters in bancl^

The curia was certainly a territorial district, and the tribunrf

may have originally used it as the basis of their organizatiun.

If tribunes were elected by plebeians massed curiatim, such 4

meeting would easily be mistaken in later times for the c&mtf

curiata. At any rate, a change was introduced in 471 by i\

Publilian Law of Volero, which directed that the tribunes «Jio^

be chosen in an assembly organized on the basis of the Srrvi

or local tribe, instead of the curia. This assembly was the p
of the comitia tributa. The question by what authority ihe 1

of Volero was sanctioned is difficult to answer. Possibly 1 Uv

was a mere resolution of the plebeians with which the p^i m>

did not interiere, because they did not consider that the n:"

election was any concern of theirs. In the first period

tribunate the tribunes almost certainly agitated to oU v

their supporters a share in the benefits of the state li

And, whatever view may be taken of the movement ^ l
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. general election in 1885, but in the

.'(i office, and again took up the labour

'.'ial reform. His difficulties were now
'c expenditure which had been incurred

•.ns while he had been out of office as the

. effected between Bulgaria and eastern

n^ had demanded from Turkey a compensa-

, of the balance of power, and had prepared

mand by an appal to arms. The Great

..td interfered, and by blockading the Piraeus

.>ece to remain quiet. Tricoupis, nevertheless,

' ouid in a few years raise the value of Greek
' o par, and upon that assumption all his calcula-

L Unfortunately for himself and his country,

le to make his belief good. His dexterity in

>rih general admiration, and his schemes for the

>! roads and railways met with a certain amount
liut at last he was obliged to recognize that the
' red to him had been sound. Greece could not

'..gations. Tricoupis tried to make terms with the

f his nation, but he failed in this also. The first

.'.ich he proposed aroused great hostflity, and in

•}5 he resignnl. At the general election, four months
r.d his party were defeated. He at once retired from

''^. and soon afterwards the disease declared itself

entually proved fataL He died at Cannes on the

April 1896. The faults of excessive ambition and of a

sanguine optimism, which marked Tricoupis' character,

r.ot prevent him from being regarded, even during his

\ as the foremost Greek statesman of his time. He was
'ivourite with the populace, nor was he beloved so much
reeled by his followers. By nature he was reserved

—

kname was " the Englishman "—and he had no sympathy
'he arts of the demagogue. But, both in the ranks of his

T>arty and by the nation at large, his abilities and his force

iiaracter were unquestioned. It was his misfortune that the

drcomstanccs of the time did not allow his wide schemes for the
benefit of his country to be carried into effect. (H. H. F.)

TRICOUPIS, SPTRIDION (1788^1873). Greek author and
statesman, son of the primate of Missolonghi, was bom on the
aoth of April 1788. After studying in Paris and London he
became private secretary to the fifth earl of Guilford, who
resided in the Ionian Islands. He was a friend of Lord Byron,
and pronounced his funeral oration in the cathedral of Misso-

longhi (1824). During the Greek War of Independence he
occupied several important, administrative and diplomatic posts,

being a member of the provisional government in 1826 and of

the national convention at Troezen in 1827, and president of the

council and minister of foreign affairs in 1832. He was thrice

Greek minister in London (1835-1838, 2841-1843 and 1850-

1861), and in 1850 envoy-extraordinary to Paris. After the

Revolution be became minister of foreign affairs and of public

instruction, and held portfolios in several subsequent short-

lived ministries. He died on the 24th of February 1873.

A collection of his eariier religious and political orations was
published in Paris in 1836. His chief work is a history of the
Creek insurrection, 'loropfa nt« <XXf»ur^ Iwotfr&vtwf (4 vols.,

London, 1853-1857; 2nd ed.. 1862). He also wrote a martial
poem, *0 Hmm. IIof«M KXatrruim (Paru, 1821).

TRICTCLB (from prefix tri, three, and Gr. kUXos, circle,'

wheel). The tricyde, as a machine for pleasure riding, has
steadily diminished in relative importance since the advent
of the safety bicycle (see Cycling). In its modem form it is a
chain-driven rear-driver. The driving axle is provided with

a differential gear, which allows of both wheels being driven

whether the tricyde is moving in a straight or in a curved

path. There are four rows of balls, two near the middle resisting

the pull of the driving chain and two near the road wheels

supporting the vertical load. Two types of driving axle are

in use. In one the axle is supported from a paridid frame
tube by four short brackets. In the other type, the Starley-

Abingdon axle, the frame tube is concentric with the axle, and
the middle portion is enlarged to form a casing for the chain-

wheel, with two apertures for the chain to pass through. The
other mechanical details are nearly all siinilar to those on a
bicyde.

Carrier tricycles, for tradesmen's delivery purposes, are made in

two types, one with an extended wheel base and the carrier behind
•the rider, the other with a single rear driving wheel, the two steering

wheels and the carrier being mounted in front on a transverse tube
or frame which is jointed to the rear frame at the steering head.
The second arrangement ^ves the simplest possible form of tricyde,

but it is unsuited for tourmg purposes.

rrtcflr*.—The tricar or motor tricycle was first made by
removing the front whed of a motor bicyde and repladng it

by a frame carrying two side steering wheels and a seat. With
a powerful engine this arrangement gives a light vehicle from
which good performances are obtained on roads with easy

gradients. On steeper gradients the power must be increased,

and the bdt drive with only one speed is inadequate. The
modem tricar is on different lines, resembling a small motor
car on three wheels. The engine is 6 to xo h.p., preferably

with two cylinders, air or water cooled, with dutch and gear-

box giving two or three speeds, sometimes also a " reverse
**

speed. The transmission is usually by a chain from the engine

Jiaft to the gear-box, thence by another chain to the rear road

whed. The frame or chassis is supported on the three road

wheels by springs. The steering gear is on the same general

lines as that of a motor car. The weight of a tricar of 7 to

10 h.p. is between 700 and 1000 lb. It is a much faster vehide,

espedaUy uphill, than a small car of equal price. The rear tire,

however, is subject to severer working conditions than the two
driving wheel tires of a small car, and must be of adequate

strength, or trouble will be frequent.

The tricar cannot be said to have attained to the same degree
of trustworthiness and freedom from breakdown as the motor
bicycle or motor car. The rear tire is difficult to remove, in case

of puncture. The chain drive, direct from a small chain-wheel on
the enpne shaft, is faulty in principle. The engine shaft running

often ai aooo revolutions per minute, the chain is necessarily noisy,
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and b subject to continua] gradual tretchinc; iieoenitati]i|; freauent
readjustmenti In all respects, ekoept speed, the tricar is inferior

to the small car. (A. Sp.)

TRIDENT (Lat. tridens, tri-, tres, three and dens^ tooth), a
three-toothed or three-pronged fork or spear. It is and has
been from primitive times the typical instrument for spearing

fish, the Scottish " leister " (Norw. IjosUr), and was thus taken

as the badge or emblem of the Greek Poseidon, the god of the

sea. In Homer (cf. IL ill. 37; Od, W. 506 seq.) Poseidon »
armed with the rpUupa (another word is TpMaot, cf. Pind.

(H. ix. 4s). The trident as the symbol of the sovereignty of

the sea is found as early as Archilochus (c. 700 B.C.); a niore

familiar example is to be found in Aristophanes {Eq. 839).

The emblematical figure of Britannia holds the trident as

mistress of the sea. In the gladiatorial shows of ancient Rome
the retiarius was aimed with a trident as a weapon.

TRIDTMITB, a mineral consisting of silicon oxide or sHica,

SiOi, but differing from quartz in crystalline form. The
crystals are small, thin hexagonal plates or scales, which are

usually twinned together in groups of three; hence the name of

the mineral, from Greek rpUiuiun, triplet. The apparent hexa«

gonal plates are themselves pseudo-symmetric twins of optically

biaxial material, and the exact crystalline form is doubtful. The
plates are coburless and transparent and have a vitreous lustre.

The hardness is 7 and the specific gravity 3*3 (that of quartz

being 2-65). Unlike quartz, it is soluble in a boiling solution

of sodium carbonate. Tridymite occurs in the cavities of

add volcanic rocks (rhyolite, trachyte and andesite); the

best-known localities are Ceno San Cristobal near Pachuca in

Mexico, the Euganean Hills near Padua, and the Siebengebirge

on the Rhine. Probably identical with tridymite is the form
of silica known as asmanite, found in the meteorite which
fell at Breitenbach in the Erzgebirge, Bohemia. (L. J. S.)

TRIER (French Trises), an ancient city of Germany, formerly

the capital of an archbishopric and electorate of the empire,

and now the seat of a Roman Catholic bishop and the chief

town of a governmental department in the Prussian province

of the Rhine. Pop. (1885) 33.019, (1905) 46,709 (86% Roman
Catholics). It is situated on the rij^t bank of the Moselle,

about 6 m. from the frontier of Luxemburg and 69 m. S.W. of

Coblenz, on the main lines of railway from Coblenz to Metz and
from Cologne to Saarbrttcken. The dty lies in a fertile valley

shut in by vine-dad hills, and the picturesque red sandstone

btiildings of the old town are mterspersed with orchards and
gardens. On the north, east and south boulevards with gardens

follow the line of the medieval walls, which have mostly

disappeared. The Roman dty extended much farther south

and east

Trier contains more important Roman remains than any
other place in northern Europe. Perhaps the oldest remains are

some of the piers and buttresses of the bridge over the Moselle,

which may date from about iB B.C. The well-preserved

amphitheatre just outside the modem town to the south-east

was probably built in the reign of Trajan or Hadrian. Its

eastern side is built into the hill, its longer diameter is 76 yds.,

and it accommodated seven or eight thousand spectators. In 306
the emperor Constantine the Great caused multitudes of Franldsh

prisoners to be thrown to the beasts here, and in 3x3 made a
similar spectacle of the captive Bructeri. The most remarkal}le

Roman building in Trier is the Porta Nigjra^ the north gate of

the city, a huge fortified gateway, 115 ft. long, 75 to 93 ft. high

and 39 ft deep, built of sandstone blocks blackened with age

(whence the name), and hdd together with iron damps. The
age of this building is very uncertain; it has been assigned to

dates ranging from the xst to the 4th century a.d. It is also

called the Simeonsiar, after a Greek hermit who inhabited it.

On his death in 1035 Archbishop Poppo converted the gate into

two churches, one above the other, but all the additions except

the apse have now been removed. In the south-east comer of

the dty are the picturesque ruins of the Roman imperial palace,

and near the bridge are the extensive substructures of the 4th-

century Roman baths, 660 ft. in kng^th. On the Constantins-

platz stands the magnificent brick basilica, probably of the afe
of Constantine, though the south and east walls are modem.
Having been converted intd a palace for the Prankish kings and
their deputies, it passed in 2x97 to the archbishops, and was
restored (X846-X856) and turned into a Protestant church. The
adjoining barracks were formerly the doctor's palace. Another
Roman basilica forms the nudeus oi the cathedral. Built
under the emperors Valentinian I. and Gratian as a quadri-
lateral hall with four huge granite columns (now removed) in
the centre, it was converted into a church about the dose of
the 4th century, and restored by Bishop Nicetius about 550L
It is the most important pre-Carolingian church in Germany.
Archbishop Poppo and his successors in the xith and isth
centuries extended the cathedral westwards and added an
apse at each end. The vaulting of the laave and aisles and
the beautiful cloisters were add^ in the X3th centuxy. In the
vaults are buried twenty-six archbishops and eleaoxs. Among
the monuments are those of the dectors Richard von Greiffen*

klau (d. X53x) and Johann von Metzenhausen (d. 1540), fine

examples of German Renaissance work. The most famous
of the relics preserved in the cathedral is the " Holy Coat of
Trier," believed by the devout to be the seamless robe of the
Saviour, and said to have been discovered and presented to
the dty by the empress Helena. Since x 5x2 it has been periodi-

cally ochibited. The exhibition of 1844, which was attended
by more than a million pilgrims, aroused protests, resulting

in the formation of the sect of German Catholics (9.V.). In
X89X neariy two million pilgrims viewed the coat, and devea
miraculous cures were claimed.

The doisters connect the cathedral with the church of Our
Lady (Liebfrauenkireke), a beautiful building in the form of a
drde intersected by a cross, with a lofty vault, built XX37*
XX43, and said to be the oldest Gothic church in Germany.
The earliest churches were without the walls. Of these St

Matthias in the south, now represented by a xath-centuiy
building, has a Christian cemetery of the Roman age.

In the market-place is the market cross, said to date from
958, and a beautiful Renaissance fountain, the Pdershruntun,
erected in x 595. Close by are the Suipe or Rotes Haus, formerly
the town hall, of the xsth century, and the FranketUurm or
propugnaculvm, of the xoth centuxy, said to be the oldest stone
domestic building in Germany.
The Provincial Museum (X885-X889) contains many Roman

and medieval antiquities. The town library contains about
xoo,ooo volumes, induding some valuable examples of early
printing. Among its most treasured MSS. are the codex oweus,
a copy of the gospels presented to the abbey of St Maximin
by Ada, a reputed sister of Chariemagne, and the codex EgUrti
of the xoth century.

At Igd near Trier is a very remarkable Roman column,
83 ft. high, adomed with sculptures. It dates from the 3nd
century, and was the family monument of the SecundinL
At Nenm'g is a fine Roman mosaic pavement.
The industries of Trier indude iron-founding, dyeing and

the manufacture of machinery. There is a schocd of viticulture

and a very considerable trade in Moselle wines, especially during
the annual auctions.

History.—^Trier had had two periods of greatness, firstly as
the favourite residence of Constantine the Great azld his suc-
cessors in the west, and secoxully as the capital of a powerful
spiritual dectorate.

The Treveri or Treviri, from whom the dty derived its name,
were one of the most powerful tribes among the Belgae, and
according to Julius Caesar, who conquered them in 56 B.C.,

possessed the best cavalry in GauL AttempU have been made
to show that they were of German origin (see Belcae), but
although they were doubtless subject to Germanic influences,

they spoke a Cdtic language. Their chiefs, Indutiomarus, who
raised a rebellion against the Romans in 54 B.C., and his suc-

cessor Cingetorix have Cdtic names, and St Jerome, who had
lived in Trier, declares that their language in his day {c. 370)
resembled that of the Galatians. An insurrection under Julius
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Floras !o A.D. 2t ma soon <)uellcd. The Roman city, Augusu
Trevcrorum. was probably fortified by Augustus about 14 B.C.,

and organized as a colony about a.d. 50 in the reign of Claudius,

but is not mentioned before the war of Civilis in 69 (Tacitus,

Hist. av.). At first the Treveri resisted the appeal of Civilis

and his Batavi to join the revolt, and built a defensive wall

from Trier to Andernach, but soon after the two Treverans,

Tutor and Classicus, led their fellow tribesmen, aided by the

Lingones (Langres), in the attempt to set up a " Gallic empire
"

After a brief struggle the rebels were overthrown at Trier by
Cerealis, and x 1 3 senators emigrated to Germany ( 70) . Towards
the end of the 3rd century, the inroads of the Franks having

been repelled by the emperor Probus, the city rapidly acquired

wealth and iinportance. Mainly on account of its strategic

position, Diocletian on his reorganization of the empire made
Trier the capital not only of Beigica Prima, but of the

whole " diocese " of Gaul. For a century, from Maximian to

Mazimus (286-388), it was (except under Julian, who preferred

to reside in Paris) the administrative centre from which Gaul,

Briuin and Spain were ruled, so that the poet Ausonius could

describe it as the second metropolis of the empire, or " Rome
beyond the Alps." Constantine the Great, who generally

resided here from 306 to 331, and his successors also, beautified

the city with public works, and villas arose upon the hill-sides.

The Church added a lustre of a different kind. Legend
associated Trier with the martyrdom of part of the Theban
legion {c. 386) and with the relics found by St Helena in the

Holy Land. St Agritius (d. 332) is the first historical bishop.

Four great saints of the 4th century are connected with the

city. It was the scene of the first banishment of St Aihanasius

In 336. A baseless legend relates that he composed the Qui-

cunqut Vult while hiding here in a cistern. St Ambrose, one

of the greatest sons of Trier, was born here about 340. St

Jerome's mind was first seriously directed to religion while

studying at Trier about 370, and St Martin of Tours came in

385 to plead with the tryant Maximus for the lives of the

heretic Priscillian and his followers.

The Franks, who had thrice previously sacked the city,

gained permanent possession of it about 455. Although some
Prankish kings resided here, it gradually yielded place to Meta
as a Frankish capital The great bishop St Nicetius (528-566).

who was banished for rebuking the vices of king (^louire I

artd eulogized by the poet Venantius Fortunatus, repaired

the cathedral, and built a splendid castle for himself. The
dty paued to Lorraine in 843, and to the East Frankish king

dom in 870. It was sacked by the Northmen in 881. Hctti.

who occupied the see from 814 to 847, is said to have been

the first archbishop of Trier, and Radbod acquired the rights

of the counts of Trier in 8qS, thus founding the temporal power
of the see. Robert claimed in vain the right to crown the

German king Otto I. in 036. on the ground of the priority of

his sec. and in the loth century Archbishop Dietrich I. obtained

the primacy over Gaul and Germany.
The temporal power of the archbishops was not gained

without opposition. The German kings Otto IV and Conrad IV
granted charters to the city, which however admitted the

jurisdiction of its archbishop. Baldwin of Luxemburg, in 1308

This prince, a brother of the emperor Henry VII , ruled from

1307 to 1354. and was the real founder of the power of Trier

Mis predecessor Diethcr III. of Nassau had left his lands heavily

encumbered with debt. Baldwin raised them to great pros-

perity by his energy and foresight, and chiefly as a result of

the aaive political and military support he rendered to the

emperors Henry VII., Louis the Bavarian and Charles IV
enlarged his dominions almost to their ultimate extent He
assumed the title of archchanccllor of Gaul and Aries (or Bur-

gundy), and in 1315 admitted the claim of the archbishop of

Cologne to the highest place aficr the archbishop of Mainz
among the spiritual princes of the empire Thenceforward

the eleaor of Trier held the third place m the electoral college

After Baldwin's death the prosperity of Trier was checked

by wars and disputes between rival claimants to the see, and in

XXVII 5*

1456 the estates united (or the purpose of restoring order,

and secured the right of electing their archbishops.

Throughout the middle ages the sancta civUas Trevirorum

abounded in religious foundations and was a great seat of

monastic learning. The university, founded in 1473, existed until

1797. The elector Richard von Greiffenklau (1467-1531)
successfully opposed the Reformation, and inaugurated the

exhibitions of the holy coat, which called forth the denuncia*

tions of Luther, but have continued since his day to bring wealth

and celebrity to the city. In the latter half of the z6th century

the direction of education fell into the hands of the Jesuits.

During the Thirty Years' War the eleaor Philip Christopher

von Sotern favoured France, and accepted French protection

in 163 1. The French in the following year expelled both
Spaniards and Swedes from his territories, but in March 1635
the Spaniards recaptured Trier and took the elector prisoner.

He remained in captivity for ten years, but was reinstated by
the French in 1645 and confirmed in his possessions by the

peace of Westphalia. The French again temporarily took
Trier in 1674 and 1688.

The last elector and archbishop, Clement Wenceslaus (1768-

1802). granted toleration to the Protestants in 1782, established

his residence at Coblenz in 1786, and fled from the French
in 1704. By the peace of Lun£ville in 1801 France annexed
all the territories of Trier on the left bank of the Rhine, and
in 1802 the elector abdicated. A new bishopric was created for

the French department of the Sarrc, of which Trier was the

capital. The Treveran territories on the right bank of the

Rhine were secularized and given to Nassau-Weilburg in 1803,

and in 1814 nearly the whole of the former electoral dominions
were ^'ven to Prussia. A bishopric was again founded in

182 1, with neariy the same boundaries as the old archbishopric,

but it was placed under Cologne The area of the former

electoral principality was 3210 sq. m ,and its population in the

i8ih century was from 250,000 to 300.000. Roughly speaking,

it was a broad strip of territory along the lower Saar and the

Moselle from its confluence with that river to the Rhine, with a
district on the right bank of the Rhine behind Ehrenbreitstein.

The chief towns in addition to Trier were Coblenz, Cochem,
Beiistein, Oberwesel, Lahnstein and Sayn Far more extensive

was the territory under the spiritual authority of the arch-

bishop which included the bishoprics of Metz, Toul and Verdun,
and after 1777 also those of Nancy and St Di£

See E A Freeman's article "Augusta Treverorum" in the British
Quarterly Renew for July 1875; Hctiner, Das rdmtscke Trter (Trier,

18B0). j. N von VVilmowsky, Der Dom tu Trier in setnen irei
HauMpenoden (Trier, 1874): S. BcisacI, CeschickU der tnerer
Kircken (Trier. 1888). " Cesta Trcverorum *' (ed C Waitz). in Man.
Germ ktsl viii.,xxiv , J N. von Hontheim. Histona trevtrensis dtpio-
matua et pragmatua (3 vols.. Augsbure. 1750); Marx, Ceschtchte des
Ersshfts Trier (5 vols.. Trier, 1858-1864); Lconardy. CesckukU des
tneriscken Landes und Volkes (Saarlouis. 1871), Woerl, Fukrer durck
du Sladl Trier (8th ed., Leipzig, 1898). ' (A. B Go.)

TRIESTE (Ger. Trieit; Slav. Trst; the Roman Tergeste,

90), the principal seaport of Austria. 367 m. S.W. of

Vienna by rail Pop. (1900), 132,879, of which three-fourths

are ItaUans, the remainder being composed of Germans, Jews,
Greeks, English and French. Trieste is situated at the north-

cast angle of the Adriatic Sea, on the Gulf of Trieste, and is

picturesquely built on terraces at the foot of the Karst hills.

The aspect of the town is Italian rather than German. It is

divided into the old and the new town, which are connected by
the broad and handsome Via del Corso, the busiest street in the

town. The old town, nestling round the Schlossberg, the hill

on which the casile stands, consists of narrow, steep and
irregular streets. The castle, built in 1680, is believed to occupy
the site of the Roman capitol The new town, which lies on
the flat expanse adjoining the crescent -shaped bay, partly on
ground that has been reclaimed from the sea, has large and
regularly buih streets, and several large squares adorned with
artistic monuments The cathedral of San Glusto was formed
as It now stands by the union in the 14th century of three

adjacent early Christian buildings of the 6th century;

10
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the tower incorporates portions of n Roman temple. The
church of Santa Maria Maggiore, built in 1627-1682, is a charac-

teristic specimen of Jesuit architecture; the church of Sant'

Antonio Nuovo, built in 1827-1849, is in the Greek style, as also

the Greek Orthodox church, built in 1782, which is one of the

handsomest Byzantine structures in the whole of Austria.

Among the most prominent secular buildings are: the

Tcrgesteo, a huge edifice containing a cruciform arcade roofed

with glass, where the exchange is established, besides numerous

shops and offices; the town-hall, rebuilt in 1874, with the

handsome hall of the local Diet; the imposing old exchange,

now the seat of the chamber of commerce; the palatial offices

of the Austrian Lloyd, the principal shipping company; the

commercial and nautical academy, with its natural history

museum, containing the complete fauna of the Adriatic Sea;

and finally the municipal museum, Revoltella, are all worth

mentioning. The Museo Lapidario contains a collection of

Roman antiquities found in or near the town. It is an open-air

museum, installed in a disused burial-ground, and is situated

near the castle. The Arco di Riccardo, which derives its

name from a popular delusion that it was connected with

Richard Coeur-de-Lion, is believed by some to be a Roman
triumphal arch, but is probably an arch of a Roman aqueduct.

Ai thp Ivtad of the industrbl estatilUHirtenn of Trieste itanfl the

two «hi£-bitildmc yjrdt o\ thr Auftmn Uoyd and of [he StLLlnli-

incnto Tctniico Tricstino, which art the larKcat ot ihcir kind in

Au^tfU^ The ^tabilinicnto Tecnico is al?o ntt'Cd up for iht' tfin-

tCTUt:tion of w ar^Ehlpi, They are cq ui ppcd vfh h all t he lat«>i tech n ical

innovdiknn}, arid employ omvt 5000 wpfkni^jn, Pciroleyni refineries,

ictjn^fauTidriei, clicniicnl9» H]ap-lK>i]ing. ».i]k'»pinning and ihc ^wo-

ductton of ihipi'' fitirnga^ at marine &t(t^Tn boikrf^ anchors, chains,

cable*, are the other jmnclpwl brnnclirs ff iodtistfy- Several marble
qitarrin art worked in the nciKhlnjiurhoirid, and there are M>me large

cenunt [actorieA. ijood vine. Iruk ami oJivv oil are the nioet

important natural jTroducti cij the country round Triefte^

The great importacice of Trittte lltfr in it* trade, k i* the first

pent of Austria, and the pr(ficir«al ouUet for ibe over-sea trade- of

the monarchy. Lt may be said nearly fo tnoiiopolize ihe trade of

the Adriatlcn and ha a long ecUpsrd ii» aneieiit rival Venice^ h owes
it I development to hi EeognipnicaJ *iiiiatioii in t^t n'ptctir.i'i i';{le

of the Adriatic Sea at the end u( the d«*ply intltrtti-'i to
it* harbauTp which wat monr acocssibJc to large ves&t!' of

Venice. Beildes, it wis decbrtd a free imperial pcin ' i, nd
was thrrrfare nelca-ied from I he ob*^fuciion* to lr»dc cunt ^ tin ^1 in

the hafnipering Icgi^tion of the period- U %ia« deprived ,A ! his

privilege In lS*^^. when only iIk* harbic^ur wa» declared to \k our-^ide

the custom* Liiuit, But durini^ the E^t thiny ytatr of the ((^h

century the increase in its tmde w*s tbe loueiit in compo risen
with the Lncreaie in the other great Eura^peari pom. This
wii due in the rirst place to the lack ofadequjitc railway cftmiTTMJ filia-

tion with the interior of Austria, to tht ios& of pAn of the Levant
trade through the development of the Oriental railway system, to
the diversion of traffic towards the Italian and German ports, and
finally to the growing rivalry of the neighbouring port of Fiume,
whose interests were vigorously promoted by the Hungarian govern-
ment. But in the 20th century a morr active policy was inaugur-
ated. New and direct services were started to tast Africa. Central
America and Mexico; the service to India and the Far East, as well

as that to the Mediterranean ports, was much improved ; and lastly,

Trieste was made the centre of the large emigration from Austria
to America by the inauguration (Jun^ 1904) of a direct emi^nt
service to New York. But the most important measure, designed
to give a great impetus to the trade of Trieste, and to the over-sea
trade of Austria generally, was the construction of the so<alled
second railway connexion with Trieste, begun in 1901. This measure
Kovided for the construction of a railway over the Tauem Mountains
tween Schwanach in Salzburg and MdllbrQcken in Carinthia;

and of a railway over the Karawanken between Trieste and Klagen-
furt, with a branch to Villach. The total length of both lines is

100 m. The Karawanken railway, a direct connexion with Bohemia
and the northern industrial provinces of Austria, is calculated to
counteract the gravitation cl traffic towards the German ports;
while the Tauem railway constitutes the shortest route to the
interior of Austria and to the south of Germany. By the new line

the distance between Salzburg, for insunce. and Trieste, u lessened
by 160 m.

In order to accommodate the increase in traffic resulting from the
above improvements, important works for the extension and develop-
ment of the harbour were undertaken, and part of them were com-
pleted in 1910. The capacious harbour, consisting of two parts,

the old and the new, is protected by extensive molesand breakwaters.
The new harbour was constructed in 1867-1883. at a cost of

£1,500,000. The new additions to the harbour, which arc

situated at the south end. were designed to give more than
double the receiving capacity of the port, and were estimated
to cost £3.635,000. The bulk of the over-sea trade of Trieste
is done with the Levant. Egypt. India and the Far East.
Italy, Great Britain and North and South America. Its most
important trade by land, besides Auttria, u done with Germany.
Trieste being the entrepOt for Germany's commerce with India
and the Mediterranean countries. The principal articles imported
are cotton and cotton goods, coffee, coaf. cereals, hides, fruit and
tobacco; the principal articles exported are wool and woollen goods,
sugar, paper, timber, machinery and various manufactured goods.

About 4 m. north-west of Trieste on the very edge of the sea

is the famous castle of Miramar, built in 1854-1856 in the Norman
style, for the archduke Maximilian, the ill-fated emperor of

Mexico. It belongs now to the enkperor of Austria, and its

beautiful gardens are open to the public. About 4 m. north-

east of Trieste is the village of Op£ina, which possesses an obelisk

X 146 ft. high, from which a beautiful view is obtained.

The town of Trieste, with its adjoining territory of a total

area of 36 sq. ro., forms a separate Austrian crown land. It

had in 1900 a poptilation of 17816721 of which 77% were Italians,

18% Slovenes and 5% Gennans. The municipal council of

Trieste constitutes at the same time the local Diet of the
crown land, and is composed of 54 members. To the Reicbsrat

Trieste sends five deputies. Trieste is the seat of a Roman
Catholic bishop, and the seat of the administration for the
KUstenland or littoral, composed of the crown lands of Trieste^

Gdrz and Gradisca, and Istria.

History.—Si the time of the foundation of Aquileia by the
Romans, the district which now includes Trieste was occupied

by Celtic and Illyrian tribes; and the Roman colony of Tergeste
{q.v.) does not seem to have been established till the reign of

Vespasian. After the break-up of the Roman dominion Trieste

shared the general fortunes of Istria and passed through various

hands. From the emperor Lothair it received an independent
existence under its count-bbhops, and it maintained this

position down to its capture by Venice in 1 303. For the next

180 years its history consists chiefly of a series of conflicts with
this city, which were finally put an end to by Trieste placing

itself in 1383 under the protection of Leopold III. of Austria.

The overlordship thus established insensibly developed into

actual possession; and except in the Napoleonic period (1797-
1805 and 1809-18 1 3) Trieste has since remained an integral part

of the Austrian dominions. It was an imperial free port from
17x9 until X891. The harbour was blockaded by an Italian

fleet from May until August 1848. During the Italian and
Hungarian revolutions Trieste remained faithful to Austria, and
received the title of CUta Fedelissima. In 1867 Trieste and
the adjoining territory was constituted into a separate crown
land. In t888 a monument was erected in commemoration of

the 500th aimiversary of the connexion of the town with

Austria.

Giulio Caprin, Trieste (Bergamo. X906); Mainati's Croniche ossia
memorie star.- sacro- profane di TrusU (7 vols.. Venice, 1817-
1818); LOwenthal. Cesck. der Stadt Triest (Trieste. 1857): Delia
Croce. St4frta di Trieste (ibid.. 1879); Scussa. Stona cronotrafica di
Trieste (ibid., new ed.. 1 885-1 886); Neumann-Spallart. Osterreicks

maritime Entwtcklung und die Hebung von Triest (Stuttgart. 1882);
Die dsterretch-ungarische Monarchie: Das Kustenlana (Vienna.
1891); Montanelli. // Movimento storico delta popolatione dt Trieste

(1905); Hartleben. Fuhrer durck Triest und Umgebung (5th ed.,

Vienna, 1905).

TRIFORIUMi an architectural term, the origin of which is

unknown but probably derived from " thoroughfarum," as it

was used as a passage from one end of the building to the other.

The derivation from Lat. tres, tri, three, And /oris, door, entraiure,

does not seem appropriate. The earliest examples are those

in the pagan basilicas, where it constituted an upper galley for

conversation and business; in the early Christian basilicas it

was usually reserved for women, and the same applied to those

in the Greek Byzantine Church. In Romanesque and Gothic

buildings it is either a spacious gallery over the side aisles or

is reduced to a simple passage in the thickness of the walls; in

either case it forms an important architectural division in the
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i of the cathedral or cfaurcb, and being of less height gives

more importance to the ground storey or nave arcade. In

conseqtience of its less height it was usually divided into two
arches, which were again subdivided into two smaller arches

and these subdivisions increased the scale. On account of the

richness of its mouldings and carved ornament in the sculpture

introduced in the spandrils, it became the most highly

decorated feature of the interior, the tn'forium at Lincoln being

one of the most beautiful compositions of Gothic architecture.

Even when reduced to a simple passage it was always a highly

enriched feature. In the xsth-centuiy churches in England,

when the roof over the aisles was comparatively flat, more
height being required for the clerestory windows, the triforium

was dispensed with altogether. In the great cathedrals and
abb^s the triforium was often occupied by persons who came
to witne» variotis ceremonies, and in early days was probably

utilized by the monks and clergy for work connected with the

church.

FrojD the constructive point of view, the. triforium sometimes
i very important functions, as under its roof exist arches and

vaults earned from the nave to the outer wall, to which tbev trans-

mitted the thrust of the nave vault; even when the flying buttress
was frankly adopted by the Gothic architect and emphasized by its

architectural design as an important feature, other croHs arches were
introduced under the roof to strengthen it.

TRIGLYPH (Gr. rpctt, three, and y^ui^, an incision or

carving), an architectural term for the vertically channelled

tablets of the Doric frieze, so called because of the angular

channels in them, two perfect and one divided—the two
chamfered angles or hemiglyphs being reckoned as one. The
square simk spaces between the triglyphs on a frieze are called

metopes.
TRIGONOMETRY (from Gr. rpirfuvov, a triangle, iikrfiw^

measure), the branch of mathematics which is concerned with the

measurement of plane and spherical triangles, that is, with

the detemunation of three of the parts of such triangles when
the numerical values of the other three parts are given. Since

any plane triangle can be divided into right-angled triangles,

the solution of all plane triangles can be reduced to that of

right-angled triangles; moreover, according to the theory of

similar triangles, the ratios between pairs of sides of a right-

angled triangle depend only upon the magnitude of the acute

an^es of the triangle, and may therefore be regarded as ftmctions

of either of these angles. The primary object of trigonometry,

therefore, requires a classification and numerical tabulation

of these functions of an angular magnitude; the science is,

however, now understood to include the complete investigation

not only of such of the properties of these functions as are

necessary for the theoretical and practical solution of triangles

but also of all their analytical properties. It appears that the

solution of ^herical triangles is effected by means of the same
functions as are required in the case of plane triangles. The
trigonometrical functions are employed in many branches of

mathematical and physical science not directly concerned

with the measurement of angles, and hence arises the importance

of analytical trigonometry. The solution of triangles of which

the sides are geodesic lines on a spheroidal surface requires the

introduction of other functions than those required for the

floli^ion of triangles on a plane or spherical surface, and there-

fore gives rise to a new branch of sdence,which is from analogy

frequently called ^heroidal trigonometry. Every new class

of surfaces which may be considered would have in this ex-

tended sense a trigonometry of its own, which would consist in

an investigation of the nature and properties of the functions

necessary for the measurement of the sides and angles of triangles

bounded by geodesies drawn on such surfaces.

History

Trigonometry, in Its essential form of showing how to deduce

the values of the angles and sides of a triangle when other angles

and sides are given, is an invention of the Greeks. It found

its origin in the computations demanded for the reduction of

astronomical observations and in other problems connected

with astronomical science; and since spherical triangles

spedally occur, it happened that spherical trigonometry was
developed before the simpler plane trigonometry. Certain
theorems were invented and utilized by Hipparchus, but material

progress was not recorded until Ptolemy collated, amended
and developed the work of his predecessors. In book zL
of the Almagest the prindples of spherical trigonometry are

stated in the form of a few simple and useful lemmas; plane
trigonometry does not receive systematic treatment although
several theorems and problems are stated incidentally. The
solution of triangles necessitated the construction of tables of

chords—the equivalent of our modem tables of sines; Ptolemy
treats this subject in book i., stating several theorems relating

to multiple angles, and by ingenious methods successfully

deducing approximate results. He did not invent the idea

of tables of chords, for, on the authority of Theon, the principle

had been stated by Hipparchus (see Ptolemy).

The Indians, who were much more apt calculators than the
Greeks, availed themselves of the Greek geometry whkh came from
Alexandria, and made it the basis of trigonometrical calculations.
The principal improvement which they mtroduced consists in the
formation of tables of half-chords or smes instead of chords. Lik^
the Greeks, they divided the circumference of the circle into 360
degrees or 31,600 minutes, and they found the length in minutes
of the arc whkrh can be straightened out into the radius to be 3438.
The value of the ratio of the circumference of the circle to the
diameter used to make this determination is 62833 : 30000. or

(470^550) in a work called Aryabkaiya, written in verse, which
was republished ' in Sanskrit by ur Kern at Leiden in 1 874. Tlie rela-

tions oetween the sines andcosines of the same and ofcomplementary
arc? urne known, and the formula sin ia» Vil7i9(3438-co(Sa)|
vtas uppViiuid to iha: determination of the sine of a half anRic

Surya-Siddhatita, an ^i&tronomical treatise which has been translated
by Ebervf/er Boutfcii in vol. vi. of the Journal of the American
Ciritntal Society (New Navcn, i860), the unes of angles at an interval

of 3' 45' lip 10 90' are given; diese were probably obtained from
thf 9in» of fta" and 45* Dv continual application of the dimidiary*

rn a^bove and Sy the use of the complementary angle,
sin j*'^^', sin 7' 3o'-449'» sin 3* 45' -225'
t>t3jncd. Kow the angle 3* 45' is itself 335'; thus the
tine €4 ^ of the circumference were found to be the

fgrmyla given a^bove and by the use of the complementary angle.
The value* *in " " ' * " ' ' ' " •

vvcre thut obtair

arr and the 1

same, and cQnsKiuentty special importance was attached to this

an:,, which was talked :he right sine. From the tables of sines of
angles at uitcrvab ot i" A5' toe law expressed by the equation

sin (» +'**.M5') ""in (n,22i') - sin (11.335O

-sin (ii-i.335')-sin^i5||53

was discovered empirically, and used for the purpose of recalculation.
Bhaskara (fi. 1 150) used the method, to whkrh we have now returned,
of expressing sines and cosines as fractions of the radius; he obtainra
the more correct values sin 3* 45' - 100/1530, cos 3* ^5' -466/467,
and showed how to form a uble, acccrding to degrees, from
the values sin 1* * 10/573, cos i*"> 6568/6569, whkh are much
more accurate than Ptolemy's values. The Indians did not apply
their trigonometrical knowledge to the solution of triangles:

for astronomkal purposes they solved right-angled plane and
spherical triangles by geometry.
The Arabs were acquainted with Ptolemy's Almagest, and they

Erobably learned from the Indians the use of the sine. The cele-

rated astronomer of Batnae, Albategnius {qv.), who died in a.d.

939-930, and whose TaUes were translated m the I3th century by
Plato of Tivoli into Latin, under the title De uientia stellarum,

employed the sine regularly, and was fully conscious of the advantage
of the sine over the choid ; indeed, he remarks that the continual
doubling is saved by the use of the former. He was the first to
calculate sin ^ from the equation sin ^/cos ^^k, and he also made
a table of the length of shadows of a vertical object of height I3 for

altitudes I^ 3*, . . . of the sun; this is a sort of cotangent tabic.

He was acquainted not only with the triangle formulae in the Alma-
gest, but also with the formula cos a—cos ocos c + un bunc cos A
for a spherical triangle ABC. AbQ1-Waf& of Bagdad (b. 940)
was the first to introduce the tangent as an independent function:
his " umbra " is the half of the tangent of the double arc,

and the secant he defines as the " diameter umbrae." He em-
ployed the umbra to find the angle from a table and not merely
as an abbreviation for sin/cos; this improvement was, ho«-ever.

afterwards forgotten, and the tangent was reinvented in the 15th

century. Ibn YQnos of Cairo, who died in 1008. showed even more
skill tnan Albategnius in the solution of problems in spherkral

trigonometry and gave improved approximate formulae for the

cakulation of sines. Among the West Arabs. Ceber jq.v.), who lived

1 See also vol. il of the Asiatic Researches (CalcutU).
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at Seville in the nth century, wrote an astronomy in nine books,
which was translated into Latin in the I3th century by Gerard o(
Cremona and was published in 1^14. The first book contains a
trigonometry which is a considerable improvement on that in the
Almaftil. He gave proofs of the formulae for right-angled spherical
triangles, depending on a rule of four quantities, mstead of Ptolemy's
rule of six quantities. The formulae cos B-cos 6 sin i4. cos c-
cot A cot B, in a triangle of which C is a right angle had escaped the
notice of Ptolemy and were given for the first time by Geber.
Strangely enough, he made no progress in plane trigonometry.
Arracnci, a Spanish Arab who lived tn the 12th century, wrote a
work of which we have an analysis by Purbach, in whicn, like the
Indians, he made the sine and the arc for the value 3* 45' coincide.
Gcorg Purbach ^142^-1461), professor of mathematics at Vienna,

wrote a work entitled Tractattu super proposition's Ptdenuux de
nnubvs *t chordis (Nuremberg, 154O This treatise consists of a
development of Arrachel's method of interpolation for the calcula-
tion 01 tables of sines, and was published by Regiomontanus at
the end of one of his works. Johannes MuUer (1436-1476), known
as Resiomontanus, was a pupil of Purbach and taught astronomy
at Paoua; he wrote an exposition of the Almagest, and a morv im-
portant work. De trtanguits plants et spherwxs cum labutis sinuum,
which was published in 1533. a later edition appearing in 1561.
He reinvented the tangent and calculated a table of tangents for
each degree, but did not make any practical applications of this table,

and dianot use formulae involving the tangent. His work was the
first complete European treatise on trigonometry, and conulns
a number of interesting problems; but his methods were in some
respects behind those of the Arabs. Copernicus (1473-1543) gave
the first simple demonstration of the fundamental formula of
Siherical trigonometry; the Trttonometria Cff^ntiri was published by
heticus in 1513. George Joachim (1514-1576). known as Rhcticus,

wrote Opus paiatinum ie triangulis (see Tables, Mathematical).
which contains tables of sines, tangents and secants of arcs at
intervals of 10' from o* to 90* His method of calculation depends
upon the formulae which give sin na and cos fia in terms of the sines
and cosines of (n— i)a and (n—2)a\ thus these formulae may be
regarded as due to him. Rheticus found the formulae for the sines

of the half and third of an angle in terms of the sine of the whole
angle, in 1599 there appearedan important work by Bartholomew
Pitiscus (1561-1613), entitled Trtgonometriae sen De dtmensione
Irianguhrumi this contained several important theorems on the
trigonometrical functions of two angles, some of which had been
given before by Finck, Landsbcrg (or Lansbcrghe de Mculeblcckc)
and Adriaan van Roomen. Francis Vidte or Vieta (154(^1603)
employed the equation (2 cos )#)'— 3(2 cos U)"2 cos # to solve
the cubic x*—3a'x"a'6(a> 16); he obtained, however, only one
root of the cubic. In 1593 Van Roomen proposed, as a problem for
all mathematicians, to solve the equation

45y-3795y+956My»- ••. +945/*-45>*'+/»-C.
Vieta gave yi sin ^|#. where C«3 sin #. as a solution, and also
twenty-two of the other solutions, but he failed to obtain the
negative roots. In his work Ad antulares secitones Vieta gave
formulae for the chords of multiples of a Riven arc in terms of the
chord of the «mple arc.

A new stase in the development of the Hcienoe was commenced
after John ^lapier's invention of kwarithms in 1614. Napier also
iinpltfied the solution of spherical triangles by his well-known
analogies and by his rules for the solution o( right-angled triangles.

The first tables of logarithmic sines and tangents were constructed
by Edmund Gunter (1581-1626), professor of astronomy at Gresham
College, London; he was also the first to employ the expressions
cosine, cotangent and cosecant for the sine, tangent and secant
of the complement of an arc. A treatise bjr Alben Girard (iS90-
1634). published at the Hague in 1626. conuins the theorems which
give areas of spherical triangles and polygons, and applications of
the properties of the supplementary triangles to the^ reduction of
the number of different cases in the solution of spherical triangles.

He used the noUtk>n un, tan, sec for the sine, ungent and secant
of an arc. In the second half of the I7th century the theory of
infinite series was developed by John Wallis, Gregory, Mercator,
and afterwards by Newton and Leibnitz. In the Analysis per
aequattcnes numero terminorum inAnilas, which was written before
1669, Newton gave the series for the arc in powers of its sine; from
this he obtained the series for the sine and cosine in powers of the
arc; but these series were given in such a form that the law of the
formation of the ooefficienu was hidden. James Gregory discovered
in 1670 the series for the arc in powers of the tangent and for the
tangent and secant in powers of the arc The first of these series

was also discovered independently by Leibnitz in 16^3. and published
without proof in the AOa eruditorum for 1682. The series for the
sine in powers of the arc he published in 1603; this he obtained by
difTerentiatbn of a series with undetermined coefficients.

In the 1 8th century the science began to take a more analytkal
form; evidence of this is eiven in the works of Kresa in 1720 and
Mayer in 1727. Friedrich Wilhelm v. Oppel's Analysis triangulorum
'1746) was the first complete work on analytical trigonometry.
Wone of these mathematicians used the noutk>n sin. cos. tan, which
is the more surprising in the case of Oppel. since Leonhard Euler
«,

had in 1744 employed it in a memoir In the Acta trmditarmm. Jeaa
Bernoulli was the first to obtain real resulu l^ the use of the symbol
V — i: he published in 1712 the general formula lor tan n^ in
terms of tan #, which he obtained by means of transformation of
the arc into imaginaiy logarithms. The greatest advance was,
however, made by Euler, who brought th^ scieace in all essential
respects into the sute in which it is at present. He introduced
the present notation into general use, whereas until his time the
trigonometrical functions fiad been, except by Girard, indicated
by special letters, and had been regarded as certain straight lines
the absolute lengths of which depended on the radius of the circle
in which they were drawn. Eufcr's great improvement consisted
in his regarding the sine, cosine, &c , as functions of the angle only,
thereby giving to equatk>ns connecting these functions a purely
analytical interpretation, instead of a geometrical one as heretofore.
The exponential values of the sine and cosine, De Moivre's theorem,
and a great number of other analytical properties of the tr^ono-
metrical functions, are due to Euler, most of^ whose writings are to
be found in the Memoirs of the St Petersburg Academy.

Plane Trigonometry,

1. Imagine a straight line terminated at a fixed point 0, and
initially coincident with a fixed straight line OA , to revolve round 0,
and finally to take up any ^ _.
position OB, We shall sup- ^T^f—
pose that, when this revolv- JJ^*^*mg straight line is turning M^ifmaa
in one direaion, say that '^s""*^*

opposite to that in which the hands of
a clock turn, it is describin^^ a positive
angle, and when it i% turning in tne other
direction it is describing a negative
angle. Before finally taking up the
position OB the straight line may have
passed any number ottimes through the
position OB, making any number of
complete revolutions round O in either
direction. Each time that the straight
line makes a complete revolution round we conuder it to have
described four right angles, taken with the positive or negative sign,
according to the direaion in which it has revolved; thus, when it

stops in the position OB, it may have revolved through any one of
an infinite number of positive or negative angles any two of which
differ from one another by a positive or negative multiple of four
right angles, and all of whiCh have the same bounding lines OA and
OB. If OB' is the final position of the revolving line, the smallest
positive angle which can have been described is that described by
the re\'olving line making more than one-half and less than the whole
of a complete revolution, so that in this case we have a positive angle
greater than two and less than four right angles. We have thus
shown how we may conceive an angle not restricted to be less than
two right angles, but of any positive or negative magnitude, to be
generated.

2. Two systems of numerical measurement of angular magnhudcs
are in ordinary use. For practical measurements the sexagesimal
system is the one employed: the ninetieth part of a right

j^.

angle is taken as the unit and is called a degree; the CJ**
degree is divided into sixty equal parts called minutes:
and the minute into sixty equal parts called seconds;
angles smaller than a second are usually measured as

'

decimals of a second, the " thirds," " fourths," &c., not
being in ordinary use. In the common notation an angle, for
example, of 120 degrees, 17 minutes and 14*36 seconds is written
120* 17' 14-36'. The decimal system measurement of angles
has never come into ordinary use. In analytical trigonometry the
circular measure of an angle is employed. In this system the unit
angle or radian is the angle subtended at the centre ol a circle by an
arc equal in length to the radius. The constancy of this angle
follows from the geometrical propoutions— (1) the circumferences
of different circles vary as their radii ; (2) in the same circle angles at
the centre are proportional to the arcs which subtend them. It

thus follows that the radian is an angle independent of the particular
circle used in defining it. The constant ratio of the circumference
of a circle to its diameter is a number incommensurable with unity,
usually denoted by r. We shall indicate later on some of the
methods which have been employed to approximate to the value
of this number. Its value to 20 places is 3*14159265358979323846:
its reciprocal to thesame number 01 places is 0-3 183098861 8379067 153.
In circular measure every angle is measured by r*-

*'"'' ^
' the ratio which it

bears to the unit angle. Two right angles are measured by the
number w, and, since tne same angle is 180*, we see that the number
of degrees in an angle of circular measure $ is obtained from the
formula i8ox0/r. The value of the radian has been found to 41
places of decimals by Glaiaher {Proe. London Math. Soc. vol. iv.):

the value of i/r. from which the unit can easily be calculated, is

Siven to 140 places of decimals in Grunerts A rckiv ( 1 84 1 ). vol. i. To 1o
ccimal places the value of the unit angle is 57* 17' 44-8062470964*.

The unit of circular measure ib too large to be convenient for

practical purposes, but its use introduces a simplification into the
series in analytical trigonometry, owing to the fact that th^ sine of
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an ani^and theangle itself in thti measure, when the magnitude of the
angle is indefinitely diminished, are ultimately in a ratio of equality.

3. If a point moves from a position A to another position B on a
Btraight bne. it has described a length AB o( the straight line. It

S^a/ b convenient to have a simple mode of indicating in

^ which direction on the straight line the length AB has

^f^ffff^ been described; this may be done by supposing that a
point moving in one specified direction is d«x:ribing
a positive length, and when moving in the opposite
direction a negative length. Thus, if a point moving

from A to B is moving in the positive direction, we consider the
length AB M positive; and, since a point movins from B to ^4 is

moving in the negative direction, we consider the length BA as
nentive. Hence any portion of an infinite straight line is con-
sidered to be positive or negative according to the direction in

which we suppose this portion to be described by a moving point;
which direction is the positive one is, of course, a matter of
convention.

If perpendiculars AL, BM be drawn from two points, i4, B on
any straight line, not necessarily in the same plane with AB, the

^ _ . ^._ length LM, taken with the positive or negative sign

i^&^mMtt according to the convention as stated above, is called

^JimMM *^* projection of i4B on the given straight line; the

m^Mmther Projection of BA being ML has the opposite sign to the
' projection of AB. if two points A, B be ioined by a

number of lines in any manner, the algebraical sum 01 the projec-
tions of all these lines is LAf—>that is, the same as the projection uf

AB. Hence the sum of the projections of all the sicles, taken in

order, of any closed polygon, not necessarily plane, on any straight

line, is zero. This prinaple of projections we shall apply below to
obtain some of the most important propositions in trigonometry.

4. Let us now return to the conception of the generation of an
angle as in fig. i. Draw BOB' at right angles to and equal to A A'.

De/lmMI»m ^^ shall suppose that the direction from A' to A is the
.positive one lor the straight line AOA', and that from
B' to B for BOB'. Suppose OP of fixed length, equal
to OA, and let PM, PN be drawn perpendicular to
A'A, B'B respectively; then OAf and ON, taken with

their proper signs, are the projections of OP on A 'A and B'B. The
ratio of the projection
of OP on B'B to the
absolute length of OP is

dependent only on the
magnitude of the angle
POA, and is called the
sine of that angle: the
ratio of the projection
of OP on A'A to the
length OP is called the
cosine of the angle POA.
The ratio of the sine of

an angle to its cosine
b called the tangent of

the angle, and that of the

cosine to the sine the
cotangent ot the angle; the reciprocal of the cosine is called the secant,

and that of sine the cosecant of the angle. These functions of an angle
ol magnitude a are denoted by sin a, cos a, tan a. cot a, sec a, coi>ec a
respect ivel)r. If any straight line RS be drawn parallel to OP,
the projection of RS on either of the straight lines A'A, B'B can
be easily seen to bear to RS the same ratios which the correspond-
ing projections of OP bear to OP; thus, if a be the angle which
RS makes with A 'A , the projections of RS on A'A, B'B are RS cos a
and RS sin a respectively, where RS denotes the absolute length

RS. It must be observed that the line 5/? is to be considered as
parallel not to OP but to OP', and therefore makes an angle »-f a
with A'A : this is consistent with the fact that the projections of 67?

are of opposite sign to those of RS. By observing the signs of the
pirojections of OPlor the positions P, P', P', P" o\P we sec that the
sine and cosine of the angle POA are both positive; the sine of the
angle P'OA is positive and its cosine is negative; both the sine and
the cosine of the angle P'OA are negative: and the sine of the angle
P"OA is negative and its cosine positive. If a be the numerical
value of the smallest angle of whicn OP and OA are boundaries, we
tee that, since these straight lines also bound all the angles 2iiv+a.
where n is any positive or negative integer, the sines and cosines

ot all these angles are the same as the sine and cosine of a. Hence
the sine of anv angle snir+a is positive if a is between o and r
and negative if a is between « and 2r. and the cosine of the same
angle is positive if a is between o and }«- or I* and 2r and negative
if • is between }r and |r.

In fig. 2 the angle POA is a, the angle P"OA is -«. P'OA is

"—a, P'OA is »4-o. POB is Jr-«. By observing the signs of the
projections we see that

ain(—a)- —sin a. sin(»— a)-sin a. sin (»-|-o)-— sin a,

COs(—a)— cos a, cos(ir— a) —cos o,co*(»4-a) • —cos«,
sinO*-- a) —cos a, cos(l»— a) -sin a.

A]tOStn(iir-t-a)>>sin(r-)ir—a)- sin(i»-a)- cos a,

9Ds(|»-|-«)-—cos(r-|r—«)-—cos(J»-«)-—sin a.

Fig. 2.

From these equations we have tan(—a)»—tan a, tanCr—aV—
—tan a, Un (w+o)- -un a, Un(Js—a)-cot «, Un (Ir+a)-
—cot a. with corresponding equations for the cotangent.
The only angles for which the projection of OP on B'B is the

same as for the given angle POAl^o) are the two seu of angles
bounded bv OP, OA and OP', OA ; these angles are 2nw\-a and
2nir-Kir— «), and are all included in the formula rir-l-(— 1)'«,

where r is any integer; this therefore is the formula for all angles
having the same sine as a. The only angles which have the same
cosine as a are those bounded by OA, OP and OA, OP", and these
are all included in the formula 2nr*a. Similariy it can be shown
that fir-f a includes all the angles which have the same unsent
as <b

From the Pythagorean theorem, the sum of the squares of the
pre -'!^i!i of any straight line upon two straight hnes at right

ani.;^ i» 'Ti' another is equal to the square on the
§«,c.u.| \.y.<, we Ket sin*a-|-cos*a-i, and from this

y ihi: h^^'lj, i.[ the definitions of the other functions we
de<Sirc the relations l -f tan»« sec'a, I + cot'a — mMtrkml
coic 'a. U'c have now six relations between the six
fun. -J .ns; these enable us to express any five of these
fuii. h.r,^ In terms of the sixth. The following table shows the
vat i' i 1!..' trigonometrical functions of theangles o, \v, v, |r, 2r,

an' \'.>r :^i , 01 the functions of angles between these values; I
del c f 1; M. 'ical increase and D numerical decrease:

—

Angle . .
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on a straight line making an angle + |ir with OD, and it therefore
equal to OF sin B ; hence

OF cos (A +B) "OE cos A+£F cos (Jw+i4)
-Of (cos A cos A -sin A sin B),

or cos (4 +£) -cos il cos iB —sin A sin B.

The angles i4 . B are absolutely unrestricted in magnitude, and thus
this formula is perfectly generaL We may change the sign of B^ thus

cos (A -B)-cos A cos (-B)-sin A sin (-S),
or cos (>1 —B) -cos il cos d+sin A sin A.

If we projected the sides of the trianeic OEF on a straight line making
an angle+)r with OA we should obtain the formulae

sin (/4if B)-sini4 cos B*cos A sin B,

which are really contained in the cosine formula, since we nuy put
kw-B {or B. The formulae

»«nr^ -.m_JiILd.^J»!!L?. -^ /j-.m cot >4 cot gi^ i
^"^ (-* *^> -T;^ujnrwjn5' «« w *«) - cotg-cot^

are immediately deducible from the above formulae. The equations

sin C+sin D-2 sin 4(C+Z?) cos HC-D),
sin C-sin ^-a sin \iC-D) cos 1(C+D),

Samoi
SerhMoi

At, A%,

cosD-Kos C-2 cos UC+D) cos HC-D).
cos D-cos C-2 sin |(C+D) sin JlC-IJ).

may be obtained directly by the method of projections. Take
two equal straight lines OC, OD, making angles C, D, with OA,
and draw OE perpendicular to CD. The angle which OE makes

C/ with OA is i(C+D) and that which
^ - DC makes is J(»+C+P); the angle

COE is \iC-D). The sum of the pro-
jections of OD and DE on 0/1 is equal
to that of OE, and the sum of the
projections of OC and CE is equal to
that of OE; hence the sum of the pro-
jections of OC and OD is twice that of
OE, or cos C-l-cos P-2 cos J(C+D)
cos J(C-D). The difference of the

"^projections of OD and OC an 0/1

p,Q . IS equal to twice that of ED, hence*^ we have the formula cos D-cos C
-a sin i(C+D) nn j(C-D). The other two formulae will
be obtained by projecting on a straight line inclined at an angle
+ Jr toOi4.
As another example of the use of projections, we will find the sum

of the series cos a+cos (a+/J) -|-cob ia-\-20)+ . . . +cos (a-fn ~ itf).

Suppose an unclosed polygon each angle oi which
is v—/9 to be inscribed in a circle, and let A,A%,At,
Au . . ., i4« be n+ i consecutive angular points;
let p be the diameter of the circle; and suppose a
straight line drawn making an angle a with AAi, then
a+/9. a -1-2/3. ... are the angles it makes with Ai At,

; we have by projections _^, .^_
i4i4.cos (tt-hjii-i^)-i4i4, |cos«+ cosrF?l-...-hcosa+(ir^^).
also AAi''Dan\0,AAn»D9in\nfi:
hence the sum of the series of cosines is

cos («+in-i fi) sin ^nft cosec \fi.

By a double application of the addition formulae we nuy obtain
the formulae

sin (>li+i4s+>l|)-sin i4i cos i4|Cos ili
-1-cos Ai sin At cos >lt-fcos At cos At sin At

—sin At sin At sin At;
cos (Ai+At^-At) —cos At cos At cos At

—cos i4i sin At sin i4|— rin i4i cos At sin ^4*

—sin ilt sin At cos i4».

We can by induction extend these formulae to the case of n angles.
Assume sin Mi-»-i4t+ . . . +A,) "SiSt-^-St- . .

.

cos(i4i+i4t+ . . . +i4.) -5,-5,-1-5,- . .

.

where S, denotes the sum of the products of the sines of r of the
angles and the cosines of the remaining n— r angles; then we have

sin Mi+i4,+ . . . -|-i4.-fi4^i) -cos i4^,(5i-5,-|-5»- . . .)

^ .....,., .. .
+»ini4i»*i(5,-5,+54-...).

The right-hand side of this equation may be written

(5,cosi4^i-|-5i8inilMj}-(5icosi4^,-f5|sini4A*i)-l- . . .,

or 5'i-5',-|- . .

.

where S*, denotes the quantity which corresponds for n-f i angles
to S, for M angles; similarly we may proceed with the cosine formula.
The theorems are true for fi-2 and 11-3; thus they arc true
generally. The formulae

f«"^w^ . cos 2A -cos^ A -sinM -2 cos* ^4 - 1 - 1 -2 sin' 4,

cos 3i4 -4 cos* il —3 cos i4,

Co*lm0oi
Sum of

MaKtph
sin 2i4-2 sin A co» A

sin3i4 -3 sin A —4 sin'

sin fii4 - n COS*"* ^ sin i4
—

'

cos«-«i4sin»i4+.

co«""*^il sin***i4,

cos nA -co«-i4 -^^^^^ co«*-« A On* 4+...

M^y*^^-')'J^'^--^'^ co^AAn*Ai^...
may all be deduced from the addition formulae by making the
angles all equal. From the last two formulae we obtain by divtsioo

-'U«Iil+ . ..+(-!>=

^Un'iA + ...+l;y'"'-'^-^J'"-^'~t

•}

In the particular case of 11-3 we have Un 3^4 "^ ^-auB?^
The values of sin \A, cos |i4, Un \A are given in terms of cos A

by the formulae

rin M-(-.)'(i^2Ld)'.co. iA.i-,y,(l±^)\

where ^ is the integral part of A law, q the integral part of i4/2r-H|*
and r tne integral part of A/w.

Sin \A,coi\A are given in terms of rin A by the formulae
2 sin M-C-i)>'(i-l-sini4)i-h(-iK(i-sinil)».
2 cosM -(-i)*'(i+8in i4)»-(-i)*'(i-sin A)i,

where p' is the integral part of i4/2r+| and 9' the integral part of
i4/2»-i.

6. In any plane triangle ABC we will denote the lengths of the
sides BC, CA, AB by a, b,c respectively, and the angles BAC, ABC,
ACB by A, B,C respectively. The fact that the projec-
tions of b and c on a straight line perpendicular to the '

side a are equal to one anotner is expressed by the equa- '

tion b sin C-c sin B; this equation and the one obtained
by projecting c and a on a straight line perpendicular to a
may be written d/sin ^-6/sin S-c/sin C. The equation
a -fr cos C-fc cos B expresses the fact that the side a is equal to
the sum of the projections of the sides b and c on itself; thus we
obtain the equations

a-&cosC-|-ccosB)
6-ccos/l-hacos C>
c-acos B-\-bcos Aj

If we multiply the first of these equations by —a, the second by
b, and the third by c, and add the resulting equations, we obtain
the formula 6*-|-c'—a'-26e cos A or cos i4 -(6*-f£«—c«)/2&e,
which ^ives the cosine of an angle in terms of the sides. From this
expression for cos A the formulae

where s denotes k{a-\-b-\-c), can be deduced by means of the
dimidiary formula.
From any general relation between the sides and angles of a

triangle other relations may be deduced by various methods oC
transformation, of which we give two examples.

a. In any general relation between the sines and cosines of the
angles A, B, C of a triangle we may substitute M+^B-frC.
M-I-^B+^C. qA-\-rB-\-pC for A, B, C respectively, where
p, q, r are any quantities such that p-{-q-\-r+i is a positive or
negative multiple of 6. provided that we change the signs of all the
sines. Suppose p+9+r+i -6«, then the sum of the three angles
2nr-ipA-^qB-^rO,3nw-{rA-\-pB-^qO,2Hw-{qA-^rB-^pCyiswi
and. since the given relation follows from the condition >l-hB-fC
-r. we may substitute for A, B, C respectively any angles of
which the ^m is «-; thus the transformation is admissible.

0. It may easily be shown that the sides and angles of the
triangle formed by Joining the feet of the perpendiculars from the
angular points A, B, C on the opposite sides of the triangle ABC
are respectively a cos ^, 6 cos B. c cos C. r— 2^4. r—2B, *•—aC;
we may therefore substitute these expressions for a, b, c, A. B. C
respectively in any general formula. By drawing the perpendiculars
of this second triangle and joining their feet as before, we obtain a
triangle of which the sides are-a cos i4 cos 2/1, - t cos B cos 2fl,

-^c cos C cos 2C and the angles are 4-4 -». 4^-*-, 4^7**. ^
may therefore substitute these expressions for the sides and angles
of the original triangle; for example, we obuin thus the formula

. ^ o> COS* A cos* 2A -y cos' B cos' 2B-g* cos* C cos* 2C
cos 4ii -

2te cos B cos C cos 2B cos 2C"

This transformation obviously admits of further exten-
sion.

(i) The three sides of a triangle ABC being given,

the angles can be determined by the formula

LtanH-io-fJIog (s-b)-\-\ log (j-O-Mog »-| log (*-«>
and two corresponding formulae for the other angles.
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(a) The two sides a, b and the included angle C being given, the

aiules A, B can be determioed from the formulae

Ltan i(i4-5)«log (ii-^)~!og (a+&) +Lcot |C.
and the side c is then obtained fnoni the formula

Ux ^-log a'\-L sin C—L sin A.
(3) The two sides a, b and the angle A being given, the value of

dn B may be found by means of the formula

Ltia 5-Lsiai4+log6—loga;
this gives two supplementary values of the angle B, if hsinA< a.

U bsinA > a there is no solution, and if 6 sin i4 - a there b one
solution. In the case 6 sin i4 < a, both values of B give solutions

provided b > a, but the acute value only 01 B is admissible it b <a.
The other side c can be then determined as in case (2).

(4} If two angles A, B and a side a are given, the angle C is de-

termined from the formula C^v-A—B and the side^ from the

formufai log 6*- log a-fZ. sin B—L sin A.
The area of a triangle is half the product of

a side into the perpendicular from the opposite
.angle on that side; thus we obtain the expressions

^ibevnA, \s{t-a) (s-b){s-c)\i for the area of a
triangle. A laige collection of formulae for the area

of a triangle are given in the Annals of Mathematics for 1885 by
M. Baker.

Let a. 6. c. d denote the lengths of the sides AB, BC, CD, DA
respectively of any plane quadrilateral and /l+C-3a; we ma]r
obtain an expression lor '

the sides ana the angle
r the area 5 of the quadrilateral in terms of

We have 7S^ad sin A -{-be sin(3a-^)
|(a«+<i»-A»-c«) -<wf cos /I -Ac cos Oa-^);

hence 45»+}(a«+rf»-A»-r«)«-aV+6»e«-2a6crf cos 2a.

U 21 - a + &+f +<f. the value of o may be written in the form

5- U(«-a)U-6)(»-0(»-rf)-«Afrf cos»a|J.

Let R denote the radius of the circumscribed circle, r of the in-

^^ scribed, and ri. n, r% of the escribed circles of a triangle^—oT^ i4BC: the values of these radii are given by the follow-

ing formulae:

—

R^abcl^S'ali sin A,
r''S/s''{s—a)t»n iA^4Rwin iA sin \B sin |C.
ri-5/(x-a)-x Un lA^^R sin |/1 cos |B cos |C.

Spherieal Triipnometry.

7. We shall throughout assume such elementary propositions in

spherical geometry as are required for the purpose of the investiga-

tion of formulae given below.
A spherical triangle b the portion of the surface of a sphere

bounded by three arcs of great circles of the sphere. If BC, CA,
AB denote thoe arcs, the circular measure of the
angles subtended by these arcs respectively at the
centre of the sphere are the sides a, 6. c of the spherical

triangle ABC; and, if the portions of planes passing
through these arcs and the centre of the sphere be drawn, the angles
between the portions of planes intersecting at A,B, C respectively

are the angles A, B, CoS the spherical triangle. It is not necessary
to consider triangles in which a side is greater than «-. since we may
replace such a side by the remaining arc of the ^reat circle to

which it belongs. Since two' great circles intersect

each other in two points, there are eight triangles of

which the sides are arcs of the same three great circles.

If we consiikr one of these triangles ABC as the fundamental
one, then one of the othere is equal in all respects to ABC,
and the remaining six have each one side equal to, or common with,

a side of the triangle ABC, the oppo&ite angle equal to the corre-

sponding angle of ABC, and the other sides and angles supple-

menury to the corresponding sides and angles of ABC. These
triangles may be called the associated triangles of the fundamental
one ABC. It follows that from any general formula containing

the sides and angles of a spherical triangle we may obtain other
formulae by replacing two sides and the two angles opposite to them
by their supplements, the remaining side and the remaining ancle

being unaltered, for such formulae are obtained by applying the

given formulae to the associated triangles.

If A\ B\ C are those poles of the arcs BC, CA, AB respectively

which lie upon the same sides of them as the opposite angles A,B,C,
then the triangle A'B'C is called the

^ |X>lar trianele of the triangle ABC. The
sides of the polar triangle are ir—A,
wB, w—C, and the angles v— a.
»—6, 9—e. Hence from any general
formula connecting the sides and angles
of a spherical triangle we may obtain
another formula by changing each side

into the supplement of the opposite
angle and each angle into the supple-

ment of the opposite side.

8. Let be the centre of the sphere
on which b the spherical triangle

ABC. Draw AL perpendicular to OC
and AM perpendicular to the plane

Fio. 5.

OBC. Then the projection of OA on OB b the sum of the
projections of OL, LM, MA on the same straight line. Since
AM has no projection on any straight line in the
plane OBC, this gives angles.

Oi4 cos c -OZ. cos a+LM sin a. _
Now OL^OA cos b, LM^AL cos C'-OA sin & cos C; htw
therefore cos c —cos a cos 6+sin a sin b cos C. SUm mad
We may obtain similar formulae by interchanging the Aagha,
letters a, b, c, thus

' cos a>"Cos b cos c-f-sin & sin c cos A
)

cos b "COS e cos a-f-sin c sin a cos B> (1

)

cos C"iCos a cos 64-sin a sin 6 cos C )

These formube (i) may be regarded as the fundamental equations
connecting the sides and aisles of a spherical triangle: all the other
relations which we shall give bdow may be deduced analytically
from them : we shall, however, in most cases give independent proofs.
By using the polar triangle transformation we have the formulae

cos A — —cos B cos C-l-sin B sin C cos a
)

COS B - —cos C COS i4 -fsin C sin i4 cos 6 ( (2)

cos C— —COS A COS B+sin il sin B cos c )

In the figures we have AM^AL un Ct sin b sin C, where r
denotes the radius of the sphere. By drawing a perpendicular
from A on OB^ we may in a similar manner show that AM"
r sin c sin B,
therefore sin B sin c -sin C sin b.

By interchanging the sides we have the equation

sin A ^sjn B ^ sjn C^

.

^ »

sin a "sin b "sin c
" ^'

we shall find below a symmetrical form for k. If we eliminate cos b
between the first two formube of (1) we have

cos a sin-c»sin 6 sin c cos A+tan e cose sin a cos B;
therefore cot a sin c - (sin 6/sin a) cos i4 -hcos c cos B

• sin B cot i4 -)-cos c cos B.
We thus have the six equations

cot a sin 6 "cot A un C+cm 6 cos C
cot 6 sin a -cot B sin C+cos a cos C
cot 6 sin c-cot B sin ^ -j-cos c cos i4

.

cot c sin 6 -cot C sin i4 -f-cos b cos A
cot c sin a —cot C sin B+cos a cos B
cot a sin c -cot A sin B+coe c cos B<

When C-)v formub (i) gives
cose— cos a cos 6

U)

and (3) Kives

from (4) we get

sin 6— sin B sin e I

(7)

(<)

ii)

sin a -sin i4 sin< .

tan a -tan ^ sin 6-tanecosBI
tan 6—tan B sin a-tane cosi4 )

The formube cos c—cot i4 cot B
and cos A -cos A sin B

I

cos B-cos 6 sin i4 )

follow at once from (a), (fi), (y). These are the formulae which are
used for the wlution of right-angled trbngles. Napier gave
mnemonical rules for remembering them.
The following proposition follows easily from the theorem in

equation (3): If AD, BE, CFan three arcs drawn thn igh A, B, C
to meet the opposite sides in D, E, F
respectively, and if these arcs pass
through a point, the segments of the
sides satisfy the relation sin BD sin CE
sin il^'-sin CD sin i4£ sin BF; and
conversely if this relation is satisfied

the arcs pass through a point. Irom
this theorem it follows tnat the three g<«

perpendicubrs from the angles on the
opposite sides, the three bisectors of

the angles, and the three arcs from
the angles to the middle points of the opposite »des, each pass

through a point.

9. if D be the point of intersection of the three FonmOm
bisectors of the angles A, B, C, and if DE be drawn iorSltn

perpendicular to BC, it may be shown that BE mm4 Coakf
- J(a -- c - i) and C£ - |(a -|- 6 - c), and that 9in*«
the angles BDE, ADC tin supplementary. We have Amgk^

. sin c sin ADB sin b sin ADC,

^^^^xwBD " sinM ' suTTZ? sin {A
'

sin BP sin CD sin CPE sin BDE"
sin b sin c

therefore sin' \A

But sin BD sin BD£-sin BE

-sin Mfl-^-c-b), and sin CD sin CD£-sin r£-sin i(a+fr-0:
. , .A S sin \{a-\-€-h) sin \{a-\-b-c) ) \ ..
therefore «nj-}—

'

SH^St {
^^

Apply this formub to the associated triangle of which w— /I.

v-B. C are the angbs and r-o, 9—b, c are the sides; we obtain

.h.f,n„„U c<^-j±Liitt£-^5iSJiiil±£.'j» ,6)
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By diyiMon we fiave

^ A < sin \(a+c-'h) sin \(a+h-c) I i

(7)

and by multiplication

8ini4-2|Mn(a+6+c) sin |{6+c-<i)sin \{c+a-b) sin J(a+ft-c)li

sin 6 8inc-|i-co8»«i-cos»6-cos*c+a cos a cos 6 cos c|l sin ft sine.

Hence the quantity k in (3) is

{I—cos'a—coto*6—cos'c+acosacot &cosc)S/sina sin 6 sin c (8)

OtHaW' Apply the polar triangle transfomnation to the formulae

aMra. (5). W. (7) (8) and we obuin

a ( cosiM+C-g)<fosiM+B--C M ,f,\«»5" { sin B sin C $
^^'

_ I. ( -cos »fg4.C-^) cos JM+g+CM
J»"5"

J sin B sin (T 5
^'*''

a ( -cos l(B-t-C-i4) cos \(A +B-\-Cn . .

'*"2-rco.iU+(:-ir)cosi(UB-C {
^"^

If ib*- 1 1 -cosM -cos*3-cos*C- 2 cosA cos BcosC) )/stn i4 sin B sin C.

we have. **'-» (>*)

la Let £ be the middle point of i4 B ; draw ED at right angles to

i4g to meet AC in D; then DE
,
bisects the angle ADB.
Let CF bisect the angle

DCB and draw FC per-

pendicular to BC, then

From the triangle CFC we have
cos CFC -cos CC sin FCC. and

Vttfrom the triangle FEB cos EFB^
cos £B sin FB£. Now the angles

CFC, EFB are each supplementary
to the angle DFB, therefore

co8l(a-6)co8lC-8iniM+B)co8lc (13)

Also sin CC-sin CFsin CFC and sin £B-sin BF sin EFB\
therefore sinJ(a-6)cosJC-sinJ(4-B)sinJc. (14)

Apply the formulae (13), (14) to the associated triangle of which

a, r-6, 9-Ct A, r-B, r-C are the sides and angles, wc then

have

sin|(a+6)Bin|C-cos}M -B)sinlc
cosJ(<»+i')siniC-cosJ(4 +B)cosJc.

The four formulae (13), (14). (tS) (16) were first given by Dclambre
in the Connaissance des Temhs for 1808. Formulae equivalent to

these were given by Mollwcide in Zach's Monalliche Correspondent

for November 1808. Thev were also given by Gauss {Jheoria motus,

1809), and are usually called after him.
II. From the same figure we have

H^plH'9 tan FC-tan FCC sin CC- tan FBG sin BC\
Aaahgka. therefore cotiCsini(a-6)unKi4-B)sin|(a+6).

Apply this formulae to the associated triangle (»—a, 6, »-c, »-i4,

B,«—C), and we have

(IS)
(16)

'M+B)-^-2M{^co.JC. (18)

t apply these formulae (17), (18) to the polar triangle, we have

(19)

(20)

Analogies '*;The formulae (17), (18), (19), (20) are called Napier s

'

they were given in the iiirif. lo^ar. canonis dcscripiio.

12. If we use the values of sin \a, sin {b, sin \c, cos ia. cos \h,

cos iCt given by (9), (10) and the analogous formulae obtained by
interchanging the tetters wc obtain by multiplication

ScJkme«iMr«« «« iacos JftsinC-sin iccos U^+ C-ii) J

co«iacosi6sinC-cos5ccosJ(/l+B—O >

8in|aBinl6sinC-cosJccosl(/l+B+Q )

These formulae were given by Schmiesscr in Crelle's Journ., vol. x.

The relation sin 6 sin c+cos b cos c cos i4»sin B sin C—
cos B cos C cos a was given by Cagnoli in his Trigonometry (1786),

- -. and was rediscovered by Caylcy (FAii. Mag.. 1859).

rgyr* It follows from (1), (2) and (3) thus: the right-hand
'"•"*•'

side of the equation equals sin B sin C+cos a (cos A —
in B sin C cos a) -sin B sin C sin* a+cos a cos v4, and this is equal

to sin 6 sin c + co« il (cot a—sin ^ sin c cos il) or sin 6 sin c +
00a 6 ooa c cos A

13. The formulae we have given are mfficient to detennine three
parts of a triangle when the other three parts are given; moreover
such formulae may always be chosen as are adapted ^ .^. -

to logarithmic calculation. The solutions will be unique y^j^'Tr
except in the two cases (1 ) where two sides and the angle

'

opposite one of them are the Riven parts, and (2) where two angles
and the side opposite one of tnem are given.

Suppose a, h. A arc the given parts. We Determine B from the
formula sin B-sin b sin i4/sin a; this gives two
supplementary values of B. one acute and the other

'

obtuse. Then C and c are determined from the
equations

Now tan |C. tan \c, must both be positive: hence A —B and a—b
must have the same sign. We shall distinguish three cases. First,
suppose nn 6<sin a; then we have sin B<sin A. Hence A lies

between the two values of B. and therefore only one of these values
is admissible, the acute or the obtuse value according as a is greater
or lass than 6; there is therefore in this case alwayh. one solution.
Secondly, if sin 6>sin a, there is no solution when sin 6 sin i4 > sin a;
but if sin 6 sin A< sin a there are two values of B, both greater
or both less than A. If a is acute, a— 6, and therefore A—B, is

negative; hence there are two solutions if A is acute and none if A
is obtuse. These two solutions fall together if sin b sin X— sin a.

If a is obtuse there is no solution unless A is obtuse, and in that
case there are two, which coincide as before if sin 6 sin i4 -sin a.

Hence in this case there arc two solutions if sin b sin i4 <sin a and
the two parts^^, a are both acute or both obtuse, these being coinci-
dent in case sin b sin ^ — sin a: and there is no solution if one of the
two A, a, is acute and the other obtuse, or if sin 6 sin i4>sxn a.
Thirdly, if sin 6 -sin a then B -i4 or if* A. If a is acute, a— 6 is

rcro or negative, hence A—B is zero or negative; thus there is no
solution unless A is acute, and then there is one. Similariy, if a
is obtuse, A must be so too in order that there may be a solution.
If a— 6 — |r, there if no solution unless A^\w, and then there
are an infinite number of solutions, since the values of Cand c become
indeterminate.
The other case of ambiguity may be discussed in a similar manner,

or the different cases may be deduced from the above by the use 01

the polar triangle transiformation. The method of classification

according to the three cases sin 6^sin a was given by Profa

Lloyd Tanner {.Messenger of Math., vol. xiv.).

14. If f is the angular radius of the small cirele inscribed in the
triangle ilBC. we have at once tan r-tan \A sin (x— a), where*
2i-a+6+c; from this we can derive the formulae

un r-ii coscc j-JA^eec M sec JBsec JC- . KmMmt
sin a sin \B sin \C sec \A (21)

where R, N denote the expressions

fsinisin (*-a) sin (i-6) sin (*-c)JJ,

I -cos Scos (5-^) cos {S-B) cos (S-C)J|.
The escribed circles are the small circles inscribed in three of the
associated triangles: thus, applying the above formulae to the
triangle (a, T—b. »— f. A, »—B, »— C), we have for ti, the radius

of the escribed circle opposite to the ancle A , the following formulae
un fi-tan J/l sin j-n cosec (*-o)»JA?sec ii4 cosec \B coscc JC

— sin a cos \B cos )C sec \A (22)

The pole of the circle circumscribing a triangle is that of the
circle inscribed in the polar triangle, and the radii of the two circles

are complementary: hence, if /? be the radius of the circumscribed
circle of the triangle, and Rt, Rt, R the radii of the circles circum-
scribing the associated triangles, we have by writing |r— /? for r,

J» — /?i for fi. v—a for A. &c., in the above formulae
cot U-cot ia cos {S—A)" in coscc |a coscc \b cosec Jc—AT sec 5

-sin A cos \b cos \c coscc is (23)
\cmNtcot /?! - — cot Ja cos 5 - \n a>scc )a sec ifr sec | ^8cc(S-i4)

-sin ^ sin lb sin ic cosec io.
^

(24)
The following relations follow from the formulae just given.

—

2tan/? -cot fi +cot ft+coi f«— cot r,

2tan/?i -cot r -|-cot ft+cot r»— cot n,
tan r tan n tan rt tan r» - n', sin* f - cot r tan r1 tan ft tan r1,

sin* (i — o) - tan r cot n tan fi tan ri.

15. If £-i4+B+C-», it may be shown that £
multiplied by the square of the radius is the area of ^
the triangle. We give some of the more imponant

s»»»/*:rf
expressions for the quantity £, which is called the

g^cvsfc
spherical excess.

\Ve have

cos \(A+ B) _ cos ?(a -f h) sin l(^ + g) ^ cos \{a - b)

sin JC cos U ^^^ cos JC cos ic

sin t(C - £) , cos K^ } h) cos UC - £) ^ cos Ka - b).
^^

sin JC cos Jc *"° ZSTJU coTjr
. sin jC — sin i(C — £) cos \c — cos {{a + b)
°*'*^

sin ic 4- un \{C - E) " res \e -f ci« {(a + b)*
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::^«taii|«tu|(i-c).

tan }Etan> K^-^-tan |(i-a) tan |(i-»):
thetcfore

tan }E-|tan ii tan i(i-a) Un !(«-&) tan l(f-c))|

This formula was given by J. Lhuilier.

(25)

Abo siniCcos|£-cos|Cnnl£-
cotie

4C;

OM |COM iE+iin K an i£ - ^^^^^ cof |C;

vfaenoe, solving for cos |£, we get

"• ^^" 4 cot la cos |& cos |c ^^
This formula was given by Euler (Neva acra, vol. x.). If we find

ma. i£ from this formula, we obtain after reduction

*"* * a cos ia cos ib cos Ic'

a formula given by Lexell {Acta Pelrop., 1782).

From the equations (21), (23), (23}, (24) we obtain the following
fomoulae for the spherical excess:

—

sin'i£»tan Ji cot iSa cot J{| cot itt

4(cot fi 4-cot fi-fcot ft)

"(cot r-cot fi+cot fi+cot r») (cot r+cot ri—cot ra+cotfs)X
(cot r+cot fi+cot ft+cot f»).

The formula (36) may be expressed seometrically. Let if, ^ be
the middle poinu of the sides AB, AC. Then we find cos MN

A geometrical construction has been given for £ by Gudermann
Gn CrtlU's Journ,, vi. and viii.). It has been shown by Cornelius
Keogh that the volume of the parallelepiped of which the radii of

the sphere pasan^ through the middle points of the sides of the
triangle are edees is sinJ £.
- 16. Let ABCD be a spherical quadrilateral inscribed"yTT* .in a small drclc; let a, 6, c, d denote the sides AB, BC,
r _f?.'"'"C^, DA respectively, and x, y the diagonals AC, BD.
^^fzT It can easily be shown by joining the angular points

of the quadrilateral to the pole of the circle that
A+C'B+D. If we use the last expression in (33)
for the radii of the circles circumscribmg the triangles
3i4D,BCD.wehave

I A cos|aoosidcoeec|y-8in Ccoe Jdcos iCcoeec |y;

sin A nn C
cos i6 cos |c*"cos ia cos ^d

This is the proposition corresponding to the relation A +C-r for a
{Jane quadnlateraL Also we obtainm a similar manner the theorem

sin ^ae tin jy
sin B cos'P^sin A cm ^4^

analogons to the theorem for a plane quadrilateral, that the diagonals
are proportional to the sines of the angles opposite to them. Also
the chords AB, BC. CD, DA are equal to a sin ia, 2 sin |6, 2 sin }c.

3 sin i^ respectively, and the plane quadrilateral formed by these
chords is inscribed m the same circle as the spherical quadrilateral

;

hence by Ptolemy's theorem for a plane quadrilateral we obtain
the analoBCMis theorem for a spherical one

sin }x sin |y«sin ia sm Ic+sin }fr sin }d.

It has beep shown by Remy On CrelU's Joum., vol. iii.) that for

any quadrilateral, if s oe the spherical distance between th? middle
points of the diajpnals,

cos a+cos &+C08 c+cos d»4 cos )x cos }y cos is.

This theorem is analogous to the theorem for any plane quadrilateral,

that the sum of the squares of the sides is egual to the sum of the
squares of the diagonals, together with twice the square on the
straight line joining the middle points of the diagonals.

A theorem for a right-angled spherical triangle, analogous to the
PythagOTean theorem, has oeen given by Gudermann (in CrdU's
Jimrn., vtL xliL).

Analylieal Tritonometry.

17. Analytical trigonometry is that branch of mathematical
analysb in which the analytical properties of the trigonometrical

_^_,_^ functions are investigated. These functions derive their
""*y importance in analysis from the fact that they are the sim-
y.Tr. plest singly periodic functions, and are therefore adapted

to the representation of undulating magnitude. The
nne, cosine, secant and cosecant have the single real period 2«-; «.«.

each is unaltered in value by the addition of 3r to the variable.
The tangent and coUngent have the period r. The sine, tangent,
cosecant and cotangent belong to the class of odd functions; that
is. they change sign when the sign of the variable is changed. The
cosine and secant are even functions, since they remain unaltered
vhea the sign U the variable is reversed.

The theoryof t^* trigonometrical functions Is Intimately connected
with that 0! complex numbers—that is, of numben of the form
'+»70*V —1). Suppose we multiply toeether, by the rteg—wtea
rules of ordinary algebra, two such numbera we have „«* Thtoty

Opi + lyi) («i + «yO - (pcixt-yiyti + 4(rofi + xch)- a/Csai^itx

We observe that the real part and the real factor of the ©««*«'
imaginary part of the expression on the right-hand side of this

equation are similar in form to the expressions which occur in the
addition formulae for the cosine and sine of the sum of two angles;
in fact, if we put xi - ri cos 9i. >t - ri un 0i, Xft * rg cos 0b«

^ -rising, the above equations bea>mes*

riCcos «i+( sin 9i) Xri(cos #1+ 1 sin^ •> ri rtCcos $i+$t-^ttan 9i+^.
We may now, in accordance with the usual mode of representing

complex numbers, sive a geometrical interpretation of the meaning
of this equation. Let Pi be the
point whose co-ordinates referred

^

to rectangular axes Ox, C>y are Xu
yi', then the point Pi is employed
to represent the number xi+t^n.
In this mode or representation
real numbera are measured along
the axis of x and imaginary ones
along the axis of y, additions
being performed according to the
parallelogram law. The points
A, Ai represent the numbera ^ i,

the points a, Oi the numben ^i.
Let Pt represent the expression
«i+tyi and P the expression
(«i+»yi)(«t+»3*). The quanti-
ties n, ^. ft. #1 are the polar—*-
coordinates ot Pi and Pa respec- A,

tively. referred to as ongin
and Ox as initial line; the above
equation shows that fi ri and
9i+^ are the polar co-ordinates
of P; hence OA : OPi : : OPn: OP
and the angle POPt is equal to

Fig. 8.and the angle rui't is equal to
the angle PiOA, Thus we nave the following geometrical constme-
tion for the determination of the point P. On OPt draw a triangle
similar to the triangle OilPi so that the sides OPt, OP are homo-
logous to the sides OA , OPi, and so that the angle POPt is positive

;

then the vertex P represents the product of the numbers repre-
sented by Pi. P% If xt-\-iy» were to be divided by Xi+191 the
triangle OP'Pi would be drawn on the negative side of Pi, similar
to the triangle OAPi and having the sides OP't 0P% homologous
to OA , 0P\, and P' would represent the quotient.

18. If we extend the above to n complex numbera by continual
repetition of a similar operation, we have

—

(cos •, -H t sin tf,)(cos ^ + . sin •,)... (cos fc -f . sin ^) "if;^'*
-cos(*i-^ + . . . 4.*.)+»ain(*i4-«i-l-.. . +«^ «w««.

If ^i -•!-... -••-•!, this equation becomes (cos 9-\-i. nn •)•

•cos m-^-i. sin 110; this shows that cos •)-» no ' is a value

of (cos ii0-}-( sin ff9):. If now we change 9 into 0/n, we see

that cos 9/»4-i sin 9}% is a value of (cos 9-\-t. sin 9)i: ninng
each of these quantities to any positive integral power m,

cos in9/n-)-( sin mBfn is one value of (cos 9+i sin 9)1, Also

cos (- fn9ln) -f- 4 sin (-««/.) -
co, m0/a-t-\sln »».^/»

'

hence the expression of the left-hand ude is one value of (cos 9-\-

I «n 9)'*'". we ha\'e thus De Moivre's theorem that cos M-f-i sin kB
is always one value of (cos 0+» sin 9Y, where k is any rational

number. This theorem can be extended to the case in which k is

irrational, if we postulate that a value of (cos 9 -ft sin 9)^ denotes
the limit of a sequence of corresponding values of (cos 9-hi sin 9)*.,

where ku kt...k,... is a sequence of rational numben of which k
is the limit, and further obaove that as cos kB+vtin kB is the limit

of cos k^+i sin kjf.

The principal object of De Moivre's theorem is to enable us to
find all the values of an expression of the form {a+tb)^'\
where m and n are positive intcgere prime to each other. ta«« »«!•#•
If o-r cos 9, 6-f sin 9, we require the values o( If^c^mnttM
r** (cos 9+1 sin •)'. One value is immediately fur- yt^^^
nished by the theorem; but we observe that since the '^'V-
expression cos 9-|-( sin 9 is unaltered by adding any multiple of

3rto 9, the n/mth power of r*'^ (cos tHJ+iTw/n-ft sin mM-^-iiwSn)
is a-^-tb, if s is any integer; hence this expression is one of the
values required. Suppose that for two values ii and it of « the
values of this expreasion are the same; then we must have
fiiJ-{-25ir/»-mJ4-3isr/ff; a multiple of sr, or *i-»i must be
a multiple of «. Therefore, if we give s the values o. 1. 3, . .«—

i

successively, we shall get n different values of (a-fi^)"'**. and these

will be repeated if we give s other values; hence all the values of
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(fl+$b)*f» ate obtained tyy giving s the values o, i, 3,

fai the expression r*'* (cos in 7(9 + 3"/" + c sin ~expression r*'* (cos fii.9 + 3fr/» + csin m.9 + 2ir/ff),

-(a^+6*)| and ^-arc un d/o.

We DOW return to the geometrical represenUtion of the complex
If the points Bi, A, Bt....Bn represent the expres-;•^

sionx+cy; (x+.y)«. (x+»y)>,'
...(x+ty)* respectively, the
triangles OABi, OBiB,, ...

OBm^B* are all similar. Let
(x+iy)* -«+»*. then the con-
verse problem of finding the
nth root of a+t6 is equivalent

^ to the geometrical problem of

describing such a series of tri-

angles that OA is the first side

of the first triangle and 0B»
the second side of the nth.

Now it is obvious that this

geometrical problem has more
solutions than one, since any
number of complete revolutions

round may be made in travel-

ling from Bi to B*. The first

solutbn is that in which the
vertical angle of each triangle

is BjOAIn-, the second is that

in which each is {BJOA +2r)/fi,

in this case one comi^ete revo-

lution being made round 0; the third has {BjOA-\-^tr)ln for the

vertical angle of each triangle; and so on. There are n sets of

triangles which satisfy the required conditions. For simplicity

we will take the case of the determina-
tion of the values of (cos tf + * sin •)*.

Suppose B to represent the expression
cos d+ I sin 9. It the angle AOPi u )tf,

the Twt Cfts i^4-t sin

Fig. 9.

ihjc ^w^l^ AyW [^ fiiHH up by the anelei

Eim^iax triandes AOP\yI* of thii three

PiOpj. fhOB.

&
Al», ir Ft, Fa be such

Fxo. la

that the nnglei FiOFi P\OP% are fx, \tr

r^pecUvely, the cvro ^exa of triangles

AOP%, PiO^M, fiiOB anJ AOP,. P^p,,
piOB siti<ify the d^ndition) of similanty
and ol havins OA , OB for the bounding
tides; thus P^, Ft rcprif^nt the roots

- __ J{*+Jr), CM Kfl+4'';+i Bin j(tf+4»)

respectively. If B coinrldef with X, the pTDolem is^ reduced to

that of finding the thrwi tube rttotA of unity. One will be repre-

sented by A and the os,hcri* by the two angular points of an
equilateral triangle, with A us one angular point, Intcribed in the

circle.

The problem of determining the values of the fith roots of unity

is equivalent to the geometrical problem of inscribing a regular

-_^ .. polygon of n sides in a drde. Gauss has shown in his

^Vf*. JHsquisUiones arithmeticae that this can alwajrs be done

yy^ by the compass and ruler only when » is a prime of the
*'*^' form a'-l-l. The determination of thfe «th root of

any complex number requires in addition, for its geometrical
solution, the <Uvision of an ang^le into n equal parts.

19. We are now in a position to factonie an expression of

rsfftirtis the form x*— (a-f-i^). Using the values which we
CtoM. have obtained above for {a+tbpf*, we have

If &-"0. a""i, this becomes

-(x-i)(x+i)p"|"'* (x-cos2^-i . sin 2^)

- (X- i)(x+ 0^]]*""* (x'-ax cos^+ 1)
(n even), (a)

,.-,-(x-i)p"*'"'*'(x«-2xcos2^+i) (nodd). (3)

If in (I) we put o- -i, *-o, and therefore •-», we have

->-'*-*r^-«co.iip+.] (.e«n). (4)
«.0 L » J

.^+i-(*+i5P*^"*[i^-2*coa2^+i] («odd). (5)

(x«-y" COS nf+i sin nBXi^^j^ cMWB—tnnnd)

-ycos-P (:
0±2Sw\

(6)

Airy and Adams have given proofs of this theorem which do not
involve the use of the symbol » (see Comb. Phil. Trans., vol. xi).

A large number of interesting theorems mav be derived from De
Moivre^ theorem and the factorizations which we have «_-—-^.^
deduced from it ; we shall notice one of them. SjSwi

In equation (6) put ^« i/x.uke logarithms, and then Y"^**"^'
differentiate each side with respect to x. and we get

a«(x*^~«-<*-*) ^'—-' a(x--3r«)

3f*'-2 COS ll^+X-*»*,«o

Put j5 "a/ft, then we have the expnession

n(a«»-y*)
(o»- 6')(a*»- ao»*» cos ntf+d*)

for the sum of the series

Z
s-0 a>.2a5cos0-l

20. Denoting the complex number x-\riy by s, let us
the series i+8-|-^/a!-|-.. .+s-/nH-... This series <

consder

Ttefiv
uniformly and absolutely for all values of s whose
moduli do not exceed an arbitrariljr chosen positive

number R. Consequently the function £(s), defined

as the limiting sum of the above series, is continuous
in every finite domain. The two series representing £(«) and Eiwii,
when multiplied together give the series represented by £(si+si).
In accordance with a known theorem, since the series for £(si) £(i^
are absolutely convergent, we have £(«)X£(%)-£(si-)-Si^.
From this fundamental relation, we deduce at once that (£(s)|*
»£(fu). where n u any positive integer. The number £(i), the
sum of the convergent series i-)-i+i/3l-|-i/3l--*. is usually
denoted by «; its value can be shown to be 3*718281828159. ... ft

is known to be a transcendenul number, i.e. it cannot be the root
of any algebraical equation with rational coefficients; this was first

establish«l by Hermite. Writing s-i. we have £(»)-«*, where
» is a positive integer. If s has as a value a positive fraction piq,
we find that(£(^/9)|«-£(^)-<': hence E(^/oj is the real positive

value of «*'«. Again £(-^/9)X£(^/tf)-£(o)-i. hence Ei-p/q)
is the real poutive value of r*^. It has been thus shown that tor

any real and rational number x, the value of £(x) is the principal

value of «". This result can be extended to irrational values 01 x,

if we assume that e* is for such a value of x defined as the limit of

the sequence e^, <**.. ... where X|, xii.. . . is a sequence of ntional
numbers of which x Is the limit, since £(xi), £(xii) . . ., then
converges to £(x).

Next consider (i -f-s/m)", where m is a positive integer. We have
by the binomial theorem,

(-^•)fi+-+a)"

lies between i and 1+ (i+^+ • • •+^) ;

hence the product equals x-0*s.i-i/am where 9« is such that
o<tf.<i.
We have now

(•+s)"-+'+(-i)ll+-+['-"^]S+"

-i-fs-1-i^/al+...-ff/it+R*

Since the series for £(x) converges, < can be fixed so that for all

values of m>« the modulus of s^/(«+i)l+ ..+s-/«l is

less than an arbitrarily chosen number |c. Abo the modulus of
i+«»t/i+...+««i»*^A«-2)l is less than that of l-H|«|/il
-l-|s|Va! +..., or of ««»•, hence mod R,<J«+(i/2m).
inod (^c*) <«, if m be chosen sufficiently great. It follows that
limN.«(i-|-s/m)'**-£(x), where s is any complex number. To

[evaluate £(s), write i+x/m-p cos ^, y/m«p sin ^ then
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£Ci)-Uin.^{p^(cM M^+« an m4)l by De Mohrre's theorem.

"*''"'°-^}'+m(VmCyVm)» |*' Let r be a fi«d number

le» than V«+x/V«. then li«— } '-H^(Vm?i^xVm)i
{*' "«

between I and lim.^
I

I-h^
I

. or between i and <i«M; hence

ance r can be taken arbitrarily large, the limit it i. The limit of
«i^ or m tan-^y/Cx+m)) is the same as that of My/(x+m) which
is y. Hence we have shown that £(s) -«*(co8 y+t sin y).

21. Since £(x+«y)«»'(cos y+sin y, we have cos y+« sin y
-JS(«y), and cos y-« sin y-£(-«». Therefore cos y-i|£(«y)

+£(-«y)K «a y-M£(»y)-£(-«y)|; and"us\ii
"HT" the series denned Dy £(ty) and £(-«y), we find that

H 0»^yr*-//aI+y*/4.J- .... tin y-y-^/a!
+y*/5> — •••. where y is any real number. The
are the well-known expansions of cos y, sin vb powe..
of the circular measure y. Where s is a complex number,

the symbol C may be defined to be such that its pnttcipal value
is E{s); thus the principal values of <", e-*' are £(«y), £(—«>).
The above expressions for cos y, sin y may then be written
cos y -§(«*» +r-'»)5 "in y-4«(«<»-^»). These are known as
the exponential values of the cosine and sine. It can be shown
that the symttol Cas defined here satisfies the usual laws of
combination for exponents.

33. The two functions cos s. sin s may be defined for all com-
plex or real values of s by means of the equations cos y-'li£(s)+

£(-«)|.8in«»(fc)|£(z)-£(-s)|. where E(s)represents
the sum-funaion of i + «+^/2! + . . .-fs"/*!-*- . .

.

iif ntiiiBfi
^^^ "*^ values of s this is in accordance with the

^^Sl ord'n^Cy definitions, as appears from the series obtained

r\»m,nau§ sbove for cos y, sm y. The fundamental properties of

, cos s, sin s can be deduced from this definition. Thus
cos s -I- « sin ««JB(«), cos » — t sin >-£(-»}: therefore
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when n b odd. These formulae enable us to express any positivemteml power of the sine or cosine in terms of sines or cosines of
multiples of the argument. There are corresponding formulae when
» IS not a positive integer.

Consider the identity log(i-^)+log(i-gx)- Bxpmmai^
logd 7?T^+^gx"). Expand both sides of this ofSmulu^
equation in powers of x, and equate the coefi&dents of rmimtt a/
x*. we then get

!i«-a) (^+«)"'V8*+..

I (
|)^»(«-»'-')fa"^^"»^ • -fa-ar^-f)

Aiwwssf

r/+...

sin % sin «|. SimilaHy, we find that un (dt+si)*-sin Si cos st^-
cos Si sm «§. Again the equation £(:}V r hai no real roots except
x-o, for ^>i, if s is real and >o. AJw E(i)-i has no Com-
dex root a+ii(9, for a~ifi would thtn alw be a root, and £(2a) -
E(c-HA£(a—^)«l, which is impo«>ibk unlen a-o. The roots
of £(s)»i are therefore purely iiiuj^inafy (except s-o); the
smallest numerically we denote by ? i>, to i>iat £(2«>)-ii. We
have thea £(3t«T)-i|£(3ir))''-i. if r is any integer; therefore
2i«T u a root. It can be shown that no root lies between airr and
a(r+i)t»; and thus that all the roou are given by S'^atrr.
Since £(y+at»)-£(«)£(2tx) -£(«). we see that £(s) is periodic,
of period ai». It follows that cos u, sin s are periodic, of periods a».
The number here introduced may be identified with the ratio of the
circumference to the diameter of a circle by considering the case of
real values of s.

23. Consider the binomial theorem

Putting o -«»•,& -#-»•, we obtain

(a cos 0)*«a cos nB-^-ni cosfi-a#

+5^^acosr:4?+...

•(«-2f)•+...
. »(«-!) (n-f-t-i)^

Wbeo n b odd the last term b

and when n b even it b *»("-') U'»+'^

»=^=T^
lOLtaJ cos 9.

If we put a-e^, ft- -O*, we obtain the formula

(- i)»«(2«in«)- -a cosii#-2iicos (n-.a)tf+2i^^^ a cos (n-4)tf-...

when n b even, and

(- i)*<^>(a«in»)— asin fi»-i» . a8in(ii-2)»+^ 111asin(n-4)«..

,K-)? >'<«-'^.^^^yt3) ^„,

If we write thb series in the reverK order, we have

^•+fl—a(-i)J[0^)i-^(^S-> (i±Siy

when n b even, and

p.+^.,(_oV[»(^)?(^)_-fe;=L'(^)?(£±j)'

when n b odd. \( in these three formulae we put P»e^, a -*-*•• we
obtam the following series for cos m0:—

a cos ii#-.(a cos •)«-«(a cos *)-«-j.2i!Ljj}(2 cos »)•-•-
. .

.

^(.,^(n-.r-.,)^«-r.-a)...(n-ar-H)^^^^^^^ ^^^

when 11 b any positive integer;

(-oiosn^^.-gjcosP^+g^i^cos^-^K

+...-»-(-i)2a^co8f (8)

when » b an even positive integer;

{^ifr cos n$^n cos »g-2<g^ cosi»-h"^"'-'^,^*'-3*?cos'».,

...+(-i)Ta»-icos-f (9)

when n b odd. If in the same three formulae we put P^e>*,
ff- -r««, we obtain the following four formulae:

—

(-i)5acosii«-(a8in*)--n(2sin«)'^-|-^tiYr^^* "o*)*^-.
• •

(II)

^sin¥

(-i)Ta sin ntf-tbe same series (» odd);

cos n*.- , -2;sin^ + 2!l5l:pi!2 .in^-2^^
+ . . . +a--» sin •• (« even)

;

(la)

sin>ri>-,rina-gli^sini»4."^"'-'V{"'--.^')sin'»-...

+(- i)T"a«-» sin-V (» odd). (13)

Next consider the identity . ^^ ——2— •> (~f . ^ ..' i-px i-gx i-(/> + 8)x + ^xr
Expand both sides of this equation in powers of x, and equate the
coefficients of x«~>, then we obuin the equation

(^+ff)-»-(ii-a)(p+8)-»^

.(«z(,,)>
V'-r-,)(n.r--2).. („-2r) ^^^^,^^^^ ...

If, a> before, we write this in the reverse order, we have the wiia

-=^(^)W"-
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when n is even, and

T?

when n U odd. If we put ^ «*'. 9"«— **. we obtain the formulae

•inii#-8uiff
I
(2coi»)»-*-(ii-a)(2co«•)-•+ (3cosd)»-

where m is any positive integer;

^(2 cos #)'

(-1)'

-i) ' ttnfi9*sin9

.sin»|«»s*-2i2^p^cosV+

+{-'if*{2 cos •)•-«
{
in even):

n(n«-2')(.,»-4«)

51
'^^

(15)

ii«-i«
cosV+^ fcoiV-.

+(-,)«^(2C0S«)*-'|(»l0dd). (16)

If we put in the same three formulae p-«^, ff- -O*. we obuin
the senes

(-1) sin ii5 " cos 9 1 sin*^—(»—2)8in""*H- ^ sin*"**-...

sin ntf-cos ^jn sin

cos ii5*the same series (n odd)

;

^ «(«— 2*) . ^ . ii(ii»— 2*) (w'--4'

. . . +(- 1)'^(2 sin «)•-»
I
(» even);

n);(i7)

(18)

sin^+

(19)

oosntf^cosffj nV-.

*

I

(fi odd). (ao)

We have thus obtained formulae for cos n9 and nn n$ both in

ascending and in descending powers of cos 9 and sin 9, Vieu ob-
tained formulae for chords of multiple arcs in powers of chords of

the simple or complementary arcs equivalent to the formulae (13)
and (19) above. These are contained in his work Theoremaia ad
antidares stcHones. Jacques Bernoulli found formulae equivalent to
fi2) and (13) {Mhn. del' Acadhnu des Sciences, 1702), and trans-

formed these series into a form equivalent to (10) and (11). Jean
Bernoulli published in the Acta eruditorum for 1701, among other
formulae already found by VieU, one equivalent to (17). These
formulae have been extended to cases in which n u fractional, nega-
tive or irrational; see a paper by D. F. Gregory in Camb. Math.
Joum. vol. iv., in which the series for cos n6, sin n6 in ascending
powers of cos 9 and sin are extended to the case of a fractional

value of n. These series have been considered by Euler in a
memoir in the JVona acta^ vol. ix., by Lagrange in fiis Calcid des
fonctions (1806), and by Poinsot in JUckercius sur Vanalyse des
sections anpilaires (182^).

24. The general definition of Napierian logarithms is that, if

««+»3'-o-|-i*, then x+4y-log (a-ftA). Now we know that
e«-l-*y««*cos y+ie* sin y; hence e* cos y-a, e* tin y
-6, or «*»(a*-fJ51» y"*n: tan b/a^mv, where m
is an inte^. If o*>o, then m must be even or odd

according as a is positive or negative; hence

log. (o+ift) -log. (a*-^V)\+ 1 (arc tan b/c'^inw)
or log. (a-|-«*) -log, (o«+6*)J+ » (arc Un 6/a*2a+»),

according as a is positive or negative. Thus the logarithm of any
complex or real quantity is a multiple-valued function, the differ-

ence between successive values being 2rt; in particular.
* the most general form of the logarithm of a real positive
<^uantity is obtained by adding positive or nega-
tive multiples of 2«-( to the arithmetical logarithm. On

this subject, see De Morgan's Trigonometry and Double Algebra,
ch. iv., and a paper by Professor Cayley in vol. ii. of Froc. London
Maih,Soc.

25. We have from the definitions given in { 21, cos ly-

J

(<»+«->) and sin iy-Ji(e»-«-y). The expressions, \(ey-\-e-y),
(^—«-7) are said to define the hyperbolic cosine and sine of y and

are written cosh y, sinh^; thus cosh y-cos ly. sinh y-— t sin ly.

The functions cosh y, sinh y are connected with the rectangular
hyperbola in a manner analogous to that in which the cosine and

n—tyoi

sine are connected with the circle. We may easily show from the
definitions that

cos^(»+iy)+8in«(*+«y)-i.
cosh' y— sinh* y— I

;

co8(x+»y) -cos X cosh y—« sin x sinh y,
sin(x-l-ty) -sin x cosh y-|-» cos x sinh y,

coshfa +/f) -cosh a cosh /S-hsinh a sinh fi,

stnh(a-fJS) -sinh a cosh ^-|-cosh a sinh fi.

These formulae are the basis of a complete hyperbolic trigonometry.
The connexion of these functions with the hyperbola was first

pointed out by LamberL
26. If we equate the coefficients of n on both sides of equation

(13), this process requiring, however, a justification of its ^^lidity,
we get

a.si„a+I SSl»+U ^^"'^'3 5 !l2li+.. . (a,)e/S^
must lie between the values a}v. This equation •"I'^i'M^

may also be written in the form

aic sin «-x+i ^+1-5 -+^^ ^+. .

.

when X lies between ^ i.

By equating the coefficients of 1^ on both sides of eqtiation (12)
we get

"" '^3 a
J3.5 3 '3.5.7 4 ^"* vn;

which may also be written in the form

/ • \i ^ I a X* . 2-4 a* , 2.4.6 !•
,

when X is between *i. Differentiating this equation with regard
to X, we get

arc sinx « «^ 9 a 6

if we put arc sin x-arc tan.y, this equation becomes

«««3'-rfp{nfT^+H(T^)'+...(. (23)

This equation was given with two proofs by Euler in the Ne&a ada
for 1793.

It can be shown that if mod x< i. then for any such real or
complex value of x, a value o( log. (i -l-x) is given by the sum of
the series x» -x«/2 -i-x«/3- ...

We then have

2"«i-x"*+3 + 5 + 7 + *-' Smrtu.

put ty for X, the left side then becomes i(log (i+(y)'-'log (i— (>)!
or » arc tany^ms-;

hence arc tany*ii»-y—^-1-^-^+...

The series is convervent if y lies between ^ i : if we suppose arc
Un y restricted to values between * }v, we have

arc tan y-y< 3^5 ••• (»4)

which is Gregory's series.

Various series derived from (24) have been employed to calculate
the value of v. At the end of the 17th century v was calculated
to 72 places of decimals by Abraham Sharp, by means ,^^
of the series obtained by putting arc tan y-»/6. y*^**y
y-t/V3 in (24). The calculation is to be found in ^
Sherwin's Mathematical Tables (17^)- About the same *'**

time J. Machin employed the series obtained from the eouation
4 arc tan I —arc tan ih "i' to calculate v to 100 decimal

?
laces. Long afterwards Euler employed the series obtained from
V -arc tan ) -I- arc tan \, which, however, gives less rapidly

convciiging series (Introd., Anal, infin. vol. i.). T. F. de Lagny
employed the formula arc tan 1/V3-W6 to calculate r to 127
places; the result was communicated to the Paris Academy in

1719. G. Vega calculated v to 140 decimal places by means o( the
obtained from the equation J»-5 arc tan 4+2 arc un A.

The formula i«--arc tan |-l-arc tan |+arc tan i was used by
J. M. Z. Dase to calculate v to 200 decimal places. W. Rutherford
used the eouation v -4 arc tan i - arc tan V« + arc tan ^.

If in (23) we put y-i and k* we have

»-8arctan J+4 arc tan -24 1 1+|- j^+j-* jp+...{

a rapidly convergent series for v which was first given by Huttoa
in Phil. Trans, for 1776, and afterwards by Euler in iVona acta for

1793. Euler gives an equation deduced in the same manner from
the identity V- 20 arc tan \+B arc tan A- The calculation of v haa
been carried out to 707 places of decimals; see Proc. Roy. Soc. vola.
xxi. and xxiL; also CiacLB.
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J7. We shall now obtain expraanons for an x and cot « as

infinite products of rational factors. We have

sin x> a sin jsin—j— -2* sinrsin-—

4 4
proceeding continually in this way with each factor, we obtain

sin x—2*^ sin -an ^ "°~^— • • -sin ^
,

vfacie u is any positive integral power of a. Now
. x+rr . x+«— r» . x+rx . rr—x . -fr . Jf
ain-^j-«in—^j sin^^n-^ -sint-^-sin^.

and sin2^±i2E.cosJ.

Heooe the above may be written

nn x-a"^ sin- f sin* r—«»* z) (»UJ^
IT'"**'^ n) '"

(sin"^-sin«^)co8^,

where £ » In « i. Let x be indefinitely small, then we have

a*-«
-8in«-Mn«— . .sin«^;

hence
.X x/ sin* x/«\ / sin* xfn \ / sin* x/« \

s.a x-« sinj cos
jj
(l -ssrjfe; (l-5^^^; "V 'STS^)

'

We may write thb

. X X /. sin* x/ji\ /. sin* xfn \ „s.nx-«.m-co.-(i-3p^;...(i-3jrjJS75;*.

where R denotes the product

V »in»m+iW«/ V

sin* x/ii

Ji)-'{'-^0i)*
and 01 is any fixed inti

we make n infinite, to

sin' m+2«-/i

r independent of n. It is necessary, when
ermine the limiting value of the quantity

R; then, since the limit of ^^^l^l^^j^»^*^ that of

5i£^ is unity, we have^
X* \lim R.

The modulus of ^— i is less than

where p*-mod. sin x/ii. Now e*t^>t+At^, if ^ b positive;

hence mod. (/?— 1) is less than exp. |p?(cosec* m+ir/fi+ ... +
cosec* 4r/ii)-i. or than exp. ip»>i'ri/('«+ i)»+ • +i/ik"|-i, or
than exp. \(^nV4m*\-i. Now p'-sin* o/fi.cosh* /S/ii+cosP o/n.

sinh* fi/n, if x-a+f^; or p^-sin* a/n+sinh* fi/n. Hence
lim,.. <i»i««-a?+/P, Hm,.. pn-mod. x. It follows that

mod.,.. (R-t) a between o and exp. ((mod. 4)Vxm*|~i,and

the latter may be made arbitraril)r small by taking m large enough.
It has now been shown that sin x»x(i —x'/^JCi —o^/aV) ...

(i— x'/m**') (i+tm), where mod. «« decreases indefinitely as m is

increased indefinitely. When m is indefinitely increased this

ito x-x (l -^*) (.-^) . . . -xV" (,-^) . Us)

This has been shown to hold for any real or complex value of x.

The expression for cos x in factors may be found in a similar manner

by means of the equation cos x«2 sin —7— cos ^^—, or may
be deduced thus

sin ax
*a sin x'•^-0-^M-3^)(-^)-

-KoO-^5Jr^)- (26)

If we chann x into ix. we have the formulae for sinh x, cosh x as
infinite products

—

' '-'Y.I {' -h^) •
«»*

*-K,' ('+55^) •

In the formula for sin x as an infinite product put x*}*, we

then get i -|. ^ j 4 4J '!
' *^ ^ "^P *^'**' *" 'actors in the

numerator and denominator, we obtain the approximate equatk>n

. "^ '' 3* S* ... (a«~0* . , .

or ,]j' ']]^^, -Viiir, whefe « is a laige integer. This ex-

pression was obtained in a quite difi'erent manner by Wallis (Arilk-
metica infinitorumt vol. i. of Opp,).

28. Wshave

sin(x.f.)
(^+y)P(»+^)

Tarn matsinx

or 00a y+sin y cot X

- O+f) O+j^.) (•+5^,) (-hrfc) O+x-^) -
Equating the coefficients of the first power of y on both sides we
obtain the series

From this we may deduce a corresponding series for cosec x, for,

since cosec x*cot ^x—a>t x, we obtain

*^°*5 '"x-xTJ-x^+x+ax ' x-a»"'xTF"jr^+ '

'
* ^*®>

By resolving ^^°^^^ into facton we should obtain in a similar

manner the series

2
• A»—

a

tanx* »—ax »4-ax^3x—ax 3»4-ax^5«—ax 5»+ax
and thence

2 . a a

+....(29)

secX*tan
(J^O- tan x«-

-ax ' x+ax 3»-ax~3»+ax+....(30)

^rCotmat

These four formulae may also be derived from the product formulae
for sin x and cos x by taking logarithms and then differentiate
ing. Glaisher has proved them bv resolving the expressions for
cos x/sin X and 1 /sin x ... as products into partial fractions (see
QuarL Joum. iiatk., vol. xvii.). The series for cot x may also be
obtained by a continued use of the equation cot x-i|jcot ix+
cot i(x+x) I (see a paper by Dr Schr6ter in SchlOmikh's Ztitsckiift,
vol. xiii.).

Various series for w may be derived from the series (27), (28),
(39). (30), and from the series obtained 1^ differentiating them
one or more times. For example, in the formulae (37)
and (a8), by putting x»x/ii we get

-" «" 5 j -5^+STT-Sr=T+S!TT- •• {

•

>_, ,i„ £ 1
,4_J___^__L_+_Ij_.

. . {

.

If we put »«"3, these become

. -3V3(.-i+14+H+-)'

By differentiating (a7) we get

putx-g,andwegets«-9J»+Jl+^+77l+ ..{.

These series, among others, were given by Glaisher (Quarl. Journ
Math, vol xii.),

29. We have sinh tx-«xp(i+^, cosh «x»P^i | (a,4.|\i) .

if we differentiate these formulae after taking loga- s^„,^,
rithms we obtain the series

"*' "

Tx *=«^ '*-a?-l43?+?T3?+?T3?+- * -

^ tanh «-i43?+3q:]?+5rfp+. .

.

These series were given by Kummer (in CreUe's Jotfrn. vol. xvB.)

The sum of the more general series ^^,^^ ^f3a.^^+^„^^
+ .... has been found by Glaisher {Proc. Land. Math. Soc., vol. vii.)

If U^ denotes the sum of the series p;+^+^+ .... K" that
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that of the seriesof the Kriet ^+^+^+..., and W^

•' rs—T5+r5— =5+..., we obtain by taking loga*
»»•/ ' O 5 7
Mvcafi rithms in the formulae (25) and (26)

Xi^ESr log (.co«c.).ft(i)"+ll/.(i)'+!l/,(|)'+....

•0. <-')-".(?) '+I''.(?)'H'"(t)'+-
and differentiating these aeries we get

\ Un X- 52»x+5»**'+^''*'+ • • ••

(31)

In C31) X must lie between *r and in (32) between *ir. Write
equation (30} in the form

«c»-X(-)-
j,,^,.t,)._^

and expand each term of this scries in powers of j5, then we get

where x must lie between ^ir. By comparing the series (31), 0[2),
(33) with the expansions of cot x, tan x, sec x obtained otherwise,
we can calculate the values of Ut, £/«... Kt, F4... and Wi, Ws....
When U% has been found, V» may be obtained from the formula
a»P»-(2«-i)t;^
For Lord Brounker's series of v, see Ci RCLtt. It can be got at once

nMifhwrrf ^y putting a « i, 6 ^3, e -5 in Euler's

Sylvester gave {PkU. Mai., i^) ^^ continued fraction

which is equivalent to Waltis's formula for r. This fraction was
originally given by Euler {Comm. Acad. Petropol. vol. xi.); it is

also given by Stem (in CrelU's Joum. vol. x.).

30. It may be shown by means of a transformation of the series

- J sin X ,. ^ ^ X x" X* X*
for cos X and —-— that tan xm-r-^ T~l. T~Z tTZ • • •

Hr nikmifl "^is ™*y he alv> easily shown as follows. Let
yxcos Vx, and let y, >'... denote the differential

coefficients of y with regard to x, then by forming these
we can show that 4xy'+2y-fy»o. and thence by

LeibniU's theorem we have

Therefore ^- - » ""7^' 5?=^ " " '^'" "* *^'' "pff^^^SftT*

hence -aVxcot Vx-~a- -^- ^^ - _^_ ..-

X x* x*
Replacing Vx by x we have tan «" |-z -r-z T^* • •

Euler gave the continued fraction

nx ** tan X (ii«- i) tan'r (w' - 4) tan'x (it* - 9) tan'x

this was published in Mim. de Facad. de St PiUrsb. vol. vi. Glaisher
has remarked (Mess, of Math. vols, iv.) that this may be derived
by forming the differential equation

(I - x»)y-^) - (sin+ i)x>t-+«>+ («« - w«)y-) « 0,

where v ocos (» arc cos x). then replacing x by cos x, and proceeding
as in the former case. If we put n "O, this becomes

tanx tan'x 4 tan'x 9 tan'x

'"iT" 3+ 5+ 7+ ••'

whence we have

31. It is possible to make the investisation of the properties of the
nmple circular functions rest on a purely analytical oasis other than

the one indicated in | 33. The sine of x would be

Anmfytkal deBned as a function such that, if x- P ./, ^ ^\ .

•'^J?' **>«" y-sin x; the quantity | would be defined to

be the complete integral J ,1^ — >*

V

^* should then have

I
— X - J ^(i — J\ ' No^ change the variable in the integral

to 9t where /+^-i, we then have J
~ * | *J7|"?rji^« »"**

constant.

s must be defined as the codne of x, and is thna equal to
sin (isr—X), satisfying the equation sin' x+cosF x*i.

Next consider the differential equation

dy . dt ^

This is equivalent to

d|yV(i-i»)+«V(i-y»)!-o;
hence the int^ral is

yV(i-s?)+iV(i-/)- a constant.

The constant will be equal to the value « of y when •o;
whence yV(i-«^)+xV(i -/)-».
The integral may also be obtained in the form

3«-V(i->«)V(i-«»)-V(i-««).

t^ fy dy tk C* ds C* du

we have a+^"Y. and sin Y">sin a cos ^+cos a sin 0,
cosir""0os a cos ^— sin a sin /9,

the addition theorems. By means of the addition theorems and
the values sin ir>i, cos (wo we can prove that sin (ir+x)*
cos X, cos (|«-+x)--Bin x; and thence, by another use of the
addition theorems, that sin (»+x) - —sin x cos (»+x) - —cos x,

from which the periodidty of the functions sin x, cos x follows^—

We have also J-^4i^.-.iog.|V(i-/)+iy|;

whence k>g. I V(i -/) + »>}+ log. IV (1 - i^) +a| - aconst
Therefore 1 V(i - /))+ »y| Vd - i«)+««l - VU - n^) + *«.

since ii*y when t«o; whence we have the equation

(cos a + ( sin a)(cos ^ + 1 sin /9) - cos (a +A + « so (• + /I)*

from which De Moivre's theorem follows.

References.—Further information will be found in Hobson's
Plant Triipnometry, and in Chrystal's Algebra, vol. iL For further
information on the history of the subject, see Braunmahl's VcT'
UsungMuberGeschichUder Trignumetrie (Leipzig. 1900). (E. W. H.)

TRIGONON. a small triangular harp, occasionaUy used

by the ancient Greeks and probably derived from Assyria or

Egypt. The trigonon is thought to be either a variety of the

sambuca or identical with it. A trigonon is represented on one
of the Athenian red-figured vases from Cameiros in the island

of Rhodes, dating from the 5th century B.C., which are preserved

in the British Museum. The Uiangle is here an irregular one,

consisting of a narrow base to which one end of the string was
fixed, while the second side, forming a slightly obtuse angle with

the base, consisted of a wide and slightly curved sound-board

pierced with holes through which the other end of the strings

passed, being cither knotted or wound round pegs. The
third side of the triangle was formed by the strings themselves,

the front pillar, which in modern European harps plays such an
important part, being always absent in these early Oriental

instruments. A small harp of this kind having 20 strings

was discovered at Thebes in 1823. (K. S.)

TRIKKALA (anc. Trika), a town of Greece, capital of the

department of Trikkala, and the see of an archbishop, 38 m.
W. of Larissa. In winter, when great numbers of Vlach herds-

men take up their quarters in the town, its population exceeds

that of Larissa. It has the appearance of a Mussulman
town on account of its mosques (only two of which are in use)

and it is a centre of trade in wheat, maize, tobacco and
cocoons. The town was in ancient times a celebrated seat of

the worship of Aesculapius. Pop. (1889), 14,820; (1907) 17,809;

of the department, 90,548.

TRILEMMA (Gr. rpeit, three, Xq/zAUi, something taken), in

logic, an argument akin to the dilemma (g.v.), in which thexe are

three possibilities. By getting rid of two, the third is proved,

provided the original three exhaust the number. The terms
" tetralcmma " (four possibilities) and ** polylemma " (many)
have also been used.

TRILOBITESt extinct Arthropoda, formerly classified with

the Crustacea, but of late years relegated to theAracbnida

(9.V.), which occurred abundantly in seas of the Cambrian and
Silurian periods, but disappeared entirely at the close of the

Palaeozoic epoch. Both their origin and the causes which
led to their extinction are quite unknown. Widely diver-

gent forms make their appearance suddenly in the Cambrian
period amongst the earliest known fossils, and the high per-

fection of structure to which they had at that time attained
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tini»lies the antecedent existence of much simpler types, and refers

the origin of life to a date immeasurably distant from that at

which we have actual proof of the existence of animal and

vegetable organisms.

However different in structure Trilobites may be. they all agree

in poMeasing a head-shield usually semi-circular in shape, which
results from the fusion of apparently five segments, and bears,

except in some blind forms, a pair of large rcniform compound eyes

like those of the king-crab {Xiphosura). This head-shield is suc-

ceeded by a varying number of free segments, each of which con-

aisu of a medium convex tergal piece and a pair of arched lateral

plates, the pleura, of which there tsone on each side. The terga and
pleura of each individual segment overlap those of the segment
that serially succeeds it. The mid-region of the body, composed
of jointed segments, is followed by a brgcr or smaller R«ion con-

sisting of fused segments and termed the pytidium or caudal shield,

which in some cases is as large as the head-shield itsdf, in other

cases much smaller. When the pygidium is large and composed
of many segments, the number of tree body segments is correspond-

ingly leduced, and vice versa. It is with respect to this number of

segments that respectively constitute the pygidium and the mid-

regkni of the body that Trilobites differ most markedly from each

other; and it is a singular fact that the extremes in structural

organization in this particularto be met with in the Trilobita are

found side, by side in strata of Cambrian age. In Paradoxides,

for example, there are about twenty freely movable segments
followed by a very short and small pygidium. whereas in Agnostus

the freely movable segments are reduced to two and the pygidium

is as large as the cephalic shield. In this genus the number of

segments composing the pygidium is obscured, as alaa it is in the

genus lUaenus, which has as many as ten movable sesments pre-

ceding the large semi<ircular pygidium; but in such forms as

OgygM and Asaphut^ which have about eight free segments, the

sutural lines on the pygidium indicate that it is composed of about

a dozen or more segments. Somewhat resembling ApioslMs is

Mierodisau, with four movable segments and a brB;e pvgidium

consisting of about five fused segments, the lines of union between

the latter being cleariy indicated.

The tergal and pleural elements of the pygidium are generallv

well marked. They are also well marked on the cephalic shield,

the tergal elements being represented by a median axial elevated

area showing indistinct signs of segmentation, and a lateral unseg-

mented plate, the graa, which carries the eyes. The postero-

lateral angles of the gena are commonly produced into spiniform

processes, which may project backwards beyond the middle of the

body as in Paradoxides, or consideraUy beyond its posterior termina-

tion as in TrinucUus or Amjfyx. The latter is further remarkable

for having the median area of the head-shield. the>Ca5d/tim. produced

into an anteriorly directed spike. ,.«....
For many years only the dorsal surface of Tnlobites was known,

nothing having been ascertained of the ventral surface and appen-

dages. Comparatively recently, however, specimens have been

obtained with the ventral surface exposed, revealing the number
and structure of the limbs. A pair of the latter was articulated

to the sides of a moderately wide dorsal plate on each seeroent of

the body, and similar limbs were attached to the ventral surface

of the head-shield behind the mouth. Each of these limbs was two-

branched, theextemal branch consisting ofa slender fringed fbj^llum

possibly respiratory in function, and the inner of a normal jointed

ambulatory leg. These two branches arose from a common basal

segment or coxa, the inner surface of which was produced into a
stiYMig process underiying the external area. In tfie region of the

mouth the basal segments were armed with teeth and subserved the

purpose of mastication. As in all Arachnida there is only a single

pair of appendages in front of the mouth, and these were one-

branched, long and filiform and acted as antennae. Under the

pygiklium or caudal shield the appendages were much shortened,

and their main branch consisted of^broader and flatter segments than

those of the pre<»ding limbs. .-,.......
Such was the structure of the appendages in Tnlobites belonnng

to the genus Triartkrus; but considering the great structural differ-

ences that obtain between Triartkrus and many other genera, it

svoold be rssh to assume that there were not corresponding differ-

ences in the structure of the limbs It must not indeed be assumed
that those of the first pair were in all cases antenniform.

It is prolnble that no satisfactory classification of the Trilobites

will be proposed until the limbs of most of the genera have been

examined. Up to the present time all attempts to arrange the

genera in natural and definable groups have failed to meet with

general approval: and this criticism roust be extended to Beecher's

subdivision of the class into three orders, named Hypoparia,

Proparia and Opisthoparia, based upon the form and position

of a groove, the so^alled fem/ suture, which marks the lateral

poftioo of the head-shield. In the majority of Trilobites this

groove passes backwards from the anterior or anterolateral ed^
of this irfate to its posterior or postero-lateral border, dividing it

into an uiner portk>n continuous with the flabellum and fused terval

ccgioa% and an outer poftkm bearing the eye^ Those genera, like

Paradoxides, OUhus, Asapkus, PkiUipsia and others. In which
thb groove cuts the posterior edge of the head-shield on the inner
side of its angle are referred to the Opisthoparia; those, like I^a/man-
iUs and Pkacops, in whkh it cuts the lateral border in front of the
posterior angle, .belong to the Prcmaria. But in certain genera,
like Omocoryf>ke. Calymmeiu and TriarthruSt it tuts the margin
of the head-uiiela so close to the posterior angle that the distinction

between the two groups practically breaks down. To the H ypoparia
belongs a comparatively small number of genera, like Tnnudeus
and Aquastus, m which this groove or genal suture is beneath the
margin of the head-shield and does not appear upon its upper
surface.

In external form Trilobites are not unlike Isopod Crustaceans,

especially the terrestrial species commonly called *' woodlice '*;

and until the nature of their appendages was known, it was
thought by some authorities that the two groups might be re-

lated. Like the woodUce they were capable of rolling themselves

up into a ball, many specimens having been found fossilized

in this state, with the pygidium pressed tightly against the

head-shield. There is very little doubt that they lived at the

bottom of the sea, feeding upon worms or other soft marine

organisms, crawling slowly about the sandy or muddy bottom
and burying themselves beneath its surface when danger

threatened. That these animals were widely dbtributed in

former times is proved by their occurrence at the present day
in palaeozoic fossiliferous strata both of the northern hemi-

sphere and of Australia; and despite the fact that their remains

have not been found in rocks of the Mcsozoic or Kainozoic

epochs, it was conceived to be possible that living q>ecimens

might be dredged from the sea-floor during the exploration

of the ocean depths undertaken by the " Challenger " expedi-

tion. Needless to say this faint hope was not borne out by
results. (R. I. P.)

TRIM, a market town and the county town of Co. Meath,
Ireland, on the upper waters of the Boyne, 30 m. N.W. by W,
from Dublin on a branch of the Midland Great Western railway.

Pop. (1901), 15x3. The county buildings are here; monthly
fairs are held, and there is considerable trade in com and flour;

but the chief interest of the town lies in its historical assodatrans

and remains, enhanced by a beautiful sittiation. It was. the

seat of a very early bishopric. A Norman tower, called the

Yellow Steeple, is supposed to mark the site of St Patrick's

Abbey of St Mary. Two gates remain from the old town walls.

King John's Castle (incorrectly so called, as this monarch only

resided here on the occasion of a visit) was originally founded
by Hugh de Lacy in X173, but a later date b a»ignable to the

greater part of the nuignificent moated building, of which the

keep, flanking turrets, drawbridge, portcullb and barbican,

still testify to its former strength, which was augmented by its

frontage to the river. Other smaller fortified buildings are

Talbot's and Scurlogstown Castles; the former erected by Sir

John Talbot, lord lieutenant of Ireland in 1415—afterwards

earl of Shrewsbury, the latter dating from xi8o. About a mile

east of the town, the ruins of the abbey of St Peter and St Paid

occupy both banks of the river. These include the transitional

Norman cathedral on the north bank, and a castle, guarding the

crossing of the river, on the south, together with a chapel and
other remains. North of (he town ruinsmay be seen of a Domini-
can friary of the 13th century. The tower of the old parbh
church dates from 1449. In the annals of Trim many famous
names have a place; Humphrey of Gloucester and Henry of

Lancaster were imprisoned here by Richard II. before Henry
came to the throne; and Richard, duke of York, and father <A

Edward IV. held court at the castle, where also several Irish

parliaments met until the middle of the 15th century, and a

mint was establbhed in 1469. The residence in a house in

Dubh'ngate Street of the famous duke of Wellington b. com-

memorated by a Corinthian column and statue. Trim is

governed by an urban district council. It was incorporated by
Edward III., and returned two members to the Irish parliament

until the Umon in tSoo.

TRIMIIBR, JOSHUA (1795-1857), Englbh geologist, was
bom at North Cray in Rent, on the ixth of July 1795. He
was son of Joshua Rirby Trimmer of Brcntfoxd, and grandson
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of Mrs Sarah THmmer (1741-1810), authoress of the Slory of

Ike Robins (1786). At the age of nineteen he was sent to North
Wales to manage a copper-mine for his father, subsequently

he was placed in charge of a farm in Middlesex, where he acquired

a knowledge of and an interest in soils; in 1825 he became mana-
ger (for his father) of slate quarries near Bangor and Carnarvon,

and in this district he remained for many years. He discovered

the marine shells in the drift of Moel Tryfaen. During the

years 1850-1854 he was engaged on the Geological Survey,

and surveyed parts of the New Forest in Hampshire. He died

in London on the i6th of September 1857.

He published memoirs on the Oritin of the SoUs which cover the

Chalk of Kent, On the Geology of Norfolk, as liluslrattng the Laws of
Ike Distribution of Soils (1847): and Proj>osals for a Ceoloeicid
Survey, speciaUy diruled to Agruultural Objects (1850); in this
respect be was a pioneer in agricultural geoKMy He was author
also of a useful work Practical Cedogy ana Mineralogy (1841).
Obituary by J. E. Portiock. in QuarL Joum, Ceol. Soc. (1858).

TRIMONTIUM, the name of a Roman fort at Ncwstead, near

Melrose, Scothind, close under the three Eildon Hills (whence

the name Irium monttum). It was an advanced post of the

Romans towards Scotland both about 80 a.d. and after, and
again (after an interval of evacuation) from about a.d. 140-180.

Excavations during the last four years have yielded finds

of almost unique importance. These include the foundations

of several successive forts, one above the other, which throw
much light on the character of the Roman military post; an
unparalleled collection of Roman armour, including ornate

helmets, and a good series of coins and datable pottery. The
whole illustrate the history of the Roman army and that of

Roman Scotland very remarkably and to an extent equalled by
no Scottish site as yet explored.

See the report published for the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland
by theexcavator MrJames Curie. (F. J . H.)

TRINCOMALEB, a town and former naval station on the

north-east coast of Ceylon, 100 m. N.E. by N. of Kandy. Pop.

(1901), 11,395. It is built on the north side of the bay of Trin-

comalce, on the neck of a bold peninsula separating the inner

from the outer harbour. There is a lighthouse on the extremity

of Foul Point at the southern side of the bay, and another on
the summit of Round Island. The inner harbour is landlocked,

with a safe anchorage and deep water close to the principal

wharves, the outer harbour has an area of about 4 sq. m.
with a depth of about 70 fathoms. With its magnificent

harboui^-one of the five or six greatest natural harbours in

the world—it used to be the headquarters of the admiral com-
manding on the East Indian station, with a garrison of infantry

and British artillery. The breadth of the streets and esplanades

somewhat atones for the mean appearance of the houses, but

the town generally has a gloomy and impoverished aspect.

Pearl oysters are foimd in the lagoon of Tambalagam to the

west of the bay. A steamer from Colombo calls weekly with

and for passengers and cargo. Average annual rainfall, 62) in.;

average temperature, 81 'a* F. Some tobacco, rice, and palm are

grown in the district.

Attention was directed to the importance of Trincomalee as a

naval base in 1806, when a commission of officers recommended
its being turned into a modem fortress. The work was com-
menced in 1898 and finished in 1904. All the batteries were

rebuilt and fitted with modern appliances. The whole area

was connected with cable and telephone communication, and
armed with the latest type of guns; and the fortress was supposed

to be impregnable; but in the following year the station was
abandoned, the naval yard closed, and the mih'taiy garrison

withdrawn. A man-of-war is still kept in Trincomalee Harbour,

to work the defences.

The town was one of the first settlements of the Tamil race

in Ceylon, who at a very early period erected on a height at the

extremity of the peninsula, now crowned by Fort Frederick, a

temple dedicated to Konatha, or Konasir, named the " temple of

a thousand columns." The building was desecrated and
destroyed in 162a, when the town was taken by the Portuguese,

who made use of the nuiterials for the erection of the fort. The

town was successively held by the Dutch (1630). the French
(1673), ihe Dutch (1674), the French (1782), and the Dutch
(1783). After a siege of three weeks it surrendered to the
British fleet m 1795, and with other Dutch possessions in Ceylon
was formally ceded to Great Britain by the Treaty of Amiens in
1802.

TRINO, a market town in the Watford parliamentary divi-

sion of Hertfordshire, England, 31I m. N.W. by W. from London
by the London and North Western railway. Pop. of urban
district (1901), 4349. It lies on the western slope of the Chil-
tcm Hills, close to the entrance to a narrow valley which pierces

them, and forms one of the highways through them to London,
carrying the railway, the Grand Junction Canal, and a main
road. The church of St Peter and St Paul shows fine Per-
pendicular work, especially in the ornate interior of the navei
Industries include straw-plaiting and the weaving of canvas
and silk. The Rothschild Museum, erected in 1889, contains an
extensive natural history collection. Living wild animals are
also kept in a neighbouring paddock and cages. The road
which passes through Tring and along the face of the hills

represents the ancient Icknicid Way, and there may have been
a Romano-British village on the site of Tring.

TRINIDAD, the most southerly and, with the exception

of Jamaica, the largest of the British West Indian Islands.

Pop. (1901), 236,397. It is situated 6 m. E. of the coast of
Venezuela, between lo* 3' and lo* 50' N. and 60" 39' and 62" W.
Its average length is 48 m., its breadth 35 m. and its area 1754
sq. m. In shape it is almost square, but it throws oiT two
peninsulas westward from its north and south corners. Corozal
Point projecting from its north-western and Icacos Point from
its south-western extremity enclose the Gulf of Paria. To
the west of Corozal Point lie several islands, of which Chaca-
chacare, Huevos Monos and Monos Caspar Grande are the

most important. The surface is level or undulating, excepting

in the north and south where there are ranges of hills, with

eastern and western axes, prolongations of the Venezuelan

coast ranges. Of these the northern is the more elevated

ridge, its highest point being Tucuche Peak (3100 ft.). The
southern hills attain an elevation of 600 ft. A small ridge

runs east to west by south through the centre of the island,

from Manzanilla Point to San Fernando, having an isolated

elevation in Mt Tamana (1028). The hills of the northern and
southern ranges are furrowed by innumerable ravines, and
are clad to their summits with dense forests. There are

numerous small streams, none navigable, and all flowing either

east or west.

In hs geology, as well as in its flora and fauna Trinidad dilTers

little Trom the mainland, with which it was probably at one time
connected. There are four mineral springs and several mud
volcanoes, but the two ntost striking natural fcaturcsare the Maracas
Falls, and the Pitch Lake. The Maracas Falls are situated at the head
or a valley of the same name, to the north-east of Port of Spain,
where the river leaps in a foaming torrent over a sheer wall of rock,

312 ft. high. The ritch Lake lies some 38 m. by water 9outh-«ast of
the capital, in the ward of La Brca. It is circular in form, about
3 m. in circumference, and 104 acres in extent. Underground forces

acting on the pitch cause it to nse in uneaual masses, which are
rounded off like huge mushrooms, separated from one another by
narrow fissures, in which the rainwater collects and forms pools.

Near the centre of the lake the pitch is always soft and can be
observed bubbling up in a liquid state. When the sun is hot the
lightest footfall leaves an impression and the pitch emitsan unplea-
sant odour. The soil of the surrounding district is charged with
asphalt, but is very fertile, while the roaa to the neishbouring port
of La Brea, running on a bed of asphalt, moves slowly towards the
aea like a gbcier The lake is worked by a company whkh exports

the asphalt to the United States; paying royalty to the local govern-
ment on every ton exported.
The mountain range which runs along the north coast is formed

of clay-slatcs, micaceous and talcose schists, and crystalline and
compact limestones, constituting the group called the Caribbean
series, the age of which is unknown. The rest of the island is

composed o? Cretaceous. Tertiary and Quaternary strata. The
Cretaceous beds nse to the surface in the centre and are flanked to
north and south by the later deposits. Owing to the nrity of

satisfactory sections the relations of the various divisions of the
Tertiary formation are still somewhat obscure; but they are grouped
by J. B. Harrison into (i) Nariva and San Fernando Deds,*»Eooeae
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•nd Oliffocene; (a) Naparima maris* Miocene and (3) Moru^
aeries « Pliocene and Pleistocene. The Naparima maris consist

c^ a lower division containing Ciobiterina and an upper division with

Radiolaria and diatoms and are cleariy of deep-sea origin. The
bitumen of the Pliocene and Pleistocene deposits appears to have
been formed by the decomposition of vegetable matter. Salses or

mud volcanoes occur upon the island, but there is no evidence of true

volcanic action in Tertiary or recent times, except the presence

of occasional bands of pumiceous earth in some of the Tertiary

deposits, and the pumice in these cases was probably derived from
a distance.
The presence of oil in large quantities in Trinidad had been sus-

pected for many years, and eariy in the aoth century the govern-

ment undertook a eeological survey to determine the probabilities

of an industry. Tnis survey revealed the presence of a scries of

anticlines at payable depths in the southern division of the island,

and experimenul borings by three companies at La Brea and Point

Fortin m the south-west and Guaya^uayare in the south-east proved
the presence of oil in large quantities. In 1910 the commercial
exploitation of Trinidad oil was being rapidly pushed forward.

The soil of the island is exceedingly rich, and well adapted to

the erowth of tropkal products, especially of sugar and cocoa, which
are its staples. The planting of new lands is rapidiv progressing.

the greater part of the unsoldf crown lands (various blocks of which
have been formed into forest or water reserves) bcyig covered with

forests, conuining a valuable supply of timber. Poisonous and
medicinal herbs grow everywhere. Owing to the variety of its

resources, Trinidad has suflercd less from seneral depression than
the other islands in the British Wcm lnoi«. It exfWhru c^roa,

sugar, rum, molasses, coffee, t^l Mcca, cocu-fiLiii, fruit, limtKr, 'i^c-

woods. balata gum, india-rulUr ami Asphalt. LiTgc r\u.iu:l'ics

of tonga-beans, the produce of th« mainland, are cured in Li'r< I at

Port of Spain. The manufacture of bitict* (ArvgoRturii and osli. rs)

is an important industry, as is a\^ the rai$ing af i,i Dck. I n .nl ! ion

Trinidaa has a large carrying t rule mlh the ncij^hboui 1
' cs.

a 1x1 rivals St Thomas (^.v.) a^ .t cent re of di'^trLhuEi> jsh

and American merchandise thn^i'^^h the WV^t Indict a ' tla.

Lying in the tract of the trado wimit and bcii^)^ pr^u 1
>

.
t
art

of tne mainland, Trinidad b immune fram the vici&b,iE u< l< ' ^ ' "ate
to whkh the other Antilles atv cxpo^iL It i* n<'vis vi ,.1 by
hurricanes and its seasons an? rn;y!jr, t^-h^j fB^.m M;r, ' 1 • r>-,

with a short dry season in OLiuLHjr known an. ilic Indiaj^ ljj ncr

and lasting usually about four weeks, and dry from end of January
to middle of May. The averajge annual rainfall b 66*26 in. and
the mean temperature is 78«6* V. * —

'

rr force was established

in 1879, and now consists of ii « anilUry iin.l ilirec

companies of Light Horse statu II ^pain, ^n Ftnusido
and St Joseph. Elementary <<jijcdiitjn 'a ^ivcn chk-f^y in the
state-aided schools of the dinen nt denonninaiiijrts,. but I here arc a
number of entirely secular sch-x^ils maTiag;cJ by the ^Qscrntncnt.

The Presbyterian schools are coiiilucied by a Canadian mi< ion.

Instruction is free, but in some few schooU fee* art miii A^ri f ul-

ture is a compulsory subject tn all ihe prirnary srhu'jli. Jlvciier

education b provided by the Queen's KD^al Cptk^e^ a sctuilar

institution, to which the Pres^s terian Nafufima Cijfiegf? and the

Roman Catholic St Mary*s Coll'^e an? afTiUvi^ttJ^ Aiiachcdl to ihese

colleges are four scholarships of the annual value of £150 Nif f^ur

years, tenabke at any British univcr^iiy. Theneligioys bodii b ith

Christian and pagan are exrrrflinply numrmui, Thi^ H. --an

Catholics (with an archbishop at Fjrt uf Spain] afiJ t! _ .' „-iL.ins,

with the bbhop of Trinidad at their head, are the more poweriul

bodies. Of the inhabitants of the island, one-third are East Indbns.
Immigratkm from India b conducted under government control,

and the prosperity of Trinidad b larsely due to the contract labour

obtained under thb system. Of tne rest the upper classes are

Creoles of British, French and Spanish blood, while the lower classes

are of pure or mixed negro origin, with a few Chinese. English is

spoken in the towns and in some of the country districts, out in

the north and generally in the cocoa-growing areas a French patois

prevails, and in several districts Spanish is still in use. English

money b legal tender, as also b the United States gold currency.

Accounts are kept in dollars by the general public, but in sterline

by the government. There b a complete system of main and local

roads construaed or under construction; there are about 90 m.
of railways, and practkally all the towns of any size can be reached

from Port of Spain by rail. Steamers ply daily between Port of

Spain and the islands at the northern entrance to the Gulf of Paria

and between San Fernando (the aouthem terminus of the railway)

and the south-western ports of the island, while two steamers of the

Royal Mail Company under contract connect Port of Spain with the

other parts of Tnnkiad and Tobago. Port of Spain is also in direct

GommunicaticNi with Southampton.

The colony (Trinidad and Tobago) Is administered by a

fovernor assbted by an executive council and a legislative

oooncil of twenty members of whom ten arc officials sitting

by virtue of office and ten are unofTicials nominated by the

Crown. Port of Spain, the capital, Is situated on the west

CMSt on the shores of the Gulf ol Paria. It is considered one

of the finest towns in the West Indies, its streets are regular

and well shaded, its water supply abundant, and an excellent

service of tramways connects the various quarters of the town.
It has two cathedrals, a fine block of public buildings containing

the principal government departments, the courts of justice and
the legislative council chamber, many other large government
buildings, a public library, and many good shops, while one of

its most beautiful features b its botanical garden, in which the

residence of the governor is situated. The harbour b an open
roadstead, safe and sheltered, but so shallow that large ships

have to lie at anchor half a inile from the jetties. It is, never-

theless, the place of shipment not only for the produce of the

entire island but also for that of the Orinoco region. The popu-
lation is about ss,ooo. The other towns are San Fernando
(pop. 7613), also on the Gulf of Paria, about 30 m. south of the

capital; and Arima (pop. 4076), an inland town 16 m. by rail east

of Port of Spain.

Trinidad was discovered by Columbus in 1496. It remained
in Spanish possession (although its then capital, San JoU dt
Oruna, was burned by Sir Walter Raleigh in 1595) tmtil 1797,
when a British expedition from Martinique caused its capitula-

tion. It was finally ceded to Great Britain by the Treaty of

Amiens in 1803.
See F. Eversley. The Trinidad Revievoer (London, 1900): Stark's

Guide-hook and History of Trinidad (London); the Journal oj the
Royal Colonial Institute, passim; and for geology, G. P Wall and
J. G. Sawkins, Report on the Geology of Trinidad (London, i860);

J. B. Harrison and A. 1. Jukes-Browne, "The Gkreanic Deposits
of Trinidad " (British West Indies). Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc,
(London. 1899), Iv. 177-189; R. J. L. Guppy. " The Growth of Trini-
dad, " Trans. Canadian Inst. (1905). viii. 137-149, with plate. The
last paper gives a list of all the more important works and papers
on the geology of the island.

TRINIDAD, an uninhabited island in the South Atlantic,

680 m. E. of the coast of Espirito Santo, Brazil, in 20** 30' S.

29* 30' W., 4 m. long by 2 broad. It is of volcanic formation,
and has springs of fresh water. As a possible coaling and tele-

graph station in mid-ocean, it formed a subject of contention
between Brazil and Great Britain in 1895. The dispute was
settled in favour of Brazil, which claimed on the ground of its

discovery by Tristan da Cunha early in the i6th century,
while Great Britain relied on its occupation by the astronomer
Halley in the name of England in the year 1700. About 30 m.
east are the three islets of Martin Vaz so named from the
Portuguese mariner who discovered them about 1510.

TRINIDAD, a city and the county-seat of Las Animas county,
Colorado, U.S.A., in the south part of the state, about 100 m. S.

of Pueblo. Pop. (1890) 5523; (1900) 5345 (659 foreign-born)

i

(1910) 10,204. Trinidad is served by the Denver & Rio Grande,
the (Colorado & Southern, the Colorado & Wyoming, and
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa F£ railways and by electric

railways to the neighbouring coal-mining towns. The city b
regularly laid out on a hilly site, on both sides of the Purgatory
(or Las Animas) river, near a picturesque canyon and mountain
district, including the Stonewall Valley, and at the foot of the

Raton Mountains, of which the highest peak, Fisher's (or

Raton) Peak (9586 ft.), is 10 m. south of Trinidad. The city has a
Carnegie library, a Federal building, an opera house, an amuse-
ment park, and the San Rafael hospital, under the charge of the

Sisters of Charity. A steam heating plant pipes heat to many
shops, offices and residences. Trinidad is in a coal and coke and
stock-raising region, and alfalfa, frijole and sugar beets are

produced in large quantities in the surrounding region, much
of which b irrigated. Dry farming has been successfully carried

on at an experiment farm, established in 1906, 12 m. north of the

city. Trinidad has railway shops, foundry and machine shops,

and coking ovens, ships large quantities of coal, has a wool-
scouring mill, and various manufactures. The municipality

owns and operates the waterworks. Trinidad was incorporated

as a town in 1876, and in 1879 became a dty of the second
class.

TRINIDAD, a town near the southern coast of Cuba, in

Santa Clara Province, about 45 m. south-east of Cienfuegos,

and 3 m. from its seaport, Casilda, which lies due south.
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Pop. (1907), 11,197. There is a small local railway, not con-

nected (in 1909) with the central trunk line of the island. The
city lies on the slope of La Vigia hill (900 ft.) amid higher moun-
tains, and on the banks of the Jayoba (San Juan) river. The
streets are narrow, broken and tortuous, and the general

aspect of the town is medieval. There are softie attractive

buildings and a very fine market square. The fine scenery

in the neighbourhood, and the climate, which is possibly the

healthiest in Cuba, make the place a favourite resort for natives

and foreigners. Casilda (pop. in 1907, 1246) has a land-

locked, shallow harbour; but Masio Bay, a trifle farther distant,

accommodates larger craft; and there, are excellent deep-water

anchorages among the quays off the coast. The Manati river

is navigable for about 7 m. inland, and is used as an outlet

for sugar and molasses crops. These and honey are the

chief exports; tobacco and various vegetables and fruits are

of minor importance. Trinidad is one of the seven original

cities of Cuba established by Diego Velasquez. It was founded

in 1 5 14 on the coast, but after being attacked by pirates was
removed inland. It was thrice sacked by English buccaneers

—

in 1643, 1654 and 1702; and in the following years, up to and
for a time after the peace of Utrecht (1713), it maintained ships

and soldiers. Indeed, throughout the first half of the i8th

century it was on a continuous war footing against English

corsairs, making rcprisab on British ships and thriving at the

same time on a large contraband trade with Jamaica and other

foreign colonics. In 1818 Casilda was opened to legal commerce
under the national and foreign flags.

TRINITARIANS, a religious order founded in 1198 by St

John of Matha and St Felix of Valois, for the liberation of

Christian prisoners and slaves from captivity under the Moors
and Saracens. The two founders went to Rome and there

obtained the approbation of Innocent III., X198. The rule

was the Augustinian, supplemented by regulations of an
austere character. The habit was white, with a red and blue

cross on the breast. The Trinitarians are canons regular, but

in England they were often spoken of as friars. The first

monastery and head house of the order was at Cerfroy near

Soissons. Among the earliest recruits were some Englishmen,

and the first to go on the special mission of the order were two
Englishmen, who in 1 200 went to Morocco and returned thence

to France with x86 liberated Christian captives. This success

excited great enthusiasm and led to the diffusion of the order

all over Western Christendom. At the beginning of the i8th

century there were still 250 houses, and it is stated that there

had been 800; this, however, includes 43 in England, where
Dugdale says he could find traces only of a dozen: so that

the high figures are probably apocryphaL The first house

in England was at Mottenden, in Kent, founded in 1224. The
ordinary method of freeing captives was by paying their ransom
and for this purpose vast sums of money were collected by the

Trinitarians; but they were called upon, if other means failed, to

offer themselves in exchange for Christian captives. Many
thousands were liberated by their efforts. In the 17th century

a reform called the Barefooted Trinitarians was initiated, which

became a distinct order and is the only one that survives.

There are now less than 500 members. Their headquarters are

at San Crisogono in Rome. They devote themselves to the

ransoming of negro slaves, especially children, and a great

district in SomaUland has been since 1904 entrusted to them
as a field for missionary work. There were Trinitarian nuns
and a Third Order.

The chief modem book 00 the Trinitarians is Deslandres, VOrin
francais des Trinitaires (2 vols. I90t). Sufficient information
will be found in Hclyot, Histoire des ordres religieux (1714), vol. ii.

chs.45' -.•-w-"-=-w--.-„ ^-,„-. ^ / X

u. i57.

chs. 45-50; and in Max Hcimbucher, Orden u. Kongreiaitonen (1007),
" * (E.C.B.)

TRINITY HOtTSB, CORPORATION OF, an association of

English mariners which originally had its headquarters at Dept-
ford in Rent. In its first charter, received from Henry VIII.

in 1 514, it was described as the "guild or fraternity of the

most glorious and undlvidable Trinity of St Clement." The first

master appointed was the founder of the corporation, Sir Thomas'
Spert, comptroller of the navy to the king, and commander of
the " Harry Grace de Dieu." Deptford having been made a
royal dockyard by Henry VIII., and being the station where
outgoing ships were supplied with pilots, the corporation rapidly

developed its influence and usefulness. By Henry VIIL it was
entrusted with the direction of the new naval dockyard. From
Elizabeth, who conferred on it a grant of arms in 1 573, it received

authority to erect beacons and other marks for the guidance of
navigators along the coasts of England. In 1604 a select

class,- was constituted called Elder Brethren, the other
members being called Younger Brethren. By the charter of

1609 the sole management of affairs was conferred on the Elder
Brethren; the Younger Brethren, however, having a vote in

the election of master and wardens. The practical duties

of the fraternity are discharged by the acting Elder Brethren,

13 in number, of whom 2 are elected from the royal navy
and II from the merchant service; but as a mark of honour
persons of rank and eminence are admitted as honorary Elder
Brethren. In 1647 the corporation was dissolved by parliament,

but it was reconstructed in 1660, and the charter was re>

newed by James IL in 1685. In 1687 a by-law of the Trinity

House for the first time required an agreement in writing

between the master and crew of a ship. A new hall and alms-

houses were erected at Deptford in 1765; but for some time
the oflices of the corporation had been transferred to London,
where for a while they had a house in Water Lane, Lower
Thames Street, and in 1795 their headquarters were removed
to Trinity House, Tower Hill, built from the designs of Samuel
Wyatt. By an act of 1836 they received powers to purchase
from the Crown, as well as from private proprietors, all

interests in coast lights. For the maintenance of lights, buoys,

&c., they had power to raise money by tolls, the surplus being

devoted to the relief of old and indigent mariners or their Aear

relatives. In 1853 the control of the funds collected by the

corporation was transferred to the board of trade, and the

money over which the brethren were' allowed independent

control was ultimately reduced to the private income derived

from funded and trust property. Their practical duties in

erection and maintenance of lighthouses, buoys and beacons

remain as important as ever. Similar functions are carried

out by the Northern Lighthouse Board and the Irish Lighthouse

Board, for Scotland and Ireland respectively. They have
also the care and supervision of pilots. Other Trinity Houses
established under charter or act of parliament for the appoint-

ment and control of pilots are at Hull and Newcastle. The
Elder Brethren of Trinity Masters also act as nautical assessors

in the high court of admiralty. The corporation has a large

wharf and repair shop at the mouth of the river Lea, where

most of the work in connexion with buoying the Thames is.

carried out.

See W. H. Mayo. 7*rtfitly Hcmse, London, Past and Present

(London, 1905); C R. B. Barrett, Tke Trinity Houu rf Deptford
5ff0mf (1893).

TRINITY SUNDAY, the Sunday next after Whitsunday. A
festival in honour of the Trinity had been celebrated locally at

various dates before Pope John XXII. in 1334 ordered its

general observance on the octave of Whitsunday. According

to Gervase of Canterbury, it had been introduced into England

by Thomas Becket, archbishop of Canterbury, in 1162. It has,

however, never been reckoned among the great festivals of the

Church. From Trinity Sunday onwards all Sundays until the

close of the ecclesiastical year are reckoned as " after Trinity."

In the Roman Church these Sundays are also reckoned as " after

Pentecost." In the latter case they are described as dominicae

trinitatis, not to be confused with dominicae post trinitatis; e.g.

Dominica sexta post trinitatis is the same as Dominica septima

trinitatis.

TRINODA NECESSITAS, the name used by modern historians

to describe the threefold obligation of serving in the host

C/yrrf), repairing and constructing bridges {bryc-gejoeorc), and
the construction and maintenance of fortresses {burkbol), to
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whkh all freeholders were subject in Anglo-Saxon times. The
obligations are usually mentioned in charters as the sole excep-

tions to grants of immunities; sometimes, however, a fourth obli-

gation {singulare praetium contra alium) is reserved, as in the

charter granted by Wiglaf of Mercia on the a8th of December
S31 {Cod, dip. L 294). Ceolwulf's charter of 822 to Arch-

bish<^ Wilfred is remarkable, as the military service is there

restricted to expeditiones contra pagan'os ostes (ibid. i. 272).

The threefold obligation is first mentioned in a Latin charter

(expediiione pontis arcisue construclionc) of doubtful authen-

ticity, which professes to have been granted by Eadbald of

Kent in a.d. 616 {Cod, dip, v. 2), but it is not until the 8lh

century that it appears in documents which are generally

admitted to be genuine. Although there were correspond-

ing obligations in the Prankish Empire which were called by
Charles the Bald {antiquam et aliarum lentium connutudinem),

Stubbs held that the arguments which refer them to a Roman
origin want both congruity and continuity.

The phrase " trinoda necessitas " it not to be found in the An£[lo-

Saxon bws and charters; and Selden was probably the first historian
of eminence who used it. " These three exceptions," he says. " are
noted t>y the term of a three-knotted necessity in an old charter
wherein King Cedwalla granted to Wilfrid, the first bishop of
Shciscy in Sussex, the village of Paganham." This charter is an
11th-century copv of a lost on'i^inal, but the words to which Selden
referred are plainly written as tnmoda ntcttsitas not Irinoda tucessilas.

Du Cange gives two examples of the word trimoda in medieval Latin,
in which language it meant " triple "

; but he cites no medieval
example of trinoda; and in classical Latin the form is unknown,
while irinodis {Ur-nodus, " triple-knotted ") occurs only rarely
(Ovid. Her. iv. 115; Fast. i. 575).

See Du Cange. GfeifarfHrn: W.
of England, i. 86, 87; J. M. Kembk, Codex anglo-saxonicMi, passim;

See Du Cange. Clossarium; W. Stubbs. The Constiiutional History

Selden, English Janus (London, 1682). p. 43; Walter de Gray
Birch, Cartularium saxonicum, passim; Facsimiles of Ancient
Charters in the British Museum, pt. iv. Cotton MS. Augustus,
ii. 86. (G. J. T.)

TRINOVANTES (commonly Trinohantes), a powerful British

tribe about 50 b.c.~a.d. 50 dwelling north and north-east

of London, rivals and neighbours of the Catuvellauni. When
Caesar invaded Britain 54 B.a they joined him against their

domestic rivals and it is possible (though not certain) that

half a century after Caesar's departure they succumbed to

them. Certainly they were conquered by Rome in a.d. 43
and joined in Boadicea's revolt in 61. In the tribal division

of Roman Britain given by Ptolemy their land included Camulo-
dunum (Colchester), but nothing more is known of them. But
their name plays a part in medieval legends and romances.

There it was interpreted as Troy Novant, the " new Troy,"

and connected with the names of the Trojans Brutus and
Corineus who were reputed to have given their names to

Britain and Cornwall. (F. J. H.)

TRIOLET, one of the fixed forms of verse invented in medieval

France, and preserved in the practice of many modem litera-

tures. It consists of eight short lines on two rhymes, arranged
abaaabab, and in French usually begins on the masculine

rhyme. The first line reappears as the fourth line, and the

seventh and eighth lines repeat the opening couplet; the first

line, therefore, is repeated three times, and hence the name.

No more typical specimen of the triolet could be found than

the flawing, by Jacques Ranchin {c. 1690):

—

" Le premier iour du mob de mai
Fut le plus tieureux de ma vie:

Le beau dessein oue je formais,
Le premier jour du mois de mai I

Je vous vis et je vous aimais.
Si ce dessein vous piut, Sylvie,

Le premier iour du mois de mai
Fut le plus neureux de ma vie."

This poem was styled by Manage " the king of triolets.*' The
great art of the triolet consists in using the refrain-line with
such naturalness and ease that it should seem inevitable,

and yet in each repetition slightly altering its meaning.
or at least its relation to the rest of the poem. The triolet

seems to have been invented in the 13th century. The earliest

example known occurs in the Cliomadis of Aden^le-Roi

(1258-1 297). The medieval triolet was usually written in lines

of ten syllables, and the lightness of touch in the modem speci-

mens was unknown to these perfectly serious examples. One
of the best-known is that of Froissart, " Mon cceur s'eb&t

en odorant la rose." The rules are laid down in tht Art et

Science de Rhithorique (1493) of Henry de Croi, who quotes
a triolet written in words of one syllable. According to

Sarrasin, who introduces the triolet as a mourner in his Pompe
funtbre de VoUture^ it was that writer who " remis en vogue "

the ancient precise forms of verse, " par scs bahides, ses trio-

lets et ses rondeaux, qui par sa mort (1648) retoumaient
dans leur anden dicri." Boileau threw scom upon the deli-

cate art of these pieces, and mocked the memory of CUment
Marot because he " tourna des triolets," but Marmontel
recognized the neatness and charm of the form. They
continued to be written in France, but not by poets of much
pretension, until the middle of the 19th century, when there

was a great revival of their use.

The earliest triolets in English are those of a devotional

nature composed in 165 1 by Patrick Carey, a Benedictine

monk at Douai, where he probably had become acquainted
with what Voiture had made a fashionable French pastime.

In modem times, the triolet was re-introduced into English
by Robert Bridges, in 1873, with his

—

" When first we met, we did not guess
That Love would prove so hard a master;'
Of more than common friendliness
When first we met we did not guess.
Who could foretell the sore distress.

This irrctrievabk disaster.

When first we met?—we did not guess
That Love would prove so hard a roaster."

Since then the triolet has been cultivated very widely in

English, most successfully by Austin Dobson, whose " Rose
kissed me to-day," " I intended an Ode " and " In the School
of Coquettes " are masterpieces of ingenuity and easy grace.

In later French literature, triolets are innumerable; perhaps
the most graceful cycle of them is " Les Prunes," attached
by Alphonse Daudet to his Les Amoureuses in 1858; and there

are delightful examples by Thfodore de Banville. In Germany
the triolet has attracted much attention. Those which had
been written before his day were collected by Friedrich Rass-
mann, in 181 5 and 181 7. But as early as 1795 an anthology
of triolets had been published at Halberstadt, and another
at Brunswick in 1796. Rassmann distinguished three species

of triolet, the legitimate form (which has been described

above), the loose triolet, which only .approximately abides

by the rules as to number of rhymes and lines, and single-

strophe poems which more or less accidentally approach the

true triolet in character. The true triolet was employed by
W. Schlegel, Hagedora, Rtickert, Platen and other romantic
poets of the early X9th century. In many languages the

triolet has come into very frequent use to give point and
brightness to a brief stroke of satire; the French newspapers
are full of examples of this. The triolet always, or at

least since medieval times, has laboured under a suspicion of

frivolity, and Rivarol, in 1788, found no more cutting thing to

say of Conjon de Bayeux than that he was " si rccherch6 pour
Ic triolet." But in the hands of a genuine poet who desires

to record and to repeat a mood of graceful reverie or pathetic

humour, the triolet possesses a very delicate charm.

Sec Friedrich Rassmann, Samndung triolettischer Spide (Leiprig.

1817). (E.G.)

TRIPHENTUIBTHANB, (C»Hft)sCH, a hydrocarbon, impor-

tant as being the parent substance of several series of exceedingly

valuable dycstuffs, e.g. rosanilines and malachite greens derived

from amfnotriphenylmethanes, and aurins and phthaleins de-

rived from oxytriphenylmcthanes. It is obtained by condensing

benzal chloride with mercury diphenyl (Kckul^ and Fran-

chimont. Ber., 1872, 5, p. 907): from benzal chloride or benzo-

trichloride and zinc dust or aluminium chloride; from chloroform

or carbon tetrachloride and benzene in the presence of aluminium
chloride: and deamidating di- and tri-aminotriphenylmethane
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with nitrous acid and alcohol (0. and E. Fischer, Ann., 1881, 206,

p. 152). The last reaction is most important, for it established the

connexion between this hydrocarbon and the rosanilines. Tri-

phenylmethane is a while crystalline solid, melting at 92** and
boiling at 358*. It separates from benzene and thiophcne with

one molecule of the " solvent of crystallization." On oxidation

it gives triphenylcarbinol, (C«H|)3C-0H, and reduction with

hydriodic acid and red phosphorus gives benzene and toluene.

It combines with potassium to give (C«H|)3CK, which with

carbon dioxide gives potassium triphenylacetate, (CeHOjC COtK.
Fuming nitric acid gives a paralrinitro substitution derivative

which on reduction gives paraleucaniline; the salt of the carbinol

formed on oxidizing this substance is the valuable dye rosaniline.

Considerable interest is attached to the remarkable scries of

hydrucarbons obtained by Gombcrg {Ber., 1000, 33, p. 3150, et scq.)

by acting on triphcnylmethanc cnloridc (from tnphenylmcthane
carbinol and phosphorus pcntachloridc, or from carbon tetra-

chloride and benzene in the presence of aluminium chloride) and
its homologues with zinc, silver or mercury. Triphenylmethane
chloride yields triphenylmethyi ; ditolylphcnylmethyl and tritolyl-

methyl have also been prepared. They behave as unsaturated
compounds, combining with oxygen to form peroxides and with
the haloccns to form triarylmcthane halides. Triphenylmethyi
also combines with ethers and esters, but the compounds so formed
are tjnKitura!*?fl. ' .

'*^ "'^
' '" tr'r*^ y* in colourless, crystal-

line and bimolcculair, li \v^= LtiuLfi^lLL ihdi ll might be identical

with hcjunlicnylethani?, hut iUq E^Lippo^^ nymJicsis of this sub-

tt^nce by Ullmdnn and fJuriuiTi {ilcr., iqiii, ^Sr p. 2877) appeared
to di&pmvc thiH, alrhcrugh it ^hov^vd that iripnt nyimcthyi readily

isomcn^i^d IntQ their product, under tliL' inOuijnce of catalysts.

A.E. T^hitKhibabin (fi/'r, 1008, 41, p. 3451), however, has shown
that Lillnmnn and liorsum a preparation was para-benzhydroi-
lc(rtip1lci;iylnieth,ine {CiUOaCHC^Hi C<CiH»)i.; and the view that
*otid triplirnylmculiiyi i^ heuphi^nybLhaiif hait much in its favour.

Another rcmnirkablc fact i* th^t iU^u: sabiianres yield coloured
solutionJ in ore^nic t^lvci^U; iriphenvlmcihy^ ^ives a yellow solu-

ttort, whilst d'ltolylphcnyl and triiolylmcihyls gtvi orange solutions

which on warming turn to a violfl find to a rroijcnta, the changes
bc^ini; reversed en coolinif. Syvcr;ij view* h^vQ been published to
csLpLsiin thiit fact. A summary i» Kivtrn by Tsrhitschibabin (Journ.
prak. Chem., i<jj07 (ii), 74^ p. 340). Lt appears probable that the
iKiluiiciJi.^ contain a quinonaid modiGcation (icc Comberg and Cone,
ilifii., 1909, 370, p. 142).

TRIPOD (Gr. rplrovs, Lat. iripus), in classical antiquities,

any " three-footed " utensil or article of furniture. The name
is specially applied to the following: (i) A scat or table

with three legs. (2) A stand for holding the caldron used for

boiling water or cooking meat; when caldron and stand were

made in one piece, the name was given to the complete ap-

paratus. (3) A sacrificial tripod, or altar, the most famous of

which was the Delphic tripod, on which the Pythian priestess

took her scat to deliver the oracles of the god, the seat

being formed by a circular slab on the top, on which a branch

of laurel was deposited when it was unoccupied by the priestess.

Another well-known tripod was the " Plataean," made from

a tenth part of the spoils taken from the Persian army after

the battle of Plataea. This consisted of a golden basin, sup-

ported by a bronze serpent with three heads (or three serpents

intertwined), with a list of the states that had taken part

in the war inscribed on the coils of the serpent. The golden

bowl was carried off by the Phocians during the Sacred War;
the stand was removed by the emperor Constantine to Con-

stantinople, where it is still to be seen in the Atmcidan (hippo-

drome), but in a damaged condition, the heads of the serpents

having disappeared. The inscription, however, has been almost

entirely restored (see Frazer on Pausanias, v. 299 scq.).

Such tripods were usually of bronze and had three " ears
"

(rings which served as handles). They also frequently had a
central upright as support in addition to the three legs. Tripods

are frequently mentioned in Homer as prizes in athletic

games and as complimentary gifts, and in later times, highly

decorated and bearing inscriptions, they served the same purpose.

They were also used as dedicatory offerings to the gods, and
in the dramatic contests at the Dionysia the victorious choregus

(a wealthy citizen who bore the expense of equipping and
training the chorus) received a crown and a tripod, which

be either dedicated to some god or set upon the top of a

marble structure erected in the form of a small circular temple
in a street in Athens, called the " street of tripods," from the

large number of memorials of this kind. One of these, the
" monument of Lysicrates," erected by him to commemorate
his victory in a dramatic contest in 335 B.C. is still in existence

(see Frazer, ii. 207).

See C. O. MQller, De tripode delpkico (1820); F. Wteseler, Ueher
den delphischen Drrifuss (1871); E. Rcisch, Crieehtschc Weih-
eeichenke (1890) and his article " Dreifuss " in Pauly-Wissowa,
ReaUncydopadie der dassiscktn AUertumsvnssenukaft, v. pt. 2 (1905).

TRIPOLI, a Turkish vilayet (regency) of North Africa. It

is bounded N. by the Mediterranean (between ix^ 40' and
25** 12' £.) and has a coast-line of over zioo m. Tripoli

comprises at least five distinct regions—Tripoli proper, the

Barca plateau iCyrenaica), the Aujiht oases, Fezzan iq.v.)

and the oases of Chadames and Ghat—which with the inter-

vening sandy and stony wastes occupy the space between
Tunisia and Egypt, extend from the Mediterranean south-

wards to the Tropic of Cancer, and have a collective area of

about 400,000 sq. m., with a population estimated at from
800,000 to 1,300,000. Towards the south and east the frontiers

are undefined. But on the west side the conventional line

laid down by agreement with France in 1886 was more accurately

determined in 1892, when the terminal point on the Mediter-
ranean was shifted from Borj-el-Biban to Ras Ajir, 18 m. to

the south-east, in 33* 12' N. 11" 40' E. From this point the

line passes along the Wad Magla and across the Erg (sand)

dunes in such a way as to leave Ghadames to Turkey. In
consequence of frontier collisions the boundary as far as

Ghadames was precisely defined in 1910. South of that point

the rival claims of France and Turkey remained in dispute.

For some distance east of Tunisia the seaboard is low and
sandy, and is often regarded as a part of the Sahara, which,

however, begins only some 80 m. farther south,

beyond the Jebels Nefusi, Yefren and Ghurian
(Gharian). The "Jebel," as this system is locally

called, terminates eastwards in the Tarhona heights of the Horns
(Khoms) coast district, has a mean altitude of about 2000 ft. and
culminates in the Takut (Tekuk) volcano (2800 ft.) nearly

due south of the capital. It is not a true mountain range,

but rather the steep scarp of the Saharan plateau, which encloses

southwards the Jefara coast plains, and probably represents

the original coast-line. The Ghurian section is scored in places

by the beds of intermittent coast streams, and on its lower

slopes is clothed with a rich sub-tropical vegetation. South
of these escarpments, the vast Hammada el-Homra, the " Red
Hammada," an interminable stony table-land covering some
40,000 sq. m., occupies the whole space between Tripoli proper

and the Fezzan depression. The now uninhabited and water-

less Hammada formcriy drained through several large rivers,

such as the Wadis Targelat (Uani, Kseia), Tcrrgurt, Sofejin,

Zcmzem and Bel, north-eastwards to the Gulf of Sidra {Syriis

major). Southwards the table-hind is skirted by the Jebel

Welad Hassan, the Jebd es-Suda, the Jebel Moral-Yeh, and
other detached ranges, which have a normal west to east trend

in the direction of the Aujila oases, rising a little above the level

of the plateau, but falling precipitously towards Fezzan.

The Jebel es-Suda (Black Mountains), most conspicuous of

these ranges, with a mean altitude of 2800 ft., takes its name
from the blackened aspect of its limestone and sandstone rocks,

which have been subjected to volcanic action, giving them the

appearance of basaU. Eastwards this range ramifies into the

two crescent-shaped chains of the HarClj el-Aswad and HarOj
el-Abiad ("Black" and "White" Hariij), which rise some
700 ft. above the Red Hammada, and enclose an extensive

Cretaceous plateau. Rocks of Cretaceous age cover, indeed,

an immense area of the northern part of the vilayet, recent

eruptive rocks being represented by the lavas and ashes of the

craters of Takut and Manterus. The later palaeozoic formations

occur in Fezzan.

Beyond the barren Ghadama district in the north of the

Hammada the dreary aspect of the wilderness is broken by
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several tracts under grass, com tad date-palms, and containing

some permanent reservoirs in the beds of the Wadis Sofejin

and Zemzem, where the plateau falls from a mean height of

3000 -ft. to 1000 and $30 ft. respectively. But it again rises

rapidly southwards to a somewhat uniform level of x6oo or

1700 ft., and here the main caravan route from Tripoli to

Murzuk and Lake Chad traverses for a distance of fully 130 m.
a monotonous re^on of sandstone, underlying clays, marls,

gypsum and fossiliferous silicious deposits. In its northern

section this part of the Hammada, as it is locally called in a
pre-eminent sense, is relieved by a few patches of herbage,

scrub and brushwood, with a little water left in the rocky
cavities by the heavy showers which occasionally fall.

North-eastwards the Neddik pass over the Jebel Morai-Yeh
leads down to the remarkable chain of low-lying oases, which,
.^ _ . ^. from the chief member of the group, is commonly

^t^veSia^ called the Aujila depression. G>llectivdy the oases
*"

present the aspect of a long winding valley, which
is endoMd on the north side by the southern escarpments of the
Barca plateau, expands at intervals into patches of perennial
verdure and shallow saline basins, and extends from the Wadi
d-Fareg, near the Gulf of Sidra, through the Sir Raisam. Aujila,

Talo. Faredgha. and Siwa oases, to the Natron lakes and the dried-up
branch of the Nile delu known as the Bahr biU-Mft (waterless river).

The whole region presents the aspect of a silted-up marine inlet,

which perhaps in Pliocene times penetrated some 300 m. south-east-
wards in the dir^rction of the Nile. Nearljr all the fossil shells found
in Its sands belong to the fauna now living in the Mediterranean,
and Siwa is ^ ft. below sea-level. This is true also of its eastern
extensions. Sittra (80) and the Birket el-Kenin in the Fayum (141).
But Aujila and Jalo stand 130 and 296 ft. respectively above sea-

level, so that the idea entertained b^^ the explorer Gerhard Rohlfs
of transforming the chain of oases into a marine gulf, and thus
convening the Barca plateau into an island or peninsula in the midst
of the Mediterranean waters, and in fact flooding the Libyan desert,

must share the fate of Colonel Francois Roudaire's equally visionary
scheme in respect of the Western Sahara.
The Barca plateau, which consists largely cf strata of tt-rtiary

formatioa, falls in terraces down to the Aujila depre^^tcn, and

r^mUmmia P'*^^"'* *"' Unbroken rampart of steep clilTa towards
IrT**'*^ the Mediterranean, is by far the most favoured nvion"*••• of the vilayet. Its many natural advaniagM ai t3irii..te,

soil and vegetation lea to the establishment of bcv€tjI Greek culun ics,

the oldest and most famous of which was that oi Cynne {q.o.),

dbating from about 630 B.C. From this place the whole regiorL took
the name of Cyrenaica (^.v.) and was also known aa Pmta^is, from
its "five cities" of Cyrene, Apollonia, Arsino^, Gerenice and Barca.

The elevated plateau of Cyrenaica, which end ^^^-^ iheGuir dI Siidraon

the west, is separated southwards by the Au,iki deptnskm IrQin the
Libyan desert, and projects northwards far wio tKc MKJitornic^o.in,

might seem, like the Atlas region in the west, iq belong geo1n^ii-,illy

ratner to the European than to the African cnamLind. It f>,i^ a
mean altitude of considerably over 3000 ft., and in the Jobel Ak Liar
(Green Mountains) attains a height of Ti(>arly 3500 ft. I .ist-

wards the Barca uplands merge gradually in the Itru e3{;i.ired

Marmarica plateau, which nowhere rises more than i&oo ft. above
sea-level, and disappears altogether in the direction of the Nile
delta. The most easterly spot on the coast belonging to Tripoli is

the bead of the Gulf of Solum ; from this point the frontier line

separating the regency from the Egyptian dominions runs south
o as to leave the Siwa oasis on the Egv]

South of the Aujila depression the land rises steadily to a height of

nearly laoo feet in the ICufra oases, which lie between 21* and 24* E.,

'g-n_m-_A. north of the Tropic of Cancer and due east of Fezzan.

J2** The group consists of five distinct oases in the heart of**•• the Libyan desert—Taizerbo, Zighen, Bu-Zeima,
Erbena and Kebabo—which extend for a distance of 300 m. north-
west and south-east, and have a collective area of 7000 sq. m. and a
population of 6000 or 7000 Arabo-Berber nomads. Good water is ob-
tained in abundance from the underground reservoirs, which lie within

a few feet of the surface, and support over a million date-palms.
Kufra. that is, " Infidels " (in reference to the now extinct pagan
Tibu aborigines), is a centre of the SenQssite brotherhood, whose
tawra (convent) at Jof, in Kebabo, ranks in importance with that

of Jarabub, their chief station in Cyrenaica. This circumstance,
together with the great fertility of the^roup and its position midway
on the caravan route between Cyrenaica and Wadai. imparts excep-

tional importance to these oases. Formerly the Turks did not exer-

cise authority in Kufra. the influence of the benussi being paramount.
Kufra, moreover, b outside the limits usually assignoa to Tripoli.

But in i9to Ottoman troops were in occupation of the oases.

Chat stands 2400 feet above the sea, on the Wadi Aghelad in

the Igharghar basin, and consequently belongs, not to the Fezzan

^^^ depression, but to the Saharan plateau. The Aghelad. or*"'• " Passage," trends north to the lasawan valley along the
east foot of the Tasdi plateau, that is, the divide between the waters

which formerly flowed north to the Medlterraneant^ west to the
Atlantic, and south to the Niger and Chad basins. Ghatj whkh is

skirted eastwards by the Alcakus range, is a sandy plain dotted
over with clumps or groves of date-palms. In the centre is an open
space where is held a great annual lair, and to this, combined with
its position on one of the caravan routes across the desert, the oasis
owes all its importance. For several years, at the end of the 19th
and beginning of the 20th centuries, the only caravan route used from
the Niger countries to Tripoli was bj^ way of Ghat, disturbances
in Bomu and raids by Tuareg having cUacd all other routes.
There is, in the oasis, a population of perhaps 10,000, nearly all

Ihajenen Tuareg, about ball of whom five in the town of C^hat
(350 m. south of Ghadames and 250 south-west of Murzuk), which
appears to be a relativdy modem place, successor to Rapsa, a great
commercial centre and military station under the Roman Empire.

CkadameSt on the contrary, is ancient, being the Cydamus of the
Garamantes, the capture 01 which by L. Cornelius Balbus Minor
led to the overthrow of their empire. Th^ oasis. ,.^_^
which stands on the cretaceous Tlnghert plateau 300 m."»•
south-west of Tripoli, and 1200 ft. above the sci, is oidosed by
a circular rampart over 3 m. in circumference. The town, whicn
occupies the south-west comer of the enclosure, has a population
of about 7000. Owing to its perennial springs and artesian wells,
the oasis yields anabundance of dates, figs, apricou and vegeubles,
besides some wheat, barley and millet. It occupies a highly advan-
tag^us position at the converging-point of several caravan routes,
ari;d Kg,) extensive trading relations with the markets of Tripoli,
TuTii^M awl the Sudan.

Ciimati,-~'Tht climate of Tripoli is very variable; cold nights <^ten
succMd warm days. The rainfall in tne northern regions varies
froifi 5 in, [ T 15 in. a year—December, January and February being
the rztmy ^'

. on. The mean temperature on the coast lands is 68*^
it ii very jul. h higher in the Hammada, where rain seldom falls.

Fii^nx ettJ Fauna.—^The flora in the greater part of the regency is

Sali-irsfi. the date-palm being the characteristk tree. Thegum-
yiililmg acacia, the tamarisk, sapan, mastic and pistachio are found
m lUc u-adis, and ski (wormwood) grows in clusters on the stony
plateaus. In the Barca plateau and in parts of the coast belt the
flora is more varied, resembling that of the Mediterranean countries
generally. In these regions the laurel, myrtle and other evergreens
are fairly common, and the oak. cypress, pine, carob and other
trees occur, notably the olive, found also in the oases. Other frait
trees are the almond, fig, pomegranate, quince and apriooL Vines
flourish in a few districts.

The larger wild animals are scarcely represented In Tripoli. The
wild boar is found in Tebd Akhdar, the hyena, fox and jackal in
the deserts. The mouflon, gazelle, hares, rabbits and marmots are
among the commoner animals. Reptiles include the homed viper
and tne gecko. The characteristic animal is the camel, found only
in the domesticated state. Horses and cattle are bred, but the horses
are not numerous; goats and a fat-tailed variety of sheep are kept
in large numbers. Birds include the ostrich, vultures, hoopoes,
wood pigeons and doves. Bees are numerous and honey forms an
article of export.

The explorations of Henri Duveyrier, Victor Largeau, Erwin
von Bary and H. S. Cowper during the second half of the 19th
centiury showed that Tripoli was not only inhabited imkmki'

by primitive man, but was the seat of a flourishing <«<*•

Neolithic culture, comparable to and in many respects resem*
bling that of Iberia, Brittany and the British Isles. As in

other parts of Mauretania, many now arid and uninhabitable

wastes are strewn with monolithic and other remains, which
occur in great variety of form and in vast numbers, as many as

10,000, chiefly of the menhir type, having been enumerated in

the Mejana steppe abne. All kinds of megalithic structures

are found—dolmens and drdes like Stonehenge, cairns, under-

ground cells excavated in the live rock, barrows topped with
huge slabs, cup stones, mounds in the form of step pyramids, and
sacrificial altars. Most remarkable are the " Senams," or tri-

lithons of the Jebel Msid and other districts, some still standing,

some in niins, the purpose of which has not been determined.

They occur either singly or in rows, and consist of two square

uprights 10 ft. high stancUngon acommon pedestal and supporting

a huge transverse beam. In the Tcrrgurt valley " there had been
originally no less than eighteen or twenty megalithic trilithons,

in a line, each with its massive altar placed before it " (Cowper).

There is reason to believe that the builders of these prehistoric

monuments are represented by the Berber people, who still

form the substratum, and in some places the bulk, of the in-

habitants of Tripoli proper. But even here the Berbera have
for the most part been driven to the Ghurian and Tarhona
uplands by the Arab nomads, who now occupy the Jefara flats
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about the capital, and are in almost exclusive possession of

Cyrenaica, Marmarica, and the Aujila oases. In Fezzan the

Saharan Berbers (Tinylkum Tuareg) are dominant, but are

here largely intermingled with Negro or Negroid intruders

from the Sudan. But even in the uplands many of the Berbers

have been Arabized, and Cowper describes the people of the

Tarhona heights as " pure-bred Arabs." Other early intruders

are the Jews, some of whom arrived from Egypt in the time of

the Ptolemies, and still lead the life of troglodytes in the lime-

stone caves of the Ghurian escarpments. They are also

numerous in the large towns, where there are also colonies of

Turks, and Maltese, Italian, Cretan and other South European
traders and artisans.

On the other hand, no trace can be now detected either of

the Greeks who colonized Cyrenaica in the 7th century b.c,

7Wpoir««tfOf of the Phoenicians who at a still earlier date
aUfr founded die three great cities of Oea, Sabrata and
Tqwmm, Leptia Magna iq.v.), from which the western region

projecting seawards between the two Syrtes took the name
of Tripolltana. Later, when Oea, which stood between
the two others, was made the capital of the province it was
called Tripolis, the " Three Cities," as it were, rolled into one,

and this name it has retained since Roman times, being now
distinguished from the Tripolis of Syria as West Tripolis, the
Tarabulus d-Gharh of the Turks and Arabs. Tripoli («.t».),

the capital of the province, is thus one of the oldest places in

the world, and no doubt owes its stability in large measure to

its position over against Sicily at the northern terminus of

three great historic caravan routes, one of which runs due south
to Lake Chad through Fezzan and Bilma, that is, across the
narrowest part of the Sahara; another runs south-west through
Ghadames and Ghat to Timbuktu and Kano, and the third

south by east through Sokna to Wadai and Darfur. East
of Tripoli are the small seaporU of Homs (Khoms) and
Lebda.

In Barca the largest town is Bengazi (9.9.) , the ancient Berenice,

at the southern extremity of a headland which formerly enclosed

a spacious natural haven on the north-east side of the Gulf
of Sidra. But the harbour has been partly filled up by the

ruins of a large fortress, and is inaccessible to vessels drawing
over 6 or 7 ft. East of Bengazi are Merj, the ancient Barca

(7.9.) f &nd the exposed roadstead of Dema {q.v.). Marsa-Susa,
the ancient ApoUonia, lies under the Ras Sem headland, and
was the emporium of the neighbouring city of Cyrene (Ain

Shahat-Grenna). The Turkish government displayed much
activity in this fertile and healthy district in the period 1897-
X903. To it were removed many of the Moslem inhabitants

of Crete dissatisfied with the autonomous regime established

in that island in 1898.

Agriculture and Trade.—Tripoli profxr !« purely an agricultural
and trading country: it poiic^idei no manufacturer of importance,
nor exploited mineral wealth save salt. The uncertamty ofthe rain-

fall, the iippaiEnt Lncreaaing poverty of the soil and the heavy
taxation of the peasants reduced agricuEture at the close of the l^n
Century tD a lower point than theretofore recorded. The cultivation
of wheat was kr^ay Bupplantcd by that of barley—the staple food
of the wa^^ntPr', whiltpt e-spano graEs, a fibre entwine wild in the
rural districts within the ccnca] K}nc, aixiuircd the chief place among
local expoftBr The im portalion of fareien flour, bc^un in 188 It

axaumcd large dimensions »n pro^idins ^or the deficiencies occasionea
by e'k'er-recurHng failurt^ of the wheat and barley harvests. Besides
wheat and barley the principal products of the country are esparto
Brass, olives, Kiflron^ Ggs and date«—thew last brini; perhaps the
nnest in North Africa. Fruit alfu? is abundant in curtain parts,

including oranges and len^ons, and io are many kinds of vegetables.
There is a lucrative sponj^e fishery^ a monopoly of Creek traders,

over JQO barques being engaged in the inriu^ry.
Trade^ before- the suppreasiun of the oversea Eilnve traffic, was

largely in ntgn^s^ brought acro» the Saham %-hh other Sudan
produce^ for the Turkish market. It nuw (Xfrnnsts thiefly in the
export of espartOt barley in ycnra of plenty ^ Cffis^ cattle, sponges,
mats and heana, aJI articles of local productiE)n« ^nd, from Central
Africa, ivory r ^trich feathers, tanned ftiat-altrnt :ind a little gold
dust^ The cattle go mninlv to Malta, the np3.nQ, barley, eggs and
ivory mostly to Englaiid, the feathers to Part!* and London, and the
akins to New Votk. The henna and mais am sent to Turkey,
Egypt, Tunis and M^ta. The exiwrtt of esparto grass vary mth

ifie su(^ce%l or faifyre of the cereal crops; thus In t^Oj the vafve of
barley exported was £7o,JSoo, and of esparto £7Ct,4oa In 1904
the e!t ports of barley 7l4I to £3,100 and those of eiiparto rose lo
£126,000, From Btnpj^i hundreds ai thousands of sheep are
evported to Eoypt» Malta and Crete, With Etypt there is an
overland as well a» sea trade. Tht; caravan tiadc, wWh ia the forty
years ending 1901 had an annual average value of £iUjooo^ is so
costly that only articles yielding considerable profit can be carried;
the dc5crt trade is^ moreover, being dcftcctcd to the Niferand the
Gumea coast. Trlpoti iinpnn^, chiefly, food stufls (Bour, rict,
iugar, tea) cotton goods, itjliaceo, metals and hard*'aft About
two-thirds of the im[)ons art from Great Britain. EKdu»v<- al
Bengali the value of tradef impcfrts and eJtpnrts combined, wa=i for
thtf last thirty ytari of tht iQth arfltury sonn^ ljjo,oo(t per Annum.
The trade of Bengazi and fierna^ chiefly with Great Britain «*nd
Malia^ l^r^ely increaied at tht beginning "f the 30th century. For
"the five years igo3-iqo6 the avi ragt- annual value of imports was
£214,000, of exports [aSSJOO-. From thrhc jwrtB the chief exports
arc sheep and goats, oxen, wool and skins, bidey and camels—the
list sent overland to Alescandria. F(kkJ -stuffs, tea^ olive oil antJ
cotLon E^oodsL are the chief im|)orts. THerc is an aetii''e contraband
trade with Greece and M^lta in firearm is and g^unpowder.

Barley 11 the chief food of the pcojile htnh in Tnpoli proper and
in Elen^azi. The nomad Arabs po^su?-^^ thou^nd^of camels, cattle
and sheep. Tliey weav^e rough woollen gartnenti, make reed matttn^«
Carpets ol alternative strips of woven goat jind woven camel hair,
anEJ manufacture butter. Olive and d4te^p3lm trec9 arr cultivated
in lar^e numbers. Tea has become a favoLirite beii'eragE fioth in
the rt-gency and with the Sudan^s^. Tea, sugar and cottons form
the staple articles of exchange with the Sudantise for their produce.

Ciun/rmnicQtions.—'The town of Tripoli is conntcted by telegraph
cnh\c %'ith Malta, and telegraph Unei run inl<i(id from that town to
Murituk, Bcn|^azi, E>erna and other towns in the regtncy, and Ea
Gabvw in Tunisia. A wireless telc^mphic apparatus connects Derna
and Rhodes, Thert are regular aailitifjs lxii\ceti MaJta and Tripoli
and N'ltwietn Tunis and Tripoli.^ Italian ve^^la also call n-gularly
at BengizJ and Oi^rna. The shipping trade is mostly in the hands
of Italians—\kliu have moft than Half Lhc tutal tonnage—and Frendi,
British E^hipping coming thirds [nlanJ communication is almost
entirely by camel caravani.

AdmmiztraiioK.—Thei-a/i or govemor-gCf5t'!ral,i>.-ho eitercLscs chief
Authority both civil and military', ti appointed by the sultan of
Turkey and holds oFhce at his majesty's pleasure. The S>'stem of
govern mcnt, executivT and Judicial^ reacmble*i that of OlhcT Turlicish

provinces, but with ^me modi/icationi in the direction of loca]

autonomy. ^ Bcngau or Barca is a separate lub^provinoe with an
ad mini si ration Tes^ptjnsiblc direct to Constantinople. Revenue if

di^ri'h'ed chi'clly from cu stones, tith?» and a poll tax called vtrghi.

0\kinK toexijenditunc on the army, some io,ocx) Turkish troops being
Kr^tiiined \a the fi^gency, the receipt* frciin nev«niie are generally
Wt^»w the coat ui administration. The receipts in the period iQCfO-

1905 averaged about {i^^ocx^ a year and the exfiendiiure £170,000^
of whkh amount lonie /i 00,000 was on military rcqui[^eineiit&.

Histifry,—Tlie early hbtary of Cyrenaica atid TripoK is

distinct though similar^ CyTcnaica was first colonized by
Greeks, afterwards it fell under the sway of the PtokmieA
and from ihcm passed to the Romans (see CvRCffAtCA). Tripoli,

on the other hand, was orip nail y a l^hocnici&n colony {videanSif

Tertians). Later k wa£ dL^pcndcnt on Carthage and tollowed

its forlune^. From ihc Romans the province received ita

present njimc. In the jlh century^ both Tripoh and CjTcnaica
were conquered by the Vandals, ^hose power was destroyed

by the B>^tnntine general Bdi^rius In tVie IcUoviiing century.

In the middle of ihe 7th century the whole cotinlry was overrun
by ihe Arabs, and ChnVtiar.ity gave place to Islani. From ihia

period, for many centuries^ Tripoli was suliject to the successive

rulers of Tunisia^ U was pilbgcd in 1146 by the Normans of

Siciiy, In ijji the Beni Ammar established an Independent

dynasty, which lasted with an inicr^-al (1354-1369), during

which two sovereigns of the Buni ^lekki reigned^ Until 1401

when Tripoh was reconquered by the Tunisians. In igio

Ferdinand the Catholic oC Spain took Tripoh^ and in 1538 it

was given to the knights of St Jkihn, who were expelled in 1555
by ihc TurkLb.h corsairs Dra^tit and Sinaii. Dragul, who
afttinn'ards (ell in Malta, lies buried in a much venerated ^ubba

close to one of the mosques. After bis deceaic the Connexion

belwern Tripoli and Constantinople seems to have been con-

sider^iMy weakened. But the Trjjxjlitan pirates aoon became
the terror and scourge ol the Mediterranean; half the staters

of Europe seem at one time or other to h-ive sent their fleets

to birmib.T,rii I he capital- In 1714 Ahmed Pasha CaramanTi

achieved practical independence: and be and hi» descendants
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governed Tripoli as a regency, the claims of the Porte being

recognixed by the payment of tribute, or "presents." In
the early part of the ZQth century the regency, owing to its

piratical practices, was twice involved in war with the United

States. In May x8ox the pasha demanded from America an
increase in the tribute ($83,000) which the government of that

country had paid since 1796 for the protection of their com-
merce from piracy. The demand was refused and a naval

force was sent from America to blockade Tripoli. The war
dragged on for four years, the Americans in 1803 losing the

frigate "Philadelphia," the commander (Captain William

Bainbridge) and the whole crew being made prisoners. The
most picturesque incident in the war was the expedition under-

taken by William Eaton (q.v.), with the object of replacing

upon the Tripolitan throne an exiled pasha, elder brother of

the reigning sovereign, who had promised to accede to all the

wishes of the United States. Eaton at the head of a motley

assembly of 500 men marched across the desert from Alexandria,

and with the aid of American ships succeeded in capturing

Dema. Soon afterwards (June 3, 1805) peace was con-

cluded, the reigning pasha relinquishing his demands but

receiving $60,000 (about £x3,ooo) as ransom for the " Phila-

delphia" prisoners. In 18x5, in consequence of further out-

rages. Captains Bainbridge and Stephen Decatur, at the head

of an American squadron, again visited Tripoli and forced

the pasha to comply with the demands of America. In 1835

the Turks took advantage of a dvil war to reassert their direct

authority, and since that date Tripoli has been an integral

part of the Ottoman Empire, rebellions in X842 and X844 being

unsuccessful. After the occupation of Tunisia by the French

(i88x) the Turks increased their garrison in TripoU considerably.

After the Angk>-French agreement of 1889 recognizing the

central Sahara as within t^ French sphere, various disputes

arose as to the extent of the Tripolitan hinterland, which the

French endeavoured to drcumscribe (see Tunisia). The French,

00 their part, believed that their opponenU in Wadai and else-

where in the central Sudan received support from the Turks.

The kkowM (ikkwdn) or semi-religious semi-political Moslem
fraternities are powerful in Tripoli. The most remarkable is

that of the Senussites. The explorers Rohlfs, Nachtigal and
Duveyrier found their passage barred by Senussite agents.

(See Senvssx.)

AtrrBoamES.—Sir R. L. Playfair, BiUiotraphy of the Barhary
States, pt. L, " Tripoli and the Cyreiuuca " (London, 180a): H. Nf.

de Matbuisieulx. A trovers la TripolUaine (Paris, 1003); Sheik d
Hacbaichi, Voyage au pays des Senoussin d trovers la Tripolitaine

(Paris, 1903); G. de Martino. Cirene e Cortagine (Bologna, 1908);
A. Medana, // Vilayet di Tripoli di Barheria nelV anno IQ02 (lulian
Foniga Office, Rome. 1904): G. Rohlfs, Von Tripolis nath Alex-
andrten (Bremen, 1871): and KH/ra: Reise von Tripolis nach der

Oase KHfra (Leipzig, 1881): M. Buson. La TripolUaine et la Tunisie
(Paris, 1881J: M. Fournel, La Tripolitaine, &c., (Paris, 1887);
F. Bonui, Cectrafia, &t., della TripolUania, Stc. (Naples, 1888);
H. S Cowper. The Hill of the Graces (London. 1897); " Notes on a
Journey in Tripoli," Ceoftrapkieal Journal (February, 1806): and
'' Partner Notes on the Tripoli Hill Range. Geographical Journal
Oune, 1897); P. V. de Rcgny, " La Tripolitania. in La Rassegna
italiana for 1908; F. W. and H. W. Beechey. Proceedings of the

Expedition to Explore the Northern Coast of Africa from Tripoli

Eastwards (London, 1828). Admiral W. H. Smyth's Mediterranean,
Qjondon, 1854), contains a deacription of the coast. The Letters

(London. 1819) of Rkhard Tully, consul at Tripoli from 1783 to

1793, throw a strange and vivid light on Tripolitan life during the

l8th century. See also the British Foreign Office reports on the
trade of Tnpoli and Bengazi and consult the bibliography under
CvasNAiCA. (A. H. K. ; P. R. C.)

TRIPOU {Tarabulus d-Charh, i.e. Tripoli of the West), capital

of the Turkish vilayet of Tripoli, North Africa, situated in

3a* $$' 40' N. and i3^ xi' 32' E. on a promontory stretching

out into the Mediterranean and forming a small crescent-shaped

bay which shelters the harbour from the north winds. Its

crenellated enceinte wall has the form of an irregular pentagon.

A line of small ancient forts is supposed to protect one side of

the harbour, and the dtadel the other. This citadel, dating

from the time of th6 Spanish occupation, now serves as the^

lestdence of the governor. The harbour has a depth of water 1

varying from 15 to 24 ft.; steamers drawing si ft. can anchor
inside, but shoals render the entry difficult. At the quayside
the depth of water is from 2 to 5 ft. only. The desert almost
touches the western side of the city, while on the east is the
verdant oasis of Meshia, where are still to be seen the tombs
of the Caramanlian sultanas and the twelve-domed ^«Ma of
Sidi Hamonda. The aspect of the city is picturesque; the
houses (many possessing beautiful gardens) rise in terraces

from the seashore. The Turkish quarter contains numerous
mosques whose minarets and cupolas break the monotony
of the flat-roofed and whitewashed houses. The Grand
mosque and the Pasha mosque (originally a church buflt by the
Spaniards) both have octagonsl mixuirets. By the harbour
are several houses built in European style, but the general

aspect of the dty is OrientaL Many of the streets are arcaded;

the suks or markets are the scene of much animation. Near
the port stands a Roman tritmiphal arch. This arch, quadri-

frontal in form, is made entirely of white marble, the blocks

being held together with cramps, and is richly embellished

with sculpture. It was begun in the reign of the emperor
Antoninus, according to a still uxmiutilated dedicatory inscrip-

tion, and finished in that of Marcus Aurelius. In the arch,

now partly buried in debris, a cabaret has been installed.

A few small manufactures of carpets and silks as well as
" Cordova leather " are carried on, but Tripoli is essentially

a trading town, being the chief Mediterranean gateway to the
Sahara. The population, about 60,000, is very mixed

—

Berber, Arab, Turk, Jew, Maltese, Italian and Negro. The
Maltese inhabitants number about 4000, the Italians 1000 and
the Jews 8000. The local trade is almost entirely in the hands
of the Jews and Maltese; the shipping in the port is largely

Italian.

See H. M. de Matbuisieulx, A trovers la Tripolitaine (Paris, 1903).

TRIPOLI, or Takabulus (anc. Tripolis), the chief town
of a sanjak of the same name in the Beirut vilayet of Syria,

situated about 2 m. inland from its port, al-Mina. The ancient

Phoenician city, which we know only by its Greek name of

Tripolis, was the seat in Persian times of the federal council

of Sidon, Tyre and Aradus, each of which cities had its

separate quarter in the "triple town." In the and and
xst centuries B.C., under Seleudd and Roman influences suc-

cessively, it struck autonomous coins. These are succeeded

by imperikl coins ranging from 3 a b.c to aj>. 221. About
450, and again in 550, it was destroyed by earthquake. The
Arabs took it in 638 after a prolonged siege, the inhabi-

tants withdrawing by sea. Moawiya recruited the population

by a colony of Jews and gave it fortifications and a garrison

against the naval attacks of the Greeks, who, notwithstanding,

retook it for a brief space in the time of Abdalmalik. It was
again taken by the Greeks in the war of 966-69 and was
besieged by Basil II. in 995, after which date it was held by a
garrison in the pay of the Fatimite caUphs of Egypt, who treated

the dty with favour and maintained in it a trading fleet. At
this time, according to the description of Nfisir Khosrau, who
visited it in X047, it lay on the peninsula of AI-Mln2, bathed on
three sides by the sea, and had about ao,ooo inhabitants and
important industries of sugar and paper-making. Of the great

sea-walls and towers there are still imposing remains. From
this date till it was taken by the crusaders, after a five years'

siege, in X109, the ruling family was that of *Ammftr, which
founded a library of over xoo,ooo volumes. Under the crusaders

Tripoli continued to flourish, exported glass to Venice, and had
4000 looms. In 1289 it was taken and destroyed by the sultan

Kol2*Qn of Egypt, and a new dty was begun on the present site,

which rapidly rose to importance. Its medieval prosperity

has obliterated most relics of remoter antiquity. Tripoli

had a troubled existence during the period of Ottoman
weakness (the i8th and early X9th centuries), being frequently

in dispute between the pasha of Aleppo and the rebel pashas

of Acre. After the Egyptian conquest of Syria it was made
the capital of a province in 1834; but in X840 it reverted to

the minor posiUon which it now holds. It Is connected by a
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carriage road with Horns and by a steam tramway with Beirut,

and is the natural outlet of the upper Orontes valley; but its

inland trade has been greatly damaged by the Homs-AIeppo
railway. From its own district, however, it exports silk,

tobacco, oil, soap, sponges, eggs and fruit, and is a prosperous

and growing place with a large Christian element in its popu-

lation (about 30,000, the port-town included). It is served

regularly by the Levantine lines of steamers. (D. G. H.)

TRIPOLITSA, officially Tripolis, a town of Greece, capital

of the nomarchy of Arcadia, and the seat of an ardibishop,

situated in a plain over 3,ooo ft. above sea-level, 22 m.
S.W. of Argos. The name has reference to the three ancient

cities of Mantineia, Pallantium and Tegea, of which Tripolitsa

is the modem representative. It does not stand on any ancient

lite. Before the war of independence it was the capital of the

Morea and the seat of a pasha, with about 30,000 inhabitants;

but in 1821 it was taken and sacked by the insurgents, and in

1825 its ruin was completed by Ibrahim Pasha. The town
has since been rebuilt, and contains 10,789 inhabitants (1907).

TRIPTOLEIIUS, in Greek mythology, the inventor of agri-

culture, first priest of Demeter, and founder of the Eleusinian

mysteries. His name is probably connected with the " triple

ploughing" (rplt, iroXety), recommended in Hesiod's Works
and Days and celebrated at an annual festival. It may
be noted that in some traditions he is called the son of

Dysaules (possibly identical with diaulos, the " double furrow "

traced by the ox), and that, according to the Latin poets {e.g.

Virgil, Georgics, i. 19), he is the inventor of the plough.*

Later, as the gpd of ploughing, he is confounded with Osiris,

and on a vase-painting at St Petersburg he is represented

leaving Egypt in his dragon-drawn chariot on his journey

round the wOrld. According to the best known Attic legend

(ApoUodonis, L 5, 2) Triptolemus was the son of Celeus, king of

Eleusis, and Metaneira. Demeter, during her search for her

daughter Persephone, arrived at Eleusis in the form of an

old woman. Here ^e was hospitably received by Celeus,

and out of gratitude would have made his son Demophon
immortal by anointing him with ambrosia and destroying his

mortaJ parts by fire; but Metaneira, happening to see what was
going on, screamed out and disturbed the goddess. Demophon
was burnt to death, and Demeter, to console his parents, took

upon herself the care of Triptolemus, instructed him in everything

connected with agriculture, and presented him with a wonder-

ful chariot, in which he travelled all over the world, spreading

the knowledge of the precious art and the blessings of civiliza-

tion. In another account (Hyginus, Pab. 147) Triptolemus

is the son of Eleusinus, and takes the place of Demophon in

the above narrative. Celeus endeavoured to kill him on his

return, but Demeter intervened and forced him to surrender

his country to Triptolemus, who named it Eleusis after his

father and instituted the festival of Demeter called Thes-

mophoria. In the Homeric hymn to Demeter, Triptolemus

is simply one of the nobles of Eleusis, who was instructed by
the goddess in her rites and ceremonies. The Attic legend of

Eleusis also represented him as one of the judges of the under-

world. His adventures on his worid-wide mission formed the

subject of a play of the same name by Sophocles. In works

of art Triptolemus appears mounted on a chariot (winged

or drawn by dragons, symbols of the fruitfulness of the earth),

with Demeter and Persephone handing him the implements of

agriculture. His attributes were a sceptre of ears of com,
sometimes a drinking-cup, which is being filled by Demeter.

His altar and threshing-floor were shown on the Rarian plain

near Eleusis, hence he is sometimes called the son of Rarus.

See the Homeric hymn to Demeter, 153. 474: Ovid, Metam.
V. 643-Mi, Virgil. GeorrifS, L 19. and Servius ad lcc.\ Hyginus.
AslroHom. ii. 14; Dion Halic. L I2i Preller, Criecktscke Mytkologte
(4th ed., 1894)-

TRIPTYCH (Gr. rpfrrvxot, three-fold, made in three layers,

rpi', rfiHs, three; irrvx^t & <ol<I> rrvaowr, to fold, double over),

* Other suggested derivations are from rplfitt, miXtd jUXoO. the
** grain crusher," or from vAVim (" " tripk fighter," see Dbmbteb).

a painting, carving or other decorative design, executed on
three compartments or panels, so constructed that the
two wings may fold on hinges over the centre-piece; the
backs of the wing-pieces are often also painted, carved or
otherwise decorated. The subject of the side-pieces are usually

appropriate and subsidiary to that of the centre. The trip-

tych is most frequently designed as an altar-piece. An earlier

use of the term is for a set of three wooden or ivory writing-

tablets, hinged or otherwise fastened together, the central

tablet being waxed on both sides for the impression of the
stilus or writing implement, the outer Ublets only on the
inside. The three tablets thus formed a small book.

TRI8BCTRIX, a curve which is a variety of the limacon
{q.v.) of Pascal, and named from its

property of trisecting an angle. The polar

equation is r^i + i cos 6 and the form
of the curve is shown in the figure. To
trisect an angle by means of this curve,

describe a cirde with centre O and radius

OE, and let the given angle which is to be
trisected be Uid off from OE and cut the

circle at S; let the chord ES cut the tri-

sectrix in J. Then OJ trisects the given angle.

TRISTAN, or Tkxstsau, one of the most famous heroes of

medieval romance. In the earlier versions of his story he is the

son of Rivalln, a prince of North West Britain, and Blanchefior,

sister to King Mark of Cornwall. Rivalln is killed in battle,

and Blancheflor, after giving birth to a son, dies of grief. The
boy is brought up as ^s own by RoAld, or Rual, seneschal of

the kingdom, who has him carefully trained in all chivalric and
courtly arts. With the possible exception of Hom, Tristan is

by far the most accomplished hero in the whole range of knightly

romance; a finished musician, linguist and chess-player, no
one can rival him in more knightly arts, in horsemanship or

fencing. He has, besides, the whole science of "ven^e"
at his finger-tips; in fact Tristan is the " Admirable Crichton "

of medieval romance, there is nothing he cannot do, and that

superlatively well—it must be regretfully admitted that he is

also a most accomplished liarl Attracted by his gifts, pirates

from the North Sea kidnap the boy, but terrified by the storpis

which subsequently beset them, put him ashore on the coast of

Cornwall, whence he finds his way to the court of his uncle

King Mark. Here we have a first proof of his talent for

romancing; for alike to two pilgrims who show him the road

and to the huntsmen of Mark's court (whom he instracts in

the rightful method of cutting up and disposing the quarry),

Tristan invents different, and most detailed, fictions of his land

and parentage. He becomes a great favourite at court, and
when Roild, who has sought his young lord far and wide, at

last reaches Tintagel, Mark welcomes the revelation of Tristan's

identity with joy. Cornwall is at this time in subjection to

the king of Ireland, Gormond, and every third year must pay
tribute; the Irish champion, Mor61t, brother to the queen,

arrives to claim his toll of thirty youths and as many maidens.

The Cornish knighu (who in Arthurian romance are always

represented as hopeless cowards), dare not contest his claim

but Tristan challenges him to single combat, slays him and
frees Comwall from tribute. Unfortunately he himself baa

been wounded in the fight, and that by a poisoned weapon;

and none but the queen of Ireland, Is61t, or Iseult, possessed

the secret of healing. Tristan causes himself to be placed in

a boat with his harp, and committed to the waves, which carry

him to the shores of Ireland. There he gives himself out for

a minstrel, Tantris, and as such is tended and healed by Queen
Iseult and her daughter of the same name. When, recovered

he makes a plausible excuse for leaving Ireland (pretending he

has left a wife in his native land; and returns to Cornwall.

His uncle receives him with joy, but the barons of the court

are bitterly jealous and plot his destruction. They persuade

Mark that he should marry, and Tristan, who has sung the

praises of the princess Iseult. is despatched to Ireland to demand
her hand, a most dangerous errand, as Gormond, incensed at
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the death of MorAlt, has swom to slay any Coniish knight

who sets foot in Ireland. Tristan undertakes the mission,

though he stipulates that he shall be accompanied by twenty
of the barons, greatly to their disgust. His good fortime,

however, does not forsake him; he lands in Ireland just as a
fierce dragon is devastating the country, and the king has pro-

mised the hand of the princess to the slayer of the monster.

Tristan achieves this feat, but, overcome by the venom exhaled

from the dragon's tongue, which he has cut out, falls in a swoon.

The seneschal of the court, a coward who has been watching
for such an opportunity, cuts off the dragon's head, and, pre-

senting it to the king, claims the reward, much to the dismay
of Iseult and her mother. Suspecting that the seneschal is

not really the slayer of the dragon, moiher and daughter go
secretly to the scene .of the combat, find Tristan, whom they

recognize as the minstrel, Tantris. and bring him back to the

palace. They tend him in secret, but one day, through the

medium of a splinter from his swoid, which had remained fixed

in Mor61t's skull, and been preserved by the queen, the identity

of Tantris and Tristan is made clear. The princess would slay

him, but is withheld by her mother, who sees they have need

of Tristan's aid to unmask the seneschal. This is done in the

presedte of the court; Tristan is pardoned, formally declares

his errand, and receives the hand of Iseult for his uncle King
Mark.

Tristan and Iseult set sail for Cornwall, Iseult accompanied
by her waiting-woman, Brangacne (who, in some versions, is

also a kinswoman), to whose care the queen, skilled in magic
aru, confides a love-potion. This is intended to be drunk
by king and queen on their bridal night and will ensure their

undying love for each other. Unhappily, on the voyage, by
some mistake (accounted for in different ways), Tristan and
Iseult drink the love drink, and are forthwith seized with a
fatal passion each for the other. From this moment begins

a long-drawn-out series of tricks and subterfuges, undertaken
with the view of deceiving Mark, whose suspicions, excited by
sundry of hb courtiers, from time to time get beyond his control,

and are as often laid to rest by some clever ruse on the part of

his nephew, or his wife, ably seconded by Brangaene. In the

poems, Mark is, as a rule, represented in a favourable light, a
gentle, kindly man, deeply attached to both Tristan and Iseult,

and only too ready to allow his suspicions to be dispelled by
any plausible explanation they may choose to offer. At the

same time the fact that the loven are the helpless victims of

the fatal force of a magic spell is insbted upon, in order that

their career of falsehood and deception may not deprive them
of sympathy.
One episode, in especial, has been most charmingly treated

by the poets. Mark, in one of his fits of jealousy, banishes

Tristan and Iseult from the court; the two fly to the woods,

where they lead an idyUic life, blissfully happy in each other's

company. Mark, hunting in the forest, comes upon them
sleeping in a cave, and as Tristan, who knows that the king is

in the neighbourhood, has pLiced his sword between them, is

convinced of their innocence. Through a cleft in the rock

a ray of light falls upon Isetilt's face, Mark stops up the crevice

with his ^ove (or with grass and flowers), and goes his way,
determined to recall his wife and nephew. He does so, and
the same drama of plot and counter-plot is resumed. Event-
ually Mark surprises the two under circumstances which leave

no possible room for doubt as to their mutual relalk)n; Tristan

flies for his life and takes refuge with Hoel, duke of Britanny.

After some time, hearing nothing of QvLttn Iseult, and believing

himself forgotten, he weds the duke's daughter, Iseult of the

while hand, but weds her only in name, remaining otherwise

faithful to Isetilt of Ireland. Later on he returns to Cornwall

in disguise, and has more than one interview with his mistress.

Ultimately, while assisting his brother-in-law in an intrigue

with the wife of a neighbouring knight, Tristan is wounded
by a poisoned arrow; unable to find healing, and being near

to death, he sends a messenger to bring Qaccn Iseult to his

id; if successfid the ship whkh brings her is to have a white

sail, if she refuses to come, a black. Iseult of the m'hite hand
overhears this, and when the ship returns, bringing Iseult to

her lover's aid, either through jealousy or by pure inadvertence

(both versions are given), she tells Tristan that the sail is black,

whftreon, despairing of seeing his love again, the hero turns

his face to the wall and dies. Iseult of Ireland lands to find

the city in mourning for its lord; hastening to the bier, she
lays herself down beside Tristan, and with one last embrace
expires. (One dramatic version represents her as finding the
wife seated by the bier, and ordering her away, *' Why sit ye
there, ye who have slain him ? Arise, and begone I ") The
bodies are sent to Cornwall, and Mark, learning the truth, has
a fair chapel erected and lays them in tombs, one at each side

of the building, when a sapling springs from the heart of Tristan,

and reaching its boughs across the chapel, makes its way into

the grave of Iseult. However often the tree may be cut down
it never fails to grow again. (In some versions it is respectively

a vine and a rose which grow from either tomb and interlace

midway.)
We need have little wonder that this beautiful love-story

was extremely popular throughout the middle ages. Medieval
literature abounds in references to Tristan and Iseult, and their

adventures were translated into many tongues and are found
depicted in carvings and tapestries. Prol»bly the story was
first told in the form of short lais, each recounting some special

episode, such as the hi known as the chhrtJeuiUe; how old

these may be it is impossible to say. Professor Zimmer, in his

examination of the stoiy, sees reason to believe that the main
incidents may repose on a genuine historic tradition, dating
back to the 9th or loth century, the period of Viking rule in

Ireland. The name of Iseult's father, Gormond, is distinctly

Scandinavian; she, herself, is always noted for her golden hair,

and it is quite a misrendering of the tradition to speak of her
as a dark-haired Irish princess. In the German tradition

she is die lichU^ Iseult of Britanny die sckwane Is61t;

it is this latter who is the Celtic princess. The name Tristan
is now generally admitted to be the equivalent of the Pictish

Dr6stan, and on the whole, the story is now very generally
allowed to be of insular, probably of British, origin.

Some time in the i3th century the story was wrought into

consecutive poems. The latest theory, championed with
great skill by M. BMier, is that there was one poem, and one
only, at the root of the various versions preserved to us, and
that that poem, composed in England, probably by an Anglo-
Norman, was a work of such force and genius that it determined
fur all time the form of the Tristan story. The obvious objection

to this view is that a work of such importance, composed at
so comparatively bte a date, b scarcely likely to have perished

so completely as to leave no trace; if there were one poet
held as an authority, the name of that poet would surely have
been mentioned. Moreover the evidence of the author of the
principal Tristan poem preserved to us points in another
direction. This poet was an Anglo-Norman named Thomas;
and, although little over 3000 lines of hb poem have been
preserved, we have three translations; a German, by Gottfried

von Strassburg; a Scandinavian, by a certain Brother Robert;
and an Englbh, by Thomas, sometimes identified with Thomas
of Erdldoune, though thb b doubtful. With the help of the

extant fragments and these translations we can form a very
good idea of the character and content of Thomas's work, a
task now rendered far more easy by M. B6dier's skilful recon-

struction (cf. vol. i. of hb edition of Thomas). It was certainly

a work of great merit and charm. As authority Thomas cites

a certain Br£ri, who has now been identified with the Bieheris

quoted as authority for the Grail and Cawain stories, and the

BIcdhcricus referred to by Giraldus Cambrensb as Jamosus
UUJabulator. This is what Thomas says:

—

" Scignurs. cest cunte est mult divers,
E pur <so I'uni par mcs vers
E di en tant cum est mester
E le surplus voil rclcsaer.

Nc vol pas trop en uni dire I

Id diverse la matyre.
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Entre ecus qui aolent cunter
E del cunte Tristran parter,

II en cuntent diveraement:
Oi en ai de plusur gent.
Asez sai que chcacun en dit

E CO qu'if unt mis en escrit,

Mea sulun (o que j'ai ol

Nel dient pas sulun Br6ri

Ky solt les gcstes e les cuntea
De tuz les rcis, dc tuz les cuntes,

Ki orent este en Bretaingne."
(Thomas, i. 377).

These are not the words of a man who is following a complete

and authoritative poem; judging from the context of the other

references to Bleheris he was rather a collector and versifier

of short episodic tales, and it seems far more natural to under-

stand Thomas as having wrought into one complete and con-

secutive form the various poems with which the name of Br^ri

was associated, than to hold that that, or a similar, work had
already been achieved by another.

Thomas's work, fortunately, fell into the hands of a true

poet in the person of Gottfried von Strassburg, whose Tristan

und Isolde is, from a literary point of view, the gem of medieval

German literature. Gottfried is a far greater master of style than

Wolfram von Eschenbach, and his treatment of some of the

episodes, notably the sojourn in the woods, is most exquisite.

He did not live to complete his poem, but happily he carried

it up to the point where the original fragments begin, so that

we can judge very fairly what must have been the effect of

the whole, the style of the two poets being very similar. Inspir-

ing as the Tristan story is, it seems improbable that it

should have been handled, and that within a comparatively

short period, by three writers of genius, and that of these three

the first, and greatest, should have utterly disappeared! The
translators of Thomas do not fail to quote him as their source,

why then has no one quoted the original poet?

Besides the version of Thomas, we have a fragment by a
ceruin B^roul, also an Anglo-Norman, and a German poem
by Eilhart von Oberge, both of which derive from a common
scurce. There dso exists in two manuscripts a short poem,

La Folie Tristan, relating how Tristan, disguised as a fool, visits

the court of King Mark. This poem is valuable, as, presuming

upon the sufficiency of his disguise, Tristan audaciously gives

a resum6 of his feats and of his relations with Iseult, in this

agreeing with the version of Thomas. The "Gerbert" con-

tinuation of the Perceval contains the working over of one of

two short Tristan poems, called by him the Luite Tristran;

the latter part, probably a distinct poem, shows Tristan, in the

disgiiise of a minstrel, visiting the court of Mark. Here the

tradition is more in accordance with B£roul.

Besides the poems, we possess the prose Tristan, an enormous
compilation, akin to the prose Lancelot, where the original

story, though still to be traced, is obscured by a mass of later

Arthurian adventures. The interest here centres in the

rivalry between Tristan and Lancelot, alike as knights and

lovers, and in the later redaction, ascribe^ to H£lie de Borron,

the story is spun out to an interminable length.

Certain points of difference between tJ^e poetical and the

prose versions should be noted. Tristan is here the son of

Mcliadus, king of Loonots; his father does not die, but is de-

coyed away by an enchantress, and the mother, searching for

her husband, gives birth to her child in the forest and dies.

Meliadus marries again, and the second wife, jealous of Tristan,

tries to kill him. Mark has another nephew, Andret, who is

Tristan's enemy throughout the romance. Mark himself

is a cowardly, treacherous and vindictive character. Some
of the early printed editions follow the original version of

Tristan's death, now found in one manuscript only (b.n. 103),

the majority represent him as having been stabbed in the back by
Mark in the presence of the queen, as we find in Malory, who
drew the larger portion of his compilation from the prose

Tristan. It should be noted that Tristan is never more than
superficially connected with Arthur, an occasional visitor

at his court; though in iu later f6nn ranked among the

Arthurian romances, the Tristan is really an independent
story, and does not form a part of the ordinary cyclic redaction.

The Italian prose text. La Travola ritonda differs from the
French in adhering to the original version, and is classed by
N. B£dier among the derivatives from Thomas. Like the
story of Perceval that of Tristan has been taiade familiar to
the present generation by Richard Wagner's noble music
drama, Tristan und Isolde, founded upon the poem of Gottfried

von Strassburg; though, being a drama of feeling rather than
of action, the story is reduced to its simple elements; the
drinking of the love-potion, the passion of the lovers, their

discovery by Mark and finally their death.

Bibliography.—Thotnas, Roman de Tristan, ed. J. BMier (3 vols..
SociiU des andens textes franfais, 1002, 1905) ; Beroul, Roman da
Tristan (ed.E. Muret.same series, 1903) ; E. KlMMng, Die nordiscke und
die eng^ische Version der Tristansaja ( 1877, 1 883) , pt. i., Tristrams Saga.
pt. ii., Sir Tristrem. " La Folie Tristan " was published by F. Michel
in his Tristan (1835}, ^ collection of all the extant fragments of
Tristan poems; " Tnsun Menestrel " from the Perceval^ ed. J. L.
Weston and J. B6dier {Romania, vol. xxxv., Oct. 1906). Gottfried'*
Tristan und Isolde has been several times published; the best editions
are those of Bechstein (1890} and Golther (1889): modem German
versions by Kurz, Simrock and Hcru; English prose rendering, J. L.
Weston, 3 vols. {Arthurian Romanus, No. iL). Cf. also Piquet.
L'Oritinaliti de CoUfried de Strassburg (1905). Eilhart von Oberge,
Tristan^ ed. Lichtenstein (1877); La Tovola ritonda, ed. Polidori.

(3 vols., 1864-1865). There isnomodem edition of the prose romance,
but a detailed analysis of the contents, compiled from the numerous
manuscripts in the Paris Library, was puolished by E. Lteeth in
L& Roman en prose de Tristan (1890). The general reader will find
Gaston Paris's study of the legend in Pohnes et ligendes du moyen
Age most interesting; also Joseph Brier's popular retelling of the
talc Tristan H Iseult. For Wagner's version cf. J. L. Weston,
Legends' of the Wagner Drama, For an exhaustive study of the
Tristan lesend and literatjure, see the recent work by PfY>fes8or

Golther; also an examination of the Welsh fragments by Ivor John
in the Grimm Library. (J, L. W.)

TRISTAN DA CUNHA, the general name for a group of

three small volcanic islands belonging to Great Britain, situated

in the South Atlantic, the summit of the largest being in

37* 5' so' S., 13* 16' 40' W. They are about 3000 m. W. of the

Cape of Good Hope and about 4000 m. N.E. of Cape Horn
and lie somewhat north of a line drawn between the two capes.

St Helena lies about 1500 m. N.N.E. of the group. The
islands rise from the submarine elevation which nms down
the centre of the Atlantic and on which are likewise situated

Ascension, St Paul's Rocks and the Azores; the average

depth on this ridge is from 1600 lo 1700 fathoms, while depths

of 3000 fathoms are found on each side of it. The depth
between the islands is in some places over xooo fathoms.

Tristan, the largest and northernmost island, has an area df 16
sq. m., is nearly circular in form, about 7 m. in diameter, and has
a volcanic cone (7640 ft.), usually capped with snow, in the centre.
Precipitous cliffs, 1000 to 3000 ft. in height, rise directly from the
ocean on all sides, except on the north-west, where there isan irregular
plain, 100 ft. above the sea, and 3) m. in length and h m. in breadth.
A stream crosses the northern end of the plateau, tailing over the
cliff edge in a fine cascade. The crater of the central cone cont^ns
a fresh-water lake about 150 yds. in diameter. ' This and other
crater lakes are said never to be frozen over.

Inaccessible Island, the westernmost of the group, b about 30 m.
from Tristan. It is quadrilateral in form, the sides being about
2 m. long, and its area is about 4 sq. m. The highest point (1840 ft.)

is on the west side; all round there- are perpendicular cliffs about
1000 ft. in height. At the base of the cliffs in some places are
narrow fringes of beach a few feet above the sea-level.

Nightingale Island, the smallest and most southern of the group,
is 10 m. from Inaccessible Island. Its area is not more than i so.m.
Its coasts, unlike those of the other two islands, are surrounded by
low cliffs, from which there is a gentle sbpe up to two peaks, the
one 1 100 ft., the other 960 ft. high. There are two small islets—
Stoltcnkoff (335 ft.) and Middle (150 ft.)—and several rocks adjacent
to the coast.

The rocks of Tristan da Cunha are fdspathic basalt, dojerite.

augite-andesite, sidcromelane and palanmite; some specimens
of the basalt have porphyritic augtte.^ The caves in Nightingale

Island indicate that it has been elevated several feet. On almost

* On the occurrence in Tristan da Cunha of rock of continental

type (gneiss) see E. H. L. Schwarz of the Geological Survey. Cape
Coloqy, in tne Transactions South African PhUosoph, Soc,, No. 16 of

1905.
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an adea the islands are •urronnded by a broad belt of kelp, the
gigantic touthern seaweed (MaerocysHs pyriJeTa)^ throuEh which a
haax may approach the xxxky shores even in stormy weather. There
is 00 good anchorage in rough weather.
The beaches and lower lands are covered with a dense «x>wth of

tussock grass {JSpartina arundinacea), 8 to 10 ft. in height. It

shehers vast numbers of penguins (p,udyptes ckrysocoma), which
there form their rookeries. There is one small tree {Pkytica nitida),

whkh grows in detached patches on the lower grounds. Indepen>
dently of introduced i^ants, fifty-five species have been collected in

the grx>up, twenty-nine being flowering plants and twenty-six ferns

and lycopods. A majority of the species are characteristic of the
present general flora of the south temperate aone rather than any
particular part of it: botanically the group is generally classed with
the islands of the Southern Ocean. A nnch {Nesospiza acuHkae)^

a thrush {Sesocichla eremiia), and a water-hen {CaUinula nesiotis)

are the only Land birds—^the first two being peculiar to the islands.

In addition to the penguins numerous other sea birds nest on the
islands, as petreb. albatrosses, terns, skuas and prions. One or
two land shells, a tew spiders, several CokopUrOf a small lri>idopter

and a few other insects are recorded, but no Ortkoptera or HymenoP'
fern. There appear tohave been no indigenous mammals or reptiles.

Seals frequent Nightingale and Inaccessible Islands, and the whale
(Balaena anstralis) is found in the adjacent waters.

The prevailing winds are westerly. December to March is the
fine season. The climate is mild and on the whole healthy, the
temperature averaging 68* Fahr. In summer, 55* in winter—some-
times falling to40 . Rain is freauent ; hail and snow fall oceasionaliy

on the lower grounds. The sky » usually cloudy. The islands have
a ooki and barren appearance. The tide rises and falls about 4 ft.

Hiftory.—The islands were discovered in 1506 by the Por-

ttigoese admiral Tristan, or more correctly Tristao da Cunha,*

after whom they are named, during a voyage to India. There-

after the islands (which were uninhabited) were occasionally

visited by outward bound ships to the Indies. Dutch vessels

brought back reports on the islands in 1643, and in 1656 Van
Riebeek, the founder of Cape Town, sent a ship from Table

Bay to Tristan to see if it was suitable for a military station.

bat the absence of a harbour led to the project being abandoned.

Later in the 17th century ships were sent from St Helena by
the English East India Company to Tristan to report on a
proposed settlement there, but that project also came to naught.

A British naval oflicer who visited the group in 1760 gave

his name to Nightingale Island. John Patten, the master

of an English merchant ship, and part of his crew lived on
Tristan from August 1790 to April 1791, during which time they

captured 5600 seals; but the first permanent inhabitant was
one Thomas Currie, who landed on the island in 1810. At
this time American whalers frequented the neighbouring waters

and, in the same year, an American named Lambert " late of

Salem, mariner and citizen thereof " and a man named Williams

made Tristan their home. Lambert declared himself sovereign

and sole possessor of the group (which he renamed Islands of

Refreshment) " grounding my right and claim on the rational

and sure ground of absolute occupancy." Lambert's sovereignty

was short lived, as he and Williams were drowned while out

fishing in May 181 2. Currie was joined, however, by two
other men and they busied themselves in growing vegetables,

wheat and oats, and in breeding pigs. War having broken out

in this year between the United States and Great Britain the

islands were largely used as a base by American cruisers sent

to prey on British merchant ships. This and other considera-

tions urged by Lord Charles Somerset, then governor of Cape
Cok>ny, led the British government to authorize the islands

being taken possession of as dependencies of the Cape. The
formal proclamation of annexation was made on the Z4th of

August x8i6. A small garrison was maintained on Tristan imtil

* Tristan da Cunha ifi. 1460-1540) was nominated first viceroy
of Portuguese India in 1504, but was unable to serve owing to
temporary blindness; in 1506 he was placed in command of a fleet

which operated on the east coast of Africa and in the Indies, Alphonso
d'Albuquerque {q.v.) having cYax^ of a sauadron under da Cunha.
After discovering the islands which now bear his name, da Cunha
landed in Madagascar, subsequently visiting Mozambique, Brava
(where he reduced the Arab power) and Sokotra, which he conquered.
He also distinguished himself in the Indies in various actions. In
1514 he was ambassador to Pope Leo X. to pay homage for the new
conquests of Portugal, and was, later on, made a member of the
Portuguese privy council.

November of the following year. At their own request William
Glass (d. 1853), a corporal in the Royal Artilleiy, with his wife

and two children and two masons were left behind, and thus
was begun the present settlement. From time to time additional

settlers arrived or shipwrecked mariners decided to remain;
in 1827 five coloured women from St Helena were induced to

migrate to Tristan to become the wives of the five bachelors
then on the island. Later coloured women from Cape Colony
married residents in the island. Other settlers are of Dutch,
Italian and Asiatic origin. Thus the inhabitants are of mixed
blood, but the British strain greatly predominates. Over the little

community Ghss (x8x 7-1853) ruled in patriarchal fashion. Be-
sides raising crops, the settlers possessed numbers of cattle, sheep
and pigs, but their most lucrative occupation was seal fishing.

The island was still frequented by American whalers, and in 1856
out of a total population of about too twenty-five emigrated to

the United Sutes. The next year forty-five of the inhabitants
removed to Cape Colony; whither the younger or more restless

members of the conununity have since gone—or else taken to a
seafaring life. The inhabitants had of necessity made their

settlement on the plain on the north-west of Tristan; here a
number of substantial stone cottages and a church were built.

It b named Edinburgh in memory of a visit in 1867 by the duke
of Edinburgh. In October 1873 the islands were carefully

surveyed by the " Challenger," which removed to Cape Town
two Germans, brothers named StoltcnhofF, who had been living

on Inaccessible Island since November 1871. This was the
only attempt at colonization made on any save the main island

of the group.

After the death of Glass the head of the commimity for some
time was an old man-of-war's man named Cotton, who had
been for three years guard over Napoleon at St Helena; Cotton
was succeeded by Peter William Green, a native of Amsterdam
who settled m the island in 1836. During Green's " reign

"

the economic condition of Tristan was considerably affected

by the desertion of the neighbouring seas by the whalers; this

was largely due to the depredations of the Confederate cruisers

"Alabama" and "Shenandoah" during the American Civil

War, many whaling boats being captured and burnt by them.
As a result the ntimber of ships calling at Tristan considerably

diminished and trade languished. In x88o the population
appears to have attained its maximum—109. In X885 a serious

disaster befell the islanders, a lifeboat which went to take pro-

visions to a ship in the offing was lost with all hands—fifteen
men—and only four adult males were left on the island. At
the same time a phigue of rats—survivors of a shipwrecked
vessel—wrought much havoc among the crops. Plans were
made for the total removal of the inhabitants to the Cape, but
the majority preferred to remain. Stores and provisions were
sent out to them by the British government. The ravages of the
rats have rendered impossible the growing of wheat; the
wealth of the islanders now consists in their cattle, sheep,

potatoes and apple and peach trees. The population in 1897
was only 64; in 190X it was 74, and in X909, 95. They manage
their own affairs without any written laws, the project once
entertained of providing them with a formal constitution

being deemed unnecessary. The inhabitants are described as

moral, religious, hospitable to strangers, well mannered and
industrious, healthy and long lived. They are without in-

toxicating liquors and are said to commit no crimes. They
are daring sailors, and in small canvas boats of their own building

voyage to Nightingale and Inaccessible islands. They knit

garments from the wool of their sheep; arc good carpenters and
make serviceable carts. From time to time ministers of the

Church of England have lived on the island and to their efforts

is mainly due the education of the children. In X906 the

islanders passed through a period of distress owing to great

mortality among the cattle and the almost total failure of

the potato crop. The majority again refused, however, to desert

the island, though offered allotments of land in Cape Colony.

Similar proposals had been made and declined several times

since the question was first mooted in 1886. In 1905 a lease Of
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fongiV>th of a.Iaudatoty and scurrilous kind. On reaching the

temple of Jupiter on the Capitol, the general placed the laurel

branch (in later times a palm branch) on the lap of the image

of the god, and then offered the thank-offerings. A feast of

the magistrates and senate, and sometimes of the soldiers and
people, concluded the ceremony, which in earb'er times lasted

one day, but in later times occupied several. Generals who
were not allowed a regular triumph by the senate had a right

to triumph at the temple of Jupiter Latiaris on the Alban Mount.
Under the empire only the emperors celebrated a triumph,

because the generals commanded imder the auspices of the

emperors (not under their own) merely as lieutenants (iegaii)'*

the only honour they received was the right of wearing the

triumphal insignia (the robes of purple and gold and the wreath

of bay leaves) on holidays. After the time of Trajan, when all

consuls were allowed to wear the triumphal dress on entering

office and in festal processions, the only military reward for a
successful general was a statue in some public place. The last

triumph recorded is that of Diocletian (a.d. 30a). A naval or

maritime triumph was sometimes allowed for victories at sea,

the earliest being that celebrated by C. Duilius in honour of

his victory over the Carthaginians in 260 B.C.

See Mommscn, Rdmisckts Staalsrecht (1887), 1. 126-136;
Marquardt, Rdmiscke Staaisoenoaliung (1884). ii. 582-593; H. A.
G&ll, De triumphi romani oritirUt permissu^ apparatu, via

(1854): S. Peine, "De onumentis triumphalibus" (1885), in C. E.
Aacnerson'a Btrliner Studien, ii.

TRIUMPHAL ARCH, the term given to arches erected to

commemorate some special victory, but here extended to include

those built as memorial arches to some benefactor of the Roman
Empire, such as those at Rimini, Ancona and Benevento;

arches erected as monumental entrances to towns, as at NImes
and Autun; arches on bridges, as at Chamas in France and
Alcantara in Spain; and lastly those which preceded the entrance

to a forum or sacred enclosure, or formed part of a colonnaded

street, as in Syria. There is eveiy reason to suppose that in

early times in Greece and Etruria temporary erections, such as

those of the present day, were set up on the occasion of the public

entry, after a great victory, of some emperor or general; but the

Ronuns would seem to have been the first to erect such struc-

tures in stone or marble, to enrich them with sculpture, and to

raise aloft on their summit the quadriga or four-horsed chariot

with statues and trophies. The time involved in the construc-

tion of such a memorial, and more especially that which would

be required for its enrichment with sculpture, rendered it im-

possible that they should be set up on the occasion of the trium-

phal entry itself, and it is known that the arch of Titus was not

erected till some time after his death by his successor Domitian.

There is always some difficulty in deciding between triumphal

and memorial arches, as they were virtually similar in design,

equally enriched with sculpture, generally surmounted with a

quadriga and statues, and as a rule were isolated structures.

The earlier arches were pierced with a single arch and were

comparatively simple in design, being decorated by pilasters

or semi-detached columns only; the existence of chariots and

statues on their summit is known only from coins or gems, on

which such features are always shown. The arch of Titus in

Rome (fig. 4), A.D. 81, is the first one enriched with bas-relief

sculpture, in this case representing the triumphs of Titus with

the seven-branched candlestick and the golden table brought

from Jerusalem. The next sculptural arch of triumph is that

built at Benevento (fig. a) in South Italy (a.d. 112) by Trajan,

recording the Dadan victories. The triumphal arch (fig. 5)

of Septimius Severus (a.d. 203) has a central and two side

arches, the bas-reliefs on it representing the Parthian victories;

and the last important arch in Rome is that of Constantine

(fig. 6), which had also three arches, and was embellished

with bas-reliefs, representing the Dacian victories, which were

taken from the arch of Trajan on the Via Appia and others of

Constantine*s time, representing the conquest of Maxentius.

Pas«ng to other countries, we have the triumphal arches at

St Remy and at Orange (fig. 8); those at Carpentras and Cavail-

ko* also is Fiaoce, which were probably of later date, as possibly

also the triple arch at Reims. The triumphal arch with three
arches at Fano in Italy is said to have been commenced by
Augtistus, but completed by Constantine, who probably added
the two side arches and decorated it with inferior sculpture.

At Timgad (Thamugada) in North Africa is a triumphal arch
with central and two side arches, probably of Hadrian's time,

and one with triple arches at Sbeitla (Suffctula), also in North
Africa, and another example at Saintes in France, built on a
bridge.

Of memorial arches the earliest are the examples of Rimini
(fig. 7) and AosU, erected to Augustus, and later the arch at
Ancona (fig. 3) erected to Trajan (a.d. 1x2) as a record of the
construction of the port there. At Pola, in Istria, is an archway
erected in memory of the Sergii. Of less important examples
in Rome are the arches of Dolabells^ (a.d. 10), Drusus (a.o. 23),
Gallienus (a.d. 262), the silversmith's arch (a.d. 2Qi); in Verona,
the Porta dci Borsari and the Porta de Leoni, erected by
Gallienus (a.d. 265); at Aix-lcs-Bains in France, an arch of late

3rd century; and at Lambessa, in North Africa, the arches of
Commodus (a.d. 187) and of Septimius Severus (a.d. 200).
In Spain there are two monumental arches erected by Trajan
at Alcantara, in the centre of the bridge built by him (a.d. xo8),

and the arch of Santiago at Merida; a third example exists in
the Arco di Bara at Tarragona.

Quadriportal archways are those which were built in the centre
of four cross roads, such as the arch of Janus in Rome, built

by Constans (a.d. 350), the arch of Caracalla at Tebesse
(Thcvesli) in North Africa, and many examples in Syria, of
which the arch at Ladikiyah (Laodicea ad Mare) is in perfect

preservation.

The colonnaded streets In Syria were entered through magnifi-
cent archways, of which the finest examples are those at Palmyra
and Gerasa. As entrance gateways to towns there are many
examples which were sometimes built as memorial arches, but
formed part of the city walls, such as the entrance gate at Susa
in luly, erected in memory of Augustus (8 B.C.), decorated with
reliefs of the Suovctaurclia (sacrifices); the Porte d'Avroux
and Porte St Andr6 at Autun, and the Porte d'Auguste at
Nlmes, in France; the Porte d'Auguste at Perugia in Italy

and the Porta Nigra at Treves in Germany; to these should bie

added the three entrance gateways to the palace of Spalato
(a.d. 303), one of these, the Porta Aurea, or Golden Gate,
showing in its enriched design certain decadent forms which
led to the Byzantine and Renaissance styles; lastly there are
the arched entrances to sacred or civil enclosures, such as the
example at Sbeitla (Suffetula) in North Africa, the arch of
Hadrian at Athens (fig. i), built to his memory by his successors,

and the archway of the Propylaea at Damascus.
The triumphal arch found no place in medieval architecture,

but in Renaissance works there are many examples, of which the
triumphal entrance arch of King Alfonso at Naples (a.d. 1470)
c6mes first. Of isolated structures, there are in Paris the Porte
St Martin (1647), St Denis (1684), arch of Carrousel in the
Tuileries (1808), and the Arc de I'Etoile in the Champs £lys£es,

completed in 1830; in Bcriin the Brandcnburger Thor (1790);
in Munich the Siegcslhor (1843) and Metzger Thor (1880); in

Milan the Arch of Peace, commenced by Napoleon in 1807
and completed in 1857 by the Austrians (an interesting example,
as it still preserves the chariot and horses and statues which
formerly crowned all triumphal arches); and in London the
Marble Arch, originally built in front of Buckingham Palace,

but removed to the north-east angle of Hyde Park in

1843, and the Wellington Arch at Hyde Park Comer, without
the statue of the duke on horseback, afterwards set up at

Aldershot. (R. P. S.)

TRIVANDRUM, or Trevandruv, a city of southern India,

capital of the state of Travancore, situated 2 m. from the sea-

coast. Pop. (1901), 57>S83' It is the residence of the maharaja,
and contains an observatory and a museum, besides several

other fine buildings. The chief fame of the place, however,
centres upon the shrine of Sri Ananta Padmanabhaswami,
a great resort of pilgrims, round which the dty grew up. Thf
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best houses and chief public buildings stand on hilly terraces.

The dty contains the maharaja's college, a Sanskrit college,

a high school, a school for girls, an industrial school of arts,

and a hospital and medical school. There is little trade, but a
speciality of wood-carving. Trivandrum has a small seaport,

but the vessds that touch here have to anchor at some consider-

able distance from the shore, and the port itself is not fitted

for any great commocial developmenL
TRIVET, a small metal tripod for holding cooking vessels

near a fire. The word is also applied to a round, square or oval

openwork plate, usually of stcd or brass, fixed to the ban of a
grate by a socket for keeping hot phites, dishes, or food.

TRIVIUM (Lat. for cross-road, i.e. where three roads meet,

from treSf three, and via, road), in medieval educational systems,

the curriculum which included grammar, rhetoric and logic.

The trivium and the quadrivium (arithmetic, music, geometry
and astronomy) together made up what are known as the

seven liberal arts (see Education: Sckods). From the word
in its original sense is derived the adjective " trivial " (post-

Aug. Lat. Irmalis), that which can be seen at the cross-roads,

i^. unimportant, commonplace. In botany and zoology the
" trivial " name is the adjectival name which follows the genus

name in a binominal system of nomenclature, as caniruif perennis,

in Rosa canina, Bdlis perennis.

TRNOVO, or Tirnovo, an episcopal dty and the capital of a
department of Bulgaria; 124 m. E.N.E. of Sofia, on the river

Yantra, and on the Sofia-Varna railway, at the junction of the

branch line from Rustchuk. Pop. (1906), 12,171. The dty
consists of two divisions—the Christian quarter, situat^

chiefly on a high rocky plateau, and the so-called Turkish

quarter, on the lower ground; but many of the Turkish inhabi-

tants emigrated after 1878. On the TsareveU Hill above the

dty are the remains of the ancient dtadd. The Husarjaini

mosque is used as a militaiy powder and dynamite factory. In

the Christian quarter there are some interesting churches of

the middle ages, notably that of the Forty Martyrs, in which

the Bulgarian tsars were crowned. Numerous antiquarian

remains have also been discovered. There are a gymnasium
and a high-class girls' school. The city possesses large dye-

works, and important manufactures of copper utensils.

Trnovo was the ancient capital of Bulgaria, and from xx86

until its capture by the Turks, X7th of July 1394, the residence

of the Bulgarian tsars. From the beginning of the 13th century

it was also the seat of the patriarchate of Bulgaria, until the

suppression of the patriarchate in 1767. In 1877 it was taken

from Turkey by the Russians, and in 1879 Prince Alexander of

Battenberg was here elected prince of Bulgaria. On the 5th

of October 1908 the independence of Bulgaria was proclaimed

here by King Ferdinand, in the church of the Forty Martyrs.

TROCHAIC (from Gr. rpoxaior, rpoxaw5f; LaL trochaeus),

the name of a metre very commonly used by the Greeks

and Romans in their tragedies and comedies. Its character-

btic foot is a trochee consisting of two syllables, one long,

one short {-J). The usual form, in which the Greeks employed

the measure, was the trochaic tetrameter catalectic, the scheme

of which is as follows:

—

""W
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According to Arntotle (Bisi. An. viiL is) a dwarfish race of

Troglodytes dwelt on the upper couise of the Nile, who possessed

horses and were in his opinion the Pygmies of fable. But the

best known of these African cave^wellers were the inhabitants

of the "Troglod3rte country" {TpuyXpinnueii) on the coast

of the Red Sea, as far north as the Greek port of Berenice, of

whom an account has been preserved by Diodorus (ili. 31) and
Fhotius (p. 4S4 Bekker) from Agatharchides of Cnidus, and
by Artemidorus in Strabo (xvL 776). They were a pastoral

people, living entirely on the flesh of their herds, or, in the season

of fresh pasture, on mingled milk and blood. But they killed

only old or sick cattle (as indeed they killed old men who could

no longer follow the flock), and the butchers were called " un-

clean "; nay, they gave the name of parent to no man, but only

to the cattle which provided their subsbtence. This last point

seems to be a confused indication of totemisra. They went
almost naked; the women wore necklaces of shells' as amulets.

Marriage was unknown, except among the chiefs—a fact which

agrees with the prevalence of female kinship in these regions in

much later times. They practised drcumcision or a mutilation

of a more serious kind. Their burial rites were peculiar. The
dead body, its neck and legs bound together with withies of

the shrub called paliurus, was set up on a mound, and pelted with

stones amidst the jeers of the onlookers, until its face was com*
pletely covered with them. A goat's horn was then placed above

it, and the crowd dispersed with manifestations of joy. It is

supposed that the Horim or Horites, the aboriginal ihhabitants

of Mount Seir, if their name is correctly interpreted "cave-

dwellers," were a kindred people to the Troglodytes on the

other side of the Red Sea.

TROGON, a word apparently first used as English^ by
G. Shaw (iius. Leverianum, p. 177) in 1792, and now for many
years accepted as the general name of certain birds forming

the family Trogonidae of modem ornithology. The trogons

are birds of moderate size: the smallest is hardly bigger than a

thrush and the largest less bulky than a crow. In most of them

the bill is very wide at the gape, which is invariably beset by
recurved bristles. They seize most of their food, whether

caterpillars or fruits, on the wing, though their alar power is not

exceptionally great, their flight being described as short, rapid

and spasmodic. Their feet are weak and of a unique structure,

the second toe, which in most birds is the inner anterior one,

being reverted, and thus the trogons stand alone, since in all

other birds that have two toes before and two behind it is the

outer toe that is turned backward. The plumage is very remark-

able and characteristic. There is not a species which has not

beauty beyond most birds, and the glory of the group culminates

in the quezal (q.v.). But in others golden green and steely blue,

rich crimson* and tender pink, yellow varying from primrose

to amber, vie with one another in vivid coloration, or contrasted,

as happens in many species, with a warm tawny or a sombre

sUty grey—to say nothing of the delicate freckling of black and

white, as minute as the markings of a moth*s wing—the whole

set off by bands of white, producing an effect hardly equalled

in any group. The plumage is further remarkable for the large

size of its contour-feathers, which are extremely soft and so

loosely seated as to come off in scores at a touch, and there

is no down. The tail is generally a very characteristic feature,

the rectrices, though in some cases pointed, being often curiously

squared at the tip, and when this is the case they are usually

^ rr«C0<X"> (the oblique case) occurs in Pliny (H. N. x. 16) as

the name of a bird of which he knew nothing, save that it was
mentioned by Hylas. an auKur, whose work is lost: but some
would read Tryg<mem (turtle-dove). In 1752 M6hrinK (Av. Genera,

p. 85) applied the name to the " Curucui " (pronounced " Suniqu4,"
vide Bates. Nai. Amaaons, i. 254) of Marcgrav {Hist. nal. Brasiliae»

B.
21 1). who described and figured it in 1648 recognizably. In 1760

risson (QmUkologie, iv. 164) adopted Troton as a generic term,

and. Linnaeus having followed his example, it has nnce been
universally accepted.

Anatole Bogdanoff determined the red pigment of the feathers

of Pharomacrus amriceps to be a substance which he called " aooxan-

thinc " {Campus fendus, Nov. a, 1837. alv. 690).

barred ladder-like with white and black.* According to J.
Gould, they are larger and more pointed in the young than in

the old, and grow squarer and have the white bands narrower at

each succeeding moult. He also asserts that in the species

which have the wing coverts freckled, the freckling becomes
finer with age. So far as has been observed, the nidification

of these birds is in holes of trees, wherein are laid without any
bedding two roundish eggs, generally white, but certainly in one
species (quezal) tinted with bluish green.

The trogons form a very well-marked family, belonging to the
coraciiform birds, and probably to be placed m that assemblage
near the colies (see Mouse Biao) and swifts {,q.v.). The remains
of one, T. gaUiats, have been recognized by A. Milne-Edwards
(Ois. fess. de la France, ii. 395, pi. 177, figs. 18-22) from the Miocene
of the Allier. This fortunate discovery seems to account for the
remarkable distribution of the trogons at the present day. While
they chiefly abound, and have developed their climax of magnifi-
cence, in the tropical parts of the New World, the}' yet occur in

the tropical pans of the Old. The species now inhabit ine Africa,
forming the group Hapaloderma, can hardly be separated gencri-
cally m>m those of the NeotroiMcal Trogon, and the didkrence
between the Asiatic forms, if somewhat greater, is still comparatively
slight. It is pbin then that the Trogons are an exceptionally
persistent type; indeed in the whole class few similar instances
occur, and perhaps none that can be called parallel. The extreme
development of the type in the New World just noticed also furnishes
another hint. While in some of the American trogons {Pharo-
macrus, for instance) the plumage of the females is not very much
less beautiful than that of the males, there arc others in which
the hen birds retain what may be fairly deemed a more ancient
livery, while the cocks flaunt in brilliant attire. Now the plumage
of both sexes in all but one * of the Asiatic trogons, Harpactes,
resembles rather that of the young and of those females of the
American species which arc modestly clothed. The inference from
this fact would seem to be that the general coloration of the Trogons
prior to the establishment, by geographical estrangement, of the
two types was a russet similar to that now worn by the adults of
both sexes in the Indian region, and by a portion only of the
females in the Neotropical. The Ethiopian t>'pe. as already said,

very closely agrees with the American, and therefore would be
likely to have been longer in connexion therewith. Again, while
the adults of most of the American trogons (Pharomacrus and
Euptiloiis excepted) have the edges of the bill serrated, their young
have them smooth or only with a single notch on either side near
the tip, and this is observable in the Asiatic trogons at all ages.

At the same time the most distinctive features of the whole group,
which are easily taken in at a glance, but are difficult to express
briefly in words, are equally possessed by both branches 01 the
family, showing that they were in all likelihood—for the possibility

that the peculiarities may have been evolved apart is not to be
overlooked—reached before the geographical sunderinjg of these
branches (whereby they are now placed on oppoate sides of the
globe) was effected.

About sixty ^>ecies of troeons are recoffnized, which J. Gould
in the second edition of his Monogra^ of the family (1875} divides
into seven genera. Pharomacrus, Euptiloiis and Trogon inhabit
the mainland of tropical America, no species passing to the north-
ward of the Rio Grande nor southward of the forest district of
Brazil, while none occur on the west coast of Peru or Chile. Priono-
telus and Tmetolrogon, each with one species, are peculiar respectively
to Cuba and Haiti. The African form Hapaloderma nas two
species, one found only on the west coast, the other of more general
range. The Asiatic trogons, Harpactes (with eleven species accord-
ing to the same authority), occur from Nepal to Malacca, in Ceylon,
and in Sumatra, Java and Borneo, while one species is peculiar

to some of the Philippine Islands. (A. N.)

TROOUS, ONAEUS POMPEIUS, Roman historian from the

country of the Vocontii in Gallia Narbonensis, nearly contem-
porary with Livy, flourished during the age of Augustus. His
grandfather served in the war against Sertorius with Pompey,
through whose influence he obtained the Roman citizenship;

hence the name Pompeius, adopted as a token of gratitude to

his benefactor. His father served under Jtilius Caesar in the

capacity of secretary and interpreter. Trogus himself seems

to have been a man of encyclopaedic knowledge. He wrote,

after Aristotle and Theophrastus, books on the natural history

of animals and plants, frequently quoted by the elder Pliny.

But his principal work was Historiae Philippicae in forty-four

'In the trogon of Cuba, Prionotelus, they are most curiously

scooped out, as it were, at the extremity, and the lateral pointed
ends diverge in a way almost unique among birds.

* Or two species if N. macloU be more than a local form of H.
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books, SO called because the Maceidonian empire founded by
Philip is the central theme of the narrative. This was a general

history of the world, or rather of those portions of it which came
under the sway of Alexander and his successors. It began
with Ninus, the founder of Nineveh, and ended at about the

same point as Livy (a.d. 9). The last event recorded by the

epitomator Justin (q.v.) is the recovery of the Roman standards

captured by the Parthians (ao b.c.)> He left untouched Roman
history up to the time when Greece and the East came into

contact with Rome, possibly because Livy had sufficiently treated

it. The work was based upon the writings of Greek historians,

such as Theopompus (also the author of a Philippica), Ephorus,
Timaeus, Polybius. Chiefly on the ground that such a work
was beyond the powers of a Roman, it is generally agreed that

Trogus did not gather together the information from the leading

Greek historians for himself, but that it was already combined
into a single book by some Greek (very probably Timagenes
of Alexandria). His idea of history was more severe and less

rhetorical than that of Sallust and Livy, whom he blamed for

putting elaborate speeches into the mouths of the characters

of whom they wrote. Of his great work, we possess only the

epitome by Justin, the prologi or summaries of the 44 books, and
fragments in Vopiscus, Jerome, Augustine and other writers.

But even in its present mutilated state it is often an important
authority for the ancient history of the East. Ethnographical

and geographical excursuses are a special feature of the work.

Fragments edited by A. Bidowski (1853); sec also.A.H.L.Heercn,
De Trogi P. foniibus et aucloritaU (prchxcd to C. H. Frotschcr's
edition of Justin); A. Enmann on tne authorities used by Trogus
for Greek and Sicilian history (1880); A. von Gutschmid. Vber die
FragmenU des Pompeius Trogus (185^); M. Schanz, Cesckuhle der
rdmiscken LUleralur (2nd cd., 1899), ti., where all that is known of
Timagenes is given; Teuffcl-Schwabc, Hist, of Roman Literature,

§ 258; and article Justin.

TROIA, a town and episcopal see of Apulia, Italy, in the

province of Foggia, situated 1440 ft. above sca-Ievcl, 7 m. N.W.
of the station of Giardinetto-Troia, which is 16 m. S.W. of Foggia.

Pop. (1901), 6674. Troia occupies the site of the ancient Accae,

12 m. S. of Luccria, on the Via Traiana, a town which fell to

Hannibal after the victory of Cannae, but was won back by the

Romans in 214. Under the empire it appears to have become
a colony. Troia was itself founded in 1017 by the Greek prefect

Basilius Bugianus. The cathedral dates from 1107, but the

upper part of the facade with its curious sculptures, fine rose-

window and polychromatic decoration, the choir apse and the

interior were restored early in the 13th century. The latter

has been somewhat spoilt by recent decorations. The bronze

doors, partly in relief and partly in niello, of 11 19 and X127

respectively, were cast in Beneventum by Oderisius Berardus.

The small domed church of S. Basilio has an ambo of 1 1 58.

TROILUS. in Greek legend, son of Priam (or Apollo) and
Hecuba. His father, when upbraiding his surviving sons for

their cowardice, speaks in the Iliad (xxiy. 257) of Troilus as

already slain before the action of the poem commences. Accord-

ing to a tradition dravm from other sources and adopted by
Virgil (Aen. i. 474), when a mere boy he fell by the hand of

Achilles. In another account, he was dragged to death by his

own horses. His death formed the subject of a lost tragedy by
Sophocles. There is no trace in classical writers of the story of

Shakespeare's Troilus and Cressida, the materials for which were

derived from Chaucer's poem of the same name, Lydgate's

History, Sege, and Destruccion of Troy, Caxton's Rccuyell of the

Historyes of Troy (trans, from Norman French of Raoul le

Fevre), Chapman's translation of Homer, and perhaps a play on
the subject by Dekker and Chattle.

TROITSK, a town of eastern Russia, in the government of

Orenburg, situated in a fertile steppe, 315 m. N.E. of Orenburg,

and 77 m. S. of Chelyabinsk, on the Siberian highway. Pop.

(1885), 18,497; (1900), 23,293. It has grown rapidly in modem
times. The Troitskiy fort, erected in 1743, became a centre for

trade with the Kirghiz steppe and Turkestan, and in that trade

Troitsk is now second only to Orenburg. Cotton, silk, and
especially horses and cattle are imported, while leather, cotton,

woollen and metal wares are exported. An active trade in corn
for the Ural gold mines is carried on. The place has ironworks
and tanneries.

TROLLS, HERLUF (1516-1565), Danish naval hero, was bom
on the 14th of January 1516 at Lilld. At the age of nineteen
Trolle went to Vor Frue SkoU at Copenhagen, subsequently
completing his studies at Wittenberg, where he adopted the
views of Melanchthon^ with whom he was in intimate corre-

spondence for some years. His marriage with Brigitte, the
daughter of Lord Treasurer Mogens Gj6e, brought him a rich
inheritance, and in 1557 he took his seat in the senate. Both
Christian III. and Frederick II. had a very high opinion oC
Trolle's trustworthiness and ability and employed him in

various diplomatic missions. Trolle was, indeed, richly

endowed by nature, and his handsome face and lively manners
made him popubr everywhere. His one enemy was his wife's

nephew Peder Oxe, the subsequently distinguished finance

minister, whose narrow grasping ways, especially as the two
men were near neighbours, did not contribute towards family
harmony. It was Trolle whom Frederick II. appointed to
investigate the charges of malversation brought against Oxe.
Both Trolle and his wife were far renowned for their piety and
good works, and their whole household had to conform to their

example or seek service elsewhere. A man of culture, moreover,
he translated David's 31st Psalm into Danish verse. He also

promoted literature and learning by educating poor students

both at home and abroad, endowing Latin schools and encourag-

ing historical research. In 1559 Trolle was appointed admiral
and inspector of the fleet, a task which occupied all his time and
energy. In 1563 he superseded the ageid Peder Skram as

admiral in chief. On the lolh of May he put to sea with twenty-
one ships of the line and five smaller vessels and, after tmiting

with a LUbeck squadron of six liners, encountered, off the

isle of Oland, a superior Swedish fleet of thirty-eight ships under
Jacob Bagge. Supported by two other Danish ships Trolle

attacked the Swedish flagship " Makalds " (Matchless), then
the largest battleship in northern waters, but was beaten of!

at nightfall. The fight was renewed at six o'clock the following

morning, when the " Makalfis " was again attacked and forced

to surrender, but blew up immediately afterwards, no fewer
than 300 Liibeck and Danish sailors perishing with her. But
the Swedish admiral was captured and the remnant of the
Swedish fleet took refuge at Stockholm. Despite the damage done
to his own fleet and flagship *' Fortuna " by this great victory,

Trolle, on the 14th of August, fought another but indecisive

action with a second Swedish fleet under the famous Swedish
admiral Klas Horn, and kept the sea till the 13th of Oaober.
Trolle spent the winter partly at his casile of Herlufsholm com-
pleting his long cherished plan of establishing a school for all

classes, and partly at Copenhagen equipping a new fleet for the
ensui.ig campaign. On the ist of June 1565 he set sail with
twenty-eight liners, which were reinforced off Femem by five

Liibeck vessels. Klas Horn had put to sea still earlier with a
superior fleet and the two admirals encountered off Fchmam on
the 4lh of June. The fight was severe but indecisive, and both
commanders finally separated to repair their ships. Trolle had
been severely wounded in the thigh and shoulder, but he would
not let the ship's surgeon see to his injuries till every one else

had been attended to. This characteristic act of unselfishness

was his undoing, for he died at Copenhagen on the 25th of June,
seventeen days after they had put him ashore.

TROLLHXTTAN, a town of Sweden in the district (/fln) of

Elfsborg, 45 m. by rail N. by E. of Gothenburg. Pop. 6000.

It lies on the left (east) bank of the Gdta at the point where that

river descends xo8 ft. in the course of nearly a milt by the famous
falls of TroUhlittan (six in number) and several rapids. The
scenic setting of the falls is not striking, but the great volume
of water, neariy 18,000 cub. ft. per second, renders them most
imposing. The narrowed river here surrounds several isbnds,

on either side of one of which (Toppo) are the first falls of the
series,. Toppft and Tjuf. These are 42 ft. in height. The water-

power is used in rolling-mills, a cellulose factory and other works.
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Several " giant's caldrons " are seen in the exposed bed of a
fonner cbanneL Below the falls are valuable salmon fisheries.

To the east of the river the Berg canal, part of the Giita canal

system, ascends m a series of eleven new locks (Akersvass)

completed in 1844. An old series of locks (1800) is in use for

small vessels. There are also ruins of an abortive attempt

made to lock the falls in 1755. (%e Gota.)

TROLLOPE, AMTHONT (1815-1882), English novelist. Was
bom in London, on the 34th of April 181 5. His father, Thomas
Anthony Trollope (1780-1835), a barrister who had been fellow

of New College, Oxford, was reduced to poverty by unbusiness-

like habits and injudicious speculation, and in 1829 Anthony's

mother, Frances Milton Tkollope (i 780-1863), went with her

husband to the United States to open a small fancy-goods shop

in Cincinnati. The enterprise was a failure, but her three years'

stay in that country resulted in a book on the Domestic Manners

of Ike Americans (1833), of which she gave an unflattering

account that aroused keen resentment. Returning to England

her husband was compelled to flee the country in order to escape

his creditors, and Mrs Trollope thereafter supported him m
Bruges until his death by her incessant literary work. She
published some books of travel, most of which are coloured by
prejudice, and many novels, among the best known of which are

The Vicar of WrcxhiU (1837) and the Widow Barnaby (1839),

studies in that vein of broad comedy in which lay her peculiar

gift. She wrote steadily for more than twenty years, until her

death, at Florence, on the 6th of October 1863. (See Frances

Trothpe^ her Life and Literary Work^ by her daughter-in-law

1895.) Her eldest son Tbomas Adolphus Trollope (1810-

1893), was educated at Winchester and Oxford, and spent

most of his life in Italy. He wrote a number of works on Italian

subjects, among them Homes and Haunts of Italian Poets (1881),

in collaboration with his second wife, Frances Eleanor Trollope,

herself a novelist of no mean ability. He was a voluminous

author, and perhaps the qtiantity of his work has obscured

its real merit. Among his novels are La Beata (1861) Gemma
(1866), and The Carstangs of Garstang Grange (1869). (See his

autobiography, Whal I Remember 1887.)

Anthony IVoUope was the third son. By his own account few

English men of letters have had an unhappier childhood and
youth. He puts down his own misfortunes, at Harrow, at

Winchester, at Harrow again, and elsewhere, to his father's

pecuniary circumstances, which made his own appearance dirty

and shabby, and subjected him to various humiliations. But it

is permissible to suspect that this was not quite the truth, and
that some peculiarities of temper, of which in after life he had

many, contributed to his unpopularity. At any rate he seems to

have reached the verge of manhood as ignorant as if he had had
no education at all. After an experience as usher in a private

school at Brussels he obtained, at the age of nineteen, by favour

(for be could not pass even the ridiculous examination then

usual) a position in the London post office. Even then his

troubles were not over. He got into debt; he got into ridiculous

entanglements of love affairs, which he has very candidly

avowed; he was in constant hot water with the authorities;

and he seems to have kept some very queer company, which

long afterwards stood him in good stead as models for some of

his novels. At last in August 1841 he obtained the appointment

of clerk to one of the post office surveyors in a remote part of

Ireland with a very small salary. This, however, was practically

quadrupled by allowances; living was cheap; and the life suited

TroUope exactly, being not office work, which he always hated,

but a kind of travelling inspectorship. In the discharge of his

duties he evinced a business capacity quite unsuspected by his

former superiors. Here he began that habit of hunting which,

after a manner hardly possible in later conditions of official work,

he kept up for many years even in England. Within three years

of his appointment he became engaged to Rose Hescltinc, whom
he had met in Ireland but who was of English birth. They
were married in June 1844. His headquarters had previously

been at Banagher; he was now transferred to Clonmel.

TroUope had always dreamt of novel-writing, and his Irish

XXVjl 6

experiences seemed to supply him with promising subjects.

With some assistance from his mother he got published his first

two books. The Macdermols of BaUydoran (1847) and The KeUys
and the (/KeUys (1848). Neither was in the least a success,

though the second perhaps deserved to be, and a third, La
Vendie (1850), besides being a much worse book tjian either,

was equally a failure. Trollope made various literary attempts,
but for a time ill fortune attended all of them. Meanwhile
he was set on a new kind of post office work, which suited him
even better than his former employment—a sort of roving com-
mission to inspect rural deliveries and devise their extension, first

in Ireland, then throughout the west of England and South Wales.
That he diid good work is undeniable; but his curious conception
of official duty, on his discharge of which he prided himself

immensely, is exhibited by his confessions that he "got his hunt-
ing out of it," and that he felt " the necessity of travelling miles

enough "—he was paid by the mileage—" to keep his horses."

It was during this work that he struck the vein which gave him
fortune and fame. A visit to Salisbury Close inspired him with
the idea of The Warden (1855). It brou^t him little immediate
profit, nor was even Barchester Towers^ which followed in 1857,
very profitable, though it contains his freshest, his most original,

and, with the exception of The Last Chronicle of Barset, his best

work. The two made him a reputation, however, and in 1858
he was able for the first time to sell a novel, The Three Clerhs, for

a substantial sum, £250. A journey on post office business to

the West Indies gave him material for a book of travel, The
West Indies and the Spanish Main (1859), which he frankly

and quite truly acknowledges to be much better than some
subsequent work of his in the same line. From this time his

production, mainly of noveb, was incessant, and the sums which
he received were very large, amounting in one case to as much as

£3535 for a single book, and to nearly £70,000 in the twenty years
between 1859 and 1879. All these particulars are given with
great minuteness by hhnself, and are characteristic. The full

high' tide of his fortunes began when the Comhill Magazine
was established. He was asked at short notice to contribute

a novel, and wrote in 1861 Framley Parsonage, which was
extremely popular; two novels immediately preceding it. The
Bertrams (1859) and Castle Richmond (i860) had been much
less successfuL

As it will be possible to notice few of his other works, the list

of them, a sufficiently astonishing one, may be given here: Doctor
Thome (1858): Tales of All Countries (xrd series 1863); Or/rv Farm;
North America (1862); Rachael /^ay (1863); The Small House at
Allineton, Can You Forgive Herf (1864); Miss Mackenzie (1865);
The Belton Estate (1866): The Clavenngs, Nina Balalka, The Last

, . Phineas Finn,
Brown, Jones and
Tales, The Com-

mentaries of Caesar (1870); Sir Harry Hotspur of HumUelhwaile,
Ralph the Heir (1871): The Golden Lion of Cranpere (1872); The
Eustace Diamonds, Australia and Neat Zealand (1873); Phineas
Redux, Harry Heathcote of Gangoil, Lady Anna (1874) : The Way We
Live NowiiSjs): The Prime MinisUr (1876): The American Senator
(1877): 7* He Popenjoy? South Africa (1878); John Calditate, An
Eyefor an Eye, Cousin Henry, Thackeray (1879) ; The Duke's Children,
Cicero (1880); Ayala's Angel, Dr Worlle's School (1881); Frau Froh-
mann. Lord Palmerston, The Fixed Period, Kept in the Dark, Marion
Fay (1882): Mr Scarborough's Family, The Land Leaguers (1883):
and An Old Man's Love (1884), and several volumes of short stones.

How this enormous total was achieved in spite of official

work (of which, lightly as he took it, he did a good deal, and
which he did not give up for many years), of hunting three

times a week in the season, of whist-playing, of not a Utile

going into general society, he has explained inth his usual

curious minuteness. He reduced novel-writing to the con-

ditions of regular mechanical work—so much so that latterly

he turned out 250 words every quarter of an hour, and >i\T0le

at this rate three hours a day. He divided every book before-

hand into so many days' work and checked off* the amount
as he wrote.

A life thus spent could not be very eventful, and its events

may be summed up rapidly. In .1858 he went to Egypt on
post office business, and at the end of 1859 be got himself

la
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transferred from Ireland to the eastern district of England.

Here he took a house, at Waltham. He took an active part

in the establishment of the Fortnightly Review in 1865; he was
editor of St Paul's for some time after 1867; and at the end of

that year he resigned his position in the post office. He stood

as a parliamentary candidate for Beverley and was defeated; he
received from his old department special missions to America

and elsewhere—he bad already gone to America during the Civil

War. He went to Australia in 1871, and before going broke up
his household at Waltham. When he returned he established

himself in London, and lived there tmtil 1880, when he removed
to Harting, on the confines of Sussex and Hampshire. He had
visited South Africa in 1877 and travelled elsewhere. He died

of paralysis on the 6th of December x88a.

Of Trollope's personal character it is not necessary to say much.
Strange as his conception of official duty may seem, it was
evidently quite honest and sincere, and, though he is said to have
been as an official popiilar neither with superiors nor inferiors,

he no doubt did much good work. Privately he was much liked

and much disliked—a great deal of real kindness being accom-

pam'ed by a blustering and overbearing manner, and an egotism,

not perhaps more deep than other men's, but more vociferous.

None of his literary work except the novels is remarkable for

merit. His Caesar and Cicero are curious examples of a man's

undertaking work for which he was not in the least fitted.

Thackeray exhibits, though Trollope appears to have both

admired Thackeray as an artist and liked him as a man, grave

faults of taste and judgment, and a complete lack of real criticism.

The books of travel are not good, and of a kind not good. Nina
Balatka and Linda TreMc/—stories dealing with Prague and
Nuremberg respectively—were published anonymously and as

experiments in the romantic style. They have been better

thought of by the author and by some competent judges than

by the public or the pubh'shers. The Struggles of Brawn, Jones

and Robinson was still more disliked, and is certainly very^bad

as a whole, but has touches of curious originality in parts.

Trollope seldom creates a character of the first merit; at the

same time his characters are always alive. Dr Thome, Mr
Harding, who has the courage to resign his sinecure

in The Warden, Mr Crawley, Archdeacon Grantley,

and Mrs Proudie in the same ecclesiastical series, are

distinct additions to the personae

After his first failures he never

thing that was not a faithful and sometimes a very

amusing transcript of the sayings and doings of

possible men and women. His characters are never

marionettes, much less sticks. He has some
irritating mannerisms, notably a trick of repetition

of the same form of words. He is sometimes absolutely vulgar

—

that is to say, he docs not deal with low life, but shows, though
always robust and pure in morality, a certain coarseness of

taste. He is^ constantly rather trivial, and perhaps nowhere
out of the Barset series (which, however, is of itself no in-

amsiderable work) has he produced books that will live. The
very faithfulness of his representation of a certain phase of

thought, of cultivation, of society, uninformed as it is by
any higher ^irit, in the long run damaged, as it had first

helped, the popularity of his work. But, allowing for all this

it may and must stiU be said that he held up his mirror

steadily to nature, and that the mirror itself was fashioned

with no inconsiderable art.

Trollope wrote an Autobiography, edited by his son Henry M.
Trollope in 1883, explaining his literary methods with amusing
frankness. See also Sir L. Stephen's Studies of a Biographer (1898),
Tame* Bryce's Studies in Contemporary Biography (1903), and
Henry James's Partial Portraits (1888).

TROMBA MARINA, or Mauke Tiuupet (Fr. trompeUe
marine; Ger. Marine Trompete, Trompetengeige, Nonnengeige,

Tympanischisa or Trummscheit), a triangular bowed instru-

ment about 6 ft. in length, which owes its characteristic timbre
to the peculiar construction of the bridge. The tromba marina
consists of a body and neck in the shape of a truncated

cone resiing on a triartgulBr base. In the days of Michael
Practorius (1618)^ the length of ihe Trummscheit was 7 ft. 3 in.

and the ihr^ sides at ihc base mea^uced 7 in., tapering to

3 m. at the neck. These tneosnrcmenU varied considerably,

&% did aijA the shape of the body und the number of strings.

In some cases the base of the body was left open, and in others

ihc^ ^vere sound-hole^. Thi? bridge, from its curiously irr^ular

shitpe, was kiio^^n ss iht '^ shoe "; it was thick and high at

4. he one-sidi!' on which rested the siring, and low and narrow
at the other which was left loose so that it vibrated against

the belly with evFfy movement of ihe bow, producing a trumpet-

3ikc limbrc. It is to this feature, in conjunction with its general

rcsejnb lance in contour to the marine speaking-trumpet of the

middle ^gcs, that the name of the instrument is doubtless due.

There w^* at firat but one itrmg^ generally a D violoncello string,
which woB ndt stopped by ihe Anders in the usual wav, but pla>*cd
DLiiy in harmanici oy Mghily tauchiog it with the thumS at the nodal
paints. The hea\'y bloWn BimiLar ta that of the violonceUo. b used
l>etwe?cn the his best po&itioni of the left hajid at the nodal pomts and
the nut o{ the head. In a Trummaebeit in the collection of the Kgl.
Ifochichule, at Charlottenbutv [No. 771 in catalogue) the frets are
lettered A.O,F,A.D,F;G.A3,C.D. SometiEnes an ocUve string,
haJf the length of the tnelcidjr string, and eieri two moie, le^ectivcly
the twelfth and the double octave^ not tv&ting on the bndge but
acting as s^-mpathetic strings, wrte added tD improve the tiintne by
strengthening the pure harmonic tcnes without Increasing the blare
due to the action of the bridge. In Germany, at the time when the
trumpet waa extensively U9eam the churches, nuns often substituted
thy tromba nurina, whence the name Sonrtengjngjt, In France,
tht? Grande Ecuhc du Roi comprised five tnimpets>niarine ana
cDjiniome? among the band in 1662, when the chaige was mentioned
for the fLf^t time in the accounii; and in 1666 the number «-aa
hncrrA^<^d to six. The instrument fell into disuse during the first

hjilf ai the 1 3th cuntur^ £ind was only La be seen in the hands of
iunorant and stn^c musicianft. (K. S.)

TROHBOtfB (Fr. irombont, GcT. Pomune, ItaL trombonet)^

an important tnember of the brass wind family of musical
instruments fortnerly known ils sackbid. The trombone is

characlcrized by the Jtidr, consisting of two paralld cylindrical

tubrs, over iihich two uiher C}'lLtidrica] tubes, communicating
at their lower extremities by means of a short semicircular

icaioALiva i Dci tea, mc ^. n
t of English fiction. f(\\
tT produced any- 11 I

J
i sometimes a very ^i n

Ccxn ^
Fic. I.—Tenor Trombone (Besson & Co.).

pipe, slip without loss of air. The outer tube, therefore, slides

upon the inner, and as it is drawn downwards by the right

hand opens a greater length of tube proportional to the depth
of pitch required. When the slide is closed the instrument is

at ils highest pitch. To the upper end of one of the inner tubes

is fastened the cup-shaped mouthpiece and to the end of the

other tube is fixed the bell-joint. This joint, on the proper
proportions of which depend in a greater measure the acoustic

properties of the trombone, consists of a length of tubing with

conical bore widem'ng out into a large bdl and doubled back
once upon itself in a plane at right amgles to that of the slide.

The bell-joint is strengthened by two or three stays, and
the slide also has two, one between the inner immovable tubes

and the other on the outer sliding tubes, by means of which

the slide is drawn out and pushed in.

Sound is produced on the trombone, as <m the horn, by
means of the h'ps stretched h'ke a vibrating reed across the

cup mouthpiece from rim to rim; the acouiilc princif^es in-

volved are the same for both instruments. By overblowing,

i,e. by the varying tension of the lips and pressure of breath,

the harmonic series is obtained, which is effective between

the second and the tenth harmonics, the fundamental being

but rarely of practical use.

There are seven, positions of the slide on the trombone, each
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giving a theoretical fundameotal tone and its ijpper partials a
semitone lower than the last, and corresponding to the seven

shifts on the violin and to the seven positions on valve instru-

ments. These seven positions are found by drawing out the slide

a little more for each one, the first position being that in which

the slide remains closed. The performer on the trombone is

just as dependent on an accurate ear for finding the correct

positions as a violinist.

The table of harmonics for the seven portions of the tenor

trombone in Bb is appended; they furnish a complete chromatic

compass of two ocuves and a sixth.

Poeition I.

iwilk closed slide).

II.

III.

rv.

V.

VI.

VII.

These notes
is possible to .

ment being 'non-transposing, the notation represents the real
sounds.
The four chief trombones used in the orchestra are the following r—

es represent all the notes in practical use, although it

> produce certain of the higher harmonics. The instni-

The Alto in E flat or F.^m^ "C^ :

The Tcoot-Bm in B Bat. 6 6

;ir

p ^0^)

(-P-)

The Bass in F or G g=
(with double slide in E flat). —^-

'-^"^P:

(5)

The Contra-Bass in B flat. gr= ^
An octave below the Tenor-Bass.

8" bassa

The compass given above is extreme and includes the notes
obtained by means of the slide; the notes in brackets are \'ery

difficult; the fundamental notes, even when they can be played, are
not of much practical use. The contra-bass trombone, although
not much in request in the concert hall, is required for the Nibelungen
RiMt, in which Wagner has scored effectively for it.

The quality of tone varies greatly in the different instruments
and registers. The alto trombone has neither power nor richness

of lone, but sounds hard and has a timbre between that of a trumpet
and a French horn. The tenor and bass have a full rich quality
suiuble for heroic, majestic muuc, but the tone depends greatly

on the performer's method of playing: the modem tendency to

produce a banh. noisy blare is greatly to be deplored.
Besides the slide trombone, which is most largely used, there are

the valve trombones, and the double-slide trombones. The former

are made in the same keys as the instruments given above and are
constructed in the same manner, except that the slide u replaced by
three pistons, which enable the performer to obtain a greater technical
execution; as the tone suffen thereby and loses its character-
istic timbre, the instruments have never become popular in Fnglsnd.

Fxc. s.

The double-slide trombone'(fig. a)->natented by Messra Rudall Carte
& Co. but said to have been originally invented by Halary in 1830—
is made in Bb, G bass and El» contrabass. In these instruments
each of the branches of the slide is made half the usual length.

There are four branches instead of two and the two paira lie one
over the other, each pair being connected at the bottom by a semi-
circular tube and the second pair similarly at the top as well The
usual bar or sUy suffices for drawing out both pain of slides simul-
taneously, but as the lengthening 01 the air column » now doubled
in proportion to the shift of the slide, the extension of arm for the
lower positions is lessened by half, which increases the facility of
execution but calls for greater nicety in the adjustment of the slide,

more especially in the higher positions.

The history of the evolution of the trombone from the bucclna

is given m the article on the Sackbut (9.V.), the name by which
the earliest draw or slide trumpets were known hi Engknd.
The Germans call the trombone Fosaune, formerly buxaun,

busine, pusin or pHSun in the poems and romances of the xath

and X3th century, words all dearly derived from the Latin

buccina. The modem designation "large trumpet" comes
from the Italian, in which trotnba means not only trumpet,

but also pump and elephant's trunk. It is difficult to say

where or at what epoch the instrument was invented. In

a psalter (No. ao) of the nth century, preserved at Boulogne,

there is a drawing of an instrument which bears a. great

resemblance to a trombone deprived of its bell. Sebastian

Virdung, Ottmar Luscinius, and Martin Agricola say little

about the trombone, but they give illustrations of it tinder

the name of busaun which show that early in the x6th century

it was almost the same as that employed in our day. It would
not be.correct to assume from this that the trombone was not

well known at that date in Germany, and for the following

reasons. First, the art of trombone playing was in the 15th

century in Germany mostly in the hands of the members of

the town bands, whose duties included playing on the watch
towers, in churches, at pageants, banquets and festivals, and
they, being jealous of their privileges, kept the secretsof their art

closely, so that writers, such as the above, although acquainted

with the appearance, tone and action of the instrument would
have but little opportunity of learning much about the method
of producing the sound. Secondly, German and Dutch trombone
players are known to have been in request during the 1 5th century

at the courts of Italian princes.* Thirdly, Hans Neuschel of

Nuremberg, the most celebrated performer and maker of his day,

had already won a name at the end of the xsth century for the

excellence of his " Posaunen," and it is recorded that he made
great improvements in the construction of the instrument in X498,*

a date which probably marks the transition from sackbut to

trombone, by enlarging the bore and turning the bell-joint

round at right angles to the slide. Finally in early German
translations of Vegetius's De re militari (1470) the buccina

is described (bk. m., 5) as the trumpet or posaun which is

drawn in and out, showing that the instrument was not only

well known, but that it had been identified as the descendant of

the buccina.

By the i6th century the trombone had come into vogue in England,
and from the name it bore at first, not saekbut^ but shakbusske, it

> E. Van der Straeten, Les Musiciens nierlandais p. 26.
* See G. von Retberg " Zur Gesch. d. Musik-instrumente " in

AnzeiterfUr Kunde der deutschen Vorteit p. 341. (Nuremberg. i36o).

See also letten from Jorg Neuschell 1540-1545 in MomUshtftej.
Mustkwissensduft, ix. p. 149 seq. -*
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Is e^dent that the instrument had been introduced from Spain and
not from France (where it bore the name of saauebutc), as some
have assumed from the more frequent use of the word sackbut.
The band of musicians in the service of Henry VI II. included ten
sackbut players, and under Elizabeth, in 1587, there were six

English instrumentalists then enjoyed a certain reputation and
were sought for by foreign courts; thus in 1604 Cnarles III. of

Lorraine sought to recruit his sackbut players from English bands.*

Praetorius' classes the trombones in a complete family, the relative

tonalities of which were thus composed : i AU-Posaun, 4 Ctnuine
rechU Posaunen, a Quart-Posauntn, i Octav-Posaun—eight in all.

The Alt-posaun was in D. With the slide closed, it gave the first of

the accompanying harmonics:

—

H-T^H'-^ :xr.

The gemeine rechte Posaunen, or ordinary trombones, were in A.
Without using the slide they gave the subjoined sounds:

—

& :S=^
n; a:

I

The puart-Posaun was made either in E, the fourth below the
eemeine rechte Posaun, or in D, the lower fifth. In the latter case

It was exactiv an octave below the Alt-Posaun. The Octav-Posaun
was in A. It was constructed in two different fashions: r'rVi. r it

had a length double that of the ordinary trombone, or 1! '
'1 Ic

was shortened, the length of the column of air being still rr s.-. ;d

by the adaptation of a crook. The first system, which wa td

by Hans Schretber four years before the work of Praetoriu: d,

{^ave the instrumentalist a slide by which he could proc le

ower octave all the sounds of the ordinary trombone. 1 -1
-

id

system, which Praetorius had known for years, was dis'Ln,^i:i^ird

from the first, not only by modifications affecting the fori : . ^ . 1

' k>

by a larger bore. Mersenne ' calls the trombone trompaii, v...; /..9-

ntque, or tuba tractUis. He describes carefully the seven positions

and gives the diatonic scale for the first octave, but he does not.

like Praetorius, mention the pitch of the trombones in use in his

day. He established this fact, however, that it w,v^ cu^!! m.if>' in

France, as in Germany, to lower the instrument 1 f-^un k \n.[ ,v. -he

pitch of the ordinary trombone by means of a ^^'>^J«', .\ k-.vA , f ^ -ok
with a double turn that was fitted between thr Ull .m>l iI:h! ^Lde.

"in order," he said, "to make the bass to himU i-. crr-rs."
This system, so simple and rational, might h.i'> ' .cd

alwavs to serve for the basis of the technique <<r ii nt;

but from the ntiddle of the i8th century the art '
i"

'

'

m-
bone became the object of purely empiric tcacliii^ he
decline in the popularity of the trombone duri 1

1

- iry

in England, France, Germany and Italy, wrii:i - ' iod

are sometimes at a loss to describe the workine a n-\ >l li l .

;

dc,

as were the early i6th<entury authors. J. J. Li*cK ami uUvr i im
Jacob Lotter, whose work is a richauffi of EiscV'5, nircntkm (.)ur

Principal positions. " the others not being of much imrH.n ' e."

he lowering of the pitch effected by means of 1

'

ns,

however, is almost equal to that of the seven po£liio4*^ ^i u.^ j^.u-^rn

trombone. The tenor or ordinary trombone is given as an example.
It stood in the first position in A. The second position, equal to the
modern third produced the harmonic series ol the fundamental G
one tone lower than the first position. The third position gave F
again a tone lower and corresponding to our sixth position. The
fourth position, which extended so far outward "that the arm could
hardly reach it, gave E as fundamental. The intermediate semitones,
instead of bein^ considered as positions, are treated as accidentals,

lowering or raising any note obtained in one of the positions by draw-
ing out, or pushing in, the slide approximately an extra two-fineers

breadth. It would not be correct to state without qualification that

four positions only were used on the trombone in the i8th century.
Samuel Wesley, who has left notes on the scales of various instru-

ments, in his own hand (Add MS. 35011 fol. 166 Brit. Mus.). has
added under the scales of the tronibones—^bass, tenor and alto

—

the remark " sacbut or double trumpet, the scale of which is

wantine."
Of all wind instruments the trombone has perhaps been least

modified in form; changes have occasionally been attempted, but
for the most part with only trifling success. The innovation which
has had the most vogue dates from the end of the 18th century;
it consisted in bending the tube of the bell in a half circle

above the head of the executant, which produced a very bizarre
effect. It also gjave rise to very serious inconveniences: by destroy-
ing the regularity of the proportions of the bell it prejudicially

affected the quality of tone and intonation of the instrument. For
a long time the curved bell with iu serpent's mask known as the

' See A. Jacquot, La Musique en Lorraine, p. 61.
* Organographia (WolfenbOttel, 1619).
* Hanmmi* untperselU (Paris, 1636).

Bucin—a term borrowed from the French in this instance--«as
maintained in military musk;, and it is not so very long since ii

was completely given up. By giving a half turn more to the bell

tube its opening was directed to the back of the executant ; but thb

His

Fig. 3.—Contrabass Trombone (Boosey & Co.).

form, in fashion for a little while about 1830, was not long adhered
to, and the trombone reassumed its primitive form, which is still

maintained. As appears from a patent deposited by Stdlsel and
BlUmel at Berlin on the 12th of April 1818 the application of ventils
or pistons was then made for the first time.* The ventils, at first

two in number, effected a definite lengthening of the instrument.
The first augmented the length of the tube by a tone, lowering by
as much the natural harmonics. The second produced a similar
effect for a semitone, and the simultaneous employment of the tm-o
pistons resulted in the depression of a tone and a half. The principle,
therefore, of the employment of ventils or pistons is the same as
that which governs the use of slides (see Valves). Notwithstanding
the increased facility obtained by the use of pistons, they are very
far from having gained the suffrage of all playen: many prefer
the slide, believing that it gives a facility of emission that tney can-
not obtain with a piston trombone. The flat tonalities having been
preferred for military music since the beginning of the 19th century
the pitch of each variety of trombones fias been raised a semitone.
At present six trombones are more or less in use, viz. the alto
trombone in F, the alto in Eb (formerly in D), the tenor in Bb
(formerly in A), the bass in G, the bass in F (formerly in E), the bass
in Et> (formerly in D), and the contrabass in Bb. This transposition
has no reference to the number of vibrations that may be officially

or tacitly adopted as the standard pitch of any country or locality.

A trombone an octave lower than the tenor has recently been re-
introduced into the orchestra, principally by Wagner. The different
varieties just cited are constructed with pistons or slides, as the
case may be.

Further information on the trombone will be found in the mono-
aphs by the Rev. F. W. Galpin, "The Sackbut: its Evolution and
istory,** Proc. Mus. Assoc. (1906-1907); by Victor Mahillon. Le

Trombone, son kistoire, sa tkiorie, sa construction (Brussels. London,
1907). Before his recent death Professor George Case had in
preparation an important work on the trombone. (V. M. ; K. S)

TROMP, the name of two famous Dutch admirals.

1. Martin Hakpertzoon Tromp (i 597-1653) was bom
at Brielle, South Holland, in 1597. At the age of eight he
made a voyage to the East Indies in a merchantman, but was
made prisoner and spent several years on board an English
cruiser. On making his escape to Holland he entered the
navy in 1624, and in 1637 was made lieutenant admiral.

In February 1639 he surprised, off the Flemish coast near
Gravclines, a large Spanish fleet, which he completely destroyed,

and in the following September he defeated the combined fleets

of Sp>ain and Portugal ofif the Englbh coast—achievements
which placed him in the first rank of Dutch naval commanders.
On the outbreak of war with England Tromp appeared in

the Downs in command of a brge fleet and anchored off Dover.
On the approach of Blake he weighed anchor and stood over
towards France, but suddenly altered his course and bore doy:n
on the English fleet, which was much inferior to his in numbers.
In the engagement which followed (May 19, 1652) he had
rather the worst of it and drew off with the loss of two ships.

In November he again appeared in command of eighty ships

of war, and a convoy of 300 merchantmen, which he had under-

taken to guard past the English coast. Blake resolved to

attack him, and, the two fleets coming to dose quarters near

Dungeness on the 30th of November, the English, after severe

losses, drew off in the darkness and anchored off Dover, retiring

next day to the Donvus, while Tromp anchored off Boulogne

*This was mentioned in the Leipzig Allg. mvsik. Zlg. (1815),
the merit of the invention being assigned to Heinrich btOlael 01
Picas in Silesia.
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till the Dutch merchantmen had all passed beyond danger.

The sutement that he sailed up the Channel with a broom
at his masthead in token of his ability to sweep the seas is

probably mythical. In the following February (1653), while

in charge of a large convoy of merchantmen, he maintained

a niuning fight with the combined English fleets under Blake,

Penn and Monk off Portland to. the sands of Calais, and,

though baffling to some extent the purposes of the English,

had the worst of the encounter, losing nine ships of war and
thirty or forty merchantmen. On the 3rd of June he fought

an indecisive battle with the Englbh fleet under Richard

Dean in the Channel, but the arrival of reinforcements under

Blake on the following day enabled the English to turn

the scale against him and he retired to the Texel with the loss

of seventeen ships. Greatly discouraged by the results of the

battle, the Dutch sent commissioners to Cromwell to treat

for peace, but the proposal was so coldly received that war was
immediately renewed, Tromp again appearing in the Channel

towards the end of July 1653. In the hotly contested conflict

which followed with the English under Monk on the zQlh Tromp
was shot by a musket buUet through the heart. He was buried

with great pomp at Delft, where there is a monument to his

memory in the old church.

2. CoRNEUDS Van Tromp (1629-1691), the second son of

the preceding, was born at Rotterdam on the 9th of September

1629. At the age of nineteen he commanded a small squadron

charged to pursue the Barbary pirates. In 1652 and 1653

he served in Van Galen's fleet in the Mediterranean, and
after the action with the English fleet off Leghorn on the

13th of March 1653, in which Van Galen was killed, Tromp
was promoted to be rear-admiral. On the 13th of July 1665

his squadron was, by a hard stroke of ill-fortune, defeated by
the English under the duke of York. In the following year

Tromp served under De Ruyter, and on account of De
Ruyter's complaints of his negligence in the action of the 5th

of August he was deprived of his command. He was, however,

reinstated in 1673 by the stadtholder William, afterwards

king of England, and in the actions of the 7th and of the

14th of June, against the allied fleets of England and France,

manifested a skill and bravery which completely justified his

reappointment. In 1675 he visited England, where he was
received with honour by King Charles II. In the following

year he was named lieutenant-admiral of the United Provinces.

He died at Amsterdam, on the 29th of May 1691, shortly

after he had been appointed to the command of a fleet against

France. Like his father he was buried at Delft.

See H. de Jagcr. Het Ceslackt Tromp (1883).

TROMSO, a seaport of Norway, capital of the ami (county)

and siift (diocese) of the same name on the north-western coast.

Pop. (1900), 6955. It stands on the eastern shore of a low fertile

istet between Kvald and the mainland, in 69" 38' N., 18^ SS^ E.

(the latitude is that of Disco, Greenland). The vegetation of

the island (mountain ash and birch) is remarkably luxuriant.

The buildings, mostly of wood, include the town-hall and a

museum, which contains a good zoological collection. Sealskins

and other furs, and whale and seal oil, are exported, and the

herring fishery is very productive. Imports are coal, textiles,

salt, grain and flour. Mean temperature of year 36-4° F.;

February 25°; July 51-8^. Tromsd was founded in 1794. A
number of Lapps usually encamp in the neighbouring Tromsdal

during summer. The coast scenery, with its islands and snowy
mountains, is wild and beautiful.

TRONCHET. FRANgOIS DENIS (1726-1806), French jurist,

was born in Paris on the 33rd of March 1726 He was an

avocat at the parlement of Paris, and gained a great reputation

in a consultative capacity. In 1789 he was elected deputy to

the states-general. In the Constituent Assembly he made him-

self especially conspicuous by his efforts to obtain the rejection

of the jurisdiction of the jury in civil cases. In the king's trial,

he was chosen by Louis as counsel for the defence, and per-

formed this difficult and dangerous task with high ability and

couragp. During the Directory he was deputy at the Council

of the Ancients, where he unsuccessfully opposed the resolution

that judges be nominated by the executive directory. Under
the Consulate he was president of the tribunal of cassation, and
collaborated in preparing the final scheme for the civil code.

He had a marked influence on the code, and succeeded in

introducing common law principles in spite of the opposition ot

his colleagues, who were deeply imbued with Roman law. He
died on the loth of March 1806, being the first senator of the

empire to be buried in the Pantheon.

See Frangois de NcufchStcau, Diseovrs star Tronchet (Paris,

undated); Coqueret, Essai sur Tronchel (Caen, 1867).

TRONDHJEM, or Teirondhjem (sometimes written hi the

German form Dronlheim), a city and seaport of Norway, chief

town of the stift (diocese) of Trondhjem and the amt (county)

of South Trondhjem, 384 m. by rail N. of Christiania. Pop.

(1900), 38,156. It lies on the south side of the broad Trondhjem
Fjord on a low peninsula between the fjord and the River Nid,

its situation, though picturesque, lacking the peculiar beauty
of that of Cliristiania or Bergen. The latitude is 63° 26' N.,

that of southern Iceland. In front of the town is the islet of

Munkholm, formerly a monastery and now a fortress; on the

high ground to the cast is the small stronghold of Christiansten.

The houses are principally of wood, and the streets are wide,

as a precaution against the spreading of fire. The principal

building is the cathedral, standing finely on a slightly elevated

open site, and dating in part from the close of the nth century,

but chiefly belonging to the 12th and 13th centuries (c. 1.161-

1248). Its extreme length is 325 ft. and its extreme breadth

124 ft.; but in the 14th, 15th and 17th centuries it suffered

greatly from repeated fires, and after the last of these the nave
was completely abandoned and soon became a heap of ruins. The
whole building, however, had been extensively and judiciously

restored, and is the finest church in Norway and the scene of

the coronation of the Norwegian sovereigns. It is crucifoim,

with a central tower, and has an eastern octagon which may
have been copied from the corona of Canterbury Cathedral,

as Eystein, archbishop of Trondhjem (1160-1 188) and an
active builder, was in England during his episcopate. The
cathedral contains rich work in Norman style, and also much
that is comparable with the best Eariy English. In the

museums at Trondhjem there are interesting zoological and
antiquarian collections, also exhibits illustrative of the fisheries

and other industries. The port, which has regular communica-
tion with all the Norwegian coast towns—Hull, Newcastle,

Hamburg, &c.—carries on an extensive trade in timber, oil,

fish, copper, &c. The industries include shipbuilding, saw-

miUing, wood-pulp and fish-curing works and machine shops.

Imports (coal, grain, salt, machinery, &c.) come chiefly from
Great Britain. A considerable portion of the exports pass

into Sweden by the Mcraker railway.

Trondhjem, originally Nidaros, was founded by Olaf Tryg-
gvason, who built a royal residence and a church here in 996.

It was made an archbishopric in 1152. The dty attained its

highest development about the hitter half of the 13th century,

by which time it had become an important pilgrimage centre

and had as many as fifteen churches. It sustained frequent

sieges, as well as devastating conflagrations. Its importance

declined about the time of the Reformation when it ceased to

be a resort of pilgrims.

TROON, a police buzgh, seaport and watering-place of

Ayrshire, Scotland. Pop. (1901), 4764* It is situated 6 m. N. by
W. of Ayr, and 35 m. S.W. of Glasgow by the Glasgow & South-

western railway. It has the best natural harbour in the

county, with over a mile of quayage, a breakwater 3000 ft.

long, and two graving docks. Shipbuilding is the leading

industry, and there is a rope and sail factory. The town contains

a public hall and library and reading-room. The municipality

controls the waterworks and gasworks. Fullarton House,
I m. south-east, is a seat of the duke of Portland; and at

Auchans, about 3 m. west, Susannah, countess of Eglinton, in

1773 entertained Dr Johnson. Adjoining this estate stands

the ruined castle of the Dundonalds.
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TROOP (an adapUtion o! Fr. troupe, O. Ft. trope; d. Ital.

troppa, truppa; Med. Lat. truppus; the origin is doubtful;

suggestions have been made that it represents a German
conception of Latin turba, crowd, or is an adaptation of Norw.
torp, flock), a company or assemblage of persons, the term being
usually applied in the plural to a body of soldiers of varying

strength and of different arms. Specifically, a " troop " is one
of the smaller units into which a regiment of horse-soldiers is

divided, forming a subdivision of a squadron. Roughly speak-

ing, it consists of sixteen files, and does not exceed from 30 to

40 sabres; in some armies, however, a maximum limit of 60
sabres are found (see Cavalsy). For the military ceremony
known as " trooping of the colours," see Colours, Military.
TROPHY (Cr. rp6vau», from rpima, put to flight; Lat.

tropaeum), in classical antiquities, in the strict sense a memorial,

of victory set up on the field of battle at the spot where the enemy
had been routed. It consisted of captured arms and sUndards
hung upon a tree (preferably an olive or an oak) and booty
heaped up at its foot, dedicated to the god to whom the victory

was attributed, especially Zeus Tropaeus. If no suitable tree

was at hand, a lopped trunk was fixed in the ground on an
eminence. The tree or trunk bore an inscription containing

the names of the god and the combatants, a list of the booty
and of the chief incidents of the battle or the entire war. In
the case of a naval victory the trophy, composed of the beaks of

ships (sometimes an entire ship), was generally set up on the

nearest beach and consecrated to Poseidon. It was regarded as

a sacrilege to destroy a trophy, since it was dedicated to a god;

but, on the other hand, one that had fallen to pieces through
lapse of time was not restored, to prevent feelings of resentment

being kept alive. For the same reason trophies of stone or
metal were forbidden by kw, although this rule was not always
observed. To facilitate reconciliation with their conquered

foes, neither the Macedonians nor the Romans in early times

erected such trophies. The usual custom was to take home
the spoils, and to use them for decorating public buildings and
private houses. The first example of a trophy set up after the

Greek fashion occurs in 121 B.C., when Domitius Ahenobarbus
celebrated his victory over the Allobroges in this manner.
Although instances are not uncommon in latertimes, the Romans
still showed a preference for setting up the memorials of vic-

tory in Rome rather than on the field of battle. These were
decorated with the spoils, and were themselves caUed trophies;

such were the trophies of Marius recording his victories over

Jugurtha and the Cimbri and Teutones. In later republican

and imperial times enormous CQlumns, on which the chief

incidents of a battle or war were represented in bas-relief,

were frequently erected, the most famous and most perfect

example being the column of Trajan (see Rome: Archaeologyi
" The Imperial Forums ").

TROPIC-BIRD, so called of sailors from early times,* because

as W. Dampier iVoyages, i. 53) among many others testifies,

it is " never seen far without either Tropick "; hence, indulging

a prietty fancy, Linnaeus bestowed on it the generic term, con-

tinued by modem writers, of Phaethon, in allusion to its attempt
to follow the path of the sun.* There are cenainly three well-

marked species of this genus, but their respective geographical

ranges have not yet been de&utely laid down. All of them can
be easily known by their totipalmate condition, in which the

^ More recently sulors have taken to call it *' Boatswain-bird
"

—a name probably belonging to a very different kind. (See Skua.)
'Occasionally, perhaps through violent stomu, tropic-birds

wander vc^ far irom tneir proper haunts. In 1700 Leign, in his
Nat. Hist. Lancashire (i. i6a, 195. Birds, pi. L, fig. 3), described and
fibred a " Tropick Bird " found dead in that county. Another is

said by Mr Lees {Zoolotistt and series, p. 2666) to have been found
deadat Cradley near Malvern—apoarently before 1856 (J. H. Gumey.
jun., op. cit., p. 4766)—which, lilce the last, would seem (W. H.
Heaton, op. ctt., p. 5086) to have been of the species known as
P. aethereus. Naumann was told {.Rhea, \. 25) of its supposed
occurrence at Heligoland, and Colonel Lqse (B. CrrfM, p. 11 74)
mentions one taken in India 170 m. from the sea. The case cited
by Desland and Gcrbe {Prmth, europienne, ii. 363) seems to be that
01 aa albatrois.

four toes of each foot are united by a web, and by the great

length of the two middle tail-quills, which project beyond the

rest, so as to have gained for the birds the name of ** Rabijunco,"
" Paille-en-queue "and" Pijlstaart "among mariners ofdifferent

nations. These birds fly to a great distance from land and seem
to be attracted by ships, frequently hovering round or even
settling on the mast-head. Their flight is performed by rapid

strokes, unlike the action of other long-winged sea-fowl, and ibey
are rarely seen on the water.

The yellow-billed tropic-bird, P. flanrostrit or candidiUt

appears to have habitually the most northerly, as well, perhaps,

as the widest range, visiting Bermuda yearly to bre<xi there,

but also occurring nuzperously in the southern Atlantic, the
Indian, and a great part of the Pacifid (X:ean. In some islands

of all these three it breeds, sometimes on trees, which the other
species are not known to do. However, like the rest of its

congeners, it lays but a single egg, and this is of a pinkbh white,

mottled, spotted, and smeared with brownish purple, often so
closely as to conceal the ground colour. This is the smallest of
the group, and hardly exceeds in size a large pigeon; but the
spread of its wings and its long tail make it appear more bulky
than it really is. Except some black markings on the face
(common to all the species known), a large black patch partly
covering the scapulars and wing-coverts, and the black shafts

of its elongated rectrices its ground colour is white, glossy as
satin, and often tinged with roseate. Its yellow bill readily

distinguishes it from its larger congener P. aethereus, but that
has nearly all the upper surface of the body and wings closely

barred with black, while the shafts of its elongated rectrices

are white. This species has a range almost equally wide as
the last; but it does not seem to occur in the western part of

the Indian Ocean. The third and largest species, the red-tailed

tropic-bird, P. rvJbricauda or pkoenicurus, not only has a red
bill, but the elongated and very attenuated rectrices are of a
bright crimson red, and when adult the whole body shows a
deep roseate tinge. The young are beautifully barred above
with black arrow-headed markings. This species has not been
known to occur in the Atlantic, but is perhaps the most
numerous in the Indian and Pacific oceans, in which last great

value used to be attached to its tall-feathers to be worked into

ornaments.*

That the tropic-birds form a distinct family, Phaethontidae,
of the Steganopodes (thelDysporomorphaeof Huxley),was originally
maintained by Brandt, and is now generally admitted, yet it cannot
be denied that they differ a good deal from the other members <Abe denied that they difier a good deal from the other members dt
the groups; indeed St G. Nfivart in the Zoological TraHsaciioms
(x. 364) hardly allowed Fregata and Pkaetkon to oe steganopodotts
at all ; and one curious difference is shown by the eggs ol the latter,

which are in appearance so wholly unlike those 01 the rest. The
osteology of two species has been well described and illustrated

by Alph. Milne-Edwards in A. Grandidier's fine Oiseaux de Mada^
gascar (pp. 701-704, pis. a79-a8ia). (A N.)

TROPINS, CiHiiNO, a base formed together with tropic add,
CfHioOi, in the hydrolysis of the alkaloid atropine (K. Kraut,
Xnn., 1863, 128, p. 280; 1865, 133, p. 87). It crystallizes

in plates which mdt at 63^ C. and boil at 233* C; it is very
hygroscopic and easily soluble in water. It is an optically

inactive, strongly alkaline tertiary base. On heating with
sodium in amyl alcoholic solution it it sransformed into a stereo-

isomer, identical with the ^-tropine obtained by hydrolysing

tropa-cocaine with hydrochloric acid. It possesses alcoholic

properties, since it forms esters, the so-called " tropeTnes."

On distillation with caustic baryta or soda lime it decomposes
into methylamine and tropilidine, CtHi (A. Ladenburg, i4fifi.

1883, 217, p. 74), the same hydrocarbon being also obuined
when it is destructively methylated, a certain amount of tropi-

line, CtHi/), being produced simultaneously When heated

with fuming hydrochloric add to 150-180!* C it yidds tro-

pidine, C«HuN, and with hydriodic add similarly forms an
* A fourth species, P. indirus, has been described from the Gulf

of Oman, but doubt has been expfessed as to iu validity (Legge,

^«Sufi^7^annet). Pelecanidae (Pelican). Plotidae (Snake-bird).

Phalacrocoracidae (Cormorant,) and Fregatidae (Frigate-bird).
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iodo-compound, CsH|»NIt, which, on induction with zinc and

hydrochloric add, is converted into hydrotropidine, CsHi»N.

It yields various oxidation products. With an alkaline solu-

tion of potassium permanganate it yields tropigenine, CtHisNO;

with chromic acid in the presence of acetic add it yields

troptnone, CgHuNO; and with chromic add in the presence

of sulphuric add it yields tropinic add, CftHiiN(CO|H)t.

Tro^itu, CaHisN, is a liquid having an odour resembling that

of Conine. It ia a strong tertiary base, and is an unsaturated

compoond, formiiu; addition products with the halogen acids.

Hyt^oUp^iM, CjluN, u also a liquid. Its hydrochlonde on dis-

tilUtioa toaes methyl chloride and yields norhydrotroptdine,

CtHisN, a compound which u a secondary base, and whose hydro-

chloride when distilled over rinc dust yield* a-ethylpyndine.

Tropimk acid, C«HiiN(COiH),, obtained as above, u inaaive; it

«-as resolved by J. Gadamer (Arck. Pkarm.. 1901, 2M, p. 663)

by means of its dnchonine salt. It is a dibasic add. and the

methiodide of iu dimethyl ester on fusion with caustic alkalis

yields »«dip«c add. It is apparently a derivative of N—methyl

pynoUidine, dnce it may be oxidized ultimately to N—methyl

aicdnimide. Tropigenine, CiHuNO, is a secondary base.

The most important of the oxidatbn products ot tmpiniC is

tropincne, C«HiiNO, which b a ketone containing the ^n^uplnK

--CHrCOCHj—since it yields a di-isonitroso dcrivatiw. a dibtpial

derivative, and also forms mono- and di-oxalic ettLT& It i^ a
strong base and has a powerful reducing action. Its conitttution

b determined by the aoove facts and also because trupinic at:id

on destructive mcthylation yields a diolefine dicarboKylic ^cid

which on reduction is converted into n-pimelic acid. The« tlita

point to tropine possessing an unbranched chain of tcvcn carbon

atoms and mddentally determine the constitution of the oilier

various oxidation products. &c. (R. Willstfctter, Btf., i8*?5-ii>ii).

These compounds may consequently be represented as

H,C CH—CH, H/:CH-CH, H/rCHCHrCCH HfCCH-CH,

I

NMe<!:HOH NMe CO NMe NMe CH

H,Cc!h-<^H, HicH-^H, HjiiHCQiH hJ:CH-CH
Tropine Tropinone Tropinic acid Tropidine.

On the synthesis of tropine. see R. Willst&tter, Ber„ 1901, 34.

Tropic actf, C»Hi^i, the other decompo«tion product of atropine,

b a saturated hydroxy^acid which is readil^r converted into atropic

add, C»HdOt, by dehydrating agents. This latter acid is shown
by an its reactions to be C«H»C(:CHi)COaH, a fact which is

confirmed by its synthems from acctophcnone by the action of

phosphorus pentachloride, followed by the decomposition of the

resulting chloride with an alcoholic solution of potassium cyanide
and solMequeut hydrolysis of the nitrile so formed. These results

show that trooic acid must be either C«H.-CH(CHtOH)COaH or

C.HkC-(OH)(CH»)-CO,H, and since the latter compound has been

prepared from acetophenone by the addition of the elements of

nyorocyanic add. followed by subsequent hydrolysis and is an
isomer of tropic add, it follows that tropic acid must be represented

by the former of the two formulae. Hence the alkaloid atropine,

bang a tropine-tropate. must have the annexed formula

—

HiCCH-CH, CHiOH

NMe CHOCOCH
hJ:.ch—CH, C,H,

Atropine.

TROPPAU (Polish, Oppava-, Czech, O^ow), the capital of

the Austrian duchy and crown land of Silesia, 180 m. N.E. of

Vienna by rail. Pop. (1900), 26,725. It is situated on the Oppa
river, dose to the Ftussian frontier, and is a well-built town with

extensive suburbs. The industries comprise the manufacture

of doth, industrial machines, sugar-refining, jute fabrics and

brewing. Troppau was founded in the 13th century; but

almost Its only claim to historical mention is the fact that

in 1820 the monarchs of Austria, Russia and Prussia met here

to deliberate on the tendencies of the Neapoliun revolution.

Thb congress of Troppau, however, left nearly the whole

matter to be considered and decided at Laibach. The former

prindpality of Troppau b now divided between Austria and

Prussia, the latter holding the lion's share.

TROPPAU, CONGRESS OF, a conference of the allied sove-

reigns or their representatives to discuss a concerted policy with

regard to the questions raised by the revolution in Naples of

July 182a At thb congress, which met on the 20th of October

1820, the emperor Alexander I. of Russia and Francb I. of

Austria were present in person; Ring Frederick William III.

of Prussia was represented by the crown prince (afterwards

Frederick William IV.). The three eastern powers were

further represented by the minbters responsible for their

fordgn policy: Austria by Prince Mettemich, Russia by Count
Capo d'lstria,* Prussia by Prince Hardenberg. Great Britain,

on the other hand, which objected on principle to the suggested

concerted action against the Neapolitan Liberab, sent no
plenipotentiary, but was represented by Lord Stewart, ambas-
sador in Vienna. France, too, though her policy was less clearly

defined, had given no plenary powers to her. representatives.

Thus from the very first was emphasized that division within

the concert of the powers which the outcome of the congress

was to make patent.

The characteristic hote of thb congress was its intimate

and infomud nature; the determining fact at the outset was
Mettemich's discovery that he had no longer anything to fear

from the " Jacobinism !' of the emperor Alexander. In a three

hours' conversation over a cup of tea at the little inn he had
heard the tsar's confession and promise of amendment:
" Aujourd'hui je d6plore tout ce que j'ai dit et fait entre les

ann6es 1814 et 1818 . . . Dites-moi ce que vous voulez de
moi. Je le ferai" (Mettemich to Esterhazy, Oct. 24, 1820,

F. O. Austria Dom. Sep.-Dec, 1820). Kb failure to convert

Castlereagh to hb views was now of secondary importance;

the " free " powers being in acc6rd, it was safe to ignore the

opinions of Great Britain and France, whose governments, what-
ever their goodwill, were fettered by constitutional forms.

In a series of conferences—to which the representatives of

Great Britain and France were not admitted, on the excuse that

they were only empowered to " report," not to " decide "—was
drawn up the famous preliminary protocol signed by Austria,

Russia and Prussia on the 19th of November. The main
pronouncement of the "Troppau Protocol" b as follows:
" States which have undergone a change of government due
to revolution, the result of which threaten other states, ipso

facto cease to be members of the European Alliance, and
remain excluded from it until their situation gives giiarantecs

for legal order and stability. If, owing to such alterations,

immediate danger threatens other states the powers bind

themselves, by peaceful means, or if need be, by arms, to

bring back the guilty state into the bosom of the Great

Alliance."

No effort was made by the powers to give immediate effect

to the principles enundated in the protocol; and after its

promulgation the conferences were adjourned, it being

decided to resume them at Laibach in the following January
(see Laibach).

For authorities see the bibliography to ch. i. " The Congresses,"
by W. Alison PhilUps, in the Cambridge Mod. Hist. x. 787.

TROSSACHS. THB (Gaelic, " the bristled country," a crude

allusion to its physical features), a defile in the south-west of

Perthshire, Scotland. It b a narrow, beautifully wooded glen,

of no great depth, extending from Loch Achray to Loch Katrine,

and continued thence by a strip on the north-eastern shore to a
point above the now submerged Silver Strand opposite to Ellen's

Isle—a total dbtance of 2I m. It b situated 8 m. W. of Callander

and 5 m. N. of Aberfoyle, with both of which places there is

daily communication by coach during the tourist season. It

lies between the steep green slopes of Ben Venue (2303 ft.)

on the S.W. and the predpitous craigs of Ben A'an (1750 ft.)

on the N.E. Characterized by lovely scenery, owing to its

harmonious blending of wood, water, rock and hill, the region has

been famous ever since the appearance of Sir Walter Scott's The

Lady of the Lake and Rob Roy. Before the construction of the

road that now winds through the pass, Sir Walter says that the

only access to the lake was by means of a ladder formed out of

the branches and roots of trees. A rustic pier has been built

at the Trossachs end of Loch Katrine for the convenience of

tourists, and a large hotel stands on the northern shore of Loch

Achray, near the beginning of the pass.
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TROTZENDORFF (or Troceoostzus), VALENTIM PRIEI>-

LAND (i4go-x5s6), German educationist, called TrotzendorfF

from his birthplace, near GSrlitz, in Prussian Silesia, was born

on the 14th of February 1490, of parents so poor that they could

not keep him at school. The boy taught himself to rutd and
write while herding cattle; he made paper from birch bark

and ink from soot. When difficulties were overcome and he was
sent for education to Gdrlitz, his mother's last words were
" Stick to the school, dear son." Th/e words determined his

career: he refused all ecclesiastical promotion, and lived and
died a schoolmaster. He became a distinguished student,

learned Ciceronian Latin from Peter Mossellanus and Greek from

Richard Crokc, and after graduation was appointed assistant

master in the school at GdrUtz. There he also taught the rector

and other teachers. When Luther began his attack on indul-

gences, TrotzendorfT resigned his position and went to study

under Luther and Mclanchthon, supporting himself by private

tuition. Thence he was called to be a master in the school at

Goldberg in Silesia, and in 1524 became rector. There he re-

mained three years, when he was sent to Liegnita. He re-

turned to Goldberg in 1531 and began that career which has

made him the tjrpical German schoolmaster of the Reformation

period. His system of education and discipline speedily attracted

attention. He made his best elder scholars the teachers

of the younger classes, and insisted that the way to learn

was to teach. He organized the school in such a way that the

whole ordinary discipline was in the hands of the boys themselves.

Every month a " consul," twelve " senators " and two " cen-

sors " were chosen from the pupils, and over all TrotzendorfT

ruled as " dictator perpetuus." One hour a day was spent in

going over the lessons of the previous day. The lessons were

repeatedly recalled by examinations, which were conducted

on the plan of academical disputations. Every week each

pupil had to write two *' excrcitia styli," one in prose and the

other in verse, and TrotzendorfT took pains to sec that the

subject of each exercise was something interesting. The fame
of the Goldberg School extended over all Protestant Germany,
and a large number of the more famous men of the following

generation were taught by Trotzendorff. He died on the aoth

of April 1556.

See Herrmann, MerkwOriip Lehensvschichte tines herOkftUen

Sckulmanns, V. P. Trolundorfs (1727); Froach, V. F, Trotsendorff,

Reklor *u Cotdberg (1818); Pinzgcr, Y. F. Trotzetidorf (with the
Goldberg portrait, and a complete list of his writmgs, 1825);
Kochler, V. F. Trotzendorff, ein biograpkischer Versuch (1848).

The bioeraphical facts appear to be derived from a funeral or
memorial oration delivered by Balthasar Rhau in the university of

Wittenberg on the 15th of August 1564, and published in an edition

of Trotiendorff's Rosarium (1565).

TROUBADOUR, the name given to the poetft of southern

France and of northern Spain and Italy who wrote in the langue

d'oc from the X2th to the 14th centuries. In Proven^ the word

is spelt trohaire or trovadofy and b derived from the verb irobaff

to find, or to invent (Fr. trouver). The troubadour was one who
invented, and originally improvised, poetry, who " found out "

new and striking stanzaic forms for the elaborate lyrics he com-

posed. In later times, the word has been used for romantic and
sentimental persons, who dress in what is supposed to be

medieval fashion, and who indite trivial verses to the sound of

a lute; but this significance does less than justice to the serious

artistic aims of thfi original and historic troubadours of

Provence.

The earh'est troubadour of whom anything definite is known is

Guilhcm IX. (b. 107 1), count of Poitiers and duke of Aquitaine,

whose career was typical of that of his whole class, for, according

to his Provencal biographer, " he knew well how to sing and make
verses, and for a long time he roamed all through the land to

deceive the ladies." The high rank of this founder of the

tradition was typical of its continuation; by far the largest

number of the troubadours belonged to the noble class, while no
fewer than twenty-three of their number were reigning princes.

Among them is a king of England, Richard I., who is believed

to have written in langue d'o'U as well as in langue d*0Ct and who

has left at least one canzo, that written in prison, which b of

remarkable beauty. These noble troubadours were distinguished

by their wealth and independence from those who made their

song their profession, and who wandered from castle to castle

and from bower to bower. But whether dependent or indepen-

dent, the poets exercised a social influence which was extremely
remarkable, and had been paralleled by nothing before it in the

history of medieval poetry. They had great privileges of speech

and censure, they entered into questions of politics, and above
all they created around the ladies of the court an atmosphere of

cultivation and amenity which nothing had hitherto approached.
The troubadour was occasionally accompanied in his travels

by an apprentice or servant, called a joglar, whose business w^as

to provide a musical setting for the poet's words; sometimes it

was not the troubadour himself, but his jVg/ar, who sang the

songs. It was a matter of jealous attention to the troubadour
to keep his name and fame clear of the claims of the jogfar, who
belonged to a lower caste; although it is true that some poets

of very high talent rose from being joglars and attained the
rank of troubadours. The latter were looked upon with deep
admiration, and their deeds and sayings, as well as their verses,

were preserved and were even embroidered with fiction.

There were recognized about four hundred troubadours, during
the whole period in which they flourished, from Guilhem de
Poitiers down to Guiraut Riquier {c. 1 230-1 294). Several MS.
collections of biographies have been preserved, and from these

we gain some idea of the careers of no fewer than 1 1 1 of the poets.

In this respect, the troubadours possess an immense advantage
over the trouv^res of northern France, of whose private life very
little is any longer known. Early in the living history of the
troubadours their personal adventures came to be thought
worthy of record. One of themselves, Uc of St Cyr (c. 1200-

1240), interested himself in " the deeds and words of goodly men
and women," and in the collection of lives he seems to cbUm to

be, in several instances, the biographer. At the be^nning of

the 14th century it became the practice to preface the MS. works
of each poet by a life of him, and even where the text seems to
be quite independent, it is noticeable that there is little variation

in the biography. One late troubadour, Rambaud of Orange,
left a commentary on his own poems, and Guiraut Riquier
one on those of a fellow troubadour, Guiraut of Calanson (1280).
All this proves the poetry of Provence to have passed cariy into

the critical stage, and to have been treated very seriously by
those who were proficient in It. This is further shown by the
respect with which the Provencal poets are mentioned by Dante,
Petrarch and the authors of the Novelle Crilicke.

The principal source of the lives of the troubadours is a col-
lection, evidently written by various hands, which was made to-
wards the middle of the i^th centunr. Of these we have said that
Uc of Saint Cyr was certamlv one of the authors. Another source
of information is the Vies aes plus cilhbres et ancietu poUes pro-
vencaux, published by Jehan de Notredame or Nostradamus, in

1575* This work professed to be founded on the MSS. of a learned
monk, who was librarian of the monastery of St Honorat, in the
island of L^ins. and died there in M08. He was known by no
other name than that of the Monk of the Golden Isles. This book»
unfortunately, lies under more than a suspicion of (orgeiy. Nostra-
damus no doubt possessed valuable documents, but he did not
hesitate to deal with them in a highly fantastic way. His Vies dcs
pohtes has yet to be examined by careful and searching criticism.
Even the genuine biographies, and they are nu..ierous and above
suspicion, are often emoroidered with fantastic and whimsical
statements which make a severe demand upon the credulity <A a
modem reader.

The verse form most frequently employed by the troubadours
was the sirvenUs, a term which is earliest met with in the second
half of the 12th century. The early critics believed this word
to be derived from servir, and to mean that the poem was made
by a servant; but Paul Meyer has contested this derivation, and
holds that a sirvenlis is a poem composed by a sirvent, that is

to say a soudoyer or paid man-at-arms. The troubadours
also employed the ballada, which was a song with a long refrain,

not much like the formal ballade of the north of France; the

pastourella; and the alba. This last took its name from the cir-

cumstance that the word alba (dawn) was repeated in each
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Stanza. This was a morning-song, as the serena, a later inven-

tion, was an evensong. The planh was a funeral elegy, com-
posed by the troubadour for the obsequies of his protector, or

for those of the lady of his devotion. Most interesting of all,

perhaps, was the lensoHf which was a lyrical dialogue between

two persons, who discussed in it, as a rule, some point of amorous
casuistry, but sometimes matters of a religious, metaphysical or

satirical nature. The notion that the troubadours ciiltlvated

epic or dramatic poetry is now generally discarded; they were

in their essence lyrical (see Provencal LiTEKATuaE).

The biographies of the troubadours, which, in spite of their

imperfection and conventionality of form, throw an unparalleled

light upon medieval literary life, may perhaps be most conveni-

ently treated m connexion with the courts at which each group

of them flourished It b in Poitou that we trace them first,

where Guilhem, count of Poitiers, who reigned from 1087 to

II 37, was both the earliest patron and the earliest poet of the

school. This prince was the type of medieval gallantry, sudden

and violent in arms, brilliant and impudent in wit, with women
so seductive as to be esteemed irresistible.' He led an army of

300,000 men in the crusade of xioi, being th^n thirty years of

age; he returned in dismal disarray, supported in his defeat by
the arts of love and song. His levity was the wonder and delight

of his contemporaries; William of Malmesbury, who speaks much
of him, tells us of Guilhem's project to found a religious house

at Niort for the worship of Venus. Guilhem of Poitiers vaS
handsome, bold and of easy access; Gottfried of Venddme says

that he moved among other men as a god among mortals for

the beauty of his body and the magnanimity of his soul. The
surviving poems of the great count are simple in form ; he does not

attempt the technical subtleties of later poets; but he laboured

at the art, and he was anxious to be thought a professional, not

an amateur writer. His songs are highly personal and betray

the author's variety, sensuality, wit and skill as a versifier.

The son of the earliest of the troubadours is known neither as a

poet nor as a patron of poets, but the daughter of Guilhem IX.

carried on her father's tradition. This was Eleanor of Guienne,

at whose court Bemart of Ventadour rose to eminence.

This poet was an exception to the rule that the troubadours

belonged to the princely class. He seems to have been the son

of a kitchen-scullion in the castle of Eble II., viscount of Venta-

dour. Eble was himself a poet, valde graiiosus in cantUenis,

but his compositions have wholly disappeared; he was early

impressed, we know not how, by the talents of his serving-

boy, and he trained him to be a poet. The wife of Eble, the

viscountess Agnes of Montlucon, who was extremely beautiful,

encouraged the suit of the youthful Bernart; indeed, they had

secretly loved one another from their childhood. The poems which
this passion inspired are among the most admirable lyrics which

have come down to us from the middle ages. The husband at

last discovered the intrigue between his wife and the poet, and

exiled Bemart from Ventadouf, although, as it would seem,

without violence. The troubadour took shelter with Eleanor

of Guienne, who became in 115 2 the queen-consort of Henry II.

of England, himself a protector of poets. It has been supposed

that Bemart accompanied the royal pair to London. He after-

wards proceeded to the court of Raymond V. at Toulouse, where

he is said to have remained until the death of that prince in

1 194, when he withdrew to a cloister at Dalou in Poitou. He
must at that time have been a very old man.
The son of Henry II., Henry Curtmantle, was the patron of

another eminent troubadour. Bertran de Bora, viscount of

Hautefort in Perigord, had become a vassal of England by the

marriage of Eleanor. He is the member of his class about whom
we possess the most exact historical information. Dante saw

Bertran de Bom in hell, carrying his severed head before him

like a lantern, and compared him with Achitophel, who excited

the sons of David against their father. This referred to the

subtle intrigues by which the troubadour had worked on the

jealousy existing between the three sons of the king of England.

The death of Prince Henry (1183) produced from Bertran de

Bom two flanks, which are among the most sincere and beautiful

works in Provencal literature. The poet was immediately

afterwards besieged in his castle of Hautefort by Richard Cceur
de Lion, to whom he became reconciled and whom he accom-
panied to Palestine. He grew devout in his old age, and died

about 1205. As a soldier and a condottiere, as the friend and
enemy of kings, and as an active factor in the European politics

of his time, Bertran de Born occupies an exceptional position

among the troubadours.

There were poetesses in the highly refined society of Provence,

and of these by far the most eminent was Beatrix, countess of

Die, whose career was inextricably interwoven with that of

another eminent and noble troubadour, Rambaut III., count
of Orange, who held his coiut at Courtheson, a few miles south

of Orange. Rambaut said that since Adam ate the apple no
poet had been bom who could compete in skill with himself,

but his existing lyrics have neither the tenderness nor the

ingenuity of those of his illustrious lady-love. The poems of

Beatrix are remarkable for a simplicity of form rare among the
poets of her age. One of the earliest troubadours, Cercamon,
was at the court of Guilhem IX. of Poitiers, and was the master
of perhaps the most original of all the school, namely the illus-

trious Marcabmn {c. 11 20-119 5), from whose pen some forty

poems survive. He was a foundling, left on the door-step of

a rich man in Gascony, and no one knew anything about his

descent. Marcabmn was an innovator and a reformer; to him
the severity of classical Provcngal style is mainly due, and
he was one of the first to make use of that complexity and
obscurity of form which was known as the trobar clus. He was
also original in his attitude to love; he posed as a violent

misogynist—" I never loved and I was never loved "—and he
expressed, in the accents of amorous poetry, an aversion to

women. "Famine, pestilence and war do less evil upon earth

than the love of woman " is one of his aphorisms. He was in

the service of Richard Coeur de Lion, and after. 1x67 in that of

Alfonso II. of Aragon. Marcabmn was the object of much
dislike and attack, and it is said that he was murdered by
Castellane of Guian, whom he had satirized. Thb, however,
is improbable, and it is rather believed that Marcabrun survived

to a great age. For one of his contemporaries he mitigated

the severities of his satiric pen; he expresses great affection for
" that sweet poet," Jaufre Rudcl, prince of Blaye, whose heart

turned, like the disk of a sunflower, towards the Lady of Tripoli.

Little else than that famous adventure is known about the
career of this ultra-romantic troubadour, except that he went
as a cmsader to the Holy Land, and that his surviving poems,
which are few in number, have so mystical a tone that

Jaufre Rudcl has been suspected of being a religious writer who
used the amorous language of his age for sanctified purposes,

and whose " Princess Far-away " was really the Church of

Christ. If so, the statement that he died in the arms of the

Lady of Tripoli would merely mean that he passed away,
perhaps at Antioch, in the odour of sanctity. Peire d' Alveona
(Peter of Auvergne), like Marcabrun, was of mean birth, son
of a tradesman in Clermont-Ferrand, but he was handsome and
engaging, and being the first troubadour who had appeared in

the mountain district, " he was greatly honoured and f£ted by
the valiant barons and noble ladies of Auvergne." ..." He was
very proud and despised the other troubadours.'* It is bcL'eved

that Peire's poems were produced between 11 58 and 1180. He
flourished at the court of Sancho III., king of Castile, and
afterwards at that of Ermengarde, viscountess of Narbonne.

It is doubtless owing to the vehement and repeated praise

which was given by Dante, in the Inferno and elsewhere, to

Amaut Daniel that this name remains the most famous among
those of the troubadours. Yet not very much is known of the

personal history of this poet. He was a knight of Ribcrac, in

Perigord, and he attached himself as a troubadour to the

court of Richard Cocur de Lion. Dante had been made ac-

quainted with the highly complicated and obscure verse of

Ainaut Daniel by Guido Guinicelli, and thus to the historian

of literature a most valuable link is provided between medieval
and modem poetry. Dante calls Daniel the "smith," the
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finished craftsman, of language, and it is evident that it was
the brilliant art of the Provencal's elaborated verse which
delighted the Italian. In the De vulgari doquenlia Dante
returned to the praise of Amaut Daniel, as the greatest of all

those who have sung of love, and Petrarch was not less enthu-

siastic. His invention of forms of verse (see Sestina), in par-

ticular, dazzled the great I'talians. But the seventeen sineniis

which have survived scarcely sustain the traditional Idea of

the supremacy of Amaut Daniel as a poet, while their lack of

hbtorical and personal allusions deprives them of general

interest. Dante was curiously anxious to defend Arnaut
Daniel as being a better artist than his immediate rival, Giraut

de Bomelh, whose "rectitude" Dante admits, in the sense

that Giraut was a singer of gnomic verses of a high morality,

but prefers the poetry of Daniel; critical posterity, however,

has reversed this verdict. Giraut came from the neighbourhood

of Limoges, passed over into Spain about ix8o, and became
famous in the courts of Pedro II. of Aragon and other Spanish

monarchs. He disappears about 1230. There is a curious

anecdote of his having incurred the hatred or the cupidity of

the viscount of Limoges, who robbed him of his library and then

burned his house to the ground. Giraut laments, in his poems,

the brutality of the age and the lawlessness of princes. A
troubadour of the same district of south-western France was
Amaut de Mareuil, to whom is attributed the introduction into

Provencal poetry of the amatory epistle. He settled at the

courts of Toulouse and Beziers, where he sang, in mystical

terms, his passion for the countess Adalasia, in whose affections

he had a dangerous rival in the person of Alfonso II., king of

Aragon. Arnaut de Mareuil fled for his life to MontpeUJer,

where he found a protector in Count William VIII., but he
continued to address las sinentis to Adalasia. As that princess

died in X199, and as no planh to her memory is found among
the works of Amaut de Mareuil, it is conjectured that by that

time he was already dead.

Peire Vidal of Toulouse was the type of the reckless and
scatterbrained troubadour. His biographer says that he was
" the maddest man in all the world." His early h'fe was a series

of bewildering excursions through France and Spain, but he

settled down at last at Marseilles, where he made a mortal

enemy of Azalab, the wife of Viscount Barral de Baux, from
whom he stole a kiss (1x80). Vidal fled to Genoa, but he con-

tinued to address the viscountess in his songs. At the entreaty

of her husband, Azalab forgave the poet, and Peire Vidal

retumed. to Marseilles. He committed a thousand follies;

among others, being in love with a lady called Louve (she-wolO,

the poet dre»ed himself as a wolf, and was hunted by a pack
of hounds in front of the kdy's castle. Starting on a crusade,

he stopped at Cyprus, where a Greek girl was presented to him
as being of the imperial family. He married her, assumed,

the title of emperor, and carried a throne about with him from
camp to camp. According to a late poem, his eccentric adven-

tures dos^d in Hungary about the year 12x5. Folquet of Mar-
seilles was a troubadour of Italian race, the son of a merchant
of Genoa; Dante met Folquet in paradise, and gives an interest-

ing iu>tice of him. He was a rival with Peire Vidal for the

favours of the beautiful Azalab; and he was one of the trouba-

dours who gathered around the imfortunate Eudo»a, empress
of Montpellier, until the close of her singular and romantic

adventure (xxS?). He wrote a very touching pUmk on the

death of the viscount Barral de Baux in 1x92. Soon after

this, disgusted with love, Folquet took holy orders, became the

abbot of the rich Cistercian house of Torronet in Provense,

and in 1205 became bishop of Toulouse. Here he threw in his

lot with Simon de Montfort and disgraced himself by his fanatic

rage against the Albigenses, of whom a contemporary says that

he slew 500,000 persons, acting " more like Antichrist than like

an envoy of Rome." Folquet died jn X23x in the abbey of

Grandsdve, in his diocese. It is. in the sineniis of Folquet

that critics have seen the earliest signs of that decadence which

was so rapidly to destroy Provencal poetry.

Gaucelm Faidit came from Uzerdie, in the Limousin. He

seems to have been a wandering minstrel of gay and reckless

habits, and to have been accompanied by a li^t-o'-love, Guil-

lelma Monja, who was the object of much satire and ridicule.

In Gaucelm we probably see, if we can credit his story, the
troubadour at his lowest social leveL He made, however,
Maria of Ventadour, who was probably a sdon of the princely

and neighbouring house of that name, the object of his songs,
and he addresses her in strains of unusual pathos and delicacy.

Gaucelm Faidit ultimately proceeded to Italy, to the court of

the marquis Boniface of Montferrat, a prince who greatly
encouraged the troubadours and who in X2ox undertook the
conduct of a crusade. Gaucebn, who was stUl celebrating the
perfections of Maria of Ventadour, accompanied him to the
East. He wrote several canzones in the Holy Land and Syria,

returned safely to Uzerche, and disappears about 1240. We
possess sixty of his poems. Another troubadour, Raimbaut of

Vaqm^res, passed the greater part of his life at the same court
of Montferrat; he devoted himself to the Lady Beatrix, sister

of the marquis. It is believed that he died in the Holy Land
in 1207. llie most celebrated of the Italian troubadours was
Sordello, bom at Mantua, at the beginning of the xjth century,
who owes his fame rather to the benevolence of later poets,

from Dante to Robert Browning, than to the originality of his

adventures or the excellence of his verse.

We have now mentioned the troubadours who were most
famous in their own time, and on the whole modem criticism has
been in unison with contemporary opinion. There are, however,
still one or two names to be recorded. The English historian

of the troubadours, Dr Hueffer, gave great prominence to the
writings of a poet who had previously been chiefly heard of in
connexion with a romantic adventure, Guillem de Cabestanh
(or Capestang). This was a knight of Roussillon, who made
love to Seremonda, countess of Castel-Roussillon. The lady's
husband, meeting the poet out hunting, slew him in a paroxysm
of jealousy and, having cut out his heart, had it deb'cately

cooked and served to his wife's dinner. When Seremonda bad
eaten her lover's heart, her husband told her what she had done,
and she fainted away. Coming to her senses she said: " My
Lord, you have served to me so excellent a dish that I will never
eat of another," and she threw herself out of window and was
killed. The importance, of this story lies in the fact that the
cruelty of the count of Castel-Roussillon was the cause of
universal scandal in all good society. Feeling grew so strong
that the surrounding nobles rose against the murderer, with
Alfonso, king of Spain, at their head, hunted him down and
killed him. The bodies of the lady and the troubadour were
buried side by side, with great pomp. In the cathedral of Per-
pignan, and became the objects of pilgrimage. Doubt has,
of course, been thrown on the veracity of this romantic story,
but at all events it testifies to the fact that the troubadour
enjoyed, or was expected to enjoy, all the privileges of toleration

and exemption. A burlesque or satiric troubadour, who
disregarded the laws of gallantry and wrote satires of great
virulence against the hidies and their lovers, remains anony-
mous, and is spoken of as the monk or prior of Montaudon.
The classic period of the troubadours lasted until about laxo,

and was contemporaneous with the magnificence of the nobles
of the south of France. The wealth and cultivated tastes of

the seigneurs, and the peace which had long surrounded them,
led them into voluptuous extravagances and sometimes into

a madness of expenditure. From this the troubadours reaped
an immediate advantage, but when the inevitable reaction

came they were the first to suffer. The great cause, however,
of the decadence and min of the troubadours was the struggle

between Rome and the heretics. This broke out into actual

war in June X209, when the northern barons, called to a crusade
by Pope Innocent III., fell upon the Albigenses and pillaged

Beziers and Carcassonne. Most of the protectors of the trouba-

dours were, if not heretics, indulgent to the heretical party,

and shared in their downfall. The poets, themselves, were not
immediately injured, and no doubt their habits and their art

kept them immune from the instant religious catastrophe,
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but the darkness began to gather round them as the ruin of

Languedoc became more and more complete, culminating with

the siege of Toulouse in xax8. The greatest name of this period,

which was the beginning of the end, is that of Peire Cardenal,

of Lc Puy. He was protected by Jacme I., king of Aragon,

having apparently fled from Narbonne and then from Toulouse

in order to escape from thesarmies of Simon de Montfort. He
was the inventor and the principal cultivator of the moral

or ethical sinenUa; and he was the author of singularly out-

spoken satires against the clergy, continuing the tradition of

Marcabnm. The biographer of Cardenal certifies that he lived

to be nearly one bundled years of age. Another and a still

more violent troubadour of this transitional time was Guillem

Figueira, the son of a Toulouse tailor, an open heretic who
attacked tHe papacy with extraordinary vigour, supported and
protected by Raimon II. Figueira was answered, strophe by
strophe, by a female troubadour, Gormonda of Montpellier.

The ruin ol the southern courts, most of which belonged to the

conquered Albigensi party, continued to depress and to exas-

perate the troubadours, whose system was further disintegrated

by the establishment of the Inquisition and by the creation of

the religbus orders. The genial and cultured society of

Provence and Languedoc sank rapidly into barbarism agam,
and there was no welcome anywhere for secular poets.

The last of the French troubadours was Guiraut Riquier {c.

z 330-1994)1 vho was bom at Narbonne, and addressed his

earliest poems to Phillippa of Anduza, the viscountess of that

city. 9ie does not seem to have encouraged poetry, and
Guiraut Riquier left Narbonne, first appealing to St Louis,

without succesb. He then turned to Spain, and found protection

at the court of Alfonso X. the Learned. This monarch, himself

a great poet, welcomed the crowd of troubadours who were
now flying from the troubles of southern France. It was the

ambition of Alfonso to be himself a troubadour, but the Pro-

vencal pieces which bear his name are now attributed to Riquier

and to Nat de Mons; the king's genuine poems are those written

in Galidan. Riquier remained in the court of Castile until

about 1979, when he returned to France and settled in Rodex
with the count of that town, Henri II This prince was almost
the last seigneur in the south or centre of France who gathered

a school of poets around him, and at Rodez the troubadours
en^3red for a few years their latest gleams of success and recog-

nition. Riquier, in a sirventSs of about 1285, gives pathetic

expression to his sense of the gathering darkness, which makes
it useless and almost unbecoming for a troubadour to practise

his art, while of himself he mournfully confesses: " Song should
express joy, but sorrow oppresses me, and I have come into the

world too late." Guiraut Riquier passed away about 1294, and
left no successor behind him.

BiBLiocaAPHT.—F. Dies, UbeH und Werhe itr Troubadours
(Zwickau. 1829, and ed. reviied by K. Bartach, Leipzig. 1682);
Du Pouit der TroubaiouTtt 3nd ed., revised by K. Bartsch (L^pzig,
1883); C. Chabaneau. Im Biographies des troubadours (Toulouse.
i88«). (This forms tome x. of the Histoire ghtiraU de Languedoc.]
F. Kaynouard. Ckoix des palsies originales des troubadours (6 vols.,
Paris. 1816-1821); Manuel Mil4 y Fontenals, Los Trooadcres en
EspaMa (Barcelona, 1861, and ed., revised, Barcelona, 1889);
Paul Meyer, Les Demiers troubadours de la Frooence (Paris. 1871);
Francis Hueffer, Tke Troubadours (London, 1878); A. Restori,
LeiUraiura provenwaU (Milan, 1891); C. Appel, ProDemaliscke
ekrestomatkie (3rd ed., Leipzig, 1903); Joseph Anglade. Les Trouba-
dours (Pans, 1008). Various editions of the life and works of
separate troubadours have been published—Guilhem IX. of Poitiers,
by A. Jeanroy (Toutouse, 1905); Bertram de Born, by A. Thomas
(Toulouse. 1888) : Peire Vidal.by K. Battsch(Berlin. 1857) ; Cercamon.
by Dejeanne (Toulouse. 1905); Giraut de Bornelh, by A. Kolsen
(Halle. 1907-1508): Peire of Auvergne, by Zenker (ErUnger. 1900):
Sordejte. by Cesare de Lollb (Halle. 1896): Guitaut Riquier by
Jowph Angtade (Pans, IQ05): Amaut Daniel, by U. A. Canallo
(Halle. 1883). Editions of Bernard de Venudour, by M. C. Appel,
and of Marcabrun. by Dr Dejeanne, had been underuken in
190«. (E. G.)

TROVBRIDOB. SIR THOMAS, Bait. (c. 1758-1807), English
admiral, was educated at St Paul's School, London, and entered
the navy in 1 773- Having seen some service In the East Indies, he
was taken prisoner by the French in 1794, but his captivity was

only a short one and in February 1797 he commanded his ship,

the " CuUodcn," at the battle of Cape St Vincent. In the follow-

ing July he assisted Nelson in the unsuccessful attack on Santa
Cruz, and in August 1798, when getting inCo poution for the

attack on the French fleet, the " CuUoden " ran aground and was
consequently uxuible to take any part in the battle of the Nile.

He then served in the Mediterranean and was created a baronet

in 1799; from 1801 to 1804 he was a lord of the admiralty, being
made a rear-admiral just before his retirement. In 1805
Troubridge was given a command in the East and he went out
in the " Blenheim." In January 1807 in this ship, an old and
damaged one, he left Madras for the Cape of Good Hope, but of!

the coast of Madagascar the " Blenheim " foundered in a cyclone

and the admiral perished. His only son, Sir Edward Thomas
Troubridge, hart. (d. 1852), entered the navy in 1797 and was
present at the battle of Copenhagen. From 1831 to 1847 he was
member of parliament for Sandwich and from 1835 to 1841 he
was a lord of the. admiralty. His son, Sir Thomas St Vincent

Hope Cochrane Troubridge, hart. (18x5-1867), entered the army
in 1834, and was severely wounded at the battle of Inkerman.
TROUOHTON, EDWARD (^753-1835)1 English instrument

maker, was bom in the parish of Ciorney in Cumberland in

October 1753. He joined his elder brother John in carrying

on the business of making mathematical instruments in Tleet

Street, London, and continued it alone after his brother's

death, until in 1826 he took W. Simms as a partner. He died in

London on the x 2th of June 1835.

Troughton was very successful In improving the mechanical
part of most nautical, geodetic and astronomical instruments, but
complete colour-blindness prevented him from attempting ex*
periments in optics. The first modern transit circle was con-
structed by him in 1806 for Stephen Groombridge; but Troughton
was dissatisfied whh thb form of instrument, whkh a few years
afterwards was brought to great peHection by G. von Reichenoach
and J. G. Repsold, and designed the mural circle in its place. The
first instrument of this kind erected at Greenwich in x8i3, aaj
ten or twelve others were subsequently constructed for other
observatories: but they were ultimately superseded by Troughton 's

eariier design, the transit circle, by which the two oo-orainates
of an object can be determined ,simultaneously. He also made
tnnnt instruments, equatorials, &c.; but his failure to construct
an equatorial mounting of large dimensions, and the consequent
lawsuit with Sir James South, embittered the last years 01 his
life.

TROUSERS, the name given to the article of dress worn
by men, covering each leg separately and reaching from the
waist to the foot. The word in its earlier forms is always
found without the second r, e.g. trouses, trouzes^ trooUf cf. the
Lowland Scots word " trews," and is an adaptation of the French
trousseSy trunk-hose, breeches, the plural o\ trousse^ a bundle,

pack, truss, from trousser, to pack, bundle up, tuck, tie ^p,
girth, of which the origin is doubtful. In English the word
" trousers," when it first appears, was used of the leg-gaiments
of the Irish, who wore their breeches or trunk-hose and stockings

in one piece, a custom to which there are many allusions in

X7th-centuxy literature. Knee-breeches and top-boou for

out-of-door wear or stockings for indoor use lasted till the
beginning of the 19th century as the reguUr costume for men.
Pantaloons, loose trousers reaching to above the ankle, were
worn in Venice by the poorer classes in the 17th century (for

the origin of the name see Pantaloon). The characters of

the Italian comedy made the style of garment familiar in France,

but it was only seen in the fantastic costumes of the ballet.

During the reign of Louis XVI. loose pantaloons became fashion-

able for the rooming deshabille of men. Their adoption by the

supporters of the Revolution was the origin of the name of

sans-culottes appUed to the revolutionaries. Beau Brummel,
in England, was probably the first to make the " pantaloon "

popular. A striking feature of his dress were the tight-fitting

black trousers reaching to the ankle, where they were buttoned.

From this developed the true trousers, cut over the boot at the

instep, at first open at the bottom and fastened by loops, later

strapped tight under the boot. It is said that the duke of

Wellington introduced this latter form after the Peninsub
War. They were not recognized as correct for evening we'
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and strong opposition was taken against them by the dexgy
and at the universities (see CosTtnis).

TROUT {Salmo truUa)^ a fish closely related to the sahnon.

Most modem ichthyologists agree.in regarding the various North
European forms of trout, whether migratory or not, as varieties

or races of a highly variable and plastic species, to be
distinguished from the salmon by a few more or less constant

characters, the most readily ascertainable of which resides in

the smaller scales on the back, of the caudal r^on of the body,

these being 14 to x6 (rarely 13) in an oblique series between the

posterior border of the adipose fin and the lateral line, and in

the greater length of the folded anal fin as compared to the

depth of the caudal peduncle. The gill-rakers are also usually

fewer, x6 to x8 on the anterior branchial arch. The young
may be distinguished from salmon-parr by the greater length

of the upper jaw, the maxillary bone extending beyond the

vertical of the centre of the eye, and in specimens 6 in.

long often to below the posterior of the eye. The young are

brown or olive above, silvery or golden below, with more or

less numerous black and red spots in addition to the parr marks,

and, contrary to what is observed in the salmon, black spots

are usually present below the lateral line. Except for the

gradual disappearance of the parr marks, this coloration is

retained in the form known as the brook trout or brown trout

{S. fario)t which is non-migratory, and varies much in size

according to the waters it inhabits, in some brooks not growing

to more than 8 in., whilst in larger rivers and lakes it may
attain a weight of 20 lb or more. The coloration of the young
is more strongly departed from in the races known as sea trout

(5. Irutta) and sewin (5. eriox or cambricus), anadromous forms

resembling the salmon in habits, and assuming in the sea a
silvery coat, with, however, as a rule, more blade spots on the

sides below the lateral line.

The principal British races of trout are the following: the

northern sea troiit (5. IfutUif setuu stricio), silvery, losing the

teeth on the shaft of the vomer in the adult, and migratory

like the salmon; the southern sea trout (S. eriox or cambricus),

similar to the preceding, but with the hind margin ot the gill-

cover more or less produced, the lower bone (subopercidum)

projecting beyond the end of the upper (operculum); the bxown
trout (5. fano)f non-migratory, usually retaining the teeUi on
the shaft of the vomer, brown or olive with black and red spots,

rarely more silvery, with numerous black spots; the Lochleven

trout (5. Uvenensis), distinguished from the preceding by a more
silvery coloration, frequent absence of red spots and a pink

or red flesh; the estuary trout (5. gUlivensis and S. orcadensis)^

large brown trout living in salt water without assuming the

silvery coloration; the Gillaroo trout (5. sUmachicus), in which

the membranes of the stomach are conspicuously thicker than

in the other trout, more so in adult examples than in young
ones. But all these forms are ill-defined and subject to such

variations when transported from one locality to another as to

render their recognition a matter of insuperable difficulty.

The instability of the characters on which 5. Uvenensis is based

has been conclusively shown by the experiments conducted by
Sir James Maitlahd at Howietoun. Large specimens of migra-

tory trout are often designated as bull-trout, but no definition

has ever been given by which this form could be established,

even as a race.

Other European varieties are the trout of the Lake of Geneva
(5. UtHanus)t of the Lake of Garda (5. carpio)^ of Dalmatia

(5. dentex)t of Hungary (5. microlepis)^ of the Caspian Sea

(5. caspius)f &c. The size of trout varies much according to

the waters in which they live, Che anadromous forms nearly

equalling the salmon in this respect, specimens of over 4 ft. and
weighing up to 50 lb being on record.

The habitat of S. truUa extends over the whole of Europe,

the Atlas of Morocco and Algeria, Transcaucasia, Asia Minor
and northern Persia. By the agency of man the species has
been thoroughly established in Tasmania and New 2)ealand,

where it thrives in an extraordinary manner, and attains a very
Urge size.

Closely allied spedes are found in North America, west of
the Rocky Mountains, the best known being the rainbow trout

(5. irideus or shasta), which has been introduced into many
paru of Europe as well as the eastern states of North America,
New Zealand and South Africa. It is more hardy than the
English trout, and accommodates itself in almost stagnant waters,

and has thus proved a success in many ponds which were
regarded as fit for coarse fish only; but in many places it has
caused disappointment by going down to the sea, whence it is

not known ever to return. It is a handsome trout, bluish or
purplish above, silvery or golden bdow, more or less profusely

spotted with black on the body and fins, and with an orange
or red lateral band. Its range extends from Alaska to North
Mexico. The ninbow trout merges into a larger form, 5.
gairdnerif which resembles the British sea trout.

A remarkable European trout is the short-snouted trout,

S. ohtusirostris, ». non-migratory spedes from Dalmatia,
Herzegovina, Bosnia and Montenegro. It has a small mouth
with a feeble dentition, resembling that of the grayling. A
dosdy allied form, S. ohridanus, has recently been discovered

in Macedonia. (G. A. B.)

TROUVftftB, the name given to the medieval poets of
northern and central France, who wrote in the langne d*oil or
langue d'oui. The word is derived from the French verb Irovser,

to find or invent. The trouvdres flourished abundantly in the
1 2th and 13th centuries. They were court-poets who devoted
themselves almost exclusively to the composition and redtation

of a particular kind of song, for whidi the highest sodety ol
that day in France had an inordinate fondness. This poetry,

the usual subject of which was some refinement of the pa^on
of love, was dialectical rather than emotional. As Jeanroy
has said, the best trouvdres were those who " into the smallest

number of lines could put the largest number of ideas, or at
least of those commonplaces which envelop thought in its

most impersonal and coldest form." The trouvires were not,

as used to be supposed, lovers singing to their sweethearts,

but they were the pedants and attorneys of a fantastic tribunal

of sentiment. This was more monotonous in the hands of the
trouvdres than it had been in those of the troubadours, for the
latter often employed their art for purposes of satire, religion,

humour ^nd politics, which were scarcdy known to the poets of
the northern language.

The establish»l idea that the poetry of the trouvires was
entirely founded upon imitation of that of the troubadours,

has been ably combated by Paul Meyer, who comes to the con-
clusion that the poetry of the north of France was essentially

no less origiiml than that of the south. The passage of Raoul
Glaber, in which he says that about the year 1000 southern

men began to appear in France and in Burgundy, " as odd in

their ways as in thdr dress, and having the appearance of

jongleurs," is usually quoted, but although this is valuable

contempOTary evidence, it proves ndther what these "jon-
gleurs " brought from the south nor what the poets of the north

could borrow from them. The first appearance of irouvires

seems to be much later than this, and to date from 1137, when
Eltonore of Aquitaine, who was herself the granddaughter of
an illustrious troubadour, arrived in the court of France as the
queen of Louis VII. It is recorded that she continued to sptik,

her native language, which would be the Poitiers dialect of the

iangue d'oc. She was queen for fifteen years (1137*1152),

and this, no doubt, was the period during which the southern

influence was strongest in the literature of northern France.

There is not any quesu'on that the successive crusades tended to

produce relations between the two sections of poetical literature.

The great mass of the existing writings of the trouvdres deals

elaborately and artificially with the passion of love, as it had
already been analysed in the langue d*oc. But those who are

most inclined to favour the northern poets are obliged to con-

fess that the latter rarely approach the grace and delicacy

of the troubadours, while their verse shows less ingenuity

and less variety. The earliest trouvires, like Cuene de Bethune

and Huges de Ben£, in writing their amatory lyrics, were
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certainly influenced by what troubadours had written, espe-

cially when, like Bertrand de Born, these troubadours were men
who wandered far and wide, under the glory of a great social

prestige. We should know more exactly what the nature of

the Provencal influence was if the songs of all the trouveres

who flourished before the middle of the lath century had not

practically disappeared. When we become conscious of the

existence of the trouveres, we find Cuenede B£thune in possession

of the field, a poet of too much originality to be swept

away as a mere imitator. At the same time, even Paul Meyer,

who has been the great asserter of the independence of the poetry

of northern France, is obliged to admit that if, at the end of the

X2th century and throughout the 13th, several literary centres

were formed where an amatory poetry, full of conventional

Srace, was held in high honour, it was because several princely

courts in the south had set the example. In this sense it

cannot be denied that the whole art of the trouv^es was
secondary and subsidiary to the art of the troubadours.

Tlie poetical forms adopted by the trouveres bore curious

and obscure names, the signification of which is still in some
cases dubious. As a rule each poem belonged to one of three

classes, and wss either a rotruenge, or a senentois, or an estrabat.

The rotruenge was a song with a refrain; the serventois was, in

spite of its name, quite unlike the sirventes of the troubadours

and had a more ribald character; the estrabot was allied to the

stramboUo of the Italians, and was a strophaic form ** composed
of a front part which was symmetrical, and of a tail which could

be varied at will " (Gaston Paris). But scholars are still un-

certain as to the positive meaning of these expressions, and as

to the theory of the verse-forms themselves.

The court poetry of the trouveres particularly flourished under

the protection of three royal ladies. Marie, the regent of

Champagne, was the practiad ruler of that country from 1181

to 1 197, and she encouraged the minstrels in the highest degree.

She invited Ricaut de Barbezieux to her court, rewarded the

earliest songs of Gace Brul£, and discussed the art of verse

with Chretien of Troyes. Her sister, A£lis or Alice, welcomed
the trouveres to Blois; she was the protector of Gautier d'Arras

and of Le Chitelain de Coud. A sister of. the husbands of these

ladies, another A61is, who became the second queen of Louis VII.

in 1 160, received Cuene de B^thune in Paris, and reproved

faim for the Picard accent with which he recited his poetry.

At the end of the 12th century we see that the refinement and
elegance of the court-poets was recognized in the north of

France by those who were responsible for the education of

princes. A trouvdre, Gui de Ponthieu, was appointed tutor

to William III. of Macon, and another, Philippe of Flanders, to

Philippe Auguste. The vogue of the trouveres began during

the third crusade; it rose to its greatest height during the fourth

crusade and the atuck upon the Albigenses. The first forty

years of the 13th century was the period during which the

courtly lyrical poetry was cultivated with most assiduity. At
first it was a purely aristocratic pastime, and among the prin-

cipal trouveres were princes such as Thibaut IV. of Navarre,

Louis of Blois and John, king of Jerusalem. About 1230 the

taste for court poetry spread to the wealthy bourgeoisie, espe-

cially in Picardy, Artois and Flanders. Before its final decline,

and after the courts of Paris and Blois had ceased to be its

patrons, the poetry of the trouveres found its centre and enjoyed

its latest successes at Arras. It was here that some of the

most original and the most skilful of all the trouveres, such as

Jacques Bretel and Adam de la Halle, exercised their art.

Another and perhaps still later school flourished at Reims.

About 1280, having existed for a century and a half, the

poetical system suddenly decayed and disappeared; the very

names of the court-poets were forgotten. During this time the

song, chanson, had been treated as the most dignified and

honourable form of literature, as Dante explains in his De
vulgari doquentia. But the song, as the trouvdres under-

stood it, was not an unstudied or emotional burst of verbal

melody; it was. on the contrary, an effort of the intelligence,

a piec& of wilful and elaborate casuistry. The poet was

invariably a lover, devoted to a married lady who was not his

wife, and to whose caprices he was bound to submit blindly and
patiently, in an endless and resigned humility. The progress

of this conventional courtship was laid down according to certain

strict rules of ceremonial; love became a science and a religion,

and was practised by the laws of precise etiquette.

The curious interest of the trouvires, for us, lies in the fact

that during an age when the northern world was ignorant and
brutal, sunken in a rude sensuality, the trouveres advanced a
theory of morals which had its absurd and immoral side, but
which demanded a devotion to refinement and a close attention

to what is reserved, delicate and subtle in personal conduct.

They were, moreover, when the worst has been admitted about
their frigidity and triviality, refiners of the race, and they did

much to lay the foundation of French wit and French intelli-

gence. The trouveres have not enjoyed the advantage of the

troubadours, whose feau and adventures attracted the notice

of contemporary biographers. Little is known about their

lives, and they pass across the field of literary history like a
troop of phantoms. Close students of this body of somewhat
monotonous poetry have fancied that they detected a personal

note in some of the leaders of the movement. It is certainly

obvious that Cuene (or Conon) de B£thune had a violence of

expression which gjves life to bis chansons. The delicate

grace of Thibaut of Champagne, the apparent sincerity of Le
Chdtelain de Couci, the descriptive charm of Moniot of Arras,

the irony of Richard of Foumivai, have been celebrated by
critics who have perhaps discovered differences where none
exist. It is more certain that Adam de la Halle, the hunchback
of Arras, had a superb gift of versification. The rondd
(published in E. de Coussemaker's edition, 1872) beginning

"A Dicu courant amouretes.
Car je m'en vois

Souspirant en terre estrange
!

"

marks perhaps the highest point to which the delicate, frosty

art of the trouveres attained. Music took a prominent place

in all the performances of the trouveres, but in spite of the

erudition of de Coussemaker, who devoted himself to the sub-

ject, comparatively little is known of the melodies which they

used. But enough has been discovered to justify the general

statement of Tiersot that " we may conclude that the musical

movement of the age of the trouveres was derived directly from
the most ancient form of popular French melody." A pre?

cious MS. in the Faculty of Medicine of MontpelUer contains the

music of no fewer than 345 part-songs attributed to trouveres,

and an examination of these enables a " pitiless arranger

"

to divine the air, the primitive, simple and popular melody
The principal authorities on, the poetry and music of the trou-

veres are : H. Binct. Le Style de ta lyrigue courtoise en France aux xii^
et xiii'" sidles (Paris, 1891); Gaston Paris, Les Origines de la poisie

lyrique en France au moyen dge (Paris, 1892); A. Jeanroy, Les Ori-

gines de la poisie lyrique en France an moyen dge (Paris, 1889);
Julian Tiersot, Histoire de la chanson popidaire en France; E. de
Coussemaker. Art karmonique anx xii"' et xiii^ siicUs (Paris, 1865).
The works of the principal trouveres have been edited : those of
Le Chfttclain de Coucy by F. Michel (1830); of Adam de la Halle
by E. de Coussemaker (1872); of Conon de Bdthune by Wallenskdld
(Helsingfors, 1891); of Thibaut IV., king of Navarre, by P. Tarb«
(1851). (E.G.)

TROUVILLE, a seaside town of north-western France, in the

department of Calvados, on the English Channel, 34 n. N.E.

of Caen by rail. Pop. (1906), 5684. Trouville is situated on
the slopes of well-wooded hills at the mouth of the Touques
on its right bank opposite Deauville. Its fine stretches of sand

and excellent bathing, a spacious casino and beautiful villas, are

among the attractions which make it the most frequented French

resort on the channel. Deauville is well known for its race-

course and villas, exceeding those of Trouville in luxury, but

except during the race fortnight in August {la grande guinzaine)

it is quiet and comparatively deserted. The port shared with

Deauville and formed by the Touques is entered by a channel

between jetties with a depth at high tide of i8| ft. This leads

on the one side to a tidal harbour, on the other to an outer and

an inner basin. Timber, coals and cement are imported. The
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London & South Western Raflwty Company have a daily

steamboat service from Havre to Trouville in connexion with their

Southampton and Havre boats. Besides trawling and the

provisioning of ships, in which Deauville is also engaged,

Trouville carries on boat-building and has rope and briquette

works.

TROVER (0. Fr. trover, to find, mod. trotaer), or " trover and
conversion," the name of a form of action in English law no
longer in use, corresponding to the modem action of conversion.

It was brought for damages for the detention of a chattel, and
differed from detinue in that the latter was brought for the

return of the chattel itself. The nametrover is due to the action

having been based on the fictitious averment in the plaintiff's

declaration that he had lost the goods and that the defendant

had found them. The necessity for this fictitious averment
was taken away by the Common Law Procedure Act 1852.

An action of trover lay (as an action of conversion still lies)

in every case where the defendant was in possession of a chattel

of the plaintiff and refused to deliver it up on request, such re-

fusal being prima facie evidence of conversion. The damages
recoverable are usually the value of the chattel converted. In
an action for detention of a chattel (the representative of the old

action of detinue), the plaintiff may have judgment and exe-

cution by writ of delivery for the chattel itself or for its value

at his option. An action for conversion or detention must be
brought within six years. The corresponding action in Scots

law is the action of spuilzie. It must be brought within three

years in order to entitle the ptirsuer to violent profits,

otherwise it prescribes in forty years.

TROWBRIDGE, a market town in the Westbury parliamen-

Ury division of Wiltshire, England, 97^ m. W. by S. of London
by the Great Western railway. Pop. of urban district (1901),

11,526. It is unevenly built on a slope at the foot of which

flows the Biss or Mere, a tributary of the Avon. The parish

church of St James is a fine Perpendicular building, with a lofty

spire, and a beautiful open-work roof over the nave. It was
rebuilt on the original plan in 1848. George Crabbe, the poet,

was rector from 1813 to 1831.

Trowbridge {Trubrigf Trobrigg, Trowbrigge) was probably

mentioned in Domesday under the name of Straburg, a manor
held by one Brictric together with Staverton and Trowle, now
both included within its limits. The first reference to the

"town" of Trowbridge occurs early in the i6th century;

previous to that date mention is made of the manor and castle

only. The latter, round which the town probably grew up,

is said to have been built by the de Bohuns, who obtained

possession of the manor by marriage with the daughter of

Edward de Sarisbury. Later it passed to William de Longcspfe,

son of Henry II., to the Lancasters, to the protector Somerset

(by grant of Henry VIII.) and then to the Rutlands, and Trow-
bridge is now a non-corporate town. In 1200 John granted a

weekly market on Tuesday, Thursday i^nd Saturday; also a
yearly fair on the 24th, 25th and 26th of July, on which days

it continued to be held until at the end of the x8th century

it was changed to the 5th, 6th and 7th of Axigust. The
manufacture of woollen doths has long been the staple trade of

Trowbridge. It was introduced before the i6th century, for

Leland, writing in the reign of Henry VIII., says: " The town
flourisheth by drapery." In 1731 the trade was of some note,

and by 1813 had attained such proportions that the whole area

of the castle site was sold for the erection of dyeworks, cloth

manufactories and other industrial buildings.

TROWEL (Med. Eng. trud, O. Fr. IruelU, Low Lat iruetta, a

variant of truUa, diminutive of frua, stirring spoon, ladle,

Gr. Top(nni, from the root tor, to turn round and round; cf.

ropcvt, borer), a tool or implement, varying in shape according

to the use to which it is put, but consisting of a blade of iron

or steel fitted with a handle. The bricklayers' or plasterers'

trowel, used for mixing, spreading and smoothing the mortar or

plaster, has a flat, triangular, oval or rectangular blade; the

gardeners' trowel, for digging plants, laying or mixing mould,

'&c., has a 8emi<ylindrical blade. Highly ornamental trowels

made of, or decorated with, the precious metals are presented

to royal, official or other personages who formally lay the
foundation stones of buildings.

TROY, JEAN FRANgOIS DB.(i679-i752). French painter,

was born at Paris m 1679. He received his first lessons from his

father, himself a skilful portrait painter, who afterwards sent

his son to Italy. There his amusements occupied him fully

as much as his studies; but his ability was such that on his return

he was at once made an official of the Academy, and obtained a
large number of orders for the decoration of public and private

buildingi, executing at the same time a quantity of easel pictures

of very unequal meriL Amongst the most considerable of his

works are thirty-six compositions painted for the hotel of De
Live (1729), and a series of the story of Esther, designed for the

Gobelins whilst De Troy was director of the school of France at

Rome (i 738-1 751)—a post which he resigned in a fit of irritation

at court neglect. He did not expect to be taken at his word,

and was about to return to France when he died on the 24th of

January 1752. The life-sixe painting (Louvre) of the " First

Chapter of the Order of the Holy Ghost held by Henry IV.," in

the church of the Grands Augustins, is one of his most complete

performances, and his dramatic composition, the *' Plague at

Marseilles," is widely known through the excellent engraving of

Thomassin. The Cochins, father and son, Fessard, Galimaid,

Bauvarlet, Herisset, and the painters Boucher and Parrocd,

have engraved and etched the works of De Troy.

TROY and TROAD. L The Troad.—Tht Troad (4 Tpvds).

or the land of Troy, the north-western promontory of Asia Minor.

The name " Tnwd " is never used by Homei^-who calls the

land, like the dty, Tpofir-but is already known to Herodotus.

The Troad is bounded on the N. by the Hellespont and the

westernmost part of the Propontis, on the W. by the Aegean
Sea and on the S. by the Gulf of Adramyttium. The eastern

limit was variously defined by ancient writers. In the widest

acceptation, the Troad was idientified with the whole of western

and south-western Mysia, from the Aesepus, which flows into the

Propontis, a little west of Cyzicus, to the Caicus, which flows into

the Aegean south of Atarneus. But the true eastern boundary

is undoubtedly the range of Ida^ which, starting from near the

south-east angle of the Adramyttian Gulf, sends its north-western

spurs nearly to the coast of the Propontis, in the region west of

the Aesepus and east of the Granicus. Taktag Ida for the eastern

limit, we have the definition which, as Strabo says, best corre-

sponds with the actual usage of the name Troad. Ida b the

key to the physical geography of the whole region; and it is

the peculiar character which this mountain-system imparu to

the land west of it that constitutes the real distinaness of the

Troad from the rest of Mysia. Nature has here provided Asia

Minor with an outwork against invaders from the north-west;

and as the Troad was the scene of the struggle between Agamem-
non and Priam, so it was in the Troad that Alexander won the

battle which opened a path for his further advance.

Naiwal DmsioHs.—The length of the Troad from north to south
—taking a straight line from the north-west point, Cape Sinum
(Veni Shehr), to the south-west point, Cape tectum (Babft Rale)

—is roughly 40 m. The breadth, from the middle point of the «'est

coast to the main range of Ida, u not much greater. The whcUe
central portion of this area b drained by the Menderes (anc
Scamander), which rises in Ida and is by tar the most important
river of the Troad. The basin of the Menderes b divided by hills into

two distinct parts, a southern and a northern pbin. The southern

—anciently called the Samonbn plain—is the great oentrel f^tn
of the Troad, and takes its modem name from Bairamich, the
chief Turkish town, which b utuated in the eastern part of it neat

Ida. From the north end of the plain the Menderes winds in large

curves through deep gorges in metamorphic rocksjand issues into

the northern plain, stretching to the Hellespont. Thb b the plain

of Troy, which is 7 or 8 m, long, and 2 or 3 m'. broad on the average.

The htlb on the south are quite low. and towards the east the

acclivities are in places so gentle as tu leave the limits of the platn

indefinite. Next to the basin of the Menderes, with its two plains,

the best marked feature in the river-system of the Troad is the

valley of the Tuala (anc. Satniois). The Tuila rises in the western

part of Mt Ida, south of the plain of Bairamich, from which

Its valley is divided by hills; and, after flowing for many miles

almost parallel with the south coast of the Troad, from which, at
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it is less thsn a mile distant, it enters the Aegean about

10 m. north of Cape tectum. Three alluvial plains are comprised
in its course. The easternmost of these, into which the river

issues from rugged mountains of considerable height, is long and
narrow. The next is the broad plain round Assus, which was a
fertile source of supply to that city. The third is the plain at the em-
bouchure of the nver on the west coast. This was anciently called

the Haksian ('AX^tov) plain, partly from the maritime salt-works

at Txagasae. near the town of Hamaxitus, partly also from the hot
salt-springs which exist at some disUnce from the sea. on the

aocth s^ of the river, where large formations of rock-salt are also

found. Maritime salt-works are still in operation at the mouth
of the river, and its modem name (Tuzla-alt) preserves the
ancient association. A striking feature of the southern Troad is

the high and narrow plateau which runs parallel with the Adra-
myttian Gulf from east to west, forming a southern barrier to the
vallev of the Tuzla. This plateau seems to have been formed by
a volcanic upheaval which came late in the Tertiary period, and
covered the limestone of the south coast with two successive flows

of trachvte. The lofty crag of Assus b like a tower standing
detachea from this line of mountain-wall. The Western coast is 01

a different character. North of the Tuzla extends an undulating
plain, narrow at fint, but gradually widening. Much of it is

covered with the valonia oak (Quercus aegilops), one of the most
valuable producu of the Troad. Towards the middle of the west
coast the adjacent ground becomes hiffher, with steep acclivities,

which sometimes rise into peaks; and north of these, agaifi, the
seaboard subsides towards Cape Sigcuni into rounded hills, mostly
low.

Natural Products.—The timber of the Troad is supplied chiefly

bv the pine forests on Mt Ida. But nearly all the plains and
hills are more or less well wooded. Besides the valonia oak, the
elm. willow, cypress and tamarisk shrub abound. Lotus, galingale

and reeds axe still plentiful, as in Homeric days, about the streams
ia the Troian plain. The vine, too, is cultivated, the Turks making
from it a Kind of syrup and a preserve. In summer and autumn
water-melons are among the abundant fruits. Cotton, wheat and
Indian com are also grown. The Troad is, indeed, a country highly
favoured by nature—^with its fertile plains and valleys, abundantly
and continually irrigated from Ida, its numerous streams, its fine

west seaboard, and the beauty of its scenery. Under Turkish rule,

the natural advantaf^ of the land suffice to miti^te the poverty
of the sparse population, but have scarcely any positive result.

Early History.—In the Homeric legend, with which the story

of the Troad begins, the people called Troes are ruled by a
king Priam, whose realm includes all that is bounded by " Lesbos.

Pbrygia, and the Hellespont " (//. xxiv. 544), i.e. the whole
" Troad/' with some extension of it, beyond Ida, on the north-

west. According *to Homef, the Achaeans under Agamemnon
utterly and finaUy destroyed Troy, the capital of Priam, and
overthrew his dynasty. But there is an Homeric prophecy

that the nUe over the Troes shall be continfied by Aeneas and
his descendants. From the " Homeric " hymn to Aphrodite,

as well as from a passage in the aotb book of the Iliad (75*353)

—

a passage probably later than the bulk of the boolc^t is certain

that in the 7th or 6th century B.C. a dynasty claiming descent

from Aeneas rngned In the Troad, though the extent of their

sway is unknown. The Homeric tale of Troy is a poetic creation,

for which the poet is the sole witness. The geographical com-
pactness of the Troad is itself an argument for the truth of the

Homeric statement {hat it was once united under a strong king.

How that kingdom was finally broken up is unknown. Thradan
hordes, including the Treres, swept into Asia Minor from the

north-west about the beginning of the 7th century B.C., and
it is probable that, Uke the Gauls and Goths of later days,

these fierce invaders made havoc in the Troad. The Ionian

poet Callinus has recorded the terror which they caused farther

south.

Creek SeUkments.—K new period in the history of the Troad

begins with the foundation of the Greek settlements. The
earliest and most important of these were Aeolic. Lesbos and

Cyme in Aeolls seem to have been the chief points from which

the Aeolic colonists worked their way into the Troad. Command-
ing positions on the coast, such as Assus and Sigeum. would

naturally be those first occupied; and some of them have been

in the hands of Aeolians as early as the xoth century b.C. It

appears from Herodotus (v. 95) that about 620 B.C. Athenians

occupied Sigeum, and were resisted by the Aeolic colonists from

Mytilene in Lesbos, who had already established themselves in

that neighbourhood. Struggles of this kind may help to account

for the fact noticed by $trabo, that the earlier colonies had often

migrated from one site in the Troad to another. Such changes

of seat have been, he observes, frequent causes of confusion

in the topography.

The chief Greek towns in the Troad were Ilium in the north.

Assus in the south and Alexandria Troas in the west. The site

of the Greek Ilium is marked by the low mound of Hisarllk
(" place of fortresses ") in the Trojan plain, about 3 m. from
the Hellespont. Exactly at what date it was foimded on the

top of earlier remains is uncertain (perhaps the 7th century);

but it was not a place of any importance till the Hellenistic age.

When Xerxes visited the Trojan plain, he " went up to the

Pergamon of Priam," and afterwards sacrificed to the Ilian

Athena (Herod, vii. 43). Ilion is mentioned among the towns
of the Troad which yielded to Dercyllidas (399 B.C.), and as

captured by Charidemus (359 B.C.). It possessed walls, but was
a petty place, of little strength. In 334 B.C. Alexander, on
landing in the Troad, visited Ilium. In their temple of Athena
the Ilians showed him arms which had served in the Trojan War,
including the shield of Achilles. Either then, or after the battle

of Granicus, Alexander directed that the town should be enlarged,

and should have the rank of " city," with political independence,

and exemption from tribute. The battle of Ipsus (301 B.C.)

added north-western Asia Minor to the dominions of Lysimachus,

who executed the intentions of Alcxalider. He gave lUum a wall

15 m. in circumference, incorporating with it some decayed towns
of the neighbourhood, and built a handsome temple of Athena.

In the 3rd century B.C. Ilium was the head of a federal league

(coii>6v) of free Greek towns, which probably included the

district from Lampsacus on the Hellespont to Gargara on the

Adramyttian Gulf. Twicte in that century Ilium was visited by
Gauls. On the first occasion (378 B.C.) the Gauls, under Lutarius,

sought to establish a stronghold at Ilium, but speedily abandoned
it as being too weak. Forty years later (2x8 B.C.) Gauls were

brought over by Attalus I. to help him in his war against Achaeus.

After deserting his standard they proceeded to pillage the towns

on the Hellespont, and finally besieged Ilium, from which, how-
ever, they were driven off by the troops of Alexandria Troas.

At the beginning of the 3nd century B.C. Ilium was in a state of

decay. As Demetrius of Scepsis tells us, the houses " had not

even roofs of tiles," but merely of thatch. Such a loss of pros-

perity is sufficiently explained by the incursions of the Gauls

and the insecure state of the Troad during the latter part of the

3rd century. The temple of the Ilian Athena, however, retained

its prestige. In 192 B.C. Antiochus the Great visited it before

sailing to the aid of the Aetolians. In 190 B.C., shortly before

the battle of Magnesia, the Romans came into the Troad. At
the moment when a Roman army was entering Asia, it was
politic to recall the legend of Roman descent from Aeneas.

Lucius Scipio and the Ilians were alike eager to do so. He
offered sacrifice to the Ilian Athena; and after the peace with

Antiochus (189 B.C.) the Romans annexed Rhoeteum and Gergis

to Ilium, " not so much in reward of recent services, as in memory
of the source from which.their nation sprang." The later history

of Ilium is little more than that of Roman benefits. A disaster

befell the place in 85 B.C., when Fimbria took it, and left it in

ruins; but Sulla presently caused it to be rebuilt. Augustus,

while confirming its ancient privileges, gave it new territory.

Caracalla (a.d 211-217) visited Ilium, and, like Alexander, paid

honours to the tomb of Achilles. In the 4th century, as some
rhetorical " Letters " of that age show, the Ilians dida profitable

trade in attracting tourisU by their pseudo-Trojan memorials.

After the 4th century the place is lost to view. But we
find from (Tonstantine Porphyrogenitus (911-959) that in his

day it was one of the places in the Troad which gave names
to bishoprics.

Other Ancient Sites.—Vizny classical sites in the Troad have been
identified with more or less certainty. (For Albxandria Troas
and Assu9, sec separate articles. Neandria seems to be rightly

fixed by F. Calvert at Mount Chi^, a hill not far from Alexandria
Troas. remarkable for the fine view of the whole Troad which it

commands. Cebrene has been conjccturally placed in the eastern

part of the plain of Bairamich. Palaeouepsis was farther ea:
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on the dopes of Ida. while the new Scepsis was near the site of
Bairamich itself. At the village of Kulakli. a little south of the
mouth of the Tuzla, some Connthian columns and other fragments
mark the temple of Apollo Smintheus (excavated in 1866 bv Pullan)
and (approximately) the site of the Homeric Ckryse. Cohmae was
also on the west coast, opposite Tenedos. SctMandria occupied
the 'site of Ench, in the middle of the plain ot Bairamich, and
Cenckreae was probably some distance north of it. The shrine
of Palamedcs, mentioned by ancient writers as existing at a town
called Polymedium, has been discovered by J. T. Clarke on a site

hitherto unvisited by any modern traveller, between Assus and
Cape Lectum. It proves to have been a sacred enclosure (lemenos)
on the acropolis of the town; the statue of Palamedes stood on a
rock at the middle of its southern ed^. Another interesting

discovery has been made by Clarke, viz. the existence of very
ancient town walls on Cargarus. the highest peak of Ida.

(R.C.J.;D.G.H.)

II. TheSiteof Troy.-^Troy is represented nowby the important

ruins on and about the mound of Hissarlik which underlie those

already referred to as surviving from the Hellenistic Ilion.

Hissarlik is situated about 3I m. both from the Dardanelles

and from Yeni Keui, which lies on the Aegean coast north of

Besika Bay. The famous academic dispute concerning the pre-

cise site, which began about a.d. 160 with Demetrius of Scepsis,

may now be regarded as settled. After the full demonstration,

made in 1893, that remains of a fortress exist on the mound of

Hissarlik, contemporary with the great period of Mycenae, and
larger than the earlier acropolis town first identified by SchUemann
with Ilion, no reasonable person has continued to doubt that this

last site is the local habitation of the Homeric story. The rival

ruins on the Bali Dagh have been shown to be those of a small

hill fort which, with another on an opposite crag, commanded
the upper Mendcres gorge. It is inconceivable that this fort

should have been chosen by poets, generally familiar with the

locality, as the scene of the great siege, while in the plain between

it and the sea there had Iain from time immemorial, and lay still

in the Mycenaean age, a much more important settlement with

massive fortified citadel.

No site in the Troad can be brought into complete accordance

with all the topographical data to be ingeniously derived from
the text of Homer. The hot and cold springs that lay just

without the gate of " Troy " (//. xxii. 147) are no more to be

identified with Bunarbashi, which wells out more than a mile

from the Bali Dagh ruins, than with the choked condtiits, opened

by Schliemann in 18S3, to Che south of Hissarlik. But the

broader facts of geography are recognizable in the modem plain

of the Klenderes. The old bed of that river is the Scamander,

and its little tributary, the Dumbrek Su, is the Simois. In their

fork lies Hissarlik or Troy. In Mght of it are, on the one side,

the peak of Samothrace (xiii. 11-14); on the other, the mass of

the Kaz Dagh Ida (viii. 52). Hissarlik lies in the plain (xz. 216)

less than 4 m. both from the Hellespontine and the Aegean

coasts, easily reached day by day by foes from the shore, and
possible to be left and regained in a single night by a TYojan

visiting the camp of the Greeks (vii. 381-421).

In summarizing what has been found to exist on the mound of

Hissarlik in the excavations undcnakcn there since 187O. it is not

advisable to observe the order of the finding, since bchlicmann's
want of experience and method caused much confusion and error

in the earher revelations. No certainty as to the distinction of

strata or their relative ages was possible till VVilhclm Durpfctd

obtained entire control in iSoi, after the original explorer's death.

There are in all nine strata of ancient settlement,

I On the virgin soil of the hillock, forming the core of the
mound, scanty remains appear of a small village of the late Aegean
neolithic period, at the oawn of the Bronze Age, contemporary
with the upper part of the Cnosuan neolithic bed. This includes

what were originally supposed by Schliemann to be two successive

primitive settlements. Thin walls, of rough stones, bonded with

mud. arc preserved mainly in the west centre of the mound. No
ground plan of a house is recoverable, and there is no sign of an
outer fortress wall. In this stratum were found implements in

obsidian and other stones, clay whorls, a little worked ivonr. and
much dark monochrome pottery, cither of a rough grey surface or

(in the finer examples) treated with resin, highly hand-polished,

and showin|( umple geometric decoration, which was incised and
often filled m witn a white substance.

2. Superposed on these, remains, where they still exist, but

comprehending a much larger area, lies a better constructed and

pceserved settlement. This has been twice rebuilt. It was enclosed

by a massive fonress wall of raddy squared Cyclopean character*
showing^ diflerent restorations, and now destroyed, except on the
south side of the mound. Double gates at the south-east and
south-west are well-preserved. The most complete and most tm-
ponant structures within the citadel. lie towards the north. Thnne
are two rectangular blocks lying north-west to south-east, side by
side, of which the southern and larger shows a metftron and vesti-
bule of the type familiar in " Mycenaean " palaces, while the
smaller seems a pendant to the larger, like the " women's quarters

**

at Tiryns and Phylakopi (see Aegean Civilization). Other
blocks, whose plans are difficult to bring into inter-relation in their
present state of ruin, are scattered over the area, but mainljr in the
soQth-west. This is the fortress proclaimed by SchUemann in 1873
to be the Pergamos ol Troy. But we know that, while his identifi-

cations of Homeric topographical deuils in these ruins were fanciful,
a much Xuf/a fortress succeeded to this loiw before the period
treated of m the Iliad. The settlement in the second stratum
bclones. in fact, to a primitive stage of that local civilization which
preceaed the Mycenaean: and it is this latter whkh b recalled
by the Homeric poems. The pottery of the second stratum at
Hissarlik shows the first introduction of paint, and of the slip and
somewhat fantastic forms parallel to those of the pie-Myceiiaean
style in the Cyclades. The beaked vaws, known as schnabldkanneH,
are characteristic, and rude reproductions of human features are
common in this ware, which seems all to be of native fabrication.
Bronze had come into use for implements, weapons and utenuls;
and gold and silver make up a hoarded treasure found in the
calcined ruins of the fortification wall near one of the ga}es. But
the forms are primitive and singular, and the workmanship ia

very rude, the pendants of the great diadems being cut out of very
thin plate gold. Disks, bracelets and pendants, showing advanced
spiraliform ornament, found mainly in 1878, and then ascribed
to this same stratum, belong undoubtedly to a higher one, the
sixth or " Mycenaean." Rough fiddle-shaped idols, whoris, a little

worked ivory and some lead make up a find, of whose early period
comparison of objects found elsewhere leaves no sort of doubt.
This treasure is now deposited in Berlin.

3. 4, 5. This primitive " Troy " suffered catadysmal ruin (traces
of conflagration are everywhere present), and Hissarlik ceased for
a time to have any considerable population. Three small village

settlements, not much more than farms, were successively erected
on the ute, and have left their traces superposed one on another,
but they yielded no finds of importance.

6. The mound, however, stood in too important a relation to
the plain and the sea to remain desolate, and in due time it was
covned again by a great fortress, while a city spread out below.
The latter has not yet been explored. The remains of this period
on the acropolis, however, have now been examined. A portion
of them was first distinguished ckarly by Ddrpfcid in 1882, but
owing to the confusion caused by Schliemann's drastic methods of
trenching, the pottery and metal objects, really belonging to this

stratum, had come to be confused with those m lower strata; and
some grey monochrome ware, obviously of Anatolian make, was
alone referred to the higher stratum. To this ware Schliemann
nve the name " Lydian." and the stratum was spoken of in his
Troja (1884) as the " Lydian city."

In 1893. however, excavations were carried out on the south of
the mound in the hitherto undisturbed sround outside the limits

of the earlier fortress: and here appearea a second curtain wall of
masuve ashlar masonry showing architectural features which
characterize the " Mycenaean " fortification walls at Mycenae itself,

and at Phybkopi in Melos. With this wall was associated not only
the grey ware, but a mass of painted potsherds of unmistakably
" Mycenaean " character; and further search in the same stratum
to west and east showed that such sherds always lav on its floor

level. The inevitable inferenn is that here we have a city,

contempoirary with the mass of the remains at Mycenae, which
imported " Mycenaean " ware to supplement its own ruder products.

The area of its citadel is larger than tne citadel of the second stratum

;

its buildings, of which a large megaron on the south-west and
several houses on the east remain, are of much finer construction

than those which lie lower. This was the most important city

yet built on the mound of Hissariik. It belonged to the " Mycen-
aean '* age, which prc<xdcs the composition of the Homeric poems,
and is reflected by them. Therefore this is Homer's Troy.

Its remains, however, having been obliterated on the crown of

Hissarlik, almost escaped recognition. When some centuries later

a third important city, the Hellenistic Ilion, was built, all the
accumulation on the top of the mound was cut away and a terrace

made. In this process the then uppermost strata of ruins wholly
vanished, their stones being taken to build the new dty. The
Mycenaean town, however, which had been piled stage upon stage

to the summit, descended on the south side a little down the face

of the mound; and the remains of its fortifications and hous» at

that point, lying below the level cut down to by the Hellenistic

terrace-makers, were covered by the depositing of rubbish from the

crown and again built over. Thus we find them now on the

southern slope of the mound only, but have no difliculty in estimat-

ing their original extent. Many tombs and a large tower dty ol

thu era will doubtless be explored ere long.
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7. To " Mycenaean " Troy aioceeded a small unfortified wttle-

nent, which maintained itaelf all throu^ the Hellenic age till the
Homeric enthusiasm of Alexander the Great called a city again into

being on HissarliL
& The Hellenistic Ilion, however, has left comparativdy little

triaoe. having been almost completdy destroved in 85 B.C. by
Flmbriau Portions of fortifications erected By Lysimachus are
visible both on the acropolis (west face Chiefly) and round the lower
dty in the plain. A small £>oric temple belongs to the foundation
of this city, and a larger one, probably dedicated to Athena, seems
to be of the Pergaunene age. Of its metopes, representing Helios
and a eigantomachia, important fragmenu have been recovered.

Coins of this city are not rare, showing Athena on both faces, and
some inscriptions have been recovered proving that Hellenistic

llioo was an important municipality.

9. Lastly about the Christian era, arose a Gnieco-Roman dty,
Co which bdong the theatre on the south-east slope of the hiU
ari!* "

. v t[] f as well as a large

butiokOK ijri tiii? v.iin.u-'.^K-^i. tiiid i-.^iL-ii^:vt- Mi.i.uns to north-east
Ttas leeiTis to have sunk into decay about thv 5? h century A.D.
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III. The Ltfiend of Troy.—According to Greek leecnd, the oldest

town in the Troad was that founded by Teuccr, who was a son of

the river Scamander and the nymph Idaea. Tzetzes says that the
Scamander in question was the Scamander in Crete, and that Teucer
was told by an orack tn :--**- t.*!,— — ^V^ " Jiarth-bom ones "

attacked him. S-rt ^^^I'n h,- . e attacked in the
Troad by mice, whli k iiT,^^^^vci c f r : and the handles
of their shidds, h(' F4'[[lr-1 on tilt' ^.r^n, r: at the oracle was
fulfilled. He calli'^! thi' iui^:i SjnuLthi .. . milt a temple to
Apollo Smintheu'^, tlie Creuui wuni kit a m-ju-^- bdng sminthius.

In his rdgn Dard.Lntiis. son of ^u^ an J the nympli Electra, daughter
of Atlas, in con^'iuriice at a. dciu^tv drifted hom the island of

Samothrace on a tMi or a tkin bag to the coast of the Troad, where,
having recdved a portmn oi land from; Teuce; and married his

daughter Batea, he founded the city of Dard:>na or Dardanus on
high ground at the foot ol Mt Ida. On the jeath of Teucer,
Dardanus succerH"! tct the kingdom and called the whole land
Dardania after tirr^M-if. He begat ErichEhoniLt^, who begat a son
Tros by Astyochn , f Liuyhter of bcmul^. Lhi siuc. ^ ling to the throne,

Tros called tne country Troy and the p—r- ^ tchxns. By Callirrhoe,

daughter of Scamander, he had three sons—ilus, Assaracus and
Ganymede. From Ilus and Assaracus sprang two separate lines

of the royal house—the one bdn^ Ilus, Laomedon, Priam. Hector;
the other Assaracus, Ca{>ys, Anchises, Aeneas. Ilus went to Phrygia,
where, bdng victorious in wrestling, he recdved as a prize from the
king of Phrygia a spotted cow, with an injunction to follow her and
found a dty wherever she lay down. The cow lay down on the hill

of the Phrygian AtS; and here accordingly Ilus founded the city of

Ilion. It is stated that Dardania, Troy and Ilion became one city.

Desiring a sign at the foundation of liion, Ilus prayed to Zeus and
as an answer he found lyin^ bdore his tent the Palladium, a wooden
Utue of Pallas, three cubits high, with her feet jdned, a spear in

ber right hand, and a distaff and spindle in her left. Ilus built a
temple for the image and worshioped it By Eurydice, daughter
of Adrastus, he had a son Laomedon. Laomedon married Strymo,
daughter of Scamander, or Placia. daughter of Atreus or of Leucippus.
It was in his rdgn that Poseidon and Apollo, or Poseidon alone,

built the walls of Troy. In his reign adso Heracles besieged and took
the city, slaying Laomedon and his children, except one daughter
Hesione and one son Podarcs. The life of Podarces was granted
at the request of Hesione; but Heracles stipulated that Podarces
must first be a slave and then be redeemed by Hedone; she gave
ber vdl for him: hence his name of Priam (Gr. wplao^tu, to buy).
Priam married nrst Arisbe and afterwards Hecuba, and had fifty

sons and twelve daughters. Among the sons were Hector and Paris,

and among the daughters Polyxena and Cassandra. To recover
Hden, whom Paris carried off from Sparta, the Greeks under
Agamemnon besieged Troy for ten years. At last they contrived
a wooden horse, in whoae hollow belly many of the Greek heroes
hid themsdves. Thdr army and fleet then withdrew to Tenedos,
fdgning to have raised the si^e. The Trojans conveyed the
wooden horse into Troy ; in the night the Greeks stole out, opened
the gates to thdr friends, and Troy was taken.

See Homer, //. vii. 452 seq., xx. 315 seq., xxi. 446 seq.; Apollo*
dorus ii. 6, 4!, iii. 13; Diodorus iv. 75. v. 48; Tzetzes, Schol. on
Lycopkron, 29, 72, ijoa; Cooon, Narrat, 21; Dionysius Halicam.

Antiq. Rom. i. 68 seq. The Iliad ddads with a period of fifty-one
days in the tenth year of the war. For the wooden horse, see
Homer, Od. iv. 371 seq.; Virdl, Aen. ii. 13 seq.

The Medieval Leeend.--The medieval romance of Troy, the
Roman de Troie, exercised neater influence in its day and for
centuries after its appearance tnan any other work of the same class.

Just as the chansons de teste of the loth century were the direct
ancestors of the prose romances which afterwards spread throughout
Europe, so, even before Heliodorus and Achilles 1 atius, there were
quasi-histories, which reproduced in prose, with more or less exact-
ness, the narratives of epic poetry. Long previous to the *Hpwu^ of
Flavius Philostratus (/I. 3rd century a.d.) the Troian War had been
the subject of many a prose fiction, dignified with tne title of history;
but to remodel the whole story almost in the shape <A annab, and
to give a minute personal description of the persons and characters
of the principal actors, were ideas which belonged to an artificial

stage of literature. The work of Philostratus is cast in the form of
a dialogue between a Phoenician traveller and a vine-grower at
Eleus, and u a discourse on twenty-six heroes of the war. A ficti-

tious journal (Ephemeris), professing to give the chid inddents of the
siege, and said to have been written by Dictys of Crete, a fdlower
of idomeneus, is mentioned by Suld^ and was laigdy used by
John Malalas and other Byzantine chroniders. This was abridged
in Latin prose, probably in the 4th century, under the title of Dictys
Cretensis de bello Trojano libri Vl. It is prefaced by an introductory
letter from a certain L. Septimius to Q. Aradius Kufinus, in whicn
it is stated that the diary of Dk:tys had been found in his tomb at
Cnossus in Crete, written in the Greek language, but in Phoenician
characters. The narrative begins with the rape of Hden, and in-

cludes the adventures of the Greek princes on the return voyage.
With Dictys is always associated Dares, a pseudo-historian of more
recent date. Old Greek writers mention an account of the destruc-
tion of the city earlier than the Homeric poems, and in the time of
Aelian (2nd century a.d.) this Iliad of Dares, priest of Hephaestus
at Troy, was believed to be still in existence. Nothing has since
been heaird of it: but an unknown Latin writer, living between 400
and 600. took advanta^ of the tradition to compile Daretis Phryiii
de excidio Trojae histona, which begins with the voyage of the Argo.
It is in prose and professes to be translated from an old Greek manu-
script. Of the two works that of Dares is the later, and is inferior

to Dkrtys. The matter-of-fact form of narration recalls the poem
of Quintus Smymaeus. In both compilations the gods and every-
thing supernatural are suppressed; even the heroes are degraded.
The permanent success, however, of the two works distinguishes
them among apocryphal writings, and through them the Troy le^nd
was diffused throuehout western Europe. The Byzantine writers
from the 7th to tne I3th century exalted Dictys as a first-dass
authority, with whom Homer was only to be contrasted as an in-

ventor 01 fables. Western people prderred Dares, because his history
was shorter, and because, favouring the Trojans, he flattered tte
vanity of those who bdieved that people to have been thdr ancestors.
Many MSS. of both writers were contained in old libraries: and they
were translated into nearly every language and turned into verse.
In the case of both works, scholars are undecided whether a Greek
original ever existed (but see Dictys Cretbnsis). The Byzantine
grammarian, Joannes Tzetzes (A. isth century), wrote a Greek hexa-
meter poem on the subject (Jliaca). In 1272, a monk of Corbie
translated " sans rime L Esloire de Troieni et de Troie (de Dares) du
Latin en Roumans mot 4 mot " because the Roman de Troie was
too long. Geoffrey of Waterford put Dares into French prose; and
the British Museum has three Welsh MS. translations ol the same
author—works, however, of a much later period.

The name of Homer never ceased to be held in honour; but he
is invariably placed in company with the Latin poets. Few of those
who praised nim had read him, except in the Latin redaction, in
1 100 verses, by the so<alled Pindarus Thebanus. It supplied the
chid incidents of the Iliad with tolerable exactness and was a text-
book in schools.

For a thousand years the myth of descent from the dispersed
heroes of the conquered Trojan race was a sacred literary tradition
throughout western Europe. The first Franco-Latin chroniclers
traced thdr history to the same origin as that of Rome, as told by the
Latin poets of the Au^stan era; and in the middle of the 7th century
Fredegarius Scholasticus (Rer. gall, script, ii. 461) relates how one
party of the Trojans settled between the Rhine, the Danube and
the sea. In a charter of Dagobert occurs the statement, " ex nobilis*

simo et antkiuo Trojanorum reliquiarum sanguine nati." This
statement is repeated by chroniclers and panegyrical writers, who
also considered the History of^ Troy by Dares to be the first of national
books. Succeeding kings imitated thdr predecessors in giving
oflficial sanction to their legendary origin: Charles the Bald, in a
charter^ uses almost the same words as Dagobert, "cx.pracclaro
et anttquo trojanorum sanguine nati." In England a similar

tradition had been early formulated, as appears from Nennius's
Historia britonum and C^ffrey of Monmouth. The epic founder
of Britain was Brutus, son, or in another tradition, neat-grandson,
of Aeneas, in any case of the royal house of Troy. The tradition,

repeated in Wace s versbn of Gecwlrey, by Matthew Paris and others,

persisted to the time of Shakespeare. Brutus found Albion un-
inhabited except by a few giants. He founded his capital on the
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banks of the Thames, and called it New Troy. Otto FrislnKensis
(i3th century) and other German chroniclers repeat nmilar myths,
and the apocryphal hypothesis b echoed in Scandinavian sasas.

About 1050 a monk named Bernard wrote De txadio Trcjat, and in

the middle of the 12th century Simon Chivre d'Or, canon of the
abbey of Saint-Victor, Paris, followed with another ooem in leonine
elegiacs on the fall of the dty and the adventures of Aeneas, in which
the Homeric and Virgilian records were blended.
We now come to a work on the same subject, which in its own day

and for centuries afterwards exercised an extraordinary influence
throughout Europe. About the year 1184 Ben<^ de Sainte-More
Iq.v.) composed a poem <^ 30.000 lines entitled Raman de TroU.
It forms a true Trojan cycle and embraces the entire heroic history

of Hellas. The introduction relates the story <^ the Argonauts,
and the last 2680 verses are devoted to thjc return of the Greek chiefs

and the wanderings of Ulysses. With no fear of chronolcwical

discrepancy before hb eyes, Benott reproduces the manners of his

own times, and builds up a complete museum of the 12th century

—

its arts, costumes, manufactures, architecture, arms, and even
religious terms. Women are repeatedly introduced in unwarranted
situations; they are spectators of all combats. The idea of personal
beauty is diflferent from that <^ the old Greeks; by Benott good
humour, as well as health and stretch, u held to be one of its chief

characteristics. The love-pictures are another addition of the
modern writer. The author speaks enthusiastically of Homer,
but he derived his information chiefly from the pseudo-annals of

Dictys and Dares, more especially the latter^ augmented by his own
imasination and the spirit of the age. It is to Benott alone that

the bonour of poetic invention is due, and in spite of its obligation

for a groundwork to Dict>;s and Dares we may justly consider the
Roman ie Troie as an original work. From this source subsequent
writers drew their notions of Troy, mostly without namine their

authority and generally without even knowing his name. This is

the masterpiece of the pseudo-classical cycle of romances: and in

the Latin version of Gukio delle Colonne it passed through every
country of Europe.
The De hello trojatut of Joseph of Exeter, in six books, a genuine

poem of no little merit, was written soon after Benott 's work or
about the ^re 1187-1188. At first ascribed to Dares Phrygius
and Cornelius Nepos, it was not published as Joseph's until 1620 at

Frankfort. It was directly drawn from the pseudo-annalists, but
the influence of Benott was considerable. Of the same kind was
the TroUus of Albert <A Stade (1249), a version of Dares, in verse,

characterired by the old severity and affected realism. But these

Latin works can only be associated indirectly with Benott, who had
closer imiutore in Cenokny at an early period. Herlwrt of Fritzlar

reproduced the French text in his IMd von Troye (early 15th century),

as did also Konrad von WQrzburg (d. 1287) in his Buck von Troye
of 40,000 verses, which he himself compared to the " boundless
ocean." It was completed by an anonymous poet. To the like

source may be traced a poem of 30,000 verses on the same subject

by Wolfram von Eschenbach ; and Jacques van Maeriant reproduced
Knott's narrative in Flemish. The Norse or Icelandic Trojumanna
saga repeats the tale with some variations.

In luly Guido delle Colonne, a Sicilian, began in 1270 and finished

in 1287 a prose Histona trojana, in which he reproduced the Roman
de Troie 01 Benott, and so closely as to copy the errora of the latter

and to give the name of Peleus to Pelias, Jason's undc. As the
debt was entirely unacknowledged, Benott at last came to be con-
sidered the imitator of Guido. The orinnal is generally abridged,

and the vivacity and poetry of the Anglo-Norman trouv^re disappear
in a dry version. The immense popularity of Guido's work is shown
by the large number of existing MSS. The French Bibliotb^ue
Nationale possesses eighteen codices of Guido to thirteen of Benott.
while at the British Museum the proportion u ten to two. Guido's
History was translated into German about 1392 by Hans Mair of
NOrdhngen. Two Italian translations ^re made: by Filippo Ceffi

(1324) and by Matteo Beliebuoni (1333). In the 14th and the
commencement of the 15th century four versions appeared in England
and Scotland. The best known is the Troy Book, written betweenwii IB uic *rw^ Mfwm, vviiivcu t^kwccii

1414 and 1420. of John Lydgate. who liad both French and Latin
texts before him. An earlier and anonymous rendering exists

at Oxford (Bodleian MS. Laud Misc. 595). There is the Cesf Hyslor-
" * ~ ' *" '" 'ly £ng. "* "

ler and anonymous rendering exists

d Misc. 595). There is the Cesf HysSor-
iaU of Ike Destruction of Troy (Early £ng. Text Soc, 1869-1874),
written in a northern dialect about 1^90; a Scottish version (15th
century) by a certain Barbour, not tne poet, John Barbour; and
The Seege of Troy, a version of Dares (Hari. MS. 535 Brit. Mus.).
The invention of printii^ gave fresh impetus to the spread of Guido s
work. The first book pnnted in English was The Recuyell of the
hystoryes of Troye, a translation by Caxton from the French ci
Raoul Lefivre. The Recueil des kistoires de Troyes was *' compos6
par vin^rable homme Raoul le Feure prestre cnappellain de mon
tres redoupt6 seigneur monseigneur le due Phelippe oe Bourgoingne
en I'an de grace 1464," but probably printed in 1474 by Caxton or
Colard Mansion at Bruges. It u in tnree books, of which the first

deals with the story of Jupiter and Saturn, the origin of the Trojans,
the feats of Perseus, and the first achievements of Hercules: the
second book b wholly taken up with the " proucsses du fort Hercu-
les"; the third, " traictant die la generalle destniaion de Troyes
qui vint a I'ocasion du rauissement de dame Helaiae," b little dse

than a translation of that portion of Guido delle Cotonne which
relates to Priam and hb sons. Two MSSb of the Recueil in the
Btbliothique Nationale wrongly attribute the work to CuiUaume
Fillastre. a voluminous author, and predecessor of Lefivie as aecre>
tary to the duke. Another codex in the same library. Histoirm
ancienne de Thibes el de Troyes, is partly taken from Orosius. The
Bibliothique Nationale possesses an unpublished Hisioire des
Troyens ei des Thibains j^squ'i la mort de Tumus, d'apris Orese,
Ovide et Raoul Lefebre (eariy i6th century), and the British Museum
a Latin hbtory of Troy dated 1403. There were also translations
into lulbn. Spanish. High German, Low Saxon, Dutch and Daniah

;

Guido even appeared in a Flemish and a Bohemian dress.
Thus far we have only considered works more or less closely

imitated from the ori^naL Boccacck>. passing by the earlier ulea,
took one onginal incident from Benott. the love of Troilus and
the treacheryAf Briseida, and composed rilestrato, a parable of his
own relations with the Neapoliun princess who figures in his
w6rks as Fiammetta. Thb was borrowed by Chaucer for hb Boke
of Troilus and Cresside, and also by Shakespeare for hb TroUus
and Cressida (1609). One reason why the Round Table stories of
the I2th and 13th centuries had a never-ceasing charm for readers
of the two following centuries was that they were constantly being
re-edited to suit the changing taste. The Roman de Troie expert
enced the same fate. By the 13th century it was translated into
orose and worked up in those enormous compilations, such as the
Mer dot histoires. Sec, in which the middle ages studied antiquity.
It reappeared in the rdigious dramas called Mysteries. Jacques
Millet, who produced La Destruction de Trbie la Grande between
IA52 and 1454, merely added vulgar realism to the onginal. Writer*
of chap-books borrowed the story, which is again found on the stage
in Antoine de Montchr^tien's tra;^y of Hector (1603)—a last
echo of the influence of Benott. 4
BiBLiodRAPHY.—The Trov legend b dealt with in the eUborate

work of A. Joly, BenoU de SainU-More el le Roman de Troie (1870-
1871) ; G. Kdrting. Der aUfranz. Roman de Troie (1883) ; F. Settegast.
BenoUdeSte-More (Breslau, 1876) ; G. CFrommann, HerhoHv. Frttztar
if. BenoU de Ste-More (Stuttgart, 1837); R. jackd. Dares Phrygius
u, BenoU de Ste-More (BreaSau, 1875); E. Juste, Sur I'origine des
pohnes aUrtb. d Homhre et sur Us cycles ipiques de I'antiq. el du
Moytn-Age (Brussels, 1849): J. A. Fuchs, De varielaU fabularum
trotcarum ^naesttones (Cologne, 1830) ; H. Dunger, Die Sage vom
trojan. Knege (Leipzig, 1869); G. K6rting, Dictys u. Dares (Halle,
1874); H. Dunger. Dtc/y» Seplimius (Dresden, 1878); L. Havet,
" Sur la date du Dictys de Septimius,^' Rev. de MM. (1878): F.

vol. Ixvii., and " Ueber d. span. Versionen " (ibid., 1871), vol. Ixix.;
A. Pey, Essai sur li romans d'Eneas (1856). See also J. I.

Jusserand, De Josepho Exoniensi (1877); E. Gorra, TesU inedtii
di storia trojana (Turin, 1887): A. Graf, Roma nella memoria el
neUe imaginationi del medio eeo (Turin, 1882); Le Roman de Troie,
ed. L. Constans (Soc d, anc. textes fr. Paris, 1904) ; H. L. Ward.
Catalogue of Romances (i88t), vol. i.; W. Graf, " Diemittd-
Jlltcrlichen Bearbeitungen der Trojanersage," an E. Stengd'a
Ausgaben und Abhandlungen aus dem Cebiete der romanischen Phil'
ologte (Marburg, 1886); A. N. Wesselofsky, MaL el reeherches pour
semr a I'histotre du roman el de la nouoelle (Petersbuiig, 1889) ; R.
Derhedde, Ueber die den allfranedsischen Dicktem bekannteu epuchen
Stoffe aus dem AUerthum (1887).

TROY, a dty and the county-seat of Rensselaer county, New
York, U.S.A., at the head of tidewater on the eastern bank
of the Hudson riveif, opposite the mouth of the Mohawk, about
6 UL N. of Albany and about 148 m. N. of New York City.
Pop. (1880), 56,747; (1890), 60,956; (1900), 60,651, of whom
14,384 were foreign-bom (7348 being Irish, 1796 German and
X498 English) and, 400 were negroes; (19x0, census), 76^x3.
Troy U served by the Boston & Maine, the New Yoxk Central ft

Hudson Riverand the Delaware& Hudson railways, and by inter-

urban electric lines connecting with Saratoga and Lake George
on the north, Albany on the south and Schenectady and the dties
of the populous Mohawk Valley on the west; it b at the head
of river steamboat navigation on the Hudson, and has water
communication by means of the Erie and Champlaln canals
with the Great Lakes and Canada. The site b a levd oblong
tract extending along the Hudson for 7 m. and reading badt a
mile or .so from the river to highlands which rise to a height
of 400 ft., with Mt Ida (240 ft. above tidewater) forming a
picturesque background. The older part of the dty and the
prindpal business and manufacturing dbtrict occupies the low
lands; the newer part, chiefly residential, b built upon the
hdghts. The northern part of the dty was the village of

Lansingburg (pop. 1900, 12,595) until 1901, when with parU of

the towns of Brunswick and North Grecnbush it was annexed to
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TVoy. Opposite Troy on the west bank of the Hudson, and
connected with it by bridges, are Cohoes, Watervliet and
Waterford. Industrially and commercially they virtually form a
part of Troy. Troy is the seat of Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-

tnte, founded in 1824 by Stephen van Rensselaer as a " school

of theoretical and practical science," incorporated in 1826, and
reorganized in 1849 as a general polsrtechnic institute. It is

the oldest school of engineering in the country, and has always

maintained a high rank of efficiency. The Urge gifts (about

$1,000,000) to the school made by Mrs Russell Sage in 1907
enabled it to add courses in mechuiical and electrical engineer-

ing to its course in dvil engineering. The institute had

55 instructors and 650 students in xgio. The Enrnia WiUard
School, founded as the Troy Female Seminary in 1821 by Mrs
Emma Willard (1787-1870),* is one of the oldest schoob for

women in the United States. Other educational institutions

include Troy Academy (1834)1 a non-sectarian preparatoiy

school; La Salle Institute (conducted by the Brothers of the

Christian Schools); St Joseph's Academy (Roman Catholic)

and St Peter's Academy (Roman Catholic). Noteworthy
buildings of a public and semi-public character include the post

office, the public library, containing in 1910 43i50o volumes,

the Troy Savings Bank building, the city hall, the Rensselaer

county court house, a Y.M.C.A. building and St Paul's Episcopal,

the Second Presbyterian and St Mary's (Roman Catholic)

churches. An area of 175 acres is comprised in the city's parks,

the largest of which are Prospect Park and Beman Park. In

Oakwood cemetery, 400 acres, are the grave of General George

H. Thomas, and a monolithic shaft to the memory of General

John Ellis Wool (1784-1869), who served with distinction in

the War of 181 2 and in the Mexican War, and in the Civil

War commanded for a time the Department of Virginia. In

Washington Square there is a Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument,

93 ft. high. Altro Park, on an island a short distance down
the river, is a pleasure resort in summer.
Two rapid streams, Poesten Kill and Wynants KOI, flowing

into the Hudson from the east, through deep ravines, furnish

good water-power, which, with that furnished by the state dam
across the Hudson here, is utilized for manufacturing purposes.

In 1905 the value of Troy's factory product was $31,860,829.

Of this $11,271,708 was the value of collars and cuffs (89-5%
of the value of the total American product), an industry which

gave employment to 49*3% of the wage-earners in Troy, and

paid 42-1% of the wages. Closely allied with this industry was
shirt-making, with an output valued at $4,263,6x0. Troy Is

the market for a fertile agricultural region, and the principal

jobbing centre for a large district in north-eastern New York
and eastern Massachusetts.

The site of Troy was part of the Van Rensselaer manor grant

of 1629. In 1659 it was bought from the Indians, with the

consent of the patroon, by Jan Barentsen Wemp, and several

families settled here. In 1707 it passed into the hands of Derick

van der Heyden, who laid out a large farm. During this early

period it was known variously as Ferryhook, Ashley's Ferry

and Van der Heyden's Feny. In 1777 General Philip Schuyler

established his headquarters on Van Schaick's Island in the

Mohawk and Hudson, then the principal rendezvous of the army
which later met Burgoyne at Saratoga. After the close of the

war there was an influx of settlers from Rhode Island, Connecticut,

New Hampshire and Vermont; a town was laid out on the Van
der Heyden farm, and in 1789 the name of Troy was selected

in town meeting; and in 179 1 the town of Troy was formed from

part of Rensselaerwyck. The county-seat was established here

in 1793, and Troy was incorporated as a village in 1794 and was

chartered as a city in 18 16. The first newspaper. The

' Emma Hart was bom in Berlin, Connecticut, became a teacher

in 1803, and in 1809 married Dr John Willard of Middlebury
Vermont, where she opened a boarding school for girls in 1814.

In 1 819 she wrote A Planfor Improving Female Education, submitted

to the governor of New York sute; and in 1821 she removed to

.

Troy. Her son took charge of the school in 1838. She prepared

many textbooks and wrote Journal and Letters from Franc* and
Gnat Britain (1833). See the biography (1873) by John Lord.

Fanner's Oracle, began publication in 1797. In 181 2 a steamboat
line was established between Troy and Albany. Troy benefited

financially by the War of 18x2, during which contracts for army
beef were filled here. The opening of the Erie Canal in 1825
contributed greatly to Troy's commercial importance. During
the Civil War army supplies, ammunition and cannon, and the
armour-plate and parts of the machinery for the " Monitor "

were made here. The first puddling works were opened in X839,

and Troy was long the centre of the New York iron and steel

industry; in 1865 the second Bessemer steel works in the United
States were opened here. Troy has three times been visited by
severe conflagrations, that of June 1820 entailing a toss of about
$1,000,000, that of August X854 about the same, and that of
May 1862, known as " the Great Fire," the destruction of over

500 buikiings, and a property loss of some $3,ooo,ooa
See Arthur J. Wctse, History of the City of Troy (Troy, 1876), and

Troy's One Hundred Years (Troy. 1891).

TROY, a dty and the county-seat of Miami county, Ohio,

U.S.A., on the west bank of the Great Miami river, about 65 m.
W. of Columbus. Pop. (1890), 4494: (1900). 5881 (234 foreign-

bom); (1910), 6x23. Troy is served by the Cleveland, Cin-
cinnati, Chicago & St Louis and the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton railways, and by the Dayton & Troy and the Spring-

field, Troy & Piqua electric inter-urban lines. The Miami
and Erie Canal, formerly important for traffic, i& now used only

for power. The principal public buildings include the court

house and the city hall, and there are a public library (housed

in the city hall) and a children's home. Troy is situated in a
good gem^ farming region, of which tobacco is an important

crop; and there are various manufactures. The municipality

owns and operates the waterworks and electric-lighting plant.

The first settlement was made in 1807, and Troy was first

chartered as a city in 1890.

TROYES, a town of France, capital of the department of Aube,

104 m. E.S.E. of Paris on the Eastern railway to Belfort. Pop.

(1906), 51,228. The town is situated in the wide alluvial plain

water^ by the Seine, the main stream of which skirts it on the

east. It is traversed by several small arms of the river, and the

Canal de la Haute-Seine divides it into an upper town, on the

left bank, and a lower town on the right bank. The streets are,

for the most part, narrow and crooked. It is surrounded by a
belt of houUnards, outside which lie suburbs. The churches of

the town are numerous, and especially rich in stained glass of

the Renaissance period, from the hands of Jean Soudain, Jean
Macadri, linard Gonthier and other artists.

St Pierre, the cathedral, was begun in 1208, and it was not until

1640 that the north tower of the facade was completed. With a
height to the vaulting of only 98 ft it is less lofty than other impor-
tant Gothic cathedrals of France. It consists of an apse with seven
apse chapds, a choir with double aisles, on the right 01 which are the
treasury and sacristy, a transept without aisles, a nave with double
aisles and side chapels and a vestibule. The west facade belongs

to the i6th century with the exception of the upper portion of the
north tower; the south tower has never been completed. Three
portals, that in the centre surmounted by a fine flamboyant rose

window, open into the vestibule. The stained ^lass of the interior

dates mainly from the 15th and i6th centuries. The treasury
contains some fine enamel work and lace. The church (M

St Url»n, begun in 1262 at the expense of Pope Urban IV..

a native of the town, is a charming specimen of Gothic
architecture, the lightness and delkacy of its construction rivalling

that of churches built a century later. The glass windows, the
profusion of which is the most remarkable feature of the
church, date, for the most part, from the years 1265 to 1280.

The church of La Madeleine, built at the beginning of the 13th
century, and enlarged in the 16th. contains a rich rood-screen by
Giovanni Gualdo (1508) and fine stained-elass windows of the i6th

century. The church of St Jean, though hidden among old houses.

is one of the most picturesque in Troyesi The choir is a fine example
of Renaissance architecture and the church contains a high altar

of the 17th century, stained glass of the i6th century and many other

works of art. St Nicholas is a building of the i6th century with a
beautiful vaulted gallery in the interior. The church of St Pantalfon

of the i6th century and that of St Nizicr, mainly of the same
period, contain remarkable sculptures and paintings. St Rcmi
(14th, 15th and 16th centuries) and St Martin-^Vignes (16th and
17th centuries), the latter notable for its 17th-century windows,
are also of interest The old abbey of St Loup is occupied by
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mufleum containing numerous collections. The H6tel Dieu of the
18th century ib remarkable for the fine gilded iron railing of its

courtyard. Most of the old houses of Troyes are of wood, but some
of stone of the i6th century are remarkable for their beautiful and
original architecture. Amongst the latter the h6tels de Vauluisant,

de Maurov and de Marisv are specially interesting. The prefecture
occupies the buildings of tne old abbey of Notre-Dame-aux-Nonnains

;

the H6tel-de-viUe dates from the ijtn century: the savings bank, the
theatre and the lycie are modem buildings. A marble monument
to the Sons of Aube commemorates the war of 1870-71.
Troyes is the seat of a bishop and a court of assise. Its public

institutions include a tribunal of first instance, a tribunal of com-
mence, a council of trade arbitrators, a chamber of commerce and
a branch of the Bank of France. A lycie, an ecclesiastical college,

training colleges for male and female teachers, and a school of hosiery

are its chief educational institutions. There are also several learned
societies and a large library. The dominant industry in Troyes
is the manufacture of cotton, woollen and silk honery, which is

exported to Spain, Italy, the United States and South America;
printing and dyeing of fabrics, tanning, distilling, and the manufac-
ture of looms and iron goods are among the other industries. The
market gardens and nurseries of the neighbourhood are well known.
There is trade in the wines of Burgundy and Champagne, in industnal
products, in snails and in the dressed pork prepared m the town.

History.—At the beginning of the Roman period Troyes
(Augustobona) was the principal settlement of the Tricassi, from
whose name its own is derived. It owed its conversion to

Christianity to Saints Savinian and Potentian, and in the first

half of the 4th century its bishopric was created as a suffragan

of Sens. St Loup, the most illustrious bishop of Troyes, occu-

pied the episcopal seat from 426 to 47g. He is said to have per-

suaded Attila, chief of the Huns, to leave the town unpillaged,

and is known to have exercised great influence in the Chuapb of

Gaul. The importance of the monastery of St Loup, which he
founded, was overshadowed by that of the abbey of nunsknown as

Notre-Dame-auz-Nonnains, which possessed large schools and
enjoyed great privileges in the town, in some points exercising

authority even over the bishops themselves. In 89a and 898
Troyes suffered from the depredations of the Nonnans, who on
the second occasion reduced the town to ruins. In the early

middle ages the bishops were supreme in Troyes, but in the loth

century this supremacy was transferred to the counts of Troyes
(see below), who from the z ith century were known as the counts
of Champagne. Under their rule the city attained great pros-

perity. Its fairs, which had already made it a prominent com-
mercial centre, flourished under their patronage, while the canals

constructed at their expense aided its industrial development.
In the 1 2th century both the counts and the ecclesiastics joined

in the movement for the enfranchisement of then' serfs, but it

was not till 1230 and 1242 that Thibaut IV. granted charters to

the inhabitants. A disastrous fire occurred in 1188; more
disastrous still was the union of Champagne with the domains
of the king of France in 1304, since one of the first measures of

Louis le Hutin was to forbid the Flemish merchants to attend

the fairs, which from that time declined in importance. For a
short time (1419-1425), during the Hundred Years' War, the

town was the seat of the royal government, and in 1420 the

signing of the Treaty of Troyes was followed by the marriage of

Henry V. of England with Catherine, daughter of Charles VI.. in

the church of St Jean. In 1429 the town capitulated to Joan
of Arc. The next hundred years was a period of prosperity,

marred by the destruction of half the town by the fire of 1524.

In the i6th century Protestantism made some progress in Troyes
but never obtained a decided hold. In 1562, after a short occu-
pation, the Calvinist troops were forced to retire, and on the
news of the massacre of St Bartholomew fifty Protestants
were put to death. The revocation of the Edict of Nantes in

1685 was a severe blow to the commerce of Troyes, which
was not revived by the re-esiablishmenl of the former fairs

in 1697. The population fell from 40,000 to 24.000 between
the beginning of the i6lh century and that of the 19th century.

See T. Boutiot. Hislotre de Troyes el de la Champagne m4ridi<m<de
U vols.. Troves, 1870-1880): R. Kocchlin and J. J Marquct de
Vaasclot, La Sculpture d, Troyes el dans la Champagne miridionale an
seitiime sikcU (Paris, 1900). (R. Tr.)

Counts ot Troves. The succession of the cotints of Troyes
from the 9th to the xoth centuiy.can be established in the

following manner. Aleran, mentioned in 837, died before the
aSth of April 854. Odo (or Eudes) I. appears as count on the 25th
of April 854, and seems to have been stripped of his dignities

in January 859. Raoul, or Rudolph, maternal uncle of King
Charles the Bald, was count of Troyes in 863 and 864, and died

on the 6th of January 866. Odo I. seems to have entered again

into possession of the countship of Troyes after the death of
Raoul, and died himself on the loth of August 871. Boso,
afterwards king of Provence, received the countship in ward
after the death of Odo I. A royal diploma was granted at his

request, on the 29ih of March 877, to the abbey of Montier-la-

Celle in Troyes. Odo II., son of Odo I., became count of Troyes
on the asth of October 877. Robert I., brother of Odo II.,

was count from 879. He married Gisla, sister of kings
Louis III. and Carloman, and was killed by the Northmen in 886
Aleaume, nephew of Robert I., is mentioned in 893. Richard,

son of the viscount of Sens Gamier, is styled count of Troyes
in a royal diploma of the loth of December 926. He was living

in 931. Herbert I., already count of Vermandois, succeeded
Richard, and died in 943. Robert II., one of the five sons of
Herbert of Vermandois, is called count of Troyes in an act of
the 6th of August 959, and died in August 968. Herbert II. the
Old, younger brother of Robert II., succeeded him and died
between 980 and 983. Herbert III. the Young, nephew and
successor of Herbert II., died in 995. Stephen I., son and
successor of Herbert III., was alive in 1019. His successor

was his cousin, Odo II., count of filois. From the nth
century the counts of Troyes, whose domains increased remark-
ably, a^e commonly designated by the name of counts of
Champagne.

^ H..d'Arbois de Jubainville, Hislotre des dues el des c&mtes
de Champagne (1859). vol. i.; F. Lot, Les Demiers Caraingiens,
(1891). pp. 370-377: A. Longnon, DocumenU relatifs au comli d€
Champagne el deBrie (1904), ti. 9, note. (A. La)

TROYON, CONSTANT (1810- 1865), French painter, was
born on the 28lh of August 181o at Sevres, near Paris, where
his father was connected with the famous manufactory of
china. Troyon was an animal painter of the first rank, and
was closely associated with the artists who painted around
Barbizon. The technical qualities of his methods of painting

are most masterly; his drawing is excellent, and his composi-

tion always interesting. It was only comparatively late in

life that Troyon found his mitier, but when he realized his

power of painting animals he produced a fairly large number
of good pictures in a few years. Troyon entered the ateliers

very young as a decorator, and until he was twenty he laboured

assiduously at the minute details of porcelain ornamentation; and
this kind of work he mastered so thoroughly that it was many
years before he overcame its limitations. By the time he reached

twenty-one he was travelling the country as an artist, and
painting landscapes so long as his finances lasted. Then when
pressed for money he made friends with the first china manu-
facturer he met and worked steadily at his old business of

decorator until he had accumulated enough funds to permit him
to start again on his wanderings.

Troyon was a favourite with Roqueplan, in artist of dis-

tinction eight years his senior, and he became one of his pupils

after receiving certain tuition from a painter, now quite unknown,
named Riocreux. Roqueplan introduced Troyon to Rousseau,

Jules Dupri, and the other Barbizon painters, and in his pictures

between 1840 and 1847 he seemed to endeavour to folbw in

their footsteps. But as a landscapist Troyon would never
have been recognized as a thorough master, although his work
of the period is marked with much sincerity and met with a
certain success. It may be pointed out, however, that in one
or two pure landscapes of the end of his life he achieved qualities

of the highest artistic kind; but this was after lengthy experience

as a cattle painter, by which his ulents had become thoroughly

developed.

In 1846 Troyon went to the Netherlands, and at the Hague
saw Paul Potter's famous " Young Bull." From the studies

he made of this picture, of Cuyp's sunny landscapes, and
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bnndt's noble masterpieces he soon evolved a new method
of painting, and it is only in works produced after tliis time

that Troyon's true individuality is revealed. When be became
conscious of his power as an animal pamter be developed with

rapidity and success, until his works became recognized as

masterpieces in Great Britain and America, as well as in all

countries of the Continent. Success, however, came too late,

for Troyon never quite believed in it himself, and even when
be could command the market of several countries he still

grumbled loudly at the way the world treated him. Yet he

was decorated with the Legion of Honour, and five times

received medals at the Paris Salon, while Napoleon III. was
one of his patrons; and it is certain he was at least as

financially successful as his Barbizon colleagues.

Troyon died, unmarried, at Paris on the 2zst of February

1865, after a term of clouded intellect. All his famous pictures

are of date between 1850 and 1864, his earlier work being

of comparatively little value. His mother, who survived him,

instituted the Troyon prise for animal pictures at the £cole

des Beaux Arts. Troyon's work is fairly well known to the

public through a number of large engravings from his pictures.

In the Wallace Gallery in London are "Watering Cattle"

and *' Cattle in Stormy Weather "; in the Glasgow Corporation

Gallery is a " Landscape with Cattle "; the Louvie contains

bis famous " Oxen at Work " and " Returning to the Farm ";

while the Metropolitan Museum of Art and other galleries in

America contain fine examples of his pictures. His " Vall£e de

la Toucque, Normandy," is one of his greatest pictures; and

at Christie's sale-room in 1903 the single figure of a cow in a

landscape of but moderate quality fetched £7350- £mile van

Marcke (1827-1891) was his best-known pupil

See H. Dumesnil, Cvnstani Troyon: Sounentrs i$Uimes (Paris.

1888): A. HustJn. "Troyon," L'Art, pp. 77 and 85 (Paris, 1889):

Albert Wolff, " ConsUnt Tioyon/* La CapilaUdeVart (Paris, 1886);

D. C. Thomson, The Barbiton School of Painters (London, tSoo)

;

•' Constant Troyon," The AH Journal (1893). P- »• (D- C. T.)

TRUCE OF OOD. an attempt of the Church in the middle

ages to alleviate the evils of private warfare Throughout

the 9th and loth centuries, as the life-benefices of the later

CaroUngian kings were gradually transformed into hereditary

fiefs, the insecurity of life and property increased, for there

was no central power to curb the warring local magnates. The
two measures which were adopted by the Church to remedy

these conditions—the pax ecdesiae or Det and the treuga or

In9a Dei—are usually both referred to as the Truce of God,

but they are distinct in character The latter was a develop-

ment of the former

The pax ecdesiae is first heard of in the year 990 at three

synods held in different parts of southern and central France

—

at Charroux, Narbonne and Puy. It enlisted the immediate

support of the regular clergy, particularly the vigorous congrega-

tion ojf Cluny, and of William V. of Aquitaine, the most powerful

lord of southern France, who urged its adoption at the Councils

of Limoges (994) and Poitiers (99Q) The peace decrees of

these variotis synods differed considerably in detail, but in

general they were intended fully to protect non-combaUnts;

they forbade, under pain of excommum'cation, every act of

private warfare or violence against ecclesiastical buildings

and their environs, and against certain persons, such as clerics,

pilgrims, merchants, women and peasants, and against cattle

and agricultural implements. With the opening of the nth
century, the pax ecdesiae spread over northern France and

Burgundy, and diocesan leagues began to be organized for its

maintenance. The bishop, or count, on whose lands the peace

was violated was vested with judicial power, and was directed,

in case he was himself unable to execute sentence, to summon
to his assisUnce the laymen and even the clerics of the diocese,

all of whom were required to take a solemn oath to observe

and enforce the peace At the Council of Bourges (1038),

the archbishop decreed that every Christian fifteen years

and over should take such an oath and enter the diocesan

miliUa The idea that peace is a divine institution seems to

have given rise to a new name for the peace, the pax Dei,

or peace of God
The Ireuga or tre9a Det, the prohibition of every act of

private warfare during ccrtam days, goes back at least to the

Synod of Elne, held in the Pyrenees in 1027, which suspended
all warfare from noon on Saturday till prime on Monday.
Like the pax ecdesiae it found ardent champions in the

regular clergy, especially in Odilo (962-1049), the fifth abbot
of Cluny, and soon spread over all France. It penetrated

Piedmont and Lombardy m 1041 and Normandy in 1042.

By this time the truce extended from the Wednesday evening

to the Monday morning in every week and also, in most
places, lasted during the seasons of Lent and Advent, the

three great vigils and feasts of the Blessed Virgin, and those

of the twelve apostles and a few other saints. The Ireuga Dei
was decreed for Flanders at the Synod of Th^rouanne (1063)

and was instituted in southern Italy in 1089, probably through

Norman influence. The bishop of Li^e introduced it in Ger-

many in Z082, and three years later a synod held at Mains
in the presence of the emperor Henry IV extended it to the

whole empire. It does not appear to have secured a firm

footing in England, although its general provisions were in-

corporated in the laws of the land (1130-1154). The popes
took the direction of the matter into their own hands towards

the end of the nth century as they realized the necessity of

promoting peace among Christians in order to unite them
successfully in the crusades against the Mahommedans, and the

first decree of the Council of Clermont ( 1095), ^^ which Urban II.

preached the first crusade, proclaimed a weekly truce for all

Christendom, adding a guarantee of safety to all who might
take refuge at a wayside cross or at the plough. The Truce
of God was reaffirmed by many councils, such as that held at

Reims by Calixtus II. in 1119, and the Lateran councils of

1 1 33, 1139 and 1179. When the Ireuga Dei reached its most
extended form, scarcely one-fourth of the year remained for

fighting, and even then the older canons relating to the pax
ecdesiae remained in force. The means employed for its en-

forcement remained practically the same, spiritual penalties,

such as excommunication, special ecclesiastical tribunals,

sworn leagues of peace, and assistance from the temporal
power The Council of Clermont prescribed that the oath

of adherence to the truce be taken every thre^ years by all

men above the age of twelve, whether noble, burgess, villein

or serf The resiUts of these peace efforts were perhaps sur-

prisingly mediocre, but it must be borne in mind that not only

was the military orgam'zation of the dioceses always very

imperfect, but feudal society, so long as it retained political

power, was inherently hostile to the principle and practice

of private peace. The Truce of God was most powerful in the

1 2th century, but with the 13th its influence waned as the

kings gradually gained control over the nobles and substituted

the king's peace for that of the Church.

A few bishops, notably Gerard of Cambrai (1013-1051), seem
from the first to have opposed the peace laws of the Church
as encroaching on royal authority, but the lay rulers usually

co-operated with the ecclesiastical authorities m encouraging

and maintaining the Truce of God. In fact, the emperor

Henry II. and the French king Robert the Pious discussed

the subject of universal peace under church auspices at

Monzon in 1023. By the 12th century, however, ihe eccle-

siastical measures had proved ineffectual in coping with

private warfare, and secular rulers sought independently to

diminish the number and atrocity of private wars within

their own domains The provisions of the Truce of God were

often incorporated bodily in municipal and district statutes

such as the laws of Barcelona (1067) The emperor Henry IV.

approved (1085) the extension of the truce to the whole land,

and in 1 103 royal laws entirely prohibiting private warfare in

the empire replaced the Truce of God. In France royalty ac-

quired little by little a preponderant influence over feudalism and

used its increased prestige to substitute for the Truce of God the

peace of the state Louis VI., Louis VII. and Philip Augustus
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f'P' lAJ-ijB (r^ri», 1901); E. S^micbQin, La
f fjndcd. i56^J; B. Mavpf. £?r((;/^Af and

gradually obtained recognition not only from the petty lords

of their own domain but from most of the magnates of the king-

dom. Thanks to the moral support and material resources

which it found in the ecclesiastical lords of central and northern

France, and to the growing popular desure for the suppression

of feuds, royalty was able to support its pretension to the

general government of the kingdom. Confirming what was
doubtless an older custom, Philip Augustus decreed the

quarantaine4e-roit which suspended every act of reprisal for

at least forty days; and in X257 Louis IX. absolutely forbade

all private wars in the crown lands. By the beginning of

the 14th century the royal authority had sufficient force to

ensure the maintenance of the Landesfnede, In England,

where the Truce of God does not seem to have acqmred a firm

footing, state law against private warfare obtained practically

from the time of the Norman conquest. At least from Henry I.

it became an axiom that the law of the king's court stood

above all other law and was the same for alL

See L. Hubert i, Studifn tur f ' fjn der Gi>UtsJneden und
Landfrieden, t-\ i P •
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TRUCK, (i) A name for barter, or commodities used in barter

or trade. The word came into English from the French iroqt

mod. troc; troqueft to barter, is borrowed from Spanish trocar,

for which several origins have been suggested, such as a Low
Latin travkare, the supposed original of *' traffic " iq.v.), or

some latinized form of Greek rpbrot, turn; it may, on the other

hand, be connected with the Greek rpcxfn, wheel. " Truck,"

in this sense, is chiefly used now in the sense of the payment
of the wages of workmen in kind, or in any other way than the

unconditional payment of money, a practice known as the
" truck system.'* Colloquially, " truck " is used in the general

sense of " dealing," in such expressions as " to have no truck

with anyoneik" The " truck system " has taken various forms.

Sometimes the workman has been paid with " portion of that

which he has helped to produce," whether he had need of it

or not, but the more usual form was to give the workman the

whole or part of his wages in the shape of commodities suited

to his needs. There was also a practice of paying in money,

but with an express or tacit imdersUnding that the workman
should resort for such goods as he required to shops or stores

kept by his employer. The truck system led in many cases

to grave abuses and was made illegal by the Truck Acts,

under which wages must be paid in current coin of the realm,

without any stipulations as to the manner in which the same
shall be expended. (See Labour Legislation.) (2) From
the Late Latin trochus, wheel, Greek rpoK^t we get " truck

"

in the sense of a wheeled vehicle, such as the hand-barrows

used for carrying luggage at a railway station; and the

word is used generally for all that portion of railway rolling-

stock which is intended for the carriage of goods (see Railways:
RoUing'Stock). The term is also used of a drcukr disk of

wood at the top of a ship's mast, generally provided with

sheaves for the signal halyards.

TRUCKLE, a verb meaning to submit servilely or fawningly

to another's bidding, to yield in a weak, feeble or contemptible

way. The origin is the '* truckle bed," a small bed on wheels

which could be pushed under a large one. In early times

servants or children slept in such beds, placed at the foot of

their masters' and parents' bed, but the name first appears as

a university word, and was derived direa from Latin trochlea,

a wheel or pulley block, Greek rpox^t, wheel (rplx^^t to run).

TRUEBA. AMTOVIO DB (1819-1889), Spanish novelist,

was bom on the 24th of December 1819 at Montellano (Biscay),

where he was privately educated. In 1835 he was sent to
learn busmess at Madnd; but commerce was not to his taste,

and, after a long apprenticeship, he turned to journalism.

In 1851 he hit the popular tasic with El Cid Campeador and
£/ Ltbro de los cantares, for the next eleven years he was absorbed
by journalistic work, the best of his contributions being issued

under the titles of Ctuntos populates (1862), Cuentos de color

de rosa (1864), and Cuentos campesinos (1865). The pleasant

simplicity and idyllic sentimentalism of these collections

delighted an uncritical public, and Trucba met ttie demand
by supplymg a series of stones conceived in the same ingenuous
vein. In 1862 he was appointed archivist and chronicler

of the Biscay provinces, he was deprived of the former post
in 1870, but was reinstated after the restoration. He died at

Bilbao on the loth of March 1889

TRUFFLE (from Med. Fr. Irufie, a variant of (rN/e, generally

taken to be for tafie, from Lat. tuber, an esculent root, a tuber,

cf. Ital tartufo, tri^ffle, from Lat. torae tuber; another Ital. form
tartujola gave Gtc. Tartoffel, dissimibted to Kartofd, potato),

the name of several different species of subterranean fimgi

which are used as food. The species sold in English markets
is TiAer aesthum', the commonest species of French markets is

r. melanosporum, and of Italian the garlic-scented T magna-
tum. Of the three, the English species is the least desirable,

and the French is possibly the best. The truffle used for

Perigord pie {pdti de foie gras) is T. melanosporum, regarded
by some as a dark variety of our British spedes, T. brumale.

When, howevei the stock of T melanosporum happens to be
deficient, some manufacturen use inferior species, such as the
worthless or dangerous Choeromyces meandriformts. Even the
rank and offensive Scleroderma vulgare (one of the puff-

ball series of fungi) is sometimes used for stuffing turkeys,

sausages, &c. Indeed, good truffles, and then only T
aestivum, are seldom seen in English markets The taste

of T. melanosporum can be detected in Perigord pie of good
quality. True and false truffles can easily be distinguished

under the microscope

Tuber aeahum, the English tnifHe, is roundish in shape, covered
with coarse polygonal warts, black in colour outside and brownish
and veined with white within; its average stw is about that of a
small apple. It ^ws from July till autumn or winter, and prefers
beech, oak and mrch woods on argillaceous or calcareous soil, and
has sometimes been observed in pine woods. It grows gregari-
ously, often in company with T. brumale and (in France and Italy)

T melanosporum, and sometimes appears in French markets with
these two species as well as with T. mesentericum. The odour of
T. aestwum is very strong and penetrating; it is generally esteemed
powerfully fragrant, and its taste is considered agreeable. The
common French truffle. T. melanosporum, is a winter spedea It
is a valuable article of commerce and is exported from France in
great quantities. The tubers are globose, bright brown or black
in colour, and rough with poly^nal warts^ the mature flesh is

blackish grey, marbled within with white veins. It is gathered in
autumn and winter in beech and oak woods, and is frequently seen
in Italian marketa The odour of T. melanosporum is very pknsant.
especially when the tubers are young, then somewhat resembling
that of the strawberrv; with age the smell gets very potent, but is

never considered really unpleasant The common Italian truffle.

T. magnatum, is pallid ochreous or brownish buff in colour, smooth
or minutely papillose, irregularly globose, and lobed; the interior

is a very pale brownish liver colour veined with white. It grows
towards the end of autumn in plantations of willows, poplars
and oaks, on clayey soil. Sometimes it occurs in open cultivated
fields. The odour of the mature fungus is very potent, and is like

strong garik, onion or decaying ch^se. T. orumale, referred to
above, grows in Britain. It is a winter truffle, and is found chiefly
under oaks and abele trees from October to December. It is black
in colour, globose, more or less regular in shane. and is covered with
sharp polygonal warts; the mature flesh is olackish grey marbled
with white veina The odour is very strong and lasts a long time;
the uste is generally esteemed agreeable. Choeromyces meandri-
formis, which occurs in Briuin. is sometimes sold for T magnaium,
the colour of the flesh of both species being somewhat similar.

Scleroderma ndgare, the " false truffle." is extremdy common on
the surface of the ground in woods, and is gathered by Italians

and Frenchmen in Eppine Forest for the inferior dining-rooms of
London where continental dishes are served. It is a worthless,
offensive, and possibly dangerous fungus A true summer truffle,

T. mesentenenm, found in oak and birch woods on calcareous clay
soil, is frequently eaten on the Continent. It is esteemed equal
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to T. Mstivum, of wlpch it is renrded as a variety and probably
grows in Britain. Another edible species, T. macrosporum, also

grows in Britain, in clayey places under young beeches and oaks, on
the borders of streams and roads, and sometimes in fields : more rarely

it grows in plantations of willow and poplar. It has a strong scent

of onions or garlic somewhat similar to T aeslimtm, but it b Icsa

esteemed on account of its toughness and its small sixe.

Ttrfena Uonis, a famous truffle of Italy. Algeria. Sardinia, ftc,

reserooles externally a potato. It grows in March. Apjril and May
Some persons eat it in a raw state, sliced and dipped in oil or egg.

It is not scented, and its taste is generally considered insipid or soapy.
UdanoiasUr variegatus, an ally of the puff-balls, and therefore (hke
Scleroderma) not a true truffle, is sometimes eaten in England and
France. It has been, and possibly still b, occasionally sold in

England under the name of '^ red truffle." It b a small ochreous-

brown species with a strong aromatic and pleasant odour of bitter

almonds. When the plant is eaten raw the taste b sweet and
sugary, but when cooked it is hardly agreeable. The odour belong-

ing to many truffles b so potent that their placet of growth can be
readily detected by the odour exhaled from the ground. Squirrels,

hogs and other ammaU commonly dig up truffles and devour them,
and (ngs and dogs have long been trained to point out the places

where they grow. Pigs will always eat truffles, and dogs will do so
occasionally : it is therefore usual to give the trained pig or dog a
small piece of cheese or some little reward each time it u successful.

Truffles are reproduced by spores, which serve the same pur-

pose as seeds in flowering^ plants; in true truffles the spores are borne
in transparent sacs (axct), from four to eight spores in each ascus.

The asa are embedded in vast numbers in the flesh of the truffle.

Spores of the Chief European Truffles.

I, Tuber aestivum. 5, T. magnatum.
3. T. brumaU. 6, Choeromyus meondriformis.

3, T tnehnosporum. 7. Scleroderma imlgare

4, r. wusenterKum. 8, Melanogasier varugatus.

In false truffles the spores are free and are borne on minute spicules

or supports. The spores of the chief European truffles, true and false,

enlarged five hundred diameters, are shown in the accompanying
illustration. Many references to truffles occur in classical authors.
The truffle Elaphomyces variegatus was till quite recent times used,
under the name of Han's nut or Lycoperdon nut, on account of its

supposed aphrodbiac qualities.

TRUJILLO, or Tbuxillo, a seaport on the Atlantic coast

of Honduras, in !$• 54' N. and 86* 5* W. Pop. (1905),

about 4000. The harbour, an inlet of the Bay of Honduras,
b sheltered on the north by the promontory of Cape Honduras;
it is deep and spacious, but insecure in westerly winds. Maho-
gany, dye-woods, sarsaparilla, cattle, hides and fruit are ex-

ported; grain, flour, hardware and rum are imported. Trujillo

was founded in 1524, and became one of the most prosperous

ports of the new world, and the headquarters of a Spanbh
naval squadron. During the 17th century it was frequently

and successfully raided by buccaneers, and thus lost much of

its commerce. Still more has in modem times been diverted

to Puerto Cortes and the Bay Islands.

TRUJILLO, or Truxillo, a city of northern Peru, the

see of a bishopric, and capital of the department of Libertad,

about 315 m. N.N.W of Lima and i| m. from the Pacific coast,

in lat. 8* 7' S., long 79** 9' W. Pop. (1906, estimate), about

6500. The city stands on the arid, sandy plain (Mansich6,

or Chimu), which skirts the coast from Paita south to

Santa, a few miles north of the Moche or Chimu river, and
at the northern entrance to the celebrated Chimu Valley

North and east are the ruins of an old Indian dty commonly
known as the Grand Chimu, together with extensive aqueducts

and reservoirs. The city b partly enclosed by an old adobe
wall built in 1686, and iu buildings are in great part also

constructed of adobe. The public institutions include a
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university, two national colleges, one of which is for girb, an
episcopal seminary, a hospital and a theatre.

Trujillo was once an important commercial centre and the

metropolb of northern Peru, but the short railways nmning
inland from various ports have taken away its commercial

importance. The port of Salaverry (with which Trujillo

b connected by rail) b about 10 m. south-east, where the

national government has constructed a long iron pier. Rail-

ways also extend northward to Ascope and eastward to Laredo,

Galindo and Menocucho, and a short line nus from Roma*
on the Ascope extension, to the port of Huanchaco. The only

important manufactures of Trujillo are cigars and dgaretlea.

Trujillo was founded in 1535, by Francisco Pizarro, who gave

It the name of hb native city in Spain. Its position on the

road from Tumbez to Lima gave it considerable political and com-
mercial importance, and some reflection of that colonial dbtinc-

tion still remains. It suffered little in the War of Independence,

but was occupied and plundered by the Chileans in 1882.

Of the ancient aboriginal city, or group of towns, whose

ruins and burial-places cover the plain on every side of Trujillo,

comparatively little b definitely known. The extent of these

ruins, which cover an area 12 to 15 m. long by 5 to 6 m. wide,

demonstrate that it was much the brgest Indian city on the

southern continent. The principal ruins are 4 m. north of

Trujillo, but others lie more to the eastward and still others

southward of the banks of the Moche. The great aqueduct,

which brought water to the several large reservoirs of the

city, was 14 m. long and in some places in crossing the Chimu
Valley it had an elevation of 60 ft

The name of Grand Chimu b usually given to the ruined city,

this being the title applied to the chief ofthe people, who were called

the Chimu, or Yuncas. They were a race wholly distinct from the
Incas. by whom they were finally conquered. They spoke a different

languaj^e and had developed an altogether different civilization,

and it is not unreasonable to presume that they were related to some
earlier race of southern Mexico Specimens of skilfully wrought
ornaments of gold and silver, artistically made pottery, and finely

woven fabrics of cotton and wool (alpaca), have been found in their

kuacas, or burbl-placcs. Bronze was known to them, and from it

tools and weapons were made. Their extensive irrigation works
show that they were painstaking agriculturists, and that they were
successful ones may oe assumed m>m the size of the population
maintained in so arid a region. Since the Spanish conquest their

kuacas have been opened and rifled, and many of the larger masses
of ruins have been extensively mined in search of treasure, but
enough still remains to impress upon the observer the magnitude
pf the city and the genius of the people who built it. Nothing is

known of their history or of their political institutions, but these

remains of their handiwork bear eloquent testimony that they had
reached a degree of development in some respects higher even than
that of the Incas.

See E. G Squier, Peru (New York, 1877): and Charles Wiener,
Pirou tl BoLivie (Paris, 1882).

TRUJILLO, a town of Spain, in the province of Caceres;

on a hill 25 m. east of Caceres, and on the river Tozo, a sub-

tributary of the Tagus. Pop. (1900), 12,512. The surround-

ing country is rugged, but produces wheat, wine, oils and fruit,

besides livestock of all sorts, and much phosphorite. There

are valuable forests close to the town. In the oldest part of

Trujillo are the remains of a castle said to be of Roman origin,

but rebuilt by the Moors and restored in modem times. The
JuUa tower is also said to be Roman, like much of the fortifi-

cations. The Roman name for the town was Turgalium.

The principal parish church, Santa Maria, b a fine Gothic

structure ol the 15th century. Trujillo was a town of impor-

tance in the middle ages. Pizarro, the conqueror of Peru,

was bom here about 147 1, and built a palace, which still stands,

io the main square of the town.

TRUMBALL, SIR WILUAM (1639-1 716). English politician,

was a grandson of William Trumball (d. 1635), who was for

sixteen years English resident at firusseb and afterwards a

clerk of the privy council. Educated at St John's College.

Oxford, young Trumball became a fellow of All Souls and
settled down as a practising bwyer in Oxford and in London.

He was made chancellor of the diocese of Rochestet and was

sent to Tangier on public business in 1683, one of his compani'^n*
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on this errand being the diarist Pepys. In 1684 Trumball

was knighted by Charles II. and in 1685 he was sent as envoy

to France, where he worked hard on behalf of the English

Protestants there who were threatened by the Revocation of the

Edict of Nantes. In 1685 he became a member of Parliament,

in 1687 he went as ambassador to Constantinople, and in 1694

he was made a lord of the treasury. From May 1695 until

December 1697 he was a secretary of state under William III.

He died on the 14th of December 1716. His son, William

Trumball (1708-1760), had an only daughter, who became the

wife of the Hon Martin Sandys. She was thus the ancestress

of the later marquesses of Downshire.
Many of TrumbaU's letters are in the British Museum and in the

Record Office, London. Trumball was on friendly terms with
Pierre Bayle and with Drydcn, whom he advised to translate Virgil.

He was also very intimate with Pope, whom he influenced in several

ways, especially in urging him to make a translation of Homer.

TRUMBULL, JAMES HAMMOND (1821-1897), American

scholar, was bom in Stonington, Connecticut, on the 3oth of

December 1821. He studied at Yale, but ill-health prevented

his graduation. He was state librarian in 1854-1855, assistant-

secretary of state of Connecticut in 1847-1853 and in 1858-

1861, and secretary of state in x86i-i866; and was a prominent

member of the Connecticut Historical Society, of which he

was president in 1863-1889, the National Academy of Science,

to which he was elected in 1872, and of other learned societies.

He died in Hartford on the 5th of August 1897. He wrote

Historical Notes on some Provisions of the Connecticut Statutes

(1860-1861) and The True Blue Lows of Connecticut (1876),

and edited The Colonial Records of Connecticut (3 vols., 1850-

1859). He is better known, however, as a student of the Indian

dialects of New England.

He edited Roger Williams's Key to Ike LaHguate of America ( 1 866)

,

and wrote The Composttion of fndian Geotrapktcal Names (1870),
The Best Methods of Studying the Indian Languates (1871). Indian
Names of Places in... Conneaicul vrith Interpretations (1881) and
other works on similar subjects.

TRUMBULL, JOHN (i 750-1831), American poet, was bom
in what is now Watcrtown, Connecticut, where his father was a

Congregational preacher, on the a4th of April 1750. At the

age of seven he passed his entrance examinations at Yale, but

did not enter until 1763; he graduated in 1767, studied law there,

and in 1 771-1 773 was a tutor. In 1773 he was admitted to the

bar, in 1773-1774 practised law in Boston, working in the law-

office of John Adams, and after 1774 practised in New Haven.

He was sute attorney in 1789, a member of the Connecticut

Assembly in 1792 and 1800, and a judge of the Superior Court

in 1801-18 1 9. The last six years of his life were spent in

Detroit, Michigan, where he died on the loth of May 1831.

While studying at Yale he had contributed in 1769-1770 ten

essays, caUed " The Meddler," imitating The Spectator, to the

Boston ChronicUf and in 1770 simUar essays, signed "The
Correspondent " to the Connecticut Journal and New Haven
Post Boy. While a tutor he wrote his first satire in verse. The

Progress of Dulness (i77^W73). an atuck in three poems on

educational methods of his time. His great poem, wtJch ranks

him with Philip Freneau and Francis Hopkinson as an American

political satirist of the period of the War of Independence, was
McFingal, of which the first canto, "The Town-Meeting,"

appeared in 1776 (dated 1775). This canto, about 1500 lines,

contains some verses from *' Gage's Proclamation," published

in the Connecticut Courani for the 7th and the 14th of August

1775. it portrays a Scotch Loyalist, McFingal, and his Whig
opponent, Honorius, evidently a portrait of John Adams. This

first canto was divided into two, and with a third and a fourth

canto was published in 1782. After the war Trumbull was a

rigid Federalist, and with the " Hartford Wits " David Hum-
phreys, Joel Barlow and Lemuel Hopkins, wrote the A narchtad,

a poem directed against the enemies of a firm central government.

See the memoir in the Hartford edition of Trumbull's Poetical

Works (2 vols., iA2o), James Hammond Trumbull's The Origtn 0/
•• McFingal " (Morrisania. New York, 1868); and the estimate in

M. C. Tyler's Literary History of the American Revolution (New York,
1897).

TRUMBULL, JOHN (1756-1843), American artist, was bom
at Lebanon, Connecticut, on the 6th of June 1756, the son of

Jonathan Trumbull (1710-1785), governor of Connecticut.

He graduated at Harvard in 1773, served in the War of Inde-
pendence, rendenng a particular service at Boston by sketching
plans of the British works, and was appointed second aide-de-

camp to General Washington and in June 1776 deputy adjutant-
general to General Gates, but resigned from the army in 1777.
In 1780 he went to London to study under Benjamin West, but
his work had hardly begun when the news of the arrest and
execution of Major Andr€, who was deputy adjutant-general in

the English army, suggested the arrest of Trumbull as having
been an officer of similar rank in the Continental army; he was
in4>risoned for seven months. In 1784 he was again in London
working under West, in whose studio he painted his " Battle
of Bunker Hill " and " Death of Montgomery," both of which
are now in the Yale School of Fine Arts. In 1785 Trumbull
went to Paris, where he made portrait sketches of French
officers for " The Surrender of Comwallis," and began, with
the assistance of Jefferson, *' The Signing of the Declaration
of Independence," well-known from the engraving by Ashcr B.
Durand. These paintings, with " The Surrender of Burgoyne,"
and *' The Resignation of Washington," were bought by the
United States government and placed in the Capitol at Wash-
ington. Trumbull's " Sortie from Gibraltar " (1787), owned by
the Boston Athenaeum, is now in the Boston Museum of Fine
Arts, and a series of historical paintings, the *' Trumbull Gallery,"

by far the largest single collection of his works (more thui 50
pictures), has been in the possession of Yale College since 1831,
when Trumbull received from the college an annuity of $1000.
His portraits ndude full lengths of General Washington (1790)
and George Clinton (179O. in the city-hall of New York—
where there are also full lengths of Hamilton and of Jay; and
portraits of John Adams (1797), Jonathan Trumbull, and Rufus
King (1800); of Timothy Dwight and Stephen Van Rensselaer,

both at Yale; of Alexander Hamilton (in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York City, and in the Boston Museum of

Fine Arts, both taken from Ceracchi's bust); a portrait of him-
self painted in 1833; a full length of Washington, at Charleston,

South Carolina; a full length of Washirigton in military

costume (1792), now at Yale; and portraits of President and
Mrs Washington (1794); In the National Museum at Washington.
Trumbull's own portrait was painted by Stuart and by many
others. In 1794 Trumbull acted as secretary to John Jay in

London during the negotiation of the treaty with Great Britain,

and in 1796 he was appointed by the commissioners sent by the
two countries the fifth commissioner to carry out the seventh
article of the treaty. He was president of the American Academy
of Fine Arts in 1816-1825. He died in New York on the loth
of November 1843.

See his Autobiography (New York, 1841); J. F. Weir, John rntm-
buU, A bruf SkeUh of His Life, to which is added a Catalogue of his
Worhs (New York, 1901): and John Durand, "John Trumbull,"
Anur%can Art Renew, vol. ii. pt. a. pp. 181-191 (Boston, 1881).

TRUMBULL, JONATHAN (17 10-1785), American political

leader, was bom at Lebanon, Connecticut, on the 1 2th of October
1710. He graduated at Harvard in 1727, and began the study
of theology, but In 1731 engaged in business with his father.

He next studied law, was elected to the Assembly in 1773, and
held public office almost continuously afterward. He served
for seven years in the Assembly, being Speaker for three years,

for seventeen years as county judge of Windham county, for

twenty-two years (after 1740) as governor's assistant, for two
years as deputy-governor (1767-1769), and for three years

(1766-1769) as chief justice of the colony. In 1769 he was
elected governor and continued in office until his voluntary

retirement in 1784. During the War o( Independence he was
a valued counsellor of Washington. The story that the term
" Brother Jonathan," a sobriquet for the United States, origi-

nated in Washington's familiar form of addressing him seems to be

I

without any foundation. After the war Trumbull was a strong
I Federalist. He died in Lebanon on the 17th of August 1785
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His public papers have been printed in the Massachusetts Histori-

cal Society's Collections, 5th scries, vols, ix.-x. (Boston. 1883-1888).
and 7th scries, vols, ti.-iii. (1903). See I. W. Stuart, Lf/« ojJonathan
Trumbull, sen, (Boston. 1859).

His son Jonathan (1740-1809) graduated at Harvard in 1759,
served in the War of Independence as paymasier-gencral of

the northern department in 1775-1778 and as a military secre-

tary of Washington in 1778-1783, and was a member of the

national House of Representatives in 1789-1795, serving as

Speaker in 1 791-1793, and of the United States Senate in 1795-
X796; he was lieutenant-governor of Connecticut in 1796-1798,
and governor in 1798-1809. Another son, Joseph (1737-1778),
was a member of the first Continental Congress (i774~i77S)*

became commissary-general of stores of the Continental army
in July 1775 and commissary-general of purchases in June 1777,

resigned in August 1777, and from November 1777 to April

1778 was commissioner for the board of war. A grandson of

the first Jonathan, Joseph (1782-1861), was a Whig represen-

tative in Congress in 1834-1835 and in 1839^1843, and was
governor of Connecticut in 1849-1850.

TRUMBULL, LYMAN (1813-1896), American jurist and
political leader, was bom at Colchester, Connecticut, on the

xath of October 1813, and was a grandson of Benjamin Trumbud
(1735-1820), a Congregational preacher and the author of a

useful Complete History of Connecticut (2 vols., 18 18). He
taught in Georgia, studied law, and was admitted to the bar in

X837. Removing to Belleville, Illinois, in the same year, he was
elected to the state House of Representatives as a Democrat in

1840, and in 1841-1843 was secretary of state of Illinois. In

1848-1853 he was a justice of the state Supreme Court, and in

1855-1873 was a member of the United States Senate. Elected

as an Anti-Nebraska Democrat, he naturally joined the Re-

publicans, and when this party secured control in the Senate

be was made chairman of the important judiciary committee,

from which he reported the Thirteenth Amendment to the

Constitution of the United States abolishing slavery. Through-
out the Civil War he was a trusted counsellor of the president.

In the impeachment trial of President Andrew Johnson he was
one of the seven Republicans who voted to acquit, and he after-

wards returned to the Democratic party. After 1873 he

practised law in Chicago, was the Democratic candidate for

governor of Illinois in 1880, became a Populist in 1894, and

defended the railway strikers in Chicago in the same year. He
died in Chicago on the asth of June 1896.

TRUMP (i) (O Fr. trompe), originally the name of a musical

instrument, of which " trumpet " is a diminutive; the term is

now chiefly used in the sense of the sound of a trumpet, or a

sound resembling it, such as is made by an elephant It

has been usually accepted that the Romanic forms (cf. Span, and

Port, trompa) represent a corruption of Latin tuba, tube On the

other hand a distinct imitative or echoic origin is sometimes

assigned. (2) In the sense of a playing card belonging to the

suit which beats all other cards of other suits for the period

during which its rank lasts, "trump" is a corruption of
** triumph." The name was first used of a game of cards, also

known as " ruff," which was the parent of the modern game of

whist. There are traces in English of an early confusion with

a term meaning to deceive or trick, cf. " trumpery," properly

deceit, imposture, hence idle talk, gossip, now chiefly used as

an adjective, worthless, trivial. This is an adaptation of French

Iromper, to deceive, which, according to the generally received

explanation, meant " to play on the trumpet," se Iromper de

qudqu'un being equivalent to play with a person, hence to

cheat.

TRUMPET (Fr. trompetie, clatron; Ger. Jrompete, Klarino,

Trummett Ital. tromba, trombelta, clarino), in music, a brass wind

instrument with cup-shaped mouthpiece and .a very character-

istic tone. It consists of a brass or silver tube with a narrow

cylindrical bore except for the bell joint, forming from J to J of

the whole length, which is conical and terminates in a bell of

moderate diameter The tube of the trumpet is doubled round

upon itself to form a long irregular rectangle with rounded

comers. A tuning slide consisting of two U-shaped cylindrical

tubes fitting into each other is interpolated between the bell

joint and the long cylindrical joint to which the mouthpiece is

attached. The mouthpiece consists of a hemispherical cup with
a rim across which the lips stretch. The shape of the cup, and
more especially of the bottom. In which is pierced a hole com-
municating with the main bore, is of the greatest importance on
account of its influence on the tone quality and on the production
of the higher harmonics (see Mouthpiece). The shallower and
smaller the cup the more easily are the higher harmonics pro-
duced; the sharper the angle at the bottom of the cup the more
brilliant and incisive is the timbre, given, of course, the correct

style of blowing. The diameter of the cup varies according to

the pitch and to the lip-power of the player who chooses one to
suit him. See Horn for the laws governing the acoustic proper-
ties of brass tubes and the production of sound by means of the

lips stretched like a vibrating membrane across the mouthpiece.
There are three principal kindsof trumpets: (1 ) the natural trumpet,

mainly used in cavalry rcgimenu, in which the length of the tube
and pitch are varied by means
of crooks;- (2) the slide and rrrr
double-slide trumpets. in ^ygM^gwp—pmAmi
which a chromatic compass is

obtained, as in the trombone,
by double tubes sliding upon
one another without Toss of

Sna'?',„"'il/^liti„7r.\i F.C ..-MUiu^Trumpa in F
other valve instruments. The ^oesson;.

first and second of these alone give the true trumpet timbre; the
tone of the valve trumpet approximates to that of the cornet,
nevertheless, it is now almost universally used.

In the trumpet the notes of the harmonic scries from the 3rd to
the toth or i6th upper partials are produced by the varied tension
of the lips and pressure of breath called overblowing. The funda-
mental and the second harmonic arc rarely obtainable, and are
therefore left out of consideration; the next octave from the 4th
to the 8ih harmonics contains only the 3rd. 5ih and minor 7th. and is

therefore mainly suitable for fanfare neurcs based on the common
chord. The diatonic octave is the highest and its upper notes are
only reached bv very good players on trumpets of medium pitch.
Examination 01 the scoring lor the trumpet before any satisfactory
means of bridging over the gaps in the compass had been founa.
shows how little ine composers, and especially Bach, allowed them-
selves to be daunted by the limited resources at their disposal.
A curious phenomenon nas been observed ^ in connexion witn the
harmonic series of the trumpet, when the instrument is played by
means of a special clarino mouthpiece (a shallow one enablmg the
pcriormcr to reach the higher harmonics), in which the passage at
the bottom of the cup inaugurated by the sharp angle (known as
the grain in French) is prolonged in cylindncal instead of conical
bore for a distance of atwut 10 cm. (4 in.) right into the main
tube. This peculiar construction of the mouthpiece, which might
be considered insignificant, so upsets the acoustic properties of
the tube that extra notes can l>e interpolated between the legitimate
notcf of the harmonic series thus:

—

4 5 6 7 8
The black notes represent the extra notes, which in the next

octave transform the diatonic into a chromatic scale.

This phenomenon may perham furnish an explanation of s(tme
peculiarities in the scoring of Bach and other composers of his

day, and also in accounts of certain performances on the trumpet
which have read* as fairy tales. It is probable that the clarino

mouthpiece was one of the secrets of the ^ilds which has remained
undiscovered till now. D. J Blaikley writes': "

I had an oppor-
tunity yesterday of trying the trumpet mouthpiece as described by
MahiUon with the * grain ' or ' throat.' as we would call it, ex-

tended for about 10 cm and terminating abruptly. With such a
mouthpiece, used by itself without any trumpet, i could easily get

notes from (2 rJ—tn—fl~F~~ '^' »* ^ "^y^ '^** * continuous

glide ranging over that compass can be made, the pitch at any
moment being determined by the lip-pressure, rather than by the

small air-column. When such a distorted mouthpiece is fitted to a

' See V MahiUon. La Trompetie, son htstoire, sa theorie, sa con-

strudion (Brussels and London, 1007, pp. 29-30),

*See Fctis, Biographte universelle det musiciens, " Fantini."
" Letter to the present writer, 6th of February 1909.
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trumpet, we have a resonator whose proper tones are disturbed
and all the notes sounded are capable of being much modified in

G'tch bv the lips. For instance, we mAy regard the * d ' as either
o. 4 sharpened or No. 5 Battenisd, merely 1^ lip-action, ^nd other

notes in the same way.'
The compaw of

as follows:

—

For the natural trumpet with crooka—

three Idndtf of trumpets in rcaliounds is

For the slide or double-slide trumpet with all chromaticsemitone*—

This instrument is a non-transposing one, the music being sounded
as written.

For the valve trumpet

—

^
The material of which the tube is made has nothing to do with

the production of that brilliant quality of tone by which the trumpet
u so easily distinguished from every other mouthpiece instrument

:

the difference is partly due to the distinct form given to the basin of
the mouthpiece, as stated above, but principally to the proportions
of the column of air determined by the bore. The difference in

timbre between trumpet and trombone is accounted for by the wider
bore and differently shaped mouthpiece of the latter instrument.
Tonguins, both double and triple, is used with great effect on the

trumpet: tnis device consists in the articulation with the tongue
of the syllables te-ke or ti-ke repeated in rapid succession for groups
of two or four notes and of U-u-U for triplets.

We have no precise information as to the form which the

lituus, one of the ancestors of the modem trumpet, assumed
during the middle ages, and it is practically unrepresented in the

miniatures and other antiquities, though there- is a miniature

in the Bible, presented in 850 to Charles the Bald, which places

the lituus in the hands of one of the companions of King David.

We are not, however, warranted in concluding from this that the

Etruscan instrument was in use in the 9th century. The lituus

or cavalry trumpet of the Romans seems to have vanished with

the fall of the Roman Empire, for although the name occasion-

ally finds a place in Latin vocabularies, the instrument and
name are both unrepresented in the devebpment of musical

instruments of western Europe: its successor, the cavalry

trumpet of the xsth and succeeding centuries, was evolved from
the straight busine, an instnmient traced, by means of its name no
less than by the delicate proportions of its tube and the shape of

the bell, to the Roman bucdna (9.V.). The straight busines, if

we may judge from the presentments made by various artists,

were not all made with bores of the same calibre, some having

the wider bore of the trombone, others that of the trumpet.

They abound in the illuminated MSS. of the nth to the X4th

centuries. The uses to which they are put, as the instruments of

angels, of heralds, of trumpeters on horseback and on foot, at

court banquets and functions of state, form additional proof of

their identity. Fra Angcllco (d. 1455) painted angels with

trumpets having either straight or zigzag tubes, the shortest

being about 5 ft. long. The perfect representation of the

details, the exactness of the proportions, the natural pose of the

ungel players, suggest that, the artist painted the instrument

from real models^

The credit of having bent the tube of the trumpet in three

parallel branches, thus creating its modem form, has usually

been daimed for a Frenchman named Maurin (x49S-> 5t $)• But
the transformation was really made much earlier, probably in

the Low Countries or north Italy; in any case it had already been

accomplished in the bas-reliefs of Luca della Robbia intended to

ornament the organ chamber of the cathedral of Florence where

a trumpet, having the tube bent back as just described is very

distinctly figured. From the beginning of the i6th century we
have numerous sources of information. Virdung* dtes three

* In the Bibliothiquc Nationale at Paris, reproduced in facsimile

by Count Augusts de Bastard (Paris. 188^).
' Musica getuticfU und auszgetogen (Basel, 151 1).

kinds of mouthpiece instruments—the PdUrunut, the Ctarda, and
the Tkitmer Hom; unfortunately he does not mention their
distinctive characters, and it is impossible to make them out by
examinaUon of his engravings. Probably the Fdttrumet and
the Clareta dosely resembled each other; but the compass of the
former, destined for military signals, hardly went bejrond the
eighth proper tone, while the latter, reserved for high parts, was
like the darino (see bdow). The Thurner Hom was probably a
kind of darino or clarion used by watchmen on the towers. The
Trumma and the Mger Trommd are the only two mouthpiece
instrumenU of the trumpet kind cited by Praetorius.* The first

was tuned in D at the chamber pitch or " Cammerton," but with
the hdp of a shank it could be put in C, the equivalent of the
" chorton " D, the two differing about a tone. Sometimes the
Trummet was lowered to B and even Bb. The Jftger Trommet,
or " trompette de chasse," was composed of a tube bent several
times in circles, like the posthora, to make use of a comparison
employed By Praetorius himself. His drawing does not make it

clear whether the column of ahr was like that of the trumpet;
there is therefore some doubt as to the trae characterof the instru-
ment. The same author further dtes a wooden trumpet {ksitem
Trommet) , which is no other than the Swiss Alpenhorn or the Nor-
wegian luur. The shape of the trumpet, as seen in the bas-reliefs

of Luca della Robbia, was retained for more than three hundred
years: the first alterations destined to revolutionize the whole
technique of the instrument were made about the middle of the
X8th century. Notwithstanding the imperfections of the tmmpet
during this long period, the performers upon it acquired an
astonishing dexterity.
The usual scale of the typical tmmpet, that in D, Is

IS 18 14 15 it
Praetorius exceeds the limits of this compass in the higher range,
for he says a good trumpeter could produce the subjoined notes.
This opinion is shared by Bach, u. ^ ^
who, in a tmmpet solo which
ends the cantata " Der Himmel
lacht," wrote up to the twentieth
harmonic. So considerable a com-
pass could net be reached by one.
instmmcntalist: the tmmpet part had therefore to be divided, and
each division was designated by a special name.* The part that was
called principal went from the fifth to the tenth of these tones. The
higher region, which had received the name of "darino," was
again divided Into two parts: the first began at the dghth proper
tone and mounted up towards the extreme high limit di the com-
pass, accordii^ to the Skill of the executant: the second, beginning
at the rixth proper tone, rarely went beyond the twdfth. Each 01
these parts was confided to a special trampeter, who ocecuted it

bv using a laij^er or a smaller mouthpiece. Some of the members
of the harmomc series also received special names: the fundamental
or first proper note was called FlaUerrrobt the second GrobsHmme,
the third FaulstimnUt the fourth MiUdstimme.

Playing the darino differed essentially from playing the military
tmmpet, which corresponded in oompasn to that called prindpat
Compelled to employ verv small mouthpieces to facilitate the
emission of very hi^h sounds, darino players could not fail to alter
the timbre of the instmment, and instead of getting the brilliant
and energetic quality of tone of the mean register they were only
able to produce more or less^ sonorous notes without power and
splendour. Apart from this inconvenience, the darino presented
numerous deviations from just intonation. Hence the players of
that time failed to obviate the bad effects inevitably resulting from
the natural imperfection of the harmonic scale of the tmmpet
in that extreme part of its compass; in the execution, for Instance,
of the works of Bach, where the tmmpet should give sometimes

^ m Q 4L the instmmentaUst could

i^^,and sometimesZ=^!p= « only command the eleventh
lU) ' IHl ' — proper tone, which is neither
V V the one nor the other of
these. Further, the thirteenth proper tone, for which
is written, is really too flat, and but little can be done •

to remedy this defect, since it entirely depends upon the
|

laws of resonance affecting columns of air.

* Organoirapkia (Wolfenbattel, 1610).
* Musicus ubrMitutm eder der siat sdbst informirende Musiau

(Eiad, Erfurt, 1738).
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Since the abtndonment of the cUrino (about the middle of the

l8th century) our orchestras have been enriched with trumpets
that permit the execution of the old clarino parts, not only with
perfect justness of intonation, but with a quality of tone that is

not deficient in character when compared with the mean register

of the old principal instrument. The introduction of the clarinet

or the soiled little clarino, although it is a wood wind instrument
played with a reed, is one ol the causes which led to the abandon-
ment of the older instrument and may explain the preference given

by the compoaert of that epoch to the mean register of the trumpet.
Tlie clarino having disappeared before Moiart's day. he had to
change the trumpet parts of Handel and Bach to allow of their

execution by the penormers of his own time. It was now that
crooks besan to be frequently used. Trumpets were made in F
instead oTin D, furnished with a series of shanks of increasing

length for the tonalities of E, Eb, D. Db, C, B. Bb, and sometimes
even A.
The first attempts to extend the limited resources of the instru-

ment in its new empbyment arose out of Hampel's Itnentums-
Hom, in which, instead of fixing the shanks between the mouth-
piece and the upper extremity, they were adapted to the body
of the instrument itself by a double slide, upon the two branches
of which tubes were inserted bent in the form of a circle and
gradually lengthened as required. This system was applied to
the trumpet by Michael Woegel (born at Rastatt in i74o)> whose
** invention trumpet " had a great success, notwithstanding the
unavoidable imperfection of a too great disparity in quality of tone
between the open and closed sounds. It is a curious fact that
the sackbut or early trombone was merely a trumpet with a slide,

or a draw trumpet, and that it was known as such in England.
Scotland, Spain, Holland and Italy. Yet as soon as the powerful
family <^ tenor and bass trombones had been created, the slide

trumpet seems to have lost its identity and to have become merged
in the alto trombone from which it differed mainly in the form of

the bent tube. The slide trumpet appears to have been re-invented

in the 18th century according to Johann Ernst Altenburg, or as some

Fig 2 —Modern Slide Trumpet F to C (Besson)

writers put it, " the slide was adapted to it from the trombone."
It was mentioned in 1700 by Kuhnau.* Any one wishing to be
convinced of this re-incarnatton may compare the modern slide-

trumpet with the original slide-trumpet or alto sackbut in the
Grimtani Breviary* a MS. of the 15th century, and with E. van der
Straeten's reproduction * of an old engraving by Calle and Stradan
from the Encomium Musices in which the forms are identical except
that in the modern slide-trumpet the bell reaches the level of the
y-shaped bottom of the slide.

(Ftan tbc EMemhm Musku.)

Fig. 3.—Slide Trumpet 16th century.

The slide trumpet b still used in England in a somewhat modified
form. The slkie is a short one allowing of four positions. In 1889
a trumpet was constructed by Mr W Wyatt with a double slide

which gave the trumpet a complete chromatic compass. This
instrument, which has the true brilliant trumpet tone, requires
delicate manipulation, for the shifts are necessarily very short

About 1760 R61bel. a Bohemian musician,* applied a key to the
bugle, and soon afterwards the trumpet received a similar addition
By opening this key, which is placed near the bell, the instrument
was raised a diatonic semitone, and by correcting errors of intona-
tion by the tension of the lips in the mouthpiece the folbwing
diatonic succession was obtained.

^ ,
. This invention was

jr
. I I 1 J J # * improved in 1801 by

tffl
J j—

^

J d—^ ' *
I

! Wcidingcr.* t r u m-
V -* • peter to the imperial

court at Vienna, who increased the number of keys and thus made

* Der mustkalische Qutuksalber, p. 83.
* Brit. Mus. Facsimile, 61. pi 9.
' La Musique aux Pays-Bos, vi 352.
* Versuch einer AnUituni sur kerotsek-musikaiiscken Trompeter-

und Pauker-KuHSt, p. 12 (Halle, 1795)-
^SetAUi. musikai. Zt^. (November 1802). p. 158: (January 1803)

p. 245; ana E. Hanslicks, .(7eicA- des Concctwesens %n Wien (1869).

PI19.

the trumpet chromatic throughout its scale.' The instrument
shown in fig. 4 is in C; the keys are five in number, and as
they open one after another or in combination it is possible
to connect the second proper tone with the third by chromatic
steps, and thus produce tnc following succession :

—

The number of keys was applied to fill up the
gaps between the extreme sounds of the interval
of a fifth: and a like result was arrived at more
easily for the intervals of the fourth, the major
third, Ac, furnished by the proper tones of 3, 4,

5, &c. But, though the keyed trumpet was a
notable improvement on the invention trumpet.
the sounds obtained by means of the lateral

openings of the tube did not possess the qualities

which distinguish sounds caused by the resonance
of the air-column vibrating in its entirety. But
in 1815 StAlacl made a genuine chromatic trumpet
by the invention of the Ventile or piston.' The
natural-trumpet is now no longer employed except
in cavalry regiments.* It is usually in Eb. Tne
bass trumpet in Eb, which is an octave lower, is

sometimes, but rarely, used. Trumpets with
pistons are generally constructed in F, with crooks
in E and Eb. In Germany trumpets in the
high Bb with a crook in A are very often
used in the orchestra. They are easitr for

cornet k piston pjayers than the trumpet in F.
.

trumpet in Bb with combined tuning and transposing slides, for

changing into the key of A. known as the " Proteano " trumpet.

Fig. 4—Keyed
Trumpet.

A quick change

Fig. 5.—Proteano Trumpet in Bb and A (Besson).

has been patented by Messrs Besson & Co. The transposing slide

always remains at the correct length, and change of the tuning
slide does not necessitate readjustment of the former. This com-
bination slide is fitted to the ordinary valve trumpet as well as to
the trumpet with " enharmonic " valves. Mahillon constructed
for the concerts of the Conservatoire at Brussels trumpets in the
high D. an octave above the old trumpet in the same key. They
Bsrmit the execution of the high trumpet parts of Handel and I. b.

ach. The bass trumpet with pistons used for Wagner's tetralogy

is in Eb, in unison with the ordinary trumpet with crooks of U
and C; but, when constructed so as to allow of the production of

the second proper tone as written by this master, this instrument
belongs rather to the trombones than to the trumpets.

(V. M ; K. S.)

TRUMPET, Speaking and Hearing. The speaking trum-

pet, though some instrument of the kind appears to have been

in earlier use, is connected in its modern form with the name of

Athanasius Kircher and that of Sir Samuel Morland, who in

1670 proposed to the Royal Society of London the question of

• Robert Eitner made a curious confusion between the keyed
and valve trumpets (Klappen-und Ventil'Trompele). In an article

entitled Wer hat die Ventil'TrompeU erjunden? {Monatshefle

fur Musikwissensckaft, p. 41, Berlin, 1881) he deprives Stolzel of the
credit of the invention of the valve in favour ol^ Weidinger, ridicul-

ing the notion that the keyed and the valve trumpets were not one
and tke same tking. Following up the idea in his TonkunsUer
Lexikon, he leaves out Stdlzel's name and ascribes to Weidinger the
invention of the valve, with a reference to his article.

'For this ingenious mechanism, see Valve; also Gottfried
Weber. Ober Ventilkorn und TrompeU mit j Ventilen, Caecilta

xvii. 73-104 (Mainz, iStO; and AU^. mustkal. Zti. xxiii. 411
(Leipzig. 1821): also A. Ung. " Verbesserung der Trompete und
ihnlicher Instrumente," ibid. (1815). xviii. 633.

* For accounts of the early use of the trumpet as a signalline and
cavalry instalment in the British army, sec Sir Roger Williams.
A Brief Discourse of Wof,p. 9. &c. (London. 1590); Grose, Military
Antiquities, ii. 4!; Sir S. D. Scott. Tke Britxsk Army, ii. 389-400
(London. 1868); and H. G. Farmer. Menmrs of tke Royal Artillery

Band (London, 1904}.
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the best form for a spealung trumpet. Lambert, in the Berlin

Memoirs for 1763, seems to have been the first to give a theory

of the action of this instrument, based on an altogether imaginary

analogy with the behaviour of light. In this theory, which is

still commonly put forward, it is assumed that sound, like light,

can be propagated in rays. This, however, is possible only when
the aperture through which the wave-disturbance passes into

free air is large compared with the wave-length. If the fusiform

mouth of the speaking trumpet were half a mile or so in radius,

Lambert's theory might give an approximation to the truth.

But with trumpets whose aperture is only a foot in diameter at

the most the problem is one of diffraction.

In the hearing trumpet, the disturbance is propagated along the

converging tube much in the same way as the tide-wave is propa-

gated up the estuary of a tidal river. In speaking and hearing

trumpets alike all reverberation of the instrument should be

avoided by making it thick and of the least elastic materials, and
by covering it externally with cloth. (See Sound.)

TRUMPETER, or Tkumpet-Bird, the literal rendering in

1747* by the anonymous English translator of Dc la Condamine's
travels in South America (p. 87), of that writer's " Oiseau

trompette " {Mint, de VAcad. des Sciences, 1745, P- 473). a bird,

which he says was called " Trompctero " by the Spaniards of

Maynas on the upper Amazons, from the peculiar sound it utters.

He added that it was the " Agami " of the inhabitants of Para

and Cayenne,' wherein he was not wholly accurate, since those

(After MitchdL)

White-winged Trumpeter [Psophia Uucopiera).

birds are specifically distinct, though, as they are gencrically

united, the statement may pass. But he was also wrong, as

had been P. Barrcre {France eouinoxiale, p. 132) in 1741, in

identifying the " Agami " with the " Macucagua " of Marcgrav,
for that is a Tinamou {q.v.); and both still more wrongly
accounted for the origin of the peculiar sound just mentioned,

whereby Barrdre was soon after led {Ornith. Spec. Novum, pp.
62, 63) to apply to the bird the generic and vulgar names of

Psophia and " Petteuse," the former of which, being unfortu-

nately adopted by Linnaeus, has ever since been used, though
in 1766 and 1767 Pallas {Miscellanea, p. 67, and Spicilegia,

iv. 6), and in 1768 Vosmaer {Descr. du Trompette Amiricain,

p. 5), showed that the notion it conveys is erroneous. Among
English writers the name " Trumpeter " was carried on by
Latham and others so as to be generally accepted, though an
author may occasionally be found willing to resort to the native
" Agami," which is that almost always used by the French.

P. L. Sclater and O. Salvia in their Nomenclator (p. 141) admit
6 species of Trumpet-Birds: (i) the original Psophia crepitans of
Guiana; (2) P. napensis of eastern Ecuador (which is very likely

* Not to be confounded with the " Heron Agami '* of Buffon
{Oiseawe, ii. 382), which is the Ardea af/ami of other writers.

birds have short win^s and seldom fly, but run, t

Bxuliar gait, very quickly. A seventh species P. <

olivia, has since bc«n indicated by W. Bladus {Joi

the original "Oiseau trompette" of De la Condamine); (3) P.
ockroptera from the right bank of the Rio Negro; (4) P. leucoptera
from the right bank 01 the upper Amazons; (5) P. nridis from the
right bank of the Madeira: and (6) P. obscura from the right bank
ofthe lower Amazons near Para. And they have remarked in the
Zoological Proceedings (1867, p. 592) on the curious fact that the
range of the several species appears to be separated bv rivers, a
statement confirmed by A. R. Wallace {Ceogr. Distr. Animeds, ii.

\%), and in connexion therewith it may be observed that these
though with a
canialrix, from

,'ourH.f. OmiUL,
i88a. pp. 203-310), who has eiven a monographic summary of the
whole group very worthy of attention. The chief distinctions
between the species lie in colour and size, and it will be here enough
to describe briefly the best known of them, P. crepitans. This is

about the size of a large barndoor fowl ; but its neck and legs are
longer, so that it is a uller bird. The head and neck are crathed
with short velvety feathers: the whole plumage is black, except
that on the lower front of the neck the feathers are tipped with
golden green, changing according to the light into violet, and that
a patch of dull rusty brown extends across the middle of the kiack
and wing-coverts, passing into ash-colour tower down, where they
hang over and conceal the tail. The legs are bright pea-green.
The habits of this bird are very wonderful, and it is much to be
wished that fuller accounts of them had appeared. The curious
sound it utters, noticed by the earliest observers, has been already
mentioned, and by them also was its singularly social disposition
towards man described; but the information supplied to Buflon
{Oiseaux, iv. 496-^1) by Manoncour and De la Borde, which
has been repeated in many works, is still the best we have of the
curious way in which it becomes semi-domesticated by the Indians
and colonists and shows strong affection for its owners as well as
for their living property—poultry or sheep—though in this re-
claimed condition it seems never to breed." Indeed nothing can
be positively asserted as to its mode of nidification; but its eggs,
according to C. E. Bartlett, are of a creamy white, rather round,
and about the size of bantams'. C. Waterton in his Wanderings
(Second Journey, chap, iii.) speaks of falling in with flocks of zoo
or 300 " Waracabas, as he called them, in Demcrara, but added
nothing to our knowledge of the species; while the contributions
of Trail {Mem. Wem. Society, v. 523-532) and as Dr Hancock
{Mag. Nat. History, 2nd series, vol. li. pp. 490-492) as regards its

habits only touch upon them in captivity.
To the trumpeters must undoubtedly be accorded the rank of a

distinct family. Pso^hiidae; but like so many other South-American
birds they seem to be the less specialized descendants of an ancient
generalized group—perhaps the common ancestors of the Rallidaa
and Cruidae. The structure of the trachea, though different from
that described in any Crane {q-v.), suggests an early form of the
structure which in some of the Crutdae is so marvellously developed,
for in Psophia the windpipe runs down the breast and belly im-
mediately under the skin to within about an inch of the anus,
whence it returns in a similar way to the front of the sternum,
and then enters the thorax. Analogous instances of this forma-
tion occur in several other groups of birds not at all allied to the
Psophtidae. (A. N.)

TRUNK (Fr. tronc, Lat. truncus, cut off, maimed), properiy
the main stem of a tree from which the branches spring, espe-

cially the stem when stripped of the branches; hence, in a
transferred sense, the main part of a human or animal body
without the head, arms or legs. It is from this last sense that
the term " trunk-hose " is derived. These were part of the
typical male costume of the i6th century, consisting of a pair

of large puffed and slashed over-hose, reaching from the
waist to the middle of the thigh, the legs clad in the long hose
being thrust through them; the upper part of the body was
covered by the jerkin or jacket reaching to the thigh (see

Costume). The word " trunk " as applied to the elongated
proboscis of the elephant is due to a mistaken confusion of

French trompe, trump, with " trunk " meaning the hollow stem
of a tree. A somewhat obscure meaning of French tronc, i.e. an
alms-box, has given rise to the general use of " trunk " for a
form of travellers' luggage.

TRURO. THOMAS WILDE. iST Baron (1782-1855).. lord

chancellor of England, was bom in London on the 7th of July

• In connexion herewith mny be mentioned the singular story told
by Montagu (Orn. Dtcl., Suppl. Art. "Grosbeak. Wliite-winged "),

on the authority of the then Lord Stanley, afterwards president of the
Zoological Society, of one of these birds, which, having apparently
escaped from confinement, formed the habit of attending a poultry-
yard. On the occasion of a pack of hounds running tnrough the
yard, the trumpeter joined and kept up with them for nearly three
miles!
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178a, being the second son of Thomas Wilde, an attorney.

He was educated at St Paul's School and was admitted an
attorney in 1805. He subsequently entered the Inner Temple
and was called to the bar in 1817, having practised for two
years before as a special pleader. Retained for the defence of

Queen Caroline in 1820 he distinguished himself by his cross-

examination and laid the foundation of an extensive common
law practice. He first entered parliament in the Whig interest

as member for Newark (1831-1832 and 1835-1841), afterwards

representing Worcester (1841-1846). He was appointed solicitor-

general in i8j9, and became attorney-general in succession to

Sir John (afterwards Baron) Campbell in 1841. In 1846 he
was appointed chief justice of the common pleas, an office

he held until 1850, when he became lord chancellor, and was
created Baron Truro of Bowes, Middlesex. He held this latter

office until the fall of the ministry in 1852. He died in London
on the nth of November 1855. His son Charles (i8i6-i8qi)

succeeded as and baron, but on the death of his nephew the

3rd baron in 1899 the title became extinct.

Lord Truro was the uncle of Jaues Plaisteo WitDS, Baron
Penzance (1816-1899), who was appointed a baron of the

court of exchequer in i860, and was judge of the court

of probate and divorce from 1863 to 1872. In 1875 he was
appointed dean of the court of arches, retiring in 1899. He was
created a peer in 1869, but died without issue, and the title

became extinct.

TRURO, the chief town of Colchester county. Nova Scotia,

on the Salmon river, near the head of Cobcquid Bay, 61 m.
from Halifax by rail. Pop. (1901), 5903. It is an important
junction on the Intercolonial and Midland railways, and the

thriving centre of a lumbering and agricultural district. There
are numerous local industries, such as engine and boiler works,

carnage factory and milk-condensing factory. It also contains

the county bufldings and the provincial normal school. The
Victoria (or Joseph Howe) Park in the vicinity is of great

natural beauty.

TRURO, an episcopal city and municipal borough in the

Truro parliamentary division of Cornwall, England, 11 m. N.
of Falmouth, on the Great Western railway. Pop. (1901),

11,562. It lies in a shallow valley at the junction of the small

rivers Kenwyn and Allen in Truro river, a branch creek of the

great estuary of the Fal. It is built chiefly of granite, with

broad streets, through the chief of which there flows a stream

of water. The episcopal see was founded in 1876, covering the

former archdeaconry of Cornwall in the diocese of Exeter; the

area including the whole of the county of Cornwall, with a
small portion of Devonshire. The cathedral church of St Mary
was begun in 1880 from the designs of John Loughborough
Pearson, and is among the most important modern ecclesiastical

buildings in England. The architect adopted the Early English

style, making great use of the dog-tooth ornament. The form
of the church is cruciform, but it is made irregular by the

incorporation, on the south side of the choir, of the south aisle

of the parish church, this portion retaining, by Act of Parlia-

ment of 1887, all its legal parochial rights. The design of the

cathedral includes a lofty central and two western towers with
spires, and a rich west front and south porch; with a cloister

court and octagonal chapter-house on the north. Among other

noteworthy modem institutions may be mentioned the theo-

logical library presented by Bishop Phillpotts in 1856, housed
in a Gothic building (187 1). The grammar school possesses

exhibitions to Exeter College, Oxford. Truro has considerable

trade in connexion with the tin mines of the neighbourhood.
There are tin-smelting works, potteries, and manufactures
of boots, biscuits, jam and clothing. Small vessels can lie

at the quays, though the harbour is dry at low water; but
large vessels can approach within three miles of the city. The
borough is under a mayor, 6 aldermen and 18 councillors.

Area, 1127 acres.

At the time of the Domesday Survey Truro (Trueret, Trcurok,
Treueni) was a comparatively small manor held by Jovin of

Count Robert of Mortain. Its municipal charter dales from

Richard Lucy the chief justiciar who held the demesne
lands and under whom the free burgesses had apparently a
grant of sake and soke, toll and team and infangenethef. Regi-
nald earl of Cornwall, by an undated charter, added to these
privileges exemption from the jurisdiction of the hundred and
county courts and from toll throughout the county. Henry II.

confirmed the grant of hb uncle the said Reginald. In 1304
Truro was constituted a coinage town for tin. In 1378 the
sheriff reported that the town was so impoverished by pesti-
lence, hostile invasions and intolerable payments made to
the king's progenitors that it was almost uninhabited and
wholly wasted. A similar complaint was preferred in 1401 in
consequence of which the fifteenth and tenth amounting to

£12 was for the three years ensuing reduced to sos. The
charter of incorporation granted in 1589 provided for a mayor,
recorder and steward and a councfl of twenty capital burgesses
and four aldermen. Under it the mayor and burgesses were to
enjoy the liberties of infangenethef, utfangenethef, sake, soke,
toU, team, thefbote, backberindthef and ordelf; also freedom
from toll passage, pontage, murage, fletage, picage, anchorage,
stallage, lastage and tollage of Horngeld throughout England
except in London; they were, moreover, to be entitled in respect
of their markets to pontage, keyage, &c. The assize of bread
and ale and wine and view of frankpledge were also granted
and a court of piepowder was to regulate certain specified

fairs. In 183s the number of aldermen was increased to six.

From 1295 to 1885 Truro enjoyed separate parliamentary
representation, returning two members. The charter of 1589
provided that the burgesses should have power by means of

the common council to elect them. Such was the procedure
from 1589 to 1832 when the burgesses recovered the privilege.

Under the Redistribution of Seats Act of 1885 the representa-
tion of Truro was merged in the county. No fairs or markets
are mentioned prior to 1589 when two markets, on Saturdays
and Wednesdays, were provided, also three fairs. Both markets
and two of the three fairs are held.

See Victoria County History: Comwatt; Canon Donaldson.
Bishopric of Truro (1902).

TRUSS (from O. Fr. trusser, trosstr, torser, trousser, to pack,
bind, gird up. Low Lat. lorliare, formed from tortus, twisted,

torquere, to twist; cf. " torch " and " trousers," also trousseau,

a bride's outfit, literally a small pack or bundle), a pack or
bundle, applied specifically to a quantity of hay or straw tied

together in a bundle. A truss of straw contains 36 lb, of old

hay 56 tb, of new hay 60 lb. A load contains 36 trusses. The
term is also used generally of a supporting frame or structure,

especially in the construction of a roof or a bridge. It is thus
used as the name of a surgical appliance, a belt with an elastic

spring keeping in place a pad used as a support in cases of

hernia (q.v.).

TRUST COMPANY, the name given to a form of fiduciary

corporation, originally adopted in the United States under
state laws to accomplish financial objects not specially provided
for under the national banking system. The function which
gives a trust company its name is to execute trusts for indi-

viduals, estates and corporations. In the United States,

however, these functions have been extended to include many
of those of commercial banks receiving deposits payable on
demand and subject to check. The relations between trust com-
panies and their depositors are based, however, upon different

principles from those between the bank and its client (see Banks
and Banking). The larger trust companies prefer deposit

accounts which, even when subject to check, are not actively

drawn upon. The fact that they pay interest on such deposits

absolves them from the obligation to extend accommodation
by way of loans, except upon collateral security. Hence out

of the difference in their relations with depositors grows a differ-

ence in the character of their investments, which are usually

in loans on stock exchange securities and not on commercial

paper discounted. In New York they are prohibited from

directly discounting commercial paper, but not from buying

it. The rate of interest paid on demand deposiu is usuall/
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2% for small accounts, and 3% for large accounts; for time

deposits it is sometimes more.

In the administration of estates (or private individuals, the

trust company has uken the place to a laree extent of individual

attorneys. The trust company has the advanUce of corporate

responsibility, which involves continuous life, and of proper offices,

fire-proof safes, and special employees in each department devoting

their time and attention exclusively to their special functions.

Investments for esutes are limited by law. like savings bank invest-

ments, to certain classes of securities, and a trust company has

little temptation to violate such laws. It is customary, moreover,

for investments of trust funds to be made by authority of the board

of directors, thus proteaing the estate against the uncertainties

of individual judgment.
The trust company has found a special field in America as agent

of railway and industrial corporations in the issue, transfer and
exchange of securities. For these purposes it has an organized

system, tested by experience, more perfect in its operation and less

expensive than each corporation could organize for itself separately.

As trustee for the bondholders under a railway mortgage, for tnsunce,

it becomes the duty of the trust company, in case of default in pay-

ment of interest on the bonds, to take steps to foreclose the mortgage
and protect the bondholders. Trust companies have aomeUmes
been named as receivers of failed banks.

The big industrial combinations in America have contributed to

the business of the trust companies as registrars or transfer agents for

capital stock, agents for the issue of bonds and payment olintercst

thereon, agents for underwriting and distributing new securities,

and depositories of securities and cash under plans of reorganization

or while held in escrow, in the case of the reorganization of the

tobacco companies, in the autumn of 1904. securities aggregating

about $600,000,000 passed through the hands of the trust company
charged with the work; and while this was the largest single opera-

tion of its kind, it is typical of many similar operations resulting

from the activity in the creation of new companies in America which
bring business to trust companies.
The attractions offered by the trust company to the non-commer-

cial depositor by the payment of interest on his deposit built up
the deposit balances ot trust companies rapidly after 1896. Their
competition in this respect with national banks soon led to an effort

to compel trust companies to keep cash reserves against their

deposits. This demand was resisted for a while, but in 1903 a rule

was made by the New York Clearing House requiring trust companies
to keep certain reserves. The alternative was to withdraw from
the Clearine House, and thb all but a few did. The New York
legislature, however, at the sesuon of 1906, passed an act requiring

trust companies in New York city to establish within fixed dates
reserves of 15% of their deposits, of which only 5% was required

to be currency, ^% might be on deposit in another banking institu-

tion, and 5% might be kept in certain classes of bonds.
The experience of the panic of 1^07 developed several weaknesses

in the position of the trust companies, and in New York led a special

commission appointed by Governor Hughes to recommend much
stronger reserves. The tact that the trust companies relied upon
the national banks to meet the heavy demands upon them for cur-

rency doubled the strain imposed on the national banks of New
York city, and the isolation of the trust companies through their

withdrawal from the Clearing House in 1903 made it dimcult to

bring about co-operation in support of those which were subjected

to severe runs. Between the 22nd of August and the loth of Decem-
ber 1907 the deposits of the trust companies of New York declined

by the sum of more than 8275.000,000 while deposits in national

banks increased about 850,000.000.
The number, resources and activities of trust companies have

shown a rapid development. In New York the general law under
which companies can be formed without a special act dates only
from 1887. out several companies ante-date this law. The folbwing
figures^ from reports made to the comptroller of the currency speak
for themselves:

—

^ The table, it may be observed, represents only the number of
companies reporting and not the number actually in existence.
Kirkbride and Sterrett. for example, give the number of trust
companies in the United States on the 1st of January 1905 as 1427,
or more than twice the number given here for 1905. On this point
the comptroller of the Treasury in 1905 said: " In order to oBtain
this information [from institutions other than national hanks] the
comptroller is necessarily dependent upon the courtesy of officers of
different states, and upon individual banks in states the laws of
which states do not provide for compilation of data of this character
. . . Each year one or more states formerly without adequate
provision for obtaining and compiling reports of banks incorporated
under their laws, have through legislative enactment, plac«i such
banks under the supervision of an official whose duty it is to
receive and tabulate the reports so required, which information
is placed at the disposal of the comptroller. Every year this office

is thereby enabled to publish official, and hence more reliable

statistics. . .

."

Trust Companits of the United States.

30th June.
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dboaen en account of hU lank and station, which would enable
him to defy the common law and protect the esute of his ustui
qme m*e. or the person entitled to tne beneficial enjoyment. The
act of I Ric II. c. 9 was directed asainst the choice of such persons.

This alienation of land in use was uwkod upon with great disfavour
by the common law courts, in whose eyes the cestui que use was only
a tenant at wiU. Possibly the ground of their refusal to recognise
uses was that the assises of the king's court could only be granted
to persons who stood in a feudal relation to the king. The denial
of the right followed the denial of the remedy. The use was on the
other hjuid supported by the court of chancery, and executkm of
the confidence reposed m the feoffee to uses was enforced bv the
court in virtue 01 the general jurisdiction which as a court of con-
science it claimed to exerdse over breach of faith. Jurisdiction was
no doubt the more readily assumed by ecclesiastical judges in favour
of a system by which the Church was generally the gainer. A double
ownership of land thus gradually arose, the nominal and ostensible

ownership—the only one acknowledged in the courts <^ common
law— and the beneficial ownership protected by the court of chan-
cery. The reign of Henry V. to a great extent corresponds with that
of Augustus at Rome, as the point of time at which legal recognition
was given to what had previously been binding only in honour. The
means of bringins the feoffee to uses before tne court was the writ
of swbpoema, saia to have been invented bv John de Waltham,
bishop of Salisbury and master of the rolls in the reign of Richard II.

By means of this writ the feoffee to uses could be compelled to answer
on oath the claim on his cestui que use. The doctnne of the court
of chancery as to the execution of a use varied according as there
was transmutation of possession or not. In the former case it was
onnecessary to prove consideration; in the latter, oenerally a case
of bargain and sale, the court would not enforce tne use unless it

was executed in law—that is, unless there was a valuable considera-

tion, even of the smalh^st amount. Where no consideration couU
be proved or im|)licdj the use resulted to the feoffor. This theory
led to the insertion m deeds (especially in the lease of the ksise

and release period of conveyancmg) of a nominal consideration,

gcnerallv five shillinga. Lands either in possession, reversion or
remainoer could be granted in use. Most persons could be feoffees

to uscsL The king and corporations aggregate were, however,
exceptions, and were entitled to hold the lands discharged of the use.

On the accession of Richard III., who from his pontion of authority
had been a favourite feoffee, it was necessary to pass a special

act (I Ric. III. c 5), vesting the lands of which he had been feoffee

either in his co-feoltees or, in the absence of co-feoffees, in the cestui

que use. The practical convenience of uses was so obvious that it

is said that by the reign of Henry VII. most of the land in the king-

dom was held in use. The freedom of uses from liability to forfeiture

for treason must have led to their general adoption during the Wars
of the Roses.^ The secrecy with which a use could be transferred,

contrary as it was to the publicity required for livery of Seisin

{q.9.) at common law. led to the interference of the leeislature on
several occasions between the rci^n of Richard II. and Henry VIII.j

the general tendency of the legislation being to make the cestui

3UC use more and more subject to the burdens incident to the owner-
hip <^ land. One of the most important statutes was the Statute

of Mortmain (15 Ric II. c. 5). forbidding evasion of the Statute
De Xtligiosis of Edward I. by means of feoffments to uses. Other
acts enabled the cestui que use to transfer the use without the
concurrence of the feoffee to uses (i Ric. III. c i). made a writ of

formetUm mainuinable against him (i Hen. VII. c. i), rendered his

heir liable to wardship and relief (4 Hen. VII. c 17). and his lands

liable to execution (19 Hen. VII. c. 15). At length in 1555 the

famous Statute of Uses (27 Hen. VIII. c. 10) was paned.' The
preamble of the statute enumerates the mischiefs which it was
considered that the universal prevalence of uses had occasioned,

among othere that by fraudulent feoffments, fines, recoveries and
other like assurances to uses, confidences and trusts lords lost their

feudal aids, men their tenancies by the curtesv. women their dower,

manifest perjuries in trials were committed, the king lost the ptpfits

o( the lands of persons attainted or enfeoffed to the use of aliens,

and the king and lords their rights of year, day and waste, and of

escheats of Tek>ns' lands. To remedy this state of things it was
enacted. inUr aHat that, where any person was seised of any here-

ditaments to the use, confidence or trust of any other person by
any means, the person having such use. confidence or trust should

be seised, deemM and adjudged in lawful seian. estate and posses-

sion of such hereditaments. Full lecal remedies were given to

the cestui que use by the statute. He was enabled to distrain

for a rent*charge. to have action, entry, condition, &c. The effect

of this enactment was to make the cestui que use the owner at law
as well as in equity (as had been done once before under the excep-

tional drcumsunces which led to 1 Ric III. c 5), provided that

* The use, as in later times the trust, was. however, forfeited to
the Crown on attainder of the feoffee or trustee for treason.

* It was adopted in Ireland exactly a century later by 10 Car. I.

c. I (Ir.). The law of uses and trusts in Ireland is practically the
same as that in England, the main differences being in procedure
rather than in substantive law.

the use was one which before the statute would have been enforced
by the court of chancery. For some time after the passing of
the statute an equitable as distinct from a legal estate did not
exist* But the somewhat narrow construction of the statute by
the common law courts in Tyrrel's case* (1557) enabled estates
cosnisable only in equity to be aeain created. In that case it was
held that a use upon a use could not be executed: therefore in a
feoffment to A and his heire to the use of B and his heire to the
use of C and his heire only the firet use was executed by the statute.

The use of B being executed in him, that of C was not acknowledged
by the common law judges; but equity regarded C as beneficially

entitled, and his interest as an equitable estate held for him in

trust, corresponding to that which B would have had before the
statute. The pontion taken by the Court of Chancery in trusts

may becompared with that taken in Mortgage (9.V.). The Judkrature
Act 1873, while not going as far as the Statute of Uses and com-
bining the kgal and equitable estates, makes equiuble rights

cognisable in all courts. From the decision in Tyrrel's case dates
the whole modem law <^ uses and trusts. In modem legal language
use u restricted to the creation of legal estate under the Statute
of Uses, trust is confined to the equiuble esUte of the cestui que
trust or beneficiary.

Uses situe /5J5.—The Statute of Uses b still the basis of con-
veyancing. A grant in a deed is still, after the alterations in the
law made by the Conveyancing Act 1881, made " to and to the
use of A." The statute does not, however, apply indiscriminately

to all cases, as only certain uses are executed oy it. It does not
apply to leaseholds or copyholds, or to cases where the grantee to

uses Is anything more than a mere passive instrument, e.j^. where
there b any direction to him to sell the property. The seisin, too.

to be executed by the statute, must be in another than him who
has the use, for where A is seised to the use of A it is a common law
grant. The difference u important as far as regards the doctrine

of Possession (q.v.). Constructive possession is given by a deed
operating under the statute even before entry, but not by a common
law grant, until actual receipt of rent by the grantee. The operation

of the Statute of Uses was supplemented by the Sutute of Inrol-

ments and that of Wills (see Will). The Statute of Inrolments

(27 Hen. VIII. c 16) enacted that no bargain and sale should pass

a freehold unless by deed indented and enrolled within six months
after its date in one of the courts at Westminster or with the custos

rotuhntm of the county. As the autute referred only to freeholds,

a bargain and sale of a leasehold interest jnssed without enrolment.

Conveyancere took advantage of this omission (whether intcntbnal
or not) in the act. and the practical effect of it was to introduce a
mode <^ secret alienation cm real property, the ksase and release,

which was the general form of conveyance up to 1845. (See Con-
veyancing.) Thus the publicity of transfer, which it was the

special object of the Sutute of Uses to effect, was almost at once
defeated. In addition to the grant to uses there were other modes
of conveyance under the statute which are now obsolete in practice,

viz-vthe covenant to stand seised and the bargain and sale. Under
the statute, as before it, the use has been found a valuable means
of limiting a remainder to the person creating the use and of making
an estate take effect in derogation of a former estate bv means of

a shifting or springing use. At common law a freehold could not

be made to commence in futuro; but this end might be attained by
a shifting use, such as a grant (common in marriage settlements)

to A to the use of B in fee simple until a marriage, and after the

celebration of the marriage to other uses. An example of a springing

use would be a grant to A to such uses as B diould appoint and in

default of and until appointment to C in fee simple. The difficulty

of deciding where the seiun was during the sus^nsion of the use

led to the invention of the old theory <A scintilla Juris, or continued
possibility of seisin in the grantee to uses. This theory was abolished

by 23 A 24 Vict, c 38, which enacted that all uses should take effect

by force of the estate and seisin originally vested in the person

seised to the uses. The most frequent instances of a springing use

are powere of appointment, usual in wills and settlements. There
has been much legislation on the subject of powers, the main effect

of which has been to give greater facihties for their execution. rek»se

or abandonment, to aid their defective execution, and to abolish

the oM doarine of illusory appointments.

Trusts.—A tnist in English law b defined In Lewin's Law of

TrustSt adopting Coke's definition of a use, as " a confidence

i«p<Med in some other, not issuing out of the land, but as a thing

collateral, annexed in privity to the estate of the land, and to the

person touching the land, for which cestui que trust has no

remedy but by subpoena in Chancery." The term trust or trust

estate is also used to denote the beneficial interest of the cestui

que trust. The term truster is not used, as it is in Scotland, to

denote the creator of the trust, A trust has some features in

common with contract (g.v.); but the great difference between

them b that a contract can only be enforced by a party or one

in the position of a party to it, while a trust can be, and generally

Dyer's Reports, 155a.
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is, enforced by one not a party to its creation. It has more
resemblance to fideicommissum. But the latter could only

be created by a testamentary instrument, whilst a trust can be
created either by will or inter vivos; nor was there any trace in

Roman law of that permanent legal relation which is suggested

by the position of trustee and cestui que trust. The heir, too, in

Roman law was entitled, from a.d. 70 to the reign of Justinian,

to one-fourth of a heredilas fideicommissaria as against the

beneficiary, while the very essence of the trust is its gratuitous

character. Trusts may be divided in more than one way,
according to the ground taken as the basis of division. One
division, and perhaps the oldest, as it rests on the authority of

Bacon, is into jtm^/e and special, the first being where the trust

is simply vested in a trustee and the nature of the trust left to

construction of law, the second where there is an act to be per-

formed by the trustee. Another division is into lawful and
unlawfult and corresponds to Bacon's division into intents or

confidences and frauds, covins, or collusions. A third division

b into public and private. A division often adopted in modern
textbooks and recognized by parliament in the Trustee Act 1850,

is into express, implied and constructive. An express trust is

determined by the person creating it. It may be either executed

or executory, the former where the limitations of the equitable

interest are complete and final, the latter where such limitations

are intended to serve merely as minutes for perfecting the settle-

ment at some future period, as in the case of marriage articles

drawn upas a basis of a marriage settlement to be in conformity

with them. An implied trust is founded upon the intention of

the person creating it; examples of it are a resulting trust, a
precatory trust, and the trust held by the vendor on behalf of the

purchaser of an estate after contract and before conveyance.

In this case the vendor is sometimes called a trustee sub modo
and the purchaser a cestui que trust sub modo, A constructive

trust is judicially created from a consideration of a person's

conduct in order to satisfy the demands of justice, without

reference to intention. The distinction between an implied

and a constructive trust is not always very consistently main-

tained. Thus the position of a vendor towards a purchaser

after contract is sometimes called a constructive trust. The
present law governing trusts rests upon the doctrines of equity

as altered by legislation. The law was consolidated by the

Trustee Act 1893 and some subsequent amending statutes.

Its great importance has led to its becoming one of the most

highly developed departments of equity.

Who may be a Trustee or Cestui que Trust.—The modem trust is

considcrabW more extensive in its operation than the ancient use.

Thus the Crown and corporations a^^gate can be trustees, and
personalty can be held in trust. Provision is made by the Municipal
Cor^rations Act 1882, for the administration of charitable and
special trusts by municipal corfjorations. There are certain persons
who for obvious reasons, even if not legally disqualified, ought not
to be appointed trustees. Such arc infants, lunatics, persons
domiciled abroad, felons, bankrupts and eestuis que trustent. The
appointment of any such person, or the falling of any existing trustee

into such a portion, is generally ground for application to the court
for appointment of a new trustee in his pLice. Any one may be
a cestui que trust except a corporation aggregate, which cannot
be a cestui que trust of real estate without a licence from the Crown.
For the Public Trustee, see below.

Creation and Extinction of the Trust.—^A trust may be created
either by act of a party or by operation of law. Where a trust is

created by act of a party, the creation at common law need not be
in writing. The Statute of Frauds altered the common law by
enacting that all declarations or creations of trusts or confidences
of any lands, tenements or hereditaments shall be manifested and
proved by some writing, signed by the i>arty who is by law enabled
to declare such trust, or by his last will in writing, or else they shall

be utterly void and of none effect. Trusts arismg or resulting by
implication or construction of law are excepted, and it has been
held that the statute applies only to real estate and chattels real,

so that a trust of personal chattels may still be declared by parol.

The declaration of a trust by the Crown must be by letters patent.
Trusts created by will must conform to the requirements of the Will
Act (see Will). Except in the case of charitable trusts, the cestui

que trust must be a definite person. A trust, for instance, merely
for keeping up family tombs is void. Alteration of the trust estate

by appointment of a new trustee could up to i860 only be made
where the instrument creating tlie trust gave a power to so appoint,

or by order of the court of chancery. But now by •. xo of the
Trustee Act 1893 (superseding Lord St Leonards's Act of i860
and the Conveyancing Act 1881), the surviving or continuing trustee
or trustees, or the personal representative of the last surviving or
continuing trustee, may nominate in writing a new trustee or new
trustees. On such appointment the number of trustees may be
increased. Existing trustees may by deed consent to the discharge
of a trustee wishing to retire. Trust property may be vested in
new or continuing trustees by aumj^e declaration to that effect.
Also a separate set of trustees may oe appointed for any part of
the property held on distinct trusts. Trusts created by operation
of law are those which are the effect of the application of rules of
equity. They include resulting and constructive trusts. A result-
ing trust u a species of implied trust, and consists of so much of
the equitable interest as b undisposed of by the instrument creating
the trust, whkh is said to result to thecreatorand hb reprcsemativcs.
An example b the purchase of an estate in the name of the purehaser
and others, or of others only. Here the beneficial intereft is the
purchaser's. An example of a constructive trust b a renewal of
a lease by a trustee in his own name, where the trustee b held to
be constructively a trustee for those interested in the beneficbl
term. Beudes being duly created, it is necessary for the validity
of the trust that it should be a lawful one. An unlavriul trust is
one which contravenes the policy of the law in any respect. Examples
of such trusts are trusts for a corporation without licence, for a
perpetuity, and for purposes subversive of morality, such as trusts
tor illegitimate children to be hereafter bom. Superstitious uses
also fall under this head. There arc also certain trusts which are
avoided by statute under particular circumstances, such as settle-
ments in fraud of creditors (sec Bankruptcy). The law cannot be
evaded by attempting to constitute a secret trust for an unlawful
purpose. If an estate be devised by words prima fade carrYtng
the beneficial interest, with an understanding that the devisee will
hold the estate in trust for such a purpose, he may be compelled
to answer as to the secret trust, and on acknowledgment or proof
of it there will be a resulting trust to the heir-at-law. In the case
of an advowson suspected to be held for the benefit of a Roman
Catholic patron, therc is a special enactment to the same effect
(see QuARB Impedit). The rules of eq^uity in charitable trusts
are less strict than those adopted in pnvate trusts. Charitable
trusts must be lawful, e.g. they must not contravene the Statutes
of Mortmain; but a wider latitude of construction b allowed in
order to carry out the intentions of the founder, and they will not
be allowed to fail for want or uncertainty of objects to be benefited.
The court, applying the doctrine of cy prhs {q.v.), will, on failure of
the original ground of the charity, apply the funds as neariy as
possible in the same manner. On this principle gifts originally made
tor purely charitable purposes have been extended to educational
purposes. Further, trustees of a charity may act by a majority, but
ordinary trustees cannot by the act of a majority (unless specially
empowered so to do) bind a dissenting minority or the trust property.
A trust estate is subject as far as possible to the rules of law applic-
able to a legal estate of a corresponding nature, in pursuance of
the maxim, ** Equity follows the law." Thus trust property is
assets for payment of debts, may be taken in execution, passes to
creditors in bankruptcy, and b subject to dower and curtesy, to
the rules against perpetuities, and to the Statutes of Limitation.
This assimilation of the legal and equitable estates has been produced
partly by judicial decisions, partly by legislation. A trust b extin-
guished, as it is created, eitner by act of a party or by operation
of law. An example of the former mode of extinction b a release
by deed, the general means of discharge of a trustee when the pur-
poses of the trust have been accomplished. Extinction by operation
of law takes place when there is a failure of the objects of the trust

:

e.p if the cestui que trust die intestate without heirs or next of
km, the property, by the Intestates Estates Act 1884. escheats in the
same manner as if it^ were a legal estate in corporeal hereditaments.
Equitable interests in real estate abroad are as a rule subject to
the lex loci rei sttae, and an English court has no jurisdiction to
enforce a trust or settle a scheme for the administration of a charity
in a foreign country. An English court has, however, jurisdiction
to administer the trusts of a will as to the whole real and personal
estate of a testator, even though only a very small part of the estate,
and that wholly personal, is in England. This was decided by the
House of Lords in a well-known case in 1883 {Evnng v. Orr-£tttii£.
L.R. o, A.C, 34).

Rights and Duties of the Trttx/^e.^The principal general properties
of the office of trustee are these: (i) A trustee having once accepted
the trust cannot afterwards renounce. (2) He Cannot delegate it,
but an inconvenience which formerly attached to dealings with
trustees and trust property, in conseq^uence partly of this rule, and
partly of the liability of persons dealing with trustees to see that
money paid to them was properly applied, was largely obviated
by s. 17 of the Trustee Act 1893 (replacing s. 2 of the Trustee Act
1888), which in effect provides that a trustee may appoint a solicitor
to be his agent to receive and give a discharce for any money or
valuable consideration or property receivable by the trustee under
the trust, by permitting the solicitor to have the custody of and
to produce a deed having in the body thereof or endorsed thereon a
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receipc for the coiUBderation money or ether conaidcratton, the deed
being executed or the endorsed receipt being signed by the trustee;

and a trustee is not chargeable with breach of trust by reason only
of his having made or concurred in making any such appointment;
and the producing ol any such deed bv the solicitor is a sufiicient

authority to the person liable to pay for his paying to the solicitor

without the solicitor producing any separate or other direction or
authority in that behalf from the trustee. (3) In the case of co-
trustees the office must be exercised by all the trustees jointly.

(4) On the death of one trustee there is survivorship: that is, the
trust win pass to the survivors or survivor. (5) One trustee shall

not be liable for the acts of his co-trustee. (6) A trustee shall derive
no personal benefit from the trusteeship. The office cannot be
renounced or delegated, because it is one of personal confidence.

It can. however, be rcsgned, and legislation has given a retiring

trustee taige powers of appointing a successor. The liability of one
trustee for the acts or defaults ofanother often raises very difficult

Questions. A difference is made between trustees and executors.

An executor is liable for jdning in a receipt profomuii as it is not
necessary for him to do so, one executor having authority to act
without his co-execiftor; a trustee can show that he onlv^joined

for conformity, and that another received the money. The rule

of equity by which a beneficiary who consented to a breach of trust

was liable to indemnify the trustees to the extent of his interest

has taken definite statutory shape in s. 45 of the Trustee Act 1893
(replacing s. 6 of the Trustee Aa 1888), which enacts that when a
trustee commits a breach of trust at the instiration or request, or
with the consent in writing of a beneficiary, the High Court may,
if it thinks fit, and notwithstanding that the beneficiary is a married
woman entitled for her separate use and restrained from anticipation,

make such order as to the court seems just for impounding all or
any part of the interest of the beneficiary in the trust estate by w^
of indemnity to the trustee. The rule that a trustee is not to benefit

by his office is subject to some exceptions. He may do so if the
instrument creating him trustee specially allows him remuneration,
as is usually the case where a solicitor is appointed. The main duties

of trusteesare to place the trust property in a proper sutcof security,

to kttp it ftf personalty) in safe custody, and to properly invest and
distribute it. A trustee must be careful not to place himself in

a position where his interest mi^ht clash with his duty. As a rule

hecannot safety purchase from his cestui que trust while the fiduciary

rdation exists between them. Investments by trustees demand
special notice. The Trustee Act 1893 has consolidated the law on
this point, and provides, as it were, a code or charter of investment
authoriaog trustees, unless expressly forbidden by the instrument
(if any) creating the trust, to invest trust funds in various modes,
of which the more important are as follows: In any of the parlia-

mentary stocks or public funds or government securities c^ the

United Kingdom; on real or heritable securities in Great Britain

or Ireland; in stock of the Bank of England or the Bank of Ireland;

in India 3)% stock and India 3^ stock; in any securities, the
interest of which is for the time being guaranteed by parliament;

in consolidated stock created by the London County Council; in

the debenture or rent-cham or guaranteed or preference stock of

any railway company in Great Britain or Ireland incorporated by
special act of pariiament, and having during each of the ten years last

past before the date of investment paid a dividend at the rate of

not less than 3% on its ordinary stock; in the debenture stock of

any railway company in India, the interest on which is paid or

guaranteed by the secretary ci state in council of India: in the " B "

annuities of the Eastern Bcnsal, the East Indian and the Sind, Pun-
jab and Delhi railways; and also in deferred annuities—comprised
in the register of hdders of annuity Class D, and annuities comprised
in the register of annuitants Qass C of the East Indian Railway
Company; in the stock of any railway company in India upon which
a fixed or minimum dividend in sterling is paid or guaranteed by
the secretary of state in council of India, or upon the capital of which
the interest is so guaranteed; in the debenture or guaranteed or

preference stock of any company in Great Britain or Ireland estab-

ushMed for the supply of water for profit, and incorporated by special

act of parliament or by royal charter, and having during each of

the ten years last past before the date of investment paid a dividend

of not less than 5% per annum on its ordinary stock; in nominal
or inscribed stock issued, or to be issued, by the corporation of any
municipal borough having, according to the returns 01 the last census

prior to the date of investment, a population exceedinff 50,000; or

by any county council under the authority of any act 01 parliament

or provisional order; in any of the stocks, funds or securities for tho

time being authorized for the investment of cash under the control

or subject to the order of the High Court. Trustees may from time
to dme vary any such investments for others of an authorized nature.

The statutory power to invest on real securities does not, of course,

authorise the purchase of realty: but by s. S of the Trustee Act 1893
a power to invest in real securities (in the absence of express provision

to the contrary) authorizes investment on mortgage of leasehold

property held lor an unexpired term of not less than aoo years and
not subject to a greater rent than one shilling a year, or to any right

of redemption or condition of re-entry except for non-payment of

rent. . .

XXVil 6

The position of trustees in respect of what was freouently an undue
personal responsibility for the administration 01 their trust has
been much improved by s. 8 of the Trustee U\ct 1888 (not repealed
by the Trustee Act 1893) and s. 3 of the Judicial Trustees Act 1896.
Sub-section (i) of the former enactment (with some omissions) runs
as follows: " In any action or other proceeding against a trustee
or any person claiming through him, except where the claim is

founded upon any fraud or fraudulent breach of trust to which
the trustee was party or privy, or is to recover trust property, or
the proceeds thereof still retained by the trustee, or previously
received by the trustee and converted to his use, the following
provisions shall apply: (a) All rights and privileges conferred by
any statute of limitations shall be enjoyed m the like nuinner and
to the like extent as if the trustee or person claiming through him
had not been a trustee or person claiming through him. {h) If t^
action or other proceeding is brought to recover money or other pro-
perty, and is one to which no existing statute of limitations applies,
the trustee or person claiming through him shall be entitled to the
benefit of, and be at liberty to plead the lapse of time as a bar to
such action or other proceeding in the like manner and to the like
extent as if the claim had been against him in an action of debt for
money had and received." The statutory period of limitation which
trustees are thus permitted to plead is the six years fixed as the
period of limitation for actions of debt by the Limitation Act 1623.
It has been decided on the above section that in the case-of a breacii
of trust consisting of an improper investment of the trust funds,
time begins to run in favour of the trustee from the date of the
investment. Sub-section (3) of the Judicial Trustees Act 1896
provides that " if it appears to the court that a trustee, whether
appointed under that act or not, is or may be personally liable for
any breach of trust, whether the transaction alleged to be a l»each
of trust occurred before or after the passing of that act, but
has acted honestly and reasonably, and ought fairiy to be excused
for the breach of trust and for omitting to obtain the directions
of the court in the matter in which he committed such breach, then
thecourt may relieve the trustee either wholly or partly from personal
liability for the same." Owing to the gcneraJly le^juced rate of
interest obtainable for money invested on trust securities, the court
has in several instances, and even as against defaulting trustees,

charved them with interest at 3% per annum Gnstead of 4%, which
was formeriy the recognized rate) upon sums found due from them
to the trust estate.

Under the old law trustees could not safely advance on mortgage
more than two-thirds of the actual value of agricultural land or
one-half of the value of houses. This " two-tmrds rule " is now
made statutory by s. 8 of the Trustee Act 1893, which enacts that
" A trustee lending money on the security of any property on which
he can lawfully lend shall not be chargeable with breach of trust

by reason only of the proportion borne by the amount of the loan
to the value of the property at the time when the loan was made,
provided that it appears to the court that in making the loan the
trustee was acting upon a report as to the value of the property
made by a person whom he reasonably believed to be an able
practical surveyor or valuer instructed and employed independently
of any owner of the property, whether such surveyor or valuer carried
on business in the locality where the property is situate or elsewhere,
and that the amount of the loan does not exceed two equal third
parts of the value of the property as stated in the report, and that
the loan was made under the advice of the surveyor or valuer ex-
pressed in the report." The same section protects trustees for not
investigating the lessor's title when lending on the leasehold security,

and for taking a shorter title than they might be otherwise entitled

to on tlw purchase or mortgage of any property, if they act with
prudence and caution. By s. 9 (replacing s. 5 of the Inistee Act
1888) trustees who commit a breach of trust by lending more than
the proper amount on any property are excused from making good
any more than the excess of the actual loan over the sum which they
might have properly lent in the first instance.

Rights and Duties of the Cestui que Trust,—-Thest may be to a
great extent deduced from what nas been already said as to the
correlative duties and rights of the trustee. The cestui que trust

has a general right to the due management of the trust property,
to proper accounts and to enjoyment of the profits. He can as a
rule only act with the concurrence of the trustee, unless he seeks a
remedy arainst the trustee himself.

Judicial Trustces.'-'T\i& Judicial Trustees Act 1896, inaugurated
a semi-official system of trusteeship which was new in England,
but had been known in Scotland for upwards of 150 years. The
general scope of the act is indicated by s. I (i), whkh runs as follows:

' Where application is made to the court by or on behalf of the
person creating or intending to create a trust, or by or on behalf
of a trustee or beneficiary, the court may, in its discretion, appoint
a person (in this act called a judicial trustee) to be a trustee of^ that
trust, either jointly with any other person or as sole trustee, and if

sufficient cause is shown, in place of all or any existing trustees."

The act and the rules made under it (the Judicial Trustees Rules

1897) provide that judicial trustees shall be under the control and
supervision of the court as officers thereof, and may be paid for their

services out of the trust property. The trust accounts are to be

la
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audited annually, and a report thereon niade to the court, which
has power to order inquiries into transactions connected with the
administration of the trust. A judicial trustee may be- required

to give security, and in any case has to kee^ the trust account with
a rank approved by the court, and deposit title-deeds and other
documents of title in such custody as the court directs. Communica-
tions between judicial trustees and the court with reference to their

duties are permitted to be nude with little or no formality, and
strict pnx)f of facts may be waived in proper cases. The act may,
in short, be described as an attempt to provide for an official check
upon the administration of trusts, while avoiding the formality and
cxpens-i incident to the procedure in an administration action.

Public Trustee.—^A step further was taken by the Public Trustee
Act 1906, which established the office of public trustee. By the
aa he is a corporation sole, with perpetual succession and an official

seal and may sue and be sued under his official title. He may, if

he thinks fit, act in the administration of estates of small value:

as custodian trustee, or as an ordinary trustee; he may be appointed
a judicial trustee, or administrator of a convict's property. The
law of trusts generally is applicable to him and he can act either

alone or jointly with other persons. He has an absolute discretion

as to whether he will accept or not any trust, but cannot decline

acceptance on the ground only of the small value of the trust pro-

perty. He cannot accept any trust which involves the management
or carrying on. of a business, except in certain cases authorised under
rules appended to the act. He cannot accept a trust under a deed
of arrangement for the benefit of creditors, nor of an insolvent estate,

nor one exclusively for relistous or charitable purposes. His powers
and duties are dealt with by the act under three headings: (i) In
the admintstratum of small estates.^-Onthe application of any person
entitled to apply to the court («.e. the High Court, and as respects

trusts within its jurisdiction, the county court) for an order for

administration of any esUte, the gross value of which a proved to
the satisfaction of the public trustee to be less than £1000, he may
administer the estate, and must do so if the persons beneficially

entitled are persons of small means, unless he sees eood reason for

refusing. By declaratbn in writing nened and sealed by him the
trust property other than stock vests in him, and the right to transfer

or call for the transfer of any stock forming part of the estate, pro-

vided that he does not exercise the ri](ht ofhimself transferring stock

without the leave of the court; this ^neral provision also does
not apply to copyhold, in respect of which he has the same powers
to convey them as if he had been appointed under s. 33 of the Trustee
Act 1893. Power is given to the court to order, for reasons of

economy, that an estate being administered by the court be adminis-
tered by the publk: trustee. (2) As custodian trustu.—The public

trustee, if he consents to act, may be appointed custodian trustee on
an application to the court, or by the tesutor, settlor or other creator

of any trust or by a person having power to appoint new trustees.

When he is so appointed the trust property is transferred to him
as if he were the sole trustee, but the management of the trust

property and any discretionary power remain vested in the other

trustees. His relations with the managing trustees are further

defined by the act. (3) As an ordinary trustu.—The public trustee

may be appointed trustee, executor, «c., of any will or settlement

or instrument of any date cither under his official title or other

sufficient desiniatbn. In a will a sentence to the following effect

would be sufncient. " I appoint the Public Trustee executor and
trustee of this my will/* Where the public trustee has been ap-

pmnted a trustee of any trust, a co-trustee may retire from the trust

under s. li of the Public Trustee Act 1893 notwithstanding that

there are not more than two trustees, and without such consents

as are required by that section. The consolidated fund of the United

iGngdom is liable to make good all sums required to discharge any
liability which the public trustee, if he were a private trustee, would
be personally liable to discharge, except where neither the public

trustee nor his officers has contributed to it. and which neither he

nor any of his officers could by reasonable diligence have averted.

A person aggrieved by any act or omission or decision of the public

trustee in i^ation to any trust may apply to the court, and the court

may make such order in the matter as it sees fit. The act contains

provisions for the investigation and audit of trust accounts, which
may take place on the application of any trustee or beneficiary;

if the parties do not agree upon a solicitor and public accountant
for the purpose, they are appointed by the public trustee, who has
entire discretbn over the source from which the expenses are to

be defrayed. The fees payable under the act are fixed by the
Public Trustee (Foes) Order; they are of two kinds: fees on capital

and fees on income. The object of the department is not to make
a profit, but merely to pay expenses. Full infornution as to the
machinery and procedure of the office and the rcauirements necessary
to obtain the services of the public trustee are obtainable on applica-

tk)n to the Public Trustee Office. Clement's Inn, London.
Scotland.—The history of the law differs considerably from that

of England, though perhaps the position of the Scottish trustee is

now not very different from that of the trustee in England. The
Statute of Uses did not apply to Scotland, since neither that nor
any similar legislation was necessary in a system in which law and
equity were, administered by the same tribunals. Trusts seem to

have existed from time immemorial and have been frequently

regulated Isy statute. The policy of the English Stat-ute cf Frauds
was no doubt intentionally imitated in the Act 1696. c. 25. enacting
that no aaion of declarator of trust should be sustained as to any
deed of trust made for thereafter, except upon a declaration or back-
bond of trust lawfully subscribed by tlie person alleged to be trustee
and against whom or his heire or assignees the dodarator should
be intended, or unless the same were referred to the oath of the
party simplictter. The aa does not apply to all cases, but only to
those in whkh by the act of parties documents of title are in the
name of a trustee, but the beneficial interest in another. The
person creating the trust b called the tnuter, a term unknown in

England. On the other hand the term cvxfaii que trust b unknown
in Scotland. The office of trustee is prima facie gratuitous, as in

England, it bein^ considered to fall under the contract of mandate.
Some of the main differences between English and Scottish law
are these. There b no presumption in Scotland of a resulting trvsc
in favour of a purchaser. A trust which lapses by the failure of a
beneficiary goes to the Crown as ulttmtu keres. The office of trustee
b not a joint office, therefore there b no right of survivonhip. and
on the death of a trustee the survivon are incompetent to act. unless
a certain number be declared or presumed to be a quorum, or the
office be conferred on trustees and the aooedors and survivon of

them. . Sometimes the concurrence of one trustee b rendered
absolutely necessary by hb being named sine qua nan. The Court
of Session may appoint new trustees, but generally ap^tnts a judkrbl
factor. There has been a considerable amount of legislation, chiefly
in the direction of extending the powere of trustees end of the cot rt

in trust matters. The powen en investment given to trustees are
much the same as those allowed in England.

UnUed States.—In New York ana many other States uses and
trusts have been abolished (with certain exceptions), and e%'er>'

estate, subject to those exceptions, b deemed a legal right cognis-
able in courts of law. Some of these exceptions are implied trusts
and express trusts to sell land for the benefit of creditors, to sell,

mortgage or lease lands for the benefit of legatees, or for the purpose
of satisfying any charge thereon, to receive the rents and profits

of lands and apply them to the use of any person during the life of

such person or aay shorter term, or to receive such rents and profits,

and accumulate the same within the limits allowed by toe Law.
Some states allow the creation of trusts (other than those ariang
by implication or operation of law) only by means of will or deco.
Wherethe trust b of real estate, the deed must generally be registered.

Forms of deeds of trust are given in the Statutes of Virginia and
other states. The English doarine of cy pris is being adopted in

many states. A public trustee as a corporation sole exists in some
states. A trustee under American law b generally entitled to
compensation for hb services. Spendthrift trustSj *^. those under
which the enjoyment of income bequeathed by wiU in such a way
as to j>revent creditore of the bencfidary from reaching it before it

gets into his hands, are generally supported {Nubets v Eaion,
91 United States Reports. 713). A " voting trust " b a concerted
transfer of their shares in a corporation by a majority of the share-
holdere to trustees to hold and vote on them for a specified period
for the purpose of securing the adoption or continuance of a certain
line of corporate action. Any shareholder may recede from such
an arrangement and reclaim his stock.

Authorities.—The principal authority is Lewin*8La» cf Trusts;
other treatises are those of (jodefroi and Underbill. For American
Law see Perry On Trusts. The principal authority on charitable
trusts b Tudor. For the history may be consulted Bacon. Law
Tracts; Readins. On the StatuU of Uses; Gilbert, On Uses; Sanden.
On Uses and Trusts; Spenoe, Equitable Jurisdiction, i. 435; Digb)'.
HisL of the Law of Real Property, chs. vi., vii.

TRUSTS, in Economics. The word " trusts," as used here,

includes all those aggregations of capital engaged in productive

industiy that, by virtue of their industrial strength, have or

are supposed to have some monopolistic power. Legal mono-
polies, as such, and natural monopolies are excluded, although

it b frequently true that the trusts are aided by and sometimes
control natural monopolies. Trusts are here considered to be

identical with the so-called " capitalistic monopolies." As
" trusts " started in America, the subject will be considered

here first from the point of view of American experience.

While it b probably true that trusts are a product of evolu-

tion, it b desirable to analyse and explain that conception in

some detail if we are to understand their industrial significance.

Competition, especially among industries managed on a great

scale, often makes modem business unprofitable. Commercial

men have been thus compelled in some way to modify former

methods of doing business. So long as most industries were run

on a small scale, the differences in the ability and the faciUtieS

of the various competitors were so great that only those al the

lower end of the scale of excellence were forced out of the busi-

ness—thb to the general advantage of industrial society. The
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great mass of producers remained vigorously competing with

one another, some making larger, others smaller profits, but all

except a few at the lower margin making at least a living.

Under modem business conditions competitors are often, rela-

tively speaking, few in number, of substantially equal ability,

and controlling substantially equal facilities for managing the

business economically. Consequently, in such circumstances,

modem competition differs greatly from that form which was
familiar to the earlier economists. Among competitors of

such great resources, the struggle may last long after the

business has become unprofitable to all before any will fail.

Among competitors so nearly equal in strength, the entire

industry may be very seriously injured by competition before

enou^ are forced out to affect materially the severity of the

competition.

The dictum of Stephenson, that "where combination is

possible, competition is impossible," has a much wider appli-

cation now than in the early days of railways. The modem
facilities for the transportation of goods, for the rapid trans-

mission of intelligence by fast mail, and especially for the in-

stantaneous exchange of information by the telegraph and
telephone, have made it possible to manage easily a large busi-

ness, however widely separated its different plants or estab-

lishments may be. In the middle of the igth century or there-

abouts, on account of the lack of these facilities, management
of such institutions would often have been impossible. Many
of the advantages of combinations are entirely dependent

upon these modem facilities, and on that account these facilities

may be said to be an occasion, if not a cause, of the trusts.

If the product of an* industry is of such a nature that its

quality is substantially uniform and can be readily tested by

TV* jTiMk purchasers, especially if the goods are such that

niTwmai they are ordinarily sold in large quantities, the
IsAoMm. competition between rival establishments must
almost of necessity be a competition in price. Sugar refining,

oO refining, the distilling of spirits, the manufacture of salt,

are such industries. The standard quality is readily tested,

and the manufacturer who can offer the standard product

at the lowest price effects a sale. Industries manufacturing

comparatively inexpensive articles for the retail trade, put them
up' in packages whidi become well known to customers; and those

Industries whose goods are sold under brands or trade-marks,

or in some other form so that they are familiar to buyers, afford

an examine of competition of an entirely different kind. When
the reputation of a certain brand of goods of this nature

becomes established, consumers make no further efforts to test

its quality, and the retail price often becomes a customary

price. If a manufacturer of such goods finds his trade injured

by a rival, his most effective means of competition will often be,

not a lowering of the price, but an increase of the outlay on

advertising. Soap, baking-powder, photographic cameras for

general use, and oif late years certain brands of coffee, patent

medicine, and other drugs of similar nature, are examples

of this class. Those indust rics in which the competition becomes

a matter of cutting of prices can by combination remove rivals

from the field, and then put prices up to a remunerative rate.

Competitors in industries of the second class by combination can

save many of the costs of selh'ng, and thus without any increase

in the price of the product may save enough of the cost to make
the business profitable.

Some of the advanta^ of combination over competitran which
have led to the orsanization of trusts may be enumerated :

—

I. The cost of sellinjE may be greatly lessened. As has been
intimated, competition m the case of mdustries of the second class

j^^j^jj named above leads to very expensive advertising in

r^',^?^„ order to effect sales. An examination of the pages of

^i^^a^^ any of the American magaxines, with a thought as to the
amount charged for the use of these advertising pages

(from one hundred to as hi^h as even four hundred dollars, or from
£ao to £80. per paee for a smgle insertion in some of the magazines
with the largest circulation} will convince one of the cost of such
competitive advertising. The expense involved in making atlrac-

tive show-windows in stores or shops, and in calling the attention

c( the public to popular wares by posters scattered about the '

oountrv and bylmnds painted on rocks, on buildings along the
lines of railways, &c., are other common examples.

3. The salaries of commercial travellers, together with their
hotel and travelling expenses, are of a similar nature. This com-
petitive advertising in many cases does not increase to any note-
worthy extent the consumption of the products in question, but
merel}^ attracts customers from one manufacturer to another.
Combination among establishments that do this costly advertinng
saves a large part of the expense without lessening materially the
quantity oigoods sold.

3. If different manufacturii^ establishments, scattered through-
out the country, are brought under one management, it will be
possible for orders for goods to be received at one central office, and
then to be distributed to the federated establishments, so that goods
can be de^atched to customers in each case from the nearest
establishment. In this way freight expenses may be very greatly
lessened, cross freights over the same territory being substantially
eliminated. A single establishment supplying all of its customen
would often be compelled to deliver much longer disunces at greatly
increased expense.

4. The entire profit of an establishment frequently depends upon
the skill of the manager. When many different establishments
are organized into one, it is possible to select the most skilful mana^
of all and to put him in cnaige of the combination, thus secunng
in many cases, if the trust includes practically all of the establish-
ments in the entire industry, the ablest manager in the country
for them all. It u of course true that as an establishment increases'

in size, or as a combination increases the number of its branches,
especially if they are widely scattered, it becomes impossible for
the manager to give his personal supervision to the deuils of manage-
ment of each institution. An executive officer of the highest skill,

however, will so select his subordinates, so direct their work, and
so infuse into them his own spirit, that, under careful inspection,
comparatively little will be lost from hu inability to be present
personally in each separate establishment. In the larger combina-
tions frequent reports, often daily, are made from each concern,
giving in detail the quantity of the output, the quality of the goods,
the exact cost of the different processes of manufacture; so tnat it

is possible to compare continually each of them with all of the others

;

to detect the special weakness of each, and in this way to remedy
any slight defects in any one establishment, and to bring all nearly
up to the highest level of productive capacity.

5. Each business manager is likely to have some special excellence
in his methods of management. One will be particularly skilful

in the technique of manufacturing; another in the organization
of the business; a third in selling goods, and so on. By combining
many establishments into one, it is possible so to distribute this
managerial skill that each superintendent will be given the depan-
ment for which he is peculiarly fitted, and the whole establishment
will thus get the benefit, not merely of the best executive ability at
the head, but also of the best mana^ng skill at the head of each
separate department. In many cases it is probable that as much is

saved in this way as in any other.
6. Besides this distribution of skill of the managers, it is sometimes

equally beneficial to distribute the various products of the combina-
tion among the different plants. For example, in the manufacture
of hoop and bar iron the products are turned out in great varieties-
of size, probably from seventy-five to a hundred. Whdesale dealers
in sending their orders to the mills are likely to call for from ten to
fifty different kinds. If these orders go to an establishment which
has but one large mill, it may be necessary, in order to execute the
order, to change the rolls in the mill several times, causing thus a
waste of power, of time and of energy. If several establishments
are combined, each can be equipped for certain sizes. When, in
these circumstances, a large order is received, to each establishment
will be sent that part of the order which it b especially equipped
to fulfil, and thus, without any changes of rolls or stoppage of
machinery, the separate sizes can be made. The same principle
holds of course in nearlv all lines of work, in some to a greater degree
than in others; but in tne manufacture of hoop and bar iron a saving
from this source amounting to from a dollar to a dollar and a half,

or from 4s. to 6s., per ton is sometimes made.
7. The advantage of unifying in one establishment the manu-

facture of products somewhat allied in nature appears also in selling

goods. If customers can buy all of the various kinds of related
goods in one establishment, much of their time and energy will be
saved. Some of the larger combinations, therefore, in order to
make this savine for their customers and thus to be sure of retaining
their orders, add to their plant facilities for making products which
a smaller establishment could hardly manufaaure. For example,
the Distilling Company of America, which controls probably 90%
of the entire product of com spirits, found it to its advantage to
add to its plant several rye distilleries, and to purchase a number
of the leading brands of whiskies for consumption as beverages,
in order that they might supply the needs along different lines of

practically all dealers in spints and whiskies, in this way saving
for themselves many customers who otherwise might have been lost

8. The mere size of an establishment and its ability to supply
at anv time on short notice any order, however large, gives it also
an advantage in retaining custom. A concern that controls only
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from 5 to 10% of the entire output of a country in any tpedal line

of goods might at times find it impossible to supply goods promptly.
Large customers who might thus be embarrassed are more ready
to deal regularly with an estaUbhment controlling 75 to 90% (M

the output, if tney can in thb way be sure of havmg their orders
attended to promptly. It is sUted that the American Sugar Refin-

ing Company on ttiis account has been able to secure, with consider-

able regulanty, one-sixteenth of a cent a pound more on its refined

sugars than the independent refiners, the latter being frequently
compelled to cut their prices to that extent in order to make sales.

9. Owing to the fact that the introduction of goods into new
markets, especially into foreign markets, is a matter of time, ex-

penditure of energy, and of money, the lar](e esuUishment with
great capital has m this particular also a decided advanuge. The
Standard Oil Company, and American Tobacco Company, and other
similar establishments, have thus been able to open up new markets
in Europe, in Japan, China and other portions of the Far East more
readily by far than individual producers along those lines could
have done. This stimulus to the foreign trade acts also beneficially

to the domestic trade, ii\asmuch as the exportation of part of the
product tends to keep pnoes somewhat higher at home, and as the
added demand for the raw material influences iu price, thus creates

a demand for labour along many lines.

10. The combination aiao frequently saves for its stockholders
connderable sums from its wiser dcahng with credits, and this in

a way also that is beneficial to the entire business community.
When competition is very severe among different establishments,

the managers, in order to increase their sales, will not infrequently

Eant credit somewhat unwisely. The combination controlling a
rge part of the market is not so tempted, and moreover has the

power to bring needed pressure to bear upon delinquent debtors
more readily, so that losses from bad debts are much less frequent

Besides the special savings that serve as reasons for the forma-
tion of combinations, certain special favours at times lead to
their formation.

I. The protective tariff is most frequently cited as such a favour.

By the protection which a protective duty gives against foreign

^__. competition, it doubtless often furnishes the occasion
2*"" for tne formation of trusts. If a large amount of capital

yV^^S* i« tempted into the industry through the profits pro-

SSl *" raised oy the tariff, and therefore competition among"••
the various establishments becomes fieire, it is much

easier for them to form a combination with the certainty of good
profits, provided the domestic competition can be overcome, if they
are certain that foreign competition also is to be excluded. On
the other hand, it would hardly be right to speak of the tariff as in

this case the direct cause. In other industries not protected by
the tariff the same fierce competition leads to the formation of

combinations. The tariff is simply an encouragins condition. The
removal of the tariff would not destroy the combination unless it

destroyed the industry at the same time; but. on the other hand, the
removal of a protective tariff might very easily prevent the abuses of

exorbitant onces which might be exacted by a combination pro-

tected by the tariff.

a. It IS doubtless true that combinations have a eood many times
been encouraged by special discriminating rates of freight granted
by the railways or other transportation agencies. There is, of

course, a certain economic advantage to the railways in having
goods despatched in larve ouantitiea by consigners who are able

to supply their own cars, loading and unloading; facilities, &c. Rail-

ways on that account often l>refer to deal with large firms, and,

other things being equal, are willing to give them some special rates.

These concerns also are likely to have rather better credit than
the smaller ones, so that dealing with them ensures prompt pay
and cheaper collection of accounts. The competition among the
different railways also for the freights which an important customer
can furnish leads to cutting of the rates in their favour. These
special rates, however, whether justified from the business point

of view or not, are beyond any question from the social point of

view, often a very grave injury. A manufacturer who receives

these special favours can bulla up a business subsuntially monopol-
istic in its extent, whereas his rival of equal or even of greater ability,

and equally skilful as a manufacturer, would be ruined if he did not

receive like rates. The injustice of such discriminations and their

evil effects on the community have been recognised by legislatures

and courts in America, and they are practically universally for-

bidden. It remains beyond question true that they are, notwith-

standing, very frequently granted.

In recent years in the United States there can be little question

that the formation of the great combinations has b^n much
encouraged by the opportunities, which promoters

' were able to seize, of making for themselves large

profits. The movement towards combination was so fully

recognized and the advantages in many cases so palpable, that a

well-informed and skilful promoter was often able to persuade

a large proportion of the manufacturers in some special industry

to combine. In preparing the plan for such combination, the

promoter has in many cases seen to it that he himself first

bought the properties which he could very shortly turn over
to the combination at high rates of profit; or else he has been
able to persuade the new corporation to issue large amounts of
stock, of which considerable proportions were given to him in
return for his services. It has been true in many cases that these
sectirities have been speculative in nature, but nevertheless the
promoter has often reaped in this way large rewards. The possi-

bility of this profit has doubtless stimulated his activity in urging
the combinations.

Associated with the promoter in the oraanization of these com-
binations have usually been bankers or other financiers who stood
ready, for an amount of stock or other promised profit _- .._^__
sufficiently large to compensate them for their risk, •"fr**"*^
to furnish to tne combinations cash sufficient to start

*''^'

the business and to provide other needed capital. Usually the
form of underwriting employed has been this: A promoter eneagrd
in the formation of a combinatbn and needing a certain fixed sum
in cash, would make an arrangement with a bank to sell to it at
a price agreed upon such portions of a named amount of stock as
were not disposed of to other customers before a certain fixed date.
For example, the bank might agree to furnish one million dollars
in cash (£200,000) in return for say four millions of stock (£800,000).
or to purchase itself at a fixed price all theremainder ofthe{4,000,000
stock unsold at the date agreed upon, the bank itself to become the
sates agent. In those circumstances the bank would naturally
use its oest endeavours to sell the four millions of stock to other
customers at the price asnecd upon, sajr twenty-five dollars, or £^.
per share. So far as it failed of disporing of the entire amount, it

would take the remainder itaelf. For taking these risks, naturally
the bank has almost invariably asked a very high commission, and
not infrequently it has been assened that thie managers of the banks
have been given a special bonus for thcmsdves privately, in addition
to the rates of profits granted the bank.
These large amounts of stock that arer paid to the promoter and

the financier for the purpose of bringing^ about the oipuiiaatioa
of a large trust, lead, of course, to what is called over--^^-^ .

capiultxation. What the proper basb of capitaliaation ^.„r^-
for a manufacturing industry should be, u a matter thatJJ^^^
cannot perhaps easily be determined by a definite prin-^^
ciple which snail be applicable in every case. The laws that have
been most strict on the subject attempt to limit the capitalization to
the " actual cash value " of the business, by that being Understood
at times nmply the cost of the plant itself with the running cash
capital needM. On the other hand, most business men think that
it is a wiser plan, and on the whole equally just, to capitalize a
business on the basis of its earning capacity, regardless of what
the plant may have cost. When, as has been frequently the case
of late years, m addition to this cash value of the plant and the cash
itself which may have been paid in, large sums of stock are issued
also for properties which may be in themselves highly over-valued,
and for the services of the promoter, the financier and others, %ve
can see that the capitalization must be far abovewhat may ordinarily
be considered a paying basis. On the other hand, if the element
of monopoly enters into the business to any noteworthy extent, the
prices of the product may be kept so high that fair dividends may
be paid even on this high capitalization. That the tendency towards
increasing the capital has been very strong there can be no question,
and a penalty is apt to be p^id for this somewhat reckless financiering.

As soon as a slight depression in business comes, so that it is perfectly
evident not merely that dividends cannot be paid on the common
stock, but that in all probability both the deferred stock and the
bonds, if any have been issued, will also have to go without
interest, it may be necessary to reorganize many of these combina-
tions and to start them anew on a much lower capitalization.

When the person organizing the combination is himself

an active business inan, and has the intention of himself

directing the affairs of the combination, another nf
element besides that of personal profit very fre- la^aatHn

quently enters into the problem. Most strong ^'**^r»''»

men like to take responsibility and to be dominant in

affairs. When, owing to the advantages of combination
that have been enumerated above, the prospect of a virtual

monopoly seems certain, provided due skill in management
is exercised, it is natural that the manager should wish to bring

about the combination in order that he may himself have the

satisfaction of being in substantially absolute control of the

entire industry in a country, or possibly even in the world.

The ambition thus to dominate in a great industry is akin to

that of a statesman, and there can be little question that

this pride of power and the desire to control the destinies of

others has been a more or less conscious element in the formation
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of many of the most successful and most skilfully managed

X. The form of combination which has ordinarily been

first adopted has been some kind of agreement with reference

nePorma^o maintaining prices, or to paying wages, or to
«#Cmv- dividing the territory for the distribution of the
**""" product, or similar questions. Eipcrience has
shown that, generally speaking, such agreements are not likely

to be kept in good faith for a long period.

3. In order to make the combination more permanent in its

nature, the form of the trust, technically so caUed, was adopted.

Under this form of combination, the stockholders of the various

constituent companies of the trust place their stock in the hands
of a small board of trustees, giving to these trustees an irrevo-

cable power of attorney to vote the stock as they see fit, or in

accordance with specific instructions given at the beginning. 'The
title to the stock itself remains in the original holder, with the

right to sell or pledge or dbpose of it as he sees fit, but without

the power of recalling his right to vote. In return for this

stock thus deposited with the trustees, the trustees have ordi-

narily issued trust certificates, which are in themselves negoti-

able and take the place of the stock. Inasmuch as the holding

of the voting power of the majority of the stock of each of the

different constituent companies gave to the. trustees absolute

power of election of directors, and consequently the power of

guiding harmoniously the affairs of all of the plant entering into

the combination regardless of the will of the stockholders, the

United States courts held that the corporations entering into

such an agreement had gone beyond their powers, and that such
a trust was illegal. Owing chiefly to these hostile decisions of

the courts, this form of trust was abandoned, and new forms,

which stiU, however, leave the power of unified direction in the

hands of a few men, were adopted.

3. After the trusts were declared illegal, it was usual, when a
combination was formed, to organize a new corporation which
bought all of the properties of the constituent members of the

trust. These constituent companies then dissolved, and the one
great corporation owning all of the properties remained.

4. The form that now seems to be much in favour appn»ches
in its general nature more closely to that of the original trust.

Under this form a corporation is organized for the spedal

purpose of buying and owning all, or a controlling share, of the

stocks of each one of the constituent companies. The separate

companies are then managed technically independently, the

dividends of the separate corporations are all paid to the parent

corporation as the stockholder owning all of the stocks, and these

dividends are the source of profits of the new corporation. The
officers in this parent corporation, of course, vote the stocks of

the separate companies, and thus absolutely control.

From the savings which it is possible for the combinations

to make, it would seem possible for them to pay higher rates

of wages to those remaining in their employment
^nr^g^than it was possible for the constituent companies

to do. In certain instances, especially when the

combination has first been made, wages have been increased.

On the whole, however, it is probable that as yet the wage-
earners have succeeded in getting an increase of wages in cir-

cumstances substantially similar to those under which their

wages would be increased by single corporations. An increase

of wages comes only through pressure on their part. Under a
prosperous condition of industry it is possible, without materially

lowering profits, to increase the wages.

Certain classes of employes, especially superintendents and
commercial travellers, are less needed by the combinations, and
consequently the total sum of wages paid to these classes by the

combination is less than that formerly paid by the constituent

companies. On the other hand, the number of employes of

these classes being less than before, the average wage has, in

certain cases at leut, been increased. Owing to the fact that

competitive selling is in certun cases largely done away with,

it has in some, perhaps in many, cases been possible for fewer

traveling salesmen, of less skUl and with lower wages, to do the

work than before the combination, so that not merely has the
total expense been lessened, but also the average salary paid to
those retained in the business.

In case of disputes arising between the combination and the
operatives, the position of the combination is stronger than that

of an individual corporation. It is possible to close one or two
works where trouble have arisen, and to transfer orders to the

other works without any material injury to the business, provided
the closing of the one or two establishments is not for too long a
period. Such .insunces have occurred. On the other hand,
labour organizations are also rapidly increasing in strength,

and their leaders are of the opim'on that within a comparatively
short time they will be so thoroughly organized in all of the chief

industries that a strike can be instituted and supported not
merely in one or two establishments, but throughout the entire

industry. Whenever this condition of affairs shall have been
reached, the employes will be substantially on an equality with
their employers in such cases of conflict, so that the advantage
now resting with the combination will be largely removed. In
certain industries this condition seems already to have been
reached.

From the sources of savings that were enumerated before, it

is evident that it would be possible for a combination either to
increase the prices paid for raw materials, or to lower

the prices of its finished products. Experience, how-
ever, seems to show beyond question that whenever the combina-
tions are powerful enough to secure a monopolistic control it has
usually been the policy to increase the prices above those which
obtained during the period of competition preceding the forma-
tion of the combination. Inasmuch, however, as an attempt
to increase prices to any great extent, so as to secure very high

profits, would certainly result in tempting new capital into the
field, it has been the general experience that prices have either

been increased only comparatively little after the combination
was formed, or else that competition entering the field has com-
paratively soon forced a lowering of prices to substantially the

former competitive rates. It should be noted, however, that

inasmuch as combinations have very frequently been formed
only after a period of competition so fierce that practically all

the competitors were running at a loss, it is hardly just to speak
of a combination placing its prices above " competitive rates

"

unless one defines what is meant exactly by that expression.

Whenever they have put their prices above the competitive

rates existing just before the combination, it may mean that

they have put their prices back to rates that will allow medium
profits instead of losses, and not above rates that would be
normal in the case of small competitors.

It will have been noted from what has been said that the
excellences of the combination consist largely in the savings

that have already been enumerated. The evils are:

(i) The losses to investors through the acts of the
\

promoters and financiers at the time of the organiza-

tion of the combinations, and through the q;>eculation in the

stocks which is at times carried on by the directors of the com-
binations themselves. (3) The losses to the wage-earners from

the power t6at sometimes exists of forcing wages rather lower

than it would be possible for a single corporation or manufacturer

to do, and also from the discharge of certain classes of employes

whose services are no longer needed, such as commercial travellers.

It should be remarked of the latter case, however, that the

injury is a personal one to those men that are discharged, but

that it results in a saving to the community, and, therefore,

presumably to the wage-earning class as a whole in the long

run. (3) A further injury at times to the consumer arises, as

has been suggested, from the increase in price. Other evils

come through the power that is sometimes exercised by combina-

tions in the corruption of legislatures; in the control over

industries of such a nature that it tends to destroy the spirit of

individual activity and independence on the part of many
persons who would otherwise enter business independently; and

evils also come through the increased force of any improper or

dishonourable business practices, since this added force for evO
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is given to any combination by virtue of its greater influence in

the community. It is not intended to convey the impression

that managers of combinations are less moral than other business

men, but merely that whenever they are dishonourable in their

practices the influence reaches more widely.

The chief remedies for these evils enumerated would seem
to be more rigid laws with reference to the methods of incorpora-

tion and to the responsibility of directors to stockholders and
to the public. This can perhaps best be brought about through
greater publicity in both of these directions, probably under the

inspection of government oflicials. The other line of remedies

would seem to be the removal of special favours granted to these

combinations either by the government or by railways or other

bodies so situated that they can distribute favours to the larger

combinations.

The movement towards consolidation of industries in the

United States began to be noticeable soon after the Civil War

fj^ {i86v-6s)t but it had not reached noteworthy

Mov0m9at proportions, excepting in connection with the rail-

Towar^ ways, until within the last twenty years of the
2"*****" iQtli century. During the later years many con-

soUdations were made, the largest number during

the years 189S-X900. From what has been said earlier, it

is evident that certain classes of industries, especially those

that require the investment of fixed capital to large amounts,
are especially adapted for combination. Very little tendency
towards consolidation is found in the farming industry,

and, relatively peaking, little in industries that require the

investment of but small capitaL It is perhaps, however, not

too much to say that in nearly all lines of industry which from
their nature are adapted for consolidation combinations more
or less firm have been made during the hist few years. It is

probable that as time passes we shall have many of these

combinations reorganized, and that in many lines of industry

there will be further consolidation of present combinations.

Experience has shown that when combinations are made in

industries that from their nature do not seem well suited for

consolidation, failure follows. In many individual instances

corporation lawyers, who have had much practice in forming

combinations,, advise their clients in lines of business especially

fitted for competition not to enter a combination, but to remain
independent, assuring them that an individual is able to compete
in such lines of industry with any combination, however large.

Such advice, of course, would not be given were the industry one
which was well adapted for consolidation.

Great Brilain.^Tht tendency towards consolidation has been
for several years very noticeable in Great Britain, although the

form has been rather that of a pod or ring than that

BxpSScm.^^ a trust or of a single large corporation. In the

coal and milling industries there have been agree-

ments; and, particularly in London and other distributing

centres, these selling combinations have been able at times to

control the market. This has also been true with reference to

certain kinds of provisions, such as the bacon imported from
Denmark.

Of late years there has been a marked tendency towards the

formation of kirge corporations that buy up a very large pro-

portion of compeUng manufacturing plant, and in this way secure

at least a temporary monopoly of the market. The Salt Union
was formed along these lines, but this has not proved successful,

owing probably to the fact that new sources of supply were dis-

covered. The dyeing industries in Bradford and in Yorkshire

have been consolidated, so that in certain respects they have
an absolute monopoly of the business, and in most directions of

over 90% of it. The calico printers, the fine cotton spinners,

the thread manufacturers, the bleachers, and others connected
.with the cotton manufacturing industries in Great Britain, have
nearly all been brought together into large corporations which
control from 90% upwards of the entire business. Similar

combinations in cement, wall-paper, soap, tobacco and other

trades have been formed. Most of these large corporations

have_been in existence for such a short time that one cannot yet

judge accurately regarding their permanent success. Many of
them seem to have been over-capitalized and their dividends
have not always met shareholders' anticipations. There has
been no active popular movement against consolidation in Eng-
land, and the government has passed no laws opposed to it.

Parliament, however, has passed stringent amendments to the
Companies Acts, changes enforcing publicity regarding the
organization of all limited liability companies and their methods
of management. The amended law is expected to prevent most
of the abuses of the combinations.

Gtrmany.—Germany seems to be peculiarly the home of
combinations so far as Europe is concerned. In 1897 Liefmann,
writing regarding combinations in Germany, was able to mention
combinations which were international in their scope in forty-

one different branches of industry. Of combinations that were
confined to Germany alone he mentioned .345, although many
of them were in the same line of industry; for example, he found
80 combinations in different branches of the iron industry, 8a
in the chemical industries, 38 in the textiles, and so on. Of that
ntunber he thought that definite information could be secured,

but he was of the opinion that very many more of less impor-
tance existed, and had excluded from his reckoning all of those
that were purely local, as for example those among the breweries
in the different cities, as well as those among firms engaged merely
in trade. The form of combination in Germany is ordinarily
that merely of contracts among independent establishments
{Cartels^ Kartells) regulating the amount of output for each, and
in certain cases also the prices. As in Austria and in France, a
central selling bureau for all. the members of the combination
is frequently fotmd. The most successful combinations have
been those among the coal-miners in western Germany and the
four or five in the leading branches of iron manufacture, also in

western Germany. Others of somewhat simikr rank have been
organized, one, for example, in the sugar industry, which includes
both refiners and producers, and another among the manufac-
turers of spirits. The former, following that among the Austrian
sugar manufacturers, is somewhat peculiar in that the refiners

guarantee to the producers of raw sugar a fixed price for their

output so far as the sugar is intended for the home market, the
refiners expecting to recoup themselves from the consumers
through the monopolistic power which they possess. The law
does not seem to be hostile to these combinations. Contracts
that are immoral in their nature are, of course, non-enforceable.

But the courts have, on the whole, not taken an attitude inimical

to the ktger combinations, and the government seems at times
to have been inclined to favour them. In one or two cases where
the government is itself a producer, as of soda, it is a member of
a combination. Indeed, a Prussian minister in a speech in the
Landtag has expressed himself favourably regarding the coal
and iron combinations. The facts seem to show that the coal
combination, at any rate, has used its power of fixing prices in

a conservative way, and it has at times held prices somewhat
lower than they probably would have been had free competition
existed in that mdustry. So long as the combinations are
managed conservatively, and so long as the government is

able to secure a careful supervision over them, it is not to be
expected that there will be much hostility in Germany on the
part of the government.

France.—^The number of combinations in France is probably
much less than in Great Britain or Germany. In the pensd
code there has been a provision for many years against monopoly
brought about by unfair means, and in one or two rather promi*
nent instances there seem to have been convictions under this

article. Consequently, the agreements that have been made,
so far as they are intended to control prices, are nsuaUy kept

secret. There have been, however, notably in the case of the

iron industries, agreements made among the leading manufac-
turers, under which the proportion of output assigned to each

was fixed. A single selling bureau has also in such cases been
established, which receives all orders and fixes the prices for all

of the different establishments concerned. So far this form of

organization, although in certaia localities it seems to have
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Kcuicd monopolistic power has not been tuccesafully attacked

in tlie courts. For several years it has been supposed that a

similar agreement existed among the sugar refiners. They
themselves, however, acknowledge only an agreement regarding

the amount of the output which shall be assigned to each, and
deny any agreement as to prices. Of coiirse an agreement

r^arding output would be likely to have a material effect

upon prices. Somewhat similar combinations exist among the

petroleum refiners, the porcelain makers, and some few others.

The government has taken no active steps in the matter, but

popular opinion seems to be awakening somewhat.
Austria.—In Austria the development of combinations has

been very marked. The most successful combination, on the

whole, as well as one of the earliest, has been that of the iron

indtistry. The sugar industry, however, including both refiners

and producers of the raw sugar, and the petroleimi industry,

are also combinations of great power. The form of these com-
binations is ordinarily that of an agreement regarding both out-

put and prices. In some instances a central selling bureau fixes

the prices, in others the market is divided, while in others still

other forms of agreements of many kinds which serve to secure

a monop<dy are found. The movement has spread very rapidly

indeed, tmtil, in the opinion of many writers in Austria,

practically all branches of industry, in which agreements for the

lessening of competition will prove advantageous, are now
largely controlled by combinations. The couru of Austria have,

OQ the whole, shown themselves hostile to the movement Con-
tracts for the division of the market, for the assignment of fixed

proportions of the entire output to different establishments, the

fixing of prices, &c., are declared void and will not be enforced

by the courts. This adverse action, however, does not seem
to have affected very materially the tendency towards combina-

tion, although it has perhaps tended somewhat to encourage

the formation of large corporations which should purchase all

of the separate plant in any one industry. This tendency, again,

b checked by the fact that the corporation law requires publicity

in business, and that the taxes are heavier on corporations than

on private firms, both as regards the legal rate and the certainty

of collection. A government commission has recommended
recognition of the combinations by law and their careful super-
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rooting to Trvfts (.Washmffton. 190J): E. vftn H^i^llr, Trviij trt the

UnM StaUi {H^w York, 1895): F^ W T '

. H. Macgregor. Industrial Combination (1Q06); H. W. Macrosty.
^ Trust Mooement in British Industry (1007); F. Pierce, The
iriff and the Trusts (1007) ; W. Z. Ripley (editor), Trusts. Pools

and Kartells (lOos): J- W. jcnks, TU 1

1903); L. Liefman, Die Vntemehmerverbdnde (Leipzig, 1897);
H. p. Lloyd, Wa^th against^ Commonwealth (New ,Yor}c, 1894)

;

The
Tariff and the Trusts (loov,. ... ... ...p..., w^...^./, «,.«». < w^
and Corporations (Sew York, 1005) ; P. de Roustcrs. Les Industries
monopolisies aux Etats-Unis (Pans, 1898): I.M.Tarbell, The History
aj the Standard Oil Company (1905).

TRUXTUH, THOMAS (17S5-X823), American naval officer,

was bom at Jamaica, Long Island, on the 17th of February

17S5. He went young to sea, and during the War of Indepen-

dence was first persuaded to serve in a royal ship. But having

been wounded in an action with a privateer manned by his

countrymen, it is said that he declared he would never fight

them again. Henceforth he commanded a succession of priva-

teers sent out to cruise against British trade and transports

—

the '* St. James,*' the " Mars," the " Independence." He had

the reputation of being uniformly successful in all engagements

with British vessels. When the independence of the United
States was recognized he returned to trade with a high reputation

as a seaman. He was the author of a treatise on longitude and
latitude, of a " System of masting a 44-gun frigate," and was
an advocate for the foundation of a national navy. When the
United States navy was reconstituted in 1798 he was one of

the original corps of six captains. During the last years of the
i8th and first of the 19th century American commerce was sub-
ject to much intolerable interference on the part of the French as
well as of the British naval officers. It was against the first that

Truxtun rendered the services which have made him a prominent
personage in the history of the United States navy. In February

1799 he was captain of the United States " Constellation " (36)
and on the 19th of that month he captured the French " LTnsur-
gente " (36). In the following year, and while still in command
of the " ConsteUation," he fought the French " Vengeance " (40),

and drove her into Curacao. The crippled state of his own ship,

vriiich had lost her mainmast, prevented him from taking

possession of the enemy. In i8oa he was to have sailed in com-
mand of the squadron sent against the Barbary pirates, but a
difference having occurred between him and the navy depart-

ment in regard to the appointment of a captain to his flag^ip,

his remonstrance against the official decision of the authorities

was treated as a resignation, which it was apparently not
meant to be, and he was not employed any further. He died at
Philadelphia on the 5th of May 1822.

TRTON. DWIGHT WILLIAM (1849- ), American artist,

was bom at Hartford, Connecticut, on the 13th of August 1849.

At the age of twenty-five he left his position as a clerk in a Hart-
ford publishing house to devote himself entirely to art, and two
years afterwards went to Paris, where he became a pupil of the
£cole des Beaux Arts, under J. de la Chevrcuse, Charles Daubigny
and A. Guillemet. A skilful landscape painter. New England
provided his best subjects. He first exhibited at the Salon in

188 1, and in the same year returned to the United States,

settling first in New York City; in 1882-1886 he was director of

the Hartford School of Art, and in 1886 became professor of

art at Smith College. He became a member of the Society of

American Artists (1882), a National Academician (1891), and
a member of the American Water Color Society. He won
nxmierous medals and prizes at important exhibitions, among
his pictures being " Daybreak," " Moonlight " and " Early
Spring, New England."
TRTON, SIR GEORGE (1832-1893), British admiral, a younger

son of Thomas Tryon, of Bulwick Park, Northamptonshire,
was born on the 4th of January 1832. He entered the navy in

1848, on board Lord Dundonald's flagship on the North Ameri-
can station; was subsequently in the " Vengeance" with Lord
Edward Russell in the Black Sea; was landed for service with the

naval brigade; and was made a lieutenant in November, but dated
back to the 21st of October 1854. From 1855 to 1858 he was in

the " Royal Albert " flagship of Sir Edmtmd Lyons; and from
1858 to i860 in the royal yacht, which gave him his promotion
to commander on the 25th of October i860. From 1 861 to 1864
he was commander of the " Warrior," the first British sea-going

ironclad; from 1864 to 1866 he commanded the ** Surprise " gun
vessel in the Mediterranean; and was promoted to be captain

on the nth of April 1866. In 1867 he was sent out as director

of transports and store ships for the Abyssinian expedition, a

post which involved a great deal of hard work in a sweltering and
unhealthy climate. He discharged his duties exceedingly well,

but his health broke down, and he returned to England a helpless

invalid. From 187 1 to 1873 he was private secretary to Mr
Goschen, then first lord of the admiralty; and from 1874 to 1877
commanded the " Raleigh " in India with the Prince of Wales,

and later in the Mediterranean. In the years 1878-1881

he had command of the " Monarch," one of the Mediterranean

fleet under Sir Geoffrey Hornby and Sir Bcauchamp Seymour,
afterwards Lord Alcester. He was subsequently for two years

secretary of the admiralty; and for three years more, on his

promotion in April 1884 to the rank of rear-admiral, commander-
in-chief on the Australian station. On his return in June 1887
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he was nuMle K.C.B.; afterwards be -was for three years super-

mtendent of reserves, in which capacity it fell to him to com-

mand one of the opposing fleets during the summer manoeuvres,

when he showed marked ability and originality of ideas. In

1889 he was promoted to be vice-admiral; and in August 1891

was appointed to command the Mediterranean fleet, which

under him—following the example of his old chief, Sir Geofirey

Hornby—became very distinctly an evolutionary and, in th&t

sense, experimental squadron. Some of his methods were

afterwards said to be dangerous; but those which were most

severely criticised do not appear to have had anything to do

with the lamenuble acddent which ended Tryon's career. On
the 22nd of June 1893, the fleet being then off Tripoli on the

coast of Syria, in two coltmus, Tryon made the signal to bivert

the course, the ships turning inwards in succession. By a
fatal error, the psychological cause of which has never been

explained, he ignored the patent fact that the two columns were

so near each other that the manoeuvre, as ordered, must entail

the most serious risk, if not certainty, of collision. And, in fact,

the two leading ships did come into collision, with the result

that the " Victoria," Tryon's flagship, was cut open and sank

in a few minutes. Tryon and 358 oflScers and men were

drowned.

See the Lift, by Rear-Admiral C. C. PennMe-FiuGerald.

TRYON, THOMAS (1634-1703)1 English humanitarian, was
bom at Bilbury near Cirencester on the 6th of September 1634.

He had but little schooling, q>endmg his youth first in spinning

and carding ai^d then as a shepherd. In 1652 he went to

London, apprenticed himself to a hatter, and accepted his

master's Anabaptist principles until he read the works of

Jacob Behmen. He now lived a very ascetic life, though he

married and became a prosperous merchant. In 1682 he began

to publish his views in support of vegetarianism and abstinence

from alcohol and tobacco. He detested war, and in this and

his mysticism resembled the early Quakers. He died on the

2 1St of August X703.

His best known book, Thg Way to EeaUk (1691). which much
imprewed Benjamin Franklin, was a tecond editbn of Health's

Grand Prtsenative; or. The Women's Best Doctor (London, 1682).

He wrote on many other subjects, e.g. the education of children,

the treatment of negro sUves, the way to lave wealth, and dreams
and visions. Some scanty autobiographical memoin were pub-
lished in 1705.

TRYON, WILUAH (i 729-1788), American colonial governor,

was bom at Norbury Park, Surrey, England, in 1729. In

1 7S7> vhen he was a captain of the First Foot Guards, he married

a London heiress with a dower of £30,000. In 1764 he watf

appointed lieutenant-governor of North Carolina, upon Arthur

Dobbs's death in 1 765 became govemor pro (em., and in December

of the same year received his commission as govemor. like

many other pre-Revolutionary officials in America, he has

generally been pictured by American writers as a tyrant. In

reality, however, he seems to have been tactful and considerate,

an efficient adminbtrator, who in particular greatly improved

the colonial postal service, and to have become unpopular

chiefly because, through his rigid adherence to duty, he obeyed

the instmctions of his superiors and rigorously enforced the

measures of the British government. By refusing to allow

meetings of the Assembly from the i8th of May 1765 to the 3rd

of November 1766, he prevented North Carolina from sending

representatives to the Stamp Act Congress in 1765. To lighten

the stamp tax he offered to pay the duty on all stamped paper

on which he was entitled to fees. With the support of the

law-abiding element he suppressed the Regulator uprising in

1768-71, caused partly by the taxation imposed to defray the

cost of the governor's fine mansion at New Bem (which Tryon
had made the provincial capital), and executed seven or eight

of the ringleaders, pardoning six others. From 1771 nominally

until the 22nd of March 1780 he was govemor of New York.

While he was on a visit to England the War of Independence

broke out, and on the X9th of October 1775, several months

after his retum, he was compelled to seek refuge on the sloop of
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war " Halifax " in New York Harbour, but wit restored to

power when the British took possession of New York City in

September 1776, though his actual authority did not extend
beyond the British lines. In 1777, with the rank of major-
general, he became commander of a corps of Loyalists, and in

1779 invaded Connecticut and burned Danbury, Fairfield

and Norwalk. In 1780 he returned to England, and in 178a
was promoted to be lieutenant-generaL He died in London on
the 27th of January 1788.

See Marshal D. Haywood, Copemor Wittiam Tryon amd his
Aiministratum 4m thi Fronnce ef North Carolina (Raleigh. North
Carolina, 1903).

TRYPAN0601IB8. or Hazmoflacellates, minute Pro-
tosoan parasites, characterised by the possession of one or two
flagella and an undulating membrane, and specially adapted
for life in the blood of a vertebrate.^ Of late years considenible

progress has taken place in our knowledge of these organisms,

res^rch upon them having been stimulated by the realization

of their extreme importance in medical parasitology. Not only

has the nxmiber of known forms been greatly multiplied, but
the study of the biology and life-history of the parasites has

been attended in some cases with remarkable and unexpected

results.

Historical.—^The first observation of a trypanosome is usually

ascribed to Valentin (55), who in 1841 announced his discovery of

certain amoeboid parasites in the blood of a trout. In the two or

three years following several other observers recorded the occur-

rence of similar haematozoa in various fishes. The generic name
of Trypanosoma was conferred by Gruby in 1843 upon the well-

known parasite of frogs. E. Ray Lankester (18) subsequently

described this same form (under the name of Undulina ranarum)

A B
(Fran Luikater.)

Fig. i.*—Unduiina ranarum, Lankester, 1871. In B the nucleus
u shown.

and was the first to indicate the presence of a nucleus in the

cell-body. To Mitrophanow (1883-1884) and Danilewsky

(1885-1889) we owe the first serious attempts to study the com-

parative anatomy of these haematozoa. Trypanosomes were

first met with in cases of disease by Griffith Evans, who in 1880

found them in the blood of horses suffering from surra in India.

In 1894 (Sir) David Bruce discovered the celebrated South

African parasite (T, brucei) in cattle and horses laid low with

nagana or the tsetse-fly disease; and this worker subsequently

demonstrated, in a brilliant manner, the essential part played

by the tsetse-fly in transmittmg the parasites. The credit

for first recognizing a trypanosome in human blood, and

describing it as such, must undoubtedly be assigned to

G. Nepveu (1898). Trypanosomes were next seen inhuman blood

< Trypanopkis, although lacking (so far as is known) a haemal
habitat, is included here, since it is undoubtedly closely related to

Trypanoplasma.
* The illustrations in this article are from H. M. Woodcock's

" Trypanosomes," in the Quarterly Journal of Idicroscopital Science,
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in Seaegambia in xgei, in a European aaffering from intennittent

fever. Forde discovered the parasites, but was uncertain of

their nature; he shewed them to £. Dutton, who (xi) gave
this form the name of Trypanosoma gambiense, A year later

A. Csstfllani (6) found the oiganisms (most probably the same
species) in the cerebro-spinal fluid of patients suffering from
sleeping-sickness in Uganda; and it has since been conclusively

proved by Sir David Bruce and D. Nabarro (4) that they are
the true cause of that dreadful malady.
More important, from the standpoint of protozoology, than

these interesting medical discoveries have been the investi-

gations by A. Laveran and F. Mesnil (20-24) > L. Liger (30-35),

S. Prowazek (47)* F* Schaudinn (50) and others, upon numerous
tolerated (ie. non-pathogenic) forms; these researches supply,

indeed, practically all the material facts on which to base an
account of the Haemoflagellates at the present day.

Trypanosomes are harboured by members of all the chief

classes of vertebrates with the exception of cydostomes. By

Ckimitm*^'^
^^* greater number of hosts are furnished by

fishes, birds and manunals. Among batrachians

the parasites have been found, up till now, only in frogs; and
among reptiles their occurrence has only been observed in one
or two solitaiy instances {T, damoniae, fig. 3 J). Data with
regard to the frequency with which individual species occur,

in any kind of host, are as yet somewhat scanty; in one or two
cases the parasites are fairly common, T. Uwisi, for example,

being met with m a considerable percentage (rf sewer-rats

throughout the world.

In considering the occurrence of Trypanoaomes in mammals,
careful distinction must be drawn between natural or true

boats, which are tolerant of the parasites, and casual ones,

which are unaccustomed and unadapted to them. A Trypano-
some usually produces markedly harmful effects upon gaining

an entry into animals which have never been, by thdr dis-

tribution, liable to its invasion previously. Such a sUte of

affairs is produced by the march of civilization into the " hinter-

lands " of the various colonies, when man, together with the

numerous domesticated animals which accompany him, is

brought into proximity to big game, &c., and, what is equally

important, into the xone of the particular blood-sucking insects

which prey upon the same.
Very many of the conunon domestic mammals can be suc-

cessfully hifected (either thus accidentally or else on purpose)
with different " pathogenic " Trypanosomes, to which they
succumb more or less readily, but they cannot be regarded as
the natural hosts of those Trypanosomes. In deaUng with
disease-causing forms, the more narrowly the original source

of the parasite concerned is defined, the closer do we get to the
true vertebrate host or boats. In the case of the nagana-
parasite, various Antilopidae («.g. the gnu, bushbuck and
koodoo) can certainly lay a strong daim to the honour.

The capybara, again, is most probably the native host of T,

tquimm of mal de caderas of horses in South America. Simi-

larly with regard to the many other pathogenic Trypanosomes
now known, there is undoubtedly, in each case, some indi-

genous wOd animal tolerant of that particular form, which serves

as a " latent source of supply " to strange mammak.
The transmission of the parasites from one vertebrate in-

dividual to another is effected, in the great majority of cases,'

Tfmao' ^ ^ blood-sucking invertebrate, and by this means
jsiuiMr alone. The " carrier " of a Trypanosome of warm-

^*«U2*« blooded vertebrates is, in all insUnces so far de-
oiUoMt,

scribed, an msect, generally a member of the Dip-
ten; in the case of parasites of cold-blooded vertebrates the
same rftle is usually played by an ichthyobdellid leech (piscine

forms), but possibly, now and again, by an Ixodes (amphibian
or reptilian forms).

Until lately it remained quite uncertain, however, whether
the invertebrate merdy conveys the Trypanosomes or whether

. the cause of dourine in horses and
iveved by the act of coitus. This direct

' TfypoMosoHia tjutptfautii,

asses, IS appuently only convi
mode of transmisnon is most 1t likdy a secondary acquirement.

it is a true alternate host, one l.e. in which definite stages of

the parasite's life-cyde are undergone. Schaudinn (50), who
investigated certain avian Trypanosomes, considered the latter

view to be correct, and believed that the carrier~4n this in-

stance a gnat— is indeed the definitive host, i.e. the one ui whidi
sexual conjugation occun. Many other worken have since

studied the subject and, so far as the parasites of fishes are

concerned, there can be little doubt, thanks to the researches

of E. Brumpt (50), L. L£ger {32, 33) and others, that leeches are

true alternate hosts for these forms, in which certain phases
of the life^yde are normally undergone.
We cannot write quite so confidently with regard to the

relation of the various pathogenic Trypanosomes to Tsetse-

flies (Glossinae), In the first place experiment has shown
that biting-flies, other in all probability than the true, natural

hosts, may at times transmit the parasites—as it were

—

acddentally, if, after feeding on an infected animal, they are

allowed to bite a fresh one within a limited time. One very
helpful factor in determining which is the prindpal carrier of

any form is the coinddence of the aone of a particular insect

with that of any disease. By this means it lias been ascertained

with practical certainty that, among the family of Tsetse-

flies {Glossinae) for instance, at least four species are the luitural

carriers of different Trypanosomes. Of these perhaps the

best-known is G, palpalis, of Equatorial Africa, whose bite

transmits the human paraute (7. gambienu), Neverthdess,

the fact, conunented upon by several observers, that even here

an infected fly is only infectious for a comparativdy short

period suggests that this spedes of fly, at any rate, is not the

true alternate host in which the life-cyde of that particular

Trypanosome is completed. However, indications furnished

by Koch (x6a) point in this connexion to G.fusea, Lastly,

before leaving this interesting and important subject,

F. Stnhlmann's work (54a) on developmental phases of T.

bntciif the nagana parasite in C7. fusea and G. tadnnoides, does

render it probable that the pathogenic forms also have true

invertebrate hosts.

Schaudinn had fully described the relations of certain avian

Trypanosomes to their invertebrate host, Culex pipkns (females).

The distribution of the parasites in the gnat is dosdy uaktait
connected with the process of digestion. The Try- Bi^eta am

panosomes ultimatdy overrun practically all parts "''^

of the body, sometimes not even the ova escaping. Thus
true hereditary infection of a succeeding generation of gnats

may be brought about. The life of the parasites while in

the insect is characterized by an alternation of active periods,

during which multiplication goes on, with resting-periods, when
the Trypanosomes become attached to the epithelial cells of

the host. According to S. Prowazek (47), the behaviour of

r. Uwisi in a buse {HaemaiopinMs) is, in iu main features,

similar.

On gaining an entry into the blood of a vertebrate the

organisms pass rapidly into the general circulation, and are thus

carried all over. Considering them first in a tolerant host, the

trend of observation is to show that they are never abundant,

but on the contrary usually somewhat scarce. One reason for

this scardty is to be sought in connexion with the fact that

multiplicative stages are very rardy met with, at any rate in

the general circulation. The parasites are frequently more
numerous in the spleen, bone-marrow, kidneys, &c., than else-

where, and it has been found that multiplication goes on rather

more activdy in the capillaries of these organs.

The Trypanosomes, in the active phase, are of oouxse always

free in the bkxxi plasma (interglobular). In the majority of

cases it is very uncertain whether they actually come into

rdation with the bk)od corpusdes or not. Schaudinn has

stated, however, that Trypanomorpha becomes, in certain phases,

attached to a red blood-corpusde (ectogtobular), and, in others,

penetrates inside one and eventually destroys it (endoglobular);

while hb other avian parasite, Trypanosoma Miemanni, appar-

ently draws up into itself the white corpuscle (leucocyte) to

which it becomes attached. In addition, there are two or three
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obervations to hand which shew that pisdne, amphibian and
mammalian Trypanosomes may also become attached. Prob-
ably most forms possess a resting, attached phase at some period
or other, in the invertebrate, if not in the vertebrate host.

Considering now the Trypanosomes in an unaccustomed,
mammalian host, they may either remain infrequent or rare

(sometimes, indeed, being unnoticed until shortly before death),
or, on the other hand, they may soon become numerous and go
on increasing (fig. a). In the latter case the disease is acute

and rapidly fatal; in the former
it is more chronic and lasts much
longer, often several months.
The main features of trypans

. somosiSf or illness caused by a
Trypanosome, show a general

I agreement, whichever variety is
' considered; one symptom may
be, of course, more marked than
another in any particular case.

Death is due either to weakness
and emaciation (in chronic cases),

""IT *""*"'_, ^ . or to blocking of the cerebral

JiLV'^^^Ttn'^Si «?Pa'«ri«» by the pmsit« (wl«„
blood of a rat eight days after ^hese are abundant), or to dis-

inoculation. organization of the nervous

»;Bf<Sd!S'rpu«j«. SS^l^S*^'""*
'^'"°«-

In post-mortem examination, the most obvious pathological

lesion is hypertrophy of the spleen, which may be very pro-

nounced; the lymphatic ghinds in the neck, inguinal region,

&c., are also often greatly swollen. These arc undoubtedly the

organs which react most strongly to the parasites, and their

enlarged condition is to a great extent due to their enhanced
activity in elaborating blood-corpusdes and Ieucoc>'tes to cope
with the enemy. Ingestion and dissolution of the Trypano-
Bomcs by phagocytes has frequently been observed; and it is

probable also that the haematopoietic organs secrete some
substance which exerts a harmful action on the parasites, and
causes them to undergo involution and assume weird-looking
" amoeboid " and " plasmodial " forms.

A peculiar feature in the behaviour of the parasites, which
is most probably caused by unfavourable biological conditions

AOhmar^ in. the host, is that known as agglomeration. The
^'- process is readily brought about artificially by the

addition of sera or chemical solutions to blood containing the

parasites. Agglomeration consists in the grouping or union
together of several Trypanosomes around a common centre;

this leads to the formation of rosette-like clusters, or even of

large masses composed of several rosettes. The end by which
the parasites join is typically, in the case of Trypanosoma, the

non-flagellate (anterior) end. If a favourable change in the

surrounding medium sets in, the Trypanosomes are able to

undergo the reverse process, namely disagglomeration; the

parasites liberate themselves and the rosette is dissolved.

Trypanosomes vary greatly with regard to size; even in one and
the same species this variation is often noticeable, especially under

. different conditions of life. The common Trypanosoma
' rotatorium of frogs (fig. a, A and B) is, taking it all in

all, one of the largest forms so far described. Its length (inclusive

of the flagellum) varies from 40^60 m, while its greatest width
(including the undulating-membrane) b from 8-30 ii\ in the very
wide individuals breadth b gained more or less at the expense of

\mbten5e, the human parasite (fig. 3 C), is

the avian TrypanMomei. where, perfiapa, the extremes of form
are to be met with. That one and the same nwcies may appear
entirely different in different phases of the life-history is manifest
on comparing, for instance, the chief " forms " of Trypanosoma

length.

one of the smallest forms'
Conversely, T. mmb
e smallest forms Imo^

by iJ-SM.
iwn, Its average sixe being about 21-23 M

There u equally great diversity in respect of form. Typically,
the body is elongated and spindle-shaped ; it is usually more or less

curved or falciform (fig. %, A-D), and tends to be slightly compressed
laterally. It may be, however, anything from extremely slender
or vermiform (fig. 3, H) to squat and stumpy (fig. 3, C. 4, A).
Moreover, apart from the fact that a full-grown adult, ready to
divide, is in many cases much plumper than a young adult (cf.

T. Ujpisi, fig. 6, A and B), there can be no doubt that considerable
polymorphism also sometimes occurs («.{. T. rotatorium). In many
cases, at any rate, this indicates a difference in sexuality; and it is

particulariy necessary to bear this factor in mind when considering

Fig. 3.—Representative Mammalian, Avian and Reptilian Tr>'pano-
somes, to illustrate the chief morphological cnaiacters.

A, Trypanosoma iewisi, after Bradt. and Plimmcr.
B, T. brucoi, after Lav. and MesniL
C, T. gambiense (blood, T-fever), after Bruce and Nabarro.
D, T. equinum, after Lav. and Mesnil.
E, Trypanomorpka {Trypanosoma) noeiuae, after Schaud.
F, Trypanosoma aoium, after Lav. and Mesnil.
G, Hanna's Trypanosome from Indian pigeons.
H, T. siemanni, after Schaud.

J, T. damoniat after Lav. and Mesnil.
«.£, Chromatoid grains; v, vacuole; la, fold or striation.

tiemanni described by Schaudir The asexual or indifferent
type (fig. 3, H) u extremely thread-like, greatly resembling, in fact,
a Spirochaete\ on the other hand, both male and female individuals
have the form of a very wide spindle.

In Tr^panoplasma and Trypanopkis there are two flagetla,
inserted into the body very close to the anterior end (fig. a, F and G).
One flagellum u entirely free and directed forwards; the other at
once turns backwards and u attached to the convex or dorsal side
of the body for the greater part of its length. In all other Trypano-
somes there is only one flagellum, which is invariably attacoed to
the body in the same manner as the posterior one of biflagelUte
forms. Thb flagellum, however, is most probably not to be con-
sidered homologous in all cases. (See Woodcock, loc. cit.)

In Trypanomorpha (fig. ^, E), which b to be derived from a Her-
petomonadine type, the single, anterior flagellum of the ancestral
parasite has been drawn backwards along one Mde of the body
and now originates in the posterior half. Hence in thb genus the
end bearing the free ftart ot the flagellum is the anterior one. The
genus Trypanosoma, in which are included at present the great
majority 01 Trypanosomes. b rather to be regard^ as derived from
a Heteromastigine ancestor, such as Trypanoplasma, by the loss
of the anterior flagellum. Hence in this type the single flagellum
represents the posteriorly-directed one of Trypanoplafma, and the
end at which it becomes free is the hinder end. The point of origin
of the flagellum in Trypanosoma is usually near the anterior end,
but may vary considerably (cf. figs.) ; and its free portion may be
very short or bcking.
Along the dorsal ride runs the characteristic fin-like expansion

of the body, the undulating-membrane, which b the organella
principally concerned in locomotion. Thb always begins at the

F>lace where the attached flagellum emerges from the bray; and its

ree edge is really constituted by the Utter, which forms a flagellar

border. The membrane is usually more or less sinuous in outline,

and is sometimes thrown into broad folds (fig. 3, F and J). Distally
it thins away concurrently with the body.
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The body appears to be in all cases naked. A differentiation of

tlie peripheral cytoplasm in the form of an ectoplasmic layer has
been described in one or two instances, and it seems
E-obable that in most Trypanosomes there is such a
yer, although only poorly developed, as a rule, around

the body generally. On the other hand, the undulating-membrane
is largely if not entirely an ectoplasmic development. This b
usually much clearer ana more hyaline than the general cytoplasm.
In many forms deep-staining grams or granules, of a chromatoid
oature and of varvmg tone, are to be seen in the cytoplasm. In

only is there an intimate correspondence in this respect between
the two principal organellac, but the flagellar apparatus itself is

really of nuclear origin and remains closely connected with the
Idnetonudeus (cf. fig. 7). In most cases, however, little beyond
the position and general appearance of the nuclei has been so far
made known. Tne trophonuclcus is usually situated somewhere
about the middle of the Dody. The kinetonucleus is typically near
the anterior end; but in a few instances it lies more centrally
(e.^. T. inopinaium, T. roUUorium, fig. 4, A-C) ; in Trypanomorpka
it ts in the posterior half of the body (fig. 3, £).

In certain forms the occurrence of prominent myo-
nemes or muscle-fibrillae has been described, and, more-
over, a nuclear origin assigned to them also. In Try-
panomorpka they are confined to the undulating-membrane
(fig. 3, E), but in other cases

—

Trypanosoma nemannL
T. lewisi, T. brucei, and T. soUae—ihey are arranged
laterally, half running down each side ot the body (fig.

4, J). In Trypanoplasma borreli there is only a single
myoneme on either side.

All Trypanosomes are capable of binary longitudinal
fission, ana this appears to be the chief method of multi-
plication. The division of the nuclear appa-
ratus is the first to Uke place (fig. 5, A). The
kinetonucleus more often leads the way, but
sometimes either kinetonucleus or trophonucleus may do

,^/f so indifferently. The duplication of the flagellum begins
at its proximal end, that which is in relation with the
kinetonucleus. Until recently the process has been con-
sidered as an actual longitudinal splitting of the flagellum,
following upon the separation of the two daughter-kineto-
nuclei. Both Schaudinn (in the case of Trypanomorpka)
and Prowazek (in the case of Trypanosoma lewisi and
T. bmcei), have found, however, that the new flagellum is

developed quite independently and laid down alongside the
old one. It is at present somewhat uncertain, tncrcfore.

in what cases actual splitting occurs. The same applies
equally to the formation of the undulating-membrane.
H the flagellar border splits, the membrane doubtless
divides alw; but where the flagcUuip is a new formation
the membrane will be too. The division of the cytoplasm
in most forms is equal or sub-equal, and two approximately
equal daughter-Trypanosomes result (fig. 5, C). In some
instances (e.g. T, equinum, T. e^iperdum) the longitudinal
fission is apparently multiple, three or even four descen-
danu being produced simultaneously.

Fig. 4.-'Repre8entative 'Amphibian and IMscine Trypanosomes.

A,B. Trypanosoma rotatorium, after Lav. and MesniL
C, T. inopinatum, ^ttr Serg.
D, T. karyoaeukion, after Dutt. and Todd.
E, T, ndspruiUnse, after Lav. and MesniL
F,G, Trypanoplasma borreli (living and stained), after L^ger.
H, r. cyprini, after Plehn.

k
Trypanosoma soUae, after Lav. and Mesnil

, T. granulosum, after Lav. and Mesnil.
L, r. remaki, var. magna, after Lav. and MesniL

kt Clear zone or halo around kineto- a.fi, Anterior flagellum

:

nucleus. f.Jl, Posterior flagellum;

ri, Chain of chromatic rodlets run- l.s, Longitudinal striations

ning from trophonucleus to nemos);
kinetonucleus. v, Cytoplasmic vacuole.

most cases these granules are, if not confined to, chiefly distributed

in the posterior (flagellate) half of the body (figs. 3, B, D and £. 4. £
and G). In certain Trypanosomes a well-defined, usually oval vacuole
U otten, though not constantly, to be observed, situated at a varying
distance from the anterior end (figs. 3 and C. G, 4. F). There is no
reason to doubt that this vacuole is a normal ceU<onstituent. for

ft has been described in parasites in quite normal surroundings
and conditions.
A Trypanosoroe always possesses two distinct nuclear bodies,

one the trophonucleus, regulating the trophic life of the cell, the other,

the kinetonucleus, directing its locomotor activities. The recent
investigations of Schaudinn and Prowazek (11. c) have shown
that, in* some forms at any rate, the finer structure and detailed

dcvdopment of the nuclear apparatus is extremely complex. Not

(After Ut. and Meaii3.)

FlO. 5.—Stages in Binary Longitudinal Fission of

Trypanosoma brucei.

r. leioisi differs from most Trypanosomes in that the

cytoplasm divides in a very unequal manner (fig 6).

The process b more comparable to budding, since the

(mvo- larger or parent-individual may produce, successively, more
' than one " daughter " ; moreover, the daughter-individuals

may subdivide before separating, the whole family remain-

ing attached by the non-flagellatc (anterior) end (fig. 6. F).

In this type of division it may be noted that the kinetonucleus

comes to lie alongside the trophonucleus. or even passes to the

other side of it (i.«. nearer the flagellar end). Easily derivable from
this method is the other one characteristic of T. lemsi, viz. seg-

mentation. The chief difference is that in the latter no parent-

individual is distinguishable, a rosette of many equal daughter-

parasites being fomwd.
The small Trypanosomes resulting from either of these modes

of division differ from typical adults by their stumpy, pyriform

shape, the position of the kinetonucleus near the flagellar end of

the body, and the absence, during the first part of their youth,

of an undulating-membrane. At this period they have, in fact, what
may be termed a " pseudo-Herpetomonadine " aspect. These young
individuals can themselves multiply by equal binary fission, givii^
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riae to tittle fusiform paraiitee; with growth, these gndnaUy assume
the adult appearance.

Comprehenatve researches (1905, seq.) have made it evident
that Trypanosomes have a much more vaned and complex develop-

ment and life-history than was previously supposed.
This has now been , found to be the case in widely-

ny 1^ differing parasites, occurring in widely-different hosts.
^ The flowing examples have been investigated:

Trypanosoma lewiH (also, but much leas completely, T. brucei).

amonff mammalian forms, described by Prowazeic (47) ; T, memanni
and Trypanomorpka noctuao, among avian parasites, described by
Schaudinn (50): Trypanosoma inopinatum, among batrachian
forms, described by A. Billet (la and 2). T. barhatutae and Tryfano-
plasma varium, described by L6ger (32 and 33), and T. borreli, by

(A-E, afttf L«v. uid UtaA', F. afUrWuM uid Sco&J

Fic. 6.—Unequal Division and " Budding ** process in T, ttwisi.

m. Parent-individual; d. Daughter-individual; d', Daughter-
individual dividing.

G. Keysselitx (16), from fishes; also several other piscine Trypano-
somes have their development phases in leeches worked on by
Brumpt Csa). In addition, a Trypanosome whose vertebrate host
b yet unknown (r. grayi) has been studied in detail by Minchin
(4ia)>

It is impracticable here to consider fully all the various develop-
mental phases and modifications of the life-cycle described as occur-
ring in the above parasites. In view, however, of the great interest

excited by Schaudinn's work on avian parasites, as well as on
account ojf the far-reaching importance of his conclusions to the
study c^ the Haematosoa, a Driei summary of his celebrated research

is necessary.
According to Schaudinn's account, he was dealing with two

separate Trypanosome parasites of the little Owl (Atkifne noctua),

viz. Trypanomorpha (Trypanosoma) noctuae and Trypanosoma
{Spirockaete) nemanni. The latter organism, in certam phases,
very closely resembles a Spirockaott. In the blood of the owl
rcstmg, intracellular phases of both parasites alternate with active
trypaniform ones; and, when in the former condition, Schaudinn
considers that the paramtcs are identical with what have been
formerly regarded as distinct Haemosporidia, HalUridium and a
Leucocytoaoon respectively. In other words, he considers that
these two Haemosfxxidian forms are really only phases in the
life-history^ of particular Trypanosomes. To this iifeHcyde belongs
the formation of sexual individuals and their conjugation on arrival

in the gnat {Culex) ; the process is described as agreeing in the main,
in both cases, with what has already been made known by Mac-
Callum for another species of Halteridium. The male gametes,
it may be noted, are said to possess the essential characters of a
Trypanosome. The motile copula or ookinete formed in the gnat gives

^ T. brucsi has also been studied in a Tsetse-fly (C fusca) by
Sttthlmann (54a).

seen inac cne cyioiogicai oeiaiis are very complex. 1 nc uiauic
parantes exhibit an alternation of resting, attadied phases
active periods, during which they multiply activdv and bcc
very abundant in the insect. The male forms, which are

rise to one of three types of Trypanosome individoal: iodiffereat,
male or female. The devdopment of an indifferent ookioete into
an indifferent Trypanosome is shown in fig. 7, from which it will be
seen that the cytological details are very complex. The indifferest

" ' * ts with
become

very abundant in the insect, llie male forms, which are vexy
small and the homologues of the microgametes developed in the
blood, appear to die off soon. The female Trypanosomes, on the
other hand, grow to a large sixe, laying up a store of reserve nutri-
ment. They are very sluggish and do not divide. They are the
most resistant to unfavourable conditions of environment, and air
able, by a process of parthenogenesis, to give rise to otxlinary,
indifferent fonns again, which can repopulate the gnat.

So far as regards the remarkable connexion between Trypanosomes
and Haemosporidia indicated by Schaudinn, this has met writh a
great deal of criticism on the part of Novy and McNeal anxxig
others, and it must be admitted that up to 1909 no definite corrobora-
tk>n can be said to have been brought forwaurd. Again, the n>iro-
chaetiform Trypanosoma {T. zUmanni) described may have
been really a true StirochaeUt i^, a Bacterium. In short, it is

ouite possible Schauoinn did not sufficiently distinguish betweca
the life-cycles of four distinct parasites of the Little Owl : a Trypano-
some, a SjpirochaeU, a HaUeridium and a Leucocytotooni tnoueh,
on the other hand, this is by no means proved. However this
may be, the research of subsequent workers—s.f. Brumpt (5a).
L^ger (32, 33), KeysseliU (16), Prowacek (47), Minchin (41b) and
others—has undoubtedly shown that much 01 Schaudinn's scheme
of the life-history of a Trypanosome is well-founded. It is certain,
for instance, that the three types of form which he discovered,
viz. indifferent, male or female, can be recognized in many cases,
often in the vertebrate, but always more sharply differentiated in
the invertebrate. Moreover, it is very probable that conjugatioa
occurs soon after the arrival of the parasites in thdr specific inverte-
brate host; and this act may perhaps give rise to an afla^lar
copula, wh^ch is gregariniform. and comparable to an ookinete.
Different investigators, it may be noted, have described vmrioua

Fig. 7.—Development of an Ookinete (of Halteridium) into an
indifferent Trypanosome (Trypanomorpha).

A-D shows the formation of the two nuclear elements (tn^iho-
nudeus and kinetonucleus) from the definitive nucleus (synkaryon)
of the ookinete.
E-H shows the formation of the myonemes and the flagdlar border

(flagellum) of the undulating membrane, by means of a greatly

elongated nuclear-spindle.

txhr, Trophonuclear chromo- Le,

k.ckr, Kinetonudear do.
c, Ccntrosomic granule.
a.s. First anal spindle.

a.s*, a.s*. Second and third da
t, Trophonucleus.
k, Kinetonucleus.
kx, Kinetonudear centrosome.

/ft.

Trophonuclearcentroswne.
Myonemes.
Flagellar border of undu-

lating-membrane (3rd

axial spindle).

Its proximal centrosome
(Itsdistal one vanishing
as such).
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complicated nuclear changes and divisions undeiv>ne by Trypano-
•ones: these are considered, in many cases, to represent some land
of parthenoeenesis.
A very interesting modification of the life<ycle of a Trypanosome

vbich most be mentioned has been made loiown by Mmchin. in
bb acooont of T. grayi^ in a tsetse*fly {G. palpalis). Unfortunately
the vertebrate host of this form is not yet known. Certain indi*

vidoak of a particuUr character form definite rounded cysts in

the rectum of the By : in thu condition, the onlv sign of Trypanosome
structure b affonfad by the two nuclei, which remain «parate.
These cysts are doubtless for dbperaal by way of the anus, and the
vertd>rate host b in all likelihood infected by the mouth and ali-

mentary canal. Thb reveab a quite novel mode by which infection

with a Trypanosome may be brought about; so iari however,
T. graji remains the only known example.

As remarked in the lection on morphology, the T^rypanotomes

as a whole are preferably regarded as including

two entirely distinct groups, Mon^dlna and Heteto-

SUB-OKDBft MOMADDfA
Family: Trypanoroorphidae, Woodcock.—^Haemoflagellates de-

rived from a uniflaaellate, Herpetomonadine form, in which the
point of insertion of the single (anterior) flagellum into the body
has travelled backwards from the anterior end for a greater or less

distance, the flagellum itself having become, concurrently, attached
to the body for a portion of its length by means of an uiklulating

membrane.
Genus Trypanomorfha, Woodcock, 1906.—With the charactere

of the Umi^. The only ^edes yet Imown b the type species,

T. nocfmae (Celli and San Felice). [Syn. Trypanosoma n, (C, A
S.F.). Schaud.-Haifmi<ttiiis n, (C. ft S.F.)i. See fin. 3, E, 7.

Vertebrate host, Athene noetnOt Little Owl; invertebrate host,

Cntex pipiens.

There are, in addition, other forms, vrftlch are probabhr to be
placed in thb family, but which are not vet sufficiently well known
tor their systematicjpositbn to be settled. It b, for instance, quite

likely that certain Herpetomonadine parasites described by L§ger

(29, 34) from various blood-sucking insects are really only stages

in the life of a Haemoflagellate. Some of these are placed by
LCger in a newly discovered genus, Critkidia.

Sdb-ordbr Hbtbromasticina
Family: Trypanosomatidae, Dofldn.—Flagellates, in the
* >rity of instances haemal parasites, derived from a bi^
>-Uke type, in which the posteriorly-directed (trailing)

majority of instances haemal parasites, derived from a .
B«d0-Uke type, in which the posteriorly-directed (trailing) flagellum

b always present and attached to the body by an undulating
membrane, of which it constitutes the thickened edge. The other,

the anterior flagellum, may or may not perBtst.

Genus Trypanoplama, Lay. and Mesnil, 190a.—The anterior
flagellum b present. Both flagdla are inserted dose together,

near the anterior end of the body. Two sub-groups may be distin-

guished, in one, ejcemptified by T. borrdi (fi^. 4. F and G) from the
rudd and minnow, the anterior flagdium is wdl-developed, and
the free parts of both are of about equal length.

. In the other,

exemplified by T. cyprini (fig. 4, H) from carp, the anterior fla^Uum
b much shorter than the free part of the posterior one, and evidently

tending to disappear. Known invertebrate hoste for different

species are Hemtaefsis and Piscieola^ leeches.

Genus Trypanopkis, Keysselitz, 1904.—The body resembles that
of Trypanoplasma in general appearance, but the locomotor appa-
ratusdoes not appear to be so well-devdoped. especially in T. grolAeni.

The anterior fli^llum is longer than the free part of the posterior

one. The nDeacs included are not, so far as b known, haemal
parasites. T. grobbeni occun in the codenteric cavity <n various
Siphonophora.
An interesting form, " TryPanoplasma " inteslinalis, which re*

sembles both the above genera, occun in the alimenterv canal of
Box hoops. Probably thu b not a haemal paraute, ana lacks an
alternate host.

Genus Trypanosoma, Gruby, 1843.—(Prindpal synonyms: Un-
dnlina. Lank., 1871; HerpeUmonas, Kent, 1880, only in part;
ParamoecioideSt Grassi, 1881; Haematomonas, Mitrophan, 1883.)
There b no anterior flagellum. The point of insertion of the at-
Uched (posterior) flagdium into the body, and, consequently, the
commencement of the undubting membrane may be almost any-
where in the anterior half of the body, but b usually near the
esitremity.

Among the more important and better-known forms are the
following :

—

Parasitic in mammals: T. UwUi (Kent), the wdl-known natural
Trypanosoma of rats (figs. 3, A, 6, A) ; T. brueii, Plim. and Bradf.,

tlM cause of nagana among cattle, horKs, &c, in South Africa

ifig' 3« B) : T. eoansi, Steel, the cause of surra to horns in Indo-
lurmah; T. eoniperdum, Dofl., the cause of dourine in horses in
Algerb and other recions of the Mediterranean littoral ; T. equinum,
Vogcs, causing mal de caderas or " hip-paraplegb " in South
AflMrica dig. 3, D) ; T. theiUri, Lav., a very Urge form, the cause of

galziektA or bile-sickneiB to cattle in the Transvaal; and T. mm-
biense, Dutton (syn. T. ngandense, Castdlani, T. costetfaffM, Kruse),
the cause of human trypanosomosis in central Africa^ which
becomes sleeping-sickness when the organisms penetrate mto the
cerebro-spinal fluid (fis. 3, C).

Parasiuc in birds: T. aoium (Danil., Lav. emend.), probably the
form to which Danilewsky's original investigations rdated, para-
sitic in owb and (according to Novy and McNeal) also in other birds
(fig' 3. F): T. joknstomi, Dutt: and Todd, a very spirochaetiform
type, from little birds {BstreUa) in Senegamma; and Henna's
peculiar wide species from Indian birds, with a remarkably Upering
anterior end (fig. 3. G). Lastly, there b T. siemanni, Lav., {syn.
SpirockaeU s. (LavT), Schaud, " Haemamoeba " s.. Lav., the " Leuco-
c^OBOon " of Danil.), from various owls, and CuUx pipiens, whose
life-history has been described by Schaudinn (fig. 3, H). (As above
mentioned, thb form may iK>t be a true Trypanosome.)
Only one reptilian form b wdl known, T. damoniae. Lav. and

Mesn., from a tortoise, J9aiMf>fa rscsam (fig. 3, J). Parasitic in
batrachb: T. rolaiorium, Mayer (syn. Amoeba r., Mayer, July
184A, r. sanptims, Gruby, November 1843. Undtdina ranarum,
Lank., 187 1), the best-known parasite otirogs, which exhibiu', »07*,. - r -„-.

rkable polymorphism (fig. 4, A and B); T. meta and T. karyo-
on, Dutt. and Todd, even larger than T. r. (fig. 4, D), with

peculiar cytologkal differentbtion, may be only sub-species: T.
tnopinatum, Seigent, and T. ndspruitense. Lav., also from m
(fig. 4, C). Parasitic in fishes: r. remaki. Lav. and Mesnil, from
pike, a rebtivdy small form (fig. ^, L); T. barbahdae, L6ger, from

tnopinattm, Seigent, and T. neUpruitense, Lav., also from frogs
«» "* '

* ' 'dies: T. remoM, Lav. and Mesnil, from

,
, TO (fig. 4. L); r. barbahdae, Uger, from

loach; T. pantdosum. Lav. and Mesnil, a very k>ng vermiform
parasite, from eeb (fig. 4, K) ; T, soleae. Lav. and Mesnil, from soles,

with a rebtivdy small flagelli (fig. 4. J); and r. i6«M and r:
both very large forms, describedrajae, from those Elasmobranchs,

by Lav. and MesniL

Undoubtedly dosdy allied to the Haemoflagdiates, although
no actual trypaniform phase has yet been observed, are the
important parasites usually known as the "Leish- j^
man-Donovan " bodies, without some consideration t-^^t^g^
of which an account of the Haemoflagellates would Donmram-
hardly be complete. These bodies are constantly yw
found in certain tropical fevers ie.g. dum-dum fever,

kala-axar) particulariy prevalent throughout Indo-Burma, of
which they ate generally held to be the cause. They were
discovered by W. Leiahman in zgooj but before hb first account
of them (36) was published they were also seen quite inde-

pendently by C. Donovan. Moreover, organisms very similar

to these (morphologically, indeed, the two sorts appear scarcdy
dbtinguishable) are found in various sores or ulcers (e.g.

Delhi boil, Oriental sore, " bouton d'Alep ") to which people
in different parts of the East are liable. These were fiirst

described by J. H. Wright (58).

The chbf distinction between the paradtes in the two cases b
in thdr habitet. In the one case they are entirely restricted to
the neighbourhood of the boil or uker, whereas in the other there
b a general infection of the body, the organisms spreading to all

parts and bdng met with in the spleen, Gver, bone-marrow, &c.,
and (rarely) in the peripheral circulation. The paradtes are either
free or intraodlular. In the Utter case they invade celb of a
leuoocytic or phagocytic character as a rule; Lebhman's form
b particuUriy abundant in brge macrophageal oelb originating
from the vaacubi' endothelium olthe spleen (tq[. 8, 1. M)-
The paradtes themsdves are very minute and usually ovoid

or pyriform in shape (fig. 8, 1, a), the latter bdng, perhaps, tne most
typical. The splenic type b somewhat smaller than Wright's
parasite; the former, when pear-shaped, b from 3! to 4/1 in length
by I & to 2 ^ in width, the Utter bdng about 4;i by 3 ^ mg. 8, III.).

The body is probably not limited by any distinct membrane. The
cytoplasm b finely granuUr and fairly uniform in chafacter.
The most interesting point about the morphology is the fact that two
chromatic bodies, of very unequal sise, are almost invariably to
be recognized. The Urger nuclear body, which corresponds to the
trophonucleus of a Trypanosome, b usually round or oval; the
smaller one, representing a kinetonudeus, has the form dther of
a little rod or of a round grain, and b generally separate from the
larnr nucleus.

The paradtes multipty in two way»—(a) by binary
and (6) bv multiple division or segmcntetion. The "'

suges in the firrt method are well known (fig. 8, I. 6); t ^
strong resembUnoe to the process In Piroplasma, Multiple division
has not yet been so satisfactorily made out. It appeara to con-
form more or less to the radbl or rosette type of multiplication,

enUrged rounded paradtes, with a varying number of nucld (up
to about eight) uniformly arranged near the periphery, having been
often noticed (fig. 8. I. c and IV. b). The deuils of tne process are
somewhat differently described, however, by different observers.

Laveran and Mesnil (27) gave the name Piroplasma donooani to
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Leishman's form,' and there b no doubt that the parasites are

closely allied to that type of organism. This does not, however,

preclude in any way the supposition that they^-equally with

certain other Haemosporidia—represent, nevertheless, onlv a phaie
of a complete life-cycle; and this supposition has in fact been
definitely i»oved to be true by the work of Rogers (48). Rogers
culttvatnl the parasites obtained from cases of Icala-azar in

artificial media, and found that what were unmistakably flagellate

^ ^ a 6 G C^

(^ <s> ^ eik.. ^

FioiS.

I. Piroptasma (Leiskmania) donevani. Lav. and Mesnil.

a. Typical pear-shaped or oval forms; b, various stages in k>ngi-

tudinal division; c, nuclear division preparatory to multiple

fission; d, endoglobular forms, in red blood-corpuscles

(jp- pigment grains); t, badllary form of the parasite in a
corpuscle; i/, large macrophagcal cell with many parasites

(after Donovan).
II. Uninuclear leucocyte (L) containing several parasites (after Lav.

and Mesnil).

in. P. iHeleosoma) tropicum (Wright).

a, Single individuals; b, dividing forms (from Mesnil, mostly
after Wright).

IV. P. donevani m cultures of different ages.

a, Ordinary forms of varying sixes; b c, stages in multiple division

;

dt binary fission; e/f, g, flagellate forms (after Rogers),

states developed in the cultures at different intervals (fig. 8, IV. t.

f, f). These forms were elongated and spindle-like; and to one end
0^ the body, near which the smaller nuclear element was situated,

a well-developed flagellum was attached. Since then many other

workers have obtained similar stages [see Leishman and Statham
(18), Christophers (7)]; but however slender and Trypanosome-
Uke the flagelliform parasites may appear, up till now no indica«

tions of an undulating membrane have been seen, and the kineto-

nuclear element is never far from the insertion of the flagellum.

Neverthekss, the general appearance and structure of these

motile forms so greatly resemble that of a Hcrpetomonad, or of

the " pseudo-Herpetomonadine " forms of a Trvpanosomc which
are obtained in cultures, that it cannot be doubted that the " Leish-

man-Donovan-Wrifiht " bodies are closely connected with the
Hacmoflagellates. That being so, it is quite possible that, in normal
conditbns and circumstances, these parasites also possess, at some
period of the life-cycle, a trypaniform phase. Nothing definite is

yet known with regard to the transmissbn of the parasites bv an
alternate invertebrate host, although there is presumptive evidence

in favour of this suppositbn.'

A word or two must be said in conclusion with reference to

Jtfjjoiif
'^* supposed connexion of the Spirochaetae with the

Coaa^xha Trypanosomes. In Schaudinn's great memoir he
«f<*«4^iro- regarded Trypanosoma zicmanni as possessing, in
c'kw^A* v"*!* certain phases, the actual characteristics of a
Trypam^' SpirochaeU as then known; and, further, he was
*""**

inclined to think that other Spirochaetae {e.g. S.

obermeieri of relapsing fever) were also only phases in the
> R. Ross (49), regarding the parasites as a ouite different kind

of Sporosoan, termed them Leuhmania; and Wright named his

variety from tropical ulcers HeUosoma tropicum.
> Patton (Set. Mem. India, No. 27. 1907) has brought forward

evidence to show that the bed-bug (Cimex macrouphaltu) is the

invertebrate host.

life-cycle of a particular Haemoflagellate. As a result o! Ids
more recent investigations on S. pUcatUis (the type-spedes of
Ehrenberg) and other forms (51), he finds, however, that this

is not the case, but that the organisms exemplified by 5.

plicalUis are to be widely separated from the Trypanosomes,
and placed rather with the Bacteria. In addition, it b most
probable that, at any rate, certain other spirilUform parasites,

e.g. S. balbianiit S. rtfringens, agree fundamentally in structure

with the type-spedes.

On the other hand, evidence has lately been brought forward

to show that certain parautes which greatly resemble a SpirO"

chaete are really related to the Trypanosomes. Thb b the case

with the celebrated orgamsm first described by Schaudinn
and £. Hoffmann (52) from essential syphilitic lesions, and
now known as Treponema {SpirochaeU) pallida, Schaud.
F. Krzysztatowicz and M. Siedlecki have published an important
account (17) of thb parasite, which they consider possesses a
true trypaniform phase, and (or which they have proposed
the name Trypanosoma luis. Thb view requires, however,
corroboration. Nevertheless the resemblance between the
biology of thb organism in relation to syphilb (as regards

mode of infection, habiut, &c.) and that of Trypanosoma
equiperdum, the cause of dourine or "horse-syphilis," may
not be without significance.
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TSAIDAM, or more correctly TsXdum, a depression, or self-

contained shallow basin in the N.E. of Tibet, crossed by 37* N.
and stretching from 92* to 97®. It is separated from the high
plateau of Tibet by the Burkhan-Buddha range, and on the
N.Ew it is bounded by the eastward continuation of the Astin-

Uifl^ ranges, which there consist of four, namely, the lower and
upper ranges, and a subsidiary chain flanking the lower range
on the north .and another subsidiary chain flanking the upper
range on the south (see Kuen-Lun).

The valleys which divide the east ranses of the Kuen-Lun system
terminate, or rather merge in, the sandy desert basin of Tsaidam;
amongst them the Kakir valley between the upper Asttn-tagh and
the Akato-tagh and the Kum-kol valley between the Kalta-alagan
and the ranae I. of the Arka-tagh (see Kuen-Lun). Tsaidam lies

at an altitude of 11 400 ft. or about 3000 ft. lower than the Kum-
kol lakes, and receives from the valley in which they lie the river
Chulak-akkan or Tsagan tokhoy, which rises probably on the north
alope of the Shapka-monomakha Mountain, one of the culminating
anmmits in the region north of the Arka-tagh range. " It b very
possible that the north-west of Tsaidam, which is pvfectly

unknown, is broken up into several separate basins. The south-east
part of the^ same great expanse also appears to consist of several
smaller basins rather than of one single great ba»n, each possessing
its own salt lake; but then these smaller basins are undoubtedly
separated from one another by remarkably low and insignificant
thresholds or swellings. " ^ The north-east oart of the basin con-
sists of a network of banns, which admit of being grouped in four
divisions—Sftft&ng or Serteng. Makhai. Tsadam or Tsaidam, and
Kurlyk or Tosun. The characteristic feature of each of these is

that which b found in so many of the valleys of the Tibetan border-
land, namely, a pair of linked lakes, one containing salt water and
the other fresh water. The only inhabitants of Tsaidam are Mongols—^S&rtAng Mongols in the north and Tajinur Mongols in the south.
The south-east part of the region b drained by the Holuzun-nor or
BaTn-gol, an affluent of the upper Hwang-ho or Yellow River of
China. The Sftrtftng basin is drained by the Khalting-gol and its

tributary the Holuin-gol, which rise in the Humboldt and Ritter
Mountains and empty into the lake of Sukhain-nor.

TSANA, a lake of North-East Africa, chief reservoir of the
Abai or Blue Nil6. Tsana lies between ii** 36' and 12* 16'

N. and 37* 2' and 37* 40' E., filling a central depression in

the Abyssinian highlands. It is about 5690 ft. above the sea,

but from 2500 to 3000 ft below the mountain plateau which
encircles it. Its greatest length is 47 m., its greatest breadth

44 m., and it covers, approximately ixoo sq. m., having a drain-

age area, including the lake surface, of some 5400 sq. m. In
shape jt may be compared to a pear, the stem being repre-

sented by the escaping waters of the Abai. The shores of the

lake are well defined, generally flat, and bordered by reeds,

but at pUces the motmtains descend somewhat abruptly into

the water. Elsewhere the land rises in gentle imdulations,

except at the mouths of the larger tributary streams, where
are alluvial plains of considerable size. At the south-east

end the lake forms a bay about eleven miles long, and from
three to eight mUes across, and from thb bay the Abai issues.

The whole of the coast-line b considerably indented and many
narrow promontories jut into the lake. The island of Dek
(8 m. long by 4 broad) is in the south-western part of the lake.

Near it b the smaller island of Dega, whibt numerous islets

fringe the shores.

LakeTsana is fed by three lar^ riven and by many petty streams.
The chief tributary is the Abai. whkh enters the lake at its south-
west comer through a large papyrus swamp. This river, and the
Abai or Blue Nile whkh issues from the lake, are regarded as one and
the same stream and a current b observable from the inlet to the
outlet. Next in importance of the affluents are the Reb and
Gumara, which run m parallel courses and enter the bke on its

eastern side. The outlet of the lake is marked by openinjn in a rocky
ledge, through whkh the water poura into a lagoon-like expanse.
Thence it issues by two or three channeb, with a fall of about 5 ft.

in a succession of rapids. These channeb unite within a couple
of miles into one river—the Abai with a width of 650 ft. After
passing a large number of rapids in the first sixteen miles of its

course the Abai enters a de^ gorge by a magnificent fall—the
Fall of Tb Esat—the water being confined in a channel not more
than 20 ft. across and falling 150 it. in a single leap. The gorge b
spanned by a stone bridge ouut in the 17th century. From thb
point the Abai makes its way through the mountains to the plains
of Sennar. as described in the article Nile.
The average annual rainfall in the Tsana catchment area b

estimated at 3} ft., and the volume of water received by the lake
yearly at 6,572,000.000 of cubic metres. More than half of thb
amount is lost by evaporation, the amount discharged into the river
being placed at 3.93^,000,000 cubic metres. The seasonal altera-

tion of the lake level is not anore than 5 ft. The rainy season lasts

from the beginning of June to the end of September. During thb
period the discharge from the lake is, it appears, little greater than
m the dry season, the additional water received going to raise the
lake level. Thus the rise in the Blue Nile, in its lower course, would
seem to be independent of the supply it derives from its source.

Tsana has been identified with the Coloe Palus of the ancients,

which although placed 12** too far south by Ptolemy was
described by him as a chief reservoir of the Egyptian Nile and
the source of the Astapos, which was certainly the Blue Nile. In

1625 it was vbited by the Portuguese priest Jeroniroo Lobo,
and in 1771 by James Bnics. Dr. Anton Stecker, in 1881,

made a detailed examination of the lake, enabling the carto-

graphers to delineate it with substantial accuracy. By the

Portuguese of the X7th century the lake was styled Dambia,
'Sven Hedin, Seientifie Resnlts of a Journey in Central Asia,

i8QQ-ifi02, iiL 344 (Stockholm. 1905-1907).
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and this name in the slightly altered form of Dembea was in

use until towards the dose of the XQth century. By many
Abyssinians the lake is called Tana, but the correa Amharic
formisTsana.

See NiLB and Abyssinia, and the authorities there cited. The
British Blue Book, Egyplf No. 2, 1004, contains a special report
(with maps) uixm LakeTsana by Mr C. Dupuis, of the 'Ei^yptian

Irrigation Service. In the BoU. soc. geot. Ualtana for December
1908 Captain A. M. Tancredi gives the results (also with maps) of an
Italian expedit&m to the lake. (W. E. G. ; F. R. C.)

TSAR, or Czar, the title commonly given both abroad and
in Russia itself to the sovereign of Russia, whose official style

is, however, " Emperor and Autocrat " (Imperator i Samn-
lastUyel)* In its origin the word tsar seems to have connoted

the same as imperator, being identical with the German Kaiser

in its derivation from the Latin Caesar. In the old Slavonic

Scriptures the Greek PaviKUn is always translated tsar, and
this title was also given to the Roman Emperor. The old

Russian title for a sovereign was knyag, prince, or vdiky knyax,

grand prince. The title tsar was first adopted by the Slavonic

peoffles settled in the Balkan peninsula, who were in close

touch with the Eastern emperor; thus it was used by the medieval

Bulgarian kings. It penetrated into Russia as a result of the

growing intercourse between old Muscovy and Constantinople,

notably of the marriage alliances contracted by Russian princes

with the dynasty of Basil the Macedonian; and it was assumed
by the Muscovite princes who revolted from the yoke of the

Mongols. The other tsars were gradually ousted by those of

Moscow, and the modem Rusnan emperors inherit their title

of tsar from Ivan III. (1462-1505), or perhaps rather from
his grandson Ivan IV. (1533-1584) who was solemnly crowned
tsar vaiSA7'

Througtiout, however, the title tsar was used, as it still is in popular
parlance, indifferently of both emperors and kings, being regarded
as .the equivalent of the Slavonic ktoI or kral (Russ. kortl, Magyar,
kir6ly)t a king, which had been adopted from the name of Charle-
magne (Germ. Karl, Lat. Carolus Magnus). This usebeing equivocal,
Peter the Great, at the peace of Nystad (November 2, 1721),
assumed the style of imperator, an exotic word intended to
symbolise his imperial dignity as the equal of the western emperor.
Thu new style was not, however, recognised by the powers until

the time of (jstherine II., and then only on the express understanding
that this recognition did not imply any precedency or superiority

of the Russian emperor over other sovereigns. Henceforth, what-
ever popular vaage might be, the title tsar was treated ofiiciany

as the equivalent of that of king. Thus the Russian emperor is

tsar (king) of Poland and of several other parts of his dominions.
Thus, too, the prince of Bulgaria, on assuming the royal style,

took the title of tsar of Bulgaria.

The title " White Tsar, ^' applied to the Russian emperor and
commonly

.
quoted as though it had a poetic or mystic meaning,

is a translation of a Mongol word meaning " independent " (cf . the
feudal " blanch tenure, i^e. a tenure free from all obligation of
personal service).

The wife of the tsar is tsaritsa. In former times the title

tsarenck (king's son) was borne by eveiy son of a tsar;^ but the
word has now fallen out of use. The heir to the throne is known
as the tsesarevick or cesarerich C7-v.)t •'•«• son of Caesar, the other
Imperial princes bearing the old Kussuin title of vdiky knyaa (grand
duke; g.v.).

TSARIT8TN, a town of Russia, in the government of Saratov,

situated on the right bank of the Volga, where it suddenly

turns towards the south-east, 40 m. distant from the Don.
Pop. (1900), 67,650. Tsaritsyn is the terminus of a railway

which begins at Riga and, running south-eastwards, intersects

all the main lines which radiate from Moscow to the south.

It is also connected by rail with Kalach on the Don, where
merchandise from the Sea of Azov is disembarked. Com
from middle Russia for Astrakhan is transferred from the rail-

way to boats at Tsaritsyn; timber and wooden wares from
the upper Volga are unloaded here and sent by rail to Kalach;

and fish, salt and fruits sent from Astrakhan by boat up the

Volga are here unloaded and despatched by rail to the interior

of Russia. The town has grown rapidly since the completion

of the railway system, and has a large trade in petroleum

from Baku. Tsaritsyn is also the centre of the trade in the

mustard of Sarepta, Dubovka and the neighbourhood. The
fisheries are important. The buildings of the town include

a public library, and the church of St John (end of i6th
century), a fine specimen of the architecture of its period. Here
are iron, machinery and brick works, tanneries, distilleries,

and factories for jam, mustard and maul. Market g^M^f^inc
is an important industry.

A fort was erected here in the i6th century to prevent the
incursions of the free Cossacks and runaway serfs who gathered
on the k>wer Volga, as also the raids of the Kalmudcs and Cir-

cassians. In 1606 Tsariuyn took part in the rising in favour
of the false Demetrius, and Stenka Raan took the town in

1670. The Kalmucks and Circassians of the Kubafi attacked

it repeatedly in the 17th century, so that it had to be fortified

by a strong earthen and palisaded wall, traces of which are

still visible.

TSARSKOYB 8BL0, a town of north Russia, in the govern-
ment of St Petersburg, and an imperial residence, 15 m. by rail

south of the capital. Pop. (1885), 15,000; (1897), 22,353.

The town stands on the Duderhof Hills and consists (i) of

the town proper, surrounded by villages and a German colony,

which are summer resorts for the inhabitants of St Petersburg;

and (2) of the imperial parks and palaces. The former is built

on a regular plan, and its houses nearly all stand in gardens.

The cathedral of St Catherine is a miniature copy of that at

Constantinople. The imperial parks and gardens cover x68o
acres; the chief of them is the " old " garden, containing

the "old palace," built (1724) by Rastrelli and gorgeously

decorated with mother-of-pearl, marbles, amber, lapis lazuli,

silver and gold; the gallery of Cameron adorned with fine

statues and entrance gates; numerous pavilions and kiosks;

and a bronze sutue (1900) of the poet Pushkin. A second
paUce, the Alexander, was built by Catherine II. in 1792,
and has in its park an historical museum and an arsenaL
When Peter the Great took possession of the mouth of the

Neva, a Finnish village, Saari-mois, stood on the site now
occupied by the town, and its Russified name Sarskaya was
changed into Tsarskoye when Peter presented it to his wife

Catherine. It was especially embellished by the tsaritsa

Elizabeth. Under Catherine II., a town, Sophia, was built

close by, but its inhabitants were transferred to Tsarskoye
Selo under Alexander I. The railway connecting the town
with St Petersburg was the first (1838) to be constructed

in Russia.

TSCHAlKOVSKT, PETRR lUCH (1840-1893), Russian com-
poser, bom at Votkinsk, in the province of Vyatka, on the 7th
of May 1840, was the son of a mining engineer, who shortly after

the boy's birth removed to St Petersburg to assume the duties of
director of the Technological Institue there. While studying

in the school of jurisprudence, and later, while holding office

in the ministry of justice, Tschalkovsky picked up a smattering

of musical knowledge sufficient to qualify him as an adept

amateur performer. But the seriousness of his musical aspira-

tion led him to enter the newly founded Conservatorium of

St Petersburg under Zaremba, and he was induced by Anton
Rubinstein, its principal, to take up music as a profesuon. He
therefore resigned bis post in the ministry of justice. On quitting

the Conservatorium he was awarded a ^ver medal for his thesis,

a cantata on Schiller's " Ode to Joy." In 1866 Tschalkovsky

became practically the first chief of the recently founded Moscow
Conservatorium, since Serov, whom he succeeded, never took
up his appointment. In Moscow Tschalkovsky met Ostrovskiy,

who wrote for him his first operatic libretto. The Vejeooda.

After the Russian Musical Society had rejected a concert

overture written at Rubinstein's suggestion, Tschalkovsky in

1866 was much occupied on his Winter Day Dreams^ a symphonic
poem, which proved a failure in St Petersburg but a success at

Moscow. In 1867 he made an unsuccessful dtbut as conductor.

Failure still dogged his steps, for in January 1869 his Vejeveda

disappeared off the boards after ten performances, and sub-

sequently Tschalkovsky destroyed the score. The Romeo and
Juliet overture has been much altered since its production by
the Russian Musical Society in 1870, in which year the composer

once more attempted unsuccessfully an operatic production.
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St Peterslnxrg rejecting his Undine, In 1871 Tschalkovsky

was busy on his cantata for the opening of the exhibition in

celebration of the bicentenary of Peter the Great, his opera

The Opriscknikt and a textbook of harmony, which latter was
ack^ted by the Moscow Conservatorium authorities. At
Moscow in 1873 his incidental music to the Snow Queen failed,

bat some success came next year with the beautiful quartet in F.

Daring these years Tschalkovsky was musical critic for two
journals, the Sooremennaya Lietopis and the Russky Vestnik,

On the death of Serov he competed for the best setting of

Polovsky's Wakula the Smithy and won the first two prizes.

Yet on its production at St Petersburg in November 1876 this

wrork gained only a succis d^estime. Since then it has been much
revised, and is now known as The LiUle Shoes, Meanwhile
the Second Symphony and the Tempest fanta^ had been heard,

and the pianoforte concerto in' B flat minor completed. This

was first played by von Blilow in Boston, Massachusetts, some
time later, and was entirely revised and republished in 1889.

At last something like success came to Tschalkovsky with the

production of The Oprischnihf in which he had incorporated

much of the best, of The Vqjeooda. The Third—or Polish-
Symphony, four sets of songs, the E-flat quartet (dedicated to

the memory of Lamb), the ballet " The Swan Lake," and the
" Francesca da Rimini " fantasia, all belong to the period of the

late 'seventies—the last being made up of operatic fragments.

Tschalkovsky in 1877 first began to work on the opera of Eugen
Otugin, With the production of this work at the Moscow
Conservatorium in March 2879 real success first came to him.

The story, by Pushkin, was a familiar one, and the music of

Tschalkovsky was not so extravagant in its demands as had
been the music of his earlier operas.

Meanwhile the more personal side of the composer's career

had been given a romantic touch by his acquaintance with

his lifelong benefactress, Mme von Meek, and his deplorable

fiasco of a marriage. In 1876 he had aroused the interest of

Nadezhda Filaretovna von Meek (1831-1894), the wife (left

a widow in 1876) of a wealthy railway engineer and contractor.

She had a large fortune and she began by helping the com-
poser financially in the shape of commissions for work, but in

1877 this took the more substantial shape of an annual allow-

ance of £6oa The romance of Iheir association consisted in

the fact that they never met, though they corresponded with

one another continually. In 1890 Mme von Meek (who died

two months after the composer, of progressive nervous decline),

imagining herself—apparently a pure delusion—to be mined,

discontinued the allowance; and though Tschalkovsky was then

no longer reaUy in need of it, he failed to appreciate the patho-

logical reason underlying Mme von Mcck's condition of

mind, and was deeply hurt. The wound remained unhealed,

and the correspondence broken, though on his death-bed her

name was on his lips. Her connexion with his life was one of

its dominating features. His marriage was only a brief and
misguided incident. Tchaikovsky married Antonina Ivanovna

MU3rukova on the 6th of July 2877, but the marriage rapidly

developed into a catastrophe, through no fault of hers but

limply through his own abnormality of temperament; and it

resulted in separation in October. He had become taciturn to

moroseness, and finally quitted Moscow and his friends for St

Petersburg. There he fell ill, and an attempt to commit
suicide by standing chin-high in the river in a frost (whereby

he hoped to catch his death from exposure) was only frustrated

by his brother's tender care.

With his brother, Tschalkovsky went to Clarens to recuperate.

He remained abroad for many months, moving restlessly from

one place to another. In 1878 he accepted (but later resigned)

the post of director of the Russian musical department at the

Paris Exhibition, completed his Fourth Symphony and the

Italian Capricdo, and worked hard at his "1812" overture,

more songs, the second pianoforte concerto, and his " Liturgy

of St Ch^sostom," an interesting contribution to the music of

the Eastern Church. The work was confiscated for some time

by the intendant of the imperial chapel, on the ground that it

had not received the imprimatur of his predecessor Bortniansky
in due accordance with a ukaa of Alexander I. Bortniansky
was dead, but his successor was obstinate. Finally the work
was saved from destruction by an official order. Tschalkovsky
returned only for a short time to Moscow. Thence he went
to Paris. In 1879 he wrote his Maid of Orleans (produced in

2880) and his first suite for orchestra. In 2881 died Nicholas
Rubinstein—to whose memory Tschalkovsky dedicated the trio

in A minor. During the next five years Tschalkovsky travelled,

and worked at Manfred and Hamlet^ the operas Mazeppa and
Charodalha, the Mozartian suite and the fine Fifth Symphony.
During a great part of the time he lived in retirement at Klin,

where his generosity to the poor made him beloved. His
operas The Queen of Spades and the one-act lolanlhe were feeble

by comparison with his earlier works; more effective, however,
were the ballets Sleeping Beauty and Casse-noisetle, In 1893
Tschalkovsky sketched his Sixth Sjrmphony, now known as the

Pathetic, a work that has done more for his fame in foreign

lands than all the rest of his works. This was the year in which
the composer conducted a work of his own at Cambridge on the

occasion of his receiving the honorary degree of Doctor of

Music. In the same year, on the 6th of November, he died

from an attack of cholera at St Petersburg.

Ttohalkovsk/s work Is unequal In dramatic compositions

he lacked point precisely as Anton Rubinstein lacked point.

But in the invention of broad, sweeping melody Tschalkovsky
was far ahead of his compatriot. Among his songs and smaller

pianoforte works, as in his symphonies and quartets, are pftusages

of exquisite beauty. The best of Tschalkovsky's work is more
distinctly Russian than that of most of his compatriots; it is

not German music in disguise, as is so much of the music by
Rubinstein and Glazounow, i^nd it is not incoherently ferocious,

like so much of the music by Balakirev.

See Mrs Rosa Newmarch't Tduiihnshy (1900) supplemented in

1906 by her condensed English edition 01 the Life and Letterst

which appeared in Rusnan in 1901 in three volumes, edited by
Modeste Tachaikovsky, the composer's brother.

TSCHUDI, or Schvdy, the name of one of the most distin-

guished families of the land of Glarus, Switzerland. It can be
traced back as a peasant, not a noble, race to 1289, while after

Glarus joined the Swiss Confederation in 1353 various members
of the family held high politicar offices at home^ and were

distinguished abroad as soldiers and in other ways.

In literature, its most eminent member was Giles or Aecidius
TscHUDi (1505-1572), who, after having served his native land

in various offices, in 1558 became the chief magistrate or landam-

mannf and in 1559 was ennobled by the emperor Ferdinand, to

whom he had been sent as ambassador. Originally inclined to

moderation, he became later in life more and more devoted to

the cause of the counter-Reformation. It b, however, as the

historian of the Swiss Confederation that he is best known;
by incessant wanderings and unwearied researches amongst
original documents he collected material for three great works,

which therefore can never wholly lose their value, though his

researches have been largely corrected by those of more recent

students. In 1538 his book on Rhaetia, written in 1528, was
published in Latin and in German

—

De prisca ac vera Alpina

Rhaetia^ or Die wait vmhrhafiig Alpisch RhUiia. The historical

reputation of Giles Tschudi has suffered very much owing to

recent researches. His inventions as to the early history of the

Swiss Confederation are described under Tell. His statements

and documents relating to Roman times and the early history of

Glarus and his own family had long roused suspicion. Detailed

examination of late years has proved beyond the shadow of a

doubt that he.not merely claimed to have copied Roman inscrip-

tions that never existed, and amended others in a most arbitrary

fashion, but that he deliberately forged a number of documents

with a view to pushing back the origin of his family to the

loth century, thus also entirely misrepresenting the early history

of Glarus, which is that of a democratic community, and not (as

he pretended) that of a preserve of several aristocratic families.

Tschudi's historical credit is thus hopelessly ruined, and no
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document printed or historical statement made by him can

henceforward be accepted without careful verification and
examination. These discoveries have a painful interest and

importance, since down to the latter part of the 19th century

Swiss historical writers had largely based their works on his

investigations and manuscripts.

For a summary of these discoveries see G. v. Wyss in the Jahrhuck
of the Kirtorical Society rf Clr.r;r (t?~3), voV :xxTt, in No. i (1894),
qI iht Atiseffff /, iikuriztruthe Gmhuhti, and in hi* C^ :kicAte d.

Historiopa pHie 1 n d. Sck-usHz { i Sg 5 ) , pp, [ 9^6 , 70 1 , joj. T tu original

artklea by Vteclin (Roman in script ions) appeared in vii] ,. xi., xiv.

and XV* (tSSfr-iBgo) of the J&krbuih /. akumzitt Ceii}.> kte, and
I hat by ScJmke (GUrui) ia vql. xvuL {iS93) of the winf r nodical.

For tKe drfenc«. sec a weak pamphlet, Schulle 11. Tsif^u:-^ (Coire,

iBgS), by P. C. v. Planu.
Tschudi'i chW works wtrre fwrt pubU&hod untU Ions after his

death. The Btsthreiiunt Caiiiae Comaioe appcaiiKl uiul r Galbti's

ed Etonh 1 p in 1 7 sS, a nd is matnl y devoted to a toEwg r4 fvh it .. istorical

and antiquirian description of ancient Hel't-etia and W tia, the
latter part being his early work on Rhaeiia frviscd li greatly

enb/gc^^ This book waa designed praciically as an in 1 r auction
to hh magnum opua, the Chronican hctvrticam, part of ^fii>;h (from
TOO I to 147P') VM published by J- R- l^lin in two Et.in ly folios

(1734-1730!!: the rest coosl&ts only of rouels material b. There exist

two rather antiquated biographies of TKhudt by I. Fuchs (2 vols.,

St Call 1805} and C. Voficl fZQnch, iBseh but hia extensive

complete correspondenoe has not yet b«ft printed.

Subjoined is a list of other prominent members of the family.

Dominic (1596-1654) was abbot of Muri and wrote a painstaking

work, Orig0 el getualogia gloriosissimorum comilum de Habsburg

(165 1). Joseph, a Benedictine monk at Einsiedeln, wrote a

useful history of his abbey (1823). The family, which became
divided in religious matters at the Reformation, also includes

several Protestant ministers: John Henry (1670-1729). ^ho
wrote Beschreibung des Lands Clanu (1714); John Thomas
(1714-1788), who left behind him several elaborate MSS. on the

local history of Glarus; and John James (1722-1784), who
compUed an elaborate family history from 900 to 1500, and an

account of other Glarus families. John Louis Baptist (d. 1784),

who settled in Metz and contributed to the Encyclopidie, and
Fkederick (1820-1886), the author of Das Tkierlebtn der Alpen-

wdt (1853), were distinguished naturalists. Among the soldiers

may be mentioned Christopher (1571-1629), a kilight of Maha
and an excellent linguist, who served in the French and Spanish

armies; while the brothers Louis Leonard (i 700-1 779) and

Joseph Anthony (i 703-1770) were in the Neapolitan service.

Valentine (1499-1555)1 the cousin of Giles, was, like the latter,

a pupil of Zwingli, whom he afterwards succeeded as pastor of

Glarus, and by his moderation gained so much influence that

during the thirty years of his ministry his services were attended

alike by Romanists and Protestants. The best-known member
of the family in the 19th century was Iwan (1816-1887), author

of an excellent guide-book to Switzerland, which appeared first

(1855) under the name of SchwcuerfUhreTf but is best known
under the title (given in 1872 to an entirely recast edition) of

Der Tourist in der Sckweix. (W. A. B. C.)

TSfiNO KUO-FAN (1811-1872), Chinese statesman and
general, was bom in 1811 in the province of Hunan, where he

took in succession the three degrees of Chinese scholarship.

In 1843 he was apr)ointed chief literary examiner in the province

of Szechuen, and six years later was made junior vice-president

of the board of rites. When holding the office of military

examiner (1851) he was compelled by the death of his mother

to retire to his native district for the regulation mourning. At
this lime the Taiping rebels were overrunning Hunan in their

conquering career, and had possessed themselves of the cities

and strongholds on both shores of the Yangtse-kiang. By a

special decree Tsfng was ordered to assist the governor of the

province in raising a volunteer force, and on his own initiative

he built a fleet of war junks, with which he attacked the rebels.

In his first engagement he was defeated, but, happily for him,

his lieutenants were more successful. They recovered the

capital, Chang-sha. and destroyed the rebel fleet. Following up
these victories of his subordinates, TsCng recaptured Wuchang
and Hanyang, near Hankow, and was rewarded for hb success

by being appointed vice-president of the board of war. In
1853 other triumphs led to his being made a baturu (a Manchu
order for rewarding military prowess), and to his being decorated

with a yellow riding-jacket. Meanwhile, in his absence, the
rebels retook Wuchang and burnt the protecting fleet. The tide

quickly turned, however, and TsCng succeeded in clearing the
country round the Poyang lake, and subsequently in ridding the
province of Kiangsu of the enemy. His father died in 1857,
and after a brief mourning he was ordered to take supreme
comnuind in Cheh-kiang, and to co-operate with the governor of

Fukien in the defence of that province. Subsequently the rebels

were driven westwards, and TsCng would have started in pursuit

had he not been called on to clear the province of Ngan-hui of

rebel bands. In i860 he was appointed viceroy of the two Kiang
provinces and Imperial war commissioner. At this time, and for

some time previously, he had been fortunate in having the active

support of Tso Tsung-t'ang, who at a later period recovered

Kashgar for the emperor, and of Li Hung-Chang. Like all true

leaders of men, he knew how to reward good service, and when
occasion offered he appointed the former to the governorship of

Cheh-kiang and the latter to that of KiangstL In 1862 he was
appointed assistant grand secretary of state. At this time the

Imperial forces, assisted by the " Ever-victorious Army," had
checked the progress of the rebellion, and TsCng was able to cany
out a scheme which he had long formuUted of besieging Nanking,
the rebel headquarters. While Gordon, with the help of Li

Hung-Chang, was clearing the cities on the lower waters of the

Yangtse-kiang, TsCng drew closer his besieging lines around the

doomed city. In July 1864 the city fell into his hands, and he
was rewarded with the rank and title of marquis and the right

to wear the double-eyed peacock's feather. After the suppres-

sion of the Taipings the Nicnfei rebellion, closely related to the

former movement, broke 6ut in Shantung, and TsCng was sent

to quell it. Success did not, however, always attend him on this

campaign, and by Imperial order he was relieved of his command
by Li Hung-Chang, who in the same way succeeded him in the

viceroyalty of Chihli, where, after the nuissacre of Tientsin (1870),

TsCng failed to carry out the wishes of his Imperial master.

After this rebuff he retired to his viceroyalty at Nanking, where
he died in 187a.

TsSng was a voluminous writer. His papers addressed to the
throne and his literary disquisitions are held in high esteem by the
scholars of China, who treasure as a memorial of a great and un-
corrupt statesman the edition of his collected works m 156 books,
which was edited by Li Hung-Chang in 1876. (R. K. D.)

TSETSE-FLT {TselsCt an English rendering of the Bantu
nsi-nsi, a fly), a name applied indiscriminately to any one of the

eight species of Clossina, a genus of African blood-sucking

Diptera(two-winged flies, see Diptera), of the family Muscidae.
Tsetse-flies are of great economic and pathological importance
as the disseminators of tsetse-fly disease (nagana) and sleeping

sickness. These maladies are caused by minute unicellula

animal parasites (haemaicnoa) of the genus Trypanosoma (see

Trypanosomes); and recent investigations have shown that,

under normal conditions, the particular species of Trypanosoma
concerned (T. brucei, in the case of nagana, and T, gambiense in

that of sleeping sickness) are introduced into the blood of sus-

ceptible animals or man only by the bite of one or other of the

species of tsetse. (See Parasitic Diseases). The names of the

recognized species of tsetse- flies are as follows: Clossina palpalis

(see fig.); C. pallicera; G. morsitans; C. tackinotdts; C.

pailidipes; C, longipalpis ; G. fusca ; and G. longipennis. A ninth

so-called species, described in 1905 from specimens from Angola,

is not really distinct from G. palpalis but appears to be identical

with the sub-species G. palpalis wellmani.

In appearance tsetse are somewhat narrow>-bodied flies, with a
prominent proboscis, which projects horizontally in front of the head,

and with tne wings in the resting position closed flat one over the
other like the blades of a pair of scissors (see fig., B). The latter

characteristic affords an mfaliible means for the recognition of

these insects, since it at once serves to distinguish them from any
blood-sucking flies with which they might otherwise be confused. The
coloration of tsetse-flies is sombre and inconspicuous; the brownish
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or ireytsh-brown thorax usually exhibits darker longitudinal
markiMS. and when the insect b at rest the abdomen or hinder half

of the body is entirely concealed by the brownish wingiL In some
necies the abdomen is of a paler colour and marked with sharply
defined, dark brown bands, which are interrupted on the middle
line. The length of the body, exclusive of the proboscis^ whkh
oie9Sures about a line to a line and a half, varies according to the
species from 6 or 8 millimetres in the case of C. tackinoides, to

about III millimetres in that of G. fusca or longipennUi the dosed

wings, however, project beyond the body and thus increase its

apparent length. C. fal/ktlts, the disseminator of sleeping skrkness
(see fig.), is about 9} millimetres in length and is the darkest of
all the tsetse-flies, though the dark brown abdomen has pale lateral

triangular markings and usually at least an indication of a pale
longitudinal median stripe. In all tsetse-flies the ^roboscb in the
livmg insect is entirelv concealed by the palpi, whk:h are grooved
in their inner sides and form a closely fitting sheath for the piercing

origan; the base of the proboscis b expanoed beneath into a large

onion-shaped bulb, which b filled with muscles. The head of the
insect contains a muscular pharynx by means of which the blood
from the wound inflicted by the proboscb Habium) b pumped into

the alimentary canal and the soncalled sucking-stomach. The tip

of the proboscb b armed with a complkated series of chitinous
teeth and rasps, by means of whkh the fly is enabled to pierce the
skin of iu vkrtim ; as usual in Diptera the oigan b closed on the upper
side by the labnim. or upper lip, and contains the hypopharynx or
common outlet of the paired salivary glands, which arc situated in

the abdomen. The proboscb of tsetse-flies is without the paired
piercing stilets (mandibles and maxillae) possessed by other bkrad-
sucking Diptera, such as the female horse-flies and mosquitoes.
For the anatomy of the tsetse see E. A. Minchin, Proc, Roy. Soc.

Ixxvi. 53I-M7-
Tsetse-flies are restricted to Africa, where they occur in suitable

localities throughout the greater portion of the tropkal region,

although not found either in the Sahara or in the veld country of

the extreme south. For practkal purposes the northern limit of

dossina, as at present known, may be shown on the map by drawing
a line from Cape Verde to the Nile a little to the south-east of £1
Obeid. and thence to the coast of Somaliland at 4* N.; while the
southern boundary of the genus nuy similarly be represented by
the Cunene river, in the south of Angola, and a line thence to the

north-eastern end of St Lucb lake, in Zululand. \^thin the area
thus defined tsetse-flies are not found continuously, however, but
occur onlv in small tracts called" belts " or " patches," whkh. since

cover and shade are necessities of life to these insects, are always
situated in forest, bush or banana planutions. or among other shady
vegetatk>n. In South and Central Africa, at any rate, " fly-belts

'

are usually met with in damp, hot, low-lving spots on the maigins
of water-courses, rivers and lakes, and seldom far from water of some
kind. It appears, however, that in tlib respect the habits of the
different species show a certain amount of variation; thus, while
C. palp(Uis exhibits an especial fondness for water and haunts more
or less dense cover at the water's ed^, recent observations in Cjerman
East Africa show that C. fusca b in no way connected with water,
but b much more frequently encountered at a distance from it.

Similarly the oft-repeated assertion that there b a definite connexion
between tsetse- flks and big game, especially the buffalo {Buhalus
eafer), in that the former are dependent upon the latter for their

continued exbtence, b certainly not true as regards G. palpaliSt

although in South Africa there can be no question that the ex-

termination of big game has been followed or accompanied by the
disappearance of tsetse from many localitks in whkh they forineriy

abo«iJided.

As a rule tsetse-flies are most active during the wanner hours of
the day. but they frequently bite at night, especially by moonlight.
The blood-sucking habit b common to both sexes, and tne abdomen,
being capable of great expansion, b adapted for the periodkal
ingestion of an abundant food-supply. The act of feeding, in whkh
the proboscis b buried in the skin of the vktim nearly up to the
bulb, is i«markably qukk, and in thirty seconds or less the abdomen
of the fly. previously flat, becomes swollen out with blood like a
berry, btuhlmann's experiments with G. fusca show that the

insect is able to in^t considerably more than (sometimes
more than twice) its own weight of blood, whkh would
appear to be the only food, and must be drawn from the
tissues of a vktim. Specimens of G. fusca^ even though
fasting and kept for days in absolutely dry air, could never
be induced to imbibe water, sugar-cane juke or extra-
vasated blood. The reproduction of tsetse-flies b highly
remarkable: instead 01 laying eggs or being ovovivi-
parous the females deposit at intervals of about a fortnight
or three weeks a single full-grown larva, whkh forthwith
buries itself in the ground to a* depth of several centi-

metres, and assumes the pupal sute. The piactkal
importance of thb peculiar life-history b very great,

since larvae thus protected cannot easily be destroyed.
It b important to note that although ueeping skkness
(of whkh the chief foci are at present the Congo Free
btate and Uganda) has hitherto been associated with one
partkular species of Glossina, it has been shown experi-

mentally both that other tsetse-flies are able to transmit
the parasite of the disease, and that G. palpalis can convey
kindred parasites whkh are fatal to domestk animals.
Since, moreover, it b believed that at kast five species

of Glossina are carriers of nagana, it may well be that
aU tsetse-flies can disseminate both nagana and sleeping
skkness. (E. E. A.)

TSHI, TcHWi, Cm, or On» a group of Negro peoples of the

Gold Coast {q.v.). The chieif of these are the Asbanti, Fanti,

Akim and Aquapem. Their common language u tbe Tshi,

from ^hich they gain their family name.

TSU-SHIMA (" the bland of the port "), an island belonging

to Japan, situated about midway between Korea and the island

of Iki, so that the two islands were used as places of call in former

times by vessels plying between Japan and Korea. Tsu-shima

lies about 34° ao' N., 129° 20' £. The nearest point of the

Korean coast is 48 m. dbtant. It has an area of 262 sq. m. and a

population of 39,000. It b divided at the waist by a deep sound

(Asaji-ura), and the southern section has two hills, Yatachi-yama

and Shira-dake, 2130 ft. and 1680 ft. high respectively, while

the northern section has Ibeshi-yama and Mi-take, whose heights

are XX 28 ft. and 1598 ft. The chief town b Izu-hara. The
Mongol armada vbited the island in the 13th century and com-
mitted great depredations. In 1861 an attempt was made by
Russia to obtain a footing on the island. The name of the battle

of Tsu-shima b given to the great naval engagement of the 27th

and 28th of May 1905, in which the Russian fleet under Admiral
Rozhdestvensky was defeated by the Japanese under Admiral

Togo.
TUAM, a market town and episcopal dty of Co. Galway,

Irdand, 20 m. directly N.N.E. of Galway on the Limerick &
SUgo branch of the Great Southern & Western railway. Pop.

(i9oi)i3oi2* Anabbey was founded here towards the end of the

5th century, and in the be^iiming of the 6lh an episcopal see by
St Jarlath. The Protestant archbishopric of Tuam was lowered

to a bishopric on the death of Archbishop Power Le Poer Trench

in 1839, and united with that of Killala and Achonry. It b,

however, a Roman Catholic archbishopric. The Protestant

cathedral is also the parish church, and was to a great extent re-

built c. 186 1 from plans by Sir Thomas Deane. Only the chancel

of the old church remains, but its red sandstone arch is a remark-

ably fine example of Norman work; it dates from the middle of

the i2tb century. The modem Roman Catholic cathedral is

Perpendicular in style and cruciform in plan. The interior is

elaborately decorated. The cross of Tuam, re-erected in modern

tirae% bears inscriptions in memory of Turlogh O'Conor, king of

Ireland, and O'Hoisin, successively (11 28) abbot of St Jarlath's

Abbey and archbishop (11 52) of Tuam, when the see was raised.

St Jarlath's Roman Catholic college, usually called the New
College, b a seminary founded in 18 14 for the education of priests.

To the west are the archbishop's palace and a convent of
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Presentation nuns. Tlie town has a considerable retail trade,

and is a centre for the disposal of agricultural produce. Tuam
leoeived its first charter from James I. Before the union in

x8oo it returned two members to the Irish Parliament.
> TUAREG, or Tawarek (more properly Tawarik, the collective

form of tarki, from Arabic terekf to give up), the name given

to the western and central Saharan Berber peoples, in reference

possibly to their abandonment of Christianity or their early

home in Mauretania. They call themselves Imoshagh ("the
noble people "), another form of Amazigh. They inhabit the

desert from Tuat to Timbuktu and from Fezzan to Zinder. The
Tuareg country covers about 1,500,000 sq. nv, less than

3000 acres of which are cultivated. There are only some half-

dozen commercial places in the whole Sahara to which the

Tuareg resort. These are the centres from which the trade routes

radiate, Wargla, Timbuktu, Ghat, Ghadames, Murzuk and
Insalah.

The Tuareg, at any rate the noble class, are regarded as among
the purest of the Berber stocks, but with the adoption of Islam

they have become largely Arabized in manners and customs,

though the nomad Tuareg preserve in singular purity the Tama-
shek dialect of the Berber language. Their general colour is the

reddish yellow of southern Europeans, the uncovered parts of

the body being, however, darker through exposure. Their hair

is long, black, and silky, beards black ahd thin; eyes black, some-

times blue; noses small; hands delicate, but bodies muscular.

They are a taU people, the chiefs being especially noted for their

powerful build. They dress generally in a black tunic (some

tribes wear white), trousers girt with a woollen belt, and wear as

turban a doth called lUham, the end of which is drawn over the

face, allowing nothing to be seen but the eyes and the tip of the

nose. The purpose of this is to protect the throat and lungs from

the sand. These cloths are dark blue or white: the former being

worn most by the nobles, the hitter by the common people. To
this difference of colour is due the terms " black " and " white

"

Tuareg. . TheTuareg seldom remove their masks or face-cloths.

Even abroad they wear them, and have been seen so dressed in

the streets of Paris. The Arabs call them "People of the

Veil."

The Tuareg are divided into five main tribes or confederations
of tribes: the Azear (Asjer) about Ghat and Ghadames; the Kelui
around Air; the Hoggar (Ahaggar) in the mountains of that name
and in the centre of the Sahara; the Awellimiden in the desert north
and east of Timbuktu; and the Arrerf Ahnet, a recent offshoot

of the Hoggars living in the Adrar'n Ahnet region north-west of

the Hog^ar massif. Owing to their 'nomadic life their political

or^nixation is not so democratic as that of other Berber peoples;

chiefs and the members of the popular assembly^ are nominally
elective; practically, howe\'er, the office of chief is hereditary in

a ruling family. On a chief's death the office goes, with the approval
of the tribesmen, to the eldest son of his eldest sister, in no case
to any of his sons. The Tuareg are nominally Mahommedans. and
belong to the Malikite section of the Sunnites. The Senussite

sect, however, has many adherents, but more because of the Tuareg
hatred of foreigners than from devoutness. A very few perform,
by way of Tripoli, the pilgrimage to Mecca. They have not many
mosques, and these are merely small stone enclosures a few feet

high, with a niche at one end towards Mecca. There are a number
of desert monasteries, huge camps pitched in a circle. Here the
marabout lives surrounded by his followers, shifting the " monas-
tery " as the requirements of his flocks compel. Jn these
monasteries many Tuareg children receive their education.

Socially the Tuareg are divided into five classes, viz. : Tkaggaren
or nobles; Marabouts or priests; Imgkad or serfs; Iregkenaien or
cross-breeds; and the slaves. The nobles are all pure-blooded, and
f>rovide the tribal chiefs. They do no manual work, but almost
ive in the saddle, either convoyme those caravans which have paid
blackmail for safe passage, or making raids on trade-routes or even
outlying Arab settlements. Before the French occupation they
sometimes penetrated into the very heart of Algeria and Tunisia.
Among the Imghad serfdom is hereditary, and whole tribes are
vassals to the nobles. They cannot be sold or freed like slaves,

though they may be inheritra. Most of them have practical inde-
pendence and act as " squires " to the nobles on their pillaging

expeditions. The cross-breeds are the descendants ot mixed
marriages between the nobles and serfs. These follow their mother's
status. The slaves are chiefly Sudanese nceroes. They are well

treated and are practically members of the Tuareg family, but the
Tuareg never intermarry with them. The Tuareg weapons are

8 straight two-edged sword about 4 ft. long, a dagger bound

to the left forearm by a leather ring, and a slender iron hnce some
9 ft. long bari)ed for about a foot. On his right arm the Tuareg
warrior wears a heavy stone to give increased weight to his lance
and sword-plav or to parry blows. Muskets are common, no noble
or freedman being without one. Besides this the Tuareg carry
leathern shields. In hunting, wooden missiles like boomerangs
are used. Among the low-caste hill tribes of Hoggar bowv and
arrows are the only weapons.

Little is known of the histoiy of the Tuareg. The name is that
eiven them by the Arabs. They are the descendants of those
Berbers who were driven into the desert by the great Arab invasion
of North Africa in the 11th century. Ibn KhaldQn in the 14th
century locates them to the south and west of Tunisia. They were
constantly at war with the Arabs on the north, and the Negro peoples
of the Sudan on the south. For their relations with tfie French,
with whom they came into contact after the conquest of Algeria,
see Sauaba
Authorities.—H. Duveyrier, Les Touaregs du Nord (Paris,

1864); Lieut. Hourst, The ExUoration of the Niter (Ene. ticns.,

London, 1898), pp. 190-240; W. J. Harding King, A Search for
the Masked Tuaregs (London, 1003); M. Benhazera, Six Mois
cket Us Touareg du Ahaggar (Algiers, 1908); Lieut. C. ^ean,
Les Touareg du sud-esi: I*Air, ieur rdle dans la peliiigue saharunne
(Paris, 1909); E. Doutti, Magie et religion dans fAjrique du nord
(Algiers, 1909) ;

" Essai de transcription m^thodique des noms de
lieux touareg " in Bull. soc. gfog. d'Alger (1908).

TUAT, a Berber word * sometimes applied generally to all the

oases in the western part of the Algerian Sahara, i.e. between
2" W. and a}' £. a6** and 30** N., sometimes restricted to a par-

ticular group which borders the east side of Wad Mzaud between
361° and 27}^ N. According to the first usage Tuat includes the
oases of Gurara in the north and Tidikelt in the south with the
important centre of Insalah. The three groups are spoken of col-

lectively by the French as the Tuat archipelago. The district is

comparatively fertile, being formed of recent alluvium extending
along the base of the Tademait plateau (Cretaceous) , and produces
dates and some cereals and vegetables. The wadi Saura (known
in its lower course as the Messaud), formed by the junction of the
wadis Zusfana and Ghir, marks the north-western boundary of

the oases. After the winter rains in the Atlas it carriesa consider-

able body of water in its upper course, but lower down its channel

is choked by sand. Works were undertaken ( 1909) by the French
to keep open the channel as it passes Tuat proper. At Gurara
Water is obtained from springs brought to the surface by the

outcrop of impervious Devonian rocks. There is an extensive

sebkha or salt lake at Gurara. The oases support a comparatively
large population. The separate ksurs or hamlets, of which the

district is said to contain over 300, are in Tuat proper placed dose
together. The political centre of Tuat is the oasis of Timmi,
which has some forty ksurs. All the ksurs are strongly fortified,

the walls of the citadels being of immense thickness. The whole
region has been formed into an administrative um't known as

terriloire des oasis sahariennes^ and comprising a native commune
subdivided into the annexes of Tuat, Gurara and Tidikelt. In

1906 the commune had a population of 134 Europeans and
49^73' ruitives, of whom 112 enjoyed municipal rights. There
were four places with over 2000 inhabitants: Adrar (Timmi),

a686, and Zaniet-Kunta, 3090 , in Tuat ; Insalah, 2837, in Tidikelt

;

andTimimun, 2330, in Gurara. Nine other places had between
1000 and 2000 inhabitants. By race (excluding the troops)

there were 19,654 Arabs, 5470 Berbers, 4374 negroes, 191 Jews
(professing Islam) and 19,4x2 persons of mixed blood. The
district is of importance as commanding the routes southwards

to Timbuktu from both Morocco and Algeria, and it is thus a
great centre of trade. The oases appear to have been inhabited

from a very early period. According to tradition numbers of

Jews migrated thither in the 2nd century a.d. They were the

predominant element in the oases when the conquests of Sidi

Okba drove the Zenata south (7th century). These Berbers

occupied Tuat and, to a large extent, absorbed the Jewish popu-

lation. The Arabs took possession of the oases in the loth century

and imposed Islam upon the people. Thereafter the region was
governed by Zenata Berbers or by Arab chieftains. In the Z4th

' The etymology of the word is doubtful; it is used in the sense
of an inhabited district—hence an oasis.

* By a clerical error the native population in the census raturas
is given as 60,497.
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century tlie fultui of Morocco occupied the oues, which remained

in political dependence upon Morocco. In the 1 7th century, how-
ever, the sovereignty of the sultan had become almost nominal

and this state of quasi-independence continued. The treaty of

1845 between Morocco and France left the question of the

possession of Tuat, Gurara and Tidikelt unsettled. After the

murder in 1881 of the members of the Flatters mission—a French
expedition sent into the Sahara—a measure concerted at Insalah,

several of the Tuat headmen sought Moroccan protection, fearing

the vengeance of France. A chief calling himself the Moroccan
pasha estabUshed himself at Timmi, but Morocco took no active

step to assert her sovereignty. In 1899 a French scientific

mission, under Colonel Flamand, was despatched to the oasis of

Tidikelt. The French were attacked by the natives (Dec. 28,

1899), whom they defeated, and the next day Insalah was occu-

pied. This was the beginning of a serious campaign in which the

French suffered severe losses, but by March 1901 the whole of the

fortified places in the three oases had been captured. To cut off

the oases from Morocco the town of Igll, 140 m. north-west of

Gurara, was also annexed by the French (April 5, 1900). Igli

(pop. 1057 in 1906) occupies an important position, being placed

at the junction of the wadi Zusfana and the wadi Ghir. The
French were not, however, left in peaceable possession of their

newly acquired territory. Attacks by the nomad tribes, Moroccan
and others, were made on the Une of communications, and
during 1903 the French troops suffered serious losses. To punish

the trib« the town of Figig was bombarded by the French

(June 8, 1903). On the 2nd of September following a band of

nomads attacked, at a place called El Mungar, the escort of a

convoy going to Taghit. After maintaining the fight 7I hours

the French were reinforced and their enemies drew off. Out of

X 15 combaUnts the French lost 38 killed and 47 wounded.

To consolidate their position the French authorities deter-

mined to connect the oases with the Algerian Sahara proper by
carriage roads and railways. 'One road goes north-east to El

Golea, 150 m. distant from Insalah; another north from Igli to a

post called Beni Oum'f, 2| m. south of Figig, to which point the

railway from Ain Sefra, in the Oranese Sahara, was carried in

1903. The continuation of this railway to Igli was begun in the

following year.
Major A. G. Laing visited the Tuat territory in 1825 on his way

to Timbuktu, but his papers were lost. The next European to visit

Tuat was .Gerhard Konlfs, who described his explorations and
investigations in Tagebuck seiner Reise dutch Afarokko nock Tuat,

1864 ^[»otba. 1865) and Reise durch Marokko . . . Exploraiion

der Oaun von Tafilel, Tuat und Tidikelt . . . (Bremen, 1868).

A. G. P. Martin's Les Oasis sakariennes (Algiers. 1908) gives an
account of the history and economic condition of the oases. Consult
also Commandant E. Laqui^re, Les Reconnaissances du Cinhal
Senihe dans Us oasis sakariennes ^Paris, 1902), a valuable mono-
graph by an officer who took part m the operations in 1900-1901

;

E. F. Gautier, Sakara atfSrien (Paris, 1908). and various contribu-

tions by G. B. M. Flamana in La Giograpkie and A nnales giograpkiques

for 1900, Comptes rendus (1902), Bull. giog. kist. et descrtMtve (1903).

TUBA, in music. The tubas—bombardon, helicon, eupho-

nium (Fr. tuba, sax-lubi^ bombardon; Ger. Tuben, Tenor-bass,

Bombardon, Kontrabasstuba, Helikon ;Ita\. bassluba, bombardone)

—are a family of valved instruments of powerful tone forming

the tenor and bass of the brass wind. In the orchestra these instru-

ments are called tubas; in military bands euphonium (tenor),

bombardon and helicon (bass).

The modem tubas owe their existence to the invention of valves

or pistons (Ger. Ventile) by two Prussians, Stdlzel and BlUmel, in

1815. The tubas are often confounded with the baritone and bass

of the saxhorns, being like them the outcome of the application of

valves to the bugle family. There is, however, a radical difference

in construction between the two types: given the same length

of tubing, the fundamental octave of the tubas is an octave lower

than that of the saxhorns, the quality of tone being besides

immeasurably superior. This difference is entirely due to the

proportions of the truncated cone of the bore and consequently

of the column of air within. By increasing the calibre of the

bore in proportion to the length of the tube it was found that the

fundamental note or first sound of the harmonic series was easily

obtained in a full rich quality, and by means of the valves, with
this one note as a basis, a valuable pedal octave is obtained,
absent in the saxhorns. Prussia has not adopted these modifica-

tions; the bass tubas with large calibre, which have long been
introduced into the military bands of other countriesand retained

in that country, are founded on the original model invented in

BBb Bombardon or Contrabass Tuba (Besson).

183 s by Wieprecht and Morits, a specimen of which is preserved
in the museum of the Brussels Conservatoire. The name " basa
tuba " was bestowed by Wieprecht upon his newly invented bass
with valves, which had the narrow bore afterwards adopted by
Sax for the saxhorns. The evolution of the modem tubas took
place between 1835 and 1854 (see Valves).

The instruments termed Wagner tubas are not included among
the foregoing. The Wagner tubas are really horns designed for

Wagner in order to provide for the Nibelungen Ring a complete
quartet having the hom timbre. The tenor tuba corresponds

to the tenor hom, which it outwardly resembles, having its tube
bent in rectangular outline an4 being played by means of a funnel-

shaped mouthpiece. The bore of the Wagner tenor and tenor-

bass tubas, in Bb and F, is slightly larger than in the horn, but
much smaller than in the real tubas. The bell, funnel-shaped

as in the German tubas, is held to the right of the performer,

the valves being fingered by the left hand. There are four

valves, lowering the pitch respectively i tone, | tone, i| tone,

2 tones (or 2| tones). The harmonic series is the same for both
instruments, the notation being as for the horn in C.

B flat Tenor.
Real Sounds.

N.B.—^The black notes are difficult to obtain strictly in tune as
open notes.

By means of the valves the compass is extended downwards
an octave for each instmroent. The timbre of the tenor tuba is

only slightly more metallic and less noble than that of the French

hom with valves. Many motives in the Ring are given out by
the quartet of horns and Wagner tubas.

llie modem tuba finds its prototype as well as the oriein of the
name in the Roman tuba (the Greek salpinx), definite information
concerning which is given by Vegetius.^ Compared with the other
military service instruments of the Romans, the buceina and cornu,

the tuba was straight and was used to sound the charge and retreat,

and to encourage and lead the soldiers during action ; it was sounded
at the changing of the guard, as the signal to begin and leave off

work, &c. The tuba is represented, together with the buceina and
comu, on Trajan's column in the scenes described by Vegetius.

During the middle ages the tuba was as great a favourite as the
busine (see Buccina and Tsumpbt). from which it may readily

be distinguished by its marked conical bore and absence of bell.

It is recorded that King Frederick Barbarona gave an order on
the 14th of January 1240 in Arezxo for four tubas of silver and for

slaves to be taught to play upon them.* During the middle ages
the Latin word tuba is variously translated, and seems to have
puzzled the compilers of vocabularies, who often render it by trumba
(Fr. trompe). (K. S.)

' De re militari, iii. 5 and ii. 7.

« Dr Alwin Schultz. lUfisckes Leben, i. 560. note 3.
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TUBE (Lat. tuba)^ a pipe or hollow cylinder. Tubes play

an important part in engineering and other works for the

conveyance of liquids or gases, and are made of diverse materials

and dimensions according to the purpose for which they are

intended, metal pipes being of the greatest consequence. Accord-

ing to the process of manufacture metal tubes may be divided

into seamed and seamless. One of the earliest uses of seamed
wrought-iron tubes was for gun-barrels, and formerly these

were made by taking a strip of wrought iron, bending it so

that the edges overlapped and then welding by hammering,
with or without the aid of grooved swages. The development

of gas lighting increased the demand for tubes, and in 1824

James Russell introduced the butt-welded tube, in which the

edges of the skelp are not made to overlap, but are brouj^t into

closest possible contact and the welding is effected in a double

swage, having corresponding grooves of the diameter of the

tube required; this method required no mandrel as did those

previously in use. The following year saw another improve-

ment in making these pipes, when Cornelius Whitehouse effected

a butt weld by drawing the bent skelp through a die. Stronger

tubes are obtained by using grooved rollers instead of a die,

the skelp being mounted on a mandrel. This is the method
commonly adopted at the present day for making this class

of tube. Seamed tubes, especially of copper and brass, are

made by brazing or soldering the edges of the skelp. Another

method is to bend the edges so that they interlock, the contact

being perfected by rolling. Seamless tubes, which are stronger

than those just described, are made by drawing a bloom of

the metal perforated by an axial hole or provided with a

core of some refractory material, or, in certain cases, by forcing

the plastic metal by hydraulic pressure through an appropriate

die. The seamless steel tube industry is now of great dimen-

sions owing to the development of steam engineering. Another

type of seamless tube is the cast-iron tube, usually of large

diameter and employed for gas and water mains; these pipes

are made by casting.

TUBERCULOSIS. The word "tuberculosis," as now used,

signifies invasion of the body by the tubercle bacillus, and is

applied generally to all morbid conditions set up by the presence

of the active parasite. The name is derived from the " tubercles
"

or " little lumps " which are formed in tissues invaded by the

bacillus; these were observed and described long before their

real nature or causation was known. (For an account of the

organism, which was discovered by Koch in 1882, see Parasitic

Diseases.) The bacillus attacks every organ and tissue of the

body, but some much more frequently than others. The
commonest seats of tuberculous disease are the lungs, lymphatic

glands, bones, serous membranes, mucous membranes, intestines

and liver. Before the discovery of the bacillus its effects in

different parts of the body received separate names and were

classified as distinct diseases. For instance, tuberculosis of

the lung W9S called "consumption" or "phthisis," of the

bones and lymphatic glands " struma " or " scrofula," of the

skin "lupus," or the intestinal glands "tabes mesenterica."

Some of these names are still retained for convenience, but the

diseases indicated by them are known to be really forms of

tuberculosis. On the other hand, there are " tubercles

"

which are not caused by the tubercle bacillus, but by some other

source of irritation, including various parasitic organisms,

some of which closely resemble the tubercle bacillus. To these

forms of disease, which are not as yet well understood, the

term pseudo-tuberculosis has been given. 'Lastly, the word
" tubercular " is still sometimes applied to mere lumpy erup-

tions of the skin, which have ho connexion with tuberculosis

or pseudo-tuberculosis.

Pathology.—^The effects of tuberculosis on the structures

attacked vary greatly, but the characteristic feature of the

disease is a breaking-down and destruction of tissue. Hence the

word " phthisis," which means " wasting away " or " decay,"

and was used by Hippocrates, accurately describes the morbid

process in tuberculosis generally, as well as the constitutional

effect on the patient in consumption. According to the most

recent views, the presence and multiplication of the badlli
excite by irritation the growth of epithelioid cells from the
normal fixed cells of the.tissue affected, and so form the tubercle,

which at first consists of a collection of these morbidly grown
cells. In a typical tubercle there is usually a very la^ or
" giant " cell in the centre, surrounded by smaller epithelioid

cells, and outside these again a zone of leucocytes. T^e bacilli

are scattered among the cells. In the earliest stages the tubercle
is microscopic, but as several of them are formed close together
they become visible to the naked eye and constitute the condi-
tion known as miliary tubercle, from their supposed resem-
blance to millet seeds. In the next stage the cells forming the
tubercle tmdergo the degenerative change known as "casea-
tion," which merely means that they assume in the mass an
appearance something like cheese. In point of fact, they die.

This degeneration is believed to be directly caused by a toxin

produced by the bacillL The further progress of the disease

varies greatly, probably in accordance with the resisting power
of the individual. In proportion as resistance is small and pro-
gress rapid the cheesy tubercles tend to soften and break down,
forming abscesses that burst when superficial and leave ulcers,

which in turn coalesce, causing extensive destruction of tissue.

In proportion as progress is slow the breaking-down and de-
structive process is replaced by one in which the formation of

fibrous tissue is the chief feature. It may be regarded as Nature's
method of defence and repair. In tuberculosis of the lungs,

for instance, we have at one end of the scale acute phthisis or

"galloping consumption," in which a large part or even the
whole of a lung is a mass of caseous tubercle, or is honeycombed
with large ragged cavities formed by the rapid destruction of

lung tissue. At the other end we have patches or knots of

fibrous tissue wholly replacing the original tubercles or enclos-

ing what remains of them. Such old encapsuled tubercles may
undergo calcareous degeneration. Between these extremes

come conditions which partake of the nature of both in all

degrees, and exhibit a mixture of the destructive and the healing

processes in the shape of cavities surrounded by fibrous tissue.

Such intermediate conditions are far more common than either

extreme; they occur m ordinary chronic phthisis. The term
" fibroid phthisis " is applied to cases in which the process is

very chronic but extensive, so that considerable cavities are

formed with much fibrous tissue, the contraction of which draws
in and flattens the chest-wall. Tuberculosis commonly attacks

one organ or part more than another, but it may take the form
of an acute general fever, resembling typhoid in its clinical

features. " Acute miliary tuberculosis " is a term generally

used to indicate disseminated infection of some particular organ
—usually the lungs or one of the serous membranes—in which
the disease is so severe and rapid that the tubercles have not
time to get beyond the miliary state before death occurs.

Tuberculosis is exceedingly apt to spread from its original seat

and to invade other organs. The confusing multiplicity of

terms used in connexion with this disease b due to its innumer-

able variations, and to attempts to classify diseases according

to their symptoms or anatomical appeftrances. Now that the

cause is known, and it has become clear that different forms
of disease are caused by variations in extent, acuteness and
scat of attack, the whole subject has become greatly simplified,

and many old terms might be dropped with advantage.

Tuberculosis in the Lower Animals.—Most creatures, including

worms and fishes, are experimentally susceptible to tuber-

culosis, and some contract it s()ontaneously. It may be called

a disease of civilization. Domesticated animals are more sus-

ceptible than wild ones, and the latter are more liable in

captivity than in the natural state. Captive monkeys, for

instance, commonly die of it, and of birds the most susceptible are

farmyard fowls, but it is practically unknown in animab in the

wild state. In cattle coming chiefly from the plains (United

Slates Bureau of A nimal Industry Reports, 1900-1905) the number
found diseased was only 0-134% in 28,000,000. Of the domesti-

cated animals, horses and sheep are least, and cattle most,

affected; pigs, dogs and cats occupy an intermediate position.
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Tlie percentage of tuberculous animals lecorded at the slaughter-

houses of Berlin in 1892-1893 was as follows * Cows and oxen,

1 5* X ; swine, 1*55; calves, o* 1 1 ; sheep, 0*004. Similar records at

Copenhagen in 1890-1893 give the following result: Cows and
oxen, 1

7
'7; swine, 15-3; calves, 0*2; sheep, 0*0003. The order

of the animals is the same, and it is confirmed by other slaughter-

house statistics; but the discrepancies between the ^res
indicate considerable variation in frequency, and only allow

general conclusions to be drawn. A striking fact is the compara-
tively small amount of tubercle in calves. It shows, as Nocard
has pointed out, that heredity cannot play an important part

in the transmission of bovine tuberculosis. The infrequency of

the disease b sheep is attributed to the open-air life they lead,

and no doubt that is an important factor. The more animals

and persons are herded together and breathe the same air in a
confined and covered space, the more prevalent is tubercidosis

among them. Stefansky found the disease in 5% of the rats

caught in Odessa, and Lydia Rabinowitch obtained similar

results in rats caught in Berlin. But there are evidently degrees

of natural resistance also. Horses are more confined than
cattle in the United Kingdom, yet they are far less affected;

and on the other hand, cattle running free in the purest air may
take the infection from others. ProfessorMcEacham of Montreal
states that he has seen tubercxilosis prevalent in ranch cattle,

few of which were ever under a roof, ranging on the foothills of

the Rocky Mountains in Montana. In cows and monkeys
the lungs are chiefly affected; in horses and pigs the intestine

and abdominal organs.

The relation between human and animal tuberculosis has
been much debated. The bacillus in man very closely resembles

that found in other mammalia, and they were considered

identical untQ Koch threw doubt on this view at the

British Congress on Tuberculosis in 190Z. The British govern-

ment thereupon appointed a royal commission to inquire

into the relations of human and animal tubercul(»is. The
second interim report of the commission was issued in 1907,

and the conclusions arrived at in it are: " That there seems to

be DO valid reason for doubting the opinion, never seriously

doubted before 1901, that human and bovine bacilli belong to

the same family. On this view the answer to the question.

Can the bovine bacillus affect man? is obviously in the

afiinnative. The same answer must also be given to those who
hold the theory that human and bovine tubercle bacilli are

different in kind, since the * bovine kind ' are readily to be found

as the causal agents of many fatal cases of human tuberculosis."

Thecommission also found that there is an essential unity not only

in the nature of the morbid processes induced by human and
bovine tubercle baciUi, but iiso in the

morphological characteristics exhibited

by the tubercle bacilli which cause these

processes. The conclusions of the

members of the Paris Congress on
Tuberculosis, held in 1905, are: " That
human tuberculosis can be transferred

to the bovine animal, and that what is

termed the bacillus of bovine origin can

be discovered in the human subject, and
that there b a possibility that they may
be varieties of one species."

The distribution of tuberculosis is

universal, and it is coinddent with

ITft riflartoii the existence of the human race m the habitable

•ad regions of the globe. Its comparative absence in
MatiamT' the Arctic regions seems more due to the sparsity

of population than to climatic effect. Indeed, it has been

shown that climate has much less effect in its prevalence

than has been formerly thought to be the case, the con-

clusion of Hirsch being that " the mean level of the tem-

perature has no significance for the frequency or rarity of

phthisis in any locality." The nature of the occupations and

the density of population in any given area tend to its increase

or otherwise, and the comparative immunity enjoyed by

uncivOized races is due to their open-air life and to the sanitary

advantages derived from the comparatively frequent changes of

the sites of their camps and villages. Segregation 6t these races

in fixed areas has shown an increased incidence of tuberculosis,

and when living under dvilixed conditions they fail to exhibit

any natural immunity. Altitude has an apparent inffuence

on the frequency of phthisis, the rarity of the disease at high

altitudes in Switzerland having been demonstrated, and a like

protective influence is enjoyed by certain devated districts

in Mexico, notwithstanding the insanitary conditions of the

towns thereon. The protection afforded by the altitude is

alleged to be due to the dryness of the atmosphere, its freedom

from impurities and the increased solar radiation. While no
race is exempt from tuberculosis, certain races afford a greater

case incidence. E. Baldwin states that the mortality from con-

sumption in recently immigrated races in the United States is

much greater than in those of longer residence. It was found

that among those whose mothers were of foreign birth the rate

was—in Russians 71*8, Germans 167, Scottish 172*5, French

x87-7 and Irish 339*6, while in native-bom Americans it was
xxa*8. The well-known susceptibility of the Irish has been

attributed to the moisture of the dimate, under-feeding, and the

residual inferiority of a population drained by the emigration

of a large number of able-bodied adults. That there is some
added factor is shown by the fact that the above mortality of

339 in those having Irbh mothers, in 1 901, was greater by 31%
than that of the Irish in Ireland at the same period. The Jews
are sai4 to show a relative immunity, but the matter requires

further investigation. The factor which seemingly has the

most constant influence on the mortality from tuberculosis

is density of population. A high rale of mortality occurs in

connexion with overcrowding and bad ventilation in dties, and
it is proved that the death-rate from this disease is considerably

lower in the country than in the towns. In additbn, when we
consider that it does not occur in epidemics or at certain

seasons, but is constantly active, it will easily be seen that no
other disease is so destructive to the human race. At the

Tuberculosis Congress, held in Paris in X905, it was stated by
Kayserling that one-third of all deaths and one-half the sickness

amongst adults in Germany was due to tuberculosis.

In 1908 the mortality from all forms of tuberculosis in England
and VValte was, according to the registrar-general's returns,

56,080, less by 3455 than the average of the previous five years,

being equal to 10*8% of the mortality from all causes, while in

Ireland in 1909 14% of the total mortality was assigned to it.

The following table gives the comparative mortaHt)r from
pulmonary tuberculosis for certain fixed years together with the
estimated population of certain selected countries:

—

England and Wales
Ireland . . . .

German Empire

.

.

France . . . .

Norway . . . .

Italy . . . .

Holland . . . .

Belgium . . . .

Switzerland . . .

Estimated Population in Years.
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In English counties containing populations of 100,000 or over the
highest rates were— in 1908—London. 1806; Lancashire, 1848;
Northumbeiiand, 1^7; Carnarvonshire, 2025; and Carmarthen*
shire, 2328 per mithon living. Of the fifteen counties in England
and Waues with the highest tuberculosb mortalities, no fewer than
seven are Welsh. Cardiganshire, with 2270 for both sexes, has a
rate nearly double that of England.
According to the United Sutes census of 1900, the death-rate

front tuberculosis in the area chosen for r^istration which embraced
ten registration states, namely, Connecticut, Maine, District of

Columbia, Massachusetts. Michigan, New Hampshire. New Jersey,
New York, Rhode Island and Vermont, and 153 rcgistratbn cities

outside these states, was:—
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*' anoccupied," suffer exceacively from tubercle. According to Dr
Moct. pathok^[ist to the London County Council, tuberculous lesions
are found in more than one-third of the bodies of inmates examined
post mortem. The majority contract the disease in the asylums.

Medical opinion has undergone a great change with regard

to the influeiice of heredity. The frequent occurrence of con-

sumption among members of the same family used to be ex-

plained by assuming the existence of a tuberculous "diathesis"

or inherent liability to consumption which " ran in families
"

and was handed down from one generation to another. As
the real nature of the disease was not understood, the inherited

diathesis was regarded as a sort of latent or potentialconsumption
which might develop at any time and could hardly be avoided.

The children of consumptive parents had the " seeds " of the

disease in them, and were thought to be doomed with more or

less certainty. Great importance was therefore attached to

heredity as a factor in the incidence of tuberculosis. The
discovery that it is caused by a specific parasitic infection placed

the question in a different light, and led to a more
carefid examination of the facts, which has resulted

in a general and increasing tendency to minimize or deny the

influence of heredity. At the Berlin Congress on Tuberculosis

in 1899 Virchow pronounced his disbelief in the theory on patho-

logical grounds. " I dispute this heredity absolutely," he said.
" For a course of years I have been pointing out that if we ex-

amine the bodies of infants newly bom, who have had no life

apart from the mother, we ffnd no tuberculosis in them. I am
convinced that what looked like tuberculosis in the newly
bom was none of it tuberculosis. In my opinion there is no
authenticated case of tubercle having been found in a dissected

newly-bom infant." Observations on animals similarly tend
to disprove the existence of congenital tuberculosis (Nocard).

The theory that the germs may remain latent in the offspring of

tuberculous parents (Baumgarten) is unsupported by evidence.

The occurrence of .disease in such offspring is ascribed to

infection by the parents, and this view is confirmed by the

fact that 'the incidence in consumptive families is greater on
female children, who are more constantly exposed to home
infection, than on the male (Squire). The statistical evidence,

so far as it goes, points in the same direction. It is even
denied that the children of consumptives are specially pre-

disposed.

Recogpition of the communicability of tuberctilosis has
directed attention to the influence of conditions in which people

live massed together in close proximity. The pre-

^^^^ valence of the disease in large centres of popula-

'Si^w! ^^^^ ^"^ already been noted, and the influence of

oowtf^r* aggregation is no doubt considerable; but it does

not always hold good. The distribution in England
and Wales does not correspond with density of population,

and some purely rural districts have a very high mortality.

Broadly, however, the rural counties have a low mortality, and
those containing large urban populations a high one. In France
in the department of the Oise, in purely industrial villages,

the mortality from pulmonary phthisis is from 56 to 6z per

10,000; in a village in which part of the population worked in

the fields and part in factories the mortality was 46 per 10,000;

and in purely agricultural villages it ranged from o to 10 per
io,ooa

The foHowinfftable is takin from the Supplement to the Registrar-
General's 65th Report for England and \Vales:

—

diseases in relation to overcrowding, the same authority found that
" while associated with overcrowding is a tendency of the population
to die from disease generally, this tendency is especially manifested
in the case of phthisis, and is not numifested in the case of every

Other Conditions.—Poverty, insuflident food and insanitary
dwellings are always more or less associated with overcrowding,
and it is difficult to distinguish the relative influence of these
factors. An analysis of 553 deaths in Edinburgh according
to rentals in 1899 gave these results: under £10, 230; from
£10 to £ao, 190; above £20, 106 (Littlejohn); but the corre-

sponding population is not sUted. An investigation of selected
houses in Manchester gave some interesting results (Coates).
The houses were divided into three classes: (i) infected and
dirty; (2) infected but clean; (3) dirty but not infected; infected
meaning occupied by a tuberculous person. Dust was taken
from aU parts of the rooms and submitted to bacteriological

tests. The conclusions may be summarized thus: The effects

of overcrowding were not apparent; a Urge cubic space was found
to be of little avail if the ventilation was bad; the beneficial

effects of light and fresh air were markedly shown even in the
dirtiest houses; ordinary cleanliness was found not sufficient

to prevent accumulation of infectious material in rooms occupied
by a consumptive; no tuberctilous dust was found in dirty

houses in which there was no consumption. The upshot is to
emphasize the importance of light and air,- and to minimize
that of mere dirt. This is quite in keeping with earlier in-

vestigations, and particularly those of Dr Tatham on back-to-

back houses. Darkness and stuffiness are the friends of the
tubercle bacillus.

So much has the question of cleanliness, and of hounng in a sani-
tary district, to do with the prevalence of the disease, that the follow-
ing table taken from the Report of the Registrar-General for Ireland
for the year 1909 shows the marked class incidence in all forms of
tuberculosis.

Distribution of Tuheradosis Mortality &y Classes in Ireland, igoQ.

Professional and independent
class

Middle class, dvil service and
smaller officials ....

Large traders, business mana-
gers

Clerks .

Householders in and-dass
localities

Artisans
Petty shopkeepers and other

traders
Domestic servants ....
Coach and car drivers, and
vanmen

Hawkers, porters and labourers

AIKocTMof Pulmonuy Other (bnuof
Tubcicukaik Phthfafa. "" "—

*
'

X-4I

x-8a

1-59.
2-92

2.5a
2-94

385
I-3I

424
4«3

0-64

1-30

104
a-33

1.85
2*23

300
1*04

306
2-88

0-77

o-5a

0-55
0-59

0'67
0-71

0-85
0-27

118
'•95

In relation to the last two classes the effect of exposure and also of
alcoholic excess must be added to overcrowding and privation.
The low rate noticeable for domestic servants must be ascribed to
the better food and housing they enjoy while in ntuations. In
Hamburg the mortality was 10*7 per 10,000 in those whole income
rose above 3500 marks, 39*3 where the income was 900 to 1200 marks,
and 60 per 10,000 where the income fell below that figure.

It is now generally accepted that tuberde bacilli may enter

the body by various paths. At the International Congress on
Tuberculosis held in Vienna in 1907 Wdchsdbaum summarized
the channels of infection in pulmonary tuberculosis as follows:
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membrane of the nose, mouth or tonsils into the neighbour-
ing lymphatic glands, and thence through the blood or lymph

Pi^^ into the lungs. (3) By ingestion of tubercle bacilli

UUMha. ^to the lower part of the gastro-intestinal tract

in the food; thence the bacilli may pass through
the lining membrane, infect the neighbouring glands and
pass by the blood or lymph stream to the lungs. (4) By
penetration of other mucous membranes (such as the conjunctival
or urogenital) or through the skin. (5) Possible, though very
rare, placental infection.

Tubercle bacilli may not produce any anatomical lesion at
the point of entrance, or they may remain latent for a very
long time; and it has been experimentally proved that they may
pass through mucous membranes and leave no trace of their

progress. As reported to the Royal Commission, the introduction
of bacilli into the alimentary canal is not necessarily followed
by the development of tuberculosis. The writings of Von
Behring have led to renewed attention being paid to intestinal

infection, particularly through the milk supply. Von Behring
suggests that the bacillus itself may become modified in the
human body.

Measures for the prevention of tuberculosis may be divided

into two classes: (i) general; (2) special. Great attention

i^ivajOaj.
^"" been paid to the latter since the infectious

nature of the disease was established. The former

include all means by which the conditions of life are improved
among the mjiss of the people. The most important of these

are probably housing and food supply. The reduction of the

disease recorded in England is attributed to the great changes
which have gradually taken place in such conditions since, say,

185a Wages have been raiiscd, food cheapened, housing im-
proved, protection afforded in dangerous trades, air spaces

provided, locomotion increased, the ground and the atmo-
sphere have been cleaned and dried by sanitary means. In
addition to these general measures is the provision of consump-
tion hospitals, which act by segregating a certain amount of

disease. Yet all these things, beneficial as they may be, do
not wholly account for the reduction, for, if the records can be

trusted, it was in progress before they had made any way or had
even been begun, lliis observation, coupled with the appar-

ently general tendency (o diminution among civilized races,

suggests the operation of some larger agency. The theory

of acquired resistance, which has been already mentioned, would

explain the diminution; and it is also in keeping with other

facts, such as the great susceptibility of savage races, which have

not been long exposed to tuberculosis, and the results of labora-

tory experiments in artificial immunity. The point is of great

importance, and deserves carefid attention; for if the theory

be correctj the special measure for preventing tuberculosis,

which are occupying so much attention, may eventually Have
unexpected results. Their general aim is Ihe avoidance of

infection, and they include (i) the provision of special institu-

tions—hospitals, sanatoria and dispensaries; (2) the prevention

of spitting; (3) the notification of consumption; (4) the

administrative control of tuberculosis in animals; (s) the

dissemination of popular knowledge concerning the nature of

the disease.

The greatest stress is laid upon the prevention of spitting,

because the germs are contained in the sputum of consumptive

persons, and are scattered broadcast by expectoration. The
sputum quickly dries, and the bacilli are blown about with the

dust. There is no question that infection is so conveyed. The
Manchester scientific experiments, mentioned above, are only

one series out of many which prove the infectivity of dust in

the proximity of consumptive persons, and they are confirmed

by actual experience. Several cases are recorded of healthy

persons having contracted the disease after occupying rooms in

which consumptive persons had previously lived. It is a

legitimate inference that spitting in public is an important

means of disseminating tuberculosis, though it may be noticed

that international prevalence by no means corresponds with

this disgusting practice, which is a perfect curse in Great

Britain, and far more common both there and in the United
States than on the continent of Europe. Prohibition of spitting

under a statutory penalty is attended with certain difficulties,

as it is obviously impossible to make any distinction between
tuberculous and other persons; but it has been applied in New
York and elsewhere in America, and some local authorities in
Great Britain have adopted by-laws to check the practice.

Another means of controlling dangerous sputa is more practi-

cable, and probably more effective, namely, the use of pocket
spittoons by consumptive persons. Conver.ient patterns are
available, and their use should always be insisted on, both in
public and in private. The most effective way of destroying
the sputa is by burning. For this purpose spittoons of papier
m&cK6 and of turf have been successfully used in the Vienna
hospitals (Schr6tter). When glass spittoons are used the
contents can be sterilized by disinfectants and passed down the
drain.

Notification is of great service as an aid to practical measures
of prevention. It has been applied to that purpose with good
results in several dties and states in America, and in some towns
in Great Britain. New York has made the most systematic

use of it. Voluntary notification was adopted there in 1894,
and in 1897 it was made compulsory. The measures linked with
it are the sanitary supervision of infected houses, the education

of the people and the provision of hospitals. In England,
Manchester has led the way. Voluntary notification was
adopted there in 2899: it was at first limited to public institu-

tions, but in 1900 private practitioners were invited to notify

their cases, and they heartily responded. In Sheffield notifi-

cation was made compulsory by a local act in 1904 for a limited

period, and was found so valuable that the period was extended
in 19x0. The objects aimed at are to visit homes and instruct

the household, to arrange and provide disinfection, to obtain

information bearing on the modes of infection, to secure bacterio-

logical examination of sputum, and to collect information to

serve as a basis of hospital provision. Disinfection b carried

out by stripping off paper, previously soaked with a solution

of chlorinated lime (i| oz. to the gallon), and washing the

bare walls, ceiling, floor and everything washable with the same
solution. This is found effective even in very dirty houses.

In clean ones, where the patients have not been in the habit

of spitting about the rooms, it is sufficient to rub the walls with
bread-crumb and wash the rest with soap and water. Clothing,

bedding, &c., are disinfected by steam. The advantages of

these sanitary measures are obvious. Notification is no less

im()ortant as a step towards the most advantageous iise of

hospitals and sanatoria by enabling a proper selection of patients

to be made. It is compulsory throughout Norway, and is

being adopted elsewhere, chiefly in the voluntary form. In
190S the Prevention of Tuberculosis (Ireland) Act was pa&ed,
which conferred on local authorities the right to make notifi-

cation compulsory in their districts, and provided that certain

sections of the Public Health (Ireland) Act 2878 and the Infec-

tious Diseases Prevention Act 1890 should apply to tubtfculosis.

By this act also the county councils were enabled to establish

hospitals and disi)ensaries for the treatment of tuberculosis

and were empowered to borrow money or levy a poor rate for

the erection of sanatoria for the txeatment of persons from their

respective counties suffering from the disease.

The prevalence of tuberculosis in cattle is of importance from
the point of view of prevention of the probability that abdominal
tuberculosis, which is a very fatal form of the disease in young
children, and has not diminished in prevalence like other forms,

is caused by the ingestion of tuberculous milk. Whether it

be so or not, it is obviously desirable that both meat and milk

should not be tuberculous, if it can be prevented without undue
interference with commercial interests. Preventive measures may
be divided into two classes. They may deal merely with the sale

of meat and milk, or they may aim at the suppression of bovine

tuberculosis altogether. The former is a comparatively easy
matter, and may be summed up in the words " efficient inspec*

tion." The latter is probably impracticable. If practicable.
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it would be excessively costly, for in many herds one half the

animals or even more are believed to be tuberculous, though
not necessarily the sources of tuberculous food. Unless the

danger is proved to be very much greater than there is any reason

to suppose, " stamping out " may be put aside. Effident

inspection involves the administrative control of slaughter-

houses, cowsheds and dairies. The powers and regulations

under this head vary much in different countries; but it would
be useless to discuss them at length until the scientific question is

settled, for if the reality of the danger remains doubtful, oppres-

sive restrictions, such as the compulsory slaughter of tuberculous

cows, will not have the support of public opinion. Whatever
measures may be taken for the public protection, individuals

can readily protect themselves from the most serious danger
by boiling milk; and unless the source is beyond suspicion,

parents are recommended, in the present state of knowledge,

so to treat the milk given to young children.

A great deal has been done in most countries for the dis-

semination of popular knowledge by forming societies, holding

conferences and meetings, issuing cheap literature, and so

forth. It is an important item in the general campaign against

tuberculosis, because popular intelligence and support are the

most powerful levers for setting all other forces in motion.

In Ireland, where an attempt had been made to deal with the

question by arousing the interest of all classes, tuberculosis

exhibitions have been held in nearly every county, together

with lectures and demonstrations organized by the Women's
National Health Association, and an orgam'zed attempt was
made in the autumn of 1910 in England, by a great educational

campaign, to compel the public to realize the nature of the

disease and the proper precautions against it.

The improved outlook in regard to the arrest or so-called
'* cure " of tuberculosis is mainly derived from the improved

methods of diagnosis, thus enabling treatment to

be undertaken at an earlier and therefore more
* favourable stage of the disease. The physical signs

in early stages of the lung affection are often vague and
inconclusive. A means of diagnosis has therefore been
sought in the use of tuberculin. The methods are three: (i)

The subcutaneous injection. method of Koch; (3) the cutaneous
method of Von Pirquct, (3) the conjunctival method of Wolff-

Eisner and Calmette. The first method depended on the re-

action occurring after an injection of " old tuberculin." It is

unsuitable in febrile conditions, and has now been relegated to

the treatment of cattle, where it has proved invaluable. In

Von Pirquet's method a drop of old tuberculin diluted with

sodium diloride is placed on a spot which has been locally

scarified. The presence of tuberculosis is demonstrated by a
local reaction in which a hyperaemic papule forms, surrounded

by a bright red zone. Reaction occurs in tuberculosis of the

bones of joints and skin. Von Pirquet in xooo cases obtained

a reaction in 88% of the tuberculous, and 10% of those clinically

non-tuberculous. In the latter there may have been latent

cases of tuberculosis. In the conjunctival or opthalmo-reaction

of Calmette and Wolff-Eisner the instillation of a drop of a
dilute solution of tuberculin into the conjunctiva is followed

in the tuberculous subject by conjunctivitis. The reaction

generally appears in from 3 to 12 hours, but may be delayed to

48. In a series of cases observed by Audcoud a positive

reaction was obtained in 95% of 261 obviously tuberculous

cases and in 8-3 % of 303 cases which presented no ch'nical

symptoms. Very advanced cases fail to react to any of these

tests, as do general miliary tubernJosis and tuberculous menin-
gitis. As well as the three methods mentioned above the

occurrence of a " negative phase " in the phagocytic power
of the leucocytes following an injection of Koch's tuberculin

T.R. may be said to be diagnostic of tuberculosis. Another
valuable aid in diagnosis is that of the X-rays. By their help

a pulmonary lesion may be demonstrated long before the physical

signs can be obtained by ordinary examination.

To discuss at all fully the treatment of the various forms of

tuberculosis or even of consumption alone would be quite

beyond the scope of this article. It must suffice to mention
the more recent points. The open-air treatment of consump-
tion has naturally attracted much attention. Neither the

curability of this disease nor the advantages of fresh air are new
things. Nature's method of spontaneous healing, explained

above, has long been recognized and understood. There are,

indeed, few diseases involving definite lesions which exhibit a
more marked tendency to spontaneous arrest. Every case,

except the most acute, bears signs of Nature's effort in this

direction; and complete success is not at all imcommon, even
under the ordinary conditions of life. Perhaps it was not always
so: the ominous character popularly attributed to consumption
may once have been justified, and the power of resistance, as

we see it now, may be the result of acquired immunity or of the

gradual elimination of the susceptible. However this may be,

the natural tendency to cure is undoubtedly much assisted

by the modem system of treatment, which makes pure air its

first consideration. The principle was known to Sydenham,
who observed the benefit derived by consumptives from horse

exercise in the open air; and about 1830 George Boddington
proposed the regular treatment of patients on the lines now
generally recognized. The method has been most systematically

developed in Germany by the provision of special saiuitoria,

where patients can virtually live in the open air. The example
has been followed in other countries to a certain extent, and a
good many of these establishments have been provided in

Great Britain and elsewhere; but they are, for the most part,

of a private character for the reception of paying patients.

Germany has extended these advantages to the working classes

on a large scale. This has been accomplished by the imited

efforts of friendly and philanthropic societies, local authorities,

and the state; but the most striking feature is the part played

by the state insurance institutes, which are the outcome of the

acts of 1889 and 1899, providing for the compulsory insurance of

workpeople against sickness and old age. The sanatoria have
been erected as a matter of business, in order to keep insured

members off the pension list, and they are supported by the sick

clubs affiliated to the institutes. They number forty-five,

and can give three months' treatment to 20,000 patients in the

year. The clinical and economic results are said to be very

encouraging. In about 70% of the cases the disease has been
so far arrested as to enable the patients to return to work.

In England, where more than 14 millions of the population

belong to friendly societies, it is estimated that the sick pay of

consumptive members costs three times as much as the average

sick pay to members dying of other causes. An effort has been

made by the National Association for the Establishment and
Maintenance of Sanatoria for Workers Suffering from Tuber-
culosis to establish such sanatoria, together with training for

suitable work during convalescence, the gradual resumption of

wage-earning being resumed while in touch with the medical

authorities.

The important features of the sanatorium treatment are life

in the open air, independently of weather, in a healthy situation,

rest and abundance of food. The last has been carried to rather

extravagant lengths in some institutions, where the patients are

stuffed with food whether they want it or not. The sanatorium

movement on the German model is rapidly extending in all

countries. For those who are able to do so advantage may be

taken of the combined sanatorium and sun treatment. In

certain high altitudes in Switzerland, which are favoured by a

large amount of sunshine and a small percentage of moisture,

much benefit has been derived from the exposure of the un-

clothed body to the sun's rays. The power of the sim in high

altitudes is so great that the treatment can be continued even

when the snow is on the ground. Not only is the sun-treatment

applicable to pulmonary tuberculosis, but also td the tuber-

culosis of joints, even in advanced cases. The treatment has to a

great extent replaced surgical procedure in tuberculosis of

joints, but it requires to be persevered in over a considerable

period of time. It should be remembered that the benefits of

fresh air are not confined to sanatoria. If the superstiti^

—
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dread of the outer air, particularly at night, could be abolished

in ordinary life, more would be done for public health than by
the most costly devices for eluding microbes. Not only con-

sumption! but the other respiratory diseases, which are equally

destructive, are chiefly fomented by the universal practice of

breathing vitiated air in stuffy and overheated rooms. The
cases most suitable for the treatment are those in an early

stage. Other special institutions for dealing with consumption

are hospitals, in which England is far in advance of other

countries, and dispensaries; the latter find much favour in

France and Belgium.

In Great Britain the pioneer work as regards the establish-

ment of tuberculosis dispensaries was the establishment of the

Victoria Dispensary for ConsumptiofU in Edinburgh in 1887,

where the procedure is similar to that in Dr Calmette's dispen-

saries in France. In connexion with the dispensary home visits

are made, patients suitable to sanatoria selected, advanced cases

drafted to hospitals, bacteriological examinations made,
cases notified under the voluntary system,, and the families

of patients instructed. There is an urgent need for the multi-

plication of such dispensaries throughout the United Kingdom.
The recent act providing for the medical inspection of schools

has done much to sort out cases of tuberculosis occurring in

children, and to provide them with suitable treatment and
prevent them from becoming fod for the dissemination of the

disease. In Germany special open-air schools, termed forest-

schools, are provided for children suffering from the disease,

and an effort is being made in England to provide similar

schools.

Of specific remedies it must suffice to say that a great many
substances have been tried, chiefly by injection and inhalation,

and good results have been claimed for some of them. The most
noteworthy is the treatment by tuberculin, first introduced by
Koch in 1890, which, having sunk into use as a diagnostic

reagent for cattle, received a new lease of life owing to the valu-

able work done by Sir Almroth Wright on opsonins. The
tuberculins most in use are Koch's "old" tuberculin T.O.,

consisting of a gljrcerin broth culture of the tubercle bacilli,

and Koch's T.R. tuberculin, consisting of a saline solution of the

triturated dead tubercle bacilli which has been centrifuged.

This latter is much in use, the dosage bemg carefully checked

by the estimation of the tuberculo-opsonic index. The injections

are usually unsuitable to very advanced cases. Marmorek's

serum, the serum of horses into which the filtered young cul-

tures of tubercle bacilli have been injected, and in which a

tuberculo-toxin has been set free, has proved very successful.

Bchring's Tulase is a tuberculin preparation formed by a pro-

cess of treating tubercle bacilli with chloral, and B^reheck's

tuberculin consists of a filtered bouillon culture treated with

orthophosphoric acid. The variety of cases to which these

treatments are suitable can only be estimated from a careful

consideration of each on itsown merits.

In the treatment of tuberculous lesions, the surgeon also

plays his part. Tuberculosis is specially prone to attack the

spongy bone-tissue, joints, skin (lupus) and lymphatic glands

—

especially those of the neck. Recognizing the infective nature

of the disease, and knowing that from one focus the germs may
be taken by the blood-stream to other parts of the body, and so

cause a general tuberculosis, the surgeon is anxious, by removing
the primary lesion, to cut short the disease and promote imme-
diate and permanent convalescence. Thus, in the early stage

of tuberculous disease of the glands of the neck, for instance,

these measures may render excellent service, but when the

disease has got a firm hold, nothing short of removal of the

glands by surgical operation a likely to be of any avail. The
results of this modem treatment of tuberculous disease of the

skin and of the I}rmphatic glands has been highly gratifying,

for not only has the infected tissue been completely removed,
but the resulting scars have been far less noticeable than they

would have been had less radical measures been employed.

One rarely sees now a network of scars down the neck of a child,

showing how a chain of tuberculous glands bad been allowed to

work out their own cure. A few years ago, however, such con-
ditions were by no means unusuaL
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TUBEROSE. The cultivated tuberose (Potiantkes iuberosd)

is a plant allied to the Mexican agaves, and is a native of the

same country. The tuberous root-slock sends up a stem 3 ft.

in height, with numerous lanceolate leaves and terminal racemes
of waxy white funnel-shaped very fragrant flowers. Each flower

is about z| in. long, with a long tube and a six-parted limb.

The stamens are six in number, emerging from the upper part

of the tube, and bear linear anthers. The ovary is three-

celled, and the ovoid fruit is crowned by the persistent flower.

The plant is 'largely grown in the United States and at the

Cape of Good Hope for export to England, as it is found that

imported bulbs succeed better than those grown in the United
Kingdom. The double-flowered form is that principally grown.

Cultivated plants require a rich soil, considerable heat, and, at
first, abundance of water.

TOBINGEN. a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Wflrttem-

bergi picturesquely situated on the hilly and well-wooded banks
of the Neckar, at its junction with the Ammer and Steinlach,

22 m. south of Stuttgart by road and 43 m. by raU. Pop.

(1905)1 16,809. 1^® older town is irregularly built and un-
attractive, but the newer suburbs are handsome. The most
conspicuous building is the old ducal castle of HohentQbingen,
built in X507-1535 on a hill overlooking the town, and now con-

taining the university library of 460,000 volumes, the observa-

tory, the chemical laboratory, &c. Among the other chief

buildings are the quaint old Stijtskirche (1469-1483), a Gothic

building containing the tombs of ^e rulers of Wttrttcmberg,

the new aula and numerous institutes of the university, all

of which are modem, and the town-hall dating from 1435 ^nd
restorod in 187a. The university possesses a very important

library. A monument was erected in 1873 to the poet Johann
Ludwig Uhland (1787-1862), who was bom and is buried here,

and another, in 188 1, to the poet Johann Christian Friedrich

Hdlderlin (177&-X843). Tubingen's chief claim to attention

lies in its famous university, founded in 1477 by Duke Eber-
hard of Wflrttemberg. Mclanchthon was a lecturer here

(1512-Z518). The university adopted the reformed faith in

1534, and in 1537 a Protestant theological seminary, a resi-

dential college—^the so-called Slift—was incorporated with

it. In Z817 a Roman Catholic theological faculty was added,

with a seminary called the Kanvikt, and there are now also

faculties of law, medicine, philosophy, political economy and
natural science. The leading faculty has long been that of

theology, and an advanced school of theological criticism,

the founder and chief light of which was F. C. Baur, is known
as the Tubingen school. The university was attended in iqoS

by 1891 studenU and had a teaching staff of over 100. The
commercial and manufacturing industries of the town are slight.

Printing, book-selling, the manufacture of surgical and scientific

instmments, chemicals, gloves and vinegar, and the cultivation

of hops, fruit and vines are among the leading occupations of

the inhabitants. The country in the neighbourhood of Tilbingen

is very attractive; one of the most interesting points is the former

Cistercian monasteiy of Bebcnhausen, founded in X185, and
now a royal hunting-ch&teau.

Ttlbingen is mentioned as a strong fortress in 1078, and was
ruled from 1148 by counts palatine. In 1342 it was purchased

by the count of Wiirttemberg, whose descendants afterwards

acquired the title of duke. The treaty of Tiibingen is the name
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given in G«nnan history to an arrangement made in 1514
between Duke Ulrich and his subjects, by which the latter

acquired various rights and privikges on condition of reh'eving

the former of his d^bts. The town was captured by the Swabian
League in 15 19, by Turenne in 1647, and again in x688 by the
Frenchj who destroyed the walls.

See Eifert, Geschtchle und Beschreibunt der Stadi und Universiidi
Tubingen (TQbingen,i849); Maier, Die Afusenstadi Tubingen (TQbtn-
gcn. 1904): Tabingien und seine Umgebung (TQbingen, iSSj-iSiSQ).

. TUBUAI, or Austbal Islands, an archipelago in the south
Pacific Ocean, between 21" 49' and 27* 41' S., 144* 22' and 154"

si' W., to the south of the Society Islands, with a total land area
of no sq. m., belonging to France. They form a curved broken
chain from north-west to south-cast which includes four principal

blands: Tubuai (area 40 sq. m.). Vaviuo or Ravaivai, Rurutu
or Oheteroa, Rapa or Oparo, and Rimitara. with Maretiri or the
Bass Islands, and other islets. Tubuai, Vavitao and Rapa are
volcanic and reach considerable elevations (2100 ft. in Rapa).
The islands are well watered and fertile, producing coco-nut
palms, arrowroot and bananas; but they lie too far south for the
bread fruit to flourish. The natives belong to the Polynesian
race; they were once much more numerous than now, the present

population not exceeding 2000. A Tahitian dialect is spoken in

the western islands; in Rapa, however, which with the Bass
Islands lies detached from the rest, to the south, the language is

akin to that of the Rarotongans in the Cook Islands. There are

remarkable ancient stone platforms and walls, massively built, on
the summits of some of the peaks in Rapa, they resemble the
terraces in Easter Island (Rapanui), which is believed to have
been peopled from Rapa. The scattered islands of the Tubuai
archipelago were discovered at diflTercnt times. Captain Cook
visited Rurutu in 1769 and Tubuai in 1777; Rapa was discovered

by George Vancouver in 1791, Vavitao perhaps in 1772 b/ the

Spaniards who attempted to colonize Tahiti, and certainly by
Captain Broughton in 1791. The islands never attracted much
attention from Europeans, and the French protection and sub-

sequent annexation were carried out spasmodically between the

middle of the 19th century and 1889.

TUCKER, ABRAHAM (1705-17 74), English moralist, was bom
in London, of a Somerset family, on the 2nd of September 1705,

son of a wealthy city merchant. His parents dying during his

infancy, he was brought up by his uncle, Sir Isaac Tillard. In

17 21 he entered Merton College, Oxford, as a gentleman com-
moner, and studied philosophy, mathematics, French, Italian

and music. He afterwards studied law at the Inner Temple, but
was never called to the bar. In 1727 he bought Betchworth
Castle, near Dorking, where he passed the remainder of his life.

He took no part in poUtics, and wrote a pamphlet, " The Country
Gentleman's Advice to his Son on the Subject of Party Clubs "

(1755)1 cautioning young men against itssnares. In 1736 Tucker
married Dorothy, the daughter of Edward Barker of East
Betchworth, cursitor baron of the exchequer. On her death in

1754, he occupied himself in collecting together all the letters that

had passed between them, which, we are told, he transcribed twice

over under the title of " The Picture of Artless Love." From
this time onward he occupied himself with the composition of

his chief work. The Light of Nature Pursued, of which in 1763 he
published a specimen under the title of " Free WilL" The stric-

tures of a critic in the Monthly Review of July 1 763 drew from him
a pamphlet called Man in Quest of Himself, by Cuthbert

Comment (reprinted in Parr's Metaphysical Tracts, 1837), "a
defence of the individuality of the human mind or self." In
1765 the first four volumes of his work were published under the
pseudonym " Edward Search." The remaining three volumes
appeared posthumously. His eyesight failed him completely
in 1 77 1, but he contrived an ingenious apparatus which enabled
him to write so legibly that the result could easily be transcribed

by his daughter. In this way he completed the later volumes,
which were ready for publication when he died on the 20th of

November 1774.

His work embraces In its scope many psychological and more
•trictly metaphyncal discussions, but it is chiefly in connexion with
ethics that Tucker's speculations are remembered. In some impor-

Unt poinu he anticipates the utiliurianism afterwards systematized
Hy Paley, who expresses in the amplest terms his obligations to his
predecessor. " Every man's own satisfaction " Tucker holds to

by Paley, who expresses in the amplest terms his obligations to his
Kredecessor. " Every roan's own satisfaction " Tucker holds to
e the ultimate end of action; and &aiid^dctiaci or ple^aure it one

and the same in kind, however much it may vary in deftrw. This
universal motive is further cann«:ted^ a* by Paley, tmoui[b the
will of God, with the " general good, the root vthen^ out i\\ our rules
of conduct and sentiments cf honaur an: 10 branch J*

The Light of Nature *as rc^iubli^hed with a bio^Taphical skcteb
by Tucker's grandson. Sir H- Ph bi John Mildiiia^ (1^5), ? vol*,

(other editions l8^» I&j6, &c.), iind an abridged eJitian by W.
Hazlitt appeared m Ifrij. Sec jjmes \UcktnEosh, Disuricium
on the Progress of Ethical Phih M3pk v ( t di n b u rsh . i 83 J J ; a nd special !y
Sir Leslie Stephen, En^hk Thou^ki m the iSik Centutv, iii. 1 19-130,

TUCKER, CHARLOTTE MARJA (iSji-iSr^j}, EugMi author,

who wrote under the pseudonym "A.L.O.E." (a Lady of England),
was bom near Bamet, Middlesex, on the 8lh of May 1821, the

daughter of Henry St George Tucker (1771-1851), a distinguished

oflficial of the East India Company. From 1852 till her death she
wrote many stories for children, most of them allegories with an
obvious moral, and devoted the proceeds to charity. In 1875 she
left England for India to engage in missionary work, and died at

Amritsar on the 2nd of December 1893.

TUCKER, JOSIAH (1712-1799), English economist and divine,

the son of a small Welsh farmer, was bom at Laugharae, Carmar-
thenshire, in 171 2. He was educated at St John's College,

Oxford, and became successively a curate and rector in Bristol.

This led him to take considerable interest in politics and trade, and
during the greater portion of a long life he poured out a succession

of pamphlets on these matters. He was appointed dean of

Gloucester in 1758. He died on the 4th of November 1799, and
was buried in Gloucester Cathedral. His Important Questions

on Commerce (1755) was translated into French by Turgot.

TUCSON (possibly from Piman styuh-son, "dark or brown
spring," pronounced Tooson), a city and the county-seat of Pima
county, Arizona, U.S.A., on the Santa Cmz river, in the S.E. part

of the state, about 130 m. S.E. of Phoenix. Pop. (1880),

7007; (1890), S150; (1900), 7531 (2352 foreign-bora, chiefly from
Mexico); (1910), 13,193. It is served by the Southern Pacific and
the Twin Buttes railways, the latter connecting with the mines of

the Twin Buttes district, about 27 m. south by east, and with the

Randolph lines in Mexico. The city h'es about 2360 ft. above the

sea in a broad valley sheltered by mountains 5000-9000 ft. high.

Its climate, characteristic of southern Arizona, attracts many
invalids and winter visitors. Tucson is the seat of the university

of Arizona (1891; non-sectarian, coeducational), which is organ-

ized under the Morrill Acts; in 1909 it had 40 instmctors and 201

students. At Tucson also are a desert botanical laboratory

(owning a tract of some 1000 acres about x m. west of the

city) established by the Carnegie Institution of Washington, St

Joseph's Academy (Roman CathoUc); a Roman Catholic cathe-

dral; the Tucson Mission (Presbyterian), a boarding school for

Indians, the San Xavier Mission for Indians (Roman Catholic)

and a Carnegie library. In 1900 Tucson became the see of a
Roman Catholic bishop. The surrounding country is arid and
unproductive except where irrigated; but the soil is very rich,

andTucsonisthecentreof oneof the oldest farming and ranching

districts of the state. The Southern Pacific railway has division

headquarters and repair shops here.

Tucson is first heard of fn history in 1699, conjecturally, as an

Indian rancheria or settlement; and in 1763 certainly as a visita,

in that year temporarily abandoned, of the Jesuit mission of

San Xavier del Bac, founded between 1720 and 1732, 9 m. south

of what is now Tucson; in 1776 it was made a presidio (San

Augustin del Tugison), or military outpost, and although a few

Spaniards may possibly have lived there before, the foundation

of Tucson as a Spanish town dates from this time. It was never

after abandoned during the Indian wars. In 1848 it had 760 in-

habitants. The abandonment by the Mexicans in 1848 of the mis-

sion towns of Tamacacori (a visita of Guevavi, a mission founded

in the first third of the i8th century) and the presjdio at Tubac
(established before 1752) increased its importance. Tucson lay

within the territory acquired by the United States by the Gadsden

Purchase in 1853; it was occupied by the United States in 1856.

Fort Lowell, 7 m. north-east of the city, was built as a protection
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Against the Apache Indians in 1873; it was abandoned in 1891.

In the earlier days of Territorial history Tucson was the political

centre of Arizona. Here were held in August 1856 a convention

that demanded a Territorial government from Congress, another

in AprO i860 that organized a provisional government indepen-

dently of Congressional permission, and others in 1861 that

attempted to cast in the lot of Arizona with the Confederate

states. Tucson was occupied by the Confederates in February
1862 and by the Union forces in May. It was the Territorial

capital from 1867 to 1877. Its prosperity fluctuated with the

fortunes of the surrounding mining ' country. Tucson was
incorporated as a town in 1877, and chartered' as a city in 1883.

TUCUMAN, a northern province of Argentina, bounded N. by
Salta, E. by Santiago del Estero, S. and W. by Catamarca. Area,

8926 sq. m. Pop. (1895), 315,742; (1904, estimated) 263,079.

The Sierra de Aconquija is on the western frontier of the province

and there is also broken country in the north, but in the east the

country is flat, alluvial and very fertile. The only large river is

the Salf, or Duke, which receives a large number of small streams

from the Sierra de Aconquija and flows through Santiago del

Estero to the Porongos lagoons on the frontier of Cordoba. The
exports are sugar, rum iaiuardienle), timber, hides, leather,

fruit and Tafi cheese made in an upland valley of the Aconquija.

TUCUMAN. or San Miguel de Tucvman, a city of Argentina,

capital of the province of Tucuman, on the right bank of the

Salf, or Dulce river, 780 m. by rail N.W. of Buenos Aires, in lat.

26* 50' S., long. 64* 35' W. Pop. (1895), 34,305; (1904, esti-

mated) 55,000. The climate iswarm and enervating, with no great

seasonal variation during the year except in the rainfall, which
falls almost wholly between September and April. The tempera-

ture averages about 67°, with a maximum of 104°. Malarial

diseases, especially " chucho " (fever and ague), are common.
Tucuman is laid out in regular squares, and still retains many of

its old characteristics, low buildings enclosing large courts

ipatios)t with large rooms, thick walls, and tile roofs. The more
noteworthy edifices and institutions of Tucuman are the
" matrix " church, Merced church, cabildo, national college,

normal school, the Belgrano theatre, hospital, public library,

courts of justice, post office, and sundry charitable institutions.

Tucuman wss founded in 1565 by Diego Villaruel at the con-

fluence of the Salf and Monteros rivers, but frequent inundations

led to a removal to its present site in 1585. In 1680 it succeeded

Santiago del Estero as the capital of the province of Tucuman,
then under the government of the Spanish viceroy at Lima.

The province of Tucuman then extended from Jujuy south to

Cordoba. In 1776 the viceroyalty of La Plata was created and
Tucuman was transferred to its jurisdiction. In 1816 a conven-

tion of delegates from the La Plata provinces met in Tucuman
and signed (July 9th) an act of independence, which formally

dissolved all ties with the mother country.

TUDELA, a town of northern Spain, in the province of Navarre,

on the Saragossa-Logro&o and Tudela-Tarazona railways, and
on the right bank of the river Ebro, which is here joined by its

tributary the Queiles. Pop. (1900), 9499. The Ebro is here

crossed by a massive and ancient bridge of 19 arches. Most of

the public buildings, such as the town-haU, bull-ring, hospitals

and schools, are modern; but there is a Romanesque collegiate

church, Santa Maria, which was founded in 1 135 and consecrated

in 1 188. This church isone of the most perfect in northern Spain,

the sculptured doorways and cloisters being especially fine.

There are many sawmtlb in the town, and an active timber

trade; the manufactures of cloth, linen, spirits, preserved fruit,

pottery, &c., and the trade in grain, wine and oil are of less

importance. Tudela, the Roman Tuteta^ was occupied by the

Moors in the 8th century, and taken from them by Alphonso I.

of Aragon in X114. The town was an episcopal see from 1783
to 185 1. In 1808 the Spanish forces under Generals Castafios

and Palafox were twice defeated here by the French imder
Marshal Lannes.

TUDOR (Family). The house of Tudor, which gave five

sovereigns to England, is derived by all the Welsh genealogists

from Ednyfed Vychan of Tregamedd in Anglesey, who is named

ini232 as steward of Llywelyn, prince of North Wales, and sewn
years later, as an arbitrator in a convention to which Davydd,
the son of Llywelyn, was a party. His pedigree has been traced
from Marchudd ap Cynan and beyond him, according to the
veracious Lewys Dwnn, from Brutus, the great-grandson of
Aeneas. Gronw, or Gronwy, one of his younger sons, had Tre-
castell foi his portion. Tudor, son of Gronw, who lived to be
called Tudor Hen or the old Tudor, founded the Carmelite friary

in Bangor and was grandfather of Tudor Vychan ap Gronw of
Trecastell, who is said to have assumed the style of a knight,
and to have had that rank confirmed to him by Edward lU.

This Tudor Vychan was the father of four sons, of whom the
eldest, Gronw Vychan, was in favour with the Black Prince and
with Richard II. He was forester of Snowdon and steward of
the bishop of Bangor's lordship in Anglesey. He died in 1382,
an infant son being heir to his lands in Penmynydd, whose sister

carried them to her husband Gwylym ap Gmffydd of Penrhyn.
Gronw Vychan, whom a bard calls " a pillar of the court- the
ardent pursuer of France," was probably the warrior whose
effigy remains in the church at Penmynydd.

Gronw's brothers Gwylym and Rhys served Richard II. as
c^aptains of archers. Their youngest brother, Meredydd ap
Tudor, escheator of Anglesey in 1392 and, like Gronw, an officer

of the household of the bishop of Bangor, is said to have slain

a man and fled to the wild country about Snowdon. He was the
father of Owen ap Meredydd, commonly called Owen Tudor, a
squire who appears at the court of the infant king Hcniy VI.
By all accounts he was a goodly young man: the chroniclers

dwell upon the beauty which attracted the queen mother. She
gave the handsome squirea post in her household. About 1428 or
1429, it must hav^ been common knowledge that the presump-
tuous Welshman and the daughter of Charles VI. of France were
living as man and wife. There is no direct evidence for their

marriage. An act had but lately been passed for making it a
grave offence to marry with the queen dowager without the
royal consent: thb act is said to have been afterwards cut out
from the statute book. Richard III. denounced his rival

Richmond as the son of a bastard, but it must be remembered
that Richard was ready to foul the memory of his own mother
in order to say the same of the young Edward V. But no one
yet has found time or place of Owen Tudor's marriage with
Catherine of France.

Five children were bom to them, the sons being Edmund and
Jasper and another son who became a monk. In 1436, a date
which suggests that Bedford had been Owen's protector, the

influence of Gloucester was uppermost. In that year the queen
dowager was received within Bermondscy Abbey, where she died
in the following January. Her children were taken from her,

and Owen Tudor " the which dwelled with the said queen" was
ordered to come into the king's presence. He had already seen

the inside of Newgate gaol, and he would not obey without a safe

conduct. When he had the safe conduct sent him he came up
from Daventry and went at once to sanctuary at Westminster,
whence even the temptations of the tavern would not draw him.
Allowed to go back to Wales, he was retaken and lodged again in

Newgate. He brokfe prison again, with his chaplain and his

man, the sheriffs of London having a pardon in 1438 for the escape

from gaol of " Owen ap Tudcr, esquire," and he returned to his

native Wales. When Henry VI. came of full age he made some
provision for his step-father, who took the red rose and fought

manfully for it. But Mortimer's Cross was his last battle

(Feb. 4, 1460/1). He fell into the hands of the Yorkists, who
beheaded him in Hereford market place and set up bis head
on the market cross. Thither, they say, came a mad woman
who combed the hair and washed the face of this lover of a queen,

setting lighted wax torches round about it.

His eldest son Edmund of Hadham, bom about 1430 at

Hadham in Herts, one of his mother's manors, was brought up
with his brothers by the abbess of Barking until he was about
ten years old. Thekingthen took them into his charge. Edmund
was a knight in 1449 Ai^d in 1453 he was summoned as earl of

Richmond, his patent, dated the 6th of March 1452/3, giving
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him precedence next to the dukes. He was declaied of legiti-

mate birth, and in 1455 ^^^ royal favour found him a wife in the

Lady Margaret, daughter of John Beaufort, duke of Somerset.

But he died the next year, and his only child, afterwards

Henry VII., was bom on the sSth of January 1456/7, three

months after his death.

Edmund's younger brother, Jasper Tudor, survived him many
years. Jasper was knighted in 1449 and, about the date of

Edmund's patent, was created earl of Pembroke. He bore the

foyal arms of France and England, differenced with a blue border

charged with the royal martlets of the Confessor's fabulous shield,

and the same was formeriy to be seen upon his Garter stall-plate

of 1459. He fought at St Albans in 1455 for the king who had
advanced him, and two years later we find him strengthening the

defences of Tenby. In 1460 he seized and took Denbigh, where

the queen joined him after Northampton. He shared the defeat

in 1461 at Mortimer's Cross, where his father the Welsh squire

was taken and beheaded, and left the country in 1463. In 1465

he made a last descent upon Wales, to be driven off by William

Herbert, who was rewarded with his earldom of Pembroke,

already forfeited by attainder. But he was an obstinate and
loyal partisan. He came back again with Warwick in 1470 and
was hurrying to join the queen when Tewkesbury was fought

and lost. After many adventures he carried off his young
nephew Richmond to Brittany. The two came back togeUier in

1485. After Bosworth, Jasper was created duke of Bedford and

restored to his earldom, the eari-maishalship being given him in

Z492. He Uved to fight at Stoke in 1487 against Lincoli^ and

Simnd his puppet and to be one of the leaders of the host that

landed in France in 1492. He died in 1495 leaving no issue by
his wife Catherine, the widow of the second duke of Buckingham
and a daughter of Richard Widvile, Earl Rivers. But his bastard

daughter Ellen is said to have been mother of Stephen Gardiner,

bishop of Winchester. (O.Ba.)

TUDOR FLOWER, or Crestikg, an architectural ornament

much used in the Tudor period on the tops of the cornices of

screen work, &c., instead of battlements. It consists generally

of a flat, upright leaf standing on stems.

TUDOR PERIOD, in architecture, the later development of

medieval architecture which followed the Perpendicular and,

although superseded by the Elizabethan and the Renaissance

styles, still reUined its hold on English taste, portions of the

additions to the various colleges of Oxford and Cambridge being

still carried out in the Tudor style down to the im'ddle of the i8th

century. In church architecture the principal examples are

Henry VII.'s Chapel at Westminster (1503), King's College

Chapel, Cambridge, and St George's Chapel, Windsor; and the

old schools at Oxford; and in domestic work, Eltham Palace,

Kent; Oxburgh Hall, Norfolk; King's College, Aberdeen; Layer

Mamey Hall, Essex, the manor house at East Barsham. Norfolk;

and Ford's Hospital, Coventry. It was a further debasement of

the Perpendicular style, and the four-centred arch was its

principal feature; some of the most remarkable examples of the

bow-window belong to this period; the mouldings are more

spread out and the foliage becomes more natural.

TUFF (Ital.fv/0), a rock consisting ofvolcanic ashes, the ejecta-

menta of enters in a state of eruption. The products of a

volcam'c eruption may be classified into three groups: (a) steam

and other gases, (b) lavas, (c) ashes. The ashes have not been

burnt in any way though they resemble cinders in appearance:

they are merely porous, slaggy pieces of lava which have been

tossed into the air by outbursts of steam and have become

vesicular by the expansion of the gases within them while they

were still plastic.

Among the loose beds of ash which cover the slopes of many
volcanoes, three classes of materials are represented. In addition

to true ashes (0) of the kind above described, there are lumps of

the old hvas and tuffs {b) forming the walls of the crater, &c., and

which have been torn away by the violent outbursts of steam,

pieces of sedimentary rocks (c) from the deeper parts of the vol-

cano, which were dislodged by the rising lava, and are often

'Qtenady baked and recryslalliied by the heat to which they

have been subjected. In some great volcanic explosions nothing
but materials of the second kind were emitted, as at Bandaisan
in Japan in 1888. There have been many eruptions also at which
the quantity of broken sedimentary rocks mingled with the ashes
is very great; as instances we may cite the volcanoes of the Eifel

and the Devonian tuffs, known as " Schalsteins," in Gennany.
In the Scotch coalfields some old volcanoes are plugged with
masses consisting entirely of sedimentary debris: in such a case

we must suppose that no lava was ejected, but the cause of the
eruption was the sudden liberation and expansion of a large

quantity of steam. These accessory or adventitious materi^,
however, as distinguished from the true ashes, tend to occur in

angular fragments; and when they form a large part of the mass
the rock is more properly a " volcanic breccia " than a tuff. The
ashes vary in size from large blocks twenty feet or more
in diameter to the minutest impalpable dust. The large masses
are called "bombs"; they have mostly a rounded, elliptical

or pear-shaped form, owing to rotation in the air while they
were still viscous. Many of them have ribbed or nodular sur-

faces, and sometimes (at Volcano and Mont Pel£) they have a
crust intersected by many cracks like the surface of a loaf of

bread. Any ash in which they are very abundant is called an
agglomerate (g.v.).

In those layers and beds of tuff which have been spread out
over considerable tracts of country and which are most frequently

encountered among the sedimentary rocks, smaller fragments

preponderate greatly and bombs more than a few inches in dia-

meter may be absent altogether. A tuff of recent origin is

generally loose and incoherent, but the older tuffs have been, in'

most cases, cemented together by pressure and the action of

infiltrating water, making rocks which, while not very hard, are

strong enough to be extensively used for building purposes {e.g. in

the neighbourhood of Rome). If they have accumulated sub-

aerially, like the ash beds found on Etna or Vesuvius at the present

day, tuffs consist almost wholly of volcanic materials of different

degrees of fineness with pieces of wood and vegetable matter,

land shells, &c. But many volcanoes stand near the sea, and the

ashes cast out by them are mingled with the sediments that arc

gathering at the bottom of the waters. In this way ashy muds or

sands or even in some cases ashy limestones are being formed.

As a matter of fact most of the tuffs found in the older forma-

tions contain admixtures of clay, sand, and sometimes fossil

shells, which prove that they were beds spread out under

water.

During some volcanic eruptions a layer of ashes several feet

in thickness is deposited over a considerable district, but such

beds thin out rapidly as the distance from the crater increases,

and ash deposits covering many square miles are usually very

thin. The showers of ashes often follow one another after longer

or shorter intervals, and hence thick masses of tuff, whether of

subaerialorof marine origin, have mostly a stratified character.

The coarsest materials or agglomerates show this least distinctly;

in the fine beds it is often developed in great perfection.

Apart from adventitious material, such as fragments of the

older rocks, pieces of trees, &c., the contents of an ash deposit

may be described as consisting of more or less crystalline igneous

rocks. If the lava within the crater has been at such a tempera-

ture that solidification has commenced, crystals are usually

present. They may be of considerable sixe like the grey, rounded

leudte crystals found on the sides of Vesuvius. Many of these

are very perfect and rich in faces, because they grew in a medium
which was liquid and not very viscous. Good crystals of augite

and olivine are also to be obtained in the ash beds of Vesuvius and

of many other volcanoes, ancient and modern. Blocks of these

crystalline minerals (anorthite, olivine, augite and hornblende)

are common objects in the tuffs of many of the West Indian

volcanoes. Where crystals are very abundant the ashes are

called " crystal tuffs." In St Vincent and Martinique in 1902

much of the dust was composed of minute crystals enclosed in

thin films of glass, because the lava at the moment of eruption

had very nearly solidified as a crystalline mass. Some basaltic

volcanoesi on the other hand, have ejected great quantitic
~'
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black glassy scoria which, after consolidation, weather to a red

soft rock known as palagonite; tuffs of this kind occur in Iceland

and Sicily. In the Lipari Islands und Hungary there are acid

(rhyolitic) tuffs, of pale grey or yeUow colour, largely composed of

lumps and fragments of pumice. Over a large portion of the sea

bottom the beds of fine mud contain small, water-worn, rounded

pebbles of very spongy volcam'c glass; these have been floated

from the shore or cast out by submarine volcanoes, and may have

travelled for hundreds of miles befoie sinking; it has been proved

by experiment that some kinds of pumice will float on sea-water

for more than a year. The deep sea-deposit known as the ** red

clay " is largely of volcanic origin and might be suitably described

as a " submarine tuff-bed."
For petrographical purposes tuffs are generally classified according

to the nature of the volcanic rock of which they consist; this is

the same as the accom|>anying lavas if any of these were emitted
during an eruption, and if there is a change m the kind of lava which
is poured out. the tuffs also indicate this equally clearly. RhyoliU
tufs contain pumiceous, glassy fragments and small scoriae with
quarts, alkah felspar, biotite, &c. In Iceland, Lipari, Hungary,
Nevada, New Zealand, recent tuffs of this kind occur. The broken
pumice is clear and isotropic, and when the particles are very small

they have often crescentic, sickle-shaped, or biconcave outlines,

showing that they are produced by the shattering of a vesicular

glass; this is sometimes described as ash-structure. In the ancient

rocks of Wales, Chamwood, the Pcntland Hills, &c., similar tuffs

are known, but in all cases they are greatly changed by stlicification

(which has filled them with opal, chaicedony and quarti) and by
devitrification. The fr i r f^. ^-^^ of rounded corroded quarts

crystals, such .1^ «"j'ur i;. i . », helps to demonstrate their

real nature. Trak^ie tujfi r^iwi^Vm \r.t\e or no quartz but much
orthoclase and oligrKrlase ffE^par with often biotite, augite and
hornblende. In wc^thErrie^g ihcy ofttti change to soft red or yellow

"clay-stones," rich in kAvMn wnh secondary quartz. Recent
trachyte tuffs aic found on iht Rliinu >at Siebcngebirgc), in Ischia,

near Naples, H u n ga ry. &c. A ndfi it n- i uffs are exceedingly common.
They occur a Ions; the whole chain c-i the Cordilleras and Andes
in the West IrAivs, New J^cjland. Japan, &c. In the Lake district.

North Wales, Li:^^f1*', the Pentbni^ liijls, the Cheviots and many
other district!^ of Bfltain, ancient rorU of exactly similar nature

are abundant In colour they arc o^i or brown; their scoriae

fragments are of all aiics froni huge Lli^ks down to minute granular

dust. The cavities are filled up with many secondary minerals,

such as calcite, chlorite, quartz, epidote, chalcedony : but in micro-

scopic sections the nature of the original lava can neariy always be
made out from the shapes and properties of the little crystals which
occur in the decomptMed glassy base. Even in the smallest details

these ancient tuffs nave a complete resemblance to the modem ash

beds of Cotopaxi, Krakatoa and Mont Pe\6e. Basaltic tuffs are also

of wide spread occurrence both in districts where volcanoes are

now active and in lands where eruptions have lone since ended. In

the British Isles they are found in Skye, Mull, Antrim and other

places, where there are Tertiary volcanic rocks; in Scotland, Derby-
shire, Ireland among the carboniferous strata ; and among the still

older rocks of the lake district, southern uplands of Scotland and
Wales. They are black, dark green or red in colour; vary greatly

in coarseness, some being full 01 round spongy bombs a foot or more
in diameter, and, being often submarine, may contain shale, sand-

stone, grit and other sedimentary material, and are occasionally

fossilifcrous. Recent basaltic tuffs are found in Iceland, the

Faeroes, Jan Mayen, Sicily, Vesuvius, Sandwich Islands, Samoa. &c.
When weathered they are filled with calcite, chlorite, serpentine

and, especially where the lavas contain nepheline or leucite, are

often rich in zeolites, such as analcite, prehnite, natrolite, scolecite,

chabazite, heulandite, &c. Ultra-basic tuffs are by no means fre-

quent ; their characteristic is the abundance of olivme or serpentine

and the scarcity or absence of felspar. In this class the pendotite.

breccias or kimberlites of the diamond-fields of South Africa may
perhaps be placed (see Diamond). The principal rock is a dark
bluish green serpentine (blue-ground) which when thoroughly

oxidized and weathered becomes a friable brown or yellow mass
(the " yellow-ground "). Besides olivine and augite (chrome
diopside) there occur crystals of hypersthene, "brown mica, garnet

(Cape ruby), magnetite, ilmenite and kyanite, together with crystal-

line blocks of garnet, aueite and olivine (which some petrographcrs
have called ecTogites). Many lumps of shale are embedded in the
breccia, and some have supposed tnat the diamonds arc due to the
ultra-basic magma dissolving carbon, which subsequently crystal-

lized as the rock cooled down. Many of the ciystals are broken,
and as the rock fragments also are angular, rather than rounded,
the kimberlite is more properly an ultra-basic breccia than a tuff.

In course of time other changes than weathering may overtake
tuff deposits. Sometimes they are involved in foldmg and become
sheared and cleaved. Many of the green slates of the lake district

in Cumberiand are fine cleaved ashes. In Chamwood forest also

the tuffs are iJaty and cleaved. The green colour is due to the large

devdopment of xhlorite. Among the cr>'stalline schibts of many

regions green beds or green schists occur, which consist of quarts,
hornblende, chlorite or biotite. iron oxides, felspar, &c., and arc
probably recrystallized or metamorphosed tuffs. They often
accompany masses of epidiorite and nomblende-achists which are
the corresponding bvas and sills. Some chlorite-schists also are
probably altered beds of volcank tuff. The " Schalsteins " o(
Devon and Germany include many cleaved and partly recrystallized
ash-beds, some of which still retain their fraffmental structure though
their lapilli are flattened and drawn out. Their steam cavities arc
usually filled with calcite, but sometimes with quartz. The more
completely altered forms of these rocks are platy, ^reen chloritic
schists; in these, however, structures indicating their onginal volcanic
nature only sparingly occur. These are intermediate stages between
cleaved tuffs and crystalline schists.

Tuffs are not of much importance in an economic sense. The
peperino, much used at Rome and Naples as a buildinff stone, is a
trachyte tuff. Puzzuol^na also is a decomposied tuff, but of basic
character, originally obtained near Naples and used as a cement,
but this name is now applied to a number of substances not always
of identical character. In the Eifel a trachytic. puniiceous tim
called trass iq.v.) has been extensively worked asa hydraulic mortar.

a. S. F.)

TUGELA (" Startling ")i & river of south-east Africa, the
largest in Natal. It drains, with its tributaries, an area of about
8000 sq. m. The river valley is some 190 m. in length, the river,

which has an exceedingly unuous course is fully 300 m. long^ It

rises, at an altitude of nearly 11,000 ft. in the Drakensberg
mountains on the eastern face of the Mont aux Sources,down
which it leaps in a nearly perpendicular fall of 1800 ft.

The river, which starts its race to the ocean with a north-east
course, soon bends more directly cast, and. with many windinjgs
north and south, maintains this general direction across the table-
land of north Natal until its junction with the Buffalo river, when
it turns south. On its northcm bank in its upper course are the
heights of Spion Kop and Vaal Kranz. and on its southern bank.
56 m. cast in a direct line from its source, is the village of Colenso.
all three places being the scene of ineffectual attempts fDec 1809-
Feb. 1900) by the British troops under General Sir Reavers Buller
to dislodge the Boers who blocked the road to Ladysmith. Bdow
Colenso arc more waterfalls, and above the river is Pieter's HiU»
the storming of which by the British, on the 27th of February 1900
at length led to the relief of Ladysmith. Six miles lower down the
Tugela receives the Klip, which rises in the Drakensbeig near Van
Reenen's Pass and flows by Ladysmith. Another northern tributary
is the Sunday's river, which rises in the Biggarsberg. From the
south the river is increased by several affluents, the chief bang
the Mooi (Beautiful) river. The Tugela-Mooi confluence is 44 m.
south-east of Colenso at the base of the Biggarsberg. Seven miles
farther down the Tugela joins the Buffalo river, the united
stream retaining, however, the name Tugela. The Buffalo has
its origin in the Drakensberg near Majuba Hill and flows south «-ith,

also, a general trend to east. In its course, which is very winding,
it receives numerous tributaries, one of them being the Ingogo,
a small stream whose name recalls the fight on its banks on the
8th of Febmary 1881, between British and Boers. The chief
affluents are the Ingagani (from the south-west) and the Blood
(from the north-east), the last-named so called after the defeat of
the Zulu king Dingaan, on the i6th of December 18^, by the Boers
under Andries Pretorius, when the river ran red with the blood of

the Zulus. Eighteen miles in a direct line below the Blood con-
fluence is Rorke's Drift, or ford across the river, and some la m.
south-east of the drift is the hill of Isandhlwana, both f^aces
rendered famous in the Zulu War of 1878-79. The junction with
the Tugela is 30 m. in a direct line, farther south, the Buffalo river
in that distance passing through a wooded and hilly region.

Below the confluence of the two streams the Tugela flows south-
east in a deep channel between lofty cliffs, or through wild, stone-
strewn valleys until it reaches the narrow coast belt Its mouth is

nearly closed by a sand bar. formed by the action of the ocean.
The Tugela is thus useless for navigation. About 6 m. abo\'e the
mouth are two forts, Pearson and Tenedos, built by the British in

1 879, durine the war with the Zulus, to guard the passage of the river.

Generally U>rdable in the winter months, the Tugela is, after the
heavy rains of summer, a deep and rapid river. It is crossed, some
5 m. above the forts, by a railway bridge—the longest bridge
in South Africa. From the junction of the Blood river with the
Buffalo, that stream and subsequently the Tugela form the boundary
between Natal and Zululand.

TUGGURT, a town in the Wadi Ghir, Algerian Sahara, 127 m.

S. of Biskra. Tuggurt, which has a population (1906) of 2073,

was formerly surrounded by a moat, which the French filled up.

The town is entered by two gates. Just within the northern gate

is the market place, which contains the chief mosque. The
surrounding oasis is very fertile. It has about 9000 inhabitants

and contains about 200,000 date palms. From Tuggurt a road

75 m. long leads across the desert north-east to £1 Wad iq.v.).
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3oine 13 m. sooth-west at the desert end of the Wadi Ghir is the

daais and town of Temacin (pop. ai 30), one of the chief centres of

the Mussulman fraternity of Tidianes.

TUO-OP-WAR, a contest between two teams composed of one
or more persons, each team striving to pull the other in its own
direction by means of a rope held by the hands abne. Some
mks allow the " anchor-men," who hold the ends of the rope, to

fasten it to their persons. A ribbon or handkerchief is tied

round the middle of the rope, and othen at a distance, usually,

of one yard on each side of it. That team loses which allows

itself to be pulled more than one yard from its original position.

The British army teams are usually composed of ten men each,

but the number varies in different parts of the world. The rules

of the modem (Hjrmpic Games recognize teams of &ve. When
a tug-of-war takes place out of doors the men, or at least the
" anchors," are allowed to dig holes in the ground for their feet;

when indoors cleats are bolted to the floor as braces.

TUOUBOARAO, a town and the capital of the province of

Cagayan, Luzon, Philippine Islands, on the Grande de Cagayan
River, about 60 m. from its mouth. Pop. (1903)1 16,105. Many
of Tttguegarao's buildings—government, rdigious, business and
residential—are of stone or brick. There are a Dominican college

for boys, a convent school for girls, and good public schools,

including a high school The river is navigable toTuguegarao for

vessels of light draught; the Cagayan Valley is the great tobacco-

prodadng region of the Philippines; and Tuguegarao is an im-

portant shipping point for tobacco. Local busmess is largely in

the hands of Chinese merchants; Spanish and German companies

control the exportation of tobacco. The town was settled in

1774, and the old church and bell tower are still sUnding. The
local dialecU are Cagayan, and, of leas importance, Uocano and
Tagalog.

TUKB, the name of an English family, several generations of

which were celebrated for their efforts in the cause of philan-

thropy.

WnxxAK lUKE (1733-1812) was bom at York on the 34th of

March 1733. His name is connected with the humane treatment

of the insane, for whose care he projected in 1793 the Retreat at

York, which became famous as an institution in which a bold

attempt was made to manage lunatics without the excessive

restraints then regarded as essential. The asylum was entirely

under the management of the Society of Friends. Its success

led to more stringent legislation in the interests of the insane.

His son Henxy Tuks (1755-1814) co-operated with his father

in the reforms at the York Retreat. He was the author of

several moral and theological treatises which have been

translated into German and French.

Henry's son SxicimL TtrKE (1784-1857), bora at York on the

jistofJuly 1784, greatly advanced the cause of the amelioration

of the condition of the insane, and devoted himself largely to

the York Retreat, the methods of treatment pursued in which

he made more widely known by his Description of the Retreat near

York, &c. (York, 1813). He also published Practical Hints on

the Construction and Economy of Pauper Lunatic Asylums (181 5).

He died at York on the X4th of October 1857.

Samuel's son James Hack Tuke (1819-1896) was bom at

York on the X3th of September 1819. He was «lucated at the

Friends' school there, and after working for a time in his father's

wholesale tea business, became in 1853 a partner in the banking

firm of Sharpies and Co., and went to liye at Hitchin in Hertford-

shire. For eighteen yearshe was treasurer of the Friends' Foreign

Mission Association, and for eight years chairman of the

Friends' Central Education Board. But he is chiefly remem-
bered for his philanthropic work in Ireland, which was in a
great measure the result of a visit to Connaught in z847i ^^^

of the scenes of distress which he there witnessed. In 1880,

accompanied by W. E. Forster, he spent two months in the

West of Ireland dbtributing relief which had been privately

subscribed by Friends in England. Letters descriptive of the

state of tUnga he saw were published in The Times^ and in his

pamphlet, Irish Distress and Us Remedies (1880), he pointed out

that Irish distress was due to economic rather than political
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difficulties, and advocated state-aided land purchase, peasant

proprietocship, light railways,govemment help for the fishingand
local industries, and family emigration for the poorest peasants.

From 1883 to 1884 he worked continuously in Ireland super-

intending the emigration of poor families to the United States

and the Colonies. The failure of the potato crop in Ireland

in 1885 again called forth Tuke's energy, and on the -inviu-

tion of the govemment, aided by public subscription, he pur-

chased and distributed seed potatoes in order to avert a famine.

To his reports of this distribution and his letters to The Times,

which were reprinted under the title The Condition of Donegal

(1889), were due in a great measure the bill passed for the con-

stmction of light railways in 1889 and the Irbh Land Act which
established the Congested Districts Board in 1891. He died

on the X3th of January 1896.

See Report of the Select Cemmitlee of the House ef Commons (1815-
x8i6); Dr CoooUy. Treatment of the Insane without Mechanical
Restratnts (1856): Dr Hack Tuke, Chapters in the History cf the Insane
in the British Isles (1882).

Daniel Hack Tuke (1837-1895), younger brother of James
Hack Tuke, was bom at York on the X9th of April X837. In

^845 he entered the office of a solidtor at Bradford, but in 1847

began work at the York Retreat. Entering St Bartholomew's

Hospital in London in X850, he became a member of the Royal
College of Surgeons in 1853, and graduated M.D. at Heidelberg

in X853. In 1858, in collaboration with J. C. Bucknill, he
published a Manual of Psychological Medicine, which was for

many years regarded as a standard work on lunacy. In 1853

he visited a number of foreign asylums, and later returning to

York he became visiting physician to the York Retreat and the

York Dispensary, lecturing also to the York School of Medicine

on mental disei^. In 1859 ill health obliged him to give up
his work, and for the next fourteen years he lived at Falmouth.

In 1875 he settled in London as a specialist in mental diseases.

In 1880 he became joint editor of the Journal of Mental Science.

He diedon the 5th of March 1895.

Among his works were Illustrations of Qte Influence ef the Mind
on the Body (1873); Insanity in Ancient and Modem Life (1878):
History of the Insane in the British Isles (1882) ; Sleepwalking and
Hypnotism (1884); Past and Present Provision for the Insane Poor
in Yorkshire (1889); Dictionary of Psychological Medicine (1893).

TUKULOR (TucxTLERs), the name, by some said to be the

French tout-couleur, for the negro half-castes of Senegal, who are

principally of Fula-Wolof descent. By others the word is

identified with Tacurol, an old name of the country, which took

the form of Tacurores in the Portuguese writers of the x6th

century. The Tukulor are settled chiefly in the Damga, Futa,

Toro and Dimar districts of Senegal, and are remarkable for

their fanaticism as Mahommedans. An intelligent, energetic and
fierce people, they offered strenuous opposition to the conquest of

their country by the French in the latter half of the 19th century.

TULA, a govemment of central Rusna, bounded by the govem-
ments of Moscow on the N., Ryazafi on the E., Tambov and
Orel on the S., and Kaluga on the W. Area, 1 1.950 SQ- ni.; pop.

(X906 estimate), 1,663,60a It is intersected from S.W. to N.E.

by a gently undulating plateau, 950 to io3o ft. in altitude, which

separates the drainsge area of the Oka from that of the Don.
The govemment is divided into twelve districts, the chief towns

of which are Tula, Boeoroditak, Alexin, Bvelev, Epifan. Efremov,
Kashira, Krapivna, Novosil, Odoycv, Chern and Vcnev. Only
a.4% of the aggregate area is conaaered aa unavailable for cultiva-

tion, the remainder being distributed as follows: peasants, 48!%:
nobility. 33i%: other private landowners, 11%; crown, towns, &c..

2 %. Agriculture is the chief occupation. Petty trades and
domestic industries {e.g. the making of tea-urns, brass wares, har-

moniums, &c.) have always flourished. The principal factory

establishments are machinery works, hardware factories, flour-mills,

sugar works and distilleries. Coal is extracted, as also pyrites

and iron ore. Metalluigy is a growing industry.

Before the Slav immigration the territory of TuU was

inhabited by Mordvinians ui the north and by Meshcheryaks

in the south. The Slavs who occupied the Oka wero soon

compelled to pay tribute to the Rhazars. Subsequently the

territory on the Oka belonged to the principality of Chemigov.

In the X4th century part fell under the rule of Ryaaafi and
la
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Moscow, while the rest wu under LithuanUn dominkm till the

15th century.

TULA, a town of Ruaaia, capital of the government of the same
name, 1 20 m. by rail S. of Motcow, in the broad but low, manhy
and unhealthy valley of the Upa. Pop. (1882), 63,500, (1901),

109,352. It is an old town of Old Russia, but iu growth began
only towards the end of the i8th centuiy after the manufacture

of arms had commenced. The chief branch of industry is the

making of rifles, next in importance comes the. manufacture of

satHcvars (tea-urns). Tula is an episcopal see of the Orthodox
Greek Church. The public buildingi include two cathediab and
an industrial museum.
The town is first mentioned in 1 147 , but its former site seems to

have been higher up the Tulltsa. Its wooden fort was replaced in

>5i4~<52i by a stone kremt, or citadel, which still exists. Tsar
Boris Godunov founded a gun factory here in 1595, and in

1632 a Dutchman, Winius, established an iron foundry. Tsar
Michael Alexis and Peter the Great, especially the last-named,

lock great interest In the gun factories, and large esublishments
were built in 1705'and 17 14.

TULC1SA, or Toltcha, the capital of the department of Tulcea,

Rumania, on the right bank of the Danube, 42 m. from its mouth
at Sulina. Pop (1900), i8,8ooi indudiog many Russians, Turks,

Greelu and Jews. There is no railway within 20 m., and the sur-

rounding country is barren and desolate. The principal commerce
is in fish and grain. Wool is also exported to France, and hides

to Turkey. Sheep-farming is carried on Among the mounuins.
TUUP (Tulipa), a genus of bulbous herbs belonging to the

Liliaceae. The species are found wild along the northern shores of

the Mediterranean, in the Levant, Armenia, Caucasus, Northern
Africa, Persia, and sporadically across North and Central Asia to

Japan. The cup-shaped flowers have six regular segments in

two rows, as many free stamens, and a three-ttUed ovary with a
sessile stigma, which ripens into a leathery many^seeded capsule.

The spedes are numerous, and are distinguished one from another

by the scales of the bulb being woolly or smooth on the inner

surface, by the character of the flower-stalks, by the filamenu

being hairy or otherwise, and by other characters. Owing to

the great beauty of the flowers they have been favourites in Euro-

pean gardens for two or three centuries, and have been crossed

and recrossed till it has become almost impossible to refer the

plants to their original types. The eariy flowering " Van Thol "

tulips, the segmenu of which are mostly scarlet with yeltow

edges, are derived from T. suaveoUns, a native of the Ca^ian
region. T. Gtsnerianat a native of Armenia and central Russia,

is the origin of some of the later flowering varieties. T. pubes-

cens, whidi is probably a hybrid between the two spedes just

named, is the source of some of the early flowering kinds known
as Pottebakker, &c. T. oculutsolis and T. Clusiana are k>vdy
species, natives of southern Europe, and T. sUvestris, with elegant

yellow flowers, is a doubtful native of England. More recently,

owing to the exertions of Russian naturalists, a large number of

new spedes have been discovered in Turkestan, and introduced

into Europe. Some of these are very beautiful, and render it

probable that by intercrossing with the older spedes still further

difficulties will be presented in the way of identification. These
difficulties are further enhanced by the fact that, quite apart from

any cross-breeding, the plants, when subjecteid to cultivation,

vary so greatly in the course of two or three years from the original

spedes from which they are directly descended that thdr parent-

age is scarcely recognizable. This Innate power of variation has

enabled the florist to obtain, and ultimatdy to " fix," so many
remarkable varieties. At the present day tulips of all kinds are

much more extensively grown than at any previous period.

Not only are millions of bulbs cultivated in Holland for export

every year, but thousands are now also grown for the same
purpose in the Channel Islands, more particularly in Guernsey.

Of late years tulips have become very popular in America, and
an extensive trade is now done between the U.S.A. and
Europe. The enormous prices once given for rare varieties

of tulip bulbs no k>nger obtain, though, even now, two and
three guineas are asked for special bulbs. It must, bow-

ever, be remcmbocd that the " toHpomania " of the iTtli

centuiy was really a form of gambling, in which admiration oC
the flower and interest in iu culture wereverysecondary matters.

Tulips were introduced into the Low Countries in the i6th
century from Constantinople and the Levant.

The florisu* varieties of tulips, which have sprung from Ttdipa
(ksneriana, are arranged in separate classes named bizancs,

bybloemens and roses, according to their colour and marking.
Tulips are readily raised from se^, and the seedlings when th^
first flower (after about 7 years cultivation) are of one colour

—

that Is, they are self-coloured. Judgni by the florists' rales,

they are dther good or bad in form, and pure or stained (white or
yellow) at the base, the badly formed and stained flowers are
thrown away, while the good and pure are grown on, these being
known as *' breeder " tubps. The breeder bulbs and thdr offsets

may grow on for years producing only self-coloured flowers, but
after a time, which is varied and indefinite, some of the progeny
" break," that is, produce ftowers with the variegation which is

so much prized. The flower is then ssid to be '* reaified "; it Is

a btMorre when it has a yellow ground marked with purple or
red, a bybloemen when it has a white ground marked with violet

or purple, or a rose when it has a white ground marked with rose
colour. One of the most important of the properties of a fine

florists* tulip is that the cup should form, when expanded, from
half to a third of a hoUow ball, the six divisions of the perianth
bdng broad at the ends, and smooth at the edges, so that the
divisions may scarcdy show on indenture. Another is that the
ground colour should be dear and distinct, whether white or
yellow. The lesst stain at the base of the flower, technicany
called the ** bottom," would render a tulip comparativdy value-
less. What are called '* feathered " flowers are those which have
an even close feathering, forming an unbroken edging of colour
all round, " flamed " flowers bdng those which hsve a beam or
bold mark down the centre, not reaching to the bottom of
the cup.
* Tulips floufish in any good garden toil that has bepn diaeply dug
or trenched and manured the previous teason. To secure perfect
drainage and greater warmth a fair quantity of svid or grit ihoukl
be present. Fresh manure should be avoided, but the remains from
an old hot-bed or mushroom bed may be inoorporated. The bat
time to plant b in September and October, the oulbt being buriled
about 6 in. deep and the same distance apart. The bert effects
are produced in formal beds bv planting the same variety in eadi.
to secure the plants bring of the same ndght and in flower siantl-
uneously. In mated flower borders, mixed varieties may be
planted. After planting the space between the rows of tulips may
be planted with such plants as forget-me-nots, wallflowers, rilrnes,
viotss, double white arabis. polyanthuses, Ac, to obtain beautiful
cdour combinations in qmng.

Prop(^ation.—Tv\ipt are usually increased by offsets, which moat
varieties produce in fairly large number*. These are taken off and
sown in drills, like seed. They are usually strong enourii to flower
the third year from this sowing. Some varieties produce offsets
•parinriy and must be increased by seed—a sbw and uncertaia
method. New varieties are raised from seed. (The colour variatioa
in the flowers of seedlings u discussed above.) Seeds are sown ia
boxes or cold frames, inlight sandy soil, and the young plants are
allowed to remain undisturbed until the second year. They are thea
lifted and treated like offseu, bdng sown thinly in beds out oC doon.
They usually flower in about the seventh year. The soil in which
tulips are propagated should be sandy, free worldng and thoraoghty
drained. A warm shehered position is a necessity.

CuUhatum (hU of Z>oorf.—Planting is best effected during Se]>>
tember. October and eariy November.^ It b usual thoropgUy to
dig and manure the ground in preparation. Holes 6 ro 8 in. apart
and 5 in. deep are then made with a dibber. Sometimes a little hx»e
earth or sand b put in to the depth of about i in., and the bulbs laid

singly thereon, the holes bring dosed by the dibber and the whole
raked over. Valuable varieties are planted at about the same depth,
with a trowel, a little sand bring placed around them.

Unless seed b reauiied, the young capsules shouM be reswved aa
soon as the perianth has withered, to conserve the strength of the
bulb. The plants should be left until the leaves begin ro wither,
unless it becomes necessary to lift them to make way for other plants.
When lifted they shouM be lakl thinly in a wdl shaded, aby spot to
dry. The tops can then be removed and the bulbs sorted and atorad
thinly in trays in a cod dry^ pboe. Rare bulba may be wrapped
singly in tissue paper for storing.

In Pols and Forciaf.—The eariy flowering varieties should be
potted as eariy In Seotember as practicable, later batchea foe
siMTrssinn bring potted duringOctober. FMasand6ia.iadianelar
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•re the mott oonvenieiit. The tope ihoald be covered with | in. of

eoO, and about half an inch left for water. The eoil should be a
Cght and fairly rich compoet, compriain^ about 7 wrU !i^^:i:, 1 part

decayed manure or liorae droppinfi tkiit httvt tj»n thofuut^My
sweetened, 1 part leaf mould and half 3. part o[ ^nrj. ?itt j^rmly.

and plunge the pote in seveTBl inchesof a!pht9 4:>ut at doon* 10 proipct

the bulbe from troet. As soon as nowth comrncnce* at Uie top ^nd
a fair amount of roots are formed taey in^y )x introduced info j^nde
heat, in batches according to the need and the antDunt of ctock
available. For market a slightly diffennt method la ad^trpi^d.

The bulbs are placed in long shallow I'0T(«. plunged In wik or
ashes in the open air, and are later intrtxiuced as required into

heat in semi-darkness, and are afterwards tniri±ferred to benches
in the fordns houses where they flower. Bultj^ w}kkh have been
forced are of no further value for th.ic pirtu-uhr pLjr|,^i*e. If

planted in borders and shrubberies, howrvt^r, Ll..y wiiL ...,i.^i.i.>- to

bear fairly good blossoms in the open air for several seasons.
Vofwfics.—The following varieties are among the most useful for

bedding and pot culture.

Early Sin^ Ftcwermg Kinds,'-^

Name.
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abbacy was raised to the rank of bishopric in 1317. The town

was taken by the English in 1346 and was subsequently ravsged

by the Black Death. It was again conquered by the En^sh
in 1369; but, when the inhabitants succeeded in freeing them-

selves, they were exempted from all imposts by Charles V.

The Protestants tried in vain to seise Tulle In iS77i but were

successful in 1585.

TULLB, a term restricted in England to a fine bobbin-net of

sOk, used for veils, scarves, millinery purposes, and trimmings

of ladies' dresses, &c. The French used the word to mean all

machine-made lace the basis of which is the intertwisted net-

work made on the bobbin-net msrhinft. The word is derived

from the town of Tulle in France.

TULLOCH, JOHN (18^3-1886), Scottish theologian, was bom
at Bridge of Earn, Perthshire, in 1823, and received his university

education at St Andrews and Edinburgh. In 1845 he became
minister of St Paul's, Dundee, and in 1849of Kettlns, in Strath-

more, where he remained for sii years. In 1854 he was appointed

principal of St Mary's College, St Andrews. The appointment

was immedistely followed by the appearance of his Burnet prise

essay on Tktism. At St Andrews, where he held also the post

of professor of systematic theology and apologetics, his work
as a teacher was distinguished by several features which at that

time were new. He lectured on comparative religion and treated

doctrine historically, as being not a fixed product but a growth.

From the first he secured the attachment and admiration of

his students. In x86a he was appointed one of the derks of the

General Assembly, and from that time forward he took a leading

part in the councils of the Church of Scotland. In 1878 he was
chosen moderator of the Assembly. He did much to widen

the national church. Two positions on which he repeatedly

insisted have taken a firm hold—first, that it is of the essence of

a church to be comprehensive of various views and tendencies,

and that a national church especially should seek to represent

all the elements of the life of the nation; secondly, that sub-

scription to a creed can bind no one to all its details, but only

to the sum and substance, or the spirit, of the symbol. For
three years before his death he was convener of the church

interests committee of the Church of Scotland, which had to

deal with a great agitation for disestablishment He was also

deeply interested in the reorganization of education in Scotland,

both in school and university, and acted as one of the temporary

board which settled the primary school system under the Educsr

tx>n Aa of 1873. He died at Torquay on the 13th of Fd>ruary

1886.

Tulk)ch*s best-known works are collections of biographkal
sketches of the leaders <A great movements in church history, such
as the Reformation and Puritanism. His most important book.
Rational Theoloty and Cknstian Philosophy C1872), is one in which
the Cambridge Flatonists and other leaders 01 dispassionate thought
in the I7th century are similarly treated. He delivered the second
series of the Croall lectures, on the Doctrine 0/ Sin, which were
afterwards published. He also published a small work. The Chnst
^ (he Cospas and the Christ of Htslory, in which the views of Renan
on the gospel history were dealt with ; a monograph on Pascal for

Blackwood^B Foreign Classics series; and a little work, Beginnini
Life, addressed to young Aien, written at an earlier period.

See the L^e by Mrs Oliphant.

TULLU8 HOSnUUS, third legendary king of Rome (67s-

640 B.C.). His successful wars with Alba, Fidenae and Veii

shadow forth the earlier conquests of Latian territory and the

first extension of the Roman domain beyond the walls of Rome.
It was during his reign that the combat between the Horatii

and Curiatii, the representatives of Rome and Alba, took place.

He is said to have been struck dead by lightning as the punish-

ment of his pride.

Tulius Hostilius is simply the duplicate of Romulus. Both
ate brought up among shepherds, carry on war against Fidenae

and Veii, double the number of citizens, organize the army,
and disappear from earth in a storm. As Romulus and Numa
represent the Ramnes and Titles, so, in order to complete the

list of the four traditional dements of the natk>n, Tulius was
made the representative of the Luceres, and Ancus the founder

of the Pleba. The distinctive event of this reign is the destruc-

tion of Alba, which may be regarded as an historical fact But
when and by whom it was destroyed a uncertain—probably at
a later date, by the Latins, and not by the Romans, who wotild

have regarded as impious the destruction of thdr traditional

mother-country.

Sec Livy {. 32-31; DiOn. Halic. iii. 1-35; Cicero, de RepuUica, iL
17. For a criticalexamination of the story see Schivegler. R&miseko
Geschichte, bk. xil ; Sir G. Cornewall Lewis. CredtMtty ofeoHy Reman
History* ch. Ii; W. Ihne, Hist, of Rome, vol. i.: E. Pais. Storia di
Roma. voL i. (1898) ; O. Gilbert. CeschichU und Topotraphit der Stadt
Rom tm Altertnm, iL {iMji), G. F. Schftmann, " De Tulto Hostilio
re^ romano" in his Opuscula, L 18-49; also Rons: Anciemi

TUUA, a dty (and 00-eztendve township) and the ooonty-
seat of Tulsa county, Oklahoma, U.S.A., on the Arkansas river,

about no m. N.E. of Guthrie. Pop. (1900), 1390; (1907),

7298 (638 negroes); (1910) i8,i8a. Tulsa is served by the Atchi-

son, Topeka & Sanu F6, the St Louis & San Francisco, the
Midland Valley, the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and the Arkansas
Valley & Western railways. The dty is situated on the old
boundary line between Indian Territoryand Oklahoma Territory,

where the boundaries of the Cherokee, Creek and Osage nations

intersectmL It is on an elevation from the rolling prairie, which
commands a fine view over the valley of the ArkMisas. Ttilsa

is the seat of Henry Kendall College (Presbyterian, 1894), removed ,

hither from Muskogee in 1907; it was named in honour of Henry
Kendall (18x5-1892), who from 1861 until his death was secre-

tary of the bMrd of Home Missions of the Presbyterian Church.
The dty is a trading centre for a rich oil, gas and coal reg;ion

and a grain, cotton and live-stock- country. Natural gas is used
for manufacturing purposes; among the manufactures sre ^sa
and cotton-4eed oil products. Tulsa was founded in 1887, was
first chartered as a dty in 1903, and in 1908 adopted a commission
form of government
TULSf DAS (1532-1623), the greatest and most famous of

Hindi poeu, was a Sarwariyft Brahman, bom, according to
tradition, in a.d. 1532, during the rdgn of Humljrfkn, most
probably at R&jipur in the B&nd& District south of the Jumna.
His father's name was Atmft Rim Sukal Dube; that of his mother
is said to have been HulasL A legend rdates that, having been
bom under an unlucky conjunction of the stars, he was aban-
doned in infancy by his parenu, and was adopted by a wandering
sOdka or ascetic, with whom he visited many holy places in the
length and breadth of India; and the stoiy is in pain supported

by passages in his poems. He studied, apparendy after having
rejoined his family, at SOkarkhet, a place generally idcndfied

with S6r6A in the Etah district of the United Provinces, but
more probably the same as VarfthakshCtra' on the Gogra River,

30 m. W. of AjOdhyft (AyOdhyi). He married in hb father's

lifetime, and begat a son. Hb wife's name was Ratniwall,

daughter of DInabandhu Pithak, and his son's Tirak. The
latter died at an eariy age, and Tulsl's wife, who was devoted

to the worship of R&ma. left her husband and returned to her

father's house to occupy hersdf with religion. Tulsl Dfls foQowed
her, and endeavoured to induce her to return to him, but in vain;

she reproached him (in verses which have been preserved) with

want of faith in Rima, and so moved him that he renounced

the worid, and entered upon an ascetic life, much of which was
spent in wandering as a preacherof the necessityof a k>ving faith

in R&ma. He first made AjOdhyi (the capital of Rima and near

the modem Fyzftbid) his headquarters, frequently visiting dis-

tant places of pilgrimage in different ports of India. During
his residence at AjOdhyi the Lord Rftma is said to have appeared

to him in a dream, and to have commanded him to write a
Rdmdyana in the language used by the common people. He
began this work in the year 1574, and had finished the third

book (Aravya-kd^t when differences with the Vairftg!! Vaish-

navas at AjOdhyft, to whom he had attached himself, led him to

migrate to Benares, where he setUed at Asl-ghftt. Here he died

>This is the view of Baijnith DSs. author of the best life of TulsE

Dls. At SArftn there is no tradition connecting it with the poet.

Varthakshftra and SQkar-kh€t have the same meaning (KartfAa»
Sahara, a wUd boar).
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in 1623, during the reiga of the emperor Jahlofl^, at the great

age of 91.

The period of his greatest activity as an author synchronized

with tbie latter half of the reign of Akbar (i 556-1605), and the

first portion of that of Jah&nglr, his dated works being as follows;

commencement of the RAm&yan, 1574; R&m-satsal^ 1584;
Fdrbaa-Mongalf 1586; Rdmdgyd, 1598; KabiUa Rdmdyan,
between 161 2 and 16x4. A deed of arbitration in his hand,
dated 161 2, relating to the settlement of a dispute between the

sons of a land-owner named T^^^t who possessed some villages

adjacent to Benares, has been preserved, and is reproduced in

facsimile in Dr Grierson's Modern Vertiacular Liierature of
Hindustanf p. 51. Jd^ (who was not, as formerly supposed,

Akbar's finance minister, the celebrated R&ja Jd^ Mall) was
his atuched friend, and a beautiful and pathetic poem' by
Tulsl on his death is extant. He is said to have been resorted

to, as a venerated teacher, by Mah&rftja Mftn Singh of Jaipur
(d. 1618), his brother Jagat Singh, and other powerful princes;

and it appears to be certain that his great fame and influence as

a religious leader, which remain pre-eminent to this day, were
fully established during his lifetime.

Tulsfs great poem, popularly called TidsUkrit ROmSyant but
named by its author kAm-charit-mdnaSt " the Lake of Rlma'a
deeds," is perhaps better known among HindOa in upper India than
the Bible amons the rustic population in England. Its verses are
everywhere, in this region, popular proverbs; an apt Quotation from
them by a stranger has an immediate effect in producing interest
and confidence in the hearers. As with the Bible and Shakespeare,
his phrases have passed into the common speech, and are used by
every one (even in Urdfl) without being conscious of their origin.

Not only are hb sayings ^verbial: hb doctrine actually forms the
most powerful religious influence in present-day Hinduism; and,
though be founded no school and was never known as a guru or
master, but professed himself the humble follower of his teacher,
Narhari-Dis,* from whom as a boy in SQkar-khSt he heard the tale

<rf R&ma's doings, he is everywhere accepted as an inspired and
authoritative guide in religion and conduct of life.

The poem is a rehandling of the great theme of Vfilmiki, but is in
no sense a translation of the Sansknt epic The succession of events
is of course generally the same, but the treatment is entirely different.

The episodes introduced in the course of the story are for the most
part dissimilar. Wherever V&lmiki has condensed, Tul« Dis has
expanded, and wherever the elder poet has lingered longest, there his
successor has hastened on most rapidly. It consists of seven
books, of which the first two, entitled ^' Childhood " (BOl^kd^f) and
'* AyAdhyft " (Ayddhyd-kd^, make up more than half the work.
The second book is that most admired. The tale tells of King
Dasarath's court, the birth and boyhood of R&ma and his brethren,
his marriage with Slti, daughter ot Janak king of Bidiha, his volun-
tary exile, the result of KaikCyTs guile and Dasarath's rash vow,
the dwdling together of R&ma and bit& in the great central Indian
forest, her abduction by R&van, the expedition to Lank& and the
overthrow of the ravishier, and the life at Ajfidhyft after the return
ct the reunited pair. It is written in pure Baiswftri or Eastern
Hindi, in stanzas called chaupdis, broken by dikHs or couplets, with
an occasional sdralhd and ckkand—the latter a hurrying metre of
many rhymes and alliterations. Dr Grierson well describes its

' As a work of art, it has for European readers prolixities and
episodes which grate against occidental tastes, but no one caii read
it in the originafwithout being impressed by it as the work of a great
genius. Its style varies with emdh subject There is the deep
pathos of the scene in which is described RXma's farewell to his
mother: the rugged language depicting the horrors of the battle-
fidd—a torrent of hann sounds clashing against each other and
reverberating fnmi phrase to phrase; and, as occasion requires, a
sententious, aphoristic methoa of narrative, teeming with similes
drawn from nature herself, and not from the traditions of the schools.
His characters, too, live and move with all the dignity oi an heroic
age. Each is a real being, with a well-defined personality. R&ma.
perhaps too perfect to eiuist all our sympathies; his impetuous ana
loving brother Lakshman; the tender, constant Bharat; Siti, the
kleal of an Indian wife and mother; R&van^ destined to failure, and
fighting with all his demon force against his destiny—the Satan of
the eptc—all these are characters as lifelike and distinct as any in
occklental literature."
A manuscript of the Ayddkyd-kdvd, said to be in the poet's own

hand, exists at Rftjftpur in Bfinda, his reputed birthplace. One
of the Bdl-ha^i, dated Sambai 1661, nineteen years before the poet's

• See Indian Antiquary, xxil 272 (1893).
* Narhari-Dis was the sixth in spiritual descent from R&mftnand,

the founder of popular Vaishnavism in northern India (see article

HiNDOSTAMX LiTBftaTUlB).

rlrrith, and carcfutiyf corrtcted; it b alleged hy TutiT Dla himidf,
IS at Aj^hyi. A^uither autoiiratih is reported to be preserved
at XUNhiibad in the Lucknow diitrict:, but has not so f^r a^ knawn,
been h^n by a Eyrcipean. Other ancient M^. are to be kuiid at
Benares, and the matefkls for a correct te3(t of the RinuLyan art
rhua ^vkikblc. Good cditiona have been pubLbhed by tta? KhaifM
Bii^ prcsi at Bilnkipur (wiih a valuable life of the poe'i by Daiin&tl:!
Dis). and by the JV-Jgari Prtt^hdrtfd Sabkd at AllahcLhad (190^)
The ordinary bSUir copies of tht pwm. repeated ty reproducHJi tv
ljthoKi"aphy^ teem with interpobtiurui and v^^tions from the poet a
l.TinKuage. An e^ceUem tmnslatkmi of the whoJe into EngilshTwas
made bythe late Mr F, S. Gfowee. of ihc Indan Civil Service (slH
edition, Cawnpore^ i^i).

[|^idea the ' Lake af Rdma'i detds" TulsJ Dfe was the author
of hvc lontrcr and six shorter works^ moit of iherai dvalin? j^iih the
thctnj: of RSma, hii doin^, and dev-otbti to him. The (atmev are
ti) the DdhdAan. consisiina of S7i miscclUneoLJi dShi and sdmfha
verseaT of this there is a duplicate in the Eam-iaJtai, an arrange^
merit nl «^'¥ii centuries of verses, the f real majority of which occur
also in the D^hddall and in other works of Tulsi: (i) the Jiabiita
K^imSyan or KoMtAbali, which ls a history ol Riima in the kabtita,
ihandkiharh ckkijftpin and sotxiyd metres; like the R^Hharit^
mdniA, it ia divided into wvcn ASrr^jtj or cantos, and is devoted to
(setting fonh the majestic tifie of Rlma's ch^iracier^ (1) tbe Gtt-^
R^m^yatt, or CUdtmJl, alMj in seven ftdir^, aiming: at the UlustrBtiofi
of the tender ^pni of the Lord'i life; the metres are ad«oted Jor

a ecries of hymns and prayers of wbich the first 4J are addressed
to the lower gods^ forming; RAm^'s court and attendants, and the
remsjnder. Kos. u to 379, to Rimu htmselL Of the e mailer com-
pssLtsons the mo§t interi^ting ii the Vcird^ya Sajidlpanl, or " Kind-
Jinr of continence," a txKm describing the nature and greatness of
a holy man. and the true peace to which he attaini. This work b^
been translated by Dr Grieraon in the iruHun ArUigmry. xmm.
i9S-30t. ^

Tuki'a doctrine U derived from R&m^nuja ihrouch Rfimlnand^
Like the former, he believes in a Eupreme |>erBonal God, possessing
all ^3Lious qualities (sagu^), not in the quaJity-tess {njrjpuiia)
neuter impersoniU Brahman of Sankarichlrya; this Lofd HimselJ
oriEB took the human form, and became incarnate, for the blessing of
mankind, as Riim£L The body h therefore to be honoured, not
despts^t] The Lord 13 to be approached by faiih ii>hakti)^ii\s.
interested devotion and turrender of self in perfect love, and all
actions are to be purified of self-interest in contemplation of Him.
Show bve to all creature*, and thou wjlt be happy: for when thou

loves t all thrng?, thou lovest the Lord, for lie is all in a\V* The
soul is from the Lord^ and is aubmitietf in this life to the bondage
of works {karma);" Mankiiid, in their oUtlnacy, keep binding them-
Klves in the net of actions, and though they know and hear of the
bliM of those who have faith in the Loni, ihey attempt not the only
means of release. Works are a spider's thread, up and down whicM
the continualty travels, and which is never brukenrso works U-ad a
soul dcjwnwafds to the Earth , and upwards to the Lord." The bHss
to which the sout attains, by the ea^tinction of desiru. in the supreme
home, is not absorption in the Lord, but union with Him in abiding
individuility. This is emancipation (nivkm from the burthen of
birth and rebirth, and the Highest happiness,'

Tutsi, as a Sm&rta Vsidnava and a Brahman, venerates the
wh-.fc Hindu pantheon, and is especially careful to give Siva or
M^h:i4jLva, the special deity of the Drahmans, his dae. and to point
out that there is no inconsistency between devotion to Rftma and
attachment to Siva (Rtlm^iyan, LanMHn4, Dokd 3), But the
uniciical end of all his wH tings is to Lncdcate bkaka addreswd to
Harna as the great means of salvation—emancipatio rt from the
chain of births and deaths—a solvation which is as free and open
to men of the lowest caste as to Brahman^.
The beat account of Tulsi DAs and hi* works is contained in the

papcnj contributed by Dr Grierson to voh X3sii. of the JntHtin A nti-

g Kdrv ( I
SKjj) f n M r Gfow^'s tnansLatio n of the Rdmcknr ri- ^I/dual

Will l»e found the text and translation of the passages in the Bkakm*

rt Eating to his Me; the** are itaied in the ^t4 or gloss of PriyA Dl*,
who wrote in a.a 1713, and much of the material is legendary
and untrustworthy. Unfortunately, the hiograpliy erf the poet,
c^dtwi CtJjtfJwcfoifurm, by BenlmWhati Das, who was a pcrK^nal
fiirllower and constant companion of the Master^ and died in

J 61J, has disappeared, and no cony of it i^ known to eidst. tn the
introduction to the edition of the mmHi^n by the N&gari FrackSriia
Snli-M all the known f^cts of Tulsi's life are brought together and
critically discustcd. For an cjtpositiciii of hia religious position,

'The summary given above is condensed from the tranilatiod
by Dr Grierson. at pp. J2^2j& of the IitdiaH Aniimatry, voL 3Eiii.,

of the fifth iorga of the 5atsah in wbiuh work Tulsi unfoldj bis
lyitem of doctriiv.
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and this place in the pofMiUrrdtgion of northern India, lee Dr Gricr-
son'i paper in the JowmalefUi Royal Asiatic Society, July 1903,
pp. 447-466. (C. J. L.)

TULU, or TuLUVA, a language of the Dravidian family, found
chiefly in the South Kanara district of Madras. It has no litera-

ture, nor has it been adopted for official use even where it is

spoken by the majority of the population. In xgoi the total

number of speakers of Tulu exceeded half a million.

TUMBLER, that which ** tumbles," i.e. falls or rolls over or

down. The O. Eng. tumbiarCf of which Mid. £ng. tumbUre b a
frequentative form, appears also in Du. tuimeUn, Ger. taumdn,

to stagger, tumble about; Fr. Umber^ to fall, is Teutonic in

•rigin. As applied to a person, "tumbler" is another word
for an acrobat, one who shows his agility by turning somer-

saults, standing on his head, walking or dancing on his hands,

&c. It is interesting to note that Herodias' daughter Salome is

described as a tumhestete in HarL MS., 1701, f. 8, quoted by
Halliwell {Diet, of Archaic Wards)^ and in the margin of

Wycliffe's Bible (Matt. xiv. 6) tumblide is given as a variant

of daunside (danced). Similarly, in eariy pictures of her

dancing before Herod, she is represented sometimes as stand-

ing on her head, llie common drinking-glass known as a
" tumbler," which now is the name given to a plain cylindrical

glass without a stem or foot, was originally a glass with a
rounded or pointed base, which could only stand on being

emptied and inverted (see Drinking Vessels, Plate I., fig. 3).

TUMBLB-WBBD, a botam'cal term for a plant which breaks

loose when dry, and is blown about, scattering its seeds by the

way.
TUMKUR, or Toomkoor, a town and district of southern

India, in the west of Mysore state. The town has a station on
the Madras & Southern Mahratta railway, 43 m. N.W. from
Bangalore. The area of the district is 415S sq. m. It consists

chiefly of elevated land intersected by river valleys. A range

of hills rising to nearly 4000 feet crosses it from north to south,

forming the waterparting between the systems of the Krishna

and the Cauvery. The principal streams are the Jayamangala
and the Shimsha. The mineral wealth of Tumkur is consider-

able; iron is obtained in large quantities from the hill-sides;

and excellent building-stone is quarried. The slopes of the

Devaray-durga hills, a tract of 18 sq. m., are clothed with forests,

in which large game abounds, including tigers, leopards, bears

and wild hog. The climate of Tumkur is equable and healthy;

the annual rainfall averages 39 in.

The population in igoi was 679,162, showing an increase of

17% in the decade. The cultivated products consbt chiefly of

millets, rice; pulses and oil seeds. The chief industries are the

making of coarse cotton cloths, woollen blankets and ropes.

TUMMBL, a river of Perthshire, Scotland. Discharging from

Loch Rannoch, it flows eastward to a point near the Falls of

Tummel, where it bends to the S.E., a direction which it maintains

until it falls into the Tay, just below Logierait, after a course of

58 m. from its source in Stob Ghabbar (3565 ft.). Its only

considerable affluent is the Garry, 34 m. long, an impetuous

river which issues from Loch Garry (a| m. long, \ m. wide, and

1334 ft. above the sea). About midway in its course the Tum-
mel expands into Loch Tummel (3} m. long, | m. wide, ia8 ft.

deep, and 500 ft. above the sea), between which and the con-

fluence with the Garry occur the Pass and Falls of the Tummel,
which are rather in the nature of rapids, the descent altogether

amounting to 15 ft. The scenery throughout this reach is most
picturesque, culminating at the point above the eastern extremity

of the loch, known as Queen Victoria's View. The chief places

of interest on the river are Kinloch Rannoch; Dunalastair, a
rocky hill in well-wooded grounds, the embellishment of which
was largely due to Alexander Robertson of Stnian (1670-1749),

the Jacobite and poet, from whom the spot takes its name
("the stronghold of Alexander"); Foss; Faskally House
(beautifully situated on the left bank); Pitlochry; and Ballin-

luig.

. TUMOUR (Lat. iumor, a swelling), a term appUed, from the

earliest period of medical literature, to any swelling of which

the nature and origin were unknown. Thus used in its most
literal sense, the word is of purely clinical derivation and has no
pathological significance of any kind. Consequently a very
heterogeneous collection of swellings have been described as
tumours, including such diverse conditions as an abscess, a tuber-

cular gland, the enlarged spleen of malaria or a cancer. With
the progress of bacteriology and the improved technique of

histdogy it has been found possible, however, to separate these

various " swellings " into certain groups: (x) InJIammatary or

InfecHoe Tumours; (a) Tumours due to Hypertrophy; (3)
Cysts; (4) Spontaneous Tumours, or Tumours proper. The
tendency of modem convention is to restrict the use of the term
" tumour " to the last group, but for the sake of completeness

it is necessary to touch briefly on the disTingiiishing features of

the first three groups.

I. InJIommatory or InfecHee Tumours.—^Theae have oettain
characteristica wiikh separate them sharply from other dasaes of
tumour. In the firat place all of them are due to the irritative action
ci some micro-ornmsm (see Pathology). Inflammation due to
microbial action alwaya follow* a tvpkal course. First, a number of
wandering cells derived from the blood, the lymph or the connective
tissues make their way to the aite of irritation, and thus produce the
red, painful swelling with which every one is familiar. A atnigffle

now ensues between theae cells and the invading bacteria; if toe
victory rests with the former, the inflammation gradually subaicles.

and tne swelling disappears m course of time. But if the bacteria

Kin the upper hand a number of the cells are killed, undergo Uque-
rtion and are converted into pus. so that an abaceas results. Thus

an inflammatory swelling may be woXxA or fluid according to the
severity of the irritant. The common inflammatory bacteria

—

staphYiococcua and streptococcus—cause suppuration in the
majonty of cases, but there are a few organiama auch aa atreptothriz,
apirochaeta pallida, and in many inatances the tubercle hscillua,
which aet up an inflammation of an extremely chronic type, tardy
progreaaing to the formation ofpua, but leading rather to the devekip-
ment of a hard, solid maaa of very abw growth, that may persut
for months or even yeara.

To the naked eye theae aolid inflammatory sweHtngs may doa^
simulate the spontaneous tumours with which they have been often
confused, but a microacopical examination will correct the miaCake
in neariy every caae. ror the minute atructure of the infective
tumoura, whatever their aituation, ia almost identical ; they consist
merely of an irregular collectbn of inflammatory oella; and thas
of itaelf ia auffident to mark them off quite diatinctly from the group
of tumoura proper, which, aa will presently be aeen, vary widely
in atructure according to the tiaaue from whidi they apring, and diow
a reaemblance to the parent type at once characteriatic and peculiar.

To Ithis statement there is one exceptkm, for a form of malignant
tumour, known as a sarc»ma, may Dear a very deceptive likeness

to an inflammatory swelling.

3. Hypertrophic Tumours.^A tissue or oi|^ is said to be hyper-
trophied when it is increased in nae but remains normal in structure.

The most familiar example is the hypertrophy of the skeletal muadcs
that follows increased use. or the hypertrophy of the heart muscle
whkh helpa to compensate the faulty action of the valves. But
neither of these constitutes a hypertrophic tumour. For an instance
of this we must turn to the enlargement of the spleen that occurs in
malaria and certain forms of anaemia, of the thyroid gland in goitre,

and of the lymphatic glands in Hodgkin's disease. In each of these
conditions tnere is mordy an increase of apparently normal tissue,

and from a microscopical examination of the hypotrophied organ
it would be impossible to say that it was other than heailthy.

The enlargement of the spleen and of the thyroid in these cases are
overshadowed by certain changes in the blood and in the nervous
system which constitute a distinct disease: but in Hodgkin's disease
there are no specific symptoms apart from the swelling of the glands,

and it has been suggpted that this may be due dthw to the action
of some micro-organism which has hitherto escaped detection, or to
a widdy diffused growth of a sarcomatous type. If the former
supposition be correct these glandular swdlings must be dassed
with the infective tumours : if the latter they should be regarded
as spontaneous tumours. There is, at present, no agreement on
this point, and they have, therdore, been described here as hyper-
trophic tumoufk

3. CysU.—A cyst may be defined as a collection of fluid sur-

rounded by a wall or capsule. The nature of the fluid varies accord-

ingto the siteand origin of the cyst; the cyst-wall is usually composed
of a tough layer oifibrous tissue. Cystsarisebythedilatatkm of a
pre-existing space with fluid: and when, as often hajipens, the cyst-

wall is tensely stretched by the pressure of the fluid within, they may
easily be mistaken for solid tumours.
The number and variety of cysts are very great, and they are only

„entioned here on account of the errors in oiagnosii for which they
are often responsible. For further detaib the reader should consult

the special textbooks.
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4. SfOKtaneous Tunumrs, or Tumours Proper {synonyms: Neoplasm^

Norn urawth).—^The (ollowine definition of a spontaneous tumour
suggested by Zicgler is perhaps the most satisfactory :

" A neo-
plasm or tumour is a new formation of tissue, which is atypical
in structure, serves no useful purpose to the whole economy, and the
growth of which has no typical termination. " In this definition

the words " new formation <A tissue " exclude the cystic swellings;

the attribute " atypical in structure " excludes hypertrophies;
and the final clause the growth of which has no typical termina-
tion " excludes all swellings of an inflammatory nature which pro-
gress, however slowly, towacds dther suppuration or resolution
and recovery.

These tumours arise by the exaggerated and abnormal prolifera-

tion of a Mtif^e cellj or a group of cells. They increase in size solely

by the multiplication of their own cells, and the only contribution
whi^h the surrounding tissues make to the progress is the formation
of a " stroma, " or supporting framework 01 fibrous tissue; and even
that is wanting in many cases. Inasmuch as the newlv-formcd
cells of the tumour take on the likeness of the parent from wnich they
are sprung, it follows that the minute structure of such a tumour,
whatever its situation, will be a more or less exact copy of that of
the tissue whence it originated. A tumour growing from the skin
will therefore imitate tne cell-structure of the normal skin; the
resemblance of a breast tumour to the healthy breast is often so
close as to make it a hard task to distinguish the one from the other;
whilst the similarity of bony and cartilaginous tumours to true
bone and cartilage is evident to all.

This imitation of the parent type by the spontaneous tumours
IS one of their most remarkable characteristics, and provides a
reliable criterion by which they may be separated from the inflamma-
tory new growths, which are all built up on the same general plan.

Consequently it is almost always possible to determine the origin

of a tumour from an examination of its histological appearances;
and conversely we know that an epithelial tumour will never spring
from a connective tissue nor a connective tissue tumour from an
epithelium.

• Another outstanding feature of the neoplastic tumours Is that they
lead an entirely independent existence subject to none of the
restraints to which toe normal cell must needs submit. These
fMrmal cells are, indeed, possessed of certain limited powers of

multiplication, by whkh they are enabled to replace the slight loss

of tissue which the wear arud tear of life perpietually entails; or,

agutt, thev can on occasion make good a greater loss of subsunce,
as in the nealing of an ulcer, or the regeneration of a skin wound.
But these powers are confined within certain well-marked bounds,
which may not be transgressed. Contrast with this the tumour
cell, emancipated from all control and owning to no restraint. It

is tme that the simple tumours otten remain stationary after attain-

ing a certain nae, but the general tendency of all tumours is towards
fxnistent and unlimited growth, and the cancer cell continues its

career unchecked by everything save death.
The spontaneous tumours are seen in every tissue and organ of

the body, though in some they are relatively infrequent. Nor
are they confined to man, for they have been found throughout the
vertebrate kingdom. It is often stated that a higher state of

civilisation has inflicted on European races a greater susceptibility

to tumour formation. As to this, reliable evidence is hard to obtain,

but such a statement would seem to be only partially true, and the
apparent immunity of certain native races is to some extent due to
lack of sufficient observations.

It b usual to separate these tumours into two groups: the Non-
nutlignani. Innocent or Benign^ and the Malignant or Cancerous. Of
these two groups the latter are the more familiar and have attracted

much more attention and study than the former, on account of

the danger to Hfe which they involve, but in point of numbers
chey are greatly outweighed by the first eroup. Two or more non-
malignant tumours, of the same or different varieties, are often
found in the same individual; but with the cancers this is a rare

occurrence, and such growths are usually single.

The nan-mMtruiiU tumours are usually rounded in shape. In
sixe they vary enormously; a fibroid tumour may be as small as a
pea; a fatty tumour may weigh forty pounds. Often they cease

growinjs after attaining; a certain size, but there are very many
exceptions to this, and it is seldom possible to predict the suMequent
course of one of these growths. They possess, however, four con-

stant characteristics by which they may be distinguished from the
malignant variety.

I. A non-malignant tumour, whatever its size, remains localized

to the part from which it originates. It is not an " infiltrating
"

growth, that is to say it docs not eat its way into the surrounding
tissues, but rather pushes them aside, and so may be called "expan-
si\*e.

'* Moreover, it is separated from them by a thin but usually

well-fnarkcd layer of fibrous tissue known as the " capsule " of the
tumour, which seems to be formed as the result of a slight inflamma-
tion th.-it the presence of the tumour always causes among the
healthy tissues surrounding it. and may be regarded as a protest on
their part against the invasion of the tumour.

3. Non-malignant tumours are not of themselves dangerous to

life. They may, however, cause a great deal of pain and even

Fordeath, when ntuated in some senritive or delicate organ,
instance, • -

• •

nerve, (

from I , _ , .

true that any evil effects are due not' to the nature of the tumour,
but to its situation, whereas a cancer causes death whatever its

position.

3. These tumours never reproduce themselves in distant parts of
the body. More than one may be present in the same in<fividual,
but each arises independently, and the widespread dissemination so
typical of a cancerous growth is never seen.

4. An innocent growth never recurs after operation. The
boundaries of the growth are so well defined that complete removal
is usually easy, and the operation is a simple ami satisfactory
proceeding.

Malignant Tumours, or Csficer^.—-There are two varieties of
malignant tumour: the Sarcomata^ arising from the connective
tissues; the Carcinomata, arising from epithelial tissues. It is

customary to describe them both as cancers. The main features
of these tumours are as<follows:

—

I. The Infiltrating Nature oj a Malignant Tumotir.'—\ cancer
folbws a course very different from that of an innocent tumour. Its
growth has no appointed termination, but continues with unabated
vigour until death ; moreover, it is more rapid than that of the innocent
tumours, and so does not permit of the formation of a capsule by
the neighbouring tissues. In conwquence such a tumour shows
no well-defined boundary, but from its margin fine tendrils of cancer
cells make their way in all directions into the surroundii^ parts,
which gradually become more and more involved in the process.
Thus a cancer of the breast will attack both the skin covering it and
the underlying muscle and bone: a cancer of the intestine wilieat its
way into the liver, spleen and kidney, until these organs become to
a great extent replaced by cancer cells, and can no k>nger perform
their proper functions.

a. Formation of Secondary GrowtkSt or Metastases.—In addition
to this spread of growth by direct extension, another characteristic
of malignant tumours is a tendency to dissemination, that is. to
reproduce themselves in various parts of the body far removed from
the original site; so that it is not unusual to find after death that a
cancer of the breast has given rise to secondary, or metastatic,
deposits in the lymphatic glands, the lungs, the ribs and other
bonesj the brain and the abdominal organs. These secondary
deposits are due to the tumour cells makii^ their way through the
walls of the small lymph and blood vessels and becoming detached
by the force of the circulation, by which they are carried to some
distant part of the body, there to continue their career of uncon-
trolled growth.
The sarcomata and caxdnomata differ somewhat as regards

the path of dissemination. The former are vascular tumours, well
supplied with blood-vessels; consequently dissemination usually
occurs by way of the blood-stream rather than by the lymphatic
circulation, and the commonest site for the secondary deposits
of sarcoma is the lung. The carcinomata are less vascular, and the
tendency of the growth is to invade the small lymph channels,
so that the first signs of metastases are to be looked for in the
lymphatic glands; at a later date these deposits may be spread
throughout the body, particularly in the liver and other abdominal
orrains, the lungs and the bones.
The formation of roetasuses is of the utmost importance from

a clinical point of view*, as the success of an operation depends on
the removal of all the secondary deposits as well as of the original
growth. For insunce, a few months after the first appearance
of a cancer of the breast the axillary lymph glands will be found
to be hard and enlarged. This means that some of the cells of the
primary growth have been carried in the lymph stream to these
f;Iands, and have begun to grow there; consequently any operation
or the removal of the cancer of the breast must include the removal
of these glands. If the breast tumour only be taken away the growth
will continue unchecked in the glands. It is a matter 01 great
difficulty to determine by the naked eye or the touch whether a
gland is infected or not. In many cases where there is no evident
enlargement the microscope will show the presence of cancer
cells: and a certain opinion can only be given alter a microscopical
examination.

In operations for cancer of the breast or tongue the modem
practice is to regard the lymphatic glands of the axilla or neck
respectively as infected in every case, however early it be. and to
remove them accordingly. In other parts of the body where the
glands are inaccessible, tne only solution of the difficulty b to urge
the removal of the tumour at the earliest possible moment, before
lymphatic infection has had time to occur.
The frequency and rapidity of metastasis formation varies

greatly. As a eeneral rule cancer of the breast b more liable than
other forms of growth to ^ followed by widespread secondary
deposits. On the other hand, in cases of cancer of the skin secondary
infection is usually confined to the neighbouring lymphatic glands,

and seldom occurs in any of the internal organs.

3. Termination of Malitnant Tumours.—In one or two well

authenticated cases a mangnant tumour has disappeared of its
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own accord without any treatment, and a natural cure may be said

to have occurred. But these form such an infinitesimal proportion

of the whole that they do not affect the general truth of the statement
that the universal tendency of a malignant tumour b to cause
death.
Although the separation of the new growths into two groups b

supported by certain fairly definite characteristics, both clinical and
hbtologtcal, yet it seems likely that the difference between them b
one of degree rather than of lund. There b every jneason to believe

that the same perverted impulse may give rise either to an innocent

or a cancerous growth, the issue depending in part on the intensity

of the impulse, and in part on the resisting powers of the tissues in

which the incipient tumour celb lie. Such a tiypothesis b supported
by the analogy of the microbial infections, where the final outcome
of life or death depends no less on the defensive mechanbm of the

individual than on the virulence of the infecting organism. Again,

it is beyond doubt that occasionally a tumour, which for years has

been void of the least taint oi malignancy, may become converted

into an active cancer. Moreover, certain tumours seem to lie on the

border Une, for example, rodent ulcers and cancers of the parotid

gland. These are malignant in that they are undoubtedly infiftrating

tumours, they are innocent in that they never form metasutic
deposits. Therefore it seems that malignancy or the reverse b not

to be regaitled as an absolute and constant attribute of any par-

ticular tumour or class of tumours, but rather as an expression of

the balance struck in the conflict between the opposing forces of the

tumour and its host.

Histolojty of Tumours.—On examining a microscopical preparation

of an epithelial tumour it is found to be built up of two dbtinct
elements. There are the epithelial celb, which form the essential

part of the tumour; there is a network of fibrous connective-tissue

celb, which acts as a supporting framework to the epithelial

elements, and b known as tne stroma of the tumour. Thb twofold
structure b.seen in all the epithelial tumours, both non-malignant
and malignant, and in the case of the latter it is a general rule that

the greater the proportion of epithelial to connective-tissue elements
the faster will the tumour grow, On the other hand in the connective-

tissue tumours (with the exception of the sarcomata) this compound
structure b absent and there is only one type of cell present ; thus a
fatty tumour consbts merely of fat celb ; a bony tumour of bone celb.

and so on.

To understand clearly the differences and likenesses that. obtain

between the malignant and the non-malignant new growths it b
necessary to compare the histology of the two groups.

Figs. la, lb represent an innocent tumour (adenoma) of the breast.

Figs. 2a, 2b a cancer (spheroidal-celled carcinoma) of the breast.

Fig' 3 &n innocent tumour (papilloma) of the skin. Fig. 4 a cancer

of the skin.

Fig. io.—Diagram to show the relations of an innocent tumour
(adenoma) of the breast.

a. Tumour; b, normal breast tissue; e, underlying muscular tissue.

Fig. lb.—Microscopical appearances of an adenonaa of the breast.

(Drawn from an actual specimen.)

a, Tumour celb; b, fibrous connective tissue.

In the adenoma the individual cells bear the closest resemblance
to the glandular cells of the normal breast from which thev are
derived. In addition they tend to follow the normal very closely

in their arrangement, so that at times it b difficult or impossible to

decide which b tumour and which b healthy breast 1

Finally the growth b surrounded by a well defined capsule of fibixMis

Fig. 2a.—Diagram to show the relations of a malignant tunaoar
fspheroidal cell carcinoma) of the breast. Note the indrawing of
the nipple by the growth and the infiltration of the undolyiiis
muscle.

a, Tumour; b, normal breast tissue; e, musde.

Fig. 2b.—Microscopical appearances of a carcinoma of the breast.
(Drawn from an actual specimen.)

a, Tumour celb; 6. stroma.

In the carcinoma, the individual resemblance is present, though
less conspicuous, as many of the cells are irregular in sixe and shape.
But the similarity of the arrangement b very hard to make out or
even absent. The cells are arraneed in disorderly masses; they are
not enclosed by any semblance of a capsule, but tend to transgress
their proper boundaries and invade the underiying muscles. Figs.

3 and 4 show analogous changes in an innocent and in a malignant
tumour of the skin.

Fig. 3.—Non-malignant tumour (papilloma) of the skin. The
tumour b formed by an outward proliferation of the cells of the
epidermis, but these cells show no tendency to invade the undtflying
connective tissue or muscle. (Scmidiagrammatic)

a. Normal skin. d. Muscular tissue.

6, Epithelium or epidermis. r, Papilloma.
c, Connective tissue.

Speakinggenerally it may be said that the cells of an adenoma
are fully differentiated and typical of the normal, whereas the cells
of a carcinoma show less perfect differentiation, are in some degree
atypical and resemble rather the actively growing cells found at aa
earfy stage of embryonic life. But it is in the cells of a sarcoma that
the widest departure from type is seen. A sarcoma is a malignant
growth arising from connective ti&sue, but the res .nblance to adult
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otmnective tissue is* almost oon-cxittent and the cells are essen-
tially of an embryonic type. Tfane differences between the
innocent and the malignant cell bear out the well-established phy-
sioiogical rule that the less the functional development of a cell or

•
' rth. T • •

rsuge
tissue the greater its power of growth. The primitive impulse
is growth, which gives place at a utter sUge to the development of
fuDCtioa.

Fig. 4.—Malignant tumour (epithelioma^ 8quamou»-celle4
carcinoma) of the skin. The cells of the epidermis have proli-

ferated both outwardly and inwardly and have invaded and re-

placed the underlying tissues. An ulcer has been formed on the
surface by the necrosis of the superficial cells. (Semidiagrammatic)

In theory it b always possible to distinguish with certainty between
an innocent tumour and a cancer by means of the microscope. In
practice this is. unfortunately, not the case. There are some
tumours whose histological appearances seem to be on the border-
line between the two conditions, and often these are the very cases
in which the clinical features give no direct clue to their nature.
In such circumstances it is only by taking into consideration every
detail, both clinical and pathologic^, that an opinion can be formu-
lated, and even then it remains to some extent a matter of guess-
work.

Tke Causation cf Tumours.—An enormous number of suggestk>ns
as to the causation of tumours have been put forward from time
to time. Many of these were at the outset quite untenable, and
reference can only be made here to the more important.

First in point of time came Virchow's hypothesis that tumours
arise as the direct result of irritation or injury. Many examples of
such a sequence of events are familiar to everybody. A cancer of
the Up or tongue will often follow the irritation of a day pipe or a

S'

igged tooth; a tumour of the breast is often attributed to a blow,
ut, on the other hand, there must be innumerable instances in

which such a cause of imtation has not been followed by a tumour;
and it is necessary to discount the natural anxiety of mankind to
seek a cause for every unexplained occurrence, so that a slight injury
which under ordinary circumstances would be forgotten is branded
as the undoubted cause of any tumour that may subseauently make
its appearance. As a complete explanation Virchow's nypothesis is

insufficient, but it is ciuite probable that irritation may have an
acoessonr or predisposing influence in tumour formation, and that
it may oe enough finally to upset the balance of a group of cells,

which for some other reason were already hovering on the brink of
abnormal growth.
There is one peculiar form or irritation that demands special

attention, that is exposure to the X rays. It is beyond doubt that
exposure to these rays will cause cancerous ulceration of the skin

;

though what is the constituent of the rays that produces this effect

is not known. Fortunately the danger can be obviated by the use
of rubber gloves.

Coknknm*s Hypothesis of Embryonic Remnants.—According to
Cohnheim more cells arc produced in embryonic life than are required
for the development of the body, and a remnant u left unappro-
priated. Owing to their embryonic nature, these cells possess an
r •-^ ^JZ. ^t i:f /:^_ I :* «» « i_» 5 1 «r i:r_

Bi

exaggerated power of |>roUferation, and if at a later period of life

this should be roused into activity by some mechanical or other
form of stimulus, their rate of growth will outstrip that of the
adult cells and a tumour will develop. As with Virchow's so with
Cohnheim's hypothesis. It is at best only a partial explanation
which may be applicable to a small proportion of tumours; and it

oouid never account for X-ray cancer, or the inoculability of mouse

The Parasitic hypothesis ts still a matter of keen debate. In
sonte degree cancer with its localized primary growth and widespread
secondary deposits resembles certain infective diseases of microbial
origin, such as pyaemia, where from a small primaiy site of infection

the bacteria become disseminated throughout the Sody. From this

analogy it was argued that tumour formation was due to the activity

of some parasite.^ But if the mode of dissemination of a cancer and
of a micro-organum be carefully examined this analogy b found to
be false. When a micro-organism lodges in a gland ot other part
of the body, by its irritative action it stimulates the celb of that gland
to increased activity, and any swelling that occurs b producra by
the proliferation of those celb. But when a group oi cancer-cells
is deposited in a gland the subsequent growth arises entirely from
the multiplication of those canoer<ell8, and the gland cdb take no
part whatever in iu formatran.
A very large number of of]ganisms both animal and vegetable have

been described as occurring in tumours; and some of these have been
cultivated on artificbl media outside the body; but to none of them
can any direct causal relationship with cancer be attributed. One
of the best authenticated, a small coccus, known as Micrococcus
neoformans can certainly be cultivated from many tumours malig-
nant and innocent, and it has been suggested that it may be respon-
sible for the slight inflammatory changes that occur in the neighbour-
hood of most new growths. The final and critical test of the con-
nexion of an organism with some diseased condition b the productk>a
of a similar condition in animab by inocubtion of that organism,
and thb experiment has signally failed with all the suggested cancer
parasites. Another very cogent argument against the infective
hypothesb b the fact that although tumours <» identical structure
are found throughout the vertebrate kingdom, it has never yet been
found possible artificially to transmit these tumours from one nxcies
to another. If they were ci an infective nature it b almost uicon-
ceivable that the gap between two allied species should be such an
insuperable bar to transmission.

Quite recently Borrel of the Pasteur Institute has stated that
certain animal parasites from the skin are often to be found buried
in the cell masses of cancers of the skin and brout, and he thinks
that these parasites may be the carriers of some as yet unknown
cancer virus, just as the mosquito b the carrier of mabria.

Ribbert has suggested that tumour formation may be due to
** alteratk>n of tissue tensran." In his opinion the various cells of
the body are normally held in a state of equilibrium by some con-
dition of mutual interdependence amongst themselves. Should
thb equilibrium be disturoed some of these cells may escape from
the controlling influence usually exercised upon them by their
neighbours, and become endowed with greatly enhanced powers of
growth.
Adami connders that every cell possesses two distinct properties,

a property of function and a property of growth, and ne regaids
these as incompatible, that b to say, a cell cannot at the same time
be carrying out a specific function and also undergoing active growth.
He believes that on occasion some of these cells may abandon their
" habit of work " and assume a " habit of growth," and thb wiU
lead to the development of a tumour.

Neither of the two latter expbnations brings us very much nearer
the solution of the question—they merely place the unknown factor
one step farther back; but they serve to emphasize the biological
aspect of the problem. At the present time the general weight of
evidence seems to favour the idea that tumour formation b due to
some intrinsic cause, whereby the normal processes of growth are
disturbed, rather than to any extrin«c cause such as microbial
infection. Therefore it b from a careful study of the bws of growth,
and from research directed along broad biological lines that ue best
results are to be looked for in the future.

Classification of Spontaneous Tumours.—^So little b known as to
the nature of these tumours that a satisfactory classificatk>n on a
scientific basb b not yet within reach. The following b merely
suggested as convenient .

—

h^Conneahte-tissui Tumours,
Innocent. Malignant.

Lipoma (fatty tumour).
Fibroma (fibrous tumour). Sarcoma.
Myoma (muscular tumour). Endothelionia.
Osteoma (bony tumour).
Chondroma (cartila^nous tumour).
Odontoma (tumour in connexion with teeth).

Myxoma (mucoid tumour).
Neuroma (tumour in connexion with nerves).

Glioma (neuroglbl tumour).
Endothelioma (endothelbl tumour).
Angioma (tumour composed <A bbod vesseb).

IL—Epithelial Tumours,

Innocent. Malignant.
Papilbma. Carcinoma.
Adenoma. Rodent Uk%r.

I. Connective-tissue Tumours.'^—Lipoma (fig. 5).—Of the connec<>

tive-tissue group the fatty tumours are the most common. They
often arise from the layer of fat beneath the skin, and a usual

site for these subcutaneous lipomata b the back of the trunk.

though at times they are found on the limbs and elsewhere. They

* Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, Q, 14, 15 and 17 have been redrawn from Bbnd
Sutton's Tumours, by permission; figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13 are from
Rose & Carless. Surgery, by permissmn.
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are toft, paifilen twelliiigB, tometioiet of gnsit siae; thouj^h usually
ingle, as many as a down may be present in the same individual.
Lipomata are also found in the abdominal cavity, growing from the
subperitoneal layer of fat.

Fig. 5.—Lipoma of the palm.

What is known as a diffuu lipoma (fis. 6) connsts of a generaltied
overgrowth of the subcutaneous fat of the neck, and this may beo extensive as to obliterate the outline of the jaw.

Fig. 6.~Diffuse lipoma of the neck.

Fibroma (fig. 7).—Of tumours containing fibrous tissue, by far

the most important are the fibroids of the uterus. A better name
for these tumours would be
Fibromyomau, as they always
contain a varying proportion
of muscle fibres. They origi-

nate in the wall of the uterus,
but generally come to project
either internally into the
cavity of the uterus, or ex-
ternally into the peritoneal
cavity; and often their sole
connexion with the uterine
wall u a stalk or pedicle

formed from the capsule of

the tumour. Fibromyomata
of the uterus are most com-
mon from J5 to 45 years of

age; in gtm under 20 they
are almost unknown. They
may attain a great sixe and
are often multiote. They
seem to be equally common
in married and unmarried

FlG. 7.—^Uterus in sagittal section women. Not every fibroid is

showing interstitial and submucous a source of danger or discom-
fibroids. fort, for in the majority of

cases they are discoverea by
chance or not until after death. On the other hand they may give

rise to severe symptoms, and that in many different ways. Firve,
they may cause haemorrhaee prolonged over years so that tbe
health is entirely ruined. Secondly, they may become inflamed
and septic, and lead to severe blood-poisoning. Next, for sofne
unknown reason, a fibroid tends to prevent conception, whilst,
should pregnancy occur, labour is greatly impeded. Finally, it

seems to be esublished that a fibroid may occasionally become
converted into a sarcoma.

Examples of purt fibrous tissue tumours are the small multiple
growths of the subcutaneous tissue, known as Paimful subcutaneous
nodule, and the irregular outgrowth from the gum known as Epulis,
A Myoma is composed of unstriped muscle fibres. It is a rare

tumour sometimes found in the oesophagus, stomach and bladder.
OOeoma (fig. 8).—Bony tumours not mfrequently arise from the

bones of the bead or face. They grow very slowly, and are so hard

Fig. 8.—Osteoma of the left frontal sinus (seen from bdow).

that surgical removal may be very difficult. They also occur as
irregular outgrowths from the bones of the limbs, and are then known
as Exostoses (fig. 9). A common site for these is the inner and lower
end of the femur, at the point of attachment of the adductor muscle,
and such a tumour seems to originate from an ossification of the
tendon of this muscle.

Fig. 9.—Exostosis of the femur
produced by the'o««fication of the FiG. 10.—Multiple chondromata
tendon of the adductor magnus. of the bngers.

Chondroma (fig. 10).—Cartilaginous tumours are often found in
children and young people growing from the bones ol the limbs
in the neighbourhood of the loints. They are frequently multiple,
especially in the hands and feet. These tumours grow slowly
and are quite painless. Should removal be necessary, it is usually
an easy matter.

Otfontoma.—Several varieties of this tumour have been described
arising in connexion with the teeth and due to delayed or faulty
development. They may cause great deformity of the jaw.
A Myxoma is compared of loose, gelatinous connective tissue

similar to that found in the umbilical cord. Some nasal polypi

seem to be of this nature, but true myxomatous tumours are rare.

It is. however, not uncommon for a fibroma or a sarcoma to be
converted by degeneration into myxomatous-like tissue.

Neur<nna.—A pure neuroma is very uncommon, but a tumour
known as a Pseudo-neuroma (fig. xi) is often found in the course

of a nerve. This is formed by a localised overgrowth of the fibrous

tissue of the nerve sheath.
. , . ...

C/ioma.—This variety of tumour anses from the neurogba, the
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wpporting tissue of the brain and spinal cord. Comeciuently
^nuu are only found in these two structures.

EndoUulioma.—Of late years a
small class of tumour has been
described as originating apparently
from the endothelium lining the
lesser blood and lymph channels.
Many of the recorded examp^
have been connected with the
mouth, the tongue, the palate or
the parotid gland. Some of these
tumours are quite innocent, others
are typically malignant.
An Angetoma consists of a mesh-

work ol blood-vessels bound to-
gether by a small amount oi fat

and fibrous tissue. Two varieties
are described: (a) The simple
naevus, or porl-wine stain, scarcely
deserves to be called a tumour. It

appears as a reddish-blue discolour-

_ n . ation of the sldn due to over
Fig. II.—Pseudo-neuroma: powth and dilatation of the under-

fibrous tumour growing from Tying blood-vessels. This condition
nerve sheath, and causing the i, most commonly found on the
fibres to be stretched over It. (ace or scalp, and may be of

congenital origin. (6) In the
eavertums naams the vascular hypertrophy is on a larger scale, and
mav produce a definite pulsating tumour. Here, again, the head
b the usual situation.
Sarcoma.—^This is the malignant type of the connective-tissue

tumour. The general arrangement of a sarcoma shows a mass of

atypical cells loosely bound to-

gether by a small amount of
connective tissue.

throughout the body. The myehid sarcoma, or myxoma (fig. 14), is
composed of very large cells like thoee of bone-marrow from which
It IS probably derived. It b only found in the interior of bones,
chiefly in those of the arm and leg. The degree of malignancy b
low, dissemination never occurs, and recurrence after operation

The ceUs
vary neatly in siae and shape
in different tumours, and in

accordance with the prevailing

type the following varieties of

sarcoma have been described:
(i.) round-cM sarcoma, (ii.)

spindU-ceil sarcoma, (iii.) mela-
notic sarcoma, (iv.) myeloid sar-

coma. The first two ^upe
contain the great majonty ol

all sarcomata, and may occur
in almost any part of the body,
but they are especially liable to
attack the bones (fig. 12). A
sarcoma of bone may be either

periosteal when it grows from
the periosteum covering the
outer surface <^ the bone, or
endosteal when it lies in the
medullary cavity. A peculiar

form of sarcoma is found in

the parotid and other salivary

glands. The cells are usually
spindle • shaped, and among
them lie scattered masses of

cartilage and fibrous tissue.

These tumours are seldom very
malignant, and dissemination
is rare (fig. 13). The mdanotu

sarcoma is of a brown or black colour owing to the presence of
granules of pigment (melanin) in and among the tumour cells. A
melanotic sarcoma may arise from a pigmented wart or mole, or

Flc. 12.—Ossifying periosteal
sarcoma of fibula.

Fig. 13.—Malignant tumour of the parotid gland.

from the pigmented layers of the retina. The primary growth
,u usually small, but dissemination occurs with great rapidity I

Fig. 14.—^Lower end of a femur in longitudinal section, showing a
myeloma.

U.—Epithelial Tnmours,

Papilloma.—The familiar example of a papilloma b the simple
wart, which is formed by a proliferation of the squamous epithelium
of the skin (fig. 3). It _ _.._^__
seems probable that some
warts are of an infective

nature, for instances df
direct contagion are not
uncommon. Occasionally
warts are pigmented, and
are then liable to be the
seat of a melanotic sar-
coma. Papillomata are
also found in the bladder
(fig- 15)1 as lon^ delicate
filaments growing from
the bladder wall. These
consist of a connective-
tissue core covered by a
thin layer of epithelium.
Adenoma.— (Figs, ia

and 16). The glandular
tumours are of very com-
mon occurrence in the
breast, the ovary and
the intestinal canal. The
structure of an adenoma
of the breast has already
been described {vide supra), and the structure of other adenomata
is on the same general plan. The main features of an innocent
glandular tumour are: la) the presence of a rounded, painless
swelling with a well-denned margin; (6) the swelling is freely

movable in the surrounding tissues, and if it lies close beneath the
skin it is not attached thereto; (c) there b no enlargement of the
neighbouring lymphatic glands.

Carcinoma.—^The following varieties of carcinoma are described :

—

i. Squamous-cell carcinoma (fig. 4), arising from those parts of the
body covered by squamous epithelium, namely the skin, the mouth,
the pharynx, the upper part of the oesophagus and the bladder.

ii. Spheroidal-cetl carcinoma (figs, aa . and 26), ariung from
spheroidal epithelium, as in the breast, the pylorus, the pancreas,
the kidney and the prostrate.

iii. Columnar-cell carcinoma (figs. 16 and 1 7), aridng from columnar
epithelium, as in the intestine.

The general histology of these tumoura corresponds to that of a
spheroidal-cell -carcinoma already described (vide supra), the only
variation between the three groups being in the shape 01 the cells.

The clinical characteristics oT a carcinoma, whatever its situation,
are: (a) the presence of a swelling which has no well defined
margin, but fades away into the surrounding tissues to which it is

fixea; (6) when the tumour Iks near the skin (e.g. a carcin*^"*

FlC. 15.—Villous papilloma of the
bUdder.
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of the bmat) it beoomea fixed to this at an c«riy date: (c) the
tumour is piimful and tender, the degree of pain varies widely,

:f ^ r./:^, '^^ 4^:^

i

^1^^

Fic. 17.—Cancer of
the siffmoid flexure of
the colon.

OUdnwa iroa Zkfkr't /«lWbf<Ml ifMlM7.br pccBiiriaa «>f MaaBBaa ft Cb.)

Fig. 16.—Section through advancing margin of columnar;
cancer of stomach.

and in the early stages there ma)r be none;
id) the neighbouruig lymphatic glands
soon become enlarged and tender, show-
ing that they are the seat of metastatic
d^iosits; (e) in squamous carcinoma of
the skin, ulosration speedily occurs.

Rodent Uker.—Th'u shows itself as a
slowly progressing ulceration of the skin,
and is especially common on the face near
the eye or ear. TTie condition is one (^
purely local malignancy, and dissemination
does not occur. It ts believed to be a
carcinoma of the sebaceous glands of the
skin. (L. C.*)

TUMTJLUS, a Latin word meaning a
heap or mound, also used in classical

writings in the secondary sense of a
grave. In Roman epitaphs we meet
with the formula tumulum faciendum
euravil, meaning the grave and its

monument; and on the inscribed

monumental stones placed over the

early Christian graves of Gaul and
Britain the phrase in hoc tumulo jacet expresses the same idea.

But among archaeologists the word is usually restricted

in its technical modem application to a sepulchral mound
of greater or less magnitude. The mound may be of earth,

or of stones with a covering of earth, or may be entirely

composed of stones. In the Utter case, if the tumulus of stones

covers a megalithic cist or a sepulchral chamber with a passage

leading into it from the outside, it is often called a dolmen.
(See Stone Monuments, Barrow and Cairn.) The custom of

constructing sepulchral tumuli was widely prevalent throughout
the prehistoric ages and is referred to in the early literature

of various races as a fitting commemoration of the illustrious

dead. Prehistoric tumuli are found abundantly in almost all

parts of Europe and Asia from Britain to Japan. They occur
with frequency also in northern Africa, and in many parts of

North and South America the aboriginal populations have
practised similar customs. Sepulchral tumuli, however, vary
so much in shape and size that the external appearance is no
criterion of age or origin. In North America, especially in the
Wisconsin region, there are numerous mounds made in shapes
resembling the figures of animals, birds or even human forms.
These have not been often found to be sepulchral, but they are
associated with sepulchral mounds of the ordinary form some
of which are as much as 300 ft. in diameter and 90 ft. in height.

Perhaps the largest tumulus on record is the tomb of Alyattes,
king of Lydia, situated near Sardis, constructed in his own life-

time, before 560 b.c It is a huge mound, 1180 ft. in diameter
and aoo ft. high. In south-eastern Europe, and especially

in southern Russia, the sepulchral tumuli are very numerous
and often of great size, reaching occasionally to 400 ft. in cir-

cumference and over 100 ft. in height. These are mostly of the
period of the Greek colonies of the Tauric Chersonese, dating
from about the 5th century b.c to about the snd century ajd.,

and their contents bear striking testimony to the wealth and
culture of the people who reared them.
AuTRoarriss.—DuncanMcPherson, M.D., AntiquitiesefKerlckami

Rueorckes in the Cimnterian Bospkorus (London. 1857) : CyrusThomas.
" Burial Mounds of the Northern Sections of the Umted States,'*
Fifik Annual Report of Ike Bureau of Etkncloty to the Smiihsomiam
Institution (Washington, 18S7): Kondakoff, Tolstoi and Reinach,
Antiquitis de la Rsissie miridionale (Paris, 1891). (J, An.)

TUN, a town in the province of Khorasan, FOsia, situated

about X50 m. S. of Nishapur in 34** N., 58* f E., at an elevation

of xaoo ft. The town, which has a population of 7000, is sur-
rounded by a wall, 30 ft. in height, raised on a high rampait
of mud. It has three gates, handsome bazaars, good caravan-
serais and numerous large gardens and fields producing ofnuraL,

tobacco and cotton. Some silk is also grown.

TUNBRIDOB WELLS, a mum'dpal borough and inland
watering-place of England, chiefly in the Tonbridge parliamen-
tary division of Rent, but extending into the eastern divisioa

of Sussex, 34I m. S.E. by S. of London by the South Eastern
& Chatham railway, served also by a branch of the London
Brighton & South Coast line. Pop. (1891), 39,296; (1901),

33,373. It owes its popularity to its chalybeate spring and its

beautiful situation in a hilly wooded district. The wells are
situated by the Parade (or Pantiles), a walk associated with
fashion since the time of their discovery. It was paved is-ith

pantiles in the reign of Quttn Anne. Reading and assembly
rooms adjoin the pump-room. The town is built in a
picturesquely irregular manner, and a large part of it consbts
of districts called " parks " occupied by villas and mansions.
On Rusthall Common about a mOe from the town is the
curiously shaped mass of sandstone known as the Toad Rock, and
a mile and a half south-west is the striking group called the Hi^

h

Rocks. The Tunbridge Wells sanatorium is situated in grounds
sixty acres in 'extent. Five miles south-east of Tunbridge Wells
is Bayham Abbey, founded in 1200, where ruins of a church, a
gateway, and dependent buildings adjoin the modem Tudor
mansion. Three miles south, in Sussex, the village of Frant stands
on a hill which is perhaps the finest of the many view-poinu in

this district, commanding a wide prospect over some of the
richest woodland scenery in England. The vicinity of Tun-
bridge Wells is largely residentiaL To the north lies the urban
district of SouTHBOROUCH (pop. 6977). There is a large trade in

Tunbridge ware, which includes work-tables, boxes, toys. &c.,

made of hard woods, such as beech, sycamore, holly, and cherry,

and inlaid with mosaic. Tunbridge Welb was incorporated

in 1889, and is governed by a mayor, 8 aldermen and 34 coun-
cillors. Area, 3991 acres.

The town owes its rise to the discovery of the medicinal spring
by Dudley, Lord North, in 1606. Henrietta Maria, wife of

Charles I., retired to drink the waters at Tunbridge Wells after

the birth of her eldest son Charles. Soon after the Restoration

it was visited by Charles II. and Catherine of Braganza. It

was a favourite residence of the princess Anne previous to her
accession to the throne, and from that time became one of the

chief resorts of London fashionable society. In this respect

it reached its height in the second half of the i8th century,

and is specially associated with Colley Cibber, Samuel Johnson.

Cumberland the dramatist, David Garrick, Samuel Richardson,

Sir Joshua Reynolds, Beau Nash, Miss Chudleigh and Mrs
Thrale. The Tunbridge Wells of that period is sketched with

much graphic humour in Thackeray's Virginians.

TUNDRA (a Russian word, signifying a marshy plain), in

physical geography, the name applied to the treeless and often

marshy plains which border the arctic coasts of Europe, Asia
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and North America. The Russian tundra, apart from the

arctic conditions of dirnate and flora, may be compared with the

steppes farther south.

TUNGABHADRA, a river of southern India, the chief tributary

of the Kistna. It is formed by the junction of two streams,

the Tunga and the Bhadra, which both rise in Mysore in the

Western Ghats. The united river for nearly all its course

forms the boundary between Madras and the dominions of the

nizam of Hyderabad. On its right bank stood the capital of

the andent Hindu dynasty of Vijayanagar, now a wilderness of

ruins. From of old its waters have been utilized for irrigation.

Near its confluence with the Kistna it supplies the Kumool-
Cuddapah Canal. A project has been recently under con-

sideration to dam the river higher up, and there construct an
artificial lake that would have an area of i6o sq. m., the cost

of this scheme bdng roughly estimated at nearly £6,000,000.

T*UNO-CHOW, a sub-prefectural dty in Chih-li, the metro-

politan province of China, on the banks of the Peiho in 39* 54' N.
X16* 41' E., 12 m. £. of Peking. Its population is estimated

at about 50,000.

T'ung-Chow marks the highest point at which the Peiho is navi-

gable, and here merchandise for Peking is transferred to a canal.

The dty, which is faced on iu eastern side by the river, and on
its other three sides is surrounded by populous suburbs, is

upwards of 3 m. in drcumference. The walls are about 45 ft.

in height and about 24 ft. wide at the top. They are being

allowed to fall into decay. Two main thoroughfares connect the

north and south gates and the east and west gates. The place

derives its importance from the fact that it is the port of Peking.

Like most Chinese cities, T'ung-Chow has appeared in history

under various names. By the founder of the Han dynasty

(206 B.C.) it was called Lu-Hien; with the rise of the T'ang
dyiusty (618 a.d.) its name was changed toHQan-Chow;andat
the beginning of the 12th century, with the advent of the Kin
dynasty to power, HOan-Chow became T'ung-Chow. It was at

T'ung-Chow that Sir Harry Parkes, Sir Henry Loch and thdr
escort were treacherously taken prisoners by the Chinese when
they were sent forward by Lord Elgin to negotiate terms of

peace after the troubles of i860. During the Boxer outbreak

in 1900 T'ung-Chow was occupied by the allied armies, and a
light railway connecting the dty with Peking was constructed

by German military engineers.

TUNGSTEN [symbol W, atomic weight 184-0 (0-x6)], a
metalh'c chemical element found in the minerals wolfram, an iron

and manganese tungstate, scheelite, a caldum tungstate, stol-

cite, a lead tungstate, and in some rarer minerals. Its presence

in schedite was detected by Schede and Bergman in 1781, and
in 1783 Juan, Jo8£ and d'Elhuyar showed the same substance

occurred in wolfram; they also obtained the metal. Tungsten

may be prepared from wolfram by heating the powdered ore

with sodium carbonate, extracting the sodiimi carbonate with

water, filtering and adding an add to predpiute tungstic acid,

HtWOi. This is washed and dried and the oxide so obtained

reduced to the metal by heating with carbon to a high tempera-

ture (Hadfidd, Journ, Iron and Steel Inst., 1903, ii. 38). On a
small scale it is obtained by redudng the trioxide in a current

of hydrogen, or the chloride by sodium vapour, or the oxide with

carbon in the electric furnace; in the last case the product is

porous and can be welded like iron. In the form of a powder,

it b obtained by reducing the oxide with zinc and extracting

with soda, or by dissolving out the nuinganese from its alloys

with tungsten. The metal may be used uncombined, but large

quantities of ferrotungsten are made in the electric furnace; other

alloys are prepared by acting on a mixture of the oxides with

aluminium. Timgsten has been applied in the manufacture of

filament dectric lamps. The metal has a crystalline structure,

and melts at about 2800*. The powdered meUl bums at a red

heat to form the trioxide; it is very slowly attacked by moist

air. It combines with fluorine with incandescence at ordinary

temperatures, and with chlorine at 250-300*; carbon, silicon,

and boron, when heated with it in the dectric furnace, give

crystals harder than the ruby. It is soluble in a mixture of nitric

and hydrofluoric adds, and the powdered metal, in aqua regia,

but slowly atucked by sulphuric, hydrochloric and hydrofluoric
adds separately; it is also soluble in boih'ng potash solution,

giving a tunstate and hydrogen.

Tungsten dioxide, WOi, formed on reducing the trioxkle by hydro-
gen at a red heat or a mixture of the trioxide and hydrochloric
acid with rtnc, or by f^(w«"»~v-'""' •».- f-|^^f,^„pj^p ^.|^f, -R-afrr.

is a brawn strongly pv:..,..,^..,. |^,„,.^;, ^:....\, i„,u3[ Ui. i,jj,_.\,^i \i,

hyc!fu|;^^n befort bem^j bmu^ht into contact wiih air. It U slight I j^

soluble in hydfDctilrjnc and ^ulphurk iKitis, Ei>"kg purpk sotutioina.

It iIi^^jIv-x.'s in pnca^h. gWlng ^touium tun^pite and bydixjgpji,
and h n-;idilv OK]tljir<i to the tntaude.

Tutieiim ifiuiidft WOv «cun ia tiatunc a^ wolfiaminf. a ycl\ow
min^^r^l fouriH in Cunibcdand, Lunogcfl, CoDnecticut ftn4 jci North
Carolina r It h prvpared as ihown alx>v«, or by other methQcIs,
It la a carLary-ypllow powder, whkh bccpmH a dark orar^e on
heating; the original <>:»loLir \% rtgalnod on ctwlinc. On ctpobuir to
lighiL it iusumca a grticnuh tinge A cr>'^ullirte form was obt^inL-tJ

by Etebray as olivc-^rren prianti by ignicine^ Jt mi^tun? of KKJiufn
turt^itaEc and carbonate m a cunvnt or nydnjchloric acid gai,
and by Nordenskjold by heattog hyd rated tungstic acid with borax.
Partial rediicti»n ot tun^tttn tn^xidu giv^ blue or purple-red
producta whkh are InteriDt^iatc in ct^mposition betvccrji the ^toxide
and trioxide. Tungftten trioxide fgrms two acklft^ Cungttk ackU
H|\\'04. and metatungstic fli;id, HAV^OnJ it alio ecvea origin to
aev[>nl 6eri« of ulti, to nhich the *cid* torropondtnE are
unknown. Thus we have iilts ol the To! lowing typf» M|0(WOj)»,
whtrc n-t, 3. J, 4, S- ^y 7* S, a.nd also (MiOj^^WO,),, where
m, ti=-a, 5; t, 7; 4, j; s, Ji; M suMirtg for a monovalent metal.
The (MjOhrWOiK* or XimWj^ji tatt» art caJlftl paratunnstates.
Ttt»^iSt(. at id, H(WO^ i* obtained aa HiV^'Ot-HaO hv precipinTii^
a liingnjiu *ith cold add; ihi* subiianct h-is 4 bitter taste and
its iqiiC'-ua ftali/non redden* Jiimus, By minf^ hot acid tlw? yeUuw
anSiyrJrciuf tunmic iu:i'd i* prfrrnttatedt which is inwiubte in water
and in all ocidi :^cept hydmnuoric. It rmy br obtained in a
florruk-nt lurm by eTpoising the he*4ch]oride to motst air, Mfin-
tun^^iiit tiiid. HiWA*'?H^Oii b obuinaj by docomposing the
banum silt with suSphoric acid or the KmiJ »lt with hydrcDcnbftc
acii. It hrms- ydlow ocuhcdra* whkh UiComc anhydrous at
tott", and ai^ convrrtwJ into th* triojJde on JEnttion, ft is r?ndily»

soIuEpIc in w-d,ii?T, and on bciiling the aqueous saTuiion a white hydrate
is hrst depoiitcd which alter a time is convened into ihc trionide.

Graham obtained a colloidal tungstic acid by dialysing a dilute
solution of sodium tungstate and its equivalent <m hydrochloric
acid; on concentrating in a vacuum a gummy product is obtained,
which still remains soluble after heating to 200 , but it is converted
into the trioxide on heating to redness. When moistened it becomes
adhesive. The solution has a bitter taste and does not platinize,
even under the influence of boiling acids.

Of the salts, the normal tungstates are insoluble in water with
the exception of the alkaline tungstates; they are usually amorphous,
but some can be obtained in the crystalline form. The meta-
tuiwstates of the alkalis are obtained by boiling normal tungstates
with tun^tic acid until the addition of hydrochloric acid to the
filtrate gives no precipitate. The most important tungstate is

the so-called tungstate of soda, which is sodium paratungstatc,
NaiaWi^«f28H|0. This salt b obtained by roasting wolfram with
sodium carbonate, lixiviating, neutialiaing the boiling filtrate with
hydrochloric acid and crystallizing at ordinary temperatures.
The salt forms large monoclinic pnsms; molecules containing 25
and 21 HiO separate from solutions crystallized at higher tempera-
tures. The salt is used as a mordant in dyeing and calico printing,

and also for making textiles non-inflammable. Several other
sodium tungstates are known, as well as potassium and ammonium
tungstates. Many salts also occur in the mineral kingdom:
for example, scheelite is CaWO«, stolzite is PbWOi, farberite is

FeVfOi, wdfram u (Fe.Mn)WO«. whilst hObnerite is MnWO..
By partial reduction of the tungstates under certain conditions

products are obtained whkh are insoluble in acids and alkalis and
present a bronze-like appearance whkh earned for them the name
of tungsten bronzes. The sodium compound was first obtained
by Wdnler on reducing sodium tungstate with hydrogen : coal-gas,

zinc, iron or tin also effect the reduction. It forms golden cubes
which are unattacked by alkalis or by any acid except nydrofluork^
It appears to be a mixture of whkh the components vary with the
materials and methods used in its production (Philipp. Ber., 1882,

>$• P- 499)* A blue bronze, NaiWtOi», forming dark blue cubes
with a red reflex, is obtained by electrolysing fused sodium para-

tungstatc; a purple-red variety, NaaWiOi, and a reddish yellow
form result when sodium carbonate and sodium tungstate are
heated respectively with tungsten trioxide and tinfoil. Similar
potassium tungsten bronzes are known.
Tungstk acid closely resembles molybdk acid in combining with

phoephork, araenious, arsenk. boric, vanadk and silkk acids to
form highly complex acids of whkh a great many salts exist.

Of the phosphotunffstk acids the most important is phosphoduo-
decitungstk acid. H|PWiiO«o-nHiO. obtained in quadratic pyra-
mids t^ crystallizing mixed solutkns of orthophosphork ar^
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meutungttic «cid«. Two todium lalts. vis. NaJlPWi^«rMH/> and
NaftPWi/3«rfiHiO. are obtained by heating Kxlium hydrogen
phosphate with a tungtute. The most important lilicotunntic

acids are silioodedtungMic acid HaWiiStOM'SHiO. tungttosilicic

acid, HsWi^iO«-2oHiO. and sUicoduodecitungstic or silicotungstic

acid, HsWi»SiO«*39HaO. On boiling gelatinous silica with ammo-
nium polytungstate and evaporating with the occasional addition
of ammonia, ammonium sihoodecitungstate is obtained as short
rhombic prisms. On adding silver nitrate and decomponng the
precipitated silver salt with hydrochloric acid, a solutbn u obuined
which on evaporation in a vacuum gives the free acid as a glassy

mass. If thu be dissolved in water and the solution concentrated,
some siUdc acid separates and the filtrate deposits tridinic prisms
of tungstosilicic aad. Silicotungstic acid u obtained as quadratic
pyramids from its mercurous salt which b prepared from mercurous
nitrate and the salt formed on boiling gelaunous silicic acid with
a polytungsute of an alkali metaL

Pertungsttc Acid, HWO«.—The sodium salt, NaWO«H^. is

obtained by evaporating in a vacuum the product of boiling a
solution oi sodium paratungstate with hydrogen peroxide. Its

solution liberates chlorine from hydrochloric acid and iodine from
potassium iodide.

Hahgen Compounds.—Although the trioxide b soluble in hydro>
fluoric acid, evaporatio^i of the solution leads to the recovery
of the oxide unchanged. A double salt of the oxyfluoride. vix.

aKF'WOiFrH^. is obtained as crystalline scales by dissolving nor-
mal poussium tungstate in hydronuork acid and adding potasMum
hydroxide till a permanent precipitate u just formea. Other
oxyfluorides are known. The nexanuoride, WF«, is a very active
gaseous compound, which attacks elass and metals, obuined from
tungsten hexachloride and hydrofluoric acid (Ruff and Eisner,

Ber., 1905. 38. p. 742). Oxyfluorides of the formulae WOF4 and
WOiFi are also known. Tungsten forms four chlorides, via.

WCIi, WC1«, WCU. WCU. The dichloride, WCk. is an amorphous
grey powder obtained by reducing the hexachloride at a high
temperature in hydrogen, or. better, by heating the tetrachk)ride

in a current of carbon dbxide. It changes on exposure to air

and dissolves slightly in water to give a brown solution, the insoluble

portion gradually being converted into an oxide writh evolution of

hydrogen. The tetrachloride. WCI4. is obtained by partial reduction
01 the higher chlorides vfith hydrogen; a mixture of the penta-
and hexa-chloride is distilled in a stream of hydrogen or carbon
dioxide, and the pentachkmde which volatilizes returned to the
flask several times. This eives the tetrachloride as a j^reyish-

brown crysulline powder. It b very hygroscopic and with cold
water gives the oxide and hydrochk>fic aad. On heating it gives

the di-and penu-chlorides. At a high temperature hydrogen
reduces it to the metal partly in the form of a black pyrophoric
powder. The pentachloride, WCU, b obtained as a product in

the preparation of the tetrachkinde. It forms black lustrous

crysUls, or when qukkly condensed, a dark grnn cry^^tAlline

powder. It melts at 248* and boils at 275-6*: the vdfx>bjr density

corresponds to the above formula. It is more hygTo^opk than
the tetrachk>ride; and when treated with much Motcr rhe bulk
b at once decomposed into the blue oxide and hydrochtafk tcid,

but an olive^reen solution b also produced. Tnt hruchloticle.

WCU. b obtained by heating the metal in a current L.f dnr «:U1..rine

in the absence of oxygen or mobture. otherwise sonn- ^'w- hL..Fi.de

b formed; a sublimate of dark violet crysub appe<f .^t fir t. hut
as the hexachloride increases in quantity it collects a^ .i vi:ty d^rk
red liquid. When perfectly pure, the hexachloride b stable even
in moist air. but the presence of an oxychloride brings about
energetic decomposition; similariy water has no action on the
pure compound, but a trace of tlie oxychlorioe occasions sudden
decomposition into a greenish oxide and hydrochloric acid. It melts
at 27^^ ^nd boib at 346-7* (759-S mm.). Vapour denMty deter-

minations indicate that dissociation occurs when the vapour b
heated above the boiling point.

Several oxychlorides are known. The monoxychloride, WOCU,
is obtained as red acicular crystab by heating the o»de or dioxy-
chloride in a current of the vapour of the hexachk>ride, or from the
trioxide and phosphorus pentachloride. It melts at 210-4* and
boib at 227-3 forming a red vapour. Moist air brings about the
immedbte formation of a yelk>wish crust of tungstic acid. The
dioxychloride, WO|CU» b obuined as a light lemon-yelbw sublimate
on passing chlorine over the brown oxide. It is unaffected by moist
air or cold water, and even when boiled with water the decom-
position is incomplete. Tungsten combines directly with bromine
to give, when the bromine is in excess, the penu- and not a hexa-
bromide. This subsunce forms crysUb resembling iodine, which
melt at 276* and boil at 333*. It slowly evolves bromine on sUnd-
ing. and is at once decomposed by water into the blue oxide and
h^robromic acid. The dibromide, WBri. is a non-vobtile bluish-
black powder obuined by reducing the penUbromide with hydrogen.
By passing bromine vapour over red-hot tungsten dioxide a mixture
of WOiBn and WOBr« is obuined. from which the latter can be
removed by gently heating when it vobtilizes. The dioxybromide
forms light red ctysUls or a yellow powder; it vobtilizes at a red
beat, and b not acted upon by water. The monoxybromide

(onns browmsh-black needlea. which melt at 277* and bofl at
327-3; it is decomposed by water. The di-iodide b obtained as
green metallic scales on passing iodine over red-hot tungsten.

TuntsUn dutitphtde, WSi, is obtained as soft black acicular
crysuls by the action of sulphur, sulphuretted hydrogen or carbon
bisulphide on tungsten. The trisulphide. WSi. b obtained by
dissolving the trioxide in amiiionium sulphide or by passing
sulphuretted hydrogen into a solution of a tungsute and predpiut-
ing by an acid in both cases. When dry it b a black mass which
yiekls a liver-cobured powder. It is spanngly soluble in coU water,
but is easily dissolved by poUssium carbonate or ammonia. By
dissolving it in a hydrosulphide a sulphotungsute b produced;
these salts can also be obtained by passing sulphuretted hydrogen
into a solution of a tungsute.
A nttruUt WtNt, is obuined as a black powder by acting with

ammonb on the oxytetrachbride or hexaoibride; it is insoluble
in sodium hydroxide, nitric and dilute sulphuric adds; sirofig
sulphuric acid, however, givesammonia and tungstic adds. Ammonia
does not react with tungsten or the dbxide. but with trioxide
at a red heat a subsunce of the formula W»H«N/)» is obuined.
Which b insoluble in acids and alkalis and on ignition decomposes,
evolving nitrogen, hydrogen and ammonb. Phoq>horus combines
ilirectly with the meul to form WaP*; another phosphide, W|P,
results on igniting a mixture of phosphorus pentoxide ajid tungsten
trioxide.

The atomic weight has been determined by many investtgators:
the chief methods empbyed being the analysb and syntMsb oi
the trbxide and the analysis of the hexachloride. The loriner was
empbyed by Pennington and Smith and Desi (Zett. anoix. Ckem.,
1893. 8. pp. 198, 205) who obtained the value 183-42.

TUNGUSES, a widespread Asiatic people, forming a main
branch of the Mongol division of the Mongol-Tatar family.

They are the Tung-ku of the Chinese^ probably a corrupt form
of tonki or donki, that b, " men " or *' people." The Russian
form TunguSf wrongly supposed to mean " laie people," appears
to occur first in the Dutch writer Massa (1612); but the race
has been known to the Russians ever since they reached the
Yenisd. The Tungus domain, covering many hundred thou-
sand square miles in central and east Siberia and in the Amur
basin, stretches from the Yenisei eastwards to the Padfic, where
it occupies most of the seaboard between Korea and Kamchatka.
It also reaches the Arctic Ocean at two points, in the Nisovaya
tundra, west of the Khatanga River, and in a comparatively

small enclosure in the Yana basin over against the Lyakhov
(New Siberia) Archipelago. But the Tunguses proper are

chiefly centred in the region watered by the three Urge eastern

tributaries of the Yenisei, which from them take their names of

the Upper, Middle or Stony, and Lower Tunguska. Here the
Tunguses are known to the Samoyedes by the name of Aiya
or " younger brothers," implying a comparatively recent immi-
gration (confirmed by other indications) from the Amur basin,

which appears to be the original home both of the Tunguses
and of the dosely allied Manchus. The Amur » still mainly
a Tungus river almost from its source to its mouth: the Orochcs
(Orochus), Daurians, Birars, Golds, Manegrs, Sanagirs, Ngat-
kons, Nigidab, and some other aboriginal tribes scattered along
the main stream and its affluents—the Shilka, Sungari and
Usuri—are all of Tungus stock and speech. On the Padfic

the chief subdivisions of the race are the Lamuts, or "sea
people," grouped in small isolated hunting communities round
the west coast of the Sea of Okhotsk, and farther south the
Tazi between the Amur delta and Korea. The whole race,

exclusive of Manchus, numbers probably little more than S0i0oo,

of whom some xo,ooo are in the Amur basin, the rest in Siberia.

The Tungus type b essentblly Mongolic. being characterized by
broad flat features, small nose, wide mouth, thin lips, small bbck
and somewhat oblique eyes, bbck bnk hair, dark olive or bronze
complexion, low stature, averaging; not more than 3 ft. 4 in.

;

they are dbtinguished from other Mongolic peoples by the square
shape of the skull and the slim, wiry, well-proportioned fi^rc.
This description applies more especblly to the Tunguska tnbes,
who may be regarded as typical Tunguses. and who. unlike most
other Mongols, betray no tendency to obesity. They are daised
by the Russbns, according to their various pursuits, as Rdndeer.
Horse. Cattle. Dog. Steppe and Forest Tunguses. A few have
become settled agriculturists; but the great bulk of the race are
still essentblly forest hunters, usins the rdndeer both as mounts
and as pack animals. Nearly all lead nomad lives in pursuit of

fur-bearing animals, whose skms they supply to Russbn and Yakut
traders in exchange for provisbns, cbthing ): and other 1
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of life. The pkturesque and even elegant national costume shows
in its ornamentation and general style deckled Japanese influence,
due no doubt to long-continued intercourse with that nation at
some period previous to the spread of the race from the Amur
valley to Siberia. Many of the Tungus tribes have been baptised,
and are, therefore, reckoned as " Greek Christians "; but Russian
orthodoxy has not penetrated far bdow the surface, and most of
thern are *t'A\ a* ^^^-^ '"'^"nianiao and nature-worshippers, secretly

keepinif iht ttvt., .i . .
.

3, of wild animals as idols or arruleii,

aad otwen^i n| C: h ri?t 1
n n r j res on] y u ndcr compu Uion. But, whtt her

Chfitliani or papna, alF alike are distinguiahed above oi her Ajia tics
perhapiaboviG aif other peopEes^ lor their truly noble moral qualities.

All obatrvers dewzribc tnem as *" cheerful under ihe most depreMing
cirtumEtances, pefw^-ering, open- hear ted ^ trustworthy, mMcit yet
irEf-TcEiant, a fcartess lajce ul hunters, born acnicjn the EJiKini of
their dense pine forests, exposed from the cradle ta every danger
fmm wild beasts, cold and hun^er^ Want and hard^Nipa of eviM-y

kind they endure with surprising lortitudc, and nnthlciK can
induce them to take servkc under the Russian 5 or a u it their Bcititnry

woodhndt" (Keanc's Atia. p, 479]!. Their numbers arc ttcadiiy
decA^ng owing to the r^v^gcj of snmil-pojt, scarlet fever, and
evpecmtly fit mint-. tKcir mnst dreaded enemy. Their domain is also
being continue lEy encrovichcd upon by the agRirsstve Yakuts from
I be north and cast, and from the south by the Slavs, now settled

in tomjacl bodies in the province of Irkutsk about tl'ie upper course
cf the Venifici. it is rtmarkabk' that, while the Ru^ians often ihow
a icndenfy to become assimiialed to the Yakuts^ the moat vigorous
and expansive of all the Siberian peoples, the Tungusei everywhere
yield before the advance of their more civiliz^ neiighbourt or
become absorbed in the surrounding Slav communities. In the
Amur valley the ume fate is overtaking the kindred tribes, who
are disappicaring before the ^rcat waves of Chineise miKi^tlon fittmi

the south aind Russian encroachments both ffx^m the cast and
west.

See L Adim, Gfamnmire df h hn^tte ioune&vst (Paris, 1874;);
C. Hkkisch. Dif Titn£usiH £St Petersburg. i979); L Schrenck,
Jiruen find ftyrsihunffcx im Amttrlande (St mersburg, iMi-iSyi);
Mainov, S^iikcUfrya dannyia (Irkutsk, 189^].

TUHIC (O. Eng lunki, tunkal, taken, before the Norman ctm-

tquesr, directly from Lat, tunka, of which the origin is UDknown)i
properly the name given in Latin to the principal undergarment
oE men and women, answering to the chiton ixi'^v} of the

Grcckij and covered by the outer garment, the poiiii (Gr, iMdrcov)

,

ia the case of women, and by the peculiar Roman garment, the

le£(?, in the case of men. The male tunica differed from the

XiTs^ iti usually having short sleeves (see further Costume:

I Ancient Grttk and Romatt), The term, more often in the form
" tunide " (Lat. dim. tunicuia)^ is applied, in ecclesiastical

usage, to a vestment worn over the alb by the sub-deacon in

the cdebration of the Mass. In general current usage it is used

of any loose short garment, girt at the waist and reaching

from the neck to some distance above the knee. It is thus

the name of the fatigue coat of a soldier of the British army.
There are numerous uses of " tunic " or " tunica " in anatomy,
zoology and botany in the sense of a covering or integument.

TUNICATA. This group of marine animals was formerly

regarded as constituting, along with the Polyzoa and the

Brachiopoda, the invertebrate class Molluscoidea. It is now
known to be a degenerate branch of the Chordata, and to be

more neariy related to the Vertebrata than to any group of the

Invertebrata. The Tunicata are found in all seas, from the

littoral zone down to abyssal depths. They occur either fixed

or free, solitary, aggregated or in colonies. The fixed forms are

the " simple '* and " compound " Ascidians. The colonies are

produced by budding and the members are conveniently known
as Asddiozdoids. Some Tunicata undergo alternation of genera-

tions, and most of them show a retrograde meUmorphosis in

their life-history.

History ?

More than two thousand years ago Aristotle gave a short account
of a simple Ascidian under the name of Tethyum. Schlosser and
Ellis, in a paper on BotryUvs, published in the Pkilosopkical Trait'

sactums of the Royal Society for 1756. first brought tm compound
Ascidians into notice; but it was not until the commencement of

the I9ch century, as a result of the careful anatomical investigations

of G. Cuvier (i) upon the simple Ascidians and of J. C. Savigny (2)

upon the compound, that the dose relationship between these two

* Only the more important works can be mentioned here. For a
more detailed account of the history of the group and a full btblio-

grapfay see (17) and (35) in the list of works at the end of thisartide.

erciups of the Tunicata was coticltrsively demonstrated- Lamaitk
(3} in 1S16 instituted the class Tunkata, which he plactd between
the Radian and the Vermes in his system of e}as&i6c4tiofU The
Tunicata included at that time, besides the simpEe and the compound
Ascidians, the pelade fonns Fyrfljoma, which kad bc«n first made
known by F, P^ron in 1804, and Salba.dexnbcd by P. ForskSl in 1 775.

^
A, v. Chamisso, in 18 1^^ made the important cfisCCTVery that Std^

in hi !ir«- history t^ssea through the strtea of changes which were
fit e^rwards more fully described bv J. J. S. Steenstrup in 1S4J am
" »k<rrnHtion of irenerations "; and a hw years later Kuhl and Van
i1a»c]t's investigations upon the same aniniaJ resulted in the
discovery of the altemAtion in the direct tons in which the wave of
Dontnictjon passes along the hpart and in which the btrjod circuUies
through the body, ft has sihce been found that this ob^'rL'ation
holds good for all groups of the Tunicata. Ici 1S116 H. Mllnc-
Edu-ards and Aodouin made a series of observatior^ on livjjig

compound Ascidians, and amongst other dijcoverics they found
the frec-swimrfung taiEcd larva, and traced its <kv«bpmcnL into the
young Ascidian.

In ifl^s Cai'fSchmidt (6) fir^t annnunced the presence in the test
of some A<rf:k(JL:inii of " tunicine/' a substance very similar to cellu-
IcBc^ and in ih« foUcjwiTig year LOwie and A, v* Koiliker (7) confirmed
the discovery and made sonw additional obscrvati^ins upon this
substance and upon the structure of the test in gt-neral. T. H.
Huxley {B). in an important eeries of papcfs putjKthed in the
Transccttms of the Royal and Linrie^n Societies of London from 185

1

onwards, diKrusscd the atructuTT, cmbr>o]ofiy and aJfinitics of the
ptlagic Tunicates Fyrosa^ma. Saipa. Dfriioiitm and A ppendkularia.
These important fornis were ftlso invEstivated about the same time
by C. Cegenbaur, C. Vogt, IL MQller, A. Krohn anJ F. S. Leuckart.
The most important epoch in the history of the Tunii ata is the date
of the publication of A, Ki^walevsky's celebratt.'d mimoir upon the
development of a simple Aicidian {9). The tait«l liirva had been
previausly inv^tigaicd; but it* mjnute structure had not been
sufficiently examinedtand the meaning of what was known of it had
not been understood- It. was reserved for Kcjwak v:,lcy in 1866 to
demonstrate the striking similarity instructon; and indevdopment
bet w*M:;n t he larva I Asi tcJ tan a nd t he veriebrat c <smi vryx He showed
thai [he rL'iation& between the nen-'ous system, the nOtochord and
the alimentary canal are the same in the two forms, and have been
bfought about by a very similar course of embrj-onic development.
This discovery cfearty indicated that the Tofitcata Arc closely allied
to A ntpkisx ui AtnA the Vertebra ta* and that the tailed larva repre-
sents the primitive or ancestral form from which the adult Ascioian
has been evoh-ed by degeneration^ and t hist led rratu rally to the view
usually accepted at the present day, that the group ij a degenerate
side -branch from the lowxir end of the pNyium L h:>rdata, which
includes the Tunicata (LTrochoriia), Btti^nffgitnsKs^&.c. {Hemichorda),
Ampkioxvs {Cephalochorda) and I he ^'crtebrata. Kowalevsky's
great discovery bu since been confirmed and extended to all other
groups of the Tunicau by C. v. Kupffer (la). A. Giard (13 and 15),
and dtherSk *

In 1873 H. F0H14) added largely to the knowledge of the Appen-
diculariidae, and Giard ( 1 5) to that of the compound Ascidians. The
most important additions which have been made to the latter since
have been those described by Von Drasche (16) from the Adriatic
and those discovered by the " Challenger " and other expeditions

Traustedt (ai). L. Route. R. Hartmever. C. P. Sluiter. W. Michadsen
and W. A. Herdman (17, 22). In 1874 Ussoff (23) investigated the
minute structure of-the nervous system and of the underlymg gland
(first discovered by Hancock), and showed that the duct communi-
cates with the front of the branchial sac or pharynx by an aperture
in the dorsal (or " olfactory ") tubercle. In 1880 C. Julm (24)
drew attention to the similarity in structure and relations between
this gland and the hypophysis cerebri of the vertebrate brain, and
insisted upon their homology. M. M. Metcalf has since added to
our knowledee of these structures. The Thaliacea have of late
years been the subject of several very important memoirs. The
researches of F. Todaro. W. K. Brooks &5), W. Salensky (26),
O. Sediger, Korotneff and others have duddated the embryology,
the gemmation and the life-history of the Salpidae; and K. Grobben,
Barrets (27), and more especially Uljanin (28), have elaborately
worked out the structure and the details of the complkated life-

history of the Doliolidae. Finally, we owe to the successix-e

memoirs of J. Hiort. O. Seeliger. W. £. Ritter, £. van Beneden,
C. Julin, C. P. bluiter, R. Hartmeyer and others the description
of many new forms and much inforroatibn as to the devdopment
and life-history of the group.
The new forms described from Puget Sound and Alaska have

drawn renewed attention to the similarity of the fauna in that recion
of the North Pacific and the fauna of north-west Europe. There
is probably a common circumpolar Tunkrate fauna which sends
extensions downwards in both Atlantic and Pacific. As the result
of the careful quantiutive work of the German Plankton expedi-
tion. A. Borgert thinks that the temperature of the water has more
to do with both the borisontal and the vertkal distribution of pdagic
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V» a tvpe of the Tunicata. Ascidia meiUida, one of the larger

cies of the simple Ascidiaiu, may be ulcen. This species is

Tunicata in the sea than any other factor. It is probable that the
occasional phenomenal swarms of Dolidum which have been met
with in summer in the North Atlantic are a result of the curious
life-history which, in favourable drcumsunces, allows a small
number of budding forms to produce from the numerous minute
buds an enormous number of the next generatbn. The great
increase in the number of species known from nearly all seas
during the last twelve or fifteen years of the loth century enables
us now to form a truer estimate of the geographical distribution of

the group than was possible when the " Challenger " collections

were described, and shows that the Tunicata at least give no support
to the " bi-polar theory " of the distributbn of animals.

Anatomy
As

species _ . _ ^_ . .

found in most of the
European seas, in shal*

low water. It has an
irregularly ovate form, of a dull
grey colour, and is attached to
some foreign object by one end
(fig, I). Tht: opposite c^nd f>i the
body huf 3^ lerminoil oppnJnE sur-

roLinded by eij^ht roundcfl TqIics.

Thii is the mouih or branchial
aperture, and k indkatci the

. ^^^mm: ^'^imw^m ^^L^^i'L^r ctid f>i the atiimal. At>out

'\^ J^^^K mSs^^^m l^atr-wdy back from the ^nrcrior
^jn^^BH. fTfiU^^^ End is the atrial or cloacal apcrni re,

Aurroundcd by sin lol*rsand pij red
upon the dorsal edge. When ihe
Ascidiin it living and tindisturLtxl.

water it beting canBtELntly drniwn
iti through the branchial apcrsure
and pa&scd Dut thraugh the aerial,

if cofoured particles oc placet 3 in

the water niiir the a|xrtufe», they
are seen to be sucked into the body
through the branchial aperture,
and ajter a short time some of

' them are ejected with considerable
force through the atrial aperture.
The current of water passing in

is for respiratory purposes, and it

also conveys food mto the animal.
The atrial current is mainly the
water which has been used in respi>

ration, but it also contains all

excretions from the body, and at
times the ova and spermatozoa or
the embryos.
The outer grey part of the body.

Fic. i.--Auidia mentida. from "^^^ »
*iSj!lHSrVnrf anTi^J!

the right side. n.T^ [ISiTbvTh'e^S^SP:
at. Atrial aperture; hr, bran- tures. b the " test." This is a

chial aperture: /, test. ^rm gelatinous cuUcular secretion

upon the outer surface of the
ectoderm, which is a layer of flat cells. Although at first produced
as a cuticle, the test soon becomes organized by the migration into

it of cells derived from the mesoderm. A. Kowalevsky has shown
that cells of the mesenchyme of the larva make their way through

Fig. 2.—Dia^mmatic section of part of Mantle and Test of an
Ascidian, showmg the formation of a vessel and the structure of

the test,

m, Mantle. bk. Bladder cell. mc. Mantle cells:

e. Ectoderm. 5, ^, Blood sinus in mantle y, Septum of ves*

U, Test cell. being drawn out seL

/m. Matrix. into test.

the ectoderm to the exterior during the metamorphosis, and
become the first cells of the young test. Some of the cells in the
adult test may, however, be ectodermal in origin (see fig. 2).
These test cells may remam as rounded or fusiform or stellate cells
embedded in the gelatinous matrix, to which they are constantly
adding by secretions on their surfaces: or they may devdop
vacuoles which become larger and fuse so that each cell has aa
ovate clear cavity (a bladder cell), surrounded by a delicate film
of protoplasm with the nucleus still visible at one point: or they
may form pigment granules in the protoplasm: or, lastly, they may
deposit carbonate of lime, so that one or several of them together
produce a calcareous spicule in the test. Only the unmodifi^
test cells and the bladder cells are found in Ascidia meniuta (fig. 3).M

Fig. 4.

(From Tim C*mbridt$ Nttmnl HiUtrf.yrA. vtL. Tabrs. Ac" By pennlaioa of
MAcmilUn k Co.. Ltd.)

Fig. 3.—^Section through the surface layer of Test of Ascidia
mentula.

bl, Bladder cells; <c, test cell; tk, terminal knobs of vessels;
V, vessels of test.

Calcareous spicules are found chiefly in the Didemnidae amongst
compound Asddians; but pigmented cells may occur in the test of
almost all groups of Tunicata. The matrix in which these structures
are embedded u usually clear and apparently homogeneous ; but in
some cases it becomes finely fibrillated. especially in the family
Cynthiidae. It is this matrix which contains tunidne. At one
point on the left side near the posterior end a tube enters the test,
and then splits up into a number of branches, which extend in all
directions and finally terminate
in rounded enlarj^ements or bulbs,
situated chieflv in the outer layer
of the test. These tubes are known
as the " vessels " of the test, and
they contain blood. Each vessel
is twunded by a layer of ectoderm
cells lined by connective tissue

(fig. 4, B), and u divided into two
tubes by a septum of connective
tissue. ^The septum does not
extend into the terminal bulb,
and consequently the two tubes
communicate at their ends (fig.

4. A). The vesseU are formed, by a. A vessel from the test.

?d"er?;«naS; froS^eK «' ^tKTli^~^""
tocoele of tne embryo) from the ^ Ectoderm
body wall (mantle) into the test. ^/ Connective tissue.
the wall of the sinus being formed ,y,Thc two tubes.
by connective tissue and pushing y Seotum
out a covering of ectoderm in f1 Terminal hulh
front of it (fig. 2, *'). The test is ' *' »«™»~" ^"'*>-

turned inwards at the branchial and atrial apertures to line two
funnel-like tubes—the branchial siphon leading to the branchial
sac, and the atrial siphon leading to the atrial or peribranchial
cavity.
The body wall, inside the test and the ectoderm, is formed of a

layer (the somatic layer of mesoderm) of connective tissue, enclosing
muscle fibres, blood sinuses, and nerves. This layer (the mantle)
has very much the shape of the test outside it, but at the two
apertures it b drawn out to form the branchial and jh^^m^
atrial siphons (fig. 5). In the walls of these siphons -/^ _
the muscle fibres form powerful circular bands, the ^^2lf^
sphincter muscles. Throughout the rest of the mantle V!f^!!f^
the bands of muscle fibres form a rude irregular net-

•^""^
work. They are numerous on the right side of the body, and almost
totally absent on the left. The muscles are all formea of very long
fusiform non-striped fibres. The connective tissue of the mantle
is chiefly a clear gelatinous matrix, containing cells of various
shapes; it is freauently. pigmented, giving brilliant red or yelk>w
colours to the body, and is penetrated by numerous lacunae, in which
the blood flows. Inside the mantle, in all parts of the bodv, except
ak>ng the ventral edge, there is a cavity—tne atrial or pcriDranchial
cavity—which opens to the exterior by the atrial aperture. This
cavity is lined by a layer of cells derived originally from the ectoderm*

* According to E. van Beneden and lulin (30) only the outer
wall of the atrium is lined with epiblast. the inner wall being derived
from the hypoblast of the primitive branchial sac
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and directly continuous with that layer through the atria^
aperture (1^. 6); contequeotly the mantle it covered both

externally and internally by
ectodermal cells.

There it no true body
cavity or coelom in the
meeoderm ; and yet the Tuni-
cau are Coelomau in their
structure and affinities, al-

though it is very doubtful
whether the enterocoele
which has been described in
the development b really
found. In any case the
coelom if formed is after-
wards suppressed, and in

the adult u only represented
by the pericardium and its

derivatives and the small
cavities of the renal and re-

productive ornns.
The branchial aperture

(mouth) leads into the bran-

BnmckU ^****l
sijjhon

igfTTTMrr^r ^g^ cavity or
. stomodaeum),
f^
and this opeiui

into the anterior
end ofa very largecavity (the
branchial sac) which extends
nearty to the posterior end
of the body (see figs. 5 and
6). This branchial sac is

_ -Diagrammatic dissection an enlarged and modified
of A. mentula to show the anatomy, pharynx, and u therefore

ol. Atrial aperture.

Fig. 5.-

a,

dt,

end,

t,

*>•

f,

St,

I,

5:

Branchial aperture.
Anus.
Branchial sac
Dorsal lamina.
Dorsal tubercle.
Endostyle.
Heart.
Intestme.
Mantle.
Nerve ganglion.
Oesophagus.
Oesophageal aperture.
Ovary.
Peribranchial cavity.
Rectum.
Stomach.
Test.
Tentacles.
Vas deferens.

ngf, Subneur^ gland.

rj rtn.

property a part of the ali-

mentary canal. The oeso-
phagus opens from it farback
on the dorsal edge (seebelow).
The wall of the branchial sac
is pierced by a large number
of vertical fUtu—thr ?^tig-

mata—plinrtd m nuTntrims
transverse row^ ( Kxctnd an or
subdivided gill -tlirit). J ^«se
slits place iKc btunchiil ^ac
in communication 1* ith the
peribrancS la I or ^t rial ca v i ty,

which lies outiidc it {rl^ 6).

Between the fltigiTuita' the
wall of tfap branchial uc is

traversed by biood-vcucls,
which are armnged in thtee
regular series (5^. 7)—(t) ihe
transverse vcBsela, which run
horizontally muad the wall

r 9v

and;open at their dorsal and ventral ends into large longi-
tudinal vessels, the dorsal and ventral sinuses; (2) the fine
longitudinal vessels, which run vertically between adiacent tnuis-
verse vessela and open into them, and which bound the stigmata;
and (3) the internal longitudinal bars, which run vertically ia

Ml Ail \ 1 rP^-WTTTll^

J7 ==p=; 5—

(Fraa BaimBarCktBmtir'* KtpnQ

Fic. 7.—A, Part of branchial sac of Ascidta from inside.
B, Transverse section of same.
tfj Transverse vesseL h. Fine longitudinal vessels.
cd. Connecting duct. ^.^, Papillae,
am, Horixontal membrane. sg. Stigmata.
u, Internal longitudinal bar.

(A and B are drawn to different scales.)

a plane internal tp that of the transverse hnd fine longitudinal
vessels, These bars communicate with the transverse vessels

by short side branches where they cross, and at these points are
proloneed into the lumen of the sac in the form of hollow papillae.

The edges of the sttgmau are rirhly set m'ith cilia, which drive the
water Irom the branchial sac into the peribranchial cavity, and so
cause the currenu that flow in through the branchial aperture and
out through the atrial.

Alone its ventral edge the wall of the branchial sac is continuous
externally with the mantle (fig. 6), while internally it is thickened
to form two parallel longitudinal folds boundmg a - - ^
groove, the "endostyle" or ventral furrow (figs. 5,

*"*ww.
6, 8, end.) corresponding to the hypopharyngeal groove 01 Ampkioxns
and the median |)art of the thyroid gUnd of Vertebrata. The
endoderm cells which line the endostyle are greatly enlarge at the
bottom, where they bear very long cilia, and on parts of the sides

of the furrow so as to form projecting glandular pads (fig. 8, gf.).

It u generally sup-
posed that this organ
u a gland for the pro-
duction of the mucous I'y?^ I M-'^'hy bp
secretion which is

rn ms^ m a. .-
.

'\

spread round the edges g>ock^
of the branchial sac '

and catches the food ^^ / #^ mi: 11 r^ • ,1 ^
particles in the pass- /.*^ «^/ U hJ.^jO'I P*"^

ing current of water,
it has, however, been
pointed out that there
are comoaratively few
gUnd cells in the epi-

^.-'lend --^^

,o<»i>

(riwn»CMM4t>/r<av^ff^w%««LTB.J|FUMi^*c.'' By

Fig. 6.—^Semi-dtagramnutic transversesectionofil scidia,
the atrial aperture, seen from anterior ' *

''

i4/. Atrial aperture.
ad, Atrial lobe. ov,

BrSf Branchial sac pbr,
el. Cloaca. r,

con, (Connective. ren,

dhb. Dorsal blood-nnus. sg,

dl. Dorsal lamina. spk,
end, Endostyle. t,

td. Genital ducts. tr,

u\ Intestine. ty,

h, Interstigmatic vessel. ws,
m, Mantk.

ii^^>.^^l-j-,.^-j^L-.

Fig. 8.—^Transverse section of the endo-
style of an Ascidian.

. . , 5r., Branchial sac; end., lips of endo-
mucous secretion (pro- ^yle; «/., glanduUr tracts; mJb., muscleJ 1 U-. .u^ . / . .. peribranchial cavity; sg..

lium of the endo-
style, and that it is

possible that this fur-

row is merely a ciliated

path along which the

esectionofi4«a<f«a,passingthrou8^ duced in part 1^ the bands; phr., perib
ior surface, left side uppermost, subneural gUnd) u gtigma; p.r, ventral
mb. Muscle-bundles. conveyed postenoriy '

Ovary,
Peribranchial cavity.
Rectum.
Renal vesicles.

Stigmata.
Atrial sphincter.
Test.
Transverse vessd.
Typhlosole.
Ventral blood-nnus.

alongthe ventral edge of the branchialsac Therearesensorybtpobr
cells m the lateral walls of the endostyle. At its anterior end the

edges of the endostyle become continuous with the 0-^,*.-,-.
right and left halves of the posterwr of two arcular "yfJJJ"
cUiated ridges—the peripharyngeal band^-which runf^"™
parallel to one another round the front of the branchul sac. The
dorsal ends of the posterior peripharyngeal band bend posteriorly

(enclosing the epibranchial groove), and then join to o^nal
form the anterior end of a fold which runs along the

dorsal edge of the branchial sac as far as the oeso-

phageal aperture. This foki is the dorsal lamua (figs. .«
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It probably tervet to direct the ttretm of food partidcs entangled
in a string of mucua from the anterior part of the donal lamina to

the oesophagus. In many Asddiana this organ, instead
7**—^^ of being a continuous membranous fold as in i4. mentmla,^^•""^

is represented by a scries of elongated triangular pro-

Oonaf

. - doml languets—one attached in the dorsal meaian
line opposite to each transverse vessel of the branchial sac. The
anterior peripharyngeal band is a complete drcuhu- ridge, having
no connexion with either the endostyle or the dorsal lamina. In
front of it lies the ixtbranchial xone, which separates the branchial
sac behind from tne branchial siphon in front. The prebranchial
xone u bounded anterioriy by a muscular band—the posterior
edge of the sphincter muscle—which bears a circle of long delicate

TmmtMAm proc«8ses, the tentacles (figs. 5, 9, 10, tn). These projectfwiKws.
in^y^ixis at right angles so as to form a network across

the entrance to the branchial sac Each tentacle consists of con-
nective tissue covered with epithdium (endoderm), and contains

two or more cavities which are
continuous with blood sinuses in

^ . . the mantle. In the

A^^ dorsal median line near"""* the anterior end of the
body, and embedded in the mantle
on the ventral surface of the nerve
ganglion, there lies a small slandular
mass—the subneural glana-—which,
as Julin has shown (24)1 there is

reason to regard as the homologue
of the hypophysis cerebri of the
vertebrate brain. Julin and £. van
Beneden have suggested that the
function of thb organ may possibly
berenaL The subneural gland, whicn
was first noticed by Hancock, com-
municates anteriorly, as Ussoff (23)
pointed out, by means of a narrow
duct with the front of the branchial
sac (pharynx). The opening of the
duct u enlarged to form a funnel-
shaped cavity, which m^y be folded
upon itself, convoluted, or even
broken up into a number of smaller

openings, so as to form
a complicated projec-
tion, called the dorsal

tubercle, situated in the dorsal part

^ .
of the prebranchial xone. (fig. 9).

^
Fig.9—Diagrammatic sec- The dorsal tubercle in A menluia is

tion through anterior dorsal somewhat horseshoe-shaped (fig.

part of A. mentida, showing 10); it varies in form in most Asa-
the relations of the nerve dians according to the genus and
ganghon, subneural gland, &c spedes, and in some cases in the

Nerve. individual also. The function of the
Myelon. neural gland must still be regarded
" '

'

[ealband. asdoubtfuL Thesecretbnbrormed
by the degeneration and di«ntq;ra-
tion of cells proliferated from the

branchial walls of the duct or its branches,
and no concretions are found. The
ciliated funnel of the dorsal tubercle

is a sense-organ, innervated by a large nerve from the ganglion;
it may be a sense-organ for testing the quality of the water entering
the branchial sac.

The single ebngated ganglion in the median dorsal line of the
mantle between the brajochial and atrial siphons u the only nerve-
„ centre in A. meutttla and most other Tunicata. It is the

j?J"*** de^nerate remains of the anterior part of the cerebro-
^y*"^' spinal nervous system of the tailed larval Asddian (see

below). The posterior or spinal part has entirely disappeared in

most Tunicata. It persists, however, in the Appendiculanidae and
traces of it are found in some Asddians (e.g. Clavaina). The ganglion
gives x>ff distributory nerves at both ends, which run through the
• mantle to the neighbourhood of .the apertures, where
rj"**" they divide and subdivide. The only sense-organs are
"''•• the pigment spou between the branchial and atrial lobes,

the tentades at the base of the branchial siphon, the dorsal tubcrde,
and possibly the languets or dorsal lamina. These are all in a lowly
developed condition. Nerve-endings have also been found in the
endostyle, the peripharyngeal bands and other parts of the wall of

the pharynx The larval Asddians, on the other hand, have wdl-
developed intracerebral optic and otic sense-organs: and in some
of the pelagic Tunicata otocysts and pigment spots or eyes are found
in connexion with the ganglion. Atrial tentacles (which may also
be sensory) have now been found in a number of the gregarious
Cynthiidae and Polystyelidae.
The mouth and the pharynx (branchial sac) have already been

described. The remainder of the alimentary canal
»»«ww7ia a bent tube which in A. menluia and most other
^""^ Asddians lies embedded in the mantle on the left

nde of the body, and projecu into the peribranchial cavity. The

Iff, Subneural gland.
«{d, lu duct
I, Test lining

siphon.

oesophagus leaves the branchial sac in the dorsal middle fine
near the posterior end of the dorsal lamina (see fiff. 5, ma). It
IS a short curved tube which leads ventially to the large fusiform
thick-walled sromach. The intestine emerges from the ventral end
of the stomach, and soon turns anterioriy, then docsaOy, and tl^eo

Fig. 10.—Dorsal Tuberde and ndghbouring oigans of X. 1

Lettering as before,

eff, Epibranchial groove; s^ prdnanchial cone,

posterioriy so as to form a curve-^the intestinal loop—open poo-
teriorly. The intestine now curves anteriorly again, and irom this
point runs neariy straight forward as the rectum, thus oompfetinK
a second curve—the recul loop—open anterioriy (see fig. $)• The
wall of the intestine is thickened internally to form the tyjmkMole^
a pad which runs along iu entire length. The anus opens into the
dorsal part of the penbranchial cavity near to the atrial aperture.
The walls of the stomach are gbuidular; and a system of delicate
tubules with dilated ends, which ramifies over the outer wall of the
intestine and communicates with the cavity of the stomadi by means
of a duct, u probably a digestive gland.
A mass of large dear vesides which oocufrfcs the rectal kx)p, and

may extend over the adjacent walls of the intestine, is a renal organ
without a duct. Each vesicle b the modified remains
of a part of the primitive coelom or body cavity, and b
formed of ceUs which eliminate nitrogenous waste
mattere from the bk)od circulating in the ndriibouring blood
lacunae and deposit them in the cavity of the vcside, where
they form a concentrically laminated concretion of a ydlowish or
brown cobur. These concretions oontiun uric add, aiKi in a bu^e
Asddian are very numerous. The nitrogenous waste products are
thus deposited and stored up in the rensi venides in puce of being
excreted from the body. In other Asddians the reiul organ may
differ from the above in its position and structure; but in no csae
has it an ncnrtory duct, unless the subneural g^and b to be repuded
aa an a^Mkionitl renal organ.
The hrart h an donnted funform tube placed on the ventral

and ("i^^crinr 'dge of the stomach, in a space (the pericardium)
wMJi i^ [i-irt "^f the original coelom or body cavity, the^ ,

xt^A nf i»liii h ixists merely in the form of lacunae and !?"'.
of tK,' cavtciri of the reproductive organs and renal l"*T"V-
ve klc? in the adult Asddian. The wall of the heart bgJJ™**
fo'-n'c^l of n. byer of epithelio-muscular cdls, the inner

^^^^
en ^ are cross-striated; and waves of contraction pass
al< kd to end. first for a certain number of beats in one
dikvv...^^.. ».J ihen in the other, so as to reverse the course off

drculation periodically. At each end the heart b continued into
a vessd (see fig. 1 1 ), which b merely a large sinus or lacuna lined with
a delicate endothelial layer. The sinus leaviiu; the ventral end of
the heart is called the branchio-cardiac vessd.* and the heart itself

is merdy the differentuted posterior part of this sinus and b there-

fore a ventral vessd. The branchio-cardiac vessd, after giving off

a branch which, along with a corresponding branch from the caraio-
visceral vessel, goes to the test, runs along the ventral edge of the
branchial sac externally to the endostyle, and communicates
Laterally with the ventral ends of all the transverse vesseb of the
branchial sac The sinus leaving the dorsal end of the heart b called

the cardio-visceral vessd. and thb, after giving off to the test the
branch above mentioned, breaks up into a number of sinuses, whidi
ramify over the alimentary canal and the other viscera. These
visceral lacunae finally communicate with a third great sinus, the

> On account of the periodic reversal of the drculatbn none of the
vesseb can be called arteries or vdns.
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iKcro-branclifal vetMl, which niiw fonvmrd alon^ the doml edge
at the bnmchial mc externally to the doraal Uumna and joins tne
donal ends of all the tntnsverae vessels of the branchial sac Besides
tlMse three chief systems, there are numerous lacunae in all paru

dorsal

FXG. If.^Diagram of the Blood Circulation in an Asddian* The'
test is solid black.

alt Atrial aperture. da. Dorsal aorta.

Wt Branchial ajxnurt. kt. Heart.
k9, Branchio>visceral vessd. w, Ventral or branchio<ardiac
or, Cardio-visceral system. vessel.

xA the body, by means of which Anastomoses are established between
the different currents of blood. All these blood spaces and lacunae
are to be regarded as derived from the blastocoele of the embryo,
and not, as has been usually supposed, from the ooelom (30). When

.^ the heart contracts ventco-dorsally the course of the

,
circulation is as follows: the blood which is flowing

* through the vessds of the branchial sac if collected in

an oxygenated condition in the branchio-cardiac vessel, and, after
receiving a stream ol blood from the test, enters the heart (Ai).

It is then propelled from the dorsal end of the heart into the
cardio-visceral vessels, and so reaches^the test and digestive and
other organs; then, after circulating in the visceral lacunae, it passes
into the branchio-visoeral vessel in an impure condition, and b
distributed to the branchial vessels (fig. 1 1, da) to be purified again.
When the heart on the other hand contracts dorso-ventrallv, this

course of the circulation is reversed. As the test receives a branch
from eachend of the heart, it follows that it has afferent and efferent

veisds whichever way the blood is flowing. In some Asddians the
vessels in the test become very numerous and their end branches
terminate in swollen bulbs dose under the outer surface of the test.

In this way an accessory respiratory orean is probably formed in

the superficial layer of tne test. The blood corpuscles are chiefly

colourless and amoeboid; but m most if not all Ascidians there are
also some pigmented corpuscles in the blood. These are generally

of an orange or reddish brown tint, but nuy be opaque white, dark
indigo-blue, or even of other coknirs. Precisely similarly pigmented
cells are found throughout the connective tissue of the mantle and
other parts of the body.
A. metUuld is hermaphrodite, and the reproductive organs lie,

with the alimentary canal, on the left side of the body. The ovary
is a ramified lAaaid which occupies the greater part of

the intestinal loop (see fig. 5). It contains a cavity
which, akmg with the cavities of the testis, is derived
from a part of the original coelom, and the ova are

formed from its walls and fall when mature into the cavity. The
oviduct b continuous with the cavity of the ovary and leads forwards
alongMde the rectum, finalljr openti^ near the anus into the peri-

branchial cavity. The testis is composed of a great number of

delicate branched tubules, whkh ramify over the ovary and the adja-
tent paru of the intestinal wall. Those tubules terminate in ovate
swellings. Near the commencem^ of the rectum the Urger tubules

unite to form the vas deferens, a tube of consulerable sue, which
runs forwards alongside the rectum, and, like the oviduct, terminates

by opening into tne peribranchial cavity close to the anus. The
lumen of tne tubules of the testis, like the cavity of the ovary, is a
part of the original coelom, and the spermatosoa are formed from the

cells lining the wall. In some Ascidians reproductive organs are

present on both sides of the body, and in otlien (Polycarfa) there

are many complete seU of both male and female systems, attached

to the inner surface of the mantle on both skies of the body and
projecting into the peribranchial cavity.*

EmBKYOLOGT * AND LiFB-HlSTORY

We owe to W. E. Castle (1896) the most complete account which
has yet been given of the early stages of devel6pment in an Ascidian.

His careful study of the cell lineage in Ciona has made it clear that

some of the conflicting statements of his predecessora arose from
incorrect orientatwn m the embryos. One of the most important
of his conclusions is that the mesoderm of Ascidians, and probably

that <k the archaic Vertebrates, is derived from both primary
Isyers, ectoderm and endoderm. Further, he finds that Ciona

produces both ova and spermatosoa at the same time, but 8elf>

iertili«uion very rarely occurs. The eggs are laid just before dawn.

* For structure of other forms, see bek>w.

For fvproductioB by gemmatran see under "Classification'

and the buva b hatched during the folkhring night. The test cells

adhering to the young homogeneous test have, it is now well known,
no connexion with the celb found bter in the adult test. The larvae
are free-swimming for from one to several days. They avoid the
light. The spermatoxoon enten at the ventral hemisphere, and that
point determines the median plane and the posterior end of the
embryo. The ventral b the animal pole. The cleavage' b from
the beginning bilateral. The first cleavage plane b vertical, and
separates the right and left halves of the embryo. The four smaller
dorsal cells with yolk give rise to the endodermal hemisphere; the
four brger, more protoplasmic, cells form the ventral ectodermal
hembphere. The cells of the latter hemisphere divide more rapidly,
and form the future aboral surface. When the dorsal hemisphere
has twenty-two celb the ventral has fifty-four. The gastrufition
b a oombinatu)n of epiboly and invagination. The ventral ectoderm
grows over, so as to envelop the dorsal hemisphere, while the latter

sinks down and becomes saucer-shaped. In the centre of the dorsal
surface ten celb form the future endoderm. Round these comes a
rii^ of celb, the chordamesenchyme ring, from which the notochord
and mesenchyme arise. Outside thb ring b a row of cells, the
neuro-muscular ring. The more anterior of these cells form the
medulUry pbte, the more posterior the longitudinal muscubture
of the larva. The remainder of the celb (in the i I2<ell stage) form
ectoderm. By growth at the anterior end the bbstopore gets pushed
posteriorly, ana the anterior chorda celb are covered up, and come
to lie in tne dorsal wall of the archenteron, sixteen cells m two rows,
one over the other. The blastopore closes in the posterior part ot

the dorsal surface. In front of it b the medulUry pbte, with a con-
tinuatk>n backwards at the sides of the bbstopore. Thb region
forms the trunk of the Urva. the part posterior to it being drawn out
to form the tail. The chorda celb pass back into the tau, while the
m(?«TTchymft celle ihift forwards into the trunk; The muscle cells,

derived from cb« nfuro-muscubr ring, lie behind the blastopore,
ani i<urm the muscle <.,i the tail. The closure of the medullary
can;ii ute« pbci? from the blastopore forwards, and then the nerve
cocrl fs gn^wn over by ctrtoderm. After closure of the blastopore
the mcH^nthyine cclLa lie as bteral masses in the trunk; Uter they
betnme the blood cbrpLLs^rles and the mantle celb, &c
Cattk iito di*cu»c4 ^me important theoretical questions. He

points out tliAt. in Cuma at least, the chorda-mesenchyme ring takes

en ^ilong vith cn'^ofk-rm in the primary invaginatkm, and so
longt to the primftiy mdoderm; while the rest of the mesoderm,

th? mufuzlc ct\h '?{ ih^ neuro muscular ring, are carried in by a
ser ' — r

— nd belong to the outer byer of the young
gsaiiu-:, c: ;ji .y i;._tu Jerm. He oonsiden that the chorda must
be regarded as a mesodermal organ. He agrees with former obser-

vera m seeing no trace of enteroooele formation, and he doubts
whether any Chordata are Enterocoela. He does not believe in

distinguishing those Metaxoa with a mesoderm from those with a
" mesenchyme." He tonsiden that embryokigy gives no support
to the Annelki hypothesb as to the origin of Chordates.
A long-continued discussion as to the origin, nature and fate of

certain cells, the *' testa-zellen," which make their appearance
between the young embryo and its follicle i&g. la), has ended in

-^;/v'

(AftwPtaoo.)

Fio. 12.—Portk>n of Mature Ovum of Ascidbn, showing
F. follkle, and /, r, " test-cdb."

practical agreement that these small cells are derived from the

follicle-cells, and have nothing to do with the test. In Salpa, how-
ever, ceruin folliclc<clls enter the embryo, and perform important

functk>ns in Lukling the development for a time.

In most Ascidbns the eggs are fertilixed in the peribranchial

cavity, and undergo most oitheir development before leavmg the

parent: in some cases, however, the eggs are bid, and f^A,-,,^,.--,.

fertilixAtion ukes place in the surrounding water. The
segmenution b complete and regular (fig. 13, A) and results m
the formatran of a spherical bbstula, which then undergoes

invagination (fig. 13, B). The embryo elongates, and the bbstopore

or invagination opening comes to bepbced on the dorsal edge near

the posterior end (fig. 13, Q. The hvpobbst cells lining the

archenteron are columnar in form, while the epiblast celb are more
cubical (fig. 13, B, C. D). The dorsal surface of the embryo now
becomes flattened and then depressed to form a longitudinal poove,
extending forwards from the bbstopore to near the front ft*-""

"

Thb " meduUary groove " now becomes convertec^
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canal by its nde walla growing up, aichtnff over, and ooaleadn^ in

the median donal line (fig. 13, D). Thu union of the tamtna*
darsaUs to form the neural canal oonunenoes at the posterior end
behind the blastopore and gradually extends forwards. Conse-

• • •
• . . -. - • ad of the

/remains
quently the blastopore comes to open into the posterior end of 1

neural canal (fig. 13, D), i^iile the anterior end 01 that cavity remai

(After Emnlraky.)

Fio. 13.—SUges in the Embryology of a Simple Asddian.

A to F, Longitudinal vertical sections of embryos, all placed

with the dorsal surface uppermost and the anterior end at the right.

A, Eariy blastula suge. during segmenUtion.
B, Eariy gastrula su«. , , ^ ^
C, Stage after gastrula, showing commencement of notochord.

D, Later stage, showing formation of notochord and of neural

E, Embryo showing body and tail and completely formed neural

canal.
F, Larva just hatched; end of tail cut off.

G, Transverse section of tail of larva.

adp. Adhering pafnllae of larva, ntc,- Neurenteric canaL

alt Epiblasuc (atrial) involution, pc. Ocular organ of larva.

oil. Auditory organ of larva. g, Gelatinous investment of

or, Archenteron. embryo.

bct Blastocoele. f*>. Muscle cells of tail.

bp. Blastopore. nits, Mesenteron.

eh, Noto^ord. mc. Mesoderm cells.

tp, Epiblast. «»» Cerebral vesicle at anterior

iky. Hypoblast. end of neural canal.

uc. Neural c^nal.

open to the exterior. In this way the archenteron communicates
indirectly with the exterior. The short canal leading from the

neural canal to the archenteron is known as the neurenteric canal

(fig. I3i D, iHc). Previous to this sUge some of the hypoblast cells

at the front ean of the blastopore and forming part of the dorsal

wall of the archenteron (fig. 13. C, ch) have become separated off,

and thert arranged to form an elongated band, two cells wide, under-

lying the posterior half of the neural canal (fig. 13, D, E, eh). This is

tne origin of the notochord. Outgrowths from the sides of the

archenteron give rise to laterally placed masses of cells, which are

the origin of the mesoblast. These masses show no trace of meta-
meric segmentation. The cavities (reproductive and renal vesicles)

which are formed later in the mesoblast represent the coelom.

Consequently the body cavity of the Tunicata is a modified form

of enteroooele. The anterior part of the embryo, in front of the

notochord, now becomes enlarged to form the trunk, while the

posterior part elonrates to form the tail (fig. 13. E). In the trunk

the anterior part of the archenteron dilates to form the mesenteron,

the greater part of which becomes the branchial sac; at the same
time the anterior part of the neural canal enlarges to form the

cerebral vesicle, and the opening to the exterior at the front end of

the canal now doses. In the tail part of the embrvo the neural

canal remains as a narrow tube, whiiie the remains of tne wall of the

archenteron—^tbe dorsal part of which becomes the notochord—are

converted into lateral muade bands (fig. 13, G) and a ventral ooni
of cells, which eventually breaks up to form blood corpuscles.
As the tail erows longer, it becomes bent round the trunk of the
embryo inside the egg-membrane. About thb period the epiblast
cells begin to form the test as a cuticular deposit upon their outer
surface. The test is at first devoid oi cells and forms a delicate
gelatinous investment, but it shortly afterwards becomes cellular
by the migration into it of test oeUs formed by proliferation fiotn
the epiblast.^

The embryo is hatched about two or three days after fertilisation,

in the form of a tadpole-like larva, which swims actively through
the sea by vibrating its long tul. The anterior end of
the body is provided with three adhering papillae (fig. 13,
F, adp.) in the form of epiblastic thickemngs. In the
free-swimming tailed larva the nervous system, formed from the
walls of the neural canal, becomes considerably differentiated. The
anterior part of the cerebral veacle remains tun-walled (fig. 13, F),
and two unpaired sense-organs devdop from its wall and project into
the cavity. These are a dorsally and posteriorly placed optK organ,
provided with retina, pigment layer, lens and cornea, and a ventrally
placed auditory organ, consisting of a large splierical partially
pigmented otolith, attached by delicate hair-like processes to the
summit of a hollow crista acousHca (fig. 13, F, au). The posterior
part of the cerebral vende thickpts to form a solid ganglionic mass
traversed by a narrow central canal: this becomes the ganglicm of
the adult Asddian. The wall of the neural canal behind the cerebral
vesicle becomes differentiated into an anterior thicker region, placed
in the posterior part of the trunk and having a supeijkial layer of

fibres, and a posterior narrower part which tsav
the uil, lying on the dorsal surface of the notochord, and gives off
several pairs of nerves to the muscles of the tail. Just in front of the
anterior end of the nervous system a dorsal involution of the einbUst
breaks through into the upturned anterior end of the mesenteron and
thus forms the mouth opening. Along the ventral edge of the mesen-
teron, which becomes tne branchial sac, the endostyle is formed as
a narrow groove with thickened side walls. It probably corresponds
to the median portion of the thyroid body ol^Vertebrata. A curved
outgrowth from the posterior end of the mesenteron forms the alimen-
tary canal (oesophagus, stomach and intestine), which at first ends
blindly. An anus u formed later by the intestine opening into the
left of two lateral epiblastic involutions (the atria), whidi rapidly
become larger and fuse dorsally to form the peribranchial cavity.
Outgrowths from the wall of the branchial sac meet these epiblastac
invdutions and fuse with them to give rise to the first formed pair
of stigmata, which thus come to open into the peribranchial cavi^;
and these alone correspond to the gill clefts of Am^uoxtu and tne
Vertebnata.

Fig. 14.—^Sketches of Asddian Larvae.

A, Ascidia; S, Styeia; M, AnureUa; C, Compound Asddian.

Fig. 14 shows a few characteristic forms of Asddian "tadpdea,**
or free-swimming larvae. A and S are tymcal nmple Asodians;
M is the aberrant tailless form found in some liUgutidae; and C is the
larva of a typical compound Asddian.

After a short free-swimming existence the fully developed tailed

larva fixes itsdf by its antenor adhering papillae to some foreign

object, and then undergoes a remarkable series of retn>> j- .

gressive changes, which convert it into the adult ,^„^^
Ascidian. The tail atrophies, until nothing is left but ^^^^^
some fatty cells in the posterior part of the trunk. The "J""*
adhering papillae disappear and are replaced functionally by a
growth of the test over ndghbouring objects. The nervous system
with its sense organs atrophies until it is reduced to the single nnaU
ganglion, placed on the donal edge of the phaiynx, and a slight

nerve cord running for some distance posterioriy (van Beneden and
Julin). Changes in the shape of the body and a further growth and
differentiation of the branchial sac, peribronchial cavity and other

organs now produce gradually the structure found in the adult

Asddian.
, . . , , ^., ,

The most important points in connexion with this process ol

development and metamorphosis are the following; (i) In the

Some of the first test cells are also probably derived from the

epithelium of the egg follicle.
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Atcidian embryo all the more imporUnt orpina (e.r. notochord,
neural canal, arctienteron) are formed in eMentialiy the tame
manner a* they are in Ampkioxus and other Chordata. (2) The
free-swimming tailed larva poMesMs the e«ential character* of the

(ftoB Tht CmikMtt NatmnI Bhf Bitltn. vd. viL. " FH
MaemilUfl ft Co^Ud.)

Fio. 15.—Metamorphosis of an Ascidian (modified from
Kowalevsky and others).

A. Free-«wimming tailed larva. B. The metamorphosis—^larva

attauJied. C, Tail and nervous system of larva degenerating.

D, Further degeneration and metamorphosis of larva into E, the

jroung fixed Ascidian.
ol. Atrial invagination. m, Mouth.
chj Notochord. mei, Mesenteron.''

hy, Hypoblast cells. mc, Neural canaL
«, Intestine.

MS, Neural vtfside with sense-organs. «

^"^^Brar^l This

Chordata, inasmudi as it has a longitudinal skeletal ans (the noto-
chord) separating a dorsally placed nervous system (the neural
canal) from a ventral alimentary canal (the archenteron) ; and
therefore during this period of its life-history the animal belongs
to the Chordata. (^) The Chordate larva is more highly oreanized
than the adult Asadian, and therefore the changes by which the
latter b produced from the former may be regarded as a process of
degeneratbn (3:). The important conclusion drawn from all this
is that the Tunicau are the degenerate descendants of a group of
primitive Chordata (see below).

CLASSinCATION AND CbARACTSRS OF GkOUPS
OtoBR I.—Larvacea

Free-swimming pelagic forms provided with a large looomotory
appendage (the tail), in which there is a skeletal axis (the urochord).
A relatively large test (the " bouse ") u formed with a^^meifn I

great rapidity as a secretion from the ectodermj it is ^f^rrtrr
merely a temporary structure, which is cast off and
replaced b^ anothor. The branchial sac is simply an enlarged
pharynx with two ventral cili-

ated openings (stigmau) leadin
to the exterior. There is no
separate peribranchial cavity.
The nervous system consists of
a large dorsally placed ganglion
and a long nerve cord, which
stretches backwards over the
aUmentary canal to reach the
tiul, along which it runs on
the left side of the urochord.
The anus opens ventrally on
the surface of the body in
front of the stigmata. No
reproduction by gemmation or
metamorphosis is Icnown in the
life-history.

Thb is one of the most inter-
esting groups (fig. 16) of the
Tunicata, as it sineiafi
shows more com-
pletely than any of
the rest the char-

acters of the original
ancestral forms. It has
undergone little or no
degeneratran, and con-
sequently corresponds
more nearly totheuiled-
larval condition than to
the adult forms of the (After Fol.)

other groups. The order tic i^.—OikopUttracopkourca
includes a sinsle family, in "House." seen trom ri|;ht side,

the Appendiculariidae, magnitied. The arrows mdicate
all the members of which the course of the water.

mmuto
swimming.^ They

and free>
s. Lateral reticulated parU

<«"' House."

Fto. 16.—Sketch of the chief kinds of Tunicau found in the sea.

on the surface 01 the sea
in most parts of the world. They possess the power to form
with great rapidity an enormously large investing gelatinous

layer (fig* n). which corresponds to the test of other groups,

lis was first described by von Mertens and by him named
Haus." It b only loosely attached to the body and is

frequently thrown off soon after its formation and again
reformed. H. Lohmann has made a careful study of the
mode of formation of this " house " from certain large ecto-

derm cells, the " oikoplasts," and he considers that it

probably fulfils the following functions: Its complicated
apparatus of passages with partial septa form a finely

perforated network, through which a relatively large volume
of water b strained so as to entrap microscopic food particles;

it helps in locomotion by its hydrosutic effect, and it b also a
protection to the animal, which may escape from enemies by
throwing off the house, which b many times its own size.

The tail in the Appendiculariidae b attached to the ventral

surface of the body (fig. 18), and usually points more or

less anteriorly. The supposed traces of vertebration in the

muscle bands and the nerve cord are probably artifacts,

and do not indicate true metameric segmentation. Near the

base of the tail there b a dbtinct elongated ganglbn
(fig. 18, ng'). The anterior (cerebral) ganglion has connected
with it an otocyst, a pigment spot, and a tubular process

opening into the branchial sac and representing the dorsal

tubercle and associated parts of an ordinary Ascidbn. The
branchial aperture or mouth leads into the branchial sac or

pharynx. There are no tenudes. The endostyle b
short. There b no dorsal lamina, and the peripharvn-
geal bands run dorsally and posteriorly. The waif of the
branchbl sac has only two ciliated apertures (fig. 19).

They are homologous with the primary stigmata of the typical

Asodians and the gill clefa of vertebrates. They are placed
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far back on the vcntxal anifaoe, ooe on each nde of the
middle liner uid lead into ihort funnel-ahaped tubes which
open on the surface of the body bdiind the anus (fi^. i8, at).

Theat tubes correspond to the right and left atrial mvolutbns

F^f. 18.—SeiQinJUgramnutic: view al AppendkahfUi faun Lhe
right.

a.
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Sf a curved intetttne opening into the peribmicliial cavity. The
tmentary canal as a whole is to the right of the middle line. The

hermaphrodite reproductive oigans are to the left of the middle line

alongside the alimentary canaL They open into the fieribranchial

cavity. The ovary is nearly spherical, wnile the testis is elongated,
and may be continued anteriority for a long distance. The heart
is placed in the middle line venttally, between the posterior end of
the endostyle and the oesophageal aperture. The nerve ganglion
lies about the middle of the dorsal edge of the body, and gives off

many nerves* Under it is placed the subncural gland, the duct of
which runs forward and opens into the anterior end of the branchial
sac by a simple aperture, surrounded by the spirally twisted dorsal
end of the peripharyngeal band (fig. aa, ^).
The ova of the sexual generation produce tailed larvae; these

develop into forms known as " nurses, ' which are asexual, and are
^ . characterized by the possession of nine musde bands,
*T*y?T*^ an auditory «c on the left side of the body, a ventrally-
•r Mmmamim,

pi^^j^j gtoion near the heart, upon which buds are pro-
duced and a dorsal outgrowth near the posterior end of the body.
The nurse after producing the buds becomes a degenerate form with
very wide muscle bands. The bud# give rise eventually to the sexual
generation, which is polymorphic, having three distinct forms, in two
of which die reproductive oirnns remain undeveloped. The buds
while stilt very young migrate from their place of origin on the stolon,

divide by fission, and become attached to the donal outgrowth 01

the body of the nurse, where they develop. The three forms pro-
duced are as follows, (i) Nutritive forms (trophozooids), which
remain permanently attached to the nurse and serve to provide
it with food; they have the body elongated dorso-ventralty, and the
musculature » very slightly develop«L fa) Foster forms (phoro-
aomds), which, like the preceding, do not become sexually mature,
but, unlike them, are set free as cask-shaped bodies with eight muscle
bands and a ventral outgrowth, which u formed of the stalk by which
the body was formeriy united to the nurse. On this outgrowth
the (3) forms (gonozooids) which become sexually mature areattached
while still young buds, and after the foster forms are set free these

reproductive forms gradually attain their complete devebpment
and are eventually set free and k)se all trace of their connexion
with the foster forma. They resemble the foster forms in having a
cask-shaped body with eight muscle bands, but differ in having no
outgrowth or process, and in having the reproductive organs luUy
devetoped.*

Amcldnia, of which only one species is known. A, nikfa^ from the
Mediterranean, has the sexual forms permanently attached to

..
,

portu)ns of the dorsal outgrowth from the body of the
^ ^ " unknown nurse. The body is ebngafed dorso-ventrally.

The test is well developed and contains branched cells. The mus-
culature is not so well developed as in Doliolum. There are two
drcuhu- bands at the anterior end and two at the posterior, and two
on the middle of the body. The stigmata are confined to the
obliauely placed posterior end of the branchial sac The alimentary
canaJ forms a U-shaped curve. The reproductive organs are placed

on the right skle of the body. The Uie-history u still imperfectly
known. As in the case of Doludum the sexual j{eneratk>n is poly>

morphic, and has three forms, two of which remain in a rudimentary
conditwn so far as the reproductive organs are concerned, in
Anckinia^ however, the three forms do not occur together on one
stolon or outgrowth, but are produced successively, the reproductive
forms of the sexual generation being independent of the " foster

forma " (see Barrois, 27).

Suthcrder 2.—Hemimyoria,

Free-swimming pelagic forms which exhibit alternation of genera-
tions in their life-history and in the sexual condition form colonies.

Clsi BfjiTi
'^^ body b more or less fusiform, with the long axis

mttttml antero-posterior, and the branchial and atrial apertures

tMwM. nearly termtnaL The test is well devek>pcd. The
musculature of the mantle b in the form of a series of

transversely-running bands, which do not form complete indepen-
dent rings as in iht Cyck>myaria. These transverse muscles are

pfx>bably to be regarded as branchial and atrial sphincters which
nave spread over the body. The branchial and peribranchial

cavities form a continuous space in the interior of the body, opening
externally by the branchial and atrial apertures, and traversed

obliquely from the dorsal and anterior end to the ventral and pos-

terior by a long narrow vascular band, which represenu the dorsal

lamina, the dorsal blood-vessel, and the neiehbouring part of the

dorsal edge of the branchial sac of an orainaiy Ascidian. The
alimentary canal b placed ventrally. It may either be stretched

out (ortho-enteric) so as to extend for some dbtance anteriorly, or

—

as b more usual—be concentrated (caryo-enteric) to form along with

the rraroductive organs a rounded opaque mass near the posterior

end of the body known as the visceral mass or " nucleus." The
embryonic devdopment b direct, no tailed larva being formed.

^

This sub-order containsone family, the Salpidae, includingthesingle

iTshlifsii J^nu* Salpa (ForskAl). which, however, may be divicfed
'^ into two well-marked groups of species—(i ) those, such as

51 pimmata, in which the alimentary canal is stretched out along the

ventral surfaceofthebody, and (3) those, such as 51fusifenms (fig. 2l«
A), in which the alimentary canal forms a compact globular mass, the
"nucleus," near the posterior end of the body. About fifteen spedea

A B
Fig. 7i,~-Salpa runcinata-fiuiformis.

A, Aggrejtated form: em, Embryo; tern; Gemmtparous stolon; at.
Mantle; vuc. Visceral mass (nucleus). B, Solitary form: I-9,
Muscle bands. Lettering as before.

altonther are known; they are all pelagic formi and arc found in
neany all seas. Each species occurs m two forma—the solitary
asexual (PreUs solitaria) and the

^
anregated sexual (proles gret

which are usually quite unlike one
another. The solitary form (fig. 21,
B) gives rise by intenud semination
to a complex tubular stolon, which
contains processes from all the more
important organs of the parent body
and which becomes segmented into
a series of buds or embryos. As
the stolon eloi^tn, the embryos
near the free end which have become
advanced in their devek>pment are
set free in groupe, which remain
attached together by processes of the
test, epch enckwng a diverticulum
from the mantle so as to form Fic. 22.—Posterior part of
" chuns "

(fijK. 22). Each member solitary form of Salpa demo-
of the chain is a Salpa of the sexual craHcormucronata, showing a
or aggregated form, aJui when mature chain of embryos neariy ready
may—either still attached to its to be set free.

neighbours or separated from them f«n. Young agsrenited 5(ii/^
(fig. 21,' A)—produce one or several forming the chain.
embryos, which develop into the Jl, Stolon.

solitary Salpa. Thus the two forms m, Musde band of the mantle.
alternate regulariy.

The more important points in the structure of a typical Salpa are
shown in fig. 23. The branchial and atrial apertures are at opposite
ends of the body, and each leads into a urge cavity,

,

the branchbl and peribranchial sacs, which are in free
]

communication at the sides of the obliquely-running
dorsal lamina or " gill." The test b well developed and adheres
closely to the surface of the mantle. The muscle bands of the
mantle do not completely encirde the body. They are present

Flc. 23.—Semi-diagrammatic representation of Salpa
from left side. Lettering as before.

emh. Embryo. f, Thickening of test ovfer nucleus,

m. Mantle. dl. Gill or branchia.

/, Languet. i-i I, Musde bands of mantle.

dorsally and laterally, but the majority do not reach the ventral

surface. In many cases neighbouring bands join in the median
dorsal line (fig. 21). The anterior end of the dorsal lamina b pro-

bnged to form a prominent tentacular organ, the languet. projecting

I

into the branchial sac. The nerve ganglion (which represents the

ganglion of the Ascidian along with the subneural eland), dorsal
.—.— ..,^„„ » ..

—

kmina, peripharyngeal bands and endostyle, are placed in theirin DtmtKh, Tuf-See Exped, (Jena, 1905).
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usual potttions; but m place of any dtttSnct tubaevril gland there
are two lateral neural glandular roaiees first described by Metcalf.
These have no connexion with the ciliated funnel, but open by lateral

ducts into the branchial cavity. Median and lateral eyes are also
found in connexion with the ganglion. The large spaces at the sides
of the dorsal lamina (often calM the nil or branchta of Salpa), by
means of which the cavity of the brancnial sac u placed in free com-
munication with the peribranchial cavity, are to be regarded as

S'
{antic sHfmata formed by the suppression of the lateral walls of
e branchial sac Fig. 23 represenu an aggregated or sexual Salfa

which was once a membn* 01 a chain, since it shows a testis and a
devdoping embryo. The ova ^always few in number, usually only
one) apixar at a very early period m the devdoping chain Salpa^
while it b still a part of the j^miparous stolon in the body of the
solitary SalPa, Thb gave nse to the view put forward by Brooks
(25), that tne ovary really belong to the solitary Salpa, which is

therefore a female producing a series of males by asexual gemmation,
and depositing in each of these an ovum, which will afterwards, when
fertilized, develop in the body of the male into a solitary or female
Salpa. This idea would of course entirely destroy the view that
Salpa is an example of alternation of generations. The sexual or
cham Salpa, although really hermaphrodite, is always protogynous:
i.e. the female elernents or ova areiMxxluced at an earlier period
than the male organ or testis. This prevents self-fertilisation.

The ovum is fertilized by the spermatozoa of an older Salpa be-
>- . longing to another chain, and the embryo is far

^#c'f!Z advanced in iu development before the testis is formed.
^^ Follicular cells, known as kalymmocytes, migrate into

the ovum and for a time play an important part in moulding the
devetopment and nourishing the blastomeres. At an early period
in its development a part of the embryo becomes separated off,

along with a part of the wall of the cavity in which it Ues, to form
the placenta," in which the emb^onic and the maternal blood
streams circulate in close proximity (or actually coalesce during one
period) and so allow of the passage of nutriment to the developing
embryo. At a somewhat later stage a number of cells placed at the
posterior end of the body alongude the future nucleus become filled

up with oil-globules to form a mass of nutrient material—the elaeo-

bfast—which is used up later on in the development. Many sunes-
tions have been made as to the homology 01 the daeoblast. The
most probable is that it » the disappearing rudiment of the tail

found in the larval condition of most Ascidians.

AdtUndum.
The family Octacnemidae includes the nngle remarkable genus

Octacfumus, found during the " Challenger " expedition, and first

described by Moseley (29). It is now known in both a
solitary and an aggregated form, and was regarded hy
Herdman as a deep-sea representative of the pelagic

Salpidae, possibly fixed ; or, better, as related to the primitive fixed

forms from which Salpidae have been derived. Metcalf, however,
has shown that the aggregated form of 0. patagoniensis, which he has
described, u more nearly related to the Clavelinidae amongst
AKidiacea. The body is somewhat discoid, with its margin pro-
longed to form eight tapering processes (fig. 24), on to wliich the
muscle bands of the mantle are continued. The alimentary canal

n Al

Fig. 24.

—

Odacnemus.

A, Solitary form (after* Herdman). B, Aggregated form (after

Metcalf).

Anus. m, Mouth.
At, Atrial aperture.

br.s. Branchial sac
g.s. Gill slit.

tt. Oesophagus.
p.br, Peribranchial cavity.

U, Stok>n.

forms a compact nucleus (fig. 24, A); the endostyle is very short;

and the dorsal lamina is also reduced. The reproduction and life-

hbtory are entirely unknown. Octacnemus hythius was lound by the
" Challenger " expedition in the South Pacific at depths of 1070 and
2160 fathoms, and Metcalf has since described a new species. O.

patagonimsis from 1050 fathoms off the Paugonian coast, in which

there uan aggregated form (fig. 24, B) oonststiiv of Individuals imited
by a stolon composed of test and body-walls.

Order III.

—

^Ascidiacba

Fixed or free-swimminf^ simple or compound Ascidians which ia
the adult are never provided with a tail and have no trace of a
notochord. The free-swimming forms are colonies, the i,.,^.,,,,
simple Asddians being always hxed. The test b poma- '

nent and well developed; as a rule it increases with the age of the
individuaL The branchial sac b large and well developed. Its
walb are perforated by numerous sfits (stigmata) opening into
the peribranchial cavity, which communicates with the exterior by
the atria! aperture. Many of the forms reproduce by gemination,
and in most of them the sexually-produced embryo devdopa into a
tailed larva.

The Asddiaoea Includes three groups-^he simple Asddiaaa, the
compound Asddians and the free-swimming colonial Pyrosoma,

Sub-Order l.—Ascidiae simplices.

Fixed Ascidians which are solitary and very rarely reproduce by
gemination; if colonies are formed, the memSers are not buried in
a common investing mass, but each has a dbtinct test », ^
of its own. No stnct line of demarcation can be drawn ^™-^
between the simple and the compound Ascidians. and ^^^^"^

one of the families of the former group, the Clavelinidae (the
social Ascidians), forms a transition from the typical simple
forms, which never reproduce by gemmation, to the compound forms,
which always do. Tne Ascidiae Simplices may be divided into the
following fsLinilies:

—

FamiTy /., CUudinidae.—Simple Asciduns which reproduce by
gemmation to form small colonies in which each ascidiozomd has a
distinct test, but all are connected by a common blood system, and
by prolongations of " ejMcardiac tubes " from the branchial sacs.
Buas formed on -'»^'^T•• r'Wfh nr' vascular outgrowths from the
jxKt4.ni»r tncE oi ti

.

^g prolongations from the ecto-
tJcrfn, m^odtrm ant I < ri^]<xlH rni <y\ the ascidiozomd. Branchial sac
n(7t folded; Internet tor^KtudinAl bars usually absent; stigmata
nmlght; ipntJicEet^ limplc^. TliU family contains, amongst others,
the lollowinf; throe \(i?iiei^^ Ecitinaiddta (Herdman), with internal
longiujiiiniil bars i,n Lrsnchul uc ; Ciavelina (Savigny), with intestine
cstendiini; bchinrJ branrhb! ^a-c; and Peropkora (Wiegmann). with
Si-i^-^l'n. .1I I I. ^i ;

'1
>i:v.. , !i -. fixed Asddbns with gdatinous

test; bt.uU.uki ;i^iurc- u^alLy U^ht-lobed, atrial aperture usually
six-lobed. Branchial sac not folded; internal longitudinal bars
usually present : stigmata straight or curved ; tentacles simple. Thb
family b divided into three sections:

—

Sub-family I, Hvpobytkinae.—Branchial sac with no internal
longitudinal bars. One genus, Hypobytktus (Moseley).

Sub-family a, Ascidinae.—Stigmata straight. Many genera, of
which the following are the more important: Cuma (Fleming),
dorsal languets present; Ascidia (Linnaeus, 'PJIuii/iLSUi, Savigny).
dorsal lamina present (see figs, i to 10); Rkodosoma (Ehrenwrg).
anterior part of test modified to form operculum; Abyssasddia
(Herdman), intestine on right side of branchbl sac.

Sub-family j, CoreWina^.—Stigmau curved. Three chief
genera: QfreUa (Alder and Hancock), test gelatinous, body sessile;

€orynascidia (Herdman), test gelatinous, body pedunculated;
Chayosoma (Brod. and Sow.), test modified into homy plates.

Family III., Cynthiidae.—^Solitary fixed Asciduns. usually
with leathery test ; branchial and atrial apertures both four-lobea.
Branchial sac longitudinally folded (fig. 26): sti^ata straight:
tentacles simple or compound. This family b divided into three
sections:

—

Sub-family 1, Stydinae.—Not more than four folds on each side
of branchial sac (fig. 26, S) tentacles simple. The more important
eenera are: Stytla (Macleay), stigmata normal, and Biukyonctu
(Herdman), stigmata absent or modified.

^'/ ,1

(After Herdaiaa, " CUOtmtrr " Keport.)

Fic. 2S.—CuUolus wiUemocii.

A, Entire body, natural size.

at. Atrial aperture.

br. Branchial aperture.

ped. Peduncle.

B, Part of branchbl sac magnified.

brf. Slight fold of branchial sac.

t /, Internal longitudinal bar.
mk. Mesh.
sp, Calcareous spicules in \-es9eb^
tr. Transverse vessels..
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Sub-famSy 2^ CyntidHoe.—More than eight folds in branchial

n£ (fif. 36, C) \ tentacles compound ; body sessile. The chief genus
IS CyiMia (Savigny), with a large number of species.

Smb-famUy j, BoUenifuu.—Mon than eight folds in branchial
sac; tentades compound; body pedunculated (fig. 25, A). The
chief genera are: BoUenia (Savigny), branchial aperture four-lobed,
stigmata normal; and CuUalus (Herdman), branchial aperture
with less than four lobes, stigmata absent or modified (fig. 25. B).
This last is a deep-sea genus discovered by the " Challenger

"

expedition (see 17).
Family IV., Mdgtdidae.—Solitary Ascidians, sometimes not

fixed : branchial aperture six-lobed, atrial four-lobed. Test usually
incrusted with sand. Branchial sac longitudinally folded ; stigmata
more or less curved, usually arranged in spirals ; tentacles compound.
The chief genera are: Mcltula (Forbes), with distinct folds in the
branchial sac, and Eugyra (Aid/ and Hanc.), with nc distinct folds,

but merelv broad internal longitudinal bars in the branchial sac.

In some 01 the Molgulidae (genus Anureila, Lacaze-Duthiers, 20)
the embryo (fig. 14. M) does not become converted into a tailed

larva, the development being direct, without metamorphosis. The
embryo when hatched assumes gradually the adult structure, and
never shows the features characteristic of larval Ascidians, such as
the urochord and the median sense-organs. Bourne has described
an aberrant Molgulid, Oligolrema, from the Loyalty Islands, with
a reduced branchial sac and enlarged pinnate muscular branchial
lobes, apparently used for catching food!

Fig. 26.—Diagrams showing Transverse Sections of Typical
Branchial Sacs.

A, Unfolded type. S, Styela, with four folds on each side.

C, Cynthia, with eight folds on one side and seven on the other.
D.L,, Dorsal lamina; End, endoityU\ /, //, Sfc.,foldu

Fig 27.—^Types of Stomach amongst Compound Ascidians.
P, Plam. F, Folded. A. Arcolated.

f. Intestine; a, oesophagus; a, stomach.

Figs. 26 and 27 illustrate some details of structure of branchial
sac and of stomach in various simple and compound Ascidians,

which are made use of in classification, and in the definitions of

genera and larger groups.

Sub-Order 2.—Asddiae Compositae,

Fixed Ascidians which reproduce by gemmation, so as to form
colonies in which the ascidiozooids are buried in a common invest-

^
ing mass and have no separate tests. This is probably
a somewhat artificial assemblage formed of two or
three groups of Ascidians which produce colonies in

which the ascidiozooids are so intimately united that they possess

a common test or investing mass. This is the only character which
distinguishes them from the Clavelinidae, but the property of repro-

somata, including the first five families, with extended body, divided
intotwo or three regions, and more nearly related to the Clavelinidae;
and (2) the Pectosomata, including the Botryllidaeand Polystyelidae,
with a compact body, not divided into regions, and evidently related

to the Cynthiidae amongst simple Ascidians.

Family /., DisUmidae.—Asadioxooids divided into two retpons,

thorax and abdomen; testes numerous; vas deferens not spirally

coiled. The chief genera are: Diitoma (Gaertner) ; l>titop/M (Delia
Valle); CoUUa (Herdman). forming a pedunculated colony (sec fig.

28, A) in which the ascidiozooids develop incubatory pouches,
connected with the peribranchial cavity, in which the embryos
undergo their development (17); and Ckondrostackys (Macdonald).

Family II., Coeloc<frmulae.—Colony not fixed, having a large
axial cavity with a terminal aperture. Branchial apertures five-

lobed. This includes one species, Codocormus kuxUyt (Herdman),
which u, in some respects, a transition form between the ordinary
compound Ascidians (e.g. Distomidae) and the Ascidiae Luciae
{Fyrosoma).
Family III., Didemnidae.—Colony usually thin and incrusting

test containing stellate calcareous spicules. Testis single, large;

(After Herdnui, » CJbttmfcr" lUporL)

Fig. 28.—Colonies of Aaddiae Compositae. (Natural size.)

A, CdeUa^uoyi. D, Bo<f3ri/tu, showing arrangement
B, Lepiocltnum negUctum. of ascidiozooids in circular
C, Pharyngodictyon mirabile, systems, each of which has a

central common cloaca.

vas deferens spirally coiled. The chief genera are

—

Didemnum
(Savigny), in which the colony is thick and fleshy and there are
only three rows of stigmata on each side of the branchjal sac;
ana Leptoclinum (Milne-Edwards), in which the colony is thin
and incrusting (fig. 28, 6) and there are four rows of stigmata on
each side of the branchial sac

Family IV., Diplosomidae.—^Test reduced in amount, .rarely
containing spicules. Vas deferens not spirally coiled. In Diplosoma
(Macdonald), the most important genus, the larva u gemmiparous.
Family v., Polyclinidae.—Ascidiozooids divided into three

regions—thorax, abdomen and post-abdomen. Testes numerous;
vas deferens not spirally coiled. The chief genera are: Pharyneo-
dictyon (Herdman), with stigmata absent or modified, containing
one species. Ph. mirabile (fig. 28, C), the only compound Ascidian
known from a depth of 1000 fathoms; Polyclinum (Savigny), with
a smooth-walled stomach; Aplidium (Savigny), with the stomach
wall longitudinally folded (tig. 27); and Amaroucium (Milne-
Edwards), in which the asddiozooia has a long post-abdomen and
a large atrial languet.

Family VI., BolryUidae.—^Ascidiozooids having the intestine
and reproductive organs alongside the branchial sac. Dorsal lamina
present; internal longitudinal bars present in branchial sac The
chief genera are: BotrMus (Gaertn. and Pall.), with simple stellate
systems (fig. 28, D),and BofryUoui«j(Milnc-Edwards), with elongated
or ramifiedsystems. It is well known that in the family Botryliidae,
amongst compound Ascidians, the ectodermal vessels containing

(After Piaoa.)

Fig. 29.—Young Colony of Botn^us, showing Buds and AmpuU
a. Ampullae; B2 03, B4, Successive generations of buoi;

e. Stomach; t, Intestine; vp. Vessels of the test.
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blood, which ramify through the oommon test and Mrve to connect
the vascular systems of tne various members of the colony, have
numerous large ovate dilatations, the ampullae, upon their terminal
twigs (fig. 39). Various functions have been assigned to these
ampullae in the past, and Bancroft has shown that m addition to
acting as storage reservoirs for blood, organs for the secretion of
test matrix, and accessory organs of respiration, they are also organs
for blood propulsion. The ampullae execute co-ordinated pulsatx>ns,

the co-ordination being due to variations in the blood-pressure.

It was actually found that the ampullae could keep up the circula-

tion for some time in a portion of a colony independentlv of the
hearts of the asddioiooids. Ail the hearu in a colony of Botryllus

contract simultaneously and in the same direction. The reversal

of the cthculation may be regarded as due to the engo«gement of

the ampullae in the superficial parts of the colony. These when
dbtended overcome the resistance of the heart's action, and cause
it to stop and then reverse.

Family VII., Polystydidae.—^Asctdiosooids not grouped in sys-

tems. Branchial and atrial apertures four-lobed. Branchial sac
may be folded; internal longitudinal bars present. The chief

genera are: Tkytacium (Cams), with ascidtozooids projecting above
general surface of colony ;Coodsiria (Cunningham), with ascidtozooids

completely imbedded in investing mass; and Choritocormus (Herd-
man), with ascidiozooids united in little groups which are connected
by stolons. Several of the species show transitions between the
other Polystyelidae and the Styelinae amongst simple Asddians.
Gemmation and Growth of Colonies.—^A number of new obser^

vations have been made in recent years upon the budding of^ com-
pound Ascidians, some of which are very puzzlinj^ and contradictory

in their results. MetschnikoiT, Kowalevsky, Giard, Hjort, Fizon,

Seeliger, Rittcr, van Beneden and Jultn have all in turn added to

our knowledge of the details of development and life-history, of

the various processes of gemmation and of the formation of colonies.

It b impossible as yet to reconcile all the conflicting Accounts, but
the following poinu at least seem pretty clear.

Gemmation may be verv different in its details in dosdy related

compound Ascidians. There are, however, two main types of

budding, to one or other of which most of the described methods
may be referred. There is first the " stolonial " or " epicardiac

"

type, seen in the Chalarosomata, typically in Distomidae and
Polydinklae, and comparable with the gemmation in Clavelinidae,

Pyrosomidae and Thaliacea outside this group. Secondly, there

is the " parietal " or " peribranchial " type, seen in the Pectoso-

mata, typically in the BotrylHdae. The remarkable process of

gemmation seen in the families Didemnidae and Diplosomidae may
probably be regarded as a modification of the stobnial type. The
double embryo in the Diplosomidae u probably to be interpreted

as precocious budding (rather than as embryonic fission), due to

acceleration in devdopment (uchygenesis). The type of budding,

and even details such as the length of the stolon, have much to do
with differences in the nature and appearance of the colonies pro-

duced. The stolon, which has a wall continuous with the body-wall

of the parent, contains an endodermal clement in the form of the

so-called " epicardium." and also a prolongation of the ovary, or

at least a smng of migrating germ-cells, so that the reproductive

'elemenu are also handed on. Still, it is clear from recent researches

(AftffPboB.)

PlO. ^.—Young buds of BotryOus sectioned to show the separation

of the branchial (06) from the peribranchial (cp) cavities.

09, Dorsal tube. gk. Germ cells.

m. Mesoderm cells. <!Ct, Ectoderm.

that the development of the bud (blastozooid) and that of the embryo
(oozooid) do not proceed along parallel lines. It is impossible to

harmonize the facu of gemmation with the germ-layer theory.

and attempts to explain budding in Ascidians as a process of r^
generation, by which the organs of the parent or theur genn-layera
give rise to the corresponding organs in the bud, have signally failed.

Fiffs. 29 and AO show the buds in the Botryllidae, after Pizon.
who nas followedday by day the changes of growth in young colonies
of Botryllidae, traang the rise of successive generations of buda
and the degeneration of their parents. The buds are parietal,
arising from the walls of the penbranchial cavities (fig. 39), and at
an early period they acauire the structure shown in fig. v>, where
there are two vesicles unaergoing further subdivision and differentia*

tion, but investigators still differ as to whether the inner, whicli
gives rise to the branchial sac and alimentarv canal, is not produced
along with the outer from the ectoderm of tne parent.
A remarkable case of polymorphism has been found by M. CauHenr

in the buds of the compound Ascidian Colella, Some of the buda
have an abundant store of reserve materials in their »
outer layer of cells, while others are without this supply. f^r/_
The former are placed deeply in the stalk, devekip sk>wly. SIISL^
and probably serve to regenerate the cok>nv when the^^,^^
head portion has been removed or has died down. In

^^
these cases where the ectoderm has taken on the function ^.
of storing the reserve material, it b found that all the
organs oTthc bud are formed from the cells of the endodermic veside.
The first asddiozooid of the colony produced by the tailed larva
does not form sexual reproductive oiganS| but reproduces by gemma-
tion so as to make a colony. Thus there is alternation of generations
in the life-hbtory. In the most completdy formed colonies («.g.

Botryllus) the ascidiozooids are arranged in groups (systema or
cocnobii), and in, each system are placed with their atrial apertures
towards one another, and all communicating with a common
doacal cavity which opens to the exterior in the centre of the system
(fig. 28, D).

Sub-Order J.
—Ascidiae Luciae,

Free-swimming pelaejc colonics having the form of a hollow cylinder
dosed at one end. The ascidiozooids forming the colony are em-
bedded in the common
test in such a manner
that the branchial
apertures open on the outer surface
and the atrial apertures on the
inner surface next to the central
cavity of the colony. The asddi-
ozooids are produced by scmmation
from a rudimentary larva (the
cyathozooid) developed sexually.

Thb sub-order includes a single

family, the Pyrosomidae, contain-
ing one well - marked sirmdm*
Senus,

Pyrosoma JTSIZL'
P6ron), with half a ZZlT
ozen spedes. They

are found swimming near the sur-

face of the sea, chiefly in tropical

latitudes, and are brilliantly phos-
phorescent. AfullydevclopedPyro.
sotna colony may be from an inch
or two to upwards of twelve feet in

length. The shape of the colony
b seen in fig. 31. It tapers slijghtly

towards the dosed end. which is

rounded. The opening at the
opposite end b reduced in size by
tne presence of a membranous
prolongation of the common test

(fig. 31, B). The branchial aper-

tures of the asddiozooids are placed
upon short papillae projecting from
the general surface, and most of

Fig. ^i.—Pyrosoma eUtans,
(Natural size.)

the ascidiozooids have long conical

processes of the test projectins

outwards beyond their branchial
^ . ^

apertures (figs. 3».. 3? *"<! 33); A, Side view of entire colony.
There is pnly a single layer of b, End view of open extremity.
ascidiozooids in the Pyrosoma
colony, as all the fully devebped asadiozooids are placed
with their antero-posterior axes at right angles to the surface
and communicate by their atrial apertures with the central
cavity of the colony (fig. 32). Their dorsal surfaces are turned
towards the open end of the colony. The more important points
in the structure of the asddiozooid of Pyrosoma are shown in fig. 3^
A cirde of tentadcs. of which one, placed ventrally (fig. 33. tn),

is larger than the rest, b found just inside the branchial apmure.
From thb point a wide cavity, with a few circularly placed muscle
bands running round its walls, leads back to the large branchial

sac. which occupies the sreater part of the body. The stigmata

are elongated transversely and crossed by internal k>ngitudinal

bars. The dorsal lamina is represented by a series of eight languets (/).

The nerve ganglion (on which is placed a small pigme-'—

'

organ), the subneural gland, the dorsal tuberde, the perij
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iMiidi, and the endottyle are placed In the ntual podtions. On
each side of the anterior end of the branchial sac, ckMe to the
peripharyngeal bands, is a mass of rounded gland cells which are
the otirce of the phosphorescence. The alimentary canal is placed

iw P''®

ft
asc,

(Futhr after Ssvifay.)

Fig. 32.—Part of a Longitudinal Section through wall of Pyrouma,
showing arrangement of asddiosooids, magnified.

Atrial apertures. em. Embryos in various stages.

Branchial aperturesi I, Test.
Young asciaiozooid of a future 1.^, Processes of test,

colony produced b^ budding br.s. Branchial sac
from cy, cyathozooid. y.(u,Young asddiosooid.

posteriorly to the branchial sac, and the anus opens into a hrge
peribranchial (or atriaH cavity, of which only the median posterior

part is shown (/>.&r.) in ng.^ The reproductive organs are developed
in a diverticulum of the peribranchial cavity, and consist of a lobed
testis and a single ovum at a time. The development takes place

in a part of the peribranchial cavity (fig. 3a, tm). The segmcntatbn

nimftiiiMiBf *• meroblastic, and an elongated embryo is formed on

•t'pmT^ ^^ surface of a mass of yolk. The embryo, after the
* *y*^ formation of an alimentary cavity, a tubular nervous

system, and a f>air of laterally placed atrial tubes, divides
into an anteriorand a posterior part. The anterior part then segments
into four pieces, which afterwards develop into the first ascidiozooids

of the colony, while the posterior part remains in a rudimentary
condition, as the " cyathozooid "; it eventually atrophies. As the
four asddiozooids increase in size, they grow round the cyatho-
aooid and soon endrde it (fig. 53, asc and cy). The cyathozooid
abeorbs the nourishing yolk upon which it lies, and distributes it

(Bntlr after Kcftntcb.)

FXa 35.—Mature Ascidiozooid of Pyrosoma, from left side.

Lettering as before.

cjm. Cellular mass, the seat of m.b, Musde band.
phosphorescence. ii.c/. Subneural gland.

cm', Posterior celluUr mass. pig. Pigment spot on ganglion.

gJt Gemmiparous stobn. Lp, Process of test.

to the asddiozooids by means of a heart and system of vessels which
have been meanwhile formed. When the cyathozookl atrophies
and is absorbed, its orij^nal atrial aperture remains and deepens
to become the central cavity of the young colony, which now consists
of four asddiozooids placed in a ring, around where the cyathozooid
was, and envebped in a common test. The colony eradually
increases by the formation of buds from these four origuuu asddio-

Phylocbnt
The accompanying diagram (fig. 3^) shows graphically theprobable

origin and course of evolution of the various groups of Tunicata,
and therefore exhibits their relaflons to one another
much more correctly than any system of linear
classification can do. The ancestral Proto-Tunicata are here
regarded * as an offshoot from the Proto-Chordata—the common

ancestors of the Tunicata (Urochorda), Amphioxus (Cephalochorda)
and the Vertebrata. The ancestral Tunicau were probably free*

swimming forms, not very unlike the existine Appendiculariidae,

and are represented in the life-hbtory of nearly all sections of the
Tunicata by the tailed larval stage. The Larvaoea are the first

offshoot from the ancestral forms which gave rise to the two lines

of descendants, the Proto-Thaliacea and the Proto-Asddiacea.
The Proto-Thaliacea then split into the ancestors of the existing
Cydomyaria and Hemimyaria. The Proto>Asddiacea gave up
their pelagic mode of life and became fixed. This ancestral process
is repeated at the present day when the free-swimming larva of
the simple and compound Aaddians becomes attached. The Proto-
Ascidiacea, after the change, are probabTy mnjtt nrariy trpriicrH'cd

by the existing genus Clavdina, Th- v ]\a\o given rise directly

or indirectly to the various groups of sini^ k' .j [l^I rnni[iDt]iid AscLdians
and the Pyroaomidae. These groups form t'ko lini^, whk-h aj^prar

to have diverged close to the position ul Oic- family CEaveIinid<ie-

The one line leads to the more typical cnoniprjund Ani-idiaRi, and
includes the Polydinidae, Distomioae. DidrnmitUeH Dip\omnAdatL,
Coebcxxrmidae, and finally the Asddbc Luciae or fialpiformra.

The second line gave rise to the simple Au^idians> and to the Boir^ 1-

Ikiae and Polystydidae, which are, thmfnrt, imt cUmely alJkd to

the other compound Asddians. The later Proto>Asddsacca *i?fe

probably colonial forms, and gemmation '^sa rvtairwd by the CUve-
linidae and by the tymcal compound A^cididnE (DiptDmid;ir, &^~}
derived from them. The power of fcrrsinx cTolonic* by btiddlitig

was lost, however, by the primitive tinipiU^ Atfifltans^ n-nd muit,
therefore, have been regained independ4:ntly f y the antcstriit ffirfr-s

of the Botryllidae and tne Polystydidae. h this is a correct .ntcr-

pretation of the course of evolution of the Tunicata, we arrive at
the following important condusions. (i) The Tunicata, as a whole,
form a degenerate branch of the Proto-Chordata; (2) the Asddiae
Ludae (Pyrosoma) are much more closely related to the typical

compound A«ddi4iu than to the other peU|;ic Tunicata, vii, the

LarvAc^u anrl t^<: THilicu:^; and (j) the AsCMiiat Ccmpoihae foma
a poljpbyletic jfroiip, the Kcti'jrvs of whltb have ;iri«n at sr\irral

dutinet point! from the anct-^irjl simple A4'CidiaTtk

iJiBUOGfiAFjrv.—(0 CuvEcr, " M<?m. l it 9 A*<^idif*,'*&c,, in Mfm.
A, Mhj. 11. 10 (Paris, i«JS); (J> SaviKny. Mfm^iftf aitr Ui nmma^d
saws vtritbres, pt. iL {^k. u (Parii, iiiifj}: d} Lsifnarck. Hist. ftaL

i, anim. ions vftiOwfs (i«t cd-, Pari*. iSiS^iSj^); (4)0 F. MulScr.

toot. danUii. Ofto6)h voL W.i ("i) Mitne-tdwanJs, " Obscrv. t. Ic*

Tun..'* inAnn. Ec Nai., 1846 fZooL}. jfd "prin. vpL v*: {8) Hwnley.
Pha. Trans. (1851); (q) Kowa]ev'sk>', "* RoiwitkeL d* einf* AicidJ'
in Mfm. Si Pttrrsb. Acad Sc. (ii366), 71 h serin* vnl. * 5

(t/^) J P*
van Eenedtn^ " Rech. «. rEmbr)oIo|^,^ &r., d. Asc. ^'—7 ," '- Sfhn.

Ofad. rffy. btlj (1^47). vol, \x
; (11) Knohn, in rn^

' By Dohrn and others their point of oridn is placed considerably
farther up on the stem of the Chordata. thus causing the Tunicata
to be regarded as very d^enerate Vertebrau (see 31)..
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" Becli. i^ lorj;:. d. aic. simp." in Arth d.
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Mm. Cvmp. Zofd. iil ^91 t Harvard); (aG) Salensky. Ziichr. j, utss.
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3no scries, vol h; i\o) E van Bencden and JuIiOk " MorpH d
Tunidct^r in Ateh. dL BuU. (188*^)^ vol. vi, {31) Dohm. ''Siuilien

fur UrfcscH. dcT Wkbeltli " \n Afiitk kwJ. Slat Neapcl: (32)

Herdmiini '* RtvisiNl C la >»<,!fixation/' Joitm. Ltnn Sgc (i!s«>i1, •^61

Kxiii,; C33) Herd (riant Dtstrtpiin^ CaiiiJo^ue of Avsira[ian Tujitita

<t890)- (M) Brooki, rAfCmiij Saipa (1S93); (jg) Setliecr, B/* '!«*5

Hkf A"m/l riJWIf*Jto. UV A, Hf >

TUKICLE (Lat. tunicJla), a Utui^ciil vt^lmcnL of Uic Chrt^i ian

church, proper to subdeacons. It is practically the same vest-

ment as the dalmatic (q.v.)

TUNING FORK, a 'small bar of cast steel with tolerably

defined edges, bent into a fork with two prongs, with a handle

of the same metal extending from the bend of the fork and

serving as a sound-post to transmit the vibrations to any
resonance board or body convenient for reinforcing the sound.

The fork is set in vibration by striking one of the prongs against

a hard substance, or pressing the prongs together if they are

light ones, or if heavy drawing a bow across. The tuning

fork was invented by John Shore, royal trumpeter in 171 1,

sergeant trumpeter at the entry of George I. in 17 14, and lutanist

to the Chapel Royal in 171 5. It is used for determining musical

pitch (see Pitch), and also in certain physical experiments

(see Sound).

TUNIS, capital of Tunisia, the largest city in North Africa

outside Egypt, in 36° 48' N., 10® 12' E. Tunis is situated on

an isthmus between two salt lakes, the marshy Sebkha-el-

Sejumi to the south-west, and the shallow el-Bahira (h'ltle sea),

or Lake of Tunis, to the north-east. An artificially deepened

channel through the Bahira into the Gulf of Tunis has converted

the city into a seaport (see below). North-west and south-west

the dty is commanded by hills, on which are forts, that on

Sidi bel Hassan to the south dating from the middle ages. The
city, which was formerly strongly fortified, is built in the shape

of an amphitheatre, with the kasbah, or citadel, at its highest

point. The old town (Medina), the walls of which have in

great part disappeared, lies between two suburbs, the Ribat-el-

Sowika on the north and the Ribat Bab-el-Jezira on the south.

These suburbs were also surrounded by a wall, now pulled

down, leaving the gates of the dty isolated. An outer wall,

however, encloses the Medina and its suburbs. Beyond the

Bab-el-Bahar (sea-gate), now called Porte de France, on the

level ground by the Bahira, is the marine town, or C^uartier

Franc, built since the French occupation in i88x. No attempt

has been made by the French to modernize the ancient city.

The European Quarter.—From the landing stage a short street

leads into the broad Avenue Jules Ferry or de la Marine running

east to west and ending in the Place de la Residence, on the

north side of which is the Roman Catholic cathedral and on
the south side the palace of the French resident-general, with

a large garden. The main thoroughfare is continued west-

wards by the Avenue de France, which leads to the Porte de

France. Beyond the gate b the small Place de la Bourse,

in which is the British consulate. From the Porte electric

trams run to the harbour and also in a drde round the native

dty. From the Place de la R^dence cross-roads run north

and south. The northern road, the Rue de Rome, led to the
Gare du Nord, the station for Carthage, Goletta and La Marsa.
This line was replaced in 1908 by an electric tramway built

along the northern bank of the canal connecting Tunis and
Golett*. The southern road, the Rue-es-Sadikia, l^ads to the

Gare du Sud, the station for Susa, Kairawan, &c., and also for

Algiers. The Avenue Jules Ferry is intersected by a north-to

south street running in a straight line pver two miles. The
northern section is called the Avenue de Paris; the southern

Avenue de Carthage. By these avenues, served by electric

trams, access is gained to the suburbs of the dty. In the
Avenue de France or Avenue Jules Ferry are the chief hotels

and cafes, the casino-theatre, the prindpal banks and the

finest shops. In the Rue d'ltalie, running south from the

Avenue de France, are the post office, market buildings, and
French Protestant church. There is an English church in the

Rue d'Espagne. Behind the cathedral is a disused cemetery
with a chapel, where the Christian slaves are supposed to have
worshipped. The coffins in the vaults have been removed to

the Chapel of St Louis at Carthage. Among them was that

of M. de Lesseps, French consul-general (d. 1832), father of

the maker of the Suez Canal. Next to the cemetery is the old

Greek church. North of the Avenue de France is a district,

inhabited chiefly by Maltese, which has obtained the name of

Malta-es-Segheira (Little Malta).

The Native Town.—To the visitor from Europe the attraction

of Tunis lies in the native city, where, in the Rue al Jezira,

along which runs electric trams, he can see hundreds of camels
in the monung bearing charcoal to market; where he may
witness the motley life of the bazaars, or, by the Bab-Jedid,
watch the snake-charmers and listen to the Moorish story-

tellers. Christians are forbidden to enter the mosques. From
various points the traveller can look over the city, with its great

citadd, its many minarets and its flat-topped houses. Many
of the dwellings of the richer residents are adorned with arcades,

the marble columns of which were taken from the ruins of

Carthage. The Porte de France is the threshold of the andcnt
city. Two narrow streets climb the hill towards the dtadcL
That to the right, the Rue de la Kasbah, opens into a ymall

square (Suk-el-Islam or Place de la Kasbah). on the left of which
IS the Dar-el-Bey (palace of the bey), while beyond it rise the
walls of the dtadel. That to the left leads to the chief mosque
of the city, the Jamaa-al-Zeituna (mosque of the Olive Tree),

founded in a.d. 698. It has many domes and a spadous cloister,

and its central court can be seen from the neighbouring streets.

Attached to the mosque is a college attended by several hun-
dreds of Moslem youths. The Dar-el-Bey contains numerous
rooms beautifully decorated in the Moorish style of the 181h
century; and the judgment hall has a domed roof adorned with
the delicate arabesque plaster-work known as Nuksk kadida.

The kasbah, which forms the western side of the Suk-d-Islam,

includes within the circuit of its walls a mosque built about
A.D. 1232 by Abu Zakariya the Hafsite. Of the andent kasbah
nothing but the walls remain, the old buildings having been
demoli^ed to make way for barracks for the French troops.

Besides being a fortress the kasbah formeriy contained a palace

of the beys, barracks for janissaries and bagnios for the Christian

slaves. When in July 1535 the Spam'ards under Charles V.
attacked Tunis, the Christians in the kasbah, said to number
xo,ooo, rose against their keepers and helped to secure the

victory of the emperor. The Spaniards during thdr occupancy
of Tunis strengthened the kasbah and built an aqueduct to

supply it with water. Inunediately north of the kasbah are

the buildings of the Sadiki College, and north of the college is

the Palais de Justice, a building completed in 1901. It stands

between the line of the andent wall and the encdnte. Its walls

are decorated with faience taken from an andent Tunisian

palace. North-east of the Palais de JusUce, which like the

Sadiki College is built in the Moorish style, rises the great dome,
surrounded by smaller cupolas, of the largest mosque in the

dty, that named after Sidi Mahrez, a renowned saint of the

5th century of the Mahommedan era, whose tomb makes it s
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Sanctuary for debton. East of tht mosque, which dates from
the 17th century, and just without the inner city waUs, here

demolished, is the Protesunt cemetery of St George, used during

the 17th, 18th and the greater part of the 19th centuries. Here
are buried several British consuls. Here also was the grave

of John Howard Payne, author of " Home, Sweet Home " and
consul for the United States, who died at Tunis in 185a. In

1883 the body was disinterred and removed to America, but a
monument has been placed on the spot similar to that erected

over the new tomb at Washington.

The Baaaars.—^The native dty to the north of the Rue de la

Kasbah includes the Jewish quarter and the synagogue. The
Jews of Tunis adopt a special costume, the women wearing gaily

coloured vests and close-htting white trousers. Beyond the Jewish
quarter, in the Ribat-el-Soweika, is the Place el HaUa-Ouine,
a favourite rendezvous of the poorer Moslem population, wherein
are many native caf6s. South 01 the Rue de la Rasbah is the bazaar
quarter. Here the streets are very narrow and tortuous, some
being vaulted and many covered in with planking. They are
known as suks (markets), and each suk is devoted to one particular

trade. Beyond paving the streets the French have made no altera-

tion in the suks, which retain their ori^nal character unimpaired.
The shops consist of small cubes, open in the front, in which the
trader squats cross-legged amidst his wares. The principal suks
are el-Attarin (market of the perfumers), el-Farashin (carpets and
ck>ths). el-Serajin (saddlery) and el-Birka (jewelry). The suk
el-Birka was formerly the slave market. Near ^y are the green-
tiled domes and walu enriched with rose-cobured marbles of the
mausoleum of the beys.

Public JnstUutums, 6fc.—^Tunis is furnished with well-equipped
hospitab and a large asylum for s^ed people kept by the Little

Sisters of the Poor. The principal educational establishments,
besides that of the mosque of the Olive Tree, are the Sadiki College,

founded in 1875, for free instruction in Arabic and European
subjects, the Lyofie Camot in the Avenue de Paris, formerly the
College of St Charles (founded by Cardinal Lavigerie), open to Chris-

tians and Moslems alike, and the normal school, founded in 1884
by the reigning bey. for the training of teachers in the French
language and European ideas. The Dames de Sion have a large

establishment for the teaching of small children of both sexes,

and there is a secondary schoU for anris. All the schools are well

attended. About a mile and a half north of the centre of the
European quarter, on the slopes of a hill rising 270 ft., is the Pare
du Belved^ covering some 240 acres and commanding extensive
views. Water is supplied to the city, with its numerous fountains,

from Jcbel Zaehwan {vide infra) bv the Roman aqueduct repaired,

at a cost of half a million sterling, by the bey Mahommed al-Sadik

(d. 1883).
Tbt Port.—^The canal which traverses the shallow Bahira, and

connects Tunis with the Mediterranean, is neariy seven miles long.

By means of breakwaters it is continued beyond the coast-line

and is at its mouth 338 ft. wide. It has a uniform depth of ai ) ft.,

but its width within the lake is reduced to 98 ft. fn the centre,
however, the canal is widened to 147 ft. to allow vessels to pass.
There is a harbour at the entrance (see Goletta). That at the
Tunis end of the canal is 1312 ft. long by 984 ft. broad, and is of

the same depth 5as the canal. The canal was begun in 188^ and was
opened to navigation in June 1893. An additional basin, south-
east of the main harbour, was opened in 1905 and is used for the
exportation of phosphates. Of the ships using the harbour more
than half are French, and one-third luiian. British vesseb coming
next. Britishgoods, however, are largely carried in French bottoms,
and next to France the United Kingdom and Malta take most of
the trade of the port. The exports are chiefly phosphates and
other minerals, cereals, olive oil. cattle, hides, sponees and wauc.

The imports are cotton goods, flour, hardware, coal, su^r, tea,

coffee, etc The figures 01 trade and shipping are included in those
of the trade of the regency (see Tunisia), of which Tunis and Goletta
take about a third.

PopuIaiicn.^Tht population of the city at the census of 1906
was returned at 227,519. The " natives "—Arabs, Berbers,
" Moors," Turks and negroes—were estimated at 100,000,

Tunisian Jews at So>ooo, French 18,000, Italians 52,000, Maltese

6000, Greeks 500 and Levantines 1000. The French language

b predominant in the European quarter.

EmiroHs: Tht Barde Palace, Zagkwan, ffc.—^The environs of
Tunb are picturesaue and afford many beautiful views, the finest

being from the hill on the south-east, crowned by a French fort,

and from the Belved^ already mentioned. About a mile and
a quarter from the Bab Bu Saadun. the north-west gate of the city.

b the ancient paUce called the Bardo. remarkable for the " Hon
court.'* a terrace to which access is gained by a flight of steps guarded
by marble lions, and for some apartments in the Moorish style.

lite finest of these apartments, containing beautiful arabesque

plaster work, formed the old Harem, and are nowpart of the Musde
Alaoui, which occupies a considerable portion of the Bardo. In
thb museum M. Paul Gauckler, the oirector of the department
of art and antiquities in the Tunisbn government, has formed a
magnificent collection of Carthaginbn and Roman antiquities,
especially Roman mosaics. In the Musfe Arabe, which occupies
an adjacent small palace built about 1830, are treasures illustrative
of the Arab-Berber or Saracenic art of Tunisia.

South-east of the city, along the valley of the Wadt Melain,
are hundreds of brge stone arches, magnificent remams of the
Roman aqueduct from Zaghwan to Carthase. At Zaghwan (38 m.
by rail from Tunb), over the spot whence the spring which supplies
the aqueduct issues from the hill, are the ruins of a beautiful Temple
of the Waters. The spring b now diverted direct into the aqueduct
and b not visible at the surface. Between Zi«hwan and Tunis,
and accessible by the same railway, b Wadna, the Roman Uthina,
where, besides numerous other ruins, are the fairiy preserved
arohcs of a large amphitheatre. The ruins of Carthage (9.9.) lie

a few miles north of Coletta.

History.—^Tunb b probably of greater antiquity than Car-
thage, of which city however it became a dependency, being

repeatedly mentioned in the hbtory of the Punic Wars. Strabo
speaks of its hot baths and quarries. The importance of Tunb
dates from the Arab conquest, when, as Carthage sank, Tunb
took its place commercially and politically. It became the

usual port for those going from the sacred city of Kairawan to

Spain, and was one of the residences of the Aghlabite dynasty
(800-909). In the loth century it suffered severely, being

repeatedly pillaged in the wars of the Fatimite caliphs Al-(^im
and Abu Tahir Isma'il el Mansur with the Sunnite leader Abu
Yazid and the Zenata Berbers.

For its later fortunes, see TiwisiA, of which recency, »nce the
accession of the Hafsites, Tunb has been the capital,

TUNISIA (Regency of Tunb), a country of North Africa,

under the protection of France, bounded N. by the Mediter-

ranean, W. by Algeria, E. by Tripoli and S. by the Sahara.

Tunisia reaches farther north than any other part of Africa,

Ras-al-Abiadh (Cape Blanc)* being in 37** 20' N. On the south
the boundary of the Tunisian Sahara b undetermined, but it

may be roughly placed at 31*' N. Thb would give, therefore,

a greatest length of something like 440 m. The country lies

between xx** 40' E. and 7** 35' E. The average length b about
300 m., and the average breadth 150 m.; consequently the area

may be estimated at 50,000 sq. m. (For map, see Algeria.)

Physical Features.—Oographically speaking. Tunbb b merely
the eastera prolongation ofthe Mauretanbn projection of northern
Africa, of that stnp of mountainous, fertile and fairly well-watered
country north of the Sahara desert, which in its flora and its fauna,
and to some extent in its human race, belongs rather to Europe
than to Africa. Tunisia b divided into the following four fairly

distinct regions:

—

1. On ihc north and north-west tlie AuTm mountains of Algeria
are piro1iJiL^i:d inio Tuni&la^ and constitute the mouniAlnaui rceiofi

of the narih, which 1i« between ihc Mzjerda river and the
sea, and aido includes the vkinity of the cit^ or Tunii ^nd the
peninsula of the Dakheiat el Mawin, which terminal Ees in Ram
Addar (Cape Bon). This fijrt division » calkd by the French
" ihe Malerda ML}untain«." it inicludHn within its limiti the once
famous dfi&Lrkt of the /'Kroumirs,"' tnhc wh^^c occasional
thifrs of cattle across the frontier gave the French an excuse to
tn\.ii.ie Tunisia in tSSi. 1\\^ highest point which the mountains
attain in thla division of Tunisia ii about 4115 Tt.^ near Ain Draham
in Knuumiria^ The count r/f however, about Bizcrts is very
mountainous^ though the summits do not attain a greater altitude

than abtiut 3000 ft^ The district bctwTen Biierta and the Cult of
Tunis ii a mcHt attractive country, resembling |£n?aLly the mountain-
ous regions of South Wales. U is wcW vratcred by Etrcams mon
or leu* pcrennin,!. The prrnripal rivTT, the Mairnia, is formed by
the juiuiioi ' ' ''' "T " ' i' "/.il KkaTiad, It and itt

' It 15 poiiiLic ikjLi Ra^ Lpj:i ^kka. a uilSc to the west of Cafw
Blanc, may be actually the most northerly point.

* The French seem systematically unable to master certain sounds
foreign to their own language, or sounds which they suppose to be
foreign. Thus the " w, though constantly represented in French
by ou." is continually changed by them into " v " when they
transcribe foreign bnguages, just as the Greek x and the German
and Scottish " ch " is almost invariably rendered by the French
in Algeria and Tunis as " kr." Add to this the insertion of vowel
sounds where they are lacking in the Arabic and you derive from the
real word Khmir the modern French term of Kroumir. In like

manner sebkha^ a salt lake, b constantly written by the French as

sebkra.
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tributaries rise in the Majerda and Aures mountaiM. Flowing
north-east the Majerda forms an extensive plain in its lower coune,
feaching the sea near the ruins of Utica. Vcsetation is abundant,
and reoilb that of the more fertile districts of southern Spain and
of luly. On the higher mountains the flora has a very English
character* though the actual species of plants may not be the

a. The central plateau region, stretching between the Majerda
valley and the mountains of Gaisa. The average elevation of this

country is about aooo ft. The climate, therefore, in parts is ex-

ceedingly cold and bleak in winter, and as it b very wind-swe|>t
and parched in summer by the terrible fMi or " wrocco " it is

much less attractive in appearance than the favoured region on the
northern littoraL Although it is almost always covered with some
kind of vegetation, trees are relatively rare. A few of the higher
mounuins have the Aleppo f>ine ana the juniper; elsewhere only
an infrequent wild terebmth is to be seen. In these two regions

the date palm u never met with growing naturally wild. Its pre-

sence is always due to its having been planted by man at some time
or another, and therefore it is never seen far from human habitations.

ThMe central uplands of Tunisia in an uncultivated state are covered
with alfa or esparto grass: but they also grow considerable amounts
of oer6al»--whcat in the north, barley in the south. The range of

the Saharan Atlas of Algeria divules (roughly speaking) into two
at the Tunisian frontier. One branch extends northwards up
this frontier and north-eastwards across the central Tunisian
table-land, and the other continues louth-eastwards between Gafia
and the salt lakes of the Jerid. The greatest altitudes of the whole of

Tunisia are attained on this central table-land, where Mt Sidi

All bu Musin ascends to about 5700 ft. About %o m. south of the

city of Tunis is the picturesque mountain of Zaghwan, approxi-

mately 4000 ft. in aV^itude, and from whose perennial springs

comes the water-supply of Tunis to-day as it did in the time of the
Carthaginians and Romans. North-east of Zaghwan, and nearer

Tunis, IS the Jebel Rcsfts, or Mountain of Lead, the height of which
is just under 4000 ft.

3. The Sahcl. This well-known Arab term for coast-belt (which
in the plural form reappears as the familiar " Swahili " of Zanzibar)
is applied to a thira division of Tunuia, viz. the littoral region

stretching from the Gulf of Hammamet to the south of Sfax. It

u a region varying from 30 to 60 m. in breadth, fairly well watered
and fertile. In a less marked way this fertile coast region is con-

tinued southwards in an ever-narrowing belt to the Tripolitan

frontier. This region is relatively flat, in some districts slightly

marshy, but the water oozing from the soil is often brackish, and
in places large shalk>w salt hkes are formed. Quite close to the

ea. all along the coast from Hammamet to Sfax. there are great

fertility and much cultivation ; but a little distance inland the country
has a rather wild and desolate aspect, though it is nowhere a desert

until the latitude of Sfax has been passed.

4. The Tunisian Sahara. This occupies the whole of the southern
division of Tunisia, but although desert predominates, it is by no
means all desert. At the aoutn-eastem extremity of Tunisia tnere

is a clump of mountainous country, the wind-and-water-wom
fragments of an ancient plateau, which for convenience may be
styled the MatmaU table-land. Here altitudes of over 3000 ft. are

reached in places, and in all the uppo- parts of this table-land there

u fairly abundant vegetation, grass and herbage with low junipers,

but with no pine trees. Fairly hbh mountains (in places verging
•

•
1 Gafsa ' * ' *

*

ft) are found between ( L and the salt lakes of the

These salt lakes are a very curious feature. They stretch with
only two short breaks in a line from the Mediterranean at the Gulf
of Gabes to die Algerian frontier, which they penetrate for a con-

siderable distance. They are called by the French (with their

usual inaccuracy of pronunciat'ion and spelling) "chotts"; the
word diould really be the Arabic skat, an Arab term for a broad
canal, an estuary or lalw. These shats however are, strictly speak-

ing, not lakes at all at the present day. They are smooth de-

pressed areas (in the case of the largest, the Shat el Jerid. lying

a few feet below the level of the Mediterranean), which for more
than half the year are expanses of dried mud covered with a thick

incrustarion of white or grey salt. This salt covering gives them
r^m^^A. at a distance the appearance of big sheets of water.
ra^amau,

jjyyjng the winter, however, when the effect of the rare

winter rains is felt, there may actually be 3 or 4 ft. of water in these

shats, which by liquefying the mud makes tnem perfectly impassable.
Otherwise, for about seven months of the year they can be crossed

on foot or on horseback. It would seem probable that at one time
these shats (at any rate the Shat el Jerid) were an inlet of the
Mediterranean, which by the elevation of a narrow strip of land on
the Gulf of Gabes has been cut off from them. It is, however,
a region of past volcanic activity, and these salt depressions may
be oue to that cause. Man is probably the principal agent at the

present day in causing these shats to be without water. All round
these salt lakes there are numerous springs, gushing from the sandy
hillocks. Almost all these springs are at a very hot temperature,

often at boiling point. Some of them are charged with salt, others

are perfectly fresh and sweet, though boiling hot. So abundant is

their volume that in several places they form actual c
rivers. Only for the intervention of man these riven would at »—
times find their way into the adjoining depressions, which tbey
would maintain as lakes of water. But for a long porkxl past tiie

freshwater streams (which predominate) have been med for
irrigatKMi to such a degree that very little of the precious water ia
albwed to run to waste into the lake basins; so that these latter
receive only a few salt streams, which deposit on their surface the
salt they contain and then evaporate. This abundant supply of
fresh warm water maintains oases of extraordinary luxuriance in
a country where rain falls very rarely. Perennial streams of the
description referred to are found between the Algerian frontier
and Gabes on the coast. The town at Gabes itself is on the fringe
of a splendid oasis, which is maintained by the water of an ever-
running stream emptying itself into tlie sea at Gabea after a coune
of not more than ao m.

All this region round the shats has been called the " Jerid
'*

from the time of the Arab occupation. " Jerid " means in Arabic
a " palm frond " and inferentially ** a palm grove.'* --^ «-*•
The fame of this Belad-el-Jerid, or "Country of the

'••*»»
Date Palms," was ao exaggerated during the iTth and iftth oenturiea
that the European geographen extended the designation from thia
small area in the south ct Tunisia to cover much of inner Africa.
With this country of Jerid may be included the island of Jerba,
which lies close to the coast of Tunisia in the Gulf of Gabes. The
present writer believes that the date palm was really ind
to this district of the Jerid, as it is to countries of similar c
tion in southern Morocco, southern Algeria, parts of the Tri^ ^
Uine, Egypt, Mesopotamia, southern Persia and north-western
India; but that north of the latitude of the Jerid the date did not
grow naturally in MaureUnia, just as it was foreign to all parte oC
Europe, in which, as in true North Africa, its presence is due to
the hand of man. To som6 extent it may be said that true North
Africa lies to the north of the Jeiid country, which, besides its
Saharan, Arabian and Persian tuiinities, has a touch about it of
real Africa, some such touch as may be observed in the valley of
the Jordan.' In the oases of the Jend are found several species of
tropical African mammals and two or three of Senegalese birds,
and the ve^tation seems to have as much affinity with tropical
Africa as with Europe. In fact, the country between the Matmata
highlands and the strait separating Jferba from the mainland is

singularly African in the character and aspect of its flora. To the
south of the Jerid the country is mainly desert—vast uneicpioced
tracts of shifting sand, with rare oases. Nevertheless, all this
southern district of Tuntua bcare evidence of once having been
subject to a heavy rainfall, which scooped out deep valleys in the
original table-land, and has justified tne present existence of im-
mense watercourses—watercourses which are still, near their origin,
favoured with a little water.
Hot and mineral springs may be almost said to constitute one of

the specialities of Tunisia. Tney offered a wngular attraction to
the Romans, and their presence in remote parts of the
country no doubt was often the principal causeof Roman
settlement. Even at the present day their value b
much appreciated by the natives, who continue to bathe in the ruined
Roman iMiths. Tnt principal mineral springs of medicinal value
are those of Korbus and Hammam Lif (of remaricable efficacy in
rheumatic and syphilitk: affections and certain skin diseases),
of the Jerid and Cafsa, of El Hamma, near Gabes, and of various
sites in the Kroumir country.

C/tiRole.—^The rainfall in the firat geographical di^sion is pretty
constant, and may reach a yeariy averase of about 22 in. Over
the second and thurd diviaons the rainfall is less constant, and its
yeariy average may not exceed 17 in. The mean annual tempera-
ture at SQsa u 75* F., the mean of the winter or rainy

hot '^
. .,60* and of the hot season 97*. At Tunis the temperature rarely

exceeds 90*, except with a wind from the Sahara. The prevailing
winds from May to September are east and north-east and during
the rest of the year north-west and east. A rainy season of about
two months usually begins in January; the spring season of verdure
is over in May ; summer ends in October with the first rains. Violent
winds are common at both equinoxes. In the Tunisian Sahara
rain is most uncertain. Occasranally two or three yean may paan
without any rainfall; then may come floods after a heavy down-
fall of a few weeks. Perhaps if an average could be strode it would
amount to 9 or 10 in. per annum.

[Ce^iy.—^The greater part of Tunisia is composed of sandstoneau
marls and loosely stratified deposits belonging to the Pliocene and
Quaternary periods. The oldest strau, consisting of gypdferoaa
marls, are referred to the Muschelkalk and show an alternation
of lagoon with marine conditions. l*he Lbs and Oolite forma-
tions are well represented, but the Sequanian and Kimmeridgian
subdivisMns are absent. Lower Cretaceous rocks, connsting of
thick limestones, shales and maris, occur in Central Tunisia. The
fossils show many notable affinities with those in the Lower Cre-
taceous of the Pyrenees. Limestones and marls represent the stages
Cenomanian to Upper Senonian. The fossils of the Cenomantan
have affinities witn those in the Cenomanian of Spain. Egypt.
Madagascar. Mosambkiue and India. The Senonian consists of *
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tentnJ fadet with MierosUr pHm\ a meridional fades with
Osirta; and a northern fades developed round Tunisia with large
foroas of Imounmus and echinoids. Phosphatic deposits are well

developed amoog the Lower Eocene rocks. The Middle Eocene
is characteriied by the presence of Oitrea botkartnsu and the Upper
Eocene by highly fossiliierous sandstones and marls. The Oligocene
and Miocene formations are present, but the Upper Miocene is

confined to the coasC Quaternary deposits cover much of the desert

legiona.*)

Minerals.—Coal has been discovered in the Khmir (" Kroumir ")

country, but the prindpal mines at present worked in Tunisia are
those of copper, lead and sine. Zinc is chiefly found in the form oV
calamine. Iron is worked in the Kef district. Valuable de^ts
of phosphates are present, chiefly in the south-west of Tunisia, in

the district of Gafsa. Marble is found in the valley of the Majerda
(at Shemtu), at Jebel Ust (about 35 m. south of Tunis), and at

Jebel Dissa. near Gabes. The marbles of Shemtu are the hncst
pink Numidian marbles, which wene much esteemed by the Cartha-
finiant and Romans. It has been sought to work agam the ancient
quarries of Shemtu, but it was found that the marble had been
qx>ilt by ferruginous and cakrareous veins.

FUna^-^lhit flora of Tunisia is very neiriy Identical with that of

Algeria, though it offers a few species dther peculiar to itself or not
found in the last-named country. On the whole its character is

less Sahaian than that of parts of Algeria, for the influences of the
desert do not penetrate so far north in Tunisia as thev do in Algeria.

There are very few patches of real forest outside the Khmir country,
though it is probable that in the time of the Romans the land was
a good deal more covered with trees than at the present day.
Some authorities, however, dispute this, in a measure, by saying
that it was not naturally forested, and that the trees growing
represented orchards of olives or other fruit trees planted by the
Romans or romanized Berbers. But in the Majerda Mountains
there are dense primeval forests lingering to the present day, and
consisting chiefly of the cork oak {Quercus ruber)^ and two other
species on oak (Quercus mirbtckii and Q. kermes). the pistachio or
terebinth tree, the sumach {Rhus pentapkiUi), and other species of
Rhus which are widely spread. In the mounuins of Khmiria and
the central plateau there are also the alder, the poplar, the Aleppo
pine, the caroub, the tamarisk, the maple, the nettle-tree, several

willows and junipers. The jujube-tree (Zitypkus) is found at

various places along the eastern littoral. The letama shrub b met
with in sandy districts, especially in the Sahara, but also right

up to the north of Tunisia. The wild olive, the wild cherry, two
species of wild plums, the myrtle, the ivy, arbutus, and two species

of hollv are found in the mountains of Khmiria, at various sites at

high efevatk>n near Tunis and Biierta, and along the mountainous
bdt of the south-west which forms the frontier region between
Tunisia and Algeria. The present writer, riding up to these

frontier mountains from the thoroughly Saharan country round
Gafsa, found himself surrounded by a flora very reminiscent of

SwitserUnd or England. On the other hand, the flora of the shat
fcgion, of the south-eastern littoral, and of the Kerkena islands

opposite Sfax, is thoroughly Saharan, with a dash, as it were, in

places of an African element. The date palm grows wild, as has
been already related, in Jerba. The only other species of palm
found wild in Tunisia is the Ckamturo^s kumUis^ or dwarf palm,
which n found on the mountains of tne north at no very great

altitude. The wild flowen of the north of Tunisia are so extremely
beautiful during the months of February, March and April as to
constitute a distinct attraction in themselves.*

* See L. Pervinqui^, Vtiude tioiogiqiu de la Tmnisie centraU

(Paris, 1903); G. Kolland, " Carte geologique du littoral nord de
la Tunisw;'' BuU. soc. M. de la France (1888), vol. xvU.; H. H.
Johnston. "AJourney tnrough the Tunisian Sahara," Ceot. Joum.
(1898), vol. XI.: Carle tiUogiqiu de la rit^nee de Tunis, 1 : 800.000
with notes (Tunis, 1892).

* List of Plants commonly met with in northern Tunisian—

Adonis mieroearpa, DC.
NigeUa damascena, L.
Fumaria spieata, L.
Cistns kaltmifelius, L.
Silene rubdU, L.
Oralis cemua, Thnnb.
Ceramium tuberosum, L.
Malwa sylnestris, L.

Lycium euroPaeum, L.
Solanum sodomaeum, L.
Cdsia crelita, L.
LtiMrta, sp. allied to L. r^flexat

Desf.
Linaria tripkyOa, L. var.
Orobancke, sp.

Trixago apula, Stev.
TeiratpnoMnu fmrpmrtus, Moeach. Crnomortum couineweu
Relama refaw, Webb. Plantago albicans, L.
Fedia camueapiae, Gaertn. Eupkarbia serrata, L.
Hdickrysum Staeckas, DC. Opkrysfusca, Link.
Cenlanrea (Seridia), sp. Orcku paMianacea, L.
Urospermum Daleckampi, Desf. Romulea bulbaeodium, Sebast. and
Seanenera atexandrina, Bmet.
Slackys kiria, L.
Stackys, sp. not identified.

ilMgoffii caUiua. Schousb.

Sifltnantkni hnatutj. DC

Mauri.
Gladiolus bytanlinus. Mill.

Omitkogalum umbellaiuM, L.
Allium rouum, L*
Aspkedelus fisiulosus, L.
Muscari comosum, MiU.

FaiMia.~The fauna of Tunisia at the present day is much im-
poverished as regards mammals, birds and reptiles. In 1880 the
present writer saw lions killed in the north-west of Tunisia, but
by 1902 the lion was regarded as practically extinct in the regency,
though occasional rumours of his appearance come from the Khmir
Mountains aiul near Feriana. Leopards of large siae are still

found in the north-west of central Tunisia. The cheetah lingera
in the extreme south of the lend; so also does the caracal lynx.
The pardine lynx is found fairly abundantly in the west of Tunisia
in the mountains and forest. The ytriped hyena la scattered
over the country spandy. The genet and the common jackal
are fairiy abundant. The common ichneumon is rare. The aorilla.

another purely African species, is found in the south of Tunisia.
The Barbery otter is present in the Majerda and in some of the
salt lakes. The Tunisuin hedgehog is peculiar to that country and
to Algeria. There is a second species {Erinaceus deseHi) which
is common to all North Africa. In the south of Tunisia, especially
about the shats, the elephant-shrew iMacroscelides) b found, an
animal of purely African affinities. Tunisia does not appear to
possess the Barbary ape, which b found in Algeria and Morocco.
Natives of Morocco and of the Sahara oases occadonally bring
with them young baboons which they assert are obuined in various
Sahara countries to the south and south-west of Tunisia. These
baboons appear to bdong to the Nubian species, but they cannot
be considered indigenous to any part of Tunisia. The porcupine
and a large Octodont rodent {Ctenodaaylus), the jerboa (two species),
the hare, and various other rodents are met with in Tunbia. The
wild boar inhabits the country, in spite of much persecution at
the hands of " chasseurs." The forested regions shelter the hand-
some Barbary red deer, which is pcculbr to this region and the
adjoininff districts of Algeria. In the extreme south, in the Sahara
desert, tne addax antelope b still found. The hartcbeest appears
now to be quite extinct; so also b the leucoryx, though formerly
these two antelopes were found right up to the centre of Tumsb,
as was also the ostrich, now entirely absent from the country. In
the marshy lake near Mater (north Tunisia), round the mountain
island of Jebel Ashkel, b a herd of over^ buffaloes; these are
said to resemble the domestic (Indbn) buffalo of the Levant and
Italy, and to have th«ir origin m a gift of domestic buffaloes from
a former king of Naples to a bey or dey of Tunis. Others again
assert the buffaloes to have been there from time immemorial; in

which case it is very desirable that a specimen should be submitted
for exjsmination. TAn allied form with gigantic horns b found
fossil in Algeria.] They are the private property of the bey, who
very properly preserves them. Far down in tne Sahara, to the
south of Tunisia, the Arabs report the existeiKe of a wild ass, ap-
parently identical with that of Nubia. Roman mosaics show
representations not only of this ass, but of the oryx, hartebeest,
and perhaps of the acldax. The dorcas gazelle b still common
in the south of Tunisia; but perhaps the most interesting ruminant is

the magnificent udad. or Barbary sheep, which b found in the sterile

mountainoiis regions of south Tunisb. The birds have been ably
illustrated by Mr Whitaker in the Ibis magasine of the British

Ornithological Union. They are, as a rule, common to the south
Mediterranean region. A b^utiful little bird almost peculiar to the
south of Tunisia and the adjoining regions of Algeria, b a species

of bunting (Fringilla), called by tne Arabs bu-kabibi.* This little

bird, which is about the size ot the linnet, has the head and back
silvery blue, and the rest of the plumage chocolate red-brown.
It is of the most engaging tameness. bdng fortunatdy protected
by popular sentiment from injury. It inhabits the Jerid, and ex-
tends thence across the Algerian frontier. Among reptiles the
Egyptbn cobra seems to be indigenous in the south, where also

is found the dreaded homed viper. Some nine or ten other species

of snakes are present, together with an abundance of lizards,

including the Varanus, ana most species of Mediterranean tortoises

are represented. The coasts are very rich in fish, and the tunny
fisheries of the north are one of the principal sources from which
the world's supply of tunny b derived.

Inkabitanls.—The natives of Tunisia at the present day
bdong mainly to two stocks, which may be roughly classified as

the Berber (q.v.) and the Arab (9.V.), about two-thirds being

of Berber and the remaining third of Arab descent. But the

Berbers of to-day are little more than an incomplete fusion of

some four earlier and once independent stocks. These four

divisions taken in the order of thdr assumed priority of invasion

or habitation are: (i) the " Neanderthal " type, which b found

in the districts of the shats and the adjoining Matmata
table-land io the south, and io the " Kroumir " country of the

Echium sericeum, Vahl. ^ficm italieumt MilL
Eckium mariiimum, Willd. Lagurus ovatus, L.
Anckusa italica, Retz.

To this list should also be added the common wild tulip, the
Italbn cycbmen, the common scarlet poppy, the fennel, wild carrot

and many varieties of thistle, some of gorgeous colouring.

" Father of my friend."
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Dorth-west;* (a) ordinary Berbers, dolichocephdous, and of

brown complexion, found over the greater part of Tunisia, espe-

cially in the east and south centre; (3) ^c short-headed Berbers,

found in part of the Matmata country, part of the Sahara, the

island of Jerba, the Cape Bon Peninsula, and the vicinity of

Susa, Kairwan, and Sfax; (4) Berbers of a blond type, that

is to say, with a tendency to brown or yellow moustaches,

brown beard and head hair, and grey eyes. These are met with

in the west and north-west of Tunisia, and in one patch on the

coast of the Cape Bon Peninsula, near NabeuL
The Arabs of more or less unmixed descent are purely nomads.

They are met with in a long strip of countiy south of the Majerda,
between the Algerian frontier and the sea-coast north of Susa;

also inland, to the south-west of Susa, and near Kef; also in

another long strip between the vicinity of Sfax on the north and
the Jcrld on the south. They are descended from the second

Arab invasion which began in the nth century (see History)

.

The extreme south of Tunis is ranged over by Berber Tawareq*
or Tamasheq. Berber dialects are still spoken in Tunisia in the

island of Jerba, in the Matmata country, and in the Tunisian

Sahara. Elsewhere to a remarkable degree the Arabic language

has extinguished the Berber tongue, though no doubt in vulgar

Tunisian a good many Berber words remain. Short vocabu-

laries of the Berber spoken in the Tunisian Sahara have been
published by Sir H. H. Johnston in the Ccog. Joum, (1898),

vol. xi., and by Mr G. B. Michcll in the Joum. African Soc.

(1903). The Berbers are organized in tribes with purely

democratic government and laws of their own, which are

not those of the Koran.

On the north-eastern littoral of Tunisia the population is very

mixed. The inhabitants of the Cape Bon Peninsula show
evident signs of Greek blood arising from Greek invasions,

which began in prehistoric times and finished with the downfall

of the Byzantine Empire in North Africa. The presence of the

Romans, and the constant introduction of the Italians, first

as slaves, and quite recently as colonists, has also added an
Italian element to the north Tunisian population. But from

the fact that the bulk of the Tunisian population belongs to the

Iberian section of the Berbers, and to this being no doubt the

fundamental stock of most Italian peoples, the intermixture of

the Italianized Berber with his African brother hcs not much
affected the physique of the people, though it may have sUghtly

tinged their mental characteristics.

The Phoenicians have left no marked trace of their presence;

but inasmuch as they were probably of nearly the same race

as the Arabs, it would not be easy to distingui^ the two types.

Arab and Berber have mingled to some extent, though no
considerable fusion of the two elements has taken place. In

fact, it is thought by some French students of the country that

the Arab element will probably be eliminated from Tunisia, as it

is the most unsettled. It is considered that these nomads will

be gently pushed back towards the Sahara, leaving cultivable

Tunisia to the settled Berber stock, a stock fundamentally one

with the peoples of Mediterranean Europe.

The inhabitants of the coast towns belong, in large part, to

the class generally known as " Moors." The pure Turks and
the Kuluglis (sons of Turkish fathers by Moorish women or

slave girls) are no longer numerous. Among the " Moors "

the d^endants of the Andalusian refugees form an exclusive

and aristocratic class.

The present population of Tunisia numbers approximately

3,000.000, and consists of:

—

Berbers, more or less of pure race, say . . . 620,000
Arabs, ., „ „ „ . . . ^oojooo
Mixed Arab and Berber people^ say .... 520.000

'In this Matmata country are the celebrated Troglodytes, people
living in caves and underground dwellings now, much as they did
in the days when the early Greek geographers alluded to them.
See " A Journey in the Tunisian Sahara," by ^r H. H. Johnston,
in the Ceog. Joum. (June 1898).
*Tawareq (Tuareg) is the Arab de»gnation of the Libyan or

Desert Berbers. It is the plural form of Taroi^ " a raider. The
Tawareq call themselves by some variant 01 the root Maskeq—
Tamashiq, Jmoshagk, &c.

" Moors ** (chiefly the population of the principal
cities, of mixed Roman, Berber, Spanish. Moor
and Christian races), say 110,000

Sudanese negroes and natives of Morocco, Tripoli
and Turkey, say ^fioo

Jews (mostly natives of Tunis, indeed, some
descended from families settled at Carthage
before the destruction of Jerusalem) . . . 68.000

Europeans (Christians)' 163,000

rtfwiu.—Besides the capital, Tunis, the chief towns of Tunisiaan
Sfax, Susa and Kairwan. These places are noticed separately, as
are also GoletU (formeriy thejwrt of Tunis), Btaerta (a'naval port
and arsenal). Kef, Porto Fanna, and the ruins at Carthage and
Sbeitla (Sufetula). Other towns of Tunisia are, on the east coast,
Nabeul, pop. about 5000, the ancient Neapolis, noted for the mild-
ness of its climate and iu pottery manufactures; Hammamet with
3700 inhabiunts; Monastir (the Ruspina of the Romans), a walled
town with 5600 inhabiunts and a traoe in cereals and oils; Mabdiya
or Mahdta (0.9.; in ancient chronicles called the city of Africa and
sometimes the capital of the country) with 8500 mhabitants, the
fallen city of the Fatimites, which since the French occupation has
risen from its ruins, and has a new harbour (the ancient Cotkou or
harbour, of Phoenician origin, cut out of the rock is ncarty dry but
in excellent preservation); and Gabes (Tacape of the Romans,
(^bis of the Arabs) on the Syrtis, a group of small villages, with an
aggregate population of 16,000, the port of the Shat country and
a^6pAt of the esparto trade. The chief town of the Majetda basin
is Beja (pop. 5000), the ancient Vaga, an important com market.
The principal mosque at Beja was originally a Christian basilica,
and IS still dedicated to Sidna Aissa (our LordJesus). Gafsa. in
the south of Tunisia, » a most interesting oki Roman town, with
hot springs. It is in railway communicauon with Sfax. West of
Gafsa are immense beds of phosphates. Almost all the towns of
Tunisia were originally Roman or romanized Berber settlements:
consequently the remains of Roman buildings form a large part of
the material of which their existing structures are compOMd.

Antiquities and Art.—^The principal Roman and other ruma
in the regency are the aqueducts near the capital (Tunis) and
the temple at Zaghwan, described under Tunis city; the great

reservoir near Carthage iq.v.); the amphitheatre at El Jem (see

Susa); the temples and other ruins of Sbeitla (9.*.); the ruins of

Dugga, near Tebursuk, in the north-west of the regency (the

amphitheatre of Dugga, the ancient Thugga, is a magnificent

specude); the baths, amphitheatre and temples of Feriana

(the ancient Thelepte); the whole route between Feriana

(which is in the south of Tunisia, 33 m. north-west of Gafsa)

and Tebessa in Algeria is strewn on both sides with Roman
ruins; the old houses and other ruins at and near Thala; the

baths and other ruins of Gafsa; the baths at Tuzer, El Hamma
and Gabes. There is an interesting Phoenician burial-ground

near Mahdia. There are Roman ruins, scarcely known, in the

vicinity of Beja and the country of the Mogods (the district

behind Cape Serrat). In short, Tunisia is as much strewn with
Roman remains as is Italy itself.

Saracenic art has perhaps not attained here the high degree

it reached in western Algeria, Spain and Egypt; still it presents

much that is beautiful to see and worthy to be studied. One of

the most ancient, as it is one of the loveliest fragments, strange

to say, is found at Tuzer, in the Jerid, the makrab of a ruined

mosque.* There are some very beautiful doorways to mosques
and other specimens of Moorish art at Gabes. Examples
of this art found at Tunis and Kairwan have been noticed under
those headings. But the visible remains of Saracenic art in

Tunis and its vidnity are of relatively recent date, the few
mosques which might offer eariier examples not being open to

inspection by Christians. It may be noted, however, as a
general condition that the native towns and villages of Tunisia,

where they have not been spoiled by the shocking tastelessness

of Mediterranean Europe, are exceedingly picturesque, and
offer exceptional attractions to the painter.

Industries.^AgnaiUurt is the principal industry. Oats, wheat
id barley are the chief crops in the north. In the central regionand barley

* Of recent introduction for the most part, conusting (census of
1906) of 81,156 Italians. 34^.610 French, 10,330 MaUeae, about
looo Greeks and the remainder British, German, Austrian, &c.
The French army of occupation (20.360 men) is not induded in

these figures.
* Since this was written the makrab in question has been removed

to Paris.
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the ofive U larseljr cultivated, in the south the date-palm. Viti-
culture is also of importance; almonds, oranses, lemons, &c.. are
abo grown (or export. The alfa and cork inaustries employ large
numbers of persona, as do also the sardine, anchovy and tunny
fisheries. The fisheries arc in the hands of Italians, Maltese and
Greeks. There are large herds of cattle and flocks of sheep and
goats. About 60,000 acres are cultivated by French immigrants
and about 15,000 acres by Italians.

Among native industries may be mentioned the q>innlng and
weaving of wool for clothing, carpet-weaving, the manufacture of
pottery, slippers and mattmg, saddle-makme and leather em-
Droidcry. Stlk-weaving, formerly important, is dedininK.

In 1907 the number of mines working was 32. The export of
pjbosphates rose from 445,000 tons in 1904 to 1,307,000 tons in 1908.
The export of coal in that year was 74,000 tons, and copper ore

937 tons {vide subra, \ Minerals).
Commeru,—^The commerce of Tunisia has thriven under the

French protecftorate, having risen from an annual total of about
/i.700/)00 in 188 1 to £8,687,000 in 1908. British trade with
Tunisia has nearly tripled since the establishment of the French
protectorate. It stood at over £600,000 in annual value during
the year 1898. In 1908 the total trade with Great Britain and Malta
amounted to £914,000. In the same year the imports from France
exceeded £2,750,000 and the exports to France £1,685,000. From
Algeria the imports were £656,000; to Algeria the exports were
£185,000. The principal expoits are olive oil^ wheat, esparto
grass, barley, sponges, dates, fish (especially tunny), hides, horses,
wool, phosphates, copper, zinc and lead. The imports consist
mainly of European manufactured goods (especially British cotton),
machinery, flour^ alcohol, sugar, timber, coal and petroleum.
About half the shipping trade is in the hands of the French; in 1908,
of the total tonnage of ships entered, 4,155,000, French vessels

represented 1,905,000 tons, Italian vessels 1,422,000 tons and British

vessels 299,000 tons.
Communications.—^The French have made since 1882 about

3000 m. of good roads. The first railway built (i 871-1872) was that
between Goletta and Tunis. This line< with the extensions to La
Marsa and Bardo, is 2ii m. in length. It was constructed by an
English company, which in 1880 sold it to an Italian company,
despite the keen competition of French rivals ^see History, below).
The conversion of Tunis into a seaport (1893) destroyed the impor-
tance of this line, which was then sold to the French Bone-Guclma
Company (Bone-Guelma et Prolongements), which owns the majority
of the railways in Tunisia.

The second railway connects the capital with the frontier of
Algeria, where, at Suk Ahras, it joins the main line to Constantine,
Algiers, &c This line was built by the Bone-Guelma Company.
The concession was obtained in 1877, and the line, loi m. long,

was finished in x88o. A branch line (8 m.) connectea Beja with
this railway, and another (11 m.) ran from Tunis to Hamman-cl-
Enf , a favourite seaside resort of the Tunisians.

For the next twelve years there was a pause in railway construc-
tion followec* by the opening, in 1892, of the line between Susa
and Moknine (30 m.)* Then came the continuation of the line from
Hamman-el-Enf to Hammamet and along the Sahel to Susa (93 m ),

and the building of a line from Susa to Kairwan, 31 m. (the last-

named line superseded a horse-tramway built by the French army
during the campaign of 1881). A branch line to Bizerta (43) m.)
from Jedeida on the main Algeria-Tunis line was also built as well

as one from Tunis to Zaghwan (44 m.). A short line, branching from
the Tunis-Zaghwan line, was carried south-west to Pont du Fahs.
These with a few short branch lines were built between 1892 and
iQoo by the Bone-Guclma Company. In 1906 was opened a con-
tinuation of the line from Pont du Fahs to Kef and thence south-
west to Kalaat-es-Senam, a place midway between Kef and Tebcssa,
the centre of the Algerian phosphate region. A branch from the
Kef line runs to the phosphate .mines of Kalaa-Terda.

Another railway (completed by 1900) runs from Sfax, along the
coast to Mahrcs, thence inland to Cafsa and the phosphate mines
of Metalwi. This line, 151 m. long, was for some years isolated

from the general Tunisian system. The total mileagem the Tunisian
railways was computed to be 1060 m. by the finishing of the Susa-
Sfax, Gabes-Tcbessa lines in 1909. Extensions of the railway
system are contemplated to Gabes and, beyond, to the Tripolitan
frontier. In the south communication is maintained chiefly by
camel caravans.

Posts and Telegraphs.—The whole of Tunisia is covered with a
network of telegraph lines (2500 m.)i and there arc telephones
working in most of the large towns. The telegraph system pene-
trates to the farthest French po«t in the Sahara, is connected with
the Turkish system on the Tripolitan frontier and with Aljroria,

and by cable with Sicily, Malta, Sardinia and Marseilles. There
is an efficient post office service, with about 400 post offices.

Finance.—^The principal bank is the Banque de Tunisie. The
coinage formerly was the caroub and piastre (the latter worth
about 6d.)t but in 1891 the French reformed the coinage, sub-
stituting the franc as a unit, and having the money minted at
Paris. The values of the coinage are pieces of 5 and 10 centimes
in bnnue, of 50 centimes, i franc and 2 francs in silver, of 10 francs

and 20 francs in gold. The inscriptions are in French and Arabic
XX VII 7*

In 1902 a I

loan of i^,8oo,ooo was issued at 3%. At the beginning of I,-,
the total Tunisian debt was £9,287.260; in that year the government

The revenue for the year 1900 was £1456,640, and the expenditure
was £1 ,453.597* In 1910 receipts and expenditure balanced at
about £1,888.000 each. The principal sources of revenue are direct
taxation, stamp and death duties, customs, port and lighthouse
dues, octroi and tithes, tobacco, salt and gunpowder monopolies,
?}stal and telegraph receipts, and revenue from the state domains
ands, fisheries, forests, mines). The civil list paid to the Bey of
unis amounts to £36,000 per annum, and the endowment of the

princes and princesses of the beylical family to £31,200 a year
more*

AdminiUratiijH.—¥rom a imtive't poiiit of vie* Tunisia still

api^rcjin to he governed by the Bey of Tunii, his Arab mm Esters and
his Arab GfEci:i!s, the French only cstrcising ati indirect—though
a very real—control ovqr the jndiftcnou? population (^Mahontmedans
and IW'&). But all Chri^iari^ and fott-i^ners are directly governed
by the French, and the native admin i-stratiDii is supervised by
a staff of thirteen French cenifitevrs and their French and Tuniaiaa
subordinatf^j. Seven of the d^prtments of slate hav« FTenchmefi
at their htad, the mlicr two, Tunisians: thus the larEer proportion,
of the Bey's niinUt^ra are French, France Is dirwitFy Tepmcnied
in TunUia hy a minister resident Emerald and by an assisunt
resident. The French resident general is the virtual viceroy of
Tunisia, and is mlnUter fur foreign affairs. Besides Mussulman
(native) schools there were in the fPKcncy, in 1906, 158 public
schools, s lyc^a and ootl(t:ti and J I private fichools. At these
sclitkjls wt re 22,000 pupils (ij/wo boyi), all save 3500 Mussulmans
being Europeans or Jews.

History.—The history of Tunisia begins for us with the
esUblishment of the Phoenician colonies (see Phoenioa and
Cakthage). The Punic settlers semitixed the coast, but left

the Berbers of the interior almost untouched. The Romans
entered into the heritage of the Carthaginians and the vassal

kings of Numidia, and Punic speech and civilization no
gave way to Latin, a change which from the time Pnrimeooi
of Caesar was helped on by Italian colonization; to

**^^*^"

this region the Romans gave the name of " Africa," apparently
a latinizing of the Berber term " Ifriqa," " Ifrigia " (in modem
Arabic, Ifriqiyah).

Rich in com, in herds, and in later times also in oO, and
possessing valuable fisheries, mines and quarries, the province
of Africa, of which Tunisia was the most important part, attained
under the empire a prosperity to which Roman remains in

all parts of the countiy still bear witness. Carthage was the
second dty of the Latin part of the empire, " after Rome the
busiest and perhaps the most cormpt city of the West, and the
chief centre of Latin culture and letters." L:i the early history
of Latin Christianity Africa holds a more important place than
Italy. It was here that Christian Latin literature took its rise,

and to this province belong the names of Tertullian and Cyprian,
of Amobius and Lactantius, above all of Augustine. Lost
to Rome by the mvasion of the Vandals, who took Carthage
in 439, the province was recovered by Belisarius a century
Iflter (533-34)> and remained Roman till the Arab invasions
of 648-69. The conqueror, 'Oqba-bin-Nafa, founded the city

of Kairwan (673) which was the residence of the govemors of
" Ifriqiyah " under the Omayyads and thereafter the capital

of the Aghlabite princes, the conquerors of Sicily, who ruled in
merely nominal dependence on the Abbasids.

The Latin element in Africa and the Christian faith almost
disappeared in a single generation;^ the Berbers of the

I* The North African Church was not utterly swept away by the
Moslem conquest, though its numbers at that time were very
greatly diminished, and thereafter fell gradually to vanishing point,
partly by emigration to Europe. Its episcopate in the loth century
still numbered thirty members, but in 1076 the Church could not
provide three bishops to consecrate a new member of the episcopate,
and for that purpose Gregory VII. named two bishops to act with
the archbishop of C^irthage. In the 13th centunr the native
episcopate had disappeared. Abd ul-Mumin. the Almohade con-
?ueror of Tunisia, compelled many of the native Christians to embrace
slam, but when Tunis was captured by Charles V. in 1535, there

were still found in the dty native Christians, the last remnanu of the
la
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mountains, who had never been latinized and never really

christianized, accepted Islam without difficulty, but showed
their stubborn nationality, not only in the character

of their Mahommedanism, which has always been
mixed up with the worship of living as well as

dead saints (marabouts) and other peculiarities,

but also in political movements. The empire of the F&timites

iq.v.) rested on Berber support, and from that time forth till

the advent of the Turks the dynasties of North Africa were
really native even when they claimed descent from some
illustrious Arab stock. When the seat of the Fitimite Empire
was removed to Egjrpt, the ZIrites, a house of the Sanhaja

Berbers, ruled as their lieutenants at Mahdia, and about 1050
Mo'izz the Zirite, in connexion with a religious movement
against the Shi'ites, transferred his very nominal allegiance

to the Abbasid caliphs. The Filtimites in revenge let loose upon
Africa about a.o. 1045 a vast horde of Beduins from Upper
Egypt (Beni Hil&l and Solaim), the ancestors of the modem
nomads of Barbary. All North Africa was ravaged by the

invaders, who, though tmable to found an empire or overthrow

the settled government in the towns, foroed the agricultural

Berbers into the mountains, and, retaining from generation

to generation their lawless uid predatory habits, made order

and prosperity almost impossible in the open parts of the

country until its effective occupations by the French. The
Zirite dynasty was finally extinguished by Roger I. of Sicily, who
took Mahdia in x 148 and established his authority over all the

Tunisian coast. Even Moslem historians speak favourably of

the Norman rule in Africa; but it was brought to an early end
by the Almohade caliph Abd ul-Mumin, who took Mahdia
In xx6o.

The Almohade Empire soon began to decay, and in 1336 AbQ
Zakariyt, prince of Tunis, was able to proclaim himself

independent and found a dynasty, which subsisted

till the advent of the Turks. The Hafsites (so called

from AbQ Qaff, the ancestor of Abtl Zakariyt, a
Berber chieftain who had been one of the intimate disciples of the

Almohade mahdi) assumed the title of Prince of the Faitliful,

a dignity which was acknowledged even at Mecca, when in

the days of Mostan$ir, the second Hafsite, the fall of

Bagdad left Islam without a titular head. In its best

days the empire of the Hafsites extended from Tlem^n
to Tripoli, and they received homage from the Merinids

of Fez; they held their own against repeated Prankish

invasions, of which the most notable were that which
cost St Louis of France his life (1270), and that of the duke
of Bourbon (1390), when English troops took part in the unsuc-

cessful siege of Mahdia. They adorned Tunis with mosques,
schools and other institutions, favoured letters, and in general

i^pear to have risen above the usual level of Moslem sovereigns.

But their rule was troubled by continual wars and insurrections;

the support of the Beduin Arabs was imperfectly secured by
pensions, which formed a heavy burden on the finances of the

state;' ajid in later times the dynasty was weakened by family

dissensions. Leo Africanus, writing early in the x6th century,

gives a favourable picture of the " great city " of Tunis, which

had a flourishing manufacture of fine cloth, a prosperous colony

of Christian traders, and, including the suburbs, nine or ten

thousand hearths; but he speaks also of the decay of once

flourishing provincial towns, and especially of agriculture, the

once powerful Church. Traces of Christianity renulncd among
the kabylcs till after the conquest of Granada (1492), when the in-

flux of Andalusian Moors from Spain completed the conversion
of those tribes. It may be added that down to the early years of

the 19th centunr it was alleged that some of the Tuareg tribes in

the Sahara proiessed Christianity (see e.g. Hornemann's Travels).

For the North African Church after the Moslem conquest, see

Migne, PaL kU.\ and Mas Latrie, Afrique septentrionale. Their
information is summarized in the introduction to vol. ii. of Azurara's
Discovery and Conquest of Guinea, Hakluyt Society's edition

(1899).—Ed.1
* In the 13th and 14th centuries the Hafsites also paid tribute to

Sicily for the freedom of the sea and the right to import Sicilian

com—a dear proof of the decline of Tunisian agriculture.

greater part of the open country lying waste for fear of the
Arab marauders. Taxation was heavy, and the revenue very
considerable; Don Juan of Austria, in a report to Philip II.,

states that the land revenue alone under the last Hafsite was
375>935 ducats, but of this a great part went in tribute to the
Arabs.

The conquest of Algiers by the Turks gave a dangerous
neighbour to Tunisia, and after the death of Mohammed the
Hafsite in 1535 a disputed succession supplied Khair-
ad-DXn Barbarossa with a pretext for occupying the
city in the n»me of the sultan of Constantinople.

Al-^asan, the son of Mahommed, sought hdp from the
emperor, and was restored in 1535 as a Spani&h vassal, by a
force which Charles V. commanded in person, while Andrea
Doria was admiral of the fleet. But the conquest was far from
complete, and was never consolidated. The Spaniards remained
at Goletta and made it a strong fortress, they also occupied the
island of Jerba and some points on the south-east coast; but
the interior was a prey to anarchy and civil war, until in 1570
'AU-Pasha of Algiers utterly defeated Qimid, the son and suc-

cessor of Qasan, and occupied Tunis. In 1573 the Turks again
retreated on the approach of Don Juan, who had dreams of

making himself king of Tunis; but this success was not followed
up, and in the next year Sultan Selim II. sent a strong expedition

which drove the Spaniards from Tunis and Goletta, and reduced
the country to a Turkish province. Nevertheless the Spanish
occupation left a deep impression on the coast of Tunis, and
not a few Spanish words passed into Tunisian Arabic. After
the Turkish conquest, the dvil administration was placed
under a pasha; but in a few years a military revolution trans-

ferred the supreme power to a Dey elected by the janissaries,

who formed the army of occupation. The government of the
Deys lasted till 1705, but was soon narrowed or ^^
overshadowed by the authority of the Beys, whose g^^
proper function was to manage the tribes and
collect tribute. From 1631 to 1702 the ofllice of Bey was
hereditary in the descendants of Murftd, a Corsican renegade,
and their rivalry with the Deys and internal dissensions kept
the <x>untry in constant disorder. Ibrahim, the last of the
Deys (1702-1705), destroyed the house of Mur&d, and absorbed
the beyship in his own office; but, when he fell in battle

with the AJgerians, Hussein b. 'All, the son of a Cretan rene-

gade, was proclaimed sovereign by the troops under the title

of " Bey," and, being a prince of energy and ability, was able
to establish the hereditary sovereignty, which has lasted without
change of dynasty to the present time.*

Frequent wars with Algiers form the chief incidents in the
internal history of Tunisia under the Beys. Under Deys and
Beys alike Tunisia was essentially a pirate state. Occasionally
acts of chastisement, of which the bombardment of Porto
Farina by Bhike in 1655 was the most notable, and repeated
treaties, extorted by European powers, checked from time to
time, but did not put an end to, the habitual piracies, on which
indeed the public revenue of Tunis was mainly dependent.
The powers were generally less concerned for the captives than
for the acquisition of trading privileges, and the Beys took
advantage of the commercial rivalry of England and France to
play off the one power against the other. The release of all

Christian slaves was not effected till after the bombardment of
Algiers; and the definite abandonment of piracy may be dated
from the presentation to the Bey in 1819 of a collective note
of the powers assembled at Aix-la-ChapcUe. The government
had not elasticity enough to adapt itself to so profound a change
in its ancient traditions; the finances became more and more
hopelessly embarrassed, in spite of ruinous taxation; and
attempts at European innovations in the court and army made
matters only worse, so long as no attempt was made to improve

* Muhammad VI. es Sadok, the reigning Bey at the time of the
French occupation, died in October 1883, ana was succeeded by
his brother Ali IV. This prince reigned until 1002. the throne
then passing to his son Muhammad VIl. el Hadi, who died in ]

when his cousin Muhammad VIII. en Nasr (b. 1855} I
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the internal condition of the country. In the third quarter
of the X9th century not more than a tenth i>art of the fertile

land was under cultivation, and the yearly charge on the public
debt exceeded the whole annual revenue. In these drcum-
staiices only the rivalry of the European powers that had
interests in Tunisia protracted from year to year the inevitable

revolution. The French began to regard the dominions of the
Bey as a natural adjunct to Algeria, but after the Crimean War
Turkish rights over the regency of Tunis were revived. After
the Franco-German War the embarrassed Bey turned towards
Great Britain for advice, and a British protectorate—suggested
by the proximity of Malta^was not an impossibility under the
remarkable influence of the celebrated Sir Richard Wood,
British diplomatic agent at the court of Tunis from 1855 to

X879. The railways, lighthouses, gas and waterworks and
other concessions and industries were placed in British hands.
But in 1878, at the Congress of Berlin, Lord Salisbury agreed
to allow France a " free hand " in Tunisia in return for French
acquiescence in the British lease of Cyprus.

After x86a, however, the kingdom of Italy began to take a
deep interest in the future of Tunisia. When the country

€ftr^mlhm went bankrupt in 1869, a triple control was estab-

Ar«*» lished over Tunisian finances, with British, French
'*••** and Italian "controllers." In 1880 the Italians

bought the British railway from Tunis to Goletta. This and
other actions excited the French to act on the secret under-
standing effected with the British foreign minister at the
Berlin Congress. In i88x a French force crossed the
Algerian frontier under pretext of chastising the independent
Khmir or Kroumir tribes on the north-east of the regency, and,
quickly dropping the noask, advanced on the capital and com-
pelled the Bey to accept the French protectorate. The actual

conquest of the country was not effected without a serious

struggle with Moslem fanaticism, especially at Sfax; but all

Tunisia was brought completely under French jurisdiction

and administration, supported by military posts at every
important point. In 1883 the new situation under the French
protectorate was recognized by the British government with-

drawing its consular jurisdiction in favour of the French courts,

and in 1885 it ceased to be represented by a diplomatic official.

The other powers followed suit, except Italy, which did not
recognize the full consequences of the French protectorate until

x8g6. In 1884 a thorough reform of the government and
administration of the country was begun under the direction

of a succession of eminent French rcsidcnts-generaL In 1897
Great Britain surrendered her commercial treaty with Tunisia

and agreed (subject to a special temporary pri^dlege regarding

cotton goods) to allow her commerce and all other rations
with Tunisia to be subjected to the same conditions as those

affecting all such relations between Britain and France.

The French protectorate over Tunisia, based on the treaty

signed by the Bey at Bardo on the xath of May i88x and con-

jTilaffcim finned by the treaty of La Marsa (June 8, 1883), was
vrirft not recognized by Turkey, which claimed the regency
''*^* as part of the CHtoman dominions. The protests of

the Porte were ignored by the French, and in X892 Turkey so

far recognized the actual situation as to determine the Tunisia-

Tripoli frontier as far south as Ghadames. South of that

point the Saharan frontiers of Algeria, Tunisia and Tripoli

remained undefined. Working eastward from Tunisia and
Algeria the French occupied several points to which Turkey
laid claim. Thus the oasis of Janet, S.S.W. of Rhat, was
occupied in 1906. The action of France led to counter-action

by Turkey and to various frontier incidents. Janet was re-

occupied by Ottoman troops in the suxiuner of 1910, but in

deference to French protests the troops were withdrawn pending

the delimitation of the frontier. At the same time Turkey
maintained the claim that Tunisians were Ottoman subjects.

Frontier troubles had however little effect on the remainder

of the protectorate. In 1904-1905 there were famines and some

Battve discontent in the south of Tunisia; but in general the

ooontiy ha* prospered amacingly under the French protec-

archiologimu a» Tunisie rF^ri5,'i884):
Staaten ier Barhareshen (Berlin,

torate. The native dynasty has been strengthened rather
than weakened, and Tunisia may be pointed out as the best
and wisest example of French administration over an alien
land and race. Though on a smaller scale it is worthy to be
set as a pendant to the British work in Egypt.
BiBLiocRAPHT.—Of Arabic sources accessible in translations the

ffeoffraphical works of Ya'kubl (X?«cr»^»o «/ Magribi, by De Goeje,
Uiden, i860), Al-Bakri {Descr. de VAfriqiu septentrumaU, by De
Slane, Pans, 1859; Arabic text, ibid. 1857) *«<! Wri« iPescr. de
rAfrtque, Ac., by Dory and De Goeje, Leiden. 1866) belong to
the loth, iith and 12th centuries respectively; the history of
Ibn KhaldQn {Htst. des Berths, by De Slane. 4 vols,, Algiere.
1852-18S6) includes the earlier Haftites, that of Al-Kairawftnl
iHtst. de fA/rtmu, by Pcliasier and Rdmusat, Paris, 1845, in
Expl. Kteut. de VAlgtrie, voL vii.; Arabic text, Tunis, X286 a.h.)
deals especially with Tunisia and goes down to 1681. Especially
valuable and lucid are the following works: Ernest Mercier,
Hutowe de rAfriqwe uttentrionaie (Berberie) (3 vols., Paris,
1891). and HuUnre de flUMissemaU des Arabes dans PAfrique
upteHtnonaU seUm Us outeurs arabes (Paris, 1875); Sunley Lane
Poole, The Barbara Corsairs (" Story of the Nations Series,"
London, 1800), deals in part with the history of Tunisia. Other
works which should be studied are: Dr Thos. Shaw's Travels
(1757); Leo Africanus's description of Africa in Ramusio and in
Purckass PUgrims; Rousseau, Annates tunisiennes (Algiers, 1864);
the late Sir R. Lambert Playfair, Jn the Footsteps of Bnue (London.
1887): A. M. Broadley, Tunis, Past and Present (Edinburgh. 188a):
Gu€rin. Voyage archMotimte (Paris, 1862); D'H^risson*. Misston
--.ij^-.-^.... _ TT.._.-^- 7re._.. -884). E. D. SchoenficUi, Aus den

1902); Sir Hany Johnston, The
' '^

9n Loth, La Tunisie
Professor Arthur

, , cohniale, vol. iii.

(3rd ed., Paris, 1908). Lists of all the rulers of Tunisia will be found
in A. M. H. J. Stokvis, Manuel d'histoire, vol. i. (Leiden, 1898).
The geo^phy of lunisia was first treated scientifically by E.
P^lissicr m the i6th volume of his Explor. scient. de I'Algiru (Paris,
.a»«^.._J1— r- t:—.. »_>.f„ -„•_* j- i- ^.._.---^. ^«-_ —^parie

; also

^ ^ -, — ,— J— ,,. works
of Canon Tristram on the Sahara describe southern Tunisia in the
'sixties of the 19th century. Two important articles on Tunisia
appeared in Nos. 2a and 23 of the Rtoue ginirale des scieneesCParis,
Nov. y> and Dec 15, 1896). Still more val'iable is La Tunisie
franfatse, in two volumes, a government publication (Paris. i8g6).
An article on the Tunisian Sahara, the Tunisian Caee-DweUers aatd
Berber I
Ceog.
appeared _ , „ ._ , ,„ _ ,__.
An interesting dissertation on the question of the Berber race is

given in Professor A. H. Keane's Man, Past and Present. Numerous
other works in English and French have been published on Tunisia
from the tourist's point of view; the best of these is by Douglas
Sladen, Carthage and Tunis (2 vols., 1908). Gaston Boissier,

L'Afrique romatne (1895). is a picturesciue but somewhat super-
ficial aper^ of the principal Roman ruins. Flaubert's Sdlammbo
ought always to be read by those who visit Carthage and Tunisia.
It was mainly written at La Marsa, near Canhage. See also H. S.
Ashbce, Bibltography of Tunisia (London, X889). (H. H. J.)

TUNNEL (Fr. tonnd, later lonneaUj a diminutive from Low
Lat. tonna, tunna, a tun, cask), a more or less horizontal under-

ground passage made without removing the top soil. In
former times any long tube-like passage, however constructed,

was called a tunneL At the present day the word is sometimes
popularly applied to an underground passage constructed by
trenching down from the surface to build the arching and then
refilling with the top soil; but a passage so constructed, although

indistinguishable from a tunnel when completed, is more cor-

rectly termed a " covered way," and the operations " cutting "

and " covering," instead of tunnelling. Making a small tunnel,

afterwards to be converted into a larger one, is called " driving

a beading," and in mining operations small tuimcls are

termed " galleries," " driftways " and " adits." If the under-

ground passage is vertical it is a shaft; if the shaft is begun
at the surface the operations are known as " sinking "; and
it is called a "rising" if worked upwards from a previously

constructed heading or gallery.

Tunnelling has been effected by natural forces to a far greater

extent than by man. In hmestone districts innumerable
swallow-holes, or shafts, have been sunk by the rain water
following joints and dissolving the rock, and from the bottom
of these shafts tunnels have been excavated to the sides of

article on the Tunisian Sahara, the Tunisian Caee-Dwdlers and
her Languages, &c., by Sir H. H. Johnston, was published in the
g. Joum. for June 1898. Other articles by tne same author
leared in the Graphic during the yeara 1899, 1900 and 1902.
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hills in a manner strictly analogous to the ordinaxy method of

executing a tunnel by sinking shafts at intervals and driving

headings therefrom. Many rivers find thus a course under-

groimd. In Asia Minor one of the rivers on the route of the

Mersina railway extension pierces a hill by means of a natural

tunnel, whilst a little south at Seleuda another river flows

throufi^ a ttumel, ao ft. wide and 33 ft. high, cut 1600 years

ago through rock so hard that the chisel marks are still dis-

cernible. The Mammoth Cave of Kentucky and the Peak
caves of Derbyshire are examples of natural tunnelling.

Mineral springs bring up vast quantities of matter in solution.

It has been estimated that the CMd Well Spring at Bath has

discharged since the beginning of the 19th century solids

equivalent to the excavation of a 6 ft. by 3 ft. heading 9 m.
long; and yet the water is perfectly dear and the daily flow

is only the xsoth part of that pumped out of the great railway

tunnel under the Severn. Tunnelling is also carried on to an
enormous extent by the action of the sea. Where the Atkntic
rollers break on the west coast of Irehuid, or on the seaboard

of the western Highlands of Scotland, numberless caves and
tunnels have been formed in the cliffs, beside which artificial

tunnelling operations appear insignificant. The most gigantic

subaqueous demolition hitherto carried out by man was the

blowing up in 1885 of Flood Rock, a mass about 9 acres in

extent, near Long Island Sound, New York. To effect this

gigantic work by a single instantaneous blast a shaft was sunk

64 ft. below sea-level, from the bottom of which 4 m. of

tunnels or galleries were driven so as to completely honeycomb
the rock. The roof rock ranged from xo ft. to 34 ft. in thickness,

and was supported by 467 pillars 15 ft. square; 13,286 holes,

averaging 9 ft. in length and 3 ins. in diameter, were drilled

in the pillars and roof. About 80,000 cub. yds. of rock were
excavated in the galleries and 375,000 remained to be blasted

away. The holes were charged with 1 10 tons of " rackarock,"

a more powerful explosive than gunpowder, which was fired

by electricity, when the sea was lifted xoo ft. over the whole

area of the rock. Where natural forces effect analogous results,

the holes are bored and the headings driven by the chemical

and mecham'cal action of the rain and sea, and the explosive

force is obtained by the expansive action of air locked up in the

fissures of the rock and compressed to many tons per square foot

by impact from the waves. Artificial breakwaters have often

been thus tunnelled into by the sea, the compressed air blowing

out the blocks and the waves carrying away the debris.

With so many examples of natural caves and tunnels in

existence it is not to be wondered at that tunnelling was one

of the earliest works undertaken by man, first for dwellings

and tombs, then for quarrying and mining, and finally for

water-supply, drainage, and other requirements of civilization.

A Theban Idng on ascending the throne began at once to drive

the tunnel which was to form his final resting-place, and per-

severed with the work until death. The tomb of Mineptah at

Thebes was driven at a slope for a distance of 350 ft. into the

hill, when a shaft was sunk and the tunnel projected a farther

length of about 300 ft., and enlarged into a chamber for the

sarcophagus. Tunnelling on a large scale was also carried on

at the rock temples of Nubia and of India, and the architectural

features of the entrances to some of these temples might be
studied with advantage by the designers of modem tunnel

fronts. Flinders Petrie has traced the method of underground

quarrying followed by the Egyptians opposite the Pyramids.

Parallel galleries about 20 ft. square were driven into the rock

and cross galleries cut, so that a hall 300 to 400 ft. wide was
formed, with a roof supported by rows of pillars 20 ft. square

and 20 ft. apart. Blocks of stone were removed by the workmen
cutting grooves all roimd them, and, where the stone was not

required for use, but merely had to be removed to form a

gallery, the grooves were wide enough for a man to stand up
in. Where granite, diorite and other hard stone had to be cut

the work was done by tube drills and by saws supplied with

corundum, or other hard gritty material, and water—the drills

leaving a core of rock exactly like that of the modem diamond

drill ' As instances of ancient tunnels through soft ground
and requiring masonry arching, reference nuy be made to the

vaulted drain under the south-east palace of Nimrod and to the

brick arched tunnel, 12 ft. high and 15 ft. wide, under the

Euphrates. In Algeria, Switxerknd, and wherever the Romans
went, remains of tuimels for roads, drains and water-supply
are found. Pliny refers to the tunnel constructed for the
drainage of Lake Fucino as the greatest public work of the time.

It was by far the longest tunnel in the world, being more than

3i m. in length, and was driven under Monte Salviano, which
necessitated shafts no less than 400 ft. in dq>th. Forty shafts

and a number of " cuniculi," or inclined galleries, were sunk,
and the excavated material was drawn up in copper pails, of

about ten gallons capacity, by windlasses. The tunnel was
designed to be xo ft. high by 6 ft. wide, but its actual cross-

section varied. It is stated that 30,000 labourers were occupied
eleven years in its constmction. With modem appliances

such a tunnel could be driven from the two ends without
intermediate shafts in eleven months.
No practical advance was made on the tunnelling methods of

the Romans until gunpowder came into use. Old engravings
of mining operations early in the X7th century show that
excavation was still accomplished by pickaxes or hammer and
chisel, and that wood fires were lighted at the ends of the
headings to split and soften the rock in advance (see fig. x).
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(From Afikok's Dt rtmd^k^ Bud, t6st.)

Fig. I —Method of mimng, i6ai.

Cmde methods of ventilation by shaking cloths in the headings

and by placing inclined boards at the top of the shafts are also

on record. In x 766 a tunnel 9 ft. wide, 12 ft. high and 3880 yds.

long was begun on the Grand Trunk Canal, England, and
completed eleven years later; and this was followed by many
others. On the introduction of railways tunnelling became cme
of the ordinary incidents of a contractor's work; probably
upwards of 4000 railway tunnels have been executed.

Tunnelling underRiversand Harbours.—^In 1835 Marclsambard
Bmncl began, and in 1843 completed, the Thames tunnel

between Rotherhithe and Wapping now used by the East
London railway. He employed a peculiar " shield," made of
timber, in several independent sections. Part of the ground
penetrated was almost Uquid mud, and the cost of the tunnel

was about £1300 per lineal yard. In x8i8 he took out a patent

for a tunnelling process, which included a shield, and which
mentioned cast iron as a surrounding wall. His shield fore-

shadowed the modem shield, which is substituted for the

ordinary timber work of the tunnel, holds up the earth of

excavation, affords space within its shelter for building the

permanent walls, overlaps these walls in telescope fashion, and
is moved forward by pushing against their front ends. The
advantages of cast-iron walls are that they have great strength
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in small space as soon as the segments are bolted together, and
they can be caulked water-tight.

In 1830 Lord Cochrane (afterwards xoth earl of Dundonald)
patented the use of compressed air for shaft-sinking and tun-

nelling in water-bearing strata. Water under any pressure can
be kept out of a subaqueous chamber or tunnel by sufficient

air of a greater pressure, and men can breathe and work
therein—for a time—up to a pressure exceeding four atmo-
spheres. The shield and cast-iron lining invented by Brunei,

and the compVessed air of Cochrane, have with the aid of later

inventors largely removed the difficulties of subaqueous tunnel-

ling. Cochrane's process was used for the foundation of bridge

piers, &C., comparatively early, but neither of these devices was
employed for tunnelling until half a century after their inven-

tion. Two important subaqueous tunnels in the construction

of which neither of these valuable aids was adopted are the

Severn and the Mersey tunnels.

The Severn (unnt^I (fig, t(t), 4) m. In length for a double line of
railway, bc^un in 1873 and fini&hed in 1886, Hawkshaw, Son,
Hayter & Jiich^rdwn be in]; thf enftineert and T. A. Walker the
contractor , is made almost wholl;^ in. the Trias and Coal Measure
formatiori^, bui Cor a, shart dliitiince a.i its eastern end pasacs throueh
graveL At the lowest part the depth i i 60 ft. at low waterand too ft.

at high i^:itff . and the tliickn«si of Gladstone over the brickwork
b 45 It. I'n.li-r 4 dcpr^iinm in the: \nd of the river on the English
side there 1 n ii lovut o\ orily 30 ft. of ruiirl. Much water was met with
througbo :T. In 11^79 the warki wi^ne Sooded for months by a land
spring on Hr: VSM^h side of ihc ttvrr, and on another occasion from
a hole in !;' riv< t beii At the Salman Pool. This hole was subse-
quently i-,<d with cLiy and the works completed beneath. Two
preliminary henidinp were dri^'cn Azro'S the river to test the ground.
Break-ups " were nude? At intervals of two to five chains and the

arching r js chimed" on at each ol these points. All parts of the
excavation were timbered, and the greatest amount excavated in
any one wet-k w&i 6000 cub. yda. The total amount of water
raised at J.tl ibe pumping it.:ition3 \s about 27,000,000 gallons in
twenty-four hours.
The length of the Mersey tunnel (fig. 15) between Liverpool and

Birkenhead between the pumping shafts on each side of the river

b one mile. From each a drainage heading was driven through
the sandstone with a risins gradient towards the centre of the river.

This heading was partly t)ored out by a Beaumont machine to a
diameter of 7 ft. a m. and at a rate attaining occasionally 65 lineal

yds. per week. All of the tunnel excavation, amounting to 320.000
cub. yds., was got out by hand labour, since heavy blMting would
have shaken the rock. The minimum cover between the top of

the arch and the bed of the river u 30 ft. Pumping machinery b
provided for 37,000,000 gallons per day, which b more than double
the usual quantity of water. Messrs Brunlees & Fox were the
engineers, and Messrs Waddell the contractors for the works, which
were opened in 1886, about six years after the beginning of operations.

In 1869 P. W. Barlow and J. H. Greathead built the Tower
foot-way under the Thames, using for the first time a cast-iron

lining and a shield which embodied the main features of Bnmel's
design. Barlow had patented a shield in 1864, and A. E. Beach
one in x868. The latter was used in a short masonry tunnel

under Broadway, New York City, at that time. In 1874
Greathead designed and built a shield, to be used in connexion

with compressed air, for a proposed Woolwich tunnel under

the Thames, but it was never used. Compressed air was first

Qsed in tunnel work by Hersent, at Antwerp, in 1879, in a
small drift with a cast-iron lining.

> In the same year compressed air was used for the first time

in any important tunnel by D. C. Haskin in the famous first

Hudson River tunnel. New York City. Thb was to be of

two tubes, each having internal dimensions of about x6 ft.

wide by x8 ft. high. The excavation as fast as made was lined

with thin steel plates, and inside of these with brick. In

June x88o the northerly tube had reached 360 ft. from the

Hoboken shaft, but a portion near the latter, not of full size,

was being enlarged. Just after a change of shifts the compressed

air blew a hole through the soft silt in the roof at this spot,

and the water entering drowned the twenty men who were

working therein. From time to time money was raised and the

work advanced. Between x888 and 1891 the northerly tunnel

was extended sooo ft. to about three-fourths of the way across,

with Britbh capital and largely under the direction of British

engineen—Sir Benjamin Baker and £. W. Moir. Compressed

air and a shield were used, and the timnd walls were made of
bolted segments of cast iron. The money being exhausted,

the tunnel was allowed to fill with water, and it so remained
for ten years. Both tubes were completed in 1908.

The use of compressed air in the Hudson tunnel, and of
annular shields and cast-iron lined tunnel in constructing

the City & South London railway (1886 to 1890) by Great-
head, became widely known and greatly influenced subaqueous
and soft-ground tunnelling thereafter. The pair of timnels
for thb railway from near the Monument to Stockwell, from
xo ft. 2 in. to xo ft. 6 in. interior diameter, were constructed
mostly in clay and without the use of compre^ed air, except
for a comparatively short distance through water-bearing

graveL In thb gravel a timber heading was made, through
which the shield was pushed. The reported total cost waa
£840,000. Among the tunneb constructed after the City &
Soutli London work was well advanced, lined with cast-iron

segments, and constructed by means of annular shields and
the use of compressed air, were the St Clair (Joseph Hobson,
engineer) from Samia to Port Huron, X889-1890, through clay,

and for a short dbtance through water-bearing gravel, 6000 ft.,

x8 ft. internal diameter; and the notable Blackwall tunnel

ui^er the Thames (Sir Alexander Binnie, engineer, and S.

Pearson & Sons, contractors), through clay and 400 ft. of water-

saturated gravel, X892-1897, about 31XO ft. long, 24 ft. 3 in.

in internal diameter. The shield, 19 ft. 6 iiL long, contained a
bulkhead with movable shutters, as foreshadowed in Baker's pro-
posed shield (fig. 2).

Numerous tunneb of

small diameter have
been similarly con-

structed under the

Thames and Clyde for

electric and cable

ways, several for

sewers in Melbourne,
and two under the

Seine at Paris for

sewer siphons.

The Rotherhithe

tunnel, under the

Thames, for a road-

way, with a length of

4863 ft. between por-

tab, of which about

X400 ft. are directly

under the river, has

the largest cross-

section of any sub-

aqueous tube of thb Fig. a.— D. Baker's pneumatic shield,

type in the world (sec fig. 3)- It was begun in 1904 and

finished in X908, Maurice Fitzmaurice being the engineer of

design and construction, and Price & Reeves the contractors. It

penetrates sandy and shelly clay overlying a seam of limestone,

beneath which are pebbles and loamy sand. A preliminary

tunnel for exploration, X2 ft. in diameter, was driven across

the river, the top being within 2 ft. of the following main

tunnel The top of the main tunnel excavation in the middle

of the river was only 7 ft. from the bed of the Thames, and

a temporary bhnkct of filled earth, usually allowed in similar

cases, was prohibited owing to the close proximity of the docks.

The maximum progress in one day was x2-s ft., and the

average in six days xo-4 ft. The air compressors were together

capable of supplying x,000,000 cub. ft. of air per hour.

Some tunneb of marked importance of this type—to be

operated solely with electric cars—have been built under the

East and Hudson rivers at New York. Two tubes of xs ft.

interior diameter and 4150 ^t« lo»^ penetrate gneiss and

gravel directly under the East River between the Battery

and Brooklyn. They were begun in 1902, with Wm. B.

Parsons and George S. Rice as engineers, and were finished

in December 1907, under the direction of D. L. Hough of the
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New York Tannd Company. They carry subway trains. In
one of the biow-outs of compressed air a workman was blown
through the gravel roof into the river above. He lived until

the next day. Two other tubes of the same size built also through
gneiss and gravel between 1905 and 1907 by the Degnon
Contracting Company, with R. A. Shailer as the contractors'

engineer, go from 42nd Street to Long Island City.

Four much larger tubes (see fig. 3) built in 1904 to 1909, for

the Pennsylvania railroad, with Alfred Noble as chief engineer,

S. Pearson & Son as contractors, and E. W. Moir as general

manager, cross from 3and and 33rd Streets to Long Island.

The maximum average progress per day (one heading) for the

best month's work was: rock, 4-x ft.; rock and earth, 3*8 ft.;

earth, with full sand face, x 2-8 ft. The best methods of prevent-

ing blow-outs were found to consist of employing clay blankets

(sometimes 25 ft. thick) on the river bed, which could be carried

up to ao ft. depth of water, and of filling the pores of the sand
and gravel with blue lias lime or cement grout. Themaximum
air pressure was 38 lb per sq. in. In the case of sand face with
poor leaky cover the usual practice was to make the air pressure

equal to that of water from the surface down to about a quarter

the distance below the top of the shield. The average amount
of free air supplied per man per hour was approximately 2300
cub. ft. On the Hudson river side two tubes of the same
size as those in the East River are for the Pennsylvania trains

to New Jersey. Two tubes from Morton Street to New Jersey,

begun by Haskin, already referred to, are for subway trains, and
80 are the most southerly of all on the Hudson side, viz. the

two from Cortlandt Street to under the Pennsylvania station

in Jersey City.

The two tubes from Morton Street were completed under
the direction of Charles M. Jacobs, who was also chief engineer

of the four other Hudson River tubes. The contractors for the

Hudson tubes for the Pennsylvania road were the O'Rourke
Contracting Company. Skilful treatment was required to

overcome the difficulties on the New York side of the Hudson
in all the tubes where the face excavation was partly in rock

and partly in soft earth. Most of their length, however, was
through silt, and in this the tunnelling was the easiest and
most rapid that has ever been carried out in subaqueous work,

50 lineal ft. per day being sometimes accomplished. A large

proportion of the ^t which under ordinary processes would
be taken into the ttmnel through the shield, carried to the shore

and got rid of by expensive methods, was by the latter process

merely displaced as the shield with nearly or quite closed

diaphragm was pushed ahead.

The East Boston tunnel, the first important example of a
shield-built monolithic concrete arch, from the Boston Sub-
way to East Boston, is z*4 m. long, 3400 ft. being under the

harbour. One mile was excavated by tunnelling with roof shields

about 29 ft. wide, through clay containing pockets of sand and
graveL The engineer was H. A. Carson, and the contractors the

Boston Tunnel Construction Company and Patrick McGovem.
Some 25 m. of waterworks brick-lined tunnels have been built

since 1864, mostly in clay, under the Great Lakes, without the

use of shields, though in the later ones compressed air was
utilized. A large portion of the latest Cleveland tunnel, 9 ft.

interior diameter, was built at the rate of 17 ft. per day at a
cost of about $x8 per ft. During this work three explosions

of inflammable gases occurred, in which nineteen men were
killed and others were injured. Later a fire at the shaft in the

lake caused the death of ten men. Work was thereafter com-
pleted under the engineering direction of G. H. Bcnzenberg.

Less serious accidents, principally explosions of marsh gas,

occurred in many of the other tunnels. In one case (at Mil-

waukee under Benzenberg) drift material was penetrated,

with large boulders and coarse and fine gravel, and without
any sand or day filling, apparently in direct communication
with the lake bottom. At times the necessary air pressure

was 42 lb per sq. in.

Subaqueous Tunnels made by sinking Tubes, Caissons^ tfc.—In

184s De la Haye, in England, doubtless having in mind the

tedious and difficult work of the Thames tunnel, proposed to

make tunnels under water by sinking large tubes on a previously

prepared bed and connecting them together. Since then many
inventors have proposed similar schemes. In x866 Belgrand
sank twin plate-iron pipes, z metre diameter and 156 metres
long, under the Seine at Paris for a sewer siphon, and there have
since been numerous examples of sunk cast-iron subaqueous
water-pipes. It is believed that the first tuimel of this class,

large enough for men to move upright in, was by H. A. Carson,
assisted by W. Blanchard and F. D. Smith, in 1893-1894, in the
outer portion of Boston harbour, for the metropolitan sewer
outlet. The later tubes were about 9 ft. exterior diameter,

in sections each 52 ft. long, weighing about 2x0,000 Ib^ made of

brick and concrete, with a skin of wood and water-tight bulk-
heads at each end. A trench was dredged in the harbour bed
and saddles were accurately placed to support the tubes. The
latter, made in cradles above water alongside a whaif, were
bwered by long vertical screws moved by steam power, and were
towed I to i m. to their final positions. . After sufficient water
had been admitted they were lowered to their saddles by travel-

ling shears on temporary piles. The temporary joints between
consecutive sections were made by rubber gaskets between
flanges which were bolted together by divers. The later opera-

tions were backfilling the trench over the pipes, and in each
section pumping out the water, removing its bulkheads,
and making good the masonry between consecutive bulk-
heads, this masonry being inside the flanges. This work,
about 1500 ft. in length, was done without contractors, by
labourers and foremen under the immediate control of

the engineers, and was found perfectly tight, straight and
sound.

The double-track railroad tunnel at Detroit, made in 1906-

1909, under the direction of an advisory board consisting of

W. J. Wilgus (chairman), H. A. Carson and W. S. Kinnear (the

last-named being chief engineer), is x} m. long, with a portion

directly under ihe river of \ m. The method used under the
river (proposed by Wilgus) is an important variation on the
Boston scheme. A trench was dredged with a depth equal to

the thickness of the tunnel below the river bed and about 70 ft.

below the river surface, and grillages were accurately placed
in it to support the ends of thin steel tube-forms, inside of

which concrete was to be moulded and outside of which de-

posited. These tubes, each about 23 ft. in diameter and 262*5 ft.

long, were in pairs (one tube for each track), and were
connected sidewise and surrounded by thin steel diaphragms
12 ft. apart.. Planking, to limit the concrete, was secured

outside the diaphragms (see fig. 3). The forms were made
tight, bulkheaded at their ends, floated into place, sunk by
admitting water, set on the grillages, and the ends of successive

pairs connected together by bolts through rubber gaskets and
flanges. The succeeding pair of tubes was not lowered until

concrete had been deposited through the river around the

tubes of the preceding pair. The following steps were to re-

move the water from one pair of tubes,, mould inside a lining

of concrete 20 in. thick, remove the contiguous bulkheads,

and repeat again and again the processes described until the

subaqueous tunnel was complete.

The New York Rapid Transit tunnel under Harlem river,

built 1904-1905, has two tubes, each about 15 ft. diameter and
400 ft. long, with a surrounding shell of cast iron itself surrounded

by concrete. The outside width of concrete is about 33 ft.

Its top is 28 ft. below high water and about 3 ft. below the bed
of the river. D. D. l^fcBean, the sub-contractor, dredged a
trench in the river to within 7 or 8 ft. of the required depth.

He then enclosed a space of the width of the tunnel from shore

to mid-stream with 12-in. sheet piling, which was evenly cut

off some 2 ft. above the determined outside top of the tunnel.

On top of this piliiil he sank and tightly fitted a flat temporary

roof of timber 3 ft. thick in sections, and covered this with

about 5 ft. of dredged mud. Water was expelled from this

subaqueous chamber by compressed air, after which the re-

nuiining earth was easily taken out, and the iron and concret
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tunnel walls were then built in the chamber. For the remaining

part of the river the foregoing process was varied by cutting off

the sheet piling at mid-height of the tunnel tod making Uie upper
half of the tunnel, which was built above and lowered in sec-

tions through the water, serve as the roof of the chamber in

which the lower half of the tunnel was built.

The tunnels of the M^tropolitain railway of Paris (F.Bien-

venfie, engineer-in-chicO under the two arms of the Seine,

between Place Chatel£t and Place Saint Michel, were made by
means of compressed-air caissons sunk beneath the river bed,

were next made by the aid of temporary small caissons sunk
through about 36 ft. of earth under the river. The tops of the
side walls were nuule even with the end walls. A steel rect>

angular coffer-dam (figs, s.and 6) was sunk to rest with rubber
or day joint on these surroimding walls. The coffer-dam had
shafts retching above the surface of the water, so that the earth

core was easily taken out (after removing the water) in free air.

The adjacent chambers under the caissons were then connected
together. Three caissons, of a total length of 396 ft., were
used under the larger arm, and two, of an aggregate length

Mountain Tunnels for Railways,

Tunnel.
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tunnd and shafts were opened up 25 to 70 yds. apart, from which

smaller headings were driven right and left. The tunnel was
enlarged to its full section at different points simultaneously in

lengths of 8 yds., the excavation c{ each occupying about twenty

days, and the masonry fourteen days. Ferroux percussion air-drills

and Brandt rotary hydraulic drills were used, the performance of

the latter being espedally satisfactory. After each blast a fine

spray of water was injected, which assisted the ventilation

:*^.

Figs. 7 and S.^Method of excavation in St Gotthaid Tunnel.

materially. In the St Gotthard tunnel the discharge of the

aix-drills was relied on for ventilation. In the Arlbcrg tunnel

over 8000 cub. ft. of air per minute were thrown in by ven-

tilators. To keep pace with the miners, 900 tons of excavated

material had to be removed, and 350 tons of masonry
introduced, daily at each end of the tunnel, which necessitated

the transit of 450 wagons. The cost per Uneal yard varied

according to the thickness of masonry lining and the distance

from the mouth of the tunnel. For the first thousand yards

from the entrance the prices per h'neal yard were £11 8s. for

the lower heading; £7 z3s. for the upper one; £30 los. for the

unlined tunnel; £45 for the tunnel with a thin lining of masonry;

and £124 5s. with a lining 3 ft: thick at the arch, 4 ft. at the

sides, and a ft. 8 in. at the invert.

The Simplon tunnel was begun in 1898 and completed in

1905. It is over 30 % longer than the St Gotthard, and the

greatest depth below the surface is 7005 ft. A novel method
was introduced in the shape of two parallel bores (56 ft. apart,

connected at intervals of 660 ft. by oblique galleries), which

greatly facilitated ventilation, and resulted in increased economy
and rapidity of construction, while ensuring the health of the

men. One of these galleries was made large enough for a single-

track railroad, and the second is to be enlarged and similarly

used. The death-rate in the Simplon tunnel was decreased as

compared with the St Gotthard from 800 in eight years to 60

In seven years. Had one wide tunnel been made instead of two

narrow ones, It would have been difficult to maintain its

integrity; even with the narrow cros&-secticn employed the floor

was forced up at points in the soL'd rock from the great weight

above, and had to be secured by building heavy inverts of

masonry. Temperatures were reduced to 89* F. by spraying

devices, althotxgh the rock temperatures ranged from 129** to

130* F. At one point 4374 yds. from the portal of Isclle the
" Great Spring " of cold water was struck; it yielded 10,564

gallons per minute at 600 lb pressure per sq. in., and reduced

the temperature to 55*4** F., the lowest point recorded. A
spring of hot water was met on the Italian side which discharged

into the tunnel 1600 gallons per minute with a temperature of

xi3^ F. The maximum flow of cold water was 17,081 gallons

per minute, and of hot water 4330 gallons per minute. These

qmngs often necessitated a temporary abandonment of the

work. Water power from the Rhone at the Swiss and from the

Diveria at the Italian end provided the power for operating all

plant during the construction of most of the work. Among the

able engineers connected with this work must be mentioned

Alfred Brandt, a man of remarkable energy and abiUty, whose

drills were used with much success. He died eariy in the work,

of injuries received from falling rock.

A group of tunnels—the Tauem, BSrengraben, Wbcheiner and

BosrQck—was undertaken by the Austrian government in

connexion with new Alpine railroads to increase the commercial
territory tributary to the seaport of Trieste, which at one time
was greater than Hamburg. The principal tunnel of this group
is under the main body of the Tauem mountain. The bottom
drifts met on the 21st of July 1907. The difficulties resulted

mostly from mountain debris and springs. There are four

minor tunnels between Schwarzach, St Veit, and the north

portal of the Tauem, and nineteen between the south portal

and the south slope at MdUbriicken.

The electric railway from the Eiger glacier to near the summit
of the Jungfrau includes a tunnel i\ m. long, 3*6 metres wide
and 3-8 metres high, with a midway station, from which a large

part of northern Switzerland can be seen. From the Jungfrau
terminus, at an elevation of 13,428 ft., the summit, 242 fu
higher, will be reached by an elevator.

The Hoosac tunnel was the first prominent ttumel in America.
It was begun in 1855 and finished in 1876, after many interrup-

tions. It was memorable for the original use in America of

air-drills and nitroglycerin. The Pennsylvania railroad tunnels

crossing New York City under 32nd and 33rd Streets are of un-

usual size. Owing to the dose proximity of large buildings and
other stmctures special methods were adopted for mining the

rock to lessen the vibrations by explosions. At 33rd Street

and 4th Avenue the tunnels pass directly under two of the

Rapid Transit system, above which there is another belonging

to the Metropolitan Traction Company, so that there are three

tunnels at different levels imder the street.

Among other rock tunnels may be mentioned the Albula,

through a granite ridge of the Rhaetian Alps, for a single-track

narrow-gauge railroad, 3-6 m. long; tunnels on the Midland
railway, near Totley in Derbyshire, over 3*5 m. long, largely

in shale, and at Cowbum, over 2 m. long, in shale and harder

rock, each 27 ft. wide and 20*5 ft. high inside; the Suram, on
the Trans-Caucasus railway, for double track, 2*47 m. long,

through soft rock; the tail-race tunnel for the Niagara Falls

Water Power Company, Z'3 m. long, 19 ft. wide and 21 ft. high,

through argillaceous shale and limestone, costing about

$1,250,000; the Tequixqulac outlet to the drainage system for

the city of Mexico, costing $6,760,000; the Cascade, Washington,

part of the Great Northem railroad system, saving 9 m.
in disUnce; and the Gunnison, irrigating 147,000 acres in

Colorado.

Tunnelling in Towns.—Where tunnels have to be carried

through soft soil in proximity to valuable buildings special

precautions have to be taken to avoid settlement. A successful

example of such work is the tunnel driven in 1886 for the Great

Northem Railway Company tmder the MetropoUtan Cattle

-fioj^

Fig. 9.—Paris Mitropolitain Tunnel, longitudinal horizontal
section.
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Market, London. This was done by the crown-bar method,

the ban being built in with solid brickwork. The subsidence

in the ground was from i to about 3) in. Several buildings

were tunnelled under without any structural damage.

London has now some 90 m. of tunnels for railways, mostly

operated by electric traction. Most of those which have been

constructed since 1890 have been tunnelled by the use of cylin-

drical shields and walls of cast iron. Shields about 23 ft. in

diameter were used in constructing the stations on the Central

London railway, and one 32 ft. 4 in. in diameter and only

9 ft. 3 in. long was used for a short distance on the Clapham
extension of the City and South London railway.

general, the upper half of the tunnd was eaucuted first (figs. 9
and zo) and the lower part completed by underpinning.

Figs. II, 12 and 13 illustrate a case of tunnelling near impor-
tant buildUigs in Boston in 1896, with a roof-shield 29 ft. 4 in, in

external diameter. The vertical sidewalls were first made in

small drifts, the roof-shield running on top of these, and the

core was taken out later and the invert or fioor of the tunnd
put in last. Each hydraulic press of the shield reacted against

a small continuous cast-iron rod imbedded in the brick arch.

In some large sewerage tunnels in Chicago the shields were
pushed from a wall of oak planks, 8 in. thick, surrounding the
brick walls of the sewer.

1
rnrm

Fn K 1^ K^

Fig. 10.—Paris M^tropoUtain Tunnel, longitudinal vertical section.

Paris has an elaborate plan for underground railways some
50 m. in length, a considerable number of which have been

constructed since 1898 under the engineering direction of F.

Bienveniie. Instead of using completely cylindrical shields

and cast-iron walls, as in London, roof-shields {boudiers de

voUte) were employed for the construction of the upper half of

the tunnel, and masonry walls were adopted throughout. In

Ventilation oj Tunnds.—^The simplest method for ven-

tilating a railway tunnel is to have numerous wide openings to

daylight at frequent intervals. If these are the full width of

the tunnel, at least 20 ft. in length, and not farther apart

than 200 yds., it can be naturally ventilated. Such arrange-

ments are, however, frequently impracticable, and then recourse

must be had to mechanical means.
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Fig. II.—Boston Subwayi first and second phasea
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Fig. 12.—Boston Subway, third phase.

\^:-l:;^.v
Fig. 13.—Boston Subway, longitudinal vertical section through shield.

The first application of mechanical or fan ventilation to railway
tunnels was made in the Lime Street tunnel of the London and
North-Western railway at Liverpool, which has since been replaced
by an open cutting. At a later date fans were applied to the Severn
and Mersey tunnels.
The principle ordinarily acted upon, where mechanical ventilation

has been adopted, is to exhaust tne vitiated air at a point midway
between the portals of a tunnel, by means of a shaft with which is

connected a ventilating fan of suitable power and dimensions. In
the case of the tunnel under the river Mersey (fig. 14) such a shaft
could not be provided, owing to the river being overhead, but a
ventilating heading was driven from the middle of the river (at which

point entry into the tunnel was effected) to each shore, where a fan

AO ft. in diameter was placed. In this way the vitiated air is drawn
from the lowest point of the railway, while fresh air flows in at the

stations on each side to replenish tne partial vacuum, as indicated

by arrows in the Accompanying longitudinal section of the tunnel.

The principle was that fresh air should enter at each sUtion and
" split " each wav into the tunnel, and that thus the atmosphere
on the station platforms should be maintained in a condition of

purity.

The fans in the Mersey tunnel are somewhat nmtlar to the well-

known Guibal fans, with the exception of an important alteration

in the shutter. With the Guibal shutter, the top of the opening

(PtaB • dhgaa fa PinK. /m<L CIp. Av.)

Fig. 14.—-Longitudinal Section of the Mersey Tunnel, showing Method of VentiUtioa
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into the chimney from the fan has a line parallel to that of the fan-

shaft and of the fan-blades, and, as a consequence, as each blade

passes this shutter, the stoppage of the discharge of the air is instan-

taneous, and the suaden change of the pressure of the air on the face

of the blade whilst dischargmg and the reversal of the pressure,

due to the vacuum inside the fan<asing, cause the vibration hitherto

inseparable from this type of ventilator. As an illustration of the

effect of the pulsatory action of tlie Guibal shutters the following

figures may be given: a fan having ten arms and running, say, sixty

revolutions per minute, and working twenty-four hours per day,

ffives (lo X 60 X 60 X 34 •) 864.000 blows per day transmitted

from the tip of the fan-vanes to the fan-shaft; the shaft is thus in

a constant state of tremor, and sooner or later reaches its elastic

limit, and the consequent injury to the general structure of the fan

is obvious. This difficulty is avoided by cutting a A-shaped opening
in the shutter, thus gradually decreasing the aperture and allowing

the air to pass into the chimney in a continuous stream instead <A

intermittently. The action of this regulating shutter increases

the durability and efficiency of the fans in an important degree.

In towns like Liverpool and Birkenhead any pulsatory action would
be readily felt by the inhabiunts, but with the above arrangement
it is difficult to detect any sound whatever, even when standing close

to the buildings containing the fans. The admission of the air on
both sides is found in practice to conduce to smooth running and to

the reduction of the side-thrust which occurs when the air is

admitted on one side only. The fans are five in number: two are

40 ft. in diameter by 12 ft. wide, and two Ao ft. in diameter by 10 ft.

wide, one of each size being erected at Liverpool and at Birken-

head respectively. In addition, there is a high-speed fan 16 ft. in

diameter in Liverpool which throws 300.000 cub. it.

The following table gives the result of experiments made with

the ventilating fans of the Mersey railway:

—

Fan It

Hamilton Street.

Birkenhead
Shore Road,

Birkenhead
James Street,

Liveniool . .

James Street,

Liverpool .

Bold Street.

Liverpool . .

I

1-30

250

2-45

230

1895

3288»

2465

3062

Toul

11^

214.135

134.685

178,880

123.720

300.000

95M20
The central point of the Severn tunnel (fig. 15) lies toward the

Monmouthshire bank of the river, and ventilation is effected from
that point by means of one fan placed on the surface at Sudbrooke.
Monmouth, at the top of a shaft which is connected with a horizontal

VtmtiMlmt Am

Monmeat|uhir« "*^

'

Fig. 15.—Section of Severn Tunnel (Fox),

headinff leading to the centre. This fan. which is 40 ft. in diameter
by 12 ft. in width, removes from the tunnel some 400,000 cub. ft.

per minute, and draws in an equivalent volume of fresh air from the
two ends.
About 1896an excellent system was introduced by Signor Saccardo.

the well-known Italian engineer, which to a great extent has minim-
ized the difficulty of ventilating long tunnels under mountain-ranges
where shafts are not available. This system, which is not applicable

to tunnels in which underground stations exist, is illustrated in

fig. 16, which represents its application to the single-line tunnel
tnrough the Apennines at Pracchia. This tunnel is one of fifty-

two single-line tunnels, with a gradient of i in 40, on the main line

between Florence and Bologna, built by Thomas Brassey. There
is a great deal of traffic which has to be worked by heavy locomotives.
Before the installation of a ventilating system under any condition
of wind the state of this tunnel, about 3000 yds, in lengtn. was bad

;

* In the case of thu areolar drift-way a velocity of 4000 ft. per
minute was subsequently attained.

' Qukk-running fan.

but when the wind was blowing^ in at the lower end at the same time
that a heavy goods or passenger train was ascending the gradieot
the condition of affairs became almost insupportable. The engines,
working with the regulators full open, often emitted large quantities
of both smoke and steam, which travelled concurrently with the
train. The goods tnins had two engines, one in front ajid another
at the rear, and when, from the huimdity in the tunnel, due to the

I-
1«

Fic. 16.—Diagram illustrating the Saccardo System for
Ventilating Tunnels.

[, the sute
two engines.

steam, the wheels slipped and possibly the train st(

of the air was indescribable. A heavy train witi

conveying a royal oarty and their suite, arrived on one occasion
at the upper exit of^the tunnel with both enginemen and both fire-

men insensible; and on another occasion, when a heavy passenger
train came to a stop in the tunnel, all the occupants were seriously
affected.

In applying the Saccardo system, the tunnel was extended for
15 or 20 ft. by a structure either of timber or brickwork, the inude
line of which represented the line of maximum construction, and this

was allowed to project for about 3 ft. into the tunnel. The ^oe
between this line and the exterior constituted the chamber into
which air was blown by means of a fan. Considering the length
of tunnel it might at first be thought there would be some tendency
for the air to return through the open mouth, but nothing of the
kind happened. The whole of the air blown by the fan, i6a.ooo
cub. ft. per minute, was augmented by the induced current yieldinff

46.000 cub. ft. per minute, making a total of 210.000 cub. it;; ana
this volume was blown down the gradient against the ascending
train, so as to free the driver and men in charge of the train from
the products of combustion at the earliest possible moment. Prior
to tne installation of this system the drivers and firemen had to be
clothed in thick woollen garments, pulled on over their ordinary
clothes, and wrapped round and round the neck and over the bead;
but in spite of all these precautions they sometimes arrived at the
upper end of the tunnel in a state of insensibility. The fan, however,
immensely improved the condition of the air, which is now pure
and fresh.

In the case of the St Gotthard tunnel, which ia 9I m. in length
and 26 ft. wide with a sectional area of 603 so. ft., the Saccardo
system was insulted in 1899 with most beneficial results. The
railway is double-tracked and worked by steam locomotives, the
cars being lighted by gas. The ventilating plant is situated at
CkSschenen at the north end of the tunnel and consists of two large
fans operated by water power. The quantity of air passed into
the narrow mouth of the tunnel is 413.000 cud. ft. per minute at
a velocity of 686 ft., this velocity being much reduced as the full

section of the tunnel is reached. A sample of the air taken from
a carriage contained 10*19 parts of carbonic acid gas per 10,000
volumes.

In the Simplon tynnel, where dectridty is the motive power,
mechanical ventilation is installed. A steel sliding door » arranged
at each entrance to be raised and lowered by electric power. Alter
the entrance of a train the door is lowered and fresh air forced into
the tunnel at considerable pressure from the same end bf fans.

The introduction of electric traction has simplified the problem
of ventilating intra-urban railways laid in tunnels at a greater or
less distance below the surface, since the absence of smoke and
products of combustion from coal and coke renders necessarv only
such a quantity of air as is required by the passengers ana staff

.

For supplying air to the shallow tunnels which form the under*
ground portions of the Metropolitan and District railways in London,
open staircases, blow-holes and sections of uncoxrred track are

I

relied on. >\'hen the lines were worked by steam locomotives they
afforded notorious examples of bad ventilation, the proportion oif
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csrbonic actd amounting to rrbm ^5 or 20 to 60, 70 and even 89
ports in 10.000. But since the adoption of electricity as the motive
ix>wer the atmotphece of the tunnels has much improved, and two
samples taken from the cars in 1905 gave 11-37 and 14-07 parts
of cartnnic acid in 10,000.

When deep level " tube ** railways were first constructed in
Lx>ndon, it was supposed that adequate ventilation would be obtained
through the lift>sha(ts and staircases at the stations, with the aid
of the scouring action of the trains which, being of nearly the same
cross-section as the tunneU would, it was supposed, drive the air

in front of them out- by the openings at the stations they were
approaching, while drawing fresh air in behind them at the stations
they had left. This expectation, however, was disappointed, and
it was (ound necessary to employ mechanical means. On the Central
London railway, which runs from the Rank of England to Shepherd's
Bush, a distance of 6m .the ventilating plant instiled in 190a consists

of a 300 h.p. electrically driven (an, which is placed at Shepherd's
BuA and draws in fresh air from the Bank end of the line and
at other intermediate points. The fan is 5 ft. wide and ao ft. in
diameter, and makes 145 revolutions a minute, its capacity being
100,000 cub. ft. a minute. It is operated from I to a a.m., and the
openings at all the intermediate stations being closed it draws fresh

air in at the Bank station. The tunnel b thus cleared out about
a I times each night and the air is left in the same condition as it is

outside. The fan b also worked during the day from 11 a.m. to

S p.m.. the intermediate doors being open; in tnis way the atmo-
spnere b improved for about half the length of the line and the cars
are cleared out as' they arrive at Shepncrd's Bush. Samples of

the air in the tunnel taken when the fan was not running contained
7 07 parts of carbonic acid in 10,000, while the air of a full car
contained 10-7 parts. The outude air at the same time contained

44 parts. A series of tests made for the London County Council
in 1902 showed that the air of the cars contained a minimum of

9 60 paru and a maximum of 147 parts. In some of the later tube
railways in London—such as the Baker Street and Watertoo, and
the Charing CroM and Hampstead lines—electrically driven exhaust
fans are provided at about half-mile intervak; these each esctract

18,500 CUD. ft. of air per minute from the tunnels, and discharge
it Hom tlw tops of the station roofs, fresh air being conveyed to

tbepoints of suction in the tunnels.
The Boston system of electrically operated subwaysand tunnels

is ventilated by electric fans capable of completely changing the air

in each section about every fifteen minutes. Air admitted at portals

and statk>ns is withdrawn midway between stations. In the case
of the East Boston tunnel, the air Iniving the tunnel under the middle
of the harbour b carried to the shore through longitudinal ducts
(fig- 3) and is there expelled through fan-chambers.
In the southerly 5 m. of the New York Rapid Transit railway,

which runs in a four-track tunnel of rectangular section, having
an area of 650 sq. ft., and built as close as possible to the surface
of the streeU, ventiUtion by natural means through the open stair-

cases at the stations b mainly relied upon, with satisfactoiy resuks
as regards the proportions 01 carbonic acid found in the air. But
uriien intensely hot weather prevails in New York the tunnel air is

aometimes s* hotter still, due to the conversion of electrical energy
into heat. This condition b aggravated by the fine diffusion through
the air of oil from the motors, dust from the ballast and particles

of metal ground off by the brake shoes, &c.
Volume €f Air Required for Ventilation.—^The consumption of

coal by a locomotive during the passage through a tunnel having
been ascertained, and 39 cub. ft. of poisonous gas being allowed for

each pound of coal consumed, the volume of fresh air required
to maintain the atmosphere of the tunnel at a standard of purity
of 30 parts of carbon dioxide in 10,000 parts of air is ascertained
as f<rflows: The number <A pounds of fuel consumed per mile,

multiplied by 39, multiplied by j^, and divided by the interval

in minutes between the trains, will give the volume of air in cubic
feet which must be introduced into the tunnel per minute. As an
illustration, assume that the tunnel is a mile in length, that tha
consumption of fuel is 33 lb per mile, and that one train passes
through the tunnel every five minutes in each direction; then th*
volume of air required per minute will be

y1bX39cubft.Xy)o„3^ ^^ f
3} minutes. *" '

Corrosum ofRaUs in Tunn^.—Careful tests made in the Box and
Severn tunnels of the Great Western railway, to ascertain if possible

the loss that takes place in the weight of ra^ls owing to the presence
of corrosive gases, gave the following results:

—

Box TqNKBL (i m. 66 chains in length).

Percentaie of Wear per annum.
lb per yard

Down line, gradient falling i in 100

—

% per annum.
At east mouth . 0-439-0-377
3S chains from east mouth i 800- 1540
48 chains from east mouth 3 no"i -810

I m. 8 chains from east mouth 3 880 "3.480
At west mouth o-640"O-553

Up line, gradient ridng x in xoo-r
At east mouth ....... ^ • . 0-63O-0-575
I m. 8 chains from east mouth i-soo-- 1-380
I m. 38 chains from east mouth x $30<*i 310
At west mouth o-68o«>o-587

Sbvbrm TiTNicEL (4 m. 38| chains in length).

Percentaie of Wear per annum.

lb per yard
Down line, outside and quite clear of tunnel, % per annum.

Bristol end, gradient falling X in 100 . . . 03800340
Up line, ouuide and quite clear of tunnel,

Newport end, aradient falline i in 90 . .0 440»o 390
At Bristol mouth, gradient falling i in too x 300» i -030

33 chains from Bristol mouth, gradient falling

I in 100 3-l6o>X'86o
3 m. 75} chains from Bristol mouth, gradient
rising I in 90 x-900» 1-630
At Newport mouth o-3iO""0-370
Down and up line under main-shaft level' . . 3-300^3750

It will be seen that the maximum wear and corrosion together
reached the extraordinary weight of 3) lb per yard of rail per year

—

a very serious amount that involved great expenditure The wear
occurred over the whole of the rail, out the top, over which the
engine and train passed, wore at a greater rate, presumably on
account of the surface being kept bright and the gases being able
to act on it. The Great Western Company tried the experiment in
the Severn tunnel of boxing up the rails, so that the ballast
approached their surface within X in. or x| in. It was found,
however, that—in the case, at any rate, of the limestone ballast

—

the cure was almost worse than the disease, the result being a
maximum wear of 3} lb and an average wear of just under 3 lb
per yard of rail per year. The average on the open line would
be about 0-35 B) in the same time.

See Proc, Inst. Civ. En^.\ also works on tunnelling by Drinker,
Simms, Stauffer and Prelim, and on tunnel shields, &c., by Copper-
thwaite. (H. A. C.)

TUMMEL VAULT/ the term in architecture given to the

semicircular or elliptical vault over underground passages, in

contxadistinctlon to the wagon or barrel vault of edifices above
ground.

TUNNT {Tkunnustkynmtt)j one of the largest fishes of the
family of madcereb, belongs to the genus of which the bonito

{Th. pelamys) and the alhacores {Th. albacofa^ Tk. alalonga, &c.)

are equally well-known memben. From the latter the tunny
b dbtingubhed by its much shorter pectoral fins, which reach

backwards only to, or nearly to,.the end of the first dorsal fin.

It possesses nine short finlets behind the dorsalp and eight

behind the anal fin. Its colour b dark blubh above, and greyish,

tinged and spotted with silvery, below. The tunny b a pelagic

fish, but periodically approaches the shore, wandering in large

shoab, within well-ascertained Areas along the coast. It not
infrequently appears in small companies or singly in the

Ei\g)ish Channel and in the German Ocean, probably in pursuit

Tunny.

of the shoals of pQchards and herrings on which it feeds. The
regularity of its appearance on certain parts of the coasts of the

Mediterranean has led to the establishment of a systematic

fishery, which has been carried on from the time of the Phoeni-

cians to the present da/. Immense numbers of ttmnies were

caught on the Spanish coast and in the Sea of Marmora, where,

however, thb industry has much declined. The Sardinian

ttunies were considered to be of superior excellence. The
greatest number b now caught on the north coast of Sicily, the

fisheries of thb island supplying most of the preserved ttiimy

which b exported to other parts of the world. In andent times

the fish were preserved in nit, and that coming from Sardinb,

whidi wgs spcdaUy esteemed by the Romans, was known as
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Salsamentum tardiatm. At present preference is given to tunny
preserved in oiL Many of the fishes, especially the smaller ones,

are consumed fresh. The tunny occurs also in the Pacific and
is much sought for by anglers on the coast of southern California,

where tuna-fisbing has become a fashionable sport; but several

other species seem to take its place in the Indo-Padfic ocean.

It is one of the largest fishes, attaining to a length of ten ft. and
to a weight of more than a thousand pounds.

In connexion with the extremely active life of these fishes

allusion should be made to the fact, first ascertained in 1839 by

John (brother of Sir Humphry) Davy, that the temperature

of the blood of a tunny may be considerably higher than that of

the surrounding water, a discovery which disposed of the time-

honoured division of vertebrate animals into warm-blooded and
cold-blooded.w

The variations and movcoientt of the tunny and albacores were
studied with special care by King Carlos of Portugal, who published
in 1899 8 large illuBtrated memoir entitled A resca do alum no
Algarve in tSoS (Lisbon). This memoir is accompanied by excel-

lent figures of the different species of Tkunnus and charts of their

distribution in the Atlantic

TUNSTALL (or Tonstall), cuthBBRT (1474-1559), English

prelate, was an illegitimate son of Thomas Tunstall of Thurland

Castle, Lancashire, his legitimate half-brother, Brian Tunstall,

being killed at Flodden in 15 13. Cuthbert seems to have studied

at Oxford, at Cambridge and at Padua, and he became a dis-

tinguished scholar, winning favourable comment from Erasmus.

Having held several livings in quick succession, he became chan-

cellor to William Warham, archbishop of Canterbury, in 151 1,

and he was soon employed on diplomatic business by Henry
VIII. and Wolsey, being sent to Brussek in 1515 and to Cologne

in 15x9, while he was at Worms during the famous Diet of 1521.

In 15x6 he had been made master of the rolls; in 152 x he became
dean of Salisbury, in X522 bishop of London, and in 1523 keeper

of the privy seal. For Henry VIII. he negotiated with Charles

V. after his victory at Pavia Ia 1525 and he helped to arrange the

Peace of Cambrai in 1529. In 1530 he succeeded Wolsey as

bishop of Durham. Tunstall's religious views now gave some
anxiety. He adhered firmly to the traditional teaching of the

Church, but after some slight hesiution he accepted Henry as

its head and publicly defended this position. In 1537 the bishop

was appointed president of the new council of the north, but

although he was often engaged in treating with the Scots he found

time to take part in other public business and to attend parlia-

ment, where in 1539 he participated in the discussion on the bill

of six articles. Although he disliked the religious policy pur-

sued by the advisers of Edward VI. and voted against the first

aa of uniformity in 1549, he continued to discharge his public

duties without molesUtion until after the fall of the protector

Somerset; then in May 1551, he was placed in custody. A biil

charging him with treason was introduced, but the House of

Commons refused to pass it; he was, however, deprived of his

bishopric in October X5s«. On the accession of Mary in 1553 he

was ivleased and was again bishop of Durham, but during this

reign he showed no animus against the Protestants. When
Elizabeth came to the throne he refused to take the oath of

supremacy, and he would not help to consecrate Matthew Parker

as archbi^op of Canterbury. He was arrested, and was still a

prisoner at Lambeth when he died on the x8th of November
iSSQ.

Among Tunstall's writings are Ve veritaU corporis el sanguinis
domini nostri Jesu Ckristt in euckaristia (1554): and De arte

supputandi Hbri quaUuor (152a). The bishop's correspondence as
president of the council of the north is in the British Museum.

TUmTAm a market town of Staffordshire, England, on
the northern outskirts of the Potteries district, included in the

parliamentary borough of Newcastle-under-Lyme, 4 m. N.W.
from Stoke-upon-Trent by the North Staffordshire railway.

Pop. of urban district (1901), i9,49>- The town is of modem
growth. The Victoria Institute (1889) includes a library and
schools of art and sdence. The neighbourhood is full of collieries,

ironworks and potteries. Kidsgrove, Chatteriey and Talk-o'-lh'-

hill are large neighbouring villages; the mines at the last-named

were the scene of a terrible explosion in 1866, by which ocazly

a hundred lives were lost. There are brick and tile works
in Tunstall. The town is included in the large parish of Wol-
Stanton, and in the borough of Stoke-on-Trent (q.t.) under the
" Potteries Federation '* scheme ( 1908).

TUPIS (Comrades), a tribe and stock of South American
Indians of BraxiL They call all other peoples Tapuyas
(foreigners). Their original home is believed to have been on the

Amazon, and from its mouth they spread far southwards along

the Brazilian coast. When hard pressed by the Portuguese

they retreated to the Andes. Martins gives the Tupi nation a
wide range, from the Atlantic to the Andes, and from Paraguay
to the Amazon. Of this stock are the Omaguas, Cocomas aiul

other Peruvian tribes. Latham makes the Tupis members of

the Guaranl stock. The. ** Lingoa Geral " or trade language
between Portuguese and Amazon Indians is a oomiption of the

Tupi tongue.

TUPPra, SIR CHARLES. Bast. (1821- ), British cobnial

statesman, son of the Rev. Charles Tupper, D.D., was bom
at Amherst, Nova Scotia, on the 2nd of July 1821, and was
educated at Horton Academy. He afterwards studied for the

medical profession at Edinburgh UnivcEsity, where he received

the diplomas of M.D. and L.R.C.S. In 1855 he was returned

to the Nova Scotia Assembly for Cumberland county. In 1862

he was appointed, by act of parliament, governor of Dalhousie
College, Halifax; and from 1867 till 1870 he was president of

the Canadian Medical Association. Mr Tupper was a member
of the executive council and provincial secretary of Nova Scotia

from 1857 to i860, and from 1863 to 1867. He became prime
minister of Nova Scotia in 1864, and held that office until the
Union Act came into force on the xst of July 1867, when his

government retired. He was a delegate to Great Briuin
on public business from the Nova Scotia government in 1858
and X865, and from the Dominion govenmient in Mardi x868.

Mr Tupper was leader of the delegation from Nova Scotia to the
Union conference at Chariottetown in 1864, and to that of

Quebec during the same year; and to the final colonial conference

in London, which assembled to complete the terms of tmion, in

186(^x867. On that occasion he received a patent of rank and
precedence from Queen Victoria as an executive councillor of
Nova Scotia. He was swom a member of the privy council of

Canada, June 1870, and was president of that body from that
date until the ist of July 1872, when he was appointed minister

of inland revenue. This office he held until Febraaiy 1873,
when he became minister of customs under Sir John Macdonald,
resigning with the mim'stzy at the close of 1873. On Sir John's
return to power in 1878, Mr Tupper became minister of public

works, and in the following year minister of railways and canals.

At this time he was made K.C.M.G. Mr Tupper was the author
of the Public Schools Aa of Nova Scotia, and had been lazgdy
instrumental in moulding the Dominion Confederation Bill and
other important measures. Sir Charles represented the county
of Cumberland, Nova Scotia, for thirty-two years in succession

—

first in the Nova Scotia Assembly, and subsequently in the
Dominion parliament until 1884, when he re»gned his seat on
being appointed high commissioner for Canada in London.
Shortly before the Canadian Federal elections of February i887»

Sir Charles re-entered the Conservative cabinet as finance

mim'ster. By his efforts the Canadian Pacific railway was enabled
to float a loan of $30,000,000, on the strength of which the line

was finished several years before the expiration of the contract

time. He resigned the office of finance minister in May 1888,

when he was reappointed high commissioner for the Dominion of

Canada in London. Sir Charles was designated one of the British

plenipotentiaries to the Fisheries Convention at Washington in

1887, the result of which conference was the signing of a treaty

in February 1888 (rejected by the U.S. Senate) for the settlement

of the matters in dispute between Canada and the United States

in connexion with the Atlantic fisheries. He was created a
baronet in September 1888. When the Dominion cabinet, under
Sir Mackenzie Bowell, was reconstituted in January 1896 Sir

Charles Tupper accepted office, and in the following April be
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aaooeeded Bowell in the premiership. On both patriotic and
oommerdal grounds he urged the adoption of a preferential

tariff with Great Britain and the sister colonies. At the general

election in the ensuing June the Conservatives were severely

defeated, and Sir Charles Tupper and his colleagues resigned,

Sir Wilfrid Laurier becoming premier. The Conservative

party now gradually became more and more disorganized, anu
at the next general election, in November 1900, they were again

defeated. Sir Charles Tupper, who had long been the Conserva-

tive leader, sustained in his own constituency of Cape Breton

his first defeat in forty years.

TUPPER, MARTIN PARQUHAR (1810-1889), EngUsh writer,

the author of Proverbial Fkilosopky, was bom in London on the

xyth of July iSio. He was the son of Martin Tupper, a doctor,

who came of an old Huguenot family. He was educated at

CharUrhouse and at Christ Church, Oxford, where he gained

a prize for a theological essay, Gladstone being second to him.

He was called to the bar at Lincoln's Inn, but never practised.

He began a long career of authorship in 1832 with Sacra Poesu^

and in 1838 he published Ceraldine, and other Poems, and for

fifty years was fertile in producing both verse and prose; but

his iSiroe is indissolubly connected with his long series of didactic

moralisings in blank verse, the Proverbial Philosophy (i 838-1867),

which for about twenty-five years enjoyed an extraordinary

popularity that has ever since been the cause of persistent

satire. The first part was, however, a comparative failure, and

N. P. Willis, the American author, took it to be a forgotten work

of the 17th century. The commonplace character of Tupper's

reflections is indubitable, and his blank verse is only prose cut

up into suitable lengths; but the Proverbial Philosophy was
full of a perfectly genuine moral and religious feeling, and con-

tained many apt and striking expressions. By these qualities

it appealed to a large and uncritical section of the public. A
genial, warm-hearted man, Tupper's humane instincts prompted

him to espouse many reforming movements; he ivas an early

supporter of the Volunteer movement, and did much to promote

good relations with America. He was also a mechanical inventor

in a small way. In 1886 he published My Life as an Author^

and on the 29th of November 1889 he died at Albury, Surrey.

TURBAN, the name of a particular form of head-dress worn

by men of Mahommedan races. The earlier forms of the word

in English are turbanlt turband, and iolibanl or tulipantf the

latter showing that variant of the original which survives in

the name of the flower, the tulip. All these forms represent

the French adapUtion of the Turkish tulbend, a vulgarism for

dnlbend, from Persian dulband, a sash or scarf wound round

the head. The Moslem turban is essentially a scarf of silk, fine

linen, cotton or other material folded round the head, some-

times, as in Egypt, round the tarbush or close-fitting felt cap;

sometimes, as in Afghanistan, round a conical cap; or, as among
certain races in India, round the skull-cap or kuUah. Races,

professions, degrees of rank, and the like vary in the style of

turban worn; distinctions being made in size, methods of folding,

and colour and the like (see India: Costume), At the end of

the 18th and beginning of the 19th century, a species of head-

dress somewhat resembling the true turban in outward form

was worn by ladies of western nations, chiefly for use indoors.

TURBERVILLE (or Turbervile), OEORGB (1S40N1610?),
English poet, second son of Nicholas Turbcrviile of Whitchurch,

Dorset, belonged to an old Dorsetshire family, the D'Urbervilles

of Mr Thomas Hardy's novel, Tess. He became a scholar of

Winchester College in 1554, and in 1561 was made a fellow of

New College, Oxford. In x 562 he began to study law in London,

and gained a reputation, according to Anthony i Wood, as a

poet and man of affairs. He accompanied Thomas Randolph

in a special mission to Moscow to the court of Ivan the Terrible

in 1568. Of his Poems describing the Places and Manners of the

Country and People of R$usia (1568) mentioned by Wood, only

three metrical letters describing his adventures survive, and

these were reprinted in Hakluyt's Voyages (1589). His Epitaphs,

Epigrams, Songs and Sonets appeared " newly corrected with

additions " in 1567. In the same year he publLhed translations
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of the neroycan Epistles of Ovid, and of the Ei^gs of Mantuan
(Gianbattista Spagnuoli, called Mantuanus), and in 1568 A
Plaine Path to Perfect Vertue from Dominicus Mandnus. The
Booh of Falconry or Hatohing and the Noble Art of Venerie

(printed together in 1575) may both be assigned to Turberville.

The title psge of his Tragical Tales (1587), which are translations

from Boccacdo and BandeUo, says that the book was written at

the time of the author's troubles. What these were is unknown,
but Wood says he was living and in high esteem in 1594. He
probably died before i6x x. He is a disdple of Wyat and Surrey,

whose matter he sometimes appropriated. Much of his verse

is sing-song enough, but he disarms criticism by his humble
estimate of hisownpowers.

His Epitaphs Ac were reprinted in Alexander Chalmers's English
Poets (18x0), and by J. P. Collier in 1867.

TURBET I HAIDARI* a district of the province of Khorssan
in Persia, bounded N. by Meshed, £. by Bakharz, S. by Khaf
and W. by Turshia. It has a population of about 30,000, com-
posed chiefly of members of the Turki Kara! tribe and Beluchis.

The Karais were settled here by Timur in the X4th century and
now provide a battalion of Infantxy and 150 cavalxymen to the

army. The district contains about 150 villages and hamlets,

most of them situated in its more fertile eastern part, and pays

a yeariy revenue of £x4,ooo. Much silk was formerly produced,

now very little, but there are large oops of graixL

TuRBET I Haidari, the capital of the district, is 76 m. neariy

S. of Meshed, in 35** 17' N., 59* xx' K, at an elevation of 4x00 ft.

The town is picturesquely situated on the bank of a deep and wide
ravine in the midst of lofty hills, and surrounded by clusters of

villages. Its population amounts to 8000 souls. There is a
well-stocked bazaar and a number of Russian traders have estab-

lished themselves here since 1903, when the place was coimected

with Meshed on one side and with Seistan on the other side by
a telegraph line which, nominally Persian, is worked and main-

tained by a Russian staff. A British consul has resided, here

since 1905, and there is alsoa pott office.

The place was formerly known as Zavah and derives its

present name from the turbet or tomb of a holy man named
Kutb ed din Haidar, the founder of the ascetic sect of dervishes

known as the Haidaxis. He died c. 1230 and is buried in a
large domed building a short distance outside the towxu

TURBINE (Lat. turbo, a whirlwind, a whirling motion or

object, a top), in engineering, a machine which applies the

energy of a jet of water or steam to produce the roUtion of

a shaft. It consists essentially of a wheel or chamber provided

with a number of blades or vanes upon which the fluid jet

impinges; the impelled fluid causes the blades to rotate and

also the shaft to which they are atUched. Water turbines

are treated under Hydrauqcs, axid steam turbines under

Steam Engxnk.
TURBOT^ {Rhomhus maximus or Pseita maxima), one of the

largest and most valuable of the flat-fishes or Pleuronectidae,

The turbot, which rarely exceeds a length of two feet, has great

width of body, and is scaleless, but is covered with conical bony

tubercles. The eyes are on the left side of the body, the lower

being slightly in advance of the upper; the mouth is large and

armed with teeth of uniformly mmute size. The turbot is found

all round the coasts of Europe (except in the extreme north), pre-

ferring a flat sandy bottom with from 10 to 50 fathoms of water.

The broad banks off the Dutch coast are a favourite resort. It is

a voracious fish, and feeds on other fish, crustaceans and molluscs.

It seems to consUntly change its abode, wandering northward

during the summer, and going into deeper water in the cold

season. The eggs of the turbot, like those of the majority of

flat-fishes, are pelagic and buoyant. They are small and

very numerous, varying from five to ten millions in fish of 18

to 21 lb weight. The young fish are symmetrical and swim

« The word " turbot " is of great antiquity, perhaps of Celtic

origin : it is preserved in French in the same form as in English,

and is compared of two words, of which the second is identical with

the " but in halibut and with the German " Butte, which

signifies flat-fish. The German name for the turbot b " Steinbutte.
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vertically like the young of other Pleuronectids, but they reach

a much larger size before metamoiphosis than species of other

genera, specimens from } in. to i in. in length being frequently

taken swimming at the surface of the water and not completely

converted into the adult condition. Specimens one year old

are from 3 to 4I in. long, some perhaps larger. About i860 it

was estimated that the Dutch supplied turbot to the London
market to the value of £8o,oco a year. In 1900 the total weight

of turbot landed on English and Welsh coasts for the year was
according to the Board of. Trade returns 60,715 cwt. valued at

£252,680. The turbot is also common, though not abundant,

in the Mediterranean, and is replaced in the Black Sea by an
allied spedes with much larger bony tubercles (Rk. maeoticus).

Both species grow to a laige size, being usually sold at from

5 to 10 lb; but the common turbot is stated to attain to a
weight of30 lb.

TUREEN, a deep dish or bowl, round or oval in shape, and with

a cover, made to serve soup at table. The word is a corruption

of the more correct " terrine," an earthenware vessel (Med. Lat.

terrineuSf made of earth, terra). The corruption is due to mis-

spelling in early cookery-books, aiid an absurd story that the

name arose from Marshal Turenne once drinking his soup from
his helmet was invented to account for it.

TURENNE, HENRI DB LA TOUR D'AUVERGNE, Vxcx>iite

OE (161Z-1675), marshal of France, second son of Henri,

duke of Bouillon and sovereign prince of Sedan, by his second

wife Elizabeth, daughter of William the Silent, prince of Orange,

was bom at Sedan on the xith of September x6ii. He was
educated in the doctrines of the Reformed religion and received

the usual training of a young noble of the time, but physical

infirmity, and particularly an impediment of speech (which

he never lost), hampered his progress, though he diowed
a marked partiality for history and geography, and especial

admiration of the exploits of Alexander the Great and Caesar.

After his father's death in 1623, he devoted himself to bodily

exercises and in a great measure overcame his natural weakness.

At the age of fourteen he went to learn war in the camp of his

uncle, Maurice of Nassau, and began his military career (as

a private soldier in that prince's bodyguard) in the Dutch War
of Independence. Frederick Henxy of Nassau, who succeeded

his brother Maurice in 1625, gave Turenne a captaincy in 1626.

The young officer took his part in the siege warfare of the

period, and won special commendation from his uncle, who was
one of the foremost commanders of the time, for his skill and
fx>urage at the celebrated siege of Hertogenbosch (Bois-le-Duc)

in 1629. In 1630 Turenne left Holland and entered the service

of France. This step was dictated not only by the prospect

of military advancement but also by his mother's desire to

show the loyalty of the Bouillon dominions to the French
crown. Cardinal Richelieu at once nude him colonel of an
infantxy regiment. He still continued to serve at frequent

intervals with the prince of Orange, who was the ally of France,

and his first serious . service under the French flag was at

the siege of La Motte in Lorraine by Marshal de la Force

(1634), where his brilliant courage at the assault won him
immediate promotion to the rank of marickal de camp
(equivalent to the modem grade of major-general). In 2635
Turenne served under Cardinal de la Valette in Lorraine and
on the Rhine. The siege of Mainz was raised but the French
army had to fall back on Metz from want of provisions.

In the retreat Turenne measured swords with the famous
imperialist General Gallas, and distinguished himself greatly

by his courage and skill. The reorganized army took the field

again in 1636 and captured Saveme (Zabem), at the storming

of which place Turenne was seriously wounded. In 1637
he took part in the campaign of Flanders and was present at

the capture of Landrecies (July 26) and in the latter part

of 1638, under Duke Bemhard of Saxe-Weimar (1608-1639),

he directed the assault of Breisach (reputed the strongest

fortress on the upper Rhine), which surrendered on the i7tb

of December. He had now gained a reputation as one of the

foremost of the younger generals of France, and Richelieu

next empbyed him in the Italian campaign of 163^40 under
" Cadet la Perle," Henri de Lorraine, count of Harcourt (1601-

1666). On the X9th of November 1639 he fought in the famous
rearguard action called the battle of the " Route de Quiers,"

and during the winter revictualled the dtadel of Turin, held

by the French against the forces of Pxince Thomas of Savoy.

In 1640 Harcourt saved Casale and besieged Prince Thomas's
forces in Turin, which were besieging in their turn another
French force in the citadel. The latter held out, while Prince

Thomas was forced to surrender on the 17th of September

1640, a fourth army which was investing Harcourt's lines

being at the same time forced to retire. The favourable result of

these complicated operations was largely due to Turenne, who
had by now become a lieutenant-generaL He himself com-
manded during the campaign of 1641 and took Coni (Cuneo),

Ova and Mondovi. In 1642 he was second in command
of the French troops which conquered Rousaillon. At this

time the conspiracy of Cinq Man (see France: Hiiiory)

in which Turenne's elder brother, the duke of Bouillon, was
implicated, was discovered.

The earlier career of Turenne was markedly Influenced b^
the relations of the principality of Sedan to the French crown.,

sometimes it was necessary to advance the soldier to conciliate

the ducal family, at others the machinations of the latter against

Richelieu or Mazarin prevented the king's advisen from
giving their full confidence to their general in the field.

Moreover his steady adherence to the Protestant religion was
a further element of difficulty in Turenne's relations with the

ministers. Cardinal RicheUeu nevertheless entrusted him
with the command in Italy in 1643 under Prince Thomas
(who had changed sides in the quarrel). Turenne took 'Trine

in a few weeks, but was recalled to France towards the end
of the year. He was made a marshal of France (December

19) and was soon sent to Alsace to reorganise the " Army of

Weimar"—the remnant of Duke Bemhard of Saxe-Weiinar's

troops—whidi had just been severely defeated at TOttUngen
(November 24-25, 1643). He was at this time thirty-two

years of age and had served under fOur famous commanders.

The methodical prince of Orange, the fiery Bemhard, the

soldieriy Cardinal de la Valette and the stubborn and astute

Harcourt had each contributed much to the completeness of

Tureime's training, and he took the field in 1644 prepar^
by genius and education for the responsibilities of high command.
The work of reorganization over. Marshal Turenne began

the campaign in June by crossing the Rhine at Breisach, but
was almost instantly joined by an army under the due d'Eni^ien
(afterwards the great Cond6), who, as a prince of the royal

house, took the chief command of the united armies of " France "

and " Weimar." The four famous campaigns which followed

brought to an end the Thirty Years' War (q.v.). The
chief event of the first of these was the desperatdy-fought

battle of Freiburg against Count Mercy's Bavarians (August

3, 5 and 9, 1644), after which PhiUpsburg was successfully

besieged. Before the capitulation Enghicn withdrew and
left Turenne in command. The marshal opened the cam-
paign of 1645 with a strong forward movement, but was
surprised and defeated by Mercy at Mergentheim (Marienthal)

on the 2nd of May. Enghien was again sent to the front

with the army of France and Turenne's army was greatly

increased by the arrival of a Swedish force and a contingent

from Hesse-Cassd. The Swedes soon departed, but Enghien

was at the head of 20,000 men when he met the Bavarians

in a battle even more stubbornly contested than Freiburg.

Mercy was killed and his army decisively beaten at Allerheim

near N5rdlingen (August 3, 1645).

Ill-health forced Enghien to retire soon afterwards, and
Turenne was for the third time left in command of the French

army. He was again unfortunate against the larger forces

of the imperialists, but the campaign ended with a gleam
of success in his capture of Trier (Treves). In the following

year (1646) he obtained more decided successes, and, by
separating the Austrians from the Bavarians, compelled the
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•lector <rf Bavaria to make peace (sfgned March 14, 1647).

In 1647 he proposed to attack the thus weakened army of the

emperor, but was ordered into Flanders mstead. Not only

was the opportunity thus lost but a serious mutiny broke

out amongst the Weimar troops, whose pay was many months
in arrear. The marshal's tact and firmness were never more
severely tried nor more conspicuously displayed than in his

treatment of the disaffected regiments, among whom in the

end he succeeded in restoring order with little bloodshed.

He then marched into Luxemburg, but was soon recalled

to the Rhine, for in 1648 Bavaria had returned to her Austrian

alliance and was again in arms. Turennc and his Swedish

allies made a brilliant campaign, which was dedded by the

action of Zusmarshausen (May 17), Bavaria being subse-

quently wasted with fire and sword until a second and more
secure pacification was obtained. This devastation, for which
many modem writera have blamed Turenne, was not a more
harsh measure than was permitted by the spirit of the times

and the drciunstances of the case.

The peace of Westphalia (1648) was no peace for France,

which was soon involved in the dvil war of the Fronde (sec

France: History). Few of Turenne's actions have been more
sharply criticized than his adhesion to the party of revolt.

The army of Weimar refused to follow its leader and he had
to flee into the Spanish Netherlands, where he remained until

the treaty of Rueil put an end to the first war of the Fronde.

The second war began with the arrest of Conde and others

CJanuary 1650), amongst whom Turenne was to have been

included; but he escaped in time and with the duchesse de
Longueville held Stcnay for the cause of the " Princes "

—

Cond£, his brother Conti, and his brother-in-law the due de

Longueville. Love for the duchess seems to have ruled Turenne's

action, both in the first war, and, now, m seeking Spanish

aid for the princes. In this war Turenne sustained one of his

few reverses at Rethel (December 15, 1650); but the second

conflict ended in the early months of the following year with

ibe collapse of the court party and the release of tlte princes.

Turenne became reconciled and returned \o Paris in May,
but the trouble soon revived and before long Cond6 again

raised the standard of revolt in the south of France. In

this, the third war of the Fronde, Turenne and Cond£ were

opposed to each other, the marshal commanding the royal

armies, the prince that of the Frondeurs and their Spanish

allies. Turenne displayed the personal bravery of a young
soldier at Jargeau (March 28, 1652), the skill and wariness

of a veteran general at Gien (April 7), and he practically

crushed the civil war in the battle of the Faubourg St Denis

(July 2) and the reoccupation of Paris (October 21). Cond4
and the Spaniards, however, still remained to be dealt with,

and the long drawn out campaigns of the "Spanish Fronde"

l^ve ample scope for the display of scientific generalship on the

part of both the famous captains. In 1653 the advantage

was with Turenne, who captured Rethel, St Menehotild and
Muzon, while Condi's sole prize was Rocroy. The short cam-

paign of 1654 was again to the advantage of the French; on
the asth of July the Spanish were defeated at Arras. , In 1655

more ground was gained, but in 1656 Turenne was defeated

at Valendennes in the same way as he had beaten Cond£
at Arras. The war was eventually conduded in 1657 by
Turenne's victory at the Dunes near Dunkirk, in which a corps

of English veterans sent by Cromwell played a notable part

(June 3-14); a victory which, followed by another successful

campaign in 1658, led to the peace of the Pyrenees in 1659.

On the death of Cardinal Mazarin in x66i Louis XIV. took

the reins of government Into his own hands and one of his

first acts was to appoint Turenne "marshal-general of the

camps and armies of the king." He had offered to revive the

office of constable of France (suppressed in 1627) in Turenne's

favour if the marshal would become a Roman Catholic.

Turenne declined. Bom of Calvinist parents and educated a

Protestant, he had refused to many one of Richelieu's nieces

in 1639 and subsequently rejected a similar proposal of Mazarin.

He had later married a daughter of the Protestant Marshal
de la Force, to whom he was deeply attached. But he sincerely

deplored the division of the Christian church into two hostile

camps. He had always distrusted the influence of many
dissident and uncontrolled sects; the history of Independency
in the English army and people made a deep impression on
his mind, and the same fear of indiscipline which drove the
English Presbyterians into royalism drew Turenne more and
more towards the Roman Catholic Church. How dosely
both he and his wife studied such evidence as was available
is shown by their correspondence, and, in the end, two years
after her death, he was prevailed upon by the eloquence of
Bossuet and the persuasions of his nephew, the abb6 de Bouillon,
to give in his adhesion to the Orthodox faith (October 1668).
In 1667 he had returned' to the more congenial air of the
" Camps and Armies of the King," directing, nominally under
Louis XIV., the famous " Promenade militaire " in which the
French overran the Spanish Netherlands. Soon afterwards
Condf, now reconciled with the king, rivalled Turenne's success
by the rapid conquest of Franche Comt6, which brought to
an end the War of Devolution in February z668.

In Louis XIV.'s Dutch War of 1672 (see Dutch Wass)
Turenne was with the army commanded by the king which
overran Holland up to the gates of Amsterdam. The terms
offered by Louis to the prince of Orange were such as
to arouse a more bitter resistance. The dikes were opened
and the country round Amsterdam flooded. This heroic

measure completely checked Turenne, whom the king had
left in conrmiand. Europe was aroused to action by the news
of this event, and the war spread to (Germany. Turenne
fought a successful war of manomvre on the middle Rhine
while Cond6 covered Alsace. In January 1673 Tureime as-

sumed the offensive, penetrated far into Germany, and
forced the Great Elector of Brandenburg to make peace;
later in the year, however, he was completely . out-
manoeuvred by the famous imperial general Montecucculi,
who evaded his opponent, joined the Dutch and took the
important place of Bonn. In June 1674, however, Turenne
won the battle of Sinzheim, which made him master of the
Palatinate. Under orders from Paris the French wasted
the country far and wide, and this devastation has usually

been considered the gravest blot on Turenne's fame, though
it is difficult to say that it was more unjustifiable than
other similar inddents in medieval and even in modern war.
In the autumn the allies again advanced, and though Turenne
was again outmanoeuvred, his failure on this occasion was
due to the action of the neutral dty of Strassburg in permitting

the enemy to cross the Rhine by the bridge at that place. The,
battle of Enzheim followed; this was a tactical victory, but
hardly affected the situation, and, at the beginning of December,'
the allies were still in Alsace. The old marshal now made the
most daring campaign of his career. A swift and secret march
in mid-winter from one end of the Vosges to the other took the
allies by surprise. Sharply following up his first successes^

Turenne drove the enemy to Turkheim, and there inflicted

upon them a heavy defeat (January 5, 1675). In a few
weeks he had completely recovered Alsace. In the summer
campaign he was once more opposed to Montecucculi, and
after the highest display of " strategic chess-moves " by both
commanders, Tureime finally compdled his opponent to offer

battle at a disadvantage at Sassbach. Here, on the 27th of July

1675, he was killed by almost the first shot fired. The news of

his death was recdved with universal sorrow. Turenne's most
eloquent countrymen wrote his Uog/tt^ and Montecucculi him-
sdf exclaimed: " II est mort aujourd'hui un homme qui faisait

honneur i I'homme." His body was taken to St Denis and
buried with the kings of France. Even the extreme revolutionists

of X793 respected it, and, when the bones of the sovereigns

were thrown to the winds, the remains of Tureime were pre-

served at the Jardin des Plantes until the 22nd of September
1800, when they were removed by order of Napoleon to the

church of the Invalides at Paris, where they still rest.
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Turenne was one of the great captains whose campaigns

Napoleon recommended all soldiers to "read and re-read."

His fame as a general was the highest in Europe at a period
when war was studied more critically than ever before, for his

military character epitomized the art of war of his time (Prince
de Ligne). Strategic caution and logistic accuracy, combined
with brilliant dash in small combats and constancy under all

circumstances of success or failxire may perhaps be considered
the salient points of Turenne's genius for war. Great battles

he avoidedi " Few sieges and many combats " was his own
maxim. And, unlike his great rival Cond£, who was as brilliant

in his first battle as in his last, Turenne improved day by day.
Napoleon said of him that his genius grew bolder as it grew
older, and a modem author, the due d'Aum&le {Histoire des
princes de la maison de Condi), takes the same view when he
says: "Pour le connaltre il faut le suivre jusqu'i Sulz-

bach. Chez lui chaque jour marque un progrds." In
his personal character Turenne was little more than a simple

and honourable soldier, endowed with much tact, but in the

world of politics and intellect almost helpless in the hands
of a skilful intriguer or casuist. His morals, if not beyond
reproach, were at least more austere than those prevalent

in the age in which he lived. He was essentially a commander
of regular armies. His life was spent with the troops; he knew
how to win their affection; be tempered a severe discipline

with rare generosity, and his men loved him as a comrade
no less than they admired him as a commander. Thus, though
Condi's genius was far more versatile, it is Turenne whose
career best represents the art of war in the 17th century.

For the small, costly, and highly trained regular armies, and
the dynastic warfare of the age of Louis XIV., Turenne was
the ideal army leader.

The most notable of the numerous portraits of Turenne are those
of P. de Champagne at Versailles, and of Senin (dated 1670) in the
Jones collection at South Kensington, London. Of the older
memoirs of Turenne the most important are those of " Du Buisaon,"
La Vie du vicmte de Turenne—the author is apparently Gatien de

de Turenne (Paris, 1735)1 the second volume of which contains the
marshal's memoirs of 1643-1658. These memoirs, of which the
Prince de Ligne wrote that " ce ne sont pas de conscils, ce sont des
ordres ... * faites

* ... * allex,' &c. —were written in 1665,
but were first published (Mimoires sur la pierre, tiris des originaux,

&c.) in 1738, r^rinted in Michaud, Mhnotres sur Vhistoire de France,
3rd series, vol. ui., and Liskenne and Sauvan's Bibliothi^ kistorique

et militaire, vol. iv. (Parb, 1846). A manuscript Maximes de M. die

Turenne (1644) exists in the Staff Archives at Vienna, and of other
documentary collections may be mentioned Grimoard, Collections

de leUres et mimoires trouvis dans la portefeuiUe deM.de Turenne
(Paris, 1782); Recueil de leUres fcrites au vicomte de Turenne par
Louis XIV. et us ministres, &c. (Paris, 1779) ; Correspondanu inidile

de Turenne avec Le Tellier et Lomois, ed. barthilemy (Paris, 1874).

t ses ministrest &c. (Paris, 1779) ; Correspondance inidile

_ vec Le Tellier et Lomois, ed. barthilemy (Paris, 1874).
See also the Observations on the Wars of Marshal Turenne, dictated
by Napoleon at St Helena (1833) ; Puysegur, La Guerre par principes
et rigtes (Paris, 174^); Pr^is m BUUiolkhjue inUmahonale d'hist.

mUit. (Brussels, 1883); Duruy. Histoire de Turenne (Paris, 1880);
Roy, Turenne, savieetles insMutions mililaires de son temps (Paris,

1884); Hardy de PMai, Turenne et Condi (Paris, 1907); Neuber,
Turenne als Kriegslheoretiker und Fddherr (Vienna, 1869): Sir

E. Cust, Liees of the Warriors of the 17th Century ax>ndon. 1867);
T. O. Cockayne, Life of M. de Turenne (founded on Ramsay's work;
London, 1853); G. B. Malleson. Turenne. Marshal Turenne, by
" the author of the Life of Sir Kenelm Di^by " (London, 1907), is

a valuable work by a civilian, and is baaed m the main on Ramsay's
work, the memoirs of Cardinal de Rets, James, duke of York, &c^
AM^ ^^w KT« vw^1jh#«««'« ri-imrriJiiir n - < A mamma vI#^mK1^ •'wftVM*11^ ^ -^—.-..^—

ii. 83 (Paris, 1824). (C F. A.)

TURF» the top or sorface of earth when covered with grass,

forming a coherent mass of mould or soil in which the roots

of grasses and other plants are embedded. This is capable

of being cut out in solid mat-like blocks, known by the same
name. Similarly "peat" (9.V.) when cut in pieces for fuel

or other purposes is also styled " turf." The term is applied

widely to any stretch or sward of trimmed grass-land, and
thus by metonymy, to horse-radng and all conneaed with it.

from the owning and running of race-boraes to betting. The
word " turf " is common to Teutonic languages, cf. Du. Ikt/,

Ger. Torf, Dan. tdrv, &c. It has been connected with
SkL darbka, grass, so called from bemg matted or twisted

together, darbk, to wind. The Teutonic word was adapted ia

Med. Lat., as turba (cf. Fr. tourbe, Ital. torba), whence
was formed turbaria, turbary, the right of digging and cutting

turf in common with the owner of the land. (See Commons.)
TUROAI, a province of Russian Central Asia, formeriy a

part of the Kirghiz steppe, and now included in the governor-

generalship of the Steppes, bounded by the province of Uralsk

and the governments of Orenburg and Tobolsk on the W.
and N., by Akmolindc on the E., and by S3rr-darya and the

Sea of Aral on the S. This territory, which has an area

of 176,219 sq. m.—nearly as large as that of Caucasia and
Transcaucasia taken together—belongs to the Aral-Caspian

depression. It has, however, the Mugojar Hills on its western

border and includes a part of the southern Urals; and from
Akmolinsk it is separated by a range of hills which run between
the two largest rivers of the Kirghiz steppe—the Turgai and the

Sary-su. In the north it includes the low belt of undulating

land which stretches north-east from the Mugojar Hills end
separates the rivers belon^ng to the Aral basin from those

which flow towards the Arctic Ocean, and beyond this range

it embraces the upper Tobol. The remainder is steppe land,

sloping gently towards the Sea of AraL

The Mugojar Hills consist of an undulating plateau nearly 1000 ft.

in altitude, built up of Permian and Cretaceous deposits and deeply
trenched by rivers. They are not the indepenoent chain whicn
our maps represent them to be:^ they merely continue the Uiala
towards the south, and are connected with the Ust-Urt plateau
by a range of hills which was formerly an island of the Aral-Caspian
Sea. Their northern extremity joins the undulating plateau (400
to 600 ft.), built up of sandstones and marls, which separates the
tributaries of the Tobol from those of the river Ural, and falls by
a range of steep crags—probably an old shore-line of the Aral basin

—

towards the steppes. The steppe land of Tursai is only some
?oo ft. above the sea-level, and is dotted with lakes, of whkh the
'halkar-teniz, which receives the Turgai and its tributary the Ii^:ia,

is the largest. The Turgai was, at a recent epoch, a large nver
flowing into the Sea of Aral and receiving an cxten»ve system of
tributaries, which are now lost in the sands before joining it. Re-
mains of aquatic plants buried in the soil of the steppe, and shells

of Mytilus and Cardium, both still found in the Sea of Aral, show
that during the Glacial period this region was overflowed by the
waters of the Aral-Caspian Sea.
The climate of Turgai is exceedingly dry and continental. Orsk,

a town of Orenburg, on its north-western border, has a January
as cold as that of the west coast of Novaya Zemlya (-4* F.^, while in

July it » as hot as July in Morocco (73^) : the correapondmg figures

lor Irgia. in the centre of the province, are 7* and ^* At Irgiz

and Orsk the annual rainfall is somewhat under 10 m. and 12 in.

respectively (3 in. in summer). The west winds are parched before
they reach the Turgai steppes, and the nonh-east winds, wMch in
winter bring cold, dry snows from Siberia, raise in summer formid-
able clouds of sand. A climate so dry is of course incompatible
with a vigorous forest growth. There is some timber on the southern
Urals, the Mugojar Huls and the water-parting of the Tobol; else-

where trees are rare. Shrubs only, such as the wild cherry {Cerasms
chafttoecerasus) and the dwarf almond (Amygdatus nana) grow on
the hilly slopes, while the rich black-earth soil of the steppe » chiefly

clothed with feather grass iStipa pennata), the well-known ornament
of the south Russian steppes. In spring the grass vegetation is luxu-
riant, and geese and cranes are attracted in vast numbers from the
heart of the steppe by the fields of the Kirghiz. The jerboa (Dipms
jaculus) and the marmot {Spermopkilus rufescens) are characteristic

of the fauna; another species of marmot {Arctomys bobac) and the
steppe fox {Canis corsac) are common; and the saiga antelope of
Central Asia is occasionally met with. Farther south the l>Uick

earth disappeare and with it the feather grass, its place being taken
by its congener, Stipa capillata. Trees disappear, and among the
bushes along the banks of the rivers willows and the pseudo-acacia
or Siberian pea tree {Caragana microthyla) are most prevalent, la
the middle parts of the proWnce the clayey soil is completely ck»thed
with wormwood {Artemisiafratrans and A.monogyna), with a few
grassy plants on the banks of the rivers and lakes (Lasiagrostit

splendens, Alhagi canulorum and A. kirghitorum, Obume portula-
eoides, Halimodendrum argenleum): while large areu consist of
shifting sands, saline clays clothed with various Salseiaeeae, and
the desiccated beds of old lakes. Such lakes as still exist.

' See P. S. Nazarov, in " Rccherches zoologiques dans les steppes
des Kirghizes," in BnU, soc. des natnr. de Moscow (1866), No. 4.
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Botwtthstanding the rapid denotation now (oing on, are surrounded
by thickets of reeds—tne retreat of wild boars. Turni is thus the
borderland between the flora of Europe and that of Central Asia.

The population was estimated in 1906 at 511,800, composed
mainly of Kirghiz, though Russians have immigrated in large

numbers. The province is divided into four districts, the

chief towns of which are Turgai, the capital; Ak-tyubinsk

in the district of Hetsk; Iigiz and Kustanaisk in the Nikolayevsk

district, a prairie town which has grown with great rapidity.

Agriculture is mainly carried on by the Russian settlers in the

Nikolayevsk district, where the crops do not suffer so much
from droughts as they do elsewhere. But the Kirghiz have
also begun to cultivate the soil, and in 1900 there were in all

6x2,300 acres under cereals.

The principal crops are rye, wheat, oats, barley and potatoes.
Livestock breeding is the leading occupation of the Kirghiz. Camels
are bred and kept by the nomads both for their own personal use
and for the transport of goods between Bokhara. Khiva and Russian
Turkestan. Considerable quantities of cattle and various animal
products are exported to Ofcnbutg, Orsk and Troitsk, and to Ust-
Uisk and Zverinogolovsk, where urge fairs are held. The Kiighiz
of the southern parts migrate in winter to the better sheltered parts
of the province of Syr-darya, while in the summer some 30,000
kMikas (felt tents) of nomads come from the neighbouring provinces
to graze their cattle on the grassy steppes of Turgai. Salt is obtained
from the lakes. There are a few oil-works, tanneries and flour-mills,

and the Kirghiz are active in the making of carpets and felt goods.
Education is a little more advanced than in the other steppr pro-
vinces; the system of " migratory schools " has been introduced
for the Kirghiz.

See Y. Talferov, The Turiai Province (1896), in Russian.
(P.A. K.;J.T. Bb.)

TURGOT, ANNE ROBERT JACQT7E8, Ba&on de Laune
(1737-X781), French statesman and economist, was bom in

Paris on the loth of May 1727. He^was the youngest son of

Michel £tienne Turgot, " provost of the merchants " of Paris,

and Madeleine Francoise Martineau, and came of an old Norman
family. He was educated for the Church, and at the Sorbonne,

to which he was admitted in 1749 (being then styled ahbi de Bru-

court), he deUvered two remarkable Latin dissertations, On Ike

BenejUs which the Christian RdigjUm has conferred on Mankind,

and On the Historical Propess of the Human Mind, The first

sign we have of his interest in economics is a letter (1749) on
paper money, written to his fellow student the abb£ de Cici,

refuting the abb£ Terrasson's defence of Law's system. He
was fond of verse-making, and tried to introduce into French

verse the rules of Latin prosody, his translation of the fourth

book of the Aeneid into classical hexameters being greeted by
Voltaire as " the only prose translation in which he had found

any enthusiasm." In 1750 he decided not to take holy orders,

giving as his reason, according to Dupont de Nemours, " that

be could not bear to wear a mask all his life." In 1752 he be-

came substitute and later conseiller in the parlement of Paris,

and in 1753 maltre des requites. In 1754 he was a member of

the chambre royale which sat during an exile of the parlement;

in 175s and 1756 be accompanied Coumay, then intendant of

commerce, in his tours of inspection in the provinces, and

in 1760, while travelling in the east of France and Switzerland,

visited Voltaire, who became one of his chief friends and

supporters. In Paris he frequented the salons, especially

those of Mme Grafiigny—whose niece, Mile de Ligniville

(" Minette '*), afterwards Mme Helv6lius and his h'felong friend,

he is supposed at one time to have wished to marry—Mme
Geoffrin, Mme du DeiTand, Mile de Lespinasse and the duchesse

d*£nville. It was during this period that he met the leaders

of the " physiocratic " school, Quesnay and Goumay, and

with them Dupont de Nemours, the abb£ Morellet and other

economists. Ail this time he was studying various branches

of science, and languages both andent and modem. In 1753

be translated the Questions sur la commerce from the English

of 7<»ias Tucker, and wrote his Lettre sur la toUrance, and a

pamphlet, Le Conciliateur, in support of religious tolerance.

Between 1755 and 1756 he composed various articles for the

Encydopidie, and between 1757 and 1760 an article on Valeurs

H monnaies, probably for the Dictionnaire du commerce of the

9bhl MoreUet. In 1759 appeared his iloge de Coumay,

In Augost 1761 Tkiigot was appomted intendant of the
giniratili of Limoges, which included some of the poorest and
most over-taxed parts of France; here he remained for 13 years.

He was already deeply imbued with the theories of Quesnay and
Ck>umay (see Physzocsatxc School), and set to work to apply
them as far as possible in his province. His first plan was to

continue the work, abeady initiated by his predecessor Toumy,
of making a fresh survey of the land {cadastre), in order to

arrive at a juster assessment of the laitte; he also obtained a
large reduction in the contribution of the province. He pub-
lished his Avis sur fassielte et la riparlUion de la taille (1762-

1770), and as president of the Sociili d*agriculture de Limoges
offered prizes for essa3rs on the principles of taxation. Quesnay
and Mirabeau had advocated a proportional tax {impSi de
quatiU), but Turgot a distributive tax (impit de ripartttion).

Another reform was the substitution for the corvie of a tax ir

money levied on the whole province, the constmction of road:

being handed over to contractors, by which means Tuigot was
able to leave his province with a good system of roads, while

distributing more justly the expense of their constmction.

In 1769 he wrote his Mtmoire sur les prtts d inUrH, on the

occasion of a scandalous financial crisis at Angoul£me, the

peculiar interest of which is that in it the question of lending

money at interest was for the first time treated scientifically, and
not merely from the ecclesiastical point of view. Among other

works written during Turgot's intendancy were the Mimoire sur

les mines et carriires, and the Mimoire sur la marque des fers,

in which he protested against state regulation and interference

and advocated free competition. At the same time he did much
to encourage agriculture and local industries, among others

establishing the manufacture of porcelain. During the famine

of 1770-1771 he enforced on landowners " the obligation of

relieving the poor" and especially the mitayers dependent
upon them, and organized in every province ateliers and bureaux

de chariti for providing work for the able-bodied and relief for

the infirm, while at the same time he condemned indiscriminate

charity. It may be noted that Turgot always made the

citr^t the agents of his charities and reforms when possible.

It was in 1770 that he wrote his famous Lettres sur la

liberti du commerce des grains, addressed to the comp-
troller-general, the abbi Terray. Three of these letters

have disaf)peared, having been sent to Louis XVI. by Turgot

at a later date and never recovered, but those remaining demon-
strate that free trade in com is to the interest of landowner,

fam)er and consumer alike, and in too fordble terms demand
the removal of all restrictions.

Target's best known work, Riflexions sur la formation et la dis-

tribution des rickesses, was written early in the period of his inten-

dancy for the benefit of two young Chinese students. Written in

1766, it appeared in 1760-1770 in Dupont 's journal, the Epkhniriies
du citoyen, and was published separately m 1776. Dupont, how-
ever, made various alteratbns in the text, in order to bring it more
into accordance with Quesnay's doctrines, which led to a coolness

between him and Turgot (see G. Schelle, in Journal des iconomistes,

July 1888). A more correct text is that published by L. Robineau
(" Turgot," in PettU bibliolhique iconomimte, 1889), and is followed

by Professor W. J. Ashley in hb translation {Economic Classics,

New York. 1898), but the original MS. has never been found.
After tracing the origin of commerce, Turgot develops Quesnay*s

theory that the land is the only source of wealth, and divkles society

into three classes, the proouctive or agricultural, the sabried
(stipendiie) or artisan class, and the land-owning class {classe dis-

ponible). After discussing the evolution of the different systems
of cultivation, the nature of exchange and barter, money, and the

functwns of capital, he sets forth the theoiy of thc.impdl unique, f.«.

that only the produii net of the land should be taxed. In additkm
he demanded the complete freedom of commerce and industry.'

* For the controversy as to how far Adam Smith iq.v.) was in-

fluenced by Turgot, see S. Feilbogcn, Smith und Turgot (1892);
also E. Cannan's introduction to Smith's Lectures on Justice, &c.
(Clarendon Press. 1896); and H. Higgs's review of the latter in the
Economic Journal, Dec. 1896. The cjuestton may still be considered

an open one. See also Neymarck, i. 332, footnote, for the French
authorities. Condorcet*s statement that Turgot corresponded with
Smith is disproved by a letter of Smith to the due de la Rochefou-
cauld, publbhed in the Economic Journal (March 1896). p. i6jS.

in which he says, " But tho' i had the happiness of his acqw>*
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Turgot owed his appointment to the ministry to Maurepas,

the " Mentor " of Louis XVI., to whom he was warmly recom-

mended by the abb6 V£ry, a mutual friend. His appointment

as minister of the marine on the 20th of July 1774 met with

general approval, and was hailed with enthusiasm by the

pkUosophes. A month later he was appointed comptroller-

general (August 24). His first act was to submit to the king

a statement of his guiding principles: " No bankruptcy, no
increase of taxation, no borrowing." Turgot*8 policy, in face

of the desperate financial position, was to enforce the most
rigid economy in all departments. All departmental expenses

were to be submitted for the approval of the comptroller-

general, a number of sinecures were suppressed, the holders

of them being compensated, and the abuse of the "acquits

au compunt" was attacked, while Turgot appealed person-

ally to the king against the lavish giving of places and pensions.

He also contemplated a thorough-going reform of the ferme

%inlrale, but contented himself, as a beginning, with imposing

certain conditions on the leases as they were renewed—such

as a more efficient personnel, and the abolition for the future

of the abuse of the croupes (the name given to a dass of pensions),

a reform which Terray had shirked on finding how many persons

in high places were interested in them, and annulling certain

leases, such as those of the manufacture of gunpowder and the

administration of the messagertes, the former of which was
handed over to a company with the scientist Lavoisier as one of

its advisers, and the latter superseded by a quicker and more
comfortable service of diligences which were nicknamed " turgo-

tincs." He also prepared a regular budget. Turgot's measures

succeeded in considerably reducing the deficit, and raised the

national credit to such an extent that in 1776, just before his

fall, he was able to negotiate a loan with some Dutch bankers

at 4%; but the deficit was still so large as to prevent him from
attempting at once to realixe his favourite scheme of substi-

tuting for indirect taxation a single tax on land. He suppressed,

however, a number of octrois and minor duties,* and opposed,

on grounds of economy, the participation of France in the

War of American Independence, though without success.

Turgot at once set to work to establish free trade in com, but
his edict, which was signed on the 13th of September 1774, met
with strong opposition even in the conseil du rot. A striking

feature was the preamble, setting forth the doctrines on which

the edict was based, which won the praise of the pkUosophes

and the ridicule of the wits; this Turgot rewrote three times,

it is said, in order to make it " so clear that any village judge

could explain it to the peasants." The opposition to the edict

was strong. Turgot was hated by those who had been interested

in the speculations in corn under the regime of the abb6 Terray

—among whom were included some of the princes of the blood.

Moreover, the commerce des bUs had been a favourite topic

of the salons for some years past, and the witty Caliani, the

opponent of the physiocrats, had a large following. The oppo-

sition was now continued by Linguet and Neckcr, who in

1775 published his treatise Sw la Ugislaiion el le commerce

des grains. But Turgot's worst enemy was the poor harvest of.

1774, which led to a slight rise in the price of bread in the winter

and early spring of 1774-1775. In April disturbances arose

at Dijon, and early in May took place those extraordinary

bread-riots known as the " guerre des farincs," which may be

looked upon as a first sample of the Revolution, so carefully

were they organized. Turgot showed great firmness and de-

cision in repressing the riots, and was loyally supported by the

king throughout. His position was strengthened by the entry

of Malesherbes into the ministry (July X775)'

All this time Turgot had been preparing his famous " Six

Edicts," which were finally presented to the conseil du roi

(Jan. 1776). Of the six edicts four were of minor importance,

and, I flattered myself,, even of his friendship and esteem, T never
had that of his correspondence." but there is no doubt that Adam
Smith met Turgot in Paris, and it it j^ncrally admitted that The
Wet^tk of Nations owes a good deal to Turgot.

> For an account of Turgot's £nancial administration, see Ch.
Gomel, Cauus financihes, vol. i.

but the two which met with violent opposition were, firstly,

the edict suppressing the corvies, and secondly, that suppiesin^
the jurandes and mattriscSf the privileged trade corporations.

In the preamble to the former Turgot boldly announced as his

object the abolition of privilege, and the subjection of all

three orders to taxation; the clergy were afterwards excepted,
at the request of Maurepas. In the preamble to the edict on
the jurandes he laid down as a principle the right of every
man to work without restriction.* He obtained the registra-

tion of the edicts by the /// de justice of the 12th of March,
but by that time he had nearly everybody against him. His
attacks on privilege had won lum the hatred of the nobles

and the parlements, his altemptA reforms in the royal house-
hold that of the court, his free trade legislation that of the
" financiers," his views on tolerance and his agitation for the

suppression of the phrase offensive to Prote<itants in the king's

coronation oath that of the clergy, and his edict on ihtjurandes
that of the rich bourgeoisie of Paris and others, such as the
prince de Conti, whose interests were involved. The queen
disb'ked him for opposing the grant of favours to her prot£g£s,

and he had offended Mme de Polignac in a similar manner
(see Marquis de S6gur, Au Couchanl de la monarchies p. 305-
306).

AH might yet have gone well if Turgot could have retained

the confidence of the king, but the king cotild not fail to see

that Turgot had not the support of the other ministers. Even
his friend Malesherbes thought he was loo rash, and was,

moreover, himself discouraged and wished to resign. The
alienation of Maurepas was also increasing. Whether through
jealousy of the ascendancy which Turgot had acquired over the

king, or through the natural incompatibility of their characters,

he was aheady inclined to take sides against Turgot, and the
reconciliation between him and the queen, which took place

about this time, meant that he was henceforth the tool of the

Polignac clique and the Choiseul party. About this time,

too, appeared a pamphlet, Le Songe de M. Maurepas^ generally

ascribed to the comte de Provence (Louis XVIIL), containing

a bitter caricature of Turgot.

Before relating the circumstances of Turgot's fall we may
briefly resume his views on the administrative system. With
the physiocrats, he believed in an enlightened absolutism,

and looked to the king to carry through all reforms. As to

the parlements, he opposed all interference on their part in

legislation, considering that they had no competency outsde
the sphere of justice. He recognized the danger of the recall

of the old parlcment, but was unable effectively to oppose it,

since he had been associated with the dismissal of Maupfoa
and Terray, and seems to have underestimated its power.

He was opposed to the summoning of the states-general advo-'

cated by Malesherbes (May 6, 1775), possibly on the ground
that the two privileged orders would have too much power
in them. His own plan is to be found in his Mimoire sur Us
municipalitiSt which was submitted informally to the king.

In Turgot's proposed system landed proprietors alone were to
form the electorate, no distinction being made between the
three orders; the members of the town and country munici-

palitis were to elect representatives for the district municipalilis,

which in turn would elect to the provincial municipaliUs, and
the latter to a grande municipaliti^ which should have no
legislative powers, but should concern itself entirely with the
administration of taxation. With this was to be combined a
whole system of education, relief of the poor, &c. Louis ZVI.
recoiled from this as being too great a leap in the dark, and
such a fundamental difference of opinion between king and
minister was bound to lead to a breach sooner or later.

Turgot's only choice, however, was between ** tinkering " at the

existing system in detail and a complete revolution, and his

attack on privilege, which might have been carried through
by a popular minister and a strong king, was bound to form
part of any effective scheme of reform.

* Turgot was opposed to all labour associations of employers or
empbyed, in accordance with his belief in free competitioa.
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The immediate cause of Turgot's fall is uncertain. Some

spcaiL of a plot, of forged letters containing attacks on the

queen shown to the king as Turgot's, of a series of notes on
Turgot's budget prepared, it is said, by Necker, and shown to the

king to prove his incapacity. Others attribute it to the queen,

and there is no doubt that she hated Turgot for supporting

Vergennes in demanding the recall of the comte de Guines,

the ambassador in London, whose cause she had ardently

espoused at the prompting of the Choiseul clique. Others

attribute it to an intrigue of Maurepas. On the resignation

of Maksherbes (April 1776), whom Turgot wished to replace

by the abb6 V£ry, Maurepas proposed to the king as his suc-

cessor a nonentity named Amelot. Turgot, on hearing of this,

wrote an indignant letter to the king, in which he reproached

him for refusing to see him, pointed out in strong terms the

dangers of a weak ministry and a weak king, and complained

bitterly of Maurepas's irresolution and subjection to court

intrigues; this letter the king, though asked to treat it as con-

fidential, is said to have shown to Maurepas, whose dislike for

Turgot it still further embittered. With all these enemies,

Turgot's fall was certain, but he wished to stay in office long

enough to finish his project for the reform of the royal house-

bold before resigning. This, however, he was not allowed to

do, but on the X2th of May was ordered to send in his resigna-

tion. He at once retired to la Roche-Guyon, the chAteau of

the duchesse d'EnviUe, returning shortly to Paris, where he
spent the rest of his life in scientific and literary studies, being

made vice-president of the Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-

lettres in 1777. He diedon the x8th of March 1 781.

In character Turgot was simple, honourable and upright,

with a passion for justice and truth. He was an idealist,

his enemies wotild say a doctrinaire, and certainly the terms
" natural rights," " natural law," &c., frequently occur in his

writings. His friends speak of hi^ charm and gaiety in intimate

intercourse, but among strangers he was silent and awkwUrd,
and produced the impression of being reserved and disdainfuL

(hi one point both friends and enemies agree, and that is his

bnisquerie and his want of tact in the management of men;
Onckcn points out with some reason the " schoolmasteiish

"

tone of his letters, even to the king. As a statesman he has

been very variously estimated, but it is generally agreed that a

large number of the reforms and ideas of the Revolution were

due to him; the ideas did not as a rule originate with him,

but it was he who first gave them prommence. As to his posi-

tion as an economist, opinion is also divided. Oncken, to take

the extreme of condemnation, looks upon him as a bad physio-

crat and a confused thinker, while lion Say considers that he

was the founder of modem political economy, and that " though

be failed in the 18th centi - ' * ' " n the 19th."
BiBUOCRAPHY.—G. & . -V ^ ^ 1909); and Marquis

de S^gur, Au Couckanl dt ii tHfinarchr {i\<r\.-,, iqio), contain much
that b based on recent na-. .t rch . Thv pKni I [ ,il older biographies are

those of Dupont de Nemou r ii { i7B2.cn\j.T&(.^i in his edition of Turgot's
Works, 1807-1811), and CDndDrc«t (i7%^>^ Lhe best modem ones
are those of A. Neymarck {Fani, iM^), Uon Say (Paris, 1887);
and'W. W. Stephens (LinJHTn,. irirj-^u Sh* generally, Oncken,
GesckickU der Natumaldk i ; Schelle. DufHmi de

Nemours etVieoU pkysiocn Hins. The Physiocrats

(1897) :R. P. Shepherd, r, 1^(1903), in Columbia
Umv. Studies, voL xviiL No. 2.

TURGUENIEV, IVAN (1818-1883), Russian novelist, the

descendant of an old Russian family, was bom at Orel,

in the govemment of the same name, in x8i8. His

fatho*, the colonel of a cavalry regiment, died when our

author was sixteen years of age, leaving two sons, Nicholas

and Ivan, who were brought up under the care of their

mother, the heiress of the Litvinovs, a lady who owned large

csutes and many serfs. Ivan studied for a year at the univer-

sity of Moscow, then at St Petersburg, and was finally sent

in 1843 to Berlin. His education at home had been conducted

by Gemuin and French tutors, and was altogether foreign,

Us mother only speaking Russian to her servants, as became
a great lady of t^ old school For his first acquaintance

with the Uterature -of his country the future novelist was hi-

debted to a serf of the family, who used to read to him verses

from the Rossiad of Kheraskov, a once celebrated poet of the

eighteenth century. Turgueniev's early attempU in literature,

consisting of poems and trifling sketches, may be passed over
here; they were not without indications of genius, and were
favourably spoken of by Bielinski, then the leading Russian
critic, for whom Turgueniev ever cherished a warm regard.

Our author first made a name by his striking sketches " The
Papers of a Sportsman" (Zapiskt Okkotnika), in which the
miserable condition of the peasants was described with start-

ling realism. The work appeared in « collected form in 1852.

It was read by all classes, including the emperor himself, and it

undoubtedly hurried on the great work of emancipation. Tur-
gueniev had always sympath^ed with the muMkiks; he had often

been witness of the cnielties of his mother, a narrow-minded
and vindictive woman. In some interesting papers recently

contributed to the " European Messenger " {Viestnik evropy)

by a lady brought up in the household of Mme Turgueniev,
sad detaUs are given illustrative of her character. Thus the
dumb porter of gigantic stature, drawn with such power in

Mumu, one of our author's later sketches, was a real person.

We are, moreover, told of his mother that she could never
understand how it was that her son became an author, and
thought that he had degraded himself. How could a Turgueniev
submit himself to be criticized?

The next production of the novelist was " A Nest of Nobles "

{Dwrianskoe gniexdo), a singularly pathetic story, which greatly

increased his reputation. This appeared in 1859, and was fol»

lowed the next year by " On the Eve " {Nakanunge)—tL tale

which contains one of his most beautiful female characters,

Helen. In 1862 was published " Fathers and Children " {Otti

i Dieti)t in which the author admirably described the nihilistic

doctrines then beginning to spread in Russia. According

to some writers he invented the word nihilism. In 1867

appeared " Smoke " (X>fm), and in 1877 his last work of any
length, " Virgin Soil " (Nov). Besides his longer stories, many
shorter ones were produced, some of great beauty and full

of subtle psychological analysis, such as Rudin, ''The Diary
of a Useless Man " {Ihuvnik lisknago ckdovieka), and others.

These were afterwards collected into three volumes. The
last works of the great novelist were " Poetry in Prose " and
" Clara Milich," which appeared in the " European Messenger.'^

Turgueniev, during the latter part of his life, did not reside

much in Russia; he lived either at Baden Baden or Paris,

and chiefly with the family of the celebrated singer Viardot

Garcia, to the members of which he was much attached. He
occasionally visited England, and in 1879 the degree of D.C.L.

was conferred upon Jiim by the university of Oxford. He died

at Bougival, near Paris, on the 4th of September 1883.

Unquestionably Turgueniev may be considered one of the

great novelists, worthy to be ranked with Thackeray, Dickens

and George Eliot; with the genius of the last of these he has

many affinities. His studies of human nature are profound,

and he has the wide sympathies which are essential to genius

of the highest order. A melancholy, almost pessimist, feeling

pervades his writings, a morbid self-analysis which seems natural

to the Slavonic mind. The closing chapter of "A Nest of

Nobles" is one of the saddest and at the same time tmest

pages in the whole range of existing novels.

The writings of Turgueniev have been made familiar to persons

unacquainted with Russian by French translations. There

are many versions in English, among which we may mention

the translation of the " Nest of Nobles " under the name of
" Lisa," by Ralston, and " Virgin Soil," by Ashton Dilke. There

is also acomplete and excellent translation by Mrs Garoett.

(W. R. M.)

TURI, a Pathan tribe on the Kohat border of the North-West

Frontier Province of India. The Turis inhabit the Kurram

valley, which adjoins the western end of the Miranzai valley and

number neariy 1 2,000. Though now speaking Pushtu and ranking

as Pathans, they are by origin a Turki tribe, of the Shiah

sect, who subjected the Bangash Afghans some time early in the
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eighteenth oentuzy. They mre itrong, hardy, and courageous,

and make fint-rate honemen. Their early dealings with the

British government were inclined to turbulence, and they were
concemeid in the Miranzai expeditions of 1851 and 1855 (see

MiBAMZAx). But the only expedition specially sent against

them was the Kurram expedition of 1856 (see Kurkam). Since

then they have settled down and engaged in trade. During
the Second Afghan War they supplied Sir Frederick Roberts

with guides and provisions. In 2892 they voluntarily accepted

British administration, and th^ now furnish a laige part of

the tribal militia in the Kurram Valley.

TURIlf, a dty of Piedmont, Italy, capital of the province of

Turin, formerly of the kingdom of Sardinia until x86o, and
of Italy till the removal of the seat of government to Florence

in 1865. Pop. (1906), 377,xai (town), 361,720 (commune), with

a garrison of 8500, the town being the hndquarters of the I. army
corps. The area of the city is 4155 acres, and its octroi drde
measures nearly 9 m. Its geographical position is excellent;

built upon alluvial soil 784 ft. above sea-level at a short distance

from the Alps, it stands upon the river Po, which here runs from

south to north just above the confluence of the Dora Riparia.

The streeU and avenues, almost all of which are straight, cut

each other at right angles, forming blocks of houses, here as else-

where called " islands." As viewed from the east the city stands

out boldly against the Alps. Taken as a whole it is modem
in aspect, but its regularity of form is in reality derived from

the andent Roman town of Augusta Taurinorum, which

formed its nudeus. The mean temperature at Turin (1871-

1900) is S3* F. (winter 35*, summer 71*), with an average

maximum of 90", and an average minimum of 17*. Mists are

frequent in the winter mornings, and to a less degree in autumn.

Snow falls on an average only on seven days per annum. The
rainfall averages 34 in.

The cathedral of St John the Baptist is a cnidform Renaissance

building dating from X492-X498, by the Florentine Meo da

Caprina. The site was first occupied by a church erected, it is

said, by the Lombard duke Agilulf (7th century). Behind the

high altar of the cathedral (from which it Is separated by a glass

screen) is the chapd of the Sudario or Sindone, built (1657-1694)

by Guarini as a royal burial-place. The " sudario " from which

it takes its name is asserted to be the shroud in which Joseph of

Arimathea wrapped the body of Jesus. La Beata Verglne della

Consolata, anotherof Guarini's works, hasa tower which originally

bdonged to the church of St Andrew, founded by the monk
Bruning in Z014, and attracts attention by Vincenzo Vela's

beautiful kneeling statues of Queen Maria Teresa and Queen

Maria Adelaide, as well as by the image of the Madonna, which

has the credit of having waited off the cholera in 1835. Other

churches of some note are San Filippo Neri (1672-x 773)1 the dome
of which fell in just as it was approaching completion under the

hands of Guarini and was restored by Juvara, and La Gran

Madre de Dio,. erected to commemorate Uie return of the rojral

family in 18x4. Of the seoilar buildings the more interesting

are the Palazzo Madama, first erected by William of Montferrat

at the dose of the X3th century on the Roman east gate of the

town, remains of the towers of which were incorporated in it,

and owing its name to the widow of Charles Emmanuel U., who
added the west facade and the handsome double flight of steps

from Juvara's designs; and the extensive royal palace begun in

the X7th century. Many of the palaces have fine pillared court-

yards of the baroque period, some of which are the work of

Guarini. For the Porta Palatina and other remains of the andent

dty walls see bdow. The dtadd, erected in x 565, has been almost

entirely demolished. There is practically nothing of the Renais-

sance period except the cathedral. The CasteUo dd Valentino is

a building partly in the French style of the middle of the x6th

century. The university, founded in X400 by Lodovico di

Acaja, has faculties of jurisprudence, medidne and surgezy,

literature and philosophy, and the mathematical, physical and

natural sdences. The number of students is about 2500. The

old univezsity buildings erected in x 7 13 by the Genoese architect

Ricca proved too small; and new buildings, fitted more especially

for the medical and sdentific departments, have been erected.

The original building contains the valuable library (now national)

,

many of the treasures of which were destroyed by fire in X906,

and a collection of Roman antiquities. The academy of sdences
was founded in 1757. It occupies a building erected in 1687 by
Guarini as a Jesuit college. Tlie muse\un of antiquities and tbe
picture gallery, of which it has the custody, are both of high
interest—the former for the local antiquities of Piedmont and
Sardinia (notably from Industria) and for the Egyptian treasures

collected by Donatl and Drovetti, and the latter for its Van
Dycks and pictures by north Italian masters. There is a museum
of zoology and mineralogy in Palazzo Carignano (another of

Guarini's buildings), azid the royal palace contaizis the royal

armoury (a fine collection made by Qiaries Albert in 1833) and
the royal library with its rid\ manuscript collection and iu 20,000

drawings, among which are sketches by Raphael, Michelangelo,

and Leonardo da Vind. The dvic museum has a great variety

of artistic and literary curiosities, among them a remarkable

collection of autographs and the Lombard missal (x49o).

There are many modem public monuments—conndenMy more
than in other Itaiun towns—and some of them are fine. The Mole
Antonelliana, built by Alesaandro AntoneUi, h the ouMt important
example of modem architecture in Turin. It belongs to the munid-
pality, and b uied for the Riaommento Museum. It is the highest
brick edifice in Europe, its summit being 510 ft. above ground. It s
a square edifice with a large dome and lofty spire, the dome bdog
raised upon a hall with ttunBe gaUeries, one above theotber.so that
from the floor to the top of the dome is over 300 ft.

Among the hospitals is that called b^ the name of its founder,
Cottolengo, a vast institution providing for toore than 5000 penoos;
there are also the Ospedale Maggiore m San Giovanni, the Ospedak
Mauriziano, and many other hospitals for special diseaaes,aswell as
asylums and charitablie institutions of all kinds.

The industries comprise metallurgv, machine-making, rhrmirals,
ttlk and cotton weaving, tanningand leather-worldng. The manu-
facture of motor-cars has become of great importance, and Turin is

the chief scat of the industry in Italy, nearly 5000 workmen being
employed. Chocolate, liqueurs and vermouth axe also made here.

The application of electriaty is wkldy developed on account of the

proximity of Alpine valleys rich in torrents. The supplyoC drinking
water is furnished by three aqueducts.
The opening of the St Gothard tunnd exexdaed a pteiudidal

influence upon the trafiic of the network of railways of which Turin
is the centre, and Milan, owing to tU nearness both to this and to

the Simplon, has become the most important railway centre of Italy.

Turin has. however, the advantage of being the nearest to the Mont
Cenis, while the completion of the line through Cuneo overthe Col di

Tenda affords direct communication with the French Riviera. Main
lines mn also from Turin toVerodli and thence to Novara aixi Milan
(the direct route), toCasale Monferrato, to Alessandria (and thence
to Piaoenza or Genoa), to Genoa via Asti and Acqui, to Bri and
Savona, and branch lines to Lanso. Torre Pellice. Aosta, Rivoti.

Rivarolo, &c. and steam tramways in various directxMis.

For administrative purposes the dty is divided into two mnninpsl
police sections and into seven government districts or mandamtxU,
The military organization is proportionate in importance to the

strategical position of Turin near the French frontier. There is a
military arsenal with laboratories, a miliury academy for artillery

and engineer officers, a war school, and a miliUry ho^tal.
Among the surroundings of Turin the Hill of Superga (2300 ft.

above the sea) merits special mention. Victor Amadeus II. erected

there a votive basilica in memory of the liberation of Turin from the

French in 1706. King Charles Albert and other kings and princes

of the Savoy dynasty are buried in the crypt. Not far from Turin
are also the castles oT Moncalieri. Stupinigi. Rivoti. Racconin. Agi^
Vcnaria, and the ancient monastery of the Sagra di San Micbele

(753 metres above sea-level), famous for iu view of the Alps as far

as tne beginning of the Lombard plain.

Turin was always a place of importaxxce and mHitaiy strength,

in spite of numerous vicissitudes, till at length it was made the

chief town of Piedmont by Amadeus, first duke of Savoy. Under

Emmanud Philibert it became the usual residence of the ducal

family, and in X5X5 the bishopric was raised to metropolitan

rank by Leo X. Between X536 and X562 Turin was occupied by

the French, and in X630 it lost 8000 of its dtizens by the plague.

The Fxench were masters once more from X640 to X706, ax^d again

from 1798 till x8x4, when Piedmont was restored to the house of

Savoy. From x86o to 1865 Turin was the capital of Italy.

The andent Augusta Taurinorum was a dty of Gallia Osalpitta,

the chief town of the Taurini. The natural advanuges of its

site and its position with relation to the pass over the Alpis
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Cottia (Mont Gen^vre; see Comx RzcNUif) made it important
in early times, though it cannot have been very strongly fortified,

inasmuch as Hannibal, after crossing the Alps in 218 B.C., was
able to take it after a three days' siege. It became a colony

either under the^ triumvirs or under Augustus, and it was then
no doubt that it was fortified. It was partly burned down in

AJ>. 69, but continued to be prosperous, as may be gathered from
the remains of its fortifications and from the many inscriptions

which have been discovered there. The Roman town formed a
rectangle 2526 ft. by 2330; the line of the walls, which were 2x ft.

high, 7 ft. thick at ground level and'3 ft. at the top, is well known,
inasmuch as they were standing till about 1600; and the north

gate, the Porta Palatina, still exists; it has a double opening, and
two orders of arches above, and is flanked by two sixteen-sided

brick towers. The east gate, similar in character, still exists in

part within the Palazzo Madama. The north-west comer tower
is also in part preserved, and traces of other parts of the enceinte

have been /ound. The interior of the town was divided by
seven streets from east to west and eight from north to south into

72 tKsitlae; and the andent pavement and the drains below it

are frequently found "under the streets of the central portion of

the modem town, indicating that they follow the ancient lines

(see especially NoHmU de^i Scavi, 1902, p. 277). In the great

extensions which the dty has undergone since 1600, the old

rectangular arrangement has been followed. Remains of a
theatre have been discovered beneath the Palazzo Vecchio,

demolished in 1899 (A. Taramelli, in Noluie degli Scavif 1900,

p. 3).

See C. Promis. SUtria deW oMica Torino (Turin. 1869); A.
d'Andrade. Rdazione dell' ufficio regionale per la couserwuione dei
wunmnenti dd PiemonU e deUa Liguria, 7 acq. (Turin, 1899).

(T. As.)

TURKESTANi a name conventionally employed to designate

the regions of Central Asia which lie between Siberia on the N.
and Tibet, India and Afghanistan on the S., the western limit

being the Caspian Sea and the eastem Mongolia and the Desert

of GobL £t3rmologically the term is intended to indicate the

regions inhabited by Turkish races. How far this name was
appropriate in the past need not be considered here; at present

the repons called Turkestan not only contain races which do not

belong to the Turk family, but it ezdudes races which do, e.g.

the Turks of the Ottoman Empire. Nevertheless the term, in

its dual application of West Turkestan and East or Chinese

Turitestan, has long been established, and in default of any better

designations cannot very well be dispensed with.

L—West Tuucestan

West Ttirkestan is very nearly, though not quite, coinddent

with the territories which Russia possesses and controls in Asia,

Siberia excepted. Thus it includes (i) the governor-generalship

of Turkestan, embracing the provinces of Ferghana, Samarkand,

Semiryechensk, and Syr-darya; the provinces of Akmolinsk and

Semipalatinsk, and sometimes that of Turgai belonging to the

governor-generalship of the Steppes; the Transcaspian region;

and the semi-independent states of Bokhara and Khiva. Its

total area amounts approximately to 1,290,000 sq. m.

Physical Geography.—Physically this region is divided into two
harply contrasted parts, the mountainous and highland country in

the cast and the flat steppes and deserts in the west and north. The
former are sufliciently described under the heading Tian-Shan. It

will be enough to say here that the mountainous region belongs to

the great orographical flange which runs from south-west to north-

east along the north-western margin of the great plateau of Central

Asia. Hence it consists (i) partly of ranges, mostly snowopped.
which stretch from south-west to north-east, and which in several

cases terminate en tchelon on the verge of the desert, and (2) partly

of ranges which strike away from the above at various angles, but

in a predominantly nOrth-westem direction. The latter, including

such ranges as the Chingiz-tau, Chu-lli Mounuins, Kandyk-Uu and
Khan-uu, the Ferghana range, the Kara-tau and the Nura-tau. are

geologicaUy of later origin than the great border ranges of the Tian-
shan proper, e.g. Trans-Alai, Alai, Kokshal-tau, Alexander ran^e,

Terskei Ab-tau. Kunghd Ala-Uu, Trans-Ili Ala-Uu and Dzunganan
Ala-uu. The Tarbagatai Mountains, still farther notth, are often

classified as bekmging to the Alui system. Generally speaking,

the ranges of both categories run at 10,000 to 20,000 ft., though

altitudes as high as 3^,000 ft. are attained by individual peaks, such
as Mt Kaufmann and Khan-tengri. Most of the loftier summiu
are capped with peipetual snow, and on some of them, e.g. Khan-
tengri (Mushketov, Semenov, Inylchik) and the Kok-su Mountains
(Fedchenko, Shurovsky), south of Peak Kaufmann, there are well-
developed glaciers. Nesriy all these border ranges rise abruptly
and to great hdghts from the plains on >^e north or north-west,
but have a much shorter and easier descent on the south or south-
east. Hence the passes lie at ereat altitudes, ranging from about
9000 to 14,000 ft. On the other nand the fact of the ranges radiating
outwards towards the west, and the further fact that they are in
more than one place penetrated by deep depressions (e.g. Dzungaria,
Kulja, Issyk-kul, Ferghana) for a considerable distance towards the
east, greatly facilitate access to the k>ftier plateau lands of Central
Asia, and have from time immemorial been the highways of hyman
intercourse between East and West.

Like the highlands of Siberia, those of Turkestan are fringed by a
gi"" ' tTmi

*--'--
in .'ilT. !v ..f 1000 to 1500 ft., and these

at , , od area reaching L^wUmt
only 4"'n j*» J^'iJ iS^J ft. iUavt b4'a;level, or even
si>i(;lnj^ \*c\>m the level of the oct^rt. Some ||eographers
diMik- ihrm vMo tu^ scciidns—the higher plains of the Balkash (the
AU-kul and Bdlkji^h driiiuiKc arca?^) and the Aral-Caspian depres-
sion, whicli occupies Tic«irly FwD-thirdi of the whole and has oeen
ab]>' described by L V. Mushketov under the appropriate name of
Tumnbn basln^he Kara-Eau Mountains, between the Chu and the
Syr-darva rivtra, being; coniidercd as t>ie dividing line between the
tWD. The B^lki^sh pblnn, rt-inrc th.m 1000 ft. above the sea, and
cc : u^lt^l rbv, wit I, ! ;

'!. ')ess at their foot, are well
di^ -; the Hi and oiJiu: tuudc:::. ol Lake Balkash and support
the numerous flocks and herds of the Kirghiz. To the south-west
the clayey soil becomes saline. There is the Famine steppe (Bck-

Kk-dala), while in the Ak-kum steppe, which- surrounds Lake Kara-
1, large areas consist of nothing but sands, partly shifting. The

plains and lowlands of the Turanian basin are subclivided by a line

drawn from north-east to south-west along a slight range of hills

running from the sources of the Ishim towards the south-east comer
of the Caspian (Bujnurd and Elburz edge of Khorasan). This low
range, which most probably separated the lowlands of the Aral-
Caspan region (submerged dunng the Post-Pliocene period) from
the higher plains which nad emerged by the end of the Tertiary
period, now divides the Transcaspian steppes from the somewhat
different higher plains. In the Turanian basin the contrast between
desert and oasis is much stronger than in the Balkash region. Fer>
tile soil, or rather soil which can be rendered fertile by irrigation,

is limited to a narrow terrace of loess along the foot of the mountains,
and is surrounded by barren deserts. Even where the loess stretches
out over terraces at some distance from the mountains, as in the
south-east of the Transcaspian region, it can be cultivated only when
irrig;ated. Two rivers only—the Syr and the Amu—succeed in
setting across the desert and reaching the Sea of Aral. But their
former tributaries no jonger run their full course: the glacier-fed

Zarafshan dries up amid the nrdens of Bokhara soon after emerging
from the highlands; and the Tejeft and the Murghab lose themselves
in the recesses of the Kara-kum desert. The only tributaries which
the Amu retains are those whose whole course is within the high-
lands. In the north such formerly important tributaries of the
Syr-darya as the Chu, with its sub-tributary the Sary-su, now dry
up "^nrnc hundreds of miles before reaching the main stream.
The ihhole area is now undergoing geological changes on a vast

scale. Ri^'iirs have changed their courses, and lakes their outlines.
Far 3w.ky from thdr present shores the geologist finds
in4^il>LE.>t 1u signs of the recent presence of lalws in the
shi :l- (h.'v have left amid the sands. Traces of former nvers
an J iraMnricls, which were the main arteries of prosperous regions
within the period of written history, have now disappeared. Of
the highly developed dvilizations which grew up and flourished
in Bactria, Bokhara and Samarkand the last survivals are now
undergoing rapid obliteration with the simultaneous desiccation
of the rivers and lakes. The great " Blue Sea " of Central Asia,
the Sea of Aral, which at a recent epoch (Post-Gladal) extended
south-west as far as Sary-kamysh. and the shells of which are found
nonh and east of its present shores 50 to 200 ft. above its present
level (i$7 ft. above the ocean, and 348 above the Caspian), now
occupies but a small portion oif its former extent. It fills a shallow
depression which is dryine up with astonishing rapidity, so that the
process of desiccation can De shown on surveys separated by intervals

of only ten years: large parts of it, like Aibughir Gulf, have dried up
since the Russians took possession of its shores. The whole country
is dotted over with lakes, which are rapidly disappearing under the
hot winds of the deserts.

Geology.^—Like the highlands of eastem Asia, those of TurkesUn
are mostly built up on Pre-Cambrian gneisses and metamorphic
slates, resting upon granites, syenites, old orthoclase porphyries,
and the like. These upheavals date from the remotest geological

ages; and since the Primary epoch a triangular continent having its

> R. Pumpelly and others. Explorations in Turkestan (Washington.
1905). contains references to the geok>gical literature to the date
of publication.
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: tuned towards the north-east, as Africa and America have

. % pointing southward, roee in the middle of what now con-
stitutes Asia. It is only in the outer foldings of the highlands that
Pataeoasoic fossiliferous deposits are found—Silurian, Devonian.
Carboniferous and Permo-Carboniferous. Within that period
the principal valleys were excavated, and their lower parts have
been filled up subsequently with Jurassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary
deposits. One of the most striking insunces of this is the very thick
Cretaceous and Tertiary defiosits which cover the bottom of the
valley of the Vakhsh (right tributary of the Amu) and are continued
for about 300 m. to the north-east, as far as the Abi valley

—

probably alons^ the edge of the Pamir plateau. The deposits of the
Secondfury period have not mainuined their horizontal po^rion.
While upheavals havii^ a north-eastern strike continued to take

Elace after the Carboniferous epoch,^ another series of upheavals,
aving a north-western strike, and occasioned by the expansion of

diabases, dolerites, melap^yres and andesttes, occurred later, sub-
seaucntly at least to the dose of the Tertiary period, if not also

before it, dislocating former chains and raising rocks to the highest
levels by the additbn of new upheavals to the older ones. Through-
out the Triassic and Jurassic periods nearly all Turkestan remained
a continent indented by gulfs and lagoons of the south European
Triassic and Jurassic sea. Immense fresh-water lakes, in which
were dcpouted layers of plants (now yielding coal), filled up the
depresuons of the country. Cretaceous and Tertia^ deposits
occur extensively along the edg» of the highlands. Upper and
Middle Cretaceous, containing phosphates, gypsum, naphtha^ sul-

phur and alum, attain thicknesses cl aooo and 5000 ft. in Hissar.
Representatives of all the Tertiary formations are met with in

Turkestan ; but while in the highlands the strata are coast-deposits,

they assume an open sea character in the lowlands, and their rich

fosnl fauna furnishes evidence of the gradual shaltowing of that sea,

until at last, after the Sarmathian period, it became a'closed Medi-
terranean. During the Post-Pliocene period this sea broke up into
several parts, united by narrow straits. The connexion of Lake
Balkash with the Sea of Aral can hardly be doubted; but this

portion of the great sea was the first to be divided. While the Sea
of Aral remained in connexion with the Caspian, the desiccation of
the Lake Balkash basin, and its break-up into smaller separate
basins, were already going on. The Quaternary epoch is repre-

sented by vast morainic deponts in the valleys of the Tian-shan.
About Khan-Tengri glaciers descended to a level of 6800 ft. above
the sea,' and dischaiged into the wide open valleys or syrls. It is

most probable that, when allowance has been made for the oblitera-

tion of gladal marldngs, and the region has been better explored, it

will appear that the rlaciation of Turkestan was on a scale at least as
vast as that of the Himalayas. In the lowlands the Aral-Caspian
deposits, which it is difficult to separate sharply from the later

Tertiary, cover the whole of the area. They contain shells of mol-
luscs now inhabiting the Sea of Aral, and in their petrographical
features are exactiy like those of the lower Volga. The limits of
the Post-Pliocene Aral-Caspian sea have not yet been fully traced.

It extended some aoo m. north and more than 90 m. east of the
present Aral shores. A narrow strait connected it with Lake
Balkash. The Ust-Urt plateau and the Mugojar Mountains pre-
vented it from spreading north-westward, ana a narrow channel
connected it along the Uzbrn with the Caspian, whkh sent a broad

Klf to the east, spread up to the Voln, and was connected by the
anych with the Black Sea basin. Great interest, geological and

historical, thus attaches to the recent changes undergone by this

basin. Since the theory of geological cataclysms was abandoned,
and that of slow modifications of the crust of the earth accepted,
new data have been obtained in the Aral-Caspian region to show that
the rate of modification after the close of the Glacial period, although
still veiy slow, was faster than had been supposed from the evidence
of similar changes now going on in Europe and America. The
effects produced by desiccating agencies are beyond all comparison
more powerful than those which result from the earthquakes that
are so frequent in Turkestan. All along the base of the highlands,
from Khojent to Vyemyi, earthquakes are frequent;' but their

effects lie beyond the scope of our observational methods.
Climate.—^The climate of West Turkestan is exceedingly dry and

continental. Although the country is approximately comprised
within the latitudes of Sicily and Lyons, it has a south Norwegian
January and ^ Persian summer. Temperatures of more than 100^ F.
in the shade are common, and the heat is rendered still more
unbearable by the reflection from a soil destitute of vegetation. The
winter is for the most part so cold that the average temperature
of January b below the freezing point, and even reaches o* F.
Snow falls for several months on the lower Syr-darya, and, were it

not blown away^ by the winds^ sledge-communication would be
possible. This river is frozen for an average of 123 days every
year in Its lower parts and nearly 100 days at Perovsk. At Tashkent
there is snow during two months and temperatures of — 10* F.
have been observed; on the other hand the maximum observation

» I. V. Mushketov's Turkestan (pp. 35, 681) seems to justify this
conclusion.

' Sec I. lenatyev. in lanstia of Russ. Geog. Soc. (1887), vol. xxiii.

.' Ibid.; also Orkyv in Mem. ofKatan Naturalists (1873), voL iiL _

is 108*. To the south of Khojent the winter becomes more dement.
Absence of rain is the distinctive feature of the dimace. Although
it rains and snows heavily on the mountains, only 11 in. of rain
and snow fall throughout the year at Ta^kent, at the base of the
highlands; and the steppes of the lower Amu have leas. A few
showers are all that falf from the aUnost invariably cloudless sky
above the Transcaspian steppes.

Fauna.—^The fauna of Turkestan bdongs to the zoo-geographical
domain of northern Asia, and is only differentiated by the presence
of species which have disappeared from the peripheral parts of the
Old World and now find a refuge in the remotest regions of the
uninhabited plateau. From the Palaeoarctic region it is distin-
guished by the presence of Himalayan species. The distinctive
animal of the Pamir plateau is the magnificent Oois fioli (con-
jectured to be the ancestor of the common sheep). In the alpine
tracts of the Tian-shan, on the borders of the Pamir, their
horns and skulls are frequently met with, but there the place of
the spedes is now taken oy 0ns kareiini. The wild horse, which
occutred in Poland a few centuries ago, was discovered by Prezbe-
valsky in the highlands of Dzungaria. The wild camd inhabits the
lonely plateaus south of the Ala-shan. The other mammals of
Turkestan are mostly those which are met with elsewhere in north
Asia. The Himalayan bear {Ursus isab^inus) has iu home on the
Pamir, and the smaller Leuconyx up to the highest levels on the Tian-
shan. Antelopes. Lepus lekmannt, Lagomys rutUus, various species
of Arviceiae^ and the Himalayan long-uUed marmot {Arctomys
caudaius), the most characteristic inhabitant of the alpine meadows,
are the only mammab of the Pamir proper. In the alpine region
are found the badger (ife/^ taxus). the ermine {Puterius ermineus^
and six other Mustelidae, the wild dog {Canis alpinus), the common
and the black-eared fox (C. melanolis), while the corsac fox (C.
corsac) is met with only on the plains. Two species of lynx, the
cheetah (Felis jubata), F. manul, and F. irbis, must be added to the
above. The tiger b met with only on the lower Amu-darya, except
when it wanders to the alpine region in pursuit of the maral deer
(Cervus maral). The jackal is characteristic of the steppes; it
banishes the wolves and foxes. Hares are represented by several
spedes, Lepus lehmanni being the most characteristic Both the
common and the long-tailed marmot (A- baUtacinus and A. caudatusy
live at the foot of the mountains, as well as four species of Sperm^^
Philus, three of voles, two of the mouse and three of the hamster.
The Meriones (four spedes) and the jerboa (five species) are only met
with in the steppe region. Of ruminants, bieside the sheep (0. Pdi^
0. kareiini, O. ntgrimontatui, O. heinsii), we find one moufflon (JdTiui-

mon vignei), formerly known only in the Himalayas, the Chinese
antelope {Antilope subgutturosa) and the saiga antdope in the-
steppes, the Siberian ibex and another goat, the yak, the zebu or
Indian ox, the common ox, the camel and the dromedary. The
wild boar is common in the reed thickets along the rivers and
lakes, where it stays during the winter, migrating to the high-^
lands in summer. The hedgehog and porcui»ne are common in the
plains.

No fewer than 385 spedes of avifauna are recorded, most of thena
being middle-European and Mediterranean. A large number were
formerly known only in the Himalayas, or in Persu, while others
have their origin in East Asia. The commonest are mostiy European
acquaintances. The insect fauna is truly multitudinous. Among
the Lepidoptera of the Pamir there is an interesting mixture erf

Tian-shan with Himalayan spedes. G. E. Grum-Grshimailo found
on the Pamir the butterfly Ctdias nastes, a spedes characteristic
of Labrador and Lapland; like the alpine plants which bear witness
to a Glacial period flora in the Himalayas, this butterfly is a survival
of the Glacial period fauna of the Pamir.* Of 50 species of rocrfluscs

found in Turkestan quite one half are peculiar to the regk>n.

Flora.—As a whole the flora of Turkestan is identical with that of
Central Asia, which was formerly continued by geo-botanists aa far
west as the steppes of Russia, but which must now be considered as
a separate region subdivided into two—^the Central Asian proper
and that of the Gobi. It has its own habitus, notwithstanding the
number of species it has in common with Siberia and south-east
Russia on the one hand and with the Himalayas on the other, and
this habitus is due to the dryness of the climate and the conseauent
changes undergone by the soil. Towards the end of the Glacial
period the Tian-shan Mountains had a flora very like that of northern
Cauca«a, combining the characteristics of the flora of the European
Alps and the flora of the Altai, while the prairies had a tian very
much like that of the south Russian steppes. During the Stone Age
the human inhabitants lived in forests of maple, white beech and
apple trees. But the gradual desiccation of the country resulted

* For ampler information, see N. A. Syevertsov's " Vertical and
Horizontal Distribution of Turkestan Animals," in Jzoeslia of the
Moscow Soc. of Amateurs of Nat. Science (1873); A. P Fedchenko"s
" Travels in Turkestan " (vols. xi.. xix.. xxi.. xxiv and xxvi. of the
same Jzvestta), forming a series of monographs by specialists which
deal with separate divifions of the animal and vegetable kingdom
(the flora by E A. Regcl); Oshanin's Zoo-Geographical Problems im
Turkeitan (Tashkent, 1880); G. E. Grum-Grshimailo's " Flora and
Fauna of Pamir," in Imslia of Russ. Geog. Soc. (i836) ; Works of Ou
Aral-Caspian Expedition.
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m the immigration from the Central Asian plateau of such species

as could adapt themselves to the dry ctitnate and soil, in the dis-

appearance of European and Altaic species from all the more arid
paru of the region, in the survival ol steppe species, and in the
adaptation of many of the existing species to the needs of an arid

and extreme climate and a saline soil. ^ The Pamir voretation and
that of the Aral-Caspian steppes constitute two types with numberless
intermediate gradations.

There is no arboreal vegetation on the Pamir, except a few wDlows
and tamarisks along the rivers. Mountain and vallev alike are
carpeted with soft grass, various spccws of Festuca predominating.
]n the immediate vicinity of water the sedge {Carex physoides)

grows, and sporadic patches of Allium. To these may be added a
few Ranunculaceae, some Myosotis, the common Taraxacumf one
species of Ckamomtila, and a few Lcguminosae. In the north and
west the Stipa of the Russian steppes supersedes Festuca and affords

sploidid pasture for the herds ot the Kara-Kirghiz. In the gorges
aiul on the better-watered slopes of the mountains the herbaceous
vegetation becomes luxuriant. Besides the above-named there are
many other Gramineae, such as Lasiatrostis spUndens, the whole
seas of SccJnosae. Eremurus, 6 to 7 ft. in height, forms thickets along
with Sctrrodosma foetida. The northern slopes of the Alai chain are

richer in trees. Up to 12,000 ft. full -grown specimens occur of the
archa or juniper (Juniperus pseudo-Sabina), characteristic of the

whole northern slopes of the Turkestan highlands, the poi>lar,

spruces, cedars, a very few birches {B. SogdtGna), and a copbus
uiulergTOwth of shrubs familiar in European gardens, such as Rkodo-
dendron chrysantkum, Sorbus aucuparia (rowan), Berberis keteropoda

(bcrbeiry), Lonicera Tatarica (honeysuckle) and Crataegus (haw-
thorn). Farther east and north comes the Turkestan pine (Picea

Sckrenkiana), while at k>wer levels^hcre grow willows, black and
white poplars, tamarisk, Cellist as well as Elaeagnus (wild olive),

Hippophaerhamnoides{9a\\oMitYiOTn), Rubusfructicosus (blackberry),

Prunus spinasa (blackthorn) and P. Armeniaca (apricot). Thecharac-
teristic poplar, Papulus ditersifoliat and the dwarf Acer Lobelii—
very different from the European maple-;-alBo occur.

The above applies to most of the highlands of the Tian^shan.
The drier southern slopes are quite devoid of arboreal vegetation.

On the northern slopes, at the higher levels, /timpertM pseudo-Sabina
is the only tree that grows on the mountains, and luxuriant meadow
grasses cover the syrts. Lowerdown , at 7500 to 8000 ft. the coniferous

cone begins, characterized by the Picea Sckrenkiana. Of course the
juniper and a few other deciduous trees also occur. The richest zone
IS tfc^t which comes next, extending downwards to 5000 and 4500 ft.

There woods of birch, several species of poplar, the maple {Acer

S^anenovii), and thick underwoods spread over the mountam slopes.

Orchards of apple and apricot surround the villaecs. The meadows
are ck>thed with a rich vegetation—numberless Paeoniae, Scabiosae,

Convolvulaceae, Campanulae, Eremurus, Umbellifera& Gallium^

Rosaceae, Altkeae. Cl^rrrkiwae^ Scorodosma foetida and Gramineae.
But as soon as the soil loses iu fertile humus it produces only

a few PUomiSt Alkagi camelorum, Psammae, Salsdaceae, Artemisiae^

Peganum and some poppies and Ckamomillae, but only In the

spring. The invading steppe planu appear everywhere in patches

in the Turkesun meadows.
The " culture " or " apricot zone b followed by the prairie belt,

in which black-earth plants {Stipa and the like) struggle for exis-

tence against invading Central Asian forms. And then come the.

lowlan<M and deserts with their moving sandy barkkans, skors and
takyrs (see Transcaspian Region). Two species of poplar {P.

pruinosa and P, diversifolia), Etaeaenus angusltfolia, the ash, and a
lew willows grow along the rivers. Large areas are wholly destitute

of vegetatbn, and after crossing 100 m. of such a desert the traveller

will occasionally come upon a forest of saksaul {Anabasis Ammoden-
dron). Contorted stems, sometimes of considerable thickness, verv
haxdL and covered with a grey cracked bark, rise out of the sand,

bearing green plumes with small greyish leaves and pink fruit.

Scmettmes the tree is a mere knot peeping above the sand with a
sfteaf of thin branches. In spring, however, the steppe assumes
qufce another aspect, being clothed, except where the sands are

shifting, with an abundance of vegetation. Persian species pene-

trate into Bokhara and the reeion of the upper Amu.
Vegeiable Products.—As already stated the climate of Turkestan

varies considerably from north to south. In Akmolinsk and Scmir-

yechensk most of the kinds of com which characterize Middle Russia

are grown. South of the Chu and the Syr-darya gardening is a
considerable industry; and, although rye and wheat continue to

be the chief crops, the cultivation otthc apple, and especially of the

apricot, acquired importance. Attempts are also made to cultivate

the vine. The inhabitants of the neighbourhood of Tashkent and
Samarkand, as well as those of the much more northern but better

sheltexvd Kulia oasis, add the cultivation of the almond, pome-
granate and hft. Vines are grown and cotton planted in those

districts. . Finafly, about Khojent and in Ferghana, where the climate
is milder still, the vine and the pistachio tree cover the hills, while

agriculture and horticulture have reached a high degree of perfec-

tion. Successful attempts are being made to now the tea-plant
in the Transcaspian region. Large numbers of oleaginous plants
are cultivated, such as sunflower.

^ .

Agriculture.—^The arable land, being limited to the irrigated

terraces.of loess, occupies little more than 2% of the whole area of
West Turkestan. The remainder is divided between pasture land
(less than 44%) and desert (54%). Owing to a very equitable
distribution of irrigation water in accordance with Moslem law,
agriculture and gardening have reached a high stage of development
in the oases. Altogether close upon 4,000,000 acres are irrigated,

and the crops are usually taken every year. Wheat, barley, millet,

pease, lentils, rice, sorghum, lucerne and cotton are the chief agricul-
tural products. Carrots, melons, yesetable marrows, cucumbers
and onions are extensively grown. ' Rye and oats are cultivated
at Kazalinsk and Kopal. Com is exported. Owing to the irri-

gation, total failure 01 crops and consequent famines are unknown,
unless among the Kirghiz shepherds. The kitchen gardens of the
Mahommedans are, as a rale, admirably kept. Potatoes are grown
only by the Russians. The cultivation of cotton is extending
rapidly-—from 1300 acres in 1883 to 5^1,ooO acres in 1902, of which
^02.000 acres were in Ferghana. Sericulture, a growing industry,
is cnicfly carried on in Ferghana, whence silk cocoons are an impor-

* See Krasnov's researches in /sms(A> of Russ. Geog. Soc (1887),

vol. xxiiL

Irghiz steppe a
themselves do not know their exact numbers.

Minerals.—^The mineral wealth of Turkestan is considerable.
Traces of auriferous sands have been discovered at many places, but
the percentage of gold is too poor to make the working remunerative.
Silver, lead and iron ores occur in several localities; but the want of
fuel is an obstacle to their exploitation. The vast coal-beds of Kulia
and some inferior ones in Samarkand are not seriously worked. The
petroleum wells of Ferghana and the beds of graphite about Zairam-
nor are neglected. There are abundant deposits of gypsum, alum,
kaolin, marble and similar materials. Asphalt is obtained in

Ferghana. Notwithstanding the salt springs of Ferghana and
Syr-darya, the salt lakes of the region, and Ui^ rock-salt strata of
tne Alexander MountaiM, salt is imported.

Industry and Trade.—Turkestan fias no manufacturing industry
carried on by means of machinery, except distilleries and establish-

ments for dressing raw cotton. These last have greatly increased
in number; over a score are driven by steam and about a hundred by
water. But there is a great variety of artisan work, such as copper
and brass, paper, knives (at Bokhara), silver filigree, shoes, caps
(at Samarkand and Andijan) and carpets; but most of these have
been for some time declining and sow stand at a rather low level.

Trade is very actively carrira on. Tashkent and Bokhara are the
chief commercial centres, the principal articles of export to Russia,
via Orenburg and Semipalatinsk, being raw cotton and silk, cattle

and their products, while manufactured wares are imported in return.
There is also an import and export trade to and from Ununchi and
China, via Kulja and Ak-sa.

Po^af/a/»Mf.-^Tarkestan has been tbe theatre of so many
migrations and conquests that its present population could not
fail to be veiy mixed. Both Aiyans and Mongols have their

representatives there, the former settled for the most part, the

latter chiefly nomad. The Ural-Altaians are numerically the

predominant element, and consist of Turkomans, Kirghiz,

Uzbegs and Sarta. The Turkomans inhabit chiefly the Trans-

caspian region. They number less than a quarter of a million.

The Kara-Kalpaks (*' Black Bonnets ") number about 104,000.

They are supposed to be recent immigrants to S3n:-darya, having

come from the former Bulgarian Empire on the middle Volga.

Their language and habits are the same as those of the Kirghiz;

but for the last century and a half they have had some acquain-

tance with agrculture. Their pacific temper exposed them to the

raids of the Kirghiz, who compelled them first to settle in Dzun-
garia, then to move their dweUings severaf times, and ultimately

(in 1742) to recognize the sovereignty of Russia. Even since

that time they have been driven by the persecution of theirold

enemies to cross the Aral-Caspian steppes and seek refuge near

Astrakhan. The real masters of the steppes and highlands of

Turkestan are the Kirghiz, of whom there are two branches—the

Kazak (Cossack) Kirghiz, who number about 3,787,000, and the

Kara (Black) Kirghiz or Burnt, who number neariy 202,000. The
Uzbegs, who played a predominant political part in Turkestan

before the Russian conquest, are of Turko-Tatar origin and speak

a pure Jagatai (Turkish) dialect; but they are mixed to a great

extent with Persians, Kirghiz and Mongols. They are sub-

divided into clans, and lead a semi-nomadic life, preserving most

of the attractive features of their Turkish congenera—especially

their honesty and independence. They number some 726,500 in
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all. When settled they are mostly designated Sarts—a name
which has reference more to manner of life than to anthropo-

logical classification, although a much stronger admixture of

Iranian blood is evident in the Sarts, who also speak Persian at

Khojent and Samarkand. Their numbers amount to very nearly

1,000,000. Taranchi or Taranji (" labourer " in Chinese) is the

name given to those Sarts who were settled in the Kulja region by
the Chinese government after the rising of 1 7 58. Theyconstitute

about two-fifths of the population of Kulja. The origin of the

Dzungans is somewhat problematical. They number nearly

20,000, and inhabit the valley of the Ili in Kulja and partly are

settled in Rusaan Turkestan. They are Mahommedans, but
have adopted Chinese manners of life. The Mongol branch is

represented in Turkestan by Kslmucks (191,000) and Torgutes
(Torgod) in the north-east and in Kulja, where they are inter-

mingled with Solons, Sibos and Chinese. The Aryan Tajik, the

aborigines of the fertile parts of Turkestan, were subdued by the

Turko-Mongol invaders and partly compelled to emigrate to the

mountains, where they are now known as Galchas. They number
over 350,000 and constitute the intellectual element of the

country and are the principal owners of the irrigated land—the

Uzbegs being their labourers—merchants, and moUahs or priests.

They are Sunnite Mussulmans. The other representatives of

Aryan race in Turkestan are a few (8000) Persians, mostly

liberated slaves; Indians (300), who carry on trade and usury

in the cities; a few Gipsies (800), and the Russians. Among
these last two distinct elements must be noticed—the Cossacks,

who are settled on the borders of the Kir^iz steppe and have
assumed many Kirghiz habits, and the peasant-settlers, who
are beginning to colonize the valley of the Ili and to spread

farther south. Inclusive of the military, the Russians number
about 100,000. The tota^ population numbers approximately

9,000,000.

Notwithstanding immigration, the Russians still constitute

a very small proportion of the population, except in the pro-

vince of Semiryediensk, where the Cossacks, the peasants, and
the artisans in towns number 130,000, and, with the Russian

troops, constitute 14% of the aggregate population. The
only other province containing any considerable number of

Russians is Syr-darya, where there are about 10,000 settlers

(less than 1% of the population). About 12,000 Russians

are settled in Bokhara and about 4000 in Khiva. The
total estimated population of Russian Turkestan in 1906 was
5,746,600.

There are several populous cities in Russian Turkestan. Its

capital, Tashkent, in the Syr-daiya province, had 156,4x4

inhabitants in 1897, and other dties of importance are Samar-
kand (58,194), Maighilan (42,855 in Old Marghilan, and 8977 in

New Marghilan) in Ferghana, Khojent (31,881) in Syr-darya,

Khokand (86,704), Namangan (61,388) and Andijan (491682) in

Ferghana..

EdvaUum.—In the way of education nearly everythmg has still

to be done; but a technicU school and an experimental agricultural

station with a school have been opened at Tashkent.
iZai/vayx.-^Turkestan possesses only two railway systems; the

Tninscaspian line and the Orenburg-Tashkent line. The former,
built in 1880-1888, starts at Krasno>^sk on the Caspian and rarts

east-south-east between the Kara-kum desert and the Kopct-daeh
Mountains until it reaches the oasis of Teien. Then it turns nortn-
east via Merv to Bokhara and Samarkand, the total distance being

940 m. From Samarkand it is continued east-north-east via Khojent
to Andijan (330 m.), sending off on the way a branch to Tashkent
(94 m.). This last citjr was m 1905 connected by rail via Perovsk,
Kazalinsk, and Irgiz with Orenburg (ii49 m.).

General Conditum.—^Populous cities aaomcd with fine monuments
of Arabian architecture, numerous ruins of cities decayed, grand
irrigation canals now lying dry, and written monuments of Arabian
literature testify to a time when civilization in Turkestan stood at a
much higher level than at present. This period was during the first

centuries after its conversion to Islam. Now all is in decay. The
beautiful mosquesand fnadrasas (theological colleges) are dilapidated

;

no astronomers study the sky from the tops of their minarets: and
the scholars of the madrauu waste thdr time on the most deplorablv
puerile scholasticism. The inspiration of early belief has disappeared

:

the ruling motive of the mollahs (priests) b the thirst for personal

enrichment,andthe people no longer follow the kbojas or theologians.

The asricultural labourer has preserved the uprightness, diUgence
and sobriety which characterize the Turkish peasant; but the ricfacr
inhabiunts of the cities are grossly sensual.

It remains, however, an open question whether the Russians mill
be able to bring new vigour to the country and awaken intellectual
life. The followers of Islam, whose common law and religion know
only of a temporary possessbn of the land, which belongs wholly
to the Prophet, cannot accept the principles of unlimited property
in land which European civilization has borrowed from Roman law

;

to do so would put an end to all public irrigation works and to the
system by which water is used according to each family's needs,
and so would be faul to agriculture. The Russians have abolished
slavery; and their rule has put an end to the interminaUe intc&tiae
struggles which had weakened and desolated the whole region. The
bar^rous tortures and executions which rendered Khiva notorious
in the East are no longer heard of; and the continual appeals of the
khojas for " holy " war against their rivals find no response. But
the Russian rule has imposed many new taxes, in return for which
Turkestan only gets troops of Russian merchants and officials, who
too often accept the worst features of the depraved Mussulman
civiluation of the higher classes of the country. Schools are being
diligently built; but the wants of the natives are subordinated to
the supposed necessities of Russification. A consulting hospital
for Manommedan women has been opened by women graduates in
medicine at Tashkent.
Bibliography.—I. V. Mushketov's CeohgicaJ and Orop'opkicai
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n.—East Tukkestan

East or Chinese Turkestan, sometimes called Kashgaria, is a
region in the heart of Asia, lying between the Tian-shan ranges on
the north and the Kuen-lun ranges on the scuth, and stretdiing

east from the Pamirs to the desert of Gobi and the Chinese
province of Kan-su (98** E.). The country belongs to China, and
to the Chinese is known as Sin-kiang; but administratively the

Chinese province of Sin-kiang crosses over the TIan-shan and
includes the valleys of Kulja or Ili and Dzungaria on the north.

Physical Geography.—A\ong with the desert of Gobi East Tur-
kesUn occupies the lower terrace of the great central Asian plateau,
which projects from the Himalayas north-east towards the Bering
Straits. But though it is in reality an elevated plateau, with
a aeneral altitude of 4600 down to 2675 ft., it is nevertheless
a aepres»on when compared with the girdle of mountains which
surround it on every side except the east, and even on that side
it is shut in by the crumbling remains of a once mighty moun-
tain system, the Pe-shan (see Gobi). The region as a whole
slopes very gently towards the Lop district, where the lake, or
rather marsh, of iCara-koshun, in 39* 51' N. and 89* aa' £., lies

at an attitude of 267jt ft. This b not. however, the absolutely
lowest point in East Turkestan: that is found in the local depm-
sion of Turfan-Lukchun. south-east of Urumchi. between the Cbol-
tagh and the Bogdo-ola ranges of the Tian-shan. The deepest
part of that depression lies 56-426 ft. below the levd of the
sea; but this remarkable pit in the surface is of very limited area,
for within less than 30 m. to the north the level rises up to 250 ft.

(at the town of Turfan) and to 3500 ft. in the Chol-tagh only
12 m. to the south, while at Pichang. 60 m. east, it is 3400 it.

above the sea. and immediately behind Turfan the Jareoz
Mountains run up to an altitude of 10,000 ft. There are also
two other depressions which lie at a lower altitude than the
Kara-koshun, but they lie. one (Kulja or Ili) among the Tian-
shan ranges and the other (Dzungana) beyond them. The town
of Kulia. which stands about the midole 01 the Chinese part of
the valley of the Hi river, has an altitude of 2165 ft., but the valley of

Dzungana ranges at 900 to 3000 ft., and in the lakes {e.g. Ebi-oor)
which dot its surface it descends to 820 ft. The mountain nngts
which shut off East Turkestan from the rest of the world rank
among the loftiestand most difiicult in Asia, and indeed in the world.
The Kuen-lun on the south rise steeply from the flat deseru of the

Takla-makan and Kum-tagh by successive terraces until they reach
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an devatSon of 19,000 to 20,000 ft- on the summit of the Ti^^- ran

plateau. The passes in them ran^c gen^nlly at altitudos of tt>.' ft.

to i8,jooft. {e.g. Kyzyl-davan, 16,900 ft.; Sughct-davan^ 17.'^- t.;

a pass in the Arka-tagh i8,2jciq ft-). On the wc^e E^h TurkL^^an
is generally approached from Indbt Lrjr ihct famous poju of KaralcDrum
(18.300 ft.), from Ferighana and Wust (RujsLan) Turk*fstait by the

pSLSsea of Kyzyl-art (14.01^ ft,) and Ttrck (127^0 fuh ancj 'the

mountains on this side attain to altitudn pf 35. 7 So ft. in th& Muz-
tagh-Ata or Tagarma, of 23,000 ft. in the Kaufinanii FVrak, in the

Trana-Alai range, and of 19,680 ft. in thtr Alai r^ngc The TLarL-s.han

Mountains sicirt East Turkestan on the n>arih-c;ii»t4 nhcrt^ the Kf)k-

shal-tau range rises to 16,000 to iS.ooo ft- and t*^ ctv^^cA by philips

(e.g. Bedel and Tan-art) which rrach 13.000 to 14,^ ft,, and on the
north, where the mountain knot of TChan-tengn has an altitude

of 22.800 ft. and the Bogdo-ola and Karlyk ranges run up to 15,000
to 18.000 ft., while the passes (e.g. Muz-arton the north-east shoulder
of Khan-tengri) climb up to 8000 to 12.000 ft. But here two
natural gaps or gateways, those of Urumchi at 2790 fL and
Otun-koza at 23< * ' "* .... ....
of the Tarim an(
its flanking ranges __ . _ ,.

gradually approaching the Nan-shan section of the Kuen-lun in

about 98* £., narrow the desert, are. a good deal lower, namely
5000 to 9000 1 1.

Within this mounts in gifdie lies the basin of the Tarim^ extending
ov . n area of j^i^cbo tsq. m.y but of this ^1-3% consists ff nrid

an 'r..>5t impasiabk dfst'rtft^ namely the Takla-mahin (rj.c :he

de -f Lop, the Gha«ihtun Gobi, and the desert of_ Kurii jh,

w^l .'. rr descriVjcd unck'r Goni. The principal stream is, of cm ^ae,

tb rim, about idod id. in length. It \s virtually compc^S'.'iL of

th irkaiidHlan*'*H the Kaihgar-dar^'a, and the Ak-su-tt.srya,

wi .t ^--jsistant aujirtientation from the konchph-tlarj'a, which (Jniins

Lake BAgfa^h'kuI (ai the touth fc»oi of the eastern fian-shan), iind

intc-ritiit tent augmentation from the K ho tan-da lyn ami the Chk-rrJum-

dax-ya from the bouth. The Laain of the Tanni coni.nnB, tr; ' .*d,

nuineraut other itreams^ most of them cummer ton"' ' ng
th? Aankii of the encircling mountains^ but crnicc no if' Us
of thi^ Ta,riin, though now all «wallowed up in the de^r^ ter

quiftin^ the {.helter of the mountains. The Tarim, which ii 'in ihe

whcvi^c a sfui;gis.h, ihiillow, windii^ stream, fringe* the treat tlL^ert

of Takla-makan on the west, north and mA-si^ ^rid, afttr Wv —

~

sivcflf ocawn upon
Kajj^^r, Maraf-bathif Ak-^u], thmirgh which it p3.sies.

dies.away in the jaJt recd-jjrown lake of marsh of L*-\'

IctKhun)' Along the south foot of the Tian-shan, ami ]ri

va!k'>'* which mtervene between the constimtitt mite*
"*

"

"

"
5 Uch-[ijrl;in,

»d,

lly

ra-

fh- i*:gh

»t [liat

systi-mt there eust numerous flourishing oafhc-5, surh as

Ak-4u, Kucha, Korla^ Kara-shah r, Hamir B^rkul, 7_'urfan, i.'ru]i'i>; hi,

Mana.» and Kulja. A iimilar string of oas^s exi^t all alan>: ihe

north foot of the Kueu'lun^ f-£, KarraUk, Khotan„ Kc-riya, Niya,

Chrfchen, Cliarkhlik, Sa-cbou, and An^hsS-chou, but these m-ctle-

mfent^ Kime of them of very grvat antitjuitv, Ivxvc ti^ maintain a
conftant fi|;ht againtt the cncrcMuihments of the desert »nd- In

br>aji. general term* theTukla-makan may be di.-5criE]cd as a t Km hied

seu cl i^ndt wtth wave* {barihavs or sand-acciimulattons) as, m ich

as joo ft- in bcij^ht, diversified by occasional patches of hanJ 1 tiy,

mostly elon^'ateci from northH?a*i lo south- west, between the ri'.3!i:t--;of

the duntfs- in the deserts that lie eait of the Lop-nor the sanrl i^. not

piled up ttJ- such great height*» nor is it KentTiilly of such a tjhiliing

clffljaGtcr- There are ampler expanses of hard salircrons clhiy {-'.or)

and oa the north Ride of the de§ert of Lop the surface ha^; t len

carvttt and sculptured by the wind into innumerable Hit, t i'Je-

topped raanes (jardanis) with >-erticaI or even overhangmg i^l/Ics,

aepajated from one another by deep-cut, wind-swept gullicft,. rurning

frum nortb-wt to south' west. During the later Tertiary pcrii:-! all

theve desert i^ginni would appear to have been covered by an J'^-ian

Medicrfninea.Ror, at all eveat*» by vast freah'water lakes, a co nc 1 u 'ion

which ieenis to be well warranted by the existence of talt-si viied

depTiE'Ssioni ot a lafu-irrlnf ehinicicr; by trtirc-s of formcrr Liru-irine

shure-linesi^ moxc ue .— ^^1^^.^^ *u.J i.wi<H_j.jiUat; b> ^.^..u^tHLj uf \ASt

Quantities of fresh-water mollusc shells {e.g. Limnaea and Planorbis):

the existence of belts of dead poplars, patches of dead and moribund
tamarisks, and vast expanses o( withered reeds, all these crowning
the tops of the jardangs, never found in the wind-scooped furrows;

the presence of ripple-marks of aqueous origin on the leeward side

of the clay terraces and in other wind-sheltered situations; and,

in fact, by the general conformation, contour lines, and shapes of

tlie deserts as a whole. From the statements of older travellers,

like the Venetian Maroo Polo (13th century) and the Chinese pil^im
HsOan Tsaiw (7th centurv), as well as from other dau, tt is

perfectly evident, not only that this country is suffering from a pro-

gressive dcsiccatwn, but that the sands have actually swallowed
up cultivated areas within the historical period.

Climate.—The climate b characterized by great extremes and a
wide range of temperature, not only between summer and winter,

but sometimes also in the course of twenty-four hours. In the

desert of Gobi the thermometer descends as low as —.I9'3* F* Jn

January, and in the desert of Cherchen as low as — 26* in the same
month, and snow falls in winter even in the heart of the latter desert.

At Yanghi-kol (40* 52' N. and 86" 51' E.), beside the lower Tarim,

the January mean U -i-3* F., the Tune mean 88*, and the lowest
mimmum recorded —14* (Febniary). In both the desert of GoW
arr! TTt fhi^ rf'—rrt of f^p a diurrn! tt!^" ' ^4* has been observed.
Timu J.j"^e \,.,a.\; Jit-^fins to frtt-niv ^zauy tu November. As regards
the summer temperature, as early as tJie 12 th of March a reading of
70-5* has been obtained In the deeert of Lop, and as high as 90' at
Charkhlik early in May. \t\ June beside the lower Tanm the ther-
mometer hk* n.*eistertd 1 04* before a buran, 77* during its continu-
ance, and 4B'7* at night. At Kashgar (alL 4275 ft.) the mean
temperature for the year t* 55 4*. the January mean 21'2*, and the
July mean 0i-5'';at Yarkand (alt. 4165 ft.) the annual mean uM'O*,
the January mt^ti ?o-l*+ and the July mean 81 •^•. In the LuKchun
depressiari (55 ft* befow sea-levtH), which is sittiated at approxi-
mately the ten Ere of the Asia tb continent (^2* a2' N.and 89*42' E.),-
the chmate is faJrty typical of Central A&i^, tne mean for the year
being 55- 5", for January 167* and for July' 89-6*: in other words,
while Ihe summer 19 as not as In the Saf^ara, the winter is as cold as
at St Petersburg, Minimal observation* of —4*0* and —4*5* have
been taken at Yarkand and Lukchun respectively, and maximal
ob^rvation^ of loj-a* and 105 5' at the same two places. The
atmg*phere in the deaert region* is remarkably diy, SJid though a
little rain falls occasiDnaJIy on the lou'er slopes 01 the mountains,
scan^ely any falls in the dcwrt, at the most a snuut shower at
intervals of several years. At Kkshgar the annual rainfall amounts
to li?^ than rB in* During a f^irge part of the year, and more
es Mt rrt A[ir7tig, the atmosphere is heavily charged with sand,
an ' '.r\\^ sandstorms {burans) are of frequent occurrence.

Fauna.—In the more arid regions animal life is naturally not
abundant. The tiger and wild boar haunt the thickets beside the
Tarim, wild duck and wild geese throng its waters, and more
especially the waters of its marginal and deltaic lakes. There also
the wild swan is found. Antelopes, hares and occasionally the lynx,
fox, deer, rats, vultures, crows, ravens, hawks, with lizards are other
denizens of the borders of the deserts. The wild camel frequents
the scattered oases along the margins of the desert and roams into
the desert itself. Gadflies and mosquitoes are a veritable plague
around the lakes of the lowUnds in the hot weather In the higher
mountainous parts animal life is more abundant, the typical forms
being the wild yak, the kulan or wild ass, the arkhari or wHd
sheep, the orongo and other antelopes, the marmot, wolf, hare
partridge and bear. Fish are plentiful in the lower Tarim and
m its lakes.

VegetabU Products.—In the desert regions vefietation is, of cotn-se,

extremely scanty, being restricted almost entirely to the tamarisk,
ElaeagnuSt tussock grass, and a few Salsoiaceae. Poplars and in
some places willows grow along the river-sides, ana dense reed
brakes, often 6 to 10 ft. nigh, fill tlw lakesand dot the quieter reaches
of the river beds. But as the slopes of the mountains are ascended
the rainfall becomes more copious and grass makes its appearance,
together with a few species of arboreal vegetation, such as the
juniper. What cultivation there is, is confimd to the oases whkh
nestle at the foot of the mountains all round the Tarim basin. The
soil in them is of great fertility wherever it is irri^ted, and de^ite
the supineness of the Chinese authorities, irrigation u very exten-
sively practised in nearly all the oases. ExceUent crops of wheat,
barley, maize, sesame, millet, cotton, opium, tobacco and rice are
¥-own, and several of the oases, e.g. Khotan, ICuhgar, Koria,
urfan and Hami, aro famous for their orchards, in which cucumbers,

the mulberry, apple, pear, apricot, peach, melon, . grape, pome-
granate and walnut ripen to perfection.

Population.—^The people who inhabit the plains and motintain

slopes of East Turkestan consist partly of Aryans and partly

of races of Ural-Altaic stock, and are partly of mixed blood. In
Dzungaria they are Dzungans or Dungans, a Turko-Tatar tribe

who nominally profess Mahommedanism, and in Kulja they are

Kirghiz, Tatars, Mongols, Dtingans and others. The agricultural

population of the oases are principally of Turkish stock, power-
fully influenced by Aryan blood. The townsmen are more dis-

tinctly Turkish, i.e. Sarts and Uzbegs. The language universally

spoken is Jagatai Turkish. Kirghiz graze the slopes of the Tian-

shan. The trade is mostly in the hands of the Chinese, natives of

West Turkestan (known as Andijanis from the town of Andijan)

and Hindus. The total population, excluding Kulja and
Dzungaria, is estimated by A. N. Kuropatkin at 1,200,000, by
M. V. Pyevtsov at 2,000,000, and by Sven Hedin at x,800,000 to

2,000,000. The last named distributes it thus—1,500,000 rural,

200,000 urban, and 100,000 shepherds. The principal towns and
their populations are Yarkand, 100,000; Khotan, 40,000; Kash-

S^» 33i<ioo; Ak-su, 15,000; Keriya, 12,000; and Kulja, 20,000.

The population of Dzungaria is estimated at 600,000 and of Kulja
at 150,000. The prevailing religion all over East Turkestan is

Mahommedanism. The country belongs politically to China,

and Chinese fill all the higher administrative positions and form
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the garrisons in the towns. The region is divided into the adminis-

trative districts of Kashgar, Yarkand, Ak-su and UrumchL The
capital is the town of UrumchL

Industries.—In addition to agriculture, the breeding of livestock,

more especially sheep, camels, horses and asses, fishing in the waters
of the lower Tarim, and the transportation of merciiandise are all

important means of livelihood. East Turkestan contains several
minerals, such as gold, mined to a very small extent in the Kuen-lun
Mountains; lead found in the country west of Kaahgar and once
worked in the Kuruk-tagh, and copper and petroleum near Kashgar;
coal exists in abundance in the Kulja vallev and is found at Ak-su,
Korla, Kara-shahr, Turian and Hami on the northern verge cS the
deserts. Salt is obtained from stagnant lakes and from certain parts
of the desert. Jade, which is very highly valued by the Chmese
for making into ornaments, vases, cups, &c., has been extracted from
time immemorial, and is still extracted to^lay at Khotan. In a
region like East Turkestan, where the settlemenu are so scattered
Mva the population so thm, the arts and crafts are prosecuted
necessarily on only a k)cal scale. Neverthelen certain of the oases
are famous individually for one or more handicrafts: for instance,

Khotan for its silks, white catpets and felt goods; Kashgar and
Turian for cottons, Kucha and Kara-shahr for leather and saddlery,

Ak-su for felts and leather and metal Kpods, Yarkand for silks,

caipets and felts, and Urumchi and Uch-Turian for sulphur.
trade and Communitations.—^A considerable amount of trade is

done in the export of wool, hides, cotton, carpets, silks, feks. cereals

(wheat, bariey, maixe, rice); sheep, fruit and vegetables, and in tea,

silver, porcelain and opium imported from Chimi, ctoth and groceries

from India, and clotn, cottons, silks, sugar, matches ana ksather
from West Turkestan and Russia. The entire trade with India docs
not exceed £200,000 per annum. Traffic b carried on principally by
means of caravans of camels, horses, asses and oxen. The caravan
routes mostly followed between China and the more populous
centres (Kashgar and Yarkand) of East Turkestan start from
An-si-chow and Sa-chow respectively, converge upon Hami on the
north side of the Pe-shan swelling, and continue westward along
the south foot of the Tian-shan Mountains through the oases of
Turian, Kara-shahr, Korla, Kucha, Ak-su and Uch-turian. From
Hami other routes proceed to Barkul and to the main caravan road
whkrh skirts the southern edge of the Dcungarian valley and leads

to Vyemyt in the Ruadan province of Semiryechensk. A similar

branch route strikes off at Turian and cuts through the Tian-shan
ranges at Urumchi. Ak-su is an important trading town. From it

three routes start for West Turkestan; the one prindpally used
climbs over the Bedel pass (13,000 ft.) in the Kokshai-tau and makes
a detour round the east and along the north side. of the Issyk-kul,
while the othera cross over the Muz-art pass (13,000 ft.), on the north-
east shoulder of Khan-tengri. and the Terek pass (12.730 ft.) respec-
tively, the latter into Ferghana. Kashgar has connexion with
Ferghana and Boldiara over the Kyzyl-art pass (14,01 5 ft.) and down
the Alai valley. Yarkand and Khotan communkate with India
over the lofty pass of Karakorum (18,300 ft.) and through Leh in

Ladak, and thence over the difficult pass of Zoji-la (11,500 ft.).

There b another route between Kashgar and China along the
southern edge of the desert via Lop-nor. but it is not much usra. A
telegraph line was constructed between Lanchow in the Chinese
province of Kan-su and Turian in 1893.

History.—It appears very probable that at the dawn of history

East Turkestan was inhabited by an Aryan population, the

ancestors of the present Slav and Teutonic races, and that a
civilization not inferior to that of Bactria had already developed

at that time in the region of the Tarim.^ Our knowledge, how-
ever, of the history of the region is very fragmentary until about
the beginning of the Christian era. When the Huns (Hiung-nu)

occupied west and east Mongolia in 177-165 b.c., they drove
before them the Yue-chi (Yutes, Yetes or Ghctcs), who divided

into two hordes, one of which invaded the valley of the Indus,

while the other met the Sacae in East Turkestan and drove them
over the Tian-shan into the valley of the Hi. Thus by the beginning

^Such is the oondurion reached by C. Lassen, Indiuhe Alter-
thumskunde (4 vols., Bonn, 1844-1861). and supported by M.
Grifforiev (Ritter's Asien m Russ. trans.; addenda to East
Turkestan"). In connexion with the objection based upon the
sub-boreal character of the regions which were the cradle of the
Aryans, as proved by the so-called palaeontology of the Aryan
languages, it may be observed that by the end ofthe Glacial, and
during the earlier Lacustrine (Post-Glacial) period, the vegetation
of Turkestan and of Central Asia was quite different from what it

is now. It was Siberian or north European. The researches by
M. Krasnov (in Itoestia of Russ. Geog. Soc., St Petersburg, 1887.
vol. xxiii.) as to the characteristics of the former flora of the Tian-
shan, and the changes it has undergone in consequence of the
extremely rapid desiccation of Central Asia, must be carefully
borne in mind in all speculations founded upon the testimony of
language as to the original home of the Aryans.

of our era the Tarim region had a mixed population of Axyaos
and Ural-Altaians, some being settled agriculturists and others
nomads. There were also several independent cities, of whkk
Khotan was the most important. One portion of the Aryans
emigrated and settled in what is now \¥akhhan (on the Pamir
plateau), the present language of which seems very old, dating
anterior to the sepatatlon of the Vedic and Zend languaiges.

Between xao and xoi B.C. the Chinese extended their rule west-
wards over East Turkestan as far as Kashgar. But their

dominion seems to have been merely nominal, for it was soon
shaken oflf. By the end of the 5th century the western parts fell

under the sway of the " White Huns " (Ephthalites, or Tochari),
while the eastern parts were under Tangut (Thygun) dominion.
The Chinese, however, still retained the region about Lop-Nor.
Buddhism penetrated into the country at an early date, and
possessed famous monasteries there in the 5th and 7th centuries.

There were also at the same time followers of Zoroastrianism, of
Nestorian Christianity, and even of Manichaeism. An active
trade was carried on by means of caravans, com and silkespecially

being mentioned at a very early date. The civilization and
political organization of the country were dominated by the
Chinese, but were also influenced to some extent by Graeco-
Bactrian civilization, which had probably secured a footing in tlie

country as early as the 3rd century B.C. Our information as to
the history of this region from the 2nd century to the first half <rf

the 7th is slight, and is derived chiefly from the Journeys of the
Chinese pilgrims, Fa-hien in 399-415, Song-yun and Hwei-seng in

518-521, and Hsflan-Tsang in 629-645. By this time Buddhism
had reached its culminating point: in Khotan there were xoo
monasteries and 5000 monks, and the Indian sacred literature

was widely diffused. But already there were tokens of its decay;
even then the eastern parts of the Tarim basin seem to have been
growing less and less populous. To the east of Khotan, dties
which were prosperous when visited by Song-yim had a century
later fallen into ruins.

Little is known about these regions during the 7th, 8th and
9th centuries. In the 7th century the Tibetan king, Srong-btsan,

with the help of the western Turks, subjugated the western part
of the Tarim basin. During the following century the Mahom-
medans under Kotaiba ibn Moslim, after several excursions

into West Turkestan, invaded (71^13) East Turkestan, pene*
trating as far as Turfan and even China. The Chinese supremacy
was not shaken by these invasions. But, on Ihe outbreak of
internal disturbances in China, the Tibetans took possession of
the western provinces of China, and intercepted the communica-
tions of the Chinese with Kashgaria, so that they had to send their

troops through the lands of the Hui-khe (Hoei-ke, or Hoei-hu).

In 790 the Tibetans were masters of East Turkestan; but their

rule was never strong, and towards the 9th century we find the
country under the Hoi-he. Who these people were is somewhat
uncertain. According to Chinese documents they came from the

Selenga; but most Orientalists identify them with the Uighurs.

In the opinion of M. Grigoriev,' the Turks who succeeded the

Chinese in the western parts of East Turkestan were the Kariyk
Turks, who extended farther south-west up to Kashmir, while

the north-eastern parts of the Tarim region were subdued by the
Uighurs. Soon Mongol hordes, the Kara-Kitais, entered East
Turkestan (nth century), and then penetrated into West
Turkestan. During the following century the Mongol conqueror

Jenghiz Khan overran China, and Turkestan and Kashgaria fell

under his rule in 1220, though not without strenuous resistance

followed by massacres. The Mongol rule was, however, not very

heavy, the Mongols merely exacting tribute. In fact, Kashgaria
flourished under them, and the fanaticism of Islam was consider-

ably abated. Women again acquired greater independence, and the
religious toleration then established permitted Christianity and
Buddhism to spread freely. This state of affairs lasted until the

14th century, when Tughlak Timur, who extended his dominions
to the Kuen-lun, accepted Islam. He transferred his capital

from Ak-su to Kashgar, and had a summer residence on the banks

'See Ritter's Asien-. " East Turkestan '* (Russ. trans.), n. aSa;
also A. N. Kuropatkin's Kashgaria (1883).
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of the lake laiyk-kiil. His ton reigned at Samarkand, but was
overthrown by Timur (Tamerlane), the Mongol sovereign of

Samarkand, who, to put an end to the attacks of the wild Tian-

shan tribes, undertook in 1389 his renowned march to Dzungaria,

which was devasuted, East Turkestan also suffering severely.

The reintroduction of Islam was oC no benefit to the Tarim
region. In the 14th and 15th centuries Bokhara and Samarkand
became centres of Moslem scholarship, and sent great numbers
of their learned doctors to Kashgaria. Rubruquis, who visited

East Turkestan in 1254, Marco Polo between 1271 and 1275, and
Hols in x68o, all bore witness to great religious tolerance, but this

entirely disappeared with the invasion of the Bokhaxian mullahs

or Mahommedan priests. They created in East Turkestan the

power of the kkojas, or " theologians," who afterwards fomented
the many intestine wars that were waged between the rival

factions of the White and the Black Mountaineers. In the xyth

century a powerful Kalmuck confederation arose in Dzungaria,

and extended its sway over the Hi and Issyk-kul basins, having

its capital on the Hi. To this power or to the Kirghiz the
" Whites " and " Blacks " alternately appealed in their struggles,

in which Yarkand supported the latter and Kashgar the former.

These struggles paved the way for a Chinese invasion, which was
supported by the White khojas of Kashgar. The Chinese entered

Dzungaria in 1758, and there perpetrated an appalling massacre,

the victims being estimated at one million. The Kalmucks fled,

and Dzungaria became a Chinese province, with a military

colonization of Sibos, Solons, Dahurs, Chinese criminals and
Moslem Dzungars. The Chinese next re-conquered East Turkes-

tan, marking their progress by massacres and transporting 12,500

partisans of independence to the Hi (Kulja) valley. Hereupon
the dissentient khojas fled to Khokand in West Turkestan, and
there gathered armies of malcontents and fanatic followers of

Islam. Several times they succeeded'in overthrowing the Chinese

rule—in 1825, in 1830 and in 1847—but their successes were

never permanent. After the " rebellion of the seven khojas " in

2847 nearly 20,000 families from Kashgar, Yarkand and Ak-su

fled to West Turkestan through the Terek-davan pass, many of

them perishing on the way. In 1857 another insurrection broke

out; but a few months later the Chinese again took Kashgar. In

the course of the Dzungarian outbreak of 1864 the Chinese were

again expelled; and Yakub Beg became master of Kashgar in

1872. But five years later he had again to sustain war with

China, in which he was defeated, and East Turkestan once more
became a Chinese province.

Antiquiiies.—In r8g6 Dr Sven Hedin discovered in the desert

not far from the town of Khotan, in a locality known as Borasan,

objects in terra-cotta, bronze images of Buddha, engraved gems,

coins and MSS. ; the objects, which disphiy artistic skill, give indi-

cations of having been wrought by craftsmen who laboured to re-

produce Graeco-Indian ideals in the service of the cult of Buddha,
and consequently date presumably from the 3rd century B.C.,

when the successors of Alexander the Great were founding their

kingdoms in Persia, Khwarezm (Khiva), Merv, Bactria (Afghan-

istan) and northern India, and from that date to the 4th or 5th

century aj>. At the same time the same explorer excavated

part of the ruins of the ancient city of Takla-makan (near the

Keriya-darya), which had been overwhelmed by the moving
sands of the desert. There he found mural paintings, some of

which represented local lake or river scenes, carved woodwork,
fragments of pottery, gypsum images of Buddha, and traces of

gardens. These discoveries were followed by others made by Dr
M. Aurel Stein in the same part of East Turkestan, though at

other localities, namely, at Yotkan, the ancient capital of the

kingdom of Khotan, and at Dandan-uiUq, Endere, Karadong,

Rawak and other places, all lying east and north-east of the

town of Khotan. His " finds" consisted of pottery, images,

statues, coins, seals, frescoes, MSS. written in Sanskrit,

Brahmi and Chinese characters, wooden tablets in the

Kharoshti script, furniture and various cereals. These

things appear to date from the very beginning of the

Christian era, and continue down to the end of the 8th

century. A^un, in another part of the country, namely,

in the heart of the desert of Lop, In approximately 40* 40' N.
and go** E., Dr Sven Hedin was fortunate enough to discover

early in 1901 the ruins of the ancient city of L6u-lan or
Shanshan, which was destroyed, apparently by a desert storm
or by an inundation, or perhaps by both, towards the end of

the 3rd century aj>. Among the objects found on this site

were doctmients testifying to the name of the locality and
furnishing materials for fixing the date.

A little before the date of these last discoveries, others of a
somewhat similar nature were made by D. A. Klements in the

Lukchun depression already mentioned. Here in 1898 the

explorer discovered the ruins of ancient monasteries, dating from
the beginning of the Christian era down to the 13th and i6th

centuries. Among these ruins Klements found several very
interesting MSS., some of them written in the language of

the Uighuis, an ancient Turkish race, and others in tongues

unknown. Finally, in 1904, Dr von Le Coq, when excavating

the sand-buried ruins of Kara-khoja, between Turfan and
Lukchun, discovered extremely valuable MSS., some written on
Chinese paper, some on white leather, and some on wood,
besides Buddhistic wall-paintings. The MSS. are written in

ten different alphabets, and of the languages employed two are

entirely unknown. The excavators also brought to light

a vast number of human corpses in the garb of Buddhist

monks. Other finds were subsequently made by the same
explorer, in conjunction with Professor A. Grilnwedel, at

Kucha and Korla, two other oases at the south foot of the

Tian-shan Mountains.

In 1906-1908 Dr Stein made a second and more important

journey, principally for the purpose of antiquarian research,

though he also carried out imporUnt geographical investigations,

with the assistance of a native surveyor, in the Eastern Pamirs
(about Mustagh-ata), in the Nissa valley south of Khotan, and
elsewhere. His archaeological investigations were carried on
chiefly in the following localities: (i.) at and about Tashkurghan.
(ii.) North-east of Khotan, where a large Buddhist temple, with

relievos derived from Graeco-Buddhist models, were investigated

and numerous MSS. and wooden tablets were discovered, in-

scribed in Sanskrit, Chinese, Tibetan and the Brahmi script of

Khotan, the arid conditions, here as elsewhere, having caused

these and other perishable objects to remain remarkably well

preserved. (iii.)At Niya, east of Keriya, where many Kharoshti

documents on wood were recovered, sometimes retaining their

chiy seals of Greek type and wooden covers as envelopes, together

with implements, furniture, &c. (iv.)At Miran, near the western

extremity of Lop-nor, where Buddhist shrines with frescoes, &c.,

were investigated, (v.) At Lop-nor itself, where Chinese and
Kharoshti records on paper, wood and silk were recovered, and
flint implements and other evidences of prehistoric occupation

were discovered, (vi.) At and about the oasis of Tung-hwang,

east of Lop-nor. Here the explorer traced a Chinese wall with

watch-towers, guard-stations, &c., for a considerable distance,

and made an important archaeological collection. Evidence of

settlement back to the close of the 2nd century a'j>. was obtained,

and also of commercial traffic from the distant west in the shape

of records in Indian, Kharoshti and Brahmi scripts and an un-

known script resembling Aramaic. The sacred grottoes known as

the Halls of the Thousand Buddhas, south-east of Tung-hwang,

were visited, with their frescoes and cave temples, and a large

number of documents and examples of early Chinese art were

recovered. Dr Stein also investigated sites in the neighbourhood

of Kara-shahr and others to the north-east of the great desert.

BiBLiocaAPRT.—The best and the most exhaustive accounts of

East Turkesun are conUincd in Sven Hedin's Scientific Results cf
a Journey in Central Asia, 1890-1902 (vols. i.-ii., Stockholm, 190S-
1906), through Asta (2 vols.. London, 1808), and Central Asia and
Tibet (2 vols.. London. 190^). See also H. H. P. Deasy. /m Tibet

and Chinese Turkestan (Londfon, 1901 ) ; F. Grenard. in vol. ii. of J. L.

Dutreui! de Rhins's Mission Scientifique dans la Haute Asie (1890-

1895, n.p., 1897); Futterer, Durck Asien (Berlin, 1901); N. M.
Przhevalsky. From Kulja across the Tian-shan to Lob-nor (Eng. trans.,

by Delmar Morgan. London, 1 879) ; G. E. Grum-Grshimaiio, Opisanie
PuUshestoiya v Sqpadniy Kitat (St Petersburg. 1897*1 899); V. I.

Roborovsky and P. K. Kodov, Trudy Ekspeditsiy Imp. Russ. Ceog.
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ObshckesmpoceHtnUHoyAnya, 1803-189$ (St Petersburg. 1897. &c.)

;

V. I. Roborovsl^. Trudy TibeUkoi EkspmLiUiy, 1889-1800 \ K. Bogdan-
ovkh, Ceolotuhesktya Isledcvantya v. Vostocknom Turkeslaiu and
Tritdy TibHskoy Ekspeditsty, 1880-1890 (St Petersbur|;, itoi-itea);

V. A. Obruchev. Centralnaya Asiya, Snemty KiUu i Nan-ukan,
1892-1894 (2 vols.. St Petersburg. 180^1900; A. N. Kuropatkin.
JCoiAfaria (Eng. trans., London, 1883); and P. W. Church, Ckituse

Turkestan vith Caravan and Rifle (London, looi). For the archaeo-

logical discoveries, see the books of Sven Hedin already quoted:
M. A. Stein, The Sand-buried Citiet of Kkolan (London, 1903). and
Geographical Journal (London, July and Sept., 1909): uid D. A.
Klements and W. Radlov, Naclurichten Uder dievonder k. Akademie
der Wissenschaften tu Si Petersburg im Jakre 1898 ausgerHsteten

Expedition (St Petersburg, 1899). Consult also books cited under
TiAN-suAN. Lop-NOE, GoM and Kuem-lun. (J. T. Bb. ; P. A. K.)

TURKESTAN, or Hazket, a town of Russian TurkesUn, in

the province of Syr-darya, on the railway from Orenburg to

Tashkent, from which it lies 165 m. to the N.N.W. Pop. (1897),

11,592. It lies on the right bank of the Syr-daiya river, 20 m.

from it, at an altitude of 833 ft. It has a very old mosque of the

saint Haaret-Yassavi, which attracts many pilgrims. It is an

important d^t for hides, wool and other produce of cattle-

breeding. The town was captured by the Russians in 1864.

TURKEY. The Turkish or Ottoman Empire comprises Turkey

in Europe, Turkey in Asia, and the vilayets of Tripoli and Barca,

or Bengazi, in N9rth Africa; and in addition to those provinces

under immediate Turkish rule, it embraces also certain tributary

states and certain others under foreign administration. Turkey

in Europe, occupying the central portion of the Balkan Peninsula,

lies between 38" 46' and 42" 50' N. and 19" 26* and 29' 10' E.

It is bounded on the N.W. by Montenegro and Bosnia, on the

N. by Servia and Bulgaria, on the £. by the Black Sea and the

Bosporus, on the S. by the Sea of Marmora, the Dardanelles,

the Aegean Sea and Greece, and on the W. by the Ionian and

Adriatic Seas. Turkey in Asia, fronting Turkey in Europe to

the south-east, and lying between 28^ and 41* N. and if and 48*

E., is bounded on the N. by the Black Sea, on the N.W. by the

Bosporus, the Sea of Marmora and the Dardanelles, on the W.
by the Aegean Sea, on the £. by Persia and Transcaucasia, and

on the S. by Arabia and the Mediterranean. So far as geo-

graphical description is concerned, the separate articles on Asia

Minor, Albania, Armenia, and other areas mentioned below

—

constituting the Turkish Empire—may be consulted. (For maps

of Asiatic Turkey, see Arabia; Armenia; Asu Minor;

Palestine; Syria.)

The possesMons of the sultan in Europe now connst of a
strip of territory stretching continuously across the Balkan Peninsula

from the Bosporus to the Adriatic (29* ro' to ip* 20' E.), and lying

in the cast mainly between 40* and 42* and m the west between
39" and 43* N. It corresponded roughly to ancient Thrace, Mace-
donia with Chalcidice. Epirus and a large part of Illyria. constituting

the present administrative divi»ons of Stambul (Constantinople,

including a small strip of the opposite Asiatic coast), Edirne (Adria-

nople). Salonica with Kossovo (Macedonia), lannina (parts of

Epirus and Thessaly). Shkodra (Scuuri or upper Albania). To
these must be added the Turkish islands in the Aesean usually

reckoned to Europe, that is, Thasos, Samothrace, Imoros and, in

the extreme south, Crete or Candia. In December 1898, however.

Crete was granted practical independence, under the protection of

Great Britain, France. luly and Russia (see Crete), and the

suzerainty of the sultan is purely nominal.

Asiatic Turkey.—The mainstav of the Ottoman dynasty is the

Asiatic portion of the empire, where the Mahommedan religion is

absolutely predominant, and where the naturally vigorous and robust

Turld race forms in Asia Minor a compact mass of many millions,

far outnumbering any other single ethnical element ana_ probably

equalling all taken collectively. Here also, with the unimportant
exception of the islands of Samoa and Cyprus and the somewhat
privileged district of Lebanon, all the Turkish possessions constitute

vilayets directly controlled by the Porte. They comprise the geo-

graphically distinct regions 01 the Anatolian plateau (Asia Minor),
the Armenifin and Kurdish highlands, the Mesopotamian lowlands,

the hilly and partly mountainous territory of Syria and Palestine

and the coast lands of west and north-east Arabia. Asiatic Turkey
is conterminous on the east with Russia and Persia; in the south-

west it encloses on the west, north and north-east the independent

Kirt of Arabia. Towards Egypt the frontier is a line drawn from
kaba at the head of the GxxU of Akaba north-westwards to the

little port of E4 Arish on the Mediterranean. Elsewhere Asiatic

Turkey enjoys the advantage of a sea frontage, being washed in the

north-west and west by the Euxine, Aegean and Mediterranean, in

the south-west by the Red Sea, and b the aouth-cast by the Peniaa
Gulf.

Turkey's Arabian ponesdons comprise, besides El-Hasa on the
Persian Culf, the low-lying, hot and insalubrious Tehama and the
south-western highlands (vilayets of Heiaa and Yemen) stretching
continuously alons the east side of the Red Sea. and itiduding the
two holy cities of Mecca and Medina.

African Territories.—^Turkey in Africa has gradually been reduced
to Tripoli and Barca. Egypt, though nominally under Turkish
suterainty, has, formed a practicaUy independent principality
since 1841, and has been de facto under Bntiah protection since
1881.

PopulatioH.—The total population of the Turkish Empire in

1910, including Egypt and other regions nominally tmder the

sultan's suzerainty, was 36,323,539, averaging 25 to the square
mile; in the provinces directly under Turkish government,

25,926,000.

The following towns have over gOiOOO inhabitants eadi: Con-
stantinople, i,tso,ooo; Smyrna, 2^,000; Bagdad, 145,000; Damas-
cus, I45,000 : Aleppo, 122,000 ; Beirut, 1 18,000 ; Adnanople. 8 1 .000

;

Brusa, 76,000; Jerusalem, 56,000; Caesarea Mazaca (Kaisarieh).

72,000; KerbeU, 65,000; Monastir, 53.000; Mosul. 61,000; Mecca,
60,000; Horns, 60,000: Sana, 58,000; Uria, 55^000; and Macaah,
53,000.

Rau and Religion.—Exact statistics are not available as
regards either race or religion. The Osmanlis or Turks (q.v.) are

supposed to number some 10 millions, of whom i) million belong

to Turkey in Europe. Of the Semitic races the Arabs—over
whom, however, the Turkish rule is little more than nominal

—

number some 7 millions, and in addition to about 300,000 Jews
there is a large number of Syrians. Of the Aryan races the Slavs

•—Serbs, Bulgarians, Pomaks and Cossacks—and the Greeks
predominate, the other representatives being chiefly Albanians
and Kurds. The proportion borne to one another by the different

religions, as estimated in 1910, is: 50% Mussulman,41% Ortho-
dox, 6% Catholic, 3% all others (Jews, Druses, Nestorians,

'&c.). In the European provinces about two-thirds of the popu-
lation are Christian and one-third Mahommedan. Full and fairiy

accurate statistics are available for a considerable portion oif

Asiatic Turkey. Out of a population of 13,241,000 (1896) in

Armenia, Kurdistan and Asia Minor, 10,030,000 were returned

as Mahommedans, 1,144,000 as Armenians, i^r8,000 as other
Christians, and 249,000 as Jews. There are also about 300.000
Druses and about 200,000 Gipsies. The non-Mussulman popu-
btion is divided into miiletSf or religious communities, which are

allowed the free exercise of their reUgion and the contn^ of their

own monasteries, schools and hospitals. The communities now
recognized are the Latin (or Catholic), Greek (or Orthodox),

Armenian Catholic, Armenian Gregorians, Syrian, and United
Chaldee, Maronltc, Protestant and Jewish. The table on the

following page, for which the writer is indebted to the kindness of

Carolidi Effendi, formerly professor of history in the university

of Athens, and in 1910 deputy for Smyrna in the Turkish parlia-

ment, shows the various races of the Ottoman Empire, the xcgions

which they inhabit, and the religions which they profess.

AdministralioH.—\Jniil the revolution of 1908, with a very
short interval at the beginning of the reign (1876) of the deposed
sultan Abd-ul-Hamid, the government of Turkey had been essen-

tially a theocratic absolute monarchy. It was subjea to tbe
direct personal control of the sultan, who was himself a temporal
autocrat, which he now is not, and the most generally recognized

caliph, that is, " successor," of the Prophet, and consequently

the. spiritual head of by far the greater portion of the Moslem
worid—as he still is. Owing principally to the fact that the
system of the caliph Omar came to be treated as an immutable
dogma which was clearly not intended by its originator, and to

the peculiar relations which developed therefrom between the
Mussulman Turkish conquerors and the peoples (principally

Christian) which fell under their sway, no such thing as an
Ottoman nation has ever been created. It has been a juxta-

position of separate and generally hostile peoples in territories

bound under one rule by the military sway of a dominant race.

Various endeavours have been made since the time of Selim in.
(1789-1807), who initiated them, to break down the barriers to

tbe lormation of a homogeneous nation. The mosteancst and
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Races.

Albanians

Bulgarians

Servians.
Greeks .

Kutso-Vlachs (See
Macedonia)

Turks , . .

Regions inhabited,orVilayets. Religions.

Kurds . .

Circassians .

Avchar
Aiabs

Armenians

Samaritans . .

Gipsies . . .

Chaidoeans or
Nrttorians,
speaking partly
Syrochaldaic
and partly
Arabic (Syro-
chaldaic in

their churches)
Melchites, or

Syrian Greco-
Catholics
(Greek in feel-

ing, speaking
Arabic)

Jacobite Syrians, -

speaking Ara-
bic and partly
Syrian (byrian
in theirchurches)

Monites (speak-

ing Arabic/ind
in their churches
Syrian)

Druses . .

Mendaites or
Ben-i-Yahya

Yezzites.

lannina, Scutan of Albania,
Kossovo, Monastir

Salonica. Kossovo. Monastir

Kosaovo
Constantinople, Adrianople,

Salonica, Monastir, Kos-
sovo, Janina, Archipelago,
Vilayets of Asiatic Turkey,
(Hudavendighiar, Aidin,
Konia, Angora, Kastamuni,
Trebixond, Sivas, Adana
Syria, Aleppo, Sanjak of
Jerusalem) Crete

Monastir, lannina

The whole of Europjcan Tur-
key.Vilayets of Asia Minor,
(Bitlis, Van, Mamuret-ul
Aziz, part of Mosul and cer-

tain islands of Vilayet of the
Archipelago, of Cyprus,
Crete)

Trebizond and throughout
the whole of Eastern Asia
Minor

Erzerum, Sivas,Seert,Angora,
Mosul

Spread over the whole of Asia
Minor

.Adana, Angora, Sivas
Adana.Alcppo.Syria.Basdad,
Saniak of ferusalem, Hejaz,
Yemen, Beirut, Basna

Constantinople and spread
over the other Vilayets of
Turkey in Europe; also
Sivas, Angora, Trebizond,
Adana, Crzerum, Bitlis.

Mamuret-ul-Aziz, Mosul,
Aleppo, Van

Spread through Turkey in

Europe and Asia.and large-

ly coneregated in the San-
jak of Jerusalem, and in the
Vilayets of Bagdad. Mosul,
Syria, Beirut.

Only in the Sanjak of Nap-
luze (Vilayet of Beirut)

Spread throughout the whole

Baedad, Mosul and partly
Aleppo, Beirut and Mani
ret-ui-Aziz

Beirut, Aleppo, Syria

Beirut, Syria. Aleppo, Mosul,
Mamuret-ul-Aziz

Mt Lebanon, Beirut

Mt Lebanon,SanjakofHauran
Basra

Mosul. Bagdad, Bava

Mussulman,
Orthodox,
Catholic

Orthodox (dis-

senting)
Orthodox
Orthodox and

partly Cnco
catholic

Orthodox

Mussulman

Mussulman and
Orthodox

Mussulman

Mussulman

Mussulman
Mussulman

Gregorian and
Catholic

Samaritan Jew

Mussulman

Nestorian
Christian

United Ortho-
dox

Monophysite
and Jacobite

Monophysite
(Catholic
monothelitc)

Druse
Sabaean: or of

the sect of the
son of John
the Baptist
(Ben-i-Yahya*)
whomthey re-

gard as their

only prophet.
Yezzite(Mahom-

medanscct)

important of these attempts under Abd-ul-Mejid (1 839-1861)
proved, however, for various reasons abortive. So also did the
" Midhat Constitution " promulgated by Abd-ul-Hamid almost
immediately after his accession to the throne, owing largely to
the reactionary spirit at that time of the 'Ulema and of the sultan's

immediate advisers, but almost, if not quite, in equal measure
to the scornful reception of the Constitution by the European
powers. The 'Ulema form a powerful corporation, whose head,
the Sheik-til-Islam, ranks as a state functionary almost co-equal
with the grand vizier. Until quite recent times the conservative
and fanatical spirit of the 'Ulema had been one of the greatest

obstacles to progress and reform in a political system in which
spiritual and temporal functions were intimately interwoven.
Of late yean, however, there has been a gradual assimilation of

broader views by the leaders of Islam in Turkey, at any rate at

Constantinople, and the revolution of 1908, and its affirmation

in the spring of 1909, took place not only with their approval,

but with their active assistance. The theoretical absolutism of

the sultan had, indeed, always been tempered not only by tra-

ditional usage, local privilege, the juridical and spiritual precepts

of the Koran and the Suntutf and their 'Ulema interpreters,

and the privy council, but for nearly a century by the direct or

indirect pressure of the European powers, and during the reigns

of Abd-ul-Aziz and of Abd-ul-Hamid by the growing force of

public opinion. The enthtisiastic spirit of reform which heralded

the accession of the latter sultan never altogether died out, and
from about the last decade of the 19th century has been rapidly

and effectively growing in force and in method. The members
and sympathizers of the party of reform who styled themselves
" Young Turks," working largely from the European centres and
from the different points in the Turkish Empire to which the

sultan had exiled them for the purpose of repression—their

relentless persecution by the sultan thus proving to be his own
undoing—spread a powerful propaganda throughout the Turkish
Empire against the old regime, in the face of that persecution

and of the open and characteristic scepticism, and indeed of the

hostile action, of some of the European powers. This movement
came to a head in the revolution of 1908. In July of that year
the sultan Abd-ul-Hamid capitulated to the Young Turks and
restored by Irad6 (July 24) the constitution which he had granted

in December X876 and suspended on the 14th of February 1878.

A reactionary movement started in April 1909 was promptly
suppressed by the Young Turks through the military occupation

of Constantinople by Shevket Pasha and the dethronement of

Abd-ul-Hamid, who was succeeded by his younger brother

Reshad Effendi under the title of Mahommed V. A new
constitution, differing from that of Abd-ul-Hamid only in some
matters of detail, was promulgated by imperial Irad6 of the 5th

of August X909.

In temporal matters the sultan is a constitutional monarch,
advised by a cabinet formed of executive ministers who are the

heads of the various departments of state, and who are respon-

sible to the elected Turkish parliament. All Turkish subjects, of

whatever race or religion, have equal juridical and political rights

and obligations, and all discrimination as to military service has

been abolished. The sultan remains the spiritual head of Islam,

and Islam is the state religion, but it has no other distinctive or

theocratic character. The grand vizier (sadr-azam), who is

nominated by the sultan, presides ex officio over the privy council

{mejliss-i-khass), which, besides the Sheikh-ul-Islam, comprises

the ministers of home and foreign affairs, war, finance, marine,

commerce and public works, justice, public instruction and
" pious foundations " (evkaf), with the grand master of ordnance

and the president of the council of state.

For administrative purposes the immediate possessions of the

sultan are divided into vilayets (provinces), which are again

subdivided into sanjaks or mutessarifliks (arrondissements).

these into kazas (cantons), and the kazas into nahi^s (parishes or

communes). A vali or governor-general, nominated by the

sultan, stands at the head of the vilayet, and on him are directlv

dependent the kaimakams, mutassarifs, deftardars and '

administrators of the minor divisions. All these offida'
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Sn their own persons the judicial and executive functions, under
the " Law of the Vilayets/' which made iu appearance in 1861,

and purported, and was really intended by its framers, to confer

on the provinces a large measure of self-government, in which
both Mussulmans and non-Mussulmans should take part. It

really, however, had the effect of centralizing the whole power of

the country more absolutely than ever in the sultan's hands, since

the Valis were wholly in his undisputed power, while the ex officio

official members of the local councils secured a perpetual Mussul-

man majority. Under such a system, and the legal protection

enjoyed through it by Ottoman functionaries against evil con-

sequences of their own misdeeds, corruption was rife throu^out
the empire. Foreigners settled in the country are specially

protected from exactions by the so-called Capitulations (f.».)>

in virtue of which they are exempt from the jurisdiction of the

local courts and amenable for trial to tribunals presided over by
their respective consuls. Cases between foreigners of different

nationalities are beard in the court of the defendant, and between

foreigners and Turkish subjects in the local courts, at which a
consular dragoman attends to see that the trial is conducted

according to law. (See further, as regards Turkish administra-

tion, the account given under History below, regarding the

reforms instituted under the sultan Abd-ul-Mejid in 1839.)

Education.—The schools are of two classes: (i) public, under the
immediate direction of the state; and (2) private, conducted either

by individuals or by the relieious communities with the permission
01 the government, the religious tenets of the non-Mussulman
population being thus fully respected. State education is of three
degrees: primary, secondary and superior. Primary education
is gratuitous and obligatory, and superior education is- gratuitous
or supported by bursaries. For primary education there are three
grades of schools: (i) infant schools, of which there is one in

every village; (2) primary schools in the larger villages; (3)
superior primary schools. Secondary education is supplied

by the grammar school, of which there u one in the capital

of every vilayet. For superior education there is (i) the uni-
versity of Constantinople, with its four faculties of letters,

science, law and medicine; and (a) special schools, including ^a)

the normal school for training teachers, (6) the civil imperial
school, (c) the school of the fine arts and (J) the imperial schools of
medicine.

Public instruction b much more widely diffused throughout the
empire than is commonly supposed. This is due partljr to the
Christian communities, notably the Maronites and others in Syria,

the Anatolian and Rumelian Greeks, and the Armenians of the
eastern province and of Constantinople. Under the reformed
constitution (Aug. 5, 1909) education is free, and measures have
been taken largely to extend and to coK)rdinate the education of all
" Ottomans," without prejudice to the religious educational rights

of the various religious communities. Primary education is obtii

tory. Among the Christians, especially

Greeks of Smyrna and the
Syrians of Beirut, it has
long embraced a consider-

able range of subjects,

such as classical Creek,
Armenian and Syriac. as
well as modem French,
Italian and English,

modem histoiy, geogra-

phy and medicine. Lari^e

sums are freely contri-

buted for the establish-

ment and support of good
schools, and the cause of national education is seldom forgotten in

the legacies of patriotic Anatolian Greeks. Much educational work
has also been done by American colleges, especially in the northern

provinces of Asia Minor, in conjunction with Robert College

(Constantinople). ^ ,,
Army.—\a virtue of the enactments of May 1880, of November

1886, of February 1888 and of December 1903. military service had
been obligatory on all Mussulmans, Christians having been excluded

but under obligation of paying a " military exoneration tax " of

£750 for 135 males between the ages of 15 and 75. Under the new
rfgime this system, which had greatl]^ cramped the militarv strength

and efficiency of the Ottoman Empire, has been changed, and all

" Ottomans are now subject to military service. Under certain

conditions, however, and on payment of a certain exoneration tax,

exemption may still be purchased. The revision of the whole
military system was undertaken in 1910, especially as regards

enrolment and promotion of officers, but, as things then stood, the

term of service was twenty yeare (from the age of 20 to the age of

40), for all Ottoman male subjects: active service imtuuaff) nine

of which three with the colours (iitsMi), in the case of infantry.

Primary education is obuga-
the Armenbns, tne
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four in the case of cavalry and artitlefy; mx and five respectively
in the reserve {ikktiat); Landwehr (ndif) nine yeara; territorial
{musta^) two years. In case of supreme necessity all males up
to 70 years of age can be called upon to join the coUmub. There are
certain recognized rights to exemption from military service, such
as some court officials, sute officials, students in normal schoob,
medicine and law colleges, &c. The redifs form the principal
part of the army in time of war, and are divided into two classes:
Class I. ioomprises all men in the service who have completed their
time with the nizam. In peace-time it is composed of weak cadres,
on which falls the duty of guarding maEaanes and stores, and
of carrying through musketry instruction and drill of the
rank and file of the ikhtiat and the redif. Ciass II. was first

esublished in 1898 under the name of ilatoeh, and became
"redif, class II." in 1903. This class u distributed in very
weak cadres in time of peace. In time of war. it is completed
by all troops not serving with the nizam, the redif class I. or the
mustahfiz. As the organization proceeded, and stronger cadres
were formed, the redif class 11. would become completely absorbed
in cLiss 1. The musuhfiz have no cadres in peace-time.
The army is divided into seven army-corps {ordus), each under the

command of a field marehal, and the two independent commands
of Tripoli (Africa) and the Heiaz. The headquarten of the ordus
are I., Constantinople; II., Adnanople; IIl.,Salonica; IV., Erzerum;
v., Damascus; VI., Bagdad; VII., Yemen; 15th division, Tripoli;
16th division, Hejaz. Only the firet six army-corps have, however,
their proper establishment : the seventh ordu and the oonunands of
Tripoli and the Hejaz have only garrison troops, and are fed by drafts
from the first six ordus. Each ordu territory, from I. to VI., is

composed of 8 redif brigade districts of a regimental districts of

3
battalion districts apiece, each ordu thus counting 64 battalion

utricts. The total strength of the Ottoman army in IQ04 was
returned at 1,7^5,350 men all told, made up as follows: (i) Active
U yeare' service) 230,^08 (called), reserve (ikhtiat) 351.511
(called), total 481,919; (2) nizam (class I., completely trained)
337,026 (called); (3) redif (class 11^ not completely trained), from
ai-39 yeare old, 585>846; from 30-38 yean old, 391,563; total

977409 (uncalled) ; (4) mustahfiz, trained 53,715 (called), nntiained
40^86 (uncalled), total 94.ooi.
The strength of the different arms is g^ven as folkms:

—

Infantry.—T^ nizam infantry regiments 1 to 80 (4 is missing),
each regiment consisting of four battalions of four companies apiece.
Allowing for certain battalions unformed, there are altogetlM' 309
nizam battalions; ao separate chasseur battalions, of four companies
each; 4 special chasseur battalions stationed on the Bulgarian
frontier—total, 333 battalions in the first line. There are 96
infantry battalbns of redif class I.; each regiment composed of 4
battalions-^otal 384 battalions. (In 1904 the 4th batuiKMi of the
Q4th regiment, and regiments 95 and 96 had not yet been formed,
but. it was suted, had by 1910 been made good.) The projected
strength of redif clasa II. was 172 regiments of 4 battalkms each

—

total, 688 battalions. At the end 01 1904 the organization of this
class was stated as completed in Turkey in Europe at 40 battalions
with a total of 160 regiments: how far the organization bad pnh
gressed in 1910 in Asiatic Turkey was not known.
The following table shows the war strength of battalions, and die

total war strength of the infantry arm :

—

Class.
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ahogethcr independent coidnund In the Ttiridth anny. Tbe grand
roaster of ordnance is co-equal with the loinister of war. and his
department is classed separately in the budeet: the artillery estab-
lishments, paru of the infantry and of the tedinical corps, and even
hospitals are placed under his direct orders. The artillery is divided
into (a) field artillery, horse artillery, mountain artillery and howit-
xer regiments; (6) fortress artillery: {c) artillery depdts. All
artillery troops are nizam : there is no second line. On principle an
ordu would have with it 30 batteries of field artillery, 3 batteries
of hoTK artillery and 3 batteries of mountain artillery, or in all a6
batteries with 216 suns, all batteries being 6 guns strong. But the
unequal strength <m the ordus and political and other reasons have
prevented thu organization from being carried dut.
Oo war-footing each field battenr has 4 officers, lOO-iao N.C.

officersand men, 100-125 horsesand draught animals, 3-9ammunition
wagons; each horse battery, 4 officers, 120 N.C. officers and men, 100
hones, ftc, 3 ammunition wagons ; each mountain battery, 3 officers,

too N.C. omcers and men, 87 horses, &c.; each howitzer battery, 4
officers, lao N.C« officers and men, 100 horses, &c, 3 ammunition
wagons.

hi 1904 the total strength of the artillery was given as 198 field

batteries (1188 guns), 18 horse batteries (to8 guns), 40 mountain
batteries (2ao guns) aind 12 howitzer batteries (72 guns) : total 268
batteries (1006 ([uns). The guns are of various Krupp types. The
ammunition train counts 1254 wagons. On a war-footing the
strength of the artillery troops is IQ32 officers and 29,380 men.

Technical Troops.—^Thcse are formed into battalions of ^neers,
railway troops, telegraph troops, sappers and miners, Ac; in all 11
battalions (55 compames) numbering 24^ officers and 10470 men.
Other non-combatant troops, -such as miktary train, medical corps,
&c. are undergoing reorganization. (For the history of the Turkish
armv, see Army, f 08.)

Navy.—^The 'V\.t'<- ]\ ca-pc(wct+ ;<ilread[y' decay«! owmg to a
variety of cau« r effect of Ihe rtrvoit of ttie Grwlc isunders
see Grbbk Ini ^ce^ Wmh or), was BhAtttr^d by the ci\u-
trophe of Sino] Abd-Dl-AzU. hawfv*^, vich the ahi of

British naval < >LJccefrded irt creating ap unpofing Hftt; of

ironclads constr^ :cLd sci Enf^Iiih and FrerLch yardiu SultiiD Alxl-ul-

Hamid, on the crtbcr h^uid, pursued a Mttfed poliry of reducing
the fleet to im potency « owing tQ hii fe&r that it might mm
against him as it had turned agatnst Abd-urAzii, He added,
it is true, a few torp«la boatt and dcstroytrs, but he pnjfnptly
had them dii-cTLantled on arrivil at Canetantinople. These
now refitted, a cnji»r ordered from Crarnp't ahipyard ([Ajncrica)

and another {r^>-m W. G- Amn^trang, What worth h Co., aod "Jie

battleship " ML^tudiych " (^100 torn ditplacemeni:) recan^itrij . ted

by the firm of Ansaldo (Genoa) in 1^2 ^ and re'3rmi;d by Vick'irs,

Sons A Maxim, [onned the only n^alt^ elective war-thip* [\i the
disposal of Turkey in iQiOp akhongh a few armoured ehi^' in

addition might >till serve for coasi defence at a pinch , and a few r on
for training shii^Jn Taking a\i into axeoun^^ tne available strci ^h
of the fleet might be put at •? artnour-clad ^hip»^ d[ which the " M ' bu-

diyeh " was one, the sLa other> varying in dtsplaeemcDt hom 341 • to
6400 tons; two cruisers (unnrmoured) ot 3^00 tons difplaccni' at:

some 18 gunb<ut»^ 12 di^^troycrti, i&tirst-cljs! torpedo boa t^ .nd

6 second-class turpcdo boats. T litre: wuTt:^ nl-:o iv.a Noriitr ' Idt

submarine boats ot doubtful efficiency.

Up to 1908 the personnel was found by yearly drafts of two to
three thousand men from army recruits designatedby the minister of
war ; the term of service was 12 years, of which 5 were in the first line,

3 in the reserve, 4 in the coastguard. The peace cadres (indudins
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2 battalions of marines and 4 battalions of mechanics) were supposed
to comprise i2>soo men on peace-footine, to be increased on declara-

tion of war to 37,000; but these cadres were mainly on paper.
Under the " new r^me " the Turkish government displayed

commendable energy in reconstructii^ and reorganizing the sea-

power of theempire. New construction toanamount of £T5,ooo,ooo,
repayable over ten years at the rate of £T50o,ooo a vear by
national subscription guaranteed by the government, had by i<)io

been voted by parliament. The programme of construction which
this initial expenditure was to cover was fixed at two battleships

of about 16.000 tons displacement, one armoured cruiser of about
1 2,000 tons displacement, some few auxiliary vessels (destroyers and
gunboats), ana a floating dock to lift about i7.qoo tons. Toe main
armament of the battleships was to be three pairs of 12-in. guns in

three turrets, and three pairs of 9«2-in. in three turrets. The secon-
dary armament was to be sixteen 4-in. Q.F. guns, and a few smaller
guns (boat and field). The armoured cruiser was to carry four pairs

of 9-2-in. guns in four turrets as main armament, and fourteen 4-ln.

8.F. ffuns, and a few boat and field guns as secondary armament,
ritish naval officers were engaged for training the pmonnel, and

to assist in the reorganization of the fleet.

Communications.—^A considerable hindrance to the development
of the empire's resources has been the lack of an adequate system of

communications; but although it is still deficient in good roads,

much has been done of late years to develop railways, extend canals
and improve river communications. From 1250 in 1885, of which

XXVJi 8

including the Ed-Dera-Haifa fannch. The eoBttmction of this last
line is one of the most remarkaUe achievemenu of the reign of
Abd-ul-Hamid. It may be said to be an absolutely autocthonous
enterprise, no recourse having been had to foreign capital to find the
means requisite for construction and equipment, whicn were provided
by means of a " national subscription —not entirely voluntary

—

and from other sources which, although the financial methods were
not strictly orthodox, were strictly Turkish. The line was desinied,
surveyed and constructed by Turkish engineers—employing Otto-
nun navvies and labourers—in a highly efficient and economical
manner, the average cost per mile having been £3230, although con-
siderable engineenng difficulties had to be overcome, especially in
the construction of the Haifa branch. The line, stations, sheds and
stores are all solidly built, and the rolling stock u suffictent and oC
the best quality (see further under Pitunct, below).

Prodifaicn and /niiu^rsef.—TheOttoman Empire Is renowned
for its productiveness, but enterprise and skill in utilizing its

capabilities are still greatly lacking. For the introduction of im-
provements something, however, was done by the creation in

1892 of a special ministry of agriculture, to which is attached the

department of mines and forests, formerly tmder the minister

of finance. Since the year named an agricultural bank has heen
eftablished, which advances money on loan to the peasants on
easy terms. Schoob of agriculture have been opened in the chief

towns of the vilayets, and in connexion with those schools,

and elsewhere throu^out the empire, model farms have been
instituted, where veterinary instruction cain also be obtained.

To prevent the gradual destruction of the forests by unskilful

management and depredations, schools of forestry have been
founded, and means have been taken for regulating the cutting,

of wood and for replanting districts that have been partially

denuded. About 21 millions of acres are under wood, of which
over 3 millions are in European Turkey.

Wheat, maize, oats, barley and rye are the di!ef agffcuttursl
products. The culture of cotton is making rapid progress, immi-
grants who recdiY a grsnt of land bcin^ Dbli][erl to devote one-fourth
of it to cotton rutture. Tobaciix) 1) ({rown all c^er the empire, the
met important market for it bein^ Smyrina. Opium is mainly
gr ' in Anatolia. All the more commoci Iniit-trees flourish in
nK ''i::.tri[:t9. In Palestine and elsewhere there is a laige orange
tr ! nd Basra, m Turkish Aribta, haa the Inrgest export of dates
in 'Aoridt The vine ie largely cul titrated bL)th in Europe and
Aj nd much Turkish vine la exported to France and Italy for
mi riurpo^cs. The chief centre» of export a;o Adrianople (more
th \[), Constantinople and Smyma^ the others being Brusa,
B< . i»mid, ^Tytikne and SaJonica. Under the ausfuces of the
Ol .n public debt admiaistratlqa «ilk cuLiure is also carried
on '< much Eucce», especially in the vilayet *, i.\ Brusa and Ismid.
In '' a fichool ol Ecricuiture was foutujed by the puMic debt
ad [ration for the reannjg ^i t^tlkwormf accoriiing to the Pasteur
nu I The production of calt i^ aleo under the direction of the
pv <]ebt administration. About a fourth of the salt pnroduced
IS n cti to foreleg countries, and of thiii about: three-fourths goes
to ' :l^h India^ bjnce i^H^ kTejt attention h.js been paid to the
sp-' r. ;,

r {ta hi2 VIC3 of T r <,i\ va 1 ae of v- li ^ ch is about £30,000.
Wiilii iu 'C3ttcrt4iYc &<., lij,:. .mil its numerous bays andinlets,
Turkey has many excellent nshing-grounds, and the industry, the
value of which is estimated at over £200,000 a year, could be greatly
developed. Its general progress may be seen m the increase of the
fishery revenue--derived from duties, permits, &c—of the public
debt administration. Among other important productions of
the Ottoman Empire are sesame, coleseed, castor oil, flax, hemp,
aniseed, mohair^ saffron, olive oil, gums, scammony and liquorice.

Attar of roses is produced in large quantities both in European
and Asiatic Turkey, and to aid in furthering the industry numerous
rose plants are distributed gratuitously. The empire is rich
in minerals, including gold, silver, Irad, copper, iron, coal,

mercury, borax, emery, zinc; and only capital u needed for success-
ful exploitation. The silver, lead and copper mines are mainly
worked bv British capital. The more special industries of Turkey
are tanning, and the manufacture of muslin, velvet, stlk. carpeu
and ornamental weapons.

Shipping and Commerce.^-The figures obtainable with respect
to shipping are approximate, the statistical data not being altogether
complete. In 1890-1891 the number of steamers that entered and
cleared Turkish ports was 38,601, and of sailing vessels 140,726, the
toul tonnageof both classes of vessels being 30,509,861. In 1897-1898
the number of steamers was 39,680 of 32446,320 tons, the number of
sailing vosels being 134.059 of 2.207,137 tons, thus giving a total

tonnage 01 34.653457. In 1904-190}$ the number of steamers was
49*335 oi 44,180,000 tons, and of saihn| vessels 133.706. with a ton-
nage of 2,506,000 tons, the total tonnage being thus 46,686,000
tons. In 1909 the total tonnage was 43.060,515. About a third
of the tonnage belongs to British vessels. The number of steam-
ships belonging to Turkey in 1899-1900 was 177 of 55i938 tons, -
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compared with 87 of 46,498 tons in 1897-1808, the number of sailing
vessels in the same years beine respectively 2205 of 141,055 tons
and 1349 of 252.947 tons. The tollowins tables show the total value
of exports and imports arranged accoroing to countries of origin or
destination for 1905-1906 and 1908-1909; the same information for
the year 1905-1906 with respect to the principal ports of the empire,
and the tonnage of vessels cleared thereat during the year 1908-
1909; and the value of the principal articles imported and exported
for the year 1905-1906.

Value of Principal ArticUs Imported and Exported
for the year I90^igo6.

TURKEY FINANCE

Valw of Goods Imported into, and Exported from, logeAer vitk Nttmber
and Tonnage of Vessels cleared at, Prtncipal Ports of Turkish Empire,

Nature of Goods.

Bailey
Rice
Opium
American Qoth
Grapes
Figs
Cotton
Valonia V . . .

Crude Iron and Iron Bars ... .

Sheepskins and Goatskins . . .

Carpets, &c
Flour
Cotton Thread
French Beans, Chick Peas and Beans
Cashmere Cloth
Coffee
Madapollam
Ores
Wool
Woollen Fabrics
Eggs
Cotton Print (Calico)
Tiftik (Silk-waste)

Cocoons
Petroleum
Sugar . .

Imports.

944.950

1404,803

432.091

506,353
995,165

1,287,243

561,246
830,325
916,715

785,622

2,014,968

909.735
.9282.263,

Exports.

658462

639,630

2,065,642

791.473
449.628
548442

528.282
'

47j^99l

508.441

486,037
439.066

441.282

801,755
970,169

Port.
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races which they conquered; aod from this point of view a careful

study of the financial history of Turkey will afford most valuable

insight into the Eastern Question.

In reward for the brilliant services rendered him bv Ertoghrul
(the father of Osman) and by Osman himself, AU-ud-din, the last

of the Seljuk sultans, conferred certain provinces in fief upon these

two great warriors. They in their turn distributed the lands so

acquired among their sons and principal emirs on strictly feudal

principles, the feudatory lands being styled giamet and timar, a
system k)ng continued by their successors m r^ard to the territories

which they conquered. The conquered peoples fell into an inferior

caste, made to work for, and to pay for the subsistence of, their

conquerors, as under the Arab domination; the principal taxes

exacted from them utre the kharaj, a tnt of tTidrtfrnninate

amount upon realtv. based on tUc v^Lt? -of Urada •^•^^.•.A Lj u, be-

lievers—(in contradUtinctiork to lh« tiilit \iskar\ which waa a nax

of fixed amount ypon landi owned by belicven)—and levied in r, »y.

roent of the privifegie of gaining means of existence in a Miisay!;ian

country, and the jitiyi, a compulsory payment, or poM-taLx, to u i ich

believers were not subjected < in lieu of military serdce. The
conquerors wcr& fcudatorkj of the reigning pfrince or sultan, . nd
thdr payments consisted principally in providing hehting f* ices

to make up the annicA of the prince^ Tne kharaj, ihc jjrty. . nd
the whole leudat system disappeart-d in theory, arLhcugh in .t.- rit,

and indeed in some resftfcts it» practke, still cKisti inlact, dw. ing

the reforming penod initiated oy Sultan Se^Hm HL^ culmm.innji
in the Tanrimat-i-Khairiyd {iBjg) of Abd-ul-Mejld, and the J^fi' t-i-

Humayun issued by the same «u1tan (tS56)' The admtmstr^Mon
of the state revenues was nunagio^d by a government depart n>>nt

known as the Bek-ul-^lal or Maliy^, terms gtnerally etnpln.'ed

throughout fslamic couptrie^ since the commencement of l^lim.

But the entire Unancial authority resided in the (uttan as k(^ej«r,

by right, of the fortune of his subjcclfi. The public revcnut^ were
pasira under three principal denominations; {]) iUk public treasury;

(2) the reser\'€. into whicli was paid any surplus of fcvcnuej over
expenses from the treasury^ {\} the private fgrt une kivjl It^t) of the
pnnce. . Expendicufe, aa under the Seljuk eultanst, was defrayed
partly in ca&h, partly in " ad.sienations " {havaU).

The Osmanli Gukans, u also the Mamc^luk^ and the Seljjks,

were accustomed ta give larffiist to thrit military forces on their

accession to the throne, or on special occasions of rejoicinj^, a
custom which still ij practised in form, as far instance on the hrst

day. of the j-f^ii r n^r ih--^ ^,]fth.,^.^ r.f fh,> Tv.-,'-.h-.* i^f.-.h:.,'\ t -'..-'Me

was espedali^^ g.i^,!^ on the L.'.l -^i .^^.jry^ a.._ „_j, .... er,

liberally distnbuted to stifle sedition and mutmy among the troops,

the numerical strength of which was continually increased as the
empire enlarged its borders. This vicious system, grafted as it was
upon an inefiicient administration, and added to the weight of a
continually depreciated currency, debased both by ill-advised

fiscal measures and bv public cupidity, formed one of the principal

causes of the financial embarrassments which assailed the treasury
with ever increasing force in the latter part of the x6th and during
the 17th and i8th centuries. The Turkish historian, Kutchi Bey.
attributes the origin of the decline of the empire to the reign of
Suleiman the Magnificent (1530-1566). when the conversion of many
emiriyi lands into vakufs was effected, and the system of farming
out revenues first introduced, impoverished by these different

causes, as well as by prodigal extrava^nce in interior expenditure.

by shameless venality among the rulmg classes, and by continual
wars, of which the cost, whether they were successful or not, was
enormous, the public treasury was frequently empty. So long as
the reserve was available it was drawn upon to supply the void; out
when that also was exhausted recourse was had to expedients,

such as the borrowing, or rather seizure, of the vakuf revenues (1622)
and the sale of crown properties; then ensued a period of barefaced
confiscation, until, to restore public confidence in some measure,
state budgets were published at intervals, viz. the partial budget
of Ainy-Ali (in 1018 or a.d. 1609), the budget of AH Aga (in 1064,

or 1653) and that of Eyubi Effenai (in 1071, or 1660). At this time
(1657-1681) the brillumt administration of the two Kuprilis

restored temporary order to Ottoman finance. The budget of
Eyubi Effendt is particulariy interesting as giving the statement
of revenue and expienditure for an average year, whereas the budget
of Ainy-Ali was a budget of expenditure only, and even in this

respect the budget of Eyubi Effendi u far more detailed and
complete. The Budget of AH Aga is almost identical with that

of Eyubi Effendi, and is worthy of special note for the conclusions
which accompanied it, and which although drawn up 250 years ago,
described with striking accuracy some of the very ills from which
Turkish finance was suffering throughout the reign of Abd-ul-Hamid.

Apart from unimportant modifications, the form of the budeet
must have remained unchanged until the organic reforms of Sefim
III., while its complete transformation into European shape dates
only from the year 1278 (1862), when Fuad Pasha attached a regular

budget to his report on the financial situation of the empire. Since
that time there had been no further change worth noting until the
"new regime" was established in 1908. Although the publication

of the budget had only taken place at very irregular intervals, it

must also m observed that the published budgets were by no means

accurate. From the time of Eyubi Effendi until the end of the grand
vizierate of Ibrahim Pasha (1730), the empire experienced periodical

relief from excessive financial distress under the series of remarkable
grand viziers who directed the affairs of state during that time,
but the recovery was not permanent. Ottoman arms met with
almost systematic reverses; both the ordinary and the reserve
treasuries were depleted; a proposal to contract a foreign loan

(1783) came to nothing^, and the pubHc debt {duyun-i-umumiyi)
was created by the capitalization of certain revenues in the form
of interest bearing bonds (ukinu) issued to Ottoman subjects
against money lent by them to the state (1785}. Then came forced
loans and debased currency (1788), prooucmg still more acute
distress until, in 1 791, at the close of the two years' war with Russia,

in which the disaster which attended Ottoman arms may be largely

ascribed to the penury of the Ottoman treasury, Selim 111., the first

of the " reforming sultans, " attempted, with but little practical

success, to introduce radical refonns into the administrative organiza-
ti( .f T U '^ ?se endeavours were continued with scarcely

tx the succeeding sultans up to the time of the
C: ring the whole of the period the financial

er ipire was extreme. Partial relief was sought
in f debased currency {besUik, aUUik and their

su iH4Jiii>,)p ii\ ^WicXi the excess of nominal value over intrinsic

va r J nged between ^-^ and 97 %, and finally paper money {kaimi)

w! M.'as first isiued in 1819, b^rina an interest of 8%, reduced in

l{ ir 6%, such interest being paia on notes of »)0 piastres, but
m . notes cf 2001 lo piastres, which were issueo simultaneously.

Fi p usage of p^per money was restricted to the capital only,

ar 1^4:2 this p:krtL.Ll reform of the paper currency was followed
bi '

> Irm of I h e cni: Ul Ilic currency, in the shape of an issue of gold.

8il.«; ^tk6. copper currency of good value. The gold coins issued

were ^, 250^ too, 50, and 2$ piastres in value, the weight of the
loo-piastre piece (Turkish pound), 7'2i6 srammes, •916I fine.

The silver coins were of 20, 10, 5, 2, i and f piastre in value, the
20-ptastre piece weighing 24-05^ grammes. "830 fine. The copper
money was in pieces of a nominal value of 40, 20, 10, 5 and 1 paras,

40 paras beina equal to I piastre. In 1851 further attempts were
made to withdraw the paper money from circulation, but these were
interrupted by the Crimean War, and the government was, on the
contraiy, obliged to issue notes of 20 and 10 piastres. Finally, at

the outbreak of the Crimean War Turkey was assisted by her allies

to raise a loan of £3,000,000 in London, j^uaranteed by Great Britain
and France; in 1855 an organic law was issued regulating the budget,
and in the same year a second guaranteed loan of £5,000.000 was
contracted in Great Britain. In 1857 an interior loan of 150,000
purses in bonds {esham-i-mumtaA)^ repayable in three years and
bearing 8% interest, was raised; the term of repayment was, how«
ever, prolonged indefinitely. In the same year another series of
bonds {Jkatini tahnii), bearing 6^ interest, and repayable in 1861.
was issued; in 1861 the term of reimbursement was prolonged until

1875. In 1858 a third loan was contracted in Great Britain for

£5,ooo,oatT, and thereafter foreign loans followed fast on one another
in i860, 1862, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1869, 1872, 1873 and 1875, not to
mention the two Egyptian tribute loans raised on Egyptuin credit

in 1871 and 1877. In 1859 the settlement of palace debts gave rise

to the issue of 1,000,000 purses of new interior bonds iesham-i jedidi)

spread over a period of three yeare, repayable in twenty-four yeare,
and bearing interest at 6%. Further 6% bonds, repayable m ten
years, and styled serguis, were issued in the same year. Seeing the
rapid increase of the financial burdens of the state, a commission
of experts, British, French and Austrian, was charged, (i860) with
setting the affairs in order, and with their assistance Fuad rasha
drew up the budget accompanying his celebrated report to the sultan
in 1862. Meanwhile kaimi was being issued in great quantities
(about 60,000 purses a month) and fell to a discount (December 1861)
of 75%. In 1862 further sekinu Were issued, and these and the
loan of 1862 (£8,000,000) were devoted to the withdrawal of the
kaimi. Later, however,' the kaimi was again issued in very large

amounts, and the yeare succeeding 1872 up to the Russian War
(1877) presented a scarce!v interrupted course of extravagance and
financial disorder, the result of which is described below.
The Budget was supposed to be drawn up according to an excellent

set of regulations sanctioned by imperial decree, dated the 6th of July
1290 (1875), of which the first article absolutely prohibited the
increase, by the smallest sum. of any of the expenses, or the abandon-
ment of the least iota of the revenues fixed by the budget. Under these
regulations the revenues were divided into two categories, viz. the
direct and the indirect. The first category included the " imposts

"

properly so called, the fixed contributions {redevances fixes) to be
paia by the " privileged provinces, " and the military exoneration
tax. In the second were comprised tithes, mine-royalties, forests

and domains, customs, sheep-tax, tobacco, salt, spirits, stamps
and " various. " The expenses were also divided into two categories—(l) " Periodic and fixed " expenditure^ which admitted of neither

reduction nor delay; and (2) the credits allowed to the various
departments of state, which might be increased or diminished
according to circumstances. The expenditure of the first category
was made up of the sn^ice of foreign loans, of the general (tebt.

of the dotations replacing tiamet and timarat (military fiefs) and of
fixed contributions such as vakufs. In the second category were
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included the imperial civil list, the deptrtmentt of the Shetkh-ul-
IslamAt and of relinous estaUiMmenta, the ministries of the interior,

war. finance. pubiSc inttnictioa, foreign affairs, marine, commerce
(indudinff mines and forests), and public works, and, finally, of
the grand master of ordnance. For every province (vilaw) a
complete budget of receipts and expenditure was drawn up by its

defUrdar (keef>er of accounts) under the supervision of the so/*

(governor) ; this budget was lorwarded to the minister of finance,

while each state and ministry of department recdved communica*
tion of the items appertaining to it Each ministry and department
then sent in a detailed budj»t to the Sublime Porte before the end of
November of each year, (the Turkish financial year is from the 1st

of March to the 38th of February o.s.). The Sublime Porte for-

warded these budeets, with its own added thereto, to the minister
of finance, who thereupon drew up a_. ^_ _^ _ budget o(F receipu
and expenses and addressed it to the Sublime Porte before the isth
of December. Thu was summarily considered by the council of
ministers, and then referred to the budget commission, which was to
be composed not only of State functionaries, but of private persons
*' worthy of confidence, and well versed in financial matters,

"

and which was invested with the fullest powers of investigation

and inquinr. The report drawq up by the commiaabn on the
results of its labours was submitted to the Council of Ministers,

whkh then finally drew up a general summary of the definitive

budget and submitted it by matbata fmemorandum) for the imperial

sanction. When this sanction had been accorded the budget was
to be published. The remaining regulations set forth the manner
in whch extra-budgetary and extraordinary expenses were to be
dealt with, and the manner in whkh the roctifiol budget, showing
the actual revenues and expenditure as proved at the close of the
year was to be -drawn up with the assistance of the state accounts
department {dtvAn-i-mouhassMU). This rectified budget, accom-
panied by an explanatory memorandum, was examined by the
budget commissk>n and the Council of Ministers, and submitted for

the imperial sanction, after receiving whkh it was ordered that both
be puDltshed. Special instructions and regulatkms determined
the utitude left to each (tepartment in the distribution of the credits

accorded to it among its various heads of expenditure, the degree
of responsibility of the functionaries within each department and
the relatkns rmrding financeand accounts betweeneach department
and its dependencies. These regulations provide carefully and well
for all contingencies, but unfortunately they were only very partially

carried out. It may indeed be said that it was only the pnmtionary
budget {oMf^icit the estimates) that received any approximately
proper care on the lines Uud down, while the rule that both the
estimates and the definite budget (at the dose of each year) should
be publbhed was almost wholly honoured in the breach; untU 190Q,
when the Constitutmn^had been re-established the budget had only
twice been published, in 1880 and 1897. since the regulations were
put into force. Not only were the budgets not published, but no
figures whatever were allowed to transpire in regard to the true
position of the Turkish treasury^—whkh laid the accuracy of even
the limited number of budgets published open to suspkkn.

All this has now been dianged, and the above regulations are

consdentiously carried out with the differences in procedure

necessary for compliance with constitutional methods, and with

the submission of the Budget to the houses of pariiament The
Budget is now published in full detail and that for the year 2326

(1910-1911), with the explanatory memorandum which prefaces

it, is an admirable work, mercilcaaly exposing the financial short-

comings and sins of the previoussystem,orrather want of system,

while unshrinkingly fadng the difficulties which the present

government has inherited. The account thus presented to us of

what the previous confusion was, underlines and attests the

summary exposition of it given in the last edition of this work.

It was there stated that, on the most favourable estimate,

the normal deficit of the Turkish treasury was £T3,725,ooo,

(upwards of £T,i,700,000 below the truth as now declared)

and the following observations were appended.

—

" This budget represents the normal situation of Ottoman finance;

it does not tally with the budget published in 1897, which was
prepared with a special object in view, and was obviously full of

-inaccuracies, nor indeed does it agree with figures whkh could be
offkially obtained from the Porte. It is, however, compiled from
the best sources of information, and it exaggerates nothing. The
formidable deficit is met principally in three ways, (i) By leaving
the salaries of state officials and the army unpaid. In many parts
of the empire the soldiers rarely receive more than eight months pay
in the year, although -in Constantinople the arrears are not so large.

The reverse is the case with the civil officials, whose salaries in the
provinces are paki more regularly than in Constantinople, owing to
their being charged on the provincial budgets; the average arrean
are from two to three months in Constantinople, and from one to
three in the provinces. The arrears in civil and military salaries

average annually about jCTi.750.00a (a) By moans of loans, both
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publk and from individuals. By financial expedients of this kind
payments were effected by the treasury in fifteen yean (1881-1896)
amounting tojCTii.666,000 or at the nte of nearly £T8oo,ooo per
annum, m By antkipating the revenues of future years. This is

the method so frankly condrained by Alt Aga, as was seen above, in
1653. Delegations (Aosoli) aregrantedon the provincial treasuries for
one or two years in advance, sometimes for a series of years, in order
to pay pressing debts too heavy to be met in a single payment. No
better description of the financud distress and disorder of the empire
can be given than that set forth in the offkial report of the budget
commisskn of 1888. " It has hitherto been cons.dered neceasaiy
cmina to financial embarrassment, to commence financial years with
unbalanced budgets. Later, without taking into conskleratmn the
effective amounu in cash at the disposal of the vilayets, conskkrable
sums were dnwn upon them, by means of hatalis, out of proportion
to their capacity. For these reasons, during the last two or three
months of the financial year, the vilayets have not a para to remit

oonsidereaimped imperatively
necessary to drew on the revenues of the foUowing year. Thus,
especially durins the last two yean, urgent extraordinary expenses
have been perforce partially covered by the proceeds of the
ordinary revenues, tne revenues of 1303 (1887) were already
considerably antkipated in the course of 13M (1886). The
former year naturally fdt the effect of this, and the tithes whkh
shouhl have been encashed in the last months of the year were
dhcounted and spent several months in advance. Moreover, in
order to meet to some extent the deficit arising as well from the
accumulation of arrean of state departments since 1300 (1884) aa.
to a large degree, from gross deficiencies due to the neglect of the
civil officials of the government to encash the revenues—to meet,
further, the needs of the central administration, and above all, the
urgent military expenses of the empire, and to provkie a guarantee
for banken.and merchants in business relauons with thegovernment
and the treasury, part of the revenues of 1304 were perforce npent in
1303. " This commission proved the deficit of the year to be
£r4.37O,00O. Jt set out also at length the very defective and dis-
orderly condition of the state accounts. During the finance ministry
of Agop 'Pasha (1889 to 1894) a good deal was done to set matters
in order, but most of the ground then gained has since been lost."

To this may be added a short extract from the Exi^anatory
Preface to the Finance Bill for the year X910-X9XX. After point-

ing out the immense difficulties which he had had to encounter
owing to the absence of any regular accounts, and above all of
any of " those statistics which constitute the soul, indeed the
very life of a public administration," and that it was therefore

impossible for him to pretend that he had been able to free him*
self altogether from the effects of the past, the minister continues;
" every timewe haveendeayourcd to have recourse to the previous

dements of appreciation, we found oursdves faced by the chaos
which characterized former years. We have sometimes ascer-

tained things BO strange that we cannot forbear expressing our
astonishment at the idea that a great power such as ours could
maintain itself under such conditions." M. Ch. Laurent, the
finandal adviser to the Turkish government, stated in a lecture on
Turkish Finance, delivered in Paris on the asnd of April xgxo,

that the Ministry of Finance has now been largely reorganized.

Officials, he says, with grand titles and no responsible duties have
been abolished, and departments with responsible chiefs created.

The agents of the finance ministry, instead of being mere clerks,

are now employed in " the assessment and collection of taxes,

the control of expenditure, the preparation and execution of the
budget, the estimates of the necessary cash required at different

points of the empire—all that, in fine, constitutes the
real financial administration of a great empire." Laurent
points out that direct taxes furnish 54% of the revenues of
the empire, that agriculture is accordingly very heavily taxed,

and that the tax on realty is both excessive and unfairly

administered. The stmmiaiy history given above of the origin

of the system of taxation prevailing in Turkey explains how
this came about. Reform of this system, and, further, very
necessary reforms of the methods of collection of the wiz>es

and spirits revenue (which is protection turned upside down,
the home-growers being far more heavily taxed than im-
porters), and of the customs (in which almost tvtry possible

administntive sin was exemplified), were also undertaken.

Three bills, moreover, were presented tq parliament, the

first regulating Public Accountancy, the second regtilating the

Central Accounts Department, and the third the service of

the Treasury. By this last the centralization of recdpu and
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res

ture

expenditure and the movement of funds In the provinces were

to be confided to the Imperial Ottoman Bank, which extended

and perfected its own otganixation for the purpose.

Puang now to the examination of the budget, It should be ob-
served that the method of estimating the revenues—a matter of great
difficulty owing to the previous want of method—is describra by
Laurent as follows: " For every nature of receipts the total effective

collections for the five last known years ««re set out, the averages
were taken of these and the increase or decrease of the yearly average
of those same years was worked out and added to or deducted from
the figure previously obtained. The only exception made to this

rule was in the case of revenues showins a yearly increase, such as
Post Oflice revenue, tobacco, salt, for which were taken the figui

of 13S3 (1907) increased by a certain aveiage." The expemfiti
was arrived at in the manner previously described—and when the
general budget came to be made up the severest (>runing was found
necessary, the original demands of the various ministries and depart-
ments having resulted in a deficit of upwards of £T9.ooo,ooa It is

thought better here, for the sake of clearness, to reserve observatk>ns
on revenues specially assigned to the intematbnal administration
of the Ottoman Public Debt, and on the expenditure of that adminis-
tration, and to deal with that subject separately, while, however,
including the total figures of both m the general figures m order to
reproduce exactly the totals shown in the budget of the empire.
The principal items of revenue and expenditure are as follows, the
figures being taken from the published budget above-mentioned.
Raenu*. Direct Taxes.^—^The tax on reuty (vertki) is estimated

to yield £Ti,s/iy)A30. Duties on precession {temeUU) consist (a) of a
fixed duty leviable at rates declared in a schedule forming part of
the special law (E)ec. 8, 1907) regulating the tax, and (6) of a propor-
tional duty at the rate 013 % on the value of buildings occupiea by
oorapanics or individuals in the prosecution of their bunness; of 3 %
on salaries (subject to certain deductions) of employ^ of such
companies and individuals; and on government contrscton and
revenue farmers, at the rate of 3 % of 10 % of the value of contracts
filled and of revenues farmed. The law is defective and unfair in
its incidence, and it is not applicable to fore^ners. The
promised in loio to remedy the law with the as
Powers, and. if successful in iti negotiationsjjo present an amended
law. The duties are estimated to produce iT393tK7; other profes-
sbnal duties jCTi 10.887—together £rS03.99^ A " Military Exonera-
tion tax " is levied on maw Ottoman subjects between the ages of
15 and 75 to the amount of £T5ofor 135 persons certain exceptions
such as priests, religious orders, &c, are allowed. The estimated

; from this source is £Ti, 389,61s. *' Prestations " are pay-

B government
of the Great

roents in lieu of services (apart from military service) to the state,

such as maintenance of highways, &c—in effect, purchase of exonera-
tion from forced labour. These duties vary in different parts of the
empire: in the vilayets of Constantinople, Bagdad and Adrianople.
and in the sanjaks 01 Bigha and Tchatalja theday'swork is calculated
at 5 piastres (about lid.}; in the vilayets of Aleppo, Trebixond,
Ansora, lannina. Konia. Sivas and Kastamuni at 4 piastres (about
odj : and in most other parts of the empire at 3 piastres (abput 7d.).

These taxes were formeny levied either in cash or in kind : it has now
been decided to levy tliem in cash only, although this chan^ was
expected to cause some arrears. Allowing for these, the estimated
revenue is £T5S3.938. The " tax on sheep, camels, buffaloes and
bogs" (aghnam, meaning literally "sheep," but for taxing purposes
the other animals are included under the same name), fomvcd origi-

nally part of the " tithe." It was transformed long since intoa fixed

amount per head of the animals taxed, which amount varies accord-
ing to the region in whk:h the tax is levied, the highest tariff being
in the sanjak of Jerusalem (7| piastres) and the lowest in the Yemen
(i piastre). The estimated rewipts are, from sheep £Ti .7^,720,
frcfrom camels and buffaloes rri44,530. [and from hogs j^tocFyv,

or together n*>i8i4.i53. " Tiikes '^ are the direct descendant of
the kharai already ailluded to above. It should here be noted that,

from the iiscal point of view, the reforms instituted at the commence-
ment of the 19th century may be summarised thus. In. permanent
remuneration of certain services to be rendered to the state, the
sovereign assigned to civil or military functionaries territorial

regions for the purpose, and mth the power, of collecting land taxes
imposed by Mussulman and Imperial law, t.c. the kharaj or tithe, and
transfer and succession duties. The tithes were originally baaed on
one-tenth of the agricultural produce of the country, but this propor^
tion was gradually raised under the euphemistK pretence of '' public
instruction," but really, under financial pressure, to la % and again

IQOO for military " equipments " (Tejhrzat-i-'Askeriyeh) by a
further 1% to isiV- last surtax, whkh produces about
rFQO,ooo~per annum; was specially affectet^ to a loan, known as The
* Teihistt-i-'Askerieh of 1905," *

tract between the government
of 0*3,640.000. by virtue of a con-
and the Deutsche Bank (April 17.

* It should be noted that the classification of the revenues included
respectively under the " direct " and " indirect " catcsories has now
been quite property changed, the sheep-tax, tithes, mining royalties
and forest royalties being comprised under " direct taxes^'; stamps
and registration duties are pUoed in a special category, and salt and

1905). The estimated receipts from the "Tithes** (including
tobacco and silk, both hypothecated to the Public Debt Administra-
tion) are £T6,73i,i07. The remaining taxes under the category
" direct *' are the forest-dues (generally speaking 15 % of the value
of wood cut), estimated to produce £ti 30,094: the mining dues
(being a fixed duty of 10 piastres per 10,000 sq. metres of the super-
ficial area covering the mine, and a proportional duty varying from
I % to so % of the gross value of metal contained in the ore, accord-
ing to the Idnd of metal and the method of extraction of the ore),

£T4S,l4t; and tax-papen {TenkMs), £T^.a34. The total "direct
taxes " (inclusive 01 tobacco and silk tithes) are thus estimated to
amount to 0*1^.725,893.

Section 11. of the budget is composed entirely of revenues from
stam^Mlies, Of these, commercial stamps are among the revenues
specifically hypothecated to the Public Debt Administration,
£r^6o,079; die others, conwsting of legal stam(» of various kinds,
registration and transfer-duties, &c., are estimated to produce
£^653,373 forming a combined total of £Ti, 113,4^3.
Under Section III. fall the ** indirect contributk>ns " as now

reclassified. The firat revenue specified among these in the budget
is that accruing from the wine and spirit duties, whkrh is againamong
those assigned to the Publk Debt, £T383.079. Licenses for sale of
Tumbeki, a variety of Fenian tcbicco used for the narghUi, £TanA6.
By far the most important " indirect " revenue is that produced by
the customs, consisting of Import, export and transit duties, and
various unspecified receipts. Under the okl commercial treaties
which lapsed about 1890^—but whkh have been maintained " pro-
visionally " in force until one or other of the great powen consents
to set a term to the negotiation of fresh treaties—an advaloremduty
of 8 % was imposed on all articlei imported into the Turkish empire.
In 1905 financial resources had to be found for the special administra-
tion of the three European vilayets as insisted upon by the powers,
and to this end the Porte initiated negotiations with the latter to
increase the import duties by «%. As is usual in Turkey, this

opportunity was seised for the oemand of redress of grievances by
such powen as considered they had any, and the nesottations were
protracted until July IQ07, when France finally gave in heradhesion.
Since then the import autiies have been collected at the rate of 1 1 %
ad valorem under the supervision of the Publk Debt Administration,
the bondholden having certain rights, under the decree of Muharem,
described below, over any increase of revenue arising from modifica-
tion of the commercial treaties. By the provisions of the " Annex
Decree," also described below, three-quartera of the additional
revenue is assigned to the Turkish government, and one-quarter
to the Public Debt Administration to swell the sinking-fund.
Fresh negotiatk>ns were also undertaken to increase the import-
duties by a further 4% in order to balance the deficit shown
in the budget In the year 1910-X911 the import duties were
estimated to produce £T3,o8o.3Q5, the transit duties £T30,376,
and the export duties ii% ad valorem, which it was hoped
the government might soon afford to abolish) /Ti68,993—total

customs revenue, £T4,3I 7,753. The remaining " indirect contribu-
tbns " are port and Ughtnouse dues, £1148.426. Sanitary taxes,

£T30,5i9, and fisheries and sporting licenses affected to the service

of the public debt, £Tl 53.990. The revenues figuring under " indi-

rect contributions " thus reach a total of £T4,825,8i3.
Monopolies form Section IV. of the budget, and include in the firet

place the salt revenue (£Ti, 337,750), which is assigned to the Public
Debt Administration, and tobacco revenues of which the larger part,

P'86;(,737, is assigned to the same administration, the total (includ-

ing share of Tumbeki profit) producing £T96jL754; the remaining
monopolies are: fixed payment from the Tumbiki Company,
£T40,ooo: explosives, /nTi06,333; seignorage (Mint}. £Tio,466;and
posts and telegraphs, ir9i3.i39. The " Monopolies thus render
a total revenue 01 £T3,363,434.

Section V. includes receipts from commercial and industrial

undertakings belonging to the state These are the Hcjaz railway,^ -. ^ . « . .^. . ^
^nical
;and

„ . _., „ incd
total of £T403,889.

Section Vl. iscomposed of receipts from " State Domains '* of whkh
a large proportion was formerly included in the civil list. Under
the deposed sultan the Civil List Administration had encroached
in every direction not only on the revenues properly accruing

to the state, but upon private and upon state property in most
parts of the empire. Thus it is explained in the preface to the budget
tliat the revenues ** proceeding from the deposed sultan " are not

classed together under one heading, but that they have been
apportioned to the various sections under which they should fall

" whether taxes on house property or property not built upon,
tithes, aghnam. forests, mines, cadastre, sport, military equipment,
private domains of the state, various receipts, proceeds of sales,

rents"—a truly comprehensive list whkh by no means set a
limit to the private resources of Abd-ul-Hamki 11., who looked upon
the customs also as a convenient reserve on which he could, and
did. draw when his privy purse was short of money. Apart from
the sources of revenue specified above, of which the amounts
actually transferred from the civil list are not stated. Section VI.

is estimated to produce £T5i3,65i. In the previous budget then*
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had been a special headiiiff. " Pkt)oeed» of Domatiw tntniferved from
the Civil List," estimatea to produce £T620,3U« which may have
been intended to include all the various receiptsaboveenumerated.

Section VII.. formed of the tributes of dependencies of which the
two principal are the Egyptian, 0*765.000, and that of Cyprus,
/T102.590 (assigned to the public, debt) comprises a total revenue of

£T87 1 .3 1 6. Finally, various receiptsof which the principal separately
specified are government share oirailway receipts (Oriental railways
and Smyma*CaBsaba railway). £T20tjio. and *' subicriptbas

**

for the Hejaz railway, £7264,600, form Section VIII.

The total revenues of the empire are thus estimated to produce

£725,848,333, and seeing the careful and moderate manner in

which the estimates have been framed, this may be looked upon
rather as a minimum than a maximum. The minister of finance

stated in his budget speech to parliament, delivered on the 23rd

of April xQio, that the revenues for the year igo^-xQxo, which

had been estimated to produce £T25,ooo,ooo, had as a matter of

fact produced £726.500,000.

Expenditure. Ministry of Finance,—^The first item of expendi-

ture shown in the budget is the service of the public debt, amount-
ing to £T8,288,394. The Public Debt Administration plays so

considerable a part in the finances of the Ottoman Empire, and its

history is of such importance that a special section of this article

will be devoted to it below. Under the budgetary heading
" Public Debt " is included, as it -should be, all expenditure in

connexion not only with the public debt proper, but also with

advances from batiks and others, railway guarantees, an account

of which will also be found below, and all capitalized liabilities, as

far as known, contracted by the state.

It is explained in the preface to the budget that one of the abuses
of the

• ...-.-»-. . ......
cstabli

when L ^ ^
these advances have now been generally reduced to 6 % with the
exception of that on the advances from the lighthouse administra-

tion, which rdfused to allow any reduction below 7 %. In the yean
190^1909 the advances were reduced by £T688,ooo, in addition to

repayments allowed for in the budget, ana the credit agreed for the
year 1909-1910 is £T663,ooo, as compared with £Tr, 160.000 for the
previous year. In the year 1910-1911 the outstanding advances
were to be so far paid oR that the credits to be opened under this

head would be still further reduced by £7500,000.
The civil list hasbeen reduced to the definite amount of £1*443,880,

which, without the consent of parliament, cannot be increased.

The sultan receives an annual allocation for himself and household
of £7240,000, the crown prince one of £724.000, and a sum of

£7153,000 is assigned to the Imperial princes and the sultanas.

The deposed sultan was allowed £7i2,ooo a year, and a similar

amount was set aside to provide dowries for two sultanas who
were just about to be mamed. 7he debts of the former are stated

in the preface to the budget to be very large, and as pavmenU are

effected fresh creditors present themselves with undeniable vouchen
in their hands, causing much embarrassment to the minister of

finance: no figures, however, are given. 7he Finance Bill provides

that these debts are to be paid out of supplementary credits.

Under the reformed constitution every senator is entitled to a
salary of £7ioo per month, any remuneratbn which he may receive

from the government for other services to be deducted from the
senatorial allowance which, however, it may of course exceed..

Deputies are allowed £7^oo for each session of parliament, and £750
?»- month in addition should the session exceed its legal duration,

hey are further allowed travelling expenses from and to their

constituencies on the basis of rules governing journeys of function-

aries receiving a monthly salary of £750. The amount reserved in

the budget for these purposes is £7i8ij87t.
7he ministry of finance absorbs £72,989.600. In this are in-

cluded the expenses of the administration of both the central and
provincial departments of the finance ministry, the mint, charitable

allowances, expenses and presents in connexion with the holy
cities (£7121410), pension funds of state officials (£7628,038),
administrative allowance made to the agricultural bank (£7225,380)
and various other expenses. Various administrative reforms were
in hand in 1910-19x1, by which it was expected considerably to reduce
the credits demanded by the finance ministry—especially those
in connexion with the holy cities. Special attention was called by
the minister to the fact that the system of contributrans of officials

to the pcnsbn funds has been modified, the deduction from salaries

being now xo % instead of 5 %, and the contributions to the funds
being made as to one-third by the treasury, and two-thirds by the
officials, instead of the reverse as formerly: the economy eflfected

is about £7300,000. A credit of £717,124 is allowed for the
central accounts department. 7he total credits for the ministry of
finance are, then, as follows: (Ottoman public debt, £78.288.^94*,
House of Osman, £7443,880; legislative corps, £7181,871;

treasury, £r2^^fiooi central aocoanto department. £Ti7,i24:
formmg an aggregate of £7i 1,920.869.

Indirect contributbns, or more familiariy " customs." are allowed
a credit of £7512,670. 7he minister 01 finance points out the
immense importance of the thorough reorganisation of the customs
administration. 7he services of a first-rate English expert (Mr
R. F. Crawford) were obtained, and much has been done at Constan-
tinople, but the provincial customs offices are still lamentably
defective. 7hese were immediately to be taken in hand, and
considerable sums are being voted for repairs of existing customs
buildings and the construction of new ouildings. The refomiB
already accomplished have resulted in a mark«i incrnse in the
customs revenues.
Posu and telegraphs, which absorbed a credit of /T782,839 in

r9io-i9i X, have also long been in urgent need of extension and better
administration. An additional credit of £790,000 was granted, as
compared with the prevbus year, and increased expenditure was
foreshadowed for the future; on the other hand, it was confidently
expected that the post office receipts would increase in far more
rapid ratio than the expenditure.
The ministry of the interior was estimated to require £Ti,x^7,230.

This sum covered " immi^tion expenses," ije. assistance given in
settling Mussulmans immigrating from provinces detached m>m the
Ottoman Empire. There can be no doubt that this expenditure is

remunerative, since many rich r^ions of Asia Minor have long
suffered from want of populatwn.

Military expenditure, including the three departments of war,
is as folbws: tiie army (excluding artillery), £T8.28o,452; ordnaiKX,
£T356439; and gendarmerie, £71,604.778. As regards the first

of these, it is curious to observe that the budget decree of 1880 strin-
gently limited the peace strength of the Ottoman army to 100.000
men, " including offioen and generals," in order to put a stop to
the rapidly increasing military expenditure; but this was merely
the expressbn of a pious wish, at a time when European financial
good will was indispensable, that expenditure might be kept down.
No real attempt has ever been made to observe the decree, and
indeed observance has been impossible seeing the danger which
never cease to menace the empire. 7o some extent the real leind
of military expenditure has been masked by the separation of certain
payments into " extraordinary " expenditure, a course which, it ia

understood, has pot been followed in the budgets of the "new
regime," and which will not be revived. It should however, be
remarked that out of an "extraordinary" budget, which will be
mentioned below, sums of £7709.305 and of £727,827 were allocated
to the ministry of war and the ordnance department respectively
in 1909. It u not expected that military expenditure can oe much
reduced, except in the direction of supply contracts, which have been
the cause in tne past of iniquitous waste of means.
7he official budget shows a credit for admiralty expenditure of

£7x ,000,327, which is apparently less than that for the previous year
by some £7220,ooo. This, however, is not a real decrease, salsriea

01 functionaries not on the active list having been removed to the
region of supplementary credits, as are those of civil departments.
As a matter of fact, the marine budgets of the two years are almost
identkal. 7he vote of £7500,000 a year for ten yeara for the re-
construction of the Ottoman navy by " national subscription," as
already mentioned, was not included in the official budget, nor
was there any allunon to it in the prefatory memorandum. The
minister of finance did, however, allude to it in his budget vpecch,
(April 23, ioio),and stated that four destroyera purchased in
Germany had been paid for from the national subscription only,
without touching the ordinary state revenues. It should be added
that the Greek War (1897) revealed to the sulun the dccrefut state
into which the Ottoman navy had fallen, and considerable " extra-
ordinary " expenditure—^much of which was wasted—has been
incurred since (and including) 1902 to put the least out-of-date
warships into a serviceable condition.

The ministry of commerce and of public works absorbed £T883,i6i
a reduction of some £T 180.000 on the previous year. The govern-
ment acknowledges tne unavoidable necessity of greatly extending
and improving the internal communications of the country, but
cannot see its way to doing so satisfactorily out of the ordinary
resources of the country. This question was being seriously studieJ.
and it was hoped that a comprehensive scheme would bejpresented
ere long. The Hejaz railway finircs in the budget for £T550.i8o,
and it is explained that this will not only cover workmg expenses,
but also the final completion of the line.

Floating Debt.—This b reaUy an accretion of undetermined

liabilities which has been indefinitely, and probably altctnatcly.

advancing and receding for a great number of years, and which

no previous minister of finance, or Turkish government, bad the

courage to face. Now and then it has been dealt with piecemeal,

when some partictilar class of creditors has become too pressing,

but it is more than probable that the piece got rid of has been

more or less rapidly replaced by fresh liabilities occasioned by
budgetary deficits, or by the mere accumulation of inteiett on
debts allowed to run on.
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In March 1897 the floating debt was calculated by a financial

authority in the Fortnithtly Review to amount to upwards of
rr55.ooo.ooo, which might be compressed to £725,000,000 since a
Urge proportion was certainly composed of salaries in arrcar and
otlM*r Items of a similar kind which the government would never,
under any circumstances, make good. Laurent tells us that the
present government having found it absolutely impossible to arrive
at even an approximate estunate of this " occult debt," recourse was
had. in order to fix it, to the creditors themselves, and a short act
of parliament was passed declaring all debts prescribed whkh should
not be claimed by a fixed date. In consequence of this 560,000
claims were received, and a first examination showed that the aggre-
gate amount reached by these claims was not less than rri3.ooo,ooo.
Considering the dilatory methods of Orientals, even when they are
creditors, it is doubtful whether this sum adequately covers the whole
of the claims outstanding, and it may be found diflkult, even for a
parliament, to refuse claims which should equitably be admitted
and whk:h may be preferred later. High authority in Constanti-
nople put the true amount of the floating debt in 1910-1911 at the
amount previously estimated, viz. £T25,ooo,ooo. No provision
wa& then made in the budget to meet these liabilities, nor did the
minister in his prefatory memorandum make any allusk>n to them

;

in his budget ' speech, however, he announced that a sdieme for

dealing with them would be presented with the budget for 191 1-1912.
Under the heading " Floatmg Debt " in the budget for 1910-1911
are placed the advances before described.

No other items in the budget call for special remaric, but in

order that the information given may be complete, each head of

expenditure is shown separately below, and the budget for 1910-

191 1, as first placed before the Turkish parliament, presents the

following picture, from which it may be observed that the public

debt absorbs 26% of the revenue, war service 38% and civil

services 36^^
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Expenditure.

{J
Public debt 8,288,395
Civil list 443.880
Legislative corps 181 ,870
Finance 2,989.600
Accounts (central) 17>I34
Customs . 512,670
Posts and telegraphs 782,840
Cadastre . . 109,820
Grand vizierate . 25,096
Council of state . 33f050
Interior . I1I57.230
Public security . 400405
Foreign affairs . . 213,400
War 8,280,453
Ordnance. ... '

Gendarmerie . . .

Marine ....
Shcikh-ul-lslamit
Justice ....
Public instruction
Forests, mines and

agriculture . .

Public works and
commerce . . .

Hejaz railway . .

356,440
1,694,778
1,000.328

483.341
751.580
744.086

370,520

883.160
550,180

Total . jCT30.270.246

Revenue.

(See above for details of general
headings here given.)

£T
" Direct contribu-

tions
*'

. .

Stamps and regis-

tration duties
" Indirect contribu-

tions " ...
Monopolies
State undertakings,
commercial and
industrial .

Domains . . .

Tributes ....
Various receipts . .

Total . . £T25,848.332
Deficit . . £T4,42i,9i4

J3.725.892

1.113.45a

4.825.812
3.262,424

4q2.889
§13.651
871.316

1,132,896

Total . . £T30,270,246

This deficit was increased, by the action of pariiament, to
£T9.678,ooo. Almost immediately after the budget was drawn up a
charige of government took place, and largely owmg to this fact the
parliamentary budget commission introduced various modifications
on the expenditure side of the account, which increased the estimated
deficit to the account just mentioned.* The principal increase is

due to tlie war departments, according to the budget speech of the
minister of finance (April 23, 1910), although he states that some

* On the 25th of June 1910 the chamber finally passed the budget
for 1910-191 1 The figures were as follows:

—

Ordinary expenditure, ^1*32.997,000; extraordinary expenditure.
3fr2 .696.000; revenue £T26,oi 5,000, leaving a deficit of £T9,678,ooo,
which was brought up to over £Tio.^oo.ooo by special credits
for the pension fund, the payment of debts incurred by Abd-
uNHamid and indemnities to officials. On the other hand, the
minister of finance reckoned that the revenue would probably show
an increase of £Ti.w)0,ooo, while about £T2,000,000 of expenditure
would remain undisbursed, which, with a reserve of XT2,ooo,ooo from
1909, would reduce the deficit to roughly H'StOOO.ooo.

Increase is apparent in all departments. The actual figures of the
increase are not, however, given. Exaegerated importance must
not be attributed to the swollen deficit. The deiruinds of the various
departments of state had been much cut down, and according to the
minister of finance's own statement much of the reduction was merely
unavoidable expenditure deferred; the fact that some of this expen-
diture, which had been jealously scrutinized, was to be undertaken
at once, meant that demands on future years would be relatively re-

duced. A loan of £T7,040.000 was arranged with a German group
headed by the Deutsche Bank. This k)an followed upon one of
£T4,700,ooo in 1908, and another of £T7,ooo,ooo in 1909 (of which the
service is provided by the revenues assigned to the Russian War in-
demnities amounting to £T3SO.ooo per annum, of which payment has
been deferred for forty years), the year i^ having shown a realized
deficit of about that amount—a condition of afuirs which would
appear alarming were it not that the Turkish Empire was passing
through absolutely abnormal times, and was attempting to convert
the unstable morass of disorder, ineptitude and corruption left by
the previous system into a solid foundatwn for good and orderly
constitutk)nal government. With the two previous loans abo\e
mentioned, £T5.500,ooo capital liabilities were paid ofl. the work
of reorganization had made considerable progress, and £T2,000,000
remained in hand at the beginnmg of 1910-ioit to continue it.

As before stated reorganization was quicldy followed by a marked
increase of revenue, and it seemed proDable that the forecast of the
minuter of finance that within a comparatively short time that
increase would amount to £T^,ooo,ooo was not excessive. Nego-
tiations were undertaken to increase the customs import duties
by a further additional 4%. This measure would produce about
£Ti.250.000 per annum.

Further expenditure was voted in the course of 1909. to be met by
an extraordinary budget. On the receipts side of this budget were
comprised the Austrian indemnity for tne annexation of Bcrniia and
Herzegovina (£T2.500.ooo), cash and securities belonging to the
deposed sultan OCT1,600,000), sale of old guns (n'30o,oooy, sale of
lands and other property recovered from civil list encroachments
(jCT9o8,ooo), and finally the unexpected balance of the proceeds of
the 1908 loan (rr655,ooo), the whole forming an aggregate total of

It was intended to assign to the war departmentrr5.963.000. It;
£T3,8o4,9i8. to tl „ ^ --.
admiralty £T93,9I2, and to the ministry of finance £T2,443,202 for
the payment of the war indemnities in Thessaly and other urgent
liabilities, the estimated aggregate extraordinary expenditure thus
amounting to £T6,700.I40. Some of the assets above mentioned
proved, however, not to be easily realizable. Ready buyers were
not found for the state lands, and the sale of the ex-sultan's securities
was disputed by the German Reichsbank with which they were
deposited, v,h'\]<: t}\i- i; t did not consinJer it good policy
to sell the .inc?i, whkh iL Bcizcd at YUJii, so
that only i d by the minifiLry of finance fnjfn
these soun , rrreivwl the miniury of finioce
expended I ,<iy[ni!nt of the Greek indemnity, tn

repayment •: i 1 1 1 ,rK»t:>,i>« (4 .idvancc* to the tmaury and by
assigning the crc-dit vgtcd to the urdT>a.nce department, and it W4»
stated that lhc'b4^ payinrnts exKa united the extraordinary resources
so far as it luss tjecn pci«!iibk to rralifc ibcm.

CoUectioti i'j Tfitfj.—The Ottoman Empire poise&fes s very com-
plete syste:Ti of lotat_6c3f-gov*Tnm€nt witbin cen.itn limits. E*ery
village or c-.^wn dii^trict has a. kind ai mayor {mukhiat} appointed by
election and apE»rdvtd by ihi' ol'^cial provincial authorities, and a
" council of -incirrils " whose mymbert arc elected d Erectly. The
taxesareOiilWtcxl l>y means of the mukhtarSf termed for this purpose
kabt'i'mal iri.^r{^ivrr of trcaburel^ and under the suprrvidion ofjeen'
darmes sp* < laUy named, termed iakstld^r {coltertors). The olnciaL
authorities |ir.»vidF li&ts of all the taxes to be CDllettcd to the laksil-
dars, who hniid them, against formal receipt, to the kabB-i-mals.
The latter nre bound to pay in to the local auihonrics all sums
collected ir five days in town di»trkls, and in fifteen days in villaeea,

If under 1500 piastres; sums of I500 piastres and over arc paid in

at once.
^
The iahiildari check the accounts of the Jtobs't-maii. and*

if they disco Ner peculattcin, *end them al once to be dealt with by the
chief officii t authorities of the catc fdepartmeni); all the electon
of Amukht:.' are, ipio faiio, joint »u relies lor him. If the tax- payer
declines to ]ay hi^ due, he is brouKhi Ixrfore ihc r<roprr auilioriiies

by the taks:<!: r
, u hr 5>frt^3-r:- in Mt. ftu-.A. all lii'^ ::.: 'xff., except those

indispensa^!' i-r ln^ iJi^. :iiji\; an. I
',]<.'.

j sir- 1:1 1- i-i >.•• trade, are Kild
by auction, wtLhuut iccuuim: to a judgtiivu; b> tribunal. If he has
no goods which may be seized, he may be summarily imprisoned for
a term not exceeding 91 days: two imprisonments for the same debt
are not permitted. The military exemption tax is not collected as
above, put by the spiritual chiefs of the various religious
communities. None of the above regubtions apply to Constanti-
nople, where no military exemption tax is imposea, and where scpa-
rate official regulatwns for the collection of taxes are in force. The
system of farming out the revenues is admitted, and is almost
invariably followed in the case of the tithes. When this is done,
the revenues to be farmed are put up to public auction and sold to
the highest bidder, provided he can prove himself amply solvent and
produce sufficient sureties. Elaborate regulatM>os are in force for
this method of collection to secure the state receiving its fuU due
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from the farmers, who, on the other hand, are entitled to fUU oflkial

assistance to enforce their rights.

Assessment of Taxes.—For the purposes of assessment the taxes
may be divided roughly into two classes: (i) variable taxes; (2) non-
vanablc taxes. Under the first head would be included proportional
taxes dependent upon the value of the property taxea; under the
second, taxes whose amount does not depend upon that value. The
first class contains such revenues as the emUik verghi~si (duty on
realty), 'ashdr (lithes), temeUA (professional tax), &c. In all such
cases the taxable values are fixed by a commission of experts, some-
times chosen by the tax-payers themselves, sometimes by the official

authorities; in all cases ooth tAx-OAyen and authorities are repre-
sented on the commissions, whose decisions may be appealed against,

in last resort, to the council of state at Constantinople, whose deci-

sion u final. Revenues composing the second class such as the la^
(registration tax) do not vary, unless by special decree, and tne
assessment is automatic.
The systems, both of assessment and collection, were equitable

and far from oppressive in theory. In practice they left almost
everything to be desired. The officials, already too numerous and
underpaid, frequently, as has been stated above, found such pay as
they had far m arrear. They were therefore naturally open to
bribery and corruption, with the result that, while the rich often
got OR almost scot free, the poor were unduly taxed, and often
cruelly oppressed by the tax collectors and farmers of revenue. In
all departments there ensued, thus, an alarming leakage of revenue,
amounting, it was credibly estimated, to quite 40%. The new
government energetically proceeded to remedy this state of affairs.

International Adminutration of the Ottoman Debt.—In conse-

quence of the piling up of the exterior public debt as described

above, it amounted after the issue of " general debt " in 1875
to £Ti90,7 50,000, and swallowed up annually upwards of

£Tio,ooo,ooo, or nearly half the revenue of the empire as it was
then constituted. The revolt of various disaffected provinces

brought matters to a climax; in September 1875 one-half of the

service of the interest was suspended, paper certificates known as
" Ramazans " (since they were issued in the Arabic month of

that name) being issued for that half in lieu of cash, and in the

following March it was suspended altogether. After tiie war with
Russia, in order to obtain credit from the Imperial Ottoman
Bank and local financiers, who refused any further accommoda-
tion unless their previous and further advances were amply
secured, revenues known as the " six indirect contributions

"

were handed over to a committee of local. bankers (by decree

of Nov. 32, 1879), to be administered and collected directly

by them. These "six indirect contributions" were the

revenues from tobacco, salt, wines and spirits, stamps (com-

mercial), certain specified fisheries, and the silk tithe in specified

provinces. Two years later, partly in view of the recommenda-
tions of the Congress of Berlin, partly to overcome insuperable

difficulties in obtaining any kind of credit, the sultan authorized

the Sublime Porte to issue an invitation to the various bond-

holders' committees in Europe to send delegates to Constanti-

nople for the purpose of negotiating a resumption of payments.

These " committees" were the " Council of Foreign Bondholders
"

for Great Britain, the Imperial Ottoman Bank and its " group "

for France, Herr S. Blcichr5der for Berlin, the Credit-Anstalt

and its " group " for Austria-Hungary, and the Chamber of

Commerce and of Arts of Rome for Italy. The Dutch bondholders

placed their interests in the hands of the British cotmdl. Russia

declined to countenance the negotiations in any way. Delegates

from the various committees assembled in Constantinople in

the early summer of 1881. The commission formed by them

in conjunction with the delegates of the Sublime Porte is more

generally known as the " Valfrcy-Bourke commission," from the

leading parts played by the Right Hon. R. Bourke (Lord Connc-

mara), the British delegate, and M. Valfrey, the French

delegate. The outcome of the negotiations was the issue of an

imperial decree, known as the " Decree of Muharrem," owing

to its bearing the date (Turkish style) of the 28th of Muhar-
rem (Dec. 20) 1881. By this decree the outstanding capital of

the exterior debt, to which were added the Ramazan certifi-

cates above mentioned, and all interest fallen due, making a

grand total of £252,800,000, was scaled down to £106,437,234

(£Ti 17,080,958). On this reduced capital a minimum interest of

I% was to be paid, the rate of interest to be increased by quarters

per cent, as the revenues set aside for the service of the reduced

debt permitted. For puxposes of sinking fund the old loans
were combined into four groups:^ group i. containing the .1858
and 1862 loans, with a reduced nominal capital of £17,902,259;
group ii. the i860, 1863, 1864 and 1872 loans, with a reduced
nominal capital of £Tii,265,i53; group iii. the 1865, 2869 and
1873 loans, with a reduced nominal capital of £T33,9i5,762, and
group iv. the " general debt," of which the last issue was in 1875,
with a reduced nominal capital of £T48,365,236,and the " loUery
bonds" (railway loan), with a reduced, nominal capital of

£Ti 5,632,548, the total of group iv. being thus £T63,997,784.

As security for the service of the new reduced debt it was provided
that an international ooundl should be formed, composed of one
delegate each from the bondholders of the United Kingdom,
France, Germany, Austria-Htmgary, Italy and Turkey, and one
representing the " priority bondholders," a term which will be
explained later. On this council the Turkish government has
the right of naming an imperial commissioner with "consul-
tative voice," i.e. no voting power, but the right ,to express his

opinion on the proceedings of the council, who would make all

reports he considered necessary to his government. The govern-
ment was empowered also to name controllers to whom all the

accounts of the administration should be open for inspection on
demand. In all other respects the council, provided that it kept
within the limits of the laws the administration of which was
entrusted to it, was to be entirely independent of the Ottoman
government, free to appoint and dismiss its own officials from
highest to lowest, and to carry on its administration on such lines

as it thought best. Proposals made by the council for the modifi-

cation and improvement of the existing laws and regulations

which concerned it were to receive an answer from the govern-
ment within six months; this provision has remained a dead
letter. Any difference between the government and the council,

if not possible of adjustment, was to be settled by arbitration.

To thU council, with these extended powers, was handed over the
ab^olulf admin iur^Ltian, collection and control of the " six indirect
cofitributlons ^^ above enumerated, for the benefit of the bond-
hdlcjprs, and In addition, it was to encash for the same purpose
bilU on the rustomft, to be drawn half-yearly in its favour by the
mini&lcr of AnanccH amounting annually to £Tl8o,ooo, representing
\hr ux oa TucnbCki (TTso.ooo) and the surplus re\'enue of C)!)!!!*
(jCTijo.coo); and the Eastern Kumelian annuity^ originally fixed at
£T2^^,oQo, but gir^duAlly reduced by force of circumstances, until
oiicT frequFnt luspcnsLons of payment it reached in 1897 the level

of j[Ttl4Hcoo, and has, since the declaration of Bolsarian indepen-
dence, b«en d^&nitcly stopped. In order to assbt the voung king-
dom of Bulgaria, wh lc h could only with great difficultyand with much
cbmage 10 lis resourceshave found means to indemnify Turkey for
\h\' - rVn- br<~-.'h r^' treaty engagements, the Russian government
juitLxL..^^, ^..-1 ^ ,^wjed as compensation to the Turkish govern-
ment the deferment for forty years of the anftual payment
(£T^50,ooo) of the 1877 war indemnity. This proposal was accepted
by the Turkish government, which undertook to continue the annual
payment of £T114.000 to the public debt administration until the
extinction' of the debt. The public debt council consented with
good grace, although the minister of finance, by omitting to consult
that council during the progress of negotiations, lost sight of the fact

that a sum of £^87,823 was due to the public debt administra-
tion on account of arrears of the Eastern Kumelian annuity up to
December 1887, and that a further sum of £T430,74i was due by the
Bulgarian to the Turkish government itseli in compensatbn for the
Rustchuk-Varna railway under the Treaty of Beriin. As pcMnted
out by Sir Adam Block, the representative of the British ana Dutch
bondholders, in his report for 19O8-IQ09, the above arrangement
would have been prejudicial to the bondholders had the public
debt not been " unified " (as described below) since, however, as a
result of that unification, the ceded revenues now produced a sum
more than sufficient for the service of the debt, it was only the
surplus of revenue revertins to the government which was affected.

There were further handed over, under the Muharrem decree, to
the public debt council, the tribute of Bulgaria, the amount of
which has never even been fixed, but as compensation for which the
tobacco tithe up to a yearly amount of £T100,000 was ceded to the
council in the same conditions as the "six indirect contributions";
the proportional shares (generally known as the " contributive

* For simplicity's sake, the lottery bonds having a special treat-

ment different from that of the rest of the loans, these groups, when
the new bonds of the reduced debt were exchanged against the old

bonds of the original loans, became " series" thus: SeriesA. group L;

series B. group it. ; series C, group iil; series D. group iv. and lottery
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Sirts **) of the Ottoman public debt to be borne by Bulgaria, Servia.

recce and Montenegro, which according to the Treaty of Berlin

were to be adjudged by the representatives of the Great Powers
at Constantinople, one of whom (the Russian) never succeeded in

obtaining his instructions, and which therefore have never been
fixed: and, finally, the evcess of revenue resulting from a revision

of the commercial treaties. The ceded revenues, exclusive of the
" contributive parts " and the excess from commercial treaties, were
estimated by Bourke, in his report to the bondholders on the decree
of Muharrem, at £1,812.^2 (jlT 1,993.8 18). A subsuntial reduction
however, had to be made in favour of the 5% " priority bonds.

"

which were bonds issued to the local banla before mentioned in

satisfaction of their claims, and formed an annual first charge of

£1*590,000 on the whole of the revenues ceded to the bondholders;
the capital amount of the " priority bonds " was £T8, 169,986, which
was to be extinsuished by 1906. Four-fifths of the net product of

the revenues, alter deduction of the first charee of £TS90,ooo, was
to be applied to the service of the interest on tne new reduced debt,

and provided that the four-fifths were sufficient to allow the distribu-

tion of t% interest, one-fifth was to be devoted to sinking fund;
but this latter fifth was to be reduced, if necessary, by an amount
sufficient to maintain the rate of interest at i %. The interest on
bonds amortized was to be added to the funds avaibble for sinking

fund. The sinking fund was to work as follows: First i% on the
whole reduced capital was to be applied to group i. ; if there were any
surplus this was to be applied to group ii., until that also received the
same full | %, and so on for eroup iii. and group iv., until the whole
sinking fund amounted to I % on the reduced capital. It was to be
applied by redemption at the best price possible on the nurket, until

tnat price stood at £T66'66, wlien, if the rate of interest served were
I %, It was to proved by drawings; if the interest were anything
more than i %, and less tnan^%, the limit of price for redemptu>n
was to be raised to (Tys; iJ the interest were between 3% and
4% inclusive, the limit was to be raised to par. Any surplus of

revenue beyond that necessary to provide 4% interest and 1%
sinking fund was to be handed over to the gONvrnment. The lottery

bonds receive a special treatment both in regard to interest and
sinking fund ; full information as to the intricate arrangements made
for these bonds will be found in the decree of Muharrem and the

published reports of the council of administration of the Ottoman
public debt. In 1890 the sinking fund was increased by the conver-

sion of the " priority loan " into a 4% loan and the extcnsk>n of the

term of its red«mption for i^ years. In this nunner an annuity

of £1*159,500 was set free, of which rTi 1.000 per annum was allotted

as " extraordinary sinking fund ''^to series A and £T49,^ per

annum each to series B, Cand D; the lottery bonds were onginally

excluded from this arrangement, and special compensation was
granted to these later. Each series receives the benefit of the interest

on bonds belonging to it amortized by this special annuity. Thus.
in the financial year 1900-1901 the total amount of the fund had
risen from £Ti59.50O to £T2^i.500.

. ^ ^ .. ^
The arrangement set forth in and sanctioned by the decree of

Muharrem on the whole worked admirably. Gradually, however,
it became apparent that it would be desirable to give Turkish state

securities, of which those governed by thedecreeof Muharrem formed
the prinapal part, a better standing in European financial markets
than was possible for bonds bearing so bw a rate of interest; to

obliterate thus, as far as possible, the effects of the past bankruptcy;
and, further, to give the Turkish government a joint interest with

the bondholders in the progress of the ceded revenues. The French
bondholders, who hola by far the largest proportion of Turkish
securities, took the principal initiative in this matter, and, after

protracted negotiations with the Turkish government and the other
^' syndicates '^of bondholders, they succeeded, in 1901, in obtaining

the following modifications of the original decree of Muharrem.
Series B, C and D (series A having already been completely
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and privilef^, and ranking immediately after, the priority bonds.

The rates at which the series were respectively exchanged against

the new unified bonds were £100 series B against £70 unified, £100
scries C against £42 unified^ and £100 series C against £37, los.

unified. Bonds oithe old series not presented for exchange within

a period of fifteen yeara are prescribed. The amortization is to

proceed by purchase when the unified bonds are below par, and
when at or above par, by drawings. Coupons and drawn bonds
not presented within six and fifteen yean respectively of their

due oates of payment are prescribed. Interest on amortized bonds
goes to swell the sinkingfund. When the net product of the ceded
revenues amounts to ir2.157.375. the surplus is divisible as to

75% to the Turkish government and 25% to the public debt
administration. A variation from this was provided as soon as

the priority bonds should become extinct; but these bonds having
since been repaid (as mentioned below) by a further issue of unified

bonds, this variatwn lapses. The above 25% is to be employed
as additwnal sinking fund for the unified debt and lottery bonds,

in the proportion of 60% and 40% respectively. A reserve fund

was creatM of which the nucleus was the sum already standing

to the credit of the " Reserve fund for increasing the rate of in-
terest " (£11.113,865). plus £T300.ooo at least in cash by the issue
of sufficient unified bonds to produce that amount and the sum
of £Ti50.ooo to be paid by the government to the public debt
at the rate of £T 15.000 per annum. It should be added that the
total issue was made sufficient to reserve also £T 1,460,000 for
expenses, after taking into account j[100,000 in cash paid by the
government to the public debt administration out of the said issue.

The reserve fund was created primarily to make good any deficiency
in the revenues below the amount required to pay the interest
due. If such drafts upon the reserve fund become necessary
they are to be made good in the following years out of the surplus
above mentioned. The reserve fund is increased by the interest
it may earn, but when the capital amount of the fund reaches
£T2,ooo,ooo the interest earned is merged in the ecneral receipts
of the public debt administration. As soon as tne unified debt
is reduced to £Ti6,ooo,ooo the reserve fund is to be reduced
to £Ti,000,000, the surplus over this last amount being paid to
the government. The unified bonds and coupons are exempt
from all Turkish taxation existing or to come. Further special
stipulations regarding the Turkish lottery bonds were made, but
these are, as before, omitted. They will be found in art. x.

of the " Annex-Decree " of September 1-14, 1903, which gave the
modificatrans to the Muharrem decree here described force of law.
Finally the Imperial Ottoman government reserved to itself the
right of paying off the whole unified debt at par at any moment,
and all the dispositions of the decree of Muharrem not modified
by the new '* Annex-Decree " were formally confirmed and main-
tained. In 1906 a further modification took place in the shape
of the final and compjete repayment of the priority bonds by the
additional issue of 0*9.537.000 of unified bonds for the purpose,
taken firm by the Ottoman bank at 86. The rate at which the
exchange was effected was par with a cash bonus of 6%. The
previous annuity required for the service of these bonds having
been £T430,500, and the additional charge for the service of the
unified debt as a result of the operation being ^£^424,396, while
the government received ^1,272.600 in cash for its own purposes,
there was a slight immediate advantage to be found in it: as, how-
ever, the priority debt would have been completely extinguished
in 1932, tne financial wisdom of the change is not apparent.

The ceded revenues administered directly by the public debt

council have shown remarkable expansion, and may be fairly

looked upon as exemplifying what would occur in the general

revenues of the empire when good and honest administration and
regular payment of officials finally took the place of the care-

lessness, corruption and irregularity which existed up to the

change of regime. The council has not limited its duties to the

collection of the revenues placed under its administration, but

has taken pains to develop commercially the revenues capable

of such development. A large and remunerative export trade in

salt to India is now established, whereas formerly not one grain

found its way there; the first steps in this direction were taken

in 1892 when works were begun to place the great rock-salt

salines of Salif, on the coast of the Red Sea, on a commercial

footing. The gross receipts from this export trade amounted in

the year 1908-1909 to £1*99,564, and the profits approximately

to £Ti 2,000, in spite of the contest between Liverpool and
Spanish salt merchants on the Calcutta market, which led to a
heavy cutting of prices. Pains, moreover, have been taken by
the public debt council to develop the sale of salt within the

empire. These efforts have been rewarded by the increase of

the salt revenue from £T63S,oooin 1881-1882, the year preceding

the establishment of the council, to £Ti,07 5,880 in 1907-1908.

Again, in the early years of the administration (1885), the Pasteur

system of selection of silk-worms' eggs for the rearing of silk-

worms was introduced, and an " Institute of Sericulture " on
modem lines was erected (1888) at Brusa for gratuitous instruc-

tion in silk-rearing to students from all parts of the empire. Up
to the end of 1907-1908,919 students had received the diploma

of the institute, and 465 silk-growers in addition had passed

through the course of instruction. These men, returning to their

various districts, impart to others the instruction they have

received, and thus spread through the regions adapted to seri-

culture the proper methods of selection and rearing. As a result

some 60,000,000 mulberry trees were planted in Turkey during

1890-1910, involving the plantation of about 130,000 acres,

and new magnanerUs and spinning factories sprang up in every

direction; while the revenue (silk tithe) increased in the regions

administered by the council from £Ti 7,000 in 1881-1882 to
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£Tx 35,000 in 1906-1907, the value of the silk crop in those

regions having thus advanced by over £Ti.ooo,ooo. But the

regions not under its administration benefited at least equally

by the methods above described. Thus the total value of

the silk tithe in Turkey increased in the period named from

about £T2o,ooo to £T276,5oo, and the total annual value of the

crop from about £T2oo,ooo to £Ta,765,ooo, or by nearly 2|

millions potmds sterling.

Table A gives the produce of the revenues in x88x-z88a, the

last year of the administration of the " Galata Bankers/' the

average product of the first, second, third, fourth and fifth

quinquennial periods since the public council was established,

and of the year 1007-1908.

Table B shows the total indebtedness of the Ottoman Empire,

eidusive of tribute loans.

Tobacco Rigie.—^Prom the beginninff of the year 188^ the tobacco
revenue has been worked as a monopoly by a company tormed under
Ottoman law, styled " La R^ie Imperiale Cotnt6rc»£e dcs Tabacs
Ottomans." This company has the absolute monopoly of the manu-
facture and of the purchase and sale of tobacco throughout the
Ottoman Empire, with the exception of the Lebanon and Crete,
but exportation remains free. It is bound to purchase all tobacco
not exported at prices to be agreed between itseli and the cultivators;
if no aereement can be amved at, the price is fixed by experts.
It is oDliecd also to form entrepftts for the storage of the crofM at
reasonable distances from each other, and, on certain conditions,
to grant advances to cultivators to aid them in raising the leaf.

The cultivators, on the other hand, may not plant tobacco without
permits from the r6gie, although the power of reusing a permit,
except to known smugglers or persons of notoriously ted conduct,
seems to be doubtful ; nor may they sell to any purchaser, unless for
export, except to the K'gie, while they are bound to deposit the
whole of the tobacco crops which they raise in any one year in the
entrep6tsof the r^ie before the month of August of the ycax following.

Tablb a.—Showing Revenues ceded to Ottoman Public Debt Adminiaratwn at Various Periods to iffo^-tgoS.

Heads of Rcvewic
Lutyearef
laUU Baiftcn

Avenfcfor
Fitst Five Yean
ofCoundlof
PublkOebt.

Second Five Voui
ofCouncflof
PuUicDebt.

U6-S7- (887-tt.

Awncc for

Third Five Yeui
ofCoandlal
PtoblicDcbt,

AveiiM__.
ourth Five Yean
o( Council at
Public Debt.

"
, igot-a.

Avvranfor
Fiith Five Yean
ofCoundlof
PuMicDrU.

roM-j, t«a6-7.

Six Indirect Contributions:—*
Tobacco
Salt
Stamps
Spirits

Fisheries
Silk

Extra Budgetary Receipts t

£T

881,564
634.938
129.833

17,118

£T

833,6^3
651,057
146,833
198.356
34.356
24.145

£T

755.489
702.150
185.930
229,059
44.307
39,398

£T

788,38a

755.978
312,81$
358,848
44.337
56.393

£T

86i,Ao6
221,856
269.483

J
7.294
9.012

2.797

£T

815.923
987417
321,193
273.893
53.032
98.731
25.757

£T

i.??3:iS
366.255
283.301
69.549
I3I.2I8

Total of Six Indirect Contri-

butions 1.866.677 1.937.369 1.956.333 2.116,755 2,197.488 2.575.946 2.873.561

Tobacco Tithe . . . .

Eastern Rumelian Annuity
Excess of Cyprus Revenues
TaxonTumbCki . .

not collected 72,340
150,040
130,000
50,000

81.866
136.688

113.557
50,000

104.688
129,222
102.596
50,000

103,596
50,000

172,473
159,628
103,596
50.000

310.068
XI4.030
103.596
50.000

Total Gross Revenue
Expenses

1.866.677

378.789 'Uri
749
.000

2,328,444
392403

2.503.361

346.143
2,538.043
418,537

3.060.643
522.798

3.3SO,34St
572.850

Total Net Revenue 1.487,888 1.951,749 1 .936.041 3,157,118 3,119.505 2.537.845 2.777.395

* Exclusive of £T50.ooo representing the retrocesnon of the reftish (Egyptian ux. abolished in 1895) to the r6gie.

t Up to 1903-1903 the extra-budgetary receipts and fines had been carried to account of the respective revenues concerned; after
that date they were placed under a special heading. After 1905-1906 extra-budgetary receipts relating to expenditure previously

effected have been deducted from " General Expenses."

t The 3% customs surtax is not included in this table. It came into force on the 13th of July 1909. and produced during the
remainder of ths financial year £T544.987; 35% of thu revenue is ceded to the public debt; the remainder reverts to the government.

Tablb B.—Position of the Ottoman Public Debt on the tst of March 1326 {March 14, tpjo).

Designation of Loans. Nominal Capital
issued.

Annuities.
Nominal Capital
redeemed at 1st

March 1326(1910).

Nomina]Capita] in
circulation on 1st
March 1336(1910).

•!flP-i

Unified Debt 4% * •

Turkish Lottery Bonds
4% Loan 1890

1896
1903 Fisheries . . . .

Bagdad ist Scries . .

3nd „ . . .

1904
1905 Military Equipment
1901-1905
1908

[4% Loan 1893 TumbCki
4% .. 1894, . . .

4% ,. I902» . .

4% .. 1855 . . .

4% „ 1891 . . .

3i%.. 1894 .. .

U% „ 1909 . . .

Total

£T
42,275.772
lS.632,548
4«999.50O
3.373.730
3,640,000
3,376,000
4,752,000
3,750,000
2.640,000
5.306,664
4.711.124

91.356.328
1,010,010
1.760,000
8.60O,O3O
5,500,000
6,948.613

9.033.574
7,000,004

131.198.548

1.887,375
270,000
249,975
180.000
118.800
97.120
200.000
iaa.750
118.800
238,800
313.000

£T
2.345.010
3.599.592
1,509.200
289,300
I05.g4

S426

?
7.090
3.556

123420

3.696.630
50.000
76.560

390,000

308)686

362.1J4
350,00a

8,136,660
339.800
136.303
367,180

1.303,280

8521808

5401,909 1 1.8 13.630

39.930.76a
13.032.956
3490400
2.983.420
a.534.576
2.360458
4.743.574
2.692,910

5;i83.244

4,711.124

83,319.668
760,310

1.633.798
8,233.840
a.196.730
6.170.913
8.180,766
7.000.004

119,384.918

* The capital in circulation for these loans, established on the ist of Maich 1336 (1910), b approximate.
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and may not move any tobacco from the place where they cultivate

it without the ri^ie's express authority. In order to facilitate

supervision, a minimum area of one-hall of a deununt (a deunum""
about one-fourth of an acre) is fixed for rround upon which tobacco
may be cultivated: in the suburban districts of Constantinople

ana some other towns, and in enclosures surrounded by walls and
atuchcd to dwelling-houses, it is altogether prohibited. For its

privileges the r6^ie has to pay a rent of £T750,ooo per annum to the
government (assigned to bondholders). " even if it has no revenues
at ail." and after the payment of a dividend of 8% to its shareholders,

and certain other deductions, it has to share profits with the govern-
ment and the bondholders according to a sliding scale agreed upon
between the three parties. The r^ie did baoly during the first

four years of its existence, owing principally to two causes: (t)

its ineffectual power to deal with contraband to which the sj^stem

described above leaves the door wide open; (2) the admission
of other than Turkish tobaccos into Egypt, which deprived it at

once of about rTioo.ooo per annum. So great were its losses

that in the year 1 887-1888 it was obliged to write them off by reducing
its capital from £2,000,000 to £1 .600.000. At the same time it was
gjanted an extension of penal powers, and the losses on reftieh (duty
on tobacco exported to Egypt) were to be partially borne by the
public debt administration. Things went better with it from that
time until 1894-1895, when, owinj^to internal troubles in the empire,
and the conseauent fear of creating worse disorders, by the strict

enforcement of the monopoly, the government withdrew most of

its support, and contraband enormously increased. The fdlowing
table shows the movement of the revenue of the rigie from the year
1887-1888 to 1908-1909 inclusive:

—

439

Average for

5 years.
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on the surplus of the revenues aangned to the guarantee of the
Anatolian railway collected by the Public Debt Administration,
on the excess revenue, after certain deductions, accruing to the
government under the " Annex-Decree to the Decree of Munarrem "

above described, on the sheep tax of the vilayets of Koniah, Adana
and Aleppo, and on the railway itself. The first series (54,000,000
francs or £2,160,000), was duly handed over to the concessionaires
in 1903, and was floated in Berlin at 86*4% realizing the sum of
£1,868,000. The division of the line into equal sections of 200
kilometres apiece produced at once a somewhat ridiculous result.

The little town of Eregli, some 190 kilometres distant from Konia.
presented the only excusable locality for the terminus of the first

section, and even that place is 90 kilometres distant from Karaman,
the last town of any importance for some hundreds of miles on the
way to the Euphrates valley, the country between the two towns
being desolate and sparsely inhabited. But the Bagdad Railway
Company^ (the share capital of which is £600^000 half paid up),
naturally anxious to earn the whole of the cai)itali2cd subventwn,
completed the construction of the entire 200 kilometres. The line

was thus continued to a station taking its name from Bulgurlu,
a small straggling village four miles away, between which and Ercgll
there is not a single habitation. But even thb did not quite com-
plete the distance, and the line was carried on for still another
kilometre and there stopped, " with its pair of rails gauntly pro-
jecting from the permanent way " (Fraser, 7%e Short Cut to India,

1909). The outside cost of construction <h the first section, which
lies entirely in the plains of Konia, is estinuted to have been
£625,000; the companv retained, therefore, a profit of at least

1 i millions sterling on this first part of the enterprise. In the second
section the Taurus range is reached, after which the construction
becomes much more difficult and costly. On the 2nd of June 1908
a fresh convention was signed between the government and the
Bagdad Railway Company providing, on the same financial basis,

for the extension of the line from Bulgurlu to Helif and of the con-
struction of a branch from Tel-Habesh to Aleppo, covering a total
aggregate length of approximately 840 kilometres. The principle
of equal sections of 200 kilometres was thus set on one siae. The
payments to the company were to be made in two lump sums
forming " series 2 and 3 " of the *' Imperial Ottoman Bagdad
railway loan," series 2 amounting to £4,320,000, which was delivered
to the company on the signature 01 the contract, and scries 3 to

£4,760,000. The Bagdad railway must for much time be a heavy

Ottoman Raihvayi worked attndof 1Q08.

Designation of Main Lines.
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—an additional indication, if any were needed, of the thrift-

lessness of the latter in the matter. Moreover, the Anatolian
railway receives, under the original Bagdad railway convention
(i) an annuity of £14.000 per annum for thirty years as com-
pensation for strengthening its permanent way sufficiently to
permit of the running of express trains, and (2) a second annuity
of £14,000 in pcrfxtuity to compensate it for running express
train»—this to oegin as soon as the main Bagdad line reaches
Aleppo.

It was stated in the preface to the budget of 1910 that the

government would grant no more railway concessions carrying

guarantees. The amount inscribed for railway guarantees in the

budget of 1910 was £746,790. The tables on p. 440 show the

respective lengths of the various Ottoman railways open and
worked at the end of 1908 and the amount of kilometric guaran-

tees which they carried—and the lengths, &c., of railways worked
by the various companies according to the nationality of the

concessionaire groups.

Banks.—At the close of the Crimean War a British bank was
opened in 1856 at Constantinople under the name of the Ottoman
Bank, with a capital of £500,000 fully paid up. In 1863 this was
merged in an Anglo-French bank, under a concession from the
Turkish government, as a state bank under the name of the Imperial
Ottoman Bank, with a capital of £2,700,000. increased in 1865 to
£4,050.000 and in 1875 to £10,000,000, one-half of which is paid
up. The original concession to the year 1893 was in 1875 extended
to 1913. and in x8q§ to 1925. The bank acts as banker to the
government, for which it has a fixed annual commisuon, and it

IS obliged to make a permanent Btatutoty advance to the govern-
ment of £Tl,it>ocooo, agaen^E: the deposit by the gDvernEnent of
marketable sccufities be;Lrm); interest at a i^iti aj^^TKd upon. The
bank has the ^kcIusIvc privilcejc of isfiuin^ bank-notea payable
in gold. Its central olTtoe La in Constantinople, andi it Is managed
l>y a directOT'E^cncral and advisoiy cdxnmiitce appointed by com-
mittees in L itrJon and Paris.

Tke Natu>K-i Bank of Turkey (a limitflj Ottoman ComfLany)
is a purely l^niciiirh concern with a capiLaL of £1^000,000^ ronndea
by imperial fuman of the nth of April 1909. under the au&pLcca of
Sir Ernest C i^-cL tt is understood that it waa onRiiiiated at the
unofficial instl^jtlon of both the Dritl;<h and Oitoman goyemm ents,

with the idea ni forming a chaiincl tot the more ccncTous investment
of British canicdl in Turkey undet the new ri^gimc, 30 that British

financial inter .-^t^ Tni;;ht pfay a in^m important part in the On to-

man Empire Uian has btxa the case since the state bankrupt cv of

1876. This T jnk brought out the Constantinople munictfml [oAn
of 1909 (£i.O(''\i>x>). Other banks doing; btisinc^f \a Con4>l,tntinriple

are the Deuhclic Hank, the Deulfthg^runt Bdnk, the Cridit Lym-
%ais, the Wiener Bank-Verein, the Kaisian Bank f^r C^immft(e and
Industry, the Bank iff Mil^^kntt the Bank oj Salimka and the Bank
t(f Atkens.

Monetary System,—^Thc monetary system presents a spectacle
of perplexm8[ confusion, which b a remnant of the complete chaos
which prevailed before the reforms initiated in 1844 by Sultan
Abd-ul-Me^id. The basis of the system adopted was the double
standard with a fixed relation of I to 15-09, and free coinage. The
unit was the piastre (,^2\d.), nominally subdivided into 40 paras.

The gold pound (18s. 2d.)_wa8 equivalent to 100 piastres; the gold
pieces struck were £T5. ^Ti. £T| and £Ti: the standard is 0-916}
bne, and the weight 7*ai6 grammes. The silver coinage consisted

+41

last in the reign of Mahmud II. and Abd-ul-Meiid. and the second
in the reign of Mahmud only, were not included in the reform;
these were defeased currencies bearing a nominal value, the ahilik

of 6, 3 and ilpiastres, the beshlik of 5 and 2} piastres, the metallik
of 1,1 and t piastres; they represented the last degree oT an age-
lone monetary depreciation, the original piastre having had a value
ol about 5s. 7d., which had fallen to aid. The heavy depreciation
in silver cauring large tosses to the government, free coina^ was
suspended in loiBo, and the nominal value of the mcjidie was
reduced by decree to 19 piastres (105-26 piastres thus » £Ti), while
in the same year the debased currencies were reduced, altilik,

the 6-ptastre piece to 5 piastres, the 3-piastre piece to 2^ piastres,

the i|-piastre piece to li piastre; beshlik, the 5-piastre piece to

2J piastres, the 2i-piastre piece to i|-piastre; metallik, the i-piastre

piece to } piastre, the 4-piastr6 piece to i piastre, the i-piastre piece

to i piastre—these values representing approximately the intrinsic

value of the silver, at mejidie standard, contained in the debased
coins. The copper coinage (113.000,000 piastres) and the paper
currency (kalme) (1,600,000,000 piastres) referred to in the above
sketch were withdrawn in 1880 by repudiation. The 20-piastre

mejidie currency, in spite of the further enormous depreciation

of silver since 1880, has scarcely varied in the Constantinople
market, but has always

^
remained at a discount of about 3 %

(between 108 and 109 piastres to the pound) under government
rate; this is doubtless due to the fact that the demand and supply

of the coins in that market are very evenly balanced. The parity
thus working out at 102-60, gold continued to be held away from
the treasury, and in 1909 tbie government decided to accept the
Turkish pound at the last named rate. The fractional mejidie
coins (5, 2 and r piastres) are quoted at a separate rate in
the market, usually at a premium over the 20-piastre piece.

In the last twelve years of the 19th century the altilik currency
was almost entirely withdrawn, and replaced by fractional mejidie;
a large proportion of the beshlik has also been withdrawn, but the
meuTlik has not been touched. These debased currencies are
usually at a premium over gold owing to the extreme scarcity of
fractional coinage. The standard of the altilik is about 0*440
fine, that of the beshlik is 0*185 to 0-225 fine, that of the metaflik
is 0-170 fine. Foreign gold coins, especially the pound sterling

(par value no piastres) and the French 20-franc piece (par value

87I piastres) have free currency. Throughout Arabia and in
Tnpoli (Africa) the principal money used is the silver Maria Theresa
dollar tariffed bv the Ottoman government at 12 piastres. The
Indian rupee and the Persian kran are widely circulated through
Mesopoumia; in Basra transactu>ns are counted in krans, taking
as a fixed exchange ^l "34*15 krans. The general monetary
confusion b neatTy intensified by the fact that the piastre unit
varies for almost every province; thus, while the pound at
Constantinople is counted at 108 piastres silver, it is at about
127 piastres for one kind of transactbn and 180^ for another in
Smyrna, 135 inastres at Adrianople, 140 at Jerusalem, and so
forth, accounts being kept in " abusive piastres." which exist no
longer. In some towns, e.g. Adrianople, small change is often
supplemented by cardboard tickets, metal discs, &c, put into
circulation by private establishments or individuals of good
credit.

A commission ^the successor of many) was instituted at the
ministry of finance in 1910, to draw up proposals for setting this
confusion in order. In his 1910 budget speech the minister of
finance, Javid Bey, demanded authority to create a new aluminium
coinage of 5, 10, 20 and 40 para pieces, of which he would issue,
in the course of three years, a nominal amount of jPTi,000,000
to those provinces in which there was a great scarcity of small
coins. The amounts of Turkish gold, silver and debased coinage
in circulation are approximately £Ti6,500,ooo, in gold, £T8,70o,ooo
(940,000,000 piastres at 108) in silver meiidies and fractions, and
200,000,000 piastres in beahUk and metallik.

Tenure of Property.—Real property is held in one of four various
ways: either mulk, emiriyi, vakuf or kkaliyi. (i) Mulk is the
absolute property of its owner, and can be disposed of by him as
he wills without restrictions, save those enumerated lower down
{General Dispositions) as general for all the four classes. Hulk
property is governed chiefly by the Skeri (sacred law). A duty
of 10 per miUe on its estimated value has to be paid on trans-
fer by sale, donation or testament; 5 per mille on transfer by
inheritance; and a registration duty on expenses of transfer.

(2) Emiriyi b practkally " public domains." The state may grant
land of this category to private persons on payment by the latter
of the value of the proprietary right—the tithes, ground-rent
(should there be private buildings upon it), and the land-tax.
It b administered by imperial functionaries called araai-mimurui
it b with the consent of the latter only that the proprietary rights
can be sold. These rights are of simple possession, but tney are
transmissible in certain degrees to the neirs of the possessor. Emi-
riyi cannot be mortgaged, but can be given as security for debt
on condition that it be restored when the debt has been repaid.
The creditor may demand the araxi-mimuru to proceed to a forced
sale, but the arasi-mimur% b not obliged to comply with that de-
mand; no forced sale may take place after the decease of the debtor.
Emiriyi b not transmissible by will, but may be transferred by dona-
tion, which returns to the donor should he outlive the beneficiary.

Should a proprietor of emiriyi plant trees or vines, or erect buildinea
upon it, with the consent of the state, they are considered as mala;
an annual tax representine the value of the tithes on the portions
of emiriyi thus utilized b levied. The emiriyi then becomes mulk.
with certain restrictions as to transfer dues. A transfer duty 01

5 % on the estimated value of emiriyi b paid on transmission

by sale, inheritance or donation, of 2} % on the amount of the
debt in case of mortgage or release from mortgage, and of 10 %
on expenses of registration. A different scale b established for

emiri^ with moukaiaa (rent paid for emiriyi with mulk property
esubltshed upon it). (3) Vakuf b ^ all property dedicated to
God, of which the revenue b consecrated to Hb poor " ; or " pro-
perty of which the usufruct, such as tithe^ taxes and rents, is attri-

buted to a work of charity and of public interest." When once
a property has been rensteted as vakuf it can never be withdrawn.
There are two classes of vakuf: (a) Land so declared either directly

by the sovereign or in virtue of imperial authority: (6) lands
transformed by their proprietors from mulk into vakuf. The laws
and regulations concerning vakuf are too intricate to be described;

SeneraUy it may be said that they form a great obstruction to
eating with a large proportion of the most valuable property in

Turkey, and therefore to the prosperity of the country. The
vakufs are adminbtered by a special ministerial department {evkaf

noMoreti), whose property, on behalf of the state, they thecMretically
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are. The effect of the original •ystem was that a vakvf property
became the inalienable property of the state, and the oneinal
proprietor a mere tenant. All fundamental repairs thus fell to
the charge of the state, which could not afford to effect them, and the
vakuf revenues decreased so rapidly that already in the reign of

Selim I. (1511-1520) a serious effort was made to deal with the
difficulty. But this resulted in so heavy a burden upon the public

that the law had again to be altered to extend hereditary rights,

and to admit a system of mortgage which was assimilated to that
for emiriy^: but the evils were little more than palliated. The
curious gilds called guedik must here be mentioned. They were
established at a time when industry was not free, and the govern-
ment fixed the number of artisans of every kind of trade m each
town, no one having the right to increase that number. The
gutdik, then, had the right to erect buildings on vakuf property
and supply it with the tools, &c., necessary to exercise a trade.

The ancient gtudiks have not been abolished, the government not
daring to deprive them of their privileges; but since the Tanzimftt
no new ones have been created, industry being declared free.

The various special dues payable on vakuf form too long a list

to be inserted; the highest is ^o per mille. (4) Kkaltyi, This
property is also styled tnevad. It consistsof uncultivated or rough
lands, such as mountains, stony ground, &c.. which arc useless

without clearance, to which no possession is claimed, and which
are at such a distance from the nearest dwelling that the human
voice cannot be made to reach them from that dwelling. Any
one can obtain a gratuitous permit to dear and cultivate such lands;

the laws governing ordinarjr agricultural lands then apply to them.
The permit b withdrawn if the clearance is not effected within

three years. If the clearance b effected without the necessary

permit, the land is nevertheless granted on application, and on the
payment of the tapu or sum paid by the propnetor to the state for

the value of the land.
General Dispositions.—By the " protocol of the 7th Sefer 1284

A.K. " foreigners may enjoy the rights of proprietorship on the
same conditions as Ottoman subjects throughout the empire«^ save
in the Hejaz. The transmission of property from a foreigner

to hb heirs is therefore governed by the Ottoman laws, and not
those of the country to which he belongs. The real property of a
Mussulman does not pass by inheritance to non-Mussulman heirs,

but may pass to hb Mussulman heirs of a foreien nationality,

and vice versa. Property of an individual who has abandoned
Ottoman nationality without legal authority so to do does not
pass to heirs, whether Ottoman or foreign, but devolves to the
state; if Fegal authority has been granted the government under
which the foreign heirs live must have accepted the protocol above
cited. An heir who has voluntarily caused the death of the person
from whom he should inherit loses all rights of succession. It is

not proposed to trace the formalities of transfer and transmisuon
of real property here; they will be found in vol. iii. of the Dustur
(Ottoman Code). Minerals are worked according to the law of the
14th Sefer 1324 (March 26, 1906). Mines can only be exploited in

virtue of an imperial iradS. The conces^ons are to be for 99 years
with the exception of chrome, emery, boradte and other minerals

tound only in the form of deposits, which may be granted for not
less than 40 years or more than ^ years. They may be diroosed

of under certain conditions' to third parties, and they may be in-

herited. Immovable property, working plant, tools and fixtures,

cannot be seized for payment of debts. For the discov«y of mines,

spedal permits of research, on which there is a fee of fXs to £Ti^,
are necessary; full details of the requbite formalities are given in

the law. No researches are peniiitted in boroughs and villages

or in forests, pasturages, &c., tf it be considered that they would
interfere with public convenience. Two permits are not granted

for die same mineral within the same area, until the first has lapsed.

Specimens may be sent to Europe for expert examination up to

an aggregate weight of 2000 tons, on paying the rec^uisite duties.

Explosives are under the control of the locaTauthorities. In order

to obtain permits foreigners must first have adhered to the law
of 1293 (a.h.). The onginal discoverer of a mine is entitled to a
certain indemnity for *' right of discovery " to be paid by the con-

cessionaire of that mine, should the discoverer be unable to work
it. To obtain a concession, formalities detailed in the law must be
complied with, under a penalty of £Txoo to £Tiooo. Should a
different mineral from that specified in the imperial firman for a
mining concession be discovered in a free state, a fresh firman
is necessary to exploit it. Discovered mines not rcffistered by the
government, or not worked for a period of 99 years Defore the pro-

mulgation of the law of the 26th of March 1906, are considered as non-
discovered. On thepromuUntion of the nrman forthe exploitation

of a mine, a fee of £T50 to iTioo becomes cayable. Two categories

of rent, fixed and proportional, are payable to the state by mine-
owners. The fixed rent is 10 piastres per jerib (about 10,000
square metres), to be paid whether the mine is worked or not. The
proportional rent is from t % to 5% on the gross products of mines
of vein formation, and from 10% to 20%^ on thCMe of mines of
deposit formation; the percentages are calculated on the value of
the mineral after deduction of freight, &c. to Europe and of
treatment. The proportional rents are fixed by the Mines Adminis-
tration according to the wealth, area and facility of working of
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the mine, and are inserted in the imperial firman governing the mioe,
and must be paid before the minerals are exported. Yearly returns,
under a penalty of £T$ to £T25. of the results of working have to
be rendered to the Mines Administration. If payments due to the
government are not made within two months of due date, the mines
may be seized by the authorities and sold to the highest bidder.
The working of tne mine must begin within two years oi the date of
the delivery of the mine to the concessionaire. Certain specified
plans must be delivered annually, under penalty of £?$ to XT25.
to the Mines Administration, and, under similar penalties, aul

information and facilities for visiting the mines in detail must be
afforded to government inspectors. Should a mine-owner, in the
course of developing hb mine, damage the mine of a neighbouring
owner, he must pay him an agreed indemnity. With the exception
of the enffineer and foreman, the employes must be Ottoman
subjects. No jpAxt of the subterranean working of a mine may be
abandoned without officbl permission obtained according to
formalities specified in the law. Owners of the land in which a
mine is located have a prior right to work such mine under imperial
firman, on the obtention of which a duty of fV^ is payable; if they
do not work it the concession may be grantea to others, on payment
of a certain compensation to the landowner. The research oi a
mine in no way impairs the rights of ownership of the land in which
the mine b located. If a mining concession is granted within lands
which are private property or which are " t^A vakuf lands " (araxi''

i^mevkufi-i'sakika) only one-fifth of the {MX>portional rent b payable
to the state, the other four-fifths reverting to the land-owner or
the vakufs, as the case may be. As to ancient coins, and all kinds
of treasure of which the proprietor b unknown, reference must be
made to the Dustur^ No. 4, p. 89.
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History

Legend assigns to Oghtiz, son of Kara Khan, the honour of
being the father of the Ottoman Turks. Their first appearance
in hbtory dates from a.d. 1227. In that year a horde, variously

estimated at from two to four thousand souls, with their fk>cks

and their slaves, driven originally from their Central Asian honnes

by the pressure of Mongol invasion, and who had sought in vain

a refuge with the Seljukian sultan Ala-ud-din Kaikobad of Konia,

were resuming under their chief Suleiman Shah to their native
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land. They were crossing the Euphrates, not far from the castle

of Jaber, when the drowning of their leader by accident threw
confusion into their ranks. Those who had not yet crossed the

river refused, in face of this omen, to follow their brethren; the

little band, numbering 400 warriors (according to others, consist-

ing of 2000 horsemen) decided to remain under Ertoghrul, son of

the drowned leader. Ertoghrul first camped at Jessin,

east of Erzerum; a second i^peal to Ala-ud-din was
more successful—the numbers of the immigrants had

become too insignificant for their presence to be a source of danger.
The lands of Karaja Dagh, near Angora, were assigned to the new
settlers, who found there good pasturage and winter quarters.

The help afforded by Ertoghrul to the Seljukian monarch on a
critical occasion led to the addition of Sugut to his fief, with

which he was now formally invested. Here Ertoghrul died

in 1288 at the age of ninety, being succeeded in the leader-

ship of the tribe by his son Osman. When, ex-
'— hausted by the onslaughts of Ghazan Mahmud Khan,

ruler of Tabriz, and one of Jenghiz Khan's lieu-

tenants, the Seljukian Empire was at the point of dissolution,

most of its feudatory vassals helped rather than hindered

its downfall in the hope of retaining their fiefs as independent

sovereigns. But Osmaa remained firm in his allegiance, and
by repeated victories over the Greeks revived the drooping

glories of his suzerain. His earliest conquest was Karaja Hissar

(1295), where first the name of Osman was substituted for that

of the sultan in the weekly prayer. In that year Ala-ud-din

Kaikobad II. conferred on him the proprietorship of the lands he
bad thus conquered by the sword, and presented him at the same
time with the horse-tail, drum and banner which constituted the

insignia of independent command. Osman continued his vic-

torious career against the Greeks, and by liis valour and also

through allying himself with KeussC Mikhal, lord ofHarman Kaya,
became master of AlnSgeul, Bilejik and Yar Hissar. His marriage

with Mai Khatun, the daughter of the learned sheikh Edbali,

bas been surrounded by poetical legend; he married his son
Orkhan to the beautiful Greek Nilofer, daughter of the lord of

Yar Hissar, whom he carried off from her destined bridegroom on
ber marriage-day; the fruits of this union were Suleiman iPasha

and Murad. In 1300 the Seljukian Empire crumbled away, and
many small states arose on its ruins. It was only after the death

of his protector and benefactor Sultan Ala-ud-din II. that Osman
declared his independence, and accordingly the Turkish historian

dates the foundation of the Ottoman Empire from this event.

Osman reigned as independent monarch until 1326. He pursued

his conquests against the Greeks, and established good govern-

ment throughout his dominions, which at the time of his death

included the valleys of the Sakaria and Adranos, extending

southwards to Kutaiah and northwards to the Sea of Marmora.
Infirmity had compelled him towards the end of his life to

depute the chief command to his younger son Orkhan, by whom
in 1326 the conquest of Brusa was at last effected after a long

siege.

Orkhan's military prowess secured for him the succession,

to the exclusion of his elder brother Ala-ud-din, who became

^^ his grand vizier. At that time a number of

tS&^Zf. principalities had replaced the Seljukian state.

Though Yahsha Bey, grandson of Mahommed Kara-

man Oghlu, had declared himself the successor of the Seljukian

sultans, the princes of Aidin, Sarukhan, McnteshC, Kermian,
Hamid, Tekke and Karassi declined to recognize his authority,

and considered themselves independent, each in his own
dominions. Their example was followed by the Kizil Ahmcdli
Emir Sbems-ed-din, whose family was afterwards known as the

house of Isfendiar in Kostamuni. The rest of the country
was split up among Turcoman tribes, such as the Zulfikar in

Marasb and the Al-i-Ramazan in Adana. At his accession

Orkhan was practically on the same footing with these, and
avoided weakening himself in the struggle for the Seljukian

inheritance, preferring at first to consolidate his forces at Brusa.

There he continued to wrest from the Greeks the lands which

tbeir feeble arms were no longer able to defend. He took Aldos,

Nicomedia, HCrSkS, and, after a siege, Nicaea; Tarakli and
Gemlik fell to his arms, and soon the whole of the shore of

the Marmora up to Kartal was conquered, and the Byzantines

retained on the continent of Asia Minor only Ala Shehr and
Biga. These acquisitions were made between x^8 and 1338;

in the latter year Orkhan achieved his first conquest from
Mussulman hands by the capture of Karassi, the pretext being

the quarrel for the succession on the death of the prince,

Ajlan Bey.
At this period the state of the Byzantine Empire was such as fo'

render its powers of resistance insignificant; indeed the length

of time during which it held out against the Turks is to be attri-

buted rather to the lack of efficacious means at the disposal of

its assailants than to any qualities possessed by its defenders.

In Constantinople itself sedition and profligacy were rampant,

the emperors were the tools of faction and cared but little for

the interests of their subjects, whose lot was one of hopeless

misery and depravity. On the death of the emperor Andro-
nicus UL in 1341 he was succeeded by John Palaeologus, a
minor; and Cantacuzenus, the mayor of the palace, appealed

to Orkhan for assistance to suppknt him, giving in marriage

to the Ottoman prince his daughter Theodora. Orkhan lent

the desired aid; his son Suleiman Pasha, governor of Karassi,

crossed into Europe, crushed Cantacuzenus's enemies, and
penetrated as far as the Balkans, returning laden with spoil

Thus the Turks learnt the country of the Greeks and their

weakness. In 1355 Suleiman crossed over from Aldinjik and
captured the fortress of Gallipoli, which was at once converted

into a Turkish stronghold; from 'this base Bulalr, Malgara,

Ipsala and Rodosto were added to the Turkish possessions.

Suleiman Pasha was killed by a fall from his horse near Bulalr in

1358; the news so affected his father Orkhan as to cause his death

two months later. The institution of the Janissaries i^.v.) holds

a prominent pkce among the most remarkable events of Orkhan 's

reign, which was notable for the encouragement of learning and
the foundation of schools, the building of roads and other works

of public utility.

Orkhan was succeeded by his son Murad. After capturing

Angora from a horde of Turkomans encamped there who were

attacking his dominions, at first with some success,
j^^^^g \

in X36J Murad prepared for a campaign in Europe, jjs^-uif.
At that time the Greek emperor's rule was con-

fined to the shores of the Marmora, the Archipelago and

Thrace. Salonica, Thessaly, Athens and the Morea were

under independent Greek princes. The Bulgarians, Bosm'ans

and Servians had at different periods invaded and conquered

the territories inhabited by them; the Albanians, original

natives of their land, were governed by princes of their

own. When, on the death of Cantacuzenus, John Palaeo-

logus remained sole occupant of the imperial throne, Murad
declared war against him and conquered the country right up to

Adrianople; the capture of this city, the isecond capital of the

emperors, was announced in official letters to the various Mussul-

man rulers by Murad. Three years hter, in 1364, Philippopolis

fell to Lala Shahin, the Turkish commander in Europe. The
states beyond the Balkan now began to dread the advance of the

Turks; at the instigation of the pope an allied army of 60,000

Serbs, Hungarians, Walachians and Moldavians attacked Lala

Shahin. Murad, who had returned to Brusa, crossed over to

Biga, and sent on Haji Ilbeyi with 10,000 men; these fell by night

on the Servians and utteriy routed them at a place still known as

the " Servians' coffer." In 1367 Murad made Adrianople his

capital and enriched it with various new buildings. He continued

to extend his territories in the north and west ; the king of Servia

and the rulers of Kiuslendil, Nicopolis and Silistria agreed to

pay tribute to the conquering Turk. Lala Shahin Pasha was

appointed feudal lord of the district of Philippopolis, and Timur

Tash Pasha became beylerbey of Rumelia; Monastir, Pericpg.

and parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina were next taken, and the

king of Servia consented to furnish to Murad a fixed contingent

of auxiliary troops, besides paying a money tribute. In 1381

Murad's son Yilderim Bayezid married Devlet Shah Khatun,
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Jaughter of the prince of Rermian, who brought him in dowry
Kutaiah and its six dependent provinces. In the same year Bey
Shehr and other portions of the Hamid principality were acquired

by purchase from their ruler Hussein Bey, as the Karamanian
princes were beginning to cast covetous eyes on them, but the

Karamanians were unwilling to resign their daims to be heirs of

the Seljukian sultans, and not tmtil the reign of Mahommed U.
were they finally suppressed. All Bey, the prince at this time,

took advantage of Murad's absence in Europe to declare war
against him; but the Ottoman ruler returning crushed him at

the battle of Konia. Meanwhile the king of Bosnia, acting in

collusion with the Karamanian prince, attacked and utterly

defeated Timur Tash Pasha, who lost 15,000 out of an army of

30,000 men. The princes and kings who had consented to pay
tribute were by this success encouraged to rebel, and the Servian

troops who had taken part in the battle of Konia became insub-

ordinate. Indignant at the severity with which they were pun-
ished, Lazarus, king of Servia, joined the rebel princes. Murad
thereupon returned to Europe with a large force, and sent Chen-
dereli ZadS All Pasha northwards; the fortresses of Shumla,
Pravadi, Tmovo, Nicopolis and SOistria were taken by him;

SiSman III., rebel king of Bulgaria, was punished and Bulgaria

once more subjugated. All Pasha then joined his master at Kos-
sovo. Here Lazarus, king of Servia, had collected an army of

100,000 Serbs, Hungarians, Moldavians, Walachians and others.

On the 27tb of August 1389 the greatest of the battles of Kossovo
was fought. A lightning charge of Yilderim Bayezid's dispelled

the confidence of the enemy, scattering death and dismay in

their ranks. The king of Servia was killed and his army cut to

pieces, though the Turks numbered but 40,000 and had all the

disadvantage of the position. After the battle, while Murad was
reviewing his victorious troops on the field, he was assassinated

by MUosh Kabilovich, a Servian who was allowed to approach
him on the plea of submission.

Murad maintained a show of friendly relations with the

emperor John Palaeologus, while capturing his dties. A review

held by lUm in 1387 at Yeni Shehr was attended by the emperor,

who, moreover, gave one of his daughters in marriage to Murad
and the other two to his sons Bayezid and Yakub Chdebi. These
princes were viceroys of Kermian and Karassi respectively; the

youngest son, Sauji Bey, governed at Brusa during his father's

absence. Led away by evil counsellors, Sauji Bey plotted with

Andronicus, son of the emperor, to dethrone their respective

fathers. The attempt was foiled; Andronicus was blinded by
his father's orders and Sauji was put to death (1387).

After bdng proclaimed on the field of Kossovo, Bayezid's

first care was to order the execution of his brother Yakub
Chdebi, and so to predude any repetition of

tSSHui' S^uji'ft P^^* T^ young prince Andronicus, who
had not been completdy blinded, sent secretly

to Bayezid and offered him 30,000 ducats to dethrone

his father John Palaeologus and make him emperor. Bayezid

consented; later on John Palaeologus offered an equivalent

sum and, since he engaged to furnish an auxiliary force of

12,000 men into the bargain, Bayezid replaced him on the
throne. By the aid of these auxiliaries the fort of Ala Shehr
was captured (r392), Manuel Palaeologus, son of the emperor,

bdng allowed, in common with many other princes, the privilege

of serving in the Turkish army, then the best organized and
disciplined force extant The prindpalities of Aldin, Menteshe,
Sarukhan and Kermian were annexed to Bayezid's dominions
to punish their rulers for having joined with. the Karamanian
prince in rebellion. The exiled princes took refuge with the Kizil

Ahmedli, ruler of Kastamuni, who persuaded the Walachians

to rebel against the Turks. By a brilliant march to the Danube
Bayezid subjugated them; then returning to Asia he crushed

the prince of Karamania, who had made head again and had
defeated Timur Tash Pasha. Bayezid now consolidated his

Asiatic dominions by the capture of Kaisarieh, Sivas and
Tokat from Tatar invaders, the relics of Jenghiz Khan's hordes.

Sinope, Kastamuni and Samsun were surrendered by the prince

of Isfeodiar, and the conquest of Asia Minor seemed assured.
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On the death of John Palaeologus in 1391 his son Manud, who
was serving in the Turkish army, fled, without asking leave, to
Constantinople, and assumed the imperial dignity. Bayezid
determined to punish this insubordination: Constantinople was
besieged and an army marched into Macedonia, capturing
Salonica and Larissa (r395). The siege of the capital was, bow-
ever, unsuccessful; the pope and the king of Hungary were able
to create a diversion by rousing the Christian rulers to a sense of

their danger. An army of crusaders marched upon the Turkish
borders; believing Bayezid to be engaged in the siege of Constanti-
nople, they crossed the Danube without precaution and invested
Nicopolis. While the fortress hdd out with difficulty Bayezid
fell upon the besiegers like a thunderbolt. The first onslaught
of the Knights of the Cross did indeed rout the weak irregulars

placed in the van of the Turkish army, but tbdr mad pursuit

was checked by the steady ranks of the Janissaries, by whom
they were completely ddeated (1396). King Sigismund of
Hungary barely escaped in a fishing boat; hb army was cut U>
pieces to a man; aoaong the prisoners taken was Jean Sans Feur,
brother of the king of France. To the iisual letter aimoundng
the victory the caUph in Egypt replied saluting Bayezid with
the title of " Sultan of the lands of Rum."

After the victory of Nicopolis the Siege of Constantinople
was resumed, and the tower of Anatoli Hissar, on the Asiatic

side of the Bosporus, was now built. However, by sending
heavy bribes to Bayezid and his vizier, and by offering to build

a mosque and a Mussulman quarter, and to allow Bayezid to be
named in the weekly prayer, Manud succeeded in indudng
Bayezid to raise the siege. The mosque was destroyed later on
and the Mussulman settlers driven ouL Between 1397 and 1399
Bayezid overran Thessaly, while in Asia his lieutenant Timur
Tash was extending his conquests. Meanwhile Timur (Tamer-
lane) had started from Samarkand on his victorious career.

With incredible rapidity his hosts spread and plundered
from Bagdad to Moscow. After devastating Georgia in 1401
he marched against the Turks. Some of the dispossessed

princes of Asia Minor had repaired to Timur and begged him.

to rdnstate them; accordingly Timur sent to Bayezid to request

that this might be done. The tone of the demand offended

Bayezid, who rejected it in terms equally sharp. As a result

Timur's countless hordes attacked and took Sivas, plundering

the town and massacring its inhabitants. Then, to avenge an
insult sustained from the ruler of Egypt, Timur marched south-
wards and devastcted Syria, thence turning to Bagdad, which
shared the same fate. He then retraced his steps to the north-

west. Bayezid had taken advantage of his al^nce to defeat

the ruler of Erzingan, a prot£g6 of Timur. All attempts to
arrange a truce between the two intractable conquerors were in

vain. They met in the neighbourhood of Angora. Timur's
army is said to have numbered 200,000, Bayezid's force to have
amounted to about half that figure, mostly seasoned veterans.

The sultan's five sons were with the army, as well as all his

generals; 7000 Servian auxiliaries under Stephen, son of

Lazarus, took part in the battle (1402). Prodigies of valour

on the part of Bayezid's troops could not make up for the defec-

tion of the newly-absorbed levies from Aldin, Sarukhan and
Menteshe who went over to their former princes in Timur's
camp.' The rout of the Turkish army was complete. Bayezid.

with many of his generals, was taken prisoner, lliough treated

with some deference by his captor, who even promised to

reinstate him, Bayezid's proud spirit could not endure his

fall, and he died eight months later at Ak Shehr.

After the disaster of Angora, from which it seemed impossible

that the Ottoman fortunes could ever recover, the princes fled

each with as many troops as he could induce to f^^^
follow him, being hotly pursued by Timur's armies, twgaam.

Only Mussa was captured. Timur reached Brusa, ^««*-*<**-

and there laid hands on the treasure of Bayezid; one after

another the aties of the Turks were seized and plundered

by the Tatars. Meanwhile Timur sent letters after the fugi-

tive sons of Bayezid promising to confer on them their father's

dominions, and protesting that his attack had been due merdy
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to the insulting tone ^opted towvds him by Bayezid and to

the entreaties of the dispossessed princes of Asia Minor. Most
of the latter were reinstated, with the object of reducing the

Turkish power. Timur did not cross into Europe, and con-

tented himself with accepting some trifling presents from the

Greek emperor. After capturing Smyrna he returned to

Samarkand (1405). Some years of strife foDowed between the

sons of Bayezid, in which three of them fell; Mussa, seizing

Adrianople, laid siege to Constantinople, and Manuel Palaeo-

logus, the emperor, appealed for aid to Mahommed, the other

son, who had established himself at Brusa.

In X413 Mahommed defeated Mussa, and thus remained sole

heir to Bayezid's throne; in seven or eight years he succeeded

Mmhom' in regaining all the territories over which his father
<wrf/., had niled, whereas Timur's empire fell to pieces
t4i^ui.

j^ ^jjg j^jjj q£ jj, founder. Two years after his

accession Mahommed overcame a rebellion of the prince of Kara-
mania and recaptured his stronghold Konia (1416), and then,

turning northwards, forced Mircea, voivode of Walaichia, who in

the dispute as to the succession had supported Prince Mussa, to

pay tribute. The Turkish dominions in Asia Minor were
extended, Amasia, Samsun and Janik being captured, and an
insurrection of dervishes was quelled. In 1421 the sultan died.

His services in the regeneration of the Turkish power can hardly

be over-estimated; all agree in recognizing his great qualities

and the charm of his character; even Timur is said to have
admired him so much as to offer him his daughter in marriage.

Tbe honour was declined, and Mahommed took a bride from the

bouse of Zulfikar. Amid the cares of state he found time for

works of public utility and for the support of literatxire and
art; be is credited with having sent the first embassy to a
Christian power, after the Venetian expedition to Gallipoli in

14x6, and the Ottoman navy is first heard of in his reign.

At the time of Mahommed's death his eldest son Murad was at

Amasia; and, as the troops had lately shown signs of insubordi-

nation, it was deemed advisable to conceal the news

J2i!7iSr ^^ ^® sultan's death and to send a part of the army
across to Asia. The men, however, refused to march

without seeing their sultan, and the singular expedient was
resorted to of propping up the dead moniu^'s body in a dark
room and concealing behind it an attendant who raised the hands
and moved the head of the corpse as the troops marched past.

Shortly after Murad's accession the emperor Manuel, having
applied in vain for the renewal of the annual subsidy paid him
1^ the late sultan for retaining in safe custody Mustafa, an
alleged son of Bayezid, released the pretender. Adherents
flocked to him, and for a whole year Murad was engaged in

suppressing his attempts to usurp the throne.

At last the armies of sultan and pretender met at Ulubad
(Lopadion) on the Rhyndacus in Asia Minor; Mustafa's troops

fled at the first onset; Lampsacus, where the pretender took

refuge, was captured with the aid of the Genoese galleys under
Adomo. Musufa, who had crossed the strait and fl«l north-

wards, was taken, brought to Adrianople, and hanged from a
tower of the serai (1422). Murad now laid siege to Constanti-

nople to avenge himself on the emperor, and on tbe 24th of

August the desperate valour of the defenders succeeded in driv-

icg back an assault led by a band of fanatical dervishes. The
siege was raised, however, not owing to the bravery of the defence,

but because the appearance of another pretender, in the person

of Murad's thirteen-year-old brother Mustafa, under the pro-

tection of the revolted princes of Karamania and Kermian,
called the sultan to Asia. Mustafa, delivered up by treachery,

was hanged (1424); but Murad remained in Asia, restoring order

in the provinces, while his lieutenants continued the war against

tbe Greeks^ Albanians and Walachians. By the treaty signed

on the 22nd of February 1424, shortly before his death, the

emperor Manuel II., in order to save the remnant of his empire,

agreed to the payment of a heavy annual tribute and to surrender

aU tbe towns on the Black Sea, except Selymbria and Derkos,

and those on tbe river Strymon. Peace was also made at the

same time with the despot of Servia and the voivode of

Walachia, on the basis of the payment of tribute. By 1426 the
princes of Kermian and Karamania had submitted on honour-
able terras; and Murad was soon free to continue his conquests
in Europe. Of these the most conspicuous was that of Salonica.

Garrisoned only by 1500 Venetians, the city was carried by storm
(March z, X428); the merciful precedent set by Mahommed I.

was not followed, the greater part of the inhabitants being
massacred or sold into slavery, . and the principal churches
converted into mosques.

The capture of Salonica had been preceded by renewed troubles

with Servia and Hungary, peace being concluded with both in

1428. But these treaties, each of whidh marked a fresh Turkish
advance, were short-lived. The story of the next few years

is but a disnud record of aggression and of reprisals leading to

fresh aggression. In 1432 the Turkish troops plundered in

Hungary as far as Temesvir and Hermannstadt, while in Servia

Semendria was captured and Belgrade invested. In Tran-
sylvania, however, the conunon peril evoked by the Turkish
incursion and a simultaneous rising of the Vlach peasantry had
knit together the jarring interests of Magyars, Saxons and
Szeklers, a union which, tmder the national hero, the voivode
Jinos Hunyadi (g.v.), was destined for a while to turn the tide

of war. In 1442 Hunyadi drove the Turks from Hermannstadt
and, at the head of an army of Hungarians, Poles, Servians,

Walachians and German crusaders, succeeded in the ensuing

year in expelling them from -Semendria, penetrating as far as

the Balkans, where he inflicted heavy losses on the Turkish

general. Meanwhile, again confronted by a rebellion of the

prince of Karamania, Murad had crossed into Asia and reduced

him to submission, granting him honourable terms, in view of

the wgency of the peril in Europe. On the X2th of July 1444
a ten years' peace was signed with Hungary, whereby Walachia
was placed under the suzerainty of that country; and, wearied

by constant warfare and afflicted by the death of his eldest son.

Prince Ala-ud-din, Murad abdicated in favour of his son Mahom-
med, then only fourteen years of age, and rdtired to Magnesia

(1444). The pope urged the king of Hungary to take advantage

of this favourable opportunity by breaking the truce solemnly

agreed upon, and nineteen days after it had been concluded a
coalition was formed against the Tturks; a large army headed by
Ladislaus I., king of Hungary, Hunyadi, voivode of Walachia,

and Cardinal Cesarini crossed the Danube and reached Varna,

where they hoped to be joined by the Greek emperor. In this

emergency Murad was implored to return to tbe throne; to a
second appeal he gave way, and crossing over with his Asiatic

army from Anatoli Hissar he hastened to Varna. The battle

was hotly contested; but, in spite of the prowess of Hunyadi,

the rout of the Christians was complete; the king of Hungary and
Cardinal Cesarini were among the killed. Murad is said to have

abdicated a second time, and to have been again recalled to power

owing to a revolt of the Janissaries. In 1446 Corinth, Patras

and the north of the Morea were added to the Turkish dominions.

The latter years of Murad's reign were troubled by the successful

resistance offered to his arms in Albania by Scanderbeg {q.v.).

In 1448 Hunyadi, now governor of Hungary, collected the largest

army yet mustered by the Hungarians against the Turks, but he

was defeated on the famous field of Kossovo and with difliculty

escaped, while most of the chivalry of Hungary fell. Little

more than two years later Murad died at Adrianople, being

succeeded by his son Mahommed.
After suppressing a fresh revolt of the prince of Karamania,

the new sultan gave himself up entirely to the realization of

the long-cherished project of the conquest of Con- mmhom'.
stantinople. He began by building on the European Mcrf/i. ti»

side of the Bosporus the fort known as Rumeli ^^^''*
Hissar, opposite that built by his grandfather Bay-
ezid. Tradition avers that but forty days were needed for the

completion of the work, six thousand men being employed night

and day; guns and troops were hurriedly put in, and all naviga-

tion of the Bosporus was stopped. After completing his

preparations, which included the casting of a monster cannon

and the manufacture of enormous engines of assault, Mahommed
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began the siege in 1453. Constantine Palaeologiis, the last occu-

pant of the imperial throne, took every measure that the courage

of despair could devise for the defence of the doomed city; but

his appeal to the pope for the aid of Western Christendom was
frustrated through the bigoted, anti-Catholic spirit of the Greeks.

The defenders were dispirited and torn by sedition and dissen-

sions, and the emperor could rely on little more than 8ooo fighting

men, while the assailants, 200,000 strong, were animated by the

wildest fanatical zeal. The' siege had lasted fifty-three days

when, on the agth of May 1453, a tremendous assault was
successful; the desperate efforts of the Greeks w^ere unavaih'ng,

Constantine himself falling among the foremost defenders of the

breach. The sultan triumphantly entered the palace of the

emperors, and the next Friday's prayer was celebrated in the

church of St Sofia (see Roman Empixe, Later).

After some days' stay in Constantinople, during which he
granted wide privileges to the Greeks and to their patriarch,

the sultan proceeded northwards and entirely subdued the

southern parts of Servia. A siege of Belgrade was unsuccessful,

owing to the timely succour afforded by Hunyadi (1456). Two
years later internal dissensions in Servia brought about the

conquest of the whole country by the Turks, only Belgrade

remaining in the hands of the Hungarians. The independent

princes of Asia Minor were now completely subjugated and their

territories finally absorbed mto the Turkish dominions; Wala-
chia was next reduced to the state of a tributary province.

Venice having adopted a hostile attitude since Turkey's con-

quests in the Morea, greater attention was devoted to the fleet;

Mytilene was captured and the entrance to the straits fortified.

The conquest of Bosnia, rendered necessary by the war with

Venice, was next completed, in spite of the reverses inflicted on
the Turks by the Hungarian king Matthias Corvinus, the son

of J&nos Hunyadi> The Turks continued to press the Venetians

by land and sea; Albania, which under Scanderberg had for

twenty-five years resisted the Ottoman arms, was overrun;

and Venice was forced to agree to a treaty by which she ceded

to Turkey Scutari and Krola, and consented to pay an indem-
nity of 100,000 ducats (Jan. 35, 1478). The Crimea was next

conquered and bestowed as a tributary province on the Tatar
khan Mengli Girai. Mahommed now endeavoured to' strike a
blow at Rhodes, the stronghold of the Knights of St John,
preparatory to carrying out his long-cherished plan of conquering

Italy. A powerful naval expedition was fitted out, but failed,

an armistice and treaty of commerce being signed with the

grand master, Pierre d'Aubusson (1479). But a land attack on
southern Italy at the same time was successful, Otranto being

captured and held for a time by the Turks. In 148 1 the sultan

was believed to be projecting a campaign against the Circassian

rulers of Syria and Egypt, when he died at Gebz6. He b said

to have been of a merry and even jocular disposition, to have
afforded a generous patronage to learning, and, strange to say
for a sultan, to have been master of six languages.

Mahommed II. was the organizer of the fabric of Ottoman
administration in the form which it retained practically un-

changed until the refornu of Mahmud II« and Abd-ul-Mejid.

He raised the regular forces of the country to a total exceeding

100,000; the pay of the Janissaries was by him increased, and
their ranks were brought up to an effective of upwards of 12,000.

He established the system whereby the lands conquered by the

arms of his troops were divided into the different classes of fiefs,

or else assigned to the maintenance of mosques, colleges, schools

and charitable institutions, or converted into common and
pasturage lands. Many educational and benevolent founda-

tions were endowed by him, and it is to Mahommed II. that

the organization of the ulema, or legist and ecclesiastical class,

is due.

Upon Bayezid II. succeeding to his father a serious revolt

of the troops took place, which led to the institution of the

^^ regular payment of an accession donative to the

NSMsa." Jftnissacies. At the outset of the reign Bayezid's

brother, Prince Jem, made a serious attempt to

cUim the throne; he was defeated, and eventually took

refuge with the knights of Rhodes, whom Bayezid bribed
to keep him in safe custody. The unfortunate prince was led

from one European stronghdd to another, and, after thirteen

years' wandering, died at Naples in 1494 (see Bayezid II.).

Freed from the danger of his brother's attacks, the sultan gave
himself up to devotion, leaving to his miiusters the conduct of
affairs in peace and war. But, though of an unambitious and
peace-loving temper, the very conditions of his empire made
war inevitable. Even when peace was nommally in existence,

war in its most horrible forms was actually being waged. On
the northern frontier border raids on a large scale were frequent.

Thus, in 1492 the Turks made incursions into Carinthia as far

as Laibach, and into Styria as far as Cilli, committing unspeak-
able atrocities; in 1493 they overran both Styria and Croatia.

The Hungarians retaliated in kind, burning and harrying as far

as Semendria, torturing and murdering, and carrying off the
saleable inhabitants as slaves. In 1494 a crushing victory of

the emperor Maximilian drove the Turks out of Styria, which
they did not venture again to invade during his reign. In 1496
the temporary armistice between the Poles and Turks, renewed
in 1493, came to an end, and John Albert, king of Poland, seized

the occasion to invade Moldavia. The efforts of Ladislaus of

Hungary to mediate were vain, and the years 1497 and 1498
were marked by a terrible devastation of Poland by the Ottomans;
only the bitter winter, which is said to have killed 40,000 Turks,
prevented the devastation from being more complete. By the
peace concluded in 1500 the sultan's dominions were again ex-
tended. Meanwhile, in June 1499, war had again broken out
with Venice, mainly owing to the intervention of the pope and
emperor, who, with Mihui, Florence and Naples, uiged the sultan

to crush the republic. On the 28th of July the Turks gained
over the Venetians at Sapienza their first great victory at sea;

and this was followed by the capture of Lepanto, at which
Bayezid was present, and by the conquest of the Morea
and most of the islands of the archipelago. By the peace
signed on the 24th of December 1502, however, the stctus qua
was practically restored, the sultan contenting himself with
receiving Santa Maura in exchange for Cephalonia.

Meanwhile in Asia also the Ottoman Empire had been con-
solidated and extended; but from 150X onwards the ambitious

designs of the youthful Shah Ismail in Persia grew more and
more threatening to its security; and though Bayezid, intent

on peace, winked at his violations of Ottoman territory and
exchanged friendly embassies with him, a breach was sooner

or later inevitable. This danger, together with the growing
insubordination of the aged sultan's sons, caused his ministers

to urge him to abdicate in fkvour of Sclim, the 3rounger but more
valiant. This prince pushed his audadty so far as to attack

his father's troops, but the action merely increased his popu-
larity with the Janissaries, and Bayezid, after a reign of thirty-

one years, was obliged to abdicate in favour of his forceful

younger son; a few days later he died. This reign saw the end
of the Mussulman rule in Spain, Turkey's naval power not being

yet sufficient to afford aid to her co-religionists. It also saw
the first intercourse between a Russian tsar and an Ottoman
sultan, Ivan III. exchanging in 1492 friendly messages with
Bayezid through the Tatar khan Mengli Girai; the first Russian
ambassador appeared at Constantinople three years later.

When he had ruthlessly quelled the resistance offered to his

accession by hii brothers, who both fell in the struggle for the
throne, Selim undertook his campaign in Persia, ^g^g
having first extirpated the Shia heresy, the prevalent uu^tatL
sect of Persia, in his dominions, where it threatened

to extend. After an arduous nuuch and in spite of the mutinous
behaviour of his troops, Selim, crushed the Persians at Chaldiran

(151 5) and became master of the whole of Kurdistan. He next
turned against the Mameluke rulers of Egypt, crushed them,
and entering Cairo as conqueror (i5i7)f obtained from the last

of the Abbasid caliphs,* MoUwakkil, the title of caliph (f.v.)

< After the fall of the caliphs of Bagdad (1358). descendants of
the Abhasids took refuge in Cairo and enjoyed a purdy titular

authority under the protection of the Egyptian rulen.
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for himself and his successors (see Egypt: History; Mahommedan
Ptriod). The sultan also acquired from him the sacred banner

and other relics of the founder of Islam, which have since been

preserved in the Seraglio at Constantinople. Egypt, Syria and
the Hejaz, the former empire of the Mamelukes, were added

to the Ottoman dominions. Towards the end of Selim's reign

the religious revolt of a certain Jeilal, who collected 200,000

adherents, was the cause of much trouble; but he was eventually

routed and his force dispersed near Tokat. While preparing

an expedition against Rhodes to avenge the repulse sustained

forty yean before by Mahommed II., the sultan died at Orash-

keui, near Adrianople, at the spot where he had attacked his

father's troops. His reign of eight years had almost doubled

the extent of the Turkish dominions.

He was succeeded by his son Suleiman " the Magnificent,"

in whose long and eventful reign Turkey attained the highest

point of her glory. Selim's Asiatic conquests had

fSfTftf" ^^^^ ^^ successor free to enter upon a campaign in

Europe, after the suppression of a revolt of the

governor of Damascus, who had thought to take advantage of

the new sultan's accession to restore the independent rule of the

Circassian chiefs. In 1521 war was declared against the king

of Hungary on the pretext that be had sent no congratulations

on Suleiman's accession. Belgrade was besieged and captured,

a conquest which Mahommed II. had failed to effect. In the

next year an expedition was undertaken against Rhodes, the

capture of which had become doubly important since the acquisi-

tion of Egypt. The siege, which was finally conducted by the

sultan in person, was successful after six months' duration;

the forts of Cos and Budrum were also taken. The European
war was now renewed; in 1526 the sultan, marching from Bel-

grade, citxued the Danube and took Peterwardein and Esseg;

on the field of Moh&cs he encountered and defeated the Hun-
garians under king Louis II., who was killed with the flower

of the Hungarian chivalry (see Hungary: History). Budapest

hereupon fell to the Turks, who appointed John Z&polya king

of Hungary (1528). But the crown of Hungary was claimed

by the archduke Ferdinand, brother of the emperor Charles V.,

as being king Louis's brother-in-law. This brought Turkey into

collision with the great emperor. Moreover, Frands I. of France,

who had just been defeated by Charles, sent to the sultan am-
ba^adors and messages dwelling on the danger of allowing

Charles's power to become too great, and imploring the assis-

tance of Suleiman as the only means of preserving the balance

of power in Europe. Meanwhile Ferdinand's troops captured

Budapest, driving out Z&polya, who at once appealed to Suleiman

for aid. Suleiman decided against Charles, and marched north

(1529). Z&polya joined the Turks at Mohics, and a joint attack

was made on Budapest. After five days' siege the Austrians

were driven out, and Z&polya was reinstated on the throne of

Hungary. The Turks then marched on Vienna, which was
bombarded and closely invested, but so valiant was the resist-

ance offered that after three weeks the siege was abandoned

(Oct. 14, X529). Suleiman now prepared for a campaign

in Germany and sought to measure himself against Charles,

who, however, withdrew from his approach, and little was

done save to ravage Styria and Slavonia. In 1533 a truce

was arranged, Hungary being divided between Z&polya and

Ferdinand.

During the Hungarian campaign the Shia sectaries had been

encouraged to revolt, and the Persians had overrun Axerbftij&n

and recaptured Tabriz. Suleiman, therefore, turned his arms

against them, reaching Bagdad in 1534, and capturing the whole

of Armenia. The naval exploits of Khair-ed-din Pasha (see

Barbarossa) are among the glories of the reign, and led to

bostiliUes with Vem'ce. After capturing Algiers, an attack

by this famous admiral on Tunis was repulsed with the aid

of Spain, but in the Mediterranean he maintained a hotly-

contested straggle with Charles's admiral, Andrea Doria.

Venice was in alliance with Charies, and her possessions

were consequently atUcked by Turkey by land and by

aea, many islands, including Syra and Tinos, falling before

Barbarossa's assaults. Corfu was besieged, but unsuccess-

fully. At Preveza Barbarossa defeated the papal and Venetian
fleets under Doria. In 1540 the fort of Castelnuovo, the
strongest point on the Dalmatian coast, was taken by the Vene-
tians and recaptured by Barbarossa. Peace was then made on
the terms that Turkey should retain her conquests and Venice
should pay an indemnity of 300,000 ducats. Friendly relations

had subsisted between Suleiman and Ferdinand during the
expedition to Persia; but on the death of Z&polya in 1539
Ferdinand claimed Hungary and besieged Budapest with a large

force. Suleiman determined to support the claims of Z&polya's
infant son, John Sigismund, and in 154 1 set out in person. At
the end of August he appeared before Budapest, the siege of

which had already been raised by the defeat of the Austrians;

the infant John Sigismund was carried into the sultan's camp,
and the queen-mother, Isabella, was peremptorily ordered to

evacuate the royal paUce, though the sultan gave her a diploma
in which he swore only to retain Budapest during the minority

of her son. On the and of September Suleiman entered the dty,
and to the ambassadors of Ferdinand, who came to offer a yearly

sum if the sultan would recognize his claim to Hungary, he
replied that he had taken possession of it by the sword and
would negotiate only after the surrender of Gran, Tata, Vise-

gr&d and Sz£kesfeh6rvir. The war now continued vigorously

by sea and land. The great expedition of the emperor
Charles V. against Algiers ended in failure, his fleet being

destroyed by a sudden storm (Oct. 31, 1541); and his diplo-

matic efforts to wean Barbarossa from his allegiance to the

sultan fared no better. In 1542 a formal alliance was concluded

between Suleiman and Francis I.; the Ottoman fleet was placed

at the disposal of the king of France, and in August 1543, the

Turks under Barbarossa, and the French under the duke of

Enghien, laid siege to Nice. The town surrendered; but the

citadel held out until, on the 8th of September, it was relieved

by Andrea Doria. Meanwhile on land Suleiman had taken full

advantage of the European situation to tighten his grip on
Hungary. The attempt of the imperialists, under Joachim of

Brandenburg, to retake Budapest (September 1542), failed

ignomlniously; and in the following year Suleiman in person

conducted a campaign which led to the conquest of Sikl6s, Gran,

Sz^kesfeh6rvir and Visegr&d (1544). Everywhere the churches

were turned into mosques; and the greater part of Hungary,
divided into twelve sanjaks, became definitively a Turkish

province. A truce, on the basis of uii possidetis^ signed at Adria-

nople on the 19th of June 1547 for five years, between the sultan,

the emperor and Ferdinand I. king of Hungary, recognized the

Turkish conquests in Hungary; while, for the portion left to

him, Ferdinand consented to pay an annual tribute of 30,000

ducats. John Sigismund was recognized as independent prince

of Transylvania and of sixteen adjacent Hungarian counties.

Queen Isabella to act as regent during his minority.

Suleiman was now free to resume operations against Persia.

In the spring of 1548 he set out on his eleventh campaign,

which ended in the capture of Erzerum (August 16) and the

conquest of Armenia and Georgia. But the Persian War
dragged on, with varying fortune, for years, till after Suleiman

had ravaged Persia it was concluded by the treaty—the Crst

between shah and sultan—signed at Amasia on the 29th of

May 1S5S.
Meanwhile the war in Hungary had been resumed. Neither

side had been careful to observe the terms of the treaty of 1547;

the Turkish pashas in Hungary had raided Ferdinand's do-

minions, while Ferdinand had been negotiating with Frater

GcOrgy (see Martinuzh) with a view to freeing Transylvania

from the Ottoman suzerainty. When the sultan discovered

that Martinuzzi, who was all-powerful in Transylvania, had
actually arranged to hand over the country to Ferdinand, he

threw the Austrian ambassador into prison, and in September

1551 sent an army, 80,000 strong, under Mahommed Sokolli

over the Danube. Several forts, and the important town of

Lippa on the Marosch, fell at once, and siege was laid to Temcs-

v&r. This was raised after two months, and Martlnuui took
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advantage of the retirement of the Turks to raise an army and
recapture Lippa. Before the surrender of the city, however,

he was murdered by Ferdinand's orders on strong suspicion

of treachery. The campaign of 1553 was disastrous for the

Austrians; the Turks, under the command of Ahmed Pasha,

defeated them at Szegedin and captured in turn Veszpr^m,

Temesv&r, Szolnok and other places. Their victorious career

was only checked, in October, by the raising of the siege of

Erlau. In the spring of 1553 the victories of the Persians

called for the sultan's presence in the East; a truce for six

months was now concluded between the envoys of Ferdinand

and the pasha of Budapest, and Austrian ambassadors were

sent to Constantinople to arrange a peace. But the negotia-

tions dragged on without result; the war continued with hideous

barbarities on both sides; and it was not until the ist of June
1562 that it was concluded by the treaty signed at Prague by
Ferdinand, now emperor. Suleiman kept the possessions he

had won by the sword, Temesv&r, Szolnok, Tata and other

places in Hungary; Transylvania was assigned to John Sigis-

mund, the Habsburg claim to interference being categorically

denied; Ferdinand bound himself to pay, not oiUy the annual

tribute of 30,000 ducats, but all the arrears that had meanwhile
accumulated. Even this treaty, however, was but an apparent

settlement. A year passed before the Latin and Turkish texts

of the treaty were harmonized; and meanwhile irregular fighting

continued on all the borders. In 1564 Ferdinand died, and was
succeeded by Maximilian 11. The new emperor attacked

Tokaj, which was in Turkish possession; the tribute had been

allowed again to fall into arrears; and to all this was added
that Mahommed SokoUi, the new grand vizier (1565), pressed

for new war to wipe out the disgrace of the failure of the

Ottoman attack on Malta (May-September 1565). In May
1566 the war broke out, Suleiman, now seventy-two yean old,

again leading his army in person. In August he laid siege to

Szigctv&r with z00,000 men; but on the 5th of September,

while preparations were being made for a final assault, the

sultan died. His death was, however, kept secret, and on the

8th the fortress fell.

The reign of Suleiman the Magnificent marked the zenith

of the Ottoman power. At the time of his death the Turkish
Empire extended from near the frontiers of Germany to the

fsontien of Persia. The Black Sea was practically a Turkish

lake, only the Circassians on the east coast retaining their

independence; and as a result of the wars with Persia the whole

Euphrates valley, with Bagdad, had fallen into the sultan's

power, now established on the Persian Gulf. The Venetians

had been driven from the Morea and the islands of the Archi-

pelago; and, except a strip of the Dalmatian coast and the little

mountain state of Montenegro, the whole of the Balkan peninsula

was in Turkish hands. In the Mediterranean, Crete and Malta
yet survived as outposts of Christendom; but the northern

coasts of Africa from Egypt to Morocco acknowledged the

supremacy of the sultan, whose sea power in the Mediterranean

had become a factor to be reckoned with in European politics,

threatening not only the islands, but the very heart of Christen-

dom, Italy itself, and capable—as the alliance with France

against Charles V. had shown—of being thrown with decisive

weight into the balance of European rivalries.

The power of the Ottomans at sea was maintained during

this period by a series of notable captains, such as Khair-ed-din

and his son Hassan, Pial6, Torgud, Sali Reis and

SelpHwM-, P^" ^^>3- O^ ^hcse the two first are separately

noticed (see Barbarossa). Piale, a Croatian who
had been brought up in the imperial harem and succeeded

Sinan as capudan-pasha, crowned a series of victories over the

galleys of Andrea Doria by the capture of the island of Jerba,

off Tripoli (July 31, 1560). For this he was rewarded with

the hand of one of the sultan's grand-daughters. He later

became the second vizier of the empire, and, as a supporter of

SokoUi, was in power till his death in 1575. Torgud, also

the son of Christian parents, was a native of the sanjak of

Mentesha in Asia Minor, and began his career as a soldier in

the Ottoman sea service. After spending some time as a
Genoese galley-slave, be turned corsair and became the terror

of the Mediterranean coasts. He seized Mahdia, a strong post

on a tongue of land about 43 m. south of Susa in Tunisia, and
made this the centre of his piracies till, during his absence
raiding the Spanish coasts, it was bombarded and destroyed

by an expedition sent by Charles V. (September 10, 1550).

Torgud was now summoned to Constantinople to answer for

piracies committed on the friendly galleys of Venice; but be
sailed instead to Morocco, and there for two years defied the
sultan's authority. But Suleiman, who needed the aid of the
corsairs against Malta, pardoned him, and he was given the
command of the expedition against Tripoli, which he captured.

He now turned against Corsica, captured Bastia (August 1553)
and on his return to Constantinople, laden with booty and
slaves, chastised the insurgent Albanians. He was rewarded
by Suleiman with the governorship of Tripoli, which he held
till his death. He was killed during the imsuccessful attack on
Malta, which be commanded (1565). Sali Reis, also by birth

a Christian of Asia Minor, was likewise successful as a corsair;

be distinguished himself especially at the capture of Tunis,
and succeeded Hassan Barbarossa as beylerbey of Algiers.

Other captains carried the Turkish arms down the Arabian
and Persian gulfs far out into the Indian Ocean. Of these the
most remarkable was Pin Reis, nephew of KamU Reis, the
famous corsair who, under Bayezid II., had swept the Aegean
and Mediterranean. Piri sailed into the Persian Gulf, took
Muscat, and laid siege to Ormuz. But the approach of the
Portuguese fleet put him to flight; some of his vessels were
wrecked; and on his return by way of Egypt he was arrested

at Cairo and executed. He had compiled a- sea-atlas (the
Bakrije) of the Aegean and Mediterranean seas, every nook
and cranny of which he had explored, with an account of the
currents, soundings, landing-places, inlets and harbours.

Another literary seaman of this period was Sidi Ali, celebrated

under his poeu'c pseudonym of Katibi (or Katibi Rumi, to
distinguish him from the Persian poet of the same name).
He was no more successful than Piri or his successor Mtirad
in fighting the elements and the Portuguese in the Persian Gulf;
but he was happier in his fate. Driven, with the remnant off

his ships, into the Indian Ocean, he landed with fifty com*
panions on the coast of India and travelled back to Turkey by
way of Sind, Baluchistan, Khorassan and Persia. He wrote
an account of this three years' journey, for which he was re-

warded by Suleiman with an office and a pension. He was the
author also of a mathematical work on the use of the astrolabe

and of a book {Muhil, " the ocean ") on the navigation of the
Indian seas.

At the close of Suleiman's reign the Turkish army numbered
nearly aoo,ooo men, including the Janissaries, whose total he
almost doubled, raising them to 30,000. He im-

proved the laws and institutions established ^y sLkimmL.
his predecessors and adapted them to the require-

ments of the age; to him are due important modifications in
the feudal system, aimed at maintaining the fiefs in a really

effective condition. The codes of law were by him revised and
improved, and he was the first sultan to enter into relations

with foreign states. In 1534 Jean de La For^t, a knight off

St John of Jerusalem, came to Constantinople as first per-

manent French ambassador to the Porte, and in February

1535 were signed the first Capitulations {q.v.) with France.

A short sketch of the administration and state of the country at
this time may find place here. Successively transferred from Brasa
to Adrianopfe and thence to Constantinople, the scat ^^
of government was at first little more than the camp 22^S
of a conqueror. After the conquest of the imperial

2i»rti<*
city the sultans began to adopt the pomp and splendour ^T^^

"
of eastern sovereigns, and largely copied the system, **"*"^-

ready to hand, of the Byzantine emperors. Affairs of state were at
first discussed at the imperial divan, where the great dignitaries
were convened at appointed hours. Until the reign of Mahommed
the Conqueror the sultan presided in person; but a rou^h Anatoliaa
peasant penetrating one dav to the council and cxclaimmg. " Which
of you might be the sultan r I've come to make a comjMaint I " it
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was thought that in future it would be more ooiuoiuint with the
irnperial dignity for the sovereign to remain concealed behind a
patin|( where, unseen, he could hear all that was said. Towards
the middle of Suleiman's reign even this practice was abandoned,
a.nd the sultans henceforth attended the divans only on the dis-

tribution of pay to the troops or the receptbn of a foreign ambas-
sador, which occasions were usually made to coincide. The divan
accompanied the sultan on military expeditions.

As esublished by Mahommed II., the officials of the state were
divided into four classes: (i) administrative; (2^ ecclesiastical;

(3) secretarial and (4) militaiy. The administration of Aosor, or
cantons, was usually entrusted to the cadis and the holders of the
more important fiets; the sanjaks, or departments, were ruled by
adai beys or mir-i-liuas (colonels or brigadiers), pashas with one horse-
tail : the vilayets^ or provinces, by be^erbeys or mir-i-mirans (lord of
lords), pashas with two horse-tails; those were all orieinally military
ofBcers, who, in addition to their administrati\'e functions, were
charged with the duty of mustering and commanding the feudal
levies in war time. Above them were the beylerbeys of Anatolia and
Runielia, who served under the orders of the commandcr-in-c)iicf.
The title of viaer was borne bjr six or seven persons simultaneously;
the grand vizier was the chief of these and exercised supreme
authority, being invested with the sultan's signet. He often com-
manded an army in person, and was then given the title of serdar-

i-ckrem (generalissimo); one of the subordinate viziers remained
behind as kaimmakam, or locum tenens. The duties of the other
viziers were limited to attending the divan; they were called kubbi
or cupola viziers from the fact that the council met under a cupola;
they were pashas with three horse-tails, and were attended by large

retinues, having generally achieved distinction as beylerbeys.

These officers were usually chosen from among the more promising
of the youths selected by the devskurml, or system of forced levy
for manning the ranks of the Janissaries: hence so many of the
statesmen 01 Turkey were of non-Mussulman origin. Besides these

sDembm of the secretarial chiss, such as nishanjis and defterdars,

as well as regular army officers, and occasionall)r members of the
ecclesiastical class, or ulema, rose to the rank of vizier.

The highest dignitaries of the ecdesbstical class were' at first the
kauukerSt or military judges, of Europe and Asia; later the office

of Sheikh-ul-Islam was created as the supreme authority in matters
relating to the Church and the sacred law. Promotion was regular,

but was obtainable only by entering at an early age one of the
medresses or colleges; the student, after passing through the suc-

cessive degrees of daniskmend, tnulatim and muderrist became first

a molla, then a judge, rising to the higher ranks as fortune and
opportunity offered. In the time of Bayezid II. the post of nakib-

vl-eskrdf, or registrar of the skerifs, or descendants of the Prophet,
was created.
The secretarial class consisted of six categories: the niskanjis,

the dtflerdars, the rets, the defter emint, the skakk-i-sdni (or second
class) defterdars and the skakk-i-sdlis (or third class) defterdafs.

The first named were charged with the dutjr of revising and duly
executing the decisbns of the divan respecting the assignment of

lands to warriors and the apportioning of conquered territories.

They were men of great culture, and many historians, poets

and writers belong to this class. The defterdar was practically the
minister of finance. The reU was the secretary-general of the

divan, and in more modem times became minister for foreign

affairs. The defter emini kept the registers for the niskanji,

whose place he took on emergency, the others acted as secretaries

and cIctIcs.

The military class was divided into two categories: (i) the regular

paid troops who were quartered in barracks and were known as

''daves of the palace "; (a) the feudal levies who received no iny
and were called upon to serve only in war-time. The Tanissaries

iq.v.) belonged to the first category. The rigid regulations for

admission to theirrankswere soon relaxed : at the close of the Persian

war in 1590 their total amounted to 50,000. The regular troops

comprised also armourers {jebejt), from 6000 to 8000 men, and six

squadrons of cavalry; these were recruited in the same way as the

Janissaries, and their numbers were raised by Murad III. .to ao.ooo.

There were also bostanjis, or forest-guards, numbering about 5000,

besides local troops in distant and frontier provinces, and about
30,000 akin^, or light troops, in Europe, who carried out forays

in the enemies' country.
The fiefs were not hereditary, and were held directly from the

sultan. On the conquest of a country the lands were apportioned

by the niskanjis, who first computed the tithe revenueof each village,

its population, woods, pasturage, &c; and divided it into the three

classes ot fi^s {kk&s, aamei and tifnar), or into vakif (pious endow-
ments) or pasturage. Any estate with a revenue exceeding 100,000

aspres was a kh^s, and was conferred on a prince or on a high dignitary

as long as he held his post ; for each 5000 aspres of revenue one armed
warrior had to be furnished in war. Ficts with a revenue of from

30.000 to 100.000 aspres were called ziamcts and were conferred

on similar terms on inferior officers, usually for life or during good
behaviour. Fiefs with a re\'cnuc of from 3000 to 20,000 aspres

were timars, furnishing one armed warrior for every 3000 aspres'

revenue; the grant of a fief was conditional on obligatory residence.

Tlie peasants owning the land remained undisturbed in their
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proprietorship, payingto their feudal lord the tithe, as well as the fixed
duties on transfer, &c. Abuses in the system first began in the time
of Khosrev Pasha, Suleiman's grand vizier.

The governors of the more distant provinces enjoyed a consider-
able amount of independence, which in the case of the Barbary
sUtes was more or less complete; these entered into treaties with
foreign powers, and by their piratical outrages frequently caused
the Porte considerable embarrassment. The skeHf of the Hejaz,
Abu-'l-berek2t. made submission to Sultan Selun I. After the
subjuration of the Yemen, the absorption of the holy places
was also attempted, and in Suleiman's reign judges were ap-
pointed thither from Constantinople. But it was found politic
to continue the office of the grand skerif of Mecca in the sherifian
family.
The princes of the Crimea were invested with many of the prero-

¥itives of independence, e.g. that of coining money; the ruler of
ransylvania was allowed to retain the royal title, nor were Turkish

troops quartered in the country. The Danubian principalities
were also ruled by native princes until the Phanariote period (see
PUANAKIOTSS).

On the 17th of February 1568, two years after the accession

of Suleiman's son Selim, peace was concluded with Austria
on the basis of the former terms, the emperor s^g-„
Maximilian having sent ambassadors to congratulate fS^tsr^.
the new sultan on his accession. A disastrous

attack on Astrakhan, with the object of carrying out SokoUi's

plan for uniting the Don and the Volga, first brought the
Turks into collision with the Russians. Expeditions against

the Yemen and Cyprus were successful, but the loss of

Cyprus, accompanied as it was by the barbarous murder of the
Venetian commander, Marco Antonio Bragadino, by the seras-

kier pasha Mustafa's orders, in violation of the terms of the
capitulation of Famagusta (August 1571), roused the bitter

resentment of the Venetians, previously incensed by Turkish
raids on Crete. Already, on the 25th of May, had been concluded
the holy league between the pope, Venice and Spain for a new
crusade against the infidel, in spite of the efforts of France
to prevent the adhesion of the republic. Preparations were
hurried on and at the end of September the great allied fleet,

under Don John of. Austria, sailed into the archipelago. On
the 7th of October was fought the naval battle of Lepanto,
which broke for ever the tradition of the invincibility of the
Turks at sea. The immediate results of the battle were not,

however, as decisive as might have been expected. In June
Z572 a fresh Ottoman fleet of 250 sail took the sea; and the

jealousy of the allies and the incompetence of their commanders
made any repetition of their former victory impossible. After

a series of indecisive engagements Venice broke from the league

and, under the mediation of France, concluded a treaty with
the Porte practically on the basis of itii possidetis (March 7,

X573)« With Spain the war continued, and on the 24th of

August 1574 Tunis—which had been taken by Don John of

Austria in X572—was recaptured by the Turks, who from this

new base proceeded, under Sinan Pasha and Kilij Ali, to ravage

Sicily.^ In the same year Selim II. died. Known in history

as the " Sot," he had allowed his able grand vizier Mahommed
Sokolli to rule the country.

The character of Murad III., who succeeded his father

Selim n. at the age of twenty-eight, was not calculated to arrest

the progress of decay withm the Ottoman Empire.
He was a weakling, swayed by his favourites in the Mandin^
harem, especially by his Venetian wife Safi£; and, iS74'tS98,

though he kept Sokolli in office, he was suspicious

of the too powerful vizier, whose wise influence he allowed

his minions to undermine. Thus eminent servants of the

state such as Mustafa Pasha, Sokolli's nephew—who for

twelve years had ruled the sanjak of Budapest with con-

spicuous enlightenment and success—were deposed or

executed to make way for the nominees of the harem. In
even weightier matters the opmion of the grand vizier was
slighted. Thus it was against his advice that, at the

beginning of 1578, advantage was taken of the disorders

arising on the death of Shah Tahmasp of Persia to attack

* It was ten years before a formal truce was signed with Spain
(1584); two hundred years passed before the signature of a definitive

treaty of peace and conunerce (Sept. 14, 1782).
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that country. The war lasted for twelve years, during

which Tiflis, Shirvan and Daghestan were taken; finally

Shah Abbas established himself on the Persian throne

and in 1590 made peace with Turkey, who retained her con-

quests in Georgia, Azerb&ij2n and Shirvan. But this short-

sighted policy is criticized by Turkish historians, who censure

Murad III. for thus weakening the neighbouring Mussulman
states such as Persia and Daghestan, thereby facilitating Russia's

future expansion at their cost. Sokolli's assassination, on
the nth of October 1578, had meanwhile thrown the country
into disorder. There was now na authority left to hold in

check the corrupt influences of the harem. The avenues to

power were through bribery and yet more unspeakable paths;

the fie^ which formed the basis of the feudal array were bestowed
on favourites' favourites, or sold to the highest bidder, and the

sultan himself shared in the corrupt plunder. At last that final

expedient of weak governments, the debasing of the coinage,

led to a crisis. In 1589 mutinies of troops took place all over

the empire, and in the two following years there were several

risings of the Janissaries at Constantinople, the pretext being

everywhere that the soldiers were being robbed of their pay.

At this juncture a fresh crisis in the relations with Austria

arose. The peace concluded in 1568 and thrice renewed (in

i573i 1576 ^^^ 1584) had not prevented the continuance of

raids and forays, from either side of the frontier, that at times

assumed the dimensions of regular campaigns. The climax

came in 1593. All through the preceding year Hassan " Tilli,"

bcylcrbey of Bosnia, had raided in Croatia, taking border

fortresses and driving of! the inhabitants into slavery. In

June 1593, with an army of 30,000 men, he laid siege to Sissek;

the Austrian and Hungarian levies hurried to its relief; and
on the 3and the Turks were routed with immense slaughter

on the banks of the Kulpa, Hassan himself, with many other

beys and two of the imperial princes, being among the slain.

Though not yet formally declared, the " long war " was now
in full progress. In August, Sinan Pasha, the grand vizier

—

now eighty years of age—took command of the troops for the

Hungarian War and left Constantinople, dragging with him
the Austrian ambassador in chains. The capture of Veszpr£m
and of Raab (1594) and the failure of the archduke Matthias

to take Gran seemed to promise another rapid victory of the

Ottoman arms; but Sinan was ill-supported from Constanti-

nople, the situation was complicated by the revolt of

Walachia and Moldavia, and the war was destined to last, with

varying fortunes, for fourteen years. On the i6tb of January

159s Murad III. died.

In spite of the internal corruption which, under Murad III.,

heralded the decay of the empire, the prestige of the Ottomans
in Europe was maintained during his reign. Even the emperor

had to be content to be treated by the sultan as an inferior

and tributary prince; while France bad to suffer, with no
more than an idle protest, the insult of the conversion of

Catholic churches at Constantinople into mosques. In spite

of frequent causes of friction, good relations were maintained

with Venice, through the influence of the sultana .Safi6, and the

capitulations with the republic of St Mark were renewed in

1589. Those with France were also renewed Uu^Y 6, 158*);

and capitulations were signed for the first time mth the grand

duke of Tuscany (1578) and with England (1580).^ In the

following year permanent diplomatic relations were established

by England with the Porte by the despatch of William Harebone

as ambassador, Queen Elizabeth urging as her special claim to

the sultan's friendship their common mission to fight " idolators.*'

The new sultan, Mahommed III., Murad's son, succeeded

to the throne at ai moment when the Turkish arms were suffering

reverses in Hungary and in the revolted Danubian provinces;

^aAoflf the Janissaries, too, were ill-content and mutinous,

0«</r/., and to put an^end to their murmurings Mahommed
IS9S-U03, ^as persuaded by Sinan Pasha to lead them to the

war in person. The immediate effect was good; Erlau was

>They were renewed with England in 1593, 1603, 1606, 1622,

1624* 1041, 1662 and 1675.

captured in October 1596, and a three days' battle in the plain

of Keresztes (Oct. 23 to 26) ended in the disastrous

rout of the allied troops under the archduke Maximilian and
Sigismund, prince of Transylvania. But the Turks did not
profit much by their victory. The new grand vizier, Cicala,

by his severity to the soldiers, mainly Asiatics, who had shown
cowardice in the battle, drove thousands to desert; and the
sultan, who had himself little stomach for the perils of cam-
paigning, returned to Constantinople, leaving the conduct of

the war to his generals. The campaign of 1598 began xnxh the
loss of Raab, and continued unfavourable to the Turks, who
lo»t Totis, Veszpr6m and P&pa, and were hard pressed in Buda-
pest. In October want of supplies and a mutiny of the Janis-

saries compelled the commander-in-diief to retreat into winter

quarters at Belgrade. In 1599 the first peace overtures were
made, but came to nothing; and the confused fighting of this

and the following year culminated in the capture of Kanizsa
by the Turks (September 1600). The attempt of the archduke
Ferdinand, at the head of 30,000 men, to retake it a year later

was defeated. In August 1602 Sz£kcsfch6rv&r again fell into

the hands of the Turks; in November the siege of Buda by the

archduke Matthias, who had taken Pest by storm, was raised

by the grand vizier Hassan.

Trouble had, however, meanwhile broken put in other parts

of the Ottoman dominions. The deserters from Cicala's army,
distributed in armed bands throughout Asia Minor, had become
centres round which all the elements of discontent gathered,

and formed the mainstay of the Jellali sectaries who, at this

time, rose in insurrection and ravaged Anatolia. In Con-
stantinople, early in 1603, there was, moreover, a serious rising

of the spahis; and, finally, in September Shah Abbas of Persia

took advantage of what is known in Turkish history as '* the

year of insurrections" to declare war and reconquer Tabriz,

In the midst of this crisis, on the 22nd of December 1603, Sultan

Mahommed III. died, and was succeeded by his elder son,

Ahmed I., a boy of fotirteen.

Though negotiations for peace were at once begun, it was not
till three years after Ahmed's accession that the peace of Sitva>

torok, concluded on the nth of November 1606, at ^^
last put an end to the war in Europe. By this ^SS*i*it
treaty the annual tribute payable by Austria was
abolished, but an indenmity of 200,000 florins was paid "once
for all " by the emperor, who was henceforth to be given his

proper imperial title (padishah) in Turkish official documents.
The peace of Sitvatorok (or Zeideva, as it is also called) marks
the close of Turkey's period of conquest. No longer haughtily

imposed on the vanquished, as was the case with former
treaties, it was submitted to the examination and discussion of
both parties before being signed. It freed Austria from the
humiliating tribute to which the treaty of 1547 had subjected

her, and established relations between the two monarchs on
a footing of equah'ty. It was thus the first manifest sign

of Turkey's decadence from the glory of Suleiman L's reign,

when King Ferdinand stooped to call the sultan's vizier

his brother. For the remainder of the reign the Persian

War was continued fitfully, a treaty of peace, signed in 16x1,
not being observed.

In 161 7 the sultan died, and was succeeded by his brother
Mustafa; but the latter being declared incompetent to reign,

his brother Osman took his place on the throne,
f^^f^m*^ /

The war in Persia was terminated by the renewal istf-Mis"
in X618 of the treaty of 161 1, whereby all the con- ««'

quests effected by Murad III. and Mahommed III. ^JJ!^*
were given up. Peace, however^ left the rebellious

Janissaries leisure to engage in plots against the sultan, and
in order to occupy them and to remove them from the

capital advantage was taken of the king of Poland having
intervened in the affairs of Transylvania and the principalities

to declare war against him. Osman marched against Khotin,

but failed to capture it, and his unpopularity with the army
was increased by rumours that he designed to collect such
troops as were loyal to him, under pretence oC going on
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pilgrimage to Mecca, In order to destroy the Janissaries and
reform the country. They therefore rose and dethroned him,

soon afterwards putting him to death. For a few months

Mustafa was replaced on. the throne; when he abdicated in

jfniaAL ^^^^ur of his nephcw Murad IV. Turkey seemed to

#c2j^a2j,' be at the point of dissolution. Profiting by the

Mtf mutiny of Uie army, the Persians invaded Turkey,

uSi/Io! capturing Bagdad; at Constantinople and in the

provinces alike anarchy was everywhere prevalent.

This continued until the new sultan had acquired age and
experience; but, nine years after his accession, he successfully

crushed the military rebels, and thereafter ruled with a severity

amounting to bloodthirsty cruelty. In 1638 he marched in

person against the Persians and succeeded in recapturing

Bagdad. Peace was made in 1639, leaving the Turco-Persian

frontier practically as it now stands. In the next year the

saltan died at the age of thirty-one, being succeeded by his

brother Ibrahim. In his reign the Cossacks were driven from

Azov and the expedition against Crete was begun, the immediate

armbbrn
^*"^ *^"^ '*** plunder of a Turkish vessel by

ftf4*-/MS, Maltese corsairs who took their capture to Crete.

War was therefore . declared against Venice, to

whom Crete belonged (1644), and continued in the island for

twenty-five years.

The anarchy and misgovemment of Turkey now reached such

a pitch that Ibrahim was dethroned and murdered, and

M^kom' h^ son Mahommed IV. was proclaimed in his

m0dtv., stead. For the first eight years of his reign suc-
*^^^-ttsr. cessive grand viziers were unable to restore order

to the country. In 1656 Mahommed Kuprili {q.v.) became
grand vizier, and by dint of firmness and resolution repaired

the falling fortunes of the country. The fleet was restored,

and recaptured Lemnos and other islands which had passed

into the hands of the Venetians; the revolts caused by
Kupiili's severity were put down, and tranquillity was re-

established in Transylvania. After five years' tenure of office

the grand vizier died and was succeeded by his son, Ahmed
Kuprili. In 1663 the disturbances which had broken' out again

in Transylvania led to war with Austria. Ahmed Kuprili

attacked the Austrians, at first with success, but was routed by
Montecuculi at the battle of St Gotthard Abbey and eventually

consented to the treaty of Vasvir (Aug. 10, 1664), by
which a twenty years* truce was agreed upon; Transylvania

was evacuated by both parties, but remained tributary to

Turkey. The Kuprilis, both father and son, had by their

haughty and uncompromising demeanour done much to alienate

the old-standing friendship ^ith France, and at the battle of

St Gotthard 6000 French, under Coligny, fought on the Austrian

side. The result was that the Turks in retaliation deprived

the Catholics, always under the protection of France, of some
of their privileges in connexion with the holy places, which

were now granted to the Orthodox Church. Meanwhile the

Cretan campaign continued, and here also France lent her aid

Co the Venetians; this assistance could not, however, prevent

the capture of Candia in 1669; on the 5th of September of that

year Morosini, the Venetian commander, signed a treaty of

peace with the Turks by which, after twenty-five years' warfare,

they were placed in possession of the fortress of Candia, and
with it of the effective rxile over the whole island, Venice retain-

ing only the fortresses of Suda, Grabusa and Spinalonga, and
the islets along the coast.

Dissensions among the Cossacks led to the recognition by
Turkey of Doroshenko, the hetman of the Sari Kamish, as ruler

of the Ukraine; the 2^porog Cossacks, his antagom'sts, applied

for aid to Russia. However, Michael Wicsnowiecki, king of

Poland, considering the Ukraine as under his protection,

sought to intervene, with the result that Turkey declared war
against him (1672). The Turks captured Kamencts, Lemberg
and Lubh'n. Hereupon the Poles sued for peace, and a treaty

was signed at Buczacs (Oct. x8, 1672) whereby Podolia was

ceded to Turkey, the Ukraine was left to the Cossacks, and
Poland agreed to pay to Turkey an annual tribute of 22^000
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sequins. But John Sobieski, who succeeded shortly afterwards
to the throne of Poland, refused to abide by the terms of this

treaty; the war was renewed and continued for four years,
when the treaty of Buczacs was reaffirmed at Zuravno by both
parties, the tribute clause alone being abrogated (Oct. x6,

1676). A few days later Ahmed Kuprili died.

Doroshenko now deserted the Turkish alliance for the Russian;
in consequence an expedition was sent into the Ukraine which
was both costly and useless. In 1678 the Turks succeeded in

taking Cehrin, but their losses were very heavy, and on the 8th
of January x68x a treaty was signed at Radzyn whereby the
territory in dispute was ceded to Russia. A revolt of the
Hungarian Protestants, in consequence of the persecuting

policy of the house of Habsburg, now led to a renewal of the
war between Turkey and Austria, due in part to the over-

weening ambition of Kuprih's successor, Kara Mustafa, who
desired to immortalize his tenure of office by some great exploit,

and who cherished dreams of founding for himself a western
Moslem Empire. The war is blamed by Turkish historians as

imjustifiable and untimely, the country needing reform. A
vast Turkish army marched to the walls of Vienna and closely

beleaguered the imperial dty, from which the emperor and
his court fled. All hope seemed lost, when by a brilliant feat

of arms John Sobieski, king of Poland, drove away the besiegers

in hopeless confusion and saved the cause of Christianity, X683.

This was the signal for a general coalition against Turkey;
Venice, Poland and the pope allied themselves with the Aus-
trians; Russia, Tuscany and Malta joined in the attack. Turkey
now sought for a rapprochement withTrance, and endeavoured
to bring about her intervention in return for concessions as

regards the holy places. But the French had just before

bombarded Algiers and Tripoli, even menacing Chios (Scio),

where some pirates had put in with French captives; and
the mediation of France was not very actively exercised.

One after another the Hungarian forts were captured by the

Austrians; the Venetians were equally successful in Greece and
the Morea; the Russians pressed on the Crimea, and Sobieski

besieged Kamenets. The troops now mutinied and deposed

the sultan, placing his brother Suleiman on the throne. But
the disorder in the army and the administration continued,

and the advance of the Austrians and the Venetians met
with h'ttlQ. opposition. In this emergency Mustafa
Kuprili {q.v.) was appointed grand vizier (1689). iggj^tSt,

'

His prudent meastures at once re-established some
degree of order in the army and the fleet, while he sought by
a wise tolerance to improve the position and conciliate

the S3rmpathies of the non-Moslem subject races. At first

eminently successful, he drove the Austrians across the
Danube, recapturing Nish, Vidin, Semendria and Belgrade;

repulses were also inflicted on the Venetians and the Russians.

In the course of the campaign the sultan died, being succeeded
by his brother Ahmed. The successes of the Turks were not
maintained, the Austrians inflicting on them a crushing <]efeat

at Slankamen, where Mustafa Kuprili was killed, and driving

them from Hungary. After four years of disaster
j.^ ^g,

Ahmed died; he was succeeded by his nephew
igfi!./g9s\

Mustafa. The tide of success now turned again

in favour of the Turks, who recaptured Karansebes and
Lippa, and at Lugos exterminated by the weight of over-

whelming numbers an Austrian force under Field-marshal

Count Frxedrich von Veterani (X630-1695), the hero of many
victories over the Turks, who was killed in the battle.

Elsewhere, too, the Ottoman arms were victorious; in

February the Venetians suffered a double defeat in the road-

stead of Chios, and the island fell into the hands of the Turks.

But Prince Eugene's genius restored the Austrian fortunes,

and the Turks were utterly routed at Zcnta on
the Theiss, losing more than 15,000 men (1697). t^is^na.'*
Russia, driven from Azov in 1695, succeeded in

capturing it in the following year; Venice continued to press

the Turks; in this condition of affairs Hussein Kuprili (^.v.)

was called to office; England and Holland urged Turkey to
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make peace, and after long negotiations a series of. treaties were
concluded in January 1699 at Karlowitx, that with Poland
being signed on the z6th and those with Austria and Venice

on the 36th. The main provisions of these were, that

Turkey retained the Banat, while Austria kept Transyl*

vania; Poland restored the places captured in Moldavia,

but retained Kamenets, Podolia and the Ukraine; Venice

restored her conquests north of Corinth, but kept those in

the Morea and Dalmatia. On the 4th, Russia concluded

a two years' armistice, but remained in possession of Azov,
which was formally ceded to her by the definitive treaty

of peace signed at Constantinople on the 13th of June
Z700. The peace of Karlowitx marks the definitive termina>

tion of Turkey's power of offence in Europe. Apart from
the heavy losses which it imposed on her, it constitutes a fresh

departure in her history, as putting an end to her splendid

isolation and rendering her dependent i>n the changes of Euro-
pean politics. It is noteworthy also as being the first occasion

on which representatives of the mediating powers took part

in the peace negotiations. The grand vizier's efforts to take

advantage of the peace to introduce order in the country were

unavailing; he was driven from office, and disorders ensued
which led to the sultan's abdication.

The troubles were not ended by the accession of Ahmed m.,
and many high dignitaries of state were sacrificed to the law-

htm^nL ^^^^"^^^ *^^ insubordination of the Janissaries.

^rSTtTA Meanwhile Turkey found herself again involved

with. Russia. After the defeat of Charles XII.

of Sweden at Poltava, fliis monarch took refuge in Turkey,
and was allowed to reside at Bender. The Rtissians pursued

him into Turkish territory; which led to a Turkish declara-

tion of war (17 10). The Turks succeeded in surrounding

Peter the Great near the Pruth, and his army was menaced
with total destruction, when the Turkish commander, the

grand vizier Baltaji Mahommed Pasha, was induced by the

presents and entreaties of the empress Catherine to sign the

preliminary treaty of the Pruth (July sx, xyxi), granting terms

of peace far more favourable than were justified by the situation

of the Russians. These were: the cession to Turkey of Azov
with all its guns and munitions, the razing of all the forts recently

built on the frontier by Russia, the renunciation by the tsar

of all claim to interfere with the Tatars under the dominion
of the Crimea or Poland, or to maintain a representative at

Constantinople, and Russia's consent to Charles's return to

Sweden.' It was long, however, before the latter relieved

Turkey of his presence. During the campaign Peter had entered

into alliance with ,the hospodars of Moldavia and Walachia,

respectively Demetrius Cantemir and Constantine Brancovano,

from whom he had received material as»stance. These were
naturally dismissed after the defeat of the Russians; the former

made good his escape to Russia, the latter was executed. The
sultan determined henceforth to appoint Greeks to the princi-

palities as more likely to be subservient to his will than the

natives hitherto appointed. This system was continued

until the Greek insurrection of 182X.

Russia having thus lost all the advantage gained by the peace

of Karlowitz, Venice was next taken in hand, die having

invaded the Bosnian frontier and incited the Montenegrins to

revolt, besides capturing Turkish ships in the Mediterranean.

These acts were held to be infractions of the treaty, and war
was declared (17 15). The result was the stamping out of the

insurrection in Montenegro and the capture of the whole of

the Morea. The fleet also took Tinos and Cerigo, as weO as the

three forts still remaining to the Venetians in Crete. Turkey's

action, and the preparations being made for the siege of Corfu,

now brought about the intervention of Austria. Charles VI.,

weary of the war for the Spanish succession, had shortly before

concluded the peace of Rastadt (17x5) and was anxious that

Venice should not be too hardly preyed. He therefore urged

Turkey to ^ve up to Venice certain places in Dalmatia as a

* The definitive treaty was signed at Constantinople on the l6th

of April 171a (renewed June 5, 1713).

compensation for the loss ofi the Morea. The Porte was at
first disposed to comply, but the party of resistance finally

prevailed. War was declared against Austria (X716); the fleet

sailed for Corfu and the army crossed the Save from Belgrade
to Semlin. Near Peterwardein a great battle was fought,
in which the Austrians completely routed the Turks; pursuing
their advantage they took Temesvir and overran the Banat;
in 17x7 they captured Belgrade, the Turks retreating to Adrian-
ople. En^and and Holland now urged their mediation, and
after negotiations the treaty of Passarowitz (Pozharevats in
Servia) was signed (July ai, 17x8); Venice ceded the Morea to
Turkey but kept the strongholds she had occupied in Albania
and Dalmatia; Bdgrade, Temesvir and Walachia as far as
the Olt were retained by Austria.

Meanwhile relations with Russia continued strained. The
peace of X7ia had been concluded only for a term of years,

and the n^ect of the tsar to carry out its provisions had all

but led to a fresh outbreak of hostilities when the intervention

of the other powers led in 17x3 to the renewal of the treaty;

and in November x730 it was superseded by a treaty of " per-

petual peace," signed at ConsUntinople. But, though the

questions at issue between Russia and Turkey in Poland and the
northern littoral of the Black Sea were thus for the time settled,

the aggressive designs of Russia in the Caucasus and in Persia

soon caused a renewal of anxiety at Constantinople. Again
war all but broke out; but, throu^ the intervention of France,
a treaty of partition was signed at Constantinople on the 33rd

of June 17 34, whereby the shores of the Caspian from the

junction of the Kur and the Arras (Araxes) northwards should

belong to Russia, while the western provinces of Persia should

fall to the share of Turkey. These {Provinces had not yet

been conquered by Turkey; and, when a part of them had
been taken, a treaty was concluded with the Afghan Ashraf
Shah, who had risen to supreme power, in Persia, by which
Turkey should retain them on condition of recognizing him
as shah (Oct 33, 1737). But Nadir Kuli Khan came forward

as the champion of Shah Tahmasp II., the rightful ruler,

and drove the Turks from these provinces, capturing Tabriz.

This news caused consternation at Constantinople; the inevit-

able revolt of the Janissaries followed, headed this time by
one Patrona Khalil, and the sultan was forced to abdicate

in favour of his nephew Mahmud. With difficulty, the rebellion

was suppressed; in 1733 the war with Persia was
resumed, and after three years of fighting Nadir tiM^sJT
succeeded in X736 in inducing Turkey to recognize

him as shah of Persia and to restore the territory .c^tured
since the reign of MuradlV.

Russia's designs on Poland now brought about war. On
the death of Augustus II., king of Poland (1733), France had
put forward as candidate Stanislaus Leszczynski, ivkr«#

Louis XV.'s father-in-law. Austria and Russia Aafli*

supported Augustus III., dector of Saxony, and SmeeuM^m.

the empress Anne marched an army into Poland and com-
pelled the election of her candidate, though Russia had
bound herself by the treaty of X7xx and again by that of 17 20

to abstain from all interference with Poland. France thereupon

declared war against Russia and her ally Austria, and her

envoy, the marquis de Villeneuve, urged Turkey to join by
representing the danger of allowing Russian influence to extend.

Turkey had cause of complaint against Russia for refusing

to allow the Crimean troops to march through Daghcstan during

the Persian campaign, and on the aSth of May 1736, war
was declared, in spite of the efforts of England and Holland.

The Russians had not waited for the formal declaration of war;

and on the very day that this was notified by the hanging

out of the horse-tails before the Seraglio at Constantinople a

Russian army under Marshal MOnnich stormed the ancient wall

that guarded the isthmus of the Crimea. While Mfinnich

conducted a systematic devastation of the peninsula, forces

were detached under his lieutenants Leontiev and Lascy to

attack Kinbum (Kiiburun) and Azov. Both these places feO:

and in July of the following year MQnnich captured Ochakov.
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Meanwhile the western aea-powen bad made earnest efforts

to restore peace, and in August 1737 the plenipotentiaries

of the combatant powers met at Niemirov to arrange terms
under their mediation. But Austria, which had made a great

show of secoiiding their efforts, now began to linmaA her real

lims, which were to take advantage of Turkey's embanass-
ments to push her own daims in the prindpaiities and the

Balkan Peninsula. To the refusal of the sultan's representatives

to concede any of her demands, Austria replied by revealing

the existence of an alliance with Russia, which she threatened to

make actively offensive if her terms were refused. In November
the conferences broke up; in the spring of the folk)wing year
Austrian divisions advanced simultaneously into Bosm'a, Servia

and Walachia; and in July the main army, under the prince

of Lorraine, crossed the frontier and captured Nish. In spite

of this initial success, however, the campaign proved disastrous

to the ^ustrians; and France, which had meanwhile come to

terms with the emperor, endeavoured to mediate a peace in

conjunctk>n with Sweden and Holland. But the Ottomans,
though the negotiations continued throughout 1738, were in

no hurry to come to terms; for the tide of war had turned
against both Austrians and Russians; Ochakov and Kinbum.
were recaptured; and the victorious Turks crossed the Danube
and penetrated far into the Banat. Not till the middle of 1739
would they consent to negotiate seriously for peace. The con-

ferences were opened at the close of July in the camp of the

grand vizier, who was pressing Belgrade hard and demanded
the surrender of the city as a sine qua non. This was conceded >

on the ist of September, under the mediation of the french
ambassador Villeneuve, the preliminaries were signed; on
the 4th the grand vizier made his formal entrance into the dty,
where on the i8th the definitive treaties with Austria and
Russia were signed. By the former Austria gave up Belgrade

and the places on the right bank of the Save and the Danube
which she had gained by the treaty of Passarowitz, together

with the Austrian portions of Walachia. The treaty with
Russia provided that Azov should be razed and iU terri-

tory devastated to form a barrier, Russia having the right

to erect a new fortress at Cherkask, an island in the Don,
near Azov, and Turkey to build one on the border of

Kuban near Azov. But Taganrog was not to be refortified,

and Russia was to have no war-ships on the sea of Azov or the

Black Sea. The Kabardias, great and little, were to remain
independent, to serve as a barrier between the two empires.

By the xath artide the Ottoman government agreed " amicably
to discuss " the question of recognizing the tsar's claim to the

imperial title, and by the X3th admitted his right to send to

Constantinople representatives of whatever rank he might
judge fitting (Noradounghian, Recueilt i. 358).

Scarcely two years after the signature of the treaty of

Belgrade sinbter rumours reached Constantinople from Persia,

where Nadir Shah, on his return from India, was planning

an attack on Mesopotamia. The war, which broke out in

1743, was waged with varying fortimes, and the peace by which
it was conduded on the 5th of September 1746, beyond stipu-

lating for a few privileges for Persian pilgrims to the holy

places, altered nothing in the settlement arranged ten years

before with Murad IV. In the war of the Austrian Succession,

which followed the accession of Maria Theresa to the Habs-
burg throne, Turkey, in spite of the urgency of France, would
take no share, and she maintained the same attitude in the

disorders in Persia following the death of Nadir Shah.

In 1754 the Sultan Mahmud died. He was succeeded by

CamMmtn ^ brother Osman, whose three years* reign

iT34-aMi* ^^ marked by no political event of special

importance. O^man III. was succeeded by his

cousin Mustafa. At the outset of his reign negotiations

^^^ were activdy pursued for the condusion of a

nsr-tm, ' t'^^y ^i^^ Prussia, to counteract the alliance

between France and Austria contracted in 1756;

and these resulted in the signature of Capitulations, or a treaty

of friendship and commerce (March 23, 1761). The attitude

ofthe northern powers, however, and especially of Russia,

towards Poland was beginning to exdte the sultan's liveliest

su^idons; and these the accession, in 1763, of the masteriul

Catherine II. to the Russian throne was not calculated to allay.

In 1763, Catherine took advantage of the death of Augustus III.

of Poland to force her favourite, Stanislaus Poniatowaki, on to

the vacant throne. From the committee of patriots at Warsaw
complaints and warnings were carried to Constantinople; and
the cession of Podolia was offered as the price of a Turkish
attack on Russia. The sultan, though inclined to take up the

cause of the Polish dissidents, was slow to move, and
contented himself for a while with protests and threats. But
the aggressive policy of Russia in the direction of the Caspian
and -Black Seas became more and more evident; complaints

reached the Porte of a violation of the neutrality of Kabardia,
of a seditious propaganda in Moldavia by Russian monks,
and of Russian aid given to the malcontents in Servia and
Montenegro. Added to all this was the news of the continiial

Russian military aggressions in Poland, against which the

Catholic confederation of Bar continued to appeal for aid.

At last, on the 6th of October 2768, on the refusal of the

Russian minister to give guarantees for the withdrawal of

the Russian troops from Poland and the abandonment of

Russia's claim to interfere with the liberties of the republic, war
was declared and the Russian representative was uiprisoned

in the Seven Towers.

The war that followed marks an epoch in the decay of the

Ottoman Empire and in the expansion of Russia. When, in

the q>ring of 1769, the first serious campaign, was opened by
a simultaneous attack by three Russian armies on the princi-

palities, the Crimea and the buffer state of Kabardia, the

Turks, in spite of ample warning, were unprepared. They
were hampered, moreover, by an insurrection in the Morea,
where a Russian expedition under Orlov had stirred up the

Mainotes, and by risings in Syria and Egypt. It was not,

however, till September that the fall of Khotin in Bessarabia

marked the first serious Russian success. The following year

was more fatal. In May the Ottoman fleet was attacked and
destroyed off Cheshme, and the Russian war-ships threatened

to pass the Dardanelles. In June Romanzov's victory at

Kartal made him master of the prindpaiities, and by November
the fortresses of Izmail and Kih'a, guarding the passage of the

Danube, and those of Akkerman and Bender on the Dniester

had fallen into the hands of the Russians. The campaign
of X77X, which opened with a gleam of success in the capture

of Giurgevo, proved yet more disastrous to the Turks, the

Russians passing the Danube and completing the conquest of

the Crimea. Prussia and Austria now offered their mediation;

and in June conferences were opened at Focshani, which led

to no result. In the following year a conference, from which

the Austrian and Prussian representatives were exduded,
was opened at Bucharest (November 1772). In February

1773 the Russian plenipotentiary delivered his ultimatum,

of which the most important demands were the cession of

Kerch, Yenikale and Kinbum, the free navigation of the Black

Sea' and Archipelago for Russian trading and war vessels, and
the recognition of the tsar's right to protect the Orthodox

subjects of the sultan. These conditions were submitted

to Constantinople, and rejected after a stormy debate in the

divan. The conference of Bucharest now broke up, and the

war continued* The successful defence of Varna and Silistria

seemed to justify the stubborzmess of the Porte.

On the 34th of December 1773 Mustafa m. died, and was
succeeded by his brother Abd-ul-Hamid I., a weakling, from
whose character nothing could be expected to am-oI-
retrieve the now desperate fortunes of the war. MamUL,

The exhaustion of the treasury was evidenced by 'm-irat.

the absence of the usual donative to the troops; and the

demoralization in both army and court made further resis-

tance useless. At the beginning of July the Russians, under

Kamenskiy, were before Shumla; and a few <lays later the

grand vizier and his army, their communicatlops with the
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capiul levered, were surxounded in the fortress. Negotia-
tioas for peace were now opened and on the axst of July
^-chosen by the Russian plenipotentiary as the anniversary

of the humiliating convention of the Pruth—the treaty of

Kuchuk Kainarji was signed. Its terms were the most
onerous as yet imposed on the Ottoman sultans. The Tatars

Tnaiy^ from the frontier of Poland to the shores of the
jTadtoa Caspian, including those of the Crimea and Kuban,

^^J^ we declared independent under their own khan
of the race of Jenghis, saving only the religious

rights of the sultan as caliph of Islam. Russia, however,

retained the fortresses of Kerch, Yenikale and Kinbum, with
the desert coimtry between the Bug and the Dnieper, while

Ochakov was left to the Turks. Bessarabia, with the fortresses of

Akkerman, Izmail and Kilia, was restored to Turkey. Moldavia
and Walachia were likewise restored, but under conditions which
practically raised them to the position of semi^independent

principalities under Russian protection (art. zvi). Azov and
its district were annexed to Russia, and the two Kabardias
were transferred subject to the consent of the khan of the Crimea.

Russia imdertook to evacuate Mingielia and Georgia. The
recognition of the imperial title {padiskak) was at last conceded

to the Russian tsars.

Commerce and navigation in the Black Sea and the Mediter-

ranean were free to both countries. Turkey was to pay a
war indemnity of x 5,000 purses, the Russian fleet was to

withdraw and the island^ captured by it to be restored. By
article vii. of the treaty the Sublime Porte undertook " to pro-

tect the Christian religion and its churches"and conceded to the

ministers of Russia the specific right to " make representations

in favour of the new church " which, under article ziv. of the

same treaty, the Russian government was empowered to build,

in addition to the embassy chapel " in the street named Bey
Oglu." This article is of great historical importance as forming

the basis of the bter claim of Russia to possess by treaty the

right to protect the Orthodox subjects of the Porte.^ Poland,

the original cause of the war, was not even mentioned in the

treaty, having been partitioned in 1772.

After yielding to these hard conditions, Turkey took advan-
tage of her respite to strengthen the frontier defences and to

put down the rebellions in Syria and Eg^t; some effort was
also expended on the hopeless task of reforming the Janissaries.

It was not long before Russia showed that it was not the in-

dependence but the absorption of the Crim^ which she desired.

In 1779 a rupture on this account was only averted through

the mediation of the French ambassador, coupled with the

fact that Turkey was in no condition to enter upon hostilities,

owing to the outbreak of plague in her army. The Porte,

unable to resist, was obliged to consent to the convention of

Ainali Kavak (March xo, X779) whereby the Russian partisan,

Shahin Girai, was recognized as khan of the Crimea, the

admission of Russian vessels to navigate Turkish waters was
reaffirmed and Russia's right of intervention in the affairs

of the Danubian principalities' was formally recognized. Five

years later Potexnkin induced the chiefs of the Crimea and
Kuban to hold a meeting at which the annexation of their

country to Russia was declared, Turkey giving her (onsent

by a convention, signed at Constantinople, on the 8th of

January 1784, by which the stipulations as to the liberty of the.

Tatars contained in the treaty of Kuchuk Kainarji and the

convention of Ainali Kavak were abrogated. In 1786 Catherine

made a triumphal progress through the Crimea in company
with her ally, Joseph U., who had succeeded to the imperial

throne on the death of his mother. These events and the fric-

tion caused by mutual complaints of infringements of the treaty

stirred up public opinion in Turkey, and the British ambassador
lent his support to the war party. In X788 war was declared,

but Turkey's preparations were inadequate and the moment
was ill-chosen, now that Russia and Austria were in alliance,

a fact of which Turkey became aware only when the horse-

^See G. F. de Martens, JUeuea ies truHis, ist series, voL iL

p. a86, also Noradouaghian, Rteiteilt p. 319.

tails were planted for the campaign. '^ The Tiirks drove back
the Austrians. from Mehadia and overran the Banat (1789);

but in Moldavia Romanzov was successful and captured Jassy
and SLhotin. After a long siege Ochakov fell to Potexnkin,

and all its inhabitants were massacred. This news affected

the sultan so deeply as to cause his death.

Selim, the late sultan's nephew, who succeeded, made
strenuous preparations for continuing the war, but his

generals were incompetent and his army mutinous; efB^n*
expeditions for the relief of Bender and Akkerman ^S^u^*,
failed, Belgrade was taken by the Austrians,

Izmail was captured by Suvorov, and the fall of Anapa com-
pleted the series of Turkey's disasters. Sultan Selim was
anxious to restore his country's prestige by a victory before

making peace, but the condition of his troops rendered this

hope unavailing; while Prussia, though on the 31st of January
X790 she had signed an oftnsive treaty with Turkey,* gave

her no help during the war. Accordingly a treaty was signed

with Russia at Jassy (Jan. 9, 1792) by which the Crimea
and Ochakov wexe left to Russia, the Dniester was made the

frontier in Europe, and the Asiatic frontier remained unchanged.

Joseph IL had died, and his successor, Leopold II., was averse

from the Russian alliance. Tlirough the mediation of En^and,
Holland and Prussia, Turkey and Austria concluded on the

4th of August X79X the treaty of Sistova, by which Belgrade

and the other conquests made by Austria were restored.

The conclusion of peace was welcomed by Selim as the cppOT'

tunity for carrying out reforms, of which he thoroughly realized

the necessity in every brsnch of the administration, and especi-

ally in the army, to whose defecU the disasters of the state

were due; Accordingly it was dedded to form troops known
as uiMttm4^'edidf affiliated to the Janissaries so as to disarm

the jealousy of the latter, properly drilled and wearing a dis-

tinctive uniform. The fleet was reorganized, miliUry schoob
were established, and skilled instructors were obtained from

Europe. These reforms excited much opposition, which was
at first unheeded. Meanwhile Turkey came into conflict with

France. Throughout all the vidksitudes of ^^m^^^
Revolution the relations between the two states had frUkFrrrr
remained unimpaired, and Turkey had been one
of the first countries to recognize the republic. Bonaparte's

sudden occupation of Egypt (1798) came therefore as a complete

surprise. This expedition was in reality directed against English

rule in India. Nelson's destruction of the French fleet at the

battle of the Nile disconcerted Bonaparte's plans; he hoped to

pursue his designs through Syria, and laid siege to Acre,

which, however, successfully held out. Turkey now joined

Great Britain and Russia against France.* The Russian

and Turkish fleeU attacked and took the Ionian Islands,

which had become French by the treaty of Campo Formio.

and certain towns, hitherto unconquered, on the Albanian

coast An expeditionary force was also sent against Bona-

parte, now praaically blockaded in Egypt. This was routed

and driven into the sea at Abukir (July 15, X799). For the

subsequent operations in Egypt, which ended in iu evacuation

by the French after the British victory at Alexandria, see

Egypt: History.

Meanwhile in Turkey disorder prevailed in almost every

province of the empire, and the local governors in many
places became entirely independent, oppressing the

people. under their rule and often driving them to

revolt. This was noUbly the case in Servia, where

the temporary domination of Austria, to which the treaty of

Sistova (X791) put an end, had had the effect of awakening

the national spirit of the people. But no armed manifestation of

revolt had taken place until the lawless and savage conduct of

the Janissaries, who had made themselves masters of the country,

assisted by the notorious governor of Vidin, Pasvan Oglu,

* Text in Martens. RteueS, 2nd series, vol. iv. p. 466.
* The treaty of alliance with Russia was signed on the 33ni of

December 1798,. that with Great Britain on the 5th of January

»7W.
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aad his band of outlaws, drove the peaoefol nyas to rebeL

The insurgents chose as their captain one George Pctrovich,

nicknamed Kara Georgi (i^. Black George), and under his

able leadership succeeded in capturing Belgrade and in breaking

the power of the Janissaries. The Porte also sent an army
against Pasvan Q^u, but after reducing him to submission

reinstated him in his government. A serioxis outbreak took
place at Adrianople in 1804, where ao,ooo of the new troops

had been sent, ostensibly to put down the revolt in Servia,

but reaUy to try to bring about the reform of the European
provinces. So strong was the opposition that the troops were
recalled, and the anti-reform party was. greatly strengthened.

The WahhAbi movement in Nejd now began to assume serious

proportions. These religious sectaries attacked and {Sundered

all Mussulmans not conforming to their peculiar tenets; they

overran Kerbela and the Hejaz, sacking the holy cities and
dosing the pilgrim routes. Only in the reign of Mahmud IL
were they put down (see Wahhabis).

In 1802, by a treaty of peace signed at Paris on the 35th of

June, France resumed her former terms of friendship with

Compacts Turkey. Russia, desirous of deriving some return
aonwHk for the support which ^e had given the sultan*** during his rupture with the French, induced the

Porte to address to her a note in which the right of intervene

tion in the affairs of the principalities, conferred on her by the

treaty of Rainarji and reaffirmed in the convention of Ainall

Kavak, was converted into a specific stipulation that the

hospodars should be appointed in future for seven years and
should not be dismissed without the concurrence of the Russian

ambassador at Constantinople. In pursuance of this agreement
Constantine Ypsilanti was appointed to Walachia and Alex-

ander Muruzi to Moldavia—both devoted to Russian interests.

Their intrigues in favour of the Greek and other revolutionary

movements induced the Porte to dismiss them in x8o6,

contrary to the arrangement of 1802. Russia and England
hereupon used threatening language, and Turkey 'replaced the

hospodars. But war was nevertheless declared on the 27th of

December x8o6, and Russia occupied the principalities. The
British ambassador sought by every means in his power to induce

Turkey to give way to Russia, going so far as to guarantee

the withdrawal of the Russian troops from Moldo-Walachia if

the Porte remained at peace, and threatening that if Turkey
persisted in her opposition England would join with Russia

against her. But France's influence, backed by the strong

personality of her ambassador. General SebastianI, was suffi-

cient to enable the sultan to withstand these arguments, and
the British ambassador broke off relations and withdrew to the

fleet at Tenedos (February 1807). Helped by a strong south

wind, the British war-ships passed up the straits and anchored

off the Seven Towers. An ultimatum was presented order-

ing Turkey within twenty-four hours to dismiss the French

ambassador, hand over the Turkish fleet, and make peace with

Russia. With Sebastiahi's encouragement the Porte resisted

these demands; in one day a thousand guns were ranged along

both sides of the Bosporus; and after a stay of ten days the

Fritish fleet was ordered to leave, and was considerably damaged
by the fire of the forts while passing down.
Meanwhile the sultan's whole efforts were directed towards

the reform of the country; the newly-instituted militia was
in every respect a success; it grew in numbers,

and hopes were entertained that it would gain

popularity. But the Janissaries and the corrupt

officials were fundamentally oppoKd to the scheme, and the

conservatives joined with them against such reforms of

European origin. The rulers of the provinces shared these

views; the consequence was discjuiet and confusion throughout

the empire. At this difficult moment the army was obliged to

march to the Danube, leaving the government in the hands of

men hostile to reform. In 1807 the garrisons of the Black Sea

forts at the entrance of the straits rose in rebellion, headed by
one Kabakji Mustafa, and killed their officers. The sultan

sought to appease them by pacific means, but.the, movement^

spread to the Janissaries, who insisted upon the abolition of
the new troops. But even this concession did not satisfy them;
they dethroned Selim and proclaimed his nephew Mustafa.
The new sultan was obliged to aboli^ aU the ^^^^
reforms, and during practically the whole of his^j^^!^^"
fourteen months' reign the Janissaries were in

rebellion, even while facing the Russians. AU officera who
were partisans of the reforms were obliged to take refuge in

flight; and Turkey's position would have been desperate but
for the conclusion of the peace of Tilsit Quly 7, 1807) between

'

Russia and France, to which Turkey also became a party. The
army hereupon retired to Adrianople, and the powerful pasha
of Rustchuk, Mustafa BaXrakdar, who had distinguished him-
self, by his resistance to the Russians, and who thorou^Iy
shared Selim's desire for reform, was now induced by the many
officers who held similar views to march on Constantinople to

restore Selim to the throne. But he arrived too late; Selim
had already been killed; the unworthy Mustafa was put to

death, and Mahmud, the sole survivor of the house
of Osman, became sidtan. Mustafa Balrakdar, who^^jy*
was now raised to the dignity of grand vizier, suc-

ceeded in inspiring the Janissaries with a wholesome respect,

due to their dread of the 10,000 irregulars known as kirjalis by
whom he was accompanied. The remnants of the abolished
new troops were collected and formed into regiments affiliated

to the Janissaries under the name of seymen-i-Jedid; the
dignitaries of state were called upon to take an oath of fidelity

and loyalty. The feast of Ramazan hereupon occurring,

the grand vizier unwisely allowed his own troops to disperse.

Taking advantage of this opportunity, the Janissaries rose by
night and besieged the house of the grand vizier, who even-
tually blew himself up in the arsenal. Fighting became general

and extended to the fleet, which bombarded .the capital. The
Janissaries slaughtered all the " new tro<^ " whom they met,
and finally extorted an amnesty from the terrified government.

After the peace of Tilsit an armistice had been agreed upon
with Russia (Aug. 24, 1807). Turkey was at this time the
only neutral state in Europe; it was of vital im- THatroi
portance that she should not be absorbed into the BaehanMU
Napoleonic system, as in that case Russia would 7>«aMffsJv

have been exposed to a simultaneous attack from *^'•

France, Austria, Turkey and Persia. Accordingly, though
France made every attempt to induce Turkey to adopt her

side, the young Stratford Canning succeeded in causing the

resumption of the peace negotiations at Bucharest, broken off

through Russia's terms being considered too onerous, and
followed by the capture of Izmail and Bender. The British

diplomatist secured his first triumph in the signature of the

treaty of Bucharest (May 28, 1812) whereby Khotin, Bender,
Kilia and Akkerman were left to Russia; the frontier was fixed

at the Pnith; the Asiatic boundary was slightly modified. The
treaties as to the principalities were renewed; and though
Servia was restored to the direct rule of Turkey it was stipu-

lated that clemency was to be observed in the Porte's dealings

with the country, which was given the power of regulating its

own affairs.

The vagueness Of these latter provisions at once gave rise to

disputes, and in 1813 the Turkish troops occupied the country.

The new pasha of Belgrade appointed one Milosh Obrenovich
headman of his own district, but a few yean later Milosh raised a
successful revolt, drove out the Turks, and re-established Servian

semi-indfependence. Karageorge, who had fled to Austria in

x8i3, was induced to return, but Milosh caused him to be

murdered, and in 18x7 was by a popular vote named hereditary

prince of Servia.

The affairs of Servia, however, were not the only question

left unsettled by the treaty of Bucharest. In the course of

the war with Persia Russia had received permission from the

Ottoman government to use, for a limited time, the easy road

from the Black Sea to Tiflis by way of the valley of the Rion!

(Phasis) for the transport of troops and supplies, and this

permission had. been several.times renewed. Wishing,to make
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this important privilege pemument, Russia by secret articles

of the Treaty of Bucharest had secured the cession of this dis-

trict, in return for an undertaking to destroy the forts of Kilia

and Izmail on the Danube. But the sultan refused to ratify

these articles, and the relations between Russia and Turkey
were therefore determined by the patent treaty only, which

positively stipulated for the evacuation by the Russians of

every spot occupied by them on Turkish soil in Asia. When the

.
Russians showed.no signs of withdrawing from the valley of

'

the Rion, the sultan threatened to renew the war, the sole

result of which was to reveal the determination of the tsar

not to be bullied into concessions. The dispute, at -fint of

little importance, developed in seriousness during the next

year or two, owing to the avowed intention of Russia, which by
conquest or treaties with independent chiefs had acquired all

the high land between the Caspian and the Black Sea, to

take possession of the low lands along the coast, between Anapa
and Poti, of which the sultan claimed the sovereignty.

Such was the situation when the question of a European
guarantee of Turkey was raised at the Congress of Vienna.

In view of the multiple dangers to which the Otto-

}^ll^ man Empire was exi)osed, both from without and
from within, and of the serious consequences to

the world's peace whidi would result from its break-up, there

was a strong feeling among the powers in favour of sUch a
guarantee, and even the emperor Alexander was willing to

agree to it in principle. But nothing could be done until the

Porte should have come to terms with Russia as to the Treaty
of Bucharest; for, as the British ambassador, Sir Robert Listen,

was instructed to point out to the Ottoman government, " it is

impossible to guarantee the possesion of a territory of which
the limits are not determined." With the consent of the tsar,

it was proposed to submit the questions at issue to the decision

of Great. Britain, France and Austria ; and the Porte was
informed that, Ia the event of its accepting this arrangement,

the powers would at once proceed to guarantee the integrity

of the Ottoman Empire. But the sultan could not bend his

pride to suflFer foreign intervention in a matter that touched

his honour, and the return of Napoleon from Elba threw the

Eastern Question into the background. The Ottoman Empire
thus remained outside the European concert; Russia main-

tained her claim to a special right of isolated intervention in

its affairs; and the renewal of war between Russia and Turkey
was only postponed by the preoccupation of Alexander with

his dream of the " Confederation of Europe."

Meanwhile, within the Ottoman Empire there was every

sign of a rapidly approaching disintegration. In Egypt Mehemet
Ali had succeeded in establishing himself as quasi-

*^^ independent ruler of the country. By his action

during Napoleon Bonaparte's invasion, and later when the

British fleet after leaving Constantinople in 1807 proceeded to

Egypt, he had to some extent acquired the goodwill of the

Turkish government. In 181 x he was called upon by the Porte

to put down the Wahhfibi insurgents (see Arabia, vol. ii. p. 268),

his success in this matter, and especially in the recovery of the

holy dties, adding greatly to his prestige.

Sultan Mahmud now devoted himself to breaking the over-

grown power of the local governors, which had for many years

practically annihilated that of the central authority. Their

extortions impoverished the whole country, yet the abolition of

the system might perhaps have been carried out more gradually

and with greater precaution, and Turkey more than once felt

the want of their aid, questionable as its value often was. Thus
Cbr00k Ali (q.v.), Pasha of lannina, the most famous of
***'^ these, though insubordinate and inclined to intrigue

with foreign powers in the hope of making himself indepen-

dent, had used his influence to keep the Greeks quiet; and it

was only after his power had been broken in 1821 that the

agitation of the Hctairia issued in widespread dangerous
revolt. The first hope of emancipation from the Turkish yoke
had been founded by the Greeks on Peter the Great, who had
planned the expulsion of the Turks from Europe and had

caused the inscription " Fetnis I., Kusso-Graecoram Monarcha '*

to be placed beneath his portrait engraved at Amsterdam.
Catherine IL following in his footsteps, aspired to found a
Greek empire, the throne of which was to be occupied by her
nephew, Constantino, specially so baptized, and brought up
by Greek nurses (see Constantqie Pavlovich). During the
war of 1770 the Greeks had risen in an abortive rebdiion,

promptly crushed by the Turks. But the idea of liberation

continued to grow, and about 1780 the Society of Friends
(*ErcupIa' rta^ ^cXuoui') was founded at Bucharest by the
fervent patriot and poet, Constantinos Rhigas {q.v.). The
secret organization, temporarily checked by Rhigas's arrest and
execution in 1798, was revived at Odessa in 1814; it extended
throughout Turk^, and in 1820 the insurrection took shape,

a favourable opportum'ty being afforded by the outbreak of
hostilities between Ali Pasha and the Porte. (See Gjxek
Independence, Wak of.)

On the 6th of March 1821 Prince Alexander YpsOanti, son
of the hospodar Constantine, and a general in the Russian
service, cnMsed the Pruth, prodairoing the re\'olt of the Greeks
against the sultan and the intention to restore the Greek Empire
of the East. But in the principalities, where the Vlach peasants
regarded the Phanariots as worse oppressors than the Turks,
the movement had little chance of success; it was doomed
from the moment that the emperor Alexander disavowed
Ypsilanti's claim to his support (see Alexandee L). After
some initial successes the Greeks were finally routed at the
battle of Dragashani (June 19, 1821). It was far otherwise
with the insurrection which broke out at the beginning of April
in the Morea. The Mussulman population of the Morea, taken
unawares, was practically exterminated during the fury of the
first few days; and, most fatal of aU, the defection of the
Greeks of the islands crippled the Ottoman navy by depriving
it of its only effective sailors. The barbarous reprisals into

which Sultan Mahmud allowed himself to be carried away
only accentuated the difficulty of the situation. The execution
of the patriarch Gregorios, as technically responsible for the
revolt, was an outrage to all Christendom; and it led at once
to a breach of diplomatic relations with Russia.

To prevent this breach developing into war was now the
chief study of the chanceries. Public opinion throughout
Europe was violently exdted in favour of the Greeks; and this

Philhellenic sentiment was shared even by some of the statesmen
who most strenuously deprecated any interference in thdr
favour. For at the outset Mettemich was not alone in main-
taining that the war should be allowed to bum itself out " beyond
the pale of dvilization." The mutual slaughter of barbarians
in the Levant seemed, even to George Canning, a lesser evil

than a renewed Armageddon in Europe; and all the resources

of diplomacy were set in motion to heal the rupture between
Turkey and Russia. In spite of the emperor Alexander's
engagements to the Grand Alliance and the ideal of European
peace, this was no easy matter; for the murder of the patriarch

was but the culmination of a whole series of grievances accumu-
lated since the Treaty of Bucharest. Moreover, the Porte

was thrown into a suspidous mood by the contrast between
the friendly language of the western powers and the active

sympathy of the western peoples for the Greeks, who were
supported by volunteers and money drawn from all Europe.

But, though the sultan remained stubborn, the empcxor
Alexander, who since the Congress of Laibach had been wholly

under Mettemich 's influence, resisted the clamour of bis people

for war, and dismissed his Greek minister Capo dlstria ig.t.).

The Congress of Verona (1822) passed without any serious

devebpments in the Eastem (^estion.

The stubborn persistence of the Greeks, however, dashed

Mettemich's hope that the question would soon settle itself,

and produced a state of affairs in the Levant which necessitated

some action. In the instructions drawn up, shortly before his

death, for his guidance at Verona, Castlereagh had stated the

possibility of the necessity for recognizing the Greeks as belli-

gerents if the war continued. The atrophy of the Ottoman
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sea-power had left the archipelago at the mercy of the Greek
war-brigs; piracy flourished; and it became essential in the

interests of the commerce of all nations to make some power
req>onaible for the policing of the narrow seas. On the 35th

of March 1823 accordinglyi Canning announced the recognition

by Great fiptain of the belligerent character of the Greeks.

This roused the emperor Alexander to action, since it seemed
as though Great Britain was aiming at ousting Russian influence

in the Levant. He suggested a joint intervention of the

powers; but the conference, which met at St Petersburg

in April r824, came to nothing, since Turkey and the Greeks

alike refused to be bound by its decisions, and Canning would
not hear of coercion being applied to either. The sole outcome
of the conference was the offer in March 1825 of the joint

mediation of Austria and Russia, which the Porte rejected.

Meanwhile Mahmud, realizing the impossibility of crushing

the Greek revolt unaided, had bent his pride to ask the help

of Mehemet All, who was to receive as his reward Crete,

the Morea and the pashaliks of Syria and Damascus. The
Egyptian fleet and disciplined army were now thrown into the

scale; and from the moment when Ibrahim Pasha landed at

Modon (Feb. 24, 1825), the fate of the Greeks seemed sealed.

The Morea was quickly overrun; in April 1826 Missolonghi

fell, after a heroic defence; in June 1827 Athens was once mon;
in the hands of the Turks. Crowds of Greek captives were being

sent as slaves to Cairo; and, should the powers not intervene,

there was every prospect of Greece being depopulated and colo-

nised with Mussulman negroes and fellahin.

At the dose of 1825 an isokted intervention of Russia had
seemed probable. A great army was assembled in the south

of Russia, and the emperor Alexander had gone to place himself

at its head when he died (Dec 22, 1825). It was to prevent

such an intervention that Canning seized the opportunity of

the accession of Nicholas L to send the duke of Wellington to

St Petersburg in order to concert joint measures. The result

was the protocol of St Petersburg of the 4th of April 1826, by
which Great Britain was empowered to offer to the Ottoman
government a settlement of the Greek question based on the

establishment of Greece as a vassal and tributary state. Should

the Porte refuse, the two powers were to take the earliest

opportunity, either separately or in common, of establishing a
reconciliation on the basis of the protocol

Russia, meanwhile, had seized thfe occasion to send to Con-
stantinople an ultimatum demanding satisfaction for her own
particular grievances; the Porte resented the intrusion of new
CtotfVMdbAdemands before the others had been dealt with,

•f^ and hurried on preparations for war. The reform
^llHiiiia

q£ jjjg anny, however, involved the destruction of

the Janissaries (q.v.), and though their massacre on the 15th

of June left the sultan free to carry out his views with

regard to the army, it left him too weak to resist the

Russian demands. On the 7th of October, accordingly, these

were conceded by the Convention of Akkerman. Its terms

were: the confirmation of the Treaty of Bucharest and the

cpaoDg of the navigation of the Black Sea to the Russian flag;

a stipiUation that the hospodars of Walachia and Moldavia
should be elected by the boyars for seven years, their election

being confirmed by the Porte which, however, had no power

to dismitf them without the concurrence of the Russian

ambassador at Constantinople; finally, Servia's autonomy was
recognizol, and, save in the fortresses, no Mussulman might

reside tlfere.

The Greek question was however, not yet settled. Months
passed frithout any action being taken under the protocol

, of the 4th of April; and Russia 8uq>ected Great

Britain of merely using the protocol to prevent her

own isolated intervention. The situation was how-
ever materially altered by the end of August

for the Greeks, driven to desperation, had formally

invited the mediation of England, thereby removing Canning's

objection to an unasked intervention. He now invited the

oo-operation of Russia in representations to the Porte on

1826;

the basis of the protocol, and, in the event of its refusal

to come to terms, suggested certain measures of coercion.

The tsar consented, and proposed that the coercion should take
the form of a pacific blockade of the Morea, so as to force

Ibrahim, by cutting off his supplies, to evacuate the country.'

To this Great Bntain agreed in principle; for Canning dearly

saw the need for yielding on the question of a joint intervention,

if the isolated intervention of Russia were to be prevented. In
the conference of the five powers of the Grand Alliance opened
at London in the early summer of 1827, however, a divergence

of views at once became apparent. Austria and Prussia pro-;

tested against any coerdon of the Porte " to serve revolutionary'

ends " and, failing to carry their views, withdrew from^e con-

ference. France thereupon proposed to convert the protocol

of the 4th of April into a treaty; Russia and Great Britain

agreed; and on the 6th of July the Tkeaty of London was signed

by the three powers.

By the patent articles of the treaty the powers agreed to

secure the autonomy of Greece under the suzerainty of the

sultan, but without any breach of friendly relations withTurkey.
By additional secret artides it was agreed that, in the event

of the Porte not accepting the offered mediation, consuls should

be established in Greece, and an armistice proposed to both
belligerents and enforced by all the means that should " suggest

themselves to the prudence " of the high contracting powers.'

In general it was allowed that these means should be the
" pacific blockade " proposed by. the tsar. Instructions to

this effect were sent to the admirals commanding in the

Levant.

The armistice, accepted by the Greeks, was refused by
Ibrahim, pending instructions from Constantinople, though lie

consented to keep his ships in the harbotur of Nava- ijg^mfim^
rino. The Greeks, having put themselves in the

right with the powers, were free to continue the war; and
the destruction of a Turkish flotilla off Salona on the 23rd of

September followed. Ibrahim, taking this as a breach of the

convention, set sail from Navarino northwards, but was turned

^ack by Sir Edward Codrington, the British admiral. Thcn»
the Russian and French squadrons having joined, it was deter-

mined to put further pressure on the Egyptian commander,
and the allied fleets, on the morning of the 20th of October,

stood into the bay of Navarino. A chance scuffle led to a
battle, and by the evening the Turkish and Egyptian fleets

had ceased to exist (see Navasino, Battle of).

The effect on the passionate sultan of this "unparalleled

outrage on a friendly power in time of peace " is easy to imagine.

In spite of the weak efforts of the British government to palliate

the significance of this " untoward inddcnt/' Turkey broke off

diplomatic relations with the three powers concerned, and on
the 20th of December Mahmud, giving full vent to his rage,

issued a kati-i-skerlf denouncing the' cruelty and perfidy of the

Christian powers, declaring the convention of Akkerman null

and void, and summoning the faithful to a holy war. The
struggle that followed was, however, destined once more to

be a dud between Russia and Turkey. Great Britain, when
Canning was no longer at the helm- of state, had reverted to

the traditional policy of preserving Ottoman integrity at all costs;

the invitation of the tsar to accept the logical consequences

of Navarino was refused; and Russia was left to settle her

account with Turkey.
The war that followed proved once more the wonderful

resisting power of the Turks. In spite of the confusion due
to the destruction of the Janissaries and army
reforms as yet hardly begun, it cost the tzar two

J^liJu**
hardly fought campaigns before the audacious

strategy of General Diebitsch enabled him to dictate the terms

of the treaty of Adrianople (S«p. X4> 1829). Meanwhile the

other powers had taken advantage of the reverses of the

Russian arms to discount the effect of their ultimate victory

by attempting to settle the Greek question. In July 1828

France had been commissioned to oust Ibrahim from the

Morea; and thou^ by a convention, concluded on the 9th of
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August by Codrington with Meliemet AH, the principle of

evacuation by the Egyptian troops had already been settled

before the arrival of the French expedition, the Morea remained
for the time in French occupation. On the i6th of November
a protocol of the London conference placed the Morea, \%ith

the neighbouring islands and the Cydades, under the guarantee

of the powers; and on the aand of March 1829 another

protocol extended the frontier thus guaranteed ta the line

Arta-Volo and included the island of Euboea. According to

this instrument Greece was to be erected into a tributary state,

but autonomous, and governed by an hereditary prince chosen

by the powers.

The T^ty of Adrianople, by which the Danubian principali-

ties wei% erected into practically independent states, the treaty

^^.^^^ rights of Russia in the navigation of the Bosporus

P9a4»au, ^^^ Dardanelles confirmed, and the dbtricts of

Anapa and Poti in Asia ceded to the tsar, included

also a settlement of the Greek question on the terms of the

protocol of the 32nd of March. This fact, which threatened

to give to Russia the whole prestige of the emancipation of

Greece, spurred the other powers to further concessions. The
acceptance of the principle of complete independence, once

more warmly advocated by Mettemich, seemed now essential

if Greece «'as not to become, like the principalities, a mere
dependency of Russia. On the 3rd of February 1830 was
signed a protocol embodying the principle of an independent

Greece under Leopold of Coburg as " sovereign prince." This

was ultimately expanded, after the fall of the Wellington

ministry, into the Treaty of London of the 7th of May 1832,

by which Greece was made an independent kingdom under
the Bavarian prince Otto. (See Greece: Histcry.)

Before the final settlement of the Greek question a fresh

crisis had arisen in the affairs of Turkey. Her lessened prestige

e^i^ had already received a severe blow from the bom-
bardment and capture of Algiers by the French in

1830, and her position was further embarrassed by revolts in

Bosnia and Albania, when news reached Constantinople that

Mehemet All had invaded Syria (Nov. i, 183 1), npminally

in order to pimish his enemy Abdullah, pasha of Acre, reall>f

in order to take by force of arms the pashaliks of Syria and
Damascus promised as a reward for his services in Greece.

An account of the collapse of the Turkish power before

Mehemet Ali, and of the complicated diplomatic developments

that followed, is given in the article Mehemet All Here it

must suffice to say that the recognition of Mehemet All's

claims, forced on the sultan by France and Great Britain, was
followed in 1833 by the signature of the Treaty of Unkiar

Skelessi, which seemed to place Turkey wholly in the power
of Russia, after which Sultan Mahmud concentrated his

energies on creating a force strong enough to crush his

rebellious vassal.

At last, in 1839, his eagerness would no longer be restrained,

and without consulting his ministers, and in spite of the

warnings of all the powers, he determined to renew the war.

On the 3ist of April the Ottoman army, which had been

massed under Hafiz Pasha at Bir on the Euphrates, crossed

the stream, by the sultan's orders, and advanced on Damascus.

On the 23rd of June it was attacked by Ibrahim at Nezib and

anm'hilated. As for Mahmud, the news of the disaster reached

Constantinople when he was Unconscious and dying. Early

on the ISt of July he was dead, and his son Abd-ulMejid, a

lad of eighteen, reigned in his stead (see MxHinn) IL).

The Eastern Question had now suddenly once more entered

an acute phase. The news of Nezib was immediately followed

Abd-^a- by that of the treason of Ahmed Pasha, the Ottoman
M^pd, admiral, who, on the plea that the sidtan's coun-
iss^-iui.

sellors were sold to Russia, had sailed to Alexandria

and handed over the fleet to Mehemet Ah*. With an inexpe-

rienced boy on the throne, divided and untrustworthy counsels

in the divan, and the defences of the empire shattered, the

house of Osman seemed doomed and the Turkish Empire

about to dissolve into its elements. If Russia was to be

prevented from using the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi for her
own purposes, it was essential that the powers should con-
cert measures to deal with the situation. The story of the
diplomatic negotiations that followed is told elsewhere (see
Mehemet Au). Here it may sufike to say that the desire of
the emperor Nicholas to break the entente between Great
Britain and France led him to waive his special daizns under
the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi, and that in the ultimate concert
by which the question was settled France, which throughout
supported Mehemet Ali, had no part. The intervention of the
powers, based on the convention of London of the xsth of July
1840, led to the withdrawal of Ibrahim from Syria, and the
establishment by the firman of the X3th of February 1841 of
Mehemet Ali as herediUry pasha Of Egypt under conditions
intended to safeguard the sovereign rights of the Ottoman
sultan.

^
On the zoth of July the four signatory powers of the

convention of London signed a protocol recording the dosure
of the incident {protocde de cldlure), and on the 13th France
united with them in signing another protocol {prolocoU des
(UtroUs) by which the powers engaged to respect the principle

proclaimed by the sultan as to the closing of the Dardanelles to
foreign warships.'

The severe crisis through which the Ottoman Empire had
passed accentuated the need for strengthening it by a drastic
reform of its system. For such an experiment,
though hampered by continual insurrections within
and troubles without, Mahmud had done some-
thing to pave the way. The destruction of the JJ^
Janissaries and the suppression of the quasi-indepen-

dent power of the dirib^z had removed the worst disturbing
elements; the government had been centralized; a series of

enactments had endeavoured to secure economy in the adminis-
tration, to curb the abuses of official power, and ensure the
impartiality of justice; and the sultan had even expjessed his

personal belief in the principle of the equality of all, Mussulman
and non-Mussulman, before the law. It was therefore no sudden
revolution when, on the xsth of November 1839 Abd-ul-Mejid
signalized his accession by promulgating the Tanzimit, or Hatt-
i-Sherif of Gulhan£, a decree abolishing the arbitrary and un-
limited power hitherto exercised by the state and its officials,

laying down the doctrine of the perfect equality of all Ottoman
subjects of whatever race or creed, and providing for the regular,

orderly and legal government of the country and the security

of life, property and honour for all its inhabitants. Yet the
feelings of dismay and even ridicule with which this proclama-
tion was received by the Mussulmans in many parts of the
coimtry show how great a change it instituted, and how strong
was the opposition which it encountered among the ruling race.

The non-Mussulman subjects of the sultan had indeed early been
reduced to such a condition of servitude that the idea of their

being placed on a footing of equality with their Mussulman
rulers seemed unthinkable. Preserved merely as taxpayers
necessary to supply the funds for the maintenance of the
dominant and military class, according to a foreign observer
in X571, they had been so degraded and oppressed th&t they
dared not look a Turk in the face. Their only value was from a
fiscal point of view, and in times of fanaticism or when anti-

foreign sentiment ran high even this was held of little account,

so that more than once they very nearly became the victims of

a general and state-ordered massacre. Thus Sultan Ibrahim
was dissuaded from such a step in 1644 only by the refusal of

the Sheikh-ul-lslam to sanction the proceeding. The humane
and tolerant measures provided for in the " nizam-i-jcdid,'' or
new regulations for the better treatment of the Christiamicnacted

by Mustafa Kuprili during his grand vizierate (x68^z69i),
did fof a time improve the position of the rayas. But the

wars with Russia and other Christian powers, and the dif-

ferent risings of the Greeks and Servians, helped to sdmulate
the feelings of animosity and contempt entertained towards
them by the ruling race; and the promulga:tion of the Tknzimftt

undoubtedly heralded for the subject natiopalities tte dawn
of a new era.
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The refonns introduced by SulUn Mahmud and by the Tanzi-

mftt necessitated the remodelling, of nearly all the departments

p^mt^aa^ ^^ State. Towards the end of Mahmud II.'s reign

mftM0 ministries had been instituted, and a council of

ministers had been established, presided over by
the grand vizier^ In 1837 the "councfl of the

Sublime Porte " and the " supreme council of legal affairs
"

were established: the latter was the tribunal to which were

referred all complaints against officials or claims pending

between the state and private individuals; the council of

the Sublime Porte was in 1839 transferred to the ministry of

commerce; the supreme council of legal affairs after under-

going various modifications wal in. 1868 absorbed in the council

of state. In 1837 a " council of public works " was instituted,

converted ten years later into a separate ministry. In 1835 the
" ministry of administration " was formed; two years later

its title was changed to ministry of the interior. Regulations

prescribing the duties of the local governors and officials of all

ranks were drawn up only in 1865 and 1870, but since Mahmud's
time their functions were exclusively civil and administrative.

A regular hierarchical order was elaborated for the official

classes, both dvil and militazy, whereby the rank of each person

was dearly defined.

The military reorganization dates from the destruction of the

Janissaries (June 15, 1826). On that day Aga Hussein Pasha
was appointed "Seraskier (commandant) of the victorious

Mahommedan troops "; at first only two divisions were estab-

lished, quartered respectively at Constantinople and Scutari.

In 1833 the reserves were instituted, and three years later

reserve commandants were appointed in six prindpal provinces.

In 1843 the C4>rps d'arniie of Constantiiiople, Rumelia, Anatolia

and Arabia wjere formed, and a military council was appointed.

In 1847 a recruiting law was promulgated, redudng the period

of service (until then unlimited in point of time), to five years.

Miliury schools were founded. For the reorganization carried

out from 1908 to 19x0 see section i4rmy, above.

After the Greek revolution the system of manning the navy
from the Christian natives of the archipelago and the Mediter-

ranean littoral was abandoned, and recruits for the navy are

now selected under the ordinary law. A naval school and a

.modem factory and arsenal were established* The direction

of the police, formerly left to the Janissaries, was formed into a
miiustry, and a body of gendarmerie was instituted. For the

finanrial reforms see the section Finance, above.

The ministry of public instruction was established in 1857; until

the reign of Sefim HI. (when a few military achools were established)

^^ggf^^ the only schools had been the colleges of the Ulema and
such preparatory schools as had been founded by private

munificence. In 1838 the council of education had been created
and several secondary state schools were founded. In i860 the
regulations for public education were promulgated; schools were
everywhere opened, and in 1882 a portion of the receipts from certain

vakufs were appropriated to their maintenance. As all the prepara-
tory schools founded by the state were for Mussulman children
only (the various Christian communities maintatninK their own
schools), idadi or secondary schools were established m 1884 for

the instruction of children of all confessions. In 1868 the Imperial
Lvcfe of Galata Serai was founded; most of the later generation
of offidals received their education there. Special state schools

of medidne, arts, sdence, crafts, &c., have been created successively,

and in 1901 a university was founded. Educational affairs in the
provinces are now supenntended by special officials.

After the promulntion of the reforms, the judicial duties of the
Imperial Divan, which with other functions also exercised those

. of a kind of supreme court of appeal, were transferred
*"** to the Shnkh-ul-Islam. The codification of the civil

law, which soon became necessary, was effected by the promulga-
tion in 1859 of the MejdU^ or dvil code. Commercial and criminal

codes, as well as codes of procedure, were drawn up, larselyonthe
basis of the Code Napolten. The rules regulating the Ulema were
amended, a school for judges was founded, and the Sheikh-uMslam
was charged with the duty of revising all judgments. In 1865 the

ccHjrt of cassation was founded.
. In

183'J
the Reis-ul-Kuttab, to whom the superintendence of

foreign anairs was entrusted, received the designation of minister

for foreign affairs. Turkey had originally maintained
no representatives abroad, and appointed such only
for special occasions as e.g. the signature of a treaty or

the announcement of a new sultan's accession. Selim III. was the

first sultanwho entered into regular relationswith foreign powers, tfhd
employed pernunent ambassadors; the practice was discontinuetf
at the time of the Greek revolution and the consequent rupture with
the powers. Later, during the Egyptian negotiations, ambassadors
were accredited to London, Paris and Vienna. Sultan Abd-ul-Aziz's
journey to Europe and the return visits paid by foreign princes
strei^hened Turkey's relations with foreign states.

The ministry of the EokaJ or pious foundations was established
in 1827 and extended ten years later. Such foundations had been
created from the earliest times, and the execution of the testator's
wishes was generally left to his descendants, under the supervision
of some high official designated in the act of endowment. In case
of failure in the line of succession an administrator was appointed
by the state. But many such foundations fell into disorder, and
the ministry was created to excise the requisite superviaon.

Though the provisions of the TanzimAt were not fully ob-
served, they afforded convincing proof that reform was entirely

practicable in Txirkey. Reforms were effected in

every direction; the finances and the army were JjJjJSfc'
reorganized, military instructors being procured from
Europe; the administration was gradually centralized, and
good relations were cultivated with the powers, the only
serious international controversy arising in 1848-1849 over
the refusal by Turkey, with the support of EhgUmd, to
surtender the Hungarian and Polish insurgents who had
taken refuge within her borders; It cannot indeed be
said that complete tranquillity prevailed throughout the
country meanwhile; disturbances in the prindpalities and in

the Lebanon gave serious trouble, while in 1842 the imsettled

state of the Turco-Pcrsian frontier nearly led to war. By
the mediation of England and Russia the Treaty of Erzerum
was .signed (1847) and a frontier commission was appointed.
But as the frontier was not definitely demarcated the door
was left open for controversies which have occurred frequently

up to the present day.

Turkey's progress in the path of teform was viewed with
some tmeasincss in Russia, the cardinal prindple of whose
policy since 1829 had been to maintain her own jiMstea
influence at Constantinople by keeping the Otto- Poaey ataa

man government weak. In favour of this view '^^

the traditional policy of Peter the Great and Catherine 11. had
been deliberately given up, and by the secret convention

signed at MOnchengrStz on the i8th of September 1833 the

emperor Nicholas had agreed with his brother sovereigns

of the jevived " Holy Alliance " to maintain the integrity of

Turkey, where Russian influence seemed to have been rendered

supreme and permanent by the Treaty of Unkiar Skelessi..

The crisis which ended in 1841, however, materially altered

the situation from the Russian point of view. By his concert

with the other powers in the affair of Mehemet Ali, the tsar

had abdicated his claim to a imique influence at Constantinople,

and he began to revive the idea of ending the Ottoman rule

in Europe, an idea which he had only unwillingly abandoned
in 1829 in response to the unanimous opinion of his advisers. In

1844 he took advantage of his visit to England to propose

to British ministers a plan of partition, under which Great

Britain was to recdve Eg3rpt and Crete, Constantinople was
to be erected into a free dty, and the Balkan states were to

become autonomous under Russian protection. This pro-

posal, as might have been expected, only served to rouse sus-

pidons as to Russia's plans; it was politely rejected, and the

whole Eastern Question slumbered, iintil, early in 1850, it was
awakened by an inddent trivial enough in itself, but pregnant

with future trouble: a quarrel of Catholic and Orthodox monks
about the holy places in Palestine.

By the Capitulations signed on the 28th of May 1740 on
behalf of Sultan Mahmud I. and LouisXV. " emperor of France,

"

not only French pilgrims to Jerusalem, but all
-^^i,^^

members of " Christian and hostile nations " visiting JJ^j/
the Ottoman Empire, had been placed under the

protection of the French flag, and by a special article the Frank,

i.e. Roman Catholic, ecclesiastics had been guaranteed certain

rights in the holy places. These stipulations of the treaty,

which were in effect a confirmation of the firman granted in

1620 by Murad IV. to Louis XIII.. had fallen into oblivion
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during the age of Voluire and the turmoil o! the Revolution;

and meanwhile, every advance of Russia had been marked by
further encroachments of the Orthodox clergy in Palestine on
the ancient rights of their Latin rivals. ' The quarrels of these

monks might have been left to the contempt they deserved,

had not Napoleon III. seen in the situation an opportimity at

once for conciliating the clericals in France and for humili-

ating Russia, which had given to his title but an equivocal

recognition. His ambassador, accordingly, handed in at Con-
stantinople a formal demand for the restitution of the Catholics

in all their property and rights. T|ie Ottoman government,
seeking to gain time, proposed a " mixed commission " of inquiry

;

and to this France agreed, on condition that no documents
later than 1740 should be admitted as evidence. To this

suggestion, which would have excluded the Treaty of Kuchuk
Kainarji, the emperor Nicholas replied by a haughty demand
that nothing should be altered in the status qfto. It was now
clear that no less an issue was involved than a contest between
France and Russia for paramount influence in the East, a con-

test into which Great Britain would inevitably be dragged.

The British government did it^ best to help the Porte to evolve

a compromise on the questions immediately at issue, and in

March 1853 a firman was issued, which to Protestants and
Mahommedans might well seem to have embodied a reasonable

settlement. Concessions were made to one side and the other;

and the question of the right of " protection " was solved by
the Turkish government itself undertaking the duty. But
neither Napoleon nor Nicholas desired a settlement. The French

emperor wanted a war for dynastic reasons, the tsar because

he conceived his honour to be involved, and because he

judged the moment opportune for expelling the infidel from
Europe. France, he believed, would never come single-handed

to the assistance of Turkey; Austria would be bound at least

to benevolent neutrality by " gratitude-" for the aid given

in 1849; the king of Prussia would sympathize with a

Christian crusade; Great Britain, where under the influence

of John Bright and Richard Cobden the " peace at any price
"

spirit seemed to be in the ascendant, would never intervene.

Nicholas even hoped for the active sympathy of Britain. Lord
Aberdeen made no secret of his dislike for the Turks, and
openly expressed his disbelief in the reality of their reforms;

and in January 1853 the tsar, in conversation with Sir Hamilton
Seymour, the British ambassador at St Petersburg, spoke

of the Ottoman Empire as " the Sick Man," and renewed the

proposals for a partition made in 1844.

Early in 1853 the Russian army was mobilized, and Prince

Menshikov, a bluff soldier devoted to the interests of Ortho-

doxy and tsardom, was sent to present the emperor's ultimatum
at Constantinople. He demanded the recognition of the status

quo in the holy places, and of the tsar's right, imder the Treaty

of Kuchuk Kainarji, to the protectorate of all Orthodox Chris-

tians in the Ottoman dominions. The Porte, in alarm, turned

to Great Britain for advice and assistance. Lord Stratford

de Redcliffe, who reached his post at Constantinople shortly

after the arrival of Menshikov, at once grasped the essential

facts of the situation. The question of the holy places was
insignificant in itself—it might be settled if France were granted

political compensation elsewhere; that of the protectorate

claimed by Russia over the Christians involved the integrity

of the sultan's sovereignty. With great address he succeeded

in persuading Menshikov to present the two demands separately.

On the a2nd of April the French, Russian and British ministers

came to an agreement on the question of the holy places;

with the result that, when the question of protectorate was
raised, Menshikov found himself opposed by the ambassadors

of all the other powers. On the 5th of May, nevertheless,

in obedience to his peremptory instructions, he presented his

ultimatum to the Ottoman government, which, backed now
by all the other powers, rejected it. On the 32nd Menshikov
and the whole of the Russian diplomatic staff left Constan-

tinople; and it was announced that, at the end of the month,

the tsar's troops would enter the Danubian principalities. On

the 23nd of June the Russian army, under Prince Gorchakov,
crossed the Pruth, not—^as was explained in a circular to the

powers—for the purpose of attacking Turkey, but solely to

obtain the material guarantees for the enjoyment of the

privileges conferred upon her by the existing treaties. The
news of this aggression roused intense excitement in England;
but the British government still exerted itself to wuinmin

peace. In August a conference of the four powers assembled

at Vienna, but the settlement they proposed, which practically

conceded everything demanded by Russia except the claim

to the protectorate, though accepted by the tsar, was rejected

by the Porte, now fallen into a mood of stubborn resentment
at the Russian invasion^ At the beginning of October Turkey
formally declared war; on the aand the French and British

fleets passed the Dardanelles. Lord Aberdeen still hoped to

secure peace, and the Russian government was informed that

no casus Mli woidd arise so long as Russia abstained from
passing the Danube or attacking a Black Sea port. To the

emperor Nicholas this was tantamount to a declaration of

war; and in effect it was so. On the 30th of November the

Russian fleet attacked and destroyed a Turkish squadron
in the harbour of Sinope; on the 3rd of January the combined
French and Britbh fleets entered the Black Sea, commissioned
to " invite " the Russians to return to their harbours.

The emperor Nicholas had been singularly misled as to the

state of public opinion in Europe. The news of the affair of

Sinope, rather wanton sktughter than a battle, Crbmtmm

raised excitement in England to fever heat; while V"^"*

the excellent bearing and consistent successes of the Turkish
troops during the first months of the campaign on land excited

the admiration of all Europe. The belief in the rejuvenation of

Turkey seemed to be justified; and when, on the 37th of March
1854, Great Britain and France declared war on Russia, the

action of the governments was supported by an overwhelming
public opinion. As Tegards Austria, too, the emperor Nicholas

was no less mistaken. If she maintained neutrality, it was due
to fto impulse of gratitude, and it was far from " benevolent"
As the Russians withdrew from the Danubian principalities,

Austrian troops occupied them, and by a convention with the

Porte the Austrian government undertook to resist by arms any
attempt of the Russians to return. So far as the extreme claims

of the tsar were concerned, neither Austria nor Prussia was
willing to concede tlicm, and both had joined with France and
Great Britain in presenting, on the X3th of December 1853, an
identical note at St Petersburg, drawn up at the Conference of

Vienna, reaffirming the principles of the treaty of 1841. Save
for the benevolent neutrality of Pnissia, therefore, which enabled
her to obtain supplies from the north, Russia was pitted single-

handed against a coalition of Turkey, Great Britain and France,

to which Sardinia was added later.

The events of the war that followed are told elsewhere (see

Crimean Was). The main operations were confined to the

Crimea, where the allied troops landed on the X4th of September
1854, and they were not concluded, in spite of the terrible exhaus-
tion of Russia, till in December 1855 the threatened active inter-

vention of Austria forced the emperor Alexander II. to come to

terms. These terms were ultimately embodied in the Treaty of

Paris of the 30th of March 1856. Its provisions, held by some to

be so unduly favourable to Russia as to justify the question

whether she had not been victorious in the war, were as follows:

Russia abandoned all pretensions to exercise a protectorate over

the Christians in Turkey, or to an exclusive right of interference

in the Danubian prindpalities, to which Bessarabia was restored;

the navigation of the Danube was made free and placed under
the supervision of an international commission; the Black Sea
was closed to warships, while open to the commercial flags of all

countries; the Asiatic frontier between the two empires remained
unchanged; Turkey was admitted to the concert of Europe, and
all the contractmg parties agreed to respect her independence
and the integrity of her territory; moreover, the provisions of the

Tanzimftt were reaffirmed in a fresh decree of the sultan, which
was incorporated in the treaty, and further provided for a
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large measure of local autonomy for the Christian communities.

It was stipulated that Turkey's promises of reform gave no
power the right of interference on behalf of the Christians.

The Treaty of Paris was regarded as opening a new era in the

progress of Turkey. Admitted on equal terms to the European
family of nations, the Ottoman government had

^g^ given a solemn guarantee of its intention to make
the long-promised reforms a reality. But it soon

became apparent that the time was scarcely come for liberal

measures; and fanatical outbreaks at Jidda (1858) and in

Sjrria (i860) gave proof that the various sections of the popu-

lation were not yet prepared to act together in harmony.
The Syrian disturbances brought about a French occupa-

tion, which Fuad Pasha, ably seconded by Ahmed Vefyk
Effendi, the Turkish ambassador in Paris, contrived to restrict,

and to terminate as soon .as possible. The immediate local

result was the institution, by a riglemenl,^ signed at Con-
stantinople on the 6th of September 1864, of autonomy for the

Lebanon under a Christian governor appointed by the powers

with the concurrence of the Porte, an arrangement which has

worked satisfactorily until the present day In 1859 the Danu-
bian principalities, deliberately left separate by the Congress of

Paris, carried out their long-cherished design of union by electing

Prince Cuza both in Moldavia and in Walachia, a contingency

which the powers had not taken into account, and to which in

the end they gave a grudging assent (see Rumania).

On the 25th of June 1861 Sultan Abd-ul-Mejid died, being

succeeded by his brother Abd-ul-Aziz. The new sultan's reign

^^^ marked, if not the beginning, at least the high tide

jsscr-i8sr& ^^ that course of improvident and unrestrained

expenditure, facilitated by the enthusiasm created

in Europe by Turkey's admission to the ranks of the powers

which loosened for her the purse-strings of the foreign in-

vestor. The viceroy of Egypt, Ismail Pasha, followed his

suzerain's example in this respect, and was lavish in his bribes

to his imperial overlord to obuin the extension of his own
privileges and the esublishment in Egypt of succession from

father to son; these concessions were granted to him by the

firmans of the 27th of May x866 and the 8th of June 1867,

in the latter of which the viceroy is addressed for the first time

as " khedive." Abd-ul-Aziz is said to have yielded the more
readily as being desiroiis of bringing about a similar altera-

tion in the succession in Turkey, in favour of his own eldest

son. Prince Yussuf Izz-ed-din; public opim'on was, however,

opposed to so sweeping a change, and the succession to the

throne in Turkey still goes to the eldest surviving member of

the house of Osman. Though the foreign relations of Turkey
remained untroubled, disturbances in Scrvia, Montenegro and
Crete continued throughout the "sixties." Scrvia had long

resented the occupation of her fortresses by Turkish troops;

frequent collisions arising from this source resulted in June 1862

in the bombardment of Belgrade; some slight concessions were

then made to Servia, but it was not until 1867 that, through the

mediation of England and other powers,she succeeded in obtain-

ing the withdrawal of the Turkish garrisons. The Cretan

insurrection rose to a formidable height in 1868-69, and the

active support given to the movement by Greece brought about a
rupture of relations between that country and Turkey. The
revolt was suppressed, the Turko-Greek conflict was settled by a

conference of the powers in Paris, and Crete received a charter

of local self-government which for a time pacified the island.*

Abd-ul-Ajdz had visited the Paris Exhibition of 1867 and had
paid his respects to Qaetn Victoria, who conferred on him the

order of the Garter. In 1869 the visit was returned by many
sovereigns and princes on their way to the opening of the Suez

Canal, among these being the empress Eugenie. An impor-

tant event not to be passed over without mention is the grant

on the loth of March 1870 of the firman instituting the Bul-

garian exarchate, thus severing the Bulgarian Church from
* Text in Holland, p. 212.
* " Correspondence . . . respecting the rupture of diplomatic

relations between Turkey and Greece. &c., ' in State Papers,

Ux. S84i &c., Protocols of Conferences, p. 813, &c.
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the jurisdiction of the Greek patriarch of Constantinople. This
concession, given under strong pressure from Russia, aroused
the deepest resentment of the Greeks, and was the principal

factor in the awakening of the Bulgarian national spirit which
subsequent events have done so much to develop. Russian
influence at Constantinople had been gradually increasing, and
towards the end of 1870 the tsar took advantage of the
temporaty disabling of France to declare himself no longer
bound by those clauses of the Treaty of Paris which restricted

Russia's liberty of possessing warships on the Black Sea.

An international conference convoked in London early in 1871
laid down the principle that treaty engagements were binding,

and then proceeded to abrogate this particular engagement.
Russia and Turkey thus regained full liberty as regards their

naval forces and armaments in the Euxine; the passage of the
straits remained interdicted to ships of war.

A reform not unworthy of notice was effected by the law
promulgated on the i8th of June 1867 whereby foreigners were
for the first time allowed to hold landed property throughout
the Ottoman Empire (save in the Hejaz) on condition of their

being assimilated to Ottoman subjects, i.e. divested of their

right to the protection of their own authorities in every respect

concerning such property.

Meanwhile in Turkey national bankruptcy was brought
within measurable distance by the sulun's extravagance and
the incompetence of his ministers; it was staved of! only by
loans contracted ahnost annually to pay the interest on their

predecessors. External influences and latent fanaticism were
active; a serious insurrection broke out in Bosnia and Herze-
govina in 1875, and the efforts to quell It almost exhausted
Turkey's resources; the example spread to Bulgaria, where abor-
tive outbreaks in September 1875 and May 1S76 led to those
cruel measures of repression which were known as " the Bulgarian
atrocities,"' Mussulman public feeling was inflamed, and an
attempt at Salonica to induce a Christian girl who had embraced
Islam to return to her faith caused the murder of two foreign

consuls by a fanatical mob. The finances of Turkey now col-

lapsed, and the inevitable bankruptcy was declared, whereby
more than through any other cause she lost such De^oaUoa
sympathies as she possessed in western Europe. otAbd^uh

Turkey's distress was Russia's opportunity; the^*''*

sultan fell entirely under the influence of General Ignaticv, the
tsar's ambassador, and it became evident that the country was
hastening to its dissolution. A conspiracy to bring about a change
was hereupon formed by certain prominent statesmen, whose
leaders were Midhat Pasha, Mehemed Rushdi Pasha and
Mahmud Damad Pasha, the husband of a princess of the blood,

sister to Prince Murad. These succeeded in gaining over the
Sheikh-ul-Islam, and in obtaining from him a fctva for the
deposition of Abd-ui-Aziz.

In virtue of this judgment of the supreme legal authority,

and with the aid of the fleet, Abd-ul-Aziz was deposed, being
shortly afterwards found dead, apparently by his own hand.
Murad V. reigned in his stead. But the change of sultans brought
no relief to the troubled state: Servia and Montenegro declared

war, and in less than three months it had become evident that
Murad was incapable of governing.

Murad's brother Abd-ul-Hamid was accordingly proclaimed
sultan on the jxst of August 1876. The diplomacy of
Europe had been searching in vain since the autumn AcemtMha
of 1875 for the means of inducing Turkey to institute oiAbd-uh

effective administrative reforms and to grant to
JtjS*"'**

its European provinces that autonomy which now
appeared essential. But the new sultan was as averse

from accepting any of the formuhe proposed as were his pre-

decessors: Servia and Montenegro were with great difficulty

pacified, but it was plain that Russia, whose Slavonic and
Orthodox sympathies had been strongly aroused, would soon
begin hostilities herself. Turkey now made a show of going
even beyond the demands formulated by Europe, and the

international conference which met at Constantinople during

* See Mr Baring's reports in Pari. Papers (1878), Ixxxi.

la
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the last days of 1876 was startled by the salvo of artillery which
heralded the promulgation of a liberal constitution, not for the

European provinces only, but for the whole empire, and the

institution of a Turkish parfiament. The decbions of the con-

ference, moderate though they were, in the end requiring

merely the nomination of an international commission to

investigate the state of the European provinces of Turkey,

and the appointment by the sultan, with the approval of the

Aiaso- powers, of govemors-gcneral for five years, were
TmrUfk rejected by the Porte. The statesmen of Europe
'*'*'•

still continued their efforts to avert a conflict, but

to no purpose. On the 24th of April 1877 Russia declared war
and her troops crossed the Turkish frontiers. Hostilities were

conducted both in Europe and Asia for nearly a year. Rumania
joined the Russians, and in Europe no effective. opposition was
encountered by the invaders untU the assaults on Plevna and
the Shipka Pass, where the valiant resistance of the Turks won
for them the admiration of Europe. By November the defence

of the Turks in Asia Minor h^ entirely collapsed. Plevna

surrendered on the 9th of December 1877 after a heroic struggle

under Osman Pasha. Thereafter the Russians advanced

practically unchecked (see Russo-Turkish Wars) . An armistice

and preliminaries of peace were signed on the 31st of January

1878 at Adrianople, and a definitive treaty was concluded at

San Stefano on the 3rd of March 1878. Its terms

SffSfftrifiN^^^- ^^* creation of an autonomous tributary

principality of Bulgaria extending from the Black

Sea to the Aegean; the recognition by Turkey of the independence

of Rumania, Servia and Montenegro, with increased territories

^

the payment of a war indemnity; the introduction of reforms

in Bosnia and Herzegovina; the cession to Russia of Bessarabia

and the Dobruja; the opening of the passage of the straits at

all times to the merchant vessels of neuUal states; and the

razing of the fortresses on the Danube.
Great Britain had throughout the war preserved strict neu-

trality, but, while making it dear from the outset that she could

not assist Turkey, had been prepared for emergencies. Turkey's

severity in repressing the Bulgarian insurrection had raised up
in England a storm of public opinion against her, of which the

Liberal opposition had taken the fullest advantage; moreover

the suspension of payments on the Ottoman debt had dealt

Turkey's popularity a blow from which it had never recovered.

But upon the approach of the Russians to Constantinople the

British reserves were called out and the fleet was despatched to

the Bosporus. Accordingly, and as her line of retreat might

be threatened by Austria, Russia consented to a revision of

the Treaty of San Stefano at a congress to be held at Berlin.

c^i^y«„0/ Before the meeting of this congress, which assembled

BerUa, on the 13th of June 1878, the powers principally
'^^ interested had arrived at an imderstanding as to

the modifications to be introduced in the treaty, and by a conven-
tion concluded with Turkey on the 4th of June X878 England
had imdertaken to defend the Asiatic dominions of the sultan

by force of arms, provided that his majesty carried out all the

necessary reforms, to be agreed upon later, and assigned to

England the island of Cyprus, which was however to be restored

if Turkey fulfilled her engagements as to reforms and if Russia

gave back to her Kars, Ardahan and Batum. On the 13th of

July 1878 the Treaty of Berlin was signed: the Great Bulgaria

of the San Stefano Treaty was diminished to an autonomous
province north of the Balkans, the south-eastern portion, no
longer extending to the Aegean, was formed into a self-governing

tributary province styled Eastern Rumelia; Turkey abandoned
all pretension to suzerainty over Montenegro; Servia and
Rumania received their independence (but the last named
was made to cede Bessarabia to Russia, receiving instead the

Dobruja) ; the .Asiatic frontierwas readjusted, Kars, Ardahan and
Batum becoming Russian. It was further provided that Bulgaria

should pay to Turkey an annual tribute, and should moreover
(as well as the other Balkan states receiving accessions of terri-

tory at Turkey's expense) bear a portion of the Ottoman debt.

The sums payable by the different countries were to be fixed
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by the powers; but no effect has so far been given to this reason-

able stipulation, which may now be looked upon as null and
void. Turkey undertook to pay to Russia a war indemnity of

300,000,000 roubles, and the status of the straits remained
unchanged. Measures of reform in Armenia were also provided

for,* as also the convocation of an international commission
for drawing up a reform scheme for tlie European provinces

left to Turkey. The organic law for Crete was to be carried

out, and special laws enacted for other parts of Turkey. Bosnia

and Herzegovina were handed Oi^er to the administration of

Austria; Montenegro and Greece received accessions of territory

to which only strong pressure coupled with a naval demonsua-
tion induced Turkey to consent three years later.

Peace once restored, some attempt was made by Turkey in

the direction of complying with her engagements to institute

reform. Financial and military advisers were procured from
Germany. English officers were engaged to reform the gen-

darmerie, and judicial inspectors of foreign nationality were to

travel through the country to redress abuses. It was not long

before the unsubsUntial character of all these undertakings

became apparent, the parliament was dissolved, the constitution

was suspended and its author exiled. Egyptian affairs next

threatened complications. In May 1879 the misgovernment
of Ismail Pasha and the resulting financial crisis rendered the

deposition of the khedive inevitable; in order to anticipate

the action of England and France, who would otherwise have
expelled the erring viceroy, the sultan deposed him himself;

the succession devolved upon his son Mahommcd Tewfik Pasha.
(For the subsequent history of the Egyptian question j^
see Egypt: History.) The revolt of Arabi Pasha ^ypon
in x88z broke up the Anglo-French condominium in Qmtthm.
Egypt and led to outrages at Alexandria followed by a bombard-
ment on the nth of July x883. The occupation of the country

by Great Britain gradually took a more permanent form, and
though negotiations were more than once entered into with
Turkey with a view to its termination, these either proved
abortive or were rendered so (as e.g. the Drummond-Wolff
convention of 1887) by the action of other powers. The Anglo*

French agreement of 1904 left England in undisputed mastery.

The financial straits of Turkey after the war became so acute

that the sultan was compelled to consent to a measure -

of foreign control over the finances of the country,

the administration of the public debt being established in

December x88i. (See Finance^ above.)

In 1885 the practically bloodless revolution of Philippopolis

on the x8th of September united Bulgaria and Eastern Rumelia,

severed by the Treaty of Berlin. A conference held at Constan-

tinople sanctioned the union on terms which were rendered

acceptable to the sultan, but Said Pasha, who had assisted the

sultan in centralizing at Yildiz Kiosk the administration of the

country, and who had become grand vizier, was a strong adherent

of the policy of armed intervention by Turkey, and the conse-

quence was his fall from office. His successor in the grand
vizierate, Kiamil Pasha, was soon called upon to deal with

Armenian unrest, consequent on the non-execution of the

reforms provided for in the Treaty of Berlin and the Cyprus
Convention, which first found vent about z8qo. But Kiamil
Pasha was not subservient enough to his imperial master's

will, and his place was taken by a military man, Jevad Pasha,

from whom no independence of action was to be apprehended.

It is from this period that the German ascendancy in Con-
stantinople is noticeable. Railway concessions were given to

Germans over the heads of British applicants already chraa*
in possession of lines from which they were expro- AetMiria

priated, thus affording the nucleus of the Bagdad '••v.

railway (of which Germany obtained the concession in Noven*
ber X899). (See Bagdad, voL iii. p. xq7.)

From 1890 Crete was frequently the scene of disturbaiux;

the Christian communities in other parts of Turkey began to

chafe under the attempted curtailing of their privileges; about

Christmas X893 the Greek patriarch caused all the Orthodox

churches to bie dosed as a protest; and the AnnenianagiutioQ
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entered upon a serious phaae. The Kurds, the constant

oppressors of that people, had received official recognition

and almost complete immunity from the control

of the dvil law by being formed into a yeo-

manry frontier-guard known as the Hamidian
cavalry. The troubles arising from this cause and from
greater energy in the collection of taxes led the Armenians
in outlying and mountainous districts to rise against the

authorities. The repression of these revolts in the Sassun

district in the autumn of 1894 was effected under circumstances

of great severity by Turkish troops and Kurdish irregulars.

A commission composed of British, French and Russian officials

held an inquiry into the events which had occurred, and early in

ligS England, France and Russia entered actively into negotiar

tions with a view to the institution of reforms. The scheme
propounded by the three poweis encountered great objections

from the Porte, but under pressure was accepted in October 1895.

Its acceptance was however the signal for a series of massacres

in almost every town of importance throughout Asia Minor,

which there is but too strong evidence for suspecting were com-
mitted with the connivance of the authorities, and in which

upwards of 200,000 persons are computed to have perished. In

1896 Lord Salisbury induced the other powers to unite in urging

the execution of the reforms, but no agreement could be come to

for the use of coercion, and Europe could but look on and protest.

Changes of ministry at Constantinople weie powerless to bring

about an improvement, and early in 1896 Cretan affairs became
so serious as to call for the intervention of the powers. In

September yet another Cretan charter of self-government was
promulgated. Shortly before, a revolutionary attack by an
Armenian band on the Ottoman bank at Constantinople brought

about a general massacre of Armenians in the capital (where a
widespreaid revolutionary organization undoubtedly existed), in

which at least 3000 victims fell, and the persecution of Armenians
became the order of the day.

The neglect of the Porte to carry out all the stipulations of the

Cretan arrangement of 1896 led to a renewal of the disturbances,

#1—* ur ^^ Greece began to take steps for the invasion of

3^, the isUnd; in February 1897 Colonel Vassos sailed

from the Piraeus with an armed force, intending

to proclaim the annexation of Crete to Greece, and Greek

troops were massed on the Thessalian frontier. Diplomacy
busied itself with fruitless attempU to avert hostilities; on
the xyth of April 1897 war was declared by Turkey. The
resistance offered by Greece was feeble in the extreme: Europe

was obliged to intervene, and Turkey gained a rectifica-

tion of fronrier and a war indemnity of £4,000,000, besides

the curtailment by the treaty eventually signed of many privi-

lef^ hitherto enjoyed by Hellenic subjecU in Turkey. But
Europe was determined that the Cretan question should be

definitely settled, at least for a period of some years, and, after an
outbreak at Candia, in which the lives of British troops were

sacrificed, the four powers (Germany and Austria having with*

drawn from the concert) who had taken over the island en

dipSl handed it over in October 1898 to Prince George of Greece

as high commissioner (see Crete: History),

Crete being thus removed from the scope of her action, Turkey
found ample occupation in the almost constant turbulence of

the Yemen, of Albania and of Macedonia. After

22U 189a the revolts, frequently renewed, of the so-called

imam of Sana, necessitated the despatch of large and

costly expeditions to Arabia, in which thousands .of Turkish

troops have fallen in guerrilla warfare or through the inhospit-

able climate; in Albania disturbance became almost endemic,

owing to the resistance offered by the intractable population

to successive attempts of the central authorities to subject

the country to regular taxation and the operation of the laws.

Unsettled claims by French dtizens led to a breaking off of

relations and the occupation of Mitylene by France in November

1901 ; the rupture was of short duration and Turkey soon gave

way, according complete satisfaction both in this matter and

on certain other Fraich demands. In 1901 and 1902 Turkish

encroachments on the hinterland of Aden bronght about a
dangerous state of tension between Great Britain and Turkey^
which had its parallel in 1906 in similar trespasses uy^^,,
by the Ottoman authorities on the Egyptian land v^aa /inuo*

frontier near Akaba. In both cases Turkey eventually •a^BrHaim.

yielded; a similar question arose in 1906 with France over the
boundaries of the African possessions of the two. countries.

But Macedonia was Turkey's chief source of anxiety. That
country, left by the Treaty of Berlinwith its status unaltered, was
in a continued condition of disturbance. The Chris-

tian population, who in common with their Muasul-^l
man fellow subjects suffered from the defective

methods of government of their rulers, had at least before

them the example of their brethren—Greeks, Bulgarians or
Servians—dwelling in independent kingdoms under Christian

governments on the other side of the frontier. The hope
of eventual emancipation was stimulated by sedulous propa-
gandists from each of these countries; from time to time
armed bands of insurgents were manned and equipped in
the small neighbouring states, with or without the co-operation

of the governments. So long as Stambolov, the energetic

Bulgarian statesman, was alive he succeeded in keeping
the Bulgarian element quiet, and the peace of the country
was less h'able to disturbance. But for some years the three

rivals in Macedonia, to which a fourth, the Rumanian element,

must be added, were in constant strife (see Macedonu). A
serious Bulgarian insurrection in Macedonia in the autumn of

1903 induced Austria and Russia to combine in formulating the
Milrzsteg reform programme, tardily consented to by Turkey,
by which Austrian and Russian dvil agents were appomted to

exercise a certain degree of control and supervision over the three

vilayets of Salonica, Monastir and Kossovo. It was also arranged
that fordgn officers should be named to reorganize the gen-

darmerie. An Italian officer. General De Giorgis, was appointed

to the chief command in the reorganization, and the three

vilayets were apportioned among the great powers into districts,

in each of which was appointed a staff officer with a number of

subordinate officers of his nationality under his orders. The
work of reorganization was effidently carried out, and the gen-

darmerie school at Salonica, under British supervision, showed
excellent results. But the achievements of the two dvil agents

were less noteworthy; and in 1905 it was agreed that, in view of

the finandal necessities of the provinces, the other great powers
should each appoint delegates to a finandal commission with
extensive powers of control in fiscal matters. The Porte opposed
the project, and an international naval demonstration and the

occupation of Mytilene by the powers became necessary before

Turkey gave way in December 1905. Even so it proved im-
possible to fulfil the MOrzsteg progranune, though the attempt
was prolonged unto 1908. The Austro-Russian entente had
then come to an end; and after a meeting between King
Edward VII. and the tsar Nicholas II. at Reval, a new scheme
of reforms was announced, under the name of the " Reval pro-

gramme." The enforcement of these reforms, however, was
postponed sine die owing to the revolution which transformed

the Ottoman Empire into a constitutional state; and the

powers, antidpating an improvement in the administration of

Macedonia by the new government, withdrew their military

officers in the summer of 1908.

The Young 'Turkish party had long been preparing for the

overthrow of the old regime. Their central organization was in

Paris and their objects were known throughout

Europe, but except at Yildiz Kiosk their power was tIuU^
almost everywhere underrated. The Porte strove ;

by every means at iu disposal to thwart their activity; but
elsewhere they were regarded as a body of academic enthusiasts,

more noisy than dangerous, who devoted thdr scanty funds to

thepublication of seditious matter in Paris or Geneva, and sought

to achieve the impossible by importing western institutions into a
country fit only to be ruled by the sherial and the sword. Such
was the opinion held even by experienced diplomatists and by
historians. It was strengthened by the fact that the Young
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Turks had deliberately abstained from violent action. Tbeyhad,
in fact, learned from events in Russia and Poland thai sporadic

outbreaks on ^ small scale would inevitably discredit their cause,

and that a successful revolution would require the support of the

army. To gain this, an extensive propaganda was carried on by
secret agents, many of whom were officers. At the beginning of

1908 a favourable opportunity for action arrived. The Otto-

man troops in Arabia were mutinous and unpaid; the Albanians,

long the mainstay of Turkish military power in the west, had been

irritated by unpopular taxes and by the repressive edicts which

deprived them of schools and a printing-press; foreign inter-

ference in Crete and Macedonia was resented by patriotic Moslems
throughout the empire. In these circumstances the head-

quarters of the Young Turks were transferred from Paris to

Salonica, where a central body, known as the committee of union

and progress, was established (1908) to organize the revolution.

Most of its members were military officers, prominent among
them being Majors Enver Bey and Niaxi Bey, who directed the

propaganda in Albania and Macedonia. By midsummer the

Albanian leaders and the greater part of the Turkish army in

Europe had sworn fidelity to the constitution.

On the 25th of May an insurrection broke out in Samos,

owing to a dispute between the Samian Assembly and Kopassis

Effendi, " prince," or governor of the island. After the port of

Vathy had been bombarded by Ottoman war-ships the revolt

was easily crushed.

This affair however was of little more than local importance,

and the Young Turks were not directly concerned in it. They

Th0 Struck their first blow on the 32nd of July 1908,
i?«r0jMiM when Niazi Bey and his Iroops raised the standard
o//«M. Qf revolt at Resna, a town on the road from Monastir

to Ochrida. On the 23rd the committee of union and progress,

under the presidency of Enver Bey, proclaimed the constitution

in Salonica, while the second and third army corps threatened

to march on Constantinople if the sultan refused to obey the

proclamation. On the 24th the sultan yielded, and issued

an iradi, restoring the constitution of 1876, and ordering the

election of a chamber of deputies. Various other reforms,

notably the abolition of the spy system and the censorship,

were announced soon afterwards. ' Some Of the more unpopular
officials associated with the old regime were assassinated,

among them Fehim Pasha, the former head of the espionage

department, who had been exiled to Brusa in 1907 at the

request of the British and German ambassadors. Otherwise

the revolution was effected almost without bloodshed; for a
time the insurgent bands disappeared in Macedonia, and the

rival "nationalities" —Greek, Albanian, Turk, Armenian,

Servian, Bulgarian and Jew—^worked harmoniously together

for the furtherance of common constitutional aims. On the

6th of August Kiamil Pasha, an advanced Liberal, became
grand vizier, and a new cabinet was formed, including a Greek,

Prince Mavrocordato, an Armenian, Noradounghian, and the

Sheikh-ul-Islam.

The success of the Young Turks created a serious situation

for the statesmen of Austria-Htmgary and Bulgaria. A regenc-

rated Ottoman Empire might in time be strong enough

BafgaH^ to demand the evacuation of Bosnia and Herzegovina,

and to maintain or extend the nominal suzerainty

over Bulgaria which the sultan had exercised since 1 878. Accord-

ingly, at the beginning of October 1908, the eitperor Francis

Joseph informed the powers signatory to the treaty of Berlin

that the annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the Dual
Monarchy had become necessary, and this decision was formally

announced in an imperial rescript dated the 7th of October.

The independence of Bulgaria was proclaimed on the 5th. The
Ottoman government protested to the powers, but it wisely

limited its demands to a claim for compensation. Austria-

Hungary had from the first undertaken to withdraw its garrisons

from the sanjak of Novibazar—an important concession;

after prolonged negotiations and a boycott of all Austrian

goods exported to Turkey, it also agreed to pay £2,200,000 as

compensation for the Turkish crown lands seized in Bosnia

and Herzegovina. This arrangement was sanctioned by the
Ottoman parliament, which assented to the annexation on the
6th of April 1909 and recognized the independence of Bulgaria
on the 19th of April, the Russian government having enabled
Bulgaria to pay the indemnity claimed by Turkey on account
of the Eastern Rumelian tribute and railways (see Bulgaxia:
History). On the 3rd of February 1910 the Porte accepted a
Bulgarian proposal for a mixed commission to delimit disputed
sections of the Turco-Bulgarian frontier, and in March King
Ferdinand visited Constantinople.

Meanwhile the Young Turks were confronted with many
difficulties within the empire. After the first fervour of enthu-
siasm had subsided the Christian nationalities rtej^*-
in Macedonia resumed their old attitude of mutual acOnmiatb*

jealousy, the insurgent bands began to reappear, '*»•'*««•

and the government was in 1909-1910 forced to undertake
the disarmament of the whole dvil population of the three
vilayets. In Albania serioiis discontent, resulting in an insur-

rection (May-September 1909), was caused by the political

rivalry between Greeks and Albanians and the unwillingness
of the Moslem tribesmen to pay taxes or to keep the peace with
their neighbours, the Macedonian Serbs. In Asia Minor the
Kurdish troops under Ibrahim Pasha revolted, and, although
they were defeated with the loss of their commander, the Kurds
continued to attack indiscriminately the Turks, Nestorians and
Armenians; disturbances also broke out among the other
reactionary Moslems of this region, culminating in a massacre
of the Armenians at Adana. In Arabia Ratib Pasha, the
Turkish commander-in-chief, joined the enemies of the new
regime, he was defeated and captured in the autumn of 1908,
but in the following year frequent raids upon the Hejaz railway
were made by Bedouin tribesmen, while a Mahdist rebellion

broke out and was crushed in Yemen.
More serious than any of these local disturbances was the

counter-revolution in Constantinople itself, which began with
the revolt of Kiamil Pasha, the grand vizier, against TtnCnn-
the authority of the committee of union and pro- j

grcss. Kiamil Pasha was forced to resign (Feb. 14, <

1909) and was succeeded by Hilmi Pasha, ex-hi^'
commissioner of Macedonia. Strife then arose between
the committee and the Liberal Union, a body which mainly
represented the Christian electorate, and on the Sth of April

Hassan Fehmi Effendi, who edited the Serbestit the official

organ of the unions was assassinated. He was an Albanian,
and his fellow countrymen in the Constantinople garrison at
once made common cause with the opponents of the committee.
Mutinous troops seized the parliament house and the telegraph

offices; the grand vizier resigned and was succeeded by Tewfik
Pasha (April 14) ; and delegates were sent by the Liberal Union,
the association of Ulema and other bodies to discuss terms
with the committee. But Abd-ul-Hamid had issued a free

pardon to the mutineers, and the committee had now decided

that the new regime woidd never be secure while the sovereign

favoured reaction. They refused to treat with the delegates,

and despatched 25,000 men under Mahmud Shevket to
Constantinople.

The senate and chamber met at San Stefano, and, sitting

jointly as a National Assembly, issued a proclamation in favour
of the committee and its army (April 22, 1909), ^^
by which Constantinople was now invested. Part

of the garrison remained loyal to the sultan, but after

five hours of severe fighting Shevket Pasha was able to occupy
the capital (April 25). The National Assembly met in secret

session two days later, voted unanimously for the deposition of

Abd-ul Hamid II., and chose his younger brother Mahommcd
Reshad Effendi (b. Nov. 3, 1844) as his successor, with the
style of Mahommed V. Abd-ul-Hamid II. was removed to

Salonica on the 28th, and on the xoth of May the new sultan

was formally invested with the sword of Osman. Hilmi Pasha
again became grand vizier, but resigned on the 28th of December
1909, when he was succeeded by Hakki Bey. On the 5th of

August X909 the new constitution described above was
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promulgated by imperial iradi; i>arliameiit was prorogued for

three months on the 27th, and during the recess the committee

of union and progress met at Salonica and modified its own
rules (Oct. 23), ceasing thenceforward to be a secret association.

This was regarded as an expression of confidence in the reformed

parliament, which had laid the foundation of the important

&nAncial and administrative reforms already described. On
the 13th of September igog the Macedonian international

a>n\mission of finance met for the last time; its members were

reappointed to a higher finance board for the whole empire,

under the presidency of Djavid Bey. Ch. Laurent had already

been nominated financial adviser to the empire (Sept. 16, iqoS),

while Sir William Willcocks became head of the irrigation

department; the reorganization of the army was entrusted to

the German General von der Golts, that of the navy to Admiral

Sir Douglas Gamble (resigned Feb. i, 1910).

The evacuation of Crete by the four protecting powers was
followed in 1909 by renewed agitation. Turkey was willing

c^^t^ to concede the fullest local autonoJny, but not to

r abandon its sovereign rights over the island. In

July 1909, however, the Greek flag was hoisted in

Canca and Candia, and it was only lowered again after the

war-ships of the protecting powers had been reinforced and had
Uiided an international force. The Cretan administrative com-
mittee swore allegiance to the king of the Hellenes in August,

and again, after a change ofgovernment, at the end of December
1909. This situation had already given rise to prolonged

negotiations between Greece and Turkey. It also contributed

towards the conclusion of an entente between Turkey and
Rumania in the summer of 191a Both of these powers were

interested in preventing any possible accession of territory

to the Bulgarian kingdom; and Rumania (q.v.) had for many
years been a formidable opponent of Hellenism among the

Macedonian Vlachs. Greece and Crete were thus confronted

with what was in effect a defensive alliance between Turkey

and Rumania. The Cretans had insisted upon their demand
for um'on with Greece and had elected three representatives to

ait in the Creek national assembly. Had this act been ratified

by the government at Athens, a war between Greece and the

Ottoman Empire could hardly have been avoided; but a royal

rescript was issued by the king of the Hellenes on the 30th of

September 1910, declaring vacant the three seats to which the

Cretan representatives had been elected; the immediate danger

was thus averted.
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IMeralure,

In all literary matters the Ottoman Turks have shown them-
selves a singulariy uninventive people, the two great schools,

the old and the new, into which we may divide their literature,

being closely modelled, the one after the classics of Ftrsia, the
other after those of modem Europe, and more especially of

France. The old or Persian school flourished from the founda-
tion of the empire down to about 2830, and still continues to

drag on a feeble existence, though it is now out of fashion and
cultivated by none of the leading men of letters. These belong
to the new or European school, which, in spite of the bitter

opposition of the partisans of the old Oriental system, has suc-

ceeded, partly thiough its own inherent superiority and partly

through the talents and courage of its supporters, in expelling

its rival from the position of undisputed authority which it had
occupied for upwards of five hundred years. For the present

purpose it will be convenient to divide the old school g^g^^^^
into three periods, which may be termed respectively

the pre-dassical, the classical and the post-classical. Of these

the first extends from theearly days of the empire to the accession

of SuleimAn I., 1301-1520 (700-926); the second from that event
to the accession of Mi^^mfld L, 1520-1730 (926-1143); and the

third from that date to the accession of *Abd-ul-*AzXz, 1 739-1861

(1143-X277).

The works of the old school in all its periods are entirely Persian
in tone, sentiment and form. We find in them the same beauties
and the same defecu that we observe in the produaion
of the Iranian authors. The formal elegance and ^fff^^^
conventk>nal grace, alike of thought and of expression, Z^^*^
so characteristic 01 PersUn clasMcal literature, pervade ^j^lZJ^
the works of the best Ottoman writers, and tney are

'

likewise imbued, though in a less degree, with that spirit of
mysticism which runs through so much of the poetry of Ir&a.
But the Ottomans did not stop here: in their romantic poems
they chose as subjects the favourite themes of their Persian
masters, such as Leyli and MejnQn, Khusrev and Shirin, YGsuf
and ZuleykhS, and to on; they constantly allude to Persian
heroes whose stories occur in the Skdk-Ntlma and other store-
houses of Iranian iMendary lore; and they wrote their poems
in Persian metres and in Persian forms. The mesnevi, the (asida
and the ghazcl—all of them, so far at least as the Ottomans are
concerned. Perwan—were the favourite verse-forms of the old poets.
A mesnevi is a poem written in rhyming couplets, and is usually
narrative in subject. The kanda and the ^haxcl are both mono-
rhythmic ; the first as a rule celebrates the praises of some great man,
while the second discourses of the joys and woes of love. Why
Pcisian rather than Arabian or any other literature became the niModcl

of Ottoman writera is explained by the eariy histoiy of the' race
(see Turks). Some two centuries before the arri>^of the Turks
in Asia Minor the Scljflks, then a mere horde of savages, had overrun
Penia. where they settled and adopted the civiliation of the people
they had subdued. Thus Penian became the language 01 their

court and government, and when by-and-by they pushed their
conquests into Asia Minor, and founded there the Seijflk Empire
of RQm, they carried with them their Persian culture, ana diffuv.d
jt among the peoples newly brought under their sway. It was
the descendants of those Persianized SeljQkswhom the eariy Otto-
mans found ruling in Asia Minor on their arrival there. What had
happened to the ScljQks two centuries before happened to the Otto-
mans now: the less civilized race adopted the culture of the more
civilized: and. as the SeljQk Empire fell to pieces and the Ottoman
came gradually to occupy its place, the sons of men who had called

themselves Seijflks began thenceforth to look upon themselves as
Ottomans. Hence the vast majority of the people whom we are
accustomed to think of as Ottomans are so only by adoption, being
really the descendants of SeijQks or SeljQkiah subjects, who had
derived from Persia whatever they possessed of civilization or of

literary taste. An extraordinary love of precedent, the result

apparently of conscious want of original power, was sufficient

to keep tneir writen loyal to their early guide for centuries, till
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at length the allesiance, though not the fashion of it, has been
changed in our own days, and Paris has replaced ShirSa as the shrine
towards which the Ottoman scholar turns. While conspkuously
lacking in creative genius, the Ottomans have always shown them-
selves possessed of receptive and assimilative powers to a remarkable
degree, the result being that the number ot their writers both in
prose and verse is enormous. Of course only a few of the moat
prominent, either through the intrinsic merit of their work or through
the influence they have had on that of their contemporaries, can
be mentioned in a brief review like the present. It ought to be
premised that the p03try of the old school is greatly superior to the
prose.

Ottoman literature may be said to open with a few mystic lines,

the work of SultAn Veled. son of MauUnA Jel&l-ud-Din, the author
>

^
of the great Persian poem the Matknavl. Sultln Veled
flourished during the reign of * OsmAn I., though he
did not reside in the territory under the rule of that
prince. Another mystic poet of thb early time was

'Ashil^ Pasha, who left a long poem in rhyming couplets, which is

called, inappropriately enough, hb Dhfdn. The nocturnal expe-
dition across the tiellespont by which SuleimSn, the son of
Orkhan, won Galipoli and therewith a foothold in Europe for his

race, was shared in and celebrated in verse by a Turkish noble or
chieftain named Ghizi F<lzil. Sheikh! of Kermiyftn. a contemporary
of Mabommed Land Mur2d 11., wrote a lengthy and still esteemed
mesncvi on the ancient Persian romance of Knusrev and Shirin; and
about the same time Yaaiji-oghlu gave to the world a long versified

history of the Prophet, the Mubammediya. The writers mentioned
above are the most important previous to the capture of Constanti-
nople ; but there is little literature of real merit prior tothat event. The
most notable prose work of this period is an old collection of stories,

the History ofthe Forty Vetirs, said to have been compiled bya certain
Sheikh-z&da and dedicated to Murad 11. A fewyears after Constanti-
nople passed into the hands of the Ottomans, some ghazels, the work
of the contemporary Tatar prince, Mir 'Alt Shir, who under the nom
de fiume of NevSyi wrote much that shows true talent and poetic
feeling, found their way to the Ottoman capital, where they were seen
and copied by Ahmed Pasha, one of the viziers of Mabommed II.

The poems oi this statesman, though possessing little merit of their
own, being for the most part transitions from Nevftyi, form one of
the landmarks in the history of Ottoman literature. They set the
fashk>n of ghazel-writing; and their appearance was the signal

for a more regular cultivation of poetry and a greater attention
to literary style and to refinement of language. In SinSn Pasha
(d. 1420), another minister of Mabommed tne Conqueror, Ottoman
prose found its first exponent of ability; he left a religious treatise

entitled Tamrru'&t (Supplications), which, nottrithstanding a too
lavish employment of the resources of Persian rhetoric, is as remark-
able for its dear and lucid style as for the beauty of many of the
thoughts it contains. The most noteworthy writersof the Conqueror's
reign are, after Abmed and Stn2n, the two lyric poets NejAti and 2^ti.

whose verses show a considerable improvement upon those of Abmea
Pasha, the romantic poets Jemftli and Hamdi, and the poetesses
Zeyneb and M ihri. Like most of his house, Mabommed 1 1 . was fond
of poetry and (Mtronized men of letters. He himself tried versifica-

tion, and some of his lines which have come down to us appear quite
equal to the average work of his contemporaries. Twenty-one out
of the thirty-four sovereigns who have occupied the throne of
*0sm2n have left verses, and among these Selim I. stands out, not
merely as the greatest ruler, warrior and statesman, but also as the
most gifted and most original poet. His work is unhappily for the
greater part in the Persian language; the excellence of what he has
done in Turkish makes us regret that he did so little. The most
prominent man of letters under Selim I. was the legist KemSl
Pasha-zada, frequently called Ibn-KemAl, who distinguished himself

in both prose and verse. He left a romantic poem on the loves of
Yflsuf and Zuleykhft, and a work entitled Nigdrisl&nt which is

modelled both in style and matter on the CulistAn of Sa'di. His
contemporary, Mcsini, whose beautiful verses on spring are perhaps
better known in Europe than any other Turkish poem, deserves a
passing mention.
With the accession of ScITm's son, Suleimin I., the classical

period begins. Hitherto all Ottoman writing, even the most highly
finished, had been somewhat rude and uncouth*, but
now a marked improvement becomes visible alike in the
manner and the matter, and authors of greater ability

begin to make their appearance. FuzOli (d. 1563)', one of the four
great poets of the old school, seems to have been a native of Bagdad
or its neighbourhood, and probably became an Ottoman subject
when Suleimin took possession of the old capital of the caliphs.

His language, which is very peculiar, seems to be a sort of mixture
of the Ottoman and Azcrhaijiln dialects of Turkish, and was most
probably that of the Persian Turks of those days. FuzOli showed
far more originality than any of his predecessors; for, although his

work is naturally Persian in form and in general character, it is far

from being a mere echo from Shiriz or Isfan&n. He struck out a new
line for himself, and was indebted for his inspiration to no previous
writer, whether Turk or Persian. An intense and passionate ardour
breathes in his verses, and forms one of the most remarkable as well

as one of the most attiaaive characteristics of his style: for, while
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few even among Turkish poets are more artificial than he, few seem
to write with greater earnestness and sincerity. His influence upon
his successorslias scarcely been as far-reaching as might have been
expected—a circumstance which is perhaps in some measure owing
to the unfamiliar dialect in which he wrote. Besides his ZTisdM,

he left a beautiful mesnevi on the story of Leyli and MejnQn, as
well as some prose works little inferior to his poetry. Bftl^i (d. i S99)
of Constantinople, though far from rivalling nis contemporary
FuzOli, wrote much good poetry, including one piece of great excel-
lence, an elegy on SuleimAn 1. The Ottomans nave as a rule been
particularly successful with elegies; this one by Bil^T has never been
surpassed. RQhi, Lftmil. Nevl, the janissary Yahya Beg, the mufti
EbQ-Su'Qd and Selim II. all won deserved distinction as poets.
During the reign of Abmed I. arose the second of the great poets
of the old Ottoman school, Nef'i of ErzerOm, who owes bis pre-
eminence to the brilliance of his Ipssidas. But Nef'i covid revile

as well as praise, and such was the bitterness of some of his satires

that certain influential personages who came under his lash induced
Murad IV. to permit his execution. Nef f, who, like FuzOli. formed
a style of his own, had many to imitate him, of whom ^brl Shakir,
a contemporary, was the most successful. Na'ili, Jevri and Fehim
need not aetain us ; but Nabi (d. 1 71 2), who flourished under Ibrahim
and Mabommed IV., calls for a little more attention. This prolific

author copied, and so imported into Ottoman literature, a didactic
style of gluzel-writing which was then being introduced in Persia
by the poet 3&'ib; but so closely did the pupil follow in the footsteps
of his master that it is not always easy to know that his lines are
intended to be Turkish. A number of poets, of whom Seyyid Vehbi.
Rlghib Pasha, Rabmi of the Crimea, Kclim and Sami are the most
notable, took Nabt for their model. Of these, Sami is remarkable
for the art with which he constructed his ghazels. Among the writers
of this time who did not copy Nabi are Sabit, Rasikh and Talib. each
of whom endeavoured, with no great success, to open up a new path
for himself. We now rcbch the reign of Abmed III., during wnich
flourished Nedim, the greatest of all the poets of the old school.
Little appears to be known about his life further than that he resided
at Constantinople and was alive in the year 1 727 (a.m. i 140). Nedim
stands quite alone : he copied no one, and no one has attempted to
copy him. There is in his poetry a joyousness and sprightliness

which at once distinguish it from the work of any other Turkish
author. His ghazels. which are written with great elegance and
finish, contain many graceful and original ideas, and the words
he makes use of are always chosen with a view to harmony and
cadence. His l^sidas are almost equal to his ghazeb; for. while
they rival those of Nef'i in brilliancy, they surpass them in beauty of
dictioii, ami are not so artificial ana dependent on fantastic and far-

fetched conceits. The classical period comes to an end with Nedim

;

its brightest time is that which falls between the rise of Nefland
the death of Nedim, or, more roughly, that exteAdiiig from the
accession of Abmed 1. 1603 (1013), to tne deposition of Abmed III.,

1730 (1143).
We will now glance at the prose writers of this period. Under

the name of HumdyAn Ndma (Imperial Book) 'All Chelebi made
a highly esteemed translation of the well-known Persian
classic AnoOr^ Suhe^, dedicating it to Suleiman I.

Sa'd-ud-Din (d. I599)i the preceptor of Murad III.,

wrote a valuable history of the empire from the earliest

times to the death of Selim I. This work, the TAj-ta-Tevdrikk

(Crown of Chronicles), is reckoned, on account of its ornate yet clear

style, one of the masterpieces of the old school, and forms the first

ofan unbroken sericsof annals which are written, especially the later

among them, with great minuteness and detail. Of Sa'o-ud-Din's
successors in the office of imperial historiographer the most remark-
able for literary power is Nalma. His work, which extends from

1 391 (looc^ to 1659 (1070), contrasts strongly with that of the earlier

historian, being written with great directness and lucidity, combined
with much vigour and picturesqueness. Evliya, who died during the
reign of Mahommed 1 v., is noted for the record which he has left of

his travels in different countries. About this time Tash-kflpri-

zada began and 'A^a-ullah continued a celebrated biography of the
legists and sheikhs who had flourished under the Ottoman monarchs.
Haji Khalifa, frequently termed Katib Chelebi. was one of the most
famous men of letters whom Turkey has produced. He died in

1658 (1068), having written a great number of learned works on
history, biography, chronology, geography and other subjects. The
Persianizing tendency of this schoolreached its highest point in the
productions of Veysi, who left a Life of the Prophet, and of Nergiu,
a miscellaneous writer of prose and verse. Such is the intentional

obscurity in many of the compositions of these two authors that
every sentence becomes a puzzle, over which even a scholariy Otto-
man must pause before he can be sure he has found its true meaning.
The first printing-press in Turkey was established by an Hungarian
who had assumed the name of Ibrahim, and in 1728 (1 Ui) appeared
the first book printed in that country; it was Vankulis Turkish
translation of Jevheri'sArabic dictionary.
Coming now to the post-classical period, we find among poets

worthy of mention Beligh. Nevres, I::lishmet and Sunbuli-zada
Vehbi, each of whom wrote in a style peculiar to himself. Three
poets of note—Pertev, Neshet and Sheikh Ghalib—flourished under
Selim III. The last-named u the fourth great poet of the old
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•diool. ffusn u 'Ashf (Beauty and Love), as hit great potm is

called, it an allegorical romance full of tenderness and imaginative
power. Gh&lib's style is as original as that ofFuzQli.
Nefi or Nedim. Hie most distinguished prose writers
of this period are perhaps Rlshid, the imperial historio-

grapher. 'Asim, who translated into Turldsh two great
lexicons, the Arabic K&mus and the Persian Burh&n-i ^dti', and
Klni, the only humorous writer of merit belonging to the old school.
When we reach the reign of MabmOd II., the great transition

period of Ottoman history, during which the civilization of the

y ^,. West began to struggle m earnest with that of the East,
Zvyy"** we find the change which was coming over all things
**"°^ Turkish affecting literature along with the rest, and
g>reparing the way for the appearance of the new school. The
chief poets of the transition are FSzil Bey, \Va$if, notable for his
not altogether unhappy attempt to write verses in the spoken
language of the capital. 'Izzrt Molla. Pcrtcv Pasha. 'Akif Pasha, and
the poetesses Fitnet and Leyl3. In the works of all of these, although
we occasionally discern a bint of the new style, the old Persian
manner is still supreme.

More Intimate rtlatlons with western Europe and a pretty

general study of the French language and literature, together with

the steady progress of the reforming tendency fairly

started under MabmOd IL, resulted in the birth of the

new or modem school, whose objecuare truth and simr

plidty. In the political writings of Rcshid and *Akif Pashas we
have the first clear note of change; but the man to whom more
than to any other the new departure owes its success is ShinfisI

Eflendi, who employed it (1859) for poetry as well as for prose.

The European style, on its introduction, encountered the most
violent opposition, but now it alone is used by living authors of

repute. If any of these does write a pamphlet in the old manner,

it is merely as a tour de force, or to prove to some faithful but

clamorous partisan of the Persian style that It is not, as he
supposes, lack of ability which causes the modem author to adopt

the simpler and more natural fashion of the West. The whole

tone, sentiment and form of Ottoman literature have been

revolutionized by the new school: varieties of poetry hitherto

unknown have been adopted from Europe; an altogether new
branch of literature, the drama, has arisen; while the sciences

arc now treated and seriously studied after the system of the

West. Among writers of this school who have won distinction

are ZIyft Pasha, Jevdet Pasha, the statesman and historian,

Ekrem Bey, the author of a beautiful series of miscellaneous

poems, Zenuema, 9amid Bey, who holds the first pUce among
Ottoman dramatists^ and Kemftl Bey (d. 1878), the leader of the

modem school and one of the most illustrious men of letters

whom his country has produced. He wrote with conspicuous

success in almost every branch of literature—history, romance,

ethics, poetry and the drama; and his influence on the Young
Turk party of later days was profound. (For the Turkish

language see Tdrxs.) (E. J. W. G.)

The magnum opus in^English on Turkish poetry is E. J W. Gibb*8
BiUory of Ottoman Poetry (5 vols., 1900-8. vol. v. ed. E. G. Browne).

TURKEY* an abbreviation for Turkey-Cock or Turkey-Hen

as the case may be, a well-known large domestic gallinaceous bird.

How it came by this name has long been a matter of discussion,

for it is certain that this valuable animal was introduced to

Europe from the h{ew World, and in its introduction had nothing

to do with Turkey or with Turks, even in the old and extended

sense in which that term was applied to all Mahommedans. But

it isalmost as unquestionable that the name was originally applied

to the bird which we know as the guinea-fowl (q.v.), and there

IS no doubt that some authors in the i6th and 17th centuries

curiously confounded these two species. As both birds became
more common and better known, the distinction was gradually

perceived, and the name " turkey " became restricted to that

from the New World—possibly because of its repeated call-note

—

to be syllabled lurk, turk, turk^ whereby it may be almost said to

have named itself (cf. Notes and Queries, 6th scries, vol. iii. pp. 23,

369). But even Linnaeus could not clear himself of the confusion,

and unhappily misapplied the name Meleagris, undeniably

belonging to the guinea-fowl, as the generic term for what we now
know as the turkey, adding thereto as its spedfic designation

the word gallopavo, taken from the CaUopava of C. Gesner,

who, though not wholly free from error, was less mistaken
than some of his contemporaries and even successors.'

The turkey, so far as we know, was first described by Oviedo in
his Sumario de la natural historia de las Indias* (cap. xxxvi.),
said to have been published in 1527. He, not unnaturally, includes
both curassows and turkeys in one category, calling both " Pavos "

(peafowls) ; but he carefully distinguishes between them, pointing
out among other things that the latter make a wheel (hacen to rueda)
of their tail, though thb was not so ^nd or so beautiful as that
of the Spanish " Pavo." and be gives a faithful though short
description of the turkey. The chief point of interest in his
account is that he speaks of the species having been already taken
from New Spain (Mexico) to the islands and to Castilla del Oro
(Darien). where it bred in a domestic state among the Christians.
Much labour has been given by various naturalists to ascertain the
date of its introduction to Europe, to which we can at present only
make an approximate attempt;* but after all that has been written
it is plain that evidence concurs to show that the bird was esublished
in Europe by 1530—^a very short time to have elapsed since it

became known to the Spaniards, which could hartlly have been
before 1518, when Mexico was discovered. The possibility that it

had been brought to England by Cabot or some oi his successors
eariier in the century is not to be overlooked, and reasons will

presently be assigned for supposing that one of the breeds of
English turkeys may have had a northern origin ; * but the often-
ouoted dbtk:h first given in Baker's Chronicle (p. 298), asserting
that turkeys came into England in the same year—^and that year
by reputation 1524—as carps, pickerels.and other commodities, is

wnolly untrustworthy, for we know that both these fishes lived in
the country long before, if indeed they were not indigenous to It.

The earliest documentary evidence of its existence in England is a
"constitution " set forth by Cranmer in 1541, which Heame first

crane and swan precludes the likelihood of any confusion with the
guinea-fowl. Moreover the comparatively low price of the two
turkeys and four turkey-chicks served at a feast of the serieants-

at-law in I5<5 (Dugdaie, Origines, p. 135) points to their having
become by that time abundant, and incuxd by 157^ Tusser bears
witness to the part they had already begun to play m " Christmas
husbandlie fare." In 1555 both sexes were characteristically

figured by Belon {Oyseaux, p. 249). as was the cock by Gesner in

the same year, and these are the earliest representations of the'bird

known to exisL

As a denizen of the poultry-yard there are at least two distina

breeds, though crosses between them are much commoner than

purely-bred examples of either (see Poultry). That known as

the Norfolk breed is the ^mailer of the two, and is said to be the

less hardy. Its plumage is black. The chicks also are black,

with occasionally white patches on the head. The other breed,

called the Cambridge, is much more variegated in colour, and
some parts of the plumage have a bright metallic gloss, while the

chicksare generally mottled with brownish grey. This has been

much crossed with the American Bronze, the largest of all, which

has the beautiful metallic plumage of the wild bird, with the

»The French Coq and Poule d'Inde (whence Dindon) involve

no contradiction, looking to the general idea of what India then

was. One of the eariicst German names for the bird. KalekuUisch

Han (whence the Scandinavian Kalkon), must have arisen through

some mistake at present inexplicable; but this does not refer, as is

generally supposed, to Calcutta, but to Calicut on the Malabar coast

(cf. Notes and Queries, 6th scries, vol. x. p. 185).
" Purchas {Pilgrinus, iii. 995) in 1625 quoted both from this and

from the same author's Hystorui general, said to have been published

a few years later.
» The bibliography of the turkey is so lar^ that there ts here no

room to name the various works that might be cited. Recent

research has failed to add anything of importance to what has been

said on this point by Buffon (Oiieaux, ii. 132-162), Pennant (Arclic

Zoology, pp. 291-300)—an admirable summary—and Broderip

{Zoological Recreations, pp. 120-137)—not that all their statements

can be wholly accepted. Harrington's essay (A/«iW/a«iM. pp. 127-

151). to prove that the bird was known before the discovery of

America and was transported thither, is an ingenious piece of sf>ecial

pleading which his friend Pennant did him the real kindness of

Ignoring. ^ , , .

« In 167a Josaelin {New England*s Rarities, p. 9) speaks of the

settlers bringing up " great store of the wild kind ' of turkeys.
" which remain about their houses as Ume as ours in England.'

The bird was evidently plentiful down to the very seaboard of

Massachusetts, and it is not likely to have been domesticated by
the Indian tribes there, as, according to Hernandex, it seems to have

t)een by the Mexicans. It was probably easy to take alive, and, as

we know, capable of enduring the voyage to England.
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Mexican form of which it quite agrees in colour. White, pied

and bu£f turkeys are also often seen, and if care be talcen they are

commonly found to " breed true." Occasionally turkeys, the

cocks especially, occur with a top-knot of feathers, and one of

them was figured by Albin in 1738. It has been suggested with

some appearance of probability that the Norfolk breed may be

descended from the northern form, Meteagris gallopavo or ameri'

cana, while the Cambridge breed may spring from the southern

form, the M. mexicana of Gould (Proc. Zool. Socuiy, 1856, p. 61),

which indeed it very much resembles, especially in having its tail-

coverts and quills tipped with white or light ochreous—points

that recent North American ornithologists rely upon as distinc-

tive of this form. If this supposition be true, there would be

reason to believe in the double introduction of the bird into

England at least, as already hinted, but positive information

is almost wholly wanting.^ The northern form of wild turkey,

whose habits have been described in much detail by all the chief

writers on North American birds, is now extinct in the settled

parts of Canada and the eastern states of the Union, where it was
once so numerous; and in Mexico the southern form, which would

seem to have been never abundant since the conquest, has been

for many years rare. Farther to the south, on the borders of

Guatemala and British Honduras, there exists a perfectly dis-

tinct species, M. oceUala, whose plumage almost vies with that

of a peacock in splendour, while the bare skin which covers the

head is of a deep blue studded with orange caruncles {P^oc. Zool.

Society, x86i, pi. xl.).

The ^nus MeUarris b considered to enter into the family
Phasianidae, in which it forms a subfamily Meieagrinae, peculiar

to North and Central America. The fosul remains of three species

have been described by Professor Marsh—one from the Miocene
of Cokirado, and two, one much taller and the other smaller than the

existing species, from the post-Pliocene of New Jersey. Both the
last had proportionally long and slender legs. (A. N.)

TURKI, strictly speaking an Arabic or Persian adjective

formed from Turk, used by European writers in two rather

different senses, (i) It is applied to tribes or languages which

are Turkish as opposed to Aryan, Semitic, &c. (3) It is used as

the special designation of the tribes and languages of Kashgaria

and Eastern Turkestan. (SeeTusxs.)
TURKOMAN, a name applied to certain Turkish tribes still

nomad or only recently settled in Transcaspia and northern

Afghanistan and Persia. (.See Tusks.)
TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS, a group in the British West

Indies. They belong geographically to the Bahamas and lie

between 21" and as* N. and 71* and 7a* 37' W. They are of

coral and sand formation, their combined area being 169 sq. m.
The Turks Islands, taking their name from a species of cactus

having the appearance of a turbaned head, are nine in number,
but Grand Turk (10 sq. m.) and Salt Cay (5) sq. m.) are the only

two of any size. The town of Grand Turk, on the west of the

island of that name, is the seat of government and a port of

registry. Salt Cay has a good harbour.

The Caicos Islands lie to the north-west of Turks Ishtnds and
are seven in number. Cockbum Harbour on South Caicos, 22 m.
from Grand Turk, is the principal settlement and a port of entry.

The climate, though somewhat reUixing, is healthy, but there is a
scarcity of drinking water, the average annual rainfall being only

27! in. The mean temperature is 83° F., but owing to the

sea breezes the climate is never oppressive. Salt raking is the

staple industry. Sisal hemp is grown, sponges are found in some
quantities off the coast and there are four sponge-curing factories

on the Caicos Islands. Pink pearls are occasionally found. The
exports, chiefly to the United States, include salt, sponges and
sisal hemp. Grand Turk is in cable communication with

Bermuda and with Kingston, Jamaica, some 430 m. to

the S.W.
The islands were uninhabited when, about 1678, the Bermudians

began to visit them to rake the salt found in the ponds. These

visits became annual and permanent settlements were made. In

* For results of a comparison of the skulls of wild and domesticated
turkeys, see Dr Shufelat. iii Joum. of Comp. Medicine and Surgery

(July 1887).

1 7 1o the British were expelled by the Spaniards, but theyreturned
and the salt trade (largely with the American colonies) continued

to be carried on by the Bermudians despite attacks by Spaniards

and French, and counter-claims to the islands by the British

authorities at the Bahamas, who about 1765 made good their

claim. In 1799 the islands were given representation in the

Bahamas Assernbly, and they remained part of that colony until

1848, when on the petition of the inhabitants they were made a
separate colony under the supervision of the governor of Jamaica.
This arrangement proving financially burdensome the islands were
in 1873 definitely annexed to Jamaica. They are governed by a
commissioner assisted by a nominated legislative board. The
census of 1901 showed a total population of 5287, of whom 342
were whites, the rest being negroes or mulattoes; 1751 of the

inhabitants lived in Grand Turk Island.

See J. N. Bellin, Descriplum gfographique des dibouquements c«
nord ae St Dominique (1768); the Jamaica Handbook (L.ondo.n.

yearly) and Sir C. P. Lucas, Historical Geopapky oj the British

Colonies, vol. iL (2nd ed., Oxford, 1905).

TURKS. The words " Turk " and " Turkish " are used in three

senses, political, linguistic and ethnological. Politically, Turk
means a Mahommedan subject of the sultan of Turkey. In the
East at any rate it is not employed in ^leaking of Christians,

and its application to Arabs, Albanians, Kurds, &c., living in

Turkey, though not unusual, is hardly correct. The linguistic

use of the name, by which it designates a well-nuirked division

of the Ural-Altaic languages and their speakers, is the most satis-

factory. The languages in question are easily identified and
defined (see below), and there can be little doubt that they were
spoken by the vast majority of the people called Turks since the

6th century of the Christian era. Ethnographically, the use

of the word presents difficulties, for it is not easy to differentiate

the Turks by physique or customs from allied tribes such as the

Finno-Ugrians, Mongolians and Manchus. The Bashkirs, who
are probably of Finno-Ugrian stock, speak a Turkish Unguagc,
and the Magyars, who speak a Ugrian language, have many
Turkish characteristics. At the present day there is no difficulty

in making a practical distinction between Turks and Mongols.

The former speak Turkish languages, are Moslems by religion,

live almost entirely in the western half of Asia and fall within the

Arabic, and to some extent the European, sphere of influence;

the latter speak Mongolian languages, are Buddhists by religion,

live in the eastern half of Asia and fall within the sphere of Chinese

influence. Yet both Turkish and Mongol traditions represent

the two nations as descended from two brothers: Jenghiz Khan,
the founder of the Mongol power, must have had large numbers of

Turks in his armies, for the chief traces left in Europe of the

Mongol invasions are the settlements of Turkish-speaking Tatars

in Russia; and the name of his son, Jagatai, is commonly used for

a Turkish dialect and khanate in the regions of the Oxus. In

Central Asia the distinctions between tribes, nations and races

are unusually fluid: we are dealing with predatory nomads for

ever fighting with one another or with the settled populations

round them. The conquerors enslaved the men and married the

women of the conquered, a successful leader attracted round his

standard men of different tribes and languages. The corps of

janissaries instituted by the Turks in Europe is no doubt an

illustration of what happened during many centuries in Asia.

The Turks after taking Constantinople claimed from the Christian

population a certain number of male children, who were brought

up as Turkish soldiers with few ties or principles except obedience

to their officers. There was thus a large class, of Turkish speech

and Turkish habits, who had absolutely no Turkish blood in

their veins. In addition to this, intermarriage has taken

place to so large an extent that the modem Turks are almost

entirely European in physique. Similarly, no doubt, among
the hordes of Central Asia the youths of conquered tribes

were absorbed and assimilated by the conquerors and lost

their original language. Such transformations were facili-

tated by the fact that there was no great difference in the

manners and customs of these tribes. They were all nomadic,

mostly horsemen, and rapacious. As they settled down from time
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to time they borrowed a good deal from their more dvilized

nciglibours, but their natural manner of life was simple

and untrammelled. The Turkish-speaking tribes were ap-

parently the most mobile and adveniurcus. Starting from the

confines of China they reached India, Algeria and the walls of

Vienna. They probably formed a large contingent ia the hordes

of Jenghiz and of the Huns, and perhaps the Petchenegs, Avars
and Comans all belonged to this group. In comparison with them
the Mongol and Manchu-speaking tribes, though conquerors in

the East on no mean scale, seem sutionary and inactive,

while the Finno-Ugrians are nomad hunters rather than warriors.

To the honour of the Turks it must be said that, bad as is

their administration when judged by European standards and
especially when applied to Europeans, the empires of the Seljuks,

Osmanlis and Moguls which they founded rise far above the

ordinary standard of ephemeral Oriental dynasties.

The effect of Turkish invasions has been in the main destruc-

tive, but they have also played a considerable part in transport-

ing both ideas and commodities from one end of the old world to

the other. The achievement by which they are best known—the

transplantation of Mahommedanism on to European soil—is a

remarkable, though not successful, feat of this kind. But they are

also largely responsible for the introduction of Mahommedanism
into India, for carrying Nestorian Christianity and Persian

6re-worship into China, and for the overland intercourse between

China and India which fostered if it did not introduce Chinese

Buddhism. They exported Chinese silk to Byzantium, and the

most ancient Buddhist temple in Japan contains Persian objects

which must have been brought across Asia by their caravans.

Divisions.^Ai the present day the name Turk is applied

primarily to the people who have conquered Constantinople and
the regions known as Turkey, but the following may be classed as

Turkish in the sense of belonging to the same group linguistically

and to some extent racially:

—

X. The Yakuts are a Siberian tribe who inhabit the country

n«ar the banks of the middle and lower Lena, including Yakutsk
and Verkhoyansk on the Yana. Their language is purely

Turkish, though differing considerably from the more western

Turkish idioms, but they have largely intermingled with the

Tunguses. They are said to be industrious and skilful alike

as artisans, traders and agriculturists. They are nominal

Christians, but preserve much of their old nature worship.

3. Tatar (q.v.) or Tartar is a popular name which in its most

correct sense is applied to Tiirkish-speaking Moslems in Russia,

who number over three millions and are mostly remnants of the

Mongol invasion which took place in the 13th century. But it is

also extended rather loosely to various tribes in Siberia and
elsewhere who speak Mongolian, Finnish or other languages.

The following classes of Tatars speak Turkish languages: (a) The
Kazan Tatars, numbering perhaps a million. Their centre is in

the govemment of Kazan, but they extend down both banks of

the Volga as far as the government of Saratov, (b) The Astrakhan
Tatars, numbering only about lo.ooa (c) The Bashkirs, whose
headquarters are in the government of Ufa. They appear to be
a tribe of Finnish origin who have adopted a Turkish language.

(d) The Taurs df the Crimea, sometimes called the Krim or Nosai
Taurs, who occupied the Crimea in the 13th century and had a
considerable empire from the isth to the I7th century. There are

also Nogai Tatars in the Caucasus and Kuban country, (e) There
are considerable bodies of Tatars in Rumania and Bulgaria, who
appear to be Nogais who have emigrated from the Crimea, Bes-

aaratNa and other parts of Russia. (/) The Tatars of the Caucasus
aeem to be for the most part Azerbaijan Turks mingled with
Armenian. Georgian. Lesghian and other blood. But the name is

often loosely applied to any Mahoraraedan Caucanan tribe.

3. Kirgkh {q.v.) J nomadic tribes amounting to about three

million souls who are found chiefly in Asiatic Russia. They fall

into two chief divisions, (a) The Kazaks, who inhabit the northern

and eastern parts of the Aral-Caspian basin, including the

government of Orenburg. They do not call themselves Kirghiz,

and apparently the name has been given them by the Russians

in order not to confuse them with the Cossacks, {h) The Kara-

Kirghiz, who are the less numerous division, live in Dzungaria, in

the Altai, about lakes Balkash and Issyk-kul, and extend

foothwards to the Pamirs and the sources of the Ozus. Some

of them inhabit Chinese territory. Both divisions live chiefly

on the produce of their herds. Their chief drink is koumiss,
or fermented mare's milk.

4. The Kara-Kalpaks {q.v.) or Bbck-caps, who inhabit the
south-eastern shores of the sea of Aral, are sometimes classed

with the Kirghiz, but seem to be a separate branch of the Turki
stock. They are a feeble race, apparently in process of extlnctk>n,

and now number only about 50,00a

5. Usbet is a political and not an ethnological denomination.
It is derived from Uzbcg Khan of the Golden Horde (131S-1340),
and was subsequently used at the beginning of the i6th century
to designate the adherenU of Shaibani Khan. Finally it was
employed as the name of the ruling tribes in the Central Asian
khanates (much like Osmanli in Turkey), in opposition to Kirghiz

and Sarts, as well as to non-Turkish tribes. The Uzbegs are

accordingly a mixed race, but the elements of which they are

composed are mostly Turi^ish. Their numbers have been esti-

mated at about two millions. They are mostly agriculturists or
dwellers in cities, not nomads.

6. Sort is the name commonly given to the Turkish-speaking

urban population of the Central Asian khanates. It is opposed
to Tajik, which denotes the agricultural, Iranian-spnking
poptilation, but both words are used very loosely and have come
to mean little more than town and country [>eople. Sart and
Uzbeg are also opposed In the meanings of common people and
aristocracy, but many Sarts claim Uzbeg descent. The word
is hardly suitable for scientific use, but is employed by Russian
writers as the name of the Turkish language spoken in Bokhara,
Samarkand and Ferghana.

7. The various Turkish tribes found on the eastern slopes of

the Tian Shan, in Kashgar, Yarkand, Khotan, &c., are the

descendants of the ancient Ulgkurs or Ouigkaurs. These
people were probably the most eastern branch of the Turks
who remained behind when the first westward movements were
made, but subsequently moved westward themselves. They
ruled In Kashgaria from the loth to the i3th centuries, and, like

other branches of the Turks, adopted Mahommedanism. They
continued, however, to use a variety of the Syriac alphabet

introduced by Nestorian missionaries, and a book, the Kudatku
Bitik, composed in their language about io6s, is extant. The
Taranchis, an agricultural tribe of the Ili basin, seem also to

belong to this group. The Turkish spoken in Kashgaria, &c.,

is often distingxushed as Turki.

8. Mogul, Mogkul or Mughal^ appears to be the same word
as Mongol, but is commonly restricted to the tribes who invaded
northern India from Ferghana in 1536 under Baber (or Babar)
and established the Mahommedan Empire of Delhi. Memoirs
written by Baber in Jagatai Turkish are extant.

9. The Kovbals and Karagasses of the upper Yenisei are'

perhaps of Finnish stock, but they speak languages akin to the

Kashgarian Turki. They are sometimes called Tatars.

10. Turkoman or Turkman is the name usually given to the

nomadic tribes who inhabit the country between the Caspian
and the Oxus. They appear to be a branch of the Westeni
Turks and not essentially different from the Osmanlis or Azer-

baijanis, except that until the Russian occupation of *Merv they

remained in the condition of predatory horse-riding nomads,'

much feared by their neighbours as " man-steah'ng Turks."

They are divided into nany tribes, of which the principal are
(a) The Ckaudors in the north-western part of the Ust-Urt and near
the Kara-boghaz Gulf. (6) The Yomuts or Yamuds extending
from Khiva across the Ust-Urt and along the shore of the Caspian
to Persia, (c) The Ccklans or Cokiens settled in the Persian

province of Astarabad. They are said to be the most civilized

and friendly of all the Turkomans, (d) The Tekkes, who were
the most important tribe when the Kusdans conauered Trans-
caspia. They are first heard of in the peninsula of Mangishlak,
but were driven out by the Kalmuks in 1718. and subseguently.

occupied the Akhal and Merv oases. The Russians inflicted a
crushing defeat on them at Geok-Tepe in 1881. («) The Sakars

inhabit the left bank of the Oxus near Charjui. (/) The Sariks are

found in the neighbourhood of Panjdeh and Yulatan. (g) The
Solon, an old and important tribe, suffered much in the course of

fights with the Tekkes and in i8S7 migrated to Zarabad in Persian

territory near the Hari-rud. (A) The Ersaru are now chiefly found
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near Khoja Salih. They were once a very important tribe on the
upper C^us. (i) The Alt-elis live near AndlchuL

IX. The Turkish nomads scattered over Persian territory

are often known by the name of Aurhaijanis or Adharbaijanis^

though this name is strictly applicable only to the inhabiunts

of the province of Azerbaijan (9.0.), of which Tabriz is the capital.

They are the descendants of various bodies of Turks who have

wandered into Persia at various times, but more particularly

of the Ghuzz tribes (the OCj'oi of the Greeks) who invaded it

during the Seljuk period. They are also known as Il&t or

IHyit. meaning tribes, and each tribe has its own chieftain or

Ilkhani appointed by the shah.

Among the tribes are (i) The Kajars, who dwelt in Tranacaucana
until Abbas the Great (1585-1628) forced a portion of them to settle

near Astarabad. The present dynasty of Persian Shahs comes
from this tribe. (2) The Afshars or Awshars are a very numerous
tribe in the provmce of Azerbaijan. Another division of them is

found in the Anti-Uurus. (i|) The Shekakis and Shah-seven.

The latter is a political name which has become hereditary, " those

1736), and of the Shiite faith. (4) The Karakoyunlu living near

tne town of Khoi. In the south of Persia are found (5) the AbuU
vftrdis, (6) the Kara-Cddu, (7) the Baharlu, (8) the Inamlu and
(9) the Kashkai. These last perhaps include the Khalachcs or
Khalaj who were alreadv settled near Herat before the arrival of

the Scliuks. and from whom sprang the Indian dynasty known at
Khaiji (1290-1320).

12. The Turks now inhabiting the Turkish Empire fall into

various categories and have entered it at various times.

a. The Osmanlis or OUomans. This word is loosely used to

mean any Mahommedan subject of the sultan, though even then

it is not generally extended to Arabs and Albanians. Used more
strictly it means the clan of Osman and their descendants as

opposed to Seljuks and other Turks. The name is genealogical

rather than ethnic; for though the exploits of the Osmanlis

have given them an importance in modem history far exceeding

that of all the other tribes, they are not distinguished from them

in language or customs. According to tradition the clan came
from Khorasan, supported the Seljuks and received in return the

fief of Eskishehr. In the 14th century they took Brusa from

the Byzantine Empire and established a kingdom there which

withstood the shock of Timur's invaision (1402). In 1453 they

captured Constantinople. Until recently Turkish Mahommedans
always employed the words Osmanli and Osmanlija to describe

themselves and their language, and avoided the expressions

TUrk and Tiirkche as signifying semi-dvilizcd tilbes, but in the

last twenty years the older words have again come into use as

national designations.

b. There must be many Turks in the Ottoman dominions

who have no claim to be called Osmanlis in the strict sense.

Byzantine authors mention a colony of 30,000 Turks on the

river Vardar in Macedonia as early as the 9th century, and many
Turks in Europe are still called Koniots or Konariots and claim

to be descendants of the Seljuks. After the defeat of the

emperor Romanus at Manzikert (1071) Turkomans and Turks

of every description poured into Asia Minor. The Tatars of

the Dobnidja also seem to be an ancient settlement.

c. The t^izU-Bask, or red-heads, who are found in the plains

of Asia Minor about Angora, Tokat and Karahissar, differ

somewhat from the surrounding Turkish population in both

physique and customs. They appear to be immigrants from

Persian territory, where some of them still remain. They are

industrious agriculturists and their women enjoy unusual

freedom. They call themselves Eski-TUrk or old Turks, and have

a secret religion in which Shiite tenets seem to be combined

with older pagan (or possibly Christian) elements.

d. In various parts of western and southern Asia Minor,

particularly the plains of Cilida, are nomadic Turkoman tribes

called by the Turks YUrUk or Gydckibi. They are even found

near Smyrna. They are a peaceful race, with fair complexions

and a fine ph3rsique, and are great camel breeders. Though
they do not appear to have a religion of their own like the

Kizil Bash, they are only nominally Mahonmiedans.
Besides the peoples mentioned above, a number of extinct tribes

may have been Turkish-speaking, though in the absence of linguistic

records no certain conclumon it pooible. Such are the Hniw
Ephthalitcs, Avars. Bulgars, Khazars, Comans and Petcfaenegs.
Tne name Hun is perhaps identical with the Chinese Hiung-nu or
with the Turkish word for ten, on or tin. meaning the ten tribes. Of
the Avars really nothing is known: they were an extremely bar-
barous people who made no settlements and disappeared as suddenly
as they came. They have been identified with the Iwen-Jwen of
the Chinese. The name of the Khazars has a Turkisii sound: they
were a relatively civilized people and had a kingdom in the neigh-
bourhood of Astrakhan and the north Caspian whkh lasted for

several centuries. The original Bulgarians were certainly not Slavs,
though they acquired a Slavonic language, but it is more probable
that they were Finno-Ugrians than Turks. The E^tchencgs, also
called nartiMKOi or Elarrirax^roi in Greek and Bisseni in Latin,
are said to have been driven into Europe from the lower Ural
by the Ghuzz {Wiw) at the end of the 9th centur^^, and wandered
about the northern frontiers of the Byzantine Empire for about 300
years. Perhaps some of them settled in Hungary and Bulgaria.
They were. like the Avars, very barbarous and were probably Turks,
for Anna Comnena says they spoke the same language as the Comans.
This dialect is known'by the so-called Codex Cumankus. Coman or
Kuman is a name given by Europf»ins to the tribes who occupied
Moldavia and the adjacent regk>ns in the middle ages. Rubruquis
speaks of the Coman Kipchaks, and it is probable that the Comans
were a hybrid Turkish tribe.

History.—^The invasions and conquests of the later Turkish

dynasties form an important part of the history of the world

and are treated in such articles as Tuskey; Seljdks; Tnmn;
Moguls. Here it is proposed to sketch the earlier wanderings

and agglomerations (for they can hardly be called kingdoms)
of Turkish tribes in eastern and central Asia. Much new in-

formation on this subject has been made accessible in the last

twenty years by the discovery near the river Orkhon, to the

south of Lake Baikal, of Turkish inscriptions dating from the

8th century A.D., and by the publication of materials furnished

by Chinese writers. But authorities are still not entirely agreed

as to the chronology of the events recorded or the identity of

the names which appear in Turkish, Greek and Chinese forms,

so that the following summary is for many periods tentative.

From 1400 B.C. onwards, but especially about 200 B.C., Chinese

history contains notices of warlike nomads called Hiung-nu or

Hsiung-nu, who were a danger to the empire. Thdr poh'tical

power broke up in the early centuries of this era before the

advance of the Sien-pi and Tobas, who appear to have been Tun-
guses, and from whom arose the Wd dynasty of northern China.

In A.o. 433 a Hiung-nu clan called Asena or A-shih-na, disliking

the rule of the Wei, moved eastwards and sought the protection

of a people called Jeu-Jen or Jwen-Jwen, who were also a kind
of Hiung-nu. They are the Geougen of Gibbon and others, and
thdr identity with the Avars has been affirmed and disputed

with equal confidence. The Asena served the Jwen-Jwen as

workers in iron and lived not far from the modem dty of Shan-

Tan in Kan-suh. In this neighbourhood was a hill called from
its shape TUrkU, DUrkU or T*u-chQeh, meaning hehnet, and this

is said be to the origin of the national name which has become so

celebrated. The name Tu-Kiue (Tou-Kiue) or Turk is first used

by the Chinese in recording the events of a.d. 545, and the follow-

ing years, when the Turks, or descendants of the Asena, revolted

against the Jwen-Jwen. These latter were crushed and disappear

from history, at least imder that name. The victorious Turks
advanced across their territor>', came into collision with the

Hephthalites or Ephthalites, whom they defeated, and are

heard of on the Oxus about a.d. 560. The period 546-583 mariis

the first brilliant epoch of early Turkish history. The tribes

wer? not divided and made the most astonishing advance nnder
Tumen (who took the title of Ili-Khan), his brother ItsXmi or

She-ti-mi (perhaps the Stembis of Greek writers), his son Mokan
and IstSmi's son Tardu or Ta-t'eu. Though fifty years before

only a servile clan in China, they sent an embassy in 567 to

the East Roman emperor Justin 11., as related by Menander
Protector (C. MUller: Fragm, hist, fraee.^ vol. iv.). The object of

this mission was to open up commerdal relations, espcdally in

the silk trade, with the West, and to co-operate with the Greeks

against the Persians, because the latter wished to make the

Persian Gulf the only outlet for the silk trade, and with that

object to hamper the commum'cations of the Turks with Western
powers. The ruler who sent this embassy is called in Greek
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SOziboulos or Dikiboulos, corresponding to the Sinjibu of Arab
chroniclers and perhaps representing Sin-jabgu in old Turkish,

tbe latter part being a title. He has been identified with Ist&mi.

Justin sent as envoy to him in return a certain Zemark, who
visited the khan at Ektel or Ektag (? Ak-dagh), and several

subsequent embassies were exchanged. In 598 the khan
Tarda wrote to the emperor Maurice, and in 620-28 the Turks
assisted Heradius in his campaigns against Peisia. Meanwhile
tbe Turks had themselves split into two divisions with separate

princes. A tendency towards division, very natural in so

loose and extended a community, had been visible for some
time, and the rupture was precipitated in 582 by the jealousy

of Ta-lo-pien or Dalobian, who was angry at not being chosen
khaiL For a century and a half or so we hear of two khanates:

the northern Turks, living near Lake Baikal and the southern

tributaries of the Yenisei, and the western* Turks, who appear
to have had two headquarters, one near UrumchI and one near

Aulieata, north of Tashkent. But their conquests, or at least

their successful raids, extended very much farther to the west

and south. In 630 the Chinese pilgrim Yiian Chwang (Hsiian

Tsang) was well received by their khan, T'ung-she-ho, who
exercised some kind of authority from Turfan to Merv. The
Chinese followed a consistent policy of spreading dissension

among these dangerous tribes and of supporting the factions

which were weak or distant against those who were strong or

near. Accordingly they were friendly to the western Turks
until they had conquered the northern Turks. This western

branch luted until about 750 as a political name. From about

550 till 650 they were independent, and, as mentioned, allies

of the east Roman Empire against the Persians. But about

650 the politics of the Nearer East were transformed by the

conquests of the Arabs following on the preaching of Mahomet.
After subduing Persia in 639 they spread to Transoxiaifa. At
the same time dissension prevailed among the western Turks
themselves: the five tribes called Nu-she-pi, who lived west of

Issyk-kul, quarrelled with the five tribes called Tu-lu living to

the east of it. The Chinese fomented the quarrel, and in 6s9
were able to declare that they annexed the whole territory of

the western Turks, including at least Dzungaria, Tashkent,

Ferghana, Bokhara, Khulm, Badakshan, Ghaxni, Bamian,
Vdyana, Wakhan and Rarateghin. But it would seem that

neither the Turkish occupation nor the Chinese annexation.

of most of these countries was effective. From 650 to 750
the possession of them was disputed not only by the Turks and
Chinese but by the Tibetans in the east and tbe Arabs in the

west. In the west, the campaigns of Qotaiba b. Moslim or

Kutaiba (705-14) completed the Mahommedan conquest of

Transoxiana (see Caliphate, sect. B § 6). In the east the

reaUy effective power seems to have been exercised by a new
Turkish tribe called Turg&h, who had capitals at Tokxnak and
in IlL

For the history of the northern Turks our only authorities

are the Orkhon inscriptions and Chinese writers. The half-

century following on the division was prosperous for the north-

em as well as for the western Turks, and they menaced China;

but in 630 the Chinese conquered them. This is the Chinese

servitude mentioned in the inscriptions. In 682 Kutluk (also

called Eltcres, which seems to be a title) re-established a Turkish

state on the Orkhon. He was succeeded by his brother Kapagan
(or Me-Chuo), who subdued the Turgftsh, or perhaps merely

drove them southwards, early in the 8th century, and was
succeeded by Bilgft Kagan of the inscriptions.

This northern khanate was destroyed by a coalition of the

Karluk, Uighur and Basmal in 744- These peoples, like the

Turgish, appear to have been Turkish; for though Turk was
originally the name of the clan whose destinies in its northern

and western branches have just been sketched, yet there is no
objeaion to the usage by which it is extended to the descendants

^No better name teems forthcoming, but western Turks ts a
OKMt inconvenient desicnation because it is also used (and equally
correctly) to signify the Osmanlis and Seljuks as opposed to the Turks
of Traatoxaatta and Kaahgar.

of similar clans with umOar customs and as far as is known
similar languages. A succession of these pressed forwards
from the east. When first heard of, the Karluk inhabited the
country on the Irtyah and the Urungu, and subsequently occupied

Teles and Tokmak. The Uighurs belonged (o the group of

tribes known as Tdlte or T'ie-le and established themselves at

Balasaghun (also known by the forms Kara-Balghasun, Kara-
Balgassun and Balagasun: see Kakakoruu). This brings us

to the middle of the 8th century. For the next two hundred
years the Turkish element in Central Asia, though it must have
been numerous, does not cut any figure in history, which is

filled with the chronicles of Arab and Persian dynasties

(see Caupuate; Samanids), but in the loth century we
begin .to hear of it again. Turkish adventurers founded the

dynasty of Ghaznevids at Ghazni, and there was a Uighur
kingdom in the east comprising Kashgar and Khotan. Boghra
Khan, the ruler of this kingdom, was converted to Islam at the

end of the loth century, and it continued under various branches

of Uighurs until 112a An interesting memorial of this period

is the book Kudatku BUik (see below). More important politi-

cally is the rise of the Seljuks. They were the princely family of

the Kabaks, who were a section of the group of tribes ciJled

Ghuzz (Oghuz, OCi'ot), and are heard of in Transoxiana about

98s. Their chieftains Toghrul and Chakir drove the Ghaznevids

to India and established themselves as protectors of the Abbasid
caliph, who formally ceded his temporal power to them. (For the

historj^ of the dynasty see Seljuks.) Alp Arslan, the son of

Chakir, defeated the Byzantines at Manzikert (1071), and
prepared the way for the Ottoman conquests. His son Malik
Shah ruled over nearly all the modem Turkey in Asia, and as

far as the frontiers of China. On his death in 1092 his empire

broke up into several pieccs.r Konia became the capital of the

sultanate of Asia Minor and variotis Seljuk dynasties established

themselves in Kerman, Irak and Syria. A new Turkish power
was founded by the khans of Khiva, who are known as the

Khwarizm-shahs. They were originally vassals of the Seljuks,

with the title of tasdar or ewer-bearer, but became independent

and conquered Khorasan and Irak. They had, however, to

contend with yet another new arrival from the east, the Kara-
Kitais. These also were probably Turks, and were pushed
westwards from China by the Kins. They conquered Kashgar,

.Khotan, Yarkand and later Transoxiana, pushing the Ghuzz
tribes before them into Persia and Afghanistan. Their prince

bore the title of gur-khan, and the Khwarizm shahs did homage
to him till 1 308, when they tmsuccessfully revolted. But aU
these squabbling principalities were swept away in 1 219 by the

extraordinary wave of invasion which surged across Asia to

Europe under Jenghiz Khan (q.v.). After the death of Jenghiz
his conquests were divided, and Transoxiana, Kashgar, Badak-
shan, Balkh and Ghazni were given to his second son Chagatai

or Jagatai. Jenghiz and his family must have been Mongols,

but the name Jagatai passed to the population and language of

the countries about the Oxus. It does not appear that they

ever ceased to be Turkish in speech and customs. The hordes

of Jenchiz must have comprised a considerable Turkbh
element; the Mongols had no inclination to settle in cities, and
Jagatai himself lived near Kulja in the extreme east of his

dominions. Though the cities in western Central Asia suffered

severely the people were not Mongolized, and Mahommedan
learning even flourished. But otherwise the whole history of

the Jagatai khanate, which lasted from 1234 to 1370, is a con-

fused record of dissensions with frequent intervals of anarchy.

In 1321 it split into two khanates, Transoxiana and Dzungaria,

and in 1370 collapsed before Timur. This great conqueror

(1333-1404), who like Jenghiz had an extraordinary power of

collecting and leading the hordes of Central Asia, was a native

of the district of Samarkand and a Turk uy descent. He con-

quered successively Dzungaria (1370), Persia and the Caucasus

(1390)1 the Kipchaks on the Volga (130s), and Northern India

(1398). He then invaded Syria and Asia Minor, where he de-

feated but did not annihilate the Osmanlis. The house of Timur
did not retain his more distant conquests, but they ruled at
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Samarkand until 1499 with the usual struggles between different

branches of the family. Their possessions included, at least from
time to time, the northern parts of Afghanistan and Penia, as

well as Transoxiana and Turkestan. They were one of the

most enlightened and cultivated of Turkish dynasties. They
beautified the cities of Central Asia and were patrons of literature.

The literary languages were as a rule Arabic or Persian; Turkish
was use<i more rarely and chiefly for poetry.

The Timurids were overthrown and succeeded by the Sluubani

dynasty, a branch of the house of Juji, Jenghix Khan's eldest

son, to whom his father had assigned dominions in the region

north of the kingdom of Jagatai. About 1465 a number of this

dan migrated into the Jagatai khanate. They were given

territory on the Chu River and were known as Uzbegs. About
1 500 their chief, Mahommed Shaibani or Shahi Beg, made himself

master of Transoxiana and founded the Uzbeg power. The
chief opponent of the Uzbegs in their early days was Baber,

who represented the house of Timur in the fifth generation,

but he ultimately led his armies in another direction and
invaded India (1526), where he founded the Mogul Empire,

a far more important state than the principalities of the Ozus.

The Shaibanis continued to rule in these latter till 1583, and
were followed by the houses of Astrakhan and Mangit; but it

is not necessary to continue here the complicated chronicles of

these dynasties.

The Osmanlis, or house of Osman, the founders of the present

Turkish Empire, appear to have been a clan similar to the early

Seljuks or the present Turkomans of Transcaspia, who migrated

into Asia Minor from Khorasan and made the neighbourhood

of Brusa their headquarters. Their conspicuous position in

history is mainly due to the fact that they attained pre-eminence

very late and in districts very near Europe. Except for the

invasion of Timur they did not suffer from the attacks of other

Turks and they were able to concentrate their strength on the

conquest of the decrepit Byzantine Empire.
Customs, CivilixalioH, Refitum, £rc.—The Turks are imiutive

rather than original, and. in all their branches, have assimilated to
some extent the nearest civilization whenever they have settled

down. Up to the 7th century their only culture consisted of some
scraps of Chinese and Indian civilization. Subsequently both the
eastern and western states which they founded adopted Perso-

Arabic civilization and Mahommedanism. The Osmanus have also
been affected by Byzantine and west Europoin influences.

Chinese historians and the Turkish inscriptions of the Orkhon and
Yenisei give us a good deal of information respecting the earlier

condition of these tribes. We are told that the Hiung-nu lived on
horseback and moved about from place to place in search of fresh

pasture. They possened horses, cattle and sheep and also camels.
They had no towns or villages and no agriculture and they never
stayed long in one camp, but during their halts a special piece of land
was assigned to each tribe and each tent. They were ignorant of
writing. The children were Uught to ride and shoot, and the adults
were expert archers. Their food was flesh and milk and their

clothing the skins of animals. They were polygamous and a son
married his deceased father's wives, except nis own mother. It b
expressly stated that old people were despised and neglected, but
this barbarous trait disappeared from the manners of the later Turks.
Of the Turks in the 6tn ccntuiY the Chinese writers give a rather

more flattering account. They had numerous grades of rank, and
when their khan was invested with the supreme power he was carried

in a carpet. When troops were levied or taxes collected, the required

amount was carved on a piece of wood marked with a golden arrow
as a sign of authority. Their punishmenu were severe. Marriage
was by arrangement with the parents, not capture. The dead were
kept for some time after death and the mourners gashed their faces.

They sacrificed to heaven and to the spirits of their ancestors. Their
amusements included unging antiphonally. playing dkeand drinkins
koumiss till they were drunk. They had a written alphabet (derived
from India or Syria) and a duodenary cycle in which the years were
designated by the names of animals. Somewhat similar accounts
are given of the Kerkur or Kirghiz and of the Kankli or Kankali.
These were perhaps the ancestors of the Uighurs and moved about
in carts with high wheels: they are described as a bart>arous undis-
ciplined people, but capable of -concerted action.

In the Orkhon inscriptions of the early part of the 6th century a
somewhat more civilized branch of the Turks gives an account of
itself which tallies with the Chinese descriptmns. No Turkish cities

are mentioned, only tribes and localities. War is the national
occupation. The sovereign or kagan fights himself, and it is interest-

ing to see that the names of the various chargers which he mounted
are carefully recorded. The spirit of tribal patriotism and desire

for glory^ which animate these compositions are very noticeable and
also the implied obligation of the rulers to see to the pnrosperity of the
people. The existence of the tombs and of inscriptions in Chinese
characters as well as in an alphabet of Aramaic origin, and the
mention of gold, silver, silk and precious objects show that the
builders hadlooted, so to speak, a certain amount of fragmentary
civilization from their neighbours. The chief deity is Heaven or
Tlngri (still used in Osmanli Turkish as the equivalent of Allah},
who gives the kingdom to the kagans and cares for the name and
reputation of the Turkish people. There are also spirits of the earth
and waters. All this is very like the earliest Chinese religion.

Funeral ceremonies were evidently elaborate and the cycle of years
named after animals was used for chronology.
The Chinese pilgrim Hlisan Tsang was entertained by She>hu

(perhaps a title), kagan of the Western Turks, near Tokmak about
A.D. 630. He left an account of the barbaric splendour of his recep-
tion and alludes to the number of horses, the gold embroidery of the
kagan's tent, the silk robes of his retinue, and the use of wine and
musk. He says the Turks were firc-worshippcrs and would not sic

on wooden seats.

It u probable that before they were converted to Islam the Turks
practised in a desultory manner Buddhism, fire-worship and Nes-
torian Christianity, though they never wholly accepted any of them.
An interesting trace of Buddhism remains in the names SKaman and
Shamanism. It would appear that the Indian word aramana or
Samana was applied to the wizards and exorcizers of the okler
Turkish superstition. Recent investigations have discovered the
existence 01 a considerable Buddhist civilizatbn at Khoun, but
at the time when it flourished it would appear that the mass of tlK
population was of Iranian affinities and that the Turkish ek^ment
was small.

The Kudatku Bilik (about 1065) gives a picture of life in Eastern
Turkestan after the conversion to Islam, but still showing many
traces of Chinese influence. But after this period nearly all the
Turks (except a few obscure tribes like the Yakuts) adopted the
Perso-Arabic civilization. Some however, such as the Kirghiz,
Turkomans and YQrQks of Asia Minor, have not yet abandoned the
nomadic life. The Turks seem to be everywhere characterized by
their innate sense of discipline and their submissiveness to their own
authorities; councils or assemblies have rarely assumed importance
among them; sovereigns and even dynasties (except the house of
Osman) have often been removed by violence, but the dcspotk form
of government has never failed to secure obedience. But equally
important, as explaining their military successes, is the fact, noticed
alike by ancient Chinese hutorians and modern European oflScers,

that the ordinary Turkish soldier has in military matters an unusual
resourcefulness and power of initiative which, without impairing
discipline, renders him independent of his officers.

Longuage.—The Turkish or Tatar-Turkish languages bek>ng
to the Ural-Altaic family. Both nominal and verbal foons are

built up solely by the addition of suffixes, and the law of vowel
harmony is strictly observed. Hard and soft vowels cannot occur
in the same word, and there is a tendency to assimilate the vowels
of the suffix to those of the root; thus pederinvt^ your father, but
dosfunuM, your friend. From the Mongol-Manchu languages the
Turkish group is distinguished by its much more developed
system of inflexion, particularly in the verbs, by its free use of
pronominal suffixes, and by its more thoroughly agglutinative

character. The stem with its suffixes forms a single compound
word, whereas in Mongol the suflixes often seem quasi-indepen-

dent. In all these features Turkish resembles the Finno-Ugric

languages, but it diverges from them in having a much simpler

system of cases and different phonetics, in the absence of many
peculiarities such as the incorporation of the pronominal object

in the verb, and in the development of some special forms, such
as the expression of negation by inserting a suffix after the verbal

root (yosEfiffi, I wrote, yaunadim^ I did not write). The gram-
matical forms are more agglutinative and less inflexional than in

Finnish; though they are single words, the root does not change
and the elements can be easily Separated, which is not always the

case in Finnish. Compare the Turkish gy9rdUnHs, ** you saw,**

from the root gy&r, with the equivalent Finnish nUitte from mAkt.

The fusion between the root and suffixes is much more thorough

in the latter. Turkish thus stands midway between Mongol and
Finnish in its development of the agglutinative principle. Also,

though compounds are not unknown in Turkish {e.g. dtmiryd,

railway) they are much rarer than in Finnish or Hungarian.

Despite the apparent divergence between Turkish and Mongol,

due perhaps partly to the influence of Chinese on the latter, the

aflinity between them seems real, though not superficial. The
pronouns, case suffixes,^ and construction of sentences all show a
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general similarity, and the verb in Buriat, which differs from other

Hongol languages, exhibits a development parallel to Turkish.

The want of resemblance in vocabulary between the three

classes of languages is remarkable. The numerals, for instance, in

Turkish, Mongol and Finno-Ugric are entirely different, and con-

siderable changes have to be assumed before the identity ofwords
can be proved. A comparison of Turkish words with Mongol
equivalents makes it probable that the former are in many
instances contractions: thus dagh, mountain, yol, road, corre-

spond to the Mongol dabaga, yabvdal and perhaps represent an
earlier tavagh and yavol, llie best-known Turkish languages,

particularly Osmanli, have borrowed an enormous mmiber of

Arabic and Persian words which disguise the characters of the
native vocabulary and to some eztentAffect the gnunmar.
Compared with the Finno-Ugric group, the Turkish languages

are remarkably uniform. Indeed, allowing for the lapse of time
and the importation of foreign words, it is hardly an exaggeration

to say that from the Lena to Constantinople, from the Orkhon
inscriptions till now, we have merely one language in different

dialects. The native vocabulary and grammar remain sub-
stantially the same. The linguistic type is evidently strongly

individual and persistent, and its separation from Mongol, &c, is

probably very ancient.

Radlov divides the Turkish languages or dialects Into fournouM,
according to their phonetic system, (i) Eastern: Altai, mraba,
Lebed, Tuba, Abalan, KQJLrik, Soyon, Karagass and Uighur. (a)
Western : Kirghiz, Bashkir, Irtysh and Volga dialects. (3) Central
Asiatk: Jagatai. Taranji, &c. U) Southern: TurkmanlT Azerbai-
jani, Krimmi, Anadoli and Osmanli. But thb classification does not
•eem entirely satisfactory. As one passes across Ada from the
Yakuts, through Kashgar. Turkestan and Azerbaijan to Constanti-
nople, the pronunciation 01 the Turkish languages becomes decidedly
softer, the suffixes become more intimately united with the words
Co which they are appended (approaching though not attaining the
unity of Finnish inBexions), ana the vertHU forms grow more numer-
ous and more complicated. Thus in the east we find nin. ni, gaa»
suffixes for the senitive. accusative and dative, and man for that of
the first personal pronoun (e.g. durman, I stand or I am) correspon-
ding to -tn, -i, -a and -im in Osmanli, which haveclearly assumea the
character of inseparable terminations more completely than the older
forms. Osmanli possesses more copious verbal fomu than the other
dialects, some of which (such as the future in -cjak) seem to be recent
formations. On the other hand, the dialects of Turkestan use in
speaking, though not in writing, forms which indk:ate a process of
composition followed by contraction, more remarkable than any
change which has taken place in the west For insunce, vtopti, a
contraction of Mup irdi, is said to be currently used in Khokand tor
" has become." Yakut (which can still be best studied in BOht-
lingk's excellent grammar of 185 1) is the dialect Whkh is most
distinct from the others, but does not appear always to preserve the
oldest forms. Thus it has lost the gewtive, whk:h is refDlaced by a
ponominal periphrasis {e.g. Mis bas-Oj hone head-lus, i.e. horse's
head), and has verbal forms like Hsabtn, I cut, Hspappin, I do not
cut. apparently standing for Hsarbin, Hspaibin. The negative
suffix is pa not ma. The resemblance between the Turkish dialects
is increased by the fact that they are nearly all written in a somewhat
artificial and standardized form which unperfectly represents the
variety existing in conversational speech.

Several alphabets have been employed to write Turkish, (i)
Arabic characters are everywhere used by Mahommedan Turks,
ahxuMt without exception ; yet this alphabet is extremely ill suited
to represent Turkish souncu. It cannot distinguish the hard and
soft vowels. 10 that olduy " he was " is written in the same way as
MH, " he died." In some cases the consonants indkate the charac-
ter of the vowels whkh are to be supplied after them, hard consonants
being followed by hard voweb and soft by soft. Thus the word
spelt with the letters kaf, re, he is pronounced as luira, but that
spelt with k^, re, he as kerre. Further the orthography often follows
an antiquated pronunciatkn and the letters have many sounds.
Thus the single letter kefcut be used to express k, ky, g, gy, y, *, to

and ft. The result is that pure Turkish words written in Arabk
letters are often hardly intelligible even to Turks and it is usual to
employ Arabk synonyins as much as Possible because there is no
doubt as to how they should be read. Osmanli documents are oiten
little more than a string of Arabk words with Turkish terminations.

2. The Uighurs and Eastern Turks used in the middle ages a short
al(>habet of fourteen letters derived from a Syriac source and prob-
ably introduced among them by Nestorian missionaries,
characters may also have been employed by Mankhaeans. The
Mongol and Manchu alphabets represent further variations of this
writing. Though very like the modem Nestorian, it is in some
respects more neariv allied to the Estrangelo and Syro-Palestinian
alpihabets of the 6th and 7th centuries. . The most imporunt

document in this alphabet is a MS. preserved at Vienna of the
Kudatku Bilik. " The Blessed or Fortunate Knowledge." a poem
composed at Kashgar about 1065. A colophon sutes that the MS.
was written at Merat in 1465. and that it is a copy of one written in
1085. Inscriptions in a similar alphabet have also been found in
China.

3. The most interesting forms of Turkish writing are those used
on the inscriptions found in Siberia near the Yenisei and Orkhon
rivers. For some time it has been known that stones bearing inscrip-
tions as well as roughly carved ^ures and hunting scenes were to
be found on the upper waters of the Yenisei, particularly near its

tributary the Abakan in the district of Minusinsk. They are greatly
venerated by the Soyotes inhabiting the region. They were first

discovered by Messerschraidt in 1722, and some of them were repre^
sented in the plates of Strahlenberg's Das nord. und dsUiche tkeil
von Europa und Asia(i7y>). They were generally attributed to
Scythians or Chudes. The knowledge of them dkl not much advance
until the researches of Castr^n (1847) and the Finnish Society of
Archaeology, whkh in 1880 published the text of thirty-two. chiefly
from the Utbat, Ulukem, Altynkul and Tes. Even more interesting
are the monuments discovered in 1889 and known as the Orkhon
or Kosho-Tsaidam inscriptions, as they were found in Mongolia to
the south of Lake Baikal, between the river Orkhon and Lake
Kosho-Tsaidam. The most important are a mortuary inscription in
Turkish and Chinese, bearing a date corresponding to 733. in honour
of KQI-t^n, and another recounting the exploits of Bilg& Kagan.
A third inscription at Kara-Balgassun probably dates from 800-805.
The inscriptkns were deciphered and translated by Thomscn and
Radlov, and Donner examined the origin of the alphabet. He came
to the conclusion that the Yenisei alphabet is rather older than that
of the Orkhon inscriptkns, and that both are derived from the
Aramak alphabet and most nearly allied to the variety of it used
on the coins of the Assacid dynasty. In the 3rd century a.d. a
sectkn of the Kirghiz, who subsequently moved northwards, were
in West Sogdiana and in touch with the YQe-Chi, who had been for
some time m contact with Persia. The old Turkish characters bear
a superficial resemblance to runes; the Yenisei letters have the
simplest shapes, those of Kara-Balgassun the most complicated.
But they are mostly traceable to Aramak prototypes and have no
connexion with Scandinavia, The vowels are generally omitted,
even at the beginning of words, and, as in the modem Turkish
method of using the Arabk alphabet, their quality is often indkatcd
by the consonants, many of whkh have two forms, one used with
soft the other with hard vowels. Thus bar and bdr are differentiated
not by the voweb but by the consonants employed to write them.

4. Turkish-speaking Armenians and Greeks often write it in their
own alphabets. Turkish newspapers printed in Armenian characp
ters are published in Constantinople, and Greek characters are
similarly employed in several parts of Asia Minor.
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TUBLB. JAMES (xSoa-xSSs), English organist and composer,

was bom at Taunton, Somerset, and started as a choir boy at

Wells CathedraL In xSz? he became a pupil in London of the

organist at Westminster Abbey, and after acting as deputy for

some years he succeeded to this post himself in 1831 and held it

till his death. He and Sir John Goss, the organist at St Paul's,

had been fellow-pupils in London as boys. Turle was a great

organist in his day, and composed a good deal of church music

which is still well known. His son Henry Frederic Turle (1835-

Z883) was editor of NoUs and Queries,

TURMERIC (from Fr. terre mtriU^ turmeric, Lat terra meriUXi

deserved, U. excellent earth; Skeat suggests that it isa barbarous

corruption, perhaps of Arabic karkoMf kurkum, saffron or cur-

cuma), the tuberous root of Curcuma longa, L., an herbaceous

perennial plant belonging to the nattual order Zingiberaceae.

It is a native of southern Asia, being cultivated on a large scale

both on the mainland and in the islands of the Indian Ocean.

Turmeric has been used from a remote period both as a condi-

ment and as a dyeatuff, and to a more limitedextentasamedicine

(now obsolete). In Europe it is employed chiefly as a dye, also

as an ingredient in curry powder and as a chemical test for

alkalies. The root is prepared by cleaning it and drying it in an

oven. There are several varieties (Madraa, Bengal, Gopalpur,

Java, China and Cochin turmeric), differing chiefly in size and

colour and to a slight degree in flavour. Some of these consist

exclusively of the ovate central tubers, known as " bulbs," or
" round turmeric," and others of the somewhat cylindrical lateral

tubers, which are distinguished in trade as " fingers," or " long

turmeric." Both are hard and tough, but break with a short

resinous or waxy fracture, which varies in tint from an orange

brown to a deep reddish brown. The colour is due to curcumitif

CmHmOt, of which the drug contains about 0*3%. When pure

it forms yellow crystals having a vanilla odour and exhibiting a

fine blue colour in reflected light. It is soluble in alcohol, in

chbroform and in alkaline solutions, but only sparingly in water.

Paper tinged with a tincture of turmeric exhibits on the addition

of an alkali a reddish brown tint, which becomes violet on drying.

This peculiarity was pointed out by H. A. Vogel in 18x5, and

since that date turmeric has been utilized as a chemical test for

detecting alkalinity. It is of no therapeutic value. In Sierra

Leone a kind of turmeric is obtained from a species of Canna.

TURNEBU8, ADRIANUS [Adrxen TuKxiBE] (i 5 12-1 565) >

French classical schoUr, was bom at Les Andelys in Normandy.

At the age of twelve he was sent to Paris to study,

aiid attracted great notice by his remarlcable abilities. After

having held the post of professor of belles-lettres in the university

of Toulouse, in 1547 he returned to Paris as professor (or royal

reader) of Greek at the CoU&ge RoyaL In 1553 he was entrusted

with the printing of the Greek books at the royal press, in which

he was auisted by his friend, Guillaume Morel (g.v.). He died

of consumption on the 12th of June 1565. His works chiefly

consist of philological dissertations, commentaries (on Aeschylus,

Sophocles, Theophrastus, Philo and portions of Cicero), and
translations of Greek authors into Latin and French. His son,

Etieime, published his complete works, in three volumes

(Strassburg, x6oo), and his son Adrien his Adversaria, containing

explanatk>ns and emendations of numerous passages in cUaical

authors.

See Oratio funebris by L6nr du diesae (Leodegarius a Queicu)
prefixed to the Strassburg eution; L. Clement, De Adriani Tumebi
praefatwnibus ttpoematis (1899); J. E. Sandys, History oj Oassiial
Sckotarskip (1908) iiL

TURNER, CHARLES (i773-i857)> English engraver, was bom
at Woodstock in 1773. He entored the schools of the Royal
Academy in X795; and, engraving in stipple in the manner of

Bartolozzi, he was employed by Alderman BoydelL His finest

plates, however, are in mezaotint, a method in which he engraved

J.M.W. Turner's " Wreck " and twenty-four subJecU of his lAber

studioruMf Reynolds's "Marlborough Family," and many of

Raebum's best portraits, including those of Sir Walter Scott,

Lord Newton, Dr Hamilton, Professors Du^ld Stewart and
John Robinson, and Dr Adam. He also worked after Lawrence,

TURLE—TURNER, J.
M. W.

Shee and Owen. He was an admirable engraver, large, broad

and masterly in touch; and he reproduced with great fiddity the

characteristics of the various painters whose works he translated

into black aiul white. In X828 he was elected an assoriate

of the Royal Academy. He died on the xst of August 1857.

TURNER, SIR JAMES (x6x5-i686), Scottish soldier and
military writer, was educated with a view to his entering the

Church, but early showed his preference for the profession of arms

by enlisting in the Swedish army, then the xiMMt famous training-

school in Europe. He saw considerable service in the Thirty

Years' War, and in 1640 returned to Scotland as a captain. It

was not long before he secured employment, and as a major he

accompanied the Scottish army m its invasion of England in

the same year, successfully avoiding, the imposition of the
" Covenant " as a test. With Lord Sinclair's regiment Major
Turner served in Ulster, and subsequently, after failing to join

Montrose's army, accompanied the Scottish army until Naseby
practically ended the Civil War. Turnerwas often with CharlesL
during his detention at Leslie's headquarters, and continually

urged him to escape. . Up to this time he had served against

the king, but always with some repugnance, aiul he welcomed

the opportunity when in 1648 the cause of the king and the in-

terests of the Scottish nation for the moment coincided. In the

disastrous campaign which followed Turner was at Hamilton's

headquarters, and it was owing to the n^ect of his advice that

the rout of Preston took place. Taken in the final surrender at

Uttoxeter, he spent some time in captivity, but in 1649 was re-

leased and sent abroad. He was uiuible for want of means to

reach Montrose in time to join in the final venture of the noblest

of the Royalist conmmnders, but he landed in Scotland on the

day before Dunbar, and in the grave crisis that followed was a

welcome ally. As a colonel and adjutant-general of foot he was
with Charles II. at Worcester. In that battle he was captured,

but regained his liberty, and after many adventures escaped to

the Continent, where for some years he was engaged in various

Royalist intrigues, coxispirades andattempted insurrections. At
the Restoration he was knighted, and in i66a he became a
major in the Royal Guards. Four years later, as a district com-
mander in Scotland, he was called upon to deal severely with

Covenanter disturbances. Though not, it appears, unjust, his

dragooning methods eventually led to his being deprived of his

command. The rest of his life was spent in retirement. A
pension was granted to him by James II. in 1685. In 1683

he had published his Pailas armata, Military Essayes of the

Ancient Grecian, Roman and Modem Art of War, one of the

most valuable authorities for the history of ndlitary sciences. 1

TURNER. JOSEPH MALLORD WILLIAM (x775:-i85x),

En^Lih pamter, was bom in London on the 33rd of April 1775.

His father, WilUam Turner, a native of Devonshire, kept a bar-

ber's thop at 36 Maiden Lane, in the parish of St Paul's, Covent
Garden. Of the painter's mother, Mary Manhall or Turner,

little is known; she is said to have been a person of

ungovernable temper and towards the end of her life became
insane. Apparently the home in which Turner spent his child-

hood was not a happy one, and this may account for much that

was unsociable and eccentric in his character. The earliest

known drawing by Turner, a view of Margate Church, dates from

his ninth year. It was also about this time that he was sent to

his first school at New Brentford. Of education, as the term is

generally understood, he received but little. His father taught

him to read, and this aiul a few months at New Brentford and
afterwards at Margate were all the schooling he ever had; he

never mastered his native tongue, nor was he able in after life

to leam any foreign language. Notwithstanding this lack of

scholardiip, one of his strongest characteristics was a taste for

associating his works with personages and places of legendary

and historical interest, and certain stories of antiquity teem to

have taken root in his mind very stron^y.

By the time Tumer had completed his thirteenth year his

schooldays were over and his choice of an artist's career settled.

In 178^x789 he was receiving lessons from Palice, " a floral

drawing master; " from T. Malton, a perspective draughtsman;
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and from Hardwkk, aft anJutect He abo attended Paul

Sandby's drawing school in St Martin's Lane. Part of his time

was employed in making drawings at home, which he exhibited

for sale in his father's shop window, two or three shillings being

the usual price. He coloured prints for engravers, wa^ed in

backgrounds for architects, went out sketching with Girtin, and
made drawings in the evenings for Dr Munro *' for half a crown

and his supper." When pitied in after life for the miscellaneous

character of his early work, his reply was " Weill and what could

be better practice? " In 1789 Turner became a student of the

Royal Academy. He also worked for a short time in the house

of Sir Joshua Reynolds, with the idea, apparently, of becoming

a portrait painter; but, the death of Reynolds occurring shortly

afterwards, this intention was abandoned. In 1790 Turner's

name appears for the first time in the catalogue of the Royal
Academy, the title of his solitary contribution being " View of

the Archbishop's Palace, Lambeth." About 1793 he received a
commission from Walker, the engraver, to make drawings for his

Copper-Plate Magazine^ and this topographical work took him
to many interesting places. The natural vigour of his constitu-

tion enabled him to cover much of the ground on foot. He could

walk from 30 to 25 m. a day with ease, his baggage at the end
of a stick, making notes and memoranda as he went. He rose

early, worked hard all day, wast^ no time over his simple

meals, and his homely way of living made him easily contented

with such rude accommodation as he chanced to find on the road.

A year or two after he accepted a similar conunission to make
drawings for the Pocket Magannet and before his twentieth year

be had travelled over many parts of England and Wales. None
of these magazine drawings is remarkable for originality of

treatment or for artistic feeling.

Up to this time Turnerhad worked in the back room above his

father's shop. His love of secretiveness and solitude had already

begun to show itself. An architect whooften employed him to put

in backgrounds to his drawings says, " he would never suffer me
to see Mm draw, but concealed all that he did in his bedroom."

On another occasion, a visitor entering unannounced, Turner

instantly covered up his drawings, and, in reply to the intimation,
" I've come to see the drawings for ," the answer was, " You
shan't see 'em, and mind that next time you come through the

shop, and not up the back way." Probably the increase in the

number of his engagements induced Turner about this time to

set up a studio for himself m Hand Court, not far from his

father's shop, and there he continued to work till he was elected

an associate of the Royal Academy (1799)-

Until 1793 Turner's practice had been almost exclusively

confined to water colours, and his early works show how much
he was indebted to some of his contemporaries. There are few

of any note whose style he did not copy or adopt. His first

exhibited oil picture appeared in the Academy in 1793. In 1794-

1795 Canterbury Cathedral, Malvern Abb^, Tintem Abbey,

Lincoln and Peterborough Cathedrals, Shrewsbury, and King's

College Chapel, Cambridge, were among the subjecU exhibited,

and during the next four years he contributed no less than thirty-

nine works to the Academy. In the catalogue of 1798 he first

began to add poetic quotations to the titles of his pictures; one

of the very first of these—a passage from Milton^s Paradise Lost—
^is in some respects curioiisly prophetic of one of the future

characteristics of his art:

—

*' Ye mists and exhalations that now rise

From hill or steaming lake, dusl^ or
Till the sun paints your fleecy skirts

In honour 01 the world's great author rise.

with ipid.

This and several other quotations in the following years show

that Turner's mind was now occupied with something more than

the merely topographical element of landscape, Milton's Paradise

last and Thomson's Seasons being hud under frequent contri>

bution for descriptions of sunrise, sunset, twilight or thunder-

storm. Turner's first visit to Yorkshire took place in 1797. It

seems to have braced his powers and possibly helped to change

the student into the painter. Until then his work had shown very

little of the artist in the higher sense of the term: he was little

more than a painstaking and tolerably accurate topographer; but
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even under these conditions he had begun to attract the notice

of his brother artists and of the critics. England was, at the
time, at a low point both in literature and art. Among the artists

De Loutherbourg and Morland were almost the only men of note
left. Hogarth, Wilson, Gainsborough and Reynolds had passed
away. Beechey, Bourgeois, Garvey, Farington—names well-

nigh forgotten now—were the Academicians who painted land-

scape. The only formidable rivals Turner had to contend with
were De Loutherbourg and Ginin, and after the death of the

latter in x8oa he was left undisputed master of the field.

It is not, therefore, surprising that the exhibition of his works
in X798 was followed by his election to the associateship of the

"Royal Academy. That he should have attained to this position

before completing his twenty-fourth year says much for the

wisdom and discernment of that body, which further showed its

recognition of his talent by electing him an Academician four

years later. Turner owed much to the Academy. Ruskin says,
" It Uught hun nothing." Possibly it had little to teach that

he had not already been able to learn for himself; at all events it

was quick to see his genius and to confer its honours, and Turner,

naturally generous and grateful, never forgot this. He enjoyed

the dignity of Academician for nearly half a century, and during

nearly the whole of that period he took an active share in the

direction of the Academy's affairs. His speeches are described

as " confused, tedious, obscure, and extremely difficult to follow ";

but at council meetings he was ever anxious to allay anger and
bitter controversy. His opinions on art were always listened to

with respect; but on matters of business it was often difficult to

know what he meant. His friend Chantrey used to say, " He
has great thoughts, if only he could express them." When
appointed professor of perspective to the Royal Academy in

x8o8, this painful lack of expression stood greatly in the way of

his usefulness. Ruskin says, *' Thezealouscare with which Turner
endeavoured to do his duty is proved by a series of large drawings,

exquisitely tinted, and often completely coloured, all by his own
hand, of the most difficult perspective subjects, illustrating not
only directions of line, but effects of light, with a care and comple-

tion which would put the work of any ordinary teacher to utter

shame." In teaching he would neither waste time nor spare it

:

With his election to the associateship of the Academy in

X799 Turner's early struggles may be considered to have ended.

He had emandpated himself from hack work, had given up
making topographical drawings of castles and abbeys for the

engravers-—drawings in which mere local fidelity was the prmcipal

object—and had tajien to composing as he drew. Local facts had
become of secondary importahce compared with effects of light

and colour. He had reached manhood, and with it he abandoned
topographical fidelity and began to paint his dreaAs, the

visionary faculty—the true foundation of his art—asserting
itself, nature being used to supply suggestions and materials.

'

His pictures of 1797-1799 had shown that he was a painter of

no ordinary power, one having much of the poet in him, and able

to give expression to the mystery, beauty and* inexhaustible

fuUness of nature. His work at this period is described by
Ruskin as " stem in manner, deserved, quiet, grave in colour,'

forreftil in hand."

Turner's visit to Yorkshire in 1797 was followed a year or two

later by a second, and it was on tUs occasion that he made the

acquaintance, which afterwards ripened into a long and staunch

friendship, of Fawkes of Famley HalL From 1803 till x8aoTurner

was a frequent visitor at Famley. The large number of his

drawings still preserved there—English, Swiss, German and

Italian, the studies of rooms, outhouses, porches, gateways, of

bu'ds shot while he was there, and of old places in the

neighbourhood—^prove the frequency of his visits and his

affection /or the phce and for its hospitable master. A
caricature, made by Fawkes, and "thought by old friends

to be very like," shows Tumer as "a little Jewish-

nosed man, in an Hi-cut brown taO-coat, striped waistcoat,

and enormous frilled shirt, with feet and hands notably

small, sketching on a small piece of paper, held down ahnost

level with his waist." It is evident from all the accounto
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given that Tunier's personal i^pearance was not of a kind to

command much attention or respect. This may have pained

his sensitive nature, and led him to seek refuge in the solitude of

his painting room. Had he been inclined he had abundant
opportunity for social and friendly intercourse with his fellow

men, but he gradually came to live more and more in a state of

mental isolation. Ttumer could never make up his mind to visit

Famley again after his old friend's death, and his voice would
falter when he spoke of the shores of. the Wharfe.

Turner visited Scotland in iSoo, and in xSox or xSoa he made
his first tour on the Continent. In the following year, of the seven

pictures he exhibited, six were of foreign subjects, among them
** Bonneville," " The Festival upon the Opening of the Vintage

of M&con," and the well-known " Calais Pier " in the National

Gallery. The last-named picture, although heavily painted and
somewhat opaque in colour, is magnificently composed and full

of energy.

In x8o2, the year in which Turner became a Royal Academi-

cian, he took his father, who still carried on the barber business

in Maiden Lane, to live with him. The old man lived in his

son's house for nearly thirty years, making himself useful in

various ways. It is said that he used to prepare and strain

his son's canvases and varnish them when finished, which
may explain a saying of Turner's that "his father used to

begin and finish his pictures for him." He also attended to

the gallery in Queen Anne Street, showed in visitors, and
took care of the dinner, if he did not himself cook it. Turner
was never the same man after his father's death in X830,

living a life of almost complete isolation.

In X804 Turner made a second tour on the Continent, and in

the following year painted the " Shipwreck " and " Fishing

Boats in a Squall " (in the EUesmere collection), seemingly in

direct rivalry of Vandcrvelde, in x8o6 the " Goddess of Discord

in the Garden of the Hcsperides " (in rivalry of Poussin), and
in X807 the " Stm rising through Vapour " (in rivalry of Claude).*

The last two are notable works, especially the " Sun." In after

years it was one of the works he left to the nation, on
the special condition of its being hung beside the Claudes

in the National Gallery. In this same year (X807) Turner
commenced his most serious rivalry. Possibly it arose out

of a desire to break down Claude worship—the then prevailing

fashion--and to show the public that there was a living

artist not unworthy of taking rank beside him. That the Liher

studiorum was suggested by the Liber terikUis of Claude, and
was intended as a direct challenge to that master, is beyond
doubt. There is, however, a certain degree of unfairness to

Claude in the way in which the challenge was given. Claude

made drawings in brown of his pictures as they left the easel» not

for publication, but merely to serve as private memoranda.
Turner's Liber drawings had no such purpose, but were intended

as a direct appeal to the public to judge between the two artists.

The first of the Liber drawings was made in the autumn of x8o6,

the others at intervals till about 18x5. They are of the same size

as the plates and carefully finished in sepia. He left over fifty of

these to the National Gallery. The issue of the Liber began in

x8o7 and continued at irregular intervals till 1819, when it stopped

at the fourteenth number. Turner had resolved to manage the

publishing business himself, but in this he was not very successful.

He soon quarrelled with his engraver, F. C. Lewis, on the ground
that he had raised his charges from five guineas a plate to eight.

He then employed Charles Turner, who agreed to do fifty plates

at the latter sum, but, after finishing twenty, he too wbhed to

raise his price, and, as a matter of course, this led to another

quarrel. Reynolds, Dunkarton, Lupton, Say, Dawe and other

-engravers were afterwards employed—Ttumer himself etching

' * This spirit of rivalry showed itself early in his career. He besan
by pitting himself against his contemporaries, and afterwards, when
his powers were more fully developed, aninst some of the old

masters, notably Vandervelde and Claude. During these years, while

he kept up a constant rivalry with artists living and dead, he was
continuing his study of nature, and, while seeminely a mere follower

of the ancients, was accumulating that store of knowledge which
in after years be was to use to such purpose.

and mezsotinting some of the plates. Each part of the £«bcr
contained five plates, the subjects, divided into " historical/'
" pastoral," *' marine," &c., embracing the whole range of land-
scape art. Seventy-one plates in all were published (indudiAg
one as a gift of the artist to his subscribers); ten other plates

—

more or less completed—intended for the fifteenth and sixteenth
numbers were never published, the work being stopped for want
of encouragement. Absence of method and business habits may
account for this. Turner is said to have got up the numbers in
his own house with the help of a female servant. The plates,

which cost the subscribers only five shillings apiece, wexe so little

esteemed that in the early quarter of the X9th century theywere
sometimes used for lighting fires. So much has fashion, or public

taste, changed since then that a fine proof of a single plate has
sold for £210. The merit of the plates is unequal; some—^for

example, " Solway Moss," " Inverary Pidr," " Hind Head Hill,"
" Ben Arthur," " Rizpah," " Junction of the Severn and Wye "

and " Peat Bog "—are of great beauty, while a few are compara-
tively tame and uninteresting. Among the unpublished plates
" Stonehenge at Daybreak," " The Stork and Aquedurt," " The
Via Mala," " Crowhurst," and " Moonlight off the Needles " takea
high place. The Libershows strong traces of the influence of Cozens
and Girtin, and, as a matter of course, of CUude. In most of the
designs the predominant feeling is serious; in not a few, gloomy,
or even tragic. A good deal has been written about Turner's
intention, and the " lessons " of the Liber studiorum. Probably
his only intention in the beginning was to show what he (x>u]d do,
to dis[:day his art, to rival Claude, perhaps to educate public taste,
and at the same time make x&oney. If lessons were intended they
might have been better conveyed by words. " Silent always with
a bitter silence, disdaining to tell his meaning "—such is Ruskin's

explanation; but surely Turner had little reason for either silence

or contempt because the public failed to see in landscape art the
means of teaching it great moral lessons. The plates of the Liber

contain an almost complete epitome of Turner's art. It is sup-

posed that his original intention had been that the Liber should

consist of one hundred pUtes, and drawings for that number exist,

but there was no public demand for them. Already in this work
are seen strong indications of one of his most remarkable charac-
teristics—a knowledge of the principles of structure in natural

objects; mountains and rocks are drawn, not with topographical

accuracy, but with what appears like an intuitive feeling for

geological formation; and trees have also the same expression of

Ufe and growth in the drawing of stems and brandies. This

instinctive feeling in Turner for the prindples of organic structure

is treated of at considerable length in the fourth volume of Modem
Painters, and Turner is there contrasted with Claude, Poussin,

and some of the Dutch masters, greatly to their disadvantage.

After X797 Turner was little concerned with mere topo-

graphical facts: his pictures might be like the places represented

or not; much depended on the mental impression produced

by the scene. He preferred to deal with the spirit, rather than

with the local details of places. A curious example of the reason-

ableness accompanying his exercise of the imaginative faculty

is to be found in his creations of creatures he had never seen, as,

for examine, the dragon ' in the " Garden of the Hesperides" and

the python in the " Apollo,^' exhibited in x8xx. Both these

monsters are imagined with such vividness and reality, and the

sense of power and movement is so completdy expr^ed, that

the spectator never once thinks of them as otherwise than repre-

sentations of actual facts in natural history. It needs but a little

comparison to discover how far Turner surpassed all his con-

temporaries, as wdl as all who preceded him, in these respects.

The imaginative faculty he possesed was of the highest order,

and it was further aided by a memory of the most retentive

* " The strange unity of vertebrated action and of a true bony
contour, infinitely varwd in every vertebra, with this glacial outline,

toaether with the adoption of tfaie head of the Ganges crocodik. the

fish-eater, to show his sea descent (and this in the year 1806, whoi
hardly a single fossil saurian skeleton existed trithin Turner's reach),

renders the whole conception one of the most curious exertions of the

imaginative intellect with which I am acquainted in the acts**

(Ruskin, Mod, Painters, v. 313).
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&nd unerring kind. A good Olustrstion of this jnay be seen at

Famley Hall in a drawing of a " Man-of-War talung in Stores."

Some one, who had never seen a first-rate, expressed a wish to

know what it looked like. Turner took a blank sheet of paper

one morning after breakfast, outlined the ship, and finished the

drawing in three hours, young Fawkes, a son of the house,

sitting beside him from the first stroke to the last. The size

of this drawing is about i6 in. by ix in. Ruskm thus describes

it:—
" The hull of a first-rate occupies neariy one half of the picture

to the right, her bows toward the spectator, seen in sharp perspective

from stem to stern, with all her port-holes, guns, anchors and lower
rigging elaborately detailed, two other ships of the line in the middle
distance drawn with equal precision, a noble breezy sea, full of

delicate drawine in its waves, a store ship beneath tne hull of the

larger vessel and several other boats, and a complicated cloudy sky.
all drawn from memory, down to the smallest rope, in a drawing-
room of a mansion in tne middle of Yorkshire."

About the year i8ix Turner paid his first visit toDevonshire,

the county to which his family belonged, and a curious glimpse

of his simple manner of life is given by Redding, who accom-

panied him on some of his excursions. On one occaaon they

spent a night together in a small road-side inn, Turner having

a great desire to see the country around at sunrise.

" Turner was content with bread and cheese and beer, tolerably

good, for dinner and supper in one. In the little sanded room we
convened by the light of an attenuated candle and some aid from
the moon until nearly midnight, when Turner laid his head upon
the table and was soon fast asleep. Three or four hours' rest was
thus obtained, and we went out as soon as the sun was up to explore

the surrounding neighbourhood. It was in that early morning
Turner made a sketch of the picture ' Crossing the Brook.' " In
another excursion to Borough Island, " the morning was soually

and the sea rolled boisterously into the Sound. Ott Stakes Point
it became stormy; our Dutch boat rode bravely over the furrows.

Two of the i>arty were ill. Turner was all the while (luiet, watching
the troubled scene. Bolt Head, to seaward, against which the
waves broke with fury, seemed to absorb his entire notice, and he
scarcely spoke a syllable. While the fish were getting ready Turner
mounted nearly to the highestpoint of the island rock, and memed
writini rather than drawing. Tne wind was almost too violent for

either purpose."

This and similar incidents show how careless of comfort

Turner was, and how devoted to his art. The tumult and
discomfort by which he was surrounded could not distract

his powers of observation; and some thirty years later there

is still evidence of the same kind. In the catalogue of the

exhibition of 1842 one of his pictures bears the following title,

"Snow-Storm: steam-boat off a harbour's mouth making
signals in shallow water, and going by the lead. The author

was in that storm the night the ' Arid * left Harwich."

From Z813 till x8a6, in addition to his Harley Street residence,

Turner had a country house at Twickenham. He kept a boat

on the river, also a pony and gig, In which he used to drive about

the neighbouring country on sketching expeditions. The pony,

for which Turner had a great love, appears in his well-known
" Frosty Morning " in the Natioiuil Gallery. He appears to have
had a great affection for animals, and one instance of his tender-

ness of heart is given by one who often joined him in the amuse-
ment of fishing, of which Turner was very fond. ** I was often

with him when fishing at Petworth, and also on the -banks of

the Thames. His success as an angler was great, although

with the worst tackle in the worid. Every fish he caught he
showed to me, and appealed to me to dedde whether the size

justified him to keep it for the table or to return it to the river;

his hesiution was often almost touching, and he always gave the
prisoner at the bar the benefit of the doubL"

In 1813 Turner commenced the series of dxawbgs, forty in

number, for Cooke's Southern Coast, This work was not
completed till 1826. The price he at first received for these,

drawings was £7, los. each, afterwards raised to £13, ss. 6d.
" Crossing the Brook " appeared in the Academy of 18x5. It

may be regarded as a tyi^cal example of Turner's art at this

period, and marks the transition from his earlier style to that

of his maturity. It represents a piece of Devonshire scenery,

a view on the river Tamar. On the left is a gnwp.of tall pbie-

.
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trees, beautifully designed and drawn with great skill and know-
ledge of structure; in the foreground a couple of children, with

a dog canying a bundle in its mouth across the brook; and
beyond, a vast expanse of richly-wooded country, with glimpses

of a winding river, an old bridge, a mill, and other buildings,

and, in the far distance, the sea. Both in design and execution

this work is founded upon Claude. Some critics consider it

one of Turner's greatest works; but this is open to question.'

It can hardly be called a work in full colour: it is limited to

greys and quiet greens for the earth and pale blues for the sky.

It is a sober but very admirable picture, full of diffused daylight,

and in the painting of its distance better than any master who
had preceded him. The fascination of the remote, afterwards

so distinctive an element in Turner's pictures, shows itself here.

Perhaps nothing tests the powers or tries the skill of the bnd-
scape painter more severely than the representation of distant

effects. They come and go so rapidly, are often in a high key
of light and colour, and so full of mystery and delicacy, that

anything approachiivg to real imitation is impossible. Only
the most retentive memory and the most sensitive and tende^

feeling will avail. These qualities Turner possessed to a remark-
able degree, and as his powers matured there was an ever-

increasing tendency in his art to desert the foreground, where
things were definite and clear, in order to dream in the infinite

suggestivenessandspace of distances. " DidoBuilding Carthage "

also belongs to this period. It hangs beside the Claudes in the

National Gallery. It pertains to the old erroneous school of

historical painting. Towering masses of Claudcsque architec-

ture piled up on either side, porticoes, vestibules, and stone

pines, with the sun in a yellow sky, represent the Carthage of

Turner's imagination. With all its faults it is still the finest

work of the class he ever painted. Carthage and its fate had a
strange fascination for him. It is said that he regarded it as a
moral example to England in its agricultural decline, its increase

of luxury, and its blindness to the insatiable ambition of a power-
ful rival. He returned again to this theme in x8x7, when he
exhibited his " Decline of the Carthaginian Empire: Hostages
Leaving Carthage for Rome "—a picture which Ruskin describes

as "little more than an accumulation of academy student's

outlines coloured brown."
In x8i8 Turner was in Scotland making drawings for the

Provincial Antiquities^ for which Sir Walter Scott supplied the

letterpress, and in 18x9 he visited Italy for the first time. One
of the results of this visit was a great change in his style, and
from this time his works became remarkable for their colour.

Hitherto he had painted in browns, greys and blues, using red

and yellow sparingly. He had gradually been advancing
from the sober grey colouring of Vandervelde and Ruysdael to

the mellow and richer tones of Claude. His works now begin to

show a heightened scale of colour, gradually increasing in richness

and splendour and reaching its culminating point in such
works as the " Ulysses," " Childe Harold's Pilgrimage," " The
Golden Bough," and **The Fighting T€m£raire." AU
these works belong to the middle period of Turner's

art (X829-X839), when his powers were entirely developed

and entirely unabated. Much of his mcst beautiful work
at this period is to be found in his water-colour drawings: those

executed for Whitaker's History of Richmondskire (1819-X82X),

for Cooke's Southern Coast (x8x4-x836), for The Rivers of

Bngfatd (x824)i for England and Wales (X839-1838), Provincial

Antiquities (1826), Rogen's Italy (1830), Scott's Worhs (X834),

and The Rivers of Prance (1833-X835) are in many instances

of the greatest beauty. Of the Richmondshire drawings Ruskin

says, ** The foliage is rich and marvellous in composition, the

rock and hill drawing hisuperaUe, the skies exquisite in complex
form."

But perhaps one of the greatest services Turner rendered

to the art of England was the education of a whole school of

* " Crossing the Brook ** was a great favourite with Turner. It

was painted for apatron, who, dissatisfied with it, left it on the
painter's hands. Tne price asked (£500) seems to have been part of
the obiection. Turner subeequentlv refused an offer of £1600 for it.
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engravers. His best qualities as a teacher came from the union
of strength and delicacy in his work; subtle and delicate tonality

was almost a new element for the engraver to deal with, but with
Turner's teaching and careful supervision his engravers by degrees

mastered it more or less successfully, and something like a new
development of the art of engraving was the result. No better

proof can be found of the immense advance made than by
comparing the work of the landscape engravers of the pre-

Tumerian period with the work of Miller, Goodall, Willmore,
Cooke, Wallis, Lupton, C. Turner, Brandard, Cousen, and others

who worked under his guidance. The art of steel engraving
reached its highest development in England at this time.

Rogers's Italy (1830) and his Poems (1834) contain perhaps the

most beautiful and delicate of the many engravings executed
after Turner's drawings. They are vignettes,^ a form of art

which Turner understood better than any artist ever did

before—perhaps, we might add, since. " The Alps at Daybreak,'

'

" Columbus Discovering Land." and " Datur Hora Quieti

"

may be given as examples of the finest.

In 1828 Turner paid a second vbit to Italy, this time of

considerable duration, on the way visitipg NImes, Avignon,
Marseilles, Genoa, Spezzia and Siena, and in the following year
he exhibited the " Ulysses Deriding Polyphemus," now in the

National Gallery. It marks the beginning of the central and
best period of Turner's power. This work is so well known that

description is hardly needed. The galley of Ulysses occupies

the centre of the picture; the oars are being thrust out and the

sailors flocking up the masts to unfurl sail, while Ulysses waves
the blazing olive tree in defiance of the giant, whose huge form
is seen high on the cltfTs above; and the shadowy horses of

Phoebus are traced in the slanting rays of the rising sun. The
impression this picture leaves is one of great power and splendour.

The painting throughout is magnificent, especially in the sky.

Leslie speaks of it as " a poem of matchless splendour and
beauty." From this period onward till about 1840 Turner's

life was one of unceasing activity. Nothing is more astonishing

than his prodigious fertility; he rose early, worked from morning
till night, entirely absorbed in his art, and gradually became more
and more solitary and isolated. Between 1829 and 1839 he sent

fifty-five pictures to the Royal Academy, painted many others

on private commission, made over four hundred drawings for

engravers, besides thousands of studies and sketches from nature.

His industry accounts for the immense quantity of work he

left behind him. There is not the slightest evidence to show
that it arose from a desire to make money, which he never cared

for in comparison with his art. He has been accused, perhaps

not without some cause, of avarice and meanness in his business

dealings, and many stories are told to his discredit. But in

private he often did generous things, although owing to his

reserved disposition his virtues were known only to a few. His

faults on the other hand—thanks to the malice, or jealousy,

of one or two individuals—were freely talked about and, as a

matter of course, greatly exaggerated. " Keep it, and' send

your children to school and to church," were the words with

which he declined repayment of a considerable loan to a poor
drawing-master's widow. On another occasion, when interrupted

in his work, he roughly chid and dismissed the applicant, a
poor woman; but she had hardly left his door before he followed

her and slipped a £5 note into her hand. His tenants in Harley

Street were in arrears for years, but he would never allow his

lawyer to distrain; and if further proof of his generosity were

needed his great scheme for bettering the condition of the

unfortunate in his own profession should suffice. On one
occasion he is known to have taken down a picture of his

own from the walls of the Academy to make room for that of

an unknown artist.

» " Of all the artists who ever lived I think it is Turner who treated

the vignette most exauisitely, and, if it were necessary to find some
fiarticular reason for tnis, 1 should say that it may have been because
there was nothing harsh or rigid in his genius, that forms and colours

melted into each other tenckrly in his dream-world, and that his

tense of gradation was the most delicate ever possessed by man "

(Hamerton).

The first of Turner's Venetian pictures (" Bridge of Sighs.
Ducal Palace and Custom House, Venice, Canaletti Painting '*)

appeared in the Academy in 1833. Compared with the sober,
prosaic work of Canaletti, Turner's pictures of Venice appear
like poetic dreams. Splendour of colour and carelessness of
form generally characterize them. Venice appeared to him
" a city of rose and white, rising out of an emerald sea against a
sky of sapphire blue." Many of these Venetian pictures belong
to his later manner, and some of them, ** The Stale Procession
bearing Giovanni Bellini's Pictures to the Church of the
Redeemer " (exhibited in the Royal Academy, 1841), " The Sun
of Venice Going to Sea " (1843), " Approach to Venice " (1844),
and " Venice, Evening, Going to the Ball " (1845), to his
latest. As Turner grew older his love of brilliant colour and
light became more and more a characteristic. In trying to
obtain these qualities he gradually fell into an unsound method
of work, treating oil as if it had been water-colour, using both
indiscriminately on the same canvas, utterly regardless of the
result. Many of his finest pictures are already in a turned
state, mere wrecks of what they once were.

" The Fighting T^mfraire Tugged to her Last Berth to be
Broken Up " was'exhibited in the Academy of 1839. By many it

is considered one of his finest works. Turner had all his life

been half a sailor at heart: he loved the sea, and shipping, and
sailors and their ways; many of his best pictures are sea pieces;

and the old ships of Collingwood and Nelson were dear to him.
Hence the pathetic feeling he throws around " The Fighting T£m£-
raire." The old three-decker, looking ghostly and wan in the
evening light, is slowly towed along by a black, fiery little steam
tug

—

Si contrast suggesting' the passing away of the old order
of things and the advent of the new; and behind the sun sets

red in a thick bank of smoke or mist. " The Slave Ship." another
important sea picture, was exhibited in the following year,

and in 1842 " Peace: Burial at Sea," commemorative of Wilkie.

Turner had now reached his sixty-seventh year, but no very
marked traces of declining power are to be seen in his work.
Many of the water-colour drawings belonging to this period are
of great beauty, and, although a year or two later his other
powers began to fail, his faculty for colour remained unimpaired
almost to the end. He paid his last visit to the Continent in

1843. wandering about from one place to another, and avoiding
his own countrymen, an old and solitary man. At his house in

Queen Anne Street they were often ignorant of hb whereabouts
for months, as he seldom took the trouble to write to any one.

Two years later (184s) ^'s health gave way and with it both
mind and sight began to fail. The works of his declining period

exercised the wit of the critics. Turner felt these attacks

keenly. He was naturally kind-hearted and acutely sensitive

to censure. " A man may be weak in his age," he once remarked,
'* but you should not tell him so."

After 1845 all the pictures shown by Turner belong to the
period of decay—mere ghosts and shadows of what once had
been. In 1850 he exhibited for the last time. He had given
up attending the meetings of the Academicians; none of his

friends had seen him for months; and even his old house-

keeper had no idea of his whereabouts. Turner's mind
had evidently given way for some time, and with that love of

secrecy which in later years had grown into a passion he had gone
away to hide himself in a corner of London. He had settled

as a lodger in a small house in Chelsea, overlooking the river,

kept by his old Margate landlady, Mrs Booth. To the children

in the neighbourhood he was known as "Admiral Booth."
His short, sailor-like figure may account for the idea that he
was an impoverished old naval officer. He had been ill for some
weeks, and when his Queen Anne Street housekeeper at last

discovered his hiding-place she found him sinking, and on the

following day, the i9lh of December 1851, he died. He was
buried in St Paul's Cathedral, in deference to a wish he had
himself expressed. He left the large fortune he had amassed
(about £140,000) to found a charity for the " maintenance and
support of male decayed artists, being bom in England, and of

English parenU only, and of Uwful issue." His pictures he
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bequeathed to the nation, on condition that they were exhibited

in rooms of their own, and that these rooms were to be called

" Turner's Gallery." The will and its codicils were so confused

that after years of litigation, during which a large part of the

money was wasted in legal expenses, it was found impossible

to decide what Turner really wanted. A compromise was effected

in which, the wishes of everybody, save those of the testator,

were consulted, his next-of-kin, whom he did not mean to get

a single farthing, inheriting the bulk of his property. The
nation got all the pictures and drawings, and the Royal

Academy £ao,ooo.

If Turner had died early his reputation as an artist would have

been very different from what it ultimately became. He would

not have been recognized as a colourist. It was only after the

year 1820 that colour began to assert itself strongly in his work.

He painted for many a year in greys and greens and browns,

went steadily through " the subdued golden chord," and painted

yellow mists and suns rising through vapour; but as time went

on that was no longer enough, and he tried to paint the sun in

his strength and the full glories of sunshine. The means at the

painter's disposal are, however, limited, and Turner, in his

efforts after brilliancy, began to indulge in reckless experiments

in colour. He could not endure even the slightest restraints

which technical limitations impose, but went on trying to paint

the unpaintable. As a water-colour painter Turner stands

pre-eminent; he is unquestionably the greatest master in that

branch of art that ever lived. If his work is compared with that

of Barrett, or Varley,or Cozens, or Sandby, or any of the earlier

masters, so great is Turner's superiority that the art in his

bands seems to be lifted altogether into a higher region.

In 1843 a champion, in the person of John Ruskin, arose to

defend Turner against the unjust and ignorant attacks of the

press, and what at first was intended as a " short pamphlet,

reprobating the manner and style of these critics," grew into the

five volumes of Modem Painters. Ruskin employed all his

eloquence and his great critical faculty to prove how immeasur-

ably superior Turner was to all who had ever gone before,

hardly restricting his supremacy to landscape art, and placing

him among the " seven supreme colourists of the world."

Like most men of note. Turner had his enemies and

detractors, and it is to be regretted that so many of the

stories they set in circulation against his moral character

should have been repeated by one of his biographers, who

candidly admits having "spared none of his faults," and

excuses himself for so doing by "what he hopes" is his

" undeviating love of truth." The immense quantity of work

accomplished by Turner during his lifetime, work fuU of the

utmost delicacy and refinement, proves the singularly fine

condition of his nervous system, and is perhaps the best

answer that can be given to the charge of being excessively

addicted to sensual gratification. In his declining years he

possibly had recourse to stimulants to help his failing powers,

but it by no means follows that he went habitually to excess

in their use. He never lost an opportunity of doing a kind-

ness, and under a rough and cold exterior there was more

good and worth hidden than the world imagined. " During

the ten years I knew him," says Ruskin, " years in which he

was suffering most from the evil-speaking of the world. I

never beard him say one depreciating word of any living man

or man's work; I never saw him look an unkind or blameful

look; I never knew him let pass, without sorrowful remon-

strance, or endeavour at mitigation, a blameful word spoken

by another. Of no man, but Turner, whom I have ever known

could I say this." Twice during his eariier days there are

circumstances leading to the belief that he had the hope of

marriage, but on both occasions it ended in disappointment,

and his hotne after his father died was cheerless and solitary.

Two biographies of Turner have been written, one by Thombury,
the other by P. G. Hamcrton. The work of the latter deserves the

highest commendation; it gives a clear and consistent history of the

Kreat artist, and is characterized by refined thoueht and critical

inight. Ao excellent Uttle book by W.CoMnoMonkhouie may also
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be noticed. Books upon Turner continue to appear, although it is

scarcely to be expected that they can add to the (acts already Known
about nim. Turner and Ruskin an exposition of the work ot Turner
from the writings of Ruskin. edited with a biographical note on
Turner by Frederick Wedmore, in two volumes, with ninety-one
illustrations, was published by George Allen in looo. Perhaps the
most important recent work upon his art is Sir Walter Armstrong's
Turner U90i). which deals at considerable length with the events of
his life, and with his pictures in oil and his drawings in water-colour.
It also gives so far as po'ssible a list of his oil pictures, and for the
first time a pretty full list of his water colours, although the great
painter's works in both media are so numerous that it would be
impossible to say that either is complete. See also J. M. W. Turner^
by W. L. Wyllie, A.R.A. (1905). The ercat authority on the Liher
Studiorum b W. G. Rawlinson (Turner s Liber Studiorum, and cd.,

1906). (G. Re.)

TURNER, NAT (1800-1831), the negro leader of a slave

insurrection in Virginia, known as the " Southampton Insur-

rection," was bom in Southampton county, Virginia, in 1800.

From his childhood he claimed to see visions and hear voices,

and he became a Baptist preacher of great influence among the

negroes. In x8a8 he confided to a few companions that a
voice from heaven had announced that " the last shall be first,"

which was interpreted to mean that the slaves should control.

An insurrection was planned, and a solar eclipse in February 1831

and peculiar atmospheric conditions on the 13th of August were

accepted as the signal for beginning the work. On the night of

the aist of August 1831, with seven companions, he entered the

home of his master, Joseph Travis, and murdered the inmates.

After securing guns, horses and liquor they visited other houses,

sparing no one. Recruits were added, in some cases by compul-

sion, until the band numbered about sixty. About noon on

the 2and they were scattered by a small force of whites, hastily

gathered. Troops, marines and militia were hurried to the scene,

and the negroes were hunted down. In all thirteen men,

eighteen women, and twenty-four children had been butchered.

After hiding for several weeks Nat was captured on the 30th of

October and was tried and hanged, having made, meanwhile,

a full confession. Nineteen of his associates were hanged and

twelve were sent out of the state. The insurrection, which was

attributed to the teachings of the abolitionists, led to the

enactment of stricter slave codes.

See S. B. Weeks. " Slave Insurrections in Virginia," in Magatine

of American History, vol. xxxi. (New York, 1891), and W. S. Dfewry,

The Southampton Insurrection (Washington, 1900).

TURNER, SHARON (i768-i847)> English historian, was bom
in Pentonville, London, on the 24th of September 1768. His

parents came from Yorkshire. He was educated at a private

school kept by Dr Davis in Pentonville, and was articled to a

solicitor in the Temple in 1783, and when his master died in

1789 he continued the business. He remained in business at

first in the Temple, and later in Red Lion Square till 1829, when

failing health compelled him to retire. He settled for a time

at Winchmore Hill, but afterwards returned to London, and died

in his son's house on the 13th of Febmary 1847. In eariy

boyhood he had been attracted by a translation of the " Death

Song of Ragnar Lodbrok," and was led by this boyish interest to

make a study of early English history in Anglo-Saxon and Ice-

landic sources. He devoted all the time he could spare from his

business to the study of Anglo-Saxon documents in the British

Museum. The material was abundant and had hitherto been

neglected. When the first volume of his History of England

from the earliest times to the Norman Conquest appeared in 1799,

it was at once recognized as a work of equal novelty and value.

The fourth volume ' appeared in 1805. He also published a

continuation {History of England during the Middle Ages), a

Modern History of England, a Sacred History of the World, and

a volume on Richard HI. (1845), and he was the author of

pamphlets on the copyright laws (18 13).

His son, Sydney Turner (1814-1879), educated at Trinity

College, Cambridge, took orders, was known as a strong

partisan of reformatory schools, and died rector of Hempstead

in Gloucestershire.

TURNER, WILUAM (d. 1568), English divine, botanist and

physician, was bom at Morpeth in Northumberland, and was
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educated at Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, where he was elected

junior fellow in 1530. He learnt Greek from Nicholas Ridley,

and, hearing Hugh Latimer preach, threw in his bt with the

new faith. In 1538 he published .his Libelius de re herbaria,

and in 1540 set out to preach in different places. For doing
this i^thout a licence he suffered imprisonment, and on his

release travelled in Holland, Germany, Italy and Switzerland,

always increasing his knowledge of botany and medicine,

collecting plants, and writing books on religion which were so

popular in England that they were forbidden by proclamation

in July 1546. On the accession of Edward VI. he became
chaplain and physidan to the duke of Somerset and in 1550
prebendary of York. In November 1550 he was made dean of

Wells, but in 1553 was deprived, and during Queen Mary's
reign lived at various places in Germany, mostly along the Rhine.

Returning to England in 1558 he regained his deanery, and did

all he could to disparage episcopacy and ceremonial, and to

bring the Anglican Church into conformity with the Reformed
Churches of Germany and Switzerland. On the complaint

of his bishop, Gilbert Berkeley, he was suspended for Noncon-
formity in. X 564. He passed his last days in Crutched Friars,

London, and died on the 7th of July 1568. Turner was a sound
and keen botanist, and introduced lucerne into England. He
was a racy writer, a man of undoubted learning, and a vigorous

controversialist.

TURNHOUT. a town of Belgium, in the province of Antwerp,
26 m. N.E. of that city. Pop. (1904), 22,162. It carries on an
active industry in cloth and other manufactures. There is a
breeding establishment for leeches. The h6tel de viUe was
formerly a palace of the dukes of Brabant. Two miles west

of Turnhout is the curious penal or reformatory colony of

Merxplas (pop. in 1904, 2827). The system of this establish-

ment is to allow certain approved prisoners to follow their

usual occupations within a defined area. The persons detained

have complete liberty of movement, subject to the two condi-

tions that they are under the supervision of guardians and are

not allowed to cross the boundaries of the settlement. They
also wear a distinct dress, and each prisoner bears a number.
TURNIP. Brassica campestris, var. Rapa, a hardy biennial,

found in cornfields in various parts of England. It has been
cultivated from a remote period for its fleshy roots. The tender

growing tops are also used in spring as a green vegetable. The
so-called " root " is formed by the thickening of the primary

root of the seedling together with the base of the young stem
(hypocotyl) immediately above it. The great mass of the
" root " consists of soft " wood " developed internally by the

cambium layer and composed mainly of thin-walled, unlignified,

wood-parenchyma. The stem remains short during the first

year, the leaves forming a rosette-like bunch at the top of the
" bulb "; they are grass-green and bear rough hairs. In the

second season the bud in the centre of the rosette forms a strong

erect branched stem bearing somewhat glaucous smooth leaves.

The stem and branches end in corymbose racemes of small,

bright yellow flowers, which are succeeded by smooth, elongated,

short-beaked pods.

The varieties of turnip are classified according to their shape

as (i) long varieties, with a root three or more times as long as

broad; (2) tankard or spindle-shaped varieties, with a root about

twice as long as broad; (3) round or globe varieties with an
almost spherical root; (4) flat varieties with a root broader than

long; there are also many intermediate forms. Turnips arc also

grouped according to the colour of the upper part of the root

which comes above ground, and according to the colour of the

flesh, which is white or yellow. The yellow-fleshed varieties,

many of which are probably hybrids between the turnip and
swede, are more robust, of' slower growth and superior feeding

value to the white-fleshed turnips, and are less injured by frost.

The swede-turnip, Brassica campestris, var. Napo-brassica,

differs from the turnip proper in having the first foliage-leaves

glaucous, not grass-green, in colour, and the later leaves smooth
and glaucous; the root bears a distinct neck with well-marked

kaf-acars, the flesh is yellow or reddish-orange, firmer and more |

nutritious, and the roots keep much better during winter. Tlie
flowers are larger and buff-yellow or pale orange in colour and
the seeds are usually larger and darker than in the turmp.
Turnips should be srown in a rich friable landy loam, such as will

produce medium-sised roots without much aid from the manure heap,
and are better flavoured if nown in fresh soil. In light dry soils
well decomposed hotbed or Tarmyard manure it the lx«t that can
be used, but in soils conuining an exceu of organic matter, bone
dust, superphosphate of lime, wood-ashes or guano, mixed with
light soil, and laid in the drills before sowing the seed, are bene-
ficial by stimulating the young plants to get quickly into rough
leaf, and thus to grow out of reach of the so-called turnip fly or turrnp
flea (Pkyllolreta). To get rid of this pest, it has been found beneficial
to dust the plants with quicklime, and also to draw over the young
planu neu smeared with some sticky subsunce like treacle, by which
large numbers will be caught and destroyed. It has been also recom-
mended as a palliative to sow thick in order to allow for a percentage
of loss from this and other-causes, but this is inadvisable, as over-
crowding is apt to render the plants weak. As a preventive, gas-lime
may be scattered over the surface after the seed has been sown. Lime
is also effective against the disease known as *' finger and toe "

(ff.w.)-
The first sowing should be made on a warm border, with the i>fT>-

tection of a frame or matted faoofM, in January or February ; the
second on a well-sheltered border in March, after which a sowing
once a month will eenerally suffice. In May and June the plot
should be in a cool moderately shaded position, lest the plants
should suffer from drought. The principal autumn and winter
sowinas,. which are the most important, should be made about the
end ofjune in the northern districts, and in the beginnine of July in
wanner districts; a small sowing may be made at tne end of August
to come in before the spring-sown crops ace ready. If the weather
is showery at the time of sowing, the seed s(>eedily germinates, and
the young plants should be kept growinjg ()uickly by watering with
rain or pond water and by surface stirrings. The drilb for the
earliest sorts need not be more than 15 in. apart, and the plants
may be left moderately thick in the row; the late crops should ha%-e
at least 2 ft. between the rows, and be thinned to i a in. in the row.
a free circulation of air abont them being very important in winter.
As a provision against prolonged periods of severe weather it has
been recommended to lay the finest roots in rows, covering them well
with soil, and leaving intact the whole of the foliage. The very latest
sown crops of half-grown roots will prolong the supply until the
earliest spring-sown crops are fit for use.

TURNPIKE, a pike or pointed bar or stake wj^ich turns or
revolves, hence the name given to a form of barrier consisting of
three or more horizontal bars, with one end sharpened, revolving

on a pivot. Such barriers were^sed across roads, and, when tolls

were exacted from passengers along highways to raise the money
for the upkeep of the roads, the name, though not the form, was
given both to the toll-gates set up at different places where the
tolls were collected, and to the highways repaired under the
system (see Highway).
A " turnstile," consisting of a vertical post with projecting,

revolving arms, is another form of barrier, placed by the side of a
gate across a road, or across a path to prevent the passage of all

except foot passengers, or at the entrance to any building, park or
other place as a means of controlling the admission of people, of

collecting admission money and the like.

TURNSTONE, the name long given ^ to a shore-bird, from its

habit of turning over with its bill spch stones as it can to seek its

food in the small crustaceans or other animals lurking beneath

them. It is the Tringa inierpres* of Linnaeus and Strepsilas

interpres of most later writers, and is remarkable as being perhaps

the most cosmopolitan of birds; for, though properly belonging to

the northern hemisphere, there is scarcely a sea-coast in the world

on which it may not occur: it has been obtained from Spitabergcn

to the Strait of Magellan and from Point Barrow to the Cape of

Good Hope and New Zealand—examples from the southern

hemisphere being, however, almost invariably in a state of

plumage that shows, if not immaturity, yet an ineptitude for

reproduction. It also, though much less commonly, resorts

» The name seems to appear first in F. Willughby's Omithcioria

(p. 231) in 1676: but he gave as an alias that of Sea-Dottrel. und«r
which name a drawing, hgurcd by him (pi. 58). was sent to him by
Sir Thomas Browne.

* Linnaeus (Or/, oth Gotkldndska Resa. p. 217). who first met with

this bird on the island of Gottland (July i, 1741), was under the

mistaken belief that it was there called Tolk {^interpres). But
that name properly belongs to the Redshank (a.v.), from the

cry of warning to other animals that it utters on the approach of

danger.
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to the nuusiiis of inland riven and lakes; but it is very rarely

seen except near water, and salt water for preference.

The tumstone is about as big as an ordinary snipe; but,

compared with most of its allies of the group Limicolae, to which

it belongs, its form is somewhat heavy, and its legs are short.

Still it is brisk in its movements, and iu variegated plumage

makes it a pleasing bird. Seen in front, iU white face, striped

with black, and broad black gorget attract attention as it siu,

often motionless, on the rocks; while in flight the white of the

lower part of the back and white band across the wings are no

less conspicuous even at a distance. A nearer view will reveal

the rich chestnut of the mantle and upper wing-coverts, and the

combination of colours thus exhibited suggests the term " tor-

toise-shell " often applied to it—the quill-feathers being mostly

of a dark brown and its lower parts pure white. The deeper tints

arc, however, peculiar to the nuptial plumage, or are only to be

faintly traced at other times, so that in winter the adults—and

the young always—have a much plainer appearance, ashy-grey

and white being almost the only hues observable. From the fact

that tumstones may be met with at almost any season in various

parts of the %rorId, and especially on islands as the Canaries,

Azores, and many of those in the British seas, it has been inferred

that these birds may breed in such places. In some cases this

may prove to be true, but in most evidence to that effect is

wanting. In America the breeding-range of this species has not

been defined. In Europe there is good reason to suppose that it

includes Shetland ; but it is on the north-western coast of the Con-

tinent, from Jutland to the extreme north of Norway, that the

greatest number are reared. The nest, contrary to the habits of

most Limicolae, is generally placed under a ledge of rock which

shelters the bird from observation,* and therein are laid foureggs,

of a light olive-green, closely blotched with brown, and hardly to

be misuken for those of any other bird. A second species of

tumstone is admitted by some authors and denied by others.

This is the 5. melanocephalus of the Pacific coast of North

America, which is on the average larger than S. irUerpres, and

never exhibits any of tlye chestnut colouring.

Though the genus StrepsUas teems to be rightly placed amon| the

Charadriidae (tee Plover), it occupiesa somewhat abnormal position

among them, and in the fonn of its short pointed beak and its

variegated coloration has hardly any very near relative. (A. N.)

TURlin MAOURELB. the capital of the department of Teleor-

man, Rumaiua; 2} m. N.E. of the confluence of the Olt and

Danube, at the terminus of a branch railway Pop. (1900). 8668.

A ferry pUes across the Danube to the Bulgarian fortress of Nico-

polis. Large quantities of grain are shipped in lighters to Braila.

There are some vestiges of a Roman bridge across the Danube,

built (c. A.D. 330) by ConsUntine the Great.

TURNU SEVERIN. the capital of the department of Mehe-

dintzi, Rumania, on the main Walachian railway, and on the left

bank of the river Danube, below the Iron Gates caUracts. Pop.

(1900), 18,638. It is a modem commercial town, having a school

of arts and crafts, several churches, and large government yards

for the building of river steamers, lighters and tug-boats. There

is a considerable trade in livestock, preserved meat, petroleum

and cereals. The town, which was originally called Drobetae by

the Romans, took its later name of Turris Scvcri, or the " Tower

of Severus," from a tower which stood on a small hill surrounded

by a deep fosse. This was built to commemorate a victory over

the Quadi and Marcomanni, by the Roman emperor Severas

(a.d. 222-235). Near Tumu Severin are the remains of the cele-

brated Trajan's bridge, the largest in the Roman Empire^ built in

A.D. 103 by the architect Apollodoms of Damascus. The river

is about 4000 ft. broad at this spot. The bridge was composed of

twenty arches supported by stone pillars, several of which are

still visible at low water.

TURPEMTIIIB (in M. Eng. turbentine, adapted through the

O. Fr. tttrbetaint or terebetUine from Lat. terebinthina,ic.resina,

resin of the terebinth, Gr. rtpifiuf$ot or TkptuiSo%), the oleo-resins

which exude from certain trees, especially from some conifers—

•There is little external difference between the sexes, and the

brightly contracted colours of the hen-bird seem to require some

kind of concealment.

such as Pinus syhestru—tind from the terebinth tree, Pistacia

terebintkus, L, It was to the product of the latter, now known
as Chian turpentine, that the term was first applied. The tere-

binth tree and iU resin were well known and highly prized from
the eariiest times. The tree is a native of the islands and shores

of the Mediterranean, passing eastward into Central Asia; but the

resinous exudation found in commerce is collected in the island of

Chios. Chian turpentine is a tenacious semi-fluid transparent

body, yellow to dull brown in colour, with an agreeable resinous

odour and little taste. On exposure to the air it becomes dry,

hard and brittle. In their natural characters, turpentines are

soft solids or semi-fluid bodies, consisting of resins dissolved in

turpentine oil, the chief constituent of which is pinene. They are

largely used in the arts, being separated by distillation into rosin

or tolDphrjny (aee RoSLN'). ^ftl oil or spirit, of tur^^ntintv
Crv4i or <itrnmini lurprntine it the commcrrial nam* which

embrtcc* ihe olro-rciiii yitlrfrd by hvera I <:onJI!crDus irtes, both.

Eurnpran inii Amrrican, Th« principal EyropraTi prDduci, lonii^'

times (]is[trLgi]bhn] 4t Bordeaux turppntini?, is obt^iined from the
cluster pini-v Ftnus jP(iMi£rr, in ihc Landcs dcpartmunL of Fraoce.
Crud* turpcntJdi* ii fun her yitlHcd by the Scotch fir, F. tylvtitrit,

throughout fionhrm Euro{ie, ajid by the Conknn pin*. R Linci^^
m Austria and Corsica, in ihe United States th* turpvntiM^
ytelding pines -ire tbe aw^mp pine, f. ututraiii, and the loblolly.

?, Tu^, both inkibitiii^ North and Soulh Camltna, Geoi^ ^nd
Alabama- Vfnm tutpemtn* [» ylcltitd by iht lanrh tree^ Lanx
earopvim. from which it ii cultectetl prlniipallv in TimL Strasi-

imrg lur6enliru ia obuiiR-d hum ilie buiK ol ikc z'AM.i in . but it a
collectea only in small quantities. Less known turpentines are
obtained from the mountain pine, P. Pumilio, the stone pine.

P. Cembra, the Aleppo pine. P. kaUpensis, &c. The so-called Canada
baUam, from Abies balsamea, is also a true turpentine.
on of Turpentine, or Turps, as a commercial product is obtained

from all or any of these oleo-resins, but on a large scale only from
crude or common turpentine. The essential oil is rectified by redis-

tillation with water and alkaline carbonates, and the water which
the oil cauries over with it i^ removed by a further distillation over
calcium chloride. Oil of turpentine is a colouriess liquid of oily

consistence, with a strong characteristic odour and a hot disagree-

able taste. It begins to boil at about 155* C, and its specific gravity

is between o-86o and o-88o. It rotates the plane of polarized light

both to right and left in varying degrees according to its sources,

the American product beine dextrorotatory and the French laevo-

rotatory. It is almost insoluble in water, is miscible with absolute

alcohol and ether, and dissolves sulphur, phosphorus, resins and
caoutchouc On exposure to the air it dries to a solid resin, and
absorbing oxysen gives off oaone—a reaction utilized in the disinfec-

tant called ''^Sanitas." Agiuted with successive quantities of sul-

phuric acid and distilled in a current of steam, it yields terebene. a
mixture of dipentene and terpincne mainly, whkh is used in medkine.
Chemically, oil of turpentine is a more or less complex mixture of

hydrocarbons generically named terpenes (q.v.). Oil of turpentine

is largely used in the preparation of varnishes and as a medium by
painters in their "flat colours.

Pkarmacolofy and Tkerapeniks.—Oil of turpentine {Olenm
terebintktnae) is administered internally as an anthelmintk to kill

tapeworm. Applied externally it possesses, in higher degree than

any of its fellows, the properties of the volatile oils. It acts as a
rubefacient, an irriunt and a counter-irriunt. It is also an antisep-

tic and. in small quantities, a feeble anaesthetk. It is absorbed by
the unbroken skin. The drug is largely employed as a counter-

irritant, the pharmacopocial liniments being very useful applications.

Such conditions as myalgia, bronchitis, " chronic rheumatism " and
pleurisy are often relieved by its use. It may also be employed as a

parasiticide in ringworm ana similar conditions.

In large doses oil of turpentine causes purging and ma^ induce

much haemorrhage from the bowel ; it should be combined with some
trustworthy apenent, such as castor oil, when given as an anthel-

mintic. It is readily absorbed unchanged and nas a marked con-

tractile action upon the blood vessels. This gives it the rare and
valuable property of a remote haemosutk, erroneously supposed to

be possessed by so many useless drun. It must not be used to

check haemorrhage from the kidneys (haematuria) owing to its irri-

unt action on those organs, but in haemoptysis (haemorrhage from

the lungs) it is often an invaluable remedv. In large doses it has a

depressant action on the nervous system, leading even to coma and

toul abolition of reflex action. The drug U excreted partly by the

bronchi—whkh it tends to disinfect—and partly in the urine, which

it causes to smell of violets. Glycuronk acid also appears m the

urine. A small portion of the drug is removed by the skin, in which

it may give rise to an erythematous rsah. It must not be given to

the subjects of Bright's disease.
,

Perhaps the most valuable of all the medicinal applications of

turpentine, and one whkh is rarely, if ever, mentioned in therapeutic

textbooks—owing to the fact that gynaecology has been » ex-

tremely specialised—b in inoperable cancer of the uterus, guite
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90% of tbctt cues are aeen too late for operation, and neariy all
recur after operation. The exhausting pain, the serious haem-
orrhages, and the abdominal scptkity associated with a repulsive
odour and the absorption of toxic products, which are the chief and
ultimately fatal symptoms of that disease, are all directly combated
by the administration of oil of turpentine. So benehcial is the
action that for years there prevailed the unfortunately erroneous
belief that Chian turpentine is actually curative in this condition.
But it undoubtedly prolongs life, lessens suffering, and by checking
the growth of bacteria upon the cancer reduces the fetid odour and
the svmptonu of septic intoxication.
Old turpentine and French oil of turpentine are antidotes to

phosphorus, forming turpentine-pho^horic acid, which is inert.

TURPIN (d. e, 800), archbishop of Reims, was for many years
regarded as the author of the legendaiy Uistona de vita Caroli

liagni ei Rolandi, and appears as one of the twelve peers in a
number of the chansons de geste. He is probably identical with
Tilpin, archbishop of Reims in the 8th century, who is alluded

to by Hincmar, his third successor in the see. According to

Flodoard, Charles Martel drove Rigobert, archbishop of Reims,
from his office and replaced him by a warrior clerk named Milo,

afterwards bishop of Trier. The same writer repreaenu MUo as
discharging a mission among the Vascones, or Basques, the very
people to whom authentic history has ascribed the great disaster

which befell the army of Charicmagne at Roncesvilles. It is

thus possible that the warlike legends which have gathered around
the name of Tuipin are due to some confusion of his identity with
that of his martial predecessor. Flodoard says that Tilpin was
originally a monk at St Denis, and Hincmar tells how after his

appointment to Reims be occupied himself in securing the restora-

tion of the righu and properties of his church, the revenues and
prestige of which had been impaired under Milo's rule. Tilpin

was elected archbishop between 752 and 768, probably in 753;
he died, if the evidence of a diploma alluded to by Mabillon may
be trusted, in 794, although it has been sUted that this event
took place on the and of September80a Hincmar, who composed
his epitaph, makes him bishop for over forty years, and from this

it is evident that he was elected about 753, and Flodoard says
that he died in the forty-seventh year of his archbishopric. Tilpin

was present at the Council of Rome in 769, and at the request of

Charlemagne Pope Adrian I. sent him the pallium and confirmed
the rights of bis church.

The Hutorui Caroli Mapri was declared authentic in 1 1 2a by Pope
Calixtus II. It is, however, entirely legendary, being rather the
crysullixation of earlier Roland legends than the source of later
ones, and tU popularity seems to date from the latter part of the 12th
century. Gaston Pans, who made a special study of the Hisleria,
considers that the first five chapters were written by a monk of
Compostella in the nth century and the remainder by a monk of
Vienne between 1109 and 11 19. The popularity of the work is

attested by the fact that there are at least five French translations
of the Historia dating from the 13th century and one into Latin verK
of about the same time. According to August Potthast there are
about fifty manuscripu of the story in existence. The Historia was
first printed in 1566 at Frankfort: perhaps the best edition is the
one edited by F. Castets as Turpint historia Karoti magni et Rotho-
landi (Paris. 1880). It has been translated many times mto French
and alao into German, Danish and English. The English translation
b by T. Rodd and is in the History ofCharles the Great and Orlando,
ascribed to Turpin (London, 1813). bee G. Pftris. De pseudo-Turpino

i

Paris, 1865), and Histoire poHiquede Charlemagne, new ed. by
^ Meyer (1905): and V. Friedel. *' Etudes compostellanes " in Otia
Mereeiana (Liverpool. 1899).

TURPIN. FRANCOIS HENRI (170^1799). French man of

letters, was bom at Caen. He was first a professor at the univer-

sity of his native town, then went to seek his fortunes in Paris,

where he made some stir in philosophical circles, and espedally

in that of the magnificent Helv6tius; but he was only enabled
with difficulty to earn a livelihood by putting his pen at the ser-

vice of the booksellers. He translated, or rather adapted from the

English, Edward W. Montague's Histoire du gouvemement des

anciennes riptMiques (1769), and wrote a continuation of Father
Pierre Joseph d 'Orleans, Histoire des revolutions d*Angleterre

(1786). His Histoire naturelle et civile du royaume de Siam (1771)
is an interesting but faulty adaptation of the observations of a
vicar-apostolic who had lived for a long time in that country,

and who accused Turpin of having misrepresented his ideas. His

chief work, La France illustre, ou Le PliUarque Jran^ais, contains

the biographies of generals, ministers, and eminent officers of
the law (5 vols., 1777-1790), in which, however, as La Haipe
said, he showed himself to be " ni Plutarque ni Fnmcais."
He also wrote an Histoire des hommes publics tiris du tiers Hat
(1789).

TURPIN. RICHARD [Dick) (1706-1739). English robber, was
bom in 1706 at Hempstead, near Saffron Walden, Essex, where
his father kept an alehouse. He was apprenticed to a butcher,
but, having been detected at cattle-stealing, joined a notorious
gang of deer-stealers and smugglers in Essex. This gang also

made a practice of robbing farmhouses, terrorizing tiM women
in the absence of their husbands and brothers, and Turpin took
the lead in this class of outrage. On the gang being broken up
Turpin went into partnership with Tom King, a well-known high-
wayman. To avoid arrest he finally left Essex for Lincolnsliire

and Yorkshire, where he set up under an assumed name as a horse
dealer. He was convicted at York assizes of horse-stealing and
hanged on the 7th of April 1739. Harrison Ainsworth, in his
romance Rookwood, gives a spirited account of a wonderful ride
by Dick Turpin on his mare, Black Bess, from London to York,
and it is in this connexion that Turpin's name has been generaily
remembered. But as far as Turpin is concerned the incident is

pure fiction. A somewhat similar story was told about a certain

John Nevison, known as *' Nicks," a well-known highwayman in

the time of Charles II., who to establish an alibi rode from Gad's
Hill to York (some 190 m.) in about 15 hours. Both stories aro
possibly only different versions of an old north road myth.
TURQUOISE, a mineral much used as an omamental stone for

the sake of its blue or bluish-green colour. It is generally held that
the name indicates its source as a stone from Turkey, the finest

kinds having come from Persia by way of Turkey, whence it was
called by the Venetians who imported it turckesa^ and by the
French turquoise. The old form turkis, used by Tennyson, agrees
with the German TUrkis, Some authorities have suggested that
the word may be a corruption of the Persian name of the stone
piruMek. Turquoise is a crypto-crystalline mineral, occurring in

small reniform nodules or as an incrusution, or in thin seams
and disseminated grains. Its mode of occurrence suggests its

formation by deposition from solution, and indeed it is sometimes
found in stalactitic masses. The typical colour is a delicate sky*
blue, but the blue passes by every transition into green. In some
cases the colour deteriorates as the stone becomesdry.and may
be seriously affected by exposure to sunlight; whilst with age
there is often a tendency to become green, as seen in examples of
ancient turquoise. The mineral is always opaque in mass, but
generally translucent in thin splinters. Turquoise takes a fair

polish, but the lustre is feeble, and inclines to be waxy; the hard-
ness is nearly 6, the specific gravity between 2-6 and 2'8.

Much discussion has arisen as to the chemical composition of
turquoise. It is commonly regarded as a hydrous aluminium
phosphate having the composition aAl^Ot-PiOi-sH^ or rather

AltHP0«(0H)4, coloured with a variable proportion of a copper
phosphate, or perhaps partly with an iron phosphate. Pro-
fessor S. L. Penfield. however, has been led by careful analysis

of turquoise from Nevada to propose the general formula:

[Al(OH),.Fe(OH),,Cu(OH),H].PO«. Hence turquoise may be
regarded chemically as derived from orthophosphoric add by
replacement of the hydrogen by the univalent radicles Al(OH)t.
&c. An ingenious counterfeit of turquoise has been formed by
compressing a precipiute of cupriferous aluminium phosphate.

Turquoise is usually cut as an omamental stone in circular or
elliptical form, with a low convex surface. In the East, where it

is used not only for personal ornament but for the decoration of

dagger-handles, horse-trappings, &c., the pieces are not imusually

of irregular shape; and when wom as amulets the turquoise is

often engraved with Oriental inscriptions, generally passages

from the Korin, the indsed characters being gilt or inlaid with
gold wire. The turquoise has always been associated with

curious superstitions, the most common being the notion that it

changes colour with variations in the state of the owner's health

or even in sympathy with his affections. It is commonly held

to be a " lucky stone."
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In Penia. where the finest ttirquoiae U found, the mines have been

worked for at least eight* centuries. The workings have been
described by General Houtum Schindler, an Austrian, who was at
one time in charge of the mines. The principal locality is n'^rth-west

of the village olMadan, on the southern sk>pes of Mt AlvNJirsai,

a peak near Nishapur, in the ]>rovince of Khorasan. Hen the
turquoise occurs in narrow seams in a brecciated trachyte^ nrtiSyry.

It is found also in some other localities in Persia and m TurVt tan.

Jean Baptiste Tavernier (1605-1683) states that the best turi|i ise.

reserved for the sole use of the shah, was obtained from tin \ nille

Roche, whilst inferior stones were got from the Nouvelli 1:1 he.
These terms still survive, for turquoise of fine colour b s^miuines
said in trade to be from the " oid rock." and that of pale 1

1 n r *-r of
unstable colours is described as from the " new rock." 1 \:v \.^ntT

is sometimes not true Oriental turquoise, but the mater 1,1 1 .died
" bone-turquoise" or odontolite, and known also as "C" ' < utal

turquoise. This is merely fossil bone or ivory coloure<j by jron

phosphate (vivianite) or perhaps stained in some cases by cupriferous
solutions, and is readily aistinguished from true turquoise by showing
organic structure under the microscope. Bone-turquoise occurs in

Europe; and it may be noted that mmeral turquoise also is known
from certain localities in Saxony and Silesia, but the quantity b very
limited and the Quality poor, so that it has no commercial impor-
tance. Chrysocolla has been sometimes mistaken in various parts
ol the world for turquoise.

in 1849 turouoise was found by Major C. Macdonald in Wadi
Maghara and Wadi Sidreh in the Sinaitic Peninsula ; and a large series

of the specimens was shown in the Great Exhibition of 185I. Accor-
ding to H. Bauerman, who described the locality geologically, the
turquoise occurs in a red sandstone, in the form of embedded nodules
and as an incrustation lining the joint -faces. The turquoise was
worked for some time by Macdonald, and many years afterwards
working were resumed on a systematic scale by an English company,
but without great success. Relics of extensive ancient mining
operations for turquoise show that the rock was at one time worked
with flint implements. The locality was examined by Professor

Flinders Petne in 1905.
In ancient Mexico much use was made of turouoise as an inlay for

mosaic work, with obsidian, malachite, shell and iron pyrites. Such
work b illustrated by fine specimens in the ethnographical gallery

of the British Museum and elsewhere. Relics of extensive workings
are found in the mountains of Los Cerillos near Santa F6 in New
Mexico, where mining for turquoise b now actively carried on. One
of the hills in which old workings occur has been called Mt
Chakhihuitl. Mnce it b believed that the turquoise was known by
the name chalchihuttl, which in some places was applied also to
jade. Another of the Cerillos hills in which workings have been
opened up b called Turquoise HilL The matrix at Los Cerilk>s b
described by D. W. Johnson as an altered ansite-andesite, in which
the turquoise occurs in thin veins and in small nodules in patches of

kaolin, it appears probable that the alumina of the turouoise was
tlerived from tne alteration of felspar, and the phosphorus irom^pa-
tite in the rock, whilst the copper was brought up by heated vapours
which altered the andesite. Turquoise b found also at Turquoise
Mounuin. Cochise county, Arizona, and at Mineral Park, Mohave
county, in the same state; it occurs in the Columbus district, southern
Nevada: in Fresno county, California; and near Idaho, Clay county,
Alabama. Mexican turouoise is known from the sute of Zacatecas.

Turquoise was discovered in 1894 near Bodalla, in New South Wales;
and It has also been found in victoria.

Turquoise b sometimes termed by mineralogists callaite, nnce
it is believed to be the callois of Pliny—a stone which he describes

as resembling lapis lazuli, but paler, and in colour more like the shal-

low sea. The eaUaina of Pliny was a pale men stone from beyond
indb, whilst his caUaica was a kind 01 turbid callaina. The
name callainite was suggested by Professor J. D. Dana for a bright
green mineral which was founa in the form of beads, with stone
hatchets, in ancient graves near Man^-er-H'roek (Rock of the
Fairy), near Locmariaquer in Brittany, and which A. Damour
Mugnt to identify with Pliny's cailais. The mineral in question
seems to be identical with vanscite, a hydrous aluminium phosphate
named by A. Breithaupt, and occurring as a beautiful green amor-
phous mineral, sometimes polished as an ornamental stone: fine

examples occur in Utah. Somewhat allied to turquoise is the blue
mineral called lazulite (to be distinguished from lazurite. see Lafis
Lazuli), which has the formula (FeiMg)AI«(OH)(PO«). and has
occasionally been used as an ornamental stone. (F. W. R.*)

TURRET (from O. Fr. UmreUe, diminutive of tour, tower, mod.
Fr. Umreile), a small tower, especially at the angles of larger

buildings, sometimes overhanging and built on corbels, when it b
often called a *' bartizan " {q.v.), and sometimes rising, from the

ground.

TURRBTIN, or Titiibetini. the name of three Swiss divines.

BENofr TtntUTiN (1588-1631), the son of Francesco Turrciini,

a native of Lucca, who settled in Geneva in iS7Q. was bom at

Zurich on the 9th of November i $88. He was ordained a pastor

in Gcnrv» in j6li, and became professor of theology in 1618.

In 1620 he represented the Genevan Church at the national synod
of Alais, when the decrees of the synod of Dort were introduced
into France; and in 1621 he was sent on a successful mission to the
states-general of Holland, and to the authorities of the Hanseatic
towns, with reference to the defence of Geneva against the
threatened attacks of the duke of Savoy. He published in 1618-
1620 (2 vob.) a defence of the Genevan translation of the Bible,

Eine VerUidigung der genfer BibditUrsetzung {Difense de la

fidilili des traductions de la Bible Jaites d Cenkve), against P.
Cotton's Cenive plagiaire. He died on the 4th of March 1631.

Francois Turretxn (1623-1687), son of the preceding, was
bom at Geneva on the 17th of October 1623. After studying
theology in Geneva, Leiden and France, he became pastor of the
Italian congregation in Geneva in 1647; after a brief pastorate at
Lyons he again returned to Geneva as professor of theology in

16S3, having modestly declined a professorship of philosophy in

1650. He was one of the most influential supporters of the
Formula Consensus Helvetica, drawn up chiefly by Johann
Heinrich Heidegger (1633-1698), in 1675, and of the particular

type of Calvimstic theology which that symbol embodied, and an
opponent of the theology of Moses Amyraut and the school of
Saumur. Hb Institutio theologicae elencticae (3 vob., Geneva
1680-1683) has passed through frequent editions, the last reprint

having been made in Edinburgh in 1847-1848. He was also the
author of volumes entitled De saiisfactione Christi dispulationes

(Geneva, 1666) and De neceuaria secessione nostra ah ecclcsia

romana (Geneva, 1687). He died on the 28th of September 1687.

Jean Alphonse Turretin (i67i-i737),son of the preceding,
was bom at Geneva on the 13th of August 1671. He studied
theology at Geneva under L. Tronchin, and after travelling in

Holland, England and France was received into the " Vin^rable
Compagnie des Pasteurs" of Geneva in 1693. Here he became
pastor of the Italian congregation, and in 1697 professor of church
hbtory, and later (1705) of theology. During the next forty

years of hb life he enjoyed great influence in Geneva as the ad-
vocate of a more liberal theology than had prevailed under the
preceding generation, and it was largely through his instrumen-
tality that the rule obliging ministers to subscribe to the Formula
Consenius Helvetica was abolished in 1706, and the Consensus
itself renounced in 1725. He also wrote and laboured for the

promotion of union between the Reformed and Lutheran
Churches, hb most important work in this connexion being

Nubes testium pro moderate et pacifico de rebus tkeologicis judi-

cio, et institutnda inter Prolestantes concordia (Geneva, 1729).

Besides thb he wrote Cogitationes et dissertatiotus theologicae,

on the principles of natural and revealed religion (2 vols.,

Geneva, 1737; in French, Traiti de la viritl de la religion

ckrltienne) and commentaries on Thessalonians and Romans.
He died on the ist of May 1737.

See E. de Bud6, Francois et J. Alphonse Turretini (2 vols., i88o)>
and Lettres tnidites d Jean Alphonse Turrettnt (3 vols.. 1887-1888);
F. Turretini, Notue btofraphtque sur Binidict Turretini (1871);C Borgeaud, Histoire de VunvversxU de Cenhe (1900).

TURRIFF, a municipal and police burgh of Aberdeenshire,

Scotland. Pop. (1901), 2273. It lies near the Deveron. 38) m.
N.W. of Aberdeen by the Great North of Scotland railway, via

Inveramsay. In the choir of the ancient church, now in ruins,

b a fresco painting of St Ninian. On the 14th of May 1639 the

national struggle for civil and religious liberty was inaugurated

in the county with the skirmish known as the Trot of Turrifl.

Some 4 m. south are the remains of the castle of Towie Barclay,

the seat of the old family of the Barclays.

TURRIS UBISONIS (mod. Porto Torres, q.v.), an ancient

seaport town of Sardinia, situated at the north-westem extremity

of the island, and connected with Carales by two roads,

which diverged at Othoca, one (the more important) keeping

inland and the other following the west coast. It was probably
of purely Roman origin, founded apparently by Julius Caesar,

as it bears the title Colonia Julia; and in Pliny's time it

was the only colony in the island. It is noteworthy that it

apparently belonged to one of the urban tribes the Collina;

Puteoli, which belonged to the Palatina b the Only oth*-
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exception to the rule that municipia and cohniae were not

enrolled in the urban tribes. A Roman bridge of seven arches,

somewhat restored in modem times, the ruins of a temple (now
known as II Palazzo del Re Barbaro), which an inscripti^on

found there shows to have been restored (a.d. 247-249) by the

praejectus of the province, together with the basilica, an aque-

duct, various buildings (S. Valero Usni in Notizie degli scavi

(1882), 121, A. Taramelli,ibid. (1904), 145) and some rock tombs,

still exist.

The inscriptions from Turns Libisonis are ^ven by Th. Mommaen
in Corp. inscr. lot. x. 826: V. DessI in NotitM degli scavi (1898). 260:
A. Taramelli, ibid. (1904). 141. One of them (C./.L. No. 7954)
mentions the construction of a fountain basin, another the construe*
tion of a quay {ripa lurrUana) : substructions may still be seen under
water when the sea u clear. (T. As.)

TURSHIZ. a district of the province of Khorasan in Persia,

lying £. of the great salt desert. It has a population of nearly

20,000 and pays a yearly revenue of about £7000. It produces

and exports wool, cotton, silk and much dried fruit, of the latter

particiiHrly raisins and AlQ Bukhara, " Bokhara prunes.'*

The chief place and capital of the district is Sultanabad, gener-

ally called Turshiz, like the district, situated 225 m. south-east

by east from Shahrud and too m. south-west from Meshed, in

35° 10' N. 58** 34' E., at an elevation of 2200 ft. It is

surrounded by a dilapidated wall and has a population of

about 8000.

TURTON, an urban district in the Westhoughton parlia-

mentary division of Lancashire, England, 4 m. N. of Bolton,

on the Lancashire & Yorkshire raUway. Pop. (1901), 12,355.

Its modem growth is the result of the development of the cotton

trade in its various branches; and there are large stone quarries

in the vicinity. There remains in the township a curious

building named Turton Tower, dating principally from the x6th

century, and containing some fine contemporary woodwork.
TUSCALOOSA, a dty and the county-seat of Tuscaloosa

county, Alabanut, U.S.A., in the west-central part of the state, pn
the Black Warrior river, about 55 m. S.W. of Birmingham and
about 100 m. N.W. of Montgomery. Pop. (1900), 5094; Gocal

census, 1908), 7x40 (3551 negroes); (1910 U.S. census), 8407.

It is served by the Alabama Great Southern and the MobUe & Ohio
railways. The Black Warrior river, formerly not navigable

beyond Tuscaloosa, has been improved by the United States

government, and there are three locks in or near the city.

Tuscaloosa lies between the foothills of the Appalachians
to the north-east and the low alluvial valley of the Black
Warrior. It has many old-fashioned residences and gardens,

and a fine Federal building. It is the seat of the university

of Alabama; of the Alabama Central Female College (Baptist,

1858), which occupies the old state capitol; of the Tusca-

loosa Female (>>llege (Methodist Episcopal, South, i860);

of Stillman Institute (Presbyterian, 1876; originally the

Tuscaloosa Institute for the Education of Coloured Ministers;

named in honour of its founder, Dr Charles A. Stillman,

in 1897); and of Alabama Bryce Hospital for the Insane

(1861). The university of Alabama was founded by an act

of the state legislature of 1820, the United States government
having donated 46.080 acres of public lands for this purpose

in the preceding year; in 1831 the university was opened at

Tuscaloosa, then the state capital On the 4th of April 1865
all the buildings of the university, except the observatory, were

burned by a body of Federal cavalry, and the university was
closed thereafter until 1869; in 1884 the United States govern-

ment gave another 46,080 acres of public lands in restitution,

and in 1907 the state legislature appropriated S445i00o for new
buildings. The university is a part of the public school system
of the state, and is governed by a board of trustees, consisting

of the governor and the superintendent of education of the state,

of two members from the congressional district in which the

university is situated, and of one member from each of the other

congressional districts of the state. The university includes,

besides a college and a graduate school, departments of engineer-

ing, law, medicine (formerly the Medical College of Alabama,

established in 1859) and pharmacy (the two last in Mobile),

and asummerschool for teachers' and in 1908-9 had 60 instnictOf»

and 887 students. In the city there are several manufacturing
establishments, principally cotton and lumber mills; and in the
immediate vicinity there are important coal, coke and iron
interests— there is a large iron furnace, pipe foundry and coking
plant at Holt, about 4 m. north-east of the city.

Tuscaloosa derives iu name from an Indian chief, who,
after a desperate battle with De Soto at Mauvilla (the site of

which is not definitely known) in 1540, is said to have hanged
himself in order to escape capture, and is commemorated by a
granite monolith in the Court House Square; the name b said
to mean " black warrior." The first settlement of whites was
made in 181 5. The city was chartered in 18x9, and in X826-1846
it was the capital of Alabama.
TUSCANA (mod. Toscanella, g.v.), an ancient town of Etruria,

about 15 m. N.E. of TarquiniL It is hardly mentioned in

ancient literature; it was a station on the road from Blera to

Satumia, a prolongation of the Via Clodia. On the hill of S.

Pietro are remains of walling of the Roman period. A number
of Etruscan tombs were found by the Campanari btot^rs in

the 19th century, and their valuable contents are in various
European museums.
TUSCANY {Tosccna), a territorial division of Italy, consisting

of the western part of the centre of the peninsula, bounded N.W
by Liguria and Emilia, E. by the Marches and Umbria, S.E. by
the province of Rome and W. by the Mediterranean. It con-
sists of eight provinces, Arezzo, Firenze (Florence), Grosseto,

Livomo (Leghorn), Lucca, Massa-Carrara, Pisa and Siena,

and has an area of 9304 sq. m. Pop. (1901), 2,566,74X. The
chief railway centre is Florence, whence radiate lines to Bologna
(for Milan and the nocth), Faenza, Lucca, Pisa and Leghorn,
and Arezzo for Rome. Siena stands on a branch leaving the
Florence-Pisa line at Empoli and running through the centre of

Tuscany to Chiusi, where it joins the Florenoe-Rome railway.

The line from Rome to Genoa mns along the coast throughout
the entire length of Tuscany, and at Montepescali throws off

a branch joining the Empoli-Chiusi line at Asciano, and at

Follonica another to Massa Marittinui.

Except towards the coast and around Lucca, Florence and
Arezzo, where the beds of prehistoric lakes form pUins, the
country is hilly, being intersected with sub-Apennine spurs.

The most fertile country in Tuscany is in the valley of the
Amo, where the plains and slopes of the hills are highly culti-

vated. In strong contrast witli this is the coast plain known
as the Maiemma, 850 sq. m. in extent, where malaria has been
prevalent since the depopulation of the country in the middle
ages. Here in the first half of the X9th century the grand duke
Leopold II. of Tuscany began an elaborate system of drainage,

which was gradually extended until it covered nearly the whole
of the district. The greater part of the Maremma now affords

pasture to large herds of horses and half-wild cattle, but on the

drier parts com is grown, the people coming down from the hills

to sow and to reap. The hill cotmtry just inland, especially

near Volterra, has poor soQ, largely clayey, and subject to land-

slips, but is rich in minerals. But for the Maremma, Tuscany
is one of the most favoured regions of Italy. The climate is

temperate, and the rainfall not excessive. The Apennines
shelter it from the cold north winds, and the prevailing winds
in the west, blowing in from the Tyrrhenian Sea. are warm and
humid, though Florence is colder and more windy than Rome
in the winter and hotter in summer, owing to its being shut

in among the mountains. Wheat, maize, wine (especially the

red wine which takes the name of Chianti from the district

S.S.W. of Florence), olive oil, tobacco.'chestnuts and flowers

are the chief products of Tuscany. Mules, sheep and cattle

are bred, and beeswax is produced in large quantities. But the

real wealth of Tuscany lies in its minerab. Iron, mercury,

boracic acid, copper, salt, lignite, statuary marble, alabaster

and Sienese earth are all found in considerable quantities, while

mineral and hot springs abound, some of which (e.f. Montecatini

and Bagni di Lucca) are well known as health resorts. The
industries of Tuscany are exceedingly varied and carried on
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with great activity. There are universities at Piaa and Siena.

Viaieggio and Leghorn are much frequented for sea-bathing,

whik the latter is a prosperous port.

The main art centres of Tuscany are Florence, Pisa and Siena,

the headquarters of the chief schools of painting and sculpture

from the 13th century onwards. While the former city, however,

bore as prominent a part as any in Italy in the Renaissance,

the art of Pisa ceased, owing to the political decline of the dty,
to make any advance at a comparatively early period, its impor-

tance being in ecclesiastical architecture in the lath, and in

sculpture in the 13th century. Siena, too, never accepted the

Renaissance to the full, and its art retained an individual

character without making much progress.

The language of Tuscany is remarkable for its purity of idiom,

and its adoption by Dante and Petrarch probably led to

its becoming the literary language of Italy. (See Italian

Language, vol. ziv. p. 895.)

See E. Repetti, DixioHario gisotirafUo Aiico storieo dtUa Tascana
fi vols.. Florence, 1834-1846). See also C. Dennis. Cities and Ceme-
teria of Etruria (2 vols., London, 1883). On medieval and Renais-
sance architecture and art there are innumerable works. Among
those on architecture may be mentioned the great work of H. von
GeymQiler and A. Widmann, Die Arckiieklur der Renaissance in
Toscam,

.
(T. As.)

HisUtry.—Etruria {q.v.) was finally annexed to Rome in

351 B.C., and constituted the seventh of the eleven regions

into which Italy was, for administrative purposes, divided by
Augustus. Under Constantine it was united into one province

with Umbria, an arrangement which subsisted until at least

400, as the Notiiia speaks of a" consularis Tusciae et Umbriae."
In Ammianus Marcellinus there is implied a distinction between
" Tuscia suburbicaria " and '* Tuscia annonaria," the latter

being that portion which lies to the north of the Amo. After

the fall of the Western empire Tuscia, with other provinces of

Italy, came successively under the sway of Herulians, Ostrogoths,

and Greek and Lombard dukes. Under the last-named, " Tuscia

Langobardorum," comprising the districts of Viterbo, Cometo
and Bolsena, was distinguished from "Tuscia Regni," which

lay more to the north. Under Charlemagne the name of Tuscia

or Toscana became restricted to the latter only. One of the

earliest of the Prankish marquises was Boniface, either first

or second of that name, who about 828 fought with success

against the Saracens in Africa. Adalbert I., who succeeded

him, in 878 espoused the cause of Carloman as against his brother

Louis lU. of France, and suffered excommunication and im-

prisonment in consequence. Adalbert 11. (the Rich), who
married the ambitious Bertha, daughter of Lothair, king of

Lorraine, took a prominent part in the politics of his day. A sub-

sequent marquis, Hugo (the Great), became also duke of Spoleto

in 989. The male line of marquises ended with Boniface II.

(or III.), who was murdered in 1052. His widow, Beatrice,

in IOS5 married Godfrey, duke of Lorraine, and governed the

country till her death in 1076, when she was succeeded by Matilda

(7.v.), her only child by her first husband. Matilda died in 1 1 14
without issue, bequeathing all her extensive possessions to the

Church. The consequent struggle between the popes, who
claimed the inheritance, and the emp<*rors, who maintained that

the countess had no right to dispose of Imperial fiefs, enabled

the prindpal cities of Tuscany gradually to assert their indepen-

dence. The most important of these Tuscan republics were
Florence, Pisa, Siena, Arezzo, Pistoia and Lucca.

The Return of the Medici.—After the surrender of Florence

to the Imperialists in August X530 the Medici power was re-

established by the emperor Charles V. and Pope Clement VII.,

althoqgh certain outward forms of republicanism were preserved,

and Alessandro de' Medici waa made duke of Florence, the dignity

to be hereditary in the family. In the reign of Cosimo III.

Siena was annexed (1559); the title of grand duke of Tuscany
was conferred on that ruler in 1567 by Pope Pius V. and recog-

nized in the person of Francis I. by the emperor Maximilian U.
in 1576. Under a series of degenerate Medici the history of

Tuscany is certainly not a splendid record, and few events of

importance occurred save court scandals. The people became I

more and more impoverished and degraded, a new and shoddy
nobility was created and granted wide privileges, and art and
letters declined. Giovan Gastone was the last Medicean grand
duke; being childless, it was agreed by the treaty of Vienna
that at his death Tuscany should be given to Francis, duke of

Lorraine, husband of the archduchess Maria Theresa, afterwards
empress. In 1737 Giovan Gastone dled,^ and Francis II., after

taking possession of the grand duchy, appointed a regency under
the prince of Craon and departed for Austria never to return.

Tuscany was governed by a series.of foreign regents and was
a prey to adventurers from Lorraine and elsewhere; although
the administration was not wholly inefficient and introduced
some useful reforms, the people were ground by taxes to pay for

the apanage of Francis in Vienna and for Austrian wars, and
reduced to a state of great poverty. Francis, who had been
elected emperor in 1745, died in 1765, and was succeeded on
the throne of the grand duchy by his younger son, Leopold I.

Leopold resided in Tuscany and proved one of the most capable
and remarkable of the reforming princes of the i8th century.
He substituted Tuscans for foreigners in government no
offices, introduced a system of free trade in food- Ho^umeot
stuffs (at the suggestion of the Sienese Sallustio '^'"'"'*

Bandim'), promoted agriculture, and reclaimed wide areas of

marshland to intensive cultivation. He reorganized taxation
on a basis of equality for all citizens, thereby abolishing one of
the most vexatious privileges of the nobility, reformed the
administration of justice and local government, suppressed
torture and capital punishment, and substituted a citizen militia

for the standing army. His reforms in church matters made a
great stir at the time, for he curbed the power of the clergy,

suppressed some religious houses, reduced the mortmain and
rejected papal interference. With the aid of Scipione de' Ricd,
bishop of Pistoia, he even attempted to remove abuses, reform
church discipline and purify religious worship; but Ricci's

action was condemned by Rome. Ricci was forced to resign,

and the whole movement came to nothing. (See Pistoia,

Synod of.) The grand duke also contemplated granting a
form of constitution, but his Teutonic rigidity was not popular
and many of his reforms were ahead of the times and not

appreciated by the people. At the death of his brother,

Joseph II., in 1790, Leopold became emperor, and repaired to

Vienna. Alter a brief regency he appointed his second son,

Ferdinand IIL, who had been bom and brought up in

Tuscany, grand duke.

During the French revolutionary wars Ferdinand tried to

maintain neutrality so as to avoid foreign invasions, but in

1799 a French force entered Florence and was _ .
welcomed by a small number of republicans. The

^

grand duke was forced to fly, the " tree of liberty
'^

was set up, and a provisional government on French lines

established. But the great mass of the people were horrified

at the irreligious character of the new regime, and a counter-

revolution, fomented by Pope Pius VII., the grand ducalists

and the clergy, broke out at Arezzo. Bands of armed peasants

marched through the country to the cry of " Viva Maria!" and
expelled the French, not without committing many atrocities.

With the assistance of the Austrians, who put an end to disorder,

Florence was occupied and the grand ducalists established a

government in the name of Ferdinand. But after Napoleon
Bonaparte's victory at Marengo the French returned in great

force, dispersed the bands, and re-entered Florence
.
(October

1800). They too committed atrocities and sacked the churches,

but they were more warmly welcomed than before by the people,

who bad experienced Austro-Aretine rule. Joachim Murat
(afterwards king of Naples) set up a provisional government,

and by the peace of Lunfville Tuscany was made a part of

the Spanish dominions and erected into the kingdom of Etruria

under Louis, duke of Parma (1801). The new king died in

1803, leaving an infant son, Charles Loub, under the regency of

his widow, Marie Louise of Spain. Marie Louise ruled with

The history of Tuscany from 1530 to 1737 » given in greater

deuil under Medici.
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reactionary and clerical tendencies until 1807, when the
emperor Napoleon obliged Charles IV. of Spain to cede Tuscany
to him, compensating Charles Louis in Portugal.

From 1807 to 1809, when Napoleon's sister, Elisa Baciocchi,

was made grand duchess, Tuscany was ruled by a French
administrator-general; the French codes were introduced, and
Tuscany became a French department. French ideas had gained
some adherents among the Tuscans, but to the majority the

new institutions, although they produced much progress,

were distasteful as subversive of cherished traditions. After

Napoleon's defeau in 1814 Murat seceded from the emperor and
occupied Tuscany, which he afterwards handed over to Austria,

and in September Ferdinand HI. returned, warmly welcomed
by nearly everybody, for French rule had proved oppressive,

especially on accoimt of the heavy taxes and the drain of con-

scription. At the Congress of Vienna he was formally reinstated

with certain additions of territory and the reversion of Lucca. On
Napoleon's escape from Elba Murat turned against the Austrians,

and Ferdinand had again to leave Florence temporarily; but he

returned after Waterloo, and reigned until his death in 1824.

The restoration in Tuscany was unaccompanied by the excesses

which characterized it elsewhere, and much of the French legisla-

tion was retained. Ferdinand was succeeded by his

RtmtonUha,^^* Leopold II., who continued his father's policy

of benevolent but somewhat enervating despotism,

which produced marked effects on the Tuscan character. In 1847
Lucca was incorporated in the grand duchy. When the political

excitement consequent on the election of Pius IX. spread to

Tuscany, Leopold made one concession after another, and in

February 1848 granted the constitution. A Tuscan contingent

took part in the Piedmontese campaign against Austria, but

the increase of revolutionary agitation in Tuscany, culminating

in the proclamation of the republic (Feb. 9, 1849), led to Leopold's

departure for Gaeta to confer with the pope and the king of

Naples. Disorder continuing and a large part of the population

being still loyal to him, he was invited to retu'-n, and he did

so, but accepted the protection of an Austrian army, by which

act he forfeited his popularity (July 1849). In 1852 he formally

abrogated the constitution, and three years later the Austrians

departed. When in 1859 a second war between Piedmont and
Austria became imminent, the revolutionary agitation, never

completely quelled, broke out once more. There was a division

of opinion between the moderates, who favoured a constitutional

Tuscany under Leopold, but forming part of an Italian federation,

and the popular party, who aimed at the expulsion of the house

of Lorraine and the unity of Italy under Victor Emmanuel.
At last a compromise was arrived at and the grand duke was
requested to abdicate in favour of his son, grant a constitution,

and take part in the war against Austria. Leopold having

rejected these demands, the Florentines rose as one man and
obliged him to quit Tuscany (April 27, 1859). A provisional

government, led by Ubaldino Beruzzi and afterwards by Beltino

Ricasolt, waft established. It declared war against Austria

and then handed over its authority to Boncompagm', the Sar-

dinian royal commissioner (May 9). A few weeks later a French

force under Prince Napoleon landed in Tuscany to threaten

Austria's flank, but in the meanwhile the emperor Napoleon

made peace with Austria and agreed to the restoration of Leopold

and other Italian princes. Victor Emmanuel was obliged to

recall the royal commissioners, but together with Cavour he

secretly encouraged the provisional governments to resist the

return of the despots, and the constituent assemblies of Tuscany,

Romagna and the duchies voted for annexation to Sardinia.

A Central Italian military league and a customs union were

formed, and Cavour having overcome Napoleon*s opposition

by ceding Nice and Savoy, the king accepted the annexations

and appointed his kinsman. Prince Carignano, viceroy of Central

Italy with Ricasoli as governor-general (March 22, i860).

c/aJba irM The Sardinian parliament which met in April con-

Uniuttma tained deputies from Central Italy, and after the
K^Ooia, occupation of the Neapolitan provinces and Sicily

the kingdom of Italy was proclaimed (Feb. x8, x86i). In

1865, in consequence of the Franco-Italian convention ol
September 1864, the capital was transferred from Turin to
Florence, where it remained until it was removed to Rome ia
187 1.

Since the union with Italy, Tuscany has ceased to constitute
a separate political entity, although the people still preserve
definite regional characteristics. It has increased in wealth
and education, and owing to a good system of land tenure the
peasantry are among the most prosperous in Italy.

BiBLiocaArHV.—A. von Reumont, Ceschiehu Toseanas (2 vols..
Gotha. 1876-1877) ; Zobi. Slorta chiU delta Toscana (Fk)rence. 1850)

;

E. Robtony. Cii uUimi dei Medici (Florence. 1905); C. Tivaroni,
Storia critica dd^ risor^inunio lUdiano (9 vols.. Turin. 1888, Ac);
M. Bartolommei-GioU, // Raotgimento Uucano e i'aaone popolare
(Fbrence. 1905). See also under Florence: Medici; Fekdikand
ill.; Leopold II.; Bartoloumei; Ricasoli, &c. (L. V.*)

TUSCARORA, a tribe of North American Indians of Iroquoian
stock. Their former range was on the Neuse river. North Car«>>

lina. Here in 1700 they lived in fifteen villages and were esti-

mated at 6000. In 17 1 1, as a protest against the encroachments
on their territory, they declared war on the white settlers. After
two years they were defeated and fled north to the Iroquois,

in whose famous league they became the sixth nation, settling

on the territory of the Oneida Indians, in New York state. In
the War of American Independence some of the tribe fought for
the English and some against them. The remnant of them
is divided between reservations in Canada and New York, and
numbers about 700.

TUSCULUM, an ancient city of Latium, situated in a command-
ing position on the north edge of the outer crater ring of the Alban
volcano, i) m. N.E. of the modern Frascati. The highest point
is 2198 ft. above sea-level. It has a very extensive view of the
Campagna, with Rome lying 15 m. distant to the north-west.
Rome was approached by the Via Laiina (from which a branch
road ascended to Tusculum, while the main road passed through
the valley to the south of it), or by the Via Tusculana (though
the antiquity of the latter road is doubtful).

According to tradition, the city was founded by Telegonus.
the son of Ulysses and Circe. When Tarquinius Superbus was
expelled from Rome his cause was espoused by the chief of
Tusculum, Octavius Mamilius, who took a leading part in the
formation of the Latin League, composed of the thirty principal

cities of Latium, banded together against Rome. Mamilius
commanded the Latin army at the battle 'of Lake Rcgillus

(497 B.C.), but was killed, and the predominance of Rome among
the Latin cities was practically established. According to some
accounts Tusculum became from that time an ally of Rome,
and on that account frequently incurred the hostility of the
other Latin cities. In 381 B.C., after an expression of complete
submission to Rome, the people of Tusculum received the Roman
franchise, but without the vote, and thenceforth the city con>
tinucd to hold the rank of a munkipium. Other accounts,

however, speak of Tusculum as often allied with Rome's enemies
—last of all with the Samnites in 323 B.C. Several of the chief

Roman families were of Tusculan origin, e.g. the gcntes Mamilia,
Fulvia, Fontcia, Juventia and Porcia; to the last-named the
celebrated Catos belonged. The town council kept the name
of senate, but the title of dictator gave place to that of acdiie.

Notwithstanding this, and the fact that a special college of

Roman equita was formed to take charge of the cults of the

gods at Tusculum, and especially of the Dioscuri, the dtizens

resident there were neither numerous nor men of distinction.

The villas of the neighbourhood had indeed acquired greater

importance than the not easily accessible town itself, and by the

end of the Republic, and still more during the imperial period,

the territory of Tusculum was one of the favourite places of

residence of the wealthy Romans. The number and extent

of the remains almost defy description, and can only be made
clear by a map. Even in the time of Cicero we hear of eighteen

owners of villas there. Much of the territory (including Cicero's

villa), but iK>t the town Itself, which lies far too high, was supplied
with water by the Aqua Crabra. On the hill of Tusculum itself

are remains of a small theatre X«cavated in 1839), with a
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reaervoir behind it, and an amphitheatre. Both belong probably

to the imperial period, and so does a very large villa (the sub-

structures of which are preserved), by some attributed, but
wrongly, to Cicero, by others to Tiberius, near the latter. Be-
tween the amphitheatre and the theatre is the site of the Forum,
of which nothing is now visible, and to the south on a projecting

spur were tombs of the Roman period. There are also many
remains of houses and villas. The citadel-<-which stood on the

highest point an abrupt rock—was approached only on one aide,

that towards the city, and even here by a steep ascent of

1 50 ft. Upon it remains of the medieval castle, which stood here

until 1191, alone are visible. The city walls, of which some
remains still exist below the theatre, are built of blocks of the

native " lapis Albanus " or peperino. They probably belong

to the republican period. Below them is a well-house, with

a roof formed of a pointed arch—generally held to go back to a
somewhat remote antiquity, but hardly with suilident reason.

The most interesting associations of the city are those con-

nected with Cicero, whose favourite residence and retreat for

study an(l literaxy work was at, or rather near, Tusculum. It

was here that he composed his celebrated Tuxulan Disputa-

tions and other philosophical works. Much has been written

on the position of his villa, but its true site still remains doubtful.

The theory, which places it at or near Grotta Ferrata, some
distance farther to the west, has most evidence to support it.

Although Cicero {ProSestio, 43) speaks of hisown house as being

insignificant in size compared to that of his neighbour Gabinius,

yet we gather from other notices in various parts of his works
that it was a considerable building. It comprised two gymnasia
{Div. i. 5), with covered porticus for exercise and philosophical

discussion {Tusc. Disp. ii. 3). One of these, which stood on
higher ground, was called " the Lyceum," and contained a
library {Div. ii. 3); the other, on a lower site, shaded by rows of

trees, was called " the Academy." The main building con-

taineda covered porticus, or cloister, with apsidal recesses {exedrae)

containing seats (see Ad Pant. vii. 23). It also had bathrooms
(Ad Fam. xiv. 20), and contained a number of works of art,

both pictures and statues in bronze and marble (Ep. ad Att.

1. I, 8, 9, 10). The centra] atrium appears to have been small,

as Cicero speaks of it as an atriolum (Ad Quint. Pr. in. i). The
cost of this and the other house which he built at Pompeii led to

his being burdened with debt {Ep. ad AU. ii. i). Nothing now
ezisu which can be asserted to be part of Cicero's villa with any
degree of certainty. During the imperial period little is recorded

about Tusculum; but soon after the transference of the seat of

empire to Constantinople it became a very important stronghold,

and for some centuries its counts occupied a leading position in

Rome and were specially influential in the selection of the popes.

During the 12th century there were constant struggles between

Rome and Tusctdum, and towards the close of the century (i iqi)

the Romans, supported by the German emperor, gained the

upper hand, and the walls of Tusculum, together with the whole

dty, were destroyed.
See L. Canina, Descr. dtWanlico Tusculo (Rome, 1841); A. Nibby,

Dintomi di Roma, iii. 393 (2nd ed.. Rome, 1841); H. Dessau in

Corp. insert^, tat. pp. 252 aqq. (Berlin. 1887): F. Grossi-Gondi.
// Tuscelano netT eid elassica (Rome, 1907): T. Ashby in Papers
oftiuBriiisk Scliool at Rome, iv. 5 (London. 1907. 1909) (T. As.)

TDSKBGEB, a town and county-scat of Macon county, Ala-

bama, U.S.A., in the east part of the state, about 40 m. E. of

Montgomery. Pop. (1900) 2170; (1910) 2803. It is served

by the Tuskegee railway, which connects it with Chehaw, 5 m.
distant, on the Western railway of Alabama. The city manu-
factures cotton seed. Tuskegee is chiefly known for its educa-

tional institutions—the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial

Institute and the Alabama Conference Female College (Methodist

Episcopal Church, South; opened 1856). The former was
founded in 1880 by an act of the state legislature as the Tuskegee
State Normal School, and was opened in July 1881 by Booker T.

Washington for the purpose of giving an industrial education

to negroes; in '1893 it was incorporated under its present name.
In 1899 the national Congress granted to the school 25,000 acres

of mineral lands, of which 20,000 acres, valued at $200,000,

were unsold in 1909. Andrew Carnegie gave $600,000 to the
institute in 1903, and the institute has a Carnegie library (1902),
with about 15.000 volumes in 1909. In 1909 theendowment was
about $1,389,600, and the school property was valued at about
$1,117,660'. It had in 1909 a property of 2345 acres (of which
1000 were farm lands, 1145 pasture and wood lands, and 200
school campus), and 100 buildings, many of brick, and neariy
all designed and constructed, even to the making of the bricks,

by the teachers and students. The state of Alabama appro-
priated $2000 for teachen' salaries in x88o, increased the
appropriation to $3000 in 1884, and for many yean gave $4500
annually; the school receives $10,000 annually from the John
F. Slater Fund, and the same sum from the General Education
Board. The institute comprises an academic department (in

which all students are enrolled) with a seven yeara' course,

the Phelps Hall bible training school (1892), with a three years*

course, and departments of mechanical industries, industries

for girls, and agriculture. The department of agriculture has an
experiment station, esUblished by the state in 1896, in which
important experiments in cotton breeding have been carried on.

There are a farm, a large truck garden, an orchard, and a bakery
and canning factory. Forty different industries are taught.

Cooking schools and m'ght schools are carried on by the institute

in the town of Tuskegee. In 1908-1909 the enrolment was
1494 students, of whom about one-quarter were women, and
there were 167 teachers, all negroes. Tuition in the institute

is free; board and living cost $8.50 a month; day students are

allowed to " work-out " $i.5o-$3.oo a month of this amount,
and night students may thus pay all their expenses. At Tuskegee
under the auspices of the institute are held the annual negro
conferences (begun in 1891) and monthly farmers' institutes

(begun in 1897); and short courses in agriculture (begun in 1904)
are conducted. Farmers' institutes are held throughout the

South by teachera of the school. In 1905 the institute took up
the work of rural school extension. A model negro village

(South Greenwood) has been built west of the institute grounds
on land bought by the institute in 1901. Affiliated with the

institute and having its headquartcra in Tuskegee is the National
Negro Business League (1900). The success of the institute

is due primarily to its founder and principal, Booker T. Washing-
ton, and to the efficient board of trustees, which has included

such men as Robert C. Ogden and Seth Low. Tuskegee was
settled about 1800.

See Booker T. Washington. Workint With the Hands (New York,
1904): and Thrasher. Tuslugee, Its Story and Its Work (Boston,
1900).

TUSSAUD, MARIE (1760-1850), founder of "Madame
Tussaud's Exhibition " of wax figures in London, was bom in

Berne in 1760, the daughter of Joseph Grosholtz (d. 1760). an
army officer. Her uncle, a doctor of Berne, John Christopher

Curtius,had attracted the attention of the prince de Conti by his

beautiful anatomical wax models, and had been induced to move
to Paris, abandon his profession, and practise wax modelling as

a fine art. His house became the resort of many of the talented

men of the day, and here he brought his niece at the age of six,

and taught her to model in wax. She became such an adept
that she early modelled many of the great people of France,

and was finally sent for to stay at the palace at Versailles

to instruct the sister of Louis XVI., Mme Elizabeth, in the

popular craze. It was from Curtius's exhibition that the mob
obtained the busts of Necker and the duke of Orleans that

were carried by the procession when on the 12th of July 1789
the fint blood of the French Revolution was shed. During the

terrible days that followed Marie Grosholtz was called upon to

model the heads of many of the prominent leaders and victims

of the Revolution, and was herself for three months a prisoner,

having fallen under the suspicion of the committee of public

safety. In 1794 she married a Frenchman named Tussaud,

from whom she was separated in 1800. Her uncle having

died in the former year, after some difficulty she secured per-

mission from Napoleon to leave France, and she took with her

to London the nucleus of her collection from the cabinet de cire
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in the Palais Royal, and the idea of her " Chamber of Horrors "

from Curtius's Caveme des Grands Voleurs, in the Boulevard
du Temple. Her wax figures were successfully shown in the
Strand on the site of the Lyceum theatre, and through the
provinces, and finally the exhibition was established in per-

manent London quarters in Baker Street in 1833. Here Mme
Tussaud died on the i6th of April 1850. She was succeeded by
her son Francis Tussaud, he by his son Joseph, and he again
by his son ^ohn Theodore Tussaud (b. 1859). The exhibition

was moved in 1884 to a large building in Marylebone Road.
TUSSER, THOMAS (c. 1524-1580), English poet, son of

William and Isabella Tusser, was bom at Rivenhall, Essex,

about 1534. At a very early age he became a chorister in the

collegiate chapel of the castle of Wallingford, Berkshire. He
appears to have been pressed for service in the King's Chapel,
the choristers of which were usually afterwards placed by the
king in one of the royal foundations at Oxford or Cambridge.
But Tusser entered the choir of St Paul's Cathedral, and from
there went to Eton College. He has left a quaint account of

his privations at Wallingford, and of the severities of Nicholas
Udal at Eton. He was elected to King's College, Cambridge,
in XS43, a date which has fixed the earliest limit of his birth-

year, as he would have been ineligible at nineteen. From
King's College he moved to Trinity Hall, and on leaving Cam-
bridge went to court in the service of William, ist Baron Paget
of Beaudcsart, as a musician. After ten years of life at court,

he married and settled as a farmer at Cattiwade, Suffolk, near
the river Stour, where he wrote his Hundreth Good Pointes oj

HusbandrU (1557, 1561, 1562, &c.). He never remained long

in one place. For his wife's health he removed to Ipswich.

After her death he married again, and farmed for some time
at West Dereham. He then became a singing man in Norwich
Cathedral, where he found a good patron in the dean, John
Salisbury. After another experiment in farming at Fairsted,

Essex, he removed to London, whence he was driven by the

plague of 1572-1573 to find refuge at Trinity Hall, being matri-

culated as a servant of the college in 1573. At the time of his

death he was in possession of a small estate at Chesterton,

Cambridgeshire, and his will proves that he was not, as has
sometimes been stated, in poverty of any kind, but had In some
measure the thrift he preached. Thomas Fuller say's he " traded

at large in oxen, sheep, dairies, grain of all kinds, ta no profit'.*;

that he " spread his bread with all sorts of butter, yet none
would stick thereon." He died on the 3rd of May 158a An
erroneous inscription at Mannlngtree, Essex, asserts that he
was sixty-five years old.

The Hundreth Good Pointes was enlarged to A Hundreth good
fointes of husbandry, lately maried unto a hundreth good poyntes of

uswijery . . . the first extant edition of which, " newly corrected and
amplified." is dated 1570. In 1573 appeared Five hundreth pointes
of good husbandry . . . (reprinted 1577, 1580, 1585, 1586, 1590, Ac.)-
The numerous editions of this book, which conuined a metrical
autobiography, prove that the homely and practical wisdom of
Tusser's verse was appreciated. He gives directions of what is to
be done in the farm in every month of the year, and minute instruc-

tions for the regulation of domestic affairs in general. The later

editions include A dialogue of wyvynge and thryoynie (1562).
Modcro editions are by VVilliam Mavor (1812), by H. M. W. (1848).
and by W. Payne and Sidney J. Herrtage for the English Dialect
Society (1878).

TUTBURY, a town in the Burton parliamentary division of

Staffordshire, England, 4) m. N.W. of Burton-upon-Trent,
picturesquely situated on the river Dove, a western tributary

of the Trent, which forms the county boundary with Derby-
shire. Pop. (1901), 1971. The station of the Great Northern
and North Staffordshire railways is in Derbyshire. The fine

church of Si Mary has a nave of rich Norman work with a re-

markable western doorway; there are Eariy English additions,

and the apsidal chancel is a modem imitation of that style.

There are ruins of a large castle standing high above the valley;

these include a gateway of 14th-century work, strengthened in

Caroline times, a wall enclosing the broad '* Tilt Yard," and
portions of dwelling rooms. Glass is the staple manufacture.

Alabaster is fotmd in the neighbourhood.

The early history of Tutbury {ToUberie, SluUsbmry, TtMdnri^
Tudbury) is very obscure. It is said to have been a seat of the
Mercian kings. After the Conquest it was granted to Hugh
d'Avranches, who appears to have built the first castle there.
At the time of the Domesday Survey the castle was held by
Henry de Ferrers, and " in the borough round it were 42 men
living by their merchandize alone." Tutbury was the centre
of an honour in Norman times, but the town remained sma£
and unimportant, the castle and town continuing in the hands
of the Ferrers until 1266, when, owing to Robert de Ferrers 's

participation in the barons' revolt, they were forfeited to the
Crown and granted to Edmund Crouchback, earl of Lancaster.
They are still part of the duchy of Lancaster. Tutbury Castle
was partially rebuilt by John of Gaunt, whose wife, Consianre
of Castile, kept her court there. Later it was, for a time, the
prison of Mary Queen of Scots. During the Civil War it

was held for the king but surrendered to the parliamentary
forces (1646), and was reduced to ruins by order of parliament

(1647). Richard III. granted to the inhabitants of Tutbury
two fairs, to be held respectively on St Katharine's day and
the feast of the Invention of the Cross; the fair on the islh of
August was famous until the end of the 18th century for its

bull coursing, said to have been originally introduced by John
of Gaunt.

In 1831 a large treasure of English silver coins of the ijih
and i4ih centuries was discovered in the bed of the river, and a
series was placed in the British Museum. This treasure was
believed to have been lost by Thomas, the rebellious earl of
Lancaster, who was driven from Tutbury Castle by Edward II.

in 1322.

See Mosley, History of Castle, Priory and Town of Tutbury (1832)

;

Victoria County History, ^afford.

TUTICORIN. a seaport of British India in the TinneveUy
district of Madras. Pop. (1901), 28,048. It is the southern
terminus of the South Indian railway, 443 m. S.W. of Madras
city. In connexion with this railway a daily steamer runs to
Colombo, 149 m. distant by sea. Tuticorin is an old town,
long in possession of the Dutch, and has a large Roman Catholic

population. It used to be famous for its peari fisheries, which
extended from Cape Comorin to the Pamban Channel between
India and Ceylon; but owing to the deepening of the Pamban
Channel in 1895 these banks no longer produce the pearl oy-stcrs

in such remunerative quantities, though conch shells are stiU

found and exported to Bengal As a set-off to this„ Tuticorin
has advanced greatly as a port since the opening of the railway

in 1875, though it has only an open roadstead, where vessels

must anchor two and a half miles from the shore; it is the second
port in Madras and the sixth in all India. The exports are
chiefly rice and livestock to Ceylon, cotton, tea, coffee and
spices. There are factories for ginning and pressing cotton
and a cotton mill.

TUTOR (Lat. tutor, guardian, tueri, to watch over, protect),

properly a legal term, borrowed from Roman law, for a guar-

dian of an infant (see Rohan Law and Infant). Apart from
this usage, which survives particularly In Scots law, the word
is chiefly current in an educational sense of. a teacher or in-

structor. It is thus specifically applied to a fellow of a college

at a university with particular functions, connected espe-

cially with the supervision of the undergraduate members of the

college. These functions differ in various universities. Thus,
at Oxford, a fellow, who is also a tutor, besides lecturing,

or taking his share of the general teaching of the college, has
the supervision and responsibility for a certain number of the

undergraduates during their period of residence; at Cambridge
the tutor has not necessarily any teaching functions to perform,
but is more concerned with the economic and social welfare

of the pupils assigned to his care. In American universities

the term is applied to a teacher who is subordinate to a

professor, his appointment being for a year or a term of years.

TUTTLINGEN, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Wilrt-

temberg, on the left bank of the Danube, which is here crossed

by a bridge,- 37 m. by rail N.E. of Schaffbausen, and at the
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Junction of lines to Stuttgart and Ulm. Pop. (1905), 14,627.

The town is overlooked by the ruins of the castle of Honberg,
which was destroyed during the Thirty Years' War, and hu
an Evangelical and a Roman Catholic church, several schools,

and a monument to Max Schneckenburger (18x9-1849), the

author of Die Wackt am Rhein. Its chief manufaaures are

shoes, cutlery, surgical instruments and woollen goods, and
it has a trade in fruit and grain.

Tuttlingen is a very ancient place, and is chiefly memorable
for the victory gained here on the 34th of November 1643 by
the Austrians and Bavarians over the French. It was almost

totally destroyed by fize in 1803. It has belonged to WOrt*
temberg since 1404.

TUXEDO, a town of Orange county, New York, U.S.A.,

about 40 m. N.N.W. of New York City, near the New Jersey
sUte line. Pop. (1890), 1678; (1900), 2*77; (1905), 2865;

,(1910), 2858. Tuxedo is served by the Eric raflway. About
x| m. west of the railway sution is Tuxedo Lake, which with

13,000 acres of surrounding country was taken for debt in 18x4

by the elder Pierre Lorillard, who built a shooting-box here

and soki wood from the land. The second Pierre Lorillard

(1833-1901) formed the Tuxedo Park Association for the

development of the tract, and on the ist of June z886 the

Tuxedo Club and Tuxedo Park were opened; here there has
grown up a remarkable collection of private establishments for

the enjoyment of country life by certain wealthy families,

who form a social dub to whom the privileges are restricted.

The area covers a variety of wild and cultivated scenery, and
is beautifully laid out and utilized; there are golf links, a
teimis and racket club, and game preserves, with excellent

trout and bass fishing in the lake.

TUY. a city of north-western Spain, in the province of Ponte-

vedra, on the right bank of the river Mifio (Portuguese Minko),

opposite Valenca do Minho, which stands on the left bank in

Portuguese territory. Pop. (X900), xx,ii3. Tuy is the southern

terminus of the railways to Santiago de Compostela and
Corunna; Valenca do Minho is the northern terminus of the

PortOguese railway to Oporto. Near Tuy rises the Monte San
Cristobal, whose far-spreading spurs constitute the fertile and
picturesque Vega del Oo. To the east is the river Louro, a
right-hand tributary of the Mifio abounding in salmon, trout,

lamprey, eels and other fishes; and beyond the Louro, on the

railway to Corunna, are the hot mineral springs of San Martin
de Caldelas. Tuy is a clean and pleasant dty with well-built

houses, regular streets and many gardens. The o^thedral,

founded in the X2th century, but largely restored between the

iSth and 19th, is of a massive and fortress-like architecture.

Its half-ruined doister and noble eastern facade date from

the 14th century. There are severs! large convents and andent
parish churches, an old episcopal palace, hospitals, good schoob,

a theatre, and a very handsome bridge over the Mifio built in

Z885. The industries of Tuy indude tanning, brevring, the

dlstBlatlon of spirits and the manufacture of soap. The dty
has also a brisk agricultural trade.

During part of the 7th century Tuy was the Visigothic capital.

It was taken from the Moozs by Alphonso VII. in the x 2th

century. As a frontier fortress it played an important part

in the wars between Portugal and Castile.

TVER, a government of central Russia, on the upper Volga,

bounded by the governments of Pskov and Novgotod on the

W. and N. respectively, Yaroslavl and Vladimir on the E.

and Moscow and Smolensk on the S. It has an area of 34,967

sq. m. Lying on the southern slop.-^ of the Valdai plateau, and

intersected by deep valleys, it has the aspect of a hilly region,

but is in reality a plateau 800 to 1000 ft. in altitude. Its bluest
parts are in the west, where the Volga, Southern Dvina and
Msta rise in marshes and lakes. The plateau is built up chiefly

of Carboniferous limestones, Lower and Upper, underhdn by
Devonian and Silurian deposits, which crop out only in the

denudations of the lower valleys. The whole is covered by a
thick sheet of boulder-day, the bottom-moraine of the Sam-
dinavo-Russian ice-«heet, and by subsequent Lacustrine

deposits. A number of Asar or eskers occur on the slopes of
the plateau. Ochxe, brick, and pottery days,- as also lime-
stone for building, are obtained, and there are chalybeate
springs. The soil, which is clayey for the most part, is not
fertile as a rule.

Nearly the whole of Tver is drained by the upper Volga and
its tributaries, several of which (Vazuza, Dubna, Sestra, TvertHt
and the tributaries of the Mologa) are navigable. The Vyshncvol-
otsk system of canals connecu the Volga (navigable some 60 m.
from iu source) with the Baltic, and the Tikhvin system connecu
the Mologa with Lake Ladoga. The McU, which flows into Lake
IlmeA, and its tributary the Tsna drain Tver in the north-west, and
the Southern Dvina rises in Ostashkov. . This network of rivers
highly favours navigation: com, linseed, spirits, flax, hemp, timber,
metals and manufactured wares to the annual value of £1,500,000
are shipped from, or brought to, the river ports of the eovemment.
Lakes, ponds and marshes are numerous in the west andnorth-west.
Lake Seiiger—near the source of the Volga—and Lake Mztino being
the most important. The forests—coniferous in the north and
dedduous in the south—are rapidly disappearing, but still tover
32% of the surface. The dinute is continental: the average
yeariy temperature at Tver (41 ••s F.) is the same as that of Orel
and Tambov (Jan. xi*, July f^^*),

The population was estimated in 1906 as 2,053,000, almost
entirely Great Russian, but including about x 17,700 Karelians.

The government is divided into twdve districts, the chief

towns of which are Tver, Byeshetsk, Kalyazin, Kashin, Kor-
sheva, Ostashkov, Rahev, Staritsa, Torzhok, Vesyegonsk,
Vyshniy Volochok and Zubtsov. Nearly 2,060,000 acres are

under cereals. The prindpal crops are rye, wheat, oats, barley

and potatoes. The sowing of grass is spreading, oyring to the
efforts of the temstvos or local councils, and improved machinery
is being introduced. Livestock breeding is also important,
and dairy produce Is exported. Manufacttixes have grown
rapidly. Cdtton-mills, flour-xnilb, taimeries, sugar-refineries,

iron-foundries and distilleries are the chief establishments.

The government of Tver is also the seat of important village

industries,, of which a remarkable variety is carried on, nearly
every district and even every village having its own spedality.

The prindpal of these are weaving, lace-malting, boat-building,

and the making of boots, saddlery, coarse pottery, sacks, nets,

wooden wares, nails, locks, other hardware and agricultural

implements and fdt goods.

TVER, a town of Russia, capital of the government of the

same name, 104 m. by rail N.W. of Moscow, on both banks of

the Volga (here crossed by a floating bridge) at its confluence

with the Tvertsa. The low right bank is protected from inun-

daUons by a dam. Pop. (1885), 39>28o; (1900), 4S>644. Tver
is an archiepiscopal see of. the Orthodox Greek (Church. The
oldest church dates from 1564, and the cathedral from X689.

A public garden occupies the site of the former fortress. The
dty possesses a good archaeological museum, housed in a former

imperial palace. The industries have devdoped greatly, tspt-

daily those in cotton, the chief works being cotton and flour

mills, but there are also machinery works, glass works, saw-
mills, tanneries, railway carriage works axid a steamer-building

wharf. Among the domestic industries are xuul-making and
the manufacture of hosiery for export to Moscow and St Peters;-

burg. The traffic of the town is considerable, Tver bdngan
intermediate place for the trade of both capitals with the

govermnents of the upper Volga.

Tver dates its origin from x x8o, when a fort was erected at the

mouth of the Tvertsa to protect the Suzdal prindpality against

Novgorod. . In the X3th century it became the capital of an
independent principality, and remained so until the end of the

X5th century, lifichad, prince of Tver, was killed (13x8) fight-

ing against the Tatars, as also was Alexander his soil It

long renudned an open question whether Moscow or Tver would

ultimately gahi the supremacy in Great Russia, and it was
only with the hdp of the Tatars that the princes of the former

eventually succeeded in breaking down the independence of

Tver. In i486, when the dty was almost entirely burned

down by the Muscovites, the son of Ivtm III. became prince

of Tver; \ht final annexation to Moscow followed four years

later. In 1570 Tver bad to endure, for some reason now
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difficult to understand, the vengeance of Ivan the Terrible, who
ordered the massacre of 90,000 inhabitants of the prind|>ality.

In i6o{^i6xa the city was plundered both by the followers of

the second false Demetrius and by the Pole&

TWAIN, MARK, the nom de plume of Sawjel Lang-
horns Clemens (1835-19x0), American author, who was
bom on the 30th of November 1835, at Florida, Missouri.

His father was a country merchant from Tennessee, who moved
soon after his son's birth to Hannibal, Missouri, a little town
on the MississippL When the boy was only twelve his father

died, and thereafter he had to get his education as best he

could. Of actual schooling he had little. He learned how to

set type, and as a joiuneyman printer he wandered widely,

going even as far east as New York. At seventeen he went

back to the Mississippi, determined to become a pilot on a river-

steamboaL In his Life on the Mississippi he has recorded

graphically his experiences while " learning the river." But
in 1861 the war broke out, and the pilot's occupation was gone.

After a brief period of uncertainty the young man started

West with his brother, who had been appointed lieutenant-

governor of Nevada. He went to the mines for a season,

and there he began to write in the local newspapers, adopting

the pen name of " Mark Twain," from a call used in taking

soundings on the Mississippi steamboats. He drifted in time

to San Francisco, and it was a newspaper of that dty which in

1867 supplied the mcney for him to join a party going on a

chartered steamboat to the Mediterranean ports. The letters

which he wrote during this voyage were gathered in 1869 into

a volume. The Innocents Abroad, and the book immediately

won a wide and enduring popularity. This popularity was of

service to him when he appeared on the platform with a lecture

—

or rather with an apparently informal talk, rich in admirably

delivered anecdote. He edited a daily newspaper in Buffalo

for a few months, and in 1870 he married Miss Olivia L.

Langdon (d. 1904), removing a year later to Hartford, where he

established his home. Roughing It was published in 1872,

and in 1874 he collaborated with Charles Dudley Warner
in The Gilded Age, from which he made a play, acted many
hundred times with John T. Rajrmond as " Colonel Sellers." In

1875 he published The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, the sequel

to which, Huckl^erry Finn, did not appear until 1884. The
result of a second visit to Europe was humorously recorded in

A Tramp Abroad (1880), followed in x88s by a more or less

historical romance. The Prince and the Pauper; and a year

later came Life on the Mississippi, The Adventures of Hucklc'*

berry Finn, the next of his books, was published (in 1884)

by a New York firm in which the author was chief partner.

This firm prospered for a while, and issued in 1889 Mark Twain's

own comic romance, A Connecticut Yankee at King Arthur's

Court, and in 1892 a less successful novel. The American Claimant,

But after a severe struggle the publishing house failed,

leaving the author charged with its very heavy debts. After this

disaster he issued a third Mississippi Valley novel. The Tragedy of

Pudd*nhead Wilson, in X894, and in 1896 another historical

romance. Personal RecoUections of Joan of Arc, wherein the

maid is treated with the utmost sympathy and reverence.

He went on a tour round the world, partly to make money
by lecturing and partly to get material for another book of

travels, published in X897, and called in America Following

the Equator, and in. En^and More Tramps Abroad, From
time to time he had collected into volumes his scattered sketches;

of these the first, The Cdebrated Jumping Prog of Calaveras

CoMnty, appeared in 1867, and the latest, The Man that Cor-

rupted Hadleybttrg, in z9oa To be recorded also is a volume
of essays and literary criticisms. Haw to Tdl a Story (1897).

A complete edition of his works was published in twenty-two
volumes in 1899-1900 by the American Publishing Company of

Hartford. And in this last year, having paid off all the debts

of his old firm, he xetumed to America. By the time he died

his books had brought him a considerable fortune. In later

years he published a few minor volumes of fiction, and a series

of severe and also amiiiung criticisms of Christian Sdenoe (pub-

lished as a book in 1907), and in 1906 be began an autobiograpfijr

in the North American Review. He had a great reception
in England in 1907, when he went over to receive from Oxford
the dqsree of Doctor of Literature. He died at Redding,
Coimecticut, on the 3xst of April Z9xa Of his four daughters
only one, who married the Russian pianist Gabrilowitch, sur«
vived him. Mark Twain was an outstanding figure for many
years as a popular American personality in the world of letters.

He is commonly considered as a humorist, and no doubt he is a.

humorist of a remarkable comic force and of a refreshing fertility.

But the books in which his humour is broadly displayed, the
travels and the sketches, are not really so significant of his
power as the three novels of the- Mississippi, Tom Sawyer,
Huckleberry Finn and Pudd*nhead Wilson, wherein we have
preserved a vanished civilization, peopled with typical figures,

and presented with inexorable veracity. There is no lack
of humour in them, and there is never a hint of affecta>

tion in the writing; indeed, the author, doing spontaneously
the work nearest to his hand, was very likely unconscious
that he was making a contribution to histoiy. But such
Huckleberry Finn is, beyond all question; it is a story d very
varied interest, now comic, now almost tragic, frequently
poetic, tmfailingly truthful, although xiot always sustained
at its highest leveL And in these three works of fiction there
are not only humour and pathos, character and truth, there
is also the largeness of outlook on life such as we find only
in the works of the masters. Beneath his fun-making we can
discern a man who is fundamentally serious, and whose ethical
standards are ever lofty. Like Cervantes at times, Mark
Twain reveals a depth of melancholy beneath his playful
humour, and like Moliire always, he has a deep scorn and a
burning detestation of all sorts of sham and pretence, a scorching
hatred of humbug and hypocrisy. Like Cervantes and like
Molidre, he is always sincere and direct.

After Mark Twain's death, his intimate friend. W. D. Howells,
Siblished in 1910 a aeries of personal recollections in Harper's

agatine. (B. mT)

I, a river in the south of Scotland. It rises in the
south-west comer of Peeblesshire, not far from the Devil's

Beef Tub (in Dumfriesshire) in the hill country in which the
Clyde and Aiman also rise. The stream flowing from Tweed's
Wall, about 1500 ft. above the sea, is generally regarded as
its source, though its origin has been traced to other stseanos

at a still higher elevatioiL For the first 36 xxl of its course

the stream intersects the shire of Peebles in a north-easterly

direction, and, shortly before the county town is, reached,

receives Lyne Water on the left and Manor Water on the right.

The valley now widens, and the river, bending towards the
south-east, passes Innerleithen, where it receives the Leithen
(left) and the Quair (right). It then crosses Selkirkshire and,
having received the Ettrick (reinforced by the Yarrow) on
the right, flows northward past Abbotsford, forming for about
a m. the boimdary between the counties of Selkirk and
Roxburgh. After receiving the Gala on the left, the Tweed
crosses the north-western comer of Roxburghshire past Mel-
rose and, after being joined by the Leader on the left, winds
past Dryburgh Abbey round the south-western comer of

Berwickshire. The remainder of its course is in a north-easterly

direction through Roxburghshire past Kelso, where it receives

the Teviot on the right, and then between the counties of

Berwick and Northumberland, past Coldstream, to the town of

Berwick, where it enters the North Sea. On the left it

receives Eden Water at Edenmouth and Leet Water at Cold-

stream, and the Till from Northumberland between Cold-
stream and Norham Castle. The last a m. of its course

before reaching Berwick are in England. The Tweed is 97 m.
long and drains an area of 1870 sq. xn. Its bed is pebbly
and sandy, and notwithstanding discoloration^ from manu-
factures, the stream, owing to its clear and sparkling appear-

ance, still merits the epithet of the "silver Tweed." The
river, however, has no estuary, and traffic is chiefly confined

to Berwick, though for a short distance above the town aome
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navigation is carried on by barges. The Tweed is one of the

best salmon streams in Scotland. From the time of Kenneth

the Grim (d. 1005) to that of James VI. (x6oo) the Tweed
uplands were the favourite hunting ground of the Scots

xnonarchSy and, at a later date, the Covenanters found refuge

in the recesses of the hills and on the banks of TaUa Water,

an early ri^t-hand affluent. Qose to Stobo Castle is Stobo

Kirli, the mother-church of the district, founded by St

Kentigem and probably the oldest ecclesiastical building in

Tweedd^, a mixture of Saxon, Norman and modem Gothic.

See Sir Thomas Dick Lauder, Scottish Rivers (1874); Professor

John Veitch. The Rner Tweed (18S4); jlev. W. S. Qockett, The
SeoU Cotmtry (1892).

TWBBDDALB, MARQUESSES OF. John Hat, 3KD Eaxl
and X8T Maxquess of Tweeodale (1626-1697), was the eldest

son of John, 8th Lord Hay of Yester (c. 1599-1654)* created

earl of Tweeddale in 1646, who was the grandson of William

Lord Hay of Yester (d. 1576), one of the partisans of Mary
Queen of Scots, and thus a d^cendant of John Hay of Yester

(Haddingtonshire) who was created a lord of the Scottish

parliament in 1488 and died about 1500. Before succeeding

to the peerage in 1654 the second earl fought for Charles I.,

during the Civil War, but he soon transferred his allegiance, and
was in the Scottish ranks at Marston Moor. Changing sides

again, he was with the royalists at Preston; but he was a
xnember of Cromwell's parliament in 1656, and was imprisoned

just after the restoration of Charles H. He was soon, however,

in the king's favour, and in 1663 was appointed president of

the Scottish council, and in 1664 an extraordinary lord of

session. In Scotland he sought to mitigate the harshness

shown by the English government to the Covenanters, and for

this attitude he was dismissed from his offices in 1674; but

be regaioed an official position in x68o and held it during the

reign of James 11. A supporter of William of Orange, he was
made k>id high chancellor of Scotland in 1692, and two years

later was created marquess of Tweeddale and earl of Gifford.

He favoured the scheme for the expedition to Darien, and as

lord high commissioner during William's absence he iformally

assented to the act establishing the trading company in 1695;

for this action he was dismi»ed from office when the king

returned to England in 1696. He died on the nth of August

1697.

His son John, 2ND Makqtjess op Tweeddale (1645-17x3),

was prominent in Scottish politics during the stormy period

which preceded the union with England. After acting for

a time with the national party he became the leader of the

squadrcne volante, a band of men who at first took up an inde-

pendent attitude on the question, but afterwards supported

the union. For a very short time he was lord chancdlor of

Scotland, and he was one of the first of the Scottish represen-

tative peers. He died on the 20th of April 17 13. His eldest

son, Charles (c. i670-1 715), b^ame 3rd marquess; a younger

son. Lord John Hay (d. 1706), commanded the famous regiment

of dragoons, afterwards called the Scots Greys, at the battle

of RamiUies and elsewhere.

John, 4TB Marquess of Tweeddale (c. 1695-1762), eldest

son of the 3rd marquess, was chief secretary of state for Scot-

land from 1742 to 1746 and extraordinary lord of session from

1 721 unto his death. In six parliaments he was a representa-

tive peer for Scotland; he was for a time keeper of the king's

signet, and in 1761 he was made lord-justice-general. He died

on the 9th of December X762« His brother, Lord Charles
Hay (d. 1760), was the soldier who displayed great coolness

when suddenly brought face to face with some French troops

at Fontenoy, requesting the enemy, so Voltaire's account

runs, to fire first.

The family of the 4th marquess became extinct when George,
the 5th marquess, died on the 4th of October 1770; and
George, a son of the 3rd marquess, succeeded to the title.

When he died unmarried on the i6th of November 1787 the

marqucssate passed to a kinsman, George (i733~i8o4)» a
descendant of the and marquess, who became 7tb marquess.

George, 8th Marquess ot Tweeddale (1787-1876), son
of the preceding, succeeded in August 1804. He fought in

the Peninsular War, being wounded at the battles of Busaoo
and Vittoria, and then in America; and he attained the rank

of a field marshal in 1875/ From 1842 to 1848 he was governor

and commander-in-chief of Madras, but his later life was mainly

spent at Yester, where he showed a very practical interest

in agriculture. He died on the xoth of October 1876. His

son, Arthur (1824-1878), who became 9th marquess, was an
ornithologist of repute and a soldier who served in India and
the Crimea. His ornithological works were published privately

in 1881 by his nephew, Captain R. £. W. Ramsay, with a
memoir by Dr W. H. RusselL His successor was his brother,

William Montagu (b. 1826), who, after sitting in the House
of Commons for thirteen years, was made a peer of the United

Kingdom as Baron Tweeddale in 1881.

TWEE2XRS, a small instrument like a pair of tongs, used

for picking up minute objects, extracting thorns or splinters

from the flesh, &c. Etymologically a " tweezer " is an instru-

ment contained in a "tweeze" or a small case containing

several instruments, " tweeze " beinga plural form of " twee," an
adaptation of French ilui, a sheath-case or box to put things in.

Why one particular instrument out of the case should be called

" tweezers " is not certain; Skeat suggests a possible connexion

of ideas with the obsolete " twich," " twitch " (Ger. swichen,

to nip, fasten, Eng. " tweak "), or reference may be made to

the M. Eng. twisel or hoissdf a pair of objects {hot-, two).

The derivation of the French itui (0. Fr. estuy) is doubtful. Cog-
nate forms are Span, estuche. Port, estojo, Ital. astuccio. formerry
stuccio or stucchio, all with the same meaning of a small case for

instruments such as scissors, knife, &c. Skeat supports Diet in his

connexion with the modem German dialect Siauche, cuff, that part
of the sleeve where such small objects were carried. Others connect
the word with Lat. studium, a place where one studies, hence a
place where objects of study are carried, a somewhat far-fetched

sense development.

TWELVE TABLES, the tables of wood on which was engraved
or painted the earliest codification of the Roman law. Origi-

nally ten in ntmiber, two others were afterwards added, con-

taining supplemental matter, and the whole code was termed

the Lex XII. Tabuhrum (Law of the Twelve Tables). (See

RoicAN Law and Rome.)
TWENTY-FOUR PAROAMAS, THE, a district of British

India, in the presidency division of Bengal, with an area of

4844 sq. m. It occupies part of the Gangetic delta, east of

the HugU, surrounding (but not including) the dty of Calcutta.

It also includes the greater part of the almost uninhabited

Sundarbans (q.v.). The administrative headquarters are at

Alipur, a southern suburb of Calcutu. The country consists

for the most part of a vast alluvial plain, and is everywhere
watered by numerous branches of the Ganges. In 1901

the peculation was 2,078,359, showing an increase of 10 %
in the decade. Rice is the staple crop, followed by jute,

pulses and sugar-cane. The district is traversed by three

railways, two of which terminate at the ports of Diamond
Harbour and Port Canning, but numerous river channels are

still the chief means of communication. Apart from the

suburbs of Calcutta, there is hardly a single real town. But
round Calcutta all the manufactures of a great dty are to

be found, principally jute mills and jute presses, cotton miUs
and paper mills, and als6 government factories for rifles and
ammunition.
The Twenty-four Parganas form the tract of which the

tamindari or landlord ri^ts were granted to the East India

Company after the battle of Plassey, while the revenue arising

therefrom was conferred upon CUve, upon whose death it

reverted to the company.
TWICKENHAM, an urban district in the Brentford parlia-

mentary division of Middlesex, England, 12 m. W.S.W. of

St Paul's Cathedral, London, on the river Thames. Pop.

(1801), 16,027; (1901), 20,991. Its situation is pleasant, and
it has grown into an extensive residential district. The body
of the church of St Mary was rebuilt in brick after its collap»^
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in 17x3, but the Perpendicular tower remains. Among men of

eminence butied here are Alexander Pope and Sir Godfrey
Kneller. The Thames in this neighbourhood forms a long

deep reach in favour with fishermen, and Eel Pie Island is a
retort of boating parties. There am many fine houses hi the

vicinity, more than one possessing historical associations.

Strawberry Hill, the residence of Horace Walpole, was built

to his taste in a medley of Gothic styles. Marble Hill was
erected by George IL for the countess of Su£Folk, and Pope,
Swift and Gay took part in its equipment. Orieans House
was the residence in x8oo of Louis Philippe, then duke of

Orleans, and this family again acqidred it in 1852, when it

was occupied by the duke of Aumak. Several eminent French
refugees resided at this period in the neighbourhood. In 1700
the young duke of Gloucester, son of Queen Anne, died here.

York House was given to. Lord Clarendon by Charles II., was
probably the occasional residence of James II. when duke of

York, and in 1864 was occupied by the comte de Paris, nephew of

the duke of Aumale. Twickenham House was the residence of

Sir John Hawkins, author of the History ofMufic, and Twicken-
ham Park House, no longer standing, that of Lord Chancellor

Bacon. Pope's Villa was replaced by another building after his

death, but the tunnel which connected his garden and house

beneath a road, and was ornamented by him as a grotto, remains.

Other eminent residents were Turner, who occupied Sandy-
combe Lodge, and painted many of his famous woiks here,

Henry Fielding the novelist, and Tennyson. KncUer Hall, the

house built by Kneller (1711), was converted into a training

college for masters of workhouse schools in 1847, and in 1856
became the Royal Military School of Music.

Twickenham at the Domesday survey was included in Isle-

worth. Anciently it was called Twittenham or Twicanham,
and the first form, or a variation of it, is used by both Pope and
Walpole. The manor was given in 941 by King Edmund to the

monks of Christ Churdi, Canterbury, from whom it had been
previously taken, but it was again alienated, for it was restored to

the same monks by Edred in 948. In the reign of Henry VIU.
it came into the possession of the Crown, and by Charles I.

was assigned to Henrietta Maria as part of her jointure. It

was sold during the Protectorate, but after the Restoration the

queen mother resumed possession of it. In 1670 it was settled

for life on Catherine of Braganza, queen of Charles U. It

remains in possession of the Crown, but since the death of

Catherine has been let on leases. The old manor house, now
demolished, was Catherine's residence; and had been, according

to tradition, the place of the retirement of Catherine of Aragon
after her divorce from Henry VUI.
TWILIGHT, formerly known as Crepusculum (a Latin word

meaning dusky or obscure), properly the interval during which

the atmosphere is illuminated after the setting of the sim. The
analogous phenomenon in the morning, %.e. the interval between

the first appearance of light and the rising of the sim, is known
as the daum. These phenomena are due to the light of the sun

after refraction by the atmosphere being reflected to the observer

by the clouds, dust, and other adventitious matter present

in the atmosphere. Even in the eariy infancy of astronomy,

the duration of twilight was associated with the position of the

sun below the horizon, and measurements were made to de-

termine the msTimum vertical depression of the sun which
admitted the phenomena. This was found by Alhazen, Tycho
Brahe and others, to be about x8°, and although other observers

obtained somewhat different values, yet this value is now
generally admitted. The duration of twilight is therefore

measured by the time in which the sun traverses an arc of

x8° of vertical depression, and primarily depends on the

latitude of the observer and the declination of the sun. It

is subject to several minor variations, occasioned by the variable

amount of dust, clouds, &c. suspended in the air; and also

on the temperature, which alters the altitude of the reflecting

particles; thus at the same place and on the same day, the

morning twilight or dawn is generally shorter than the evening

twilight.

Fig. X.

The duration and possibility of twilight may be geometrically
exhibited as follows: Let O be the position of the observer (fie. 1)

:

Z. thesenith: P, the pole of the heavens;
ADB, the plane of the horizon; EDF, the
rithofthesun. Let the circles ADB and
DE intersect in the points D and Di;

then these points correspond to the rising
and setting of the sun. Now twilight
prevails from sunrise or sunset until the
sun is depressed through 18*; hence if we
draw arcs ZC and ZC| equal to 108*. and
terminating on the circle FDE at C and
Ci, then the arcs DC and DiCi represent
the distance traversed by the sun during
the twiliffht. Also it may be obsoved
that CiEC represents the path of the sun during the night, and DFDi
during the diay. The arc CD is readily determined by spherical
trigonometiy. For, join CP by an arc of a great circle; then in the
triangle ZPC we know ZP (the colatitude of O) ; PC (the sun's polar
distance) and ZC (« 108* by construction). Hence the angle ZPC,
the sun's hour anrie, may be found; this gives the timebefore or
after noon when the sun passes C. The times of sunrise and sunset
being known, then the arcs DC and DiCi (and the duration of dawn
and twilight) are determined.
So far we have considered the case when the sun does attain a

depression of x8* but it is equally possible for this depression not
to be attained. To investigate this, take ZG equal to 108*. Now
if G lies beyond B and E (the maximum depression of the sun), E
being also below B, then the sun will rise and set, but never descend
so low a? to r>ccajiion true night, and the entire interval between
sur^rl^rf ^T\ii ^un.'^yi witL be twilight.

l^ E be nat btlow B but above it, the sun will never descend
below the horizon, and will neither rise n<M- set, and we are presented
with the phenomenon known as the midnight sun. Since PE-90*
— tun's dectiiutioci. and PG — latitude of observer + l8*, then
it follows that for t^one to be no night the latitude of the ob-
serve together with the declination <» the sun must lie between
90* and 7jV
The mAximum d^lination of the sun is about 23* 30', and hence

in TjEitudc +«* 30' there will be one day without a true nirht; in
hii^htr latitudes ttirrr will be an increasing number of such days;
ana i n lower btjti]dr» none. In England theie is no real night from
ab<>i3t the ^2nij oi Uny till the 22nd of July.
The phenomenon k nown as the after-^Uno, or second twilight, has

bee n r^ ttrixnl to a second reflection 01 the solar rays in theatmo^ihere.

TWILL (connected with "two"), a woven doth in which
thd passage of the weft is arranged, not in regular suc-
cession as in plain weaving, but over one thread and uxider
two or more according to the kind of twilL This gives a suc-
cession of diagonal lines to the cloth, and though in the xionnal
type of twill this diagonal traverses from selvage to selvage
at an angle of 45^, considerable variations may be made.
Twills may be stout and serviceable cloths, though, theoreti-
cally, it would seem that the strain of wear on the threads that
cofopose the doth is necessarily irreguUr. The twill or dia-
gonal may run either from left to right or vice versa. Twills
are made in most kinds of cloths—silk, woollen, cotton, &c
TWINING, THOMAS (173S-1804), English dassical scholar,

was bom at Twickenham on the 8th of January X734-X73S.
The son of Darnel Twining, tea merchant of London, he was
originally intended for a commerdal life, but his distaste for it

and his fondness for study decided his father to send him to the
university. He entered Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge
(fellow, X760), took orders, and after his marriage in X764 spent
the remainder of his life at Fordham (Essex) and Oilchester,
where he died on the 6tb of August X804. His reputation as a
classical schoUir was established by his transition, with notes,
of Aristotle's Podics (x 789). Twining was also an accomplished
musician, and assisted Charles Bumey in his History oj Music.

Selections from his correspondence will be found In Rtcrtaiions
and Studus of a Country CUrryman of the Eighteenth Century (1S82)
and Selections from Papers ofthe Ttnning Family (1887), edited by
his^nd-nephew (Richard Twining) ; see also Gentleman s i/aftm'M,
Ixxtv. 490, and J. £. Sandys, History of Classical Scholarships vol.
iii. (1908).

TWISS, HORACB (1787-X849), EngUsh writer and poUtidan,
was bom at Bath, being the son of Francis Twiss (X760-1827),
a Shakespearian schoUu' who married Mrs Siddons*s sister,

Faimy Kemble, and whose brother Richard (1747-X831) made a
name as a writer of travels. Horace Twiss had a pretty wit,

and as a young man wrote light artides for the papers; and»
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going to the bar, he obtained a considerable practice and became
a K.C. in 1827. In x8ao he was elected to parliament, where,

with some interruptions, he sat till 1841, holding the office of

under-secretary for war and the colonies in 1828-1830. In

1844 he was appointed vice-chancellor of the duchy of Lan-
caster, a well-paid post which enabled him to enjoy his popu*
larity in London society. For some years he wrote for The
Times, in which he first compiled the parliamentary sumrnary,

and his daughter married first Francis Bacon (d. 1840) and then

J. T.. Delane, both of them editors of that paper. He was
the author of the Life (1844) of Lord Eldon, and other volumes.

He died suddenly in London on the 4th of May 1849.

TWISS, SIR TRAVBRS (1809-1897), En^ish jurist, eldest

son of the Rev. Robert Twiss, was bom in London on the

X9th of March 1809. At University College, Oxford, he obtained
a fiirst-dass in matnematics and a second in classics in 1830,

and was elected a fellow of his college, of which he was after-

wards successively buiaar, dean and tutor. During his connexion

with Oxford he was, utter aliat a public examiner in dassics

and mathematics, Drummond professor of pditical economy
(1843), and regius professor of dvil law (1855). After he had
forfeited his fellowship by marriage, he was dected to an hono-
rary fellowship of .University College. He published whil^at
Oxforr! an epitome of Niebuhr's History of Rome, an annotated
edition of Livy and other works, but his studies mainly lay

in the direction of political economy, law, chiefly intemationid

law, and international politics. In 1840 he was called to the

bar at Lincoln's Inn, and became an advocate at Doctors'

Commons. In the ecclesiastical courts he enjoyed a large

practice, and filled many oi the appointments inddental thereto,

such as commissary-general of the dty and diocese of Canter-

bury (1849), vicar-general to the ardibishop (1852) and
chancellor of the diocese of London (1858). He was professor

of international law at King's College, London (1852-1855). In
1858, when the Probate and Divorce Acts of 1857 came into

force, and the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of Doctors' Commons
had passed away, Twiss, like many other leading advocates

of J)octois' Commons, became a Q.C., and in the same year

he was also elected a bencher of his Inn. His successful career

continued in the dvil courts, and in addition to his large practice

he was appointed in 1862 advocate-general to the admiralty,

and in 1867 queen's advocate-general. In 1867 he was also

knighted. He served during his legal career upon a great

number of royal commissions, such as the Maynooth commission
in X854, and others dealing with marriage law, neutrality,

natundixation and allegiance. His reputation abroad led to

his being invited by the king of the Belgians in x8^ to draw
up the constitution of the Congo Free State. In 1871 Twiss
became involved in an unpleasant scandal, occasioned by
allegations against the ante-nuptial conduct of his wife, whom
be had married in 1862; and he threw up all his appointments
and lived in retirement in London imtil his death on the 14th

of January 1897, devoting himself to the study of international

law and kindxed topics. Among his more nouble publications

of this period were The Law of Nations in Peace and The
Law of Nations in War, two works by which his reputation

as a jurist will chiefly endure.

TWTSDEII, SIR ROGER (1597-1672), English antiquary

and royalist pamphleteer, bdonging to an andent Kentish

family. His mother, Aime, was the daughter of Sir Moule
Finch, and his father. Sir William Twysden, was a courtier

and scholar who shared in some of the voyages agsinst the

Spaniards in the reign of Queen Elizabeth and was well known
at the court of King James I. He was one of the first baronets.

Roger Twysden' was educated at St Paul's School, London,
and then at Emmanud College, Cambridge. He entered

Gray's Inn on the 2nd of February 1623. He succeeded to the

baronetcy on his father's death in X629. For some years

he remained on his estate at Roydon, East Peckham, largely

engaged in buflding and planting, but also in studying antiquities

and the law of the constitution. The king's attempts to govern

without a parliament, and the vexatious interference of his

XXVII9

lawyen and clergy with the freedom of aO classes of men,
offended Sir Roger as they did most other country gentlemen.
He showed his determination to stand on his righu by rt^using

to pay ship money, but, probably because the advisers of the
Crown were frightened by the unpopularity of the impost,
was not molested. He was chosen member of parliament
for Kent in the Short Parliament of X640, but was not dected
to the Long Parliament. In common with most men of his

class Sir Roger applauded the early measures of the parliament
to restria the king's prerogative, and then became alanned
when it went on to assail the Church. The attainder of Lord
Strafford frightened him as a tyraimical use of power. He be-
came in fact a very typical example of the men who formed
the strength of the king's party when the sword was at last

drawn. He considered himself too old to serve in the field,

and therefore he did not join the king at Oxford. But he took
the most promment part in preparing the Kentish petition

of March X642 and in subsequent demonstrations on behalf
of Charles He incurred the wrath of the parliament, was
arrested on the xst of April X642, but was soon let out on bail,

and on his promise to keep quiet. But his respect for legality

would not let him rest, and he was soon in trouble again for

another demonstration known as "The Instruction to Mr
Augustine Skixmer." For this he was again arrested and
for a time coxifined in a public-house, called ** The Two Tobacco
Pipes," near Charing Cross, LondoiL He was rdeased with a
distinct intimation that he would be well advised not to go
back to Roydon Hall, but to keep out of tempUtion in London.
He took the advice and applied himself to reading. One plan
for going abroad was given up, but at last he endeavoured
to escape in disguise, was detected, and brought back to
LondoiL He was now subjected to all the vexations inflicted

on Royalist partisans of good property, sequestrations of his

rents, fines for " malignancy," and confinement in the Tower,
where he consoled himself with his books. At last he com-
pounded in X650 and went home, where he lived quietly till the
Restoration, when he resumed his position as magbtrate. He died

on the 27th of June X672. He published The Commons^ Liberty

(London, X648), demonstrating that fixiings and imprisonings

by parliament were illegal; Historiae anglicanae scriptores

decern (London, X652), a .work encouraged by Cromwell; and
Historical Vindication of the Church of England (London, X657).

TYBURK, a smaO left-bank tributary of the river Thames,
England, now having its course entirely within London and
bdow ground. The name, which also occurs as Aye-bourne,
is of obscure derivation, though sometimes stated to signify

Twy-bum, i.e. (the junction of) two bums or streams. The
Tyburn rose at Haropstead and ran south, crossing Regent's

Park, striking the head of the modem ornamental water there.

Its course is marked by the windings of Marylebone Lane,
the dip in Piccadilly where that thoroughfare borders the

Green Park and at times by a line of mist across the park
itsdf. It joined the Thames at Westmmster {q.v). But the

name is more famous in iu application to the Middlesex gallows,

also called Tyburn Tree and Deadly Never Green, and also

at an early period, the Elms, through confusion with the place

of execution of that name at Smithfield. The Tyburn gallows

stood not far from the modem Marble Arch. Connaught
Square is said by several authorities to have been the exact

site, but it appears that so long as the gallows was a permanent
stmcture it stood at the junction of the present Edgware
and Bayswater roads. The site, however, may have varied,

for Tybum was a place of execution as early as the end of the

X2th century. In X759, moreover, a movable gallows super-

seded the permanent erection. On some occasions its ivo
uprights and cross-beam are said to have actually spanned
Edgware Road. Round the gibbet were erected open galleries,

the seats in which were let at high prices. Among those executed

here were Perkin Warbeck (1449)* the Holy Maid of Kent
and confederates (1535), Haughton, last prior to the Charter-

house (x535), John Felton, murderer of Villters, duke of Buck-
ingham (1628), Jack Sheppard (1724), Earl Ferrers (1760).
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In 1661 the skeletons of Cromwell, Ireton and other ref(icides

were hung upon the gallows. The last execution took place

in 1783, the scene being thereafter transferred to Newgate.
The Tyburn Ticket was a certificate given to a prosecutor of

a felon on conviction, the first assignee of which was exempted
by a statute of William III. from all parish and ward duties

within the district. «. The hangman's halter was colloquially

known in the x6th century as the Tyburn Tippet.

See A. Marks, Tyburn Tru, its History and Annals (London,
1908).

TYDEUS, in Greek legend, son of Oeneus, king of Calydoo,

and Periboea. Having slain his uncle (or other relatives) he

fled for refuge to Argos, where Adrastus received him hospitably

and purified him frdm the guilt of blood. Tydeus took part

in the expedition of the "Seven against Thebes," in which,

although small of stature, he greatly distinguished himself. In
the desperate battle imder the walls of the city, he was severely

wounded by Melanippus, but managed to slay his adversary.

Athena, who held Tydeus in spedJ favour, hastened to the

field of battle, to heal him of his wound and bestow immor-
tality upon him. But the sight of Tydeus, cleaving open
the skull of his dead enemy and sucking out his brains, so

disgusted her that she left him to his fate. Tydeus married
Delpyle, the daughter of Adrastus, by whom he had a son,

the famous Diomedes, frequently called Tydides.

Homer. Iliad, xiv. 1 14-132 ; ApoUodorus Hi. 6, 8 ; SchoL on Pindar,
Ngmea, x. 12.

TTLDESLBY with SHAKERLE7, an urban district in the
Leigh parliamentary division of Lancashire, England, ix m.
W.N.W. from Manchester by the London & North Western
railway. Pop. (1901), 14,843. The towd is of modem growth
and depends upon its cotton mills and the large collieries in

the neighbourhood.

TYLER, JOHN (1790-1862), tenth president of the United
States, was bom at Greenway, Charles City county, Virginia,

on the agth of March 1790. He was the second son of John
Tyler (1747-1813), governor of Virginia in x8o8-x8xi and United
States district judige in X8X2-1813. The family was of English
descent, but the claim of relationship to the famous Wat Tyler,

though always stoutly maintained by President Tyler, cannot
be substantiated. John Tyler the younger entered the grammar-
school of the College of William and Maxy, at Williamsburg,
in i8oa, and graduated in 1807. Two years later he was
admitted to the bar. His public life began in x8ii, when he
was elected a member of the Virgixiia House of Delegates.

Here he served for five years, being chosen also in 18x5 a mem-
ber of the council of sUte. In 1813 he raised a company for

the defence of Richmond against the British, serving sub-
sequently in minor operations elsewhere. From December
1816 to March 182 1 he was a member of the national House
6l Representatives. A Republican in politics, and a firm

believer in the doctrines of strict constmction and state sover-

eignty which Thomas Jefferson had been principally instru-

mental in formulating, he opposed consistently the demand
for internal improvements and increased tariff duties, and
declined to follow Henry Clay in the proposed recognition of

the independence of the Spanish colonics in South America
and in the Missouri Compromise legislation. For the conduct
of Jackson in Florida, in the summary execution of Arbuthnot
and Ambrister, he had only strong condemnation. He declined

a re-election to the House in x82x. In 1823-1825 he was again
a member of the Virginia House of Delegates, and in 1825-
X827 was governor of the sUte. In 1827 he was elected to

the United States Senate to succeed John Randolph. In 1829-
1830 he also served as a member of the Virginia constitutional

convention. His career as senator was marked by a degree
of independence which at times made his party position uncer-
tain, notwithstanding the fact that his political ideas continued
to be those of a thoroughgoing strict constmctionist. Believ-

ing protective Uriff duties to be unconstitutional, he voted
against the " tariff of abominations " in 1828, and also against

the tariff of 1832, since the latter measure, though reducing
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duties, showed no abandonment of the protective principle.
The compromise tariff of 1833, made necessary by the hostile
attitude of South Carolina, owed its inception largely to him,
but he voted against the " force bill," an act for enforcing
the collection of duties, being the only senator whose vote
was so recorded. His hostility to a high tariff policy, however,
did not prevent him from condemning the South Carolina
ordinance of nullification; and in the presidential election of
X832 he supported Andrew Jackson, to whose political principles
and methods, as to those of his advisers, he was invincibly
opposed, as the " least objectionable " of the various candidates.
The vigorous course of the president towards South Carolina,
however, led him, after 1833, to act more and more with the
opposition which presently became the Whig party; but he
was never at heart a Whig, at least as Whig principles came
later to be defined, and his place is with the Democrats of the
Calhoun school. He sought to incorporate in a new code
for the District of Columbia, in 1832, a prohibition of ihe
slave trade in the district, at the same time opposing the aboli-
tion of slavery there without the consent of Maryland and
Virginia, which had originally ceded the district to the United
States. In the controversy over the removal of the govern-
ment deposits from the Bank of the United States he sided
with the bank, and voted for Clay's resolution censuring Jack-
son for his course in the matter. In 1833 he was again elected
to the Senate, notwithstanding the criticism of his independent
attitude and the wide approval of Jackson's policy in regard
to the bank. In the election of 1836 he was supported as a
candidate for the vice-presidency by the friends of Hugh L.
White of Tennessee, the Democratic candidate opposed to
Martin Van Buren, and received 47 votes, hone of them from
Virginia. When the legislature of Virginia voted instructions

to its senators to support Senator Thomas H. Benton's resolu-

tion expunging from the journal ot the Senate the resolution

of censure, Tyler, though admitting the right of instruction,

could not conscientiously obey the mandate, and on the 39th
of February 1836 he resigned his seat. He was by thi% time
reckoned a Whig, and his refusal to favour the Van Burcn
administration lent colour to that view. In 1838 he became
once more a member of the Virginia House of Delegates, and
in the same year was chosen president of the Virginia Colozu-
zation Society, of which he had long been a vice-president.

In 1839 he made an unsuccessful contest for the United States
senatorship. In December of that year the Whigs, relyiiig

upon his record in Congress as a sufficient declaration of political

faith, nominated him for vice-president on the ticket with
William Henr>' Harrison, expecting that the nomination w.-ould

win support for the party in the South. Harrison and Tyler
each received 234 electoral votes and were elected. On the
4th of April 1841, one month after the inauguration, Harrison
died, and Tyler became president. The deuiled discussion

of the events of his administration, 1841-1845, belongs to the
history of the United States (see United States: Hiitory). He
retained Harrison's cabinet until his veto of the bill for a ** fiscal

corporation " led to the resignation of all the members except
Daniel Webster, who was bringing to a close the negotiations

with Lord Ashburton for the setUeraent of the north-eastern

boundary dispute; and he not only opposed the recognition of
the spoils system in appointments and removals, but kept at
their posts some of the ablest of the ministers abroad. He
stood, however, as it were, midway between the two great
parties, without the leadership or support of cither; Van Buren,
whose influence in the practical working of politics was still

great, refused to recognize him as a Democrat, and the Whigs
repudiated him as a Whig; while with Clay leading the majority
in Congress, harmony between that body and the executive

was from the first impossible. The annexation of Texas,
achieved just before the close of his administration, seexncd

to commend him for a second term on that issue, and in May
1844 he was renominated by a convention of Democrats, irre^

gularly chosen, at Baltimore. The majority of the annexa>
tionisls, however, would not support him, and he had further
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to meet the opposition of Van Buren, who had failed to secure

the nomination in the regular Democratic convention, and
of James K. Polk, the regular Democratic nominee. Tyler

accepted the Baltimore nomination, but on the aoth of August
withdrew from the contest. From this time until the eve of

the Civil War he held no public office, but his opinions on
political questions continued to be sought, and he was much in

demand as a speaker on public occasions. In December i860,

when South Carolina adopted its ordinance of secession, Tyler,

though sympathizing with the state, took firm ground against

disunion and exerted himself in behalf of peace. The legisla-

ture of Virginia appointed him a commissioner to confer with

President Buchanan and arrange, if possible, for the main-

tenance of the status (fuo in the matter of Fort Sumter, in

Charleston harbour; but his efforts were imavailing. He did

not abate his activity, however, and the Peace Congress which

assembled at Washington on the 4th of February x86i, pur-

suant to a resolution of the Virginia legislature, and over which

he presided, was largely the result of his labours. The con-

stitutional amendment proposed by the conference, however,

did not meet with his approbation, and his action in signing

and transmitting the resolution to Congress was merely formal.

On the X3th of February, while absent in Washington on this

mission, he was elected to the Virgim'a convention at Rich-

mond, and took his seat on the xst of March. In the conven-

tion he advocated immediate secession as the only proper

cour^ under the circumstances. He continued to serve as

a member of the convention until it adjourned in December,
in the meantime acting as one of the commissioners to nego-

tiate a temporary union between Virginia and the Confederate

States of America. He was also a member of the provisional

Confederate Congress from May x86i, when the capital of the

Confederacy was removed from Montgomery, Alabama, to

Richmond. He was elected a member of the House of Re-

presentatives of the permanent Congress, but died on the

18th of January i86a, in Richmond, before that body assembled.

President Tyler was twice married, first in x8x3 to Miss

Letitia Christian (1790-1842), and second in X844 to Miss Julia

Gardiner (1820-1889). His son, Lyon Gasoiner Tyler (b.

1853), graduated at the university of Virginia in X875, and
practised law at Richmond, Virginia, from X882 to x888, when
be became president of the College of William and Mary.
Among his publications, besides Letters and Times of Ifie Tylers,

are Parties and Patronage in the United Slates (1890); Cradle

of ike Republic (1900); England in America (1906) in the
" American Nation " series, and Williamsburg, the Old Colonial

Capital (X90S).

The principal authority for the life of Tyler, aside from speeches,

messages and other documents, is Lyon G. Tyler, Letters and Times

of the Tylers (3 vols.. Richmond. Va., 1884-1896). (W. Mac D.*)

T7LBR* HOSES OOIT (X835-1900), American author, was
bom in Griswold, Connecticut, on the 2nd of August 1835.

At an eariy age he removed with his parents to Detroit, Michi-

gan. He entered the university of Michigan in X853, but in

the next year went to Yale College, from which he graduated

A-B. in x8s7, and received the degree of A.M. in 1863. He
studied for the Congregational ministry at the Yale Divinity

School (1857-X8S8) and at the Andover Theological Seminary

(x85^i859), and held a pastorate at Owego, New York, in

1859-1860 and at Poughkeepsie in i8<3o-x862. Owing to ill-

health, however, and a change in his theological beliefs, he

left the ministry. He became interested in physical training,

and for some time (partly in England) wrote and lectured on

the subject, besides other journalistic work. He became
professor of English language and literature in the university

of Michigan in 1867, and held that position until x88i, except

in 1873-1874 when he was literary editor of the Christian

Unions from 1881 until his death on the 28th of December

1900 at Ithaca, New York, he was professor of American history

at Cornell University. In i88x he was ordained deacon in

the Protestant Episcopal Church and in 1883 priest, but he

never undertook parochial work. Most important among

his works are his valuable and original History of American
Literature during the Colonial Time, X607-1765 (2 vols., 1878;
revised in 1897), and Literary History of the American Rem^u-
tion, X763-X783 (2 vols., X897). Supplementary to these two
is his Three Men of Letters (1895), containing biographical

and critical chapters on George Berkeley, Timothy Dwight
and Joel Barlow. In addition he publi^ed The Brawtnille

Papers (1869), a series of essays on physical culture; a revision

of Henry Morlcy's Manual of English Literature (1879); In
Memoriam: Edgar Kdsey Apgar (1886), privately printed;

Patrick Henry (1887), an excellent biography, in the " American
Statesmen" series; and Glimpses of England: Social, Political,

Literary (1898)1 a selection from his sketches written while

abroad.

See " Moses Coit Tyler," by Professor William P. Trent, In The
Forum (Aug. 1901), and an article by Professor George L. Burr, in
the Annual Report of the American Historical Association for 1901
(vol.. i.).

TTLER, WAT [or Walter] (d. 1381), English rebel, a man
of obscure origin, was a native either of Kent or of Essex.

Nothing definite b known of him previous to the outbreak of

the peasant revolt in X381, but Froissart says he had served

as a soldier in the French War, and a Kentishman in the re-

tinue of Richard II. professed to identify him as a notorious

rogue and robber of Kent. The name Tyler, or Teghler, is

a trade designation and not a surname. The discontent of

the rural labourera and of the poorer class of craftsmen in

the towns, caused by the economic distress that followed the

Black Death and the enactment of the Statute of Labourers
in X35X, was brought to a head by the imposition of a poll

tax in X379 and again in X38X, and at the end of May in the

latter year riots broke out at Brentwood in Essex; on the 4th

of June similar violence occurred at Dartford; and on the

6th a mob several thousands strong seized the castle of Roches-
ter and inarched up the Medway to Maidstone. Here they
chose Wat Tyler to be their leader, and in the next few days
the rising spread over Kent, where much pillage and damage
to property occurred. On the xoth Tyler seized Canterbury,

sacked the palace of Archbishop Sudbury, the chancellor,

and beheaded three dtizens-as "traitors." Next day he led

his followers, strengthened by many KenUsh recruits, on the

inad to London, being joined at Maidstone by John Ball

iq.v.), whom the mob had liberated from the archbishop's

prison. Reaching Blackheath on the 12th, the insurgents

burnt the prisons in Southwark and pillaged the archbishop's

palace at Lambeth, while another body of rebels from Essex
encamped at Mile End. King Richard II. was at the Tower,
but neither the king's councillors nor the mum'dpal authorities

had taken any measures .to cope with the rising. The draw-
bridge of London Bridge having been lowered by treachery,

Tyler and his followers crossed the Thames; and being joined

by thousands of London apprentices, artisans and criminals,

they sacked and burnt John of Gaunt's splendid palace of the

Savoy, the official residence of the treasurer, Sir Robert Hales,

and the prisons of Newgate and the Fleet. On the X4th

Richard II., a boy of fourteen, undertook the perilous enter-

prise of riding out to confer with the rebels beyond the city

wall. At Mile End the king met Wat Tyler; a lengthy and
tumultuous conference, during which several persons were

slain, took place, in which l^ler demanded the immediate

abolition of serfdom and all feudal services, and the removal

of all restrictions on freedom of labour and trade, as well as

a general amnesty for the insuxgents. Richard had no choice

but to concede these demands, and charters were immediately

drawn up to give effect to them. While this was in progress

Tyler with a small band of followers returned to the Tower,

which they entered, and dragged forth Archbishop Sudbury
and Sir Robert HaJes from the chapel and murdered them
on Tower Hill. During the following night and day London
was given over to plunder and slaughter, the victims beinf

chiefly Flemish merchants, lawyers and personal adherer

of John of Gaunt, duke of Lancaster. Meantime the per
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of property began to organixe themselves for the restoration

of order. On the xsth of June, Richard, after confession

and receiving the Sacrament, rode to Smithfield for a further

conference with the rebels. Close to St Bartholomew's Church
he met Wat Tyler, who advanced from the ranks of the insur-

gents and shook the king's hand, bidding him be of good cheer.

Tyler then formulated a number of fr^ demands, including

the confiscation of ecclesiastical estates and the institution

of social equality. Richard replied that the popular desire

shoukl be satisfied " saving the regalities of the Crown." Tyler

thereupon grew inaoleht, and in the altercation that ensued

the rebel leader was killed by the mayor, Sir William Wal-
worth (q.v.)f and John Standwick, one of the king's squires.

The rebiels now handled their bows in a menacing fashion,

but at the critical moment the young king with great presence

of mind and courage spurred his horse into the open, crying,
** Sirs, will you shoot your king? I will be your chief and
captain, you shall have from me all that you seek." Richard

then led the mob to a neighbouring meadow, where he kept

them in parley till Walworth, who had returned within the dty
to summon the loyal citizens to the king's aid, returned with a
tufilcient following to overawe and disperse the rebels. With
the death of Wat Tyler the rising in London and the home
counties quickly subsided, though in East Anglia it flickered

a short time longer under the leadership of John Wraw and
Geoffrey Litster until suppressed by the energy of Henry
Despenser, bishop of Norwich. About no persons were eze-

cutcKl for the rebellion in Kent and Essex, including John Ball,

and Jack Straw, Tyler's chief Ueutenant.* The enfranchise-

ment of villeins granted by Richard at the Mfle End conference

was revoked by parliament in 1382, and no permanent results

were obtained for the peasants by Wat Tyler's revolt.

BiBLiocRAPRT.—^The best original account q( tlif rebellion of
Wat Tyler is the " Anonimal Chronicle of St M.iry's, Vofk/'printed
by G. M. Trevelyan in the Ent. Hist. JUu. (iS ;i>^). Sre also TI1 >.nas

Walstngham. Ckronicon Angtiae (Rolls atrit^, 1^74); Fro

i

-.Tit,

Chronicles (edited by G. C. Macaulay. London, 1 ^5) ; AntJr^ Ri m lie.

U SouUvement des tropailUrs d'Antleterrt eti ijSt (Parw. l^:^^):

C. Oman, TTu Great Repolt of n8t (Oxford, itj^^O, and The Ft.-^ihdU

History of Entfand.vtA. iv. (ed. by W. Hunt an < J R. L. Pootc, Lon,J,>n.

1906). OL J. M,)

' TYLER, a dty and the cotmty-seat of Smith county, Texas,

U.S.A., about 115 m. E. by S. of DaUas. Pop. (1890), 6908;

(1900), 8069, of whom 2693 were negroes; (1910 census), 10,400.

Tyler is served by the International & Great Northern and the

St Louis South-Westem railways. It is the seat of the Tyler

Commercial College, of the East Texas Conservatory of Music
and of two institutions for negroes—^Texas College (1895;

Colored Methodist Episcopal) and the East Texas Normal and
Industrial Academy (Baptist, 1905). The prindpal public

buildings include the city hall, the county court-house, a Car-

negie library and the post office and Federal Courts building.

Sessions of the United States Circuit and District CourU, and
of a state district court, as well as of the county court, are held

in Tyler. Tyler is situated in a prosperous agricultural region,

and has various manufactures. The St Louis South-Westem
railway maintains general offices and machine-shops here.

Tyler, named in honour of President John Tyler, was settled

in 1847, was incorporated as a town in. 1870 and was chartered

as a dty in 1907.

TYLOPODA (Gr. for boas-footed, in reference to the

cushion-like pads forming the soles of the feet), the scientific

name of the section of ruminating artiodactyle ungulate mam-
mals (see Artiodactyla) now represented by the Old World
camels (see Camel) and the South American Llamas (see Llama)

Characters.—In the skull there is a sagittal crest; the tympanic
bulla is filled with cancellous tissue; the condyle of the lower jaw is

rounded ; and the premaxillae, or anterior bones of the upper jaw,
have the full number of indaor teeth in the young state, the outer-

most of these being perustent through life as an isolated tooth.

The tusk-like canines are present in boUi jaws, those of the lower jaw

I « Mr F. W. D. Brie (English Historical Review, 1906) vol. xxi.

advances the theory that Tyler and Straw are one and the same
person.

bi:irig diffprentLaicti From the long, horizontal and spatulate iodsors;
irt form they are i^u^nrect and pointed. The crowns of the m^rs
b^Llon^ to the cn:!^<^':iLuc or selenodont type, and are tall-crowned or
hypwdont; buf cn«i or more of the anterior premolars u usually
dcijichcd from tli4? teries, and of simple pointed form. The hinder
part of ihc body U much contracted, and the femur long and verti*
cilly p]>i(^edK M tlmt the knee-joint is lower in position, and the thish
altofieiher mare dcuched from the abdomen than in most mammala.
The timbi anc hna. but with only two digits (the third and fourth)
dcvelopcNi on eachn no traces 01 any of the others bdng present.
TbeirnpefokiiarLd nmgnum of the carpus, and the cuboid and navi-
cubr o( I he t3.t&iii atg distinct. The two cannon-bones of each limb
arc con fluent toi the greater part of their length, though separated
for JL con^idfrabEe rti^ance at the lower end. Their lower articular
surfaces, instead h]{ king pulley-like, with deep ridges and grooves,
as in other Aitioddctyla, are simple, rounded and smootL The
first phalan^ are expanded at their lower ends, and the vide,
depressed middle phalanges embedded in a broad cutaneous p^d,
forming the sole 01 the foot, on which the animal rests in walking
instead of on the hoofs. The terminal phalanges are small and
nodular, not flattened on their inner or opposed surfaces, and not
completely encased in hoofs, but bearing naUs on their upper surface
only. The neck is long and curved, andits vertebrae are remarkable
for the positbn of the canal for the transmission of the vertebral
artery, which does not perforate the transverse process, but 1

obliquely through the anterior part of the pedicle of the arch,
are no horns or antlers. Though these animals ruminate, the
stomach differs considerably in the deuils of its construction from
that of the Pecora. The interior of the rumen or paunch has no taes
or villi on its surface, and there is no distinct psalterium or manyplies.
Both first and second compartments are remarkable for the presence
of a number of pouches or cells in their walls, with muscular parti-
tions, and a sphincter-like arrai^ment of their orifices, by which
they can be shut off from the rest of the cavity, and into which
the fluid portion only of the contents of the stomach is allowed to
enter. The placenta is diffuse, not cotyledonary. Finally, the
Tylopoda difier not only from other ungulates, but from all other
mammals, in the fact that the red corpuscles of the blood,
instead of being circular in outline, are oval as in the inferior
vertebrate classes.

Camels.—Of the two existing generic representatives of the
Camelidae (as the family in which tliey are both included is named),
the Old Worid camels (Camdus) are characterized by tbdr sreat
bodilyr sice, and the presence of one or two fleshy humps, which
diminish or increase m siie according to the physical condition of
the animals themselves. There is a total 01 34 teeth, arrass£ed
as i. i, c. \, p. !. m. |. (X these the first upper premolar is a simple
tooth plaoea close behind the premaxilla and separated by a lon^
gap from the two other teeth of the same series; while the lower
incisors, of which the outermost is the largest, are directed partially
forwards. The skull is elongated, with an oveihanging occiput,
complete bony rims to the orbits, and the premaxillae separated
from the arched and rather long nasals. The vertebrae are C. 7.
D. 12. L. 7. S. 4 and Ca. 13 to 15. The ears are short and rounded

;

the toes of the broad feet very imperfectly separated; the tall 'u
well developed, with a terminal tuft; and the straight hair » not
woolly.

Llamas.—^Although the name llama properly applies only to one
of the domesticated breeds, zoologically it is taken to include all the
South American representatives of the Camelidae. which form the
genus Lama. In this sense, llamas are characterized as follows.
The dentition in the adult is t. i. c. j, p. |. m. |; total y». In the
upper jaw there b a compressed, sharp-pointed, tusk-like incisor
near the hind edge of the premaxilUi followed in the male at least
by a moderate-sized, pointed, curved canine in the anterior part of
tfie maxilla. The isolated canine-like premolar which follows in the
camels is not present. The teeth of the cheek-series which are in
contact with each other consist of two small premolars (the first
almost rudimenurv) and three broad molars, constructed generally
like those of Cametus. In the lower jaw the three incisors are long,
spatulate and horizontal, with the outer one the smallest. Next
to the latter is a curved, sub-erect canine, followed after an interval
by an isolated minute and often deciduous simple conical ptemolar

;

then a contiguous series of one premolar and three molars, which
differ from those of recent speaes of Camdus in having a smaU
accessory column at the anterior outer ed^. The skull generally
resembles that of Camdus, the relatively larger brain-cavity and
orbits and less developed cranial ridges being due to its smaller
size. The nasal bones are shorter and broader, and are jmned by
the premaxillae. Vertebrae: C. 7, D. 12, L. 7, S. 4. Ca. is to 90.
Ears rather long and pointed. No hump. Feet narrow, the toes
being more separated than in the camels, and each with a distiitct

plantar pad. Tail short. Hairy covering long and woolly. Size
smaller and general form lighter than m the camels. Llamas
are now confined to the western and southernmost parts of South
America, though fossil remains have been found in the caves of
Brazil, and in the pampas of the Argentine Republic. (See also
Alpaca : Guanaco; Llama and Vicugna.)

Fossil History.—As regards the past history of the group, remains
of fossil species of Camdus have been obtained from the superficial
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depoaitt of varioos fMirta of Ru«i«, Rumania, and Siberia, and
ochera from the Lower Pliocene of northern India; the molar teeth

of thae Utter preaentins the additional column referred to above
as distinguishing those of the llamas from thoee of modem camels.
In addition to these Dr M. Schlosser has described remains of a large

camel-like animal from China, with apfiarently generalized affinities,

for which the name of Paracanulus is proposed. Mme Pavlow,
oiF Moscow, has brought to notice a fossd camel-slOiU of great in-

terest, which was collected in the district Alexandrie, of the govern-
ment of Kherson, Russia. Unfortunately, the precise a^ of the
formation from which it was obtained is unknown, but it is con-
sidered probable that it dates from the later Tertiary. Although
it has the deciduous dentition, Mme Pavk)w considers herself

justified in referring the Kherson skull to the genus Procamelus
previously known only from the Lower Pliocene or Upper Miocene
strata of North America, and differine from modern cameb, among
other features, by the retention of a fuller series of premolar teeth.

Part of the cannon-bone of a camel from another district in Russia
is provisionally assigned to the same spjBcies. Possibly this Russian
camel IProcamelus kkersonensis), as it is called, may form the
connectins link between the typical Proeamelus of North America
and the fossil camel (Camdus swalensis) of the Siwalik Hills of
India. Be this as it may, the identification of a North American
type of camel from the Tertiary strata of eastern Europe forms
another connecting link between the extinct faunas of the northern
half of the Old Worid and North America, and thus tends to show
that the cUim of America to be the exclusive birthplace of many
Old World types may have to be reconsidered.

Remains oi camels (C. thomasi) have also been found in the
Pleistocene strata of Oiran and Ouen Seguen, in Algeria: and cer-

tain remains from the Isle of Samos have been assigned to the
same genus, although the reference requires confirmation. The
Algerian Pleistocene camel was doubtless the direct ancestor of
the living African species, which it serves to connect with the
extinct C. siPoUnsis.

In North America, apart from certain still older and mof« primi-
tive mammals, with teeth of the tubercular type, the earliest

known form which can definitely be included in the camel-series is

Protylopus, of the Uinta or upper Eocene. In this creature,
which was not larger than a European hare, there was the full

number of 44 teeth, which formed a regular series, without any long
gaps, and with the canines but Kttle taller than the incisors, while
the hinder cheek-teeth, although of the crescentic type, were
low-crowned. I n both jaws the anterior front-teeih were of a cutting
and compressed type. Unfortunately, the skull u incomplete,
and the rest of the skeleton very imperfectly known; but sufficient

of the former remains to show that the socket of the eye was open
behind, and of the latter to indicate that in the hind-loot, at any
rate, the upper bones of the two functional toes had not coalesced
into a cannon-bone. The lateral hind-toes (that u to say the second
apd fifth of the typical series) had. however, become rudimentary;
although it is probable that the corrteponding digits of the fore-

limb were functional, so that this foot was four-toed. In old
individuals the bones of the forearm (radius and ulna) became
welded together about hall-way down, although they remained
free above. On the other hand it appears that the smaller bone of
the leg (fibula) was welded to the larger one (tibia), and that its

upper portion had disappeared. Nothing is known of the neck
vertebrae. It is, of course, evident that there must have been an
earlier form in whkh all the feet were four-toed, and the bones of

the forearm and lower part of the leg separate.

A suge higher in the series, viz. in the Oligocene, we meet with
Pdebrotheriumj in which a distinct increase in bodily size is notice-

able, as also in the relative length of the two bones which unite
in the higher types to form the cannon-bone. Moreover, the
crowns of the hinder cheek-teeth are taller, and more distinctly

crescentic, both feet are two-toed, the ulna and radius are fused,

and the fibula is represented only by its lower part. In the verte-
brae of the neck the dutinctive camcloid characters had already
made their appearance. On the other hand, the skull was short
and rabbit-like, showing none of the characteristic features of
modem camels.

In the Lower MkKcne occurs Prolcmeryx or Gomphctherium, in
which there is a considerable increase in the matter of bodily size,

the two metacarpal and metatarsal bones (or those which unite in

the latter forms to constitute the cannon-bones) being double the
length of the corresponding elements in Protylopus. These bones,
altfiough sepatste. have their adjacent surfaces more closely applied
than a the case in the latter; while in this and the earlier genera
the terminal toe-bones indicate that the foot was of the normal
hoofed type. In the skull the socket of the eye is surrounded by
bone; while the dentition begins to approximate to the camel
type—notably by the circumsunce that the lower canine is either
separated by a gap from the outermost incisors. Or that its crown
assumes a backwardly curved shape. In Prololabis of the Middle
Miocene, while no cannon-bone is formed, the first and second pairs
of incisor teeth are retained, and the limbs and feet are short and
duproportionately small. In the Upper Miocene we come to a
distinct type

—

Proeamelus—which is entitled to be regarded as
a camel, and approximates in size to a small llama. Here the

metacarpals and metatarsals have partially united to form cannon-
bones, the skull has assumed the ebngated form characteristic of
modem camels, with the losaof the first and second pairs of upper
incisors, and the devetopment of gaps in front of and behind each
of the next three teeth, that is to say. the third incisor, the canine
and the first cheek-tooth. The approximately contemporaneous
Pliauckenta makes another step by the loss of the second lower
cheek-tooth. Both these genera have the toe-bones of the ir-

;ular nodular form distinctive of modem cameb, so that we may
ely infer that the feet themselves had assumed the cushion-

s (Hvpertragulidae), as represented by Leptomeryx, Cameio-
: ana Ijeptoreodon, which presents remarkable resemblances.

In one species of Proeamdus the metacarpab and metatarsals
coalesced into canon-bones late in life; but when we come to the
Pleistocene Catnelops such union took place at an early stage of
existence, and was thoroughly complete. In the living members
of the group it occurs before birth. The species of Cameiops
were probably full^ as large as llamas, and some, at any rate,

resembled these animals as regards the number of teeth, the incisors

being reduced to one upper and three lower pairs, and the cheek-
teeth to four or five in tlie upper and four in the lower jaw; the total

number of teeth thus being 28 or 30 in place of the 44 of Poebrotkc'
rium. The sole difference between Cameiops and Llama seems to
consist in certain structural details of the k>wer cheek-teeth. An
allied extinct genus (Eschatius) b also dbtinguished by certain
features in the dentition.

Apart from Proeamelus the foregoing genera are exclusively
North American. A tower jaw from tlw rlebtocene deposits o(
that continent has, however, been referred to the Old World
Camdus.

In addition to the above there is an extraordinary North American
Mmcene giraffe-necked camel {AUieamelus), a creature <rf the size

of a giraf^, with similarly elongated neck and limbs, and evidently
adapted for browsing on trees. The feet and number of teet^
were generally similar to those of Proeamelus. Unlike the giraffe*,

the length of the limbs b due to the elongation of their upper
segments, and that of the neck to the lengthening of only the binder
vertebrae.

In cavems and superficial deposits of South America occur re-

mains of extinct species more or less closely related to modern
llamas; but previous to the Upper Pliocene the group b unknown
in South America, which it reached from the north.

All the fore^ing genera are includ«l in the sub-family Camelidae.
Parallel to this is, however, the North American family Leptomery-
chidae
meryx and LeMoreodon, which presents
especially in tne type ^nus, to the Tragulina (see Cbevrotain).
camel-like features being, however, apparent in the two genera
last mentioned. Generalized features are also displayed by the
Oligocene llypisodus, which in its short skull and Large orbits

presents a cunous approximation to the African dik-dik antelopes
of the genus Uadoqua (see Antelope). Again, the remarkable
homed North American Oligocene genus Protoceras, while dis-

playing resemblances to Leptomeryx and Leptoreodon, presents also
points of similarity to the Tragulina and Pecora iq.o.).

The North American genus Oreodon typifies a second family
included by Professor W. B. Scott in the Tylopoda and generally
known as the Oreodontidae. As Oreodon is. however, antedated
by Iderycoidoden, the latter name is properly entitled to stand,
in which case the family should be called Agriochoeridae. It is not
easy to point out the characters in which tne family approximates
to the Camelidae, and only its general characteristics can be
indicated. The family ranges in North America from the Upper
Eocene to the Lower Miocene, but Oreodon (or Meryeoidodon),
which is typified by an animal of the size of a sheep, is Oligocene.
In the Oreodontinae or typical section of the family, which includes
several genera nearly allied to Oreodon, the skull b shorter and higher
than in the camels, with a swollen brain-case, a preorbital gland-
pit, the condyle of the lower jaw transversely elongated, the
tympanic bulla hollow, and the orbit surrounded by bone. The
dentition comprises the typical 44 teeth, of which the molars are
short-crowned, with four crescentic cusps on those of the upper
iaw (selenodont type). The most characteristic dental feature b,
however, the assumption of the form and function of a canine by
the first lower premolar: the lower canine being incisor-like. The
tail is very long; and the feet have five functional toes, with com-
plete but short metacarpals or metatarsals. In the Miocene
Agrufckoerus, which typifies a second sub-family (Agriochoerinae),

there is no gland-pit in the skull, of which the orbit is open behind:
while the upper incisors are wanting in the adult and tne terminal

toe-bones are claw-like rather than of the hoofed type. The molars
are less completely selenodont than in the type genus. It is note-

worthy that a molar from the Tertiary of India has been referred

to Agriockoerus, a determination which if correct probably indicates

the occurrence of Oreodonts in the unknown Tertbry deposits

of Central Asb. It may be added that in the Oreodontidae the

vtrtebral artery pierces the transverse processes of the cervical

vertebrae in the normal manner.
The earliest representatives of the Tylopoda according to Professor

Scott is the Middle Eocene genus Homacodon, typifying the family

Homacodontidae. which is regarded as the common ancestor of both
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Camelidae and Oreodontidae. with memblances to the European
Oligocene genu* Dkkobunt (see Artiodactvla). Hotnacodon wras
an animal of the siae of a rabbit, with five toes (of which only
five were functional to each foot) and 4a teeth, of which the molara
are tuberculated {bunodMU), with six columns on thoee of the upper
jaw; the premolars being of a cuttiiw type. It should be added
that this generalized animal is not unirequently classed among the
ancestral pigs, but its cameline affinities are strongly emphasized
by Professor Scott«

Literature.—W. B. Scott, " On the Osteology of POebrother-
ium," Journal of Morphology (1891), vol. v.; "The Osteology of
Protoceras " (1895), ibid., vol. xi.; J. L. Wortman, " On the Oite-
olog^y of yWriochoerus." Bull. Amor. MuMum (1895), vol. vii.; " The
Extinct Camelidae of North America (1898). ibid., vol. x.;
W. D. Matthew, " The Skull of Hypisodus (1901). ibid., vol. xvi.

(R-L.*)

TTLOR, EDWARD BURNETT (1852- ), English anthro-
pologist, was bom at Caroberwell, London, on the 2nd of

October 183a, the son of Joseph Tylor, a brassfounder. Alfred

Tylor, the geologist, was an elder brother. His parents were
members of the Society of Friends, at one of whose schools, at

Grove House, Tottenham, he was educated. In 1848 he entered

his father's manufactory in London, but at about the age of

twenty he was threatened with consumption and forced to

abandon business. During 1855-1856 he travelled in the

United States of America to recruit his health. Proceeding
in 1856 to Cuba, he met Henry Christy the ethnologist, with
whom he visited Mexico. Tylor's association with Christy

greatly stimulated bis awakening interest in anthropology,

and his visit to Mexico, with its rich prehistoric remains, led

him to make a systematic study of the science. While on a
visit to Cannes he wrote a record of his observations, entitled

Anahuac; or, Mexico and the Mexicans, Ancient and Modern,
which was published in 1861. In 1865 appeared Researches

into the Early History of Mankind, which made Tylor's reputa-

tion. It showed great research, original insight, and much
constructive power in the formation of systematic views.' The
chapters on early myths and their geographical distribution

are especially valuable. The work reached a third edition in

1878. This book was followed in 187 1 by the more elaborate

Primitive Culture: Researches into the Development of Mythology,

Philosophy, Religion, Language, Art and Custom, which at once
became the standard general treatise on anthropology. Tylor's

treatment of animism (chs.xi.-xvii.) was particularly elaborate,

and he first determined the limits of that province of anthro-

pology intending it to include " the general doctrine of souls,

and other spiritual beings." In 1881 Tylor published a smaller

and more popular handbook on Anthropology. His work had
already met with recognition. In 187 1 he was elected F.R.S.,

and in 1875 received the honorary degree of D.C.L. from the

university of Oxford. He was appointed keeper of the Um'-

versity Museum at Oxford in 1883, and reader in anthropology

in 1884. In 1888 he was appointed first GifTord lecturer at

Aberdeen University, and delivered a two years' course on
" Natural Religion." In 1896 he became first professor of

anthropology at Oxford. At the end of 1907 the Clarendon

Press published a volume of Anthropological Essays, to which

various representative scholars of a younger generation in the

same field had contributed, the essays being dedicated and
presented to Tylor as a mark of honour; and this collection

includes not oiUy a bibliography of his publications by Miss
Freire-Marreco, but also an appreciation of Tylor's life-work

by Andrew I.ang.

TYMPANON, or Tympanuic (Gr. rburajfcif, from rinrrup,

to strike), a name applied by the Romans to both kettledrum

and tambourine, in the case of the latter sometimes qualified

by leve. The tympanum leve, generally included among the

tympana, described as being like a sieve, was the tambourine

used in the rites of Bacchus and Cybele. Pliny doubtless

described half pearls having one side round and the other flat,

as tympania, on account of their resemblance to the tympanum
or kettledrum, which, in its primitive form, innocent of screws

or mechanism for tightening the head, exactly resembled the

half pearl. During the middle ages the tympanum was gene-

fally a tambourine, the kettledrum being known as nataire.

In architecture the term tympanum is given to the triangular
space enclosed between the horizontal cornice of the entabla-
ture and the sloping cornice of the pediment. Though sometimes
left plain, in the most celebrated Greek temples it was filled wiih
sculpture of the highest standard ever atuined. In Romanesque
and Gothic work the term is applied to the space above the
lintel or architrave of a door and the discharging arch over
it, which was also enriched either with geometrical patterns or
in later work with groups of figures; those in continental work
are usually arranged in tiers. The upper portion of a gable
when enclosed with a horizontal string-course, is also termed
a tympanum.
TYNDALE (or Tindale), WILUAM (c. 1492-1536), translator

of the New TesUment and Pentateuch (see Bible, Encush),
was bom on the Welsh border, probably in Gloucestershire,
some time between 1490 and 1495. In Easter term 1510 he
went to Oxford, where Foxe says he was entered of Magd;slen
Hall. He took his M.A. degree in 1515 and removed to Cam-
bridge, where Erasmus had helped to establish a reputation for

Greek and theology. Ordained to the priesthood, probably
towards the close of 1521, he entered the household of Sir

John Walsh, Old Sodbury, Gloucestershire, as chaplain and
domestic tutor. Here he lived for two years, using his leisure

in preaching in the villages and at Bristol, conduct which brought
him into collision with the backward clergy of the district,

and led to his being summoned before the chancellor of Worcester
(William of Malvern) as a suspected heretic; but he was allowed
to depart without receiving censure or giving any undertaking.
But the persecution of the clergy led him to seek an antidote for

what he regarded as the corruption of the Church, and he re-

solved to translate the New Testament into the vernacular.
In this he hoped to get help from Cuthbert Tunstall, bishop
of London, and so " with the good will of his master " be left

Gloucester in the summer of 1523. Tunstall disappointed
him, so he got employment as a preacher at St Dunstan's-in-

the-West, and worked at his translation, living as chaplain in

the house of Humphrey Monmouth, an alderman, and forming
a firm friendship with John Frith; but finding publication

impossible in England, he sailed for Hamburg in May 1524.
After visiting Luther at Wittenberg, he settled with his amanu-
ensis William Roy in Cologne, where he had made some progress

in printing a 4to edition of his New Testament, when the

work was discovered by John Cochlaeus, dean at Frankfurt,

who not only got the senate of Cologne to interdla further

printing, but warned Henry VIII. and Wolsey to watch the

English ports. Tyndale and Roy escaped with their sheets

to Worms, where the 8vo edition was completed in 1526.

Copies were smuggled into England but were suppressed by
the bishops, and William Warham, archbishop of Canterbury,

even bought up copies on the Continent to destroy them. At-
tempts were made to seize Tyndale at Worms, but he found
refuge at Marburg with Philip, landgrave of Hesse. There he
probably met Patrick Hamilton, and was joined by John
Frith. About this time he changed his views on the Eucharist

and swung clean over from transubstantiation to the advanced
Zwinglian position. His Parable of the Wicked Mammon (1528),

Obedience of a Christen Man (1528), in which the two great

principles of the Englisfi Reformation are set out, viz. the

authority of Scripture in the Church and the supremacy of the
king in the state, and Practyse of Prelates (1530), a strong in-

dictment of the Roman Church and also of Henry VIII.'s

divorce proceedings, were all printed at Marburg. In 1529
on his way to Hamburg he was wrecked on the Dutch coast,

and lost his newly completed translation of Deuteronomy.
Later in the year he went to Antwerp where he conducted his

share of the classic controversy with Sir Thomas More. After

Henry VIII.'s change of attitude towards Rome, Stephen

Vaughan, the English envoy to the Netherlands, suggested

Tyndale's return, but the reformer feared ecclesiastical hostility

and declined. Henry then demanded his surrender from the

emperor as one who was spreading sedition in England, and
Tyndale left Antwerp for two years, returning in 1533 and
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busying himself with revising his translations. In May 1535
he was betrayed by Henry Phillips, to whom he had shown
much kindness, as a professing student of the new faith. The
imperial officers imprisoned him at Vilvorde Castle, the state

prison, 6 m. from Brussels, where in spite of the great

efforts of the English merchants and the appeal of Thomas
Cromwell to Archbishop Carandolet, president of the council,

and to the governor of the castle, he was tried for heresy and
condemned. On the 6th of October 1536 he was strangled at

the stake and his body afterwards burnt. Though long an
exile from his native land, Tyndale was one of the greatest

forces of the English Reformation. His writings show sound
scholarship and high literary power, while they helped to

shape the thought of the Puritan party in England. His
translation of the Bible was so sure and happy that it formed
the basis of subsequent renderings, especially that of the

authorized version of 161 1. Besides the New Testament, the

Pentateuch and Jonah, it is believed that he finished in prison

the section of the Old Testament extending from Joshua to

Chronicles.
Beside the works already named Tyndale wrote A Prologue

en the Epistie to the Romans (1526). An Exposition of the ist Epistle

cf John (1531). An Exposition of Matthew v.-vii. (1532), a treatise

on the sacraments (1533). and possibly another (nolonger exunt)
on matrimony (1S29).
The works of Tyndale were first published along with those of

John Frith {q.v.) and Robert Barnes, " three worthy martyrs and
principal teachers of the Church of England," by John Day. in

1573 (folio). A new edition of the works of Tyndale and Frith,
by T. Russell, was published at London (1828-1831). His Doctrinal
fn '

' - - " " ' -'Treatises and Introductions to Different Portions of the Holy Scripture
were published by the Parker Society in 1848. For bioeraphy,
ee Foxe's Acts and Monuments; R. Demaus, William Tyndale
(London. 1871); also the Introduction to Mombert's critkal rcpnnt
of Tyndale's Pentateuch (New York, 1884}, where a bibliography
b given.

TYNDALL, JOHN (1820-1893), British natural philosopher,

was bom in Co. Carlow, Ireland, on the 2nd of August 1820,

bis father being the son of a small landowner in poor circum-

stances, but a man of more than ordinary ability. With Darwin
and Huxley his name is inseparably connected with the battle

which began in the middle of the 19th century for making the

new standpoint of modem science part of the accepted philo-

sophy in general life. For many years, indeed, he came to repre-

sent to ordinary Englishmen the typical or ideal professor of

physics. His strong, picturesque mode of seizing and expressing

things gave him an immense living mfluence both in speech and
writing, and disseminated a popular knowledge of physical

sdence such as had not previously existed. But besides being

a true educator, and perhaps the greatest popular teacher of

natural philosophy in his generation, he was an earnest and
original observer and explorer of nature. «

Tyndall was to a large extent a self-made man; he had no
early advantages, but with indomitable earnestness devoted him-

self to study, to which he was stimulated by the writings of

Carlyle. He passed from a national school in Co. Carlow
to a minor post (1839) in the Irish ordnance survey, thence

(1842) to the English survey, attending mechanics' institute

lectures at Preston in Lancashire. He then became for a time

(1844) a railway engineer, and in 1847 a teacher at (^eenwood
College. Hants. Thence with much spirit, and in face of many
difficulties, he betook himself, with his colleague Edward
Frankland, to the university of Marburg (1848-1851), where, by
intense application, he obtained his doctorate in two years.

His inaugural dissertation was an essay on screw-surfaces.

Tyndall's first original work in physical science was in his

experiments with regard to magnetism and diamagnetic polarity,

on which he was chiefly occupied from 1850 to 1855. While

he was still lecturing on natural philosophy at Queenwood College,

bis magnetic investigations made him known in the higher

circles of the scientific world, and through the initiative of Sir

E. Sabine, treasurer of the Royal Society, he was elected F.R.S.

in June 1852. In 1850 he had made Faraday's acquaintance,

and shortly before the Ipswich meeting of the British .Associa-

tion in 1851 he began a lasting friendship with T. H. Huxley.

The two young men stood for chairs of physics and natural
history respectively, first at Toronto, next at Sydney, but they
were in each case unsuccessful. On the nth of February 1853,
however, Tyndall gave, by invitation, a Friday evening lecture

(on " The Influence of Material Aggregation upon the Manifesta-
tions of Force ") at the Royal Institution, and his public reputa-
tion was at once established. In the following May he was
chosen professor of natural philosophy at the Royal Institution,

a post which exactly suited his striking gifts and made him a
colleague of Faraday, whom in 1866 he succeeded as scientific

adviser to the Trinity House and Board of Trade, and in 1867 as
superintendent of the Royal Institution. His reverent attach-
ment to Faraday is beautifully manifested in his memorial
volume called Faraday as a Discoverer (1868).

The more original contributions which Tyndall made to
science are dealt with elsewhere, in the articles concerned with
the various subjects (see Heat, &c.). But his inquiries into

glacier motion were notable alike for his association with Switzer-
land and for prolonged controversy with other men of science
on the subject. In 1854, after the meeting of the British

Association in Liverpool, a memorable visit occurred to the
Penrhyn slate quarries, where the question of slaty cleavage
arose in his mind, and ultimately led him, with Huxley, to
Switxeriand to study the phenomena of glaciers. Here the
mountains seized him, and he became a constant visitor and
one of the most intrepid and most resolute of explorers; among
other feats of climbing he was the first to ascend the Weiss-
hora (1861). The strong, vigorous, healthfulness and enjoyment
which permeate the record of his Alpine work are magnificent,
and traces of his influence remain in Switzerland to this day.
The problem of the flow of glaciers occupied his attention for

years, and his views brought him into acute conflict with others,

particularly J. D. Forbes and James Thomson. Every one knew
that glaciers moved, but the questions were how they moved,
for what reason and by what mechanism. Some thought they
slid like solids; others that they flowed like liquids; others that
they crawled by alternate expansion and contraction, or by
alternate freezing and melting; others, again, that they broke
and mended. Thus there arose a chaos of controversy, illumi-

nated by definite measurements and observations. T3mdairs
own summary of the course of research on the subject was as

follows:

—

'The idea of semi-fluid motion betongs entirely to Rendu; the
proof of the qukrkcr central flow belongs in part to Rendu, but almost
wholly to Agassis and Forbes; the proof of the retardation of the bed
belongs to Forbes alone; while the discovery of the locus of the point
of maximum motion belongs, I suppose, to me.

But while Forbes asserted that ice was viscous, Tyndall
denied it, and insisted, as the result of his observations, on the
flow being due to fracture and regelation. All agreed that ice

flowed as if ii were a viscoiis fluid; and of this apparent viscosity

James Thomson offered an independent explanation by the

application of pure thermodynamical theory, which Tyndall
considered ineflficient to account for the facts he observed.

It is unnecessary here to rake among the ashes of this prolonged
dispute, but it may be noted that Helmholtz, who, in his lecture

on " Ice and Glaciers," adopted Thomson's theory, afterwards
added in an appendix that he had come to the conclusion that

Tyndall had "assigned the essential and principal cause of

glacier motion in referring it to fracture and regelation
'*

(1865).

Tyndall's investigations of the transparency and opacity of

gases and vapours for radiant heat, which occupied him during

many years (1859-1871), are frequently considered his chief

scientific work. But his activities were essentially many-
sided. He definitely established the absorptive power of clear

aqueous vapour—a point of great meteorological significance.

He made brilliant experiments elucidating the blue of the sky,

and discovered the precipitation of organic vapours by means
of light. He called attention to curious phenomena occurring

in the track of a luminous beam. He examined the opacity of

the air for sound in connexion with lighthouse and siren work.
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and he finally clinched the proof of what had been already sub>

stantially demonstrated by several others, viz. that germ-free

air did not initiate putrefaction, and that accordingly " spon-

taneous generation " as ordinarily understood was a chimera

(187 5- 1876). One practical outcome of these researches is the

method now always adopted of sterilizing by a succession of

gentle warmings, sufficient to kill the developed micro-organisms,

instead of by one fierce heating attempting to attack the more
refractory undeveloped germs of the same. This method of inter-

miitent sterilization originated with Tyndall, and it was an im-

portant contribution to biological science and industrial practice.

For the substantial publication of these researches reference

must be made to the Transactions of the Royal Sficiety; but an
account of many of them was incorporated in his best-known

books, namely, the famous Heat as a Mode ofMotion (1863; and
later editions to 1880), the first popular exposition of the me-
chanical theory of heat, which in 1862 had not reached the text-

books; The Forms of WaUr, &c. (1872); Lectures on Light (1873);

Floating Matter in the A ir (i88x) ; On Sound (1867 ; revised 1875,

1883, 1893). The original memoirs themselves on radiant beat

and on magnetism were collected and issued as two large volumes

under the following titles: Diamagnetism and Magne-crystattic

Action (1870); Contributions to Moluular Physics in the Domain
of Radiant Heat (1872).

It was on the whole the personality, however, rather than the

discoverer, that was greatest in Tyndall. In the pursuit of

pure science for its own sake, undisturbed by sordid considera-

tions, he shone as a beacon light to younger men—an exemplar

of simple tastes, robust nature and lofty aspirations. His

elevation above the common run of men was conspicuous in

his treatment of the money which came to him in connexion

with his successful lecturing tour in America (1872-1873). It

amounted to several thousands of pounds, but he would touch

none of it; he placed it in the hands of trustees for the benefit

of American science—an act of lavishness which bespeaks a

noble nature. Though not so prominent as Huxley in detailed

controversy over theological problems, he played an important

part in educating the public mind in the attitude which ibe

development of natural philosophy entailed towards dogma and
religious authority. His famous Belfast address (1874), de-

livered as president of the British Association, made a great

stir among those who were then busy with the supposed conflict

between science and religion; and in his occasional writings—

Fragments ofScienu, as he called them, " for unscientific people
"

—he touched on current conceptions of prayer, miracles, &c.,

with characteristic straightforwardness and vigour.

As a public speaker he had an inborn Irish readiness and
vehemence of expression; and, though a thorough Liberal,

he split from Mr Gladstone on Irish home rule, and took an

active part in politics in opposing it.

In 1876 Tyndall married Louisa, daughter of Lord Claud

Hamilton. He built in 1877 a cottage on Bel Alp above the

Rhdne valley, and in 1885 a house oA Hindhead,near Haslemere.

At the latter place he spent most of his later years; his health

was, however, no longer as vigorous as his brain, and he suffered

frequently from sleeplessness. On the 4th of December 1893,

having been accidentally given an overdose of chloral, he died

at Hindhead.

TYNDARISt an ancient city on the northern coast of Sicily,

about 13 m. W.S.W. of Mylae (mod. Milazzo) and 5 m. E. of the

modem town of Patti. It was founded by Dionysius the Elder

in 395 B.C., who settled there 6ooPeloponnesian M^ssenians on a

site cut out of the territory of Abacaenum (x m. north of the

modem Tripi). It was thus almost the kst Greek city founded in

Sicily. It was one of the earliest allies of Timolcon. In the First

Punic War it was dependent on Carthage, but expelled the garrison

in 254 B.C. and joined the Romans, under whom it seems to have
flourished. Cicero calls it " nobilissima civitas," though it seems

to have suffered especially under Vcrres. It was one of the points

occupied by Sextus Pompeius, but was later on taken by Agrippa,

who used it as a base of operations. Augustus probably made
it a colonia. Pliny mentions that half of it was swallowed up

by the sea, though he does not give the date of this event (BisL
nat. ii. 206). It was probably, however, due to a fault in the
limestone rock of which it is composed, and the action of the
sea. The site is a remarkably fine one, and it is surprising that
it was not occupied sooner. It is an isolated hill (920 ft.) with
projecting spurs, rising abruptly on the seaward side, and con-
nected by a comparatively narrow isthmus writh the lower ground
inland. It thus commands a magnificent view, including

even the summit of Etna, while opposite to it on the north
are the Lipari Islands. Considerable remains of the city

walls, built of recUngular blocks of stone, exist on the
south side; on the west their foundations are traceable.

Remains of several tov^rs may be seen, and the site of the
main gate, which was in a recess on the south (the land) side,

is clearly traceable, the walls defending it on each side being
well preserved. Outside it are several tombs of the Roman
period. The walls follow the upper edge of the plateau, and
do not seem to have included the spurs to seaward. Their
remains indicate that it was the north and north-east portion

of the city that fell. This fact renders it doubtful whether the
church of the Madonna di Tindari, at the east extremity, marks
the site of the acropolis. Along parts of the north side, where the
line of the wall should run, is a tine of debris, which may belong
to a reconstmction after the catastrophe described by Pliny.

Within the walls are considerable remains of a building generally

known (though not correctly) as the gymnasium, constructed of
masonry, with three narrow halls, each about 90 ft. long, the cen-
tral hall being 21 ft. wide, the other two 14 ft. Below it to the
north are remains of a building with several mosaic pavements,
and to the west is a small theatre, the internal diameter of whidi
is 212 ft., and the length of the stage 80 ft. There are traces of
many other buildings within the city area, including a consider-

able number of underground cisterns An important coUectioo
of objects found on the site is preserved in the Villa della ScaJa
(i| m. to the west), belonging to Baron Sciacca, the owner of
the site itself.

See R. V. Scaflidi, Tyndaru (Palermo^ 1895). (T. As.)

TTNE, a river in the north-east of England, flowing east-

ward to the North Sea, formed of two main branches, the
North Tyne and South Tyne. The North Tyne rises in the
Cheviot Hills, at their south-western extremity, near the
Scottish border. The valley soon becomes beautifully wooded.
At 'Bellingham it receives the Rede, whose wild valley,

Redesdale, was one of the chief localities of border warfare,
and contains the site of the battle of Otterbum (1388). The
South Tyne rises in the south-eastem extremity of Cumber-
land, below Cross Fell in the Pennine Chain, and flows north
past Alston as far as the small town of Haltwhistle, where it

turns east. The valley receives from the south the picturesque

Allendale, in which the lead mines were formerly important.
The two branches of the Tyne join at Warden, a little above the
town of Hexham, with its great abbey, and the united stream
continues past Corbridge, where a Roman road crossed it, in a
beautiful sylvan valley. The united course from the junction

to the sea is about 30 m. The length from the source of the
North Tyne is 80 m., and the drainage area is X130 sq. m. la
its last ism. the Tyne, here the boundary between Northumber-
land and Durham, is one of the most important commercial
waterways in England. Sea-going vessels can navigate up to
Blaydon, and collieries and large manufacturing towns line the
banks—Newburn, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Wallsend and North
Shields on the Northumberland side; (jateshead, Jarrow and
South Shields on the Durham side, with many lesser centres,

forming continuous lines of factories and shipbuilding yards.

The growth of the great shipbuilding and engineering companies,
now amalgamated, of which the Armstrong firm at Elswrck is

the most famous, necessitated the dredging of the river so as to

form a deep waterway. At high-water spring tides there are

40 ft. of water at Shields Harbour at the mouth, and 31 at

Newcastle, 8 m. up river. Dangerous rocks outside the mouth
have been partially removed and the remainder protected, and
the Tyne forms a very safe harbour of refuge.
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TTKBMOUTR, a municipal, county and parliamentary

borough of Northumberland, England, including the townships

of Chirton, Cullercoats, North Shields, Preston and Tynemouth.
Pop. (1891), 46,588; (1901), 51,366. North Shields, Tynemouth
and Cullercoats are successive stations on a branch of the North-

Eastern railway. Tynemouth lies on the north bank of the Tyne,
on a picturesque promontory, 8} m. £. of Newcastle. North
Shields (q.v.) adjoins it on the W.; Chirton is to the W. again,

and Preston to the N. of North Shields, while Cullercoats is on
the coast li m. N.N.W. of Tynemouth. Tynemouth is the prin-

cipal watering-place on this part of the coast, and here and at

Cullercoats are numerous private residences. On the point of

the promontory* there is a small battery called the Spanish

battery, and near it is a monument to Lord CoUingwood. Within
the grounds, to which the gateway of the old castle gives entrance,

are the ruins of the ancient priory of St Mary and St Oswin

—

the principal remains being those of the church, which was a
magnificent example of Early Englbh work engrafted upon
Norman. The priory and castle serve «s the headquarters

of the Tyne Submarine Engineers. The municipal buildings

are in North Shields, which is also an important seaport.

The coast is rocky and dangerous, but a fine pier protects the

harbour (see North Shields). The municipal borough is

under a mayor, 6 aldermen and x8 councillors. Area, 4373
acres.

Tynemouth is supposed to have been a Roman station, from
the discovery of Roman remains there, but its early history

centres round the priory, supposed to have been founded by
Edwin, king of Northumbria, between 617 and 633, and rebuilt

by king Oswald in 634. In 651 it became famous as the burial-

place of Oswin, king of Deira, afterwards patron saint of the

priory. After the conquest Malcolm, king of Scotland, and
Edward his son, who had been defeated and killed at Alnwick,

were buried there. Earl Waltheof gave Tynemouth to the

monks of Jarrow, and it became a cell to the church of Durham,
but later, owing to a quarrel with the bishop, Robert de Mowbray
granted it to the abbey of St Albans in Hertfordshire. The priory

was probably fortified in Saxon times, and was strengthened

by Robert dc Mowbray so that it was able to sustain a siege of

two months by William Rufus. After the Dissolution the forti-

fications were repaired by Henry VIII. In 1642 it was garri-

soned for the king by the earl of Newcastle, but surrendered to

parliament in 1644. It was converted into barracks at the end
of the i8tb century. Owing to their close proximity to New-
castle and to the ascendancy which the burgesses of that town
had gained over the river Tyne, Tynemouth and North Shields

did not become important until the 19th century; the privileges

which they held before that time are contained in charters to the

prior and convent, and include freedom from toll. &c., granted by
King John in 1203-1204. In 1292 there were disputes between
the citizens of Newcastle and the prior, who had built a quay at

North Shields, but was obliged by act of parliament to destroy

it. Edward IV. in 1463 confirmed the previous charters of the

monks, and at the same time gave them and their tenants licence

to buy necessaries from ships in the " port and river of Tyne,"
and to load ships with coal and salt " without hindrance from

the men of Newcastle." After the Napoleonic wars the trade of

North Shields rapidly increased. The borough was incorporated

in 1849, and has returned one member to parliament since 1832.

In 1279 the prior claimed a market at Tynemouth, but was not

allowed to hold it; and in 1304 a fair, which bad been granted to

him in the preceding year, was withdrawn on the petition of the

burgesses of Newcastle. A market and two fairs on the last

Friday in April and the first Friday in November were estab-

lished in 1802 by the duke of Northumberland. In the 17th

century the chief industries were the salt and coal trades. The
former, which has entirely disappeared, was the more important,

and in 1635 the aalt-makers of North and South Shields received

an incorporation charter.

See Victoria County History, Northumberland', W. S. Cibaon,
The History of the Monastery founded at Tynemouth m the Diocese

ci Durham (1846-1847).

TYPEWRITER, a writing machine which produces characters

resembling those of ordinary letterpress; the term is also applied

to the operator who works such machines.

In 1714 a British patent was granted to Henry Mill, who
daimed that he had brought his invention to perfection at great

pains and expense, for " An Artificial Machine or Method for

the Impressing or Transcribing Letters, Singly or Progressively

one after another as in Writing, whereby all Writing whatever

may be Engrossed in Paper or Parchment so Neat and Exact

as not to be distinguished from Print "; but beyond the title

the patent gives no indication of the nature or construction of

the machine. In America a patent for a " typographer

"

was obtained by William A. Burt in 1829, but the records of

it were destroyed by a fire at Washington in 1836. The " typo-

graphic machine or pen " patented by X. Progrin, of Mar-
seilles, in 1833, was on the type-bar principle, and at the York
meeting of the British Association in 1844 a Mr Littledale showed
an apparatus for the use of the blind, by which the impression

of a type selected from a scries tontained in a slide could be
embossed on a sheet of paper. In the " chirographer," for

which American patents were granted to Charles Thurber in

1843 and 1845, a horizontal wheel carried in its periphery a

series of rods each bearing a letter, the wheel being rotated till

the required type was over the printing point. The Great
Exhibition of 1851 contained a machine patented by Pierre

Foucault, of Paris, in 1849, in which a series of rods with type

at their ends could be pushed down to emboss paper at the print-

ing point to which they were arranged radially; and there was
in addition the " typograph " of William Hughes, which was also

intended for embossing, though it was subsequently modified

to give an impression through carbon paper. Between 1847

and 1856 Alfred E. Beach in America, and between 1855 and
i860 Sir Charles Whcalstone in England, constructed several

typewriters, and in 1857 Dr S. W. Francis, of New York, made
one with a pianoforte keyboard and type bars arranged in a
circle. In 1866 John Pratt, ^n American living in London,

patented a machine having 36 types mounted in three rowson a
type wheel, the rotation of which brought the required character

opposite the printing point, when the paper with a carbon sheet

intervening was pressed against it by a hammer worked by the

keys. Two years later an American patent was taken out by
C. L. Sholes and C. Glidden, and in 1875, after effectmg various

improvements, they finally placed the manufacture of their

machines in the hands of Messrs £. Remington & Sons, gun-

makers, of Ilion, New York. The Remington machines worked
on the type-bar principle, but at first each of the 44 bars carried

only a single character, so that the writing was in capitals only.

But in 1878 type-bars with two types were introduced, so that a
nmchine with 40 keys, two being change-case keys, could print

76 characters, with both capital and small letters.

The great majority of modem typewriters are worked from a
keyboard; the few that are not, known as index machines, will

be disregarded here, for although they are much less expensive

in first cost than the others, they scarcely come into competition

as practical instruments, on account of their slowness. Key-

board machines fall into two classes, according as the types

which make the impressions are (a) carried at the end of levers

or type-bars which strike the paper when the keys are depressed,

or \h) are arranged round the circumference of a wheel, or

segment, which is rotated by the action of the keys until the

corresponding type is brought opposite the printing point. The
former of these arrangements is the more common. Another

point of difference is in the inking device; in some cases,

the type is inked by means of an ink-pad before being

brought down on the paper to make the impression, but more

frequently an inked ribbon is drawn along by the action of the

machine between the type-face and the paper. Sometimes

this ribbon is inked in two colours, enabling the operator, by

bringing the appropriate portion opposite the type-face, to write,

say, in black and nA at will. A third basis of classification may
be found in the arrangement of the keyboard. In some machines

there is one key for each character, in others each key does duty
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for two or more characters. For example, in the former class

there is one key for the capital A and another for the small a,

the keys being arranged in two banks corresponding to the upper

and lower cases of a printer's type-case; in the btter, one key

is capable of striking both the small and the capital letter,

and it does one or other according as a subsidiary key is or is not

brought into simultaneous use with it. In type-bar machines

designed on this plan, each bar carries two or more letters (cf.

fig. i). This form of keyboard is also applied to type-wheel

machines.

Though there are numberless differences in detail, all type-

writers, apart from the index machines, bear a general resem-

blance to each other in their me-
chanical arrangements. The really

essential operationsmay be reduced

to two; the machine must print a
letter when a key is struck, and it

must have a device by which the

paper may be moved a short

distance to the left with each

stroke in order that the letters may
be printed separately, not one on

top of the other. Of the many
subsidiary appliances that arc filled

—a bell to warn the operator that

he is approaching the end of a line,

a lock to prevent the machine

from working after the end of the

line has been passed, attachments

for facilitating insertion of fresh

paper, corrections, and tabulation,

&c.—some are certainly of advan-

tage, but others are more useful

to the manufacturer in drawing

up his advertisements than to the

expert operator, whose first care

often is to disconnect them from

the machine. Similarly with the
' visible writing," which is some-

times put forward as a recommendation of extraordinary

importance; doubtless the novice who is learning the keyboard

finds a natural satisfaction in being able to see at a glance that

rhe has struck the key he was
aiming at, but to the practised

operator it is not a matter of

^ great moment whctherthewriting

jlK is always in view or whether it is

m only to be seen by moving the

m carriage, for he should as little

si need to test the accuracy of his

Ml performance by constant inspec-

Sj tion as the piano-player needs to
"* look at the notes to discover

whether he has struck the right

ones. The one important desid-

eratum, without which no type-

writer can produce work of

satisfactory appearance, is ac-

curacy of alignment. For the

attainment of this the use of

type-bars has given wide scope

to the ingenuity of inventors,

who have been confronted with

the problem of making a system
of levers at once strong, rigid

and light, and of supporting

them on bearings which are

steady and adjustable for wear in conditions where space is

much restricted.

In the Oliver machine the type-bar is of the form shown in fig. r,

to secure stiffness and a double bearing. In the Bar-Lock, the type-
bars are arranged three in one hanger, so that each has a beanng

Fic. —Type-bar of Oliver

Machine.

Fig. 2.—Type-bars of Bar-Lock
Machine.

three times as wide as would be possible in the same space if each
had a hanger to itself (fig. 2) ; in addition the wear ol the pivots
can be taken up by the screws seen on the

right of the beanngs, and as a further ^ ^
precaution each type-bar is locked at the ^
printing point by falling between a ;>air of

conical pms. which centre it exactly in the
requirco place. In the Yost and the

Empire the type-bars pass through guides.

The centre guide of the former is shown
at G in fig. 3. the type being just about to

strike the paper. Pressure on one of the

keys works the lever and pushes up the ^ T'^- ?_""
t!! '^

connecting-rod C. when the type leaves Guide and Type-bar of

the ink-pad P and passes through the Yost Machine.

guide, which is slightly bevelled so as to guide it exactly to the prtnt>

ing point. In the Smith Premier the shafts upon which the type-

Fic. 4.—Type-bar Bearings. Smith Premier.

bars swing are mounted tangentially on the ring (fig. 4). so that
long supporting bearings arc obtained, while the shortness of the
type-bars themselves renders it possible to make them very stiff.

The rocking-shaft mechan-
ism (fig. 5). by which the
power IS transmitted from
the keys to the type-bars,
admits of each key having
the same leverage and
tends to uniformity of

touch. This last quality ,^j bj
is also aimed at by inter-

posing an intermediate

EaralM bar between the
ey levers and the type-

bar, as in the New Century
Caligraph. In the Dens-
more the friction of the
movements is minimized
by the employment of ball

bearings for the type-bar
pivots. Electrical "

writers,

pre&sion
work a .

.

but merely
that eneri

'

Electrical type- A ^^^*
s. in which the de- I ^^
on of a key does not 'I ^^^
a type-bar directly, I ^^^
lerely closes a circuit ^^^r

that energizes an electro- fr
magnet, have been sug-

Y\(i. 5.—Rocking-shaft Mechanism o(
gestcd as a means of Smith Premier.
obtaining uniformity of _ ^^ ... .,^_
touch combined with ease '• ^"^ '^'^^ '***^'"^ 3. Rocking shaft.

4, T>'pe-bar.
and rapidity, but ^^>*^\^''^'^c'l}^''!^^^^„^^„^ii-^^^r^r*
not as yet displaced the A and B. Conical beanngs, li in. apart.

ordinary machines to any extent.

One special form of typewriter, the Elliott-Fisher, u designed

to write in a book such as a ledger. One leaf is clamped tietween

the platen and an open frame which holds the paper smoothly.

The operative parts slide on this frame, and move up and down the

page so as to space the lines properly, the keyboard, with the type-

bars, ribbon, &c.. travelling step by step across the page. An
adding device may be combined with this machine.
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TYPHOID FEVER. Typhoid or enteric' (Gr. Unpow, the

intestine) is a specific infectious fever characterized mainly

by its insidious onset, by a peculiar course of the temperature,

by marked abdominal symptoms occurring in connexion with

a specific lesion of the bowels, by an eruption upon the skin, by
its uncertain duration, and by a liability to relapses. This fever

has received various names, such as gastric fever, abdominal

typhus, infantile remittent fever, slow fever, nervous fever,
•* pythogenic fever," &c. The name of " typhoid " was given

by Louis in 1829, as a derivative from typhus. Until a com-
paratively recent period typhoid was not distinguished from

typhus. For, although it had been noticed that the course of

the disease and its morbid anatomy were different from those

of ordinary cases of typhus, it was believed that they merely

represented a variety of that malady. The distinction between

the two disease^ appears to have been first accurately made in

1836 by Messrs Gerhard and Pennock, of Philadelphia, and valu*

able work was done by other American doctors, particularly

Elisha Bartlett (1842). The difference between typhus and
typhoid was still more fully demonstrated by Dr A. P. Stewart,

of Glasgow (afterwards of London). Finally, all doubt upon
the subject was removed by the careful clinical and patho-

logical observations made by Sir William Jenner at the London
fever hospital (1849-1851).

The more important phenomena of typhoid fever will be better
understood by a brief reference to the principal pathological changes
which take place during the disease. These relate for the most
part to the intestines, m which the morbid processes are hiehly
characteristic, both as to their nature and their locality. The
changes (to be presently specified) are evidently the result of the
action of the contagium on the «ystem, and tney begin to show
themselves from tlw very commencement of the fever, passing
through various staf{es during its continuance. The portion of the
bowels in which they occur most abundantly is the lower part of

the small intestine (ileum), where the " solitary glands" and " Peyer's
patches " on the mucous surface of the canal become affected by
diseased action of a definite and progressive character, which stands
in distinct relation to the symptoms exhibited by the patient in the
course of the fever. (1) These glands, which in health are compara-
tively indistinct, become in the commencement of the fever enlarged
and prominent by infiltration due to inflammatory action in thieir

sutMtance. and consequent cell proliferation. This change usually
affects a large extent of the ileum, but is more marked in the lower
portion near the ileo-caecal valve. It is generally held that this

IS the condition of the parts during the first eight or ten days of
the fever. (3) These enlarged glands next undergo a process of
sloughing, the inflammatory prooucts being cast off either in frag-

ments or en masse. This usually takes place in the second week of

the fever. (3) Ukers are thus formed varying in size according to
the gland masses which have sloughed away. They may be few or
many in number, and they exhibit certain characteristic appear-
ances. They are frequently, but not always, oblong in sdape.
.with their k>ng axis in that of the bowel, and they have somewhat
thin and ragged edges. They may extend through the thickness
of the intestine to tne peritoneal coat and in their progress erode
blood-vessels or perforate the bowel. This stage of ulceration exists

from the second week onwards during the remaining period of the
fever, and even into the stage of convalescence. (4) In most
instances these ulcers heal by cicatrization, leaving, however, no
contraction of the calibre of the bowel. This stage of healing
occupies a considerable time, since the process does not advance
at an equal rate in the case of all the ulcers, some of which have
been later in forming than others. Even when convalescence has

* The word " enteric " has been substituted for " typhoid " by
the Royal College of Physicians in the nomenclature of diseases
authorized by them, and the change was officially adopted by all

departments of the British government. Its advantages are doubt-
fuf. and it has been generally ignored by those foreign countries
which used the word " typhoid. " Enteric " is preferable in that
it cannot be confounded with " typhus " and bears some relation

to the nature of the affection, the characteristic feature of which
is a specific inflammation of the small intestine: but it is not suffi-

ciently distinctive.^ There are. in truth, several enteric fevers,

and the appropriation of a term having a general meaning to one
of them is inconvenient. Thus it is found necessary to revert to
the discarded " typhoid." which has no real meaning in itself, but
is convenient as a distinctive label, when speaking of the cause of

the diseaiie or some of its symptoms. We have the " typhoid
bacillus," " typhoid stools," " typhoid spots". " typhoid ulcers," &c.
The word '* enteric " cannot well be applied to these things, because
of it^ general meaning. Consequently both words have to be used,
which is awkward and confusiiiK.

been apparently completed, some unhealed ulcers may yet remain
and prove, particularly in connexion with errors in diet, a cause of
relapse of some of the symptoms, and even of still more serious or
fatal consequences. The mesenteric gbnds external to, but in
functional relation with, the intestine, become enlarged during the
progress of the fever, but usually subside after recovery.
Asides these changes, which are well recognized, others more or

less important arc often present. Among these may be mentioned
marked atrophy, thinning and softness of the coats of the intestines,
even after the ulcers have healed—a condition which may not
improbably be the causie of that long-continued impairment of the
function of the bowels so often complained of by persons who have
passed through an attack of typhoid fever. Other changes common
to most fevers are also to be observed, such as softening of the
muscular tissues generally, and particularly of the heart, and evidences
of complications affecting chest or other organs, which not infre-

quently arise. The swelled leg of fever sometimes follows typhoid,
as does also periosteal inflammation.
The symptoms characterizing the onset of tvphoid fever air

very much less marked than those of most other fevers. The most
marked of the eariy symptoms are headache, lassitude and dis-

comfort, together with sleepleasness and feverishness. particularly

at night: this last symptom is that by which the disease is most
readily detected in its early stages. The peculiar course of the
temperature is also one of the most important diagnostic evidences
of this fever. Durine the first week it has a morning range of
moderate febrile rise, but in the evem'ng there is a marked ascent,
with a fall a^ain towards morning, each morning and evening,
however, showing respectively a higher point than that of the pre-

vious day, until about the eighth day, when in an average case the
highest point is attained. This varies according to the severity

of the attack; but it is no unusual thing to register 104* or 105* F.
in the evening and 103* or 104* in the morning. During the
second week the daily range of temperature is comparatively small,
a slight morning remission bein^ all that is observed. In the
third week the same condition continues more or less; but frequently
a slight tendency to lowering may be discerned, particularly in

the morning temperature, and the febrile action gradually dies
down as a rule between the twenty-first and the twenty-eighth
days, although it is liable to recur in the form of a relapse. Although
the patient may. during the earlier days of the fever, be able to
move about, he feels languid and uneasy: and usually before the
first week is over he has to take to bed. He is restless, hot and un-
comfortable, particularly as the day advances, and his cheeks show
a red flush, especially in the evening or after taking food. The
aspect, however, is different from the oppressed, stupid look which
is present in typhus. The pulse in an ordinary case, although more
rapid than normal, is not accelerated to an extent corresponding
to the height of the temperature, and is, at least in the earlier stages

of thf fever, rarely above 100. ^ In severe and protracted cases,

where there is evidence of extensive intestinal ulceration, the pulse

becomes rapid and weak, with a dicrotic character indicative of

cardiac feebleness. The tongue has at first a thin, whitish fur and
is red at the tip, edges and central line. It tends, however, to
become dry, brown or glazed looking, and fissured transversely,

while sordes- may be present about the lips and teeth. There is

much thirst and in some cases vomiting. Splenic and hepatic
enlargement may be made out. From an strly period in the disease
abdominal symptoms show themselves and are frequently of highly
diagnostic significance. The abdomen is somewhat distended or
tumid, and pain accompanying some gurgling sounds may be elicited

on light pressure about the lower part of the right side close to the •

groin—the region corresponding to that portion of the intestine

in which the morbid changes already referred to are progressing.

Diarrhoea is a frequent but by no means constant symptom. When
present it may be slight in amount, or, on the other hand, ex-

tremely profu&e, and it corresponds, as a rule, to the severity of the
intestinal ulceration. The discharges are highly characteristic,

being of light yellow colour resembling pea soup in appearance.
Should intestinal haemorrhage occur, as is not infreoucnily the
case during some stage of the fever, they may be dark brown
or composed entirely of blood. The urine is scanty and high-

coloured. About the beginning, or during the course of the second
week of the fever, an eruption frequently makes its appearance on
the skin. It consists of isolated spots, oval or round in shape,

of a pale pink or rose colour, and of about one to one and a half

lines in diameter. They are seen chiefly upon the abdomen,
chest and back, and they come out in crops, which continue for

four or five days and then fade away. At first they are slightly

elevated, and disappear on pressure. In some cases they are very
few in number, and their presence is made out with difficulty ; but
in others they are numerous and sometimes show themselves upon
the limbs as well as upon the body. They do not appear to have
anv relation to the severity of the attack, and in a very con-
siderable proportion of cases (particularly in children) they are
entirely absent. Besides this eruption there are not infrequently
numerous very faint bluish patches or blotches about half an inch
in diameter, chiefly upon the body and thighs. When present

the ro«e colouretl spots continue to come out in crops till neariy
the end of the fever, and they may reappear should a relapse
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subsequently occur. These various symptoms persist throughout
the third week, usually, however, increasing in intensity. The patient

becomes prostrate and emaciated; the tongue is dry and brown,
the pulse quickened and feeble, and the abdominal sym(>toms
more marked: while nervous disturbance is exhibited in delirium,

in tremors and jerkings of the muscles isubsuttus Undinum), in

drowsiness, and occasionally in " coma vigil." In severe cases the
exhaustmn reaches an extreme degree, although even in such in-

stances the condition is not to be regarded as hopeless In favour-

able cases a change for the better may be antkipated between the
twenty-first and twenty-eighth days, more usually the latter.

^
It

does not, however, take place as in typhus by a well-marked crisis,

but rather by what is termed a " lysis " or gradual subsidence of

the febrile symptoms, especially noticeable in the daily decline of

both morning and evening temperature, the tessening of diarrhoea,

and improvement in pulse, tongue, &c. Convalescence proceeds
slowly and is apt to be interrupted by relapses. Should such re-

lapses repeat themselves, the case may be protracted for two or
three months, but this is comparatively rare.

Death in typhoid fever usually takes place from one or other of
the folk>wing causes, (i) Exhaustion, in the second or third weeks,
or later. Sometimes sinking is sudden, partaking of some of the
characters of a collapse. (2) Haemorrha^ from the intestines.

The evidence of this is exhibited not only in the evacuatwns, but
in the sudden fall of temperature and rise in pulse-rate, together
with great pallor, fainlness and rapid sinking. Sometimes haemor-
rhage, to a dangerous and even fatal extent, takes place from the
nose. (3) Perforation of an intestinal ulcer. This gives rise,

as a rule, to sudden and intense abdominal pain, together with
vomiting and signs of collapse, viz. a rapid flickering pulse, cold
clammy skin, and the marlwd fall of temperature. Symptoms of

peritonitis qukkly supervene and add to the patient's distress.

Death usually takes place within 24 hours. Occasionally peritonitis,

apart from perforation, is the cause of death. (4) Occasionally, but
rarely, hyperpyrexia (excessive fever). (5) Complkations, such as
pulmonary or cerebral inflammation, bedsores, &c.

Certain sequelae are sometimes observed, the most important
being the swelled leg, periostitis affecting long bones, general ill-

health and anaemia, with digestive difficulties, often lasting for a
long time, and sometimes issuing in pulmonary tuberculosis.

Occasionally, after severe cases, mental weakness is notked, but
it is usually of comparativdy short duration.

No disease has been more thoroughly studied in recent years

than typhoid fever. The chief points requiring notice are

(i) causation and spread, (a) prevalence, (3) treatment, (4)

prevention.

Causatim.—^The cause is the hacillus typhosus^ discovered by
Eberth in 1880 (see PARASrric Diseases). This organism

multiplies in the body of a person suffering from the disease,

and is thrown off in the discharges. It enters by being swallowed

and is conveyed into the intestine, where sets up the charac-

tcriitic inflammation. It is found in the spleen, the mesenteric

glands, the bile and the Lver, not infrequently also in the

bone marrow, and sometimes in the heart, lungs and kidneys,

as well as in the faeces and the urine. It has also, though
more rarely, been found in the bkx>d. The illness is therefore

regarded as a general toxaemia with special local lesions.

The relation of the bacillus to the other numerous bacteria

infesting the intestinal canal, some of which are undoubtedly
ca[>able of assuming a pathogenic character, has not been

determined; but its natural history, outside the body, has

been investigated with more positive results than that of fny
other micro-organism, though much still remains obscure.

Certain conclusions may be stated on good evidence, but
it is to be understood that they are all more or less tentative,

(i) In crude sewage the bacillus does not multiply, but dies out

in a few days. (2) In partly sterilized sewage {i.e. heated to

65* C.) it does not multiply, but dies out with a rapidity

which varies directly with the number of other organisms

present—the more organisms the quicker it dies. (3) It is said

not to be found in sewer air, though Sir Charles Cameron,
from a series of recent experiments, claims to have proved the

contrary. (4) In ordinary water containing other organisms

it dies in atraut a fortnight. (5) In sterilized water it lives for

about a month. (6) In ordinary soil moistened by rain it has
lived for 67 days, in sewage-polluted soil for at least 53 days,

in soil completely dried to dust for 25 days, and in sterilized

soil for upwards of 400 days. (7) Exposed to direct sunlight it

dies in from four to eight hours. (8) It is killed by a temperature

of 58 ^'C, but not by freezing or drying. (9) It multiplies at

any temperature between zo* C. and 46* C, but roost rapidly

between 35* C and 43* C. These conclusions, which are derived

from experiment, are to a considerable extent in agreement
with certain observations on the behaviour of the disease on
a large scale.

The susceptibility of individuak to the typhoid batiUus
varies greatly. Some persons appear to be quite immune.
The most susceptible age is adolescence and eariy adult
life; the greatest incidence, both among males and females,

is between the ages of 15 and 35. The aged rarely contract

ft. Men suffer considerably more than women, and they carry

the period of marked susceptibility to a later age. Predisposing

causes are believed to be debility, depression, the inhalation

of sewer air by those unaccustomed to it, and anything tending
to " lower the vitality," whatever that convenient phrase may
mean. According to the latest theones, it probably means in

this connexion a chemical change in the blood which diminishes

its bactericidal power. The lower animals appear to be free

from typhoid in nature; but it has been imparted to rabbits

and other laboratory animals. There is no evidence that it is

infectious in the sense in which smali-poz and scarlet fever are
infectious; and persons in attendance on the sick do not often
contract it when sufficient care is Uken. The recognition of

these facts has led to a general tendency to underrate contagion,

direct and indirect, from the sick to the healthy as a factor in

the dissemination of typhoid fever; but it must be remembered
that the sick, from whose persons the germs of the disease are

discharged, are always an immediate source of danger to those

about them. Such personal infection may become a very
important means of dissemination. There is evidence that

this is the case with armies in the 6eld, e.g. the condusioos
of the commission appointed to inquire into the origin

and spread, of enteric fever in the military encampments
of the United States in the Cuban campaign of 1898. Out
of x6o8 cases most thoroughly investigated, more than half

were found to be due to direct and indirect infection in and
from the tents (Childs: Sanitary Congress, Manchester, 1903).

A similar but perhaps less direct mode of infection was shown
to account for a large number of cases under more ordinary

conditions of life in the remarkable outbreak at Maidstone in

1897, which was also subjected to very thorough investigation.

It was.undoubtedly caused in the first instance by contaminated
water, but a8o cases occurred after this cause had ceased to

operate, and these were attributed to secondary infection, dtfaer

direct or indirect, from the sick. A good deal of evidence to

the same effect by medical officers of health in England has
been collected by Dr Goodall, who has also pointed out that

the attendants on typhoid patients in hospital are much more
frequently attacked than is commonly supposed (Trams.

Epidem. Soc. vol. six.).

Recent discoveries as to the part played in the disseminatioii

of typhoid fever by what are termed " typhoid carriers " have
thrown light upon the subject of personal infection. Tbe
subject was first investigated by German hygienists in 1907,

and it was found that a considerable number of persons who
have recovered from typhoid fever continue to excrete typhoid

bacilli in their faeces and urine (typhoid bacilluria). Tliey

found that after six weeks 4% to 5% of typhoid patients were
still excreting bacilli; 23% of 65 typhoid patients at Boston
City Hospital showed typhoid bacilli in their excretions ten

days before their discharge. The liability of a patient to

continue this excretion bears a direct relation to the severity

of his illness, and it is probable that the bacilli multiply in

the gall bladder, from which they are discharged into the

intestine with the bile. The condition in a small number
of persons may persist indefinitely. In loi cases investigated,

Kayser found three still excreting bacilli two years after the

illness, and George Deane has recorded a case in which bacilli

continued to be excreted 29 years afterwards.*

Many outbreaks have in recent times been traced to typbcnd

carriers, one of the first being the Slrassburg outbreak. The
owner of a bakehouse had had typhoid fever ten yean
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previoosly, and it was noticed that every fresh employ^ entering

her service developed the disease. She prepared the meab
of the men. On her exclusion from the kitchen the cases

ceased. In Brentry reformatory, near Bristol, an outbreak

numbering a8 cases was traced to a woman employed as cook
and dairymaid who had had typhoid fever six years previously.

Before entering the reformatory she had been cook to an insti-

tution for boarded-out girls, and during her year's residence

there 35 cases had occurred. A case is reported by Huggen-
berger of ZClrich {Lancet, October 1908) in which a woman
carrier is said to have infected a series of cases lasting over 31
years, including her husband, son, daughter-in-law, and no less

than nine different servants. Numerous cases of contamination

of milk supplies by a " carrier " have been investigated, and in

outbreaks traced to dairies it is wise to submit the blood of

all employ^ to the agglutination test. A persistently high

opsonic index to typhoid bacilli is notable among " carriers."

Not only do persons who have had tyhpoid fever harbour

bacilli, but also persons who come in contact with cases of the

disease and who have no definite history of illness themselves.

The other means of difloemination are polluted loil, food and drink,
particulariy milk and water. The precise mode in which poUuted
soil acts is not understood. The result of expmments mentioned
above shows that the bacillus lives and multiplies in such soil,

and epidemiological investigation has repeatedly proved that
typhoid pcrsbts in localities where the ground is polluted by the
l^kage of sewage or by the failure to |et rid of excrementitious
matter. In some instances, no doubt, dnnking water thus becomes
contaminated and conveys the germs, but there appears to be
some other factor at work, for the disease occurs uncler the condi-
tions mentioned where the drinking water is free from suspicion.

Exhalation is not rerairded as a channel of communication. The
researches of Majors Firth and Horrocks prove that dust, flies and
clothing may convey the germs. Another way in which food
becomes the medium of conveyance is by the contamination of

I vegetables.

celery, may convey the disease in a similar way. The most familiar

and important medium, however, is water. It maj; operate directly

as drinking water or indirectly by contaminating vessels used
for blading other liquids, such as milk cans. Typhoid caused by
milk or cream has generally been traced to the use of polluted water
for washing out the cans, or possibly adulterating their contents.
There is obviously no reason why this chain of causation should
not hold good of other articles of food and drink. Outbreaks have
been traced to ginger-beer and ke-crcams. Water sources become
contaminated directly by the inflow of drains or the deposit of
cxcretal matter; indirectly, and more frequently, by the leakage of
sewage into wells or by heavy rains which wash sewage matter and
night-scnl from ditches and the surface of the land into springs and
watercourses. Water majr further be contaminated in the mains
by leakage, in domestic cisterns, and in supply pipes by suction.

Inere is some reason to believe that the Dacilli may multiply
rapidly in water containing suitable nourishment in the absence of
lai^ numbers of their natural foes.

Pr€9aknce.—^Typhoid fever is more or less endemic and
liable to epidemic outbreaks all over the world. It is more
prevalent in temperate than in tropical climates. The follow-

ing comparative death-rates show its relative prevalence in

certain countries in 1890: Italy, 658; Austria, 470; U.S.A.

46a; Prussia, 204; England, 179. It has undergone marked
and progressive diiminutwn in many countries coincidently ynth

improved sanitation, particularly in regard to drainage and
water-supply. Table I. gives annual death-rates in England

and Wales after 1869, when typhoid was registered separately

from typhus and " simple " fever.

London shows less improvement than Great Britain as a

whole, but it started with superior sanitary conditions, and
though the reduction has not been maintained in the last

recorded qoinquennium, the mortality is still much below the

mean. The disease is more prevalent in Paris, but the diminu-

tion effected has been far greater in the time, the average

annual mortality per million having fallen from 1430 in i88a and
581 in 1883-1888 to 393 in 1889-1894 and 172 in x895>i900.

Other recorded instances of diminution are Berlin, Hamburg,
Munich, Copenhagen, the Netherlands, Buenos Aires (from

1060 per million in 1890 to 140 in 1899). In all these and

Tablb L^Annual liurtalUyJrom Enteric Fever per Mittion
Persons iieing—Engfand and Wales,

Year.
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Whether this be ao or not. there U no doubt that dangerous material
does collect during the summer and is s^i'vpt into watercourses
by the autumnal rains. Perhaps this is sufficient to account for

the seasonal prevalence and the annual variations noted. There
is, however, a great deal of typhoid which has no connexion with
water-supplv. Numerous cases of persistent prevalence have been
investigated by the medical officers of the local government
board, in which drinking water has been exonerated and the mischief
attributed to standing pollution of the soil—for instance. Mold.
Middlesbrough, Southend, Swinton and Pcndlebury. &c In such
places the chronic prevalence is apt to swell at times to more epi-

demic proportions, as at Munich; and possibly the condition of the
ground may be the cause. An examination of the relative incidence

of typhoid in the counties of England and Wales (Bulstrode) goes
to show that its prevalence, broadljr regarded, is not capricious.

The areas of maximum and minimum incidence remained practically

the same throughout the twenty years 1871-1890, though there was
everywhere a urge diminution. This fact suggests the reflection

that standing conditions are more important factors than those
accidental occurrences which attract public attention by causing
sudden and explosive outbreaks. When these are on a small scale

they may be due to milk; on a large scale they are always water*
borne and caused by sudden contamination of a public supply.
The classical example is Maidstone. That outbreak began towards
the end <^ August 1897, and within six weeks some 1500 persons
were attacked. The toul number of cases was 1847, with 133
deaths, in a population of about 34>o<^« With the exception of

280 cases of secondary infection, which lingered on till the following

January, they all occurred before the l8th of October, and the disease

subsided alnuMt as rapidly as it arose. A mass of evidence of

different kinds left no possibility of doubt that accidental contamina-
tion of a water-supply was the cause. Perhaps the most striking

point was that Maiostone is supplied with water from three different

sources, known as Cossington, Boarlcy and Farleigh, and out of 1681
cases the respective incidence in these areas was—Cossington 29,
Boariey te, Farleigh 1583. Another great example of water-
borne typhoid is furnished by Philadelphia, where 14,083 cases

occurrea in 1898-1899.

Treatment.—Improved knowledge of the nature and causation

of typhoid fever has not led to the successful introduction of a

specific treatment; nor have means been found to cut short

the illness, though its fatality has been reduced. It still goes

through the classical stages, which broadly coincide with first,

second and third weeks. Attempts have been made to deal

directly with the toxins produced by the bacilli, on the hypo-

thesis that they are formed in the intestinal canal, by the use

of internal disinfectants, such as mercury, iodine, carbolic

acid, salol, &c, and these agents are sometimes beneficial;

but the treatment remains essentially symptomatic, and follows

the principles that were recognized before the discovery of the

baciUus typhosus. One of the most important improvements

is the regular use of sponging or bathing for the reduction of

temperature. It has even been developed into a continuous

bath, in which the patient is kept in water throughout the

illness. Since the recent development of serum-therapy various

serums have been tried in the treatment of typhoid fever, and
successful reports are given of the anti-endotoxic serum devised

by Dr Allen Macfadyen, while Professor Chantemesse, in the

statistics of serum treatment at the Bastion Hospital, Paris,

states that from July igox to July 1907 he so treated 1000

cases, 43 proving fatal, a mortality of 4*3%. During the same

period, 5621 cases were treated in fourteen other Paris hospitals,

with 960 deaths, a mortality of 1 7 %. Chantcmcssc's serum was

employed by Professor Brunon at Rouen in 100 cases with three

deaths, and Dr Josias of Paris in 200 cases with eight deaths in

typhoid fever occurring in young children. The scrum is

taken from a horse which has received over a long period injec-

tions of an emulsion of the bacillus typhosus or a soluble toxin.

Sir Almroth Wright has suggested the use of an autogenous

vaccine in this as in other parasitic diseases, opsonic control

being exercised.

The fatality of typhoid fever varies greatly. Age exercises a
marked influence, tne fatality rising steadily after the period 5
to 10 years. The importance of careful and intelligent nursing
is undoubtedly great, but there is a tendency, encouraged by some
nurses, on the part of the public to overestimate that factor and
to think that nothing more is needed. This is a grave mistake.
No disease reouires more vigilant attention or greater medical
experience. Tne following table shows quinquennial figures for

the London Metropolitan Asylums Board hospitals.

Metropoliun Asylums Board Hospitals.
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ate not above suspicion should be filtered through sand or

sterilized by boiling. The latter can be carried out by simple

means in tbe case of individual domestic water, and attempts

have been made to apply it by means of mechanical apparatus

to supplies on a larger scale. It is not, however, applicable to

the water-supply of large towns, becatise (rf the liability of such

apparatus to get out of order. Sand filtration is at present the

best mode of dealing with these supplies. There is no purer

water than that which has been properly treated by subsidence

and sand filtration, even when it is taken from an impure source.

So fa^ as the prevention of typhoid and other water-borne

disease is concerned, it is certainly safer than the unfiltered

water which is taken from so-called pure sources. It cannot be
a mere coincidence that London, Hamburg, Berlin and other

towns using weU-filtered but originally impure river water should

be generally freer from water-borne disease than many large

towns drawing their supply from purer sources but neglecting

to filter it, such as Manchester, Glasgow and the American
cities. Table III., prepared by Mr Caink, engineer to the dty
of Worcester, illustrates this fact, which has also been noted

by Professor Saltet of Amsterdam as holding good of the

Netherlands.

type and seventy of the illness. Bacteriological science has here
come to the assistance of the clinical physician with what is called
the Widal or serum reaction, which has a great diagnostic value
when carefully performed. Professor Chantemesse h^ also intro-
duced a cutaneous reaction nmilar to von Pirquet's reaction in
tuberculods. But obviously these remedies can only be api^ied
to persons in the position otpatienu; it is of no use in the case of
those who do not proclaim themselves ill, but go about their business
when suffering from the disease. Such " ambulatoiy " cases have
long been recognised as an important (actor in spreading the disease.
Many of the most memorable epidemics have probably been caused
by them, and it is difficult to s«i^how they can be guarded against.
The " tvphoid-carrier," however, when discovered should be inter-
dicted from the preparation of food and should undergo a course
of treatment with a view to Ifnsrning their excretion of typhoid
bacilli.

The prevention of typhoid among armies in the field is a
problem of special difficulty, not in principle but because of the
conditions. The water is generally polluted, and soldiers are
too thirsty to wait while it is boiled or filtered, even if the means
are at hand. The sanitary arrangements are such as to ensure
the saturation of the ground with ezcreU; flies and dust
abound; personal cleanliness is impossible, and men feed and
sleep together in the closest proximity. No doubt a great

deal mi^t be done by efficient sanitary organization, which

Tablb III.—Occmrrenets cf Typhoid aceordini to Sourtes of Water-Supply.

Source of Water.
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In the statistics of General Oku's amy. calculated to be at least

75.000 strong, Major-General Mori, chief medical officer, reports

the typhoid cases to be 66 only between the dates of October 1904
and April 1905. Of this army 214a were invalided home or died;

133 only being cases of typhoid fever.

The sickness Incidence tn the First Army under General Kuroki
was as follows during the first six months 01 the campaign .

—

Months

March .

April
Nfay .

Iune
uly .

August

Sickness: all Diseases.

3829
3S4S
3154
4824

Typhoid Fever.

The figures are interesting when we consider that during the South
African War of 1899-1902 no fewer than ai.000 men were invalided
home to England on account of typhoid fever.

One other point requires mention in connexion with preven-

tion, namely, protective inoculation. This is performed with

an anti-toxic substance prepared from dead cultures of bacilli,

and has been tried on a fairly large scale, particularly on the

British army in India and South Africa. Sir W. B. Leishman,

writing on the results of anti-typhoid inoculations in the army
(Journ. of R,A.M.C.t February 1909), gives the total number
of men inoculated up to the ist of June 1908 as 5473, amongst
whom 21 cases (3-8 per xooo)with 2 deathsoccurred. Thenumber
non-inoculated, 6610 men, had an incidence of 187 cases (283
per 1000) with 26 deaths. The case mortality of the inoculated

WAS 9-s%» of the non-inoculated 13-8%. Several regiments

however were not exposed to enteric fever. If these be excluded

the incidence in the inoculated is 6*6 per 1000 against 39-5 per

1000 in the non-inoculated. Lord Kitchener, speaking at

Middlesex Hospital in October 19x0, bore emphatic testimony

to the value of inoculation couplnl with improved sanitary

methods on the health of the army in India, declaring his

belief that enteric would before long join cholera in total

bani^ment from the barracks.

TTPHON (TypHAON, Typhoeus), in Greek mythology,

Sroungest son oi Gaea and Tartarus. He is described as a grisly

monster with a hundred dragons* heads, who was conquered
and cast into Tartarus by Zeus. In other accounts, he is con-

fined in the land of the Arimi in Cilicia (//>ai, ii. 783) or under
Etna (Aeschylus, P. V. 370) or in other volcanic regions, where
he is the cause of eruptions. Typhon is thus the personification

of volcanic forces. Amongst his children by Echidna are

Cerberus, the Lemaean hydra, and the Chimaera. He is also

the father of dangerous winds (typhoons), and by later writers

is identified with the Egyptian Seth.

See Eduard Meyer, Set-Tyfhm (i875>. and M. Mayn-. DieCiganten
' m (1887): Preller-Robert, Grfftkiitht Myikcriitgu (1894).

^ ^ - . O. Gruppe. Crieckiscke Jlyikotirg r^Ji . &^5, j ^5 5, according
to wnom Tjrphon, the " snake-footed " cranh-Rpirit, i^ the god of
the destructive wind, perhaps origin ^11)^ ^r the !itrorrQ, but eariy
taken by the Phoenicians to denote the rfirtli Minm\, in vhich sense
it was probably used bv the Greeks nl ihp 3th century in nautical
language: and also in rhUologus, ii. n.f. {iHK^}^ whfrt he endeavours
to prove the identity of Typhon with Kh^ Phot^niridri Zcphon (Baal-
Zephon, translated tn Gesenius's Tkesaxru* bv " \ocui Typhonis " or
" Typhoni saar "), signifying " darkness." the north wind," and
perhaps " snake ' ; A. von Mess, " Der Typhonmythus bei Pindar
und Aeschylus," in liArtM. Jdus. Ivi. (1901), 167.

TYPHOON (probably from the Arabic and Hindustani iufdn,

a tempest, which is perhaps derived from Typhon, q.v.: the

Chinese t*ai fungt strong wind, is not used in appUcation to

typhoons), the name given to a heavy cyclonic storm in the
seas fringing the eastern coast of Asia from Japan to the

Philippine Islands. Typhoons generally occur in a series

during the months of August, September and October, the

season when the belt of equatorial calms in. the Pacific Ocean
reaches its most northerly extension.

TYPHUS FEVER (from Gr. ru^or, smoke or mist, fai

allusion to the stupor of the disease), an acute infectious disease

of highly contagious nature, lasting for about fourteen days,

and characterized mainly by great prostration of strength,

mmd
pp.

severe nervous symptoms, and a peculiar eruption on the ikin.

It has received numerous other names, such as pestilential,

putrid, jail,, hospital fever, exanthematic typhus, &c. It

appears to have been known for many centuries as a destructive

malady, frequently appearing in epidemic form, in all countries

in Europe, under the conditions to be afterwards referred to.

The best accounts of the disease are those given by old English
writers, who narrate its ravages in towns and describe many
" black assires," in which it was communicated by priaoners

brought into court to the judges, jurymen, court officials, &c.,

with fatal effect. Typhus fever would seem to have been
observed in almost all parts of the wdrld; but it has most
frequently prevailed in temperate or cold climates.

The conditions concerned in its production include both the
predisposing and the exciting. Of the former the most power-
ful are those influoices which lower the health of a community,
especially overcrowding and poverty. Hence this fever is most
frequently found to affect the poor of large dties and towns, or
to appear where large numbers of persons are living crowded
together in unfavourable hygienic conditions, as has often been
seen in prisons, workhouses, &c. Armies in the field are also

liable to suffer from this disease; for instance, during the
Crimean War it caused an enormous mortality among the
French troops. Recently, however, an important change of view
of the connexion of typhus fever has arisen. Professor Matthew
Hay Uoumal of Public HeaUk, September 1907) attributes the
spread of typhus fever to fleas. His observations are baaed
on the epidemic in Aberdeen. He sums up his conclusions in

the following manner: (i) Every ciise in hospital examined
by Professor Hay and his assistants was flea bitten, and those

of the staff who complained of flea bites were attached. Care
was exercised to distinguish between flea bites and petechiae.

(2) Where a patient was apparently free from bites it was
found he had been in contact with verminous families. (3)
The disease did not spread in clean bouses with clean inhabi-

tants, even when a typhus patient remained in the dwelling

during his entire illness. (4) All nurses or wards-maids who
were attacked were in contact with the patients when they were
first admitted. No nurse, wards-maid or doctor who had been
in close contact ?rith the cases when cleaned contracted the

disease, (s) An ambulance driver who complained of being

pestered by fleas contracted typhus fever, but when the ambu-
lance staff were adequately protected from fleas no other cases

developed.

Typhus is now regarded as certainly due to the action of some
specific micnM>rganism (see Pasasitxc Diseases), but the
bacteriology is still imperfect. In 1891 Jaroslav Hlava, of

Prague, found in the blood of 20 out of 33 cases of t3rphus a
well-defined organism which he termed the strepto-lMu^us.

Lewaschew in 1892 found in the blood and spleen of tsrphtis

patients small round highly refractive actively-moving bodies

lying between the corpuscles. Sometimes these bodies were
flagellate. Dubieff and Bruhl also found a diplococcus in the
blood which they named the diplococcus exanthematicus.
The course of typhus fever is characterized by certain well-

marked stages. 1. The stage of incubaiion, or the period elapsing
between the reception of the fever poison into the system and the
manifestation of the special evidence of the disease, is bdieved to
vary from a week to ten days. During this time, beyond feelings

of languor, no particular symptoms are exhibited.

2. ine invaston of the fever b in general well marked and
in the form of a distinct rieor, or of feelings of chilliness

for hours, and a sense of ulness and prostration, togetht

headache of a distressing character and sleeplessness. Feva
symptoms soon appear and the temperature of the body rises t

considerable height (103*- 105* F.). at which it continues with lii

in the form of a distinct rieor, or of feelings of chilliness lasting

for hours, and a sense of ulness and p»rostration, together with
Feverish

to a
„ ^ . Utile

daily variation until about the period of the crisis. It is, however,
of importance to observe certain points connected srith the tempera-
ture during the progress of this fever. Thus about the seventh
day the acme of the fever heat has been reached, and a slieht

subsidence (1* or less) of the temperature takes place in favouraDle
cases, and no further subsequent rise beyond this lowered le\'el occurs.

When it is otherwise, the case often proves a severe one. Again,
when the fever has advanced towards the end of the second week,
slight falb of temperature are often observed, prior to the extensi\-e

descent .which marks the attainment of the crisis. The pubeia

S.
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typhus fever b rapid (100-120 or more) and at first full, but later

on feeble. Its condition as indicating the strength of the heart's
action is watched with anxiety. The tongue, at first coated with
a white fur, soon becomes brown and dry, while sordes (dried
mucus. &c.) accumulate upon the teeth; the appetite is gone: and
intense thirst prevails. The bowels are as a rule constipated,
and the urine is diminished in amount and high coloured. The
physidan majr make out distinct enlargement of the spleen.

3. The third stage is characterized by the appearance of the
trutUou, whkih generally shows itself about the fourth or fifth day
or later, and consists of dark red (mulberry-cobuied) spou or
bkitches varying in sixe from mere poinu to tnree or four lines in
diameter, very slightly elevated above the skin, at first disappear*
ing on pressure, but tending to become both darker in hue and
more permanent. They appear chiefly on the atxlomen, udes,
back and limbs, and occasionally on the face. Besides thu charac'
teristic typhus rash, there is usually a general faint mottling all

over the surface. The typhus rash is rarely absent and is a very
important diagnostic of the disease. In the more severe and fatal
forms of the lever the rash has all through a very dark colour,
and slight subcutaneous haemorrhages (petechiae) are to be seen in
abundance. After the appearance of the eruption the patient's
condition seems to be easier, so far as regards the headache and
discomfort which marked the outset of the symptoms: but this is

also to be ascribed to the tendency to pass into the typhous stupor
which supervenes about this time, and becomes more marked
throughout the course of the second week. On the examination
of the bkxMi a marked leucocytosis is present. This b considered
to be diagnostic in doubtful cases when the rash is badly marked.
The patient now lies on his back, with a dull dusky countenance,
an apathetk: or stupid expression, and contracted pupils. AU the
febrile symptoms already mentioned are fully developed, and
delirium, usually of a low muttering kind, but sometimes wiM and
maniacal (detinum Jenx), is present both by night and day. The
peculiar conditbn to which the term " coma vigil " b applied, in
which the patient, though quite unconscious, lies with eyes widely
open, b regarded, especnlly if persisting for any length of time, as
an unfavourable omen. Througnout the second week the symptoms
continue unabated : but there b in addition great weakness, the pulse
becoming very feeble, the breathins shallow and rapid, and often
accompanied with bronchial sounds.

4. A crisis or favourable change takes place about the end of
the second or beginning of the third week (on an average the 14th
day), and is marked by a more or less abrupt fall of the temperature
and of the pulse, together with slight perspiration, a discharge of
loaded urine, the return of moisture to the tongue, and by a change
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in the patient's kwk, which shows signs of returning intelligence.
Although the sense of weakness b extreme, convalescence b in
generalsteady and comparatively rapid,
Typhus fever may, however, prove fatal during any stage of its

progress and in the early convalescence, either from sudden failure
of the heart's action—a conditbn which is specblly apt to arise

—

from the supervention of some nervous symptoms, such as meningitis
or of deepening coma, or from some other complication, such as
bronchitis. Further, a fatal result sometimes takes place before
the criab from sheer exhaustion, particularly in the case of those
whoee physical or nervous energies have been lowered by hard
work, inadeauate nourishment and sleep, or intemperance.

Occasionally troublesome sequelae remain for a greater or less
len^h of time. Among these may be mentioned mental weakness
or irritability. occasionall;f some form of paralysis, an inflamed
condition of the lymphatic vessels of one leg (the swelled leg of
fever), protonged weakness and ill health, Ac. Gradual improve-
ment, however, may be confidently anticipated and even ultimately
recovery.
The mortality from typhus fever is estimated by Charles

Marchtson (i830-r879) and others as averaging about 18% of the
cases, but it varies much according to the seventy of type (particu-
larlv in epidemks). the previous health and habits of the in^vidual.
and very spedally the age—the proportion of deaths being in strik-
iiw relat»n to the advance of life. Thus, while in children under
fifteen the death-rate b only 5 %, in persons over fifty it b about
46%*
The treatment of typhus fever includes the prophylactic measures

of attention to the sanitation of the more densely popubted ix>r-

-n^imamt ****"* °^ towns. Where typhus has broken out in aMwwmt^mw. crowded district the prompt removal of the patients to
a fever hospital and the thorough disinfection and cleansing of the
infected houses are to be recommended. Where, however, a single
case of accidentally caught typhus occurs in a member of a family
inhabiting a well-aired house, the chance of it being communicated
to othen in the dwelling is small: nevertheless every precaution
in the way of isobtibn and disinfection should be taken.
The treatment of a typhus patient b conducted upon the same

general principles as in typhoid. Complete isobtion should be
maintained throughout the illness, and due attention given to the
ventilation and cleansing of the sick chamber. Open-air treat-
ment when practicable greatly reduces the temperature. The main
dement in the treatment of this fever b good nuning, and especially

the regubr administration of nutriment, of which the best form is

milk, although light pbin soup may also be given. The food should
be administered at stated intervals, not, as a rule, oftener than once in

one and a half or two hours, and it will frequently be necessary to
rouae the patient from his stuoor for thb purpose. Sometimes it is

impossible to adminbter food oy the mouth, in whkh case recourse
must be had to nutrient enemata. Alcoholic stimubnts arenot often
required, except in the case of elderly and weakly persons who have
become greatly exhuasted by the attack and are threatening to
colbpse. When the pulse shows unsteadiness and undue rapidity,
and the first sound of the heart b but indistinctly heard oy the
stethoscope, the prompt administratk>n of stimubnu (of which
the best form b pure spirit) will often succeed in averting danger.
Should their use appear to increase the restlessness or delinum
they should be discontinued and the diffusible (ammoniacal or
ethereal) forms tried instead.
Many other symptoms demand special treatment. The headache

may be mitigated oy removing the hair and applying cold to the
head. The sleeplessness, with or without delinum, may be com-
bated by quietness, by a moderately darkened room (although a
distinction between day and night should be made as regards the
amount of admitted light), and by soothing and gentle dealing on
the part of the nurae. Opbte and sedative medicines in any form,
although recommended by many high authorities, must be given
with great caution, as their use b often attended with danger in

this fever, where coma is apt to supervene. When resorted to,

probably the safest form b a combination of the bromide of potas-
siunv or ammonium with a guarded amount of chloral. AUrming
effects sometimes folk>w the administration of opium. Occasionally
the deep stupor calls for remedies to rouse the patient, and these
may be employed in the form of mustard or cantharides to the surface
(calves of legs, nape of neck, over region of heart, &c.), of the cold
affusion, or of enemata containing turpentine. The neight of the
temperature may be a serious symptom, and antipyretic remedies
appear to have but a slight influence over it as compared to that
which they possess in typhdld fever, acute rheumatism. Ac. Hugo
Wilhelm von Ziemssen (1829-1902) strongly recommends baths in

hyperpyrexia, the temperature of the bath being gradually reduced
by the addition of ice. Cold sponging of the hands and feet and
exposed parts, or cold to the head, may often considerably lower
the temperature. Throughout the progress of a case the condition
of the bbdder requires special attention, owing to the patient's
drowsiness, and the regubr use of the catheter becomes, as a rule,

necessary with the advance of the symptoms.
TYPOGRAPHY (t.e. writing by types) b the generalUrm for the

art of printing movable (cast-metal) types on paper, vellum, &c.

It b dbtinct from writing, and also from wood-engraving or

xylography, which b the art of cutting figures, letters, words, &c.,

on blocks of wood and taking impressions from such blocks

by means of ink, or any other fluid coloured substance, on
paper or vellum.

I.—History or Typography

Although the art of writing and that of block-printing both

differ widely from printing with movable metal types, yet

thb last process has apparently been such a gradual transition

from block-printing,* and block-printing in its tuin such a natural

outcome of the many triab that were probably made to produce

pictures, books, &c., in some more expeditious manner than

could be done with handwriting, that a cursory glance at these

two processes will not seem out of place, especially as a discussion

on the origin and progress of typography could hardly be under-

stood without knowing the sUte of the literary development

at the time that printing appeared.

The art of printing, ix. of impressing (by means of certain

forms and colours) figures, pictures, letters, words, lines,

whole pages, &c., on other objects, as also the pint

art of engraving, which b inseparably connected Atfmptaat

with printing, existed k>ng before the 15th cen- ^*"''»

tury. Not to go back to remoter essays, there b reason to

suppose that medieval kings and princes (among others William
* We do not deal here with copperpbte engraving (chalcography),

nor with the question, raised by some authors, whether this art

preceded that of wood-engraving (xylography), or vice versa. The
eariiest known date of the former is 1446 on the small engravings

of " the Passk>n " in the Beriin Royal Print Room, whereas the

eariiest known date of wood-engravinsf is 1418 (on the Brussels Mary
engraving). Both arts were naturally dependent upon MSS. for

the forms of their letters, but as to the question of transition from
the art of writing to that of typography, xylography alone can be

and connecting link betwiregarded as the intervening 1 connecting link between those two
i for assuming that the inv

a xylographer (see betow).
arts, and there are good reasons for assuming that the inventor of

printing with movable types
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the Conqueror) had their monograms cut on blocks of wood
or metal in order to impress them on their charters. Such
imoressions from stamps are found instead of seals on
charters of the xsth century. Manuscripts, even of the isth

century, show initials which, on account of their uniformity,

are believed to have been impressed by means of stamps

or dies.* Before the invention of printing, say about 1436,

bookbinders are known to have impressed names or legends or

other mscriptions on their bindings in two ways: (i) by means
of single, insulated letters engraved reversely downwards into

a stamp of brass, whereby the letters appeared en relief on the

leather or parchment of the binding; (2) by letters engraved

reversely en relief on the brass stamp, whereby the letters

sank into the binding. For this reason the term impressor,

applied afterwards to the " printer," was, in the first instance,

applied to the binder, whereas ligator was the proper word
for him (see F. Falk, Der Stempeldruck, in " Festschrift," 1900,

p. 73 sqq.; Zedler, Gutenberg-Porschungen, 1901, p. 6). But the

idea of " multiplying " representations from one engraved plate

or block or stamp, or other form, was unknown to the ancients,

whereas it is predominant in what we call the art of block-

printing, and especially in that of typography, in which the

same types can be used again and again.

Block-printing and printing with movable types seem to have
been practised in China and Japan lonj^ before they were known in

emmi AmimtiB Europe. It is said that tn the year 175 the text of

PflJtub ^^ Chinese classics was cut upon tablets, and that^^^^
impressions were taken of them, some of which are

supposed to be still in existence. Printing from wooden blocks can
be trarod as far back as the 6th century, when the founder of the
Suy dynasty i^ said to have had the remains of the classical books
en^ved on wood, though it was not until the loth century that
pnnted books became common. In Japan the earliest example of
olock-printing rintPi fmm t^ie period 764-770. -whrn t*-- r-n-'^r^ga

Shiyau-toku, in i.j;.^,.. ;...<. uf a vow, had a mlUluEi l:l.>i1 v..". len

toy pagodas maclc for distribution amoni^ the Duddlii»i ttimplcij and
monasteries, each or wliiich wa? to contain a dh^ranl out cf the
Buddhist Scriptures, entitled " Vimala nirbtiaj>a Sdtni/^ prin^od on
a slip of paper about iS in. in length and 3 in. in width, whi^ I

' ras

rolira up and deposited in the bodj; or the png^oda under thr re.

Inajournalof the period, under the >'ear9&7, the expression " jti ed
book "(sart-/MnS)is applied to a copy of the Buddhist cJ^non bmi-^ht
back from China by a Ouddhi&t priest. Thli must hav'e bvrn a
Chinese edition , but the use of the term implies that printed t«:Hiks

were already known in Japan. It i« said that the Chinese prirued

with movable t)'pe3 {of clay) from the middle of the iitb rcnmry.
The authorities ol the British M u&eum exhibit as the carl ifst Sn^i ticc
of Korean books printed *iih mo\'able types a n'ork prir J7.

To the Koreans is attributed the invcittion of^ copper ' lie

beginning of the 15th century; and an ijiipectton tji h- ,ng

dates of that period seems to show that they used such tyfH^n, ^v'en

if they did not Lavent them.'

From such evidence as we have, it would seem that Europe
IS not indebted to the Chinese or Japanese for the art of block-

printing, nor for that of printing with movable types.

In Europe, as late as the second half of the X4th century,

every book and every public and private document was

jfs. fwiajL ^"tten by hand; all figures and pictures, even
playing cards and images of saiiits, were drawn with

the pen or painted with a brush. In the X3th century there

alresidy existed a kind of book trade. The organization of univer-

aties as well as that of large ecclesiastical establishments was
at that time incomplete, especially in Italy, France and Ger-

many, without a staff of scribes and transcribers (fcrt^tores),

illuminators, lenders, sellers and custodians of books {skUionarii

Ubrorumt librdrii)^ and pergamenarii, i.e. persons who prepared

and sold the vellum or parchment required for books and docu-

ments. The books supplied were for the most part theological,

legal and educational, and are calculated to have amounted to

above one hundred different works. As no book or document
was approved unless it had some ornamented and illuminated

iPassavant. Le PettUre^-Graveur, i. 18 (Leipzig. 1860-1861); John
Jackson. Wood Engraving (London, 1839) ; Bruno Bucher, Gesck. der
techn. KUnste, I. p. 362 seq.

« See Ern. Satow, ''^On the Early History of Printing in Japan," in
Trans. Asiat. Soc. ofja^n, x. a8 seq. ; and Stan. Julien, " Documents
sur I'art d'imprimer." &c.. in Jown. AsiaLt 4"* ser., vol. ix. p. 505.

initials or capital letters, there was no want of ^Iluminatofs.

The workmen scribes and transcribers were, perhaps without

exception, calligraphers, and the illuminators for the most
part artists. Beautifully written and richly illuminated

manuscripts on vellum became objects of luxury which were

treasured by princes and people of distinction. Burgundy of

the xsth century, with its rich literature, its wealthy towns, its

love for art and its school of painting, was in this respect the

centre of Europe, and the libraries of its dukes at Brussels,

Bruges, Antwerp, Ghent, &c, contained more than three

thousand beautifully illuminated MSS.
In speaking of the writing of the manuscripts of the xsth

and preceding centuries it is essential to distinguish

in each country between at least four different

classes of writing, two of which must be again

subdivided into two classes.

1, JUv hiyak Acirid, that 15, the ordinaiTy writing of theological,
le^at jnd devt>tion.il books, used by the oBiciflJ trasscribets oi the
un4^'rr^iEie-5 and churrhea, vho had received s more or leas learned
eduir.iiiofi, and conKquently vrotc or transcribxtl books with a
certain pretence of undcr^tandinK them and ol being able to write
with grrAEer rapidity than tlic ordinary calligrapher. Hence they-

pnxluced two kinds of writing: (a) the currenl or (wnoe book hand,
of which HTVtral illustrations are ^i\-eii in WUh. Schum Estmpla
CthduumAmphn. Erffi.ften$ium\ the volumes of the (London)Palaeogr.
So< li'ty, &c^ Quite distinct from thi» current writing, and much
ck.^rtr and moT« di^iiKt, id (bj the vptisht or tti book kand^ which
waj} employed not only by writers who worked for universities and
churth(rj, but ^m by pei^nn who may be |3fesaaied to have worked
in larg^ thla and cnmmi:rciji.l towna for schools and the peo|de in
Mnrral withi^ut university connexion, {j) In the ckv^ck kaud
(Gushic or bbck kiicf) were prod&ced transcripts of the Bftle,
mi^^la^ palters and ctLher works intended for use in churches and
ptL4',Uf placeii of worship and devotion* This writing we may again
subdivide into two cla^&s l {a) the omaiaeMtal or caHUgrapkic writing,
tound cxeliisively in books intended for u«e in churches or for the
prLi'.ite use of wealthy and distinguished per9onfl, and (fr) the Ofdinary
upriihi or srt church hand, employed for le^s ornaniental and 1cm
expiini^ive books, (j) The iriJiir hand rnay be Esid to be intermediate
bef wi-Hi'rt th<^ ^'t Hiififv Vutctk hj^nd siri ihi-- 1.'[ ('f-rary churdi hand,
ar ' yed in all public
dc_,_,iiLiii^ VI ui:. .iJijMj ijf J kLLvr. U) IliL' cif*ft or ckarter kamd
was used for charters^ title-deeds, papal bulls, Sac.*

These different kinds of writing served agidn, in the first

instance, as nuxlels for cutting the inscriptions and explanatory

texts that were intended to illustrate and explain the figures

in blockbooks, ahd afterwards as models for the types used

in the printing of books and documents.

Dypold Lfiber (LaubeT^H a teacher and transcriber at Higettag in

Germany, b known to h;ive carried on a bu»y iradf tn nunuscripts
about the time of the invention of pi^intins;. His
prospectuses* in hand writ in;; of the middle ol the ii^th

century announce that whatever books fwople w»h
to have, large or small, ** gei3.tllch oder weltlich,

hQbsch Kcmolt." ore ali to be found at Dypold Laubera
the scribe. He had in stock Ces-ta EsfmanorMm, mit den Vifarm
gemtdt; poetical uorks (FarcimJ, Trulan, Frttdj^nk); romances ol

chivalry {Der Wifjarn RUitr; Vifn cimt Gtirvwtn RHUr drr sin titm
Hertse gib umb rinrr ick^nen Frswrn wUkn ; Der Rtutr unirr drn
Zuber); biblical and lef^endary works {A Eimed Bibit: A Psalirr,

Latin and Germatt; Efiiitfln uTid Evanidifn dunk dcs J'Sr; Vita
Ckristy, Das gatuze Fassicnai. wintrrUU tind iummerltii; dtn-otioAal

books iBelluJ', Drr 5cien TFifst;Drr Rosenkmnis, Dif ttkm C*b0f mil
Glosen; Small BeiS^-Bucker) ; and books for the people (Gii4« boMkfi*
Artmien-BUcher ^ Gemdte Lffss-Bufker, ij. fortune-telUinc boo1&;
Schachtzabd |«ffiiij7). The lower educational books consisted for ibe
most part oitb Ahccfdaria^ containing the alphahet, tbe Lwd^i
Prayer, the crei 1. and one or two prayen; iHe Dimatttj^ a sfaoft

Latm grammar i %irarted from the work of Aelius DqnatU]i,aRofiiUi
grammarian of thu 4th centtiry'n and distinctly mentioned ins scbod
ordinance of Bautzen ol 141^; the Dxtrinalf. a Latin gnramsr in

leonine verse, cr^uipited by Aleicander Gallu« {or De Vula Dei)« a
minorite of Brit:.my of the i^i-h century; the 5tiiitMafa Idfica of

iPetrus Hispanut :.j1u rward^ P^^pe John XXl), uied in the teaclitt«
of logicanddialc! ru 5.; ami DionysiuA Ciito'^ Disiuha itMmbw, moA
its supplement <.L LI irj Fuccius, with the Fhr^ui ol Sc Bernard, used
in the teaching ".f morali. As helps to the clergy In educatiof ibe

lower classes, arnj a^ a means of assisting and promt^io^ pn^^tc
devotion, there were picture books accompaciied with an easy exi^ton-

atory text, for the most part representations of the mystic rdatioo

•Sec further Palaeography.
* An original copy of one of them is in the British Museum (Adifit.

MS. 28753
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between the Old and New Testaments (typology). Among these
books the Btbtia pauperum ' stands first. It represents pictorially

Che life and passion oi Christ, and there exist MSS. of it as early as
the 13th century, in some cases beautifully illuminated.' A richly
illuminated MS. of it, executed in the Netherlands c. 1400, is in the
British Museum (press-mark. King's 5), and also fragments of one
d the 14th century (press-mark, 31.303). A remodelling and
development of this work is the famous Speculum kumanae
salvationis, of which we shall speak when dealing with the block-
books and early printed books. It was written in rhymed prose
before 13:14. and represents, in forty-five chapters, the Bible
history of the fall and redemption 01 mankind interwoven with
MaricAatry and legend. Of this work alone more than 200 MSS.,
illuminated or without pictures, are known to exist in various
libraries of Europe. The National and Arsenal Libraries in Paris
each possess one written some time after 1324; the British Museum
has sixteen MSS. of it (eleven of which are illuminated) of the
14th and 15th centuries, written in the Netherlands, Germany,
France and England, one (press-mark, 16.578) bearine the distinct

date 1379 and another (press-mark, Egerton, 878) that of 1436.
A work of a similar nature is the Apocalypsis, of which at least

two recensions with illustrations may be pointed out. One elves
the text as we know it, with or without commentary, for which cf.

Brit. Mus. 17,^ (French). 18,633 (French, but written in England),
Reg. 2 p. xiii. and 22,493 (French)—all four early 14th century.
Another is more a short history or biography of St John, but the
illustrations follow those of the former work very closely; cf. Brit.

Mus. 19.896 (15th century, German). It is this last recension which
agrees with the blockbook to be mentioned hereafter. Other devo-
tional works are the An Moritndi, the Antichrist and other works
which will be mentioned below among the blockbooks.

Btock^fuiatlag or Xylogrmpby.—When all this writ-

ing, transcribing, illustrating, &c., had reached their period of

greatest development, the art of printing from wooden blocks

(block-printing, xylography) on silk, cloth, vellum,* paper, &c.,

made its appearance in Europe. This art was already a great

advance on writing, in that it enabled any one with a few

simple tools to multiply impressions from any block of wood
with text or pictures engraved on it, and so produce a number
of single (paper) leaves or sheets with text or pictures printed

on them in almost the same time that a scribe produced a single

copy of them.

It seems to have been practised, so far as we have evidence,

on cloth, vellum and other stuffs as early as the X3th century

(Weigel, Anfdnge^ i. xo); and on paper as far back as the second

half of the 14th century; while it began to be largely employed

in the early part of the xsth all over Germany, Flanders and
Holland in the production of (i) separate leaves (called briefs^

from brevCf scriptum), containing either a picture {prints prentj

shortened from the Fr. emprint, empreinte, and already used

by Chaucer, C.T. 6186, six-text, D, 604, prinU, prenle, preenle,

and in other early English documents; also called in colloquial

German Hdge, Helglein, or Halge), or a piece of text, or both

together; and of (2) whole sheets (two leaves), a number of

which, arranged like the MSS. in quires or gatherings, formed

what are called "blockbooks," sometimes consisting of half

picture and half text, or wholly of text, or altogether of

picture.

The eariicst dated woodcut that we know of is the Maryengraving,

discovered at Malines. and now preserved in the Brussels Royal

^^^^ Library. It bears the date mccccxviii. Some authors
BmHydatM jy^y^ asserted that an / has been scratched out between

the fourth c and the x; that, therefore, the date is 1468.

But there is no ground for such an assertion (cf. H.
Hymans, VEstampe de J481, Brussels, 1903). A slightly modified

reproduction of it. on a reduced scale, which could hardly be
placed later than 1460. is preserved in the St Gall Library. The
next date is 1423 found on the St Christopher, preserved in

the John Rylands Library (Spencer collection) at Manchester. In

the third place comes the woodcut of 1437 preserved in the

Imperial Library at Vienna, which was discovered in 1779 in the
monastery of St Blaise in the Black Forest, and represents

the martyrdom of St Sebastian, with fourteen lines of text.

The date, however, is said by some to refer to a concession

of indulgences. A woodcut, preserved in the same library in

Vienna, which represents St Nicolas de Tolentino. has the date
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*This title u applied to at least three works: (i) the well-

known blockbook. of which we speak below, (2) a treatise " in qua
de vitiis et vtrtutibus agitur." and (3) a work in rhyme by Alexander
Callus.

See Laib and Schwars. Biblia pauperum (Zurich. 1867).

1440. but written in by hand; as the saint was canonized in that year
it may refer to that event. Another in the Weigel collection, repie-
senting the bearing of the cross, St Dorothea and St Alexis, has
the date i^t, also written in by hand, though the woodcut is con-
sidered to belong to that period. These are the only known wood-
engravings with dates ranging from 1418 to 1443. But there exist
a good many woodcuts which, from the style of the engraving, are
presumed to be of an earlier date, and to have been pnnted partly
in the 14th and partly in the first half of the I5ih century. J. D.
Passavant (Lt Peintre-Craveur, 1860-1864, i. 27 seq.) enumerates
twenty-seven of them, all of German origin and preser\'ed in various
libraries in Germany; 154 are recorded in the CoUectio Weigeliana
(vol. I., 1866), and \V. L. Schreiber (LaCravure sur bats, vols. i. and ii.,

1891 and 1892) ^^numeratiri over sooo of them, tome of which may
be ascribed to tht N^tht^bncl5, f^x.i. (i) representing the Virgin
Maiy, with Fl..ivi-ih in^ripiion!^ in the museum in Berhn; (2) repre-
senting the Virgin Mar> (5« abo%eJ in the library at Brussels; (3)
representing St Ancfunv ^nd Si Sebastian, in the Weigel collection
(now in the Brji Mu^..}; u] a St fluUrt and St Eustatius. in the
royal libnin^ jk bnjascJs; U) reprosH«iiung the Child Jesus, in the
hbrary at Berin]- (,<>) the Ma&s of Si Gregory, with indulgence, in
the Weigel coll lotion fcf. 1. jg^), ncm at Nuremberg.

In these blocks, as in wood-engraving now, the lines to be printed
were in relief. The block, after the picture or the text had been
ensraved upon it, was first thoroughly wetted with a thin, watery,
pale brown material, much resembling dibtemper; then a sheet of
damp paper was laid upon it, and the back of the paper was care-
fully rubbed with some kind of dabber or burnisher, usually called
a frotton, till an impression from the ridges of the carved block had
been transferred to the |>aper. In this fashion a leaf or sheet could
only be printed on one side (anopisthographic) ; and in some copies
of blockbooks we find the sides of the leaves on which there is no
printing pasted together, so as to give the work the appearance of an
ordinary book. Any one wanting to set up as a printer of briefs or
books needed no apparatus but a set of woodblocks and a rubber.
We know only three blockbooks which do not possess this
characteristic, as the Legend 0/ St Servatius in the royal library of
Brussels, which may be called a x^^lo-chirograph (see below), in
which the pictures occur on both sides of the paper (with some
lines of text written underneath), but apparently impressed by hand
from blocks without any rubbing, there being no traces of any
indentures either on the rectos or the versos; Das Zeitglbcklein in
the Bamberg Libraiy (cf. Falkenstein, p. 49); Das geistlich und
wJtluh Rom, in the John Rylands Library (Spencer collection) and
at Gotha (cf. Falkenstein, p. 46) ; but these belong to the end of the
i«h century, and therefore to a later period than the ordinary
blockbooks.
Formerly it was the eeneral opinion that playing cards had

been the first products of xylography: but the earliest that have
been preserved arc done by hand, while the printed
cards date (rom the 15th century, therefore from a 2?**
period in which woodcuts were already used for other «»<•«.
purposes. Some of the wood engravings and blockbooks aie sup-
posed to have been printed in monasteries. In a necrology of tne
Franciscan monastery at Ndrdlingen, which comes down to the
beginning of the 15th century, this entry occurs: " VII. Id.
Augusti, obiit Frater h. Luger, laycus, optimus incisor lignorum "

;

and on some of the engravines we find the arms of certain monasteries,
which may, however, merely mean that they were printed for, not
in, those monasteries. The registers of Ulm mention several wood-
engravers {formsckneider)-'in 1308 a certain Ulrich ; in 1441 Heinrich
Peter von Erolzheim, Joerg, and another Heinrich; in 1442 Ulrich
and Lienhart; in 1447 Claus (Nicolas), Stoffcl (Christopher) and
Johann; in 1455 Wijhelm; in 1461 Meister Ulrich, &c. In a register
of taxes of Ndrdlingen we find from 1428 to 1452 a certain Wilhelm
Kegeler mentioned as brieftrucker', in 1453 his widow is called alt
brieftrOckerin; and in 1461 his brother Wilhelm is registered for the
same craft. At Mainz there was a printer, Hcnne Cruse, in 1440.
At Nuremberg we find in 1^9 Hans (Spoercr?), a formsckneider,
while his son Junghans exercised the same industry from 1472 to
1490. Hans von Pfedersheim printed at Frankfon in 1459; Lienhan
Wolff, priefdrucker, is mentioned in the registers of Regcnsburg oi

1463 ; Peter Schott at Strassburg in 1464. A certain George Glocken'
don exercised the same trade at Nuremberg till 1474, when he died
and was succeeded by a son and afterwards by a grandson. In
Flanders a Jan de Printere was established at Antwerp in 1417;
and printers and wood engravers (koute bildsnyters) worked there
in 1442 {Privileges of tke Corporation of St Luke at Antwerp). At
Bruges printers and beeldemakers (makers or engravers of imag^)
were enumerated in 1454 among the members of the fraternity of

St John the Evangelist. The printers of playing cards seem to
have constituted a separate class.

All these entries show that lon^ before the middle of the i^th
century there were men who exercised the art of wood-engraving
and printing as a trade or craft. It seems also certain that wealthy
persons anaieligious institutions were wont to possess sets of blocks,
and. when occasion arose, printed a set of sheets for presentation to a
friend, or in the case of monasteries for sale to the passing pilgrim. A
printer of briefs or blockbooks had no need to serve an apprenticeship:
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any neat-handed man oould print for himidf. We learn from
the inventory of the poBiemons of JeAn de Hiniberg, bishop of Li^
(1410-145^), and hit sister, a nun in the convent ol Bethany, near
Mccnlin, that they possessed " unum instrumentum ad imprimendas
scripturas et ymagines, " and " novero piinte lignee ad imprimendas
ymagines cum ^uatuordedm aliu. bpideu printis." These entries
would seem to mdicate that peocje purchased engraved blocloi of
wood or of stone from the wooa«cutter rather than books from a
printer.

Gmcunfently with these single woodcuts, with or without
written or xylographic text, arose a class of books, in some

of which written texts were added to pictures

^
printed from wooden blocks; in others the text was

' written first, and woodcuts pasted or printed in

spaces reserved for them. These books, combining wood-

•engraving with handwriting, are now in technical language

called xylo-chirographs (wood-handwritten books); they may
also be called semi-blockbooks, and form an intervening

stage between the manuscript book and the blockbook

{xylograpk) entirely printed from wooden blocks. They tend

to -show that xylography,- after having been for some time

confined to the production and multiplication of insulated

pictures, was gradually applied to the printing ol whole series

of illustrations, to be added to written texts, or to have written

texts added to them. It is not possible to assign definite

dates to these xylo-chirographs; they could hardly be placed

after, but may, for ought we know, be contemporaries of the

blockbooks. We know nine of them; the years 1440 (which

occurs in No. 5) and 1463 (found in No. 9) marking, for the

present, the period within which they can be placed.

(i) BMia Pauperum, in the Heidelberg University Libra^,German
work,.MS., Latin text added to engravinp (cf. Schreiber. Manud, iv.

90, c. 1460; photogr. pi. xlv.): (2) AtU$<hristus, one part of which
u m the Pans Bibl. St Gen. (see Bernard, Orig. de fimpr. I 102),

another at Vienna, Alb. Bibl. ; Bavarian work. MS., German text

added to engravings (Schreiber iv. 331, pi. Iv.); (\) Vita et Passio

Jesu Christi, 48 leaves, in the Vienna Holbibliothek, Gcmun work,

the woodcuts printed on the versos, Latin prayers written on the

rectos (Schreiber iv. 321, c. 1450, pi. Uxxx.); U) SePtem ptanftof^

seven xylographically pnnted plates in the Berhn K. K. LiiL.rjrv.

German work, with German explanatory text written on e^T'^i^^^^^'

leaves facing the engravings (Schreiber iv. 4<7j «• ^Ajo. \*^- f ^i }

:

(5) Pomerium spirituaU, by Henricus dfe Pomeno (or Hcnn V'^nnttri

Bogaert), in the Brussels Royal Library, bearing the dati^ 1440 m
two places; its twelve engravings seem to have origrlnoMy \..m>-n

publidied as a blockbook, without any text (see below}; ^ m xhh
copy they are cut up. pasted on other (contemporary) Icav^-? uf

Siper, and a Latin MSu commentary added to them (see Alvin,

ocuments iconogr.; Schreiber iv. ^17. pi. bdv.; Conway, NoUs on
Ike Exercitium super PaUr iVofter ; Holtrop, Man, typ. p. 9). Some
bocumenU iamogr.; Schreiber iv. ^17. pi. bdv.; Conway, NoUs on
Jke Exercitium super PaUr iVofter ; Holtrop, Man, typ. p. 9). Some
bibliographers unreasonably contend Ihat the engravings cannot
be earlier than c. 1470, and that the year 1440 is the date of the
original, now lost, which the transcriber of this copy inadvertently

repeated. (6) Exercitium super Pater NosUr (ascribed lorgood reasons

to the same Henri Vanden Bogaert); imperfect copy (8 leaves)

in the I*aris National Library (Invent. D. 1581); woodcuts printed

on the recto of each leaf, and an explanatory text (in Flemish) written

underneath them (Schreiber iv. 245, pi. IxxxviL; Conway, L c);

(7) the same Exercitium, with thesame eleven engravings tnat were
issued, some time before, as a complete blockbook (see below), a
copy of which is preserved in the public library at Mons, in which
the engravings are cut up and Xafter the Flemish verses of the bk)ck-

book had been cut away) pasted, with their verM)s, on the versos

of other contemporary leaves, with an explanatory (Latin) text

written on the recto of the leaf next to each engiaving (Schreiber

iv. 247, pi. Uxxviii.; Conway, /. c; (8) a MST of the Speculum
kumanae salvatianis, with the written date 1461 (Munich Hof.-u.

Staatsbibl. cod. lat. 21543), in which the 192 illustrations, usually

found in the MSS. of the Speculum, have been impressed from small

wooden blocks in the spaces reserved for them in the MS. ; (^) another

MS. of a German version of the Speculum in the same Mumch library

(Cod. Ger. 1126). with the written date 1463, in which the 1^2
woodcut illustrations, impressed in No. 8, are again impressed in

the spaces reserved for them.

' Of blockbooks of probable German origb the following are

known.

—

I. The Apocalypsis, or Historia S. Johannis evangdistae ejusque

visiones apocalypticae (Germ. Das Buck der haymlichen Offenbarungen

> Dumorticr testifies to having seen a copy of the enflravings

unaccompanied by MS. (" Notes sur rimprimerie." in BuU. Acad.

Roy. de Belg., 1841, voL viii.).

[HISTORY

Soma Jokaiu).—0( this work- sis or sev«n editkms are said to
exist, each containing 48 (the 2nd and 3rd edition 50) illufltrationa,

on as many anopisthographic leaves, which seem to -^
have been divided into three quires of eight sbeeu each,f^
The fint edition alone is without signatures. Cf. S. L yP.
Soth^, The Blockbooks, I I. A copy of the 5th edition *"*"^

(according to W. L. Schreiber, Manud, iv. x68), 48 leaves, is in the
Cambridge University Library. Acopyofthesupposed 4th edition in
the British Museum (C. 9. c. i), and one of the 6th edition (IB. 14)

;

also a Single leaf (with signature H) of the xth editkm (IB. 16).
2. Ars moriendt.—Although the origin of this work must be as-

cribed to the Netherlands, some authors think that there are early
German editions, amons others that spoken of bdow as the 2nd
Dutch edition. Certainly German b the edition of Hans Sparer
of Nuremberv (1473), in the public library at Zwickau,and afngment
of leaf 18, in the British Museum (IB.2o);anotherbyLudwigsu Ulm,
in the I^ris National Library, and the one described in CoUectio
Weigd. (iL 16), where ahw other, but opisthographic, editions are
described (see Sothdby L 70: Schreiber iv. 253). A copy of one
of these in the British Museum (lA. 24). A copy of an edition
printed hi a press and ascribed to Augsburg, in the British Museum
(IB. 23).

3. Art memorandi quatuor etangdia* 3p leaves, folio, printed 00
one nde, 15 leaves being letterpress and 15 plates (Sotneby iL 2;
Schreiber iv. 13^). Copy hi the British Museum (IB. 17).

4. Salrn Regina, bears the name of its engraver, Llenhart ctu
Resenspurck; 16 leaves; 2 leaves (signature a) are wanting in the
only copy known of it. whu:h was m the Weigel collection (iL 103)
and is now in the British Museum (IB. 1) : Schreiber iv. 381I

5. Vita d Passio Ckristi (German); 32 leaves, small 8vo. Two
copies in the Paris Library (Sotheby iL 143: Schreiber iv. 320, wiio
describes other issues in German and Italian).

6. Tke Ten Commandments for Unlearned People (DieZekm Boa
far die ungelemte Lent).—Tea leaves m the library at Heidelberg
bound up with MS. No. 438: see Joh. GeBckea, Bildercaleckismus
(Leipzig. 1855). 4to: Sotheby u. 160; W. L. Schreiber iv. 234.

7. The Passum ^ our Lord; 16 leaves in the Wei^ collection

'Sotheby iL 141; eiber iv. 320), now in the Britidi Museum
jA. 25).
8. The AnOckrid {Der Enndckrist) ; 26 leaves, small folio (Sotheby

Copies in the Manchester
ColL AVeig. No. 264, leaf 6

Veifd

%9; Weieel iL III; Schreiber iv. 217).
Rylands Ubraiy (Spencer collection); G _^ ^
Ariil the upper naif of 7 now in the British Museum, where also a
Er.Lgrnentoi leaf 28 is preserved; four copies at Munich.

q. ITie Fifteen Signs of tke Lad Judgment; 12 engravings, usually
bull nil up with the engravings of Tm Antickrid (Sotheby ii. 42:
s hR.Eber iv. 217). Copies as of No. 8. An edition was also pub>
li^^'^1 at Nuremberg in 147a by Jung hannss Priffmaler (copy at
Gu4.ha).

10. SymboluM Apostdicum ; small Ato, 7 leaves printed on one ade
only^ containing 12 woodcuts. Cf. Sotheby iL 148J also Schreiber
IV. 3 19, who describes three editions : (i ) at Vienna ; (i) at Heideibetg;

(3} with German inscriptions, at Munich.
11. Tke Legend of St Meinrad: 48 leaves. Copies in the libraries

at Munich and Einsiedehi (Sotheby iL 150; Schreiber iv. 385).
12. The Ackt Sckalkkeiten, of which 8 leaves were in the Wd

collection (L 1 12 ; Sotheby iL IS4)>

13. The PaUe of tke Sick Lton; 12 leaves. Copies in the Berlin
Museum, and in the Heidelberg Library (No. 438). Cf. Sotheby
ii. 159, pi. boocvi.; Schreiber iv. 444.

14. Vefensorium Jmriotatae Vtrginitatis b. Mariae Virgimisi 16
leaves, folio, with the uiitials of the printer F(riedrich) WCakbem)
and the date 1470 on the fint leaf (Schreiber iv. 368: Sotheby
ii. 63). Copies in the British Museum (IB. 2) ; two at nris; three at

Munich: one at Berlin; another at Stuttgart.

15. The same work. 27 leaves, large folio, 1471, with the onpriat
" Johannes eysenhflt impressor (at Regensburg) Anno ab incamadJas
dnice M* quadringentesimo septuagesimo J*^ (cf. Sotheby ii. 72;
Schreiber iv. ^74). Copies in the British Museum (IC 4) at Berlin,

Gotha, Manchester.
16. Tke Dance 0/ Death ^Dance Maeahre; der Deieu Dttmis);

27 leaves: two editions; one m the library at Heidelberg; another
at Munich (cf. Schreiber iv. 432jSotheby li. 156).

17. Die Kund Ciromantia of Dr Johan Hartheb (Sotheby u. 84:
Schreiber iv. 428). Ten leaves of the edition of Jocg Schapff of

Augsburg c. 1478 m the British Museum (IB. 8).

18. Der Btncklspiegd or ConUssionale; 8 engravisup (Sothdiy

ii. 14s; Schreiber iv. 232). Copy in the royal library (Mas.
Meerman) at the Hague.

19. Exercitium super Paler Noster, only one leaf (the first) pre>

served at KremsmOnster. of a German edition (Schreiber iv. 247).
For two xylo-chirographtc issues of this Netherlandish work, see

above, and below for a xylographic editwn.
20. Biblia Pauperum, German text; copy in the Britidi Mnseoa

(IB. 3) ; and a copy of another edition (ao leaves) with the device

of Hans Spoerer, and the date 147 1 (IC. 5).

21. Tke Apostles' Creed; 7 leaves, folio. Copy at WolfenbOttd.
22. The Credo, in German; 12 leaves, 4ta. Copy in the Munick

Royal Library.
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2X. ProPugfiaetila, seu Tunis sapitnlw (Sotheby u. 164). One
sheet, pUno, in the British Museum (IC y>). It may have
originated in the Netherlands.

Blockbooks of Netherlandish ongm are:— >

I. Apocalypsis S. Johannis.—Copy in the HaariemTown Library.

A copy of the 3rd (?) edition, of 50 leaves, in the British Museum
(IC. 40), tne leaves 56 and^ having been supplied from

2J22*** another copy. Leaf 21 of another copy in the same

^^'^'^
a. Biblia Pa%p€nm\ 40 folio leaves (each liearing a

swnature: a to v; .a. to .v.). As many as seven editions have been
distinguished by Sotheby (I 43)i Holtrop {Mon. typ. p. %), and ten
by Scnrdber (iv. i), who likewise mentions a Latin edition of 50
leaves, besides the two editions with German texts of 1470 and 1471.

The British Museum Catalogue of X5th<entury books enumerates
copies or fragments of copies of seven editions.

3. Sfitctdum kmmanae satmUumis.-Ol this work a blockbook
must have existed, of which only 10 sheeu (• ao leaves) with
woodcuu and texts, besides la isolated woodcuts (used in U,^^)*
have come down to us. We speak of it at length below when dealmg
with the typMpaphic editions known of this Woric

4. Ars morundi; 24 leaves, small folb. 13 containing- text, il

plates. See above (German) No. a; Sotheby L 60; Holtrop, p. 8:
Schreibcr iv. a53, who enumerates thirteen editions, some of

which are German. * The theory, surted a few vean ago, that the
« of this blockbook are imiutions of the sketches by the
. S. (see M. Lehn. Der KunslUr d«r Ars wioriendi, 1890;
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L. H. Cust, tke Master B, S., 1808) b whoUv inadmissible^ Copy
in the British Museum (IB. 18), and an unpenect one in the
Haailem Town Library.

S A copy of another edstxm of 34 leaves in the British Muaenm

6. Onitkum CanHcorum; Hislcria sen FremdenUa B, Virnnis
Mariae ex Cantico Canticarum; 16 leaves in folio, two editions

(Sotheby L 77; Holtrop. p. 6; Schreiber iv. 151). Co^tn in the
Haarlem Town Library (wanting the leaves 3, 4t ?• Ht I3> >5« x6);

the British Museum (IB. 46), wluch possesses also a copy of another
edition (IC. 47).

7. JLiier Repmh seu Historia Damdis; ao leaves, folio (Sotheby
L xao^; Schreiber iv. 146). Some consider this to be a German
work.

8. BxercUium super PaUr Noster, by Henricus de Pomerio or
Hcnxy Vanden Bogaert; 10 leaves, small folio (Sotheby iL 137;
Holtrop p. xo; Conway, Notes on the Exerc^'tium, 1887; SchrdSer
IV. 243). For other editions see the two preceding sections.

. 9. Fomerium Spiritude. by the same author as No. 8; la leaves,

having la woodcuts. Tnis blockbook is now only known from
a zylo-chirographic issue with the MS. date U40 (Me above), pre-

served in the Brussels Royal Library. See Conway, Notes on tke

Exerdtinm.
xo. Temptationes Demoms tembtantis homlnem de seftem pecaUis

mm^iUtus'. a nngle large folio leaf printed on one side (Sothebv
L xaa*i Schreiber ii. 2^u One copy in the British Museum (IC ap),

another in the WolfenbOttel Library.
XX. Vila ChrisH. or The Life and Passion of Christ; 36 cuts,

otr^;inaIIy printed m a presu on nx anopisthographic leaves, in 8vo.
Copy in the Erlangen Library (Campbell, Annales^ 7a6).

X2. Historia Sanctae Cmcis ; a fragment of one leaf (with signature

g), formeriy in the Weigd Collection (iL 9a), but now m the museum
•t Nurembetg; it seems to be only a proof-sheet.

13. Alphabet (grotesque) in figures (Holtrop p. xi: Sotheby I laa;
Schreiber iL 334-327).—^There is one copy in the British Museum
and another m the Basel Library, the latter having the date 1464
engraved on the letter A, which is mutilated in the Museum copy.
A similar alphabet preserved at Dresden.seems to be a copy made
in Germany.

xa. Donalns \Adins) de odo partibus oratiems. Leaf 6 of an
edition c. 1500 of x6 leaves in the British Museum (lA. 48). For
other xylographic editions of this work cf. Holtrop. iton. typ.

Besklcs the works of Sotheby, Holtrop, .Weigel, Schreiber. Lefars,

Cost, Ac., quoted above^ consult Sir W. M. Conway, The Woodentters

Jfike Netherlands in the 15th Century (Cambridge, 1884): Heinecken.
die iMrale (Leipzig, 1771); J- Pb. Berjeau's Facstmiles of the

Biblia Paupenmt Canticum Canttcorumt Speculum (London, 1859-
1861), and klem. CataL lUustr^ des livres xylogr. (London, 1865):
Dodgson, CaL of Early German and Flemish Woodcuts in the BrU.
Mus,

Bmrty PrtaHag with movath MHm! T/pet.—When the

ait of irriting, and that of printing from wooden blocks (xylo-

snphy), and all the subsidiary arts of iUuminating,

decorating and binding manuscripts, books, pictures,

&c., were at their greatest height, and had long passed

out of tiie exclusive hands of the monasteries into the hands

Heinecken enumerates six editions, of which one has German
inscriptions. See also an article by Guichaid, in Bull, du Bibliophile
(F*ris. X84X).

of students and artisans, the art of pxinting with movabb
cast-metal types (typography) was invented. As to when,
where and by whom this invention came about, a dispute has
been waged for more than four hundred years* It will be
seen bdow that we must attribute it, as in our former

edition, to Lourens Janssoon Coster, of Haariem, and xiot to

Johan Gutenberg, of Mains.

In saying this, we are aware that in the year xgoo (ezacUy
four hundred years after the Colofpu Chronicle had publidy
started the dispute by saying that Gutenberg had

ntimi
improved but not invtnted the art) Germany cnthu- ^^p.^,^^

siastically celebrated the supposed 500th anniversary

of his birthday. The speeches delivered on that oooislon, after

making faint allusions to the doubts and opposition <^ former

times, all declared that, after the rediscoveiy of the Helmas-
pezger document of 1455, which could not be found in x88o

(Hessels, GuUnherg, pp. 99-iox), it was impossible for any
unbiased person to dispute Gutenberg's daims to the honour
of the invention any longer.

In the same year a Gutenberg Museum was erected at Maina
to be a repositoiy for anvthing connected with Gutenbeig and
printing ; also a Society {CuienSerg-Cesellschafl) founded with the
view of publishing any book that related, however remotay, to
Gutenbeqg and his invention, to which the whole dviliied world
was invited to subscribe, as its object was to honour the genius
who had conferred such an inestimable boon on mankind by his

Invention. As a fint result, a " Festschrift *' was published ooo-
taining an historical introduction 1^ Professor Hartwig: and articles

on the first steps to typography (Schreiber) ; stamp-prmting before
Gutenberg and the Pttlters of X457, X459, ck, (Falk); X5th<entury
printing in France (Labande) ; German pnnters in Spam and Portu^
(H^ler); German printers m Italy (Mani); the coloured initials

in Fust and Schoefier's Psalter (Wallau) ; the Turkkalendar for 1453
(Wyss) ; the earliest spread of typography (Velke) ; also an daborate
pedigree of the family Gftnsfleiscn (Schenk xu Schwdnsbecg), and
an equally full account (by Schorbach) of all the documents rdated
to Gutenbeig. This "Festschrift" was followed by publKatk>ns
of the " Gutenberg Society '.': I. (ij^) Die dlteste Gutenheri tvfe
(Zedler): II. (1903) Die Donal- und Kalendar type (Schwenke); Ifl

(1004) Das Maimer Fragment vom Weltgerick (SchrOder. Zedler,

\V^u); IV. (1905) Das Maimer Catholieon (Zedler); V., VI., VII.

(1908} Das ^(^^ Ĵi^P*»f^^^f*^Y^'^^*j^^JSf^^'^^i ?]« Bf
type «m Schdfferschen Missale Mogunt. vonJ4Q3(Za31er)iDte Missal'
druche P. Schdjfers und seines Sohnes Johann (Tronier) ; Zuden BOch'
erameigen Peter Sch6ffers (Vdke).

We admit the great value of these learned and pamstaking

publications, and those who have the time and patience to

study the mass of material here brought together in a some-
what bewildering fashion, will find their knowledge enriched

on various subjects connected with eariy printing, but no proofs

that Gutenbeig invented it. It is dear from these books that

thdr authors firmly believed from the outset that Gutenbeig

invented printing, and printed nearly eveiy book -that appeared

or can be placed before his death in X468. Under this impression

they always speak of him as the " great master," the " great

genius," &c., and represent him, not as inventing printing by.

acddent, but as concaving, somewhere about X436 or earlier,

the idea of inventing it, and meditating from that moment over

the problems which he had to solve. Consequentiy, our authon
read a good deal between the lines of- their documents, which
we fail to find there, and in this way the texts of the docu-

ments always show somehow that " the great master " is making
or has already made his invention. For. instance, the Strass-

buzg lawsuit of X436-X439 is to them an unimpeachable

proof that Gutenberg was secretiy working there at printing

and trying to solve his problems; when he is paying there,

during the same time, a considerable sum in duties for laige

quantities of wine, we are told that he was then in good dr-

cumsUnces; but when he borrows money in X443, 1448, 1450
and 1453, and is summonsed in 1455 for not repaying the two last

loans, and prosecuted in 1457 for not paying the interest due

on his first debt, it is all owing to his difficulties in working

out the problems of his invention, though the documenU
themselves never allude to any ''invention" and may be

interpreted in quite a different way.

We proceed to examine the documents. The eariiest mention
and description of the new art is perhaps that in the Donatus issued
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by Peter Schocffer at Mainx before 1456. wbidi, according to its

colophon, was fiouhed " Arte nova imprimendi ku caracteriaandi

r,,ii,.f
(TronxcAaracXcf -letter) .-. . abiquecalami exaiatione."

^^^oM ^""^ ^^ Schoeffer said of the Mainx Paalter of 1457 that

«/l>Mto<tai!. ^^ ^'^ formed bv an " adinventio artifidoia impnmendi
ac caracterizandi absque calami ulla exaratbne/' The

colophon of the Caiholiam of 1400 says that the book was printed
" non calami, stili, aut pennae suncagio, sed mira patronarum
formarumque concordia.jproporcione, ac modulo." In 146a >Ubrecht
Pfister saya that he had ^ gednicket " the Fow Histories. Fust and
SchoelFer say of the Liber Sextus Decretalinm^ published in 1465,
that it was completed " non atramento (" atramento communi^
in the Justinianus of 1468 and I472)t plumali canna neque aerea.

sed artificiosa quadam adinventione imprimendi seu caracteriaandi,

which phrase they slightly varied in Cicero's Officui, issued m the
same year: '* non atramento, plumali canna neque aerea, sed arte
quadam perpulcra." The edition of St Jerome's EPistUs of 1470
is said to nave been completed by an " ars mipressoria,^' the Decretum
Cratiani of 1472 by an "-ars quaedam ingaiiosa imprimendi," the
Dyalopu, of 1478 oy an " ars magistra.. We find further

—
'.* ars

sancia " or " divina," " nova ars scribendi," ** novum exscribendi

genus prope divinum,** "sculptoria arcfaety^rum ars," "ars
mirifica formandi,^' " ars excusoria." " nova utprimendi ratio,"
" ars pressurae/' " chalcotypa ars," " chalcographia " (1472 and
later), " dialcographia excusoria unpressoriaque, " litnaria iiA-

pressio," " empryntynge " (Caxton, 1482), " prenterei " (Schoeffer.

1492). " tnKbery " (1905). " impressiOQ des livres " (1498). and

The early printers called themselves, or were called by others,
" librorum prathocaragmatid " {Gramm. Rkythm., xa68), '* impres-

-^j^^ sores libronim," " exsculptor librorum " Ocnson, 1471},**"*"* " chalcographus " (1473; Hain 13016), '' magister artis

impressoriae," " boeckprinter"; and during the x6th. century we
find them still frequently called " chakotypus *^ and '^chalco-

graphus."
The types were at first designated more by negative than positive

expressions. In 1468 they were called " caragma." later on " car-

- acter" or "character," "archetipae notae" (1473;
'"•* Hain 13036), " sculptoria archetyporum ars," chal-

cotypa ars," " formae, " artificioeissimae iroprimendorum librorum

formae." We soon hear also of the process and material by which
they were produced. The Cmmmatica of 1468. published by
Schoeffer, says that it was '' cast " (sum fusus libellus). In 147

1

" aeneae formulae " are spoken of; and Bemardus Cenmnus and his

aon testify that they had printed the Virgil " expressis ante calibe

caracteribus et deinde fusis Uteris " (with letters first cut into steel

Zemer of Ulm say»m 1474 that be bad perfected a bookf not with
the pen, but with letterv of metal (stagneis caracteribus). In 1474

ioh. Ph. de Lignamine speaks of ' metallicae formae." In 1476
lusner of Strassburg represenU the Nkler as being printed with

" letters cut of metal (Utteris sculptis artificiali certe conatu ex
acre)." Nicolas Tenson printed in X480 with letters' " cut and cast

"

(sculptis ac conflatis).

The viord typographus seems to Occur for the first time in X488, in

the preface of P. Stephanus Dukinius Scalae to the Astronomicon

Wor^ of Manilius, printed in that year at Milan by Antonius

'*7W»> Zarotus;^ in* 1498 Erasmus utes it in' a letter (dated

MrnSy." ^*^^' ^i) ^° Chnstianus, a Labcck merchant : and in 15 1

7

Johan Schoeffer applies the word toHimself in the colophon
of the Aeneas Sylvius published by him. But of the use of the word
typograpkia no earlier instance is known than 1^20, in which year
Gerardus Noviomagus (-Oldenhaurius) in his LucubraUuncida
de Batavorum Insula (pref. to Nicol. Quscoducensis, dated 1520)
says: " inventa Germanorum . . . bombarda videlicet,.typograDnia,

pyxis chartaque nautica " ; and Johan Schott, a printer of StrassDurg,

in the Geotr. PU4em. published by him, describes his Erandfather,

Johan Mentelin, as '' primus typographiae inventor."^ (Gerardus,

It may be added, borrowed the wnoTe passage from Pet.' Montanus
(IL I Adat.^ published an. 1504), who has dbalcogtaphia instead of

typographia. Mcerman indeed * speaks of a use of the word typo-
graphia (or at least of typograpbus) earlier than l^, and refers to

the preface of Bemardmua Veroncnsis in the edition of Tibullus.

Catullus and Pn>pertiu« published at Venice in 149^ by Symon
Bevilaqua, " at least," Meerman adds, ^' as it (the preface) is read
in the Annal. typogr- of Maituire, L 560, and ed." But on page
560 Maittaire quotes the first two lines of Bemardinus's preface

(till dici^ and tnen adds: " Graecis characteribus dcstitutus, typo-
grapbus necesse habuit hiatus in commentario hicUIic relinquere,"

which IS evidently Maittaire's own remark, not that of Bemardinus.
The present writer at least has been unable to find such a passage
in the Tibullus.

When we, for the moment, leave out of sight the question

as to when, where, and by whoni the art was invented, and

» Maittaire, Annales Typogr. I 508, note I.

0pp. iii. col. 24.
* Ortgg. Typogr. i. 32, note ci.

take our stand on well-aathenticated dates in such printed docu-
ments as have been preserved, we find that the first printed
date, X454, occtiis in two different editions of the same letter

of indulgence issued in that year by Pope Nicholas V. in behalf

of the kingdom of Cyprus.

These two editk>ns bear no printer's name, nor the place of printii^.
but are distinffuished respectively as the 31-line and the 30-line
Indulgence. The oile with %t lines claims priority,* .

from a chronological point of view, over the one with !!™)''.''" •^ •

30 lines, because one of the sokl copies that has been *j7*t*°'
preserved was issued at Erfurt on the 22nd of October

*"***

1454 (in the possession of Herr Ernst Fischer at Weinheim. CentraM.,
1909* p. 30); a second (in the Hanover Archives; VerSffenii. 11.
tab. U at Fritslar on the 12th of November 1454; a third (in the
Mus. Meerman. at the Hague) at Erfurt on the isth of November
1454, Ac., whereas of the 30>lintf Indulgence the eariiest sold copy
that has as yet come down to us was issued at Cologne on the 27th
of February xa^s, though it has the printed date mccccliiii., which
was altered wttn the pen to mccccliiiij. In the 3i-liAe Indulgence
occur (a) a larve church type used for the headings and conunenciag
words 01 the aMolutwns, for the first word in the document and for
the Christian name of the pojw's legate; (d) a smaller text or brief
type for the text ; (c) a huge initial V and two large initiab M, which
slightly differ from each other. * In the 30-line Indulgence occur
(a) a large church type, used as in the 31-line Indulgence; (ft) a
smaller text or brief type for the text ; (0 a laige initialU. and two
laree initiak M differing from each other.
These two different editbns are usually regarded as having been

printed at Mainx ; and, in the abeenoe ofany evidence to the cootran%
we assume that such really was the fact. But we must
at the same time conclude that about October 1454
there were at least two rival printers at work there:
(i) the printer of the 31-line Indulgence, who may have been Johan
Gutenberg, perhaps subsidized by Johan Fust; (2) the printer of
the 30-line Indulgence, who was no doubt Peter (Schoeffer) de
Gemssheym, as this Indulgence w connected with one of 1489
printed by him. Four written copies of this 1454 Indulgence are
known to exist which respectively bear the dates: Frankfurt.
- " ' '•

' • of Herr Lais, Wiesbaden) ; Frank-
Archives); nth July 1454 (jrface

, . LObeck, 6th October 1454. As
their dates precede by a few weeks only the earliest known date
(Oct. 22, 1454) on a printed copy, they mark, perhaps, the exact
time when pruting made its appearance at Mainx, m an already
advanced state of perfection.

Basing ourselves on the above Indulgences with their printed

date, and four different types, we subjoin two lists of the books
which the German bibliographers of the present day regard

as having all been printed by Johan Gutenberg at Main2,
in the types or " developments " of them, employed for these

Indulgences. They are arranged in two columns (A and B)
according to types, but without regard to strict or supposed
chronology. For further details cf. Hessels, Gutenberg (1882),

p. Z50 sqq.; Schwenke, Berlin Festsekr. (and in the VerdfenU,
of the Mains Gutenbeig-C^csellsch.); Zedier {Gutenberg-Foruk.

and in the Verdjentl.), &c.

Types: I Garge church type,
also called the 36-line Bible type)
and II (smaller brief type), used
by an unknown pnnter, not
later than October 1454.

L 31-line Induteence; three
different issues (A, B, C), with the
printed year mccccliiii., and one

'D) with the printed year
Jv. All printed on vellum.

Of issues A and B no soki copies
have yet come to light; out
three unsold copies of each are
preserved at Brunswick, Wolfen-
oQttel and Hanover (Culemann
coll.)* Of issue C ten sold copies
are known to exist in vanous
libraries with dates ranging from
the 22nd of October 1454 to
April 1455, besides three unused
copies. Of issue D ten soM copies

Tjrpes. Ill (large church type,
somewhat smaller than Type I,

also called the 42-line Bible t^ise)

and IV (a smaller brief t>-Fe),

used by Peter Schoeffer de
Gemssheym (I4S4-J455).

I. 30-line Indulgoice; one
issue (A) with the printed year
mccccliilL, and two issues (B, C)
with the printed year mcocd-
2uinto. All printed on vellum,

tf issue A only one copy has been
discovered (now in the Rylands-
Spencer Library), which was sold

atCologneon the27th of Februvy
145$. the printed date mccccliiii

having been altered with the pea
to mccccliiiij. (X issue B two
soM copies, with dates April 1

1

and 29,. I4<^, are in the Beriia

Library and the British Museum.
with dates from the 7th of March Of issue C a sold copy with date

1455 to the 30th of April 145s and April 24, 1455 is at Wolfa
iscd copies are knowi). bQttel.fourunus

* No inferences can be drawn from this priority, as it merely rests

on the date of a sold copy that has come to light.
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A (eoHtd.),

Type I continued: for typo
IL (of which no further trtfce is

found) tee below.
u. Pbem oa the "Weltge-

richt.*' Fragment of one Icdf

(paper), di»>vered at Maiius
about X892, preserved in the
Gutenben Museum at Mainz:
presumedTto have been printed

i^TDoHatutt 37 lines. Fiaff-

ments of 4 veUum leaves (4, 5,
' 9) recently discovered in the

Oigaistadt Library, and now
' in the Beriia Royal

IT. *^wmu*m,, 37 linea Two
mbricated vellum kaves (5 and
10) of an edition of 14 leaves,

usually called the Donatus of

145X, preserved in the Fans
Kational Library.

'v. Donatus, 27(f) Una. Two
•trips of vellum leaves, contain-

ing the remains of ^ lines and
abouf w mutilated tetters, dts-

coveredf in the Heiligenstadt
Library, and now in the Beriin

Royal labrary.
vL Astronamkal Kalendar,

said to be for the year 1448*
therefore supposed to have been
printed at the end of 1447*
Fragments of two lari^ vellum
nifancated sheets, pMnnted on
one side, discovered' in 190X in

the binding of a MS. belonging
to the monastery of Schdoau,
near Mainz, now preserved in the
Wiesbaden Landesbibliothek.

viL Donatus of 18 leaves. 26
fines, on vellum; of which a
rubncated sheets (4 leaver x, 2,

9, 10) are preserved in the Berlin
Koyal Library; probably issued

between X447 ^^ '450 {Cm-
tnlU. xzviL 65 sqg.).

viiL Manung mAder die Dur-
ken. An almanac for January
I4S5, in 4to. 5 paper leaves, 20
and 31 uneven lines. A unique
copy, discovered at Auipburg,
now m the Munich Hof Library.

ix. A German translation of

the bull of Pbpe Calixtus III.,

dated XIL Kal. Julii (-Jun.
30) 1456. Fourteen rubricated
leaves 4to, in the KaUndar
type, except that two of the
capital E's belong to the B»
type (X3b and 14 blank), prer
served in the Berlin Royal
Library: not to be ascribed to

P. Schoeffer {CentralU. xxviL 63).
X. Coniunaiones tt opposi-

Hones setts et lunae (now called

by German bibliographers
Laxier-Kalendar). A calendar
for 1457, a broadside paper sheet,

printed on one side, of which
the upper half of the only copy
known, discovered at Mainz,
is in Vie PSaris Library.

xL Der Cisianus (not Gsla-
nus) SK Dutsche. A broadside
paper sheet, ^ lines, printed on
one Jde, with separate head-
line. The Troescopy mentioned
in suppl. to Brunei's Manud
(1878, sub voce *' Cisianus ") was
boiwht in X870 for the Cam-
bridge University Library.

xiL Donatus, 37 lines, 14
vellnm leaves, 01 which th«
British Museum possesses the
leaves 4, 10 and XI (entire) with
fragments of the leaves 2, 6-9
ana 13. A fragment of 6i lines

TYPOGRAPHY
B (contd,).

Type III continued (till about
I4S7; of Type IV no further
trace is found).

iL Donatus, of 35 lines, folio,

printed, according to the colo*

pluMi, per Fictrum de (jernss*

heym. in urbe Moguntina cum
suis capitalibus.**

iiL Bible of 43 lines (also

called Mazarine Bible and re-

ferred to below as B'), pnnted
before the 15th ofAugust 1456. as
the binder of the paper copy in
the FSaris Library states that he
finished its rubrication on that
day. Two volumes folk>, 6ax
leavesin3coIumnsof43lineseacn,
though insomecopies thecolumns
of pp. I to 9contain 40 lues only,
while the loth page has 2 col-

umnsof4iIineseach,thedifiierKice
in the number of lines makina no
difference in the space wnich
they occupy. For other copies
see Hesseu, Gutenberg, p. 170;
Dziatsco, Beitr, tur Gutenbert-

frais (Berlin, X889); Schwenke,
Festschr., who has drawn up a
list of all the copies known to be
still in existence. The copy
known as the Klemm copy,
which was bought by the Saxon
C^vemment in 1886, and pre-
sented to the " Deutaches Buch-
sewerbemuseum " at Leipzig,
has the year " X453 " written
in small Arabic numerals of
X5th-century form at the
bottom of the last leaf of the
second volume. But this date
is highly su^jxHous, for Klemm,
who must have known its

importance and high value,
never mentioned it, though he
deacribcd his copy three times,
in i88a and 1884.

- iv. Donatus of 33 lines. Vel-
lum fragment at Cnaord, without
printed initials.

v. Donatus of 33 lines. Vel-
lum fragment at Paris, without
printed mitials; also three rubri-
cated leaves (5, 6 and 8) in the
Berlin Royal Libnuy (XUntraibL
xxviL^).
vL Donatus of 33 lines. Leaf

I (defective) on vdlum, men-
tbned in Ludw. Rosenthal's
Cat. 105, No. 3, and purchased
by the Berlin Royal Librai^,
which has also acquired tfie

leaves I and ix (CentroM.
xxviL 69.). The lazse Psalter
initials are used for toe initials

of chapters.
viL x>oiia<a5 of 33 linea. Leaf

X (vellum) discovered in the
Berlin Royal Library.

viii Donatus of ^ (?) lines.

Small fragment, discovered in

the library at Gieasen, of a
vellum leaf, which Schwenke
thinks may be the xoth of an
edition which differe from
Schoeflfer's 35-Iine edition, .and
also from the Fans 33-line
edition.

ix. Donatus of 36 lines. One
.defective vellum teaf, discovered
in a Munich private library, and
now in the Mamz Gutenberg
Museum.

X. Donatus of 36 Unea. One
vellum leaf at Mainz, another
at Hanover, a third in the British
Museum.

xi. Donatus of 2^ (?) lines, be-
tween 1470 and 1477 (Schwenke).

Aicontd.).
in the Bodleian Library and two
small fragments discovered in
the library at Haligenstadt.

xiiL Donatus, 37 lines, which
Schwenke calciilaffs to have
consisted ol 14 vellum leaves, of
which the leaves 6 to 9 are noif
in the Berlin Royal Library.

xiv. Donatus, 37 hncs. Three
strips of a rubricated vellum
leaf 5 discovered in the Karls-
ruhe Hol-Bibbothek.

XV. Donatus. 37 linea One
rubricated vellum leaf (6). in
the Kalendar type in the Berlin
Library {CentratbL xxvii. 63 ) -

xvi Donattu. 37. 38 or 30 (?)

lines. Fragments of two vellum
leaves of an edition of 13 (?)

leaves discovered in the bmding
oi a book (prmted at Milan in

1476) which formerly bebnged
to the Episcopal Library at
Salzburgf and is now in the
Munich Hof-BibUothek.

xviL Donatus, 37 (or ^?)
lines Vellum fragments of an
edition of X3 (?) leaves in the
British Museum (C. x8. e. x No.
5). Leaves x and 2 are in the
Bodleian Library, and kaf 8 in

the Mainz Town Library.
xviii. Donatus, 37 lines. Frag-

ment of a vellum leaf (if) dis-

covered in the binding of a MS.
in the Munich Hof-Bibliothek.

xix. Donatus, 37 lines. Two
vellum fragments of the leaves

6-1-9, the upper part of whkh is

B (eoutd.).

xfi. Cantica ad Matutinasi
only known from one vellum leaf

(the first) in the Fans Library,
consklered to be the remains
of a Psalterium. for the printing
of which Humery may have
furnished (!) thetype (Schwenke
Untermck, p. 7a seq.). Judging
from the leafpreserved, the woric
corresponds in every respect to
the 43t>line Bible, having double
columns 43 lines. &c
Type V>-The " first stase

"

of Type VIL. supposed by Otto
Hupp> (JSin Jiissale Sfec.) and
others to have served tor print-

ing (i) a Missale speciaU, m the
posaeaoon of Ludw. Rosenthal
at Munich; (3) a Missale abbre-

viatum discovered in 15)00 in the
Benedkt Church of St Paul in

the Lavantthale.
Type VL—The laxge type

for the Psalter of X457.
^

I Type VIL—The small type
for the same Psalter (** second
sUfee"of TVpe V). Types VI
and VII were also used for the
*' Canon Missae "of 14^8, acopy
of which is preserved in the
Bodleian Library.
Type VllI used for (i)

Joannis de Balbis Cathdicon ol

X460. Large folu>, 373 leaves,

with two columns of 66 lines

each on a page: (3) Matth. de
Cracovia, Tractatus racionis, 33
leaves with 30 Unes to the page,

(3) and (4) Thomas de
preserved in t£e Bodleian Library Aquino, Summa de artteulis

(Auct. 3 Q infra I. 50 No* 6), the fidin, two 4to edidons, one of 13
bwer part in the Bamberg Royal leaves with 34 lines to the page

;

Libraiv (VI. F l).

»L PoHolnr, 38 (?) lines. One
defective vellum Itai, showing
35 lines, formeriy in the pos-

of laoq. Rosenthal (/n-

^„ No. 3154), afterwards
in the Amhetst collection (Hand*

34 unes to the page;
the second of X3 leaves with 36
lines to the psge: (s) an Indul-

gence of 1401 of IS lines (see

Heasel^ Gutenberg, p. 171 iqq.).

eun. typ. ii.No. 3IM)> afterwards
in the Amhetst collection (Hand-
list No. 5). Another leaf in the
Mainz Gutenberg Museum.

xxi. Bible of 36 Unes (referred

to everywhere as B"), 2 vols.,

folio, 882 leaves, with 3 columns
of 36 lines each on a pa^ Some
bibliographers, assuming that
Pfister ^nted it, call it the
Pfister Bible. A paper copy of

it is in the P&ris Library, and
also a separate copy of the last

leaf, which bears the MS. date
1461. Other cofdes are pre-

served in the Rylands-Spencer
Library, in the British Museum,
at Jena, Leipzig, Antwerp, &c.
(Hessels, Gutenberg, p. x6o;
Bernard, Origjate, iL 31).

The above dg^t types and the books printed wftli them

(besides a few others printed by'AIbrecht Pfister at Bamberg)

are the only ones that bear, more or less dosely, on the question

regarding the introduction, or possible invention, of printing

at Mainz.
Tfll recently the churth type I, of the 3«-Hne Indulgence, had

always been regarded as identical with that of B", and the church

type 3, of the 30-Iine Indulgence, with that of B^. But, as the capital

r of Indulgence* seems not to occur in B«, and on examination

minute differences show themselves in other respects, ulentity be-

tween the two types cannot be accepted. The use of the brieftype

3 of Indulgence" seems to have been limited to printing this one
document, as its great resemblance to the type employed at Eltville

in X473 for printing a Vocabularius ex quo, and Thomas Aquinas'

Summa de artteulis fidei, amounts not to klentity. Nor has any
further trace been found of the brief tvpe a of the Indulgence*,

so that the four types used for the two Indulgences were, perhaps,

sprcially manufactured for them and discardedafterwards or melted

down for other types.
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nu most oi mc dookb mcnuuncu auuvc lu wtuiuu b. ukjuui»k
I', together with the two types (i and 2), and Kvefal 01 the booln
1 column A, including B*. have been attributed by German bibIio>

Hence there is nothing to connect these two broadades with any
locality or any printing-office, except that one of the initial Ms
of the IndulsKnce" re-occurs as the initial M of the second absolution

of a 33-line Indulgence of 1489, which was unouestionably printed

by Peter Schoeffer at Mains, for " Raymundus Peyraudi archi-

diaconus Alniensis in ecdesia Xanton," who issued it at the order

<4 Pope Innocent VIII., ** pro tuidone orthodoxe fidd contra Tur-
choa. For this reason types 3 and 4 and the books printed with
them, including B*, must all be ascnbed to him, all the more as
he printed, witn the type of B*, the 35-luw Donatus, which bears

his name in the colophon. As Schoeffer, in the colophon of this

Donatus (ii.) which bears his name, says that it was printed ** cumr
suis capitaUbus,'* and as these capitals gradually disappear after

1459 and the type of the 4a-line Bible is no longer found after 1456.

we 'must presume that some of the twelve incunabula mentioned
above (in coL B) were printed by Peter Schoeffer alone before he
entered (in 1457} into partnership with Johan Fust (see Hessels,

Cutenberg, p. 160 seq.).

During the last two decades, however, the two types (3 and 4)
and most of the books mentioned above in cdumn B. induding
B«

grapheni to Gutenbecg. Thb singular proceeding' is chiefly owing
to the late Dr Dziatzko's treatises {Beiirdge wur Gntenitertfrage,

1889; Gutet^erg's JrOhesU Druckerpraxis, 1890) on Gutenberg's
supposed work as a printer. This author, notidng that the two
types of B** and B^, their signs of contraction, marks of punctua-
tion, &c., though differing in siae. closely resemble each other in

form, concluded that they were manufactured in one and the same
office, by one and the same printer, that is, Gutenbei^g. He thought
his conclusion confirmed by the two Bibles bdns printed on the
same kind of paper showing the same watermarks, and arranged
in quires in the same way, anddivided off into parts at the same place,

l^inally, from a mbprint in B* being rectified in the Stutteart

copy of B" by a cancel {DruckerpraxiSt p. 95), he conduded:'

(fl) that B** was a reprint of B*; that the latter was printed by
Gutenbefg during his partnership (i4SO-i45$) with Fust, who
supplied tne money and the material, whQe he hunsdf superintended
the manufacture of the type, instructed the compositor and printer,

and therefore was its printer: and that the type came afterwards

into Schoeffer's possession; (6) as B^ was Gutenberg's first work,
and had been begun in 14^0, B", a reprint of it, could not be dated
before this year; but as its type already existed in 14^ (in the
Indulgence"), Gutenbcig, foreseeing his quarrels with Fust, must
have been preparing it since 1453, and have printed with it, first,

some Donatuses, the Indulgence", &c., and finally B**, with the
technical and financial assistance of Albrecht Pfister who, shortly

before 1458, acquired its type and printing-material (see further,

Hessels, '^A Btbliogr. Tour," in The Library, July 1908). Dr
Dziatzko, notidng also a " resemblance " between the types and
the workmanship of the two Indulgences, attributed botn these

broadsides likewise to Gutenberg.

i His condusions, and the method of research by which he

reached them, the German bibliographers of the present day
have adopted and amplified into a bibliographical and typo-

graphical " system/' which professes to examine minutdy the

form and size of every letter, capital or small; the combined

letters like do and de cast on one type; the signs of contrac-

tion above, or by the side of or through certain letters, the

marks of punctuation, the habits and workmanship of the

printer, the arrangement of the quires, the paper and its

water-marks, kc
The *' system " divides the Gothic or Church types whh which

6** and B* and the otl^er books mentioned above are pnntcd
into " chief " and *' by-foTms," (Haupt- und Nebenformen). The
tops and bottoms of tne former are ornamented witn minute pro-

truding tags, angles and points, while the " by-forms " miss most
of these ornaments, their limbs being straight on the left or ri^ht,

o as to be easily joined to the protruding tags, angles and points
of the " chief forms, ** whenever the two come together For
instance, if a » or a / follows an e, the " by-form " of « with straight

limbs was to be used, while the I was to be without its crossbar
protruding on the Idt.

' The bibliographers who deal with the incunabula enumerated

above, in accordance with this " system," regard the books in

which they find these chief and by-forms used in their proper

places as the earUest, and therefore as the products of Guten-

berg's " creative genius and skill," while they ascribe the books
which bear evidence of the misuse of those forms to other printers,

but their types to him. But this is an uncertain guide, as

by errors in the distribution of the types after the printing of

the fint or second pages this misuse may already occur in the

third and further pages of a book. In this way, however, the

(HISTORY

above in the"system" arranges the books enumerated

following approximatdy chronological order:

—

X443-1444. " FirstjahMm " of the Gutenberg type (-the Dotiolms

type). The numbers u., iiL , iv. (with the suspicious date 1451 ) and v.

1447 (end of) till I457(?)< " Second phase" of the aame type
(•theita/flidartype). The numbers vL to xiv.

1450-1453. B^ presumed to have been finished inror before 1453,
taking this year, wntten in the Klemm copy, as genuine.

1453- " Third phase " of Gutenberg's type, B" Cxviii-i of wbidtk
the earliest known date is 1461).

1454. The two Indulgences with thdr types (i, 3; a. 4>.

1457. The two Psalter types.
X461. 1462 till (?). P&ter, who ia taxi to have acquired the

type ot B" from Gutenberg, is known to have issued « book with
the date 14 February 146X, and another with the year 1462.
Hence. Schwenke says that the s^hne Bible type, whkh he regaxda

speciale" .

The " Donatus type " u so called from the Paris Donatus, on ooe
of whose leaves the year 1451 is written. Zedler, somewlutt nmea-
sonably, considers this date to be a forgery of Profcseoc
though he is known te have forged other Gutenbeig <i

This type is regarded as the same as that of the Astronouucal
KaUndar, but in an eariier, more imperfect stage. As this Kalem-
dar calculates the epheroerides of the sun, moon and stars, cither
for the year 1439 or for 1448 or 1467, it is presumed to have been
printed for 1448, that is at the end of 1447, and as iu type looks
new and almost perfect, the Paris Donatus is placed coimderably
earlbr because its type looks old. The poem on the " Wdtgericht
(No. ii.) is said to show all the forms of the Donatus type, but as
its workmanship looks primitive, it is dated back to 1443-1444.*"

It Donatus (No. iii.) is placed after the^' Weit-The Hci ^ . .

gcricht " (ii.), but before thie Paris Donatus (iv.) and the other
Heiligenstadt Donatus (v.).

Some German bibliographers do not feel sure that Gutenbeig
manufactured types v., vL and viL, though they have no doubt
as to the renuinintf. Others are of opinion that Pfister printed
some of the books m the type of B"; ^wenke thinks this Bible
could not have been begun before 1457. but all agree that every
book in the above lists must have been printed dther by Gutenberg
himself, or in his office, or with his type, orunder his supointeodence.
Though the church type i cannot be said to be identical with

that of B**, and no further trace of the brid type a has been found,
we see no reason for separating Indulgence^ from Mains printing.
And assuming that it was printed there, its printer may have beoi
Johan Gutenberg, who was at Mains in 1454.

A peculiarity of the above-mentioned " system " is that it

ascribes two types, so different in sise, shape and form, as those

of B** and B^, to one and the same printer, merdy because they
" resemble " each other. This shows that the " system " takes

no account of the fact that the inventor of printing, and all

the early piinten who came after him, in manufacturing their

types necessarily imitated the forms of the written charactezs of

tbdr time. Hence if two printers simidtaneously erected thck
presses in one town, their types, though cut and cast indepen-

dently, were apt to resemble each other, as appears from various

examples. The printers of B** and B* are no exception to this

rule; they each took a MS. as thdr modd, and the types which

they produced are simply imiutions of the (jothic or Church
hand, which, from its first beginnings in the loth century, if

not eariier, can dearly be traced down to, and reached iu
greatest devdopment In, the X5th centuxy>

The written characters of all ages and countries resemble and yet
differ from each other in various respecu. and as their resemblanoes
and differences are dosdy reproduced by the metal printing types
of every country, we are able to ascribe MSS. as wdl as incunabula
to. definite countries, some roanusmpts even to " schools, " a few
even to definite scribes. But when two types differ in dae and
form, however sbghtly, and there is no evidence that they bdoaged
to one and the same printer, some of thdr charactenstica may
justify us in ascribing both to the same country or town, but nc^
to the same printer. It b. moreover, not safe to ascribe incunabula
to one and the same printer on account of their similarity of the
?|uircs and dividons into volumes, their paper or m'ater-marks
which Dziatzko observed in the two Bibles), as these particu-

lars are nothing but a continuance of the MSS
* The Cambridge University Library possesses two folki volumes

(press-mark Dd. 7. i, 2), the writing of which, ^scribed in |he
catalogue to 1490, resembles the types of B** with all its chief and
by-forms so much, that at first sight they might be mistaken for

copies of this Bible.
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Nor is his evidence for Mying that B** is a reprint of B^ conclusive.

The type* of B** and B* may be ascribed to Gennany, but as both
are uara for the printing of a Bible and editions of Dcnatus. it b
impfobable that tne printer of B« and one set of Dmatuses should
manufacture, about the same time, another type for another Bible
and another set of DotuUuses. We have shown above that B* must,
on bibliographical grounds, be ascribed to Peter Schoefferat Mains,
and as he used iu type for a book which actually bears his name,
all the other books m the same type must be ascribed to him. It

foUowB that B** and every other book'in column A must be assigned
to some other printer or printers.

T)fpe V. is a Church type and resembles those of B** and B*,
but it can have nothing to do with Gutenberg or the invention
of printing, as it is not earlier than 1480-1490. Types vi. and
vii., which are nothing but imitations of the wntten Psalters of the
time, are employed lor a work, the colophon of which distinctly

mendons Fust and Schoeffer as the printers; hence they cannot
be claimed for Gutenberg. Of the Catkoliam type we speak below.
Therefore the books numbered i. to xxi. in column A of the above
list are the only ones about which there can be any doubt or
disCuanon.

Here we encounter another peculiarity of the above-men-
tioned " system/' which treaU the three different types detected

in these twenty-one works not as different, but as " phases "

or " developments " of one and the same type, while the differ-

ences between them, and the absence or presence of certain

forms of letters, are taken as guides for approximately dating

the books, and for subdividing the type, hitherto known as the

36-line Bible or Gutenberg type, into three or more varieties.

For instance, Schwenke {CerUralbl,, 1908, p. 74) explains that
" the types 6, e, i, 1, 1 enable us to distinguish the earliest from
the later elements in the Donatus type; the 'Weltgericht'

shows, at least of i and 1, the old forms still unmixed. But
iu the Paris Donalus, the new forms appear by the side of the

old forms, though the latter are already to a great extent super-

seded. The new (Heiligenstadt) Donatus comes between these

two works; it has chiefly the old 6, which begins to a great extent

to be absent in the Paris Donatus**

As we cannot regard types which differ in form as ** develop-

ments " of one type, we must deal with three types in column
A, that is (z) the so-called Donatus type; (a) the KaUndar type;

(3) the 36-Une Bible type, besides the two employed for the

Indulgence*'. Gutenberg's career, and the straightened dx-
cumstanoes in which he appears to have lived, so far as they are

known to us, make it diffiailt to ascribe them all to him.

More than thirty documents have come to light which enable

OS to trace Johan Gutenberg from 1490 to 1468. Dr Carl

Sdiorbach lias published nearly all their texts, with elaborate

explanations, in the Festschrift %um $00 j&kr. Ceburtstage von

J. Gutenberg (suppL to Centralbl. f. Biblioth., 1900, p. 163 sqq.),

and they are further explained by Hessels {Gutenberg, was he

the Ifoentor of Prtntingt x886; idem. The so-called Gutenberg

Documents, 19x1).

At least six of them are known to be forgeries, among them the
*' relics " of a printing-press with the date " 1441 " which were
accidentally (!) discovered in 1856 in the " Hof sum Jungcn " which
had always been supposed to have been Gutenberg's first printing-
office at Mainz, but which we now know not to have been the case.
Assuming that the Gutenberg mentioned in the remaining docu-
ments b no other than Henne (>" Haiu or Johan) Gensfleisch—
called Gutenberg from his mother (whose maiden name was Elsa
Wyrich) having lived in the " Hof sum Gutenberg " At Mainz,
where he is rapposed to have been born about 1400—he appears
to have lived at Strassburg from 1436 (?) till the lath of March
144^ in easy and somewhat luxurious circumstances, at least

dunn^ the first three years, as he was then payii^ duties for large
quantities of wine (about 1034 liter). But this prosperity does not
seem to have continued, for on the 17th of November 1443 he
borrowed 80 pounds Strassburg denarii ("about 4800 marks)
from the Strassburg St Thomas Chapter, a Strassbure; citizen,

Martin Brechter. beuig his surety. From the 12th of March 1444
till the 17th of October 1448 there b no trace of him, but on the
latter day he again borrowed, thb time at Mainz, 150 gold guilders.
Both these Wans he never redeemed, nor b it known whether he
ever paid any interest on his Mainz loan. But the account books
of the Thomas Chapter, still preserved in the Strassburg Public
Archives, show that the interest of 4 pounds per annum on hb
loan of 144a was regularly paid, by him or hb surety, till 14^7.
The interest due in the latter year was also paid, but difficulties

appear to have occurred before the Chapter received it, as there
is an item in their account book for 1457-1458 of two shillings for

expenses, incurred by thdoi for arresting Gutenberg and hb surety.
In and after 1458 no further payments were made; the Chapter had
recourse to law, and made various efforts to arrest the defaulters,
but in vain ; and in 1474, six years after Gutenberg's death, the debt
b no longer recorded m the Chapter's accounts. He can be traced
at Mainz from 1450 (when he borrowed money from Fust) till the
aist of June 1^57, when he is a witness at the conveyance of pro-
perty in Bodenneim near Mainz. After thb date we hear no more
of him until the 17th of Jamuary 1465, when the archbbhop of Mainz
appointed him as hb servant and courtier for life on account of the
"grateful and willing service which he had rendered to himself
and to hb Stift. and will and may render in future. " The nature
of thb *' sendee " b not stated. It has always been supposed that
he was then residing at Eltvill^ the residence of the airchbishop.
and that he died thm about or before the a6th of Februaiy 1468,
on which day Dr Kunr. Humery received from the arenbiwop
some *' printing apparatus which belonged to him, and which he
had lent to Gutenberg." But recent researches seem to have ^own
that Gutenberg remained at Mainz till hb death, and was buried
there.

Apart from the six forgeries, about which there b no dbpute,
Bocxenheimer, a Mainz magistrate, explains {Gutenberg-Feier^
Mainz, looo) as forgeries also (i ) the document of the. 14th oiMarch
1434^ which represents Gutenberg as having at Strassburg arrested
and released Uie secretary of Mainz for a debt which thb dty
owed him; (a) a document of 1437 recording a breach of promise
case between Gutenberv and a btrassburg lady; (3) the records of
a Strassburg lawsuit Between Gutenberg and some Strassburg
citizens in X439; (4) the Helmasperger notarial instrument of the
6th of November 1455, reoonUng a lawsuit of Joh. Fust against
Joh. Gutenberg.
The last two, and a thud dated the a6th of February 1468, men-

tioned above, are the only documents that can be said to connect
Gutenberg with the art of printing. Various external and internal
circumstanoes throw serious doubts on the jienuineness of the
X439 documents; but suppose they were genuine, they only show
that Gutenberg had been engaged, with other Strassbuig citizens, in
"polishing stones" and "manufacturing looking-glasses," and
promised to give instruction in " new arts."^ A " press," however,
IS mentioned, and a clause reports that one of Gutenberg's witnesses,
Hans DQnoe, a goldsmith, had testified that he had earned neariy
100 guilders from Gutenberg, " merely for that which belonged
to printing " {dleine das au dem tntcken gekdret). The document
contains nothing to connect Gutenberg with the art of printing,

except thb line, which has clearly been added fas an afterthought)
by a different hand from the one that wrote the two first lines of
thb witness's testimony, a drcumstanoe which makes the whole
document more than suspkious. Several theories, however, as
to Gutenberg printing at Strassburg in or before ii39 have been
built upon tins document, and German biblioerapbers are even
now expressing their hope of finding some day evidence of Gutenberg
having printed DomUuses and other works in that town.

As to the notarial instrument of 1455, Bockenheimer suggests

that as it contains absurdities which are contradictory to all the

legal usages of the time, it may be a forgery of the Faust family,

perhaps of Joh. Fr. Faust von Aschaffenburg (who pretended

to descend from Joh. Fust, whom he called ** Faust ")> who
appears to have possessed, in or about 1600, an "original"

of the instrument. From this " original " are derived all the

texU published before 1741. In that year, however, J. D.
K5hler {Ehren-ReUung Joh. Guttenber^s, Leipzig) printed the

text again from an " original " which b now in the Gdttingen

University Library (republished by Dziatzko, Beitrdge, Berlin,

1889), and b perhaps identical with Faust von Aschaffenbuig's
" originaL" 'Thouc^ an analysb of the text brings out various

incongruities as to the business rdations between Fust and
Gutenberg, it u difficult to look upon the G5ttingen document
as a forgery, and we deal with it here as genuine.

It b dated the 6th of November 1455, and records some of the
proceeding in the lawsuit between Johan Fust iq.v.) and Gutenberg,
which had taken place on that day in the convent of the Bare-
footed Friars at Mainz, whereby the former sought to recover from
Gutenberg aoa6 guildera in repayment of 1600 guikiers Hrhkh he
had advanced to him (800 about August 1450. and another 800
about December 145a), with the interest thereon. The document
first relates that, on some previous day (not stated). Fust had testi-

fied (i) that by a written agreement between them, Gutenberg
was to " finish the work " Cine 34) with the 800 guilders to be ad-
vanced to him at 6%; Fust being unconcerned whether it cost

more or less, (a) Gutenberg had not been content with these
800 guilders, and Fust, wishing to please him, advanced him another
800 guilders at 6%. (3) He had himself borrowed this money,
and as Gutenberg had never paid any interest, the principal sum
and the interest thereon amounted to aoa6 guilders ("-between
15,000 and 16,000 marks), which he now demanded from him.
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(4) On the nme oocamon Gutenbera had replied that Fust should
have furnished him with 800 ffuOders, wherewith to make his
" tools " (or apparatus; Germ. G«cn(f«), and he should be content
with this money, and might devote it to his own use. (s) Such tools

should be a pledge to Fust. (6^ The latter should also ffive him
(lines 37 to 40) annually 300 guddere (or maintenance and furnish
workmen's wages, house-rent, parchment, paper, ink, ftc (7) If

the^ did not agree further, he should return Fust his 800 guilders,

and his tools should be free; but it was to be well understood that
he should finish " such work " (line 41) with the money which Fust
had lent him on his pledge, and he hoped that he had not been
bound to Fust to spend such too guilderson " the work of the boolu

"

Oine 41). (8) Fust had told him that he did not desire to take
interest from him; nor had these 800 guilders all, and at once,
come to him in accordance with the agreement. (9) Of the addi-
tional 800 guilders he wished to render Fust an account; hence he
allowed Fust no interest, nor usury, and hopes not to be legally

indebted to him.

We assume, though it is nowhere sUted, that these clauses re-

late to the'* printing of books," to be executed by Gutenberg with
the money which Fust advanced to him. But as he was already

in debt at Strassburg since the 17th of November 1442 (and

had to pay annually interest on this debt), and at Mainz since

the X7th of October 1448 (also against interest), it is not surprising

that when he contracted this fresh loan in 1450, at the high rate

of 6%, he (by not giving any security except tools which

he had still to make) practically admitted that he was penniless,

and stipulated that Fust should give him also an annual sum for

maintenance, and besides furnish workmen's wages, house-rent,

parchment, paper, ink, &c., in fact eveiything required for

setting up a printixig-office and keeping it going. Fust seems not

to have complied with these demands, otherwise he would have

mentioned them in his account and at the trial. But he ad-

vanced another 800 guilders in December 1453, barely two years

after his first advance, merely to please Gutenberg, who h«4 not

been satisfied with the first 800.

It is argued that Gutenberg must have been able to show Fust
some specimens of his work to induce him to lend him so much
money, and we have seen above that German biblicwraphers attribute

to him a poem on the " Weltgericht, " which they date e. 1443-
1444, and the Paris Donaius which they date a little later, both
printed, it is said, in the " first phase " of the " Gutenberg type."

but showing already some traces of wear and tear; and thirdly, an
Astronomical KaUndar (a broadside of 4 leaves) which they ascribe

to the end of 1447. and regard as a " masterpiece " printed in a new
type, said to be a " development " or " second phase " of the
Gutenberv type, which must have been used for several years after-

wards, tilla fradi or " third phase " was cast of it (for B*) with the
alteration of some of the letters. But if Gutenberg had printed

these three works in the years ascribed to them, however small

they may be. he must be supposed to have had, from 144^ to

1148, types for printing them, and patrices and matrices for making
his types, besides a press and various other tools for printing.

Yet the notarial instrument of 1455, if it is genuine, reveals him
as borrowing money, not so eariy as 1443. but so late as 1450. for
" preparing bis tools." and as having, at the time, nothing to offer

his creditor as security except the tools which he still had to make( !).

But, says one theory, Gutenberg, intending to print a Bible, and
finding the type in his possession too large for it, manufactured
a smaller one with the aid of Fust's money, while another theory

would have it that he wanted to begin with the printing of a Missal,

and for this purpose casted two types, one large and the other

smaller. DimcuUies, however, arose which induced him to uie

the smaller type for B**, which was finished about the beginning of

1453, and Dziatzko places the type of B** also in the year 1^53.

while Schwenke assigns a life of nearly twenty years (1443-1462) to

If, however, Gutenberg had cast all these types, and printed all

these books, and sold them, straight from 1443 to 1450, and from

1450 straight on to. say, 1455, he could not have done this without
Fust, his money-lenoer, becoming aware of it, especially as Fust,

for his first advance of 800 guilders, was to have received, as security,

the " tools " which Gutenbeir had to make before he could begin

to print. Yet in 1455, fully five years after Fust had entered into

such close financial relations with Gutenberg, he claimed, in spite

of what he must have known of Gutenberg's supposed activity,

the whole of the money which he had advanced, with interest and
compound interest on it. And Gutenberg, instead of pleading on
the first day of the trial that he had from 1450 to 14S5 printed

two large folio Bibles and a considerable number of other books,

merely refers to the initial stages of his work, to " tools " to be
prepared by him as a future pledge for Fust; he tells the jud^
that he had expected Fust to supply him with various necessanes

for printing and bis own existence, without saying whether Fust
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had complied with his demands or not. and finally declares that he
had not felt called upon to devote the first 800 guikkrs to the
" work of the books "

; that he was ready to account for the second
800. but did not feel indebted to Fust either for interest or any-
thing else, while, on the second day of the trial, he absented himself,
and merely sent two of his workmen to hear what was going on (!).

This does not look as if he had performed much from 1450 to 1455,
but rather the reverse. Anyhow, if the Helmasperger instruir.ent of
November 1455 is not a fabrication, it shows that Gutenberg could
not have begun to print before 1450; that in this year. 1450 (about
August), when he borrowed money from Fust, he hSul no property
sucn as a printing-office, presses, types, patrices. matrices, ftc^
which he must have possessed if he had Keen printing since 1443.
to offer his creditor as security; had not a penny to maintain himsdi:
besides being already in debt at Strassburg since 1442, and at
Maine since 1^48.
The remainder of the instrument records the verdict given on

the first day of the trial which decided (1) when Gutenteie shaO
have rendered his account of all receipts and disbursements paid
out by him on the " work for the use (or profit] of them both *'

(I. 49), whatever less^ money he then has received and taken in
above it, that shall be reckoned in the 800 guilders; (2) but if the
account should show that Gutenberg had paid out more for Fust than
800 guilders which had not come in their common wood for us^ej

(line 60) Gutenberg shall return it to Fust ; (3) and if Fust adduces
by oath or by reasonable evidence that he has borrowed the above
money on interest, and not lent it of his own money, them Gutenberg
shall also pay such interest according to the tenor of the schedule.
The verdict is folbwed by Fust's swom declaration regarding the

amount of his claim, which he had been ordered to make in Guten-
berg's presence, but which he now made in his absence, declaring

(4) that he had taken up 1550 guilders which Gutenbcig had re-
ceived and which also had ^ne on " our common work " (line 60):
(5) that he had annually given interest and loss, part of which he
still owed; six ffuilderv for every 100 guildera which he had thus
taken up; (6) of all that Gutenberg had received of this twrromcd
money, which has not gone on the " work " of them both, which
is found in the account, he claimed from him the interest io
accordance with the verdict.

Gutenberg appears not to have produced the account which he
was expected (clause l) to render, as Fust's allusion to an account
(in clause 6) must refer to his own account. Hence we know not
whether he made any " disbursements. " The " receipts " seem to
mean nothing more than the instalments of the first 800 guikicfs
which he acknowledged to have received from Fust, though some
authors think that allusion is made to things (printed books or
broadsides ?) from whkh he might have received money by sale or
other-wise.

It is to be noticed that Fu^t speaks here (for the sake of accuracy?)
of having taken up 15^ not 1600 guilders, as in hb first account.
On the whole the wording of the verdict and the swom declaratmn
is obscure, and open to different interpretatk>ns, but it is impossible
to ascribe to Gutenberg, on the strength of this document, the
manufacture of the types and the printing of all the books in column
A above, especially when we have regard to his own inexplicable
silence at the trial, when it was incumbent on him for his own
sake to show what he had done with Fust's money, and still more
when we have regard to the pecuniary difficulties in which be had
been placed at least eight years before he contracted these heavy
new loans with Fust. Within the space of two years after the
trial he was bankrupt, unable to pay either his loans or the small
interest thereonj and might have ended hu days in prison if the

Strassburg St Thomas Stift had been able to have hun arrested.

Certain circumstances point to Albrecht Pfister of Bamberg
as the printer of the numbers vil., viii., ix., xviil. and perhaps

those that come between them in column A. Even in former

years when the church type of the Indulgence" (1454) was be-

lieved to be identical with that of B**, it was the general c^nion
that, though Pfister could not have printed the Indulgence, he

had acquired its church type from Gutenberg for ptinting B"-

Now that a closer examination has shown that the type of B"
need not be dated so early as 1454, the known dates of Pfister

(1461, Z462) harmonize with the approximate date (1460) of B*.

It is admitted that the types of vii., viii. and ix. differ from that

*The instrument says: " was er dan men gelts dar uber enp-
fangcn . . . hait. " Senckenber^. K<»hler, Van der Linde, Ac,
printed nwt for the correct reading men. This latter word has
hitherto been interpreted a» meaning more (see Daiatzko, G«tM-
bergfrage, p. 34, note i ; Schorbach, in Festsckr. of 1900. p. 259).

Zedler {Gutenbereforschungen, p. 65. note) thinks that it is a dialectic

by-form of the Mid. H. (German mein found in mein-kottf, meim-

rat, mein-swem, mein-tdt, and still preserved in the Mod. H. German
Meineid; he translates it therefore as " toiderreekUiek " (unlawfully).

But men is the same as the Mid. Dutch mtVi (see Verdam's Middd-
Nederl, Woordenb, in voce) -New Netheri. minder, and nacans

less, the only meaning which can give sense to this clause.
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of B" in the form of certain capitals. But Pfister issued on the

14th of February 1401 at Bamberg, with the B* type, an edition

of Boner's Eddstcin (88 leaves fol., with wood-engravings), and
at least eight other works (Hessels, Gutenberg, p. 161, seq.)» one

of which bears the date 1462, the seven others none.

Most of the copies of the 36-line Bible now known to us were

at one time or another preserved in the libraries of Bavaria,

and several fragments have been found in monasteries of that

country, even in a register of the year 1460 of the abbey of St

Michael at Bamberg. Moreover, a transfer or sale of type from

Gutenberg to Pfister is contrary to all analogy in the infancy of

printing, when every printer started with a type of his own
making.

It is alleged that, in consequence of the lawsuit between

Gutenberg and Fust, the former was deprived of all tools, &c.,

7^^ which he had made, or is supposed to have made,

CMtaflRM with the latter's money, and that afterwards a cer-

"fyp** tain Dr Homery or Humery, a syndic of Mainz,

lent him fresh money to enable him to set up another printing*

office.

This allegation is made on the strength of a letter of obligation

(dated Feb. 36, 1468) referred to above, and fiven by Dr Homery
to Adolph. the archbishop of Mainz, by which he acknowledges to
have received from the said archbishop " several forms. letters,

instruments, implements and other thines belonsing to the work of

printing, whkh Johan Gutenberg had left after fiis death,and which
had belonged and still did belong to him (Dr Homery)." It is to
be observed that Homery, though willing to assist orobli^ Gutenberg,
had been cautious enough to reserve to himself all nghu to this

printing apparatus, in somewhat the same way as Fust in 1450 de-

manded, or was promised, to receive Gutenberg's " tools " as pledge

for his advances. The Homery apparatus could hardly have been
of large dimensions, seeing that it was readily passed on first from
him to Gutenberg, then from the latter to thearchbishop and returned
again to its owner. But it is presumed that with these types, whkh
appear in the above list as type VHI., Gutetibeig had printed

(i> Joannis de Balbis, CathoHcon of 1460, copies of which exist

in the Cambridee University Library, three in the British Museum,
two in the Pans Library, in the Spencer collection of the Rylands
Library, in the Wolfenbfkttcl and Mainz libraries, &c. ; (2) Matthaeus
de Cracovia, Tractatus ratumis, 22 leaves, of 30 lines, 4to. three

copies of which are in the British Museum, one In the Rylands,
one in the Cambridge, two in the Paris Library, Ac; (^ and 4),

two editions of Thomas Aquinas, Summa de arttcidis fidei, in 4to.,

the first of 13 leaves and M lines (two copies of which are in the
British Museum, one in the Rylands and one in the Cambridge
Library, Sec.); the second of la leaves and 36 lines ^copies in the
British Museum and the Paris Library); and (5) an indulgence of

1461 of 15 lines. .

We have seen above that on the 17th of Januanr 1465 Adolph IL,

archbishop of Mainz, had appointed "Johan Gu<fenberg, hisservant

and courtier. " It has always been inferred from this that Gutenberg
had quitted Mainz and gone to Eltville (Elfeld) to reside at the arch-

bishop's court, and that, his dignity as courtier preventing him
from printing himself, he passed the Catholkon types on to Henry
Bechtermuncze at Eltville. It seems certain that in 1467 the
CathoUcoH type with some additwns (already found in the Indulgence

of 1461) was at Eltville near Mainz, in the hands of Henry and
Nicholas Bechtermuncze and Wigandus Spycs de Orthenbeig, who
issued on the 4th of November of that year (vi.) Vocabularius ex

quo (a Latin-German vocabulary) in 4to, 166 leaves, ^k lines, the only
known copy of which bin the Paris Librarv,and (vil) Vocabularius ex

munczes could have been using the Catkoluon type in 146^, if we
assume that it was this type to which Homery refers in his letter

of obligatbn as being in his possession. Some, therefore, conclude
that the Catholkon and the four other works in the same type were
printed at Mainz by Henry Bechtermuncze. who may afterwards
have transferred his printing ofBce to Eltville. In that case it is

diAcult to see what type flomery could refer to, unless it were
t3rpe II, a ck>9e imiution of which, if not the actual type, was used

by Nichcdas Bechtermuncze at Eltville in printing (March la, 1472)
a 3rd edition of the Vocabularius ex quo, 166 leaves, 35 lines, copies

of which are preserved in the Paris and Hamburg libraries, ana an
edition of Thomas Aquinas, Sumnu de artkulis fidei, la leaves,

35 lines (Munich Library).

' It would seem, however, that Fust and Schoeffer were the

printers and publishers of the Catholkon, and the other three

works mentioned above, as the latter advertised them for sale

in a list which he printed and circulated in x469<i47o (see Konr.

Burger, BuchhSndleranteigen des 1$ Jakrhunderts, Leipzig, 1907,
No. 3). Schoeffer may of course have purchased the stock of

these books from Gutenberg or acquired it after his death from
Homery, but as nothing compels us to attribute the printing of

these books to Gutenberg, there is still less reason to deny tha(t

Fust and Schoe£fer printed them, as the much discussed colophon
of the Catholicon is found, almost verbatim, in three books
published by them in 1465 and 1467. Hence the numbers i. to

vi. are the only ones that could be ascribed to Gutenberg.

Even this number, invdving the manufacture of four different
types (apart from the alterations in the forms of certain letters
which involved the making of new patrices and matrices) would
be large for a man who, after having lived in luxury for some years,
practically subsisted from 1443 to 1455 on money which he borrowed
from various parties and never repaid. But the poem on the
" Wdtffericht,'^ printed on paper, couM scarcely be placed at the
head 01 a list which includes and, but for this poem, begins with
vellum printed works. Moreover, as it can haraly be regarded as
a specimen of primitive printing, it takes a more natural place by
the side of the paper-printed Turkhalendar, Cisianus and Con-
junctiones, which all show that printing on paper was beginning
to supersede that on vdlum. It is asserted that its type is the same
as that of the 145 1 Donatus, hut this is doubtful.
That the Astronomical Kalendar calculates the ephemerides for

1448 is no evklence of its having been printed at the aid of 1447,
as kalendare of this kind seem to have been printed without any
regard to time and circumstances. Some years ago the Cisianus
was ascribed to Gutenberg and to the year 1444, because some of
the saints and movable feasts mentioned in it were thought to rdate
to that year. But as the same saints and feasts occur in the same
way in Cisianus editions printed long after 1500, this notion was
abandoned. The Astronomkal Kalendar in questk>n lays down
rules for blood-letting at certain times of the year, ami was evidently
intended to be hung ui> in houses as guides for this purpose. It is

admitted that it contains mistakes if we apply its cakulatbns to
144S, and it has not yet been proved that these rules required a
special kalendar for each year in particular. Removing, therefore.
Nos. iL and vL to somewhat later dates in the list, the Donatus
No. iii. and that of 1451 (No. iv.) with another editk>n (No. v.) of
the same school-book remain at the head of the column A, together
with the Indulgence **, as the only works that could be ascribed to
Gutenberg. They bring us down to the time (c. 145 1) when he,
according to the Hdmasperger document, may be supposed to
have been in a positk>n to exercise the new art of printing.

It is necessary to point out that eieht books—(l) PrognosHcaiion
or Calendar; (2) Hermann de Saldis, Speculum saceAotum; (3)
Tractatus de celebratume missarum; (4) a work in German treating
of the necessity of councils; (5) Dialofus inter Hugonem Cathonem
et Otwerium super libertate ecclesiasttca; (6) Sifndus de Arena.
Determinatio duarum quaestionum; (7) idem, Responsio ad guatuor
quaestiones; (8) Klagspkgel, or New geleutscht Rechtbueh—have been
ascribed to Cutenb«i^ on the strength (a) of the date 1460, which
was said to be found m a Prognostkation in the Darmstadt libraiy.

and (b) of a so-called rubrication alleged to 1^ in a copy of the
Tractatus de cdebratione missarum, in which "Johannes dictus
a bono monte " and Johannes Numeister are represented as offering

this work on the 19th of June 1463 to the Carthusians at Mainz.
But the date in the Prognosticatton has been falsified from 148a
into 1460. and the rubrication in the Tractatus is a forgery (Hessds,
Gutenberg, pp. 107-114). The eight books are now conskiered to
have been pnnted by Erhard Reuwich.

Apart from these disputed points there is no further difficulty

as regards the history of Mainz printing. Fust and Schoeffer

worked together from 1457 to 1466, starting in August 1457
with an edition of the PsaUerium, printed in large miual t>-pes,

which, as far as we know, b the first printed book which bears

a date, besides the place where it was printed and the name of

the printers. It was reprinted with the same types in 1459 (the

second printed book with date, place and name of printer), in

X490, and in 1502 (the last work of Schoeffer, who had manu-
factured its types). In 1459 Fust and Schoeffer also published

Gul. Durantus, Rationale divinorum officiorum, with the small

type (usually called Durandus type) with which they continued

to print long afterwards. In 1460 they published the ConstUu-

iiones of Pope Clement V., the text printed in a type (Clement

type) about a third larger than the Durandus. This type was,

however, in existence in 1459, as the o^phon of the Duraitdus

is printed with it.*

Th0 iaveatloa CdBtrover^.—'Sovr that we have traced

the art of printing from the moment (i4S4) that it made its

* See further Bcmaid. Origine, I ai6 seq.
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appearance in a perfect state at Mainz, and have seen that none of

the particulars known to us of the life and career of Johan
Gutenberg, who is alleged to have invented it, nor any of the

books said to have been printed by him, afford us any basis for

ascribing that honour to him, we will examine what hu been said

during a period of more than four hundred years on the question

of the invention. For this purpose we will gather up into a
chronological sequence (a) a few of the most important expres-

sions used by the earliest printers in their colophons, (jb) whatever

documentary evidence there may be on the subject, and (c) some
accounts of the earliest authors on the question. The Roman
numerals i., ii., &c., are for the sake of convenient reference.

The earliest^ testimony (h) is the notarial instrument, dated
the 6th of November 1455, of the lawsuit between Fust and Guten-

,
bcnf, already mentioned above, which records trans-

S2IL—fc« ^c'"*"* between the two men from August 1450 to
'•'""•"^NovcraJber 1455, Fust speaking of " the work " and of
" our common work "; Gutenberg of " tools " which he wanted to
prepare, of " workmen's wages, house-rent, vellum, paper, ink, Ac.,'*

of sucnwork"andof " the work of the books, " whereas thejudges
speak of " the work to the profit of both " and " their common use.

"

(IL) In the first ' book published with a date (the Mainz Psalter,

issued the 14th of August 1457 by Fust and Peter Schoeffer) it is

. said that it was perfected at Mainx by an " adinventio
^ artificiosa impriroendi ac caracterisandi absque calami
'* ulla cxarationej " repeated and varied later, by the same
printers in their colophons of the years 1459 to at least

IA70. (Ui.) In 1460 the colophon of the uUholicoH published at
Mains without the printer's name, after stating that " the book was
printed at Mainz, the genial city of the renowned German nation,
whkh town God's mercy had deigned to prefer and adorn above the
other natk>ns of the earth by such an exalted light of genius and
spontaneous gift, " adds that the book was printed and completed
*' non calami, stili, aut pennae suffragio, sed mira patronarum torma-
ruroque Concordia, proporcione, et modulo. " This work (which is to
be ascribed to Peter Schoeffer) is considered to havebeen printed by
Gutenberg, and the mention of God's mercy, Ac, is regarded as an
allusion to the inventkin of printing. The phrase is, however, also
found, with some variatk>ns, in the Liber sextus Decretalium, in

the Summa of Thomas Aquinas, and in the CUmentinae,pub\uAi9d
respectively on the 17th of December 1465, the 6th of March and
the 8th of October 1467. by Fust and Schoeffer. (Iv;) On the 17th
of January 1465 Adolph IL, archbishop of Mainz, by a publk decree,
appointed Gutenberg as his servant in reward for " his services,

"

but he does not say what kind of " services " he had rendered, nor
does he speak of him as the inventor of printing, nor as a printer,

(v.) In the Grammaika rhytkmica^ published in xa66 by Fust and
Schoeffer, the third line of the colophon runs: Hinc Nazareni
sonet oda per ora Johannis, " whu:h was formerly regarded as an
allusion to Johann Fust or Johann Gutenberg, but whkfn more prob-
ably refers to Johann Bruimen or Fons, the author of the grammar,
(vi.) On the 36th of February 1468 Dr Homery wrote to the arch-
bishop of Mainz the letter quoted above, from which it may be

" At Moguntina sum fusus in urbe libellus meque(the book)domus
genuit unde caragma venit. " (viiiO Schoeffer published on the
a4th of May 1468 the ist edition oiJustiniani Imper. Irutiiutionum
juris libri VJ., cum glossa. To this were added by way of colophon
some verses commencing: " Scema tabernaculi, ' &c., in which it

is said that (the ornament of the church) Jesus " hos dedit eximk>s
aculpendi in arte magistros . . . Quos genuit ambos urbs Moguntina
Johannes, librorum insignes prothocaragmaticos/' which is regarded
as an allusion to Johann Gutenberg and Johann Fust as first or chief

printers. (Ix.) In the same year (1468) Johannes Andreae, bishop
of Aleria, says, in the dedication of nis edition of St Jerome s
EpisUes, published in that year (Dec. 13.) at Rome, to Pope Paul II.,

that '* Germany is to be honoured for ever as having been the
inventress of the greatest utilities. Cardinal Cusa wished that
the sacred art of printing, which then (under Cardinal Cusa, who died
on the nth of August 1464) seemed to have arisen in Germany, were
brought to Rome. " (x.) In 1470 Guil. Fichct. in an octastichon
inserted in the Paris edition of 1470 of the Letters of Gasparinus
of Bei]^mo, exhorts Paris to take up the almost divine art of writing
(printing) which Germany is acquainted with (see below No. xiii.).

In the same year Erhard Windsbeig writes to the same effect in an
epigram inserted in the Epistclae Phalaridis published at Paris about
1470. (zl.) In 1471 Ludov. Carbo, in the dedication of the Letters

» The earliest would be the records of the Strassburg lawsuit
of 1439. in whkh the word " trucken " is used, but we cannot accept
them as gmuine.

* Earlier is perhaps the Donatus issued by Peter Schoeffer, possibly
before 1456. the colophon of which says that it was finished Arte
nova imprimendi seu caracterizandi . . . absque cailami exaratione
(by a new art of printing or making letters . . . without the writing
of a pen).
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of Pliny to Borso, duke of Modena, speaks of the Germans having
invented printing; Nicolaus Gupalatinus (Venice, 1471) of a German
being the inventor of printing, and Nicolaus Perottus of the art
whkn had lately come from Germany, (xii.) On the 21st of May
1471 Nicolas Jenson published an editbn of (}uintiltan. edited and
revised by ()gnibene dc Lonigo (Omnibonus Leonkenus), who in
the preface speaks of its printer as "librariae artis mirabilis inventor,
non ut 8crit»ntur calamo libri, sed vduti gemma impriroantur, ac
prope sigillo, primus omnium ingeniose deroonstravit. " (adiL)

About 147a the first three printers of Paris published Gasparinus
Pergamensis's Ortkograpkiae libera to whkh is prefixed (in the copy
of the university library of Basel) a letter, dated the 1st of January,
from Guillaume Fkhet (see above Na x.), prior of the Sorbonne,
to Robert Gaguin, in whkh he says that " it is rumoured that in

Germany, ' not far from the city ot Mainz,' a certain Johann Guten-
berg (Johannes, cui cognomen Bonemontano) first of all invented
the art of printing (impressoriam artem), by means of whkh boiAs
are made with letters of metal, not with a reed (as theandentsdid).
nor with the pen (as is done at present). " (xiv.) On the 14th ol

July 1474 Jph. Philippus de Lignamine published at Rome Ckromca
summorum pontificum imperatorumgue, in whkh, between two
entries, relating one to the 14th of July 14m and the other to the
1st of October 1459, an undated paragraph is found saying that
Jacobus with the surname of Gutenberg of Strassburg and a certain

other one named Fustus, " imprimendanim litterarum in membranis
cum metallkis formls periti, trecentas cartas quisque eorum per
diem facere innotescunt apud Moguntiam Germanie civitatem.

"

It says thesame of Mentelin, and (under 1464) of Conrad Sweynheym,
Arnold Pannarts, and Udalricus Gallus. (xv.) On the 23rd of
May 1476 Peter Schoeffer issued the 3rd edition of the Jnstitutiones

of Justmian, with the same imprint as in the edition of 1468 (see

testimony viii.), but with the addition that Mainz is the " impres-
soriae artis inventrix elimatrixque prima. " (xvL) In the Fascicuius

temporum, issued at Cologne in 1478, it is stated under the year 1457
that the printers of books were multiplied on earth, deriving the
origin of their art from Mainz. The eariier editions merely stated

that the printers of books were multiplied on earth, (xvii.) In

148^ Matthias Palmer of Pisa, in the Ckrtm. EusA. published at

Venice, suted under the year 1457 that studentsowe a great debt
to Germany, where Johannes Gutenberg zum Jungen, knight of

Mainz, invented the art of printing in 144a (xviiiO In the 1

year. 1483, Jac. Phil. Foresta of Bergamo, in the Supptemtntum
ckronicorum, says under the year 1458 that the art of printing books
was first discovered in Germany, according to some by Guthimbog
of Strassbunr* according to others by Faust (see xiv.). according
to others by Nkolas Jenson (see xii.). (xix.) On the 6th of

March 1492 Peter Schoeffer published the Ntedersdcksiseke Ckrouik
of Conrad Botho, saying in the colophon that it was " geprent . .

.

in . . . Mentz, die eyn anefangk is der prentery.*' (xx.) .^_ ^_.
At the end of 1494 two Heidelberg professors. Adam"~V~"
Wemher and Joh. Herbst, composedf some Latin verses -> .^*~r

in honour of Johannes Gensfleisch (Gutenberg's family
name turned into the Latin Anskarus), whom the> called " prionis

librorum impressor " and " impressonae artis inventor primus. " '

(xxl.) In 1499 Jacob Wimphding (bomatSchlettstadt I450,dicd 1528)
published (at "Mainz, by P. Fnedberg V'' - ^-"'- " " —

: [?1) an Oralio m^ Mewtmiam
MarsiliiabJnghenid. 1396). in whkh he. on leaf 22 a, praises Joannes
Ansicarus in Latin verse for his invention at Mainz, (xxi.)

These verses are preceded by a Latin epitaph on fohami Gensfleisch,
" artis impressonae inventor " and " repator, ' written by Adam
Gelthus, a relative of Gutenberg, adding that his remains rest in

the Franciscan Church'at Mainz. (xziiLj In the same year (1499)
Polydore Vergil (be inventoribus rerum, Venice, lib. ii. cap. 7) says

that a certain Peter JSchoeffer ?], a (German, invented in 1442 the

art of printing at Mainz in Germany, as he had heard from the

iatter's countrymen ; this statement was repeated in a Venke edition

of 1503. In later editions " Peter " was altered to " Job. Guten-
berg.

'*^
(xxiv.) In the same year Kodboff, printer at Cologne,

published Cronica van der hiUigerSkU van CodUn, in whkh cm foi.

All b, the following statements occur: (i) The art of printing was
found first of all in Ucrmany at Mainz about the year 1440; (2jfroo
that time till 1450 the art and what belonged to it were investi-

gated; (3) and m I4«>. when it was a golden year (jubilee), they

be«m to print, and the first book that they printed was the Bible

in Latin, in a large letter, resembling that with whkh at preacnt

missals are printed. (4) Although the art was found at Mainz,
as aforesaid, in the manner in which it is generally employed now,
yet the first prefiguration was found in Holland from out the Dema-
tuses whkh were printed there before that time, and from and out

of them was taken the beginning of the aforesaid art. and it was found

much mor« masterly and ex»ct{subtilis) than that other maimer was.

and has become more and more artistk. (5) Omnibonus wrote in

a preface to Quintilian, and in some other books, too, that a Walloon

• These verses were not published at the time, but in the 19th

century by F. J. Mone, (huUensamml. der bad, Landesgeseh, tii. 163.

from the contemporary MS. of Adam Wemher, preserved in the

archives of Carisruhe.—We pass over here a few books whkh merdy
say that the invention was made at Mainz: a Ckranyk derlmdem
van Overmaas, written by an inhabitant of Beek. near Maastrkht,
in the 15th century: the Chranycke ton HoOandt (Leiden, 1517), ix.
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from France, named Nkol. Jenaon (tee xii.)t diaoovered thta art;
but that is untrue, for there are th<Me still alive who testify that
books were printed at Venice before NicoL Jenson came there and
began to cut and make letters. (6) But the nrst inventor oif printing
was a citixen of Mains, named Junker Johan Gudenburch. (7)
From Mainz the art was introduced first of all into Cologne, then into
Scrassburg. and afterwards into Venice. (8) The origin and progress
of the art were told to the writer verbally by Ulrich Zell oTHanau,
still printer at Cologne (anno 1499). through whom the said art
came to Cologne, (xzr.) In 1501 Jacob Wimpheling (see xxi.},

who stated in his Orath quenUosa contra Jmasores Sacerdolum, Ac.
(published at Delft, c. 1495) that chalcography had been invented
at Maina, says on p. 43 cm his Ctmtania (btrassburg, Joh, PrOss,
1501), that the invention was made at Strassburg by lohann Guten-
berg of Strassburg, and that it was perfected at Mainz, (zzvi.)
In iv>3 Johann Schoeffer (the son of Peter SchocflFer and the
granoson of Johann Fu-t) p-llb!55^cd r- —•---— -' y—^j THs-
aWfi^Hf, in^ Whi i- hv ivpJ\'^-\tLy jili1r'-<:iL .1^ <'n'.- «:<J iLcii: nn.:-'^ i |is-

tinguished dtizeri ^ rA M a i fi^ (nobil i vrbe magu/iti na arE 1$ imprc "^^ :iriae

inventrioe ilium iTuiiriCTqu* prima), desccTtdecl frflm lUc Tuost
fortunate race who invented the an of printings (xxrli-) tn 1 1(04
Ivo Wittig, a aaion and tt» keeper of the seal of ihe St \'irtor

Cathedral near KLiii; ni {or whith Gutenberg h^d bcfn 9, Uy mcmt>er),
erected in the Ikjusi? " Zutn Gutenberg " a ntrmorUI si one and an
epitaph (miasang: :3Jrc-jdy in t^^io) tv ^ah, GxncntjcrE of M.iinz,
qui primus oniTuum Httenaa a^re impnmtmiAs invrnit-'' (ixrilL)

In ISOJt in the E hcrn]^tj tran^tion of Livy publish<?d by Jolnkun
Schocner (see xi>iL.) the dedit^tion to the cmfx^ror Maiumillin,
pcobably written Ijy Ivo Wiittg; (see soivu.). speaks of Juhan
GOttenbeigk as ir.vi-ntrir of prijiTma (11.^0} and .|..Hhjn F^um ,ind
Peter Schoeffer as iTT;-:.Tii-vf. .,,.1 ^u r^i-ni."', _ :,; ,,_• _::. ihis
work was reprinted at least eight times (in 1514, i<23, 1539, 153a,

>533> i$5if >553t i;^7) with the same dedkation ; but in 1509 the
-Brevutrtum Afogunttnum says that it was printed at the expense and
labour of Johann Schoeffer, whose grandfather (t.«. Johann Fust)
was the first inventor and author of the art of printing (see xxvi.).

(zziz.) In 1505 Jacob Wimpheling, in his Efttiuma Germanorum
(Stra»burg. 1505), asserts (on kaf xxxviiL b and xxxix. a) that
in 1440 johann Gutenberg of Strassburg invented there tne art
of pnntmg. And in 1507. in his Catal. episcoparum ArtpU.
(Strassbufv, 1507), he says that the art was mvented, though in
an imperfect manner, by a , certain Strassburger, who after-
wards went to Mainz and joined others working and trying the
same art. where it was, under the guklance of Johann Gens-
fleisch. perfected in the house " boni montu " (Gutenberg). This
be repeated in IM5. (zzz.) About 1506-1511 Johannes Trithe-
mius wrote his Chronikon of Spanheim, published at Frankfort
in 1601, in which he says (p. 366), under the year 1450. that the
art of printing books was discovered afresh (d no9o) at Mainz by
a certain dtiaen said to be Johan Gutenberg, who, after having
apent all his property in accomplishing the new invention,
perfected it w the advice ana assistance of Johan Fust
and others. Tne first propagator of the new art was, after
Che inventor, Peter Schoeffer. (xxzi.) In 1515 Johann Schoeffer

Kblisbed Joh. Trithemius's Compendium sive Brenarinm
^toriae Francofum, and said in the colophon that the book

was published at Maiiu (the >ir5l inventresa o« the art of printing),

by him. the grandson of the late Johann Fust, tht first author of the
said art. who finally from his own genius commenced to excogitate
and to invest^te the art in 1450, and in 145a perfected it and
commenced printing, assisted by many necessary inventions of Peter
Schoeffer von Ornsheim. his servant and adopted son. Johann
Fust and Peter Schoeffer l»pt this art secret, binding ail their
servants and domestk:s by oath never to reveal it ; but in 1462 it was
spread by the same domestics into divers countries. The same
statements were repeated in the Breviar. euks. liindensis of 1516.
(zzzii.) On the 9th of December 1518 the emperor Maximilian ac-
corded to Johann Schoeffer the privilege of printing Livy (i ^t

** "
).

saying that " he has learnt and been advised on the faith < ly

testimonies that the ineenious invention of chakography nt .

.

!d

by the printer's grandfather." Erasmus, in hb preface to t : ' > k,

says that great praise is due to the inventors of the alni< '-r ^l^vjrie

art of printing, the chief among whom is rumoured or -j"I r., ber

loan Faust, the grandfather 01 Joan Scheffer; and Nic ' ' t-
Bachius. in a final notkeof the edition, speaks of " Joi er
Chalcographus," whose grandfather first invented and excw^^ „.iis

art in Mainz, (zzxiii.) In IM9 Joh. Thurmayer Aventtnus (1474-
1534) wrote that " in 1450 Joannes Faustus, a German, a citizen

oiMainz. invented a new kind of writing, called chalcography, and
completed it in two years; it was kept secret by him and Peter
Schoeffer, his son-in-law, but divulged m Germany ten years after-

wards by Faust's servant, Johannes Guttenberger, a Strasburger."
(zzxir.) In a pedigree of Lourens Janssoen Coster of Haarlem
and his descendants, preserved in the Haarlem Town Libranr. it is

asserted that " he brought the first print into the worid 1440." It
would seem that an attempt was made, at some time or other, to alter

the date 14A6 of this document into 1440. otherwise its genuineness
is beyond ooubt; in its present state it was probably first drawn
op about l5S9t but its first four divisions including the above
statement were evidently copied from some earlier document.
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as they are all written by one hand, tn Roman or Karoline
minuscules, and, of course, this eariier document may be assumed
to have existed k>ng before 1502-1560. the period usually assigned
to this pedigree, and to go back to the time of L. J. Coster him-
self. There is some doubt as to whether the year 1446 refers to
Coster'a bringing the first print into the worid, or to the marriage
of his daughter. In the latter case the " first print " must be
eariier. (zzzr.) In 1520 lohan Schott, a printer at Strassburg
and grandson of Johan Mentelin, the first printer of that town.
fublished an edition of Ptolemy, and printed at the end the arms of
is grandfather with the foUowmg inscription: " insiene Schottorum

Familiae ab Friderico Rom. Imp. III. Joan. Mentefio primo Typo-
naphiae Inventori ac suis coocessum: Anno Christi 1466." Apart
from the assertwn that Mentelin was the inventor dT printing, we
may remark that the emperor Frederick III. raised Mentelin to the
rank of a nobleman in 1466 and granted him new arms, (zzxri.)
In 1524 Johan Schoeffer speaks again (at the end of S. Prosperi libel-

lus) of his maternal grandfather Joan " Faust " and his fatner Peter
Schoeffer, citizens of Mainz, who first of all invented and practised
metal printing. (zzz?iL)-in 1531 Ivo Schoeffer, the son of Johan
Schoeffer, speaks of his great grandfather Johan " Faust " having
invented chalcography, and "^Faust " continues for many years
afterwards to be spoken of as the inventor, sometimes in connexion
with Peter, once or twice even with Ivo Schoeffer. (xncfUi.) About
1533 the Neapolitan Mariangek> Accono. who had resided at the
court of Charles V., wrote on the first leaf of a vellum Domains (in

the possession of Aldus Manutius, jun.) that " Joh. Faust of Mainz
first discovered the art of printing with metal types which afterwards
he made of lead; hb son Peter Schoeffer added much afterwards
to polish the said art. Thb Donatns and Confessumalia were printed
first of all in 1450. Faust derived the suggestion from a Donatus
printed before m Holland from an engraved block." Thb sute-
ment b found on p. 411 of the BiUioth. Apost, Vaticana of Angelo
Roccha (Rome, 1591)1 who saw the leaf. Some consider its latter
part to have been derived from the Cologne Chronicle (xsdv.)
and it seems probable that it was a mixture of some of the above
testimonies, (xxziz.) In im6 Johan Schott (see xxxv.) pub-
lished Historien Handt-BucSUin (Strassburg, 1536), in which
on leaf b^ and b* he says that " Hans Mentlin <m Strassburg in-

vented the art, which, through infidelity, was brought to Mams."
On the strength of thb and other statements (xxv., xxix..

xxxv.) the bicentenary of the Strassburv invention was celebrated
there in 1640. (zl.) In 1541 Toh. Arnold (Bergel or) Bergellanus,
who had settled as press-reader at Mainz two yean previously,

:_ 1? — .1.^1.^—>.L.->. txM^i— m ^jj^ gj Victor
between Fust and
Bergel had read

Tritheim's books (xxx.), in which the invention b ascribed to
Johan Gutenberg with two coadjutors. Johann Faust and Peter
Schoeffer, which he (Bergel) had heard confirmed in conversations
with Mainz citizens; he nad also seen some old toob prepared for

the work by the originaton which were still in existence. Gutenberg
invented it in 1450. (zU.) About 1561 Tan van Zuren (bom at
Haarlem in IM7) and Dirk Volkerts Coornhert (bom at Amsterdam
in 1522) established a printing-office at Haarlem. Of the former
it b alleged that he had compiled a work on the invention of print-

ing, whidi is presumed to have been lost during the siege of Haarlem
in 1573. This work was not publicly mentioned before 1628, when
Peter Scriverius published his Laurecranz voor Laurens Cosier, in
which he says that he had only found the title, preface and intro-

duction, in which Van Zuren contended that the first foundations
of the art were laid at Haariem, and that it afterwards accompanied
a foreigner to Mainz. In this introductton he does not mention the
name of the inventor, nor a date, but points in indefinite terms to
the house of the inventor as still exbting. (zlU.) In the same year
(1561) Van Zuren and Coornhert published an editioaof the OJicia
Ciceronis, in whkh the latter, in a dedication to the macbtracy of
Haarlem, refen to the rumour that the arttyf printing Dooks was
invented first of all at Haariem, and was brought to Mainz by an
unfaithful servant and much improved there. He adds that very old
and dignified persons had often told him, not only the family of the
inventor, but also hb name and surname, and had explained the
first crude way of printing, and pointed out to him the bouse of the
first printer. (zUii.) In 1566 Luigi Guicciardini, a Florentine noble-
nuin, who had viuted the Netherlands and had resided many years
at Antwerp, finished a description of the Netherlands (published in

1567), in which, alluding to Haariem. he speaks of the invention
there according to the assertions of the inhabitants, the evidence
of some authors, and other remembrances; the inventor died before
the perfection of his art ; his servant went to Matnz^ where he per-
fected the art, and hence the report that it was invented there,

(zlhr.) About 1568 (it is calculated) Hadrianus Junius wrote his

Batavia, published at Leiden in 1588, with two prefaces, dated,
the one from Leiden, the 6th of January 1575, the other from Delft ad
annum salutis 1575. On p. 251 he says: (a) the opinion that the
forms of the letten whereby books are printed were first discovered
at Mainz is very inveterate, but old and eminent inhabitants of

Haarlem had assured him that they had heard from their ancestors
(b) that there lived at Haarlem, more than 128 years before, in a
accent 1ious« then existing, near the mailcet-place. opposite the
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royal paUce, Lourent (son oQ Jan. tumained Cotter, who, while
walking in the wood near Haarlem, began to shape beechen bark
first into figures of letters, by which, reversely impressed one by one
on paper, he composed one or two Imes to serve as an example for

the children of his son-in-law. U) When this succeeded, he begAU to
contemplate greater things, and first oCall invented, assisted by his

son-in-law Thomas (son of) Peter, a more gluey and substantial

kind of ink (as the ordinary ink was found to blot), with which he

Jrinted whole ublets with pictures^ with the letters added. (J)

unius had seen books of this kind pnnted by Coster (the beginmngs
of his labours) on the rectos of the leaves only, not on both sides;

the book was written (in Dutch^ by an anonymous author, and
entitled Speculum nostrae salutis, in which care was t^ken that the
blank versos couki be pasted together, ao that the blank pages should
not present any unst^htlineas. (e) Afterwards (Coster) changed
the beechen characters into leaden, and the latter again into tin ones.

Very ancient wine-pots cast of the remains of these types were still

to be seen in the house of Lourens. which was aftenn^rds inhabited
by his great-grandson Gerard (son of) Thomas, who had died
an old man a few years before. (/) When the new merchandise
attracted purchasers everywhere, workmen were added to QjourenM*)

household, among whom was a certain John (whether, as was sus-

pected, Faust, or another of the same name. Junius did not inquire),

who was bound to the work of printing by oath. But, when he
thought he knew the art of joimng the letters and of casting the
types, &c.. he stole away, when everybody had gone to church, the
whole apparatus of the types and the tools prepared by his master,
and hastened to Amsterdam, thence to Cologne, until he arrived at
Mainz, where he could remain in safety, and. having opened a Work-
office, issued within the space of one year, about 1442, the Doctrinde
of Alexander Callus and the Tracts of Petrus Hispanus, printed with
the same types which Lourens had used at Haarlem. (£) Junius
recollects that Nicolaas Gaal, his tutor, a roan of firm memory and
venerable old age. had told him that as a boy he had often h^utl a
certain bookbinder, Comclis (a man of more than eighty years of

age, who had been an under-workman in the same ofi^) narrating
the story of the invention (as he had heard it from his master), the
fwlishing and increase of the crude art, &c., and cursing those nights
which he had passed, during some months, with the culprit in one
bed. (A) The burgomaster Quirinus Talesius admitted to Junius
that he had formerly heard nearly the tame from the mouth of the
tame bookbinder.

(xlv.) Natalis Comes, in hit Vmotrsa kisUrria sui temporis
n^cnice 1581; the^ edition of 1572 contains only books i to 10),

lib. xxiv. 531, says that Haarlem is memorable on account of

the almost divine invention of printing books first contrived by
John Cutenberg in the year X453 ; who. when he had invented the
rudiments of it. had a rather cunning servant, observant of his

master's art, who, after the death (see xltii., xlvi;, xlvii.) of Johan
went to Mainz and there perfected the art, and hence the report
that it was invented in that city, (zlvi-) Geo. Braunius, in the second
volume oi his Cwitates orbis terrarum (Coin. tS75?). sayaof Haarlem,
that in this town and the whole province of Holland, there was a fixed

tradition that the art of typography was first invented there. But
before it was perfected and Drought to H^ht, the inventor died
(see sdiiL, xlv.) and his servant went to Mainz, and made it known
there, (itvii.) Mich. Eyzinger on p. 75 of his Niederldndscht
Besckreumng (Cdln, 1584) says that the art of printing, as it was then
done, with letters and characters on paper or otherwise, was invented
bv some one at Haarlem, but, on the death of his master (see xliii..

xlv., xlvi.). was brought to light in perfection by his servant.

(Repeated by Matthias- Quadus Pictor Juliacus in Compendium
Unt9ersi, sive Geograpkicae narrationes.Ub. iii. c 38, Colon. 1600.)

(zlviii.) CkronicoH SuHacense, per P. D. ChervJbinmm Mirtium
Trevirensem monachum Sul>lacensem laboratum anno . . . 162Q.

A MS. in 4to. on p. 150 of which is read :Non egre ferat. quaeao lector,

si inseruero ratione temporis rem non plane ab instituto nostro
alicnam. nempe laudabile studium monachorum Sublacensium
teutonicorum . . . Nempe. quod nobUissima librorum typographia
paucis ante annis in inferiori Cermania enata est et in lucem oroducta
(with a note by Mirtius: Hollandia a.d. 1453 in civiute Haarlciti

per Joannem CTut^'nli^Lrpm.. fjuae iini^R jtn, postea Moguntiae per
dicti inventoris iirnLiluni in mtliorpm r^Uacta fuit ezcudendi
formam). It is -^^irpo^^ tkat xlv. to >lviu are derived from
Test, xliii.. but th^ - .^^ym*. imfto^siLlc as tti; ir Is xlviii.

(zliz.) In 162^ '-<• rivcfius in hk /.^K^f* f,:rr-; (see xli.) placed the
date of thte'Haari'Tti IiTj vent ion as far b;ii:k .i~ 1438. and mentioned
as its inventor Lcurt^ns Jani^Doii, shcrifl ol Haarlem. He asserts

that the art of printing ^ppcorvd, "' nai in ihe manner as it is used
now, with letters ^ m t *>\ Vsd arKJ tin, but a book was cut leaf for

leaf on wooden b ] xha KnArlcm inventor was robbed in

1440 by Johan G Scriverlu» based the date 1428 upon
a Hebrew Chroni I by Jcwph bf^n Mcir- (149^1575?).
and published in 1

' = 1 it s.:sha4i^etta by Conulius Adelkmd. where,
under the year oif 1 1 v Jewish «ii s i^^ ( ^^ ' p ~'

' the author mentions
a book (without : --1111? the Titk-) print'''

I
..' Venice and seen by

him. Scriverius. ould only refer to a
book printed at Hoarkem, applied the entry to a xvlographk BMia
paupemm, of which he gave a description., together with several

other blockbooks and early printed books.

pnSTORY

0.) In 1639 Boxhom poshed the date of the Haarlem inventioa
bock to 1420. referring, as his authority, to the same CkronicU of
Rabbi Joseph. Since that time the date of the Haarlem invention
has beea varkMisly placed between 1420 and 1430.

Later testimonies are mere repetitions of earlier statements."

We need not discuss the story of Antonio Cambruxzi. whoasaerted
that Pamfilo Castaldi invented printing at Feltre. in Italy, in 1456,
and that Fausto Comesburgo, who lived in his house in order to
learn the lulian language, learnt the art from him, and brought it

to Mainz*, the story, however, found so much credence that in 1868
a statue was erected at Feltre in honour of Castaldi. Nor need we
speak of Kuttenberg in Bohemia, where John Gutenberg is asserted
to have been bom and to have found the art of printing. Nor is it

necessary to speak of Jean Brito. who printed at Bruges c. 1477-1488.
and b asserted to have invented printing there. We may abo pass
over Johann Fust, later on called Faust (testimonies xiv., xviii.,

xxvL. xxviii.j xxxL. xxxii., xxxiii.. xxxviii.), as we know from the
Mainz lawsuit of liu that he had simply assisted Gutenberg with
loans of money. We may also pass over Johann Mentelin of
Strassburg (testimonies xxxv.j xxxix.), only remarking here that be
had already printed a Bible in 1460, and that he is mentioned in
Strassburg rensters as a chrysographer or gold-writer from 14A7 to
1450; but of his whercabouU between 1450 and 1460 there is no
record. That he had gone, or had been called, after 14^0 by
Gutenberg to Mainz hiui been asserted but not proved, tnouga
there is no reason why he should not be one of the two Johannes
alluded to as the protkccaratmatici of Mainz in the Justinian of 1468
(testimony viiL). That Nicolas Jenson came to be regarded in
certain circles and for a time as the inventor of printing is owing to
testimony xii. being misunderstood.

There remain, therefore, to be considered the testimonies wbich
bear on the rival claims of Haarlem and Mainz. So far as we
know, the controversy between Germany and Holland was pub-
licly started as early as 1499 by the Cologne Ckronkle (testimooy

xxiv.), that between the two towns mentioned not puUidy
before 1561 (testimony xli.); while the name of the Haarlem
inventor was not mentioned publicly in print caxlier than
1588 (testimony xliv.).

The claims of Germany and Mainz, as centred in the person of

Johann Gutenberg, have been discussed above while treating of

the eariy printing at Mainz. A few more wordsabout these claims

are necessary. Though some of the documents relating to him
connect him with the art of printing, they say nothing ci him as

the inventor of it; nor do any of the books ascribed to him.

The first document that connects him with the art of printing,
the Notarial instrument of the 6th of November 145;; (testimony L).

says nothing of an invention or a new mode of pnnui^. Ana yet
the occasion was such as to make it almost imperative on Gutenberg
to speak of his invention, if he had made any. for he had spent
x6oo guilden of Fust's motley for making ''tools," apparently
without printine anything.* and was on the point of being robbed
by the latter and having taken away from him all that be b supposed
to have made and done to give effect to hb idea or invention.
The next testimony (ii.) tje. the eariiest Mainz books with printed
dates (1457 to 1467)1 shows that the art of printing was not treated
as a secret at Mainz; it is openly proclaimed; iu importnnce
fully realized and appreciated, but it is distinctly advertised as a
" by-invention of pnnting," and still more distinctly as a " new
art of printing *'; uie public were informed that books were now
no longer produced by means of the pen. but by a new art of forming
characten and printing. Such advertisements are natural and
appropriate if we assume that the new art of printing had recently
(say about 1450 to 1455) become known at Mainz, out not when
we assume that Gutenberg had been printing there devotional and
school books and folio Bibles since 14^. But. thoorii the new art
is so distinctly described and advertised, in none « these advv-
tisements b there one word of a *' Mainz invention *' or an " in-

ventor." In testimony iii. (the Catholicon of 1460) there b an
allusion to Mainz being favoured by God. but again not one word
about an invention or an inventor. If Gutenberg had printed the
Catholicon^ it would be incredible that he. who had been wronged
and robbed by his two rivals (Fust and Schoetfer), should join in
with them in defining and proclaiming the new art. but never with
one word assert hb cbim to the honour and profit of the invention,
if he had made any, and should even omit hb name, whereas he saw

^ Gver a hundred of them have been collected by Ger. Meerman«
Oritines iypogr. iL 58 seq.

'In line 42 Gutenberg distinctly declares that "he hoped he
was under no obligation to Fust to devote the first 800 guilden
to the work of the books '^; and. as Fust, by advancing the second
800 guilders in 1452, had practically become Gutenbog's partner,
it seems clear that the former claimed in October or November
I45S> when the trial may be said to have commenced, hb money
and interest because Gutenberg had at yet notprinted anything.
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his two rivals nrvcr n^lcct to print thdr names in full on every
book which they published. Those who believe that Gutenben; was
the inventor of prindilK tXifgalt that he kept silent, as otherwise
his creditors would have seised his co|Mes and his printing-office.

But this explanatton canncft be accepted, as we have seen that
Gutenberg was practically bankrupt at that time, and prosecuted
as a defaulter; and the verbose colophon at the end of a gigantic

folio book like the CatMicom, published at a time when there were
perhaps not more than three printing offices in the world, would be
calculated to draw attention to its printer and hb residence, not
to conceal him. Testimony v. (1406) can no lon^ be regarded
as having any reference to Gutenbetg or the invenuon of pnnting;
vii. (1468) was formerly thought to mean: " I. the book, am cast

(«.«. Its types are cast) m the Mains city, and the house whence the
type came (^wheie the type -was invented) produced me." But
of late years it has been shown that the author of the book, Johann
Fons. was Peter Schoeffer's press-corrector. And, as he no.doubt
resided in Schoeffer's house, the two lines evidently mean: ** I

am a little book cast in Mainz, and I was bom ("written) in the
same house whence the type comes ^ ("where 1 am printed)."

Testimony viii. (also of 1468) speaks of two Johannes (Gutenberg
and Fust) as the " prothocaragmatici librorum quos genuit urbs
Moguntina." But this means, not that the first printers of books
were bom at Mainz, but that the two Johannes (boro) produced at
Mainz were the chief printers of boolo.
When we now place together the clear documentary testimonies

CL to viiL) of the first fourteen years of printing (1454 to 1468) at
. Mainz, we see that they all come from Mainz itself.

^ff!^--^- Everybody connected with the art when speaking of

ASrf fZ: *^ *****^ "* *" ***^ °*^*** public and unreserved manner:
its importance was as fully realized and advertised

then as it b now; the German nation b even congratulated on
possessing it; there is never any secrecy about it; but from the
moment that it begins to be mentioned there (say about 1456) it

is called a new art. In the midst of all this publicity, however, the
««« art which Mainz and Germany possess b never spoken of as
having been invented at Mainz or anywhere else in Germany. The
aupp<Med Mainz inventor (Gutenbera) even speaks himself on two
occasions (certainly in the lawsuit of 1455, and presumably in the
Catludkon of 1460) but never says that he made an invention.

The archbishop of Maiiu. too, speaks publicly of Gutenberg in 1465
(testimony iv.). and re'wards him for services, but does not speak
of him as the inventor of printing, nor even as a printer. Nor does
Ch- Homery, in his letter to the archbbhop (testimony vL of 1468),
in which he refers to Gutenberg's printing apparatus, call him the
inventor of printing.

In 1468 we enter on a new phase in the hbtoxy of the inven-

tion. Even if we set aside testimony viii. as being merely local,

testimony ix. (1468) speaks of the art of printing as having arisen

in Germany. This testimony, however, does not come from
Germany, norfrom Mainz, but from Italy, and b supposed to have

been inspired by the two German printers who had established a
printing-office at Subiaco in 1465, and in 1467 at Rome, and who
most likely learned their craft at Mainz.
As the two printers are mentioned in the testimony, and as it

does not speak of Gutenberg, nor of Mainz, it is far more likely

that it was merely derived from the colophons of Fust and Schoeffer,

or from something that Cardinal Cusa had heard during his em-
bassies in Germany. To the Mainz colophons we must alsd aucribe

(a) the two testimonies of 1470 (x.) and (fr) the three of 1471 (xi.),

all five of which come from France and Italy. At last, in 147Z
(testimony xiii.), the invention of printing is ascribed to Gutenberg
of Mainz, but as a rumour, and the testimony comes from France.
Gail. Fichet of Paris, who gives it,, is supposed to have heard the
rumour from the three (jerman printers who commenced printing

at Paris in 1470. And as two of them had resided, immediately
before they came to Paris, in the university of Basel, and are sup-
posed to have ieamt their art there, the rumour is traced to " Bertoiff

von Hanauwe," who appears in the lawsuit of 1455 as Gutenberg's
servant and who was printing at Basel in 1468. But it came
more likely from information which Fichet obtained from the St
Victor Cathedral, near Mainz (of which Gutenberg had been a lay

member), as he spealu of the art having been invented " not far from
that town." Testimony xiv. (1474) again comes from Italy, from
Rome, and was perhaps derived from one of the German printers

settled there at that time. It merely speaks of Gutenberg. Fust
and Mentelin as printers, but says not a word which even
touches upon the invention of the art. In testimony xv. (1476)
we have the first definite mention of Mainz as the mventress df

the art; it is given as an addition to the Mainz colophon of 1468
(see viii.). In 1^78 Mainz is again mentioned in a Cologne testi-

mony (xvi.) which gives evidence of research, as it is an amplifica-

tion of an earlier one in which Mainz was not mentioned. C^crman^r,

Gutenbers and Mainz are again mentioned in the Venetian testi-

mony xvM. (IA83), which gives (under the year 1457) for the first

time 1440 as tne date of the invention. In the same year we have
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' Vcntt (comes), the present not the periect tense (has come).

two earlier testimonies (xiv. and xii.) worked into one (xviii.), to
the effect that printing was invented either by Gutenberg or by
Fust or by Jenson. Testimony xix. (1493), which states that
printing commenced at Mainz, is practically equivalent to xv.
In 1494 and 1499 we have three German testimonies (xx., xxi.,

xxii.) as to Gutenberi^ being the inventor of printing ; these, however,
come, not from Mainzv but from Heidelberg; xxii. b given by a
relative of Gutenberg, Adam Cielthus, and, as the latter resideo at
Heidelberg, it is clear that he was the real source of the other two
Heidelbera testimonies (xx. and xxi.). Two years later, when Wim-
pheling, the author of testimony xxL, had left Heidelberg, he
ascribed (xxvO the invention of ^nting to Strassburg, though
stating that Gutenberg was the inventor. Testimony xxiii. u
recorded above to show the confusbn that reigned in peotde's
minds about 1500 regarding the invention. We must add to tnese
testimonies those 0^1504 (xxvii.) and 1505 (xxviji.), whkh are
owing to Ivo Wittig, a canon and the keeper of the scab of the St
Victor Cathedral, near Mainz, of which, according to its liber

fratemitatis, Gutenberg had been a lay member.
Thus the Helmasperger document, the two Indulgences of 1454

and the 43-line Bible teU us, that in the period from August 1450 to
1156 the art of printing had commenced and been perfected at
Mainz; but not a word b heard as to how it arose, or what its

nature was. In the period from 1456 (if we place Schoeffer's 35-
line Donatns in this year) to 1468 various books were printed at
Mainz with colophons in which the art of printing b proclaimed as
a by-invention of printing; more especially as a new art: its

mechanism is fully described and said to be quite different from
the mode of producing books by means of the pen; but, no one
says that it was imented at Mainz, or mentions the name of a
Mainz imentor.

In the period from 1468 to 150^, however, we have (i) several
vague statements made in Italy and France as to the art of printing
beins known or practised or invented in Ormany, stateroenu
whicn arose irom the books and colophons published at Mainz;
(a) one item of rumour in 1473 that Gutenberg invented it near
that town; (3) two Mainz statements, of 1476 and 1493, and one
Cologne statement, of 1478, that it was invented at Mainz; (4) three
(German statements, of 1493, 1494 and 1499, that Guteiibefg had
invented it: and (5) two Mainz statements, of isoa and 1505. to
the same effect. But it b to be particularly noticed that the

(5) two Mainz statements, of isoa and 1505. to
. _ But it b to be particularly noticed that the
statements (3, 4, 5). which speak distinctly of Gutenberg being the
inventor, can be clearly traced to the St Victor Cathedral, that
b, to (MitenbetY himself and one of his relatives.

Seeing then how slender the basis b for the assertion that

printing was invented by Gutenberg at Mainz, that even thb
slender basis was not laid till fourteen years after

the art had been fully estabUshed and proclaimed

in that city, and that it may be traced to Gutenberg
himself, we cannot be surprised to find it promptly

contradicted, not in Holland, but in Germany itself.

Thb contradiction was made in 1499 (testimony xxiv.) in a
Chronicle published at Cologne. To faciliute the understanding
of this testimony it is divided above into eight sections. The first

(taken from Hartmann Schedel's Chronicle, 1493), second, sixth,

seventh and eighth are no doubt due to the compiler of the Chronicle,

and must not be connected with the third, fourth and fifth, which,
accordine to the compiler, are due to UlrichZclI. a printerat (Cologne,
who had probably settled there about 1463, and had most likely

learnt his art at Mainz, as he called himself " cicricus moguntinus.
As Zell's testimony leaves to Gutenberg nothing but the honour of

was argued that he meant a Donalus printed from wooden blocks

;

and this argument is brought forwara even at the present time.

But a practical printer like Zell must have been able to express
himself to that effect if he had really meant to say so; and. as
block-printing was not less practised in (Germany than in Holland,
we could hardly assume that blockbooks printed in Holland would
have inspired the (German inventor rather than the same books
printed in Germany. That testimony xxxviii. speaks of a Donatui
printed from wooden blocks may be ascribed to the notion arising

at that time (c. 1^33) that block-printing had given rise to typo-
graphy. It has also been remarked that unless we take Zell to

refer to a Donatus xylographically printed in Holland, the passage
in the Chronicle would be contradictory, as it says in its first and
sixth section that the art of printing was found first of all at Mainz
about 1440, by a Mainz citizen, junker Johan Gudenburch, and
then in its fourth that the art had already been found before that

time in another place. But if the fourth section is read in accord-

ance with its punctuation in the Chronicle itself, it says clearly

that the art was found at Mainz, as aforesaid in the manner in

which it is generally employed now, that is, more masterly, more
artistic than in the Donaiuses printed in Holland. It has further

been asserted that Holland in the Chronicle means Flanders; but
the Chronicle is usually correct in geographical matters, and is
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therefore not likely to havejone attray in this particular case. It

has also been suggested that Zell most likely learnt his art in Fust and
Schoeffer's office and invented the passage to injure the reputation
of Gutenberv, who had been their enemy. Finally it baa been
said that Zell did not suggest or write the. passage at all; but it is

hard to see how this can be maintained in fac^ oC the compiler's
own sutement to that e£Fect. ;'

As, therefore, all these suggestions do not weaken or invalidate

Lomnma Zell's testimony, we must see how far it harmonizes
Coattt'a with other drcumstancea and the testimonies xxziv.,
ciatma, xli. to xllx., which claim the honour of the invention

for Haarlem in Holland

Testimony xxsuv. (the Pedigree) is sufficiently clear as to the in-

vention 6f printing at Haailem, the supposed date and the name of

its inventor. Testimonies xli. and xlii., though coming from Haar-
lem, do not mention the name of the inventor. 3ut xli. is a mere
introduction destined for a complete book that seems to have been
lost during the siege of Haarlem in 1573 before it was printed;

we are, therefore, not justified in saying that Van Zuren did not
know the name; xlii. may have omitted the name, because the
publication of Van Zuren's work was in contemplation at the time
that it was written. That Guicdardini (testimony xliii.) in 1566
did not mention the name of the reputed Haarlem mventor cannot
be considered as an indication that it was not known or had not
yet been " invented " when he wrote, as his accounts of the cities

of the northern Netherlands are all rather meagre and for the most
part derived from corrcsfttiiidepcc. He and other authors coming
after him (testimonies ilv.<-xLviLJ stjite that the H^^rlcm inventor

had died before the arc w^is petf&rted, and ihat thiereupofi lii» urrvant

had brought it to per(ei''T Loei at Mains. We du not find any such
statement in Junius. The latter^ft account (itUv.), howwert gives

various particulars Si:^ regards the invi^ntOT and his inveniion.

He begins by referrirh^ to the difficulty o\ vinditating the hurnjur

of the invention for Minariem on account of the dcvp^Tootcd and
general opinion that it tcHjk place at Maini. He then mt^ntiuns

that Lourens (son of Jan) lurnamed Colter resided at HiarEem
" more than 128 year^ ^i^," and isivc* ui tn undimitiind ihiit in

the year indicated by ihm phraM: ne invenit'd the arc vt printing.

Junius's book was ncL publiiiiicd iiJ.1 after hL» dc^aih^ m t^SH, but

Its two prefaces are diiL-d isyjs the dik^^l June (6. tsiSh hca^c the

number 128 is suppoao'i to go Sick frum the date wne^ he aciu.illy

wrote his account, v.Mcti he i» calculated t'l have done ab-mt

1568. Thus we get the year 144^ a* the iyp|»*ed date of the Hnar-

lem invention, though. /il we based our caicuUtiQii upon the date

of the preface, the ycur 1446 or 1447 woutd have to be iUAuincd.

But, as Junius adds that Coster's tvpes were stolen bv one of his

servants, who fled with them to Mainz, and. esubliahing there a
Erinting-office, printed within a year's time, in 1442, two books,

e must, if this latter date is correct, have meant 1440. By
testimonies xlix. and 1. we see that in the 17th century the date of

the Haarlem invention was first put back as far as 1428, then to

1420; and since then it has usually been rraarded as 1420-1423,
especially after it was discovered that the Haarlem wood where
Coster is said to have cut his wooden letters was destroyed during

a siege in 1426.
—

The researches regarding the reputed Haarlem inventor have

hitherto been made in an inadequately scientific manner, and it

appears that, after Scriverius (1628) had pushed back, in spite

of Junius, the date of the invention to 1420-1428, he and

later Dutch authors on the subject mixed up two Haarlem

citizens (a) Lourens Janszoon, who never bore the surname

Coster: he is proved to have been sheriff, wine merchant and

innkeeper from 1404 to 1439, and to have died in the latter year;

(b) Lourens Janszoon Coster, authenticated by official dootments

as a chandler and innkeeper from 1436 to 1483, leaving Haarlem

in the latter year. The name of this person and some genea-

logical particulars known of him seemed to agree with Junius's

account and the Coster pedigree.

But recent investigations at Haarlem and elsewhere tend to

show that there have been two, if not three, persons of this name
living at Haarlem about the same time. Though this superabundance
of namesakes shows that van der Linde and those who accepted
his conclusions were rather hasty in declaring L. J. Coster to be
a myth, it is somewhat perplexing to the historian, and it would
seem that the Dutch people prefer to make speculations and guesses

on this point, rather than search in some systematic way the original

documents and registers from which they draw haphazard extraas.

The result of the latest inquiries (so far as they may be called in-

quiries) is that L. J. Coster, who would agree with Junius's account
and the Haarlem Coster pedigree, was a member of a Christmas-
gild in 1436. is mentionca in the Haarlem registers as a dealer in

candles and oil till 1454. and seems to have died before 1460 (see

Fruin, De huidige stand van het CosUrvraagstuk, 1906; Ensched^,
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Laurtns JansM, Cosier, 1904); so that his busineaa as printer was
probably continued bv one of hb relatives, and finally hrolMn up'
about 148 1, when the5^iJiim cuts are in the hands 01 Veklener.

Junius's account of the Harlem inventran is baaed on three
books: (I) A Dutch editk>n of the Speculum humanaf Siit^otiimisi

{2) theDoc/rtiMi/cof Alexander Callus; and {y^ iht Tmti of Fetrus
Hispanus (Pope John XXI.). The first "wurk. he said, was printed
by Coster as a first specimen of his art^ and it wouEd seem from his
words that the traditk>n believed it to be prinied with wocxien
types; the second and third books, he decfarei, wtvt printed at
Mainz with Coster's types, stolen from him by hi^ workman. Of
the Hispanus Tracts no edition answering to Juniut's descriptioa
has as yet come to lisht. Of the Doclrincle an<l ihe Sptc^nm we
possess editu>ns whicE fit into hb account, though, or cour^. it

will be impossible to say whether any of the DoctTinah e^Jitions
were printed at Haarlem or at Main;;. Varioij£ edkkfn^ o\ the
Latin grammar of Aelius Donatus, p^iritn^ i^ the i^mc types,
link Junius's independent testimonv regarding Haarlem and Coster
on to that of Ulrich Zell, who declarea in the CoUgni CktonicU of
149Q that editions of this school book printed in holfand were the
models (prefiguratran) for the printing at Mainz, which commenced
about 1450.

As the evidence for Haarlem's claims has been obscured by
various adverse and not always intelligent criticisms, and
no less by imperfect and incorrect descriptions 'of

the books on which they rest, we describe here,

from autopsy, the types and books that have always been and
still may be, on solid grounds, attributeyl to Coster, and
which, for this reason, we continue to call Costerian^

The Costeridna, . Xj^grapkic Printing,

Of the Speculum kumanae s<Uvationis, a folio Latin blockbook
(that is, an editk>n printed entirelv from* wooden blocks) must
have been printed several ^cars before 1471, consisting, hke the
later type-printed Latin editions, of at least 32 sheets -64 leaves,
all printed on one side of the leaf only, alternately on the versos
or rectos ^therefore 64 printed pages). The sheets were, no dout^,
arranged in the same number of quires (a* for the preface; bed',
e'-'29 sheets for the text) as in the later editions; the first leaf
was perhaps blank, the preface occupied the leaves a to 6, and 58
leaves remained for the so chaptere of text, each occupying two
opposite pages of two columns each. We may further assume
that the upper part of each printed page of the text was occupied
by one of the woodcuts, which we know from the later editions,
and which are divided each into two compartments or scenes by
a pillar, with a line or legend below each compartment explaining,
in Latin, the subject of the engraving; and that underneath xm
woodcut was the text, in two columns, corresponding to the two
divbions of the engraving above.
Thb blockbook has already been alluded to above among the

Netherlandish blockbooks, but we give here further detaiu. as
various circumstances make it clear that it was the work of the sane
(Haariem) printer who issued the other editions of the Speculum,
together with the several incunabula described bdow, and to whom
a Haariem tradition ascribes the invention of printing.

All the Speculum editions which concern us contam, so far as we
know, 29 chapters. But previous to the above blockbook another
one ci more than 29 chaptera (may be ^5, like most of the MSS.)
must have existed, as may be inferred from Johan Vcldener's ato
edition of a Dutch version of the Sp^ulum^ published in 1483,
in which all the 38 blocks of the old folio editions reappear cut up
into 1 16 halves to suit thb smaller edition, besides twelve additional
woodcuts for three additional chapters (the 25th, 28th and a9th)
not found in any of the old folio editions. As these additional
woodcuts appear to be also cut-up halves of sue larger blocks,

they point to the existence, at some earlier period, of a folio

edition (xylochirographic or xylographic?) of at least 32 chapters,
at present unknown to us.

Of the blockbook as b here assumed we know now only 10
sheets or 20 leaves, which, in combination with 22 sheets or 44
typographically printed leaves, make up an edition, called, on
account of thb mixture of xylography and typography, the mtxed
Latin editk>n. These twenty xylographic leaves are (counting
the 6 leaves of the type-printed preface) 7+20, 8-I-19, xo+17,
ii-Hi6, 12+15. 13+14 (Jn Qttire *); ^2+33, 23+32, 27+28
(in quire c); 52+61 (in quire e).

Copies of thb mixed Latin edition still existing: (i) Bodleian
Library, Oxford (Douce collectk>n, 205). perfect; (2 and 3) Paris

National Library, 2 copies, one perfect, the other wanting the first

(blank) leaf; (4) John Rylands Library at Manchester (Spencer

collection), wanting the fint (blank) leaf; (5) Colonel Geo. Lindsay
Holford, London, wanting the first (blank) leaf; (6) British Museum
(Grenville collectbn), wanting the leaves i (blank) and 21 (thb

being supplied in facsimile) ; (7) Royal Public Library at Hanover,
wanting the leaves 19 (xylogr.) and 2a (typ.), but haviiur dupUcates
of the (xylogr.) leaves 15 and 28; (8) Museum Meerman-WeatreeAeii.
the Hague, wanting the leaves x to 36. and portk)ns of the text of
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leaves 37 and 38: (9) Berlin Royal Library, wanting the leaves 1

(blank). 58, 59. 62. 63. 6a, while in place 01 the (xylogr.) leaves $2
and 61 it has the same (type-printed) leaves of the lecond Latin
edition; several of the other leaves are bound in a wrong order;
(10) Pembroke library at Wilton House, wanting the leaves i to 7
and 64, while the leaves 9 + 18 have been supplied from the second
(type-printed) Latin edition; (11) Copy, represented now by the
feaves 15 -I- 28. which appear as duplicates in the Hanover copy
(above. No. 7); (12) Ottley {ImentioH of PriHliHg, p. 287) mentions
another copy as having belonged to Mr Singer, which wanted three
or four leaves, but has since been taken to pieces and dispersed.

See further Holtrop. Cat. btbl. reg. Hag. ^60; idem. Mon. typ. p. 22
and facs. pis. 20. 21*. Bernard. Orig. 1. 13 saq.; Sothebv 1. pi.

xxxii.; Campbell. Ann. No. 1570 (who wrongly states that the
two copies in the Paris National Library belong to the unmixtd
Latin edition).

Efforts have from time to time been made to account for the
unusual mixture of xylography and typography in this one book,
and to assign a date to it and the other editions, with the further
view of ascertaining the date of their printer, as for him the honour

. of the invention of printing is claimed. Bernard (1853)•'*''• was uncertain as to the chronological order to be assigned

to the various editions, but, without stating his reasons, concluded
that at least six or seven must have been issued, and that the
xjlograpkic leaves of the mixed Latin (his edition A), are the re-

mains of a fint complete, entirely xylographic edition. As there
is a dosr resemblance between the letters of the xvlographic and
typocraphic texts, and both texts agree, with a lew exceptions,

worclfor word with the corresponding texts of the other Latin

,^g„ edition (which, being wholly typographical, is called the""^* unmixed Latin), Ottley in 1816 concluded that the xylo-

graphic pages were facsimiles from those of the typographically
printed unmixed Latin edition, which the publisher caused to be
made after having lost, through some accident in his office, not
only those sheets already typographically printed, but also his

types, in support of this theory he oointcd to some defects or
breakages in the pillars, dresses, &c^ 01 the woodcuts of the xylo-

graphic pages which he did not find in the same woodcuts in the
unmixed Latin edition; so that bethought the latter must be the
first edition. Secondly, as the scrolls in the last vignette (Daniel
interpreting the handwriting on the wall) are black in the Inglis

copy of the unmixed Latin edition, but white in all the copies of

the mtixed Latin and the other editions, he concluded that the lormer
must have been printed before the woodcutter had cut away the

piece of wood which produced the black scroll, which was to him
an additional proof that the unmixed Latin edition was the first.

These theories were adopted by Sotheby in 1858 and again by
Schreiber in two treatises on xylography (in Centralbl., 1895.

p. 20 soq. : in the Gutenberg-Festschnft. Central^., 1900, p. 46 sqq.

;

and in his Manuel de la gravure sur bois, 1902, iv. 1 14 st^q., vii.

pts. 48, 19, viii. pl.<i. 79. 80). The latter author is of opinion that
xylography was not employed for the multiplication of books till

about 1468-1470, and that about that time printing with movable
metal types was almost unknown in the Netherlands. Hence he
thinks that the woodcut illustrations in the various editions of the
speculum were printed somewhere in the Netherlands, and the
sheets afterwards sent to Germany, most likely to Cologne, for the
purpose of having the texts adcfed by typography. These pro-
ceedings, he fancies, were successful twice, once with what he calls

the first {unmixed) Latin, secondly with the first Dutch edition,

but on the third return iourney a part of the material of the second
{mixed) Latin edition, that is the ten sheets in question, all packed
in one parcel, were lost, and the publisher, in a hurry to sell his

copies, had these sheets replaced by Jtylography.

As a careful examination of the mixed Latin and other editions

clearly shows their real condition and the order of their issue, we
do not discuss Schreiber's improbable theories. As to those of

Ottley and Sotheby, some of the lines which they regarded as broken
in the copy or copies of the mixed Latin edition which they examined,
are intact in other copies of the same edition, so that no reliance can
be placed on these defects and breakages, which are clearly due to

printing from wooden blocks, a process which admittedly causes
more defects in the impressions tnan printing from types. Of the

black and white scrolls we speak below.
It is to be noticed first of all that the legends underneath the

woodcuts are in Latin, so that they were no doubt engraved for a
Latin edition. But, unless we take the twenty xylographic leaves

as remains of a complete xylographic edition issued (at Haarlem)
before the invention of printing, there would be no Latin edition to
connect the woodcuts with in the first insunce. as the primitive

types and workmanship of one, if not two. of the Dutch editions

<fescribcd below show that these must have been printed before

the 44 type-printed leaves of the mixed Latin edition, and also before

the wholly type-printed unmixed Latin edition, the types of whkh
are new and far better cast.

Incidentally, this fact that the types of the piixed Latin edition

are later than those of the Dutch editions disposes also of another
theory favoured by some authors, vis. that during the progress

of the xylographic edition its printer invented the movable type,

and thereupon stopped bis xylographic work to complete the book
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by means of type, so that In this mixed Latin edition we were to
tee the transition from xylography to typography.
The priority of the xyloeraphic over the typographic leaves

is proved by the Pembroke (No. 10) and Berlin (No. 9) copies. In
the former the third sheet of quire 6 (-the leaves 9 + 18 with the
figures 5. 6 and 23, 24), the only type-printed sheet in this quire
in the other copies (i to 7 and 9). is not the same as in the other
copies, but belongs to the unmixed or second Latin edition.^

A somewhat similar but still more important manipulation we
observe in the Berlin copy, in which the fourth sheet of quire e ( »the
leaves 52 and 61 ), the only xylographic sheet in this quire in the other
copies, is replaced by the corresponding type-printed sheet of the
unmtxed or second Latin edition.

All this makes it clear that the printer of the Speculum, some time
after having become a type-printer instead of a block-printer,
replaced gradually (or by one operation), forty-four xylographically
printed leaves of his first edition by type-printed leaves, for the
purpose of issuing the Latin edition, now Vnown as the mtxed Latin
edition ; then, at a later stage, prepared a new Latin edition, wholly
printed in moyable type (now known as the unmtxed Latin edition),
and afterwards used sheets of this latest edition, not only to replace
more of his old xylographic sheets (as in the Berlin copy), but even
(as in the Pembroke copy) some of the forty-four sheets which he
had printed (evidently for no more copies than he calculated to have
left of the old xylographic stock), in the first instance, for issuing
the mixed Latin edition. ^ We shall see below that he proceeded
in a somewhat similar way in completing copies of his Dutcli editions.

Hence the sequence of the Latin editions was thus: (i) The
xylographtc edition of 64 ( P) or more leaves in 29 (?) or more chapters,
01 which we have only 2p leaves remaining, which was issued before
the invention of printing with movable types, and was probably
preceded in its turn by a xylograthic or xyUxhtrograpkic edition
of at least 32 or more chapters; (2) another issue of 20 leaves of
the preceding edition, in combination with 4*4 typographic leaves
(the mixed Latin edition) printed for the purpose oireplacing the
corresponding xylographic leaves of the preceding edition, considered
unht lor further publication, or discarded for other reasons : (3) the
wholly typographically printed edition known as the unmUed
Latin edition.

This clear sequence of the Latin makes it easy to explain that of
the other editions of the Speculum,

Typographic Prinhng.

(Speculum type i).—First edition of a Dutch translation of the
Speculum, with the title Spiegkel der menuhliker behoudenisse,
hitherto called the first, or the unmixed, Dutch edition, or the Dutch
edition in one fount of type. First issue entirely printed in type l.

Judging by this and the third, the editions 01 tne Dutch version
of the Speculum must have had the same number of sheets, arranged
(woodcuts and text) in the same way, as the mucnf and unmixed
Latin editions, with the ex^ption of the preface, which required
only 2 sheets (»4 kaves). Hence complete copies consist of the
quires a' (prefatory matter ), bed*. e'«3i sheets or 62 leaves.

Holtrop, who ^ives a facsimile of one of its pages (Hon. pi. 22),
regarded this edition as the last of all the Speculum editions, because
he thought the type to be identical with that employed for the
other cdTitions. only here more used up. Bernard, however, saw
that it was a diflFcrcnt fount, and there can be no doubt that it is;

it differs in form and sixe from Speculum type 2 as well as from type
3, though it has all the characteristics and the family likeness of
the two. Most of the letters might even be regarded as identical

with those of type 3, if they were not slightly smaller. That it

looks old and battered seems to be owing to bad ink having been
used for the printing; it was, however, badly engraved and badly
cast, for not one line in the book runs straight. For this reason
alone this editbn is to be placed before the next two, whkh are
printed with a better type, especially the third. There are. however,
more reasons for doing this. First of all, leaf 46 (with the figures

83: Semey, and 84: Rex amon) of Lord Pembroke's copy belongs
to the 3rd edition (in Speculum type 3), so that the present
edition, to which the Pembroke copy belongs, must have existed

earlier. It appears from Holtrop's facsimile (Mon. pi. 22) that
leaf 46 was duly printed in type i like the other leaves of this

edition. But the leaf 46, from which he took his facsimile, is an
isolated one which found its way into the Meerman Museum at the
Hague, but is wanting in the copy of the Communal Library at

Lille. Hence this particular leaf is. perhaps, a cancel meant to be

the Pembroke copy, so that we can obuin no further information.

Another reason for placing this edition before the 3rd is found in

the Haarlem copy (No. 5). l" "
*

also belong to the (3rd) ed
replace in that copy the corresponding leaves

y (No. 5), the leaves 24 + 27, as + 26 of which
he (3rd) edition, and were apparently meant to

1 1:—

f

of 4his edition, which

^ The Pembroke copy has this additional peculiarity that these

leaves 9 + 18 consist each of two separate slips, one having the

engraving, the other the text, the latter being pasted on to the

bottom part of the former slip.
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my have been loit. or the ttock of which had become exhausted.
Similar manipulatbna we have noticed above, type-printed leaves
havin|( been used to replace earlier xylographic leaves, and again
below in the 3rd edition leaves of another editbn are found.
Hence we must distinguish between at least three issues of thia

edition: the>Erf<, with the whole text printed in SpectUum tvpe i;

the second, with sheet 46 of the 3rd Dutch edition, the lAtW, with
the leaves 24 to 27 of the 3rd Dutch edition. Copies of the first

issue: (1) Communal Library at Lille, wanting the leaves 33 and a6
(which latterare probably now in the Meerman Museum at theHague),
and showing several peculiarities;' (2) Haarlem Town Library
(No. 4). wanting the leaves a and 3, besides the woodcuts (figures

7. 8 and 21, 22) belonging to the leaves 8 and 15. The sheets of

this copy have all been cut up into halves, mounted on other larger

sheets, and so bound in one volume, together with a copy of the
Liber Atexandri Uaini, printed at Utrecht by Ketelaer and De
Leempt, and of Pet. Scriverius' LaiirscraiM, both mounted in the
same way. There is no rubrication. Second issue: {%) Lord Pem-
broke's copy, which was completed by leaf ^6 of tne 3rd Dutch
edition. Baides wanting the original leaf 46 m type 2, this copy
also wants the leaves 32, 33, 54 and 55. It shows, moreover, these
peculiarities, that on the recto of leaf 7 and the verso of the corre-

sponding leal 16 (therefore, on the verso of the third sheet of quire b)

are illegible sets-off of the texts of two other pages, or, perhaps, they
are faulty impressions of the leaves 8 and i^. which, in the Haarlem
copies, seem to be reprints. Third issue : (4; Haarlem Town Library

(No. 5), wanting the leaves 20 -»- 31, 21 + 30, 22 -»- 29, 23 -»- 28,

while Its leaves 24 •(- 27, as -I- 26 belong to the third (formerly called

second) Dutch edition (in Scutum type 3). It has, moreover,

this peculiarity that the fourth sheet of quire 6 (-the leaves 8 + 15.

with the figures 7. 8 and 21, 22). consists of two separate slips of

paper, one containing the impression of the engravines. the other

that of the text, the latter slip being pasted on the former, while

underneath the figurte 7 and 8 are stul visible the blind impressbns
of the two top lines (on the corresponding leaf even 3 lines) of the

old discarded letterpress. Seeing that the other copy at Haariem
has the text of these leaves, but not their engravings, it would seem
that the letCerpress had failed, that is, it had been mipressed on the
paper without its having been inked.

It is clear from all these manipulations in the copies of this editbn,
that its printer was inexperienced: moreover, considering its defec-

tive type. &c., it is necessary to give it precedence to all the other
types and to place this edition immediately after the xylographb
editbn.

[Speculum type 2).—Second (?) editbn of the Dutch versbn of

the Speculum, at present only known from one sheet (the 26th) -the
two leaves 49 (with the figures 89: XpAs crucifixus and 90: Inventores

artis) and 60 (with the figures in: ExUus tone and 112: Lapis
reprobatus), that is. the third sheet of quire e, found in all the existing

copies of the Dutch editbn (in the Speculum type 3), called the
mixed Dutch edition, on account of its having these two leaves,

printed in a different type, bound up with the others.

The type (on which see Holtrop. Mon. pi. 19, and Ottley, Inquiry,

i. 249) used for these two leaves is slightly smaller than the Speculum
type 3, and differs from it and from Speculum type I in several

respects, though there is a great family likeness between all three.

We place it before type 3 because the letters ba. be, ha, he, M, ho, pe,

pi, ve. &c.. are cast in pairs on one body of type, which combinations
appear no longer in type 3. Moreover it Iooks so primitive, uneven
and used up that its proper place would almost seem to be before

Speculum type i , althougn the latter's uneven, wobbling condition

suggests its priority. Further, its look and " ductus litterarum
"

bear such a singular likeness to the Valla type (mentioned bebw)
that it seems reasonable to place it as near to that type as possible.

Under ordinary circumstances these two leaves might be regarded

*The fourth sheet of quire b (leaves 8 and 15) consists of two
separate slips of paper, one containing the engravings, the other
the text, the latter being pasted on the former. The tilth sheet of

auire c (-leaves 23 and 28) is in the same conditbn. But these

ips are not, like the former, pasted one on the other, but the pieces

of leaf 23 are pasted on a small, apparently old, slip of paper, another
newer piece of paper having been pasted on to the outer margin
to strengthen the old piece. The slips of leaf 28 are pasted together

by a slip of modem paper on the back, from which it would appear
that they had been left loose when the volume was issued. Further
the 7th or centre sheet of this same quire c (leaves 25 and 26) is

bound wrongly in the place of the first sheet of quire d (leaves 33
and 46), which is wanting in this copy, so that leaf 25 follows after

leaf 32, taking the place of the missing leaf 33. while leaf 26 follows
after leaf 4^. taking the place of the missing lear^6 (now at the Hague).
But on lea? 2^. which should be blank, is an impression of the text
belonging to leaf 62*. but not of the figures (i 15. 1 16), while on leaf

26. whicii should also be blank, b now the text belonging to leaf

47, but without its figures (85 and 86). Hence the text of these
pages (62* and 47i>) occurs twice in this copy^ first on the leaves 2^
and 2&>, and secondly in their proper place. These peculiarities
•eem to show that the letterpress was printed first, and that in this
case a mistake was made in the first instance, but discovered when
the figures were printed.
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as lolrr impressimu for completing the editbn in which they oouir.
Ottley and othen "

"

by some accident
Ottley and others resardedf them as replacing eariicr leaves whbfa." ' in the printing-office, had got lost or spoiled. But
.— ^_ inter use an old, quaint-boking type for printing
and reprinting, with differences, one sheet for alxwk which he haid

printed entirdy with a new and better type empbyed for many
other works? We rather assume that the leaves are the remains
of a complete (the second Dutch ?) editbn in Speculum type 2 and
ere used on this occasbn as substitutes for the two corresponding
leaves of the third editbn, whkh had become defectiw or
momentarily unavailable.

Differences in the text of the second column of leaf 60 between
Meerman's copy and the Spencer Rylands and (Enschcdi) Cram-ford
copies (see Nfeerman, Origt. typ. i. 121, note d.. and facs. on pL
vi. 3rd div.: also HohropMon. pi. 19. sec. col.) point to another
edition printed in this same type. We therefore distinguish bet%keen
one editbn represented by the Meerman-Westreenen copy, and
another represented by the two other copies, without being able to
say which of the two is the earlier.

No other trace of this type has hitherto been found, but as it

looks old and used up, it seems reasonable to suggesi that it must
have been empbyed not only for printing one or more editbns of
the Speculum, but for other books not yet known to us. It bears
a singular likeness to the Valla type mentbned bebw. and some
of the capiuls seem almost identical.

(^Speculum type 3). (i) The [second, or third, but) first tyf*-
printed Latin editbn of the SpmUum, or rather of 22 of iu shcrts
(-44 leaves), printed on one side only, in a type whkh is newer,
and therefore later than the above types i and 2, and, for that reason,
here called Speculum type t. It has hitherto been called the
Speculum type, as it was thought that all the editbns of the Speculum
were printed in one and the same type; type i being considered
identical with 3, while of type 2, regarded as a stray one. no account
was taken. The 22 type-printed sheets of this editbn are only found
in combination with the 10 sheets (20 leaves) printed entirely
(figures and text) from wooden blocks, described above; znd the
editbn so made up is, on account of thb mixture of xylography
and typography, called the mixed Latin editbn. The type-printed
leaves are 1 (blank) + 6, 2 -h 5, 3 -1- 4 (quire a, preface); 9 -h 18
(of quire 6) ; 21 + 34. ^4 + 3«. ^5 + JO. 26 -h 29 (of quire c); the
whole quire d (leaves 35 + a8. 16 -»- 47. 37 + 46. 3« + 45. 39 + 44.
40 -I- 43. 41 -1- 42) : and the leaves 49 + 64. 50 -(- 6t. 51 -J- 62,

53 -»- 60, 54 -I- 59, 55 -f- 58, 56 -H 57 of quire e. The copies of
this editbn, still in existence, with all the partbulars related to them,
have been enumerated above.

(2) The lAtri (hitherto called the second) DuUh editbn; also called
the mixed Dutch editbn. or the DuUh edition in two types, two of
its leaves (49 and 60) being printed in a different type (see above.
Spuutum type 2). This editbn is arranged in the same way as
the first and second, and consists the^fore of 62 leaves. Copies:
I. John Rylands Libniy, Manchester (Spencer collectbn), perfect; <

(2) Lord Crawford's library, perlect; (3), Museum Meerman, the
Hague, perfect: (4) Geneva Pubib Library.

(3) The (third, or fourth, bat) second tyfe-printed Latin edition,
usually called the unmixed Latin editbn, it being printed throughout
in one type (3). It contains 64 leaves, printed on one side and
arranged in the same number of quires as the mixed Latin editbn.
But under figure 100 (column 100) it has a fine (sth) which is wanting
in the first {mixed) Latin editbn. and the final word of line 4 is

correctly printed corporali, not spirituali as in the mixed Latin.
Moreover, line 10 in col. 104 has the final word egipti, which is want-
ing in the mixed Latin, and line 6 in col. 62 has the correct final

word terreslris instead of cdestis as in the mixed Latin. (See abo
Holtrop, BRH. 561: Sotheby. i. 145; Bernard, i. 17: Facs. in
Holtrop, Mon. pis. 17. 19: Sotheby. i. pis. xxix. and xxx.). Copies:
(i) The Hague, Museum Meerman-Westreenen, wanting the first

six leaves ofthe preface. A separate iropressbn of the engravii^
(Semey maledicU -f Rex amon) of leaf 48 is pasted on the bwer part
of the same cut, whkh had been printed with the text in the first

instance, but defectively (Holtrop, Mon. p. 20, and pL 17): (2)
Fbrence, Royal Natbnal Library, formerly in the ntti niace,
wanting the first (blank) leaf and having also a separate Impressbn
of the engraving of leaf 48, but here the text seems to have failed
and is pasted on the engraving; (3) Stuttgart, Landesbibliothek.
wanting the first (bUnk) leaf; (4) Munkh, Hofbibliothek (pressmark
Xyl. 4to No. 37) wanting the first (bUnk) leaf; (5) Vienna. Hof-
bibliothek^(prasmark Inc. 2 D 19) wanting the first (blank) leaf:" 'y Mr Quaritch, and now in} the Lennox

1 Library (No. 8), wanting the preface

,.,-, Royal Library, wanting, bttides the fint
(blank) leaf, the second and third sheet <^ quire 6 Heaves 8-1-19.

!»

+ 18), and the second half of the fourth sheet (leaf 31) of quire c,

9) Hanover, Royal Library, wanting 18 leaves, that is. the first

our, and the whole quire d (leaves 34 to 48) : ( 10) Munkh. University
Library (pressmark Xyl. 10), wanting the four leaves I (blank).

54. 55 And 59. In this copy Schreiber {Centralbl. 189^. p. 20S)
discovered the date 1471. in old arabic numerals in nibno, under-
neath the blind impressbn of some line after the last line of the
Prohemium. The date is repeated by a hand of the 18th century,
in modem arabk numerals, underneath the oM date, by way of

(6) (John B. Inglis, bought by Mr Quaritch, and now in] the Lennox
library: (7) Haarlem, Town Library (No. 8), wanting the preface
(leaves 1 to 6) : (8) Brussels, Royal Library, wanting, besides the fint
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explaiutkm; (i I) Library o( the Royal Gymnammn at FrdberiK in
Sachaen where the 14 leaves of quire c are aaid to be preserved,
but which in June 1908 could not oe found

In the Florence, Munich (University Library), Vienna and (Inglis)

Lennox copies, all four belonging to this {itnmixed) Latin edition,
the three scrolls on the last vignette of the book (over col. 116),
representing Daniel before Belshazzar. and the " handwriting on
the wall." appear Uack (see Sotheby, PHncipia typogr. L pi. xxx.,
xxxviL. xxxviii.), but blank in all other copies of this and the other
editions. From this fact some authors nave concluded that Uie
ummijud Latin edition, here called the last, was, in reality, the first,

as the black scrolls show that the pieces of wood which caused Uiese
black impressions had not yet been cut away when the copies were
printed off. But as its type and other circumstances connected
with this unmixed Latin edittcm make it impossible to regard it as
the first, we have to look for another explanation of these black
scrolls. First oi all, scrolls, especially soroUs proceeding from the
mouth of some individual, were alr&uly common in the pictures
or illustrations of the manuscript- and block^printin^ periods, just

as they are now. They were then, as they are now, intended in all

cases to convey to the reader some memorable saying, ouotation,
inscription or motto. As black scrolls, therefore, could have had
no object, we should have to assume that the practised engraver of
the Sfecutum had prepared this last engraving carelessly and only
saw his mistake after some copies had been printed off. which yet
be allowed to pass into circulation. In some copies the Bible words
iiane thecd pkares have been written in the blank scrolls, as was
to be expected ; other copies vary this by adding the Latin intei^

pretations. numerus, appensio, divisio. But in one of the Haarlem
copies the scrolls have been coloured yellow with a brush, and it

would seem that to some such operation the black scrolls are due;
the colour in none of the imprenions looks exactly like that of the
vignette. It is, however, more than probable that, for some purpose
or another, some of these scrolls were intended to be black, and that,
while they were printed, something was placed in the block in the
hollow of the scrolls to produce a black impression.

Sotheby. i;i his Priruipia typogr. p. 178 sqq... calls attention to
an imiution of this Speculum vignette by Jacobus de Breda, who
began printing at Deventer about 1483. This imitation (having
one scroll which proceeds from the mouth of a figure supposed to
represent Jacobus himself) he used for the first (?) time in Matthaei
Bossi Sermo, c. 1401, thit scroll being blank. But when he uses
tfaue enjnaving for the second (?) time, in P. Ovidi Naso. metamor.
Liber Secundum, c. 1403 (copy in the Cambridse University Library),
his name, " Jacob' oe Breda '.' appears in the scroll (upside down
when reading from right to left). A third time the vignette appears
in hb edition <A Pub. Oo. Nas. Metamorphoseos lib. teriius (copy in

the Cambridge Library) with. his name in the ordinary way. A
fourth time it is on the title-page of Seneca de fuattuor virtulibus,

C' 1495 (al«o in the Cambridge Library), with the name " Seneca "

in the scroll. Sotheby shows that it occurs a fifth time on the title-

page of a DowUus published by J. de Breda, again with his name
m the scroll. A sixth time (says Sotheby) the engraving occurs
on the title-page of a tract Domtnus fue Pars, again with ms name
in the scroll. And finally (says Sotheby) it ia on the title-page of

Secumda Pars Doctrinalis Alacandri, with the date 151 1 and the
name " Joftnes Bergis " in the scroll. Seeing then the use made of this

imitatkm till 151 1, Sotheby, not unreasonably, suggests that the
original scroll in the Speculum was from the beginning meant to
contain the name of the printer (the inventor oif printing). See
also Dibdin. Biblioi^aphical Decameron, ii. 28s-39iS. One thing
seems certain, the scrolls in the Speculum were not intended to be
black in all cases, but to contain something or other, and not always
the wordtf Mene, &c.. as in that case it would have been as easy for

the engraver to cut them on the block as any other words or figures,

pillars, Ac The printer probably wished to leave the choice to his

purchasers. Incioientally the use made by Jacobus de Breda of his

scroti points to his having been aware of the use for which the original

scroll, which he imiuted. was intended
|
and as the printer of the

Speculum was undoubtedly the first printer of Holland, it is not
improbable that Jacobus learnt his craft from him.

The above descriptions and explanations, based on biblio-

graphical and typographical faclSf deal exclusively with the

editions and issues of editions of the Speculum now known to us.

They by themselves make it clear (i) that their printer began as

m x^grapker and Nock-printer; (2) that the six editions which

he published of this one work cannot be placed later than 1471,

as Uiis date is written in a copy of the latest of them; (3) that,

for the printing of his five type-printed editions (Dutch and
Latin), he manufactiured no less than three different types.

When round these editions and types we now group the various

other incunabula which must be ascribed to him, as being printed

with the same types or others related to them by a striking family

likeness and other circumstances, we obtain the foUowing

sequence for this printer's work.
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I. One or two folio editions of the Speculum in Latin, printed
(pictures and text) from wooden blocks, and consbting most likely
ol 3a if not more chapters, but of which only ten sheets (twenty
leaves), and six separate woodcuts (cut up into twelve halves, for
the Veldener 4to edition of 1x83) have come down to us. Of one of
these xyloffraphk editions, at least of ten sheets of it, three issues are
known to have been made in combination with type-printed leaves
(see below).

3. As various circumstances compel us to regard the printer of
the Speculum as having been a xylographcr before he invented
printing with movable types, it is necessary to mention here a small
block of wood which is known to have been preserved for nearly
300 years at Haarlem as a remnant of Coster's printing-office. On
It is engraved part of an Horarium; its first lines beginning with
SerPu[m\tuumiH pact(hitcn!ieruntocultmeiSalutare,&c.,oi the hymn
of Simeon. Abuut i f^iH 1 [ u tt in the possession of Adriaen Rooman,
printer to the lEaarlcm Locjioration, who had obtained it from one
of Co?ter\descendant!, a man of great age. Rooman gave it to
Dr Jatun vlaa,\'tJd. of Mavkm, at whose death, in 1G84. it came into
the handi of hU children; in 1734 it was bought by jan Maas of
HaArlecn, vho left it at bi^ d.»th to his son-in-law the Rev. Jacobus
Mim.lir, a pastor at Goricii licm; at whose death it was bought by
Jai >.ibii£ Koni&g, th« wcEl ten. >wn author on the invention of pnnting.
ami after hi* death it w^^ required by the Haarlem Town Library
where it [tow u (see A. dfi Vnes, de Vitrinding der Boekdruhkunst,
1862. p. 35).

B.—Printing with movable MetalTyp*s,
Type L. also called the Abecedarium type, with which were printed

:

(Y) The Abecedarium, 4 leaves. i6mo, on vellum, now preserved at
Haarlem (Town Library), where M. Joh. Ensched^ discovered it in

1751, in a MS. Breviarium of the 15th century; (2) An edition of
Donatus, 31 lines|, 4to. two vellum leaves, printed on one side, dis-
covered in i8x^, in the ancient binding of a Dutch Book of Hours,
printed at Dtitt in 1484; it is now preserved in the Hague Royal
Library.
Type II. (Speculum type i; see p. 52s; hitherto erroneously

regarded as identical with Speculum type 3) : (i) rirst Dutch edition
of the Speculum, of 31 paper sheets (62 leaves) printed on one side,

folio, hitherto known as the first or unmixed Dutch edition. Two
issues: (a), printed entirely in this type, represented by copies at
Lille and Haarlem (No. 4): (fr). ha%dng some of its leaves replaced
by leaves of the third Dutch edition, represented by the Pembroke
and Haarlem (No. 5) copies. (2)* An edition of Donatus, 28 lines,

^to; two vellum leaves in the Haarlem Town Library, found pasted
in the original binding of an account book of 1474 of the cathedral
of that town, in which an entry testifies that this account-book was
bound by Cornells the bookbinder, whom Junius asserts to have
been the servant of Lourens Janszoon Coster (Meerman. Orig. typ.

Tab. VI.*). (a) Another Donatus of 28 lines, two leaves of which
are in the Haarlem Town Library, and were discovered in the original

bindings of account-books of the Haarlem Cathedral Church of

1476, also bound by " Cornelis the bookbinder." Fragments of this

same edition are also in the Paris National Library, and in

various other public and private collections. (4) Donatus, 28 lines,

4tr^, rnc TT'h::m '^nf, in the Hague Royal Library (BRH. 2 : Ca. 612

;

H^ '1- i ' 3). discovered in the binding of a book belonging
former iy lo ; ]ie ^;i:'a Convent at Cologne c;ontaining several treatises
printed by Ulrkh Zell. one being dated 1467. (5) Donatus, 30 lines,

tta. Two unrubricated vdlum leaves in the Cambridge University
.ibrary {Inc* 4. E. i.i), discovered in the binding of a copy of

J. Mile's Kepcrtorium, Louvain, 147S, now also in the same library.

The first lestf contains the chapters xiv. Ii to xvi. 4. the second
chipfi- *XT,'i f> fr, -otix. 10. The text is abridged, having amabamus,
baiis, banl, ^.. v.here other editions have amabamus, amabatis,
amabant, &c. (6) Donatus, 30 lines^ abridged edition, 4to. one
unrubricated vellum leaf, cut into halves. Wrongly described
by Holtrop (BRHs) and Campbell (614) as part of No. 7 (below).

(7) Donatus, 30 lines, 4to; two rubricated vellum leaves, in the
'^aris National Library (Van Praet, Velins. No. 8; now 1040). (8)

Donatus, 30 uneven lines, ato. Two rubricated vellum leaves, in

the Hague Royal Library (BRH y, Ca. 614)- (9) Donatus, 30 lines

4to. Two vellum leaves in the Haarlem Town Library, discovered
in 1750 by M. joh. Ensched6 at Haarlem in the binding of a MS.
{Handvesten . . . van Kennemerland. 1330 to 1477)- (10) A liturgical

book, containing rules for saying Mass, in i6mo (12 lines to a page
[Holtrop, Mon. pi. 14] 2 vellum leaves, pp. 3-6), in the Brussels
Royal Library. (11) Alex. Galli Doctrinale, on vellum, 32 lines,

' The present writer is certain that Speculum type 1 differs from
Speculum type A in size, and somewhat in form too. But he is

still uncertain whether the Donatuses (2 to 7) here enumerated are
in the same type as the first Dutch Speculum, though he travelled

twice to the places where they are preserved to examine them.
It would seem that the Donatuses are in a different type, more
compact, regular and better cast than that used for this edition of

the Speculum. But if there is any difference between the types
it is so minute that it is well nigh impossible to detect it.
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tto; one leaf and frasment of a tecond. in the Ghent University
ibraiy (Res. I409)> O^) Alex. GalU Doctrinale, on vellum. 32 lines.

4to. Two leaves (forming one sheet) in the Cologne Town Library.^
Type III. {Speculum type 2): (1) Second Dutch edition of the

Speculum, which probably consisted of 31 paper sheets (62 leaves)
printed on one side in folio, like the first and third. Only known
from one sheet (leaves 49 and 60) which forms part of all tne copies
of the mixed 01 third Dutch edition preserved to us. (2) On account
ol differences in the setting up of the second column of leaf 60,

another edition in this type may be supposed to have existed.

There is no further trace of this type,' which greatly resembles

"^y
IV.

Type IV., also called the Valla type: (i) Laur. Vallae Facetiae

moraus a Franc. Petrarcha de salilnu virorum iUustrium aciacecixi

tractatus, 24 paper leaves, small 4to. No other books printed in this

type' are known to exist. But four of its capitals (B, H, L, and M)
have been used in printing the edition of the Sintularia of Ludovicus'
(Pontanus) de Roma, which otherwise is entirely printed in type VI.
Type V. (Speculum type 3, hitherto wrongly called The Speculum

type) : (1) The [second or third, but] first type-printed Latin edition

of the Speculum, for which only 32 paper sheets (44 leaves) seem
to have oeen printed to replace the same sheets of the eariier xylo-

graphic edition A, and to make up« in combination with the ten
remaining xylographic leaves, a foho Latin edition of 64 anopistho-
graphic feaves, called, on account of this mixture of xylography
ana typography, the mixed Latin edition. Some copies (the Berlin

and Pembroke) of this mixed edition were still further mixed with
sheets of the second type-printed Latin edition. (2) Third Dutch
edition of the Speculum, hitherto known as the mixed Dutch edition,

as having two leaves, (40 and 60) printed in a different type (Specu-

rc8l.4pai, . _ ..

side; copies in the Royal Library of Brussels (where it was dis-

covered) and the Hague. (4) An edition of Donatus, of 27 lines,

fragments of which are in the British Museum and the Bodleian

LilTrary. (Sr 6, 7) Jhree editions of Donatus, of 30 lines, all on
vellum (Holtrop, Mon. pi lib; Mcerman, Oriu. W.). (8) A French
translation of uontUus, on vellum, 20 or 30 lines to a page ; four leaves,

now in the Utrecht University Library, discovered by Dr Samuel
MuUer, the Archivist of Utrecht, in a Utrecht MS. C:artulary of the

firvt half of the. i6th century. (9, 10) Two different editions of

Alexandri Galli 'Doctrinale on vellum, 32 lines to a* page (Holtrop,

ifon, pi. 15). (11) Catonis Disticha, imperfect copy oifour vellum
leaves, 8vo. 21 linea to a page (Holtrop, Mon. pi. 16) in the John
Rylands Library (Soencer Collection). fi2) The [third or fourth,

but] second type-pnnted Latin edition of 32 sheets (64 leaves),

printed entirely m this Speculum type (3), and therefore known
as the wnmixea Latin edition (Holtrop, Mon., pi. 17). For the use

of sheets 61 this edition to complete copies of the earlier edition,

see above V.i. The Munich University Library copy has the

rubricator's date 1471. , . . . ^
Type VI., also called the Pontanus type: Ci) Ludov. (Pontani)

de Roma Singutaria juris (in type VI.) and Pii Secundi Tractatus

de mulieribus prams et eiusdem Epitaphia (in type VII.). 60 paper

l«ives, folio, of which the Pontanus occupies the leaves i (blank)

to 45 recto, and the Pius, the leaves 45 verso to the end. Various
differences are found in the copies of the Pontanus known to us,

and we may assume two if not three issues. This type VI., there-

fore, is linked on to type VII. by the two being used in one and the

same book, while it w inseparably connected with type IV. by the

capitals B, H, L and M of this latter type being employed in printing

the Singularia. Copies in the British Museum, Cambridge University

Library, Jphn Rylands Library (Spencer Collection), Hague Royal
Library. (2, 3. 4. 5) Four different editions of Donatus, each of 24
lines, fragments of which are preserved in the Hague Royal Library,

Haarlem Town Library. Paris National Library, Cologne Town
Library, &c.
Type VII., also called the Salicelo, or the Pii Secundi Tractatus

type. (l) Pii Secundi Tractatus et Epitaphia, mentioned above
under type VI. as b^iig printed with the Pontanus in one volume.

(2) Guil. de Saliceto De salute corporis. Fragments of two vellum

leaves of this edition, discovered m the binding of a copy of the

Formulae Nooiciorum, printed at Haarlem by Joh. Andreae, in I4fl6,

are now in the British Museum. The fragments are pnnted on
one side only, and their texts correspond to the leaves 3 and 5 of

» It may be that some of the works enumerated under type v.

are really printed in the first Speculum type, but it is almost

impossible to come to some certainty as to the difference between

types I and 3, unless the books are together.

'The present writer has recently purchased from Herr Jaques
Rosenthal, of Munich, two leaves of a Donatus, which were saidf ^in

Herr Rose
On examination , - ^
teemed to him to be type IIJ (Speculum type 2). But this is not

the case either. It has. however, the peculiarities of both these

types combined, so that he does not hesitate to call these fragments

a unicum, aad iu type provisionally type III.*

• Rosenthal's catalogue) to be printed in the Valla type (IV.).

examination this proves not to be the case. At first sight it

26 lines. (4, 5, 6. 7, 8) Five different editions of Donatus of 27 lines.

S)
An edition of the Doctrinale, of 26 lines. (10) A Doctratale

28 lines. (11) Doctrim' '- " ' '-
(«3)r
Theh

another edition (tee below) in the same type, to which treatises

of Turrecremata, Pius Secundus, &c. have been added. It is not
clear why these fragments were printed on one side only; the verses

have not been scraped as was asserted by Holtrop and Campbell,
nor are they printer s waste, as they are rubricated. 1 1 is not known
whether the treatises added to the other edition formed also
part of this one. (3) An edition of Donatus minor, or abbreoiatus,-'

-r
"' "..

: ^
,- -, Doctrinale of 20 lines. (12) Doctrinale of 32 lines.

Catonis disticha, 21 lines. (14) (Incerti auctoris, vulgo Pindari
fiebani] Iliados Homericae Epitome abbrenatum (mctrice).

cum praefatione Pii II. in laudem Homeri. in folk), 10 leaves
(first blank), 3^ lines; first edition having, on fol. oa, as last

line 3^:^"intSao homeri in precedfti poemate est oescribcre,**

as in tne'copy in the Cambridge Universiw Library (Inc. 3 E. 1. 1).

(15) Guil. de Saliceto De salute corporis: Ue Turrecremata De salute

corporis; Pii II. Tractatus de amore; (Pindari) Iliados Homericae
epitome abbreviatum, cum praefatione Pii 11.; added are three
additional pages, the first contains " Hectoris . . . Epitaphium ";

the second ' Homonee . . . Epiuph."; the third is blank. In folio,

24 leaves (first blank), divided into two quires of six sheets each;

34« 35 and 36 lines (second edition of the Saliceto, and of the Yliada;
but first of the Turrecremata, and the Tract, de amore of Pius II.).

Thb edition is represented by the copy in the Hague Museum
Mcerman, in which a MS. note records that it was bought between
1471 and 147^ (Campbell Ann. IA93), which still has in the Yttadaz
" in precedeti poemate est descrimse." (16) Second edition of the
Yliaaa, having as last line (35) on folio 9a a more comet reading:
" int£cio homeri in hoc opere est describere troiani." This edition
is represented by the British Museum copy (pressm. 8814) and the
three additional pages (3rd blank already found in No. 15)
" Hectoris . . . Epitaphium " and " Homonee . . . Epitaph." (17)
Another edition of No. is (that is third edition of the Salicelo, second
of the Turrecremata and Tract, de amore of Pius II., third of the
Yliada and third of the additional pages), but with the Kne in the
K/uiia (on 22a) :

" intficio . . . troianft.^' This edition is represented
by the British Museum copy (C. 14. b 10). (18) Another issue of the
Salicdo; Turrecremata; Pii Tract, de amore et epitaphia, 26 leaves,

with various additions or omissions and differences in the setting

up not in the former editions. Copy in the Darmstadt Hof-Biblio-
tnek (S 4705), which has the rubncator's date 1^2 written in two
places. (19) Another issue of the Yliada with the Pii Tract, de amwe
et epitaphia, again with additions, omissions and differences in the
setting up, not in the Darmstadt copy or in the earlier editions.

Represented by 17 loose leaves in the Museum Meennaa at the
Hague (see Holtrop. Mon. typ., pp. 32, 33). •

An eighih type, hitherto regarded as a Costerian, is type VI. in

Hessels's List of Costeriana {Haarlem not Mentz, p. 31 seq.), where two
editions of Donatus in this type are mentioned, one of 26 lines, four
leaves of which are in the Catholic Gymnasium at Cologne (Carop-

of 27 lines, of which leaf 11 is in the Museumbell, 629), another <

Meerman at the Hague, some fragments in the Haariem Town
Library and two leaves (formerly in the Weigel Collection) in the
British Museum (IA 47028). Holtrop {Mon. typ. pL 21) and
Meerman {0pp. pi. II.) give a facsimOe of the ^pe. Campbel],
in his Annates (No. 629, 631), referring to pi. 31 of Holtrop's Man,
for a facsimile of both these editions, says that they arc printed with
the ^pes of the Pii II. Tractatus (the Saliceto type), but that, by
the size and form of the P, this edition is distinguishea from the other
books in this type. Hessels (/. c. p. 24) repeatM thb; but Campbdl's
assertion proves to be an error, as the two types differ, in soMte of a
great likeness between them (the C, F, I andV being almost identical).

That of the two Donatuus a an early Gothic, and has some of the
characteristics of the Costerian types, as the t with pcrpendiciiLar

stroke to its cross-bar, the marks of contraction connected with
the letters above which they appear, but only a few pairs of letters

cast on one body, and no r with a curl; so that it seems aonaewhat
later than those mentioned above.
A ninth type (facsimile in Holtrop's Mom. jA. 32a), hitherto

regarded as a Costerian, is Na VII. in Hessels's List {Ix.). It

resembles much that of the Saliceto, and has served for a Donatus
of 27 lines, fragments of which representing two copies, were found
in the binding of a Durandi Rationale, pnnted at Strassbui^. 1495.
belonging to tne Convent of the Holy Cross, at Uden in North Bra-
bant. This type again bean a great likeness to the SaUcdo and
also to the above type 8, but it differs from both. ^

Setting aside for the moment the types viii. and ix. as doubtful
Costerians, we must also point out that there is no direct evidence
that type i. is connected with the other seven, or that it is the first

of them. But it is a primitive one; it has all the characteristics of

the Speculum and other Costerian types, and couki hardly be placed

later than the earliest of them ; the Donatus printed with it is i)rintcd

on one side of the leaf only; it shows, moreover, in other respects

that it must be dated before 1470. The Abecedarium printed with

the same type, and discovered at Haariem in a isth century manu-
script belonging to a Haariem family, looks as the work of an
inexperienced printer. The types II., III. and V. (the Speculum
types I, 2 and 3) are inseparably oooaected with each other; they
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must have been in one and the tame 6flke; their workmanship shows
that their founder step by step simplified and improved his work,
and in what order they are to be placed; the most perfect of them
(V.) was in existence not later than i\fi (see above), and the three,
together with the xylographic leaves in the mixed Latin Speculum
Ifrom which they cannot be separated) take us back to a period
which could not possibly be extended beyond 1470, but which may
reasonably be said to have begun as eariy as, say 144a

Therefore these three types, and the books printed with them in
combination with the xylographic leaves, and various circumstances
pointing to Haarlem as their tMrthplace, would ak>ne suffice to sup-
f>ort and vindicate the Haarlem claims to the honour of the inven-
tion of printing. It could, however, serve no useful purpose to
separate the types I.. IV.. VI. and VII. from those of the Speculum, as
they have all a great family likeness and three distinctive peculiarities
common among them: (i) a perpendicular stroke to the cross-bar
of the ii (a) a small curi attached to the top of the r found in no other
Netherlandish type; it goes backward in types I and 3; and in type
2 another curi is added to the first, bending to the right again; (3)
a minute perpendicular link connecting the marks of contraction
with the letters above which they appear (a peculiarity common
also in the Dutch MSS. of the time). A copy of the latest issue of
the SalicetOt preserved at Darmstadt, printed in type VII.. has the
rubricator's date 1472 in two places; another book in the same type
(in the Meerman Museum) was bought between 1471-1474. and as
this type is used for a tract printed toeether with the Pontanus
treatise printed in type VI., and the Pontanus type is supple-
mented with capiuls of type IV. (the VaUa type), it foUows
that these three types <IV.. VI. and VII.) must have been in
use in one and the same office, and that the Utest of them (VII.)
cannot be placed bter than 147a. Again, it must be said that there
b no direct evidence that these three types were used by the printer
of the Speculum, but as fragments of Ponaiuses in the Saliceto type
have been found in account-books of the Great Church at Haarlem,
all presumably bound by the same Comelis the bookbinder (the
reputed servant of thtf Haariem inventor), who also used fragments
of Donatuses in the Speculum types, Haariem may be regarded as
their common birthplace.^ Hence these seven types may be grouped
thus: [a) the Abecedarium type; (6) the three Speculum types; (c)

the Valla, Pontanus and Saltceto or Pius types; the (a) group cannot
be dated later than 1470; (6) (three types) not Uter than 1471; (c)

(three types) not later than 147a and perhaps not before 145S.

Here then we have a printer who, before 1472, had manufac-
tured and extensively used at least seven (if not eight or nine)

different and primitive looking types; three of the seven must
have exbted long before 1471, as with them he had printed

before that year no less than five folio editions of one book
(the Speculum), besides several editions of DotuUus and the

Docirinak of Alex. Callus and other smaller books. This work
may be supposed to have extended over a number of years,

and before he printed any of these type-printed books he had
already engraved, printed and issued at least one large folio

bkKkbook (the Speculum).

And yet the catalogues of the present day, which profess to

arrange the incunabula chronologically^ under their respective

countries, towns, printers, types and dates—according to some
" historical " or " natural history method " suggested in 1870
by an eminent bibliographer, and intended to show the " develop-

ment of printing "—assign this primitive Dutch printer, and
his primitive types and books, to what is presumed to be their
** chronological " pUce, after the productions of Cknnany,
Italy, Switzerland and France; that is, they are placed in a
period when printing presses had been established in nearly

every large town of Europe, and the art of printing was already

so fully devek>ped and vulgarized, that the books of that period

show, oa comparison with the Costeriana, that the latter mtist

have preceded them by at least two or three decades.

Apart from this anachronism, the same catalogues assign

this printer and his books no longer to Haarlem in North Hol-
land, to which they had always been attributed in conformity
with the tradition that printing had been invented in that

town and the Speculum and other books printed there; but
they locate them at Utrecht, the capital of the province of

the same name, although the types of the Costeriana. show
that they are imitations of the handwritings indigenous to the
province of Holland, not to those of Utrecht.

> The Cambridge University Library possesses two sheets of two
different editions of Donaius. one (unrubricated) printed in Speculum
type I. the other (rubricated) in the Saltceto type, both found pasted
by the binderon the wooden boards of a copy of J. Mile's Reportoriumt
printed at Louvain in 1475, which is also in the same library.
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This bibliographical calamity dates from the year 1870, when

Dr Anton Van der Linde published his book The Haarlem Cotter

Legend, After it had become known to him that for years past
the " Lourens Janszoon Coster " mentioned by Junius as the
inventor of printing had been confused by some authors with
another inhabitant of Haarlem, whose name was ''Lourens
Janszoon, " but who had never borne the surname '* Coster,

"

he, after an inadequate investigation in the Haarlem archives
and elsewhere, professed to prove from documents (i) that the
Haarlem tradition was nothing but a " legend, " the kernel of

which was " Jacob Bellaert, " who published in 1483 the first

liaarlem book with a date; (2) Lourens Janszoon Coster was
a " myth "; (3) Oimelis the bookbinder, Junius's chief witness
for the Haarlem tradition, had been Bellaert's servant, and,
telling his story in his second childhood, magnified the first

Haarlem printer of 1483 into the first printer of the worid; (4)
the " Spiegel " and the Donatuses could not have been printed
before 1470-1474, &c. As Van der Linde's book was appa-
rently based on documents, it was generally thought to have put
an end to the Haarlem claims. It seems to have struck nobody
at the time that this Haarlem tradition or legend, if it had
originated in or after 1483, could not have been so strangely

distorted and altered that, within a few decades, "Jacob
Bellaert " its hero, according to Van der Linde, was forgotten,

while his " servant, " in his second childhood, substituted for

him another person of an entirely different name and of a
much earlier period; whose descendants all appear in Haarlem's
history, and one of whom records him in a genealogy; who is

himself mentioned again and again in the Haarlem registers of

the time, but who is finally, in 1870, declared to be a " myth."
Nor did it strike anybody at the time that if Comelis the book-
binder had been Bellaert's servant or binder, and his story of

the inventor related to him, and to no other printer, this book-
binder must have used fragments of Bellaert's productions for

strengthening his bindings, instead of which he employed
fragments of the Costeriana, which are admittedly not printed

by Bellaert.

These are two of the many points which mteht have arrested
Van der Linde in his sweeping denunciation of the Haarlem tradition
if he had given more attention to the subject. As no reply invalidat-
ing the main part of hu criticism emanated from Haarlem, Henry
Bradshaw, the librarian at (Cambridge, who had been stud>'ing the
Dutch incunabula for some years, accepted Van der Linde's conclu-
sions, and published, in 1871. his List of the founts of type used by
Printers in Holland in the 15th century, in which he explained that
he was compelled to place the printer of the Speculum at Utrecht
because " it is there that the cuts of the old folio editions first appear
cut up into pieces in a book (Epistelen ende Evangelien) printed by
Veldener at that place in 1481. -Without further information he
would have found it necessary to place the printer of the Speculum
last among the Utrecht presses and to affix as his date (before 1481).
But as the types of the Yliada (VII.) and of the Ludovicus de Roma
(VI.) bear a close resemblance to those of the Speculum, they could
not be separated from the latter, and a note in the Hague copy of
the Tractatus de salute corporis in the same type VII. makes it clear
that it was bought between 1471 and 1474, this was the only date
which he could accept, and it compelled him to place the printer
of the Speculum at the head of the Dutch printers, just as the
Speculum compelled him to pUce him at Utrecht."

It is clear that Bredshaw's system of classifying the incunabula.
so inflexible as regards dates and places of printing, that he would
admit any stray statement on these points if it be found in the books
themselves, rather tlian go outside the books for further information,
is yet elastic enough to ascribe the Yliada and the Pontanus to the
pnnter of the Speculum, merely on account of a close resemblance
between the types of these books. As he knew that the early
printers shaped their types according to the handwritings indigenous
to the places where they settled, it must have escaped him that in
locating the printer of the Speculum at Utrecht, he placed him
among^ printers whose types bore no resemblance to those of the
Costeriana. This system, therefore, so rigorous on the one hand
and so flexible on the other, can only be applied with safety to books
whose countiy, printer and date are known, not to such as the
Costeriana, Which have neither date nor printer's name, nor place
of printing, and might, therefore, be ascribed to France, Italy,

(krmany or any other European country, if it were not that some
of them were printed in the Dutch vernacuUr.
As to the Speculum cuts being in Veldener's hands in 1 481 (and

X483). various circumstances show (see Holtrop, Mon. p. 1 10 sqq.)

that lie could not have possessed them, nor acquued them from other
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printers at Utrecht, until he uted them cut up into halves and
already considerably wora out. It is also known that ten yean at least

before he employed them, the cuts had been used intact as illustra-

tions in a book which could not be ascribed to him. In such cases
bibliography is bound to inquire where they could have been so used
before ascribins them to the place where thiey are used in 1481. The
statements of tne Cdonu ChronicU (1499) and of Junius iisM) when
examined together witn the types and workmanship of the CosUriana
give satisfactory answers on this point. The fact that fragments
of a French translation of Donatut, printed in S^ulum type 3,
and of a treatise of Ludov. Pontanus on Canonical Law in the
PoHtanus type, were discovered at Utrecht, cannot be set against
the finding of many more fragments of Donatuses, Ac at Haarlem.

Brsdshaw lived to see some result of his system in Campbell's
Annala, published in 1874, where all the Costeriana are ascribed
to a ProMy^grapkie neerlandaist d Utrecht^ and he regretted it.

Unhappily, his untimely death prevented him from testing nis system
more closely; those who adopted it were unable, or considered it.

unnecessary, to repeat his explanations and reservations, so that
the Costeriana are-now, in almost every catalogue, placed at Utrecht,^
without any sign of doubt or hesitation, though all the particulars

connected with them prove that they could not nave originated there.

To ascert^ the probable date of the Haarlem invention,

we have at our disposal: (a) some historic statements and

Dai»ot documents, namely (a) two entries of 1446 and 1451

in the Diaiy of Jean Le Robert (Abbat of Cam-
bray); {h) the Helmasperger Instrument of 1455;

(c) Ulrich Zell's account of the invention of printing in the

Cologne Chronicle of 1490; (d) the Coster pedigree; and

(«) Junius's narrative of the Haarlem tradition; (b) & collec-

tion of nearly, if not more than, fifty incunabula, known as

Costeriaqa, tht printing of which must have involved the

manufacture of seven types, four of which (the Abeeedarium,

and three 5^«/«m types) cannot be placed later than 1472,

the other three (the Valla, Pontanus and Saliceto types) not

later than 1473. With these types were printed five folio

editions of the Speathtm, twenty-three of Donaius, eight of the

DoclnnaUt besides several other important books.

A, Historic Statements,—Jumus. saying that Coster iiivented

printing in 1440, and that Johan, who stole his types, printed with
them at Mains in 1442, probably knew, or had hard, nothing more
definite about a date than that Coster's types were used at Mains
within a year after the theft. The year 1440 as that of the invention

was first mentioned, it seems, in 1483, in testimony xvii.; a second
ai— 1— A.u^ /*>j>_.^ nu^^^M.^..!^ ;. • t*<^ /K..* <«..i.. ^m *i.^ year in which

: may mean),

was urn inenHQneQ, n a^nns, lu 140^, in i.c»«niuuy xv
time by the Colopte ChronicU in 1490 (but only as the y
the art bonn to be " investigated," whatever that
and again m and later (testimonies xxix., xxxix.). Junius.anu agsiu lu lau^ auu i«ict vvo^uuviiicv ajua., ajuua./. juuiubi

therefore, may have derived IJ40 not from the Haariem tradition,

nor from the Coster pedigree (which gives ia^6, and mav imply a
still eariier date), but from other sources, and hence fixea the com-
mencement of printing at Mains in 14^ (first mentioned, it seems,
in 1499 by Polyd. Vergil, testimony xxiii.}. Be this as it may, the
Helmaspoger mstrument of 1455, if it is genuine, shows that Guten-

M.<. ^.A. herg could not have begun printing before the end of
MMBsosss,

j^^^ {£ ^ ^^y^ „ Iq ^y^^ y^^^ ^f,^^ ^^ middle of^^
August, he borrowed money for *' making his tools,"

and was then, moreover, destitute of eveiything necessary for print-

ing, as parchment, paper, even ink. This year 1450 agrees with
tile date (1431 ) written in the Paris Donatus, which, on insufficient

grounds is considered to be a forgjcry. It also aj^rees with Ulr. Zell's

statement in the Cologne Chronicle that printing and all that be-
longed to it were " investigated " from 1440 to 1450, and that in

the latter year they began to print. And it likewise agrees with
the testimonies xxviii., xxx., xxxi., xxxiii., xxxviii. and xl. quoted
above, which all come from persons who may be supposed to have
known something about the date of early Mainz pnnting, namely,
Johan Schoeffer, the son of Peter Schoeffer, Joh. Trithemius Ywho was
peraonally acquainted with both Peter and Johan Schoeffer), Joh.
Thurmayer Aventinus (who lived from 147a to 1334)* Mariangelo
Accorso (who wrote c. 1533), while No. xl. is that of Job. Bergellanus,

the first author, so far as we know, who mentioned the lawsuit

of 1435, in hu £ii«MiifMm, printed and published in the very St
Victor Stift of which Gutenbeir had been for some years a lay-

brother till his death, so that this testimony points to Gutenberg's
own version of the " beginning " of Mainz printing.

I
Therefore the Mainz date 14^0, derived from documents and

testimonies which cannot be lightly set aside, is much later than the
latest date (1446) of the Haariem claims, and those who accept

the Haarlem tradition, as we do, may reasonably conclude that Fust
was induced to advance money to Gutenberg about August 1450.

not by seeing anything printed by the latter, but by having some

> It b pleasant to be able to record some exceptions. VouQifoie

and GOntlier in their Calalognes still mention Haarlem.
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of Coster's tyixs and toob, and a type-printed Donatns, shown and
explained to nim.
We are, however, now asked to disregard this date 1430 and all

documents that indkate, and have hitherto always been relied on
aa fixing, the beginning of printina at Mainz in tnat year, and to
believe that the Astronomical Kalendart said to be for 1448, was
printed at Mainz in 1447. If this year could be acoeptad for the
printing of this Kalendari its value wouU of course be greater than
any written or printed statement. It is, however, far from certain,
and its assumed date, though not interfering with the Haarlem dates.
as it falls after 14^6 of the Coster pedigree, is incompatible with
the Helmasperger instrument, which shows that so late as August
1430 Gutenberg had not printed anything, and had not even made
his apparatus for fMinting. There remains the Poem on the " Wdt-
gericnt," also ascribed to Gutenberg and said to be printed in the
same type as the Donatus of 1431. with the exception of certain
letters the form of which represents, it is thought, a still earlier stage,

d back, aHence the Poem is dated 1 , apparently for no tangible reason,

at Haarlem: Junius* yean (1440-1442) are, perhaps.
Anyhow, if historic statements and documents have , ,

invention must have been accomplished withm the six yean from

to 1443-14x4, and the Donatus placed between it and the Kalendar,
the typo of whkh is said to be a " development " of the DomUms
type. This date, which is even more speculative than that asrigned
to the Kalendar, militates entirely against the Helmasperger inttru-
ment; it can haidly be said to go against the Coster pedigree, iriiile

it does not interfere with, but rather favours, Junius dates.
Among the historic statements also come the two entries of the

Abbot 01 Cambray, on folio 161* of his Diary, preserved in the
Archives at Lille, m which be records having bought in January

ii445,
0.S.«} 1446 and in 14^1 , at Bruges and Valenaenaes, printed *

}octrinalia (on vellum ' and on paper). Even if printing could be
said to have begun at Mainz m 1450 or earlier, no Doclrinalia
printed there have ever come to light, unless we accept the Haariem
tradition, that those printed with Coster's types were printed there.

Hence these entries can only be applied to the Doctrtnalia printed
in Holland in the same types as the Spectdnm (on whkh Junius
based the tradition of the Haarlem inventwn) and the Donaimses
which fit into Zell's historic statement On the Cafogne Chromde at
I499), that the Donatuses printed m Holland were the models for
the Mainz printing. Therefore there is no certainty as to any Mains
printing having been done before 1430, and, if the Helmasperger
instrument has any value, it is certain that it coukl not have oenm
there before that year; Ulrich l^ell unreservedly places the priatuig
done in Holland before that of Mainz; Jean Le Robert's statements
make it certain that printing was exercised before January 1416:
the Coster pedigree fixes no later date than 1446 for the inventwo""

' ' ' '
'

^ perhap

.

any value, the
^ six yean fn

1440 to 1446 (also indicated by l^ell).

B. The Costeriana.—It has been pointed out above tlmt we have
neariy 50 Costeriana, for which seven types have been empkiyed.
four of which cannot be placed later than 1471, the remaining three
not later than 1472; and that with these types five fotk» Mitioas
of the Speculum were printed, 2X of Donatus, 8 of the Doctrinale^

bemdes several other important books. With sudi an abuodaaoe
of material, for the greatest part of which we have the year 1471-1472
as an undoubted terminus ad fuem, we need not inquire too anxioojiiy

whether Junius placed the invention in 1440, or wbedier the Haarlem
Coster pedigree fixes it at 1446 or eariier. For. by placing intervals

either between the seven types or between the several edirions of

the Speculum, Donatus, Doctrinale, Ac, we can easily reach any
terminus a ouo which may be found to agree with the historic state-

ments exptalned above. Such intervals, however natural and
necessary they may be to arrange the Costeriana in some chrono-
logical order, must always be more or less arbitrary, as it is impossible
to say whether the editions foltowed each otiier within two months
or within two or more yean, or whether the types became used up
within six months or within sue, seven or more vears. Therefore,
only such intervalsneed be suggested asmay showthat the Costeriana.
or some of them, may reasonably be jJaced before Mainz dates
which are certain (that is c. 1430, derived from the Hdmaspei^
instrument, and I454> the date of the Indulgences), or speculaii^
(as 1443-1444 for the " Weltgericht," and 1447 for the Astranomicd
Kalendar). The first products of the art <tf printing were intended

to be faiUiful imitations of the manuscripts, and 00 material devia-

tions from the general plan become observable till about 1473-1477*
Nowhere are the features of the MSS. of the isth century so faith-

fully imitated as in the productions of the three eariiest printing-

ofiices of Coster, Gutenb«g (?) and Schoeffer. They are all without

• The abbot speaks of Doctrtnalia " gette " or *' jettez en roolle.'*

and the phrase is, as Bernard (Origine, i. 97 seq.) shows by eight

examples from 1474 (the year when printing is first ofiidally spokm
of in Fnncc) to 1593, and down to the present day. applied to

typographically pnnted books only; see also Fred. Godefroy,

Dtcttonaire, in voce mole (whkh he interprets as caracthed'imprimeru,

where he gives six quotations showing the same meaning.
* The abbot does not mention the word eellum, but sUtes that

the Doctrinale which he had bought at Valenciennes was fall of

mistakes wherefore he had bought one on paper.
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signatures, without printed initial directora,* without printed catch-
words; in short, without any of those characteristics which we see
gradually, one after the other, come into almost general use when
printing becomes more developed, that is from 1473 (if not earlier)

to 1^80. Hence a comparison of the Speculum, Donatus ana
DoctrinaU editions, printed in the Speculum and other types, with
the Gutenberg and Schoeffer Donatuses and their othor books
enumerated above, shows that the types, mode of printing and work-
manship of all these books stand on nearly the same primitive stage.
Yet there is a considerable difference between the productions of
the three offices, those of the Haariem office being more primitive
than any of the other two. Fiist of all the types of the Costeriaiia
(which have nothing in common with any of those used' in the
Netherlands after 1471), show by their i with the perpendicular
stroke attached to its cross-bar. the r with a curl, and the signs of
contraction connected by a fine link to the tops of the letters over
which they stand, that they were manufactured during the MS.
and block-printing periods of Holland. Secondly, none of the
Costeriana fiave any hyphens, which, in the Gutenberg and Schoeffer
incunabula appear already from the beginning. Thirdly, the five
editions of the Speculum are all printed anopisthographically (that
b, on one nde), the woodcuts at the top of the pages as wdl as
the explanatory text underneath, which would hardly be the case
if they had been printed after 1471, when the printing of woodcuts,
together with text in movable types, on both sides of the leaf, was
no longer a novelty. None of them have any colophon (except such
a word as explicit) , which would, for a collection of nearly 50 books,
be incompatible with a period after 1471, but not with the earlier

period of the blockbooks and MSS. Moreover, of the 50 no less

than 38 are printed on vellum, which b incompatible with a period
after X471 and even earlier, when printing on paper had become
universal, but not with the earlier peribd of the MSS. Therefore,
those who wish to date the Donatuses, ascribed to Gutenberg, before
1450, or before 1447, must not forvet that the more primitive editions
of the Speculum, Donatus and DoctrinaU printed in types I. and
II. &c can also be dated before 1450 or 1447: and when once so
much b admitted, there b no reason to reject 2!eirs statement that
the Donatuses printed in Holland servedas models to Mainz printing.

In addition to the above considerations, there is the remarkable
fact that the chief productions of the three earliest printing-offices

are editions of Donatus, all printed on vellum. Thb fact has become
more conspicuous by the discovery in recent years, in various parts
of Holland and Germany, of a multitude of fragments of different
editions of thbschoolbook. Of the Haariem officeweknow 23 editions

;

13 are ascribed to Gutenberg; 9 we have in the Schoeffer or B** type.
The production of so many editions, all about the same time in the
infancy of printing and in two different places, so widely apart from
each other as Haarkm and Mainx, cannot have been an accident
or ocnnddence, but suggesta some connexion, some links ' between
the three or more offices that produced them. One link we find in

Ulrich Zdl's statement that the Donatuses printed m Holland
were the modeb for Mainz printing, another in the Haariem tradi-

tion, as narrated by Junius, that one of Coster's workmen, taking
hb master's types and tools, went with them to Mainz and settled

there as a printer. These two statements go far to explain not only
how the art of printing was transferred from Haarlem to Mainz,
but bow, at the latter place, it was thoueht expedient to continue
the printing of Donatuses begun at Haartcm. Bearins thb obvious
connexion between the three earliest offices in mind, ana also that the
books of the printer of the Speculum show that he -could not have
learnt hb art at Mainz or any other plpce, the only question really

b: Can the Costeriana, or some of them, by pUcing an interval

between them, be dated so far back that they may be placed before

the certain or speculative dates now attributed to books or broad-
sides printed at, or ascribed to Mainz. In our former edition, when
only 20 Costerian editions of Donatus were known, and no eariier

final date than 1474, we suggested an interval of x8 months between
each of them, giving about 30 years, from 1474 back to I44S> for

the issue of all the Donatuses. We now know 33 editions, and 1473
as final date for the existence of all the types, though, of course,

ome of the editions may have appeared after this year. Therefore,

our interval need not be longer than about 15 months, which makes
a stretch of nearly 39 years from 1^73 back to 1443. As to an
interval between the types, an eminent type-founder, Dr Ch.
Ensched^ of Haarlem, when dealinf; with Coster's types On his

treatise Laurens Janst. Coster ie wivtnder van de boekdrukkunst.

^ An exception b to be noticed in the Costerian Yliada (see above
type VII., no. 14-17) in which on the recto of the second leaf the
imtial director i u printed.

'Schwenke has, to some extent, observed thb connexion, and
sujn^ested that the texts of the Donatuses should be studied, as the
differences between them mi^ht show whether those^of Mainz were
printed from the Haarlem editions or vice versa. Such a study may
be useful, but could hardly lead to a definite result, as the t^pes of

these scboolbooks, like those of other incunabuU, were imitations

of the respective handwritings of the places where they were printed,

and the texts were no doubt taken from the same MSS. in the first

instance, though it b possible that the types were cast for other books
and used afterwards tor tlic Donatuses.

Haarlem, I904« p. 38), reminds us of three printers (Eckert van
Homberch of Delft, Govaert Bac and Willem Vorsterman. of Ant-
werp), who used one type all the timethat they were printing (which
means 2% years for the first and 19 for the second), and dedarcs that
we could not possibly put a shorter interval than 6 years between
each t)!)^ As there are seven Costerian types, such an interval
would mean a period of 43 years, from 1473 back to 1430, hence
only four and a half years (-31} years) between each type would
suffice to reach the year 1440.

These calculations, however, include the Abecedarium (i.). Valla
(v.), Pontanus (vi.) and Saliceto (vii.) types, and, a&has been pointed
out above there b no absolute proof that these four also belonged
to the printer of the Speculum. Types v., vi., and vii. cannot be
separated, and two circumstances, mentioned above, make it more
than probable that they did belong to him. But the Abecedarium
type can be ascribed to the Speculum printer on no other grounds
than that it has all the characteristics of the Costerian types; that
it b too primitive to be attributed to any btcr Dutch printer, so
far as we know them, and that the Abecedarium printed with it,

was discovered at Haarlem in a Dutch MS. whkh belonged to a
Haarlem family.
Hence a computation based on the five Speculum edltbns (all

printed and issued at least before 147.1), the 13 editions of Donatus
and four editions of the DoctrinaU printed in the same types might
be more convincing to the opponents of Haarlem's claims. Apart
from the final date (1471) for them there b also evidence that the
Speculum type i existed a considerable time before 1474, as in that
year the bookbinder Comelb used fragments of a Donatus printed
tn that type in the binding of an account book of the cathedral
church at Haariem. Their types and workmanship, moreover,
compel us to place them before the VaUa, Pontanus and Saliceto
(or Pius) types. The last two, employed together in one book, cannot
have been used for this book before 1458, as it bears the name of
Pope Pius II., who was not elected till that year, but it b certain
that it cannot have been printed after 1473. The Valla type, how-
ever, exbted before the Pontanus and Saliceto types, as four capitals
of the former were used to supply the want ot such capitab in the
Pontanus type.

If then, as suggested by Enschedd, the type-foundd", an interval
of six years b placed between the three Speculum types, it would
mean 18 yean, or a period from 147 1 back to 1453. A similar
number of years we obtain by intervals of 18 months between each
of the 13 editions of DonatuspnnleA in type i. Even this moderate
calculation makes it plain that the printer of the Speculum must
have begun printing at least about the same time that printinff began'
at Mainz. But we nave seen above that thb printer did not hesitate
to make up complete copies of hb books by mixing sheets of a later

edition, pnnted m a different type, with those of an earlier edition,

and even muced type-printed with xylographically printed sheets.

A printer so careiully and economically husbandme hb stock of
sheets is not likely to have printed new editions of his books before
the old ones were fully sold off, or to have manufactured new tyfies
till hb old ones were used up. Moreover, Haariem, a quiet provincial
town, could not have been a favourable market for a rapid sale of
books, especblly not for books in the vernacubr, like the Dutch
versions of the Speculum.- Hence we should not put too short an
interval eithcrbetween his editions or his types.

^

As {e.g.) Gerard Lceu ' printed at Gouda, during the six years

1477 to 1483, 17, mostly bulky, volumes, togetho- consisting of

3968 leaves, or neariy 6000 folio pages, all in one type, we need not
hesiute to place at least eight or nine years between each of the
three Speculum types, that b together 34 or 37 years from 1471
back to 1447 or 1444. It b true, the types manufactured after,

say 1477, may have been more enduring than the earlier types, as
being, perhaps, cast of better material and by a more perfect process
than those of Coster, but the number of pages printed by the latter

with the three Speculum types, barely amounts, so far as we know,
to a tenth part (600 pages) of Gerard Leeu's work. Our calcula-

tions are, oi^course, Ibole to modification or alteration ; earlier dates
may yet be discovered in the Costeriana or in other documents;
more editions of Donatus in the same types may be found, which
would shorten the intervals. But we have shown that, without
straining chronology, bibliography or typology, the Costerbna can
be dated back so as to harmonize with any historical date, Dutch
(1440, 1446) or Orman (1450), known at the present time, or so at
to precede even the speculaUve dates (1447 or 1444) assigned to

some Gutenberg products.

There b therefore no reason to dbcredit Zell's Btatement in

the Cologne ChronicU of 1499, that the Donatuses printed in

HoUaod were anterior to, and the modeb for, the art ff^gg^ny^
of printing at Mainz, or that of Hadrianus Junius in maEarthe

his Batama, that printing was invented at Haariem ^"^^
by Lourens Janszoon Coster, and that the Speculum ^'^

was one of hb first productions. The two statements

were made independently of each other. But even without
' These examples might easily be multiplied. Ulr. Zell, for ia*

stance, printed more than 80 books in hb first type.
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them, the existence of a group of nearly fifty primitively

printed books of undoubtedly Dutch origin, the printing of

which must have taken a number of years before 147 1,

would suggest serious doubts as to the priority of Maina
printing. 2iell'8 statement is all the more weighty, as it is not

one made at random but meant to be a direct contradiction of

the vague rumours and statements about an invention of

printing at Mainz by Gutenberg, which had gradually crept

into print since 1468 in Italy and France, and. had found their

way back into Germany about 1476, after Mainz and Germany
had given the greatest publicity, during twenty-two years, to

the existence of the new art in their midst; while all those who
might, and would and could, have told the public that the

faivention had been made at Mainz, if it had come about there,

preserved a profound silence on this particular point, even the

supposed inventor himself. And, though Zell accords to Mainz
and Gutenberg the honour of having " improved " the art and

having made it more artistic, he denies to them the honour

of having " invented " or " begun " it, and this latter honour

was never claimed by th&t town before 1476. Junius's account,

on the other hand, is the embodiment of a local tradition at

Haarlem, the first written traces of which we have in a pedigree

(testimony xxxiv) of the family of the reputed Haarlem inventor,

which, as regards its central part, may have existed at least as

early as 1520, whereas its first part mdy be dated much earlier.

His account is indirectly confirmed by the finding of several

fragments at Haarlem, all belonging to the groups of books

mentioned above, but still more by the discovery of several

fragments of the Donatuses printed in the Speculum type

I and 3, some of which had been used as binder's waste by
Comelis, the bookbinder, the very man whom Junius alleges

to have been the servant of Coster.

As the case stands at present, therefore, we have, after careful

and impartial examination, no choice but to repeat that the

invention of printing with movable metal types took place at

Haarlem between the years 1440 and X446 by Lourens Janszoon

Coster.

That the Haarlem inventor of printing was. as we have 'shown,

a block-printer before he printed with movable types, helps us

to understand what the tradition, as chronicled by Junius, says of

him (Testimony xliv. b)z that he, while walking m the wood near

Haarlem, cut some letters in the bark of a tree, and with them,
reverBcly impressed one by one on paper, he composed one or two
lines as an example for the children of his son-in-law. Junius
does not say it, but deariy implies that, in this way, Coster came to

the idea of the movability (the firrt step in the invention of typo-

graphy) of the characters which, hitherto, he had been cuttmg
together on one block. He perceived the advaatajse and utilitv

of such insulated characters, and so the invention ofprinting with

movable types was made. The questions as to whether he con-

tinued to print with movable " wooden " types, or even printed

books with them, cannot be answered, because no such books or

fragments of them have come down to us. Junius's words (Test,

xliv. § d) on this point are ambiguous, and no Dutch editbn of the

Speadum printed, figures and text, from wooden blocks or movable
wooden types, is known. ... ,^
By the middle of the 19th century the claims of Coster and Haar-

lem had steadily gained ground, owing to the researches of Joh.

Ensched* (i75U. Meerman (1765). Koning (1815), Young Ottley

(1816), Bernard (1853), Sothcby (1858) and others. But m 1870

they were wellnigh destroyed by a criticism which afterwards proved

to be partly groundless, partly a distortion of facts. At the time,

however, it was, without further research, accepted as decisive;

the cbims were regarded to be a fiction, and a system of classifying

the incunabula atarted with the unfortunate result that Utrecht

came to be adopted as the birthplace of the Costeriana and Coster

and Haariem almost obliterated from all our catalogues. Since

then many things have come to light, all tending to confirm Haar-

lem's claims, and showing how unjustifiably tnev were attacked

in 187a An examination of the incunabula on which they rest is

far from easy or inexpensive, as the books are scattered not only

over Europe but now also over America, and therefore not easy

of access. We have, however, made it, sufficiently to be able to

prove that the claims are based on good grounds. Our evideiice.

though still circumstantial, is not based on guesses; we assert nothing

except on bibliographical or historical grounds; nor do we accept

one statement unless it is corroborated by other statements, or

by the rules of bibliography and history. Hence we should not

accept SJell's evidence or that of Junius, or of any one else, if the

books to which they refer did not conobotate them to the fullest
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extent, or if the claims of Mainz to the honour of the inventioa
could be said to have any substance of fact. The great efforts

made in Germany since 1883 to strengthen the case for Gutenberg,
which culminated in the celebrations of 1900 and the publicatioa
of valuable and learned books, have enriched our knowledge of
early Mainz and German printing, but at the same time conclusi>'dy
shown that it requires g^reat courage to maintain that Gutenberg
was the inventor of printing.

How long Coster or his successors continued the first printing-
oflke at Haarlem we cannot say; it seems to have come to an end
in or before 1481. as the cuts of the Speculum had evidently then
passed into John Veldener's hands, and the Haarlem tradition
says that wine-pots had been cast of the remains of the t^*pes.

In 1483 Jacob Bellaert was printing at Haarlem, and Tan Andncsxn
in r485; their types are imiutions of the writing of their time, but
already differ from those of the Speculum and the other Costeriana
in various respects, and show many features of a later period.
The question as to whether they learnt their craft from the &nt
Haarlem printer, or from other masters, has been asked but not
yet answered.

Spread of Typograpky.—'Hsmag explained the early printing

of Haarlem and Mainz, in so far as it bears upon the controversy

as to where and by whom the art of printing was invented, and
shown that the testimony of Ulrich Zell (in the Cologne Chronicle

of 1499) as to Mainz having learnt the art of printing from
Holland throu^ the Donatuses printed there, and that of

Hadrianus Junius, as to the tradition of its Haarlem origin,

are confirmed by bibliographical and historical facts, we can
follow its spread from Haarlem to Mainz, and from Uie latter

place to other towns and countries.

1460; Strassburg.—^Firrt printers: Johann Mentelin, who com-
pleted a Latin Bible in that year, according to a rubrication in a cop^
at Freiburg in the Bretsgau; Adolph Rusch de Inguilen, who is

presumed to be the printer of the undated books with a smgulariy
shaped R,^ c. 1464; Henricus Eggestetn. 1471; George Husner, Ac

1461; Bamberg.—First printers: Albrecht Pfister. who in 1461
published Boner's Edelstetn, though it is still doubtful whether be
did not print earlier, while he has always been regarded as the
printer 01 B** (see above) ; Joh. Senaenschmidt. c. 1480.

1465; Subiaco.—First and only printers: Conrad Sweynheyn
and Arnold Pannarts, who compiieted in that year an edition of

Cicero, De Oratore, and Lactantius, and removed to Rome in 1^7.
1466; Cologne.—Eariiest printers: (i) Ulrich Zell. who published

in . that year Chrysostom. Super Fsalmo quinquoMstmo liber

primus, though it is presumed that he printed already in 1461;

(2) Arnold Ther Hoernen, 1470; (3) Johannes Koelhoff of Lfiberk,

1470, who printed the Colojpu ChronicU in 1499; (4) Nicolaus

Gdtx. 1474; (5) Goiswinus Cops, 14751 (6) Petrus de Otoe, 147*
(not 1470); (7) Conradus Winter of Hombure, 1476; (8) Job.
Guldenschaaf, 1477 l(9) Henricus Quttitel. 1479. Ac.;

1467; Eltville.—First printer*: Nicolas and Henry Bechter-

muncze and Wygandus Spyes de Orthenberg* who completed ta

that year a Vocabularius ex quo,

1467; Rome.—First printers: Conrad Sweynheym and Arnold
Pannarts from Subiaco, who published an edition of Cicero's

Epistciae ad familiares; Ulrich Hahn or Udalricus Callus, who
issutti on the 3i8t of December 1467 Turrecremata's Jlieditatioues.

1468: AugsDurg.—First printer: GUnther Zainer or Zejuer.

Same year at Basel (first printer Berthold Rot of Hanau) and at

Marienthal (Brothers of the Common Life).

1469; Venice.— Printers: (i) Johannes of Spires; (2) his brother

Vindefinus of Spires; (3) Christopher Valdarfer; (4) Nicolas

Jenson, &c , ^ ..... ..-•«.
The further spread of typography is mdicated by the foOowiag

dates: 1470 at NQremberg Qohan Senaenschmidt. Friedr. Creuaner.

Anton Koberger, Ac.), Berona or BeromOnster in SwitKriand
(Helyas Helye alias De Uouffen). Foligno (Emilianus de (kfinis

and Johannes Numeister), Trevi (Johann Reynard). Paris (firtf

Erinters the three partners Ulrich Gering, Michael Friburger. Martin

:ranu); 1471 at Spires, Bologna, Fcnara. Florence. Milan. Narks
Pavia, Treviso. Savigliano (Hans Glim?); 1472 at Esskngen. Cre-

mona, Mantua,. Padua. Brescia, Parma. Monreale (Mondovt).

Fivizzano. Verona. lesi, St Ursino (?): 1473 at Lauingen. Ulm (per-

haps as eariy as 1469). Merseburg, Alost. Utrecht, Lyons, Messna,
Buda-Pest. Santorso; 1474 at Louvain. Genoa. Como. Sax-ono,

Turin, Vicenia, Modena. Valencia; 1475 at Lflbeck. Breslau. Blao-

beuren, Burgdorf, Trent, Cracow (?), Rcggio (in Calabria). Cagb.

« M. Philippe. Origine de rimprimerie a Paris, p. 219. mentioBS

two books printed in this type, which contain manuscript notn,

to the effect that they were purchased in 1464 and 1467, so thai

Inguilen is to be placed before Eggestcin.
^

* Johann Veldcner. who is said to have pnmed at CoJogrie.

was never esublished there, but at Louvain (1473-1477). V*««*'
( 1478-1 481). and Culenborg or Kuilenburg (I483>i484)^ sec Holtio^w

i/<m./yp.,pp.4a.47. 109.
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Ca«etle or Casale. Pieve (Fiove) di Sacco. Perugia. Piacenza. Sara-
eossa; 1476 at Rostock. Bruges. Bruasels. Angers, Toulouse. Pol-
hano (PogUano). Pilaen; 1477 at Reichenstein. Deventer. Gouda.
Delft. Westminster, Lucca, Aacoli. Bergamo, Tortosa, Palermo,
Seville; 1478 at Oxford. St Maartensdtjk. Colle, Schussenried (in

WOrtembcrg), Eichst&dt. Geneva, Vienne, Trogen (?), Chablis,
Cosenea, Prague. Barcebna; 1479 at Erfurt, Wttrsburg, Niimegen,
Zwolle, Poitiers, Toscolano, Pinerolo, Novi,Lerida,Sefforbe. baluzzo;
1480 at London. St Albans ^r in I479)< Oudenarde, Hassclt, Reggio
(in Modena), Salamanca, Toledo, Nonantola, Friuli (?), Caen;
148

1

at Passau, Leipzig. Magdeburg, Treves, Urach, (.asale di
San Vaso. Saluzzo, Albi. Antwerp, Rougemont ; 1482 at Reutlingen,
Memmingen, Metz. Pisa, Aquila, Promentoux, Zamora, Odense,
Chartres. Wien, Guadalajara, MQnchen, Erfurt; 1483 at Leiden.
Kuilenburg (Culenborg), Ghent. Chalons-sur-Mame (?), Gerona,
Stockholm. Siena, Soncino, Salins; 148^ at Bois-le-Duc, Eichst&tt,
Novi, Sangermano, Chamb^ry, Udine, Winterberg, Klostemeuburg,
Rennes. Loud^ac, Tarragona; 1485 at Heidelberg. Ratisbon,
Pescia, Vercelli. Trfiguier or Lantreguet. Brtknn, Salins, Burgos,
Mallorca. Htjar, Palma. Xeres; i486 at MQnster, Stuttgart,
Chiavasco, Vochera. Casal Maggiore, Abbeville, Schleswig, Toledo;
1487 at Ingoktadt, Gacta, Rouen, Murcia, Besan^on; 1488 at
Stendal. Viterbo, Gradisca, Faro, Constantinople, Lantenac; 1489
at Hagenaui Kuttenberg, San Cucufat (near Barcelona), Portesio.

Coria. Pamplona, Tolosa. Lisbon: 1400 at Embrun, Orleans, Gre-
noble. Ddle; 1491 at Hamburg, Kircnheim, Norzano, Goupillidres,

AngouKme, Dijon, Narbonne; 1492 at Marienburg, Cluni, Zinna,
Vaiiadolid. Leiria; 1493 at LQnebure. Freiburg (in Bcei^gau),
Urbino. Cagliari. Lausanne, Nantes, Copenhagen. Rieka; 1494 at
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(monastery
y* •-

OfFenbui^, Provins, Barco. Valence, Granada; 1497 at Carmagnola,
Avignon; 1498 at TQbingen, P6rigueux, Schiedam, Gripsholm;
1499 at Danzig, OlmGtz, Montserrat, Madrid; 1500 at Pforzheim,
Sursee, Perpignan, Valenciennes, Jaen.

Printing seems to have begun in Scotland after September

15071 when King James IV. granted a patent to Walter Chepman
and Andrew Myllar (also printed Millar) for the establishment

of a printing press at Edinburgh. Their first book (The Maying
or disport of Ckoucer) appeared on the4th of April 1 508. Myllar,

however, appeared to have been esublished there as a book-

seller already in 1503 and to have published there his first book,

Job. de Garlandia ItUerpr. vocabuloruM equioocorum (printed for

him abroad) in 1505, his second ExposUio Sequentiarum (also

printed abroad) in 1506. (See Rob. Dickson and John Ph.

Edmond, Annals of ScoUish Printing from 150J to the 17th

century, Cambridge, 1890; Harry G. Aldis, List of Books printed

in Scodand before 1700, Edinburgh 1904). Printing was intro-

duced into Ireland at Dublin in 1551 by Humfrey Powell,who
published in that year a verbal reprint of Whitchurch's edition

of the Common Prayerbook of 1549. Printing in Irish types

was brought into the kingdom in 1571 by N. Walsh and John
Kearney, the first book printed in that type being A Catechism,

written by Kearney.

Above we have stated that printing was established at Avignon
in the year 1497. But during the 1^ two decades various trea-

.tises have been published endeavouring to show that

•"J" p""*''*K had already been exercised there more than
'-Ti- half a century earlier.•^^ In 1890 the Abbat Rcquin discovered at Avignon, in

three notarial registers, five Latirf notarial Protocols of the years

1444 and 1446. which, though they mention only the arts of " writing

artistically, and painting different colours on stuffs, he and others

interpreted as showing that, during those years, certain artisans

had exercised the art of printing with movable types at Avignon;
so that, if the art was not invented there, one of those artisans

must have learnt the secret from Gutenberg, said to have been en-

gaged in printing at Strassburg from 1436 to 1439. And hence
Avignon, hitherto regarded as the 60th town where printing was
introduced, was to uke the second place, if not the first, in the his-

tory of the invention of printing, between Strassburg and Mainz
(Requin. L'Imprimerie A Avifnon en 1444, Paris. 1890; id., Origines

de rtmprimerie en France, Avtgnon, 1444. Paris, 1891).
From Requin's first document (dated July 4, 1444) it appears

that a silversmith, Procopius WaldfogheK of Prague, residmg at

Avignon, had received from a magister Manaudus (also called Menal-
dus Vitalis. bom at Dax, in the D^partement des Landes, bacca-

laureus in decretis, and student at Avignon) two alphabets of steel,

two iron forms (frames?), one steel screw, 48 forms of tin. and divers

other forms bctonging to the art of writing {duo abuedaria calibis

et duas formas ferreas, unum instrumenium calibis vocatum vUis,

quadraginta otto formas stangni necnon diversas alias formas ad artem

•cribendi ptrtinenUs), and promised to return these instrumenU

(ad usum scribendi pertineneia) the moment Manaudus asked for
them. The second document (dated August 27, 1444) makes no
mention of tools or instruments, but is Frocoptus's bond for two
sums of money (10 to 27 florins) which he had borrowed from
Georgius de la Jardina ; for the first he promised to instruct the said
George in the art of writtng well and seemly, and to do the necesaary
and suiuble things for one month (pro quibus promisit instruere
dictum Ceorgium in arte scribendi bene et eondecenter, et administrare
necessaria et opportuna, kinc ad unum ntensem), on condition that
neither of them should instruct anyone else in the sakl art of
writing, without the consent of the other (fuit tamen de pacta quod
nuUus non debeat instruere aliquem in dicta arte scribendi, ntsi de
licentia alterius). The third document (March 10, 1446) is an
agreement between Procopius and iat Jew of Avignon named Davinus
de Codarossia, who had advanced money to him and held property
from him as security. The Jew had promised to teach Procopius
to paint stuffs in different colours, and the latter had promised
the Jew to make for him and to deliver to him " twenty-severf
prepared Hebrew letters, well and properly cut in iron accordini^
to the science and practice of writing, which, two years ago, the said
Procopius had shown and taught the Jew, together with instru-
ments of wood, tin and iron (Procopius promisit , . . judeo facers
et facias reddere et restituere vi^inti seplem Ittieras ebreaycas fomuOas,
sctsas in ferro bene et debiie juxta scientiam el practicam scribendi,
sunt duo anni etapsi ipsi judeo per dictum Procopium ostensam et
doctam, ut dixit, una cum intentis de fuste, de stagno et de ferrd).
It was also agreed that the Jew should pay for the tin and wood
for the instruments of the Hebrew writing (Ju%l de pacta quod idem
judeus sohet stagnam et fustes artificiorum swe ing^iorum scripture
ebrayce). And Procopius further promised to nve the Jew, the
following week, ten dorins to recover certain pledges or utensils
which the Jew had in pawn from him, the latter binding himself
not to reveal the science or teach the art to any one as long as Pro-
copius should remain at Avignon or in the neighbourhood (promisit
etdem judeo dare decem florenos per totam hebdomadam proximo
futuram et restituere sibi certa ptgitora sine ustensilia que ipse judeus
kabet tn ptgnora a dicto Procopio). The fourth document (April 5,
1446) shows that Procopius had made for the above-named Menaldus
Vitalis and Amaldus de Coselhaco (and Girardus Ferrosis?) and de-
livered to them several instruments or tools of iron, steel, copper,
latten, lead, tin and wood for writing artistically; he had instructed
them in the said art of writing artistically, and all the tools belonged
to them in common. But Menaldus, wishing to sell his share in
the said tools to the others and to retire from the association, twelve
florins were paid to him in two instalments, but at the request of
Procopius he testifies under oath th?t the said art of writing, taught
him artistically by the said Procopius, was real and most proper,
and also easy, practicable and useful to any one wishing and choosing
to work it (Cum dictus Procopius super arte scribendi artificialiter

fecerit oenerabilibus viris . . . Menaldo Vitalis et Amaldo de Cosd-
kaco . . . nonnulla inslrumenta sive artificia causa artificialiter

scribendi tam ferro de callibe, de cupro. de tethono, de plumbo, de stagno,
et de fuste . . . dictamque artem scribendi artificialiter eos docuerit,

instrumentaque ipsa omnia et singula sint . . . communia inter

eosdem studentes . . . Cumque dictus . . . Vitalis cupuU . . . par-
tem suam dictorum instrumentorum sioe artificiorum . . . vendtre
et a communione eorum recedere . . . venatdit dicto Procopio et

Cirardo presentibus . . . Partem suam . . . prKio duodecim flore-

norum . . . Ibidem Vitalts . . . medio suo juramento . . . dixit

. . . dictam artem scribendi per dictum Procopium artificuditer

eidem doctam, esse veram et verissimam, essequejacilem, possibilem
et utilem laborare volenli et diligenti eam). The fifth document
(April 26, 1446) shows that Procopius had recovered from Davinus
all the pledges which he had pawned with him, except one mantle
and 48 letters engraved in iron, that Davinus had not yet carried
out his part of the agreement as to teaching Procopius thepaintine
of different colours on stuffs, whereas Procopius had oeltvered

to the Jew all the arts, tools and instruments pertaining to writing
artistically in Latin letters, as he had promised to do on the loth of

March last. (Procopius confessus futt se ab eodem judeo receptsse

. . . omnia pignora sua per eum pines dictum judeum impignorata,

excepto uno mantdlo et quadraginta octo littens gravatis in ferro.

Et . . , dictus judeus confessus fuit . . . rtcepisse a dicto Procopio

. . . omnia artificia, inienia et instrumenta ad scribendum artifi-

cialiter in litera latino, &c.) Again the compact is that Davinus
shall not reveal the science to anyone, at least so long as Procopius
should reside at Avignon or within 30 ro. in the neighbourhood.
(nemini mundi dicere, notificare nee quooismodo retelare, per se nee

per alium ullomodo, presentem scientiam in teorica nee pratica. et

nulli mundi eam docere neque reoelare eam fuisse ostensam per
quemots).

It is difficult to find, the art of printing with movable types,

or the art of casting types in these documents. The Abbat. how-
ever, says they prove the esublishment of a printing-office at

Avignon in 1444. and he reads " matrices," " caracthres d'impri-

merte," une " tmprimerie," and " tout un matiriel d'imprimerie '* in

them, although the documents themselves do not mention such things;

they only allude to the " art of writing." the " practice " or *' exer-

cise of writing "; the " art of writing well and seemly "; the " science

and practice of wrtiifif"; the " ^n of writing artistically." And
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there is, apparently, no reason to think that these precise documents,
while speaking exclusively of this art, should always mean another
art which they do not mentmn. Procopius, indeed, seemed to
have known an art of viriitnt, in whkh he instructed others (second
document) and which he and his associates wished to keep secret,

while the " letters," tods, &c. of which they vptak were no doubt
" movable."

But Procopius himself appears to have possessed neither letters

nor toob nor instruments or forms at the ocginning of these pro-
ceedinn: it was Mcnaldus Vitalis, a bachelor of law and student
at Avignon, who entrusted to him the " two steel alphabets, two
iron forms, one steel screw, and forty-eight tin and other forms,"
mentioned in the first document of 1444. Procopius. however,
appears to have seen no permanent value m these letters, forms, &c.
as he, of his own accord, promised to return them at the first

request of Menaldus, who had handed them to Procopius without
asking for a receipt. The third document, however, makes it plain

that Procopius engraved for Davinus the Jew, not for himself,

twenty-seven Hebrew letters (therefore a complete alphabet, in-

cluding the five final letters) in iron, in accordance with the art of

writing which he had Uught Davinus two ^ears ago. together with
tools of wood, tin and iron, in return for which the Jew would teach

Procopius the art of painting stuffs. The fourth document shows
that Procopius had made tools of iron, steel and other metals for

tenting artistically, but again not for himself but for two other men
one ofwhom was Menaldus who. two years ajEO, had entrusted him
with two alphabets and some tools; Procopius. however, had this

time reserved to himself a share in these tools, and Menaldus sold

his share in the tools for twelve florins to the other associates, so

that the value of all these tools cannot have amounted to more
than about 36 florins of Avignon currency.

Therefore, the precise descriptions in the documents of the

letters, tools and instruments required for Procopius's art of writing

artistkally, and the absence of all allusions to paper, ink and other
things necessary for prtniing with movable types, show that theoe

is no rdTerence to this art. even in its infancy. That art means the'

multiplication of books or documents by means of an adequate
quantity of single types for composing a whole page of text, and
capable of being taken asunder and used again for a second, a third

and a multitude of other paees. and so produce a number ofcopies

of a book in the same or a snorter time than a scribe with his pen
could produce one copy. But two Latin alphabets (of steel)

and one Hebrew alphabet (of iron) would not suffice for composing
and printing more than two or three words on any one page at a
time, so that a person with such a small quantity of letters at his

command would, in several respects, be worse off than a scribe.

Hence the documents whkh only refer to the art of writing, mean
nothing more serious than an art of taking impressions olcertain
letters (perhaps initials or capitals) In a more regular and steady

fashion than even trained scribes could produce them by hand.
For pressing in such (ornamental) initials or capitals here and there

in NfSS., after the scribes had done their ordinary work of writing,

the insulated alphabets of Menaldus and Davinus would be a great

help and save a deal of time and labour, but useless for the art of

printing with movable types. If the two steel alphabets, and the

one Hebrew alphabet of iron, and the 48 fetters engraved in iron

had been patrices, and the 48 forms of tin *had been matrices, the
documents, no doubt, would conuin some expressk>ns to show this,

in spite of the endeavour not to divulge this art of writing. What
the nature of this writing was, and why all these forms and instru-

ments, even a screw, were required, we cannot say. It has been
pointed out that the art of printing was also described as an art

of writing, whkh is true; but when it is so described we learn at the
same time that typography is meant. But we must bear in mind
that Davinus the Jew was eneaged on the painting of colours on
stuffs and that Procopius desired to become acguainted with this

industry. No doubt tools were much more required for this work
than for writing. However, this writing association seems to have
come to an end in 1446. and the parties departed from Avignon,
without leaving there or anywhere else any trace of themselves

and their interesting operations. See also Zedler, ' Gutenberg-

foruk., p. 10 sqq.

As for non-European countries and towns, printing was
established in Mexico in 1544. at Goa about 1550, at Tranquebar

in IS69, Terceira in the Azores 1583, Lima 1585, MiB.nilA and
Macao (China) 1590, in Haiti in the beginning of the 17th

century, at Puebla in 161 2, Cambridge (Mass.) 1638, Batavia

1668, Tiflis 1 701, German-town 1735, Ceylon 1737, Halifax

(Nova Scotia) 1766, Madras 1772, Calcutta 1778, Buenos Aires

1789, Bombay 1792, in Egypt (at Alexandria, Cairo, and Gizeh)

in 1798, at Sydney 1802, Cape Town 1806, Montevideo 1807,

Sarepta 1808, Valparaiso 1810, Astrakhan 1815. in Sumatra
and at Hobart Town and Santiago (in Chile) in 1818, in Persia

(at Teheran) in 1820, and at Chios about 1821.*

*On the introduction of printing in various towns, consult Henry
Cotton, A Typog. Gout., 8vo. Oxford. 1831 and (second series, 8vo.
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Till the moment (say 1477) that printing was practised in almost
all the chief towns of the Netherlands, Germany. Italy. Swttser-
land, France. Spain. England, not a single printer car-
riod away with him a set of types or a set of punches zTSSL
or moulds from the master who had taught him. but. in %r^_^
setting up his printing office, each man cast a set of types

*"

for his own use, always imitating «s closely as possible theJiand-
writing indigenous to hb locality, or of some partkular manuscript
whkh he or his patron desired to publish. When we compare
Schoeffer's 30-line Indulgence of 1454 with a manuscript copy of

the same Indulgence dated the loth of April 1454. now in the
hands of a pnvate collector at Wiesbaden, we see that the
types used in printing that document were specially cast for

the purpose after the model of the handwriting employed for

the written copies. We know also that the types of the 36-line

and 42-line Bibles and those of the Psalter of 14S7 are the closest

possible imitations of the ornamental church handwriting cus-
tomary at the time of their productran. Also, when we compare
the ^ I -line Indulgence of 14S4 with the Overman blockbook
called the Enndtchrist, and both Ih their turn with the German
MSS. of that period (especially the manuscript portions in the
printed copies of the Indulgences), we see that the cutter of

the text type of the Indulgence, as well as the engraver of

the blockbook, formed his cl^ractcrs according to some German
handwriting (book hand) of the period. This imitation extended,
not only to the shape of the individual letters of the alphabet, but
likewise to all those combinations of letters (double p, double /.

double 5, St, ti, tu, re, cu, ct, si, de, co, ci, le, ce, or, se, po, fa, he, be.

&c.) and contractrans (for pro, -um, •€m. -en, the-, uer, -bus, -bis, sed,

am, tur, qui, quae, quod, secundum^ &c.) whkh were then, and had
been for many centuries, in use by^ scribes. In most, if not all

cases, the MS5. whkh the printers imitated were, as has been n>
marked above, indigenous to the place where they settled. Thus
the first printers ol Subiaco, though they were Germans and had
most probably learnt the art of castine types and printing at Mainx,
yet cut their types after the model of some Italian MS. whkh was
free from any Gothk influence, but written in a pure Caroline
minuscule hand, differing but slightly from the Caroline minuscules
which the same printers adopted two years afterwards at Rome.
The first Paris pnnters startea in 1470 with a type cast entirely on
the model of the Caroline minuscule handwriting then in vonie at
Paris. John de Westphalia, who introduced printing into Bdigium.
used from the beginning a type whkh he calls Venetian. Therefore
a great similarity (without absolute identity) between the types of

two printers {/e.g. Schoeffer and Ulr. Zell), should be attributed to
the similarity ofthe handwritings whkh the printers followed, not
to any attempt on their part to imiute each other's types. To this

universal system (clearly discernible in the first twenty-five years
of printing) of each printer setting up business with a new type cast
by himself, there would be, according to the conjectures of some
bibliographers, only two exceptbns; <me is Albrecht Pfister (see

above) ; the other is the Bechtermunczes of Eltville (aee above).*
Another important feature in the earliest books is that the printers

imitated, not only the handwriting, with all its contractkms, com-
bined letters, &c., but all the other peculiarities of the. .

MSS. they copied. There is in the first place the un-rrrTr**
*"

evenness of the lines, whkh often serves as a gukle to
'

the approximate date of an early printed book, especially when we
deal with the works of the same pnnter. since each commenced with
uneven lines, and gradually made them less uneven, and finally

even. The unevenncss was unavoidable in manuscripts as ueu
as in blockbooks; but in the earliest printed books it is regarded
as evidence of the inability of the printers to space out their lines.

If this theory be correct, this inability was perhaps owii^ to the

types being perforated and connected with each other by a thread,
or to some other cause whkh has not yet been cleariy ascertained.

In some incunabula we find some pages with uneven lines, and others

ouite straight in the same booL It is not impossible, however,
that the unevenness was simply part and pared of the system of

imitating MSS., and that only gradually aoout 1473 or 1474. but
in some cases later) printers began to see that even lines looked better

than uneven. This seems clear when we observe that the imiutioo
of MSS. was carried so far that sometimes things whkh deviated
from the work of the scribe, but bad accklentally been printed in.

were afterwards erased and altered in conformity with the MS
The Paris Library, for instance, possesses two copies of the Uber
Episttdarum of Gasparinus Pergamensis (printed at Paris in iajo),

in both of whkh the initial G 01 the first line and the initial M of the

fourth line were printed in, and, whilst they have been allowed to

Oxford. 1866); (P. Deschamps) DicL de giogr. i rusage du tibrctre,

(Bvo. Paris. 1870); R. C. Hawkins, Titles of the First Books from the

Earliest Presses Established in Different Cities in Europe, (ito. New
York. 1864) ; Rob. Proctor, Early Printed Books in the BritishMuseum,
(1898). &c.

* In recent years Dr Dziatxko, overiooking the rdatioa betweea
MSS. and typography in its infancy, has attempted to show that

the types of the 36-line Bible were imitatrons of those of the 42-fiae

Bible,
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rrmain in one of the copies, in the other they were regarded mm a
fault and replaced by a rubricated L and M.

In the second place the initials of books or the chapters of books in

MSS., and again in blockbooks and the earliest products of printing,

^^ were always, or at least in most cases (they are printed
"*""• in the Indulgences of i4S4)t omitted by the scribe and the

printer and afterwards filled in by the rubricator. As the latter artists

were sometimes illiterate and very often filled up the gap by a wrong
initial, we find in many MSS. as well as early printed books small

letters written either in the margin or in the blank left for the initial,

to guide the rubricator. In most cases where these letters (now
called initial directors) were written in the margin, they were placed

as much as possible on the edges of the pages in order that they

might be cut away by the binder as onsightly; but in many
incunabula they have remained till the present day.^ Later on
these initial directors were in many books printed in (in lower<a8e'

type) with the text. In all cases, whether written or printed, they
were meant to be covered by the illuminated initial ; but. as a matter
of fact, the latter very seldom covers the initial director so completely

as to make it invisible, and in various cases the intended illumination

was never carried into effect. With respect to the hyphens, which

^ _^ were used in the 1454 Indulgences and the 36-line and
"jrp^^^ 42-line Bibles, always outside the printed margin, some
of the earliest printers did not employ them at the moment tha^

they surted their presses, and in the case of some printers the non-

use or use of hyphens, and their poution outside or inside the

printed margin, serve as a guide to the datini^ of their products.

After about 1472 they become more uniform in their shape and
more generally used.

The use of signatures was confined in MSS. mostly to mark the

quires (with a numeral or a letter of the alphabet), sometimes also

the leaves; in many cases they were written close to the
' bottom of the leaf, so that they might be cut off by the

binder, which has happened in many cases, wholly or in part, as may
be seen in many MSS.; in blockbooks they are usually printed with

the picture on each sheet or page; they are not printed in incunabula

ckMe to the bottom line of the page before 1472 (at least in no earlier

book with a date), when they appear in loh. Nider's Praeuptorium
Divtmu Lefts, published by Johan Koelhoff at Cobgne. Caxton
did not adopt them till 1480. In the books printed before 1472
they were written by the rubricator or the binder, in the same way
as in the MSS.

Catchwords (custodes) were used for the first time about 1469 by
- . . lohannes of Spires, at Veiuce, in the first edition of

*****'**'Tacitus.
Pagination or rather foliation was first used by Am. Ther Hoemen,

at Cologne in 1471, in Adrianus's Li6cr d€ remediis fortuUorum
^,, .. casuum, having each leaf '(not page) numbered by"*''* figures placed m the end of the hne on the middle of

each right-hand page.
The practice among early printers of imitating and reproducing

MSS. was not abandoned till many years after the first dated docu-

^, jnent (1^54) made its appearance; and,<kx>king at the
}!*"'"j7books printed, say from laji to 1477, from our present

ij^ standpoint, the printing of that penod may be said to
have been almost wholly stagnant, without any improve-

ment or modification. If some printers (for instance, Sweynheym and
Pannarts at Subiaco and Rome, and Nicolas Jenson at Venice)

Koduced handsomer books than others, this b to be attributed to the
auty of the MSS. imitated and the paper used rather than to any

supenor skill. Onerally speaking, therefore, we shall not be far

wrong in saying that the workmanship of Ketelaer and De Leempt's
first book, published at Utrecht c. 1473. and that of Caxton's hrst

book issuea at Westminster in 1477. exhibit almost the same stage

of the art of printing as the 1454 Indulgences. If, therefore, any
evidence were found that Ketelaer and De Leempt and Caxton had
really printed their first books in 1454. there would hardly be any-
thing in the workmanship of these books to prevent us from placing

them in that year. And conversely, if the Indulgences of 1454 had
been issued without a date or witnout any names to indicate their

approximate date, their workmanship might induce bibliographers

to ascribe them to c. 1470. if not somewhat later. Even after

1477 alterations in the mode of printing books came about slowly

and almost imperceptibly. It was no longer a universal system for

printers to b«gin business by casting a type for themselves, but some
received their types from one of their colleagues. And. though there

were still many varieties of types, one sort began to make its

appearance in two or three different places. The combinations of

letters were the first to disappear; but the contractions remain in

a good many books even of the 17th century.

Some theories ha^le been based on. and others have been considered

to be upset by. the supposition that the early printers always
required as much type as printers of the present day. or at any rate

* The university library of Basel possesses a collection of the

earliest Paris books still bound in their original binding, in which
these, initial directors are written not only on the outer edges, but

on the inner sides of the pages, and so close to the back that they

can only be seen by stretching the books wide open.

so much as would enable them to set up, not only a whole quire of
a or 5 sheets (>8 or 10 leaves> 16 or 20 pages), but even two quires
(40 pages). Consequently calculations l^ve been made that, for
Insunce, the printer of the 42-line Bible required a fount of at least

120.000 characters. See Bernard, Orig. de I'im^. i. 164, who was
a printer himself and speaks very strongly on thiv point. But there
are numerous proofs that many early books were printed page by

Kge, even when in small 4to. For instance, in some books it has
en observed that portions of the types with which the text of the

first, second or third pages of a quire had been printed, were used
to "lock up" the types emploved for the later pages of the same
quire, as is evident from the blank impressions of such portions being
found on these later pages. Again, in some small books, two, three
or four blank leaves are found at the end. showing a miscalculation
of the printer at the commencement. Moreover, numerous itinerant
printers of the isth century esublished a press for a short time
wherever they went, which proves that the furniture of the earliest

printing-offices cannot have been of any great extent.

Early Types and their Fabricatum.—We must now take
notice of two theories or traditions which have been current

for a long time as to some intervening stage between the art

of block-printing and the art of printing with movable cast

metal types.' One theory or tradition would have it that the

inventor of printing, after the idea of single, individual, movable
types had arisen in his mind, practised his new invention for

some time with wooden types, and that he came only gradually

to the idea of movable types cast of metal.

Junius gives us to understand that the Dutch Speeulum was
pnnted with such wooden types. Of Johann Gutenberg it was
asserted that he printed his first Bible with wooden »...^._
types. The Mainz psalter, printed in 1457 by Joh. Fust nrlTt
and Peter Schoeffer, was alleged to have been printed ^^
with wooden types, in which case the 4th edition, published in 1502,
and even the sth edition of 1516. would be printed with wooden
types, the same being used for them as for the editions of 1457 and
1459* Theod. Bibliander was the first to speak (in iM8)ofsuch types
and to describe them : first they cut their letters, he says, on wood
blocks the size of an entire page; but, because the labour and cost
of that way was so great, they devised movable wooden types,
perforated and joined one to the other by a thread.* Bibliander
does not say that he had ever seen such types himself, but Dan.
Speckle or Specklin (d. 1589), who ascribed the invention to Mentelin,
asserts that he saw some of these wooden types at Strassburg.*
Angelo Roccha asserted in 1591 that he bad seen at Venice
types perforated and joined one to the other by a thread, but he
does not say whether they were of waod or 01 meul.* In 1710
Paulus Pater asserted that he had seen wooden types made of the
trunk of a box-tree, and perforated in the centre to enable them to
be joined together by a thread, originating from the office of Fust
at Mainz.* Bodman. as late as 1781 , saw the same types in a worm-
eaten condition at Mainz; and Fischer stated in 1802 that these
relics were used as a sort of token of honour to be bestowed on worthy
apprentices on the occasion of their finishing their term.

Besides those who believed in these wooden types from the fisct

that the letters (especially in the Stecvlum) vary among themselves
in a manner which would not be the case had they been cast from
a matrix in a mould, there were authors and practical printers who
attempted to cut themselves, or to have cut for them, some such
wooden types as were alleged to have been used by the early printers.

Some of them came to the conclusion that such a process would be
quite practicable; others found by experiment that it would, in the
case of small types, be wholly impossible. Nearly all the experi-
ments, however, were made with the idea that the inventor of print-

ing, or the earliest printers, started, or had to start, with as larg^e

a supply of type as a modem printer. This idea is erroneous, as it

is known that, for a good many years after the first appearance of
the art, printers printed their books (large or small) not by quires
(quaternions or quintemions) but page by pa^.' Therefore, all

considerations of the experimenters as to the impracticability of
•uch wooden types, on account of the trouble ana length of time
required for the cutting of thousands of types, fall to the ground in

face of the fact that the earfiest printers required only a very small
quantity of type, in spite of the peculiar forms (combined letters,

letters with contractbns. &c.) which were then m vogue. Up to

'We do not allude to Tritheim's assertion that the Ci^kolicon

of 1460 was printed from wooden blocks: for this story, which he
declares he had heard from Peter Schoeffer, if it were true, would
belong to the history of block-printing. Nor need we speak of

Bergellanus's verses (i540t in whUJi he distinctly alludes to carved
blocks.

* ComwuntaUo de ratume commtmi omnium lingnantm el lileranm,

p. 80 (Zurich. 1548).
* Ckron. Artent. MS. ed. Jo. Schilterus. p. 442.
' De Bibliotkeca Vaticana, p. 412 (Rome. 1591).
' De Cermaniae miraatlo. p. 10 (Leipzig. 17 10).
' See, for insUnce. W. Blades. Life 0/ Caxton, i. 39.
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the present time no book or document lias come to light which can
be asserted to have been printed from single, movable, wooden types.
But we have seen above that the Haaricm tradition, as told by
Junius, distinctly points to such types having been used for, among
other things, the first edition of the Dutch Spiegel, and no one
examining this edition (of which two copies are preserved at Haar-
lem) would deny that there are grounds for this belief ; the dancing
condition of the lines and letters making it almost impossible to
think that they are metal types. For how long and to what extent
such types were employed, if at all. we cannot say.

The other theory w6uld have it that between block-printing and
printing with movable cast types there was an intermediate stage

ce-fcrfa.
*>' printing with " sculpto-fusi " types, that is. types

T^y**" of whkh the shanks had been cast in a quadrilateral
'JV** mould, and the " faces." i.e. the characters or ktters

engraved by hand afterwards. This theory was suggested by
some who couM not believe in wooden types and yet wished to
account for the marked irregularities in the types of the earliest

printed books.
Gerardus Meerman, the chief champion of this theory, based it.

not only on the words of Celtes (Amores, iii. 3), who in 1503 described
Mains as the city " quae prima sculpsit solidos aeie characteres.**

but on the frequent recurrence of the word sadMus in the colophons
of the earlv pnntcrs (for Jenson and Husner of Miassburg, see p. 514
above), ^nsenschmid in 1475 said that the Codex Justinianus
was " cut " [insculptus), and that he had " cut " (uulpsit) the work
of Lombardus, /» Psalterium. Meerman also interpreted the
account of the invention of printing by Trithemius* as meaning that,

after the rejection of the first wooden types, the inventors discovered
a method of casting the bodies only of all the letters of the Latin
alphabet from what they called matrices, on which they cut the face
of each letter: and from the same kind of matrices a method was in

time discovered of castins the complete letters of sufTicient hardness
for the pressure they had to bear, which letters they were before

—

that is. when the bodies only were cast—obliged to cut.' In this

way Meerman explained that the Speculum was printed in sculpto-

fusi types, although in the one page of which he gives a facsimile

there are nearly 1700 separate types, of which 250 alone are e's.

Scho^pflin claimed the same invention for Strassbuiv, and believed
that all the earliest books printed there were produccdfby this means.
Meerman and Schoepflin agreed that engraved metal types (liUrae

iff aere seuipUu) were in use for many years after the invention of

the punch and matrix, mentioning among others so printed the
Mainz psalter, the Cathdkon of 1460, the tggestein Bible of 1468.
and even the Praeceptorium of Nider, printed at Strassburg in 1476.
But the difficulty connected with the process of first casting the
shanks and afterwards engraving the faces of the types has become
apparent to those who have made experiments; and it seems more
probable that the terms sculpere, exuulpere, iuuulpert, are only a
bgurative allusion to the first process towards producing the types,

namely, the cuttinjg of the punch, which is artistically more im-
portant to the fabncation of types than the mechanical casting—all

the more as Schoeffer in 1468 makes his Crammatka vetus rky^mica
say, "

I am cast at Mainz," an expression which could hardly be
anything but a fifl;urative allusion to the casting of the types.

Granting that all the earlier works of typography preserved to us
are impressions of cast-metal types, there are stilf differences of

^ ^„^ opinion, especially among practical printers and type-

/rJ^J" founders, as to the probable methods employed to cast"^"^ them. It is considered unlikely that the inventor of
printing passed all at once to the perfect typography of the punch,
the matrix and the mould. Bernard* thought that the types of the
SPuulum were cast in sand, as that art was certainly known to the
silversmiths and trinket-makers of the 1 sth century: and he accounts
for the varieties observable in the shapes of various letters on
the ground that several models would probably be made of each
letter, and that the types, when cast by this imperfect mode, would
require some touching up or finishing by hand. He exhibits a
specimen of a word cast for him by this process which not only
proves the possibility of casting types in this manner, but also
shows the same kind of irregularities as those observable in the
types of the Speculum.
But here again it is argued that in types cast by this or any other

primitive method there would be an absence of uniformity in what
founders term " height to paper." Some types would stand higher
than others, and the low ones, unless raised, would miss the ink and
not appear in the impression. The comparative rarity of faults of

this kind in the Speculum leads one to suppose that, if a process of
sand-casting had been adopted, the difficulty of uneven heights had
been surmounted either by kxking up the forme face downwards,
or by perforating the types, either at the time of casting or after-

wards, and holding them in their places by means of a thread or wire.

* Annales Hirsaugienses, ii. a2i :
" Post haec inventis successerunt

subtiliora, inveneruntque modum fundendi formas omnium Latini

alphabeti literarum, quas ipsi matrices nominabant. ex quibus
rursum aeneos sive stanncos characteres fundebant, ad omoem
pressuram sufficientes. quos prius manibus sculpebant."

' Origines lypogrophtcae, app. p. 47 (The Hague, 1765).
* Origine de limprimerie, 1. 40.
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To this cause Ottley attributed the numerous misprints in the
Speculum, to correct which would have involved the unthreading
01 every line in which an error occurred. And, as a still more
striking proof that the lines were put into the forme one by one. in

a piece, lie shows a printer's blunder at the end of page 42 >n the
unmixed Dutch edition, where the whole of the last reference-line
is put in upside down, thus:

—

Um MM ha|M« alapnle lUt aM sntnAiu
vn'MsisiMwy

A " turn " of this magnitude could hardly have occurred if the
letters had been set in the forme type by type.
A second suggested mode is that of casting in clay moulds, by a

method very similar to that used in the sand process, and resulting
in similar peculiarities and variations in the types.

Ottley, who was the chief exponent of this theory, V>pca Caat
suggested that the types were made by pouring melted *aOy
lead or other soft metal into moulds 01 eanh or pl^Mer, '•Ms>
after the ordinary tnanner used from time immemorial in casting
statues of bronze and other articles of metal. But the mould thus
formed could hardly avail for a second casting, as it would be
scarcely possible to extract the type after casting without breaking
the clay, and, even if that could be done, the shrinking of the nctu
in coohng would be apt to warp the mould beyond the possibility
6f further use. Ottley therefore suggests that the constant renewal
of the moulds could be effected by using old types cast out of them,
after being touched up by the graver, as models—a process which
he thinks will account for the varieties observable in the different
letters, but which would really cause such a gradual deterioration
and attenuation in the type, as the work of casting progressed, that
in the end it would leave the face of the letter unrecognizable as that
with which it began. It would» therefore, be more reasonable to
suppose that one set of models would be used for the preparation
of all the moulds necessary for the casting of a sufficient number 6f
types to compose a page, and for the periodical renewal of the
moulds alt through the work, and that the variations in the t>-pes
would be due, not to the gradual paring of the faces of the models,
but to the different skill and exacfncss with which the suooesave
moulds would be taken.

It is evident that the sand and clay methods of casting types
above described would be slow. The time occupied after the first

engraving of the models in forming, drying and clearing the moulds,
in casting, extracting, touching up and possibly perforatmg the types
rcauiredTor one page, would exceed the time required by a practised
xylographer for the cuttins of a page of text upon a block. But he
that has gone through the trouble of casting separate movable
types has a clear gain over the wood-block (Hintcr in having a fount
of movable tvpes, which, even if the metal in which they were cast
were only soft lead or pewter, might be used again and aeain in the
production of any other paee of text, while the wood block can ooly
produce the one page which it contains. Moreover, only one hand
could labour on the xylographic block; but many hands could be
employed in the moulding and tasting of types, however rude they
might be. Bernard states that the artist who produced for him
the few sand-cast types shown in his work assurea him that a work-
man could easily produce a thousand such letters a day. He also
states that, though each letter required squaring after casting, there
was no need to touch up the faces.

.A third suggestion was made as to the method in which the types
of the rude school may have been produced. Thb may ji^|-,^_.
be described as a system of what tne founders of about "vvP*
1800 called polytype, which is a cast oriacsimile copy of an engraved
block, matter in type, .&c.

Lambinet,* who is rebponsible for the suggestion, based upon a
new translation of Trithemius's narrative, explains that this process
really means an early adoption of stereotype. He thinks that the
first printers may have discovered a way of moulding a page of

some work

—

9in Abuedarium—in cooling metal, so as to get a matrix-
plate impressran of the whole pa|^. Upon this matrix they wouM
pour a liquid metal, and by the aid of a roller or cylinder pre» the

fused matter evenly, so as to make it penetrate into all tbe hollows
and corners of the letters. This tablet of tin or lead, being easily

lifted and detached from the matrix, would then appear as a surface

of metal in which the letters of the alphabet stood out reversed and
in relief. These letters could easily be detached and rendered
mobile by a knife or other sharp instrument, and the (Mwration

could be repeated a hundred times a day. The metal faces so

produced would be fixed on wooden shanks, type high, and the fount

would then be complete. Lambinet's hypothesis was endorsed by
Firmin-Didot. the renowned type-founder and printer of Larobinet*s

day. But it is impossible to suppose that the Mainz psalter of i457.

which these writers point to as a specimen of thfc mode of excrutioa.

is the impression, not of type at all, but of a collection of " ca»ts
"

mounted on wood.
Yet another theory has been proposed by Dr Ch. Enschede. head

of the celebrated type foundry of the same name at Haarlem. «bo
says (pp. 15 sqq. of^his Tetknisck tmdenoek naar de uilttrnding "**

de Boekdrukkunst. 1901). that the principle of a printing surface

* Orig. de rimprimerie i. 97 (2 vols. 8va. Paris, 1810).
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composed of aepftfate pieces was known to the block-printer, but he
would have found it impossible to use small insulated blocks o( wood
- _^^.^, for printing, or to manufacture them for that purpose

rJJ~™ with the necessary mathematical precision. Hence the
'"""'' idea of separate movable characters was not the inven-
tion of printing, but the art of casting them, and this was a work
not for the block^printer, but for another industnr, for a foundry.
From the types of B* and B^ Ensched^ concludes that Guten-

berg's punches (patrices) were made, like the bookbinders* stamps,
of yellow copper (brass. Germ. Messint). With such patrices only
leaden matnces could be made, but the latter could be produced
in two wavs: the lead can be poured over the patrix, or the patrix
be pressed into cold lead. The first mode u somewhat complex,
but the matrix would have a smooth surface, and need no further
adjustment. The second mode is more simple, but requires great
force, although lead is a soft metal. Moreover, the surface of the
matrix has to be trimmed, as the impression forces the lead down-
wards and sidewards, which makes the surface uneven, though by
this pressure the lead becomes firmer and more compact, to the
advantage of the type-founder. Ensched6 thinks that Gutenberg's
letters must have been sharp, and that he obtained his matrices by
the second mode; he had each letter engraved on a brass plate,

2mm. thick, therefore a mere letter without anvthing underneath
it. This letter (patrix) was pressed, by means of a small flat plate,

BO far into the metal that its back formed one surface with the top
part of the lead, and then removed. After the patrix and matrix
had been made in this way, the letter was to be cast, and Enschcd£
believes that for this work Gutenberg used what in Germany is

called the Abklalsck-methodt which, after having been gradually
improved, was at last superseded by more perfect machinery. By
this method the letter was cast in two tempos. First the letter

itself on a small plate ; then the plate placed underneath a casting-

form, to fix it to a small shank, which was to be cast into the form
and would make, with the plate, the exact height of llie letter. The
letter on the plate was made not by pouring the metal into the
matrix, but by beating the bttcr into the molten metal. When lead

is heated so as to be a soft mass it easily assumes the form of any
object which falls on or in it. therefore also of the matrix, which is

the image of the engraved type. When the metal is not over-

heated It will immediately cool down by contact with the cold
matrix, so that the latter will not be injured, although it consists

of the same substance as the molten metal. In this way a great

many letters can be cast from one matrix. Enschedd describes

various difficulties connected with this method, and tells us that
only large letters, like those of B** and B^, could be made by it,

as the operation of adding the shank to the letter becomes impossible

in the case of smaller letters. Hence Gutenberg, having conceived
the idea of printing from seeing (!) the Dutch DoruUuses, chose this

large size oi type for his work; for the smaller types of the 1454
Inoutgences a copper matrix was required, which, in its turn, necessi-

tated the use of a stecVpatrix, the introduction of which he ascribes,

as others have done before him (f.e. Bergcllanus), to Peter Schoeffcr.

As to the Costerian types, their bad and irregular condition shows,

he thinks, that they were produced from leaden matrices, and the
latter from brass patrices, though wooden patrices are also possible,

but not probable. AH the tools, however, were imperfect, and the
workmen inexperienced, and therefore bound to produce such
imperfections as he finds in the Abecedarium and Donatus types.

But the types were cast in one tempo; the Abklatsch'mcthoA would
have been out of the question for them on account of their small

si2C. In this way Enschedd thinks Coster, not having learnt his

art from anybody, invented the type cast with the staff, in one
tempo, while Gutenberg, having had a Costerian Donatus as his

model, cast his large types in two tempos by the Abklatsch system
till Peter Schoeffcr, by means of his steel patrices, was able to cast

smaller types such as those of the 1454 Indulgences, with staff and all.

Ensched^ warns us that he is merely making suggestions as a
type-founder, that he is not a bibliographer, and leaves the inter-

pretation of documents to others. We quote his theories as coming
from such a qualified type-founder, and because they have made
some impression in certam quarters, but they lead us awa^r from the
fval points connected with the invention 01 printing. First of all

the ''^casting of metal types " is not, as he thinks, the first staee in

the invention; its beginning, its esscncie is, and has always been
thought to be, the movability of the characters. This movability,

and the accidental way in which it was discovered, form together

the pith of the Haarlem tradition as told by Junius. He indicates

it, without using the word " movable," by saying that Coster,

while walking in the Haarlem wood, cut some letters in the bark
of a tree, and with them, " reversely impressed ont by one on paper,"

composed one or two lines. Nothine; seems more natural than that

a block-printer (a^ the printer of the xylographically printed

Speculum must have been) should cut such separate letters, and
thereupon perceive that they could be used over and over again

for a variety of words, on different pages, while those which he used

to cut in a block only served him for one page and for one purpose.

It is equally cl^r from the Haarlem tradition that the art of casUng
metal types was the second stage in the invention, a development
or outcome of the primary idea ot " movable letters," and the rcaliza-

UoQ of their advantage, for Junius says that Coster " afterwards

changed the beechen characters into leaden, and the latter again
into tin ones." This also shows that the discoverer of the insulated
movable wooden letters—after realizing, perhaps, that they could
not endure much pressure, or missed (as Ensched£ says) the mathe-
matical precision necessary for his purpose-transformed himself
from a woodcutter into a letter-founder, and had no recourse
(as Ensched^ would have it) for casting his types to a foundry
apart from his own.. As this transformation is possible and probable
there seems to be no reason for departing from the simple but
clear Haarlem tradition as we read it in Junius.

In the infancy of printing every printer, in different countries and
different towns, starts with his own types; hence we may conclude
that he had learnt the art of engraving and casting them himself,
and so combined the art of type-founding with that oif printing.
This points back to a combination of the two or three arts in the
first printing-office. It would be strange if the inventor of the
movable letters, whom we have shown to have been a block-
printer, and therefore acquainted with the art of engraving letters,
and other mechanical contrivances connected with printing, had
lacked the ability, which his immediate followers possessed. oS
imparting to his movable characters, by some means or another,
that firmness and precision which he required for the realization
of his invention. How long Coster had been a block-printer before
fie invented, and how long and to what extent he continued to use.
the movable wooden letters, we cannot tell.

That Ensched6 ascribes to Coster the invention of casting metal
types with a shank (as they have been manufactured for centuries
afterwards), and that of another mode of manufacturing types
(the Abklatuh-method) to Gutenberg, suggested to the latter by
seeing (!) the Donatuses printed at Haarlem, looks like an amiable
attempt to get over the unpleasant tradition of the theft of Coster's
types, but his theories are irreconcilable with the Haarlem tradition,
with Zell's account of the relation between Dutch and Mainz
printing and with bibliography in general.

It is not surprising that Ensched£'s theories called forth others
from Zedler (Verdfentl. i. 3a), who argues as follows: Ensched6
says rightly that the type ot the Hague Dutch Donatus is more
defective than that of any other 15th-century book, more than even
that of the Paris Donatus. Such types could not have been cast
from a copper matrix. But a printer who had derived his art of
casting types from Gutenberg or one of his pupils, would hardly,
after the introduction of the steel stamp and the copper matrix
(necessary for manufacturing the small types of the 1454 Indul-
gences), have returned to the casting of a small type from a leaden
matrix, and used, moreover, a process which remained, in its
consequences, behind that of Gutenberg. Zedler then points to
a peculiarity of the earliest Dutch incunabula already mentioned
above, namely, the sign of contraction connected with some letters
by a fine stroke, which he says is not (!) found in the Dutch block-
books, or in the Dutch MSS. He thinks, therefore, that this stroke
was requurd by the method of casting this type. The stamp for
making the matrix cannot have been o staff, on the lower end of
which the reversed letter was cut, but a mere- letter without any
footing. Consequently, it must have consisted of lead not wood,
and have been manufactured in the same way as Gutenberg's type
was made, according to Ensched^. Every sign of contraction had to
be one whole with the letters to which they belonged to prevent
their being shifted during the process of printing. The letters
cast from the matrix made in this way had as foot a thin square
plate which enclosed the letter but no staff, owing to the mode of
making the stamp and the matrix. If the Dutch printer had in-
tended to cast a type with a staff by means of a casting tool, however
primitive, he would not have required the thin plate. But his
letters, with a thin pbte as their foot, required to be pasted on a sheet
of strong paper, so as to be firmly connected in words and sentences
for the purpose of printing. Hence the printer could regulate the
spaces between the words, without using, like Gutenberg, spaces
of a definite width for this purpose, so that he had no trouble in
making the lines end evenly. From such a printing-surface with
a firm footing, it was posuble, after the ground had become hard,
to obtain impresuons just as from movable types enclosed in the
forme. Zedler was told by an expert that, technically, there was
nothing against such an explanation, but, he says, if it were correct,
it would not solve the question, not yet satisfactorily answered,
as to what we have to understand by the printed Dutch Donatuses.
The " doctrinal jett6 en roolle " of Jean le Robert and the libri

impressi, mentioned under the year 1450 in the Memorial of the
monastery Weidenbach in Cologne would then be books printed
from such printing plates with separately cast letters. In thik
way Zells* account in the Cologne Chronicle would be confirmed (!).

We should also understand why the Dutch, though knowing the
art of casting types, only printed Donatuses and similar small
schoolbooks, for which there was much demand, for in the present
day, stereotype-printing is likewise used for tx>oks which, when
editions follow each other rapidly, have to be printed unaltered.
In this case Gutenberg would not be the inventor of the cast letter.

But the Dutch could not claim, with Ensched^. the honour of the.

invention of movable metal types. They invented the casting
of letters, but it would be Gutenberg's merit to have invented the
movable cast types. At any rate he would be the inventor of the
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casting instrument whereby the letter with the staff became inde-
pendent, that is movable. The earlv Dutch printing letter, which
could only be used by being firmly looted on a plate, would have
missed its real value for printing, its free movability.

Zedlcr, for want of dau. cannot say where and when Gutenberg
learnt the technics of early Dutch printing, though the Cotogne
ChronicU tells us that from this printing his work began. But he
thinks that the secret arts which occupied Gutenberg at Strassburg.
and which, when the documents are impartially (!) considered,
can be regarded as nothing but experiments in the printing of
books, are earlier than 1^40. He will not decide whether Guten>
berg has been in Holland, or whether this historical kernel is the
foundation of the Coster legend (!) of Adrianus Junius which is

independent of the Cologne ChrontcU. Anyhow, Gutenbog stilt

required ten years of hard work and troublesome experiments,
before he, basmg himself on the eariy Dutch printing, whatever
this may have b^, could become the mventor of the present mode
of printmg books.
We here see how Ensched6*s theories give rise to Zedler's structure

of theories. When the former says that Gutenberg chose for his first

work the large letters of B" and B^, because the Abklatsch-method
(invented [Pfby him) was only fit for large letters, he forgets that
the printers of these Bibles, wishing to apply their new art to the
production of copies of the Bible in a speedier way than the scribes

of their time were able to do, had, of necessity, to design their

types from the large ornamental church-hand then in vogue for

Bibles. Psalters, Missals, &c. For the same reason they prepared
different, much smaller, types for the Indulgences of 1454, as the
manuscript copies of these Indulgences, handed to them as " copy,"
were written in the bastard Roman book-hand, used for such
documents. When the arts of casting types and of printing with
them found their way to Mairfz they were new in that citv, but
they came there already well-developed, and the printers, whoever
they were, knew how to prepare themselves for any book or docu-
ment which it was thought desirable to print. But of these

2uestions Enschedi ukes no account. He ascribes the two Bibles to
lutenbcrg, because Dziatzko has done so, without inquiring whether

Gutenberg (not Pfister) had, after all, anythins to do with b**.

Zedler's theories, partly developments, partly corrections of those

of Enschedi's, are based on the misapprehension that a peculiarity

in the Costerian types, i.e. the connexion of the signs of contractions

by a fine stroke with the letters over which thev stand, does not

occur cither in the Dutch blockbooks or in the Dutch MSS. This
connexion, however, far from being not found, is a conspicuous
feature, in the Dutch blockbooks and MSS., and being faith-

fully reproduced in the Costerian types, shows how near these types

stand to the block-printing and MS. periods. Zcdier does not

explain how he would print with the plate-footed types, pasted on
strong paper, which he ascribes to Coster. Nor does he say whether
he ever examined the Costerian editk>ns of the Speeulum. Donatuses,

&c., to see whether they showed any traces of such awkward
contrivances.

,

After having done justice, we hope, to these latest theories,

which, in spite of their great length, leave many thinn unexplained,

it is a pleasure to read once more Junius's unvamisncd account of

the Haariem tradition, which contains no intricate theories, but a
simple explanatbn of the rise and progress of printing with mov-
able (metal) types in that dty. The reading of it shows that

real facts can be explained in a few words, while theories require long

explanations, first for explaining awav the real facts, and then for

explaining the theories, which after all lead us astray.'

The shape and manufacture of the types used as eariy as c. 1470
do not seem to have differed materially from those of the present

^ types. This is evident (1) from the shape of the old

**JJ*7 types which were discovered in 1878 in the bed of the
^f"*'" nver Sa6ne, near Lyons, opposite the site of one of the
'^^*' isth<entury printing-houses of that citj^ i^n'] wli'ich

there is reason to believe belonged once to one of thos*: ^iT'.-'^r*-. and
were used by the eariy printers of Lyons; (2) from Ji pvcc in J.)h.

Nider's Le^a moralis^ printed by Conrad Homburch lU t. i-'>f;nr- in

1476, whicn shows the accidental impression of a type, j
< 1 :

1
1 ^ H ' j 1

'
f <^ >>m

iu place in the course of printing by the ink-ball, and ' ' ;th

upon the face of the forme, thus leaving its exact maU.^ „.»^..;^ed

upon the page; (3) from an entirely similar page (lol. 4'») in Liber

de laudibus ac Jestis gloriosae Virginis (Cologne, c J 468). From
the small circle appearing in the two last-mentioned types, it u
presumed that the letters were pierced laterally by a circular hole,

which did not penetrate the whole thickness of the letter, and served,

like the nick of modem types, to enable the compositor to tell by
touch which way to set the letter in his stick. The fact that in

these two cases the letter wias pulled up from the forme seems to
show that the line could not have been threaded.

Vine. Fineschi, Notitie Storiche sopra la stamperia di Ripdi,
p. 49 (Florence, 1781), gives an extract from the cost-book of the
Kipoli press, about 1480, which shows that steel, brass, copper,
tin, lead and iron wire were all used in the manufacture of types
at that period.*

* On the above theories and types consult T. B. ^ttd,Old English
Letter Foundries, pp. 3-26.

History of the Earliest Typa.—Tht history and nomencUture
of the earliest types aic practically a continuatioD of the history

and nomenclature of the characters figured in the earliest

blockbooks, wood-engravings and MSS. For instance, Gothic
type was first used, say, about the year 144s; but Gothic writing,

of which that type was an imitation, was already known and
used About the second half of the 1 2tb century and can be
traced still farther back (see above). Again, the pure R<Mnan
type, which appeared about 1464, is nothing but an imitation

of what in palaeography is called the Caroline minuscule, a hand-
writing which was already fully developed towards the end of

the 8th century (see Palaeography).

The broad outlines of the history of the earliest tjrpcs axe

as follows:

—

Gothic type, of the angular or pointed kind, was first used by
the Haarlem printer of the Specufum, Donatus, &c. (see specimen
No. I, uken from the British Museum copy of the gu^g^
Speculum humanae salvationis, mixed Latin edition),,

presumably e. 144^. An entirely similar but larger type (No. 2,

taken from the Bntish Museum copy of Ludovicus [Pontanus] de
Roma, Singularia) was used, presumably by the same printer.

c. 1465-IA70. Gothic type appeared in Germany as a church tvpe
in 1454, m the 31 -line Indulgence, presumably printed by Johan
Gutenberg at Mainz (No. 3, from the C^Ottingcn copy), and tn the
30-line Indulgence (No. 4, taken from the Bniish Museum copy),
printed by mer Schoeffer at Mainz. Type No. 3 was also used
about the same time for the 36-line Bible, and type No. 4 for the
42-line Bible. Two much larger Gothic types appeared in the Psalter
of 14^7, published by Fust and Schoeffer (see Bernard, Oripne,
pi. vu.). In Italy Gothk: type appears in 1468 (No. 5, taken from
the British Museum copy of Cicero, De oratore, publidicd at Rome by
Ulr. Hahn, the isth of December 1468, in small Roman type,
with imprint in Cjothic), but in a more rounded form ; it is practically
the ordinary Italian writing influenced by the Gothk. In France
Gothic began to be used in 1473; in England it appears first in

Caxton's type about the year 1480.' It was empbyed extensively
in a great many of the earliest presses all over Europe, and con-
tinued to be used largely at all times, especially for Bibles, law
books, royal proclamations, &c., and even to this dav it b the
natk>nal charaaer of Germany. It is now usually called leltre de
forme, black letter or English in English-speaking countries, lettre

flamand in Holland, and fractur in Ckrmany.
Bastard Italian or bastard Roman was introduced in 1451 at

Mainz in the 31 -line (No. 6) and 30-line (No. 7) Indulgences. It is

also called iMre de somme, some think from the Summa ^
of Thomas Aquinas, printed in the type of the Bible of ^rf^
1462 by Fust and schoeffer. Varieties of this kind SZU^
of type were, like the Gothic, much used by the earliest

*"""*

printers, as, for instance, the printer of the 1460 CatktUicon, Mentelln
of Strassburg. c. 1460, and Ulrich Zell at Cologne, c. 1466, &c. In
England it appeared in the first three books printed (U?^. 1479)
at Oxford (No. 8. taken from the British Museum copy of Jeromes
Expositio in Simbolum Apostolorum wronglv dated 1468 for 1478).
Roman type, the Caroline minuscule ot palaeography, was first

used in Germany about 1464, Sirassbure, by the printer whose
fount of type is known by a peculiarly shaped R. and |»^
who on that account is usually called *^ the R printer **

.

(No. 9, taken from the British Museum copy of Durandus, Ratiomale,

of which the Basel library possesses a copy which was bought in

1464).* In Italy it appears in 146$ at Subiaco (see Bernard pi. xn.

No. 19), at Rome in 1467 {pp. cit. pi. xii. No. 20). but in all its purity

at Venice in 1469, used by Johannes of Spires {op. ctl. pit. xii.

No. 25), and at Paris in 1470 {op. cit. pi. xiii. No. 25). In EMiaul
it was not used before 1518, when Richard Pynson (nrinted Pice's

Oratio in Pace nuperrima{iiee facsimile in Reed's TypeFoumdries,p.^).
Burgundian type, or gros batarde or secretary, was first used abrat

1470-1472 by (.olard Mansion at Bruges (No. 10, taken from the

Bntish Museum copy of La Coetroversie de Noblesse, j^ - ..fii^
c. 1471-1472). With a somewhat similar type (No. 11,

taken from the British Museum copy of the RecuyeU) William
Caxton is presumed to have print«l, likewise at Bruges, a set of

five books, of which the Recuyell of the History of Troye, a trans-

lation of a work by Raoul le Fevre, is the best known and
was probably printed c. 1471.* To this same class belong the first

type (No. 12, irom the Bntish Museum copy of the Dictes) used ia

England by William Caxton for the printing of Dictes and Sajfings

of the Philosophers (Nov. 18. 1477). and that used by the printer

of St Albans (No. 13, taken from the Cambridge UniverUty
Library copy of Aue. Dactus, EJegancie). It was an imitation ol

the manuscript hand of the English and Burgundian scribes of (be

i«h Century, and, after having^ figured for a long time in se\eral

of the early London and provincul presses, was about 1534 entirely

superseded by the English black letter. To this class oi type

' See Blades, Life of Caxton, pi. xvii.

.
• See Jules Philippe, VImprtmerie d Paris, p. 219.
* Cf. Bkides. Life of Caxton.
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belong also the later kUrt di eimliti {e. 1570), tlie seripl (ftttre amlie,

Uitre de financt, Dutch, gesckrtv^n scknfl), sit courts ba$9 secritary,

and running ucrOary types.
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311 pritno fB|fl^
Na i.—Speeutum tjrpe

t.i«s(?).
No. 2.—Pontanus type,

c. 1470 (?).

Koa. 3 and 6.—^Mainz 31 -line

Indulgence, 1454.

^frUitm.
Na 5.—Cicero, D* oralare,

1468.

meatus fir^r
bataffircttifii

No. 8.—Jerome's Exposiiio

(1468), 1478.

?Cnie<Qt0nt€tt^

09
N08. 4 and 7.—Matnz 30-liRe

Indulgence, 1454.

fioB(lffriAO

No. 10.

—

Controversie de Nobiesse»

c. 1471-1472.

Retninintisdc
dioibD.Nocd
atitonomafice

Na 9.—Durandvs, c 1464.

No. II.—Rtcuyeil of the HisL
cfTroye,c, 1471

No. i2,^D%ctes and Sayings,
X477.

•9 8c&A|ii«:imrtMii

No. 13.—Aug. Dactut, ElegancU, 1479.

On the types, illustrations, initials, &c., before 1500, tonsult also
the facsimiles in Holtrop's Mon. typ. des Pays-Bos (the Hague,
1868): R. C. Hawldns, First Books and Printers of tho Fihtenth
Century (New York. 1884); William Blades, The Life of Caxton
(London, 1861-1863); Bernard. Origine de Pim^merie, vol. i.

pis. iii.-xiiL (Paris, 1853); Pladdus Braun, Notttia de libris ab
ertis ty^gf. inventione usque ad annum 147^ impressis (Augsburg,

Leipzig. 1907- ); The WooUey [Geo. Dunn], Photographs of
Early Types (400), designed to supplement published examples with
leferenccs to the Brituh Museum Index 1809-1904, 5 pts., folio;

K. Burger, Deutsche und italienische Inkunabeln, in getreuen
Nachbildunjun herausget., pts. 1-8 (200 pis.), folio (Berlin. 1892- )

;

E. Gordon Duff, Early English Printing, a seriesof laps., folio (London,
1896) ; Ch. Ensched^, Fonderies de caracthes et lew mathiti dans les

PayS'Bas du ts": au 79-^ siicle, fol. (Haarlem. 1908) ; Horace Hart,
Notes on a Century of Typography at the University Press, Oxford,
1693-1794* folio (Oxford, 1900); Olgar Thierry-Poux, Premiers
mcnuments de Vimprimeris en France au 15'^ siide, fol. (Paris,
1800); British Museum (Facsimiles from early printed boohs in the),
(i§97).33 Pl^ folio; Type Facsimile Society, io\to (Oxford, 1900- ).

Tbe types after 1500 can best be learned from the catalogues of
type-founders, amonsr which those of Messrs Ensched6 of Haarlem
occupy a foremost place. Of others we may mention : Indice dei
caratteri nelta stampa Vaticana, 4to (Rome, 1628): Epreuves des
mracAres out se iroueent chet Claude Lameste, 410 (Paris, 1742);
Bpreuoes des car. de la fonderie de Claude Motet, 8vo (Nantes,
1754): Les Car. de Fisupnmerie par Fourmer le Jeune, 8vo (Fkris,

1764); Proef van Letteren, Btoemen, Sfe., van Ploos van Amstd, 8vo
. --'-* ^^ tuoe de car. de Jacques Franfois Rosart,

iften ...beyJ.H. Prentzler, 410 (Frank-
(Amsterdam, 1767); Epreuve de car. de Jacques Franqois Rosart,

8vo (Brussels, 1771); Schriften ...beyJ.H. Prentzler, 410 (Frank-
fort-on-Main, 1774)1 Epreuves des car. de la fond, de J. L. Joannis,lon-on-iviain, ijj^fi AprcvFC* act *or. uc to jvmt. uk j, s^. jvunn-^*,

8vo (Paris, 1776); Epreuves des car. de la fond. deJ.L.de Boubers,

8vo (Brussels, 1777); ^^^eve van htlUren welke gegooten warden door

J. de Croat, 8vo (the Hague. 1787); Pantographie, by Edmund
Fry. 8vo (London, 1799); and Manuale typographico, by G. Bodona,
4to (Parma, 1818).

Printers after xs^o.—Though the Cologne Chronicle of 1499
denies to Mainz the honour of the invention of the art of printing,

it was right in asserting that, after it had been brought there

from Holland, it became more masterly and exact, and more
and more artistic During the tint half-century of printing a

good many printers distinguished themselves by the beauty,

excellence and literary value of their productions. We may.

mention as such: Johan Fust and Peter Schoefler at Mainz;

Johan Mentelin and Heinrich Eggcstein at Strassburg; Ulrich

Zell at Cologne; Sweynheym and Pannarts at Subiaco and at

Rome; Nicolas Jenson at Venice; Anton Koberger at Nurem-
berg; Ketelaer and De Leempt at Utrecht; Johan Veldener at

Louvain, Utrecht and Kullenburg; Gerard Leeu at Gouda;

Johan of Westphalia at Louvain; and William Caxton iq.v.)

at Westminster.

Very soon the demand for books increase^, and with it came a

reduction in their prices. This caused a decline in the exe-

cution of printing, which begins to be appreciable about 1480
in some localities, and may be said to have become general

towards the end of the 15th century. At all times, however,

we find some printers raise their art to a great.height by the

beauty of their types and the literary excellence of their pro-

ductions. Among the later printers we may mention the Aldi

of Venice (1490 to 1597); G. B. Bodoni of Parma (1768-1813);

Jolm Amerbach at Basel (1492-1516); John Froben at Basel

(1496-1527); John Baskerville at Birmingham (x750-x77S);

the house of Weichel, first at Paris (c. 1530-1572), afterwards

at Frankfort; Christopher Plantin M Antwerp (z554-xS89)r
the Elzevirs, fiist at Leiden, afteiwards at Amsterdam (15S0-

x68o); Antoine Verard at Paris (X485-X513); Josse Bade or

Badius at Paris (X495-X535); and the Estiennes at Paris (1502-

»S98).

The Italic type * is said to be an imiution of the handwriting of
Petrarch, and was introduced by Aldus Manutius of Venice for

the purpose of printing his projected small editions of . -^
the classics. The cuttmff of it was entrusted to Fran-. "^
cesco da Bologna, an artist who is presumed to be identical with
the painter Francesco Francia or Raibolini. The fount is a " lower
case " onlv, the capitals being Roman in form. It contains a large

number 01 tied letters, to imitate handwriting, but is quite free from
contractions and ligatures. It was first used in the Ktrgif of 1500.

Aldus produoed six different sizes between 1501 and 15^8. It was
counterfeited almost immediately in Italy, at Lyons and- elsewhere,
Originally it was called Venetian or Aldine, but subsequently Italic

type, except in Germany and Holland, where it is callcxl '* cursive."

The Italians also adopted the Latin name ** characteres cursivi scu
cancellarii." In England it was first used by Wynkyn de Worde
in Wakefield's Oratio in 1524.- The character was at first intended
and used for the entire text of classical works. When it became
more general, it was employed to distinguish portions of a book not
properly belonging to the work, such as introductions, prefaces,

indexes, notes, the text itself being in Roman. Later it was used
in the text for quotations, and finally served the double part of

emphasiring certain words in some works, and in others, chiefly

translations of the Bible, of marking words not rightly forming a
part of the text.

Greek type iminuseules) first occurs in Cicero, De officiis printed

at Mainz m 1465 by Fust and Schoeffer. The fount used is rude
and imperfect, many of the letters being ordinary Latin. ^-^

'

In the same year Sweynheym and Pannarts used a good wen.
Greek letter for some of the quoutions in their edition of Lactantius
(see, for instance, leaves i la, 19a, ^6a, 139, 140) ; but the supply was
evidently short at first, as some 01 the larger quotations in the first

Krt of the book were left blank to be filled in by hand. The first

ok wholly printed in Greek minuscules was the Grammar of

Lascaris, by P^ravisinus, at Milan in 1476. in types stated to have
been cut and cast by Demetrius oi Crete. The fount contains
breathings, accents and some ligatures. The headings to the

'These paragraphs on the various types are for the most part
Uken from T. B. Reed's History of the Old Estgfish Letter Foumdries,

p. 50 seq. (London, 1887).
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chapter* are wholly in capitals. The Authdoifa paeea of Laa-
caris was printed at Florence in 1494 wholly in Gfeek capitals

ilitterae majuscidae), and it is stated in the preface that they were
designed after the genuine models of antiquity to be found in the
inscriptions on medals, marbles, &c. But as late as 1493 Greek type
was not common, for in that year the Venice printer Symon Bevilaqua
issued TibuUus, Catullus ana Propertius with blanks left in the com-
mentary for the Greek quotations. In Eneland Greek letters ap-
peared for the first time m 1519 in W. de Worde's edition of Rob.
Whittington's Grammatical where a few words are introduced cut
in wood. Cast types were used at Cambridge in Galen's De tempera-
mentis, translated by Linacre, and printed by Siberch in 1521, who
styles himself the first Greek printer in England ; but the quotations
in the Galen are very sparse, and Siberch is not known to have
e-intfd any entire book m Greek. The first printer who possessed
reck types in any quantity was Reginald Wolfe, who held a ro^

patent as printer in Greek, Latin and Hebrew, and printed in

1543 two aomUies of Chrysostom, edited by Sir John Chekc, the
first Greek lecturer at Cambridge. In Edinburgh, in 1^63, and as
late as 1579, the space for Greek words was Iclt blank in printing,

to be fillra in by hand.
The Oxford University Press, re-esublished in 1585, was well

supplied with Greek types, which were used in the Chrysostom of

1586. About 1607 Sir Henry Savile introduced Greek types (vulgarly

called on account of their beauty " the silver letter ) into Eton
College, for printing his edition of bt Chrysostom (8 vols.. 1610-1613.

John Norton). ancTother Greek authors. He afterwards presented
this type to the university of Oxford. In 1632 Cambridse applied

to Oxford for the loan of a Greek fount to print a Greek Testament,
and the same university made an offer in 1700 for the purchase of
a fount of the king's Greek at Paris, but withdrew on the French
Academy in«sting as a condition that every work printed should
bear the imprint characteribus Graecis e typographeo rcgio Parisi-

ensi." It should not be forgotten that the large number of ligatures

in the Greek of that day made the production of a fount a serious

business.. The Oxford Augustin Greek comprised no fewer than 354
matrices, the great primer 456, and Foumicr's fount showed even
776 different sorts. The Dutch founders effected a gradual reduction
of the Greek typographical ligatures. 'Eariy in the 19th century
a new fashion of Greek, for which Porson was sponsor and furnished
the drawings, was introduced, and has remained the prevailing

form to this day. Cf. Rob. Proctor, The Printing of Creek in the

Xyth Century, folio (Oxford, 1900).

The first Hebrew types are generally supposed to have appeared
in 147s in Petrus Niger's Tractatus contra perfidos /udaeos (leaf 10),

,. . printed by Conrad Fyncr at Esslingcn. De Rossi states
• that a Hebrew work in four folio volumes entitled Arbfi

Turim, of Rabbi Jacob ben Ashcr. was printed in 1475 at Pieve di

Sacco in Austrian lUly, while in thcsame year, a few months earlier,

Salomon Jarchi's Comment, on the Pentateuch appeared at Reggio
in Italy, printed in the Rabbinical character. Numerous other
Hebrew works followed before 1488. in which year the first entire

Hebrew Bible was printed, with points, at Soncino, by a family
of German Jews. The first English book in which any quantity
of Hebrew type was used was Dr Rhys's Camlrro-Brytannieae Cym-
raecaeve linguae institutiones, printed by Thomas Orwin in 1592,
though already in 1524 Hebrew characters, but cut on small blocks
of wood, were used by W. de Worde in Rob. Wakefield's Oratio.

llie Hebrew fount made use of in Walton's Pdydptt in 1657 was
probably the first important fount cut and cast in England, thouKh
there were as yet no matrices there for Rabbinical Hebrew. In
the besinning of the ]8th century Amsterdam was the centre of the
best Hebrew printing in Europe.
The first book printed in Arabic types u said to be a DiumaU

CraecoruM Arabum, prinxed at Fano m Italy in 1514.^ Two years

^^1^ later P. P. Porrus's Polyglott Psalter, comprising the
^^""^ Arabic veruon; was printed at Genoa; and two years
later a Koran in Arabic is said to have been printed at Venice. In

150^ an Arabic Vocabulary at Granada had the words printed in

Oothic letters with the Arabic points placed over them ; and in other
presses where there were no Arabic types the language was expressed

in Hebrew letters or cut in wood. De Guignes and others mention
a fount of Arabk: used by Gromors in Pans in 1539-1540 to print
Postel's Grammar. In England some Arabic words were introauced

in Wakefield's Oratio of 1524, but apparently cut on small blocks

of wood. In Minsheu's Ductor in linguas, 1617, the Arabic words
are printed in Italic characters. Laud's gift of Oriental MSS. to

Oxford in 1635. *nd the appointment of an Arabk: lecturer, were
the first real incentives to the cultivation of the language by English
scholars. Previous to this it is stated that the Raphelengius Arabic
Press at Leiden had been purchased by the English Orientalist,

William Bedwell; but, if it was brought to En^and, it does not
appear to have been immediately maoe use of. The Arabic words
in Thomas Greave's Oratio de linguae Arabicae uiUitatet printed at
Oxford in 1639. were written in by hand.

• Syriac type, probably cut in wood, first appeared in Postel's

Linguarum XII. Alphabeta, printed in Paris in 1538; but the char-

acters are so rude in form and execution as to be scarcely legible.

* See Panzer viL 2,

In 1555. however, Postel assisted in cutting the punches for the
Syriac reshito New Testament, printed at Vienna in ato, the fiztt

portion of the Scriptures, and apparently the first booK,
printed in that language. In 1569-1 572 Plantin at*'""•

*' TesU * ~ '

Srrtae.

_. Testament in hia PolygloU, and
reissued it in a separate form in 11^74. In England Syriac
Antwerp included the Syriac New
reissued it in a separate form in ^,^ .. __ ,..
usually expressied in the earlier works in Hebrew characters. But in
1652, when the prospectus and preliminary specimen of Walton's
Payglott were issued, we find Syriac type in use.

or the Armenian character the press of the Vatican possessed a
Rood fount in 1^91, when Angelo Roccha showed a specimen in
his Btbltotheca Apostoltca Vatuana, A psalter is saia -

,
to have been printed at Rome in 1565, and Rowe Mores ^^^^*"**'

mentions doubtfully a liturgy printed at Cracow in 1549. Armenian
printine was practised in Farts in 16^3; but the Armenian tsnshops.
on applying to France for assistance in printing an Armenian Bible,
in 1062. were refused, and went to Rome, where, as early as 1636. the
press of the Propaganda had published a specimen of its Armenian
matrices. The patriarch, after fifteen months' residence in Rome,
removed to Amsterdam, where he established an Armenian press,
and printed the Bible in 1666, which was followed in 1668 by a
separate edition of the New Testament. In 1669 the press was
set up at Marseilles, where it continued for a time, and was ulti-
matefy removed to Constantinople. In England the first Arme-
nian type was that presented by Dr Fell to Oxford in 1667. The
alphabet given in the prolegomena of Walton's Pdy^ott was cut
in wood.
Of Ethiopic the eariicst type appeared in Potken's PsaUer and

Sont of Solomon, printed at Rome in 1^13. The work was rcfmnted
at Cologne, in 1518, in Potken's Poly^oU Psalter. In
1548 the New Testament was printed at Rome by some
Abyssinian priests. The press of the Propaganda issued a specimen
of its fount in 1631, and again in Kirchcr's Prodromus Coptus in 1636.
Erpenius at Leiden had an Ethiopic fount, whkrh in 1626 was
acquired by the Elxevirs. Usher attempted to procure the fount for
England: but, his attempt failing, punches were cut and matrices
prepared by the London founders for the London Poty^lM, which
showed the Psalms, Canticles and >4ew Testament in the Ethiopic
version.

Of Coptic the press of the Propasanda possessed a fount, and a
specimen was issued in 1636, in which year also Kirchcr's Prodromus
Coptus appeared from the same press. In EngUnd
David Wiikins's edition of the New Testament was
printed in 1716 from Coptic types cast with matrices which Dr Fell
had presented to Oxford in 1667. The alphabets shown in the
introduction and prokgomena to the London PolygjbU of 1655 and
1657 were cut in wood.
Of Samaritan the press of the Propaganda had a fount in 1636.

and the Paris Polyglott, completed in 164^. contained the entire
Pentateuch in type, the punches and matnces of which <
had been specially prepared under Le Jay's direction.

The fount used for the London Polyglott in 1657 is admitted to have
been an English production, and was probably cut under the super-
vision of Usher.
With Slavonic type a psalter was printed at Cracow as eariy as

1491, and reprinted in Montenegro in I495> The only Slavonic
fount in England was that given by Dr refl to Oxford,
and this. Mores states, was replaced in 1695 by a fount
of the more modem Russian character, purchased probably at
Amsterdam. The Oratto Domintca in 1700 gives a specimen o(
this fount, but renders the Hieronymian vcrsk>n in ,.

,
copper-plate. Ajodcm Slavonic, better known as

•"•
Russian, is said to have appeared first in portions of the Old TesU-
ment, printed at Prague in 1517-1519. Ten years later there was
Russian type in Venice. A Russian press was established at Stock-
holm in 1625. and in 1696 there were matrices in Amsterdam, from
which came the types used in Ludolph's Grammatica Russica,
printed at Oxford in that year, and whence also, it is sakU the types
were procured which furnished the first St Petersburg press, estab-
lishedfin 1711 by Peter the Great. Mores notes that in 1778 there
was no Russian type in England, but that Cottrell was at that time
engaged in preparing a fount. It does not appear that this project
was carried out. and the earliest Russian in England was cut by
Dr Fry from alphabets in the Vocabularia, collected and published
for the empress of Russia in 1786-1789. This fount appeared in the
Pantograpkea in 1799-
A fount of the Etruscan character cut by William Caslon about

K33
for Swinton of Oxford was ap[»ircntly the first produced,

mmier in 1766 showed an alphabet engraved in metal
or wood. In 1771 the Propaganda published a specimen
of their fount, and Bodoni of Parma in 1806 exhibited a third in

his Oratio Dominica.
Runic types were first used at Stockholm !n a Runicand Sv^dbh

Alphabetartum, printed in 161 1. The fount, which was cast at

the expense of the king, was afterwards acquired by
the university. About the same time Runk: type «'as

used at Upsala and at Copenhagen. Voskena of Amsterdam had
matrices about the end of that century, and it was from Holland
that Francis Junius is supposed to have procured the matrices

which, in 1677, be presented to Oxford. This fount appears ia the
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Orotic Dcmimica of 1700, and in Hickes*B Tkesdmus (1703-1705),
and it remained the only one in England.

Matrices of Gothic t>-pe were presented to Oxford by Francis
Junius in 1677. and a fount of them was used for the Oratio Dominica

Ogtl^ of 1700 and in Hickes's Thesaurus. A di£ferent fount
was used for Chamberlayne's Oratio Dominica^ printed

at Amsterdam in 1715. Caslon cut a fount which appeareoTin his
first specimen in 1734. This and the Oxford fount were the only
two in England in 1820.

^
Founts of Icelandic. Swedish and Danish were included in Junius'*

gift to Oxford in 1677, and were, perhaps, specially preimed in

» ^_- Holland. The first-named is shown in the Oratio

ZHmT Domimtca of 1700 and in Hickes's Tkesaunu. Printing
had been practised in Iceland since 15^1, when a Breoiary

was printed at Hoolum, in types rudely cut. it u alleged, in wood.
In 1574, however, meul types were provided and several works
produced. After a period of decline, printing was revived in 1773,
and in 1810 Sir George M'Kenzie reported that the Hoolum press
possessed eight founts of type, of which two were Roman, ana the
remainder of the common Icelandic character, which, like the Danish
and Swedish, bears a close resemblance to the German.

For the Anglo-Saxon lan^age the first type was cut by John
Day in 1567, under the direction of Archbishop Parker, and appeared

in iElfric's Paschal Homily in that year and m the
jElfredi res gesUe of Asser Menevensis in i;$7a. Anglo-
Saxon type was used by Browne in 161 7, m Minsheu's

Duclor m liniuas', and Haviland, who printed the second edition
of that work in 1626, had in 1623 made use of the character in Lisle's

edition of i£]fric's Homtly.
The first fount of Irish character was that presented by Queen

Elizabeth to O'Kearney in 1571, and used to print the Catechism

fc^^ which appeared in that year in Dublin, from the^^
of Franckton. But the fount u only partially

many of the letters being ordinary Roman or Italic. It was used
in several works during the early years of the 17th century, and as
late as 1652 in Godfrey Daniel's Christian Doctrine, printed in Dublin.
The Irish seminaries abroad were better supplied with Irish type.
A new type was cut by Moxon, and appeared in 1681 in Boyle's
New Testament, printed by Robert Evenngham.
The earliest specimen of music type occurs in Higden's Poly-

ckronicon, printcid by De Worde at Westminster in 1^95. The
square notes appear to have been formed 01 ordinary
quadrats, and the staff-lines of metal rules imperfectly

foined. In Caxton's edition of the same work in 1482 tnc apace
had been kft to be filled up by hand. The plain chant in the Maina
Baiter of 1490. printed in two colours, was probably cut in wood,
ans Froschauer of Augsburg printed music from wooden blocks

in 1473, and the notes in Burtius's Opuscnlum Musices, printed
at Bologna in 1487, appear to have been produced in the same
manner; while at Lyons the missal printed by Matthias Hus in

1485 had the staff only printed, the notes being intended to be filled

in by hand. About 1500 a musical press was established at Venice
by Ottavio Petrucci, at which were produced a series of mass-books
with lozenge-shaped notes, each being cast complete with a staff-line.

In 1^13 he removed to Fosaombrone, and obtained a patent from
Leo X. for his invention of types for the sole printing of figurative

song (cantus Jigttratus). Before i5*jo several European presses
followed Petrucd's example, and music type was Used, amon^ other
places, at Augsburg in 1506 and 151 1, Parma in 1526, Lyons in 1532
and Nuremt^ in 1549. In 1525 Pierre Hautin cut punches of
lozenge-shaped music at Paris. Round notes were used at Avignon
in' 1532. In England, after its first use, music-printine did not
become general till 1550. when Grafton printed Marbecke's Book
of Common Prayer, noted " in movable type, the four staff-lines

being printed in red and the notes in black. There are only four
different sorts of notes used—three square and one lozenge. About
1660 the detached notes hitherto employed began to give place to
the " new tyed note," by which the heads of sets of quavers could
be joined. But at the close of the 17th century music-printing
from type became less common, on account of the introduction- of

stamping and engravins plates for the purpose. Cf. Rob. Steele,

Tlu Earliest En^ish Music Printing, folio (London, 1903); Andr.
Dcakin, Mus. BuUiogr., 8vo. (Birmingham. iSo;)).

Printing for the blind was first introduced in 178^ by Valentin
Hatty, the founder of the asylum for blind children in Paris. He
Prlmtlmrior"^^ use of a large script character, from which im-

g^ fff^ pressions were taken on a prepared paper, the ihpressions
being so deeply sunk as to leave their marks in strong

relief and legible to the touch. HaOy's pupils not only read in this

way, but executed their own typography, and in 1786 printed an
account of their institution and labours as a specimen of their press.

The first school for the blind in England was opened in Liverpool
in 1 79 1, but printing in raised characters was not successfully accom-
plished till 1827, when Gall of the Edinburgh asylum printed
the Gospel of St John from angular types. Alston, the treasurer of
the Glasgow asylum, introduced the ordinary Roman capitals in

relief, and this system was subsequently improved upon by the
addition of the lower-case fetters by Dr Fry. the type-founder,

whose specimen gained the prize of toe Edinbur:gh Society of Arts
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in 1837. Several rival systems hav^ competed ia England for
adopuon. of which the most important are those of Lucas. Frere,
Moon. Braille. Carton and Alston (see Blindness).
The trouble and cost involved in the use of the initial director early

suggested the use of woodcut initials, and Erhard Ratdoir of Venice,
about 1475. is generally supposed to have been the first

printer to introduce the literae Jlorentes, called also
leitres toumeures, or typi tornatissime, which eventually superseded
the hand-painted initials. Caxton introduced one or two kinds in

1^84^ Amon||[ the earliest to be used are the so called Lombardic
initials or capiuls. The more elaborate initials, such as those used
in the Mainz indulgences and psalter, by Aklus at Venice, by Johann
Schoeffer at Mainz in ii^i8« Dy Tory and the Estiennes at Paris,
by Froben at Basel, and by the other great printers of their day,
were known as lettres grises. Besides these, the ordinary " two-
line letters " or large plain capitals came into use: and these were
generally cast, whilst the ornamental letters were for the most part
engraved on wood or metaL
Type omamenu and flowers began, like the initials, with the

illuminators, and were afterwards cut on wood or metaL The first

printed ornament or vignette is supposed to be the
scutum or arms of Fust and Schoeffer in some copies ^ .^ -.
of their 1457 Psalter, and of their edition of the Bible '^"•wtn,
of 1462. There is no vignette in the Subiaco Lactantius of 1465 (as
sutcd by Mr Reed, Letter Foundries, p. 82). In Holtrop's Monum.
typogr. aes Pays-Bas may be seen borders used by some of the
earliest printers of Holland (1475-1490), which woukl not look bad
even in the present time. Caxton in 1490 used ornamental pieces
to form the border for his Fifteen O's. At the same time the Paris
printers engraved still more elaborate border pieces. At Venice
entire frames were en^ved in one piece, while Aldus as early as 1495
used tasteful head-pieces cut in artistk harmony with his lettres

grises. Eariy in the i6th century we observe detached ornaments
and flourish^ which hait <"i'i<!mtlv hrrr ~—t '

^.-^-^r
BiBLIOCKAPHY — Hr^itlo the Works. (j1 Lii r^MU, f !lmard. Rbd«,

Hawkins, HesseLs, Hottrop, No^l Humphreys, KorhlFr^ Jules
Philippe, T. B. Rerfl, Soihebyi, Stwtc, Wcig'-'Ii &c.Kalrt.^dy mentiaii*dt
consult also Biginr^re arid Wym:ir>t A Htbiw^apky tjf Printing
(London, 1880); i>cu. \\u\ig X':iniCT^ AnticUts typo^. (NurembMY,
17931 Ac); Lud. Ibtri, RfprrUfrmm biiriiog. (Siuttgart. i8jH&-(8j^h
with indices by Conr BurgL-r (i8*ji and i^tifl); aujipL by W^ A.
Copinger (l89«5-l«>oj). and App^ndk^i ad Ifaiftii-Copiji^en teper-
tartum, by Diet. Meidilmc; (1905-1909); Hottrop, Cui. kbfofitm
sec. X9* impressorum in bthl. Rj;j^ia //ag^na (the Hapjc, 1S56);
M. F. A. G. Campbtllf Ann. di la. iypat^ jtifriandaiic au xp*
siicle (the Ha^r 1874); R«jTi. SinVer, A. Cat. t>f tht XV\ Century
Printed Boohs tn thf Library of Trisiiy CtdUgt, C^mhridir (CamlaridRP,
1876); W. Th. Lowndes, Eibliotrapiur'1 MuhkoL ed. by H G.
Bohn (London, l8sS, &c.): J. C. Brum;tt MuHnfi du litratrt ({'aria,

i860: tour earlier i-ditiana): Th. F. Dibdin^ Bi^iolhfra Sptnctrmma
(London. 1814, &c.. and his othfr wofkii) ; l-:nn4rn, Kciaht der
Incunabeln in det Stadt^BiUioihtk 111 Kalni SthocpAin, Vtnditiae
tyPog. (1760); Met-rrnan, OrigiiKs ^J^f- (t^n? Hague^ J 765); Dupant,
flist. de Fimpr. il^im, 1^69); tiruiLn-Didm^ Hist, de h typ^g.
(Paris, 1882); E. Duvprgcr, J/ij(. de I'inwniton de rimpr^ (Faris^
1840); P. Lambinot. Oi^iw 4e i'impr. (Parii, v8rq); Ch, RueUrni.
La Ugende de St Srnnus (Brusstia. 1S73); J^ P. A. Madden.
Lettres d'un bibHotN.phf (Pans, 1^1^^1878) : Wetter. Krit. C^idfc, der
Effindung der Buchdruckertunst (Maim. jaj,6)t A, dc Vriw, Bctair-
cissemens sur rhiitmrr dr i'tnv. de t'impr. (the Hagiip, Jfiuy); Jos.
Ames, Typogr. AnHquities (augmented by W* llcrbert; Loftdon,
1 785-1790) ; T. C. Ilan%ard. Typofrapkia (Lcmdun, iSiSi; Thoma*,
Hist, of Printing \n Amrriia (Albany, iSjj); Th- L, Dcvinne, The
Inv.of Print. (London. 1677) ; VV. ?il<een. Early Typography iC^]ombo.
1872): Sam. PalritT, A (jentral IliiL of Prtni^ (LoniJcjn^ 17^2);
W. Young Ottley. Inquiry concfrninr the Jm. af Frist. (London,
l86t); Henry BratKhaw, A Clasufird Indtic aftU /jfil Century Books
in the Collection of ifw latt M. J- df Mryer {London. 1 S70] : Edem, HiH.
of the Founts of iyfr and Woodcut Devicej mtd hy pnnitrs tn Halhtid
tn the J$tk Century 1 London. 1871) i idem. Tkt Frmtrr of thf Historic
S. Albani (Cambridge^ 1868); A. Van der Lindc, Haaritm Legend
(London, 1870); idem. GuUnbefji fSiuttgart. 1SA1); idem, Ctsfk. der
Erfind.derBuchdnick^rkfinii (Berlin. i!Afiit):S(;h^ih,Cti(k.der Erjiml.

der Buchdruckerh. 1 Mainz. 1830}- K. Fatkemtcin, Ccuh. der Buck-
drucherk. (Leipzif.'. iB^fi}: Lojxk, il<indh. der Gtitk. drr Bufhdruck-
erk. (Leipzig. 188. ; : Ev. Faulmann, lUuitf. Gri£k. dtr Bv^i^ruikcrk.
(Vienna. 1882): M tJenb, Winn Bac/tdruiktritick. tm fjiJo (Vienna,

1782); C. R. Hild iKirn, A Century e/ Prmtinf—The Jssttei of tkr

Press in Pennsyh-jnia, t6S4-f?S4 (Philadelphjat iS«7)i J. Garcia
Icazbalceta. BtbUf^rafia Mexicans dd li^a md. (MexicD. jMj):
Bibliofraphiea (3 vnU., Lnndnn, jfigs-iftg?}; W. Blades, BitJio-

traphtcal Miscettanjei {London, iSgol ; C. M. Briquet, l^j Fili(;ranei.

Diet. hist, des nufquts da ptip^rr (4 voli-t Geneve, 1907); Konr.
Burver. Beitrdfe fur Inbunabrlbihluti^. (LetpiJg. itfoS): Catai. of
Boons printed tn tiir f$tk CrTiiufy, Brtt, Mtia. pt. i. (London. i9ofl);

Calal. of MSS. and early PrinieS Books in the lihrary ai J. Pterpont
Morgan (3 vols.. Lrmdon , 1 ooy} ; A rt h . C hri ti ian* Oririnef de /' iiti prim-
erie en France (Paris, 1900); A. Claudin, Mtmum. de i'impriment A
Poitiers (Paris, 18^7); Kkm. Hisioire de rimprimerit en PrOMue am
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xv'ttausai' sUde (Pftris, 190&-19Q4): W. P. Courtney. A Reguter
of Nation. BMiofrapky (a vols., London, 1905); J. P. Edmond,
Cakif .^/ F.irly PrwUd B^oh in t^c V,Vmn.' of the Socktv -.? *,Vri'^';r8

to I lie Signet tKdintHjrgh, lOfrfj) ; Lhwaid, HuTuisehr. u. /nkunattfln

4£t GymnasuiibtbiwtSxfk tu Catko. 4to (Got ha, 1893) ; Witl. J. van
Ely ft. BiUwir. lUs Btbiti rt dfi NimPr T^Jtum^nU tn lantue: fmnf.
(Cicncve, 1900}; John Ferguson, Somt Aspt^U &f Btbiiof^fGpky

(EcCinhurfK, t^oo) ; G. FuirtagaEJJT Le^-an typti^r^pkicufn litiin^i

0Ktum. liagr. d'liaJit (Flonefic*) ; Grawrtx Jitr btnj iirifs dvj inires

fran^ts du jnf ^dt tPiris, 11^66}; Kanrad Hacblcr, Typcnn- l-ir-

hrium dtr Witgtndfuckt (HaLtep 1905, njoJS) ; idpm, Typ^s.^^'^phit

ibirique du rv JiXj^ (U) Have, Leipzig, t^oa ; 67 pbte^) ^ idem, Bsfllo'

Sa/id ihtrico. d^ iigiit XV. (La Have, Leipzig, [QOj): Otto Gil ntKer,

it Wiettndftickx d^ Leipu^ft Sammtan^tn (Leipzig, 190(1) : Alb.

Hubl,£>tf /KitufoMn det Bihhoth.dti Siijiei Scholkn m WUn {\knna.
ind Lcipttg, 1904); L'lmftrimrru kars fEurope, par un bibliiyphiU

{['aris, 1903) ; Ad. Knutgen, Jmunabtin im kdn. katkoi^Gymna^iumtu
Heiiif^nstadi (HcitiKCnstacJt, iflSS) ; Paul Laconabe, Lt^es d'hfj.res

impnmts ah ;cf^ (it a« foi* tUcU (Paris, 1907); Ad. Lange, Peter

.S^:hafrr (Leipzjg, iS6;j); H, 0, Umgn*, Anakita hiMuygmphka
(CopenhoErn, I90<&) ; V* Madan, Thi Vnttxruty Freis ai Oxford
{Oidorct, 190ft) ; Baron F. del Marmol, Diction, djnjiligranti (Nainur,

1900): Job. Jac. Merkj, Ulrick ZeU. ed. Otto Zar^iiky {Coli:>,iie,

tqoc}: Henri Monreajx, Lis Le RtfM^tde ChaUii.tnlittTaphesrt ^.;7iia-

turutes, ursxuri ei imprimturi (Pans, 1896); R, A, Pctidie. pTtnUng
at Brescia in the i^th Cmtury (London, 1905): \larie Ptllcitiet,

CtiiciJ. lettirai da incunaltki des biblivtkiqurs pubUqu^i de i-'ra^ce

(PdHa, 1&97); M. A. Piricaudn BibUQsr, tyonnaiit du XV ^icU
(Lvonst tS6i); J. Philippe, Origins de Timprimerie A Pwris (T'.lIis

I &85) ; G Li i] layme Fichet , IjUreduciion de l imprimerii d Pt^ ris

(Pan*, IS9J); Henr. R. Plomer, Hist, of En^lijh Printinz, 1476- J SgS
(Londan, tgoo); G. R. Redcmve, Ernatd KatdoU artd his ii'ofl: at

Vtitice (Londcin, 1S94); Fr, Keibcr, De primordni arUi impriff.ctidi

a£ prtucipue dt irtveniioju typographiae HarUfftF-nii {BcroU, if^^fS);

Ph. Renouard, EiUioirapkit dtx impressions ei des ituvrei dr J'HSt

BadinsA scertsivj, 1462- JJJJ ( Paria , I goS ) ; Seymour de Rkrci ,A t V n nus

4fJ Caxtons (Landctn, fol., 1909); Due de Rjvoli, Biblio^r. d?s iivt^'X d
piurei venii., 146^1525 (Paris, 189J); Paul Schvenke, Unkn-uck.
sur Geschiihie dex eriim Buehdnnks, ficrauj^f^Xr vort. dtrr korfi^i. Btbt.

tu Berhn (njooh L. C. Sih'estre, Marques iypographiques {E',>n»,

1S53): Dav, E. Smith, Rara ariihmeiica^ in the libranr' ol Ceo^ An liur

Plimpton of C^few York (Boston and London, IQOS); Henri Si (in,

Manuel de bibJJoeraphie £^n. (Paris, t897) iC.U, Timpericy, />!. vto-

paedia cf Literary and TypoEraphicai Anecdok (and ed,, L'rniili)n,

t842) ; Tijdschi-ijt Pfwr b^k-m biHiotheekwevn (Antwerp, < .tn.-nt,

t90j): Lion ValJee, BtbHe^F. des biblioEraphifs (Pari&, 1897 J: lirrm.

Vamhagen, Eine Sammlung alitr Uulitn. Dritike der Eridnitr t'f:,:ier-

siiaisbibliaihek (ErlanEen, 1893); Ernst Voulheme, Der BmhdfHck
KoIks bis jum Ende des XV. Jahrhunderts (Bonn, iQOjIi ; idem. Oie
IncunaMn d/r kofi, Univmiidii-UibL ju Bottfi (t.'.'iniiE. Ii^'i4);

W- H. J. Weate, Bibliogralfhia LiJurpea (Lvi^ -. i_-_;.

The titles o£ other works on the invention, progress and process
of printing, &c, may be learnt from the lists 01 books on such sub-
jecu in the works already quoted. Also the catalogues of second-
hand booksellers, as Jos. Baehr (Frankfurt), Harrowitz (Berlin),

Leo S. Olschki (Florence), Bern. Quaritch and W. M. Voynich
(London), Jaques Rosenthal, Ludw. Kosenthal (Munich), &c.

a.H.H.)
II.-^M0OERN PaACTIOa TyPOGSAPHY

The printing surfaces used ia the production of books and
newspapers, apart from wood- or process-blocks and casts,

and apart also from such surfaces as are obtained by means of

the Linotype and kjndred machines^ are made up primarily

of an aggregation of separate types, each representing a letter,

mark or sign» though the actual surface employed on the

printing press is frequently a duplicate copy made by a
process of stereotyping or electrotyping.

Material Characteristics of Type.—^A fount connstt of a propor-
tioned quantity of each ot these letters and signs of any one particular
body and face. It therefore contains single letters, botfi capitals
(" upper case ") and small letters (" lower case "), diphthongs, li^-
tures. such as ff, fl, accents, points, figures, fractions, commercial
signs such as 4^, /, " peculiars " such as *, t and leaders (...), to-

gether with qua^ (pieces of metal which do not print, but are
used to compensate for the shortness of occasional lines, as at the
end of a paragraph), and spaces which separate words. A fount
may thus have about 275 characters or sorts^ about lOO of them
consisting of italic letters, points and figures.

The numbers of the different sorts vary with different languages,
and even with the style of different writers, the works of Charles
Dickens, for instance, making unusually heavy demands on the
vowels, while the writing of Lord Macaulay run with like persistence
on the consonants. Type-founders determine the proportions of
the different sorts according to a. bill of type, or scheme, eitner numeri-
cally, when the basis of the computation is the number of lower
case m's (or of A's, in the case 01 display type used for headings)

(MODERN

or by weight. In the second method a fount of 125 lb of Roman
type includes, on one scheme, 8 oz. of E, M, C; 9 oc of T; 8 lb of e;
% lb each of a, b, n, o, t; and so on down to 3 os. of s. A fount of
body-letters, that is those used for the reading matter of books and
newspapers, as made up by one British type-founder, contains capitals
9% by weight, small capitals 4%, figures 6%, lower case letters,

points and leaders 56%, spaces 15% and quads 10%: rules, accents
and fractions not being supplied except in new complete founts or
when specially asked for. A rule for estimating the quantity of type
required for a page is to divide the number of souare inches it con-
tains by 4, when the quotient represents approximately the weight
of type in lb. But for large founts 25% and for umul ones 40%
should be allowed in addition, on account of unused type in the cases
which cannot be completely set.

For many years it was a favourite idea with inventors, espedally
those who were not practical printers, that great economy might
be gained in composition by the use <rf word characters, ,

or " k)gotypes," instead of sinslc letters. The consunt '-^•^'

recurrence of certain words sucn as " the,*' " and," " is," sugsested
that they, as well as affixes and suffixes like ad-, ac-, -in^. -ment.
should be cast in single pieces instead of being set up with their
component letters. Such k>got3a»c printing was used in 1785
in the London Daily Unitersal RepsUr, which three years later
became The Times, but it has never found general favour. The chief
practical objection is that it involves the use ci cases with an in-

conveniently laige number d boxes. The greater the variety of
characters the more " travel " of the compositor's hand over the
cases is necessary for picking them up, and by ao much is tbe ^wed
of his work retarded.
Each of the parts of a type has a (icchnical name. In 6g. i,

representing the capital letter M, the darkest space a, a. a. a, is called
the fac»\ and only that part of the type touches tbe ja^rtaa/A
paper m printing. The face is divided into the stem, - ^
marked I. which comprises the whole outline of the

'"^
type M: the serifs, or the horizontal lines marked 2, which complete
the outline of the letter; the heard, consisting
of the bevel or sloping part marked b, b, and
the shoulder or flat portion below b. The shank
is the entire body of the letter d, the front part
(that shown) being known as the belly and the
corresponding part behind as the bach. The
spaces at h and a are the counters, which reeulate
the disunces apart of the stems in a hne of
type. The hoUow groove extending across the
shank at «, e is the nich, which enables the
workman to recognize the direction of the type
and to distinguish different founts tA tbesame
body. The absence of this simple exi>edient
would retard the operation of hand-settinp up
by fully one-half. The earliest type-founders
did not know the use of the nick. If a part of pic. i. Finished
the face overhangs the shank, this part is called Type,
the hem, but kerned letters are avoided as
much as possible. The groove g divides the bottom of the type
into two parts called the feeL An impression from that part of
a type on which it stands would be as ~. Types must be perfectly
recungular, the minutest deviation rendering them useless. Any
roughiiess at the sidesu called burr, and any iniury to tbe faces a batter.

Types which have the face cast in the middle of the shank, as a,
c, e. m, &c.. and thus leave an open space above them correspondii^
to that below, caused by the beard, are known as short
letters. Those whose stem extends to the top of the
shank, as b, d, f, &c., are called ascending letters. Those
that have a stem extending over the shoulder, as g, p. &c.. are called
descending liters. Those that are both ascendine and descending,
and extend over the whole of the shank, as Q and j, are long letters.

Small letters and figures cast upon the upper part ci the shank,
as i*j are called superiors; those very low down on the shank are
infenors, as H*. Types that are very heavy and massive in a|XKar>
ance are caXlcA fat-faced', those that are fine and ddkate, lean-faced.
A type whose face is not in proportion to the depth 01 the shank
(c.f. a small pica cast on a pica body) is a bastard type.

Types of are various sizes, from those used for the smallest pocket
bibles to those used for large placards, and the sizes are ^^a^pft^wf

according to tbe dimensions <^ their ends or bodies* SkM^
In a given fount the length of the end of the type whkJi -.

bears the face is the same for all characters, but the
'''^

width varies, an i for example being narrower than a w. Each
body has a distinctive name, but it used to be a confusing and in-

convenient anomaly that types made by different founders, though
called by the same name, were not of precisely the same size. Tbe
long primer of one maker, for example, was 8^ lines to the foot, of

another 89}. and of a third 93. Thb inconvenience was remedied
in America by the founders agreeing to adopt a uniform PotM^
system ; the pica of o< 1660A in. was taken as a standard, six picas being
0*096 in., and was divided into twelve parts or points ci 0^)13837 in-.

other types being cast as multiples of one <rf these points, and
specified according to the number of them they contained. Tbn
system, with the same basic unit, haa been adopted by Biitisb
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typefounders, though not to the cxclniion of dder um, and it has

been extended to regulate the thickness orsttci types, and also the

position of the faces on the bodies as regards alignment. The Didot

point-system, used in France, is based on a point of 0*376 mm., the

English point being 0-35145 mm. The following are specimens of

the principal bodies of ordinary British and American types. «ath

their corresponding appellations on the point-system, the tint five

being now mainly tor display purposes:—

The EnCyCl aimestnanplca

The EnCyclopa Gieatpnmer .

The Encyclopaedi English . . .

The Encyclopaedia Rca . . . .

The Encyclopaedia Br SmaUpica . . . h

The Encyclopaedia Britan Long primer . . . lo

The Encyclopaedia Britanni Bourgeois ... 9

The Encyclo{Muedia Britannica Brevier .... 8

The Encyclopaedia Britannica. XX Minion .... 7

The Encyclopaedia Britannica, nth Nonpared ... 6

The EacrdopsedisBritsanica. nth edition Pearl_. .. . .^... . . $

The height o( types is l| in. Those lower than the standard
dimensions are said to be '* low to paper." and if surrounded by
higher typM will not give perfect impressions. Spaces and quads
are i-in. high for direct printing* but for stereotyping are cut
rather higher (0-83 in.).

According to the purpose for which they are used, types are
divided into two classes—^boolc type, including Roman and lulic:

Tiifcfffcinf
*"^ job type, including a multitude of fanciful forms 01

p"

"

letters, chiefly founded on the shape of the Roman and
'^"^

Italic letters, and intended to be more prominent,
delicate, elegant. &c. It is impossible to enumerate all the varieties

of the latter class, as additions are being constantly made and once
popular styles always going out of fashion. The leading varieties

are the antiques, which are Roman letters with strokes of nearly
uniform thickness, as M; sanserifs or grotesques, which have no
serifs, as M ; blacks, as^ : and scripu, which represent the modem
cursive or Italian handwriting, as ^. Black letter is now only a
k)bbing type in English-speaking countries, althoiwh it was the
nrst character used in printing. It is still used in Germany, with
certain modifications, as the jmncipal text-letter for books and
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newspapers. A comparison of the numerous reproductions that
have been issued of Caxton's works with any modem line of black
letter will diow how greatly the form and style have been altered.

The present style of Roman type dates only from about the first

quarter of the i8th century. Previously the approved shape was
as follows:—

Printing has been defined to be the act, art, or practice

The use of this type was revived by Charles Whlttingharo, nephew
of the founder of the Chiswick Press, about 1843, and it has since

become a favourite form, under the name of old style. Some of the
punches cut by the first notable Enslish type-founder, William Caslon
(1693-1766), have been preservedT. and types are being consuntly
cast from tiaem. Neany all foumters now produce moderoixed old
style.

In this connexion reference may be made to the modem revival

of artistic book printing in England by William Morris and othera
influenced by him. This development took definite form in the
founts and books of the Kelmscott Press, which is distinguished by
the use of three founts designed by Morris. The Troye and Chaucer
founts, both Gothic, are best fitted for ornamented medieval works,
while the Golden or Roman fount is without the exas^gerated con-
traction of form laterally, the exaggerated use of thick and thin
strokes, and the vicious stroke-terminations common to modem
founta. It is a type of full body, designed in careful relation to the
op and down strokes, and resting upon solid serifs, as with Jenson's
fount, for insunce, but in detail more allied to fine penmanship or
black letter. The VaU books, often classed with the Kelmscott,
may be counted with them so far as they also are controlled by one
designer, from the important matter of type, decoration and illustra-

tion, to that of " build " and pre^ work. The first Vale book in
which these conditionswere achieved is MUUm's MinorPoems (1896).
In this is employed the Roman type, known as the Vale fount,
dcwgned by Charies Ricketts, which differa from the Kelmscott
fount in a greater roundness or fullness of body, and in a modification
el details by the conditions of type-making. The second fount
used in the vale issues, first employed in 77h« Plays of Shakespeare
(1896). b less round in body, more traditional in detail and lighter

Manufaawe of Type.'—lypt is made of an alloy, known as

type-metal, which coosisU chiefly of lead, with smaller amounts

of antimony and tin. The exact proportions vary in different

countries and foundries and with thie size and quality of the type,

but in general more than 60% is lead and the antimony pre-

dominates over the tin. Sometimes small quantities of other

metals, such as copper and iron, are added. Large letters,

such as are used for bills and posters do not come within the

province of the type-founder; they are made of wood, chiefly

rock maple, sycamore, pine and lime, planed to- the right sixe

and engraved by vpcoMX machinery.

The earliest printen made their own types, and the books printed

from them can now be distinguished with almost as much certainty

as handwriting can be idenufied. The modern printer^^^^^^
has recourse to the type-founder. The firrt step va^ZT^
the making of type, according to the old method, is the ^^^

production of a MOfrix. The letter is cut on the end of a piece of

fine steel, forming the punch (fig. 3), whkh b afterwards hardened.

A separate punch b required for each character in every fount of

type, and the making of them reouires great care and delicacy in

order that the various sorts in a fount may be exactly uniform in

width, height and general proportions. During the process of tu

/t\

v/
sa

Flo, a.r-Punch. Fic. 3.—Drivci

manufacture, the punch is frequently tested or measured by delicate
gauges to insure its accuracy, and from time to time it is examined
y means of a smoke-proof, tnat is, ah impression obtained by holding

it in a flame and sumpine it on paper. When the letter b perfect,
it is driven into a piece of polished copper, called the drioe or strike

(fig. 3)- This passes to the lustifier. who makes the wklth and depth
of the faces umform throughout the fount. They must then be made
to line exactly with each other. When completed, the strike be-
comes the matrix (fig. 4). wherein the face of the type b made.
But matrices are now commonly produced by the aid of an engraving
engine which copies a sundard drawing of each letter on any desired
scale, and they may be obtained from existing founts by electro-

Unul wen into the 19th century types were cast from the
matrices in small hand-moulds, the output from which with a skil-

ful worker was about 400 letten an hour. The moukl y,
consisted of two portk>ns fitting closely to each other J^- -

and containing the matrix with a space to receive the
^'^^^

metal for the shank; holding it in hb left hand the operator poured
in the metal with his right, and after jerking it at arm's length, to
bring the metal well up against the matrix, opened the two halves
and threw out the type. In 1838 David Bruce, Junr.. of New York,
a Scotsman, who had migrated to America, invented a machine to
perform subsUntially the same operations; this increased the rate
of productwn to about 100 a minute for ordinary sixes, and with
improvements and modifications remained a standard applbnce for
ao years after its introduction. The metal, kept molten oy a small
furnace, was injected by a pump uito the mould, which at every
revolutk>n of the axle came up to the spout of the pump, received
a charge of metal, receded, opened, and discharged the type. But
neither the hand mould nor the Bruce machine produced finished

type. To the bottom of each there was attachea a wedge-shaped
iei (fiff. s), somewhat similar to that on a bullet cast

in a hand mould. This had to be picked off by 1^hand; the burr on the shoulder of tne types had
also to be rubbed off, and a groove had to be cut

in the bottom to form the feet. Many efforts were
made to devise machines whkh should perform
these operations and produce finished type, one of

the most satisfactory being that patented by Henry
Barth. of Cincinnati, in 1888, but the principle of

the divided mould which opened to discharge the

type was generally retained. A new principle,

however, was adopted by Frederick Wicks (1840- _
1910) in his rotary type casting machine, which

p^^ s*—Type
was developed Into a practkal apparatus in London ^Jt ;••

just at the end of the 19th century, and which ""^ '«•

IS able to produce finished types, ready to be despatched to the

printer without any inspection or treatment beyond packing, at a

I
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continuous rate of 60,000 an hour. It consuts of a horixontal
mould wheel, 20 in. in diameter, contained in the casing D (69. 6),

in which are cut 100 radial slots, each having a matrix at its inner
end. These slots thus form moulds, and are of varying width
according to the letter each has to cast. Each wheel can only pro-
duce type of the particular body for which it has been cut. but by
changing the matrices the moulds can be made to cast any descri|>-

tion of face capable of being received upon the body. The wheel is

rotated once in everv six seconds, so that the slots are successively
presented to a jet of molten type-metal, which ')» pumped from the

Type-setting by Hani.'-'tht typet^ received from the foundry
in the packages called pages, containmg about 8 lb. are placed in

shalbw trays called cases. These contam compartmenta tiim tmm
or boxes, each of which is appropriated to tome ^'^

particular sort or character. The cases when in use stand on
frames or sloping desks. The case at the top is the uPPer case, and
that below the lower cau. The former contains 98 eaual-sized
boxes, appropriated principally to the capital and small capital
letters; the latter has 53 boxes of various sizes, appropriated to
the lower case sorts. The diiference in the size of the boxes corre-

•ponds to the difference of quantity of letters in a fount,
the lower-case e, for instance, having the largest box. As a
man picks out from the boxes seldom less tMn 1500 letters

an hour and distributes or replaces on the average about

iFiG. 6.—Wicks Rotary Type-casting Machine.

metal reservoir A by a pump B of special construction.'and forced
out at high pressure through a nozzle under the shield C. As soon
as any particular slot has passed the jet and been filled with metal,

a cam-action comes into play and gradually pushes out the formed
type. This operation is completed in half a revolution, the ejected

type being taken up by earners mounted on a continuous chain E,
which is moved along exactly in step with the wheel. The carriers,

which are of different sizes according to the particular letters they
have to hold, are raised by a cam-action as tney come opposite the
slots to receive the types, but fall again at the point F, depositing

the letters at the end of the race G. Each succ^ssive type thus
dropped pushes its predecessors farther along the race until when
the row contains 200 types—the product of two revolutions of the
wheel—an attendant lifts the whole series off and places them on
the plate H, one row below the other. Since the sequence of the
letters is of course the same in each revolution, the result is that
each vertical line on the plate consists of the same character, and each
sort can be easily removed and packed in any required form for

despatch to the printer. As soon as each slot has been emptied of
its type, another cam begins to^draw in the matrix towards the
centre of the wheel, so that it b in as far as it can go by the time
the slot is again opposite the jet. To prevent a type from being
drawn back with the matrix, the bead-cam K engages with the nicks
which have already been formed on the front oftne type-bodies by
the operation of the machine. To ensure trueness and accuracy
in the product, the conditions under which casting is conducted
are maintained as uniform as possible. The composition of the
type-metal alloy is kept constant: the temperature of the molten
metal is carefully regulated by the aid of a pyrometer to about
800" F., so as not to volatilize the antimony it contains; the pumps
work up to a pressure of 900 lb to the square inch, and by the
interposition of a reducing valve deliver the metal at the nozzle
at a constant pressure of 200 lb; and the moulding slots are main-
tained at an equably cool temperature by an elaborate system of
water circulation.

Fig. 7.—Type-case.

5000 an hour, it is necessary that the most economkal alk>-
catk>n of the boxes should be adopted. The system ol
allocating^ the various types is called the lay of the case;
oneplan is illustrated in ng. 7.
The types when taken from the cases are arranged in

lines (composed or set up) in an instrument called a composing
stick, made of iron, brass or gun metal. The ^. ^
slide in the middle is movable so as to accom- •"V<»'nw

modate varying lengths of lines. The compositor fixes the
*' copy " or document which he has to repeat in type, in

a convenient place before his eye. In his left hand he
holds the composing stick, and with the thumb and first

finger of the right nand lifts the letters from the boxes,
and arranges them in the composing stkk, every letter,
point or sign being picked out separately. In this operation
he is much assisted by the use of a setting-rule, a thin
brass or steel plate which, being removed as successive
lines are completed, keeps the type in place. When so
many words and parts of words as will neaHy fill the line
have been composed, it is made the exact length required by
increasing or diminishing the space between the several words.
This is csMedJustifying the line and is effected by means of the

spaces already mentioned. If the work is not " solid "—that is. if the
lines are not close together—the strips of metal called leads or brasses
are inserted between each. When the composing stick is filled, the
type is lifted upon a galley, a shallow tray of wood or metal, two or
three sides of which are flaneed, for the purpose of supporting the
type when the galley is slightly inclined. Stickful after stickful
of type is placed on the galley until it is full. The matter is thea
fastened up. a proof taken at the proof press, and the work of the
reader or corrector of the press begins (see Pkogf-keadinc). The
proof, marked with the necessary corrections, b ^vcn back to the
compositor, in order that he may make the required alterations in
the type.
The type, being duly corrected, b made up into pages of the

required length (unless the author has desired to see proof in ^t^).
It b then tmposed, that b, the pages are arranged in
such a manner that, when printed and the sheet n>lded,

'^'••^^

they will fall in due numerical sequence. The impression from any
arrangement of pages will be the reverse of that m which they are
laid down. If a four-page newspaper be opened and spread out
with the first page uppermost, it will be found that on this side the
order of pages is 4, i , when turned the pages are 3, 3. The type
pages must DC ranged in the reverse way, as 1. 4: 3, 3. Thus the
fourth page b placed alongside the first, because both must be printed
together on the outside; the third page-b to the left, and the second
to the right, because in books the odd page—the verso—b always
to the right. For a quarto a sheet of paper b folded twice, that b
once across its breadth and then once in a perpendicular direction
down the middle. It contains four leaves, and if these are printed
on both sides eight pages. The two sides of a sheet are caUcd the
outer and inner formes respectively. A sheet of octavo b folded
three times, making 8 leaves or 16 pages. The size of a book depends
not only upon the number of times the sheet has been folded, and
described accordingly as 4to, 8vo, l2mo, &c., but upon the size of

the sheets. The dimensions of the papers commonly used in book-
printing are: imperial, 33X30 in.; super royal, 3C^)<37|: royal.
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«v ^ '•oi<u<w«mrl9 X 24;deiny, 17) X33};doublecrown,20 X 30;*
double foolscap, 17 X 27; post, I5f X I9|. Hence to say merely
that a book is a quarto gives no precise indicatbn of its dimensions,
as a quarto of one size m paper may be smaller than an octavo of
another; it is also necessary to know the size of the sheets of which
it is composed.
When a printed book b opened, it will be found that at the foot

of certain pases there is usually a letter and at the foot of another
jM—w^«— A letter and a figure, as B, B ^ ; farther on another letter
.Tv-.*-«ra«. ^^ another letter and figure. On going throuffh the
liook it will be seen that the letters are in regular alphabetical order,
and occur at regular intervab of eight, twelve, nxteen, &c., pages.
These designate the several sheets of which the book is composed
and are caficd sifjuUunSt lo that a sheet may be designated B, and
the pa|;es of which it conssts are thereby sufficiently indicated.
(Occasionally, numbers are used instead of letters.) These Signatures
assist the binder in folding, as they occupy a certain specified place
in each sheet ; hence to ascertain if the sheet has been folded properly
it is only necessary to examine the pontioa of the signature. The
binder also is thus asMsted in gathering or collatbg together the
sheets of a volume in proper order. Signature A is omitted, because
it would be on the title or first pase, and would be both unnecessary
and unsightly. By old custom J, V and W are discarded, I and
J. U aidV being originally used indiscriminately, by printers,

while W was written UU or W. When the alphabet is exhausted,
a new one b begun, distingubhed by a figure precedent, as a B,
3 C, Ac.

Tlie pa^es of types are arranged in proper order on a flat table,

covered with stone or meul. called the imposing stone, and are then
- ready to be made into a forme, that b, into such a state^^^ that they can be securely fastened up and moved about.
The forme b enclosed in an iron frame or chase, sub-divided by a
croos Inr. The portions of the type are separated by furniture,

which may be of metal or wood or both.^ It is of the same height

as the chase, but bwer than the type, and therefore does not pnnt,
but forms thfc maiigin of the printed pages. As the sides of the two
sections of the formes are pieces of furniture of a tapering shape,

called side-sticks, and at the top and bottom corresponding pieces,

called fool-sticks. Small wedges, called quoins, arc inserted and
driven forward by a mallet anda shooting-stick, so that they gradually

exert increasing pressure upon the type. Other mechanical means
for locking up are also occasionally adopted. When sufficiently

locked up, the whole is quite as firm and portable, however many
thousands of pieces of meul it may consbt of, as if it were a single

plate, and b ready for use on the printing press, either directly or
In the form of a stereotyped or clectrotyped copy.

After use the type undergoes the operation of distributing, which
is the convene 01 composing; it b de-compoung the forme and

returning the several letters to their proper boxes in

the case. The forme b first washed over with an alkali

or other detergent to remove the ink from its surface, and
then laid down on the imposing surface, unlocked and damped; thb
assists the cohesbn of the type, after the chase, furniture, side-

sticks, &c., are removed. The compositor then Ukes in hbleft hand,
aupported by a setting rule, a portion of type in lines, and with the

right hand takes a word or so between the hnger and thumb, letting

each letter drop separately into its proper box. The types are held

upside down, that is, with the nicks uppermost; hence the letters

of each word are read from left to rieht like ordinary matter when
printed, but the words are of course dealt with in the inverse order.

Type-setting hy Machine.—Tht above method of producing

a printing surface depends entirely upon hand labour, but it

has long been an object of inventors in connexion with prmt-

ing to ^rfect a mechanical system by which hand-work may be

done away with both in setting type and in dbtribuling it after

use. The first step in thb direction was the construction of

composing machines in which the compositor put together

types in the required order, not by lifting them one after another

from hb " boxes " and pladng them by hand in hb " stick,"

but by operating a keyboard which liberated them from maga-

zines and assembled them in the order in which the keys had been

struck. Such machines were followed as a natural correlative

by distributing machines which performed the converse opera-

tion. Then the idea occurred of avoiding distribution altogether,

by returning the printing surface to the melting-pot and using

the metal over again to produce an entirely new printing sur-

face as required, instead of sorting the types into their various

kinds to be set up again either by hand or by machine. There

are two main solutions of this problem. One b to manu-

facture ordinary movable types at a cost that b less than that

of dbtribution, when it obviously becomes advanUgeous to treat

the formes, after use, as old metal and return them directly to

the melting pot without dbtribution. In 1^/00 The Times

began to adopt thb method, thus securing the advantage of
fresh new type for each issue. In its offices for several years

type made by the Wicks casting machine was set up by com-
posing machines, and after being used in making the necessary
stereotype plates was returned to the foundry to be melted and
recast. The «ther solution depends upon the employment of

apparatus which are in effect combinations of type-setting and
type-casting machines, and may be divided into two broad
classes: (a) those in which, by the operation of a keyboard,
letters are translated into metal types which appear as a pro-

duct for use in the printing-press, not singly, but cast into com-
plete bars or lines of type; and {h) those in which the final pro-

duct b separate types, delivered made up into lines of the
required length. The former class b exemplified by the Linotype,
the Typography and the Monoline machines, the latter by the
Lanston Monotype, the Tachytype and the Goodson. In
machines of the Linotype dass, which have come into exten-

sive use, especially for newspaper printing, it b impossible

to make corrections or alterations in the line of type after it

has been cast. The smallest change, such as the addition of a
a>mma, involves the resetting and recasting of a whole line,

while, if two or three words have to be added or removed, the
compositor may have to recast a considerable number of lines,

perhaps a whole paragraph. Machines of the second class,

like the Monotype, which has been employed for setting up
the present edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, appeal
rather to the book printer, though the Monotype b used by
such newspapers as The Times (London) and the Sun (New
York). They have the advantage that corrections can be made
as with hand-set type; but for newspaper work the fact that the

mampuktion of the keyboard does not, as with the Linotype,

directly produce, a printing surface but merely a punched strip

of paper, which has then to be passed through a separate casting

machine, inevitably introduces some delay. Thb b a matter
that must be taken into account in the hurried conditions under
which a daily paper b produced, when the shortest possible

interval must elapse between the time when the latest news b
received and the actual printing b begun. A machine invented
by Mr H. Gilbert-Stringer b designed to combine the advantages

of the Linotype and Monotype machines by casting at a single

operation separate types properly arranged in lines and uni-

formly spaced. Up to the point where the matrices are ranged
in a line ready for the bar of type to be cast, the mechanism
may be identical with that of the Linotype; from that point

each matrix b separately pushed into a mould which b auto-

matibdly varied in size to suit the size of the particular letter

it b casting, and also casts the spaces between the words (deter-

mined by the use of a modified Schuckers wedge-space), so

that when all the individual types and spaces in the line are

assembled after casting they exactly fill the line. The machine
requires only one operator, and while one line b being cast the

matrices which have formed the preceding one are being dis-

tributed to the magazine, as in the Linotype, and the following

one b being set up. The matrices differ from those of the

Linotype in that the face b impressed on their broad flat sur-

face, not on the thin edge.

Composing Machines.—An eariy attempt to make a machine for
setting up ordinary foundry type was patented in England by Dr
Willbm Church in 1822. In tne machine of Young and Delcambrc,
which was used in London for composing the Famuy Herald in 1842,
and was the forerunner of the Kastenbein machine adopted in the
Times office in 1869, the types were arranged in tubes placed either

vertically or horizontally, and the lowest or endmost letter was,
when wanted, ejected from the tube by a pusher actuated by a
finger-key. It then passed down the cKannels of a guide-plate to a
common point, whence it was pushed forward by a reciprocating
motion to the line of previoudy composed matter and divided into
lines of the required length. To the same group bek)ng the Eraser
machine, the Hattersley and the Empire, also known in America as
the Burr. Another group of machines developed from the rotary
composer was invented by Alexander Mackic of Warrington in 1871,
and used in the office of the Warrington Guardian. In tnis the types
were arranged in vertical tubes round a rotating disk, and the lettere

were automatically selected by a strip of paper previously punched
with holes through which feelers passed and caused the deured type
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to be ejected upon a travelling band. This device of using a paper
•trip perforated in different positions to cprrespond to different
letters was patented by Felt in i860 (£/^. Patent Spec. No. a8^3),
and he also utilized it for effecting distribution, the " dead or
used type being dealt with by another machine through which the
paper strip was run in the reverse direction. This quality, however,
was not so valuable as it might appear at first sight, since any
correction, however simple, of necessuy made the prorated paper
ineffectual as a guide in distribution. TheThome machine, exhibited
in the Paris Exhibition of 1878, was a development of the
principle of a rotating disk, but the types, which were contained in a
vertical cylinder, were selected by touching keys in the ordinary
manner. When liberated they fell upon a rotating table, whence
they were deflected by a finger upon a travelling band and deli-

vered into the compcaing race. The American Simplex machine
resembles the Thome very closely. The Wicks composing machine,
again, adopts a different principle from both the above groups.
The types are ejected upon a straight race set at an angle of 45*.
Thus each has to travel a different distance from the other—

a

result which the inventors of the Dekambre group of machines
were at pains to avoid; and when several keys are struck together
•o as to give a combination like " and," the several types delivered
to the race follow each other in proper succession to the point of
assembly, the letter whose key is nearest to the left side of the key-
board preceding those whose keys are more to the right.

The Paige composing, justifying and distributing machine

—

an American inventwn—is one of the most remarkable pieces of
mechanism ever put together. It contains 18,000 parts, and the
patent specifications form an imposing volume. It u operated by
keys in the ordinary way, but automatic mechanism advances the
ejected letters in words^ spaces them and inserts the lines in the

galley " with " leads " if desired ; at the same time other mechanism
automatically distributes dead matter and refills the tubes which
contain the supplies of types. Two machines were made, and are
said to have done good work, but the cost of construction and the
complicated nature of the mechanism made the apparatus im-
practicable commercially, and the two that were made are now on
view as mechanical curiosities, the one in the Columbia Institute
and the other in Cornell University. The Paige machine dbpensed
with the guide-plate of the Delcambre group, the letters being
ejected on a plane along which a driver passed at intervals and
swept the type into a receiving race on the left of the machine.
The Dow composing* and justifying machine, a later American
invention, adopts tms chanctenstic of the Paige, but has two
drivers meeting at the centre of the plane which receives the letters.

The types having been swept to the centre by these, a vertical

driver forces them downwards into a vertical receiver. When a
line has been set a justifying key u touched, the vertical line passes
to a horiaontal position, and is driven forwards to a point where
apparatus measures it, and having removed temporaiy brass q>aces
replaces them with others selected from a senes 01 ten different

thicknesses.

DistribuHmtMaekines.—^There are two main classes of distributing

marhincs. One, which is exemplified .by the Delcambre or the

Fig. 8.~Nick System of Distribution (Simplex Machine).

IMODERN

Frtser machine, is operated by a keyboird; the compositor strikes
the keys corresponding to the letters of the printed matter he wishes
to distribute^ and thus opens gates through which the types raiss
and find their way down a ffuide-plate to their proper tubes. The
other comprises a number 01 machines which agree m requiring the
type to be specially nicked for their use. Each tvpe has its own
particular combination of nicks, and the receptacles in.which the
type is collated are provided at their entrances with wards corre-
sponding to these nicks, so that each type can only enter the one
receptacle for which its nicks are arranged (fig. 8). In some cases,
as in the Empire and the Dow, the distnoutor is a separate machine;
in others, as the Thome and the Simplex, it is combined with the
composing machine in such a way that the two work simultaneously.

Ltnotyfe.—An enormous amount of ingenuity has been expended
on the Linotype, which was developed into a practical machine by

Fig. 9.—Diagram of Linotype Machine.

Ottmar Mergenthaler, of Baltimore, though two of its <

the solid bar of type and the wedge space—were invented by others,

the former by T. W. Smith, of the Caslon Foundry, and the latter

by Jacob W. Schuckers, of Washington. The folbwing will give a
general idea. of its working: In the magazine A (fix. 9)»n a series

of matrices, formed with the characters in intaglio on one edg<^
which are discharged by gates, operated from the keyboard D into
the chutes E, and thence upon the travelling belt F; this delivers

them upon a revolving pusher wheel by whKh <hey are set up ia

proper order in the assembler block G. Above the assembler block
IS a space magazine, and from this the space key T releases a space
bar, when desired, which drops into place in the line. As the
matrices are forced into the assembler block they move to the left

against the resistance of a sliding abutment, thus being held com-
pactly in place in the line. As soon as a complete line is set upw
the compositor operates a hand lever by which the assembler bkick
and matrices are raised to the level of a horizontal slide, where the
line is grasped between two jaws and carried to the left, and lowered
into position opposite the mouth of the mould whed K. Here the
justification of the line is effected by means of an upwardly moving
plunger which drives the wedge-shaped spaces, seen in ^. 10, into
the line, and thus expands it to the exact length required. The
matrices are then locked firmly in a vice with the characters opposite
the mouth of the mould. At this time the pump plunger w the
melting pot M (fig. 9) is forced downwards by mechanism actuated
by suitable cams on the driving shaft, and a jet of molten type
metal is ejected into the mould and against the characters on the
matrices, thus casting the bar or " slug." The cast bar is next
forced, by a revolution of the wheel K, between a pair of knives, by
which it IS trimnned, and into a galley, where it b pushed along by
a packer arm and placed beside its fellows in a column ready for use.

It is next necessary to distribute the matrices to the magazines,
in order that the operation of the machine may be carried on con-
tinuously. The matrices and spaces are mised from the vice and
brought opposite a bar R, which carries on its under side a series

of undercut ribs corresponding to the teeth which are shown at the
edges of the V-shaped notch in the top of the matrices

{6f.
10) and

the matrices are pushed on to this bar ao as to be wuspaaaed by the
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They are next pushed ttill farther towards the rififit of the

ine into a box having ribs engagins the notches, in the side of
the matrices, but with downwardly inclined grooves crossing these
machine into a box ha'ving ribs engaging the notches, ui the side of
the matrices, but with downwardly inclined grooves crossing these
ribs, by which the shoulders at the upper end of the space bars

are allowed to descend, and
the spaces are thus dropped
out (» line and fall through
a chute into the space-box
from which they originally

came. The matrices are
pushed still farther to the
rieht. where their teeth
slide along the distributor
bar T. being carried by
two screws which engage
opposite sides of the ma-
trices and keep them sepa-
rated so that they hang
loosely from the distributor
bar. The ribs of the
distributor bar are so ar-
ranged as to support each
matrix by one or more
pairs of teeth until It

arrives opposite the mouth
Fig. lO.—Line of Matriceswith Spaces, of its own magazine chan-

nel, where they are inter-

rupted in such a manner that the matrix is unsupported and drops
into the magazine for further use. It will thus be apparent that
there is a constant circulation of the matrices through tne machine,
and the composing of one line, the casting of another and the distribu-
tion of a third are all carried on at the same time, which adds greatly
to the speed of the operation. The machine may be fitted with double
masasine. which with double-letter matrices gives 360 characters
or tour faces ready for use, or even with three magazines, which
provide for 540 characters or six faces, the movement of a hand
lever bringing the de«red magazine into use.

LamtoH Monotype.—In the Lanston apparatus there are two
distinct machines, a ribbon-punching machine and a type<a8t-
ing and composing machine. The first of these is a small device
fesembltng a typewriter, having a number of keys, 257 m all, corre-
sponding to au the characters used in a fount of type, with some
additions representing certain movements to be performed by the
composing machine. These keys, when deprened, admit com-
pressed air to a plunger or combination of two plungers working
punches, whereby perforations are nuade in a strip of paper fed step
by step through the machine. Most of the keys make two perfora-
tions, though some a single one only. These perforstions stand in a

transverse line across the
strip, as shown in fig. 11,
and their rebtive position
in the line varies with the
particular key operated.
At the end of each word a
spacing key b struck, and
suitable perforations are
made in the strip, and as
the end of a line is

neared, a bell rings to warn
the operator, who, by
looking at a fine scaleing

fadnghim on the machine,
u enabled to see how many
units of space remain to
be filled, and can then
detemiine whether another
word or syllable can be set

up. If not, it then be-
comes necessary to provide
proper spaoe-type to Jus-
tifx or fill out the Hne,
which is done by increasing

Fig. II.—Perforated Strip.

space-tvpes already pro-
vided (or in the proix>rtion
which the number of units
of space still vacant in the

line bears to the number of space-types which the line contains. For
example, if there are ten space-types and ^ of an inch of space

remains to be filled, each space-type must be incieased in thkkness
just tis ^yf ><> i^l^ completely to fill the line. It is not necessary,

however, for the operator to make this cakrulation, for he has only

to consult the scale provided for this purpose, and is referred at once
to the proper keys to punch the justifying perforations in the strip.

Each tune the space key is depressed a pomtcr rises one step against

a cylindrical scale placed vertically in front of the machine, and
when the operator has finished setting a line he presses a special

Icey which causes the ^linder to rotate until it automatically stops

with the required numoer at the end of the pointer. This number
is an the form i. and to complete the justification of the line the

operator has only fb depress the appropriate keys in the top two
rows of the keyboard, in this case No. 3 of the top row and No. 4
of the second.
The ribbon thus prepared in the punching machine b used to

control all the movements of the casting or composing machine.
The matrices for making the type faces are formed 10 a pbte about

2 in, square, and any character is broi^t opposite the casting point
y the movement on the matrix-carrier in two directions, or rather

by the resultant of two such independent movements. As the
perforations for controlling the galley movements and those for
lustif^ing the line are necessarily macw after the others in the per-
loratmg; machine^ and these operations must be provided for in the
composing machine before the line b set up, the btter machine b
so organized that the ribbon b passed through and the types are
set in the revene order to that in which the strip was pundiea. The
perforated ribbon b wound from one wheel oft to another, pasans
over the edge of a tracker board in which there are a number ot

holes corresponding to those which may occur in the ribbon, and
each of these holes communicates by a tube with a small pbton
which controb some device for perf<mning xxat of the various opera-
tions of the machine. As the ribbon passes over the tracker board,
a jet <^ comprised air passes to the appropriate operating device
whenever a nbbon perforation or any combination ofthem coincides
with the proper holes. The two perforatk>ns on each transverse
line control two stop pins which limit the movements of the matrix-
carrier to bringing the proper matrix to the casting-point, while the

perforations set in motion devices which <_ ,^ ^ open the space
mould to cast space type of the exact size to effect the properJustifi-
cation of the line, and the galley perforation starts the (ceding
device which moves the galley for the next line of type. The matrix-
carrier may be readily removed and another carding a different

style or size of type substituted therefor.

In modem printing it b often the case that the printing

surface actually used in the press (see Punting) b not the

original forme of type, whether consbting of separate type set

up by machine or by hand, or of Linotype slugs, but a repro-

duction of it made by electrotyping or by stereotyping. Of
these two processes the former b the slower and the more costly,

but it produces the better results, since electrotyped pbtcs

are capable of yielding a brger number of sharp impressions

than are stereotypes.

Ekctrotypini.—ln maldng an electrotype, a moulding composition
consisting mainly of wax with a little blacklead, b poured when
molten into a shallow metal tray, and, when it has set, its surface

b brushed over with bUcklead and polished. An impression of

the forme, which b also blackleadcd, b next Uken in the wax while

it is still warm, often by the aid of a hydraulic press, and the mould
thus dstained, after being separated from the forme, undergoes a
process of buildint up, which consists of dropping heated wax upon
those portions which require to be more deeply sunk in the finished

type, that b. upon those places where ** whites " are to appear in

tne print. Tlie face of the finished mould b then carefully covered
with blacklead, which b a conductor of electricity, and the whole b
immersed in an electrotyping bath, where copper b deposited on
the blackbaded portions by means of 'the current from a Smee's
battery or a dynamo machine. When the deposit, or skeU, b
sufficiently thick, it b disengaged from the wax mould, baclwd with
a metal which resembles type-metal but contains a larger proportion

of lead, and trimmed and pbned. For use in rotary presses curved
electrotypes may be produced.

SUrtotypini.—TYie great advantage of stereotyping b In con-
nexion with the production of newspapers, where the desideratum
b the printing off of a large number of cofnes in a short time. For
this purpose, m the first puce, rotary machines must be employed,
and stereotyiring affords a ready means of obtaining curved printing

surfaces to fit tneir cylinders. It is true that stereotyping b not

absolutely necessary for rouiy printing, since it has oeen found
possible to print from movabw type damped on the cylinders in

curved frames known as "turtles." But to set up duplicate

formes of type is impracticable, and, therefore, thb device does not

permit the utilization of more than one press. Herein lies the

second great advantage of stereotyping, for it enables the printer

to obtain as many repucas of each forme as he desires, and thus not

only to employ a number of machines simultaneously, but also to

each of them with several duplicates of the same forme.

as b required in the bter developments of high-speed
*

*

by ir• The first attempt at making stereotypes was by means of 1

day into which, after it had been impressed with the type and baked,

molten type metal was poured; but this method did not yield a
curved plate. Later the day was repbced by papier-mtch^, whirh

being flexible can be bent to the required shape, Thb papier-

mftcM. known as fiang and composed of several sheets of paper

united by a paste capable of withstanding a high temperature

without burning, b moistened and bid over the forme of type, into

which it b well pressed either by beating with a long-handled brush

or, according to the more modem and expeditious method, by being

passed throu^ a mouldiog press. The flong b next dried, for wbtdi
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purpose it is either placed with the type in a heated chamber covered
with blanket^ which absorb the moisture, or is removed from the
type and heated separately. Sometimes these two methods are
used in combination; processes have also been devised for pressing
the flong dry upon tiie type, when subsequent drying becomes
unnecessary. For casting a plate the matrix thus prepared is

fastened in a casting mould or box curved to the circumference of
•the cylinder of the press, and molten stereo-metal (a softer form of
type-metal) is poured upon it. During this process the box stands
upright, but while the matrix b being placed in position it lies

horizontally, a swivel mounting enabling it to be readily turned.
After time has been allowed for solidification, the cast is taken out.
stripped from the matrix and adjusted on a " finishing saddle,
where a machine cuts off the superfluous metal from its upper end
and forms a bevel by which it can be clamped on the press. It is

then placed face downwards in another machine which shaves out
and smooths its interior surface, and finally it is set face upwards,
while men with chisels remove protruding pieces of metal that might
take ink and print.

Up to the end of the 19th centuiy the general method of stereo-
typing was as outlined above, though of course there were variations
in different establishments. The time required to produce a plate,

as distinct from making the matrix, was about i or i ) minute, and the
process was expensive in labour since it reauired the employment
of half-a-dozen men. This time may seem snort enough, but when
Elates are needed by the score, as may be the case with a paper
aving a large circulation, the delay entailed by the preparation

of the whole number by this method becomes of serious importance.
Means were therefore sought to reduce it by the adoption of auto-
matic mechanism. In the Autoplate machine, invented in America
by Henry A. Wise Wood, and firvt used by the New York Herald
in 1900, the operation of castinjg is performed automatically from the
time the matrix is put in position until the finished plate is ready
to be placed on the printing prc^s, and from a single matrix four
plates \ in. thick, or seven or eight i in. thick, can be produced
every minute, by the aid of three men only. The casting is done
against a horizontal cylinder or core, the interior of which is cooled
by water. Below it is a frame or " back " carrying the matrix.
This back has an up and down movement of about six inches, and
when it is in its topmost position there b a semicircular space
between it and the core equal in length, breadth and tmckness to
the plate which has to be cast. Molten metal having been injected
into this space by a pump, there is apause of a few seconds to permit
of solidification, and then the back f^Is, bringing away the matnXwith
it. Immcdbtely afterwards the cylinder makes a half turn, and pre-
sents what was previously its upper half to the matrix for another
cast. The first cast b talcen with it as it turns, and b then pushed
along from the top of the core against two rotating saws which trim
its edges. Next it comes under a shaving arch, where it pauses while
its interior surface b smoothed to proper thickness, and finally water
is directed against its back, to cool it without wetting^ its printing
face. The Junior Autoplate b a simpler machine which does not
Eerform so many operations. In it the castine core is vertical, not
orizontal, but the matrix b still automatically stripped from the

plate, the casts are made alternately on the two halves of the
cylinder, and as one plate b being removed another b being cast.

The machine also automatically cuts off the sprue which is left on the
top of the plate as it stands in the casting box. About three

Slates a minute are produced, but they are not delivered completely
nished, and have to undergo several further operations before they

are ready to be placed on the press. The Double Junior consists
of two Junior Autoplates served from a common melting-oot, and
its capacity is six plates a minute, with two matrices; and another
machine, the Autoshaver, has been devised which can shave, cool
and deliver that number of plates automatically, no labour being
required except to take the plate from the casting marhine and
place it on the Autoshaver.
See Practical Printinf^, L^y John Southward and ArLhtir Fovrell

[^th ed., London, IQOI'K Modern Ptintinw, by John Snufhv^ird
JLondon, 1898); The Amcrkon Handbook of Prinhne, by EdEinmd
r.Gress (New York, 1907) : Hisi^rj oj Cism fusing Matlinfi, by [ohni.._ _ ,.^_

S. Thompson (Chicago, 1904); Tratti df la typotrapkir. ^"' I'l
Foumier Uth ed., Pari^^ i*Kii4); *' Type Ca^tttiF and '

ii

Machines, by L. A. Lrgrofi^ Proc. tnsL M^k. Ef\:: Q

1908) ;
'* Modem Stereotypy jini the Mcchanic& ai the ^ . , . . , r,"

by Henry A. Wise Wood, Jmmt. Franklin Iruir Uliii^at^lphia,

1910). a.So.:H.M.R.)

Tfk, the Scandinavian god of battle. He b not a prominent
figure in Northern mythology, for even in this spedal capacity

he is overshadowed by Odin, and there axe hardly any traces

of worship being paid to him. Among other Teutonic peoples,

however, he seems at one time to have been a deity of consider-

able importance. In Anglo-Saxon he was called TI (Tt, Tiig,

gen. Tiwes, whence " Tuesday ") and equated with the Roman
Mars. He is also identified with the German god mentioned
more than once by Tacitus, as well as in inscriptions, by the name
Mais. His Teutonic name b the same as the word for " god "

in several other Indo-European languages (e.;. Lat. iheus, Lith.
divas, Skr. devas), and even in Old Norse the plural ititar)

was still used in the same sense. (See Teutonic Peoples
§ Rdigum, ad fin,) (H. M. C.)
TYRANT (Gr. rfpoyiot, master, ruler), a tenn applied in

modem times to a ruler of a crud and oppressive character.
Thb use b, however, based on a complete misapprehension of

the application of the Greek word, which implied nothing more
than unconditional sovereignty. Such rulers are not, as is often
supposed, confined to a single period, the 7ih and 6th centuries
B.C. (the so-called " Age of the Tyrants ") of Greek history,
but appear sporadically at all times, and are frequent in the later

dty-sUtes of the Greek worid. The use of the term " tyrant

"

m the bad sense is due largely to the ultra-constitutionalists of
the 4th century in Athens, to whom the democracy of Pericles
was the ideal of government. Thtis the government which
Lysander set up in Athens at the dose of the Peloponnesian War
b called that of the " Thirty TyranU " (see Critxas). The same
term is applied to those Roman generals (really x8) who usurped
authority locally under Gallienus.

TYRA5, a colony of Miletus, probably founded about 600 B.c,
sitxiated some 10 m. from the mouth of the Tyras River
(Dniester). Of no great importance in early times, in the 2nd
century B.a it fcU under the dominion of native kings whose
names appear on its coins, and it was destroyed by the Getae
about 50 B.C. In aj>. 56 it seems to have been restored by the
Romans and henceforth formed part of the province of Lower
Moesia. There exists a series of its coins with heads of emperors
from Domitian to Alexander Severus. Soon after the time ol
the latter it was destroyed by the (joths. Its government was
in the hands of five archons,a senate, a popular assembly and a
registrar. The types of its coins suggest a trade in wheat, wine
and fish. The few inscriptions are also mostly concerned with
trade. Its remains are scanty, as its site has been covered by
the great medieval fortress of Monocastro or Akkerman (g.v.).

See E. H. Minns, Scytlnans and Creeks (Cambridge, i^) ; V. V.
Latyshev, Inscriptiones Orae SepUntrumalis PonH Euxint. vol. L

(E. H. M.)
TYRCONNELU RICHARD TALBOT, Eaxl [Titulak Dxtke]

or (1630-1691), Irish Jacobite, came of an andent An^o-Nor-
man family, the Jalbots of Malahide. His father. Sir WiUiam
Talbot (d. 1633), was a Roman Catholic lawyer and politician of
note. His broUier Peter was Roman Catholic archbishop of
Dublin. Richard Talbot served as a royalist during the Great
Rebellion. He was present in Drogheda (Tredah) when it was
stormed by Cromwdl on the 3rd of September 1647, and was
one of the few members of the garrison who escaped from the
massacre; he fled to Spain. He then Uved like many other
royalist refugees, partly by casual military service, but also by
acting as a subordinate agent in plots to upset the Common-
wealth and murder Cromwell. He was arrested in London in

November 1655 and was examined by CromwdL Once more
he escaped, but it was said by his enemies that he was bribed by
the Protector, with whom one of his brothers was certainly in
correspondence. After the Restoration he had a place in the
household of the duke of York (James II.). He was activdy
engaged in an infamous intrigue to ruin the character of Anne
Hyde, the duke's wife, but continued in James's employment
and saw some service at sea in the naval wars with the Dutch.
He accumulated money by acting as agent for. Irish Roman
Catholics who sought to recover their coi^scated property. He
was arrested in connexion with the Popish Plot agitation in 1678,

but was allowed to go into exile. He returned just before the

death of Charles II., and during the rdgn of James II. he was the

chief agent of the king's policy in Irdand. He was appointed

commander-in-chief and created eari of Tyrconnell in 1685.

The duty assigned him was to create a Roman Catholic army
which might 1^ used to coerce England. In February 1687 he
was appointed lord deputy, and b^ame the dvil as wdl as the

militaiy governor of Irdand. Tyrconnell, who foresaw the

revolution in England, entered into intrigues for handing Ireland

over to the king of France in order to secure the interest of his
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fdlow Roman Catholics. For a time he made a pretence of

protecting the Protestants, but when the revolution of 1688

occurred in England be threw himself, after some hesitation,

Into the struggle against William III., and when James fled to

France Tyrconnell was left as his representative. When
William raised the siege of Limerick, Tyrconnell went over to

France to seek help, and after his return (January 1691) he was
little more than a spectator of the military operations. When
be did act it was to thwart the French General St Ruth and his

own countryman Sarsfield. He became so unpopular that he

was compelled to retire to Limerick, where he died of apoplexy

on the X4th of August 1691. Ln 1689 King James created him
duke of Tyrconnell, but the title was recognized only by the

Jacobites.

TYRCONNELL (Tir-Conaill), an ancient kingdom of Ireland.

Conall Gulban, a soq of Niail of the Nine Hostages, king of

Ireland, acquired the wild territory in the north-west of Ulster

(the modem Co. Donegal, &c.), and founded the kingdom
about the middle of the 5th century. Of the several branches

of his family, the O'Connells, O'Cannanans and O'Dohertys

may be mentioned. The kings of Tyrconnell maintained their

position until 107 1.

TTRB (Phoen. and Hebr. b.tb -"rock." Assyr. $urru,

Egypt. Dara, Early Lat. Sana), the most famous city of Phoe-

nicia. It is now represented by the petty town of Sur (about

S,ooo inhabitants), built round the harbour at the north end of a

peninsula, which till the time of Alexander's siege was an island,

without water or vegetation. The mole which he constructed

has been widened by deposits of sand, so that the ancient island

u now connected with the mainland by a tongue of land a quarter

of a mile broad. The greatest length of the former island, from

north to south, b about | m. and its area about 142 acres. The
researches of Renan have refuted the once popular idea that a
great part of the original island has disappeared by natural

convulsions, though he believes that the remains of a submerged

wall at the south end indicate that about 1 5 additional acres were

once reclaimed and have been again lost. On this narrow site

Tyre was built; its 25,000 inhabitants were crowded into many-
storeyed houses loftier than those of Rome; and yet place was
found not only for the great temple of Melqarth with its courts,

but for docks and warehouses, and for the purple factories, which

in Roman times made the town an unpleasant place of residence

(Strabo xvi. 2, 25). In the Roman period the population

occupied a strip of the opposite mainland, including Palaetyrus.

Pliny {Nai. Hist. v. 19) gives to the whole city, continental

and insular, a compass of 19 Roman miles; but this account

must be received with caution. In Strabo's time the island was
still the city, and Palaetyrus on the mainland was distant 30
stadia; modem research, however, indicates an extensive line

of suburbs rather than one mainland city that can be identified

with Palaetyrus. This name was given by the Greeks to the

settlement on the coast under the mistaken impression that it

was more ancient than that on the island; the Assyr. Usku,

frequently mentioned in the Amama letters, makes it probable

that Usu or Uzu was the native name. Owing to the paucity

of Phoenician remains the topography of the town and its

eurzoundings is still obscure. The present harbour is certainly

the Sidonian port, though it Is not so large as it once was; the

other andent harbour, the Egyptian port, has disappeared, and

is supposed by Renan to have hiin on the south side of the island,

and to be now absorbed in the isthmus. The most important

ruins are those of the cathedral, with its magnificent columns

of xose-coloured granite, now prostrate. The present building

IS asNgned by De Vogiii to the second half of the 12th century,

but t^ colunms may have belonged to the 4th-century church

of Paulinus (Euseb. H.E. x. 4). The water-supply of ancient

Tyre came from the powerful springs of Ras-al 'Ain (see Aque-
duct) on the mainland, one hour south of the city, where there

are still remarkable reservoirs, in connexion with which curious

survivals of Adonis worship have been observed by travellers.

Tyre was still an important city and an almost impregnable

fortress under the Arab Empire. From X124 to 1291 it was a

stronghold of the crusaders, and Saladin himself besieged it in

vain. After the fall of Acre the Christians deserted the place,

which was then destroyed by the Moslems. The present town
has arisen since the Motftwila (Metiwila or Mutiwileh) occupied

the district in 1766.

The roost important references to Tyre in the Bible are 1 Kings v.,

vii.. ix.; Is. xxiii.; Am. i. 9 scq.; Ezelc xxvi.-xxviii. ; 3 Mace. iv.

18 sqq.; Mark iiL 8, vtt. 24 aqq.; Matt. xi. 21 aeq. (and parallels)

;

Acts xii. 20. Cf. also Joshua xix. 39: 2 Sam. xxiv. 7*. Ezn iiL 7:
Nch. xiii. 16; Ps. xlv. 12, Ixxxiii. 7, ixxxvii. 4. For the history of
Tyre see Phoenicia. See also Renan. Atission de Pktnicie (1864);
Pietachmann, Cesck. der PkOnitier (1889). 61-72: F. jeremias.
Tyrus bis sur Zeit Ntbukadnesars (i8qi); H. Winckler, AUor.
Forsckunien, ii. 65 sqq. ; A. Socin in Baedeker. Pal. u. Syrien,

(W. R.S.;G.A.C.»)

. TYREB, an island of the Inner Hebrides, Aigyllshire, Scot-

land. Pop. (1901), 3193. It is situated fully 2 m. S.W. of

Coll, the isle of Gunna lying in the channel between the two
islands, and has an extreme length from north-east to south-

west of neariy 12 m. and a breadth varying from | m. to 4I m.
Caman Mor (460 ft.) is the highest point; there are several

lakes. On the south-western point of Balephuill Bay are

ruins of St Patrick's temple, besides duns and ancient chapels.

Steamera call from Oban reguhirly at the small harbour of

Scarinish. SKEUtYvoRE, a k>nely rock in the Atlantic, 14 m.
iouth-west, belonp to the parish of Tyree. The massive
lighthouse, which Alan Stevenson erected in 1833-1843, was
constnicted of granite from the quarries of Hynish at the south-

eastern extremity of Tyree.

TYRONE, EARLS OF. The earldom of Tyrone was first

conferred by Henry VIII. in 1542 on Conn Bacach O'Neill,

and was forfeited in 1614 when an act of atuinder was passed

against his grandson Hugh, 2nd earl (more strictly 3rd earl,

for his brother Brien was for some years dt jure holder of the

title though never recognised as such), the famous rebel who
fled from Ireland with the earl of Tyrconnell in 1607 (see

O'Neill). Descendants of the ist earl in Spain continued to

style themselves earls of Tyrone till the death early in the i8th

century of Owen O'Neill, grandson of Owen Roe O'Neill. In

1673 Richard Power, 6th Baron t« Power and Coroghmore,
governor of Waterford, was created viscount of Decies and
earl of Tyrone, being succeeded in these titles by his two sons

successively, on the death of the younger of whom in 1704 they

became extinct. A daughter of this last earl married Sir

Marcus Beresford, Bart., of Coleraine^ Co. Deny, in 17 17; and
in 1720 Beresford was created Baron Beresford and Viscount

of Tyrone: In 1746 he was further created earl of Tyrone,

and after, his death in 1763 his widow became in 1767 Baroness

La Poer in her own right. The only surviving son of this

marriage inherited the titles of both his parents, all of which

were in the peerage of Ireland, and in 1786 he was created

a peer of Great Britain as Baron Tyrone of Haverfordwest in

the county of Pembroke; three years later he was created

marquess of Waterford, with which dignity the earldom of

Tyrone has remained conjoined.

TYRONE, a county of Ireland in the province of Ulster,

bounded N. and W. by Donegal, N.E. by Londonderry, E. by
Lough Neagh and Armagh and S. by Monaghan and Fermanagh.

The area is 806,658 acres or about 1260 sq. m. The surface is

for the most part hilly, rising into mountains towards the

north and south, but eastward towards Lough Neagh it declines

into a level plain. Running along the north-eastern boundary

with Londonderry are the ridges of the Sperrin Mountains
(Sawel, 3340 ft., and Meenard, 2061 ft.). Farther south there

is a range of k>wer hills, and Mullagheam, north-east of Omagh,
reaches 1778 ft. South of Clogher a range of hills, reaching

1355 ft. in Slieve Beagh, forms the boundary between Tyrone

and Monaghan. On each side of the Moume River near Omagh
rise the two picturesque hills Bessy Bell and Mary Gray. The
Foyle forms a small portion of the westem boundary of the

county, and receives the Mouroe, which flows northward by

Newton Stewart. The principal tributaries of the Moume
are the Strule (constituting its upper waters), the Derg from
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Lough Derg, ftnd the Owenkillew, flowing westward from Fir

Mountain. The Blackwater rises near Fivemiletown and
forms part of the south-eastern boundary of the county with
Monaghan and Armagh. With the exception of Lough Neagh,
bounding the county on the east, the lakes are small, also

few in number. Lough Pea is picturesquely situated in the

north-west, and there are several small lakes near Newtown
Stewart.

Ceo^cv.—The Sperrin Mountains in the north connst of ordinary
" Dalradian " mica schistft, covered mostly with grass. Lower
Carboniferous Sandstone occurs as an outlier oetwcen the mountains
and Strabane. The relation of the northern schists to the sneissic

and " green rock " axis that forma the central moorland d Tyrone
is obscure; intrusions of granite have evidently coarsenea the
structure of this axis. Ancient perlitic rhyolites occur among
the " green rocks " on its northern flank. Oraagh lies on Low^
Carboniferous Sandstone, which, fringed by Old Red Sandstone,
stretches west from the town to the county boundary; biit the
Dalradian schists appear continuously south of this from Omagh
to Lack in Co. Fermanagh. A great mass oi Old Red Sandstone,
rising in long ranges of hills, occupies most of the south of the
county, resting on Silurian shales at Pomeroy. Lower Carboni-
ferous sandstone and limestone occur on the south flank of this

upland, and extend over its east end to Cookstown. At Slieve
Beagh in the extreme south Upper Carboniferous sandstones and
shales are reached, and from Coalisland to Dungannon true Coal
Measures appear. This coalfield includes one fine seam 9 ft. thick
at Coalisland; less important coals occur in the Millstone Grit
series at Dungannon. Though much denuded before Triassic times,
the field doubtless continues eastward under the Triassic sandstone
that stretches towards Lough Neagh. The pale clays, probably
Pliocene, of the southern shore of the lake cover the flat land east
of Coalisland, and are several hundred feet thick. North of Stewarts-
town, near TuUaghoge, a very small patch of Magnesian limestone
contains Permian marine fossils: and, farther north, the county
includes part of the basaltic plateaus, protecting Chalk, which
extend away into Co. Londonderry. The GU^ial epoch has
left immense deposits of gravel and long eskers throughout the
county. These are esDccially conspicuous north of Pomeroy.
Fire-clay is raised from the collieries at Coalisland; but coal-mining
here awaits exploration on the east.

Industries.—^The hilly districts are unsuitable for tillage; but in

the lower regions the soil is remarkably fertile, and agriculture
M generally practised after improved methods, the county in this

respect being in advance of most parts of Ireland. The excellent

pasturage of the hilly districts supports a large number of young
cattle. The proportion of tillage to pasture is roughly as i to If.

Oats, potatoes and turnips are the pnncipal crops. The cultivation
of flax, formerly an important industry, has greatly deteriorated.
Poultry-keeping is a growing industry. There are manufactures
of linens and coarse woollens (including blankets) ; brown earthen-
ware, chemicals, whisky, soap and candles are also made. There
are a few breweries and distilleries, and several flour and meal mills.

But for the lack of enterprise the coal and iron might aid in the
development of a considerable manufacturing industry.

Branches of the Great Northern railway from Portadown
(Co. Armagh) and Dungannon in the south-east, and from
Enniskillen (Co. Fermanagh) and Fintona. unite at Omagh,
whence a line proceeds north by Newtown Stewart and Strabane
to Londonderry. From Dungannon a branch runs north to Cooks-
town, where it )oins a branch of the Northern Counties (Midland)
railway. From Victoria Bridge on the Londonderry line the
Castlederg light railway serves that town. The south of the county
is served by the Clogher Valley light railway. Water communica-
tion includes Lough Neagh, and the Blackwater entering it, and
navigable to Moy. whence the Ulster canal skirts the boundary of

the county with Co. Armagh to Caledon. ^The Foyle is navigable
to Strabane.

PopulatioH.^The population (i 50,567^in xgoi) shows a
decrease among the most serious of Irish county populations,

and emigration is heavy. About 55% of the inhabitants are
Roman Catholics, 32% Protestant Episcopalians and iq%
Presbyterians; about 90% constitute the rural population

The chief towns are Strabane (pop. 5033), Omagh (the county
town, 4789), Dungannon (3694), Cookstown (3531) and Newtown
Stewart (1062). The county comprises 8 baronies. Two
county members and 3 for each of the boroughs of Augher.
Clogher, Dungannon and Strabane were returned to the Irish

parliament; after the Union the county returned a members
to parliament, the borough of Dungannon also returning i;

but in 18S5 Dungannon was disfranchised and the county
arranged in four divisions—east, mid, north and south—each
reluming one member. Assizes are held at Omagh and quarter-

sessions at Ck>gher, Cbbkstown. Dungannon, Oma^ aad
Strabane.

History.—Tyrcnt became a principality of one of the sons
of Niall of the Nine Hostages in the 5th century, and from his
name—Eogan—was called Tir Eogan, gradually altered to
Tyrone. From Eogan were descended the O'Neals or O'Nctlb
and their numerous septs. The family had their chief seal at
Dungannon until the reign of Elixabeth, when it was burned
by Hugh O'Neill to prevent it falling into the hands. of Lord^
Mountjoy. The earldom of Tyrone had been conferred by
Henry VIII. on Conn O'Neill, but on his death, when the
earldom should have descended to his heir Matthew, baron of
Dungannon, another son, Shane, was proclaimed chief wriih

the consent of the people. Shane maintained a contest with
English authority, but his last-remaining forces were completely
defeated near the river Foyle in May 1567, and shortly after-
wards he was himself kOled. Tyrone was one of the counties
formed at Sir John Perrot's shiring of the unreformed pans
of Ulster; but his work was interrupted by the rising of Hugh
O'Neill in 1596. During the insurrection of 1641 Charlemont
Fort and Dungannon were captured by Sir Phelim O'Neill,
and in 1645 the parliamentary forces under CaeneraT Munro
were signally defeated by Owen Roe O'Neill at Benburb. At
the Revolution the county was for a long time in the possession
of the forces of James II.

Raths are scattered over every district of the county. There is
a large cromlech near Newtown Stewart, another at TamUght
near Coagh and another a mile above Castlederg. At Kiloieulie
near Dungannon are two stone circles. There are some ruins of
the ancient castle of the O'Neills, near Benburb: mention may
also be made of the ruins of the castles of Newtown Stewart.
Dungannon, Strabane 'and Ballygawley.

TYRONE, a borough of Blair county, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.,
about 15 ro. N.E. of Altoona, on the Little Juniata river, a
small tributary of the Juniata river. Pop. (1910) 7176.
Tyrone is served by the main line and three short branches of
the Pennsylvania railway (which has repair shops here), and is

connected with Altoona by an electric line. The borough is

situated about 910 ft. above sea-level, in an agricultural acwl
lumbering region, and there are deposits of limestone in the
vicinity. It t9 a distributing point for the Clearfield coal
region to the northward. At the village of Birmingham. 3 m.
east, is a school for girls (founded 1853; incorporated 1907).
Tyrone was laid out as a village in 1851, and was incorporated

as a borough io 1857.

TYRRELL, OEOROB (1861-1909), Irish divine, was bom in
Dublin on the 6th of February x86i, and came of a family noted
for iu intellectual distinction. He was educated under Dr
Benson at Rathmines School and entered Trinity College in
1878. He was greatly influenced by the writings of Cardinal
Newman, and early in 1879 entered the Roman Catholic Church.
In 1880 he joined the Society of Jesus and passed his novitiate

at Manresa and other houses of the order, becoming teacher

of philosophy at Stonyhurst. He had a keen sympathy with
the difficulties experienced by the ordinary lay mind in trying

to reconcile the conservative element in Catholicism with the
principle of development and growth, and in The Faith of the

Millions, Hard Sayings and Nova et Vetera he attempts) to

clear them away. His writings have been described as " apolo-

getic in intention, meditative in method and mystical in

substance," and Tyrrell himself certainly combined in a wonder-
ful way the judicial and the enthusiastic types of character.

Besides the influence of Newman, the friendship and work of

Robert Dolling made a great impression on him, and as he
admitted, saved him from being contented with a merely

academic and ecclesiastical type of religion. Tyrrell privately

circuited among his friends writings in which he drew a clear

line of distinction between religion as a life and theology as

the incomplete interpreution of that life. One of these, the

Letter to a Professor of Anthropology, was translated without

his knowledge into ItaUan, and extracts from it were published

in the Corriere della Sera of Milan in January 1906. For at
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lesist dght yean before this he had been more or leas in con-

flict with the authorities of his order, through his sympathy
with *' modernist " views, but the publication of this letter

(a.fterwards issued by Tyrrell as A Muck Abused Letter) brought

about his expulsion from the order in February 1906. " The
conflict," he wrote, " such as it is, is one of opinion and ten-

dencies, not of persons; it is the result of mental and moral

necessities created by the antitheses with which the Church is

wrestling in this period of transition." Tyrrell found no bishop

to give him an ecclesiastical status and a celebret, and he never

regained these privileges. In July 1907 the Holy Office pub-

lished its decree condemning certain modernist propositions,

and in September the pope issued his encyclical Pascendi Gregis.

Tyrrell's criticism of this document appeared in The Times on

the 30th of September and the xst of October, and led to

his virtual excommunication from the Church. In the few

years that remained to him he gave himself with patience

and dignity to the work of his life. He had already published

Lex crandi^ insisting that the true interpretation of the

creed is determined by its prayer value, and in 1906 he

wrote Lex credendi. This was followed by Through Scylia

and Charybdis, in which he developed his favourite view of

revelation as experience; Mediaevaiism, a vigorous apologia

in reply to a Lenten pastoral of Cardinal Merder, archbishop

of Malines, who had attacked him as the chief exponent

of Modernism; and Christianity at the Cross Roads, which

emphasizes the distinction between his own position and that

ot the Liberal Protestants, and is of special interest for its

treatment of the eschatological problems of the Gospels. On
the 6th of July 1909 he was suddenly taken ill, on the loth he

received conditional absolution from a priest of the diocese of

Southwark, and on the isth extreme unction from the prior

of Storrington. His intimate friend, the Abb6 Bremond, gave

him the last absolution and remained with him until his death on

the z 5th of July 1909. Such appear to be the facts, but Tyrrell's

relations with Rome wcfe such that a good deal of mystery was
made as to whether he really received the last rites of bis Church

in any authorized manner. About his own saintly and sym-
j»athetic character, and his essential religiousness, there was no
doubt.

See the estimates by Baron P. von HOgel and Rev. C. E. Osborne
in The Hibbert Journal for January 1910; also' the obituary in

The Times (July 16, 1909), and the Life, by Miss M. D. Petre.

TTRRELL, SIR JAMES (d. 1502), the supposed murderer

of the English king Edwa(^d V., and of his brother Richard,

duke of York, was a son of William Tyrrell and a grandson of

Sir John Tyrrell (d. c- 1437)» who was treasurer of the royal

household and was on three occasions Speaker of the House of

Commons. The family is said to descend from Walter Tirel,

the murderer of William Rufus. During the Wars of the Roses

James Tyrrell fought for the Yorkists; in 14 71 he was knighted;

and in 1477 he was member of parliament for Cornwall. With
regard to his share in the murder of the prince in 1485 he

appears to have been selected by Richard III. and sent to the

Tower of London, where he supervised the crime which was
carried out by his subordinates. Afterwards he received several

appointments from Richard and was sent to Flanders. He
was also employed by Henry VII. and was made governor of

Guisnes, but he seems to have incurred the king's displeasure

through his friendship with Edmund de U Pole, earl of Suffolk.

Having been treacherously seized he was conveyed to England

and was executed on the 6th of May 1502. Just before his

death he made a confession about the murder of the princes.

Members of the same family were Sir Thomas Tyrrell

(i 594-1672), justice of the common pleas under Charles U.,

and Anthony Tyrrell (1552-c. 1610), a Roman Catholic priest

and spy. who afterwards became a clergyman of the Church
of England.

TYRTAEUS, Greek elegiac poet, lived at Sparta about the

middle of the 7th century B.C. According to the older tradition

he was a native of the Attic deme of Aphidnae. and was invited

to Sparu at the suggestion of the Delphic oracle to assist
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the Spartans in the second Messcnian war. According to a
later version, he was a lame schoolmaster, sent by the Athenians
as likely to be of the least assistance to the Spartans fJustin iii. 5;
Themistius, Oral. xv. 242; Diod. Sic. xv. 67). A fanciful explana-
tion of his lameness v& that it alludes to the elegiac couplet,

one verse of which is shorter than the other. According to
Plato (Laws, p. 629 A), the dtizenship of Sparta was con-
ferred upon Tyrtaeus, although Herodotus (ix. 35) makes no
mention of him among the foreigners so honoured. Basing
his inference on the ground that Tyrtaeus speaks of himself

as a citizen of Sparta {Fr. 2), Strabo (viii. 362) is inclined

to reject the story of his Athenian origin. Suldas speaks of

him as " Laconian or Milesian "; possibly he visited Miletus in

his youth, where he became familiar with the Ionic elegy.

Busolt, who su^iests that Tyrtaeus was a native of Aphidnae
in Laconia, conjectures that the entire legend may have been
concocted in connexion with the expedition sent to the assis-

tance of Sparta in her strugg^ with the revolted Helots at Ithome
(464). However this may be, it is generally admitted that

Tyrtaeus flourished during the second Messenian war (c. 650 B.C.)

—a period of remarkable musical and poetical activity at

Sparta, when poets like Terpander and Thaletas were welcomed
—that he not only wrote poetry but served in the field, and
that he endeavoured to compose the internal dissensions of

Sparta (Aristotle, Politics^ v. 6) by inspiring the citizens with a
patriotic love fpr their fatherland. About twelve fragments
(three of them complete poems) are preserved in Strabo, Lycur-
gus, Stobaeus and others. They are mainly elegiac and in

the Ionic dialect, written partly in praise of the Spartan con-

stitution and King Theopompus (E£ii<o/ifa), partly to stimuUte
the Spartan soldiers to deieds of heroism in the field (Tvo^ot—
the title b, however, later than Tyrtaeus). The interest of the

fragments preserved from the EMOjifa is mainly historical,

and connected with the first Messenian war. The *Tiro0^ffcu,

which are of considerable merit, contain exhortations to bravery

and a warning against the disgrace of cowardice. The popularity

of these elegies in the Spartan army was such that, according

to Athenaeus (xiv. 630 F), it became the custom for the soldiers

to sing them round the camp fires at m'ght, the polemarch
rewarding the best singer with a piece of flesh. Of the march-
ing songs CEfi^ari^pia). written in the anapaestic measure and
the Doric dialect, only scanty fragments remain (Lycurgus,

InLeocratem,p. 211, S 107; Pausaniasiv. 14, 5. 15, 2; fragments

in T. Bergk, Poetae lyrici graeci, ii.).

Vemll {Classical Review, July 1896, May 1897) definitely places
the lifetime of Tvrtaeus in the middle of the 5th century B.C..

while Schwartz {Hermes, 1809. xxxiv.) disputes the existence of
the poet ahos;ether; see also Macan in Classical J?«pt«w (February
i8|97) : H. Weil. Etudes surl'antiquitigrecque {1900),a^nd C. Giarratani,
Tirteo e t suoi carmi (1905). There are English verse transla-
tions by R Polwhde (1792) and imiutions by H. J. Pye.
poet laureate (1795). and an lulian version by F. Cavallotti. with
text, introduction and not6s (1898). The fragment beginning
Tf9va#ilMu ylo koXAi' has been translated by Thomas Campbell,
the poet. The edition by C. A. Klotz (1827) contains a dissertation

on tne war-songs of different countries.

TYRWHITT. THOMAS (1730-1786), English classical scholar

and critic, was bom in London on the 27th of March 1730.

where he died on the 15th of August 2786. He was educated

at Eton and (^een's College, Oxford (fellow of Merton, 1755).

In 1756 he was appointed undersecretary at war, in 1762

clerk of the House of Commons. In 1768 he resigned his post,

and spent the remainder of his life in learned retirement. In

1784 he was elected a trustee of the British Museum, to which

he bequeathed a portion of his'valuable library.

His principal classical works are: Fragmenta Plutarcki IL inedita

(i773)> from a Harleian MS. : Disserlalio de Babrio (1776). containing
some fables of Aesop, hitherto unedited, from a Bodleian MS.;
the pseudo-Orphic De lapidibus (1781), which he assigned to

the age of Constantius; Conjeclurae in Strabonem (178^); Isaeus

De Meneclis kereditate (1785); Aristotle's Poetica, his most important
work, published after his death under the superintendence of Dr
Burgess, bishop of Salisbury, in 1794. Special mention is due of

his editions of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales (1775-'I77^)* ^"^ ^
Poems, supposed to hope been written at Bristol hy Thomas Rowley
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and others in the Fifteenth Century (l777-»778), with an appendix to

Erove tKat the poems were all the work of Chatterton. In 1782

c published a Vindtcalion of the Appendix in reply to the ar:guments

of those who mainuined the genuineness of the poems. While
clerk of the House of Commons he edited Proceedings and Debates

of the House of Commons, 1620-1621 from the original MS in the

library of Queen's College. Oxford, and Henry Elsynge's (IS9*-

1654) The Manner of holding Parliaments in England.

TYTLER. WILLIAM (1711-1793), of Wcodhouselee, Scottish

historian and antiquarian, son of Alexander Tytler of Edin-

burgh, was bom in that city on the Z2th of October 171 1.

He was educated at the High School and the University, and

was in 1744 admitted into the society of Writers to the Signet.

In 1759 he published an Inquiry, Historical and Criticalt

defending the character of Mary, Queen of Scots, and in 1783

the Poetical Remains of James the First, King of Scotland. He
died at Woodhouselee on the I2tb of September 1792. His

life, written by Henry Mackenzie, was published in 1796.

His son Alexander Fsaser Tytler, Lord Woodhouselee

(i747'i8i3X Scottish judge, was bom at Edinburgh on the 15th

of October 1747. He was called to the Edinburgh bar in 1770.

His first work, a supplement to Lord Karnes's Dictionary of

Decisions, entitled The Decisions of the Court of Session, was

published in 1778, and a continuation appeared in 1796. In

1780 he was appointed conjoint professor of universal history in

the university of Edinburgh, becoming sole professor in 1786.

In 1783 he published Outlines of his course of lectures, extended

and republished in 1801 under the title of Elements of General

History. In 1790 he was appointed judge-advocate of ScotUnd,

and while holding this office he wrote a Treatise on the Law of

Courts-Martial. In 1801 he was raised to the bench, Uking

his seat (1803) in the court of session as Lord Woodhouselee.

He died at Edinburgh on the 5th of January 1813.

Bcsklcs the works already mentioned, he wrote Lifeand Writings

of Or John Ctegory (1788): Essay on the Principles of Translation

0790): a dissertation on Final Causes, prefixecl to his edition of

Dahim'i Physico-Theology UTq^); a politkral pamphlet entitled

Ireland pr^mghy Example (i 799) : an Essay on Laura and Petrarch

(1801); and Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Henry Home
of Kames (1807).

• Patrick Eraser Tytler (i 791-1849) Scottish historian,

son of Lord Woodhouselee, was bom at Edinburgh on the 30th

of August 1 791. He was called to the bar in 1813; in 1816 he

became king's counsel in the exchequer, and practised as an

advocate until 1832. He contributed to Allison's Travels in

Prance (18x5); his first independent essays were papers in

Blackwood's Magaxine. His great work, the History of Scot-

land (1828-1843) covered the period between 1249 and 1603.

While occupied on this work Tytler removed to London, and it

was largely owing to his efforts that a scheme for publishing

state papers was carried out. Tytler was one of the founders

of the Bannatyne Club and of the English Historical Society.

He died at Great Malvern on the utb of December 1849-

His life (1859) was written by his friend, John W. Burgon,

dean of Chichester.

His other works include: contributions^ to Thomson's Select

Melodies of Scotland (1824): Life of James Crichtonof Cluny,

wary, from oriem ,

(1843). and on the Portraits of Mary Queen of Scots (1845).

TYUMEft, a town in West Siberia, in the govemment of

Tobolsk, situated where the chief highway from Russia across

the Urals touches the first navigable river (the Tura) of Siberia.

Pop. (1900), 29,651. A railway passing through Ekaterinburg

(2C2 m west by rail) and the principal ironworks on the eastern

slopes of the middle Urals connects Tyumen with Perm, the

terminus of steamboat traffic on the Rama and Volga. Tyu>
mefl has regular steam communication with Omsk and Semi-
palatinsk Irtysh (steamers penetrating as far as Lake 2^ai&an

in Dzungaria), with Tomsk, and other places in the Altai,

and with the Araic Ocean and the fisheries of the lower Ob.
The town is well built, and stands on both banks of the Tura,
here spanned by a bridge. The inhabitants have always been
renowned for their industrial skill. Woollen doth, linen, belu,
barges, paper, and especially boots and gloves, are manufactured
to a large amount; and Tyumefl carpets have a great reputation

in Russia and Siberia.

TZBTZBS. JOHN, Byzantine poet and grammarian, flourished

at Constantinople during the 12th century aj>. Tvtzes has
been described as a perfect specimen of the Byzantine pedant.
Excessively vain, he. resented any attempt at rivalry, and
violently attacked bis fellow grammarians. Owing to want
of books, he was obliged to trust to his memory; hence he is

to be used With caution. But he was a learned man, and
deserves gratitude for his efforts to keep up the study of

ancient Greek literature. Of his numerous works the most
important is the Book of Histories, usually called Ckiliades
(" thousands ") from the arbitrary division by its first editor

(N. Gerbel, 1546) into books each containing 1000 lines (it

actually consisu of 12,674 lines in " political " verse). It is a
collection of literary, historical, theological aiul antiquarian

miscellanies, whose chief value consists in the fact that it

to some extent makes up for the loss of works which were
accessible to Tsetses. The whole production suffers from an
unnecessary display o( learning, the total number of authors
quoted being more than 400 (H. Spelthahn, Studien su den
ChUiaden des Johannes Tsetses, diss., Munich, 1904)- The author
subsequently brought out a revised edition with marginal
notes in prose and verse (ed. T. Kiessling. 1826; on the sources

see C. Harder, De J. T. kistoriarum fonttbus quaestiona setectae,

diss., Kiel, 1886). Thu Ckiliades is based upon a collection

of Letters (ed. T. Pressel, 1851), which has been called an
index to the larger work, itself described as a versified com-
mentary on the letters. These letters (107 in number) are
addressed partly to fictitious personages, and partly to

the great men and women of the writer's time. They
contain a considerable amount of biographical details. The
Iliaca, an abridgment of and supplement to the Iliad, is

divided into three ^uti^Antekomerica, Homerica, Post-

Aimimca-—containing the narrative from the birth of Puis to the
return of the Greeks after the fall of Troy, in 1676 hexameters
(ed. C. Lehrs and F. Dttbner, 1868, in the Didot series, with
Hesiod, &c.) The Homeric Allegories, dedicated to the empress
Irene, in " political " verse, are two didactic poems in which
Homer and the Homeric theology are explained on euphemistic

principles (ed. P. Matranga, in his Anecdota graeca, i. 1850).

Tzeties also wrote commentaries on a number of Greek authors,

the most important of which is that on the Cassandra or Alex-

andra of Lycophron (ed. C. G. Mtiller, 1811). in the production

of which his brother Isaac is generally associated with him.

Mention may also be made of a dramatic sketch in iambic

verse, in which the caprices of fortune and the wretched lot of

the learned are described; and of an iambic poem on the

death of the emperor Manuel, noticeable for introducing at the

beginning of each line the last word of the line preceding it*

(both in Matranga, An. gr. ii.).

For the other works of Tzetzes see J. A. Fabrkius. BiUiotheea
traeca (ed. Harles). xi. 228. and C. Knimbacher. CesehichU der
byz. Litt. (2nd ed.. 1897): monograph by G. Hart. " De Tzetunini
nomine, vitis. scriptis," in Jahn's JahrbOcher fur classische PhtleUgte.
iyt. Liu.
lomine, v .

Supplementband xii. (Leipzig, 1881).

*This versification is called cXtiuwwrAt (aXtiMl. ladder), a
term more commonly applied to a verse in which each wonl
contains one letter more than the one which precedes it.
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UThe twenty-first letter of the English alphabet. It b a
modification made in manuscript writing of the Latin
inscriptional V, and b itself found on the inscrip-

tions of Rome as early as the latter part of the snd
century a.d. The symbols U, V, Y are all of the same origin,

but what the origin is has been much disputed. In the Phoenician

alphabet T is the last symbol, but there can be little doubt that

when the Greeks introduced symbob for voweb, which had not

been indicated in the alphabet they had borrowed, they took the

sixth symbol of the Phoenician alphabet (see F) in its ordinary

form Y and placed it at the end 61 the alphabet with the value

of a vowel. Thb vowel was apparently u (English oo in mocn),

though Ionic and Attic Greek at a very early period changed
it to the sound of the French u. In other dialects the earlier

value long persbted, and in modem Tzakonian,,the representa-

tive of the ancient Laconian, it still survives. In some places,

e.g. Roeotia, the sound seems to have changed, in connexion

with dental consonants, in the same way as the English sound,

in certaih cases f (y) being inserted in front of it. Thb seems
to be the only feasible explanation of such spellings as noOxo.

("tOxv)* woKtou^qw iroiXb^aw), which appear after the Boeo-
tians adopted the Ionic alphabet. A similar change roust have
exbted in very eariy Attic and Ionic to account for the change of

t before v into s in eh, *' thou " for ri/; some authorities think it

was universal in the earliest Greek. Greek nowhere shows the

symbol in the bowl shape that it has in the Semitic alphabet.

From the 7th century B.C. both Y and V are found, sometimes
both in the same area. Another form somewhat later has the

upper strokes curved outwards T, while the angle b much less

deep than in the other forms. It b noticeable that the symbol for

•I in the syllabary which was used to write Greek in Cyprus has
thb form amongst others. The name of the sixth symbol in the

Phoenician alphabet was WOw ( Vau), but though U has taken its

form, in Greek its name was C {i.e. English 00, as in moon, except

in Attic and Ionic, where it was h'ke the French « in lune), not

upsUon, as b frequently stated. In Sweet's terminology u {oo),

as pronounced in English " put " or " too, " b a high back wide
round, while the sound in the French sou or the Scotch pro-

nunciation of " book " is a high back narrow round. The high

front corresponding sound b found in the French lune. With
thb the Orman " modified u " {U) b often equated, but it b
not really identical, being a mid front narrow round vowel.

The pitch of the vowel u is among the lowest of the vowel sounds;

the rounding and protrusion of the Ups make the breath passage

longer than it b for other voweb, and so its production may be
compared to that of a sound made upon a flute when all the

finger-holes are covered. In modem English A preceded by i

(y) arises from three different sounds in middle Englbh: (a) the

long French u (U) brought in with borrowed words from French
(duke), (b) iu (Early English iow) as in " new, " (c) a more
open sound iu (Eariy Englbh iaw) as in " dew " (Sweet, New
English Grammar, S 806). The y-sound was dropped after r, ck

and dtk, as in " true, " " choose, " " juice " (ibid., S 857). In the

Uterary dblect also it generally disappears after /, as in " lurid,"
*' lute." In some provincial and American pronunciations it b
dropped everywhere except initially, so that " Tuesday " b
pronounced Toosday, '* new " noo. (P* G|.)

UAKARl (Ouakari), the native name of certain tropical

American monkeys, distinguished from all other New World
monkeys by their short taib. The three known species con-

stitute the genus Uacaria (or Cotkurus) of zoologbts, and are con-

fined to the forests of Amazonia and the neighbourhood. One
of them ((/. calva) b remarkable for its long, silky, pale chestnut

fur and brilliant scarlet face, which b naked (see Primates).
UBANOI, a river of Equatorial Africa, the chief northern

affluent of the Congo (g.v.). The Ubangi (otherwise Mubangi or

Mobangi) enters the (Tongo by various mouths between o" 2a'

and o* 37' S. and 17^ 40' and 17^ 50' E. The main channel,

fully 1 m. wide, joins the Congo in o* 31' S. The Ubangi b
formed by the junction of the Mbomu and the Welle, both of
which rise on the north-eastern rim of the Congo basin.

The water-partinr between the Bahr-el-Ghazal affluents (Nile
system) and the Mbomu headstreams is not very clearly marked,
but high hilb running parallel with the Nile between Albert Nyanza
and Dufile sharply separate the valley of the Welle and other west-
flowing streams from that of the MounUin Nile. The chief of the
headstreams of the Welle (known in its uppercourse as theKibali) rises
on the western slope of a hill about 40 m. west of Wadelai. It it
joined by several small streams, the main river flowing in a W.N.W.
direction. After a course of over 700 m. (during which it receives one
laree southern tribuUry—the Bomokandi—and other considerable
aflluenu) the Welle joins the Mbomu in 4* 10' N. 22** 37' E. The
Mbomu, which has two large northern tributaries, the Shinkoand the
Balo, rises in 4* 50' N. 27 12' E. For some distance it runs parallel
to and about 100 m. north of the lower course of the Welle. About
23* 12' E. it turns sharply south until its junction with the Welle. In
Its lower course the Mbomu u interrupted by many falls and rapids.
A short disunce below the junction of the Mbomu and Welle the
Kr*'"^ -nmin5: fmTn bn nnd 8* N.. on the borders of Darfur. and
fo extension of the Congo basin, enters
thL; y.uic*; -^iiij^i^i. I....W ,siM»wn as the Ubangi. on the right bank.
The rcmaiaing tribut^riei, mostly on the right bank, are smaller,
but I he Kcmon which join^ [he Ubangi near its most northern point
(5' 8' hJ), \i 0$ some im|j<>rtance as offering water communication
to ivi'hjn. a short distance of the Shari b^n. Below the Kemo
coil I !i*-ncc the Ubangi, which has hitherto continued to flow W.N.W..
muK. s a jfTBat bend «juih and runs into the Congo after a southerly
co'ir^' of 400 m. Shortly .iftcr receiving the Kemo the river forces
it» »- J V throuEh a line bl hil k whose tops rise 600 to 800 ft. above the
ba <; II 'A the stream. Here Jtv the Zongo or Grenfell rapids, whicn are
a I "T 10 navigation u^t- for small boats at flood season. Above
th igo rapids the rivter is navieable up to the confluence of the
W> .3 rid MbomuK and [fiie Welle is navigable at high flood up
to th^r Bomokardi conElueme in 26* 8', though the stream b mucn
intfrruplrd by lipids.

From the Mbam u- Welle confluence to the junction of the Ubangi
with the Cortfio the river Kas a course of fully 700 m., while the
Ul'rin^t' Welle combined c^xceeds 1400 m. From its mouth to
Zchl;'* rapids, a distance fif 350 m., the stream b navigable by
atc^rricjTi. drawing j fr. nf water. In general the Ubangi flows
through fertile and fore^Li-d region.

The Welle was discovered from the north by G. A. Schwcin-
furth in 1870; i.e. seven years before the discovery of the course
of the Congo by H. M. Stanley. By Schweinfurth the Welle was
believed to belong to the Chad system, but W. Junker, who (1882-

1883) followed the river to near its confluence with the Mbomu,
made it clear that the Welle belonged to the Congo system. In
1885 the Rev. George Grenfell, of the Baptbt Missionary Society

(who had discovered the mouth of the river in 1884), ascended
the Ubangi as far as the Zongo rapids. He was followed in 1886-

1889 by the Belgian A. van CHe, who in the last-named year
finally esUblished the identity of the Ubangi with Schweinfurth 's

Welle. The Mbomu was discovered from the north in 1877 by a
Greek, Dr P. Potagos. and its upper course was followed for

some dbtance by Junker. The Ubangi and the Mbomu form
the frontier between Belgian Congo and French Congo, the

northern banks of both streams belonging to France.

See. besides the works of Schweinfurth. Junker and other travel-
lers. A. J. Wautcrs, Les Bassins de /' Ubangi (inferieur) eldela Santa,
with map (Brussels. 1902); Dr Cureau's map (i : 1.000.000) of the
upper Ubangi in La Ciographie (October 1900); the Congo and
works there cited.

CBEDA, a town of southern Spain, in the province of Jaen;
2000 ft. above sea-level, in the Loma de Cbeda, a range on the

right bank of the Guadalquivir. Pop. (1900). 19,91 3- The
surrounding country produces wheat, wine, olives and fruit.

t)beda has a statbn 6 m. south on the Madrid-Almeria railway.

Portions of the old walb, with towers and gates, still remain,

and there are three late (}othic churches, the oldest of which,

San Salvador, dates from 1540 to 1556. and contains some
interesting paintings. An important fair b held from the 2Qth

of September to the 5th of October. Oil, soap, esparto and
linen fabrics are manufactured. Cbeda was an important
town under Moorish rule.
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UDAD, AouDAD or Addad, the Moorish name of the Barbary

sheep, or ami, Ovis (Ammalragus) lerria, the only wild sheep

found in Africa, where it inhabits all the mountain ranges of the

north, descending to the eastward far into the heart of the Sudan.

The udad is distinguished by the abundant hair on the throat

and fore-quarters of the rams, and the length of the tail. In
the absence of face-glands and in the structure of the horns the

species approximates to the goats. The " lion-coloured " coat

approximates to the hue of the limestone rocks on which these

sheep dwell.

UDAIPUR. OooEYPORE or Mewak, a native state of India,

in the Rajputana agency. Area, 12,691 sq. m. Pop. (zgoi),

1,030,2x2. Estimated revenue £200,000; tribute £17,000. The
greater part of the country is level plain. A section of the

AravaUi Mountains extends over the south-western and
southern portions, and is rich in minerals, but the mines have

been long closed. The general inclination of the country

is from south-west to north-east, the Banas and Us
numerous feeders flowing from the base of the Aravalli range.

There are many lakes and tanks in the state, the finest of

which is the Debar or Jaisamand. with an area of nearly

21 sq. m.; it is considered to be the largest artificial sheet of

water in the world. A portion of the state is traversed by the

Malwa line of the Rajputana railway. A branch from Chitor

towards Udaipur was taken over by the state in 1898, and was
extended nearer to the capital. Like the rest of Rajputana the

slate suffered severely from famine in 1900. The ancient coinage

is of the Sasanian or Persian type, copper issues pf this type

being still in circulation. Modem coins bear on the reverse the

words " Friend of London."
The chief, whose title is maharana, is the head of the Sisodhyia

clan of Rajputs, and claims to be the direct representative of

Rkroa, the mythical king of Ajodhya. He is universally recog-

nized as the highest in rank of all the Rajput princes. The
dynasty offered a heroic resistance to the Mahommedans,
and boast that they never gave a daughter to a Mogul emperor.

They are said to have come from Gujarat and settled at Chitor

in the 8th century. After the capture of Chitor by Akbar in 1 568

the capital was removed to Udaipur by Maharana Udai Singh.

During the 18th century the state suffered greatly from internal

dissension and from the inroads of the Mahrattas. It came under

British protection in 181 7. The Maharana Fateh Singh, G.C. S. I.

(b. 1848), succeeded by adoption in 1884.

The name of Mewar a derived from the Mcot, or Minas, a tribe of

mixed Rajput origin, who have likewise given their name to a
different tract in northern Rajputana, called Mewat. where they are

now all Mahommedans. About 1400 a sub-division of the Mewatts,
called Khaniadas, made themselves the dominant |X)wer in this

tract; and at the end of the i8th century, and again during the

Mutiny, they were notorious for their ravages in the Uoper Doab,
around Agra and Delhi. In 1901 the total number of Mewatb in

Rajputana was 168.596, formmg i%% of the population in the

state of Alwar. Down to 1906 the Mewar residency was the title

of a political agency in Rajputana, comprising the four states of

Udaipur, Banswara, Dungarpurand Partabgarh; area, 16,070 sq. m.;
pop. (1901). 1,136.283. But in that year the three last states

were separated from Udaipur, and formed into t.he Southern Raj-

Eutana States agency. The Mewar Bhil Corps, raised as a local

attalion in 1840, which was conspicuously loyal during the Mutiny,
was in 1897 attached to the Indian army, with its headquarters at
Kherwara.

i The city of UdaxpuA is 2469 ft. above sea-IeveL Pop. (1901),

45,976. It is situated in a valley amid wooded hills, on the bank

of a large lake (Pichola), with palaces built of granite and

marble. The maharana's palace, which crowns the ridge on

which the city stands, dates originally from about 1570, but

has had additions made to it till it has become a conglomeration

of various architectural styles. On Lake Pichola are two

islands, on which are palaces dating respectively from the

middle of the 17th and of the i8th centuries. In one of these

the European residents were sheltered during the Indian Mutiny.

In the neighbourhood are Eklingji (with a magnificent temple

of the isth century), and Nagda, the seat of the ancestors of

the chiefs of Udaipur, with a number of temples, two of which

are said to date from the i ith century.

There is another Udaipur State in the Central Provincea (tiB
1905 one of the Chota Nagpur states of Bengal). Area. 1052 sq. m.

;

pop. (1901)1 4S>391' Its capital is Dharmjaygarh.

UDAL, NICHOLAS (1504-1556), English schoolmaster, trans-

lator and playwright, author of the earliest extant English
comedy, Roister DoisUr, came of the family of Uvedale, who
in the X4th century became lords of Wykeham, Hants, by
marriage with the heiress of the Scures. The name was pro-
bably pronounced Oovedale, as it appears as Yevedale, OwdatI,
Woodall, with other variants. He latinized it as Udallus, and
thence anglicized it as Udall. He is described as Owdall of
the parish of St Cross, Southampton, 12 years old at Christinas

1 5 16, when admitted a scholar of Winchester College in

1517 i^in. Sckol. Reg.). He was therefore not 14 (as Anthony
Wood says) but i6| years of age when admitted a scholar of

Corpus Christi College, Oxford, in June 1520; he is called

Wodall as a lecturer at that college in 1526 to 1528 (T. Fowler,
Hist. C. C. C).
With John Leland he produced " dites " (ditties) " and inter-

ludes" (B.M. MS. 18A Ixiv.) at Anne Boleyn's coronation on the
3zst of May 1533. Leland's contributions are all in Latin; those
of " Udallus," which form the chief part, are mostly in English,

the speeches being each spoken by a " child," at Comfaill beside
Leadcnhall," "at the Conductc in Cornhill " and " at the little

Conducte in Cheepe." His Fhuresfor Latine Spehynge, selected

and gathered out of Terence and Ike same translated into En^ysske^
published by Bartlet (in aedibus Berthdeti), were dedicated " to
my most sweet flock of pupils, from the monastery of the monks
of the order of Augustine," on the 28th of February 1533-1534.
There were no monks of that order, and whether Austin Friars
or Augustinian canons were meant is open to doubt. The
book was prefaced with laudatory Latin verses by Leland and
by Edmund Jonson. The latter was a Winchester and Oxford
contemporary of Udal's, in 1528 lower master {koUiarius) at

Eton, a post which he left to become master of the school of

St Anthony's Hospital, then the most flourishing school in.*

London. From the dedication we may infer that Udal was
usher under Jonson and" the sweet flock "was at St Anthony's
school next door to Austin Friars. At Midsummer 1534 he
became head master of Eton {informator puerorum or Imdi
grammaticalis; Eton Audit Book. 25-26 Hen. VIIL). It has
been suggested {Die. Nat. Biog.) that the Fhures was dedicated

to Eton boys in advance; but this is unlikely, as In those

days schools never got their masters till the place was vacant,

or on the verge of vacancy. At Eton Udal's salary was £10
and £1 for livery, with " petty receipts " of 8s. 4d> for obits,

,2S. 8d. for laundress, 2s. for candles for his chamber, and
23s. 4d.. " for ink, candles and other things given to the grammar
school by Dr Lupton, provost." One of his school books.

Commentaries on tke Tusculan questions of Cicero (ed Berouldiis,

1509), with the inscription "sum Nicolai Udalli 1536,'* b in

the King's Library at the British Museum.
There was a yearly play, 3s. being paid for the repair of

the dresses of the players at Christmas, and is. 4d. to a servant

of the dean of Windsor for bringing his master's clothes for

the players. A payment for repair of the playen' dresses

recurs every year. Udal has been credited (E. K. Chambers,
Mediaewd Stage, ii. 144, 192) with producing a play at Bralntree

while vicar there, recorded in the churchwardens' accounU for

1534 as "Placidas alias Sir Eustace." The play b actually

called in the accounts (only extant in 17th-century extracts)
" Placy Dacy alias St Ewastacy," and b the old play of Placidas.

mentioned in the 9th century. Udal did not become vicar of

Braintree till the 27th of September 1537 (Newcourt's Repert.

ii. 89). At Michaelmas he resigned the mastership of Eton
to reside at Braintree, being called " late schole-master wose
roome nowe enjoyeth and occupieth Mr Tindall " in a letter from

the provost to Thomas Cromwell, then privy seal, on the 7th

October 1537 (Lett, and Pa. Hen. VIII., 1537). He returned

to Eton, however, or rather to Hedgeley, the school being

removed thereon account of the plague, at Midsummer 1537,

being paid for the third and fourth terms of the school year
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iEtou Audit Book, 39-30 Hen. Vm.). In October 1538
" Nicholas Uvedale, professor of the liberal arts, injormator

and schoolmaster of Eton, " was licensed to hold the vicarage

of Braintree, *' with other benefices/' without personal residence.

The accounts of Cromwell for 1538 include " Woodall, the

scholemaster of Eton, to playing before my lord, £5." Pre-

sumably be brought a troupe of Eton boys with him. In that

year he published a second edition of his Floures of Terence for

the benefit of Eton boys. The often-<)uestioned account of

Thomas Tusser {Fioe Hwndred Pointer of Good Hushandrie) is

typical of Eton at the time, as Udal's predecessor Cox is said

in Ascham's Scholemaster to have been " the best scholemaster

and greatest beater of our time ":

—

" From Powles * I went to Aeton sent.

To learn straightwaies the Latin phraiae;

"Where fifty-three stripes given to me at once I had;
For fault but Bniall or none at alt

It came to pan thus beat I was;
See. Udall. see, the roercie of thee to mee, poor lad."

Udal's rule of the rod at Eton was brought to an abrupt con-

clusion by his being brought up before the privy council on the

14th of March 1 540/1 54r for being " counsail " with two of the

boys, Thomas Cheney, a relation of the lord treasurer of the

household, and Thomas Hoorde, for stealing some silver images

and chapel ornaments. He denied the theft, but confessed to

a much more scandalous offence with Cheney, and was sent to

the Maishalsea prison. He tried, but failed, to get restored to

Eton. Attempts have been made to whitewash him. But his

own confession, and an abject letter of repentance with promises

of amendment, addressed (probably) to Wriothesley, a Hamp-
shire man and a family friend, cannot be got over. It shows

that he was a bad schoolmaster as well as an immoral one,

since he pleads " myn honest chaunge from vice to vertue, from

prodigalitee to fnigall lyving, from negligence of teachyng to

assiduitee, from play to studie, from lightness to gravitee."

In 1 543-1543, after the bursar of Eton had ridden up to London
to the provost, Udal was paid " 53s. 4d. in full satisfaction of his

salary in arrears and other things due to him while he was

teaching the children "; but on the other side of the account

appears an item of "60s. received from Dr Coze for Udal's

debts." So no money passed to UdaL
He seems to have maintained himself by translating into

English, in 1543, Erasmus's Apophthegm and other works. In

1544 he published a new edition of the Floures of Terence.

He seems to have taken a schoolmastership in Northumberland

or Durham, as Leland in one of his Encomia speaks of him,

probably at this time, as translated to the Brigantes. He seems

to have been made to resign his living at Braintree, a successor

being appointed on the 14th of December 1544. He purged

himself, however, by composing the Ansufer to the Articles of

the Commoners of Devonshire and Cornwall (Pocock, Troubles of

the Prayer Book of iS49* Camd. Soc., new series, 37, 141, 193),

when they rose in rebellion in the* summer of 1549 against

the First Prayer Book of Edward VI. In 155 1 he received

a patent for printing his translation of Peter Martyr's two

works on the Eucharist and the Great Bible in English

(Pat. 4 Edw. VI. pt. 5, m. 5, Shakespeare Sot. iii. zxx.).

He was rewarded by being made a canon of Windsor on

the X4th of December 1551. On the sth of January " after

the common reckoning 1553" {i.e. 1 551/3) he edited a

translation of Erasmus's Paraphrases of the Gospels, him-

self translating the first three, while that on St John was

being translated by the princess Mary, till she fell sick and

handed her work over to Dr Malet. The work was done at the

suggestion and expense of the dowager queen Katharine,

in whose charge Mary was. A translation by Udal of

Geminus's Anatomie or Compendiosa totius anatomiae delineatio,

a huge volume with gruesome plates, was published in 1553."

Udal's preface is dated the 30th of July 1553 " at Windesore.

In June and September 1553 (Trevdyan Pap. Camd. Soc.

84, ii. 31, 33)
*' Mr Nicholas Uvedale " was paid at the rate

of £13, 6s. 8d. a year as " scholemaster to Mr Edward Courtney,
* Tusser was a chorister of St Paul's.

beinge within the Tower of London, by virtue of the King's
Majesty's Warrant "—the young earl of Devon, who had
been in prison ever since he was twelve years old.

Queen Mary on the 3rd of December 1554 issued a warrant
on Udal's behalf reciting that be had " at soundrie seasons con-

venient heretofore shewed and myndeth hereafter to shewe his

diligence in setting forth Dialogues and Enterludes before us
for our royal disporte and recreacion, " and directing " the
maister and yeomen of the office of the Revclls " to deliver

whatever Udal should think necessary for setting forth such
devices, while the exchequer was ordered to provide the money
to buy them (Loseley MSS. Kempe 63, and Hist. MSS. Com.
Rep. viL 613). One of these interludes was probably Roister

Doisier; for it was in January 1553, f.e. 1554, that Thomas
Wilson, master of St Katharine's Hospital by the Tower, pro-

duced the third edition of The Rule of Reason, the first text-book

on logic written in English,which contains, while the two earlier

editions, published in 155 1 and 1553 respectively, do not con-

tain, a long quotation from Roister Doister. It gives under the

heading of " ambiguitie, " as " an example of such doubtful

writing whiche, hy reason of poincting, maie have double sense

and contrarie meaning . . . taken out of an intrelude made
by Nicholas Udal," the letter which Ralph Roister procured a
scrivener to compose for him, asking Christian Constance, the

heroine, to marry him. Roister's emissary read it

—

" Sweete mistresae, where as I love vou hothinc at all.

Regarding your substance and ricnnesse chieie of all,"

and so on; whereas it was meant to read

—

" Sweete mistresae, whereas I love you (nothing at all

Regarding your substance and richnesse) chiefe of all.

For your personage, beautie, demeanour and wit."

The play was entered at Stationers' Hall, when printed in 1566.

Only one copy is known, which was given to Eton by an old

Etonian, the Rev. Th. Briggs, in x8x8, who privately printed

thirty copies of it. As the title-page is gone the only evidence of

its authorship is Wilson's quotation. Wilson being an Etoiuan,

it has been argued that his quotation was a reminiscence of

his Eton days, and that the play was written for and first per-

formed by Eton boys. But the occturrence of the quotation

first in the edition of 1554, and its absence in the previous

editions of 1551 and 1553, coupled with the absence of anything

in the play to suggest any connexion with a school, whUe the

scene is laid in London and among London citizens and is

essentially a London play, furnish a strong argument that

Roister Doister first appeared in 1553, and therefore could

not have been written at Eton or for Eton boys.

Nor could it have been written at Westminster School or

for Westminster boys, as argued by Professor Hales in Eng,

Studien (1893) xviii. 408. For though Udal did become head
master of Westminster, he only became so nearly two years

after Wilson's quotation from Roister Doister appeared. He was
at Winchester in the interval, for Stephen Gardiner, bishop

of Winchester and chancellor, by will of the 8lh of November
'555 (P-CC. 3 Noodes), gave 40 marks (£36, 13s. 4d.) to
" Nicholas Udale, my scholemaister. " In what sense he was
Gardiner's schoolmaster it is hard to guess. He was not

head master or usher of Winchester College; but he may
have been master of the old City Grammar or High School,

to which the bishop appointed (A. F. Leach, Hist. Winch. Coll.

33, 48). The schoolhouse had been leased out for 41 years in

1544 but it is possible Gardiner had revived the school or kept a

school at his palace of Wolvesey. At Westminster '* Mr Udale

was admitted to be scholemaster x6 Dec. anno X555 " {Chapter

Act-Book).

The bst act of the secular canons, substituted by Henry VTIL
for the monks, was the grant of a lease on the 34th of September

1556. When the monks re-entered, on Mary's restoration of

the abbey (Nov. 3x, 1556), the school did not, as commonly
alleged, cease, nor had Udal ceased to be master (Shakespeare

Soc. iii. xxxiv.) when he died a month later. The parish register

of St Margaret's, Westminster, under " Burials in December
A.D. 1556 " records " xi die Kalerine Woddall," " 33 die Nicholas
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Yevedale/' i.e. Udal. Katharine was perhaps a sister or

other relation, as Elizabeth Udall was buried there on the 8th of

July I5S9. The abbey cellarer's accounts ending Michaelmas

1557 contain a payment " to Thomas Notte, usher of the boys,

£6, los., and to the scholars (scoiaslkis vocatis U grammer
childern), £6j, 6s. 8d./' showing that the usher carried on the

school after Udal's death. Next year (1557-1558) the abbey
receiver accounted for £20 paid to John Passcy, (the new)

schoolmaster, to Richard Spenser, usher, £15, and £133, 6s. 8d.

for 40 grammar boys. So it is clear that the school never

stopped. Udal therefore was master of Westminster for just

over two years. He died at the age of 52.

Roister Doister well deserves its faftie as the first English

comedy. It is infinitely superior to any of its predecessors in

form and substance. It has sometimes been described as a
mere adaptation of Plautus's Miles Cloriosus. Though the

central idea of the play—that of a braggart soldier (with an
impecunious parasite to flatter him) who thinks every woman
he sees falls in love with him and is finally shown to be an
arrant coward—is undoubtedly taken from Plautus, yet the

plot and incidents, and above all the dialogue, are absolutely

original, and infinitely superior to those of Plautus. Even the

final incident, in which the hero is routed, is made more
humorous by the male slaves being represented, by maitl-

servants with mops and pails.

The play was printed by F. Marshall in 1821 : in Thomas White's
Old English Dramas (3 vols., 1830): by the Shakespeare Society,

vol. iii., the introduction to which contains the fullest and most
accurate account of his life; in Edward Arber's reprints in 1869;
and Dodsley's Old Plays (1894). vol. tii. (A. F. L.)

UDAL (Dan. odei), a kind of right still existing in Orkney
and Shetland, and supposed to be a relic of the old allodial

mode of iandholding existing antecedently to the growth of

feudalism in Scotland (see Allodium). The udal tenant holds

without charter by uninterrupted possession on payment to

the Crown, the kirk, or a grantee from the Crown of a tribute

caUed scat (Dan. skat), or without such payment, the latter

right being more strictly the udal right. Udal lands descend

to all the children equally. They are convertible into feus at

the option of the udallers.

UDINB, a town and archiepiscopal see of Venetia, Italy,

capital of the province of Udine, situated between the Gulf

of Venice and the Alps, 84 m. by rail N.E. of Venice, 450 ft.

above sea-level. Pop. (1906), 25,317 (town); 40,627 (com-

mune). The town walls were in the main demolished towards

the end of the iQth century. The old castle, at one time the

residence of the patriarchs of Aquileia, and now used as a
prison, was erected by Giovanni Fontana in 1517 in place of

the older one destroyed by an earthquake in x 51 1. The Roman-
esque cathedral contains some interesting examples of native

art (by Giovanni Martini da Udine, a pupil of Raphael, and
others). The church of S. Maria della Puriti has frescoes by
Giovanni Battista and Domenico Tiepolo. In the principal

square stands the town hall, built in 1448-145; in the Venetian-

Gothic style, and skilfully restored after a fire in 1876; oppo-

site is a clock tower resembling that of the Piazza di San Marco
at Venice. In the square is a statue of Peace, erected in

commemoration of the peace of Campo Formio (1796), which

lies 5 m. to the W.S.W. The archiepiscopal palace and Museo
Civico, as well as the municipal buildings, have some valuable

paintings. The leading industry of Udine is silk-spinning,

but it also possesses manufactures of linen, cotton, hats and
paper, tanneries and sugar refineries, and has a considerable

trade in flax, hemp, &c. Branch railways lead to Cividale

del Friuli and S. Giorgio di Nogaro, and a steam tramway to

S. Daniele del Friuli.

The origin of Udine is uncertain; though it lay on the line

of the Via lulia Augusta, there is no proof of its existence in

Roman times. In the middle ages it became a flourishing and
populous city; in 1222 or 1238 the patriarch Berthold made
it the capitai of Friuli, and in 1420 it became Venetian. In

1752 it became an archbishopric. (T. As.)

UBBBRWEO. FRIRDRICH (i826-1871), German historian

of philosophy, was born on the 32nd pf January 1826 at Leich-

lingen, in Rhenish Prussia, where his father was Lutheran
pastor. Educated at Gdttingen and Berhn, he qualified him-
self at Bonn as Privatdouni in philosophy (1852). In 1862
he was called to Kdnigsberg as extraordinary professor, and in

1867 he was advanced to the ordinary grade. He married in

1863, and died on the gth of June 187 1. His compendious
History of Philosophy is remarkable for fullness of information,

conciseness, accuracy and impartiality. At first he followed
Beneke's empiricism, and strongly opposed the subjcctivistic

tendency of the Kantian system, maintaining in particular

the objectivity of space and time, which involved him in a
somewhat violent controversy. His own mode of thought he
preferred later to describe as an ideal realism, which refused to
reduce reality to thought, but asserted a parallelism between
the forms of existence and the forms of knowledge. Beneke
and Schleiermacher exercised most influence upon the develop-
ment of his thought.

WoKKS.—Syjlcm der Logik (1837; 5th ed.. 1882: Ens. trans,
of 3rd ed. by T. M. Lindsay. 1871); Crundriss der Gruh. der Phil.
(1863-1866. 8th ed.. M. Heinze. 1894-1898: Eng. trans.. G. S
Morris, 1872; 4th ed., 1885): an essay (1861) on the authenticity
and order of Plato's writings, crowned by the Imperial Academy
of Vienna; SchHUr ab.Hisi.undJ'hil. (published by Brasch frum

,-,. Die Welt- und Lebensam
Ueberwegs (Leipzig. 1889),

his papers, Leipzig. 1884). See F. A. Lange, Frieirick Ueberwer
(Berlin. 1871) : M. Brasch. Die Well- und LebensaHSckauung Friedrick

UBLZBN, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of
Hanover, on the Ilmenau, east of the famous LOneburger
Heide, at the junction of the railway connecting Hamburg,
Hanover, Bremen and Stendal, 52 m. S.E. of Hamburg. Pop.
(1905), 9329. The town has four Evangelical churches, one ol
which, dedicated to the Holy Ghost, has a valuable altar-

piece dating from the 14th century. The principal induslne?
are flax, sugar, tobacco and machinery, and there is a trade
in cattle and horses. In the vicinity are some interesting

Slavonic remains and the former Benedictine monastery of
Ullesheim.

Founded in the loth century as LSwenwoId, Uelzen became
in the middle ages an active member of the Hanseatic
League.

See Jaenicke, Gesckichte der Stadl Udten (Hanover. 1889).

UFA, a government of south-eastern Russia, on the western
slope of the Ural Mountains. It has the governments of

Vyatka and Perm on the N., Orenburg on the E. and S., Samara
and KazaA on the W., and comprises an area of 47,094 aq. q.
Several craggy and densely wooded ranges, running from S.W. to
N.E. parallel to the main chain of the southern Urals, occupy its

eastern part. They rise toaltitudesof 2500 to 3500 ft.; theirhighest
peaksr—Itemel (5230 ft). Urcnga (4x15 ft.) and Taganai (393s ft.)

—ascend above the limits of arboreal vegetation, but in no
case reach those of perpetual snow. Southward Ufa extends
over the slopes of the Obshchiy Syrt plateau, the angular space
between the latter and the Urals being occupied by elevated
plains (1000 to 1500 ft.), deeply grooved by the river valleys,

and sometimes described as the " Ufa plateau." Towards
the Kama the fertility of the soil Increases, and the black-
earth regions of Menzelinsk and Birsk are granaries for that part
of Russia.

The eeoloKical structure of Ufa is very varied. The main range
of the Urals consists <^ gneisses and various crystalline slates resting
upon granites and syenites; next comes a broad strip of limestones
and sandstones, the fossil fauna of which is intermediate bet«Tvfi
the Upper Silurian and the Lower Devonian. These form the
highest elevations in the govemment. Farther west the
Devonian deposits are followed by Lower and Upper Carboniferous
and Artinsk schists, which, together with Permun deposits. co\er
western Ufa. Quaternary deposits are extensively developed in all

the valleys, most of which were occupied by lakes during the
Lacustrine period. There is |[reat wealth in iron (Devonian) and
copper (Permian). The district of Zlatoust is celebrated for it*

granite, epidote. nephrite and a variety of decorative stones aad
minerals. Coal is found over a wide area.

Ufa belongs almost entirely to the drainage am of the Byelaya.
a tributary of the Kama which rises in Orenburg and flows north aad
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north-west throagh Ufa, receiving a number of triboUriei, among
which the Syun. the Tanyy and the Ufa are alao navigable. The
Byelava b an important channel for trade; but it iometimes drops
to lo IQW an ebb in summer that steamers cannot proceed beyond
Birslc The Kama flows for 120 m. along the western border of the
government.
The average temperature at the city of Ufa is 37* F.. and the winter

b extremely cold O^nuAiy 5-5* F., July 68* F.); at the Zlatoust
observatory the avenge temperature b only 33*3* (January 3*;

July 61 -8*). Even in the hilly tracts of Zlatoust the annual rainfall

IS not more than 19 in. The rivers are froxen 138 days at Ufa and
303 at Zlatoust.

The estimated population in 1900 was 2,620,600. The govern-

ment is divided into six districts, the chief towns of which are Ufa,

Belebey, Birsk, Menzelinsk, Slerlitamak and Zlatoust. Towns
have sprung up around the ironworks at Zatkinsk, YurezaA
and Katav-Ivanovsk. The Russian element in the population

has rapidly increased (in 1897, 45%; in 1865, 36%), the other

ethnographical elements being mainly Bashkirs, Tatars and
Meshcheryaks,togetherwithChuvashesandCheremisses,Votyaks
and Monlvinians. Since the wholesale plundering of the

Bashkir lands, which took place under Alexander 11., the land

has been sold by the nobles, and bought chiefly by the merchant
class. Large estates are common, though it Is the peasanU
and the peasants' co-operative sodetin that cultivate most
of the area under crops. Agriculture has greatly developed,

owing partly to the Russian immigration and partly to the

educational efforts of the local councils; in 1900 there were

4,860,000 acres (16%) under crops and 9,780,000 acres (33}%)
under cultivation. The principal crops are rye, wheat, oats,

barley, millet, buckwheat and potatoes.

The government b nch in antiquities belonging to three different

periods—the Finnish or Chud pcrkx), the period of the Bulgarian
empire, and the period of the Nogai Tatar domination. The burial-

mounds of the Chudes contain brass implements and decorations,
and in one of them near Ufa a coffin sheeted with silver was found.
Remains from the Bulgarian epoch have been discovered at Menzel-
insk. But it b the ruins of the Mongol period which are of greatest
value: the remains of a large town, with a mausoleum and a palace,
have been found near Uia and extend several miles along the
Byelaya River. (P. A. K. ; J. T. Bi.)

UFA, a town and river-port of Russia, capital of the govern-

ment of the same name, situated 326 m. by nil N.E. of Samara,
on the main line from Moscow to Sibetia, at the confluence of

the Ufa with the ByeUya. Pop., 49,VS' The better part of

the town contains two cathedrals and a few chtltches; the

remainder b a scattered aggregation of small wooden houses.

There are a museum, a public library and a theological

seminary; and the industries include iron and copper works,

machinery worksand saw-miUs,

Ufa was founded in 1574. The wooden kremi, or fort, pro-

tected by wooden towers and an outer earthen wall, had to

sustain the attacks of the revolted Bashkirs and Russian serfs

in 1662 and at later dates; and in 1773 Chika, one of the chiefs

of the Pugachev revolt, besieged it for four months.

UOAMDA, a British protectorate in Eastern Equatorial

Africa, lying between Lakes Victoria and Albert and between

the Mountain Nile and Lake Rudolf. The same name was
originally applied to the Bantu kingdom of Buganda, which b
one of the five provinces of the protectorate, but which b now
styled officially by the correct native name of " Buganda."

The Swahili followers of the first explorers always pronounced

the territorial prefix, Bu, as a simple vowel, U; hence the

incorrect rendering " Uganda " of the more primitive Bantu
designation. It was first applied to the kingdom of Mutesa,
discovered by J. H. Speke in 1862, and in time came to include

the large protectorate which grew out of the extension of British

influenceover Buganda.
Boundaria and Area.—On the north the frontier of the pro-

tectorate b an undetermined line runm'ng between Lado (which

lies a little north of 5* N.) on the Mountain Nile and the watershed

of Lake Rudolf. Thb northern boundary b in any case conter-

minous with the southern boundary of the Anglo-Egyptian

Sudan. On the east the limit of the Uganda Protectorate

in 1901 was the thalweg of Lake Rudolf and a line drawn

from the south-eastern cosst of that lake south along the
edge of the Lailupia and Kikuyu escarpments to* the frontier

of Gemuin East Africa. The southern frontier of Uganda
was the ist degree of S. lat.; the western was the 30th meridian
of £. long., from the German frontier on the south, across

Albert Edward Nyanza and the Semliki River to the line of water-
parting between the systems of the Congo and the Nile (in the
country of Mboga); thence northwards thb western boundary
descended to the north coast of Albert Nyanza at Mahagi,
and then followed the main stream of the Nile to about

S* N. In X904, howe\'er, it was found that the 3olh
meridian had been placed some 35 m. west of its true

position in the maps used when the frontier was agreed
upon, and that if it was maintained as the dividing line

it would cut off the Uganda Protectorate from access to

Albert Edward Nyanza while giving a comer of the Congo
forest to Uganda. A survey commission was subsequently
despatched, and in 1910 British, Belgian and German dele-

gates met in Brusseb to draw up a new frontier line. Germany
was interested in the dispute, inasmuch as the southern frontier

of iht IVLindi FfiiELCtoratc comcided with ihc norlhcm fronlicr

of (German East Africa. Moreover (Germany, Great Britain and
Belgium (as inheritor of the Congo State) had conflicting claims

ii^the region N.E. of Lake Kivu. On the 14th of May 1910 a
protocol was signed defining the new frontier as follows: From
the north end of Lake Kivu the Congo-German frontier turns
east by north, traversing the volcam'c region of Mfumbiro,
and crosses the summit of Mt Karissimbi to the summit of Mt
Sabyino, where the British, Belgian and German frontiers meet.
From Mt Sabyino the frontier between Belgbn Congo and the

Uganda Protectorate goes in a direct line north to Mt Nkabwe,
and thence along the Ishasha River, to its mouth on the S.E.

shores of Albert Edward Nyanza. Thence it crosses that lake

in a straight line and afterwards the Ruwenzori to its highest

point, Maigherita peak, whence it follows the Lamia River to

its junction with the SemlikL From that point the frontier

is formed by the Semliki to its mouth and the middle of Albert

Nyanza to a point opposite Mahagi, where it meeU the Congo-
Sudan frontier.

Meantime in 1903 the then Eastern province of the Uganda
Protectorate had been transferred to the adjoining East Africa

Protectorate, the new eastern boundary bdng the west coast

of Lake Rudolf, the river Turkwel, the eastern flanks of Mt
Elgon, the Sio River, and a line running south from the mouth
of the Sio across Victoria Nyanza to i* S. The area of the

protectorate, approximately 150,000 sq. m. in 1901, has been

reduced by these changes to about i zo,ooo sq. m.
-'a
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Physical F«a/iff«f.—The protectorate, with a ibtgnUriydiverafied

•iirfaoe of lofty plateaus, snow-capped mountains, vast swamps,
4lense foiesu and regions of desolate aridity (valley of
Lake Rudolf), offers a remarkable variety of dimates.

The Rudolf province liei low—«n average altitude of not more
than 2000 ft.—is extremely hot, and has a very poor rainfall.

In some of its dittricts no rain falls for two yean at a time,

elsewhere scarcely as much as xo in. per annum. The Eastern
province b abundantly watered near Victoria Nyana and
aixMind Mt Elgon and the noble Debasjen mountain (about

50 in. to xoo in. annually); dsewherr, in Karamojo and the
northern r^ions, the rainfall lessens to about 20 in. Busoga
and the western part of the Elgon district in this province have
a regular West African dimate—hot, moist and not over-healthy.

These are the conditions of Buganda, a country with an annual
rainfall of from 60 to 80 in., a regular West African climate, and
severe and frequent thunderstorms. Much the same may be laid

about the Western province, except for the cooling influence of the

Ruwensori snow range, which pleasantly affects loro and northern

Ankole The rainfall on Ruwensori and the central Semliki valley

b quite 100 in. per annum. Along the Ruwensori range are

glaaen and snowfields neariy 15 m. in continuous length and some

S m. in breadth. The Northern (formerly called the Nile) pro-

vince is perhaps the hottest part of Uganda. Like the districts

round Lake Rudolf, the average altitude (near the Nile) is not more
than aooo ft., but the rainfall » more abundant than in the terrible

Rudolf regwn, bring an average of 30 m. per

The surface of the protectorate is divemficd. Mount El^n
(a.v.) just outside the Eastern province is one of the leading physical

features of the Uganda and East Africa protectorates.

It consisu of the vast crater some 10 m. in diameter
—of an extinct volcano, the rim of which rises m several

• places to over 14,000 ft. Terraces and buttresses

extend and ramify in all directions from the central crater, so that

the giant volcano and its surrounding heighu form a mountain

country (notable for its innumerable cascades and densie forests) the

size of Montenegro. The mais of Elgon can be leen from the north-

east coast of Victoria Nyanza, from near the main Nile stream, from

the heights oveslooking Lake Rudolf and from the Kikuyu escarp-

ment. The Eastern province consists of well-forested, undulating

land (Busoga) on the coast of the lake, a vast extent of marsh round

the lake-like backwaters of the Victoria Nile (Lakes Ibrahim or

Kioga, Kwania. &c.) and a more stony, open, gram-growing country

(Bukedi, Lobor, Karamojo). The Turkana country west of Lake
Rudolf has been of late years terribly arid. A bttle vegetation

is met with in the stream valleys, but most of the rivers marked on
the map have ceased to show running water in their lower courses.

A good deal of high land—rising in some peaks to near 10,000 ft.

—IS found in the eastern part of the Northern province, and
these heighu attract moisture and nourish permanent streams

flowing Nilewards. But much of the bwer ground is stony andpoor

in vKeutk>n, while the lowland near the main Nile b exceedingly

""rhe^Ripon Falls, in the centre of the northern coast of the Victoria

Nyanxa, at the head of the exquisitely beautiful Napoleon Gulf,

mark the exit of the fuUy born Nile from the great Uke. The
Victoria Nile tumbles over 50 m. of cascades and rapids (descend-

continues navigable (save for sudd obstacles at times) tight through

Lake Ibrahim and thence northwards for 100 m. to Foweira and
Karuma Falls. Between Karuma and Murchison Falls the Victoria

Nile b unnavigable. At Fajao the navigation can be resumed into

Lake Albert. The main Nile stream when it quits Lake Albert

continues navigable as far north as Nimule {%* 40' N.). Between

Nimule and Fort Bert'.eley the river flows through a deep gorge

and faUs nearly 1000 ft. Navigability really only begins again at

Gondokoro on the Sudan frontier, from which pomt ateamers ply to

Khartum (see NiLB).
. . . j , . ..

The geography of the Western province mcludes many interesting

features, the in many ways peculiar Albert Nyanza (g.».), the great

snowy range of Ruwensori (ff.v.), thedense Semfiki, Budonga. Mpanga
and Bunyaraguru forestN the salt lakes and salt springs of Unyoro
and western Toro, the innumerable and singuUriv beautiful crater

lakes of Toro and Ankole, the volcanic region of Mfumbiro (where

active and extinct volcanoes rise in great cones to altitudes 01 from

11.000 to neariy iStOOO ft.), and the healthy pbtcaus of Ankole.

which are in a lesser degree anak)gous in climate and position, and
the Nandi plateau on the east of Victoria Nyanza. Ruwenzcm is

a snowy range, and not a single mountain. Its greatest altitude-^

the Duke of the Abruzzi's Mt Stanley (Margheriu Peak)—is
16.816 ftM and therefore the third highest pomt on the Afncan con-

tinent. The Uganda Protectorate is a land of great lakes, and m-
dudes partially or wholly the water areas of Victorb Nyanza (about

27,000 sq. m.). Lake Rudolf (about 3500 sq. m.), Lake Ibrahim-

Kioga-Kwanb (800 sq. m.), Albert Nyanza (2700 sq. m.). and Lakes

Albert Edward and Dweru^ (1500 sq. m.), besides the small crater

bkes of Toro and Ankole (singubriy beaatiful)i die lake^wampft
Salisbury and Kirlmatrick in tbie Eastern province. Lakes WamaW
in Busanda, and Kiuhera in Ankole. The water of Lake Victoria
b pertealy fresh. Thb b the case with all the other lakes except
Rudolf, Albert Nyanza and Albert Edward, in which the water
ranges from salt to slightly brackish.
Geology.—Wide tracu remain geokigically unexplored. Archema

rocksr-gneiss, schist and nanite—cover la^ areas through which
the Nile cuu its way in alternate narrow gorges and open reaches.
In Ankole and Koki rocks consbting of granular quartzite, scfata-

tose sandstone, red and brown sandstone, and shaks with cleaved
killks rest on the Archean pbtform and possibly represent the
Lower Witwatersrand beds of the TransvaaL No traces of the
Karroo formation have been detected. Volcank: rocks occur in
Usoga and elsewhere. The Nile at the Ripon FaUs leaps over a
basalt dike. The rocks on the verge of the Kisumu province of
East Africa are mainly volcanic (basalt, tuff, lava, kenytc). West
of the vokanic region, nearer ro Lake Victoria and the Eastera
province, ironstone, granite, gneiss and aduscose lormatjoiis pr^
dominate, with phonolite in places.

Iron ore (haematite) b abundant. In the Eastern province the
rocks are mainly quartr gneiss and granite, with aandstooe m
Busoga, basalt round Mt Elgon, sbte (Busoga) and iron-
stone (Busoga and Bukedi). In the Rudotfprovince there .

are the basalt, bva, tuff and kenyte of the volcanic j
Rift valley, overlyinjg a formation of granite. .

and quartz. Golo—in rome cases alluvial—b found in the
tainous country to the north-west of Lake Rudolf. Goc
and quartz—the decomposed granite giving the red ** Afi
—are the leading features in the formations of the Northern province,
of Buganda, and of the Western province, with some sandstone in
the littoral districts of Buganda and in Ankole. and eruptive rocks
and Uva in routh-western Ankole and on the eastern flanks of
Ruwenzori There are indications of copper in Busoga, of gold in
Unyoro. Iron b found nearly everywhere. Graphite b present in
Bujnnda and Unyoro.
Aora.—The vegetation b luxuriant except in the Rudolf region.

which has the sparse flora of SomaliUnd. In the Western province.
Busoga and the Elgon dbtrict the flora b very West African in char-
acter. The swampy regions of the Nile and of the Eastern pro\-ince
are characterized by an extravagant growth of papyras and other

'
' ' There jrushes, of reeds and coarse grus. are luxuriant tropical

> In 1909 Albert Edward Nyanza was renamed by Britbh gco-

forcsts in the coast region of Buganda, in Busoga, west Elgon,
Unyoro, eastern Toro, the central Semliki valley and nonh-wcst
Anlcole. The upper regions of Mt Elgon, Mt Debasien and Mt
Agoro are clothed with forests of conifers—iuniper and yew

—

and witch-hazels {Trickodadus). There are also giant yew-trec4
{Podocarpus) on the flanks of Ruwenzoriand theMfumbirovokranoes
between 7000 and 9000 ft., but noJunipers. The alpine vegrcatioo
on all these lofty mountains b ota mixed Cape and Abyssinian
character—witch-hazels, senecios, tobelias, kniphofias, everlasting
flowers, tree heaths and hypericums. The really tropical vegetatioa
of Buganda b nearly identical with that of West Africa, but then
b no oil-palm.

Fauna.—^The fauna also has many West African affinities in the
hot, forested regions. In the Kisumu province of East Africa even,
there are several West African mammab such as the braad-bomed
tragebph and the forest pig. These are also found in part of the
Semliki forests. As a rule, however, the fauna of the Upper Sonliki
valley, of parts of Ankole, Buganda and Un)^>ro, of the Northern,
Rudolf and Eastern provinces, b of that " East African,** " Ethi-
opic " character which b specially the feature of South and East
Africa and of the Sudan nght across from Abyssima to the river
SenegaL Among notable mammab the chimpanzee b fouod io
Unyoro, Toro and north-west Ankole,and has only recently becouje
extinct in Buganda; the okapi inhabiu the Semhki forests 00 the
Congo frontier; the giraffe (the male sometimes developing five born
cores) b common in the Northern, Eastern and Rudolf provinces;
there are three types of buffalo—the Cape, the Congo aikd the
Abyssinbn ; two species of zebra (one of thnn Grtvy's), the African
wild ass, the square-lipped (" white ") and pointed-lipped (** black *')

rhinoceroses, the elephant, hippopotamus, watertngda^ (" Speke*s
antetope "), Cape ant-bear, aaid-wolf (j*roteUs), hununs^dog, and
nearly every genus and most of the qwcies of African antelopes^
The birds are more West African than the nummals. and include
the grey parrot, all the genera of the splendidly•cokMued turacoca,
the tmique " whale-headed stork,** and th^ ostrich.

Inhabitants.—The inhabiUnU In 1909 numbered abcNit

3,500,000 natives, 3000 British Indians and Arabs, and 507
Europeans (British, French, Germans, Italians and Maltese).

Of these last 119 were women. The races indigenous to the

protectorate are mainly of the Negro spedes (with slight Can*
caslan intermixture), and may be divided into the fdUnwix:g

categories, (i) Pigmy-prognathous (so<aUed " Congo ** ptgnues

of Semliki forest, of Kiagwe in Buganda, and of the western

Ciphers (with the consent of Edward VIT.) Lake Edwaid, and
ke Dweru Lake Ckorge, in honour of George V.
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flanks of Mt Elgon and the types of Forest Negroes); (2) Bantu
negroes (Banyoro, Baini, Basese» Basoga, Bakonjo, Baganda,
Masaba and Kavirondo); (3) Nile negroes (Alum, Bari,

Madi, Acholi, Gang, Lango, Latuka, Tesi, Sabei (Nandi), Turkana
and Karamojo); (4) Hamitic (some tribes on islands and the

north coast of Lake Rudolf; and the remarkable " Hima "

or *' Huma " aristocracy in Unyoro, Buganda, Toro and Ankole).

Tbe pigmies are generally known as Bambute or Bakwa in the

Semliki forests. They are both reddish yellow and brownish

black (according to individual variation) in skin colour, with

head hair often tending to russet, and body hair of two kinds

—

black and bristly on the upper lip, chin, chest, axillae and
pubcs; and yellowish and fleecy on the cheeks, back and limbs.

Their faces are remarkable for the long upper lip and the

depressed broad nose with enormous alae. Associated with these

pigmies is the ** Forest Negro " type (Lendu, Lega, Baamba,
Banande) of normal human stature, but short-legged and un-

usuaOy prognathous. The Bantu negroes represent the future

ruling race of the protectorate, and include the remarkable

Baganda people. These last, prior to the arrival of Arabs and
Europeans, displayed a nearer approach to civilization than has

as yet been attained by an unaided Negro people. Their

dynasty of monarchs can be traced back with tolerable cer-

tainty to a period coincident with the reign of Henry IV. of

England (a.d. 1400). The first Buganda king was probably a
Hamite of the Hima stock (from Unyoro). Until recent years

the Baganda and most of the other Bantu peoples of the pro-

tectorate worshipped ancestral and nature spirits who had
become elevated to the rank of gods and gixldesses. The
Baganda are now mainly Christian. There is also a " totem "

system still in vogue. AH the Baganda belong to one or other

of twenty-nine clans, or " Biki, " which are named after and have

as totem familiar beasts, birds, fish or vegetables. The Baganda
are not a very moral people, but they have an extreme regard

for decency, and are always scrupulously clothed (formerly in

bark-cloth, now in calico). As a general rule, it may be said

that all the Bantu tribes in the Western half of the protectorate,

including the Basoga, are careful to consider decency in their

clothing, while the Nilotic negroes are often completely nude

in both sexes. More or less, absolute nudity among men is

characteristic even of the Bahima (Hamites). But in this

aristocratic caste the women arc scrupulously clothed.

Tbe Nile negroes and Hima are tall people. The former are

seldom handsome, owing to their flat faces and projecting

cheek-bones. The Bahima are often markedly handsome,

even to European eyes. In the Bahima the proportion of

Caucasian blood is about one-fourth, in the Nile negroes and

Bantu from one-sixteenth to none at all. The abonginal stock of

the Uganda Protectorate is undoubtedly the pigmy-prognathous,

which has gradually been absorbed, overlaid or extermmated by

better developed specimens of the Negro sub-species, or by
Negro-Caucasian hybrids from the north and north-east.

The languages spoken to the Uganda Protectorate belong to the
following stocfs: (1) Hamtlu (Murfeand Rendileol Lake Rudolf). (2)

Masai (Ban. Elgumi, Turkana. SQk. &c.) . {7a) Sabei, on the northern

•lopes of Elgon and on Mt Debasien: (26) Ntiotu (AchoU, Alum.
Gang. Ac ); (3) Uadt (spoken on the Nile between Alum and Bari.

really of West African aftnities); (4) Bantu (Lu-ganda. Runyoro,
Lu-lumjo, Kuamba, Lihuku. the Maaaba languages of west Elgon
and Kavirondo, Ac), and lastly, the unclassified, isolated Lendu
and MbtUfamokea by some of the ptgmy-pro^nathous |)eoples.

Towns.—Tiie seat of the British administration is Entebbe
(** a throne ") on the south shores of a peninsula projecting into tbe

Victoria Nyania in o* 4' 2' N. 33* 37' 4s' E. It contains a number
of commodious official residences, churches, hospiuls. a laboratory,

covered market. Ac The f>ort is protected by a breakwater and
provided with a pier on which is the customs-house. The native

capital of Buganda is Mengo (pop. about 70,000), situated some
30 m. N. by £. of Entebbe. It is a straggling town built on seven
•teep hills: on one hill is the royal residence; on another (Namirembe
-the hill of peace) was the cathedral of St Paul, destroyed by li|ht-

ninc in September 1910. and other buildings of the Anglican mission.

St Paul's was a fine Gothic church of brKk. built by the Baganda
in 1001-1904. After its destmction steps were at once taken to
tebciikl the cathedral. On a third hill are the cathedral and mission

buildings of the Roman Catholics. On still another hill, Kampala,
the British fort and government and European quarters are situated.

Si;

Some 7| m. S. by E. of Kampala, and connected with It by mono*
rail, is Kami^ala Port, on vicroria Nyanza. The capital of the
Eastern province b Jinja, on the Victoria Nyanxa. iromediatety
above and east of the Ripon Falls. It is a thriving trading centre and
port. Hoiroa is the administrative headquartersm Unyoro ; Butiaba
IS a trading port of some importance on Lake Albert; Mbar&ra
is the capiul of Ankole. Kakindu, Mmli, Fowera and Faiao are
government stations and trading posts on the Victoria Nile ; Wadelai

'.v.), Nimule and Gondokoro \q.9.) are similar stations on tbe
lountain Nile. Bululu is a port on Lake Ibrahim.
Agriculture and Trade.—A few plantations are owned and managed

by Europeans. Otherwise agriculture is in the hands <A the natives.
Some Baganda chiefs have surted cotton, mbber and cocoa
Plantations, tbe botanic department assuring in this enterprise.

ar& and Funtumia mbber trees are also cultivated by the
department. (For the work of the botanic, forestry and scientific

department, the goverament plantations. Ac., see the Colonial Report
(Nliscellaneousl, No. 64.) A forest area of i«> sq. m. has been leased

to a European company. Trade is mainly conducted by native
Ux. Arab, Somali and Negro) traders, by British Indians and by
Germans. The value of the trade during 1901-1903 was approxi-
mately £400^000 in imports (largely railway material) and fy>fiOO
in exports. The articles exported were ivory, mbber, skins and
hides, and livestock (for consumption in East Africa). These, except
livestock, continue to be the main items of export. For the six

years 1903-1904 to 1908-1909 the imports increased from £147,000
to £419,000. and the exports produce of the protectorate—from
£43,000 to £127,000. The imports included the transit trade (with
the Belgian Congo and German East Africa), which grew from
£8460 in 1903-1904 to £83,615 in 1908-1909. The transit trade in

the last-named year included bullion valued at £33.000, being raw
gold from the KQo mines. Belgian Congo. Among the new industries
are sugar and coffee pUntations, while cotton, ground-nuts and
mbber figure increasingly among the exports, cotton and cotton-
seed being of special importance. Cotton goods, chiefly " Americani,"
are the chief imports, machinery, hardware and provisions ranking
next. Large quantities of rice are imported from German East
Africa. About 50% of the imports are from the United Kingdom
and British possessions.

Communications.—In connexion with the railway from Mombasa
to Victoria Nyanza a steamship service is maintained on the lake
between Port Florence, Entebbe and other ports, including those
in German territory. Goverament boats also ply on the Victoria

Nile and Lake Kioga (Ibrahim) and on Albert Nyanza and the
Mounuin Nile. A railway (begun in 1910), some 50 m. long, runs
from Jima to Kakindu. i^e. along the Victoria Nile from its point
of i»ue from the Nyanza to where it becomes navigable above Lake
Kioga. Good roads connect Entebbe and Butiaba (the steamboat
terminus on Albert Nyanza) and other districts. There is a direct

telegraphic service to Gondokoro and Khartum and to Mombasa.
The pc«tal service a well organized.

Aemimstrattoe Dinsums and Government.—^The protectorate is

divided into five provinces—Rudolf, Eastern (formeriy central),

kingdom of Buganda, Western, and Northern (formeriy Nile)—
and these again into a number of administrative districts. The
kingdom of Buganda, which has a thoroughly efficient and recog-

nized native goverament, is subdivided into no fewer than nineteen
" counties *' or districts, but the other provinces have as a mle only
three or four subdivinons.
The protectorate is administered by a governor and commander*

in-chiei, under the colonuil office, residing at Entebbe, on the north-
' western coast of the Victoria Nyanza. He b assisted by a staff of

officials nmilar to the functionaries of a Crown colony, but there is at
present no legislative council The natives are ordinarily under the
direct mle 01 their own recognized chiefs, but in all the organized
districts the goveraor ak>ne has the power of life or death, of levying

taxes, of canning on war, of controlling waste lands and forests, and
of administering justice to non-natives. In the case of Buganda
special terms were accorded to the native king and people m the
settlement dated the loth of March 1900. The king was secured a
minimum avil list of £1500 a year out of the native revenues, pen-
sions were accorded to other members of the Buganda royal family:

the salaries of ministers and governing chiefs were jgiuarantecd

:

compensation in money was paid for removing the king's control

over waste lands; definite esutes were albtted to the king, royal

family, nobility and native landowners; the native pariiament or
" Lukiko " was reorganized and its powers were defined; and many
other points in dispute were settled. The king was accorded the

title of " His Highness the Kabaha of Buganda,*' and his special

salute was fixed at eleven guns. By this agreement the king and
his people pledged themselves to pay hot and gun taxes to the

administration of the protectorate. Somewhat similar arrange-

ments on a lesser scale were made with the king of Ankole. the kings

of Toro and Unyoro. and with the much Icm important chieftains or

tribes of other districts The territories north and nonh-east

of these Banm kingdoms are inhabited by Nik>tic negroes and up
to iqoo were left almost unadminiatered, except in close vicinity to

the Nile banks.
The education of the natives is confined to the schooli natntaincd

by the mitsionarifs, who are doing an exoellenc work. Manoal,
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technical and hisher education it provided. la 190^1910 there

were in the Anglican fchools over 3^,000 fcholan, of whom 17.000

were girls. Of the toul number of acholan over 26,000 were in

the kuq^om of Busanda. The Roman Catholic 8choob_had in

1009 over 11,000 acnoUxB.
No. 686.)

(See the Oil. Off, Rtport om Uganda,

The expenditure for I90»-iq6a was fixed at £110,000, of which
about £170,000 was furnished Dy an imperial giant-in-<aid and

the balance from lool revenue. Between IQ03 and
1909 the revenue increased from £si,ooo to £102.000.

Revenue b chiefly derived from but and poll taxes,

customs, wharfage dues, game licences and land tax.

The hut and poll taxes yield about £62,000 a year. The expenditure

increased from £186.000 in 1903 to £256^)00 in 1909. Deficiencies

are made good oy parliamenttury grants. The rupee (la. 4d.) u
the standard coin, with a subsidiary decimal coinage.

-

History.—The countries grouped under this protectorate

were invaded at some relatively remote period--«ay, three to

four thousand years ago—by Hamitic races from the north-

east (akin to the ancestors of the ancient Egyptians, Gallas,

Somalis), who mingled extensively with the Nile negroes first,

and then with the aboriginal inhabitants of Buganda, Utt3roro

and NandL These Hamites brought with them a measure

of Egyptian civilization, cattle, and the arts of metallurgy,

pottery tod other adjuncts to neolithic civilization. There

was probably no direct intercourse with Egypt by way of the

Nile, owing to the lake-like marshes between B6r and Fashoda,

but instead an overland traffic with Ethiopia (the Land of

Punt) via Mt Elgon and the Rudolf regions. In time even

this intercourse with the non-negro world died away, and
powerful kingdoms with an aristocracy of Galla descent grew

up in Buganda, Unyoro and Ankole.

The kkigdom of Buganda especially dominated the lands of

Victoria Nyanza in the X9th century. In the 'forties and 'fifties

Egyptian officials, Austrian missionaries, and British, Dutch,

Italian, and (3erman explorers had carried our knowledge of the

Nile beyond Khartum as far south as Gondokoro. In the same
period of time the Zanzibar Arab traders were advancing from

the south on the Bahima kingdoms of the western Victoria

Nyanza and on Buganda. King Suna of Buganda first heard

of the outer world of white men in 1850 from a runaway Baluch

soldier of Zanzibar. Captains Burton and Speke, on their

Tanganyika expedition, heard of Buganda from the Arab traders

in 1857. Captain Speke in 1862 reached Buganda, the first of

all Europeans to enter that country. In the early 'seventies

Sir Samuel Baker (who had discovered Albert Nyanza) extended

the rule of the Egyptian Sudan as farsouth as the Victoria Nile.

General Cordon, who succeeded Baker, and who had Dr Emin
Bey (afterwards Emin Pasha) as lieutenant, attempted through

Colonel Charles Chaill^ Long, in x87<, not only to annex Unyoro
but also Buganda to the Egyptian dominions, and thoroughly

established Egyptian control on Albert Nyanza. But owing
to the indirect influence of the British government, exercised

through Sir John Kirk at Zaiizibar, the Egyptian dominions

were prevented from coming south of the Victoria Nile.

Suna, the powerful king or emperor of Buganda, who was the

first to hear of a world beyond Ncgroland, had been succeeded

in 1857 by his still more celebrated son, Mutesa {liutesa means
the measurer). Mutesa had received Speke and Grant in

a most friendly manner. Subsequent to their dq>arture he
had opened up relations with the British agent at Zanzibar.

In 2875 he received an epoch-making visit from Sir H. M.
Stanley. Stanley, in response to Mutesa's questions about
religion, obtained from that king an invitation to Anglican

missionaries, which he transmitted to London through the
Daily Telegraph.^ Having made the first survey of Victoria

Nyanza and confirmed Speke's guesses as to its shape and area,

Stanley passed on (half discovering Ruwenzori on the way)
to the Cohgo.

Meanwhile the Zanzibar Arabs had reached Buganda in ever-

increasing numbers as traders; but many of them were earnest
^The letter was entrusted to Linant de Bellefonds, a Belgian in

the Egyptian service, who had been sent to Buganda by (>Ofdon.
On his return journey Bellefonds was murdered by the Bari. When
his body was recovered Stanley's letter was found cooccfUed In one
pf his boots and was forwarded to Eqgiand.

propagandists of Idam, and strove hard (with some succeta)

to convert to that religion the king and chiefs of Buganda and
adjoining countries. In 1877 the Rev. C. T. Wilson, one of a
party of missionaries sent in answer to Stanley's appeal by the

Church Missionary Society of England, arrived

in Uganda, and towards the end of 1878 was joined ^\^
by Alexander Mackay. In 1879 another party tgn-un,
arrived by the Nile route; and Wilson, after thirteen

months' actual residence, left for England with Dr R. W.
Felkin, who had arrived only three months before, taking with

him envoys from Mutesa. In the same year the French Roman
Catholic mission of the White Fathers of Algeria was inaugurated,

and thus from 1879 dates the triangular rivalry of the creeds <tf

Anglican and Roman Christianity and of Islam.

In 1882 Islam gained an ascendancy, and the FYench with-

drew for a time. la the autumn of 1884 Mutesa died. A great

change had been wrou^t in Uganda during the m^g,,,
latter years of his reign« Calico, fire4unis and Biiiiiswr

swords had replaced the primitive bark-cloth and fc"*"*^**
spear, while under the teaching of the missionary-

"'^

engineer Mackay the native artisans had learnt to repair

arms and use European tools. Mutesa was a dever man of
restless energy, but regardless of human life and snfEering, and
consumed by vanity. He was succeeded by Mwanga, a cruel,

weak and vicious youth. The intrigues of .the Arabs led him
to suspect the designs of the missionaries. He was alarmed
at their influence over numbers of his people and resolved to

stamp out Christianity.

In the early 'eighties the aspirations of several European
powers turned towards Africa as a field for commercial and
colonial expansion. The restless Arabs of Zsnziher had since

1857 steadily advanced Zanzibar influence to Taaganyika,
Nyasa, and even through the Masai countries to the nortlCeast

coast of Victoria Nyanza and the " back door " of Uganda.
In 1882 the Royal Geographical Society despatched Joseph
Tliomson to discover through Masailand the direct rtmte to

Victoria Nyanza. Thomson succeeded (he also discovered

Lake Baringo and Mt Elgon), but turned hack from the
frontier of Busoga in order not to provoke Mutesa to hostilities.

Mr H. H. Johnston was despatched on a scientific mission to

Kilimanjaro, and concluded treaties on which the British East
Africa Company was subsequently based. The vague stir

of these movements had perturbed Mutesa, and they were
regarded with deep suspicion by his successor, Mwanga.
The annexations of Emin on Albert Nyanza, the. visit of

Thomson to the closed door of Busoga, the opposition of the
Europeans to the slave trade, and, lastly, the identification

of the missionaries with political embassies and their letters

of introduction from secular authorities, added to Mwanga's
fears, and early in 1885, simultaneously with the return of the
French Fathers, the long smouldering hostility broke out,

and the Christian converts were seized and burnt at the stake.
Bishop Hannington, who attempted to enter Buganda b^^ii u
by the forbidden route from the east, was murdered, nfcfc,^

and the Rev. R. P. Ashe and Mackay only redeemed n»mmt^gim^

their lives by presents. The Buganda Christians ""^
showed heroism, and in spite of tortures and death the religion

spread rapidly. Mwanga now determined to rid himself of

Christians and Mahommedans alike by inducing them to pro-

ceed to an island in the lake, where he meant to leave them to
starve. The plot was discovered, and Mwanga fled to the south
of the lake, and Kiwewa, his eldest brother, was made king.

The chiefs of the rival creeds—British (An^cans), French
(Catholics), and Ba-Islamu, as they were called—divided the

cbiefships. The Mahommedans now fonned a plot to oast the

Christians, and treacherously massacred a number of their

chiefs and then defeated their unprepared adherents. Kiwewa,
refusing to submit to circumcision, was (after irn^fiw
reigning three or four months) expelled by the ^"^
Ba-Islamu, who placed another brother, Kakma, on the throne

and began a fanatical propaganda, forcing the peasantry to

subnit to the hated drpumdsipa. Tbr Bjiti^b wd Fxcocb
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factions, who had Uken refuge in Ankole, could not agree even

in their common exile, and nearly came to blows, but on the

spur oC threatened famine they agreed to combine and to take

back Mwanga as their king and strike a blow for supremacy

in Buganda. In May 1889 Mwanga, aided by the trader Charles

Stokes, approached Buganda by water, and after several bloody

battles captured the capital, but shortly afterwards was again

defeated, and Kalema and the Ba-Islamu reoccupied Mengo
(the native capital). Appeals for help were sent to Frederick

John Jackson (subs^uently lieutenant-governor of British East

Africa), who had arrived on the east of the lake with a caravan

of some soo rifles, sent by the newly-formed East African

Chartered Company. He replied saying he would come
if all the expenses were guaranteed and the British flag

accepted. Pere Lourdcl, who was Mwanga's chief adviser at

ibis time, counselled acceptance of these terms, but Jackson

at first marched in a different direction northwards. Re-

turning three months later, he found that Dr Karl Peters, a

German in command of an " Emin Pasha Relief " expedition,

had passed through his camp, read his letters, and, acting on
the information thus obtained, had marched to Buganda,

arriving in February i8qo, where with the aid of Lourdel he

Prrmrft amiconcluded a treaty which was kept secret from

BrfUi* the British party, who repudiated it. The Baganda
^**«fc Christians, before the arrival of Peteis, had again

engaged the Mahommedans and driven them to the frontier

of Unyoro, where King Kabarega gave them an asylum and

aid. Kalema died later in the same year—1890—and was

succeeded by Mbogo, a half brother of King Mutesa. The
posts of honour had been divided between the rival factions.

Peters's treaty had given fresh offence and added to the disputes

arising in the division of the offices of state, and the factions

were on the point of fighting. Jackson arrived in April with

180 gun-men (a portion of his caravan having mutinied), and
presented a new treaty, which was refused by the French.

Feeling ran high, and Jackson withdrew his treaty, and, taking

a couple of envoys who should bring back word whether

Uganda was to be French or Britbh, he left the country, Mr
Ernest Gedge remaining in charge of his expedition.

While these events were happening in Uganda the Anglo-

German treaty of July 1890 had assigned Ugaoda to Great

Li^m^M Britain, and in October 1890 Captain F. D. Lugard,

Anivai, then at Kikuyu, halfway between the coast and the
'**' lake, received instructions to go to Uganda. He had
with him Messrs De Winton and W. Grant, some 50 Sudanese

soldiers, and about 250 porters, armed with Snider carbines.

Marching /with unprecedented rapidity, he entered Mengo on
the 18th of December. Lugard, by introducing the names
" Protestant " and " Catholic "—till then unknown—and by
insisting that all reli^on was free, endeavoured to dissociate

it from politics, and urged that as Uganda was now under Great

Britain there could be no hostile " French " faction. This

attitude was welcome to neither faction, and for some days the

position of the new arrivals on the little knoll of Kampala was
very precarious. Lugard's first object was to obtain a treaty

which would give him a right to intervene in the internal affairs

of the country. The hostile French faction was much the

stronger, since at this time the king (whom the whole of the

pagan party followed) was of that faction; but after some
critical episodes the treaty was signed on the 26th of December.

Lugard then endeavoured to settle some of the burning disputes

relative to the division of lands and chiefships, &c., and to gain

the confidence of both parties. In this he was to some extent

successful, and his position was strengthened by the arrival in

January 189 1 of Captain (subsequently Colonel) W. H. Williams,

R,A., with a small force of Sudanese and a maxim. In April

Lugard, hoping to achieve better results away from the capital,

led the combined factions against the Mahommedans, then

raiding the frontier, whom he defeated. Seeing that the situation

in Buganda was impossible unless they had a strong central

force, which the company could not provide, Lugard and
Williams had formed the idea of enlisting the Sudanese who

had been left by Emin and Stanley at the south end of the

Albert Lake. Taking with him Kasagama, the rightful king ol

Toro, he traversed the north of Ankole, with which country

he made a treaty, and passing thence through Unyoro,
along the northern slopes of Ruwenzori, reached Kavali at

the south end of Lake Albert, defeating the armies of Unyoro
who opposed his progress. He brought away with him 8000
Sudanese men, women, children and slaves, under Selim Bey
(an Egyptian officer). Some of these he left at the posts he
established along southern Unyorb. After an absence of

six months from Buganda, Lugard reached the capital at

the end of the year (1891) with 200 or 300 Sudanese soldiers

and two or three times that number of followers. Lugard
little thought that in bringing these Sudanese, already (some

of them) infected with the sleeping-sickness of the Congo forests,

he was to introduce a disease which would kill off some 250,000

natives of Uganda in eight years. Meanwhile Williams, amid
endless difficulties, with a mere handful of men, had managed
to keep the two factions from civil war, thou^^ fighting had
actually occurred in Buddu and in the Scse Islands.

After Lugard's return a lull occurred till the coast caravan

left, when lawlessness again broke out and several murders
were committed. On the 22nd of January the -. __,
killing of a Protestant at the capital (Mengo) pro- S91.

"^
duced a crisis. Lugard appealed to the king to do
justice, but he himself was treated with scant courtesy, and his

envoy was told that the French party would sack Kampala if

Lugard interfered on behalf of the murdered man. In spite

of strenuous efforts on the part of the British administrator

to avert war the French party determined to fight, and finally

attacked the British, who had assembled round Kampala.
The king and French party were defeated and fled to the Sese

Islands. The king and chiefs (except two ringleaders) were

offered reinstatement, and they appeared anxious to accept

these terms, but the French bishop joined them in the islands,

and from that day all hopes of peace vanished. Fighting was
recommenced by a " French " attack on " British " canoes,

and Williams thereupon attacked the island and routed the

hostile faction. After this the " French " slowly concentrated

in Buddu in the south, the Protestants migrating thence.

Williams then led a successful expedition against the Sese

islanders and went on to the south of the lake to obtain one of

the young princes—heirs to the throne—who were at the French

mission there. But the Fathers were hostile, and though

Mwanga was eager to accept Lugard's offers of reinstatement,

he was a prisoner in the hands of his party. He succeeded

eventually in escaping, and arrived in Mengo on the 30th of

March (1892). A new treaty was made, and the British flag flew

over the capital, while the French party were given a proportion

of chiefships and assigned the province of Buddu. These con-

ditions they themselves said were liberal, nor could they have

ventured to assume their old positions throughout Uganda.

The Mahommedans had all this time refrained from attacking

the capital as had been' expected. They now clamoured for

recognition, and Lugard went to meet them, and after a some-

what precarious and very difficult interview he succeeded in

bringing back their king Mbogo to Kampala, and in assigning

them three minor provinces in Uganda.*

Lugard on his return to Uganda at the end of 189 1 had received

orders to evacuate the country with his whole force, as the

company could no longer maintain their position, j^
A reprieve till the end of 1892 followed, funds having Qm—a^ant

been raised through the efforts of Bishop Tucker
Jjf"***"'

by the Church Missionary Society and friends.

The lives of many Europeans were at stake, for anarchy

must follow the withdrawal, and it seemed impossible to

repudiate the pledges to Toro, or to abandon the Baganda

who had fought for the British. In June 1892. therefore,

Lugard determined to leave for England to appeal against

the decision for abandonment. Williams remained in Uganda,

where the outlook was now fairly promising, and every effort

* Since reduced to one.
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was nude to reduce expenses. On arrival in England Lugard
found that the British Government had decided not to come
to the help of the company, and Uganda was to be left to

its fate. A strong movement was set on foot for the ** retention

of Uganda," and on the loth of December Lord Rosebcry
despatched Sir Gerald Portal to report on the

MitBioL ^^ means of dealing with the country, and a
subsidy was given to the company to enable them

to retain their troops there till the 31st of March 1893.

Captain (afterwards General Sir) J. R. L. Macdonald, who had
been in charge of a railway survey to Uganda, was directed to

inquire into the claims put forward by France for compensation
for the priests. His report was set aside by the government,
which, without admitting liability, but to close the controversy

with France, agreed to pay £xo,ooo to the French priests, and
the foreign office published a ctegorical reply by Lugard to

the accusations made. Portal and his sta£f reached Uganda
in March, and Williams left soon afterwards with the original

troops of the company, leaving Selim Bey and the Sudanese
and Portal's large escort in Uganda. The country on Portal's

arrival bore every mark of prosperity and revival. By in-

creasing the territory of the Roman Catholics, and giving

them estates on the road from Buddu to the capital. Portal

gave effect to projects which the Protestants had violently

opposed. He add«i also to their chiefships, and on the ist

of April hoisted the British flag, made a new treaty with

Mwanga, and sent Major Roderick Owen to enlist 400 Sudanese
from the Toro colonies. He recommended to the imperial

government the retention of Uganda {i.e. Buganda), the abandon-
ment of Unyoro and Toro, and the construction of a railway

half-way only to the lake. He departed after two and a half

months' residence, leaving Macdonald in charge. During
Macdonald's administration the Sudanese under Selim Bey
began to conspire against the British control. The movement
was checked and Selim Bey was deported to the coast.

In November 1893 Colonel (Sir Henry) Colvile arrived to

take charge, and at once led the whole of the Baganda army

Coivat'a against King Kabarega of Unyoro. Major R. Owen
Octrnpatiam defeated the hostile army, first in the south and
•iUmyom, j^ter in the north, and the Baganda chiefs scattered

the main body, while Colvilc occupied the capital and built

a line of forts from Buganda to Lake Albert, of which he

left Major A. B. Thruston in command. This officer fought a
number of brilliant actions, and aided by Major (later Colonel)

G. G. Cunningham, Captain Seymour Vandeleur, William

Grant and others, he overran Unyoro and broke down all

resistance. In June 1894 Uganda {i.e, the kingdom of

Buganda) was declared a protectorate, and at the end of the

year Sir Henry Colvile was invalided. Mr F. J. Jackson now
took temporary charge, pending the arrival in June 189s of

Mr £. J. L. Berkeley, the first administrator.

At this time also it was decided to construct a railway to

Uganda, but work was not begun till December 1896. Peace

seemed assured in Uganda; territorial Umits to religious teaching

were abolished, English Roman Catholic priests were added to

the French Fathers, and the material progress of the country

was very marked. European traders settled in the country,

good permanent houses were built, roads were made and kept

in repair, and many new industries introduced, chief among
which were the expression of oil from various oilseeds and the

cultivation of coffee. Trees were imported and land set aside

for planting forests. The success of these efforts at progress

was largely due to Mr G. Wilson, C.B., who had been sent to

Uganda from East Africa as an assistant administrator in 1896.

In this year also the protectorate was extended over Unjroro

and Busoga.'

In the middle of 1897 this era of peace was rudely interrupted.

Colonel Trevor Teman was acting commissioner, and Macdonald
had returned to East Africa in command of an exploring expedi-

tion, for which Teman had been ordered to supply 300 Sudanese.

* Toro. Ankole, Bukedi and the other countries now included in

the protectorate were added by Sir Harry Johnston io 1899-1901.

In June Wilson discovered a plot to revolt, and in July Mwanga
fled to the south of Buddu and raised the standard of rebellion.

The rebels were defeated, while Mwanga was made a p^_^^ -

prisoner by the Germans. Teman, unaware of the Sty.
*

disaffection of his men, now sent three companies
to Macdonala, selecting those who had been continuously

fighting in Unyoro, Nandi and Buddu. This caused great

discontent, which was increased by the fact that their pay
was six months in arrears and their clothing long overdue.

The men, too, resented the fact that their pay was but a fifth

of that given to Zanzibari porters and to those of their own
body enlisted in the adjoining protectorate. They were sore

at again being sent on service without their wives, and com-
plained of harsh treatment from their officers. Necessaries

had been delayed in the attempt to import steamers from the

coast before the railway was made.
After Colonel Teman's departure on leave the three companies

who had joined Macdonald broke out into revolt in the Nandi dis>

trict (East Africa) and set off to Uganda, looting the

countries they passed through. Macdonald and Jack-
son followed with a force of Zanxibaris. Meanwhile
Major Thruston—a man justly loved by his soldiers, in whom
he had complete confidence—hurried to the garrison at Luba's,

near the Ripon Falls, relying on his personal influence to control

the men, and risking his life in the heroic attempt. He and
two other Europeans were seized and made prisoners. On the

19th of October a battle was fought between the mutineers
and Macdonald's force, in which the former were defeated.

The same night the Sudanese leaders, fearful lest their men
might submit, murdered Thruston and his companions and sent

letters to Uganda to incite their comrades to mutiny. Wilson,
however, had already disarmed the troops in Kampala, who
remained loyal, as also did Mbogo, the ex-king of the Baganda
Mahommedans. A large Protestant army now went to the

assistance of Macdonald, and from the 19th of October to the

9th of January the siege of Luba's continued) with constant

skirmishes, among the killed being the Rev. G. Pilkington.

Early in January Mwanga escaped from the (Germans, and,

declaring himself a Mahommedan, reached Buddu with a large

force, which Major Macdonald defeated with the aid of the

Baganda army. He then disarmed the Sudanese ganisons
in Buddu. The garrisons in Unyoro (about 500) and in Toro
remained loyaL Meanwhile the Sudanese at Luba's (numbering
600, with aoo Mahommedan Baganda) escaped, proceeded up
the east bank of the Nile and crossed the river, making their

way to Mruli. It appeared probable that if they reached

that point the Sudanese garrisons in Unyoro would vevcli as

well as the Baganda Mahommedans, and the last hope of the

Europeans would be lost. Leaving a small column to deal

with Mwanga's force in the south, and another with Kabarega,
Macdonald pursued the mutineers, overtook them in the swamps
of Lake Kioga, and after a couple of successful skirmishes

retumed to Kampala, leaving Captain (afterwards Colonel)

E. G. Harrison in command. That officer, crossing a swamp
supposed to be impassable, attacked the rebel stockade at

Kabagambi, and carried it with great gallantry. Captain

Maloney was killed and LieuL Osborne wounded, but the

crisis was past. A large number of Indian troops arrived

eariy in 1899, and in May Colonel C. G. Martyr inflicted

another heavy defeat on the mutineers at Mruli. Mwanga,
however, nonaged to get through and join Kabarega ud
the rebels in the north. These were dealt with in a aeries of

engagements, but it was not till June 1899 that Colonel J. T.

Evatt had the good fortune to capture Kings Mwanga and

Kabarega, who were deported to the coast and subsequently

removed to the Seychelles, where Mwanga died in 1903. Colonel

Martyr at the close of the year (1899) undertook an expedi-

tion up the Nile, and extended the limiu of the protectorate

in that direction. Major H. H. Austin, who had come up to

Uganda in 1897 with Macdonald and had fought through

the mutiny operations, revealed the regions north of Mt
Elgon. Colonel C. Delm^-Raddiffe finally subdued the last
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remnant of the Sudanese mutineers in 2900-1901. The year

1899 had been a costly one, £329,000 being voted in aid. In

the autumn of X899 Sir Harry Johnston was sent out as special

commi.«sioner to Uganda, being also given the rank of com-
mander-in-chief. By extensive reorganizations, and in spite of

having to cope with a rising in Nandi, his commission resulted

in the reduction of expenditure and increase of local revenue.

He gave the kingdom of Buganda a definite constitution,

settled the land question in the provinces of Buganda, Busoga,

Unyoro, Toro and Ankole, and also the question of native

taxation. By the treaty of Mengo, signed in March 1900, the

young king of Buganda, Daudi Chwa, a son of Mwanga, born

in 1896, was accorded the title of his Highness the Kabaka.
During his minority the kingdom of Buganda was governed

by regents. In 1900, the Uganda Protectorate was divided

into six provinces, but in 1903 the Eastern and part of the

Central provinces were transferred to the British East Africa

Protectorate.

In 1902 the Uganda railway, begun in 1896, was finished.

Its terminus is at Kisumu (Port Florence) on Kavirondo Gulf,

Victoria Nyanza. It is some 580 m. long, ascends in places

to altitudes of 7000 and 8000 ft. (highest point 8300 ft.),

but has only one tunnel. Its cost was about £5,300,000.

(See Bkitish East Africa.)

Colonel Sir James H. Sadler succeeded Sir Harry Johnston
in 1902 and was transferred to East Africa in 1905. His place

in Uganda was taken by Sir Henry Hesketh Bell, who was made
the first governor of Uganda in 1906. The ravages of sleeping-

sickness between 190X and 1909 destroyed upwards of a quarter

of a million people, and the whole of the native population

had to be removed from the lake shores and the Sese Islands;

but nevertheless the protectorate continued to make steady

progress in civilization and in the development of its material

resources. Its transit trade, especially with the Belgian Congo,

became of great importance. To facilitate commerce with the

Congo and with the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan and to open up the

Busoga region the British government in 1910 voted money to

build a railway from Jinja to Rakindu. The work was carried

out under the superintendence of Captain H. E. S. Cordeaux,

who became governor of the protectorate in 191a
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UOLICH, a town of Russia, in the government of Yaroslavl,

on the upper Volga, 63 m W. by S. of the city of Yaroslavl.

Pop., 9698. Its historical remains are mostly associated with

Prince Dmitri, son of Ivan the Terrible, who was believed to

have been murdered ( 1 591 ) here by Boris Godunov The wooden
house (built in 1481, restored in 1892) which the prince occupied,

ft church of St Demetrius, erected at the spot where he was killed,

and a kiosk on the site of a convent where his mother was
forcibly consecrated a nun, are the principal memorials of this

incident. The cathedral was erected in the 13th century, but
subsequently restored, and contains the grave of Prince Roman.
The industries include paper-mills, flour-mills, distilleries, copper
works, and linen factories; and the samovars (tca^urns) and
sausages made here are famous.

The local annals go as far back as the 9th century. Until the
X4th century Uglich was a separate principality, which extended
over eastern Tver. In 1329 the sons of Prince Roman the Saint

renounced their independence in favour of Moscow, and fifty

years later the Uglich princes sold their rights to the great prince

of Moscow. The Tatars plundered the town in 1237, 1293 and
1408, and the Lithuanians did the same at a later date.

UHDB. FRIIZ KARL HERMANN VON (1848- ), German
painter, was bom at Wolkenburg in Saxony. His artistic career,

for which he studied first in Dresden, was interrupted for nearly

ten years by military service, which included the two years of the
Franco-German War, but in 1877 he again turned his attentioii

to art, studying under Munkacsy in Paris and afterwards indepen-

dently in Holland. His inclination was from the first directed

towards religious subjects. He revived .the practice of treating

Biblical episodes realistically by transferring them to modern
days. Thus in the ** Come, Lord Jesus, be our Guest,'* of the

Berlin National Gallery, Christ appears among the peasant family

assembled for their meal in a modem German farmhouse ** par-

lour," and in *' The Sermon on the Mount " (Berlin, private

collection) addresses a crowd of 19th century harvesters. Similar

in conception are *' Suffer Little Children to come unto Me "

(Leipzig Museum), "The Holy Night" (Dresden Gallery),
" The Last Supper," " The Journey to Bethlehem " (Munich
Pinakothek) and " The Miraculous Draught of Fishes." Other
works of his in public collections are: " Saying Grace," at the Lux-
embourg in Paris; " Christ at Emmaus," at the Stacdel Institute,

Frankfort; "The Farewell of Tobias," at the Liechtenstein

Gallery, Vienna; and a portrait ol the actor Wohlmuth, at the
Christiania Museum. Von Uhde became professor and honorary
member of the academies of Munich, Dresden and Berlin.

UHLAND, JOHANN LUDWIG (1787-1862), German poet, was
bom at Tubingen on the 26th of April 1787. He studied juris-

pmdence at the university of his native place, but also devoted
much* time to medieval literature. Having graduated as a
doctor of laws in x8io, he went for some months to Paris; and
from x8i2 to 18x4 he worked at his profession in Stuttgart, in the

bureau of the minister of justice. He had begun his career as a
poet in 1807 and 1808 by contributing ballads and lyrics to L. von
Seckendorff's Musenalmanach; and in 1812 and 1813 be wrote
poems for J. Reraer's Poetiscker Almanack and Deulscker Dichier-

wald. In 1815 he collected his poems in a volume entitled

CedichUt which almost immediately secured a wide circle of

readers. To almost every new edition he added some fresh poems.
He wrote two dramatic works—A'rns/, Hcnog von Sckwaben and
Ludwig der Baier—the former published in 161 8, the latter in

1819. These, however, are unimportant in comparison with his

Cedickle. As a lyric poet, Uhland must be classed with the writers

of the romantic school, for, like them, he found in the middle
ages the subjects which appealed most strongly to his imagina-

tion. But his style has a precision, suppleness and grace which
sharply distinguish his most characteristic writings from those

of the romantic poets. Uhland wrote manly poems in defence of

freedom, and in the states assembly of Wiirttemberg he played

a distinguished part as one of the most vigorous and consistent

of the liberal members. In 1829 he was made extraordinary

professor of German literature at the university of Tubingen,

but he resigned this appointment in X833, when it was found to

be incompatible with his political views. In 1848 he became a

member of the Frankfort parliament.

Uhland was not only a poet and politician; he was also an
ardent student of the history of literature. In 181 2 he published

an interesting essay on Das altframdsische Epos; and ten years

afterwards this was followed by an admirable work on Walther

von der Vogelweide. He was also the author of an elaborate
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Study of Der Mythus von TMr nack ncrdiscken QueUen (1836),

and he formed a valuable collection of AUe keck- und nieder-

deuUcke Volkiiieder, which appeared in 1844-1845. He died at

Tubingen on the ijth of November 1862.

Uhland's CtsammtlU Werke, edited by H. Fischer, were published

in 1892 in 6 vols.; also by L. Frankel (2 vols., 1893) and L. HoUhof
(1901). His Cedickte pussed through nearly fifty editions in the

poet's lirettme; jubilee edition of the CeditkU und Dramen (1886).

A critical edition by E. Schmidt and J. Hanmann appeared in 1898

(2 vols.). Uhland s Sckrijun tnr CesckichU der Dichtung und Sage
were published in 8 vols. (1865-1873); his Tatebtuk von 1810-1820

by J. Hartmann (1893). See F. Notter. L. Uhland, sun Leben und
seine Dicklungen (1863); K. Mayer. L. Uhland, seine Freunde und
Zeitgenossen- {2 vols., 1867); L. Vklands Leben (with Nachlass), by
his widow (1874): A. von Keller. Uhland als Dramaliker (1877):

H. Dederich. L. Uhland als DichUr und Patriot (1886) ; W. L. Holland,

Zu Uhlands Gedathtnis (1886): H. Fischer. L. Uhland (1887); H.
Maync, Uhlands JugenddUhlung (1899).

UIOHUR. or OuiGiiouK, the name of a Turkish tribe and

dynasty who came from the East and ruled in Kashgaria from

the 10th to the 12th centuries. They used a variety of the

Syriac alphabet. (See Turks.)

UIST. NORTH AND SOUTH, islands of the outer Hebrides,

Inverness-shire, Scotland. North Uist lies S.W. of Harris (Long

Island), from which it is separated about 8 m. by the Sound of

Harris. The island measures 14 m. in length by 16 m. in greatest

width, but the coasts arc extremely indented. The highest point

is Mt Eaval (1138 ft.). The principal sea-lochs are Loch

Maddy and Loch Eport, both on the east. On the east coast the

surface is mostly swampy moorland, but on the west there is

some fertile soil. The inhabitants are chiefly engaged in crofting,

fishing and cattle-rearing. The principal village, Loch Maddy,
is the centre of a large trade, and is a favourite resort of anglers,

being a regular calling station for the steamers from Oban and
Portree The islands belonging to the parish of North Uist

comprise—to the south-west Balleshare and lUeray (pop., 383),

Kirldbost, Heisker (98), and the Monach group, with a lighthouse

on Shillay; to the south, Grimisay (290) and Ronay; to the

north-east, Levera; to the north, Boreray (118) and Vallay.

South Uist has a population (i901) of 3541. an extreme length

of 22 m. and an extreme width of 8 m. Towards the north-east

it becomes mounuinous, the highest points being Buail'a Choill

(2034), Ben More (1994) and Hecla (1988). The chief sea-lochs

are Loch Boisdale, largely frequented by anglers, Loch Eynort

and Loch Skiix>rt on the east coast. On the east side the surface

is mainly alluvial peat, broken by hills, but on the west

there is a belt of productive land. Besides crofting, the inhabi-

tants are engaged in the fisheries and cattle-raising. Steamers

from Oban call regulariy at the village of Loch Boisdale. The
islands attached to the parish of SouthUist include, to the south,

Eriskay (pop., 3478), where Prince Charles landed on the 2nd of

August 1745; to the north-east, Wiay; to the north, Grimisay,

Fladda, just off the north-east shore of Benbecula, and Benbecula

(pop., 141 7), with an area of 40 sq. m., from which there is at

low tide a ford to North and South Uist.

UITENHAOB. a town of the Cape province, South Africa,

in the valley of the Zwartkops river, 270 ft. above the sea, 21m.
by rail N.N.W. of Port Elizabeth. Pop. (1904). 1 2.193. of whom
6680 were whites. It was founded in 1804 by De Mist, the

Batavian commissioner, who took over Cape Colony from the

British in 1803. Many natives find employment in the mills

along the Zwartkops, where vast quantities of wool from the

sheep farms of the eastern part of the province are cleansed and
forwarded for shipment at Port Elizabeth. Extensive railway

works arc established here. There are in addition large flower

and fruit nurseries. The town is laid out in rectangular blocks,

and contains a handsome town-hall, court-house and public

offices.

UJEST (Polish, Viasfjf a small town on the Klodnitz in

Prussia, which gives the title of duke to the head of the family

of Hohenlohe-Ohringen. a branch (1S23) of that of Hohenlohe-

Ingelfingen (see Hohenlohe). Prince Hugo of Hohenlohe-

Ohringen was created duke of Ujest in 186 1, and in 1897 was

succeeded by his son Christian Kraft (b. 1848). The duke is an

hereditary member of the upper houses of Wflrttembetg antf

Prussia.

UJIJI, a town in German East Africa, also known as Kavdc,
situated on the eastern shores of Lake Tanganyika, in 4" ss' ^-i

29* 40' E. It is connected with Cape Town by an overland tele-

graph line. The population (about 14,000) is composed of Arabs

and members of numerous Central African tribes. Ujiji is the

meeting-point of merchants from all parts of Tanganyika, and the

terminus of the caravan route from Dar-es-Salaam. Arabs from

Zanzibar made Ujiji their headquarters during the first half of

the i9tb century, and it became a great slave and ivory mart.

In 1858 Richani Burton and J. H. Speke reached Ujiji from

Zanzibar, being the first Europeans to see Lake Tanganyika.

In 1S69 David Livingstone, coming from the south, arrived at

Ujiji, and it was here that H. M. Stanley found him on the

28th of October 1 87 1 . In 1890 it came within the German sphere

of influence. (See Tanganyika and German East Apuca.)
UJJAIN, or UjAiN, a city of central India, in the state of

Gwalior,on the right bank of the river Sipra.with a sution on
the branch of the Rajputana railway from Ratlam to BhopaL
Pop. (1901) 39,892. Ujjain, known as Avanti in the Buddhist

period and as Ozene to the Greeks, is one of the seven sacred

cities of the Hindus and the traditional capital of King Vikm>
maditya, at whose court the " nine gems " of Sanskirt literature

are said to have flourished. It marks the first meridian of longi-

tude in Hindu geography. It is heard of first as the residence

of Asoka (afterwards emperor), when viceroy of. the western pro-

vinces. It was sacked by the Mahommedans in X235. Under
Akbar it became the capital of Malwa, and during the last half

of the i8th century it was the headquarters of Sindbia. It

contains few old buildings, though relics of antiquity are often

found on the abandoned site of the old dty. It is now a centre

of the trade in Malwa opium, with a wealthy colony of Bohra
merchants. The principal institutions are the Madhava CoUege
(called after the present Maharaja), two state hospitals^ and a
dispensary belonging to the Canadian Presbyterian mission. A
great religious festival is held here every twelfth 3rear.

UJVIDBK (German, Neusatx), a town of Hungary in thecounty
of B&cs-Bodrog, 171m. S.S.E. of Budapest by rail. Pop. (i9oo)»

28,763. It is situated on the left bank of the Danube near the

terminus of the Franz-Josef canal. It is the seat of a Greek
Orthodox bishop, and has become the literary and religious

centre of the Servians in Hungary, especially since the founda*
tion in .1864 of the Matica Srbska, or Servian Literary Society.

The town was founded in the middle of the x8th century, and was
almost totally destroyed during the revolution of 1848-49- On
the opposite bank of the Danube, connected with Ujvid^k by a
railway bridge, lies Pfterv&rad or Peterwardein.

UKAZ, or Ukase (Russ., from ukasai, a shortened form of

ukaxlivat, to show, announce, prescribe), a term applied in

Russia to an edict or ordinance, legislative or administrati\-e,

having the force of law. A ukaz proceeds either from the

emperor or from the senate, which has the power of issuing such

ordinances for the purpose of carrying out existing decrees. All

such decrees are promulgated by fhe senate. A difference is

drawn between the ukaz signed by the emperor's hand and hb
verbal ukaz, or order, made upon a report submitted to him.
(See Russia: Constitution and Government.)

UKRAINE ('' frontier "). the name formerly given to a dis-

trict of European Russia, now comprising the governments of

Kharkov, Kiev, Podolia and Poltava. The portion east of the

Dnieper became Russian in 1686 and the portion west of that

river in 1793.

ULAN (formerly spelt Uhlan), originally a Polish cavalry

soldier armed with a Unce. These troops were light cavalr>\

and wore the national dress and aapka (or lancer cap). They
were introduced into the Prussian service in 1740, but failed to

distinguish themselves in the first Silesian War, and it was only

after the treaty of Tilsit (1807) that Ulan regiments were again

formed in the Prussian army. In the Austrian army a *' Uhlan-

pulk " of Poles was formed in 1784 and ordinary Ulan regiments

of Austrian cavalry. in X79Z. The Austrian Ulans no longer
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cany the lanoe. In the German- army of to-day Ulans are

classed as heavy cavalry and wear the distinctive lancer dress

inherited from the ori^^nal Polish light horse. (See Cavauy
and Lance.)
ULBACH, LOUIS (1822-1889), French writer, was bom at

Tkoyes (Aube) on the 7th of March 1822. He was encouraged

to take up a literary career by Victor Hugo. He became dramatic
critic of the Temps, and attracted attention by a series of satirical

letters addressed to the Figaro over the signature of " Ferragus,"

and published separately in 1868. He edited the Revue de Paris

until iu suppression in 1858, and in 1868 he founded a paper, La
Cloche, which was suppressed in 1869 for its hostility to the

empire. Ulbach was imprisoned for six months, and when on
bis release he revived the paper he got into trouble both with the

commune and the government, and was again imprisoned in

1871-1872. In 1878 he was made librarian of the arsenal, and
died in Paris on the i6th of April 1889.

Among his works are: Voyaf/t autour de man docker (1864),
Nos coniemforains (1869-1871), A ventures de trots grandes dames
de la cour de Vieune (3 vols., 1876) ; Les Buveurs de poisons: la fie

odrU (1879). LaViede Victor Hugo (1886). &c
ULCSS, an open sore (derived through the French from Lat.

tdcus, Gr. iXcoc). When a portion of animal tissue dies in

consequence of an infection or injury, the death of that tissue

taking place by gradual breaking down or disintegration, the

process is termed ulceration and the result an ulcer. When the

ulcer is spreading the place is painful and the surrounding parts

are flushed with extra blood, but under appropriate treatment

the destructive process ceases and the ulcer gradually heals.

The bright surface of the ulcer becomes glazed over, and those

changes take place in it which occur in an open woimd. The
ulcer gradually contracts, and round its edges cicatrization, or

scarring, occurs. Ulcers may arise from various causes in

different parts of the body, and in association with certain specific

diseases, such as syphilis, tubercle, cancer and typhoid fever.

(For Gastric Ulcer see the separate article.) (E.O.*)

ULSilBORG (Finnish, Oulu), a province in the grand duchy of

Finland, including a wide territory to the north of Kuopio and
neariy reaching Varangerfjord, taking in the high dreary plateau

of Laponia (x6,ooo sq. m.) and the fertile plains of Osterbotten.

It has a total area of 63,970 sq. m., with a population, chiefly

agricultural in Osterbotten and nomadic in Laponia, of (1904)

395,187. The bulk of the inhabitants (99%) are Finnish. There

are immense forests, and only 0-4% of the area is under

culture. The capital of the government is Uleaborg, a sea-

port on the Gulf of Bothnia, now connected by railway with

Helsingfors (498 m.); pop, (1904), 1 7,737.

ULBMA (Arab, 'ulamd, smg. *dlim, literally " knowers," in

the sense of scienles), the learned of IsUm, theologians, canon-

lawyers, professors, judges, muftis, &c, all who, whether in

office or not, are versed theoretically and practically in Muslim
science in general. By " science " in this case is especially

meant what is learned from tradition, books or men, and through

the intellect. In a narrower sense, Ulema is used, in a Muslim
state, of a council of such learned men, holding government
appointments. If all conception of intermediary priesthood

be eliminated, the Ulema may be said to be equivalent to the

secular clergy of Roman Christendom (see Dervish). Opposed

to them, again, are the 'drifs (" knowers," " perceivcrs," senlienks,

as opposed to scienUs), to whom religious knowledge comes

in the vision of the mystic, not by tradition or reason (see

^OrnsM).
On the training of the ulema see Sunnites.

^
(D. B. Ma.)

ULFBLDT, KORFITS (1606-1664), Danish^^statesman, was
the son of the chancellor Jacob Ulfeldt. After a careful educa-

tion abroad he returned to Denmark in 1629 and quickly won
the favour of Christian IV. In 1634 he was made a Knight

of the Elephant, in 1636 became councillor of state, in 1637

governor oi Copenhagen, and in 1643 lord treasurer. In 1637

he married the king's daughter Leonora Christina, who had
been betrothed to him from her ninth year. Ulfeldt was the

most striking personality at the Danish court in all superficial

accomplishments, but his chaiacter was marked by ambition,
avarice and absolute lack of honour or conscience. He was
largely responsible for the disasters of the Swedish war of

1643-45, and when the treaty of Br6msebro was signed there
was a violent scene between him and the king, though
Ulfddt's resignation was not accepted. In December 1646
he was sent as ambassador extraordinary to the Hague, but
the results of his embassy by no means corresponded to its

costliness, and when he returned to Denmark in July 1647 he
found the king profoundly irritated. Ulfeldt, supported by
the Raad and the nobility, who objected to Christian's fiscal

policy, resisted his father-in-law, and triumphed completely. As
lord high steward he was the virtual ruler of Denmark during
the two months which elapsed between the death of Christian IV.

and the election of Frederick III. (July 6, 1648); but the

new king was by no means disposed to tolerate the outrageous
usurpations of Ulfeldt and his wife, and this antagonism
was still further complicated by allegations of a plot (ultimately

proved to be false, but believed at the time to be true)

on the part of Dina Winhavers, a former mistress of Ulfeldt,

to poison the royal family. Dina was convicted of perjury and
executed, but Ulfeldt no longer felt secure at Copenhagen, and
on the day after the execution he secretly quitted Denmark
(July 14, 1651), with his family. After Uving for a time in

concealment at Amsterdam, he migrated to Barth in Swedish
Pomerania, and began the intrigues which have branded bis

name with infamy. In July 1657 he eagerly responded to the

invitation of Charles X. of Sweden, when he invaded Denmark,
and entered the service of his country's deadliest foe, for the

express purpose of humiliating his sovereign and enriching

himself. He persuaded the commandant of Nakskov, the one
fortress of Laaland, to surrender to Charles X., and did his

best' to convince his countrymen that resistance was useless.

Finally, as one of the Swedish negotiators at the congress of

Taastrup, he was instrumental in humiliating his native land

as she had never been humiliated before. Ulfeldt's treason

was rewarded by Charles X. of Sweden with the countship of

Solvitsburg in Blekinge; but the discontented renegade began

intriguing against his' new master, and in May 1659 was con-

demned to deatli. The Swedish regents, on the 7th of July,

amnestied him, and he returned to Copenhagen to try to.

make his peace with his lawful sovereign, who promptly im-

prisoned him and his wife. In the summer of 1660 they were

conveyed to Hammershus in Bornholm, as prisoners of state.

Their captivity was severe to brutality; and they were only

released (in September 1661) on the most degrading conditions.

The fallen magnate henceforth dreamed ot nothing but revenge,

and in the course of 1662, during his residence at Bruges,

he offered the Danish crown to the elector of Brandenburg,

proposing to raise a rebellion in Denmark for that purpose.

Frederick William betrayed Ulfeldt's treason to Frederick III.,

and the Danish government at once impeached the traitor; on
the 34th of July 1663 he and his children were degraded, his

property was confiscated, and he was condemned to be beheaded

and quartered. He escaped from the country, but the sentence

was actually carried out on his effigy; and a pillory was erected

on the ruins of his mansion at Copenhagen. He died at Basel,

in February 1664.

See Julius Albert Fridericia, Adelsvaeldens sidste dage (Copen-
hagen, 1894): Danmarks rius kistorie, vol. iv. (Copenhagen,

1897-190S); Robert Nisbet Bain, Scandinavia, chs. vii., ix., x.

(Cambridge, 1905).

ULFILAS (c. 3x1-383), the apostle of Christianity to the

Gothic race, and, through his translation of the Scriptures

into Gothic, the father of Teutonic literature, was bom among
the Goths of the trans-Danubian provinces about the year 311.^

The Arian historian Phik)stoigius (Hist. eccl. ii. 5) says that

his grand-parents were Clhristian captives from^Sadagolthtna in

Cappadoda, who had been carried off to the lands beyond the

Danube in the Gothic raid of 264, and became so naturalized

that the boy received a Gothic name, WulfUa (Little Wolf).

> Krafft gives 313 as the date; Waitz, 31&
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An authoritative record of 'tlie outlines of his life was only
discovered early in the 19th century in a writing of Auxentius
of Milan, his pupil and companion. At an early age Ulfilas

was sent, either as an envoy or as a hostage for his tribe, to

Constantinople, probably on the occasion of the treaty arranged
in 332. During the preceding century Christianity had been
planted sporadically among the Goths beyond the Danube,
through the agency in part of Christian captives, many of

whom belonged to Uie order of clergy, and in (Mirt of merchants
and traders. Ulfilas may therefore have been a convert to

Christianity when he reached Constantinople. But it was
here probably that he came into contact with the Arian doc-

trines which gave the form to his later teaching, and here that

he acquired his command over Greek and Latin. For some
time before 341 he worked as a lector (reader of the Scriptures),

probably among his own countrymen in Constantinople, or

among those attached as foederali to the Imperial armies in

Asia Minor. From this work he was called to return as mis-

sions^ bishop to his own country, being ordained by Eusebius

of Nicomedia and " the bishops who were with him," probably

at Antioch, in 341. This ordination of Ulfilas by the chiefs

of the semi-Arian party is at once an indication of their deter-

mination to extend their influence by active missionary enter-

prise, and evidence that Ulfilas was now a declared adherent

of the Arian or semi-Arian party. He was now thirty ^ears

of age, and his work as " bishop among the Goths " covered

the remaining forty years of his life. For seven of these years

he wrought among the Visigoths beyond the Danube, till the

success which .attended his labours drew down the persecution

of the stiU pagan chief of the tribe. This " sacrilegus judex "

has been identified with Athanaric, a later persecutor, but the

identification is not beyond question. To save his flock from
extinction or dispersion, Ulfilas decided to withdraw both

himself and his people. With the consent of the emperor
Constantius he led them across the Danube, " a great body of

the faithful," and settled in Moesia at the foot of the range of

Haemus and near the site of the modem Timova (349). Here
they developed into a peace-loving pastoral people.

The life of Ulfilas during the following thirty-three years is

marked by only one recorded inddent (Sozomen iv. 24), his

vi^t to Constantinople in January 360, to attend the council

convened by the Arian or Homoean party. His work and
influence were not confined to his own immediate flock, but
radiated by means of his homilies and treatises, and through

the disciples he despatched as missionaries, among all the Gothic

tribes beyond the Danube. Thus the Church beyond the

Danube, which had not been extinguished on Ulfilas's with-

drawal, began to grow once more, and once more had to undergo

the fires of persecution. Catholic missionaries had not been

wanting in ihe meanwhile, and in the indiscriminate persecution

by Athanaric, between 370 and 375, Cathoh'cs and Arians stood

and fell side by side. The religious quarrel either accentuated,

or was accentuated by, political differences, and the rival

chiefs, Athanaric and Frithigem, appeared as champions of

Paganism and Christianity respectively. Then followed the

negotiations with the emperor Valens, the general adhesion

of the Visigoths under Frithigem to Arian Christianity, the

crossing of the Danube by himself and a host of his followers,

and the troubles which culminated in the battle oi Adrianople

and the death of Valens (378). The part phiyed by Ulfilas in

these troublous times cannot be ascertained with certainty.

It may have been he who, as a " presbyter christiani ritus,"

conducted negotiations with Valens before the battle of Adria-

nople; but that he headed a previous embassy asking for leave

for the Visigoth's to settle on Roman soil, and that' he then,

for political motives, professed himself a convert to the Arian

creed, favoured by the emperor, and drew with him the whole

body of his countrymen—these and other similar stories of

the orthodox church historians appear to be without founda-

tion. The death of Valens, followed by the succession and the.

early conversion to Catholicism of Theodosius, dealt a fatal

blow to the Arian party within the empire. Ulfilas lived long

enough to see what the end must be^ Harxiships as wcH as'
years must have combined to. make him an old man, when in
383 he was sent for to Constantinople by the emperor. A split
seems to have taken place among the Arians at Constantinople.
Ulfilas was summoned to meet the innovators, and to induce
them to surrender .the opinion which caused the dispute. His
pupil Auxentius describes how, "in the name of God," be
set out upon his way, hoping to prevent the teaching of these
new heretics from reaching " the churches of Christ by Christ
committed to his chaige." No sooner had he reached Con-
stantinople than he fell sick, "having pondered much about
the council," and before he had put his hand to the task which
had brought him he died, probably in January 383. A few
days later there died, also in Constlntinople, his old enemy
and persecutor, Athanaric.

The Arianiam of Ulfibs was a fact of pregnant consequence for
his people, and indirectly for the empire. It had been his lifelong
faith, as we learn from the opening words of his own confession

—

" Ego Ulfilas aem()er sic crcdidi." If, as seems probable from the
circumstances of his ordination, he was a semi-Arian and k follo-«kcr
of Eusebius in 3AI, at a later period of his life he departed from
this position, ana vigorouslY opposed the teaching 01 his former
leader. He appears to have joined the Homocan party, which took
shape and acquired influence before the council of Constantinople
in 360, where he adhered with the rest of the council to the creed
of Ariminum, with the addendum that in future the terms <w6»-r««&c
and oAvU should be excluded from Christological definitions.
Thus we learn from Auxentius that he condemned Homootiaans
and Homoiousians alike, adopting for himself the Homocan formula,
" filium similem esse patri suo." This Arian form of Christianity
was imparted by Ulfilas and his disciples to most of the tribes of
the Gothic stocl^ and persisted among them, in spite of persecution,
for two centuries.

The other legacy beoueathcd by Ulfilas was of less questionable
value. His vcrsion^of the Scriptures is his greatest monument. By
it he became the first to raise a barbarian tongue to the dasnity
'

•

•
• abiir

r._, ynina testimonv of his oowcrs as
of his devotion to his work.

of a literary language; and the skill, knowlcdee and adaptive ability
it displays make it the crowning testimony o7 his powers as well as

The personal 9ualities of the man may be inferred from his pupil**
description of him as " of most upright conversation, truly a con-
fessor of Christ, a teacher of piety, and a preacher of truth—a man
whom I am not competent to praise according to his merit, ^-^t
altogether keep silent I dare not.'*

See Waits. Das Uhen des Ulfilas (1840): W. L. Kraift. JCtVeJbrif.

feschichU der deutschen, Volker (Abth. i., 1854); H. Bohmer in
lerzoe-Hauck, Realentyklopddie,* vol. xxi. ; W. Bessell, Das JLeb^n

des Ulfilas (i860); C. A. Scott, Ulfilas, AposiU of the Cotks (1885),
(C A. S.)

ULLATHORNE; WILUAM BERNARD (1806-1889), £nc:lish
Roman Catholic bishop, was bom at Pocklington, Yorkshire,

on the 7th of May 1806, of an old Roman Catholic family.
At fifteen he went to sea, and made several voyages to the
Baltic and Mediterranean. In 1823 he entered the Benedictine
monastery of Downside, near Bath, taking the vows in 1835.
He was ordained priest in 1831, and in 1833 went to New South'
Wales, as vicar-general to Bishop William Morris (i794^187 2>,
whose jurisdiction extended over the Australian missions. It
was mainly Ullathome who caused Gregoiy XVI. to establish
the hierarchy in Australia. He returned to England in 1S36,
and, after another visit to Australia, settled in England in 1841,
taking chaige of the Roman Catholic mission at Coventry.
He was consecrated bishop in 1847 as vicar-apostolic of the
western district, in succession to Bishop C. M. Baggs (1806-
1845)1 hut was transferred to the central district in the follow.
ing year. On the re-establishment of the hierarchy in England
Ullathome became the first Roman Catholic bishop of Birming-
ham. During his thirty-eight years tenure of the see 67 new
churches, 32 convents and nearly 200 mission schools were
builL In 1888 he retired and received from Leo XIII. the
honorary title of archbishop of Cabasa. He died at Oscott
College on the sxst of March 1889.

Of his theological and philosophical works the best known are:
The Endowments of Man (i88a): The Groundwork of the Christian
Virtues (1883): Christian Patience (1886). For an account ol ha
life see his AutcMograpky, edited by A. T. Drane ^London, 1891).

ULLMANN. KARL (i 796-1865), German Protestant theo-
logian, was bom at Epfcnbach, near Heidelberg, on the isth ol
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March X796. He studied at Heidelberg and Tfibingen, and
in 1820 delivered ezegetical and historical lectures at Heidel-

berg. In 1829 he went to Halle as professor to teach church

history, dogmatics and symbolics, but in 1836 he accepted a
chair at Heidelberg. A lifelong exponent of the' mediating

theology iVermiltelungs-Tkeologie), in 1828, with the help of

Umbreit (i 795-1860), he founded and edited the Tkeologiscke

Studien und Kritiken in its interests. When .Wegscheider and
Gesenius were denounced by Hengstenberg as rationalists, he

pleaded for freedom in theological teachuig (cf. his Theol,

Bcdenkm, 1830). On the other hand, he vigorously attacked

David Strauss. His Historisck odor mytkisck (1838; and ed.

1866) was a reply to Strauss's Ufe of Jesus, and his criticism

resulted in Strauss making numerous concessions in later works.

Ullmann died on the X2th of January 1865.

In Das Wesai des ChrisienthMms (1845: 5th ed., 1865: Eng. trans.,

1860) Ullmann explains that Christianity is independent of the
orthodox formulas, and contends that a distinction should be made
between faith and dogmatics. His principal historical works are

Cregor ven Nomhs (1825: and ed., 1867) and Die Reformaioren
vor der Reformation (a vols., 1841 ; 3nd ed., 1866; Eng. trans., 1854).

Another well-known work is Die Sundlosigkeii Jesu (18^4; Eng. trans.,

1858 and 1870). See O. Pfleidcrer, Detelcpment of Theology (1890);
and cf. W. Beyschlag, Karl UUmann (1867). and Adolf Hausrath
in KUine SckrifUn rOtgioHSgeuhichUichen Inkalts (1883).

ULM. a fortress-city of Germany, in the kingdom of WOrttem-
berg, situated on the left bank of the Danube, in a fertile plain

at the foot of the Swabian Alps, 58 m. by rail S.E. of Stuttgart

and 63 m. N.W. of Munich. Pop. (1905), 51,680. Ulm still

preserves the dignified and old-fashioned appearance of a free

imperial town, and contains many medieval buildings of historic

and of artistic interest. Among these are the town hall, of the

x6th century, in the Transition style from late Gothic to Renais-

sance, restored in recent years; the Komhaus; the Ehingerhaus

or Neubronnerhaus, now containing the industrial musetun;

and the commandery of the Teutonic order, built in 17x2-1718 on
the site of a habiution of the order dating from the X3th century,

and now used as barracks. The magnificent early Gothic

cathedral is capable of containing 30,000 people. Begun in

137 7, and carried on at intervals till the x6th century, the

building was long left unfinished; but in X844 the work of

restoration and completion was begun, being completed in 1890.

Ulm cathedral has double aisles and a pentagonal apsidal

choir, but no transepts. Its length (outside measurement) is

464 ft., iu breadth 159 ft.; the nave is 136 ft. high and 47

(

wide; the aisles, which are covered with rich net-vaulting, are

68 ft. In height. The massive and richly decorated square

tower in the centre of the west facade, which for centuries

terminated in a temporary spire, was completed in X890,

according to the original plans, by the addition of an octagonal

storey and a tall open spire (528 ft.), •the loftiest ecclesiastical

erection in the worlds outstripping the twin spires of Cologne

cathedral by 2x ft. The towers of the choir, rebuilt in the

course of the restoration, are 282 ft. high. The cathedral

contains some fine stained glass, the largest organ in Germany
(1856), and a number of interesting old paintings and carvings

by J6rg Syriin the elder, Jdrg Syrlin the younger, Burkhard
Engelberger, and other masters of the Swabian school. It

belongs to the Protestant Church. Trinity church dates from

x6x7-x62i, and there are also four Roman Catholic churches and

a synagogue.

The Danube, joined by the lUer just above the town and by
the Blau just below, here becomes navigable, so that Ulm
occupies the important commercial position of a terminal

river-port. Hence there is water communication with the

Neckar, and so to the Rhine and into the interior of France.

The market for leather and cloth is important, and Ulm is

famous for its vegetables (especially asparagus), barley, beer,

pipe-bowls and sweet cakes (Ulmer Zuckerbrot). Bleaching,

brewing and brass-founding are carried on, as well as a large

miscellany of manufactures.

Ulm has long been a fortress of the first rank. In 1844-1859

the .German Confederation carefully fortified it, and in X876

the new German Empire added a comprehensive outer girdle

of detached forts, culminating in the powerful citadel of Wil-

helmsburg. The long straight lines of works which stretched

to the plateau of the Michelsberg and formed the outworks
of the main fortress on the left bank of the Danube were pur-

chased in 1900 by the municipal authorities, in order to be
levelled and laid out in streets for the extension of the town in

this direction. The fortifications also of Neu-Ulm, on the

Bavarian side of the Danube, were ordered to be razed and
devoted to municipal purposes. The dtaddof Wilhdmsburg
remains, and also the defences on the left bank of the Danube,
further extended and strengthened. Ulm is the basis of opera-

tions for the German army behind the Black Forest, and can
easily shelter a force of xoo,ooo men; its peace garrison is

5600.

Ulm is mentioned as early as 854, and under the Carolingian

sovereigns it was the scene of several assemblies. It became
'

a town In X027, and was soon the principal place in the duchy
of Swabia. Although burned down by Henry the Lion, it soon

recovered from this disaster and became a free imperial town
in XI 55. Towards the close of the middle ages it appears

several times at the head of leagues of the Swabian towns.

Its trade and commerce prospered and in ^he X5th century it

attained the summit of its prosperity, rub'ng over a district

about 300 sq. m. in extent, and having a population of about

60,000. In X803 it lost its freedom and passed to Bavaria, being

ceded to WOrttemberg in X809. In October 1805 General Mack
with 23,000 Austrians capitulated here to Napoleon. Ulm
is remarkable in the history of German literature as the spot

where the Meistersinger lingered longest, preserving without

text and without notes the traditional lore of their craft. In

1830 there were twelve Meistersinger alive in Ulm, but in X839

the four survivors formally made over their insignia and gild

property to a modem singing society and closed the record of

the Meistergesang in Germany.

See E. Nabling, Ulms Handel und Cewerhe %m MittetalUr (Ulm,
X892-1900); G. Fischer, Cesckickte der Stadt Ulm (Stuttgart. 1863):
Presael. Utmisfkes Urkundenbueh (Stuttgart. 1873); and Ulm und
sein MUnster (Ulm^^ 1877): Schultes, Ckrontk von Ulm (Stuttgart,

1881 and 1886) : Hassler. Ulms KunstgeschiehU im MUuUUter (Stutt-

gart, 1873); and Das roU Buck der Stadt Ulm, edited by C, MoUvo
(1904).

ULPIAN (Domnns Ulpunus), Roman jurist, was of Tyrian

ancestry. The time and place of his birth are unknown, but

the period of his literary activity was between aj>. 2x1 and
222. He made his first appearance in public life as assessor

in the auditorium of Papinian and member of the coundl of

Septimius Severus; under Caracalla he was master of the

requests (magister libellorum). Heliogabalus banished him from

Rome, but on the accession of Alexander (222) he was reinstated,

and finally became the emperor's chief adviser and praefectus

praetorio. His curtailment of the privileges granted to the

praetorian guard by Heh'ogabalus provoked their enmity, and
he narrowly escaped their vengeance; ultimately, in 228, he-

was murdered in the palace, in the course of a riot between

the soldiers and the mob.

His works include Ad Sabinum, a commentary on thejus ctrtZf,

in over 50 books; Ad edictum, a commentary on the Edict, in 83'

books; collections of opinions, responses and disputations; boon
of rules and institutions; treatises on the functions of the different

magistrates—one of them, the De ofUio proeonsulis libri x., being a
comprehensive exposition of the criminal law ; monographs on various

statutes, on testamentary trusts, and a varictv of other works. His
writings altogether have supplied to Justinian^s Digest about a third

of its contents, and his commentary on the Edict alone about a fifth.

As an author he is characteriaed by doctrinal exposition of a high

order, judkiousness of criticism, and lucidity of arrangement, style

and language. ...
Domitii Vlpiani fragmenta, consistmjs of 39 titles, were first

edited by Tilius (Paris, 1549). Other editions are by Hugo (Beriin,

1834), Becking (Bonn. 1836), containing fragments of the first book
of the Instituliones discovered by Endlicher at Vienna in 1835, and
In Girard's Textes de droit romain (Paris, 1890).

ULRICH, duke of Wflrttemberg (x487>x5So), was a son of

Henry, count of Montb^Uard (d. X5X9), younger son of Ulri'**-
"
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count of Warttemberg. He succeeded bis kinsman Eber-

hard II. as duke of Wttrttembeiig in 1498, being declared of age

in 1503. He served the German king, Maximilian I., in the

war over the succession to the duchy of Bavaxia-Landshut in

1504, receiving some additions to Wilrttcmberg as a reward;

he accompanied Maximilian on his unfinished journey to Rome
in 1508; and he marched with the imperial army into France in

1513. Meanwhile in Wflrttemberg Ulrich had become very

unpopular. His extravagance had led to a large accumulation

of debt, and his subjects were irritated by his oppressive methods
of raising money. In 15x4 a rising under the name of " poor

Conrad " broke out, and was only suppressed after Ulrich had
made important concessions to the estates in return for financial

aid. The duke's relations with the Swabian league, moreover,

were very bad, and trouble soon came from another quarter also.

In 151 X Ulrich had married Sabina, a daughter of Albert III.,

duke of Bavaria-Munich, and niece of the emperor Maximilian.

The marriage was a very unhappy one, and having formed an
affection for the wife of a knight named Hans von Hutten, a
kinsman of Ulrich von Hutten, the duke killed Hans in 15x5

during an altercation. Hutten's friends now joined the other

elements of discontent. Fleeing from her husband, Sabina

won the support of the emperor and of her brother William IV.,

duke of Bavaria, and Ulrich was twice placed under the imperial

ban. After the death of Maximilian in January X519 the

Swabian league interfered in the struggle, and Ulrich was
driven from Wiirttemberg, which was afterwards sold by the

league to the emperor Charles V.
Ulrich passed some time in Switzerland, France and Germany,

occupied with brigand exploits and in service under Francis I.

of France; but he never lost sight of the possibility of recovering

WUrttemberg, and about 1533 he announced his conversion to

the reformed faith. His opportunity came with the outbreak

of the Peasants' War. Posing as the friend of the lower orders

and signing himself " Ulrich the peasant," his former oppressions

were forgotten and his return was anticipated with joy. Collect-

ing men and money, mainly in France and Switzerland, he
invaded WOrttemberg in February 1525, but the Swiss in his

service were recalled owing to the defeat of Francis I. of France
at Pavia; the peasantry were uxuible to give him any serious

support, and in a few weeks he was again a fugitive. Dtiring

his exile Ulrich had formed a friendship with Philip, landgrave

of Hesse; and his restoration, undertaken by Philip, is an event

of some importance in the political history of the Reformation.

In X526 PhiUp had declared he was anxious to restore the exiled

duke, and about the same time Frauds I. and Zwingli had
intimated their willingness to assist in a general attack upon the

Habsburgs. Many difficulties, however, barred the way^ and
it was X534 before Phih'p was prepared to strike. In January
of that year Francis I. had definitely promised assistance; the

Swabian league had just been dissolved; and, after a manifesto

had been issued by Ulrich and Philip justifying the proposed

undertaking, Wttrttemberg was invaded in April 1534. Charles

V. and his brother, the German king, Ferdinand I., could send

but little assistance to their lieutenants, and on the 13th of May
the troops of the Habsburgs were completely defeated at Laufifen.

In a few weeks Ulrich was restored, and in June 1534 a treaty

was negotiated at Kaaden by which he was recogxdzed as duke
by Ferdinand, but was to hold Wiirttemberg under Austrian

suzerainty. After some hesitation Ulrich yielded to the solicita-

tions of Philip, and signed the treaty in February XS35.

The duke now lost no time in pressing on the teaching of the

reformed doctrines of Luther and Zwingli. Many convents and
monasteries were destroyed, and exten^ve seizures of church

property formed a welcome addition to his impoverished

exchequer. Taxation, however, was so heavy that he soon lost

his temporary popularity. In April 1536 he joined the league of

Schmalkalden, though he did not assent to some of the schemes

of Philip of Hesse for atUcking Charles V. In 1546 his troops

fought against the emperor during the war of the league of

Schmalkalden, but with disastrous results for WOrttemberg.

The duchy was quickly overrun, kad the duke compelled to

agree to the treaty of Heilbroim in January x $47. By this treaty
Charles, ignoring the desire of Ferdinand to depose Uliich
again, allowed him to retain his duchy, but stipulated that he
should pay a large sum of money, surrender certain fortresses,

and appear as a suppliant before the emperor at Ulm. Having
submitted under compulsion to the Inierim issued from Au«^
burg in May 1548, Ulrich died on the 6th of November 1550 at
Tubingen, where he was buried. He left a son, Christopher
(x 5x5-1 568), who succeeded him.

Bibliography.—L. F. Heyd, Vlricht Renog mu WirUemherg
(Tabingen, 1841-1844): B. Kuglcr, Ulrich, Henog su Wirtemherz
(Stuttgart, 1865) ; H. Ulmann, FuHfJahrewurllembergixkerCesekickU
1515-1519 (Leipzig, 1867); J. fansscn, Gesckkkte dts deuticken
Volks sett dem Ausgant des MtUelallers (Freibufg, 1890), Eng. tran*.
by A. M. Christie and M. A. Mitchell (London. 1900 seq.) ; C. F. von
Stalin, WirUtnbergtscke Geschtckte, Bd. iv. (Stuttgart, 1873); and
J. Wille, Pkilipp der Grossmuthige von Hessem u$td die JUslihUime
Vlricks von WirUmUrg (TQbingen, 188a).

ULRICI, HBIUIANN (1806-1884), German philoaopher, was
bom at Pf5rten, Prussia, on the 23rd of March x8o6. He was
educated for the law, but gave up his profession on the death
of his father, and devoted four years to the study of h'terature,

philosophy and science. In 1834 he was called to a professor-
ship at Halle, where he remained till his death, on the xith of
January 1884. His philosophical standpoint may be character-
ized as a reaction from the pantheistic tendency of Hegcl*s
idealistic rationalism towards a more pronounccxlly thcisiic
position. The Hegelian identity of being and thought is alsa
abandoned and the truth of realism acknowledged, an attempt
being made to exhibit idealism and realism as reflectively
incomplete but mutually complementary systems. Ulrici's
later works, while expressing the same views, are largely
occupied in proving the existence of God and the soul from
the basis of scientific conceptions, and in opposition to the
materialistic current of thought then popular in Germany.

His first works were in the sphere of literary criticism; of his
treatise On Shakespeare^s Dramatic Art (1839; editions, 1847, iS^is,
1874), the 3rd ed. was translated into Endish by L. D. Schmits
in 1876. In 1841 he published Ober Princtf u. Metkode der Hf^ei--
scken Pkilosopkiet a severe criticism of the Hegelian tyttem. Xhis
was continued in the Grund^ncip der Pkihsopkie (1845-1846^
which also gives his spcculattve position. Complementary to this
b hb System der Logik (1853). His later works on the relation of
philosophy to science and to the thought of his time were more
popular in character. These are Gtauben u. Wissen (1858), C0U «.
die Natur (186a: 3rd ed., 1875), CoU und der Afensck (a vols.. 1B66-
1873: and «d., 1874). From 1847 onward Ulrid edited, jointly with
the younger Fichte, the Zeitsckrifi JiLr Pkitosopkie n. pkii. Krisilu
See Frankcl's an. In AUgemeine denlsche Biog. (1895) and works
there quoted.

ULSTER, EARLS OP. The earldom of Ulster was the fiist
title of honour in Ireland of English creation, and for more tban
a centuiy was the only one. By many authorities John de
Courd iq.v.), the conqueror of Ulster, is held to have been the
first earl of Ulster; " it is, however, certain," says J.H. Rouxsd,
" that thb title was the invention of a late chronicler, and that
it first appears in the Book of Howthf where we read of " Sir John
Courcey, earl and president of Ubtef." The confusion probably
arose from the words of a charter, dated the 39th of May iao$,
by which King John confirmed to Hugh de Lacy, whom he then
created earl of Ulster, a grant of Ulster " as John de Courci
held it on the day when Hugh conquered and took him prisoner
in the field "; these words referring not to the earidom but to
the lands held by de Courd, and possibly also to the authority
which he had exerdsed in the king's luune. The earldom
therefore dates from thb grant to de Lacy in X205.

Hugh de Lacy, xst Earl of Ulster (d. x 242 ?), was deacexxicd
from Walter de Lacy (d. X085), who fought for William the
Conqueror at Hastings. The family came from Lassy in
Normandy, and after the Conquest Walter de Lacy obtained
extensive grants of land on the Welsh marches. He was the
first baron Lacy by tenure, and was probably a brother, certaixily

a kinsman, of Ilbert de Lacy, from whom were descended Roger
de Lacy, jusUdar in the reign of King John, and the earls oC
Lincoln (q.v.) of the de Lacy family. Although Walter had three
sons, one of whom foimded Llanthony Abbey, none of them left
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hetn; but his daughter's son Gflbert took the name of de Lacy
and became the fourth baron. Gilbert's son Hugh de Lacy
(d. 1 186) was one of the barons who accompanied Henxy II.

to Ireland in 1x71; he obtained a grant of Meath, and governed
Ireland as vicegerent for the king. By his wife Rose of Mon-
mouth Hugh was father of Walter de Lacy (d. 1241), who suc-

ceeded his father as lord of Meath and took a leading part in the

conflict of his family with John de Courd in Ireland, and also

of Hugh de Lacy, ist earl of Ulster. The latter was for a time a
coadjutor of de Gourd in Leinsler and Munster, but after 1200

the rivalry between the two developed into war, and in 1203

de Lacy drove de Gourd out of Down, and in the following year
took him prisoner. He was rewarded by the king with grants

of land in Ulster and Gonnaught, which were confirmed by the

charter of the 39th ol May 1205, when Hugh was created earl.

He returned to Ireland with quasi-vicer^al authority, and
endeavoured without much success to reduce the O'Neill of

Tyrone to submission. In x 207 war broke out between the eail

of Ulster and FiuHenry, the Justidar. Thb brotight King
John in person to Ireland, where he expelled the earl's brother,

Walter de Lacy, from Meath, and compelled the eari himself

to fly from Garrickfergus to Scotland. For several years Ulster

took part in the wars in Fiance, and he did not return to Ireland

till X22X, when he allied himself with (yHtVl against the English.

In X226 his lands in Ulster were handed over to his brother

Walter, but were restored to him in the following year, after

which datehe appears to have loyally served the king, being more
than once summoned to England to give advice about Irish

affairs. He died at Garrickfergus in X242 or X243. He left no
surviving legitimate children, and on his death the earidom of

Ulster reverted to the Grown.
In X254 the lordship of Ireland was granted by Heniy III.

to Prince Edward (afterwards Edward I.), who about X255

transferred " the county of Ulster " to Walter de Buigh, lord

of Gonnaught, in exchange for the rich domain of Kilsilan.

De Burgh was henceforth, or at all events within a short time

afterwards, styled eari of Ulster, to which title he may have
advanced some hereditary daim of a loose order through his

mother Egidia, daughter of Walter de Lacy, the first earl of

Ulster's brother. The earldom renuiined in the family of De
Burgh until the death of William, 3rd earl of this line| in X333f

when it passed to' his daughter Elizabeth, who married Lionel

Plantagenet, son of Edward HI. Lionel, having inherited in

right of his wif^ the great estates of the family of de Glare as

well as those of de Burgh, was created duke of Glarence in

1362. Leaving no male heirs, Lionel was succeeded in the

earldom of Ulster by hts daughter PhiUppa, wha married

Edmund Mortimer, earl of March. The third Mortimer, earl of

Ulster, died unmarried in 1425, when his titles were iiiheiited

by his sister's son, Richard Plantagenet, duke of York, whose
son Edward ascended t^e thibne as Edward IV. in X46X.

Since that date the earldom of Ulster, which then meiged in

the Grown, has only been held by members of the royal family.

It. was granted in X659 to James, duke of York, second son of

Gharies L, on whose accession as James II. it again merged in

the Grown. The next prince to bear the title (1716) was Ernest

Augustus, duke of Brunswick-Lfineburg, son of the elector

of Hanover, and youngest brother of George I. The title

became extinct at his death without heirs in X728. It was next
conferred on Edward Augustus, brother of George III., in X760,

again becoming extinct at his death seven years later. In 1784
Prince Frederidc, second son of George III., was created earl of

Ulster, and died leaving no children in 1827. Each of these

last four earls of Ulster, all bdng of separate creations, held the

title in conjunction with the dukedoms of York and Albany.

On the next occasion of its revival it was united with the

dukedom of Edinburgh, Prince Alfred Ernest Albert, second son

of Queen Victoria, being created duke of Edinburgh, earl of

^ent and earl of Ulster in 1866. On the death of the duke of

Edinburgh in 1900 the earldom became extinct.

Sec. for the de Lacy and de Burgh earis of Ulster, The Chronicle

iff Florence oj Worcester, edited by T. Forester (London. 18^);

Annals of Ireland by the Four Masters, edited by J. 0*Donovan
(7 vols.. Dublin. 1851) ; The Annals ofLoch Ci, edited by W. M. Hen-
ncssy, " Rolb Series ** (2 vols., London. 1871): Calendar ofDocuments
Retatint to Ireland, edited by H. S. Sweetman (5 vols.. London, 1875-
1886): W. W. Shirley, Royal and Historical LdJten of the Reign of
Henry III., *' Rolls Series^' (a vols.. London, 1862-1866) ; Sir J. T.
Gilbert. Htslory of the Viceroys of Ireland (Dublin. 1865). For the
later history ofthe earidom' see G. E. G., CompleU Peerage, vol. viiL
(London, iM)- (R. J. M.)

ULSTEB, a province of Ireland occupying the northern part
of the island. It includes the counties Donegal, Londonderry,
Antrim, Fermanagh, Tyrone, Gavan, Monaghan, Armagh and
Dowii. ' Ulster (Uladh) was one of the early provincial kingdoms
of Ireland, formed, according to the legendary chronides, at the
Milesian conquest of the island ten centuries before Ghrist,

and given to the descendants of Ir, one of the sons of MOeadh.
Interprovindal wars frequently altered iu boundaries, noubly
in 333 when the three Gollas, sons of Eochaidh Doimhleoi, con-
quered the land between the river Boyne and Lough Neag^,
which became a separate kingdom under the name of Urid
(Orid or Orgial). Its princes maintained themsdves until

the dose of the x6th century. In XX77 John dc Gourd, with the
countenance of Henry II., set out to the conquest of Ulster.

His operations wen gradually successful, and he became brd
deputy of Ireland in xx86 (see above). The nominal reign of

the bat king of Ulster dosed in 1200. In 1585 Lord Deputy
Sir John Pertot undertook the shiring of Ulster (exduding the
counties Antiim and Down, which had already taken shape);

and his work, though of little immediate effect owing to the
rising of Hugh O'Neill, served as a basis for the division of the
territory at the plantation of Ulster in the reign of James I.' ,

ULTUfATUlf (from LaL tdlimus, lasi), a word usnl in diplo-*

macy to signify the final terms submitted by one of the parties

in negotiation for settlement of any subjea of disagreement.

It is accompanied by an intimation as to how refusal will be
regarded. English diplomacy has devised the adroit reser\-a-

tion that refusal will be regarded as an "unfriendly act," a
phrase which serves as a warning that the consequences of the
rupture of negotiations will be considered from the point

of view of forcing a settlement. This opens up a variety of

possibilities, such as good offices, mediation, the appointment
of a commission of inquiry, arbitration, reprisals, padfic blockade
and war.^

As regards the alternative of war, the Hague convention

«

relative to the Opening of Hostilities of the x8thof October X907,

provides as follows:

—

" 0>nsidering that it b hnportant, in order to ensure the main-
tenances of padfic rebtions. that hostilities should not commence-
without preyk>us wamins," it b agreed by the Gontracting Powers
to " recognise that hostilities between them must not commence
without a previous and explicit waming^ in the form of dthcr a
decbration of war. giving reasons, or an ultimatum with a conditional
declaration of war.

'

As reasons' for a dedaration of war are necessarily in the

nature of an ultimatum, the ultimatum may now be regarded

as an indbpensable formality precedent to the outbreak of

hostilities.

Another Hague convention of the same date respecting the

limitation of the employment of force for the recovery of

contract debts provides as follows:

—

" Being desirous of preventing between nations armed conflicts

originating in a pecunbry dispute respecting contract debts cbimed
from the government of one countr^r by the government of another
country as due to its subjects or citizens," the Gontracting Powers
agree '* not to have recourse to armed force for the recovery of

tontract debts cbimed from the government of one country by
the government of another country as being due to its subjects or
dtisena."

Thb undertaking, however, b not applicable when the debtor

'To these may be added a new unofficbl metho^ devised by
the Turks in connexion with the Austro-Turkish difficulty over
the annexatbn of Bosnb-Hcrzcgovina, vis. the boycotting of

the goods and ships of the natives of the state against which the
grievance exists. This is a method open to weaker as against more
powerful states, which can have serious coercive and e\'cn compli*
catcd consequences under the influence of democratic institutions.
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sute refuses or negilecta to xeply to an offer of arbitntioa or.
" after accepting the offer, renden the settlement of the cam-
promis impossible, or, after the arbitration, fails to comply with
the award."

Under this convention, in the cases to which it reUites, the

alternative of the ultimatum is ipso facto arbitration, and it is

only when the conditions of the convention have been set at

naught that other measures may be employed.
ULTRAMARINE, a blue pigment, consisting essentially of a

double silicate of aluminium and sodium with some sulphides

or sulphates, and occurring in nature as a proximate component
of lapis lazuli {q.v.). As early at least as the xith century

the art of extracting a blue pigment from lapis lazuli was prac-

tised, and from the beginning of the x6th century this pigment
began to be imported bto Europe from "over the sea," as

OMurrum uliramarinum. As the mineral only yields from a to

3% of the pigment, it is not surprising to learn that the pig-

ment used to be weighed up with gold. It was valued chiefly

on account of its brilliancy of tone and its inertness in opposi-

tion to sunlight, oil, and shiked lime (in fresco-painting). In

x8i4 Tassaert observed the spontaneous formation of a blue

compound, very similar to ultramarine, if not identical with it,

in a soda-furnace at St Gobain, which caused the Sociiti pour

rEncouragement d'lndustrie to offer, in 1824, a prize for the

artificial production of the precious colour. Processes were

devised by Guimet (1826) and by Christian Gmelin (1828),

then professor of chemistry in Tubingen; but while Guimet kept

his process a secret Gmelin published his, and thus became the

originator of the " artificial ultramarine " industry.

The details of the commercial processes arc trade aecrets. The
raw materials used in the manufacture arc: (i) iron-free kaolin,

or aome other kind of pure clay, whkrh should contain its silkra and
alumina as nearly as possible in the proportion of zSiOi : AltOi
demanded by the formula assigned to ideal kaolin (a deficit of silica,

however, it appears can be made up for by addition of the calculated
weight of finely divided silka); (2) anhydrous sulphate of soda;
(3) anhydrous carbonate of soda ; (4) sulphur (in the state of powder)

;

and (5) powdered charcoal or relatively ash-free coal, or colophony
in lumps. " Ultramarine poor in silica " is obtained by fusing a
mixture of soft day, sodium sulphate, charcoal, soda and sulphur.
The product is at first white, but soon turns green ("green ultra-

marine *') when it is mixed with sulphur and heated. The sulphur
fires, and a fine blue pigment b obtained. " Ultramarine rich in

silica " is generally obtained by heating a mixture of pure clay, very
fine white sand, sulphur and charcoal in a mufHe-fumace. A blue
product is obtained at once, but a red tinge often results. The
different ultramarines—green, blue, red and violet—are finely ground
and washed with,water.

Artificial, like natural, ultramarine has a magnificent Uue colour,
which u not affected by li^ht nor by contact with oil or lime as used
in painting. Hydrochloric acid at once bleaches it with liberation
of sulphuretted hydrogen and milk of sulphur. It is remarkable
that e>en a small addition of zinc-white (oxide of zinc) to the reddish
varieties especially causes a considerable diminution in the intensity
of the colour, while dilution with artificial precipitated sulphate
of lime (" annalin ") or sulphate of baryta (" blanc fix ") acts pretty
much as one would expect. Ultramarine being very cheap, it »
lar^ly used for wall painting, the printing of paperhangings and
calico, &c., and also as a corrective for the yellowish tinge often
present in things meant to be white, such as linen, paper, &c. Large
quantities are used in the manufacture of paper, and especially
lor oroducin^ that kind of pale blue writing paper which is so popular
in Great Britain. The composition of the pigment is quite similar
to that of lapis lazuli; but the constitutbn of both is uncertain.
By treating blue ultramarine with silver nitrate solution, " silver-

ultramarine is obtained as a yellow powder. This compound
gives a blue potassium- and lithium-ultramarine when trcatea with
the corresponding chloride, and an ethyl-ultramarine when treated
with ethyl u:dide. Selenium- and tellurium-ultramarine, in which
these elements replace the sulphur, have also been prepared. It

has been sunested that ultramarine is a compouna of a sodium
aluminium sUicate and sodium sulphide. Another view is that
the colour b due to some comparatively simple substance suspended
in a colourless medium.

ULTRAMONTAKISH (Lat. ultras beyond, monies, the moun-
tains), the name given to a certain school of opinion in the

Roman Catholic Church. The expression ultramontane was
originally no more than a term of locality, characterizing the

persons so described as living—or derived from—" beyond

the motmtains." The " mountains " in this case are the AlpSj

so that, from the Italian standpoint, Germans and Frendi for
instance were "ultramontane." In this sense the word was
applied in the later middle ages to the Germans studying at
Italian universities and—to take a particular example—to the
French cardinals at the election of Clement V. (1305). North
of the Alps, however, the term seems never to have been
restricted to the sense implying locality; for from the very
beginning we find it used as a party appellation to describe
those who looked " beyond the mountains " in order to obla.io a
lead from Rome, who represented the papal point of view artd
supported the papal policy. Thus, as early as the xxth century.
the partisans of Gregory VII. were stylni ultramontancs, and
from the xsth century onwards the same name was given to
the opponents of the Galilean movement in France.

It was not until the xgth century that " uhramontanc

"

and " ultramontanism " came into general use as broad designa-
tions covering the characterbtics of particular personalities,

measures and phenomena within the Roman Cathob'c Church.
At the present lime they are applied to a tendency representing
a definite form of Catholidsm within that Church; and this
tendency, in spite of the individual forms it has assumed in
different countries, everjrwhere dbplays the same essential
features and pursues the same ends. It follows, to be sure,
from the very luiture of Ultramontanism, and from the im-
portant position to which it has attained, that the official origans
of the Church and all the people interested In the continuance
of the actual sUte of affairs deny that* it exbu at all as an
independent tendency, and seek to identify it with any proper
interpretation of Roman Catholicism. Numerous Catholics,
on the other hand, well qualified to form a judgment, themselves
protest against thb obliteration of the dividing line. It is

indisputably legitimate to speak of Ultramontanism as a dis«>

tinct policy, but it is very difficult to define its essential character.
For, true to its nature, it has itself drawn up no complete pro-
gramme of its objects, and, in addition to Its avowed aims,
its subsidiary effects claim attention. There b something
chameleon-like in its appearances; its genuine views are Mpt
in the background from tactical considerations, and first one
aspect, then another, comes into prominence. It b evident,
therefore, that the request for a definition of Ultramontanism
cannot be answered with a condse formula, but that the varied
character of its manifestations necessitates a more detailed
examination of its peculiar objects.

The indications given by the late Franz Xaver Kraus—him-
self a Catholic—may well serve for a guide {Spectator, ep. 2).

He classes as Ultramontane: (i) Whoever places the idea of
the Church above that of religion; (3) whoever confounds the
pope with the Church; (3) whoever believes that the kingdom
of Heaven is of this world, and maintains, with medieval CathoU-
cbm, that the power of the keys, conferred on Peter, includes
secular jurisdiction over princes and nations; (4) whoever
holds that religious conviction can be imposed by material
force, or may legitimately be crushed by it; (5) whoever is always
ready to sacrifice a clear injunction of his own conscience to the
claims of an alien authority.

The firet and. fundamental characteristic of Ultramontanism
is its championship of a logical carrying out of the so<aIled
" papalbtic system," the concentration, that is, of all ecclesias-
tical power in the person of the Roman bishop. This
tendency among occupants of the Roman see to exalt
themselves above other bishops, and to usurp the part of a
superior authority as compared with them, may be traced
even in antiquity. No later than the end of the 2nd century
Bishop Victor made an attempt to establish this position
during the discussions regarding the date of the Easter
festival. But he met with a sharp rebuff, and Bishop Stephen
fared no better when, in the middle of the 3rd century, he caxne
into collision with Cyprian of Carthage and Firmilianof Caesarca
in the dbpute concerning heretical baptism. How the Roman
bishopric rose in status till it became the papacy, how the
individual popes—in spite of these and similar repulses

—

advanced steadily on their path, how they succeeded in founding
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their primacy within the Qiurch, and in re-establishing and

maintaining that primacy notwithstanding severe defeats

and long periods in which their prestige sank to the vanishing

point, is told elsewhere (sec Papacy). A characteristic pecu-

liarity of the process is that the claims of the Roman see were

always in advance of the actual facts and always encountered

opposition; though there were many period»—at the height

of the middle ages, for instance
—

^when the voices raised in

protest were only timid and hesitating. To the curtal system,

so evolved, and continually fortifying its position in the domains

of theology, ecclesiastical law and politics, the episcopal system

stands in diametrical opposition. This system admits that the

pope represents the unity of the Church, and acknowledges

his primacy, but only in the sense that he is primus inter pares;

while at the same time it claims on behalf of the bishops that,

in virtue of the divine ordinance, they i>osscss an inalienable right

to a share in the government of the Church (see Episcopacy).

This theory of the independence of the episcopate with

regard to the Roman bishop was first propounded by Cyprian,

in his treatise De unitatt ecclesiae. In the xsth century it

received its classical expression in the resolutions of the

ecumenical council at Constance; its principles were developed

and amplified by Gallicanism, and, finally, in the i8th century,

was restored in a modernized form by " Febronius" (Nikolaus

von Hontheim, q.v.) and in the Punctation of Ems (see Feb-

sonianism). The struggle between these two systems con-

tinued well into the 19th century; and, though episcopalism

was not infrequently proscribed by the curia, it still survived,

and till the year 1870 could boast that no ecumenical council

had ventured to condemn it. This was done for the first time,

in 1870, at the Vatican Council ig.v.), whose decrees, recognizing

the universal episcopate and the infallibility of the pope, marked
the triumph of that ultramontane doctrine by which they had

been long anticipated.

In X865 DttUinger wrote: "The Ultramontane view can be

summarized in a single, concise, and lummous proposition;

but out of this proposition are evolved a doctrine and a view

that embrace not merely religion and the Church, but science

and the state, politics, morab and the social order—in a word,

the whole intellectual Ufe of men and nations. The proposition

runs: The pope is the supreme, the infallible, and consequently

the sole authority in all that concerns religion, the Church,

and morality, and each of his utterances on these topics demands
unconditional submission—internal no less than external."

History, since the Vatican Council, has shown this judgment

to have been correct. The Roman Catholic Church, in all

countries, has become more and more dependent on the Curia:

the bishops have lost their autonomous standing, and their

position is little more than that of papal delegates, while all

important questions are referred to Rome or settled by the

nuncios.

A second peculiarity of Ultramontanism is its confusion

of religion with politics; it claims for the Roman CalhoUc
Church the functions of a political power, and asserts that it

is the duty of the secular state to carry out its instructions

and wishes. Ultramontanism regards the statc> not as a divinely

established order but, like its andent prototype, as a profane

institution and, for that reason, not co-ordinate with, but

subordinate to the Church.

Since the conditions of the age no longer allow the pope to

depose a temporal sovereign, the practical application of this

conception of the relationship between the spiritual and tem-

poral powers has taken other forms, all of which, however,

clearly show that the superiority of the Church over the state

is assumed. This may be seen in the attitude of Ultramon-
tanism towards secular htw. It assumes that God has conferred

on the individual and on society certain rights and competences

as inalienable possessions. This " natural law " ranks above
all secular law, and all state legislation is binding only in so

far as it is in harmony with that law. As to the provisions

of this natural law, and the consequences they entail in in-

dividuai cases, these can be decided only by the Church, i.e.

the last resort, by the pope. This is to assert the principle

of the invalidity of all legislation conflicting with ecclesiastical

interests and rules. This was the attitude of Innocent III. when
he annulled the English Magna Charta; of Innocent X. when
he pronounced the treaty of Westphalia null and void; of

Pius IX. when he condemned the Austrian constitution (1868)
and the ecclesiastical laws of Prussia so far as they affected

the circumstances of the Roman Catholic Church (1875). Thus
too, even at the present time, the opinion is very clearly ex-

pressed in Ultramontane quarters that, in the event of the
sute issuing laws contravening those of nature or of the Church,
obedience must be refused. The attitude of Ultramontanism,
for instance, towards the right claimed and exercised by the
state to make laws oonceming marriage is wholly negative;

for it recognizes no marriage laws except those of the Church,
the Church alone being regarded as competent to decide what
impediments are a bar to marriage, and to exercise jurisdiction

over such cases. Thus Ultramontanism disclaims any moral
subjection to secular authority or law, and will recognize the

state only in so far as it conforms its rules to those of the Church.
An instance of this interference with the duties of the

individual citizen towards the state may be found in the fact

that, till the year 1904, the Catholics of Italy were prohibited

by the pope from taking part in any parliamentary election.

Since Ultramontanism cannot hope to realise its political

ajnbitions unless it succeeds in controlling the intellectual and
religious life of Catholic Christendom, it attempts to extend

its sphere of influence in all directions over culture, sdence,

education, literature and the forms taken by devotion. This
endeavour is the third great characteristic of Ultramontanism.

Wherever its operations can be traced, they are dominated by
the conviction that all stirrings of independence must be re-

pressed, and any advance beyond the stage of immaturity and
nonage checked at the outset. That science must be left free

to determine the aims of her investigation, to select and apply
her own methods, and to publish the results of her researches

without restraint, is a postulate which Ultramontanism either

cannot understand or treats with indifference, for it regards

as strange and incredible the fundamental law governing all

sdcntific research—that there is for it no higher aim than

the discovery of the truth. This ignorance of the very nature

of science leads to undcr-estimation of the elemental force

which sdence posse^es; for only thus can we explain the

pcrtinadty with which Ultramontanism, even at the present

day, strives to subject her work to its own censorship and con-

trol. Nor are its criticisms limited to theology alone: its care

extends to philosophy, history and the natural sdences. Even
medicine has not escaped its vigilance, as is proved by the

prohibition of certain surgical operations. The development

of these efforts may be easily traced from decisions of the

Congregation of the Index and the Holy Office in Rome.
Ultramontanism, too, labours systematically to bring the whole
educational organization under ccdesiastical supervision and
guidance; and it manifests the greatest repugnance to allowing the

future priest to come into touch with the modern spirit. Hence
the attempts to train its growing manhood in clerically regulated

boarding-schools and to keep it shut out from the external

world in derical seminaries, even in places where there are

universities. Again, it works zealously to bring the elementary

schools under the sway of the Church. Since it regards the

training and instruction of childhood as inseparable, and holds

that the former is essentially the work of the Church, it con-

tests the right of the state to compel parenU to send their children

to the stat^ schools and only to the state schools. In logical

sequence to these tenets it seeks to divorce the school from the

state—a proceeding which it terms educational freedom,

though the underiying motive is to subordinate the school to

the Church. In the domain of religion, Ultramontanism tends

to foster popular superstitions and to emphasize outward forms

as the essence of religious life, for it can only maintain its

dominion so long as the common people remain at a low spiritual

level. If any one desires to appreciate the intellectual planfr^
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and the power--of this Ultramontane habit of thotight, he
wiU find ample material in the performances of the notorious

swindler Leo Taxil under Leo XIII., and in the acceptance

of his blasphemous effusions by the highest ranks of the clergy.

In the fourth place, Ultramontanism is the embodiment of

intolerance towards other creeds. The general presupposition

involved is that a man cannot be saved except within the Catholic

Chureh. Since, however, on the one hand—in virtue of a theory

advanced by Pius IX. against the emperor William I. of Germany,
in a letter which has since become famous—every Christian,

whether he will or no, belongs to that Church by baptism, and
is consequently pledged to obey her, and, on the other hand, since

the state lies under the obligation to place the " secular arm "

at her dbposal whenever one of her members wishes to secede,

the most far-reaching consequences result. In the past this

principle led to the erection of the Inqubition iq.v.) and,

even at the present day, there exists in the Curia a special

congregation charged with its application (see Curia Romana).

On the Roman Catholic side the employment of compulsion

against heretics has never been acknowledged as a blunder;

and this method of silencing opposition has found champions

in the bosom of the Church down to the most recent years.

But the development of modem culture has rendered these

exploits of an unbridled fanaticism impossible, and no govern-

ment would consent to enforce the once obligatory sentences

of ecclesiastical courts. As a result of this situation, the

Catholic condemnation of heresy—though as stringent as ever

in principle—has assumed less dangerous forms for the heretic.

Nevertheless, it proved capable, even in the xgth century,

of imposing onerous restrictions on the heterodox, and practical

exemplifications of this hostile attitude persist to the present

day. The embittering influence of Ultramontanism may be
further traced in its attitude towards the baptism of non-

Qitholics, for it seeks to establish the rule that baptism

conferred by Protestants is invalid through defect of form or

matter, or- even of intention, and that, consequently, the rite

must be readministered, at least conditionally, to proselytes

joining the Roman Church. Finally, ample scope for the dis-

play of tolerance—or intolerance—is found in the mixed
marriages between Protestants and Catholics, which, as a result

of the modem facilities for intercommunication and the conse-

quent greater mobility of the population, have shown a large

increase during the last few deaules—in Germany, for instance.

Here, again, Ultramontanism has done much to aggravate the

pernicious feud between the two creeds, by exacting a promise

before marriage from the Roman Catholic party that all the

children shall be brought up as members of the Roman Catholic

Church (see Marriage: Ccnon Law). A like result has been

produced when, in response to Ultramontane agitation, inter-

dicts have been placed on churchyards in which non-Catholics

have found their last resting-place.

Lastly, Ultramontanism is the foe of the nationalization

. of Catholicism. This peculiarity is connected, though not

identical, with the above-mentioned tendency towards the.

Romanization of the Church. Just as in Protestant countries

there has often been an amalgamation of evangelical belief

with national feeling, to the great gain of both. Catholics

demand that Catholicism shall enter into the sphere of their

national interests, and that the activities of the Catholic Church
should rest on a national basis. These aspirations have been
proclaimed with especial emphasis in France, in Germany
{Rejormkalhoiliismus) and in the United Stales {Amancanism\
see Hecker, I. T.) but are everywhere met with a blank refusal

from the Ultramontane side. For Ultramontanism fears that

any infusion of a national clement into ecclesiastical life would
entail the eventual independence of the people in question

from papal control, and lead to developments opposed to its

papalistic mode of thought. It endeavours, therefore, to

undermine all aspirations of this nature and, its own tendency

being essentially international, strives to ensure that national

lentiment and national interests shall not find over-zealous

champwns among the clergy.

The relatwnship of Ultramontanism to Catholicism is a
much-djsputed problem. The Ultramontane, ind'eed, main-
tains that there is no justification for distinguishing between
the two: but the motives underlying this attitude are obvious.

For, by representing the prosecution of its party-political

objects as a championship of the Catholic Church, Ultramon-
tanism seeks to acquire the support of the official organs
of that Church, and the good will of all circles interested

in her welfare; while at the same time it strives to discredit

any attempt at opposition by branding it as an assaiilt on the

orthodox faith. But, even within the pale of the Roman
Church, this identification provokes emphatic dissent, and
is repudiated by all who are shocked by the effects of a one-

sided accentuation of political Catholicism on the inner life of the
church, and arecductant to see the priest playing the part of a
political agitator. It was oa these grounds that Count May,
in January 1904, proposed in the chamber of the Bavarian
Reichsrath that the clergy should be deprived of the suffrage.

In Germany, again, the last few years have witnessed a growing
aversion from Ultramontanism on the part of those Catholics

who cannot reconcile its tenets with their patriotic sentiments,

and are disinclined to submit to a limitation of their share in

the intellectual life of the times, particularly in art, science

and literature. It may be admitt«l that, in many cases, the

distinction between Ultramontanism and Catholicism cannot be
clearly traced; and it is impossible to draw a sharp line of

severance between the two, which could be absolutely valid

under all circumstances and in relation to all questions. For
there are many almost imperceptible stages of transitioi) from the

one to the other; and, for all the principal contentions of Ultra-

montanism, analogies may be found in the past history of the

Catholic Church. Thus, in the middle aiges, Ve find extremely

bold pronouncements with respect to the position of the papacy
in the universal Church; while political Catholicism had its

beginnings in antiquity and found very definite expression,

for instance, in the bull tinam sanciam of Boniface VIII.

Again, the attempt to subordinate all intellectual life to

ecclesiastical control was a feature of the medieval Church,

and the fundamental attitude of that Church towards heresy

was fixed during the same period. But since then much has

been altered both in the Church and her secular environment
The state has become independent of the Church, legislates on
its own sole authority, ahd has recognized as falling within

its own proper sphere the civilizing agencies and social questions

formerly reserved for the Church*. Again, education, science,

art and literature have been secuhtrized: the printing-press

carries knowledge into every house, the number of illilerates

diminishes from year to year in every civilized country, and the

clergy are no longer the exclusive propagators of culture, but

merely one factor among a hundred others. Finally, the Roman
Catholic Church has long forfeited the privileged position

formerly accorded as her due. The days when she was tiu

Christian Church are past: and now the civic rights of a man
in a modem state are not curtaQed, though he may neglect

his duty to the Church or flatly refuse to acknowledge the

existence of any such duty. The struggle for religious freedom

has suffered no intermission since the beginning of the Reforma-

tion; and the result is that to-day its recognition b considered

one of the most precious trophies won in the evolution of modern
civilization; nor can these changes be reversedj^ for they stand

in the closest connexion and reciprocity one with another,

and represent the fruits of centuries of co-operation on the part

of the European peoples. But Ultramontanism ignores this

latest page of hbtory and treats it as non-existent, aspiring to

the erection of a new order of society, similar to that which

Rome created—or, at least, endeavoured to create—in the

halcyon days of medievalbm. For the justification of this

enterprise, it is considered sufficient to point out that the several

elements of its programme once enjoyed validity within the

Church. But Cyprian of Carthage said long ago. Consuetude

sine veriUtSe vetustas erroris est; and the bare fact of previous

exbtence is no argument for the re-introduction of obsolete
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and antiquated institutions and theories. But, under the guise of

a restoration on conservative lines, UUramontanism—notwith-
standing the totally different conditions which now obtain—girds
itself to work for an ideal of religion and culture in vogue during
the middle ages, and at the same time holds itself justified in

adopting the extreme point of view with respect to all questions

which we have mentioned. Thus UUramontanism is not to be
conceived as a theological movement, but as the programme
of a party whose principles are in fundamental opposition to

modem culture, modern education, modem tolerance and the

modem state—a party which seeks to carry out its campaign
against the society of to-day, not by bridging the gulf betwixt

creed and creed, but by widening it, by awakening religious

fanaticism, and by dosing the way to a peaceful co-operation

of Catholics and non-Calholics in the hi^iest tasks of culture

and human civilization. The hierophants of this Ultramontane
system are to be found in the Society of Jesus (See jESurts).

In fact, the ierna Jesuitical and sdiramontOTte may, in numerous
cases, be regarded as equivalent.

The origin of modem Ultramontanlsm is preceded and con-

ditioned by the collapse of Catholicism in the period of the
French Revolution. Pius VI. and Pius VII. were expelled

from Rome, deprived of the papal states, and banished to

France. In that country the Church almost completely lost her

possessions; in Germany they were at least considerably cur-

tailed; in both the hierarchical organization was shattered,

while the Catholic laity surveyed the catastrophe in complete
passivity. But from this severe fall the Roman Church re-

covered with comparative readiness, and the upward movement
is contemporaneous with the rise of Ultramontanlsm. The
birth of that system, however, cannot be fixed as a definite event

by the day and the hour; nor was it created by any single

personality. Rather it was the product of the first post-

xevolutionary generation. Neither is it merely fortuitous that the

reaction proceeded from France itself. For in no other coiutry

bad hostility to religion attained such a pitch or assumed such

grotesque forms; and consequently in no other country did the

yearning for religion manifest itself so unequivocally, when bitter

c]q>erience had demonstrated the necessity of a retum to law and
order. And in the other states of Europe there existed, more or

less, a similar desire for peace and an equal dread of a iresh out-

break of revolutionary violence. In contrast to the struggle for an
ideal freedom, which was at first hailed with tempestuous delight

only to reveal itself as a dangerous tyranny, men became con-

scious of the need for a firmly established authority in the recon-

struction of society. After the violent upheaval in the political

world during the last few decades, the existent—as such

—

increased in value, and the high estimation in which the old

regime was now held led to a policy of restoration. At the same
time, the repression of idealism and sentiment during the period

of " illumination " was amply revenged, and the barren age of

reason gave place to Romanticism. These tendencies in contem-

porary opinion favoured the renovation of the Roman Catholic

Church. But the papacy signalized its reinstation by restoring

the Society of Jesus (18x4) and re-establishing the index.

Even before this, the earliest germs can be traced back iQto the

revolutionary period itself—the movement characterized above

had begun working in France on the same lines; and, as it showed

great seal for the increase of the papal authority, it received the

support of the Curia. Ttue, the principles of Bonald, Lemaltre,

Lamennais and Lacordaire, were not carried throtigh in the French

Church without opposition; but, about the year 1850, they had
become predominant there. In Germany Ultramontanlsm had to

contend with great difficulties; for here ecclesiastical affairs were

not in so desperate a case that the most drastic remedies possessed

the most powerful attraction; while, in addition, the clergy were

too highly educated to be willing to renounce all scientific work.

The result was that a series of violent straggles took place between

the old Catholicism and the new Ultramontane species (Hermes,

Baader, DSllinger, &c.). But even here Ultramontanism gained

ground and derived inestimable assistance from the blimders of

government after government—witness the conflict of the

Prussian administration with- Archbishop Dioste-Vischering
iq.v.) of Cologne, 1837. Additional impetus was also lent by
the revolution of 1848.

The growth of the Jesuitical influence at Rome—^more especi-
ally after the retum of Pius IX. from exile—implied a more
definite protection of Ultramontanism by the papacy. The
proclamation of the dogma of the immaculate conception in

1854 was more than the dedaion of an old and vexed theological
problem; it was an act of conformity to a pietistic type especially
represented by the Jesuits. The Syllabus of 1864, however,
carried with it a recognition of the Ultramontane condemnation
of all modem culture (see the articles Pn7S IX., and Syllabus).
Finally, in the Varican (>>unca, the Jesuits saw another of their
favourite theories—that of paqpal infallibility—elevated to the
status of a dogma of the Church (see Vatican Council and
Infalubiuty).

Ultramontanism, agam, though essentially averse from all forms
of progress, had displayed great dexterity in utilizing the oppor-
tunities presented to it by modem life. Where it appeared advis-
able, it has formed its^ into a political party, as for instance,
the Centre Party in C^rmany. It has shown extreme activity in
the creation of a press devoted to its interests, and has consoli-
dated its influence by the formation of an extensive league-
system. In the episcopacy it has numerous adherents; it has
made progress in the universities, and most of the learned and
theological reviews are conducted in its spirit.

Whether the powerful position of this movement within
the Roman Catholic Church be an advantage for that Church
itself cannot be discussed here. The answer to the problem will

mainly depend on the estimate which we form of the Society
of Jesus and its whole activity. The ouUtanding event in the
latest history of Ultramontanism is the separation between
Church and state in France (1904), by which the republic has
endeavoured to break the influence of this party. Similarly, the
dissolution of the German Reichstag in December 1906 was a
weapon directed against Ultramontanism; and, though the
elections of 1907 failed to diminish the numbers of the Centre,
they rendered possible the formation of a majority, in face of
which that system forfeited the influence it had previously
possessed.
BiBUOCKAPHY.—F. V. Dfilllnger. Das PapsUum (revised by Janus,

Der Papstunddas Conctl, Leipzig, 1869, edited by Fricdrich, Munich,
1 892} ; idein.KUinere SckrifUn, edited F. H. Reusch (Stuttgart, 1890)

;

F. Friedrich, Ceschichte des tatikaniseken Kontils (3 vols., Bonn,
1877-1882-1887); F. X Krau^ "Spectator" letters in the MUn-
ckentr aUgemeine Zeitung (1895, Ac ); Hauviller, P. X. Kraus (3rd
«d.. 1905); Count V. Hoensbrocch, Der UUramonianismus, sein Wesen
undsi' -- - ...... .. _ -

seiner

190I~*yv«/, x«. wAuut,, ^HCMci* mmr \tK*unf,Htm act j

des rOmiscken Katholieismus (2nd ed., TQbtngen, 1901); L. K.
Goctz. Der UUramonianismus als Wdtanschauung auf Crund des
Syllabus (Bonn, 1905).
A collection of the further literature will be found in Bennth's

article " Ultramontanism " in the Reatencydopddie fur proles-
tantische Theelogie und Kircke (^td ed., 1908, vol. xx. o. 213 aeq.).
Also, for the history of the rise of Ultramontanism in Germany, see
C. Mitbt, Die kathcliuk-theologiscke Fakultdi nt Marburg. Bin
Beitrag tur Cesckickle der kaikolisckenKircke in Kurkessen und Nassau
(Marbuiig, 1905). (C. M.)
ULUGH BEG, WRZA MAHOMIIED BEN SHAH ROK

(1394-1449), Persian astronomer, son of the shah Rok and grand-
son of Timur, succeeded his father as prince of Samarkand in

1447, after having for years taken part in the government, and
was murdered in 1449 by his eldest son. He erected an observa-
tory at Samarkand, from which were issued Ubles of the sun,
moon and planeU, with an interesting introduction, which throws
much light on the trigonometry and astronomical methods then
in use {ProUgomUnes des tables astronomiques d'Ouloug Beg,
ed. by SMillot, Paris, 1847, and translated by the same, 1853).
The serious errors which he found in the Arabian star catalogues

(which were simply copied from Ptolemy, adding the effect of

precession to the longitudes) induced him to redetermine the
positions of 993 fixed stars, to which he added 27 stars from
Al Silfl's catalogue, which were too far south to be observed at

Samarkand.
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Thia catalogue, the fint orklnal one itnce Ptolemy, was edited

by Th. Hyde at Oxford in 1665 (Tabnlae Umtitudinis «l UUitudinis
Udlarumnxttfum ex observalione Ulugbeighi), by G. Sharpe in 1767,
and in 1S43 by F. Baily in voL xUL of the Memoirs of the Royal
Aitronomica! Society.

See DeUimbre, Hulaire de rostrouemie du moyen dge; PoggendorflT,
BiopapkisdUiUenrisches.

ULUNDI (Zulu for " high place" ), the royal kraal of Cety-
wayo, situated in the Mahlabatini district of Zululand, about

3 m. north of the White Umfolosi River, and ix5m.N.N.E. of

Durban. The valley of the White Umfolosi here forms an
extensive basin called the Emhlabatinx, and from the time of

Chaka to the overthrow of Cetywayo in 1883 was the exclusive

place of residence of the Zulu kings. The basin on the south side

of the river is regarded as the cradle of the Zulu race; here all

their early chiefs are buried, hence the term Emakosini (i.e. at (he

grave of the chiefs) applied to the district (see Blue Book C. 5143).

During Cetywayo's reign a garrison of 3000 was kept at Ulundi.

About a mile from the kraal on the 4th of July 1879 a Zulu army
some 30,000 strong was totally defeated by Lord Chelmsford.

The British force, consisting of the second division and Wood's
column, numbered in all 4300 Europeans and some xooo natives.

On the morning of the battle they formed a square, with the

mounted troops (about 300) inside. The Zulus attacked with
great gaUantry but were received witb so deadly a fire that they
could not come within thirty yards of the rifles. After twenty
minutes they broke and fled, and the cavalry followed them till

broken ground rendered further pursuit impossible. The British

loss was about 100, that of the Zulus 1500. After the fight the

royal kraal was burned. On the ist of September following, at

the site of the ruined kraal. Sir Garnet (afterwards Lord) Wolseley
announced the partition of Zululand into thirteen petty chief-

tainships. But on the 39th of January 1883 Cetywayo was
reinstalled by the British at Ulundi as chief over two-thirds of

his old dominions. Attacked at Ulundi in July 1883 by the

rival chief Usibepu, Cetywayo and his 5000 followers fled to the

Nkandhla bush. The royal kraal was again destroyed and
Ulundi ceased to be a rallying point. The magistracy for

the district is situated 5 m. north of the site of UlundL (See

Zululand.)
ULVBRSTON, a market town in the North Lonsdale parlia-

mentary division of Lancashire, England, in the Furness district,

9I m. N.E. from Barrow-in-Furness and 356 m. N.W. by N.
from London, on the Furness railway. Pop. of urban district

(1901), 10,064. The church of St Mary, founded in xxxi, retains

the south door of the original building in the Transition style,

but the greater portion of the structure is Perpendicular, of the

time of Henry VIII. It contains an altar-tomb with recumbent
figure of Walter Sandys of Conishead, dated 1588. After the

destruction of Furness Abbey, Ulvetston succeeded Dalton as

the most important town in Furness, but the rapid rise of Barrow
stirpassed it in modem times. A monument on Hoad Hill

commemorates Sir John Barrow, secretary of the admiralty and a
native of the town. Conishead Priory, 3 m. south-east, a mansion
on the site of a priory founded in the reign of Henry II., is used

as a hydropathic establishment. Formerly Ulventon had a
considerable trade in linens, checks and ginghams, but it is

now dependent on large iron and steel works, chemical works,

breweries, tan-yards, and hardware, paper, and wooden hoop
manufactories. Through its coimexion with Morecambe Bay
by a ship canal of i m. in length, owned by the Furness railway,

it has a ^pping trade in iron and slates.

Ulverston, otherwise Vlureston, Olvestonum, occursb Domes-
day Book, where Vlurestun is named as a manor in possession of

Turulf, who was probably the original Saxon owner. Early in

the X 3th century the manor passed to Stephen, count of Boulogne,
and was given by him to Fumesi Abbey. In 1x96 the abbot
granted the vill of Ulverstone with the inhabitants to Gilbert

Fitz-Reinfred, who granted it a charter by which he raised it to

the rank of- a free borough. The lordship became divided,

and one-half passed to the Harringtons and finally to Henry
Grey, duke of Suffolk, on whose attainder in x 553 it was forfeited

.to the Crown. The other moiety return^ to the abbey about the

end of the X4th century, and at the dinolution was ninendeted
to the Crown. Early in the X7th century the Crown alienated

the manor, which is now in the family of Buccleuch. The
yearly court-leet and court-baron are still held in October.
In x38o Roger de Lancaster obtained a charter from Edward L
for a weekly market on Thursday and an annual fair of thxee
days beflnning on the eve of the nativity (Sept. 7).

UMAn, a town of Russia, in the government of Kiev, i so m.
S. of the city of Kiev. Pop. 38,638, many of whom are Jews,
and carry on the export of corn, spirits, &c. It has a park (390
acres), planted in 1793 by Count Potocki, and now containing
a gardening school Umafi was founded early in the X7th

century as a fort against the Tatar raiders. The Cossacks of

the Ukrame, who kept it, revolted against their Polish rufeis

about 1665, and sustained a fierce siege. In 1674 it was plun-

dered and most of its inhabitants murdered by the Ukrainians
and Turks. In 17x3 its last occupants were transferred by
Peter the Great to the left bank of the Dnieper. But by the end
of the x8lh century, when it again became the property of the

Potockis, it was repeopled and became one of the busiest trading

towns of Little Russia. In 1768, when the Cossacks revolted

anew against the Poles, they took Umafl and murdered most of

its inhabitants.

UMARKOT, a town in Sind, India, 7 m. froin.a station on the

North-Westera railway; pop. (x90x), 4934. It is the head-

quarters of the Thar and Parkar district. The Mogul empcior
Akbar was bom here in X543, when his father, Humayun, was
fleeing to Afghanistan.

UMBALLA, or Avbala, a city and district of British India,

in the Delhi division of the Punjab. The city is 3 m. £. of the

river Ghaggar, 903 ft. above the sea. Pop. (1901), 78,638. It

has a station on the North-Westem railway .(X077 xn. N.W. of

Calcutta), with a branch line to Kalka at the foot of the hiUs

(39 m.), which was continued up to Simla in X903. Umballa owes
its importance to a large military cantonment which was first

established in 1843, and is the headquarten of a cavalry brigade

belonging to the Northern army. The cantonment, which
lies 4 m. south-east of the native town, is well laid out with broad
roads shaded by trees. It contains a church, a club-house,

several hotels and English shops.

The DzsTKiCT of Umballa has an area of 1851 sq. xn. With
one small exception it consists of a level alluvial plain, sloping

away gradually from the foot of the Himalayas, and lyingbetween
the rivers Jimfina and Sutlej. These rivers do iu>t materially

affect the district, which has a drainage system consisting of the

numerous torrents which pour down from the hills. In t^ south

these torrents run in broad sandy beds scarcely below the surface

of the country, and vary from 300 yds. to x m. in width, until, at

a distance of 30 or 30 m. from the hills, they become conipan-
tively docile streams, with well-defined day banks. Towards
the north the torrents mn in deep beds from the point where

they debouch from the hills; they also differ from the streams

of the south in being free from sand. The principal of these

northern streams is the Ghaggar, into which the minor streams

empty themselves, some within and some beyond the limits of the

district Whatever surplus water of this river is not swallowed

up by irrigation passes on through Patiala state and Sirsa, and

is finally lost in the sands of Rajputana. The Ghaggar is the

only perennial stream within the district, but dwindles to a tiny

rivulet in the dry season, and disappears altogether beyond the

border of the district. In X90X the population was 8x5,880^

showing a decrease of 5*6% in the decade. The principal crops

aro wheat, maixe, pulse, millets, rice, cotton and some sugar-

cane. There are factories for ginning and pressing cotton, and

also for grinding wheat. Two opposite comers of the district are

watered by the Sirhind and the Eastern Jumna canals^ A por-

tion is crossed by the main line of the North-Western railway

and by the Delhi-UmbaUa-Kalka railway, which have their

junction at Umballa city. Umballa is one of the territories

previously held by numerous Sikh sirdars, which were attacked

by Ranjit Singh during one of his marauding expeditions. This

caused the movement of British troops in 1809 which resulted
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in the treaty with Ranjit Singh, by which he was required

to withdraw his army from the left bank of the Sutlcj and to

relinquish his recent conquests in Sirhind. In June 1849,

after the second Sikh War had brought the Punjab under
British rule, the chiefs were deprived of all sovereign power and
the district took practically its modem form. In March 1869

a grand durbar was held at Umballa on the occasion of the visit

of the amir ShereAIL

UMBELLIPBRAB, in botany, an order of polypetalous Di-

cotyledons belonging to the series Umbelliflorae, which includes

also the orders Araliaceae (ivy family) and Comaceae (dogwood
family). It contains 180 genera with about 1400 species, occur-

ring in all parts of the world but chiefly in north temperate

regions. It is well represented in the British flora by 35 genera.

The plants are annual or perennial herbs, rarely shrubby as

sometimes in Bu^Uurum^ with generally a very characteristic

habit, namely stout erect stems with hollow intemodes,

alternate pinnately compound exstipulate sheathing leaves and
compound umbels of small, generally white, flowers.

An example of an annual is the common foor* parsley, AeAusa
Cynapium ; carrot {Paucus Carola) is a biennial ; others are perennial,

peisisting by means of tubers or
rhixomes—such are hogweed (Airr-

acUum)^ Angelica, Peuudanumt and
others. Some genera have a creeping
stem as in H^rocotyU (pennywort),
a small herb urith a creeping filiform

stem and. in the British swedes,
entire leaves. BuUeumm has simple,

entire, often perioliate leaves (fig. i).

AzoreUa, a large genus in nuth
temperate regions, has a peculiar

caespitose habit, forming dense
cushions often several feet in dia-

meter and persisting for many
SiAn, Eryngium, represented in

ritain by sea-holly (£. maritimum).
Fig. I.—Perfoliate l«f of a j, a large genus of ngid often glaucous

species of hare s-ear ig«/»/f«- herbs with spiny-toothed leaves,
ni«roli«ii^iArff»m). Thetwo which in some South American
lobes at the base of the leaf species with narrow parallel-veined
are united, so that the sUlk blade and broadly sheathing base
appears to come through the jccall those of a Monocotyledon such
Iw. as A1090 or Bromdia, In sanicle

(SantcMfa), AstranHa and others the leaves are palmately divided;

and there is a great variety in the degree of division in the

characteristic pinnate leaf, which varies from simply pinnate

to a branching of the blade to the fifth or sixth order.

T here Is also considerable variety in the development of the umbel,

which is usually compound but sometimes simple, as senerally in

HydrocotyU and AstrantiOt rarely reduced to a single flower as in

species of HydrocotyU, In Eryngium the flowers are crowded
into dense heads suMended by a whorl of rigid bracts. A terminal

flower b sometimes present as in carrot, where it is distinguished

by its form and dark colour. The presence or absence 01 bracts

and their form when present afford useful diagnostic characters.

When present at the base of the primary rays of the umbel they

form the unducre, and the inootuul when at the base of a partial

ombeL In Astrantia the simple umbel is enveloped by a large, often

cokwred. involucre.
. .. . ,

The small epigynous flowers are usually hermaphrodite and regular,

with parts in fives. The sepals are usually very small, often repre-

sented only by teeth on the upper edge of the ovary; the petals are

usually obovate or obcordate in shape, often with the tip inflexed;-

the stamens have bng slender filaments

bent inwards in the bud but ultimately

spreading; the two carpels are in the
median plane; the two-celled ovary u sur-

mounted by an epigynous glandular disk

—

the stylopodium—which bears the
^
two

styles. Each ovary-cell conuins a nngle

pendubus anatropous ovule with a ventral

1?.^ - r>:.»*..« ^t raphe and a single integument. In the
Fio. J—P£P?™ o« development of the flower the sUmens

flower of Umbefliferae. appear first, followed b>- the petals, the

lepals and the rudiments of the carpels in succession. The flowers

are rendered conspicuous by being massed into more or less dense

flat-topped inflorescences. A resemblance to the rayed heads of

Compositae is suggested in the frequently larger Use of the flowers

on the circumference of the umbel which are often sterile and xygo-

morphic from the larger size of the outer petals. .Thb arrangement

alk>ws a large number of flowers to be visited in a short time.

The flowers are generally white, sometimes pink or yellow, very

caiely blue; they are generally scented, but the whole plant has an

575
odour from the general presence in the tissues of an ethereal oil or
resin. The flower is widely open, the petals and stamens radiating
from the central disk (fie. 3, d), on which
honey u secreted, and is thus acces-
sible to quite short-lipped flies. Cross-
goltination is rendered necessary by the
owers being generally markedly protcr-

androus; the stamens throughout the
umbel have generally shed their pollen
before the stomas have begun to be
functional even in the outer flowers.

The fruit is again very characteristu:; a
schizocarp which splits down the septum
to form two dry one-seeded mericarps
which are at first attached to, or pen-
dulous from, an entire or split central axis
or ^ort (fig. 3). The form of the
m1.

.
floras valuable characters for

dib ; b : , .; I [ I . ! i tng genera. On the outer surface
of CI. h .Lie generally 5 ridges (primary
ridj^i^>. L^.'tween which are sometimes 4
secLjndar^' ridges; oil-cavities^ viUae, are
oftcfi present in the intenrenmg furrows.
The Umxs are variously, adapted for

n'nia V««'. Sftrfn-*. r««
di^tr^hun >]i; they are sometimes thin and B^ok «i Bttamy. by pcrniniott

flat ^c" in lleracUumt when they are easily of Swan, SoBBOKfadn a Cd)
carW-.l hy the wind, or, as in carrot, pro- PiO"* A Pistil* B

hliooks. The seied contains a small Fruit oT* the' Carawav
Ir... Mubedded in oily endosperm, [g^ (SniO^^^n^-

VKiri

whi,'.]^ i'- tjtually cartilaginous in texture. Ur»Mi
II..: ,.r,^,» is divkled into 9, tribes de- w^etrieynous disk; /,

pciiau:£ 00 the form of the fruit, whether ovarv- i stimna- i
compressed, angled, grooved, constricted, pedicel in fi the 'two
&c.. and the piN-sence or ab^oc of mfta*. gj^,,' ^^^^ .eparated
The 35 Bnmh Krntrra mdud* r^priwn-

,0 is to form tWo meri-
taaves of 7 oJ the tnbc*^ The foliowin is (^j p^ ^ ^^e

""L^^iT^'-'^'^V ^^'t^"^^ ^r""y: •^tum institutes the
wort), Eryngtum (itm.hotJy), 5dnifi.]d ^aJpophore (a).

nium (Alci.indcni), Bupl^utum ^harr'* rir), Apium (celery, q.v.\

Carum (oLnjWiiy, q^it.')^ Cotuipodivm or Hunium (earth-nut, ^.r.),

Myrrkis <«. fi,cty). Chaeropkyiium fchtr^il), Foenicvlum ^fennel,

J.S.), OUhmiim Csamphifc], QcmtiUht ('.^ater dropwort), Actkuia

Fio. 4.—Water Dropwort, OenatUhe crocata, with thickened root

fibres, about half nat. size.

t. Flower; a and 3, Side and front view of fruit; enlarged.

(fool's parsley, q.v.), Angelica (q.v.), Peucedanum (hog's fennel,

parsnip, q.v.), HeracUum (hogweed), Daucus (carrot). Pelrosdtmm
satinm is common parsley ({.v.).
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UMBER, a brown mineral pigment consisting of hydrated iron

and manganese oxides. The finely-powdered mineni is known
as row umber; when calcined the beauty of the colour increases

and the pigment is known as bunU umber. It was probably first

obtained from Umbria in Italy, but it occurs in many localities,

notably in Cyprus {Turkey umber); large quantities of English

umber are mined in Devonshire and Cornwall. (See Piguekts.)

yilBRA (Lat. for shade or shadow), in astronomy, the com-
pletely dark portion of the shadow of a heavenly body, filling

the space within which the sun is entirely hidden. The body
being supposed spherical, the tmibra is a cone circumscribing

both the sun and the body that casts the shadow. The term
is also given to the interior and darkest part of a sunspot» (See

Sun; Eclipse.)

UMBRELLA, a porUble folding protector from rain (Fr.

parapluie), the name parasol being given to the smaller and
more fanciful article carried by ladies as a sunshade, and the

en-tout-cas being available for both purposes. Primarily the

umbrella {ombretla, Ital. dim. from Lat. umbra, shade) was a
sunshade alone—its original home having been in hot, brilliant

climates. In Eastern countries from the earliest times the

umbrella was one of the insignia of royalty and power. On
the sculptured remains of andent Nineveh and Egypt there are

representations of kings and sometimes of lesser potentates

going in procession with an umbrella carried over their heads;

and throughout Asia the umbrella had, and still has. something

of the same significance. The Mahratta princes of India had
among their titles *' lord of the umbrella." In 2855 the king of

Burma in addressing the governor-general of India termed
himself "the monarch who reigns over the great umbrella-

wearing chiefs of the Eastern countries." The baldachins

erected over ecclesiastical chairs, altars and portals, and the

canopies of thrones and pulpits, &c., are in their origin closely

related to umbrellas, and have the same symbolic significance.

In each of the basilican churches of Rome there still hangs a
I&ige umbrella.

Among the Greeks and Romans the umbrella (ckUls, cteMuHv,

umbraculum, umbeUa) was used by ladies, while the carrying of

it by men was regarded as a sign of effeminacy. Probably in

these southern climes it never went out of use, and allusions

by Montaigne show that in his day its employment as a sun-

shade was quite common in Italy. The tmibrella was not

unknown in England in the 17th century, and was already used

as a rain protector. Michael Drayton, writing about the be-

ginning of the z 7th century, says, speaking of doves:

—

" And, like umbrellas, with their feathers
Shield you in all sorts of weathers.*'

Although it was the practice to keep an umbrella In the

coffee-houses early in the i8th century, its use cannot have
been very familiar, for in 1752 Colonel Wolfe, writing from
Paris, mentions the carrying of them there as a defence against

both rain and sun, and wonders that they are not introduced

into England. The traveller Jonas Hanway, who died in 1786,

is credited with having been the first Englishman who habitually

carried an umbrella.

The umbrella, as at first used, was based on its Eastern prototype,
and was a heavy, ungainly article which did not hold well tc^tner.
It had a long handle, with ribs of whalebonf or cane, veiy rarely of
meul, and stretchers of cane. The jointing of the ribs ana stretchers

to the stick and to each other was very rough and imperfect.
The covering material consisted of oiled silk or cotton, heavy in
substance, and liable to stkk together in the folda Gingham soon
came to be substituted for the oiled doth, and in 1848 William
Sangster patented the use of alpaca as an umbrella covering material.
One of the most notable inventions for oombiniiw lightness, strength
and elasticity in the ribs of umbrellas was tne " Paragon " rib

patented by Samud Fox in 1853. It u formed of a thin strip of
steel rolled into a U or trough section, a form whkh gives great
strength for the weight of metal. Umbrella silk b chiefly made at
Lyons and Crefeld ; much of it is so loaded that it cuts readily at
the fdds. Textures of pure silk or of silk and alpaca mixed have
better wear-resistir^ properties.

UMBRIA VOiifipudi), the name of an ancient and a modem
district of Italy.

z. The ancient district was bounded in the period of the
Roman supremacy,by the Ager Gallicus (in ft line with Ravenna)
on the N., by Etruria (the Tiber) on the W., by the Sabine terri-

tory on the S. and by Picenum on the £. The Via Flaminia
passed up through it from Ocriculum to Ariminum; along it

lay the important towns of Naroia (Nami) Catsulae, Mevania
(Bevagna), Forum Flaminli, Nuceria Camellaria (Nocera) and
Forum Sempronii; and on the Adriatic coast Fanum Fortunae
(Fano) and Pisaurum (Pesaro). To the east lay Interamna
(Temi), Spoletium (Spoleto), Fulginium (Foligno—on a branch
of the Via Flaminia which left the main road at Varina and
rejoined it at Forum Fhtminii) and the important town of

Camerinum on the side of the Apennines towards Picenum. On
the side towards Etruria lay Anteria (Amelia) and Tuder (Todi),

both on the direct road from Rome to Perusia,* Iguvium, whidi
occupied a very advantageous position dose to the main pass

through the Apennines, and Hispellum (Spello). Not far off «-as

Assisixui (Assisi), whilst far to the north in the mountains lay

Sarsina. Under the empire it formed the sixth region of Italy.

In earlier times it embraced a far larger area. Herodotus
(iv. 49) describes it as extending to the Alps, and the npioSot

ascribed to Scyhuc (a treatise which embodies material of the

4th century B.C. or earlier) makes Umbria conterminous with

Samnium. Furthermore, pbce-names of undoubted Umbrian
origin abound in Etruria and are also found in the Po valley.

Thus in the eariy days of Italian history Umbria may be takenr

as having extended over the greater part of northern and
central Italy.

The name Umbria is derived from the Umbri, one of the chief

constituent stocks of the Italian nation. The origin and ethnic,

afl&nities of the Umbrians are still in some degree a znatter of

dispute, but thdr language prov^ them to have been an Aryan
people dosdy allied with the Oscans and in a remoter degree

with the Latins. Archaeological considerations further show with

approximate certainty that the Umbri are to be identified

with the creators of the Terramara (^.v.), and probably also of

the Villanova (9.V.), culture in northern and central Italy, who
at the beginning of the Bronze Age displaced the original

Ligurian population by an invasion from the north-east. From
the time and starting-point of thdr migrations, as wdl as from
their type of cultxire, it may be provisionally inferred that the

Umbrians were cognate with the Achaeans of prehistoric Greece.

Pliny's sUtement (ill. Z3, zq) that they were the most andent
race of Italy may certainly be rejected.

The process by which the Umbrians were deprived of their

predominance in upper and central Italy and restricted to their

confines of historic times cannot be traced in any detail. A
tradition declares that thdr easternmost territory in the re^oa
of Ancona was wrested from them by the Picentes, a branch

of the Sabine stock. It may also be conjectured that they

were pairtly dispbced in the valley of the Po by the Gaulish

tribes which began to pour aaoss the Alps from about 500 B.C.

But their chief enemies were undoubtedly the Etruscans.

These invaders, whose encroachments can be determined by

arehaeological evidence as proceeding from the western seaboard

towards the north and east, and as lasting from about 700 to

500 B.C., eventually drove the Umbrians into that upland tract

athwart the Apennines to which the name of Umbria belonged

in historical times. In the course of this struggle the Etruscans

are said to have captured 300 Umbrian towns. Nevertheless

the Umbrian element of population does not seem to have been

eradicated in the conquered districts. Strabo records a tradi-

tion that the Umbrians recovered their ground in the plain

of the Po at the expense of the Etruscans, and states that the

colonies subsequently founded in this region by the Romans
contained large Umbrian contingents. In Etruria proper the

peraistence of the Umbrian stock is indicated by the survival

of numerous Umbrian place-names, and by the record of Um-
brian soldiera taking part in Etruscan enterprises, e.g. the

' The geographera make this road go round by Vettona (mod.

Bettona) between Tuder and Perusia, instead of following the moie
direct modem line.
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attack on Cumae in 514. B.C. Indeed it b not unlikely that the

bulk of the population in Etmria continued to be of Umbrian
origin, and that the Romanizatlon of this country was facilitated

by the partial absorption of the Etruscan conquerors into the

Umbrian miiltitude.

Against the Romans the Umbrians never fought any wars of

importance, a fact which may be explained partly by the remote-

ness of their position, but chiefly by the common hostility of the

two nations to the Etruscans. After the downfall of the Etrus-

can power they made a belated attempt to aid their Samnite
kinsmen in their decisive struggle against Rome (308 B.C.);

but their communications with Samnlum were impeded by the

foundation of a Roman fortress at Namia (298 B.C.), and at

the great battle of Sentiniim (295 B.C.), which was fought in

their own territory, the Umbrians are not reported to have
lent the Samnites any substantial help. It is perhaps on account

of this defection that in 200 B.C. they received from the Romans
a portion of the Ager Gallicus reconquered from the Senonian

Cauls. They offered no opposition to the construction of the

Via Flaminia through the heart of their country, and in the

Second Punic War withheld all assistance from Hannibal.

In the Sodal War (00-89 B.C.), they joined the rebels tardily

and were among the first to make their peace with Rome.
Henceforth the Umbrians no longer played an independent part

in Italian history.

The material prosperity of Umbria, in spite of its unfavour*

able position for commercial intercourse, was relatively great,

owing to the fertility of the niunerous small valleys which in-

tersect the Apennine system in this region. The chief products

of the soil were olives, vines and spelt; the uplands harboured the

choicest boars of Italy. In Pliny's time there still existed in

Umbria 49 independent communities, and the abundance of

inscriptions and the high proportion of recruits furnished to the

imperial army attest its continued populousness. Among its

inost famoiis natives were the poets Plautus (b. at Sanina)

and Propertius (b. at Assisi).

. Of the Umbrians' political and municipal organization Uttle

is knowiL In addition to the dty (toto) they seem to have had a

larger territorial division in the tribus (trifUf ace.) as we gather

from Livy (xzzi. 2, " per Umbriam quam tribum Sapiniam

vocant" ; cf. xxxiii. 37) and from the Eugubine Tables (" trifor

Tarsinates," vi. B. 54). Ancient authors describe the Umbrians

as leading effeminate lives, and as closely resembling their

Etruscan enemies in their habits (Theopompus, Pragm. 142;

Pseudo-Scymnus, 366-368). It is almost certain that each race

influenced and modified the other to a large extent. There

is conclusive proof of strong Etruscan influences in Umbria.

For instance, they undoubtedly borrowed their alphabet and the

art of writing from the Etruscans. Their writing ran from right

to left. The alphabet consisted of nineteen letters. It had no
separate symbols for O, G, Q; the aspirates and X were wanting;

on the other hand, it poss^sed forms for Z and V, and had
likewise the Etruscan / (8). It also had a symbol peculiar to

itself for expressing the sound of palatal k when followed by
either e or i. The fact that it is only in towns on the side next

Etruria, e.g. Tuder and Iguvium, that a coinage is found indicates

that they borrowed the art of minting from that quarter. The
Umbrians counted their day from noon to noon. But whether

they borrowed this likewise from the Etruscans we do not know
(^liny ii. 77). In their measuring of hmd they employed the

9orsus, a measure common to them and the Oscana (Frontinus,

De UmiL p. 30), 3) of which went to the KovMLUJugerum,

See Strabo bk. v. ; T. E. Pteet, The Stene and Brotae Ams cf Italy

and Sicily (Oxford, 1909). PP« 49^-510; B. V. Head, Historta

numantm (Oxford. 1887): B. Niawn. lUdische Lanieskunde-, BQcheler,
Vmbrica (1883) ; R. S. Conway. ludic DiaUcis. (M. O. B. C.)

2. The modem territorial division is situated in the middle

of the peninsula, between Tuscany and the Marches on the N.

and E., and Rome and the Abruzzi on the 8. and W., and com-

prising the one province of Perugia, with an area of 3748 sq. m.;

pop. (190X), 675,352. Umbria and the two provinces of Ancona

and Pesaro and Urbino taken together form an area slightly

more extensive than thatof the sixth tcgioii of Aogottos. The
surface is mountainous, but affords good pasture, and there are
numerous fertile valleys. Many treasures of art and architec-

ture are preserved, and Umbria is in this xtsptct one of the most
interestmg regions of Italy (see Pzkugu). Modem Umbria
formed down to.i860 a part of the States of the Church.

Two main lines of railway run throuch the territory. That from
Florenoe to Rome skirU the borden m the province on the west,
running north and south, while the Rome-Ancona runs across the
province from north-east to south-west. The cross communication
IS given by three branch lines. In the north a narrow nuge line
from Aresao to Fossato pasKs throtMh Cubbio. Perugia, toe capital
of the province, stands on the line from Terontola roToligno, while
on the exueme south a line passing through Rieti and AquiU, and
ultimately reaching Sulmooa, starts from Term on the Rome-
Ancona Ime. (T. As.)

UMFRAVILLB, the name of an English baronial family,

derived from Amfreville in Normandy. Members of this family

obtained lands in Northumberland, including Redesdale and
Pradhoe, from the Norman kings, and a later member, Gilbert

de Umfraville (d. 1245), married Matilda, daughter of Malcolm,
earl of Angus, and obtained this Scottish earidom. Gilbert's

son, Gilbert, eari of Angus (c. 1244-1307), took part in the

fighting between Henry lU. and his barons, and in the Scottish

expeditions of Edward I. His son, Robert, earl of Angus
(i 277-1325), was taken prisoner by the Scots at Bannockbura,
but was soon released, though he was deprived of the

earldom of Angus and of his Scottish estates. His son and
heir, Gilbert de Umfraville (X3XO-X38X), claimed the earldom,*

which he hoped to gain by helping Edward Baliol to win the

Scottish crown, but he failed, and on his death without issue

the greater part of his English estates passed to his niece, Eleanor,

the wife of Sir Henry Talboys (d. 1370), while others, including

Redesdale, Harfoottle and Ottetboume, came to his hslf-brother.

Sir Thomas de Umfraville (d. X386). Sir Thomas's son, another

Sir Thomas de Umfraville (1362-X39X), left a son, Gilbert de
Umfraville (X390-X42X), who fought on the Scottish border and
in France imder his warlike unde. Sir Robert de Umfraville

(d. X436). Although not related in blood he appears to have
inherited the estates in Lincolnshire of the Kyme family, and he
was generally known as the earl of Kyme, though the title was
never properly conferred upon him. In 14x5 he fought at Agin-

court; he was afterwards sent as an ambassador to Charles VI.

of France, and arranged an alliance between the English

and the Burgundians. He was killed at the battle of Baug6
on the 32nd of March 1421. His heir was his uncle Sir Robert,

who died on the 29th of January 1436, when the male line of

the Umfraville family became extinct. The chronicler John
Hardyng was for many years in the service of Sir Robert, and
in his Chronicle he eulogizes various members of the family.

UMPIRE, the term used, like " referee," for a person appointed

by consent to settle disputes arising between oppoung parties,

and particularly one chosen to see that the rules of a game are

obeyed. The word itself stands for the Middle English nompere

or noumperef "a numpere" becoming "an umpire." The
earlier form represents the Old French nompere, nonpair, i.e. not

equal, odd. The Latin impar, unequal, was simihirly used in

the sense of " arbitrator."

UMRA KHAN, of Jandol {e. X860-X903), a Pathan chief on the

north-westem frontier of India, who was chiefly responsible for

the Chitral Campaign of X895. He was the younger son of the

khan of Jandol; but he killed his elder brother, seized the throne,

and made hinuelf a power on the frontier. In X894 he held

undisputed sway over almost the whole of Bajour, when his

restless ambition caused him to interfere in the internal affairs

of Chitral. He instigated Amir-ul-Mulk, a half-witted brother

of the Chitral chief, to murder his brother Nizam-ul-Mulk, and

then threw over the fratridde and supported the daims of his

unde Sher Afzul to the throne. The government of India

intervened and ordered Umra Khan to leave Chitral. When
he refused, the Chitral Expedition was despatched (see Chttral) ;

Umra Khan was driven into ezfle in Afghanistan, and died there

in 1903.
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01IAO, a town and district of Britiflh India, In the Lucknow

division of the United Provinces. The town is lo m. N.£. of

Cawnpore, on tlie Oudh and RohilUiand railway. Pop. (1901),

13,109.

The DiSTtzcT of Unao has an area of 1793 sq. m. It consists

of a flat alluvial plain, lying north of the Ganges. Rich and fertile

tracts, studded with groves, alternate with stretches of waste
land and plains of barren usar, the whole being intersected by
small streams, used for irrigation. The Ganges is the only navi<

gable river in the district, while the Sai forms its north-eastern

boundary. The temperature varies from about 75" to 103*

in the hot season and from 46° to 79* in the cold season. The
annual rainfall averages about 35 in. Pop. (1901), 976,639,
showing an increase of 2-4% in the decaide. The principal

crops are barley, wheat, pulses, rice and millets, with some
cotton, sugar-cane and poppy. The district is croned by the

main line of the Oudh & Rohilkband railway.

During the Mutiny of 1857-58 Unao was the scene of several

severe engagements between General Havelock's little army
and the rebels on his march to relieve Lucknow. Ou the

death of Raja Jasa Singh, one of the leading rebels, and the

capture of his two sons, the family estates were confiscated,

and the villages either restored to their former owners or given

to other landholders for their loyalty.

See Unao District Gazetteer (Allahabad, 1903).

UNCLE, the brother of a person's father or mother, also the

htisband of one's aunt (t.«. the sister of a father or mother).

The French oncU, which appears in Anglo-French as uncle, comes
from a Late Latin unculus, a shortened form of the Latin avun-

culus, a maternal uncle, the brother of one's mother. The word
is a diminutive of ants, grandfather. The Latin for a paternal

uncle is patruus. *' Aunt" comes through the Old French ounte,

ante, corrupted into the modem lante, from Latin amiia, a father's

sister, a paternal aunt, the maternal aunt being called matertera.

UNCTION (Lat. unctio, anointing, ungere, unguere, to smear
with ointment, to anoint; cf. " ointment," O.Fr. oignemaU, from
oigner, mod. aindre, to anoint), the act of pouring, or rubbing

oil, ointment or salve over or on to a person or object. The
term is particulariy used of the ceremonial practice of anointing

with oil or unguents (see Akodtxing). The sacrament of the

anointing of the sick in the Roman church is treated under
Extreme Unction. The use of the term for religious fervour

in speech has degenerated into its common meaning of exag-

gerated sentiment.

UNDBR-CROFT, in arcnitecture, a synonym for oypt (q.v.),

a vaulted chamber under groimd.'

UNDERWRITER, one who insures ships and their cargoes

from loss and damage, so called from his writing his name under
the document or policy of insurance. A request to an under-

writer to insure is termed the offering of a " risk," and the

word risk in marine insurance b equivalent to the liability of

an underwriter under a contract. When the risk is divided up
among several underwriters, each signs his name individually,

putting opposite thereto the amoimt for which he accepts

liability. Each signature has the effect of making a separate

contract, in the terms of the policy, for the amount set opposite

the name of the underwriter. (See Insusance: Marine.)

UNEMPLOYMENT, a modem term for the state of being

unemployed among the working-classes. The social question

involved is intimately bound up with that of relief of the poor,

and its earlier history is outlined in the article Charity and
Charities. It is more particularly within the 20th century

that the problem of imemployment has become ^)ecially

insistent, not by reason of its greater intensity—for it is open
to considerable doubt whether, comparatively speaking, there

was not more unemployment in the organized industrial com-
munities of the early middle ages—but because the greater

facilities for publicity, the growth of industrial democracy, the

more scientific methods applied to the solution of economic

questions, the larger humanitarian spirit of the times all demand
that remedies differing considerably from those of the past

should at least be tried. In most civilized countries attempts

have been made to solve this or that particular phase of the
problem by improved methods. There is, however, always a
great difficulty in knowing the extent of unemployment even
in any one particular country. No census has ever been
taken in any country of those of the whole population who
were empbyed and unemployed on any particular day, and
even if it were possible to take such a census modem cooditioos

of industry might render its results valueless almost imme-
diately after. It would be complicated, too, by having of

necessity to include the shiftless and unemployable sections

of the population, as well as those on the borderland of employ-
ment (those who are worth some sort of wage in times of pres-

sure), while at the same time it would be necessary, to make
the census of practical value, to obtain returns of the demand
for labour, in order to value the true character of the supply
Such sutistics are obuinable possibly only in theory, but

every country makes an endeavour to obtain statistics of a
sort. In England the Board of Trade, for example, has com-
piled valuable memoranda on the percentages of unemployment
in the more important trade union groups of trades, which may
be taken as a measure of imemployment in the more highly

organized industries, while other memoranda throwing light

on the subject deal with the amount of time lost by workpeople
through want of employment and other causes; with cyclical

trade depressions; the extent to which female labour has dis-

placed adult male labour of late years; seasonal industries

and industries carried on by casual labour, emigration and
immigration, &c., all intimately bound up with the study of

the problem. The statistics issued by the Labour Bureaus of

many of the states in the United States are of considerable value,

in particular, those of Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York,
Connecticut and Wisconsin. Germany, France and Belgium
also publish sutistics, but Uke the figures of other countries,

they far from represent the actual sute of unemplojrment.
The actual causes of unemployment in any one country will

always remain to a certain extent controversial, as wiO the

comparative weight to be assigned to each cause. Putting
aside the much disputed theories of Monomists as to the causes
of cyclical depressions of trade, there are certain well-obser\*ed

facts which present themselves in cormexion with the que^ion
of unemployment, and to each one of them some omtributory
portion of blame may be assigned. These facts

may be classified as (a) those over which the worker
has no control, and (&) those which may be said ***•

to lie in the worker himself. Some of those under (a), of

which it is impossible to give more than the more obvioas

examples, have, of course, been operating, especially in the

United Kingdom, sometimes potently, sometimes slowly and
almost unnoticed, over a long range of years. They are seasonal

industries and industries carried on by casual labour. There
are many industries affected by certain states of the weather or

by the changes of the seasons, as the building and allied trades,

the furriers' trade, confectionery trades, &c. But more impc^-

tant are those industries which depend hugely in times of

pressure on casual and imskilled labour, such as port and
riverside work of all kinds, construction works and to a certain

extent the iron and steel industries. Then there are a number
of skilled trades which have about them continually a fringe

of casual labour, for which employment is very intermittent.

To quote from the report of the British Royal Conunisaon
on the Poor Laws (1009):

—

" The class of under-employed includes not merely the whole
of the men in such occupations at dock and whari labour and market
porters, and a waxing and waning share of the lower grades of the

building operations, but also a very extensive fringe of men more or

less attached to partkular industries, and working at them only by
way of brief and casual jol». " To go in " for one half-day. one day.
two. three, four or five days out of the five and a half is common to

bootmaking, coopering, galvanizii^, tank-makii^, oil ptcsstng.

sugar boiling, piano-making, as it is to dock-labounng. stevedoring,
crane-lifting, building. Some trades, like that of the London bakers,

regularly employ more men on one or two days of the week chao
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vorldng are fifteen or sixteen instead of the ten of other nights and
twice as many men are required. These Friday night men, many
hundreds in number, pick up odd jobs the rest of the week. At the
factory gates every night during the week, a number of men are
always lungins about ready to be taken on in an emergency, or to
fill the place (M any man who, according to a very common custom,
has " uken a night off." In busy marketing neishbourhoods, a

whole class of butchers' assistants are en^ged only lor Fridays and
Saturdays. Analogous arrangements exist in many other trades.

Moreover, in every trade there are men whom the employer takes
on oidy when he has a sudden and temporary press of business.

They may be the " glut men " of the customs diepartment or the
Christmas hands of the post office. Every tramway undertaking,
municipal or commercial, nas its reserve of extra drivers, conductors,
yard-men, washers, Scc^ who get a day's work now and then when
they are wanted. At Liverpool, and indeed in all large towns, there

is a whole class of casual carmen, who are taken on for the job as
requiml."

Then there are the acddental circumstances which inciden-

tally produce unemployment, such as the displacement of

labour by the progress of invention and improvement. The
example of the distress brought upon the hand-loom weavers

by the invention of the power-loom is only one of many, but

the process is continually going on. The change, for example,

from horse carriages to motor cats has brought much unem-
ployment in its train. Then there is the unemployment due

to decaying or declining trades, brought about through a

persistent falling off of the demand, or through some change

of process or of fashion; the removal of an industry from one

place to another, the displacement of adult labour by that

of women and boys, the continuous migration of unskilled

labour from the country to the towns, and the depression in

general trade caused by the occurrence of something unfore-

seen, as war. Then too, there are to be added the numberless

frictions of industrial life, all contributing their quoU to un-

employment, such as the bankruptcy of an employer, changes

in management, the arbitrariness of a foreman, &c. There

are also what may be termed the political causes of unemploy-

ment, which depend on the conmierdal policy of the nation,

in so far as it adopts Free Trade or Proteaion.

Recognizing the existence of the problem of unemployment,

and putting aside the possibility of knowing exactly its extent,

««aw*« we have to consider the remedies which have been

itorf/M«- advanced for its solution. These may be classified
pi^ym^aL ^^ temporary and permanent. Temporary expe-

dients, whether in the nature of voluntary relief by
individuals or organized societies, or on the larger scale of

municipal or state organized rcb'ef works, more properly fall

under the description of charity (see Charity and Chajutxss).

Two particular methods of permanent remedy, however, are

especially favoured. The first of these is the establishment

of a system of labour exchanges, national in character if pos-

sible, by which it is claimed that machinery would at once be

set in motion for assisting that mobility which is so effective

for the proper utilization of labour and which, even with the

modem facilities for travel, labour so lacks at the present

time. Labour exchanges would also, it is argued,

^ fadliute the collection of data for the enumeration

and classification of the unemployed. Labour

exchanges have been long established in Germany. "There

is a network of labour exchanges of various types. The

most important ... are the public and municipal exchanges.

There are over 200 such, among the 700 odd exchanges, filling

now 150,000 places a month, which re|x)rt regularly to the

imperial sUtistical officer. Practically there is a public

general exchange in every tpwn of over 50,000 inhabitants, and

in a very large proportion of the smaller towns. Most of the

public labour exchanges date from 1894 to 1896 or received a

fresh impulse then" (Report of Commission on Poor Laws,

1909). The causes of the success of the German system of

labour exchanges* are attributed by the Poor Law Commis-

sioners to (a) the high sUnding given to the movement by the

I >*Tbe German system of labour exchanges is exhaustively dealt

with in Report to the Board of Trade on Agencies and Methods for

Dealing with the Unemployed tn certain Foreign ComUries, by D. F.

.ScUoaa (1904).

advocacy and practical assistance of all public authorities,

town councils, state governments, imperial government, &c.;

(b) the association through combined committees of employers
and employees in the management of the exchanges; (c) the
unequivocal character of the exchanges as industrial and not
relief institutions; id) the excellent arrangements for the

use of telephonic, telegraphic and postal facilities by the ex-

changes, and (tf) the preferential railway fares for men sent

to a situation.

An attempt was made in England to start labour exchanges
by the Labour Bureaux (London) Act 2902, which gave metro-
politan boroughs power to establish and maintain bureaux,

to be paid for out of the general rate. Before this act, however,

certain municipalities here and there had made experiments

in the way of exchanges, but they were never very successful,

for they had no knowledge of what they intended to do; they
were not properly staffed; they were hampered by bad rules;

they were nearly all started in times of depression, exactly

the wrong time to start a labour exchange, the time to start

it being when trade is going up. The act of 1902 was a failure

because it merely permitted, and did not compel borough
councils to esublish bureaux, and consequently only a very

small part of the metropolis was covered, and there was no
interchange of ideas amongst those established. However,
a fresh attempt was made to establish exchanges over a greater

part of the United Kingdom by the Labour Exchanges Act
Z909. The Labour Exchanges Act defines a labour exchange

as any oflice or place used for the purpose of collecting and
furnishing information, either by the keeping of registers or

otherwise, respecting employers who desire to engage work-
people and workpeople who seek engagement or empIo3rment.

The act gave the Board of Trade power to establish and maintain

labour exchanges in such places as they might think fit, and
to collect and furnish information to employers and work-
people. An important provision of the act was the authoriza-

tion of advances by way of loan towards meeting the expenses

of workpeople travelling to places where employment is found

for them through a labour exchange. The regulations of the

exchanges provide that no person shall suffer any disqualifi-

cation or be otherwise prejudiced on account of refusing to

accept employment found for him through a labour exchange

where the ground of refusal is that a trade dispute which affects

his trade exists, or that the wages offered are lower than those

current in the trade in the district where the employment is

found. The act also empowers the Board of Trade to establish

advisory committees in connexion with the exchanges and
imposes penalties for making fake statements for the purpose

of obtaining employment or procuring workpeople. For the

carrying out of the act the whole of the United Kingdom was
mapped out into divisions, with a divisional inspector at the

head of each. In all the more important towns of each division

exchanges were established, classified according to the popula-

tion of the town. All the exchanges a.v in telephonic com-
munication either with each other or with a divisional clearing-

house, the divisional clearing-house in turn being in com-

munication with a central dearing-house in London. The
advantage of the English system of labour exchanges will

be found in the fact that it is a national system, with the sup-

port of the state behind it. Unless, as has been proposed,

it is made compulsory in all large trades, much of its success

will depend on the patronage extended to it by employers,

which in its turn must be justified by the efficiency of the service

rendered. Patronage by government and municipal authori-

ties, while making an imposing addition to the returns of

situations found, will not necessarily be an effective guarantee

that the true objects of the exchanges are being fulfilled.

The German labour registries are of seven principal types: the

private registry office, maintained by ordinary agents for purposes

of gain, and occupying itself chiefly with the placing of domestic

servants; the travellers' homes and relief sUtions, which endeavour
to find situations for their inmates—their success is not great, as

the better elements of the labouring classes avoid them ; trade unir

registries maintained by trade unions to assist their memberr
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obtaining employment; gild labour fcgiatriet or aaiodationa of
employers (mainly small employers) for tbe promotion of the in-

teresu of the trade in which they are engaged: agricultuial labour
registries maintained in different parts of Germany by the chambers
of agriculture; employers' labour registries, established as a counter-
move against the trade union r^jstries they are chiefly in indus-
tries employing large capiul, pafticulariy the metal industries;

and public labour registries. esuSlished either by voluntary associa-

tions or by municipalities. These latter have been very successful

and have provided the model for the English registries. In Austria
labour registries have also been esubliahed on the German model
by many district and municipal authorities, those of Vienna and
Prague being especially successful. Switzerland has a few registries

established oy public authorities, noubly those at Basel, Bern,
Schaffhausen and Zurich. In Bdgium there are a consideFsble
number of public r^istries, some established by associations, some
philanthropic, some political, some oiiganiaed by employers, some
by employees, some jointly by employers and employed. Some of
these registries are in receipt of subventions granted by municipali-
ties, while in a few cases the municipalities themselves have started
registries. In France labour registries are of many types. There
are the ordinary registry offices, carried on for gain, andf requiring a
licence from the municipal authorities. They are very numerous
and according to returns to the French Labour Department fill

over 1,000,000 situations yeariy in various occupations. There are
also registries maintained by trade gilds, by individual trade unions,
by a number of trade unions jomtly, by joint assodationa ot

employers and employed, by associations ot employers, by friendly

societies, by phiianthrofMc institutions and by muiudpalities.
These last are being rapidly increased, and will without doubt
eventually supersede all the others. In the United States the states

of Colorado. Connecticut, Illinois, Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesou, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, West Virginia and
Wisconsin have -established free public employment offices, and in
many of the other states the private registries are under strict

supervision and licensing.

The second permanent xemedy is that of insoranoe against

unemployment. Certain schemes have been tried in Switzer-

Imwmnmm l^nd, notably the voluntary municipal scheme of

iVBiss< Berne, the compulsory municipal scheme of St Gall
VMmfkiy and a trade union sdieme at Basel,* while there is
""*'

in Germany a system of insurance against sickness,

accident and incapacity (see Gesmany). Much attention

has been devoted in England to the possibilities of insurance

against imemployment, and in 2910 a scheme was being worked
out by the government with a view to its discussion l^ parlia-

ment in 19x1. The lines on which such a scheme must work
were cleariy laid down by Sir H. Llewellyn Smith, the permanent

secretary to the Board of Trade, in his presidentiid address

to the Economic Science and Sutistics section of the British

Association at Sheffield in September 19x0.

"The crucial question from a practical point of view," said

Sir H. Llewellyn Smith. " is whether it is possible to devise a scheme
of insurance which, while nominally covering unemployment due
to all causes other than those which can be definitely excluded,
shall automatically discriminate as between the classes 01 unemploy-
ment for which insurance is or is not an appropriate remedy. We
can advance a step towards answering th» crucial question by enu-
merating some of the essential characteristics of any unemployment
insurance scheme which seem to follow directly or by necessary

implication from the ccMiditions of the problem as here laid down.
''

I. The scheme must be compulsory ; otherwise the bad personal

risks asainst which we must always be on our guard would be certain

to predominate.
^ 2. The scheme must be contributory, for only by exacting

rigorously as a necessary oualification for benefit that a sufficient

number of weeks' contribution shall have been paid by each recipient

can we possibly hope to put limits on the exceptbnally bad risks.
" 3. With tne same object in view there must be a maximum

limit to the amount of benefit which can be drawn, both absolutely

and in relation to the amount of contribution paid : or, in otherwords,
we must in some way or other secure that the number of weeks for

which a workman contributes should bear some relation to his claim
upon the fund. Armed with this double weapon of a maximum
limit to benefit and of a minimum contribution, the operation of

the scheme itself will automatically exclude the loafer.
" 4. The scheme must avoid encouraging unemployment, and

for thb purpose it » essential that the rate of unemployment
benefit payable shall be relatively low. It would be faul to any

>For a detailed description of these schemes see G. Schans.
Ztir Frage dtr Arbeitsiosen-Versichenmt (Bamberg, 1695): Neue
BeitrAge ntr Frage dtr ArbeUslosen-Versickentnt (Berlin, 1897); and
Dritter Beitrag tur Frage der Arbeftdoien-Versickerung wd dtr
Btkimpfung dtr ArhtitslongktU (Berlin, 1901).

scheme to offer compensation for unemployment at a rate appraod-
mating to that 9f ordinary waies.

" 5. For the same reason it is essential to enlist the interest of all

those engaged in the insured trades, whether as employers or as
workmen, u reducing unemployment, by associating uiefli with
the scheme both as r^ards contribution and management.

" 6. As it appeare on examinatioB that some trades are more
suitable to be dealt with by insurance than othen, either ***^gw>
the unemployment in these trades contains a large insurable dement,
or because it takes the form of total discharge rather than dbort
time, or for other reasons, it folk>ws that, for the scheme to have
the best chance of success, it should be based upon the trade groop,
and should at the outset be partial in operation.

" 7. The group of trades to ii^ch the scheme is to be applied
must, however, be a large one, and must extend throughout the
United Kingdom, as it b essential that industrial mobility as bctwcm
occupations and districts should not be unduly checked.

" 6. A state subvention and guarantee will be necessary, in addi-
tion to contributions from the trades affected, in order to give the
necessary subility and security, and also in order to justify the
amount of stare control that will be necessary.

" 9. The scheme must aim at encouraging the regular employer
and workman, and discriminating a^nst casual engagements.
Otherwise it will be subject to the criticism of placing an undue
burden on the regular for the benefit of the irr^ular memben of
the trade.

" to. The scheme must not act as a discouragement to voluntary
profvision for unemployment, and for that purpose some well-devised
plan of co-operation b essentbl between the state ocganiatioa
and the voluntary associations which at present provide un-
employed benefit for their members. Our analysis, therefore, leads
us step by step to the contemplation of a national contributory

of in!insurance, universal in its operation within the linms oil

a large group of trades—a group so far as possible self-contained
and caruuUy selected as favourable for the experiment, the funds
being derived from compulsory contributions from all those ei^aged
in tMse trades, with a subsidy and guarantee from the state, and the
rules relating to benefit being so devised as to discriminate effectively
against unemployment which b mainly due to personal defeas,
while giving a substantial allowance to those whose unemployment
results from industrial causes beyond the control of the individual
Is such a scheme practkable? This is a question partly actuarial,
partly administrative, and partly political. I may say that so far
as can be judged from such data as exist (and those data are
admittedly imperfect and rest on a somewhat narrow ba^) a scheme
framed on the lines I have indicated b actuarially possible, at leatt

for such a group of trades as building, engineering and dupbuildiag."

In addition to insurance against unemployment by the

sute, there are various voluntary associations, such as friendly

societies and trade unions, which make a feature of grants
to their members when out of employment.
In September 19x0 the first International Conference on

Unemployment was convened in Paris, the subjects of statistics

of unemployment, labour regbtries and state insurance being

the chief topics. The outcome of the conference was the

formation of a society to study all phases of the problem, and
to keep in touch with public and private bodies and the Wxious
governments.

AuTRORiTiBS.—/2rpoff of Royal Commission on Labour (1894):
Report cS House of Commons Committee on Distress from Want of
Employment (1895); Report of Royal Commission on Poor Laws

I of the Massachusetts Board to Investigate theSubj«ct
The following recent books will be found

( 1900) ;/{epor< of
of the Unemployed,

Lewis, Slatt Insunuue
Schk>ss, Insurant*
A BMiograpky of

"^jtfr

the Probiem of tht Unemployed (1904) ; F. W. Lc
a Social and Industrial Need (1909}; D. F.
Atfiinst Unemployment (1909); F. I. Tayk>r,
Untmploymtni and the Unemployed (1909).

UNOAVA, an unorganised territory of the Dominion of

Caiuuia, including the north-western side of the peninsula of

Labrador (q.v.), bounded by Hudson Bay on the W. as far

S. as East Main River; Hudson Strait and Ungava Bay on
the N.; and with indefinite boundaries toward Quebec on
the S., and the coast strip of Labrador belonging to New-
foundland on the E. The area b estimated at 354,961 sq. m.
Ungava includes much of the lower portion of Labradw, with

a rim of recent marine deposits along its western coast, but the

interior has the usual character of low rocky hilU of Archean
rocks, especially granite and gneiss, with a long band of little

disturbed iron-bearing rocks, resembling the Animikie, or

Upper Huronian of the Lake Superior region, near iu casters.
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tide. Along Hudson Bay shore there is a strip of similar rocks,

and a long row of small islands of the same age, with great

sheets of trap or diabase forming the tops of the hills. The
iron formation is widely spread. There is evidence that

Ungava, like the rest of Labrador, has risen several hundred
feet since the Ice Age, marine beaches being found up to 700 ft.

on the Hudson Bay side; and it is interesting to find seals

like those of the adjoining seacoasts in the Seal Lakes xoo m.
inland and 800 ft. above the present sea-leveL Owing to its

northeriy position a large part of Ungava is treeless, and bek>ngs

to tiie iMirren grounds where caribou roam and feed on the ao-

called caribou moss, a greyish lichen.

UNOULATA, the name of an order of placental mammals
in which the terminal joints of the toes are usually encased

in solid hoofs or covered with broad hoof-like nails, while

the molar (and not unfrequently some or all of the premolar)

teeth have broeui tuberculated crowns adapted for crushing

vegetable substances. The teeth (when all are present) are

differentiated into the usual four series; and milk-teeth, not

completely discarded till the full stature is attained, are in-

variably developed. All the existing members of the group

are eminently adapted for a terrestrial life, and in the main
for a vegetable diet. Though a few may in some circumstances

kill living creatures smaller than themselves for food, none

are habitually predaceous. In none of the existing, and in

but few of the extinct types, are collar-bones, or clavicles,

developed; and the scaphoid and lunar bones of the carpus are

separate. The typical ungulates are the members of the

suborders Artiodactyla and Perissooactyi^ (9-«-)i In both

of which the bones of the foot aiticulate with each other l>y

means of groove-and-tongue joints, whence the name of Dip-

larthra (equivalent to UnguIaU Vera), which has been pro-

posed for these two groups collectively, as distinct from the

other representatives of the order. The remaining and less

typical subordinal groups—sometimes ranked as orders by
themselves—include among living animals the Proboscidea, or

elephants, and the Hyracoidea, or hyraxes, and among extinct

groups the Amblypoda, Ancylopoda, Barypoda, Condylarthra,

Litoptcma and Toxodontia. The characteristics of these

groups will be found under their respective headings, with

the exception of the Barypoda and Condylarthra, for which see

AxsiNOXTHERiuic and Phenacodus.

In the great majority of the Subungulata the bones of the upper
and lower rows 01 the wrist*jotnt, or carpus, retain the primitive

or more typical relation to each
other (ace fig., and contrast
with Perissodactyla. fig. i);

the OS magnum of the second
row articulating mainly with
the lunar of the first, or with
the cuneiform, but not with
the scaphoid. On the other
hand in the Diplarthra, the
group to which the vast
majority of modem Ungulates
belong, the second or lower
row has been shifted altogether
towards the inner side of the
limb, so that the magnum is

brought conuderably into rela-

tion with the scaphoid, and is

entirely removed from the
cuneiform, as in most existing

mammals.
In the typical UnguUta or

Diplarthra, the feet are never
plantigrade, and the functional

toes do not exceed four—the
inner digit beine suppressed,

Right Fore Foot of Indian ft all events in all forms which

Elephant have existed since the Early

O, ulna": K, radius; c, cuneiform ;
5*^;*

P!2^-J-l?;^:?*?:!;^

i'":S[;„".""^r?4"o^o"S'.°r ^th th?Spho'JJ!"'¥h"S
rJ;«l!S5m.? oV'fir.?JSf hkiil!' «o»* » ^^^^ly developed, and
trapciium;/toK.firsttofifthdigit.

^^^ placenta, so far a^known,
is nondeciduate, the chorionic villi being either evenly diffused or

collected in groups or cotyledons (in Pecora). The testes descend

into a scrotum. There is never an os penis. The uterus is

bkornuate. The teats are usually few. and inguinal, but may be
numerous and abdominal (as in Suina). although they are never
solely pectoral. The cerebral hemispheres in existing Ungulates
are well convoluted. (R. L. *}

UNICORN (LaL unicornis^ for Gr. tiovUtfum, having dne
horn; Fr. licome; Ital. alicorno), a fabulous beast, usually

having pie head and body of a horse, the hind legs of an ante-

lope, the tail of a lion (sometimes horse's tail), sometimes the
beaid of a goat, and as its chief feature a long, sharp, twisted

horn, similar to the narwhal's ttisk, set in the middle of its

forehead. The earliest description is that of Ctesias, who
(JndUa optra^ ed. Baehr, p. 254) states that there were in India

white wild asses celebrated for their fleetness of foot, having
on the forehead a horn 4 cubit and a half in length, coloured

white, red and black; from the horn were made drinking

cups which were a preventive of poisoning. Aristotle mentions
{Hist. anim. ii. i ; De pari. anim. iii. a) two one-homed animals,

the oryx, a kind of antelope, and " the so-called Indian ass."

In Roman times Pliny {N.H. viii. 30; xi. 106) mentions the
oryx, the Indian ass, and an Indian ox as one-homed; Aeliaa

{De not. anim. iii. 41; iv. 5a), quoting Ctesias, adds that

India produces also a one-homed horse, and says (xvi. 20)

that the Monoceros was sometimes called Carcazotum^ which
may be a form of the Arabic Carcadin, meaning rhinoceros

(see Rev. W. Haughton, " On the Unicom of the Ancients,"

in A nnals and Mag. of Natural History for 1862, p. 363) . Strabo
(lib. XV.) says that in India there were one-homed horses with
stag-like heads. The origin of all these statements is probably
to be found partly in the rhinoceros, which was well known
to the andents, and partly in the narwhal, specimens of the

long tusk of which were probably brought home by travellers.

The theory of a one-homed oryx would probably be drawn
from the remembrance of a passing glimpse of an antelope in

silhouette, or even of one which had broken one hom off short

in fighting, and E. Schrader {SUzungsbcrichte d. kgl. preuss.

Akad. Ill Berlin, 189a, pp. 573-581, and pi. 5) traces the idea

of a one-homed ox to the sculptures of Persepolis and other

places, which Ctesias would probably have sectn, in which the

ox, represented in silhouette, has apparently only one hom.
As India became better known, and it was realized that the

unicorn was not found there, its place of abode was changed
to Africa.

The medieval conception of the um'com as possessing great

strength and fierceness may have been partly due to the fact

that in certain passages of the Old Testament (e.g. Num. xxiii.

32; Deut. xxxiii. 17; Job xxxix. 9-10) the Hebrew word
R*im, now translated in the Revised Version " wild ox," was
translated in the Septuagint itorUi(Kat, in the Vulgate unicornis

or rhinoceros, and in the Authorised Version " unicom," though
in Deut xxxiii. 17 it obviously refers to a two-homed animal.

The early commentators applied to this beast the classical

attributes of the /lovdiaput {e.g. Isidore xii. 2, X2 tells how the

unicom has been known to worst the elephant in combat).

There is also the passage in Aelian xvi. 20 which says that

though as a rule savage and quarrelsome, even with females,

the unicom at mating time becomes very gentle to his mate,

which is supposed to have given rise to the medieval idea that

the unicom b subdued to gentleness at the sight of a virgin,

and will come and lay his head in her lap, which is the only

means by which he can be caught on account of his swiftness

and ferodty. This story is illustrated in the Upestry figured

in Plate II. Fig. 10 of Ehbioidery, also on Pisanello's medal

of Cedlia Gonzaga (see J. de Foville, PisaneUo et les midailleurs

italiens, 1909, p. 40), on the reverse of which is a young girl

with a unicom lying by her side, the unicom here being repre-

sented as a beautiful long-haired goat, with the long hom in the

middle of his brow. The idea was widely spread in the middle

ages, and Lauchert {Gesckickte des Pkysiologus, 1889) gives

instances of its allegorical use, as typical not only of Christ

and the Virgin, but also of the softening influence of love upon

the fiercest of men, and a symbol of purity. As a decoration

of drinking cups it symbolized the andent belief in the efficacy
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of the unioora*s horn against poison, which in England remained

even in the time of Charics II., though Sir E. Ray Lankester

{Science from an Easy Chair, London, 1910, p. 127) mentions

that a cup made of rhinoceros horn was then handed over to

the Royal Society for experiment, with the result of entirely

disproving the superstition. In the court ceremonial of France

as late as 1789 instruments of " unicorn's " horn were still used

for testing the royal food for poison. So-called unicorns* horns,

or articles made of unicorn's horn, have always been sought

after as " curiosities "; some of them, like the cup mentioned

above, were of rhinoceros horn; others, like the born seen at

Windsor by HeuUner, a German traveller, in 1598 (see E.

Phipson, Animal-lore of Shakespeare*! Time, p. 456), were pro-

bably narwhals' tusks. Another medieval legend about the

unicorn is that when it stooped to drink from a pool its bom,
dipping into the water, purified and rendered it sweet. The
traditional rivalry of the lion and the unicorn, which is generally

considered to date at earliest from the Union of England and
Scotland, when the Uon and the unicorn appeared as the sup-

porters of the royal arms, is referred to, curiously enough, in

Spenser's Faery Queene, ii. 5.

In heraldry the unicorn was sometimes used as a device (see

Heraldry, where two Eneltsh families are enumerated who used
the unicorn on their arms), but more frequently as a supporter,

and subsists to the present day as the left-hand supporter of the
royal arms. Thb position it assumed at the Union, the Scottish

royal arms having prevbusly been supported by two umcoms.
The origin of these is uncertain. The unicom first appears U. 1480),

as a single supporter, on two goM coins of James 111. of Scotland,

hence known as " unicorns " and " half-unicorns " (see Lindsay,
Coinage of Scotland, pp. 155-157 and plate xiii. figs. 22-27). It is

represented in a sitting posture, having round its neck a crown, to

which is attached a chain and rine, and holding the shield between
its front feet Seton {Law and Practice of Heraldry in Scotland,

Edinburgh. 1863, p. 274, foot-note) suggesu that the unicom as a
supporter may have been introduced into Scotland by the marriage
of James I. with Jane Beaufort, the Beauforts as dukes of Somerset
having used it as such.^ However this may be, the unicom became
established by the end of the 15th century. J. A. Smith in " Notes
on Melrose Abbey" {Proceedings of Society of Antiquaries of Scotland,

ii. 257) describes a table dated 1505 on whicn are sculptured the royal

amis supported by two unkoms. The royal arms are also sup-

ported by unicoms on the Great Seals of Scotland from the time of
Queen Nlary onwards (see Anderson, Diplomata Scotiae, plate IxxxviiL

xc. xci.). At the Union, when the unicom became a supporter

of the royal arms both of England and Scotland, a royal crown was
added on the head of the unicom, in additbn to the crown with
chain and ring round its neck (see Great Seal of James I. and VI.
in Anderson, pi. xciii.), but tnb crown was removed after the
Hanoverian successwn. In England after the Union the unkom
became the left-hand supporter, but in Scotland, as late as 1766,

it was still put on the right (Seton. p. 442). and Scotland displayed

great reluctance to alter this, or to remove the crown from the head
of the unkom. Seton tells us how in 1853 a petition was made
in favour, among other things, of retaining the crown on the unicom,
but without success. The mie, however, that the unicom is to be
the left-hand supporter, uncrowned, is still sometimes ignored, and
Seton states (1865) that in the case of seals, such as that of the

Board of Manufactures, whkh bear the Scottish arms ak>ne, the
two unkoms are still kept as supporters.

Authorities.—^There are many treatises on the unkom and other
fabulous beasts, from the i6th century onwards. Of these, good
bibli(^raphies are given by Drexler, s.v. Monokeros, in Roschcr's

Lexicon, and by Ftev. W. Haughton in Annals and Magatine of

Natural History for 1862, p. 363, " On the Unkom of the Ancients."
(C. B. P.)

UNIFORMS. The word "uniform" (Lat. unus, one, and

forma, form), meaning adject!vely homogeneous, is specifically

used as a substantive for the cUstinctive naval and militaiy

dress, which serves, in its various styles, to give homogeneity

to the several services, regiments and ranks. Althotigh in

ancient history we occasionally meet with uniformed soldiers,

such as the white and crimson Spanish regiments of Hannibal,

it was not until the beginning of large standing armies that

uniforms were introduced in modem times. Before this, armed
bodies were of two sorts, retainers and mercenaries, and while

the former often wore their master's livery, the latter were

dressed each according to his own taste or means. The absence

» Willement. Regal Heraldry, p. 70, says that it was also so used

by Anne Boleyn and by the carls of Hertford.

of uniforms accounts very largely for the significance attached
to the colours and standaixls, which alone formed rallying points
for the soldier and his comrades, and thus acquired the sacred
character which they have since possessed. A man who left

the colours wandered into the terrifying unknown, for there was
nothing to distinguish friend and foe. Even if the generals
had ordered the men to wear some improvised badge such as a
sprig of leaves, or the shirt outside the coat, such badges as
these were easily lost or taken off. The next step in advance
was a scarf of uniform colour, such as it is supposed was worn
by the " green," " yellow '* and other similarly-named brigades
of the Swedish army tinder Gustavus Adolphus. This too was
easily removed, as in the example of the squire who at EdgehiB
put on the orange scarf of the parliamentarians and with no
more elaborate disguise succeeded in recapturing the lost royal

standard from the hands of Essex's own secretary. By this

time, in France at least, the general character of the dothes and
accoutrements to be worn on various occasions was strictly

regulated by orders. But uniformity of dothing was not to be
expected so bng as the " enlistment " system prevailed and
soldiers came and went, were taken in and dismissed, at the

bei^nning and end of every campaign. The beginnings of

uniform are therefore to be found in tnily natk>nal armies, in

the Inddta of Gustavus, and the English armies of the Great
Rebellion. In the earlier years of the latter, though the richer

colonels uniformed their men (as, for instance, the marquess of

Newcastle's " Whitecoats " and the king's own " Bluecoats ").

the rustics and the citizens turned out for war in their ordinary
rough clothes, donning armour and sword-belt. But in 1645
the parliament raised an army " all its own " for permanent
service, and the colonels beoune officials rather than pro-

prietors. The "new model" was clothed in the QN-illan

costume of the date—ample coat, waistcoat, breeches, stockings

and shoes (in the case of cavalry, boots)—but with the distinc-

tive colour throughout the army of red and with regimental

facings of various colours. The breeches were grey. Soon after-

wards the helmet disappeared, and its place was taken by a
grey broad-brimmed hat. From the coat was evolved the tunic

of to-day, and the hat became the cocked hat of a later genera-

tion, which has never altogether disappeared, and has indeed

reverted to its original form in the now familiar *' slouch-haL**

For service in Ireland the red coat was exchanged for one of

russet colour, just as scariet gave way to khaki for Indian

service in the 19th century. The cavalry, however, wore buff

leather coats and armour long after the infantry had abandoned
them; the Austrians (see Plate I., Une x, No. 2), on account of

their Turkish wars, retained them longer than any.

Thus the principle ever since followed—umform coat and
variegated fadiigs—was established. Little or nothing of

sentiment led to this. By choice or convem'ence the majority

of the corps out of which the new model was formed had come
to be dressed in red, with facings according to the colonel's

taste, and it is a curious fact that in Austria sixty years after-

wards events took the same course. The colonels there

uniforming their men as they saw fit, had by tacit consent,

probably to obtain " wholesale " prices, agreed upon a ser\'ice-

able colour (pearl grey), and when in 1707 Prince Eugene
procured the issue of uniform regulations, few line regiments

had to be redothed. The preferences of the colond mere

exhibited in the colour of the fadngs (Plate I., line i, fif. 3).

In France, as in England and Austria, the cavalry, as yet rather

led by the wealthy classes than ofiicercd by the professional,

was not uniformed upon an army system until after the in-

fantry. But in x688 six-sevenths of the French cavalry «-as

uniformed in light grey with red fadngs*. and about half the

dragoon regiments had red uniforms and blue fadngs. Louvois,

in creating a standing army, had introduced an infantry uni-

form as a necessary consequence. The native French regiments

had light grey coats, the Swiss red, the German black and the

Italian blue, with various facings. The French grey «as

probably decided upon, like the Austrian grey, as being a good

service " colour, which could be cheaply manufactured (Plate I.,
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line I, fig. x). Both these greys, however, refined themselves

in course of time into white.

The hat and the long coat and breeches remained the uniform

of line infantry almost everywhere up to the advent of the

shako and the coatee about 1790-1820. The gradual evolution

of these two garments, from the comfortable civilian clothes

of 1690 to the stiff, precise military garments of 1790, can be

traced in a few words. The brim of the fell hat was first looped

up on one side for convenience, then, for appearance* sake, on the

other, and so became the three-cornered cocked hat, fringed

with feathers, lace or braid, of Marlborough's wan.* Then
came the fashion of looping up before and behind, which pro-

duced the bat called the " KhevenhUllcr," or the broadside-on

cocked hat. Lastly, came the purely decorative, lace-looped
" fore-and-aft " pattern, as worn in many states to-day. But
before this came into vogue the cocked hat had practically dis-

appeared from the ordinary ranks of all armies. It may be said

that so long as the cocked hat survived in its simple, rank-and-file

form,'uniforms retained much of their looseness. Though the long

skirts that rendered great coats unnecessary were looped back,

and the ample cuffs of Marlborough's time were becoming
narrower until they were at last sewn down to the sleeve, yet

the military costume was in all essentials the civil costume of the

time—long coat, hat, sleeved waistcoat, breeches and gaiters.

But other influences were at work. The principal was the

introduction into armies of Slavonic irregulars, which tended to

restrict line infantry and cavalry to parade drill and to pitched

battles in parade order. This, and their complete separation

from the civil population, stiffened their costume until it became
"soldierly." Frederick the Great, indeed, could not have
developed the infantry fire power that he needed if his soldiers

had had tight sleeves, but in his old age the evil of sacrificing

comfort to smartness attained a height which, except in the 182^
1840 period, was never surpassed. The figure of a Prussian

fusilier, Plate I. line a, No. i (in which by mistake a slung sword

is shown) shows this process beginning. The stock has made
its appearance, soon to stiffen into a cloth collar, under which,

as if it were not already tight enough, another stock in due

course came to be worn. The flapped cuffs, shown in the British

figure No. 5, have become plain round cuffs, above which are

embroidery stripes and buttons which at one time laced the

flaps of the cuff together and now survive as the *' guard-stripe."

This may be called the first instance of the dummy adornments,

which are so marked in modern full-dress uniforms. Similarly

the former doth turnback on the front of the coat has even in

1756 been cut off, the buttons and embroidered loops that

retained it being kept as decorations.

Many of these specially military adornments were borrowed

from the national costumes of the irregulars themselves. Their

head-gear in particular drove out the cocked hat. The grena-

dier cap, now a towering bearskin, was its first successful rival,

the shako the next. "Die grenadier cap was, in the first in-

stance, a limp conical cap (identical with the hussar cap), edged

with fur and having a tassel at the end. Soon the fur became

more prominent in the front, and the tail disappeared. Then
the cloth mitre-cap (Plate I., line x, fig. 6) appeared. This was

originally a field-service cap, with ear-flaps and sunshade. But

it stiffened about 1775 into a fur cap of the same shape (with

which sometimes the old cloth tail is found), and this in turn

evolved, through the fuller but still narrow and forward-pointing

bearskin of Peninsular days, into the great fur cap of grenadiers

and fusiliers of the present time. The nutre-shaped cloth cap

survives in a few Russian and Prussian regiments. As early

as 1755, as the Prussian figure shows, a conical leather cap with

a large brass plate in front had come into existence. This held

its ground for some time, and the grenadier cap of to-day in

Russia and Prussia is a metal copy of the mitre field-service cap

itself. A curious derivative of the low fur cap with a peak in

front and a bag-tail behind worn by some 17th- and x8th-century

grenadiers is the head-dress of the Russian horse-grenadiers.

> In the cavalry an iron-framed «kull-cap was often worn under

the cocked hat

The peak has become the helmet, the fur a " sausage " across

the cap from ear to ear. and the back part of the helmet is

covered by the bag-tail.

The Hungarian hussars introduced the jacket and the busby.
The latter was originally a conical cap with fur edge, but the fur
became higher until there was nothing left of the cap but the
ornamental " busby-bag " of to-day. It would appear also as
if the hussars, brought the shako to western Europe. This is

a conical, bell-topped, or cylindrical head-dress of stiff material,
commonly leather. Its prototype, the tall cylindrical cap
of the xSth-century hussars, was tilted on one side and wound
round with a very narrow bag-tail, the hist few inches of which,
adorned with a tassel, hung down. But the shako itself succeeded,
as nothing else succeeded, in being accepted by line infantry

and cavalry, and after |>assing through numerous forms it

remains in every army to-day, either as a low rigid cap
(Germany, England and Austria), a stiffened or limp k^pi
(France and Italy), or the flat-topped peaked cap which is the
most common military head-dress of modem Europe.

All these adjuncts came in the first place from the national

costume of imported auxiliaries. So aJso did the lancer cap,

which, originally the Polish czapka, was a cylindrical cap, the

upper part of which could be pushed up or down after the

faiJiion of a bellows or accordion, with a square top. The original

form is seen in Plate I., line 3, fig. 6, and the stiffened develop-

ment of it in Plate II., line i, fig. 5. The British lancer cap (Plate

III., line X, No. 2) has still a full middle portion, but in Austria

and Germany this has dwindled to a very narrow neck (Plate IV.,

line x,No. 7; Plate VII., line x, No, 7). The line infantry and
cavalry coat, fuU-skirted in the first instance, retained its orig-

inal length until about 1780, but from that time onwards (prob-

ably in most cases in the interests of the colonel's pocket) it

becomes little by little, shorter and scantier (Plate I., line 2, Nos.

4, 5, and Plate II., line x, No. i), until at last it is a "coatee,"

not as long as the present-day tunic (Plate II., line 1, Nos. 2 and

4), or a swallow-tailed coat (Plate II., line x, ^. 5, 6; line 2, No.
i). This, of course, did away with the protection afforded by the

full skirt, and necessitated the introduction of the great coat,

which even to-day in some cases is worn, without the tunic, over

the "vest" that represents the sleeved waistcoat (Plaie III., line

3, No. 6), formerly worn under the long skirted coat. The white

breeches and gaiters, retained to the last, gradually gave way
to trousers and ankle boots in x800-1820.

Meanwhile another form of head-dress, which was purely

military and owed nothing to Poland or Hungary, came into

vogue. This was the helmet, which had disappeared from the

infantry about 165^1670, and the cavalry thirty years after-

wards. It took two forms, both of which possessed some of the

characteristics of ancient Greek and Roman helmets. These

were a small helmet with sausage-shaped ornament from front

to back, worn chiefly by British light dragoons and irtillcry

(Plate II., line i, fig. 3), and the towering crested helmet worn by

the French, Britisli and Austrians. The French cuirassiers and

dragoons (Plate I., line 2, No. 5) had, and still have, long horse-

hair tails dependent from the crest. The Austrian infantry

helmet, worn with the white coat, similar to, but smaller than,

that shown in Plate IV., line 1, No. x, had no ornament, but the

British heavy cavalry hehnet (Plate II., line i. No. 4) resembled

that of the French. To-day, besides the French, the Austrian

dragoons and Italian heavy cavalry have this form of hehnet

(Plate IV., Une 2, No. 5> and Plate VIII., Une x, No. 3).

It has been said above that the coatee and the shako are the

principal novelties in European mOilary costumes of Napoleon's

time. To these should be added the replacement of the gaitered

breeches by trousers, and the adoption of hussar and lancer

uniforms of ever-growing sumptuousness, in which the comfort

that had originally belonged to these national irregular costumes

was entirely sacrificed. After Waterloo, indeed, all traces of

the old-fashioned coat disappeared, and. except for the doubtful

gain of tight-fitting " overalls," the soldier was more showy and

worse off in comfort and convenience than ever before or since.

One or two examples may be quoted. In Geoige IV.'s time
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the coatees of the lifeguards were so tight that the men were
unable to perform their sword exercise, and their crested helmet,

surmounted by a ** sausage " ornament, was so high that the

sword could not be raised for a downward blow. The total

height of the lancer cap with its plume (Plate II., line z , No. 5) was
about ah arm's length, and prints exist showing British lancers

in a cap of which the square top is very nearly as broad as the

wearer's shoulders. The hussar furred pelisse, originally worn
over a jacket (Plate I., line z, fig. 4)1 a&d so worn by the Austrians

to-day, had become a magnificently embroidered and laced

garment, always slung and never worn, and the old plain under-

jackeC hiui been load«l with buttons and lace, and differed from

the pelisse only in the absence of fur. It was the Restoration

era, too, that delighted to decorate uniforms with sewn-down
imiutions of the skirt pockets, turn-back cuffs, &c.,of the old coat.

This was, in short, the epoch of pure dandyism, and although

some of its wilder extravagances were abolbhed between Z830

and 1850, enough stUl renudned when the British army took the

field in the Crimea to bring about a sudden and violent reaction,

in which the slovenliest dress was accounted the best. The
dress regulations of 1855 introduced the low " Albert " shako

and the tunic, abolished the epaulette—an ornament which

had grown in the z8th<xnttiry out of a shoulder cord that kept

the belts in place and was decorated at the outer end with a
few loose strands or tasseb of embroidery—and made other

changes which, without bringing back uniform to its original

roominess and comfort, destroyed not only the dandyism of

George IV.'s time, but also the chastened finery of the Early

Victorian uniforms (Plate II., line a. No. 5).

The tunic, accompanied by a spiked helmet of burgonet

shape, had been introduced in Prussia and Russia about 1835.

Russia was too poor to allow extravagance in dress, and
Russians, clothed as they generally were in their great coats, had
little incentive to aim at futile splendour. Both countries,

however, and France and Austria likewise, passed through a
period of tight, if imadomed, uniforms, before Algeria, Italy,

and similar experiences brought about the abandonment of the

swallow-tailed coatee. The French adopted the tunic in 1853,

the Austrians in 1856, and in both countries the shako became
smaller and lighter. From about 1880, when the spiked helmet

replaced the low shako in England, no radical changes were made

1st Life Guards ....
2nd „ „ ...
Royal Horse Guards (Blues) .

1st Dragoon Guards (King's) .

2nd „ „ ...
3rd
4th „ „ ...
5th
6th
7th
1st Royal Dragoons . .

snd Dragoons (Scots Greys)
6th InniskilHng Dragoons .

(CaiaUneers)

5th Lancers
9th „
1 2th .,

i6th ..

17th „
2 1st „

3rd Hussars
4th ..

7th
8th
loth „
nth „
13th „
14th .,

15th ,.

i8th ..

19th ..

20th .,

Tunic.

Scarlet

Bilie

Scarlet

Blue
Scarlet

Blue

Scarlet
Blue

Blue

Facings.

Blue

Red
BUck
White
Yellow
Blue

Dark green
White
Black
Blue

Primrose

Scarlet

Biue
White

Ught blue

NU

in full dress tmiforms, except that the Russian army, aban-

doning the German pattern uniforms formerly in vugat, adopted
a national uniform which is simple, roomy, and exceedingly plain,

even in full dress. In Z906-1909, however, this attonpt to

combine handsomeness and comfort was given up, full dresses

being made more decorative, and light green-grey service

dresses being introduced. Lastly, since the South African War
and the development of infantry fire, the attempt to wear full

dress uniform on active service has been practically given up.

Great Britain first of all adopted the Indian khaki, and then a
drab mixture for " ser\ice dress " and returned, after 150 years,

to the civilian style of field dress, adopting the " Norfolk jacket

"

or shooting coat with spinal pleat and roomy pockets. Germany,
Italy, the United States and other countries have followed suit,

though each has chosen its own shade, and the shades vary from
light grey blue in Italy to deep olive drab in the United Sutes.

The details of the present-day uniforms in the principal states

are given below. It might be stated, as a summary of modem
uniforms, that Great Britain has most completely divorced

service and full dress, and that in consequence her fuU dress is

handsomer and her service dress plainer than those of any other

country. Whether, for European war at any rate, the oblitera-

tion of re^mental distinctions has not been carried too far, is

open to question. The method adopted for the Italian infantry

would seem to ^ve enough means of identification, without in-

creasing visibiUty, and as this method was used by the British in

the SouthAfrican War, it will probably be revived in future wars.

Great Britain
The full dress uniforms of the British service in 1910 had

not undeivone any radical change since the army reoreaniaa-
tion of 1881. Many regiments had, however, resumed their

original facings instead cl the white common to all non-royal
English regiments in the last twenty years of the 19th century.
But the Scottish regiments maintained their ]fellow or yeUow-buff
facings, and the single Irish regiment which is not " royal " {the
Connaught Rangers) its green. Rifle regiments had astraknan
busbies, resemblmg in shape enlarged " glengarry " capa, «^th
plume and lines. Details in all corps have been changed, rendering
the uniforms more handsome. In September 1910 it was announced
that the cloth helmet would be replaced by a shako.

Cavalry.—Household cavalry and dragoons wear angle-breasted
tunics with gold buttons, cufls pointed with Austrian knot collars

and shoulder-straps of the facings colour and white piping on the
, :• , front and the skirt-flapa. The

household cavalry vcar steel

cuirasses in review order, and in
undress tight-fitting jackets and
blue red-striped overalls. All
wear steel or orass helmets, with
drooping horsehair plumes, except
the bcots Greys (2nd Dragoons),
who have a grenadier bearskin
with feather plume. All wear blue
pantaloons and jack boots, except
the household cavalry, who in
full dress wear white leather
breeches and high lack boots,
reaching above the Icnee. The
stripes on the pantaloons are
yellow, (white in 2nd and 6th
DragoonGuards),white belts' and
slings. See Plate HI., line i.

fig. 4 and line 2. fig. 3.
Lancers (Plate III., line i, Na

2) wear double-breasted tonics
with gold buttons, and the front

or " plastron." the peculiar mark
of the lancer, vanes in colour
with the facings of the regiment.
Lancers wear lancer caps (the

Polish cxapka) with drooping
plumes. Pantaloons are blue,

with yellow stripes (white in

17th). boots as in the dragoons.

Round the waist is a girdk of

yellow and red, and the cap is

secured to the collar of the tuaic

by yellow lines.

Helmet.

Steel

Brass

Steel

(Bearskin cap)
Steel

Ctapka top.

Scariet
Black
Scariet
Blue
White

Light blue

Busby-bag.
Garter blue

Yellow
Scariet

Crimson
White
Yellow
Scariet
Blue
White
Crimson

Plume.

White

lUd

Black
Black and red

White
Red and white

White
Black and white

Black
White

Green
Black and white

Scarlet
Black
White

White
Scarlet
White

White over red
White over black
White over crimson

White

Scarlet
White over red

White
Yellow

*The 1st Life Guards have a
red line, the 2nd a blue line, in

the pouch belt.
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The undress cap is in all the ahove hlne, with bands of vanous

colours, amongst which the most noticeable is the white zigzag on
a black background of the^ots Greys.

Hussars (Hate I., line i, 6gs. i and 3) wear a blue jacket, shorter

than the ordinary tunic, braided with yellow or cold in front,

along the back seams and on the collars and cuffs. They have no
ahoulder-straps, facings or waist-belt The 3rd Hussars wear, how-
ever, scarlet arid the 13th white, collars. The distinctive head-dress

is the cylindrical busby with an upright feather plume, lines, and
a busb>-bag on the r^nt side. The pantaloons are blue, except for

the I itn Hussars, who wear crimson. Double stripes on the trousers,

yellow (white, 13th). The undress cap is a red peaked cap. Officers

Hessian boots have gold edging and boss.

Infantry.—The uniforms of the four Foot Guard regiments are
distinguiBhcd by the cuffs, whkh have slashed flaps and buttons,

by the blue shoulder-strap« and by the embroklery patches on the
collar, cuff-flaps and skirts, whkh are analogous to the Card^
IMien of continental armies. The only uniform whkh couM be
misukcn for it is the Royal Marine Light Infantiy's (Plate VIII..
line I, No. 5), which has also slashed flaps, but it has fewer and
smaller embroidery patches and plain collars. All the Guard legi-

menu wear scarliet tunics with blue collars, shoulder-straps and
cuffs, bearskin caps, blue trousers with red piping (officers, red
stripe). The regimental distinctions (Plate III., line a, fig. 6, and
Plate IV., line i, fig. a) are: Grenadiers—Buttons equally spaced,
white plume, red cap-band. Coldstream—Buttons spacecfin twos,
red plume, white cap-band. Scots—Buttons in threes, no plume,
dkea red and white cap-band. Irish—Buttons in fours, green plume,
green cap-band. All wear in undress the white jacket, which is the
old sleeved waistcoat, and peaked cap.
The uniforms of the line infantry may be classed as Line, Light,

Fusilkr, Rifle, Lowland and Highland Scottish. The tunk in the
first three is red, with pointed cuffs and orflars of the facings colour
Oblue in Royal regiments, white in Endish and Welsh, yelkiw in'

Scottish, green in Irish, except where the older colours Have been
revived), red shoulder-straps, gold buttons and white piping, blue
trousers with red piping. On the shoulder-strap in the case of the
rank and file is the regimental title, on the collar the regimental
badee. The line infantry have a dark blue helmet (Plate IV., line

I. No. 3), with brass spike and ornaments: the light infantry a dark
green helmet of the same pattern;' the fusiliers (Plate III., line a.

ng. 7) bear or racoon skin cap with hackle plume. In undress all

ranks have a blue (green for light infantry) peaked cap, with a
black (royal regiments, scarlet, non-royal Irish, green) band. The
rifle regiments (Plate IV., line i, Na 4) wear very dark green tunks
and trousers without coloured cuffs or collars. In the King's Royal
Rifles the scariet pipine and collar form a conqncuous distinction.

The head-dress of the rifle rwiments is an astrakhan cap with plume
(red and black, K.R.R.: dark green and black, K.LR.; Uack, Rifle
Bnnde), in undress a dark green peaked cap.
Tne Lowland and Highland Scottish regiments wear a scariet

(Scottish Rifles, ereen) 'Moublet" with gauntlet cuffs (Plate III.,

line a, fig. 5 and Plate IV., line i, fig. 6.) In undress Highland re^-
menu wear the white jacket. .Hijghland refitments wear tartan kilt

and plaid and sporran (varying with the remments), diced hose-tops
and white spats. Lowland regiments (also Scottish Rifles, Highland
Light Infantry, and all mounted officers) tartan trews. The head-
dress of Highland regiments is a "feather bonnet"—a loose fur cap
of peculiar shape with hackle. The Highland Light Infantry wear
a small shako with a red and white diced band and ball. Lowland
regiments (except the Royal Scots Fusiliers) wear the Kilmarnock
bonnet (Plate III., line a. No. 5)- The Scottish Rifles have a shako
with black drooping plume. The undress cap of all Scottish infantry
is the "glengarry."
The lull dress of officers is umilar to that of the men, but it is more

ornamented (see below for badges of rank}. In all English and Irish
raiments clothed in scariet a crimson waist-sash is worn by officers.

Guards officers on ceremonial occasions wear a gold ana crimson
sash. On the collar and cuffs there are broad edgings of lace termi-
nating in the case of the cuffs in a small Austrian knot. The rifle

Jacket is of hussar pattern with black embroidery and a black pouch
belt (Plate IV.. line 1. fig. 4)* The Highland oflker has a special
pattern of sword; in full dress the basket-hilted claymore (so>
called) or a plainer sword decorated with ribbon, on service a pUin
cross-hiked sword. He has also a richly decorated dirk, a broad
white baldric, and a very full sash over the left shoulder. Lowland
officers have also the shoulder belt and claymore, Btc.

Royal ArtilUry.—The Royal Horse Artillery (Pbte III., line a.
fi^. i) wears an old-fashioned hussar uniform, consisting of busby
with red bag and white plume, a blue jacket with 18 rows of gold
brakl and scariet collar. Trousers blue with red stripe. The Royal
Fkld and Royal Garrison Artillery (PlatellL, line a, Na a) wear a
blue tunic with red collar and sold lace (Austrian knot on the sleeve),
blue trousers with red stripe, helmet with brass plate and ball orna-
ment, waist-belt and pouch-belt (white for men, gold for officers).
The badge a either a grenade or a devke of a field gun o(i its

• To be replaced by a shako.

'^Vj.iy''^
Line

Queen's (R. West Surrey)
Buffs (East Kent) . .

King's Own (R. Lancaster)
Royal Warwickshire
King's Liverpool .

Norfolk ....
Lincolnshire . .

Devonshire . . .

Suffolk ....
Prince of Wales's Own

(West Vorks)
East Yorkshire.
Bedfordshire
Leicestershire .

Princess of Wales's Own
(Yorkshire Regt.) .

Cheshire
South Wales Borderers
Gloucesterehire. . .

Worcestershire . . .

East Laneaahire . .

East Surrey . . .

West Riding (Duke of
Wellington^)

Border

Royals

Hampshire . . .

South Staffordshire

Dorsetshire . . .

Prince of Wales's Volun<
teers (S. Lancashire)

Welsh

Shenrood Foresters (Notts
and Derby) . ...

Loyal North Lancashire

Northamptonshire . . .

Princess Charlotte of
Wales's Royal Berkshire

Queen's Own R. West Kent

Duke <^ Cambridge's Own
Middlesex . .

Wiltshire (Duke of Edin-
burgh's Own)

Prince of Wales's North
Staffordshire . . .

York and Lancashire .

tins Jnfttniry, Irish.

Royal Irish Regt. . .

Connaught Rangers .

Leinster Regt. (R. Cana-
dian) . . . . .

Light Infantry.
Prince Albert's Somerset-

shire

Duke of CxMnwall's

Oxfordshire and Bucks

Blue
BufiTyeUow

nue

Yedow
White

Lincoln gn
Yellow

Buffiff yellow
White

Grass green
Buff yellow
Grass green

Wfite

Scariet

White

Blue

Ydlow

White

Grass green

White

Blue

Lemon yellow

Buff yellow

White

Blue
Green

Blue

Blue
White

CuHMIrWHWHS CoipS Ud
tbdr hdngt b tSis.
(S-sSvcrhM.)

ow(S).

and, blue (S).

3rd, buff (S).

4th, blue.

iifci"
9th. yellow (S).

loth. yelk>w ($).
nth, green,
lath, yellow.

14th, buff (S).

15th, yelk>w (S).

i6th, yellowJS).yellow
17th, white ($).

19th, srass green,
aand, buff yellow.
a4th. grass green (S).

adth, yellow (S).

6ist. yellow (S).

a9th, yeUow (S).

36th, gosling green.
30th, pate yellow (S),

59th, white (S).

31st, buffs (S).

70th, black.

33rd.red(S) :76th
red(S).

34th. yellow (S).

55th. green.
35th. orange (S).

107th. (?}.

37th. yellow
07th. yellow i

Mth, yellow (

Both, yellow.
39th, grass green.
54th, green <S).

40th. buff yellow.
Sand, yellow (S).

J
I St. red (S).

jth, green.
44th. yellow (S).

56th, purple (S).

45th, dark green (S).

47th, white (S).

iist. buff (S).

48th. buff.

58th, black.-

19th, green.
66th,gosltng gm. (
SOth, black (S).

97th, blue (S).

57th, yellow.
77th. yellow (S).

6and. buff (S).

99th. pale yellow.
63rd. dark green (S).

96th, buff (S).

64th. black.
98th. buff.

6sth. white: 84th,
yellow (S).

18th, blue.

88th, yellow (S).

94th, green,
(looth and 109th
late H.East India
Co.'s troops).

13th, yellow (S).

3and, white; 4and,
pale yellow (S).

43rd, white (S).

sand, buff (S).
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Lithl Infantry—eentinued.
Yorkshire (IMV** Own) .

Shropshire (the King's) . .

Durham

Highland

PksUiers.
Northumberland . .

Royal (City of London) .

Lancashire ....
Royal Scots . . . .

Royal Welsh ....
Royal Irish ....

Royal Inniskilling . .

Royal Munster . . .

Royal Dublin . . .

Rifles,

Cameronians (Scottish Rifles)

King's Royal. ! . . .

RoykL Irish

Rifle Brigade

Line Infantry, Lowland
ScoUtsh.

Royal Scots Lothian . .

King's Own Scottish Bor-
derers

Htghlanders.
Black Watch (Royal Hrs.)

Seaforth
Gordon

Queen's Own Cameron Hre.

Princess Louise's (Argyll and
Sutheriand Hrs.) . . .

Blue

Dark

Buffydtow

Gosling green

White
Blue

Dark green

Red
Dark green

Black

Blue

Buff yellow
Yellow

Blue

Yellow

CorrMpoodisg Coips ud
tkdr lKii«i b tSS5.
(S-dvcr bca.)

Sist, grass green
(lo^th H.E.India
Co. s troops).

53rd. red; 85th,
yeUow (S).

68th, bottle green
(S) (io6th T1.E.
India Co.'s
troops).

71st. buR (S);

74th, white.

5th,«Mltnggreen ^).
7th.blue.
aoth,ydlow(S).
a 1st. blue.

a3rd,blue.
27th, buff (108th
bteH.East India
Co.'s troops).

87th, green; 89th

(loist and 104th
late H. East India
Co.'s troops).

(loand and 103rd,

late H.East India
Co.'s troops).

(Formerly 26th and
90th line).

60th Rifles, red.

(Formeriy 83rd and
86th line).

95th. Rifles, black.

1st, blue.

25th, blue.

42nd, Uue; 73ftt,

dark green.
72nd, yellow (S).

75th, yellow;
92nd yellow (S).

79th, dark green.

9i8t. yellow (S).

93rd, yellow (S).

Royal Engineers (Plate IV.,line i. No. 1).—Scarlet tunicwith garter,

blue cuffs and collar, yellow shoulder-cords and piping, blue trousers

with red stripe, helmet with royal arras on plate, and spike. Waist-

belt white for men, gold-laced russia leather tor officers, who wear also

a pouch-belt of russta leather with a wavy gold lion in the centre.

Army Service Corps{F\ate III., line 2, No. I).—Blue tunic with white

facings and white piping. Helmet with oall and plate, trousera

blue with double white stripe. Officers, gold belts. Royal Army
Medical Corps, blue uniform with magenU facings; Army Veterinary

Corps, blue with maroon facings; Army Pay Corps, blue with yellow

facings ; Army Ordnance Corps, bl^ with red facings. The West India

Regiment (negroes) wear a red sleeveless jacket over a white smock,

t»ggy dark blue trousera, and a round cap with white puggaree.

The distinguishing mark of the staff oflicer in full dress is the

aigufllctte and the cocked hat with upright or drooping plume; in

undress and service dress the red gorget patches on the collar. The
full-dress uniforms of afield marshal and a general officer are shown in

Plate II L, line I, Nos. 5 and 6. .

Badges of Ranh.—A\l officers have twisted gold shoulder-cords

(except Foot Guards,who wear a blue cloth shoulder-strap with lace

edges) ; on these cords badges of rank are worn as follows: 2nd lieu-

tenant, lieutenant and captain, i, 2 and 3 stars; major, crown; lieu-

tenant-colonel, crown ana star ; colonel, crown and 2 stars; brigadier-

general, crossed swofxls; generals, sword and baton crossed,and (major-

!cneral)star; (lieutenant-general), crown; (general), crown and sur;
.icid marshal, crossed batons in a laurel wreath with crown above.

In service dress (khaki), however, the badges are worn in worsted

on a slashed flap of the sleeve, coupled with rings of braid (1 for a
2nd lieutenant or lieutenant, 2 for acaptain, &c.). Non<ommissioned
officers wear chevrons (point doWnwards) on the upper right arm;
lance-corporal or acting bombardier.i ; corporal .2 ; 8ergcant,3 ; colour-

sergeant, 3 chevrons and crossed colours; staff-sergeant, 4 chevrons.

On the lower part of the leftarmchevrons(point up) are wornat "good

1:

A seneant-raajor is dreand as an officer, eacepc
i on the lower part of the right sleev

'

are also badges <^ proflciency such aa crosaed rifles for 1

conduct *' badgea. A seneanl
that he has a crown on the lower part of the ght sleeve). There

a spur for rough-riders, a fleur-de-lys for scouts, Ac.
Regimental Badges.

—
^The grenade in various forms is worn by the

Royal Artillery, the Grenaoier Guards and the Fusilier regiments^
The figure of Britarmia was awarded to the (oth) Norfolk regiment
for gaflantry at Almanxa. 1707. The White Horse of Hanover was
given to some regiments for servKe aninst the Jacobitea. The Lion
of England was awarded by William III. to the King's Own (Roval
Lancaster) Regiment for services against the troops of James II.

The Queen's (Royal West Surrey) Regiment wear a Puchal Lamb,
the badge of Catherine of Braganza. queen of Charles II. Tbe
Dragon of Wales figuresamong the badges of all the Welsh r^imenta.

Sev«al regiments wear a castle and key in memory <^ services at
Gibraltar, others have a tiger for services in India and atOl man a
sphinx for Egyptian campaigns. The most general of all badges

—

though not the most generally worn—b the " stripped " rose. Nearly
all corps possess sevoal badges^ which arecombmed in various ways.
The special interest of thoe badges b that they are oeculiar to the

British army. Although a badge of the branch (infantry, cavalry.
&c.) is common, no other army weare distinctive regimental devices.
A few deteils of general practKe may be added. All cavalry

wear a pouch-belt over the left shoulder. The crimson infantry
sash is worn by officere round the waist and by sergeants across the
body and over the right shoulder. All ofiicere ami sergeants who
do not wear the sash, to whatever branch they belong, have a pouch-
bdt^ the pattern of course varying. Ankle boots (and sometimes
leggings with them) are worn by dismounted men. Swords, except
in the case of Scottish infantry, are worn suspended by slings from
a belt (the belt in infantry, rifles and hussan being worn under the
tunic or sash). On foreign service the uniform is varied according
to circumstances, the most usual change being from tbe full dres
head-drcsi to the white helmet
The full dress of the territorial army varies greatly, sometimes

conforming exactly to the uniform of the corresponding regular unics,

sometimes keeping to its original " Rifle " character in grey or green
of various shades. The latter conform to the rules of tbe dress
of " Rifles " («.g wear pouch-belts instead of sashes), and the former,
though in many cases the silver lace and ornaments of the old volun-
teer force are retained, to those for the regulan, the distinguishing
mark in all cases being the letter " T " on the shoulder or collar.

The yeomanrv cavalry is variously attired, some old rmmenu
possesnng rich old-fashioned hussar uniforms, othere 01 leoexit

formation wearing " service " cdoura only. Some regiments are
dressed as dragoons, but the great majority are husaaia. The
infantry and artillery of the Honourable Artillenr Company of
London are dressed somewhat after the fasluoo 01 the Grenadier
Guards and the Royal Horse Artillery.

Undress Uniforms.-^ln " walking-out " order most troops wear
the tunic. Household Cavalry and Dragoons with waist-belts and
sword-slings, lancere with giidle (R.F.A. and Army Service Corps
also wear girdles in walking-out order), infantry and all other branches
except hussan with waist-belt. Sergeants oiinfantry w«ar the sash
and side-arms, the tatter privily being accorded also to corporals
of the guards refitments. White gloves are worn by seigeants.
Since the general introduction of khaki service dress, undress uni-
forms of red, blue, Ac., have mostly disappeared, but the Mue serge
" jumper " is still retained. Ofiicere of infantry (except in hussara
arid Rifles) have undress frock coats of various patterns. With these
the " Sam Browne " equipment brown leather walst-bdt, frog and
the sash and slinn are worn, but with the iumper and service frock,
braces. Field otncere have an edging of braid on the peak of the
undress caps, staff and general officera an oak-leaf deshni.

Service Dress.—^This, since the conclusion of the Boer War, b
universally khaki serge, of shooting-coat pattern, with a spinal pleat
and four large pockets; all buttons and badges are in bronae. It
has a double collar. A peaked cap. breeches or trousen, and puttees
of the same colour are worn with it. The universal pattern great*
coat and macintosh are also khaki coloured. The guards and staff

officers, however, wear a light grey overcoat.
Mess Dress, for officers, after undergoing various modificatiofisw

now almost univerttlly consbts of a jacket with roll o^ar, waistcoat,
and overalls and patent leather Wellington boots, Uie ooloure
following in the mam those of the full dress.

It remains to mentk>n a few of the many regimental dbttnctiona,
trifling in themselves yet of the greatest importance as fostering
regimental pride and as recalling specially gallant services in the old
wars. The officen of the 7th Hussan and the Oxfordshire and
Buckinghamshire Light Infantry wear linen collan with thctr

undress uniforms. The Royal Welsh Fusiliere have a bow of Uack
velvet (called a " flash," this being an obsolete slaiig word for " wig **)

sewn to the back of the collar^—a survival of the old-fadiioned method
of tying the hair in a club queue. The officere of certain regiments, in

memory of severe losses, wear a black line in their gold lace. Tocom>
memorate Culloden the sergeants ofthe Somersetshire Light Infantry
wear their sashes over the foft shoulder as officere used to do. Untd
after the South African War the only fusilier regiment that wore
plumed busbies was the Northumberland Fusiliere; now. however,
all fusiliere wear a hackle (in the order of r^imenta abown in the
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table: red and white; white: pnmrose; white; white; «rey; green;
white and green ; blue and green). The (28th) Gloucestershire n^-
ment wean two badges on the helmet, to commemorate its having
fought facing both ways, ranks back to back, at Alexandria in 1801.

Indian Natiwe Army.—^The uniforms of the Indian army vary
infinitely in details, owing to the different methods of tying the
turban, &c, practised by different castes and tribes, and to the
strictly regimental system of cbthing and equipping^ the soldier.

But the infantry, except the Gurkha Rifles, have tunics of umilar
pattern, viz. long skirted, without collars, and (if scarlet) with
round cuffs, flaps and broad edgings on the front of the tunic of the
facings cok>ur. The trousers are dark blue and wide, and spats are
worn with them (Plate VI.. line a. No. a). Gurkhas (Plate VL, tine

2. No. 3 are dressed as Rifles, except that their head-dress is a round
cap. The pattern of cavalry uniform, which is generally followed

whatever the colours and regimental distinctions, is shown on
Plate VI., line 2. Na I.

In the main the dress of the native cavalry is dark blue. Five
of the regiments wear red, the three Madras corps French grey, the
Hyderabad and one other green, and only three drab. One regi-

ment, the 1st, wears a yellow uniform, being perhaps the only one
so clothed in the world.

Native artillery units wear blue with red facings, native engineer

units, red with blue facings. The Queen's Own Corps of Guides
wears drab with rod facings.

The greater part of the infantry wears, in full dress, scaiiet, the

various facings following no discoverable svstem, although certain

groups of regiments have a regular colour scheme.
A large number of regiments are clothed in drab, and there are

Gurkha and other rifles in green ; the remarkable Baluchi uniforms
(green and drab with baggy red trousers) are unique in the British

Empire.
The regiments of the Australian ComnumweaUk, with certain

exceptions, wear khaki or drab with white facinn and emu plume
in the cavalry and green facings in the infantry. The same principle

b carried out in other services, the intelligence corps having pale

blue, the signal corps royal purple, the medical chocolate and the
veterinary maroon facings. The artilk^ry, engineers and army
service corps are dressed as the corresponding branches of the home
army. All the Cbim^miii forces are uniformed very similariy to the
British army. The 6th Dragoon Guards and the 13th Hussars are

th» models for the cavalry, and line, rifle, highland and fusilicr

uniforms are all represented, the dark rifle uniform predominating.

In SonA AJrica, as in Australia, khaki has become almost universal.

Francs
The Revolutionary simplification of the varied uniforms of

the Ancien Rigime has endured to the present day. Even in the

various waves of flamboyant military fashions they have remained
simple in the sense that all troops of an arm or branch were dressed

practically alike, with none of the regimental differences that

tngUnd. deferring to tradition, and Germanv, systematizing the

ffrdrt de bataOU to the last detail, preserved and introduced.

The line infantry wears a single-breasted blue tunic with red collar,

a small red flap on the cuff, red epaulettes and gold buttons. The
number of the regiment appears on a blue collar patch. The cap
is a madder-red k^, with blue band, brass grenade, tricolour

cockade and a ball. The trousers are loose, madder-red. and worn
cither with shoes and gaiters or with high ankle boots. The men
usually march in the blue double-breasted greatcoat, under which
is worn the plain veste (Plate V., line a. No. 3). With this is

worn a k^i without ornaments and having the number in front.

The officers wear a tunic of a different blue, almost black ; otherwise,

except for rank badges, it is similar to the men's: epaulettes and
braid, gold. TKe officers' full dress k6vi has a golden ball and the
trouseri have a black stripe (Plate V., line I, No. 1).

The chasseur battalions (Plate V., line a, No. 4) wear the same
pattern of tunic as the Une. but the collar and cuffs are self-coloured,

the epaulettes green, the trousers grey-blue with yelk>w piping,

k^i dark blue with yellowedgingsand green ball, buttons, &c.. silver.

Chasseur officers are dressed as the men (with the usual officer's

blue-black tunic), but have a drooping green plume. Tiie Alpine
battalions wear a plain dark blue jumper and soft cap {btrel) or tam-
o'-shanter. Under the jumper, which is usually half-open, they
wear a lieht blue shawl round the waist. The trousers are wide,
dark blue knickerbockers, and puttees are worn with them.
The Zouaves (Plate V., line a. No. a) wear dark blue red-trimmed

jackets and waistcoats, with a light blue cummerbund, baggy red
trousers with blue piping and dark blue or white spats. The head-
dress is a red tasselled cap {chichia). The " false pockets " round
which the braid circles on the front of the jacket are red for the 1st,

white for the and. yellow for the 3rd and blue for the 4th Zouaves.
Zouave officers have the ordinary officer's tunic, with blue-black
collar and gold ornaments, but wear it unbuttoned (showing a red
cummerbund) and without epaulettes. The cuff is pointed and slit

almost to the elbow, the edges of the slit being gold laced according
to rank and having a scarlet lining. Only the service k6pi is worn.
The red trousers have the usual bbck stripe, and are cut very wide.
The Turoos are dressed similarly to the Zouaves, but with light

blue jackets and waistcoats, light blue or white trousers, red cummer^

bund and yellow braid ; the four regiments are distinguished among
themselves in the same way as the four Zouave units. Their ofl^cers

have a light blue tunic with yellow collar. Zouave cuff, red trousers
with light blue stripe; k^i red, with light blue band.
TheToreign Legion u dressed as line infantry, with certain minor

distinctions. The colonial (formerly marine) infantry wears a
double-breasted tunic with gold buttons, blue grey trousers and
dark blue k£pi with red pipmg, plain collar and cuffs. The full

dress cap badge is an anchor.
Cavalry.—Cuirassiers (Plate V., line i, Na 3) wear dark blue

tunics with red cellars and cuff-flaps, silver ornaments and steel
cuirasses, steel helmet with brass ornaments, black horsehair tail,

red " shaving-brush " at the front of this tail and another shaving-
brush, of colour varying with the squadron, &c., on the left side of
the helmet. The trousers are red (oflficers with dark blue stripes,

men with blue piping). The number is borne on a blue collar patch.
The officers wear siWer. the men red, epaulettes. Undress cap as
infantry, silver-laced for officers.

Dragoons wear blue tunics (the black-braided " dolman, " shown
on Plate V., line i, No. 6, is gradually passing out of the service)
with white collars and cuff-flaps, silver tnittons, &c., helmet as for
cuirassiers, but without the shaving-brush " at the front of the
horaehair tail, trousers red with dark blue stripe. The men wear
shoulder-cords instead of epaulettes, and the ofiicers only wear their
silver cpaukttes on ceremonial duties. The number appears on a
blue coflar patch. Undress cap as for cuirassiers.

Chasseurs d cheval (Plate v., line 2, No. i) wear a light blue
tunic or dolman (the latter black-braided) with silver buttons, red
collars and cuff-flaps. The trousers are red with light blue piping
(two broad and one narrow light blue stripes between for officers).

The full dress head-dress is a light blue shako, with dark green
plume in full dress, coloured ball in other orders. The badge on
the shako is a brass bugle. The b6pi is red with light blue land
and piping (silver braid for ofiicers). Number on the collar.

Hussars are dressed as chasseurs d cheval, but with white braiding
on the dolman instead of black, and self-coloured collar. The badge
on the shako is an Austrian knot.
The Chasseurs £ AJrique wear the half-open seite, which is light

blue with yellow collar and edgings. The cuff is slit in the Zouave
style, the visible lining being yellow. A red cummerbund is worn.
Tne shako is almost invariably worn with a white cover and neck
curtain. The trousers are red. Officers as the corremonding
chasseur officers in France, but with yellow instead of red collars. &c.
The native Algerian cavalry, the SpahiSt wear national costume

—

red jacket with olack braiding, red cummerbund, light blue wide
trousers, and red morocco boots. Above this they wear a flowing
red mantle of thick cloth, and over this mantle the ample white
burnous, which covers the head and shoulders. Their French officers

wear a red tunic, with self-€ok>ured collar and cuffs, gold buttons and
epaulettes, number with crescent in gold on the collar, gold rings on
cuff accordinsto rank, trousers as for the hussars, &c.. in France.

ArtiUery.--^The rank and file wear blue tunics or dolmans (more
usually, however, the vesle). The dolman has black braiding but
a red shoulder-oord. and has rod collar, with black patch and number,
and red pointed cuffs; buttons, &c., gold. The trousers are dark
blue, with two broad and one narrow red stripe. The kdpi is dark
blue, with dark blue band and red ornaments, the full dress cap
having a badge, in red, of crossed guns and grenade. Artillery

officers wear a black-braided dolman (blue-black) with gold shouMer-
cord and Austrian knot. Their k6m has the artillery badge in

brass, gold braid, and a red plume. Plate V., line I, No. 5 shows
an artillery officer serving on the general staff.

Engineers, dark blue tunic with gold buttons, black red-edged
collar patches bearing the number in red, black red-edged flap on cuffs

;

red epaulettes, trousen and k^i as for artillery. Engineer officers

have the same tunic as infantry, without facings, ana the engineer
badge (a cuirass and helmet) on the full dress kfoi.

Trat'n (Army Service Corps), blue-grey dolman, black-braided,

with red collar, black braid on the cuff, and red shoulder<ord

;

infantry k6pi, officers as officers of the chasseurs 6 cheval but with
(silver) Austrian knot on the sleeve, and red plume.* Medical officere

have dark blue dolman, red trousers with black stripe, and red

collars and cuffs. Their distinctive marks are a whole red k6pi

(with gold brakl), a white armlet with the red cross. Aesculapius' staff

on the collar, gold-laced shoulder-strap, and a curious pouch-belt

which is entirely wranped in a red cloth cover that buttons over it.

Generals wear in lull dress the uniform shown in Plate V..
line I. No. 4. with some distinctions of rank. In undress they wear
a dark blue jacket with black braiding, the black Austrian knot on
the sleeve carrying the silver stare of rank ; trousers red with black

stripe: ktfpi red. with a blue band covered by gold, oak leaf lace.

General staff officers (see Plate V., line l. No. 5) wear their regi-

mental uniform, with gold or silver aigulllettes. and on the collar,

instead of the regimental number, the thunderbolt badge of the

staff, the badge or number being removed also from the k6pi.

Their special distinctions are the armlet and the plume, which vary

according to the staff to which the officer belongs.

Badges of Rank.—General officers (on the epaulette or on th«

Austrian knot), one silver star for general of brigade, two for general

of division. Other ofi&cere (rings on the cuff and k^i band, or
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ve augonaiiy ; lance-oorpoFau i, corporau 3 womea scnpet;
to I, •ergeant-majon a gold or nlver stripe*. The "adju-
who corresponds to the British serseant-major, has a rug
like an officer's, but narrower.

strands of braid on the Austrian knot), I for sub Dtenant, a. for

lieutenant, 3 for captain, 4 for commandant. 5 (3 gold and 2 nlver)

for lieutenant-colonel, 5 for colonel (Plate V., line i, figs, i and 5).

Epaulettes: sub-lieutenant, i with fringe on right shoukler and
1 scale on left ; lieutenant, fringed on left aind scale on right shoukler;

captain, both fringed; commandant, as sub-lieutenant but with
thicker fringe; lieutenant-cotonel and colonel, both with thkk fringes

(in the case of the lieutenant-colonel the body is silver). The
vertical braids of the k^pi also vary according to rank. Field officen

as a rule wear in full dress " shaving brush " plumes instead of a ball.

Under-Oflkerk—^The badge is a stripe crossing the k>wer half of

the sleeve diagonally; kuice-oorporals I, corporak a vorited stripes^

sergeants I,
" " »« "^.

tant," who
of laioe,like

Germany
The infantry of the Prussian Guard wear ^ngle-breasted dark

Prussian blue tunics with red piping on front and skirt flaps,

or gold buttons (ist and 5th Foot Guards and Guard Fusiliers silver),

white belu (3rd or " Fusilier " battalions and the Guard Fusiliera

black), red collara and cuffs, spiked hehnets with, in full dress,

white plumes (Guard Fusiliers black). Guard distinctkuis through-
out (Germany take the form of " guard-stripes," collar stripes of
embroidery, and nmilar stripes forming fabe buttonholes round the
buttons on the cuff, whether these are of the "Brandenburg"
(plain flap with 3 buttons), " French " (slashed flap with 3 buttons),

or " Swedish " yround cuff with buttons along tlie top edge) pattern.

The 1st to 4th Foot Guards have two guard-stripes on the collar,

Swedish cuff "with stripes, and white, red. yelk>w and light blue
(the ordinaiy German indicative sequence) shoulder-straps. The
Guard Fusiliers have the same uniform witn yellow shoulder-straps
and plumeand belt as stated above. The ist to 4th Grenadier Guards
have double guard-stripes, red " Brandenburg " cuffs with blue
flaps and embroidered stripes, Moulder-straps coloured in the same
order as the Foot Guards. The 5th Foot Guards and jsth Grenadier
Guards (of later formation) wear only a single guard-stripe; these
return to white shoulder-straps in the sequence^ and both nave the
blue flap and stripes. Service cap as in the line. For gala wear
the^rd battalion of the 1st Foot ouards, and all battalk>ns of the
Ist Grenadier Guards, wear the old mitre cap, once of cloth, but now
become rigid and consisting of a metal front pbte and a stiff red
capbehind it.

The line infantry (other than Bavarians, Saxons, Wflrttembergcra,
&c.) wear blue tunic with gold buttons, red piping, and red collar,

fi of the " Brandenburg^' pattern, plain roundThe cuffs, also red, are ^ .

with a small red flap. The shoulder straps bear the number, or
cipher. The head-dress is a small black leather helmet with brass
Prussian eagle badge and spike. The trousen are dark grey with
red piping, tne equipment ol black leather, the boots of Wellmgton
pattern ^he trousere being tucked into them). The greatcoat is

Ery with shoulder-straps as on tunic and a collar patch of the cuff-

p cotour. The service cap u a round cap without peak, dark blue
with red band and piping, and two cockades, national" and
"imperial." Exceptions to these rules are: Prussian grenadicra
(Noe. I to 12) wear black horsehairplumes and white belts, Mecklen-
burg nenadiere No. 89, Queen's Fusiliera No. 86, Brunswkk regi-

ment No. 92, 145th Prussian regiment, black plumes.
The Prussian and quasi-Prussian portions of the army follow a

clear rule as to the badge of the army corps. The infantry of each
corps has shoulder-straps of uniform colour, and when a regiment
changes its corps it changes its shoulder-strap. There is a further
distinguishing mark on the cuff-flap.'

—
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band white: in the and Carabineen collar and cuffs black, bnud
black and white, helmet ornament a brass niike, cap-band black.
The Bafvarian heavy cavalry is dressed in dragoon lashion—light
blue tunic, red facings, li^ht blue collar edging, light blue trousers
with red stripe, helmet with white plume. lat regiment has silver

buttons, the ami gold.

G. duCoipa

G. CuiraasierB
I If

Helmet.

Brass with
silver eagle (01

spike)

Steef'with
brass spike

Brass with
silver spike
Steel with
brass spike

F«=»°K^ ^F^iSr ^"^"^

Red

Blue
Black

Dark red
Light blue

Red
Pink

Dark blue

Yellow

Green

Red

Blue
Black

Dark red
Light blue

Red
Pink

Poppy-fed

Ydlow

Green

Silver

GoM

The line dragoon regiments, other than those of Oldenburg,
Mecklenburg, Baden, WQittemberg, and Grand Ducal Hesse
(Saaumy and Bavaria have no dragoons) wear light blue tunics with
collars, shoulder-straps (with number), piping and cuffs of the
regimental colour. The cuffs are Swecfiah. The trousen axe blue-
bfaick without stripe. The helmet is black kath^vexy similar
to the infantry helmet, with black horsehair plume. The regimental
dtstinctwns follow a regular scheme thus^-^

Fadas. . .

ButtooTiiad
U.

CoU

White
Lt.

BiMk
Lt-Uiu

CoU

White
LLbhu

saver

iT*Mm U. Unc Lt. Ub« Lt. blue

bbcU.bhwU.bhMLt.Uttf

YeOov
U.hb

SBvw

Scute
lt.bh«

saver

Scarlet

White

GoU

White

GoU

LLbbe

GoU

White

YeOov
U.bhH

YcOo*
White

The 17th and i8th (Mecklenburg) have renectively scarlet

fadngs and ffokl buttons, and black ladngs with salver buttons.
They have ue double guard-stripe and cuff stripes. The Z9th
(CMdenbuxg) have the ordinary uniform with black fadngs and
silver buttons, but white shoulder-straps.

The Baden regiments (20, 21 and 22) have light blue muforms
with scarlet, yellow and black facings, light blue. Ikht blue and
red edgings, iad silver buttons. They have white plumes instead

of bladk, and the Baden device on the helmet. The Hessian regi-

ments (2% and 34) have daric green tunics; the 33rd have double
giuurd-stnpe, cuff strij>es and soilet facings; the 34th the ordinary
tunic with white faongs, and both silver buttons. The WQrttem-^
beraen (35 and 36) have white and yellow fadngs respectively,

collar ecmng li^t blue, buttons gold and ^ver respecdvely; tne
35th repment nas double guard-stripe and cuff stripes, and white
plume. Belts are white tfinnighoutt except in the Hessian units,

which have black.

The Prussian Guard Dragoons have light blue umfonns and red
fadngs, double guard-stripes, and cuff stripes. Buttons gdd in

the 1st, diver in the 3nd. Wnite plumes.
The uniforms of the dglit Bavarian regiments of Chaaailetert

resemble those of dragoons. They wear the black dragoon helmet
and white plumes, dark green tunics, trousera and undress cap,

and white belts. They also have the dragoon cuffs. But they have
the double-breasted lancer tunic with front and piping of the
regimental colour: crimson istand 3nd; pink 3rd and 6th: scarlet

4ta and 5th: white 7th and 8th; the first of each pair havmg goU,
the second sOver ornaments.
The Lancen iUlatuH) wear the usual lancer uniform of capka,

double-bfea«ted tunic with plastron, and drdle. The trouaere are

dark grey, the plume white. The girdle is of the uniform colour

edged with the ladngs colour. The cuff is the so-called " Polish,*'

a round, slishtly pointed cuff with a button (and wher^ appropriate
a guard-stnpe) in the middle of the pointed portion. Hie collar

n edged with the uniform oobur. Regimentel distinctions in the
line are as shown in table at the top of next column.
Guard Ulans: daric blue tumc with double guard-stripe and cuff

stripes, and dark grey trousen; ist, red fadngs. and piping, white
turnback (pined no), white capka; 3nd, scarlet ladngs and czaplca;

3rd, yellow fadngs and crapka.
17th, 18th and 3 1St (Saxon), light blue tunics and trousers,

crimaoa fadngs, double guard-stripes and cuff stripes, brass scales,

white piping. (>apkas white, cnmaon, light blue. Undress caps

white. X9tn and soth (WOrttemberg), dark blue uniforms, dark

XXVIZ 10*

greyl
19th I

trousers, faangs and czapkas scarlet in 19th, ydlow in 30th.
19U1 double guard-stripe and cuff stripe. Omamento silver, ist
and 3nd Bavarian Ulans, dark green tumcs and trousera, crimson
faangs and cxapkaa, white bdu instead of girdles; xst gold. 3nd
silver c

*^
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The Bavarian, two Warttembeiv. one Baden and two Hcidan regi-
ments have white or black (Bavarians red) plumes, otherwise ai for a
*' red " Prussian corps. The Mecklenburg artillery has silver buttons.
The Saxon field artillery uniform is altogether diaerent, f»^n«Mtmg of
green tunics with red CMlars and Swedish cuffs, gold appointments,
red edgings, and black olume (hone artillery have a braos scale).
Prussian and Bavarian field artiUevy have white belts, othen bhck.
The foot artillery, whkh has white shoulder-straps, is distinguished

from the fieki by the black Brandenburg cuff with plain bhie flap
(Guard Swedish cuff, guard-stripes, Ac) and by a red trouser piping.
The Saxon foot artillery is distinguished from the field by the ball-

ornament instead of plume, and toe '* (German " cuff. Belts black
(Guard and Bavarians white). Bavarian foot artillery as Prusaiaa,
but with a spiked helmet and black cuff-flap, red-edeed.
The pioneers have the same uniform as artillery, out with silver

buttons and appointments. The shoulder-strape are red, the
helmet is spiked (Guards, black plume). The cuffs are Mack, red-
edged, Swedish. Saxon piooeen as field artillery, but with *' Ger-
man " cuff. The " oommunicatioh troops " wear similar uniforms
with special badges, some having the Jftver shako. The TraiM (army
service corps) has dark blue dragoon unuorms with licht blue Cacinn
and black plumes; Saxons, however, have light blue with black
facings. Medical officen and hospital corps wear blue uniforms
with Dlue collars and cuffs and red edgings; stretcher bearers, Ac,
blue with magenta facings and nlver buttons, Ac
Rank Ba^/u (a).—Non-commissioned officers: lanoe-corporal

a button on each ude of the collar. Corporab and seiseants gold
or silver laoe on the collar and cuffs, small patches of the national
colours on the collar patches of the greatcoat. Sergeants are
distinguished from corporals by a button to the collar. There are
numeroua minor distinctions on the sword knots, lance pennons,
httssi^ giniles. &c Sergeant-majon have a narrow ring oi lace on
the oiS ia*addition to the broad under-officer's ring; and on the
greatcoat patch two small national patches. Aiptnnt officers

wear the uniform of their non-commissioned ranlc with some <^
the officer's distinctions.^ (&) Oflken: The distinctive mark of
the commissioned officer is the shoulder-piece (epaulette or cord).
The ^ulette is almost always silver and is wora as a " scale,"
«.«. without fringe, by captains and subalterns, with a fine frinse
by field officers and with a thick fringe by gnneral officers. The
ranks within each dass are distinguished by small stara on the
circle of the epaulette, lieutenant, major, and major-general, no star;
first lieutenant, lieutenant-colonel arid Ueutenant-ceneral, one star;
captain, oolond and oeneral, two stars. A colonel-general has
three stan and a field-marshal crossed batons. The number or
cipher is also worn by all regimental offioerB. The body of the
epaulette is usuallv of the same ookmr as the shoulder'Strap of the
rank and file. The shoulder cord for capt^ns and subalterns is

made up of straight strips of ^ver lace, that for fiekl officers is of
twisted silver coras, that of general officers b composed of two gold
cords and one of silver and ccuoura intertwined. In all these, lines of
the national colours are interwoven with the silver. Badges,
numbers, Ac, as on the epaulette. A silver waist-sash (staff officers

and adjutants shoulder-sash) b worn by all combatant officers

(except hussars, who have cirdles). An interesting survival of
earlier uniforms b found in the full dress of general officers. The
tunic buttons below the waist, and while on tat left shoulder there
b only a narrow silver cord, on the right the thick cord of gold,

silver and coloured dlks b extended to form an aiguillette. The
aiguilbtte b also worn on the r^ht shoulder by staff (^fkers and
some others A universal custom, which b also a survival, b
for all renks to wear sword-knou. even with the bayonet.
The new service dress b a loose-fitting *' field-«rey ** uniform,

except in /dfcrx, machine-gun detachments and J&tfi's jk Pferd,
who wear grey-green field dress.

AUSTUA-HUHCaRT
' The infantry nniforms. since the abandonment of the his-

toric white after 1866, have been of a very <)uiet shade of
dark blue, and the facings colours are more varied than those
of any other army. The " German," that b Austrian, infantry
wean in full dress a dark blue single-breasted tunic, light blue
trousers, and a black leather shako with double eagle anaa metal
ball ornament. The equipment b black. On the shouldera are
straps terminating in roUs or '* wings." all <^ the recimental cobur,
as are the collar and the ("Cjerman") cuffs. In marching or
service dress the tunic b replaced by a hooked jacket or blouse
with pbin cuffs, no shoulder-straps, and only colbr patches of the
regimental colour. The trousers are turned up over or tucked into
a high ankle boot. The field cap b of cloth, cylindrical, with flaps
buttoning in front. Hungarian infantry wears the same tumc
but has a silver or white embroidered device in front of the cuff.

The trousers are tight pantaloons, with a yellow piping and " Aus-
trian "—really Hungarian—knots. Officers of miantry have no
shoulder oonls or streps. The fuU dress shako and the collar are
ornamented with braid or lacx according to rank. A yellow wust-
sash b worn. Hungarian officers are* dressed as Austrian except
for the tunic cuff ornament. In other respects both the tunic and
the blouse are similar to the men'a Jftgere wear a broad-brimmed
felt hat with cock's feather plume on the left. The tunic, trousers
and casp are green-grey; the buttons gold; cuffs, collar, shoulder

ornament and pipieg in full dress, apd eoOar patch and
1

undress, green. Omoere wear the waist-easfa and douL„ . ,

stripes on the trousers. All offioera in undress wear plain dark
grey trousen and dark grey cylindrical doth cap, both m the Uik
and the Jlgers.

Austrian.
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Tbe staff wean a dark green tuniCt hort-waitted, double-breasted

and piped all round with red. The collar and cdTs are red (cuffs

black (or general staff), buttons and lace usual^ gold. The trousers
are dark grey, piocd red (in some cases with stripes of yellow and
red). The general staff wears the waist-sash ; the adtutant-general's
branch, aiaes-de<anip, &c., the same sash over the shoulder (as
indeed all adjutants wear it in Germany and Austria^. The cockiMl
hat n small and has a green feather plume. Geaenl officers

ordinarilv wear dark grey trousers with double red stripe, pearl-

grey tunics, cocked hats and waist-sash; their collare ana cuffs are
red. Inq>ector-generals of artilleryand engineers wear the colours of
thdrarm (brown and Jftger ^rey). In court dress, however, Austrian
eenerals wear the old white tunic and rod, gold-laced trousers;
Hnngarian generals an elaborate red hussar dress, with a white pelisse.

Rank is shown by stare and lace on the collar. Lanoe<x)rporal,
corporal and sergeant have i, a and 3 worsted stare; second lieu-

tenant, fint lieutenant and captain i, 2, and 3 gold or silver' stars;

major, lieutenant-cokinel and ook>nel i, 2 and 3 stare on a gold-
laced collar; major-general, lieutenant fieki-nuuihal and general (or

FddanffHeislir) i, a or 3 stan on laced collar.

Russia
The 6gures in Plates V and VI represent the uniforms of 1905.

Since that time the attempt to combine bright ooloure with the
looeeness and comfort of service dress has been abandoned, and the
troops have received a more handsome full dress and a grey-«een
field dress. Little information as to the details of the new uniforms
has been published. The ordinary infantry uniform was a double-
breasted hooked tunic of dark green cloth, dark green trousen and
cap (in full dress a round fur cap). With a few exceptions, details

of fadngs, Ac, followed well-marked rules. The number of the
regiment appeared on the cap, that of the division on the shoulder-
strap. The two regiments ol the 1st brigade in each division wore
red shoulder-straps, the two of the and brisade Uue. The ist

S'ment had a red cap band and red collar patches, the and blue, the
white and the 4th green. It is not known how far this has

1 modified of late years. Regiments with roval colonels-in<hief
wear dphen on the uioulder-stnp, and some nave double guard-
stripes on the collar. In* winter a heavy grey-brown greatcoat
is worn, usually with a loose sheepsldn lining and a fur-lined hood.
The grenadicre are distineuished by yelfew shoulder-streps (with a
narrow edging of red, blue, white and yellow, acoordmg to the
divinon). The Guards wear closely fitting tunics, ^th guai^-stripes

on the collars and cuff-flaps. In the 1st Guard divisbn the shoukkr-
straps and piping are rea and white, in the and red and red, in the
3nl yellow and yellow respectively. The cuff-flaps are rod in 1st,

and and, yellow in 3rd divisu>n. The colour of the ooDara and cuffs

varies according to the order of rmment within the division.

The Pavlovsky regiment wean, insteadfof the fur cap, the okl mitre-

cap in brass and stiff red cloth.

Rifles wear the universal pattern uniform with plain cap-band
and collar and crimson shoulder-straps. The Finland rifles have
light blue instead of crimson, and the Guard rifles have double
guard-stripes and stripes on the ctiff-flap (or Swedish cuff).

Line dragoons wear a dark green silver or gold buttoned tunic,

double-bceuted, grey-blue trousen fond knee boots. The cap,

which was peaked, and had a dark green band, was, in 1905, red for

the 1st, blue for the and, and white for the 3rd regiment of each
divisaon, the same coloun appearing on the collar patches, piping

and shoalder-strape. The rmmental number (or ookmel-in-chiefMi

cipher) appean on the shoulder-strap. The fur cap is in shape a
truncated cone, the body of the cap being of the colour of the facmgs
and the sides of fur. A few r^ments had special distinctwns.

The cuirassien (guards) wear in full dress white cuirassier

uniforms with brass helmets and eagles, and in field order dark
green tnnk» and white caps. The trousen are grey-blue with red

stripe. The Horse Grenadiere wear dark green lancer tunic with
ted facangs, double guard-stripe and cuff-stnpe, red girdles and dark
grey trousen with red stripes. They wear epaulettes and the
curious grenadier cap mentioned above. The Guard Dragoons
are dresKd as the Horse Grenadiers, but with the dragoon busby
and red shoulder-straps. The Guard Lanoen wear a lancer uniform
resemUing the German, blue with scarlet facings, lancer caps and
grey-blue trousers. The top of the cxapka is scarlet and yellow for

the respective regiments. The Emperor's Hussan wear scarlet

tunic* fl[nd blue trousers, and the Grodno Hussan dark green tunics

and crimson trousen (see Plate VI ., line i, fig. 3), with busby, red
busby-bag and white plume; girdles scarlet and blue and green
and white, and braid yellow ana white respectively.

The artillery tunk, trousen and cap are dark green, the piping
and shoulder-strap red. The Guard Artillery has bbck collar and
cuffs, red-edged. The engineen are distinguished from artillery by
their having silver buttons and appointments instead of sold.

The greater part of the Ctmmaa wear a long. hxMe caitan. This,
b the Don, Ural and Astrakhan contingents is dark blue, in the rest,

except as mentioned below, dark green. Cossacks wear no spun,
but use a whip. As for the fadnjgs, the Don regiments have plain,

and the other Uoe raiments crimson and yellow shoukler-straps
respectively, and the green foments have red, yellow or light blue.

The head-aress is a conical lambskin cap, with cloth top, or a blue
or green cap with b«Ji4 of the regimental colour. Toe Caucasut

regiments, however, wear a more distinctly national uniform, con-
sisting of a dark' brown, collariess caftan, cut away below the throat
to show a waistcoat, scarlet for Kuban and blue for Terek regiments
(Plate VI., line i. No. a). The shoulder-straps are of the colour of
this waistcoat. The Caucasus regiments always wear the full head-
dress and never the fieki cap. The Guard Cossacha have short
tunics (scarlet, light blue and dark red) with guard-stripes on collar
and cuffs* and caps of the same ookMirs. These wear spun besides
carrying whips. The Cossacks of the tsar's escort wear a scarlet
caftan edged with gold braid, white waistcoat and dark blue
trousers. The Cossack artillery wean green vnifoms of Cossack
cut, with red fadngs.

Badges of rank are as follows: Non-commissioned officere, one,
two or three stripes <d braid across the shoulder-strap: sergeant-
major, a stripe of gdd lace across the shoulder-strap. In and above
the rank of corporal, gold lace n worn on the' collar and cuffs as in
Germany. Officen wear broadcloth (red. blue, Ac.) shoulder-straps
neariy covered by strips of silver or gold lace; on these appear the
number or dpher and stare of rank—subalterns one, two and three,
second captains four and seiuor captains none. In these ranln the
cloth of the shoulder-strap shows in one narrow strip through the lace.
In the field ranks, the doth, covered by three ban of lace, shows two
strips and the same sequence is followed: lieutenant-colonel, three
Stan; colonel, none. In general officere' uniforms the lace entirely
coven the doth, and the stan number two for a major-gennai,
three forlieutenant-generaland none fora full generaL

Italy
The univenal cokur in full dress and undress coats b a dark,

flat blue, faintly tinged with purple. Generals, cavalry and infantry
itisctpt Btna^Mfi) wearblue-greytrousenand silverornaments; staff

officers, artilleiy and engineen dark blue trousenand gold ornaments.
The coat, whether tunic or frock, has a stand and fall collar, on

the cornen of which invariably figures a five-pointed silver or wnite
sur. The cuffs are slightly pointed, except lor cavalry. The full-

dress head-dress is a low doth shako, tne undress tnroughout ak^ Generals wear only the k^ The tunic. douUe-brauted
for officen and sinele-breasted for rank and file, is cut very short,
and has little inpmg. Officen have plain Uue shouldo'-straps
with Stan showing rank. A white collar is worn under the coat
collar by all ranks. Officen have a blue frock, with black braid
and plain >cuffs.

Infantry have spver buttons^ and
^
(rank and file) red-edged'*

' trousen with red
with rod piping

xwu«««^ ...«» W..UU/, •*•*« wcTiu: •••» vwwMUJc, the k^ (in the
rank and file pointed back and front and pressed down at the skies)
is similar in ook>ur. Ac, to the men's shako. The belts are black.
The Grenadier brigade alone has red collan and cuffs, all oth^n
are self-oobured (red edse to cuff). The greatcoat n light blue-

gre]f, sii^^breasted and unadorned except for shouldor wings.
White or holland gaiten are worn ^th tne blue uniform. Tne
brigades are distinguished by gorget patches of the brisade cotours.
upon which the star is worn. Officen wear a shoulder sash of
light Uue, and in full dress silver epaulettes.

Cawalry.—^Line cavalnr have light coloured collan, cuffs and
shoulder-strap edges, silver buttons, and blue-grey trousen with
double back stripe (officers, of the facines cofour). Regimental
distinctions are given m the table. The full nead-dress is a singularly
handsome helmet, partly black, partly bright steel, with a tallswan-
neck crest (see Plate VIII., line i, &. 3J1 and on the front a broad
white cross. The undress cap is a npi with piping aa in Uble.
On the men's shoulder-straps is a silver greikaae. The lancen
(LansMTi) have coat and trousen as line cavalry with r^mental
distinctions given bdow. On the men's shoulder-straps are crossed
lances. The head-dress is a fur cap, adorned ^th crossed lances
and chain in silver. It has also a cockade and a small upright
plume. The crossed lances appear also on the k^L The light

norse (CSasatftgteni) have a similar coat and trousen, excmt that
the collar has a flame-shaped patch. Shoulder-strap, full head-
dress and k£pi as for lancers, with a bugle instead 01 lances. All
cavalry have brown bandolien over the Idt shoulder.
AHuUryt sold buttons, dark blue trousers, with ydlow imping

(officers, double ydlow stripe). Officen* tunics have Mack yellow-
edged collan and cuffs, men's a black yellow-edged collar patch,
and yeDow edgings on the collars, shoulder-straps and cuff. The
badge of the field artiOery on diako, k6pi and men's shoulder-strap
.old crossed guns; that of the hone and mountain, agokl grenade

,

fortress artillery are dressed practically aa fidd. The shako has
gold badge and dbort upright plume (horse artilleiy long black
plume, looped back on tlie right side); the kipi pipug is ydkm.

'^ ^ - ...
'it bluesaaharejronibyoffi<»8,andin theGold epaulettes and 1

horse artillery a
]

-belt as wdl. Bnrnutrs have the artillery

uniform, but with red piping, &c. instead of yellow, and badge oi

crossed aaes. The departmental corps wear, aa a rule, black facings
with ligjit blue piping, diflfering amongst themselves in details.

The famous Bersaffitri (Ught infantry) have the infantry tunic
and frock with gold buttons, Acr (officen in full dress, epaulettes),

dark blue trousen with crimson stripe. Officen have crimson cuffs,

all ranks a blue red-edged collar, with crimson flame patch. The
distinctive feature is the dark, wide-brimmed, sbuch hat with «
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large drooping cock's feather plume. Ttie Alpine bfantry (Alptni)

have a black felt hat with nlver device and ea^le feather, tunic,

tiouwra and k^i with green instead of red piping throughout.

Officers wear black coUar with green flame patch and green cuffs.

Line.

I Nk» . .

a Piedmont

3 Savoy .

4 Genoa

Lancers,

5 Novan . . .

6 Aosta ....
7 Milan . . .

8 Montebello . .

9 Florence ...
10 Victor Emmanuel II.

Collar.

Crimson
Red

JBlack^redj

White
Red

Crimson
Green
Orange
Yellow

Cuff.

Crimson
Red

Black

YeUow

Black

Piping.

Crimson
Red

ft

Yellow

As collar

Light Horse.
11 Foggia
12 Saluzzo
13 Monferrato
14 Alessandria
i5Lodi
illLucca . .

17 Caserta
18 Piacenza .

19 Guides
20 Rome . .

ai Padua . .

aa Catania
a3 Humbert I.

34 >^enza .

Collar.

Red
Yellow
Black

RmI
White
Black
Green

Lt. blue
Black

Crimson
Orange
White

Flame
patch.

ir

Black

Crimson
Orani
Blacl

r;i
Black
White

BUck

Lt.blue
Red

Cuff.

Red
BUck

I^
Black

Lt. blue
Black

Wilit

Piping.

Red
Yellow
Crimson
Orange
Red
White
Red
Green
White

Crimson
Orange
White
Red

General officers have a single-breasted tunic with black velvet

collar and cuffs laced with silver, red piping, rilver shoulder-straps,

and silver buttons. Frock, trousers, &c.,as shown on Plate VIII.,

line I, No. I, Staff officers wear light blue collar and cufis, dark

blue trousers with gold stripe and shako somewhat as for artillery

officers. They wear the usual light blue shoulder sash, but over the

left, instead of, as in the army at large, over the risht shoulder.

The new service dress is blue-grey, regimental distinctions as

on the officer's frock and k6pi in all arms. Infantry equipment
is shown on Plate VIII., line i, No. 4. The cavalry head-dress is a

Rani Badges.—^Non-commissioned officers : Red.or silverchevrons

above the cuff, and small distinctu>ns on the shako. Officers:

On the shouMer-strap, i, a and 3 silver stars for subalterns and
captains, the same with narrow stiver edging round the strap for

field officers, i, 2 or 3 gold stars on a silver shoulder-strap for general

officers; on the shako, silver or gold rings round the upper part,

on the k£pi rings round the lower part of the cap. i, a or 3 for

company officers, i broader ring and i, a or 3 for field officers. On
the general's k6pi there is a red, silver-embroidered band with I,

a or 3 rings above.

United States

The uniforms, though recent changes have largely deprived

them of their character, still in some respects follow the French
fashion upon whkh they were originally modelled. The helmet,

worn untu 1899, indeed showed no trace of French influence—it

was simply a mere showy parade head-dress. The French kfipi.

worn during and after the Civil War, has been abolished and replaced

by a cap whkh, like the full-<lres8 cap now worn, bears some
ivaemblance to the Japanese cap. But the bng-skirted blue tunk.

.the general's " chapeau," the sergeant's and corporal's long pointed

chevrons still survive to recall the old uniforms, and one or two of

the innovations, the rank badges on the sleeve, are also French.

Infantry Officers.—Fv\\ dress: universal pattern tunk: (dark blue,

double-breasted with thkk gold sboukier cord) with light blue,

gold-laced collar, light blue trousers with white stripe, badges

of rank and branch on sleeve. Universal pattern full-dress peaked
cap (stiff blue ck>th, gold-edged band, and eagle badge, with

lignt blue hand). Unoress: universal pattern frock (dark blue,

single-breasted, braided black and hooked; across the shoulder,

flat loops edged with gold lace and bearing rank badges); shoulder

loop light blue; plain collar with U.S. and branch badge in

gold: trousers as in full dress. Sword belt under the frock, slings

brown leather. (Tap, of the same shape as full-dress cap but with
plain black braid band. A white undress of similar pattern is worn in

hot i'Mt"''*** Servke dress (olive drab or light khaki). Coat,

'^i

single-breasted, four pockets, stand and fall collar, bnmae bnttoos
and ornaments. Brown waistbelt and braces, somewhat similar

to British " Sam Browne," but with sword slings. Peaked cap,

plain olive drab or khaki, with bronae eagle badge. Slouch hat,

with gold and black twisted cord.

dress and mess dress: blue, with shoulder cords and
aa in full dr«n, blue trousexm. Greatcoat, univemi

pattern, khaki with horn buttons; lank-marks in black braid on
the sleeve, branch badge in bronae.

Caealry efiicers as infantry, but with yellow coUar, cap-band and
trousers stripes as full dress and branch badge.
ArHUery officers as infantry, but with red collar, cap-band and

trousers stripes, and branch badge.

stripe. In full dress engineer oflicers have the special distinction

of wearing red sldrt-flaps with white line and gold edge. SigmU
Corpst as infantry, but with branch badge and nJmon collar, cap-
banid, &C. Signal officers, alone in the army, wear a pouch-beft:
this is of black leather—crimson leather for the chief ol the corps

—

with gold appointments. Ordnance Corps, as infantry, but dark
blue led-edgea trousers stripes. &c., and branch badge. Medical, aa
infantry, but with magenta stripes, &c, and branch badge.

Generals and Staff Ofieeri.—Majopgenerals (and with a third
star lieutenant-generals), dark blue double-breasted tunk with
buttons in threes, and cuffs and collar of black velvet ornamented
with oak-leaf gokl embroklery, above the cuffs two silver stars;

gold epaulettes and aiguillette, wide yellow waist-sash; dark blue
trousers with two gold stripes: slings, and waist-bdt if worn,
crimson leather with gdM stripes. ^'Chapeau*' or cocked hat
(French pattern) black felt with black feather edsing and goki
ornament; full-dress cap, universal pattern, with black velvet band,
embroidered on band and peak as on full-dress cuffs. Undress:
blue frock, double-breasted, with buttons in threes, ** stand and
fall" collar with U.S. in gold; rank marks on shoulder loops;

dark blue trousers, univenal pattern undress caps with oak-
ives on the peak only. White undress uniform is similar. Briga-

dier-generals, as major-generals with the following distinctions:

one star on the sleeve or shoulder-loop, narrow yellow sash, buttons
in pairs, plain black strap instead of crimson waist-belt (with, how^
ever, crimson and gokl slings). Servke dress and overcoats (all

general officers) universal pattern: on the slouch hat a gold cord
instead of black and gold. Evening and mess dress, universal
pattern, with cuffs, collar and epaulettes as in full dress. Certain
general officers who are chiefs of departments wear some of th^
distinctkns of their branch; thus the adjutant-general, the quartan
master-general, Ac., wear the branch oadee below the stars, the
chief of engineers the scarlet engineer sldrt mp, the chief of artillery

a crimson waist-sash instead of yellow. In undress these officers

have a ground of their branch colour instead of dark blue on the
slioulder loops. Slqff officers are in the main uniformed in the

plain <

leaves

same way as those of infantry, but wear dark blue trousers Gn fuU
dress a gold stripe), black and gold belts aiul slings, branch badge
on sleeve, and tull-dress collars, full-dress cap-bands and undress
shoulder loops of the branch colour.

Branch and Line Badges.—CttunH staff, a silver star, decoiatcd
^th eagle devke; inspector^general's department, sword and
*' fasces '^crossed in wreath, gokl ;adjucant-general'sdepartnient. gokl
shkld with U.S. arms; quartermaster-general's department, sword
and key crossed, surmounted by eagle, over a wheel, gold ; ordnance,
grenade; commissary or subsistence, silver crescent; infantry, gold
crooed rifles; cavalry, gold crossed swords; artillery, gaid crossed

guns; engineers, ulver castle; signal corps, crossed flags and torch:

medical, winged Aesculapius staff. Aide*-de-camp wear a shield

like the adjutant-general s but in red, white and blue enamel and
surmounted by an eagle; adjut^pts, quartermasters. ctMnmissaries.

&c, of the combatant arms wear a shidd, sword and key, creaccnt.

&c., under the euns, swords, &c. of the resiment or corao.

Branch and Arm Colours.—Infantry, light blue; cavaJry. yellow;
artillery, red; engineers, -red with white edge, signal corps, salmon
with white ed^; quartermaster's department. yelk>w ochre; ord-
nance, blue with cnmson edge; other staffs and departments, light

blue; medkal, magenta, genoal staff, dark blue.

Bodies of Rank.—Officers: general, lieutenant-general, major-
genenu; bhgadier-gentfal. stars 4, 3, a, and l respectivdy, in all

orders of djress. Other officers, in undress, silver on a shoulder
loop of coloured cloth according to branch; colonel, wpnad eagk^.

lieutenant-colond. pair of oak-leaf sprigs; major as lieutenant-

cdonel but in gold; captain, two pairs otbars. 1st lieutenant, one
pair of Inrs ; and lieutenant, no badge : in full dress, evening dress and
greatcoat, colonel fivefold, lieutenant-colonel fourfold, major three-

told, captain twofold, ist lioitenant single Austrian knot of narrow
ftold braki. and lieutenant no Austnan knot. FieU officers have
hUuck leather waist-belt and slings completely covered with gold

brakl, and also oak-leaf embroidery on the peak of the fuU-dreas

cap. Captains and lieutenants have similar belts, but vntfa four

gold braids only; in the infantry, cavalry, artillery and engincen
the intervening spaces (" lights '^) are coloured light blue, yeOow.
Ac, while in other cases the olack leather is allowed to appear.
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EaUsM mem are dressed similaHy to oflScers, with the followtns

differences: tunic with dark blue cuffs, collar and shoulder-straps.

The collar is edged top and bottom, the shoulder-straps all round
and the cuffs alonsthe top edn wth yellow for cavalry, light blue

for infantry, Ac. The badge oc the branch in brass is on the collar.

Lines are worn (aiguillette fashion) as an additional decoration;

these are of the branch cobun. The trousers are light blue, with,

in full dress, stripes of branch colours. The white undress, service

dress and greatcoat are similar to those for officers, with certain

distinctions in detail. The full-dress cap n of the officers' pattern,

but the band is dark blue, edged with the branch or arm colour

above and bek>w, and the badge is brass in a white metal wreath.
The sfeuch hat has a cord of the branch ccdouxa. Rank marks of

non-commissioned officers are long, graceful chevrons (inherited

from France) pointing upwards, i, 2 and 3 for lanoe<orporals,

corporab and scrgeantSL 3 with diamond star, Ac., for " fint ser-

geanu ** and corresponding ranks, 3 with the lower ends connected
by bars or arcs of the chevron material for sergeant-majors and
•taff-iergeants. In full dress these chevrons are of the colour of

the branch facings, in service dress of khaki embroidery.
Na9at Untforms.—The full-dress coat of British naval oflfeers

is a dark blue double-breasted swallow-tailed coat with gold buttons,
lace and epaulettes, a white gold-edeed slashed-flap on the sleeve

with rings of lace showing rank. Dark blue trousers with gold
stripes, and bhM:k silk cocked hat. The undress coata are frock

coat, which may be worn with epaulettes, and double-bceasted
jumper, both having plain cuffs with rings of gold lace. The
undress cap is a pcalwd cap with gold badge. Certain petty officers

wear blue jumpers, the rest and the sailors wear sailors' dros (Plate

VIII.. line a. No. 5). White n worn in the tropka, with white pith

helmets in the case of officers and broad-brimmed straw hats in

that of the saiton. Royal Marine Artillery and Roval Marine
Light Infantry are dressed as artillery and mfantry 01 the army,
with ceruin distinctbns; they may dways be recogniafld by the
badge of a globe within a laurel wreath. (Plate VIII., line i. No. 5.)

Qgicert^ Rank Marks.—(a) On the epaulette:. Batons tn laurel

wreath and crown, admiral of the fleet; crown, sword and baton
crossed, and I, a, 3 stars, rear-admiral, vfee-admiral, admiral;
anchor and crown, with o, I, a, stars, commander, junior captain,

senior captain; anchor and star, senbr lieutenant; anchor, lunior

lieutenant; anchor on fringeless epaulette, sub-lieutenant, (h) On
the skcve (in all orders oi dress eiuxpt white, and greatcoat): flag

officers, broad gold ring with i, a. 3, 4 narrow rings (the uppermost
with a curi) for rear-admiral, vice-admiral, ftc; other officerSj i, a,

9 with narrower ring between, 3 and 4 for sub-Iicutenant, junwr
lieutenant, senior lieutenant, commander and captain, (c) Shoulder
straps in greatcoat and white undress, blue strap with bars and curl

as on sleeve in other orders, except flag oflicers, who have gold-laced

shoulder-strap with rank marks as on epaulette. Non-combatant
branches have not the " curl," and between the gokl ban or rincs

there are " lights " or stripes of various cobure according to branch.

The Royal Naval Reserve oflicere have similar rank mark, but.

instead of bars of plain lace, a thin twist of gold embroidery, and
an oval badge surrounding the anchor on the Cfwulettes.

The uniforms of other navies are very similar to those <»f the
British. The old-fashbned jacket worn over the aaibr bbuse,
and the conspicuous white lapels of the full-dress coat, are the
principal peculiarities of the German navy. The Spanish naval
officer has red lapels. A very marked peculiarity of the Austrian
navy is that the officers, dressed in all other respects similarly to

the naval ofiicera of other countries, have the military tunic The
marines, where they exist, conform to the infantry of the respective

land forces in most respects; the German marines, however, wear
the Jager shako, and navy-blue uniforms with white ooUan and
cuffs. (PUte VIII.. line a. No. i.)

See Colonel C. Walton, British Army; and British regimental
histories; Ottenfeld and Teuber, Oesterreicks Armee; Richard
Kndtel. Unifarmen-Kundt; R. Nevill, British Military Prints;

Licnhardt and Humbert. Les Uniformes d* PArmU Francis*;
British Dress Regulations, iSaa, 1834, 1846. 1855-64. 1874. ^^Z*
1891 and 1904; Lavisse. Sac au Dos, and Morita Ruhls handbooks
of the (jerman, Austrian. Russian, Italian and French army uniforms
of the present day. The particulars given of the United Sutcs
army uniforms have been obtained, by the kind permissbn of the
United States Embassy, from official plates. (Q. F. A.)

UNION (known locally as Union Hill and officially as Town
of Unbn), a town of Hudson county, New Jersey, U.S.A., on

the Hudson river, adjoining West Hoboken and Weehawken,
and opposite New York City. Pop. (1900), 15,187, of whom
5179 were foreign-bom; (xgxo U.S. census) 21,033. In the

foreign element Germans predominate. The town is served

by the railways passing through Weehawken and Hoboken.

llie principal manufactures are silk goods, shirts and malt

liquors. In 1905 the factory products were valued at $3,5x2,451.

Originally a part of the township of North Bergen, Union was
incorporated as a separated township in x86i, and as a town,

under the name Town of Unbn, in 1864.

Town of Union must not be confoted with Unbn township (pop. in
l9iOk 3419)1 Unbn county, incorporated in 1808; Unbn township
(1910, 3756), Betgen county, incorporated in i8u; Unbn township
(i^io. 98a), Ocean oountv, incorporated in 1846; and Unbn town-
uup (i9io,'93o). Hunteraon county, incorporated in 1853. Unbn
' smship, Camden r

' '^
r. county, became Gloucester City in 1868, and

Unbn township, Hudson oounty, became West New York in 1898.

UNION, a town and the oounty-seat of Unbn county, South
Carolina, U.S.A., about 66 m. N.W. of Columbia. Pop. (X900)

5400, of whom 170Z were negroes; (U.S. census 1910) 5623.
Union is served by the Southern and the Union & Glenn Springs
railways; the latter connects at Pride, 16 m. distant, with the

Seaboard Air Line. The dty is situated in the Piedmont
legbn near the foot of the Blue Ridge Mountains. It is the
teat of Clifford Seminary for Young Women (opened, 1881;
chartered, 1883), and has a Camegb libraiy. Union Is in a
rich cotton-growing, farming and fruit-growbg region, and
dqxMtts of gold, magnetic iron ore, inari)le and granite are

found. The town has several large cotton mills and a largtf

knitting milL Union was settled about 1755 and was incor-

porated as a town in 187 a.

UNION LBAGUB OP AMERICA, THBi sometimes called

the Loyal League, an organizatbn for political purposes of

Northern whites, later of Southern blacks, which originated in

Ohb In i86a when the Confederate military successes and
political disaffection in the Northern sUtes made the outlook

for the North seem doubtfuL Within one year It had spread

over eighteen Northern states and among the Unionists of the

South. The order raised troops, paid their expenses, sent

supplies to the field and distributed political literature. At
the dose of the war it worked for radical reconstructbn of

the Southern states, punishment of the Southern leaders,

confiscation of property and negro suffrage. The Southern
Unbnists hoped to make It the nudeus of a new political party,

but this was frustrated by the admission of the blacks for

political purposes, after which the Southern whites generally

deserted the League. After the Freedmen's Bureau agents and
other Northern whites obtained command of the League in the

South it became simply a machine to control the votes of the
blacks. Tlie League ceased to be Important In the North,
though headquarters were In New York City. Each Southern
state had Its grand cotmcH and each county one or more
councils. A constitution and an elaborate ritual were adopted,

making it an oath-bound secret order, whose members were
«wom to support one another on all occasions, to vote in elec-

tbns only for negroes or Northern men, and to overthrow the

Southern "white oligarchy." No ex-Confederate and few
Southern Unbnists were permitted to join. At eich meeting
the members were Uught from a catechism prepared by Radical

members of Congress that they must beware of their white

neighbours as their woist enemies, tlvit the Democratic party, to

which the Southern whites bdonged, had opposed emandpation
and was still opposed to any rights for the negro. In oitier to

prevent moral control of the negroes by former masters, the

League, by an " exodus order," required all negroes who were
still living with their former masters to find other homes.

The negroes were taught the equality of men and the right of

the negro to his master's property. The votes of blacks,

during reconstruction, were controlled by the few white Radical

leaders. No negro could safely break away and vote indepen-

dently. Negroes who voted with the mass of the Southern
whites were persecuted, beaten or (as In a few cases) killed.

The League died out about 1870, but not before it had sue- •

ceeded, with the Freedmen's Bureau and other forces, In per-

manently arraying the blacks and whites into opposing political

parties. (W. L. F.)

UNIONTOWN, a borough and the county-seat of Fayette

county, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., about 40 m. S. by £. of

Pittsburg. Pop. (1900) 7344 (449 foreign-bom); (1910) 13,344-

Uniontown is served by the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore

& Ohio railways. Coal, iron and natural gas are found In

the neighbouring region. The manufactures include glass

products, iron, stcd, enamd, radiators, coke, flour and bricks.
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The original village was surveyed and laid out in 1776 on land

owned by Henry Becson, and the borough was incorporated in

1706. From 1827 to 1832 Uniontown was the seat of Madison
College, formed from Union Academy (founded 1808); in 1832

the college was merged with AUegheny College, of Meadville,

Pa. In x866 the buildings were turned over to the Soldiers'

Orphans' School (now at Jumonville. a suburb), which occupied

them until 1875. In the south-eastern part of the county is

the district known as Great Meadows, here George Washington

built Fort Necessity in 1754, and General Edward Braddock
died and was buried here after his defeat by the French and
Indians in 1755.

UNITARIANISM, a system of Christian thought and religious

observance, based, as opposed to orthodox Triniurianism,

on the unipersonality of the Godhead, i.e. that the Godhead
exists in the person of the Father aJone. Unitarians carry

their history up to the Apostolic age, claim for their

doctrine a prevalence during the ante-Nicene period, and by
help of Arian communities and individual thinkers trace a
continuity of their views to the present time. However this

may be, it is certain that the Reformation of the x6th century

was in every European country attended by an outbreak more
or less serious of anti-Trinitarian opinion. Suppressed as a rule

In individual cases, this type of doctrine ultimately became the

badge of separate religious communities, in Poland (extinct),

in Hungary (still flourishing), and at a much later date

in England. Along with the fundamental doctrine, certain

characteristics have always marked its professors; namely, a
large degree of toleration, a minimizing of essentials, a
repugnance to formulated creed, an historical study of Scripture.

Martin Cellarius (1499-1564) • friend of Luther, is usuaUy

regarded as the first literary pioneer (1527) of the movement;
the anCt-Trinitarian position of Ludwig Hactzer (q.v.) was not

disclosed till a fter his execution (i 5 29) for anabaptism. Both by
his writings (from 1531) and by his fate (1553) Servetus (q.v.)

stimulated thought in this direction. The Dialogues (1563)

of Bernardino Ochino, while defending the Trinity, stated

objections and difficulties with a force which captivated many.
In his 27th Dialogue Ochino points to Hungary as a possible

home of religious liberty. It was in Poland and Hungary
that religious communities, definitely anti-Trinitarian, were

first formed and tolerated.

Poland.—Scattered expressions of anti-Trinitarian opinion

appear here early. At the age of 80, Catherine, wife of Melchior

Vogd or Wcygcl, was burned at Cracow (1539) for apostasy;

whether her views embraced more than deism is not clear.

The first synod of the Reformed Church was held in 1555; at

the second (1556), Gregory Pauli and Peter Gonesius avowed
anti-Trinitarian and anabaptist views. The arrival of Bland-

rata (q.v) in 1558 furnished the party with a leader. In 1565

the diet of Piotrkow excluded anti-Trinitarians from the existing

synod: henceforward they held their own synods as the Minor
Church. Known by various other names (of which Arian was
the most common), at no time in its history did this body adopt

for itself any designation save Christian. Originally Arian

(though excluding any worship of Christ) and anabaptist,

the Minor Church was (by 1588) brought round to his own views

by Fausto Sozzini, who had settled in Poland in 1579 (see

SociNUs). In 1602 James Sienynski established at Rak6w a

college and a printing-press, from which the Raanian Catechism

was issued in 1605. In 1610 a Catholic reaction began, led by
Jesuits. The establishment at Rak6w was suppressed in 1638,

two lads having pelted a crucifix outside the town. Twenty
years later the Polish Diet gave anti-Trinitarians the option of

conformity or exile. The Minor Church included many Polish

magnates, but their adoption of the views of Sozzini, which

precluded Christians from magisterial office, rendered them
politically powerless. The execution of the decree, hastened by
a year, took place in x66o. Some conformed; a large number
made their way to Holland (where the Remonstrants admitted
them to membership on the basis of the Apostles' Creed);

others to the German frontier; a contingent settled in Tran-

sylvania, not joining the Unitarian Church, but maintainmg
a distinct organization at Kolozsvir till 1793. At Amsterdam
was published (1665-1669) the Bibliotheca fralrum folonarum,
embracing the works of Hans Krell, their leading theologian,

of Jonas Schlichting. their chief comn^entator, of Sozzini and
of Johann Ludwig Wolzogen; the title-page of this collection,

bearing the words quos Unitarios vocatU, introduced this term
to Western Europe.

Transylvania and Hungary.—No distinct traM of anti-Trini-

tarian opinion precedes the appearance of Blandrata at the
Transylvanian court in 1563. His influent was exerted on
Francis D&vid (1510-1579), who was successively Catholic,

Lutheran, Calvinist and anti-Trinitarian. In 1564 D&vid was
elected by the Calvinists as " bishop of the Hungarian churches
in Transylvania," and appointed court preacher to John Stgis*

mund, prince of Transylvania. His disctission of the Trinity
began (1565) with doubts of the personality of the Holy Ghost.
His antagonist in public dilatations was the Calvinist leader,

Peter Juh&sz (Melius); his supporter was Blandrata. John
SIgismund, adopting his court-preacher's views, issued (156S)
an edict of religious liberty at the Torda Diet, which allowred

D&vid (retaining his existing title) to transfer his episcopate
from the Calvinists to the anti-Trinitarians, Kolozsv&r being
evacuated by all but his followers. In 1 571 , John Sigismund was
succeeded by Stephen B&thory, a Catholic; and trouble began.
Under the influence of John Sommer, rector of the Kolozsvfir
gymnasiuim, D&vid (about 1572) abandoned the worship of
Christ. The attempted accommodation by Sozzini only pre-
cipitated matters; tried as an innovator, D&vid died in prison
at D£va (1579). The cultus of Christ became an established

usage of the Church; it is recognized in the 1837 edition of the
official hymnal, but removed in the edition of 1865. On the otbtf
hand, in 162 1 a new sect arose, the Sabbalarii, with strong
Judaic tendencies; though excluded from toleration they main-
tained an existence till 1848. The term uniiarius (said to have
been introduced by MeL'us, in discussions of 1569-1571) makes
its first documentary appearance in a decree of the Lfcsfalva
Diet (x6oo), it was not officially adopted by the Church tin

1638. Of the line of twenty-three bishops the most distinguished

were George Enyedi (1592-1597)1 whose Explicationes obtained
European vogue, and Michael Lombard Szentabrah&mi (1737-
1758), who rallied the forces of his Church, broken by persecution

and deprivation of property, and gave them their existing

constitution. His Summa unioersae tkeologiae sectmdmm
Unitarios (1787), Sodnian with Aminian modifications, was
accepted by Joseph II. as the official manifesto of doctrine,

and so remains, though no subscription to it has ever been
required The official title b the Hungarian Unitarian Chucx.h,

with a membership of over 60,000, most of them in Transyl-
vania, especially among the Szekler population, a few in Hun-
gary; their bishop has a seat in the Hungarian parliament.

At Kolozsvir, the seat of the consistory, is the principal college;

others are at Torda and at Sz£kely-Kercszt&r. Till 1818 the
continued existence of this body was unknown to English Uni-
tarians; relations have since become intimate; since i860 a
succession of students have finished their theological education

at Manchester College, Oxford; others at the Unitarian Home
Missionary College.

England.—Between 154& (John Assheton) and 161 2 we have
a thin line of anti-Trinitarians, either executed or saved by
recantation. Those burned were George van Parris (1551)*

Flemish surgeon; Patrick Pakingham (1555). fellmonger;

Matthew Hamont (1579)1 ploughwright; John Lewes (1583);

Peter Cole (1587), tanner; Francis Rett (1589). physician and
author; Bartholomew Legate (1612), doth-dealer, last of the

Smithfield victims; and the twice-burned fanatic Edward
Wightman (16x2). In all these cases the virus seems to have

come from Holland; the last two executbns followed the rash

dedication to James I. of the Latin version of the Racanen
Catechism (1609). The vogue of Socinian views, which for a

time affected men h'ke Falkland and Chillingworth, led to the

abortive fourth canon of 1640 against Sodnian books. The
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ordiDftnce of 164S made denial of the Trinity capiul, but it

was a dead letter, Cromwell intervening in the cases of Paul

Best (i 590-1657) and John Biddle (1616-1662). In 1650 John
Knowles was an Arian lay-preacher at Chester. In 1652-1654

and 1658-1663 Biddle held a Socinian conventicle in London;

in addition to his own writings he reprinted (165 1) and trans-

lated (1652) the Racovian Catechism, and the Life of Socinus

(1653). His disciple Thomas Firmin (1632-1697), mercer and
philanthropist, and friend of TiUotson, was weaned to Sabellian

views by Stephen Nye (164^1719), a clergyman. Firmin pro-

moted a remarkable series of controversial tracts (1690-1699).

The term " Unitarian " first emerges in 1682, and appears

in the title of the Brief History (1687). It was construed in a
broad sense to cover all who, with whatever differences, held the

unipersonalityof the Divine Being. Firmin had later a project of

Unitarian societies " within the Church *'; the first preacher to

describe himself as Unitarian was Thomas £mlyn( 1663-1741)

who gathered a London congregation in 1705. This was con-

trary to the Toleration Act of 1689, which excluded all who
should preach or write against the Trinity. It is noteworthy

that in England the Socinian controversy, initiated by Biddle,

preceded the Arian controversy initiated by Samuel Clarke's

Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity (171 2). Arian or semi-Arian

views had much vogue during the x8th century, both in the

Church and in dissent. The free atmosphere of dissenting

academics (colleges) favoured new ideas. The effect of the

Salters* Hall conference (17x9), called for by the alleged heresy

of James Peirce (1673-1726) of Exeter, was to leave dissenting

congregations to determine their own orthodoxy; the General

Baptists had already (1700) condoned defections from the

common doctrine. In 1689 Presbyterians and Independents

had codcsced, agreeing to drop both names and to support a
common fund. The union in the London fund was ruptured

in 1693; in course o^ time differences in the administration of

the two funds led to the attaching of the Presbyterian name to

theological liberals, though many of the older Unitarian chapels

were Independent foundations, and at least half of the Pres-

byterian chapels (of 1690-1 7 10) are now in the hands of Congre-

gationalists. Leaders in the advocacy of a purely humanitarian

christology came largely from the Independents, e.g. Nathaniel

Lardner (1684-1768), Caleb Fleming (1698-1779), Joseph
Priestley (1733-1804), Thomas Belsham (1750-1829).

The formation of a distinct Unitarian denomination dates from

the secession (1773) of Theophilus Lindsey (1723-1808) from the

Anglican Church, on the failure of the Feathers petition to par-

liament (1772) for relief from subscription. Lindsey's secession

had been preceded in Ireland by that of William Robertson, D. D.

(1705-1783), who has been called "the father of Unitarian

nonconformity." It was followed by other clerical secessions,

mostly of men who left the ministry, and Lindsey's hope of a

Unitarian movement from the Anglican Church wasdisappointed.
By degrees his type of theology superseded Arianism in

a considerable number of dissenting congregations. The
Toleration Act was amended (1779) by substituting belief

in Scripture for belief in the Anglican (doctrinal) articles; in

18x3 the penal acts against deniers of the Trinity were repealed.

In 1825 the British and Foreign Unitarian Association was
formed as an amalgamation of three older societies, for literature

(1791), mission work (1806) and civil rights (x8i8). Attacks

were made on properties held by Unitarians, but created prior

to 181 3. The Wolverhampton Chapel case began in 1817, the

more important Hewley Fund case in 1830; both were decided

against the Unitarians in 1843. Appeal to parliament resulted

in the Dissenters' Chapels Act (1844), which secures that, so

far as trusts do not specify doctrines, twenty-five years tenure

legitimates existing usage.

The drier Pricstley-Belsham type of Unitarianism, bound up
with a detcrminist philosophy, was gradually modified by the

influence of Channing (see below), whose works were reprinted

in numerous editions and owed a wide circulation to the efforts

of Robert Spears (1825-1899). Another American influence,

potent in reducing the rigid though limited supematuralism

of Belsham and his successors, was that of Theodore Parker
(x8xo-i86o). At home the teaching of James Martineau
(X805-X900), resisted at first, was at length powerfully felt,

seconded as it was by the influence of John James Tayler

(1797-1869) and John Hamilton Thom (1808-1894). The body
has produced some remarkable scholars, e.g. John Kenrick
(1788-1877), James Yates (178^1871), Samuel Sharpc (1799-
x88x), but few very popular preachers, though George Harris

(1794—1859) is an exception. Its year-book specifies 406
congregations in England and Wales. For the education of its

ministry it supports Manchester College at Oxford (which

deduces its ancestry from the academy of Richard Frankland,
begun 1670), the UniUrian Home Missionary College (founded in

Manchester in 1854 by John Relly Beard, D.D., and William
Gaskell), and the Presbyterian College, Carmarthen.

English Unitarian periodical literature begins with Priestley's

one of the enterprises of the Ilibbert Trust, founded by Robert
Hibbert (1770-1849^ and originally designated the Anti-Trinitarian
Fund. This came mto operation in 1853, awards scholardtips and
fcltowships, supported (1878-1804) an annual lectureship, and has
maintained (from 189^) acnairol eccletiastical history at Manchester
College. The general activities of the body are conducted partlv
by its association (Essex Street. Strand), partly by its (triennial)

National Conference, established 1882. It has two weekly papers,
the Inquirer and the Cl^istian Life.

Scotland.—Much has been made of the execution (1697)
at Edinburgh of the student Thomas Aikenhead, convicted of

blaspheming the Trinity. The works of John Taylor, D.D.
(1694-1761) on original sin and atonement had much influence

in the east of Scotland, as we learn from Robert Bums; and such
men as William Dalrymple, D.D. (1723-18x4) and William
M'Gill, D.D. (i 732-1807), along with other " moderates," were
under suspicion of similar heresies. Overt Unitarianism has
never had much vogue in Scothmd. The only congregation

of old foundation is at Edinburgh, founded in 1776 by a seces-

sion from one of the " fellowsh^ societies " formed by James
Eraser, of Brea (X639-X699). The mission enterprises of

Richard Wright (X764-1836) and George Harris (1794-1859)
produced results of no great permanence. There are now seven
congregations. The Scottish Unitarian Association was founded
in 1813. mainly by Thomas Southwood Smith, M.D., the sani-

tary reformer. The McQuaker Trust was founded (1889) for

propagandist purposes.

Ireland.—Controversy respecting the Trinity was excited

in Ireland by the prosecution at Dublin (1703) of Thomas
Emlyn (see above), resulting in fine and imprisonment, for re-

jecting the deity of Christ. In 1705 the Belfast Society was
founded for theological discussion by Presbyterian ministers

in the north, with the result of creating a body of opinion adverse

to subscription to the Westminster standards. Toleration of

dissent, withheld in Ireland till 17x9, was then granted without
the requirement of any doctrinal subscription. Next year a
movement against subscription was begun in the General Synod
of Ulster, culminating (1725) in the placing of the advocates of

non-subscription, headed by John Abemethy, D.D., of Antrim,

into a presbytery by themselves. This Antrim presbytery was
excluded (1726) from jurisdiction, though not from communion.
During the next hundred years its members exercised great

influence on their brethren of the synod; but the counter-

influence of the roissbn of the Scottbh Seeders (from 1742)

produced a reaction. The Antrim Presbytery gradually became
Arian; the same type of theology affected more or less the

Southern Association, known since x8o6 as the Synod of

Munster. From 1783 ten of the fourteen presb)rteries in the

General Synod had made subscription optional; the synod's code

of 1824 left
** soundness in the faith " to be ascertained by sub-

scription or by examination. Against this compromise Henry
Cooke, D.D. (1788-1868), directed all his powers, and was ulti-

mately (1829) successful in defeating his AJian opponent, Henry
Montgomeiy, LL.D. (i 788-1865). Montgomery led a secession
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which formed (1830) the Remonstrant Synod, comprising three

presbyteries. In 19x0 the Antrim Presbytery, Remonstrant
Synod and Synod of Munster were united as the General Synod
of the non-subscribing Presbyterian Church of Ireland. They
have 38 congregations and some mission stations. Till 1889
they maintained two theobgical chairs in Belfast, where John
Scott Porter (180Z-1880) was a pioneer in biblical criticism;

they now send their students to England for their theological

education, though in certain respects their views and practices

are more conservative than those of their English brethroi.

Irish Unitarian periodical literature began in 1833 with the Bible

Chrisltan, followed by tlie Irish Unitarian Magcmne, the Christian

Unitarian, the DisciUe and now the Non-SMbscrHnng Prtsbytirian,

See ccnerally R. Wallace's Antitrinitarian Biog. (1850): G. Bonet-
Maury\ Early Sources of Ent. Unit. Christianity, trans. E. P. Hall

(1884) ; A. Gordon's Heads oj £fig. UniL HisL (1895}. (A. Go.*)

United 5to/M.—'Unitarianism in the United Sutes followed

essentially the same development as in England, and passed

through the stages of Arminianism, Arianism, anti-tritheism,

to rationalism and a modernism based on a large-minded accept-

ance of the results of the comparative study of all religions. In

the early i8th century Arminianism presented itself in New
England, and sporadically elsewhere; this tendency was largely

accelerated by the reaction from the excesses of the " Great

Awakening " under Jonathan Edwards and George Whitefield.

Before the War of Independence Arianism showed itself in

individual instances, and French influences were widespread

in the direction of deism, though they were not organized into

any definite utterance by religious bodies.

As early as the middle of the i8th century Harvard College

represent^ the most advanced thought of the time, and a score

or more of clergymen in New England were preaching what was
essentially Unitarianism. The most prominent of these men
was Jonathan Mayhew (i 720-1 766), pastor of the West Church
in Boston from 1747 to 1766. He preached the strict unity

of God, the subordinate nature of Christ, and salvation by
character. Charles Chauncy (1705-1787), pastor of the First

Church from 1727 until his death, the chief opponent of Edwards
in the great revival, was both a Unitarian and a Universalist.

Ebenezer Gay (1696-1787) of Hingham, Samuel West (1730-1807)

of New Bedford, Thomas Barnard (1748-1814) of Newbury, John
Prince (1751-1836) and William Bentley (1758-18x9) of Salem,

Aaron Bancroft (X755-X836) of Worcester, and several others,

were Unitarians.

The first official acceptance of the Unitarian faith on the part

of a congregation was by King's Chapel in Boston, which settled

James Freeman (1759-1853) in X782, and revised the Prayer Book
into a mild Unitarian liturgy, in x 785. The Rev. William Hazlitt

(father of the essayist and critic), visiting the United States in

1 783-1 785, published the fact that there were Unitarians in Phila-

delphia, Boston, Charleston, Pittsburg, Hallowell, on Cape Cod
and elsewhere. Unitarian congregations were organized at

Portland and Saco in 179a by Thomas Oxnard; in x8oo the First

Church in Plymouth accepted the more liberal faith. Joseph
Priestley came to the United States in 1794, and organized a

Unitarian Church at Northumberland, Pennsylvania, the same
year, and one at Philadelphia in 1796. His writings had a
considerable influence.

Thus from 1725 to x8a5 a more tolerant and rational belief

was developing in New England, and to sonte extent elsewhere.

The first distinctive manifestation of the changewas the inaugura-

tion of Henry Ware (1764-X84S) as professor of divinity at Har-

vard College, in 1805. In the same year appeared Unitarian

books by John Sherman (1772-1828) and Hosea Ballou (1771-

1852), and another in x8xo by Noah Worcester (x 758^1837).

At the opening of the X9th century, with one exception, all the

churches of Boston were occupied by Unitarian preachers, and
various periodicals and organizations expressed their opinions.

Churches were established in New York, Baltimore, Washing-
ton, Charleston and elsewhere during this period.

William Ellery Channing was settled over the Federal Street

Congregational Church, Boston, X803; and in a few years he

became the leader of the Unitarian movement. At fint
mystical rather than rationalistic in his theology, he look part
with the " Catholic Christians," as they called themselves, who
aimed at bringing Christianity into harmony with the pro-
gressive spirit of the time. His essays on The System of Exdn-
sion and Denunciation in Religion (18x5), and Objectioms to

Unitarian Christianity Considered (X819), made him a defender
of Unitarianism. His sermon on " UniUrian Christianity,**

preached at Baltimore in 1819, at the ordination of Jared Sparlu.
and that at New York in 1821. on " Unitarian Christianity most
favourable to Piety," made him iu interpreter. The result was
a growing division in the Congregational churches, which was
emphasized in 1825 by the formation of the American Unitarian
Association at Boston. It was organized " to diffuse the know-
ledge and promote the interests of pure Christianity"; aad it

published tracU and books, supported poor churches, sent out
missionaries into every part of the country, and esUblished new
churches hi nearly all the sUtes. EssentiaHy non-sectarian,
with h'ttle missionary zeal, the Unitarian movement has grown
slowly; and its influence has been chiefly exercised through
general culture ainl the better literature of the country. Many
of its clergymen have been trained in other denominations; but
the Harvard Divinity School was distinctly UniUrian from its

formation, in 18x6, to X870, when it beoime an unsectarian
department of the university. The Meadville (Pa.) Theological
School was founded in 1844; and the Unitarian Tbeolosical
School at Berkeley, California, in. 1904.

Unitarian thought in the United States has passed through
three periods. The first, from 1800 to 1835, was formative,
mainly influenced by English philosophy, semi-supernatural,
imperfectly rationalistic, devoted to philanthropy and practical
Christianity. Dr Channing was its distinguished ezpoQcnt.
The second, from 1835 to X885, profoimdly influenced by German
idealism, was increasingly rationalistic, though its theology was
largely flavoured by mysticism. In 1865 the National Unitarian
Conference was organized, and adopted a distinctly Christian
platform, affirming that its members were " disciples of the Lord
Jesus Christ." The more rationalistic minority thereupon
formed the Free Religious Association, "to encourage the
scientific study of theology and to increase fellowship in the
spirit." The Western Unitarian Association accepted the same
position, and based its " fellowship on no dogmatic tests." but
afl&rmed a desire "to establish truth, righteousness and love
in the world." This period of controversy, and of vigoroos
theological development, practically came to an end soon after

1885; and its cessation was assured by the action of the national
conference at Saratoga in X894, when it was affirmed by a nearly
unanimous vote: " These churches accept the religion of Jesus,
holding, in accordance with his teaching, that practical religion

is summed up in love to (jod and love to man. The conference
recognizes the fact that its constituency b (Congregational in
tradition and polity. Therefore it declares that nothing in

this constitution is to be construed as an authoritative test;

and we cordially invite to our woriung fellowship any who, while
differing from us in belief, are in general sympathy with our
spirit and our practical aims." The leaders of this period were
Emerson, with his idealism, and Theodore Parker, with bis
acceptance of Christianity as absolute religion.

The third period, begiiming about 1885, has been one of

rationalism, recognition of universal religion, large acceptance
of the scientific method and ideas and an ethical attempt to
realize the higher affirmations of Christianity. It has been
marked by harmony and unity to a degree perhkps found in no
other religious body, by steady growth in the number of churcbcs
and by a widening fellowship with all other progressive phases
of modem religion. This last phase has been shown in the
organization of " The International Council of Unitarian and
other Liberal Religious Thinkers and Workers," at Boston on
the 25th of May 1900. " to open communication with those in

all lands who are striving to unite pure religion and periect liberty,

and to increase fellowship and co-operation among them." This
council has held biennial sessions in London, Amsterdam,
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Geneva and BoiUm. Duzing the peiiod since 1885 tfie infloenoe

of Emenon has become predominant, modified by the more
scientific preaching of Minot J. Savage, who has found his guides

in Darwin and Spencer.

Beyond its own borders the body has obtained reoogmtion through
the public work of such men as Henry Whitney Bellows and Edward
Everett Hale, the remarkable influence oMamcs Freeman Clarke
and the popular power of Robert CoUyer. Tne number of Unitarian
churches in the United States in 1909 was 461, with 541 ministers.

The church membership, really nominal, may be estimated at

100,000. The periodicals are Tlu Christian Rtiister, weekly,
Boston; Umty, weekly, Chicago; The Uniianam, monthly. New
York: Old and Niw, monthly, Dm Moines; Pacific Unilanam, San
Francisco.
Sec Joseph Henry Allen, Our Liberal Movement in Theelon

(Boston, i882),and Sequel to our Liberal Maoement (Boston, 1897T;

John White Chadwick, Old and New Unitarian Belief (Boston, 1894),
and specially William EUery Channing (1903); Unitarianism: Us
Origin and History, a course of Sixteen Lectures (Boston, 189s);
GeOTge Willis Cooke, Unitarianism in America: a History of its

Oririn and Deedopment (Boston, 190a}; and UnUarian Year Book
(Boston). (C. W. C*)

UNITED BRETHREN IN CHRIST,' an American religious

sect which originated in the last part of the i8th century

under the leadership of Philip William Otterbein (1736-1813),

pastor of the Second Reformed Church in Baltimore, and
Martin Boehm (lyas-xSia), a Pennsylvanian Mennonite of

Swiss descent. Otterbein and Boehm licensed some of their

followers to preach and did a great work, especially through

dass-meetingft of a Wesleyan type;* in 1789 they held a formal

conference at B«Jtimore, and in 1800, at a conference near

Frederick City, MaryUnd, the Church was organized under its

present name, and Otterbein and Boehm were chosen its first

bishops or superintendents. The ecclesiastical polity of the

Church is Wesleyan and its theology is Arminian: there is no

hard-and-fast rule about baptism. Bishops are elected for

four years. The first delegated general conference met at

Mount Pleasant, Pennsylvania, in 18x5, and adopted a confession

of. faith, rules of order and a book of disdpUne, which were

revised in Z885-X889, when women were first admitted to

ordination, and when the Conservatives, protesting against

the new constitution, withdrew and formed the body now
commonly known as the United Brethren in Christ "of the

Old O>nstitution."

The Liberal branch had 3733 organizations in 1906 with a total

membership of 274,649. This body carries on missions in West
Africa (since 1855), Japan. China, the Philippines and Porto Rico.

It hasa publishing house (1834) and BonebrakeThcolo^cal Seminary
(1871) at Dayton, Ohio; and supports Otterbein University (1847)

at WesterviUe. O.; Westfieid College (1865) at Westfidd. Illinois;

Lcander CUrk College (1857) at Toledo, Iowa; York College (1890)

at York, Nebraska: Philomath College (1867) at Philomath, Oregon;
Lebanon Valley College (1867) at Annville, Pa.; Campbell
College (i86i) at Holton, Kansas, and Central University (1907)
at Indianapolis, Indiana.
The " Old Constitution ** body had 57a organizations in 1906 with

a total membership of a 1401 . It has a publishing house at Hunting-
ton. Indiana.
See D. Berger. History of the Church of the United Brethren (1897).

and his sketcn (1894) in vol xii. of the " American Church History

Series "; E. L. Shuey, Handbook of the United Brethren in Christ

(1893) ; W. J. Shuey. Year-Book of the United Brethren in Christ (from

1867); and A. W. Drury, Life of PhUip WiUiam Otterbein (1884).

UNITED FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, a religious organiza-

tion, representing the union made in 1900 between the Free

Church of Scotland (except a dissentient seaion who separated

off and retained the name of Free Church) and the United

Presbyterian Church. (See Fkee Church or Scotiand and
Uniteo Presbytekxan Church.)
The first moderator was Dr Rainy iq.v.). The Free Church

brought into the union 1077 congregations, the United Presby-

terians 599; the revenue of the former amounted to £706,546,

of the latter to £361,743. The missionaries of both churches

^ The sect is not to be confused with the Moravian Brethren (o.p.).

whose official name, Unitas Fratrum, is commonly rendered in

Engluh " United Brethren.
"

* Otterbein was an intimate friend of Frands Asbury and was
greatly influenced by him.

joined the union, and the United Church was then equipped with
missions in various parts of India, in Manchuriai in Africa

(Lovedale, Livingstonia, &c.), in Melanesia and in the West
Indies. The formula which was adopted allowed for develop-

ment of doctrine, the candidate stating that he believes " in the
doctrine of this Church, set forth in the Confession of Faith,"

the Church being thus set above the confession. The Church
has three divinity halls, at Glasgow, Edinburgh and Aberdeen,
served by seventeen professors and five lecturers.

The minority of the Free Church who had refused to join the
umon lost no time in testing the legality of the act of the
majority in entering it. Their summons, dated the 14th of

December X90O1 claimed that in uniting with the United Presby-
terian Church, which did not hold the principles of the Free
Church, the majority had forfeited the right to the property of

the Free Church, which must be judged to belong to the minority

who remained iaithful to the principles of the Free Church and
were that Church. In the Scottish courts the case was decided
in favour of the union by Lord Low on the 9th of August 1901,

and by the second division of the Court of Session on the 4th
of July 1902, it being held in both trials that the old Free
Church had a right within limits to change its views and to do
by its Assembly what had been done. The proceedings before

the House of Lords on appeal were protracted by the death
of one of the judges, which involved the necessity of a second
hearing, and it was not till the ist of August 1904 that the
verdict was pronounced. By a majority of five to two the
House of Lords reversed the decision of the Court of Session,

allowed the appeal, and found the minority entitled to the
funds and property of the Free Church. It was held that the
majority of an independent church, adopting new standards
of doctrine or ceasing to hold essential or fundamental doctrines

of the church, forfeit the right to the property, which remains
with the minority holding the church's original doctrine:

also that the establishment prindple was a fundamental doc-

trine of the Free Church, and that by entering a union on
terms leaving that doctrine an open question, the majority
had violated the conditions on which the property of the

Free Church was held. On the plea that by the Declaratory
Act of 1892 the Free Church had abandoned its doctrinal

position, argument was heard, but the House of Lords did not
decide.

Few legal decisions have occasioned so great consternation

or such serious practical difficulties. At first sight it deprived
the Free Church section of the United Church of all its material

goods—churches, manses, colleges and missions, even of the

provision for the old age of the clergy. It appeared to divert

large amounts of church property from the uses for which it

had been provided, and to hand it over to a body with which
the United Church was deeply out of sympathy and which
could have little prospect of making effective use of it. A
conference held in September between reprcsenUtives of the

United Free and of the (now distinct) Free Chuirh, in order

to come to some working artangement in view of the decision,

found that no basis for such an agreement could be arrived at.

Nothing remained but to invoke the intervention of parliament

to put an end to an impossible situation. A convocation of

ministers and elders of the United Free Church, held on the

iSth of December, decided that the union should go on, and
resolved to" take every lawful means of appealing to the

nation and to parliament to rescue the funds and buildings

of the Church for the sacred purposes for which they had been
provided." The Free Church could not refuse to consent to

this, and in December a commission was appointed, consisting

of Lord Elgin, Lord Kinnear and Sir Ralph Anstruther, to

inquire into matters connected with the two churches, while

the question of interim possession was referred to Sir John
Cheyne, as commissioner, for inquiry and action. The com-
mission sat in public, and after hearing evidence on both sides,

issued their report in April 1905. They reported that the

sute of feeling on one side and on the other had made their

I work difficult. They had concluded however that the Free Church
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was unable in many respects to cany out the puxpoies of tlie

trusts, which, under the verdict of the House of Lords, was a
condition of their holding the property, and that there was
a case for parliamentary interference. They leoommended
that an executive commission should be set up by act of parlia-

ment, in which the whole property of the Free Church, as at

the date of the union, should be vested, and which should

allocate it to the United Free Church, where the Free Church
was unable to carry out the trust purposes. The oommissbn
was to entertain suggestions which Diight be made to them
for friendly arrangements.

The Churches (Scotland) Act, which gave effect to these

recommendations, was passed on the nth of August 1905.

It contained (see Scotland, Chusch or) a clause (No. 5) pro-

viding for the relaxation of subscription in the Established

Church, parliament thus interesting itself in the affairs of all

Presbyterian churches. The commissioners were those on
ivhose report the act was formed, with the addition of two
others. In October 1906 the commission intimated that the

Assembly Hall, with the New College Buildings and the High
Church, were to be the property of the United Free Church,

the Free Church receiving the offices in Edinburgh, and a tene-

ment to be converted into a college, while the library was to

be vested in the United Free Church, but open to members
of both churches. After having occupied class-rooms in the

university for two sessions, and held an assembly (1905) in

another hall, the United Free Church in 1906 again occupied

in its own right the historic buildings of the Free Church. All

the foreign missions and all the continental stations were

adjudged to the United Free Church. The allocation of churches

and manses was a slow business, but in 1908 over 100 churches

had been assigned to the Free Church. Some of the dispossessed

United Free Church congregations, most of them in Uie High-

lands, found shelter for a time in the parish churches; but it

was early decided that in spite of the objection against the

erection of more church buildings in districts where many were

now standing empty, 60 new churches and manses should at

once be built at a cost of about £150,00a (A M.*)

the union of the two crowns, and the adoption of the name of
Great Britain for the common country (Tqilet, Mitm. CaiOc
d M. de la Motiu, Dec. ao). But in England the innovatioa
at first met with great opposition. Various objectioDs, senti-
mental and practical, were urged against it in parliament; mxiA
the judges, when appealed to by the king,-dedared that tlie
adoption of the title would invalidate all legal proceasea. At
length, on the 20th of October 1604, the king, weary of the dis-
cussion, cut the knot by assuming the title by royal prodamfttioD,
and in due course the inscription "

J. D. 0. Mag. BriL F. et U.
Rex" appeared on his coins. In November 1604 we find
the king instructing the lords oommissioneis of the Gunpowder
Fbt to try and discover if the prisoner Wks the author of a
most " cruel pasquil " against him for assuming the name of
Britain.

For further detaib tee Calendar tf Slate Papers, Domestic Seriesz
and J. Spedding, Letters and L*/e ef Lord Bacon, vol ill (Loodoo,
1861-1874).

England and Wales, Scotland and Ireland are politically
united under a parliament (9.9.), consisting of the king, the
House of Lords* and the House of Commons.* the prerogatives
of the Crown being exercised through responsible ministers.
The executive government is carried on under the supervision
of the ministers of sute (see MiNisnv), the more important of
whom are united in the cabinet (9.0.). The first minister
of the Crown or prime minister (q.v.) is appointed by the
king, and having made choice of his colleagues, recommends
them for appointment. (See the separate articles on the
various offices. For the judidaiy system, see Coukt; Appeal; -

&c)
The table at the foot of this colunm shows the imperial

revenue and aq;)enditure, with the amount of revenue per
head of population of the UnitM Kingdom for various
years. The financial year now ends on the 31st of March
of the year following that quoted. The figures before 1907
did not indude the revenue assigned to local purposes.
The defidt in 1909 was due to delay in passing the Finance
Act.

Year ending March 31st
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In separate articles throughout this Encyclopaedia the main

subjects of interest in connexion with British institutions are

fully dealt with; and it is only necessary here to give such details

as are needed to supplement those given under the subject-

heading. See Agriculture;Navy (alsoShipand Ship-Builoimg) ;

Education; Encush Finance; English History; Civil Ser-
vice; National Debt; Pouce; Poor Law; &c. A separate

section, however, is devoted to the army, the constitution of
which in 1910 is described; the history is given under Army.

Naiional DtU (9.V.).—^The table on the preceding page shows
the position of the national debt at quinquennial intervals

during 1891-1910.

Area and Populaiicn.—The United Kingdom has an area of

120,651 sq. m., and at the census of 189 1 had a population of

37.732,922 and in 1901 of 41458,721. If the islands in British

seas are included, the area is increased to 120,953 sq. m., and the

population to 41*609,091. The main divisions are as follows:

—
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Minerals and Mining.—^The mineral production of the United

Kingdom reached a total value in 1890 of £100,803,657 and in

1909 of £119.394486, with a maximum during that period of

£160,605,154 in 1900 and a minimum of £73.024,066 in 1893.

These figures include pig-iron produced from foreign oret.

About 73% represents the value of the coal output. The figures

for the more important minerals are as follows:—

DescripUon of Minerals.
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1

The annual output of tin ore, which in 2878 amounted to

15,045 tons, valued at £530,737, 'eU to I2,89i8 tons in 1881,

though the value in that year rose to £697444.
During the years 1882-1892 the average output was

over 14,000 tons, and its average value about £770,000, but in

1893 a decline began in the output (not however accompanied

closely by a decline in the value), slightly relieved about 1905.

Year.
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Country.

I.—BUTISU POSSBSSIONS

—

India and Ceylon . . ^^^^
Straits SettIeinenU,Malayua 5 Imports
and Hong Kong . . . ( Exports

Africa }
Imports

^*^"=*
}
Exports

Canada and Newfoundland .

| eSSS
West Indies, Bermudas.Hon- \ Imports

duras and Guiana . . . ? Exports

^^^ ExSSS
New Zealand } ir"P°!J*

/ Exports

««'« 1^^
II. FORBICN C0UNTRIS9—

^^^
Je'ISS

Gennany. /. . . .

|

^^P^^

B^P"« IeTS
Holland j

Imports

»> . ,, , . .
( Exports

Denmark, Faeroe, Iceland, ( Imports
Greenland \ Exports

No'-V V^^l
S-<»- |L"^S
Austria-Hungary . . .V^^^l
Rumania 1

1"'^"!!*
I Exports

G--* jkTJSS
'^y |e"?S.'

s^. . . . . .
.^^S

P"""**" JExgSS
R««anEmpi«. . . .y^^,
T»rl«y y^^l
. % Imports
Jap»»

} Exports

c»»-
Y^^^i

Netherlands-India • •

| ExpSS
E^ k^.
U.S.A. j

Imports
( bxports

MexicoandCentralAmerican i Imports
Sutes ) Exports

B~il jSgSS
Ar^e-tin. V^^,
C"!^ iLxgSS

OthercountricsinAsia . • 5 eUpSu
Af"" i^sss
South A«»ic. . . .teS

Other countries . . . .

j
£*P^

1890. 1895. 1900. 1905. 1909.

37356.598
35.a54.769
6412.865
5.766,059
11,^90,022

10,744.904
12,444489
8,272,743

30,992.185
21.750.705
8.347430
3.705.428
1.720,583
3,826.0x2

44,828,148
24.710.803
26.073.331
30,516,281
17.383.776
13.594.966
25,900,924
i6445.<""
7.753.38
2,928,0'

1,728,337
1,694.318
4447.159
1.350497
1,962,798
1,235,126
3.093.918
8.523,209
12,508.533
5.702,804
2,942.194
2,612.638

23.750.868
8.846,054
8^68,851 *

7.340.868

»

6,76^51,23 1 *

B.368.115

1

3459.991
97.^83,349
4&.i40,cjtj
j,363H3ti4

3.050,051
4.350.675
7.795n(J7J
4,i39,&03
tt.S5t>,4J7

3i473.i4e
3,365,834

5161846
2,345.843
3,262462
2,080.466
5.674.325
3.206,713
6,605.220

3T.076J61
57.519,909
S4<^t.*«7
4-0774^6

ij,335n«*^
13400.570
6.594,903

3.230. '89

24-954/79
i5.Sfi7-?^79

34jj,6aS
l,95J4J«
3.095.1*4

47470.583
J03.M.99*
j6.99^ 559
3J. 756AS I

i7.545rtB9
i 1 ,9i4t653
JS419.944
1

1

.271a^i
9i799r338
3.135.I"
3.B31 717
2,532r050
8, 784,156

2,149.552
2,118.505
944.034

1,241406
860,193

5.132,720
6,211,337

4.052,806
11.314.5

2491,926
' 1,865.973
24.736.919
10.686.333

1.143.382
4.772.829
3.343.86s •

5.363.536 •

®Z1'3»3
1,988479
9.524.507

44.067.703
1443.345
3.035.097
3.614.155
7.643.739

5,480.848
3,436.142
3454.332

344.895
720,350

1.683,319
3,052,023
2.437.294
4489.592
3447.034
3.901,551

32.861,217
32,885,147
8,092,057
6,162,526
9.703.086
16,725,092
22,240,325
9.659.138
2483.648
2.954.477

23.800,820

23.545.565
11,615,881

5,899,292
2.287,537
4,252.072

53.618,656
25.«77453
31.181,667
38.54j.790
33,503,603
14,646,307
3".3»t."»l
14,93 1 ttw>
«3. 197757
4.734. 1 »i

5,75*1.01 &
3.9*0*9^2
io,635,«»jO

6,495^"3
I.375.J45

3.1 5771 &
1 .li-rfsyj tl>

2,227,212
1,104.196

3417,790
9444.498
1S.882.M6
6.333.857
3.241.367
2.529.305

21.983.952
16.360475
5.657,627
5.372.956
1.540.526

5«i34-3i3
J&7.454

?,SBi,6Gr

6.159468
t3a,7&9.a6l

37.343 955
t,l44^59«
3,149.^53

S 1^94 "^.547

6,1 S^.**^
lj„^>BO,466

7438r338
4k!^^&-371

3.535.736

684440
2.503.823
4.686.727
2,355.801
4.088.731
3.190,

6..370.943

£
40,540,341
45.796432
7,222,21s
7,162,908

14.755.353
21.338.292
26.204,205
14,267.967
2.7x7.318

3.324.665
26.968.977
19476463
'3391,222
6.994.806
3.731,132
4,351,367

53,073,900
23,J3J,663

35-799.75»
45-74^.300
37,731,388
14,^1 It ,9J»3

354*1*059
t4,!;i6,887

15,606,991
4,609,671
S,9S4.S70
3.71^.533
9.ti3 7.993
6.010,332
1 ,488,(x34

2.603 ,2J3
i.fc^.5i3
I -305.658
i-3J*.?J4
1,551,642

3.324.595
9.787,506
13.858.631
4.841.774
2,029.634
2,826,257

33.366,234
14.884.050

5491443
6.9'9.147
1.860.313
9.796.900
2.340.5A6 *

13.298.828 •

2,120479
3.558.562
14.976.188
B,o69,668

1 15.573.0s X

47,282.088
2,138.574
3,022.074
8.109.208
6.916,617

25.034.325
13.383.835
6,068,051
4,782,382

611,096
699.556

2,901,281
6.063.1 14
3.897.595
5.129.351
6,289.947
8,352.264

£
40.995.633
46.617.909
8.948.582
7455.726
13.130.724
20.181408
27.674.340
18.750.970
2.969.772
3.777.244

32.655.709
27.207430
17.730.556
8.081422
2,800.939
4,246^62

50.690.785
31.515.320
40.115^50
47.168.852
29.217.500
19,284,791
37,371.702
16,303.884
19427483
5.705415
6.574.319
3.835436
9.245s303
7.114.071
1,208499
4.333.269
3.395474
1.749.996
1.613.174
1.513.744
3.634.073
13.274.764
13.362.959
5.352,017
2.912.994
2.777,201

36.897.746
I8,325.a44
5.085435
7.789432
a,232.7i6
8.618,821
3.72S.502
8.558.275
2436.518

io!872^
8.142,325

118,269.777
59.254.166
2,595.356
3.179.577
11,271.890
8.800^26
32.528446
19.2012496
6.6074IS
5,054.144

1,043,280
1,214.041
4.538.518
7.783.508
5.657,201
6.137.748
4,260,790
7,440.065

Total for British possessions . •
) EUSorts

100.279.852
94.522469 l^TM 113.074.557

102.083,109
134.530.683
122,712.920

146.908,244
136.31847

1

Total for fordgn countries
\ Imports

*
i Exports

324.530.783
233.729.649

321.038.151
209.693.5x1

413.434.242
252.290.645

437.151.191
284.883,607

477.796.713
333.206.695

Or^-^^ V^^ 420.691.997
328.252.118

416.689,658
285.832.407

523.075.163
354.373.754

565.019.917
407,596.527

624,704,957
469.525.166

^ Including Cyprus in this year. * Including Korea. * Excluding Wei-hai-wci.
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Cotton yam and manufactures
Iron and sted and manufactures
Woollen yam and manufactures
Cool
Machinery
Chemicals
Textiles (not cotton or wool) .

Metal manufactures (not iron)
Clothing
Leather and leather goods
Ships

home produce just enumerated. The value of the cotton manu-
factures exported sank from £80,164,155 in 1872.10 £67,641,368

in 1876; woollen fabrics from £38,493,

4x1 to £23,030,7x9; iron and steel from

£35,996,167 to £20,737,410; coals from

£10,443,321 to £8,904,463; niachinery

from £8,3ox,xx2 to £7,3x0,436; and
linen manufactures from £xo,956,76x

to £7,070,149. The decline during the

four years, it will be seen, was greatest

in all textile manufaaures, and least

in coal and machinery.
The table ^ on p. 602 shows the sub-

sequent movement in value of imports
from other countries to the United
Kingdom, and of exports to other
countries from the United Kingdom, at quinquennial intervak;

bullion and specie being excluded.

As regards fluauations not revealed by the above figures, it

may be mentioned that the highest total figures for any one

year during the period covered are those for X907, viz. imports

£645,807,943; exports £517,977,167. As to minima within the

period, the lowest totals for British possessions were: imports

£9X,85X,534 in 1893, and exports, the figure quoted for 1895; for

foreign countries, imports 13^3,^36,644 in X893, and exports

£195,133,339 in X894; grand totals, imports £404,688,178 in 1893,

and exports £273,785,867 in 1894. It may be added that the

maximal import figures for France within the period are

those of X906 (£5337X1661), for Germany those of X909, and for

the United States those of X90X (£141,015,465). For exports

to the United States the figures for X909 were highest, to France

those of 1907 (£33,507,544) and to Germany those of 1907

(£56,729,988).

The following table presents the value of the chief groups and
articles of importation into the United Kingdom:

—

I

The value of the chief articles and groups of export of home
produce are similarly shown:

—

1895-

£
63.746463,
19428J83'
29.094.568
14,600.326
I5*IS0.532
11463.30A
X 1,986,7 18

5.048.588
5,615,594
3.833.980

1900.

69.750.279
31.623.355'
2± 359.766
36409.614
19 619 784
13.154.344
X3, 19 1,069
6473.197
6499.086
3.875.683-

8.587.710

1905.

93.n 1 0.1^85

3 1,« 2^,438
29,i)i b.iiOJ

24.«S9-129
33.260,326
14.536.»57
I3.^»4.899
8-9^C'i.'*33

6,0^1.142
3.6(^iii,^9A

5.IM '^98

1909.

£
93444.799
38.193,142
30.917.807
37.129,978
28,057.643
16.783.019
13441.525
8,708.945
9.824.125
4,242.356
5.927.1 14

The proportion of imports and exports per head of population
of the United Kingdom was>~

Year.
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France, AntUUrre, Etals-Unis (Paris, 1885; Ene. trans, by E. M.
Dicey, LonJon, 18QI) : Brasaey. The Naval AHHualiPortBmouth, 1886
onwands) ; (^asaell's Gaaetteer of Great Britain and Ireland (London,
;899) ; W. L. Clowes and other writers, History e/ the Royal Navy
(London, 1896-1901 ): W. Cunningham, Growth of English Industry
and Cffmmera (4th «., L.>r..1.rMH icxhV, A, V. Dkey, intfi^Miiion to

the Study of ihK Lo-ut oj ike Cen-iiiiuitcn {5th ed., LondictciH jh^j); R.
Dojuhl (i^clite^i by} Mu^ici^ Vtar-bcok (LondDH^ Anrtd.'il) ; S.
Hiirdlev-WnniDtt Our Ficei To^^ay and sis D^gTeiapmeRi during the

Ltut ffaif Ctniury [Londarit 1900} ; Kun. j. W. Focie*cuCt IH-itQryof
the Bfiiiik Army {LondQn., 1906)^ R. Giffen^ Ennyi i'r Finance
(London, t98o and iift6Jt Ft von GncUt, Das mg/ij^V Paridmrtil
111 tansgndjAkrincen Watrddung^H (fkrlin^ ihflg; tr^n^latpd into Eng-
Uih by A* H* Kedne, lliiUtry ^f the English PartiiSmtnt, London,
Iflfi^); Eit£tuchB VfrfafivnCigtrK^ichir (fScnin, iSftj; I^nR, trans, by P.
A* Ash worthy London, r8*ji h Er Hull, Tk^! Co^fifUi efGrrat BrUiiin
(London, 1905!; L E. T, Roger?*, Iniusiriai &wi Cpmmtrriial HttSjry
of England (London, i»93)i; J. T-Sok Schoolini, The Briiiik Tnide
ft-.i. Tl (__ ,^^ji. £.-!_ t H C: I... r'L.^' j(. ^r a..t.-L n. r.'Bmk [LondoFi, i^oj^Jt Sir J. R. Spclcy, theGTuwth cj British Fi'licy

{2 vols., London^ 1895); H. Taylor, The OfifTFi aita Griywih cf the

Engii^h CanstituiiQH {2 voU., London, iSfto^iSg^); A. Todd, PaHia-
m^niary Govrmmmt in England (new c<Lj revised by S- Walpole,
t vol*.* London^ 1S93).

British Military Forces.

The forces of the British Crown may be classed as (a) the

regular, or general service, army, together with the Indian army;
and (6) the home territorial force; while there are also certain

forces controlled by the governments of the various self-

governing dominions. The home government raises, pays and
controb the regular army, its reserves, the territorial force, and
some few details such as the militia of the smaller possessions,

Indian native battalions employed on imperial service out of

India, &c. But the cost of that portion of the regular army
which is in India is borne by the Indian government, which is

not the case with the regulars serving in other colonies or in the

dominions. Consequently the Indian government, unlike the

colonial governments, can within limits dispose of the British

paid regulars within its sphere.

Regular Army.—^The duties of the regular army are to garrison

India and overseas colonies, to garrison Great Britain and Ire-

land, and to find expeditionary forces of greater or less strength

for war in Europe or elsewhere. The principles upon which
the reorganization of 1905-1908 was based are: (a) that in

peace the army at home must be maintained at such an e£Fective

standard that all necessary drafts for the army abroad shall be
forthcoming, without undue depletion of the army at home;
(b) the home army on mobilization for service should be brought

up to war strength by the recall of reservists in sufficient, but
not too great, numbers; (c) the wastage of a campaign shall

be made good by drafts partly from the remaining army reserve,

but above all from the militia, now .converted into the special

reserve; and (<f) the volunteers and yeomanry, reorganized into

the territorial force, shall be responsible, with little regular

help, for the defence of the home country, thus freeing the

regular army at home for general service. The first of these

conditions entirely, the second largely, and even indirectly the

third and fourth depend upon the recruiting, establishments

and terms of service of the regular army. These last are a
compromise between the opposite needs of short service, pro-

ducing large reserves, and long service, which minimizes the sea-

transport of drafts; they are also influenced by the state of the

labour market at any given moment, as recruiting is voluntary.

To enable the authorities to deal with these conditions, the

secretary of state for war may without spedal legislation vary
the terms of enlistment, not only in general but also for the

various arms and branches.

After the South African War, several different terms were tried
for the line infantry and cavalry, but these experiments proved that
the terms formerly prevailing, viz. 7 years with the colours and
5 in the reserve, were the most convenient. In the Horse and Field
Artillery the term is 6 and 6, in the Household Cavalry and the
Garrison Artillery 8 and 4, and in the Foot Guards 3 and 9.
Engineers and other specialists are recruited on various terms. A
certain number, again varying from year to year, almost from
month to month, are allowed to engage tor the full 12 years with the
colours (long service). Thus in i907'l9o8, 1551 men were serving

on a i2-year colour engagement, 24,856 on a term of 7 years coloara
and 5 reserve, 3589 on a 6 and 6 term, 3449 on 3 and o engagement,
4529 for other terms, out of a total of 37,974 recniits or soldien
signing fresh engagements.

The foOowing figures show the inflow of recruits?—
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callmK in^ of the annv reserve) in the expeditionary or regular
forces, and to repair tne losses of a campaign. It aUo acts as a
feeder to the regular army. Its establishment and strei^h on the
1st of October IQ09 were 90.664 and 60.954 respectively, without
counting in the latter figure 6173 militia and nulitia reserve men
not then absorbed into the new organization.

The war organization of the home establishment, with its

general and special reserves, aimed at the mobili^tion and
despatch overseas of 6 army divisions, each of 12 battalions

in 3 brigades; 9 field batteries in 3 brigades, a brigade of 3 field

howitzer batteries, and a heavy battery, each with the appro-

priate ammunition columns; 2 field companies and z telegraph

company R.E.; 2 companies mounted infantry; and ambulances,

columns and parks. In addition to these 6 divisions, there

are " army troops " at the disposal of the commander-in-chief,

consisting of two mixed " mounted brigades " (cavalry, mounted
infantry, and horse artillery) serving as the " protective cavalry,"

and of various technical troops, such as balloon companies and
bridging train. The " strategical " cavalry is a division of 4
brigades (12 regiments or 36 squadrons), with 2 brigades (4

batteries) of horse artillery, 4 "field troops" and wireless

company R.E., and ambulances and supply columns. The
peace organization of the regular forces at home conforms to

the prospective war organization. In addition to the field army
itself, various lines of communication troops are sent abroad
on mobilization. These number some 30,000 men, the field

army about 135,000, with 49a field guns, 7562 other vehicles

and 60,769 horses and mules.

But the first condition of employing all the home regulars

abroad is perfect security at home. Thus the pivot of the

Haldane system is the organization of the TerriUrial Force as a
completely self-contained army. The higher organization

—

which the volunteers {q.v.) and yeomanry {q.v.) never pos-

sessed—varies only slightly from that in vogue in the regular

army. The second line army consists of 24 mixed mounted
brigades as protective cavalry and 24 army divisions of

much the same combatant strength as the regular divisions,

the only important variation being that the artillery consists

of 4-gun instead of 6-gun batteries. In addition to the divisions

and mounted brigades there are " army troops," of which the

most important component is the cyclist battalions, recruited

in the different coast counties and specially organized as a first

line of opposition to an invader. Affiliated to the territorial

force are officers' training corps, cadeu, "veteran reserves,"

and some of the other organizations mentioned below, the Hal-

dane scheme having as its express object the utilization of every

sort of contribution to national defence, whether combatant
or non-combatant, on a voluntary basis.

The conditions of enlistment and reserve in the territorial

force are a four years' engagement (former yeomen and volun-

teers being however allowed to extend for one year at a time if

they desire to do so), within each year a consecutive training

in camp of 14-18 days and a number of " drills " (attendances

at company and battalion parades) that varies with the branch
and the year of service. The minimum is practically always
exceeded, and trebled or quadrupled in the case of the more
enthusiastic men, and the diief d^culty with which the officers

responsible for training have to contend is the fact that no man
can be compelled to attend on any particular occasion. Attend-

ance at the camp training, in so far as the claims of men's civil

employment do not infringe upon it, is compulsory, and
takes place at one time for all—generally the first hidf of

August.

The army troops, divisions and mounted brigades consist of 56
renments of yeomanry; 14 batteries and 14 ammumtion columns
R.HJL, 151 batteries and 5^ ammunition columns R.F.A., 3
mountain batteries and ammunition column, and 14 heavy batteries
and ammunition columns R.G.A.: 38 fiekl companies, 39 telmaph
companies, railway battalion, Ac, R.E.; ma battalions infantry
(including 10 of cydists, the Honourable ArtUIery Company, and
certain corps of the Officers* Training Corps training as territorials);

60 anils A.S.C.; 56 field ambulances, 23 general hospitals and 2
aaaiury companies R.A.M.C Told off to the defended seaports
are 16 g

' ' "*" *
• -- * -

dectricl
are 16 groapa of garrison artillery companies and 58 fortress and

cughtor ' •*
"

R.E.

Establishment and Strength (April i, 19 10)

Arm or Branch.

Yeomanry .

R.H. ft fIa. .

R.G-A. . .

R.E. . . .

Infantry . .

A.S.C. . .

R.A.M.C .

A.V.C. . .

Total 11,214 301.363

Establishment.

Officers. Men.

1.345
1,211

450
571

5.679
322

1438
198

24.766
32.945
11.455
14,660

195.297
8.562
13.664

14

Strength.

Officers. Men.

1.193

525
5,064
277

1.151

95

9.726

»

24,219
29,658
9.356
12,896

173.670
7.577
11.849

269,225

The Territorial Force is enlisted to serve at home, but individuals
and whole corps may volunteer for service abroad in war if called
upon. A register is kept of those who accept this liability before-
hand, and about 6000 officers and men had joined it in April
1910.
The force is trained, commanded and inspected exclusively by

the military authorities, the regulararmy finding the higher comman-
ders and staffs. But in accordance both with the growing tendency
to separate command and administration and with the desire to
enlist local sympathies and utilize local resources, " associations,"
partly of civilian, partly of miliury memben, were formed in every
county and cYax^sA. by sutute with all matters relating to the

are added that of supervising and administering cadet corps of all
sorts (other than officers' training corps), and that of providing
the extra horses required on mobilization, not only by the territorial
force, but by the expeditionary force as well.
There are several groups of more or letd military character which

are for various reasons outside war office control. These are:
(a) boys brigadesr—the Church Lads' Brigade, the London Dioce-
san Brigade, the Jewish Lads' Brigade, &c.; (6) the Legion of
Frontiersmen, an organization intended to enroll for " irregular

"

service men with colonial or frontier experience; (c) rifle clubs, which
exist solely for rifle practice, and have no military liabilities; {d) boy
scouts, an organization founded in 1908 -by Lieut.-General Sir
R. S. S. Baden-PoweU.

Command and Administration.—Tht secretary of state for
war is the head of the army council, which comprises the heads
of departments and is the chief executive authority. These
departments (see Stayt) are: the general staff; the adjuUnt-
general's department; the quartermaster-general's department;
the department of the master-general of the ordnance; the dvil
member's department; and the finance member's department.
In addition to these departments, whose heads form the army
council itself, there is the very important department of the
inspector-general of the forces, whose duties are to ensure by
inflection the maintenance of military efficiency and an adequate
standard of instruction, &c. This department is thus in the
main a complement of the general staff branch. In 1910 the
commander-in-chief in the Mediterranean was appointed in-

spector-general of the overseas forces other than those in India,

and the inspector-general in London supervises therefore only
the forces in the home establishment. There are, therefore, three
single authorities of high rank for the great divisions of the
army—the two inspectors-general and the commander-in-chief
in India.

The United Kingdom is subdivided into 7 commands and 12
districts, the commands under a lieutenant-general or general as
commander4n<hief and the districts under bngadier-generals. The
commands are the eastern, southern, western, northern, Scottish,
Irish and the Aldershot. London is organized as a separate district
under a major-generaL In the colonial establishment the principal
commands are the Mediterranean (including Egypt) and the South
African. Except in South Africa, there are no imperial troops
quartered in the self-governing colonies.

Since 1904-1905 command and administration have been
separated and general officers commanding in chief relieved of
administiative detaib by the appointment to their staffs of major-
generak in charge of administration (see Staff and Officers).

Fimanee.—^The army estimates for 1910-191 1 show a total sum
of. £27.760,000 required for the home and colonial establishment^
made up as follows (after deducting appropriations in aid) :

—

* Does not include unattached list of officers, 853. or 736
RA.M.C. officers not available until mobilixation.
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Resular Army, Pay and AUowanoes £8.733iOOO
Special Reserve 833,000
Territorial Force 3,660.000
Medical Services 452.000
Educational Esublishments U7*ooo
Quarterinff, Transport, Renjounts 1,589,000
Supplies, Clothing 4,397,000
Stores and Ordnance EsUbliihment 533>ooo
Arnuiment and Engineer Stores 1,482,000
Works, Buildinn and Land, &c. 3,598,000
War Office and Miscellaneous 503.000
Pensions, &c 3.833.000

£37,760,000
The pay of the soldiers has increased dnce the South African

War. Without allowances of any kind, it was in 1910 as follows:

Warrant officer, 5s. to 6a. per day; quartennaster-seigeants, colour-

sergeants, &c., 3s. 4d. to 4s. 6d.4 sergeants, aa. 4d. to 3s. 4d. ; cor-

porals, IS. 8d. to 3a. 8d.; lance<orporaIs, is. 3d. to is. 90.; privates

IS. id. to IS. od.; boys, 8d. In addition, all receive a messing
allowance of 3d. per day, ad. for upkeep of kit, and most receive
•* service " or ** proficiency " pay at 3d.-6d a day; and engineers,

A.S.C. and R.A.M.C. specialist my at various rates. Officers' pay,
without allowances, is for second lieutenants 5s. 3d. to 7s. 8d.; lieu-

tenants, 6a. 5d. to 8s. lod. ; captains, lis. 7d. to 15s. ; majors, 13s. jd.

to 18s. 6d.; and lieutenant-colonels, iSs. to 34s. 9d.

Indian Army.—Tht forces in India consist of the British

army on the Indian establishment and the Indian native

army with its dependent local militias, feudatories, contingents,

&c In addition there is a force of European and Eurasian

volunteers^ drawn larfely from tailway employ^ The Indian

army consisU of 238 battalions of infantry, xo regimenU of

cavalry, x6 mountain batteries, i garrison artillery company,

32 sapper and miner companies (3 ndlways companies included).

The proportion between British and Indian troops observed since

the Mutiny is roughly one British to two native, the Indian army
being about 162,000 men. In addition the native army includes

supply and transport corps, the medical service, and the

veterinary service, officered in the higher ranks by officers of

the A.S.C., ILA.M,C and A.V.C respectively.

The Indian army is recruited from Mahommedans and Hindus
of various tribes and sects, and with some exceptions (chiefly in

the Madras infantry) companies, sometimes reeiments, are composed
exclusively of men of one class. The official r.S. Pocket Book 1908

f:ives the following particulars: Makommedans (Pathans of the
rentier tribes, Hazaras Baluchis, Moplahs, Punjabi Mahommedans,

&c.), 350 infantry companies, 76 squadrons (35% of the army).
Hindus (Sikhs, Gurkhas, Rajputs, lats, Dogras, Mahrattas, Tamils,
Brahmans, Bhils, Garhwalis, &c.), 737 companies, 79 squadrons

Enlistment is entirely voluntary, and the army enjoys the highest

prestige. Service is lor three years, but in practice the native

soldier makes the army his career and he is allowed to extend up
to 33 years. The native cavalry b almost entirely Sitahdar, in

which the trooper mounts and clothes himself, and practically serves

without pay. In the infantry, too, the old svstem of paying men
and requiring them to equip, clothe and feed themselves, is in vo^ue
to some extent. There is a reserve of the native army, numbenng
some 35,000 men. But it is rather a draft to replace wastage than
a means of bringing the army up to a war footing in the European
way. Indeed, a cardinal principle of the Indian forces. Bntish
and native alike, is that the uniu are maintained in peace at full

war effective, often a little above their field strength. Part of the

army, nearest the north-west frontier, has even its transport practi-

cally in readiness to move at once. The command is in the hands
of British officers assisted by native officers, promoted from the
ranks. The number of native officers in a unit is equal to that of

the British officers.

Besides the regular native army there are: (a) various frontier

and other levies, such as the Khyber Rifles and the Waziristan
Militia; {b) selected contingents from the armies of the native

princes, inspected by British officers, numbering about 30,000 and
styled " imperial service troops "; (c) the volunteers, about 33,000
strong; and (d) the military police.

The general organization of the forces Is into two armies, the
northern and the southern, with headquarten at Rawal Pindi and
Poona respectivdy.
AdminutratioH.—^Under the govemor-geneni in ooundl the

commander-in-chief (himself a.member of the council) is the execu-

tive authority. Under him in the army department, now divided

into higher committees and the headquarter staff, the latter com-
prising (since the abolition of the military staff department under
Lord Kitchener's reorganization) the divisions of the chief of the

Kneral staff, the adjaunt-general and the quartermaster-general,

dia has her own staff coUege at Quetu, and can manufacture

rifles, ammunition and fidd artillery equipment except the actaal
guns.
The cost of the Indian armv. and of the British forces on the Indiaa

establishment, borne by the Indian government in 1909 was
£30.558.ooa

Regulars only.
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might neglect or decline to exercise their right of presentation

the minister was to be chosen, not by the congregation, but
only by the ciders and Protestant heritors. The act itself

had been passed by the assembly, although the presbyteries

to which it had been previously submitted as an overture had
disapproved of it by a large majority; and in accordance with

a previous act (1730), which had taken away even the right of

complaint, the protests of the dissentient majority were refused.

In the following October Ebenezer Erskine (9.V.), minister

of Stirling, preached a synod- sermon, in the. course of which

he took occasion to refer to the act in question as in his opinion

unscriptural and unconstitutional^ Some of his expressions

were objected to by members of synod, and it was resolved that

he should be censored for them. This jiidgment, on appeal,

was affirmed by the assembly in May 1733, whereupon Erskine

protested to the effect that heheld himaeU stillat liberty to teach

the same truths and to testify against the same or similar evils

on every proper occasion. This protest, in which he was joined

by William Wilson (i69»-x74i), Alexander Moncrieff (1695-

X761) and James Fisher (1697-1775), ministers at Perth, Aber-

nethy and Kindaven respectively, was regarded by the assembly

as contumacious, and the commission of assembly was ordered

to procure its retractation or to proceed to higher censures.

In November accordingly the protesting ministers were severed

from their charges, their churches declared vacant, and all

ministers of the Church prohibited from employing them in any
ministerial function. They replied by protesting that they still

adhered to the principles of the Church, though now obliged to
*' make a secession from the prevailing party in ecclesiastical

courU."
In December 1733 they constituted themselves into a

presb3rtery, but for some time ^heir meetings were devoted al-

most entirely to prayer and religious conferences. In 1734 they

published their first "testimony," with a statement of the

grounds of their secession, which ma[de prominent reference to the

doctrinal laxity of previous general assemblies. In 1736 they

proceeded to exercise " judicial powers " as a church court,

published a " judicial testimony," and began to organize churches

in various parts of the country. Having been joined by four

other ministers, including the well-known Ralph Erskine, they

appointed Wilson professor of divinity. For these acts pro-

ceedings were again instituted against them in the assembly,

with the result that, having disowned the authority of that

body in an " act of declinature," there were in 1740 all deposed

and ordered to be ejected from their churches. Meanwhile the

members of the "Associate Presbytery "- and iu adherents

steadily increased, until in 1745 there were forty-five congre-

gations under its jurisdiction, and it was reconstituted into an
" Associate Synod." A violent controversy arose the same year

respecting the religious clause of the oath taken by burgesses

in Edinburgh, Glasgow and Perth (" I profess and allow with

my heart the true religion presently professed within this realm

and authorized by the laws thereof ")i &nd resulted in April

1747 in a *' breach," when two bodies were formed, each daiming

to be the " Associate Synod "; those who condemned the swear-

ing of the burgess oath as sinful came to be popukCrly known
as "Antiburghers," while the other party, who contended that

abstinence from it should not be made a term of communion,

were designated " Burghers." The Antiburghers not only re-

fused to hold further friendly conference with the others, but

ultimately went so far as to pass sentences of deposition and

the greater excommunication on the Erskines and other ministers

who held the opposing view. The Associate (Antiburgher)

Synod held its first meeting in Edinburgh In the house of Adam
Gib (q.v.) on the loth of April 1747. It grew with con-

siderable rapidity, and in 1788 had ninety-four settled

charges in Great Britain and' nineteen in Irehind, besides

a presbytery in America. For purposes of organization it was

formed in that year into four provincial synods, and took

the name of "The General Associate Synod." The "new
Ugbt " controversies as to the province of the civil magistrate

> The passing of the act was certainly unconstitutional : it was
1 in 1734, " because not made according to former acts."

In matters of religion led to the publication of a revised

testimony in the " voluntary " sense in 1804, and in con-

sequence Thomas M'Crie(i77a-x835), with three other brethren,

withdrew to form the Constitutional Associate Presbytery. The
Associate (Burgher) Synod held its first meeting at Stirling on
the i6th of June 1747. The number of congregations under its

charge rapidly increased, and within thirty years there were
presbyteries in connexion with it in Ireland and North America,
as well as throughout Scotland. In 1782 the American presby-
teries took the designation of the Associate Reformed Church
in America. About the year x 795 the " voluntary " controversy
respecting the power of the civil magistrate in matters of religion

arose within this synod also, and a large majority was found to

have adopted " new light " views. This led in x 799 to the seces-

sion of the "Associate Presbytery," which in 1805 took the

designation of the Associate Synod or Original Burgher Synod.*
In 1820 the General Associate or Antiburgher Synod (to the
number of 129 congregations') united with the 154 congregations

of the Associate or Burgher Synod. The body thus constituted,
" The United Secession Church," had increased by X847 to 400
congregations.

•The Presbytery of Relief was constituted in 1761 by three

ministers of the Church of Scotland, one of whom was Thomas
Gillespie (q.v.), who had been deposed by the
assembly in 1752 for refusing to take part in the
intrusion of unacceptable ministers. The number
of congregations under iu charge increased with considerable

rapidity, and a Relief Synod was formed in 1773, which m
1847 h^ under its jurisdiction X36 congregations. The Relief

Church issued no distinctive "testimonies," and a certain

breadth of view was shown in the formal declaration of their

terms of communion, first made in 1773, which allowed occasional

communion with those of the Episcopal and Independent
persuasion who ar^ " visible saints." A Relief theological hall

was instituted in 1824.

In X847 a union was formed between all the congregations

of the United Secession Church and 118 out of 136 of the

Relief Churches, in what now became the United vmMtd
Presbyterian Church. It was the. first Presbyterian fl»»«*n»*lM

body to relax the stringency of subscription, the
^^"'^

Synod passing a declaratory act on the subject in 1879. On
such points as that of the six days' creation it was made
dear that freedom was allowed; but when Mr David Macrae
of Gourock claimed- that it should also be allowed on the

question of eternal punishment, he was at once declared to

be no longer a minister of the church. He left behind him
many who sympathized with his position, and in the remaining

part of the X9th century the United Presbyterian Church came
fully to share the forward movement of thought of the other

Scottish churches. Doctrinally there was little difference

between the United Presbyterian Church and the Free Church
of Scotland, and between 1863 and x8j3 negotiations were
carried on for a union, which however were frxiitlcss. But in

1896 the United Presbyterian Church again made advances,

which were promptly met, and on the 3xst of October 1900
the United Free Church of Scotland came into existence.

UNITED PROVINCES OF AGRA AND OUDH (formerly known
as the North-Westem Provinces and Oudh), a province of

British India, lying between 23* 52' and 3x*»i8' N., and between
77** 3' and 84** 39' E. The province, including native states,

has a total area of 112,243 sq. m. It is bounded N. by Tibet;

N.E. by Nepal; E. by Bengal; S. by Chota Nagpur^ Rewa, the

Bundelkhand states, and the Central Provinces; and On the

W. by Gwalior, Rajputana and the Punjab.

' The majority of this synod joined the Church of Scotland in
i8m. The small minority which still retained the name joined the
Original Seccders in 1842. the resultant body assuming the designa-
tion of United Original Seceders. A small majority (twenty-
seven ministers in all) of the Synod of United Original Seccders
joined the Free Church in 1832.
*A dissentient remnant (eight congregations) of the General

Associate Synod united with the Constitutional Associate Presbytery
in 1827, the resulunt body being called the Associate Synod of
Original Seceders.
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Physical Aspeds.^The province occupies, roughly speaking,

the upper basin of the Ganges and the Jumna, corresponding

to the Hindostan proper of the Mahomroedian chroniclers.

A large semi-circvlac tract, comprising the valleys of the Gogra
and the Gumti, has long been separated from the remainder

of the great plain as the kingdom of Oudh; and though since

1877 it has been under the administrative charge of a lieutenant-

governor, it retains certain features of its former sUtus as a
chief-commissionership. The province includes the whole

upper portion of the wide Gangetic basin, from the Himalayas

and the Punjab plain to the Vindhyan plateau, and the low-

lying ricefields of Behar. Taken as a whole, the lieutenant-

governorship consists of the richest wheat-bearing country in

India, irrigated both naturally by the rivers which take their

rise in the northern mountains, and artificially by the magnifi-

cent system of canals which owe their origin to British enter-

prise. It is studded with villages, interspersed at greater

distances with commercial towns. Except during the hot

season, when the crops are off the fields, the general aspect

in normal years is that of a verdant and well-tilled but very

mcmotonous plain, only merging into hilly or mountainous

country at the extreme edges of the basin on the south and north.

The course of the great rivers marks the prevailing slope of the

land, which falls away from the Himalayas, the Rajputana

uplands, and the Vindhyan plateau south-eastwards towards

the Bay of Bengal The chief natural features of the province

are thus determined by the main streams, whose alluvial deposits

first formed the central portion of the United Provinces; while

the currents afterwards cut deep channels through the detritus

they brought down from the ring of hills or uplandk

The extreme or north-western Himalayan region comprises the
native sUte of Garhwal, with the British districts 01 Dchra Dun. Naini
Tal, Alroora and Garhwal. The economic value of this roounuinous
tract is almost confined to the export of forest produce. South of

the Himalayas, from which it b separated by valleys or duns, is

the Siwalik range, which slopesdown to the fruitful plam of the Doab
(two rivers), a large irregular horn-shaped tongue of land enclosed
between the Ganges and Jumna. The great boundary rivers flow

through low-lying valleys fertilized by their overflow or percolation,

while a high Dank leacfs up to the central upland, which, though
naturally ory and unoroductive except where irrigated by wells,

has been transformed by various canal systems. This favoured
region may be regarded as the granary of upper India. Northof
the Ganffes, and enclosed between that river and the Himalayas
and Oudh, lies the triangular plain of Rohilkhand. This tract

presents the same general features as the Gangetic valley, varied

oy the damp and pestilential submontane region of the tarai on
the north-east, at the foot of the Kumaon hills. South of the Jumna
is the poor and backward region of Bundelkhand. comprising the
districts of Jalaun, Jhansi, tiamirpur and Banda. The soil is

generally rocky and unfertile, and the population impoverished,
scanty and ignorant. The southernmost portion of Bundelkhand
is much cut up by spurs of sandstone and granite hills, running down
from the Vindhyan system; but the northern half near the Jumna
has a somewhat richer isoil,. and comes nearer in character to the
plain of Doab. Below the junction of the Ganges and the Jumna
at Allahabad the country begins to assume the appearance of the
Bengal plains, and once more expands northwards to the foot of the
Nepal Himalayas. This tract consists of three portions, separated

by the Ganges and the Gogra. The division south of the Ganges
comprises portions of Allahabad. Benares and Ghazipur, together

with the whole of Mirzapur, and in general features somewhat
resembles Bundelkhand, but the lowlands along the river bank are

more fertile. The triangular tract between the Ganges and the
Gogra and the boundary of Oudh is the most fertile comer of the

Gangetic plain, and contains the densest population. The trans-

Gogra region presents a wilder, submontane appearance.
Oudh forms the central portion of the great Gangetic plain, sloping

downwards from the Nepal Himalayas in the north-east to the Ganges
on the south-west. For 60 m. along the northern border of Gonda
and Bahraich districts the boundary extends close up to the lower
slopes of the Himalayas, embracing the damp and unhealthy sub-
montane region known as the tarat. To the westward of this the
northern boundary recedes a little from the mountain tract, and the
tarai in this portion of the range has been for the most part ceded
to Nepal, with the exception of a belt of government forest along
the northern frontier, the rest of the province consists of a fertile and
densely peopled pbin. The greatest elevation (600 ft.) b attained

in the jungle-claa plateau of Rhairagarh in Kheri dbtrict, while the

extreme south-east frontier is only^ 230 ft. above sea-level. Four
great rivers traverse or skirt the plain of Oudh in converging courses

'^
: Ganges, the Gumti, the Gogra and the Rapti. Numerous

smaller channels seam the whole face of the country carrying off

the surplus drainage in the rains, but drytne up in toe hot season.

All the larger rivers, except the Gumti. as well as most of the smaller

streams, have beds hardly sunk below the aeneral Icvd : and in time
of floods they burst through their banks and carve out new channeU.
Numerous shallow ponds orjhils mark the former beds of the shifting

rivers. These ^hils have great value, not only as preservativrs
against inundation, but also as reservoirs for irrigation. The schI

ofOudh consuls of a rich adluvial deposit, the detritus of the Hima-
layan system washed down into the Ganges valley. Usually a light

loam, it passes here and there into pure clay, or degenerates occa-
sionally into barren sand. The uncultivable land consists chiefly

of extensive usar plains, found in the southern and western districts,

and covered by the deleterious saline efflorescence known as nk.
Oudh possesses no valuable minerals. Salr was extensively mana-
factuned during native rule, but the British government has pro-
hibited this industry for fiscal reasons. Nodular limestone {kaukcr)
occurs in consideraSle deposia, and b used as road metaL
The villages lie thickly scattered, consisting of low thatched

cottages, and surrounded by patches of garden land, or groves oC
banyan, pipal and pakar trees. The dense folbge of the mango
marks the site of almost every little homestead, no less an area
than 1000 sq. m. being covered by these valuable fruit-trees.

Tamarinds overhang the huu of the poorer classes, while the seat

of a wealthy family may be recognized by clumps of bamboo.
Plantains, guavas, jack-fruit, limes and oranges add further beauty
to the village plots. The flora of the government reserved forests

is
* ' ' leaned. The so/ tree yields the most .important timber;

th ' »gs are cut in the Khairagarh jungles and floated dovn
th ! ':o Bahramghat, where they are sawn. The hard wood
of zm b also valuable ; and several other timber-trees afford
mi >r furniture or roofing shingle. Among the scattered
ju /arious parts of the province, the maktia tree b prized
ali- <

- / edible flowcTS, its fruits and its timber. The jfciZ« supply
tht V lILlj.;.. - with wild rice, the roots and seeds of the lotus, ana tfaie

sitrfhiird ^vAter-nut. The fauna comprises most of the animals and
birds common to the Gangetic plain; but the wild eletriiant b now
practically unknown, except when a stray specimen loses its way
at the foot of the hills. Tigers are now only lound in any numbers
in the wilds of Khairagarh. Leopards stilf haunt the cane-brakes
and thickets along the banks of the rivers; and nilgai and antelopes
abound. Game birds conust of teal and wild duck, snipe, jungle
fowl and peacock.

Rivers.—^The Ganges and its affluents, the Jumna, the Ramganga
and the Gogra, rise in the Himalayas, and meet within the province.
In addition there are the following secondary streams: the KaK-
nadi and the Hindan flow through the Doab; the Chambal intersects
the trans-Jumna tract; in Bundelkhand the principal streams are
the Betwa and the Ken; the Ramgana. rising in Garhwal. pursues
a tortuous course through Rohilkhand ; the Gumti flows past Luck-
now and Jaunpur to join the Ganges; the trans-Gogra regiiMi u
divided into two nearly equal parts by the Rapti. These rivers are
constantly modifying the adjacent lands. A small obstruction may
divert the litream from one side to the other. The deep stream
corrodes and cuts down the high ground; but meanwhile allu\-ial

flats are gradually piled up in the shallows. The tributary streams

E'ioked at the mouth and assist the process of deposition. The
it b greatest when* the floods of the rainy season are sub-

CttmaU.—^The climate as a whole is hot and dry. The Himalayan
districts of course are cool, and have a much greater rainfall than
the plains. They are succeeded by a broad submontane bdt, the
tarat, which b rendered moist by the mountain torrents, and b
covered by forest from end to end. This region bears the teputatioD
of being the most unhealthy in all Indb, and in many pnrts only
the acclimatized aborigines can withstand its deadly malaria. The
plain country is generally warm and dry, the heat becoming more
oppressive as the general level of the country sinks towards AllahnUad
and Benares, or among the hilb of Bundelkhand. There are three
seasons. The cold changes gradually to the hot ; the hot ntmaon
givesway abruptly to the rains ; and the rains again change graduaJly
into the cold season. In pmnt of humidity and temperature the
province lies half-way between Bengal and the Punjab. Fbe rainfall
varies from-30 to 44 in. in the plains, increasing gradually towards
the Himalaya. The temperature in the hot season ranges from 96*
to 1 1^'* F., and even higher, in the shade.

iitnerals.—Oyinng to the loamy nature of the soil, few minoals
of any kind are found. Iron and coal exist in the southern hills. A
little coal was extracted from Mirzapur in 1896, but the entcrp«be
was drom>ed. Iron, copper, sapphires. &c., are said to be obtain-
able in the Himalaya. It' has Men suggested that the oily water
known as tdya pani indicates the presence of petroleum.
Amculture.—Out of a total area of 104,075 sq. m. in the Britbh

dbtncts of the province, over 54.000 sc|. m. are under cui^vatioo.
The course of tillage comprises two principal harvesU: the kkar^,
or autumn crops, sown in June and reaped in October or November:
and the rabi, or spring crops, sown in October or November, asul

reaped in March or April. The great agricultural staple b wheat,
but millets and rice arc also largely cultivated. Speakins broadly.
rice and oilseeds predominate in the eastern and sub-Hiaiaia>:an
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diatricti. fflillets and cotton In Bundelkhand and wheat in the
greater part of the Gangetic plain. The pulses mung, urd and motk
are grown generally in the autumn alone, or in combination mth
millets; and gram, alone or in combination with wheat and barley, it

air tmponant spring crop. Sugar-cane, indigo, poppy and tobacco
1 in tneare locally important; and a little tea is grown

districts of Almora Garhwal and Dehra Dun.
Lamd^ Tenure.—Owing to historical reasons, the system of land

tenure is not uniform, in the Benares division, which was the
fint portion to come under British administration, the land revenue
was permanently fixed in 179s. on the same principles that had been
previously adopted in Bengal; and there a special class of tenants,
as well as the landlords, enjoy a privileged status. Throughout the
rest of the province of Agra, almost all of which was acquired
between 1801 and 1803, temporary settlements are in force, usually
for a term of thirty years, the revenue being assessed at oue-half
of the " assets " or estimated rental value. Tne settlenient is made
with the landholders or eamindars, who are* frequently a group of
penons holding distinct shares in the land, and may be themselves
petty cultivators. No proprietary rights superior to those of the
actual landowners are rec(%nixea. The onl>r privileged class of
tenants are thoA possessing "occupancy" rights, as defined by
statute. These rights, which are iMeritable but not transferable,
protect the tenant against eviction, except for default in payment
of rent, while the rent may not be ennanced except by mutual
agreement or by order of a revenOe court. " Occupancy *' rights

are' acquired by continuous cultivation for ten years, but the cultiva-

tion need not be of the same holding. All other tenants are merely
tenanta-at-wiU. In Oudh, after the convulsion of the Mutiny, all

rights in land were confiscated at a stroke, and the new system adop-
tra was in the nature of a treaty between the state and tne talukdars,

or great landlords. These talukdars had not all the same origin.

Many were Rajput chiefs, ruling over their tribesmen by ancient
beneaitary right ; while others were officials or court favourites, who
had acquired power and property during the long period of native
misrule. On all the same status was now conferred—a status that
has no analoey in the rest of India. By sanad (or patent) and by
legislation tne talukdars were declared to possess permanent,
heritable and transferable rights, with the special privilege of
alienation, either in lifetime or by will, notwithstanding the Rmits
imposed by Hindu or Mahommcdan law. In addition most of them
follow the rule of primogeniture, while a power of entail has recently
been granted. The estates of talukdars extend over more than half
the total area of Oudh. No " occupancy " rights based on con-
tinuous cultivation are recognized in Oudh, but similar rights, here
known as " sub-proprietary," were granted to all those who had
possessed them within thirty years before annexation. On the
other hand, there are no tenants-at-right in Oudh. Any person
admitted to the cultivation of land b entitled to hold it for seven
years at the same rent, which may not be advanced by more than
6}% at the end of the term.

Manufaetures.—^The principal manufactures wet those of sugar,
indigo uid coarse cotton cloth. Ornamental metal-work is made
at Benares. Among the factories on the Ei^ish modd are the
Elgin and Muir cotton mills at Cawnpore, the Cawnpore tanneries
and leather factories, the Shahiahanpur rum distillery, and breweries
at Musaoorie and Naini Tal. There are also woollen andjute mills,

iron and brass foundries, lac factories and oil-mills. The manu-
facture of synthetic indigo by German chemists has greatly affected

the growth and manufacture of indigo, the indigo factories
decreasing in 1904-1905 from 40a to 353^

Trade,—^The export trade is chiefly confined to agricultural
produce. The principal ataples include wheat, oilseeds, raw cotton,
indigo, sugar, molasses, timber and forest produce, dry-stuffs, ghee,
opium and tobacco. The imports consist mainly of English piece-
goods, metal-work, manufactured wares, salt and European goods.
The chief centres of trade are Cawnpore, Allahabad, Mirzapur,
Benares, Meenit and Moradabad.

/rrt'ioliofi.—The Doab is intersected by canals drawn from the
great rivers. The maior productive works are the upper and k>wer
Uangca, the eastern Jumna, and the Agra canals. The greatest
work in the province, and one of the sreatest irrigation works in

the workl, is the upper Ganges canal, which is taken from the river
where it leaves the hills, some 2 m. above Hardwar. In the first

30 m. of its course this gigantic canal crosses four great torrents,
which bring down immense volumes of water in the rainy season.
The first two are carried in masnve aqueducts ovier the canal, the
third is paaatd through the canal by a level-crossing, regulated by
drop-gates, and the canal is taken over the fourth by an aqueduct.
The total length of the main canal is 313 m., navigable tnrough*
out, and designed to irrigate 1,500.000 acres. The lower Ganges
canal is taken from the river at Narora. 140 m. below Hardwar.
After crossing in 55 m. four great drainage lines, it cuts into the
Cawnpore, and 7 m. lower down into the Etawah. branches of the
upper Ganges canal. These branches are now below the point of
intersection, part of the lower Ganges canal system. The irrigating
capacity of this canal is 1.350,000 acres.
RaUways.^Tht province is well supplied with railways. The

main line of the East Indian runs throughout south of the Ganges,
which is bridged at Benares and Cawnpore. North of the river

the Oudh & Rohilkhand system connects with Bengal and with
the Punjab. From Allahabad, Cawnpore and Agra trade finds an
outlet to the sea at Bombay as well as at Cakutta.

Administration.—^The administratioQ is conducted by a lieu-

tenant-governor, with five secretaries and five under-secretaries.

There is no executive coundl; but the board of revenue, consist-

ing of two members, exercises important executive duties, and
is also the highest court of afSpeal in revenue and rent cases.

For legislative purposes the lieutenant-governor has a coundl,

first constituted in z886, and enlarged in 1909. It now con-

sists of 48 membeis, of whom 38 are nominated, and the re-

mainder are elected by local bodies, landholders, Mahommedans,
&C. In Agra the chartered high court sitting at Allahabad,

and in Oudh the court of the judicial commissioner, sitting at

Lucknow, have final jurisdiction in both dvil and criminal

cases, subject to appeal to the privy coundl. The former is

composed of a chief justice and six puisne judges appointed

by the Crown; the latter of a judicial commissioner and two
additional judicial commissioners. For ordinary purposes of

administration the provinces are divided into nine divisions,

each under a commissioner, and into 48 districts, each under

a collector or deputy commissioner. Two native sUtes are

attached to the United Provinces—Rampur and GarhwaL
Population.—Out of a total population in 1901 of 47,692,783

no fewer than 40,691,818, or over 85% were Hindus, and

6i73Z,034 or 14% Mahommedans. The total number of

persons belonging to all the other religions—Sikhs, Jains,

Buddhists, Parsees, Christians, Jews, Aiyas and Brahmos—
was only 368,930, or less than 0*6%. While nearly fifty lan-

guages in all are spoken in the provinces, out of every zo,ooo

people 4537 speak Western Hindi, 3135 Eastern Hindi, 3x09

Bihari and six Central Pahari.

History.—^If the present limits be sh'ghtly extended in either

direction so as to indude Delhi and Patna, the United Provinces

would contain the area on which almost the whole drama of

Indian history has been played. Here lay the scene, known as

Madhya Desa or " middle country," of the second period of

Aryan cobnization, when the two great epics, the Maka-
bkdrata and Ramayana, were probably composed, and when the

religion of Brahmanism took form. Here Buddha was bom,
preached and died. Here arose the successive dynasties of

Asoka, of the Guptas, and of Harshavardhana, which for a
thousand yean exercised imperial sway over the greater part of

India. Here is Ajodhya, the home of Rama, the most popular

of Hindu demigods; and also BcnaHes and Muttra, the most
sacred of Hindu shrines. Here too were the Mahommedan
capitals—Delhi, Agra, Allahabad, Jaunpur and Lucknow.
Here finally, at the crisis of the Mutiny, British dominion was
permanently established in India.

The political vicissitudes through which this tract of country

passed in earUer times are described under Indu: History.

It will be sufficient here to trace the steps by which it passed

under British rule. In 2765, after the battle of Buxar, when the

nawab of Oudh had been dedsively defeated and Shah Alam,

the Mogul emperor, was a suppb'ant in the British camp, Lord
Clive was content to claim no acquisition of territory. The
whole of Oudh was restored to the Nawab, and Shah Alam
received as an imperial apanage the province of Allahabad,

and Kora in the lower Doab, with a British garrison in the fort

of Allahabad. Warren Hastings augmented the territory

of Oudh by lending the nawab a British army to conquer

Rohilkhand, and by making over to him Allahabad and Kora

on the ground that Shah Alam had placed himself in the power

of the Mahrattas. At the same time he received from Oudh
the sovereignty over the province of Benares. Subsequently

no great change took place until the arrival of Lord WcUesley,

who acquired a very large accession of territory in two instal-

ments. In 1801 he obtained from the nawab of Oudh the

cession of Rohilkhand, the lower Doab, and the Gorakhpur

division, thus enclosing Oudh on all sides except the north. In

1804, as the result of Lord Lake's victories in the Mahratta War,

the rest of the Doab and part of Bundelkhand, together with
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Agra and the guardianship of the old and blind emperor, Shah
Alam, at Delhi, were obtained from . Sindia. In 18x5 the

Rumaon division was acquired after the Gurkha War, and a
further portion of Bundelkhand from the peshwa in 18x7.

These new acquisitions, known as the ceded and conquered
provinces, continued to be administered by the governor-general

as part of Bengal. In 1833 an act of parliament was passed to

constitute a new presidency, with its capital at Agra. But
this scheme was never fully carried out, and in 1835 another

statute authorized the appointment of a lifutenant-govemor

for the North-Western Provinces, as they were then styled.

They included the Delhi territory, transferred after the Mutiny
to the Punjab; and also (after x8s3) the Saugor and Nerbudda
territories, which in x861 became part of the Central Provinces.

Meanwhile Oudh remained under its nawab, who was permitted

to assume the title of king in xSxg. All protests against gross

misgovemment during many years having proved useless,

Oudh was annexed in 1856 and constitute a separate chief

commissionership. Then followed the Mutiny, when all signs

of British rule were for a time swept away throughout

the greater part of the two provinces. The lieutenant-

governor died when shut up in the fort at Agra, and Oudh
was only reconquered after several campaigns Listing for

eighteen months.

In X877 the offices of lieutenant-governor of the North-
Western Provinces and chief commissioner of Oudh were
combined in Uie same person; and in 1902, when the new name
of United Provinces was introduced, the title of chief com-
missioner was dropped, though Oudh still retains some marks
of its former independence.

See GateUeer of the Untied Provinces (a volt., Calcutta, IQ08);
and Theodore Morison, 77u Industrial OrganimUion.of an Indian
Province (1906).

UNITED STATES, THB» the short title usually given to the

great federal republic which had its origin in the revolt of the
British colonies in North America, when, in the Declaration of

Indepen()cnce, they described themselves as " The Thirteen

United Sutes of America." Officially the name is "The
United States of America," but " The United States " (used

as a singular and not a plural) has become accepted as the

name of the country; and pre-eminent usage has now made
its citizens "Americans," in distinction from the other

inhabitants of North and South America.

The area of the United States, as here considered, exclusive of

Alaska and outlying possessions, occupies a belt nearly twenty

^^ degrees of middle latitude in width, and crosses

JJJ^JJJJ* North America from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

The southern boundary is naturally defined on the

east by the Gulf of Mexico; its western extension crosses obliquely

over the western highlands, along an irregular line determined

by aggressive Americans of Anglo-Saxon stock against Americans
of Spanish stock. The northern boundary, after an arbitrary

beginning, finds a natural extension along the Great Lakes, and
thence continues along the 49th parallel of north latitude to the

Pacific (see Bulletin 171, U.S. Geological Survey). The area

thus included is 3,026,789 sq. m.^

I.~Physical Geography

Coast.—^The Atlantic coast of the United States is, with minor
exceptions, low; the Pacific coast is, with as few exceptions,

* The following are the states of the Union (recognized abbrevia-
tions being given in brackets): Alabama (Ala.), Arizona (Ariz.),

Arkansas (Ark.), California (Cal.), Colorado (Col.), Connecticut
(Conn.), Delaware (Del.), Florida (Fla.), Gcoreta (Ca.), Idaho,
Illinois (111.), Indiana (Ind.), Iowa (la.). Kansas TKan.), Kentucky
(Ky.), Louisiana (La.). Maine (Me.). Maivland (Md.), Massachusetts
(Mass.), Michigan (Mich.), Minnesota (Minn.). Mississippi (M
Missouri (Mo.), Montana (Mont.). Nebraska (Neb.), Nevada (Nev.i,
New Hampshire (N.H.), Newjersey (N.J.), New Mexico (N. Mcx.),
New York (N.Y.), North Carolina (N.C.), North Dakota (N. Dak.),
Ohio(0.). Oklahoma (Okla.), Oregon (Oreg.), Pennsylvania (Pa.),

Rhode Island (R.I.), South Carolina (S.C.), South DakoU (S. Dak.).
Tennessee (Tenn.), Texas (Tex.), Utah, Vermont (Vt.), Virginia
(Va.), West Virginia (W. Va.). Washington (Wash.). Wisconsin (Wis.),
Wyoming (Wyo.) ; together with the District of Columbia (D.C.).

hilly or mountainous. The Atlantic coast owes its obfiqne

N.E.-S.W. trend to crustal deformations which in very
early geological time gave a beginning to what later came to

be the Appalachian mountain system; but this system had its

climax of deformation so long ago (probably in Permian time)

that it has shice then been very generally reduced to moderate
or low relief, and owes its present altitude either to renewed
elevations along the earlier lines or to the survival of the most
resistant rocks as residual mountains. The oblique trend of the

coast would be even more pronounced but for a comparatively
modem austal movement, causing a depression in Uie north-

east, with a resulting encroachment of the sea upon the land, and
an elevation in the south-west, with a resulting advance of the

land upon the sea. The Padfic coast has been defined chiefly by
relatively recent crustal deformations, and hence still presences

a greater reUef than that of the Atlantic. The minor features

of each coast will be mentioned in connexion with the land

districts of which the coast-line is only the border.

General Topography and Drainage.'-The low Atlantic coast

and the hilly or mountainous Pacific coast foreshadow the leading

features in the distribution of mountains within the United

States. The Appalachian system, originally forest-covered,

on the eastern side of the continent, is relatively low and narrow;

it is bordered on the south-east and south by an important

coastal pUun. The Cordilleran system on the western side of

the continent is lofty, broad and complicated, with heav7

forests near the north-west coast, but elsewhere with trees

only on the higher ranges bebw the Alpine region, and with

treeless or desert* intermont valleys, plateaus and basins,

very arid in the south-west. Between the two mountain

systems extends a great central area of plains, stretching

from the Gulf of Mexico northward, far beyond the national

boundary, to the Arctic Ocean. The rivers that drain the

Atlantic slope of the Appalachians are comparatively short;

those that drain the Pacific sk>pe include only two, the Cdombia
and the Colorado, which rise far inland, near the eastemmott
members of the Cordilleran system, and flow thxou^ plateaus

and intermont basins to the ocean. Thecentral plains are divided

by a hardly perceptible height of land into a Canadian and a

United Sutes portion; from the latter the great Mississippi

system discharges southward . to the Gulf of Mexico. The upper

Mississippi and some of the ()hio basin is the prairie region, with

trees ori^nally only along the watercourses; the uplands towards

the Appalachians were included in the great eastern forested

area; the western part of the plains has so dry a climate that its

herbage is scanty, and in the south it is barren. The lacustrine

system of the St Lawrence flows eastward from a relatively

narrow drainage area.

Relation of General Topography krSetttemeni.—The aboriginal

occupants of the greater part of North America were oompaia*

tively few in number, and except in Mexico were not advanced

beyond the savage state. The geological processeslhat placed

a much narrower ocean between North America and western

Europe than between North America and eastern Asia secured

to the New Workl the good fortune of being rolonisfd by the

leading peoples of the occidental Old World, instead of by the

less developed races of the Orient. The transoceanic invasion

progressed slowly through the lyth and i8th centuries, delayed

by the head winds of a rough ocean which was crossed only ia

slow sailing vessels, and by the rough " backwoods " of tJie

Appalachians, which retarded the penetration of wagon roads

and canals into the interior. The invasion was wonderfuDy

accelerated through the 19th century, when the vast area

of the treeless prairies beyond the Appalachians was offered

to the settler, and when steam transportation on sea and

land replaced sailing vessels and wagons, The frontier was

then swiftly carried across the eastern half of the ceotnl

plains, but found a second delay in its advance occasioDed

by the dry climate of the western plains. It was chiefly

the mineral wealth of the Cordilleran region, first devek>ped

on the far Pacific sk>pe, and later in many parts of the

inner mountain ranges, that urged pioneer* across the
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dry plaua into the •ppaxently inhospitable mountain region;

there the adventurous new-comen rapidly worked out one
mining district after another, exhausting and abandoning the
smaller *' camps " to early decay and rushing in feverish excite-

ment to new-found river fields, but establishing important
centres of varied industries in the more important mining dis-

tricts. It was not until the settlers learned to adapt themselves

to the methods of wide-range cattle raising and of farming by
irrigation that the greater value of the far western interior was
recognized as a permanent home for an agricultural population.

The purchaseof " Louisiana "—a great area west of the Missis-

sippi riverWrom the French in 1803 has sometimes been said to

be the cause of the westward expansion of the United States, but
the Louisiana purchase hasbeen better interpreted as the occasion

for the expansion rather than its cause; for, as Lewis Evans
of Philadelphia long ago recognized (1749), whoever gained pos-

session of the Ohio Vslley—the chief eastern part of the central

plains—would inevitably become the masters of the continent.

Pkysiograpkic Subdivisions.—The area of the United Sutes
maybe roughly divided into the Appalachian belt, the Cordilleras

and the central plains, as already indicated. These large divi-

sions need, physiographic subdivision, which will now be made,
following the guide of ** structure, process and stage "; that is,

each subdivision or province will be defined as part of the earth's

crust in which some similarity of geological structure prevails,

and upon which some proceaa or processes of surface sculpture

have worked long enough to reach a certain stage in the cycle of

physiographic development.

Tie Appalachians.—The physiogmp^ic description of the Appala-
chian mountatn system offers an especially good opportunity lor the
application of the genetic method based on " structure, process and
stage.*' Thb mountain system consists essentially of two belts : one
on the south-east, chiefly of ancient and greatly deformed crystalline

rocks, the other on the north-west, a heavy series of folded Palaeozoic
strata; and with these it will be convenient to associate a third belt,

farther north-west, consisting of the same Palaeozoic strata lying
essentially horizontal and constituting the Appalachian plateau.
The crystalline belt represents, at least in part, the ancient highlands
from whose ruins the sandstones, shales and limestones of the strati-

fied series were formed, partly as marine, partly as fluviatile deposits.

The deformatkm of the Appalachianswas accomplished in two chief

periods of compressive deformation, one in eariy Palaeozoic, the
other about the dose of Palaeozoic time, and both undoubtedly
of long duration: the second one extended its effects farther north-
west than the first. These were followed by a period of minor
tilting and faulting in eariy Mesozoic, by a moderate upwar^g
in Tertiary, and by a moderate uplift in post-Tertiary time. The
later small movements are of imoortance because they are related

to the existing topography with wnich we are here concerned. Each
of the disturbances altered the attitude of the mass with respect

to the general base-level of the ocean surface; each movement there-

fore introduced a new cycle of erosion, which was inlenrupted by
a later movement and the beginning of a bter cycle.

Thus interpreted, the Appalachian forms of tonday may be ascribed

to three cycles of erosion : a neariy complete Mesozoic cycle, in which
most of the previously folded and faulted mountain masses were
reduced in Cretaceous time to a penepUin or lowland of small relief,

surmounted, however, in the north-east and in the south-west by
monadnocks of the most resistant rocks, standing singly or injEtxHips;

an uicomplete Tertiary cycle, initiated by the nnxlerate Tertiary
upwarping of the Mcscnoic peneplain, and of sufficient length to
develop mature valleys in the more resistant rocks of the crystalline

bell or in the horizontal strata of the i^teau, and to devekm late

mature or old valleys in the weaker rocks of the stratified belt,

where the harder strata were left standing up in ridges; and a brief

post-Tertiaiv cycle, initiated by an uplift of moderate amount and
in progress long enough only to erode narrow and relatively imma-
ture valleys. Glacial actkm complicated the work of the latest cycle
in the northern part of the system. In view of all this it is possible

to refer neariy every dement of Appalachian form to its appropriate
cycle and stage of development. The more resistant rocks, even
though dissected by Tertiary erosion, retain in thdr summit uplands
an indication of the widespread peneplain of Cretaceous time, now
standing at the altitude given to it by the Tertiary upwvjnng and
post-Tertiary uplift; and the most resistant rocks surmount the
Cretaoeooft peneplain as unconsamed monadnocks of the Mesozoic
cycle. On the other hand, the weaker rocks are more or lets com-
pletdy reduced to lowlands by Tmlzty eroMon. and are now trenched
by the narrow and shalbw valleys of the short post-Tertiary cycle.
Evidently, therefoce. the Appalachians as we now see them are not
the still surviving remnaau of the mounuins of late Palaeozoic
deformation: they owe their present height chiefly to the Tertiary
upwarping and nplifting, and their form to the normal praocMCS of

sculpture which, having become neariy quiescent at the close of the
Mesozoic cycle, became active again in Tertiary and later times.
The belts of structure and the cycles of erosion thus briefly

described are recognizable with more or less continuity from the
Gulf of St Lawrence 1500 m. south-westward to Alabama, where the
deformed mountain structures pass out of sight under nearly hori>
aontal strata of the Gulf coastal plain. But the dimensions of the
several belts and the strength of the relief developed by their later
erosion varies greatly along the system. In a north-eastern section,
practically all of New England is occupied by the older crystalline
belt; the corresponding northern part of the stratified belt in the
St Lawrence and Champtain-Hudson valleys on the inland side of
New England is comparatively free from the ridge-making rocks
which abound farther south; and here the plateau member is

wanting, being replaced, as it were, by the Adirondacks, an outlier
of the Laurentian highlands of Canada which immediately succeeds
the deformed stratified belt west of Lake Cbamplain. In a middle
section of the system, from the Hudson river in southern New York
to the James river fn southern Virginia, the crysulline belt is

narrowed, as if by the depressk>n of its south-eastern part beneath
the Atlantic Ocean or beneath the strata of the Atlantic coastal
plain which now represents the ocean; but the stratified belt is here
broadljr developed in a remarkable series of ridges and valle>»
determined by the action of erosion on the many alternations of
strong and weak folded strata; and the plateau assumes full strength
southward from the monoclinal Mohawk valley which separates
it from the Adirondacks. The linear ridges of thb middle section
are often called the Alleghany Mountains. In a south-western
section the crystalline belt again assumes importance in breadth
and height, and the plateau member maintains the strength that it

had in the middle section, but the intermediate stratifiedbelt again
has fewer ridges, because of the infrcquencc here of ridge-making
strata as compared to their frequency in the middle section.
The middle scctbn of the Appalachians, rather arbitrarily limited

by the Hudson and the James nvers, may be described first because
it conuins the best represenUtion of the three longitu- _^ ^,^^
dinal belts of which the mountain system as a whole Is

TB9Mmm
composed. The mountain-making compression of the tSI^
heavy series of Palaeozoic strata has here produced a ''>*
marvellous series of rock folds with gently undulating axes, trending
north-east and south-west throush a belt 70 or 80 m. wide; no less

wonderful is the form that has been produced by the processes of
sculpture. The peculiar configuration of the ridges may be appre-
hended as follows: The pattern of the folded strata on the low-lying
Cretaceous peneplain must have resembled the pattern of the curved
grain of wood on a planed board. When the peneplain was uplifted
the weaker strata were worn down almost to a lowland of a second
generation, while the resistant sandstones, of which there are three
chief members, retained a great part of their new-eained altitude
in the form of long, narrow, even-crested ridges, well deterving of the
name of. Endless Mountains given them by the Indians, but here and
there bending sharply in peculiar zigzags which give this Alleghany
section of the mountains an unusual individuality. The po*t-
Tertiary uplift, giving the present altitude of looo or 1500 ft. in
Pennsylvania, and 01 3500 or 3500 ft. in Virginia, has not signifi>

cantly altered the forms thus produced : it has only incited the riverv

to intreiKh themselves 100 or more feet beneath the bwlands of
Tertiary erosion. The watercourses to-day are. as a rule, longi*
tudinat, following the strike of the weaker strau in paths that they
appear to have gained by spontaneous adjustment during the long
Mesozoic cycle; but now and again they cross from one longitudinal
valley to another by a transverse course, and there they have cut
down sharp notches or ** water-gaps " in the hard strata that else-

where stand up in the long even-crested ridges.

The transition from the strongly folded structure of the Alleghany
ridgeaand valleys to the nearly horizontal structure of the Appala-
chian i^teau u promptly made; and with the change of structure
comes an appropriate change of form. The horizontal strata of
the i^teau present equal ease or diflficulty of ero%ion in any direc-

tion: the streams and the submature valleys of the plateau tfiereforc

ramify in every direction, thus prcMrnting a pattern that has teen
calleo insequent. because it follows no apparent cootroL Further
mention of the plateau is made in a later tcction.

The crystalline belt of the middle Appalai hians, 60 or 80 m wide,
is to-dav of moderate hdght because the Tertiary upwarping was
there 01 moderate amount. The height is greatest ak>ng the inner

or north-western border of the belt, and here a sut>-mountainous
topography has been produced by normal dt««ection, chiefly in the
Tertiary cycle; the valleys being turrow because the rocks are
resistant^ The relief is strong enr>ugh to make occupation diflficuft;

the slopes are forested ; the uplands are cleared and welt occupied by
farms and villages, but many of the valU^t are wooded glens. With
continued decrease of altitude south -eastward, the crysulline Uit
dtps under the coastal plain, near a line marked by the Delaware
river from Trenton to f^iUdcl&Kia in Penr«\lvanta, and thence
south-south-westward through ManUnd and Virginia past the
dties of Baltimore, Washington and Ki'h'^ond.
The Pennsylvania portion of the cr> itailire belt is narrow, as has

been said, bccau%e of encroachment upon it by the inward overlap

of the coastal plain; it is knr because of small Tertiary uplift; but.
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till more, it u diacontinuout, because of the indunon of certain
belts of weak non-crystalline rock; here the rolling ufdands are worn
down to lowland belts, the longest of which reaches from the southern
comer of New York, across New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Maryland,
into central Virginia.

The middle section of the Appalachians b further distinguished
from the north-eastern and south-western sections by the arrange-

DniatM* nicnt of its drainage: its chief rivers rise m the plateau
belt and flow across the ridges and valleys of the stratified

belt and through the uolands of the crystalline belt to the sea. The
rivers whkrh most perfectly exemplify this habit are the Delaware,
Susquehanna and Potomac; the Hudson, the north-eastern bound-
ary of the middle section, is peculiar in having headwaters in the
Adirondacks as well as in the Catskills (northern part of the plateau)

;

the James, forming the south-western boundary of the section,

rises in the inner valleys of the stratified belt, instead of In the
plateau. The generally transverse course of these rivers has given
rise to the suggestion that they are of antecedent origin ; but there
are many objections to this over-simple, Gordian explanation. The
south-east course of the middle-section rivers is the result of many
changes from the initial drainage; the Mesozokt and Tertiary up-
warpings were probably very influential.in determining the present
general courses.

For the most part the rivers follow open valleys along belts of
weak strata; but they frequently pass through shanxut notches
in the nairow ridges of the stratified belt—the Delaware water-gap
is one of the deepest of these notches; and in the harder rocks of
the crystalline belt they have eroded steep-walled gorges, of which
the finest is that of the Hudson, because of the greater height and
breadth of the crystalline highlands there than at points where the
other rivers cross it. The rivers are d^allow and more or less broken
by rapids in the notches; rapids occur also near the outer border
of the crystalline belt, as if the rivers there had been lately incited
to downward erosion by an uplift of the region, and had not yet
had time to regrade their courses. . This is well shown in the falls

of the Potomac a few miles above Washington ; in the rapids of

the lower Susquehanna; and in the falls of the Schuylkill, a branch
whkrh joins the Delaware at Philadelphia, where the water-power
has long been used in extensive factories. Hence rivers in the
Appalachians are not navigable; it is only farther down-atreim.
where the rivers have been converted into estuaries and bayt—such
as Chesapeake and Delaware bays—by a slight depression of the
coastal plain belt, that they serve the purposes of navigation. But
the Hudson u stnkindy exceptional in this respect; it

deep and navigable tide-water channel all through its gorge in the
highlands, a feature which has usually been explained as the result
of depression of the land, but may also be explained by glacial
erosion without change of land-level ; a feature whkh, in connexion
with the Mohawk Valley, has been absolutely determinative of the
metropolitan rank reached by New York Cityat the Hudson mouth.
The community of characteristics that is suggested by the associa-

tion of six north-eastern states under the name " New England "

TbaH^Hhm ^ '^^ ^^^^ measure warranted by the inclusion of

9aat0iiwA»' ^^ ^^*^^ '^^^ within the broadened crystalline belt

„im^im^ of the north-eastern Appalachians, which is here
150 m. wide. The uplands which prevail through the

centre of this area at altitudes of about 1000 ft. rise to 1500 or
aooo ft in the north-west, before descent is made to the lowlands
of the stratified belt (St Lawrcnce-Champlain-Hudson valleys,

described later on as part of the Great Appalachian valley), and at
the same time the rising uplands are diversified with monadnocks
of increasing number and height and by mature valleys cut to
greater and greater depths; thus the interior of New England is

moderately mountainous. When the central uplands are followed
south-east or south to the coast, their altitude and their relief over
the valleys gradually decrease; and thus the surface jeradually
passes under the sea. The lower coastal parts, from their accessi-

bility and their smaller relief, are more densely populated; the higher
and more rugged interior is still largely forested and thinly settled

;

there are large tracts of unbroken forest in northern Maine, hardly
150 m. from the coast. In spite of these contrasts, no physio-
graphk line can be drawn between the higher and more nigged
interior and the lower coastal border; one merges into the other.
New England is a unit, though a diversified unit.

The Appalachian trends (N.E.-S.W.) that are so prominent in

the stratified belt of the middle Appalachians, and are fairiy well

marked in the crystalline belt of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, are
prevailingly absent in New England. They may be seen on the
western border, in the Hoosac range along the boundary of Massa-
chusetts and New York; in the linear series of the Green Mountain
summits (Mt Mansfield,4364 ft, Killington Peak, 4241 ft) and their

(west) piedmont ridges farther north in Vermont; and in the ridges
of northern Maine: these are all in sympathy with Appalachian
structure: so also are certain open valleys, as the Berkshire (lime-
stone) Valley in western Massachusetts and the correspondinR
Rutland Qimestone and marble) Valley in western Vermont; ana
more particularly the long Connecticut Valley from northern New
Hampshire across Massachusetts to the sea ac the southern border
of Connecticut, the populous southern third of whkh is broadly
eroded along a belt of red Triassic sandstones with trap ridges.

IPHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

But in general the dissection of the New England upland is as irrmi-
lar as IS the distribution of the surmountii^ monadnocks. Im
type of this class of forms is Mt Monadnock in south-western New
Hampshire, a fine example of an isolated residual mass rising (ram
an upland some 1500 ft m altitude and reaching a summit height of

3186 ft A still larger example u seen in Mt Kacahdin (5200 ft.) ia

north-central Maine, the greatest of several similar isolated moun-
tains that are scattered over the interior uplands without apparent
system. The White Mountains of northern New Hampshire may
be treated as a complex group of monadnocks. all of subdued forms*
except for a few cliffs at the head of cirque-like valleys, wich Mt
Washington, the highest of the dome-like or k>w pyramidal summits.

the group; the best-known being Crawford's Notch (1900 ft).

In consequence of the nneral south-eastward slope of the high-
lands and uplands of New England, the divkle between the Atlantic
rivers and those whkh fk>w northward and westward > .

into the lowland of the stratified belt in Canada and A*""""^**'

New York is generally close to the boundary of these two phyno-
graphk districts. The chief rivers all flow south or south-east:
they are the.Connectkut, Merrimack, Kennebec, PenolMcot and
St John, the last being shared with the province of New Brunsvkk.
The ^drainage of New England is unlike that of the middle and

south-western Appalachians in the occurrence of numerous lakes
and falls. These irre^lar features are wanting south of the limits

of Pleistocene glaciation; there the river* have had time, in the
latest cycle of erouon into whkh they have entered, to establish
themselves in a continuous flow, and as a rule to wear down their

courses to a smoothly graded slope. In New England also a wdl-
established drainage undoubtedly prevailed in preglacial times; but
partly in consequence of the irrwular scouring of the rock floor,

and even more because of the very irregular deposition of unstratified
and stratified drift in the valleys, the drainage is now in great dis-

order. Many lakes of moderate sise and irregular outline have
been formed where drift deposits formed barriers across former
river courses; the lake outlets are more or less displaced from former
river paths. Smaller lakes were formed by the deposition of washed
drift around the longest-lastinj^ ke remnants; when the ice finally

melted away, the hollows that it left came to be occupied by ponds
and lakes. In Maine lakes of both classes are numerous; the largest
is Moosehead Lake, about 55 m. long and. of a very irregular shore
line.

The features of a coast can be appreciated only when it is perceived
that they result from the descent of the land surface beneath the
sea and from the work of the wa upon the shore line c^^^
thus determined; and it is for this reason that through- rnnr

out this artkle the coastal features are described in connexion with
the distrkts of whkh they are the border. The maturely disserted
and recently glaciated uplands of New England are now somewhat
depressed, with respect to sea-level, so that the sea enters the valle>-s.

forming bays and estuaries, while the interfluvc uplands and hills

stand forth in headlands ami islands. Narraeansett Bay. with the
associated headlands and islands on the south cctast, is one of the
best examples. Where drift deposits border the sea, the shore line

has been cut back or built forward in beaches of submature exprc*-
sion, often enck»ing extensive tidal marshes; but the great part of
the shore line is rocky, and there the change from initial patters
due to submergence is as yet small. Hence tlie coast as a whole is

irregular, with numerous embayments, peninsulas and islands;
and in Maine this irregularity reaches a disadvantageous climax.
As in the north-east, so in the south-west, the crystalline brit

widens and gains in height { but while New England b an indivisibie

unit, the southern crystalline belt must be subdivided j^ tamith
into a higher mountain belt on the north-west, 60 m. IZstenTu^
wide wheine broadest, and a lower piedmont belt on the mm/aa!^
south-east, 100 m. wide, from southern Virginia to South
Carolina. This subdivision is already necessary in Maryland, where
the mountain belt is represented by the Blue Ridge, whkh is ratbirr

a narrow upland belt than a ridge proper where the Potomac cuu
across it ; while the piedmont belt, relieved byoccasional monadaocks
stretches from the eastern base of the Blue Ridge to tht coastal
plain, into whkh it merges. Farther south, the mountain bdt
widens and attains its greatest development, a true highland distrkt
in North Carolina, where it includes several strong mountain groups.
HereMt MitcfaeIlriseato67ii ft., the highest of theAppaUchians,aDd
about thirty other summits exceed 6000 ft., while the valley's are
usually at altitudes of about 2000 ft. Although the relief is strong,

the mountain forms are rounded rather than rugged; few of w
summits deserve or receive the name of peaks; some are called

domes, from their broadly rounded tops, others are known as

balds, because the widespread forest cover u replaced over their

hcadib by a grassy cap.
The ncight and massivenesa of the mountains decrease to tbr

south-west, where the piedmont belt sweeps westward around them
in western Georgia arud eastern Alabama. Some of the residual

mountains hereat>outs are reduced to a mere skeleton or framevcrk
by the retrogressive penetration of widening valle>'s between wasting

spurs; the very type of vanishing forms. Certain dotricts vithia
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and

fCA boCtom in the widening coastal plain, from its narrow ' btrg Mountains ") to tne Mohawk Valley, north of which rise the
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Adirondack* : but to the south west the dissected highland continues
into Pennsylvania and Virginia, where it is commonly known as the
Alleghany plateau. A curious feature aopears in northern Penn-
sylvania : here the lateral piessureof the Palaeozoic mountain-making
forces extended its effects through a belt about fifty miles wider than
the folded belt of the Hudson Valley, thus compressing into great
rock waves a part of the heavy sttatined series which in New York
lies horizontal and forms the Catskills; hence one sees, in passing
south-west from the horizontal to the fokied strata, a beautiful
illustration of the manner in which land sculpture is controlled by
land structure. Altitudes of I300 ft. prevail in Pennsylvania and
increase in Virvinia; then the altitude falls to about looo ft. in

Kentucky and Tennessee, where the name Cumberland plateau is

used for the highest portion, and to still less in northern Alabama,
where the plateau, like the mountain belt, disappears under the
Gulf coastal plain. Through all thw distance of looo m. the border
of the plateau on the south-east is an abrupt escarpment, eroded
where the folded structure of the mountain belt reveals a series of
weaker strata; but in the north-west the plateau suffers only a
gradual decrease of height and of relief, until the prairie plains are
reached in central Ohio and southern Indiana and Illinois, about
150 ra. inland from the escarpment. Two qualificatwns must,
however, be added. In certain parts of the plateau there are narrow
anticlinal uplifts, an outlying effect of mountain-making compression

;

here a ridge rises if the exposed strata are resistant, as in Chestnut
ridge of western Pennsylvania: but here a valley is excavated if the
exposed strata are weak, as in Sequatchie Valley, a long narrow
trough which cuts off a strip of the plateau from its greater body in

Tennessee. Again, in Kentucky and Tennessee, there is a double
altcmatMn of sandstone and limestone in the plateau-making
strata; and as the skyline of the plateau bevels across these forma-
tions, there are west-facing escarpments, made ragged by mature
dissection, as one passes from the topographkrally strong sandstone
to the topographically weak limestone.

In the north-east (New York and Pdinsylvania) the higher parts
of the plateau are drained by the Delaware and Susquehanna nvers
directly to the Atlantk:: farther west and south-west, the plateau
is drained to the Ohio river and its branches. The subraaturc or
mature dissection of the plateau by its branching insequent streams
results in giving it an excess of sloping surface, usually too steep for
farming, and hence left for tree growtL

The Superior Oldland.—^An outlying upland of the Laurentian
highlands of Canada projects into the United Slates west and
south of Lake Superior. Although composed chiefly of crystal-

line rocks, which are commonly associated with a rugged land-

scape, and although possessing a greatly deformed structure,

which must at some ancient period have been associated with
strong relief, the upland as a whole is gently rolling, and the
inter-stream surfaces are prevailing plateau-like in their even-
ness, with altitudes of 1400 to 1600 ft. in their higher areas. In
this province, therefore, we find a part of one of those ancient

mountain regions, initiated by crustal deformation, but reduced
by bng continued erosion to a peneplain of modem relief,

with occasional surmounting monadnocks of moderate height

not completely consumed during the peneplanation of the rest

of the surface: The erouon of the region must have been far

advanced, perhaps practically completed, in very andent times,

for the even surface of the peneplain is overlapped by fossili-

ferous marine strata of early geological date (Cambrian), and
this shows that a depression of the region beneath an ancient

sea took place after a long existence as dry land. The extent

of the submergence and the area over which the Palaeozoic

strata were deposited are unknown; for in conseauence of renewed
elevation without deformation, erosion in later periods has
stripped off an undetermined amoimt of the covering strata. The
valleys by which the uplands are here and there trenched to
moderatedepth appear to be, in part at least, the work of streams
that have been superposed upon the peneplain through the now
removed cover of stratified rocks. Glaciation has strongly

scoured away the deeply-weathered soils that presumablyexisted
here in preglacial time, revealing firm and rugged ledges in the
low hills and swells of the groimd, and spreading an irregular

drift cover over the lower parts, whereby the drainage is often

much disordered; here being detained in lakes and swamps
(" muskegs ") and there rushing do^vn rocky rapids. The region

is therefore generally unattractive to the farmer, but it is inviting

to the lumberman and the miner.

The Adirondack Mountains.—This rugged district of northern
New York may be treated as an outlier in the United States of

the Laurentian highlands of Canada, from which it is separated

by the St Lawrence Valley. It is of greater altitude (Mt Marcy
5344 It.) and of much greater relief than the Superior Oldkukd;

its heights decrease gradually to the north, west and south, where
it is unconformaUy overlapped by Palaeozoic strata like those of

Minnesota and Wisconsin ; it isof more broken structure and form
on the cast, where the disturbances of the AppaUchiian system
have developed ridges and valleys of linear trends, which are

wanting or but faintly seen elsewhere. (Sec Adisondacks.)

Repon oj the Great Lakes.—The Palaeozoic strata, already

mentioned as lapping on the southern slope of the Superior

Oldland and around the western side of the Adirondacks- are but
parts of a great area of similar strata, htmdreds of feet in thick-

ness, which decline gently southward from the great oldland of

the Laurentian higMands of eastern Canada. The strata are

the deposits of an ancient sea, which in the earUer stage of

geological investigation was thought to be port of the primeval
ocean, while the Laurentian highlands were taken to be the first

hind that rose from the primeval waters. Inasmuch, however.
as the floor on which the overlapping strata rest is, like the rest

of the Lhurentian and Superior Oldland, a worn-down mountain
region, and as the lowest member of the sedimentary scries

usually contains pebbles of the oldland rocks, the better inter-

pretation of the relation between the two is that the visible

oldland area of to-day is but a small part of the primeval con-
tinent, the remainder of which is still buried under the Palaeozoic

cover; and that the visible oldland, far from being the first part

of the continent to rise from the primeval ocean, was the last

part of the primeval continent to sink under the advancing
Palaeozoic seas. When the oldland and its overlap of stratified

deposits were elevated again, the overlapping strata must have
had the appearance of a coastal plain; but that was long ago; the
strata have since then been much eroded, and to-day possess

neither the area nor the smooth form of their initial extent.

Hence this district may be placed in the class of ancient coastal

plains. As is always the case in the broad denudation of the
gently inclined strata of such plains, the weaker layers are worn
down in sub-parallel belts of lower land between the oldland and
the belts of more resistant strata, which rise in uplands.

Few better illustratmns of this class of forms are to be found than
that presented in the district of the Great Lakes. The chief upland
belt or cuesta is formed by the firm Niagara limestone, which takes
its name from the gorge and falls cut throuffh the upland by the
Niagara nver. As in all such forms, the Niagara cuesta has a
relatively strong slope or infacing escarpment on the side towards
the oldland. and a long gentle slope on the other side. Its relief

is seldom more than 200 or 300 ft., and is commonly of small measure,
but its continuity and its contrast with the associated lowlands
worn on the undenying and overiying weak strata suffice to maloe it a
feature of importance. The cuesta would be straight from east
and west if the slant of the strata were uniformly to the wMith ; but
the strata are somewhat warped, and hence the course of the cuesta
is strongly convex to the north in the middle, gently convex to the
south at either end. The cuesta bccins where lU detennining
limestone begins, in west<eniral New York, there it separate* the
lowlands that contain the basins of lakes Ontario and Erie ; thence it

curves to the north-west through the province of Ontario to the bdt
of islands that divides Georgian Bay from Lake Huron, then west-
ward through the land-arm between lakes Superior and Micharan.
and south-westward into the narrow points that divide Green Bay
from Lake Michigan, and at last westward to fade away again with
the thinning out of the limestone, it is hardly traceable acioas the
Mississippi river. The arrangement of the Great Lakes is thus seen
to be closely sympathetk with the course of the lowlands wocn on the
two belts of weaker strata on either skle of the Niagasm cuesta:
Ontario, Georgian Bay and Green Bay occupy depress looa ia the
lowland on the inner side of the cuesta; Erie, Huron and Michigan lie

in depressions in the lowland on the outer side. When the two low
lands are traced eastward they become confluent after the Niajgan
limestone has faded away in central New York, and the single
lowland is continued under the name of Mohawk Valley, an cast-west
longitudinal depression that has been eroded on a bdt of lelativriy
weak strata between the resisunt crystalline rocks of the Adiroo-
dacks on the north and the northern escarpment of the Appalachian
plateau (Catskills-Helderbergs) on the south: forming a pathway of

great historic and economic importance between the Atlantic
seaports and the interior.

In Wisconsin the inner lowland presents an interesting feature

in a knob of resistant quartzites, known as Baraboo Ridge, rising

from the buried oldland floor through the partly deniukd cover
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of lower Palaeozoic strata. This knob or ridge may be appropri-

ately regarded as an andent physiographic fossil, inasmuch as,

being a monadnock of very remote origin, it has long been

preserved from the destructive attack of the weather by burial

under sea-6oor deposits, and recently laid bare, like ordinary

organic fossils of much smaller size, by the removal of part of its

cover by normal erosion.

Ibe occurrence of the lake basins in the lowland belts on either

side of the Niagara cuesta is an abnormal feature, not to be
explained by ordinary erosion, which can produce only valleys.

The basins have been variously ascribed to glacial erosion, to

obstruction of normal outlet valleys by barriers of glacial drift,

and to crustal warping in connexion with or independent of the

presence of the glacial sheet. No satisfactory solution of this

problem has been reached; but the association of the Great

Lakes and other large lakes farther north in Canada with the

great North American area of strong and repeated gladation is

highly suggestive.

Lake Superior is unlike the other lakes; the greater part of its

basin occupies a depression in the oldland area, independent of

the overlap of Palaeozoic strata. The western half of the basin

occupies a trough of synclinal structure; but the making of this

syncline is so ancient that it cannot be directly connected with

the occurrence of the lake to-day. A more reasonable explana-

tion ascribes the lake basin to a geologically modem depression

within the Superior oldland area; but there is at present no direct

evidence in favour of this hypothesis. The Great Lakes are

peculiar in receiving the drainage of but a small peripheral

land area, enclosed by an ill-defined water-parting from the

rivers that run to Hudson Bay or the Gulf of St Lawrence on
the north and to the Gulf of Mexico on the south.

Lam canals and locks on both sides of the Sault (pronounced
Soo) Ste Marie in the outlet of Lake Superior are actively used except
during three or four winder months. The three lakes of the middle
group stand at practically the same level: Michigan and Huron are
connected by the Strait of Mackinac (pronounced Mackinaw);
Huron and brie by the St Clair and Detroit rivers, with the small

Lake St Clair between them. The navigable depth of these two short

rivers is believed to be the result of a slow elevation of the land in

the north-east, still in progress, whereby the^ waters have risen on
their former shores near E>etroit. Niagara river, connecting lakes

Erie and Ontario, with a fall of 326 ft. (160 ft. at the cataract) in

30 m., is manifestly a watercourse of very modem origin ; for a large

river would now have a thoroughly matured valley had it long
followed its present course; the same is true of the St Lawrence,
which in its several rapids and in its subdivinon into many
channels at the Thousand Islands, presenu every sign of youth.
Canals on the Canadian side of these unnavigable stretches admit
vessels of a considerable size to lakes Ontario and Erie.

The Prairie States.—^The originally treeless prairies of the upper

Mississippi basin began in Indiana and extended westward and
north-westward until they merged with the drier region described

beyond as the Great Plains. An eastward extension of the same
region, originally tree-covered, extended to central Ohio. Thus
the prairies may be described as lying in a general way between

the Ohio and Missouri riverson the south and the Great Lakes on

the north. Under the older-fashioned methods of treating

physical geography, the prairies were empirically described as
" level prairies," " rolling prairies," and so on. The great

advance in the interpretation of land forms now makes it possible

to introduce as thoroughly explanatory a description of these

fertile plains as of forms earlier familiar, such as sand dunes,

deltas and sea cliffs. The prairies are, in brief, a contribution

of the glacial period; they consist for the most part of glacial

drift, deposited unconformably on an underlying rock surface

of moderate or small relief. The rocks here concerned are the

extension of the same stratified Palaeozoic formations already

described as occurring in the Appalachian region and around the

Great Lakes. They are usually fine-textured limestones and
shales, lying horizontal; the moderate or small relief that they

were given by mature preglacial erosion is now buried under the

drift, but is known by numerous borings for oil, gas and water.

The greatest area of the prairies, from Indiana to North Dakota,
consists of till plains, that is, sheets of unstratified drift, to. 50 or
even 100 ft. thick, which cover the underiying> rock surface for thou-
sands of square miles (except where postglacial stream erosion has

k)cally laid it bare), and present an extraordinarily even surface.
The till is presumably made in part of preglacial soils, but it is more
largely composed of rock waste mechanically comminuted by the
creeping ice sheets ; although the crystalline rocks from Canada and
some ofthe more resistant stratified rocks south of the Great Lakes
occur as boulders and stones, a great part of the till has been crushed
and ground to a clayey texture. The till plains, although sweeping
in broad swells of slowly changing altitude, are often level to the eye.
and the view across them stretches to the horizon, unless interrupted
by groves of trees ak>ng the watercourses, or by belu of low
morainic hills. Here and there faint depresnons occur, occupied
by marshy " sloughs," or floored with a rich black soil of |>cst-

Kicial origin. It is thus by sub-^^adal aggradation that the prairies

ve been levelled up to a smooth surface, in contrast to the higher
and non-glaciated hilly country next south.
The great ice sheets formed terminal moraines around their border

at various halting stages; but the morainic belts are of small relief

in comparison to the great area of the ice; they rise gently from the
till plains to a height of «>, loo or more feet ; they may be one, two
or tfiree miles wide ; and theu' hilly surface, dotted over with boulders,
contains many small lakes in basins or hollows, instead of streams
in valleys. Tne morainic belts are arrengrd in groups of concentric
loops, convex southward, because the ice sheets advanced in lobes
along the lowlands of the Great Lakes; neighbouring morainic loops
join each other in re-entrants (north-pointing cusps), where two
adjacent elacial lobes came together and formed their moraines in
largest volume. The discovery of this significant looped arrange-
ment of the morainic belts is tne greatest advance in interpretation
of glacial phenomena since the first suggestion of a glacial period

;

it IS also the strongest proof that the ice here concerned was a
continuous sheet of creeping land ice, and not a discontinuous
series of floating icebergs, as had been supposed. The moraines
are of too small relief to be shown on any maps but those of the
largest scale; yet small as they are, they are the chief relief of
the prairie states, and, in association with the nearly imperceptil^e
slopes of the till plains, they determine the course 01 many streams
and riven, which as a whole are consequent upon the sunace form
of the glacial deposits.

The complexity of the gladal period and its subdivision into
several glacial epochs, separated by interglacial epochs of consider-
able length (certainly longer than the postglacial epoch) has a
structural consequence in tne superposition of successive till sheets,

alternating with non-gladal deposits, and also a phyuographic
conscouence in the very dinerent amount of normal post-
glaciaf erosion suffered by the different parts of the glacial

deposits. The southernmost drift sheets, as in southern Iowa and
northern Missouri, have lost their initially plain surface and are
no-' -nntT!rrly di«»ctcd into gracefully roUing lorms; here the valleys
of maH strnams 3rr well cnx-ncii and grade* L nnd marshes
an iiacning: b^-ncc tbcftc -^Jiifift are of caTly Pleistocene
ori if cht Grtai Lakts ihe ill I aht^ts irr trtnchtd only by
th lUcjfs of iht Urgu 5irtams; tnirshy sbu^'h^ diiill occupy
th ,:u^o5S in tht iiU pbin^. and ihc a.<uM:iCi4'.,cd moraines
ha. iiHMi.ijnt pmatl bkrs in tncif undraiirtcd hollows: tience these
dr.M ihifL'ts are of btc Pkistpccut origin.

\'. lirti the kc sheet* fronted on land eioping southward to the
01 IX. ML>!i>,isf!^ippj and Mi^sotiri riven, the dnf4^ laden »treains flowed
fre^ ly ivi'ay from the Ice border; and aa the ^'^treamih escaping from
th< :t :<.ul7;^lactal channels, spread in broader channel!«K they ordinarily
co'.i'il nDi carry forward aU their load; hence they acted not as
de-:rucEive but a* constructtvc neent4, and aj^raded their courses.
Th'!i k<jraL 4heet» or " aprons " of firaveL and iand are spread more
or 1< --1 abundantly alon^ the outer tide of the mciraSnic belts; and
loin: rriiina of gravel and sandi clog ihe vatleys that lead southward
frc<r:i I he slacialed to the non-glaciated area. Later when the ice

rei ri AieA fart her and the unloaded streajna returned to their earlier

de-:T.uling habit h they more or less completely scoured out the valley

dci iiiis. the remajna of which are now eecn in terrace* on either side

of i)ie present flood plaint-

^\'hen the ice of the last glacial epoch had retreated $0 far that its

front lay on a northward slope, beloncing lo the Hminate area of the
Great ukes, bodis of water accumulated in front of e be Ice margin,
forming glacio- marginal lakes. The bkes were nniall at first, and

\\ had tt> own outlet at the lowest depreiaion in the height of

lar • To the iouth,: but at the ice mtlted tack, neighbouring lakes

conliucnt m\ the level of the lowest outlet of i he group; thebe
ong strcamit (ire* in the same proportion and erridi'd a broad

ch , 1 k acrosi i he height of land a nd far down *tream , w hile the lake

wai! rs built *and reefs or carved shore cliffs along their margin, and
lai'l down sheet* of clay on their floors. All oftheK- features are

ea-^ily reco^niicd in the prairit region. The present site of Chicago
wat'^ ilt'icrniiiricd by an Indian pcrtaii or " carry " across the low
di*. il bcm-ecn Lake Michigan and the headwaters of the Illinois

ri^ - r ; a mi thl s d i vi cl e I ies on t he floor of t he former ou t let channel of

th I . . :

.

I I >. It e M ic h i ga n. Correspond i ng ou tlet* a re known for thft

gl; Frie, Huron and Superior, and for a vtfv Ltrge sheet of

wi : Lake Aj^assiin which once ovenpTesrl a \nr\3.a till plain

in . ... ..L Minnesota and North Dakota. The outlet of this

glact^i Like, called river Warren, eroded a larf[e channel in which
the MianeKiLa river of lo-day u an eiiident *' mtsAt.'*
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Certain extnordinary features were produced when the retreat

of the ice sheet had progressed so far as to open an eastward outlet
for the marginal lakes along the depression between the northward
lope of the Appalachian plateau in west<entral New York and the
southward slope of the melting ice sheet;, for when this eastward
outlet came to be lower than the south-westward outlet across the
height of land to the Ohio or Mississippi river, the discharge of the
marginal lakes was changed from the Mississippi system to the
Huoaon s^'stem. Manv well-defined channels, cutting across the
north-sloping spurs of the plateau in the neighbourhood of Syracuse.
N.Y., mark the temporary paths of the ice-bordered outlet river.

Successive channels are found at lower and lower levels on the
plateau slope, thus indk:ating the successive courses taken by the
lake outlet as the ke melted farther and farther back. On some of
these channels deep eorges were enxled heading in temporary catar-
acts whkh exceeded Niagara in height but not m breaath ; the pools

waters at the head of the gorges are now
* " in this series

waters were
long cuesta of Niagara limestone was laid bare

in western New York; the previously confluent waters were then
divided into two lakes; thehig^herone, Erie, supplying the outflowing
Niagara river, whkh poured its waters down the escarpment of the
cuesta to the lower lake. Ontario, whose outlet for a time ran down
the Mohawk Valley to the Hudson: thus Niagara falls began. (See
Niagara.)
Many additional features associated with the glacial period might

be described, but space can be given to four only. In certain dis-

tricts the subglacial till was not spread out in a smooth plain, but
accumulated in elliptkal mounds, lOO or 200 ft. high, half a mile or a
mile long, with axes parallel to the direction of the ke motion as
indkated by striae on the underiying rock floor; these hills are known
by the Irish name, dnimlins. used for similar hills in norch-weslcm
Ireland. The most remarkable groups of drumlins occur in western
New York, where their number is estimated at over 6000, and in
southern Wisconsin, where it is placed at 5000. Tbey completely
dominate the topography of their districts.

A curious deposit oi^an impalpably fine and unstratified silt, known
by the German name loess, lies, on the older drift sheets ndar the
lai]ser river courses of the upper Mississippi basin. It attains a
thickness of 30 ft. or more near the rivers and gradually fades away
at a distance of ten or more miles on either side. 1 1 is of inexhaustible
fertility, being in this as well as in other respectstrlosely like the loess
in China and other parts of Asia, as well as in Germany. It contains
land shells, and hence cannot be attributed to marine or lacustrine
submergence. The best explanation sumested for loess is that,
during^ certain phases of the glacial periodTit was carried as dust by
the winds from the flood plains of aggrading riven, andsbwly
deposited on the neighbouring grass-covered plains.

South-western Wisconsin and parts of the adiaceiit states of
Illinois, Iowa and Minnesota are known as the driftless area,**

because, although bordered by drift sheeu and moraines, it is free
from glacial deposits. It must therefore have been a sort of oasis,
when the ice sheeu from the north advanced past it on the east and
west and joined around its southern border. The reason for this
exemption from glaciation u the converse of that for the southward
convexity of the moraink loops; for while they mark the paths of
greatest glacial advance along lowland troughs (lake basins), the
driftless area is a district protected from ice invasion by reason of the
obstruction whkh the highlands of northern Wisconsin and Mkhigan
(part of the Superior okUand) offered to glacial advance.
The course of the upper Mississippi river is largeljr consequent

upon glacial deposits. Its sources are in the moraink lakes in
northern Minnesota: Lake Itasca being only one of many glacial
lakes which supply the headwater branches of the great river. The
drift deposits thereabouts are so heavy that the present divides
between the draina^ basins of Hudson Bay, Lake Superior and the
Gulf of Mexico evidently stand in no very definite relatkn to the
preglacial divides. The couise of the Mississippi through Minnesota
IS largely guided by the form of the drift cover. Several rapids and
the Falls of St Anthony fdeli r- n:i«n|; \hr if Minneapolis) are
signs of immaturity, resultinc trom iju;m through the drift
on the under rock. Farther wuth, aa Ixt a^ ehe entrance of the
Ohk, the Mississippi followt a ^Dck fi^llnl valk-y 300 to 400 ft.

deep, with a flood-plain a ia 4 rn. ^'i<fc-: rhr^ valley seems to
represent the path of an er

:

'
I Missiuippi. when

much precipitation that is t Hudson Bay and
the Gulf ot St Lawrence wa ilf of Mexko, for
the curves of the present riv«-r ir-. '-i Nk-^tmnu^ -nailer radius than
the curves of the valley. Uikt' W^pirt Ho m f elow St Paul), a
pkturesque expansion of the rivc^ ocTtiBf ira 61 h..{.plain, b due to
the aggradation of the valley f'-nr whrr^^ t'l,- ^ ' wa river, coming
from the north-east, brought aa «j%i'iJ _. ^.jvio-glacial drift.
Hence even the " father of waters." like so many other rivers in the
Northern states, owes nuny of its features more or less directly
to glacial action.

The fertility of the prairies is a natural consequence of their

origin. During the mechanical comminution of the till no
vegeUtion was present to remove the minerals essential to plant
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growth, as b the case in the soils of normally weathered and dis-

sected peneplains, such as the Appalachian piedmont, where the
soils, though not exhausted by the primeval forest cover, are by
no means so rich as the till sheets of the prairies. Moreover,
whatever the rocky undentructure, the till soil has been averaged
by a thorough mechanical mixture of rock grindings; hence the
prairies are continuously fertile for scores of miles together.

The true prairies, when first explored, were covered with a rich

growth of natural grass and annual flowering plants. To-day
they are covered with farms. The cause of the treelessness has
been much discussed. It does not seem to lie in peculiarities

of temperature or of precipitation; for trees thrive where they are

properly planted on the prairies; every town and farm to-day has
its avenues and groves of trees; but it should be noted that west
of the Mississippi river increasing aridity becomes an important
factor, and is the chief cause of the treelessnessof the Great Plains

(see below). The treelessness of the prairies cannot be due to
insuflldent time for tree invasion since glacial evacuation; for

forests cover the rocky uplands of Canada, which were occupied
by ice for ages after the prairies were laid bare. A more probable
cause is found in the fineness of the prairie soil, which ts inimical

to the growth of young trees in competition with the grasses aixi

annual plants. Prairie fires, both of natural and artificial origin,

are also a contributive cause; for young trees are extenninated by
fires, but annual plants soon reappear.

The Gulf Coastal Ptein.—The westward extension of the
Atlantic coastal plain around the Gulf of Mexico carries with it

a repetition of certain features already described, and the addit ioa
of several new ones. As in the Atlantic coastal plain, it is only
the lower, seaward part of this region that deserves the name of
plain, for there alone is the surface unbroken by hills or valleys;

the inner part, initially a plain by reason of its essentially horizon-
tal (gently seaward-sloping) structure, has been converted by
mature dissection into an elaborate complex of hUls and valleys,

usually of increasing altitude and relief as one passes inland.
The special features of the Gulf Plain are the peninsular exten-

sion of the plain in Florida, the belted arrangement of relief and
soib in Alabama and in Texas, and the Mississippi embayxncnt
or inland extension of the plain half-way up the course of the
Mississippi river, with the Mississippi flood plain there included.
A broad, low cnistal arch extends southward at the junction of

the Atlantk and Gulf coasul plains; the emerged half of the arch
constitutes the visible lowbuid peninsula of Florida; ^. .^
the submefged half extends westward under the shallow ""
overlappiii^ waters of the Gulf of Mexico. The northern part of the
peninsula u composed largely of a weak limestone; here much of the
lowland drainage is underground, formirw many sink-holes (swallow-
holes). Many small lakes in the lowland appear to owe their basins
to the solution of the limestones. Valuable phosphate deposits
occur in ceruin dbtrkts. The southern part of the state includes
the " Everglades " {q.v.)f a brge area of low, flat, marshy bnd.
overi^wn with tall reedy grass, a veriuble wiMerness; thus giving
Florida an unenvied first rank among the states in marsh area. The
eastern coast b fringed by long-stretching, sand reefs, enclosirv
bgoons so narrow and continuous that they are popularly called
" rivers.'* At the southern end of the peninsub b a series of coral
isUnds, known as " keys "; they appear to be due to the fbr»ard
growth of corab and other lime-secreting organisms towards the
strong current of the Gulf Stream, by which their food b siqjplicd:
the part of the peninsub composed of coral reefs b lesa than has
been forroeriy supposed. The western coast has fewer and shorter
off-shore reefs; much of it b of minutely irregubr outline, which
seems to be determined less by the work of the sea than by the
forward ^wth of mangrove swamps in the shallow salt water.
A typical example ola belted coastal pbin b found in Alabama

and the adjacent part of Mississippi. The pbin b here about
150 ro. wfcle. The basal formatkn b chbfly a weak
limestone, whkh has been stripped from its original i^"""""

innermost extension and worn down to a flat inner lowbiKl of rich
bbck soil, thus gaining the name of the " black belt.** The lowland
b enclosed by an upland or cuesta, Imown as Chunnenugn Ridge,
susuined by partly consolidated sandy strata ; the uplarKTbowever,
b not continuous, and hence should be described as a " maturely
dbsected cuesta." It has a relatively rapid descent toward the
inner lowbnd, and a very gradual descent to the coast plainer
whkh become very k>w. flat and marshy before dipping under the
Gulf waters, where they are generally fringed by off-shore neefs.

^
The coastal pbin extends 500 m. inland on the axb of the Mbsb^

stppi embayment. lu inner border affords admiraMe examples
of topographical discordance where it sweeps north-westward square
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across the trend of the piedmont belt, the ridges and valleys, and
the plateau of the Appalachians, which are all terminated by dipping

-,. gently beneath the unconformable cover of the coastal

MHmHminai plain Strata. In the same way the western «de of the em-
mmsaavpi

bayroent, trending south and south-west,passes along the

'lower south-eastern side of the dissected Ozark plateau

of southern Missouri and northern Arkansas, whkh in many ways
resembles the Appalachian j^teau, and along the eastern end of the

Massem ranges 01 the Ouachita mountain system in central Arkansas,
which in. geological history and topographical form present many
analogies with the ridges and valleys of the Appalachians; and as
the coastal plain turns westward to Texas, it bordera the Arbuckle
hills in Oklahoma, a small analogue of the crystalline Appalachian
belt. In the embayment of the coastal pl^n some low cuesta-like

belu of hibs with associated strips of lowlands suggest the features

of a beltedcoastal plain: thehillybeltordissectedcuesu determined by
the Grand Gulf formation in western Mississippi is the most distinct.

Important salt deposits occur in the coastal plain strata near the

coast. The most striking feature of the embayment is the broad
valley which the Mississippi has eroded across it.

The lower Mississippi is the trurk in which three large rivers join;

the chief figures (approximate only) regarding them are as follows:

—
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sub-arid climate excludes tree growth and opens far-reaching views.

The plains are by no means a simple unit; they are o( diverse
structure and of various stages of erosional development; they ace
occasionally interrupted by buttes and escarpments; they are
frequently broken by valleys: yet on the whole a broadly extended
surface ot moderate relief so often prevails that the name. Great
Plains, for the recion as a whole is well deserved. The western
boundary of the plains b usually well defined by the abrupt ascent
of the mountains. The eastern boundary of the plains u more
climatic than topographic The line of 20 in. of annual rainfall

trends a little east of northward near the 97th meridian, and if a
boundary must be drawn where nature preaenu only a gradual
trandtion, this rainfall line may be taken to divide the drier plains
from the moister prairies. The plains may be described in n<»them.
intermediate, central and southern sections, in relation to certain
peculiar features.

The northern sectkm of the Great PUins, north of latitude 44*.

including eastern Montana, north-eastern Wyoming and most 01
the Dakotas, is a modentdiy dissected peneplain, one of the best
examples of its ckMs. The strata here are Cretaceous or early
Tertiary, lying nearly horizontaL The surface is shown to be a plain

of degradation by a eradual ascent here and there to the crest of a
raggMl escarpment, the cuesu-remnant of a renstant stratum ; and by
the presence of lava-capped mesas and dike-rid^s, surmounting the
general level by 500 ft. or more and manifestly demonstrating the
widespread erosion of the surrounding pl^ns. All these reliefs

are more plentiful towards the mountains m central Montana. The
peneplain is no k>nger in the cycle of erosion that witnessed its

production; it appean to have suffered a regional elevation, for the
rivers—the upper Missouri and its branches—no longer flow on the
surface of the plain, but in well graded, maturely opened valleys,

several hundred feet below the general level. A significant exception
to the rule of mature vadleys oocurs, however, m the case 01 the
Missouri, the largest river, which b broken by several falls on hard
sandstones about 50 m. east of the mountains. This peculiar feature
b explained as the result of displacement of the river from a better
graded preglacbl valley by the Pleistocene ice-sheet, which here
overBpread the plains from the moderately elevated Canadian high-
lands far on the north-east, instead of from the much bieher moun-
tains near by on the west. The present altitude of the plains near the
mountain base b 4000 ft.

The northern plains are intemipted by several small mountain
areas. The Black Hills, chiefly in western South Dakota, are the
largest group: they rise like a large island from the sea. occupying
an oval area of about 100 m. nortb-eouth by 50 m. east-west,
reaching an altitude in Harney Peak of 7216 ft., and an effective

relief over the plains of 2000 or jooo ft. This mountain mass is of
flat-arched, dome-like structure, now well dissected by radiating
consequent streams, so that the weaker uppermost strata have been
eroded down to the level of the plains where their upturned edges
are evenly truncated, and the next following harder strata have been
suflicientiy eroded to disckwe the core m underiying crystalline

rocks in about half of the domed area.

In the intermediate section of the plains, between latitudes ^4* and
4a*, including southern South Dakota and northern Nebraska, the
erosion of certain large dbtricts b pecuUarly elaborate, giving rise

to a minutely dissected form, known as " bad lands,'* with a relief

of a few hundred feet. Thb is due to several causes: first, the dry
climate, which prevents the growth of a grassy turf; next, the fine

texture of the Tertiary strau in the bad land districts; and con-
sequently the success with which every little rill, at times of rain,

carves its own little valley. Travel across the bad lands is very
fatiguing because of the many small ascents and descents; and it is

from this that their name, " mauvaises terres pour ti^tverser," was
given by the eariy French voyagfurs.

The central section of the Great Plains, between latitudes 4a* and
36*, occupying eastern Cokyrado and western Kansas, is, briefly

stated, for the most p^rt a dissected fluvbtile plain; that is, this

section was once smoothly covered with a gently sloping plain of
gravel and sand that had been spread far forward on a broad denuded
area as a piedmont deposit by the riven which issued from the
mountains; and since then it has been more or less dissected by the
erosion of valleys. The central section of the plains thus presents
1 marked contrast to the northern section; for while the northern
section owes its smoothness to the removal of local gravels and sands
from a formerly uneven surface by the action of degrading rivera and
their inflowing;^ tributaries, the southern section owes its smoothness
to the depoution of imported eravels and sands upon a previously
uneven surface by the actu>n of aggrading rivera and their outgoing
distributaries, "nie two sections are also unlike in that residual

eminences still here and there surmount the peneplain of the northern
section, while the fluviatile plain of the central section completely
buried the pre-existent relief. Exception to thb statement must
be made in the south-west, close to the mountains in southern
Colorado, where some lava-capped mesas (Mesa de Maya, Raton
Mesa) stand several thousand teet above the general pbin level, and
thus testify to the widespread erouon of this regk>n before it was
aggraded.
The Ii southern section of the Great Plains, between latitudes 3Si*

and 29i\ lies in eastern Texas and eastern New Mexico; like the

central section it b for the most part a dissected fluviatile plain,
but the lower lands which surround it on all sides place it in so strong
relief that it stands up asa table-land, known from the time of Mexican
occupation -as the Llano Estacado. It measures roughly 150 m.
east-west and 400 m. north-south, but it b of very irregular
outline, narrowing to the south. Its altitude b $500 (t. at the highest
western point, nearest the mountains whence its gravels were sup-
plied ; and thence it sk>pes south-eastward at a decreasing rate, first

about 12 ft., then about 7 ft. in a milei to its eastern and southern
borders, where it b 2000 ft. in altitude: like the High Plains farther
north, it is extraordinarily smooth ; it b very dry, except for occa-
sional shallow and temporary water sheets after rains. The Uano b
separated from the plains on the north by the mature consequent
valley of the Canadbn river, and from the mountains on the west by
the broad and probably mature valley of the Pecos river. On the
east it is strongly undercut by the retrogressive erosion of the head-
watere of the Red. Braxos and Colorado rivers of Texas, and presenu
a ragged escarpment. 500 to 800 ft. high, overkoldilg the central
denized area of that state; and there, between the Brasos and Cdb-
rado rivers, occun a series of isolated outlien capped by a limestooe
which underiies both the Llano on the west and the Grand Prairies
cuesta on the east. The southern and narrow part of the taUe-land.
called the Edwards Plateau, b more dissected than the rest, and faUs
off to the south in a frayed-out fault scarp, as already mentioned,
overiooking the coastal plain of the Rio Grande embayment. The
central denuded area, east of the Llano, resembles the east-central
section of the plains in exposing okier rocks; between these two
similar areas, in the space hmited bv the Canadbn and Red rivers,

rise the subdued forms of the Wichita Mountains in Oklahoa&a,
the westernmost member of the Ouachita system.

The CordiUeran Repan.—From the western border of the Great
Pbins to the Pacific coast, there b a vast elected area, occupied by
mounrains, plateaus and intermont plains. The intennont plains
are at all altitudes from sea-level to 4000 ft.; the plateaus from 5000
to 10,000 ft. ; and the mountains from 8000 to 14,000 ft. The higher
mountains are barren from the cold of altitude; the timber Ime in
Colorado stands at 11,000 to 12,000 ft.

The chief provinces of the Cordilleran region are: The Rocky
Mountain system and its basins, from northern New Mexico north-
ward, including all the mountains from the front ranges bofdering
on the plains to the Uinta and Wasatch ranges in Uuh ; the Pacific
ranges including the Sierra Nevada of California, the Cascade
range of Oregon and Washington, and the Coast range along the
Pacific nearly to the southern end of Califonua: and a great inter-
medbte area, including in the north the Columbian bva plains and
in the south the large province of the Basin ranges, which extends
into Mexico and widens from the centre southward, so as to meet the
Great Pbins in eastern New Mexico, and to ext(»Ki to the F^Kific
coast in southern California. There b also a province of pfattcaus
between the central part of the Basin ranges and the southern part
of the Rocky Mountains. An important geok>gtcal characteristic
of most of tne Cordilleran region is that the Carboniferous strata,
which in western Europe and the eastern United States contain
many coal seams, are represented in the western United States by a
manne limestone; and that the important unconformity which in
Europe and the eastern United States separates the Palacoaoic and
Mesosoic eras does not occur in the western United States, where the
formations over a great area folU>w in conformable sequence from
eariy Palaeoaoic through the Mesozoic.
The Rocky Mountains begin in northern Mexico, where the axial

crystalline rocks rise to 12,000 ft. between the horixontal structures
of the pbins on the east and the pbteaus on the west. r^B^cty
The upturned stratified formations wrap around the fn^^t^M^
flanks of the range, with ridges and valleys formed on
their eroded edges and drained southward by the Pecos river to the
Rio Grande and the Gulf of Mexkx>. The mountains rapidly grow
wider and higher northward, by taking on new complications of
structure and by including Urge basins oetween the axes of uplift,

until in northern Colorado and Utah a complex of rangca has a
breadth of 300 m., and in Colorado abne there are 40 simimtts
over 14,000 ft. in altitude, though none rises to 14.500. Then turning
more to the north-west through Wyoming, the ranges decrease in
breadth and height: in Montana tn«r breadth b not more than
150m.,andonlyseven summitsexcced 1 1AX» ft. (one reaching 12^34).
As far north as the gorge of the Missouri river in Montana, the

Front range, facing the Great Pbins. b a rather simple indift.

usually formed by upturning the flanking straU. less often by a
fracture. Along the eastern side of the Front Range in Colorado
most of the upturned stratified formations have been so wdl worn
down that, except for a few low piedmont ridges, their even sutface
may now be included with that of the plains, and the ciystalline

core of the range is exposed almost to the mountain base. Here the
streams that drain the higher, areas descend to the \Aa\m through
narrow canyons in the mountain border, impassable for oidinary
roads and difficult of entrance even by railways; a wdl-known
example is the gorge of Clear Creek east of the Georgetown miniitf

district. The crystalline highlands thereabouts, at altitwles 01

8000 to 10.000 ft., are of so moderate a relief as to sugigeat that the

mass had stood much lower in a former cycle of erosion and had
then been worn down to rounded hilb; and that since uplift to the
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present altitude the revived streams oC the-curreiit cyde of erorion
have not entrenched themselves deep enough to develop strong
relief. This idea is confirmed 80 m. farther south, where PikeVi

Peak (14.108 ft.)i a conspicuous landmark far out on the plains,

has every appearance of oeing a huge monadnock, surmounting
li rough peneplain of 10.000 ft. in general elevation. The idea is

still better confirmed farther north in Wyoming, where the Laramie
Range, flanked with upturned strata on the east and west, is for

the most part a broad upland at altitudes of 7000 or 8000 ft., with no
strong surmounting summits and as yet no deep carved valleys.

Here the first of the Pacific railways chose its pass. When the sum-
mit is reached, the traveller b tempted to ask, " Where are the
im>untains?" so small is the relief of the upland surface. This low
range turns westward in a curve through the Rattlesnake Mountains
towards the high Wind River Mountams (Gannett Peak. 13.775 ft.),

an anticlinal range within the bodv oi the mountain system, with
flanking strata rising well on the slopes. Flanking strata are even
better exhibited in the Bi|(hom Mountains, fhe front range of
northern Wyoming, crescentic in outline and convex to the north-
east, like the Laramie Range, but much higher: here hcavv sheets of
limestone arch far up towards the range crest, and are deeply notched
where consequent streams have cut down their sorges.

Farther north in Montana, beyond the gorge otthe Missouri river,

the structure of the Front Rai^ b altogether different; it b here
the carved residual of a great mass of moderately bent Palaeosoic
strata, overthrust eastward upon the Mcsocoic strata of the plains;

instead of exposing the oldest rocks along the axis and the youngtest

rocks low down on the flanks, the younger rocks of the northern
range follow its axb, and the oldest rocks outcrop along its eastern
flanks,wfaoe they override the much younger strata of the plains;

the harder strata, instead of lapping on the mountain flanks in

great slab-like masses, as in the Bighorns, form out-facing scarps,

which retreat into the mountain interior where they are cut down oy
outflowing streams.
The structure of the inner ranees b so variable as to elude rimple

description; but mention should be made of the Uinta range of
broad anticlinal structure in north-east Utah, with east-west trend,

as if corresponding to the east-west Rattlesnake Mountains, already
named. The Wasatch Range, trending north-south in central

Utah, is peculiar in possessing large east-west folds, which are seen
in cross-section in the dissected western face of the range, because
the whole mass b there souarely cut off by a great north-south
fault irith down-throw to the Basin Range provincet the fault face
being daborately carved.

Vokainic action has been restricted in the Rocky Mountains proper.
West Spanish Peak (13,620 ft.), in the Front.Ranse of southern
Colorado, may be mentioned as a fine example of a deeply dissected
volcano, orieinally of greater height, with many unusually strong
radiating dike-ridges near its denuded flanks. In north-western
Wyoming there are extensive and heavy lava sheets, uplifted and
dissected, and crowned with a few dissected volcanoes, it is in
association with thb field of extinct volcanic activity that a remark-
ablejnroup of geysen and hot sprii^is has been develop, from which
the YeUowstone river, a branch of the Missouri, flows north-
eastward, and the Snake river^ a branch of the Columbb, flows
sottth-westward. The geyser district b held as a national domain,
the Yellowstone Park.
Travellen whose idea of picturesqueness b based upon the abnor-

mally sharpened peaks of the ice-sculptured Alps are disappointed
with the scenery of the central and southern ranges of the Rocky
Mountains. It is true that many of these ranges are characterized
by the rounded tops and the rather evenly slanting, waste-covered
slopes whk:h normally result from the long-continued action of the
orainary agencies of erosion; that they bear little snow in summer
and are fKacticallv wanting in glaciers; that forests are often scanty
on the middle ana lower slopes^ the more so because of devastation
by fires; and that the general impression of great altitude is much
weakened because the mountains are seen from a base which itself

is 5000 or 6000 ft. above sea-level. Nevertheless the mountains
are of especial interest to the physiographer who wishes to .make a
comparative stud^ of land forms as affected by normal and by
glacial sculpture, in order to give due attention to " process " as
well as to ''^

structure and stage " in the analysb and description of
mountain topography. A journey along the range ^ from south to
north reveab most strikingly a gradual increase in the share of
sculpture due to Pleistocene glaciers. In New Mexico, if gladen
were formed at all in the high valleys, they were so small as not
greatly to modify the more normal forms. In central Colorado and
Wyoming, where the mountains are higher and the Plebtocene
glaciers were larger, the valley heads were hollowed out in well-formed
cirques, often holtUng small lakes; and the mountain valleys were
enlarged into U-shaped troughs as far down as the ice reached, with
hangup lateral valleys on the way. Different stages of cirque
development, with accompanying transformation of mountain shape,

are finely illustrated in several ranges around the headwaters of the
Arkansas river in central Colorado, where the highest summit of the

Rocky Mountains b found (Mt Massive, 14.424 ft., in the Sawatch
fange) ; and perhaps even better in the Biehom range of Wyoming.
In this central region, however, it is oniy by way of exception

that the cirques were so far enlarged by retrogressive glacial erosion
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aa to sharpen the preg^adal dome-like nmniiti into acute peaks;'
and in no case did slaoal action here extend down to the plains at
the eastern base of the mountains; but the widened, trough-like
elaciatcd valleys frequently descend to the level of the elevated
mtermont basins, where moraines were d«>loyed forward on the basin
floor. The finest examploi of fhb kind are the moraines about
Jackson Lake on the basin floor east of the Teton Ranee (Grand
Teton, 13,747 ft.), a superb iiorth<«outh range whidi lies close to the
meridional boundary line between Wyoming and Idaho. Farther
north in Montana, in smte of a decrease of height, there are to-day
a few small gladen with snowfields of Kood siie; and here the effects

of sculpture by the much larger Pleistooene gladen are seen in
forms of almost alpine strength.
The intermont basins which so stronriy characterise the Rocky

Mountain system are areas which have been less uplifted than the
endostng ranges, and have therefore usually become the depositories
of waste from the surrounding mountains.
Some of the most important basins may be mentioned. SanLub

** Valley " b an oval basin about 60 m. long near the southern end
of the mountain system in New Mexico and Colorado; its leind,

treeless fkxv, at an altitiide of 7000 ft., b as yet hardly trenched by
the Rio Grande, which escapes through an impassable canyon souU^
ward on its way to the Gulf of Mexico. The much smaller basin of

Arkansas river in Colorado b wdl known because the
n, a very narrow deft by which the river escapes through

the Front Kange to the plains, b followed by a railroad at river-

directly west of Pike's P<leveL South
basins^ (neariy 10,000 ft.), and gains its

*eak, b one of the highest
from the scattered.

, pbteau-like Front Range.
Plains and the Green river basin, essentially a sixigle structural
basin between the cast-west ranges of Rattlesnake Mountains on
the north and the Uinta Range on the south, measuring roughly
3te m. east-west by 100 m. north-south, b the largest mtermont
basin; it b well known from being traversed through its greatest
length by the Union Padfic railway. Its eastern part b drained
north-eastward through a goige that separates the Laramie and
Rattlesnake ^ront) ranges by the North Platte river to the
Missouri-Mississippi ; its western part, where the bann floor b much
dissected, often assuming a bad-land expression, b drained south-
ward by the Green river, through 9 deep canyon in the Uinta Range
to the Colorado river and then to the Pacific. The Burhom basm
has a modentdy dissected flbor, drained north-eastwarciDy Bighorn
river through a deep canyon in the range of the same name to the
Missouri. Several smaller banns occur in Montana, all somewhat
dissected* and drained through narrow gorges and canyons by
memben of the Missouri systfem.
The Plateau province, next west of the southern Rocky Mountains.

b characterized for the most part by brge-textured forms, devdoped
on a great thickness of nearly horisontal Palaeozoic, Th»Plaiaaa
Mesozoic and Tertiaiy formations, and by a dry dimate. f^^M^ff^
The province was upUfted and divided into great blocks
by faults or monoclinal flexures and thus exposed to long-lasting
denudation in a mid-Tertiary cyde of erosion; and then broadly
elevated again, with renewed movement on some of the fault lines;

thus was introduced in late Tertiary time the current cyde of erosion
in which the deep canyons of the region have been trenched. The
results of the first cycle oferonon are seen in the widespread exposure
of the resbtant Carboniferous limestone as a broad pbtform in the
south-western area of greater uplift through central Arizona, where
the higher formations were worn away ; and in the development of a
series of huge, south-fadng, retreating escarpments of irreguUr
outline on the edees of the higher formations farther north. Each
escarpment stands forth where a resistant formation overlies a
weaker one; each escarpment b separated from the next higher
one by a broad step of weaker strata. A wonderful series of these
forms occun in southern Utah, where in passing northward from the
Carboniferous platform one ascends in succession the Vermilion
Cliffs (Triassic sandstones), the White Oiffs (Jurassic sandstones, of
remarkably cross-bedded structure, interpreted the dunes of an
ancient desert), and finally the Pink Qiffs (Eocene straU of fluvbtile
and lacustrine origin) 01 the high, forested plateaus. Assocbted
with these irregular escarpments are occasional rectilinear ridges,

the work of exten«ve erosion on monoclinal structures, of which
Echo Cliffs, east of the Painted Desert (so called from iu many-
coloured sandstones and clays), is a good example.
With the renewal of uplift by which the earlier cycle of erosion

was interrupted and the present cyde introduced, inequalities of
surface due to renewed faulting were again introduced ; these still

appear as cliffs, of more nearly rectilinear front than the retreating
escarpments formed in the previous cycle. These diffs are peculiar
in gradually passing from one formation to another, and in having
a height dependent on the dispbcement of the fault rather than on
the structures in the fault face; they are already somewhat battered
and dissected by erosion. The most important line of cliffs of this

class is associated with the western ana southern boundary of the

Rlateau province, where it was uplifted from the lower ground. The
;w rivers of the region must have reached the quiescence of old a^

in the earlier cycle, out were revived by uplift to a vigorous youth la
xa
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the cuncBt cycle; and it ! to tUe newly faitradiioed«ycle of phytio-
paphic evolution that the deep canyons of the Plateau provinoeare
due. Thus the Vizsin river, a northern branch of the Colofado, has
cut a vertical slit, looo ft. deep, hardly wider at the top than at the
bottom, in the heavy Triassic sandstones of southern Utah; but the
most famous nrampM* is the Grand Canyon {gjf.) of Ariaona, eroded
by the Colorado river acnes the uplifted platform of Carixtnifcrous
limestone.

During the cunent cyde of enMion. sevcnl of the faults, whose
carps had been worn away in the previoos cyde, have been brought
o hght again as topographic features by the removal of the weak
scarps]
to hght _^ .r---r '

strata along one side m the fault line, Inving the harder strata on
the other nde in relief ; such scsrps are Imown as " fault-line scarps,"
in dtsdnction from the original ^' fault scarps." They are peculiar
in having their altitude dependent on the aiq>th of revived erosion,

in^otd of the amount of faulting, and they are sometimes " topo-
graphically reversed," in that the revived scarp overiooks a lowland
wivn on a weak formation in the upheaved lault-block. Another
consequence of revived erosion is seen' in the occurrence of great
landslides, where the removal of weak (Permian) clays has sapped the
face of the Vermilion Cliffs (Triassic sandstone), so that huge sUces
of thediff face have sliddownand forwarda mileortwo, all shattered
intoa confused tumult of forms for a sooce or more of milesalong the
diff base.

Volcanic features occur In abundance in the Platean province.
Some of the high pbteaus in the north are capped with remnants of
heavy lava flows of eariy eruption. A group of large volcanoes
occurs on the limestoneplatform south of the Grand Canyon, culmin-
ating in Nft San Francisco (ia,794 ft.)» n moderatdy dissected cone,
and asiociated with many more recent smaller cones and fresh-

looking lava flows. Mt Taylof in western New Mexico b of similar

age, but here dissection seems to have advanced farther, probably
because of the weaker nature of the underiying rocks, with the result

of removing the smaller cones and expoung many lava conduits or
pipes in the form of volcanic necks or buttes. The Heniy Mdun-
tarns in south-western Utah are peculiar in owing their relief to the
doming or blistering up of the plateau strata by the underground
intrusion of larae bodies or " cisterns " (lacooUtes; of lava, now more
or less exposea by erosion.

Hielava (dains of the C<rfumbiabasinareamons themostextensive
volcanic outpourings in the world. They cover 300,000 sq. m.
or more in south-eastern Washington, eastern Oregon and south-
western Idaho, and are known to be 4000 ft. deep in some river

gorges. The lava com^etdy buries the pre^cxistent land forms over
roost of its extent. The earlier supposition that these vast lava
flows came chiefly from fissure eruptions has been made doubtful

%k
the later cuscovery of flat-sloping vcdpinic cones from

nich much lava seems to have been poured out in a very liouid

state. Some of the flows are still so young as to preserve tndr
scoriaoeous surface; here the "shore-hne" of the lava contours
evenly around the spurs and enters, bay-like, into the valleys of the
enckMing mountains, occauonaUy isolating an outlying mass. Other
parts of the lava flood are mucn older and have been more or less

deformed and eroded. Thus the uplifted, dislocated and dissected
lava sheets of the Yellowstone National Park in the Rocky Moun-
tains on the east (about the headwaters of the Snake river) are
assoriatfd with the older lavas of the Columl^n phiins.

The Columbia river has entrenched itseU in a canyon-like valley
around the northern and western side of the lava plains : Snake river

has cut a deepercanyon farther south-east where Uie plains are higher
and has disclosed the many lava sheets which build up the plains,

occasionally revealing a buried mountun in whk:h the superposed
river has cut an even narrower canyon. One of the most remarlcable
features of this province a seen in tne temporary course taken by the
Columbia river across the plains, while its canyon was obstructed by
Pteistocene glaciers that came from the (Cascade Mountains on the
north-west. The river followed the temporary course long enough
to erode a deep gorge, known as *' Grande Coulee," abng part of
iu length.
The lava plains are tredess and for the most part too dry for

agriculture; out they support many cattle and horses. Along parts

-

of their eastern border, where the rainfall is a little increased oy the
approach of the westeriy winds to the Rocky Mountains, there is a
belt of very deep, impalpably ^e acAl, supposed to be a dust deposit

brought from the drier parts of the plabs farther west; excellent

croM of wheat are here raised.

The large province of the Badn ranges, an arid rejEion throughout,
even though it reaches the sea in southern California, involves some

novd problems in its description. It b characterized
by numerous disconnected mountain ranges trending
north and south, from 30 to 100 m. in length, the higher
rallies reaching altitudes of 8000 or 10,000 ft., separated

oy oroao, intermont desert plains or basins at altitudes varying from
sea-levd (or a little less) in the south-west, to 4000 or 5000 ft. farther
inland. Many of the mtermont plains—<hese chiefly in the north

—

appear to be heavily aggraded with mountain waste; while others

—

tnese chiefly in the south—are rock-floored and thinly veneered with
alhivium* The origin pf these forms b still in diacusdon; but the
followina interpretation is well supported. The ranges are primarily
the result of uiulting and uplifting of large blocks of tlue earth s

crust. The structure of the regionB previous to faulting was depen-
of accumulation and deforraatkm

rfesAaaln

drat on long ante .

and the sunsce of the region then was depeadtat on the amount
of erosbn suffered in the prefaulting cycle. When the repoo was
broken into fault blocks and the bkxks were uplifted and tuted, the
back slope of each block was a part of theprevkMidy eroded surface
and the face of the block was a surface of fracture ; the nesent form
of the higher blocks b more or less affected by erosion sinoe faulting,
while many of-the lower blocks have been Buried under the waste
of the higher ones. In the north, where didocations have invaded
the field of the horiaontal Columbian lavas, as in south-eastern
Oregon and north-eastern California, the blocks are nooocUnal in
structure as well as in attitude; here the amount of diaeection b
relativdy moderate, for some of the' fault faces are described as
ravined but notyet deeply dissected ; hence these didocations appear
to be of reorat date. In western Uuh and through moat of Nevada
many of the blocks exhibit deformed structures, mvolving fcrids and
faults of relatively andent Hurasdc) date ; so ancient that the moun-
tains then formed by the folding were worn down to the lowiand
stsge of okl age beiore the bIock;faulting occurred. When thb
old-mountain lowland was broken into blocks and the blocks were
tilted, their attitude, but not their structure, was monocUnal ; and in
thb new attitude they have been so maturdy re-dissected in the new
cyde of erosion upon which they have now entered as to have
gained daboratdy carved forms m which the initial form of the
uplifted bkxks can hardly be perodved ; yet at least some of them
still retain along one side the h^hly stgnificsnt feature of a relativdy
simple base-line, transecting hard and soft stniaures alike, and thns
indicating the faulted margin of a tilted block. Here the less

uplifted blocks are now heavily aggraded with waste from the dis-

sected ranges : the waste takes the form of huge alluvbl fans, formed
chiefly by occasional, boulder-bearing floods from the mountain;
each fan heads in a ravine at the mountain base, and becomes
laterally confluent with adjacent fans as it stretches several ixuks
forward with decreasing dopeand increadng finenessof materiaL

In the southern part of the Basin Range province the ranges are
well dissected and some of the intermont depressions have rode
floors irith gentle, centripeul dopes; hence it b suggested that the
time since the last didocation in thb part of theprovinoe u relativdy
remote; that erosion in the current cyde has here advanced much
fsrther than in the central or northern parts of the province: and
that, either by outwash to the sea or by exportation of wind-borne
dust, the depresnons—perhaps aggraded for a time in the earlier

stages of the cycle—have now been so deeply worn down as to
degrade the lower and weaker parts of the tilted Uocka to an evenly
doping surface, leaving the higher and harder parts still in rdid
as residual ranges. If thb be true, the southern district will fumida
a fl^Kxi illustration of an advanced stage <A the cyde of arid erosion,
in which the exportation of waste from enclosed depresakws ^ the
wind has played an important part. In such case the washing of
the centripetal dopes of the depressions by oocadonal ** sheet-
floods " (widespreading sheets of^ turbid running water, supplied
by heavy short-lived rains) has been dfident in keeping the rack
floor at even grade toward a central basin, where the finest waste
b collected while wuting to be removed by the winds.
Only a small part of the Basin Range province b drained to the

sea. A few intermont areas in the north-west part of the province
have outlet westward by Klamath river through the Cascade range
and by Pitt river (upper part of the Sacramrato) through the Siena
Nevada: a few basins in the south-east have outlet oy the Rio
Grande to the Gulf of Mexico; a much biger but still narrow naediaJ
area is drained south-westward by the Cok>rado to the bead of the
Gulf of Califonua, where thb \BXfffi and very turbid river has formed
an extendve ddta, north of which the former head of the guU U
now cut off from the sea and laid bare by evaporatkm as a plain
below sea-levd. It b here that an irrigation project, involving the
diversion of some of the river water to the low plain, led to disaster
in 1004, when the flooded river washed away the canal gates at the
intake and overflowed the plain, drowning the newly otabttshed
farms, compdltn^ a railway to shift its track, and forming a lake
(Salton Sea) which would require years of evaporation to remove
(see Colorado Rivbr). Many streamsdescend from the ravines only
to wither away on the desert basin floors before uniting in a tmnk
river along the aids of a depression ; others succeed in unitii^ in the
winter season, when evapwation b much reduced, and then their

trunk flows for a few score miles, only to disappear by " siAkiog
**

(evaporating) farther on. A few of the large streams may, when ia

fiooa, spread out in a temporary shallow sheet on a dead level of

clay, or playa, in a basin centre, but the sheet of water vanisbcs ia

the warm season and the stream shrinks far up its oourae, the
absolutdy barren clay floor of the playa, impassable when wet,
becomes firm enough for croadng when dry. One of the sooth-
w^tem badns, with its floor bdow sea4evel, has a plain of salt in its

centre. A few of the basins are occupied by lakes without outlet,

of which Great Salt Lake (9.*.), in north-west Utah, » the largest.

Sevoal smaller lakes occur in the badns of western Nevada* next
east of the Sierra Nevada. During Pldstocene times all these

lacustrine banns were occupied by lakes of much greater depth and
larger use; the outlines 01 the eastern (Lake BonncviOe) mad the

western (Lake Lahontan) waterbodiesare wellrecordedby shoreUms
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mod deltas on the enclosiiig ilopet, hundreds of feet above the
present lake sdrfaoes ; the abandoned shore lines, as studied by G. K.
Gilbert and L C. Russell, have yielded evidence of past dimatic
chaises second in importance only to those of the Pleistocene

slaciated areas. The duration of the Pleistocene lakes was. however,
brief as ooifipared with the time since the dislocation of the faulted

Mocks, as is shown by the small dimensions of the lacustrine beaches
compared to the great volume of the ravine-heading fans on which
the beaches often lie.

Strong mountain ranges follow the trend of the Pacific coast, 150
or 300 m. inland. The Cascade Range enters from Canada, trending

southward across the mtemational boundary through
Washington and Oregon to latitude 1.1*: the Sierra

Nevada extends thence south-eastward through Cali-

Sn
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fomia to latitude 35*. The lower coast ranoes, nearer the
continue a little farther southward than the Sierra Nevada, before

^ving way to that part of the Basin Range province which reaches

he Paci6c in southernmost California.

The Ctir*d^ Range is in essence a maturely dissected highland,

composed in part at upwarped Columbian lavas, in part 01 older

rocks, and crowned with several dissected volcanoes, of which the

chief are (beginning in the north) Mts Baker (10,827 ft-)* Rainier

(14*363 ft.), Adams (13^70 ft-) and Hood
three m Washington, the last in northern.
mowfields and g&cien; while the dissected highb

ti^$ ft.); the fint
These bear
with rid^

of very irregular'arrangement, are everywhere sculptured in a fashion

that strongly suggests the work of numerous local Pleistocene

glaciers as an important supplement to pregladal erosbn. Lfke
Chelan, kmg and narrow^deep set between spuriess ridges with
hanging lateral valleys, and evidently of glacial origin, omamenU
one of the eastern vaUc^ The range b squarelv transected bjr the
Columbia river, which Sears every appearance of antecedent orisin:

the catscades in the river gorge are cauied by a sub-recent landslide

of great size from the mountain walls. luamath river, drainins
•cvcral lakes in the north-west part of the Basin Range province and
traversing the Cascade Range to the PadSc, u apparently also an
antecedent river.

The Cascade Mountains present a marked example of the effect

of relief and aspect on rainfall ; they rise across the path of the pre-

vailing westeriy winds not far inland from a great ocean; hence tney
receive an abundant rainfall (80 in. or more, annually) on the west-
ward or windward slope, and there they are heavily forested; but
the rainfall is light on the eastward slope and the piedmont district

is dry ; hence the forests thin out on that side of the rangeand treeless

lava plains folk>w next eastward.
The Sierra Nevada may be described. In a very general way, as a

great mountain block, largely composed of granite and deformed
metamorphosed rocks, reduoBd to moderate relief in an eariier

(Cretaceous and Tertiary?) cyde of erosion, sub-recently elevated
with a slant to the west, and in this positkin sub-maturely dissected.

The rnpon was by no means a peneplain before its slanting uplift:

its surface then was hilly and in the south mountainous ; in its central

and still more in its northern part it was overspread with lavas which
flowed westward along the broad open valleys from many vents in

the eastern part : near the northern end of the range, eruptions have
continned in the present cycle, forming many cones and young lava
flows. The tilting of the mountain mass was presumably not a
simple or a nngle movenfent; it was probably slow, for Pitt river

(headwaters of the Sacramento) traverses the northern psut of the
range in antecedent fashion; the tilting involved the subdivisbn of
the great block into smaller ones, in the northern half of the range at

least : Lake Tahoe (altitude 6225 ft.) near the range crest is explained

as occupying a depression between two block fragments; and farther

north stmibr depressions now appear as aggraded highland
** meadows.'* The tilting of the great olock resulted in presenting a
strong slope to the east, facing the deserts of the Basin Range
pvovince and in large measure determining their aridity; and a long
moderate slope to the west. The altitudes along the upraised edge
of the block, or range crest, are approximately 5000 ft. m the north
and 11,000 ft. in tne south. The mountains in the southern part

of the block, which had been reduced to subdued forms in the former
cycle of erosion, were thus given a conspicuous height, forming the
* High Siena." and greatly sharpened by revived erosion, normal
and glacia]. In thb way Mt Whitney (i4,5<» ft.) came to be the

highot summit in the United States (excluding >yaska). The dis-

plaoement of the mountain block may still be in progress, for severe

earthquakes have hai^iened in the depression next cast of the range;
that of Owen's Valley in 1870 was strong enough to have been very
destructive had there been anything in the dcMrt valley to destroy.

In the new altitude of the mountain mass, iu steep eastern face has
been deeply carved with short canyons; and on the western slope

an excellent beginning of dissection has been made in the erosion

of many narrow valleys, whose greatest depth lies between their

headwatem which still flow on the highland surface, and their

mouths at the low western base of the range. The highlands and
nplaads between the chief valleys are but moderately dissected;

many small side streams still flow on the highland, and descend by
steeply indeed goTfes to the vaUeys of the larger riverk Someofthe
chiei walleyt aie not cnt in the floors of the old valleys of the former
cydCf because the rivers were displaced from their former courses by

lava flows, which now stand up as'^ibfe moui
has been potent in excavating great cirques

Ghu:ialc
^ _ .. „ __^— and small rock-barias,

especially among the higher southern surmounting summits,
many oiwhkh have been thus somewhat reduced in height while
gaining an Alpine sharpness of form; some of the short and steep
canyons in the eastern dope have been converted into typical ajlacial

troughs, and huge moraines have been bid on the dnert floorl>ek>w
them. Some of the western valleys have also in part of their length
been converted into U-shaped troughs; the famous Yosemite Valley,
eroded in massive granite, with sule diffs 1000 or aooo ft. in height,
and the smaller Hetch-Hetchy Valley not far away, are regardea by
some observen as owing their peculiar forms to glacial modificatknis
of normal pregladal valleya.
The western slope of the Sierra Nevada bean fine forests similar

tothoseof the CascadeRangeand ofthe Coast Range,butofmoreopen
arowtb, and withtheredwood exchanged for groves of *' big trees

**

{Sequoia pmnlea) of whkh the tallest exampfes reach 335 ft. The
higher summits in the south are above the tree line and expose great
areas of bare rock: mountaineering is here a delightful summer
recreation, with camps in the highland forests and ascents to the
lofty peaks. Gold occurs in quarts vdns traversing various forma-
tk>ns (some as youns as Jurassic), and also in graveb, which were
for the most part deposited previous to the uplift of the Sierra
" bkxJc" Some of the graveb then occurred as piedmont deposits
along the western border of the old mountains; these graveb are now
more or less dissected by new-cut valleys. Other auriferous graveb
are buried under the upland bva flows, and are now reached by
tuimeb driven in beneath the rim of the table mountains. The
reputed discovery of trsces of eariy man in the bva-covered graveb
hM not been authenticated.
The northernmost part of the coast ranges, in Washington,b often

given independent rank as the Olympk Range (Mt Olympus, 8150
ft.); it b a pkturesque mountam group, biearing snownelds and
gladen, and sugsestive of the dome-like uplift of a previously
worn-down massTout it b now so maturely dissected as to make the
sugnsted orinn
nonhem Odifon

Farther south, through Oregon and
many members of the coast ranges resemble the

Cascades and the Sierra hi offering wdl-attcsted examples of the
uplift of masses of disordered structure, that had been reduced to a
tame surface by the erosion of an eariier cyde,and thatarenowagain
more or less dissected.

Several of the ranges ascend abruptly from the seaj their base b
cut back in high cliffs ; the Sienna Santa Luda, south of San Francisco,
b a range of thb kind; iu seaward slope b almost uninhabitaUe.
Elsewhere moderatere-entranubetweentherangeshaveacontinuous
beach, concave seaward ; such re-entrants afford imperfect harbour-
age for vQneb; Monterey Bay b the most pronounced exampb of
thb kind. On still other parts of the coast a recent small ebvatory
movement has exposed part of the former sea bottom in a narrow
coastal pbin, of which some typical harbourbss examples are found
in Oreson. Most of the recent movements appear to have been
upward, for the coast presents few embaymenu such as would <

result from the depression and partial submergence of a dissected
.mountain range; but three important exceptions must be made to
thb rule.

In the north, the Strait ofJuan de FkKa and the intricatdy branch-
ing waterways of Pdget Sound between the Cascade and the Olympic
ranges occupy trough-like depressions which were filled by extensive
glaaers in Pleistocene times; and thus mark the beginning of the
great stretch of fiorded coast which extends northward to Alaska.
The waterways here afford excellent harbours. The second impor-
unt embayment b the estuary of theO>lumbb river; but theoccur-
rence of shoals at the mouth decreases the use that might otherwise
'be made of the river by ocean-goinc vessels. More important b
San Francisco Bay, situated about miaway on the Pacific coast of the
United States, the result of a moderate depression whereby a trans-
verse valley, formerly folk»wed by Sacramento river through the
outermost of the Coast ranses, has been converted into a narrow
strait—the " Golden Gate '^-and a wider intermont longitudinal
valleyhasbeen flooded, formins theexpansion of the inner bay.
TheCoast Range b heavily forested in the north, where rainfall b

abundant in all seasons; but its lower ran^ and valleys have a
scanty tree growth in the south, where the rainfall b very fight : here
grow redwoods {Stquoia sempervirens) and live oaks (Querau agri-

JoUa). The chief metalliferous deposits of the range are of mercury
at New Almaden, not far south of San Francisco. The open valleys

between the spaced ranges offer many tempting rites for settlement,
but in the south irrigation b needed lor cultivation.
The belt of rebtive depression between the inner Pacificronfesand

the Coast range is divided by the fine volcano Mt Shasta (14480
ft.) in northern Califomb into unlike portwns. To the north, the
floor of the depression b for the most part above baselevel. and hence
is dissected by open valleys, partly longitudinal, partly transverse,

among hills 01 moderate relief. Thb district was originally for the
most part forested, but b now coming to be cleared and farmed.
South of Mt Shasta, the " Valley of Califomb " b an admirabb

example of an aggraded intermont depresskm, about 400 m. long
and from 30 to 70 m. wide. The floor 01 thb depression being bdow
baselevel, it has necessarily come to be the seat of the mountaiB
waste brought dosm by the many streams from the newly uplilt^
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Eras of Time.
Croups oj Syslems.

Cainosoic

Meao«>ic

Ftolaeotok

Proteroxoic

Archeozoic.

Sierra Nevada oa the east and the coast ranges on the west; each
stream forms an alluvial fan of very gentle slope ; the fans all become
laterally confluent, and incline very g^tly forward to meet in a
neaily level axial belt, where the trunk rivers—the Sacramento from
the north and the San Joaquin from the south-east—wander in

braided courKs; their tendency to aggradation having been increased

in the last half century bv the graveUfrom gold washing; their waten
entering San FraxKisco Bay. Kings river, rising m the nigh southern
Sierra near Mt Whitney, has built its fan rather actively, anu
obstructed the discharge from the part of the valley next farther

south, which has thus come to be overflowed by the shallow waters

of Tulare Lake, of flat, reedy, uncertain borders: A lit Je north of

the centre of the valley rise the Marysville Buttes, the remains of a
maturely dissected vok:ano (a 138 ft). Elsewhere the floor of the

valley is a featureless, treeless plain. (W. M. D.)

II.—Geology

All the great systems of rock formations are represented in

the United States, though dose correlation with the systems

of Europe is not always possible. The general geological

column for the country is shown in the following table:—

Periods of Time.
Systems of Hocks,

Present.
Pleistocene.

Pliocene.

Miocene.
Oligocene.
[.Eocene.

Transition {Arapahoe and DeneerformttHons).

Upper Cretaceous.

Widespread unconformity.
Comanchean (Lower Cretaceous).

Jun
,Trii

Permian.
Coal Measures, or Pennsylvanian.

Widespread unconformity.
Subcarbonifcrous, or Mississippian.

Devonian.
Silurian.

Widespread unconformity.
Ordovician.
.Cambrian.

Great unconformity.
Keweenawan.

Wides^ead unconformity.
Upper Huronian.

Wides^ead unconformity.

Middle Huronian.

Widespread unconformity.

.Lower Huronian.

Great unconformity.
''Great Granitoid Series (intru-

sive in the main, Laurentian).

Archean J Great Schist Series (Mona,
Kitchi, Keewatin, Quinnissec;
Lower Huronian of some
authors).

Archeosoic (Archean) Group.^The oldest group of rocks, called the

Archean, was formerly looked upon, at least in a tenutive way, as

the original crust of the earth or iu downward extension, much
alteredby the processes of metamorphism. This view of its origin

is now known not to be applicable to the Archean as a whole, ance
this system contains some metamorphosed sedimenury rocks. In

other woixls, if there was such a thii^ as an original crust, which
may be looked upon as an open question, the Archean, as now defined,

docs not appear to represent it. The meta-sedimentary rocks of the

Archean include meUmorphosed limestone, and schists which carry

carbonaceous matter in the form of gjaphite. The marble and
graphite, as well as some other indirect evidence of life less susceptible

of brief sutement, have been thought by many geologists sufficient

to warrant the inference that life existed before the dose of the

era when the Archean rocks were formed. Hence the era of their

formation is called the Archeozok: era.

Most of the Archean rocks fall into one or the other of two ereat

series, a schistose series and a granitoid series, the latter bdng in large

part intruttve in the former. The rocks of the granitoid series appear
as great masses in the schist series, and in some places form great

protruding bosses. They were formeriy regarded as older than the

schists and were designated on this account " primitive," " funda-

mental." &c. They have also been called Laurentian, a name which
is still sometimes applied to them,

I Neariy all known sorts of schist are represented In the schistose

part of the systeiq. _ Most of them axe the netaooiphic producu of
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»neous rocks, among which extrusive rocks, many of ihcm pyro*
clastk, predominate. Metamorphosed sedimenury rocks are vkidely
distributed in the schistose series, but they are disunctly subordinate
to the meta*igneous rocks, and they are so highly metamorphk; that
stratigraphic methods are not usually applicable to them. In some
areas, indeed, it is difiicult to say whether the schists are meta>
sedimentary or meta-igneous. The likeness of the Archean of one
part of the country to that of anotherisone of its striking features.
The Archean appears at the surface in many parts of the United

States, and in still larger areas north of the national boundary. It
appean in the cores of some of the western mountains, in some of the
<teep canyons of the west, as in the Grand Canyon of the Colorado in
northern Arizona, and over considerable areas m northern Wisconsin
and Minnesota, in New England and the piedmont plateau east of
the Appalachian Mountains, and in a few other situations. Vihes-
ever it comes to the surface it comes up from beneath younger rocks
whkh are, as a rule, less metamotphic. By means o( deep borings
it a kiK>wn at many points where it does not appear at the surface,
and is believed to be universal beneath younger systems.

Locally the Aichean contains iron ore, as in the Vermilion district
of northern Minnesota, and at some points in ChitariOb The ore i9

mostly in the form of haematite.
Proterozote (Altonkian) Systems.—The Proteroaoic group of rocks

fcalled abo Algonkian) includes all formations younger than the
Archean and older than the P^Uaeomk rocks. The term Archean
was formeriy proposed to include these rocks, as wdl as those now
called Archean, but the subdivision here recognised has come to be
widely approved.
The Proteromic formations have a wide distribution. They

appear at the surface adjacent to most of the outcrops of the Archean,
and in some other places. In many localities the two groups ha\-e
not been separated. In some places this is because the regions where
they occur have not been carefully studied unce the subdiviston into
Archeozok and Proterozoic was made, and in othere >^**-a'f«> of the
inherent diflkulty of separation, as where the Proterozoic rocks
are highly metamorphosed. On the. whole, the ProteroBMc rocks
are predominantly sedimentary and subordinately igneous. Locally
both the sedimenury and igneous paru of the group have ben
highly metamorphosed ; but as a rule the alteration ot the sedimentary
portions has not gone so far that stratigraphic methods are in-

applicable to them, though in some places aetailod study b necessary
to make out their structure.

The Proterozoic formations are unconformable <ia the Arcl^an
in most places where their relations are known. The unconformity
between these groups is therefore widespread, probably more so than
any later unconformity. Not only is it extensive in area, but the
stratigraphic break is very great, as shown by (i) the excess of
mcumorphism of the lower group as compared with the upper, and
(3) the amount of erosion suffered by the older group before the depo*
sttion of the younger. The fint of these differences between the two
systems is significajit of the dynamic chanecs suffered by the Arcbeas
liefore the beginning of that part of the Proterozok era represented
by known formations. The extent of the unconformity ts usually
significant of the geographk changes of the interval unrecorded by
known Proterozok rocks.

The Proterozok formations have been studied in detafl in few
great areas. One of these is about Lake Superior, where the forma-
tions have attracted attention on account of the abundant iron ore

whkh they contain. Four major subdivisions or systems of the

group have been recognized in this region, as shown in the prccediog
Ubie. These systems are separatea one from another t^^ uncon-
formities in most places, and the lower systems, as a rufe, haw
suffered a greater degree of meumorphism than the upper on^
though this is not to be looked upon as a hard and fast rule. The
commoner soru of rock in the several Huronian systems are quartntc
and slate (ranging from shale to schist) ; but limestone is not wanttr^.

and igneous rodu, both intrusive and extruMve, some roeumorpbic
and some not, abound. Iron ore occurs in the sedimentary pan of

the Huronian, especially in Minnesota, Mkhigaq, Wisconsin and
paru of Canada. The ore is chiefly haematite, and has been de-

veloped from antecedent femiginous sedimentary deposits, throi^h
concentration and purification by ground water.

The bwer part of the Keweenawan system consists of a gnat
succession of lava flows, of prodigious thkkness. This portion cf

the system is overlain by thkk beds of sedimenury rocK. mostly

conelomerate and sandstone, derived from the igneous rocks beoratH.

A ^w geologisu regard the sedimentary rocks here classed &i

Keweenawan as Palaeozok , but they have yidded no foasils, and are

unconformable beneath the Upper Cambrian, whkh is the oldfs;

sedimentary formation of the region whkh bears fossSs. The
aggregate thkkness of the Proterozok systems in the Lake Saperisr

region is several miles, as usually computed, but there are ob%-k>u

dimculties in determining the thkkness of such great s>-ste(ns.

especially when they are much meumorphosed. The copper cf

the Lake Superior region b in the Keweenawan system, chiefly in

iu sedimenury and amygdaloidal parU.
The Proterozok formations in other parts of the continent cannoT

be correlated in deUil with those of the Lake Superior region. The

number of systems is not everywhere the same, nor are they ev«y-

vhcre alike, and th»r definite correlation with oo« another is soi
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m^amdmmfmtmtht, TW ^iHi iiiii ianwMiimi fcaw»
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yxiCBd m. Ibv fioadB a ar««sri pftir.«i^ cipccaiAy \t •mitmm «hI
monhKxm Adaama.i btt xhef aae as anrtect. t&nr uuibcn^ vWcbaer
of indfrvidBsab or of spcdievSKw aoKdl. and cte bcalicks «Wxr tb«v
occar a» inr. tkac diey aae of ictie armce ia oovrei&cuflt t&tc<u^^ottC
dK Uoied ScaSBk TTtc nffc— bwr im Aiiw>afagrsAadsckitft:fc.Aad
tlK SMOBaar, aae iiBlii wici tktt Kce vns iHui-«Yfr xSistiiac. rvn
dhaqsk bnt lev irwFJFi are praKTved. Aanac^ cbc Vao«« kJAsdb «e
venaeaik crascacra aad pfot»bty biac&aopods Aad pcctv^iAis
The dhoaoer of tke «rii.'nraf» of tlte PtxxcroAMC b sack as to

flMTv tbac aaCMe ai aihiriin afiecttd the onkr rocks t«<ac« tWtr
material aas vorhed over iaeo tke Protnosoic forcsatMOU^ Tkis
ciatare imhiia^, resBTtxac ia the vehm^hr ciWBip«rce sepancioa
of tike qaarts faoai the kao&a. aad bock irosa tbe caknum csr^
boaate aad ocker basic marrriiK tzcplies ooodiuoos cf nxk decay
comparahle to those of the present tisxw

la an bata lev places vhcre their rdatioas are kzKmn, the Ptotero-
aoic nxks are oaooofonBable beaeath the Paibeoaoic Wbrre
coofonnity exists the separatioa b made oa the basis of foesih,
it haviaf beea agreed tiat the oldest rocks carT>-inc the deaeUus
fauna are to be regarded as the base of the CambHrvin s>*stem.
The PaUfCMBoic aad later fonnatioas are

inbrvin s>*stem.
usually less altered.

t^oiio ft. la tasten N«rv Y<^ck, j«J xWm ^ shk^ ilft tW Sft>4A<V.^«

» prescat. t6* tlwcisMN* k* ASx*t kwv U IV ^•v\is>^ «> >> ^mv** ok

iW «tot jL^vvNun iv> W xi^** Ml v>u^ ^> tV ».fcs< tVi: a > v\>\v»->*\v *»vjk

o< kuvl. .^i^(>uiaL*«i U,\ «Ntot >?4 i>c siW s«« ,W V;«4.\«.»fc^.'» vij, M,-, »;* »»

c^o^(^Htt tbK^ l\tJU«vN»o«: «t«» «.Ki <<>a .;.sts« v>i at.v <:ss>; ;v\>^ ^

(rNkt«tf«» v4 tW tbLikkitR>«« 4i» A ba« sv«i>4« w<wt««tv>i» wk ^W sKv o*

ykut t>> the oNiv;tAr pc«i;»>a la %\«kk iW Una vA «.>JbAMf4M %v4i»

The ComUvju* Ktffvajktvas Kaxv as*! Kf*a Wv'tAH^ «w<tAWK4^>K'«c\t

c#cv-ti\Yv TW sN^»tv«ik is %\;NsHH Att\ MsHvks>K^ aukvui «.»* »^ik\'*.*

njck. As ia «>ther |viin« v>l iNe %\hM. th« »\N»va\ Ss«» vsi^u»v^i

A^uadjtat kM»il!K aiiKM^t mh^h ti«k«i^t%*«*» (M^sh^v^ssU amU %v4iu*
are the laost abuad*ttt. rw iah^ v>t Khuw K\«vkv\\4v m^ ^<w«i

SN'vttfm a* rocfcft k» ck>i<^ vvtii«<vtv\i >k«ih iKv I ,*mNv.»»k> c^>cti«t>Xv
caIK'. strstigTafkhk^AlW aad Uu4Mklh\ lu s(uiut>u\Kxu m utUNH
the sAme as that c4 the VyHpvc CAmUUat >kUh «KkH U U wuiKmuv
able ia maay placts^ TW t^vK^VHiaM «)*(«iu v\»muUmi MSKk ^K^«

more acoemible, and better known than the Proteronrfc and
Archeosoic, and arill be taken up by systems.

Cambrian SysUm.—The lower part of the Cambrian system,
characterized by the Olcnellus fauna, is restricted to the borders of
the continent, where it resu on the older rocks unconformably in
most places. The middle part of the system, characterized by the
Paradoxides fauna, is somewhat more widespread, resting on the
lover part oonfbmiably, but overlapfnng it, especially in tne south
am] vest. The upper part of the system, carrying the DiceiUv
cephalus fauna, is very much more extensive: it is indeed one of
the moat widespread series of rocks on the continent. The lower,
middle and upper parts of the system all contain marine fotsiit.

This being the case, the distribution of the several divihk/ns indicates
that progressive sobmetgcnoe of the United States was in progr^M
during tSejtetiod, aad that most of the country was covered by the
sea before its dose.
The inrstea is composed chiefly of clastic rocks, and their compott-

tioa and atmcture dbow that the water ia which they were depowted
vas sbaDov. In the iatcrior. the upper part of the system, the
Potsdam mndiftwr, is feaerally areaaoeous. It is well exposed
ia Hew Yorfc, Wisroaaa, Miasouri aad elsewhere, about the out-
crops of older rodcsw The aystem is also esposad in many of the

'
I or about tfacsr borders, oywially about those
are of Afchcaa or ProteroaoMc rock.

t «f the system has bma estimtf<nd at lO^BOO to

Ofdovtdaa

limestone, and therefors much \tu* rU*iU nxk. tlisn ilis ('MMilirisn,

pointing to clesrer seas in whUh lifs mImiuiuumI. 'His siiMiMioii

of beds In New York has iMViims a sort ni stsiMfdul wHli ¥iUuU
the system in other parts tA th« Uiiiiiul Mniiw Jims Ujiii unmmiui.
The succession <A formations in that stats i« as iuiUtw :

-

( UUUmonA Uds Oo Otiln
Upper Ordoviilsn (or ,

and lin\niha),

Ciiu illnation) ' \j>titiUn' l/<«U,

Ml'Hlr Ordr^vii ian (^ f 'I r« in oh l*iM«»lori«

MoiuwIiUn) ' hU' b I'lvd lii»ii»«</As,

l,4/wvtll< lwii<.tlo««i:.

Low»*r Of'I'M' lao Off < \m/y \un*i.titiit.

The cUittifu^tU/n in the rfgtit h»n4 ijAumn tA tItU L»i/U is luA

spt/lK^>>»<- in d4-t^il t/> f%}0/wt rruuAf itom N*w V'/H*.

Iher*: is in t^jttti: yA^t% sn uivy/iif^/ffi.ti/ \Mit^u ')>« UUhnn^t^
beds (*jf tbetr «y{U)y»Wnt; siid uufit$iyl$t% iiMiumtutt**, tttA tio
unconf'yfmrty, t/>if«-<h*r wi»h t*riM'\n ijttUtrAHtnA**^ *\ *>/i»»*>iA#«»« »-'••«,

has raifccd tf*e t^m-t^'vM wi.«^^*^ tl** ^optrnn'M \Mf* 'A liM- •/'•*••*,

ss outtiiMsd sU/ve, should t^A ijottU^^A m "ViJ-in^w H;j/j>»r ^ ','.>•>>>)

Ovw t>i« tnusfivr the strsU »r« n«»/1y l^'/fijc/uui, but »ij ri^ ii >/...•-.«

rcjiioas vf tisr «aat a*A west, m» wiA a» m tits mk>»mi1»*us ^A K/h^***^
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and Oklahoma, tlwy are tilted and folded, and locally much meta-
morphoaed. The outcrops of the tystcm appear for the most part
in clow aaioctation with the outcrop* of the Cambrian system, but
the system appears in a few places where the Cambrian does not,
as in southern Ohio and central Tennessee. The thickness of the
system varies from point to point, Mnf greatest in the Appalachian
Mountains, and much less in the interior.

The oil and gas of Ohio and eastern Indiana come from the middle
portion of the Ordovician system. So also do the lead and sine of
south-western Wisomsin and the adjacent parts of Iowa and Illinois.

The lead of south-eastern Missouri comes from about the same
horison.
The fossils of the Ordovician system show that life made great

progress durina the period, in numbers both of individuals and of
spedes. The Cfe. liKe that of the later Cambrian, was singularly
cosmopolitan, being in contrast with the provincial character of the
life of the eariier Cambrian and of the early (Upper) Silurian which
followed. Beside the expansion of types which aoounded In the
Cambrian, vertebrate remains (fishes) are found in the Ordovician.
So, also, are the first relics of insects. The departure of the
Ordovician life from that of the Cambrian was perhaps most pro-
nounced in the great development of the molluscs and crinoids
(includii^ cystoios), but corals were also abundant for the first

time, and graptolites came into prominence.
Silurian System.—^The Silurian system is much less widely

distributed than the Ordovician. This and other corroborative
facts imply a widespread emergence of land at the close of the Ordo^
vidan period. As a result of this emergence the stratigraphic break
between the Ordovkian and the Silurian is one of the greatest in the
whole Palaeosok group.
The classification ofthe system in New York is as follows}—

Silurian

Cayugan (Neo- or
upper ^lurian)

Niagaran (Meso-or
hfkidle Silurian)

Oswegan (Palaeo-or
. Lower Silurian)

fManlius limestone.
Rondout waterlime.
Cobleskill limestone.
Salina beds.
'Guelph dolomite.
Lockport limestone.
Rochester shale.

^Clinton beds.
'^Medina sandstone.
Oneida conglomerate.
,Shawangiuik grit.

The lower part of thb system is chiefly dastic. and is known only
in the eastern part of the continent. The middle portion contains
much limestone, generally known as the Niagara limestone, and is

much nuae widespread than the lower, being found very ^nerally
over the eastern interior, as far west as th» Mississippi and in places

somewhat beyond. The Niagara limestone contains the oldest

known coral reefs of the continent. They occur in eastern Wisconsin
and at other points farther east and south. It is over this limestone
that the Niagara falls in the world-famous cataract. One member
of the middle divisk)n of the system (Clinton beds) contains much
iron ore, especially in the Appalachian Mountain region. The ore
is extennvuy worked at some points, as at Birmingham, Alabafna.
The upper part of the system is more restricted than the middle, and
includes the salt-bearing series of New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania,
with it^ peculiar fauna. It is difficult to see how salt could have
originated in this region except under conditions very different

climatically from those of the present time.
In the interior the thickness of the system b less than looo ft. in

many places, but in and near the Appalachian Mountains its thick-

ness IS much ereater—more than five times as great if the maximum
thicknesses ot all formations be made the basis of calculation. In
the Great PUins and farther west the Silurian has little known
representation. Either this part of the continent was largely land
at this time, or the Silurian formations here have been worn away
or remain undifferentiated. Rocks of Silurian age, however, are
known at some points in Arixona, Nevada and southern California.

Corals, echinoderms, brachiopods and all groups of molluscs
abounded. Graptolites had declined notably as compared with the
Ordovician, and the trilobites passed their climax before the end of
the period. Certain other remarkable Crustacea, however, had made
their appearance, especially in connexion with the Salina series of

the east.

There are numerous outliers of the Silurian north of the United
States, even up to the Arctic regions. These outliers have a common
fauna, which is closely related to that of the interior of the United
States. They give some due to the amount of erosbn which the
system has suffered, and also afford a clue to the route by which
the animab whose fossils are found in the United States entered
this country. Thus, the Niagara fauna of the interior of the United
States has striking resemblances to the mid-Silurian faunasof Sweden
and Great Britain. It seems probable, therefore, that marine
animals found migratory conditions between these regions, probably
by way of northern islands. The fauna of the Appalachian region
is far less like that of Europe, and indicates but slight connexion
with the fauna of the interior. Both the eariier and the later parts
of the Slurian period seem to have been times when physical con-
dStkxis wot sttch as to favour the devdopment of provwdal fauna*!
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the middlewhile during the more widespread submergence of
Silurian tbeiauna was more cosmopolitan.
Daomian SysUm,~-The Devonian system appean in some parts

of New England, throughout nuMt of the Appalachian region, over
much of the eastern interior from New York to the Missouri Rivrr,
in Oklahoma, and perhaps in Texas. It is atwent from the Great
Plains, so far as now known, and is not generally present in the
Rocky Mountains, though somewhat widespread between them and
the western coast. As a whole^ the system u more widespread thaa
the Silurian, though not so widespread as the Ordovician. As in
the case of the Ordovician and the Silurian, the New York section
has become a sundard with which the system in other parts of the
country is commonly compared. Thb section b as follows :

—

'Chaouuquaa-Chemuttg (includingCat-

Devonian. Middle
Devonian

Lowrer
Devonbn

Erian.

Ubterian.

Oriskanbn

TuUy limestone.

Hamilton shale.
Maicettus shale.
Onondaga (Comiferooa

limestone)
Schoharie grit.

Esopusgrit.
Oriskany beds.

r Kingston beds.

HddcrbergbnJ R^^i* liroest«>ne.

I
New Scotland beds.

1 ' LC^oeymans limestone.
The formations most widely recognised*are the Hekterbeig lime-

stone, the Onondaga limestone and the Hamilton shale.
The Catskill sandstone, found duefly in the Catskill Mountain

region of New York, is one of the distinctive formatioos of the
system. It has some similarity to the Old Red Sandstone of Grtat
Britain. In part^ at least, it is equivalent in time of origin to the
Chemuna formation; but the latter b of marine origin, while the
Catskill formation appears to be of terrestrial origin.

No other system olthe United States brings out more dearly the
value of pauieontology to palaeogeography. The faunas oi the
early Devoman seem to have entered what b now the interior of the
United States from the mid-AtUntic coast. The Onondaga fauna
which succeeded appears to have resulted from the comminglisg
of the resident lower Devonbn fauna with new enugiants from
Europe by way of the Arctic regioiu. The Hamilton &nna whu^
followed represents the admixture of the resident Onoi
with new types which are thought to have come from South / .

showing that faunal connexions for marine life had been made be-
tween the interior of the United States and the lands south of the
Caribbean Sea, a -connexion of which, before this time, there was no
evidence. The Ute Devonbn fauna of the interior represents the
commingling of the Hamilton fauna of the eastern interior with new
emigrants from the north-west, a union which was not effected untS
toward the dose of the period.
Like the earlier Palaeozoic systems, the Devonian attains its

greatest known thickness in the Apfnlachbn Mountains, where
sediments from the lands of pre-Cambrbn rock to the cast aocumu-
bted in Quantity. Here cbstic rocks predominate, while limcctose
is more abundant in the interior. If the maximum thicknesses of aH
Devonbn formations be added together, the total for the system b as
much as 15,000 ft. ; but such a thickness is not found inany one plaoe.

The Devonbn system yields much oil and gas in western Fam-
sylvanb, south-western New York, West Virginb and Ontario:
and some of the Devonbn beds in Tennessee yield phosphates of

commercbl value. The Hamilton formation yields much flagstos«.

Among the more important features of the marine life of the
period were (1) the great development of the molluscs, especially of
cephalopods ; (a) theabundanceof largebrachiopods ; (3) theabeinnt
tendencies of the trilobites; U) the profusion id conds; and (^ the
abundance, rise and peculbr forms 01 the fishes. The Ufe of the bod
«vatcrs was also noteworthy, especially for the great depkymoit of

what may be called the crustacean-ostracodermo-verteorate gnop.
The Crustacea were represented by eurypterids, the osttacodenm
by numerous strange, vcrtebrate-lilce forma {jCepkaU'pis^ Cyatkupis,
Trematopsis, BotkrioU^s, &c.), and the vertebrates by a great

variety of fishes. The bnd life of the period is icts ejeatcd
more fully among the fossils than that of any preoedii^ period.

Gymnosperms were the highest types of pbnts.
The Devonbn system b not set off from the Miarissippian by any

marked break. On the other hand, the one system merges into xm
other, so that the pbne of separation b often indistinct.

Missisrippian System,—^The Misassippian system was fonBcrty

regarded as a part of the Carboniferous, and was described under the

name of Lower Carboniferous, or Subcarboniferous, without the nak
of a system. This older claseification, which has litde support
except that which is traditkMial, b still adhered to by many geolo-

nsts; but the fact seems to be that the system b set off from the

Pennsylvanbn (Upper Carboniferous) more sharply thaa the

Cambrian b from the Ordovicbn. the SOurian from tbtt Dcvoaba,
or the Devonian from the Missbsippiaa.
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The system it well developed in the Mtntnipp! Basin, whence its

Itsfoi *
• *• ....

Its formations are much more widespfttd than those of any
other system since the Ordovician. They appear at the surface
in great areas in the interior, in the south-west and about many of
the western mountains. In many places in the west they rest on
what appear to be Ordovician beds, out without unconformity. The
explanation of the apparent conjformity of the strata from the
Cambrian to the Pennsylvanian in some parts of the west, with no
fossils defining with certainty any horixon between the Ordovician
and the Miasisaippian, is one of the open problems in the geology of
the United States.

The subdivision of the system for various r^ons in the eastern
part of the United States is as follows:

—

Mississippi River States.
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Triaaic fystemb wdl developed on the PlMific ooMt, where ht itiau
are of marine origin, and tney extend inland to the Great Barin

The climate of the period, at least in ita eariier part, leems to have
been arid like that of the Permian, as indicated both by thr paucity
of fossilsand by the character of the sediments. The salt and gypsum
constitute a poutive argument for aridity. The chaxacter ot some
of the conglomerate of the Newark series of the east, and the wide-
tpiead redness of the beds, so far as it is original, also point to aridity.

As in other parts <A the earth, the Triasuc was the z^ of gymno-
Bperms, which were represented by diverse types. Reptiles were the
dominant form of animals, and land reptiles (dinosaurs) gained over
their aquatic allies.

Jurassic System.—thM system is not known with ceruinty in the
eastern half of the United States, though there are some beds on the
mid'Atlantic coast, along the inland border of the coasul plain,

which have been thought by some, on the baas of thmr reptilian

fossils, to be Jurassic The tower and middle parts of the system
are but doubtfully represented in the western interior. If present,

they form a part of the Red Beds of that region. On the Pacific coast

marine Jurassic beds reach in from the Pacific to about the same
distance as the Triaasic system. The Upper Turaasic formations are
much more widely distributed. During the later part of the period

the sea found entrance at some point north of the United States to a
great area in the western part of the continent, developing a bay which
extended far down into the United States from^ Gsnada. In this

great bay formations of marine origin were laid down.^ At the
same time marine sedimentation was continued on the Pkcific coast,

but the faunas of the west coast and the interior bay are notably

unlike, the latter being more like that of the coast north of the
United States. This is the reason for the belief that the bay which
extended into the United Sutes had its connexion with the sea north

of the United States.

The Jurassic faunas of the United States were akin to those of

other continents. The great development of reptiles and ocphalo-

pods was among the notable features. At the close of the period

there were considerable deformations in the west. The first notable

folding of the Sierras that has been definitely determined dates from
this time, and many other mountains of the west were begun or
rejuvenated. The dose of the period, too, saw the exclusion of the

ea from the Pacific coast east of the Sierras, and the disappearance,

so far as the United States is concerned, of the great north-western

bay of the late Jurassic. Before the close of the period, the aridity

which had obtained during the Permian, and at least a part of the

Triassic, seems to have disappeared.

Comanduan SysUm.—Thin system was formerly classed as the
fewer part of the Creuceous, but there are strong reasons for regard-

ing it as a separate system. Its distribution is very different Trom
that of the Upper Cretaceous, and there is a great and widespread

unconformity between them. The faunas^ too, are very unlike.

The Comanchean formations are found (i) on the inland border of

the coastal plain of the Atlantic (Potomac series) and Gulf coasts

(Tuscaloosa series at the east and Comanchean at the west) ; (a) along

the western margin of the Great Plains and in the adjacent moun-
tains; and {%) atong the Pacific coast west of the Sierras. In the

first two of these positions, the formations show by their fossils that

they are of terrestrial origin in some places, and partly of terrestrial

ana partly of marine ongin in others. In the coastal plain the
Comanchean beds are generally not cemented, but consist of gravel,

and and clay, occupying the nearly horizontal position in which they

were originally deposited. Much plastic clay and sand are derived

from them. In Texas, whence the name " Comanchean " comes, and
where different parts of the system are of diverse origins, there is

some limestone. This sort of rock increases in importance southward
and has great development in Mexico. In the western interior there

b difference of opinion as to whether certain beds rich in reptilian

remains (the Morrison, Atlantosaunis, Como, &c.) should beregarded
as Jurassic or Comanchean. On the western coast the term Shastan

is sometimes applied to Lower Cretaceous. In the United States,

marine Shastan beds are restricted to the area west of the Sierras,

but they here have great thickness.

Widespread changes at the end of the period exposed the areas

where deposition has been in progress dunng the period to erosion,

and the (Upper) Cretaceous formations rest upon the Comanchean
unoonformably in most parts of the countiv. The Comanchean
system contains the oldest known remains of netted-veined leaved

plants, which mark a great advance in the vegetable world. Reptiles

were numerous and of great sixe. They were the largest type of

life, both on land and in the sea.

Cretaceous 5yrf«fi.—Thb system is much more eattensivcly deve-
loped in the* United States than any other Mesozoic system. It is

found (i) on the Atlantic c6astal plain, where it laps up on the
Comanchean, or over it to older formations beyond its inland margin

;

(3) on the coastal plain of the Gulf region in similar relations;

(3) over the western plains; U) in the western mountains; and
(5) along the Pacific coast. Unlike the Comanchean, the larger

part of tne Creuceous system is of marine origin. The distribution

of the beds of marine origin shows that the sea crept up on the eastern

and southern borders oithe continent during the period, covered the
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western plains, and formed a neat medlterraaeaa acft between tbe
eastern and western lands of tne continent, connecting tbe Gulf of
Mexico on the south and the Arctic Ocean on tbe north. Tlus
widespread submergence, followed by the deposition of marine
sediments on the eroded surface of (jomanchean and older rodks.
is the physical reason for the separatwn of the system from the
Comanchean. Thb reason is reinforced by palaeontological
considerations.

Both on the Atlantic and over the western plains tbe system is

divided into four principal subdivisbns:

—

4. Manasquan formation.

3. Ranoocas formation.
2. Monmouth formation.
I. Matawan formation.

Western Ptains.

4. Laramie.
3. Montana: Fox Hills; Fort

Pierre.

3. Colorado: Niobrara; Benton.
I. Dakota.

The most distinctive feature of the Cretaceous of the Atlantic
coastal plain is its large content of greensand marl (glauoonite).
The formations are mostly incoherent, and have neariy their origiBal

position. In the eastern Gulf states there is more calcareous
material, represented by limestone or chalk. In the Texan rcgim
and farther north the limestone becomes still more importanL
In the western plains, the first and last principal subdivisioos d
the system (Dakota and Laramie) are almost whc^y non-marine.
The Dakota formation is largely sandstone, which gives rise to ** hog-
backs " where it has been tilted, indurated and exposed to erosaoa
along the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains. The Cokwado
series contains much limestone, some Of which is in the form of chalk.

This is par excellence the chalk formation of the United States.

That the chalk was deposited in shallow, clear seats is indicated boih
by the character of the fossils other than foraminifera and by the
relation of the chalk to the clastic portions of the series. The
Monuna series, most of which is marine, was deposited in water
deeper than that of the Coknado epoch, though the aeries is les
widespread than the preceding. The Laramie is the great ccal-

bcaring series of the west, and corresponds in its general physical

make-up and in its mode of oriein to the Coal Measures of the east.

The coal-bearing lands of the Laramie have been estimated at oat

less than 100,000 sq. m. On the Pacific coast the Cretaceoas
formations are sometimes grouped together under the name of

Chico. The distribution of the Cnico formations is similar to that of

the (Comanchean system in this region.

The Cretaceous system b thick. If maximum thicknesees of its

several parts in different k>calities, as usually measured, are added
together, the total would approach or reach 25,000 ft. ; but the strau
of any one region have scarcely more than half thb thickness, and
the average b much less.

The cbse of the period was marked by very profound changes
which may be classed under three general headings: (i) the emer-
gence of great areas which had been submerged untU the cbstog
stages of the period ; (3) the beginning of the devdopment of most of

the great mountains of the west ; (3) the inauguiatkm of a protracted

period of igneous activity, stimulated, no doubt, by the crosul

and deeper-seated movements of the time. These great changes

in the rebtion of land and water, and in topographjr, ted to corre-

spondingly great changes in life, and the comlnnatioa marks the

tranrition from the Mcsoioic to the Cainosok; era.

Tertiary Systems.—^The formations of the several Tcrtbry periods

have many points of rimibrity, but in some respects they are sharpljr

differentbted one from another. They consist, in most parts of the

country, of unconsolidated sediments, consisting of gravd, saod.

clay, &c., together with Urge quantities of tuff, volcanic aggkimerBte.

&c Some of the sedimentary formations are of marine, some of

brackish water, and some of terrestrial origin. In the vestcni

, in addition, very e
:ate some 200,000 sq. m. Tents-

part of the country there are. in addition, very extensive flcvs of

lava covering in the aggregate some 200,000 so. m. Tents-

trial sedimenution was, in<feed, a great feature 01 the Tertury.

Thb was the result of several conditions, among them the recent

dcvek>pment, through warping and faulting and volcanic cxtraaioB.

of high lands with more or less considerable slopes. From tb«e

high lands sediments were borne down to lodge on the bw laodi

adjacent. The sites of depositk>n varied as the period progwssed.

for the warping and faulting of the surface, the ^ncous extnisioes.

and the depositbn of sediments obliterated old basins and broegfat

new ones into existence. The marine Tertbry formatwtis aie

confined to the borders of the continent, appearing along tbe Atbo-

tic. Gulf and Pacific coasts. The brackish water formatkms ocror

in some parts of the same general areas, while the terrestrial forms-

trans are found in and about the western mountains. As b other

parts of the world, the chbfest pabeontoksgkal interest of the

Tertiary attaches to the mammalian fossils.

The Eocene beds are unconformable, generally, upon tbe Civts-

ceous, and unconformable beneath the Miocene. On the Atbotic

coast they are neariy horiaontal, but dip gently seaward.

On this coast they are nowhere more than a few
hundred feet thbk. In the Gulf region the system b

.

more fully represented, and attains a greater thkknear—1700 ft st

least. In the Gulf region the Eocene system contains not a hnk
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non-marine material. Thus the lower Eocene has some licnite in
the eastern Gulf region, while in Texas lignite and saliferous
and gypsiferous «edimenu are found, though most of the system
is manne and of shallow water orisin. The Eocene of the western
Gulf region is continued north as far as Arkansas. The classifica-

tion of the Eocene (and OUgocene) formations in the Guif region,
especially east of the Mississippi, is as follows ^-^

4. Jacksonian Upper Eocene.
3. Claibmnian Middle Eocene.

;:Ss;^:r : :::::::! i-«rEo«ne.

The Jacksonian is sometimes regarded as OUgocene. This
classification is baaed almost wholly on the fossils, for there seems
to be little physical reason for the differentiation of the OUgocene
anywhere on tne continent.

On the Pacific coast the marine Eocene lies west of the Sierras,

and between it and the Cretaceous there is a general, and often a
great, unconformity. The system has been reported to have a
thickness of more than 7000 ft. in some places, and locally («.£. the
Pcscadero formation) it is highly metamorphic The Eocene of
southern California carries gypsum enough to be of commercial
value. It is also the source ot much oil. The system is wanting
in northern California and southern Oregon, but appears again
farther north, and has great development in Oregon, where its

thickness has been estimated at more than 10,000 ft. As in other
comparable cases, this figure does not make allowance for the
obliaue attitude in which xht sediments were deposited, and should
not be construed to mean the vertical thickness of the system.

In Washington the Eocene is represented by the Puget series

<rf brackish water beds, with an estimated thickness exceraing that
of the marine formations of Ore^n. Workable coal beds are
distributed through 3000 ft. of this series. The amount of the
coal is very great, though the coal b soft.

Terrestnal Eooroe formations—eollan, fluvial, pluvial and lacus-

trihe—are widespread in the western part of the United States,

both in and about the^ mountains. By means of the fossils,

several more or less distinct stages oi deposition have been
recognised. Named in chronological order, these are:

—

I. The Fort Union stage, when the deposition was widespread
about the eastern base of the northern part of the Rocky Mounuins,
and at some points in Colorado (Telluride formation) and New
Mexico (Pueroo beds), where volcanic ejecta entered largely into

the formation. The Fort Union stage is closely associated with
the Laramie, and their separation has not been fully effected.

3. The Wasatch stage, when deposition was in progress over much
of Utah and western Colorado, parts of Wyoming, and elsewhere.

3. The Bridger stage, when deposition was in progress in the
Wind River basin, north of the mountain of that name, and in the
basin of Green river.

4. The Uinta stage, when the region south of the mountains of

that name, in Utah and Colorado, was the site of great deposition.

More or less isolated deposits of some or all of these stages are
found at numerous points in the western mountain region. The
present height of the deposits, in some places as much as 10.000 ft.,

gives some suggestion of the changes in toposraphy which have
taken place since the early Tertiary. The thickness of the system
in the west is great, the formations of each of the several stages

mentioned above running into thousands of feet, as thicknesses are
oomroonly measured.
The Miocene system, generally speaking, has a distribution

similar to that of the Eocene. The prinapal formation of the

Mh^ta» Atlantic coastal plain is tne Chesapeake formation,

^rsteflL largely of sand. In Florida the system contains
^'^

calcium phosphate of commercial value. The Miocene
of the Atlanric and Gulf regions nowhere attains great thickness.

The oil of Texas and Louisiana is from the Miocene (or possibly

Oligocene) dolomite. On the Pacific coast the system has greater

devek>pment. It contains much volcanic material, and great bodies

of siliceous shale; locally estimated at 4000 ft. thick and said to be
made up largely of the secretions of organisms. Such thicknesses

of such material go far to modify the former opinion that the
Tertiaiv periods were short. The Miocene of California b oil-

producing. The terrestrial Miocene formations of the western

part of the country are similar in kind, and, in a general way, in

distribution, to the Eocene of the same region. The amount of

volcanic material, consbting of both pyroclastic material and Lava

flows, b great.

At the close of the Miocene, deformative movements were very
widespread in the Rocky Mountains and between the principal

development of the Coast ranges of California and Oregon, and
mountain-making movements, new or renewed, were somewhat
general in the west. At the close of the period the topography of

the western part of the country must have been comparable to that

of the present time. This, however, b not to be interpreted to

mean tnat it has remained unmodified, or but slightly modified

since that time. Subsequent erosion has changed the details of

topography on an extensive scale, and subsequent deformative
movements have renewed large topographic features where erosion

bad destroyed those developed by the close of the Miocene. But
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in spite of these great chances since the Miocene, the great out-
lines of the topography of tne present were probably marked out
by the close of that period. Vokanic activity and faulting on a
lai]se scale attended the defonnation of the dosing stages of the
Miocene.
The Pliocene system stands in much the same stratigradhiic relation

to the Miocene as the Miocene does to the Eocene. The marine
Plracene has but trifling development on the Atlantic
coast north of Florida, and somewhat more extensive
development in the Gulf region. The marine Pliocene
of the continent has its greatest development in California (the

Merced series, peninsula of San Francisco), where it b assigned a
maximum thickness of neariy 6000 ft., and possibly as much as
13,000 ft. Thb wide range b open to doubt as to the correlation of

some of the beds involved. Thicknesses of several thousand feet are
recorded at other points in California and elsewhere along the
coast farther north. Marine Pliocene beds are reported to have an
altitude of as much as 5000 ft. in Alaska. The position of these

beds b significant of the amount of change which has taken place

in the west since the Pliocene period. The non-marine formatwns
of the Pliocene are its most characteristic feature. They are
widely dbtributed in the western mountains and on the Great
Plains. In origin and character, and to some extent in dbtribution.
they are comparable with the Eocene and Miocene formations oi

the same region, and still more closely comparable with deposits
now making. In addition to these non-manne formations of the
west, there b the widespread Lafayette formation, which covers
much of the Atlantic and Gulf coastal plain, reaching far to the
north from the western Gulf region, and having uncertain limits, so
far as now worked out, in vanous directions. The Lafayette for-

mation has been the occasion of much difference of opinion, but b
by many held to be a non-marine formation, made up of gravels,

sands and clays, accumulated on land, chiefly through the agency
of rain and nvers. Its deposition seems to liave followed a time
of deformation which resulted in an increase of altitude in the Appa-
lachian Mounuins, and in an accentuation of the contrast between
the highlands and the adjacent plains. Under these conditions
sediments from the high lands were washed out and distributed
widely over the plains, giving rise to a thin but widespread forma-
tion of ill-assorted sediment, without marine fmsils, and. for the
most part, without fossils of any kind, and resting unconformably
on Cretaceous, Eocene and Miocene formations. To the seaward
the non-marine phase of the formation doubtless grades into a marine

Ehase along the shore of that time, but the position of thb shore
as not been defined. The marine part of the Lafayette b probably

covered by sediments of later age.
In eariier literature the Lafayette formation was described under

the name of Orange Sand, and was at one time thought to be the
southern equivalent of the glacbl drift. Thb, however, is now
known not to be the case, as remnants of the formation, isolated by
erosion, lie under the old glacbl drift in Illinois, and perhaps else-

where. It seems probable that the Lafayette formation of tne Gulf
coastal plain b continuous northward and westward with gravel
deposits on the Great Plains, washed out from the Rocky Mountains
to the west. The careful stud^ of these fluvial formations b likely

to throw much light on the history of the deformative movements
and changes in topography in the United States during the late

stages of geological history.

Deformative movements of the minor sort seem to have been in

progress somewhat generally during the Tertbry periods, especially

in the western part of the country, but those at the close of the
Pliocene seem to have exceeded greatly those of the earlier stages.

They resulted in increased height of bnd, especially in the west, and
therefore in increased erosion. This epoch of relative uplift and
active erosion b sometimes called the Sierran or Ozarkian epoch.
The details of the topography of the western mountains are larccly

of post-Pliocene development. The summits of some of the fiigh

mountains, such as the Cascades, appear to be remnants of a
peneplain developed in post-Miocene time. If so, the mountains
themselves must be looked upon as essentially post-Pliocene. De-
formative movements resulting in close folding were not common at

this time, but such movements affected some of the coast ranges

of Califomb. This epoch of great deformation and warping marks
the transition from the Tertbry to the Quaternary.

Quaternary Formations.—^The best-known formations of the
Quaternary period are those deposited by the continental glaciers

which were the distinguishing feature of the period r»»^»i
and by the waters derived from them. The glacbl
drift covers something like half of the continent, though much
less than half of the United States. Besides the drift ot the ice-

sheets, there b much drift in the western mountains, deposited by
local glaciers. Such gbciers existed in all the high mountains of

the west, even down to New Mexico and Arizona.
The number of glacbl epochs now recognized is five, not counting

minor episodes. Four defined zones of intergbcial deposits are
detected, all of which are thouj^ht to represent great recessions of

the ice, or perhaps its entire disappearance. The climate of some
of the interglacblepochs was at least as warm as that of the present

time in the same regions. The glacial epochs whkh have been
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^t

niagara ana misuMippi ^sc nnuionv raus; nvera. t ne
the time between the brat and last gudal epochs is baaed
which the earlier drift has undergone as compared with t

the younger drift has undergone. Some of the estimate

differentiated are the foUon^ng, nnmbered in chronolorical order:
' ) Wisconsin. (4) lowan. CS lUinoian, (a) Kansan, (i) Sub-

itonian, or Jerseyan. Oi tBese, the Kansan ice-sheet was the
most extensive, and the later ones constitute a diminishing series.

Essentially all phases of glacial and aqueo-glacial drift are repre-
sented. The principal terminal moraines are associated with the
ice of the Wisconsin epoch. Terminal moraines at the border of
the lllinoian drift are generally feeble, though widely recognisable,
and such moraines at the maigm of the lowan and Kansan drift

sheets are generally wanting. The edge of the oldest drift sheet
is buried by younger sheets of drift in most ^eoea.

Loess is widespread in the Mississippi River basin, especially
along the larger 8trff^m«» wh?fh fl'^wed irom the ice. Most of the
1oc» li now E;T.nr

'

ive been deposited by the wind.
The Urgtr Dart oi : - ' -i from the closing stages of the
Jo«afi epochs but ktv:^^ a^^p-jLi^ to have come into existence after
tithtt |!acUl ppochi AS wril . Ni ott of the fossils of the loess are shells

ot tciTCitrial ^^atropodt, but bonLis of land mammals are also found
in not a. (qw placn. Some of the loess b thought to have been
derived by the wind Troni the lUfface of the drift soon after the retreat
Chf the ice^ before vef^ation eot a foothold upon the new-made
deposit ; but a. Large p^t of thelocsf, especially that associated with
the main valleys.^ appcari to have been blown up cm to the bluffs

of the v.ill^)'? fmm the flooid p]iinq below. As might be expected
vndor ''<

]\ raiiL^'-- from fine sand to silt which ap-
proachi's .

'. .,. in ic \i u:<.-. It4 co3.v*iT phases are closely associated
with dunes iii many places, and locally the loess makes a considerable
part of the dune materiaL
Much interest attaches to estimates of time based on data afforded

by the consequences of glaciation. These estimates are far apart,
and must be regarded as very uncertain, so far as actual numbers
are concerned. The most dranite are connected with estimates of
the time since the last glacial epoch, and are calculated from the
amount and rate of recession of certain falls, notably those of the
Niagara and Mississii^pi (St Anthony Falls) rivers. Tne estimate of

*» based on changes
i with those which

. i younger drift bas undergone. Some of the estimates make the
lapse of tune since the first glacial epoch more than a million ynrs,
while others make it no more than one-third as long. The time since
the last glacial epoch is but a frsctkm of the time since the first—
probably no more than a fifteenth or a twentieth.

Outside the region affected by glaciation, deposits by wind, rain,

rivers, &c., have oeen building up the Una. and sedimenution has

ff^
been in progress in lakes and about coasts. The non-

^^t glacial deposits are much like the Tertiary in kind and
• distribution, except that marine beds have little repre-
sentatk>n on the land. On tne coastal plain there is the Columbia
series of gravels, sands and loams, made up of several members,
lu distribtttkm b similar to that of the Lafayette, though the Co-
lumbia series is, for the most part, confined to krwer levds. Some
of its several members are definitely correlated in time with some
of the glacial epochs. The series is widespread over the lower part
of the coastal plain. In the west the Quaternary deposits are not,
in all cases, shairply separated from the late Tertiary, but the deposits
of glacial drift, referaole to two or more glacial epochs, are readily
differentiated from tlie Tertiaiy; so. also, are certain lacustrine
deposits, such as those of the extinct lakes Bonneville and Lahontan.
On the Pacific coast marine Quaternary formations occur up to
elevations of a few scores of feet, at least, above the sea.

Igneous rocks, whether lava flows or pyroclastic ejections, are
less important m the Quaternary than m the Tertiary, though
volcanic activity is known to have continued into the Quaternary.
The Quaternary beds of lakes Bonneville and Lahontan have been
faulted in a small way since they were deposited, and the old shore
lines of these lakes have been deformed to the extent of hundreds
of feet. So also have the shorelines of the Great Lakes, which came
into existence at the close of the glacial period.
Much has been written and more said concerning the existence

of man in the United States before the Jast glacial epoch. The
present state of evidence, however, seems to afford no warrant for

the conclusion that man existed in the United States before the end
of the glacial period. Whatever theoretical reasons there may be
for assuming his earlier existence, they must be held as warranting
no more than a presumptive conclusion, which up to the present
time lacks confirmatbn by certain evidence.
The following sections from selected parts of the country pve

some idea of the succession of beds in various type regions. The
thicknesses, especially where the formations are metamorphosed,
are uncertain.

West Cbntkal Massacbusbtts
Triassie.

Chicopee shale 300 ft. (?)

Granbytuff 580,,
Blackrock diabase (cones and dikes).

Longmeadow sandstone looo „
Sugarioaf arkose 4660,,
Mount Toby conglomerate.

Unconformity.

Dt9on$on»
Bernardston Mries 1950 ft.

UncoitformUy,

SUnrian.
Leyden argiUite jooft.
Conway schist 1
Amherrt schist i.5000 „ (?)
BrinfieM fibroUte-schist

j;»— ^
v /

Goshen schist 3000 ^ (?)
Uncimjormtty.

Ordondan.
Hawley schist aoooft.(?)
Savoy schist 5000 „ (?)
Chester amphiboUte jooo „ (?)
Roweschiirt 4a».. (?)
HoosK schist 1500 ,. (?:

unconjormtty,

CamMan,
Becket gneiss aooo ft.(?)

Unamformity.

ProUrowoie,
Washington gneiss 300oft.(?)

(Base not exposed.)

The above section is fairly representative for oonsidenble paits
of New England.

Wbst ViKcnoA, ftc.
Ponnsyhnnian,

(Top of system removed by erosioa.)
Braxton formation 700 ft.

Upshur sandstone 500- 500

«

Pugh formation 300- 450

«

Pickens sandstone 400- 500 „
VnconformUy,

MissisHppian,
Canaan formation 1000-1300 ft.

Greenbrier limestone 350- 400 »
Pooono sandstone 70- 90,,

Dtoonian.
Hampshire formation 1500-1800 ft.

Jenmngs formatran 3000-3800 „
Romney shale 1000-1300 ..

VncanJormUy,

Monterey nndstone 50- 200 ft.

Sttnnam.
Lewiston limestone 550-1050 ft
Rockwood formation 100- 800 „
Cacapon sandstone 100- 6^ „
Tuscarora quartxite 30- 300 ..

JuniaU formatwn 205-1250

«

0rdo9%cia$L
Martinsburg shale 800-1800 ft.

MiddU and VpUr Camhrian.
Shenandoan limestone 2400 ft.

(Base not exposed.)

This section b fairiy representative for the Appalachian Moostaia
tract, though the (uunbnan b often more fully represented.

Ohio
Pnmian.

Dunkard formation c.25ft
Ponnsjiwanian,

Monongahda formation 200- 250 ft.

Conemaugh formatmn 400- 500 „
Alleghany formation 1^5- 300 „
Pottsville congk>merate 250 „

Unconfofmity,

iiuHisippian.
Maxville limestone ....... c 25 ft.

Waveriey series

—

Logan group 100- 150 fL
Black Hand conglomerate 50- 500 „
Cuyahoga shale 150- 300 „
Sunbury shale 5- 30 •
Berea grit 5- 175 ..

Bedford shale 50- 150 «
Devonian.

Ohio shale 300-2600 ft
Olenungy shale 20- 35 „
Delaware limestone 30- 40

«

Columbus limestone iio«
SUnrioMi,

Monroe formation 50- 600 ft
Niagara ^up 150- 350

«

Clinton lime^one 10- 50 ^
Medina shales (?) 50- im m

(Belfast bed.)
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Ordeneicn.
Saluda beds. . . .

Richmond fonnatioii .

Lorraine formation
Eden (Utica) shale
Trenton limeatone . .
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ao* ft

300*.,
300* „
350 „

Iowa

Glacial drift.

Unconformity.

Upper Cretaceous,

Benton formation o- 150 ft.

Dakota formation 50- 100 „
Unconjormity.

Pennsyhanian.
Missouri formation 1500 ft.

Dea Moines formation 350- 400 „
Unconformiiy.

Mississippian.
St Louis limestone too ft
Osage (Auffusta) formation 300- 300 ,.

KinderbooK formation 150- 300 »,

Devonian.
Lime Creek formation 80 ft.

State Quarry beds ao- 40 „
Sweetland Creek shales ao- 40 „

Unconjormity.

Cedar Valley limestone 250- 300 ft
Wapsipinicon formation (Independence,

Fayette. Davenport) 100- 150 .,

SUwian.
Anamosa limestone 50- 75 ft
Le Claire limestone 50..
Delanirare stage 300,,

Unconformity,

Ordooician.
Maquoketa shales i7Sft.

Possible Unconformity.
Galena*Trenton limestone 390 ft.

St Peters sandstone 100 „
Oneota formation (includes Shakopee, New
Kkhroood and Oneou proper) . . . 300 „

Camhrian.
St Croix sandstone (• Potsdam). . . . 1000 ft

Unconformiiy.

Prfterotoie.

Sioux quartxite (?)
This section is fairiy represenutive for much of the central

Mississippi Basin.

Oklahoma

Penusyhanian.
(Summit removed by erosion.)

Seminole conglomerate Soft
Holdenville shale 360 .,

Wewaka formation 700 „
Wetumka shale lao .,

Calvin sandstone 145- 340 „
Senora formation 140- 485 „
Stuart shale oo- 280 „
Thurman sandstone 80- 260 ,.

Boggy shale 2000-2600 „
Savannah sandstone 730-1100,,
McAlester shale 1150-1500,,
Hartshome sandstone 150-300,.
Atoka formation (Chickahoc chert lentil) . 3200 „
Wapanucka limestone 100- 150 „

Mississippian.
Caney shale 1500 ft.

Dewmian.
Woodford chert 600 ft.

Silurian.

Hunton limestone 160 ft.

Sylvan shale (upper part) 30- 100 „
Ordoviciait.

Sylvan shale (lower part) 250 ft.

Viola limestone 750 „
Simpson scries 1600 „
Arbuckle limestone 4000-6000 „

Cambrian.
Regan sandstone .,...-.. 50- 100 ft

Unconformity.

Pre-Combrian.
Tishomingo granite (?)

Composite section. The upper part is taken from victnty of

Coalgate, the lower part from the vicinity of Atoka.

West Cbmtbal Coloiaoo
Eocene or later.

West Elk breoda 5000 ft
Unconformity.

Cretaceous.

Ruby formation 2500 ft
Unconformity.

Ohio formation (local only) 300 ft
Unconformity.

Laramie formation 3000 ft
Montana formation 2800 »
Niobrara formation 100- 300 h
Benton formation 150- 300 h
Dakota formation 40- 300 t*

Jurassic.

Gunnison formation 350- 500 ft
Unconformity.

Penns^vanian.
Maroon conglomerate 4500 ft

Possible unconformity.
Weber limestone 100- 550 ft

Unconformity.

Mississippian.
Leadvilie limestone 400- 323 ft

Apparent unconformiiy.

Ordooician.

Yule limestone 330- 450 ft

Upper Cambrian.
Sawatch quartzite 30- 330 ft

Unconformiiy.

Arckean,
The Bighorn MotmTAiNs op Wyoming

Cretaceous.

De Smet formation (shale and sandstone) . 4000 ft
Kingsbury conglomerate 0-1500 „
Piney formation (shale and sandstone) . . 3300 „
Parkman sandstone 330 „
Pierre shale 1300-3500.,
Colorado formation 1030-1700,,

Comanchean.
Cloverly formation (upper part may be

Cretaceous) 30- 300 ft
Morrison formation (may be Jurassic) . 100- 300 „

Jurassic.

Sundance formation 330- 330 ft
Unconformity.

Triassic and Permian.
Chugwater formation 730-1300 ft

Penns^ieanian.
lensleep sandstone 30- 130 ft
Amsden sandstone 130- 330 „

Mississippian.
Madison limestone 1000 ft

Unconform^y.
Ordooician.

Bighorn limestone 300 ft.

Unconformity.

Cambrian (Upper).
Deadwood formation 900 ft.

Unconformity.

Pre-Cambrian.
Granites.

This section is fairly represenutive for the Rocky Mountains

SOUTRBRN CaLIPORNIA
Quaternary.

Alluvium, &c.
Terrace deposits and dune sand.

Pliocene (?)

P^so Robles formation 1000+ft
Unconformity.

Miocene (?)

Pismo formation (in south part of area) 3000 *ft.
Santa Margariu (in nonh part of area) 1330* >»

Unconformity.

Miocene,
Monterey shale 3000-7000 ft
Vaquero sandstone o- Soo „

Unconformity.

Cretaceous.

Atascadero formation 3000-4000 ft
Unconformity.

Comanchean.
Toro formation (KnoxviDe)' 3000* ft

Unconformity.
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Jura-Trias.

San Luis foimation (Franciscan) . . . 1000 * ft.

Unconformity.
Granite—age undetermined.

This section is represenutiv-e of the southern Pacific coast.

Section in Central Washington
Pliocene (?).

Howson andesite 350 ft.

Miocene.
Keechelus andesite series 4000 ft.

Unconformity.

Guye formation (sedimentary beds with

some lava flows) 3500* ft.

Eocene.
Roslyn formation (sandstone and shale;

coal) c. 3000 ft.

Teanaway basalt 4000 tt

Kachess rhyolite o-aooo „
Swauk formation (clastic rocks with some

tuff. &c.) 200-5000,,
Unconformity.

Pre-Terliary.
lgnc*ou« and metamorphic rocks.

ThiH, M'tt luf] ii re f-n ,entailve of the north*west part of the country.
BiHEjucRAFiiv—A detailed bibliography for North American

feoloE>' frcim 1732 to 1891, inclusive, is given in U.S. Geological

^utvi:y BuSieiin i,'T 11896); for 1892-1900 in Bulletin 188 (1902);

for 1901-190:^ ' 01 (1906) ; for 1906-1907 in Bull. 372 (1909)

:

lor i9CkB in B- ' 909). &c. A few of the more important and
Availatite publi. > ire enumerated bck>w.

Generid T/£:iiiics.—T. C. Chamberlin and R. D. Salisbury,

Ceohgic Praceaei (Ncu York) and Earth History (2 vols., New York)

;

J. D, Dan*» Mamt^ti if Ceoloty (New York, 1862); W. B. Scott,

Jnlrod«£twfi lo Ctithrv (New York. 1897): and Joseph Le Copte,

Eitmemts of Gfotoiy [New York. 1878).

"^Mdai Meborti.—V. V. Hayden, Rl, ^ ....

CtiftraphifaJ Surzey of the Territories (i2 vols., Washington,
(Mdal Meborti.—y, V. Hayden. Reports of the U.S. Geological

onaCtosrapfjiaiJ 5uney of the Territories (i2 vols., Washington,
fA73~iS3iJi; CLartrji-<? King, Geolopcal Exploration of the Fortieth

FtiToUd (7 vqIi. and atlas, Washmgton, 1870-1880); George M.
VVheckr, t^easrapkioi! and Geological Exploration and Surveys West
ojthf lootk MendiaK 1 : vols, and 2 atlases. Washington, 1877-1879);
jnd Rtrpf^ri.fflfiHf r,5 Geological Survey [since 1880): (1) Monographs
on V--—' - * ^ ^f''^ areas, about 50 m number; (2) Professional

Papers—monographic treatment of somewhat smaller areas and
lesser topics, about 60 in number; (3) Bulletins, between 300 and 400
in number; and (4) Annual Reports (previous to 1003) containmg
many papers of importance, of the sort now published as Professional

Papers. Reports of state geological surveys have been published

by most of tne states east of the Missouri nver, and some of those

farther west (California, Washington, Kansas, Nebraska and Wyom-
ing) and south (Arkansas, Texas and Louisiana). Among the more
important periodicals are the Bulletin of the Geological Society of

America (Rochester, N.Y., 1889 seq.); the American Journal of

Science (New Haven, Conn.. 1818 seq.); the American Geologist

(Minneapolis. 1888 seq.); Journal of Geology (Chicago, 1803 seq.);

Economic Geology (Lancaster. Pa.. 1905 seq.). Occasional articles

of value are to be found in the American Naturalist and Science,

and in the Transactions ^nd Proc^«<f»n£* of various state and municipal

academies of science, societies, &c 'R. D. S.; T. C. C.)

IIL—Climate
The chief features of the climate of the United States may be

best apprehended by relating them to the causes by which they are

controlled. Two leading features, from which many others follow,

are the intermediate value of the mean annual temperatures and
the prevalence of westerly winds, with which drift the areas of high

and low pressure—cyclonic and anticyclonic areas—controlling

the short-lived, non-periodic weather changes. The first of these

features is determinra by the intermediate position of the United

States between the equator and the north pole; the second by the

equatorial-polar temperature contrast and the eastward rotation

of the planet. Next, dependent on the inclination of the earth's

axis, is the division of the planetary year into the terrestrial seasons,

with winter and summer changes of temperature, wind-strength

and precipitation; these seasonal changes are not of the restrained

measure that is characteristic of the oceanic southern temperate

lone. but of the exaggerated measure appropriate to the continental

interruptions of the northern land-and-water lonc. to which the

term *' temperate " is so generally inapplicable. The effects of the

continent are already visible in the mean annual temperatures,

in which the poleward temperature ,;:radicnt is about twice as

strong as it is on the neighbouring oceans; this being a natural effect

of the immobility of the land surface, in contrast to the circulatory

movement of the ocean currents, which thus lessen the temperature
differences due to latitude: on the continent such differences are

developed in full force. Closely associated with the effect of conti-

nental immobility are the effeas dependent on the low specific heat
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and the opacity of the lands, in contrast with the high specific heat
and partial transparence of the ocean waters. In virtue of these
physical characteristics, the air over the land becomes much warmer
in summer and much colder in winter than the air over the oceans in

corresponding latitudes ; hence the seasonal changes of temperature in

the central United States are strong ; the high temperatures appro-
priate to the torrid zone advance northward to middle latituoM in

summer, and the low temperatures api^ropriate to the Arctic regk>ns
descend almost to middle latitudes in winter. As a result, the
isotherms of July are strongly convex poleward as they cross the
United States, the isotherm of 70" sweeping up to the northern
boundary in the north-west, and tne heat equator lieaping to the ox'cr-

heated deserts of the south-west, where the July mean is over 90*.

Conversely, the isotherms of January are convex southward, with a
monthly mean below 32* in the northern third of the interior, and
of zero on the mid-northern boundary. The seasonal bending of

the isotherms is. however, unsymmetrical for several reasons. The
continent being interrupted on its eastern side by the Gulf of

Mexico and Hudson Bay. with the Great Lakes between these two
large water bodies, the northward bending of the July isotherms i%

most pronounced in the western part of the United States. Indeed
the contrast between the moderate temperatures of the Pacific

coast and the overheated areas of the next interior deserts is so

great that the isotherms trend almost parallel to the coast, and are
even " overturned ** somewhat in southern California, where the
most rapid increase of temperatures in July is found not by moving
southward over the ocean toward the equator, but north-eastward
over the land to the deserts of Nevada and Arizona. So strong is

the displacement of the area of highest interior temperatures west-
ward from the middle of the continent that the Gulf of California

almost rivals the Red Sea as an ocean-arm under a desert-hot atmo-
sphere. In the same midsummer month all the eastern half of the
United States is included between the isotherms of 66* and 82*;

the contrast between Lake Superior and the coast of the Gulf <^

Mexico. 1200 m. to the south, ts not so great as between the coast
of southern California and the desert 150 m. inland to the north-east.

In January the northern water areas of the continent are frozen and
snow-covered; Hudson Bay becomes unduly cold, and the greatest

southward bending of the isotherms is somewhat east of the conti-

nental axis, with an extension of its effects out upon the Atlantic:

but the southward bending isotherms are somewhat looped back
about the unfrozen waters of the lower Great Lakes. In the mid-
winter month, it is the eastern half of the country that has strong

temperature contrasts; the temperature gradients are twice as strong

between New Orleans and Minneapolis as on the Pacific coast, and
the contrast between Jacksonville^ Fla., and Eastport. Me., is about
the same as between ban Diego, Cal., and the Aleutian Islands.

The strong changes of temperature with the seasons are indicated

also by the distribution of summer maxima and winter minima;
summer temperatures above 112* are known in the south-western
deserts, and temperatures of 100* are sometimes carried far north-

ward on the Great Plains by the " hot winds " nearly to the Canadian
boundary; while in winter, temperatures of -40*^ occur along the

mid-northern boundary and freezing winds sometimes sweep down
tor the border of the Cu\i of Mexico. The temperature anomalio
are also instructive: they rival those of Asia in value, though ran

in area, being from 15* to 20* above the mean of their btit^de m
the northern interior in summer, and as much bek>w in winter.

The same is almost true of the mean annual range (mean of July

to mean of January), the states of the northern prairies and plains

having a mean annual range of 70" and an extreme range oi 135*.

In this connexion the effect of the prevailing winds is very marked.
The equalizing effects of a conservative ocean are brought upon the

Pacific coast, where the climate is truly temperate, the mean annual

range being only lo* or I2*. thus resembling western Europe:

while the exaggerating effects of the continental interior are earned

eastward to the Atlantic coast, where the mean annual range b
40* or 50*.

The prevailing winds respond to the stronger poleward tempera-

ture gradients of winter by rising to a higher velocity and a more
frequent and severer cyclonic storminess; and to the weaker

gradients of summer by relaxing to a lower velocity with fewer and
weaker cyclonic storms; but furthermore the northern zone occupied

by the prevailing westerlies expands as the winds strengthen in

winter, and shrinks as they weaken in summer; thus the stormy
westerlies, which impinge upon the north-western coast and give

it plentiful rainfall all through the year, in winter reach scwtbera

(Tatifornia and sweep across part of the Gulf of Mexico and Florida:

it is for this reason that southern California has a rainy «inter

season. and that the states bordering on the Gulf of Mexico are

visited in winter by occasional intensified cold winds, inapproprute

to their latitude. In summer the stormy westerly winds withdraw

from these lower latitudes, which are then to be more associated

with the trade winds. In California the effect of the strong equate^-

ward turn of the summer winds is to produce a dry season: but in

the Slates along the Gulf of Mexico and especially in Florida the

withdrawal of tne stormy westerlies in favour of the steadier trade

winds (here turned somewhat toward the continental interior, as

explained below) results in an increase of precipitation. The general
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winds also are much affected by the changes ofpfcasure due to the
strong continental changes of temperature. The warmed air of
summer produces an area of low pressure in the west-central United
States, which interrupts the belt of high pressure that planetary
conditions alone would form around the earth about latitude 30^;
hence there is a tendency of the summer winds to blow iniraud
from the northern Pacific over the Cordilleras toward the continental
centre, and from the trades of the torrid Atlantic up the Mississippi
Valley; conversely in winter time, the cold air over the lands pro-
duces a large area of high pressure from which the winds tend to
flow outward; thus repelling the westeiiy winds of the northern
Pacific and greatly inrensifymg the outflow southward to the Gulf
of Mexico and eastward to the Atlantic. As a result of these
seasonal alternations of temperature and pressure there is something
of a monsoon tendency de\'eloped in the winds of the Mississippi
Valley, southerly inflowing winds prevailing in summer and northerly
outflowing wincu in winter; but the general tendency to inflow
and outflow is greatly modified by the relief of the lands, to which we
next turn.

The climatic effects of relief are seen directly in the ascent of
the higher mountain ranges to altitudes where low temperatures
prevail, thus preserving snow patches through the summer on the
hiffh summits (over 12,000 ft) m the south, and maintaining snow-
fields and modcrate-siwd glaciers on the ranges in the north. With
this goes a eeneral increase of precipitation with altitude, so that
a good rainfall map would have its darker shades very generally
along the mountain ranj^es. Thus the heaviest measured rainfall
east of the Mississippi is on the southern Appalachians; whfle in
the west, where observations are as yet few at high level stations,
the occurrence of foresU and pastures on the higher slopes of
inoantains which rise from desert plains clearly testifies to the same
rule. The mountains also introduce controls over the local winds;
diurnal warming in summer suffices to cause local ascending breezes
which fre<)uently become cloudy by the expansion of ascent, even
to the point of lormine local thunder showers which drift away as
they grow and soon dissolve after leaving the parent mountain.
Conversely, nocturnal cooling produces well-defined descending
breexes which issiw from the valley mouths, sometimes attaining
an unpleasant strength toward midnight.
The mountains are of larger imfjortance in obstructing and de>

&cting the course of the general winds. The Pacific ranges, stand-
ing transverse to che course of the prevailing wcsteriies near the
Pacific Ocean, are of the greatest importance in this respect ; it is

largely by reason of the barrier that they form that the tempering
effects of the Pteific winds are felt for so short a distance inland
in winter, and that the heat centre is displaced in summer
so far towards the western coast. The rainfall from the stromy
westerly winds is largely deposited on the western slopes of the
mountains near the Ficific coast, and arid or desert interior i^ins
are thus found close to the great ocean. The descending winds
on the eastern slopes of the ranges are frequently warm and dry,
to the point of resembling the Fahn winds of the Alps; such winds
are known in the Cordilleran region as Chinook winds. The ranges
of the Rocky Mountains in their turn receive some rainfall from the
passing winds, but it is only after the westeriies are reinforced
by a moist indraft from the Gulf of Mexko and the Atktntk—the
result of summer or of cyclonic inflow—that rainfall increases to a
sufficient measure on the lower lands to support agriculture without
irrigation. The region east of the Mississippi is sin^lariy favoured
in this way; for it receives a good amount of rainfall, well dis-
tributed through the year, and indeed is in this respect one of the
largest regions in the temperate zones that are so well watered.
The Great Plains are under correspondingly unfavourable conditions,
for their scanty rainfall is of very variable amount. Alone the
transition belt between plains and prairies the climate is peculiarly
ti^^ing as to rainfall ; one series of five or ten years may have sufficient

rainfall to enable the farmers to gather good crops; but the next
series following may be so dry that the crops fail year after year.
The cyclonk inflows and antkyclonic outflows, so characteristic

of the belt of westerly winds the worid over, are very irregular in the
Cordilleran reeion ; but farther eastward they are typkailly developed
by reason of the great extent of open country. Although of reduced
strength in the summer, they still suffice to dominate weather
changes: it is during the approach of a low pressure centre that hot
southerly winds prevail ; they sometimes reach so high a tempera-
ture as to wither and blight the grain crops; and it is almost
exclusively in connexion with the ck>udy areas near and south-east
of these cyclonic centres that violent thunderstorms, with their
(Kcasional destructive whirling tornadoes, are formed. With the
passing of the k>w pressure centre, the winds shift to west or north-
«-est. the temperature falls, and all nature is relieved. In winter-
time, the cyclonk and anticyclonk areas are of incrased frequency
and intensity; and it is partly for this reason that many meteoro-
logists have been disposed to regard them as chiefly driven by
the irre^^ular flow of the westeriy winds, rather than as due to
convectional instability, which should have a maximum effect
in summer. One of the best indications of actual winter weather,
as apart from the arrival of winter by the calendar, is the develop-
ment of cyclonic disturbances of such strength that the chang^e
from their warm, sirocco-likc southerly inflow in front of thcu"
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centre, to the "cold wave'* of their rear produces non-periodic
temperature changes strong enough to overcome the wadcened
diurnal temperature chanjges of the cold season, a rdation whkh
practically never occurs m summer time. A curious feature of
the cyclonic storms b that, whether they cross the interior of the
countiy near the northern or southern boundary or along an
intermediate path, they converge towards New England as they
pass on toward the Atlantic; and hence that the north-eastern
part of the United States is subjected to especially numerous and
strong weather changes. (W. M. D.)

IV.—Faitna and Flosa
Faima.-^Difference9 of temperature have produced in North

America seven transcontinental life^sones or areas characterized
by relative uniformity of both fauna and flora; they are the Arctk,
Hudsoniah and Canadian, which are divisions of the Boreal Regk>n;
the Transition, Upper Austral and Lower Austral, whkh are divisions
of the Austral Region, and the Tropkal. The Arctk. Hudsonian
and Canadian enter the United States from the north and the
Tropkal from the south; but the greater part of the United States
is occupied by the Transition, Upper Austral and Lower Austral,
and each of these is divided into eastern and western subzones by
differences in the amount of moisture. The Arctk or Arctic-
Alpine zone coven in the United States only the tops of a few
mountains whkh extend above the limit of trees, such as Mt
Katahdin in Maine, Mt Washinston and neighbouriiig peaks
in the White Mountains of New Hampshire, and the loftier peaks
of the Rocky, Cascade and Sierra Nevada Mountains. The larger
animals are rare on these mountain-tops and the areas are too
small for a distinct fauna. The Hudsonian zone covers the upper
slopes of the higher mountains of New England, New York and
North Carolina and larger areas on the elevated slopes of the Rocky
and Cascade Mountains; and on the western mountains it is the home
of the mountain goat, mountain sheep. Alpine flying-squirrel,

nuteracker, evening grosbeak and Townsend's solitaire. The
Canadian zone crosses from Canada into northern and north-
western Maine, northern and central New Hampshire, northern
Mkhigan, and north-eastern Minnesota and North Dakota, covers
the Green Mountains, most of the Adirondacks and Catskills, the
higher slopes of the mountains in Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Virginia, western North Carolina and eastern Tennessee, the Tower
slopes of the northern Rocky and Cascade Mountains, the upper
slopes of the southern Rocky and Sierra Nevada Mountains, and
a strip along the Pacific coast as far south as Cape Mendocino,
interrupted, nowever. by the Columbia Valley. Among itscharac-
teristk mammals and birds are the lynx, marten, porcupine, northern
red squirrel. Belding^'s and Kennkott's ground squirrels, varying
and snowshoe rabbits, northern jumping mouse, white-throated
sparrow. Blackbumian warbler, Audubon warbler, olive-backed
thrush, three-toed woodpecker, spruce grouse, and Canada jay;
within this zone in the North-eastern states are a few moose and
caribou, but farther north these animals are more charactcristk
of the Hudsonian zone. The Transition zonei iff whkh the
extreme southern limit of several boreal species overiaps the
extreme northern limit of numerous austral species, is divided
into an eastern humid or Alleghanian area, a western arid area,
and a Pacific coast humid area. The Alleghanian area com-
prises most of the lowlands of New England. New York and
Pennsylvania, the north-east comer of Ohio, most of the lower
peninsula of Mkhigan. nearly all of Wisconsin, more than half

of Minnesota, eastern North Dakota, north-eastern South Dakota,
and the greater part of the Appalachian Mountains from Penn-
sylvania to Georgia. It has few distinctive species, but within
its borders the southern mole and cotton-tail rabbit of the
South meet the northern star-nosed and Brewer's moles and
the varying hare of the North, and the southern bobwhite, Balti-

more oriole, bluebird, catbird, chewink. thrasher and wood thrush
are neighbours of the bobolink, solitary vireo and the hermit and
Wilson s thrushes. The Arid Transition life-zone comprises the
western part of the Dakotas, north-eastern Montana, and irregular

areas in Washington, Oregon, Idaho^ Wyoming. California. Nevada,
Utah, Colorado. Arizona, New Mexico and western Texas, covering
for the most part the eastern base of the Cascade and Sierra Nevada
Mountains and the higher parts of the Great Basin and the plateaus.

Its most characteristk animals and birds are the white-tailed

jack-rabbit, pallid vole, sage hen, sharp-tailed grouse and green-

tailed towhee; the large Columbia ground-squirrel {SpermopkUus
ctAumbianus) is common in that part of the zone whkh b west of

the Rocky Mountains, but cast of the Rockies it is replaced by
another species (C^nomys) whkh closely resembles a small praine
dog. The P^ific Coast Transition life-zone comprises the region

between the Cascade and Coast ranges in Washington and Oregon,
parts of northern California, and most of the California coast

region from Cape Mendocino to Santa Barbara. It is the home of

the Columbia black-Uil deer, western raccoon, Oreeon spotted

skunk, Douglas red squirrel, Townsend's chipmunk, taillexs sewellel

{HttplodoH ntfus), peculiar species of pocket gophers and voles,

Pacific coast forms of the great-homed, spotted, screech and pigmy
owls, sooty grouse, Oregon ruffed grouse, Steller's jay, chestnut-

biickcd chkkadee and Pacific winter wren. The Upper Austral
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tone it divided into an cutera humid (or Carolioun) area and a
wcatera arid (or Upper Soooran) area. The CaroUaiaa area ex-

tends from outhcm Michigan to northern Georgia and from the
Atlantic coast to western Kansas, comprising Debware, all of

Maryland except the mountainous western portion, all of Ohio
except the north-east comer, neariy the whole of Indiana, Illinois,

Iowa and Missouri, eastern Nebraska and Kansas, south-eastern

South Dakou, wntem central Okkhoma* northern Arkansas,

middle and eastern Kentucky, middle Tennessee and the Tennessee
vaJley in eastern Tennessee, middle Vtrginia and North Carolina,

western West Virginia, north-eastern Alabama, northern Georgia,

western South Carolina, the Connecticut Valley in Connecticut, the

lower Hudson Valley and the Erie basin in New York, and narrow
belts along the southern and western borders ot the lower peninsula

of Michigan. It is the nonhemmost home of the opossum, grey

fox, fox squirrel, cardinal t»rd, Carolina wren, tufted tit, gnat
catcher, summer tanager and yeUow-breasted chat. The Upper
Sonoran Ufe-xone comprise* soutb-ea^em Montana, central, eastern

and north-eastern Wyoming, a portion of south-western South
DakoU, western Nebraska and Kansas, the western extremity of

Oklahoma, north-western Texas, eastern Cotoiado, south-eastern

New Mexico, the Snake plains in Idaho, the Columbia plains in

Washington, the Malheur and Harney plains in Oregon, the Great
Salt Lake and Sevier deserts in Utah, and narrow belts in California,

Nevada and Ariaona. Among its diaxacteristic mammals and birds

are the sage cotton-tail, black-tailed jack-rabbit, Idaho rabbit,

Oregon, Utah and Townsend's ground squirrels, sage chipmunk, five-

Tbe Lower Austral tone occupies the greater part of the Southern

sutes, and is divided near the 98th meridian into an eastern humid
or Austroriparian area and a western arid or Lower Sonoran area.

The Austroriparian zone comprises nearlv all the Gulf States as far

west as the mouth of the Rio Grande, the greater part of Georgia,

eastern South Carolina, North Carolina and Virginia, and extends

up the lowlands of the Mississippi Valley across western Tennessee

and Kentucky into southern Illinois and Indiana and across eastern

and southern Arkansas and eastern Oklahoma into south-eastern

Missouri and Kansas. It is the home of the southern fox-squirrel,

cotton rat. ricefield rat, wood rat, free-tailed bat, mocking bird,

painted bunting, prothonotary warbler, red-cockaded woodpecker,
chuckwill's-widow, and the swallow-tailed and Mississippi kites.

A southern portion of this sone. comprising a narrow strip along the

Gulf Coast from Texas to Florida and up the Atlantic coast to

South Carolina, is semi-tropical, and is the northernmost habitation

of several small mammals, the aWigftoriAUigaUfrmississippienns),

the ground dove, white-tailed kite, Florida screech owl and Chap-
man s night-hawk. The Lower Sonoran aone comprises the most
arid paru of the United Sutes: south-western Texas, south-western

Arizona and a portion of northern Arizona, southern Nevada and
a large part ot southern California. Some of its characteristic

mammals and birds are the k>ng-eared desert fox, four-toed kannroo
rats, Sonoran pocket mice, big-eared )and tiny white-haired bau,
road runner, cactus wren, canyon wren, desert thrashers,

hooded oriole, black-throated desert sparrow, Texas night-hawk

and Gambel's quail. It is the northernmost home of the armadillo,

ocelot, jaguar, red and grey cats, and the spiny pocket mouse,
and in southern Texas especially it is visited by several species

of tropiod birds. There is some resemblance to the Tropical

life-zone at the south-eastern extremity of Texas, but this zone
in the United States b properiv restricted to southern Florida and
the lower valley of the Colorado along the border of California and
Arizona, and the knowledge of the latter is very imperfect. The
area in Florida is too small for characteristic tropical mammals,
but it has the true crocodile {Crocodilus americanus) and is the

home of a few tropical birds. Most of the larger American mammals
are not restricted to any one faunal zone. The bison, although

now neariy extinct, formerly roamed over nearly the entire region

between the Appalachian and the Rocky Mountains. The black

bear and beaver were also widely distributed. The Virginia deer

still ranges from Maine to the Gulf states and from the Atlantic

oonifers, principally Douf^ fir, Sitka rarocei

Wotem hemlock .Here, too, mosses and ferns grow in praii
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Pacific cedar and

and the udal {CaMiUusna skaUam), thimble berry {R$ibms
berry {Ruha sftctabilis) and devil's dub {Fatsia korrid*}

)•

coast to the Rocky Mountains. The grizzly bear, cougar, coyote,
'

; and antelope are still found in several of the Western
sutes, and the grey wolf is common in the West and in northern
prairie dog and antelope are still found in several of

sutes, and the grey wolf is common
*

MinnesoUj_Wi8Consin and Michigan.innesoU, Wisconsin and Michigan. , . , ,

F{ora.~TheAlpine flora,which is foundm the United Sutesonljron
the tops of those mountainswhich rise above the limit of trees, consists

principally of a variety of plants which bloom as soon as the snow
melts and for a short season make a brilliant display of colours,

llie flora of the Hudsonian and the Canadian zone oonusts largely

of white and black spruce, tamarack, canoe-birch, balsam-poplar,
balaam-fir, aspen and grey pine. In the Alleghanian Transition zone
the chestnut, walnut, oaks and hickories of the South are inter-

spersed among the beech, birch, hemlock and suear maple of the
North. In the Western Arid Transition zone the flora consists

largely of the true sage brush (ArUmisia tridentala), l>ut some tracts

are covered with forests of yellow or bull pine {Pinus penderosa).

The Padfic coast Transition zone is noted for ita forests of giant

are characteristic shrubs. In the Carolinian cone the tulip tree,

sycamore, sweet gum, rose magnolia, short-leaf pine and saosafcas

find their northernmost limit Sage brush is common to both the
western arid Transition zone and the Upper Sonoran zone, bat in

suita^ aoib <4 the latter several greasewoods {Artipiex eamfetft-

folia, A. camescens, A» nuUaUi, Tetradymia eaiuscetu, Sarctibatus

vermiculaHu and Crayia spiitosa) are characteristic spedes. ai>d on
the mountain sk>pes are some nut pines (ptjfoa) and junipers. The
Austroriparian zone has the long-leaf and k>bk>lly pmes, nagnoiia
and Uve oak on the uplands, and the bold cypress, tupelo and cane
in the swamps ; and in the semt-trojMcal Gulf strip are the cabbafEe
palmetto and Cuban pine; here. too. Sea Island cotton nod tropical
fruits are successfully cultivated. The Lower Sonoran aone is

noted for ita cactuses, of which there is a great variety arKi sosae of
them grow to the height of trees; the mesouite is also very large,
and the creosote bush, acacias, yuccas ana agaves are comaaoa.
The Tropkad belt of southern Florida has the royal palm, coconivt
?dm, banana, Jamaica dogwood, manchineel and mangrove; the
ropical belt in the lower valley of the Colorado has nant cactuses

desert acacias, palo-vcrdes and the Washington or tan-kaf palm.
Almost all of the United Sutes east of the 98th meridian is naturally
a forest region, and foresu cover the greater part of the Rocky
Mounuins, the Cascades, the Sierra Neimdas and the Coast Range,
but throughout the belt of plains, basins and deserts west of cte
Rocky Mountains and on the Great Plains east of the Rocky
Mounuins there are few ttves except aloi^ the watercourses, and
the prevailing type of vegeUtion ranges from bunch grass to sage
brush and cactuses according to the degree of aridity and the
temperature. In the eastern Torest region the number of species
decreases somewhat from south to north, but the entire region
differs from the densely forested region of the Padfic Coast Transi-
tion aone in that it is essentially a region of dedduons or hard-wood
forests, while the latter is essentially one of coniferous trees: it

differs from the forested rcsion of the Rocky Mountains in timt the
latter is not only easentiafly a region oi coniferous treca. but one
where the forests do not by any means occupy the whole area,
neither do they approach in density or economic impoctaooe those
of the eastern division of the country. Again, the forcsU of most of
the eastern re^n embrace a variety of speciea, which, as a rule,

are very much intermingled, and do not, unless quite cxoeptionany.
occupy areas chiefly devoted to one species: while, on the other hand,
the forests of the west—including both Rocky Mountain and Padfic
coast divisions—exhibit a small number of spedes, ooomdering the
vast area embraced in the re^on; and these spedes. in a number
of insUnces. are extraordinanly limited in tkeir range, ahhoo^
there are cases in which one or two species have almost esdosive
possession of extensive areas.

B1BLIOGRAPHV1—C. H. Merriam. Life Zones amd Crop Zamts at

Ike United States, Bulletin No. 10 of the United Sutcs Department
of Agriculture, Division of Biok)gical Survey (Washington. l8foS):

I. C. Russell. North America (New Voric, iooa); W. T. Hornadav.
American NaHtral History (New York, 1904): W. Stone and W. 1
Cram, American Animals (New York, 190a} : E. Coues, KeyioNerth
American Birds (Boston. 1896); Florence M. Bailey. Hamdbeok of

Birds of the Western United StaUs (Boston. 1002) ; E. D. Cone, ** The
Crocodilians, Lizards and Snakes of North America," in the XePort

of the United States Nalional Museum for the year 1898 (Washing-
ton, 1900) : L. Stejneger, *' The Poisonous Snakes of North America,

'

ibid., 1893 (Washington, 1895). (N. D. M.)

v.—POPULAnON AMD SOCIAL COMSmOMS
Geographical Growth of the Nation,—The achievemeDt of

independence found the people of the United States owmog
the entire country between the *Gulf and the Great Lakes,

excepting only Florida, as far to the west as the Mississippi;

but the actuid settlements were, with a few minor ezceptioss,

confined to a strip of territory along the Atlantic ahoce. The
depth of settlement, from the coast inland, varied greatly,

ranging from what would be involved in the mere occupatimi

of the shore for fishing purposes to a body of agikuhural

occupation extending back to the base of the great Atlantic

chain, and averaged some 350 m.*

Westward, beyond the general line of oontmuons settlement,

* In the Statistical Atlas volume of the census of 1900 the reader

will find for each decennial census since 1790 a map showing the dis-

tribution of population, with indication of the density of seiileuieBt.

and an elaborate explanatory text. In Orin Grant Libby's Ceo-

graphical Distribution of the Vole of the Thirteen States on Ike Federal

Constitution, 1787-1788 (University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1894).

atong with a valuable map interesting facu are given rrgarnisf
the social and economic characteristics of different s"'^

—

\ _
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! four extensions of population throush as many gaps in

the Appalachian hairier, constituting the four main paths

along which migration westward first toolc place: the Mohawk
Valley In New York, the upper Potomac, the Appalachian

Valley, «nd around the southern base of the Appalachian

system. Four outlying groups beyond the mountains, with

perhaps a twentieth part of the total population of the nation,

—one about Pittsburg, one in West Virginia, another in northern

Kentucky, and the last in Tennessee: all determined in situa-

tion by river highway»~bore witness to the qualities of strength

and courage of the American pioneer. Finally, there were in

1790 about a score of small trading or military posts, mainly

of French origin, scattered over the then almost unbroken
wildemcas of the upper Mississippi Valley and region of the

Great Lakes.

Twelve decennial censuses taken since that time (1806-19x0)

have revealed the extraordinary spread of population over
the present area of the country (see Census: United
Staia). The large percentage of the population, particulariy

zio years moved more than 500 m westward, almost exactly

along the 39th parallel of latitude: 9-5 degrees of longitude,

with an extreme variation of less than 29 minutes of latitude.

Crcwih of the Nation in Population.—U the Z9th century was
remarkable with respect to national and urban growth the world
over, it was' particularly so in the growth of the United States.

Malthus expressed the opinion that only in sudh a had of

unlimited means of living could population freely increase.

The total population increased from x8oo to 1900 about fourteen

fold (z33z*6%).> The rate of growth indicated in 2900 was still

double the average rate of western Europe.* In the whole world

Argentina alone (1869-X895) showed equal (and greater) growth.

At the opening of the century not only all the great European
powers of to-day but also even Spain and Turicey exceeded the

United States in numbers; at its dose only Russia. At the

census of 29x0, while the continental United States population

(excluding Aluka) was 9x,973,366, the total, indudhig Alaska,

Hawaii and Porto Rico, biii^ exduding the Philippine Islands,

Guam, Samoa and the Canil Zone, was 93,403,251.

CoBtianUl United Sutct. cadvivc of Ahika.

FtoMhtioB
wSSautM.

Fteubtloa
wiiSo added

Tout populfttioa.

Number of

Immknato
ntenncia
pnccdmc

Arm (OTrinding vitcr). in iqiure mOet.

twoL
pcreq.Bk

beyoBd tatt

sss.

De«itycfpmwhtbn

5-n
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
r840
1850
i860
1870
i8do
1890
1900
1910

3.939.623

5^47.355
0.779.308
8.293.869
10.340.333
11,781.231

14.569.584
17426,157
19,687.504
21,935.639
38,188421
33.533.630

61.128

460,573

2,6351788
5,288,222
8,622,292
14,117,164
18.870,867
36,263.570

34.791.445
42.749.757

3,929.314
5.308,483
7,239.881

9.638.453
I2,86o,69:«'

17.063,353'

23.191.876
31.443.321
38.558,37«
50,155.783
62,947,7x4

75.994.575
91.973,266'

11:;
331
33-5
327
35-9
35-6
32'6
30-1

34-9
20-7
31'0

35o.ooot

143439
599.125

1,713.251
2.598.214
2^114,824
2,812,191

5,246.613

7!753!8i6J

819466
819466

1.698,107

1.752.347
1.752.347
1.752,347
2,939.021
2,970.038
2,970,038
2,970,038
2,970,038
2,970,138

878.6411

54f40||

I,i86,674f
3«.oi7«*

lod

239.935
305.708
407.945
508,717
632,717
807,393
979.249

1.194.754
1,373,339
1.569.565
1.947.280
1.925.590

13,850
33.800
25.100
4.200
4.700
2,150

. 38.375
107.375
131,910
260,035

i6*4
17-4
17.7
18-9
20-3
31*1

3
30-3
32-0
33-2

39-5

26*3

9.4
12*6

16*3

199

3:1
34-9
41-5
47-2

iU
80-4

0*2
0-8

2-4

4-3
71
5-3
5*7

7^
IO-6

167

9-6
12-2

I3'0

139
145
14-4

19*2

25.5
30-9

* Excludes persons of the military and naval service stationed abroad (5318 in 1830; 6100 in 1840; 91,219 in 1900).

t Estimates of total up to 1820.

i
Total, 37,604,509, exclusive of af least some hundreds of thousands of Canadians and Mexicani.

I Louisiana purchase from France.
n Florida purchase from Spain; population counted firsti 1830.

7 Annexation of Texas (385,936 sq. m.) ; peace cession from Mexico (520,068 sq. m.) ; extinction of British claims to Oregon (^8oj6>8o

q. m.).
** Gadsden purdiase from Mexico.

of the great urban centres, that is established to-day in the

river k>wlands, reflects the r61e that .water highways have
played in the peopling of the country. The dwindlings and
growths of Nevada down to the present day, and to not a slight

degree the general history of the settlement of the states of

the Rocky Mountain region, are a commentary on the fate of

mining industries. The initial settlement of the Pacific coast

following the discovery of gold in California in 1848, and of

the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains after the discovery

of gold in 1859, illustrates the same factor. The Mormons
settled Utah to insure social isdation, for the security of thdr
theological system. A Uirge part of the Great Plains to the

cast of the Rockies was taken up as farms in the decade x88o-

1890; abandoned afterwards, because of its aridity, to stock

grazing; and reconverted from ranches into forms when a
system of dry farming had proved its tillage practicable. The
negro more -or less consdously moves, individually, doser into

the areas whose climate and crops most nearly meet his desires

and capabilities as a former; and his race as a whole tmcon-

sdously is adjusting its habiut to the boundaries of the Aus-

troripaxian life zone. The country's centre of population in

In 1790 there were about 600,000 white families in the United
States. Speaking broadly, there were few very rich and few
very poor. Food was abundant. Both social traditions and
the religious belids of the people encouraged fecundity. The
country enjoyed domestic tranquillity. All this time, too,

the land was but partially settled. Mechanical labour was
scarce, and even upon the farm it was difficult to command
hired service, almost the only farm labourers down to 1850,

in the north, bdng young men who went out to work for a few
years to get a little money to marry upon. A change was
probably inevitable and came, apparently, between 1840
and x8sa
The accessions in that decade from Ireland and Germany

were enormous, the total immigration rising to x,7X3,35x against

599,135 during the decade preceding, and against only 143,439
from x83o to X830. These people came in condition to breed

with unprecedented rapidity, under the stimulus of an abundance,

^Unless otherwise explidtly stated, by "United States" u to
be understood continental Umted States exclusive of Alaska. 1

'According to Lavasseur and Bodio,. 14*5% from i860 to 1880;
si>2% from 1880 to 1900; from 1886-1900, 11-0%.
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in regard to food, shelter and dothing, such as the most fortunate

of them had never known. Yet in spite of these accessions,

the population of the country realized a slightly smaller pro-

portion of gain than when the foreign arrivals were almost

For a time the retardation of the normal rate of increase

among the native population was concealed from view by the

extraordinary immigration. In the decade 1850-1860 it was
seen that almost a seventh of the population of the country

consisted of persons bom abroad. From 1840 to x86o there

came more than four million immigrants, of whom probably

three and a half million, with probably as many children bom
in America, were living at the latter date.

The ten years from x86o to 1870 witnessed the operation

of the first great factor which reduced the rate of national

increase, namely the Civil War. The superintendent of the

Ninth Census, 1870, presented a compuUtion of the effects

of this cause—^first, through direct losses, by wounds or disease,

either in actual service of the army or navy, or in a brief term

following discharge; secondly, through the retardation of the

rate of increase in the coloured element, due to the privations,

exposures and excesses attendant upon emancipation; thirdly,

through the check given to immigration by the existence of war,

the fear of conscription, and the apprehension abroad of results

prejudicial to the national welfare. The aggregate effect of all

Uiese causes was estimated as a loss to the population of 1870 of

1,765,000. Finally, the temporary reduction of the birth-rate,

consequent upon the withdrawal of perhaps one-fourth of the

national militia (males of x8 to 44 years) during two-fifths of

the decade, may be estimated at perhaps 750,000.

The Tenth Census put it beyond doubt that economic and
social forces had been at work, ledudng the rate of multiplica-

tion. Yet no war had intervened; the industries of the huid

had flourished; the advance in accumulated wealth had been

beyond all prwedent; and immigration had increased.

It is an interesting question what has been the contribution of the
foreign elements of the country's population in the growth of the
aggregate. This question is closely^ connected with a still more
important one: namdy, what effect, tf any, has foreign immigration
had upon the birth-rate of the native stock. In 1850 the loreign-

t)om whites (3,244,602 in number) were about two-thirds of the
coloured element and one-eighth of the native-white element; in

1870 the forctgn-bom whites (5,567,239) and the native whites of

foreign parentage (5,324,786) each exceeded the coloured. In 1900
the two foreign elements constituted one-third of the total popu-
lation. The absolute numbers of the four elements were: native
whites of native parents, 40,949,363; natives of foreign parents,

151646,017; foreign-bom whites, 10,313,817; coloured, 8,833,994.
Separating from the total populatbn of the countrv in 1900 the

non-Caucasians (9.1Q5.379). all white persons having both parents
foreign (3O,8O3.80b)^ ana one-half (3,541,365) of the number of per-

sons having only one parent foreign, the remaining 43.55^.250
*' native " mhabitants comprised the descendants of the Americans
of 1790, plus those of the few inhabitants of annexed territories,

plus those in the third and higher generations of the foreigners who
entered the country after 1790 (or for practical purposes, after

1800). The second element may be disregarded. For the exact
determination of the last element the census affords no precise data,

but affords material for various approximations, baseo either upon
the elimination of the probable progeny of immigrants since 1790;
on the known increase of the whites of the South, where the foreign

element has always been relatively insignificant ; on the percentage
of natives havine native grandfathers in Massachusetts in 1005 ; or
upon the assumed continuance through the 19th century of the rate
of native growth (one-third decennially) known to have prevailed
down at least to 1820. The last is the roughest approximation and
would indicate a native mass of 50,000,000 in 1900, or a foreign con-
tribution of approximately haliT The results of computations by
the first two methods yield estimates of the contribution of foreign

stock to the " native " element of 1900 varying among themselves
by only 1*8%. The average by the three methods gives 8,539,626
as such contribution, making 31,88^,791 the total number of whites
of foreign origin in 1900; and this leaves 35,015,624 as the progeny
of the original stock of 1790.^ Adding to the true native whites of

1900 (35.015,624) the native negroes (8,813.6^), the increase of the
native stock, white and black, since 1790 wouldfthus be about 1091 %,
and of the whites of 1790 (3.172,006) ak>ne about 1104%. It is

evident that had the fecundity of the American stock of 1790 been

^ W. S. Rossiter, A Century of Population Growth (Bureau of the
Census, Washington, 1909). pp. 85 seq.
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equal only to that of Belgium (the most fertile population of western
Europe in the 19th century) then the additions of foreign dements
to the American people would have been by looo in heavy pre-
ponderance over the original, mainly British, elements. A stud^
of the family names appearing on the census rolls of two prosperous
and typical American counties, one distinctively urban and the other
rural, in 1790 and 1900, has confirmed the popular impression that
the British element is growing little, and that the fastest reproduccn
to-day are the foreign elements that have become large in the immi-
gration current in very recent decades. In applying to the total

population of 1790 the rate of growth shown since 1790 by the white
people of the South, this rate, for the purpose of the above compu-
tations, is taken in its entirety only up to 1870, and thercafter^in
view of the notorious lesser birth-rate since that year in the North
and West—only one half of the rate is used. If, however, ap^dica-
tion be made ol the rate in its entirety from 1790 to 1900, tht resck
would be a theoretical pure native stock in lOOO equal to the tbea
actually existing native and foreign stock combined.

In 1900 more than half of every 100 whites in New England
and the Middle states (from New York to Maryland) were of forego
parentage {i^. had one or both inrents foreign), and in both senioos
the proportion is increasing with great rapidity. The Southern
states, on the other hand, have shown a diminishing relative foreign
element since 1870, and had in 1900 only 70 of foreign parentage
in 1000 whites. Relatively to their share of the country's aggregate
population the North Atlantic states, and those upon the Great
Lalces—the manufacturing and urbanized statn of the Union—hofal
much the heaviest share of immigrant population.
The shares of different nationalities in the aggregate mass of

foreigners have varied greatly. The family names on the regissers

of the first census show that more than 90% of the white popula-
tion was then of British stock, and more than 80 was English. The
Germans were already near 6 %. The entry of the Irish oenn wi a
great scale after 1840, and in 1850 they formed neariy half of all tlw
foreign-bom. In that year 8jj-6% of this toul was made up by
natives of Great Britain and Germany. The latter took first place

in 188a In 1000 these two countries represented of the total only
53*7%; add the Dutch, the Danes, Swedes, Nora'egians and S«is5
to the latter and the share was 65-1 %. A great majority of all

of these elements except the British are settled in the states added
to the original Union—the Scandinavians being the most typkally
agricultural element; while almost all the other nationalitMs are

in excess, most of them heavily so, in the original states of 1790,
where they land, and where they are absorbed into the lower grades
of the industrial organization. Since 1880 Italians, Russians, Poles,

Austrians, Bohemians and Huiigarians have enormously increased
in the immigrant populatmn. Germans, Irish, British, Canadians,
Scandinavians, Slavs and Italians were the leading elements in 1900.

In 1790 the nemes were I9'3% of the country's inhabtums;
in 1900 only 11'6%. While the growth of the country's aggregate
population from 1790 to 1900 was 1833-9%, that of the whites was
2005-9 %• ^*^ ^ "'^ negroes only X0667 %.

Certain generalizations respecting the "South'* and the
" North," the *' East " and the " West " are essential to an

understanding of parts of the histoiy of the past, and of social

conditions in the present. For the basis of such comparisons

the country is divided by the census into five groups of sutes:

(i) the North Atlantic division—down to New Jersey and
Pennsylvania; (3) the South Atlantic division—from Dda-
ware to Florida (including West Virginia); (3) the North Central

division—including the states within a triangle tipped by

Ohio, Kansas and North Dakota; (4) the South Central diviaon

—covering a triangle tipped by Kentucky, Alabama and Texas;

and (5) the Westem division—including the Rocky Mountains
and Pacific states. The first and third lead to-day in manu-
facturing interests; the third In agricultural; the fifth in mioir^.

Groups I and 3 (with the westem boundary somewhat indefinite)

are colloquially known as the " North " and 3 and 4 as the " South."
The two sections started out with population growths in the decade
1790-1600 very nearly equal (a6-s and 337 %); but in cverv suc-

ceeding decade before the Civu War the growth of the North was
greater, and that of the South less, than its increment in the initial

decade. In the two twenty-year periods after i860 the increase
of the North were 61*9 and 48*7 %; of the South, 48-4 and
48-5%. In 1790 the two sections were of almost equal populatMi;
in 1890, 1900 and IQIO the population of the North was pncttca3y
double that of the South. In the decade 1890-1900 the mciease of

the South exceeded slightly that of the North for the same period

owing to the rapid development in recent years of die Southun
states west of the Mississippi, which only the Westem group has

exceeded since 1870.' In general the increase of the two sectJosi

*The number of inhabitants of the North at each ocnsas for

every 1000 in the South was as folbws from 1790 to 1900:

1004; 1035; 1093; 1181; 1353; 1455: 156a; 1769; 2057; 1930; aoois;

_i93i
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sbce 1880 hu been nearly equal. But while this growth was
relatively uniform over the South, in the North there was a low
(often a decreasing) rate of rural and a high rate of urban growth.
Throughout the 19th century the rates of growth of the North Central
division and that of the eastern half of the South Central division

steadily decreased. It is notable that that of the South Atlantic
group has grown faster since i860 than ever before, despite the Civil

War and the conditions of an old settled region: a tact possibly

due to the effects of the emancipation of the slaves.

Comparing now the population of the regions east and west oC
the Mississippi, we find that the pofMilation of the first had grown
from 3.939,214 in 1790 to 55,023.513 in 1900; and that of the second
from 97401 in 1810 to 20,971,062 m 190a From i860 to 1890 the
one increased its numbers decennially by one half, and the other
by under one fifth; but from 1890 to 1910 the difference in growth
was slight, owing to a tremendous falling off in the rate of growth
of much of the Western and the western states of the North Central
divisions. Only an eighth of the country's total population lived

in 1900 west of the Q6th meridian, which divides the country
into two nearly equal parts. Although, as alreadv itated, the
population of the original area of 1790 was pasaea in 1880 by
that of the added area, the natives of the former were still in excess
in 1000.

Urban and Rural Pofulalum.—^The five cities of the country that
had 8000 or more inhaoitants in 1790 had multiidied to 548 in 1000.
Only one of the original six (Charieston) was in the true South, which
was distinctly rural. The three leading colonial cities, Philadelphia,
New York and Boston, grew six-fold in the i8th century, and nfty-
fold in the next. The proportion of the population living in cities

seems to have been practically constant throughout the i8tn century
and up to 1820. The great growth of urban centres has been a
result of industrial expansion since that time. This growth has
been irregular, but was at a maximum about the middle of the
century. On am avera^ throughout the no years, the population
in cities of 8000 considerably more than doubled evny twenty
years.^ The rate of rural growth, on the other hand, fell very
slowly down to i860,* andT since then (disregarding the figures

of the inaccurate census of 1870) has bora steady at about half
the former rate. In Rhode Island, in 1900, eight out of every ten
persons lived in dties of 8000 or more inhabitants ; in Massachusetts,
seven in ten. In New York, New Jersey and Connecticut the dty
«lement also exceeded half of the popula^on. At the other extreme,
Mississippi had only 3% of urban citizens. If the limit be drawn
at a populatwn of 2500 (a truer division) the urban eknnent of Rhode
Island becomes 95'0%; of Massachusetts, 91*5; of Mississipin,
7-7. All the Southern states are still relatively rural, as well to-day
as a hundred- years ago. Ten states of the Union had a density in
1910 exceeding 100 persons to the square mile: Illinois (1007),
Delaware (103), Ohio (ii7)> Maiyland (130*3), Pennsylvania
(171-3). New York (191-2). Connecticut (231-3), Newjeney (337'3),
Massachusetts (418-85 and Rhode Island XyA-K).

' ^' ^*

There are abundant sUtistical indications that the line (be the
influence that draws it economic or social) between' urban centres
of only 2500 inhabitants and rural districts is much sharper to-day
than was that between the country and cities of 8000 inhabitants
(the lamst had five times that number) in 1700. The tower limit

is theruore a truer division line to-day. Classifying, then, as
urban centres all of above 2500 inhabitants, three-tenths of the
total population lived in the latter centres in 1880 and four-tenths

(30.58341 1) in 1900: their population doubled in these twenty years.
It one regards the larger units, they held naturally a little more of the
total population of the country—^just a third (33*1%; ten times
their proportion of the country's total in 1790) ; and they grew a little

faster. The same years, however, maae apparent a rapid. fall,

general and marked, yet possibly only tempGHrary, in the rate at
which such urban centres, as well as lai]ger ones, had been gaining
upon the rural districts; this reaction being most pronouncedl in the
South and least so in the North Atlantic states, whose manu-
Cacturing industries are concentrated in dense centres of population.

Interstate migration is an interesting element in American national
life. A fifth 61 the total population of 1900 were living in other
states than those of birth ; and this does not tal» account of tem-
porary nor of multiple migration. Every state numbers among its

rendents natives of nearly every other state. This movement is

complicated by that of foreign immigration. In 1900 the percen-
tage of resident natives varied from 93*7% in South Carolina to
15% in Oklahoma; almost all of the Southern sUtes having high
percentages.

Sexes.—Tht percentages of males and females, of all ages, in the
aggregate population of 1900, were ^i-o and 49*0 respectively. The
corresponding figures for the mam elements of the population
were as follows: for native whites, 50-7 and 49-3; foreign whites,
^•o and 46-0 ; negroes, 4^-6 and 50*4. The absolute excess of males
m the aggregate population has been progressively greater at every
successive ceiuus smce 1820, save that of 1870—which foUowed
the Civil War, and closed a decade of lessened immigration. The
relative excess of males in each unit of population has not constantly
psogressed, but has been continuous. In densely settled regions
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* Average 62-2% decennially. ' Average 31-9% decennially.

females generafly predominate; and males In thinly settled regions.

In every 1000 urban inhabitants there were, in I900, 23 (in 1800
only 19) more females than in 1000 rural inhaoitants. In the
rural districts, so far as there is any excess of females, it is almost
solely in the Southern cotton belt, where negro women are largely
employed as farm hands.

Vital Statistics, 1900.—The median age of the aggregate popula*.
tion of 1900—that is, the age- that divides the population into
la}v^ -n->t 2?.85 xi-\T. In ifloo it vn» 15-97 years. A falling

bl 1 ; L uJiing di\iih'r^ii.>, Atui tUe increase m the number oL
ad .:7.irt.tfiH are presumably ihc chiuf causes of this difference.

Tl li .nge xA the foreigrt'barn in njoo was 38-42 years. The
mi:iJi.iji ^^v iA ihc popLLUtion of cities ui .^5,000 or more inhabitants
^f^^ 3*55 yc^r^ £rvatt-r than that of ilie inhabitants of smaller
uilun ccnin;:^ and rurxU districts, owing probably in the main to
the mi-jvcmrnt of jniLldlc-aecd ixatlvt anni foreign adults to urban
ceisuc^p and ikt higher bkth-rste of the rural districts. The
mi.'[ian agp of the aggfiegate popubiion is highest in New England
anJ the f^cific itatcs. Lowest in the South, and in the North Central
about equal to the cottntry'a ave^ag1^. The avcrase age of the
couatr>''» population ta igoo wa* J^-2 years. The United States
had a larger proportion (59-1%) wtcbia the "productive" age
limits of 15 4ind 60 years than mo^t EufiaDean countries; this being
due to the immigmtioD of foreign adults (corresponding figure

80'i%), the procJuttu'c group ajnong the native whites (^5'8%)
being siTuIkr than in c^-ery cot]ntr>' ol Europe. The same u true,

ho^irvier. of the popubtion v^tr <io years of age.

The death taie of the United States, 1 hough incapable of exact
determination^ was probably between id and 17 per looain 1900;
and thcrtfofc less than m most f'>rirign countries. n,-^iL ,--|^

The, following: ttatenient of the kadini.T auscs of death
^^^'^^

during the eleven ytars 1690-1900 in S3 cities of above 25.000
populationp 19 given by Dt J. S. BilUnt;^:

—

AvmaeAmraal Death.
late per 100,000 Popub-
tioobtbeCkioofUM

SKtloMliidicaUd.
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communicantt (0*3%) are headt of families only, and largely of the
Protettantt; whereat they represent practically the total Roman
Catholic population above o^nofage. In comparing the figures

C8 1890 with those of 1906 theM cautions are not 01 (oroe, since Doth
census counts wot taken by the same methods. The membership
of the Protertant bodies increased in the interval 44-8 %, while
that of the Roman Catholic Church increased 93*5%- The immi-
gration from Catholic countries could easily account for (though
this does not prove that in fact it is the only cause oQ this great
increase of the Roman Catholic body.
Among the Protestants, the Methodists with 17*5% of the toUl

membcrsnip, the Baptists with I7«a, the Lutherans with 6*4, the
Presbyterians with 5*6 and the Disciples and Christians with 3-5

—

earh nf tttnv bodies comprising more than m million memben

—

n j.1e cnc-hdlf of the tt>t^l church im:Tnl)4'rs.bip of the
c k. ur- ftfih« ( tt I J %} of a H Prottsti n t nicm Ijctv

'-.^ and Ntcchodiriis atv much »trv»ngcr in thr SoutTi,

li it her bodies^ Ihjui elicwhctt:^ the Tofintr conititutbig
\-, ' Atlantk KUtci 4J''9^'« of a II cbuKb mcmbcTP, and in

ili. ; '. .ntral itLitcs ^9-^%* Adding ifi iSc Stcthodiats thwe
f.r ;

; ii
. ? .LH.cjmE 76-3 And 6S'j^i^ The Luthrrani ate relatively

itr : 1

,- m the North Central division &fthecountr>^ tU'3%>;
the l^'rLibyicrJjifiA m iht NoriK AiUifttk And VVefiem divitioDS

(^^0%); and the DtKipIea in the ^utb CentTi^t division (6^1%}.
The R.o»ui]i Catholk^ are itrpngcst in ihe WcsiCTn divisiati ^nd
I be North Atlantic divUion, with 4'Q"J% in the formrr and SG-fi%
id thtlatteroi all church niennibcT^i th'^ir share jn^he Ncnh Central
divivtoD Im 3i^'9'/«- Thus the numerical nupcriority of the BaptlHs
and Methodiiiti in ihe two SoutherA divifaiont is corn^iementary
to that of the Roman Caiholica In ihe othrt thr^e divi^oni ol the
country- New York, Rhode lubhdi MiisMchuseti* and New
Hampihin In the ir&xtem fuiti oi the cxrtintry^ Louinbna in the

aoutb^ »(»d New Meiicoj Aricona, CaHfomU and Mont^in^ in the
-wiBStern part arc dittiflftivfeiy Uotnan Cathplic etatta, lA-itH not less

th^ AJ % of the» In the total chtirth b^idy, R-tci^it elcnvvntt are
for the moit part the tuplanatinn^ So also the irn migration of

Frtj>th Canadians and of Ifish explain* the Uct that in cvrry etaie

of <ynt'tin>e Puritan New Enghnd the Rom^n Catholici vvte a
majority over Fnimiantt and all other cburrhe*. Thin •ra* itijij

in lA^o tA 11 state?, while in on? other the Rotndo Cattifjlits hi;]d

a plurality; tn i^K* the t^j^rrcs^jondtnif figurt* were j6 nnd J«.

Tht Protctitant bodii-a are? itioro widt-ly and evfnljf distributed
throughout the country th^in are the Roman Ciithotici,

The total value ci( church property (alrr^utiit in in entirety exefnpt
from uxation) reported in 1906 was $1,357,575,867. of which
$935,943,578 was repprted for Protestant bodies, $392,638,786
forRoman Catholic bodies, and $38,994,502 for all other bodies.

Ocm^itffM.—29,073,233 persons 10 years or more of age—
neariy two-fifths (38*3%) of the country's total population^
were engaged in gainful occupations in 1900. Occupations

were reported first for free males in 1850, and since x86o

women workers have been separately reported. Five main
occupation groups are covered by the census: (i) agriculture,

(2) professional service, (3) domestic and personal service.

(4) trade and transportation, (5) manufacture and mechanical

pursuits. The percentage of all wage-earners engaged in these

groups in 1900 was 35-7, 4*3, 19' 3, 16*4, and 24*4 respectively.

Outside of these are the groups of mining and fishing.

Although manufactures have increased tremendously of

recent years—their products representing in 1905 a gross

total of $14,802,147,087 as compared with. $6,309,000,000 for

those of farms (according to the U.S. Department of Agri-

culture)—agriculture is still the predominant industry of the

United States, employing nearly half of the workers, and
probably giving subsistence to considerably more than half of

the people of the country.

Turning to the factor of sex. it may be stated that the total number
of the gainfully tmjAaytd in 1900 above given included 8ok>% of all

the men and boys, and i8-8% of all tne women and girls m the
country. The corresponding figures in 1880 were 787 and 14*7%.
The proportion of women workers is greatest in the North Atlantic
group of states (22-1 %) where they are engaged in manufacturing,
and m the South (33^) where negro women are engaged in agri-
cultural operations. The percentage of such wage-earners is there-
fore increasing much more rapidly in the former region. But in
all other parts of the country the increase b faster than in the South;
since aside from acriculture, which has long been in a relatively
stable condition, there is not by any means so strong a movement
of women into professional services in city districts. The increase
b universal. There is not a state that does not show it. The
greatest increase for any section between 1880 and 1900 was that of
the North Central division from 8-8 to 14*3%. Here too both
factors farm-life, as in North Dakota, and manufacturing, as in

UBooia showed their plain influence.
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Of an agricultuial labomers 9*4%wcre females in 1900 (7*7 in

1880); but in the South the proportion was much greater—16'5 in

the South Atlantic and 14*0 in the South Central division. In
professional service 34*3 % (in 1880, 29-4) were females, the two
northern sections showing the highest proportions. In the occupa-
tions of musicians and teachers of music, and of school-teachers
and professore (which together account for seven-eighths of profes-
sionai women) women preponderate. The same sex constituted
only 37*5 % (34*6 % »« >88o) of the wage-earners of the third eroup

;

the South also showing here, as is natural in view of its coloured
class, much the highest and the Western division of states much
the lowest percentage. Women are in excess in the occupations of
boarding and .lodging house keepers, housekeepers, launderers,
nurses and midwives, and servants and waiters. These account
for almost all women in this group; servants and waitresses make
up two-thirds of the total FmallV. in the fourth and fifth groups
the percentage of women was io-6 (i*a in 1880) and i8'5 (16*7 m
1880). In manufaaures the South Atlantk: states show a higher
percentage than the North Central, owing to the element of <£ild-

labour anneady indicated. In the Uiird group women greatly pre-
ponderate in the occupation of stenographers and type-writers;
and in those of book-keepers and accountants, clerks and copyists,
packc-rs and shippers, saleswomen (which is the largest class), and
teltgraph and telephone operators they have a large representation
(13 to 34 %). A great vanation exists in the proportion of the sexes
emnlnycd in different manufacturing Industrie Of dress-makers,
milhn^^n, Baunstresses (which together make up near half of the
total in this occupation group) more than 96 % are women. Of
th<? mak<;r» of paper boxes, of shirts, collars and cuffs, of hosiery and
knittin|i mitl operatives, of glove-makers, silk mill operatives and
book -b mdvTt they are more than half ; so abo of other textile workers.
^. l.,,!;...r

,. ooi na^ cotton mill operatives, (these last the second
1 p of women workers in manufactures), in whkh occupa-
t^;~ i.Miw are in a slight excess. The distribution of women wage-
earners in 1900 among the peat occupation groups was as follows:
in agriculture, 18*4 %; professional service, 8'i %; domestic and
personal service, 39-4 %; trade and transportation, 9'4 %; manufac-
turing and mechtmical pursuits, 24*7 %.
The proportion which children 10 to 15 yean of age engaged in

gainful oocupatwns bore to the whole number of such children was
m 1880 34*4 % for males, and 9*0% for females. Twenty years
later the corresponding figures were 36*1 and io*2 %. In the North
Atlantic and North CentraJ states, notwithstanding their manufactur-
ing industries, the proportions were much lower (I7>i and i7-o in
IQOO). and they increased very little in the period noentioned. In
the Western group the increase was even less, and the total (10^ %
in 1900) also. But in the South Atlantic and the South Central
states—where agriculture, mining amd manufacturing have in

recent decades become important—although the increase was very
slight, the proportions were far above th<we of the other sectk>ns,

both m 1880 and in 1900. In the former year the ratios were 40*2
and 41*5, in the latter 41*6 and 43.7 %. In Alabama (70*8 %
in 1880), North and South Carolina, and Arkansas the ratb exceeded
50 % in xooa

Naiwttal HVoIfJk.—Mulhall has estimated the aggregate wealth
of the United States in 1700 at $630,000,000. asmgning of this value
$479,000,000 to lands and $141,000,000 to buiklmgs and improve-
ments. It is probable that thw estimate is generous accordmg to
the vahies of that time. But even supposing $1,000,000,000 to be
a juster estimate according to present-day values, it is probable that
the increase of this since 1790 has been more than a hundredfold
and since 1850 (since when such data have been gathered by the
census) about fifteenfoM. The value of farm property increased
from $3,967,343,580 in 1850 to $20,439,901,164 in 1900. The gross
value 01 manufactures rose in the same mterval from $1,019,100,616
to $13,010,036,514: of farm products, from $2,212,540,927 in 1880
to $6,309,000,000 in 1900. The census estimate of the true value
of " property " constituting the natbnal wealth was limited in an
enumeration of 1850 to taxable realty and privately held personalty:
in 1900 it covered also exempt realty, government land, and
oorporstion and public personalty. The estimate of the national
wealth of 1850 was $7,135,780,228; in 1904 (made by the census
ofiice), $107,104.192410. It may be added that the net ordinary
revenue of the government was m 1850 $43,502,889. and in 1909
$662.324445; that the value of imports rose from $7'48 per capita
in 1850 to $14*47 in 1909; and ot exports from $6'23 to $i8'50.
The public debt on the 1st of November 1909, kss certificates and
notes offset by cash in the Treasury, was $1,295,147432.04.

(f: S. P.)

VI.—Industues and Comxesce
Uannfactures.—In the colonial period there were beginnings in

some lines of manufacturing, but the policy of the British gov-
emment was generally hostile and the increase was insignificant

In the first decades after the establishment of independence
the resources and energies of the nation were absorbed in the
task of occupyfaig the vacant spaces of a coottncnt, and sub>
duing it to agriculture; and so bng as land was so abundant
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that the tpreading population easfly tostained itself upon the
fruits of the soil, and satisfied the tastes of a simple sodety
with the products of neighbourhood handicrafts, there was no
incentive to any real development of a factory economy. This
has been, for the most part, a development since the Civil

War.
No attempt was made in the census enumerations of 1790 and

xSoo to obtain statistics of manufactures. In 18x0 Congress
provided for such a report, but the results were so imperfect
that there was never published any summary for the country,
nor for any state. Nor were the daU secured in 1820 and
1840 of much value. Since 1850, however, provision has
been made on an ample scale for their collection, although
the constant modifications of the schedules under which the
statistics were arranged makes very difficult comparisons of
the latest with the earlier censuses.

From i8<o to looo fairly full industrial statistics were gathered
at a part 01 each decenntai census. In 1905 was taken the first of
a new aeries of special decennial censuses of manufactures, in which
only true factories—that », esublishments producing standardized
products intended for the general market—^were incliKled, and mere
" neighbourhood " (local) esublishments of the hand trades were
excluded. Without corrections, therefore, the figures of earlier
censuses are not comparable with those of the census of 1905. Thbs
of 512,254 establishments included in the reports of.1900. six-tenths,
employing 1 1 '2% of the total number of wage-«ameri and producing
13-3% 01 the total value of all manufactures, must be omitted as
" neighbourhood " estaUishments in order to make the folkmring
comparison of the results of the two enumerations of 1900and 1905.
The magnitude in 1905 of each of the leading items, and its increase
since 1900, then appear as follows: number of factories, 316,262,
increase A-3%; capital invested, $12,686,365,673, increase 41*3%;
salaries, $574,761,231, increase 50-9%; total wages, $2,009,735,799,

„ 1 repainng ^ ,,

$14,802,147,087. being an increase of 297% Of the last item
$3,369,757,067 represented the value of the products of rural factories
(tliat is, those in cities of under 8000 inhabitants). The increase
of the different items during the five years was greater in every case
in the rural than in the urt>an factories. There was a very slight
decline in the number of child labourers both in cityand country, their
total number in 1005 being 159.899 and in 1900 161,376. The toul
wages paid to children under 16 yean, however, whkn was in 1905
$27,988,307. increased both in the city and, especially, in the countiv,
and was 13*9% greater in r90S than five yean earlier. In tne
same period there was an increase of i6>o% in the number and of
27*5% in the wages of women worken of 16 yean (and upwards)
of age.

Deducting from the total value of manufactured products
in 1905 the cost of partially manufactured materials, including
mill supplies, a net or true value of $9,831,305,387 remains.
Partially manufactured articles imported for use in manufactures
are not included. Deducting from this the cost of raw materials
and addine the cost of mill supplies, the result—$6,743,399,718—is the value added to materials by manufacturing processes.
The extent to which manufactures are controlled by large factories

is shown by the fact that although in 1905 only 11-3% of the toul
number reported products valued at $100,000 or over, these estab-
lishments controlled 81-5% of the capital, employed 71*6% of
the wage camera, and produced 79-3 % of the value of the products,
of all establishments reported. 52*3% of the total number, empty-
ing 66-3% of all wage-earners, and producing 697% of the total
product-value, were in urban centres.

Only six establishments in a thousand employed as many as 500
workers, and only two in a thousand employed as many as looo
workers. Cotton mills are most numerous in the last class of estab-
lishments. The manufacture of lumber and timber gave employ-
ment to the largest total number of workera; and this industry,
together with tnose of foundry and machine shops (including
locomotives, stoves and furnaces), cotton goods (including small
wares), railway car and repair shops, and iron and steel, were (in

order) the five greatest employera of labour.
Measured by the gross value of products, wholesale slaughtering

and meat packing was the most imporunt industry in 1905. The
products were valued at $801,757,117. In each of four other
industries the producu exceeded in value five hundred millions of
dollara, namely, those of foundry and machine shops, flour and grist

mills, iron and steel, and lumber and timber. In one other, cotton
goods, the value was little less. These six industries contributed
37*3 Yo of the value of all manufactured products. Both in 1905
and in 1900 the group of industries classed as of food and kindred
products ranked first in the cost of materials used and the value
of products; the group of iron and steel ranking first in capiul and
in wages paid: and textiles in the number of wage-eamera employed.
The dose relation of manufactures to agriculture is reflected in
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the fact that, of the raw materials used, 79*4% came from the farm.
The remainder came from mines and quarries, 15-0%; forests,
5.3%; the sea. 0-4%.
Four sutes—New York, Pennsylvania, Illinob and Masaadbnaetts

—each manufactured in 1900 products valued at over $1,000,000^000;
New York exceeding and Pennsylvania attaining almost twice
that sum. The manufacture of some products is highly localised.
Thus, of silk goods, worsteds, the producu of blast fumaoes, of
rolling mills and steel works, glass, booU and shoes, hosiery and knit
goods, sUughtering and meat products, agricultural implenKnts
woollens, leather goods, cotton goods and paper and wood pulp,
four leadmg sutcs produced in each case from 88-5 ^L in tlie case
of sUk modb, to 58-6% in the case of pulp.
M. G. Mulhair(/iM<iulry and WeaOk of Naiums, 1896) aasigMd

fourth place to the United Sutes in 1880 and first place in 1894 in
the value of manufactured products, as compared with other
countries. Paul Leroy-Beaulieu (Jjts£taU-Unix auaa^ Sttefe. Paris,
1904) woukl assign primacy to the United States as far bock as i88«.
Since the English board of trade estimated the exporu of British
manufactured ffoods at from 17 to 30% of the industrial outpat
of the United Kingdom in 1903, this woidd indicate a manufactured
product hardly two-thirds as great as that of the true factory estab-
lishmenu of the United Sutes in 1900. But exact dau for com-
parison do not exist for other countries than the United Sutes. In
the production of pig iron, the share of the United Sutes seems to
have been in i8<bo about ooe-eiKhth and that of Great Britain <

the second place, after Great Britain; deckkdiy second in conoas,
a ck>se competitor with Great Britain and France in woollens, and
with France in silks. In the manufacture of food producu the
United Sutes holds a lead that is the natural result of immense
advantages in the production of raw materials. No other ooootry
produces half so much of leather. In the dependent industry of
booU and shoes her position is commanding. These facu ^ve an
idea of the rank of the country among the manufacturing countries
of the world. The basis of this position n generally considered to
be, partly, immense natural resourees available as materials, and,
partly, an immense home market.
For AgnaUture, see the artkle AcuctXLTURB; for Fiskeria, see

FisRBaiBs; and for Forestry, see Forests akd Forestry.
MinerttU.—ln 1619 the erectk>n of *• works " for smelting the ores

of iron was begun at Falling Creek, near Jamestown, Va., and iron
appean to have been made m i63o: but the enterprise was stopped
by a general massacre of the settlera in that region. In i6|3 the
business of smelting and manufacturing iron was begun at lL>'ttn,

Mass.. where it was successfully carried on, at least up to 167 1,
furnishing most of the iron used in the colony. Frbm the middle
of the 17th century the smelting of this metal began to be of impor-
unce in Massachusetts Bay and vicinity, and by the close of the
century there had been a laige number of ironworks establisfacd
in that cok>ny, which, for a century after its settlement, sb-as the chief
seat of the iron manufacture in America, bog ores, uken from the
bottom of the ponds, being chiefly used. EaiTy in the 18th century
the industry bc^n to extend over New England and into New Jer?ey

.

the German bbomery foige being employed for reducing the ore
directly to bar iron, and by the middle of that century it bad taken
a pretty firm hokl in the Atlantic colonies. About 1789 there were
fourteen furnaces and thirty-four forges in operation in Pennsylvania.
Before the separation of the colonies from the mother country, the
manufacture of iron had been extended through all of them, with
the possible exception of Geoigia. As early as 1718 iron (both pig
and oar) began to be sent to Great Britain, toe only country to which
the export was permitted, the annual amount between 1730 and
1775 varying ordinarily between 3000 and .3000 tons, but in one
yw (1771) rising to between 7000 and 8000 tons.

'"*
hrst metal other than iron /njned by whites within the territoryThe I;

of the United States was lead, the discovery of which on the American
continent was recorded in 1621. The first English settlers on the
Atbntie bartered lead of domestk origin with the Indians in the
17th century, and so did the French in the upper Mississippi Valley.
The ore of the metal occurring in the Mississippi basin->galena—

a

scattered widdy and in large quantities, and being easily smelted
by the roughest possible methods was much used at an eariy date.
In the second half of the i8th century, during the period of French
and Spanish dominatk>n in the valley, lead was a common medium
of exchange, but no real mining devek>pment took place. Cooper
was the next metal to be mined, so far as is known. The brst

company began work about 1709. at Simsbury, Conn. The ore
obuined there and in New Jeraey seems to have been mostly
shipped to England. A few yeara later attempts were made to
work mines of lead and cobalt m Connecticut and Massachusetts.
The firet mining excitement of the United States dates back to

the discovery of gold by the whites in the Southern states, akmg
the eastern border of the Appalachian range, in Virginia, and in

North and South Carolina. The existence of gold in that region
had been long known to the aboriginal inhabiunts, but no attention
was paid to this by the whites, undl about the beginning of the
19th century, when nuggeu were found, one of which weighed 38 IL
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From 1824 the search for gold continued, and by 1829 the business
had become important, and was attended with no little excitement.
In 1833 and 1834 the amount annually obtained had risen to fuUy
a million of dollars. A rapid development of the lead mines of the
West, both in Missouri ana on the upper Mississippi in the region
«vhere Iowa, Wisconsin and Illinois adjoin one another, took place
during the first quarter of the 19th century, and as early as 1826
or 1827 the amount of this metal obtained had risen to nearly 10,000
tons a year. By this time the making of iron had also become
imponant, the production for 1828 being estimated at 130,000
tens.

In 1820 the first cargo of anthracite coal was shipped to Phila-

delphia. From 1830 the increase in the production was very rapid,

ana in 1841 the annual shipments from the Pennsylvania anthracite
region had nearly reached 1,000,000 tons, the output of iron at
that time being estimated at about 300,000 tons. The develop-
ment of the coal and iron interests, and the increanng importance
of the gokl product of the Appalachian auriferous belt, and also of

the lead product of the Mississippi Valley* led to a more general

and deckled interest in geology and mining; and about 1830 geo-

logical surveys of several of the Atlantic states were begun, and
more systematic expk>rations for the ores of the metals, as well as
for coal, were carried on over all parts of the country then open to
settlement. An important step was taken in 1844, when a cession

of the region on the south shore of Lake Superior was obtained from
the Chippewa Indians. Here explorations for copper immediately
began, and for the first time in the United States the business of

mining for the metals began to be developed on an extensive scale,

with suitable appliances, and with financial success. An event of

still greater importance took place almost immediately after the
value of the copper region in question had been fully ascertained.

This was the demonstration of the fact that gold existed in lar^
fuantitics along the western slope of the Sierra Nevada of California,

n five yeara from the discoveiy of gold at Coloma on the American
river, the yield from the auriferous belt of the Sierra Nevada had
risen to an amount estimated at between sixty-five and seventy
millions of dollan a year, or five times as much as the total

productk>n of this metal throughout the world at the beginning

of the century.
The following detauls show the development of the mineral re-

sources of the country at the middle of the 19th oentuty. In 1850
the shipments of anthracite amounted to nearly 3,500,000
tons; tnose of Cumberland or semi-bituminous coal were

ftnlf"*^ about 200,000 ton^ The yearly production of pig ironmoamsMv,
^^^ ^^^ ^^ between 500,000 and 600^000 tons. The

annual yield of gold in the Appalachian belt had fallen off to about
$500,000 in value, that of California bad risen to $36,000,000,
and was rapidly approaching the epoch of its culmination
(1851-185O. No silver was obtained in the country, except what vas
separated from the native gold, that mined in CaUfomia containing
usually from 8 to 10 % of the less valuable metaL The ore of

mercury had fa«en discovered in California before the epoch of the
gold excitement, and was beins extensively worked, the yield in

the year 1850-1851 being nearly 2,000,000 lb. At this time the
copper mines of Lake Superior were being successfully developed,
aiui neariy 600 tons of meUllic copper were produced in 1850. At
many points in the Appalachian belt attempts had been inade to
work mines of copper and lead, but with no considerable success

About the middle of the century extensive works were erected at
Newark, New Jeraey, for the manufacture of the oxide of sine for

paint; about 1100 tons were produced in 1852. The extent and
value of the deposits of zinc ore in the Saucon Valley, Pennsylvania,
had also just become known in 1850. The lead production of the
Missouri mines had for some years been neariy stationary, or had
declined slightly from its former importance; while that of the upper
MissisMppi region, which in the yeara just previous to 1850 had
risen to from 20,000 to 25.000 tons a year, was declining, having
in 1850 sunk to less than 18,000 tons.

At the end of the century, in only fifty years, the United States
had secured an easy first place among the mineral-producing countries

of the world. It held primacy, with a large margin,

Pt^luhL mi *" ^^* y**'*^ °' *^°*^' *''*'"• ^^ *"*^ copper, the minerals

2^7*7 most important in manufactures: in gold its output

itidumtrhm '"*• Mcond only to that of South Africa (though practi-
*

cally equalled by that of Australia); and in rilver to
that of Mexico. Although the data are in eeneral incomplete upon
which might be based a comparison of the relative standing of

different countries in the production of minerals of lesser impor-

(Industrits and Wealtk of Naiions, edition of 1896. pp. 3^-35) that
Great Britain then produced approximately one-third, the United
Sutes one-third, and all other countries collectively one-third of

the minerab of the world in weight.
• The leading products, as reported by the Geological Survey for

IQ07, were as follows: coal. $614,7^.898 (85,601,312 tons of anthra-
cite coal, 394,759.112 of bituminous); petroleum, $120,106,749;
natural ga». $54,222,399; iron ore, $131,996,147 (pig iron,

$529,958,000): copper, refined, $173,799,300; gold, coinage value,

$90,435,700: buil(Unff-stone, $71,105,805: silver, commercial value,

$37,299,700: lead, fc&ned, $38,707,596; and ztnc.refined, $3640t,9ia

The North Atlantic and the North Cehtral census groups of states
(that is, the territory east of the Mississippi and north of the Ohk>
rivers, and north of Maryland) produced two-thirds of the total
output. Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, West Virginia, California,
Cok>rado, Montana, Michigan, New York and Missouri were the
ten states of greatest absolute production in 1907. The rank relative
to area or population is of course different. Those whidi, according
to the bureau of the census, produced $1000 or over per sq. m.
in 1902 were Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia; $500 to $1000,
Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, Vermont and Massachusetts. Seventeen
states produced from $100 to $500 per sq. m.
The total mineral output for the decade 1899-1908 according to

the United States Geological Survey was as follows:

—

Year.
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tS33.3i4«ti7lBt908:aiidtO4804f6S4^tm.i«hMd at |6i4.^
b 15)09. Pennsylvania produced three-iourtiit of the total output
of the country in i860, and since ij^oo slightly less than one-half.
*Tp to 1870 there was more anthraate min^d in Pennsylvania than
ituminous in the whole counti^, but since that year the production

gi

of the latter has become vastfy' the greater, tlbc totals in 1907, in

which year each stood at its nuudmum, being . 83,268,754 and
332.573.944 tons lespectivdy.

Inasmuch as the
and with more or I _
coal of the respective states, it may be said that according to esti-

mates of the Geological Siurvey the foUondng states are credited

with the deposits indicated of true bituminous coal, including local

the present production is not oonudered locally

—

or less justice—«s at all indicative of the wealth in

admixtures of anthracite, the figures being millions of short tons:
Colorado. 396.27a; Illinois, 340,000; WestVu
196
Alabama. 68,903; Indiana,

Colorado. 296.272; Illinois, 340,000; West Virginia. 231.000; Uuht
-'6^; Pennsylvania, 112,574; Kentucky, i04/»8: Ohio, .86.028;

,44.169: Missouri, 40.000: New Mexico,
to.8o<. Tennessee, 25.665; Yirginiat 21,600; Michigan, 12,000;
Maryland. 8.044; Texas. 8,000; Kansas, 7.022; and Montana,
5,000: with lesser deposits in other states. At the same time there
are estimated deposttt of sub-bituminous coal, isolated or mixed
with bituminous, amounting to 75.498 millions of tons in Colorado
(which is probably the richest coal area of the country) : and in
other states as follows: Wyoming, 423.953 millions of tons;
New Mexico, I3.'>.975; Washington, 20,000; Montana, 18.560;
California and Oreson. 1,000 each; and lesser amounts elsewhere.
Finally, of true ligmte beds, or of lignite mixed with sub-bituminous
qualfeies, the states of North DakoU, Montana, Texas and South
Dakou are credited with deposits of 1(00,000; 379,^00; 33,000;
and 10 000 millions of tons respectively. But it is to be re-

membered that the amount and the fud value of both the lignite

and, to a lener degree, the sub-bituminous coals, is uncertain to a
hish degree.

Petrolsum. according to the report of the National Conservation
Commission in 1008, was then the sixth largest contributor to the

rMm^m nation s mineral wealth, funushing about one-sixteenth^^ of the total. Oil was producea in 1908 in sixteen
states. This productive area is divided by the United States
Geological Survey into six " fields " (in addition to some scattering
states) with reference to the quality of oil that tb^ produce,
such quality determining their uses. The Appalachian neld (Penn-
sylvania, New York, Ohio, West >^ri^nia and Tennessee) produces
oil rich in paraffin, practically free from sulphur and asphalt,
and yielding the largest percentage of sasoline and illuminating
oils. This u the highest grade crude ou produced in the worio.
The California field produces dl characterised by much asphalt
and little or no paraffin, and low in volatile constituents. The
Lima (Ohio)-Indiana, the lUinob, the Mid-Continent (Kansas,
Oklahoma and northern Texas) and the Gulf (Texas and Louisiana)
fields produce oils containing more or less of sulphur and asphalt
between the extremes of the two other fields just mentioned. The
geological conditions of the different fidds, and the detaib of the
composition of the oils yielded, are exceedingly varied, and their

study has been little more than begun-
In 18^. when the total output of the country u supposed to have

been only 3000 barrels of oil. production was confined to Pennsyl-
vania and New York. Ohio, West Virginia and California appeared
as producers in 1876. Kentucky and Tennessee in 1883. Colorado
in 1887, Indiana in 1889, along with Illinois, Kansas, Texas and
Missouri, Oklahoma in 1891, Wyoming in 1804, and. lastly, Louisiana
in 1902. From 1859 to 1876 the Appalachian field yielded 100%
of the total output of the country; m 1008 its share had fallen to
>3'9 %> In the same period of 50 years the yeariy output rose from
2000 to 179.573479 barrels (134.717.580 in 1905) and to a grand
toul of 1.986.180,043 barrels,^ worth $1,784,583,943, or more than
half the ^ue of all the ^Id. and more than the commercial value
ot all the silver produced in the country since 1793. The production
in 1908 exceeded in value the output of both metals. Deducing
from the figures of production since 1859 an equation of increase,

one finds that in each nine yean as much oil has been produced
as in all preceding yean together, and in recent yean the factor of
increase nas been higher. So rapid has been the extension of the
yielding areas, so diverse the fate of many fidds, so shifting their

relative rank in output, that the outlook from year to ^ear as regards
all these elements is too uncertain to admit of definite statements
respecting the relative importance of the five fields already men-:
tioned The total output of these, it may be stated, from 1901 to
1908—uniting the yield of the Illinois to the Lima-Indiana field

iiince their statistics were k>ng so united, until their industrial

ifferences became apparent) < and adding a nxth diviuon for the
production of scattered areas of proauction-^was as follows:

Appalachian. 335.99Q359iLtma-Indiana-Illinois. 319.609.347: Mid-
Continent, 136.148,892; Gulf, 1^.520.306; Cahfomia. 27.931.687-
and others, 3.367,666; the leading producen in
the Mid-Continent and the California areas.

1907.19 being

' The world's output of oil was trebled between 1885 and 189S. and
quadrupled between 1885 and 1900. In this increase the United
States had the largest share. So recently as 1903 the output of the

* Barrels of 42.galloas.
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United States was little greater than that of Rnasia (the two yidding
Qi*4% of the world's product), but this advantage haa aiaoe then
been greatly increased, so that the one has produced 63-1 and
the other 3i>8% of the total output of the worid. In 1908 the
Geological Survey issued a preliminary map of the then known areas
productive of oil and natuiiU eas in the United States, estimating
the extent of the former at 8850 and of the latter at 93^5 aq. n.
The supply of oil in this area was estimated at from 15,000/xio.ooo
to 30.000,000,000 barrels: and the National Conservataoa Coo>-
misdon of 1908 ft|inssfd the OfHiuon that in view of the rapid
increase of production and the enormous loss through misaae the
supply cannot be expected to last beyond the middle o< this
century.

Natural gas, as a source of ll^t and for metallurgical pmpots,

became important in the mid-eighties. In recent yean its use for
industrial purposes has lessened, and for domestic ^ur-j.- . ..f^^
poses increased. The existence of outflows or rormM*^^""^
of aas in the region west of the Alleghanies had lom^ Men knoon.
ana much gas was used for illuminating purposes in Fredonia, New
York, as early as 1831. Such gas is a more or less gcnesal con-
comitant of oil all through the petroleum-bearing areas of the
country. The total output of the country rose from a value of
$215,000 in 1882 to one 01 $54,640.374in 1908, with several fluctua-
tions up and down in that interval. Pennsylvania, with a product
valued at I15s.620.t05 from 1899 to IQ08. West Virgixua with
^.95j5496t Ohio with $48.1724^0 and Indiana with »46»i4i,553
were the greatest producers of the Union.
. The National Conservation Commission in 1908 estimated the area
of the known gas fields of the country at 0000 sq. m.; the portion
of their yidd m 1907 that was utilized at 400j00o,ooo,ooo cub. ft.;

and the waste at an equal amount—more than 1.000,000,000 of
cub. ft. daily, or enough to supply all the dties in the United States
of above 100.000 population.
Of other non-metallic mineral substances, apart from coal; petro-

leum and natural gas, little need be s^d in detail. Stone ia of the
ffreatest actual importance, the value of the quarxv output, includ-
ing some prepared or manufactured product, sucn as oreased and
crushed stone, averaging $65.1^2.313 annually in 15)04-1908.
Limestone is by far the larKcst element, and with gramte makes
up two-thirds ol the total value. Vermont, Pennsylvania and New
York are the leading producers. In this, as in other cases, actual
prnrftirt miy indKate little regarding potential resources, and still

Ie4 ri.'>:jT^$ii>g the distribution of these throughout the Union.
Gla-,1, Rtji] Qi^ier sands and gravd ($13,270,032). bme ($iij09I.i86).
pb. ^ihiitt nxk ($10.65^.558). salt ($7.5^.632), natural mineral

\ 2 1^7.269). sulphur ( ,668^2 1 5, almost wholly from Louisi-
^-'^ 'f^k^lM'A' PT****? ($4.i3«.56o), clay ($2,599,986).

asi h,J[ (^T 888.881), Ulc and soapiftone ($1,401,322). borax
{p)7^ O.KK oil from California), and pyrite ($857,113) were the next
nv

.

-
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[ Min , int products in 1908. It may be noted that the output
in ' ' ry item of nuneral production was considerably greater
in in 1908. and the isolated figures oi the latter year are
of . I est apart from showins in a general way the relative
commercial importance of the products named. In the yidd of

ffypsum. phosphate rock and salt the United States leads the world.
In sulphur it is a close second to Sicily. Phosphate rock u heavily
exported, and in the opinion of the National Conscrvatiott Com-
miauon of 1908 the supply cannot k>ng satisfy the increasing demand
for export, which constitutes a waste of a precious natural resource.
Other minerals whose production may be found suted in detail
in the annual volume on Mineral Resources of the United States
Geological Survey are: natural pigments, febpar, white mka.
graphite, fluonpar, arsenic, quarts, barytes, bromine. Some doscns
of varieties of precious stones occur widely. Of building-stooe.
clay, cement, lime, sand and salt, the country's supply was esti-

mated by the National Conservation Commission ol X908 to be
" ample.

In 1907 iron ore was mined for blast-furnace use in twenty-nine
states only, but the ore occun in almost every state of the Unioo.
As neariy as can be estimated from imperfect statistics, ,

the total ore pfoduction of the country rose steadily from "*^

2.873.400 long tons in i860 to 51.720,619 tons in 190^. The United
e. . .._-..-. i-j j^-.. _r t—i

iports during
country may

al nocraphic, historic and trade
considerations, into four districts: (O the Lake Superior district,

embracing the states of Minnesota, Michigan and Wiaconsin: (a)

the southern district, embracing the triangle tipped by Texas,
Maryland and Georgia; (1) the northern district, emt»acittg the
triangle tipped by Ohio. New Jersey and Massachusetts, plus the
sutes of Iowa and Missouri; (4) the western district, which
includes the states of the Rocky Mountain n^n and Pacific coast.

Of these districts the Lake Superior regbn—whkh embraces the
Marquette range (opened in I054). the Menominee (1872). the
Gogebic (1884), the Vermilion (1884) and the Mesabi (18^)—fir^

attracted exploration about 1844. when the copper deposits of the
same region were opened, and produced from 1854 to i^oS a total

of 410.239,551 long tons, of which 34.1.036.881 were mined in the
period 18189-1908. From the Mesabi range alone, opened in 1893.
no less than 168,143.661 long tons were uken up to 190B. The
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hare of the vhole district for some yean past has been practicany
four-fifths of the total output of the country; and together with
the yield of the southern district, more than 90%. Minnesota
alone pnxluoes more than half of the same total, having multiplied
her product since 1889 by more than 33 times. Michigan held
first place in output until 1901. Alabama is the third great pro-
ducer of the Union, and with the other two made up in 1907 more
than four-fifths of the country's total. In 1907 the proouct of
Minnesota (28.969,^ long tons) was greater than that of
Germany (with Luxemburg), and nearly twice the production of Great
Britain.

I Of the two classes of iron minerals used as ores of that metal,
namely, oxides and carbonates, the latter furnish to-day an insig-
nificant proportion of the country's product, althouah such ores
were the basis of a considerable part of the early iron mdustry. and
even so late as 1889 represented one-thirteenth of the total. Of the
oxides, various forms of the brown ores in locations near to the
Atlantic cpast were the chief basis of the early iron industries.
Magnetites .were also early employed, at first in Catalan forges, in
which bv means of a direct process the metal was secured from the
ores and foraed into blooms without bcir^ cast; later they were
smelted in blast furnaces. But in the recent and great development
of the iron industry the red haematite ores have been overwhelmingly
predominant. From 1889 to 1907 the average ycariy percentage*
oC the red haematite, brown ores, magnetite and caiiwnate in the
total ore production were respectively 82*4, 10*1, 7*1 and 0*4. In
the census of 1870 the share of the three varieties appeared almost
equal; in 1890 that of the red ores had risen to near two-thirds of
the total. The red and brown ores are widely distributed, every
state in the Union in 1907, save Ohb and North Carolina, producing
one or both. Magnetite production was confined to mountain
regions in the east and west, and only in Ohio were carbonates
mined.
An investigation was made in IQ08 for the National Conservation

Commission of the ore reserves of the country. Thb report was made
by Dr. C. W. Hayes of the Geological Survey. With the reservations
that only in the case of certam red haematite bedded deposits
can any estimate be made of relative accuracy, say within 10%;
that the concentration deposits of brown ore can be estimated only
with an accuracy represented by a factor varying between 0*7 and
3; and that the great Lake Superior and the less known Adirondack
deposits can be estimated within 15 to 20%, the total supply of the
country was estimated at 79,594,220.000 long tons—73,210415,000
of which were credited to haematite ores and ^,054*675.000 to
magnetite. Almost ^5% is believed to lie about Lake Suoenor.
The output of pig iron and steel in 1907 was 25,781,361 and

a3<363>594 Ions tons respectively. It is believed that the first

sted made in toe United States was made in Connecticut in 1728.
Crucible stteel was first successfully produced in 1832, Bessemer
and open-hearth in 1864. Pennsylvania, Ohio. Illinois, Alabama
and New York are the leading states in pixxluction.
The washing of the hish or Tertiary gravels by the hydraulx:

process and the working of mines in the solkl rock did not, on the

aaidMmd ^^ole, compensate for the diminished yldd of the

cj^M« ordinary placer and river diggings, so that the product
of gold in California continued to fall off, and hy i860

had decreased to about half what it had been ten yean before.
Discoveries in other Cordilleran territories, notably in Monuna
and Idaho, made up, however, in part for the deficiency of Cali-
fornia, so that in i860 the total amount of gold produced in the
United Sutes was estimated at not less than $45,000,000. In the
latter part of the decade 1850-1850 the territories adjacent to Cali-
fornia on the east, north and south were overrun by thousands of
miners from the Sierra Nevada goldfields, and within a few years
an extraordinary number of discoveries were made, some of which
proved to be of great importance. The most powerful impulse to
mining operations, and the immediate cause of a somewhat lengthy
period 01 wild excitement and speculation, was the discovery and
successful opening of the Comstock lode in 1850, in the western part
of what is now Nevada, but was then part of Utah. About this lode
ew up Viiiginia City. From 1859 to 1002 the total yield of this

de was $201,6^3,040 in silver and $148,145,385 in gold; the
average annual yield from 1862 to 1868 was above cle\'en millions;
the maximum yield $36.30 1.5;}7 in 1877; and the tout product to

iuly 1880 was variously estimated at from $304.752.171 '54 to
3CMS,i8i,2^I'25. The lode was an ore channel of great dimonsions

included within volcanic rocks of Tertiary age, themselves broken
through pre-existing strata of Triassk age, and exhibited some of
the features of a fissure vein, combined in part with those of a contact
deposit and in part with those of a segr»ated vein. The sangue
was quartz, very irrcgulariy distributed m bodies often of great
sizes, for the most part nearly or quite barren of ore. The meuUi-
ferous portion of the lode was similarly distributed in great masses,
known as " bonanzas." The next most famous lode is that of
Leadville, Cbk>rado, which from 1879 to 1889 yielded $147.8^4.186,
chiefly in silver and lead. In later years the Cripple Creek district

of Colorado became specially prominent.
The total output 01 gold and silver in the United States according

to the tables published by the Director of the Mint has been as
foUows.^
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the latter year reported an output of product valued at $72,600.
According to the census data for 1880 and looa there was an in-

„^ crease in value of product of 184*1 % in the interval, and
of I09'5% in the quantity of ore produced. The value

of products in 1902 were rQx>rted as $3^0.686 from gold and silver

ores, and $8,665,67^ from non-aigentiferous lead and line ores.

The total product of zinc from domestic ore for the entire country
was 7343 short tons in 1873, passed 100,000 tons in 1898, and
200,000 m 1907, when it amounted to 223,745 tons. From 1904 to

1908 the share of the United States in the world's output averaged
282 %, and in the world's consumption (disregarding stocks) 27-5 %.
Of the product of 1907 above stated no less than 6^4% came
from Missouri abne; Cobrado, Wisconsin, Kansas and New Jereey
yielding together 30*8 % more.
Most of the quicksilver produced in the United States comes from

CalUomia (86% of the total in 1908), but a considerable nuantity

Maatmrv covae* from Texas, and small amounts are produced
MwiaiTw

jj, Utah, Arizona and Oregon. Veins of cinnabar are

known dsewhere in the Rocky MounUm and Sierra Nevada regions

but not in workable quantities. The mercurial ores of the Pacific

Coast ranges occur in very irregular deposits in the form of strings

and bundles, disseminated through a highly metamorphosed
siliceous rock. The first locality where the metal was successfully

mined was at New Almaden. about 100 m. south of San Frandaco.
These mines have been productive since 1824. Another old mine,

discovered in 1853, is the New Idria located another 100 m. farther

south. These two are still among the foremost producers.

From i8so to 1908 California produced a total of 2,052,000 flasks

of metal, 0176*^ lb (since June i, 1904, 75*0 lb net) each. The year

of greatest yield was 1877, with 79.395 flasks. The production had
steadily fallen to 16,984 flasks m 1908, but in the opinion of the

United Sutes Geological Survey this reduction is mainly attribut-

able, in recent years at least, to market conditions, and does not
truly indicate tne exhaustbn of the mines, although the ores now
available are of low grades, those of New Almaden having shown
a decrease in yield from 367 % in 1850-18^1 to 074 % in 1895-1896,
so that only the ereatest metallurgical skill and business economy
can sustain the mines against a weak market.

Bauxite was produced on a commercial scale in four states in

1908: Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia and Tennessee; Arkansas pro-

dudng—as for years past—more than six-tenths of

the total product of the country. This rose from an
insignificant amount in 1889 to 97.776 k>n|( tons (valued

at $480,330) m 1907. The consumption of the Umted States is,

however, much larger than its product, and is rapidly growing.
The production of aluminium rose from 83 lb in 1883 to 7,500,000 lb

in 1903, and a consumption (the Geological Survey not reporting

the production) of 17,211,000 Vb in 1907. Antimony, bismuth,
selenium, tellurium, chromic iron ore, tin, nickd, cobalt, vanadium,
titanium, molybdenum, uranium and tantalum are produced in the
United States in small amounts, but such " production " in several

cases has amounted to only slight discoveries, and in general they
are of little importance in the market. Of tungsten the United
States was in 1907 the greatest producer in the worid (1640 tons in

a total of 6062). Tin ores have been widdy discovered, but though
much has been hoped for from them, particularly from the deposits

in the Black Hills region of South Dakota, there has been no more
than a relatively insignificant commercial production.

Commerce, Foreign and Domestic,—^The English colonies that
became the Unitea States carried on during the colonial period a
commerce with the mother countiy, and also, both so far as the
legislative trammels of the British colonial system permitted it

and illicitly, a fairiy active commerce with the West Indies. This
latter became of increasing moment in the successive periods of

European colonial wars of tne 18th century. With the achievement
of independence by the United States the same interest became of

still greater importance to the new nation, so as to constitute a lead-

ing dement in its early diplomacy. Although rdativdy unsuccess-

ful in securing access to the British islands, the importance of the

United States as a supplier of the other West Indies continually

grew, and when the communication of the French and Spanish
islands with their metropolises was practically cut off by the British

during the Napoleonic wars, the dependence of these colonies upon
the American carrying trade became absolute. It was the profits

of this neutral trade, notwithstanding the losses to which it was
exposed by the high-handed measures of the British and the French
governments, that caused these insults to be more or less patiently

endured by the trading interests. When President Tefferson, and
after him President Madison, attempted to secure redress for these

injuries by the imposition of an embargo on American vessds, the
West Indian trade was temporarily ruined, the war of 181 2-15 with
Great Britain contributing to the same end. The East Indian trade
had been opened from New England ports late in the 18th century.
The whaling and cod and mackerel fisheries were of earlier colonial

origin. As general carriers American ships gained no importance
until the Napoleonic wars; and this interest was greater in the West
Indies than in Europe. Such were the main branches of national
commerce up to the time of the second war with England. After
|he war of 1812 new outleu were found in all directions, and the

commerce of the country grew apace, until in the yean immediatdy
preceding the Civil War the United States was a dose second to
Great Bntain among the trading countries of the worid. The Civil

War caused enormous losses to the merchant marine, and the world-
wide substitution about this time of iron steamere for wooden
steamers and sailing vessds contributed to prevent a recovery:
because, although ship-building was one of the earliest arts devdoped
in the colonies, and one that was prosecuted with the h^faest soccess
so long as wooden ships were the dominant tjrpe, the United States
has never achieved marked success with the iron steamer, and the
law has precluded the registry as American of vessds built abroad.
The American " clipper ships that were constructed at Baltimore
and elsewhere during the last three decades bdore the Civil }Kzi
were doubtless the swiftest sailers that have ever been built.

The total trade of the country by land and sea, the movement
inward and outward, is shown in the following table for various
years since 1861 :^

Year.
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of Chingp. and thenoe Into bnncliet of the Mimauppi aflPording as

C!C
even ICM water than the Atlantic outlet. The commerce on the

kes is latgelv in grain, coal, iron and lumber. The tonnage of

venels cleared between American poru on the lakes in 1908 was
103,271.885 net tons*, the freight they carried came to 80.974.605

k>ng tons. Vessels aegregatmg 46^75 >7 >7 Mt tons, carrying

57.895.149 tons of freight, valued at I470,i4i,)i8, passed through

the Sault Ste Marie Canal and 47.621 .078 tons ol freight wete moved
through the Detroit river in the same year. In these figures no
account is taken of the trade of the Canadian ports on the lakes.

Compared with this volume of traffic the movement through the

Suez Canal is small.
. . . , . . .

It has been estimated by O. P. Austm, chief of the national

bureau of statistics, using data of 1903. that the internal commerce
of the United States exceeds in magnitude the total intematmna^
commerce of the world. (p. S. P.)

VIL—Constitution and Government

L—JntroducUfry.

I X. A description of the govemxncnt of the United States

falls naturally into three parts:—

Pirsi, an account of the states and their govemments.

Second, an account of the Federal system, bduding the relation

of the sutes as communities to the Federation as representing

the whole nation.

Third, an account of the struauie and organization of the

Federal government considered as the general government of

the nation.

As the 3Utes are older than the Federal government,

and as the latter was, indeed, in many respects modelled

upon the scheme of government which already existed in the

thirteen original states, it may be convenient to begin with the

states and then to proceed to the national government, whose

structure is more intricate and will require a fuller explanation.

Before entering, however, on a description of^ the sute

governments, one feature must be noticed which is common
both to the sUtes and to the Federation, and gives to the

governmental system of both a peculiar character, different from

that of the government of Great Britain. This feature is the

existence of a supreme instrument of government, a document,

enacted by the people, which controls, and cannot be altered by,

any or aU of Uie ordinary oigans of government. In Great

Britain parliament is the supreme power, and can change any

of the laws of the country at any moment. In the American

Union, and in every sUte of the Union, there exisU a docu-

mentary or rigid constitution, creating and defining the powers

of every authority in the government. It is the expression of

the ultimate sovereignty of the people, and its existence

gives to the working both of the Federal government and of

the several sUte governments, a certain fixity and uniformity

which the European, and especially the British, reader must

constantly bear in mind, because under such a constitution

every l^slative body enjoys far scantier powers than in the

United Kingdom and most European countries.

IL—Tke State (kvernmetUs,

I 2. The state is the oldest political institution in America,

and is still the basis and the indestructible unit of the American

Or^te 0/ite system. It is the outgrowth from, or rather the

Amtrteam continuation of, the colony, as the latter existed

^'^'^ before the Declaration of Independence in 1776.

In every one of the North American colonies there was in

operation at that date a system of self-government, in seven

colonics under a charter from the Crown. In each there was a

governor, with minor executive officers, a legislature, and a

judiciary; and although the Crown retained the power of al-

tering the charter, and the British parliament could (in strict

legal view) legislate over the head of the colonial legislature so

as to abrogate sututes passed by the latter, still in practice each

colony was allowed to manage iu own affairs and to enact the

laws it desired. Thus the people were well accustomed to work
their institutbns, and when they gained their independence

continued to maintain those institutions with comparatively

little change. In two colonies, Rhode Island and Connecticut,

the colonial charter was substantially maintained as the

constitution of the state for many years, in the former case

till 1842, in the latter till z8^8.

1 3. Each state was under the Confederationof 1781 sovereign

(except as regarded foreign relations), and for most purposes

practically independent. In adopting the Federal if^ntwrnm^

Constitution of 1 787-1 789, each parted with some Rawmnmia
of the attributes of sovereignty, while retaining ^*'*^

others. Those which were reuined have been to some extent

diminidied by the X4th and 15th amendments to the Consti-

tution, and if the rig^t to secede from the Union ever existed

(a point much controverted), it was finally negatived by the

Civil War of 1861-65. Otherwise, however, these attributes

survive. The powers of a state are inherent, not delegated, and
each retains all such rights and functions of an independent

government as it has not, by entering the Union, affirmatively

divested itself of in favour of the Federal government. £a^
has its own documentary constitution; its legislature of two
elective bouses; its executive, consisting of a governor and other

officials; its judiciary, whose decisions are final, except in cases

involving Federal law; its system of local government and local

taxation; its revenue, system of taxation, and debts; its

body of private dvil and criminal law and prooedux]e; its

rules of citizenship, which may admit persons to be voters in

state and national elections under conditions differing from

those prevailing in other states.

The rights and functions of a state practically a»ver the

field in which lie most of the relations of private dtizcns to one

another and to the authorities with which th^r oome into con-

tact in daily life. An American may thxougb a long life acver

be reminded of the Federal government, except whea. he votes

at Federal elections (once in every two years), lodges a complaint

against the post office, or is required to pay duties of customs
or excise. His direct taxes are paid to offidals acting under

state laws. The state (or a local authority created by the sute)

registers his birth, appoints his guardian, provides schools for

him and pays for them, allots him a share in the property of a

parent dying intesUte, licences him when he enters a trade

(if the trade needs a licence), marries him, divorces him, enter-

tains civil actions against him, tries and executes him for murder.

The police that guard his house, the local boards which care for

the poor, control highways, provide water, all derive their

powers from the sUte. Neverthdess the state is (as will be

explained later) a slightly declining factor in the public life

of the nation, because public interest tends more and more to

centre in the Federal or national govenunent.

1 4. The constitution of each state is framed and enacted

by the state itself, without any Fedefal interference, save

that the Federal Constitution requires that the Con- ^^^^^^^
stitution under which a new state seeks admission to gtumomt
the Union must be "republican"; and under this re-

quirement. Congress has seemed to assume a right of making

the adoption, or omission, of any particular provision in a state

constitution a condition of the admission of that particular

state. Even in these cases, however, the constitution derives

its force not from the national government, but from the people

of the state. The invariable method of forming a constitntioa

is for the dtizens to elect by special popular vote a body called

a convention to draft the document, which, when drafted and

circulated, is usually, though not quite invariably, submitted

to popular vote. This is done dthcr when a state is to be

formed out of a Territory (as to which see pest, % zo), or wben

an existing state desires to give itself a new constitutk».'

A state constitution usually consists of the followinff parts>-
A description of the state o<>)»"^'^„(50^ frequently omittedj);^

primordial rights

, jc, liberty and property;

A declaration and enactment of the frame of state govcffiuoest.

i.e. the names, functions and powers of the houses of the kgisktine.

A billoir rights, defining the so-called

the citizens to security of m

1 Details as to state constitutk>ns will be found m
American Commomveailh, chs. xxxviL-xxxix., which b r

here and subsequently as contalninji a fuller treatment of ytyg
topics dealt with in this article. Further dctaila may be kma
also in the ankles on the separate sutes.
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the chief executive ofiictals, and the courts of justice, with proviaiont
nffulatin^ the dectoral franchise;

Provisions creating, or directing the creation of, a system of local

government for cities and rural areas;
Miscellaneous provisions relating to htw and administration,

including the muitia, revenue and taxation, state prisons and
hospitals, a^friculture, banking and other corporations, railways,
labour questions;

I¥ovisions (or the amendment of the constitution:

A schedule prescribing the method of submitting the draft
constitution to the vote of the people, with temporary provisions

regulating the mode of transition from the cM constitutional
arrangements to the new ones.

The method of amending the constitution varies in detail from
state to state, but that most usual is for the legislature to propose
amendments, often by a prescribed majwity, and for these amend-
ments to be voted on Dy the people, buch amendments have
latterly come to include many matters not strictlyconstitutional,and
so to constitute a speciss of direct legisbtion by the people similar

in principle to what is called in Swttaerland the Referendum.
Some states have recently allowed a prescribed number of voten
to propose, ^ what is called the Imtiative, amendmentt which
are suomitted to the vote of all the citizens without the inter-

vention of the legislature.

Two remarkable channs have passed over the state constitutions.

In the cariier days of the republic they were comparatively short

and sample instruments, confined to the definition of civic rights

and the establishment of a frame of government. They have now
become very long and elaborate documents, seven, e^ht or ten

times as loi^f as tne Federal Constitution, and containmg a vast

number of provisions on all sorts of subjects, many of them partak-

ing of the nature of ordinary statutes passed by a legislature rather

than safeguards suitable to a fundamental instrument. And
secondly, whereas in earlier days the constitutbns were seldom
changed, ^ey are now frequently recast or amended. Only Maine
and Massachusetts and a few of the newer states live under original

oonstitutkms, and only Massachusetts b under a constitution older

than the 19th century. Some have recast their constitutions seven
or eight times. Some provide for the revision of the constitution at

•uted intervals. Notwithstanding the facility and frequency of

amendments, the variations between one constitution and another

are less conspicuous than might have been expected. There is,

however, a distinction of type and character between those of the

western and southern and those of the eastern sutes. the former

being generally more prolix, more prone to go into details, more
apt to conuin new experiments in legislatwn.

Comparing the old constitutbns with the new ones, it may be
said that the note of those enacted in the &nt thirty or forty yean
of the republk: was their jeabusy of executive power and their

careful safeguarding of the rights of the citisen; that of the second

period, from i8ao to the Civu War (i86i-€^), the democratisation

of the suffrage and of institutbns generally; that of the third

perbd (since the war to the present day), a disposition to limit the

powcn and check the actbn of the legislature, and to commit
power to the hands of the whole people voting at the polls.

§ 5. In every state the legislature oonsisu of two houses.

This remarkable feature, originally due to the practice that had
prevailed in some colonies, and to the example of

, Great Britain, soon became universal, and the belief

in its necessity has passed into a fundamental dogma,

the idea being that a single chamber would be either hasty, or

tyrannical or unscrupulous—perhaps all three so that there

must always be a second chamber to keep the fiist in order.

The smaller house is called the Senate, the larger one is (usually)

called the House of Representatives, sometimes, however, the

AssemUy^-sometimcs the House of Delegates. Both are chosen

by popular vote, almost universally by the same voten, and

usually in single-membered districts, and at the same time.

The senatorial districts are, of course, larger than the bouse

districts. A senator is usually chosen for a longer term (often

four years) than a representative, and, in most cases, whereas

the house is elected all at once, the senate is renewed only

partially at each election. In some states by law, and in all by
custom also, a member must reside in the district which he

represents.

Universal manhood suffrage, subject to certain disquali-

fications (e.|. certain crimes or receipt of poor relief), is the rule

In the great majority of states. Certain terms of residence

within the United Sutes, in the state, snd in the voting district

are generally prescribed, the periods varying from state to state.

Nine states allow voting righu to aliens who have declared

Uieir intention to become dtisens, and in some they can ss
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taxpayers vote on financial matteis submitted to a special vote.

Kansas grants them a full municipal suffrage. Fourteen pre-

scribe some sort of educational quaUfication. Five state^^
Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Idaho and Washington—five the
suffrage for all elections to women.^ In 190s women could vote
at school electbns in twenty-four states. Of late yean seven
Southern sUtes, beginning with Mississippi (constitution of

1890) and indoding Vixginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, Alabama and Louisiana, have so altered thdr constitu-

tions as to exdude fxom voting the great bulk of thdr respective

negro popuktbns, by means of educational tcsU, property
qualificatbns, a oombinatbn of both, or by other means,
while various ingenbus devices have been empbyed to

admit a large part, at least, of the illiterste whites. In 1910
Oklahoma adopted provisbns of the same kind. The suffrage

for legislature dectbns generally determines that for all other
dections within the state, and as a rule it carries with it eligi-

bility to office. And by the Federal Constitutbn it is also the

suffrage for Federal dections, via. electbns of represenutives

in Congress and of presidential decton.
Elections are now practically everywhere conducted under

that system of secret voting, which is called in America " the
Australian ballot," and which is very similar to that used in

the United Kingdom since 187 a. There used to be a good deal
of fraud practised at dections, induding "personating" and
" repeating," as well as a good deal of bribery in a few states

and in some of the larger dties. Legislation has reduced these

evils in recent yean; and efforts have been made to prevent
the excesdve expenditure of money at dections, and the making
of contributbns to psny " campaign funds " by wealthy cor-

pontbns who desire to secure some benefit for themsdves.
Another evil which has not yet been dealt with is the large

number of posu for which the voter is expected at an election

to select the best men. This, of course, does not apply to elec-

tions to a legislature; but in dty deaions, and to some extent
in sute elections and county elections also, it creates great diffi-

culties, for how is the average dtisen to know (especially in a
large dty) who are the fittest men out of a long list of candidates
for perhaps ten or twenty offices, all of which have to be filled

by dectton at the same time? The perception of these difficulties

has evoked a movement for what b called " a short ballot."

Tlie number of memben of the legislative chamben varies
from state to state. Delaware with 17 senaton and 35 repre-

senutives, has the smallest; Minnesota, with 63 senaton, has
the largest Senate; and New Hampshire (a small state) has,

with its 390 representatives, the largest House. The New York
houses number 51 and 150 respectivdy; those of Pennsylvania,

50 and 304; of Illinois, 51 and 153; of Ohio, 34 and 1x8; of

Massachusetts, 40 and 240. In all states, memben of the
legislature recdve a salary, which is the same for both houses,
some states fixing an annual sum, but most prderring a per
diem rate, while the maximum is generally determined by a
limiution on the length of the session.

It has become the wish of the people in most places to have
sessions both short and few. Whereas formerly legislatures

met annually, regular sessbns are now biennial except in New
York, New Jersey, MassachusetU, Rhode Island, Georgia and
South Carolina—all original sUtes. In Alabama the legislature

meets regularly once only In four yean, thou^ it may be
convoked in the interval.

The Senates act as courts for the trial of state officen im-
peached by the house (in imitation of the British House of Lords
and the Federal Senate), and have in some states

^

the functbn of confirmine or rdusing appointments i

made by the governor. Otherwise the powen and •itt^aiaf

procedure of the two houses are everywhere sub- fjjjl
stantially identical, though it is worth noting that

""'^

whereas every house chooses its own Speaker, the preddent of
' Woman suffrage amendmentt to state constitutbns have been

rejected by thepeople in at least twdve sutes and in two territories.

Suu organizations of women to oppose the extennon of the suffrage
to women exist in Illinois, Massachusetts, New York and Oregon;
possibly in other sutes also.
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the Senate is, in most states, a lieutenant-governor whom the

people have directly elected. Bills may originate in either

house, but in about half of the states money bills must
originate in the House of RepresenUtivea—a survival of

British custom which has here, where both houses equally

represent the people, no functional value. Both houses do
most of their work by committees, much after the fashion

(to be presently described) of the Federal Congress, and it

is in these committees that the form of bills is usually settled

and their fate decided. Sometimes, when a committee is taking

evidence on an important question, reporters are present,

and the proceedings receive comment in the newspapers; but in

general the proceedings of committees and even debates in

the houses are imperfectly reported and excite no great public

interest. In all the sUtes except one, via. North Carolina, bills

passed by the two houses must be submitted to the state

governor for his approval. Should he return it to the legislature

disapproved, it b lost unless repassed ** over his veto " by a

majority usually of two-thirds, but sometimes larger, in each

house. A good governor is apt to use his veto freely—indeed,

a frequent exercise of the power is deemed in many states to

be a sort of test of the governor's judgment and courage.

SiMects of state kgislatum may be claMified under three heads:

—

I. Ordinary private law^ including property, contracu, torts,

family relations, offences, ctvil and cnminal procedure.
a. Administrative law, including the regulation of urban and

rural local government, state and local taxation and finance,

education, public works, the liouor traffic, vaccination, adultera-

tion, charities, asylums, prisons, tne inspection of mines and factories,

general laws relating to corporations, railways, labour questions.

S.

Matters of a local or special nature, sudi as bills for chartering

incorporating gas, water, canal, tramway, railway or telephone
companies, or for conferring franchises in the nature of monopolies
or special privileges upon such companies, or for altering their

constitutions, as abo for incorporating cities or minor communities
and regulating their affairs. Although there usually exist general

laws under which corporations or companies (including railway

and electric car companies) can be formed, laws which in spme states

and for some purposes confer a greater freedom of incorporation

than the general law allows in the United Kingdom, there is never-

theless a noticeable tendency to come to the legislature for special

purposes of this kind.

/U respects class i, there b not much change in the law from
year to year. The legal profession does not like to see the ordinary

and estabtUhed rules disturbed. Sometimes the laws belonging

to this class are codified, or rather consolidated, and then usually

by a q;)ecial committee of competent lawyers whoae work b passed

tH bloc by the legislature.

As respects data a. a good many measures are passed, partkrularly

in matters affecting labour, and for the proteaion of any sections

ot the population which may be deemed to need proteaion.

It b. however, in class 3 that the legislatures show most activity,

much of it pernicious, becauseprompted by persons seeking to serve

private interests which are often opposed to the interests of the

whole community. The great " public service " corporaiions have,

in particular, frequently succeeded in obtaining franchises of large

pccunbry value without making any adequate payment therefor.

A peculbrly nouble form of this spedal or private bill legblatk>a

b that of dealing by specbl statutes with the governmental forms
and detaib of management of municipalities; and the control

exercised by the sute legislatures over city governments is not

only a most important branch of legislative business, but at the
same time a means of power to scheming politicbns and of enrich-

ment to greedy ones. This has led in some states to the grant of

power to cities to frame their own charters. S^king generally,

it is chiefly in the sphere of special or private legislation that state

legislatures have shown their weak side, and incurred, in many
states, the distrust of the people.

The members of these bodies belons; for the most part, though
by no means entirely, and least so in tne agricultural states, to the
class of professional politicbns. They are seldom persons of

shining ability or high standing in their communities. Except
as a stepping-stone to a seat in Congress or a high executive post,

the place is not one which excites the ambition of aspiring men.
The least respected legislatures are those of the richest and most
populous states, such as New York and Pennsylvanb, because
m such states the opportunities offered to persons devoid of scruple
are the Urgest.
The general decline in the quality of these bodies, and especblly

their proneness to pass ill-considered or pernicious bills at the
instance of private promotors, has led to tne restriction in recent
years of their powers by the insertion in the state constitutrans
of many provbions forbidding the enactment of certain classes of
measures, and regubting the procedure to beadopted in the passing,
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either of statutes generally or of particular kinds of statntes. Even
these provisions, however, are frequently evaded.

{ 6. At the head of every state government stands an
official called the governor, who b the descendant and representa-

tive of the governor of colonial times. Under the
Y%mstaim

earlier constitutions of most of the original thirteen cscBtfnk
states he was chosen by the legislature, but he b
now eveiywhere directly elected by the people, and by the same
suCTrage as the legislature. Hb term of office b four years in

twenty-three states (including Pennsylvanb and Ulinob), three

years in one state, two years in twenty, and one year in

two (Massachusetts and Rhode Island). In a few states there

are prohibitionson re-election.

It b the duty of the governor to see that the laws of the sute
are faithfully adminbtered by all offidab, and the judgments
of the courts carried out. He has, in most states, the right of

reprieving or pardoning offenders, but some recent constitutions

place restrictions on thb power. He is also commander of the

mllitb or other armed forces of the state, which he can direa
to repel invasion, or suppress insurrection or riot. He appoints

some of the state officiab, hb nominations usuaUy requiring the

concurrence of the state senate; but hb patronage b in most
SUtes not very large—in many it is indeed insignificant—

because the offices of greatest importance are filled by
direct popular election. He has also the almost mechanical
function of representing the sUte for various formal purposes,

such as demanding from other states the extradition of offenders,

the issuing of wriu for the election of members of the kgislalurt

and of members of the Federal House of Representatives,

and the receiving of reporU from various sute officiab or

boards.

Not less imporUnt than hb directly executive work b the

influence which the governor exerU upon state legislation throu|k

hb possession (in all the sUtes but one) of a veto power. Hb
right of recommending measures to the legislature (which does

not formally include that of framing and presenting bilb, but

practically permits him to have a bill prepared and use aB bb
influence on its behalf) b of greater value according to the extent

to which he leads the public opinion of his state. The legis-

lature need not regard his counseb, but if he is a strong man
whom the people trust, it may fear him and comply with hb
demands. When a commercial crisis occurs much may depend
on hb iniUative. Moreover, hb veto b a thing to be reckoned
with. It b seldom overridden by the prescribed noajority,

especiaUy if the bill against which it b directed be one of a
jobbing nature. And as the people look to him to kill bad
measures, he b frequently able, if he be a man both strong and
upright, to convey intimations to the legislature, or to those who
are influential in it, that he will not approve of certain pending
measures, or will approve of them only if passed in a fonn satis-

factory to him. liie use of this potential authority, which the

possession of the veto power gives, has now become one of a
governor's most imporunt duties.

In New England, and in the greater sUtcs geaeraHy, the

governorship b still a post of dignity, and affords an opporttmity
for a display of character and talents. During the War of

Secession, when each governor was responsible for organizittg

troops from hb sute, much turned upon hb energy, popularity

and loyalty. And in recent years the danger of riou during

strikes has, in some sutes, made it important to have a man
of decbion and fearlessness in the office which issues orders to

the state militia. There has been of late years a revival in

the case of some able governors of the old respect for, and
deference to, the office.

In thirty-five sutes there b a lieutenant-governor, elected

by popular vote. He b usually president of the sUte senate,

is sometimes a member of some adminbtrative boards, and

steps into the governor's place should it become vacant.

Executive councib advbing the governor, but not chosen by
him, existed under the first consUtutions of all the original

thirteen sutes. In New York the council of appoiniacnt

advised the governor only in regard to appointing i
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in Georgia there wis no executive council after 178^ True
executive councils have now disappeared except in Massachusetts,
Maine and New Hampshire.

I 7. The names and duties of the other officers vary from state
to state. In every state there9rea secretary of state, who is custodian

_ of the documents and archives, and a treasurer. Nearly

OwM Ot**""
evwy^hw* there afe also a comptroller or auditor, who

tmm ni'Zr keeps the accounts and is the pnncif>al financial officer,

an attorney-general or legal adviser, an adjutant-
general, who has imnwdiate charge of the militia, and a
superintendent of public instruction, with some little authority
over the public schools. Most <rf the sutes have also a board (M
charities, a board o( health, a board of railway commissioners, and
either boards or single commissioners for banking, insurance,
agriculture, public lands and prisons. Other administrative de>
partments found in different states are those having control of public
works—principally canals—insane hospitals, factory inspection,
labour statistics and immigration. New York state, with nearly
fifty different administrative bureaus, has a larger number than
any other state. In many sUtes the most important of these
ofncials are elected by the peonic at a general election, but some
officials are either chosen by the legislature or appointed by the
governor, the latter method applying mainly to offices of recent
creation. The terms of office vary for the different offices, very
few exceeding four years. The state officials, being thus largely
independent of the governor, and responsible only to the people,
are in no sensea cabinet (save in North Carolina). Each admmistera
his own department, subject to the detailed regulation imposed by
statutes, and as these statutes determine such matters as might
come into controversy, a general agreement in policy among the
administrative officials is not essential.

In many states officials may be removed, not only by impeach-
ment, but also sometimes by vote of the legislature, sometimes by
the governor on the aujdress of both houses, or by the governor either
alone or with the concurrence of the senate; but such removals
roust be made for specific misconduct.
The extent of direct state administration of public institutions

and works is very limited, and most of the state bureaus have only
a supervisbn over private enterprises, or over local administrative
officers. On this account the subordinate civil servk:e of the state
is not large compared with that of either the Federal government
or of the large municipalities, and only in a few states does it possess
any importance. However, these bureaus are seldom well manned,
because salaries and tenure of office are seldom such as to induce
able men to offer themselves, while the places are often given as
rewards for political servke. New York, Massachusetts and a
few other states have systems of civil servkrc examinations, similar
to those in the Federal administration, whkh serve to keep certain
branches out of politics.

{ 8. The judiciary is in every state an independent depart-

ment of the government, directly created by the state con-

stitution, and not controlled in the exercise of its

functions either by the legislature or by the execu-

tive. In every state it includes three sets of courts:

a supreme court or court of appeal; superior courts of record;

and local courts, but the particular names and relations of these

several tribunals vary greatly from state to state. Most of

the original thirteen colonies once possessed also separate

courts of chancery; and these were maintained for many
years after the separation from Great Britain, and were imitated

in several of the earlier among the new states, but special

chancery courts now exist only in a few of the states, chiefly

in the East and South. In other states the common law
judges have also equity jtirisdiction; and in four states

—

New York, North Carolina, California and Idaho—there has
been a complete fusion of law and equity.

In colonial days the superior judges were appointed by the

governors, except in Rhode Island and Connecticut, where
the legislatures elected them. These precedents were foUowed
tn all the revolutionary constitutions, except in Georgia, where
election by the people was established. During the demo-
cratizing period from 1820 to i860 the system of popular election

was extended, e^>ecially in the new sUtes, and at present this

system prevails in thirty-six states, including practically all of

the new states and five of the original states—New York, Penn-
sylvania, Maryland, North Carolina and Georgia. Three of the
original thirtcm have their ju<5;^c* elected by the legiiUlures,

and in five others, together with ^laioe arid Mississippi among
the newer states, liiey are appointed by the governor, subject

to the approval ol the oecutive oouodl, the Senate, or (in
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Connecticut) the General Assembly. Local judges are general^
chosen by the voters of the district in which they hold court.

Originally the superior judges were in most states appointed
for life and held office during good behaviour, but only three
states now retain this system. Eight to ten years is the average
term of service; it is longer in New York (14), Maryland (t 5), and
Pennsylvania (ai), where alone superior Judges are not re eligible.

Salaries, too, are small in most states, often not more than one*

tenth of what a prominent lawyer can make by private practii^.

These three factors—popular election, limited terms and
small salaries—have all tended to lower the character of the

judiciary; and in not a few states the state judges are men u(

moderate abilities and limited learning, inferior (and some-
times conspicuously inferior) to the best ol the men who pracilsio

before them. Nevertheless, in most states the l)ench is rcsiKct-

able in point of character, while in some it is occusiunslly

adorned by men of the highest eminence. The changes intro-

duced since 1870 have been, on the whole, for the better, though
there is still room for further improvement. Corruption scenu
to be very rare, but Instances of subservience to powerful polii leal

groups sometimes shake public confidence. Things would doubt-
less have become worse but for the watchfulness which the

bar generally shows in endeavouring to secure the selection of

honest and fairly competent men. The administration o(

civil justice is decidedly better than that of criminal Justice.

The latter is in many states neither prompt nor certain, offenders

frequently escaping through the excessive regard for techni-

calities even more than through the indulgence of juries and
the occasional weakness of Judges.

It must W remt^mbered ikif \h^- rts of each state form a
judicial system, comptetA in \\mr\i r <idr|)endrnt of the Federal
courts, and, q\ eourae, of ofhcr Mir. 1 hero is no appcul from the
highest state' court, exeiMJt in 1

'

ses where a c|uo«tion of
Federal law Is InvfjUcd. [Af tin anes may |je removed, in
manner to l;o cxpliiiiicvl hcri^irti, j

.

^cderal courts. And, sub-
ject only to rhji limjiiiibnp \\\t; yun^hv n.ii of the state courts covers
the entire fi< hi ol civil and crirtiiniil law. The oxistinK IrKol system
of all the sUtii's, eKrtpt Luuikidn,!, whrjw- 1 kw is Ixiwd on the Kumun,
have been loilt upon xht fourufy- ;

- ^ he principles contained in

the common, and itatutc- Taw of I as that law stood in 1776,
when the (Nifiwn column rf*-"

:

Ir indepondence. In the
developmen > ' "" " ^ -- ^ 1

u .
1 courts of one state are not

bound either _; [±--s ut b> u .ij.- :- j..._a the decisions either of the
Federal courts or of the courts of anv other sute, any more thun
thev would follow English courts, altnough such derisions are used
ana discussed as evidence of the common law. and grent defereru n
is always shown to the opinions expressed by the Fetleral eourta.
In many states the legislatures have taken action in the devHoi)*
nient of^law by adoptmg statutory codes of protttJure, and in sonie
instances have even enacted codes emboflying the sut>ktarue of the
common law fused with the statutes. These latter c(Klr» have ntiX,

however, received the aeneral approval of the li-val {>rof«-»«ion.

It is, of course, to tne state courts that the duty \>K\ttng% tA eon*
struing the constitution as well as the statutes of the siaif. and if

they fmd any state law to be inconsistent with the state corMtitutlon
it is their duty to declare it invalid. It is also the duty of the state
court to declare any state law invalid if it is contrary to tlu^ I cderal
constitutkm or to a Federal statute or treaty. As in the ruMtr tA

the similar power of the Federal judges, this is founded on no •(*<-( iai

commission, but arises out of the ordinary \\ylv'vt\ fumifin of
expounding the law and discriminating between tlie fundiimental
law and laws of inferior authority (see pott, | 2^).

I 9. Wide as Is the range of the rights and powers of a state,

and elaborate as is the structure of its government, the state

holds a practically less important position in the cksMa Sm
American system than it once did, and has rK/t so tit0t»mmkai

strong a bold as it bad in the first quarter of the Impffmi*

19th century upon the loyalty and afleMion of ii»»^'*» *<•<••

citizens. The political interea and the |/atri/4ism of the

people generally axe now given rather to the nati/zn as a

whole than to a staU, whereas in the two general ii^ns

following the Revolutionary War the of;fx/»ite would huve

been the case. This notable diflererice is due r^t to any mu-
stitutfonal changes, for there has been T^tx\€ tux^ xSvn^

contained in the ijtb, I4tb and 15th srrw'n/lroents Ut ths

Constitution, but to the three fc^lowing causes:

—

The first is the growth of the party system with its compti/ aiH
machinery, which has linked the ciiticas of diHercot states
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more closely together, &nd has led to the eclipsing of political

issues confined to a state by issues which are matters of

controversy throughout the nation.

The second cause is the Civil War of 1861-65, which prac-

tically negatived the far-reaching claims of state sovereignty

and the right of secession made by statesmen of the type of

Calhoun, and showed that the nation was really much stronger

than any group of states.
The third is the enormous development of swift and cheap

communications by land and water, and the growth of com-
merce and of productive industry, which have brought every
part of the country into much closer relations with every other

part, and have increased the sense of economic solidarity.

{ 10. During the entire history of the United States there

has been a considerable area within the jurisdiction of the

Federal government not included in that of any one

rJrtknrtn. ^' ™^^ ^^ ^^® states; and the systems of government
for the various parts of this area require some descrip-

tion. The Territories (strictly so called) were at one time impor-

tant, though now less so, because there remain only two, the

unorganized Territory or District of Alaska, and the Hawaiian
Islands in the Pacific Ocean. Till 19x0 there were the two
organized Territories of Arizona and New Mexico, but in that
year Congress passed an act for their admission as states.

Previously to that year there had been ever since 1787 a large

area of the continent which, while belonging to the United
States, was deemed too thinly peopled to be fit to be divided

up into states. Parts of this area were, however, set off and
organized as Territories, receiving a qualified form of self-

government while under the ultimate control of Congress for

the purposes of legislation. When these parts had been suffi-

ciently filled up by settlers, they were allowed to organize

themselves as states, each giving itself a constitution. The
Territorial government consisted of a legislature of two houses

elected by the people, with a governor appointed by the president

of the United States, with the consent of the Senate, and judges

similarly appointed. The Territories were not represented in

Congress, but each could send a delegate to the House of

Representatives, who could speak there but not vote.

Since the Spanish War of 1898 there have been added to the

United States various transmarine dominions, none of which

has been formed into a state, or is likely to be so formed for a
good while to come; and there is also one small piece of original

area of the United States, viz. the District of Columbia, which is

outside any state, because it contains JLbe national capital. The
transmarine dominions are Alaska, the Hawaiian Islands, Porto

Rico, the Philippine Islands, and the Canal Zone on the Isthmus

of Panama.
III.

—

Local GovemmetU.

III. Every state in the Union has its own system of local

administrative areas and local authorities, working under its

RmniLoeai o>^ laws, these systems agreeing in many points
Oovtra* with one another, and differing in many others.
anaL Three main types of rural local government may be

distinguished, prevailing in different regions. The first is

characterixed by its unit, the town or township, and exists in

the six New England states. The second is diaracterized by
a much larger unit, the county, and prevails in the southern

states. The third may be called the mixed system, combining
some features of the fiirst with some of the second, and is found
under a considerable variety of forms in the middle and north-

western states. The different types spring from the original

differences in the character of the colonists who settled on the

Atlantic coast, and in the conditions under which the various

colonial communities developed. (See American CommonweaUk,
chs. xlvii. and xlix.)

The town, or township, of New England is generally a rural com-
munity occupying a comparatively small area, and with a population
averaging about 3000, but ranging^ from 200 in newly-settled dis-
tricts or thinly-peopled hillv districts up to 17.000 in the vicinity
of large cities and m manufacturing neighbourhoods. Each town
is governed by the town meeting, an assembly of all the qualified

[LOCAL GOVERNMENT

voters within the limits, which meets at least once a year in the
spring, and also at other times wlien specially summoned. This
assembly elects the town officials at the annual meetings, twt it is

much more than an electoral body. It is also a deliberative asKmbly
and the legislative authmity for local matters. It enacts by-laws
and ordinances, receives the reports of the local officials, passes
their accounts, manages the town property, votes apptopria-
tions for each item of expenditure, and authoriaes the necessary
taxatbn. Every resident citizen has the right to bring forward
and to apeak in favour of any proposal. The meeting u pcesided
over by a chairman called the moderator. In rural coaununities
the attendance is usually good, thedebates are sensible and practical,
and a satisfactory administration is generally secured. But when
the town meeting has grown to exoeed seven or e|ght hundred
persons, and especially when the farming class of native American
stock has been replaced by factory operatives of other nationalities,
the institution works tar less perfectly.
The town officials consist of the "selectmen** (usually three,

five or seven, sometimes nine), the town clerk, treasurer, assessors,
tax collector, school committee men, and the holdera of diven
minor offices according to local needs. These are elected annually,
except that in some cases the " selectmen " and school committee
have a term of several yean, one member of each board being elected
annually. The " selectmen," who receive no regular salary, but
may chai^ for expenses actually incurred, form a sort of directory
or executive committee, which man^jcs the ordinary administrative
and financial business under such instructions as may have been
given by the town meeting.
In the Middle and Western states the township is a more artificial

organism than the rural town of New England. In one group
of states—Pennsylvania, New Jcncy, New York, Ohio, Indiana.
Iowa—^while the township has more or less power, and these are
town officials, there is no town meeting. In another gnrnp

—

Mkhigan, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, the two Dakota*—the
town meeting reappears, though in a less primitive and less perfect
form. In the states west of Uie All(shanie8 each township cnvers
an artificial area 6 m. square, ana a separate quasi-municipal
organization is usually provided for the villages which have grown
up in many townships.
The county is to t>e found in every state of the Umon. but its

importance varies inversely with the positkm held in the system
of local government by that smaller and older organism, the town.
In New England the county was originally an aggregation of towns
forjudicial purposes, and in that part of the Union it w still in the
mam a judicial district. There is no general representative council
or board, but judicial officers, a shenff and a clerk, are elected ta

each county, and also a county treasurer and county commiastonu^
The latter have the management of county buildings, such ascourt-
houses and prisons, have power to lay out new main highways,
to grant licences, and to apportion among the towns and cities the
taxation necessary to meet county expenses. Besides these officials

there are generally to be found m New England a county school
superintendent and an overseer of toads, fn the Southern states
the county is the local administrative unit, and in additkm to its

original judicial and financial functions it has now also cwitrol
over public schools, the care of the poor and the construction and
management of roads. County government is generally vested in

a board of county commissionere, elected (in almost every state)

by the people, and in various officials also directly elected, la
some Southern states some counties have been subdivided into
school districts, each of whkh elects a achool committee, and from
this nucleus there may possibly develop something resembling the
New England town. In those Middle and Western states where the
town meetii^ is not found, the functions and offidab of the county
tend to resemble those existing in the Southern states, while even
in those parts of the west where the town meeting u found the county
remains more imporunt than in New Englaml. Thus in many of
these states poor relief is a county and not a town charge. In
most states county administration belongs to a small board of three
commissioners eteted for the county at larse, but in New Yoric,

Michigan, Illinois and Wisconsin there is a larger board of super-
visors elected by townships and cities within each county. Altboiigh
local affaire do not now enlist, even in New England, so laige a
measure of interest and public spirit as the town system used to
evoke in Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut in the
'thirties, still, broadly speaking, the rural local govcrmnent of

America may be deemed satisfactory. The administration b
fairiy cheap and fairly efficient, most so, on the wh<de. in the

Northern and Western states, while jobbery and corruptioa are

uncommon. The value of local self-government as a training for

the duties of citizendiip has been very great^ and in many parts

of the country, especially where the funds dealt with are small,

elections are not fought and offices not distributed upon party lines.

§ 1 3. The tendency, now so marked in neariy all dviliaed countries
to the development of urban communities has been nowhere more
marked than in the United Stttes. The increase in q^
the range and imporunce of municipal functions has ]^ ^|
been not less striking than the growth of urban popo-
latk>n. This can best be illustrated by the figures of mttskiiial
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expenditure. In 1810 the annual budget of New York city—with
a population of 100,000—was |ioo,ooo; to<lay an avenge city of
100,000 population has an annual expenditure of from »i ,000.000
to $3,000,000. and the toul expenditure of the city of New York in

1909 exceeded $150,000,000. Municipal government is therefore a
matter of high concern to America, and plays a large part in any
study of American politicU institutions.

The historical origin of American municipal government b to be
found in certain boroughs which had been chartered in the colonial

period, after the fashion of English boroushs. These American
corporations had the usual English system of borough government,
consisting of a mayor, aldermen ana councilmen, who carried out
the simple administrative and judicial functions needed for the then
small communities. The basis for the government of each American
city is still a charter, but since the Revolution these charters have
been granted by the state legislatures, and are subiect to constant
chaise by statute. The charters of cities have shown the same
process oT increasing length and detailed regulation as the state

constitutions; and m details there are many differences between
different cities. In some states cities are now permitted to enact
their own charters, ^ee Amenean Commonweatti. chs. l.-lii.)

As a rule, one finds (i) a mayor, elected directly by the voten
within the dty, who b the head of the administration; (2) adminis>
trative oflkeri or boards, some directly elected bv the city voters,

others nominated by the mayor or chosen by the council; (3) a
council or anembty, consisting sometimes of two, but more fre-

quently of one chamber, elected directly by the city x'oters; and (4)
judges, usually elected by the city voters, out sometimes appointed
by the state.

The mayor is by far the most important official in the city eovem-
ment. He u elected usually for two years, but sometimes for one,

three or four (in New York his term is now four years). He has
almost everywhere a veto on all ordinances passed by the council,

moddled on the veto of the Federal president and of a state governor.

In many cities he appoints some or all of the heads of the adminis-
trative departments, usually with the approval of the council,

but in some imiwrtant cities the mayor has an absolute power of

appointment. As the chief executive officer, he preserves the public

peace. In practice he is often allowed to exert a certain discretion

as to the enforcement of the laws, especially those providing for

Sunday clcMing. and this discretion has sometimes become a source

of mischief. He usually receives a considerable salary, varying
with the nxt of the city.

The practical work of municipal administration is carried on by
a number of departments, some under single heads, and some under
boards or commissMns. The number and classification of these

departments vary widely in the different cities. The board of

education, which controls the public schools. Is usually largely

independent of the council, and in some important cities has an
independent power of taxation. In Boston, St Louis. Baltimore,

and some few other cities, the police board (or commisuoner) is

appointed by the governor because police mattera had been
mismanaged by the municipal authorities and occasbnally allowed
to become a means of extortion and a door to comiptioo.

The city counctb pass local ordinances, vote appropriations,

levy taxes and generally exert some control over appointments
to administrative positions. The recent tendency has been, how-
ever, to decrease the powere of the council and to increase those of

the mayor. In some cities the mayor has received an absolute

power of appointment; the departments, especially the boards of

health, have large ordiiuinoe-maktng powers; statutes passed by
the state lesisbture determine (excepting the states where cities

can make tneir own charters) the principal lines of municipal

policy, and the real control over appropriations and taxes is occasion-

ally found vested in a board of estimate, consisting of the mavor,
comptroller (the chief financial officer), and a few other adminis-

trative officials. In New York City, where the council had lost

public confidence, and in some other places, the only important
power still possessed by the council b that of granting franchises

to street railways, gas companies and the like. In the smaller

cities, ho%rever, the councib have retained a wider measure of

authority. In 1909 the city of Galveston, in Texas, adopted a new
form of municipal government by vesting all powers in a commission
of five persons, elected by the citizens on a " general ticket." one
of whom b mayor and head of the commission, while each of the

others has charge of. a department of munkipal administration.

A simibr plan, differins in some details, was subsequently introduced

in the city of Des Moines, in Iowa; and the success which has
attended thb new departure in both cities has led to its adoption
in many others, especially, but not exclurively.in the Westemstates.
In 1010 more than seventy cities were so adminbtered. Under it

administration wouM appear to have become both more pure and
more efficient. The functions of dty government may be dis-

tributed into three groups: (a) Those which are delegated by the

sute out of its general coercive and administrative powers, includ-

ing the police power and the minting of licences; (») those which,
though done under general laws, are property matters of local

charn and subject to local reguUtion, such as education and the

idiel of the poor; and (c) those which involve no questk>ns of

policy, but are <rf a purely business nature, such as the paving and
cleansing of streets, the construction and maintenance of drains,

the provision of water. &c.

It b here proper to advert to a remarkable extension of

direct popular government which has in recent years been
applied both to states and to dties. Several state inHMfn,
constitutions now contain provbions enabling a «•*
prescribed number (or proportion) of the voters in"'
a sUte or dty to submit a proposition to all the registered

voters of the state (or dty) for their approval. If carried,

it takes effect as a law. Thb b the Initiative. These con-

stitutions also allow a prescribed number of voters to demand
that a law passed by the state legisUture, or an ordinance

passed by the munidpal authority, be submitted to all the

voters for their approval. If rejected by them, it falb to the

ground. Thb b the Referendum. Some cities also provide in

their charters that an offidal, including the mayor or a member
of the coundl, may be dbplaced from office if, at a spedal
dection held on the demand of a prescribed number of the city

voters, he does not receive the largest number of votes cast.

This b the Recall. All these three institutions are in operation

In some Western states and are spreading to some ofthe Eastern
cities. Their working b observed with lively interest, for they
carry the principle of direct popular sovereignty to lengths

unprecedented except in Switzerland. But it b not merely

to the faith of the Western Americans in the people that their

introduction b due. Quite as much must be ascribed to the

want of faith in the legislatures of states and dties, which are

deemed too liable to be influenced by selfish corporations.

IV.—rAe Federal System,

I 13. When, in 1776, the thirteen colonies threw off thdr
allegiance to the British Crown and took the title of

states, they proceeded to unite themselves in a league

by the Articles of Confederation of 1781. This scheme
of union proved defective, for its central authority, an
assembly called Congress, was hopdessly weak. -It- had
neither an executive nor a judidaiy, nor had it proper
means of coercing a recakitrant sUte. Its weakness became
so apparent, espedally after the pressure of the war with Great
Britain had been removed, that the opinion of the wisest men
called for a ckner and more effective union. Thus the present

.Constitution was drafted by a convention in 1787, was ratified

by nine states (the prescribed number) in 1788, and was set

to work under George Washington as first president in 1 789.

1 14. The Constitution is a document of the first importance
in the history of the world, because it has not only determined
the course of events in the American Republic, hut rkaPt^nl
has also influenced, or become a model for, other CmmatMrn-

constitutions, such as those of Switzerland (1848""^
and 1874), Canada (1867), Australia (1900), besides Mexico and
the numerous republics of South and (Central America. It

was in substance a compromise effected between those who
wished for a centralized government and those who desired

to leave very wide powers to the component states;, and
many subsequent difficulties arose from the omission to

settle certain points, and from the somewhat vague language

in which other points were referred to. Of these omissions

and points left vague, some were inevitable, because an agree-

ment could not have been reached, some were due to the im-

possibility of foreseeing what difficulties the future would bring

with it. But they were, considering the conditions under
which the instrument was framed, comparatively few, and the

Constitution, when one regards it as a piece of drafting, deserx'cs

the admiration which it has received from nearly all American
and most foreign critics. It b, on the whole, admirably clear,

definite and concise, probably superior in point of technique

to all the documents since framed on its model.

As respects substance, the Constitution, being enacted by
and expressing the will of the people, who are the ultimate

source of political power, is the supreme law of the land over

the whole Union, entitled to prevail over all laws passed by
Congress, the lej^ture which it creates, as well as over all
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state constitutions and all state laws. It can be altered only

by the people, in manner to be hereafter mentioned. It is

a comparatively short document, and consists of seven articles,

subdivided into sections. Art. I. deals with the Federal legis-

lature, its structure and powers, and imposes certain restrictions

upon the states. Art. II. provides for the election of an execu-

tive head, the president, and assigns certain powers and duties

to him. Art. III. treats of the judicial power, defining its range

and the mode of its exercise. ArU. IV., V. and VI. contain

certain miscellaneous provisions, including those which regulate

the mode of amendment. Two alternative methods of proposing

amendments and also two of passing them are recognized. They
may be proposed either by a two-thirds vote in each house

of Congress, or by a convention called by Congress on the

apph'cation of the legislatures of two-thirds of the states.

They may be passed either by the legislatures of three-fourths

of the states, or by conventions in three-fourths of the states.

Congress has in every instance preferred the method of itself

proposing amendments and the method of submitting them to

the state legislatures for ratification.

The provisions of the Constitution, which is later in date than

the creation of the original states, and presupposes the existence

and activity of those communities, include two sets of matters,

which must be considered separately—(a) the Federal system,

i.e, the relations of the national government to the states;

and (Jb) tl|e structure of the national government itself.

§ 15.^ In the determination and allotment of the rights

DMribMom^^^ powers of the national government on one side

otPitwn and of the states on the other, a determination
tatfarceafto which IS the foundation of every federal system,

StStmtt^ the American Constitution proceeds upon these

principles:

—

I. No powers are expressly allotted to the states, because

the states are contemplated as continuing to enjoy those pre-

existing powers which they have by their own right, and not
as devolved upon them by the nation.

3. The powers allotted to the national government are

those, and those only, which are required for the purposes of

the collective life of the nation, i.e. (a) powers which relate

to its action in the international sphere; and (b) powers which
can be exercised within the Union more efficiently and more
to the benefit of the people by one central government than

by a number of separate governments.

3. All powers which are not expressly allotted to the national

government are left to the states, unless specially forbidden

to be exercised by the latter, i.e, powers not specifically

referred to remain with the states, and if the national

government wishes to claim any particukr power, it must
show affirmatively that that power has been granted to it by
the Constitution. [This principle has been followed in the

Constitution of Australia, but not in that of Canada.]

The powers given to the national government may be described
as those which subserve purposes of common national utility.^ They
are the following (see Const, art. I. $ 6) :

—

To impose and collect taxes, which must be uniform throughout
the United States;

To borrow money on the credit of the United States;

To regulate foreign and inter-state commerce:
Tq establish a uniform rule of naturalization and a uniform bank-

ruptcy law;
To coin money and fix the standard of weights and measures;
To establish post offices and post roads;
To secure exclusive rights for limited time by granting patents

and copyrights;
To constitute tribunais inferior to the Supreme Court;
To declare war, and regulate captures on land and water;
To raise and maintain an army and a navy;
To provide for calling out the militia, for organizing and arming

them, and for governing such part of them as may be m the actual
service of the United States;
To exercise exclusive jurisdiction in the area selected for the seat

of the national government and over spots acquired for military
or naval purposes;
To make all laws necessary for carrymg out the above powers

* As to the scheme and working of the Federal government in its

relation to the sutes, see Anurican Commonwealth, chs. xxvii.-xxx.

(including laws punishing such offences as fall within Federal juris-
diction as being transgressions of Federal law)

;

To pass laws protecting citizens of the United States against
unjust or discriminating legislation by any sute (amendments
xiii. and xiv.).

i 16. The national^vernment is, however, interdicted from using
these powers in certain directions by the following prohibitions (art.
I. t 9, and first ten amendments): It may not suspend ^,
the writ of habeas corpus (except in time of war or ^Tf^j
public danger) or pass a bill of attainder or an ex post JT TS.
facto law; give any sUte a commercial preference over JS^ZJIJ
another; grant any title of nobility: esublish orJiJUul---
prohibit any religion, or impose any religious test as a
condition of holding office; abridge the freedom of spealdng or
writing, or of public meeting, or ol bearing arms; try any person
for certain offences except on the presentment of a grand jur>*. or
otherwise than by a jury of his sute and distrkrt; decide any
common law action where the value in dispute exceeds $20 except
by a iury,

Alttiough prinui facie all powers not given to the national
government remain with the sutes, the latter are debarred from
some |)owerB. No state may (art 1. ( 10. and amernlinencs
xiii., xiv. and xv.) make any treaty or alliance; coin money
or make anything, save gold and silver coin, a legal tender;
pass any bill of attainder or ex post facto law. or law impairing
the obligation of contracts; have any but a lepublican form of
government; grant any title of nobility; mainuin sla\-ery; abridge
the privileges of any citizen of the United States, or deny to htm
the right ofvoting on account of race, colour or pre\'ious condition
of servitude ; depnve any person of life, liberty or property without
due process of law; deny to any person the equal protection o( the
laws.

There are also certain powers which, though not absolutely with-
drawn from the states, can be exercised only with the consent of the
national legislature, viz. those of laying duties on exports or im-
ports, keepinn; troops or war-ships in time of peace, entering into
agreements with another state or foreign power, engaging in m-ar
unless invaded. And it may be added that there are certain powers
whkrh. since thev do not lie within the province of the national
government, and have been refused to the states, are said to be
reserved to the people." This expression means that it is only

the people who can confer them and direct them to be cxerct<e<L
Should the people wish to confer them, they would have to do so
by way of amending the Constitution; and herein lies a remarkable
difference between the American system on the one hand and tbo^e
of some European countries on the other, which, although they have
created rigid constitutions, do not expressly debar tlw legislature
from using any and every power of government.

(17. The aim of those who framed the Constitution was
to avoid friction between the state governments anil the
Federal government by rendering their respective

spheres of action as separate and distinct as possible, the
They saw that the less contact the less danger of

collision. Their wish was to keep the two mechan- ^[^
isms as independent of each other as was com-
patible with the still higher need of subordinating, for national

purposes, the state to the central government.

Nevertheless there are, as was tmavoidable, certain points of

contact between the two, the chief of which are the following .'—

The Constitution requires each state government to direct

the choice of, and accredit to the scat of the national govern-

ment, two senators and so many representatives as the state

is (in respect of its population) entitled to send; to pro\'ide

for the election, meeting and voting of presidential electors in

each state, and to transmit their votes to the national capital;

to organize and arm the militia forces of the sute, which, when
duly summoned by the national government for active service,

are placed under the command of the president.

Besides these direct services imposed upon the states, each

state is of course practically limited in its legislative and executive

action by the power of the Federal judiciary (in the exercise

of its function of interpreting the Constitution) to declare

invalid laws passed or acts done inconsistent with the Federal

Constitution, or with statutes passed by the Federal legisiatuie

within the scope of its authority under the Constitution.

So, too, when a subject, such as bankruptcy, is one on which a

state may legislate in the absence of legislation by Congress,

the state law is valid only so long as Congress does not legislate.

Finally, another point of contact exists in the right of a state

to call upon the national government to protect it agalut

invasion or domestic violence. This right has been
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limes eiurted. The naUonal govenunent is also bound to

guarantee to every slate a republican form of government.

(See American Comnumwealtk^ ch. xxviii.)

§ 18. It is a fundamental principle of the American system

that the national government possesses a direct and immediate

uy^vcf authority over all its citizens, quite irrespective of

AathoHtyofthdt allegiance and duty to their own state. This

!^,.^f!-ff! authority corresponds to and is coextensive with

JJJ]J2r*"^ '*»« sphere of the Federal government. So far as the

CiUK»mM9i functions of that government extend, it acts upon
• iteSMiM. the citizens not through the states, but as of its own
right and by its own officers. Beyond that' sphere its autho-

rity stops, and state authority, unless inhibited by the Federal

Constitution, begins. But Federal authority is always entitled

to prevail, as against a state legislature or officer, in all

matters specifically allotted to it; and in these its power

of direct action has two great advantages. It makes the

citizen recognize his allegiance to the power which represents

the unity of the nation; and it avoids the necessity

of calling upon the state to enforce obedience to Federal

authority, for a state might possibly be weak or dilatory, or

even itself inclined to disobedience. Thus the indirect taxes

of customs and excise which the Federal government imposes

are levied by Federal custom-house collectors and excisemen,

and the judgments of Federal courts are carried out by United

States marshals distributed over the country. Nothing has

done more to give cohesion to the American Federal system than

the direct action of the Federal executive and judiciary.

v.—The Federal Cavemnunt.

§ ig. The Federal or national government was created

de novo by the Constitution of 1787-1 789. It was really a
new creation rather than a continuation of the feeble organiza-

tion of the pre-existing Confederation. But the principles

on which it was constructed were old principles, and most of

its features were drawn from the state governments as they

then existed. These states themselves had been developed

out of the previotis colonial governments, and both they and the

national government have owed something to the example

of the British Constitution, which had suggested the division

of the legislature into two branches,and the independent position

of the judiciary. It was, however, mainly from the state

constitutions, and not from the arrangements prevailing in

Great Britain or in any other country, that the men of the

convention of 1787 drew their ideas and precedents.

Following what was then deemed a fundamental maxim of

political science, they divided the government into three

departments, the legislative, the executive and the judicial,

and sought to keep each of these as far as possible detached

from and independent of the other two.

In 1787 all the states but three had bicameral legislatures

—

it was therefore natural that the new national government

^^ should follow this example, not to add that the

rSfftofgnpf
division into two branches seems calculated to

* reduce the chances of reckless haste, and to increase

the chances of finding wisdom in a multitude of counsellors.

There was, however, another reason. Much controversy

had raged over the conflicting principles of the equal

representation of states and of representation on the basis of

numbers, the larger states advocating the latter, the smaller

states the former principle; and those who made themselves

champions of the rights of the states professed to dread the

tyrannical power which an assembly representing population

might exert. The adoption of a bicameral sj^tem made it

possible to give due recognition to both principles. One house,

the Senate, contains the representatives of the states, every

state sending two; the other, the House of Representatives,

contains members elected on a basis of population. The two
taken together are called Congress, and form the national

legislature of the Um'ted States.

§ 20. The House of Representatives is composed of members
elected by popular vote in each of the varioxis states, the re-

xxvii n*

presentation of each state being in proportion to its population.
Each state is at liberty under the Constitution to adopt either
the "general ticket" system, i^. the plan ot UMmtoi
electing all its members by one vote over the i^#f«am«-
wholc state, or to elect them in one-membercd *'^
districts (the " district system "). The system of single-member
districts now prevails almost everywhere. (Pennsylvania,
however, has two representatives elected at large from
the entire state, and there have been other similar instances.)

The number of members in the house was originally 6§, but
it has steadily increased \mtil, in December 19x0, there were
39S. Besides the full members, each ol the Territories is

allowed to send a delegate, who has, however, no vote. The
electoral franchise on which the house is elected is for each state

the same as that by which, under the provisions of the state

constitution, the members of the more numerous branch of the

state legislature are chosen. Originally franchises varied much
in different states, but for many years prior to 1890 what was
practically manhood suffrage prevailed in nearly all of the

states. In that year and since, not a few of the southern states

have introduced restrictions which tend to exclude the bulk

of the cobured population (see ante, § 5). It has already been

observed that paupers and convicted criminals are excluded

in many states, illiterates in some states. Eveiy member
must reside in the state which sends him, and custom, rarely

broken, requires that he should reside even in the district which

he represents. This habit restricts the field of choice and
has operated unfavourably on the political life of the nation.

The House of Representatives b chosen for two years, the

terms of all the members expiring together. The election of a
new house takes place in November^ of the even years (».«.

19x0, X9X3, &c.). Members enter on their term of service in

the March following, but the first regular session does not begin

until the following December, or more than a year after the elec-

tion. In fact, the old house holds its second regular session of

three months after the new house has been elected. The rules are

very complicated, and considerably limit the power of debate.

A remedy against obstruction has been found in a system of

closure called the " previous question." Speeches are limited

to one hour, and may be confined in committee of the whole

house to five minutes. There is comparatively little good

debating in the European sense of the term, and this is due

partly to the great size of the hall, partly to the system of

legislation by committees.
The organization of the house is entirely different from that

of the British House of Commons or of most assemblies on the

European continent. The ministers of the pre- n^
sident do not sit, and since there are thus no officials CoaiaiMM

to undertake the leadership of the majority and ^•*"^

conduct business, legislative work is shaped and directed

by a number of committees in each house. Every bill

when introduced is referred to some committee, and each bill

comes up for consideration by the whole house on the report

of the committee which has dealt with it. There were in 19x0

6f regular or standing committees in the House of Represen-

tatives, each consisting of from 3 to ao members. The most

important committees are the following: ways and means,

rules, elections, appropriations (with several committees

for different branches of public expenditure), rivers and

harbours, banking and currency, and foreign affairs.
^
Each

committee has complete control of all bills referred to it, and

nineteen-twentieths of the bills introduced meet their death

by the failure of the committee to take action on them. The

bills taken up for action are debated and freely amended by the

committees, and sometimes public bearings are held. The

committees on the expenditure of the various government

departments conduct minute investigations into the adminis-

tration of each. A bill, as finally agreed on by a committee,

is reported to the house, and when taken up for action the

fate of most bills is decided by an hour's discussion, opened

by the member of the committee making the report. The
* In June in Oregon; in September in Maine and Vermont.

I*
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more imporUnt meanues, indudhg Uxatioii and appropru*
tion biUs, receive genuine dimiwion by the house at large,

through special orders submitted by the committee on rules.

Of the enormous number of bills brought in very few pass.

The unifying force of this complicated system of committee
legislation is the Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Like the Speaker of the British House of Commons,

^^glfgt^
he is primarily the presiding offidal, but. the char-

aaer of his office has become different from that of

the impartial moderator of the British house. The American
Speaker, who of course has a vote like other members, always
belongs to the party which commands a majority, and is, indeed,

virtually the Inder of the majority party in the House of Repre-

sentatives. He resembles in somc^ respects a European prime

minister, and is second only to the president in political impor-

tance. His power is derived from three main sources. He
appoints the members of nearly all committees, he chooses the

chairman of each, and he directs the reference of bills to the

various committees. Of the committee on rules, which practi-

cally determines the order in which important measures come
before the house, he was formerly chairman, and he had the

power of appointing the committee; but on the 19th of March
1910, the house passed a resolution which increased the mem-
bership of this committee from 5 to 10, .excluded the Speaker,

and transferred the appointments to the house. As presiding

officer the Speaker exercises a right of discrimination between

members rising to speak in debate, and can thus advance or

retard the progress of a measure. He is elected by the House
of Representatives at its first session for the whole Congress,

and his election is regularly carried by a strict party vote.

' § 31. The Senate in 1910 consisted of 92 members, two
persons deputed from each state, be it great or small (New York

TktSraatt.
^^^^ 9,100,000 population and Nevada with 81,875

having the same representation), who must be

inhabitants of that state, and at least thirty years of age.

They are elected by the legislature of their state for six years,

and are re-eligible. It used to be supposed by many Europeans,

following Tocqueville, that this method of election was the

cause of the (former) superiority of the senators to members of

the House. This was an error, the true reason being thal^ able

men preferred a seat in the Senate owing to its krger powers

and longer term. One-third retire every two yean, so that

the old members are always twice as numerous as the new
members, and the body has been continuous ever since its first

creation. Senators are re-elected more frequently than mem-
bers of the House, so there is always a considerable proportion of

men of long service and mature experience.

There has long been a demand for an amendment to the Con-

stitution which should vest the election of senators in the

peoples of the several states, and more than one-half of the

state legislatures have at one time or another passed resolutions

in favour of the change. Within the last few years the object

desired has been practically attained in a few states by pro-

visions they have introduced for taking a popular vote as to the

person whom the legislature ought to elect, the latter being

expected to defer to the popular will.

The vice-president of the United Sutes is ex officio presiding

officer of the Senate, and this is his only active function in the

government. He has, however, no vote in the Senate, except

a casting vote when the numbers are equally divided, and his

authorityon questions of order is very limited.

The methods of procedure in the Senate are somewhat different

from those in the House of RepresenUtives. There is a similar

committee system, but the Senate committees and their chair-

men are chosen, not by the presiding officer, but by the Senate

itself voting by ballot. Practically they are selected by caucuses

of the majority and minority parties. The Senate rules have

no provision for the closure of debate, nor any limitation on the

length either of a debate or of a speech. For the consideration

of some classes of business the Senate goes into executive or

secret session, although what is done at this session usually

leaks out, and finds its way to the public through the press.

The functions of the SeoaU fall into three classes—legislative,
executive and judicial. In legislative matters iu powen are
identical with those of the House of Representatives, with the
single restriction that bills for raising revenue must originate
in the popular assembly. In practice, too, the Senate is at least
as influential in lei^slation as the House. Disagreements,
which are frequent, are usually settled in conference, and in
these the Senate is apt to get the better of its anUgonist. Serious
deadlocks are of comparatively rare occurrence.

The executive functions of the Senate are: (i) To approve
or disapprove the president's nominations of Federal officers,

including judges, ministers of state and ambassadors; (2) to
approve, by a majority of two-thirds of those present, of treaties
submitted by the president. Through the latter po](ver the
Senate secures a general control over foreign policy. Its
approval is necessary to any important acti(K), and in general
the president finds it advisable to keep the leaders of the sena-
torial majority, and in particular the Senate committee on
foreign relations, informed of pending negotiations. Foreign
governments often complain of this power of the Senate, because
it prevents them from being able to rely upon the carrying out
of anangments they have made with the executive; but as
the president is not responsible to Congress and is irremovable
(expept by impeachment) during his term of office, there would
be objections to giving him an unqualified treaty-making
authority. Through the power of confirming or rejecting
the president's nominations to office, the senaton of the presi-
dent's party are able to influence a laige amount of patronage.
This sort of " dual control " works with less friction and delay
than might have been expected, but better appointments would
probably be secured if responsibility were more fully and more
clearly fixed on the president alone, though there would no
doubt be a risk that the president might make a scriotis error.

The judicial function of the Senate is to sit as a high court
for the trial of persons impeached by the House of Represent-
atives, a vote of two-thirds of those present being needed for

conviction. There have been eight cases of impeachment. The
most important was that of President Johnson, whose con-
viction failed by one vote

—

$$ '<> X9> I^ive of the other seven
cases also ended in acquittal, one for want of jurisdiction,^ and
one by the resignation of the official before the impeachment was
preferred in the Senate. Two Federal judges were many years
ago thus deprived of office, impeachment being the only process
by which a Federal judge can be removed.

§ 22. The procedure of each house in framing and pa^ng
bills has already been noted. When a bill has passed one
chamber it is sent to the other, and there referred c
to the appropriate committee. In course of time this*

committee may report the bill as received from the'<

other house, but frequently an amended or an'
entirely new measure is presented, which is discussed and
enacted on by the second house. When bills passed by the two
chambers are not identical, and each persists in its own
view, the regular procedure is to appoint a committee
of conference, consisting of an equal number of members from
the Senate and from the House. These meet in secret, and
generally agree upon a compromise measure, which is forthwith

adopted by both chambers. If no compromise can be arranged,
the conflict continues until one side yields, or until it ends by
the adjournment of Congress. After passing both houses, the

bill goes to the president, and if approved by him, or not returned

by him within ten days, becomes law: if vetoed, it returns to

the house in which it originated; and if re-passed by a two-
thirds vote, is sent to the other house; and if again passed

there by a two-thirds vote, it becomes law without the president's

consent.

The scope of Congressional legislation has been indicaied

in the list given of the powers of the national govtmmefit

< This case was that of the impeachment of a senator, and tte
fatluro to convict amae from the fact that some of the lenators ai
the time held the now generally accepted opinion that a 1

of Congress is not subject to impeachment.
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(see ante^ §15)* The most important measures are those

dealing with the revenues and appropriations; and the procedure

on these matters is slightly different from that on other bills.

The secretary of the treasury sends annually to Congress a

report containing a statement of the national income and
expenditure and of the condition of the public debt, together

Mnth remarks on the system of taxation and suggestions for its

improvement. He also sends what is called his annual letter,

enclosing the estimates, framed by the various departments,

of the sums needed for the public service of the United States

during the coming year. With this the action of the executive

ceases, and the matter passes into the hands of Congress.

Revenue bills for imposing or continuing the various customs

duties and internal taxes are prepared by the House committee

on ways and means, whose chairman is always a leading man
in the majority party. The report presented by the secretary

of the treasury has been referred to this committee, but the

latter does not necessarily in any way regard that report.

Neither does it proceed on estimates of the sums needed to main-

tain the public service, for, in the first place, it does not know
what appropriations will be proposed by the spending committees;

and in the second place, a primary object of the ciistoms duties

has been for many years past, not the raising of revenue, but

the protection of American industries by subjecting foreign

imports to a very high tariff. Regular appropriation bills

down to 1883 were all passed by the House committee on appro-

priations, but in that year a new committee—on rivers and
harbours—received a large field of expenditure; and in 1886

certain other supply bills were referred to sundry standing

committees. These various appropriation committees start

from, but are not restricted by and do not in fact adopt, the

estimates of the secretary of the treasury. Large changes arc

made both by way of increasing and reducing his estimates.

The financial bills are discussed, as fully as the pressure

of work permits, in committee of the whole House. Fresh items

of appropriations are often added, and changes are made in

revenue bills in the interest of particular purposes or localities.

If the Senate is controlled by the same party as the House,

it is likely to secure the acceptance of many of its amendments.

The majorities in the two houses then labour together to

satbfy what they believe to be the wishes of their party. Im-

portant legislation is almost impossible when one of the houses

is controlled by one party and the other house by the other.

When finally adopted by the House, the bills go to the

Senate and are forthwith referred to the committee on finance

or to that on appropriations. The Senate committees amend
freely both classes of bills, and further changes may be made

by the Senate itself. When the bills go back to the House

that body usually rejects the am^dments: the Senate declines-

to recede, and a conference committee is appointed by which

a compromise is arranged, usually hastily and in secret, often

including entirely new items, and this compromise is accepted

with little or no discussion, generally at the end of the session.

Thus it comes that comparatively slight use is made of the

experience of the permanent financial officials in the framing

of revenue-raising and appropriation bills. There is little

relation between the amounts proposed to be spent in any

one year and the amounts proposed to be raised, and there

is a strong tendency to deplete the public treasury through

special grants secured by individual members. These defects

have long been felt, but Congress is not disposed either to

admit officials to attend its sittings or to modify the methods

to which it has grown accustomed. A tariff commission was,

however, created by statute in ipog, the reports of which may
have some influence on the framing of tariffs in future.

§ 23. The executive power of the nation is vested in a

president of the United Sutes of America, who holds office

Th0 during the term of four years. He, together with

PrgtUeaL the vice-president, is nominally chosen by a system

of double election through an electoral college, but in practice

this system operates merely as a roundabout way of getting

the judgment of the people, voting by sUtes.

The Constitution directs each state to choose a number of " presi-

dential electors equal to the number of its representatives in Con*
S-ess

" (both senators and members of the House of ~^
epresentatives). Members of Congress and holders

of Federal offices are ineligible as electors. These
electors (in 1908. 483) meet in each sute on the second
Monday in January, and give their votes in writing for the presi*
dent and vice-president. The votes are transmitted to Washington,
and there opened by the president of the Senate, in the presence of
both houses of Congress, and counted. A majority 01 the whole
number of dectors is necessary to etect. If no person have such
majority, the president is chosen by the House of Representatives
voting by states, and the vice-president is chosen by the Senate.
This plan of creating an electorail college to select the president was
expected to secure the choice by the best citizens of each state, in
a tranouil and deliberate way. of the man whom they in their un-
fettered discretion should deem fittest to be the chief magistrate
of the Union. In fact, however, the electors exercise no discretion,
and are chosen under a pledge to vote for a partkular candidate.
Each party during the summer preceding a presidential election
holds a huge party meeting, called a national convention, which
nominates candidates for president and vice-president. (See
Post, t 33.) Candidates for the office of elector are also nominated
by party conventions, and the persons who are in each state chosen
to be electors—they are chosen by a strict party vote—are expected
to vote, and do in point of fact vote, for the presidential candidates
named by their respective parties at the national conventions.
The Constitution leaves the method of choosing electors to each
stater but by universal custom they trr ^-^- r'-pr^-^ticrc clwted by
DO: .il.ir ^'ote, and aU ihe eTcciors for c ! I for on ,1

' j^H'iiirrat tkkct.'* In the ciirly days r .

' i-.- chiospn in

nvini,' ?^uie5 by tfit lecisidturrs, but by 16^2 ixjuth Carolina wns the
orl> hiJLic rrtatning tniS' method, and in. 186$ she aJso dropped it.

So nil.- if tales aTso, for a lime, chose clixtori by dtsLrlct^, but by 1832
alt hjil ^do[3icd I he " gcncml ticket " Eystcm. Michigan, however,
in ilif' d«:[ion of 1891 reverted lo the "diBtrict " system, thereby
di'^'Lihnig its cliTctoral vote. Thus the election h virtually ai election

by suites, and the Etnig;;le coneeniratei ii»elf in the large iti^tes,

when? the great parties arc often. nearEy equaJly dividud^ f.f-^ *he
party »*hicn Crimea New York by even a urtall majority g:aitu all

the 3i> eSecioral votes o\ that state. The polling for eletKip takes
pl;-cc iMrly in November on the same day over the whole unioriH and
wh' n ihe result is known the contest is over, becauscr the subsequent
mr-- ? ^ng and voting of the electors is a mere matter o! form. Nevcr-
ih I' '-, tfie s>'5tem here describcdj beini; an election by Etates, it not
th -.tme thing as a |^ener,il popular vote over the uniorhn for it *omc^
tir"'-. happens that a person is chosen president who has received a
mJ'M.rity of the popular vote cast.

J he Constitution requires the president to bt a natlve-bom
cil'^'H of the United States, not under t hjrty- five years of age,
an I f'lr fourteen years resident in. the United States. There is no
lct;'il h.mitiiciQn to his rc-elic^ibiiity any number of times; but tradi^

tiC'i"^, ill tine from the refusal of GeoTRe Washington to be nominated
for .4 third tcrm^ has virtually established the rule that no persi^n

sh'!l t-e president lor more than two continuous terms. Tl the

Er
iJLiit d:ca. the sjio-urtyiilufit stops inti^ his pi .nee: amii if the

lUui. a\^^ U„a iii (^Li,:.. Liic _:.„c^j_-4i i^-t^-u^ !_ ,.:'2 i'_<:ii'tary oi

statc.^ The president receives a salary of 975,000 a year, besides

S25.000 a year for travelling expenses, and has an official residence
called the Executive Mansion, or more familiarly the White House.

Functions of the President.—^These may be grouped into three
classes: those which (i) relate to foreign aflfairs; {2) concern
legislation : (3) relate to domestic administration.
The president appoints ambassadors and ministers to foreign

countries, and receives those sent by foreign countries to the United
States. He has, through his secretary of state, immediate direction

of all negotiations with such countries, and an unfettered initiative

in all foreign affairs. He does not, however, enjoy a free hand in

finally determining the foreign policy of the government. Treaties
require the approval of two-thirds of the Senate, and the foreign

affairs committee of that body is usually kept informed of the
negotiations which are being conducted by the executive. The
power to declare war formally belongs to Congress; but the execu-
tive may. without an act of Congress, virtually engage in hostilities

and thus bring about a state of war, as happened in 1845-46, when
war broke out with Mexico.
As respects legislation, the position of the president is in marked

contrast to that of the British crown. While neariy all important
measures are brought into parliament by the ministers of the
sovereign, and nominally under his instructions, the American
president cannot introduce bills either directly or through his

* The order of succession, after the secretary of state, is as follows:

the secretary of the treasury, the secretary of war, the attorney-
general, the poitnuuter-gencral, the secretary of the navy, the
secretary of the interior—this order to apply only to such officers

as " shall have been appointed by the advice and consent of the
Senate . . . and such as are eligible to the office of president . . .

and not under impeachment. ..."
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mintBten. All that the Constitution permits him to do in this

direction is to inform Congress of the state of the nation and to
recommend the measures which he deems to be necessary. This
latter function is discharged by written messages addressed by the
president to Congress, the message sent at the beginning of each
session being usually the most important: but the suggestions made
in these messages do not necessarily or directly induce legislation,

although it is open to him to submit a bill or have one druted by a
minister presented to Congress through a member.
More constantly effective is the president's part in the last stage

of legislation. His so-called " veto-power " permits him to return
to Congress, within ten days after its passage, any bill of which he
may disapprove, and, unless this bill re-passcs both houses by a
two>thirds vote, it does not become law. Most presidents have
made use of the veto power sparingly. Tackson, however, as well as
Tyler, Johnson and especially Qeveland, employed it pretty boldly.

Most of Johnson's vetoes were promptly overruled by the large
majority opposed to him in both houses, but the vetoes of all the
other presidents have generally prevented the enactment of the
bills 01 which they disapproved.
The domestic executive authority of the president in time of peace

is small, because by far the larver part 01 law and administration
bebngs to the sute and local governments, while the Federal
administration is regulated by statutes which leave little discretion
to the executive. The power of making appointments to the
administrative service would invest him with a vast influence but
for the constitutmnal requirement of securing the consent of the
Senate to the more important apiwintmenu made. The presklent
is nven a free hand in choosing his cabinet ministers; but for most
other appointments, whether or not they are by law in his sole gift,

the senators belonging to the president's party have practically
controlled the selections for offices lying withm their respective
states, and a nominatran made by the president against the wfll of
the senator concerned will {generally be disapproved by the Senate.
The members of the president's puty in the House also demand a
share in the bestowal of offices as a price for tlieir co-operatbn in
those matters wherein the executive may find it necessary to have
legislative aid. Nevertheless, the distribution of offices under the
BO<allcd " spoils system " remains the most important ordinary
functkm of the president, and the influence he exerts over Congress
and lesislation is due mainly to his patronage.

In time of war or of public disturbance, however, the domestic
authority of the presklent expands rapidly. This was markedly
the case during the Civil War. As commander*in-chicf of the army
and navy, and as " charged with the faithful execution of all laws,

'

he is likely to assuine, and would indeed be expected to assume, all

the powers which the emergency requires. In ordinary times the
president may be alnlost compared to the managing clerk in a large
business estaolishment, whose chief function u to select his sud-
ordinates, the policy of the concern being in the hands of the board
of directors. But when foreign affairs reach a critkal suge, or when
disorders within the Union require Federal interventbn. immense
responsibility is then thrown on one who is both commander-in-
chief of the army and the head of the civil executive. In no Euro-
pean country u there any personage to whom the pre«dent can be
•akl to correspond. He may have to exert more authority, even if

be enjoys less dignity, than a European king. He has powers whkh
are in ordinary times narrower than those of a European prime
minister: but these powers are more secure, for instead oi depending
on the pleasure of a parliamentary majority, they run on to the end
of his term. Although he is alw&ys elected as a party candidate.
he generally receives, if he shows tact and dignity, abundant respect
ana deference from sill citiiens, and is able to exert influence beyond
the strict limits of his legal power.
The only way of removing the president from office is by

impeachment, an institution borrowed from Great Britain, where
it had not become obsolete at the time wh«i the United Sutes
constitutk>n was adopted. The House of Represenutives may
impeach the president. The Senate tries him. and a two-thiras
majority is reauired for convktmn. Andrew Johnson is the only
president who has been impeached.

I 24. There is in the government of the United States no
such thing as a cabinet, in the British or French or Italian

TbtCaMttH *^^^^ ^^ ^^^ word. But the term is regularly used

aa^Adnia- to describe a coundl of the president, composed

g^j^g^ of the heads of the chief administrative depart-
OMOaiB,

menls: the secretaiy of state, the secretary of

the treasury, secretary of war, attorney-general, secretary

of the navy, postmaster-general, secretary of the interior,

secretaiy of agriculture, and secretary of commerce and labor.

Like the British cabinet, this council is not formally recognized

by the law, but it is nevertheless accepted as a permanent
feature in the government. It is really a group of persons,

each individually dependent on, and answerable to, the pre-

sident, liut with no joint policy, no collective responsibility.

The final decision on all questions rest with the president, who
is solely and personally responsible. Moreover, the members d
the cabinet are excluded from Congress, and are entirdy
independent of that body, so that an American cabinet has
little to do in the way of devising parliamentary tactics, or
of preparing bills, or «^ discussing problems c^ fofeign p<^cy.
It is not a government, as Europeans understand the term,

but a group of heads of departments, whom their chief,

though he usually consults them separately, often finds it

useful to bring together for a talk about current politics and
the course proper for the administration to take in them, or in

order to settle some admtnistntive question which lies on the
borderland between the provinces of two ministers.
The principal administrative departments are those already

named, whose heads form the president's cabinet. The mcMt
Important are the state and treasury departments.
ThJe former has the conduct of foreign affairs and ^r^lH^T
interests, and directs the difdomatk service, but isy (*F«rt

obliged to keep in touch with the Senate, because """-
treaties require the consent of the latter. It also has charge of the
great seal of the United Sutes, keeps the archives, pubbshes the
statutes of Congress and controls the consular service.

The two mam functions of the treasury department are the
administratK>n of the government revenues and expenditures, and
of the banking and currency laws. The secretary has, however,
a smaller range of action than a finance minister in European
countries, for, as he is excluded from Congress, be has nothirw
directly to do with the imposition of taxes, and very little with
the appropriations for government expenditure.
The department of the interior is less impcMtant than in France

or Italy, since the principal functions which there belong to it lie,

in the United Sutes, within the fiekl of sute powers. Inthe United
Sutes the principal mattera in this department are the management
of the public lands, the conduct of Indian affairs, the issue of patents,
the administration ofpensbn laws, of the national census and of die
geological survey, ana the coUectbn of educational informatioii.
The department of war controls the formeriy very small, bat now

lam^ely increased, army of the United Sutes; and iu corps of
engmeera execute the nver and harbour improvcmentt ordered by
Congress. The navy department has charge of the dockyards and
vessels of war; and the post oflice department direcu the postal
system, including the railway mail servx^e. The department of
agriculture includes the weather bureau, the bureau of animal
industry and other bureaus whieh conduct invest^tsoos and
experiments. The attorney-general u the legal adviser of the
president, puUk: prosecutor and sunding counsel for the United
States, and also has general oversight of the Federal Judicial ad-
ministration, especially of the prosecuting oflkers called district
attorneys and of the executive court officers called marshals.
The department of commerce and labor controb the bureaus

which deal with the mercantile marine, the lighthooae and life-

saving servke. commercwl statistics, immigration, and the coast
and ^odetic survey, and the census is also under iu charge^
Two commissions not connected with any of the above depazt-

menu deserve some notice. The inter-sute commerce cominisuon.
established by statute in 1887. is a semi-judicial. semi^dministrati\^
board of five members, with limited powers of control over intct^

state railway transporution. The chief duty is to psevent dis-

criminatwns in freight rates and secret rebates from tne published
list of charges. Its powers have been much extended by subsequent
acts, especially that of 191a The civil servkx comroisMoo.
estaUished in 1683. conducts competitive examinations for appoint*
menu to subordinate positions under all of the ndminiscrative
departments. Some 2^5,000 posts have now been plaeed under
civil service rules and withdrawn from the category of ^xnIs.

1 25. The Federal judidal system is made by the Constitution

independent both of the legislature and of the executive. It

consists of the Supreme Court, the circuit court of,
appeals, the circuit courts and the district courts.

The Supreme Court is created by the Constitution,

'

and consisted in 1910 of nine judges, who are nominated by
the president and confirmed by the Senate. They hold office

during good behaviour, i.e. are removable only by impeach-

ment, thus having a tenure even more secure than that of

English judges. The court sits at Washington from October

to July in every year. The sessions of the court are held in

the Capitol. A riile requiring the presence of six judges to

pronounce a decision prevents the division of the court into two

or more benches; and while this secures a thorough considera-

tion of every case, it also retards the despatch of business.

Every case is discussed twice by the whole body, once to ascer-

tain the view of the majority, which is then dincted to be set
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e tocKk draiit tlMRB afa» alodftoi

iOsMt. T1ttjii4rs«(«Kk
tfcfc JMfe «f the 1^111!
A cMiwi covi of uppnlit

BMt. SoHR ens May«
r, be annfed to t^ ^iii! Goat faon tke drorit

coort. cC appBub^ aan <iIbiii 9mtxty bohi tat low oBwtSk
The dbukt oosts aie mam df^ m anaber, CKb bvp^
umaBf a Mile jail Set, maHj two. Thoe is afa» a ^tecial

txibaiial cafcd the OHRf «f dum, vUch dtob «itb tbe cfabto

of private peaoas acuast the Fedeed fovcBBtotot. It it aot

stiktlf a part of the gcaenl jadkiil system, bat is a cnatiOB
of ConsRaa drtjtnrd to icheve that body «C a part «C its owii

hhnnn A OMronw court of five jodses was creattd bT •&
act of X909 fer the heaiiag of caaes relating to the tariff.

The jui iadiitiwi of tiie Fedetal oourta extends osfy to those
cases in which the Omatitntion makes Fcdeial faiw appBcsble.

All other csaes axe kit to the state oooits, from iHdch there

is DO appeal to the Fcdeial oovrts, unless where some specific

point axises which is affected by the Federal Constitution or

a Federsl law. The dasses of cases dealt with by the Fedeial

oooits axe as follows:

—

X. Cases in law and equity axisins under the Constitution,

the laws of the United States and treaties made under their

authority;

3. Cases affecting ambasmdois, other public ministeis and

be a
3. Caaesofadmixalty and maritime jurisdiction;

4. Controvcxaies to which the United States

PMty;
-5. Controverries between two or more states, between a

state and dtisens of another state, between dtiaens of different

states, between dtixens of the same sUte claiming lands under
grants of different states, and between a state or the dtisens

thereof and foreign states, dtizens or subjects (Const, art.

in. I a). Part of this juziKliction has, however, been with-

drawn by the eleventh amendment to the Constitution, which
declares that " the judicial power of the United Sutes shall

not be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity com-
mencedor prosecuted against one of the United Sutes by dtisens
of another state, or by dtiaens or subjecU of any forei^i state."

The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is original in cases

affecting ambassadors, and wherever a state is a party; in other

cases it is appellate. In some matters the jurisdiction of the

Federal courts is ezdusive; in others it is concurrent with

that of the state courts.

As it frequently happens that cases come before >tate oburU
in which questions of Federal law arise, a provision has been
made whereby due respect for the latter is iccured by giving

the party to a suit who relies upon Federal law, and whose
contentioD is overruled by a state court, the right of having the

suit removed to a Federal court. The Judiciary Act of 1789
(asamended by subsequent legislation) provides for the appeal to

thcL Supreme Court of the United States of " a final judgment or

decree in any suit rendered in the highest court of a state in

whichadedsioninthesuit could be had where Isdrawnin question

the validity of a treaty or statute for an authority exercised

under the United Sutes, and the decision is agahist thdr
validity; or where is drawn in question the validity of a statute

of, or an authority exercised under, any state, on the ground
of their being repugnant to the Constitution, treaties or laws

<rf the Un|^ States, and the decision is hi favour of their

validity; or where any title, right, pixvilcte or immunity

is ^fa<*^*^ wndcr the Constitution, or any treaty or statute of.

or oonannioa held or authority exercised wndcr the United

Staia^ aad the deoUon is afsiart the title, f%ht, privUcfe

6s7
^ Hit ^8p fft diMfeM «|f 4wMlt ^i^"^ •iMit

the r^MiniijMa^ ttrsM^r, «at«i^ ^{HHMhaN«i «t aMhM^v."^
IltlK4edsMaottheataie<yMttH)afsvwy^lWH^ <4ft4M(>A

WMder F^edeial law «r ^RMhnt the va)»l)>y ^ a(fv4^>aKih\y ^
th» «ait law wt 1^ thert is m gw«ftii4 le* aM*«<kV WK>a«»
the appKoahait;^ <e atstherity of Ftt^^ml law ^ tW |«n^<^r
caae ooaSd lecchie m Anther |WMt«tMa fk«ia 4 l'>t4iiM) <«Mt
than has ia fact been Kk«a^ the «t«te <!OiMt^

The power «tercisra by the Smviwr CVniit la ^lKlaK««
statMcs «C Otofresk or «( stale W«t«Utui«s «« a^is <4 tW ^y«>>

osttvO to he ia^palid bcoMse iM^»it*bt«iii «i^h the t^ic^l
ChutitutMa, has been dcNMd by Maay KaMp<«M a v«(vM)»«r

aad strikint feature of the Assevkaa «><ittt^a. IViy iik l^^«^
e^tr, nothint ao^ or nysttriiMit ab^it ii. A* (be rvsk^l
CoasUttttioa* whkh easaaatve diit<tly fwwi (be (MVH^ i« ()w
anpreme kw of the land ev<om>><f»^ *^v statute |M*l«^l bv *nv
lower authority (whetbtr the F^edetal i\>ngm« <kr a MAt^'Vi^*
ktwe) which ooatraveiMa the 0»n«(ituikMM fmtk m>\-wMHl>-
be invmhd in point of law« just as in the VnittKl K(n«^KH«^ a
railway byeJaw which contravened an ««( of i^HiatmM^i
would be invalid* Kow, the f^inctkma of ^^kinX (HbuiMlv -

of all oourta alike* whether F^cdecal or state, wMher MitmKir
or htferior—is to interprH (he Uw« and if any (libunal Am(s
a^Gongressioaal statute or state statute in«^»i»(en( with (b«
Oonstitutioa, the tribunal is obliged to hold suvK statute invalids

A tribunal does this not bcceuse it has any right or i^xvi^r M
iu own in the matter* but because the moiOe have, in enabling
the (Constitution aa a supreme Uw^ defiarvd that all oth^r \^^
htconststeiit with it are ips$ jw void. When a uihunal hrt«

ascertained that an inferior Uw is thus tnconsitient. ttiAt

inferior law is therewith, so far as tnconftis<cnt, lo l)e d<H>mvnl

void. The tribunal does not enter any tx^nfiicl wiih the tritU-

lature or executive. All It does Is to dcflare thai a itmflM
exisu between two laws of dtfTersnl drgrves of auihoHiy.
whence It necessarily follows that the weaker law is extlnti

Thia duty of interpretation belongs to all tribunals, but m
constitutional cases are, if originating in a lower court, u*UAlty

carried by appeal to the Supreme Court, m»n have Rttmn
accustomed to talk of the Supreme Court as in a sprciAl w\\9$

the guardian of the Constitution.

The Federal courts never deliver an opinion on any ron-
stitutional question unlets or until that auction is briMiKhi

before them in the form of a lawsuit. A JurlRtttpnl of lh(>

Supreme 0>urt is only a judgment on the parllrulAr cnie brhtre

it, and does not prevent a similar question bplnv raiiie<l sitsin

in another lawsuit, though of course this srlciom hspp«''i*^i

because it may be assumed that the rourt will adhere to Ua
former opinion. There have, however, brvn Instanrrg In whiih
the court has virtually changed Its view on a roniiltutiottsl

question, and it Is understiK>d to bo entltlrd so to do.

§ s6. As the Federal Constitution is a ihort dorumi>ht,

which deals very concisely with most of tho •uhjrdAlt tou(hi«A,

a vast nuhiber of questions have arlsrn U|K)n Mm wnuhnitt
interpretation In the course of the ttt yrars whlrh c^g^mu*
have elapsed since iU ensctment, I'he dr( UionA iktMij»t0f

of the Supreme Court upon these oucsdons form a
^'•'•'**'

Urge body of law, a knowledge of which U now in'l)«p»ns'

able to a mastery of the Constitution U*f\1. Uy thfm
the Constitutkm has been so expanded In the ihM% wlildi It

expressly treats of, and so filled up In thf> nmUptn mhUh U
covers only by wsy of Implication, that It !• ntm a tntuh

more complete Instrument than it was whrn It tumf tumt I he

bands of Its frsmers. Thus the rourts have hHd thai, whitii

the natkmal government can fnrrt\»n only su'h fttmnn as

have been affirmatively granf«-d, it Is md fMtrlHfd In Ha
choice of the ffleth^>«Is tor rx<^r i«ing sur.h pcrwrfA »A have in-t'tt

granted^ From this doctrine ihrre lias ifprn d«'flvM « t4ftf

spicuous activity of the nafi//nal Kifvcrnnrntt in mmH fttUU as
taxation, borrowing of matiey, r^gubitjng Uftnitt^ttf an/l tnrrV'

log on war. Executive and ]rgl»iafiy«i a4;fs ntH sufh/rf^/^d ffy

the letter of the institution hav«' sIao U«'a alP/w^d Ut tPttmin

nachaflniiwi^aiid thus precedeou have been ia faU itMabMeiiu
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with the tadt xccognition of the courts and the people, through
which the sphere of the national government has been en-

larged. The purchase of Louisiana from France by President

Jefferson is an instance. It may indeed be said that the Con-
stitution as it now stands is the result of a long process of develop-

ment; and that process is still going on. In 1901 the Supreme
Court delivered several judgments in cases arising out of the

annexation of Porto Rico, which handled, though they did

not fuUy settle, divers points of novelty and of importance,

and still more recently questions of great intricacy affecting

the respective legislative rights of the Federal and the state

governments have come before it.

§ 37. It is not, however, only by way of interpretation that

the Constitution has been developed. A great many matters

Dt¥9lopmmi which it passed over have become the subject of

miOMCamm legislation by Congress; and there has also sprung

JJjJl*"^
up a large mass of usages regulating matters not

*** touched either by the Constitution or by any
express enactment. These usages have in many cases lasted so

long and become so generally accepted, that they may be
regarded as parts of the actual or (so to speak) " working "

Constitution, although of course they could be at any moment
changed. Among the matters that are now thus settjed by
usage the following may be mentioned:—
The president practically is limited to two continuous terms

of office. The presidentkl electors are expected to vote for

the candidate of the party which has chosen them, exercising no
free will of their own. The Senate always confirms the nomina-
tions to a cabinet office made by the President.

It may be added that in respect of one matter assigned by the

Constitution to the states a momentous change has taken place

since the enactment of the Constitution. This matter is the

electoral franchise in Federal elections. In 1789 property

qualifications were general, but now in all the northern and
western states these have been long since abolished, and the

electoral suffrage is practically manhood suffrage. In Wyoming,
Colorado, Utah, Idaho and Washington universal adult suffrage

prevails. Down till 1890 manhood suffrage had prevailed in all

the Southern states also (as to some Southern states now see anU,

% 5). As the electoral sufirageforstatelegislatureelectionsisalso

that for Federal elections (including the election of presidential

electors), the woflung of the Federal Constitution has thus been
affected without any change in the Constitution itself.

§ 28. Besides these dumges which have been brought about

by judicial interpretation and by usage, the Constitution has

Am9a4- *^ ^'^'^ altered in the regular and formal way
m»ataioth9 which its o.wn provisions permit (see ante, § 14).

CoattUm' This has happened four times. Ten amendments
^''^ were enacted immediately after the adoption of

the Constitution itself, in order to meet certain, objections

which had been taken to it. These may be described as a sort

of bill of rights. Another, the eleventh, was enacted in 1794-
Z798 to negative the construction whidi the Supreme Court
had put upon its own powers in holding that it could entertain

a suit by a private person against a state. Another, the twelfth

(1803-1804), corrected a fault in the method of choosing the

president; and three more (1865-1870) confirmed and secured

some of the results of the victory pf the North in the War
of Secession (1861-65). In 1909 Congress proposed an amend-
ment for enabling the national legislature to impose an income
tax. But few amendments pass beyond the first stage of a
formal proposal This is due not merely to the respect

of the Americans for their fundamental law, but also to the

difficulties which surround the process of change. It is hard to

secure the requisite majorities in Congress, and still harder a
majority in three-fourths of the states. Tlie obstacles placed

in the way of•amendment, which are greater than in the case of

almost any other Constitution, may be reckoned among the

causes which led to the War of Secession.

§ 29. As compared with the cabinet system of Great
Britain, of the British self-governing colonies, and of such
European countries as France, Italy, Holland and Belgium, the

characteristic features of the scheme of the American nations]

government are the following:

—

a. The legisbtture and the executive are independent and
disjoined. The executive does not depend upon the gg^^,^
leg^ture, but holds its powers by a direct commis-ctetmaar*/
sion from the people. No member of the execu-JJ^
tive sits in the legislature, nor can the legislature J^""
eject any one from office save by impeachment,

b. Both the legislature and the executive sit for fixed terms.

c. No method is provided for getting rid of deadlocks, cither

between the legislature and the executive or between the two
branches of the legislature. Should action be needed which

cannot be legally taken without the concurrence of these differ-

ent authorities, and should they be tmable to concur, the legal

situation must remain in statu qtto until by a new election the

people have changed one or more of the confiicting attthorities»

and so brought them into harmony.
d. The judiciary holds a place of high importance, because

it is the proper inteipreter of the will of the people expressed

in the supreme law, the Federal Constitution, which the people

have enacted.

It will be noted that the structure of the Federal Government
is leas democratic than that of the state governments. The
only posU in the former conferred by popular decUoa are those

of the president and the members of the legislature, and while

the two houses are a check on each other, the president is a
check upon both.

The ^defects which have been remarked in this system are,

broadly speaking, the following: There is a danger that pronpc
action, needed in the interests of the nation, may fail to be
taken owing to a deadlock between legislature and executive,

or between the two branches of the legislature. Tliere may
be a difficulty in fixing responsibility ixpon any person, or small

group of persons, because cases may arise in which the executive,

being unable to act without the concurrence of the legislature,

can hardly be blamed for failing to act, while yet it is unable
to relieve itself by resgning; while on the other hand the

legislature-^which consists .of two bodies, each of them
numerous, and in neither of which are there recognised

leaders—contains no person on whom responsibility can be find.

On the other hand, the characteristic merits of the system
may be summed up as consisting in the safeguards it provides

against the undue predominance of any one power or peison
in the government, and therewith against any risk there may
be that the president should become a deqwt, and in the full

opportunities it secures for the due consideration of all imponaat
measures. It is a system amply provided with checks and
balances; it recognizes and enforces the principle of papular
sovereignty, while subjecting that principle to many checks in

practice; and it is well calculated to maintain unchanged the

relation of its component parts each to the other. There has
been, in point of fact, no permanent shifting of weight or

strexigth from any one organ of government to any other. At
some particular epoch the president has seemed to be gaining
upon Congress, at other epochs Congress hasseemed to be gaining

upon the president. Much depends on the personal qualities

of the president and his power of inspiring the people wUh
trust in his courage and his uprightness. When he possesses

that power he may overawe Congress, and make them follow,

even reluctantly, in the path he points out. Now and then.the

Senate has been more iniQuential than the House, now and then

it has fallen back, at least so far as the confidence of the people

in it is concerned. The part played by the judiciary has at some
moments been of spedal importance, while at others it has been

little noticed. But, taking the history of the republic as a whole,

that equilibrium between the several organs of the govern-

ment which the Constitution was intended to secure has been

substantially maintained.

VI.—rA« Party Syskm,

§ 30. The actual working of the government of the Unioa
and of the governments of the several sutes cannot be properly
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ondcistood witlioat aonie kaovledce of tbe puty system «s it

exists in tlie United States^ That system is, is has been vdl
observed by H. J. Ford,* a sort td link betwetn the executive

and the legislative departments o( govcnunent, and thus the
policy and action oC the party for the time being in power
forms a sort of second and unofficial govenunent oC the country,
directing the legal government created by the Constitution.

In no country have political parties been so carefully and
thoroughly organized. In no country does the !^>irit of party
so completely pervade every department of political life;

h<hwm nf
^^^ ^"^"^ P^^V spirit is any more bitter than

tttPrntr it is in Europe, for in some respects it b usually ksa
Jirattos^N* bitter and I^ passionate than in France, the United
ito wofti^g Kingdom or Austria, but that it penetrates farther

fltot^iiMfhr
'"^^ ^* ^^^ ^^ P«>pl^ *od exerts a more con-

stant influence upon their minds. Party organiza-

tions have in the United States a wide range of action, for they
exist to accomplish five purposes. Three of these are pursued

in other countries also. These three are: first, to influence

governmental policy; secondly, to form opinion; and
thirdly, to win elections. But the two others are almost

(if now not quite) peculiar to the United States, vis. to

select candidates for office and to procure places of emolu-
ment for party workers. The selecting by a party of its

candidates, instead of allowing candidates to start on their

own account, is a universal practice in the United States,

and rests upon the notion that the supreme authority and
incessant activity of the people must extend not only to the

choice of officials by vote, but even to the selection of those for

whom votes shall be cast. So the practice of securing places for

persons who have served the party, in however humble a
capacity, has sprung from tbe maxim that in the strife of

politics " the spoils belong to the victors," and has furnished

a motive of incomparable and ever-present activity ever since

the administraUon (182^1837) of President Andrew Jackson.

It is chiefly through these two practices that the party organiza-

tions have grown so powerful, and have been developed into

an extremely complicated system of machinery, firm yet flexible,

delicate 3ret quickly set up, and capable of working efficiently

in the newest and roughest communities.

I 31. The contests over the adoption of the Federal Consti-

tution by the several states in 1787-1790 brought to the surface

Origfmmmd two opposite tendencies, which may be called the
mumfi centrifugal and centripetal forces, a tendency to
tbmPmtOMm maintain both the freedom of the individual

and the independence, in legislatkm, in administration

and in jurisdiction, <rf the several states, and an opposite

tendency to subordinate the states to the nation, and to

vest large powers in the central Federal authority. These
tendencies soon arranged themsdves in concrete bodies, and
thus two great parties were formed. One, which took the name
of Republican, became the champion of states' rights, and
claimed to be also the champion of freedom. It was led by
Thomas Jefferson. The other, the Federalist party, led by
Alexander Hamilton, stood for an energetic exerciseof the powers

of the central government, and for a liberal interpretation of the

powers granted that government by the Federal Constitution.

The Jeflferaonian party has luui an unbroken continuity of life,

thoni^ it has been known since about 1830 as the Democratic

party. The Federalist pany slowly decayed, and ultimately

vanished between rSzo and iS jo, but out of its ruins a new party

arose, practically its heir, which continued powerful, under the

name of WbjgSy till xS>«. when it broke up over qumic/ns con-

nected with the cztezvva of slavery. Very soon thereafter a
party, aoauBaUy arw. tr^ hnatiy ionuul out of the W>.:^, and
maintainoig anny of 'ej% truLz'^^nst, spnng op, and tock ti:e

name «f RepdbficaasL Siace r&>6 these two great panics.

Dr awn I its aad KepvUicans, have coofrolled one z^^iber^

*^ liMgiHg UawviM Hitm the rzsi ma.'y,r.ty of the peopie. Ar.er

the Chril War, wfcem the qmtsr ^^-m a.* * »^.r^ fcecjc-zj* '-^r'>.% Ltd
M acsie, trnvnir C^j'jzrtz.is gave cse U cciex

snalkr parties, such as dftttbackefs^ Labor party and lV>f«h
Iksts, and the sense of the harm dv>ae b> tKt IktimnI mW ^
akoholevokcdapartywhichbecame k«Kx>ikn «»tKt IVhtWtkMU»ls.

Still later the growth of Cv>Uev<i\i»t vi««s, v«|^m1(v «llH^\i

the immigrants from Continental Kut\H^« W\) to the (Wiiwiikmi

of a Socialist Labor party and a 8<viAU»t i^rty, »^xn\» \4 th\^
who had belonged to the I\ipuli»t» »»»KviAiitvt (WiuvtUta «ah
these new groups.

The Democratic paHy begsn \6 fv^rm f\vr IttrU a wawUt
organisation in the presidency U**o-iS,<?^ \4 Amlrvw J*skii\M\|

and the process seems to ha\*« U^u i\\M »ciiou»ly uiulvr*

taken in New York state. The \Vhi|:» did th« Miu«i ai\d ^^hvii

the Republicans organised themselvvs. »hoiil>' alirr (h« U\\ \4

the Whigs, they created a party machinery oi\ Uu«« rm^ubUng
those which their prciiccessors had slruik out« '{\\t ««uU>
lishment of the system In Us goncral (uriu luay hf OaImI
from before the Civil War, but it has »(uv^ Utw |ii»»l<Ht«d

in iu details.

§ 32. The machinery of an American party contUtt u( \yt\\

distinct but intimately connected sets of UhIIcs, (he uue
permanent, the other temporary, or ralher iittei* on<«ms#
mittent. The function of the (urntor it lu manage f*«x»*iv«
the general business of the party from numth to tH^injr

month and year to year. That of the lattor U to
IjJJ*****

nominate candidates for the next ensuing rite- "^
tions and to make declarations of parly opinion intonddd (0

indicate the broad lines of party policy.

The permanent organisation conslikts of a ityRlPin of (om-
mittces, one for each of the more iiiHuirtaiit t'lcHiiuu arvat.

There is a committee for every city, every ctiumy,

and every congressional dlitrUt, and in somo itiuttN
J]|DJ2|^^'"

even for every township and every slate IrKiitltt

ture district. There is, of course, a comntliive for evpry

state, and at the head of the whole Ntandi a natittnal coniniliiia

for the whole Union, whose special fuiirtlcut It is lu mnkt*

arrangements for the conduct of party woric at A prvftltlniilat

election. Thus the country from oican lu otran Is cuvried

by a network of committees, each having a sphere uf mlUm
corresponding to some elrcilon ares, whrihrr a Federal ama
or a slate area. Each committee Is independent and te*\nm'

sible so far as regards the local work to be done In lotmrNlon

with the election in its own ares, but issutiordltiNto to ihn ptiriy

committees above It as respects work to he done in iU own
locality for the general purpows of the party. 'Ihr ordWinry

duties of these committees are to raise and sfirnd iiHuiry

for electioneering and otherwise in (he interrwi* i/( die imily,

to organize meetings, to "look after the prcM," to mti'iid io

the admission of immigrants or newcomers «« vnivin, nnd
generally to attract and enrol recruits In the party forMs.

At election times they also direct and sufirrifitrnd th« wofk
of bringing up voters to the p«itU arid of WAt^hlng ihH

taking and counting of the votr«; but in fhU work liny «r«

often aidefl or ftupcriv>de<l by sfjenaliy app«>iri(Ml ittitinttHty

bodies called " campaign *orntfiiHre%," 'th*u' party tt/iuuiiHt^%

are permanent, ari*J fh/»ii({h tlie irM'/riUfifiip i» r«M» ^f*4 t-^ttf

year, the same mrn ufjaily tJrttiiunf to %*rvt. 'th^ lUmtthitn

in particular is grrierAliy tt'ii\t{tini^f'\, ar<d i« 'Au u. \h « \i>>{tu\nuk

area, a person of great arid fi^jlu^^ ku\*ff*Ut i^f***t, viittt
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***•'

of tbe o:<frr'>»rT» of iJwt par'y r»-u';*rt tu »*Jh «.*'»•/< •#*«

la the •T'-i.^.u areas, f»y.h *s «U »y/*' : \f »M »^*f wa/4,

Jk ca»«*>4f » CMa;f*>*6d <4 k'i, *tJi t»//^/ ./M «m«M^/s *A

:V p»r*y »ho ttK tt.-.'M •// *'•>, uA A is »Ufc t*,^^ a

z/r -rary li ti* Aepa <v^3l/>c a/*4x Uj- :. %\ « »u»t,* f *^ '*»/,
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rendezB it imposaiUe to admit aH, so the nominating meetings
in these areas are composed of delegates elected in the various

primaries included in the area, and the meeting is called a
nominating convention. This is the rule, but in some parts of

the South and West nominations for members of the state

legislature and county officials; and even for members of Con-
gress, are made by primary assemblies meeting over the entire

area, which all the party voters are entitled to attend.

Where candidates are to be nominated for a state election,

the number of delegates from primaries would be too large,

so the state nominating convention is composed of delegates

chosen at representative conventions held in smaller areas.

{
Every registered voter belonging to the party ixi the local

election area for which party candidates are to be nominated
is presumably entitled to vote in the primary. In rund districts

little difficulty arises, because it is known what citizens belong

to each party; but in cities, and especially in large dties, where
men do not know their neighbours by sight, it becomes neces-

sary to have regular lists of the party voters entitled to attend

a primary; and these lists are either prepared and kept by the
local party committee, or are settled by the votes of the persons

previously on the party rolls. The composition of these lists

is of course a serious matter, because the primary is the foun-

dation of the whole party edifice. Accordingly, those who
control the local organizations usually take pains to keep on
the lists all the voters whom they can trust, and are apt to

keep off those whom they think likely to show a dangerous
independence. By their constant activity in this dirortion,

and by their influence over the pliable members of the party,

they are generally able to have a primary subservient to their

will, whi(^ is ready to nominate those whom they may suggest

as suitable candidates, and to choose as delegates to the con-

ventions persons on whom they can rely. In this way a few
Readers may sometimes be able to obtain control of the nomi-
nating machinery of a dty, or even of a state, for the local

committees usually obey instructions received from the com-
mittees above them. (See, as to the details of party machinery,

American Commonwealth, chs. lix.-lxiv., M. Ostrogorski on
Democracy in England and America, and Professor Jesse Macy
on Party OrgantMotion and Machinery, 1904.)

The great importance of these nominating bodies lies not
only in the fact that there are an enormous number of state,

county and dty offices (induding judicial offices) filled by
direct popular election, but also in the fact that in the United
States a candidate has scarcely any chance of being dected
unless he is regularly nominal^ by his party, that is to say,

by the recognised primary or convention. To control the

primary or the convention (as the case may be) of the party
which is strongest in any given area is therefore, In ninety-

nine cases out of a hundred, to control the dection itsdf, so

far as the party is concerned, and in many places one party
has a permanent majority.

As the desire to dominate primaries was found to lead to

many abuses, both in the way of manipulating the lists of party

voters and in the unfair management of the primary meetings

themsdves, a movement was started for reforming the system,

which, beginning soon after 1890, gathered so much support

that now in the large majority of the states laws have been
enacted for regulating the proceedings at primary nomination
meetings. These laws vary greatly in their details from state

to state, but they all aim at enabling the voters to exerdse

a free and unfettered voice in the sdection of their candidates,

and they have created a regular system of elections of candidates

preliminary to the election of office-holders from among the
candidates. In most states the voter is required, when he obtains

his ballot at the primary dection, to declare to which party

he belongs, but sometimes the primary is " open " and he may
vote for any one of the persons who are put forward as desiring

to be selected as candidates. The laws usually contain pro>

visions punishing fraud or bribny practised at a primary,

similar to those which apply to the subsequent dections to

office. . Although political parties were originally mere private

orsanisations, littk objectioii aeems to have been felt to ghnog
them sututoiy recognition and pladng the pcoceediqgi at
them under fuU official controL

§ 33. One nominating body Is of todi coDspicnoos magni-
tude as to need special notice. For the sdection ol pany
candidates for the offices ol president and vice- utMMkMtf
president of the United States there is fadd once»> ttmr
every four years, in the summer preceding the '^' "*'
dection (which takes place in November) of the president, a
huge party assembly of ddegates from oonventioBS hdd in
the several states, each sUte having twice bs many dele-

gates as it has dectoral votes to cast {ije. twice as many
as its Federal senators and Federal representarives). Two
ddegates are chosen for each congresdonal district by a
district convention, and four ddegates for the sUte at lar^e
by a state convention. Each state ddegatum usually keeps
together during the national convention, and hoUs pcivate
meetings from time to time to dedde on its course.

When the national convention has been duly organind by
the appointment of committees and of a ^•HaTrmati^ its first

business is to discuss and adopt a series of readutiona (prepared
by the conmu'ttee on resolutions, bat subject to amendxncnt
by the convention as a whole), which, taken together, embody
the views, pro^amme and policy of the party, and constitute

what is called its " platform " for the ensuing election. Tins
declaration of prindples and plans is sometimes of importaiaoe,

not only as an appeal to the pec^le injespect of the past services

and merits of the party, but as pledging them to the measures
they axe to introduce and push forward if they win the election.

It then proceeds to recdve the nomination of various aspirants

to the position of party candidate for the presidency. The
roll of sutes is called alphaberically, and each sUte, aa reached
in the roll, is entitled to present a candidate. Thereafter a
vote is taken between the several aspirants. The roll of states

is again called, and the chairman of each state dekgation
announces the vote of the sUte. In Democratic oonvcatioBS
a SUte delegation, when mstructed by the sUte convention
to cast its whole vote solid for the particular aspirant iavoored
by the majority of the delegation, must do so (thb is called the

unit rule); in the conventions of the other parties individual

ddegates may vote as they please. If one aspirant has obtained
on the first roll-call an absolute majority of the whole number
of delegates voting—or/ m Democratic conventions, a majority
of two-thirds of those voting-^e is held to have been dtily

chosen, and the choice is then made unanimous. If, bowever,
no one obtains the requisite mi^jority, the roll is again called

until some one competitor secures the requisite number of

votes. Sometimes one or two votings are suffident, bat some-
times the process has to be repeated many times—it may even
continue for several days—before a result is reached. Where
this happens there is much room for the display of tactical

skill by the party managers in persuading ddegates who favour

one of the less prominent aspiranU to transfer their wtes
to the person who seems most likdy to unite the party.

When one aspirant has been duly selected as the party
candidate for the presidency, the convention proceeds to

choose hi the same way a person to be candidate for the vice-

presidency. This is a much simpler matter, because the post

is much less sought after, and it is usually despatcbed with

ease and promptitude. The two nominees are then deemed
to be the candidates of the whole party, entitled to the support,

at the ensuing dection, of the party organizations sad of all

sound party men throughout the Union, and the caoventioo
thereupon dissolves.

§ 34. It is hardly too mudi to lay that in the United States

the parties work the government. The question foUowa, Who
work the parties? The action of the parties r^ —
depends upon and is the resultant of three factors, mUk^gtm
which are indeed more or less present in all ttvAvate

constitutional representative governments. These are (a)

individual leaders, who are powerful dthcr by their talents

or by the Influnife they enjoy over the dtiacos; (]t) tkh ncs.
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who can topply the ptity with the very Urfe rams of mooey
needed for miUTitMning the party marhinery in efficiency and
for fighting tl»e elections; and (c) the opinion of the nass of
the citizens, who, though generally disposed to adhere to the
traditions and follow the leaders of the party to which they
belong, do, especially in the more educated classes and in the
most advanced parts of the country, exert a certain measure
of independence, and may refuse to vote for the party candidates
if they either distrust those candidates personally or disapprove
of the policy which the party seems to be following. It need
hardly be said that the relative importance of these three factors
varies from time to time. Fortunately that' of the second has
grown weaker in recent years.

§ 35. The luitional parties have been so pervasive Int their

mfluence, and the working of their machinery has formed so
important a part of the political history of the

,«^ United States, that it is necessary here to call

roirattention to the high significance of this element in

the system of the Republic The party system has
made nearly all elections, mduding those for sUte

offices and dty offices, the functions of which have, as a rule,

nothing whatever to do with national party issues, matters of

party strife fought upon party lines. It has disposed voters

in stnte and dty elections to support party candidates, of

whom they might otherwise have disapproved, for the sake of

maintaining in full strength for national purposes the local

party organization, and it has thereby become a fruitful source

of mimidpal misgovemment. It has thrown great power into

the hands of party managers, because where the strife between
the two great parties is keen and the result of a contest doubt-

ful, disdpline and obedience are deemed needful for success.

It has tended to efface sUte lines, and to diminish the interest

in state issues, and has thus hdped to make the nation over-

shadow the sUtes. (J. Ba.)
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VIIL-FncAMCB

The taxing powers within the United States are as follows>—
a. The national government, whose revenue powers are only

limited by: (a) the provision of the constitution which prohibits
all duties ori exports, and (b) the provisbn that all direct taxes must
be levied in proportion to i>opulation—a provision which deprives
direct taxes of neariy all their effidency for revenue purposes.

b. The several states, whose revenue powers are only limited by:
(a) restrictions in thdr respective constitutions, and (6) the genenl
principle that those powers must tiot be exerdsed in such a way as
to contravene bws of the United States, or to destroy sources of
the natronal revenue, although a state may prohibit withyi its borders
the sab of liquors, from taxes upon which the UnitedSutesTreasury
derives a considcrabk part of its recdpta.

c. Within each state powers of taxation, to a determinate or to
an indeterminate extent, as the case may be. are by the constitution
and laws of the sute conferred, almost always for strictly defined
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pttrpoKt, (i) upon countiet, (a) opon citin, boroughs and incorponte
villaget, and (3) in nearly all the sutes, though in iridely varying
degrees, upon (he primary geographical diviaiotts of counties, such
as the " town " of New England and the " township** of the Middle
and Western sutes.
The revenues of the severs! states, and of minor governmental

areas within them, are mainly derived ffx>m a general property tax,

laid directly upon realty and penonalty. More than 83% of the
tax revenues 01 state and local governments were thus derived in

1903. The average real rate of assessment was lo*7a in 1880 and
lo*74 in 1903. The details of this system, which has no other refuge
in the civilized world save partially in Switzerland, are remarkable
for a most extraordinary diversity in the manner of collection, which
practically becomes, however, ml asncasment, and an equally extra-
ordinary and general evidence of the crudity and inadequacy of
the system, which has been the target of state tax reports throughout
the Union for half a century. Nevertheless, only recently have other
sources of revenue been largely developed,^ and the general property
tax to a degree abandoned. Thus an inheritance tax was first

adopted by Pennsylvania in 1836, yet sixty yean later only two
states were taxing collateral inhenunces. In 1907 there were
34 such, and 19 of these were taxing direct inheritances as well.

Tnis u a modem democratic tax, and there are uroilar tendencies
in other taxes. Business taxes are fast increasing, and many special

property taxes, these two classes yidding in i^ 7*34% of state
ana local revenues- The taxation of corporations is recent and
rapidly increasing. The same u true of habitation taxes. A be-
ginning has been made with income taxes. Finally, the strain
upon municipal finances incident to a realization ci civic improve
ments has called attention to inungible wealth: street railways
are no longer taxed as scrap iron but as working systems, with due
attention to their franchises; and there b a beginning of the doctrine
that the increase in value of unimproved realty constitutes income
that should be taxed. The same conditx>ns have made of impor-
Unce general theories, such as the single tax theory of Henry George,
for taxing landed values. All these tendencies, although strongest
in municipal finances, are generaL

Restrictions upon the taxing power, and unwise classifications

of property for taxation purposes, embodied without good under-
standing in state constitutk>ns, have been a primary obstacle to
the devek>pment of sound systems of taxation m the several states.

A lack of mterstate comity, and double taxation of certain classes

of property, have also ottered difiiculties. The progress toward
better conditbns has, however, been in hte yean rapid.

A similar restriction placed by the Constitution (art. i, I 3) upon
the power of the Federal government to lay *' duect taxes " nas
been interpreted by the Supreme Court, by a bare majority, in such
a way as to make very difficult, if not impossible, the imposition
of an income tax (although, it may be added, such taxes had been
unanimously held constitutional by the court in eariier decisions,

which rested in turn upon interpretations of the constitutional

provisbn just referred to given by the court when it counted among
Its memben justk:es who nad been memben of the convention that
framed the constitution).

The entire Federal system is the result, partly of constitutional
provisions partly of experience. The Federal authority naturally
resorted nnt to customs duties upon foreign commetce, because
in this field it had exclusive authority.^ It adopted next excise duties
on articles potxluced or consumed within the country, notably liquore
and tobacco. These two species of indirect taxes have from the
beginning been the main sources of national revenue. At three

Eriods, namely i8oo-x8o3, 1814-1817 and 1863-1871, direct taxes
ve contributed considerable amounts to the revenue. These

taxes included in the last period—that erf the CivQ War—income
and legacy taxes, taxes on commercial transactions, and taxes on
persons and property. At times also the proceeds of the sales of
publk lands nave formed an important element of the receipts of

E»vemment, although it has been the accepted policy to sdl such
hds to actual settlera at rates so low as to be inconsistent with the

object or attainment (relatively) of revenue. Indeed, under the
homestead law. large portions of the public domain have been given
away to settlera (aee Houesteajd and Exemption Laws), while
even larger amounts have been alienated in aid of schools, publk
improvements, &c., so that the portion sold has not been a third

of the total amount alienated. It is possible, however, that the
growing consciousness of the necessity of conserving the national
resources may lead to a much greater income in the future from the
small amounts still remaining in the hands of the national govern-
ment. In 1908 there still remained unappropriated and unsur-
veyed, according to the General Land Office, 754.895,396 acres.

Of these, 387,000,000 acres were still open,to entry, but most of this

vast extent consisted, in the opinion ci the National Conservation
Commission of 1908. of lands either arid or otherwise unsuited for
settlement There were also, in July 1908, about 335,000,000 acres
of nattonaLforests, parks and other reservations for publk use.

Customs duties have been found to be in general the most cheaply
cdlected, the least conspkuous, and least annoying of all taxes.
They have, however, never been a stable souree of revenue,
during periods when the tariff was constant; and compared with
the steady returns shown by the selected artkles of the British tariff

list this Instability has been most extraonltnaiy. Very often tbcir
inoome has been tar above the amount needed for all di^Hirsements
of the government. In times of war they have of course fallen to
a minimum. Thus, in the period 1791 to j8ii their ratio to total
government expenditure ranged from 41*6 to i89'6%; during the
yean 1812-1817, from 17*3 in 1814, when war finances reached their
weakest point, to 131*4% in X817, showing how raf»d was their
response under the return of peace; in the period 1817-1859 from
39-9% in the crisis year of 1837 to 158-9%: in the period 1860-1869
from 6*5% in 1865, when the government's bonds fdl in prkx to
150*93 per hundred and the war polky of loans was roost desperate,
to 84*1%; in the yean 1870-1893 from 51*4 to 85%: and, finally,

in the yean 1893-1909, from 36-9% (in 1898) to 52-7 %.
Of the total imports of 1909 47*4 %• « a value of S699.799.771.

entered duty free. More than halt of these were crude roateriab
for manufactures. The total imports per capita and the duty col-

lected upon them per capita have been as follows since 1685. taking
every fifth year: 1885—|io*33 and l3'i7: 1890—113-35 and 83-612:

>^5-^io-6i and Is* 17; 1900—^10*88 and 83*01; 1905—813-08
and •31 1 ; i908--|i3-S7 and 83*34.
The attempts of the Federahst par^ to create a system of mteraal

taxation was a leading cause of its downfall. During the years in

whkh it was in power little more than a tenth of the national re^rnue
was derived from excises, yet they became a national political issue,

and the Whisky Rebellion shows how little they were fitted to the
nation at that time. The excise system disappear«l widi tbe in-

coming of the Democratk party in 1 801. As a temporary necessity
such taxes were again resorted to during the war of 181 3, and again
during the Civil War. In the latter period the excise proved of
great richness, and qukkly responsive in its returns; whereas the
customs were inelastk so long as the war continued. After the war
a system of internal revenue was therefore continued.
Of recent yean the growing stringency of both national and

local finances by enormously increased disbursemenu has made
important the question of the relation of national with state and local
taxation. The customs revenue, in iu form of high protection, has
always had against it a strong free trade sentiment, generally un-
oreanized, and this seems to be growing. The internal revenue is

affected by the remarkable spread of the prohibition movcmenL A
considerable and growing publk sentiment in favour of the use of
the taxing power for the regulatkn of wealth taken from sodetv
demands the introduction into the Federal system of income and
inheriunce taxes. The last'—inasmuch as an unoome tax that n
constitutional can perhaps not be framed—is the only pnmuBBg
source that can give the addition to the Federal revenues that
must be needed m case the customs or the excise revesuies an
reduced.
From i860 to 1870 the population increased 23*6%, and the

. ,. The aggregate net ordinary receipts into the United Stats
treasury, from 1791 to the 30th of June 1885. were as follova. ia

millions of dollan: from customs, $613 ; from internal revenue, 3449;
from direct taxes, 38; frompublic lands, 341; from misceUaoeoos
sources, 578; total, 9938. The corresponding f^res for the yean
from 1886 to the 30th of June 1909 were as follows, respectively:

5401; 4618: 0*143; 131 ; 969.
The expenditures of the eovemment increased stendfly per capita

up to the opening of the Civil War. The ease with wluch money
was acquired in the war period, the acquiescence off the people, and
the influences of extravagance and corruption es^mdered by the

war, opened, at the return of peace, a period of extravagant expeaifi-

ture that hascontinted with progressive increasedown to the present
A phenomenal growth of both customs and fitcise revenue has mad*
such expenditures easy. From 1791 to 1886 the aggregate net

ordinary expenditures of the government—these expenditures bdnc
exclusive ot payments on account of fvincipal ana interest of the

publk debt—were as follows, in millions otdoUare: for the army,

4563; navy, 1106; military pensions, 900; miscellaneous, 2i69;

total 8737. The corresponding figures for the period 1887 (June 30)

to IQ08 (June 30) were: 3003; 1319; 3884; 3790: total 8896.
The average ycariy ordinary receipts of the decade I90&>i909, di»>

tributed by source, was as follows: from customs, 8380,738.741 '30:

from excise, 8357477,356*45; from miscellaneous souicca.

9481736.731*89; total ordinary revenue, 8586,943,910-64 or 87-11

per capita; revenue from sale of I^niuna bonds, 18,730.959-48;
from premiums exclusive of Ranama bonds, 8397,894*30. 1m
average yearly disbursements during the decade, distributed aoooni*

ing to object, were as follows : for ami list and misceQanemis objcctib

8i43.697.i23'<>?; «nny, 8130416.909*^1 °*yy» 896,733/100-90;
military pensions, 8i44,856,U9*l6; Indians, |i3,966,563'<x>; os

account of debt, 835,633,073-60; total, 85M.94a.9ao>-
In 1909 the ordmary receipts were 8637,773,165, or 87-17 pef

capita; and the ordinary disbursements 8670,507,889, or 87*54

per capita. The revenues of all. the states, counties, citks and otber

local governments, plus those of the national govenunent, aggregated

in 1879 only 8584.980,61a.
^nce 1870 the national census office has determined several tines

the aggregate indebtedness of the national, state aad other local
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colonizen, acting individually or in groups, collected tlie ships,

men and resources necessary for their enterprises, and pro-

cured from the Crown a charter. By this document the king
conveyed to them a claim to the soil which wotdd be valid

in English law, gave them the right to transfer Englishmen
thither as colonists, to trade with them and with the natives,

and to govern the colony, subject to the conditions of allegiance

and of British sovereignty in generaL The rights and liberties

of the colonists as British subjects, without attempt to define

what they were, were guaranteed by the charters, and the

grantee was prohibited from passing laws or issuing orders which
were repugnant to those of England. In only a part of the

charters—those chiefly which woe issued subsequent to 1660
was express reference made to the calling of assemblies in the

colonies. So general were the provisions of thecharters that they

only remotely determined the forms which government should

assume under them and what the rights of the colonists should

be. A considerable variety of institutions and social types

existed under them. But their very indefiniteness made them
valuable as objects of appeal to those who in time of contro-

versy were upholding load rights and liberties.

. s* Of the chartered colonies there were two varietiei

—

*^ proprietary provinces and corporate colonies. Though alike

in the fact that the patentees who founded them

ffffa^y were mesne tenants of the Crown, they were quite

unlike in their internal organization and to a
considerable extent also in the character of the people who
inhabited them. The proprietary province- was a development
from the principle of the fief, Chough with many variations.

The early charters of discoveiy, those for example which were
granted to John and Sebastian Cabot and to Sir Humphrey
Gilbert, contemplated the founding of feudal principalities in

the New World. The grant to Sir Walter Raleigh, which resulted

in the abortive colonial experiment at Roanoke, was of the same
character. At the period of transition from the rule of the

Tudors to that of the Stuarts, trading companies and companies
whose purpose was colonization were increasing in number and
importance. The first half of the z 7th century was distinguished

by the founding of many such, in France and the NetherUinds as

well as in England. The joint companies which were chartered

Lomd^mm^hy James I. in z6o6, one to have its residence
Plym^mth at London and the other at Plymouth, were of this
riMrr«rfr«, character. They were granted the right to cofenize,

the one in northern and the other in southern " Virginia ";
the intervening territory, three degrees in breadth, behig left

common to the two. The rights of the companies were con-

fined to those of settlement and trade. The Plymouth patentees

achieved no permanent result; but those of London founded
Jamestown (1607) and other settlements along the James
river, which later became the province of Virginia {q.v.).

6. But before this result had been reached the London paten-
tees had secur^ in succession two new charters, one in 1609
and another in x6i3. By means of these grants they had
practically separated from the Plymouth Company, had secured
a concession of territory 400 m. broad and extending through the

continent, and had been able to perfect the organization of their

company. By the grant of x6o6 the right to govern the colonics

had been reserved to councils of royal appointees, oneresident in

England and one in each distinct colony which shotdd be founded.
But by their later charters the London |>atenteies were fully

incorporated, and in connection therewith received not only the
power to grant land but rights of government as weU. This
made the Virginia Company of London in the full sense of the
word the proprietor of the province which it was founding.

It now appointed resident governors, councillors and other
officials for the colony, and instructed and controlled them in

all ways, subject of course to the general supervision of the
king in coundL Under the charter of 1606, in order to facilitate

colonization on a strange continent, joint management of land
and trade was temporarily instituted. But under the fully

organized company, as managed by Sir Thomas Smith, and
especially by Sir Edwin Sandys and the Ferrazs, this system was

abandoned, and private property in land and the control of
trade through private "magazines" were estabUsbed. A
number of distinct plantations and settlements were founded
which later developed into counties and psrishrs. From these

localities, in 16x9, under authority from the company, repre-

sentatives were dected who met with the governor and council

at Jamestown and formed the first colonial assembly hdd on
Anierican soiL Its acts were dtily submitted to the company
In London for its approval or disapproval Other assemblies

were called, the tobacco industry was established aikd the

principles upon which traffic in that staple was to be conducted
with Europe were announced. Thus Virginia assumed the form
of a proprietary province, with an En^ish trading company
as its proprietor.

•ji Meantime west of England men bad been making fishing

voyages and voyages of discovery to northern " Virginia ", wiiich

now was coming to be known a» New Fjigland. In Mv
i6ao a new charter was procured, the reorganised fffc"*
company being known, in brief, as the New England

'^'^'

CounqL Like the London patentees^ this body was now fully

incorporated and received a grant of the vast tenitoiy between
40* and 48* N. lat. and extending through to the South Sea
(Pacific). Full rights of govenmicnt, •s well •s of trade and
settlement, were also bestowed. The moving spirit in this

revived enterprise was Sir Ferdinando Gorges (f.s.), an
Anglican and royalist from the west of F.ngiand. For a
time John Mason {q.v.) was his most active coadjutor. Such
backing as the company received came from nobles and courtiers,

and it had the sympathy of the court. But lack of xesources

and of active interest on the part of most of the patentees,

together with the development of a Puritan interest in New
England, led to the failure of this enterprise. No colony was
established directly by the council itself, but that part of iu
vast territory which lay adjacent to the coast was parcelled

out among the patentees and by them a few weak and struggling

settlements were founded. They were all proprietary in char-

acter, and those along the northern coast were more or kss
connected with Anglican and royalist interests. But, as events

proved, Plymouth Colony (founded in 1620), which was Puritaa

and SqMratist to the core, became a patentee of the New
Engbtnd Council; and the colony of Massachusetu Bay
(founded In 1628-1630), which was to become the citadel of

Puritanism in America, procured the original title to its soil

from the same source. At the outset both Massachusetu and
Plymouth must be classed as proprietary settlements, though
far different from such in spirit and destiny. Massachusetts

soon (in 1629) secured a royal charter for its territory between

the Merrimac and Charia rivers, and thus took a long

step towards independence of the ooundL At the same time

the Plymouth settlers were throwing aside the system of jocat

management of land which, as in the case of Virginia, had been

impoqed upon them by adventurers who had lent money for

the enterprise; were paying their debts to these saoae adven-

turers and securing control of the trade of the cokmy; were

establishing a system of self-government similar to that of

Massachusetts. Thus a strong Piiritan interest grew up in

the midst of the domain which had been granted to the

New England Council, and in ooimezion therewith the type of

colony to which we have given the name corporate cane into

existence.

8. In order to understand the nature of the corpofate cofeay.

it is necessary to explain the internal orgaxiizatioo of that

type of company which, like the Virginia Company cmwmt^
of London, was founded for purposes of trade and cwmjw;^
colonization. It was composed of stockholders, who 2^*22?^
became members as the result of the purchase of "•'^'
shares or of migration to the colony as plantas, or of both sets

combined. In the Virginia Company they were known as the

" generality, " in the Massachusetts and other companies as the

" freemen. " In them, when met as a democratically orgaaized

body under the name of " quarter court " or " general

court," was vested the governing power of the ooiQpany. It
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elected the oflScen, chief among whom were a treasurer or
governor, and a council or board of assistants. These, as well

as the subordinate oflkers, held for annual terms only. Four
times a year, at the law terms, the general courts met for the

transaction of business, elections being held at the q>ring meeting.

Membership in such companies might be indefinitely bcreased

through the issue and sale of shares. Tliey were, in other

words, open companies, whereas the New En^and Council was
a closed body, its membership being limited to forty. The
Massachusetts Company was an open corporation of Uie type

just described.

9. In X629 the prospects of Protestantism at large, and of

Pttfitanism in England, were so dark that the founders of

_
the Massachusetts Company, who were decidedly•"* Puritan in spirit and inclined to nonconformity in

Cmmpaayt practice, resolved to remove with their charter and
Kmwvai9t\.ht governing body of their company into New

2JJJ^'»
England. Preparatory to this, John Winthrop was

JJSJI**"* elected governor and a settlement was made of

their business relations in England. After the

removal had been made, the assistants and general court met
in New England and business was carried on there exclusively

by planters. An order was soon passed that none should vote

or hold office who were not members of some one of the

churches within the colony. As all these churches were

Independent or Congregationalist in form and doctrine, this

order gave a wholly new definition to the term " freemen.

"

It made of this colony something approximating to a biblical

commonwealth, and subordinated trade, land-holding and settle-

ment to the interests of the Puritan faith. The board of

assbtants now assumed political and judicial fimctions. As
local settlements about Massachusetts Bay were founded, the

general court, which before had been a primary assembly—

simply the freemen of the company--came to consist partly of

representatives elected by the freemen of the towns. In this

way a second chamber—that of the deputies-^was added to the

assistants to form the general court of the colony. Taxes

were levied by this body, and laws and orders proceeded from

it which related to all functions of government. It elected or

appointed the governor and other chief officials, and determined

the times of its own meeting. The governor had no veto and the

general court was the controlling organ in the system.

xo. Of primary importance in the affairs of the colony was

everything which concerned religious belief and church govern-

ment. The churches and their relation to the dvil power pre-

sented the great questions upon which hinged its policy. This

was true not only in its internal affairs, but in its relations

with other colonies and with the mother country. An eccle-

siastical system was developed in which Independent and Presby-

terian elements were combined. By a rigid system of tesU

this was upheld against Antinomians, BaptisU, Quakers and

dissenters of all sorts. The securing of revenue from land and

trade was considered subordinate to the maintenance of the

purity of the faith. It was this which gave a point and vigour

to the spirit of self-government in the New England colonies

which is not perceptible elsewhere.

As a consequence of the PuriUn migratk>n from England

and of the expulsion of dissenters from Massachusetts, Plymouth,

^^,^^ Connecticut {q.v ), the New Haven Colony, and the

iSwluvS towns about Narragansett Bay which became the

Ceiamft colony of Rhode Island (^.v.), were settled. These
«*•* all were corporate colonies, organised upon funda-
'^'^ mentally the same plan as Massachusetu but

differing from it in minor partictdars. Their settlers at the

outset had no charters, but by means of planUtion or town

covenants assumed powers of government, which ultimately

were vested in general courts similar to that of Massa*

chusetts. Rhode Island was formed by a union of towns,

but elsewhere the colony was coeval with or antedated the

town. Connecticut and Rhode Island, the former in 1662 and

the latter in X663, secured royal charters by which they were

incorporated within New England itself and the governments

which they had established there were legalised. New Haven
was absorbed by Connecticut in 1664 under the charter of 1662
(see CoNMEcnctrr), and Plymouth remained without a charter

from the king until, towaird the dose of the tyth century, it

became a part of the enlarged province of Massachusetts.

XX. The most prominent feature of the New England land
system was the " town grant, " which in every case became the
territorial basts of a group settlement. Throughout New
England, and in the outlying districts which were colonised by
New Englanders, settlement was effected by groups. Tlie

process b^an in Plymouth and was extended through the entire

section. The Puritan migration from Europe was of the same
general character. Groups of people, animated by a common
rdigious or political ideal, broke away from their original

or temporary abiding-places and pushed farther into the wilder-

ness, where tracts of hmd were granted to them by the general

court. The corporate colonies did not seek profit from their land,

but granted it freely to actual settlers, and in such amounU
as suited their needs. No distinct land office was established

by any New England colony. Land was not sold by the colony;

nor, as a general rule, was it leased or granted to individuals.

Rent formed no ai^redable part of the cotony revenue.

xa. Over the foimding of towns the general courts, aa a
rule, exercised a watchful supervision. Not only did the courts

fix and maintain their bounds, but they issued regulations for

the granting of lands, for conunon fidds, fences, herds, the

punishment of trespass, the admission of inhabitants and free*

holders, the requirement that records of land titles should be
kept, and the like. But subject to these general regulations,

the allotment and management of iu land was Idt to each town.
The colonies had no land system apart from the town. It was
partly in order to manage their lands that the towns were made
centres of local government and town meetings or boards of

town proprietors were established. By means of town action,

taken in town meetings and by local officials, the land of each
settlement was laid off as house lots, common and common
fidds, meadow and pasture. Detailed regulations were made
for the management of common fidds and for their ultimate

division and allotment among thdr proprietors. The same was
true of fences and herds. The result was an organization similar

to the English manor, but with the lord of the manor Idt out;

for in the case of the New England town administrative authority

resided in the body of the freeholders. To this peculiarity in

the form of New England settlement is due the prominence of

the town, as compared with the county, in its system of local

government. The town was the unit for purposes of taxation

and militia service as well as of elections. It was also an impor-

tant,ecdesiastical centre, the parish usually corresponding with

it in extent.

X3. As a result of the process thus sketched, southern New
En^and was settled by a population of English origin, with

similar instincts and a form of political organiattion which was
common to them alL Gorges, meantime, had secured (1639)

a royal charter for his province of Maine, but Mason had died

bdore he obtained such a guaranty for his settlemenu on the

Piscataqua river. The small communities along that entire

coast remained weak and divided. In i635 the New England
Council surrendered its charter. The hdplessness of the Gorges

family was insured by its adherence to the royalist cause in die

English Civil War. Massachusetts availed itself of a forced inter-

pretation of the language of iu charter respecting its northern

boundary to extend its control over all the settlements as

far north-east as the Kennebec river. This was accomplished

soon after 1650, and for the time Anglican and royalist interests

throughout New England seemed hopelessly wrecked. New
England had thus devdoped into a dearly defined section under

Puritan domination. This fact was also clearly indicated by
the organization, in 1643, of the New England Confederacy,

or the United Colonies of New England (see New England),

which comprised the orthodox Puritan colonies, whose kadinf
magistrates, as annually elected commissioners, for twent

years exercised an advisory control over New England.
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14. Tbt agonies of the inld<fle and southern sections of the

territory, which later became the United States, were wholly

Middhaad proprietary in form/ This was true of New Nether-
Soutturm land (founded by the Dutch West India Company
CbIoaJm. jn j6ii) and of New Sweden (settled under the

authority of the Swedish Royal Company in 1638), as well as

of the English colonies which were established on that

coast. In the case of Virginia and of the Dutch and Swedish
settlements, trading companies were the proprietors. But
the later English colonies, beginning with MaryLmd in 1632,

and continuing with the Carolinas (1663), New York (1664),

New Jersey (1665), Pennsylvania and the Lower Counties,

afterwards Delaware (x68i), were founded by individual

proprietors or proprietary boards. Georgia (x73a)> the only

English colony settled after x68x on the continent, existed

for twenty years under a proprietary board of trustees. By
the efforts of adventurers of this class, put forth chiefly

during the period of the Restoration, the entire coast-line from
Florida to Acadia was permanently occupied by the. English.

But, unlike New England, the population of the other sections

was of a mixed character, as were their economic and religious

systems, and to an extent also their political institutions.

1$. As has already been stated, in their internal structure

and in the course of their history the proprietary provinces

differed very materially from the corporate colonies. Those
of later English origin also differed in some important respects

from Virginia under the company and from New Netherland
and New Sweden. The system of joint management of land

and trade, which was so characteristic of early Virginia, was out-

grown before the other proprietary provinces were founded.

Neither did it prevail in the Dutch and Swedish provinces, but
there the law and institutions of government of those nations

existed, and no provision whatever was made for assemblies.

z6. In the proprietary province the proprietor, or board of

proprietors, was the grantee of powers, while in the corporate

colony it was the body of the freemen organized as an assembly

or general court, llie proprietor might or might not be a
resident of the province. He might exercise his powers in

person, or, as was usually the case, delegate them to one or more
appointees. In any case, the form of government of the pro-

prietary province was essentially monarchical in character. The
powers that were bestowed were fundamentally the same as

those which were enjoyed during the middle ages by the counts

palatine of Chester and Durham. In some charters express

reference was made to Durham as a model. The normally deve-

loped provinces which resulted were miniature kingdoms, and
their proprietors petty kings. As Coke said, their powers were
king-like though not sovereign. This character arose from the

fact that the grantee of power was the executive of the province.

This branch of government was thereby brought into the fore-

front. At the beginning and for a long time thereafter it con-

tinued to bear the leading part in affairs. It was not so in the

corporate colony, for there the freemen and the general court

Stood at the centre of the system, and their ultimate control,

which no one dreamed of disputing, was maintained through a
system of annual elections. In most of the corporate colonies

the executive {i. e. the body of magistrates) was strong, but that

was due to the political and social influence which its officiala

had gained, and not to their tenure of of&ce. But the nature of

the proprietary province demands further explanation.

17. bi every^ case, apart from the ordinary rights of trade

and the guarantees of the liberties of the colonists, the powers

ftinMif ^^'^ ^^^'^ bestowed on the proprietors were

0ftb0 territorial and govemmentaL The territory of
P*9pritimy the provinces was granted under the conditions
AwriMfc

^yjiich by English law controlled private estates

of land. An entire province, or any part of it, could be
leased, sold or otherwise disposed of like a private estate.

It was an estate of inheritance, descending to heirs. The
attitude of proprietors toward it was that of landlords,

investors or speculators in land. They advertised for settlers,

tend, in doing so, an ever present motive with them was the desire
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to secure more private income from land. In 1664 the duke of
York sold New Jersey to Berkeley and Carteret, and the sale was
effected by deeds of lease and release. In 1708 William Pcnn
mortgaged Pennsylvania, and under his will devising tbe
province legal complications arose which necessitated a sait in
chancery. Thus proprietors and proprietary boards changed
with every generation or oftener. All this, of course, was
different in the corporate colony.

z8. In all the later proprietary charters, except that <^ N'ew
York, the operation of the statute Quia empties was suspended,
so far as relations between the proprietor and his immediate
grantees were concerned. By virtue of this provision each
proprietor, or board, became the centre from which originated
an mdefinite number of grants. These were hdd directly of
the proprietor and throu^ him of the Crown. In practice
the same was true also of New York. The proprietors were
thus left free to make grants on such conditions as tbey
chose—limited by the nature of their patents—to erect or
peimit the erection ot manors, to devise the machinery necessary
for surveying, issuing and recording grints, and collecting rents.

Preparatory to the exercise of this power, the proprietors issued
so-odled " concessions " or " conditions of planution, " stating
the terms on which they would grant lands to colonists. These
were often accompanied by descriptions of the country, which
were intended to be advertisements for settlers. Under a system
of head rights, analogous to that which existed in Virginia, land
was thus bestowed on settlers upon easy terms. Proportk^nal
amounts of land were granted upon the importaibn of savants,
and in this way a traffic in servants and their head rights to land
was encouraged among planters and masters of merchant vessds.
In all the provinces, except New Netherland, a quit rent was
imposed on all grants. In the Dutch province rents were
sometimes imposed, but they varied in character and differed

from the En^^h quit rent. In Maryland fines were levied on
alienations. In Maryland and Pennsylvania the demand for
land became so great that it was sold. In most of the provinces
manorial grants were made, but in none except New Nethedand
did the manor become an institution of govemmenL In all

the provinces territorial affairs were administered directly by
the provincial authorities, and not by towns as in New England.
In Maryland a land office was fully organized, towns developed
only to a very limited extent, and when they did originate they
were in no sense village communities. Lots in them were granted
by provincial authorities and th^ were subject to a quit rent.

They were simply more densely populated parts of the counties,

and, unless iacorporated as boroughs, had no distinct institu-

tional life. In'almost all cases land, in the provinces, was granted
to individuals, and individual ownership, with direct relations

between the owners or tenants and the proprietary authorities,

was the rule. This was in marked contrast to the conditions

which have been described as existing in the corporate colonies.

In the corporate colony the elements of the fief had been
eliminated, but in the provinces they still survived to a
considerable degree.

19. Had governmental powers not accompanied the terri-

torial grants which have been described, these grants would
have been estates of land, unusually large, no doubt, but nothing
more. In cases where the governmental rights of {xoprietors

were suspended or resigned into the hands of the Crown, they
remained thereafter only private landlords. But the fact that

rights of government were bestowed with the land made the
territory a province and the proprietor its political bead.

The bestowmcnt of rights of land carried with it not only the
obligation to pay quit rent, but to take to the ptoptktar the
oath of fidelity.

aa In the discussion of the corporate colony it was necessary

to dwell first and chiefly on the legislature. But in the case of

the proprietary province the executive, for the reason already
mentioned, demands first attention. The provincial diarters

made the proprietors the executives of their provinces and for

the most part left it' to them to determine how and under what
forms the governmental powers which they had received should
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be exerdsed. The powers whidi were definitely bestowed were
executive and judicial in character—the ordinance power, the

Authority to appoint all officers, to establish courts, to punish

and pardon, to organize a military force and defend the provinces,

to bestow titles of honour, to found churches and present to

livings. The executive thus became the centre from and around
which development in the province chiefly occurred. It gave

to the proprietor an importance, especially at the outset, which

was comparable with that enjoyed by the general courts in the

corporate colonies. It made him in a derived and inferior sense

the source, within the province, of office and honour, the foun-

tain of justice, the commander of the militia, the recipient of the

provincial revenue, the constituent part of the legislature.

But in most cases the proprietors did not attempt to exercise

these powers in person. Even if resident in their provinces they

needed the assistance of ofiidals. By means of commissioners

they appointed a group of leading officials for their provinces,

as a governor, councillors, a secretary, surveyor-general,

receiver-general or treasurer, and somewhat later an attorney-

general. These all held office at the pleasure of the proprietor,

and were subject to guidance by his instructions.

Altogether the chief place among these officials was held by
the governor. He was per excellence the agent for the pro-

prietor for all purposes of adminbtration. He
regularly corresponded with the proprietor and
received the latter's directions. In making appoint-

ments the proprietor was usually guided by his recommendations.

In some cases he was a relative of the proprietor, and
family influence in Maryland after the Restoration came to

dominate the government of the province. In all his important

acts the governor was required to take the advice of his council,

and that body was expected to co-operate closely with him In

all matters; but the governor was not bound to follow their

advice. The relations between the two was the same as that

between the king and his privy councU in England. As settle-

ments multiplied and counties and other local subdivisions were

formed, other and inferior offices were created, the right of

appointment to which rested with the governor, though it was
exercised in the name of the proprietor. By means of an
executive, thus organized, land was granted and the revenue

from it collected, counties and other local divisions were
established, relations were developed with the Indians, early

preparations were made for defence, courts were opened and
the administration of justice begun.

21 But in the later proprietary charters generally, with the

exception of that issued to the duke of York, provision was made
for assemblies. It was made, however, in very general terms,

and it was left to the option of the proprietors to determine

when, where and how they would call them. These legislatures

did not originate in the natural or pre-existent rights of English-

men, nor did the existence of a parliament in England make
them necessary, though it greatly increased the difficulties of

governing the colonies without them. Though they were not

original in the sense which attached to the executive, they were

immediately proven to be indispensable and their activity in

the provinces gradually opened the way for the growth of modern
democratic institutions.

22 When met in regular form, the provincial legislature

consisted of the governor, the council or upper house, and the

Thm assembly or deputies. The latter, who were elected

Pnvtaeu by the localities, constituted the only representative

'•^*'*'""^partof thelegblaturc. In tenure and functions the

governor and council were largely independent both of the

deputies and of the electors. They were a part of the execu-

tive and were naturally swayed by a regard for the interests

of the proprietor and by administrative traditions. Though
a component of the legislature, the council was the le^
advisor of the governor. In many cases the importance of

the councils was increased by the fact that, with the governor,

in early times they formed the highest judicial tribunal in the

province. As the governor h&d the sole power of calling, pro-

roguing and dissolving the general assembly, the council might

advise him in such a way as to destroy the body itself or thwart
its plans. I1ie joint work of the council and assembly was
subject to the veto of the proprietor, or of both the proprietor

and his governor. The legislature of the province, thi»%fore,

differed materially from the general court, though in practice

this was somewhat offset by the fact that in the New England
colonies the magistrates were usually re-elected for a long series

of terms.

93. In the province, as in the kingdom, the legislature was in

a sense an expansion of the executive, developed out of it,

and was to an extent controlled by it. Out of this relation

arose the possibility of conflict between the two parts of the

legislature—that which represented the people and that which
represented the proprietor. In the history of the provinces

tills formed the central line of cleavage. From the first the

assemblies largely controlled taxation. Using this as a lever,

they endeavoured to limit and define the powers of the execu-

tive and to extend the sphere of legislation more widely. Fees,

from which officials derived most of their support, were a
favourite object of their regulation. Occasionally offices

which had originally been appointive were made elective.

Protests of various kinds were made against official cliques.

British statutes which favoured liberty and the powers of parliar

ment were often referred to as guides and ideals of the opposi-

tion. Now and again the lower house came to a deadlock

with council or governor. Threatened or actual revolt was
sometimes necessary to bring the executive to terms. By such
tactics as these the popular elements in the constitutions

of the provinces asserted themselves. The sphere of ordinance

was gradually limited and that of statute extended, while

incidentally the system of government became more complex.

In a number of provinces—the Carolinas, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania—the proprietors at various times initiated

elaborate constitutions, in which not only a land

system, but forms and functions o£ government
were prescribed on a large scale. Tliese were
variously known as fundamental constitutions, concessions

and agreements, frames of government, and in every case were
submitted to the general assembly for its acceptance or rejec-

tion. Long struggles often ensued over the question of accep-

tance, which usually ended In the modification or rejection of

the schemes as too cumbersome for use or because they reserved

excessive powers to the provincial executive.

94. Though the main features in the form and development

of the proprietary provinces have thus been indicated, it

should be noted that their history was by no c—rw#

means uniform. In New Netherland and New York Dfrmh^

occurred a struggle for the establishment of a
'**^

legislature, which continued at intervals for forty years and
was not permanently successful until after New York had
become a royal province. The proprietors of New Jersey
never secured a royal charter, and therefore were not able

to establish satisfactorily their daim to rights of govern-

ment. As grants of land had been made to the settlers

in certain localities within that province before its purchase by
Berkeley and Carteret, opposition was made to the collection of

quit rents, as well as to the enforcement of rights of government,
and disturbances, resulting from these causes, became chronic

The province was also divided into East and West Jersey, the

boards of proprietors being greatly increased in both, and West
Jersey attaining an organization which was almost democratic

In character. Within the vast reaches of the Carolina grant

developed two provinces. One of these—North Carolina

—

was fljmost entirely neglected by the proprietors, and the

weakened executive repeatedly succumbed to popular violence.

In South Carolina many violent controversies occurred, espe-

cially over the efforts of the proprietors to compel the acceptance

of the Fundamental Constitutions, which originated with Locke
and Shaftesbury. But In the end this failed, and a simple

form of government, such as was adapted to the needs of the

province, was developed. In Pennsylvania the liberal policy

of the proprietor led at the beginning to unusual concessions
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in favour of the coloidsts. One of the most diancteristic of

these was the gnmt of an elective Ooundl, which was intended

to be aristocratic and the chief institution in the province.

But owing to conflicts between it and the governors, affairs

came to a deadlock. The total neglect of provision for defence

by the Quaker province led to the suspension of Penn's powers

of government for about two years after the English Revolu-

tion and the outbreak of the war with France. This did away
with the elective Council for the time, and an appointive Council

was soon substituted. Finally, in 1701, the Council was de-

prived of its powers of legislation and thereafter the legisUture

of Pennsylvania consisted of only one house-Hhe Assembly.

B,—Ik9dopmaU of Imperial C&tUrol, 1606-1760,

95. Turning now to the exerdse of imperial control over

the colonics, it is to be noted that it proceeded chiefly from the

English Crown. It was exercised through the secre-
"* tary of sute, the privy council and a succession of

boards subordinate to it which were known as commissioners

of plantations or the board of trade; by the treasury and
admiralty boards and their subordinate bureaus; by the

attorney-general and the solicitor-general and by the bishop

of London. The more continuous and intimate supervision

proceeded from the privy council and the commissioners sub-

ordinate to it, and from the treasury board. The latter caused

the auditing of such revenue as came from the colonies, super-

vised expenditures for them and had an oversight over appoint-

ments in the colonial service. The privy council received letters

and petitions on almost every kind of cotonial business,

caused hearings and inquiries to be held, and issued letters,

instructions and orders in council on an equally great variety

of matters. It also acted as the reguUu court of appeal

for the plantations. As time advanced, more of the adminis-

tzative business passed directly into the office of one of

the secretaries of state and the privy coundi became less

active. The admiralty was concerned with the equipment of

the navy for service in the colonies, and the high court of

admiralty with the trial of prize cases and of cases arising

from violations of the acts of trade. The assistance of the

law officers of the Crown was sought in the drafting of charters,

in the prosecution of suits for their recall, and in all cases which

required the interpretation of the law as affecting the colonies

and the defence of the interests of the British government in

relation thereta The bishop of London had supervision

over the appointment and conduct of clergymen of the English

Church in the colonies and over parish schools there. Not all

of these boards and officials were active from the first, but

they were created or brought into service in colonial affairs as

the importance of the dominions increased.

36. The parliament by mentioning the dominions in its

statutes could extend their provisions to the colonies. The
eariy acts of supremacy and uniformity contained

mroHSoi »"^^ reference, but it was dropped after thp Restora-

tion and no serious attempt was ever made to

enforce uniformity in the colonies. Parliament did not begin

to legislate seriously for the colonies until after the Restora-

tion. Then the acts of trade and navigation were passed, to

which additions were made in the reign of William III. and

from time to time during the xSth century. This body of

legblation, including about fifty statutes, comprised the most

important acts rehiting to the colonies which were passed by
parliament. A few statutes relating to military affairs were

paned about the middle of the 18th century. Certain

other bws relating to currency and coinage, to naturalization,

to the punishment of governors, to the post office, to the

collection of debts, and to a few other miscellaneous subjects

complete the colonial legislation of parliament prior to 1760.

About one hundred sUtutes in all were passed. The colonisU

themselves imiuted in a general way the organization and

procedure of the English courts. The main features of the

common law came spontaneously into force in the colonies.

The legislatures of several of the cotonies adopted large parU

of the statute law of En^^d. The colonists were always
accustomed to avail themselves, as far as possible, of the sreat
English statutes which guaranteed liberty. After about 1690
the obligation was very generally enforced upon the cokmies
of sending the acts of their assemblies to England for acceptance
or rejection by the king in coundL Thus a general agreenieat
between colonial and English law was attained.

27. But this, though lar-reaching, was only one of tbe
objects which were sought through the exerdse of imperial
control. Its object was to maintain the ri^ts of Great Britain
over the colonies and her interests in them in all respects.
The diplomacy of Great Britain concerned itself to an increasias
extent, as the x8th century advanced, with the acquisitioa

or looses of colonial territory, with the fixing of boun<iazies
and with the securing of commercial interests. Tbe interests

of trade, more than any other subject, determined the colonial
policy of EngUnd. The Churdi and her interests also demanded
attention. In all these matters the En^ish executive—the Crown
—continuously, and for the most part exdusively, managed
cobnial affairs. During tbe Commonwealth in the x7th century
parliament was the source of all activity, whether legislative or
executive, but at other times, as we have seen, its legislation

was confined chiefly to the subject of trade. The English
courts also played a minor part except when, in conjunctioo
with the executive, they were concerned in the revocation of
colonial charters.

38. A natural condition which affected colonial administra«

tion as a whole and to a large extent determined its limits
and character was the remotedbas of the colonies tattatmm
from England. With this the conditions of sparse •f^^^
and scattered settlements in a new continent in Coiom^m,

the midst of savages were doedy connected. At best three
months were required for sending a despatch from London to
America and procuring a return. This explains the laxge
degree of self-government which the colonies possessed and
the indifference with which their affairs were usually viewed,
even by British officials. Only a rehttivdy smaU part of
colonial business came before English officials or recdved their
serious attention. Only at long intervab and in sumnoaiy
fashion was it brought to the attention of parliament. It is

believed that the affairs of the continental colonies were never
seriously debated in parliament until after the beginning of the
controversy which led to the American War of Indepnidenoe.
Sodal and political intercourse with the colonists and govern-
mental control over them were therefore very impofectly
devdoped, as compared with that which existed within the
realm. That is the real meaning of the distinction between
the realm and the dominions. Over the counties and other
local jurisdictions of the realm the control of Crown and central

courts and parliament was continuously fdt. In law and theocy
the same was true of the dominions; in fact, the control over
them was almost wholly executive, and during most of the
period it was to a degree unintelligent and weak. In theory the
British Empire was a consolidated structure; in fact it wia
something more resembling a federation.

29, The central fact in colonial history during the ZTth
century was the development of the chartered colonies. At
their foundmg, as we have seen, the Crown dele-

1

gated rights of settlement and subordinate rights •/«•
of government to proprietors, who used them in ckartant
a variety of ways. The effect of this was to '^^^
introduce a number of mesne lords between the king and
his colonial subjects, a phenomenon which centuries bdore
had vanished from England itself. The patentees governed
the colomsts, and the Crown only interfered at intervab to
adjust matters. And when the Crown did this, its dealings

were far more with the patentees and their officials thui

with the body of the colonists. The king had no officials of
his own in the colonies, and a practical system of immunity
existed. Under the first two Stuarts some rather desultory

efforts were made to check the devdopment of such a system
in the early stages. After a controvert over a contract lor
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tlie sole importation of tobacco, which became involved with

the political struggles of the time in England, the charter of

the Virginia Company of London was*revoked (1624). A royal

commission was appointed to readjust the affairs of Virginia

and to inaugurate its government as a royal province, and the

king declared that he desired the government of all his

dominions to be monarchical in form. Several commissions

were later appointed to manage the tobacco trade. In 1634

a board of commissioners of plantations was created and
it received very large powers over the colonies. Of this body
Archbishop Laud was the moving spiriL. The year following

the New England Council resigned its charter, a writ of guo

warranto was issued against the Massachusetts charter, and
a plan was nearly perfected for sending out Sb* Ferdinando

Gorges as royal governor, or rather govemor-gdberal, to New
England. But means were lacking, the suit against the Massa-

chusctu patent failed to accomplish its purpose; and troubles

at home soon absorbed the attention of the government.

50. During the Great Rebellion in England New England
was left practically to itself. Strife broke out in Maryland,
over which the home government was scarcely able to exercise

even a moderating influence. The Dutch from New Netherland

and Europe were able to monopolize a large part of the carrying

trade in tobacco and European goods. Virginia, with Barba-

docs and a few other island colonies, assumed an attitude of

distrust or hostility toward the new government in England.

In i6$i and 1653 parliament sent out a commissbn, with an
armed force, wUch reduced the island colonies to submission

and adjusted affairs in Virginia by suspending govemnMnt
under Sir William Berkeley, the royalist governor, and leaving

control in the hands of the Assembly. By a stretch of power
the commissioners also took control of affairs in Maryland,
but there they intensified rather than allayed the strife. Balti-

more, however, managed to save his interests from total wreck,

and at the Restoration was able fully to re-establish his

authority.

31. During this period of unsUble government in England
{tkc seeds were planted of a colonial policy which was hence-

f

forth to dominate imperial relations. It was then

laat that England entered upon the period of commercial
ifr»- rivalries and wars. The Cromwellian government

j{^?^Jjy''detcrmined to wrest the control of the carrying

Mumm4 irzAt from the Dutch, and the Navigation Act of

mihmr 1651 and the first Dutch War were the result.

•232tal. ^***"^ Robert Sedgwick was sent against New
'^

Netherland, but ended in attacking Acadia. At this

time also the national hatred of Spain, which had so charac-

terized the age of Elizabeth, reasserted itself and the Spanish

seas were in^ed, Hispaniola was attacked, and Jamaica was
conquered. In connexion with these events plans were formed
for a more systematic colonial administration, which Cromwell
did not live to execute, but which were taken up by
Clarendon, the duke of York, the earl of Shaftesbury and a
large group of officials, lawyers and merchants who sur-

rounded thienL They took definite shape after the Restoration

in the creation of a council for trade and a council for foreign

plantations, in the passage of the acts of trade, in the conquest

of New Netherland and the organization within it of three

English provinces, in the settlement of the Carollnas, in a
resolute attempt to remedy grievances and adjust disputes in

New England. These events and their consequences give

greater importance to the next three or four decades than to

any later period until the colonial revolt.

33. The council for foreign plantatbns was continued, some-
times under a patent and sometimes as a committee of the privy

council, unto, ui 1696, it was commissioned as the board of

trade. As a board of inquiry and report, subordinate to the

privy council, the most important business relating to the

colonies was transacted before it. The acts of trade, in which
the prindples of the system were laid down, were passed in

x66o, 1663, 1673 and 1696. They expanded and systematized

the prindples of mercantilism as they had long been accepted,

and as in some particulars they had already been applied to
the Virginia tobacco trade. The import and export trade of

the colonies was required to be carried on in English and colonial

built ships, manned and commanded by Englishmen. The
policy of the sUple was applied to the trade of the colonies

Jby the enumeration of their chief products which could not be
raised in EngUnd and the requirement that such of these as
were exported should be brought to England and pay duties

there, and that thence the supplies not needed for the English

market should be sent to foreign countries. The same policy

was applied to all colonial imports by the requirement that

they should pass through English ports. In order to prevent
intercolonial traffic In enumerated commodities, which might
lead to smuggling, the act of 1673 provided for the levy of an
export duty on them in the colonies in cases where a bond
was not given to land them in the realm. In the i8th

century severe restrictive measures were passed to prevent the

growth of manufactures, especially of wool, hats and iron,

in the colonies; but these acts proved mostly a dead letter, be-

cause the colonies had not reached the stage where such industries

could be developed on any scale. Certain compensations,

favourable to the colonies, also appear in the system, t.g.

the measures to suppress the raising of tobacco in England
and Ireland, in order that the colonists might have the monopoly
of that market; the payment of bounties on the importation

of naval stores and on the production of indigo by the colonists;

the allowance, on the re-exportation of colonial product, of

drawbacks of part or all of the duties paid on importation;

the admission of colonial imports at lower rates of duty than

were charged on the same products from foreign countries. In
order to ensure the enforcement of these acts elaborate provisions

became necessary for the Issue of bonds, and this, with the

collection of a duty in the colonies, led to the appointment of

colonial customs officers who were immediately re^nsible
to the commissioners of the customs and the treasury board

in England. With them the governors were ordered to co-

operate. Courts of vice-admiralty, with authority to try

cases without a jury, were esublished in the colonies; and just

before the dose of the seventeenth century they were given

jurisdiction over violations of the acts of trade, a power which

they did not have in En^nd. Naval officers were very generally

provided for by colonial law, who were to ooK>perate with the

customs officeni in the entry and dearance of vessels; but in

some cases thdr aim was rather to keep control over trade in

colonial hands. It thus appears that the resolve to enforce the

poUcy set forth in the acts of trade resulted in a noteworthy

extension of imperial control over the colonies. How far it

was successful b the immediate objects sought it is impossible

to say. In some of the colonies and at some times the

acts were practically nullified. Illegal trading was always

carried on, cspedally in time of war. In such times it was
closdy allied with privateering and piracy. But in the large

it is probable that the acts were effective, and their fxistmce

always furnished a standard to which officials were required

by their instructions and oaths to conform. By the Act

of Union of 1707 Scotland was admitted to the advantages

of the English trade system. In 1733, in order to check the

development of the French colonies and prevent the importa-

tion of Iheir products into English possessions, the ^^^^
Molasses Act was passed. This provided for high J^**"
spedfic duties on rum, molasses and sugar, when .

imported from foreign cobnies into those of Great Britain.

So high were these rates that they could not be collected, and

therefore no serious attempt was made to enforce the act.

33. Returning again to the 17th century, in order to trace in

other connexions the noUble advance which was then made
in colonial administration, we are to note that the conquest

of New Netherland by the British in 1664 was an event of

great importance. Taken in connexion with the settlement

of the Carollnas, it completed the hold which the English had

upon the North American coast and gave them, for the first

time an extent of territory which could be profitably devdoped.
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The occupation of New Netherhnd was effected by a royal

commission, which was also empowered to hear complaints and
report a plan for the settlement of disputes in New England.

Precedents for such a commission existed in the past, and a
little more than ten years later a similar body, accompanied

by a military force, was sent to Virginia to adjust mattery

at the close of Bacon's rebellion. But the commission of 1664

was the most noteworthy example of its kind. Yet, though

it succeeded at New Amsterdam and in the southern colonics

of New England, it failed at Boston. Massachusetts would

not admit its right to hear appeals. It did not succeed in

wresting from Massachusetts the territory of New Hampshire
and Maine, which the heirs of Gorges and Mason claimed.

34. In 1676 Edward Randolph was sent as a special agent to

Massachusetts, to require it to send agents to England. He
returned to England the sworn enemy of that colony and
continued to be its tireless prosecutor. A series of negotiations

ensued which lasted for almost a decade, and ended in the

revocation of the Massachusetts charter by a degree in chancery,

1684. New Hampshire had already been organized as a
royal province. Government under the charters of Rhode
Island and Connecticut was soon after suspended. All New
Enf^nd was then organized as a dominion or vice-royalty under

Sir Edmund Andros. Assemblies were everywhere abolished

and government was left wholly in the hands of the executive.

New York—also without an assembl3r—and New Jersey were

f soon after incorporated with the Dominion of New
England, its boundary being extended to the

Delaware river (see New England). After

Bacon's rebellion in 1676 the lines of executive control

were strengthened in Virginia, but the Assembly con-

tinued active. These rapid changes involved the downfall

of the former system of chartered colonies and the sub-

stitution of royal provinces in their place. The effect of this

was to introduce into the colonics a large number of officials

of royal appointment—the governors, members of the council,

judges, secretaries, surveyors-general, receivers-general and
attorneys-general. The entire executive and judiciary in a
royal i»ovince was appointed directly or indirectly by the

king. Its members held under commissions subject to the

king's pleasure and were controlled by his instructions. The
exdusiveness of the chartered jurisdictions no longer obtained,

but the Crown through its officials was brought into direct

relations with the body of the colonists. Government could

now be carried on under relations analogous to those

between Crown and people in England.

3$. By the abolition of assemblies and the union of colonies

on a large scale James II. did violence to the strongest feelings

and traditions df the colonists. The New Englanders not

only viewed the levy of taxes by prerogative with the utmost
averuon, but they feared a general unsettlement of land titles,

the destruction of much that was valuable in their system
of town government, and the introduction of Anglican worship

among them. They shared also in the fear, which was wide-

spread among the colonists, that the Crown intended by an
alliance with the French and Indians to force Roman Catholicism

upon them. Therefore the fall of the Stuart government
in England was the signal for an uprising at Boston (April

1689) followed by a less successful one at New York. The
Dominion of New England at once collapsed and the old colony

governments were generally restored. A revolt against the

Catholic proprietor in Maryland resulted in the suspension

of his powers of government and the organization of Mary-
land as a royal province. William III. granted a new charter

to Massachusetts (1691) in which full provision was made for

an assembly, but also for a governor and secretary of royal

appointment. Rhode Island and Connecticut were allowed

to remain under their corporate charters. New
> York and New Hampshire were organized as royal

provinces with assemblies. Proprietary government
struggled back into existence in New Jersey. In Pennsylvania

the governmental powers of the proprietor were suspended for
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two yean (169^-1694), because of his neglect of pcoviaiDii for

defence; then they were restored and Pennsylvania amtinoed
under proprietary government until the War of Independence.

36. The transition from the system of chartered colonics to
that of royal provinces was thus begun and weU advanced
towards completion. But it was a gradual process, and the later

stages of it were not reached until the second decade of the iSth
century. South Carolina became provisionally a royal province
in 17x9, and a parallel change was completed in North Caiolixia

a decade later. Georgia received a royal government in 1752.
But in' 1 71 5 Maryland was permitted to resume its proprietary
form. After the Revolution of 1689 the change to royal go%*em-
ments did not involve in any case the abolition of coloxiial

assemblies. Henceforward the Crown had a fully equif^ied
executive in every royal province, and for the maintenance of
its rights could depend upon its efforts and the influence which
it was able to exert upon the assemblies. The governors exercised

the royal rights of calling, proroguing and dissolving the
assemblies; they assisted in initiating legislation and exercised

the right of veto. All bills passed by the assemblies were
required to be submitted to the king in council, for acceptance
or disallowance. The upper houses of the legislature were
the councils of the provinces. These were small bodies and
consisted, in' every case except Massachusetts, of royal ap-
pointees. Their support was in most cases given to the gover-
nors, and by that means they were greatly assisted in resisting

the encroachments of the lower houses of assembly, which
were elected by the freeholders. But, as a rule, the Crown ooade
no provision for the salaries of its governors and other officials,

and left them largely dependent for support on appropriations
by the assemblies. In very many cases the withholding of
salaries was successfully resorted to by the assemblies as a
means of thwarting the executive or forcing it into submissioii.

Under this system of balanced forces, analogous in general
to that which was reached after the Revolution in E^land,
the colonies entered upon the long period of the French wars.

C.—The Struggle with the French, 1600-1760.

37. Early French discoveries and colonization in North America
were confined chiefly to the valley and gulf of the St LawTcnce.
These led, in the early X7th century, to the establishment of

the province of Canada. By 1610 the Frerih had possessed
themselves of the valley of the lower St. Lawrence, and the
relations with the Indian tribes were being determined.
During the next fifty years Canada grew slowly into an auto-
cratically governed province, in which a mild form of feudalism
existed and in which the Catholic Church was so strcmg as to

contest supremacy at times with the dvil power. The fur trade
became from the first a most important industry in the province.
The Jesuits and other priestly orders undertook missionary
work on a large scale among the natives. The fur trader
and the missionary soon extended French influence through
the region of the Great Lakes and involved the province in inti-

mate relations with the Indian tribes, and that throughout
a large area of country. Between the Iroquois and the French
wars were almost continuous, but with the other Indian tribes

the French were in general on friendly terms. The Iroquois,

on the other hand, maintained friendly relations with the Dutch
and afterwards with the English. This deeply affected relations

between the English and the French, as well as the entire

development of the province of New York.

38. Exploration was a most important incident of both the fur

trade and the missionary enterprises of the French. Between
1670 and 1690 their work culminated in the great exploring
activity of Marquette, Joliet and La Salle. The Ohio and Missis-
sippi rivers were discovered and their courses were mainly or
wholly traced. Explorers also penetrated far into the regions

beyond the Mississippi. PosU were established at various
points along the Great Lakes. During the first

two decades of the x8th century the French alsoj
established themselves on the Gulf of Mexico,
Mobile being founded in 1709 ^and New Orleans in 17x8.
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Quebec and the Gulf ports were then connected by a leries of

forts which, though few and weak, sufficed for communication
«.nd for the esublishment of a claim to the Mississippi Valley.

They were Niagara and Detroit, commanding the approaches

to lakes Erie and Huron; Fort Miami, on the Maumee river;

Fort St Joseph, at the southern end of Lake Michigan; Vin-

cennes and French Fort, on the Wabash; Fort Chartres, on
the Mississippi opposite St Louis; Michillimackinac and Sle

Marie, which guarded the upper lakes. French zeal and
enterprise had thus seized upon the heart of the continent,

and was prepared to oppose any westward movement which the

English might in the future attempt It seemed possible that

English settlements might be confined to the coast, for they

expanded slowly and no genius for exploration or sympathy
with Indian life was shown. The tendency of British commer-
cial policy was likewise to confine them there, for in no other

way did it seem possible to restrict the trade of the colonists

to British markets. The Indian alliances of the English were
also far less extensive than those of the French. The provinces

of South Carolina and Georgia had conflicts with the Spanish

on the Florida frontier, and in these the Indian tribes of the

south were also involved. But these rivalries were slight and
local in character, when compared with the struggle for supre-

macy which was preparing between the French and English.

jQ. The conflict with the French was precipitated by events

in Europe. It was the English Revolution of 1689 that opened
the great conflict between France and England. The question

of Protestantism versus Catholicism was involved, but at

bottom the struggle was one for the balance of power among
European states. Rival claims between the two powers in

America, Africa and Asia existed at the beginning of the

conflict, or originated and were intensified as it progressed.

Questions of commercial and naval supremacy world-wide in

extent were involved, and the colonial possessions of the two
states were necessarily drawn into the struggle. In America it

involved four intercolonial wars, which were ck)sed respectively

by the treaties of Ryswick( 1697), Utrechtdyij), Aix-la-Chapelle

(1748), and Paris (1763). Between the second and third wars

intervened thirty years of peace, the early period of Hanoverian

and Whig ascendancy in England, the so<alIcd Walpole era.

On the American continent during the first two wars the struggle

was confined to the northern frontier, and consisted of devastat-

ing raids by the French and Indians, which in turn provoked

retaliatory efforts on the part of the English. These took the

form in part of attacks on Acadia and of unsuccessful efforts to

conquer Canada by means of joint expeditions by sea and land.

The favourite land route was that from New York by way of

Lake Champlain to Montreal, while the expeditions by sea

were forced to make the long and perilous voyage round Nova
Scotia and through the Gulf and River St Lawrence to Quebec.

In 1690, and again in 171 1, an enterprise of this kind was actually

undertaken. Acadia, " with iu ancient limits, '* and the claim

of France to Newfoundland and the Hudson Bay territory

were, however, ceded to England by the treaty of UtrechL

40. As the great world -conflict progressed the relative

importance of the colonial and maritime issues which were in-

^^^ volved increased. The first two wars had their

bHw—m origin primarily in European questions. The third

flrJUcAMtfwar had its beginning in the Spanish West Indies,

jtjBjj?^
and clearly revealed the existence of the Bourbon
Family Compact, which bound France and Spain

together io active alliance. On the American continent its

most striking event was the capture, in 1745, of Louisbuig,

a stronghold which the French had recently fortified on
Cape Breton for the purpose of defending its interests in

the Gulf of St Lawrence. This victory was secured Urgcly

by the efforts of the New England colonists. In the following

year another plan for the conquest of Canada was thwarted

by the necessities of war in Europe. At the close of the

war Louisburg, too, was restored to the French. After this

fashion did the world-struggle react upon the special interests

of the English in North America, and perplex and irritate the
I

colonists. In the fourth intercolonial war (1754-63) the struggle

between the two nationalities in North America was decided.

Events which immediately preceded this war—the occupation
of the Ohio Valley and the building of Fort Duquesne—clearly
revealed an intention on the part of the French to exclude the
English from the Mississippi Valley and confine them to the
Atlantic slope. A persistent effort was also made to recover
Acadia. The western, as well as the northern, frontier was not
threatened, and the war which followed affected all the colonies.

Great Britain sent over a succession of commanders-in-chief.
Great improvement was made upon the crude efforts at joint

colonial action which had characterized the earlier wars. To as
great a degree did the Albany Congress of 1754 (see Albany, New
York) surpass in importance the meetings of governors and
military officers which had occasionally been held in previous
times, though its plan of colonial union failed to meet the

approval both of the colonists and of the government of Great
Britain. The campaigns of this war were all upon a compara-
tively large scale. Campaigns were carried on not merely along
the line of Lake Champlain and in Acadia, but against Fort
Duquesne (see PnTSBUSG,PENN.), Oswego, and Fort Frontenac,

Louisburg, and Quebec {q.t.) itself. The weak Spanish power
was overthrown in Florida and expeditions were sent against

the southern Indians. In all quarters, and especially after Pitt

became secretary of state, the British assumed the offensive.

The navy of Great Britain, as well as its army, was called into

action on a much larger scale in America than ever before.

The result was the conquest by the British of Canada, and with

it of all North America east of the Mississippi river; the French
claim to territory west of this river was ceded to Spain in 1762.

41. The wars with the French brought the problem of colonial

defence among the English into greater prominence than ever

before, and added it to the other questions which had been
of practical moment from the first. Against the Indians

the colonists in the X7th century had provided for their own
defence. Chiefly with this object in view, each colony had
developed a militia system, modelled in general after that of

England. But such a force was not fitted for long campaigns
or large c^rations. It was comparatively undisciplined; both
officers and men were inexperienced and destitute of proper

habits of command, as well as those of subordination; the

commissariat was poor or totally lacking, and the men were able

to remain away from their homes for only brief periods. The
colonists possessed no navy, and for coast defence only a few
rude forts. So poor were means of communication and so

isolated were the colonies from one another, that co-operation

in joint expeditions was very difficult. Equally difficult was it

to secure pr(q;>ortional contributions of money from the colonies.

Early in the French wars the British government prescribed

quotas both of men and money to be raised by the colonies,

but little attention was paid to these except by the colonies

which were in immediate peril Because of the limited amount
of available money and the modest resources of the colonists

heavy taxation was impossible, and the financing of the wars
was a matter of great difficulty. The assemblies resorted to

the issue of biHs of credit, to which they gave the legal tender

quality, and for the redemption of which in nearly all cases they

made inadequate provision. The paper depreciated and in

some cobnies became worthless. Great confusion resulted,

involving loss to all, and among the sufferers were Britbh

merchants. Strained relations were produced between the

assemblies and the colonial executive, because the latter, acting

under royal instructions, persisted in vetoing bills for additional

issues of currency. For this reason, in addition to others,

the assemblies withheld the salaries of governors and other

officiab, and in this way sought to coerce the executives into

submission. In some colonies the Assembly secured the right

of electing the treasurer, and in most of them appropriations

were made specific. Thus by skilfully utilizing their control

over the purse, and that during a long period of war, the

colonial assemblies were able materially to limit the authority

of the executives and to cstabliA not a few privileges for
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thenvdyes and t&fifr coostituentii tt iras In such ways as these

that the constitutions of the provinces became developed and
liberalized during th6 French wan. Many a precedent was then
established which was utilized in the later struggle with the
mother country. The home government on iu part also became
convinced tiiat requisitions were altogether inadequate as a
tnethod of procuring revenue for general purposes.

42. The quality of the rank and file of the Canadian militia

was not essentially different from that of the British colonies.

But the Canadian ^vemment was autocratic The power of

the French was also concentrated in« single large province,

and not distributed among thirteen or more colonies. These
conditions greatly promoted military efficiency. When taken
in connexion with their Indian alliances, they enabled the French
to take the offensive in the earlier wars much oftener than did
the English, and with much.greater effect. The government at

Quebec was not subject to the limitations of quotas and requisi-

tions. There were no assemblies to thwart its wilL The
English frontier was also more accessible and more exposed
than was the lower part of the valley of the St Lawrence.
Quebec was in every sense a citadel to which additional security

was given during a large'part of every year by the intense cold

of the Canadian winter. But so superior were the training and
enterprise of the French coureur de hois that, with his Indian
allies, he was far better able than the English farmer or artisan to

penetrate the wilderness, whether in winter or in summer, and
massacre the exposed dwellers on the frontier. It was this class

which gave the French the superiority in the long succession

of raids by which the English frontier was laid waste.

43. Though the French by their skill and boldness achieved

a remarkable success, their defects and weaknesses were equally

evident. The flow of populatu>n from France to America was
never great, and even it was diminished by the exclusion of

Huguenots. The natural growth of population within New
France was not rapid. The result was that the French colonists

did not become sufficiently numerous to maintain the interests

to which their vast claims and possessions gave risel The
disparity between their numbers and those of the British colonists

became greater with every generation. At the opening of the

last intercolonial war the proportion of English to French
colonists was approximately 15 to x. New York alone had
about the same population as that of all the French colonies on
the North American continent combined. The resources of the

British exceeded those of the French colonists to a corresponding

degree. Had the decision of the questions at issue depended
upon population and wealth alone, the issue could not long

have remained doubtful But the tendencies arising from these

fundamental conditions were to such an extent offset by other

circumstances, already alluded to, that the result of the struggle

was for a long time uncertain. Had it been confined to the forces

of the colonies atone; it would perhaps never have been decided.

The English could have defended the territory which they

occupied; so could the French. Moreover, with the French and
English thus facing one another, it would have been impossible

for the latter to have declared their independence. The French
would never have desired to do this. Therefore, the two
peoples must apparently have remained in the condition of

colonists for an indefinite period. But the motherlands were

to be the decisive factors in the problem, which thus depended
to an extent on compllcattons which existed in Europe or even

on remoter seas and continents. When the climax of the

struggle was reached the result might have been different if

France at the time had not been so deeply involved in the

politics of central Europe.

44. Of the first importance In reaching a decision were
the fleets and armies of Great Britain and France, or those

parts of them which were available for use on the continent

of North America. During the larger part of the period under
review the French neglected their fleet, while the English steadily

advanced toward naval and commercial supremacy. But the

first conspicuous service on the northern coasts was that which

m'as rendered by Commodore Peter Waxren and his squadton

at the capture of Loalsbms In 1745. In the next year
a Urge French fleet was despatched to North America, but it

accomplished nothing. In the hst intercotonial war the
operations before Louisburg in 1758 and at Quebec (9.9.) la
1759 decisively proved the superiority of the British navy.
The cotonies also, in the later stages of the stzugglep
contributed toyally toward the result. France faOed to noake
her natural miliUry superiority effective in North America,
and therefore her power on that continent had to yield befoce
the combined attacks of Great Britain and her cotonies by
land and sea.

lyir-Tke Cdomal RepoU, 1763-1776.

4$. The Treaty of Paris (1763), by which the period of colocua]

wars—but not the struggle between England and France—was
fconduded, added vast stretches of territory to the aimth
domintons of Great Britain in North America. The JryhriM—
Floridas, Canada and Louisiana as far west as the •"^*^-
Mississippi river now came into the possession of the English

,

Of the. islands which were occupied, the two most important

—

Guadatoupe and Martinique—were restored to the French.
The retention of Canada in preference to these involved an
important change in the nature and objects of British cotoniza-

tton. Hitherto tropical cotonies had been preferred to those
in northern climes. The occasion of this had been the view
that, as England was not over-populated, colonies were not
needed as " homes for a surplus population." Instead, th^
were estimated in proportion to their commercial value.
The ideal was a self-sufficing commercial empire. The sap-
porters of this view now argued that the islands which had beoi
conquered from the French were more valuable than Canada
and should be retained in preference to the northern continental
territories, which had yet produced nothing for export except
fun. But the government did not hesitate. FoUowing tbe
lead of Pitt, it Was now bent upon continental expansion.
Canada and the West were retained and the most important
French islands were given back. The development of modem
industry^the so-called industrial revolution—had already becon
in Great BriUin. Its effect was vastly to mcrease the popu-
lation of the British Isles and to necessitate an overflow into the
unoccupied regions of the globe. Colonies therefore began to
be regarded from this point of view, and the retentton of Canada
opened the way for the change. Henceforth, astime progressed,

colonies were to be valued as homes for a surplus population quite
as much as sources' of raw materials and food supplies. Tlie
retention of Canada and the West also coincided exactly with
the desires of the continental cotonies. The chief gains of the
war went therefore to them and not to the island odonies. They
now possessed a continental domain which was adequate to
their need for expansion, and their long-cherished desire to be rid

of the French was gratified. Though, as expansion progressed,

conflicts with the Indian tribes of the interior, and that

on a large scale, were to be expected, the conquest of the
French removed the sense of dependence on Great Britain

for military aid which the northern cotonies in particular had
previously felt.

46. In consequence of the policy thus adopted, larg^
increased burdens were devolved on the imperial govenuncnt,
while the conquest and the events which led to

^

it strengthened imperialist sentiment and ambi-
tions. The course of action which was at first ^

favoured by leading officials, both in England]
and the colonies, was a more systematic adminis- •

tration of Indian affairs, the employment of s^ro^
_

sufficient regular troops under the commander-in- SSrJi
chief to defend the newly acquired territory,

the maintenance of posts with English settleis in the

interior on a scale sufficient to prevent the French or

Spanish from securing- the trade of the region. Improved
methods of administration were urged through the press

by Thomas Pownall, Henry McCuIloh, Francis Bernard
and Dr John CampbelL French methods were pniaed and
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tlie ihortcomings of the surviving chattered colonies were

again emphasized. This all required additional revenue, as well

as administrative vigour, and that at a time when Great Britain

was specially burdened with debt and when several of the

cobnies had recently incurred heavy expenditures. The large

acquisitions of territory also necessitated some clianges m the

acts of trade. The necessity for their more vigorous enforce-

ment was revealed by the existence of a large contraband trade

between the colonists and the enemy during the later years of the

war and also of a considerable illegal trade with Europe. These
conditions, together with the conviction that, as the continental

colonies had reaped the chief advantages of the war, some
favour should be extended to the islands, led to the passage of

the Sugar Act by the GrenviUe ministry in 1764. It aJso caused

a resort to writs of assistance in two of the colonies, and finally

the legalization of them in all the colonies by act of parliament

(1767). The aid of the navy was directly invoked in the en-

forcement of the trade laws, and the activity of the customs
officials and of the admiralty courts in the colonies was increased.

Garrisons of regular troops—numbering several thousand

—

with a commander-in-chief were now present in the colonies

in time of peace, and their aid might possibly be invoked by the

dvil power to suppress disorder. The Sugar Act itself was a
trade and revenue act combined, and the fact was expressed in

the preamble of the measure. It was intended directly to

affect the traffic between the northern colonies and the foreign

West Indies in lumber and food-stuffs, molasses and rum.
The duty on foreign molasses, for which provision had been

made in the Molasses Act of 1733, was halved; but now it

was proposed really to collect this duty. A cry was immediately

raised in New En^and that, if the duty was collected, the manu-
facture of rum—of which molasses was the staple material

—

would be lessened or wholly prevented and a most important

industry sacrificed. The fisheries would incidentally suffer.

The supply of coin, with which cobnial balances were paid in

England, they also said, would be lessened. Another act of

parliament, passed about this time, prohibited the bestowment
of the legal tender quality on colonial bills of credit. Though
pariiament regarded this act as a necessary remedy for the

excesses of which many of the colonies had been guilty in the

issue of paper money, it was generally regarded in America

as a blow at a necessary system of credit. In spite, however,

of the opposition and critidsm which it provoked in the northern

colonies, it is probable that the Sugar Act could have been per-

manently enforced. The Act of Trade of 1673 and the Molasses

Act—though the 'latter was not fully executed—were two early

instances of the exercise by parliament of the right to tax

the colonies. Had the Sugar Aa been enforced, a dear and
decisive precedent in favour of this right would have been
established. In view of the general situation, that was pro-

bably as far as the British government should have gone at that

time. But it immediately committed itself to another and
still more significant measure, and the two acts combined caused

an outburst of protest and resistance from the colonists.

47. Repeatedly in earlier years the imposition of a stamp
duty upon the colonies had been suggested. Archibald Cum-
mings, William Keith, ex-governor of Pennsylvania, and
GovemcPGeorge Clinton cf New York had prominently urged

this policy. With the outbreak of the fourth inteicolonial

war comprehensive plans of parliamentary taxation were
repeatedly proposed. The cost of the regular troops which

must be stationed in America was estimated at about £300,000
annually. The Sugar Act was expected to yield about £45,000
a year. It was thought that the colonies should raise about

£100,000 more as their reasonable share of the cost. George
GrenviUe resolved to secure this by means of a stamp duty.

Thia would fall upon the island colonies equally with those of

the continent, though it would be expended chiefly for the en-

larged military force on the mainland. Though its simplidty

and ease of collection recommended it, the Stamp Act was a
purely fiscal measure, and its characterwas not concealed by any
features which allied it to the earlier acts for the regulation of

trade. It involved an extension of the British system of stamp
duties to the colonies, and was intended to draw revenue directly

from many lii^es of thdr activity. It was passed by pariiament
in X 765, almost without debate and with narcdy a thought that
it would be resisted. It provided for the appointment of

officials to distribute the stamped papers in the colonies and
further extended the power of the admiralty courts by
givmg them jurisdiction over violations of this act. The
legal theory upon which the act was based was that of

the unqualified sovereignty of parliament as the represen-

Utive body for the whole empire, and that its authority, if it

chose to tise it, was as effective for purposes of taxation as for

the regulation of trade or other objects of legislation. But
never before, during the centqry and a half of ^^^
cok>nial history, had the taxing power been so

"^'^
unqualifiedly exercised or in such trenchant force as by this

statute. It followed dose on the heds of the Sugar Act, which
itself had aroused much hostile criticism. The two measures
also came at a time when the consciousness of strength among
the colonists had been increased by the ddeat and expulsion

of the French. Moreover, at the time when the policy was
initiated, George III. had undertaken to crush the Whig party
and to revive the latent prerogatives of his office. This re-

sulted in the formation of a series of coalition ministries. Vacil-

lation and uncertainty were thus introduced into the colonial

policy of the government. The royal policy also brought into

the public service in England and kept there an unusually large

group of inferior men who persistently blundered in the titat-

ment of colonial questions. It was only with the accession of

the North ministry, in 1770, that permanence and a certain

consistency were secured. But, in the view of the colonists, the
prestige of the government had by that time been seriously

lowered, and the stubborn sdf-will of the king became the only
available substitute for broad and intelligent statesmanship.

48. Determined oppodtion to the Stamp Act was shown in all

the colonies, by or before the time (Nov. x) when it was to go
into effect. Tlie forms assumed by this oppodtion were such
as characterized the entire controversy with Great Britain until

the openhig of hostilities in 1775. It consisted in the passage
of resolutions of protest by the lower houses of some of the
colonial legislatures; in the calling of a congress at New York,
which was attended by ddegates from nine of the colonies;

in the activity of mobs;)rganized under the name of the " Sons of
Liberty" in all the large seaports and in some smaller inland
towns; and, finally, in a somewhat widely extended movement
against the imporUtion of British, or even fordgn, goods and in

favour of frugality and the encouragement of home manufactures.
The newspaper press also sprang mto much greater activity

than ever bdore, and many notable pamphlets were published
in defence of the colonial cause. The most important resolutions

at the outset were those adopted by the Virginia House of Bur-
gesses and by the House of Representatives of Massachusetts.
Through the first-named body the dramatic ek>quence of Patrick
Henry (q.v.) forced five resolutions. Two others, which threat-

ened resistance and the coerdon of any who should venture to

uphold the home government, failed to pass, but the whole
seven were published broadcast through the colonies. The
calling of a general congress was proposed by the House of

RepresenUtivcsofMassachusetts. Prominentamong itsmembers
was James Otis, who had already distinguished himself by
radiod oppodtion to measures of the government, espedally fn
the case against writs of assistance which was argued before

the superior court in 1761. Samud Adams (q.v.), already a
prominent man, was now dected a member of the house from
Boston. He ahnost immediatdy became its leader, drafting

its most important resolutions and papers, and to a large

extent directing iU policy. With the aid of others he was
able greatly to increase the acdvity of the town-meeting in

Boston, and in the course of a few years to develop it on occadon
into a great popular convention, which could be utilized to

overawe the government. Throu{(hout New England the town
and its institutions served well the purposes of oppodtion and
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facilitated its extension over large areas. The county system

of the provinces along the middle and southern coast was not

so well adapted to these purposes, and their population

was more dispersed. The intense Puritan spirit, with its

century and a half of pronounced independencci both in

polity and temper, was also lacking outside New England;

though on the frontiers of the provmces from Pennsyl-

vania southward was a Scottish-Irish population which

exhibited many of the New England characteristics. But the

tenant farmers of New York, the German pietist secU of Penn-

sylvania, the Quakers wherever they had settled, and in general

the adherents of the English Church were inclined toward

indifference or, as the controversy progressed, toward positive

loyalism. Hence the mixture of nationalities In the Middle

Colonies grfcatly increased the difficulty of rousing that

section to concerted action. In Pennsylvania the issues

were obscured by a struggle on the part of the western

counties to secure equal representation with those of the

east. This helped to make loyalists of the Quakers. Special

grievances also produced among the frontier settlements of

North and South Carolina quite as much dislike of the officials

and social leaders of the tide-water region as they could possibly

fed toward Crown and parliament. Throughout the struggle

New England and Virginia exhibited a unity and decision in

action which were not equalled elsewhere.

49. But to return to the Stamp Act. Before the meeting

of the Congress at New York outbreaks of mob violence in

Boston had forced the stamp distributor there to

^resign, and had wrecked the house of Thomas
Hutchinson, the chief justice. Owing largely to

the indecision of the elective council, the government had

proved powerless to check the disorder. The resolutions

passed by the Congress, as well as its petitions to the home
government, gave authoritative form to the claims of the colonial

opposition in general, though the body which issued them, like

all the congresses which followed until 1776, was extra-legal

and, judged by the letter of thelaw, was revolutionary. In these

utterances, as later, the colonisU sought to draw their arguments

from British precedents and their own history. As they owed
allegiance in common with subjects within the realm, so the

righu of the two were the same. The two British righU which,

it was claimed, were violated by the Stamp Act were the right

to trial by jury and the right to be taxed only by an assembly

in which they were represented. The former grievance was

simply an incident of the latter, and was occasioned by the exten-

sion of the jurisdiction of the admiralty courts. The tax was a

direct grievance. Therefore, for purposes of legislation like

this these bodies denied that parliament was represenUtive

of the whole empire (so-called virtual representation), and

asserted that it represented only the realm. For purposes of

Uxation, their assemblies, they affirmed, were the only repre-

sentative bodies they had known. Therefore, ignoring the earlier

and tentative measures by which parliament had actually taxed

the colonies, and falling back upon the sweeping declarations

of their assemblies, they denied the right of parliament to tax

them. They declared that the recent policy of parliament

was wholly an innovation and insisted upon a return to the

Constitution as it was before 1763. The doctrine of natural

right and compact was also resorted to with increasing emphasis

in New England utterances. For purposes of government

they had all along acknowledged—and now did so expressljr

—

that parliament bound them; and the inference woidd have

been fair that they were represented in it. But they did not

draw this inference, nor did they seek by any scheme of reform

to secure representation in the imperial legislature. James Otis

was the only colonial Leader who ever contemplated the possi-

bility of such a solution. Adams early dedi^red it to be undesir-

able. The British never proposed it, and therefore it played

practically no part in the discussion.

50. The decisive blows, however, were struck by the mobs
in the colonies and by the government itself in England. As
the time for the execution of the Stamp Act approached, more

or less .violent demonstrations occurred in New York and in

many other localities. The stamp distributors were forced 10
resign. Everywhere in the original continental colonics the
use of stamped papers was prevented, except to a slight extent
in Georgia. Business requiring the use of stamps was in part
suspended, but far more generally it was carried on without
their use. Without the aid of the militia, which in no case was
invoked, the colonial executives proved indisposed or powerless to
enforce the act and it was effectively nullified. In England the
petitions of the colonistsproduced little effect. There the decisive
events were the accession of the Rockingham ministry to power
and the clamours of the merchants which were caused by the
decline in American trade. What might have happened if Gxen-
ville had remained in office,and if the duke of Cumberlandhad not
been suddenly removed by death, it would be impossible to teU.

But the serious lack of adjustment between British politics

and colonial government is illustrated by the fact that, more than
three months before the Stamp Act was to go into effect, the
ministry whose measure it was resigned, and a cabinet which
was indifferent, if not hostile, to it was installed in office. Pre-
parations were soon made for its repeaL The slight extent to
which relations with the cobnieshad been defined is indicated by
the fact that the debates over the repeal contain the first serious

discussion in parliament of the constitution of the British Empire.
While the colonies were practically united in their views a
great variety of opinions was expressed in parliamenL On the
question of right Lord Mansfield affirmed the absolute supRBacy
of parliament in realm and dominions, while Camden and Pitt
drew the same sharp line of distinction between taxation and
legislation upon which the cobnists insisted, and denied the right
of parliament to tax the colonies. The debates at this time gave
rise to the fancied distinction between internal and external
taxes, of which much was made for a few months and then it

was dropped. But motives of expediency, arising both from con-
ditions in the colonies and in England, proved decisive, and in

the spring of 1766 the Stamp Act was repealed, while its repeal

was accompanied with the passage of a statute ^"^^ tttynatTf^
Declaratory Act) affirming the principle that Great stmm^Aag
Britain had the right to bind the colonies in alltt* nmian
cases whatsoever. This measure was received with"*^^^
demonstrations of joy in the cotonies, but the prestige of the
home goverimient had received a severe blow, and the colonics
were quick to resent further alleged encroachments.

SI. These soon came in the form of a colonial Mutiny Act and
of the so-called Townshend Acu (i 767). The formerwasintended
largely to meet the needs of the troc^ sUtioned in

the West and in the new colonies, but it also affected y;^
'

**

the older colonies where garrisons of regular soldiers

existed. The act provided for a parliamentary requisition for

barrack supplies, and partly because it included certain artidcs

which were not required for the soldiers in Europe, the New
York legislature at first refused to make the necessary appro-

priation. Partly through the influence of the governor. It later

came to think better of it and in a non-committal way appro-
priated the supplies required. But meantime in En^and the

Pitt-Grafton ministry had come into office, in which the brilliant

but reckless Charles Townshend was chancellor of the exchequer.

Pitt himself was disabled by illness, and the ministry* lacking

his control, steadily disintegrated. Townshend availed himself

of this situation to spring upon his colleagues and upon parlia-

ment a new measure for colonial taxation, and with it a bill

legalizing writs of assistance and esUblishing a board of

commissioners of the customs in America, and a third bill

suspending the functions of the assembly of New York until it

should comply with the terms of the Mutiny Act. These Bills all

became law. Before the last-mentioned one reached the oolonics,

theNewYork Assembly had complied,and therefore the necessity

for executing this act of parliament was avoided. The catablish-

ment of a customs board at Boston, of itself, did not provoke
much criticism. But the Act of Trade and Revenue, which pro-

vided for the collection in the colonies of duties on ^ass, lead.

painters' colours, paper and tea, and that out of the revenue
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niaed Uierefrom salaries should be paid to the govemon and
judges in America, opened anew the controversy over taxation.

52. John Dickinson, in his Letters of a Parmer (1767-1768),

denied mi ioto the authority of parliament to tax the colonies,

and his argument was widely accepted. Massachusetts peti-

tioned tite home government, and in a circular letter convesred

its views to the other colonies and asked an expression of theirs

in return. T^ provoked Hillsborough, the incumbent of the

new colonial secretaryship, to order the Biassachusetts house to

lesdnd its action and the other colonics to treat the letter with

contempt. The Massachusetts assembly refused to rescind and
was dissolved by the governor. The activity of the customs

officials at Boston in seizing John Hancock's .sloop, " Liberty,"

occasioned rioting, which in turn was followed by the transfer

of two regiments to Boston. Several vessels of war were also

stationed in iu harbour (autumn of 1768). Deprived of their

assembly, the towns of Massachusetts chose deputies, who met
in convention, but without important result. Favourable re-

idies to its droilar letter were, however, received from a majority

of the colonies. Resolutions against the new act were passed

by many colonial assemblies, and in several cases petitions were

sent to Enghuid. But, either because these addresses were not

sent through the regular constitutional channels, or because they

expressed views inconsistent with the Declaratory Act, they were

laid on the Uble or rejected outright. The king and ministers

cxprased the view that th« Americans were opposed to all

restrictions, and that in Massachusetts treason or misprision of

treason had already been committed. In this they had the

support of large majorities in parliament. The sUtute of 35
Henry Vm., for the punishment in England of such offences

when committed outside the reahn, was now revived, and the

royal officials in Massachusetts were instructed to collect evidence

against suspected popular leaders with a view to their deportation

across sea for trial Though sufficient evidence was not found,

nothing couldhave been better calculated to increase the exaspera-

tion of the colonists than a threat of this kind. It drew from

the ^ginia burgesses strong addresses and resolutions of pro-

test. Fear lest the English Church would induce the govern-

ment to establish a colonial episcopate caused much discussion

at this time, especially in New England, and led to plans for joint

action on the part of Dissenters, in self-defence. Though the

government never sanctioned the plan, the fears which were

aroused by its discussion contributed appreciably to the general

i^tation. In the course of 1769 the policy of commercial non-

intercourse was again revived, and resolutions in favour of its

enforcement were passed by many local bodies. But it was found

difficult to enforce these, and, as the colonies were prosperous,

trade, open and illicit, with Europe continued to be large. The
British merchants did not clamour for relief, as they had done at

the time of the Stamp Act, but gave loyal support to the policy

of the government. The king was also steadily gaining an
ascendancy, which in 1770 was permanently established by the

accesuon of Lord North to the premieiship. Thus, on both

sides of the ocean, parties were bracing themselves for a struggle,

the one for and Uie other against the principle of the Declara-

tory Act. The question of revenue was now largely obscured by
that of right and power.

53. It cannot be said that the Townshend Revenue Act was
nuMfied, for to a certain limited extent it was executed. But

- Tta Ikfc
*° *^'®' ®^ ^* spedous plea that the duties were

uncommercial because they were levied on British

manufactures, all except the duty on tea—3d. per lb

—

were repealed, and a drawback of one-fourth and later of

three-fifths of this duty was granted on the re-exportation of

tea to the colonies. But the preamble of the act was retained,

and with it the principle of taxation. For this reason opposition

continued and non-importation agreements, especially against

tea, were maintained. But after the collision which occurred

between the troops and the people in Boston, in March 1770, the

soldiers were removed from that town and affairs became more
quiet. For more than a year it seemed as if the controversy was
wearing itself out and that the old relations would be restored.

But the conduct of certain naval officers and small vessels of war
which had been trying to suppress illegal trade in Narragansett

Bay led, in Jime 1773, to the destruction of the schooner " Gas-
pee." The inquiry which necessarily followed this, together with
legislation for the protection of the royal dockyards, ships and
supplies, again revealed the possibility that colonists might be
removed to England for triaL Aboutthesame time provisionwas
made for the payment by the home government of the salaries

of the governors and of the judges of the superior court of Massa-
chusetts while those offidab continued to hold at the pleasure

of the Crown. These events occasioned a movement in Massa-
chusetts and ^^rginia which led at once to the organization oi

committees of correspondence, and these ultimately extended
far and wide throughout the colonies. At the same time in

Ertgland the East India Company appealed to parliament for

relief from the losses caused by the transfer of the American trade

so largely to the Dutch, and in response the Tea Act was passed

authorizing the company to import its teas into the colonies and
providing that the En^sh duties should be wholly drawn back
on exportation, and that no compensation need be made to the

governmentforconsequent lossof revenue. This, it was expected,

would enable the company to out-compete the Dutch. But
popular uprisings prevented the reception or sale of the tea at any
of the ports and culminated in the destruction (Dec z6, 1773) of

340 chests at Boston. As the king and the North ministry were
now fully intrenched in power, coercion was at once resorted to

and affairs were thus brought to a crisis.

54. Those among the colonists who were intelligent enough
to watch the course of events had long felt that they were being

enveloped in a network of relations over which they
had no oontroL This was a result of the develop-

ment of the empire, with its world-wide interests

and its policies the motives for whidi had their origin in conditions

which by the colonists were dimly perceived, if perceived at alL

They were particularists whose views and resources were alike

narrow, but whose perception of their interests was dear. The
Quebec Act, which was passed by parliament near the dose of the
session of 1774, furnished a case in point. Owing to the failure

of the imperial government to secure the revenue which it had
hoped to collect under the Stamp Act and the later statutes, it

had been forced to abandon its plans for the vigorous administra-

tion of Indian affairs and of the West. In view of these facts,

it was thought wisest and cheapest to commit the immediate
charge of the West to the province of Quebec, and therefore to

extend iU bounds southward to the Ohio. The Roman Catholic

religion was recognized as legal within Quebec, and no provision

was made for an assembly. Its extension also indicated a pur-
pose to prevent the westward movement of population across the

mountains, which was already beginning from the Middle and
Southern cdonies. It is true that this act involved the possi-

bility of danger to the colonies, but exaggerated inferences were
drawn respecting it and the motives which probably impelled

its passage. So it had been with the distinctively imperialist

measures from the first and so it was to continue.

5$. But the acts of the session of 1774 whidi were of most
immediate importance were those which directly affected

Massachusetts, where lay the centre of disturbance. One of

these dosed the port of Boston, another substituted an appointed

for an elected council in Massachusetts and took the selection

of jurors out of the hands of the people, and a third made
possible the removal from Massachusetts of the trials of persons

indicted for capital offences committed in support of the

government into ndghbouring colonics or to Great Britain,

where a fair hearing was considered possible. General Thomas
Gage, who had been commander-in-chief in America, was now
appointed governor of Massachusetts, with authority to uphold
the new acts with military force. As soon as knowledge of the

fate impending over Boston reached the other colonies, con-

ventions, local and provindal, were hdd, and the plan of a
general congress, as proposed by Massachusetts and Virginia,

was adopted. Delegates were chosen from all the colonic

except (jeorgia, though that province fell into line when t>
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second Congress met The members were instructed to the

general effect that they should consult together and adopt such
measures as were best calculated to secure the just rights of the

colonists and redress their grievances. Voting by colonies,

but occasionally listening to utterances which implied that-

Americans were now thrown into a singjb mass, this body sent

addresses to the king, to the people of the colonies, of Quebec

Pint and of Great Britain, and prepared a declaration
CMteMtefof rights. It is a signifirant fact that an address
Cngntt* ^ns not sent to either of the houses of parliament.

In its statement of rights the Congress (known as the First

Continental Congress) limited itself to those which it believed

had been inMnged since 1763. These acts they described as

innovations, and claimed themselves to be the true con-

servatives who only de^red peace on the basis of the former

Constitution. Even Joseph Galloway's elaborate plan of

union (see Galloway) between Great Britain and the

colonies was debated at great length and was laid on the

table by a majority of only one, though later all reference to

it was ezpuni^ from the recorcL But, on the other hand,

the warlike " Suffolk Resolves " (see Milton, Mass.> were ap-

proved, as was the opposition which Massachusetts was making
to the recent acts of parliament; and the view was expressed

that, if an attempt were made to execute them by force, all

America should support Massachusetts. Though the work of

this Congress was deliberative, it performed one positive act

which contained the germ out of which new governments were

to develop. That was the issue of the Association, or non-

importation and non-exportation agreement, accompanied

with resolutions for the encotuagement of agriculture and
home manufactures and for the organization of committees

to carry these measures into effect. Coercion, according to

the principle of the boycott, was to be applied by the colonies

and other local bodies to all who declined to accept and obey

the terms of the Association. This policy had beien followed

at intervals since the time of the Stamp Act. It had been

revived and urged by very many local and pro-

S^JiyiiSi^vincial bodies during the past few months. The
imiortmmm Congress had been called with a view to its enforce-
•a^Nom- ment throughout the continent. Its issue of the

^gU^J]^[]|J]l* Association gave this policy wide extension, and
at the same time strengthened the system of com-

mittees, whose energies were henceforth to be chiefly devoted

to its enforcement. The Association became the touchstone

by which loyalty to the colonies, or loyalty to the king, was
determined. Those whose loyalty to the king forbade their

submission to the new regulations now felt the coerdve power

of committees, even to the extent of virtual trial, imprisonment

or banishment. Local bodies, acting under general regula-

tions of Congress, and all revolutionary in character, accom-

plished these residts and thus laid the foundation of the new
governments. From this action the First Continental Congress,

derived its chief significance.

56. The line of policy thus indicated was not such as would

conciliate the home government, though it is doubtful if at

that time anything short of an acknowledgment of the principle

of the Declaratory Act would have been effective. All measures

of congresses and committees, everything which did not emanate

from the assemblies and come through legal channels, savoured

of sedition and was little likely to secure a hearing. The Asso-

ciation, with its threats and coercive spirit, and depending as

it did upon extra-legal bodies for enforcement, was a direct

blow at the commercial system of the empire and could scarcely

help provoking retaliation. When the Congress adjourned,

some of its members predicted war. In New England the im-

pression that war was inevitable was widespread. In Massa-

chusetts a provincial congress was at once organized, which

assumed \ht reins of government and began to prepare for defence.

A committee of safety was chosen to carry on the work during

recesses of the Congress. Thomas Gage, the governor, began

fortifying Boston, while he looked about for opportunities to

'eize military stores which the colonists were accumulating.

The raising of voluntary militia companies was soon began in

VirgLnia. In South Carolina, as earlier in Boston and New
York, a quantity of tea was now actually destroyed, and a
general committee assumed practical control of the province.
From New York City and Philadelphia as centres the process
of revolutionizing the two most conservative provinces was
carried on. When parliament met, at the close of 1774, the
kingand ministers declared that a most daring spirit of resistance

existed in Massachusetts, which was countenanced by the other
colonies, where unlawful combinations against the trade of
Great Britain were already widely extended. In these opinions
the government had the support of the majority in the two
houses, and in ai joint address the rebellion in Massachusetts
was declared to be a fact. As a condliatocy measure c^^t\%»ww^

proposed that parliament agree by resolution not to levy amy
tax upon the colonies, but that the Continental Congress be
required to make a free grant of a perpetual revenue whicfa

should be fully at the disposition of parliament, the Osngrcss
fixing the quota which should be paid by each province. But
the imperialist and mercantilist ideas of Chatham were txpnastA
in the further provisions that the system of trade and navigation
should not be changed and that the army might be lawfully
kept in any part of the dominions where it was deemed necessary,

though it should never be used to violite the just rights of the
people. Edmund Burke, in his great speech on conciliation,

advocated a return to the system of requisitions and did not
consider a representation of the colonists in parliament as a
possibility. But these motions were rejected, and a resolution

introduced by Lord North was passed. This contained no
recognition of extra-legal bodies, but provided that when the
assembly of any colony should engage to support dvfl govern-
ment within the colony and contribute according to its ability

to the common defence, the king and parliament would tlicn

forbear to levy any more taxes on that province except what
were necessary for the regulation of trade. The colonies, with
the exception of New York, North Carolina and Georgia, were
excluded from the fisheries, as a counterstroke to the Association.
North's resolution proved utterly futile, and the two parties
drifted steadily toward war, though, as Burke never tired of
asserting, the British government in its military estimates
made no adequate provision for meeting the crisis.

57. On the 19th of April 2775 hostilities began in Massa-
chusetts. They had been xuurowly escaped two months before
when, on a Sunday, Gage had sent an expediticm

by water to Salem in search of powder. Now, on a |
week-day, a force was sent overland to Concord, i

20 m. from Boston, to seize or destroy the militaiyf^
stores which the colonists had brought together at^^^^^l^K
that village. The minute-men were warned to

oppose the approaching force, and at Lexington (9.v.), a viDage
situated on the road to Concord, occurred a skinmish in vhich
the first blood of the American War of Independence was shed.

The troops marched on to Concord {q,v.) and destroyed sudiof
the stores as had not been removed or concealed. On their

return march they were pursued by a galling fire from behind
fences and buildings, and had it not been for the arrival of a
relieving force the command would have been destrojred before
it reached the protection of the British vessels oi war at
Boston. The " Lexington alarm " brought in throngs of militia-

men from all paru of New England. Officers were appointed
by the provincial congress of Massachusetts and by similar

bodies in the other colonies, and immediately the so-called siege

of Boston began. Cannon, as well as every other form of military

equipment, were now in great demand. In order to secure a
supply of the former and at the same time strike a telUng blow
at British authority in the north, Ticonderoga {q.t.) was sur-

prised and taken on the 10th of May. Men from Coimecticot,

Massachusetts, and the New Hampshire Grants (later Vermont)
co-operated in this enterprise. It was soon followed by a dash
into Canada, by steps which involved New York in the affair,

and by the organization of a military force under General Philip

Schuyler for permanent service on the northern frontier.
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Meantime reinforcements readied Boston, led by Howe, Clinton

and Burgoyne, and it was resolved to extend the British lines

by occupying the heights of Dorchester on the south and those

of Chaxlestown on the north. The Americans, hearing of this,

seized Breed's Hill, overlooking Charlestown, where they

hastily threw up a redoubt on the night of the x6th of June'.

The British might easily have entrapped them, but instead

on the next day the American position was assaulted, on the

left and carried, though with much difficulty and after a loss

to the assailants of more than xooo men. Such was the battle

of Bunker Hill {q.v.), one of the most dramatic encounters in

the waf which was then beginning. In connexion with all

these events the Americans, as in their earlier conventions

and manifestoes, claimed to be acting on the defensive.

But it was not difficult to perceive that, especially in New
England, this dalm only imperfectly concealed an intensely

aggressive spirit. (For military events of the war, see

American Wax of Independence.)

58. The news <rf the outbreak of hostilities aroused strong

feeling throughout the cobnies. The Second Continental

Congress met under its influence. Its members, however, had
been chosen and instructed before the clash of arms, and for that

reason the course which had been worked out for them differed

only slightly, if at all, from that which had been foHowed by
their predecessors. To a certain extent the new body adhered

to the former course of action. But a state of war now
existed in New England and on the Canadian border. Troops
were expected soon to arrive at New York. ReporU of these

events were thrust upon the attention of Congress at once, and
the provinces involved asked for advice as to what course they

should punue. Tlie northern frontier especially demanded
attention. As a result of these events in the colonies generally

the Association was being changed from a system of co-operation

against British trade into a union for purposes of defence.

This new situation the Congress was forced to meet. This it

did largely by resolutions of advice to the colonies, but also

by positive orders. Of the former dass were the resolutions

about the procuring of military supplies, the assumption of

powers of government by the various cobnies, and concerning

defence at New York City, on the northern frontier and, later,

in the Highlands of the Hudson. Of a more decisive character

was the appointment of officerslor the army, George Washington

being made commander-in-chid, the prescribing of their pay,

the issue of continental bills of credit, the issue of articles of

war, the regrdation of trade and of Indian affairs, and the

csUblishment of postal communication. As the colonies were

passing through a strong reaction against executive authority,

Stepmd t^ Congress did its business with the help of

Ctafia»0teftemporary committees and did not seek to esUblish
C»ngntt, a permanent executive. The same was true for a

time of the congresses and conventions in the different colonies.

As the movement progressed through 177 5 and the early

months of 1776, executive authority in the royal and pro-

prietary provinces collapsed. The assemblies were dther

dissolved or ceased to meet. The governors, their authority-

gone, retired on board British vessels of war, returned to

England or, perchance, found themsdves prisoners in the hands

of the revolutionists. This gradual fall of the oki governments,

imperial and cobnial, was the revolution on its negative side.

The rise of the system of congresses, conventions and com-

mittees, deriving thdr authority from the people, was the

revolution on iu positive side, and foreshadowed the new federal

system which was rising on the ruins of the half-federated

empire. The process in the different colonies was as varied

as were thdr social and political conditions.

59. In Connecticut and Rhode Island the corporate system

of government, which they had inherited from the X7th century,

necesstUted no change. The general assemblies always had

been the centres of power, and the leading offidals were elective

for short terms and were subject to the control of the electorate.

So far as the hitemal organixatlon of the colonics was concerned

that was all which the revolution demanded. In the two

proprietary pfovincei—Pennsylvania and Maryland—the execu-

tives were not so directly interested and pledged to support

the imperial government as were those of the royal provinces.

But Governor Robert Eden of Maryland was so tactful that,

though the last Assembly met m 1774, he was able, with the

courts, to keep up some form of government there in the name
of the Crown and proprietor until the eariy summer of 1 776. In
Pennsylvania the proprietors, though in sympathy with the

British government, never sought actively to influence events

in thdr province. So strong was the conservative spirit there

that the proprietary Assembly even met—though without a
quorum—-as late as September 1776, at the time when the

convention was completing the first constitution of the state.

In the royal provinces the prorogation of the legisUtures for

indefinite or prolonged periods caused them early to disappear

—

that of Massachusetts in October 1774. The burgesses of

Virginia last met for business in May 1774. They were pro-

rogued to several later dates, but the governor was fWtpntf
never again able to meet them. The long and im- tfRoy^
portant session of January^March X775 was the last Owtn'
ever hdd by the New York Assembly. In April 1775

^**^
Governor John Martin of North Carolina met the Anembly for

the last time, and even then the Provincial Convention was in
session at the same time and place and the membership of the
two bodieswas thesame. In May 1775 disappeared the Assembly
of Geoxgia; in June those of New Hampshire and South Carolina
met for the last time. Governor WiUiam Franklin was aUe
to meet the Assembly of New Jersey as late as November, but
months before that date the Provincial Convention had practi-

cally assumed the control of affairs. The royal couru and
executives continued some form of activity a few months
longer and then totally vanished.

60. After Bunker Hill the comnund at Boston had been
transferred from Gage to Sir William Howe. In July Wash-
ington took command of the colonists and gradually established

some degree of order and disdpline among them. Though the
American levies were raw and ever fluctuating in numben, the

British never seriously attempted to break through thdr lines.

Indeed, it was not the plan of the British to make New En^^d
the chid seat of war. As eariy as the and of August 1775 Lord
Dartmouth wrote to General Gage on " the obvious advantages
that would attend the taking Possesdon of New York and the

hazard of the Anny's continuing at Boston." On the 5th of

September he wrote to Howe that every day's intelligence

exhibited this fact in a dearer light. Rhode Island was considered

as a convenient naval station, and steps were soon taken to

secure possesuon of it and its surrounding waters. This indicates

what was necessarily the fact, that the British would so plan the
war as to secure the maximtmi of advantage from thdr fleet.

This would give them an easy conmiand 61 the entire coast,

and enable them to secure a foothold at strategic centres.

Hence it was that, though the arrival of a fresh supply of

cannon enabled Washington to fortify Dorehester Heights,

this simply enabled him to hasten a process for which Howe
had long been preparing. The evacuation occurred i

on the X7th of March X776, and the British force pf^

withdrew temporarily to Halifax. Meantime the ^^
bold expeditions of Arnold and Montgomery against

^

Canada--~suggesting the joint efforts of the French (

wars—had met with only a partial success. Montreal
had been occupied, but the assault upon Quebec had failed.

A small American force awaited the return of spring in

Canada, in order that they might renew the struggle for tha^t

colony.

6x. The view, as it was now repeatedly expressed by king and
parliament, was that the colonists were in open rebellion.

North's offer of conciliation was peremptorily rejected by Con-
gress. The acts of parhament were being openly resisted, and
Congress in its manifestoes had ignored the two houses, lliere-

fore the British government stood committed to coerdon. That
was the meanuig of the legislation of the winter of X776—the
prohibition of trade with the rebellious colonies, the incxeaie
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of the estimates for the anny and nayy» the employment of

German auxiliaries for service in America. Preparations were

made to send a large military and naval force against the colo-

nics the following season, and that it should operate in part

against the insurgents in New York and the southern colonies

and in part through Canada. New England was no longer to

be the direct object of attack. The Howes, as commanders of

the royal army and navy, were appointed commissioners to

grant assurance of peace and pardon and the repeal of the

obnoxious acts, provided submission was made and some way
could be found by parliament in which an imperial revenue for

purposes of defence could be secured from the colonies. Military

operations, meanwhile, should be directed against points of

least resistance, and in that way, if possible, the union of the

colonies should be broken. The trend of British policy indicated

that an mvasion from Canada might be attempted and the effort

be made to hold Charleston, Philadelphia, and especially New
York as strategic points on the coast.

I 62. The courseof events in the colonies by which this situation

was met was the erection of a system of feeble defences about

New York and the removal thither of the army of about 9000

men in the spring of 1776; the fitting out of privateers to prey

on British commerce and of a few small armed vessels by the

colonics and the general government to watch the coast and
procure supplies; the disarming of loyalists; the opening of

American ports to the trade of Jl peoples who were not subject

to the British Crown; and the tentative opening of relations with

France. As the result of jbl combination of ill luck, bad manage-
ment and American energy the British suffered a repulse at

Charleston, South Carolina, in June, which was analogous to

the affair of the year before at Bunker Hill, and which necessi-

tated a postponement of their plans in the South. The Congress

and the various revolutionary bodies in the colonies were forced

to carry on war upon a constantly increasing scale. They had to

assume powers of government and gradually to perfect their or-

ganization for the purpose. Committees in Congress became more
permanent. Conditions approximating to those which existed

the year before in New England extended through the colonies

generally. On the zsth of May 1776, as the result of various

earlier applications on the subject, and especially of one from
certain Whigs in New York, the Congress recommended to the

assemblies and conventions of the colonies where no government
sufficient to the exigencies of their affairs had been established,
" to adopt such government as shall, in the opinion of the

representatives of the people, best conduce to the happiness of

their constituents in particular and of America in generaL"

The preamble to this resolution set forth as facts the statements

that the colonies had been excluded from the protection of the

Crown, that no answer had been given to their petitions for

redress, and that the whole force of the kingdom was to be used

for their destruction, and therefore that it was no longer reason-

able or honest for the colonists to take the oaths or affirmations

necesssury for the support of government under the Crown.

oqroJKA- Though the preamble was warmly debated, it was
tioaotSiMf adopted. And this act marked a turning-point, for

meattT ^^ progress of events from that time to the dedara-

DtdmnUum tion of independence was rapid and decisive. The
Qtindw colonies—^now becoming states—one after another,
peadeaet, j^ response to letters from Philadelphia, empowered
their delegates to concur in declaring independence. On the
7th of June R. H. Lee of Virginia introduced in Congress a
resolution " that these United Colonies are and of right ought
to be free and Independent states," that it was eapedient forth-

with to take effectual measures for securing foreign allies, and
that a plan of confederation should be form^. John Dickinson
and others, speaking for the Middle Colonics, argued that the
order of procedure should be reversed. But John Adams
and the more aggressive party insisted that the proposed declara-

tion would simply state the facts and would open the way (or

foreign alliances; that it was useless to wait for unanimity. The
debate showed that the delegates from the Middle Colonies and
South Carolina could not act, and so the decision was postponed
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for three weeks. In the interval steps were taken to draft a pina
of treaties and articles of confcderaUon. A board of war aad
ordnance, the earliest germ of an executive department, was also

created by Congress. At the end of the three weeks the dele*

gates from all the colonies except Georgia, South f^^">i*"a and
New York had received instructions favourable to independence.

The two former left their delegates free, and under the influence

of the British attack on Charleston they voted for independence.

News had just come that Howe had landed with a large force

at Sandy Hook—as events proved, it was an admirably equipped
army of 30,000 men, sui^rted by a fleet. Onder the impressioa

of these stirring events Dickinson and his leading supporters

ceased their opposition, and the Declaration, substantially ia the
form given to it by lliomas Jefferson, was agreed to (July 4,
X 776), only three advene votes being cast. The delegates bom
New York took no part, but a few days later the act was
approved by the convention of that state. The signing of the
document by the members took place at a later time. Thus
triumphed the tendencies toward self-government which had
been predominant in the continental cotonies from the first, and
which the system of imperial control had only inperfidally

modified and restrained.. But the most significant part
of the document for the futwe was the preamble, in which
the democratic aspirations of the new nation were set
forth, the spirit to which Thomas Paine had just made so
powerful an appeal in his Common Sense. Governments, it was
said, derive their just powers from the consent of the governed,
and when any ^stem becomes destructive of these ends it is the
right of the people to abolish it and to institute a new govern-
ment, establiriiing it upon such principles and under such forms
as seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. (See
Indefemdxnce, Declabaiion of.)

E,—Tke Struggle to Maintain Independence, 177^1783.

63. ^ewed from one standpoint, the declaration of indepen-

dence was apparently an act of the utmost recklessness. The
people were by no means a unit in its support, and in several of
the states widespread indifference to it, or active sympathy with
the British, prevailed. In New York, South Camlma and
Georgia a condition of civil war came sooner or later to exist.

The United Sutes, as yet, had no international sUtus, and it

would seem that that must be secured, if at all, by a aeries of

victories which would ensure independence. But how could
these be won against the greatest naval power on the globe,

supported by veteran armies of continental and British troops?
The colonies had no money; the few vessels which, as a collective

body, they did send out, were more like privateers than aajrthing

else. Their army was an undisciplined throng of militiamen,

serving on short enlistments, without organised commissariat,

and for the most part under inexperienced officers. Its numbers,
too, were far inferior to those of the British. Taxation by the

Continental Congress for the support of the war ifcrnw^ .

was not among the possibilities of the case. The yf*""""*
colonies were struggling against taxation by one JjJJ*^*"
imperial body, and it was not likely that they would immImi
submit to similar impositions at the hands of another, fhairaf

The 0>ngress, moreover, as has truly been said, was Oaiwmmmtmi

little more than a general committee or interstate council of

safety, and had to proceed largely by way of advice. A strong

tendency also toward the provision for immediate needs by the

issue of bills of credit had been inherited from the period oil the

French wars, and resort was again had to that device. The
battle of Bunker Hill had been immediately followed by an

order of Congress for the issue of $a,ooo,ooo in that form o(

currency. Issues followed in lapidly increasing amounts, untO

by the dose of 1779 $341,000,000 had been authorised. The
sUtes put out nearly as much ($209,000,000), Virginia and the

two Carolinas issuing the largest amounts. All that Congress

could do to secure the redemption of its issues was to recommend

to the sUtes to provide the means therefor; but this they faikd

I

to do, or even to provide for the redemption of their own i

I The continental paper money depreciated until it
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worthless, as to a large extent did that of the states also. The
states decreed it to be legal tender, and dire threats were uttered

against those who refused to receive the bills; but all to no
purpose. The Congress also tried to induce the states to tax

themselves for the general cause and was forced to rely on
requisitions for the purpose. The colonies had insisted that

the system of requisitions was good enough for the mother
country, but when applied by Congress it proved as complete

m failure as when resorted to by the Crown. The revolution

was therefore never financed. It early became necessary to

resort to loans and that chiefly from foreign sources. It

was therefore an absolute necessity that the cdonies should

secure international recognition and status. Then loans were
obtained from the governments of France and Spain and
from private bankers in Holland to the amotmt of about
$7,830,ooa

64. The collapse of royal government left the colonies

in a chaotic state. The old institutions had disappeared and
new ones could not be immediately developed to take their

place. But the institutions of local government, the town and
county systems, were left intact, and upon these as a basis the

new fabrics were erected. It was therefore easier to construct

the governments of the states than to define and develop the

general government. At first little else was intended than that

the Congress should be the mouthpiece of the patriot party. It

proceeded mainly by way of recommendation, and looked to the

states, rather than to itself, as the ultimate sources of authority.

Upon them it depended for the execution of its measures.

The common will, as well as enactment, was lacking which would
have given the force of positive law to the measures of Congress.

As the war proceeded the states grew jealous of the central

body and tried to prevent appeals to it from the state courts

in prize cases. Under the pressure of war, moreover, the enihu-

dasm, which had been strong at the outset, declined,.and it became
increasingly difficult to secure co-operation or sacrifice toward
any general enterprise. At the same time, war devolved upon
Congress an enormous burden of work. It was forced to devise

general policies and provide for their execution, and also to

attend to an infinite number of administrative details. This was
due not only to the exigencies of the time, but to the fact that

no general executive was developed. As was characteristic

not only of this revolution, but of all others, the committee
system underwent an enormous development. "The whole
congress," wrote John Adams, " is taken up, almost, in different

committees, from seven to ten in the morning. From ten to four

or sometimes five we are in congress, and from six to ten in com-
mittees again." " Out of a number of members," writes another,
" that varied from ten dozen to five score, there were appointed

committees for a hundred varying purposes," Upon its

president and secretary the Congress was forced to depend not

a little for the diligence and ability which was requisite to keep

the machine going. But as the war progressed most of the able

members were drawn off into the army, into diplomatic service

or into official service in the states. Sectional and state

jealousies also developed and became intense. By many the

New Englanders were regarded with aversion, and members
from that section looked with dislike upon the aristocrats

from the South. As the Congress voted by states the smaller

commonwealths were often moved by jealousy of their larger

rivals to thwart important measures. But, above all, the con-

duct of the war and foreign relations occasioned infinite jealousies

and cabals, while many of the most important measures seemed
to meet with downright indifference. Washington's corre-

spondence abounds in evidence of these facts, while it is well

known that he was the object against whom one of the cabals

of the time was directed. Benjamin Franklin was the object of

somewhat similar jealousies. But, as time passed, rudimentary

executive departments, beginning with the board of war and the

postmaster-general, were developed, and some advance was made
toward a working and permanent system. In 1781 the offices

of foreign secretary, superintendent of finance, secretary of war
and secretary of marine were created.

6$. For a time, and Indeed during most of the struggle, the

course of the land war seemed to justify these criticisms and
gloomy fears. Until its very close the campaign of 1776, from

the American standpoint, was a dismal failure. The battle of

Long Island was lost by the Americans and, as at Bunker Hill,

it would have been quite possible for the British to have captured

the entire force which opposed them on Long Island. Howe
compelled Washington to evacuate New York City. On the

x6th of November the practical abandonment of the

state of New York by the main army was necessitatedS^hi^^
by the capture of Fort Washington. Earlier in the

year the Americans had been compelled to retire from Canada,
while the Tories in northern New York were contributing

valuable aid to the British.

66. But there was another side to the picture, and already

certain faint outlines of it might be discerned. The British

commander was proceeding slowly, even according to established

European methods. At almost every step he was failing to

seize the advantages that were within his reach, while Wash-
ington was learning to play a losing game with consummate
patience and tact. Although he was constantly trying to rouse

Congress and the states to more vigorous action, he showed no
disposition to break with the dvil power. Already, too, the

physical obstacles arising from the wooded and broken character

of the country, and from the extremely poor means of com-
munication, were becoming apparent to the British; while the

Americans always had the alternative, if too hard pressed, of

withdrawing beyond the mountains. After Washington had

crossed the Delaware, Howe, instead of seizing Philadelphia

and driving Congress and the American army to some remote

places of refuge, as he might have done, prepared for winter

quartets. Washington seized the opportunity to return across

the Delaware and surprise the Briti^ outposts at Trenton (Dec.

26, 1776) and Princeton (Jan. 3, 1777)1 And thus secured a safe

post of observation for the winter at Morristown. Confidence

was to an extent restored, the larger part of New Jersey was
regained, and many loyalists were compelled to take the oath of

allegiance. Howe's plan for the next campaign involved the

strengthening of his army by large reinforcements from home
and by all the men who could be spared from Canada. With
this force he proposed to capture Philadelphia and thereby to

bring the War of Independence to an end in Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and New York. New England and the states farther

south could then be dealt with in detail. But Howe was over-

ruled by Lord George Germain, the colonial secretary, whose

plan included an invasion from Canada, in which Tories and
Indians should share, while Howe should advance up the

Hudson and meet the northern forces at Albany. If this

ambitious scheme should succeed, the British would occupy

the valley of the Hudson and New England would be cut off

from the rest of the colonies. General Burgoyne was appointed

to command tlie northern expedition. But the failure of the

plan was almost ensured from the outset by neglect on the part

of British officials to instruct General Howe as to his part in its

execution, while Burgoyne was forced to surrender near Sara-

toga on the 17th of October. Meanwhile, Howe, who had long

waited for instructions respecting the northern expedition, was
finally informed that he might undertake the Pennsylvania

campaign, but with the hope that at its close he would still

be able to march up the Hudson. Thereupon, embarking his

army, Howe sailed for Chesapeake Bay, at the head of which

he landed and advanced towards Philadelphia. Washington's

army opposed his march at the Brandywine (Chad's Ford), but

was defeated (Sept. 11, 1777) and forced to retire beyond Phila-

delphia. The British then entered the dty (Sept. 26) and
the Congress withdrew to Lancaster, and later to York, in the

interior of Pennsylvania. The British fleet had in the meantime
arrived in Delaware Bay, and, after a prolonged and brave

defence, had captured Forts Mercer and Mifflin. When the

winter began the Delaware, as well as lower New York and
Rhode Island, was in the possession of the British. With the

fragments of an army Washington retired to Valley Forge iq.*.).
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67. But the inflaence of Burgoyne's sarrender in Europe
was to prove a turning-point in the wax. Since 1763 a strong

sentiment at the French court had been favourable to a resump-
tion of war with Great Britain. An opportunity was now pre-

sented by the colonial revolt. .In November 177s the Congress

created a committee of secret correspondence! which, in April

X777, was developed into a committee of foreign affairs, and this

continued until 1781, when the office of foreign secretary was
established. To Congress, and to the members who were

serving on its secret committee, the possible attitude of France

was known from an early date. The necessity of securing

supplies and loans from Europe was also imperative, though
the United States had nothing to pledge in repayment except

the future products of her soil. In February 1776 Silas Deane
(q.9.) was sent to Paris, ostensibly as a business agent, and with

the connivance of the French government supplies were sent to

America and American vessels were received into French ports.

Soon American privateers were bringing their prizes into French
harbours, and British commerce began to suffer from these

attacks. On the French side Beaumarchais and others actively

co-operated in this. In the autumn of 1776 Congress appointed

three commissioners to France, and resolved that Spain, Prussia,

Austria and other European states should be approached with

a view to seoiring recognition and aid. In December 1776
Franklin, who, with Deane and Arthur Lee, had been appointed

commissioner to France, arrived at Paris, bringing with him
proposak for treaties of commerce and alliance. But, though
the attitude of the French court toward the Americans was
friendly, and though it continued to send secret aid, and to

exert a favourable influence upon Spain, yet it could not be
induced to abandon its outward appearance of

neutrality until after the news of Burgoyne's

surrender arrived. Then the real purpose of the

French government was revealed. On the 6th of February

1778 the treaties were signed, and in the following summer war
between France and England began. The influence of France
under the Family Compact was also persistently used to

bring Spain into the alliance. The latter was naturally

hostile to England, but her aversion to colonial revolts and her

desire to substitute mediation for war kept her from declaring

against England until April 1779. In October 1779 Henry
Laurens (g.v.) was elected minister to the Netherlands, and
sailed for Europe, taking with him a plan of a commercial treaty.

But Laurens and his papers were captured by the British at

sea, and partly by that event the Netherlands were forced into

war with England. With the other states of northern Europe
they undertook to defend the interests of neutrals against the

arrogant enforcement by Great Britain of the rights of search

at sea. Thus the conflict expanded into a commercial and
naval war. Great Britain being confronted by the larger part

of Europe.

68. The conclusion of the treaty of alh'ance by France was
immediately followed by the equipment of a fleet under the

comte d*Estaing, which sailed from Toulon in April 1778, having

on board M Conrad Alexandre G6rard de Rayneval, who had
been accredited as minister to the United States, and Silas Deane,
who was returning to report to Congress. Sir Henry Clinton had
now succeeded Howe in command of the British army. The
certainty that a French fleet would soon appear in American
waters made it necessary for the British to evacuate Philadelphia

and return to a point on the coast where the army could be in

easy communication with the fleet. This fact shows how the

French alliance had changed the nature of the war. It now
became to a large extent a contest between the two navies, the

principal evolutions of which occurred in West Indian and
European seas. (See American War of Independence.) In the

north the British now relatively neglected the land war, and
refrained from sending such forces to the eastefn coast as haxl

supported Howe in 1776. The Americans, on the other hand,
had a naval force upon which they relied, in the hope that

the blockade of their coasts might be raised and trade routes

op^ed more freely. On the evacuation of Philadelphia in June

Washington's army pursued the British as they retired toward
New York, and the indecisive battle of Monmouth was fou^t oa
the 38th of June. It did not prevent Clinton from reachingNew
York, and that city continued to be the centre of British power
and operations in the north until the dose of the war. The
Congress returned to Philadelphia, where G^rd was received,

and where he was soon exercising an influence favourable to the
policies of Washington and opposed to the dique of which
General Horatio Gates was the leader. Washington'sarmy came
gradually to occupy a line of forts, of which West Point in the

Highlandsof theHudsonwas the citadel. From there as a centre
it was possible to oonmiunicate with Newport on the east and
with the Delaware region on the south, and at the same time to
prevent the British from gaining access to the interior of the
country. Though the fleet of D'Estaing carried a heavier
equipment of cannon than did that of Admiral Howe, the
French commander did not choose to risk an attack on
New York, but passed eastward to Newport. Howe followed
him, while Washington and his generals planned active co-
operation with the new allies by land. But a sudden storm
so dispersed and injured the fleets that the French admiral
retired to Boston for repairs and later sailed for the West
Indies.

69. While the war and foreign relations were thus developing,

the states were organizing their governments and Congress
was beginning to consider articles of confederation

between the states. In this way an effort was made ati^tSmi
to gather up and make permanent the positive

results of the revolution. As. under the chartered and royal
governments of the colonial period the source of political

authority had been the Crown, now by a necessary reaction this

was sought in the people. This prindple had been stated in the
Declaration of Independence, and had been implied througbont
the earlier controversy and in much of the history of the colooies

as welL The colonies had insisted on a more precise definition of
the powers of government; they had opposed parliament because
its powers were undefined and therefore dangerous. Fdloving
these ideas, the states now described their institutions of govern-
ment and defined their powers by means of written constitutions.

These were formulated by the provincial congresses—which
had now become the legislaturesr—or, as they came to insist upon
a more q>ecific expression of the popular will, by conventions
chosen for the purpose by the dectors. Connecticut and Rhode
Island retained their colonial charters. In the earlier days of

hasty and temporary devices, the constitutions, like sututes,
had been promulgated by the legislatures which formed them
and had been put into force by their authority al(»e. But
as time passed and more permanent arrangements became
necessary an express popular approval of the instruments was
insisted upon and was obtained bdore they were put into

force. The establishment of state governments in thb way
began before the issue of the Declaration of Independence.
It was actively continued during 1776 and the early months
of the following year, by which time all of the states had
secured at least a temporary constitution. South Carolina and
New Hampshire revised theirs before the dose of the war. Massa-
chusetts did not secure a constitution which suited her until

1780, but then her procedure corresponded in all particulars with
what was to be later American practice in such matters. Of the
constitutions of the revolutionary period the two most striking

features were the bills of rights and the provisions which were
made concerning the executives and their rdations to the le;^s-

latures. The men of that generation were jealous of govtem-
ment. They Insisted upon individual rights, not as acquired and
guaranteed by the state, but as original, natural and inhering

in time prior to all governments. Ciovemments were instituted

for the common benefit, protection and security. Offidals

were trustees and were accountable to the people. There should

be no hereditary title to office or power. There should be no
titles of nobility, and in Virginia the system of entails was swept

away. Monopolies were declared to be inconsistent with the

spirit.of a free state. The doctrine that it was unlawful to resist
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arbitniy power was declared to be absurd. Freedom of the press
and of conscience was asserted, and no obstacles to fair and
speedy juzy trials were to be tolerated. Elections should be free

and fluent, and a preference was expressed for short terms of

office. The legislature was universally regarded as the most
important department of government. Although the principle of

the separation of powers was recognised, in eight states provision

was made that the executives should be elected by the legis-

latures, eleven withheld from them the veto, and the states

generally provided for a cotmcH to advise them. So manifold
and imporunt, however, were the restrictions on suffrage that

the states were as yet far from being democracies. On the

other hand, many wild and impractioil ideas were cherished,

and there were anarchic tendencies, which were revealed soon
after the war and still later, under the influence of the French
Revolutiob.

7a The first draft of the Articles of Confederation between
the states was prepared by John Dickinson in the early summer
TheAHkkaoi 1776 and was reported. The- report was debated

A.A?^i.*
'^' "^^^ weeks after the issue of the Declaration of

AjtumOam, Independence. Owing to the pressure of war it was
then laid aside until the autumn of 1777. By that time the
feeling in favour of sUte sovereignty had so increased that
the impossibility of securing assent to the articles in any form
had begun to be feared. But the document was completed
and submitted to the states in November 1777, when all were
encouraged by the news of Burgoyne's surrender. The system
for which provision was made in this document was a " con-
federacy," or " firm league of friendship " between the states,

for their common defence, security and general welfare. The
Congress was to be continued, and was to consist of delegates

annually appointed by the legisUture of each state and paid by
their states. No attempt was made to create an executive for

the confederacy, though authority was given to Congress to

appoint a council of state which should manage general affairs,

especially during recesses of Congress. To Congress various
general powers were entrusted, as deciding on peace and
war and superintending the conduct of the same, building

a navy, controlling diplomatic relations, coining money and
emitting bills of credit, establishing post offices, regulating

Indian trade, adjusting boundary disputes between the states.

The financial powers entrusted to Congress included those of

borrowing money and determining necessary expenditures;

but not the power to tax. For supplies the general government
bad to depend on requisitions from the states. The same
system also had to suffice for the raising and equipment of

troops. Congress could not make its laws or orders effective

in any matter of importance. This was simply a continuation

of the policy under which the revolution was being conducted.
The Americans had thought that the military and financial

concerns of the British Empire could be managed under a system
of requisitions, and now they were bent upon trying it in their

own imperial relations. The control of trade was also practically

left with the sUtes, the Americans in this matter faihng to live

up to the requirements of the British system. The predomi-
nanceof the states was further ensured by the provision that no
votes, except those for daily adjournment, could be carried with-

out the assent of a majority of all the states, and no'important

measure without the consent of nine states. But a common
citizenship was declared to exist, and Congress received authority

to establish a court of appeal which might pass finally on aU
disputes between states. Taken as a whole, the Articles of Con-
federation would bear favourable comparison with other schemes
of their kind, and they fairly represented the stage of develop-
ment to which the American states had then attained. The
defects which existed in them were reflections of the immaturity,
poIiUcal and social, which had always been apparent in the
Americans as colonists and which was to characterise them as a
nation for generations to come.

71. We have seen that, on the whole, the attitude of Great
Britain, after the peace of 1763, was not favourable to the

cokMiisation of the Mississippi Valley. To the colonists the

Quebec Act gained in offenaiveness by seeming to imply that

it was intended to exclude them from the West. But all

such plans were swept away by the outbreak of the War of

Independence. Already, beforq the beginning oi ^^
hostUities, emigrants had begun to flock across the

^^^'^
mountains. Plans were on foot for the establishment of

a number of commonwealths, or proprietary provinces, as

the case might be. Vandalia was planned in western Virginia,

Watauga in western North Carolina. Daniel Boone and his

associates pushed farther west into the Kentucky region, and
there it was proposed to establish the commonwealth of Tran-
sylvania. Other simiUr projecU were started, all repeating in

one form or another the political methods which were used when
the seaboard colonies were first settled. The backwoodsmen who
managed these enterprises were extreme individualists, believed

in the propriety of resistance to governments, and were in full

sympathy with the War of Independence. They desired to

escape to the free land and life of the West and be rid of the quit-

rents and other badges of dependence which still lingered in the

East. The sUtes which had claims in the West opposed the

founding of independent settlements there and, if possible,

induced the settlers to be content with the status of counties

within some one of the eastern states. After the beginning of the

War of Independence, the British from Detroit incited Indian

raids for the purpose of destroying or driving out the settlers,

especially in Kentucky. These provoked the expeditions of

George Rogers Clark iq.t.), in 1778 and 1779. With a
force of Virginians he seized Kaskaskia and later, after a long

march, captured Vincermes and oompdled General Henry
Hamilton, who had come with a relief force from Detroit,

to surrender. This secured to the Americans a permanent
hold upon the North-West. But Spain, after she entered upon
the war, was determined, if possible, to wrest the valley of the

Mississippi from the British and to keep all, or the larger part of

it, for herself. To that end, operating from New Orleans, her

troops took possession of Natchez, and other posts on the lower

Blississippi, and occupied Mobile and Pensacola. These events

prevented the possibility of the expulsion of the Americans from
the West, but devolved upon their representatives at Paris the

necessity of engaging in a diplomatic contest against Spain for

the purpose of securing the Mississippi as the western boundary
of the United States. But meanwhile the occupation of the

West by Americans had a notable influence upon Uie ratification

of the Articles of ConfederatioiL

72. Within the Confederacy a fundamental line of cleavage

was that between the large and small states. It was jealousy

on the part of the latter, their fear lest they might j^,tkka •#
be absorbed by their larger neii^bours, which had ciM«i*fa-

necessitated the adoption of the plan that in the ^'^"^
Congress the delegates should vote by states. When ^*
the articles were referred to the states for ratification, the

difficulty reappeared. Massachusetts, Connecticut and New
York, with Virginia and the three states to the south of it, had
large claims to territory between the Appalachians and the

Mississippi New Hampshire, Rhode Uand, New Jersey,

Delaware and Maryland, which were without hope of westward
extension, hesitated to enter the Confederacy, if the large states

were to be still further increased by additions to their areas of

vast stretches of western country. They insisted that before

ratification the states which had claims to western lands should

surrender these for the common benefit of the United States.

Maryland insisted upon this until, in the end, the cause of

state equality and of nationality triumphed. Congress declared

that the ceded lands should be formed into states, which
should become members of the union with the same rights as

other states. When, in X78r, this course of action had
become possible, Maryland ratified the articles and they

came into effect. The possibility of the expansion of the

United States through the development of territories was thus

ensured.

73. So far as the North American continent was concerned,

the character of the last stage of the struggle with Great Britair
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was determined by the fact that the British leaoived to transfer

the main seat of war to the Southern states, in the hope
that Georgia and South Carolina might be detached from the

Union. At the close of 1778 Savannah was captured. In

_ _. . September 1779 D'Estaing returned and assaulted
' Savannah, but, failing to capture it, sailed for France.

In X780 Clinton sailed from New York, besieged

Charleston with a force much superior to that of Lincoln, and
captured it (May la). State government in South Carolina

ceased. But the chance of detaching those states from the

Union and of bringing the war in that region to an end was finally

lost by the British. This was chiefly due to an order which

recalled the paroles of many of those who had surrendered at

Charleston and required that they should periorm military

service under the British. The attempt to enforce this order,

with the barbarities of Colonel Banastre Tarleton and certain

Tory bands, provoked a bloody partisan conflict in the upper

districts, espMially of South Carolina, which contributed more
than any other cause to turn the scale against the British in

the remote South. By the winter of 1781 they were forced

back to' Charleston and Savannah. (See Ameucan Wak ov
Independence.)

74. During the summer of 1780 Washington was prevented

from accomplishing an3rthing in the North by the demoralized

condition of the finances and by the decline of public spirit.

It was very difficult to secure recruiU or supplies. The pay of

the troops had fallen so into arrears that some of them had

already begun'mutiny. A second French squadron and military

force, under De Temay and Rochambeau, landed at Newport,

but they were at once shut up there by the British. Clinton and
Comwallis were now planning that the latter, having put down
resistance in the remote South, should march through North

Carolina and Virginia to Baltimore and Philadelphia and that

a junction of the two British forces should be effected which, it

was believed, would complete the ruin of the American cause.

This, too, was the period of Arnold's treason and the death of

Andr6. But the turn of the tide in favour of the Americans

began with the partisan warfare in South Carolina, which

delayed the northward march of Comwallis, who retired to

YaMamm. WiUningtou and thence marched north with a small
**

force into Virginia, and in July retired to Yorktown,

b the peninsula of Virginia. Washington and Rochambeau had
meantime been planning a joint move against the British at New
York, or possibly in Virginia, and a letter was sent to De Grasse,

the French admiral in the West Indies, suggesting his co-opera-

tion. De Grasse replied that he would sail for the Chesapeake.

This confirmed Washington and Rochambeau in the opinion

that they should march at once for Virginia and, after junction

with the foice of Lafayette, co-operate with De Grasse against

Comwallis. By well-timed movements the forces were brought

together before Yorktown (^.t.), and Comwallis was forced to

surrender on the 19th of October 1781.

75. As the effect of this event was to drive Lord North from

power in England, it proved to be the last important operation

^^ of the war in America. The king was compelled

p^HH^ to give way. Rockingham was called into office

at the head of a cabinet which considered the

recognition of American independence to be indispensable,

rhe negotiations fell into the hands of Shelbume, the friend

i>f Franklin and disciple of Adam Smith. Richard Oswald

was the leading British agent, while Franklin, Jay, John Adams
and Henry Laurens were the American negotiators. From the

first the acknowledgment of independence, the settlement of the

boundaries and the freedom of fishing were insbtedon asnecessary

terms by the Americans. Free commercial intercourse and the

cession of Canada to the United States, partly in payment of

war claims and partly to create a fund for the compensation of

loyalists, were also put forward as advisable conditions of peace.

The first three points were early conceded by the British. They
also agreed to restrict Canada to its ancient limits. But discus-

sions later arose over the right to dry fish on the British coasts,

over the payment of debts due to British subjecu prior to the war,

and over the oorapensatloa of the loyalists. Adams vigorously

insisted upon the right to dry and cure fish on British coasts, and
finally this concession was secured. Franklin was opposed to the

demands of the loyalists, and they had to be content with a futile

recommendation by Congress to the states that their claims sfaonld

be adjusted. It was also agreed that creditors on either side

should meet with no lawful impediment to the collection of their

debts. Both France and Spain considered the claims of the

Americans to be excessive, and were not inclined to yiekl to them.
But the Americans negotiated directly with the British and the

articles were signed without consultation with the French
government. This course was offensive to Veigennes, but it

was insisted upon as necessary, especiaUy by Jay and Adams,
while the diplomatic skill of Franklin prevented a breach with

France. Peace was formally ratified on the 3rd of September

1783.

76. The American army was now disbanded. Since the dose

of active military operations both oflicers and men had been

striving to secure their pay, which was hopelessly in arrean.

Congress had voted half-pay to the officers for life, and many had
agre^ to accept a commuution of this in the form of full pay
for a certain number of years. Certificates for these amounts
were issued. But in this, as in other cases, it was found impos-

sible to procure the money for the purpose from the states.

Parts of the army repeatedly mutinied, and it was only (he

influence of Washington whidi prevented a general outbreak

against Congress and the dvil govemment. When the disband-

ment was finally effected the officers found their certificates

depreciated in value and the states indisposed to honour them.

They consequently received only a small part of their due, ar.d

the privates scarcely anything. This depk>rable result was due
in part to poverty, but quite as much to bad faith. The country

was left in a most demoralized condition, the result of the kng
war and the general collapse of public and private credit which

had accompanied it. It should not be forgotten that the conflict

had taken to a considerable extent the form of a dvil war. In

many of the states Loyalists and Whigs had been arrayed against

one another, and had been more or less fuUy incorporated witli

the two contending armies. In general the Loyalists showed kst

capadty for combined action than did their opponenu, and ia

the end they were everywhere defeated. The real tragedy <^ the

conflict will be found, not in the defeat of the British, but in (he

ruin of the Loyalists. It was accompanied by wholesale confisca-

tions of property in many quarters, and by the permanent exOe

of tens of thousands of the leading dtiaens of the republic

These were the imigrts of the War of American Independence,

and their removal deeply affected property relations and the

tone and structure of society in general. Many of those who
had been social and poUtical leaders were thus removed, or, if

they remained, their influence was destroyed (see Loyalists).

New men and new families rose in their places, but of a differeot

and in some ways of an inferior type. By this process sym-

pathizers with the War of Independence ^ined and kept the

ascendancy. British and monarchical mfluences were weakened,

and in the end the permanence of republican institutions was

ensured. But, as had been foreseen, sodety in this period ol

transition exhibited so many repulsive features as almost to cause

the stoutest hearts to despair.

BnuoGHkrvr.—Sources: The records hi which are contained
the materials for the intenul hutory of any one of the British

coloniet are the land papers, the minutes of the executive oouacfl.

the journals of the upper and lower houses of the legisUture.

the (awB and the correspondence and mttcellaneoua papers idtMli

originated from the intercourse between the colonial authorities—
especially thesovemor—and the home government or other cokmiet
and states. Every one of the original sutcs has pubUihcd these

records in part, in series which are Known under the general nuea
of colonial records or archives or documents, or provincial papers.

The first seven volumes of the Provituial Pa^sof NewHcmp^itt
(Concord) contain general records, while otner volumes are filkd

with local and miscellaneous records. Massachusetts has pub-

lished Records of the Colony ef Nem Plymouth (la x-ob.. Bonos.
1885-1887), the Records of Ike Goaemor and Company «/ if«s»*

ckuseUs Bay in Hew Enttand, 1628-1686 (5 vols.. Boston, i8s3'18m)«
the Records oj the Court ofAssistaiUs (i vol.), and its laws for theeotiR
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colonial period. C>nnecticut has printed Th§ CohtUal Records of
ConnecHcut {t< vols.. Hartfoixl. 1850-1800). and the Records of
the Colony of New Haven, 1638-1663 (2 vols., Hartford. 1 857-1858).
TTic Records of the Colony of Rhodo Island fill 10 vols. (Providence.
1856-1865). New York has published the Laws and Ordinances

of New Netherland (i vol.). the Colonial Laws of New York from
i66a to the ReooluHon (5 vols.. Albany, 1894), the Journal of the

LegulatiM Council, 1691-/773 (> vols., 1861), the Journal of the

Votes and Proceedings of the General Assembly, 1691-176^ (a vols..

1764-1766). the Documents relating to tke CUonial History of
New York (15 vols.. 1853-1883), Minutes oftke Albany Commissioners
for Detecting Conspiracies (% vols., IQ09-1910) and the Documentary
History of the StaU of New York (4 vols., 18^0-18^1). New Jersey has
published the Grants and Concesstons li vol.). edited by Learning and
5pier. and a8 vols, of Tke Arckives of the StaU of New Jersey (Newark,
1880 sqq.). Pennsylvania has published 16 vols, oi Coloniai
Records, 168J-1790 (Philadelphia. 1852) and four series ofPennsylvania
Arckiees (1853-1856, 1874-1893, 1894-189^. &c). the latter con-
taininff miscellaneous records relating to the colonics and the War
of Independence. Under the title of Statutes at Large (11 vols.) its

laws to the close of the War of Independence have been published.
TTie Arckioes of Maryland (27 vols.. Baltimore) contain the proceed-
ings of the council, the assembly and the pr.>vincial court, with the
laws, for a part of the colonial period. The Records of the Virginia
Company of London (a vols., Washington, 1906) have oeen
printed; also Henning's StatuUs at Larg/e (13 vols.. 1819-182^).
and the Journal of tfu House of Burgesses for the later provincial
period. Under the titles of Colonial Records (1886- ) and SUUe
Records, North Carolina has published the sources of her esiriy histonr

very fully, except the land papers and laws. Thomas Cooper s

Statutes of Soutk Carolina (4 vols., to 1782) conUin practically all

of its sources which that state has published. Georgia nas published
13 vols, of Colonial Records, containing minutes of the trustees

and of the governor and council. The Calendar of State Papers,
Colonial Serus, 1574-1660 (London, i860), and for 1661-1700 (i^

vols., London, 1880-1910), the AcU of the Privy Council CdonuU,
1613-1720 (2 vols.. London.I908-I9i0),and the Calendars of Treasury
Papers (for the i8th century) cover relations between the Brituh
government and the colonies. Additional matter may also be found
in many of the reports of the British Historical MSS. Commission.
Hazard s Historical Collections (a vols., Philadelphia, 1 792-1 794)
is still valuable. B. Pericy Poore's Federal and State Constitutions

(2 vols., Washington, 1877) contains the texts of the colonial charters

and state constitutions: and a similar collection was edited by F. N.
Thorpe (7 vols., ibid.. IQ09). The records of many New England
towns have been printed, as also those of New York City. Phil-

adelphia and Albany. The Original Narratives of Early American
History (1906-1910), edited by J. F. Jameson, contain reprints of

much source material.

Cobbctt's Parliamentary History, Almon's Remembrancer (17 vols.,

London, 1775-1 784), and the wntings of the British statesmen of

the period, contain much material which is indispensable to the
history of the War of Independence on its British side. Of official

matters rel^^ting to the period of the War of Independence, special

reference should be made to the Public Journals of the Continental

Congress (13 vols.), and the Secret Journals U vols.). A new and
improved edition (1908 sqq.) has been edited by W. C. Ford and
G. Hunt. Indispensable to the student is Peter Force's American
Archives (o vols., Washington. 1837-18m), covering the years 1774
to 1776 inclusive. Francis Wharton s Revolutionary Diplomatic
Correspondence of the United States (6 vols., Washington. 1889),

and the earlier and less complete edition of the same by Jared Sparks
(12 vols.. Boston, 1839-1830). are also of great value. Alden
Bradford's Massackusetts State Papers is valuable for that province.

The journals of committees of safety, provincial congresses, con-
ventions and early state legislatures are also for the most part in

print. The colonial and revolutionary newspapers contain material

of great variety. Semi-official also are the writings of the states-

men of the War of Independence—John and Samuel Adams.
Jefferson, Dickinson, Franklin. Washington, Jay. all of which
exist in very satisfactory editions. Henri Doniol's Histoire

de la participation de la Prance d I'itablissement des Etats-Unis
dAmhique (5 vols., Paris, 1886-1900) is a diplomatic history of

the War of Independence and the peace, dealing chiefly with France.
The states all have historical societies, and there are many

private and local societies in addition. Of these the most
prominent are the societies of Massachusetts, New York, Penn-
sylvania. Maryland and Virginia. In addition, mention should be
made of the Prince Society of Boston, the American Antiquarian
Society of Worcester, Nlass., the Essex Institute of Salem,
Mass.. the Narragansctt Qub of Providence, R.I., and the Colonial

Society of Massachusetts. The American Historical Association

(Washington, D.C.) publishes valuable monographs: the second
volume of the Report of the Association for IQ05 is a detailed

Bibliograpky of American Historical Societies (Washington. 1907).
Standard Histories: Of these the histories of the states first

demand attention. Jeremy Belknap's History of New Hampshire
(t vols., 1784-1792: enlarged, ^ vols.. Boston, 1813); Thomas
Hutchinson s History of tke Provinu of Massachusetts Bay (3 vols.,

Boston, 1767, and vol. iii., London, 1828); Samuel Greene Arnold's

m:

History of Ike State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations;
l6j6-rTQrT f'2 v^-U., New YDrkn iS^fj t"'''^: FJ. .".Mn*'! Tn.-i' "**

Ccttp-fif Hiiiory u/ Conn^cticiet, Cue* . . ..-^
(NnrA' Havesi, iBlB; rpvisedn > voU-, Nfw i^Prrion, t-vf-m; Jimn
Rtmtyn Brodhead's HUtory of thi StuU af ft'rtp yprk (2 volj,, New
York, ia^3-i&7i); William Smith s History 0/ ihe Latt Ptepiflie

of jV-J I ork, from its Disttnufry ta i^6i (j Vols., New York, iSjg-
l8.in'': SamueJ Smith's Hungry af the CMony of A*wd Ca-fOna. flf

Nfii' Jersey, io 172.1 (RurUngtoni, NJ,, 1765; 3iid ed., TitMitod,

1877 : Robert ProjJ'i IHn&ry of Pt»niyiticnyi fr<^m 16S1 till afttr

the y-iir JJ4? [j volt., Philaddpfib, 1 797- 179S) .John Lcedii BoEman's
Htii-'ry rt/ MaTyitittdt 16^13^i(t6a {i vol*., BaftiniGrc, iSl?)^ Jf>hn
V. I- McMahQnV A thsUjHcat Vina cf ike Ccrjtrnmivt of Mary-
land fritm in Colt/niioiicn to the Preient Day (EjiUimore, J**ijl

;

Willi im Sihh's History of tke First Discmvry ar^d Siiliement of
Viti\\f^ia (VViiiiamjiburR', 1747): Jolin Daly Burk"? Hhtory of Vir-

(3 vols.. Pctcrsburgf 1804- 1&05); FrKn^^is Xavier Martin's
fy of North Carolina (2 vols., Nirw Orleani^ IB^); William

James Rivera's SktUk of the Hiiiary of S&uik Carolina to the Close sf
ike Proprietary Government by the Rewdution of 1719 (Charleston,

1856); Edward McCrady's SouXk Carolina (4 vols.. New York,
1897-1002)—covering the period from 1670 to 1783—and Charles
ColcocK Jones's Qun.) History of Georgia (2 vols., Boston, 1883)
are especially noteworthy. William Bradford's History of PlimoiUh
Plantation (latest edition, Boston, 1898), and John Winthrop's
History of New England, 1630-1640 (2 voU., Boston, 1825-1826),
are essentially original sources, as are the Writints of Captain John
Smith (Arber's ed.) for early Virginia. So are Alexander Brown's
Genesis of the United States (2 vols., Boston. 1800), and the First

Republic in America (Boston, 1898). Philip Alexander Bruce's
Economic History of Virginia in the Seventeentk Century (2 vols..

New York, 1896) and W. B. Weedtn'a EiottumU and Social History

of New England (2 vrAi., BoitDn, tflgo) a.T« of ei-eut value. Edmund
B. O'Callaghan's Hiitoty of Ntw NetherlamiU vols.. New York,
1846-1848), John Gorfiam Palfrey* Histofy of New England

(5 vols., Boston, laq^ifl^) and J. 0. Ricbinan^s Rhode Island,

tts Making and its XUamng fNew V&rk, tooa), are valuable for

colonial Nfew York, t^r^ Engbnd and Rhodt Inland respectively.

Georee Bancroft's ffi^u^ry pf ih^ Ihittd St^sits (6 vols., 1884-1885)
still has a great reiiLititLon. though it h aEtogrtlier inadequate for

the colonialperiod. K i c h sn I IT il drvt h ' " Jf i ^1^ ^ ^ f the United States

(6 vols.. New York, ) :.i'>-i>(^-^) iy dr>' 1
-

ite. John Andrew
Doyle's English in A met ica (5 vols.. New i ^x ^^ . _ :-2-l907) is valuable
for the I7tn century. Herbert L. Osgood's American Colonies in
the Seventeenth Century (3 vols., New York, 1904-1907) discusses

the institutional history 01 the period. John Fiske has popularized
the hbtory of the times in a number of excellent works, some of them
of decided originality. Francis Parkman's France and England in
North America (12 vols., latest ed., Boston, 1898) u a classic on the
history of Canada and its relations with the British colonies. William
Kingsiord's History of Canada (10 vols., Toronto, 1887-1898), and
Fran^oir Xavier Garneau's Histoire du Canada (4 vols., Quebec,
1845-18^2), may be cited as holding places of special authority.

Justin Winsor's Christopher Columbus (Boston, 1801), Cartier to

Frontenac (ibid., 1894), and later volumes, are especiaflyvaluable for

the history of exploration, discovery and cartography. The American
Nation (22 vols.. New York, 1903-1907), a co-operative history,

edited *"- * " "—
"
— •'— "»- ''"' "-'-^— *' '*-

as awl
1 by A. B. Hart, outlines the political history of the country
hole. Edward Channing's History of the United States (8 vols..

New York. 1905 soq.), and EIroy McKendree Avery's History of the

United States and Its People (15 vols., Cleveland, Ohio, 1905 sqq.)

devote much space to the colonies and VIslt of Independence. Sir

George Otto Trevelyan's American Revolution (3 vols., London, 1899^
1904) is a brilliant literary performance. Of special vailue is

Lecky'»>study of the same subject in his History of Engfand in tke

Eighteenth Century (8 vols., London. 1878-1800). George Louis
Beer's Origins of the British Colonial System (New York, 1908) and
his British Colonial Policy, 1754^-176$ (New York, 1907), Justin
Harvey Smith's Our Strugriejor the Fourteenth Colony (2 vols..

New York, 1907) and S. G. Fisher's Struggle for American Inde-
tendence (2 vols., Philadelphia, 1908) are vahiabre monographs. For
biography see the "* Amencan Statesmen Series " (16 vols.. Boston)
and Samuel V. Wells's Life and Public Services of Samuel Adams
(t vols., Boston, 1865); fames Kendall Hosmer's Life of Thomas
Hutchinson (Boston, 1896): William Garrott Brown's Life of Oliver

Ellsworth (New York, IQ05); B. J.»Lossing's Life and Tjmes of
"

, New Y - -- - ' ~Philip Sckvyler (2 vols., New York, 1860-1873) and Bayard Tucker-

William Garrott Brown's Life of Oliver

; B. J.*Lossing's Life ana Tim
_ .

^
York, 1860-1873) and Bayard Tu

man's Pkihp Scku^er, Major-Ceneral in the American Revolution

(New York, 1903); George Washington Greene's Life of Natkanad
Greene (4 vols., Boston. 1 867-1 871) and William Johnson's SkeUkes
of tke Life and Correspondence of Natkanad Greene (Charieston,

1822); William Thompson Reed's Life and Correspondence of George
Reed (Philadelphia, 1870): Charies Janeway Stille's Life and Times
of Jokn Dickinson (Philadelphia. 1891): William Wirt Henry's
Patrick Henry (3 vols., New York, 1891): John Marshall's Life of
George Waskington (5 vols., Philadelphia, 1804-1807) ; C. Tower's Tke
Marquisde La Fayette in tke A merican Revolution (2 vols., ibid., 1895^
F. Kapp's Life of Frederick William von SUuben (New York, i8r-

and his Life of Jokn Kalb (New York. 1884). Moses Coit Tj-'
Literary History 0/ tke American Revolution (2 vols.. New

''/
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1897) b of uniqi» IntRvtt. Lomteo Sftbliw't Bioirapkital 1

of Loyalists of thi AmrHco-n Rfnoiuiion {t val»., lJo*tun,

and Claude Hitsteid Van Tync's Thi Loyalist in ike At
Rgvolution (New \m\t. iqo?); Hcrtjcit FfieUcnwaM'* The Dtfiara^

tion cf Inideprndtna (New VoTt, 1904}^ anJ JoKn Hiimpden
Haxelton's the DrdnroJhH of imUptndfiue^Iti Hutory (Ntw York«

1906)1 are vaUj4blc Bpccial ittidiri. Many importune mEMiotrttplit

have appeare<i in tti<! *'Jnhni Heipbiiia Univeniiy Si^dlet,' "the
Columbia University StmJii^it" tine " Harvard Hivtaricjl Stiidirs*''

and amonj( tfa? poMicfttion^ o( ihc univcnliici^ dT WiBconsin an<

Pennsylvania. The Cdrnegic [nitiiution hj«i»uc4 the first volume
and amonj( tfa? poMicfttion^ o( ihc univcnliici^ dT WiBconsin and
Pennsylvania. The Cdrnegic [nitiiution hj«i»uc4 the first volume
of a reportt edit«l by C* M, AnJrriVB ahd F* C Pav^^n|>LHT^ on
materials in Bhjii^h archivcn for the prdnd K-fore i 7S3. Tfie bihlio-

graphy of Amcni-an WMory ivcrivri adLY]uat£ trtetrncm in Justin

Winsor's NarrdUve and Critical lihiQryoJ Amtrk^ (S vat*., Bo^iton,

1886-1S89) and in J. N- Lamfd'a Literalurt of American HiUory
(Boston, 1903). (H. L. O.)

T.—The Sbruuh /«' Jfo^iond Cavemmeui, X783-X789.

77. The long struggle to secure the ratification of the Articles

of Confederation had given time for careful consideration of

the new scheme of government. Maryland's persistent criticism

had prepared men to find defects in tliem. Conventions of

New England sUtes, pamphlets, and private correspondence

had found flaws in the new plan; but a public trial of it was a

necessary preliminary to getting rid of it. The efforts of the

individual states to maintain the war, the disposition of

each state to magnify its own share in the result, the popular

jealousy of a superior power, transferred now from parlia-

ment to the central government, were enough to ensure the

articles some lease of life. A real national government had to be

extorted through the " grinding necessities of a reluctant people."

78. Congress and its committees had already begun to declare

that it was impossible to carryon agovernment efficiently under

the articles. Its expostulations were to be continued for several

years before they were beard. In the meantime it did not

neglect the great subject which concerned the essence of nation-

ality—the western territory. Virginia had nuuie a first offer

to cede her claims, but it was not accepted. A committee of

Congress now made a report (1782) maintaining the validity

of the rights which New York had transferred to Congress; and

Thiitoilsf
^ ^^'^ '^^^ ^^^ Virginia nuuie an acceptable offer.

rrfffirfff. Her deed was accepted (March i, 1784); the other

claimant states followed; and Congress, which
was not authorixed by the articles to hold or govern territory,

became the sovereign of a tract of some 430,000 sq. m.,

covering all the country between the Atlantic tier of states

and the Mississippi river, from the British possessions neariy

to the Gulf of Mexico.
.

79. In this territory Congress had now on its hands the

same question of colonial government in which the British

parliament had so signally failed. The manner in

^ which Congress dealt with it has nuuie the United
States the country that it is. The leading feature

of its plan was the erection, as rapidly as possible, of states,

similar in powers to the original states. The power of Congress
over the Territories was to be theoretically absolute, but it was
to be everted in encouraging the development ojf thorough
self-government, and in granting it as fast as the settlers should

r**<Ml- become capable of exercising it. Copied in succeed-
maacu ot ing acts for the organization of Territories, and still

IT8T, controlling the spirit of such acts, the Ordinance of

X787 (July 13, X787) is the foundation of almost everything

which makes the modem American system peculiar.

80. The preliminary plan of Conmss was reported by a com-
mittee of which Thomas lefferson iq.v.) was chairman, and was
adopted by (Congress on the 23rd of April 1784. It provided for
the erection of seventeen states, north and south of the Ohio, with
some odd names, such as Syjyania, Assenisipia, Metropotamia,
Polypoumia and Pelisipia. These sutes were for ever to be a
ran of the United States, and to have republican governments.
The provision. "After the^year 1800 thefe shall be neither slavery
nor involuntary servitude m any of the said states, other than in the
punishment of crimes whereof the party shall have been duly con-
victed," reprewnted Jefferson's feeling on this subject, but was lost

for want of seven states in its favour.
81. The final plan of 1787 was reported by a committee of which

Nathan Dane, of MassachusetU, was chairman. The prohibiten

of sU<
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ivery was made perpetual, and a fugitive slave dauae was
I. The ordinance covered only the territory north of the

Ohk>, and imvided for not less than three nor more than five

states. Ohk>. Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wiaoonain have
been the resultant sutes. At fost Congress was to appoint the
governor, secretary, judges and militia generals, and the governor
and judges were, until the organisation of a legislature, to maks
laws subject to the veto of Congreia. When the population
reached 5000 free male adult inhabiunts the Territory was to have
an assembly of its own. to consist of the governor, a legislative

council of five, selected by Congress from ten nominations by
the bwcr house, and a lower House of Representativea of one dele-
gate for every 500 free male inhabitants.^ lliis assembly was to
choose a delegate to sit, but not to vole| in Congreia, and was to
make laws not Vepugnant to " the principles and articles " estab-
lished and declared in the ordinance. These were as follows: the new
sutes or Territories were to maintain freedom of worship, the
benefiu of the writ of habtas corpus, trial by jury, proportioaate
represenutwn. bail, moderate &nes and punishments, and the
preservation of liberty, property and private contracu; they were to
encourage educatk>n and keep faith whh the Indians; they vere
to remam for ever a part of the United Sutes; and they were not
to interfere with the oimosal of the soU by the United States, or to
tax the lands of the United Sutes, or to Ux any citiaen of the
United Sutes for the use of the navigable waters leadii^ into the
Misdssippi or St Lawrence rivers. These artkles were to be un-
alterable unless by mutual consent of a sute and the United Sutes.
The transformation of the Territory, with iu limited govera-
ment^ into a sUte, with all the powers of an original sute, vss
promised by Congress as soon as the population ahould reach
60,000 free inhabitanta, or, under certain conditioos, before that
time.

82. The Constitution, which was adopted almost immediately
afterwards, provided me^ly (art. iv, | 3) that "Congress shall

have power to dispose of. and make all needful rules and legulatioss
respecting, the territory or other property bdonnng to the United
Sutes." and that " new states may be admitted by the Co«wras
into this Union." Opinions have varied as to the force 01 the

Ordinance of 1787. The Southern school of writers have been
inclined to consider it uUra wirts and voki; and theyadduce the fact

that the new Congress under the Constitution thoujght it neoemry
to re-enact the ordinance (Aug. 7, 1789). The opposite school ha\'e

inclined to hold the ordinance as still in force. Even as to the
Territorial provision of the Omatitution, opinions have vaxied.

83. In the interval of the settlement of the territorial question

the affairs of the " league of friendship," known as the United

States, had been going from bad to worse, culminat- OMMUto
ing in 1786. The public debt amounted in 1783 e^fWCM-
to about $42,000,000, of which $8,000,000 was *'"*'
owed abroad—in Holland, France and Spain. Congress had
no power to levy taxes for the pajmient of interest or principal;

it could only make requisitions on the states. In the four

years ending in 1786 requisitions had been nuuie for $10,000,000
and the receipts from them had amounted to but one-fourth of

what had been called for. Even the interest on the debt was
falling into arrears, and the first instalment of the principal fefl

due in 1787. To pay this, and subsequent annual instalments of

$1,000,000, was quite impossible. Robert Morris, the financier

of the War of Independence, resigned in 1783 rather than ** be

the minister of injustice," hoping thus to force upon the sUtes

the necessity of granting taxing powers to Congress. Washing-
ton, on retiring from the command-in-chief, wrote a circular

letter to the governors of all the states, urgmg the necessity of

granting to Congress some power to provide a national revenue.

Congress (April 18,1783) appealed to the sUtes for power to

levy specific duties on certain enumerated articles, and 5%
on others. It was believed that with these duties and the

requisitions, which were now to be met by internal taxation.

$2,500,000 per annum could be raised. Some of the states

ratified the proposal; others ratified it with modifications;

others rejected it, or changed their votes; and it never recd^td
the necessary ratification of all the states. The obedieoce

to the requisitions grew more lax. In 1786 a committee of

Congress reported that any further reliance on requisitkms

would be ** dishonourable to the understandings of those who
entertain such confidence."

> When the total number should reach 25. the legislature itself

was to have the power of regulating the number and proportkw.
Property qualifications were prescribed for electors, representatives
and members ot the council.
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84. In the states the case was even worse. Some of them had
been seduced into isstiing paper currency in such profusion

that they were aknost bankrupt. Great Britain,

in the treaty of peace, had recognized the indepen-

dence of the individual states, naming them in order;

and her government followed the same system in all its inter-

course with its late colonics. Its restrictive system was main-

tained, and the states, vying with each other for commerce,

could adopt no system of counteractmg measures. Every
possible burden was thus shifted to American commerce; and
Congress could do nothing, for, though it asked for the power
to regulate commerce for fifteen years, the states refusied it.

The decisions of the various state courts began to conflict, and
there was no power to reconcile them or to prevent- the conse-

quences of the divergence. Several states, towards the end of

this period, began to prepare or adopt systems of protection of

domestic productions or manufactures, aimed at preventing com-
petition by neighbouring states. The Tennessee settlers were

in insurrection against the authority of North Carolina; and
the Kentucky settlers were disposed to cut loose from Virginia.

Poverty, with the rigid execution of process for debt, drove the

farmers of western Massachusetts into an insurrection (Shays's

Insurrection) which the state had much difficulty in suppressing;

and Congress was so incompetent to aid Massachusetts that it

was driven to the expedient of imagining an Indian war in that

direction, in order to transfer troops thither. Congress itself

^^^was in danger of disappearance from the scene.
Ofcttmrvm.^^

necessity for the votes of nine of the thirteen

states for the passage of important measures made the absence

of a state's ddegatton qtute as effective as a negative vote.

Congress even had to make repeated appeals to obtain a

quorum for the ratification of the treaty of peace with Great

Britain. In 1784 Congress actually broke up in disgust, and the

French minister reported to his government—" There is now in

America no general government—neither Congress, nor president,

nor head of any one administrative department.*' Evexywhere

there were symptoms of a dissolution of the Union.

85. Congress was evidently incompetent to frame a new plan

of national government; its members were too dependent on

pg^^ouh their states, and would be recalled if they took part

t»f in framing anything stronger than the articles.
ComrtmUam.'^^ idea of a convention of the sUtes, independent

of Congress, was in the minds and mouths of many; Thomas
Paine had suggested it as long ago as his Common Sense

pamphlet: " Let a continental conference be held ... to frame a

continental charter . . . fixing the number and manner of choos-

ing members of Congress, members of assembly . . . drawing the

line of business and jurisdiction between them." To a people

as fond of law and the forms of law as the Americans there was a

difficulty in the way. The articles had provided that no change

should be made in them but by the assent of every state legisla-

ture. If the work of such a convention was to be subject to this

rule, its success would be no greater than that of Congress; if

its plan was to be put into force on the ratification of less than

the whole number of states, the step would be more or less

revolutionary. In the end the latter course was taken, though

not until every other expedient had failed; but the act of taking

it showed the underlying consciousness that union, indepen-

dence and nationality were now inextricably complicated, and
that the thirteen had become one in some senses.

86. The country drifted into a convention by a roundabout

way. The navigation of Chesapeake Bay and the Potomac
needed regulation; and the states of Maryland and Virginia,

having plenary power in the matter, appointed delegates to

arrange such rules. The delegates met (1785) at Alexandria,

Va. (y.v.), and at Washington's house, Mount Vernon. Maryland,

in adopting their report, proposed that Pennsylvania and Dela-
' ware be asked to nominate commissioners, and

Sr/JS Virginia went further and proposed a meeting of

commissioners from all the states to frame com-

mercial regulations for the whole. The convention met (1786)

at Annapolis (^.v.), Maryland, but only five states were
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represented, and their delegates adjourned, after recommending
another convention at Philadelphia in May 1787.

87. Congress had failed in its last resort—a proposal that the
states should grant it the impost power alone; New York's veto
had put an end to this last hope. Confessing its ^^^
helplessness, Congress approved the call for a second ^7^^
convention; twelve of the states (all but Rhode
Island) chose delegates; and the convention met at Philadelphia

(May 3 St 1787), with an abler body of men than had been seen

in Congress since the first two Continental Congresses. Among
others, Virginia sent Washington, James Madison, Edmund
Randolph, George Mason and George Wythe; Pennsylvania:

Franklin, Robert and Gouvemeur Morris and James Wilson;
Massachusetts: Rufus King, Elbridge Gerry and Caleb Strong;

Connecticut: William S. Johnson, Roger Sherman and Oliver

Ellsworth; New York: Alexander Hamilton; New Jersey:

William Paterson; and South Carolina the two Pinckneys and
John Rutledge. With hardly an exception the fifty-five

delegates were clear-headed, moderate men, with positive

views of their own and firm purpose, but with a willingness

to compromise.

88. Washington was chosen to preside, and the convention
began the formation of a new Constitution, instead of proposing
changes in the old one. Two parties were formed -^yj^^i,
at once. The Virginia delegates offered a plan JJ!./**
(see Randolph, Edmund), proposing a Congress,

of two houses, having power to legislate on national subjects,

and to compel the states to fulfil their obligations. This is

often spoken of as a " national " plan, but very improperly.

It was a " large-state " plan, proposed by those states which had
or hoped for a large population. It meant to base represen-

tation in both houses on population, so that the large states

could control both of them, and it left the appointment of the

president or other executive and the Federal judges to Congress
—so that the whole administration of the new goyemmcat
would fall under large-state control On behalf of „
the "small sUtes" Paterson of New Jersey brought JJl^TLa.
in another plan.^ It continued the old Confederation,

with its single house and equal state vote, but added the power
to regulate commerce and raise a revenue, and to compel the

states to obey requisitions. The large states had a general

majority of six to five, but the constant dropping off of one or

more votes, on xm'nor features, from their side to that of the small

states prevented the hasty adoption of any radical measures.

Nevertheless, the final collision could not be evaded; the basis

of the two plans was in the question of one or two houses, of

equal or proportionate state votes, of large-state supremacy or

of state equality. In July the large states began to show a
disposition to force their plan through, and the small states

began to threaten a concerted withdrawal from the convention.

89. The Connecticut delegates, from their first appearance
in the convention, had favoured a compromise. They had been
trained under the New England system, in which
the assemblies were made up of two houses, one JS!^^'
representing the people of the whole state, according

to population, and the other giving an equal representation to

the towns. They proposed that the new Congress should be
made up of two houses, one representing the states in proportion

to their population, the other giving an equal vote to each state.

At a deadlock the convention referred the proposition to a
committee, and it reported in favour of the Connecticut com-
promise. Connecticut had been voting in the large-state list,

and the votes of her delegates could not be spared from their

slender majority; now another of the large states, North Carolina,

came over to Coimecticut's proposal, and it was adopted.

Thus the first great struggle of the convention resulted in a
compromise, which took shape in an important feature of the

Constitution, the Senate.

90. The small states were still anxious, in every new question,

to throw as much power as possible into the hands of their

> A third plan was introduced by Charles Pinckney; for a dia*

cuasion of this plan tee the separate article on Pinckney.
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•pedal representative, the Senate; and that body thus ob-

tained its power to act as an executive council as a restraint

rh»Woik ^^ ^c president in appointments and treaties.

•/<*• This was the only survival of the first alignment
ComvtmUom, qj parties; but new divisions arose on almost every

proposal introduced. The election of the president was given

at various times to Congress and to electors chosen by the

state legislatures; and the final mode of choice, by electors

chosen by the states, was settled only two weeks before the end
of the convention, the office of vice-president coming in with it.

The opponents and supporters of the slave trade compromised
by agreeing not to prohibit it for twenty years. Another com-
promise Included three-fifths of the slaves in enumerating

population for representation. This provision gave the slave-

holders abnormal power as the number of slaves increased.

91. Any explanatbn of the system introduced by the Constitution
must start with the historical fact that, while the national govern-
ment was practically suspended, from 1776 until 1789, the only
power to which political privileges had been given by the people
was the states, and that the state legislatures were, when the
convention met, politically omnipotent, with the exception of the
few limitations imposed on them by the early state constitu-

tions. The general rule, then, is that the Federal Rovemment
has only the powers granted to it by the Federal Constitution,

while the state has all governmental powers not forbidden to it by
the state or the Federal Constitution. But the phrase defining the
Federal government's powers is no longer ** expressly granted.

"

as in the Articles of Confederation, but merely " granted, " so that

rowers necessary to the execution of granted powers belong to the
ederal government, even though not directly muned in toe Con-

stitution. This question of the interpretation or " construction
"

of the Constitution is at the bottom of real national politics in the
United States: the minimixing parties have sought to hold the
Federal government to a strict coiutruction of granted powers,
while theu: opponents have sought to widen those powers by a
broad construction of them. The strict-construction parties, when
they have come into power, have regularly adopted the practice of

their opponents, so that construction has pretty steadily Broadened.
9a. Popular sovereignty, then, is the basis of the American

system. But it does not, as does the British system,, choose its

•nmCam» legislative body and leave unlimited powers to it

Imxjil!^. I^ makes its *' Constitutton " the permanent mediumr"r"—
I ^£ ij, orders or prohibitions to all branches of the

Federal government and to many branches of the state govem-
menu: Uiey must do what the Corutitution directs and leave
undone what it forbUs. The ^ple, therefore, are continually
laying their commands on theur governments; and they have
instituted a system of Federal courts to ensure obedience to their

commands. A British court must obey the act of oarliament;
the American court u bound and sworn to obey the Constitution
first, and the act of Congress or of the state legislature only
so far as it is warranted by the Constitution. But the American
court does not deal directly with the act in question; it deals with
individuals who have a suit before it. One of these individuals

relies on an act of Congress or of a state legislature; the act thus
comes before the court for examination; and it supports the act
or disregards it as ** unconstitutional, " or in violation of the Con-
stitution. If the court is one of high rank or reputation, or one
to whkh a decision may be appealed, as the United Sutcs Supreme
Court, other courts follow the precedent, and the law falls to the
ground. The court does not come into direct conflict with the legis-

lative body: and, where a decision would be apt to produce such
a conflict, the practice has been for the court to regard the matter
as a " political question " and refuse to consider it

93. The preamble states that *' we, the people of the United
States, " establish and ordain the Constitutbn. Evenu have shown
that it was the people of the whole United States that esublished
the Constitution, but the people of 1787 seem to have inclined

to the belief that it was the people of each state for itself. This
belief was never changed in the South; and in 1861 the people of

that section believed that the ordinances of secession were merely
a repeal of the enacting clause by the power which had passed it,

the people of the sute. An account of the form of government
established by the Constitution appears elsewhere (see Unitbd
States: W\,-~QmstiUitum and Covernmentt pp 646 sqq.)*

94. The Constitution's leading difference from the Confederatbn u
that it gives the national government power over individuals. The

Federal courts are the principal agent in securing this

essential power; without them, the Constitution mij^ht
easily have been as dismal a failure as the Confederation.
It has also been a most important agent in securing to the

national government its supremacy over the states. From this point
of view the most important provision of the Constitution is the grant
of jurisdiction to Federal courts in cases involving the construc-

tion of the Constitution or of laws or treaties made under it The

(HISTORY 1783-1789

95th section of theJudiciary Act of 1789permittedany SapremeCoot
justice to grant a writ of error to a state court in a case m which the
constitutionality of a Federal law or treaty had been denied, or ia
which a state law objected to as in violation of the Federal Constitu-
tbn had been nudntained. In such cases, the defeated party btad
the right to carry the " Federal question " to the Federal courts.
It was not until 1816 that the Federal courts undertook to exercise
this power; it raised a storm of oppositbn, but it was maintained,
and nas made the Constitution what it professed to be—" the
supreme law of the land. " Treason was restricted ^^
to the act of levying war against the United States,

"'"*
or of adhering to their enemies, giving them aid aod comfort.
The states, however, havt always asserted their power to punish
for treason against them individually. It has never been fully
maintained in practice; but the theory had its effect in tlie

95- The system of the United States b ahaost the only aatSooal
system, in active and successful operation, as to which the exact'

'
ill a mlocation of the soverdgnty is still « »<»»»» i«ti«»uu<u. -^^

The oontentkm of the Calhoun school—that the separate I**
states were sovereign before and after the adoption of

—
the Constitution, tnat the Union was purely voluntary, and that the
whole people, or thepeopleof all the otner states, had no right to main-
tain or enforce the Union against any state—las been ended by the
Civil War. But that dki not decide the location of the sovereignty.
The prevalent opinion is still tliat first formuUted by Madison:
that the sutes were sovereign before 1789: that tliey then ga%-e up
a part of their sovereignty to the Federal government ; that tht Unioa
and the Constitution were the work of the states, not of the whole
people; and that reserved powers are reserved to the people of the
sutes, not to the whole people. The use of the bald phiaae^ reserved
to the people, " not to the people of the several states, in the loth
amendment seems to argue an underiying consciousness, even in

1789, that the whole people of the United States was already a
political power quite distinct from the states, or the people of tltt

states; and the tendency of later opinion is in tnia diiectioii.
The restriction to state lines seems to be a self-impotd tixni-

tation by the national people, which it might remove^ as in 1789,
if an emergency should main it necessary.

96. By whatever sovereignty the Constitution waa framed and
imposed, it was meant only as a scheme in outline, to be liOed up
afterwards, and from time to rime, by Icgislatioiu The.
Uea is most plainly carried out in the Federal Judiciary : * _
the Constitution only directs that there shall be a™^^
Supreme Court, and marks out the general jurisdiction of all thecourts,
leaving Omgress, under the restriction of the president's veto power,
to build up the system of couru whkJi shall best carry out the design
of the Constitution. But the same idea is viuble in every dcpanmeiK.
and it has carried the Constitution safely through a century which
has radkally altered every other dvuiaed government It has
combined elasticity with the limitations necessary to make democratic
government successful over a vast territory, having infinitely divcne
interests, and needing, more than almost anything else, positive

opportunities for aooer second thought by the pec^>le. A sudden
revolution of popular thought or feeling u enough to change the

House of Representatives from top to bottom; it must continue for

several years before it can make a ndkal change in the Senate, and
for years longer before it can carry this change through the judicary.
whkh holds Tor life; and all these changes must take place before the

full effects upon the laws or Constitution are accompltsbed. But
minor changes are reached in the meantime easfly and naturally in

the course of legtslatbn. The members of the Convention of 1787
showed their wisdom most plainly in not trying to do too much; f
they had done more they would have done far lets.

97. The convention adjourned on the 17th of September 1787,

having adopted the Constitution. Its last step was a resoluiioa

that the Constitution be sent to the Congress of the ^ ^ , ,

Confederation, with the recommendation that it be^jjjjjjjj
submitted to conventions elected by the people

'"

of each slate for ratification or rejection; that, if nine sUtes

should ratify it. Congress should appoint days for the popular

election of electors, and that then the new Congress aod

president should, " without delay, proceed to execute this

Constitution." Congress resolved that the report of the con-

vention be sent to the several legislatures, to be submiited

to conventions; and this was all the approval the Consti-

tution ever received from Congress. Both Congress and the

convention were carefid not to open the dangerous question.

How was a government which was not to be changed but by

the legislatures of all the sUtes to be entirely supplanted by

a different system through the approval of conventioDs ia

three-fourths of them? They left such questions to be <^ne<i,

if at all, in the less public forum of the lei^tures.

98. Before the end of the year Delaware, Pennsylvania and
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New Jersey had ratified; and Georigia, Connecticut and Massa-
chusctts followed during the first two months of 1788. Thus far

, the only strong opposition had been in Massa-
chusetts, a *' large state." In it the struggle began

•between the friends and the opponents of the

Constitution, with its introduction of a strong Federal power;

and it raged in the conventions, legislatures, newspapers and
pamphlets. In a classic series of papers, the Federalist,

Alexander Hamilton, with the assistance of James Madison and
John Jay, explained the new Constitution and defended it. As
it was written before the Constitution went into force, it speaks

much for the ability of its writers that it has passed into a
standard textbook of American constitutional law.

99. The seventh and eighth states—Maryland and South

Carolina—ratified in April and May .1788; and, while the con-

ventions of Virginia and New York were still wrang-

^^jf^*" ling over the great question, the ninth state. New
Hampshire, ratified, and the Constitution passed out

of theory into fact. The Anti-Federalists of the Virginia and
New York conventions offered conditional ratifications of all

sorts; but the Federalists stubbornly refused to consider them,

and at last, by very slender majorities, these two states ratified.

North Carolina refused to ratify the Constitution, and in Rhode
Island it was referred to the several towns instead of to a con-

vention and was rejected by an overwhelming majority, the

Federalists, who advocated the calling of a convention, refrain-

ing from voting ($112). Congress named the first Wednesday
of January 1789 as the day for the choice of electors, the first

Wednesday in February for the choice of president and
vice-president, and the first Wednesday in March

liyii
£^j, jjj^ inauguration of the new government, at

New York Gty. The last date fell on the 4th of

March, which has been the limit of each president's term since

that time.

loa When the votes of the electors were counted before

Congress, it was found that Washington had been unanimously

r^0tth0 elected president, and that John Adams, standing

CwU t̂rm next on the list, was vice-president. Long before
^^M. the inauguration the Congress of the Confederation

had expired of mere inanition; its attendance simply ran down
until (Oa. 21, 1788) its record ceased, and the United States

got on without any national government for nearly six months.

The struggle for nationality had been successful, and the old

order faded out of existence.

lor. The first census (1790) followed so dosely upon the

inauguration of the Constitution that the country may fairly be

said to have had a population of nearly four millions in 1789.

SiKTwryim Something over half a million of these were slaves, of

tb9 UaM$4 African birth or blood. Slavery of this sort had taken
'''''*' root in almost all the colonies, its original establish-

ment being everywhere by custom. When the custom had been

sufficiently established statutes came in to regulate a relation

already existing. But it is not true, as the Dred Scott decision

held long afterwards (5 215), that the belief that slaves were

chattels simply, things, not persons, held good at the time of the

adoption of the Constitution. Times had changed somewhat.

The peculiar language of the Constitution itself, describing a

slave as a " person held to service or labour," under the laws of

any state, puts the general feeling exactly: slaves were persons

from whom the laws of some of the states withheld personal

righu for the time. In accordance with this feeling most of the

Northern states were on the high road towards abolition of

slavery. Vermont had never allowed it. In Massa-

^JJ^jJJJJJ"
chusetts it was swept out by a summary court

decision that it was irreconcilable with the new state

constitution. Other states soon began systems of gradual

abolition, which finally extinguished slavery north of Maryland,
but so gradually that there were still 18 apprentices for life in

New Jersey in i860, the last remnants of the former slave system.

In the new states north of the Ohio slavery was prohibited by the

ordinance of 1787 (S8z), and the prohibition was maintained in

^itc ol maqy attcmpu to get rid of it and introduce slavery.

X02. The sentiment of thinking men In the South was exactly

the same, or in some cases more bitter from their personal

entanglement with the system. Jefferson's language

as to slavery is irreconcilable with the chattel notion;

no abolitionist agitator ever used warmer language

than he as to the evils of slavery; and the expression, " our
brethren," used by him of the slaves, is conclusive. Washing-
ton, George Mason and other Southern men were almost as warm
against slavery as Jefferson, and there were societies for the
abolition of slavery in the South. In the Constitutional conven-
tion of 1787 the strongest opposition to an extension of the
period of non-interference with the slave trade from 1800 to 1808
came from Virginia, whereas every one of the New England
states, in which the trade was an important source of profit,

voted for this extension. No thinking man could face with
equanimity the future problem of holding a separate race of

millions in slavery. like most slave laws, the laws of the
Southern states were harsh: rights were almost absolutely with-

held from the slave, and punldunents of the severest kind were
legal; but the execution of the system was milder than its legal

possibilities might lead one to imagine. The country was as yet
so completely agricultural that Southern slavery kept all the
patriarchal features possible to such a system.

Z03. Indeed, the whole country was almost exclusively agri-

cultural, and, in spite of every effort to encourage manufac-
tures by state bounties, they formed the meagrpst ^^^^^^^
element in the national production. Cormecticut, cbmavfc*'
which now teems with manufactures, was just begin- f'tf^*—*

ning the production of tinware and clocks; Rhode ^"^^"'^

Island and Massachusetts were just beginning to work in

cotton from models of jennies and Arkwright machinery
surreptitiously obtained from England; and other states,

beyond local manufactures of paper, glass and iron, were almost
entirely agricultural, or were engaged in industries direaly
dependent on agriculture. Commerce was dependent on agri-

culture for export and manufactured imports'were enough to
drown out every other form.

104. There were but five dties in the United States having a
population of more than 10,000—New York (33,000), PhSa-
delphia (28,500), Boston (x8,ooo), C^iarieston (z6,ooo)

and Baltimore (13,000). The population of the Slirmi.
city of New York is now greater than that of the

original thirteen states in 1790; the sute of New York has now
about twice as many inhabitants as the thirteen had in 1790;
and the new states of Ohio and Illinois, which had hardly any
white inhabitants in 1789, have each a larger population than the

whole thirteen then had. Imports have swollen from $23,000,000
to $Xr475i6i2,580 (X909); exports from $20,000,000 to
$x,728,203,271 (X909), since Z79a The revenues of the new
government in 1790 were $4,000,000; the expenditures, exclud-

ing interest on the public debt, but $x,ooo,ooo; now both
the revenues and the expenditures are about $i,ooo,ooo,ooa
It is not easy for the modem American to realize the poverty
and weakness of his country at the inauguration of the new
system of government, however he may realise the sim{^dty of

the daily life of its people.

X05. Outside the dties communication was slow. One stage

a week was enough for the connexion between the great dties;

and conununication elsewhere depended on private «^wu^
conveyance. The Western settlemenU were just

beginning to make the question more serious. Enterprising

land tompanies were the moving force which had impelled the

passage of the Ordinance of X787; and the first column of their

settlers was pouring into Ohio and forming connexion with their

predecessors in Kentucky and Tennessee. Marietta and Cin-

dnnati had been founded. But the intending settlers were

obliged to make the journey down the Ohio river from Pittsburg

in bullet-proof flat-boats, for protection against the Indians,

and the return trip depended on the use of oars. For more
than twenty years these flat-boats were the chief means of river

commerce in the West; and in the longer trips, as to New Orleans,

the boats were ^neraUy broken up at the end and 4old for lumber.
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the crew making the trip home on foot or on hoxseback. John
Fitch and others were already experimenting on what was soon

to be the steamboat; but the sutesman of 1789, looking at

the task of keeping tmder one government a country of such

distances, with such difficulties of communication, may be
pardoned for having felt anxiety as to the future. To almost

all Mnting men of the time the Constitution was an experiment,

and the unity of the new nation a subject for very serious doubt.

106. The comparative isolation of the people everywhere, the

lack of books, the poverty of the schools and newspapers, were
- ^^_^. ^ all iniSuences which worked strongly agiiinst any

pronounced literary development Poems, essays

and paintings were feeble imitations of European models;

history was annalistic, if anything; and the drama hardly

existed. In two points theAmericans were strong, and had done
good work. Such men as Jonathan Edwards had excelled in

various departments of theology, and American preaching had
reached a high degree of quality and iniSuence; and, in the line

of politics, the American state papers rank among the very best

of their kind. Having a very dear perception of their political

purposes, and having been restricted in study and reading to the

great masters of pure and vigorous EngUsh, and particularly

to the English translators of the Bible, the American leaders

came to their work with an English style which could hardly have
been improved. The writings of Franklin, Washington, the

Adamses, Hamilton, Jefferson, Madison, Jay and others show the

secret of their strength in every page. Much the same reasons,

with the influences of democracy, brought oratory, as represented

by Patrick Henry, Fisher Ames, John Randolph and others, to a
point not very far below the mark afterwards reached by Daniel

Webster. The effect of these facts on the subsequent develop-

ment of the country is not often estimated at its full value. All

through an immigration of every language and dialect under

heaven the English language has been protected in its supremacy

by the necessity of going back to the " fathers of the republic
"

for the first, and often the complete, statement of principles in

every great political struggle, social problem or lawsuit.

107. The cession of the " North-West Territory " by Virginia

and New York had been followed up by similar cessions by
Massachusetts (1785), Connecticut (1786) and South

^Carolina (1787). North Carolina did not cede
* Tennessee until early in 2790, nor Georgia her western

claims until x8oa. Settlement in all these regions was still very
sparse. The centres of Western settlement, in Tennessee and
Kentucky, had become more firmly established, and a new one,

in Ohio, had just been begun. The whole western limits of settle-

ment of the old thirteen states had moved much nearer their

present boundaries; and the acquisition of the Western title, with
the liberal policy of organization and government which had been
begun, was to have its first clear effects during the first decade of

the new government. Almost the only obstacle to its earlier

success had been the doubts as to the attitude which the Spanish

authorities, at New Orleans and Madrid, would take towards the

ThmMkM^
new settlements. They had already asserted a claim

^SpiRlrar. ^^^ ^^ Mississippi was an exclusively Spanish stream
* from its mouth up to the Yazoo, and that no American

boat should be allowed to sail on this part of it. To the Western
settler the AUeghanies and bad roads were enough to cut him off

from any other way to a market than down the Mississippi;

and it was not easy to restrain him from a forcible defiance of the

Spanish claim. The Northern states were willing to allow the

Spanish daim for a period of years in return for a commercial
treaty; the Southern states and the Western settlers protested

angrily; and once more the spectre of dissolution appeared, not

to be laid again until the new government had made a treaty

with Spain in 1795 (see Pxnckney, T&omas), securing conmion
navigation of the Mississippi.

• X08. Contemporary authorities agree that a marked change
had come over the people since 1775, and few of

; them seem to think the change one for the better.

Many attribute it to the looseness of manners and
morals introduced by the French and British soldiers; others to

UmMM0i

the general effects of war; a few, Tories all, to the demoralizing

effects of rebellion. The successful establishment of nationality

would be enough to explain most of it; and if we remember that

the new nation had secured its title to a vast western territory,

of unknown but rich capadties, which it was now moving to

reduce to possession by emigration, it would seem far more
strange if the social conditions had not beei) somewhat disturbed.

G.—r^e Depdopment of Democracy, 1789-iSou

X09. All the tendencies of political institutions in the United
States had certainly been towards democracy; but it cannot be
said that the leading men were hearty or unanimous ommm^tuu
in thdr agreement with this tendency. Not a few AiMvCiUM
of them were pronounced republicans even before ''*'•

1775, but the mass of them had no great objections to a mon-
archical form of government until the war-spirit had converted

them. The Declaration of Independence had been directed

rather against the king than against a king. Even after popular

sovereignty had pronounced against a king, class spirit was f<v

some time a fair substitute for aristocracy. As often happens,

democracy at least thought of a Caesar when it apprehended
class control Certain discontented officers of the Continental
Army proposed to Washington that he become king, but he

promptly and indignantly put the offer by. The suggestion of

a return to monarchy in some form, is a possible road out of

the confusion of the Confederation, occurs in the correspondence

of some of the leading men; and while the Convention of 1787

was holding its secret sessions a rumour went out that it hsd

decided to offer a crown to an Eng^ prince. •

xxa The state constitutions were democratic, except for

property or other restrictions on the right of suffrage, or pro-

visions carefully designed to keep the control of at least one

house of the state leg^ature " in the hands of property.'* The
Federal Constitution was so drawn that it wotdd have lent itsdf

kindly dther to dass control or to democracy. The electoral

system of choosmg the president and vice-presidentwas altogether

anti-democratic, though democracy has conquered it: not aa

elector, since 2796, has disobeyed the purely moral daim
of his party to control his choice. Since the Senate was to be

chosen by the state legislatures, " property," if it could retain its

influence in those bodies, could control at least one house of

Congress. The question whether the Constitution was to have a

democratic or an anti-democratic intexpretation was to be settled

in the next twdve years.

III. The states were a strone factor in the final settlement, froiB

the fact that the Constitution nad left to them the cootrol of the

elective franchise: they were to make its conditions . ^
what each of them saw fit. Rdigious tests for the right ofTr^^!^
suffrage had been quite common in the colonies; property fffT*'*'
testa were almost universal. The former disappeared•*
shortly after the War of Independence; the latter survived in soots

of the states far into the constitutional period. But the desire to

attract immi^tion was always a strong impelling force to induce
states, especially frontier states, to make the acquisition of fuU

citiienship and political rights as easy and rapid as possible. This
force was not so strong at first as it was after the great stream of

immigration began about 1848, but it was enough to tend constantly
to the developmentofdemocracy. In later times,when stare lawsallov
the immigrant to vote even before the period assigned by Federal
laws allows him to become a naturalised citixen. there nave bcoi
demands for the modification of the ultra state democracy; but do
such danger was apprehended in the first decade.

XI 2. The Anti-Federalists had been a political party, but a

party with but one principle. The absolute failure of that

prindple deprived the party of all cohesion; and the
Federalists controlled the first two Congresses almost
entirely. Their pronounced abih'ty was shown in f*'^

their organizing measures, which still govern the *'**^*"'

American system very largely. The departments
"**

of stale, of the treasury, of war, of justice, and of the post-ofitce

were rapidly and successfully organized; acts were passed i<x the

regulation of seamen, commerce, tonnage duties, lighthouses,

intercourse with the Indians, Territories, and the militia; a

national capital was selected; a national bank was chartered; the

national debt was funded, and the state debts were a»iuned is
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part of it. The first four years of the new system showed that

the states had now to deal with a very different power from the

impotent Congress of the Confederation. The new power was even
able to exert pressure upon the two states which had not ratified

the Constitution,though thepressure wiasmadeasgentleaspossible.

As a first step, the higher duties imposed on imports from foreign

countries were expressly directed to apply to imports from North
Carolina and Rhode Island. North Carolina having called a
second convention, her case was left to the course of nature; and
the second convention ratified the Constitution (November 21,

1780). The Rhode Island legislature asked that their state

might not be q>nsidered altogether foreigners, made their duties

agree with those of the new government, and reserved the pro-

ceeds for ** continental " purposes. . Still no further steps were

taken. A bill was therefore introduced, directing the president

to suspend commercial intercourse with Rhode Island, and to de-

mand from her her share of the continental debt. This was passed
by the Senate, and waited but two steps further to become law.

Newspaper proposals to divide the little state between her two
nearest neighbours were stopped by her ratification of the Consti-

tution (May 29, 1 790) . The " old thirt^ii " were thus united under

Campltdom the Constitution; and yet, so strong is the American
ofute prejudice for the autonomy of the states that these
*''* last two were allowed to enter in the full a>nviction

that they did so in the exercise of sovereign freedom of choice.

Their entrance, however, was no more involuntary than that of

others. If there had been real freedom of choice, nine states

would never have ratified: the votes of Pennsylvania, Massa-
chusetts, New Hampshire, Virginia and New' York were only

secured by the pressure of powerful minorities in these states,

backed by the almost unanimous votes of the others.

1 13. Protection was begun in the fir&t Tariff Act, whose object,

said its preamble,, was the protection of domestic manufactures.

The duties, however, ranged only from 7I to xo%,

Pntrrihm, averaging about 8)%. The s>'stem, too, had
rather a political than an economic basis. Until

1789 the states had controlled the imposition of duties. The
separate state feeling was a factor so strong that secession was a
possibility which every statesman had to take into account.

Hamilton's object, in introducing the system, seems to have
been to create a class of manufacturers, running through all

the states, but dependent for prosperity on the new Federal

government and its tariff. This would be a force which would

make strongly against any attempt at secession, or against the

tendency to revert to control by state legislatures, even though it

based the national idea on a conscious tendency towards the

development of classes. Tlie same feeling seems to have been

at the bottom of his establishment of a national bank, his

assumption of state debts, and most of the general scheme
which his influence forced upon the Federalist party. (See

Hamilton, Alexander; and Federalist Party.)

174. In forming hb cabinet Washington had paid attention

to the opposing elements which had united for the temporary
purpose of ratifying the Constitution. The national

ciifrrf clement was represented by Hamilton, secretary of

the treasury, and Henry Knox, secretary of war; the

particularist clement (using the term to indicate support of the

states, not of a state) by Jefferson, secretary of state, and Edmund
Randolph, attorney-general. At the end of 1792 matters were in

train for the general recognition of the existence of two parties,

whose struggles were to decide the course of the Constitution's

development. The occasion came in the opening of the following

year, when the new nation was first brought into contact with the

French Revolution.

X 15. The controlling tendency of Jefferson and his school was
to the maintenance of individual rights at the highest possible

Th9Jtilki^ point, as the Hamilton school was always ready to

MtfScAo*/ assert the national power to restrict individual rights
^tPmUUea, £q, ^j^ general good. Other points of difference are

rather symptomatic than essential. The Jefferson school

supported the states, in the belief that theywere the best bulwarks

(or Individual rights. When the French Revolution began its

usual course in Ainerica by agitation for the " rights of man,"
it met a sympathetic audience in the Jefferson party and a cold

and unsympathetic hearing from the Hamilton school of Federal-

ists. The latter were far more interested in securing the full

recognition of the power and rights of the nation than in securing

the individual against imaginary dangers, as they thought them.
For ten years the stuiace marks of distinction between the two
parties were to be connected with the course of events in Europe;
but the essence of distinction was not in the surface marks.

X16. The new government was not yet four years old; it was
not familiar, nor of assured permanency. The only national

governments of which Americans had had P'c^^^f^j. -
experience were the British government and the ^^̂ "HSi
Confederation: in the former they had had no share,

and the latter had had no power. The only pkices in which they

had had long-continued, full, and familiar experience of self-

government were their state governments: these were the only

governmental forms which were then distinctly associated in

their minds with the general notion of republican government.

The governing prindple of the Hamilton school, that the con-

struction or interpretation of the terms of the Constitution was
to be such as to broaden the powers of the Federal government,

necessarUy involved a corresponding trenching on the powers

of the states. It was natural, then, that the Jefferson school

should look on every feature of the Hamilton programme as
'* anti-republican," meaning, probably, at first no more than

opposed to the state system, though the term soon came to imply

something of monarchical and, more particularly, of English ten-

dencies. The disposition of the Jefferson school todaim for them-

selves a certain peculiar title to the position of " republicans
'*

developed into the appearance of the first Republican, or

the Democratic-Republican, party, about 1793.

117. Many of the Federalists were shrewd and active business

men, who naturally took prompt advantage of the opportunities

which the new system offered. The Republicans^^^
therefore believed and asserted that the ^^oXt^SnmBta,
Hamilton programme was dictated by selfish or class

interest; and they added this to the accusation of monarchical

tendencies. These charges, with the fundamental differences of

mental constitution, exasperated by the passion which differences

as to the French Revolution seemed to carry with them every^

where, made the political history of this decade a very unpleasant

record. The provision for establishing the national capital on
the Potomac (1790) was declared to have been carried by a

corrupt bargain; and accusations of corruption were renewed at

every opportunity. In 1793 a French ^<iti\.t -nttNaHoaal
Edmond Charles Edouard Genet (1765-1834), ap- cmpitai.

peared to claim the assistance of the United Sutes o^ateB

for the French republic, and went to the length of
^*»*'»"*

commissioning privateers and endeavouring to secure recruits,

espedally for a force which he expected to raise for the

conquest of Louisiana from SpaioL Washington dedded to

issue a proclamation of neutrality, the first act of the kind in

American history. It was the first indication, also, of the policy

which has made the couirse of every president, with the exception

of Polk, a determined leaning to peace, even when the other

branches of the government have been intent on war. Genet,

however, continued his activities, and made out- ThtWhhky
rogeous demands upon the government, so that finally latmnwc

Washington demanded and secured (1794) his recall.*
***•

The proclamation of 1793 brought about the first distinctly party

feeling; and it was intensified by Washington's charge that

popular opposition in western Pennsylvania (1794) to the new
excise law (see Whisky Insurrection) had been ^^^j^j^^
fomented by the extreme French party. Their name, e/ v^mnat.
Democrat, was applied by the Federalists to the whole

'^l'^*^;^
Republican party as a term of contempt, but it was j*"*

*^

not accepted by the party for some twenty years;

then the compound title " Democratic-Republican " became, as it

> Genet, fearing the fate of his fellow Girondists in Fiance, re*
mained in the United Sutes and became a naturalised Amencan
citizen.

, madTna*
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ftUl is, the official title of the party. There was no party opposi-

tion, however, to the re-election of Washington in 1792, or to the

admission of Vermont (1791), Kentucky (1792) and Tennessee

(1796) as new states.

118. The British government had accredited no minister

to the United States, and it refused to make any commercial

treaty or to give up the forts in the western territory of the

United States, through which its agenU still exercised a com-
manding influence over the Indians. In the course of its war
with France, the neutral American vessels, without the protection

of a national navy, fared badly. A treaty negotiated in 1794 by
Chief-Justice John Jay (q.v.) settled these difficulties

for the following twelve years. But, as it engaged the

United Sutes against any intervention in the war

on behalf of France, was silent on the subjea of the right of

search, and agreed to irksome Umiutions on the commercial

privileges of the United States, the Republicans, who were

opposed to the negotiation of any treaty at this time with Great

Britain, made it very unpopular, and the bitter personal attacks

on Washington grew out of it. In spite of occasional Republican

successes, the Federalists retained a general control of national

affairs; they elected John Adams president in 1796,

^52 though Jefferson was chosen vice-president with him;

and the national policy of the Federalists kept the

country out of entangling alliances with any of the European

belligerents. To the Republicans, and to the French republic,

this last point of policy was only a practical intervention against

France and against the rights of man.

119. At the end of Washington's adminbtration the French

Directory broke off relations with the United Sutes, demand-

ing the abrogation of Jay's treaty and a more pronounced

sympathy with France. Adams sent three envoys, C. C.

Pinckney (g.v.)f John Marshall and Elbridge Gerry (g.v.), .to

endeavour to re-establish the former relations; they were

n9 met by demands for "money, a great deal of

-X»r.M.- money," as a prerequisite to peace. They refused;
^•'•' their letters home were published,^ and the Fede-

ralists at last had the opportunity of riding the whirlwind of

an intense popular desire for war with France. Intercourse

with France was suspended by Congress (1798); the treaties

with France were declared at an end; American frigates were

authorized to capture French vessels guilty of depredations

on American commerce, and the president was authorized to

issue letters of marque and reprisal; and an American army
was formed, Washington being called from his retirement

at Mount Vernon to command it. The war never went beyond

a few sea-fights, in which the little American navy

2jj£jJJ^did itself credit, and Napoleon, seizing power the

next year, renewed the peace which should never

have been broken. But the quasi-war had internal consequences

to the young republic which surpassed in interest all its

foreign difficulties: it brought on the crisis which settled the

development of the United States towards democracy.

120. The reaction in Great Britain against the indefinite

" rights of man " had led parliament to pass an alien law, a

sedition law suspending the writ of habeas corpus, and an act

giving wide and loosely defined powers to magistrates for the

dispersion of meetings to petition for redress of

^JJJjJJJJ grievances. The Federalists were in control of a

Congress of limited powers; but they were strongly

tempted by sympathies and antipathies of every sort to form

their programme on the model furnished from England. The
measures which they actually passed were based only on that

construction of the Constitution which is at the bottom of all

American politics; they only tended to force the Constitution

into an anti-democratic direction. But it was the fixed belief

of their opponents that they meant to go farther, and to secure

control by some wholesale measure of political persecution.

lax. Three alien laws were passed in June and July 1798.

> In thew letters as published the letters X. Y and Z were sub-

stituted for the names of the French agents with whom the American
«nvoys dealt; and the letters are known as theX Y Z correspondence.
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The first (repealed in April i8oa) raised the number of yean
necessary for naturalization from five to fourteen. The third

(still substantially in force) permitted the arrest or n^Amm
removal of subjects of any foreign power with mmtSMdUu
which the United States' should be at war. The ^"^
second, which is usually known as the Alien Law, was limited

to a term of two years; it permitted the president to arrest or

order out of the country any alien whom he should coostder

dangerous to the country. As many of the Republican editors

and local leaders were aliens, this law really put a large part of

the Republican organization in the power of the president

elected by their opponents. The Sedition Law (to be la force

until March 1801 and not renewed) made it a crime, punishable
by fine and imprisonment, to publish or print any false,

scandalous and malicious writings against the government o( the

United States, either house of Congress, or the president, or

to stir up sedition or opposition to any lawful act of Congress
or of the president, or to aid the designs of any foreign power
against the United States. In iu first form the bill was even
more sweeping than this and alarmed the opposition thottnighly.

1 22. Most of the ability of the country was in the Federalist

ranks; the Republicans had but two first-rate men—^Jefferson

and Madison. In the sudden issue thus forced fi*
between individual rights and national power, ffip^iaii

Jefferson and Madison could find but one bulwark^*"'""''
for the individual—the power of the states; and their use
of it gave their party a pronounced list to state sovereignty
from which it did not recover for years. They objected to the
Alien Law on the grounds that aliens were under the juriadictioo

of the state, not of the Federal government; that the juriadictioo

over them had not been transferred to the Federal ffovcmment
by the Constitution, and that the assumption of it by Congress
was a violation of the Constitution's reservation o( powers to

the states; and, further, because the Constitution reserved to

every " person," not to every citizen, the right to a jury trial.

They objected to the Sedition Law on the grounds th&t the

Constitution had specified exactly the four crimes for whose
punishment Congress was to provide; that criminal libel was
not one of them; and that amendment L forbade Congress to

pass any law restricting freedom of speech or of the press. The
Federalists asserted a common-law power in Federal judges
to punish for libel, and pointed to a provision in the Seiditioo

Law permitting the truth to be given in evidencej as an improve*
ment on the common law, insteaid of a restriction on liberty.

123. The Republican objections might have been made
in court, on the first triaL But the Republican leaders had
strong doubts of the impartiality of the Federal judges, who were

Federalists. They resolved to entrench the party in the state

legislatures. The Virginia legislature in 1798 passed i-ijfcis ami
a series of resolutions prepared by Madison, Caatetr
and the Kentucky legislature in the same year ••••***•••

passed a series prepared by Jefferson (see Kentocky:
History), Neglected or rejected by the other sutes, they were

passed again by their legislatures in 1799, and were for a
long time a documentary basis of the Democratic party.

The leading idea expressed in both was that the Constitution

was a " compact " between the states, and that the powers

(the states) which had made the compact had reserved tlie power
to restrain the creature of the compact, the Federal govenunent,
whenever it undertook to assume powers not granted to \l

Madison's idea seems to have been that the restraint was to be

imposed by a second convention of the states. Jefferson's

idea is more doubtful; If it meant that the restraint should be

imposed by any state which should feel aggrieved, his scheme
was merely (Ulhoun's idea of nullification; but there are some
indications that he agreed with Madison.

1 24. The first Congress of Adams's term of office ended in 1799-

Its successor, elected in the heat of the French war excitement,

kept the Federalist policy up to its first pitch. Out ^^^^^
of Congress the execution of the objectionable laws «.£,«»,.
had taken the shape of political persecution. Men
were arrested, tried and punished forwritingswhich thepeoplehad
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been accustomed to consider within legitimate political methods.
The Republican leaders made every trial as public as possible,

and gained votes constantly, so that the Federalists begsn to be
shy of the very powers which they had sought. Every new
election was a storm-signal for the Federalist party; and the
danger was increased by schism in their own ranks.

1 35. Hamilton was now a private citizen of New York; but
he had the confidence of his party more largely than its nominal
- head, the president, and he mainUined close and
ntnriiMWf

confidential relations with the cabinet which Adams
had taken unchanged from Washington. The

Hamilton faction saw no way of preserving and consolidating

the newly acquired powen of the Federal government but by
keeping up and increasing the war feeling against France;
Adams had the instinctive leaning of an American president

towards peace. Amid cries of wrath and despair from his party
he accepted the first overtures of the new Napoleonic govern-
ment, sent envoys to negotiate a peace, and ordered them to

depart for France when they delayed too long. Then, discover-

ing flat treachery in his cabinet, he dismissed it and blurted out a
public expression of his feeling that Hamilton and his adherents
were " a British faction." Hamilton retorted with a circular

letter to his party friends, denouncing the president; the Republi-

cans intercepted it and gave it a wider circulation than its author
had intended; and the Hamilton faction tried so to arrange the

electoral vote that C. C. Pinckney should be chosen

/MH president in xSoo and Adams should be shelved
into the vice-presidency. The result depended

on the electoral vote of New York; and Aaron Burr, who had
introduced the drill and machinery of a modem American
political party there, had made the state Republican and secured

a majority for the Republican candidates. These (JtStnoa
and Burr) received the same number of electoral votes (73),*

and the House of Representatives (controlled by the Federalists)

was thus called upon to decide which should be president.

There was an effort by the Federalists to disappoint the Repub-
licans by making Burr president; but Jefferson obtained that

office, Burr becoming vice-president for four years. This
disputed election, however, led to the adoption in 1804 of the

1 3th amendment to the Constitution, which prescribed that each
elector should vote separately for president and vice-president,

and thus prevent another tie vote of this kind; this amend-
ment, moreover, made very improbable the choice in the future

of a president and a vice-president from opposing parties.

126. The "Revolution of 1800" decided the future develop-

ment of the United States. The new dominant party entered
upon iu career weighted with the theory of state

'sovereignty; and a civil war was necessary before

this dogma, put to use again in the service of slavery,

could be banished from the American system. But the demo-
cratic development never was checked. From that time the

interpretation of the Federal Constitution has generally favoured
individual rights at the expense of governmental power. As the

Republicans obtained control of the states they altered the state

constitutions so as to cut out all the arrangements that favoured

property or class interests, and reduced poUtical power to the

dead level of manhood suffrage. In most of the states outside

of New England this process was completed before 181 5: but
New England tenacity was proof against the advancing revolu-

tion until about 1820. For twenty years after its downfall of

1800 the Federalist party maintained its hopeless struggle,

and then it faded away into nothing, leaving as its permanent
memorial the excellent organization of the Federal government,
which its successful rival hardly changed. Its two successors

—the Whig and the second Republican party—have also

been broad-const ructionist parties, but they have admitted
democracy as well, the Whig party adopted popular methods
at least, and the Republican went further in the direction

of individual rights, securing the emancipation of enslaved

labour.

* Adams received 6s. Pinckney,64 and John Jay 1.

127. The disputed election of 1800 was decided in the new
capital cityof Washington, to which thegovernment had just.been

removed, after having been for ten years at Philadel-

phia. Its streets and parks existed only on paper. ca^kaL
The Capitol had been begun; the Executive Mansion-

was unfinished, and its audience room was used by Mrs Adams
as a drying room for clothes; and the congressmen could hardly

find lodgings. The inconveniences were only an exaggeration of

the condition of other American dties. Their saniUry condi-*

tions were bad, and yellow fever and cholera from time to time

reduced several of them almost to depopulation. More than once,
during this decade, the fever visited Philadelphia and New York,

drove out most of the people, and left grassgrowing in the streets.

The communication between the dties was still wretched. The
traveller was subject to every danger or annoyance that bad
roads, bad carriages, bad horses, bad inns and bad police pro-

tection could combine to inflict upon him. But the war with
natural obstades had fairiy begun, though it had little prospect

of success until steam was brought into use as the ally of man.
128. About this time the term "the West" appears. It

meant then the western part of New York, the new territory

north of the Ohio, and Kentucky and Tennessee. In _^
settling land boundaries New York had transferred

/****^"^

(1786) to Massachusetts, whose claims crossed her territory,

the right to (but not jurisdiction over) a large tract of land in

central New York, and to another large tract in the Erie basin.

The sale of this land had carried population considerably west
of the Hudson. After other expeditions against the Ohio
Indians had been defeated, one under General Anthony Wayne
had compelled them in 1794-95 to give up all the territory

now in the state of Ohio. Settlement received a new impetus.

Between 1790 and x8oo the population of Ohio had risen from
almost nothing to 45,000, that of Teimessee from 36,000 to

106,000, and that of Kentucky from 74,000 to 221,000—the
last-named state now exceeding six of the " old thirteen " in

population. The difficulties of the western emigrant, however,

were still enormous. He obtained land of his own, fertile land

and plenty of it, but little dse. The produce of the soil had to

be consumed at home, or near it; ready money was scarce and
disunt products scarcer; and comforts, except the very rudest

substitutes of home manufacture, were unobtainable. The new
life bote most hardly upon women; and, if the record of woman's
share in the work of American colonization could be fully made
up, the price paid for the final success would seem enormous.

1 29. The number of post offices rose during these ten years

from 75 to 903, the miles of post routes from 1900 to si,ooo,

and the revenue from $38,000 to $231,000. These
rkutom^

figures seem small in comparison with the 61,158
post offices, 430i738 m. of post routes (besides 943,087 m. of

rural delivery routes), and a postal revenue of $191,478,663 in

1908, but the comparison with the figures of 1790 shows a
development in which the new Constitution, with its increased

security, must have been a factor.

130. The power of Congress to regulate patents was already

bearing fruit. Until 1789 this power was in the hands of the

states, and the privileges of the inventor were
restricted to the territory of the patenting state.

**•**•

Now he had a vast and growing territory within which all the

profits of the invention were his own. Twenty patents were
issued in 1793, ^^^ 33,471 one hundred years afterwards; but
one of the inventions of 1793 ^^ £h Whitney's cotton gin.

131. When the Constitution was adopted it was not known
that the cultivation of cotton could be made profitable in the

Southern states. The *' roller gin " could clean
CHtmm.

only 6 lb a day by slave labour. In 1784 eight

bags of cotton, landed in Liverpool from an American ship,

were seized on the ground that so much cotton could

not be the produce of the United States. Eli Whitney
iq.v.) invented the saw-gin. by which the cotton was dragged

through parallel wires with openings too narrow to allow the

seeds to pass; and one slave could now clean 1000 II

a day. The exporu of .cotton leaped from 189,000 lb ii
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1791 to 21,000,000 lb in 1801, and doubled in three yean
more. The influence of this one inventi(m, combined with the

wonderful aeries of British inventions which had paved the way
for it, can hardly be estimated in its commercial aspects. Its

political influences were even wider, but more unhappy. The
introduction of the commercial element into the slave system
of the South robbed it at once of the patriarchal features which
had made it tolerable; while it developed in slave-holders a
new disposition to defend a system of slave labour as a '* posi-

tive good." The abolition societies of the South began to

dwindle as soon as the results of Whitney's invention began to

be manifest.

13a. The development of a class whose profits were merely

the extorted natural wages of the black labourer was certain;

and its political power was as certain, though it

*JJJ[J2^^never showed itself clearly until after 1830. And
'this class was to have a peculiarly distorting effect

on the political history of the United States. Aristocratic in

every sense but one, it was ultra-Democratic (in a purely party

sense) in its devotion to state sovereignty, for the legal basis

of the slave system was in (he laws of the several states. In

time, the aristocratic element got control of the party which

had originally looked to state rights as a bulwark of individual

rights; and the party was finally committed to the employment

of its original doctrine for an entirely different purpose—the

suppression of the black labourer's wages.

U.—Democracy and NaiianalUyf 1801-1829

133. When Jefferson took office in 1801 he succeeded to a

task larger than he imagined. His party, ignoring the natural

Dtmpumj forces which tied the states together even against

am^ their wills, insisted that the legal basis of the bond
Nao^mamy. y^s in the power of any state to withdraw at will.

This was no nationality; and foreign natbns naturally refused

t'o take the American national coin at any higher valuation than

that at which it was current in its own country. The urgent

necessity was for a reconciliation between democracy and
nationality; and this was the work of this period. An under-

lying sense of all this has led Democratic leaders to call the war
of 181 2-1 5 the "Second War of Independence"; the result

was as much independence of past ideas as of Great Britain.

134. The first force in the new direction was the acquisition

of Louisiana in 1803. Napoleon had acquired it from Spain,

, ,-fci,,,
and, fearing an attack upon it by Great Britain,

offered it to the United States for $15,000,000. The
Constitution gave the Federal government no power to buy
and hold territory, and the party was baaed on a strict construc-

tion of the constitution. Possession of power forced the strict-

construction party to broaden its ideas, and Louisiana was

bought, though Jefferson quieted his conscience by talking

for a time of a futile proposal to amend the Constitution so as

to grant the necessary power. (See Louisiana Pokchase; and

Jeffesson, Thomas.) The acquisition of the western Mississippi

basin more than doubled the area of the United States, and

gave them control of all the great river-systems of central

North America. The difficulties of using these

, rivers were removed ahnost immediately by Robert

'Fulton's utilization of steam in navigation (1807).

Within four years steamboats were at work on western waters;

and thereafter the increase of steam navigation and that of

population stimulated one another. The "centre of popu-

lation " has been carefully ascertained by the census

^JJJJJjJ^
authorities for each decade, and it represents the

'westward movement of population very closely.

During this period it advanced from about the middle of the

state of Maryland to its extreme western limit; that is, the

centre of population was in 1830 nearly at the place which had

been the western limit of population in 1770.

135. Jefferson also laid the basis for a further acquisition

in the future by sending an expedition under Meriwether Lewis

(9.0.) and William Clark to explore the territory north of

the then Spanish territory of California and west of the

Rocky Motmtains—the " Oregon country " as it was afterwards
called. The explorations of this party (1804-1806),

with Captain Robert Gray's discovery of the^^
Columbia river (1792). made the best part of the
claims of the United States to the country forty yean later.

136. Jefferson was re-elected m 1804,* serving vntil March,
1809; his party now controlled ahnost all the states outside of
New England, and could elect almost any one whom it

chose to the presidency. Imitating Washington in ZtuS,
refusing a third term of office, Jefferson established

more firmly the precedent, not since violated, restricting a
president to two tenns, though the Constitution contains no
such restriction. The great success of his presidency had been
the acquisition of Louisiana, which was a violation of his party

principles; but all his minor successes were, like this, reoognitioos

of the national sovereignty which he disliked so mtich. After

a short and brilliant naval war the Barbary pirates were reduced
to submission (1805). The long-continued control of New
Orleans by Spain, and the persistent intrigues of the Spanish
authorities, lookixig towards a separation of the whole western
country from the United States, had been ended by the acquisi-

tion of Louisiana, and the full detaib concerning them will

probably remain for ever hidden in the secret history of the

early West. They had left behind a dangerous ignorance of

Federal power and control, of which Aaron Burr (f.v.) took

advantage (1806-07). Organizing an expedition in Kentucky
and' Tennessee, probably for the conquest of the Spanish
colony of Mexico, he was arrested on the lower Misaisaippi asd
brought back to Virginia. He was acquitted; but the incident

opened up a vaster view of the national authority than demo-
cracy had yet been able to take. It had been said, forty years

before, that Great Britain had long arms, but that three

thousand miles was too far to extend them; it was something
to know now that the arms of the Federal government were
long enough to reach from Washington city to the Mississippi.

137. All the success of Jefferson was confined to bis first

four years; all his heavy failures were in his second term, ia

which he and his party as persistently refused to omt^Bm
recognise or assert the inherent power of the nation »**aratf

in international affairs. The Jay treaty expired in A***^

x8o6 by limitation, and American commerce was thereafter left

to the course of events, Jefferson refusing to accept the only

treaty which the British government was willing to make. All the

difficulties which followed may be summed up in a few words: the

British government was then the representative of the ancient

system of restriction of commerce, and had a powerful navy to

enforce its ideas; the American government was endeavouring
to force into international recognition the present system of

neutral rights and unrestricted commerce, but iu suspickKts

democracy refused to give it a navy sufficient to "M«"*«iw<

req)ect. The American government apparently expected to gain

its objects without the exhibition of anything but moral force.

138. Great Britain was now at war, from time to time, with

almost every other nation of Europe. In time of peace European
nations followed generally the old restrictive principle ^.

of allowing another nation, like the United States, ^!|^^^^

no commercial access to their colonics; but, when
they were at war with Great Britain, whose navy ooDtroOed
the ocean, they were very willing to aUow the neutral Americaa
merchantmen to carry away their surplus colonial produce.

Great Britam had insisted for fifty years that the neutral nation,

in such cases, was really intervening in the war as an ally of her

enemy; but die had so far modified her claim as to admit that
" transhipment," or breaking bulk, in the United Slates was
enough to qualify the commerce for recognition. The neutral

nation thus gained a double freight, and grew rich in the traffic;

the belligerent nations no longer had commerce afloat for

British vessels to capture; and the "frauds of the ncotnl
flags " became a standing subject of complaint among British

merchanu and naval officers. About x8os British prise courts

* Jefferson received i6s electoral votes and hk oppoacot. C C
Pinckney, only 14.
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began to disregard transhipment and to condemn American
vessels which inade the vo3rage from a European colony to the

mother country by way of the United States. This was really

a restriction of American commerce to pardy American pro-

ductions, or to commerce with Great Britain direct, with the

payment of duties in British ports.

139. The question of expatriation, too, furnished a good
many burning grievances. Great Britain maintained the

old German rule of perpetual allegiance, though she

had modified it by allowing the right of emigration.

The United States, founded by immigration, was
anxious to establish what Great Britain was not disposed to

grant, the right of the subject to divest himself of aJlegiance

by natuialixation under a foreign jurisdiction. Four facts

thus tended to break off friendly relations: (x) Great Britain's

claim to allegiance over American naturalized subjects; (2)

her claim to the belligerent right <^ search of*y^ neutral vessels; (3) her daim of right to impress for

her vessels of war her subjects who were seamen
wherever found; and (4) the difficulty of distinguishing

native-bom American from British subjects, even if the

right to impress naturalized American subjects were granted

British naval officers even undertook to consider all who spoke

the English language as British subjects, unless they could

produce proof that they were native-bom Americans. The
American sailor who lost his papers was thus open to impress^

ment. A particularly flagrant case of seizure of Americans

occuned In 1807. On the 27th of June the British ship " Leo-

pard " fired upon the American frigate " Chesapeake," which,

after having lost ^ men killed and x8 wounded, hauled down
its flag; the British commander then seized four of the " Chesa-

peake's " crew. This action aroused intense anger throughout

the country, and but for the impotence of the government

would undoubtedly have led to immediate war. The American

government in 1810 published the cases of such impressments

since 1803 as numbering over 4000, about one-third of the cases

resulting in the discharge of the impressed man; but no one

could say how many cases had never been brought to the

attention of a government which never did anything more than

remonstrate about them.

14a In May x8o6 the British government, by orders in

council, declared a blockade of the whole continent of Europe
from Brest to the Elbe, about 800 m. In
November, after the battle of Jena, Napoleon
answered by the " Berlin decree," in which he assumed

to blockade the British Isles, thus beginning his " continental

system." A year later the British government answered by
further orders in council, forbidding American trade with any

BtrHaaaf conntry from which the British flag was excluded,

MMmm allowing direct trade from the United States to
Omenta. Sweden only, in American products, and permitting

American trade with other parts of Europe only on condition

of touching in England and paying duties. Napoleon retorted

with the " Mihm decree," declaring good prize any vessel which

should submit to search by a British ship; but this was evidently

a vain fulmination.

141. The Democratic party of the United States was

almost exclusively agricultural and had little knowledge of or

-. sympathy with commercial interesU; it was pledged
Ttftury. ^ ^y^^ reduction of national expenses and the debt,

and did not wish to take up the responsibility for a navy; and,

as the section of country most affected by the orders in council,

New England, was Federalist, and made up of the active and
Irrrcondlable opposition, a tinge of political feeling could not

but coHoju the decisions of the dominant party. Various

ridiculous proposals were considered as substitutes for a neces-

sarily naval war; and perhaps the most ridiculous was adopted.

Since the use of non-intercourse agreemenU as revolutionary

weapons against Great Britain, an overweening confidence in such

measures had q>rung up, and one of them was now resorted to—
the embargo of the 22nd of December X807, forbidding foreign

commerce altogether. It was expected to starve Great Britain

TM

into a change of policy; and its effects inay be seen by comparing
the $20,000,000 exports of 1790, $49,000,000 . of 1807 and
$9,000,000 of 1808. It does not seem to have stmck
those who passed the measure that the agricultural

districts also might find the change unpleasant; but
that was the result, and their complaints reinforced those of New
England, and dosed Jefferson's second term in a doud of recog-
nized misfortune. The pressure had been slightly relieved by the
substitution of the Non-Intercourse Law of the xst of March X809
for the embargo; it i^ohibited commercial intercourse with Gxeat
Britain and France and their dependendes, leaving jvb«-Mtoi-
other foreign conmierce open, prohibited the impor- cMra*i,«ir.

tation from any quarter of British and French goods, BheUom

and forbade the entrance of British or French vessels, *''^*'»

public or private, into any port of the United States. Madison,
Jefferson's secretary of state, who succeeded Jefferson in 1809,
having defeated the Federalist candidate C C. Pinckney in

the dection of 1808, assumed in the presidency a burden which
was not enviable. New England was in a ferment, and was
suspected of designs to resist the restrictive system by force;

and the administration did not face the future with coiifidence.

142. The Non-Intercourse Law was to be in force only ** until

the end of the next session of Congress " and was tobe abandoned
as to dther belligerent which should abandon its attacks on
neutral oonunerce, and maintained against the other. In 18x0
the American government was led to believe that France had
abandoned its system. Napdeon continued to enforce It in
fact; but his offidal fiction served its purpose of limiting theno&-
intercouxse for the future to Great Britam, and thus straining

relations between that country and the United States still

further. The dections of i8xx-i8x2 resulted everywhere in

the defeat of "submission men" and in the choice of new
members who were determined to resort to war against Gxeat
Britain. Hemy Clay, John C. Calhoun, William H. Crawford
and other new men seized the lead in the two houses of

Congress, and forced Madison, it is said, to agree to a dedara-
tion of war as a condition of his renomination in 18x2 when he
defeated De Witt Clinton by an electoral vote of x28 to 89. (See

Madison.) Madison sent to Congress a confidential ^gciha
" war message " on the xst of June and on the x8th oiiau.
war was declared. The New England Federalists waewMk
always caUed it "Mr Madison's war," but the ^^i**^

president was about the most unwilling partidpant in it.

143. The national democracy meant to attack Great Britain

in Canada, partly to gratify its western constituency, who
had been harassed by Indian attacks, asserted to.
have been instigated from Canada. Premonitions

of success were drawn from the battle of Tippecanoe, in ^riiich

William Henry Harrison had defeated in x8xx the north-western

league of Indians formed by Tecumseh (q.v.). Between the

solidly settled Atlantic states and the Canadian frontier was a
wide stretch of unsettled or thinly settled country, which was
itself a formidable obstacle to war. Ohio had been
admitted as a state in x8o2, and Louisiana was tfwan
admitted in x8x2; but their admission had been
due to the desbe to grant them self-government rather than to

their full development in population and resources. Cindnnati
was a little settlement of 2500 inhabitants; the fringe of settled

country ran not very far north of it; and all beyond was a wilder-

ness of which little was known to the authorities. The case was
much the same with western New York; the army which was to

cross the Niagara river must journey almost all the way from
Albany through a very thinly peopled country. It would have
been far less costly, as events proved, to have entered at once

upon a naval war; but the crusade against Canada had been

prodaimed all through Kentucky and the West, and their

people were determined to wipe out thdr old scores before the

condusion of the war. (For the mHitaxy and naval events of

the war see Amekican Wax op x8x2.)

144. The war opened with disaster—General William Hull's

surrender of Detroit; and disaster attended it for two years.

Political appointments to positions in the regular army were
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irametous, and such officen nere wone than lueleM. Tlie

war department showed no great knowledge, and poverty put
iu little knowledge out of lervice. Futile attempts

t^f fr^ at invasion were followed by defeat or abortion, until

the political officers were weeded out at the end of the

year 1813, and Jacob Brown, WUifield Scott, E. W. Ripley and
others who had fought their way up were put in command. Then
for the first time the men were drilled and brought into effective

condition; and two successful battles in 18x4—Chippewa and

CbtoMma Lundy's Lane-Hhxew some gbry on the end of

rfrwwtr't the war. So weak were the preparations even for

defence that a British expedition in 1814 met no
' effective resistance when it landed and burned
Washington. For some of the disasters the responsi-

bility rested as mudi, or more, upon the war department as upon
the officers and soldiers in the field.

145. The American navy was but a puny advenary for the

British navy, which had captured or shut up in port all the other

^^ navies of Europe. But the small number of Ameri-

ttaHa^r* ^^^ vessels, with the superabundance of trained

officers, gave them one great advantage: the train-

ing and discipline of the men, and the equipment of the vessels,

had been brought to the very highest point. Captains who
could command a vessel but for a short time, yielding her then to
another officer who was to take his sea service in rotation, were all

ambitious to make their mark during their term. ** The art of

handling and fighting the old broadside sailing frigate " had been
carried in the little American navy to a point which unvarying
success and a tendency to fleet-combats had now made far less

common among British captains. Altogether the American
vessels gave a remarkably good account of themselves.

X46. The home dislike to the war had hicreased steadOy with
the evidence of incompetent management by the administration,

r^ihtff The FederalisU, who had always desired a navy,

^^"^ pointed to the naval successes as the best proof of
B^tf"^ foUy with which the war had been undertaken
and managed. New England Federalists complained that the
Federal government utterly neglected the defence of their coast,

and that Southern influence was far too strong in national affairs.

They showed at eveiy opportimity a disposition to adopt the

furthest stretch of sUte sovereignty, as stated in the Kentucky
Resolutions; and eveiy such devdopment urged the national

democracy unconsciously further on the road to nationality.

When the New England states sent delegates to meet at Hartford,

Umrtft^ ^^'^^ (<?•'•)» and consider their grievances and

Ctowafto&^c best remedies—a step perfectly proper on the

Democratic theoiy of a "voluntary Union"

—

treason was suspected, and a readiness, to suppress it by force was
plainly shown. The recommendations of the convention came
to nothing; but the attitude of the dominant party towards it is

one of the symptoms of the manner in which the trials of actual

war were steadily recondling democracy and nationality. The
object which Hamilton had sought by high tariffs and the

devebpment of national classes had been attained by more
natural and healthy means.

147. In April 1814 the first abdication of Napoleon took plac^,

and Great Britain was able to give more attention to her Ameri-

^^^ can antagonist. The main attack was to be made on
^'^'

Louisiana, the weakest and most distant portion of

the Union. A fleet and army were sent thither, but the British

assault was completely repulsed (Jan. 8, 1815) by the Americans

under Andrew Jackson. Peace had been made at Ghent fifteen

days before the battle was fought, but the news of the battle

and the peace reached Washington almost together, the former

going far to make the latter tolerable.

148. The United States reallysecured a fairlygood treaty. It is

true that it said not a ^'oni about the questions of impressment,
search and neutral rights, the grounds of the war; Great Britain

did not abandon her position on any of them. But everybody
knew that drcumstances had changed. The new naval power
whose frigates atone in the past twenty years had shown their

ability to fight English frigates on equal terms was not likdy

to be troubled in future with the question of impresment; and
in fact, whfle not renouncing the light, the British goveniment
no fenger attempted to enforce it. The navy, it must be con-

fessed, was the force which had at last given the United States

a xeeogniaed and cordial acceptance in the family of nations;

it had solved the problem of the leoondliatku of democracy
and nationality.

X49. The remainder of this period is 4ne of the barreneat in

American history. The opposition of the Federalist party to the

war completed the measure of its ttiq>opularity, anid nitf^rtw
it had only a perfunctory existence for a few years 9ttkm _
longer. Scandal, intrigue and pexional criticism j^'**'
became the most marked characteristics of Ameri- ^*^*

can politics until the dominant party broke at the end of the

period, and real party conflict was renewed. But the seeds

of the final disruption are visible from the peace of 18x4. The
old-fashioned Rq>ublicans looked with intense sospicion on the

new form of Republicanism generated by the war, a type whidi

instinctivdy bent its energies toward the further devdopment
of national power. Clay was the natural leader o£ the new
Democracy; but John Qumcy Adams and others of Federalist

antecedenu or leanings took to the new doctrines kindly; axui

even Calhoun, Crawford and others o£ theSoutherninterest were

at first strongly inclined to support them. One of the first

effects was the revival of protection and of a national bank.

150. The charter of the national bank had expired in x8x I, and
the dominant party had refused to recfaarter it. The attempt to

carry on the war by loans resulted in almost a bank-OMtara*
ruptcy and in a complete inability to act efficiently. *|^*"*

As soon as peace gave time for consideration, a second
*'

bank was chartered (April xo, x8x6) for twenty years, with

a capital of $35,000,000, one-fifth of which was to be sob-

scribed for by the national government It waa to have the

custody of the govenmient revenues, but the secvetaxy of the

treasury could divert the revenues to other niirndians, giving

his reasons for such action to Congress.

xsx. Protection was advocated again on national groonds* bet

not quite on those ^iriuch had moved Hamiltoo. The addftinnal

reodpts were now to be expended for fortifications
^^ ^^^ ^

and other national defences, and for national raada

and canals, the latter to be considered soldy as militaiy

measures, with an incidental benefit to the people. Bosness
distress among the people gave additional force to the propoaaL

Tlie war and blockade had been an active form of protectioa,

under which American manufactures had q>rung up in great

abundance. As soon as peace was made Eit^ish xxanufacturets

drove thdr American rivals out of business or leduoed them ta

desperate straits. Tlidr cries for relief had a doable cfiect

They gave the spur to the nationalizing advocates of protectiaD,

and, as most of the numufacturers were in New England or Kev
York, they developed in'the dtadd of Federalism m. ciaas which

looked for hdp to a Republican Congress, and was therefore

bound to oppose the Federalist party. This was the main Idroe

which brought New England into the Republican ^^^
fold before 1825. An increase in the number of ^^^
spindles from 80,000 in x8xx to 500,000 in 18x5, and
in cotton consumption foom 500 bales in x8oo to 90,000 m 18x5,

the rise of manufactuxing towns, and the rapid devdopment of

the mechanical tendendes of a people who had been hitherto

almost exdusivdy agricultural, were influences which were to be

reckoned with in the politics of a democratic country.

153. The Uriff of x8x6 imposed a duty of about 25%on Imports

of cotton and woollen goods, and specific duties on iron Imports,

except pig-iron, on which there was an ci valorem ikim^
duty df 20%. In x8x8 this duty also was made '"'^

specific (50 cents a cwt.). The ad valorem duties caxried most

of the manufacturers through the finandal crisis of x8x8-x8i9,

but the iron duties were less satisfactory. In Enghah manu-

facture the substitution of coke for charcoal in iron pioductioB

led to continual decrease in price. As the price went down the

spedfic duties were continually increasing the absolute asMoat

of protection. Thus spared the necessity for impcgvoBOts
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in producUon, the American mannfactuien felt Eni^Jsh com*
petition more keenly as the yean went by, and called for more
protection.

153. James Monroe (^.v.) succeeded Madison as president in

1817, and, reelected with hardly any opposition in x8ao, he

••Aa«# served until 1825.' So complete was the suprenuury

of the Republican party that this is often called
" the era of good feding." It came to an end when

a suooeasor to Monroe was to be elected; the two sections of

the dominant party then had their first opportunity for open
struggle. During Monroe's two terms of office the nationalising

party developed the policy on which it proposed to manage
national affairs. This was largely the product of the continually

swelling western movement of population. The influence of

the steamboat was felt more and more every year, and the want
of a similar improvement in land transport was correspondingly

evident. The attention drawn to western New York by the

war had filled that part of the state with a new population. The
southern Indians had been completely overthrown by Andrew
JackK» during the War of 18x3, and forced to cede their knds.

Admlulum The admission of the new sUtes of Indiana (x8x6),

fMtw Mississippi (18x7), Illinois (x8x8), Alabama (x8x9),
'^^*** Maine (x8ao) and Missouri (x83x)--all but Maine
the product and evidence of western growth—were the immediate
results of. the development consequent upon the war. All the

territory east of the Mississippi, except the northern part of

the North-West Territory, was now formed into self-governing

sUtes; the state system had crossed the Mississippi; all that was
needed for further development was the locomotive engine. The
four millions of 1790 had grown into thirteen millions in X830;

and there was a steady increase of one-third in each decade.

154. The urgent demand of western settlers for some road

to « maritet led to a variety of schemes to facilitate intercourse

between the East and the West—the most successful
' being that completed in New York in 1825, the Erie

CanaL The Hudson river forms the great natural breach in

the barrier range which runs parallel to the Atlantic* coast.

When the traveller has passed up the Hudson through that range

he sees before him a vast champaign country extending westward

to the Great Lakes, and perfectly adapted by nature for a canaL

Such a canal, to turn western traffic mto the lake rivers and
through the lakes, the canal, and the Hudson to New York
City, was begun by the sUte through the influence of De Witt
Clinton, was derisively called " Clinton's big ditch " untQ iu
completion, and hid the foundations for the great commercial

prosperity of New York state and dty. Long before it was
finished the evident certainty of its success had seduced other

states into fsr less successful enterprises of the kind and had
established as a nationalizing policy the combination of hi|^

tarifiis and expenditures for internal improvements which was
long kiu>wn as the " American system." * The tariffs of duties on

n# imports were to be carried as high as revenue results

I would justify; within this limit the duties were
to be defined for purposes of protection; and the

superabundant revenues were to be expended on enterprises which
would tend to aid the people in their efforts to subdue the con-

tinent. Protection was now to be for national benefit, not for

the benefit of classes. Western farmers were to have manufac-

turing towns at their doors, as markets for the surplus which

' In 18x6 Monroe received 183 electoral votes and his opponent,
Rufus King, 34; in 1820 Monroe received 331 and his opponent.
John Quincy Adams, I.

"For a generation the making of "internal fanprovements
**

by the Federal govemroent was an issue of great political importance.
In 1806 Congress made an appropriation for the National or
Cumberland Road, eventually constructed from Fort Cumberland,
Md., to Vandalia. III. The policy of making such improve-
ments was opposed on the ground that the Constitution gave to
the Federal government no power to make them, that it was not
an "enumemted power," and that such improvements were not a
*' necessary and proper " means of carryinff out any of the enu-
merated powers. Others argued that the Federal government might
constitutionally make such improvements, but could not exercise
jurisdiction over them when made.
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had hitherto been rotting on their farms; competition among
manufacturers was to keep down prices; migration to all the

new advantages of the West was to be made easy at national

expense; and Henry Clay's eloquence was to commend the whole

policy to the people. The old Democracy, particularly in the

South, insisted that the whole scheme really had its basis in

benefits to classes, that its communistic features were not such as

the Constitution meant to cover by its grant of power to Congress

to levy taxation for the general welfare, and that any such

legislation would be unconstitutional. The dissatisfaction in

the South rose higher when the tariffs were increased TaH/in o#

in X824 and 1828. The proportion of customs '"^^^
revenue to dutiable imports rose to 37% in X825

""*

and to 44% in 1829; and the ratio to aggregate imports to 33%
in x82S and 37% in X829. As yet, Southern dissatisfaction

showed itself only in resolutions of state legislatures.

155. In the sudden devekipment of the new nation dr-
cumstances had conspired to give social forces an abnormally
materialistic cast, and this had strongly influenced the expres-

sion of the national life. Its literature and its art had amounted
to little, for the American people were still engaged in the

fiercest of warfare against natural difficulties, which absorbed all

their energies.

X56. In international relations the action of the government
was strong, quiet and self-respecting. Its first wei^ty action

took phu« in 1823. It had become pretty evident that the

Holy Alliance, in addition to its interventions in Europe to
suppress popular risingi, meant to aid Spain in brining her

revolted South American cofenies to obedience. Great Britain

had been drifting steadily away from the alliance, and George
Canning, the new secretary, detemuned to call in the weight
of the transatlantic power as a check upon it. A hint to the
American minister was foUowed by a few pregnant
passages in Monroe's annual message in December. ooeSn!^
" We could not view," he said, " any interposition for

the purpose of oppressing them [the South American sUtes],

or controlling in any other manner their destiny by any Euro-
pean power, in any other light than as the manifestation of

an unfriendly disposition towards the United States." If both
the United States and Great Britain were to take this ground
the fate of a fleet sent by the Alliance across the Atlantic was
not in mOch doabt, and the project was at once given up.

157. It was supposed at the time that Spain might transfer

her colonial claims to some stronger power; and Monroe therefore

said that ** the American continents, by the free and independent

condition which they have assumed and maintained, are hence-

forth not to be considered ss subjects for future colonization by
any European powers." This declaration and that quoted

above constitute together the " Monroe doctrine " ss originally

proclaimed. The doctrine has remained the rule of foreign

intercourse for all American parties. Added to the already

established refusal of the United States to become entangled
in any European wars or alliances, it has separated Europe
and America to their common advantage. (See Momeob
DoCTBnCB.)

158. By a treaty with Russia (xSas) that power gave up all

daims on the Pacific coast south of the present limits of Alaska.

The northern boundary of the United States had n,
been defined by the treaty of 4783; and, after thtNortt^wmt

acquisition of Louisiana, a convention with Great '*'*"'''''*

Britain (x8x8) settled the boundary on the Jine of 49" N. lat.

as far west ss the Rocky Mountains. West of these mountains
the soKsUed Oregon country, on whose limits the two powers
could not agree, was to be held in common possession for ten

yesrs. This common possessioii was prolonged by anothei

convention (1827) indefinitely, with the privilege to eithe

power to terminate it, on giving twelve months' notice. Thi
arrangement lasted until 1846 (see Oregon: History).

XS9. Monroe's term of office came to an end in March 182 (

He had originally been an extreme Democrat, who could hardl
speak of Washington with patience; he had slowly modified

his views, and his tendencies were now eagerly daimtti b^
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the few remaining Federalists as identical with their own. The
nationalizing faction of the dominant party had scored ahnost

all the successes of the administration, and the

divergence between it and the opposing faction

was steadily becoming more apparent. All the can-

didates for the presidency in 1834—Andrew Jackson, a private

citizen of Tennessee; William H. Crawford, Monroe's secretary of

the treasury; John Quincy Adams, his secretary of state; and
Henry Clay, the speaker of the Houseof Representative»-<Uumed
to be Republicans alike; but the perMiuU nature of the struggle

was shown by the tendency of their supporters to call themselves

"Adams men" or "Jackson men," rather than by any real

party title. Calhoun was supported by all groups for the vice-

presidency, and was elected without difficulty. The choice of a
president was more doubtful.

x6o. None of the four candidates had anything like a party

organization behind him. Adams and Clay represented the

^^ nationalizing element, as Crawford and Jackson

f^f^^n^^ not; but there the likeness among them stopped.
' The strongest forces behind Adams were the new

manufacturing and conmierdal interests of the East; behind

Clay were the desires of the West for internal improvements

at Federal expense asa set>off to the benefits which the seaboard

states had already received from the government; and the two
elements were soon to be united into the National Republican

or Whig party (q.v.). Crawford was the representative of the old

Democratic party, with all its Southern influences end leanings.

Jackson was the personification of the new democracy—not
very cultured, perhaps, but honest, and hating every shade of

class control instinctively. As he became better known the

whole force of the new drift of things turned in his direc-

tion. Crawford was taken out of the race, just after the

electors had cast their votes, by physical failure, and Adams,
later, by the revival of ancient quarrels with the Federalists of

New England; and the future was to be with Clay or with

Jackson. But in 1824 the electors gave no one a majority;

and the House of Representatives, voting by states, gave the

presidency to Adams.
i6x. Adams's election in 1825 was due to the fact that Clay's

friends in the House—unable to vote for him, as he was the

Tb»AiMma lowest in the electoral vote, and oiily three names
AdmimiBtrm' were open to choice in the House—^very naturallygave
uoauu- their votes to Adams. As Adams appointed Clay
^^

to the leading position in his cabinet, the defeated
party at once raised the cry of "bargain and intrigue," one
of the most effective in a democracy, and it was kept up through-

out Adams's four years of officjc. Jackson had received the

largest number of electoral votes, though not a majority,> and the

hazy notion that he had been injured because of his devotion to

the people increased his popularity. Though demagogues made
use of it for selfish purposes, this feeling was an honest one, and
Adams had nothing to oppose to it. He tried vigorously to

uphold the " American system," and succeeded in passing the

tariff of X828; he tried to maintain the influence of the United

States on both the American continents; but he remained as

unpopular as his rival grew popular. In z8a8 Adams was
easily displaced by Jackson, the electoral vote being 178 to

83. Calhoun was reelected vice-president.

i6a. Jackson's inauguration in iBig closes this period, as it

ends the time during which a disruption of the Union by the

EheOnoi peaceable withdrawal of any state was even possible.

ISJS. Df The party which had made state sovereignty its

••°*o'««tfbulwark in 1798 was now m control of the govem-
NsUottMaty,

jggjjj again; but Jackson's proclamation in his first

term, in which he warned South Carolina that " disuidon byarmed
force is treason," and that blood must flow if the bws were

resisted, speaks a very different tone from the speculations of

^ Jackson received 99, Adams 84. Crawford 41, and Clay 37; in

the House of Representatives Adams received the votes of 13^ states,

Jackson of 7, and Crawford of ^ For vice-president Calhoun
received 183 electoral votes, and his principal competitors. Nathan
Sanford, of New York, and Nathaniel Macon, of North Carolina,
received 30 and 34 respectively.
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Jefferson on possible future divisions of the United SUtes. And
even the sudden attempt of South Cuolina to ezerciae indepen-
dent action ({{ 172-173) shows that some interest dependentupon
state sovereignty had takerx alarm at the drift of events, aikd was
anxious to lodge a claim to the ri^t before it should slip from
its fingers for ever. Nullification was only the first skirmish
between the two hostile forces of slavery and democracy.

163. When the vast territory of Louisiana was acquired in

1803 the new owner found slavery already established there by
custom recognized by French and Spanish law.

Congress tacitly ratified existing law by taking no
"'*

action; slavety continued legal, and spread further thxoo^ the

territory; and the state of Louisiana entered as a slave state in

.i8za. The next state to be carved out of the territory was
Missouri, admitted in x8az. A Territory, on applying for admis-
sion as a stat^, brings a constitution for inspection by Congress;

and when it was found that the new state of Missouri proposed
to recognize and continue slavery, a vigorous opposition spread
through the North and West, and carried most of the senators

and representatives from those sections with it. In the House of

Representatives these two sections had a greatly superior number
of members; but, as the number of Northern and Southern states

had been kept about equal, the compact Southern vote, with one
or two Northern allies, generally retained control of the Senate.

Admitted by the Senate and rejected by the House, Missouri's

application hung suq)ended for two years until it was successful

by the admission of Maine, a balancing Northern state,' and by
the following arrangement, known as the Missouri

i|ti,„.Mf
Compromise of 1820: Missouri was to enter as a rnMjniwrii
slave state; slavery was for ever prohibited through-

out the rest of the Louisiana Purchase north of hL
36* 30^, the main southern boundary of Missouri; and, though
nothing was said of the territory south of the compromise line,

it was understood that any state formed out of it was to be a slave

state, if it so wished (see Mxssouu Compkoiiise and Missomo,
( History), Arkansas entered under this provision in 1836.

X64. The question of slaverywas thus set at rest for the present,
though a few agitators were roused to more zealous <^>pQsitioB

to the essence of slavery itself. In the next decade
these agitators succeeded only in the conversion of nfmnjBf

,

a few recruits, but these recruits were the ones who
took up the work at the opening of the next period and never gave
it up until slavery was ended. It is plain now, however, that

North and South had already drifted so far apart as to form two
sections, and it became evident during the next forty years that

the wants and desires of these two sections were so divergeDt

that it was impossible for one goverxmient to m»ke satisfactory

laws for both. The chief cause was not removed in 1820,

though one of its efiiects was got out of the way for the time.

165. The vast flood of htmian beings which had been pouring

westward for years had now pretty well occupied the territory

east of the Mississippi, while, on the west side of that
-^.t^^g

stream, it still showed a disposition to hoki to thej3iL7
river valleys. The settled area had increased from
240,000 sq. m. in 1790 to 633,000 sq. m. in X830, with an

average of 20*3 persons to the square mile. Tha:e was still

a great deal of Indian territory in the Southern states of

Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and Florida, for the Southera

Indians were among the finest of their race ; they had become semi-

dvilized, and were formidable antagonists to the encroaching

white race. The states interested had begun preparations for

their forcible removal, in pubUc defiance (see Georgu: Histery)

of the attempts of the Federal government to protect the Indians

(X837); but the removal was not completed until 1835. In the

North, Wisconsin and ^lichigan, with the northern hahrts of

Illinois and Indiana, were still very thinly settled, but ever>'lhing

indicated early increase of population. The first lake steamboat,

the " Walk-in-the-Water," had appeared at Detroit in x8r8. and

the opening of the Erie Canal in X825 added to the number

' A prompt admission of Missouri would have balanced the slave

and free states, but Alabama's admission as a slave state balaaoed
them in 1819.
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of such vessels. Lake Erie had seven in 1826; and in 1830,

while the only important lake town, Detroit, was

^ hardly yet more than a frontier fort, a daily line of

steamers was running to it from Buffalo, carrying

the increasing stream of emigrants to the western territory.

166. The land system of the United States had mudi to do
with the early devdopment of the West. From the first settle-

j^^g^^ ment, the universally recognized rule had been that

^Himf of absolute individual property in land, with its

corollary of unrestricted competitive or "rack"
rents; and this rule was accepted fully in the national land system,

whose basis was reported by JefferK>n, as chairman of a com-
Jnittee of the Confederation Congress (1785). The public lands

were to be divided into "hundreds" each ten miles square and
containing one hundred mile-square plots. The hundred was
called a " tovmship," and was afterwards reduced to six miles

square, of thirty-six mile-square plots of 640 acres each. From
time to time principal meridians and east and west base lines

have been run, and townships have been determined by thdr
relations to these lines. The sections (plots) have been sub-

divided, but the transfer describes each parcel from the survey

map, as in the case of " the south-west piarter of section 30,

township 30, north, range x east of the third principal meridian."

The price fixed in 1790 as a minimum was %2 per acre; it has
tended to decrease, and no effort has ever been made to gain a
revenue from it. When the nation acquired its western territory

it secured its title to the soil, and alu^ys made it a fundamental
condition of the admission of a new state that it should not tax

United States lands. To compensate the new states for the

freedom of unsold public lands from taxation, one township in

each thirty-six was reserved to them for educational purposes;

and the excellent public school systems of the Western states

have been foimded on this provision. The cost of obtaining a
quarter section (x6o acres), under the still later homestead system
of granting lands to actual settlers, has come to be only about
$26; the interest on this, at 6%, represents an annual rent of

one cent per acre—making this, says F. A. Walker, as nearly

as possible the " no-rent land " of the economists.

167. The bulk of the early westward migration was of home
production; the great immigration from Europe did not begin
until about 1847. The West as well as the East thus had its

institutions fixed before being called upon to absorb an
cnoimoua foreign element.

1.—Industrial Dtvdopment and Sectional Ditergence,

1829-1850.

x68. The eight years 1829-1837 have been called " the reign of

Andrew Jackson "; his popularity, his long struggle for the

fig^ presidency, and his feeling of his official ownership
PoUOeal of the subordinate offices gave to his administration
Mtthoda, fx least an appearance of Caesarism. But it was a
strictly constitutional Caesarism; the restraints of written law
were never violated, though the methods adopted within the law
-were new to national politics. Since about x8oo state politics in

New York and Pennsylvania had been noted for the systematic

use of the offices and for the merciless manner in which the office-

holder was compelled to work for the party which kept him in

place. The presence of New York and Pennsylvania politicians

in Jackson's cabinet taught him to use the same system. Re-

movals, except for cause, had been relatively rare before; but

under Jackson men were removed almost exclusively for the

purpose of in«fii«ng some more serviceable party tool; and a
dean sweep was made in the dvil service. Other parties

adopted the system, and it remained the rule at a dumge of

adininistration until comparativdy recent years.

169. The system brought with it a semi-military reorganixa-

tiop of parties. Hitherto nominations for the more important

offices had been made mainly by legislative caucuses;

candidates for president and vice-president were
'•^ nominated by caucuses of congressmen, and candi-

dates for the higher state offices by caucuses of

the state legislatures. Late in the preceding period "con-
ventions " of delegates from the members of the party in the state

were held in New York and Pennsylvania; and in X83X-X832
this became the rule for presidential nominations. It rapicUy
devdoped into systematic state, county, and dty " conventions *';

and the result was the appearance of that complete political

machinery, the American political party, with its local organiza-

tions, and iU ddegates to county, state and national conventions.

The Democratic machinery was the first to appear, in Jackson's
second term (1833-1837). Its workers were paid in offices, or
hopes of office, so that it was said to be built on the " cohesive
power of pubUc plunder "; but iU success was immediate and
brilliant. The opposing party, the Whig party (9.9.), had no
chance of victory in 1836; and its complete overthrow drove its

leaders into the organization of a similar machinery of their own,
which scored its first success in 1840. Since that time thesestrange
bodies, unknown to the Uw, have governed the country by turns;

and their enormous growth has steadily made the organization

ofa third pieceofsuch machinery more difficult or hopdess.
Z7a The Bank of the United Sutes had hardly been heard of

in politics until the new Democratic orgatJzation came into

hostile contact with it. A semi-offidal demand ant «#ttt
upon it for a political app<nntment was met by a i/««ftf

refusal; and the party managers called Jackson's ^^ *—

»

attention to an institution which he could not but dislike

the more be considered it. His first message spoke of it in

unfriedUly terms, and every succeeding message brought a
more open attack. The old party of Adams and Clay had by this

time taken the name of Whigs, probably from Uie -^B«to
notion that they were struggling against " the rdgn nvt^^
of Andrew Jackson," and they adopted the cause of

the bank with eagerness. The bank charter did not expire until

X836, but in 1832 Clay brought up a bill for a new charter. It

was passed and vetoed; and the Whigs made the veto an im-
portant issue of the presidential dection of that year. They were
beaten; Jackson was re-elected, recdving 2x9 dectoral votes, and
Clay, his Whig opponent, only 49, and the bank party could never
again get a majority in the House of Representatives for the

charter. The insistence of the president on the point that the

charter was a " monopoly " bore weight with the people. But
the president could not obtain a majority in the Senate. He
determined to take a step which would give him an initiative, and
which his opponents could not induce both houses to unite in

overriding or punishing. Taking advantage of the provision

that the secretary of the treasury might order the Rumw^
public funds to be deposited elsewhere than in the •"*•

bank or its branches, he directed the secretary to '^'"•**

deposit all the public funds elsewhere. Thus deprived of its

great source of dividends, the bank fell into difficulties, becai^e a
state bank after 1836, and then went into bankruptcy. (See

Banks and Banumo: United States; and Jackson, Andkew.)
X7Z. All the political conflicts of Jackson's terms of office

were dose and bitter. Loose in his ideas before XS29, Jackson
showed a steady tendency to adopt the strictest construction

of the powers of the Federal govenunent, except in such official

perquisites as the offices. He grew into strong opposition to

all traces of the " American system," and vetoed o^obMIm
bills for internal improvements unsparingly; and »<*•

_

his feeling of dislike to all forms of protection is as
Jjjjjjjjjj^

evident, though he took more care not to make it

too public. There are many reasons for believing that his drift

was the work of a strong school of leadersr—Martin Van Buren,

Thomas H. Benton, Edward Livingston, Roger B. Taney, Levi

Woodbury, Lewis Cass, W. L. Marcy and others—who devdoped
the policy of the party, and controlled it until the great changes

of parties about 1850 took their power from them. At all

events, some persistent influence made the Democratic party of

X830-X850 the most consistent and successful party which had

thus far appeared in the United States.

172. Calhoun (q.v.) and Jackson were of the same stock-*

Scottish-Irish—much alike in appearance and charac-
^

teristics, the former representing the trained and edu- ^
cated logic of the race, the latter its instincts and'
passions. Jackson was led to break off his friendly relations with
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Calhoan in 1830, and he bad been led to do so more ouuly because
of the appearance of the doctrine of nullification (f.v.), which
was generally attributed, correctly enough, to the authorship of
Calhoun. Asserting, as the Republican party of 1798 had done,
the sovereign powers of each sute, Calhoun held that, as a means
of avoiding secession and violent struggle upon every occasion of

the passage of an act of Congress which should seem uncon-
stitutional to any state, the state might properly suspend or

f^iUff^
" nullify " the operation of the law within iu juris-

rftm, diction, in order to protect its citizens against

oppression. The passage of the Tariff Act of 1832,
which organised and ^tematiaed the protective system, forced
the Calhoun party bito action. A state convention hi South
Carolina iq.v.) on the 34th of November 183a declared the Tariff

Act null, and made ready to enforce the declaration.
Z73. But the time was past when the power of a shigle state

could withdraw it from the Union. The president usued a
proclamation, warning the people of South Carolina against any
attempt to carry out the ordinance of nullification; he ordered a
naval force to take possession of Charleston harbour to collect

the duties under the act; he called upon Congress for additional

executive powers, and Congress passed what nullifiers called the
" bloody bill," putting the Umd and naval forcea at the disposal

of the president for the collection of duties against " unlawful
combinations "; and he is said to have announced, privately and
profanely, his intention of making Calhoun the first victun of

any open conflict Affairs looked so threatening that an un-
official meetmg of "leading nullifiers" agreed to suspend the
operation of the ordinance until Congress should adjourn; whence
it derived the ri^t to suspend has never been statol

174. The president had already asked Congress to reduce the
duties; and many Democratic members of Congress, who had

TmrMmi X*^^ ^^ ^ popular clamouT for protection, were

lajj, very glad to use " the crisis " as an excuse for now
voting against it. A compromise Tariff Act, scaling

down all duties over 20% by one-tenth of the excess every two
years until 1842, when the remaining excess over 90% should

be dropped, was introduced by Clay and became law. Calhoun
and his followers claimed this as all that the nullification ordi-

nance had aimed at; and the ordinance was formally repealed.

But nullification' had received its death-blow; even those

Southern leaders who maintained the right of secession refused

to recognize the right of a state to remain in the Union while

nullifying its laws; and, when protection was reintroduced by
the tariff of 1842, nullification was hardly thought of.

175. All the internal conditions of the United States were
completely altered by the introduction of railways. For twenty

years past the Americans had been pushing in eveiy

loromofh-» <U'cction which offered a hope of the means of recon-

ciling vast territory with enormous population.

Stephenson's invention of the locomotive came just in time, and
Jackson's two terms of office marked the outburst of modem
American life. The miles of railway were 23 in 1830, 1098 in

183s, some 2800 in 1840, and thereafter th^ about doubled

every five years until x86o.

X76. A railway map of 1840 shows a fragmentary system,

designed irudnly to fill the gaps left by the means of communica-

^^ tion in use in z83a One or two short lines run back

^JuS!* ^^^ ^' country from Savannah and Charleston;

another runs north along the coast from Wilmington
to Baltimore; several lines connect New York with Washington
and other points; and short lines elsewhen mark the openings

which needed to be filled at once—a number in New England
and the Middle states, three in Ohio and Michigan, and three in

Louisiana. Year after year new inventions came in to increase

AatkneMf,^^ aid this development. The anthracite coal

of the Middle states had been known smce 1790,

but no means had been devised to put the refractory agent

to work. It was now successfully applied to railways (1836),

^^^ and to the manufacture of iron (1837). Hitherto

wood had been the best fuel for iron-making; now
the states which relied on wood were driven out of competition.

and production was restricted to the states in which nature

had pUced coal alongside of iron. Steam navigation across

the Atlantic was esUblished in 1838. The telegraph ommM**-
came next, S. F. B. Morse's line being erected injf>"- Th»

1844. The qnead of the railway system broui^t '"•^f***

with it, as a natural development, the rise of the American
system of express companies, whose first phases of individual

enterprise appeared in 1839. No similar period in American
history is so extraordinary for material development as the

decade 1830-1840. At iU begiiming the country was an over-

grown type of colonial life; at its «id American life had been

shifted to entirely new lines, which it haa since followed.

Modem American history had burst in with the explosivcnesB

of an Arctic summer.

177. The steamboat had aided Western development, bat

the railway aided it far more. Cities and states grew as if the
oxygen of their surroundings had been suddwily ». ^ _
increased. The steamboat influenced the railway,^^SMt
and the railway gave the steamboat new powers.

Vacant places in the states east of the Mississippi were filling up;

the bng lines of emigrant waggons gave way to the new and
better methods of transport; and new grades of land were made
accessible. Chicago was but a frontier fort in 1832; within

a half-dozen years it was a flourishing town, with eight

steamers coimecting it with Buffalo, and dawning ideas of its

future development of railway connexions. The maps change
from decade to decade, as mapmakers hasten to insert new
dries which have sprung up. Two new **^^*" liiatoiia
Arkansas and Michigan, were admitted (1836 voA^iAMtmmmm

1837). The population of Ohio grew from 900,000^
to 1,500,000, that of Michigan from 32,000 to^^^"^
2x2,000, and that of the country from 13,000,000 to 17,000,000^

between 1830 and x84a
X78. With the change of material surroundings and possi-

bilities came a steady amelioration of social conditions and a
development of social ideals. Such features of the

past as imprisonment for debt and the crael indiffer- x'tmm^iwr
ence of old methods <^ dealing with crime began
to disappear; the time was past when a state could use an ahan^

doned copper mine as its state prison, as Connecticut had
formerly done (see Sxhsbuky, Connecticut). The dooxstic use

of gas and anthracite coal, the introduction of ezpCDsive

aqueducts for pure water, and the changing life of the people

forced changes in the interior and exterior of American dweflings.

Wood was still the ^oonmMn building material; imitatians of

Greek architecture still retained their vogue; but the mtcriocs

were models of comfort in comparison with the houses even of

x8xo. In the " new " regions this was not yet the case, and here

social restraints were still so few that society seerned to be

reduced almost to iU primirive elements. Western steamers

reeked with gambling, swindling, duelling and every variety of

vice. Public law was almost su^iended in some regioQs; and

organized associations of counterfeiters and horse-thieva

terrorized whole sections of country. But this state of aSaizs

was altogether temporary, as well as limited in iu area; the older

and more densely settled states had been well prepared for the

change and had never lost command of the social forces, and the

process of settling down went on, even in the newer states, with

far more rapidity than could reasonably have been expected.

Those who took part in the movements of population in X830-

X840 had been trained under the rigid forms o£ the prevksa
American life; and these soon re-asserted themadvea. The
rebound was over before 1847, and the Western sutes were

then as well prepared to receive and digest the great immigration

which followed as the older states would have been in 1830.

X79. A distinct American literature dates from this period.

Most of the publications in the United States were still chesp

reprints of foreign works; but native productions
i-^,,^^,,

no longer followed foreign modda with servOity.

Between X830 and 1840 Whittier, Longfellow, Holmes, Tot,

Hawthorne, Emerson, Bancroft and Prescott joined the advanct^

guard of American writexsr—Bryant, Dana, Halleck, Dtak^
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Irving and Cooper; and even those writers who bad already

made their place in literature showed the influence of new condi*

tions by thdr growing tendency to look less to foreign models and
methods. (See Axekxcan LnsaATUBK.) Populareducationwas
Impioved. The new states had from the first endeavoured to

aecure the best possible system of common schools. The
attempt came naturally from the political instincU of the dass
from which the migration came; but the system which resulted

was to be of incalculable service during the years to oome.
Their absolute democracy and their univmal use of the English

Oif— language have made the common schoob most
•r***^ successful machines for converting the raw material
9mt»> of immigration into American dtiaens. This
supreme benefit is the basis of the system and the reason

for its existence and development, but its incidental advan-
tage of educating the peo[^e has been beyond calculation.

It wai an odd symptom of the genersl change that

American newspapers took a new form during these

ten years. The old "blanket-sheet" newspaper,

cumbrous to handle and slow in all iu ways, met its

first rival in the type of newspaper which appeared first in New
York City, in the Sim, the Herald and the Trihune (1833, 1835
and 1841). Swift and energetic in gathering news, and fearless,

sometimes reckless, in stating it, they brought into American
life, with very much that is e^, a great preponderance of good.

x8o. The chaos Into which a part of American society had
been thrown had a marked effect on the financial institutions

It'nalm ^^ ^^* country, which went to pieces before it for a
time. It had not been meant to make the public

lands of the United States a source of revenue so mudi as a
source of development. The sales had touched their high-water

mark during the speculative year 181 9, when receipts from them
had amounted to $3,274,000; in other years they seldom went
above $3,000,000. When the railway set the stream of migration

moving faster than ever, and dries began to grow like mush-
rooms, it was natural that speculation in land should feel the

mgfgglgilfg^
effects. Sales rose to $3,300,000 in 2831, to $4,000,000

in 1833, to $5,000,000 in 1834, to $15,000,000 in

X835, and to $25,000,000 in 1836. In 1835 the president an-

nounced to Congress that the public debt was extinguished, and
that some way of dealing with the surplus should be found.

Calhoun's proposal, that after the year 1836 any surplus in

excess of $5,000,000 should l>e*divided among the states as

a loan, was adopted, as regards the surplus (almost $37,000,000)

of that year; and some $28,000,000—still carried oh the books

of the treasury as unavailable fundsr-were actually distributed

before the crisis of 1837 put an end to the surplus and to the

poUcy. The states had already taken a hand in the general

speculation by beginning works of public improvement. Foreign,

particularly English, capital was abundant: and states which had
been accustomed to think a dozen times over a tax of a hundred

thousand dollars now began to negotiate loans of millions of

dollars and to appropriate the proceeds to the digging of canals

and the construction of railways. Their enterprises were badly

concaved and badly managed, and only added to the confusion

when the crash came. If the Federal government and the

states felt that they were rich, the imaginations of individuals

ran rioL Every one wanted to buy; prices rose, and every one

was growing richer on paper. The assessed value of real estate

in New York City in 1833 was $104,000,000; in 1836 it had
grown to $353,000,000. In Mobile the assessed value rose

from $1,000,000 to $37,000,000. Fictitious values were the

rule.

x8i. When Jackson in 1833 ordered the government revenues

to be deposited elsewhere than in the Bank of the United States,

there was no government agent to receive them. The secretary

of the treasury selected banks at various points in which the

revenue should be deposited by the collecting officers; but these

banks were organized tmder charters from thdr states, as were

all banks except that of the United States. The theory of

the dominant party denied the constitutional power of Congress

IP diarter a bank, and the states had not yet loamed bow to

deal with such bstltntiona. Tleir grants of bank charten
had been based on ignorance, intrigue, favouritism or corruption,

and the banks were utterly unregulated. The Democratic
feeling was that the privilege of forming banking Cwpan*
corporations should be open to all dtiaens, and it <*•*

soon became so. Moreover, it was not until after the crash that

New York began the system of compelling such deposits as would
really secure circulation, which was kmg afterward further

devdoped into the present national bank system. In most
of the states banks could be freely organised with or without
tangible capital, and their notes oouM be sent to the West for

the purchase of government lands, which needed to be held

but a month or two to gain a handsome profit (See Banks and
Bankxno: Umkd SUUa.) ** Wild-cat banks " sprang up all

over the country; and the ** pet banks," as those chosen for the

deposit ofgovernment revenueswere called, went into speculation

as eageriy as the banks whidi hardly pretended to have capital.

182. The Democratic theory denied the power of Congress
to make anything but gold or sflver coin legal tender. There
have been " paper-money heresies " in the party; ,

but there was none such among the new school of on^Hv
Democratic leaders which came in in 1829; they were
** hard-money men." In July 1836 Jackson's secretary of the

treasury ordered land agents to take nothing in payment for

lands except gold or silver. In the following spring the full

effects of the order became evident; they fell on the adminis-

tration of Van Buren, Jackson's successor.' Van Buren had
been Jackson's secretary of state, the representative man of the

new Democratic schod, and, in the opinion of the opposition,

the evil genius of the Jackson administradon; and it scemni
to the Whigs poetic justice that he should bear the weight of

his predecessor's errors. The "spede circular "turned the tide of

paper back to* the East, and when it was presented for payment
most of the banks suq>ended specie payment with hardly a
struggle. There was no longer a thou^t of buying; every one
wanted to sell; and prices ran down with a rapidity even more
startling than that with which they had risen. Failures, to an
extent and on a scale unprecedented in the United

States, made up the '' panic of 1837." Many of the iff"
states had left thdr bonds in the hands of thdr
agents, and, on the failure of the latter, found that the bonds
had been hypothecated or disposed of, so that the states got

no return from them except a debt which was to them
enormous. Saddled suddenly with such a burden,

and unable even to pay interest, some of the states ^SHj'
"repudiated" thdr obligations; and repudiation

was made successful by the fact that a state could not be sued

by its creditors except by its own consent. Even the Federal

government felt the strain, for its revenues were locked up in

suspended banks. A little more than a year after Congress had
authorized the distribution of its surplus revenues among the

states Van Buren was forced to call it into wptdal session to

provide some relief for the government itself.

183. Van Buren hdd manfully to the strictest construction

of the powers of the Federal government. He insisted that the

panic would best right itsdf without government am-
interference, and, after a four years' struggle, he o<wy
succeeded in making the "sub-treasury scheme" **••.

law (1840). It cut off an connexion of the government

with banks, putting colkcUng and disbursing officers under

bonds to hold money safdy and to transfer it under orders

from the treasury', and restricthig payments to or by the United

States to gold and silver coin. Iu passage had been preceded by
another commercial crisis (1839), more limited in its field, but

more discouraging to the people. It is true that Jackson, in

dealing with the finances, had " simply smashed things," leaving

his successor to repair damages; but it is far from certain

that this was not the best way available at the time. The
wisest scheme of finannal reform would have had small chancr

' In the election of 1836 Van Buren recdved 170 electoral votr
W.H. Harrison (Whig) 7t, Hugh U White 36, Oanid Webster
and W. P. Maagum 11.

^
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of success with the bnd-jobben in Congress, and Van Buren's

finnness found the way out of the chaos.

184. Van Buren's firmness was unpopular, and the Whig
party now adopted methods which were popular if somewhat

demagogicaL It nominated William H. Harrison

in 1840; it contrasted his homely frontier virtues

with Van Buren's "ostentatious indifference to the

misfortunes of the people " and with the supposed luxury of

his life in the White House; and, after the first of the modem
" campaigns " of mass meetings and processions, Harrison was
elected, receiving 234 electoral votes and Van Buren only 60.

He died on the 4lh of April i84r, only a month after his inaugu-

ration, and the vice-president, John Tyler, became president.

Tyler was of the extreme Calhoun school, which had shown some
disposition to grant to Van Buren a support which it had refused

to Jackson; and the Whigs had nominated Tyler to retain his

faction with them. Now he was the nomiiud leader of the party,

while his politics were opposite to theirs, and the real leader

of the party. Clay, was ready to force a quarrel upon him. The
quarrel took place; the Whig majority in Congress was not

large enough to pass any measures over Tyler's veto; and the

first two years of his administration were passed in barren

conflict with his party. The "sub-treasury" law

was repealed (1841); the tariff of 2843 hitroduced a
modified protection; and there the Whigs were

forced to stop. Their dissensions made Democratic success

comparatively easy, and Tyler had the support of a Democratic

House behind him during the last two yean of his term.

185. The success of the Democratic machinery, and the

reflex of its temporary check in x840t with the influences brought

to bear on it by the returning Calhoun faction, were such as to

take the control of the party out of the hands of the leaden who
had formed it. They had had high regard for political principle,

even though they were willing to use doubtful methods for its

propagation; these methods had now brought out new men,
who looked mainly to success, and to dose connexion with the

controlling political element c^ the South as the easiest means
of attaining success. When the Democratic convention of 1844
met it was expected to renominate Van Buren. A majority of

the delegates had been sent there for that purpose, but many of

them would have been glad to be prevented from doing so.

They allowed a resolution to be passed making a two-thirds vote

necessary for nomination; Van Buren was unable to command
so many votes; and, when bis name was withdrawn, James K.
Polk was nominated. The Whigs nominated Clay.

z86. The beginning of the abolitionist movement in the

United Sutes, the esublishment of the Liberator (1831),

and of the American Antl-SIaveiy Society (1833)*

and the subsequent divisions in it, are dealt with
elsewhere (see Gauoson, Wiluak Lloyd). Up

to that time "abolition" had meant gradual abolition; it

was a wish rather than a purpose. Garrison called for

immediate abolition. The basis of the American system was in

the reserved rights of the sUtes, and slavery rested on their will,

which was not likely to be changed. But the cry was kept up.

The mission of the Abolitionists was to force the people to think

of the question; and, in spite of riots, assaults and persecution

of every kind, they fulfill«l it manfully. In truth, slavery was
more and more out of harmony with the new economic conditions

which were taking complete control of the North and West, but
had hardly been felt in the South. Thus the two sections, North
and South, were more and more disposed to take opposite views of

everything in which slavery was involved, and it had a faculty

of involving itself in almost everything. The status of slavery

in the Territorieshad been settled in 1820; that of slavery in the

states had been settled by the Constitution; but even in minor
questions the intrusive element had to be reckoned with. The
Abolitionists sent their documents through the mails, and the

South wished the Federal government to interfere and stop the

practice. The Abolitionists persisted in petitioning Congress

for the passage of various measures which Congress regarded as

utterly unconstitutional; and the diapocition of Congress to deny

or regulate the right of petition in such matten (see Adamb,
John Quxncy) exdted the indignation of Northern men who
had no sympathy with aboliticm. But the first occasion 00
which the views of the two sections came into flat contrast was
on the question of the annexation of Texas.

187. The United States had had a vague daim to Texas until

18x9, when the claim was surrendered to Spain in part c

tion for Florida. On the revolt of Mexico Texas
became a part of that republic It was colonixed t^
Americans, mainly southemen and slave-holders, seceded from
Mexico in 1835, and defeated the Mexican armies and eatablishfd

its independence in the following year. Southern politirians

desired its annexation to the United States for many reaaoos.

Its people were kindred to them; its soil would widen the area

of slavery; and its territory, it was hoped, could be divided

into several states, to reinforce the Southern column in the

Senate. People in the North were dthcr indifferent or hostile

to the pn^xMal; Van Buren had declared against it, and his

action was a reason for his defeat in the Donocratlc convention.

On the other hand, there were indications that the -^^
joint occupation of the Oregon country could not

"^^
last much longer. American immigration into it had begun,

while the Hudson's Bay Company* the British tenant of the soil,

was the natural enemy of Immigration. To carry the sfntimmt
of both sections, the two points were coupled; and the

Democratic convention dedared for the reannexation of Texas
and the reoccupation of Oregon. ^

x88. One of the cardinal methods of the political Abolitkmists

was to nominate candidates of their own against a donbthd
friend, even though this secured the dection of an
open enemy. Clay's efforts to guard his oondemna*
tion of the Texas annexation project were just enough
to push the Liberty party iq.v.), the political Abolitionists,

into voting for candidates of their own m New York; on a
dose vote their loss was enough to throw the electoral votes of

that state to Polk, and iu votes dedded the result, jguk*
Polk was dected (November 1844);' and Texas ariMiL

was aimexed to the United States in the following ^^y
*^*

spring. At the next meeting of Congress (1845)
•'""'^

Texas was admitted as a state.

189. West of Texas the northern prok>ngation of Mezioo ran

right athwart the westward movement of American population;

and, though the movement had not yet reached the bazrier, the

Polk administration desired further acquisitions from Mexica
The western boundary of Texas was undefined; a strip of terri-

tory claimed by Texas was settled exdusivdy by Mexicans;

but the Polk admmistration directed General Zachary Tayfer,

the American commander in Texas, to cross the Nueces rrrer

and seize the disputed territory. Collisions with Mexican troops

followed; they were beaten in the battles of Palo Alto and

Resaca de b Palma, and were chased across the Rio Grande.

Taylor followed and took the dty of Monterey.

19a On the news of the fint bloodshed Congress dedared

war against Mexico, over the opposition of the Whigs. A land

and naval force took possession of California, and a

land expedition occupied New Mexico, so that the

authority of Mexico over all the soil north of her

present boundaries was abruptly terminated (1846). At the

opening of 1847 Taylor fought the last battle in northern Mexko
(Buena Vista), defeating the Mexicans, and General Winfield

Scott, with a new army, landed at Vera Crux for a mardi upon

the dty of Mexico. Scott's march was marked by o«c suooessfd

battle after another, usually against heavy odds; and in September

he took the capital dty and hdd it until peace was made (1848)

by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. Among the
j^^

terms of peace was the cession of the present Cali-

fornia, Utah, Arizona and New Mexico, the considcratioo being

a payment of $15,000,000 by the United States and theassconp-

tion of some $3,000,000 of debts due by Mexico to American

dtizens. With a subsequent rectification of frontier (r853)

by the Gadsden Treaty (see Gadsden, Jakes), this
—"^

> Polk received 170 electMsl V9tes and Clay los.
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added some 500,000 sq. m. to the aiea of the United SUtes;
Texas itself made up a large additional axea. The settlement

of the north-east and north-west boundaries (see Mains and
Ohegon) by the Webster-Ashburton and Buchanan-Pakenham
treaties (184a, 1846) with the Texas and Mexican cessions, gave
the United States the complete territorial form retained until

the annexation of Alaska in 1867.

191. In the new territory slavery had been forbidden under
Mexican law; and its annexation brought up the question of

SMviyla ^^ Status under American law. He who remembers
t*«Mtir the historical fact that slavery had never been more
TlniMiMj. t]|4Q a custom, ultimately recognised and protected

by state law, will xu>t have much diffictdty in H^riHing about the

propriety of forcing such a custom by law upon any part of a
territory. But, if slavery was to be excluded from the new
territory, the states which should ultimately be formed out of

it would enter as free states, and the influence of the South in

the Senate would be decreased. For the first time the South
appears as a distinct imperium in imferio in the territorial

difficulties which began in 1848.

193. The first appearance of these difficulties brought out
in the Democratic party a solution which was stf closely in line

with the prejudices of the party, and apparmtly so

likely to meet all the wishes of the South, that it

bade fair to carry the party through the crisis without
the loss of its Southern vote. This was " squatter sovereignty,"

the notion that it would be best for Congress to leave the

people of each Territory to settle the question of the existence

of slavery for themselves. The broader and democratic ground
for the party would have been that which it U first seemed

likely to take—the " Wiknot Proviso," a condition

proposed to be added to the act authorising acquisi-

tions of territory, providing that slavery should be
forbidden in all territoiry to be acquired under the act (see

WiLMOT, David). In the end apparent expediency carried the

dominant party off to " squatter sovereignty," and the Demo-
cratic adherents of the Wilmot Proviso, with the Liberty party

,. and the anti-slavery Whigs, united in 1848 under the

JJ^T*' name of the Free Soil party (ff.9.). The Whigs had no
solution to offer; thor entiire programme, from this

time to their downfall as a party, consisted in a persistent effort

to evade or ignore all difficulties connected with slavery.

193. Taylor, after the battle of Buena Vista, resigned and
came home, considering himself ill-used by the administration.

He refused to commit himself to any party; and the

Whigi were forced to accept him as their candidate

in 1848. The Democrats nominated Lewis Cass;

and the Free Soil party, or " Free-Soilers," nominatedVan Buren.

By the vote of the Ust-named party the Democratic candidate

lost New York and the election, and Taylor was elected presi-

dent, receiving 163 electoral votes, while Cass received 127.

Taking office m Mardi 1849, he had on his shoulders the whole
burden of the territorial difficulties, aggravated by the discovery

of gold in California and the sudden rise of population there.

Congress was so split into factions that it could for a long time

agree upon nothing; thieves and outlaws were too .strong for

the semi-military government of California; and the Califomians,

with the approval of the president, proceeded to form a constitu-

tion and apply for admission as a state. They had so framed their

constitution as to forbid slavery; and this was really the applica-

tion of the Wilmot Proviso to the richest part of the new territory,

and the South fdt that it had been robbed of the cream of what
it alone had fought cheerfully to obtain.

194. The admission of California was 'not' secured until

SepUmber 1850, soon after Taylor's sudden death (July 9),

and then only by the addition of a bonus to Texas,

'the division of the rest of the Mexican cession into

the Territories of Utah and New Mexico without

prohibition of slavery, and the passage of a fugitive slave Uw.
The slave trade, but not slavery, was forbidden in the District

ef Columbia. The whole was generally known as the Compro-
mise McMiires ofJ850 (^.v.). Two of ita features need notice.

Tarmai

As has been said, slavery was not.mentioned in the act; and the

sUtus of slaveo' in the Territories, was thus left uncertain.

Congress can veto any legislation of a territorial ^^
legisUtuie, but, in fact, the two bouses of Congress ^^J^J^
were hardly ever able to unite on anything after

X850, and both theseTerritories did establish alaveiy before i860,

without a Congressional veto. The advantage here was with
the South. The other point, the Fugitive Slave Law iq.v.),

was a tptdaX demand of the South. The Constltu- _
tion contained clauses directing that fu&tive

^Jjj'^?
criminab and slaves should be delivered up, on^'^^^*
requisition, by the state to which they had fled. In the*
case of criminab the delivery was directed to be made by
the executive of the statd to which they had fled; in the

case of slaves no delivering authority was specified, and
an act of Congress in 1793 had imposed the duty on Federal

judges or on local state magistrates. Some of the states had
passed "Personal Liberty Laws," forbidding or p^namai
limiting the action of their magistrates in such cases, tAwtr
and the act of 1850 transferred the decision of such ''*^*'

,

cases to United States commisskmets, with the assistance

of United States marshals, . It imposed penalties on rescues,

and denied a jury txiaL

195. The question of slavery had taken up so mudi time in

Conjpess that its other legislation was comparatively limited.

The rates of postage were reduced to five and ten cents for dis-

tances less and greater than 300 m. (1845); and the naval
school at Annapolis was esUblished in the same year. The
military academy at West Point had been established as such
in x8oa. When the Democratic party had obtained complete
control of the government, it re-established (by act of 6th
August, 1846), the " sub-treasury," or independent treasury,

which is still the basis of the treasury system.

In the same year, after an exhaustive Report by
Robert J. Walker, Polk's secretary of the treasury,

the tariff of 1846 was passed; it reduced duties, and moderated
the application of the protective principle. Apart from a slight

reduction of duties fai 1857, this remained in force till i86x.

196. Five states were admitted during the last ten years of

this period: Florida (1845), Texas (1845), Iowa (1846), Wiscon-
sin (1848) and California (1850). The eariy entrance ^^rrBf,,
of Iowa, Wisconsin and Florida had been due largely «/ i^mum,
to Indian wars—the Black Hawk Wax (see Black i0ir««atf

Hawk) in Iowa and Wisconsin (1832), and the Semi- "*"•
nole War fai Ftorida (1835-37), after each of which the

defeated Indians were compelled to cede lands as the price

of peace. The extinction of Indian titles in northern Michi-

gan brought about the discovery of the great copper fields

of that region, whose existence had hm suspected long

before it could be proved. Elsewhere settlement followed

the Imes already marked out, except in the new posses-

sions <m the Pacific coast, whose full possibilities were not yet

known. Railways in the Eastern states were beginning to

show something of a connected system; m the South i^aBwt^
they had hardly changed since 1840; m the West yf
thQT had only been probnged on their original lines. VMv^pfta.

The telegraph was brought into use in 1844; but it is not until

the census of x86o that its effecU are seen in the fuUy connected

network of railways which then covers the whole North and West.

197. The sudden devek>pment of wealth in the country

gave an impetus to the spirit of invention. Charles Goodyear's

method of vulcanixing rubber (1839) had come into
^,,,^1^

use. Cyrus Hall M'Cormick had made an invention

whose resulu have been hftfdly less than that of the

locomotive in their importance to the United Sutcs. He had

patented a reaping machine m 1834, and this, further improved

and supplemented by other inventions, had brought into play

the whole system of agricultural machinery, whose existence was

scarcely known elsewhere until the London " World's Fair " of

1851 brought it into notice. A successful sewing-machine came in

1846; the power-loom and the surgical use of anaesthetics in

the same year; and the rotary press for printing in 1847.
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198. AU the cooditjons of life wot diant$ng to ixpidly that

It was o&tiinl that the minds of xnen should change with them
or become unsettled. This was the era of new sects, of

comonnities, of fantastic proposals of every kind, of txanscen-

denlalism in literatnre, religion, and politics. Not the most
fsntastic or benevoleat, but certamly the most

g|J^^^ Bttcoessful, of these was the sect of Mormons or

Latter-day Saints. They settled in Utah fai 1847,

calling their capital Salt Lake City, and spreading thence through

the neighbouring Teiritoriea. They became a menace to the

American system; Uieir numbers were so great that it was
against American instincts to deprive them of self-govemrtent;

while their polygamy and total submission to their hierarchy

made it impossible to erect them faito a state having complete

control of marriage and divorce. The difficulty was lessened

bj their renunciation of polygamy in 1890 (see Mormons).
' 109. The material development of the United States since

'1S30 had been extraordinary, but every year made it more

»«^att. ^<^t ^At ^ South was not sharing in it. It is
TMooMa. pi^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ £^^^ ^^^^ 2^ ^^ labour system

of the South: her only labourers were slaves, and a sl^ve who
was fit for anything better than field labour was prima fade

a dangerous man. The divergence had as yet gone only fax

enough to awaken intelligent men in the South to its existence,

and to stir them to efforts as hopeless as they were earnest, to

find some artificial stimulus for Southern industries. In the next

tcnyears the process was to show its effects on the nati(»al field.

J.—Tendeticia to Disufum,* 1850^1861,

f soa The Abolitionists had never ceased to din the iniquity

cf slavery into the ears of the American people. Calhoun,

Webster and Clay, with nearly aU the other political

leaders of 1850, had united in deploring the wicked-

ness of these fanatics, who were persistently stirring

up a question whidi was steadily widening the distance between

the sections. They mistook the symptom for the disease.

Slavery itself had put the South out of harmony with its

surroundings. Even in 1850, though they hardly yet knew
it, the two sections had drifted so far apart that they were
practically two different countries.

SOX. The South remained much asm 1790; while other parts

of the country had developed, it had stood still.

"The remnants of colonial feeling, of class influence,

which advancing democracy had wiped out else-

where, retained all their force here, aggravated by the effects

of an essentially aristocratic intern of employment. The
ruling class had to maintain a military control over the

labouring dass, and a dass influence over the poorer whites.

It had even secured in the Constitution provision for its political

power in the representation given to three-fifths of the slaves.

The twenty additional members of the House of Representatives

were not simply a gain to the South; they were still more a gain

to the ** black districU," where whites were few, and the slave-

holder controlled the district. Slave-owners and slave-holders

together, there were but 350,000 of them; but they had common
interests, the intelligence to see them, and the courage to con-

lend for them. The first step of a rising man was to buy slaves;

and this was enou|^ to enrol him in the dominant dass. From
it were drawn the representatives and senators in Congress, the

governors, and all the holders of offices over which the " slave

power," as it came to be called, had control Not only was the

South inert; its ruling class, its ablest and best men, united in

defence of tendendes hostile to those of therest of the country.

aos. Immigration into the United Sutes was not an im-

portant factor in its devdopment until about 1847. The

^^ immigrants, so late as 1820, numbered but 8000 per

JJJJJ*"" annum; their number did not touch xoo,ooo until

Z849, and then it fell for a year or two almost to half

that number. In 1847 it rose again to 235,000, in 1849 to

300,000, and in 1850 to 438,000; all told, more than two and a

quarter million persons from abroad settled in the United States

j^tweea 1847 aad x8^ Leaving out the dregs of the immigra-

Tte'«atiwX

tion, which settled down in the seaboard dties, iu best part wasa
powerful nationalizing force. It had not come to any piTiinilar
sute, but to the United States; it had none of the traditional
prejudices in favour of a state, but a strong feeling for the
wh<^e country; and the new feelings which it brought in mutt
have had thdr weight not only on the gross mass of the ^ea^
but on the views of former leaders. And all the influences of this

enormous immigration were confined to the North and West.
The immigration avoided dave soil as if by instinct. So late

as x88o the census reported that the Southern sutea» except
Florida, Louisiana and Texas, are "practically without any
foreign dement"; but it was only in X850-X860 that this

differentiating drcumstance began to show itself plainly.

And, as the sections began to differ further in aims and policy,

the North began to gain heavily in ability to ensure its success.

ao3. Texas was the last slave state ever admitted; and,
as it refused to be divided, the South had no further inoease
of numbers in the Senate. Until 1850 the admission ^
of a free state had been so promptly tmianrH by 2SS5I!
the admission qf a slave sUte that the senators of

^

the two «ections had remained about equal in number; in

z86o the free states had 36 senators and the slave states only
30. As the represenUtion in the House had chuiged from 35
free sUte and 30 dave sute members in r790 to 147 fne stale

and 90 slave sUte in x86o, and as the number of presidential

dectors is the sum of the numbers of senators aiul repxesenu-
tives, political power had passed away from the South in 1850.

If at any time the free states should unite they ooold control

the House of Representatives aiui the Senate, elect the presidcst

and vice-president, dicute the appointment of judges axxi other

Federal officers, and make the laws what they pleased. If

pressed to it, they could even oontrd the interpreUtioD of the
laws by the Supreme Court No Federal judge oouM be xesnoved
except by impeachment, but an act of Cor^gress could at any
time increase the number of judges to any extent, and the

appointment of the additional judgies oouM reverse the opinion

of the court

204. In circumstances so critical a cautkMis quiescence and
avoidance of public attentk>n was the only safe course lor the

" slave power," but that course had become im- ^ . ._
possible. The numbers interested had become too ^oSh*!
large to be subject to complete disdpline; all could
not be held in cautious reserve; and, when an advanced
proposal came from any quarter of the alave-holding liaes,

the whole army was shortly forced up to the advanced poBtim.
Every movement of the mass was necessarily aggressive; a&d
aggrosion meant final collision. If coUisioa came it nniSt

be on some question of the lights of the states; and oa
such a question the whole South would move as one maiL

SOS. The ProtesUnt churches cA the United States had

reflected in their organization the spirit of the political m-
stitutions under which they lived. Acting as purely

voluntary associations, they had been organized ^J^^f
into govenmients by ddegates, much like the

"conventions" which had been evolved in ihe poGtiol

parties. The omnipresent slavery questbn intruded into these

bodies, and split them. The Methodist Episcopal Church was

thus divided into a Northern and a Southern branch in 18441

and the equally powerful Baptist Church met the sane

fate in the following year. Two of the four great ProUstant

bodies were thus no longer national; it was cmly by the most

careful managetnent that the integrity of the Presbyteriaa

Church was maintained imtil x86x, when it also yielded; and

only the Episcopal and Roman Catholic Churches retained their

national character.

ao6. The political parties diowed the same tendency.

Each began to shrivd up in one section or the other. The
notion of "squatter sovereignty," attractive at

first to the Western democracy, and not repudiated {^Zip.
by the South, enabled the Democratic party to pass

the crisis of 1850 without losing much ofitsNorth^ vote, while

Southern Whigs began to drift V^^ m»Unf the party cpaUkwI^
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more pro-tlaveiy. Ttdi could not continue long without
beginning to decrease iu Northemvote, but this effect did not
become plainly visible until after 1853. The efforts of the

Whig party to ignore the great question alienated its anti-slavery

membeiB in the North, while they did not satisfy its Southern
members. The Whig losses were not at £rst heavy, but, as the

electorsl vote of each state is determined by the barest plurality

of the popular vote, they were enough to defeat the party almost

cverywh^ in the presidential election of 1853. The Whigs

gi^f^ nominated General T^^nfield Scott and the DemocraU

•/JM9. Franklin Pierce; and Pierce carried all but four of

the thirty-one states, and was elected, recriving S54

out of the S96 electorsl votes. This revelation of hopeless

weakness was the downfall of the Whig party; it maintained

its organization for four years longer, but the life had gone out
of it. The future was with the Free Soil party, though it had
polled but few votes in 1859.

307. During the administration of Taylor (and ^oe-Pre-
aident Millard Fillmore, who succeeded him) Qay, Webster,

^^^ Calhoun, Polk and Taylor were removed by

^aiS Ĵ^ death, and there was a steady drift of other political

leaden out of public life. New men were push-
ing in everywhere, and in both sections they showed the
prevailing tendency to disunion. The best of them were
unprecedentedly radical. Charles Sumner, William H. Seward,

and Salmon P. Chase came into the Senate, bringing the

first accession of recognized force snd ability to the anti-

slavery feeling in that body. The new Southern men, such as

Jefferson Davis, and the Democratic recruits from the Southern

Whig party, such as Alexander H. Stephens, were ready to take

the ground on which Calhoun had always insisted—that Con-
gress was bound not merely to the negative duty of not attacking

slaveiy in theTerritories, but to the positive duty of protecting

it. This, if it should become the general Southern position, was
certain to destroy the notion of "squatter sovereignty," and thus

to split the Democratic party, which was almost the laist national

ligament that now held the two fragments of the Union together.

308. The social disintegration was as rapid. Northeni

men travelling in the South were naturally looked upon with

increasing suspicion, and were made to fed that they

^were on a soil alien in empathies. Some of the

worst phases of democracy were called into play

in the South; and, in some sections, law openly yielded

supremacy to popular passion in the cases of suspected

Abolitionists. Southern conventions, on all sorts of subjects,

became common; and in these meetings, permeated by a dawning

sense of Southern nationality, hardly any proposition looking

to Southern independence of the North was met with disfavour.

309. Calhoun, in his last and greatest speech, called attention

to the manner in which one tie after another was snapping.

But he ignored the real peril of "the situation—its

2]JJ2JJ^*'dangerous facts: that the South was steadily grow-

ing weaker in comparison with the North, and more

unable to secure a wider area for the slave system; that it

was therefore being steadily forced into demanding active

Congressional protection for slavery in the Territories; that

the North would never submit to this; and that the South must
submit or bring about a collision by attempting to secede.

310. Anti-slavery feeling m the North was stimulated by

the manner in which the Fugitive Slave Law was enforced

^ immediately after x8sa The chase after fugitive

JjJJIJ^. "Isves was prosecuted in many cases with drcum-
* stances of revolting brutality, and features of the

slave system which had been tacitly looked upon as

fictitious were brought home to the heart of the free states.

(See Fugitive Slave Laws.) The added feeling showed its

force when the Kansas^Nebraska Act was passed by Congress

(1854). It organized the two new Territories of

Kansas and Nebraska. Both of them were for ever

free soil by the terms of the Missouri Compromise

iq.v.). But the success of the notion of squatter

sovereignty in holding the Democratic party together while

destroying the Whig party'had intoxicated Stephen A. Doughs
(9.9.), and other Northern DemocraU; and they now applied

the doctrine to these Territories. They did not desire ** to vote
slavery up or down," but left the dedsion to the people of

the two Territories and the essential feature of the Ml^uri
Compromise was specifically repealed.

3X1. This was the grossest political blunder in American
histoiy. The status of slavery had been settled, by the Con-
stitution or by the compromises of x8ao and 1850, on every
square foot of American soil; right or wrong, the settlement was
made. The Kansas-Nebraska Act took a great mass of territory

out of the settlement and flung it into the arena as a prize for
which the sections were to struggle. Tht first result of the
act was to throw parties into chaos. An American or " Know-
Nothing" (q.v.) party, a secret oath-bound organiza- n»
tion, pledged to oppose the influence or power of 'Mrnvtaa
foreign-bom citizens, had been formed to take the place '^vi<r-''

of the defunct Whig party. It had been quite successful

in state elections for a time, and was now beginning to have
larger aspirations. It, like the Whig party, intended to
ignore slavery, but, after a few years of life, the questions com-
plicated with slavery entered its organization and divided it

also. Even in 1854 many of its leaders in the North were forced
to take position against the Kansas-Nebraska Act, whfle hosts
of others joined in the opposition without any party organiza-
tion. No American party ever rose so swiftly as this latter;

with no other party name than the awkward Tk»
title of " Anti-Nebraska men," it carried the R»pMtMm
Congressional elections of 1854 at the North, forced '^*^*

many of the former Know-Nothing leaders into union with it,

and controlled the House of RepresenUtives of the Congress

which met in 1855. The Democratic party, which had been
practically the on^ party since 1853, had now to face the latest

and strongest of its broad-constructionist opponents, one
which with the nationalizing features of the Federalist and Whig
parties combined democratic feelings and methods, and, above
all, had a democratic purpose at bottom. It acknowledged,
at first, no puipose aimed at slavery, only an intention to ex-

clude slavery from theTerritories; but, under such principles,

it was the only party which was potentially an anti-slavery

party, the only party to whidi the enslaved labourer of the

South could kok with the faintest hope <rf aid in reaching the

status of a man. The new party had grasped the function which
belonged of right to iu great opponent, and it seized with it its

opponent's original title. The name Democrat had quite taken
the place of that first used—Republican—but the latter had never
passed out of popular remembrance and liking at the North.
The new party took quick and skilful advantage of this by
assuming the old name (see Repubucan Party), and early in

1856 the two great parties of the present—Democratic and
Republican—-were drawn up against one another.

3X3. The foreign relations of the United States during
Pierce's term of office were overshadowed by the domestic
difficulties, but were of imporUnce. In the Koszta \

case (1853) national protection had been afforded cZl'i
on foreign soil to a person who had only taken the •

|

preliminary steps to luturalization (see Maxcy, W. L.).

Japan had been opened to American intercourse and commerce
(1854). But the question of slavery was more

^^^
and more thrusting itself even into foreign relations. *^'**

A great Southern republic, to be founded at first by the slave

states, but to take in gradually the whole territory around the

Gulf of Mexico and include the West Indies, was soon to be a
pretty general ambition among slave-holders, and its first

phases appeared during Pierce's administration. Efforts were
begun to obtain Cuba from Spain; and the three leading

American ministen abroad, meeting at Ostend, Qgf^^
united in declaring the possession of Cuba to be Mmmmtatot

essential to the well-being of the United Sutes Ftmmtttr
(1854). (See Buchanan, James.) " Filibustering " '^
expeditions against Cuba or the smaller South American states,

intended so to revolutionize them as to lay a basis for an
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appIicatloD to tie annexed to the United Statet, became
common, anid taxed the energies of the Federal government.
But these yielded in importance to the alTain in Kanau

313. Nebraska was then supposed to be 4 desert, and atten-

tion was directed almost exdusivdy to Kansas. No sooner

y^,y„^ had its organisation left the matter of slavery to be
decided by its "people." than the anti-slavery

people of the North and West felt it to be their duty to see

that the " people " of the Territory should be anti-slavery in

sympathy. Emigrant associations were formed, and these

shipped men and families to Kansas, arming them for their

protection in the new country. Southern newspapers called

for similar measures in the South, but the call was less effective.

Southern men without slaves, settling a new state, were un-
comfortably apt to prohibit slavery, as in California. Only slave-

holders were trusty pro^lavery men; and such were not likely

to take slaves to Kansas and risk their ownoship on the result of

the struggle. But for the people of Missouri, Kansas would
have been free soil at once. Lying across the direct road to

Kansas, the Missouri settlers blockaded the way of free-state

settlers, crossed into Kansas, and voted profusdy at the first

Territorial election. The story of the contest between the free-

state and pro-slavery settlers is told elsewhere (see Kansas:

§ History) ; here it need only be said that the struggle passed into

a real dvil war, the two powers mustering considerable armies,

fighting battles, capturing towns and paroling prisoners.

The struggle was really over in 1857, and the South was beaten.

There were, however, many obstacles yet to be overcome before

the new state of Kansas was recognised by Congress, after the

withdrawal of the senators of the seceding states (1861).

314. In the heat of the Kansas struggle came the presidential

election of 1856. The Democrats nominated James Buchanan,

B/^^M^ declaring, as usual, for the strictest limitations of

pivss, ^^ powers of the Federal government on a number
of points specified, and reaffirming the principle

of the Kansas-Nebrsska Act—the settlement of slavery by
the people of a Territory. The remnant of the Whig party,

including the Know-NotUngs of the North and those Southern
men who wished no further discussion of slavery, nominated
the president who had gone out of office in 1853, MiUard Fill-

more. The Republican party nomixuited John C Frtoont;
the bulk of its manifesto was taken up with protests against

attempts to introduce slavery into the Territories; but it showed
its broad-construction tendencies by declaring for appropriations

of Federal moneys for internal improvements. The Democrats
were successful in electing Buchanan;^ but the position of

the party was quite different from the triumph with which
it had come out of the election of 1852. It was no longer

master of twenty-seven of the thirty-one states; all New
England and New York, all the North-West but. Indiana

|uid Illinois, all the free states but five, had gone against it;

its candidate no longer had a majority of the popular vote.

For the first time in the history of the country a distinctly anti-

slavery candidate had obtained an electorsl vote, and had even
come near obtaining the presidency. Fillmore had carried

but one state, Maryland; Buchanan had carried the rest of the

South, with a few states in the North, and Fremont the rest

of the North and none of the South. If things had gone so far

that the two sections were to be constituted into opposing

political parties, it was evident that the end was near.

2x5. Oddly enough the constitutionality of the Compromise
of 1820 had never happened to come before the Supreme Court

ThtDnt for consideration. In 1856-1857 it came up for

siMt the first time. One Dred Scott, a Missouri slave
''*''''*** who had been taken in 1834 to Illinois, a free state,

and in 1836 to Minnesota, within the territory covered by
the Compromise, and had some years after being taken back
to Missouri in 1838 sued for his freedom, was sold (1852) to

a citizen of New York. Scott then transferred his suit from

* Buchanan received 174 electoral votes, Fremont 114 and
Fillmore 8. The popular vote was: for Buchanan, 1,838,169; for

Frftnont, 1,341,264: tor Fillmore, 874,534.
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the state to the Federal courts, under the power gtvco
them to try suiu between dtisens of different sutes, and the
case came by appeal to the Supreme Court. Its ^#^^^^1^
announced on the 6th of March 1857, put Scott out of couzt oa
the ground that a slave, or the desocaidant of slaves^ could not
be a dtisen of the United Sutes or have any *««#<;.«£ jq Fedeol
courts. The opinion of Chief Justice Taney went on to attack
the validity of the Missouri Compromise, for the reasons»W one
of the Constitutional functions of Congress was the protection
of property; that slaves had been recognized as property by
the Constitution, and that Congress was bound to protect,
not to prohibit, slavery in the Territories.* The mass of the
Northern people held that slaves were looked upon by the
Constitution, not as ptoptity, but as " penons held to service
or labour " by sUte laws; that the Constitutional function of
Congress was the protection of liberty as well as of property;
and that Congress was thus bound to prohibit, not to protect,
slavery in the Territories A large part of the North floated
the decision of the Supreme Court, and the storm ofangry disent
which it aroused did the disunionists good service at the Sooth.
From this time the leading newqMpers in the South maintained
that the rsdical Southern view first, advanced by Calhoun,
and but slowly accepted by other Southern leaders, as to
the duty of Congress to protect slavery in the Territories, had
been confirmedby the Supreme Court; that the Northern Repub-
licans had rejected it; even the " squatter sovereignty " of North-
em Democrats could no longer be submitted to by the South.

2x6. The popuhition of the United States in x86o was over
31,000,000, an increase of more than 8,000,000 in ten years.
As the decennial increases of population became iUWMto
larger, so did the divergence of the sections in popu- •tmMatmm
lation, and still more in wealth and resources. Two '^O'v^
more free states came in during this period—Minnesota (1858)
and Oregon (X859)—and Kansss was clamouring loudly for the
same privilege. The free and slave states, which had been
almost equal in population in 1790, stood now as 19 to 12. And
of the 12,000,000 in slave states, the 4,000,000 slaves and the

250,000 free blacks were not so much a factor of strength as a
possible source of weakness and danger. No serious slave rising

had ever taken place in the South; but John Brown's jm»
attack (1859) on Harper's Ferry as the first ipove ^mmara
in a project to rouse the slaves (see Bkown, John), ^""^

and the alarm which it carried through the South, were tokens
of a danger which added a new horror to the chances o£ civil

war. It wss not wonderful that men, in the hope of findingsome
compromise by which to avoid such a catastrophe, should be
willing to give up everything but principle, nor that offers of

compromise should urge Southern leaders further into the fatsl

belief that " the North would not fight."

2x7. Northern Democrats, under the lead of Dougilas, had been
forced already almost to the point of revolt by the detenninatioB
of Southern senators to prevent the admission of

j

Kansas as a free state, if not to secure her admission •#«
as a slave state. When the Democratic convention

{^
™"—

of i860 met at Charleston the last strand of the
*^*

last national political organixation parted; the Democratic party
itself was split at Ust by the slavery question. The Southern dele-

gates demanded a declaration in favour of the duty of Congress
to protea slavery in the Territories. It was aU that the Dougbs
DemocrsU could then do to maintain themselves in a few

Northern states; such a declaration meant political suicide every-

where, and they voted it dowiL The convention divided into two
bodies. The Southern body adjourned to Richmond, and the

Northern and Border state convention to Baltimore. Here the

Northern delegates, by seating some delegates friendly to DougtsSi

* In his dccinon Taney, referring to the period before the adoptioa
of the Constitution, wrote: " Thev (negroes) had for more than a
century before been regarded as oetngs of an inferior ocdcr. and
altogether unfit to asKKiate with the white race, cither in wciad
or political relatbns; and so far inferior that they had no r^;fati

which the white man was bound to respect." This was iatciMcd
to be merely a historical statement, but it is often iaoorrectly qjoccd
as if it referred to the sutus of the negro in 1857.
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provoked a further secession of border state delegates, who, in

CQmpany with the RichmondWiy, nominated John C. Breckin-

ridge {q.9.) and Joseph Lane for president and vice-president.

The remainder of the original convention nominated Douglas
and H. V. Johnson.

9i8. The remnant of the old Whig and Know-Nothing
parties, now calling itself the Constitutional Union party, met

rimtttu '^^ Baltimore and nominated John Bell {q.v.)

uoMMiiMemVid Edward Everett. The Republican convention

^ <jO^ met at Chicago. Its " platform " of 1856 had

JJSj'*^'" I'^c'^ somewhat broad-constructionist in its nature

and leanings, but a strong Democratic element in

the party had prevented it from going too far in this direction.

The election of 1856 had shown that, with the votes of

Pennsylvania and Illinois, the party would have then been

successful, and the Democratic element was now ready to

take almost anything which would secure the votes of these

states. This state of affairs will go to explain the nomina-

tion of Abraham Lincoln, of Illinois, for president, with

Hannibal Hamlin, a former Democrat, for vice-president,

and the declaration of the platform in favour of a protective

tariif. The mass of the platform was still devoted to the

necessity of excluding slaveiy from the Territories. To sum.

Xk0PBttiM ^P* ^® ^^ party wished to have no discussion of

«atfsiarmr slavery; the Dou^as Democrats rested on " squatter
iaUMTurt' sovereignty " and the Compromise of 1850, but would
'"''^ accept the decision of the Supreme Court; the

Republicans demanded that Congress should legislate for the

prohibition of slavery in the Territories; and the Southern
Democrats demanded that Congress should legislate for the

protection of slavery in the Territories.

219. No candidate received a majority of the popular vote,

Lincoln standing first and Douglas second. But Lincoln and

^^ Hamlin had a clear majority of the electoral

•fisft, ^^^^> ^^^ ^ ^^^ elected, Breckinridge and Lane
coming next.' Ii is wonny of mention that, up to

the last hours of Lincohi's first term of office, Congress would
always have contained a majority opposed to hhn but for

the absence of the members from the seceding states. The
interests of the South and even of slavery were thus safe

enough under an anti-slaveiy president. But the drift of events

was too plain. Ntdlification had come and gone, and the nation

feared it no longer. Even secession by a single state was now
almost out of the question; the letters of Southern governors

in i860, in consultation on the state of affairs, agree that no
state would secede without assurances of support by others. If

this crisis were allowed to slip by without action, even a sectional

secession would soon be impossible.

aao. In October x86o Governor W. H. Gist, of South Carolina,

sent a letter to the governor of each of the other cotton states

^iwtriton ^^^P^ Texas, asking co-operation in case South*

Carolina should resolve upon secession, and the

replies were favourable. The democratic revolution which, since

1829, had compelled the legislature to give the choice of presi-

dential electors to the people of the states had not affected South

Carolina; her electors were still chosen by the legislature. That
body, after having chosen the sUte's electors on the 6thofNovem-
ber, remained in session until the telegraph had brought assurances

that Lincoln had secured a sufEldent number of electors to ensure

his election; it then (on the xoth ) summoned a'state convention

and adjourned. The state convention, which is a legislative

body chosen for a special purpose, met first at Columbia and then

at Charleston, and on the aoth of December unanimously passed

an " ordinance of secession," repealing the acts by which the

state had ratified the Constitution and its amendments, and
dissolving " the union now subsisting between South Carolina and
other states, under the name of the United States of America.'

"

The convention took all steps necessary to prepare for war, and
adjourned. Similar ordinances were passed by conventions in

> Lincoln received 180 electoral votes, Breckinridse 7a, Bell

39 and Douglas 12. Their popular votes were 1,866,352, 847.514,
587.830 and i.375ti57 respectively.

Mississippi (Jan. 9, x86i), Florida (Jan. xo), Alabama (Jan. ix),

Georgia (Jan. X9), Louisiana (Jan. 26) and Texas (Feb. x).

22X. The opposition in the South did not deny the
right to secede, but the expediency of its exerdse. Their
effort was to elect delegates to the state conventions Tk» Aigw
who would vote not to secede. They were beaten, mtattor

says A. H. Stephens, by the cry, originally uttered *•«•«'»«•

by T. R. R. Cobb before his state legislature (Nov. X2, x86o),

"we can make better terms out of the Union than in it."

That is, the states were to withdraw individually, suspend
the functions of the Federal government within their juris

diction for the time, consider maturely any proposals foe

guarantees for their rights in the Union, and return as soon as
satisfactory guarantees should be given. A second point to

be noted is the difference between the notions AcOoa at

of a state convention prevalent in the North <*• stmu

and in the South. The Northern state convention
^^sT'"

was generally considered as a preliminary body,

whose action was not complete or valid until ratified by
a popular vote. The Southern state convention was looked

upon as the incarnation of the sovereignty of the state, and
its action was not supposed to need a popular ratification.

When the conventions of the seceding states had adopted

the ordinances of secession, they proceeded to other business.

They appointed delegates, who met at Montgomery, the

capital of Alabama, formed a provisional constitution (Feb. 8)

for the " Confederate States," chose a provisional „^^
president and vice-president (Jefferson Davis and 1^^,^^,
A. H. Stephens), and established an army, treasury, stataM,*'

and other executive departments. The president

and vice-president were inaugurated on the x8th of February.

The permanent constitution, adopted on the xith of March,
was copied from that of the United States, with variations

meant to maintain state sovereignty, to give the cabinet seats

in Congress, and to prevent the grant of botmties or any
protective features in the tariff or the maintenance of internal

improvements at general expense; and it expressly provided

that in all the territory belonging to the Confederacy but lying

without the limits of the several states " the institution of negro

slavery, ^ it now exists in the Confederate States, shall be

recognized and protected by Congress and by the Territorial

government " (see Confeoeratz States of Amekica).

222. Under what claim of Constitutional right all this

was done passes comprehension. That a state convention

should have the final power of decision on the comMtMm

question which it was summoned to consider is tfommi

quite as radical doctrine as has yet been heard *****

of; that a state convention, summoned to consider the one

question of secession, should go on, with no appeal to any

further popular authority or mandate, to send delegates to

meet those of other states and form a new national govern-

ment, which could only exist by warring on the United States,

is a novel feature in American Constitutional law. It was

revolution or nothing. Only in Texas, where the call of the

state convention was so irregular that a popuhir vote could

hardly be escaped, was any popular vote allowed. Elsewhere

the functions of the voter ceased when he voted for delegates

to the state convention; he could only look on helplessly while

that body went on to constitute him a dtizen of a new nation.

223. The Border states were in two tiers—North Carolina,

Tennessee and Arkansas next to the seceding states, and Dela-

ware, Maryknd, Virginia, Kentucky and Missouri
j^^g^,^^

next to the free sUtes. None of these was willing stat$»,

to secede. There was, however, one force which

might draw them hito secession. A sUte which did not

wish to secede, but believed in state sovereignty and the abstract

right of secession, would be inclined to take up arms to resist

any attempt by the Federal government to coerce a seceding

state. In this way, in the following ^ring, the original seven

seceding sUtes were reinforced by four of the Border states.

224. In the North and West surprisingly liitlc attention

was given to the systematic course of procedure along the
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Gulf. The peopk of thoie sections were veiy busy; they had
heard much of this talk before, and looked upon it as a kind

of stage-thunder, the inevitable accompaniment of

tH^Ztk, '^^^'^ presidential elections. Republican politidans,

with the exception of a few, were inclined to

refrain from public declarations of intention. Some of

them such as Seward, showed a disposition to let the " erring

sisters " depart in peace, expecting to make the loss good by
accessions from Canada. A few, like Senator Zachariah

Chandler, believed that there would be '* blood-letting," but most

of them were still doubtful as to the future. In the North the

leaders and the people generally shrank from the prospect of

war, and many were prepared to make radical concessions to

avert hostilities. Among the various proposals to this- end

that offered in the Senate byJohn J. Crittenden, of Kentucky,

and known as the Crittenden Compromise, was perhaps received

with most favour. This took the form of six proposed amend-
ments to the Constitution, of which two were dually a re-

phrasing of the essential feature of the Missouri Compromise
and of the principle of popuUur or squatter sovereignty, and
others provided that the national government should pay to

the owner of any fugitive slave, whose return was prevented

by opposition in the North, the full value of such slave, and

prohibited the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia" so

long as it exisU in the adjoining states of Virginia and Maryland

or either." Thisproposed compromise was rejected by the Senate

by a close vote on the and of March i86x. A Peace Congress,

called by Virginia, met in Washington from the 4th to the syth of

February 1861 , 9 x states being represented,and proposed a consti-

tutional amendment embodying changes very similar to those of

the Crittenden Compromise, but its proposal was not acted upon
by Congress. Democratic politicians were hide-bound by their

repetition <d the phrase " voluntary Union "; they had not yet

hit upon the theory which carried the War DemocraU through

the final struggle, that the sovereign state of New York could

make war upon the sovereign state of South Carolina for the

unfriendly act of secession, and that the war was waged by the

non-seceding against the seceding sUtes. President Buchanan
publicly condemned the doctrine of secession, though he added

a confession of his inability to see how secession was to be pre-

vented if a sute should be so wilful as to attempt it. Congress

\4mittittm
^^ nothing, except to admit Kansas as a free state

o/jtmmw And adopt the protective Morrill tariff; even after

Mtrm its members from the seofding states had withdrawn,

TH!}"^ those who remained made no preparations for

conflict, and, at their adjournment in March x86x,

left the Federal government naked and helpless.

125. The only sign of life in thebody politic, the half-awakened

word of warning from the Democracy of the North and West,

was its choice of governors of states. A remark-

, able group of men, soon to be known as the " war
governors "—Israel Washburn of Maine, Erastus

Fairbanks of Vermont, Ichabod Goodwin of New Hampshire,

John Albion Andrew of Massachusetts,WiIliam Sprague of Rhode
Island, William Alfred Buckingham of Connecticut, Edwin
Dennison Morgan of New York, Charles Smith Olden ct New
Jersey, Andrew Gregg CurUn of Pennsylvania,William Dennison

of Ohio, Oliver Perry Morton of Indiana, Richard Yates

of Illinois, Austin Blair of Michigan, Alexander Williams

Randall of Wisconsin, Samuel Jordan Kirkwood of Iowa, and
Alexander Ramsey of Minnesota—held the executive powers

of the Northern states in x86x-x86s. Some of these governors,

such as Andrew and Buckingham, as they saw the struggle

come nearer, went so far as to order the purchase of warlike

material for their sUtes on their private responsibility, and
their action saved days of time.

326. The little army of the United States had been ahnost

Sftevraol PU^ ^^^ ^^ consideration; wherever its detachments

could be found in the South they were sur-

rounded and forced to surrender and were trans-

ferred to the North. After secession, and in some
of the states even before it, the forts, arsenals, mints, custom-

nt-Wm

houses, ship-yards and public property of the United Sutcs
had been seized by authority of the state, aad these

were held until transferred to the new Confederate States

organisation. In the firrt two months of i86x the anthority

of the United States was paralysed in seven states, and in at

least seven more its future . authority seemed of very doubtful

duration.

327. Only a few forts, of all the magnificent structures with

which the nation had dotted the Southern coast, remained to ii

—the forts near Key West, Fortress Monroe at the raiWw ut

mouth of Chesapeake Bay, Fort Pickens at Pensa la^gwii

cola and Fort Sumter in Charleston harbour. Both ^f^f*^
the last-named were beleaguered by hostile batteries, but the

administratkm of President Buchanan, intent on maintaining

the peace until the new administration should come in,

instructed their commanding officers to refrain from any acu
tending to open oonflia. The Federal officers, ttiercfoie, were

obliged to look idly on while every preparation was made
for their destruction, and even while a vessel bearing supplies

for Fort Sumter was driven back by the batteries between It

and the sea.

»i&. The divergence between the two sections of the country
had thus passed into disunion, and was soOn to pass into open
hostility. The legal recognition of the custom

^

of slavery, acting upon and reacted upon by every
^

step in their economic development and every
difference in their natural characteristics, surroundings and
institutions, had carried North and South further and faster

apart, until the elements of a distinct nationality had appeared
in the latter. Slavery had had somewhat the same eflea on
the South that democracy had had on the colonies. In the

latter case the aristocracy of the mother-country had made
a very feeble struggle to maintain the unity of iu tmpm.
It remained to be seen, in the American case, whether
democracy would do better.

K,—Tke Ci»a War, i86t-t86s.

929. Secession had taken away many of the men who had
for years managed the Federal government, and who under-

stood its workings. Lincoln's party was in power Bmtmnwm'
for the first time; his officers were new to the mmtmmtfkm

routine of Federal administration; and the drcum- *«»'
stances with which they were called upon to deal were such as

to daunt any spirit. The govenmient had become so nearly

bankrupt in the dosing days of Buchanan's administration that

it had only escaped by paying double interest, and that by
the special favour of the New York banks, which obtained in

return the appointment of John A. Dix as secretary of the

treasury. The army had been almost broken up by captures of

men and material and by resignations of competent and trusted

officers. The navy had come to such a pass that, in February
1861, a House oonunittee reported that only two vessels, one of

twenty, the other of two guns, were available for the defence
of the entire Atlantic coast. And, to complicate all difficulties,

a horde of clamorous office-seekers crowded Washingtoin.

93a Before many weeks of Lincoln's administimtioii had
psssed, the starting of an expedition to provision Fort Sumter
brought on an attack by the batteriea around the g^,^
fort, and after a bombardment of 36 houxs the fiMin.
fort Surrendered tApril X4, x86i). It is not necessary »*^'*»
to rehearse the familiar story of the outburst of

^^"'"^

feeling which followed this event and the prodamation of

President Lincoln calling for volunteers. The 7SiOoo volunteers

called for were supplied three or four times over, and those who
were refused fdt the refusal as a personal deprivation.

93X. There had been some belief in the Sooth that the

North-West would take no part In the impending conflict, and
that its people could be persuaded to keep up
friendly relations with the new nationality uwta gj^}^
the final treaty of peace should establish all the

fragments of the late Union upon an international basis. In
the spring months of i86x Douglas, who had long been
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denounced as the tool of tbe Southern slave-holden, was
qMmding the dosing days of life in expressing the deter-

mination of the North-West that it would never submit to have
** a line of custom-houses " between it and the ocean. The
batteries which Confederate authority was erecting on the banlu
of the Mississippi were fuel to the flame. Far-off California,

which had been considered neutral by all parties, pronounced
as unequivocally for the national authority.

333. The shock of arms put an end to opposition in the

South as well. The peculiar isolation of life in the South

, precluded the more ignorant voter from any com-

fg^ *»jf^ Darisona of the power of his state with any other;

to him it was almost inconceivable that his state

should own or have a superior. The better educated men, of

wider ezperiencep had been trained to think state sovereignty

the foundation of civQ Uberty, and, when their state spoke,

they felt bound to " follow their state." The president of the

Confederate States issued his call for men, and it also was more
than met.

333. Lincohi's call for troops met with an angry reception

wherever the doctrine of state sovereignty had a foothold.

The governors of the Border states generally

^returned it with a refusal to furnish any troops.

Two states, North Carolina and Arkansas, seceded

and joined the Confederate States. In two others, Virginia

and Tennessee, the state poh'ticians formed " military leagues
"

with the Confederacy, sJlowing Confederate troops to take

possession of the states, and then submitted the question of

secession to " popular vote." The secessbn of these states

was thus accomplished, and Richmond became the Confederate

capital. The same process was attempted in Missouri, but
failed, and the state remained loyal. The politician dass in

Maryland and Kentucky took the eztraordinaiy course of

attempting to maintain neutrality; but tbe growing power
of the Federal government soon enabled the people of the two
states to resume control of thdr govemmenU and give consis-

tent support to the Union. Kentucky, however, had troops

in the Confederate armies; and one of her dtizens, the late

vice-president, John C. Breckinridge, left his place in the Senate

and became an officer m the Confederate service. Delaware

cast her lot from the first with the Union.

334. The first blood of the war was shed m the streets of

Baltimore, when a mob attempted to stop Massachusetts troops

^^ on their way to Washington (April 19). For a time

there was difficulty in getting troops through Mary-
land because of the active hostility of a part of iU people,

but this was overcome, and the national capital was made
secure. Tlie Confederate lines had been pushed up to Manassas

Junction, about 30 m. from Washington. When Congress, called

into special sesskm by the president for the 4th of July, came
together, the outline of the Confederate States had been fixed.

Their line of ddence hdd the left bank of the Fbtomac from

Fortress Monroe neariy to Washington; thence, at a distance

of some 30 m. from the river, to Harper's Ferry; thence through

the mountains of western .Virginia and the southern part of

Kentucky, crossing the Mississippi a little bdow Cairo; thence

through southern Missouri to the eastern border of Kansas;

and thence south-west through the Indian Territory ^nd slong

the northern boundary of Texas to the Rio Grande. The length

of the line, induding also the Atlantic and Gulf coasU, has been

estimated at xx,ooo m. Tlie territory within it comprised about

800,000 sq. m., with a population of over 9,000,000 and great

natural resources. Its cotton was almost essential to the

manufactories of tbe world; in exchange for it every munition

of war could be procured; and it was har^y possible to

blockade a coast over 3000 m. in length, on which

the blockading force had but one port of refuge, and
that aWit the middle of the line. Nevertheless

President Lincoln issued his first call for troops on the 15th

of April, President Davis then issued a prodamatlon (on the

X7th) offering letters of marque and reprisal against the com-

laercc of the United States to private vessels, and on the X9th

n»

Lincoln answered with a proclamation announcing the bk)ckade
of the Southern coast. The news brought out proclamations
of neutrality from Great Britain and France, and, according
to subsequent decisions of the Supreme Court, made the struggle

a dvil war, though the minority hdd that this did not occur
legally until the act of Congress of the X3th of July z86x,
authorizing the president, in case of insurrection, to shut up ports
and suspend commercial intercourse with the revolted district.

335. The president found himself compelled to assume
powers never granted to the executive authority, trusting to
the subsequent action of Congress to validate his Suwfrmtttm
action. He had to raise and support armies and •t**Mmh—»

navies; he even had to authorize seizures of neces- c^tftm,**

sary property, of raikoad and telegraph lines, arrests of

suspected persons, and the suspension of the writ of habeas
corpus in certain districts. Congress supported him, and
proceeded in 1863 to give the president power to suspend
the writanywherein the United States; thispower he promptly ex-

erased. The Supreme Court, after the war, in the MUligan case

(4 Wallace, 133) dedded that no branch of the government
had power to suspend the writ in districts where the courts

were open—that the ^Hvilege of the writ might be suspended
as to persons properly involved in the war, but that the writ
was still to issue, the court deciding whether the person came
within the classes to whom the suspension applied. This
decision, however, did not come until "arbitrary arrests," as
they were called, had been a feature of the entire war. A
similar suspensbn took place in the (Confederate Sutes.

336. When Congress met (July 4, i86x) the absence of
Southern membeis had made it heavily Republican. It

dedded to consider no business but that connected ^
with the war, authorized a loan and the raising

•^^''•^

of 500,000 volunteen, and made confiscation of property a
penalty of rebellion. While it was in session the first

serious battle of the war—Bull Run, or Manassas—took
place (July 31), and resulted in the defeat of the -^.-^
Federal army. (For this and the other battles

*^*"*
of the war see American Civil Wak, and the supplementary
articles dealing with particular battles and campaigns.) The
over-zeak>us action of a naval officer in taking the Confederate
envoys James M. Mason and John Sliddl out of the 7^,
British steamer " Trent " sailing between two neutral "nwrt**
ports almost brought about a collision between "^"^

the United States and Great Britain in November. But the
American precedents were all against the United States, and
the envoys were given up.

337. The broad-construction tendendes of the Republican
party showed themsdves more plainly as the wax grew more,
serious; there was an increasing disposition to cut p^ptr
every knot by legislatbn, with less regard to the Cvmmqrt'
constitutionality of the legislation. A paper cur- ^''^'•O'*

rency,commonlyknown as " greenbacks " (g.v.), was adopted and
made legal tender (Feb. 35, 1863). The first symptoms of a
disposition to attack slavery appeared: slavery was prohibited

(April x6) in the District of Columbia and the Territories (June

19); the army was forbidden to surrender escaped slaves to

their owners; and slaves of insurgents were ordered to be
confiscated. In addition to a homestead act (see Homestead
AND ExEMpnoN Laws) giving public lands to actual settlers

at reduced rates, Congress be^n a further devdopment of the

system of granting public lands to railways. Another impor-

tant act (1863) granted public lands for the establishment of

agricultural and mechanical colleges (see Mouiix, J. S.).

338. The railway system of the United States was but

twenty years old in 1850, but it had begun to assume some
consistency. The day of short and disconnected ^
lines had passed, and the connexions which were igissS^>
to devdop into railway systems had appeared.

Consolidation of smaller companies had begun; the all-rail

route across the state of New York was made up of more
than a dozen original companies at its consolidation in 1853.

The Erie railway, chartered in 1833, was completed from
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Piennont to Dunkirk, New Yoik, in 1851; snd another line—

the Pennsylvania—wu completed from Harrisburg to Pittston,

Pennsylvania, in i8s4> These were at least the germs o£ great

trunk lines. The cost of American railways has been only

from one-half to one-fourth of the cost of European railways;

but an investment in a Far Western railway in 1850-1860 was
an extra-hazardous risk. Not only did sodal conditions make
any form of business hazardous; the new railway often had to

enter a territory bare of population, and there create itrown
towns, farms and traffic. 'Whether it could do so was so

doubtful as to make additional inducements to capital neces-

sary. The means attempted by Congress in 1850,

in the case of the Illinois Centra] railroad, was to

grant public lands to the corporation, reserving to

the United States the alternate sections. At first grants were

made to the sUtes for the benefit of the corporations; the act

of 1862 made the grant directly to the corporation.

239. The vital military and political necessity of an imme-
diate railway connexion with the Pacific coast was hardly

m,°P^° ^® doubt in 1862; but the necessity hardly

Jjjjjjj*'
justified the terms which were offered and taken.

The Union Pacific railroad was incorporated; the

United States government was to issue to it bonds, on the

completion of each 40 m., to the amount of Si6,ooo per

mile, to be a first mortgage; through Utah and Nevada the aid

was to be doubled, and for some 300 m. of mountain building

to be trebled; and, in addition to this, alternate sections of

land were granted. The land-grant system, thus begun, was
carried on extensively, the largest single grants being those of

47,000,000 acres to the Northern Pacific (1864) and of 42,000,000

to the AtianUc & Pacific line (1866).

240. Specie payments had been suspended almost every-

where towards the end of 1861; but the price of gold was but

xo2'5 at the beginning of 1862. About May iu

SJj^ price in paper currency began to rise. It touched

X70 during the next year, and 285 in 1864; hut the

real price probably never went much above 25a Other articles

felt the influence in currency prices. Mr D. A. Wells, in x866,

estimated that prices and rents had risen 90% since x86x, while

wages had not risen more than 60%.
241. The duties on imports were driven hi^ier than the

original Morrill tariff had ever contemplated. The average

rates, which had been x8% on dutiable articles and X2%
Tmrm»a4 on the aggregate in i86o>x86x, rose, before the

imttmai end of the war, to nearly 50% on dutiable

T*^Sm. ""^^^ *"*** 35 % ^'^ *^ aggregate. Domestic
raxaaom,

jg^j^j^j^^jAanA sprang into new life under such hot-

house encouragement; every one who had q>are wealth con-

verted it into manufacturing capital. The probability of

such a result had been the means of getting votes for an
increased tariff; free traders had voted for it as well as pro-

tectionisU. For the tariff was only a means of getting

capital into positions in which taxation could be applied to it,

and the "internal revenue" taxation was merciless beyond

precedent. The annual increase of wealth from capital was
then about $550,000,000; the internal revenue taxation on
it rose in 1866 to $310,000,000, or nearly 60%.

242. The stress of all this upon the poor must have been

great, but it was relieved in part by the bond system on which

0Mdk. ^^^ ^"^ ^^ conducted. While the armies and
navies were shooting off large blocks of the crops

of x88o or 1890, work and wages were abundant for all who
were competent for them. It is true, then, that the poor

paid most of the cost of the war; it is also true that the

poor had shared in that anticipation of the future which

had been forced on the country, and that, when the drafts

on the future came to be redeemed, it was done mainly by
taxation on luxuries. The destruction of a Northern railway

meant more work for Northern iron mills and their workmen.
The destruction of a Southern road was an unmitigated injury;

't had to be made good at once, by paper issues; the South
ould make no drafts on the future, by bond issues, for the

blockade had put cotton out of the game, and Southern bonds
were hardly saleable. Every expense had to be met by paper
issues; each issue forced prices higher; every rise in Av^
prices called for an increased issue of paper, with fa"" *»

increased effecU for eviL A Rebel War-CUrVe
Diary gives the following as the prices in the
market for May X864: " Boou, $200; coats, $350; pantaloons,
$xoo; shoes, $X25; flour, $275 per barrel; meal, $60 to |8o per
bushel; bacon, $9 per pound; no beef in market; chickens, $30
per pair; shad, $20; poUtocs, $25 per bushel; turnip greens,

$4 per peck; white beans, $4 per quart or $120 per bushel;
butter, $15 per pound; lard, same; wood, $50 per cord." How
the rise in wages, always far slower than other prices, oookl
meet such prices as these one must be left to imagine. Ifest
of the burden was sustained by the women of the South.

243. The complete lack of manufactures told heavily
against the South from the beginning. As men were drawn
from agriculture in the North and West, the in- „^
creased demand for labour was shaded off into i^^g^
an increased demand for agricultural machinery;
every increased percentage of power in reaping-machines liber-

ated so many men for service at the front. The reaping-

machines of the South—the slaves were incapable of any such
improvement, and, besides, required the presence of a portion of

the possible fighting-men at home to watch them. There is an
evident significance in the exemption from military duty in

the Confederate States of "one agriculturist on such farm,

where there is no white male adult not liable to duty, exnpby-
ing X5 able-bodied slaves between ten and fifty years of age."

But, to the honour of. the efisbved race, no insurrection took
place.

244. The pressing need for men in the army made the Coo-
fedoate Congress utterly unable to withstand the growth c<

executive power. Its bills were prepared by ^-^ cmt^^naie
cabinet, and the action of Congress was quite per- raupwt
functory. The suspension of the writ of kabeaf^^^e^
corpus, and the vast powers granted to President '"'^

Davis, or assumed by him under the plea of military necessity,

with the absence of a watchful and well-informed public

opinion, made the Confederate government by degrees almost a
de^Mtism. It was not until the closing months of the war that

the expiring Confederate Congress mustered up courage enou|^
to oppose the president's will. (See Conyidebate States or
Akekica.) The mganized and even radical opposition to the

war in the North, the meddlesomeness of Congress aad its

"committees on the conduct of the war," were no doubt
unpleasant to Lincoln but they carried the country through
the ciisis without the effects visible in the South.

245. Another act of Federal legislation— the National
Bank Act (Feb. 25, 1863; supplemented by the act of June
3, X864)—should be mentioned here, as it was closely con-

nected with the sale of bonds. The banks were to riimiarf

be organized, and, on depositing United States •—a*ir

bonds at Washington, were to be permitted to ^n"^'
issue notes up to 90% of the value of the bonds deposited.

As the redemption of the notes was thus assured, they circulated

without question all over the United States. By a suboequent

act (1865) the remaining state bank circulation was taxed oat of

existence. (See Banks and Banking: Untied Stales.)

246. At the beginning of X862 the lines of demarcation
between the two powers had become, plainly marked. The
western part of Virginia had separated itself from A^^teatem
the parent state, and was admitted as a sUte (1863) •f w^mt

under the name of West Virginia. It was certain *'*i*''^

that Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky and Missouri had been
saved to the Union, and that the battle was to be fought out

in the territory to the south of them.

247. At the beginning of the war the people and leaders

of the North had not desired to interfere with slavery, bat
circumstances had been too strong for them. Lincoln had
declared that he meant to save the Union as he best ooold

—

by preserving slavery, by destroying it, or by destroying part
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and preserving part of it. Just after the battle of Antietam
(17 Sept. i86a) he issued his proclamation calling on the revolted

ritf60uc»> states to return to their allegiance before the next
^aUomPf- year, otherwise their slaves would be declared
*'•'*• free men. No state returned, and the threatened

declaration was issued on the ist of January 1863. As
president, Lincoln could issue no such declaration; as com-
m&nder-in-chief of the armies and navies of the United States

he could issue directions only as to the territory within his

lines; but the Emancipation Proclamation applied only to

territory outside of his lines. It has therefore been debated
whether the proclamation was in reality of any force. It may
fairly be taken as an announcement of the policy which was to

guide the army, and as a declaration of freedom taking effect

as the lines advanced. At all events, this was its exact effect.

Its international importance was far greater. The locking up
of the world's source of cotton supply had been a general

calamity, and the Confederate government and people had
steadily expected that the English and French governments,
or at least one of them, would intervene in the war for the

purpose of raising the blockade and releasing the Southern
cotton. The conversion of the struggle into a crusade against

slavery made intervention impossible for governments whose
peoples had now a controlling influence on their policy and
intelligence enough to understand the issue.

uS- Confederate agents in England were numerous and
active. Taking advantage of every loophole in the British

Foreign Enlistment Act, they built and sent to sea

'the " Alabama " and " Florida," which for a time

almost drove Federal commerce from the ocean.

Whenever they were closely pursued by United States vessels

they took refuge in neutral ports until a safe opportunity

occurred to put to sea again. Another, the " Georgia," was
added in 1863. All three were destroyed in 1864. (See

Alabama Arbitration.) Confederate attempts to have iron-

clads equipped in England and France were unsuccessful.

249. The turning-point of the war was evidently in the

early days of July 1863, when the victories of Vicksburg and

Th0Cumat Gettysburg came together. The national govern-

o/SMB»n ment had at the beginning cut the Confederate
ca«wM. States down to a much smaller area than might

well have been expected; its armies had pushed the besieg-

ing Hne!r far into the hostile territory, and had held the ground

which they had gained; %nd the war itself had developed

a class of generab who cared less for the conquest of territory

than for attacking and destroying the opposing armies. The
great drafts on the future which the credit of the Federal govern-

ment enabled the North to make gave it also a startling appear-

ance of prosperity; so far from feeling the war, it was driving

production of every kind to a higher pitch than ever before.

250. The war had not merely developed improved weapons
and munitions of war; it had also spurred the people on to a

more careful attention to the welfare of the soldiers, the

fighting men drawn from their own number. The sanitary

commission, the Christian commission, and other voluntary

associations for the physical and moral care of soldiers, received

and disbursed very large sums. The national government was
paying an avera^ amount of $2,000,000 per day for the pro-

secution of the war, and, in spite of the severest taxation, the

debt grew to $500,000,000 in June 1862, to twice that amount a

year later, to $1,700,000,000 in June 1864, and reached its maxi-

mum on the 31st of August 1865—$2,845,907,626. But this

lavish expenditure was directed with energy and judgment. The
blockading fleets were kept in perfect order and with every

condition of success. The railway and telegraph were brought

into systematic use for the first time in modem warfare. Late

in 1863 Edwin M. Stanton, the secretary of war, moved two

corps of 23,000 men from Washington to Chattanooga, 1200 m.,

in seven days. A year later he moved another corps, 15,000

strong, from Tennessee to Washington in eleven days, and
within a month had collected vessels and transferred it to

North Carolina.

251. On the other hand , the Federal armies now held almost all

the great southern through lines of railroad, except the Georgia
lines and those which supplied Lee from the South.
The want of the Southern people was merely growing ^y
in degree, not in kind. The conscription, sweeping
from the first, had become omnivorous; towards the end of

the war every man between seventeen and fifty-five was
legally liable to service, and in practice the only limit was
physical incapacity. In 1863 the Federal government also was
driven to conscription. The first attempts to carry it out
resulted in forcible resistance in several places, the worst being
the " draft riots " in New York (July), when the city was in the
hands of the mob for several days. All the resistance was put
down; but exemptions and substitute purchases were so freely

permitted that the draft in the North had little effect except as
a stimulus to the states in filling their quotas of volunteers by.

voting bounties.

252. In 1864 LincoLn was re-elected with Andrew Johnson
as vice-president. The Democratic Convention had declared
that, after four years of failure to restore the Union ^^^
by war, during which the Constitution had been vio- ifj^J*
lated in all its parts under the plea of military necessity,

a cessation of hostilities ought to be obtained, and had nomi-
nated General George B. McClellan and G. H. Pendleton. Farra-
gut's victory in Mobile Bay (Aug. 5), by which he sealed up the
last port, except Wilmington, of the blockade-runners, and the
evidently staggering condition of the Confederate resistance in

the East and the West, were the sharpest comment- *

aries on the Democratic platform; and its candi- ^J^SvaZ.
dates carried only three of the twenty-five states

which took part in the election.^ The thirty-sixth state

—

Nevada—^had been admitted in 1864.

253. The actual fighting of the war may be said to have
ended with the surrender of General Robert E. Lee to General U.S.
Grant at Appomattox, Va., on the 9th of April 1865.

AU the terms of sunender named by Grant were 3^™*'
generous: no private property was to be surrendered;

both officers and men were to be dismissed on parole, not to be
disturbed by the United States government so long as they pre-
served their parole and did not violate the laws; and he instructed

the officers appointed to receive the paroles " to let all the men who
claim to own a horse or mule take the animals home with them
to work their little farms." It should be stated, also, to Grant's
honour that, when the politicians afterwards undertook to repu-
diate some of the terms of surrender, he personally intervened
and used the power of his own name to force an exact fulfilment.

General Joseph E. Johnston, with the only other considerable
army in the field, surrendered on much the same terms at

Durham Station, N.C. (April 26), after an unsuccessful effort

at a broader settlement. All organized resistance

had now ceased; Union cavalry were ranging the SZJJJi'*'
South, picking up government property or arresting

leaders; but it was not until May that the last detached
parties of Confederates gave up the contest.

354- Just after Lee's surrender President Lincoln died
by assassination (April 15)1 the crime o£ a half-crazed enthusiast.

Even this event did not impel the American people
»%. », »

to any vindictive use of their success for the punish- i^^
ment of individuals. In the heat of the war, in

1862, Congress had so changed the criminal law that the punish-

ment of treason and rebellion should no longer be death alone,

but death or fine and imprisonment. Even this modified punish-

ment was not inflicted. There was no hanging; some of the

leaders were imprisoned for a time, but never brought to trial.

255. The armies of the Confederacy are supposed to have
been at their strongest (700,000) at the beginning r*»
of 1863; and it is doubtful whether they contained Op^tiag

200,000 men in March 1865. The dissatisfaction ^'*»••

of the southern people at the manner in which Davis

* Lincoln received 213 electoral votes and McClellan only 21;
but Lincoln's popular vote was only about 407,000 in excess cf
McClelUn's. out of about 4,000.000.
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hftd managed the war seems to have been profound;- and
it was only converted into hero-worship by the ill-advised

action of the Federal government in arresting and imprisoning

him. Desertion had become so common in 1864, and the

attempts of the Confederate government to force the people

into the ranks had become so arbitnuy, that the bottom of the

Confederacy, the democratic elements which had given it all

the success it had ever obtained, had dropped out of it before

Sherman moved northward from Savannah; in some parU the

people had really taken u^ arms against the conscripting officers.

On the contrary, the numbers of the Federal armies increased

steadily until March 1865, when they were a few hundredsover a
million. As soon as organized resistance ceased, the dis-

banding of the men began; they were sent home at the rate of

about 300,000 a month, about 50,000 being retained in service

. as a standing army. The cost of the Civil War has been variously

estimated: by Mulhall {Dictionary of Siatisties,

wS. 4th ed., X899, p. S4i) at £5S5.ooo,ooo and (p. 586)

at £740,000,000; by Nicolay and Hay (AhrahaM

Lincoln, vol. z., p. 339) at l3,3SO|OOOt00o to the North

and $1,500,000,000 to the South; by Edward Atkinson (the

ForuMt October 1888, p. 133), including the first three years

of Reconstruction at $5,000,000,000 to the North and

$3,000,000,000 to the SoutL The last alone of these estimates

is an approximatiov to the truth. The ordinary receipts of

the government for the four fiscal years i86a to 1865 totalled

$729,458,336, as compared with $196,9631373 ^or the four

preceding years, 1858-1861; the difference representing the

effort of the treasury to meet the burden of war. In the same
period more than $2,600,000,000 was secured in loans upon

the credit of the nation; and this total was raised by later bor-

rowings on account of the war to more than $2,800,000,000. The
immediate and direct cost of the struggle to the North was

therefore about $3,330,000,000. To this sum must be added,

in order to obtain the final and total cost: (i) the military pen-

sionspaid on account of the war since i86i^about $3,600,000,000

up to 1909, inclusive; (a) the interest on the war debt, approxi-

mately $3,024,000,000 in the same period; (3) the expenditures

made during the war by state and local governments, which

have never been totalled, but may be put at $1,000,000,000;

and (4) the abnormal expenditures for army and navy during

some years following the war, which nuiy be put, conserva-

tively, at $5oo,ooo,ooa The result is a total of some

$1 1*450,500,000 for the North alone. But the cost to the South

also was enormous; $4,000,000,000 cannot be an exaggeration.

It follows that, up to 1909, the cost of the war to the nation had

approximated the tremendous total of $t 5,500,000,00a

256. In return for such an expenditure, and the death of

probably 300,000 men on each side, the abiding gain was incal-

culable. The rich section, which had been kept back

^k^warf *° ^*** general development by a single institution,

and had been a dog on the advance of the whole

country, had been dragged up to a level with the rest of the

country. Free labour was soon to show itself far superior to

slave labour in the South; and the South was to reap the largest

material gain from the destruction of the Civil War. The per-

sistent policy of paying the debt immediately resulted in the

higher taxation falling on the richer North and West. As a

result of the struggle the moral stigma of slavery was removed.

The power of the nation, never beforo asserted openly, bad

made a place for itself; and yet the continuing power of the

states saved the national power from a development into

centralized tyranny. And the new power of the nation, by
guaranteeing the restriction of government to a single nation

in central North America, gave security against any introduction

of international relations, international armament, international

wars, and continual war taxation into the territory occupied

by the United States. Finally, democracy in America had

certainly shown its ability to maintain the unity of its empire.
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257. The capitulation of Lee (April 9, 1865), followed by the

assassination of Lincoln (April 15) and the surrender of the

last important Confederate army, under J. E. Johnston, marked
the end of the era of war and the beginning of that of Recon-

struction, a problem which involved a revolution in the social

and political structure of the South, in the relation of state and
nation in the American Federal Union, and in the economic

life of the whole country.

258. Economically the condition of the South was desperate.

The means of- transport were destroyed; railways and bridges

were ruined; Southern sec\irities were valueless; the Confederate

currency system was completely disorganized. Great numbers
of the emancipated negroes wandered idly from place to place,

trusting the Union armies for sustenance, while their former

niasters toiled in the fields to restore their plantations.

259. The social organization of the South had been based

on negro slavery. Speaking generally, the large planters

had constituted the dominant class, especially soetalam^
in the cotton states; and in the areas of heaviest Beomomie

negro poptilation these planters had belonged for CoadUoaoi

the most part to the old Whig party. Outside **•****•

of the larger plantation areas, especially in the hill

regions and the pine barrens, there was a population of

small planters and poor whites who belonged in general to the

Democratic party. In the mountain regions, where slavery had
hardly existed, there were Union areas, and from the poor

whites of this section had come Andrew Johnson, senator and
war governor of Tennessee, who was chosen vice-president on
the Union ticket with Lincoln in 1864 as a recognition of the

Union men of the South. Accidental as was Johnson's elevation

to the presidency, there was an element of fitness in it, for the

war destroyed the former ruling class in the Southern States

and initiated a democratic revolution which continued after

the interregnum of negro government. Of this rise of the

Southern masses Johnson was representative.

260. The importance of personality in history was clearly

illustrated when the wise and sympathetic Lincoln, who had
the confidence of the masses of the victorious oiatmttoi
North, was replaced by Johnson, opinionated and Pmidemt

intemperate, whose antecedents as a Tennessean and -*»*«••*

Democrat, and whose state rights* principles and indifference

to Northern ideals of the future of the negro made him
distrusted by large numbers of the Union Republican party.

261. The composition of this party was certain to endanger

its stability when peace came. It had carried on the war by a

coalescence of Republicans, War Democrats, Whigs, vmiom

Constitutional Unionists and Native Americans, nv^utitun

who had rallied to the cause of national unity, ^vo*.

At the outset it had asserted that its purpose was not to

interfere with the established institutions in slave states, but

to defend the Constitution, and to preserve the Union with

all the dignity, equality and rights of the several states

unimpaired. But the war had destroyed slavery, as well as

preserved the Union, and the civil sutus of the negro and

the position of the revolted states now became burning

questions, reviving old antagonisms and party factions. To the

extremisu of the Radical wing it seemed in accordance with
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the principles of human liherty that the negro should not

only be released from slavery but should also receive full civil

rights, including the right to vote on an equality with the

whites. This group was also ready to revolutionize Southern

society by destroying the old ascendancy of the great planter

class. Of this idealistic school of radical Republicans, Charles

Sumner, of Massachusetts, was the spokesman in the Senate,

and Thaddeus Stevens, of Pennsylvania, in the House.
262. For many years before the war paities had differed on

such important questions as the tariff, internal improvements
and foreign policy; and the South had used its alliance with
the Northern Democracy to resist the economic demands of

the industrial interests of the North. A return of Southern
congressmen, increased in numbers by the inapplicability to

the new conditions of the constitutional provision by which
they had representation for only a fraction of the slaves, might
mean a revival of the old political situation, with the South and
the Northern Democracy once more in the saddle.

263. Any attempt to restore the South to full rights, there-

fore, without further provision for securing for the freedmen

Hwifrm the reality of their freedom, and without some
Atatm^ means of establishing the political control of the

y.Tf* *** victorious party, would create party dissension.
•*'* Even Lincoln had aroused the bitter opposition of

the radical leaders b^ his generous plan of Reconstruction.

Johnson could have secured party support only by important

concessions to the powerful leaders in Congress; and theie

concessions he was temperamentally unable to make. The
masses of the North, especially in the first rejoicings over the

peace, were not ungenerous in their attitude; and the South,

as a whole, accepted the results of defeat in so far as to

acquiesce in the permanence of the Union and the emancipa-
tion of the slaves, the original issues of the war.

. 264. In the settlement of the details of Reconstruction,

however, there were abundant opportunities for the hatred

engendered by the war to flame up once more. As it

became clear that the Northern majority was determined to

exclude the leaders of the South from political rights in the re-

construction of the Union, and especially as the radicals disclosed

their purpose to ensure Republican ascendancy by subjecting

the section to the rule of the loyalist whites and, later, to

that of the emancipated negroes, good will disappeared,

and the South entered upon a fight for its social system. The
natural leaders of the people, men of intelligence and property,

had been the leaders of the section in the war. Whatever their

views had been at first as to secession, the great majority of

the Southern people had followed the fortunes of their stales.

To disfranchise their leaders was to throw the control into the

hands of a less able and small minority of whites; to enfranchise

the blacks while disfranchising the white leaders was to under-

take the task of subordinating the former political people of a
section to a different race, just released from slavery, ignorant,

untrained, without property and fitted only to follow the leader-

ship of outside elements. The history of this attempt and its

failure constitutes much of that of the Reconstruction.

265. These underlying forces were in reality more influential

than the constitutional theories which engaged so much of the

discussion in Congress, theories which, while they afford

evidence of the characteristic desire to proceed constitutionally

were really urged in support of, or opposition to, the interests

just named.
266. The most extreme northern Democrats, and their

southern sympathizers, starting from the premise that con-

stitutionally the Southern states had never been out
of the Union, contended that the termination of

hostilities restored them to their former rights in the

•"*f^ Federal Union unimpaired and without further

IJUJUJ"™
action. This theory derived support from President

Lincoki's view that not states, but assemblages of

individuals, had waged war against the government. The
theory of the extreme Republican Radicals was formulated
by Sumner and Stevens. The former contended that, while
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the states could not secede, they had by waging war lednced
themselves to mere Territories of the United States, entitled

only to the rights of Territories under the Constitution. Stevens

went further and, appealing to the facts of secession, declared

the Southern states conquered provinces, subject to be disposed

of under international law at the will of the conqueror. In
the end Congress adopted a middle ground, holding that whQe
the stales could not leave the Union, they were, in fact, out of
normal relations, and that the constitutional right of the Federal
government to guarantee republican governments to the
various states gave to Congress the power to impose conditioia
precedent to their rehabilitation.

267. It is necessary to recall the initiation of Reconstnictioa
measures by President Uncoln rightly to understand the

]

tion which was taken by President Johnson.
Impatient of theoretical discussion, Lincoln kid
down practical conditions of restoration in his pro-
clamation of the 8th of December 1863. In this be offered

amnesty to those who would take an oath of loyalty for the future

and accept the acts of Congress and the prodamatioa of the

president with reference to slaves. From the amnesty be
excepted the higher military, dvil and dipbmatic officers of the
Confederacy as well ak those who had relinquished judicial

stations, seats in Congress, or commissions in the army or navy
to aid the rebellion, and those who had treated persons in the

Federal service otherwise than lawfully as prisoneo of war.

The proclamation provided, further, that when in any of the

seceding states (except Virginia, where the president bad
already recognized the loyal government under Governor Francs
H. Pierpont) a number of persons not less than one-tenth of the

voters in i860 should haVe taken the above described oath,
and. being qualified voters under the laws of the state in i860,

should have established a state government, republican in form,
it should be recognized. Lincoln's comprehension of Sonthcsa
difficulties was shown in his declaration in this prodamatioa
that the president would not object to such provisions by the

states regarding the freedmen as should, while declaring their

freedom and providing for their education, recognise their

condition as a labouring, landless and homeless claa.

. 268. Although Lincoln expressly pointed out thAt the
admission of the restored states to 'vpi^6Kn^^K>n^|,||^^^
in Congress rested exclusively with the respectivec^^rwsv
houses, and announced his readiness to considercsvnrtf
other plans for Reconstruction, heated opposition •"•••iw
by the radicals in Congress was called out by**^**
this proclamation. They feared that it did not suffidentty
guarantee the abolition of slavery, which up to this time rested

on the war powers of the president, and they asserted that it

was the right of Congress, rather than that of the pcesident,
to determine the conditions and the process of Reconstnictioo.
In a bill which passed the House by a vote of 73 to S9 snd
was concurred in by the Senate. Congress provided that Recon-
struction was to be begun only when a majority of the white
male citizens of any one of the Confederate States should tafc»

oath to support the Constitution of the United States^ The
president should then invite them to call a constitutional con-
vention. The electors of this convention would be required to

take an oath of allegiance which excluded a much larger dass
than those deprived of the benefit of the amnesty proclamation,
for it eliminated all who had voluntarily borne arms against

the United Stales, or encouraged hostility to it, or voluntarily

jrielded support to any of the Confederate governments. Is

addition to entrusting the formation of a constitution to the

small minority of thorough-going loyalbts, the biU required

that the state constitution should exdude a large proportion

of the civil and military officers of a Confederate govenmeot
from the right of voting, and that it should provide that

slavery be for ever abolished and that state and Confederate
debts of the war period should never be paid. In July 1864
Lincoln gave a " pocket veto " to the bill and issued a pro-

clamation explaining his reasons for refusing to sign, where-
upon Benjamin F. Wade and Henry W. Davis (f.v.), leaders of
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the radicals, violently attacked the ptesident. The triumph
of Lincohi in the election of 1864 did not dearly signify the
will of the people upon the conditions of Reconstruction, or upon
the oigan of government to formulate them, for the dedaration

of the Democratic convention that the war was a failure over-

shadowed the issue, and the Union party which supported

Lincoln was composed of men of all parties.

269. On January 31st 1865 the House concurred in the vote of

the Senate in favour of the Thirteenth Amendment to the

Constitution abolishing slavery throughout the

1^
Union. Four years earlier Congress had submitted

to the states another Thirteenth Amendment by
the terms of which no amendment should ever authorize

Congress to interfere with slavery within the stat^. But owing

to the war this amendment had remained unratified, and now
Congress proposed to place beyond constitutional doubt, or

the power of sUtes to change it, the emandpation of slaves. By
the 18th of December 1865 the amendment had been ratified

and was proclaimed in force. ,

270. In the meantime, Louisiana, m accordance with Lincoln's

proclamation, had adopted a constitution and abolished slavery

within the sute. Owing to the obstructive tactics of Sumner,

aided by Democrats in the Senate, Congress adjourned on
the 4th of March 1865 without having recognized this new
stote government as legitimate. " If we are wise and dis-

creet," said Lincoln, " we shall reanimate the states and get

their governments in successful operation with order prevailing

and the Union re-esublished before Congress comes together in

December."
371. Such was the situation when Johnson took up the

presidency upon Lincoln's death. After an interval of uncer-

tainty, in which he threatened vengeance against various

Southern leaders and gave the radicals some hope that he would
favour negro suffrage. President Johnson accepted the main
features of Lincoln's policy. Congress not being in session, he
was able to work out an executive Reconstruction on the lines of

Lincoln's policy during the summer and autumn of 1865. On
the 29th of May he issued a proclamation of amnesty, requiring

of those who desired to accept its provisions an oath to support

the Constitution and Union, and the laws and proclamations

respecting the emandpation of slaves. Certain spedfied dasses

of persons were excepted, induding certain additions to those

cxduded by Lincoln, especially " all persons who have volun-

tarily partidpated in said rebellion and the estimated value of

whose taxable property is over twenty thousand dollars."

This provision was characteristic of Johnson, who disliked

the Southern planting aristocracy, and aimed at placing

the preponderant power in the hands of ihe Democratic

small farmers, who had been his supporters. To those of the

excepted classes who would ask pardon from the president, he

promised a liberal clemency. As part of his system he issued

P^Ocyi another proclamation in which he appointed a
PnaMtmt governor for North Carolina and hud down a
j^tMoa, pii^Q log Reconstruction. By this proclamation it

was made the duty of the governor to call a convention ^hosen

by the loyal people of the state, for the purfMse of altering

the state constitution and establishing a state government.

The right to vote for ddegates to this convention was limited

to those who had taken the oath of amnesty and who had
been qualified to vote prior to the secession of the state. To
the state itself was to be left the determination of the future

qualifications of dectors and office-holders.

273. Already Virginia, Tennessee, Louisiana and Arkansas

bad governments which had been recognized by Lincoln. Be-

tween the Z3th of June and the 13th of July 1865; Johnson
applied the same process which he had outlined for North Caro-

lina to the remaining states of the Confederacy. Before Congress

met in December all the Confederate states, except Texas
(which delayed until the spring of x866),had formed constitutions

and elected governments in accordance with the presidential

plan. All of thdr legislatures, except that of Mississippi,

notified the Thirteenth Amendment abolishing slaveiy.

373. Gradually, however, the South turned to its former
leaders to shape its policy, and the radical Republicans of the
North were alarmed at the rapidity of the process of restoration

on these principles. The disorganized and idle condition of the
former slaves constituted a serious dement in the Southern situa-

tion, as Lincoln had foreseen. The negroes expected a grant of

land from confiscated Southern estates, and it was difficult to
preserve order and to secure a proper labour supply.

374. Under these conditions the efforts of the South to

provide security for their communities by bodies of white
militia were looked upon with apprehension by the North, and
there was suffident conflict between the two races to give
cok>ur to charges that the South was not accepting in good faith

the emandpation of the slaves. Especially irritating to Northern
sentiment were the so-called " black codes " or " peonage laws,"

passed by the newly elected Southern legislatures. Soathtn
They rested on the beUef that it was necessary "Btaet

that the former slaves should be treated as a separate
^b'^"

and dependent class, and varied m severity in the dif-

ferent SUtes. Some of these imposed special disabilities

upon the negro in the matter of carrying weapons and serving

as witnesses. Vagrancy laws and provisions regarding labour
contracts which had precedents m colonial and English legis-

lation, but were spedficaUy framed to restrain the negroes
only, were common. Mississippi denied them the right to own
land, or even to rent it outside of incorporated towns; South
Carolina restricted them to husbandry and to farm or
domestic service, unless spedally licensed. Although seven!
of the Southern states, perceiving that their course was likdy
to arouse the North to drastic measures, repealed or mitigated

the most objectionable laws, the North had recdved the im-
pression that an attempt had been made to restore slaveiy

in disguised form.

375. The problem of succouring and protecting the negroes
had forced itself upon the attention of the North from the
beginning of the war, and on the 3rd of March 1865 r»*
Congress had created the Freedmen's Bureau (9.V.), Av^omo**
with the power to assign abandoned lands, in the

''**^

states where the war had existed, to the use of the freed-

men; to supervise charitable and educational activities

among them; to exercise jurisdiction over controversies in

which a freedman was a party; and to regulate their labour

contracts. The local agents of the bureau were usually Northern

men; some of them gave the worst interpretation to Southern

conditions and aroused vain hopes in the negroes that the

lands of the former masters would be divided among them; and
later many of them became active in the political organization

of the negro.

376. Although the national government itself had thus

recognized that special treatment of the freedmen was necessary.

Congress, on assembling in December 1865, was diqxMed to

regard the course of the South in this respect with deep suspi-

don. Moreover, as the Thirteenth Amendment was now rati-

fied, it was seen that the South, if restored according to the

presidential policy, would return to Congress with added
representatives for the freed negroes. Only three-fifths of the

negro slaves had been counted in apportioning representa-

tives m Congress; though now free they were not allowed

to vote.

• 377. Under the leadership of the Radicals Congress refused,

therefore, to recdve the representatives of the states which

had met the conditions of the president's proclamations.

A joint committee of fifteen took the whole subject of Recon-

struction under advisement, and a bill was passed continuing

the Freedmen's Bureau hidefinitdy. When this was vetoed by
President Johnson (Feb. 19, z866) Congress retaliated by a con-

current resolution (March 3) against admitting any reconstructed

state until Congress declared it entitled to recognition, thus assert-

ing for the legislative body the direction of Reconstruction.

378. While the measure was under consideration the pre-

sident in an intemperate public address stigmatized the leaders

of the radicals by name as labouring to destroy the principles
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of the government and even intimated that the assassination of

the president was aimed at. It was hardly possible to close

AmMaw. ^*** breach after this, and the schism between the

ilHiaH^ttM PKsi<lcn( &i^<i the leaders of the Union Republican

Pnttdtmt party was completed when Congress passed (April
MtfCM- 9, 1866) the Civil Righu Bill over Johnson's veto.

gJJjjiJJi^The act declared the frcedmen to-be dtizens of the

BML United States with the same dvil rights as white

persons and entitled to the protection of the Federal

government. It provided punishment for those who, relying

upon state authority, should discriminate against the negroes.

279. To place this measure beyond the danger of overthrow
by courts, or by a change of party majority, on the i)th of

Th0 June 1866 Congress provided for submitting to the

FMut—mit states a Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution.

^"au*
'^^ ^^^ constitutional guarantee of citizenship

"*
and equal civil rights to freedmen, and, in effect,

provided that when in any state the right to vote should be

denied to any of the male inhabitants twenty-one years of

age and dtixens of the United States, except for participation

in rebellion or other crime, the basis of representation in

the state should be reduced in the proportion which the number
of such dtizens bore to the whole number of male citizens

twenty-one years of age in the state. This section of the amend-
ment, therefore, left the states the option between granting the

suffrage to the negro or suffering a proportionate reduction in

the number of representatives in Congress. It was a fair com-
promise which might have saved the South from a long period of

misrule and the North from the ultimate breakdown of its

policy of revolutionizing Southern political control by enfranchise-

ment of the blacks and disfranchisement of the natural leaders

of the whites. But the South especially resented that section

of the amendment Which disqualified for Federal or state office

those who, having previously taken an oath to support the Con-

stitution of the United States, afterwards engaged in rebellion,

which involved the repudiation of their leaders. The amend-
ment further safeguarded the validity of the United States

debt and declared null the war debt of the seceding states

and the Confederacy and forbade the payment of claims for

emancipation.

380. In order to ensure the passage of this amendment
the Radical leaders proposed bills which declared that, after its

adoption, any of the seceding states which ratified>it should be

readmitted to representation. But it also provided that the

higher classes of officials of the Confederacy should be ineligible

to office in the Federal government. These bills were allowed

to await the issue of the next election.

281. For further protection of the tights of the negro.

Congress succeeded' in passing, over President Johnson's veto,

an act continuing the Freedmen's Bureau for two years. Ten-
nessee having ratified the Fourteenth Amendment was (July 24,

1866) restored to representation and Congress adjourned, leaving

the issue between the president and the legislative body to the

people in the Congressional elections.

383. The campaign brought with it some realignment of party.

President Johnson having broken with the leaders of the Union
Republican party was more and more forced to rely

iffUfT- upon Democratic support, although his executive

appointments were still made from the ranks of the

Republicans. The so-called National Union Convention, which
met in Philadelphia in midsummer in an effort to abate
sectionalism, and to endorse the president's policy, included a
large number of War Democrats who had joined the Union
party after the secession of the South, many moderate
Southerners, a fragment of the Republican party, and a few
Whigs, espedally from the Border sUtes. They daimed that
the southern States had a right to be represented in Congros.
Other meetings friendly to the Radicals were called, and under
the designation of Union-Republican party they declared
for the Congressional policy. While the campaign for elections
to Congress was in progress the president made a. journey to
Chicago, speaking at various dUes en nmle and sUU further

alienating the Republicans by coarse abuse of his opponents^

As a resvdt of the autumn elections twi>-thirds of the members
of the House of Representatives were opposed to him. Alxnoat

contemporaneously every seceding state except Tennrtwe
rejected the Fourteenth Amendment, and thereby paved the

way for the entire triumph of the Northern extremists, wlu>

favoured negro suffrage on idealistic grounds or as a means for

forcing the South to agree to the Republican policy.

383. In the ensuing winter and ^>ring (ingress completed
the conquest of the president, awed the Supreme Court, and [m>-

vided a drastic body of legislation to impose negro suffrage

on the South. By the Tenure of Office Act (March 3, 1867}

Congress forbade the president to remove -dvil officers without

the consent of the Senate, and at the same lime by
another act required him to issue miliury orders only ^f̂ ^^
through the general of the army (Grant), whom
the president was forbidden to remove from command or to

assign to duty at another place than Washington, unless at the

request of the officer or by the prior assent of the Sienate. Tlicae

extraordinary invasions of the presidential authority were

deemed necessary to prevent Johnson from securing control

of the military arm of the government, and to protect Edwin
Stanton, the secretary of war, and General Grant. Fearing

lest the president might take advantage of the interim during

which Congress would not be in session, the Fortieth Congress
was required to meet on the 4th of March inuncdiatdy
following the expiration of the thirty-ninth.

284. The Reconstruction Act of the 2nd of March 1867 pro-

vided for the military government of the Southern states while

the drastic policy of Congress was bdng carrigd
jp,,,,^!,,,

out. It was passed over the veto of the president cta«Atf«f

and declared that no legal governments or adequate Mmnk J^

protection for life or property existed in the"*^*
seceding states, except Tennessee. These states it divided into

five military districts, each to be placed under the command of

a general of the army, whose duty it was to preserve law and
order, using at discretion either local dvil tribunals or militazy

commissions. But the existing dvil governments were declared

provisional only and subject to the paramount authority of the

United States to abolish, modify, control, or supersede them.

The act further provided that a constitutional convention might
be elected by the adult male citizens of the state, of whatever
race, colour or previous condition, resident in the state for a
year, except such as might be disfranchised for rebellion or

felony. No persons excluded from holding office uwkr the

Fourteenth Amendment were digible for election to the con-

vention or entitled to vote for its members.

285. When the convention, thus chosen under negro sufiagf

.

and with the exdusion of Confederate leaders, should have
framed a state constitution conforming to the Federal Constitu-

tion and allowing the franchise to those entitled to vote for the

members of the convention, the constitution was to be submitted
for the approval of Congress. If this were obtained and if the

state adopted the Fourteenth Amendment, and this amendment
became a part of the Federal Constitution, then the state shooM
be entitled to representation in Congress; but the senators and
representatives sent to Congress were required to take the *' iron*

clad oath," which excluded those who had fought in the Con-
federate service, or hdd office under any government hostile to

the United States, or fpven support to any such authority.

286. By the pressure of miliury control Congress thus aimed
at forcing the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment, as well as

the acceptance of negro suffrage in the state con- s^v*i.
stitutions of the South. A supplementary act of the wtsi/

23rd of March 1867 and an act of interpreution ^"^
passed on the 19th of July completed this policy of " thorough.**

In the registration of voters the district conunanders were
required to administer an oath which exduded those disfran-

chised for rebellion and those who after holding state or Federal

office had given aid and comfort to the enemies of the United
States.

387. Against this use of military power to govern, states In
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time of peace the Supreme Court interposed no effective

obstack. Like the executive it wu subordinated to Congftss.

It is true that in the case ex parte MiUigaH,
decided in December 1866, the court held military

commissions unlawful where the ordinary civil

tribunab were open. In the case of Cummings v. Missouri

(Jan- X4> 2867) it decided also that a state test oath excluding

Confederate sympathizers from professions was a violation of

the prohibition of ex post facto laws; and the court {ex parte

Garland) applied the same rule to the Federal test oath so far

MB the right of attorneys to practise in Federal courts was
concerned.

388« But threats were made by the radicals in Congress

to take away the appellate jurisdiction of the court, and even

to abolish the tribunal by constitutional amendment. The
judges had been closely divided in these cases and, when the

real test came, the court refused to set itself in opposition to

Congress. When Mississippi attempted to secure an injunction

to prevent the president from carrying out theReconstruction

acts, and when Georgia asked the court to enjoin the military

officers from enforcing these acts in that state, the Supreme
Court refused (April and May 1867), pleading want of juris-

diction. Chief Justice Sahnon P. Chase argued that if the

president refused to obey the court could not enforce its

decree, while if he complied with the order of the court, and
if the House of Representatives impeached him for refusing

to enforce the law, the Supreme Court would be forced to the

vain attempt to enjoin the Senate from sitting as a court

of impeachment.

289. In One instance it seemed inevitable that the court

would clash with Congress; the McCardU case involved an
editor's arrest by inilitary authority for criticizing that

authority and the Reconstruction policy. But Con-

gress, apprehending that the majority of the court

would declare theReconstructionacts unconstitutional, promptly

repealed that portion of the act which gave the court jurisdiction

in the case, and thus enabled the judges to dismiss the appeal.

Afterwards, when the Reconstruction policy had been accom<

pushed, the court, in the case of Texas v. WhiU (1869), held

that the Constitution looked to " an indestructible Union com-
posed of indestructible states "; and that although the secession

acts were null, and the Federal obligations of the seceding

states remained unimpaired, yet their rights were

^^1^' suspended during the war. It also held that in

re-establishing the broken relations of the state with

the Union, Congress, under the authority to guarantee to

every state a republican form of government, was obliged to

regard the freedmen as part of the people of the state, and was
entitled to decide what government was the established one.

This decision, though it did not involve the direct question of

the constitutionality of theReconstructionacts, harmonized with

the general doctrines of the Congressional majority.

290. The powerful leaders of the Republicans in Congress

had been awaiting their opportunity to rid themselves of

Impeach' President Johnson by impeachment. After various

meat mi failures to convince a majority of the House that
PrwMMtmt articles should be preferred against him, an oppor-
JoMmBom.

j^^j^y seemed to present itself when Johnson, in

the summer recess of 1867, suspended Secretary Stanton

and made General Grant the acting secretary of war. The
Senate, on reassembling, refused to consent to the suspension,

and General Grant yielded his office to Stanton, thus spoil-

ing the president's plan to force Stanton to appeal to the

courts to obtain his office and so test the constitutionality of

the Tenure of Office Act. This proved to be a turning-point

in Grant's political career, for by his break with Johnson he

gained new support among the masses of the Republican party.

To Johnson's foes it seemed that the president had delivered

himself into their hands when he next defied Congress by taking

the decisive step of removing Stanton in defiance of the Tenure

of Office Act, and the House announced to the Senate (Feb.

25, 1868) iU decision to bring articles of impeachment against

the president. But careful reading of the law showed that it

could not be relied on as conclusive ground for impeachment,
for it provided that cabinet officers should hold office during
the term of the president by whom they were appointed
and for one month thereafter, subject to removal with the
consent of the Senate. As Stanton had been appointed by
President Lincoln and had merely continued under Johnson,,

a doubtful question was raised. The leaders, therefore, incor*

porated additional charges in the articles of impeachment
which they pushed through the House of Representatives.

By these the president was accused of attempting to bring
the legislative branch into disgrace by his public utterances

and of stigmatizing it as a Congress of only part of the states.

This raised the question whether it was necessary to show
a legal, technical crime or misdemeanour as the necessary
ground of impeachment. Had the theory of the leaders that
this was not the case been successful, the executive would
have been reduced to an obvious dependence upon Congress.
In the spring of x868, however, the trial by the AetaKtatkr
Senate resulted in a verdict of acquittal. (See.tt«s«Mto.

Johnson, Andrew.)
291. Meanwhile the military Reconstruction of the South

and the organization of the negro vote progressed effec-

tively. The party management of the negroes was
conducted by "carpet-baggers," as the Northern j^^^_
men who came South to try their fortunes under amd''

these, new conditions were nicknamed, and by the ^n»"itAm
white loyalists of the South, to whom was given ^**"

the name "scalawags." In the work of marshal-
"''^

ling the freedmen's vote for the Republican party secret

societies like the Loyal League, or Union League (q.t.),

played an important part. As the newly enfranchised mass
of politically untrained negroes passed under Northern influence

politically, the Southern whites drew more and more together

in most of the former Confederate States, and although they
were unable under the existing conditions to take control, they
awaited their opportunity. A " Solid South " was forming in

which old party divisions gave way to the one dominant
antagonism to Republican ascendancy by negro suffrage; and
a race antagonism developed which revealed the fact that

underneath the slavery question was the negro question.

293. Politically the important fact was that the Republicans
had rejected the possibility of reviving the old party lines in

the South, and had gambled upon the expectation of wielding

the united coloured vote with such leadership and support as

might be gained from former Northerners and loyal whites.

In the end negro rule failed, as was inevitable when legal dis-

abilities and military force were removed; but the masses of

the Southern whites emerged with a power which they had not

possessed under the old rule of the planting aristocracy. For the
time being, however, negro votes gave control to the Repub-
licans. In South Carolina, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and
Louisiana the negroes were in a majority; in Virginia, North
Carolina, Arkansas and Texas they were in the minority; while

in Georgia the two races were nearly evenly balanced.

293. The. white leaders of the South were divided as to the

best means of meeting the problem. Some advocated that

those entitled to vote should register, and then p^g^^f
refrain from the polls, in order to defeat the con- iheSmMt
stitutions made imder negro suffrage, for the law '**''TL^
required them to be ratified by a majority of the **" ***

qualified voters. Others would, have the white race bear no
part in the process. Societies such as the " Ku-Klux Klan "

and the " Knights of the White Camelia " were organized to

intimidate or restrain the freedmen. But for the present

the Republicans carried all before them in the South. Some of

the new slate constitutions imposed severe disfranchise-

ment upon the former dominant class, and before the end of

July 1868 all of the former Confederate States, except Virginia,

Mississippi and Texas, had ratified the Fourteenth Amendment,
which was proclaimed in effect. By the beginning of 1870

these three states had also ratified the amendment, as had
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GeoisU a second time, because of her doubtful status at the

tiime of her first ratification.

394. By the summer of x868 Arkansas, . South Carolina,

Noith Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana and Florida,

g^ having satisfied the requirements of the Recon-

Swrth0n struction acts, were entitled to representation in

suugR9» Congress. But Georgia did not choose her senators

uHtvLUm,
^"^^ ^^^ ^^ adjournment of* Congress, and, inas>

much as the state excluded the negro members of

the legislatt^ in September, Congress on reassembling returned

the state to military rule until its submission. Alabama was
restored in spite of the fact that her white voters had remained

away from the polls in sufficient numbers to prevent a majority

of all the voters registered from having ratified the constitu-

tion of the state, as the Reconstruction acts had required. The
nominating conventions and the campaign of x868 gave in-

teresting evidence of the trend of political and economic

events. Party lines, which had broken down in the North when
all united in saving the Union, were once more reasserting

themselves. President Johnson, who had been elected by the

Union Republican party, had found his most effective support

among the Democrats. The Republicans turned to General

Grant, a Democrat before the outbreak of the war. His

popularity with the Republicans was due not only to his military

distinction, but also to his calm judgment in the trying period

of the struggle between the president and Congress. He was
seriously considered by the Democrats until he broke with

Johnson in the Stanton episode.

. 395. The Republican nominating convention met on the

aoth of May x868, a few days after the failure of the

impeachment proceedings, and it chose Grant as

JSJJJJ^ the candidate for the presidency. The platform

CoBvtaOaat supported theCongressional Reconstruction measures.
anal Upon the vital question whether universal negro

suffrage should be placed beyond the power of

states to repeal it by a new constitutional amend-
ment, the platform declared: " The guarantee by

Congress of equal suffrage to. all loyal men at the South was
demanded by every consideration of public safety, of gratitude

and of justice, and must be maintained; while the question of

suffrage in all the loyal states properly belongs to the people

of those states." Nowhere in the North was the negro an
important element in the population, but the. North had
shown an unwillingness to apply to itself the doctrines of

negro rights which had been impmed upon the South. Between
1865 and x868 Connecticut, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Kansas,
Ohio and Michigan had refused to give the negro the right

to vote within their own bounds, and this plank was evidence

of the unwillingness of the party to make a direct issue of

universal negro suffrage. Although the platform failed to

indicate the future proposals of the Republican leaders on the

negro question, on the topics of finance and currency it clearly

showed that the party was controlled by economic interests

which were to exercise increasing influence upon it. It

pronounced in favour of payment of the public debt, not only

according to the letter but the spirit of the laws under which
it was contracted. The significance of this lay in its challenge

to the Democratic agitation on the currency question.

296. It was this question which gave the tone to the pro-

ceedings of the Democracy at their convention in July x868.

The situation can best be presented by a brief review of the

financial history just preceding the convention. Together with
the discussion over political Reconstruction in the South,
Congress and the administration had been obliged to deal with
the reconstruction of debt, taxation and currency in the nation
at the close of four years of expensive war. At its maximum
point the debt had risen to $2,758,000,000, of a complicated
variety of forms, and of the total less than one-half was funded.
The problems of funding, readjustment of taxation, and re-

sumption of specie payments proved to be so complicated
with the industrial growth of the nation that they led to issues

destined to exert a long continued influence.

297. The varioQs war tariffs, passed primarily for the sake
of increased revenue, had been shaped for protection under the

influence of the manufacturing interests, and they n^,,,,,
had been framed also with reference to the need of ttm Tmh^
compensating the heavy internal taxes which were y****
imposed upon the nuuiufacturers. When the war *"""
ended public sentiment demanded relief from theseheavyburdens*

and especially from the irksome internal taxes. The impidiy

growing grain-raising districU of the Middle West exhibited

a lively discontent with the protective tariff, but this did

not prevent the passage in 1867 of the Wool and Woollens
Act, which discriminated in favour of the woollen manu-
facturers and raised the ad xahrem duty on wooL In spite

of several large reductions of internal revenue, the national

debt was being extinguished with a rapidity that ooly a
prosperous and growing nation could have endured.

298. The currency question, however, furnished the eoooomic
issue which was most debated in the period of Reoonstxuc-

tion. One set of interests aimed at rapidly reducing «._
the volume of the currency by retiring the legal

tender notes, or ''greenbacks," issued during the

war, on the ground that they had been provided only

as a war measure, that the country needed a
contraction of this currency, and that specie paynaents would
be hastened by the withdrawal of the greeiibacks. The sccre-

Ury of the treasury, Hugh McCulloch, pressed this policy to the

foreground, and desired authority to issue bonds to retire these

notes. Another set of interests demanded the retention of

the greenbacks, supporting their views by arguments varying

according to the degree of ladicalism of the speakers. The
more moderate, like Senator John Sherman, of Ohk>, who
reflected the views of paru of the West, argued that

the recuperation of the nation and the rapid increase of

business would absorb the existing currency, while gold would
cease to go abroad. Thtis, by the increasing credit of the

government, specie payment would be automatically resoned,

and the holders of currency certificates would convert

them into coin obligations at a lower interest rate. Otbefs

wished to use the greenbacks to pay the principal of snch

of the bonds as did not explicitly q;)ecify coin as the medhun
of payment; the most extreme, so far from contracting the

currency by retiring the greenbacks, wished to increase this

form of money, whUe diminishing the circulation of the notes

of the national banks. The discfussion tended to produce a

sectional issue with the West against the.East» and a sodal

issue with bondholders and the creditor class in general arrayed

against the less well-to-do^ Cbngress agreed with Secretary

McCulloch, and in the Funding Act of 1866 not only piovided

for converting short-time securities into long-term bonds, but

also for retiring ten million dollars of greenbacks in ax months
and thereafter not more than four millions monthly. But the

agricultural depression of x866 produced a reaction. Loud
demands were made that bonds should be paid in greenbacks

instead of coin, that United States securities should be taxed,

and the national bank notes suppressed. In 1868, on the eve

of the presidential campaign. Congress, alarmed by the extent

of these popular demands, suspended the process of contraction

by decisive majorities in both houses, after forty million dollars

in greenbacks had been retired by the secretary of the treasury.

299. Ohio was the storm centre of the agitation. The
" Ohio idea " that greenbacks should^ become the accepted

currency of the country was championed by George ,^
H. Pendleton, of that state, and his friends now ig^^.^
brought him forward for the Democratic nomina-

tion for president on this issue. In the national convention

of that party they succeeded in incorporating into the

platform their demands that there should be one currency for

the government and the people, the bondholder and the pro-

ducer, and that where the obligations of the government did

not expressly provide for payment in coin, they should be

paid in lawful money (i.e. greenbacks) of the United States.

300. But another wing of the Democratic party desired to
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Oraai

make prominent the issue against the Reconstnictioa measures

of the Republicans. This wing added to the platfonn and de-

claration that these acts were unconstitutional and void, and the

demand that the Southern sUtes should be restored to their

former rights and given control over their own elective franchise.

301. Although the followers of Pendleton had shaped the

financial plank of the platfonn, they could not nominate their

leader. The opposition was at first divided between

the various candidates. New York, which feared

; the effect upon the conservative financial interests

of the East if Pendleton were nominated, attempted

to break the deadlock by proposing an Ohio man.
Chief Justice Chase. But eager as Chase was for

the presidency he had flatly tefused to abandon
the views which he held in favour of negro suffrage. Ohio
was, therefore, able to retaliate by stampeding the convention

in favour of Horatio Seymour, of New York, chairman of the

convention. As the war governor of his state he had been a
consistent critic of the extremes to which the Federal admin-

istration had carried iU interpretation of the war power. For
vice-president the convention nominated Francis P. Blair, jun.,

of Missouri, who had denounced the imconstitutionality of

the Reconstruction acts in unmeasured terma.

302. But the popularity of Grant in the North, together

with the Republican strength in the states of the South <which

had been reconstructed under negro suffrage, gave
an easy victory to the Republicans in the election

of x868. Seymour carried only Delaware, New
Jersey, New York and Oregon, of the North; and Maryland,

Kentucky, Georgia and Louisiana of the South. Tennessee,

and five of the former Confederate States, upon which negro

suffrage had been imposed under military Reconstruction

(North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, Alabama and
Arkansas) voted for Grant. Virginia, Mississippi and Texas

had not yet been restored.

303. This decisive victory and the knowledge that it had been

won by the advantage of the negro vote in the restored states

led the Republican leaders to ignore their recent

,
platform declaration in regard to negro suffrage.

Shortly after Congress assembled propositions were

made to place the freedman's right to vote beyond the power
of the states to change. To do this by constitutional enact-

ment it was necessary to make the provision universal, and
Congress, therefore, submitted for ratification the Fifteenth

Amendment declaring that " the right of citizens of the United

States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United

States or by any state on account of race, color or previous

condition of servitude." Congress was given power to enforce

the amendment by appropriate legislation. By the 30th of March
1870 the amendment had been ratified; but it is doubtful

whether this could have been accomplished by legislatures

chosen on the issue. As it was, the states of Virginia, Missis-

sippi, Texas and Georgia were required to ratify it as a condition

of their readmittance to representation in Congress, and the

three former states, having been permitted to vote separately on

the obnoxious provisions of their constitutions in regard to the

disfranchisement of former Confederates, rejected those clauses,

adopted the Fifteenth Amendment and were, restored in 1870.

^^^ Georgia, after a new experience of military rule,

^f!hiam9A ^c^K ratified the amendment, and her repre-

sentatives were likewise admitted to Congress.

304. As soon as the Fifteenth Amendment was proclaimed

In effect, and the military governments of the South were

jigwCoa superseded, the dominant party proceeded to enact

giwaiomal measures of enforcement. These seemed especially
jfMMum. necessary in view of the fact that, partly by intimi-

dation o| the coloured vote, Louisiana (1868) and Tennessee

(1869) broke away from the Republican column; while in the

election of 1870 Tennessee, North Carolina, Georgia, Virginia

and Alabama went Democratic. The enforcement legislation

of 1870 provided penalties for violating the Fourteenth and
Fifteenth amendments and re-enacted the Civil Rights Act of

XXVII IZ*

x866. Jurisdiction was given to the Federal courts to main-
tain the equality of the races before the law. The underlying

doctrine of the acts was that the amendments guaranteed the

freedmen against invasion of their ri^^ts by the acts of in-

dividuals as well as by explicit legislation of the states. In
the next two years (1871 and 1873) acts were passed provid-

ing for effective Federal supervision of Congressional elections,

and the " Ku-Klux Acts" (1871 and 1872) still further in-

creased the power of the Federal courts to enforce the amend-
ments' and authorized the. president to suspend the writ of

kabeas carpus and use iniliUry force to suppress the public

disorders occasioned by the attempts to intimidate negro

voters. But these stem measures were accompanied by
some efforts to restore harmony, such as the repeal of the ** iron-

cUui oath " for ex-Confederates, in 1871, and die passage of the

General Anmesty Act of 1872. The North was becoming
restive under the long continued use of the Federal military

arm within state borders in time of peace, and especially with

the results of negro rule under " caipet-bag" leadership.

305. In any case the cost of rehabilitating the public

works and providing education and the political and judicial

institutions which should equally apply to the
j
. ^^^^

hitherto non-political class of the blacks, would gaaetofKf
have been a heavy one. But the legislatures,

especially of Louisiana, South Carolina, Tennessee,
[

Arkansas and Alabama, plunged into an extrava-

gance made possible by the fact that the legislatures con-
tained but few representatives who paid considerable taxes, and
that they were controlled by Northern men who were some-
times corrupt, and often indifferent to the burdens laid upon the

propertied classes of the South. In 1873 it was estimated that

the public debts of the eleven reconstructed states amounted
to nearly 1x33,000,000, two-thirds of which was composed of

guarantees to corporations, chiefly railway companies. Legis-

lative expenses were grotesquely extravagant, the coloured

members in some states engaging in a saturnalia of corrupt

expenditure. Gradually this alienated from the so-called Radical

party the support of Southern whites, because they resented

the concessions of the carpet-bag leaders to the negro vote,

because they suffered from the burden of taxatfon, and above
all because race friction increased, drawing the whites together,

in spite of former antagonisms between localities and classes.

306. By 2873 a coalition had been formed under the name of

Conservatives. But the control of electoral machinery in the

strongly centralized state executives chosen by negro votes,

and coercion by the Federal authority, still upheld Republican
rule in various Southern states. Virginia and North Carolina

were practically bankrupt, the capiuls of Louisiana. Arkansas
and Alabama, where rival state officers claimed possession,

were occupied by Federal troops, and many of the govern-

ments were so corrupt that only the contemporaneous revela-

tions of rottexmess in New York City and in certain branches
of the Federal government afford a parallel.

307. It was a time of lax public morals after war, which was
ill suited to the difficult experiment of transferring political

power to a nee recently enslaved. Only the strong arm of

the Federal authority sufficed to prevent the whites of the South

from overthrowing a condition of things which it was impossible

under American political ideas permanently to maintain.

308. An important economic reorganization was in progress

in the South. White districts were recovering from the war
and were becoming the productive cotton areas by Bcoa^mlg
the use of fertilizers and by the more intelligent CfeMf»ste

white labour. Cities were rising, and the mines and *••*«•<*•

manufactures of the southern Appalachians were developing.

In the black belt, or region of denser negro settlement, the

old centres of cotton production and the citadels of the Southern

political aristocracy, the bhtcks became tenant farmers, or
workers on shares, but the white fanner in other areas raised

his cotton at less cost than the planter who lived in the rich

soils of the former cotton areas. The effective and just direction

of negro labour was a difficult problem and was aggravated t^
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the political agitation which intensified race friction. It became
evident that there was a negro problem as well as a slavery

question, and that the North was unable to solve it.

309. In the meantime important foreign relations had been
dealt with by Secretary William H. Seward, under Johnson,

i^n^ and by Secretary Hamilton Fish, under Grant. Not
RtiaOama, only were many treaties of commerce and extradi-

tion. Including one with China, negotiated by Seward, but he

also brought about a solution of more important diplomatic

problems. The relations of the United Sutes with France and
England had been strained in the course of the war, by the

evident friendliness of the governments of France and England
for the South. Not only had Napoleon HI. been inclined to

recognize the Confederacy, but he had also taken advantage

of the war to throw into Mexico a French army in support

of the emperor Maximilian. The temptation to use force

while American militaxy prestige was high appealed even

t^„^^ to General Grant; but Seward by firm and cautious
'^'^'**

diplomatic pressure induced France to withdraw her

troops in 1867; the power of Maximilian collapsed, and the

United States was not omipelled to appeal to arms in support

of the Monroe Doctrine. Russia's friendly attitude through-

out the war was signallxed by her offer to sell Alaska to the

United States in 1867. Seward promptly accepted it and the

^1^. treaty was ratified by the Senate and the purchase

money ($7,200,000) was voted by the reluctant

House, which saw little in the acquisition to commend it.

Later years revealed it as one of the nation's treasure

houses, particularly of gold and coal.

310. With England affairs were even more threatening than

with France. Confederate cruisers (notably the " Alabama "),

riM built in England and permitted by the negligence of

•*AiabamaF*tht British government to go to sea, had nearly
^^''"•* swept the American merchant marine from the

ocean. Unsettled questions of boundary and the fisheries

aggravated the ill feeling, and England's refusal in 1865 to

arbitrate made a serious situation. Protonged negotiations

followed a change of attitude of England with regard to

arbitration, and in 1870 President Grant recommended to

Congress that the United States should pay the claims for

damages of the Confederate cruisers, and thus assume them
against England. However, in 1871, the treaty of Washington

was negotiated under Secretary Fish, by the terms of which

England expressed regret for the escape of the cruisers and for

their depredations, and provided for arbitration of the fisheries,

the north-western boundary, and the "Alabama" claims.

Senator Sumner had given fiery expression to demands for

indirect damage done by the destruction of our merchant

marine and our commerce, and for the expenses of prolonging

the war. For a time this so aroused the passions of the two

nations as to endanger a solution. But Sumner, who quarrelled

with the president, was deposed from the chairmanship of the

committee on foreign relations, and Secretary Fish so arraiiged

matters that the Geneva arbitration tribunal ruled these indirect

claims out. Thus limited, the case of the United States

was victorious, the tribunal awarding damages against Great

Britain to the amount of $15,500,000. Two months kter the

German emperor gave to the United States the dis-

'^J^ puted north-west boundary, including the San Juan
" island in Puget Sound. The fisheries controversy

was not settled until 1877.

31 X. In the West Indies also important questions were pre-

sented. Seward had negotiated a treaty of purchase of the Danish

DaaiMh West Indies, but the Senate refused to ratify it, nor

Wntiadht 6id Grant's attempt to acquire Santo Domingo meet

Jjjj*
with a different fate at the hands of that body (1870).

^*"^'"*
Id Cuba another insurrection was in progress. Secre-

tary Fish " pigeon-holed " a proclamation of President Grant

recognizing Uie Cubans as beUigerents, and secured a policy of

neutrality which endured even the shock of the "Virginius

affair " in 1873, when fifty of the men of the filibustering

steamer flying the American flag were shot by the Spanish
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authorities (see Santuco, Cuba). It was shown that the

vessel had no right to the flag. Negotiations about an
isthmian canal resulted only in a treaty with rm»"vi^
Nicaragua in 1868 giving to the United Sutes a
right of way across the bthmus and in provisions for

a government survey of the Panama route. Foreign relattoos

in this period were chiefly significant in that they were con-

ducted in a spirit of restraint and that peace was preserved.

3x2. It was in the field of domestic concerns, in economic
and social development, that the most significant teadencies

appeared. The old Issues were already diminishing in impor-

tance before the other aspect of Reconstruction which came from

the revived expansion of the nation toward the West and the new
forms taken by the development of American Industrial society.

313. The Republican party, following the traditions of the

Whigs, was especially responsive to the demands of the creditor

dass, who demanded legislation to conserve their interests.

Its victory in 1868 was signalized by the passage in the H>ring of

the following year of an act pledging the faith of the United

States to pay in coin or its equivalent all the obligations of the

United- States, except in cases where the law authorizing the

issue had expressly provided otherwise. In X870 and 1S71

refunding acts were passed, providing for the issue of bonds to

the total amount of $1,800,000,000, one billion of which was to

run for thirty years at 4%. This abandonment of the doctrine

of early convertibility was made in order to render the bonds
acceptable to capitalists, but in fact they soon went to a
premium of over 35%. Long before their maturity thegovon-
ment had a surplus, but although it could then e^^.^-.
borrow at 2j% these bonds coidd not be* retired. ^^|^^|^
While the legisbture was thus scrupulous of the

credit of the nation and responsive to the views of capital, the

Supreme Court was engaged in deciding the question of whether

the legal tender notes (greenbacks) were constitutionaL Soc-

ccssive decisions in 1868 determined that they were not legal

tender for state taxes, that they were exempt from tautioa,

and that they were not legal tender in the settlemeiu of cqd-

tracts providing for payment in specie. In the case ofHep^n
V. Griswold (1870) Chief Justice Chase, under whom, as secretary

of the t rcasury, the notes were first issued, gave the opinion ol

the court denying that they were legal tender in aettleme&t of

contracts made before the first Legal Tender Act, and intimating

that they were not legal tender for later contrscts. The judges

had divided, four to three. Within a year the court was changed

by the appointment of one new judge to fill a vacancy, and the

addition of another in accordance with a law enlarging the

court. In 187 1 the former decision was reversed and the con-

stitutionality of the Legal Tender Acts susUined on knee-

construction reasoning. In 1884 the court went to the extent of

affirming the right of Congress to pass legal tender acts in time

of peace, in accordance with the usage of sovereign govemmects,

as an incident to the right of coinage, and it dedued that the

power to borrow money Includes the power to issue obligations

in any appropriate form. In X87X and 1872 Secretary Gcoigc S.

Boutwell illustrated the power of the administration to change

the volume of the currency, by Issuing in all over six millioii

dollars of legal tender notes; and, following the practice of fais

predecessors, he sold gold from the treasury to check specula-

tions in that part of the currency. The most noteworthy

instance of this was in X869, when two Wall Street speculators.

Jay Gould and James Fisk, jun., attempting to corner the gold

market and relying upon a supposed Influence in the coundh

of President Grant, ran up the premium on gold until Secretary

Boutwell ordered the sale of gold by the govemmenL Tie

result was the financial crash of " Black Friday."

3 14. Speculation and the rapid growth of great fortunes were

characteristic of the period. The war itself had furnished

means for acquiring sudden riches; the reorganixation of taxa-

tion, currency and banking increased the opportunities as ^tH

as the uncertainties; and the opening of new fields of specuiaii^'e

enterprise in the oil fields of Pennsylvania and Ohio and the gold

and silver mines of the mountains of the Far West tended in the
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same direction. An enormous'development of manufactures

resulted from the diminished commerce and increased demand
for manufactured goods, the protection afforded by
the tariff, the stimulus due to rising prices, and the

consumption of the rapidly growing West. It was
officially reported in 1869 that " within five years more cotton

spindles had been put in motion, more iron furnaces erected,

more iron smelted, more bars rolled, more steel made, more coal

and copper mined, more lumber sawn and hewn, more houses

and shops constructed, more manufactories of different kinds

started, and more petroleum collected, refined and exported,

than during any equal period in the history of the country.'*

315. Between the Civil War and 1872 the extension of the

nation's activity to the industrial conquest of the great West, as

well as the economic reorganization of the East, had a profound

effect upon the development of the United States. Between
1863 and 1873 grants were made to the Union Pacific and Central

^ Pacific companies, and to other connecting corpora-

JJjjJJ^ tions, for railways from the Missouri to the Pacific,

amounting to nearly 33,000,000 acres, and in the

same period large loans of funds were made by the general

government for this enterprise. Construction advanced rapidly

after 1866, and by 1869 an all-rail connexion had been

established on the line of the Union Pacific and Central

Pacific railways between the East and San Francisco. Various

grants were made in these years to other roads, both trans-

continental and Middle Western. Between 1850 and 1871

Congress granted about 155,000,000 acres for railway construc-

tion, but not all these grants were perfected. It b estimated

that some $500,000,000 were invested in the construction of

Western railways between x868 and the panic of 1873, and about

30,000 m. of railway had been added.

316. The effects of this extraordinary extension of railway

transportation were immediately apparent. In the Far West

BihetMot the railway lines rapidly made possible the ex-

RsMway tinction of the bison herds which had occupied
exteMiM.

ijjg gjeat plains. Divided into the northern and

southern herds by the Union Pacific railway in 1869,* the

southern herds were slaughtered in the period between 1871

and 1879, and the northern herds between 1880 and 1883.

This opened the way for the great extension of the cattle

country, following the retreat of the Indians. Upon the plains

Indians the effect was revolutionary. Their domain had been

penetrated by the railways, at the same time that their means

of subsistence had been withdrawn. During the Civil War
most of these Western tribes had engaged in hostilities against

the Federal government. In x866 and 1867 General George

Crook was reducing the Indians of the South-West to submission,

while other generals trained in the Civil War were fighting the

Indians in the northern plains and Kansas, Nebraska and Okla-

homa. By the Peace Commisaion Act of the 30th of July 1867

commissioners, including General William T. Sherman, were

sent to negotiate treaties. As a result the tribes of the Indian

Territory were so concentrated as to permit the transfer of

other Western tribes to the same region, while the Sioux of

the northern plains were given a reservation embracing the

western portions of the Dakotas. Discontent with these treaties

resulted, however, in hostilities following 1867. Between the

dose of the war and 1880 some $32,000,000 were expended in

Indian wars, although the act of 1871 inaugurated the change

of poUcy whereby the Indians were no longer dealt with by
treaty, but were regarded as wards of the nation, to be concen-

trated on reservations and fed at the expense of the nation

under the supervision of Indian agents.

317. Part of these Indian difficulties were due to the opening

np of new mining areas in the Rocky Mountains, some of them

Jfitete;
within the Indians' choicest hunting grounds. At

the beginning of the Civil War a preliminary mining

boom struck Colorado; the rich Comstock lode was opened in

Nevada; Arizona was the scene of mining rushes; the Idaho

mines were entered; and the Montana ores were discovered;

SO that in the period of the Civfl War itself the Territories
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of Nevada, Idaho and Montana had been organized and
the mountains provisionally occupied from the northern to
the southern limiL The discovery of gold in the Black Hills

in 1874 continued the same movement. In x86o the nation
produced $156,000 worth of silver, in i86x over $3,000,000
and In 1873 nearly $36,000,000. In the last-mentioned
year the production of gold amounted also to $36,000,000,
although in x86o it had been $46,000,000. Capital in mines
and quarries of the United States was over $65,000,000
in x86o, over $3451000^000 in X870, and nearly $x,500,000,000
in x88o.

318. This revolution m the life of the great plains and the
Rocky Mountains, opening the way to agriculture and to cattle

raising, and preparing for the exploitation of the precious metals
of that great area, was contemporaneous with the important
development of the farming regions of theMiddleWest. Even dur-
ing the Civil War the agricultural development of the northern
half of the Mississippi Valley had continued. This was aided
by the demand for food products to supply the armies and was
made possible by the extension of railways, the taking up of

the prairie lands through the operation of the Homestead Law of

1862, the marketing of the railway land grants, and the increased

use of agricultural machinery in those years. Between x86o
and X870 the population of the North Central group of states

(engaged chiefly in grain raising) increased over 43%, and in the
next decade by 34%, a total addition to the popula-

tion in those two decades of 8,000,000. Between J/JlJ''"*"'
J870 and x88o about 300,000 sq. m. were added to the sudOt Wni,
farm lands of the United States, an area almost equal
in extent to that of France. In the same decade the North
Central states increased their improved farms horn near
78,500,000 acres to over 136,800,000 acres. The product of

Indian com about doubled between x86o and x88o, and that of

wheat and oats more than doubled. The addition came chiefly

from the Middle West. In x86o the North Central states raised

95,000,000 bushels of wheat; in 1870 nearly 195,000,000; in 1880
339,000,000. In 1870 the same states produced 439,000,000
bushels of com; in x88o they produced over 1,385,000,000.

319. The pressing need of increased trfinsportation facilities

had led, as we have seen, to lavish land grants and to subsidies

by na^jon, states and municipalities to the railways. The rail-

ways themselves, tempted by these opportunities, had extended
their lines insome cases beyond the immediate needs of theregions

entered in advance of settlement. Extravagances in construc-

tion and operation, aggravated by "construction rings" of

railway officials, who secured the contracts for
p^,^^

themselves and their friends, and by rolling stock SSSS!
companies who received extravagant prices by
favouritism, as well as the watering of stock in the creation

of systems by absorption and consolidation of railway corpora-

tions, brought about a condition where the roads were no longer

able to meet the demands of their stockholders for returns on
the investment without imposing rates that the Western farmer
deemed extortionate. In the competitive development of these

roads and in the struggle of business corporations and localities

with each other, the roads also discriminated between persons

and places. This condition chiefly accounted for the political

unrest which manifested itself in the West in the so-called
" Granger " movements of the 'seventies.

330. The farmers felt the pressure of the unsettled currency,'

taxes were very heavy, the protective tariff seemed to them to

bear unduly upon the producers of crops which exceeded the home
consumption and had to seek the foreign markets. The price of

Indian com, wheat and cotton in the early 'seventies tended to

fall as production rose, so that the gold value of the total crop was
not greatly increased during the decade after the war, in spite of

the extraordinary extension of agricultural settlement and the

increase of production. Dissatisfaction with his share in the

prosperity of the country, and especially with the charges

of middlemen and tran^x>rtation companies, discontent with
the backwardness of rural sodal conditions, and a desire for

ku^ger political i&fluonce, all alM in loitering the growth of
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organixations designed to promote the farmers' interests. The
most influential of these organiutions was the Patrons of Hus-

bandry, which was founded in 1867 and spread chiefly after 1872

by local dubs or " granges," especially in the West and South.

321. The height ot the movement was reached in the autumn

of 1874. It threatened the disruption of the old political parties

yik* fn most of the Middle Western states. By holding

•'Onrntae" the balance of power the Grangers secured legislation
JiarMiMt jQ Qiany of theK states, fixed maximum railway

rates, and provided for regulation through coounisstons to

prevent discriminations. In the reaction after the panic of

1873 (when neariy a fifth of the railway mileage of the

United States had passed into the hands of receivers) many of

the " Granger laws" were repealed, the regulation was rendered

nominal and the railways more than regained their political

power in the sUtes; yet the agitation had established the

important principle, sanctioned by decisions of the Supreme

Court, that the railways were common carriers subject fully to

public regulation so far as it was not confiscatory. The move-
ment for regulation of interstate commerce by congressional

legislation was begun at this time under the leadership of con-

gressmen from the Granger stales. Later efforts were more
wisely considered and more effective; but the rural democracy

showed its opposition to the increasing political influence of

capital, to special privileges and to the attempts of corporations

to avoid public control periodically thereafter (see Faucers'

MovEifENT). The attempt to eliminate the middlemen by
co-operative stores and grain elevators was another feature of

the time which gained a brief strength but soon declined.

323. The presidential election of 1873 took place in the midst

of this Western upheavaL At the same time in the South the

^ _^ reform Republicans and Democrats were uniting
nw TVMtf

under the name of " Conservatives " against the
7^ carpet-bag rule, and control was passing into their

hands. A reform movement was active against the evident

corruption in national and municipal administrations, for

Grant's trust in his appointees was grossly violated. The
Tweed Ring was systenuitically lootmg New York City, and prior

to Tweed's indictment in 1871 (See NewYork (City) ; Tammany
Hall; Txloen, S. J.) it was acquiring large power in state legisla-

tion. Jay Gould, the railway operator, was one of the signers

of Tweed's million dollar bail bond. Civil service reformers,

men of moderate views with respect to Reconstruction, such as

Carl Schurx, many War Democrats wiio had adhered to the

Union party, and tariff reformers began to break away.

333. The Liberal-Repubh'can movement started in Missouri,

and a national convention was called to meet at Cindrmati on
Ubttwl the ist of May 1873. Their platform announced
//•pubtkam irreconcilable differences on the tariff and left it to
Afotwacfli.

jjjg Congressional districts, attacked the corruption

of civil service by the administration, supported the results

of the war as embodied in the last three amendments and
demanded amnesty and local dvil government for the South.

It opposed further land grants to railways, but denounced
repudiation and demanded spede payments in terms which
excluded from its support the advocates of inflation of the

currency. This effort to combine the opponents of Grant's

administration was wrecked by the nomination of Horace Gree-

ley, a strong protectionist, who did not command the confidence

of the masses of the disaffected. Although endorsed by the

Democrats, Greeley was defeated by Grant, who ran

fft fftoctwf.
^° ^^* record of the Republican party, which now
dropped the word Union from its name. Greeley

died bdore the dectoral count; the Democrats won only the
states of Maryland, Kentucky, Missoun, Tennessee, Georgia and
Texas, the votes of Louisiana and Arkansas being thrown out.

3 34. The enormous cost of the war, the excessive railway build-

ing, over-trading, and inflated credit and fluctuating currency, the
sinking of capital in opeiung new fanning lands and in readjust-

ing manufactures to new conditions brought thdr results in the
panic of 1873, predpitated by the failure (Sept. 18) of Jay
Cooke, the finandcr of the Northern Pacific railway. For over

five years the nation underwent a drastic purgation; taOway
builcUng almost ceased, and so late as 1877 over x8% oC the
railway mileage of the nation was in the hands of .

recdvers. The iron industry was prostrated, and mSl
mercantile failures for four years amounted to

^775iOoo,ooo. At the dose of the period there was a rcplaoe-

ment of partnerships and individual businesses by cocporatioas,

but in the interval political unrest was in the foreground.

335. The charges that congressmen had been bribed by
stock in the Credit Mobilier (^.v.)* a constnictloa company
cooitrolled by Union Pacific stodiholders, led to a
congressiorud investigation which damaged the repu-

tations of prominent Republicans, including Vice-

president Schuyler Colfax; but the same Congress
which investigated this scandal voted itself retroactive m
of salary, and this " back-pay grab " created popular indigna-

tion. Evidences of fraud and corruption in revenue coliection

under the " moiety system," and the general demoralizatioo

of the dvil service continued. The demand for rdief from
thestringeiicy of the crisis of 1873 expressed itself intheso-caBcd
Inflation Bill (passed April 1874), providing a maximum of four
hundred million dollars for greenback issues^ This was vetoed
by Grant, but he later signed a bill accepting as a maximam
the existing greenback circulation of $383,000,000. This com-
promise was satisfactory ndther to contractionisU nor green-
backers. The latter especially resented the provisions regarding
the national banks and thdr circulation.

336. The "tidal wave" in the Congressional electioos of

1874 was the result of these conditions. It marked a political

revolution. The House of Representatives, which itipbibm,
exhibited a two-thirds Republican majority in 1873, Im»c—eirf

showed an opposition majority of about seventy, •'Cmm"^^

and the Senate was soon to be close. Such Republican strong-

holds as Pennsylvania, Ohio and Massachusetts went over to

the Democrats in the state elections, while in the gnin-raisiag

SUtes of the Middle West the Grangers were holding the balance

of power, and in the South the Republican radicab remained
in force in few states and only by the use of Federal troops.

President Grant in his message of December 1874 acknowledged
that public opinion was opposed to this use of force, but declared

that without it negro suffrage would be worse thajn a mockery.
Thus by the year 1874 the era of triumphant Republicanism and
Reconstruction was dosing. The leaders percdving power abcwt

to pass from them rapidly enacted a series of party measures
before the meeting of the newly dected Congress. Under
the leadership of Senator John Sherman an act was passed

(Jan. 14, 1875) providing for resumption of spede payments
on the ist of January 1879, gradually contracting greenbacks

to three hundred million doUars and compensating thb by
expanding the circulation of the national banks. Sherman's

personal preference was to make the greenbacks exchangeable

for 4% bonds and thus to make the general public instead of

the banking houses the purchasers of these securities, but he was

unable to convince his colleagues. In the fidd of the tariff a
similar policy was followed. The act of 1870 had somewhat
reduced duties on tea, coffee, sugar and iron; but under Western
pressure in 1872 the RepubUcan Congress had consented to a
xo% reduction on most classes of goods in order to save the

general system of protection. On the eve of thdr
,

relinquishment of full power the Republicans
(March 3, 1875) repealed the Tariff Act of 1872, increased

the duties on mohisses and sugar and increased the revenoe

tax on tobacco and spirits. Thus the tariff was restoivd

to the war basis, before the incoming Democratic House
could block the advance. Similarly on the ist of March
Congress passed a Civil Rights Act, milder than the -. -j^j^
measure for which Sumner had fought so long, 2l

^^
guaranteeing equal rights to the negroes in hotds,
public conveyances, and places of amusement and forbidding

the exdusion of them from juries. But an effort to pass a

new force bill levelled against the intimidation of ncgio

voters failed. By these measures the Republicans placed the

fir Far
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imporunt features of their policy where they could be over-

turned only by a Democratic capture of presidency and Senate.

327. In the midst of these changes the Supreme Court handed

down decisions undoing important portions of the Reconstruction

Sivna* system by restraining the tendency of the nation to

Court encroach on the sphere of the state; and restricting
Otdalomt ^^ scope of the recent constitutional amendments.

On the X4th of April 1873, in the SUiughter House cases, the

courts held that the amendments were primarily restrictions

upon the stfites for the protection of the freedom of the coloured

man, rather than extensions of the power of the Federal

government under the definition of United States dtixenship,

and that general fundamental civil rights remained under state

protection. In the case of the United States v. Meese, decided

on the 37th of March 1876, the court declared parts of the act of

2870 (which provided for the use of Federal force to protect

the ne^o in his right to vote) unconstitutional, on the ground

that they did not specify that the denial of suffrage must be on

the sole ground of race or colour. A reasonable prerequisite,

such as a poll tax, for voting was permissible. The South later

took advantage of this decision to retrain negro suffrage indi-

rectly. In United States v. Cr^tikskank (1876) the court held that

the amendments to the Constitution left it still the duty of the

state, rather than of the United States, to protect its citizens, even

when whites had mobbed the negroes. The right of the nation

in the case was held to be limited to taking care that the state

governments and kws offered equal protection to whites and

blacks. The affirmation of the power of the states over common
carriers in the Granger cases (1877) has been mentioned. In 1883

the court declared the conspiracy clause of the Ku-Klux Act un-

constitutional and restricted the application of the law to acts

of a sute through its officers and not to private citizens. In the

tame year it declared the Civil Rights Act of 1875 invalid.

338. In 1875 President Grant refused the appeal of the
" carpet-bagger " Governor Adelbert Ames of Mississippi to be

supported by troops, whereupon Ames resigned his office into the

hainds of the Conservatives. The Mississippi plan of general

intimidation'ofnegroes to keep them from the polls was fdlowed

in Louisiana, South Carolina and Florida which alone remained

Republican. Thus steadily the radical Reconstruction policy

and Republican control of the South were being reversed.

It was made clear that negro suffrage could be enforced upon
the South only by military rule which could no longer com-
mand Northern sympathy or the sanction of the Federal court.

Northern interest increasingly turned to other issues, and
especially to discontent over administrative corruption.

330. The spoils system had triumphed over the advocates

of civil service reform to such an extent that Grant abandoned

^^^ the competitive system in 1875 on the ground thatnw liw^r
Congress did not support him in the policy. Enor-
mous frauds in the collection of the internal revenue

by the Whisky Ring with the connivance of Federal officials

were revealed in 1875, and about the same time, Secre-

tary of War William W. Belknap resigned to avoid impeach-

ment for corruption in the conduct of Indian affairs. The
enforced resignation in 1876 of Secretary of the Treasury Ben-
jamin H. Bristow (9.V.) after he had successfully exposed the

Whisky Ring, and of Postmaster-General Marshtdl Jewell, who
had resisted the spoils system in his department, tended to dis-

credit the administration. Blaine, the leader of the Republicans

In the House of Representatives, fell under suspicion on account

of his earlier relations with the Little Rock & Fort Smith and
Northern Pacific railways (see Blaine, J. G.), which left it

doubtful, in spite of his aggressive defence, whether he had not

used his influence as speaker In previous Congresses to secure

pecuniary advantages from land grant railways. This clouded

Blaine's prospects for a presidential nomination, and the House
of Representatives voted a resolution against the third term
which Grant seemed not unwilling to accept.

330. Thus the campaign of 1876 approached, with the

Republicans divided into (x) steadfast supporters of the Grant

•dnunistration, (3) a discontented reform wing (which favoured

ex-Secretary Bristow), and (3) an intermediate group which
followed Blaine. This statesman made a bold stroke to shift

the fighting which the Democrats pUinned to make Partr
against the scandals of the administration,to the old MtcferaM

time war issues. By proposing to exclude Jefferson ^'"'^

Davis from amnesty, he goaded southern congressmen into

indiscreet utterances which fanned anew the fires of sectional

animosity. The Republican pUitform, while deprecating
sectionalism, placed the war record of the party in the
foreground and denounced the Democracy, because it counted
upon the united South as its chief hope of success. A com-
promise candidate was selected in the person of Governor
Rutherford B. Hayes, of Ohio, who had vigorously <q>posed the
greenback movement in his state, and whose life and character,

though little known to the general public, made him acceptable

to the reform leaders of the party. The Democrats, demanding
reform, economy, a revenue tariffand the repealof theresumption
clause of the act of 1875, chose the reform governor of New
York, Samuel J. Tilden, as their candidate. The Independent
National, or Greenback, party, which was to develop rapidly

in the next two years, nominated Peter Cooper, a New York
philanthropist, and demanded the repeal of the Resumption Act,

and the enactment of a law providing a paper currency issued

directly by the government, and convertible on demand into

United States obligations bearing a rate of Interest not exceed-

ing one cent a day for each one hundred dollars and exchangeable
for United States notes at par. It also proposed the suppres-

sion of bank paper, and was in general antagonistic to the
bond-holding and banking interests.

33 1. The election proved to be a very close contest. THden,
according to the count of both parties, had a plurality of over
a quarter of a million votes, and at first the leading jx««^7)|.
Republican journals^conceded his election. He had dgmCoatttt
carried New York, Indiana, New Jersey and Con- tteEkeiMml

necticut and, by the Democratic count, the soUd 221*"**

South. But the Republican headquarters claimed
the election of Hayes by one electoral vote, based on the
belief that the states of South Caroliiia, Florida and Loui-
siana,* had gone Republican. Since these states were in the
midst of the transition from negro to white government, and
elections were notorious for fraudulent practices, a serious

question was raised, first as to the proper authority to count
the electoral vote, and second, how far it was permissible

to go behmd the returns of the state authorities to ascertain

the validity of the canvass of the votes in the state. The
political capacity and moderation of the nation were severely

tested; but in the end a characteristic American solution

was found by the creatioh of an Electoral Commission (q.v.)

in which five associate justices of the Supreme Court were
joined with an equal number of representatives from each

of the two houses of Congress. The result was that this com-
mission refused to "go behind the returns," and Hayes
was declared elected by one vote. To prevent

the threatened danger of a filibuster by Democrats
of the House of Representatives against the com-
pletion of the count until after legal date for the inaugu-

ration of the president, Hayes's friends agreed with leading

Democrats that he would withdraw the Federal troops from

Louisiana. Thusanew era began under a moderate and reforming

Republican president, a close Republican Senate and a Demo-
cratic House of Representatives. The Southern question was
not settled, but other issues of an economic and social nature

increasingly forced themselves to the front. They were con-

cealed in a measure by the fact that the following of each of

the leading political parties was divided on financial policies,

which resulted in attempts to compromise and evade the Issue

by the party managers. During the dozen years that fol-

lowed Hayes's inauguration neither party held complete posses-

sion of both the executive and the two houses of Congress.

His own moderate character, the conditions of his election and

* There was a conflict with regard to the elector?! vou of Oregoa
.also. (See Oregon: History.)
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the check imposed daring the first two yetXB by a Democratic

House of Representatives (and during the second two years

by an opposition in both houses) made the period of Hayes's

administnLtion a transition from the era of Reconstruction to

the era of dominant economic and reform agitation.

333. When he withdrew the troops which sustained the

Republican governments in Louisiana and South Carolina,

those states returned to the rule of the white Democrats. In

the Congress elected in 1878 the former slave states chose loi

Democrats to the House of Representatives and only four

Republicans. Leading Republicans like Blaine protested vigor-

ously against the policy, declaring that the men who saved the

Union should govern it; and on the other hand the Demo-
crats in Congress added " riders " to appropriation bills designed

to starve the administration into complete cessation of the

use of troops and Federal deputy marshals at Southern elec-

tions. Extra sessions had to be summoned in 1877 and 1879

to provide supplies for the government, due to this policy. Hayes
assisted his party by vetoing these coercive attempts of the

Democrats and it was not until later that Federal attempts to

supervise Southern elections entirely ceased.

333. As his early policy toward the South had dissatisfied

many of the leaders of his party, his opposition to the spoils

system alienated others. In 1877 a Civil Service
* Reform Association was formed in New York, and
under the leadership of reformera like George William

Curtis, Carl Schurz, John Jay and Dorman B. Eaton, it extended

to other states. In June 1877 President Hayes issued an exe-

cutive order against the participation of Federal officers in

political management, and he furnished evidence of his sincerity

by removing Alonzo B. Cornell, the naval officer of New York,

who was also chairman of both state and national Republican

committees, and Chester A. Arthur, collector of the port of

New York. As both men were friends of Senator Roscoe Conk-

ling of that state, the leader of the Grant men, this was a bold

challenge. The "Stalwarts" answered it by soon afterward

securing the nomination of Cornell as governor of New York
and Arthur as vice-president of the United States.

334. The monetary question rose to primary importance at

this time. Hayes himself had campaigned in Ohio successfully

against the Greenback movement, and he chose

jyj^^*^ss his secretary of the treasury, John Sherman,

former senator from that state, whose long service

as chairman of the finance committee had made him familiar

with conditions and influential with moderate men of all

factions. The per capita circulation of the nation had fallen

from $2o-S7 in 1865 to $15-58 in 1877 and was still de-

clining. The remarkable increase in the production of silver,

as the new mining regions were opened, was accompanied

by a fall in its ratio to gold from 15 to x in x86o to 17 to

1 in 1877. Congress had, in 1873, passed an act dropping

the standard silver dollar from the list of coins; the

significance of this omission of a coin not widely circulated,

although it came at a time when European nations were

adopting the gold standard, passed almost unnoticed at

the moment; but the demonetization of silver was afterward

stigmatized as a conspiracy, " the crime of 1873." As the

date (January x, X879) for the redemption of the green-

backs in specie approached, demands were renewed for the

replacement of national bank notes by greenbacks, for the

postponement, or abandonment of resumption, for the free

coinage of silver, and for the use of silver as well as gold

in the payment of bonds redeemable in "coin." Sectional

grouping of the debtor against the creditor regions, rather

than party alignment, showed itself in the votes, for each

party had its " soft money " as well as its " hard money *'

followers. Many who could not support the Greenback party

in its theory that currency derived value from purchasing

power based on the government's credit and authority rather

than on convertibility, would, nevertheless, make larger use

of paper money; while men who did not assent to the free

coinage reasoning opposed the single gold standaxd as too narrow

(HISTORY 1865-1910

and too much under the influence of the speculative and h^TtHtig

Interests, and would adopt some system of bl-metallism.

335. A Monetary Commission, appointed in X876, repotted
in 1877, but witlK>ut agreement or real influence upoa the
country. The president took strong ground against ^
free coinage (though he would resume coinage of J^LmAoL
silver in limited quantities) and against the pay>
ment of bonds in silver; but the House of Representatives
paned the measure, known as the Bland Bill, for the free

coinage of silver, by a vote of 163 to 34. In the Senate this was
amended, and as it finally passed both houses it was known as the
Bland-Allison Act after the two leaders, the Democratic repre>
sentative from Missouri and the Republican senator from Iowa.
This compromise was carried over the veto <ji President Hayes
and became a law on the 38th of February 1878. In the vote of
the X5th of Februaxy, all but one of the senators from New
England, New York and New Jersey opposed it, while the states
west oi the Alleghanics furnished only four opposing votes. The
law restored the legal tender character of the silver doUar and
authorized the secretary of the treasury to'huy silver bolUon at

the market price, to an amount of not less than $2,000,000
nor more than $4,000,000 per month, and to coin the bunion
into silver dollars. Silver certificates <ji denominations not
less than ten dollars were to be issued upon deposit of sflver

dollars. As neither the silver nor the certificates dzoilated
freely the denominations of the certificates were xeduoed in

x886, when they filled the deficiency in the contxacting bank-
note circulation.

336. Hardly had the Bland-Allison compromise been effected

on the stiver issue when an act was passed (May 31, 1878) for-

bidding the further retirement of greenbacks, which remained at

$346,681,000. Substantially the same secticmal aligiunent was
followed in the vote on this bill as in the silver votes. Not
satisfied with this legislation, nearly a million voteis cast their

ballots for Greenback party candidates at the Congreasiooai

elections in the autumn of 1878. The preparations of Secrctaiy

Sherman had been so carefuUy made, and the tutning tide of

trade biought cob so freely to the United States, that before

the date of resumption .of specie payments a gold reserve had
been accumulated to the amount of $133,000,000 in excess of

matured liabilities and the greenbacks rose to par before the

date of redemption.

337. In the campaign of 1880, Hayes and TOden both dedined
to stand for renomination. Thus the issue of the " fraud tt

1876," which the Democratic platform called the p^^
paramount issue, was subordinated. Nor was it KOmi
possible for the Republicans to force the tariff

^'**'

question into a commanding position, for althongh the

Democratic platform declared for a tariff for revenue only,

a considerable wing of that party led by Samuel J. RandaO, of

Pennsylvania, favoured protection. General Winfield S.

HancxKk, a distinguished soldier in the Civil War, whose
nomination for the presidency by the Democrats was designed

to allay Northern distrust, refused to make the tariff a

national issue. The recent adjustment of the monetary questioD

and the return of prosperity relegated the discussion of the

currency also to a subordinate place, so that the Greenback
party was able to poll only a little over 300,000 votes instead

of Uie million which it commanded two years befoce. It

favoured tmlimited coinage of silver as well as the replacement

of bank-notes by greenbacks.

338. The Republicans, after a heated convcntioo in which

the followers of Grant (who had recently returned from a several

years' trip round the worid), Blaine and Sherman,
fought each other to a deadlock, selected General

James A. Garfield {q.v.) of Ohio, who was political

manager for Sherman in the convention. This was a Uov
to the Grant, or " Stalwart " wing, which was partly placated

by the nomination of Arthur for the vice-presidency. Garfield's

popular plurality was only a little over seven thoosand out

of a total vote of over nine millions; but his electoral vote

was 314 to Hancock's 155. The area of ibe Ibnner slave
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States marked the boundaries between the Republican and

the Democratic states, eicept that Hancock also carried New
Jersey, Nevada and California. The Republicans won the

elections for the House of Representatives which would meet

in i88i» and the Senate was at first nearly evenly divided, two

independents holding the balance. In the ensuing four years

party lines were badly broken, factions made bitter war upon

each other, and the independent reformers or " Mugwumps " {q.t.)

grew in numbers. The selection of Blaine as secreUry of

state committed Garfield to the anti-Grant wing, and the breach

was widened by his appointment of the collector of the port of

New York against the protesU of Roscoe Conkling and Thomas
C. Piatt, the "Stalwart" senators from New York. They
resigned, then sought re-election in order to vindicate the right

of senatorial recommendation; but were defeated.

339. In the midst of this excitement the president was
assassinated by a disappointed office-seeker of unsound mind.

Vice-President Arthur, who succeeded Gariield in

tHH^a September x88x, by his tact and moderation

won the admiration of former opponenU; but

the bad crops in 1881 and the dissatisfaction

with boss rule among independent voters caused a
Democratic victory in the Congressional campaign

of 1882. Garfield's assassination had given new impetus to

the movement against the spoils system, a National Civil

Service Reform League had been organized in x83i, President

Arthur presented the question in his message of December
of that year, and in 1882 George H. Pendleton, a Democratic

senator from Ohio, urged the subject upon the

attention of Congress. Stimulated by the elections

of 1882 Congress passed an act (January z6, 1883)

authorizing the president to appoint a commission to classify

certain of the Federal empbyees, and providing for appointment

and promotion within this classified list by competitive exami-

nation, the employees being distributed among the states and
territories according to population, with preference for soldiers

and sailors of the Civil War. Congressional recommendations

for these offices were not to be received, and political assess-

ments for campaign purposes were forbidden. This was an
ejfectivc beginning in the purification of the civil service;

but the evil of assessment of employees was succeeded by the

evil of soliciting campaign contributions from corporations

interested in legislation. The extension of the competitive

AathP^t^ ^^ proceeded gradually through succeeding ad-

smmyAcU ministrations. The Edmunds Anti-Polygamy Act

gj;^^ (1882) was levelled at the Mormons (g.p.), and the
' Chinese Exclusion Act was passed at the demand

of labour, after a bng agitation in 1882, the way having

been prepared by the Treaty of Peking in 1880. Bills to this

effect had been vetoed by Hayes and Arthur as violative of

international agreement, but the desire of the politicians to win

the California vote, and the compromise by which the exclusion

was limited to ten years finally carried the measure, and the

Supreme Court (1889) held it constitutional. Later acts

modified and extended the exclusion.

340. From 1879 to 1890 the treasury showed a surplus of

revenue over expenditure. This furnishes the explanation of

much of the legislation of that period. It led to extravagant

appropriations, such as the Arrears of Pensions Act of 1879,

and the River and Harbor Act of 1882 providing for the

expenditure of more than $18,000,000, which was jsassed

over the veto of Arthur. Appropriation bills were merely

constructed in various committees of Congress under a system

of bargaining between interests and sections with primary

reference to the political fortunes of the congressmen.

34 1

.

The surplus also strengthened the demand fora reduction

of the tariff. A tariff commission, composed of men friendly

to protection, appointed in 1882, prop(»ed an average reduc-

tion of 20 to 25%. Nevertheless in the act as passed in

1883 duties were increased in general on those protected

articles which continued to be imported in large volume,

especially on certain wooUen goods and about two-thirds of

the imported cotton goods, and on Iron ore and some steel

products, while they were lowered on finer grades of wool
and cheaper grades of woollen and cotton fabrics, &c. It was
unsatisfactory to large portions of both parties and did not
materially lower the revenue; but the act of 1883 made extensive
reductions in internal taxes. As the Senate had just fallen

into the hands of the Republicans, and the House would not
become Democratic until the new Congress met, this protective
law gave the former the advantage of position. Moreover the
Democrats were themselves divided, nineteen Representatives
(one-third from Pennsylvania) voting with the Republicans on
the act of 1883. In the next Congress (1884), when the leaders
made an attempt to rally the Democrats to show their position

by passing a bUl for a horizontal reduction of 20% in general,

forty-one Democrats voted against the bill and prevented its

passage through the House.

342. Thus the campaign of 1884 found both parties still lack-

ing unity of policy although it seemed possible that the Uriff

might become the touchstone of the contest. The Republicans
challenged the independents by nominating Blaine, whose
record was objectionable to many reformers, and who had
been chiefly identified with the Reconstruction politics. The
Democrats, taking advantage of the situation, nominated
Grover Cleveland {q.v.) of New York. He had won approval
by his reform administration as mayor of Buffalo and as
governor of New York during the past two years, when he
had shown an independence of party " bosses " and had con-

vinced the public of his sincerity and strength of character.

He represented conceptions and interests which had grown up
since the war, and which appealed to a new generation of voters.

The platform emphasized the idea that " new issues Party

are bom of time and progress," and made the leading PtaHwrna

question that of reform and change in administra- •"**•

tion, lest the continued rule of one party should corrupt the

government. On the question of tariff the Democrats took
a conservative attitude, emphasizing their desire to promotie'

healthy growth, rather than to injure any domestic industries,

and recogm'zing that capital had been invested and manufactures
developed in reliance upon the protective system. Subject

to these limitations, they demanded correction of the abuses

of the tariff and adjustment of it to the needs of the

government economically administered. The Greenbackers
nominated General Benjamin F. Butler of Massachusetts,

recently chosen governor of that state on the Democratic
ticket, but he polled only i7SiOoo votes, while John P.

St John, the candidate of those who would prohibit the
liquor traffic, secured 150,000 votes, an unprecedented gain.

The Prohibitionist platform included a demand that all money,
coin and paper, should be made, issued and regulated by
the government and be a legal tender for all debts, public and
private.

343. The campaign abounded in bitter personalities, and
the popular vote was close, Cleveland's plurality being only

twenty-three thousand. The great state of New otrtlaa^
York, with electoral votes enough to have turned the Eiatt*^

scale, was carried by the Democrats by only a few ^»»«'*«t

more than one thousand votes out of a total of over a
million. Cleveland's electoral majority was 37. The election

was nevertheless recognized as making an epoch. For the first

time since victory came to Lincoln and the Republicans on the

eve of the Civil War, nearly a quarter of a century earlier,

the country had entrusted power to the Democrats, although

over two-thirds of their electoral vote came from tbe former

dave states. New York, Connecticut, New Jersey and Indiana

constituted their Northern territory. Perhaps the most sig-

nificant thing about the result was the evidence that in the

North political and sectional habits and prejudices were giving

way among a sufficient number of independent voters, respon-

sive to strong personal leadership on reform issues, to turn the

political scale. The transition from war issues which bcgar

in 1872, and became marked in 1876, was completed by th<

election of Cleveland m 1884.
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During the first half of his term President Cleveland had the

opposition of a strongly Republican Senate. In the second half

the Senate remained Republican by a majority of two»

and the House continued Democratic. His civilservice

policy naturally met severe criticism not only from
his party foes, but also from the spoilsmen among his Demo-
cratic followers, who desired a clean sweep of Republican
office-holders, and from those of his independent supporters who
looked to him to establish the servi<% on a strictly non-partisan

basis. The outcome of the first two years of his administration

was that, of the entire body of Federal office-holders, two-thirds

were changed and the obnoxious Tenure of Office Act was
repealed, thus leaving the president the right of removal with-

out presenting his reasons. Nevertheless there was a gain, for

Cleveland somewhat checked the political activity of office-

holders, the criticism by the Republicans placed them on record

against the former spoils system, and before leaving the presi-

dency (but after the election of x8S8 showed that power was
to pass.to the Republicans), he transferred the railway mail

service to the cUssified list requiring competitive examination.

344. The transition of executive power for the time to the

Democratic party, however much it impressed the imaginations

of the public as the end of an era, was not so significant as the

national growth and expansion in the decade between x88o

and 1890 whereby forces were set loose which determined the

characteristics of the succeeding period. Between these years the

nation grew from about fifty millions to over sixty-two millions.

The Middle West, or North Central group of states, gained nearly
five millions and the Western division overa million and a quarter.
West of the Alleghanies altogether more than eight million souls

had been added, while the old Eastern states gained but four

millions. In 1890 the North Central division alone had achieved

a population nearly five millions greater than that of the North

Atlantic, while the trans-Alleghany region surpassed the whole

East by about ten millions, and the numbers of its representatives

in House and Senate placed the political destiny of the nition

in its hands.

345. One of the most important, reasons for the wholesale

taking up of Western resources in these and the following years

^_ was the burst of railway building subsequent to the

y^yPJ^y interruption of the panic of 1873. The eager

pioneers pushed into western Kansas and Nebraska
as they had into the northern Ohio Valley a half-century

before. Nebraska grew from a population of one hundred
and twenty-three thousand in 1870 to nearly half a million in

x88o and to over a million in 1890. From about a third of a
million in 1870, Kansas rose to almost a million in x88o, and to

nearly a million and a half in X890. The railway had " boomed "

the Golden West and a cycle of abundant rains seemed to justify

the belief that the " Great American Desert " was a myth.
Thus settlers borrowed money to secure farms beyond the

region of safe annual rainfall under the agricultural methods of

traditional pioneering. Swift disappointment overtook them
after x886, when droughts and grasshoppers ruined the crops

and turned back the tide of Middle Western colonists until the

western parts of these states were almost depopulated, Kansas
alone losing one-seventh of iu population; nor did prosperity

return for a decade.

346. As the column of settlement along the Ohio Valley had
extended its flanks into the old North-West between the Ohio
and the Great Lakes, and into the old South-West of the lower

Mississippi after the War of 1813, so the later pioneers by railway

trains began to take possession of the remoter and vaster North-
west and South-West. The '

* granger roads," centring in Chicago,

thrust their lines out to develop wheat farms in interior Iowa,

Minnesota and the Dakotas, where the virgin soil of the prairie

farms brought returns that transferred the wheat belt to this

new land of promise, and by competition forced the older

wheat areas to develop varied agriculture. The introduction

of the recently invented steel roller system of making flour into

the Minneapolis mills not only built up a great flour industry

there but created a demand for the hard wheat suited to the

North-western prairies. The pine forests of Michigan, Wis-
consin and Minnesota were exploited in the same era.

347. A more impressive movement was in progress as
additional transcontinental railways were extended from the
frontier to the Pacific. In X870 for a thousand miles west ol
Duluth, at the head of Lake Superior, along the line of the pro-
jected Northern Padfic railway there were no cities or little

towns. Relying upon its land grant and upon the undeveloped
resources of the vast tributary region, the railway, after halting
for a few years subsequent to the panic of X873 at Bismarck on
the Missouri rushed its construction to Seattle and was opened
in X883. The Great Northern, a product of the vision and sound
judgment of James J. Hill, started from St Paul without a
land grant and reached Puget Sound in 1893, constructing
lateral feeders as it built. Thus a new industrial xone had been
brought into existence. Colorado had become a state in

X876; in X889 North Dakota, South DakoU, Washmgtoa and
Montana were admitted as states and the next year Idaho and
Wyoming were added. The Western political forces, e^>ecia]Iy

the friends of silver, were thus given the balance <rf power in

the Senate and additional weight in the electoral ooilege.

348. As a new North-West was opened by the completion of

the Canadian Padfic (1883), the Northern Padfic (X883) axul

the Great Northern (1893), so the new South-West ^^ ,_^
was entered by the completion of the Southern jf!^^^^
Pacific from New Orleans across Texas, New
Mexico, Arizona and southern California to San Francisco
by X883. In X883 also the lines which became the Atchison.

Topeka & Santa F6, extending from the lower Missouri
valley, with St Louis and Kansas City as important tenninab,
through south-eastern Colorado, northon Axixona and New
Mexico, reached the same goal. The Denver & Rio Grande
in the same period opened new mining areas between Denver
and Ogden. Not only additional mines were reached by these

lines, but a great cattle country, recently the habtut of the

bison and the Indian, was opened. All the large dties command-
ing the approaches to this country developed packing isdustxies,

but Chicago especially profited. Although her main supply

was still the Middle Western farms, this domestic supply was
supplemented by vast quantities of range cattle. South-eastern

Texas was the original home of these cattle ranches, but the

driving of herds to supply the miners of the Rocky Moontaios
revealed the fact that the whole bison country was capable

of Supporting range cattle, and the practice grew of driving the

stock to the feeding ground of the north and retomix^ The
hdght of the movement along the cattle trail, which in its

largest extent xan through the public lands of the great plains

from Texas to the Dakotas and Montana, was reached In 1884.

In that period cattlemen fought over the possession of the laage,

controlled vast tracts by seizing the approaches to the water

supplies under perversion of the land laws, fenced in the pobfic

domain, dther defiantly or by leases from land grant roads, and

called out proclamations of presidents from Hayes to Cleveland.

The steady advance of the fanner, and protective xncasorcs

against the spread of the cattle diseases known as Texas fever,

gradually prevented the continuance of the trail, and ultimately

broke down the system of great ranches. The grade of cattk

was improved and great packing interests organized the industry

on the basis of concentrated large scale production. About

1870 shipment of livestock from Chicago had become significant,

and within a decade the refiigerator car revolutioaised the

packing industry by making possible the shipment of dressed

beef not only to the markets of the Eastern United States but

even to Europe. The value of slaughtering and packing indus-

tries in the United States mcreased from less than thirty ndSion

dollars in 1870, to over three hundred millions in x88o, and to

five hundred and sixty-four millions in 1890.

349. Another important revolution in American ecenomtc

life was effected by the opening of new iron-mines, the growth

of the steel and coal industry and the rise of an extraordinBry

internal commerce along the whole length of the Great Lakes.

By 1890 the output of pig-iron in the United States suipssMd
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that of Great Britain, having* doubled since 1880. The full

meaning of the revolution is seen in the fact that by 1907 the

United States produced more pig-iron and steel

than Great Britain, Germany and France combined.

As 8 result of the growth of the wheat, lumber
and iron-ore prodqction of the North-West, the traffic along the

thousand miles of the Great Lakes grew (chiefly after 1890)

by leaps, and changed from wooden sailing vessels*to steel ships

driven by steam. The traffic through the Sault Ste Marie
Canal came greatly to exceed that through the Suez Canal.

350. The South shared in these industrial transformations.

Not only did white labour produce an increasing proportion of

the cotton crop, which was now extended into the

cut-over pine lands, but cheap white labour came
from the uplands to cotton mills situated at the water-powers.

This, with the abundant supply of raw material, enabled the

South to develop cotton manufacture between 1880 and 1890

on a scale that threatened New England's doipinance. The
southern Appalachians began to yield their treasures of coal

and iron; northern Alabama became one of the great centres

of the iron industry and the South produced nearly 400,000

tons of pig iron in 1880 and two and a half millions twenty

years later. By 1890 the production of coal, iron-ore and pig-

iron in this section was as great as that of the United Sutes
in 1870. The value of the products of manufacture in the

South rose from $338,000,000 in x88o to $1,184,000,000 in

X900. The exploitation of the long leaf pine forests also

attracted Northern capitaL Fruit and truck gardening grew

rapidly, and the South began to exhibit traits of industrial

development familiar in the North and West. Protective tariffs

and the interests of capital found recruits in the old-time

planting states; but the negro problem continued to hold the

South as a whole to the Democratic party.

3SX. The opportunities opened to capital by these forces of

growth in the West and South, as well as the general lAfluence

fifturrliif ®' ^° *^8c ^' machine production, led to transforma-

mm^ tions in the East which brought new difficulties for

PiMmekii political solution. The East began to exhibit char-
'**• acteristics of other long-settled countries where

increasing density of population and highly developed industry

are accompanied by labour troubles, and where problems of

democratic society and government take the form of forcible

action or political revolt, in the absence of ample outlets into

adjacent areas of cheap lands and new opportunities. To capital

the opening resources of the West, and the general national

prosperity after 1879, offered such inducements that large scale

production by corporations and vast designs became the order

of the day. The forces which had exhibited themselves in

increased manufacture and railway development between the

Civil War and the panic of 1873 now found expression in a

general concentration of industries into fewer plants with

vastly greater capital and output, in the combination of

partnerships into corporations, and of corporations into agree-

ments, poois and trusts to avoid competition and to secure the

needed capital and economies for dealing with the new problems

of industrial magnitude. Western farming competition led to

the actual abandonment of much inferior land in New England

nnd to agricultural disadvantages in the Middle states. As
agriculture became less attractive and as industrial demands
grew, the urban population of the East increased at the

expense of the rural The numbers of cities of the United

States with more than 8000 people nearly doubled between

1880 and 1890; by 1900 the urban population constituted a

third of the total, and this phenomenon was e^>ecially marked
in the North Atlantic division, where by 1900 over half the

population was in cities of more than eight thousand inhabitants.

352. In similar fashion concentration of industry in large

establishments was in progress. In 1880 nearly two thousand

mills were engaged in the woollen industry; in 1890 not many
more than thirteen hundred. Even more marked was the

change in iron and steel, where large-scale production and

concentration of mills began to revolutionize this fundamental

industry, and other lines of production showed thesame tendency.
The anthracite mines of Pennsylvania, the great resource for

the nation, fell into the possession of seven coal-carrying railways
which became closely allied in interest. In most of the important
industries the tendency of large organizations to subject or drive

out the small undertakings became significant. Already the

railways to avoid " cut-throat competition " had begun to

consolidate their systems by absorption of component lines, to

form rate agreements and to " pool " their earnings in given

districts. Western agitation had led to reports and bills by
committees headed by Western congressmen, such as the report

of William Windom, of Minnesota, in 1874, where the construc-

tion of Federal lines to regulate rates by competition, was
suggested; the report of George W. McCrary of Iowa, whose bill

for regulation was passed by the House in 1874 under the stimulus

of the Granger movement, but failed in the Senate; that of

John H. Reagan, of Texas (1878), whose bill forbidding pooling

and compelling publicity of rates by the machinery of the

Federal courts, was discussed for several years, but failed to

become law; and that of Shelby M. Cullom, of Illinois, in 1886.

353. The decision of the Supreme Court in the Wabash case,

made in tha^ year, reversed the doctrine followed in the case of

liunn V. lUinois, and held that the regulative power n^imiM^
of the state (even in tl^t absence of Federal legis- atafCom'
lation) was limited to traffic* wholly within the ««»^<**«

state and not passing from one state to another. The Cullom
bill as enacted into the Interstate Commerce Law of the 4th of

February 1887, was framed 'to prevent unjust discriminations

by the railroads between persons, places and commodities, the

tendency of which was, as the report declared, to foster monopoly.
The law forbade discriminations and pooling, made a higher

charge for a short haul than for a long haul over the same road
illegal (unless permitted after investigation by the commission),
required publicity of rates, and provided for a commission to

investigate and fine offenders. But the decisions of the commis-
sion were reviewable by the Federal courts and the offender

could be coerced^ if he refused to obey the commission, only by
judicial proceedings. The commission was empowered to pro-

vide uniform accounting and to exact annual reports from the

roads. The principle settled by the law was an important one,

and marked the growing reliance of the former individualistic

nation upon Federal regulation to check the progress of economic
consolidation and monopoly. But the difficulties by ho means
disappeared; the Federal judiciary refusing to accept the findings

of the commission on questions of fact, retried the- cases; and
the Supreme Court overruled the commission on fundamental
questions, and narrowed the scope of the act by interpretation.

354. Labour exhibited the tendency to combination shown
by capital. The Knights of Labor, founded in 1869, on the
basis of " the individual masses " instead of the

trades unions, and professing- the principle that
" the injury of one is the concern of all," grew
from a membership of about one hundred thousand
in 1885 to seven hundred and thirty thousand in

1886. The number of strikes in x886 was over
twice as many as in any previous year. In one of the strikes

on the Gould railway system six thousand miles of railway

were held up. In New York, Henry George, author of books
proposing the single tax on land as a remedy for social ilb,

ran for mayor of the city and received 68,000 out of 3x9,000

votes. At the same tipie socialistic doctrines spread, even
among Western farmers. But sympathetic strikes, anarchistic

outbreaks, and drastic plans for social change did not appeal

to the people as a whole. The Knights of Labor began to

split, and the unions, organized as the American Federation of

Labor, began to take their place with a less radical member-
ship. President Cleveland broke with precedents in 1886 by
sending in the first message on labour, in which he advocated,

without success, a labour commission to settle. controversies.

A national bureau of labour to collect statistics had been estab-

lished in 1884; state legislation increasingly provided for arbitra-

tion of labour disputes, and regulation of factories and child
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bbour. Early in 1885 a law had been enacted forbidding the

importation of labour under contract, and in i83d the Chinese

Exclusion Act was continued. Immigration was
^* exceptionally large in the decade from 1880 to i8go,

amounting to about five and a quarter millions as

compared with two million eight hundred thousand for the

previous decade. But a large number of these new-comers
settled on the newly opened lands of the Middle West. By
xSgo the persons of German parentage in the Middle West
numbered over four millions—more than half the total of

persons of German parentage in the nation. Minnesota held

373,000 persons of Scandinavian parentage, and of the whole

of this element the Middle West had all but about 300,000.

The Irish constituted the largest element among the English-

speaking immigrants. The population of foreign parentage

amounted to one-third of the whole population of the

United States in X890. In the midst of this national develop-

ment and turmoil President Cleveland struggled to unite his

party on a definite issue. The silver question continued to

divide each party, the continued fall of silver leading to re-

newed agitation for free coinage. In 1886 a bill for this purpose

was defeated by a majority of 37 in the House, 98 Democrats
favouring it, and 70 opposing, as against 26 Eepublicans for

^^^ It and Q3 against. The surplus led to extravagant

YttotM, 'appropriation bills, such as special pension bills,

which Cleveland vetoed by the wholesale, thereby

incurring criticism by veterans of the Civil War, and river and
harbour improvement measures, particularly the act of 1886,

to which the president gave reluctant assent and the bill of

1887 to which he gave a " pocket veto " by refusing his signature.

But the retention of the surplus in the treasury would create a

monetary stringency, its deposit in banks aroused opposition,

and its use to buy Bonds was unpopular with the Democrats.

Clevehmd boldly met the issue and gave purpose to Kis party

by his annual message of December 1887, which he

entirely devoted to an exposition of the situation

arising from the surplus, and to a demand for a
revision of the tariff in order to reduce revenue. He did not

profess- free trade doctrines: " It is a condition which confronts

us, not a theory," he declared. The election of 1886 had reduced

the Democratic majority in the House, but the president was able

Tbtmm '° induce his party to pass the Mills Bill (1888)

ffm through that body as a concrete presentation of

policy. The bill put many important raw materials

(including wool and unmanufactured lumber) on the free list,

substituted ad valorem for specific duties to a large extent, and
generally reduced the protective duties. It was believed that the

measure would remit over fifty and a-half million dollars of duties,

nearly twenty millions of which would result from additions to

the free list. The Republican Senate also found party unity

on the tariff issue and its committee on finance, under the

leadership of Senator Kelson W. Aldrich of Rhode I^and, drafted

a counter proposal. They would reduce revenue by repealing*

the taxes on tobacco, and the taxes on ^irits used in the arts

and for mechanical purposes, and by revising the tariff so as

to check imports of articles produced at home.

355; On the tariff issue the two parties contested the election

of x888, the Republicans denouncing the Mills Bill and the

Bea/amta Democrats supporting it. Blaine having withdrawn
narriaoa from the contest, and John Sherman having secured

Jjj^j^ but little more than half the votes necessary to

nominate,^ the Republicans picked from a multitude

of candidates General Benjamin Harrison of Indiana, grandson

of President Wilh'am Henry Harrison, to run against Mr Cleve-

land. The popular vote was exceedingly close, but Harrison

had an electoral majority of 6$, having carried all of the states

except the solid South, Connecticut and New Jersey. The
increasing use of money to influence the election, and particularly

the association of great business interests with such political

" bosses " as Matthew S. Quay of Pennsylvania and Thomas
C. Piatt of New York^ were features of the campaign. The
Qmgressional elections ensurea to the Republicans the undis-

puted control of all branches of the government when the Fifty-

first Congress should convene, and it was generally agreed llat

the party had a mandate to sustain the protective tariff.

356. Lacking a large majority in either house the Republicans

were not only exposed to the danger of free silver defections in

the Senate, but to " filibustering " by the Democratic
minority in the House as a means of blocking the

victorious party's programme. These obstructive

tactics were made possible chiefly by the use of privileged motioDs

and roll calls to deUy business, and the refusal to respond 00

the roll call for a vote, thus preventing a quonina. Speaker

Thomas B. Reed of Maine, a virile and keen-witted leader,

greatly strengthened the power of the speaker, as wen as expe-

diting the business of the House, by ruling that the Confiitu-

tion required a present, not a voting, quorum; and in spite of

disorderly protests he " counted a quorum " of those actuaOy

present. By securing rules sanctioning this action and empower-

ing the speaker to refuse to enteruin dilatory motions, that oflBcer

became the effective agent for carrying on the business of the

party majority. As his power through the committee on rules,

which he appointed, grew, he came, in the course of time, also to

dominate the action of the House, refusing to recognize members

except for motions which he approved, and through his lieu-

tenants on important committees selecting such measures for

consideration as seemed most desirable. This efficiency of

action was secured at a loss to the house as a representatix-e and

debating body, responsive to minority proposals.

357. But the discipline of party caucus and House rules

enabled the Republican leaders to put through with rapidity

a number of important laws. One of these was the y^
measure known as the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of sawma
the and of July 1890, which declared combinations Aa^Tmt
affecting commerce between the several states, or with ^^
foreign nations, illegal and punishable by fine or imprisonment or

both. This act, the full power of which was not adiibited until

later, was a response to the growing unrest of the nation as other

corporations emulated the success of the Standard Oil Trust

(formed in 1882). The membersofa trust combined in an orgamza-

tion managed by boards of trustees whose certificates the fonner

owners accepted instead of their shares of stock in the compooeat

companies. Competition was thus eliminated within the com-

bination and the greatly increased capital and economies enaUcd

it not only to deal with the increasing magnitude of busines

operation, but also to master the smaller concerns which opposed

it. State legislation had proved unable to check the process,

partly because the trust was an interstate affair. By puttiag

into operation its power under the Constitution to regulate

interstate commerce. Congress responded to the popular d«naad

for Federal restraint of these great combinations which threatened

the old American ideals of individualism and freedom of com-

petition. The trusts, although embarrassed, soon showed their

ability to find other devices to maintain their unified control

Nor was the act used, in this period, to prevent the railways frMn

agreements and combinations which in large measure neutralized

the anti-pooling clause of the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887.

358. Another important law was the so-called Sherman

Silver Purchase Act of the X4th of July X890. By 18S9 tbc

ratio of silver to gold had fallen to x to 23. In the ya,„nM
twelve years of the Bland-Allison Act of ^^^^s»r*r^m^'

over 378,000,000 silver dollars had been coined from **" ^**'

bullion purchased at the market price. This bullion value was

falling: it was $89 in X877 and $-72 in 1889. The production

of gold in the United States in 1878 was about two and one-half

million fine ounces, and of silver about thirty-five milUoRs;

in 1890 the gold production was 1,588,000 and the siIvtt

54,500,000. The Silver Purchase Act authorized the secre-

tary of the treasury to purchase each month 4,500,000 ox.

of silver at its market price and to pay for it in treasnry

notes redeemable at his discreUon. in silver or gold. This lav.

passed to placate the demands of the free silver men by inoeasing

the use of silver, was insufficient to prevent the Senate from pass-

ing a free coinage bill by a combination of Democrats and the
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silver Republicans, chiefly from the newer states of the Far
West; but this free coinage bill was lost in the House by a small

majority. The explanation of this sudden re-opening of the

question was that of party apprehension. In some of the

Republican states of the Middle West, long relied upon as safe,

the Farmers' Alliance had been spreading, and fomenting a

demand for unlimited coinage of stiver. A silver convention

held at St Louis in the fall of 1889 had been attended by many
del^^tes from this region as well as from the new silver-mining

states whose increased power in the Senate was soon to be
eflfective. It was feared, therefore, that a veto of a free coinage

measure might array the West and South-West against the

East and break up the party.

359. The customs duties upon which the fighting of the

campaign of x888 had turned was promptly taken up, and in

rtt the McKinley Tariff Act of the ist of October 1890

McKMtr the Republicans embodied their conceptions of
'^'•'" protection to American industry. Some of the

main features of this law were: the addition of agricultural

products to the protected articles; the extension of the free list,

particularly the inclusion therein of raw sugar, which had

been bringing in a revenue of $50,000,000 annually; the

granting of compensating boimties to sugar planters to an
amount of about $10,000,000 a year; and the raising of

- duties to the prohibitory point on many articles of general

consumption which could be produced at home. Mr Blaine,

then secretary of state, had just been active in promoting closer

relations with South America wherein he hoped for an extension

of American trade and he severely criticized the bill as it passed

the House.because the free list opened wide the doon of American

trade, particularly to sugar producing countries, without first

exacting compensating advantages for our products in those

markets. To meet tl^s criticism a provision was finally added

authoriiing the president to impose discriminating duties where

it was necessary to obtain the aidvantages of reciprocity.

360. This tariff, which passed on the eve of the Congressional

elections of 1890, was immediately followed by such increases

in prices and the cost of living that it was potent in bringing

about the political revolution, or "land slide/' which swept

the Republicans from power in the House of Representatives.

The Republicans returned but 88 members as compared with

nearly twice that number in the Congress which passed the

McKinley Bill. The South sent but four Republicans; New
England a majority of Democrats; and such strongholds of

Republicanism as the Middle Western states of Illinois, Michigan,

Wisconsin, Iowa and Kansas, hitherto responsive to the traditions

of the Civil War, sent Democratic or independent delegations.

Looked at broadly, the movement was a rural uprising, strongest

in the South and Middle West, the old Granger areas, against

forces which seemed to them to threaten their ideals of American

democracy. But the movement was recruited by the silver-

mining states and discontented labour interests.

361. Farm products had not proportionally shared the general

increase in prosperity. This convinced large portions of the

W9BUrm agricidtural West that the currency system had too
OteMiMt. narrow a basis in gold, which was appreciating

in value. Much of the Middle Western agricultural develop-

ment had been made on borrowed Eastern capital, and it

seemed to the farmer that the principal of his mortgage was
in effect increasing with the rise in the price of gold, at the

same time that his crops brought a smaller net profit. He
did not give due attention to the effect of greatly increased

production, as the new wheat lands were opened on sucn a grand
scale; but he was keenly sensitive to increased freight rates and
discriminations, to the influence of Eastern capitalists, banks,

bondholders, trusts and railways upon Federal and state legis-

latures and judiciary, and to the large amount of railway lands,

unproductively held by the companies, while the land hunger
of the nation was exhibited in the rush to newly opened Indian
lands, such as Oklahoma (1889) and parts of the Sioux reserva-

tion (1890). After the evidence of the power of this tide of

Western discontent in the elections of 1890, those portions of it

which were ripest for revolt combined in 1892 as the People's

party or Populists, soon to prove an important political factor.

363. The Republicans meanwhile had been actively reducing
the surplus. In 189a the excess of revenue over expenditures
was ten million doUazs; by 1893 only two millions. _ ,^^,
This was effected not only by the Tariff Act but by

'*•*"'

such measures as the Dependent Pension Act of 1890
(resulting in a list of pensioners of the CivQ War which cost

the nation $68,000,000 by 1893, over half of t^ese pensioners

having been added during Harrison's administration); the rapid

construction of the new navy, raising the United States from
twelfth to fifth in the list of naval powers; the repayment of the

direct war tax to the states (1891) to the amount of fifty-one

millions; and other appropriations such as those provided by
river and harbour bills. The Democrats stigmatized this

Congress as a " billion dollar Congress '>' from its expenditures,

to which Speaker Reed replied that the United States was a
billion dollar nation. In fact the Democrats when they regained

power were not able greatly to diminish the cost of government.

363. The Democratic House in the Fifty-second Congress
reprised obstructive Republican tactics by methods like those

adopted by Speaker Reed, and contented itself with passing a
series of biUs through that body proposing reductions of the

tariff in special schedules, including free wool and a reduction

of the duty on woollens, free raw material for the cotton plantenr

of the South, free binding twine for the farmers of the North
and a reduced duty on tin plate for the fruit raisers. The new
industries of the southern AppahuJiians prevented action on
coal and iron. Of course these bills failed in the Republican
Senate. A bloody strike on the eve of the election of 1892 in

the great sted works at Homestead, Pennsylvania, „
where armed guards engaged by the company 5^,11^
fired upon the mob which sought higher wages, was
not without its adverse effect upon public sentiment in regard

to the Republican tariff for the protection of labour.

364. During the campaign of 1893 the Democrats rejected a
conservative tariff plank, denoimced the McKinley tariff in

violent language, and denied the constitutional power to impose
tariff duties except for the purpose of revenue only. But Cleve>

land, who was renominated in spite of vigorous opposition from
leading politicians of his own state, toned down the pUtform
utterances on the tariff in his letter of acceptance. In their

declarations upon the currency the Democrats furnished a
common standing ground for the different factions by attacking

the Silver Purchase Act of 1890 as a cowardly makeshift.

365. The People's party, in its national convention at Omaha
Quly 1892), drew a gloomy piaure of government corrupted in

all of its branches, business prostrated, farms covered
fynnh'

with mortgages, labour oppressed, lands concen- SSJJ
trating in the hands of capitalists. Demanding the

restoration of government to the *' plain people," they proposed

an expansion of its powers, to afford an adequate volume of

currency and to check the tendency to " breed tramps and
millionaires." Among their positive proposals were: the free

and unlimited coinage of silver at the legal ratio of sixteen to

one; the expansion of a national currency issued directly to the

people; the establishment of postal savings banks; government
ownership of the railways, telegraph and telephone; restoration

to the government of the lands held by railways and other cor-

porations in excess of their needs; and a graduated income tax.

In supplementary resolutions the Australian ballot system,

which had spread rapidly in the past few years, was commended,
as also were the initiative and referendum in law-making.

Combining with the Democratic party in various states beyond
the Mississippi, and with Republicans in some of the Southern

states, they won large masses of voters in the West, and exerted

an influence upon public opinion in that section beyond what
was indicated in the returns, although General James B. Weaver
of Iowa, their candidate for the presidency, received over

1.000,000 popular votes and 32 votes in the electoral

college. The Republicans renominated President Harrison,

though he lacked an enthusiastic personal following. They
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supported the McKinley Tariff Act in spite of the wave of

opposition shown in tlie elections of 1890. But, fearing party

divisions, they, like the Democrats, made an ambiguous declara-

tion on the currency. The result of the election of 1893 was to

return the Democrats under Cleveland to power
by a plurality of over 380,000 and an electoral

plurality of 132. Congress in both branches was to

be Democratic in 1893, and the way was open for the first

time in a generation for that party to carry out a policy un-

checked by any legislative or executive branch of government.

366. But before Cleveland was fairly started in his second

administration the disastrous panic of 1893 swept the nation,

Qor did prosperity return during the four years

UJ**' .that followed. The panic i« not, directly at least.

to be traced to the silver purchases, but was the

result of various causes, including the agricultural depression,

farm mortgages, reckless railway financiering and unsound
banking in the United States, as well as to Argentine and
European financial troubles. The panic began in the spring with
the failure of the Reading railway (which had undertaken the

acquisition of coal land and an extension of activity beyond
its resources) and the collapse of the National Cordsge Company,
one of the numerous examples of reckless trust financiering

into which large banks had also been drawn. Clearing-house

certificates were resorted to by the New York lianks in June,
followed in August by partial suspension of sp<.cie payments.
Currency remained at a premium for a month; deposits in national

banks shrank enormously; national bank loans contracted more
than X4*7%; failures were common; 33,000 m. of railways

were under receiverships, and construction almost ceased. The
interruption to business is indicated by the decline of iron

production by one-fourth.

367. The panic of 1893 was in many ways a turning-point

in American history. It focused attention upon monetary
questions, prostrated the silver-mining states, embittered the

already discontented fanning regions of the West, produced

an industrial chaos out of which the stronger economic interests

emerged with increased power by the absorption of embarrassed

companies, and was accompanied by renewed labour troubles.

Most noteworthy of these was the Pullman Car Company
strike near Chicago in 1894, which led to sympathetic strikes

by the American Railway Union, extending over twenty-seven

states and Territories from Cincinnati to Sui Francisco. Mobs
of the worst classes of Chicago burned and looted cars.

^HH^ The refusal of Governor John P. Altgeld of Illinois

to call out the militia, and the interference with the

United States mails, led President Cleveland to order Federal

troops to the scene, on the constitutional ground that they were

necessary to prevent interference with interstate commerce
and the postal service and to enforce the processes of the Federal

courts. The Utter issued a sweeping injunction requiring that

the members of the American Railway Union or other persons

desist from interference with the business of the railways con-

cerned. The president of the striking organization, Eugene
V. Debs, was imprisoned for contempt of court and conspiracy.

368. The most immediate political effect of the panic was upon
the silver issue. Soon after the outbreak of the financial

crisis, the gold reserve, which protected the greenbacks and the

treasury notes issued under the Silver Purchase Act, shrank

ominously, while foreigners returned their American securities

instead of sending gold. To sell bonds in order to replenish

the gold reserve, and to repeal the Silver Purchase Act without

substituting free coinage, would aggravate western discontent

and turn away the promise of recruits to the Democratic party

from the Populists of the prairie and silver-mining states; to

carry out the Democratic platform by a tariff for revenue

only while mills were shutting down would be hazardous in

Kfpeai»i the East. The fruits of victory were turning to

s/fwrPtoTi ashes; but Cleveland summoned a special session
tkMMML qI Congress for August, while the panic was acute,

and asked his party to repeal the Silver Purchase Act
without accompanying the repeal with provisions for silver.

Not until the last of October 1893 was repeal carried, by a
vote in which the friends of repeal in the House were about
equally divided between Democrats and Republicans, and
nearly two-thirds of its opponents Democrats.

369. By this time the surplus had disappeared and the gold
reserve was drawn upon for ordinary expenses. Early in 1894
the administration, failing to secure le^slation from Coogress
to authorize the sale of gold bonds on favourable terms to
protect the reserve, sold under the Resumption Act of 1875
$50,000,000 5% bonds, redeemable in ten years. Pan of this

very gold, however, was withdrawn from the reserve by the
presentation of legal tender notes for redemption, and the
" endless chain " continued this operation to the verge of
extinguishing the reserve, so that another loan of $50,000,000
in 1894 was followed in 1895 by a dramatic meeting between
Cleveland and some of his cabinet with the important
Wall Street banker, J. Pierpont Morgan, who agreed on behalf
of his syndicate to sell the government $65,166,000 of gold for

$62,315,000 of bonds, equivalent to 4% bonds for tfairty

years at a price of 104. In return the syndicate agreed to use
its influence to protect the withdrawals of gold from the treasury.

These securities were over-subscribed when offered to the pablk
at ix2|. President Cleveland had protected the ticasnry

and sustained the parity of gold and silver, but at the cost

of disrupting his party, which steadfastly refused to authorise

gold bonds. Again, in the beginning of 1896, the treasury was
forced to sell bonds, but this time it dealt directly with the
public and easily placed $100,060,000 in bonds at about zii,

affording a rate of interest about equal to 3*4%.
370. Before the political harvest of the monetary issue was

reaped, the Democrats had also found party tics too weak to

bear the strain of an effective redemption of the

party pledges on the tariff. The Wilson Bill pre- 2i^^
pared as the administrative measure was reported

late in 1893, while the panic was still exerting a baaefol

influence. Its leading features were the substitution of ai
tahfrem for specific duties in general, the extension of the

free list to include such materials of manufacture as iron ore,

wool, coal, sugar and lumber, and the reduction of many pro-

hibitory rates. The loss in revenue was partly provided for

by an income tax, significant of the new forces affecting American
society, and an increase in the duty , on distilled liquors.

Although the bill passed the House by an overwhelming majority,

it met the opposition in the Senate of the representatives.

Democratic as well as RepubUcan, of those states whose interests

were adversely affected, espedaUy the iron ore and coal pro-

ducing states of the Southern Appalachians, the sugar producers

of Louisiana, the wool growers and manufacturers of Ohio,

and the regions of accumulated property in the East, where
an income tax was especially obnoxious. Led by Senators

Arthur P. Gorman, of Maryland; Calvin S. Brice, of Ohio;

and David B. Hill, of New York, the bill was transformed

by an alliance between Democratic and Republican senates,
on the plea that it would otherwise result in a deficit of

$ioo,ooo,ooa Coal, iron ore and sugar were withdrawn
from the free raw materiab and specific duties npLsced ad
valorem in many cases, while many other individual sdieduks
were amended in the direction of protectioik. The House,
given the alternative of allowing the McKinley Act to remain
or to accept the Senate's bill, yielded, and the Wi]soo-G<»n3an
Tariff Act became a Uw without the president's signature,

on the 37th of August 1894. He called upon his followers

still to fight for free raw matoials, and wrote bitterly of ** the

trusts and combinations, the communism of pelf, whose machina-
tions have prevented us from reaching the success we deserved.*'

Even the income tax was soon (1895) held by the Supreme
Court to be unconstitutional.

37 X. Toward the dose of his administration Cleveland's

brusque message on the Venezuelan boundary question (sec

later) aroused such excitement and so rallied the general public

(though not the more conservative) that the war spirit, shown
soon afterwards against Spain, might have been a potent factor
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in the dection of x8g6 had not England exhibited exceptional

moderation and self-restraiot in her attitude. The silver

question, therefore, became the important issue. The Republicans

nominated McKinley and declared for the gold standard in

opposition to free coinage, losing thereby an influential following

in the silver-mining and prairie states, but gaining the support

of multitudes of business men among the Democrats in the

East and Middle West, who saw in the free-silver programme
a violation of good faith and a menace to returning prosperity.

The Democratic convention marked a revolution in the party.

PneStrtr '^^ ^^^ school leaders were deposed by decisive

lasmt majorities, and a radical platform was constructed
^^iM «^ which made " the free and unlimited coinage of
^'"'^ both silver and gold at the present legal ratio of

sixteen to one, without waiting for the aid or consent of any other

nation," the paramount issue. Objecting also to the decision

against the income tax, and to " government by injunction as a
new and highly dangerous form of oppression," they incurred the

charge of hostility to the Federal judiciary. William J. Bryan
made a brilliant speech in behalf of free coinage, and so voiced

the passion and thought of the captivated convention that he
was nominated by it for the presidency over the

^
veteran free-silver leader, Richard P. Bland of

' Missouri. The Cleveland men, or " gold Democrats,"
broke with their party after it became committed to free silver,

and holding a convention of their own, nominated General

John McA. Palmer of Illinois for the presidency on a platform

which extolled Cleveland, attacked free coinage, and favoured

the gold standard. Its main influence was to permit many
Cleveland men to vote against Bryan without renouncing the

name of Democrats. On the other hand the Populist con-

vention also nominated Bryan on a platform more radical

than that of the Democrats, since it included government owner-

ship of the railways, the initiative and referendum, and a
currency issued without the intervention of banks.

373. The contest was marked by great excitement as Bryan
travelled across the country addressing great audiences. The
endangered business interests found an efficient manager in

Marcus A. Hanna of Ohio, McKinley's adviser, and expended

large sums in a campaign of education. In the event, the

older states of the Middle West, holding the balance between

the manufacturing and capitalistic East and the populistic

prairie and mining states of the West, gave their decision against

free silver. But class appeals and class voting were a marked
feature of the campaign, the regions of agricultural depression

and farm mortgages favouring Bryan, and those of urban life

favouring McKinley. Labour was not convinced that its interests

lay tn expanding the currency, and Mr Hanna had conducted

McKinley's campaign successfully on the plea that he was the

advance agent of prosperity under the gold standard and a

restoration of confidence. McKinley carried all the Northern

11^1111,10 states east of the Missouri, and North Dakota,

MeKMKT Oregon and California of the Farther West, as

•JJ21-J ^^^ ** Maryland, Delaware, West Virginia and
"•*""• Kentucky along the borders of the South. His
plurality over Bryan in the popular vote was more than

600,000, and his electoral majority 95. AH the departments of

government were transferred by the election to the Republicans.

373. Having secured power, the administration called a
special lession of Congress, and enacted the Dingley protective

tariff (July 34, 1897), under which the deficit in the

treasury was turned into a surplus. The act

raised duties to their highest point, and as the

protective schedules included some important articles produced

by trusts which had a practical monopoly, such as sugar and
petroleum, this was seized upon by the Democrats to stig-

matize the tariff as the " mother of trusts." Many articles

which had been placed on the free list in the Tariff Act of 1894,

including lumber, wool and the raw material for cotton baling,

were made dutiable. The high rates were defended, in part,

by the provision authorizing the president to negotiate reci-

procity treaties under which they might be lowered. Several

TmrUt,

such treaties were signed, but the Senate refused to ratify

them.

374. The Republicans also wrote their triumph into the
Gold Sundard Act of the 4th of March 1900, which ensured
the maintenance of this standard by reserving ooU
$150,000,000 of gold coin and bullion to redeem staa4mtd

the United States notes and the treasury notes of ^'*'

1890, and by authorizing the sale of bonds when necessary to
maintain the reserve. National banks were authorized in the
smaller towns (three thousand or less) with a capital of $25,000,
half of that formerly required, and increased circulation was
further provided for by permitting the national banks to

issue United States bonds up to their par value.

375. The economic policy of the Republicans was facilitated

by the prosperity which set in about 1898. The downfall of

silver-mining turned the prospectors to seek new gold fields,

and they found them, especially in Alaska, about thb time; and
contemporaneously the chemists discovered cheaper and more
efficient methods of extracting the gold from low-grade ores.

Within five years after the crisis of 1893 the gold produc-
tion of the United States neariy doubled. The United States
coined $437,500,000 in gold in the five-year period r^nnmkt
1897-1903, while the average for five-year periods «otf

since 1873 had been only $324,000,000. Thus gold I'^fMai

instead of silver began to inundate the market, ^**^i^

and to diminish the demand for expansion of the currency.

Agriculture, prostrated in the years immediately preceding

and following the panic of 1893, turned to the scientific study
of its problems, developed dry farming, rotation and variety

of cropS; introduced forage crops like alfalfa, fed its Indian com
to cattle and hogs, and thus converted it into a profitable and
condensed form for shipment. Range cattle were brought to

the com belt and fattened, while packing industries moved
closer to these western centres of supply. Dairy-farming
replaced the unprofitable* attempts of older sections of the

Middle West and the East to compete with the wheat -fields of

the Farther West. Track and fruit farming increased in the

South, and the canning industry added utility to the fraits and
vegeUbles of the West. Following the trend of combination
the farmers formed growers' associations and studied the

demand of the market to guide their sales. The mortgaged
farms were gradually freed from debt. The wheat crop in-

creased from less than 400,000,000 bushels valued at

$213,000,000 in 1893 to 675,000,000 bushels valued at

$393,oooiOoo in 1898. Prosperity and contentment replaced

agitation in the populistic West for the time, and the Repub-
lican party gained the advantage of these changed conditions.

Land values and the price of farm products rose. The
farmers soon found it profitable to sell all or part of their land

and re-invest in the cheaper virgin soils of the farther North-
west and South-West, and thus began a new movement of

colonization into the new West, while the landowners who
remained gained an increasingly higher status, though farm
labour faDed to share proportionally in this advance.

376. In the South dso there was greater contentment as

the new industries of iron, textiles and forestry grew, and as

the cotton crops increased. Unrest was diminished

by the new state constitutions, which after 1890
disqualified negro voters by educational and tax requirements

so contrived as not to disfranchise the poor whites.

377. In the decade which followed the crisis of 1893 a new
industrial stracture was made out of the chaos of the panic.
" High financiering " was undertaken on a scale »*h^
hitherto unknown. Combinations absorbed their Fiaaaeitr*

weaker rivals; Standard Oil especially gained large *'*•"

interests in New York banks and in the iron mines and trans-

portation lines about the Great Lakes, while it extended its

power over new fields of oil in the South-WesL In general,

a small group of powerful financial interests acquired hold-

ings in other lines of business, and by absorptions and " com-
munity of interest " exerted great influence upon the whole
business world. The group of financiers, headed by J. Fierpoot
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Morgtn, came to dominate various Southern txaospoiUtion
lines and the anthradte coal roads and mines, and extended
their influence to the Northern Paci6c railway, while a new
genius in railway financiering, Edward H. Harriman, began
an avowed plan of contzolling the entire railway system o£ the

nation. Backed by an important banking syndicate he rescued

the Union Pacific from bankruptcy, and with its profits as a
working basis he started in to acquire connecting and com-
peting lines. Labour also shared in the general prosperity

after 1898. Relative real wages increased, even allowing for

the higher cost of living, and the length of the working day
in general decreased except in ipecial industries.

378. By 1900 the continents! United States had a popula-

tion of 76,000,000; an aggregate real and penonal wealth of

$88,500,000,000; a per capiu public debt of $14-53, and per

capita money circulation of $26*94 against $ax*4x in 1896. In
190Z bank clearings amounted to neariy $115,000,000,000

against $45,000,000,000 in 1894. Imports of mer-

^^ chandlse haid fallen in this period, while exports rose
' from about $847,000,000 in 1893 to $1,394,000,000

m X9oa Of these exporU food stuffs and food animals,

crude and partly manufaaured, aggregated neariy 40% of

the totaL The production of pig-iron, which was about

7,000,000 long tons in 1893, was nearly twice that in 1900.

This economic prosperity and these far-reaching processes

of social change by which the remaining natural resources of

the nation were rapidly appropriated, went on contempo-

raneously with the extension of the activity of the nation over-

seas. The first rough conquest of the wilderness accomplished,

the long period of internal colonization drawing to a close, the

United States turned to consider its position as a world power.

379. To understand this position it is necessary to return to an
earlier period and briefly survey the foreign rdations since the

dose of the Reconstruction era. The most significant and
persistent influence came from the growing interest of the

United States in the Pacific, as its population and economic

power extended to that ocean. The problem of an overflow

of Chinese migration to the Pacific coast, and the jeopardizing

of the American standard of labour by this flood, had been

settled by various treaties and laws since x88o. The question

of the reUtion of the United States to an interoceanic canal

was not so easily settled. In 1878 Colombia granted a con-

cession to a French company, promoted by Ferdmand de

Lesseps, the engineer of the Suez Canal, to dig a tide-level

canal through the Isthmus of Panama. President Hayes
voiced the antagonism of the United States to this project

of European capital in his message of 1880 in

which he declared that such a cuial should be

under the control of this nation, and that it would
be " virtually a part of the coast-line of the United Sutes."

Although an American company was organized to construct

a canal under a concession from Nicaragua in 1884, no real

progress was made, and the French company, defeated by
engineering and sanitary diflSculties, failed at the close of x888.

38a Meantime, for a few months, Blaine, as secretary of

state under President Garfield, began a vigorous foreign policy

with especial reference to the Pacific. He attempted to get

the consent of England to abrogate the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty

of Z850, which contemplated the construction of an isthmian

canal by private enterprise under joint control and neutraliza-

tion of the United States and Great Britain, together with

such other powers as should join them. In South America he

actively pressed the influence of the United States to settle

the war between Chile and Peru. Again, in the years from

Paam 1889 to 1892, Bhune held the portfolio of state, and
Amfkaa attempted to increase the influence of his country
^•vnu» in Spanish America by the Pan-American Congress

of X890, which proposed a great international railway system

and bank, conmierdal reciprocity and arbitration, without im-

mediate results. (See Pan-American Conterences.) Indeed,

the bad feeling aroused by his earlier policy toward Chile

found expression in X89Z in a mob at Valparaiso, when some

of the men from the United States ship " Baltimore ** on
shore leave were killed and wounded. An apology ^^^
averted the war which President Harrison threatened.

^^
Blaine also asserted, against Canada particularly, the right of
the United States to the seals of the Bering Sea; but
in 1893 arbitrators decided against the daim. ""tmi itm

381. As the navy grew and American policy increasingly

turned to the Padfic, the need of coaling stations and positions

advantageous to its sea power was appreciated.

By a tripartite treaty in 1889 the Samoan islands

were placed under the joint control of the United
States, England and Germany, and, a decade later, they 1

divided among these powers, Tutuila and the hariwur of

Pago-Pago falling to the United States. The Hawaiian islands,

which had been brought under the influence of dvilizatioa

by American missionaries, were connected by commercial
ties with the United States. Upon the attempt of the ruler

to overturn the constitution, the American party, aided by
the moral support of the United States, which landed
marines, revolted, set up a republic, and asked SmST*
annexation to the Union. A treaty, negotiated

under President Harrison to this end, was withdrawn by
President Qeveland, after investigation, on the ground that

the part of the United States in the revolution was improper.
He attempted without success to restore the original sute ol

affairs, and on the 7th of July X898 the islands were annexed.
38a. President Cleveland's conservatism in this and other

matters of foreign policy had not prepared the people for

the sudden exhibition of firmness in foreign policy ..

with which he startled the nation in his meMage
mai^liZj'*

of December 1895 upon the question of the
boundary of Venezuela. That nation and England had a
long-standing dispute over the line whidi separated British

Guiana from Venezuela. Great Britain declined to arbitrate,

at the suggestion of the United States, and gave an interpre-

tation to the Monroe Doctrine which the administration dedined
to accept. President Cleveland thereupon brusqudy announced
to Congress his belief that Great Britain's attitude was in effect

an attempt to control Venezuela, and proposed that a commis-
sion on the part of the United States should report upon the

disputed boundary, and support Venezuela in the possession

of what should be ascertained to be her rightful territory.

Secretary-of-Sute Richard Obey declared: "To-day the

United States is practically sovereign on this continent, and
its fiat is law upon the subjects to which it confines iu inter-

position." Great Britain tactfully accepted arbitration, how-
ever, and in the end (1899) was awarded most of the temtory
regarding which she had been unwilling to arbitrate.

The growing activity of the United States in foreign relations

next manifested itself against Spain. Cuba in its commanding
position with reference to the Gulf of Mexico and the approach^
to the proposed isthmian canal, as well as in its oommerdal
relations, and its menace as a breeding spot for yellow fever,

had long been regarded by the United Sutes as an important

factor in her foreign policy. Successive administrations from
the time of Jefferson had declared that it must not fall to

another European nation, if Spain relinquished it, and that

it was against the policy of the United States to join other

nations in guaranteeing it to Spain. Between 1868 and 1878

a harsh war had been in progress between the island cMa/
and the mother country, and American intervention ^aa^s
was imminent. But Spain promised reforms and ^•»*"«
peace followed; again in 1895 revolt broke out,

"'*

accompanied by severe repressive measures, involving grave

commercial injury to the United States. (See Spanxsh-Axeucan
War.)

383. By the Treaty of Paris, signed on the xoth of December
1898, Spain lost the remaining fragments of her andent American
Empire. She relinquished Cuba, which the U°»^*<* •^-^----
Sutes continued temporarily to occupy without au«v jmsl
holding the sovereignty pending the orderiy estab-

lishment of an independent govenunent for the island. Porto
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Rico, Guam and the Philippines were ceded outright to the
United States, which agreed to pay $20,000,000 to Spain, and
to satisfy the claims of its citizens against that power. By the

treaty Congress was to determine the civil rights and political

status of the native inhabitants of the ceded territory.

384. As a result of the Spanish-American War, the United

States found itself in a position of increased importance and
prestige among the nations of the world. Especially

2t»w!in ^" '^^ Pacific, it was immediately involved in the

diplomatic situation created by the efforts of

European states to divide China into spheres of influence or

of actual possession. The interests of the United States in

the trade with China, as well as her new position in the

Philippines, inclined her to oppose this policy, and Secretary-

of-State John Hay showed himself one of the great American
diplomats in his treatment of this difficult problem. In

order to preserve Chinese entity and the " open door " for

trade, he drew replies from the nations concerned, the result

of which was to compel them to avow and moderate their

intentions. When the Boxer insurrection broke out in China
in iQOo, and the legations were besieged at Peking, it was

largely through the United States that a less rigorous treatment

was secured for that disordered nation.

385. The acquisition of Porto Rico and the acceptance of

responsibilities in Cuba gave new importance to the isthnuan

canal and increased the relative weight of the United States

in regard to its control. The popular excitement with which
the voyage of the " Oregon " was followed, as it took its

way 14,000 m. around South America to participate in the

destruction of the Spanish fleet in the battle of Santiago,

brought home to the American people the need of such com-
munication between the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.

386. But the immediate political issues were concerned with

problems of the relation of the newly won lands to the United

States government. Bryan had persuaded his party to join

in ratifying the treaty of Paris, expecting to determine the

status of the islands later. But attention soon turned to the

insurrection which broke out (Feb. 4, 1899) in the Philippines

(q.v.) under Aguinaldo, after it became probable that the

administration intended to retain these islands, not under a
weak protectorate, but as a possession to be ruled and " assimi-

1^, .^-- lated." It was not until the spring of 1902 that

Za^^^ this insurrection was completely put down, and in

the interval the question of the destiny of the islands

and the harshness of the measures of repression aroused

political debate. The Democrats and many Republicans

charged the administration with a policy of imperialism.

387. The same issue was involved, in its constitutional and
economic aspects, in the treatment of Porto Rico and Cuba.
While the insurrection continued in the Philippines the govern-

ment there was legally a military one, although exercised in

part through civil officers and commissions. But in the case

of Porto Rico the question was whether the " Constitution

follows the flag," that is, whether it extended of its own force

without an act of Congress to acquired territory, and covered the

inhabitants with all the rights of citixens of the United States,

as an integral part of the American people. Not only was it a

Dfcs
question whether the native inhabitants of these

uScSm ^^^ acquisitions could be wisely entrusted with

this degree of political liberty, but the problem
of the tariff was involved. The beet sugar producers of the

United States feared the effect of the competition of Porto

Rican sugar unless a protective tariff excluded this commodity.

But if Porto Rico were an integral part of the United States

the Dingley tariff could not be applied against its products,

since this act imposed duties only on articles from " foreign

countries." To meet this difficulty the Foraker Act of 1900

imposed a special tariff for two years upon Porto Rico, the pro-

ceeds to go to that island's own treasury. The act further

asserted the principle that the inhabitants of the new possessions

were not incorporated into the United States or entitled

to aU the privileges of citizens of the United States under the

Constitution, by declaring that statutory acts of the United States

locally inapplicable should not be in force in Porto Rico. The
Supreme Court sustained this act in 1901, holding that Porto
Rico was not so strictly a part of the United States that separate
customs tariffs could not be imposed upon the territory. The
dose division of the court and the variety of c^inions by which
the decision was sustained left it somewhat uncertain whether
and how far the Constitution extended of its own force to these

anneibitions. The Foraker Act also provided a government for

the island (see Pokto Rico). In Cuba the United States

remained in authority until the aoth of May 1902, and details

of the work of the government there, and the subsequent
arrangements whereby the United Sutes secured the substan-

tial advantages of a protectorate without destroying the

independence of Cuba, wiU be found in the article on Cuba.
388. Meantime, in the election of 1900, the Democrats

renominated Bryan on a platform which opposed the Repub-
lican administration's acts in relation to the newly

^^

acquired territory and declared that " imperialism " J^^f^
was the paramount issue. The platform reaffirmed

its silver doctrine of the previous campaign and denounced
the tariff as a breeder of trusts. The Republicans renominated

McKinley and endorsed his administration. While the Demo-
crats declared for publicity in the affairs of interstate corpora-

tions and favoured enlargement of the interstate commerce
law to prevent discriminations in railway rates, the Republicans

were less hostile in their attitude toward the combinations,

admitting the necessity of honest co-operation of capital to

meet new business conditions. The Populists divided, the
" anti-fusionists " supporting a separate ticket, with free silver,

government ownership of railways, and anti-imperialism

prominent in their demands; the other wing supported Bryan.

Marcus A. Hanna, the Republican campaign
jf, eitctkm

manager, who was increasingly influential with the mmdAuM'
great business interests of the country, appealed to ^^^ooa of

labour to support the administration and thereby ^^'^'^'V'

retain "a full dinner pail." McKinley received an electoral

majority of 137 and a popular plurah'ty of 849,790. Before his

second term was fairly begun he was shot by an anarchist

while attending the Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo, and
died on the 14th of September 1901. His wisdom in choosing

able cabinet officers, his sympathetic tact in dealing urith men
and with sections, as well as the victories of the Spanish-

American War, had brought him popularity even among
his political opponents. But McKinley, like Cleveland, Ucked
the imagination to perceive and the desire to voice the aspirations

and demands that had been gathering force for many years

for legislation and executive action that should deal with the

problem of effective regulation of the economic forces that

were transforming American society. This gave his oppor-

tunity to Theodore Roosevelt (f.v.), who as vice-president now
succeeded to office.

It was in foreign relations, which Secretary Hay continued

to conduct, that continuity with McKinley's administration

was most evident. But even here a bolder spirit, -
^^^^^^

a readiness to break new paths and to take short

cuts was shown by the new president. Venezuela had long

delayed the payment of claims of citizens of various nations. In

1901, the president, having been informed by Germany of its

intention to collect the claims of its citiecns by force, but with-

out acquisition of territory, announced that the United States

would not guarantee any state against punishment if it mis-

conducted itself, provided that the punishment did not take

the form of acquisition of territory. As a result, a blockade

of Venezuela was undertaken by the joint action of Germany,
England and Italy at the close of 1902. The diplomatic inter-

vention of the United States early the next year resulted in

Venezuela's agreement to pay the claims in part and to set

aside a portion of her customs receipts to this end. But since

the blockading powers demanded preferential treatment, the

United States secured a reference of the question to the Hague
court, which decided that this demand was justified. Saa
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Domingo offered a similar problem, having a debt incurred by
revolutionary governments, beyond its power to pay, and

being threatened with forcible intervention by

D9mint»i European states. President Roosevelt, in 1904,
declared that in case of wrongdoing or impotency

requiring intervention in the western hemisphere the United

States might be forced "to the exercise of an international

police power." In 1905 San Domingo and the United Slates

signed a protocol under which the latter was empowered to

take possession of the custom-house, conduct the finances and
settle the domestic and foreign debts of San Domingo. In

spite of the refusal of the Senate to assent to this protocol.

President Roosevelt put the arrangement unofficially into

effect, until, in 1907, the Senate consented to a treaty author-

izing it with some modifications.

389. In the Far East the Boxer insurrection in China had been
followed by the combined military expedition of the powers

PWfcrtei/k*^^
the relief of Peking (in which the United States

ParBMtit shared), and the exaction of a huge indemnity, of

UMPortf which the United States relinquished nearly half of

JJJjJ*
its share, as in excess of the actual losses. The
United States protested against Russian demands

upon China, and actively participated in the negotiations

which resulted in Russia's agreement to evacuate Man-
churia. The delays of that power and her policy toward China
having led Japan to declare war. Secretary Hay's diplomacy
was influential in limiting the zone of hostilities; and the good
offices of President Roosevelt brought about the conference

between the two powers at Portsmouth, New Hampshire,

which terminated hostilities in 1905. In this, and in hb efforts

to promote peace by extending the power of the various inter-

national peace congresses and by making the Hague tribunal

an effective instrument for settling disputes, Roosevelt won
the approval of Europe as well as of America. The dispute

over the boundary between Alaska and Canada was narrowed

by diplomatic discussion, and the remaining questions, involv-

ing the control of important ports at the head of the great

inlets which offered access to the goldficlds, were settled by
arbitration in 1903 favourably to the American contentions.

390. The Isthmian Canal also received a settlement in this

administration by a process which was thoroughly character-

istic of the resolution of President Roosevelt. The Clayton-

Bulwer treaty was superseded by the Hay-Pauncefote treaty

of 1901, by which Great Britain withdrew her objections to a

canal constructed by the United States, and under the sole

guarantee of neutralization by the latter power. The treaty

also omitted a clause previously insisted on, forbidding the

fortification of the canal. Having thus cleared the way, the

United States next debated the advantages of the Nicaragua
and the Panama routes. Influenced by the cost of acquiring

the rights and property of the French company, an American
commission reported in 1901 in favour of the Nicara-

'guan route; but upon receiving information that a
smaller sum would be accepted, the Spooner Law

was enacted (June 28, 1902) authorizing the president to

purchase the rights and property of the Panama Company
for $40,000,000, to acquire upon reasonable terms the title

and jurisdiction to a canal strip at least 6 m. wide from

Colombia, and through the Isthmian Canal Commission to

construct the canal. But if the president was unable to

secure a valid title from the French company and the con-

trol from Colombia within " a reasonable time and upon reason-

able terms " the Nicaraguan route was to be made the line of

the canal. With this means of pressure the president acquired

the French rights; but Colombia declined to ratify the treaty

negotiated for the purpose of giving the United States the

specified control, on the terms offered. In this emergency an
insurrection broke out in Panama on the 3rd of November 1903.

The naval force of the United States, acting under the theory

that it was obliged to keep open the transit across the isthmus
by its treaty obligations, excluded armed forces from the

canal strip, and the Republic of Panama, having declared it»

independence of Colombia, was promptly recogniaed on the 6th oC

November. Twelve days later a treaty was negotiated with this

republic, by which the United States paid Panama $10,000^000,

together with an annuity of $250,000 to begin ten years

later, and guaranteed the independence of the icpublic»

receiving in exchange the substantial sovereignty and owner-
ship of a ten-mile strip for the canaL This treaty was ratified

by the Senate on the 33rd of February 1904, and eacavatioQ

was begun in 1907. (See Panama Canal.)

391. In the Philippines eariy in 1901 municipal and pro-

vincial governments were provided for, and the pRsideia
had been for a brief time granted full power to govern
the archipelago. He appointed Judge Taft "'^ritniiftrff
governor, and limited the power of the military

governor to regions where insurrection continued. On the ist

of July 1903 Congressional authority was substituted for that

of the president, but Taft remained governor. The provisions ot

the Constitution guaranteeing life, Uberty and property were
in general extended specifically to the dependency, and a legis-

lative assembly was promised, the lower house elective, and the

upper house to consist of the Philippine Commission. By
negotiations with Rome Governor Taft secured for the Philippines

the " friars' lands " which had been a source of friction. On
the 16th of October 1907 the first Philippine assembly was
convened in the presence of Taft, then secretary of war.

392. The tariff question complicated American relatioes

with both the Philippines and Cuba. Beet sugar and tobacco

interests feared the competition of these products, and opposed
freedom of trade between the United States and the new terri-

tories. The Philippine tariff of 1902 made a reduction of only

25% from the Dingley tariff in the case of the products of those

islands, instead of the 75% urged by Taft; but the duties were
to go to the Philippines. In the case of Cuba a more heated
controversy arose over the tariff—Roosevelt strongly urged a
substantial reduction in justice to Cuba at several regular and
special sessions of Congress; but not until the dose of 1903 was a
treaty in operation which, under the prindple of reciprocity, ad-

mitted some products of the United States to Cuba at reduced
rates, and allowed Cuban products a reduction of 20% from the

Dingley tariff, stipulating at the same time that so long as llus

arrangement continued no sugar should be admitted at reduced
rates from any other country. This sacrifice of the means of

reciprocity with sugar countries for the advantage of the beet

sugar raisers of the West was quickly followed by the acquisition

of preponderant interest in the beet sugar refineries by the Sugar
Trust, which was thus able to control the domestic market;

but for the time being it was evident that the forces friendly

to the protective tariff had increased their following in important

agricultural regions.

393. The dominant historical tendencies of the beginnii^

of the 20th century in the United States, however, were charac-

terized by huge combinations of capital and labour, the rapid

passing of natural resources into private possession, and the

exploitation of these resources on the principle of individualism

by aggregations of capital which prevented effective competition

by ordinary individuals. Pioneer conceptions of individual

industrial achievement free from governmental restraint were
adopted by huge monopolies, and the result was a demand for

social control of these dangerous forces.

..394. After the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890 the combina-
tions found in the favourable laws of states like New Jersey

opportunity to incorporate under the device of the ** holding

company," which was supposed to be within the law. A
" promotion mania " set in in 1901. The steel industry, after a
threatened war between the Standard Oil and Carnegie groups,

was united by Picrpont Morgan into the United Slates Steel

Corporation with stocks and bonds aggregating St ^00.000,000.

This was only one of the many combinations embrac- mmfttoa
ing public utilities of all kinds. Where open consolida- <*»* •»

tion was not effected, secret agreenw:nts, as in the case
'"^*"'

of the meat packers, effectively regulated the market. In the

field of railway uansporution, Uaiiiggian uaed ii» lioods of the
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.Uoion Pacific to acquire the Southern Pacific with the Central

Padfic, and by 1906 he was dictator of one-third of the toul
mileage of the United States. Meanwhile the Great Northern

and the Northern Pacific had been brought into friendly

working arrangements under James J. Hill, and tried to secure

the Burlington railway. A fierce contest followed between the

Hill, Morgan and Hartiman forces, resulting in a compromise by
which the Northern Securities Company, a holding company for

the joint interestsof the contestants, was created. It was admitted
by the counsel for this company that the machinery provided

Th» in this organization would permit the consolidation
Aj^w^iMn* of all the railways of the country in the hands of

^?y][y three or four individuals. By using notes of one
railway company, based on its treasury securities,

it was possible to acqiiire a controlling interest in others;

and by watering the capital stock to recover the cost of the

undertaking, while the public paid the added rates to supply
dividends on the watered stock.

• 39S- Following a similar tendency 'the ^ great Wall Street

banking houses were dominated by the large financial groups
in the interest of speculative undertakings, the directors of banks
loaning to themselves, as directors of industrial combinations,

the funds which flowed into New York from all the banks, of the

interior. By a similar process the great insurance and trust

companies of New Yoik became feeders to the same operations.

Thus a community of control over the fundamental economic
interests of the nation was lodged in a few hands. Rebates
and discriminations by the railways gave advantage to the

powerful shippers, and worked in the same direction.

, 396. Such was the situation in domestic affairs which
confronted Roosevelt when he became president. In his

first message he foreshadowed his determination to grapple

with these problems. In 1903 he instructed the attorney-

general to bring suit to dissolve the Northern Securities Com-
pany »s a combination in restraint of trade, and in 1904 the

Supreme Court held the merger illegal. But the effect was to

^crease the tendency to change from incomplete combination

of financial Interests to consolidated corporations owning the

property, and to lead the government, on the other hand, to

Th»Bkima ^^^ ^^ regulate these vast business interests by
Lmw:th0 legislation. The Elkins Law, passed in 1903, in-

Bur^vt creased the power of the interstate commerce

Sy^ commission to prosecute offenders, especially those

who violated the anti-rcbating clauses. In the same
year the creation of the Federal Biu^u of Corporations provided
for increased publicity in the affairs of these organizations.

397. Labour wds combining in its turn. Not only did local

unions in most of the trades increase in number and power, but

CvmMmm- workers in separate industries over large areas were
ii9M •i combined for collective bargaining and the national
^•****^ organization, the American Federation of Labor,

had a membership by 1905 of approximately 3,000,000. Labour
le^slation by the states increased under the^ ixifluences, and
political leaders became increa^ngly aware of the power
of the labour vote, while employers began to form counter

organizations to check the growth of the movement. . In

1903 Pennsylvania members of the United Mine Workers of

America, led by John Mitchell, struck. Inasmuch as their

employers were the owners of the anthracite coal monopoly
under the control of an allied group of coal-carrying railways,

the contest was one of far-reaching importance, and soon brought

about a coal famine felt throughout the nation. So threatening

was the situation that President Roosevelt called a conference

of the contestants, and succeeded in inducing them to submit
their difficulties to an arbitration commission which, by its

report, in the spring of 1903, awarded to the miners shorter

hours and an increase of wages.

398. Steadily the United States enlarged its economic func-

tions. In X903 Congress created a Department of Commerce and
Labor and made the secretary a member of the cabinet. The
reports of this department gave publicity to investigations of the

perplexing industrial conditions._TheDepartment of Agriculture

enlarged its staff and its activity, mvestigating diseases of plants
and animals, ascertaining means of checking insect pests, advising
upon the suitability of soils to crops, seeking new ^^^a^i^j^
and better seeds, and circulating genoal information. MMMuna •/

The contemporaneous development of agricultural jjffj''*^
education in the variousWestern and Southern states

O**^*""**'

whose agricxUtural colleges had been subsidized by land grants
and appropriations by the Federal government, and the experi-

mental farms conducted by railways, all worked to the same end.
Congress passed acts to limit the substitution of oleomargarine

for butter (1903) and provided for the limitation of the q^read
of live-stock diseases (1903). The nation began also to awake
to the need of protecting its remaining forests, which were
rapidly falling into the hands of corporations by perversion of

homestead and other land laws. President Cleveland had with-

drawn large forest tracts, and in 1898 Cifford Pinchot was
made head of a division of forestry in the Department of
Agriculture. In X90X the work was organized under a separate

bureau, and four years later the National Forests were placed
under his management.

399* The increasing demand for lands for agriculture led

also, u{ider Roosevelt, to the real be^nning of national irriga-

tion actively in the vast arid area of the FarWest, nt
The Reclamation Service was created by the act KtdamsOoa
of the 17th of June 1902, which set aside the pro- *•"'*»«

ceeds of the sale of public lands in thirteen sUtes and three

Territories as a fund for irrigation works. The government
itself reserved timber and coal tracts, water powers and
other requisites for construction, and sold the irrigated landa
to actual settlers in small farms, while retaining title to the
reservoirs and the works. The income from the reclamation
fund between 1901 and 1910 aggregated over $60,000,000. By the
use of suitable crops and dry farming agricultural occupation
was extended into formerly desert lands.

When corruption was <Uscovered in the Land Office and Post
Office, Roosevelt, instead of yielding to the effort to conceal

the scandal, compelled effective investigation. Two United
States senators were convicted of land frauds. The application

to all kinds of lands, whether coal lands, timber tracts, water
rights or other nattmd resources, of the general principle of

homesteads governing the acquisition of agricultural lands,

had invited fraudulent entries. The Homestead Act of x86a,

the Timber Culture Act of 1873, the Desert Land Act of x877»

the Stone and Timber Act of 1878 had all been used by cor-

porations to secure great tracts of valuable land through em-
ploying men to homestead them, and the laws themselves were
loosely enforced. In successive messages, and by reports of

public land commissions, the administration urged the

importance of readjusting the land laws for the protection of

the public

400. In the election of 1904 the popularity of President

Roosevelt, after his strenuous activity in challenging some of

the strongest tendencies in American Ufe, was put to ,,^^^
the test. His political management exhibited the JJ^S!*
fact that he was trained in the school of the New
York politician as well as in the reformer's camp, and he was
easily nominated by the Republicans on a platform which en-

dorsed his administration, and madenoprornt^ of larifl chtn^if.

The Democrats turned to the conservative? wing, omUied any
reference to silver or the income tax^ and Doiiiin»ted }u(i^
Alton B. Parker, of New York. Th« radicals, who t^vqntf
William R. Hearst, the well-knowa n^w^p^pcr
who was influential with the masses of larfc ciliea, 1

represented in the convention, but unablu to r
its vote. Parker accepted the nomine tJen a^

that he regarded the gold standard as iircvt?

The issue of imperialism had been largely

current of events and the anti-trust b^ue
both parties. In the outcome Roosrvclt

cedented popular plurality of ovtr
electoral majority of 196.
^ .4oi._Tbc state elections of the sain«

g^

t
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wave of refonn and of revolt against former political forces

was rising. In five states which Roosevelt carried by his

popularity the machine Republican candidates for governor
were defeated by reforming Democratic candidates, and in

cities like Chicago and Philadelphia the issues of reform and
radicalism won unexpected though temporary success. Roose-
velt had " stolen the thunder ** of the parties of social unrest,

including the old populistlc areas of the Middle West and the

labour element of the dties at the same time that he retained

control of the Republicanparty machinery.
" 403. In his second adzninistration President Roosevelt

pressed his policies so hard and with such increasing radicalism

n« that he lost control of the regular organization

PntUnTtin Congress before the end of his term. In the
Aiifiraihiii House Speaker Joseph C. Cannon, of Illinois,

exhibited the full power of his office in concentrating party

policies in the hands of the few regular leaders, while in the

Senate a directing group of New England men who had served

for a long time, chiefly senators Nelson W. Aldrich and Eugene
Hale, showed a similar mastery. Against this control a significant

revolt, illustrative of revived discontent in the Middle West,

was made by the Republican senator Robert M. La Follette,

of Wisconsin, who had won his fight in that state against the

faction friendly to the railways, and had secured primary elec-

tions, railway rate regulation on the basis of expert valuation

of the physical property of the railways, and a system of taxa-

tion which rested more heavily upon public utilities. In

pressing similar policies upon Congress he became isolated from

the party leaders, but forced them to go on record by roll calls.

403. In New York a legislative investigation of the in-

surance companies disclosed such connexions with the high

itkwYik financiering of Wall Street as to create widespread

tmamrmmet distrust and to lead to reform legislation. The
(gy^P** attorney who conducted the mvestigation, Charles
.^^ Evans Hughes (b. 1862), had shown such ability

that he was chosen governor of New York in 1906.' His adminis-

tration was marked by independence of the party machine

and a progressive policy. Foreign relations were conducted

during the second admLiistration of Roosevelt by Secretary

Elihu Root from 1905. He fostered friendly relations with the

other American nations, allaying their concern lest ambitious

designs of their larger neighbour might endanger their inde-

pendence. In Cuba a signal illustration of the good faith of the

United States was exhibited when an insurrection in the summer
of 1906 left the republic substantially without a government.

Mr Taft, then secretary of war, was sent, under

the treaty provisions for intervention, to organize

a provisional government. During his few days' service as

governor-general he set in motion the machinery for restoring

order. But President Roosevelt had plainly stated that if the

insurrectionary habit became confirmed in Cuba she could not

expect to retain continued independence.

• 404. Attention was again fixed upon the Pacific coast, not

only by the earthquake and conflagration which in 1906

japmaf destroyed the business parts and much of the resi-

/mflf^pv dence section of San Francisco, but also by municipal
^'"^ regulations there against the presence of Japanese in

the public schoob. The mcident seemed to threaten grave con-

sequences, which were averted by the popularity of Roosevelt

both in California and in Japan. In the Immigration Act of

the 3oth of February 1907 the problem of exclusion of

Japanese labour, which underlay the difficulty, was partly

solved by preventing the entrance to the continental tJnited

States by way of neighbouring countries of persons holding

passports issued by a foreign government for going to other

countries or dependencies of the United States. Since Japan
discouraged its citizens from migrating directly to the United

States this satisfied California.

405. As a demonstration of the naval power of the United

States in Pacific waters, the President sent the American fleet on

^ In 1910 Hughes was appointed a justice of the United States

Supreme Court.

a cruise around the world, in the coarse of which they were
received in a friendly spirit by Japan. The navy was increased
to keep pace with the growth of that of other nations, both
in numbers and size of vessels, in this period, but not to the
extent demanded by the administration. Already a more
efficient organization of both army and navy had been effected.

While the nation prepared for war, it also engaged prominently
in the successive international peace congresses between 1899
and X907, aiming consistently to increase the use of arbttratioa.

406. The tendencies of the government to deal with sodal
improvement were exemplified by the laws of 1906 pro\-idlng

for pure food and meat inspection. The Railway n^Km^
Rate Regulation Act of 1906 strengthened previous ttatmRttm'

inter-state acts by including pipe lines (except *'•"'
for gas and water) under the jurisdiction of the IntersUte

Commerce Commission, and extending the meaning of "common
carrier" to include express and sleeping-car fwmp»«i>*

Published rate schedules were required, not to be changed
without thirty days' notice, and more stringent provisions

were made to prevent rebating. The act provided for review
by the Federal courts, and did not permit the oommissian to

investigate an increase of rates until the rates went into (^)eration,

nor did it provide for a valuation of the railways ts a basis

of rate-making which the commission had desired. Later
acts partly met the demands of railway employes by
increasing the liability of common carriers and by providing

for shorter hours.

407. Although Roosevelt had made concessions to the nil-

ways in the formation of the act of 1906, his utterances showed
a tendency alarming to the large business interesu and the

holders of corporation securities generally. The unsettled

business conditions were reflected in the stock maricet, and
began to produce a reactk>n against the activity of govenunent
in this direction. The panic of 1907 started with the downfall
of an attempted combination of a chain of banks, copper in-

terests and other enterprises of F. Augustus Heinze and Charfes
W. Morse, two daring operators in Wall Street, and was fol-

lowed by the collapse of the Knickerbocker Trust Company
(October 3Z, 1907). Already, in 1903, liqmdation had began
in some of the stocks so activdy issued in the preceding

years. The leading New York tMuiks failed to check specu-

lation, however, and were even contributors to the movement
up to the time of the panic The country was generally pros-

perous, though much of the banking funds was tied up in New
York City at this juncture. Clearing-house oertificsles were
resorted to; by the xst of November partial suspenskm was
general throughout the nation; and banking facilities were mwe
completely interrupted than at any time since the Civfl War.
The government greatly increased its deposits, g- - -

and offered Panama a% bonds to the amount of Pmaiemt

$50,000,000, and 3% certificates for $100,000,000, "•''•

with the object of providing the national banks a basis

for additional note issues. But these were taken only to a
small amount, as they proved useful for their moral effect

chiefly. An enormous addition to the money supply was
made in the course of the panic, both by p>venunental
activity, gold imports and national bank-notes. The crisb

was brou^t to a dose before the end of 1907 by the vigour of

the government and the activity of the large financial interests

under the lead of J. P. Morgan, who finally entered the field

to stop the decline, at the same time that his associates in the

Steel Trust acquired possession of their last remaining rival

of importance, the Tennessee Coal & Iron Company.
408. The reaction after the panic, and the loss of influence

resulting from his announcement that he would not permit

his renomination for the campaign of 1908, left Roosevelt

unable to exercise the compelling power which he had displayed

in previous years. Congress under the control of the con-

servatives refused him legislation which he asked, Cbranv*
but before he left the presidency he raised a <^*>

new issue to national importance in his calling of a con-

gress of state governors and experts to consider the need;
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of the conservation of natural resources (see Irxigation
United States; and the article Roosevelt). This congress

met in May 1908 and endorsed the proposal for vigorous attention

by state and nation to the question.

409. In the campaign of 1908 he succeeded, against the

opposition of both the extreme conservative and the radical

wings» in procuring the nomination of Secretary Taft by the

Republicans on a platform endorsing the Roosevelt policies,

promising a revision of the tariff at a special session, on the

basis of such protection as would equal the difference between
the cost of production at home and abroad, together with a
reasonable profit to American industries, and providing for

maximum and minimum rates to be used in furthering American
commerce and preventing discriminations by other nations.

A postal bank was promised, a more effective regulation of the

railways, and a modification of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.

Labour failed to secure a thoroughgoing pledge to prevent

the use of the writ of injunction in labour disputes, but the

convention promised legislation to limit iu use. The Democrats
again selected William J. Bryan as their candidate; demanded
the enforcement of criminal law against " trust magnates " and
such additional legislation as would prevent private monopoly;
opposed the use of injunctions in cases where they would issue

if no industrial dispute was involved; impugned the Republicans'

good faith in tariff revision, promising for themselves a sub-

sUntial reduction of duties; favoured an income tax and a
guarantee fund by national banks to pay depositors of insol-

vent banks, or a postal savings bank, if the guaranteed bank
could not be secured; demanded election of United States

senators by direct vote of the people, legislation to prevent

contributions by corporations to campaign funds, and a more
efficient regulation of railways. The party also declared

against centralization, favouring the use of both Federal and
state control of interstate commerce and private monopoly.

410. The Republicans won a sweeping victory, Taft's popu-
lar plurality reaching about 1,270,000 and his electoral

WMOam majority 159. But it had been won by some
If. Tm/i, ambiguity of utterance with respect to tariff

P'^'t^'^ and railway regulation. The result was made
manifest early in the new administration, when party

contentions over the direction of revision of the tariff, the

thoroughness of the regulation of railways and corporations,

and the question of where the postal bank fund ^ould be
placed, resulted in a movement of " insurgency " among the

Republicans of the Middle West. The insurgents termed
themselves " Progressive Republicans," and did not hesitate

to join forces with the Democrats in order to shape legislation

to their wishes. Progressives and Democrats united in over-

turning the control of Speaker J. G. Cannon in the House of

Representatives by modifying the rules, and a group of senators,

chiefly from the Middle Western states, destroyed the control of

the regular leaders in the Upper House. President Taft's

influence over the revolting wing was further weakened by the

charges made against his secretary of the interior, Richard A.
Ballinger, on behalf of Gifford Pinchot, the chief forester,

who accused the administration of obstructing Mr Roosevelt's
" conservation " poUcy.

411. Mr Pinchot was indeed removed from office, but the
" conservation " issue was raised to primary importance by the

return of Mr Roosevelt from his African trip.

'His influence was revealed even while he was
enjoying the hospitality of European countries on

ih0." his return. There was a widely extended desire to

know his judgment of the administration's policy;

but he maintained silence tmtil the close of the summer
of 1910, when in a series of public utterances In the
West he ranged himself, on the whole, with the progressive

wing and announced a "new nationalism" which should
enlarge the power of the Federal government and drive the
" special interesu " out of politics. The " insurgents " achieved

remarkable victories in the Middle West, California, New
Hampshire and New York in the fall conventions and primary

clrciionip retiring various leaders of the regtilar wing of the
Republitnii^, Senator Aldrich and Hair, farmer regular kaden
in the Senate, had already announced tht-ir purpose to re&if^n.

President Tail's utterances Lndicatcd his intention to discontinue
the use of paimnage against the leaders of the progressive wing
and to secure additional tariff revLiiun by sepa^tate schedules.

The result of the autumn elections was a pronounced victory
for the Bemocratic party.

411. At the close of the first decade of the aoth century
the United States was acliycly engaged in setding its social

economic quest ions, mth a tendency toward radicalism

in its dealings with the great industrial forces of the nation.

The *' sweat shops " and slums of the great citi« were filled mlh
new matetiai for American society to assimilate. To the sister-

hood of states had been added QldaJioma (igoj), and in 1910
Congress empowered New Mexico and Arizona to form con-
stitutions prepiratorj' to statehood] thus extingui&hiug the last

Territories, except the insular dependencies and Alaska. Al-
ready the food supply showed signs of not keeping pace with
the growth of popnktiont while the supply of gold flowed ia

with undiminished volume. High prices became a factor in the
poKtital situation. Between iS9oand 1900, in the continental

United States, farms were added in area equal to that of France
and Italy combined* Even the addition of improved farm
land in that decade surpassed the whole area of France or of

the German Empire in Europe* But intensive cultivation

and agricuUural returns hardly kept pace with the growth in

population or the extension of farms*
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Grtffin, lilts and rL-ftfcncc* to books and arlirles on spcrbt subjects.
Gmerci Aeiounts^^'kluth^ the most bad •factory treatment l& in

the volumes ol the *' Amcric*n Italian Serve* " mentioned above,
such as W. A. Dunning, Rttfmstmcttem, Potitical and Eionomie,
iS6s-iS^7^ E. E. Sv>arkA, Nittionai Deneiopment, 1 877-1 8Si; D. R.
Dewey, ^ationat Probitmi, iSSs-tSo^; J, H, t^tan^n Ameriea ase
IVorld Power, and A. B, Hari^ Natiotml Ideah Hisl^ricaity Traeed*
An These were publiihed in 1907. The later volume* of T, F. Rhodes
Jh^tC'r),- af the United States sime the Compromise o( SS$0 {7 voli.,
]\i V,- YorJc, 1873-1904), cover itse period from 1865 to iS76«ith «olid
ji-fimrnt aid aceuraey; Woodfo* Wil»on. Jfiiiary of t\r Ameriian
Fo'pk, vol. V. (New York* I902). Rive* an informing presentation
with a sympathetic treatment of Southern condiiioni. Lee and
Thorpe < editors.), Hiitory of North AmerirJi, vol*, xvi.-M.; H. W,
r.l'-nni I/iitory of the UniUd Stales, \oh. iv and v. (New York.
1 v'^), and

J.
W. Garner and H. C. Lodge , Hiitory of the United States,

\y\ av. (Philididelphia- 1 906), deal with the period a> port of a igenenj
hi^itory. E. D. Andrews, The United States in our mtm Time (New
York, 1903). and H. T. Peck. Twexty Yetxn p/ the Rtpkbtii, jSSs^
tgo^ (Ncvf York, 1906)^ are popular presentationi.
Doeumentary Ssarces.—The Cougreaaional documentt and vtate

public documenEi afl'ord valuable maii^rul. The Congimsbna]
debates have become too bulky for the tenenl reader^ but in the
piTMuleni's nie*tiaKe9, aicoll^Eed iri J- D^ Richardson (ed.)* Jdeste^ei
and Pa peri of the Preiidentt (lo [899^, the main qurJ^tioni »rv prt'
seniril, and detailed infarrnaiion ii in ihe reports of the head» ol
dcfKinntenti and btireau4r W. Mac Donald » Stlerl Stalvtet tf
United Sissies, iS6i-iS^ (New York^ I9O3), contain* import an*
lawt, With Imef bisiorical inuoductknu. (F. J. T.}
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UNTTBD STATES NAVAL ACADEMY, an initltution for the

education of o£ken of the United Sutea Navy, at Annapolii,

Maryland, occupying about aoo acres on the banks of the Severn.

lu principal buildings are the marine engineering building,

the academic building (containing the library), the chapel,

the gymnasium, the physics and chemistry building, the audi-

torium, the armoury, the power-house, the administration

building, Bancroft Hall (the midshipmen's quaiten), officers'

mess and dub, and Sampson Row, Upshur Row and Rodgers

Row, the officers' quarters.^ By an Act of Congress passed in

Z903 two midshipmen (as the students have been called since

1903; " naval cadets " was the term formerly used) were allowed

for each senator, representative, and delegate in Congress, two

for the District of Columbia, and five each year at huge; but

after 19x3 only one midshipman is to be appointed for each

senator, represenUtive and delegate in Congress. Candi-

dates are nominated by their senator, represenUtive, or dele-

gate in Congress, and those from the District of Columbia and
those appointed at huge are chosen by the President; but

to be admitted they must be between sixteen and twenty

years of age and must pass an entrance examination. Each
midshipman is paid $600 a year, beginning with the date of

his admission; and he must bind himself to serve in the United

Sutes Navy for eight years (including the years spent in the

academy) unless he is discharged sooner. The course of in-

struction is for four 3rear»—"final graduation" comes only

after six years, the additional years being spent at sea~-and

is in eleven -departments: discipline, seamanship, ordnance

and gunnery, navigation, marine engineering' and naval con-

struction, mathematics and mechanics, physics and chemistry,

electrical engineering, English, modem languages, naval

hygiene and physiology. Vessels for practice work of mid-

shipmen in the first, second, and third year classes are attached

to the academy during the academic year, and from early in

June to September of each year the midshipmen are engaged

in practice cruises. The academy is governed by the Bureau

of Navigation of the United States Navy Department, and is

under the immediate supervision of a superintendent ajqxnnted

by the secretary of the navy, with whom are associated the

Commandant of Midshipmen, a disciplinary officer, and the

Academic Board, which is composed of the superintendent and

the head of each of the eleven departments. The institution

was founded as the Naval School m 1845 by the secretary

of the navy, George Bancroft, and was opened in October of

that year. Originally a course of study for five years was pre-

scribed, but only the first and last wfte q)ent at the school,

the other three bdng passed at sea. The present name was

adopted when the school was reorganized in 1850, being placed

under the supervision of the chief of the Bureau of Ordnance

and Hydrography, and under the immediate charge of the super-

intendent, and the course of study was extended to seven years;

the first two and the last two to be spent at the school, the

mtervening three yean to be passed at sea. The four yean
of study were made consecutive in xSsx, and the practice

cruises were substituted for the three consecutive yean at sea.

At the outbreak of the Civil War the three upper chsses were

detached and were ordered to sea, and the academy was

removed to Fort Adams, Newport, Rhode Island (May x86i),

but it was brought back to Annapolis in the summer of X865.

The supervision of the academy was transferred from the Bureau

of Ordnance and Hydrography to the Bureau of Navigation

when that bureau was established in 1863; and, although it was

placed under the direct care of the Navy Department in 1867,

it has been (except in 1869-1889) under the Bureau of Navi-

gation for administrative routine and financial management.

The Spanish-American War greatly emphasized its importance,

and the academy was almost wholly rebuilt and much enUrged

in 1809-1906.

* The old quarters of the superintendent, a colonial house, once
the official residence of the eovernors of Maiyland, was destroy^ed

in 1900. In 1009 old Fort Severn, a small cucular structure with

thick walls, built m 1809, was torn down.

See J. R. Soley. 'BiOmieal Sktkk cftkt Vnitti Shies Ntml 4 ni»mj
(Washington, 1876): Park Benjamin. The IMkd Slain Matd
Academy (New York. 1900): RandaU Blackskaw. " The New Naval
Academy,'* in the Ceatmry Moiomne for October 1905.

UHITS, DmBMSIOIIS OF. Measurable entitiea of diffeicot

kinds cannot be compared directly. Each one must be sprrififd

in terms of a unit of its own kind; a single number auached
to this unit forms its measure. Thus if the tmit of kngth be

taken to be L centimetres, a line whose length is f oentixnetics

will be represented in relatkm to this unit by the number l/L;

while if the unit is increased [L] times, that is, if a new unit

is adopted equal to [L] times the former one, the numerical

measure of each length must in consequence be divided by [LI.

Measurable entities are either fundamental or derived. For
example, vdodty is of the latter kind, being baaed upon a
combination of the fundamental entities length axid time; a
vdodty may be defined, in the usual form of language expres-

sive of a limiting value, as the nte at which the diitanfr

from some related mark is changing per unit time. The de-

ment of length is thus involved directly, and the element of

time inverrely in the derived idea of vdodty; the meaning
of this statement bdng that when the unit of length is increased

[L] times and the unit of time is increased [Tl times, the

numerical value of any given vdodty, considered as specified

in terms of the units oif length and time, is diminished ILltTI

times. In other words, these chsnges in the units of kngth
and time involve diange in the unit of vdodty determined by
them, such that it is increased [V] times where [Yl^II^fTT*.
This rdation is conveniently expressed by the statement

that vdodty is of + x dimension in length and of — i dimen-

sion in time. Again, accderation of motion is defined as

rate of increase of vdodty per unit time; hence the change
of the units pi length and time will increase the oortc^wpding
or derived unit of accderation [V]/^] times, that u [LITp
times: this expression thus represents the dimensions (i in

length and «-s in time) of the derived entity acceleratian in

terms of its fundamental dements length and time: In the

sdence of dynamics all entities are derived from the three

ftmdamental ones, length, time and mass; for example, the

dimenstons of force (P) are those of mass and accdeiatioa

jointly, so that in algebraic form (P)*[M][LHTp. This

restriction of the fundamental units to three must therefore

be applicable to all departments of physical sdence that are

redudble to pure dynamics.

The mode of transformation of a derived entity, as regards

its numerical value, from one set of fundamental units of

rderence to aix>ther set, b.exhibited in the simple illustrations

above given. The procedure is as follows. When the mimerkal
values of the new imits, expressed in terms of the former ones.

are substituted for the symbols, in the expression lor the

dimensions of the entity under consideration, the number
which results is the numerical value of the new unit of thai

entity in terms of the former unit: thus all numerical vahaes

of entities of this kind must be divided by this number, 'in

order to transfer them from the former to the latter system of

fundamental units.

As above stated, physical sdence aims at reducing the pheno-
mena of which it treats to the common denomination of the
positions and movements of masses. Before the time of Gauss
it was customary to use a statical measure of force, alnngridr

the kinetic measure depending on the acceleration of motioa
that the force can produce in a given mass. Such a statical

measure could be conveniently applied by the extensioii of a
spring, which, however, has to be corrected for temperature,

or by weighing against sundard weights, which has to be
corrected for locah'ty. On the Other hand, the kinetic measure
is independent of local conditions, if only we have absolute

scales of length and time at our dispossL It has been found

to be indispensable, for simplidty and precision in physical

sdence, to express the measure of force in only one way; and
statical forces are therefore now generally rdened in theoretical

discussions to the kinetic unit of meaauremenL In mfriianirri
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engineering the static unit has largely survived; but the

increasing importance of electrical applications is introducing

uniformity there also. In the science of electricity two different

systems of units, the electrostatic and the electrodynamic, still

to a large extent persist. The electrostatic system arose

because in the development of the subject statics came before

kinetics; but in the complete synthesis it is usually found

convenient to express the various quantities in terms of the

elcctrokinetic system alone.

Thfe system of measurement now adopted as fundamental

in physics takes the centimetre as unit of length, the gramme
as. unit of mass, and the second as unit of time. The choice of

these units was in the first instance arbitrary and dicUted
by convenience; for some purposes subsidiary systems bssed

on multiples of these units by certain powers of ten are found

convenient. There are certain absolute entities in nature,

such as the consUnt of gravitation, the velocity of light in free

space, and the constanU occurring in the expression giving

the constitution of the radiation in an enclosure that corre-

qmnds to each temperature, which are the same for all kinds

ci matter; these might be utilized, if known with sufficient

accuracy, to establish a system of units of an absolute or cosmical

kind. The wave-length of a given spectral line might be
utilized in the same manner, but that depends on recovering the

kind of matter which produces the line.

In physical science the uniformities in the course of pheno-

mena are elucidated by the discovery of permanent or intrinsic

relations between the measurable properties of material systems.

Each such relation b expressible as an equation connecting

the numerical values of entities bebnging to the system. Such

an equation, representing as it does a relation between actual

things, must remain true when the measurements are referred

to a new set of fundamental units. Thus, for example, the

kinematical equation i^^nfV, if » is purely numerical, contra-

dicts the necessary relations involved in the definitions of the

entities velocity, acceleration, and length which occur in it. For
on changing to a new set of units as above the equation should

stiU hold; it, however, then becomes i^/[VP-ii •/«/[?]» -//(LJ.

Hence on division there remains a dimensional relation [VP-^
[Fp[L], which is in disagreement with the dimensions above

determined of the derived units that are involved in it. The
inference follows, either that an equation such as that from which

we started is a formal impossibility, or else that the factor

» which it contains is not a mere number, but represents n
times the unit of some derived quantity which ought to be

specified in order to render the equation a complete statement

of a physical relation. On the latter hypothesis the dimensions

[N] of this quantity are determined by the dimensional equation

[Vp-i[N][Fp[L] where, in terms of the fundamental units of

length and Ume, lV]-[Ll[Tn. [F1-IL1[TP; whence by
substitution it appears that [Nl-ILPITP. Thus, mstead of

being merely numerical, n must represent in the above fom.ula

the measure of some physical entity, which may be classified

by the statement that it has the conjoint dimensions of time

directly and of velocity inversely.

It often happens that a simple comparison of the dimensions

of the quantities which determine a physical system will lead

to important knowledge as to the necessary relations that

subsbt between them. Thus in the case of a simple pendulum

the period of oscillation r can depend only on the uigular

amplitude a of the swing, the mass m of the bob considered as

a point, and the length / of the suspending fibre considered as

without mass, and on the value of g the acceleration due to

gravity, which is the active force; that is, T»f(a, m, I, g).

The dimensions must be the same on both sides of this formula,

for, when they are expressed in terms of the three independent

dynamical quantities mass, length, and time, there must be

complete identity between its two sides. Now, the dimensions

of g are [Ll[Tp; and when the unit of length is altered the

numerical value of the period is unaltered, hence its expression

must be restricted to the form /(a, m, tig). Moreover, as the

period does not depend on the unit of mass, the form is further

reduced to /(a, Ifg) ; and as it is of the dimensions+ x in time, it

must be a multiple of Wg)\ and therefore of the form ^(a) V(//«).
Thus the period of oscillation has been determined by these
considerations except as regards the manner in which it depends
on the amplitude a of the swing. When a process of this kind
leads to a definite result, it will be one which makes the un-
known quantity jomtly proportional to various powers of the
other quantities involved; it will therefore shorten the process
if we assume such an expression for it in advance, and find

whether it is possible to determine the exponenU definitely

and uniquely so as to obtain the correct dimensions. In the
present example, assuming in this way the relation T»Aa^m*l'g%
where A is a pure numeric, we are led to the dimensional equa-
tion IT] «[aWMI«lL11LT^*, showing that the law assumed
would not persist when the fundamental units of length, mass,
and time are altered, unless q^o, i^-i, r»\; as an angle
has no dimensions, being determined by its numerical ratio to
the ftipanable angle forming four right angles, p remains unde>
termmcd. This leads to the same result, r-^(a}^lx~*, as
before.

As UlustTBting the power and also the limitations of this method
of dimensions, we may apply it (after Lord Rayleish, Roy. Sac,
Proc.t Ma(ch 1900) to the laws of viscosity in gases. The dimensions
of viscosity (m) are (force/area) -i- (velocity/length), ffiving (ML~^T^]
in terms of the fundamental units. Now, on the dynamical thJynamical theory
of gases visomty must be a function of the mass m of a molecule,
the number n of molecules per unit volume, their velocity of mean
square i, and their effective radius a; it can depend on nothing
else. The equation of dimensions cannot supply more than thret
relations connecting these four possibilities of variation, and so
cannot here lead to a definite result without further knowledse
of the physical circumstances. And we remark conversely, m
passing, that wherever in a problem of physical dynamics we know
that the quantity sought can depend on only three other quantities
whose dynamical dimensions are known, it must vary as a simple
power 01 each. The additional knowledge required, in order to
enable us to proceed in a case like the present, must be of the form
of such an equation of simple variation, in the present case it

is involved in the new fact that in an actual gas the mean Uve path
is very great compared with the effective molecular radius. On
this account the mean free path is inversely as the number of
molecules per unit volume; and therefore the coefficient of vis-

cosity, being proportional to these two quantities jointly, is ,inde-

pendent of either, so long as the other quantities defining the system
remain unchanged. If the molecules are taken to be spheres which
exert mutual action only during collision, we therefore assume

which xequires that the equation of dimensions

IML-«T-«1-IM1«[LT-'1»IL1'

must be satisfied. Thb gives x-i, y>i, s>-3. As the tern*

perature is proportional to mS*, it follows that the viscosity is

proportional to the square root of the mass of the molecule and the
square root of the absolute temperature, and inversely proportional

to the square of the effective molecular radius, being, as already
seen, uninfluenced by change of density.

If the atoms are taken to be Boscovichian points exerting mutual
attractions, the effective diameter a is not definite; but we can still

proceed in cases where the law of mutual attraction is expressed by
a simple formula of variation—that is, provided it is of type ibnV,
where r is the distance between the two molecules. Thcnj^noting
that, as this is a force, the dimenaiotts of k must be (M'^L'^^T^J, we
can assume

nocm'S'i!*.

provided IML-«T-M - [MHL1^I»IM-«L'*»T-^,
which demands and is satisfied by

x>«-i, y+2w-i. y+(*+i)ur- -I,

«,that —J3T'3'-J^'«-J^-
Thus, on this supposition,

HOC HI"-** »-«««»-

where B represents absolute temperature. (See DlPFUSlOK.)

When the quantity sought depends on more than three others^

the method may often be equally useful, though it cannotjive a
complete result. Cf. Sir G. G. Stokw, Math, and Pkys. Papers,

v. (1881) p. 106. and Lord Rayleigh, PkU. Mag. (190$). (i) p. 494.

for examples dealing with the determination of viscosity from
olMervations of the retarded swines of a vane, and with the formula-

tion of the most general typo 01 characteristic equation for gases

respectively. As another example we may consider what is involved

in Bashforth's experimental conclusion that the air-resistances

to shot of the aame shape are proportional to the squares of their
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, the renstanoe is a force which iadeters

e air p, the linear dimensbns / of the shot,

., _ . . he velocity of the shot », and the velocity

of sound in air c, there being no other phyncal quantity sensibly

involved. Five elements are thus concerned, and we can combine

linear diiftensiont. A priori, the renstao
mined by the density oi the air p, the lines

the viscosity of the air Mi the velocity of t

for example, we may choose pdjii and vfc. The resistance to the
shot must therefoie be of the form ifiif^(jivitn)S{yle), this form
being of sufficient eenerality, as it involves an undetermined function

for each element beyond three. On equating dimensions we find

x«2, v«— i,s«o. Now, Bashforth's result shows that ^(x)~>^.
Therefore the resistance is piV/(s/«), and is thus to our degree of

approximation independent of the viscosity. Moreover, we might
have assumed this practical independence straight off, on known
hydrodynamic grounds; and then the argument from dimensions
could have predicted Bashforth's law, iithe present applicatbn
of the doctrine of dimensions to a case involvmg turbulent fluid

motbn not mathematically specifiable is valid. One of the im-
portant results drawn by Osborne Reynolds from his experiments
on the rigime of flow in pipes was a confirmation of its validity: we
now see that the ballistic result furnishes another confirmation.

In electrical science two essentially distinct systems of

measurement were arrived at according as the development

began with the phenomena of electrostatics or those of electro-

kinetics. An electric charge appears as an entity having

different dimensions in terms of the fundamental dynamical

units in the two cases: the ratio of these dimensions proves

to be the dimensions of a velocity. It was found, first by W.
Weber, by measuring the same charge by its static and its

kinetic effecU, that the ratio of the two uniU is a velocity

sensibly identical with the velocity of light, so far as regards

experiments conducted in space devoid of dense matter. The
emergence of a definite absolute velocity such as this, out of a

comparison of two different ways of approaching the same
quantity, entitles us to assert that the two ways can be con-

solidated into a single dynamical theory only by some develop-

ment in which this velocity comes to play an actual part. Thus
the hypothesis of the mere existence of some complete dynamical

theory was enough to show, in the stage which electrical science

had reached under Gauss and Weber, that there is a definite

physical velocity involved in and underlying electric phenomena,

which it would have been hardly possible to imagine as other

than a velocity of propagation of electrical effects of some kind.

The time was thus ripe for the reconstruction of electric theory

by Faraday and Maxwell
The power of the method of dimensions m thus revealing

general relations has its source in the hypothesis that, however

comt>licated in appearance, the phenomena are really restricted

within the narrow range of dependence on the three fundamental

entities. The proposition is also therein involved, that if a

changing physical system be compared with another system

in which the scale is altered in different ratios as regards corre-

sponding lengths, masses, and times, then if all quantities

affecting the second system are altered from the corresponding

quantities affecting the first in the ratios determined by their

physical dimensions, the sUge of progress of the second system

will always correspon'd to that of the first; under this form

the application of the principle, to determine the correlations

of the dynamics of similar systems, originated with Newton
iPrincipiOt lib. ii. prop. 3a). For example, in comparing the

behaviour of an animal with that of another animal oif the same
build but on a smaller scale, we may take the mass per unit

volume and the muscukr force per unit sectional area to be the

same for both; thus [L], [M], . . . being now ratios of corre-

sponding quantities, we have [ML~*l«i and [ML^^T"*!-!,
giving [L]«[T]; thus the larger animal effects movements of

his limbs more slowly in simple proportion to his linear dimen-

sions, whUe the velocity of movement is the same for both at

corresponding stages.

But this is only on the hypothesis that the extraneous

force of gravity does not intervene, for that force does

not vary in the same manner as the muscular forces. The'

result has thus application only to a case like that of fishes in

which gravity is equilibrated by the buoyancy of the water.

The effect of the inertia of the water, considered as a perfect

fluid, is included in this comparison; but the forces arising

from viscosity do not correspond in the two systems, so that

neither system may be so small that \iscosity is an important
agent in its motion. The limbs of a land animal have mainfy
to support his weight, which varies as the cube of his linear

dimensions, while the sectional areas of his muscles and bones
vary only as the square thereof. Thus the diameters of his

limbs should increase in a greater ratio than that of his body--
theoretically in the latter ratio raised to the power f, if other

things were the same. An application of this principle, which
has become indiq>ensable in modem naval architecture, permits
the prediction of the behaviour of a large ship from that of a
small-scale modcL The principle is aliso of very wide utility

in unravelling the fundamental relations in definite physical

problems of such complexity that complete treatment is beyond
the present powers of mathematical analysb; it has been

applied, for example, to the motions of systems involving

viscous fluids, in elucidation of wind and waves, by Helmholu
(Akad. Berlin^ 1873 and 1889), and in the electnxlyiianucs of

material atomic systems in motion by Lorentz and by Laimor.

As already stated, the essentials of the doctrine of dimenskna
in its most fundamental aspect, that relating to the oomparison
of the properties of correlated systems, originated with Kevcoo.
The explicit formulation of the idea of the dtmensunu, or the ex-

potutUs of dimension, of physical quantities was first made by
Fourier, Thiorie de la chaleur, 1822, ch. ii. sec. 9; the homogeoesty
in dimensions of all the terms of an equation is insisted on by him,
much as explained above; and the use of this principle as a test

of accuracy and precision is illustrated. (J. L.*)

UNITS, PHYSICAL. In order that our acquaintance with

any part of nature may become exact we must have not merdy
a qualitative but a quantitative knowledge of facts. Hence
the moment that any branch of science begins to develop to

any extent, attempts are made to measure and evaluate the

quantities and effects found to exist. To do this we have
to select for each measurable magnitude a nnU or standard of

reference (Latin, unilaSf unity), by comparison with whidi
amounts of other like quantities may be numerically defined.

There b nothing to prevent us from selecting these fundamental
quantities, in terms of which other like quantities are to be
expressed, in a perfectly arbitrary and independent manner,
and as a matter of fact this is what is generally done in the eai)y

stages of every science. We may, for instance, choose a certain

length, a certain volume, a certain nuus, a certain force or

power as our units of length, volume, mass, force or power,

which have no simple or direct relation to each other. Similarfy

we may select for more special measurements any artntniy
electric current, electromotive force, or resistance, and call

them our units. The progress of knowledge, however, is greatly

assisted if all the measurable quantities are brought into rdatioo

with each other by so selectiriiB the units that they are related

in the most simple maimer, each to the other and to one common
set of measurable magnitudes called the fundamental quantities.
The progress of this co-ordination of units has hm greatly

aided by the discovery that forms of physical energy can be

converted into one another, and that the conversion is by
definite nile and amount (see Energy). Thus the mechanic^
energy associated with moving masses can be converted into

heat, hence heat can be measured in mechanical energy units.

Tlie amount of heat required to raise one gramme of water

through x^ C. in the neighbourhood of xo* C. is equal to forty-

two million ergs, the erg being the kinetic energy or energy of

motion associated with a mass of 2 grammes when moving
uniformly, without rotation, with a velocity of x cm. per second.

This number is commonly called the " mechanical equivalent

of heat," but would be more exactly described as the " mechan-
ical equivalent of the specific heat of water at xo* C." Again,

the fact that the maintenance of an electric current requires

energy, and that when produced its energy can be wholly

utilised in heating a mass of water, enables us to make a similar

statement about the energy required to maintain a current of

one ampere through a resistance of one ohm for one second, and
to define it by its equivalent in the energy of a moving mass.

Physical units have therefore been selected with the objea of
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establishing simple relations between each of them and the
fundamental mechanical nnits. Measurements based on such
relations are called absolute measurements. The science of

dynamics, as far as that part of it is concerned which deals

with the motion and energy of material substances, starts

from certain primary definitions concerning the measurable
quantities involved. In constructing a system of physical

units, the first thing to consider is the manner in which we
shall connect the various items. What, for instance, shall be
the unit of force,, and how shall it be determined by simple

reference to the units of mass, length and time?
The modem absolute system of physical measurement is

ibunded upon dynamical notions, and originated with C. F.

Gauss. We are for the most part concerned in studying

motions in nature; and even when we find bodies at rest in

equilibrium it is because the causes of motion are balanced

rather than absent. Moreover, the postulate which lies at

the base of all present-day study of physics is that in the

ultimate issue we must seek for a mechanical explanation of

the facts of nature if we are to reach any explanation intelligible

to the human mind. Accordingly the root of all science is the

knowledge of the laws of motion, and the enunciation of these

laws by Newton laid the foundation of a more exact knowledge
of nature than had been possible before. Our fundamental
scientific notions are those of length, time, and mass. No
metaphysical discussion has been able to resolve these ideas

into anything simpler or to derive them from each other.

Hence in selecting units for physical measurements we have
first to choose units for the above three quantities.

Fundamental Units.—Two systems of fundamental units are

in common use: the British system, having the yard and
pound as the standard imits of length and mass, frequently

termed the " foot-pound-second " (F.P.S.) system; and the
" centimetre-gramme-second " system (C.G.S.), having the

centimetre and gramme as standard units of length and mass,

termed the " metric " system. The fundamental unit of time

is the same in both systems, namely, the " mean solar second,"

86rioo of which make i solar day (see Tms). Since these

systems and the corresponding standards, together with their

factors of conversion, are treated in detail in the article

Weights and Measures, we need only deal here with such

units as receive special scientific use, f.«. other than in ordinary

commercial practice. The choice of a unit in which to express

any quantity is determined by the magnitude and proportional

error of the measurement. In astronomy, where immense
distances have to be very frequently expressed, a common unit

is the mean radius of the earth's orbit, the " astronomical unit
"

of length, i.e. 93,900,000 miles. But while this unit serves well

for the region of our solar system, its use involves unwieldy

numerical coefiicients when stellar dbtances are to be expressed.

Astronomers have therefore adopted a unit of length termed the
" Ught year," which is the distance traversed by light in a year;

this unit is 63,000 times the mean radius of the earth's orbit.

The relative merits of these units as terms in which astronomical

distances may be expressed is exhibited by the values of the

disunce of the star a Centauri from our earth, namely,

25,000,000,000,000 miles "" 375,000 astronomical uniu • 4*35

tight years.

As another example of a physical unit chosen as a matter of

convenience, we may refer to the magnitudes of the wave-lengths

of light. These quantities are extremely small, and admit of

correct determination to about one part in ten-thousand, and

range, in the visible spectrum, from about 6 to 4 ten-millionths

of a metre. Since their values are determined to four significant

figures, it is desirable to choose a unit which represents the value

as an integer number; the unit is therefore a tcn-thousand-

milliontb of a metre, termed a " tenth metre," since it is xo~**

metres. Sometimes the thousand-millionth of a metre, the
" micromiUimetre." denoted by mm. serves as a unit for wave
lengths. Another relatively minute unit is the '* micron,"

denoted by n, and equal to one-millionth of a metre; it is espe-

cially used by bacteriologists. I

Units in Mechanics.^The quantitibs to be measured in

niechanics (q.v.) are velocity and acceleration, dependent on the
units of length and time only, momentimi, force, energy or work
and power, dependent on the three fundamental units. The
unit of velocity in the British ^stem is i foot, i yard, or z mile
per second; or the time to which the distance is referred may be
expressed in hours, days, &c., the choice depending upon the
actual magnitude of the velocity or on custom. Thus the muzzle
velocity of a rifle or cannon shot is expressed in feet per second,

whereas the speed of a train is usually expressed in miles per
hour. Similarly, the unit on the metric system is i metre, or any
decimal multiple thereof, per second, per hour, &c. Since

acceleration is the rate of increase of velocity per unit time, it

is obvious that the unit of acceleration depends solely upon the
units chosen to express unit velocity; thus if the unit of velocity

be one foot per second, the xmit of acceleration is one foot per
second per second, if one metre per second the unit is one metre
per second per second, and similarly for other units of velocity.

Momentum is defined as the product of mass into velocity;

unit momentum is therefore the momentum of unit mass into

unit velocity; in the British system the unit of mass may be the
pound, ton, &c., and the unit of velocity any of those mentioned
above; and in the metric system, the gramme, kilogramme, &c.,

may be the unit of mass, while the metre per second, or any other
metric unit of velocity, is the remaining term of the product.

Force, being measured by the change of momentum in unit

time, is expressed in terms of the same units in whidi unit

momentum is defined. The common British unit is the
' poundal," the force which in one second retards or accelerates

the velocity of a mass of one pound by one foot per second. The
metric (and scientific) unit, named the " dyne," is derived from
the centimetre, gramme, and second. The poundal and dyne
are related as follows:—i poundal— 13,835'5 dynies.

A common unit of force, especially among engineers, is the
" weight of one pound," by which is meant the force equivalent

to the gravitational attraction of the earth on a mass of one
pound. This unit obviously depends on gravity; and since this

varies with the latitude and height of the place of observation

(see Earth, Figure of), the " force of one pound " of the
engineer is not constant. Roughly, it equals 33*17 poundals or

980 dynes. The most frequent uses of this engineer's unit are
to be found in the expressions for pressure, especially in the
boilers and cylinders of steam engines, and in structures, such

as bridges, foundations of buildings, &c The expression takes

the form: pounds per square foot or inch, meaning a force

equivalent to so many pounds' weight distributed over a square

foot or inch, as the case may be. Other units of pressure (and
therefore special units of force) are the " atmosphere " (abbrevi-

ated " atmo "), the force exerted on unit area by the column of

air vertically above it; the "millimetre or centimetre of

mercury," the usual scientific units, the force exerted on unit area
by a column of mercury one millimetre or centimetre high; and
the " foot of water," the column being one foot of water. All

these units admit of ready conversion:—x atmo"760 mm.
mercury>33 feet of water> 1,013,600 dynes.

Energy of work is measured by force acting over a distance.

The scientific wut is the " erg," which is the energy expended
when a force of one dyne acts over one centimetre. This unit

is too small for measuring the quantity of energy associated, for

instance, with engines; for such purposes a unit ten-million times

as great, termed the "joule," is used. The British absolute

unit is the " poundal-foot." As we noticed in the case of units

of force, common-life experience has led to the introduction of

units dependent on gravitation, and therefore not invariable:

the common British practical unit of this class is the " foot-

pound "; in the metric system its congener is the " kilogramme-
metre."

Power b the rate at which force does work; it is therefore

expressed by " units of energy per second." The metric unit

in use is the " watt," being the rate equal to one joule per
second. Larger units in practical use are: "kilowatt,**

equal to 1000 watts; the corresponding energy unit being the
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kilowatt-second, and 3600 kilowatt-ieoonds or x kilowatt-hour

caUed a "Board of Trade unit" or a "kelvin." This last

is a unit of eneiigy, not power. In British engineerings

practice the common unit of power is the "hone-power"
(K*), which eqiials 550 foot-pounds performed per second,

OT 33,000 foot-pounds per minute; its equivalent in the

metric system is about 746 watts, the ratio vazying, however,

with gravity.

Units of Heat.—In studybg the phenomena of heat, two
measurable quantities immediately present themselves:

—

(i) temperature or thermal potential, and (3) quantity of heat.

Three arbitrary scales are in use for measuring temperature

(see Thzsxometky), and each of these scales affords um'ts

suitable for the expression of temperature. On the Centigrade

scale the unit, termed a " Centigrade degree," is one-hundredth

of the interval between the temperature of water boiling

under normal barometric pressure (760 mm. of mercury) and
that of melting ice; the " Fahrenheit degree " is one-hundred-

and-eightieth, and the "Reaumur degree" is one-eightieth

of the same difference. In addition to these scales there is the
" thermo-dynamic scale," which, being based on dynamical

reasoning, admits of correction with the fundamental units.

This subject is discussed in the articles Thesiiodynaiqcs and
Thesmoxetry.

Empirical units of " quantity of heat " readily suggest them-
selves as the amount of heat necessary to heat a unit mass of

any substance through unit temperature. In the metric system

the unit, termed a " calorie," is the quantity of heat required

to raise a gramme of water through one degree Centigrade.

This quantity, however, is not constant, since the specific heat of

water varies with temperature (see Calohhetky). In defining

the calorie, therefore, the particular temperatures must be
spedfied; consequently there are several calories particularized

by special designations:—(x) conventional or common gramme-
calorie, the heat required to raise x gramme of water between
150* C. and 17^ C. through x^ C; (a) " mean or average gramme
calorie," one-hundredth of the total heat required to raise the

temperature of x gramme of water from o* C. to xoo* C; (3)
" zero gramme calorie," the heat required to raise x gramme, of

water from o* C. to x^ C. These units are thus related:

—

I common calorie- x*987 mean calories-o^gga zero calories.

A unit in common use in thermo-chemistry is the major calorie,

which refers to one kilogramme of water and x" C. In the

British system tfie common unit, termed the " British Thermal

Unit " (B.Th:U.), is the amount of heat required to raise one
pound of water through one degree FahrenhdL
A correlation of these units of quantity of heat with the

fundamental units of mass, length and time attended the

recognition of the fact that heat was a form of energy; and
their quantitative relationships followed from the experi-

mental determinations of the so-called " mechanical equivalent

of beat," i.e. the amount of mechanical energy, expressed in

ergs, joules, or foot-pounds, equivalent to a certain quantity of

heat (cf. CALOukETRY). Tliese results show that a gram-calorie

is equivalent to about 4*2 joules, and a British thermal imit to

780 foot-pounds.

Electrical Units,—^The next most important units are the electri-

cal units. We are principally concerned in electrical work with

three quantities called respectively, electric current, electro-

motive force, and resistance. These are related to one another

by Ohm's law, which states that the electric current in a circuit

is directly as the electromotive force and inversely as the re-

sistance, when the current is unvarying and the temperature of

the circuit constant. Hence if we dioose units for two of these

quantities, the above law defines the unit for the third. Much
discussion has taken place over this question. The choice

is decided by the nature of the quantities themselves. Since

resistance is a permanent quality of a substance, it is possible

to select a certain piece of wire or tube full of mercury, and
declare that its resistance shall be the unit of resistance, and
if the substance is permanent we shall possess an unalterable

Standard or unit of resistance. For these reasons the practical

unit of redstance, nam called the international ohm, has been
selected as one of the above three electrical units.

It has now been dedded that the second unit shall be the

unit of dectric current. As an dectric current is not a thing, but

a process, the unit current can only be reproduced when desired.

There are two available methods for creating a standard or unit

electric currenL If an unvarying current is passed throu^ a
neutral solution of silver nitrate it decomposes or dectrolyses

it and deposits silver upon the negative pole or cathode of the

electrolytic cell. According to Faraday's law and all subse-

quent experience, the same current deposits in the same
time the same mass of silver. Hence we may define the unit

current by the mass of silver it can liberate per second. Again,

an dectric current in one circuit exerts mechanical force

upon a magnetic pole or a current in another drcuxt suitably

placed, and we may measure the force and define by it a unit

dectric current. Both these methods have been used. Thirdly,

the unit of dectromotive force may be defined as equal to

the difference of potential between the ends of the unit of

resistance when the unit of current flews in it.

Apart, however, from the relation of these dectxical units

to each other, it has been fotmd to be of great importaxKx to

establish a simple relation between the latter and the ahsolttte

mechanical units. Thus an dectric current which is fn,,rhfi

passed through a conductor dissipates its energy as ihi fttrf

heat, and hence creates a certain quantity of heat *"***

per unit of time. Having chosen our units of energy and
related unit of quantity of heat, we must so choose the unit of

current that when passed through the unit of resistance it shall

dissipate x unit of energy in x unit of time.

A further consideration has wdght in sdecting the sise of
the units, namdy, that they must be of convenient xnagnittu2e

for the ordinary measurements. The founders of the otnM%
modem system of practical dectrical units were a HwmrtB
committee appointed by the British Assodation in **;

x86x , at the suggestion of Lord Kdvin, which made its
*"*''

first report in 186a at Cambridge (see B. A. Report). The five

subsequent reports containing the results of the committee's
work, together with a large amotmt of most valuable matter
on the subject of dectric units, were collected in a volume
edited by Prof. Fleeming Jenkin in X873, enUtled Reports of Iks

Committee on Electrical Standards. This conunittce has ecu-
tinned to sit and report annually to the British Aaodation
since that date. In thdr second report in 1863 (see B,A,
Report^ Newcastle-on-Tyne) the committee recommended the
adoption of the absolute system of dectric and magnetic units

on the basis originally proposed by Gauss and Weber, namely,
that these units should be derived from the fundamental dy-
namical units, but assuming the units of length, mass and time
to be the metre, gramme and second instead of the millioaetre,

milligramme and second as proposed by Weber. Considerable
differences of opinion existed as to the choice of the funda-
mental units, but ultimatdy a suggestion of Lord Kdvin's was
adopted to select the centimetre, gramme, and second, and to

construct a system of dectrical units (called the C.G.S. system)
derived from the. above fundamental units. On this system
the unit of force is the dyne and the unit of work the erg. The
dyne is the uniform force which when acting on a nsass of
X gramme for x second gives it a vdodty of i centimetre per
second. The erg is the work done by x dyne when acting

through a distance of x centimetre in its own direction. The
electric and magnetic units were then derived, as previously

suggested by Weber, in the following manner: If we consider

two very small spheres placed with centres x centimetre apart
in air and charged with equal quantities of dcctridty, th<m if

the force between these bodies is x dyne each sphere b said

to be charged with x unit of dectric quantity on the electro-

static system. Again, if we consider two isolated mitgnetic

poles of equal strength and consider them placed i centimetre

apart in air, then if the force between them is x dyne these

poles are said to have a strength of x unit on the electromag>

neiic system. Unfortunatdy the oommitlee did not take into
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account the fact that in the fint case the force between the

dectzk charges depends upon and varies inversely as the di-

electric constant of the inedium in which the experiment is

made, and in the second case it depends upon the magnetic
permeability of the inedium in which the magnetic poles exist.

To put it in other words, they assume that the dielectric constant

of the circumambient medium was unity in the first case, and
that the permeability was also unity in the second case.

The result of this choice was that two systems of measurement
were created, one depending upon the unit of electric quantity

so chosen, called the dectrostaHc system, and the other depend-

ing upon the unit magnetic pole defined as above, called the

etectromagneOe system of C.G.S. units. Moreover, it was found
that in neither of these systems were the units of very con-

venient magnitude. Hence, finally, the committee adopted a
third ^tem of units called the practical system, in whidi con-

venient decimal multiples or fractions of the electromagnetic

units were selected and named for use. This ^ystem» moreover,

is not only consistent with itself, but may be considered to be
derived from a system of dynamical units in which the unit of

length is the earth quadrant or 10 million metres, the unit of

mass is xo~"«f a gramme fuid the unit of time £1 z second. The
units on this system have received names derived from those

of eminent diKoverers. Moreover, there is a certain relation

between the size of the units for the same quantity on the

electrostatic (£.S.) system and t£at on the electromagnetic

(E.M.) system, which depends upon the velocity of light in the

medium in which the measurements are supposed to be made.
Thus on the E.S. system the unit of electric quantity is a point

charge which at a <Ustance of x cm. acts on another equal charge

with a force of i dyne. The E.S. unit of electric current is a
current such that x E.S. unit of quantity flows per second across

each section of the circuit. On the E.M. system we start with

the definition that the unit magnetic pole is one which acts

on another equal pole at a distance of x cm. with a force of

z dyne. The unit of current on the E.M. system is a current

such that if flowing in circular drcuit of z cm. radius each unit

of length of it will act on a unit magnetic pole at the centre

with a force of z dyne. This E.M. unit of current is much larger

than the E.S. unit defined as above. It is v times greater,

where v*3Xxo'* is the velocity of light in air expressed in

cms. per second. The reason for this can only be imderstood

by considering the dimensions of the quantities with which
we are concerned. If L, M, T denote length, mass, time,

and we adopt certain sized units of each, then we may measure

any derived quantity, such as velocity, acceleration, or force

in terms of the derived dynamical imits as already explained.

Suppose, however, we alter the size of our selected units of

L, M or T, we have to consider how this alters the correspond-

ing units of velocity, acceleration, force, &c. To do this we
have to consider their dimensions. If the unit of velocity is

the unit of length passed over per unit of time, then it is

obvious that it varies directly as the unit of length, and
Aversely as the unit of time. Hence we may say that

the dimensions of velocity arc L/T or LT''; similarly the

dimensions of acceleration are L/T* or LT"*, and the dimen-

sions of a force are MLT~*.
For a fuller explanation see above (UiOTS, Dimensions of), or

Everett's lUustraHms of the CCS. System of Units.

Accordingly on the electrostatic system the unit of electric

quantity is such that f^f/Kd^, where 9 is the quantity of

jy^fj^
the two equal charges, <f their distance, /the mechanical

Mtmueamt ^^^^ ^^ Stress between them, and K the dielectric

•ttetf constant of the dielectric in which they are im-

"y^ meraed. Hence since/is of the dimen^ns MLT^, ?•*• must be of the dimensions of KMLT^, and q of the

dimensions M* LtT^K*. The dimensions of K, the dielectric

constant, are unknown. Hence, in accordance with the sug-

gestion of Sir A. Rflcker {Phil. Mag., February 1889), we must
treat it as a fundamental quantity. The dimensions of an
electric current on the electrostatic system are therefore those

of an electric quantity divided by a time, since by current we

mean the quantity of electricity conveyed per second. Accord-
ingly current on the E.S. system has the dimensions M'L<T~'K*.
We may obtain the diinennons of an dectric current on the

magnetic tystem by observing that if two circuits traversed by the
same or equal currents are placed at a distance from each other,
the mechanical foroe or stress between two elements of the circuit,

in accmdance with Amp^'s law (see Elbctro-kinbtics). varies
as the square of the current C, the product of the elements of length
^, di' 01 the circuits, inversely as the square of their distance d^ and
directly as the permeability « of the medium in which they are
immersed. Hence CVs ds^uj^ must be of the dimensions of a foroe
or of the dimensions MLT^. Now, ds and ds" are lengths, and d
is a length, hence the dimensions of dectric current on the E.M.
system must be M^VT^iTK Accordingly the dimensions of

current on the RS. svstem are M'LIT^K', and on the E.M. system
they are M^LTVs where a and K, the permeability and di-
electric constant of the medium, are of unknown dimensions, and
therefore treated as fundamental quantities.

The ratio of the dimendons ot an electric current on the two
systems (E.S. and E.M.) b thereforeLT^K^'. This ratio must be
a mere numeric of no dimensions, and therefore the dimensions of

VKI* must be those of the redprocal of a vdodty. Wedonotknow
what the dimensions of /i and K are separately, but we do know,
therefore, that their product has the dunensuns of the redprocal
of the square of a vdodty.

A^ain. we may arrive at two dimensional expressions for dectro-
motive force or difference of potential. Electrostatic difference of
potential between two places Is measured by the mechanical work
required to move a small conductor charged with a unit dectric
charge from one phux to the other against the dectric force. Hence
if V stands for tne difference of potential between the two places,

and 6 for the charge on the small conductor, the product Qv must
be otthe dimensions of the worh or energy, or of the forceXlength,

or of ML*T~'. But Q on the dectrostatic system of measurement

b of the dimensions M^UT^K* ; the potential difference V must
be, therefore, of the dimensions M^L'T^KT'. Again, since by
Ohm's bw ajod Joule's bw electromotive force multiplied by a
current b equal to the power expended on a circuit, the dimen-
sions of dectromotive force, or, what b the same thing, of
potential difference, in the dectromagnetic system of measurement
must be those of power divided by a current. Since mechanical
power means raU cf doing worh, the dimensions of power must
be ML*T~'. We have already seen that on the dectromagnetic

system the dimcndons of a current are MIL^T'Si"': therefore the
dimensions of dectromotive force or potential on the electromagnetic

system must be M^L'T^m** Here again we find that the ratio

of the dimensions on the dectrostatic system to the dimensions on
the dectromagnetic system b V^nC^tTK

In the same manner we may recover from fundamental facts and
rdations the dimensions of every dectric and m^netic quantity on
the two mrstems, starting in one case from electrostatic phenomena
and in the other case from dectromanietic or magnetic The
electrostatic dimennonal expression will always involve K, and
the electromagnetic dimensional expression will always involve

H, and in every case the dimensions m terms of K are to those in

terms of /i for thesame quantity in the ratk>of a power of LT^K*m*«
Thu therefore confirms the view that whatever may be the true
dimensions in terms of fundamental units of m and K, their product
b the inverse square of a velodty.
Table I. gives the dimensions of all the prindpal dectric and

magnetic quantities on the electrostatic and dectromagnetic
systems.

It will be seen that in every case the ratio of the dimensions on
the two systems b a powL-r of LT"^K*m*i o^ o^ a vuTctrTty inu1«ipTjw1

by the square root 01 th*? prrxlLict K und p: in other wards, it '.a the
product of a velodty mult^^licd by the i^tiictnc ou^n of K and ^
Thb quantity l/VK/i nm^t tbereforc he gf the dicnenjitoEu ol a
velocity, and the question^ anst^ Wh^t in the Bbsolutc valu-D of this

velodty? and, How b it to b« dv*ttrinin«l? Tlic Answer Ia, that
the value of the vdodty \n concrete nurabera m^y be obtained by
measuring the magnitude; of any e^omic quantity in twg wayii
one making use only^ oi cIcctroitAtic phenomena., and the cthef
only of electromagnetic To uJfc one initance-—It it eaiy to ihow
that the dectrostatic cain>,icity of a sphere fuspcndnj ia air or in

certain rate, and would in fnct iict like a resistance in permitting

the passage through it or by it of a certain gyantJty of eleetridtjf

per unit ot time. If K 1* tht? rapsdty mcI n ia the nimibrr <A di*-

charges per second, then nK i^ a quaniity ol the dtmenstons of ar
electric conductivity, ot nf the Trriprocal of a rwiiunce. li

conductor, of which the elect nostntic capacity can be calculaier

and which has assocbted with it a ccmmutator tbat duiti^cs ai
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mctsuxemenL Professor Giorgi proposes that the four funda-

mental quantities shall be the units of length, mass, time and
electrical resistance, and takes as the concrete units or standards

the metre, kilogramme, second and ohm. Now this proposal

not only has the advantage that the theoretical units are

identical with the actual practical concrete units, but it is also

a rational system. Moreover, the present practical units are

unaltered; the ampere, volt; coulomb, weber, joule and watt
remain the actual as well as theoretical units of current, electro-

motive force, quantity, magnetic flux, work and power. But
the unit of magnetic force becomes the ampere-turn per metre,

and the unit of electric force the volt per metre; thqs the

magnetic units are measured in terms of electric units. The
numerical value of the permeability of ether or air becomes
4tXio'^ and the dielectric constant of the ether or air becomes
i/4«-X9Xio^; their product is therefore 1/(3X10^)*, which is

the reciprocal of the square of the velocity of light in metres
per second.

For a diicttanon of the Giorgi propotals, tee a paper by Profenor
M. Aflcoli, read before the International Electrical Congrew at St
Louis, 1904 (Jotifn. JnsL EUct. Eng. Loud., 1904, 34, 17^.

It can hardly be said that the present system of electrical

units is entirely satisfactory in all respects. Great difficulty

would of course be experienced in again altering the accepted

practical concrete units, but if at any future time a reformation

should be possible, it would be de^rable to bear in mind the

recommendations made by OUver Heaviside with regard to their

rationalization. The British Association Committee defined

the strength of a magnetic pole by reference to the mechanical

stress between it and another equal pole: hence the British

Association unit magnetic pole is a pole which at a distance of

one centimetre attracts or repels another equal pole with a force

of one dyne. This, we have seen, is an imperfect definition,

because it omits all reference to the permeability of the medium
in which the experiment takes place; but it is also unsatisfactory

as a starting-point for a system of units for another reason.

The important quantity in connexion with polar magnets is not

a mechanical tstress between the free poles of different magnets,

but the magnetic flux emanating from, or associating with, them.

From a technical point of view this latter quality is far more
important than the mechanical stress between the magnetic

poles, because we mostly employ magnets to create induced
electromotive force, and the qiuintity we are then mostly

concerned with is the magnetic flux proceeding from the poles.

Hence the most natural definition of a unit magnet pole is that

pole from which prcKeeds a total magnetic flux of one unit. The
definition of one unit of magnetic flux must then be that flux

which, when inserted into or withdrawn from a conducting

circuit of one turn having unit area and unit conductivity,

creates in it a flow or circulation of one unit of electric quantity.

The definition of a unit magnetic pole ought, therefore, to have
been approached from the definition of a unit of electric quantity.

On the C.G.S. or British Anociation system, if a magnetic fila-

ment has a pole strength m—that is to say, if it has a magnetization
I, and a section 1, such that U equals m—then it can be shown
that the total flux emanating from the pole is 4rm. The factor 4ir,

in consequence of this definition, maxes its appearance in many
practically important expressions. For instance, in the well-known
magnetic equation connecting the vector values of magnetisation
I. magnetic force H and magnetic flux density B, where we have
the equation

B-H+4rI.
the appearance of the quantity 4*- disguises the real physical meaning
of the equation.
The true remedy for this difficulty has been suggested by Heaviside

tobe the substitution oirational iortrrational formulaeand definitions.

„ ^. He proposes to restate the definition of a unit magnetic

JJJJJ" pole in such a manner as to remove this constant 4t
from the most frequently employed equations. His start-

ing-point is a new definition according to which a unit
magnetic pole is said to have a strength of m units if

it attracts or repels another equal pole placed at a disUnce of

d centimetres with a force of m^l^w^ dynes. It follows from this

definition that a rational unit magnetic pole is weaker or smaller

than the irrational or British AaoociaUon unit pole in the ratio of

i/VT* to I, or 'aSaos to i. The magnetic force doe to a ratiaaal

rle of strength » at a disunce of d centimetres being m/49fi mut%
we suppose a magnetic filament having a pole of strength an

rational uniu to have a souUer sphere oliadius r described rcmiid
its pole, the magnetic force on the surface of this sphere is mMst*
uniu. and this u therefore also the numerical value of the (tax
density. Hence the total magnetic flux through the surface of
the sphere ia

4«f*Xni/4vr* ttnits»» units;

and therefore the number which denotes the total magnetic flux
coming out of the pole of strength m in rational units is aho m.
The Heaviside system thus gives us an obvious and natural

definition of a unit magnetic pole, namely, that it is a pole throa^
which proceeds the unit of magnetic flux. It follows, thtrefoie«
that if the intensity of magnetixation of the magnetic fiUmeat is

I and the section is s, the total flux traversing the centre of the
magnet is Is units; and that if the filament is an endless or poleleas
iron filament magnetised uniformly by a resultant external magnetic
force H, the flux density will be expressed in rational units by the
equation B«*I-|-H. The physical meaning of this equation b that
the flux per square centimetre in the iron is simply obtained by
adding together the flux per square centimetre, if the iron is supposed
to be removed, and the magnetixation of the iron at that piaoe.

On the rational system, since the unit pole strength has bcea
decreased in the ratio of I to i/V^ or of 3*5441 to I, wben oonpared
with the magnitude of the present irraticnal unit pole, and since
the unit of magnetic flux is the total flux proceeding from a ma^wcic
pole, it follows that Heaviside's unit of magnetic flux is laf^er than
the C.G.S. unit of magnetic flux in the ratio of 3-5441 to i.

It will be seen, therefore, that the Heavtsioe rational units are
all incommeasurable with the practical units. This is a great
barrier to their adoption in practice, because it is impoasiUie to
discard all the existing resistance coils, ammeters, voltmeters, &c^
and equally impossible to recalibrate or readjust them to read in
Heavinde units. A suggestion has been made, in modification of

the Heaviside system, which would provide a svstem of ratiooal

practical units not impossible of adoption. It has been pointed oat
oy J. A. Fleming that if in place of the ampere, ohm, watt, joale,

farad and coulomb, we employ the delmmpere. dekohm. the
dekawatt, the dekajoule, the dekafarad and the dekacouknb. we
have a system of practical units such that measurements made ia

these uniu are eoual to measuremenu made in Heaviside rational

uniu when multi|Nied by some power of 49. Moreover, be has sbomi
that this power of 4*-, in the case of most units, varies inversdy
as the power under which ^ appears in the complete dimensioaal
expression for the quantity in electromaanetK tneasumDent.
Thus a current measured in Heavinde rational uniu is numericaUy
equal to (4r)l times the same cunent measured in dekampcres, and
in the dectromagnctic dimensional expression for current, namely,

UMIT'^m''*! m appears as $rl. If. then, we consider the per-

meability of the ether to be numerically 4a- instead of uni^', the

measurement cd a current in dekampcres will be a number which is

the same as that given by reckoning in Heaviside ratioBal units.

In this way a system of Rational PnekaU Untts (R.P. Units) m^kt
be constructed as follows:

—

The R.P. Unit of Magnetic Force -4«' X the CCS Unit.

„ „ MagnetkPolarity-l/4rX „
„ M Magnetic Flux - i

„ „ Magnetomotive Force —
„ „ Electric Current -
„ „ Electric Quantity «
„ „ Electromotive Force

„ „ Resistance

„ „ Inductance

„ .. Power
Work

„ „ Capacity

AH except the unit of magnetic force and magnetic polarity

are commensurable with the corresponding C.G.S. units, and ia

multiples which form a convenient practical system.

Even the rational systems already mentioned do not entirely

fulfil the ideal of a system of physical units. There are cerUm
constants of nature which are fundamental, invariable, and, as far

as we know, of the same magnitude in all parts of the universe.

One of these is the mass of the atom, say of hydrogen. Another

is the length of a wave of light of particular refrangibility emitted

by some atom, say one of the two yeUow lines in the spectrum

of sodium or one of the hydrogen Unes. Abo a time is fixed by

the velocity of light in space which is according to the best

measurement very dose to 3Xio» cms. per tec Another

natural unit is the so-called constant ef graif^Utlian, or the force

in dynes due to the attraction of two spherical masses each of

X gramme with centres at a distance of x cm. Veryannwdmatdy
tlUs is equal to 648XxQ~* dynes. Another natural electricsl

1
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unit of great Importance is the electric charge represented by
I electron (see ELEcruaTY). . This according to the latest

determination is nearly 3•4X10''^ electrostatic imits of quantity

on the C.G.S. system. Hence, 2930 million electrons are equal to

X £.S. unit of quantity on the C.G.S. system, and the quantity

called X coulomb is equal to 879X10** elections. In round
numbers 9X10** electrons make x coulomb. The electron is

nature's unit of electricity and is the charge carried by i hydrogen
ion in dectrolysis (see Conduction, Euctric, i Liquids). Ac-
cordingly a truly natural system of physical units would be one
which was based upon the electron, or a multiple of it, as a imit

of electric quantity, the velocity of light or fraction of it as a
unit of velocity, and the mass of anatom of hydrogen or multiple

of it as a unit of mass. An approximation to such a natural

system of electric units will be found discussed in chap. 17 of a
book on The Ekctron Theory, by E.E. Foumier d'Albe (London,

Z906), to which the reader is referred.

See J. Clerk Maxwell. Treatise en Electrieily and MagneHstn,
vol. ii. chap. x. (3rd ed., Oxford, 1892) ; E. E. N. Maacart and J.
Joubert, Treatise on BUctricity and Jlfa{n<<Mm, tFanalation by
E. Atkinson, vol. i. chap. xi. (London, 1883) ; J. D. Everett, lUustra-
tions of the CCS. System ej Units (London, 1891) ; Magnus Maclean,
Physical Units (London, 1896); Fleeming Jenkin, Reports on
ElectricaFStandards (London, 1873); Reports of the Britidi A8M)da-
tion Committee on Electrical tJnits from 1862 to pment date;

J. A. Fleming, A Handbooh for the ElectriaU Laboratory and Testini*
Jioom (2 vols., London, iQOi); Lord Rayleich, Collected ScienHfic
Papers, vol. ii. (1881-87); A. Grey, Absolute Measurements in
Electricity and Magnetism, vol. ii. part ii. chap. ix. p. 150 (London,
1893); Oliver Heaviside, Electromaptetic Theory, 1. 116 (London,
1893): Sir A W. RQcker, *' On the Suppressed Dimensions
of Physkal Quantities," Proc. Phys. Soe» Lend. (x888), 10, 37:
W. Williams, " On the Relation of the Dimenuons ot Physical
Quantities to Directions in Space," Proc. Phys. Soc. Land. (1892).
XI. 257: R. A. Fessenden, '^ On the Nature of the Electric and

UNIVERSAUST CHURCH, a religious body organized in

the United States, and represented chiefly by puishes and
churches in that country and in Canada. While the distribution

of the denomination extends to every state in the Union, the
greater number of organizations and members are found in New
England and New York.
A distinction should be noted between Univergalism and the

Univeisalist denomination. Universalism is found very early

in the histoiy of the Christian Church—apparently from the
beginning. It was certainly held and taught by several of

the greatest of the Apostolic and Church fathers: as Clement
of Alexandria, Gregory of Nyssa, Origen and probably by
Chrysostom and Jerome. It was taught in a majority ojf the

Christian Schools of the second and third centuries; at Alex-

andria, at Antioch, at Edessa and at Nisibis.^ But the Univer-

salist denomination is of modem origin and confined mostly

to the American continent. It dates from the arrival in Good
Luck, N.J., of the Rev. John Murray (17x4-1815),* of London,
in September 1770; although there were some preachers of the

doctrine in the country before Mr Murray came. He preached

in various places in New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and
Massachusetts, and societies sprang up as the result of his

ministiy in all these states. His fint regular settlement was
in Gloucester, Mass., in 1774, whence in 1793 he removed to

Boston, which from that time forth became the headquarters

> See Dr Edward Beecher's History of Opinions on (he Scriptural
Doctrine of Retribution (New York, 1878), and Hosea Ballou snd's
Ancient History of Universalism (Boston. 1829).

> A Wesleyan, then a follower of Whttefieid, Murrey became a
Universalist after reading the tract on Union (1759} written by
James Relly (1720-1778), minister of a Univertthst congregation in
London. Murray was a chaplain in a Rhode Island brigacfe during
the War of Amencan Independence,anda friendofGenenu NathanaM
Greene. His Universadism was Calvinistic in its tone, aiguing from
a universal election to a universal redemption—Ballou nrat openly
broke with Calvinism. Murray's parish in Gloucester through him
brought successful suit for the recovery of property appropriated
for the use of the original (Congregational) parish, and thus gained
the first Iraal recognition granted m New England to a Universalist
society. See the Autobiography (Boston, 1816) edited by his wife,

Judith Sanent Murray (i7$i«i8ao).

of the denomination. A contemporary of Murray in his later

years was Hosea Ballou (q.v.), also of Boston, who soon became
the recognized leader of the movement, and for half a centuiy
was its most honoured and influential name. During his

ministry the sect developed from twenty or thirty churches to

five hundred, with a distribution over the Eastern and Middle
states. In the period of Mr Ballou's domination little attention

was paid to organization. It was the period of the propagation
of the doctrine and of the controversies to which that gave rise.

But about x86o began an agitation for a more; coherent organiza-

tion, and a polity better suited to unity and progress than the
spontaneous Congregationalism that had devdoped during the
earlier period. The result of that agitation was the adoption,
at the Centennial Convention in 1870, of a somewhat elaborate

plan of organization, and a manual of administration under
which the denomination has since been conducted.
The plan of organization of the Universalist body follows,

with necessary modifications, the scheme of the civil organiza-
tion of the national government. While the local parish is

the unit, the states are organized as independent federations,

and combined into a national congress or convention. The
parishes within the territory of a state are organized into a
state convention; representatives, duly elected by the several

state conventions, constitute the General Convention, which
is the supreme legislative authority of the denomination. The
state conventions meet annually; the General Convention
once in two years. In the interval of sessions a Board of Trustees,

consisting of eleven members, of whom the secretaiy, the ^ef
administrative ofi&cer of the Convention, is one, administer the
affairs of the denomination, except those concerns "reserved
to the states and the people."

Doctrine.—^The historic symbol of the denomination temains
the Winchester Profession, adopted at the meeting of the
General Convention—^then a spontaneous yeariy gathering of

Universalists, without ecclesiastical authority->in Winchester,
N.H., in Sept. X803. It consists of three brief articles, as
follows:

—

Artkle I.—We believe that the Holy Scriptures of the Old and
New Testaments contain a revelation of the character of God and
of the duty, interest and final destination of mankind.

Article II.—^We believe that there is one God, whose nature is

Love, revealed in one Lord Jesus Christ, by one Holy Spirit of Grace,
who will finally restore the whole family of mankind to holiness ana
happiness.

Article III.—^We believe that holiness and true happmess are
inseparably connected, and that believers ought to be careful to
maintain order and practise good works; for these things are good
and profitable unto men.*

At the session of the General Convention in Boston in October
X900, a still briefer " Statement of Essential Principles " was
adopted and made the condition of fellowship, in the following

terms:

—

I. The Untvenal Fatherhood of Godj 2. the Spiritual authority
and leadership of His Son, Jesus Chnst; 3. the trustworthiness
of the Bible as containing a revelation from God ; 4. the certainty of
just retribution for sin; 5. the final harmony of all souls with God.

Universalism, shortly described, is the belief that what
ought to be wili be. In a sane and beneficent universe the

primacy belongs to Tjruth, Right, Love. These are the supreme
powers. The logic of this conception of the natural and moral

order is imperious. It compels the conclusion that, although

we see not yet all things put under the sway of the Prince of

Peace, we see the Divine plan set forth in Him, and cannot

doubt the consummation which He embodies and predicts.

UniversalisU are those members of the Christian family in

whom this thought has become predominant. The idea that

there is a Divine order, and that it contemplates the final

triumph of Good over Evil, in human society as a whole and in

the history of each individual, has taken possession of them.

Hence they are Universalists.

* Certain Unlvcnalists obiected to the last clause of Article II.

as Implying a universal fall in Adam's sin: and others objected to
the material and utilitarian construction which might be put on the
last dause of Article IIL
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The Univenalist Church embraces but a fraction of those who

hold the Universalist belief. The literature of religion, the

testimony of common knowledge, the drift of theological

thinking, equally with the results of expert investigation, con-

firm this condustoiu But the denomination holds aloft the

banner, conducts the campaign of education and organization,

and represents in the religious world the principle, that the best

possible outcome is to be expected to the human experiment.

Work.—Somt idea of the work carried on by the denomina-

tion may be derived from the extent and variety of its organized

forces. There were in 1907 about xooo parishes on its roll;

and these, with large numbers of families not included in

parishes, were organized into 41 state and provincial conven-

tions; into a National Young People's Christian Union of

over 600 local societies, with a membership of 10,000; into one

National Women's Missionary Association and several state

societies; and into one General Convention, with iu Board of

Trustees, Secretary, Superintendent, and Committees on Mis-

sions, Education, InvestmenU, Ways and Means and Fellowship.

0. The Home Missionary work devolves in the first instance on
the several State Conventions, which have a Board and local secre-

Uries and superintendents charged with this oarticular business in

their several territories. In the next place, the Honie Missionary

work in new fiekis and where the locail organization is weak, is in

charge of the Board of Trustees of the General Convention. They
employ a Southern Missionary and a General Superintendent, and
«pfHiint Aiid aid In inatrstairunff superintcndenti find missionaries

in th« newcf itaLc< and Tcrcitoricft—as the NorthAVcitem Super-
tni^nderkt, the California Superintendent, Jbc*

b. Foreiirn Muaiona. [n [907 the UnivemlL-A denomination had
for about fifteen yean maintained a misjiiion in Japon, where five

American and ^vt native mi^siDnarics were rcculaE't)' employed,
^ith teachers and hclpcn at var>'in'g numbcra. The ]:]i.irent church
of thigi mission is established in Tofcjo, and pbntinfi^ have been
mjide St eight or nine other patnta throughout the en>[»kre. A Girls'

Home is maintsiincd iti Tok^yor and a considerable work in teaching

and training ! conducted under the auspices of the Mt-sion in urn-

vcnitles ftfiB other tchooU elsewhere. A mi^'^ion under the auspices

of the UnivprKaliat General Convention li also mamtained at

Cotumbb, province of CHmaefleji'^ Cuba.
c. The educational inierttCi and actjviiio of the denomination

are expressed in four colleges, established by the Univeraalists

—

Tufts Collie (1853), at Mirfford, Massachusetti: Lomtiard College

(1I55; opened in 1852 ai illinots Liberal JnfitJtutc), at Gatesbuir,

jUinoi4; St Lawrence Univemty (1856), at rmr-.rt New York;
and Buchlel College (iS7?>, at Akiijn. Dhi theological

Khofils. connected with the fir^t three coik-v. named and
f[>i^nded respectively in 1869^. 1 59 1 and IS^S' -> academies.

Dean Acaden^yt Franklin. MassachuiettdH ' Seminary.

Bane- Vermont, and West brook Semi Pi ryi ^'^ Maine; ana
B ptiblishing hoLi9e in Boston with a branch ^.n •. Lgo bone of

the dcnominat ion's chief agencies for the spread of die knowledge of

what it holds to be the truth.

d. The ChapSrt Home in New York, the Church of the Messiah
Home in PhiLndclphia^ the Washburne Home in Minneapolis and
the Bctliany liome in Boston are examples of tbc benevolent

and cbariublc work in whith the Universalist body is interested and
enlisted.

As stated above, the Universalist denomination embraces about
1000 churches, ^th congregations numbering about 300,000 persons

;

a membership of communicanu reported in 1906 as 55,831; a
membership in Sunday schools of 52,538; and church property

valued at $10,598.ioo;j9.„
. .. ^ _.,»./„__ «

Bibliography.—Du Untversaltst Quarterly Revuw (Boston. 1843-

91); T. Whittemore, Modem History of Universalism (Boston,

1830); Richard Eddy, Universalism in America (2 vols., 1884);

J. G. Adams. Fifty Notable Years (Boston, 1883); Abd C. Thomas,
A Century of Univt salism (Philadelphia, x87o); I. W. Hanson.
Universalism in the First Five Hundred Years of the Christian Church
(Boston and Chicago. 1902); T. B. Thayer, Oripn and History of
ike Doctrine of Endless Punishment (Boston, 1885), tracing the

doctrine directly to heathen sources: T. B. Thayer, The Theology

of Universalism (Boston, 1862); I. M. Atwood (ed.). The LaUst
Word of Universalism, Essays by Thirteen Representative Clertymen
(Boston, 1880) : Manuals of FaUh and Duty, a set of eleven volumes
by different writers, treating of the chief doctrines, institutions and
problems ' -«-— '- *•- -» '^-"- ^— •»-«- ^—^
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UNIVERSAL LANOUAOES. The inconveniences resultmg

from the diversity of languages have been felt since the dawn
of civilization. Even the most gifted linguist cannot Boaster

more than a comparatively small number of Isngnages, and
has to rely more or less on interpreters in his intercourse with
speakers of foreign languages.

Advancing civilization brought with it a partial remedy at

different periods and in different parts of the world by the spmd
of such hinguages as Assyrian, Greek, Latin, Arabic, English

over a wide area as the accompaniment of political supremacy,
or as a vehicle of culture. Even when Latin split up into the

Romance languages, and ceased to be a living Unguage itself,

it still survived as the common learned language of Europe
both in speech and writing (see Latin Language and Classics),

till the rapid devetopment of modem science and modem thought
and the rapidly increasing complexity of modem life outstripped

the limited range of a language never suited for intematiooal

use.

Meanwhile the growth of the spirit of nationality has hugely

increased the number of literary languages. Russian men of

sdence are no longer content to record their discoveries in

French or German. The English student of sdenoe or phik>-

sophy has to leave unread many important works written in

the more remote European languages, or noake their acquaint-

ance through an often inaccurate translation—perhaps in a
language of which he is only imperfectly master.

"Die question of the adoption of a common language becomes,
therefore, more and more pressing.

The most obvious solution of the problem would be the

adoption of some one existing language as a means of inter-

national communication. But which? To revive the inter-

national use of Latin is out of the question. If it is to be a

dead language, post-classical Greek would afford a more flexiUe

—and perhaps an easier—means of expression. If we dismiss

dead languages as impracticable, the choice of a living language

raises new difficulties. To exalt English, or French, or ^wnish
to the rank of a world-hmguage would give its native spcsVen
such an advantage over the other nationalities that it hais been

seriously proposed to disarm international jealously by sdecUsg
such a language as Norwegian, which is spoken by a small

community and is at the same time comparatively simple in

structure.

But even if agreement were possible, we are still met by the

difficulty that to the average human being it is practically

impossible to acquire anything like an easy, thorough command
of any foreign language. No natural language is really easy.

In fact, we may go further and say that all languages are

equally difficult (see H. Sweet, Practical Study of Languages^

p. 66); although some are made more difficult than they need

be by the way in which they are written—by the crabbedness of

their alphabet, or by their unphonetic spelling—by the want of

handbooks or their unpractical character, by the artificiality

of their literature, and other purely external causes. Norwegian
is easy to a Swede because it is practically a mere dialect of

his own language: he knows two-thirds of it already. But
that does not prove that Norwegian is easy in itself—that it

would be easy, for instance, to an Oriental. The dialects of

Chinese are mutually unintelligible, but it takes a Chinsmsn
only about six months to leam another dialect, whidi would
occupy even a gifted European at least three srears to kam
to speak; and yet Chinese is, from a European point of view,

far simpler in structure than Norwegian, or even English.

Natural languages are difficult because they are imperfect

expressions of thought: because language is only partly ratJanaL

The greatest difficulty of a language is the vocabulary; and
the foundation of the vocabulary of all languages is practxcally

arbitrary: there is no connexion between sound and mean-
ing except in a few isolated words. And even that part oi a

language which can be brought nx>re or less under general

rules is full of irregularities and exceptions, ambiguities and
redundancies of expression, and superfluous or irrational

distinctions such as those of grammatical gender, so that

when we have learnt one sentence we can never be sure that

it will serve as a pattern for another.

These considerations suggest a further step towards the
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attainment of a common language: to rationalue and make
regular some existing language. Even if we agreed to adopt
an existing language unaltered in itself, we should certainly

get rid of its external difficulties: neither English nor French
could become world-languages till they had got rid of their

unphonetic q)elling. < But from this it would be a natural

step to eliminate such grammatical difficulties as those of

shall and will in English. If this were once agreed on, why
not go a step further and get xid of all grammatical irregularities,

making, for instance, better men into gooder mans, saWf seen

into sud, and so on ? The vocabulary would offer little obstacle

to a parallel simplification. The self-evident method would be
to select certain words as the foimdation: to use them as

root-words from which all the other words could be formed
by derivation and composition. The inconvenient length of

many of the words so formed would then suggest reducing

the root-words to a monosyllabic form, with such modifications

as would be required to prevent confusions of form or meaning,
or to make their pronunciation easier.

It is on these principles that the well-known Volapflk (q.v.)

is constructed (zSIBo)—^the first artificial language that achieved

a certain measure of success. But its roots are so disguised

by arbitrary alterations that the English basis is not generally

easy to recognise.

Volapiik is mainly an adapted (borrowed) or a-posteriori

language, as opposed to an original or a-priori one, although

it belongs partly to the latter class as well. Its vocabulary
is adapted, but its grammar is, to a great extent, original.

On the ruins of Volaptik there rose Esperanto (q.v.), which
by 1907 had become the most widely known and used of its

numerous competitors. In its grammar Esperanto is partly

original, partly borrowed. Its vocabulary is not based ex-

clusively on that of any one language, but is selected from
the chief European languages—including Latin and Greek

—

the words being generally unaltered except in spelling. The
extensive use made of word-composition and of derivative

prefixes and suffixes enables the author to reduce the number
of his root-words to between two and three thousand. This

does not include international literary, scientific and technical

words such as professor, telegraph, which are not translated

into Esperanto compounds or derivatives, but are simply in-

corporated into the language with the minimum of change.

The most formidable rival of Esperanto is unquestionably

Idiom Neutral (1903). It is the collective work of the Ahademi
intemasional de lingu universal, its real author being the director

of the Ahademi, M. Rosenberger, of St Petersburg. This

academy was originally instituted by the two international

VolapQk congresses in 1887 and 1889: it now numbers among
its members not only many former adherents of the defunct

Volapak, but also many ex-Esperantists. The most marked
feature of Idiom Neutral is that its vocabulary is definitely and
consistently based on the principle of the maximum of inter-

nationality for the roots. A systematic examination of the

vocabularies of the seven chief European languages—English,
French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Latin—showed
that the number of international roots and words was much
greater than had been supposed. There are many, such as

apetit and tri,
** three," which occur in all seven; and it is only

occasionally that it has been found necessary to adopt a word
or root which occurs in less than four of them. The result is

that instead of the unpleasant mixture of Romance elements

with words taken arbitrarily from English and German which

makes a great part of the vocabulary of Esperanto unintelligible

to learners who know only one language, Idiom Neutral offers

a vocabulary which is practically Romance-Latin. Thus the

Idiom Neutral ornit, " bird," and dium, " day, " are almost

self-interpreting even apart from any context, while the

Esperanto bird and tag are unintelligible except to those who
know English and German; and as the former is pronounced

in Esperanto approximately as English beard, it is only intelli-

gible to English speakers when written, not when spoken. In

iu grammar Idiom Neutral is almost entirely a-posteriori on a

Romance basis, generally following French, sometimes in a
somewhat slavish and unintelligent fashion, as in the use of

eshe as an interrogative particle, and of leplu as the mark of
the superlative, although there is no definite article in Idiom
Neutral. On the whole, there can be no doubt that Idiom
Neutral is the simplest language that has yet been devised,

and the most easily understood by any educated European;
those who take several days to learn to read Esperanto find

that they can read Idiom Neutral in as many minutes. Com-
pare the following extract from a letter written by a Norwegian
doctor to a colleague in Russia with the specimens given under
the headings VolapOz and EsFESANTO^~

Idiom Neutral es uaabl no sole pro skribasion. ma et pro perlaaon;
sikause in kongres aekuant iutemaaiona! de medisinisti miav intention
usar ist idiom pro mie laport di maladitet " lupus," e mi esper esar
kompicnded per omni medisinisti present.

But the construction of such languages is by no means so
easy as would at first sight appear. All a-posteriori systems
are liable to various defects, the inevitable result of the con-

flict between their old and new elements, and the difficulties

and embarrassments of an arbitrary selection. Thus Idiom
Neutral, which ought to be the most perfect of these attempts,

admits homonyms {har^" carriage " and " dear," adj.), alter-

native forms such as sientih and sientifih, and ambiguities

such as filosofi, which is both an abstract noun and the plural

of filosof, " philosopher." Esperanto is better constructed in

this respect; but it often only avoids confusion by arbitrary

alteration of its words.

Another difficulty is that of national associations. No one
likes to have his own language travestied. Thus Esperanto,

which looks like bad Italian, is on that account less popular
among the speakers of Romance languages (except in France)

than elsewhere. It is a significant fact that none of the inventors

of these languages base them on their native speech.

And then, these languages are not international after all.

A really international language ought to be as acceptable to

speakers of Arabic, Chinese or Japanese as to a European.
Even from a European point of view they are not wholly
intemationaL

And they are not independent languages: they are only
parasites—sickly parasites—on other languages. Their vocabu-
laries are h'able to incessant change and addition; and the
meanings of their words are liable to be misunderstood in different

ways by speakers of different languages. It is no answer to

say that they are only auxiliary languages, which are not in-

tended to supplant the national languages; for every artificial

language must, at first at least, content itself with this r61e.

It is evident that the a-priori is the only basis which is really

international, neutsal and independent. And it is a significant

fact that the earh'er attempts were all a-priori. But all these

attempts—beginning with Dalgamo's Ars signorum (x66x)

and Wilkins' well-known Real Character (x668)—have been
failures. They were failures because the ground was not
sufficiently prepared. A great part of Wilkins' folio is taken
up with attempts to lay the necessary foundations. He saw

—

what none of his successors has yet seen—^the necessity of a
knowledge of the formation of sounds and the principles of

their representation; and his sketch of phonetics is still valu-

able. His classification of the ideas exprosed by language is an
attempt to do what was afterwards done by Linnaeus and his

successors and by Roget in the Thesaurus of Engfish Words and
Phrases,

Wilkins was only a dilettante, because the greater part

of science was then only in the dilettante stage. We have a
right now to demand that our universal language shall be the

work, not of dilettantes, but of experts: that is, of trained

philologists.

Now that the ground has been prepared—now that the

principles of linguistic science are the common property of

the educated world, and the chief languages of the earth have
been made accessible, and whole families of languages have
been included in comparative graomiars and dictionaries—we
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have a right to ask that no one shall henceforth come before the

public aa the inventor of a new language till he has made him-
self acquainted with those branches of the science of language
which form the natural foundation for such a work.

The first step in constructing an artificial language Is to

settle what sounds it is to contain. The answer, of course, is:

the easiest. To the man in the street the only easy sounds are

those of his own language. The question, which sounds are

easiest in themselves, can only be settled by means of general

practical phonetics, which often leads to conclusions directly

contradicting popular prejudices. Then comes the question,

how these sounds are to be written. It would be an easy

matter to re>write Esperanto in the alphabet, say, of the Inter-

national Phonetic Association, instead of iu present antiquated

and unpractical orthography; but the mere fact that the author of

Esperanto did not take the trouble to make himself acquainted

with the principles of phonetics and sound-representation before

attacking so stupendous a problem makes us sceptical of hia

competence for the rest of his task.

The grammar of the new language must not be a mere imita-

tion of that of Latin or an ordinary modem European language:

it must be based on first principles. The inventor, after care-

fully considering the grammatical structure of languages of

different types, must not only pick out what is best in each, but
must consider whether he cannot do still better.

As regards the vocabulary, we are told that the inventor

of Esperanto in his first attempts to construct a new language

began with forming his roots by arbitrary combinations of

letters, but failed to arrive at any satisfactory result in this

way. It is, in fact, impossible to construct words arbitrarily:

the attempt to do so inevitably results in distorted remin-

iscences of words already familiar to the experimenter. There
are only two ways in which it is possible to construct an
a-priori vocabulary: the schematic and the symbolic. The
systems of Dalgamo and Wilkins belong to the former dass.

Wilkins's vocabulary is founded on a classification of all ideas

under 40 categories, each expressed by the combination of a
consonant and a vowel in a certain arbitrary (partly alphabetic)

order. Thus dc signifies " element," from which is formed the

first subdivision deb, "fire," from which, again, is formed
the further subdivision ^6a, " flame." The objections to this

method are that there is no direct connexion between the words
and their meanings, and that it involves not only knowing

by heart the endless categories, and subdivisions of these, on
which it is founded, but also their order and number—a task

beyond any human memory. Even if it were not, no one
would care to learn a classification which the advance of know-
ledge might render obsolete in a few years

—
^together with the

language itself.

Tht symbolic method, on the other hand, aims at establishing

a direct association between the word and the idea it expresses,

as is already the case, to some extent, in existing languages.

Thus ¥re have imitative words such as cuckoo^ interjectional

words, such as hush, and specially symbolic or gesture-words,

such as tkouy mCt mother.

The difficulty in carrying out the symbolic principle is that

the associations are few and often vague. But the material

is sufficient, if handled in a practical spirit. However far

removed from theoretical perfection the result might be, it

would have at least two advantages:—(z) There would be
none of that waste of material which is common to all natural

languages and those artificial ones which are founded on them,
(a) This would result in a brevity far exceeding that of the

opposite type of language.

A well constructed a-priori language would, indeed, have
many uses far transcending those of a rough-and-ready Umguage
of the Esperanto t3rpe. It would be more than a mere awdliary
language. It would be useful not only as a means of inter-

national communication, but as a means of expression superior

in most respects to the native language: as an aid, not a
hindrance, to accurate thought and scientific exactitude. It
would repel by its unfamiliarity. It would have to be learnt;

and it would not be learnt without effort, for iU use would imply
accurate thought and emancipation from the asaodations ef

the luuive language. But the difficulties would be impartially

distributed: the new language would not necessarily be mace
difficult for the speakers of one language than for those of
another.

The obstacles to the construction and adoption d an a-pciori

language are many; and meanwhile the need is pressing. So
it is possible that the problem may be partially solved in the

near future by the provisional adoption of an adapted language.

Although such a language would not be very acceptable to

non-European tuitions, it would still be easier to them than
any European language. But whatever language may be
adopted, it must be imposed by a competent tribunal, iriiicfa,

as in all* aiudogous cases, will refuse to consider any scheme
which has not been worked out by experts—^hat is, by scientific

linguists. (H. Sw.)

UMIVSRSITIBS.^ The medieval Latin term ttmaersibs'

(from which the English word " university " is derived) was
originally employed to denote any community or ooiporatioa

re^rded under its collective aspect. When uaed in lu modem
sense, as denoting a body devoted to learning and education,

it required the addition of other words in order to complete
the definition—the most frequent form of expression being
" universitas magistrorum et scholarium " (or " disdpulonim **).

In the course of time, probably towards the latter part of the

14th century, the term began to be used by itself, with the ex-

clusive meaning of a community of teachers and scholars whose
corporate existence had been recognized and sanctioned by dvil

or ecclesiastical authority or by both. But the more andent
and customary designation of such communities in medieval

times (regarded as places of instruction) was '* studlum " (and

subsequentiy " studium generale "), a term implying a centre

of instruction for all.* The expressions " univeraitaa studii

"

and " universiutis collegium " are also occasionally to be met
with in official documents.

It is necessary, however, to bear in mind, on the one hand,

that a university often had a vigorous virtual ^**fftnv^ long

before it obtained that l«gal recognition which entitled it,

technically, to take rank aa a " studium generale," and, on the

other hand, that hostels, halls and colleges, together with com-

plete courses in all the recognized branches of learning, were by
no means necessarily involved in the earliest conception of a
university. The university, in its earliest stage of devdopmcBt,
appears to have been simply a scholastic gild—a spontaneous
combination, that is to say, of teachers or scholars, or of both

combined, and formed probably on the analogy of the trades

gilds, and the gilds of aliens in foreign dties, which, in the course

of the 13th and 14th centuries, are to be found springing up ia

most of the great European centres. The design of these

organizations, in the first instance, was litUe more than that of

securing mutual protection—for the craftsman, in the pursuit

of his special calling; for the alien, as lacking the rights and

privileges inherited by the dtizen. And so the university,

composed as it was to a great extent of students from foreigD

countries, was a combination formed for the protection of its

members from the extortion of the townsmen and the

other annoyances inddent in medieval times to residence ia

a foreign state. It was a first stage of development in coonexiaB

with these primary organizations, when the chancellor of the

cathedral, or some other authority, began, as we shall shortly

see, to accord to other masters permission to open other schools

than the cathedral school in the neighbourhood of his chuidk;

a further stage was reached when a licence to teachr—granted

only after a formal examination—empowered a master to carry

on his vocation at any similar centre that dther already existed

or might afterwards be formed throughout Europe—^"faculias

> It is the desffn of the present article to exhibit the untvernties

in their g!eneral historical development: more detailed infoRnatioa
respecting the Resent eonditum of each will be found in the 1

articles under topographical headings.
Denifle, Du VnmrsU&ten des UiUdalters, I t-29.
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tibique docendi." It was a stfll further development when it

began to be recognized that, without a licence from either

pope, emperor or king, no " studium generate " could be formed
possessing this right of conferring degrees, which originally

meant nothing more than licences to teach.

In the north of Europe such licences were granted by the

Chancellor Scholasticus, or some other officer of a cathedral

MtMiag church; in the south it is probable that the gilds of

o/ masters (when these came to be formed) were at first

"tmMmm^^ free to grant their own licences, without any ecdesi-
feMrale."

^^i^al or other supervbion. But in all cases such per-

missions were of a purely local character. Gradually, however,

towards the end of the xath century, a few great schools claimed

from the excellence of their teaching to be of more than merely

local importance. Practically a doctor of Paris or Bobgna
would be allowed to teach anywhere; while those great schools

began to be known as stuiia geturaUa^ i.e. places resorted to

by scholars from all parts. Eventually the term came to have

a more definite and technical signification. The emperor

Frederick II. set the example of attempting to confer by an

authoritative bull upon his new school at Naples the prestige

which the earlier studia had acquired by reputation andgeneral
consent. In 1229 Gregory IX. did the same for Toulouse, and
in 1233 added to its original privileges a bull by which any
one who had been admitted to the doctorate or mastership in

that university should have the right to teach anywhere without

further examination. Other studia generalia were subsequently

founded by papal or imperial bulls; and in 1292 even the oldest

universities, Paris and Bologna, found it desirable to obtain

similar bulls from Nicolas IV. From this time the notion began

to prevail among the jurists that the essence of the sttidium

geruraU was the privilege of conferring the jus ubicungue docendi,

and that no new studium could acquire that position without a
papal or imperial bull. By this time, however, there were a few

siudia generalia (e.g. Oxford) whose position was too well esUb-
lished to be seriously questioned, although they had never

obuincd such a bull; these were held to be studia generalia ex

consuetudine. A few Spanish universities founded by royal

charter were held to be studia generalia respectu regni. Tlie word

Qf^fg «/ unsversitas was originally applied only to the scholastic

tM» urm gild (or gilds) withm the studium, and was at first not
-mmhw^ used absolutely; the phrase was always universitas
*'•" magistrorum, orscholariumor magistrorum etscholarium.

By the close of the medieval period, however, the distinction

between the terms studium generale and universitas was more or

less lost sight of, and in Germany especially the term universitas

began to be used alone.^

In order, however, clearly to understand the conditions under

which the earliest universities came into existence, it is necessary

to take accoimt, not only of their organization, but also

of their studies, and to recognize the main influences

which, from the 6th to the 12th century, served to

modify both the theory and the practice of education.

In the former century, the schools of the Roman
empire, which had down to that time kept alive the

traditions of pagan education, had been almost entirely swept

away by the barbaric invasions. The latter century marks
the period when the institutions which supplied their place—the

episcopal schools atuched to the cathedrals and the monastic

schools—attained to their highest degree of influence and
reputation. Between these and the schools of the empire there

existed an essential difference, in that the theory of education

by which they were pervaded was in complete contrast to the

simply secular theory of the schools of paganism. The cathedral

school taught only what was supposed to be necessary for the

education of the priest; the monastic school taught only what
was supposed to be in harmony with the aims of the monk.
But between the pagan system and the Christian system by
which it had been superseded there yet existed something that

was common to both: the latter, even in the narrow and meagre

instruction which it imparted, could not altogether dispense

XXVII 13
'DcnifleL 34-39.
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with the andent text-books, simply because there were no
others in existence. Certain treatises of Aristotle, of Porphyry,

of Martianus Capella and of Boetius continued consequently

to be used and studied; and in the slender outlines of pagan
learning thus still kept in view, and in the exposition which they
necessitated, we recognize the main cause which prevent^
the thought and literature of classic antiquity from falling

altogether into oblivion.

Under the rute of the Merovingian dynasty even these scanty
traditions of learning declined throughout the Prankish
dominions; but in England the designs of Gregory gg^i^^ig
the Great, as carried out by Theodorus, Bede and omtoi
Alcuin, resulted in a great revival of education and
letters. The influence of this revival extended in the

8th and 9th centuries to Frankland, where Chartemagne, advised

and aided by Alcuin, effected a memorable reformation, which
included both the monastic ahd the cathedral schools; while

the school attached to the imperial court, known as the Palace
School, also became a famous centre of learned intercourse and
instruction.

But the activity thus generated, and the interest in learning

which it served for a time to diffuse, wcU-nigh died out amid
the anarchy which characterizes the loth century in Latin
Christendom, and it is at least questionable whether any real

connexion can be shown to have existed between this earlier

revival and that remarkable movement in which .the university

of Paris had its origin. On the whole, however, a clearly traced,

although imperfectly continuous, succession of distinguished

teachers has inclined the majority of those who have studied

this obscure period to conclude that a certain tradition oflearn-

ing, handed down from the famous school over which Alcuin

presided at the great abbey of St Martin at Tours, continued

to survive, and became the nudeus of the teaching in ^
which the university took its rise. But, in order ramtaof
adequately to explain the remarkable devdopment fomaUom
and novd character which that teaching assumed in •''*»<

the course of the X2th and X3th centuries, it is ncccs- ^fj^
sary to take account of the operation of certain more
general causes to which the origin of the great majority of the

earlier universities may in common unhe^tatingly be referred.

These causes are—(i) the introduction of new subjects of study,

as embodied in a new or revived literature; (2) the adoption

of new methods of teaching which were rendered necessary

by the new studies; (3) the growing tendency to organization

which accompanied the devdopment and consolidation of the

European narionalities.

That the earlier universities took their rise to a great extent

in endeavours to obtain and provide instruction of a kind be-

yond the range of the monastic and cathedral schools iftnot
appears to be very generally admitted , but with respect matvi^

to the origin of the first European university^—that of ^"^

Salerno in Italy, which became known as a school of
**"*

medicine as early as the 9th century—the drcumstances are

pronounced by a recent investigator to be " veiled in im-

penetrable obscurity."* One writer* derives its origin from an
independent tradition of classical learning which continued to

exist in Italy down to the loth century. Another writer*

maintains that it had its beginning in the teaching at the famous

Benedictine monastery of Monte Cassino, where the study of

medidne was undoubtedly pursued. But the most authori-

tative researches point to the condusion that the medical

system of Salerno was originally an outcome of the Graeco-

Roman tradition of the old Roman world, and the Arabic

medidne was not introduced till the highest fame of the Civitas

Hippocraticu was passing away. It may have been influenced

by the late survival of the Greek language in southern Italy,

though this cannot be proved. In the first half of the gth

century the emperor at Constantinople sent to the Caliph

* Rashdall, Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages, i. 76.
> De Renzi, Storia Documentata della Scuola Medica di Salerno

(ed. 1857), p. 145.
* Pucciaatxi, Storia della Medicina, l Z17-36.
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Kamoun at Ba^did a oonsideniUe ooUection of Greek manu-
•cripta, which seems to have given the earliest impulse to the

study of the Hellenic pagan literature by the Saracens. The
original texts were translated into Arabic by Syrian Christians,

and these versions were, in turn, rendered into Latin for the

use of teachers in the West. Of the existence of such versions

we have evidence, according to Jourdain,^ long prior to the

time when Constantine the African (d. Z087) began to deliver his

lectures on the sdence at Salerno, although these early venions

have since altogether disappeared. Under his teaching the

fame of Salerno as a medical school became diffused all over

Europe; it wsa distinguished also by its catholic spirit, and, at

a time when Jews were the object of religious persecution

throughout Europe, members of this nationality were to be

fotmd both as teachers and learners at Salerno. Ordericus

Vitalis, who wrote in the first half of the x 2th century, speaks

of it as then bng famous. In 1231 it was constituted by the

emperor Frederick IL the only school of medicine in the king-

dom of Naples.

The great revival of legal studies which took place at Bologna

about the year 1000 had also been preceded by a corresponding

,,. activity elsewhere—at Pavia by a famous school of
'""^f' Lombard law, and at Ravenna by a yet more important

school of Roman law. And in Bologna itself we have evidence

that the Digest was known and studied before the time of

Imerius (xxoo-30), a certain Pcpo being named as lecturing on
the text about the year X076. The traditional story about the
" discovery " of the Pandects at Amalfi in XX35 was disproved

even before the time of Savigny. Schulte has shown that the

publication of the Decretum of Gratian miut be placed earlier

than the traditional date, i.e. not later than x X43. This instruc-

tion again was of a kind which the monastic and cathedral

schools could not supply, and it also contributed to meet a new
and pressing demand. The neighbouring sUtes of Lombardy
were at this time increasing rapidly in population and in wealth;

and the greater complexity of Uieir political relations, their

growing manufactures and commerce, demanded a more
definite application of the principles embodied in the codes that

had been handed down by Theodosius and Justinian. But the

distinctly secular character of this new study, and its close

connexion with the claims and prerogatives of the Western

emperor, aroused at first the susceptibilities of the Roman ^ee,

and for a time Bologna and its civilians were regarded by the

church with (Ostnist and even with alarm. These sentiments

were not, however, of long duration. In the year zisx the

appearance of the Decretum of Gratian, largely com-

2J^ piled from spurious documents, invested the studies

OtwUam of the canonist with fresh importance; and numer-
am4th» ous decrees of past and almost forgotten pontiffs

f"f** DOW claimed to take thdr stand side by side with
*

the enactments contained in the Corpus Juris Citilis.

They constituted, in fact, the main basis of those new pretensions

asserted with so much success by the popedom in the course of

the I ath and z^th centuries. It was necessary, accordingly, that

the Deertlum should be known and studied beyond the walls

of the monastery or the episcopal palace, and that its pages

should receive authoritative exposition at some common centre

of instruction. Such a centre was to be found in Bologna. The
needs of the secular student and of the ecclesiastical student were

thus brought for a time into accord, and from, the days of

Imerius down to the close of the x^th century we have satis-

factory evidence that Bologna was generally recognized as the

chief school both of the civil and the canon law.*' It has, indeed,

been asserted that university degrees were instituted there as

early as the pontificate of Eugenius III. (1x45-53), but the

statement rests on no good authority, and is in every way im-

probable. There is, however, another tradition which is in

better harmony with the known facts. When Barbarossa

marched his forces into Italy on his memorable expedition of

.ZX55, and reasserted those imperial claims which had so long

> SuT VAgs et Vorinn* des traductions latineSt Ac, p. 225.
* Denifle, Die Untversitateu, &c., i. 48.

lain dormant, the profeasots of the civil law and their Kiholars,

but more especially the foreign students, gathered |^„^
rotmd the Western represenUtive of the Roman n ifnti

Caesars, and besought his intervention in their favour ^
_

in their relations with the citizens of Bologna. A large "***
proportion of the students were probably from Germany; axui it

did not escape Frederick's penetration that the civilian migkt
prove an invaluable ally in the assertion of his imperial preten-

sions. He received the suppliants graciously, and, finding that

their grievances were real, especially against the landlords in

whose houses they were domiciled, he granted the foreign

students substantial protection, by conferring on them certain

special immunities and privileges (November X158).' These
privileges were embodied in the celebrated AuUunlica, HatHa, in

the Corpus Juris Civilis of the empire (bk. iv. tit. X3), and were

eventually extended so as to include all the other uxuversilies of

Italy. In them we may discern the precedent for that state pro-

tection of the university which, however essential at one time (or

the seciirity and freedom of the teacher and the Uught, has been
far from proving an unmixed benefit—the influence which the

civil power has thus been able to exert being too often wielded for

the suppression of that very liberty of thought aikL inquiry from

which the earlier universities derived in no small measure their

importance and their fame.

But, though there was a flourishing school of study, it is to

be observed that Bologna did not possess a university so earty

as X X 58. Its first university was not constituted until j^,^^
the close of the 12th century. The *' universities ** at iwiwn^
Bologna were, as Denifle hasshown, reallystudent gilds, «<

formed under influences quite distinct from the pro>

tecting clauses of the Authentica, And suggested, as already noted,

by the precedent of those foreign gilds which, in the course of the

X2th century, began to rise throughout western Europe. These

were originally only two in number, the Ultrawumtam and the

Citramontani, and arose out of the absolute necessity, andet

which residents in a foreign city found themselves, of obtainisf

by combination that protection and those rights which they coold

not claim as citizens. These societies were modelled, Deniile

considers, not on the trade gilds which rose in Bologiia in the

S3th century, but on the Teutonic gilds which arose nearly a

century earlier in north-western Europe, being essentially ** qna-

taneoxis confederations of aliens on a foreign soiL" Originally,

they did not include the native student clement and vat
composed exclusively of students in law.

The power resulting from this principle of combtnatioB.

when superadded to the privileges conferred by Barbarossa,

gave to the students of Bologna a superiority of which j^^
they were not slow to avail themselves. Under the ^nm
leadership of their rector, they extorted from the cratk

citizens concessionswhichraised themfromthecondition ^^
of an oppressed to that of a specially privileged class.

The same principle, when put in force against the professos,

reduced the latter to a position of humble deference to the very

body whom they were called upon to instruct, and imparted to

the entire university that essentially democratic character by

which it was afterwards distinguished. It is not sorpristof

that such advantages should have led to an imitation and

extension of the principle by which they were obtained. Denifle

considers that the " universities " at Bologna were at one time

certainly more than four in number, and we know that the

Italian students alone were subdivided into two—ihe
Tuscans and the Lombards. In the centres formed by
secession from the parent body a like subdivision took

place. At Vercelli there were four universiialgs, com- ^ ^
posed respectively of Italians, English. Provenc^ and

*

Germans; at Psdua there were similar divisions into Italians,

* See Savigny, Gesck. d. rdm. Rsckts, iii. xsa, 49i-^- See abo
Gieaebrecht, Gesck, d. Kaiserzeii (ed. 1880), v, 51-5?-. The stocy b
preserved in a recently discovered metrical composition descripti've

of the history of Frederick I.; see SUtmn^sberickte d. B^trtstk.

Akad. d. Wissensckaft, PkU.-Hist. KIassc (1879). ii. 285. Its authen-
ticity is called in question by Denifle, but it would teem to be quite

in harmony with the known facts.
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French (i^. Prancigenae, comprising both English and Nor-
mans), Provencals (including Spaniards and Catalans). When,
accordingly, we learn from Odofred that in the time of the

eminent jurist A20, who lectured at Bologna about 1200, the

Dumber of the students there amounted to some ten thousand,

of whom the majority were foreigners, it seems reasonable to

conclude that the number of these confederations of students

{sccielaUs sckotarium) at Bologna was yet greater. It is cer-

tain that they were not formed simultaneously, but, similarly

to the free gilds, one after the other—the last in order being that

of the Tuscans, which was composed of students from Tuscany,
the Campagna and Rome. Nor are we, again, to look upon them
as in any way the outcome of those democratic principles which
found favour in Bologna, but rather as originating in the tra-

ditional home associations of the foreign students, fostered, how-
ever, by the peculiar conditions of their university life. As the

Tuscan division (the one least in sympathy, in most respects, with
Teutonic institutions) was the last formed, so, Denifle conjectures,

the German " university " may have introduced the conception

which was succesuvcly adopted by the other nationalities.

In marked resemblance to the gilds, these confederations

were presided over by a common head, the "rector schola-

rium," an obviousimitation of the " rector sodetatum "

g^etar. ^^ " ^tium " of the gild, but to be carefully distin-

guished from the " rector scholarum " or director of the

studies, with whose function the former officer had, at this

time, nothing in common. Like the gilds, again, the different

nations were represented by their " consiliarii," a deliberative

assembly with whom the rector habitually took counsel.

While recognizing the essentially democratic character of

the constitution of these communities, it is to be remembered
Mmtan that the students, unlike the majority at Paris and later

mn o/fte universities, were mostly at this time of mature years.
'ttdeatM. ^ ^jj^ f^y'ji ig^^ j^jjjj jijg canon law were at first the only
branches of study, the class whom they attracted were often

men already filling office in some department of the church
qr state—archdeacons, the heads of schools, canons of cathe-

drals, and like functionaries forming a considerable element in the
aggregate. It has been observed, indeed, that the permission
accorded them by Frederick I. of choosing, in all cases of dis-

pute, their own tribunal, thus constituting them, to a great extent,

sui juriSt seems to presuppose a certain maturity of judgment
among those on whom this discretionary power was bestowed.

Innocent IV., m according his sanction to the new statutes

of the university in 1253, refers to them as drawn up by the

f^ym, " rectores et universitaa scholarium Bononiensium."
Horn at About the year X2oo were formed the two faculties

of medicine and philosophy (or " the arts "*)» the former
being somewhat the earlier. It was developed, as that

of the dvil law had been developed, by a succession of

able teachers, among whom Thaddeus Alderottus was

2^^ especially eminent. The faculty of arts, down to the
14th century, scarcely attained to equal eminence. The

teaching of theology remained for a long time exclusively in the
hands of the Dominicans; and it was not until the year 1360 that
Innocent VI. recognized Bologna as a " studium generate " in this

branch—^in other words, as a place of theological education for all

students, with the powerof conferringdegreesof universal validity.

In the year (371 the cardinal legate, Anglicus, compiled,
as chief director of ecclesiastical affairs in the city, an account

Arrmtt ®' ^^ university, which he presented to Urban V.

•/<*• The information it supplies is, however, defective,

owing to the fact that only the professors who were in

receipt of salaries from the municipality are mentioned.
Of these there were twelve of civil law and six of canon

law; three of medicine, three of practical medicine and one
of surgery; two of logic, and one each of astrology, rhetoric

» The arts course of study was that reprMcntcd by the ancient
trmum {t.e. grammar, logic and rhetoric) and the guadrioium (i.e.

arithroetK. gcometnr, music and astronomy) as handed down from
the schools of the Roman empire. See J. B. Muiiinser's History of
ik^ Vmimr^ity of CamMdit, I 24-27.

««Cr*r

and notarial practice. The professors of theology* who, as
members of the religious orders, received no state remuneration,
are unmentioned. The significance of the term *' collq^," as
first employed at Bologna, differed, like that of " university,"
from that which it subsequently acquired. The collegia of the
doctors no more connoted the idea of a place of residence than
did the ^niversitaies of the students. There were the College
of Doctors of Civil Law, the College of Doctors of Canon Law,
the College of Doctors in Medicine and Arts and j^
(from 13 5 2) the College of Doctors in Theology. mUrtr'
Though the professors were largely dependent upon •fBjMf*

the students, they had separate organizations of their
"•**"

own; the college alone was concerned in the conferment of

degrees. Each faculty was therefore at Bologna entirely inde-

pendent of every other (except for the union of medicine and
arts): the only connecting link between them was the necessity

of obtaining tlieir degrees (after 12x9) from the same chancellor,

the archdeacon of Bologna. The decline in the reputation of

the sludium from about 1250 was largely due to the successful

efforts of the doctors to exdude all but Bolognese citizens from
membership of the doctoral colleges (which alone possessed the
valuable " right of promotion "), and from the more valuable
salaried chairs. They even attempted and partially succeeded
in restricting these privileges to members of their own families.

Colleges as places of residence for students existed, however,
at Bologna at a very early date, but it is not until the 7^
Z4th century that we find them possessing any oumot
organization; and the humble domtu, as it was termed, <**!••

was at first designed solely for necessitous students, not

being natives of Bologna. A separate house, with a certain

fund for the maintenance of a q>ecified number of scholars, was
all that was originally contemplated. Such was the character

of that founded by Zoen, bishop of Avignon, in February
1356 (O.S.), the same month and year, it is to be noted, in

which the Sorbonne was founded in Paris. It was designed

for the maintenance of eight scholars from the province

of Avignon, under the supervision of three canons of the
church, maintaining themselves in the university. Each
scholar was to receive 34 Bolognese lire annually for five years.

The college of Brescia was founded in 1326 by William of

Brescia, archdeacon of Bologna, for poor foreign students
without distinction as to nationality. The Spanish college,

founded in 1364, for twenty-four Spanish scholars and two
chaplains, is noted by Denifle as the one college founded in

medieval times which still exists on the Continent.

Of the general fact that the early universities rose in response

to new wants the commencement of the university of Paris

supplies us with a fiurther illustration. The study (^^tant
of logic, which, prior to the x 2th century, was founded maint^

exclusively on one or two meagre compend?, received atyf
about the year xxoo, on two occasions, a powerful '^**

stimulusr—in the first instance, from the memorable controversy

between Lanfranc and Berengar; in the second, from the no
less famous controversy between Anselm and Roscellinus. A
belief sprang up that an intelligent apprehension of spiritual

truth depended on a correct use of prescribed methods of

argumentation. Dialectic was looked upon as " the ^^^. ^
science of sciences"; and when, somewhere in the i^g^
first decade of the x 2tb century, William of Champeaux
opened in Paris a Khool for the mere advanced study of dialectic

as an art, his teaching was attended with marked success.

Among his pupils was Abelard, in whose hands the study made
a yet more notable advance; so that, by the middle of the

century, we find John of Salisbury, on returning from the

French capital to England, relating with astonishment, not

unmingled with contempt, how all learned Paris had gone well-

lu'gh mad in its pursuit and practice of the new dialectic.

Abelard taught in the first instance at the cathedral school

at Notre Dame, and subsequently at the schools on
the Montagne Ste C»enevi^ve, of which he was the ^^
founder, and where he imparted to logic its new
devek>pnient. But in z 147 the secular canons of Ste Genevi^e
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gRve place to canons regular from St Victor; and henceforth

the school on the former fomidation was merely a
school for the teaching of theology, and was attended

only by the members of the house.' The schools out of

which the university arose were those attached to the cathedral

on the tie de la Cit6, and presided over by the chancellor—

a

dignitary who roust be carefully distinguished from the later

chancellor of the university. For a long time the teachers

lived in separate houses on the island, and it wa»onIy by degrees

that they combined themselves into a society, and that special

buildings were constructed for their class-work. But the flame

which Abelard's teaching had kindled was not destined to

expire. Among his pupils was Peter Lombard, who
was bishop of Paris in irsp, and widely known to

posterity as the compiler of the famous volume of the

Sentences. The design of this work was to place before

the student, in as strictly logicid a form as practicable, the views
(sentenHae) of the fathers and all the great doctors of the church
upon the chief and most difficult points in the Christian belief.

Conceived with the purpose of allaying and preventing, it

really stimulated, controversy. The logicians seized upon it

as a great storehouse of indisputable major premises, on which
they argued with renewed energy and with endless ingenuity

of dialectical refinement; and upon this new compendium
of theological doctrine, which became the text-book of the

middle ages, the schoolmen, in their successive treatises Super
sentenluu, expended a considerable share of that subtlety and
labour which still excite the astonishment of the student of

metaphysical literature.

It is in these prominent features in the history of these early

univeisities—the development of new methods of instruction

ifigg^ concurrently with the appearance of new material

ctttr for their application—that we find the most probable

g^g^ solution of the question as to how the university,

as distinguished from the older cathedral or monastic

schools, was first formed. In a similar manner, it seems prob-

able, the majority of the earlier universities of Italy—^Reggio,

Modena, Vicenza, Padua and Vercelli—arose, for they had
their origin independently alike of the civil and the papal

authority. Instances, it is true, occur, which cazmot be referred

to this spontaneous mode of growth. The university of Naples,

for example, was founded solely by the fiat of the emperor
Frederick II. in the year 1224; and, if we may rely upon the

documents cited by Denifle, Innocent IV. about the year 1245

founded in connexion with the curia a " studium generale," *

which was attached to the papal court, and followed it when
removed from Rome, very much as the Palace School of Charles

the Great accompanied that monarch on his progresses.

As the university of Paris became the model, not only for

the universities of France north of the Loire, but also for the

great majority of those of central Europe as well as

^jinin- ^^^ Oxford and Cambridge, some account of its early

Hoaot organization will here be indispensable. Such an
maivtr' account is rendered still further necessary by the fact

JJ2^ that the recent and almost exhaustive researches of

Denifle, the Dominican father, have led him to con-

clusions which on some important points run altogether counter

to those sanctioned by the high authority of Savigny

The original university, as akeady stated, took its rise entirely

out of the movement carried on by teachers on the island, who
taught by virtue of the Ucence conferred by the chancellor of

the cathedral In the second decade of the 13th century, it is

true, we find masters withdrawing themselves from his authority

by repairing to the left bank of the Seine and placing them-
selves under the jurisdiction of the abbot of the monastery of

Ste Genevieve; and in 1255 this dignitary is to be found

* The view of Thurot {De Vorganisalion de renseignemenl dans
FuniversiU de Paris, pp. 4-7) that the university arose out of a
combination of these several schools is rejected by Denifle (see Die
Universitdten, &c., i. 653-^4).
^ Where the words studium generale are placed within marks of

quotation they occur in the original charter of foundation of the
univernty referred ta

appointing a chancellor whose duty it should be to confer

lieentia docendi on those candidates who were dcsiroiu <rf

opening schools in that district. But it was around the bestowal

of this licence by the chancellor of Notre Dame, on the tie de la

Cit£, that the university of Paris grew up. It is in this licence

that the whole significance of the master of arts degree b con-

tained; for what is technically known as admission
f^^^gi^^

to that degree was really nothing more nor less than
receiving the chancellor's permission to "incept," and by
" inception " was implied the master's formal enttanoe upon,
and commencement of, the functions of a duly licensed

teacher, and his recognition as such by his brothers in the

profession. The previous stage of his academic career, that of

bachdordom, had been one of apprenticeship for the rt*
mastership; and his emancipation from this sute *Kft>ftr

was symbolized by placing the magisterial cap {hireUdi •imtu

upon his head, a ceremony which, in imitation of the <dd

Roman ceremony of manumission, was performed by ha
former instructor, " under whom " he was said to inorpt.

He then gave a formal inaugural lecture, and, after this proof

of magisterial capacity, was welcomed into the society of his

professional brethren with set speeches, and took his seat in

his master's chair.

This community of teachers of recognized fitness did not in

itself suffice to constitute a university, but some time between
the years x x50 and x x 70, the period when the Sentences rsttm^
of Peter Lombard were given to the world, the unl- »jw<r

versity of Paris came formally into being. Its first
''*"''

written statutes were not, however, compiled until about the

year x2o8, and it was not imtil long after that date that it

possessed a " rector." Its esrliest recognition as a legal cor-

poration belongs to about the year X2xx, when a brief of Inno-

cent III. empowered it to elect a proctor to be its rcpreaenUtive

at the papal court. By this permission it obtained the ri^
to sue or to be sued in a court of justice as a corporate body.

This papal recognition was, however, very far from im-

plying the episcopal recognition, and the earUer histoiy of the

new community exhibits it as in continual conflict alike

with the chancellor, the bishop and the cathedral t^H/g^i
chapter of Paris, by all of whom it was regarded as a nmi
centre of insubordination and doctrinal licence. Had ff^^^
it not been, indeed, for the papal aid, the university

would probably not have survived the contest; but with

that powerful assistance it came to be regarded as the great

Transalpine centre of orthodox theological teaching. Successive

pontiffs, down to the great schism of 1378, made it one of the

foremost points of their policy to cultivate friendly and con-

fidential relations with the authorities of the university of Paiis,

and systematically to discourage the formation of theological

faculties at other centres. In 1231 Gregory IX., in the baB

Parens Sctentiarunij gave full recognition to the right of the

several faculties to regulate and modify the constituticm of the

entire university^-* formal sanction which, in Denifle's opinicD,

rendered the bull in question the Magna Charta of the university.

In comparing the relative antiquity of the univeisities of

Paris and Bologna, it is difficult to give an tmqualificd dedsiosL

The university of masters at the former was probably slightly

anterior to the university of students at the latter; but there is

good reason for beh'eving that Paris, in reducing its traditioQal

customs to statutory form, largely avaOed itself of the precedents

afforded by the already existing code of the Transalpine centre.

The fully developed university was divided into four faculties-

three "superior," viz. those of theology, canon law and

medicine, and one " Inferior," that of arts, which was divided

into four "nations." These nations, which included both

professors and scholars, were—(1) the French nation, composed,

in addition to the native clement, of Spaniards,

Italians and Greeks; (2) the Picard nation, repre- iS,?!^
senting the students from the north-east and from

the Netherlands; (3) the Norman nation; (4) the English

nation, comprising, besides students from the provinces usder

English rule, those from England, Ireland, Scotland and
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Gcnnany. The head of each faculty was the dean; the head
of each nation was the proctor. The rector, who in the first

instance Was head of the faculty of arts, by whom he was elected,

was eventually head of the whole university. In congregations

of the university matters were decided by a majority of faculties;

the vote of the faculty of arts was determined by a majority of

nations. The chancdlor of Notre Dame, whose functions were

now limited to the conferment of the licence, stood as such

outside the univexsity or gild altogether, though as a doctor of

theology he was always a member of that faculty. Only
" regents," that is, masters actually engaged in teacUng, had
any right to be present or to vote in congregations. Neither

the entire university nor the separate faculties had thus, it will

be seen, originally a common head, and it was not until the

middle of the X4th century that the rector became the head of

the collective university, by the incorporation under him, first,

of the students of the canon law and of medicine (which took

place about the end of the X3th century), and, secondly, of

the theologians, which took place about half a century later.

• In the course of the i6tK and 17th centuries this democratic

constitution of the middle ages was largely superseded by the

growth of a small oligarchy of officials. The tribunal of the

university—the rector, deuis and proctors—came to occupy
a somewhat similar position to the old " Hebdomadal Board "

of heads of colleges at Oxford and the Caput at Cambridge.

Moreover, the teaching functions of the university, or rather of

the faculty of arts, owing chiefly to the absence of any endow-
ment for the regents or teaching graduates, practically passed

to the colleges. Almost as mudb as the EnjsUsh universities,

Paris came to be virtually reduced to a federation of colleges,

though the colleges were at Paris less independent of university

authority, while the smaller colleges sent their members to

receive instruction in the larger ones {eoUiges de plein exercise),

which received large numbers of non-foundation members.
This state of things lasted till the French Revolution swept

away the whole university system of the middle ages. It may
be remarked that the famous Sorbonne was really the most

celebrated college of Paris—founded by Robert de
Sorbonne area 1257—but as this college and the college

of Navarre were the only college foundations which
provided for students in theology, the close connexion of the

former with the faculty and the use of its hall for the dispuU-
tions of that body led to the word Sorbonne becoming a popular

term for the theological faculty of Paris.

Apart from the broad differences in their organization,

the very conception of learning, it will be observed, was different

at Bologna from what it was at Pari?. In the former

it was entirely professional—designed, that is to say,

to prepare the student for a definite and practical

career in after life; in the latter it was sought to

provide a general mental training, and to attract the learner

to studies which were speculative rather than practical. In

the sequel, the less mercenary spirit in which Paris cultivated

knowlmlge added immensely to her influence and reputation,

which about the middle of the 14th century may be said to have

reached their apogee. It had forty colleges, governed either

by secular or religious communities, and numbered among its

students representatives of every country in Europe (Jourdain,

Excursions kisUmques, c. xiv.). The university became known
as the great school where theology was studied in its most

scientific spirit; and the decisions of its great doctors upon
those abstruse questions which absorbed so much of the highest

intellectual activity of the middle ages were regarded as

almost final. The popes themselves, although averse from

theological controversies, deemed it expedient to

cultivate friendly relations with a centre of such im-

portance for the purpose of securing their influence

in a yet wider field. Down therefore to the time of the great

schism (1378), they at once conciliated the university of Paris

and ooiisulted what they deemed to be the interests of the

Roman see, by discouraging the creation of faculties of theology

elsewhere, llie apparent exceptions to this poUcy are easily

explained: the four faculties of theology which they sanctioned

in Italy—Pisa (1343)1 Florence (1349), Bologna (1362) and
Padua (1363)—were designed to benefit the Italian monasteries,

by saving the monks the expense and dangers of a long journey
beyond the Alps; while that at Toulouse (xaap) took ito rise

under circumstances entirely exceptional, being designed as a
bulwark against the heresy of the Albigenses. The popes, on
the other hand, favoured the creation of new faculties of law,

and especially of the canon law, as the latter representei the

source from which Rome derived her most warmly contested

powers and prerogatives. The effects of this twofold policy

were sufi&dently intelligible: the withhdding of each charter

which it was sought to obtain for a new school of theok^
only served to augment the numbers that flocked to Paris;

the bestowal of each new charter for a faculty of law served in

like manner to divert a certain proportionate number from
Bologna. These facts enable us to understand how it is that,

in the X3th and 14th centuries, we find, even in France, a larger

number of universities created after the model of BolLogM
than after that of Paris.

In their earliest stage, however, the importance of these

new institutions was but imperfectly discerned alike, by the
civil and the ecclesiastical power, and the first four univer-

sities of Italy, after Bologna, rose into existence, like Bologna
itself, without a charter from either pope or emperor. Of these

the first were those of Reggio nell' Emilia and Modena, both
of which are to be found mentioned ss schools of dvil law
before the close of the zath century. The latter, throu^out
the 13th century, appears to have been resorted to iftggfn -

by teachers of sufficient eminence to form a flourish- «ftf

ing school, composed of students not only from the

city itself, but also from a considerable distance. Both
of them would seem to have been formed independently of

Bologna, but the university of Vicenza was probably y^_.
the outcome of a migration of the students from the

*^**'^

former dty, which took place in the year 1204. During the
next fifty years Vicenza attained to considerable prosperity,

and appears to have been recognized by Innocent lU.; its

students were divided into four nations, each with its own
rector; and in 1264 it included in its professoriate teachers,

not only of the dvil law, but also of medicine, grammar and
dialectic The university of Padua was unquestion- aM^-
ably the direct result of the migration in 1222 of a
considerable number of students from Bologna. Some
writers, indeed, have inferred that the " studium " in the

latter city was transferred in its entirety, but the continued
residence of a certain proportion in Bok^a is proved by the

fact that two years later we find them appealing to Honorius III.

in a diH>ute with the dvic authorities. In the year 1228 the

students of Padua were compelled by circumstances to transfer

their residence to Vercelli, and the latter dty guaranteed them,
besides other privil^^es, the right to rent no 1ms than five hun-
dred lodging-houses at a fixed rental for a period of eight years.

At first Padua was a school only of the dvil and canon law; and
during the oppressive tyranny of Ezzelin (1237-60) the uni-

versity mainuined its existence with some difficulty. But in the

latter part of the century it incorporated the faculties of grammar,
rhetoric and medicine, and became known as one of the most
flourishing schools of Italy, and a great centre of the Dominicans,
at that time among the most active promoters of learning.

The university of Naples was founded by the emperor
Frederick n. in the year 1225, as a school of theology, juris-

prudence, the arts and medicine—his design being 1^^.^.
that his subjects in the kingdom of Naples should

""^'^

find in the capital adequate instruction in every branch of learn-

ing, and " not be compelled in the pursuit of knowledge to have
recourse to foreign nations or to beg in other luids." In
the year 1231, however, he decreed that the faculty of medicine

should cease to exist, and that the study should be pursued

nowhere in the kingdom but at Salerno. The university

never attained to much eminence, and after the death of

Frederick came for a time altogether to an end, but was restored
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in 1258 by King Manfred. In 1266 its faculty of medicine

was reconstituted, and from 1272-74 Thomas Aqtiinas was one
of its teachers of theology. The commencement of the uni-

versity of VercelU belongs to about the year 1228; it pro-

Vmn»aL
^"^^y included, like Naples, all the faculties, but

vufOk
yfQxjld seem to have been regarded with little favour

by the Roman See, and by the year 1372 had ceased to exist,

although mention of colleges of law and medicine is to be found

after ^t date. The two universities of Piacenza and Pavia

^^ stand in close connexion with each other. The^"** former is noted by Denifle as the earliest in Italy which

was founded by virtue of a papal charter (6th February 1248),

although the scheme remained for a long time inoperative. At
length, in the year 1398, the university was reconstituted by
Giovanni Galeazzo Visconti, duke of Milan, who in the same
year caused the university of Pavia to be transferred thither.

Piacenza now became the scene of a sudden but short-lived

academic prosperity. We are told of no less than twenty-

seven professors of the civil law^^among them the celebrated

Baldus; of twenty-two professors of medicine; of professors

of philosophy, astrology, grammar and rlietoric; and of lec-

turers on Seneca and Dante. The faculty of theology would

appear, however, never to have been duly constituted, and
but one lecturer in this faculty is mentioned. With the death

of Galeazzo in 1402, this precarious activity came suddenly

to an end; and in 1404 the university had ceased to exist.

Its history is, indeed, unintelligible, unless taken in conjunction

with that of Pavia. Even before Imerius taught at Bologna,

Pavia had been widely known as a seat of legal studies,

and more especially of the Lombard law, although

the evidence is wanting which would serve to establish a direct

connexion between this eariy school and the university which

was founded there in 1361, by virtue of the charter granted

by the emperor Charles IV. The new " studium " included

faculties of jurisprudence, philosophy, medicine and the arts,

and its students were formally taken under the imperial pro-

tection, and endowed with privileges identical with those

which had been granted to Paris, Bologna, Oxford, Orleans

and Montpellier; but its existence in Pavia was suddenly

suspended by the removal, above noted, of its students to

Piacenza. It shared again in the decline which overtook

the university of Piacenza after the death of Giovanni Galeazzo,

and during the period from 1404 to 14x2 it altogether ceased

to exist. But in October 14x2 the lectures were recommenced,

and the university entered upon the most brilliant period of its

existence. Its professors throughout the xsth century were

men of distinguished ability, attracted by munificent salaries

such as but few other universities could offer, while in the

number of students who resorted thither from other countries,

and more especially for the study of the civil law, Pavia had no
rival in Italy but Padua. Arezzo appears to have been

AngM9, luown as a centre of the same study so early as x 21 5,

and its earliest statutes are assigned to the 3rear xss;. By
that time it had become a school of arts and medicine also;

but for a considerable period after it was almost entirely de-

serted, and is almost unmentioned until the year 1338, when
it acquired new importance by the accession of several eminent

jurisU from Bologna. In May X355 it received its charter as

a studium generaU from Charles IV. After the year 1373 the

school gradually dwindled, although it did not become alto-

gether extinct until about the year X470. The university of

Rome (which is to be carefully distinguished from the
*** school attached to the Curia) owed its foundation

(1303) to Boniface VIII., and was especially designed by that

pontiff for the benefit of the poor foreign students sojourning

in the capital. It originally included aU the faculties; but in

X318 John XXII. decreed that it should possess the power

of coniferring degrees only in the canon and civil hiw. The
university maintained its existence throughout the period of

the residence of the popes of Avignon, and under the patron-

age of Leo X. could boast in X5X4 of no less than eighty pro-

fenors. This imposing amy would seem, however, to be but a

fallacious test of the prosperity of the academic comrnuiiity,
for it is stated that many of the professors, owing to the im-
perfect manner in which they were protected in their privileges,

were in the receipt of such insufficient fees that they were
compelled to combine other employments with that of lecluring

in order to support themselves. An appeal addressed to LeoX
in the year 15x3 represents the number of students as so
small as to be sometimes exceeded by that of the lecturers
(" ut quandoque plures sint qui legant quam qui audiant ").

Scarcely any of the universities in Italy in the T4th centoiy
attracted a larger concourse than that of Perugia, -, .

where the study chiefly cultivated was that of the
""^

civil hiw. The university received its charter as a studium
generaU from Cement V. in the year X308, but had already
in X306 been formally recognized by the civic authorities, by
whom it was commended to the special care and protection

of the podesti. In common with the rest of the Italian uni-

versities, it suffered severely from the great plague of 1348-49;
but in X35S it received new privileges from the emperor, and
in X362 its first college, dedicated to Gregory the Great, was
founded by the bishop of Perugia. The university of

Treviso, which received its charter from Frederick
^*^

the Fair in X3X8, was of little celebrity and but short duration.

The circumstances of the rise of the university of
^^^^^^^^^

Florence are unknown, but the earliest evidence of
academic instruction belongs to the year 13 20. The dis-

persion of the university of Bologna, in the March and April

of the following year, afforded a favourable opportunity for

the creation of a studium generate, but the necessary noeasuxcs

were taken somewhat tardily, and in the meantime the greater

number of the Bolognese students had betaken themselves

to Siena, where for the space of three years twenty-two pro-

fessors gathered round them a body of enthusiastic students
Eventually the majority returned to Bologna, and when in 1338
that city was placed under an interdict by Benedict XIL
another exodus of students repaired to Pisa, which in X343

received from Clement VI. its charter as a studium genaeU.
Closed in 1406, Pisa, aided by the powerful interventioa of

Lorenzo de' Medici, reopened in 1473, to undergo, however, a
long series of vicissitudes which at last found a termination in

1850, when its fortunes were placed on a more stable basis, and it

gradually acquired the reputation of ranking among the foremost

universities of a reunited Italy. The charter of foundation for

Florence, on the other hand, was not granted until May 31.

X349, when Clement VI. decreed that there should be instituted

a studium generate in theology, jurisprudence, medicine and
every other recognized faculty of learning, the teachers to be

professors who had obtained the degree of doctor or master

either at Bologna or Paris, or "some other studium generck

of celebrity." On the 2nd of January X364 the university

also obtained the grant of imperial privileges from Chaiks IV.

On X4th February X388 it adopted a body of statutes which
are still extant, and afford an interesting study in oonnexkn
with the university history of the period. The university now
entered upon that brilliant period in its history whic^ was
destined to so summary an extinction. " It is almost touching.'*

says Denifle, "to note how untiringly Florence exerted li»-

self at this period to attract as teachers to her schools the

great masters of the sciences and learning." In the year

1472, however, it was decided that Florence was imx a con-

venient seat for a university, and its students joined the throngs
which repaired to the reopened halls of Pisa. A H>ectal in-

terest attaches to the rise of the university of Sienjs, ^^^^
as that of one which had made good its position prior

to becoming recognized either by emperor or pope. Its be-

ginning dates from about the year 1241, but its charter was
first granted by the emperor Charles IV., at the petition of

the citizens, in the year 1357. It was founded as a siudiam
generaU in jurii^rudence, the arts and medidne. The im-

perial charter was confirmed by Gregory XII. in 1408, and the

various bulls relating to the university which he subsequently

issued afford a good illustration of the conditions of academic
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fife in these times. Residence on the part of the students

appemrs to have been sometimes dispensed with. The bishop

of Siena was nominated chancellor of the university, just as,

says the bull, he had been appointed to that office by the im-

perial authority. The graduates were to be admitted to the

same privileges as those of Bologna or Paris; and a faculty of

theology was added to the curriculum of studies. The uni-

f^gffifff,
venity of Ferrara owes its foundation to the house

of Este—Alberto, marquess of Este, having obtained

from Boniface IX. in 1391 a charter couched in terms precisely

similar to those of the charter for Pisa. In the first half of the

X5th century the university was adorned by the presence of

several distinguished humanists, but its fortunes were singularly

chequered, and it would appear for a certain period to have

been altogether extinct. It was, however, restored, and be-

came in the latter part of the century one of the most celebrated

of the universities of Italy. In the year 1474 its circle of studies

comprised all the existing faculties, and it numbered no less

than fifty-one professors or lecturers. In later times Ferrara has

been noted chiefly as a school of biedicine.

Of the universities modelled on that of Paris, Oxford would

appear to have been the earliest, and the manner of its develop-

Qjfj^f^ ment was probably similar. Certain schools, opened
within the precincts of the dissolved nunnery of St

Frideswyde and of Oseney abbey, are supposed to have been the

nucleus round which the university grew up. In the year 1x33

one Robert PuUen, a theologian of considerable eminence (but

whether an Englishman or a Breton is uncertain), arrived from

Paris and delivered lectures on the Bible. It has been main-

tained, on the authority of Gervase of Canterbury, that Vacarius,

a native of Lombardy, who, in the latter half of the 12th century,

incurred the displeasure of King Stephen by lecturing in

England on the dvil law, delivered lectures at Oxford. H. S.

Denifle, however {Die EnisUhung der UniversUdten, p. 241),

maintains that the naming of Oxford is a gratuitous assumption

on the part of Gervase, and that we have, at best, only pre-

sumptive evidence of a studium generale there in the 12th

century. Of this, Mr Rashdall inclines to find the beginning

in a migration of English students from Paris about 1167 or

1 168. In the first-mentioned year we are told by John of Salis-

bury that " France, the mildest and most civil of nations," has
" expelled her foreign scholars " {Materials for the History of

Thomas Bechet, ed. Robertson, vi. pp. 235-36). At about the

same time we hear of an edict of Henry II., during the quarrel

with Becket, recalling all clerks holding benefices in England

(as they loved their benefices), and forbidding all clerks in

England to cross the Channel (ibid. i. pp. 53-54)- The arch-

bishop himself remarks that " The king wills that all scholars

shall be compelled to return to their country or be deprived of

their benefices " (ibid. vii. p. 146). Paris was at this time the

great place of higher education for English students. No
English school was a recognized studium generale. Immedi-
ately after xi68 allusions to Oxford as a studium and a studium

generate begin to multiply. The natural inference is that the

breaking off of relations between England and Paris in X167

or X168 led to the growth of a studium generale in Oxford,

formed no doubt in the first instance of seceders from Paris.

In the X3th century mention first occurs of university " chests,"

especially the Frideswyde chest, which were benefactions de-

signed as funds for the assistance of poor students. Halls, or

places of licensed residence for students! also began to be

established. In the year 1257, when the bishop of Lincoln,

as diocesan, had trenched too closely on the liberties of the

community, the deputies from Oxford, when preferring their

appeal to the king at St Albans, could venture to speak of the

university as "schola secunda ecclesiae," or second only to

Paris. Its numbers about this time were probably some three

thousand; but it was essentially a fluctuating body, and when-
ever plague or tumult led to a temporary dispersion a serious

diminution in its numerical strength generally ensued for some
time after. Against such vicissitudes the foundation of col-

leges proved the most effectual remedy. Of these the three

earliest were University College, founded in 1249 by William of

Durham; Balliol College, founded about X263 by John Balliol,

the father of the king of Scotland of the same luune; and
Merton College, founded in xa64. The last-named is especially

notable as associated with a new conception of university

education, namely, that of collegiate discipline for the secukr
clergy, instead of for any one of the religious orders, for whose
sole benefit all similar foundations had hitherto been designed.

The statutes given to the society by Walter de Merton are not

less noteworthy, as characterized not only by breadth of con-

ception, but also by a careful and discriminating attention to

detail, which led to their adoption as the model for later col-

leges, not only at Oxford but at Cambridge. Of the service

rendered by these foundations to the university at large we
have significant proof in the fact that, althou^ representing

only a small numerical minority in the academic community
at hirge, their members soon obtained a considerable preponder-

ance in the administntion of affairs.

The university of Cambridge, although it rose into existence

somewhat later than Oxford, may reasonably be held to have
had its origin in the same century. There was prob-

ably a certain amount of educational work carried

on by the canons of the church of St Giles, which
gradually developed into the instruction belonging to a regular

studium. In the year xxx2 the canons crossed the river and
took up their residence in the new priory in Barnwell, and
their work of instruction acquired additional importance. In
1209 a body of students migrated thither from Oxford. Then,
as early as the year 1224, the Franciscans established them-
selves in the town, and, somewhat less than half a century
later, were followed by the Dominicans. At both the English

universities, as at Paris, the Mendicants and other religious

orders were admitted to degrees, a privilege which, until the

year 1337, was extended to them at no other university. Their
interest in and influence at these three centres was conse-

quently proportionably great. In the years X231 and X233
certain royal and papal letters afford satbfactory proof that by
that time the university of Cambridge was already an organized
body with a chancellor at iU head—a dignitary appointed by
the bishop of Ely for the express purpose of granting degrees
and governing the studium. In 1229 and X23X the numbers
were hirgely augmented by migrations from Paris and from
Oxford. Cambridge, however, in its turn- suffered from emigra-
tion; while in the year X26x, and again in X38X, the records

of the university were wantonly burnt by the townsmen.
Throughout the X3th centxiry, indeed, the university was still

only a very slightly and imperfectly organized community. Its

endowments were of the most slender kind; it had no systematic
code for the government of its members; the supervision of the
students was very imperfectly provided for. Although both
Oxford and Cambridge were modelled on Paris, their higher

faculties never developed the same distinct organization; and
while the two proctors at Cambridge originally represented
" north " and " south," the " nations " are scarcely to be dis-

cerned. An important step in the direction of discipline was,

however, made in the year 1276, when an ordinance was passed

requiring that every one who claimed to be recognized as a
Kholar flliould have a fixed master within fifteen days after his

entry into the university. The traditional constitution of the

Ejiglish universities was in its origin an imitation of the Parisian

chancellor, modified by the absence of the cathedral chancellor.

As Oxford was not in the X2th century a bishop's see, the bishop

(in X2I4, if not eariier) appointed a chancellor for the express

purpose of granting degrees and governing the studium. But
be was from the first elected by the masters, and early obtained

recognition as the head of the university as well as the representa-

tive of the bishop. The procwratores (originally also rectores)

remained representatives of the faculty of arts and (there being

at Oxford no deans) of the whole university. But the feature

which most served to give permanence and cohesion to the

entire community was, as at Oxford, the institution of colleges.

The eariiest of these was Peterhouse, first founded at a separate
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institution by Hugh Balsham, bishop of Ely, in the year 1284,

its earliest extant code being that given in 1544 by Simon de
Montacute, which was Httle more than a transcript of that

drawn up by Walter de Merton for his scholars at Oxford. In

1323 was founded Michaelhouse, and two years later, in 1326,

Edward II. instituted his foundation of "king's scholars/'

afterwards forming the community of King's HaU. Both these

societies in the i6th centxiry were merged in Trinity College. To
these succeeded Pembroke Hall (1347) and Gonville Hall (1348).

All these colleges, although by no means conceived in a spirit of

hostility to either the monastic or the mendicant orders, were

expressly designed for the benefit of the secular clergy. The
foundation of Trinity Hall {AulaY in 1350 by Bishop Bateman,
on the other hand, as a school of civil and canon law, was prob-

ably designed to further ultramontane interests. Thi^t of Corpus
Christi ( 13 5 3) , the outcome of the liberality of a gild of Cambridge
townsmen, was conceived with the combined object of providing

a house of education for the clergy, and at the same time secur-

ing the regular performance of masses for the benefit of the souls

of departed members of the gild. But both Trinity Hall and
Corpus Christi College, as well as Clare Hall, founded in 1359,

were to a great extent indebted for their origin to the ravages

caused among the clergy by the great phigue of 1349. In the

latter half of the same century, the coming change of feeling is

shown by the fact that the chancellor was under the necessity

ofnssmng a decree (1374) in order to protect the house of the

Carmelites from molestation on the part of the students.

Returnitig to France, or rather to the territory included

within the boundaries of modem France, we find Montpellier

a recognized school of medical science as early as

the X3th century. William VIII., lord of Montpellier,

in the year ii8x proclaimed it a school of free resort,

where any teacher of medical science, from whatever country,

might give instruction. Before the end of the century it pos-

sessed also a faculty of jurisprudence, a branch of learning for

which it afterwards became famed. The university of medicine

and that of law continued, however, to be totally distinct bodies

with different constitutions. Petrarch was sent by his father

to Montpellier to study the civil law. - On 26th October 1289
Montpellier was raised by Nicholas IV. to the ruik of a " studium
generale," a mark of favour which, in a region where papal

influence was to potent, resulted in a considerable accession

of prosperity. The university also now included a faculty of

arts; and there is satisfactory evidence of the existence of a
faculty of theology before the dose of the X4th century, although

not formally recognized by the pope before the year 1431. In
the course of the same century several colleges for poor students

were also founded. The university of Toulouse is to be

Tiinftiiiiini
**°^**^ ** ^* ^^ founded in any country by virtue

^"^'***
of a papal charter. It took its rise in the efforts of

Rome for the suppression of the Albigensian heresy, and its

foundation formed one of the articles of the conditions of peace

imposed by Louis IX. on Count Raymond of Toulouse. In the

year 1233 it first acquired its full privileges as a " studium
generale " by virtue of a charter given by Gregory IX. This
pontiff watdied over the university with especial solicitude,

and through his exertions it soon became noted as a centre of

that Dominican teaching which involved the extermination of

the Catharists. As a school of arts, jurisprudence and medicine,

although faculties of each existed, it never attained to any
reputation. The university of Orleans had a virtual existence

Q^^ as a studium generale as early as the first half of the
* X3th century, but in the year X30S Clement V. endowed

it with new privileges, and gave its teachers permission to form
themselves into a corporation. The schools of the city had an
existence long prior—as early, it is said, as the 6th century*—

and subsequently supplied the nucleus for the foimdation of a
university at Blois; but of this university no records are extant.*

^ Aula denoting the building which the " college " of achoIarB
was to inhabit; the society continued to retain this designation
in order to distinguish it from Trinity CoUegfi, founded in 1546.
'See Ch. Desoiaze, L'UniversiU de Paris (1200-1875).

Orleans, in its organization, was modelled mainly on Paris, bat

its studies were complementary rather than in rivalry to the

older university. The absorbing character of the study of the

civil law, and the mercenary spirit In which it was pursued,

had led the authorities at Paris to refuse to recognize it as a

faculty. The study found a home at Orieans, where it was
cultivated with an energy which attracted numerous students.

In January 1235 we find the bishop of Orleans soliciting the

advice of Gregory IX. as to the expediency of countenanc-

ing a study which was prohibited in Paris. Gregory decided

that th^ lectures might be continued; but he ordered that bo

beneficed ecclesiastic should be allowed tQ devote himsdf to so

eminently secular a branch of learning. Orieans subsequently

incorporated a faculty of arts, but its reputation from this

period was always that of a school of legal studies, and in the

X4th century its reputation in this respect was surpassed by no

other university in Europe. Prior to the X3th century it had
been famed for its classical learxung; and Angers, which xtoetved

iu charter at the same time, also once enjoyed a like

reputation, which, in a similar manner, it exchanged ^^v*^

for that of a school for civilians and canonists. Tlie ioH of

the university forwarded in 1378 to Clement Vn. contains the

names of 8 professors utriusque juriSt 2 of dvil and 2 of canon

law, 72 licentiates, 284 bachelors of both the legal faculties,

and 190 scholars. The university of Avignon was fiist

recognized as a " studium generale " by Boniface VIII.
*^**

in the year 1303, with power to grant degrees in jurispmdence,

arts and medicine. Its numbers declined somewhat doiisg

the residence of the popes, owing to the counter-attractions of

the " studium " attached to the Curia; but after the return

of the papal court to Rome it became one of the most frequented

universities in France, and possessed at oi^e time no kss than

seven colleges. The university of Cahors enjoyed the -

advantage of being regarded with especial favour by
John XXII. In June 1332 he conferred upon it privileges

identical with those already granted to the university of Toulouse.

In the following October, again following the precedent estab-

lished at Toulouse, he appointed the schoUutkia of the cathedral

chancellor of the university. In November of the same year

a bull, couched in terms almost identical with those of the

Magna Charta of Paris, assimilated the constitution of Cahois

to that of the oldest university. The two schools in France

which, down to the close of the X4th cefltuzy, most dosAj

resembled Paris were Orleans and Cahors. The dvil immunitks

and privileges of the latter university were not, howtvcr.

acquked until the year 1367, when Edward III. of Engiacd.

in his capacity as duke of Aquitaine, not only exempted ike

scholars from the payment of all taxes and imposts, but bestonvd

upon them the peculiar privilege known as friwilegisan Jai.

Cahors also received a licence for faculties of theology ac<i

medicine, but, like Orleans, it was chiefly known as a school

of jurisprudence. It was as a "studium generale" in the

same three faculties that Grenoble, in the year 1339, ^^^^^
received its charterfrom Benedict XII. The university

never atuined to much importance, and its annals aie for the

most part involved in obscurity. At the commencemcfit of ths

16th century it had ceased altogether to exist, was reorganlicd

by Francis of Bourbon in 1542, and in 1565 was united to the

university *of Valence. The univeisity of Perpignan,

founded, according to Denifle, in 1379 by Cement VII.

(although tradition had previously ascribed its origin

to Pedro IV. of Aragon), and that of Orange, founded
in X365 by Charles IV., were universities only by name and

constitution, thdr names rarely appearing in contemporary

chronicles, while their very existence becomes at times a nutter

for reasonable doubt.

To some of the earlier Spanish universities—such as Paknda,

founded about the year X2X4 by Alphonso VIII.; Huesca,

founded in 1354 by Pedro IV.; and Lerida, founded
in 1300 by James II.—the same description is applic-

able; and their insignificance is probably indicated by
the fact that they entirdy failed to attract foreign students.
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Vaibdolid, which received iu charter from Pope Clement VI.

^^^ in X546, attained, however, to great celebrity; and
^•^ the foreign teachers and students frequenting the

university becaune so numerous that in 1373 King
Enriquez II. caused an enactment to be passed for securing

to them the same privileges as those already accorded to the

native element. But the total number of the students in 1403
was only xx6, and granunar and logic, along with juriH>rudence

(which was the principal study), constituted the sole curriculum.

In X418, however, at the council of Constance, Martin V. not only

decreed that VaUadolid should take rank as a studium geueraU^

but also as a " universitas theologiae," and that the new faculty

should possess the same privileges as those of the same faculty

in Paris. From this time accordingly the advance of the uni-

versity in nmnbers was steady and continuous throughout the

X5th century, and, along with Salamanca, it served as the model

^ for AlcaJi in 1499. The university which rose on the
'^"^ banksoftheHenarcsandbecamefamousunderthedJrec-
tion of the eminent Ximenes, was removed in 1623 to Madrid;

and for the itezt century and a half the foremost place among the

univeruties of Spain must be assigned to Salamanca, to which

Seville, in the south, stood in the relation of a kind of subsidiary

school, having been founded in 1254 by Alphonso the Wise,

s^Mh simply for the study of Latin and of the Semitic
mm4Sala' languages, especially Arabic. Salamanca had been
**•"* founded in X243 by Ferdinand III. of Castile as a

studium generale in the three faculties of jurisprudence, the

arts and medicine. The king also extended his special pro-

tection to the students, granting them numerous privileges

and immunities. Under his son Alphonso (above named) the

university acquired a further development, and eventually

included all the faculties save that of theology. But the main
stress of iu activity, as was the case with all the earlier Spanish

universities until the beginning of the xsth century, was laid on
the dvil and the canon law. The provision for the payment of

its professors was, however, at nrst so inadequate and precarious

that in 1298 they by common consent suspended their lectures,

ixx consequence of their scanty remuneration. A permanent

remedy for this difficulty was thereupon provided, by the

appropriation of a certain portion of the ecclesiastical revenues

of the diocese for the purpose of augmenting the professors*

salaries, and the efforts of Martin V. established a school of

theology which was afterwards regarded almost as an oracle

by Catholic Europe. About the year x6oo the students are

shown by the matriculation books to have numbered over 5000.

According to Cervantes they were noted for their lawlessness.

The earliest of the numerous colleges founded at Salamanca

was that of St Bartholomew, long noted for its ancient library

and valuable collection of manuscripts, which now form part

of the royal library in Madrid.

The one university possessed by Portugal had its seat in

medieval times alternately in Lisbon and in Coimbra, until, in

the year 1537, it was permanently attached to the
" latter city. Its formal foundation took place in X309,

when it received from King Diniz a charter, the provisions of

which were mainly taken from those of the charter given to

Salamanca. In 1 77 2 the university was entirely reconstituted.

Of the universities included in the present Austrian empire,

Prague, which existed as a " studium " in the 13th century, was
the earliest. It was at first frequented mainly by

^^•^ students from Styria and Austria, countries at that

time ruled by the emperor Charles IV., who was also king of

Bohemia, and at whose request Pope Clement VI., on the 26lh

of January 1347, promulgated a bull authorizing the foundation

of a " studium generale " in all the faculties. In the following

year Charles himself issued a charter for the foundation. This

document, which, ifpriginal in character, wouldhavebeen of much
interest, has but few distinctive features of its own, its provisions

being throughout adapted from those contained in the charters

given by Frederick II. for the university of Naples and by Conrad

for Salerno—almost the only important feature of difference

being that Charles bestows on the students of Prague all the civil

privileges and immunities which were enjoyed by the teachers

of Paris and Bologna. Charles had himself been a student in

Paris, and the organization of his new foundation was modelled
on that university, a like division into four " nations '* (although
with different names) constituting one of the most marked
features of imitation. The numerous students—and none of the

medieval universities attracted in their earlier history a larger

concourse—were drawn from a gradually widening area, which
at length included, not only all parts of (jermany, but also Eng-
land, France, Lombardy, Hungary and Poland. Contemporary
writers, with the exaggeration characteristic of medieval cred-

ulity, even speak of thirty thousand students as present in

the university at one time—a statement for which Denifle pro-

poses to substitute two thousand as a more probable estimate.

It is certain, however, that Prague, prior to the foundation of

Leipzig, was one of the most frequented centres of learning in

Europe, and Paris suffered a considerable diminution in her

numbers owing to the counter-attractions of the great studium
of Slavonia.

The university of Cracow in Poland was founded in May 1364/
by virtue of a charter given by King Casimir the Great, who
bestowed on it the same privileges as those possessed ^^
by the universities of Bologna and Padua. In the

**"•'•

following September Urban V., in consideration of the remote*
ness of the city from other centres of education, constituted it a
" studium generale " in all the faculties save that of theology.

It is, however, doubtful whether these designs were carried into

actual realization, for it is certain that, for a long time after the
death of (Casimir, there was no university whatever. Its real

commencement must accordingly be considered to belong to the
year X400, when it was reconstituted, and the papal sanction

was given for the incorporation of a faculty of theology. From
this time its ^owth and prosperity were continuous; and with

the year 14x6 it had so far acquired a European reputation as to

venture upon forwarding an expression of its views in connexion
with the deliberations of the council of Constance. Towards
the close of the isth century the university is said to have been
in high rq>ute as a school of both astronomical and humanistic
studies.

The Avignonese popes appear to have regarded the establish-

ment of new faculties of theology with especial jealousy; and
when, in X364,DukeRudolph IV. founded the university

of Vienna, with the design of constituting it a " studium
'''

generale " in all the faculties, Urban V. refused his asssent to the

foundation of a theological school. Owing to the sudden death
of Duke Rudolph, the university languished for the next twenty
years, but after the accession of Duke Albert III., who may be
regarded as its -real founder, it acquired additional privileges,

and its prosperity became marked and continuous. Like

Prague, Vienna was for a long time distinguished by the com-
paratively little attention bestowed by its teachers on the study

of the civil law.

No country in the X4th century was looked upon with greater

disfavour at Rome than Hungary. It was stigmatized as (he

land of heresy and schism. When, accordingly, in 1367 King
I.ouis applied to Urban V. for his sanction of the scheme of

founding a university at Fanfkirchen, Urban would not ^_,
consent to the foundation of a faculty of theology,

although theological learning was in special need of

encouragement in those regions; the pontiff even made it a
condition of his sanction for a studium generale that King
Louis should first undertake to provide for the payment of the

professors. We hear but little concerning the university after

its foundation, and it is doubtful whether it survived for any
length of time the close of the century. '' The extreme east

of civilized continental Europe in medieval times," observes

Denifle, " can be compared, so far as university education is

concerned, only with the extreme west and the extreme south.

In Hungary, as in Portugal and in Naples, there was constant

fluctuation, but the west and the south, although troubled

by yet greater commotions than Hungary, bore better fruit.

Among all the countries possessed of universities in medieval
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times, Hungary occupies the lowest pkce—a state of affairs

of which, however, the proximity of the Turk must be looked

upon as a main cause."

The university of Heidelberg (the oldest of those of the

German realm) received its charter (October 33, 1385) from

^ .^ .
Urban VI. as a " studium generale " in all the re-

Z^^ cognized faculties save that of the civil law—the
form and substance of the document being almost

identical with those of the charter granted to Vienna. It was
granted at the request of the elector palatine, Rupert I., who
conferred on the teachers and students, at the same time, the

same dvil privileges as those which belonged to the university

of Paris. In this case the functionary invested with the power
of bestowing degrees was non-resident, the licences being con-

ferred by the provost of the cathedral at Worms. But the

real founder, as he was also the organizer and teacher, of the

university was Marsilius of Inghen, to whose ability and energy

Heidelberg was indebted for no little of its early reputation

and success. The omission of the dvil law from the studies

licensed in the original charter would seem to show that the

pontiff's compliance with the elector's request was merely

formal, and Heidelberg, like Cologne, induded the dvil law
among its faculties almost from its first creation. No medieval

university achieved a more rapid and permanent success.

Regarded with favour alike by the dvil and ecdesiastical

potentates, its early annals were singularly free from crises

like those which charaaerize the history of many of the

medieval universities. The number of those admitted to

degrees from the commencement of the first session (19th

October 1386 to x6th December 1387) amounted to S79-'

Owing to the laboun of the Dominicans, Cologne had gained

a reputation as a seat of learning long before the founding of

P . its university; and it was through the advocacy of
riMVi^ ^^^ leading memben of the Mendicant orders that,

at the desire of the dty council, its charter as a " studium

generale " (2xst May 1388) was obtained from Urban VL It

was organized on the model of the university of Paris, as a

school of theology and canon law, and " any other recognized

faculty "—
^the dvil law being incorporated as a faculty soon

after the promulgation of the charter. In common with the

other early universities of Germany—Prague, Vieima and
Hdddberg—Cologne owed nothing to imperial patronage,

while it would appear to have been, from the first, the object

of special favour with Rome. This drcumstance serves to

account for its distinctly ultramontane sympathies in medieval

times and even far into the z6th century. In a report trans-

mitted to Gregory XIII. in 1577, the university expressly

derives both its firat origin and its privileges from the Holy See,

and professes to owe no allegiance save to the Roman pontiff.

n^^ Erfurt, no less noted as a centre of Franciscan than

was Cologne of Dominican influence, received its

charter (i6th September 1379) from the anti-pope Clement VII.

as a " studium generale " in all the faculties. Ten yean later

(4th May 1389) it was founded afresh by Urban VI., without

any recognition of the act of his pretended predecessor. In

the X5th century the number of its students was larger than

that at any other German univeraity—« fact attributable

partly to the reputation it had acquired as a school of juris-

prudence, and partly to the ardour with which the nominalist

and realist o>ntroversies of the time were debated in its midst;

its readiness in according a hearing to novd theories causing

it to be known as nomyrum omnium portus.

The collegiate system is to be noted as a feature common
to all these early German universities; and, in nearly all, the

professors were partly remunerated by the appropriation of

certain prebends, appertaining to some neighbouring church,

to their maintenance. .

During the fint ^alf of the 15th century the relations of the

Roman pontiffs to the universities continued . much the same,
although the independent attitude assumed by the deputies

>Tbe statistics of Hautz {Gesch. d. Univ. TleidelbeTg, 1 177-178)
are corrected by Denifle (Pie EnUUhung der Universildten, p. 385).

of those bodies at the great councils of ConsUnce and Baad,
and especially by those from Paris, could not fail to give rise

to apprehensions. The papal bulls for each new founda^
tion begin to indicate a certain jealousy with respect to
the appropriation of prebends by the founders. Where
such appropriations are recognized, and more particu-

larly in France, a formal sanction of the transfer gener-

ally finds a place in the bull authorizing the foundation; but
sometimes the founder or founden are themselves enjoined

to provide the endowments requisite for the csublishmem
and support of the university. In this manner the con-

trol of the pontiff over each newly created seat of learn-

ing assumed a more real character, from the fact that his

assent was accompanied by conditions which rendered it ao
longer a mere formality. The imperial intervention, on
the other hand, was rardy mvoked in Germany—Grdfs-

wald, Frdburg and Tubingen bdng the only insUnccs in

which the emperor's confirmation of the foundation was
solidted.* The inadequacy of the traditional studies to meet
the growing wants of dvilization, and the consequent lack d
sympathy on the part of each dvic population in which a new
studium was founded, now become frequently apparent. Of such

conditions the fortunes of the studium at Wanburg in

Bavaria—founded in 1402 by a bishop, with a charter Zz^"
bestowed by Boniface IX.—^illustrate the dangers.

The students belonged chiefly to the faculties of law and
theology, and the frequency of their conflicts with the dtizens

made it necessary before ten yean had elapsed to dose the

university, which was not reopened until 1582. Under the

patronage of the prince Bishop Julius Echter von Meq>e]bruDB,
however, it soon became largdy frequented by Catholic students.

At the present time, under the patronage of the house of

Wittelsbach, it is widely famed as a school of medidne.
In Turin the university founded in 14x2 by the counts of

Savoy had to be refounded in 143 x. The efforts of Parma ia

the 14th century to raise itself by papal aid to the dignity of a

university proved altogether abortive, and it was not um0
1422 that, under the protection of the dukes of Milan, its object

was attained. In Sicily, Catania, the earliest of iu
high schools, was created a university by Alpbonso

^^^^

of Aragon in X445. Five yeare later Barcelona gy
received from Pope Nicholas V. the same privileges as
Toulouse had obtained from Gregory IX. Among the S^iaoidi

universities, however, none has had a more chequered history,

although now taking rank with foremost.

In Hungary, Mathias Corvinus obtained from Paul IL m
X465 permission to found a general studium where he though
best within his realms—a latitude of choice conceded probably

in consequence of the dangen which menaced the kingdom
alike from Bohemia and from the Turks; while the ay^^gg^
fact that the university at Ofen (Hungarian Buda)

"^^'"^

was not actually founded until some ten years later, may have

been owing to the resolute stand made by the youthful monardi
against the claims to nominate bishops put forward not only

by Pope Paul but by his successor Sixtus IV. (X47X-S4). After

a series of eventful experiences, the university of Budapest
remains, at the present time, almost exdusivdy Magyar. It

has a school of law at Pressburg, which is all that xemains of

the imiversity there founded by Mathias Corvinus in 1465.
In northern Germany and in the Netherlands, on the other

hand, the growing wealth and prosperity of the different states

espedally favoured the formation of new centres of f^ad^
learning. In the flourishing duchy of Brabant the tf>««#

university of Louvain (1426) was to a great extent '-•^^

controlled by the munidpallty; and their patronage, althou^
ultimatdy attended with detrimental results, long enabled

Louvain to outbid all the other universiti^ of Europe in the

munificence with which she rewarded her professors. In the

course of the next century the " Belgian Athens," as she is

styled by Lipsius, ranked second only to Paris in numbers and

reputation. In its numerous separate foundations and general

* Meiners, Cesck, d. hohen SckuUu, i. 370.
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Ofganlzation^it possessed no less than twenty-eight colleges

—^it closely resembled the English universities; while its active

press afforded facilities to the author and the controversialist

of which both Cambridge and Oxford were at that time almost

destitute. It embraced all the faculties, and no degrees in

Europe stood so high as guarantees of general acquirements.

Erasmus records it as a common saying, that " no one could

graduate at Louvain without knowledge, manners and age."

Sir William Hamilton speaks of the examination at Louvain
for a degree in arts as " the best example upon record of the

true mode of such examination, and; until recent times, in fact,

the only example in the history of universities worthy of con-

sideration at all." He has translated from Vemulaeus the

order and method of this examination.^ In 1788 the faculties of

jtirisprudence, medicine and philosophy were removed to Brussels,

and in 1797 the French suspended the university altogether.

In Germany the conditions under which the new centres were

created reflect and illustrate the history of the country in a

g^^g^ remarkable manner. Those connected with the rise

"^^^ of the university of Leipzig are especially noteworthy,

it having been the result of the migration of almost the entire

German element from the university of Prague. This clement

comprised (i) Bavarians, (3) Saxons, (3) Poles (this last-

named division being drawn from a wide area, which included

Meissen, Lusatia, SUesia and Prussia), and, being represented

by three votes in the assemblies of the university, while the

Bohemians possessed but one, had acquired a preponderance

in the direction of affairs which the latter could no longer submit

to. Religious differences, again, evoked mainly by the preaching

of John Huss, further intensified the existing disagreements; and
eventually, in the year 1409, King Wenceslaus, at the prayer of

hb Bohemian subjects, issued a decree which exactly reversed the

previous distribution of votes,—^three votes being assigned to the

Bohemian nation and only one to all the rest The Germans
took deep umbrage, and seceded to Leipzig, where, a bull having

been obtained from Alexander V. (September 9, 1409), a new
" studium generale " was founded by the landgrave of Thuringia-

and the margraves of Meissen. The members were divided into

fournations—composed of natives of Meissen,Saxony,Bavaria and
Poland. Two colleges were foimded, a greater and a smaller, but

designed, not for poor students, but for masters of arts—twelve
being admitted on the former and eight on the latter foundation.

At Rostock, in the north, the dukes John and Albert of

Mecklenburg conceived the design of founding a university

from which the faculty of theology should be excluded.
**

Pope Martin V., to whom they applied for his sanction,

was scarcely in a position to refuse it, absorbed as he was with

the pacification of Italy, the consolidation of his own temporal

power, and the restoration of his almost ruinous capital. The
university was accordingly founded as proposed in 1419; but in

1431 Eugenius IV. instituted a faculty of theology, and two

colleges were founded with the same design and on the same
scale as at Leipzig. Six years later the whole academic com-

munity having incurred the papal ban was fain to migrate to

Greifswald, returning, however, to Rostock in r443, but with

one important exception, that of a master of arts named Henry
Rubenow, who remained to become burgomaster of the former

city, and succeeded in persuading Duke Wratislaw of Pommem
to make it the seat of a university. Calixtus III. granted a

bull in X456, but it was stipulated that the rector should be a

bishop, and the professorial chairs were also made part i-

^jy* ally dependent forendowment on canonries. Greifswald

thus became exposed to the full brunt of the struggle

which had ensued when the endeavour to nationalize the German
church was terminated by the Concordat of Vienna (1448). Of
its original statutes only thoscof the arts faculty arc extant.

The universities of Freiburg in Baden and Tiibingen in

Wfirttemberg, on the other hand, reflect the sympathies of

mg„fj the Catholic party under the Austrian rule. They
alike owed their foundation to the countess Matilda,

by whose persuasion her husband, the archduke of Austria,.

* DisseriatioHS and Discuuions, Append, iii

known as Albrecht VI., was induced to found Freibuig in 1455,
and Count Eberhard (her son by a former marriage) to found
TQbmgen in 1477. The first session at Freiburg opened auspici-

ously in 1460 under the supervision of its rector, Matthew
Hummel of Villingen, an accomplished and learned man, and
its numbers were soon largely augmented by migrations of

students from Vienna and from Heidelberg, while its resources,

which originally were chiefly an annual grant from the city

council, were increased by the bestowsd of canonries and
prebends in the neighbouring parishes. Erasmus had made
Freiburg his residence from 1539 to 1535, during which time he
may have originated a tradition of liberal learning, but in 1620,

under the rule of the archduke Maximilian, the control of the
Humanistic studies and of the entire faculty of philosophy was
handed over to the Jesuits, who also gained possession of two
of the chairs of theology. Although Strassburg since 1872 has
been able. to offer considerable counter-attractions, Freiburg
has held her. own, and numbers over 1600 students. The
university of Tubingen was founded in 1477 with four faculties

—those of theology, law, medicine and the arts—and numbered
scholars such as John Reuchlin and Melanchthon

fauaawa.
among its teachers; while in the last century it was

^^^
famous both for its school of medicine and that of theology
(sec TtteiKGEN). Its general condition in the year I54x-r543,
and the sources whence its revenues were derived, have
been illustrated by Hoffmann in a short paper which shows the
fluctuating nature of the resources of a university in the i6th
century—liable to be affected as they were both by the seasons
and the markets.*

The earliest xsth-century university in' France was that of

Aix in Provence. It had originally been nothing more than a
school of theology and law, but in 1409 it was ^^ j^m„
organized under the direction of the local count as a Pnrtatm.

studium generale on the model of Paris. The sphere
of its activity is indicated by the fact that the students
were divided into Burgundians, Provencals and Catalans. The
next foundation, thai of Poitiers, had a wider signi- . puutn.
ficance as illustrating the struggle that was going on

'**'**

between the French crown and the Roman see. It was insti-

tuted by Charies VII. in 143 »• ahnost immediately after his

accession, with the special design of creating a centre of learning
less favourable to English interests than Paris had at that
time shown herself to be. Eugenius IV. could not reftise his

sanction to the scheme, but he endeavoured partially to defeat
Charles's design by conferring on the new " studium generale

"

simply the same privileges as those possessed by Toulouse, and
thus placing it at a disadvantage in comparison with Paris.

Charles rejoined by an extraordinary exercise of his own pre-
rogative, conferring on Poitiers all the privileges collectively

possessed by Paris, Toulouse, Montpellier, Angers and Orleans,
and at the same time placing the university under special
royal protection. The foundatk>n of the university of Caen,
in the diocese of Bayeux, was attended by conditions almost
exactly the reverse of those which belonged to the
foundation of that at Poitiers. It was founded under

****

English auspices during the short period of the supremacy
of the English arms in Normandy in the 15th century. Its

charter (May 1437) was given by Eugenius IV., and the bishop
of Bayeux was appointed its chancellor. The university of

Paris had by this time completely forfeited the favour of Eugenius
by its attitude at the council of Basel, and Eugenius inserted
in the charter for Caen a clause of an entirely novel character,

requiring all those admitted to degrees to take an oath of

fidelity to the see of Rome, and to bind themselves to attempt
nothing prejudicial to her interests. To this proviso the famous
Pragmatic Sanction of Bourges was Charles's rejoinder in

the following year. On the i8th of May X442 we find King.
Henry VI. writing to Eugenius, and dwelling with satisfaction

on the rapid progress of the new university, to which, he says,
students had flocked from all quarters, and were still daily

* Okonomischer Zustand der Vniversitdt Tihingen gttfn dit MitU
des tdUH JakrkunderU (1845).
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arriving.* Ten yean later, when the English had been expelled,

its charter was given afresh by Charles in terms which left the

original charter unrecognized; both teachers and learners were

subject to the dvil authorities of the city, and aU privileges made
previously conferred in cases of legal disputes were abolished.

From this time the university of Caen was distinguished by
its loyal spirit and firm resistance to ultramontane pretensions;

and, although swept away at the French Revolution, it was

afterwards restored, owing to the sense of the services it had
thus once rendered to the national cause.* No especi-

ally notable circumstances characterize the foundation

of the university of Bordeaux (1441) Pr that of

Valence (1452), but that of Nantes, which received its charter

from Pius II. in 1463, is distinguished by the fact that

it did not receive the ratification of the king of France, and
the conditions under which its earlier traditions were formed

thxis closely resemble those of Poitiers. It seems also to have

been regarded with particular favour by Pixis II., a pontiff who
was at once a ripe scholar and a writer upon education. He
gave to Nantes a notable body of privileges, which not only

represent an embodiment of all the various privileges granted to

universities prior to that date, but afterwar<b became, with their

copious and somewhat tautological phraseology, the accepted

model for the great majority of university chartersr whether

issued by the pope or by the emperor, or by the dvil authority.

The bishop of Nantes was appointed head of the university,

and was charged with the special protection of iU privileges

^,^_^ against all interference from whatever quarter.* The
bull for the foundation of the university of Bourges

was given in 1465 by Paul II. at the request of Louis XI. and
his brother. It confers on the community the same privileges

as those enjoyed by the other univeraities of France. The royal

sanction was given at the petition of the dtizens; but, from
reasons which do not appear, they deemed it necessary further

to petition that thdr charter might also be registered and
enrolled by the parlement of Paris.

Founded about the same time, and probably in a spirit of

direct rivalry to Frriburg, the university of Basd was opened

n,.^ in 1460 under the auspices of its own citizens. The^^ cathedral school in that ancient dty, together with

others attached to the monasteries, afforded a sufiident nudeus
for a studium, and Pius II., who, as Aeneas Sylvius, had been

a resident in the dty, was easily prevailed upon to grant the

charter (November Z3, I4S9)« During the first seventy jrears of

its existence the university prospered, and its chairs were held

by eminent professors, among them historical scholars, such

as Sebastian Brant and Jacob Wimpheling. But with the

Reformation, Basd became the arena of contests which menaced
the very existence of the university itself, the professors bdng;
for the most part, opposed to the new movement with which

the burghers warmly sympathized. Eventually, the statutes

were revised, and in the latter half of the x6th century the

university may be said to have attained its apogee. Before he

had signed the bull for the foundation of the university of Basel,

Pope Pius, at the request of Duke William of Bavaria, had
issued another bull for the foundation of a university at Ingol-

stadt (7th April 1459). But it was not until 1479

y^ that the work of teaching was actually commenced
there. Some long-existing prebends, founded by

former dukes of Bavaria, were appropriated to the endowment,
and the chairs in the different faculties were distributed as

follows: theology 3, jurisprudence 3, medidne i, arts 6
—arts in conjunction with theology thus obtaining the pre-

ponderance. As at Caen, twenty-two years before, an oath

of fidelity to the Roman pontiff was imposed on every student

admitted to a degree.^ That thb proviso was not subsequently

> Bekynton's Correspondenu, !. 123.
* De U Rue, Essais hist, swr la viile ds Caen, iL 137-140.
» Meincrs i. 368.
* Paulsen, in speaking of this proviso as one " die weder vorher

noch nachher aonst vorkoramt, would consequently seem to be
not quite accurate. See Die CrAndung der detUschen UnioersitdUHf
>. 277.

abolished, as at Caen, is a feature in the history of the univcnity

of Ingolstadt which was attended by important results. No-
where did the Rdormation meet with more stubborn resistance,

and it was at Ingolstadt that the Counter«Reformation was
commenced. In 1556 the Jesuits made thdr fint settlement

in the university.

The next two universities took their rise in the azchiq>iscopaI

seats of Treves and Mainz. That at Treves recdved its chaiter

as early as 1450; but the first academical session did not
commence until 1473. Here the ecclesiastical influences

appear to have been unfavourable to the project. The ardi-

bishop demanded aooo florins as the price of his sanction. The
cathedral chapter threw difficulties in the way of the appropria-

tion of certain livings and cahonries to the oniveisity endow-
ment; and so obstinate was thdr resistance that in 1655 they
succeeded in altogether rescinding the gift on payment of a very
inadequate sum. It was not until 1722 that the assembly
of deputies, by a formal grant, relieved the university from the
difficulties in which it had become involved. Tlie

university of Mainz, on the other hand, was almost ."

entirdy indebted to the archbishop Diether for its foundation.

It was at his petition that Sixtus IV. granted the chaiter. 23rd

November 1476; and Diether, being himself an enthusiastic

humanist, thereupon drcuhiled a letter, couched in d.:gaot

Latinity, address«i to students throughout his diocese, inviting

them to repair to the new centre, and dilating on the advan-
tages of academic studies and of learning. The rise of these two
universities^ however, neither of which attained to much dis-

tinction, represents little more than the incorporation 61 certain

already existing institutions into a homogeneous whole, the

power of conferring degrees bdng superadded.

Neariy contemporaneoxis with these foundations were those

of Upsala (1477) And Copenhagen (i479)t which, although

lying without the political boundaries of Germany,
y^

.-

reflected her influence. The charter for Copenhagen ««
was given by Sixtus IV. as eariy as 1475. The Cmi«

students attracted to this new centre were mainly **^
from within the radius of the university of Cologne, and its

statutes were little more than a transcript of those of the

latter foundation.

The dectorates of Wittenberg and Brandenburg were now the

oidy two considerable German territories which did not possess

a "studium generate," and the university founded
at Wittenberg by Maximilian I. <6th July 1502) is jj^*
notable as the first established in Germany by virtne

of an imperial as distinguished from a papal decree. Its charter

is, however, drawn up with the traditional phraseology of the

pontifical bulls, and is evidently not concaved in any sfixk

6f antagonism to Rome. Wittenberg b constituted a " studium
generale " in all the four faculties—the right to confer degrees

in theology and canon law having been sanctioned by the papal

legate some months before, on the 2nd of February 1502. The
endowment of the university with church revenues duly recdved

the papal sanction—a bull of Alexander VI. authorizing the

appropriation of twelve canonrics attached to the castle church,

as wdl as of eleven prebends in outlying districts

—

ut sic per

omnem madum unum carpus ex sttidio et coUepo pnedktis /iai d
canstituatur. No university in Germany attracted to itsdf a

larger share of the attention of Europe at its commenoemcnt
And it was its distinguishing merit that it was the first academic
centre north of the Alps where the antiquated methods and bar-

barous Latinity of the scholastic era were overthrown.

The last university founded in Germany prior to the
Reformation was that of Frankfort-on-the-Oder. The
design, first conceived by the dector John of Brandenborg, was

carried into execution by his son Joachim, at whose request

Pope Julius U. issued a bull for the foundation, xsth March
1506. An imperial charter, identical in its contents with the

papal bull, followed on the 26th of Oaober. The university

recdved an endowment of canonries and livings similar to that

of Wittenberg, and some houses in the dty were awignfd for

its use by the elector.
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TT»e' first university . in'Scotlahd yns Ihat of St Andrews,

founded in 1411 by Henry Wardlaw, bishop of that see, and

1^ modelled chiefly on the constitution of the university

Aa^nwa,^^^ ^^ns. It acquired all iu three colleges—St
Salvator's, St Leonard's and St Mary's—before the

Reformation—the first having been founded in 1456 by Bishop
James Kermedy; the second in 1512 by the youthful Arch-
bishop Alexander Stuart (natural son of James IV.), and John
Hepburn, the prior of the monastery of St Andrews; and the
third, also in 151a, by the Beatons, who in the year 1537
procured a bull from Pope Paul III. dedicating the college to
the Blessed Virgin Mary of the Assumption, and adding further

endowments. The most andent of the universities of Scotland,
with its three colleges, was thus reared in an atmosphere of

medieval theology, and undoubtedly desijgned as a bulwark
against heresy and schism. But " by a strange irony of fate,"

it has been observed, " two of these colleges became, almost
from the first, the foremost agents in working the overthrow
of that church which they were founded to defend." St

Leonard's more especially, like St John's or Queens' at Cam-
bridge, became a noted centre of intellectual life and Reformation
principles. That he " had drunk at St Leonard's well " became
a current expression for implying that a theologian had imbibed

m»unm **** doctrines of Protestantism. The university of
.*""*'^* Glasgow was founded as a " studium generale " in

Z453* uid possessed two colleges. Prior to the Reformation it

acquired but little celebrity; its discipline was lax, and the

number of the students but small, while the instruction was
not only inefficient but irregularly given; no funds were pro-

vided for the maintenance of regular lectures in the higher
faculties; and there was no adequate executive power for the

maintenance of discipline. The university of Aberdeen, which
was founded in 2494, at first possessed only one college,

ItAjniiwj.
^^^^^^y* Kin?*** which was coextensive with the

,
university and conferred degrees. Marischal College,

founded in 2593 by George Keith, fifth Earl Marischal, was
constituted by its founder independent of the university in Old
Aberdeen, being itself also a college and a university, with the

power of conferring degrees. Bishop Elphinstone, the founder
both of the university and of King's College (1505), had been
educated at Glasgow, and had subsequently both studied and
taught at Paris and at Orleans. To the wider experience which
he had thus gained we may probably attribute the fact that

the constitution of the university of Aberdeen was free from the

gUring defects which then characterized that of the university

of GUsgow.' But in all the medieval universities of Germany,
England and Scotland, modelled as they were on a common
tjrpe, the absence of adequate discipline was, in a greater or less

degree, a common defect. In connexion with this feature we
may note the comparatively small percentage of matriculated

students proceeding to the degree of B.A. and M.A. when
compared with later times. Of this disparity the table on next

D9grfB column, exhibiting the relative numbers in the uni-
tMk»u at ' versity of Leipzig for every ten years from the year
'••^^ " X427 to 1552, probably affords a fair average illustra-

tion—the remarkable fluctuations probably depending quite

as much upon the comparative healthiness of the period (in

respect of freedom from epidemic) and the abundance of the

harvests as upon any other cause.

• The German universities in these times seem to have admitted
for the most part their inferiority in learning to older and more

favoured centres; and their consciousness of the fact is

"^ shown by the efforts which they made to attract in-

structors from Italy, and by the frequent resort of the

more ambitious students to schools like Paris, Bologna,

Padua and Pavia. That they took their rise in any
spirit of systematic opposition to the Roman see (as

Meinen and others have contended), or that their organiza-

tion was something external to and independent of the church,

is an assertion somewhat qualified by the foregoing evidence.

Generally speaking, they were eminently conservative bodies.
* Fasti AberdontnseSf Pref. p. xvL

.Yean.
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the integrity of their pfttrom, and the lofty sUndazd by which

they were judged," Bays Sir W. Hamilton, " the call to a Paduan
or Puan chair was deemed the highest of all literary honours.

The status of professor was in Italy elevated to a dignity which

in other countries it has never reached; and not a few of the most
illustrious teachers in the Italian seminaries were of the proudest

nobility of the land. While the univeruties of other countries

had fallen from Christian and cosmopolite to sectarian and local

schools, it is the peculiar glory of the Italian that, under the

enlightened liberality of their patrons, they still continued to

assert their European imiversality. Creed and country weie

in them no bar—the latter not even a reason of preference.

Foreigners of every nation are to be found among their professors;

and the most learned man in Scotland, Thomas Dempster,

sought in a Pisan chair that theatre forhis abilities which he

could not find at home."'

^

To such catholicity of sentiment' the 'Spanisb^unlversities

during the same period offer a complete contrast, their history

being so strongly modified by political and religious movements

Vdk^ta.
^^^ "^"^ reference to these becomes indispensable.

Valencia, founded in 1501 as a school not only of the-

ology and of civil and canon law, but also of the arts and of medi-

cine, and sanctioned at the petition of its council by Alexander
'

VI. (see Denifle, i. 645-46), and Seville, sanctioned by
Julius II. in 1505, appear both to have been regarded

without mistrust at Rome. But although the latter pontiff had
approved the foundation of the university of Santiago as early as

1504, the bull for its creation was not granted by Clement VII.

until z 526. While, again, the design of establishing a university

at Granada bad been approved.by Charles V. in the
^***^ same year, it was not until 1531 that Clement gave his

consent, and even then the work of preparation was deferred for

another six years. Little indeed is to be learnt respecting the

new society until the foundation of the liberally endowed College

de Sacro Monte by the archbishop of the province in X605.

These delays are partly to be accounted for by the well-known

political jealousies that existed between the monarch and the

pontiff; but it is also to be noted that at precisely the same period

a movement of no slight importance, whereby it was sought to

gain the recognition by the church of the writings and teaching

of Erasmus, had been going on in the universities of Spain, and

had ultimately died out. It died out at the uncreating voice

of the Dominican Melchior Cano, who revived the ancient

scholasticism and the teaching of Aquinas. Then followed the

Jesuits, whom Cano himself had once denounced as " precursors

of Antichrist," and under their direction the scholastic philo-

sophy, together with a certain attention to Greek and Hebrew,

became the dominant study. And when the council of Trent

had done its work, and doctrinal controversy seemed to have

been finally laid to rest, Gregory XIU. in 1574 authorized the

foundation of the university of Oviedo; but this was
^'^^^

not opened until 1608, and then only with a faculty of

law. After this time the universities in Spain shared in the

general decline of the country; and even after the expulsion of

the Jesuits in 1769 no marked improvement is discernible in

their schools. On the contrary, the departure of a body of very

able instructors, who, whatever objections might be taken to

their doctrinal teaching, were mostly good scholars and men
in close touch with the outer world, distinctly (favoured that

tendency to lifeless routine and unreasoning tradition which

characterizes the Spanish universities until the second half of

,the 19th century.

The comparative unimportance of the universities founded

during the same period in luly b partially explained by the

number of those which previously existed. In the

papal states Macerata and Camerino were founded

at a wide interval; the former, according to tradition,
MaewmtM, j,y a bull of Nicholas IV. as early as the 13th century,
Camtrlao. th^ latter not until the year 1727 by a bull of Benedict

XIII. Macerata, however, ceased to exist as a university in

the last century, retaining only a faculty of law, but contributing

^ Hamilton, Discussions^ ^nd ed. p. 373.

to the maintenance of the medical faculty at Camerino, wUcfi
was constituted one of the newly created " free universities "

(along with Urbino, Ferrara and Perugia) in 1890, but con-
tinued to exist only with the aid of contributions ..^^
levied on the local parishes. Urbino, originaUy

^**"

opened as a studium under papal patronage in 1671, was abo
constituted a free university, its chief study being that ol law.
At Modena there had long existed a faculty of the ^____
same study which enjoyed a high repute, but it was

"'

not until 1683 that it received its charter from Duke Frauds XL
of Este as the university of his capital. Like Camerino, Modena
had to rely chiefly on funds collected in the commune, but was
able nevertheless to acquire some reputation as a. school of
law and medicine, declining, when the Jesuiu were ino«1iH by
the Austrian authorities, to revive again in the general recovery
which took place among the seats of learning after the unifi-

cation of Itsly. In Sicily, Palermo (1779) originated ski^,
in an earlier institution composed inainly of subjects m^^^
of Ferdinand IV., who had followed him on his ez-

'*"'**

pulsion from the throne of the Two Sicilies at Naples towards
the end of the x8th century. It was dosed in 1805, but re-

opened in 1850 to become a school of considerable importance
in all the faculties with over xooo students. The two univer-

sities of Sardinia—Sassari ( 1634 )and Cagliari ( 1 596)— i^^^f
werefounded under the Spanish rule, and both died out c^i^l
when that rule wasexchanged for thatofAustria. Under

•^•*
the auspices of the house of Savoy they were re-esublished, but

neither can be said to have since achieved any mariied success.

For the most part, however, the Reformation represents the

great boundary line in the history of the medieval universities,

and long after Luther and Calvin had passed away was stiD

the main influence in the history of those new foundations

which arose in Protestant countries. Even in Catholic countries

its secondary effects were scarcely less perceptible, as they

found expression in cozmexion with the Counter-keformaticm.

In Germany the Thirty Years' War was attended by am-
sequences which were felt long after the X7th century. la

France the Revolution of 1789 resulted in the actual uprootiif

of the university system.

The influence of the Humanists, and the vptcal character

which it assumed as it made its way in (jermany in connexioai

with the labours of scholars like Erasmus, John RenchJin and
Melanchthon, augured well for the future. It was free from

the frivolities, the pedantry, the immoralities and the sceptidsm

which characterized so hunse a proportion of the corresfMHiding

culture in Italy. It gave promise of resulting at once in a

critical and enlightened study of the masterpieces of ri«%sir»l

antiquity, and in a reverent and yet rational interpretation of

the Scriptures and the Fathers. The fierce bigotry

and the ceaseless controversies evoked by the pro-

mulgation of Lutheran or Calvinistic doctrine dispelled,

however, this hopeful prospect, and converted what JfJL^
might otherwise have become the tranquil abodes

of the Muses into gloomy fortresses of sectarianism. Of the

manner in which it affected the highest culture, the observa-

tion of Henke in his Life of Calixtus (t. 8), that for a ceotury

after the Reformation the history of Lutheran theology becomes
almost identified with that of the German universities^ may
serve as an illustration.

The first Protesunt university was that of Marburg, founded

by Philip the Magnanimous, landgrave of Hesse, 30th May 1597.

Expressly designed as a bulwark of Lutheranism, it

was mainly built up out of the confiscation of the
*"**

property of the religious orders in the Hessian capitaL Ihe
house of the Dominicans, who had fled on the first mmour d
spoliation, was converted into lecture-rooms for the faculty of

jurisprudence. The church and convent of the order known
as the " Kugelherm " was appropriated to the theological

faculty. The friary of the Barefooted Friars was shared be-

tween the faculties of medicine and philosophy. The univenity,

which was the object of the landgrave's peculiar care, rapidly

rose to celebrity; it was resorted to by students from remote
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countries, even from Greece, and its professoit wer^ of distin-

guished Ability. How much, however, of this popularity

depended on its theological associations is to be seen in the

fact that after the year 1605, when, by the decree of Count
Maurice, its formulary of faith was changed from Lutheran to

Calvinistic, its numbers greatly declined. This dicution of

the temporal power now becomes one of the most notable

features in academic history in Protestant Germany. The
universities, having repudiated the papal authority, while that

of the episcopal order was at an end, now began to pay especial

court to the temporal ruler, and sought in every way to con-

ciliate his goodwill, representing with peculiar distinctness the

theory—cw/itf regiOt ejus religio. This tendency was further

strengthened by the fact that their colleges, bursaries and
other similar foundations were no longer derived from or

supported by ecclesiastical institutions, but were mainly

dependent on the civil power.

The Lutheran university of Kdnigsberg was founded 17th

August 1544 by Albert III., margrave of Brandenburg, and

JTteta*
**** ^^^^ **' Prussia, and his wife Dorothea, a

^^gyT* D&nish princess. In this instance, the religious

character of the foundation not having been determined

at the commencement, the papal and the imperial sanction

were both applied for, although not accorded. King Sigismund

of Poland, however, which kingdom exercised at that time a
protectorate over the Prussian duchy, ultimately gave the

necessary charter (29th September 1561), at the same time

ordaining that all students who graduated as masters in the

faculty of philosophy should rank as nobles of the Polish

kingdom. When Prussia was raised to the rank of a kingdom
(1701) the university was made a royal foundation, and the
" collegium Fridericianum," which was then erected, received

corresponding privileges. In 1S63 the university buildings

were rebuilt, and the number of the students 'soon after rose to

nearly a thousand.

The Lutheran university of Jena had its origin in a gymnasium
founded by John Frederick the Magnanimous, elector of

^
&ixony, during his imprisonment, for the express

purpose of promoting Evangelical doctrines and
repairing the loss of Wittenberg, where the Philippists had
gained the ascendancy. Its charter, which the emperor Charles

V. had refused to grant, and which was obtained with some
difficulty from his brother, Ferdinand I., enabled the authorities

to open the university on the and of February 1558. Dis-

tinguished for its vehement assertion of Lutheran doctrine, its

hostility to the teaching of Wittenberg was hardly less pro-

nounced than that with which both centres regard Roman
Catholicism. For a long time it was chiefly noted as a school

of medicine, and in the 17th and i8th centuries was in bad
repute for the lawlessness of its students, among whom duelling

prevailed to a scandalous extent. The beauty of its situation

and the eminence of its professoriate have, however, generally

attracted a considerable proportion of students from other

countries. Its numbers in 1906 were 1281.

The Lutheran university of Helmstedt, founded by Duke
Julius (of the house of Brunswick-WolfenbUttcl), and designated

after him in its official records as " Academia Julia,"

received its charter, 8th May 1575, from the emperor
Maximilian II. No university in the i6th century

commenced under more favourable auspices. It was muni-
ficently endowed by the founder and by his son; and its

" Convictorium," or college for poor students, expended in the

course of thirty years no less than 100,000 thalers, an extra-

ordinary expenditure for an institution of such a character in

those days. Beautifully and conveniently situated in what
had now become the well-peopled region between the Wcser
and the lower Elbe, and distinguished by its comparatively

temperate maintenance of the Lutheran tenets, it attracted

a considerable concourse of students, especially from the upper
classes, not a few being of princely rank. Throughout its

history, until suppressed in 1800, Helmstedt enjoyed the special

and powerful patronage of the dukes of Saxony.
,

The " Gymnasium Aegidianum " of Nuremberg, founded
in 1526, and removed in 1575 to Altdorf, represents the origin

of the university of Altdorf. A charter was granted ajmoh
in X578 by the emperor Rudolph II., and the university

was formally opened in 1580. It was at first, however, em-
powered only to grant degrees in arts; but in 2623 the emperor
Ferdinand II. added the permission to create doctors of law
and medicine, and also to confer crowns on poets; and in

1697 its faculties were completed by the permission given by
the emperor Leopold I. to create doctors of theology. Like
Louvain, Altdorf was nominally ruled by the municipality,

but in the latter university tlds power of control remained
practically inoperative, and the consequent freedom enjoyed

by the community from evils like those which brought about

the decline of Louvain is thus described by Hamilton: " The
decline of that great and wealthy seminary (Louvain) was
mainly determined by its vicious patronage, both as vested

in the university and in the town. Altdorf, on the other hand,

was about the poorest university in Germany, and long one
of the most eminent. Its whole endowment never rose above
£800 a year; and, till the period of its declension, the professors

of Altdorf make at least as distinguished a figure in the history

of philosophy as those of all the eight universities of the British

empire together. On looking closely into its constitution the

anomaly is at once solved. The patrician senate of Nuremberg
were too intelligent and patriotic to attempt the exercise of such
a function. Tbe nomination of professors, though formally

ratified by the senate, was virtually made by a board of four

curators; and what is worthy of remark, as long as curatorial

patronage was a singularity in Germany, Altdorf maintained its

relative pre-eminence, losing it only when a similar mean was
adopted in the more favoured universities of the empire."*

The conversion of Marburg into a school of Calvinistic

doctrine gave occasion to the foundation of the universities

of Giessen and of Rinteln. Of these the former, ^^^^^
founded by the margrave of Hesse-Darmstadt, Louis V.,

as a kind of refuge for the Lutheran professors from Marburg,
received its charter from the emperor Rudolph II. (x9th May
1607). When, however, the margraves of Darmstadt acquired

possession of Marburg in 1625, the university was transferred

thither; in 1650 it was moved back again to Giessen. The
number of matriculated students, which at the beginning of

last century was about 250, had risen before its dose to over

800. In common with the other universities of Germany, but

with a facility which obtained for it a specially unenviable

reputation, Giessen was for a long time wont to confer the

degree of doctor t'ji absentia in -the different faculties without

requiring adequate credentials. This practice drew forth an

emphatic protest from the eminent historian Monunsen, and

was abandoned long before bis death. The university
ji^tAii

of Rinteln was founded X7th July 1621 by the emperor

Ferdinand II. Almost immediately after iu foundation it

became the prey of contending parlies in the Thirty Years' War,

and its early development was thus materially hindered. It

never, however, attained to much distinction, and in 1819 it

was suppressed. The university of Strassburg was founded

in 1621 on the basis of an already existing academy, stm*-

to which the celebrated John Sturm stood, during the ••»
1

latter part of his life, in the relation of " rector perpetuus
"

and of which we are told that in 1578 it included more than

a thousand scholars, among whom were 200 of the nobility, 24

counts and barons and three princes. It also attracted students

from all parts of Europe, and especially from Portugal, Poland,

Denmark, France and England. The method of Sturm's

teaching became the basis of that of the Jesuits, and through

them of the public school instruction in England. In 1621

Ferdinand II. conferred on this academy full privileges as a

university; in the language of the charter, " in omnibus lacul-

tatibus, doctores, licentiates, magistros, et baccalaureos, atque

insuper poetas laureatos creandi et promovendl."* In x68x

• Discussions, Ac., and ed.. pp. 388-89.
fPrpmul^^ AcQd.Prwa., &c (Strassburg. 1628).
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Strassboig became French, and remained so untfl 187a, when it

was refounded by the Emperor William I., and before the dose

of the century numbered over xioo students.

At the beginning of last century Russia possessed but three

universities—that of Moscow (1755), bounded by
the Empress Elizabeth; of Wihia (X57S), which was
Polish and chiefly in the hands of the Jesuits; and of

Dorpat [Yuriev] in Livonia, which was virtually

Under the enlightened policy of Alexander I. was
founded the university of Charkow (1804) for New Russia,

that of Kazan (1804) for the countries about the

Volga, but designed also for the populations of Fin-

land and Siberia, and that of St Petersburg (1819).

Each of the foregoing six universities had a diefinite

district assigned to it, from whence it was entitled to
•"

recruit students, and, as a further incentive to the pur-

suit of academic studies, a ukaz promulgated in 1809 proclaimed

that in all appointments to oflicial posts throughout the empire

the holders of a university degree would receive the first con-

sideration in the competition for vacancies. In 1826 the uni-

versity at Abo in Finland was removed to Hdsingfors,
' and still preserves the charter whereby, in its original

home, it had been constituted a university by Queen
Christina and her chancellor Oxenstiem in the year 1640. In

1833 the foundation of the St Wladimir University of Kiev
absorbed both that at Wilna and the lyceum of Kre-

menetx. Odessa, founded in 1865, was designed

to represent the university of New Russia. Although
at St Petersburg considerable attention was regularly given

to the teaching of languages, especially those of Armenia,
Georgia, and Tatary, the general status of the Russian uni-

versities continued throughout the greater part of last century

exceptionally low; and in 1884 they were all reconstituted

by the promulgation of a "universal code"; with this the

statutes of the universities at Dorpat (1632) and Warsaw (1886)

are essentially in agreement. The former, originally founded
at the suggestion of the governor-general, with the design of

bringing " martial Livonia into the path of virtue and mor-
ality," was at first almost exclusively taught by German pro-

fessors, of whom, however, very few had retained theu: chairs

at the conclusion of last century. The study of the Slavonic

languages, on the other hand, received a considerable stimulus;

and when, by a decree in May 1887, the use of the Russian

language was made obligatory in all places of instruction

throughout the Baltic provinces, Russian began to displace

German as the language of the lecture-room, the only faculties

in which the use of German continued to be permissible being

T^mMk.
^^°** °^ theolog>- and medicine. The university of

Tomsk in western Siberia, founded in x888, recruited

its numbers chiefly from students in the same faculties. It was,

however, without endowment, and depended chiefly on a grant

from the state aided by private liberality.

During the ensuing twenty years the general influence of

Dorpat rapidly spread far beyond the Baltic provinces, while

the number of students, which in 1879 was xio6, rose

nfPaiyf. ^^ n^riy 3000.* In 1889, however, the appointment
of the university officials was taken from the Senatus

Academicus and entrusted to the state minister, a change which

went far to deprive the university of its claim to be considered

German. A like contest between contending nationalities

met with a final solution at Prague, where a Czech
university having been established on an independent

basis, the German university began its separate career in the

winter session of x88a-83. The German foimdation retains

certain revenues accruing from special endowments, b.ut the

state subvention is divided between the two.

The repudiation on the part of the Protestant universities

of both papal and episcopal authority evoked a counter-demon-
stration among those centres which still adhered to Catholicism,

while their theological intolerance gave rise to a great reaction,

under the influence of which the medieval Catholic univer-
^ See Die d€utsch» Vtmersitdi Dorpal im Uchte der Gtsckickie, 1882.

sities were remvigorated and reorganized (although atxktly

on the traditional lines), while new and important centres were
created. It was on the tide of this reaction, aided by their own
skilful teaching and practical sagacity, that the Jesuits were
borne to that commanding position which made them for a time
the arbiters of education in Europe. The earliest univexsity

whose charter represented this reaction was that of g^^^,^
Bamberg, founded by the prince-bishop Mdchior
Otto, after whom it was named " Academia OttoolaxMu^' It

was opened xst September 1648, and received both from the

emperor Frederick III. and Pope Innocent X. all the dvil and
ecdesiastical privileges of a medieval foundation. At fixst,

however, it comprised only the faculties of aru and of theology;

to these was added in x 729 that of jurisprudence, and in 1764
that of medkine. In this latter faculty Dr Ignathxs DfiUinger

(the father of the hbtorian) was for a long time a distinguished

professor. The university library is of especial interest, as

including that of an earlier Jesuit foundation and also valuable

collections by private donors. Its collectk>n of manuscripts
in like manner indudes those contained in some thirty suppressed

monasteries, convents, and religious institutions at the time

of the "secularization." The university of Innsbruck was
foimded in X673 by the emperor Leopold I., from whom it

received its name of " Academia Leopoldina." In the foUowing
century, under the patronage of the empress Maria Theresa,

it made considerable progress, and recdved from her its .

ancient library and bookshdves in 1745. In 1782 the ZJ^
university underwentasomewhat singularchange, being
reduced by the emperor Joseph II. from the status of a uni-

veisity to that of a lyceum, although retaining in the theological

faculty the right of conferring degrees. In X79X it was restored

to its privileges by the emperor Leopold II., and since that time
the faculties of philosophy, law and medicine have been repie-

sented in nearly eqxial proportions. The foundation of the

university of Breslau was contemplated as eariy as the -
year 1505, when Ladislaus, king of Hungary, gave his

sanction to the project; but Pope Julius IL, in the a-«t»»n*<l

interests of Cracow, withhdd his assent.

Neariy two centuries later, in 1702, under singularly altered

conditbns, the Jesuits prevailed upon the emperor T^^vypnM l
to foimd a university without solidting the papal j-^
sanction. When Frederick the Great conquered iktmKt la

Silesia in X741, he took both the university and the ***—*•

Jesuits in Breslau under his protection, and when in
•''*^*

1774 the order was suppressed by Clement XIV. he esub-
lished them as priests in the Royal Scholastic Institute,

at the same time giving new statutes to the university.

In x8xx the university was considerably augmented by the

incorporation of that at Frankfort-on-the-Oder, and was ultim-

ately reconstituted on lines simQar to those of the newly
founded university of Berlin. In no country was the influence

of the Jesuits on the universities more marked than in France.

The dvil wars in that country during the thirty yeais whicb
preceded the close of the i6th century told with disastrous

effects upon the condition of the university of Paris, and with

the commencement of the r7lh century its collegiate
^^^^^^^

life seemed at an end, and its forty colleges stood «#(*«
absolutdy deserted. To this state of affairs the
obstinate conservatism of the academic authorities

not a little contributed. The statutes by which the
university was still governed were those which had been given

by the cardinal D'Estouteville, the papal legate, in 1452. and
remamed entirely unmodified by the influences of the Renais-

sance. In X579 the edict of Blois promulgated a scbetike of

organization for all the universities of the realm (at that time

twenty-one in number)—a measure which, though productive

of unity of teaching, did nothing towards the advancement cf

the studies themselves. The theological instruction became
largely absorbed by the episcopal colleges, and acquired, in the

schools of the different orders, a narrower and more dogmatic

character. The eminent lawyers of France, unable to find

chairs in Paris, distributed thenisdves among the chief towns

m^l
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of the provinces. The Jesuits did not fafl to profit by this

inunobiHty and excessive conservatism on the part of the

university, and during the second half of the x6th century and
the whole of the xyth they had contrived to gain almost a com-
plete monopoly of both Uie higher and the lower education of

provincial France. Their schools rose at Toulouseand BordeauZi
at Auch, Agen, Rhodes, P6riguexiz, Limoges, Le Puy, Aubenas,

C^iggf Bfziers, Toumon, in the colleges of Flanders and Lor-

•/<*• raine, Douai and Pont-A-Mousson-^places beyond
Is the jurisdiction of the parlement of Paris or even

of the crown of Fiance. Their banishment from
Paris itself had been by the decree of the parlement alone,

and had never been confirmed by the crown. " Lyons," says

Pattison, "loudly demanded a Jesuit college, and even the

Huguenot Lesdiguiires, almost king in DaupUn£, was prepar-

ing to erect 4>ne at Grenoble. Amiens, Rheims, Rouen, Dijon,

and Bourges were only waiting a favourable opportunity to

introduce the Jesuits within their walls." ^ The university was
rescued from the fate which seemed to threaten it only by the

excellent statutes given by Richer in 1598, and by the discerning

protection extended to it by Henry IV., while iu higher culture

was in some measuro provided for by the establishment by
Richelieu in 163$ of the Acad£mie francaise.

The "college of Edinburgh" was founded by charter of

James VI., dated 14th April 158s. This document contains

no reference to a studium gtneraUj nor is there ground

n„j^ for supposing that the foundation of a university was
atthat time contemplated. In marked contrast to the

three older centres in Scotland, the college rose comparatively

untrammelled by the traditions of medievalism, and its creation

was not effected without some jealousy and opposition on the

part of its predecessors. Its first course of instruction was
commenced in the Kirk of Field, under the direction of Robert

Rollock, who had been educated at St Andrews under An^irew

Melville, the eminent Covenanter. " He began to teach," says

Craufurd, " in the lower hall of the great lodging, there being

a great concourse of students allured with the great worth of the

man; but diverse of them being not ripe enough in the Latin

tongue, were in November next put under the charge of Mr
Duncan Name, . . . who, upon Mr Rollock's recommendation,

was chosen second master of the college."* In 1585 both

Rollock and Nairne subscribed the National Covenant, and a
like subscription was from that time required from all who were

admitted to degrees in the college.

Disastrous as were the effects of the Thirty Years' War upon
the external condition of the German universities, resulting

in not a few instances in the total dispersion of the

students and the burning of the buildingsand libraries,

they were less detrimental and less permanent than

those which were discernible in the tone and temper of

thesecommunities. AformalpedantryanduninteUigent

method of study, combined with a passionate dogmatism in

matters of religious belief and a rude contempt for the amenities

of social intercourse, became the leading characteristics, and

j^^- lasted throughout the 17th century. But in the year

1693 the foundation of the university of Halle opened

up a career to two very eminent men, whose influence, widely

different as was its character, may be compared for its effects

with that of Luther and Melanchthon, and served to modify the

whole current of German philosophy and German theology.

Halle has indeed been described as " the first real modem uni-

versity." It was really indebted for its origin to a spirit of

rivalry between the conservatism of Saxony and the progressive

tendencies of the house of Brandenbuxg, but the occasion of its

rise was the removal of the ducal court from Halle to Magde-
burg. The archbishopric of the latterdty having passed into the

possession of Brandenburg in 1680 was changed into a duke-

dom, and the dty itself was selected as the ducal re^dence.

This change left unoccupied some commodious buildings in

Halle, whidi it was dedded to utilise for purposes of education.

^ lAU of Guaai&ofi, p. 181.
* Crauiurd, Hiit. iftkt Unit, of Editilmrtfi, pp. 19-38.
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A " Ritterschule " for the sons of the nobility was opened, and
in the course of a few years it was dedded to found a university.

Saxonyendeavoured to thwart the scheme, uiging the proximity
of Ldpzig; but her opposition was overruled by the emperor
Leopold I., who granted (19th October 1693) the requisite charter,

and in the following year the work of the university conunenced.
Frankfort-on-the-Oder had by this time become a centre of the
Reformed party, and the primary object in founding a university
in Halle was to create a centre for Uie Lutheran party; but its

character, under the influence of its two most notable teachers,

Christian Thomasius and A. H. Francke, soon expanded fgfHf^„
beyond the limits of this conception to assiune a highly «/ nom*
original form. Thomasius and Francke had both «**(•«««

been driven from Ldpsig owing to the disfavour '*«**
with which their liberal and progressive tendendcs were there

regarded by the academic authorities, and on many points

the two teachers were in agreement. They both regarded with
contempt alike the scholastic philosophy and the scholastic

theology; they both desired to see the rule of the dvil power
superseding that of the ecdesiastical power in the seats of learn-

ing; they were both opposed to the ascendancy of classical

studies as expounded by Uie humanists—Francke regarding the

Greek and Roman psgan writers with the old traditional d^ike,
as inunoral, while Thomasius boked upon them with con-

tempt, as antiquated and representing only a standpoint which
had been long left behind; both again agreed as to the desira-

bility of induding the elements of modem culture in the educa*
tion of the young. But here their agreement ceased. It was
the aim of lliomasius, as far as possible, to secularize education,

and to introduceamong his countrymen French habitsand French
modes of thought; his own attire was gay and fashionable,

and he was in the habit of taking his seat in the professorial

chair adorned with gold chain and rings, and with his dagger by
his side. Francke, who became the leader of the Pietists, re-

garded all this with even greater aversion than he did the lifeless

orthodoxy traditional in the universities, and was shocked
at the worldly tone and disregard for sacred things which
characterized his brother professor. Both, however, com-
manded a considerable following among the students. Thom-
asius was professor in the faculty of jurisprudence, Francke in

that of theology. And it was a common prediction in those

days with respect to a student who proposed to pursue his aca-

demic career at Halle, that he would infallibly become dther
an atheist ora Pietist. But the services rendered by Thomasius
to learning were genuine and lasting. He was the first to set

the example, Ibon after followed by all the universities of Ger-

many, of lecturing in the vernacular instead of in the customary
Latin; and the discourse in which he first departed from the

traditional method was devoted to the consideration of how
far the German nation might with advantage imitate the French
in matters of sodal life and intercourse. His more general

views, as a disdple of the Cartesian philosophy and founder of

the modem Rationalismus, exposed him to incessant attacks;

but by the establishment of a monthly journal (at that time an
original idea) he obtained a channd for expounding his views

and refuting his antagonists which gave him a great advantage.

On the influence of Francke, as the founder c^ that Pietistic

school with which the reputation of Halle afterwards became
especially identified, it is unnecessary here to dilate.* Christian

Wolf, who followed Thomasius as an assertor of the new culture,

was driven from Halle by the accusations of the Pietists, who
dedared that his teaching was fraught with atheistical prin-

ciples. In 1740, however, he was recalled by Frederick U., and

reinstated in high office with every mark of consideration and

respect. Throughout the whole of the i8th century Halle was

the leader of academic thought and advanced theology in Pro-

tesUnt Germany, although sharing that leadership, after the

middle of the century, with G5ttingen. The university of -«^^,
Gdttingen (named after iu founder "Georgia Augusta ") g^
was endowed with the amplest privfleges as a university

by George II. of England, elector of Hanover, 7th December
* See Paulsen, C«$ch, des teUkrUm UnUrrichU, &c., pp. 34B-:58.
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1736. The imperial unctloii of the scheme had been given
three yean before (x3th January 1733), and the university was
formally opened X7th September 1737. The king himself

assumed the office of " rector magnificentissimus," and the

liberality of the royal endowments (doubling those of Halle),

and the not less liberal character of the spirit that pervad^l

its organization, 80K>n raised it to a foremost phice among the

schools of Germany. HaUe had just expelled Wolf; and
Gdttingen, modelled on the same lines as Halle, but rejecting its

Pietism and disclaiming its mtderance, appealed with remark-

able success to the most enlightened feeling of the time. It

included all the faculties, and two of its first professors—Mos-
heim, the eminent theologian, from Helmstedt, and 0. L. BOh-
mer, the no less distinguished jurist from Halk—together with

Gesner, the man of letters, at once established its reputation.

Much of its early success was also due to the supervision of its

chief curator (there were two)—Baron Milnchhausen, himself a
man of considerable attainments, who by his sagacious super-

intendence did much to promote the general efficiency of the

whole professoriate. Not least among its attractions was also

its splendid library, located in an ancient monastery, and now
containing over 200,000 volumes and 5000 MSS. In addition

to its general influence as a distinguished seat of learning,

GOttingen may claim to have been mainly instrumental in

diffusing a more adequate conception of the importance of the

study of history. Before the latter half of the x8th century the

mode of treatment adopted by university lecturers was smgu-
larly wanting in breadth of view. Profane history was held of

but little account, excepting so far as it served to illustrate

ecclesiastical and sacred history; while this, again, was invariably

treated in the narrow spirit of the polemic, intent mainly on the

defence of his own confession, according as he represented the

Lutheran or the Reformed Church. The labours of the pro-

fessors at Gdttingen, especially Putter, Gatterer, SchlOzer and
Spittler, combined with those of Mascov at Leipzig, did much
towards promoting both a more catholic treatment and a wider

scope. Not less beneficial was the example set at G^ittingen of

securing the appointment of its professors by a less prejudiced

and partial body than a university board is only too likely to

become.
"

' The Great MOnchhausen,' says an illustrious professor

of that seminary, ' allowed our university the right of presenta-

tion, of designation, or of recommendation, as little as the right

of free election; for he was taught by experience that, although

the faculties of universities may know the individuals best

qualified to supply their vacant diairs, they are seldom or never

disposed to propose for appointment the worthiest wUhin their

hnovoledge.*"^ The system of patronage adopted at GOttingen

was, in fact, identical with that which had already been insti-

tuted in the universities of the Netherlands by Douza. The

^^^ university of Eriangen, a Lutheran centre, was founded
""'*^'' by Frederick, margrave of Baireuth. Its charter was
granted by the emperor Charles VII., aist February 1743, and
the university was formally constituted, 4th November. From
its special guardian, Alexander, the last margrave of Ansbach,

it was styled " Academia Alexandrina." In 1791, Ansbach and
Baireuth having passed into the possession of Prussia, Eriangen

also became subject to the Prussian government, and, as the

XQth century advanced, her theological faculty became dis-

tinguished by the fervoxir and abOity with which it championed
the tenets of Lutheranism.

On comparison with the great English universities, the uni-

versities of Germany must be pronounced inferior both in point

.^ of discipline and of moral control over the students.

The superiority of the former in these respects is

partly to be attributed to the more systematic care

JjJJJ^jJ*
which they took, from a very early date, for the super-

cD«p«raA vision of each student, by requiring that withia a
certain ^>ecified time after his entry into the univeraity

he should be registered as a pupil of some master of arts,

who was responsible for his conduct, and represented him
generally in his relations to the academic authorities. Mar-

' Hamilton, Discussions, p. 381.

burg in its earliest statutes (those of 1539) cndeavoiued to
establish a similar rule, but without success.' The.developmait
of the collegiate system at Oxford and Cambridge materially
assisted the carrying out of this discipline. Although asain, as
in the German universities, feuds were not nnfrequent, especi-

ally those between " north " and " south " (the natives of the
northern and southern counties), the fact that in electkws to
feUowships and scholarships only a certain pioportioo were
allowed to be taken from either of these divisions acted as a
considerable check upon the possibility of any one coDcge
representing^ either element exdunvely. In the Qerman uni-

versities, on the other hand, the ancient division into nations,

which died out with the 15th century, was revived under another
form by the institution of national colleges, which largdy sezred

to foster the spirit of rivalry and contention. The demonHza-
tion induced by the Thirty Yean' War and the increase of

duelling intensified these, tendencies, which, together with the

tyraxmy of the older over the younger students, known as
" Pennalismus," were evils against which the authorities con-

tended, but ineffectually, by various ordinances. The institutioa

of " Burschentum," having for iu design the encouragement of

good fellowship and social feeling irrespective of nationality,

served only as a partial check upon these excesses, which again

received fresh stimulus by the rival institution of ** Landsmann-
schaften," or societies of the same nationality. The latter

proved singularly provocative of dudling, while the anogant
and even tyrannic^ demeanour of their members towards the

unassodated students gave rise to a general oombination of

the latter for the purposes of self-defence and ocgaiiiaed re-

sistance.

The political storms which marked the dose of the i8th

and the beginning of the 19th century gave the death-bbv
to not a few of the andent universities of Germany.
Mainz and Cologne ceased to exist in 1798; Bamberg,
Dillingen and Duisburg in 1804; Rinteln and Hdm-
stedt in 1809; Salzburg in x8xo; Erfurt in x8x6.

Altdorf was united to Eriangen in 1807, Frankfort- oih
the-Oder to Breslau in 1809, and Wittenberg to HaUe
in x8i 5. The university of Ingolstadt was first moved in tSoi to

Landshut, and from thence in 1826 to Munich, where it was
united to the academy of sdences which was founded _ .^

in the Bavarian capital in 1759. MQnster in Prussia

was for the first time constituted a univer^ty in four faculties

by Maximilian Frederick (dector and archbishop) in

177X. Its charter was confirmed by Clement XIV. in
*•*'•

X773, and again by the Emperor Joseph II. The univenlty vis

abolished in the year 1818; but two faculties, those of tbeokgy
and philosophy, continued to exist, and in 1843 it received the

full privileges of a Prussian univeraity together with the designa-

tion of a royal foimdation. Of those of the above centres wfaidi

altogether ceased to exist, but few were much missed or regretted

—that at Mainz, which had numbered some six hundred studects,

being the one notable exception. The others had for the moA
part fallen into a perfunctory and lifdess mode of t»«i4tt«g^

and, with wasted or diminished revenues and dedinxng nmnbeis,
had long ceased worthily to represent the functions of a uni-

versity, while the more studious in each centre were haiassed

by the frequency with which it was made an arena for politiol

demonstrations. Whatever loss may have attended their sqp.

pression was more than compensated by the activity and inflneace

of the three great German universities which rose in the list

century.

Munich, after having been completdy reorganised, soon

became a distinguished centre of study in all the focuUies; and

' " Volumus neminem in hanc nostram Academiara admktS. aat
per reaorem in album redpi, qui non habeat privatum atque
domesticum praeoeptorem, qui ejus discipulum ^noscat. ad cuiss
iudiduro quisque pro sua ii^nil capacitate atque Marte lectures
et publicas et privatas audiat, a cujus latere aut raro aut nun^uam
discedat." Koch expreasly compares this provtuon with the disctisiiiie

of Oxford and Camoridge, which, down to thecommencement «if the
present century, was very much of the same character (Kodu CesdL
des academisciien Pddagogiums in Marhurg, p, 11).
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its numbets, aDowing for two great wars, have been continuously

on the increase, the eminence of its professoriate, among whom
have been DdUinger, Liebig, Schelling, Zeuss and Giesebrecht,

having attracted students from all parts of Europe.

The university of Berlin, known as the Royal Friedrich Wil-

hclm University, was founded in 1809, immediately after the

fffffl^
peace of Tilsit, when Prussia had been reduced to the

level of a third-rate Power. Under the guiding in-

fluence of Wilhelm von Humboldt, however, supported by the

strong purpose of Frederick William' III., the principles

adopted in connexion with the new seat of learning not only

raised it to a foremost place among the universities of Europe,
but also largely conduced to the regeneration of Germany. It

had not only incorporated at the time of its foundation the

famous "Academy of Sciences" of the city, but expressly

repudiated all attachment to any particular creed or school of

thoui^t, and professed subservience only to the interests of

science and learning. "Each of the eminent teachers with
whom the university began its life—F.A.WoUe, Fichtc, Savjgny,

Reil—represented only himself, the path of inquiry or the

completed theoiy which he had himself propounded. Its

subsequent growth was astonishing, and before the 19th century

closed the number of its matriculated students exceeded that of

every other university except Vienna."

The university of Borm, founded in x8i8 and also by Friedrich

Wilhelm III., thus became known as the Rkenisk Friedrich

gf^^
Wilhelm University—it being the design of the founder

to introduce into the Rhine provinces the classic

literature and the newly developed scientific knowledge of

Germanyproper. With this aim he summoned to his aid the best

available talent, among the earlier instructors being Niebuhr,

A. W. von Scblegel, with C. F. Nasse in the faculty of medicine

and G. Hermes in that of theology. In the last-named faculty

it further became noted for the manner in which it combined
the opposed schools of theological doctrine—that of the

Evangelical (or Lutheran) Church and that of the Roman
Catholic Church here standing side by side, and both adorned by
eminent names. After the war with Austria in 1859 the German
universities underwent a considerable change owing to the

enforced military service required by the law of 1867; and the

events of 1870 were certainly not discormected with the martial

spirit which had been evoked in the student world, while in

the universities themselves there had risen up a new and more
lively interest in political affairs.

In 1878 a comparison of the numbers of the students in the

different faculties in the Prussian universities with those for

the year 1867 showed a remarkable diminution in the

faculty of theology, amounting in Lutheran centres to

more than one-half, and in Catholic centres to nearly

three-fourths. In jurisprudence there was an increase

of nearly two-fifths, in medicine a decline of a third,

and in philosophy an increase of one-fourth.

The universities of the United Provinces, like those of Pro-

testant Germany, were founded by the state as schools for the

Uairtr^
maintenance of the principles of the Reformation and

MHltM •§ ^c education of the clergy, and afforded in the x6th
c/aiM and 17th centuries a grateful refuge to not a few of

those Huguenot orPort-Royalistschodanwhompersecu-

tion compelled to flee beyond the boundaries of France,

as well as to the Puritan divines who were driven from England.

The earliest, that of Leiden (in what was then the county

LrJ*s. ^' Holland), founded in 157s, commemorated the

gallant and successful resistance of the citizens to the

Spanish forces under Rcquesens. Throughout the 17th century

Leiden was distinguished by its learning, the ability of its

professors, and the shelter it afforded to the more liberal thought

assodaled at that period with Arminianism. Much of its early

success was owing to the wise provisions and the influence of the

celebrated Janus Douza:— " Douza's principles," says Hamilton,
" were those which ought to regulate the practice of all aca-

demical patrons; and they were those of his successors. He
knew that at the rate learning was seen prised by the sUte in

the academy, would it be valued by the nation at Urge
He knew that professors wrought more even by example and
influence than by teachmg, that it was theirs to pitch high'or
low the standard of learning in a country, and that, as it proved
easy or arduous to come up with them, they awoke either a
restless endeavour after an even loftier attainment, or lulled

into a self-satisfied conceit." Douza was, for Leiden and the

Dutch, what MUnchhausen afterwards was for Gdttingen and the

German universities. " But with this difference: Leiden was
the model on which the younger universities of the republic

were constructed; Gttttingen the model on which the older

universities of the empire were reformed. Both Mflnchhausen
and Douza proposed a high ideal for the schoob founded under
their auspices; and both, as first curators, laboured with
paramount influence in realizing this ideal for the same long

period of thirty-two years. Under their patronage Leiden and
GiJttingen took the highest place among the univernties of

Europe; and both have ozdy lost their relative supremacy by
the application in other seminaries of the same measures which
had at first determined their superiority." The appointment
of the professors at Leiden was vested in three (afterwards five)

curators, one of whom was selected from the body of the nobles,

while the other two were appointed by the states of the pro-
vince—the ofl&ce being held for nine years, and eventually

for life. With these was associated the mayor of Leiden for

the time being. The university of Francker was j^^^^.
founded in 1585 on a somewhat less liberal basis than
Leiden, the professors being required to declare their assent to

the rule of faith embodied in the Heidelberg Catechism and the

confession of the " Belgian Church." Its four faculties were
those of theology, Jurisprudence, medidne, and "the three

languages and the liberal arts."^ For a period of twelve years
{c. i6io*32) the reputation of the imiversity was enhanced
by the able teaching of William Ames (" Amesius "), a Puritan
divine and moralist who had been driven by Archbishop Bancroft
from Cambridge and from England. His fame and ability are

said to have attracted to Franeker students from Hungary,
Poland and Russia.

With similar organization were founded the universities

of Harderwijk (1600), Groningen (16x4) and Utrecht (1634),
the last-naniied being much frequented in the x8th ir««f^
century by both English and Scottish students who wffc.

repaired thither to obtain instruction of a kind that

Oxford and Cambridge at that time failed altogether

to impart—more than a fourth of the students of

Utrecht about the year 2736 being of those nationalities. In
the X9th century, however, political considerations began seri-

ously to diminish such intercourse between different centres,

and duriiig the first Napoleon's tenure of the imperial dignity

the universities in both the "kingdom of Holland" and the
Austrian Netherlands (as they were then termed) were in

great peril. But on the settlement of Europe in x8x4-x5 the

restoration of the house of Orange and consequent formation
of the " kingdom of the Netherlands " brou|^t both realms
under a single rule. The universities of Franeker and Harder*
wijk were suppressed, and those of Ghent and Li£ge created,

while a uniform constitution was given boUs to the

Dutch and Belgian universities. It was also provided

that there should be attached to each a board of

curators, consisting of five persons, " distinguisbed by their love

of literature and science and by their rank in society," to be
nominated by the king, and at least three of them to be chosen

from the province in which the university was situated, the

other two from adjacent provinces. After the lapse of another

fifteen years, however, the kingdom of the Netherlands having

been reduced to its present limits and the kingdom of Belgium

(identical for the most part with the Austrian Netheriands)

newly created, an endeavour was made in dealing with t]|c

whole question of secondary education to give a fuller recog-

nition to both traditional creeds and ethnic afl^ties. At
Louvain, the chief Catholic centre, the faculties of law, i

> Siciuta et Ugts (Franeker, 1647), p. 3.
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and philoiophy had already, In 1788, bea removed M Bniaseb

fff^„,^if
—an almost unique example of a untvenity which

,
owed'ks orijgm neither U> a temporal nor an eoden-

astkal authority—and in 1834 Bruaseb was constituted a free

and ]ndq>endent university with a new fourth faculty of natural

science, and supported mainly by contributions from the

Liberal party. Having, however, no charter, it continued

incapable by law of possessing property. WhUe Louvain and
Bruuels thus represented to a great extent thip two diief political

parties in the realm, the imivenities of Ghent on the Scheldt

and Li^ on the Meuse recruited their students mamly from

the two chief races—the Flemish and the Walloon. In HoUand,
on the other hand, where no such marlLed radal differences

exist, the universities of Groningen, Leiden and Utrecht have

been assimilated (1876) in constitution, each being administered

by a consistory of five rectors with a senate composed of the

professors in Use respective faculties. The foundation of the

university of Amsterdam (1877) more than repaired

j^y^ the loss of Franeker and Harderwijk, and the progress

,
of this new centre during the first ten yearsof its exist-

ence was remarkably rapid. The higher education of women
has made some progress in the Netherlands. _

In Sweden the foundation of the university of Upsala,

sanctioned in r477 by Sixtus IV. as a studium generale on the

Vaiwm^ model of Bologna, was followed at a long interval by

MiutBoi that of Lund (r666}, which was created during the

mmority of Charles XI. with statutes and privileges

almost identical with those of Upsahi and with an
endowment largely -derived from the alienated

tevenuesof the chapter of the cathedral The students

were recruited from Denmark, Germany and Sweden;

and Puffendorf, the civilian, was one of its first professors.

During Charles's reign its resources were In tiim confiscated,

and the university itself was closed in 1676 in consequence of

the war with Denmark. When again opened it remained for

a long time in a very depressed condition, from which it failed

to rally until the ZQth century, when It took a new departure,

and the erection of its handatnne new buildings (1882} invested

it with additional attractions. The rosral university of Upsala,

roused to new life in the x7th century by the btroduction of

the Cartesian philosophy, has been throughout (notwithstanding

its singulariy chequered history), the diief home of the higher

Swedish education. In the i8th century lectures begftn to be
delivered in Swedish; while the medieval division of th«

students into "nations" continued, as at Lund, until the

second quarter of the igth. The various changes and events

during the interesting period 187a to 1897 have been recorded

at length in the natiozial tongue by Reinhold Gdjer in a hand-

some quarto which appeared in 1897. Gothenburg, on the

other hand, with its sodety of science and literature, dating

from 1841, has represented rather a popular institution, existing

bdependently of the state, maintained chiefly by private

contributions, and governed by a board called the Cvratorittm.

For a long time it was not empowered to hold examinations.

Stockholm (1878) still remains a gymnasium, but its curriculum

is to a certain extent supplemented by its connexion with

Upsala, from which it is little more than forty mfles distant by
ndl. The university of Christiania in Norway, founded in z8zz,

and the Swedish universities are strongly Lutheran
in character; and all alike are dosdy associated

with the etdesiastical institutions of the Scandinavian

kingdoms. The same observation applies to Copenhagen

—

where, however, the labours of Rask knd MAdvig have done
much to sustain the reputation of the uidversity for learning.

^. The royal university of Kiel was founded in 1665 by
Duke Christian Albrecht of Holstein (who himself

assumed the office of rector) with faculties of theology, law,

medicine and philosophy. It maintained its ground, although

not without ^fficulty, amid the feuds that frequently arose

between its dukes and the kings of Denmark, and under the

rule of Catherine 11. of Kuaria and after the incorporation of

Schlcswig-Holstein with the kingdom of Denmark made a

marked advance. In the latter half of last century it acquired
new buildings and rose bto high reputation as a school of

chemistry, i^ysiology and anatomy, while its library In 1904
exceeded 350,000 volumes.

The number of universities founded In the last century is

in striking contrast to the paucity which characterizes the
two preceding centuries, an mcrease largely resulting, however,
from the needs of English colonies and dependencies. In the
Mediterranean, Genoa (i8xa), Messina (1838) and Omm.
Marseilles (Z854) were foundations which supplied a hs
genuine want and have gradually attained to a fair mm"
measure of success. The first had previously exbted « -

as a school of law and medicine, but when, along with the rest

of the Ligurian republic, it became incorporated in the empire

under Napoleon I., the emperor. In order to conciliate the

population, raised it to the rank of a university in xSxa. The
university subsequently fell bto the hands of the Jesuits, who
maintained their tenure of the principal chairs until the

unification of the Italian kingdom under Victor Emmanud,
when Messina, which had been founded during the rule of the

Bourbons over the Two Sidlies, became similarly indoded
uxider Italian rule. Of MarKtlles mention has above beta

In Ftance the fortunes of academic learning were even less

happy than m Germany. The university of DAle in Franche
Comt£ had for two hundred years been a flourishing jn^^
centre of higher education for the aristocracy, and
was consequently regarded with envy by Besancon^ In 1691,

however, when the country had been finally ceded to France,

and Savoy had been subjugated by the arms of Catina, Locii
XIV. was Induced, on the payment of a considerable sum, to

transfer the university to Besancon. Here it forthwith acquired

enhanced importance under the direction of the Jesuits. But
In X7a3, on the creation of a university at Dijon, the j^^,
faculty of law was removed to that dty, where it-

continued to exist until the Revolution.

The university of Paris indeed was distracted, throog^MMit
the 17th century, by theological dissensions—in the first

histance owing to the struggle that ensued after the ^^^^
Jesuits had effected a footing at the Coll^ de Qer- ^«^
mont, and subsequently by the strife occasioned by ftak
the tearhing of the Jansenists. Its studies, discipline *ai
and numbos alike suffered. Towards the dose of ^J^.
the century a certain revival took place, and a sue-

*"**^^

cession of Illustrious names—Fourchot, KoDin, Grenan, CofEa,

Demontempuys, Crevier, Ld)eatt—appear on the roll of iu
teachers. But this improvement was soon interrupted by the

controversies exdted by the promulgation of the bull Uoi-

genitus in X713, condemning the tenets of Qoesnd, when RoUia
himself, although a matf of singulariy pacific disposition, decD»cd

it his duty to head the opposition to Qement XI. and the

French epiBoopate. At kst, in 1762, the pariement of Paris

issued a decree (August 6) placing the colleges of the Jesuits

at the disposal of the university, and this was immediately
followed by another for the expulsion of the order from Paris,

the university being installed in possession' of thdr vacated

premises. Concurrently with this measure, the curxiculum d
prescribed studies assumed a more hopeful diaracter, and
both history and natural sdence begftn to be cultivated with a
certain success. These iimovatlons, however, were soon lost

sight of in the more sweeping changes which followed vpm
the Revolution. On the x 5th of September x793 the unrvcisitjes

and colleges throughout France, together with the faculties

of theology, medidne, jurisprudence and arts, were abolished

by a decree of the convention, and the whole system of natioaal

education may be said to have remamed In abeyance, until,

in t8o8, Napoleon I. promulgated the scheme ^ich in its

essential features is almost identical with that which at present

obtains—the whole system of education, both secondary aad
primary, being made subject to the control aiKi direction oi

the state. In pursuance of this conception, the " unxveisity

of France," as it was henceforth styled, became little moic
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Lyom*
mad

AIm-JHm/^

than an abstnct tenn* signifying collectively the various

centres of professional education in their new relations to the

state. All France was divided into seventeen districts, desig-

nated ** academies," each administered by its own rector and

council, but subject to the supreme authority of the minister

of public instniction, and representing certain faculties which

varied at different centres in conformity with the new scheme

of distribution for the entire country.

While, accordingly, three new " academies "—^those of Lille,

Lyons and Renne&---date their commencement from x8o8,

many of the pre-existing centres were completely sup-

pressed. In some cases, however, the effacement

of an ancient institution was avoided by investing
UtamtM.

J J ^jIj „g^ importance, as at Grenoble; in others,

the vacated premises were appropriated to new uses connected

with the department, as at Avignon, Cahors and Perpignan.

Each rector of an ** academy " was also constituted president

of a local conseil. d*eHseignemeHl, in conjunction with which

he nominated the professors of lyc^ and the communal school-

masters,* these appointments being subsequently ratified by

a promotion committee sitting in Paris. In 1895, however,

fggtn^ the government was prevailed upon to sanction the

iioa •i institution of certain *' free faculties," as they were
«•Aw termed, to be placed imder the direction of the bishop,
*"**••** and depending for support upon voluntary contribu-

tions, and each including a faculty of theology. The faculty

at Marseilles, on the other hand, whidi originated in an earlier

" faculty of sciences " founded in 1854, was now called upon

to share the governmental grant with Aiz, and the two centres

beoime known as the Academic d'Aix-Marseille

—

the faculties in the latter being restricted to mathe-

matics and natural science (including a medical

school), while faculties of law and philosophy were fixed at

Aix, which possesses also the university library properly so

termed. In the capital itself, the university of Paris and

the ficole Pratique des Hautes Etudes carried on the work

of higher instruction independently of each other—the former

with faculties of Protestant theology, law, medicine, science,

letters and chemistry distributed over the Quartier Latin;

the latter with schools of mathematics, nattiral science, history,

philology, and history of religions centred at the Sorbonne.

The College de France, founded m the x6th century by

Francis I., was from the first regarded with hostility both

by the university and by the Sorbonne. It became,

however, so highly esteemed as a school of gratuitous

instruction in Latin, Greek and Hebrew, that it not

only held its ground, but at the Revolution ultimately sur-

vived alike the universities and their hostility. As reconstituted

in 1 831 it became chiefly known as an institution for the in-

struction of adults, and its staff of professors, some fifty in

number (including their deputies), has comprised from time to

time the names of not a few of the most distinguished scholars

and men of science in the country. The university of

5J^' Strassburg, which in the latter part of the 18th century^^
had been distingmshed by an intellectual activity which

became associated with the names of Goethe, Herder and

others, was also swept away by the Revolution. It was re-

vived in 2804 as a Protestant "academy," but four years

later incorporated in the newly created ** academy " of Nancy,

with a faculty of Protestant theology which lasted only until

x8i8.

In Switzerland the universities shared in the conflicts handed

down from the days when the Helvetic republic had been

first created, and each with somewhat similar ex-

periences. In 1832, Basel having joined the Samer
Bund or League of the Catholic Cantons, the Con-

federates divided the canton into two, and agreed to raise the

* It retains a certain profeMional meaning, in that a student

studying for the " university " is undentood to be one who is

himwU aiming at the profession of a teacher in a lyUt.
* The pr^fet of the department has since takeu the place of the

rector with regard to nominations.

SktHmm^

flourishing Hochschule which already existed at ZOrich to the

rank of a university—a measure which may be said

to mark a turning-point in the history of the higher

education of the republic. In 1839, however, the teaching of

D. F. Strauss, who had been installed in the chair of theology

at Zurich soon after his expulsion from Tubingen, gave rise

to a popular demonstration which not only brought about the

overthrow of the governing body, but placed the existence of

the university itself in jeopardy. But the storm was success-

fully weathered, and in 1859 the statutes were revised and a
considerable addition made to. the professoriate. The gym-
nasium of Bern, originally established under the

teaching of Ulrich Zwingli, developed in 1834 into a
**

imiversity with all the faculties, those of medicine and philo-

sophy rising with the advance of the century into high repute.

As early as 1586 Lausanne had been a noted school

for the education of Protestant ministers, but it was
""

not until 1806 that chairs of philosophy and law were estab-

lished, to which those of natural science and literature were
added in 1836, and, somewhat later, that of medicine. It was
not, however, imtil 1891 that Lausanne was formally consti-

tuted a university. At Geneva the famous academy
of the i6th and 17th centuries, long distinguished as

****"

a centre of Calvinistic teaching, became merged in 1876 in a
university, where the instruction (given mainly in the French
language) was carried on by a staff of forty-one professors.

With this was also incorporated an earlier school of science,

in which De Saussure and De CandoUe had once been teachers.

Fribourg, founded in 1889 as a university of the canton _^
so named, began with only two faculties—those of

^'***^'

law and philosophy, to which one of theology was added in

the following year. A certain spirit of innovation character-

ized most of the Swiss universities at this time, especially in

connexion with female education. At Zurich, in 1872 (and some-
what later at Geneva and Bern), women were admitted to the
lectures, and in 1893 were permitted themselves to lecture, a
lady, Frau Dr Emilie Kempin, succeeding to the chair of Roman
law. At Fribourg the proposition was first brought forward
that all professors should be appointed only for a specified

period, a limitation which along with other questions affecting

the professorial body gave rise to much divergence of opinion.

In Spain the act of 1857 introduced a radical change similar

to that in France, the whole system of education being placed
under the responsible control of the minister for that depart-

ment, while the entire kingdom was at the same time divided
into ten university districts—Madrid, Barcelona, Granada,
Oviedo, Salamanca, Santiago, Seville, Valencia, Valladolid and
Saragossa—the rector of the imiversities in each district repre-

senting the chief authority. The degrees to be conferred at

each were those of bachelor, licentiate and doctor.

Each university received a rector of its own, selected

by the government from among the professors, and a
precise plan of instruction was prescribed in which every hour

had its appointed lecturer and subject. Philosophy, natural

science, law and medicine were to be studied at all these uni-

versities, and at the majority a school of chemistry was sub-

sequently instituted, except at Oviedo, which was limited to

a faculty of law and a school for notaries. But at Salamanca,

ValladoUd, Seville and Saragossa no school of chemistry was
instituted, and at the first three that of medicine ultimately

died out. No provision was made for instruction in theology,

this being relegated to the seminaries in the episcopal cities.

The university of Manila in the Philippines was opened in 160

1

as a school for the nobility, and ten years later the famous

college of St Thomas was founded by the Dominican order;

but it was not until 1857 that the university, properly speaking,

was founded by royal Spanish decree. In Portugal, c^iggm
Coimbra, which narrowly escaped suppression in the .

i6th century and was removed from 1380 to 1537 to Lisbon,

has long been a flourishing school. Its instruction is given

gratis; but, as all memben of the higher courts of judicature

and administration in the realm are required to have graduated
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at the university, it is at the same time one of the most aristo-

cratic schools in Europe. Of its five faculties, theology, juris-

prudence, medicine, mathematics and philosophy, that of law

is by far the most flourishing, the number of students in this

faculty nearly equalling the aggregate of all the rest. In 1772

the university received new statutes and was to a great extent

reorganized. There is a valuable library, largely composed of

collections formerly belonging to suppressed convents. As a

school o( theology Coimbra has always been distinctly anti-

ultramontane.

In Italy, as in Spain, education for the church has been

relegated almost entirely to the numerous " seminaries," where it

. . is of an almost entirely elementary character. In 1875

a laudable effort was made by R. Bonghi, the minister

of education, to introduce reforms and to assimilate the uni-

versities in their organization and methods to the German type.

His plans were, however, to a great extent reversed by his

successor, Coppino.

In Austria the universities, being modelled on the same
system as those of the German Empire, present no especially

AMtHa- noteworthy features, except that the sphere of the
Uuafry. functions of a rector corresponds precisely with that of
Vkmam. the rector in those German universities which have
no curator, and the faculties are represented by the ordinary

professors as a body along with two representatives of the
*' Privatdozents." Vienna has long been chiefly distinguished

for its school of medicine, which enjoyed in the last century a

reputation almost unrivalled in Europe. The other faculties

were, however, suffered to languish, and throughout the first

half of the last century the whole university was in an extremely

depressed state. From this condition it was in a great measure

restored by the exertions of Count Thun. The university of

Olmtttz, founded in 1581, was formerly in possession of what is

now the imperial library, and contained also a valuable

collection of Slavonic works, which were carried off

by the Swedes and ultimately dispersed. It was suppressed in

1853, and is now represented only by a theological faculty. The
university of Graz, the capital of Styria, was founded in 1586,

and has long been one of the most flourishing centres,
^^*^ with nearly 2000 students, chiefly in law and philo-

Saistoff. Sophy. The university of Salzburg, founded in 1623,

iMBkng. was suppressed in 1810; that of Lemberg, founded in

X784 by the Emperor Joseph II., was removed in 1805

to Cracow and united to that university. In 1816 it was opened
on an independent basis. In the bombardment of the town
in 1848 the university buildings were burnt down, and the site

was changed to what was formerly a Jesuit convent. The fine

library and natural history museum were at the same time almost

entirely destroyed. The most recent foimdation is that of

Czemowitz (1875), with faculties of theology (Greek

Church), law and political economy, and philosophy.

The universities of the Hungarian kingdom are three

in number:—Budapest, originally founded at Tymau in 1635

_^^ under the auspices of the Jesuits, now possessing four
^'^***

faculties—theology, jurisprudence, medicine and philo-

sophy (number of professors in 1903, x8o; students, 3223);

Kolozsvar (Klausenburg), the chief Magyar centre, founded in

jnwMo- *^7^ *"^ *^ comprising four faculties, but where

Avfy. mathematics and natural science supply the place of

^^ theology; Z&gr&b (Agram), the Slovack university,
^^""'

in Croatia, originally founded by Maria Theresa in

1776 from some suppressed schools of the Jesuits, and
reopened in 1874 with three faculties, viz. jurisprudence,

theology and philosophy. The chief centre of Protestant

education is the college at Debreczen, founded in

tneM0m. '53'» which in past times was not infrequently sub-

sidized from England. It has faculties of law and
theology, courses of instruction in philosophy, and a school for

teachers, and possesses a fine library.

In Japan there are two imperial universities—^Tokyo (1868)
and Kioto (1897)—the former representing the union of two
pre-existing foundations, on which occasion it was placed under

aowMM.

the control of the minister of instruction with yeariy graats
from the treasury. The ordinary course of studies j^^a.
was limited to three years, that of medicine being

extended to four. Kioto was lormed out of four previoiisly

existing colleges of law, medicine, science and engineering.

The " National University " of Athens (founded May 22,

1837) was modelled on the univeruty systems of nortbem
Germany, on a plan originally devised by Professor

^^^^^^^
Brandis. It originally included only four faculties,

viz. theology, jurisprudence, medicine and philosophy, to which

one of applied mathematics was subsequently added.

In European Turkey the university of Jassy (i860) in Rumania
was founded by its ruler, Prince Cuza, and together with the

newly founded university of Bucharest received its rwter
completed organization in 1864. Both were constituted mm4

slate institutions and were represented in the senate,

although not receiving any fixed revenues from the govern-

ment. Its students are instructed and examined gratuit-

ously. In the luiiversity of Sophia (1888) in Bulgaria, faodties

were established, in the course of the ensuing four years, of

history, philology, physics, mathematics and jurisprudence,

the main object in view being the training of competent teachers

of schools and of lawyers, and affording them the mimis of

gaining an intelligent insight into the real wants of the native

population. The university of Constantinople was founded in

1900 at the jubilee festival in honour of the sultan's successios

to the throne. It included five faculties and was placed under

the control of a director and sub-director, the former beli^

invested with authority over teachers and scholars alike.

The history of the two English universities during the x^
and following centuries has presented, for the most part, features

which contrast strongly with those of the continental nm
seats of learning. Both suffered severely from con-

fiscation of their lands and revenues during the period

of the Reformation, but otherwise have generally

enjoyed a remarkable immimity from the worst con-

sequences of dvil and political strife and actual

warfare. Both long remained centres chiefly of theological teach-

ing, but their intimate connexion at once with the state and wiih

the Church of England, as " by law established," and the modi-

fications introduced into their constitutions, prevented their

becoming arenas of fierce polemical contentions like those whkh
distracted the Protestant universities of Germany.
The influence of the Renaissance, and the teaching of Ensmns.

who resided for some time at both universities, excrdsed a

notable effect alike at Oxford and at Cambridge. - -
^

The names of Colet, Grocyn and Linacre illustrate this mfttm

influence at the former centre; those of Bishop Fisher, *m«*»

Sir John Cheke and Sir Thomas Smith at the latter.
**»•

The laboxirs of Erasmus at Cambridge, as the author of a

new Latin version of the New Testament, with the design

of placing in the hands of students a text free from the errors

of the Vulgate, were productive of important effects, and the

university became a centre of Reformation doctrine

some years before the writings of Luther became known
in England. The foundation of Christ's College (1505)

and St John's College (1511), through the influence of

Fisher with the countess of Richmond, also noateri-

ally aided the general progress of learning at Cambridge.

The Royal Injunctions of X535, embodying the views and

designs of Thomas Cromwell, mark the downfall of the old

scholastic methods of study at both universities; aitd the

foundation of Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1547 (p*rtly by aa

amalgamation of two older societies), represents the earliest

conception of such an institution in England in complete inde-

pendence of Roman Catholic traditions. Trinity (1554) a*«*

St John's (1555) at Oxford, on the other hand, founded during

the reactionary reign of Mary, serve rather as examples of a

transitioiml period

In the reign of Elizabeth Cambridge became the centre «f

another great movement—that of the earlier Puritanism,

St John's and Queens' being the strongholds of the party kd

n*
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by CartwTighl, Walter Travera and others. Wbitakcr, the

eminent master of St John's, although he sympathized to some

fn^
-

^fff^ extent with these views, strove to keep their exprcs-

hmsi sion within limits compatible with conformity to the

Cun- Church of England. But the movement continued
^''^^ to gather strength; and Emmanuel College, foimded

in X584, owed much of its early prosperity to the fact that it

was a known school of PuriUn doctrine. Most of the Puriuns

objected to the discipline enforced by the university and ordinary

ooUege statutes—especially the wearing of the cap and the

suipUce and the conferring of degrees in divinity. The Anglican

P^^ party, headed by such men as Whitj^t and Bancroft,

kHham resorted in defence to a repressive policy, of which
miMum subscription to the Acts of Supremacy and Uniformity,
a/fJ7» ^j ^jjg Elizabethan sUtutes of 1570 (investing the

''caput" with larger powers, and thereby creating a more

olig3Uchical form of govenmient), were the most notable

results. Oxford, although the Puritans were there headed by

Leicester, the chancellor, devised at the same time a similar

scheme, the rigid discipline of which was further developed in

the Laudian or Caroline statutes of 1636. It was under these

jmrM^ respective codes—the Elizabethan statutes of 1 570 and
BtoiiKM the Laudian statutes of 1636—that the two universities
0/iajfc were governed untU the introduction of the new
codes of 1858. The fidelity with which both imiversities

adhered to the royal cause in the Civil War caused them to be

regarded with suspicion by the Puritan party, and under the

Commonwealth both Oxford and Cambridge were for a brief

period in great danger owing to the distrust, which culminated

among the members of the " Nominated Parliament " (July-

December 1653), of university education generally, as tending

to foster contentiousness with respect to religious belief. It was

even proposed, by William Dell—himself the master of Caius

College—to abolish the two universities altogether, as hopelessly

pledged to antiquated and obsolete methods, and to establish

in. their place schools for the higher instruction throughout the

coimtry. They were saved, however, by the firmness of Crom-

well, at that time chancellor of Oxford, and, although Aristotle

and the scholastic philosophy no longer held their ground, a

marked improvement was observable both in discipline and
morality among the students, and the prescribed studies were

assiduously pursued. At Oxford, under the influence and

teaching of Dr Wilkms, Seth Ward and John Wallis, a flourishing

school of mathematics was formed at a time when the study had

died out at Cambridge.

After the Restoration Cambridge became the centre of a

remarkable movement (a reflex of the influence of the Cartesian

philosophy), which attracted for a time considerable

attention. Its leaders, known as the Cambridge

Platonists, among whom Henry More, Cudworth and
Whichcote were especially conspicuous, were men of

high character and great learning, although too much
under the influence of an ill-restrained enthusiasm and purely

ThtNaw speculative doctrines. The spread of the Baconian

philosophy, and the example of a succes^on of eminent

scientific thinkers, among whom were Isaac Barrow,

master of Trinity (1673-77), the two Lucasian pro-

fessors, Isaac Newton (prof. 166^1702) and his successor

William Whiston (prof. 1702TI i), and Roger Cotes (Piumian prof.

X707-16), began to render the exact sciences more and more an
object of study, and the institution of the tripos examinations

in the course of the first half of the i8th century established the

reputation of Cambridge as a' school of mathematical science.

At Oxford, where the study had in turn declined, and where

the statutable requirements with respect to lectures and exercises

were suffered to fall into neglect, the degeneracy of the whole

community as a school of academic culture is attested by evidence

too emphatic to be gainsaid. The moral tone at both universities

was at this timesingularlylow; and the rise of Methodism
u associated with the names of the two Wesleys and
Whitefield at Oxford and that of Berridge at Cambridge,

opented with greater effea upon the' nation at large than

nb* Col-

on either of the two centres where it had its origin. With the

advance of the next century, however, a perceptible change

took place. The labours of Charles Simeon at Cam-
bridge, in connexion with the Evangelical party, and
the far more celebrated movement known as Trac-

tarianism, at Oxford, exercised considerable influence

in developing a more thoughtfxil spirit at cither

university. At both centres, also, the range of studies was
extended: written examinations took the place of the often

merely formal vita voce ceremonies; at Cambridge the

study of the classics was raised in 1824 to- the dignity of a new
tripos. The nimiber of the students at both universities in-

creased, the matriculations at each rising to over four hundred.

Further schemes of improvement were put forward and discussed.

And in 1850 it was decided by the govenmient to appoint com-
missioners to inquire what additional reforms might advantage-
ously be introduced. Their recommendations were ^^^^.^

'

not aU carried into effect, but the main results were as StmS!'
follows

:
" The professoriate was considerably increased,

reorganized and re-endowed, by means of contributions from
colleges. The colleges were emancipated from their medieval
statutes, were invested with new constitutions, and acquired

new legislative powers. The fellowships were almost universally

thrown open to merit, and the effect of this was not merely to

provide ample rewards for the highest academical attainments,

but to place the governing power within colleges in the hands
of able men, likely to promote further improvements. The
number and value of scholarships were largely augmented, and
many, though not aU, of the restrictions upon them were abolished.
The great mass of vexatious and obsolete oaths was swept away;
and, though candidates for the M.A. degree and persons elected

to fellowships were stiU required to make the old subscriptions

and declarations, it was enacted that no religious test should be
imposed at matriculation or on taking a bachelor's degree."^

In 1869 a statute was enacted at Cambridge admitting

students as members of the imiversity without making
it imperative that they should be entered at any
hall or college, but simply be resident either with

their parents or in duly licensed lodgings.

The entire abolition of tests followed next. After

being rejected on several occasions in parliament

it was eventually carried as a government measure,

and passed the House of Lords in 1871.
""^

In 1877 the reports of two new commissions were followed

by further changes, the chief features of which were the
diversion of a certain proportion of the revenues ^^
of the colleges to the uses of the university, especially JfJSrT
with a view to the encouragement of studies in natural

science; the enforcement of general and uniform regulations

with respect to the salaries, selection and duties of professors,

lecturers and examiners; the abolition (with a few exceptions)

of all clerical restrictions on headships or fellowships; and the

limitation of fellowships to a imiform amount.
That these successive and fundamental changes were on the

whole in unison with the national wishes and requirements may
fairly be inferred from the remarkable increase in numbers at

both universities, especially at Cambridge, where the number
of undergraduates, which in 1863 was 1526, rose in 1887 to

2979. In the academic year 1862-63 the number of matricula-

tions was 448, and in 1906-7 X083. The following universities

and colleges, twenty-two in number, have since, in the

order of their enumeration, sought and received the

privilege of affiliation: University College, Notting-

ham; university of Sheffield; university of Adelaide;

St David's College, Lampeter; university of Calcutta; university

college of Wales, Aberystwyth; university of New Zealand;

university of the Cape of Good Hope; university of Allahabad;

Punjab University; university of Bombay; university of

Toronto; St Edmund's College, Ware; university of Madras;
university of Sydney; M'Gill University, Montreal; university

of Tasmania; university of New Brunswick; Hartley University

* Brodrick, Untoersity of Oxford, pp. 136, 137.

OMCf
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College, Southampton; University College of South Wales axul

Monmouthshire, Cardiff; university of King's College, Windsor,

Nova Scotia; university of Queen's College, Kingston, Ontario.

The changes introduced by the legislation of 1877 have been
gradually carried out as the occurrence of vacancies in the

colleges has made possible the appropriation of portions of their

revenue for the foundation of professorships and other university

purposes, though in some cases the intentions of the com-
missioners have been frustrated by the effects of agricultural

depression upon college revenues. The general effect of the

revolution has been a marked diminution in the clerical character

of the college teaching bodies, the conversion of the college

teaching staff from a temporary employment for

bachelors awaiting livings or other preferment into a
««OxAMtf permanent profession, and the growth of a resident""

and working university professoriate. At the same
time a change of almost equal significance has taken

place in the teaching system of the university through the

gradual growth of " inter-coUegiate lectures." At Oxford
nearly all honour lectures given by college tutors and lecturers

have been thrown open to all members of the university: the

college tutor is now recognized by the university as a teacher

in the faculty to which he belongs, and the institution of boards

of faculties has done something to bring the organization of the

university into harmony with that of universities outside the

British Isles.* At Cambridge the system of inter-collegiate

lectures has also developed itself, but to a considerably smaller

extent. At both the old English universities the great widening

of the courses of study open to senior students (honour men),

which began about the middle of the 19th century, has been
continued, while there has been some widening and modcmiaing
of the studies by which a pass or " poll " degree can be obtained.

At Oxford there are now the following " Final Honour Schools ":

Litt^rae Humaniores (Classics, Ancient History and Philosophy),

Mathematics, Natural Science, Jurisprudence, Modem History,

Theology, Oriental Languages, English Literature; and at

Cambridge there are the following " Triposes ": Mathematics,

Classics, Moral Sciences, Natural Sciences, Theology, Law,
History, Oriental Languages, Medieval and Modem Languages,

Mechanical Sciences (Engineering). Degrees in letters and
science have also been instituted at both Oxford and Cambridge.

The doctorate is given for original work. At Oxford the B.Litt.

and B.Sc. can be taken by dissertation or original research,

without passing the examination for B.A. At Cambridge the

B.A. can be obtained in a similar manner by advanced students.

The strenuous efforts of both universities fully to meet the

constantly increasing requirements of scientific education have
necessiuted appeals for public aid which have met with much
generous response. Among the latest ihstances is that of the

late Sir W. G. Pearce, who appointed to Trinity College, Cam-
^The proposed reforms initiated by Lord Curzon as chancellor

of Oxford University, though largely administrative, may be
mentioned here. In IQ09 he issued his " Principles and Methods
of University Reform. ' Committees of Council were formed to
prepare definite schemes in the various directions indicated, and
in 1910 a volume on the subject was issued to the members of
Congregation. It was proposed, inter alia, to make Greek an optional
subicct in Rcsponsions, thus foreshadowing changes in Moderations
ana final schools. Responsions itself was to be replaced by an
entrance examination, though it has long practically served as such.
The creation of " a diploma specially suitable for candidates con-
templating a commercial career " was recommended. Additional
provision to assist poor students, including the resignation of their
emoluments by non-necessitous students in favour of exhibition
funds for necessitous students in the colleges, and changes in the
system of college fellowships, with especial reference to the encouraee-
nient of research in combination with tutorial work, were also
indicated. Among purely administrative reforms, besides certain

time creating a general board of the faculties, to control the individual
boards, and to ^' relieve the Hebdomadal Council of the greater part
of the business connected with curricula and examinations." A
finance board was proposed to review the accounts of the university.
all university institutions and colleges, and to act in an advisory
and supervisory capacity.—[Eo.l

bridge, ft certain trust fund over which he had a genesal pow€i
of appointment, and also bequeathed to the society the residue
of a considerable estate.

So long ago as the year 1640 an endeavour had been made to
bring about the foundation of a northern university for tbe
benefit of the coimties remote from Oxford and

n^^^,^.
Cambridge. Manchester and York both petitioned to

be made the seat of the new centre. Cromwell, however,
rejected both petitions, and decided in favour of Durham.
Here he founded the university of Durham (1657), endowias it

with the sequestered revenues of the dean and chapter ol tbe
cathedra], and entitling the society *' The Mentor or Pftwost,
Fellows and Scholars of the College of Durham, of the founda-
tion of Oliver, &c" This scheme was cancelled at the Restora-
tion, and not revived imtil the present century; but on the
4th July 1832 a bill for the foundation of a university at Durham
received the royal assent, the dean and chapter being thereby
empowered to appropriate an estate at South Shields for the
establishment and maintenance of a university for the advance-
ment of learning. The foundation was to be directly connected
with the cathedral church, the bishop of the diocese being
appointed visitor, and the dean and chapter governors; while
the direct control was vested in a warden, a senate and a
convocation. A college, modelled on the plan of those at the
older universities, and designated University College, Durham,
was founded in 1837, Bishop Hatfield's Hall in 1846, and Bish<^
Cosin's Hall (which no longer exists) in 1851. The univasliy
includes all the faculties, and in 1865 there was added to the

faculty of arts a school of physical science, including pure and
applied mathematics, chemistry, geology, mining, engineering,

&c. In 187 1 the corporation of the university, in conjunction

with. some of the leading landed proprietors in the adjacent

counties, gave further extension to this design by the foundation

of a college of physical science at Newcastle-upon-Tyne (sBbse>

quently designated Armstrong College), designed to teach

scientific principles in their application to engineering, mining,

manufactures and agriculture. Students who had passed the

required examinations were made admissible as associates in

physical science of the university. There is also at Newcastle
the College of Medicine which stands in similar relations to

Durham, of which university Codrington CcUege, Barbados, and
Fourah Bay College, Sierra Leone, are likewise affiliated colkgcs.

The university of London had its origin in a movement
initiated in the year 1825 by Thomas Campbell, the poet, in

conjunction with Henry (afterwards Lord) Brougham, vmt^tt*

Mr (afterwards Sir) Isaac Lyon Goldsmid, Joseph a^»t
Hume and some influential Dissenters, most of them *••*•

connected with the congregation of Dr Cox of Hackney, tht
scheme was originally suggested by the fact that Dissentcxs

were practically excluded from the older universities; but the

conception, as it took shape, was distinctly non-theologicaL

The first council, appointed December 1825, comprised names
representative of nearly all the religious denominations, includ-

ing (besides those above mentioned) Zachary Macaulay, Gec»se
Grote, James Mill, William Tooke. Lord Dudley and Ward.
Dr Olinthus Gregory, Lord Lansdowne, Lord John Russell

and the duke of Norfolk. On ixth February 1826 the deed el

settlement was drawn up; and in the course of the year seven

acres, constituting the site of University College, were pur-

chased, the foundation stone of the new buildings being hid

by the duke of Sussex 30th April 1827. The course of instruc-

tion was designed to include " languages, mathematics, physics,

the mental and the moral sciences, together with the laws

of England, history and political economy, and the various

branches of knowledge which are the objects of medical educa-

tion." In October 1828 the college was opened as the university

of London. But in the meantime a certain section of the

supporters of the movement, while satisfied as to the essential

soundness of the primary design as a development of national

education, entertained considerable scruples as to the propriety

of altogether dissociating such an institution from the naiiond

church. This feeling found expression in the foundation and
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incorporation of King's College (x4th August 1829), opened
8th October 1831, and designed to combine with the original

plan instruction in " the doctrines and duties of Christianity,

as the same are inculcated by the United Church of England
and Ireland." This new phase of the movement was so far

successful that in 1836 it was deemed expedient to dissociate

the university of London from University College as a " teach-

ing body," and to limit its action simply to the institution of

examinations and the conferring of degrees—^the college itself

receiving a new charter, ^nd being thenceforth designated as

University College, London, while the rival institution was also

incorporated with the university, and was thenceforth known
as KJng*s College, London. In the charter now given to the

university it was stated that the king " deems it to be the duty
of his royal office to hold forth to all classes and denominations

of his faithful subjects, without any distinction whatsoever,

an encouragement for pursuing a regular and liberal course of

education." The charters of the university of London and
of University College, London, were signed on the same day,

38th November 1836. In 1869 both the colleges gave their

adhesion to the movement for the higher education of women
which had been initiated elsewhere, and in x88o women were
for the first time admitted to degrees.

By the University of London Act 1898, and the statutes of

the commissioners named therein (issued in 1900), the university

of London was reconstituted. The senate is composed of the

chancellor and fifty-four members, of whom four are appointed

by the king in council, sixteen by the convocation (i.e. doctors

and proctors) of the university, sixteen by the various faculties,

and the remainder by various public bodies or institutions.

The senate is the supreme governing body,and has three standing

committees, of which one is the academic council for " internal

students," another the council for " external students" and the

third a board to promote the extension of university teaching.

Provision is made for the appointment of professors and other

teachers by the university itself, and also for the recognition as

teachers of professors and others teaching in such institutions

in or near London as may be recognized as schools of the uni-

versity. The following bodies are constituted schools of the

university: University College and King's College, London;
the Royal Holloway College, Egham, Bedford College, London,
and West field College, Hampstead (colleges for women); the

Imperial College of Science and Technology; the medical schools

of the principal London hospitals, the London School of Econo-
mics and Political Science; the South-Eastem Agricultural

College, Wye; the Central Technical College of the City and
Guilds of London Institute, and the East London College; and
several theological colleges. The " appointed " and " recognized

"

teachers in each group of subjects form the various faculties

of the university. Of these there are eight—theology, arts,

law, music, medicine, science, engineering, economics and
political science (including commerce and industry). Each
faculty elects its dean. Courses of study are to be provided

by the university for its " internal " students, i.e. those who
pursue their studies in one of the schools of the university. Its

degrees remain open to " external " students as heretofore, but

separate examinations are in future to be held for " internal

"

and for " external " students respectively, and the senate is

to " provide that the degrees conferred upon both classes of

students shall represent, as far as possible, the same standard

of knowledge and attainments." The whole scheme may be

described as a compromise between the views of various schools

of reformers—as an attempt to create a teaching university

without destroying the existing purely examining university

or erecting two distinct universities of London, and at the same
time, without any immediate endowments, to create a uni-

versity which might hereafter expand by utilizing existing

institutions. One of the most important of these, King's Col-

lege, it may be observed, has, without losing its connexion

with the Church of England, abandoned its theological test for

members of its teaching body.

The Owens College, Manchester—so called after a wealthy

citizen of that name, to whom it owed its foundation—was
founded on the 12th of March 1851, for the purpose ^^
of affording to students who were unable, on the mirtitr-

ground of expense, to resort to Oxford or Cambridge, «<(r a/

an education of an equally high class with that given
"

at those centres. The institution was, from the first, un-
sectarian in character; and, for more than a quarter of a cen-

tury, students desirous of obtaining a university degree availed

themselves of the examinations conducted by the university

of London. In July 1877, however, a memorial was presented to

the privy council petitioning for the grant of a charter whereby
the college should be raised to the rank of a university with
power to grant degrees. This petition having received a
favourable hearing, it was at first decided that the new university

should be styled the university of Manchester, and the New
University College at Liverpool and the Yorkshire CoUege at

Leeds were invited to become affiliated institutions But
before the charter was issued, exception having been taken to

the localization implied in the above title, it was resolved that

the new institution should be styled the " Victoria Univeraity

of Manchester," and under this name the university on the aoth

of April 1880 received its charter. Since then, however, not only

Liverpool (1881) and Leeds (1904), but the Mason Um'veraity

College at Birmingham (1900) and the University College at

Sheffield (1905) have aspired to and attained like indepen-

dence. The academic authorities at Manchester have accordingly

since preferred, in other than legal documents, to revert to

the original designation of the " university of Manchester."

In Scotland the next change to be noted in connexion with
the university of St Andrews is the appropriation in 1579 of

the two colleges of St Salvator and St Leonard to the

faculty of philosophy, and that of St Mary to theology.

In 1747 an act of parliament was obtained for the
^Jjj*'

union of the two former colleges into one, while in 1880
*****

the university college at Dundee was instituted as a general

school both of arts and science in similar connexion. Glas-

gow, in the year 1577, received a new charter, and its history

from that date down to the Restoration was ontf of almost

continuous progress. The re-establishment of episcopacy,

however, involved the alienation of a considerable portion of

its revenues, and the consequent suspension of several of its

chairs. With the Revolution of r689 it took a new departure,

and several additional chairs were created. In 1864 the old

university buildings were sold, and a government grant having

been obtained, together with private subscriptions, new build-

ings were erected from the joint fund. By the act of 1858

important measures were passed in connexion with all the

four universities. In Aberdeen, King's College and Marischal

College, with their independent powers of conferring degrees,

were amalgamated. In Glasgow the distribution of the
" nations " was modified in order more nearly to equalize their

respective numbers. The right of returning two members of

parliament was bestowed on the four universities collectively

—one representing Aberdeen in conjunction with Glasgow, the

other Edinburgh in conjunction with St Andrews. Other

important changes were enacted, which, however, became
merged in turn in those resulting from the commission of 1889,

whereby, after investigations extending over neariy ten yeara,

a complete transformation was effected of both the organization

and the curriculum of each university.

The ^government was transferred from the senatus to the

courts, which were enlarged so as to include representatives

from the senatus, the general councils of graduates, and the

municipality within which the university is situated. In addi-

tion to these representatives, the principal, the lord rector, his

assessor, the chancellor's assessor, and the lord provosts of the

cities of Aberdeen, Edinburgh and Glasgow, and the provost of

St Andrews have seats in the courts of their respective univer-

sities. The provost of Dundee occupies a seat in the university

court of St Andrews. The lord rector is the president of

the court. To the court is entrusted the management of the

property and finances, and, in most cases, such patronage
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as does not belong to the crown; but in the case of Edinburgh,

the patronage of some of the dder chairs is in the hands of

a body of curators. Disciplinary powers are retained by the

senatus, and the general council remains, as under the act of

1858, a purely advisory body. Another advisory body—the
students' representative council—was added by the commis-
sion. The curriculum of all the faculties (except divinity) was
reorganized: the most important alterations consisted in the

abolition of the once sacred six as compulsory subjects in arts

(Latin, Greek, Mathematics, Natural Philosophy, Logic and
Moral Philosophy)> The curriculum was greatly widened, an
elaborate sdieme of " options " introduced, and a new system

of honours degrees was established. The length of residence

required was reduced from four years to three, and the courts

were empowered to institute summer sessions, and to admit
women to lectures and degrees in all faculties.

There has been since the act of 1858 a great development of

student life, illustrated by the institution of student's unions in

all four universities, by the publication of undergraduate maga-
zines, and by the growth, in Edinburgh, of combined residences

and settlements.

All the four universities of Scotland were aided from
time to time in the last century by grants from govern-

ment, and in 1905 received a material addition to their

resources by the magnificent donation of £3,000,000

from Mr Carnegie.

Trinity College, Dublin, was founded in 1591, under
the auspices of Sir John Perrot, the Irish viceroy. A royal

charter nominated a provost and a minimum number of

THmMr three fellows and three scholars as a body corporate,

Coihgt, empowered to establish among themselves " whatever
**"* laws of either of the universities of Cambridge or

Oxford they may judge to be apt and suitable; and especially

that no other persons should teach or profess the liberal arts

in Ireland without the queen's special licence." The first five

provosts of Trinity College were all Cambridge men, and under

the influence of Archbishop Loftus, the first provost, and his suc-

cessors, thtf foundation received a strongly Puritan bias. The
original statutes were mainly the work of Temple, the fourth

provOTt, modified by Bedell, the eminent bishop of Kilmore,

and the policy of Laud and Wentworth was to make the college

more distinctly Anglican as regards its tone and belief. At
the Restoration its condition was found to be that of a well-

ordered home of learning and piety, with its estates well secured

and its privileges unimpaired. Under Bishop Jeremy Taylor,

who succeeded to the vice-chancellorship, its prpgress in learn-

ing was considerable, and the statutes imderwent a further

modification. Prior to the year 1873 the provostship, fellow-

ships and foundation scholarships could be held only by
members of the Church of Ireland; but all such restrictions

were abolished by Act 36 Vict. c. 21, whereby the requirement

of subscription to any article or formulary of faith was finally

abrogated.

The first departure from the above exclusive system dates

from the creation of the Queen's University, incorporated by

0ufa»» i^y<^ charter on the 3rd of September 1850. By this

Umlvr* charter the general legislation of the university, to-
''^* gether with its government and administration, was

vested in the university senate. In 1864 the charter of

1850 was superseded by a supplementary charter, and the

university reconstituted "in order to render more complete

and satisfactory the courses of education to be followed by
students in the colleges "; and finally, in x88o, by virtue of

the act of parliament known as the University Education

(Ireland) Act 1879, the (^een's University gave place to the

ffttra'
Royal University of Ireland, which was practically a

c/a#rM** reconstitution of the former foundation, the dissolu-

tely*' tion of the Queen's University being decreed so soon
*"**•* as the newly constituted body should be in a posi-

tion to confer degrees; at the same time all graduates of

* At Edinburgh there was a ukhIK viz. rhetoric and Engltah

literature.

the (^een't University were reoogniaed as gnduates
the new university with corresponding degrees, and
matriculated students of the former as entitled to the
status in the latter. The university confers degrees in arts

(B.A., M.A., D.Litt.), science, engineering, music,

surgery, obstetrics and law. The preliminary pass <

tions in arts were to be held at annually selected centres,

—those chosen in 1885 being Dublin, Belfast, Caikm, Cork,
Galway, Limerick and Londonderry—all honour ezaminAtians,

and all examinatbns in other faculties, in Dublin. The (Queen's
Colleges at Belfast, Cork and Galway were founded ^-
in December 1845, under an act of parliament " to rm^n
enable Her Majesty to endow new coUeges for the g»rt>> a«rf

advancement of learning in Ireland," and were tub- ^^'^^^

sequently incorporated as colleges of the univcnity. Tbeir
professon were at the same time constituted profesaon in

the university, and conducted the examinatiooa. But in the
reconstruction of 1880 the chief share in the conduct of the
examinations and advising the senate with respect to them was
vested in a board of fellows, elected by the senate in eqnal
numbers from the non-denominational colleges and the pnxdy
Roman Catholic institutions. The colleges retained, however,
their independence, being in no way subject to the control

of the university senate except in the regulations with respect

to the requirements for degrees and other academic distinc-

tions. In 1907 a scheme was projected by Mr Bryce (then
chief secretary for Ireland) for reconstructing the univenity,

whereby Trinity College was to become merged in a iMim
new " University of Dublin," in which the Queen's •ftrjf
Colleges and a new college for Roman Catholics were *^**"'

also to be included. The control of the entire community was
to be vested in a board, partly nominated by the crown and
partly by the colleges and the general body of students. The
scheme, however, was strongly opposed by the Dublin Uni-

versity Defence Committee on the ground that the ideals

which had hitherto dominated the aims and teaching of Trinity

College were incompatible with a system in which regard for the

principle of authority and the repudiation of scientific thcotiza-

tion (as it finds expression in the Index) are leading features.

On the other hand, the Irish bishops, while admitting the need

for more efficient scientific instruction of the Catholic youth

throughout their respective dioceses, declined to give support

to measures whereby such students would be attracted into

an atmosphere inimical to their religious faith. It was conse-

quently next proposed by the government to establish two new
universities—one in Dublin (side by side with Trinity College)

and one in Belfast—in which, although no religiovs tests

were to be enforced, it should be tacitly agreed that the former

was to be the resort for Catholics, the latter for Presbyterians,

Trinity College remaining, as before, the recognized EpiscopaliaB

centre. To this considerable exception was taken—the non>

conformists, more especially, maintaining that such an anange-

jnent could not fail to be prejudicial to the higher interests of

the people by imparting to education a denominational bias

which it was most desirable to avoid—and eventually Ur
Birrell's measure was brought forward and ultimately adapted,

whereby Trinity College has been left intact, but two new uni-

versities were created, one in Dublin and one in Bdfast, the

former involving the erection of another college (towards the

expense of which the government was pledged 16 oontribate)

and the incorporation of the (^een's CoUegcs at Cork and

Galway; while the college in Belfast was to form the nockos

of the second university. In order further to ensnxe their

representative character, the new university of Dublin bad a

nominated senate of 36 members, of whom all but seven were

to be Roman Catholics; that of Belfast had a similar body, of

whom all but one were to be Protestants. In all these new
centres there were to be no religious tesU either for professors

or students. On the other hand, the obligation formeriy imposed

of a preliminary course of study at one or other of the coQcgcs

before admission to degrees had been abolished at the founda-

tion of the Royal University, the fiaminarions being now opes.
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like those of the university of London, to all matriculated

students on payment of certain fees.

The university of Wales, which received the royal charter in

1893, incorporated three earh'er foundations—the university

1^,^^ colleges of Aberystwyth, Bangor and Cardiff. St

David's College at Lampeter was founded in 1823

for the purpose of educating clergymen in the principles of the

established Church of England and Wales, mainly for the

supply of the Welsh dioceses, but, although affiliated to both

Oxford and Cambridge, retained its independence and also the

right of conferring the degrees of bachelor of arts and of divinity.

Bangor in North Wales, on the other hand, which received

its charter in 1885, is designed to " provide instruction in all

the branches of a liberal education except theology."

In India the three older universities all date from 1857—that
of Calcutta having been incorporated January 24, Bombay luly
. -j^ 18, Madras September 5, in that ^ear. At these three

^ universities the instruction is mainly in English. " A
university in India is a body for examining candidates for degrees,
and for conferring degrees. ^

It has the power of prescribing text-

books, standards of instruction, and rules of procedure, but is not
an institution for teaching. Its governance and management are
vested in a body of fellows, some of whom are ex officio, being the
chief European functionaries of the sute. The remainder are
appointed by the Government, being generally chosen as repre-

sentative men in respect of eminent learning, scientific attainment,
official position, social status or personal worth. Being a mixed
body of Europeans and natives, they thus comprise all tnat is best

and 'wisest in that division of the empire to which the university

belongs, and fairly represent most of the phases of thought and
philosophic tendencies observable in the country. The fellows in

their corporate capacity form the senate. The affairs of the university

are conaucted by the syndicate, consisting of a limited number of
members elected from among the fellows. The faculties comprise
arts and philosophy, law, medicine and civil engineering. A degree
in natural and physical science has more recently been added "

(Sir R. Temple, India in t88o, p. 145). The Punjab University
was incorporated in 1883—the Punjab University College, prior

to that date, having conferred titles only and not deerees. The
main object of this university is the encouragement of the study
of the Oriental languages and literature, and the renderingaccessible
to native students the results of European scientific teaching
through the medium of their own vernacular. The Oriental faculty

isl here the oldest, and the degree of B.O.L. (bachelor of Oriental
literature) is given as the result of its examinations. At the Oriental
College tbe instruction is ^ven wholly in the native languages, and
the success of the institution was sufficiently demonstrated before
the close of the 10th century by the fact that twelve centres of

instruction at Lanore and elsewhere had been affiliated. The
university of Allahabad was founded in 1887 as an examining
university for the united provinces of Agra and Oudh. In 1887
the senate at Cambridge (mainly on the representations of Mr C. P.
Ilbert. formeriy vice-chancellor of the university of Calcutta)
adopted resolutions whereby some forty-nine collegiate institutions

already affiliated to the latter body were affiliated to the university

of Cambridge, their students becoming entitled to the remission of

one year in the requirements with respect to residence at Cam-
bridge.

In Australia the university of Sydney was incorporated by an
act of the colonial legislature which received the royal assent 9th

A^gSf^M, December 1851 , and on 27th February 18^8 a royal charter

rJZT
"^ ^*^' granted conferring on graduates of the university the

same rank, style and precedenceasareenioyed by graduates
of universities within tne UnitiMl Kingdom. Syoncv is also one of

the institutions associated with the university of London from
which certificates of having received a due course of instruction

may be received with a view to admission to decrees. The design
of the university is to supply the means of a liberal education to
all orders and denominations, without any distinction whatever.
An act for the purpose of fadlitatine the erection of colleges in

connexion with different religious bodies was, however, passed by
the legislature during the session of 1884, and since that time
colleges representing the E|Hscopalian, Presbyterian and Roman
Catholic Oiurches nave been founded. In the same year women
were first admitted to dwrecs, and subseouently became an appreci-

able element, numbering before the close ot the 19th century one-fifth

of the entire number of students. The university of Melbourne,
in the state of Victoria, was incorporated and endowed by royal act
on the 22nd of January 185A. This act was amended on the 7th of

June 1881. Here also no religious tests are imposed on admission
to any degree or election to any office. The council u empowered,
after due examination. ^ to confer degrees in all the faculties

(excepting divinttv) which can be conferred in any university
witlnn tM British dominions. It is also authorizea to affiliate

ooUeget; aiid,Tfinity College (Church of England), Ormood College

(Presbyterian) and Queen's CoHegje (Methodist) were all established
in the 19th centuiy. The university of Adelaide in South Australia
(founded mainly by the exertions and muniScence of Sir Walter
Watson Hughes) was incorporated by an act of the colonial legislature
in 1874. in which year it was further endowed by Sir Thomas Elder.
In 1881 decrees conferred by the univeruty were constituted cf equal
validity with those of any university of the United KingtkMn.
The university of Tasmania at Hobart was founded in 1890 by act
of parliament as a state university with an annual grant, and was
subsequently affiliated both to Oxford and Cambridge.
The university of New Zealand, founded in 1870, and reconstituted

in 1874 and 1875. was empowered by royal charter to grant the
several degrees of bachek>r and master of arts, and bacnelor and
doctor in law. medicine and music. Women have since been made
admissible to degrees. To this university, Universitv College at
Auckland, Canterbury College at Christchurch, and tne university
of Otago at Dunedin have successively been admitted into connexion
as affiliated institutions, while the university of New Zealand itself

has become affiliated to that of Cambridge. Otago was founded
in 1869 by an order of the provincial council, with the power of
conferring degrees in arts, medicine and law, and received as an
endowment 100.000 acres of pastoral land. It was opened in 1871
with a staff of three professors, all in the faculty of arts. In 187a
the provincial council further subsidised it by a grant of a second
100,000 acres of land, and the university was thereby enabled to
establish a lectureship in law, and to lay the foundations of a
medical school. In 187a an agreement was made between the
university of New Zealand and that of Otago. whereby the functions
of the former were restricted to the examination of candidates for
matriculation, for scholarships and for degrees; while the latter
bound itself to become affiliated to the university of New Zealand
and to holt! in ph^yiofc if^ pow^rof gMnting degrees* As the result
of thb it rrangrInert ti the timver^ky of Ou(;d Ixtx.nTnr possessed of
10,QUO itcre!> of IjitcJ wbich bad tit^^n bf 1 atijrt tor uiti^ kTsity purposes
in the tortTKT pmvince of Southland- In 1H77 4 vhooi of mines
wai r^t^blished in cannc^ion ivtih the iinivertity-

Pnor To ihf^ Union of thp twq firovinctt of Lower and Upper
Cin^dd. ihe iM'Gill CoHcfiC and Lfnivt*i^Sry id the Former province
had tict-n insriiyiect in MontFC4»l by royal tMonerin j^ji, fftrfa
on tht ffjund^iibn of tKe Hcntoutiiblr jr»(Tn;» M'CiU, iMho
died in ih^i lily on the twh ol DiTcmber laij. If was designed
to be Proic^unr but undcnoTrinAiionjI. Vfitn lliiv a group of

collv^e* in the wme province—the Siaritiead We*lcyKiii, Vancouver.
Vkturi^ti and King'&—have sir^tp tiiccome atMxsiiu-rl as affiliated

inftltution^, A-i alvj [mw the tour froid^unl cullrKf' tn Montreal
iti^'ir, such aditiatjan, tiowcvefp cxteRdinK on furilurr than the
ex.\minriH4<n^ in itit faruhy of ah^ Inti) ^kM.ji,, relation the
U^ll^'.I ill' 1.:i^.lI ir» Qiri'lrfi:^ ftJtin^rtj O!. a < niversity in

lt^2, wa* udimiitJ in iMfB. NutwilhstatuJu:^ :..t difficulties

presented by divergencies of race. Montreal has prospered during
the chancellorship of Lord Strathcona, and numbers over iioo
students. The university of Toronto in Upper Canada, or Ontario,
was originally established by royal charter in 1837, under the title

of King's College, with certain religious restrictions, but in 18^4
these restrictions were abolished. In 1849^ the designation of tne
university was changed into that of the university of Toronto, and
the faculty of divinity was abolished. In i8*$3 tne university was
constituted with two corporations, "the university of Toronto"
and " University College, the latter being restricted to the teaching
of subjects in the faculty of arts. In 1873 further amendments
were made in the constitution of the university. The chancellor
was made elective for a period of three years by convocation, which
was at the same time reorganised so as to include all graduates in

law, medicine and surgery, all masters of arts, and bachelors of
arts of three years' standing, all doctors of science, and bachelors
of science of tnree years' standing. The powers of the senate were
also extended to all branches of literature, science and the arts,

to granting certificates of proficiency to women, and to affiliating

colleges. The whole workof instruction wasnowassignedtoUniversity
College, which is maintained out of the endowment of the provincial
university, and governed by a council composed of the residents

and the professors. Its several chairs include classical literature,

logic and rhetoric, mathematics and natural philosophy, chemistry
and experimental philosophy, history and English literature,

mineral<^ and geotogy. metaphysics and ethics, meteorology and
natural history, and lectureships on Oriental literature. German
and French. Trinity College, in the same university, is the Church
of England college, founded in 1853 in consequence of the above*
mentioned suppression of the theological faculty. Other univer*

sities and colleges with power to confer degrees are the Dalhousie
College at Halifax, which obtained the rights of a university in

1841 and was subsequently organized as such in 1863. with the

fovemor of Nova bcotia as supreme authoritv; the Victoria

fniversity at Cobourg (1836), supported bv the Methodbt Church
of Canada; Queen's University. Kingston (1841).

In South America the beginning of the '' national university ** of

Buenos Aires may be assigned (in the absence of any charter) to
about the year 1890. Before the dote of the.century it had become
a flourishing school ol law, medicine and tbe exact science**
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with professon in all the faculties and considerably over aooo
students. Monte Video in Uruguay had its origin io a faculty

ct medicine establisbecfin 1876. with courses of study ex-
tending over six years. It is here imperative when the
diploma is taken by those who are not natives that it

should be attested by the consul of their own country. Faculties
of law and mathematics were subsequently created, and also a
faculty of preparatory studies coirespondin^ with the gjrmnauum
or RnUckiU of Germany. The new " nauonal university of La
Plata " has recently (1905-1906) been opened in thedty of that name,
under the auspices of the univenity of Philadelphia. It claims to
be the exponent of the most advanced theories in rdation to subjects

and metnods of instruction and to university extension. In the
north of the continent the academy at Caracas is little more than a
branch of the royal Spanish academy for education in the Spanish
language, and is subsidised by the Venesuckui government.
The unlvecsity of the Cape of Good Hope (see Caps Colony)

grants degrees, but u not a teaching institution. An inter-state

commission, appointed in 1907. recommended the estab-
lishment of a Federal University for South Africa with
constituent colleges. While the colleges would possess

freedom in management and teaching, it was recommended that
the university should test all candidates seeking admission to the
coUeses and for the final examinations for degrees, &c At the
opemng of the first Union parliament in November J910 the ministry
announced that a scheme for a national South African Univenity
would be submitted. It was also announced that the Beit bequest
tof £300,000 for a university at Tohannesbui]^ (9.9.) would be diverted
towards the creation of a teaching universitv at Groote Schuur. and
•that Sir Julius Wember would make a donatioa towards it of
£300,000.

In 1903 a highly influential conference was held at Burlington
House to promote closer relations between British and colonial
univernties, the sittings being presided over by Mr Bryce, Lord
Strathcona and Sir Gilbert Parker. The conference held that Great
Britain should help the colonial univenities to co-operate one with
another, and increase their own efficiency by combination and
spedaliaatk>n. (J. B. M.)

UniversUies in Ike UnUed Stales,

In the United States the word " university " has been applied

to institutions of the most diverse character, and it is only
since x88o or thereabouts that an effort has been seriously

made to distinguish between collegiate and umversity instruc-

tion; nor has that effort yet completely succeeded. Harvard,
William and Mary, and Yale, the three pioneers of colonial

times, were organized in the days of colonial poverty, on the
plans of the En^ish colleges which constitute the universities

of Oxford and Cambridge. Graduates of Harvaxd and Yale
carried these British traditions to other places, and similar

colleges grew up in New York, .New Jersey, Fennsylvanxa,

New Hampshire and Rhode Island, and later in many other

nMm, States. The underlying principle in these institutions

was discipline—^mental, moral and religious. Dor-
mitories and commons were provided, and attendance upon
religious worship in the chapd was enforced. Harvard and
Yale were the children of the Congregational churches, Columbia
was fostered by the Episcopalians, Princeton by the Presby-
terians, Rutgers by the Dutch Reformed and Brown by the
Baptists. Around or near these nuclei, during the course of
the XQth century, one or more professional schools were fre-

quently attached, and so the word ^' university " was naturally

applied to a group of schools associated more or less closely

with a central school or "college." Harvard, for example,
most comprehensive of all, has seventeen distinct departments,
and Yale has almost as many. Columbia and Permsylvania
have a simihir scope. In the latter part of the 19th century
Yale, Columbia, Princeton and Brown, in recogm'tion of their

enlargement, formally changed their titles from colleges to
universities. The ecdesiastiaU, or reUgious, note was a strong
characteristic of these foundations. Protestant evangelical doc-
trines were taught with authority, especially among the imder-
graduates, who were spoken of as constituting "the college
proper." In the oldest and largest colleges this denominational
influence has ceased to have the importance it once possessed.

Noteworthy innovations came when Thomas Jefferson, the
philosophical sUtesman, returned to the United States from
France, emancipated from some of the narrow views by I

which his countrymen were bound. He led the Virginians I

to establish, on a new plan, the tmiveruty of Virginia u a i

child of the state; and the freshness of his advice, the im-
portation of distinguished foreign teachers, and the freedom of
the student from an enforced curriculum awakened admiratioo
and emulation on the one hand, and animadversion on the other.

But this university unquestionably led to broad ooncepcioiis

of academic work, which appeared foreign and even questionable,

if not irreligious, to the colonial universities already mentioned,
although many of the features which were then regarded as
doubtful peculiarities are now familiar everywhere. Following
Virginia's example, many of the new states in the West estab-
lished sUte universities, most of which included a central

college of the colonial type and afterwards one or more pro-
fessional schools. Freedom from ecclesiastical control is foond
in all the foundations that make up this second gronp—the
state universities. Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and CaH-
fomia present distinguished examples of such organixationa.

In earlier days, Maryland, North and South Carolina, Georgia
and other states of the South had anticipated in a limited

way the state support of higher education which was made £o
con^cuous in Virginia. In their plans of education, intellectual

and moral, they adhered closely to the college methods which
the Northern institutions had introduced from English ante-

cedents. Since 1865 another class of universities has arisen,

quite distinct from the colonial establishments and from the

wards of the state. These are independent foundations d«ie

to individual generosity. The gifts of Cornell, Johns Hopkins,
Rockefeller (University of Chicago), Tulane, De Pauw, Clark and
Leland Stanford have brought into being universitiet which have

no dependence upon state control,* and when a dcnomiaatiflaal

character is assured this fact is not made prominent.

Thus, looking at their origin, we see three impulses ghcn to

American high schools, from churches, states and individiiBK

It is true that all receive from the state some degree of authority

as incorporations, but this authority is so easily obtained that

in a single dty there may be, and in some places there are,

several incorporations authorised to bestow degrees and to

bear the name of universities. A foreigner cannot understand

nor can an American justify this anomaly. The most that can

be said for it is that there is complete freedom of orgsntrstico,

and that the best, and only the best, are fikely to survive.

Another influence, proceeding from the national government,

must also be borne in mind. During the Civil War, Congress,

led by Senator Morrill of Vermont, bestowed upon ewu> state

a certain portion of the public domain in the Far West

—

** land-

scrip," as it was called—the proceeds of its sale to be devoted

to the establishment and maintenance of one or more coOcges

in each state, where instruction should be given in agiicultore

and the mechanic arts, not excluding liberal studies, and

including military tactics. In some states this bounty was
directed to existing universities. New departments were

organized in old institutions. Elsewhere new institutjons woe
created. While 'all these schools were regarded as pncticsl

and technical at the first, most of them as they developed
became liberal and scientific; and when Congress made later

large appropriations for " experiment stations " in tbe sciences

relating to agriculture, an hnpulse of the most valuablecharacter

was given to many departments of scientific rcseard&.

This sketch would not be complete without the mentioa

of two foundations, each unique. The Catholic University

in Washington has been created by the pope, and in its govern-

ment the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Churdi is made
dominant. Already the Roman Cathob'cs had establisbed,

espedally under the charge of the Jesuit fathers and of the

Sulpidans, excellent colleges for liberal education, as wdl as

schools of theology; but the newer metropolitan tmivcxsty

was distinctly organized on a broader plan, in closer accordance

with the universities of continental Europe, and with a pn>>

nounced recognition of the importance of science. The univer-

sity of the State of New Yori^ is a supervisory (iwt a trarhing)

'Cornell, however, received New York's share of the __
land grant of i86a, and the state is irpi eaented on its

trustees* See Cornsll Univbisitt.
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txx!y exercising a general control over all the schools of higher

instruction in the state, and especially guarding the conditions

upon which degrees are conferred.

The interior organization of these institutions may now be
considered. Some of them have but one department, the

philosophical, which includes the liberal arts and sciences;

others have two, three or many correlated departments. Clark

University, for example, has but one faculty, the philosophical;

Harvard, as already stated, has many departments, including

philosophy, law, medicine and theology. So has Yale. Prince-

ton has four. Johns Hopkins has two, the philosophical

and the medical In most American universities a sharp

distinction is made between undergraduates and
graduates, between those who are candidates for the

baccalaureate degree (A.B., S.B., and Fh.B.) and
those who are engaged in higher professional study, like law,

medicine and theology, or in the manifold branches of modem
science, like philology, historical and political science (including

economics), philosophy (including logic, ethics and psychok>gy),

mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, geology, && In
certain places, as at Johns Hopkins, since 1876, emphasis is

given to the idea that college instruction is disciplinary,

requiring definite, but not uniform methods, and a certain

deference to the authority of a master; while university

instruction is much freer, and the scholar is encouraged to inquire

rather than to accept; to test and observe rather than to hear

and recite; to walk with a friendly guide rather than to obey a
commander. This distinction is not universally recognized.

Indeed, it has been made but recently in American institutions,

so that older men are often heard asking, " What is the difference

between a college and a university? " But generally it is

admitted that college training is one thing, and work in a uni-

versity is another; that thorough instruction in language,

history, mathematics, natural and physical sciences, and in

morals, should precede the discipline of professional schools and
the pursuit of the higher and more advanced studies in letters

and science. In a complete university provision should be

made, according to ancient and widespread usages, for the study

of law, medicine and theology; but unfortunately the develop-

ment of such schools in the United States has been fettered by
narrow conditions. The schools of theology, with rare excep-

tions, are under denominational control; and so established is

this usage, that in the state universities, and in most of the

private foundations (Chicago being an exception), theological

departments are not encouraged, beaiuse of the dread of religious

rivalries and dogmatism. Until recently there have been no

Pn/kam endowments for medical schools to any adequate
MiouMi extent, and consequently the fees paid by students
•ctotiB, have been distributed among the teachers, who
have usually been the real managers of the institution,

although acting under the name of some university. It is

nearly the same in law. There are many indications that

changes are at hand in these particulars. Theological schools

make their denominational characteristics less pronounced, and
the old colleges no longer speak of the schools of law and
medicine as " outside '* departments. ,The rapid growth of the

physical and natural sciences during the 19th century, and the

extension of scientific methods of inquiry and verification to

subjects which were formerly taught by the traditional methods
of authority, have led to the development of laboratories and
libraries. Everywhere special buildings, well eqiupped with
the latest and best apparatus, are springing up, where the
students of chemistry, physics, biology (in its numerous sub-
departments—bacteriology among them) and electricity have
every facility for study and research. The introduction of
laboratories for psychology is specially noteworthy. Patho-
logical laboratories have become essential in schools of medicine.

Libraries are—as they always have been and always will

be—storehouses where the books and manuscripts of the past
are preserved; but in American universities they have taken
on another characteristic. Subdivided into special dcpart-
jnents, or supplemented by fresh additions, they are the working-

rooms of "seminaries," where capable teachers, surrounded
by scholars properly qualified, are engaged in teaching, study-

ing and writing. Seminaries and laboratories distinguish the

modern philosophical departments from those of old, where
the lecture-room was the seat of instruction. Numerous
memoirs and monographs proceed from this active life. Books,
periodicals and dissertations are contributions to the advance,
ment of knowledge. Two agencies have effected these changes,

most of which are the product of the last quarter of the iQtb

century. In the first place, gifts for higher education have
been munificent, sometimes, especially in the East, from private

citizens—often, especially in the West, from the treasuries

of separate states. Quite as important has been the growth
of liberal ideas. Very many of the foremost professors in

American universities are the scholars of European teachers,

especially Germans. Candidates for professorships tufi

resuming the usages which prevailed early in the 19th century,

of studying in France and Great Britain. On their return it

is essential that they should keep themselves familiar with the

latest literature in their departments, whatsoever may be the

language in which it appears. Hence the American universities

are no longer provincial They must be judged, for better or

for worse, by the standard of universities established in Europe.
The bestowal of academic degrees ought to be strictly governed
by some recognized authority, and according to ancient usages

it'is one of the highest fimctions of a university. In the United
Sutes there is but little restraint proceeding from law, tradition

or public opmion. Every " college " is at liberty to exercise

this privilege. Hence the variety of academic titles that have
been introduced; hence, also, occasional and scandalous frauds

in the issue of diplomas. The best institutions exercise due dili-

gence; the public may be protected by requiring that every
one who claims the privileges of his degree, or who appends
to his name the usual abbreviations indicative of professional

or academic authority, should make it clear where, when and
how he received his title.

The iMtituttDiu in the United Scatcf which claim to foe univei^
sitit^, in the woirtd-widv a«« ol that ik-s.iKi^E^ii?>), rt>coeniie thae
print ifik-^^nd. so ht a» ihcu me^n^ allow, ^dherrr 10 these method*;
I. Th?rv \s 3. dt^ipHFiiiry »L3ge in ^^duci^tiun uhicK is the requi*ite
in'r."!iiirM,m to the hii;h**r and itwr work of the univenlcy. ThJa
is of the coilL-g£% 7^ The eucceu of the higher work
dc : t,hc inttrliKtual and moral qualities of the pcofenorL
N( . .. jf material ^Tttspcnty la of v«Jue ufilets the domiiunt
authorities are able to discovvr* iccurc and retain at teachers men
of rare Rifts. reMilute will, iuperior tmnin^ and an indn mi tabic
lovie of Icaminfi:. 3. The pfofcKiort in a uni^Trsity »hoij]d be Trte

from all pecuniary anxiety, lo that their livn may be contecrmtcd
to their several callini^i. Pensions should tie Eiven them inesjcs
of diubillityr and^. in caie of prernaturd death, to their families^

In metbodA of instructibn ibey should have as large an amount
of freedoni ai may be consistent with due fc^^i'd lor the co-opcra[]on
of their colleagues and the plans of the roundation. 4. The eteady
impfuvement ot the libmnes and laboratonei is eiocntial if the
iitMiutlan i^ to keep in the front line. The newest books and the
be ' i;';i.imtti<t are indlaipensable, far instrumenls and books quickly
dc '1 mu:^! lie luperiected, 5. For all theM? outlaya large

en M' T-i'i^uired- To a coniiderable extent reliance must
be < .1I1 Ky atid publ:ic-spirited citizens. In ortjer to enlist

st» ii Iff ;>fTirT, the mcn^iliers of a fai^ulty should nianifc-st their
inS'Ti '-t in publk alTam, ^nd by bookst lectures and addreMei nhould
inf. rrji the public and interest them in the progress of knowledge.
6. l^ulilkatbn J 5 one of the <futies of a profes^r. Jfe 01* ci it nqt
only to hii rcputaibn but sX^ tt? his alienee, to his colteaguen, tn the

publk, to put togrther and xt furth, for the information and triti-

ciiim of the world, the r«suks of hl» itiquiries^ discoveries, rcJIoctioiu

and investigiationsw Qualified students shoi^ld also be encouniged,
uo4er his ^uidsiicc, to print and publUh their dJaenations.

Gosely associated with the development of the umversity

idea since 1875 is the Improvement of the American college.

Complaints are often made that the number of col- co*«v
leges is too large, and it is undoubtedly true that

some institutions, inferior to city high schools, have

usurped the names, the forms and some of the functions

that should be restricted to establishments with larger endow-

ments and better facilities for the promotion of scholarship; but

while this is admitted, the great benefiU which have resulted
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from the recognition, far and wide over the vast domain of

the United Slates, of the value of higher education must not

be forgotten. The support of churches of every name and
the gifts of states, cities and private citizens, have been every-

where enlisted in behalf of learning. In every college worthy
of the name, mathematics, ancient and modem languages, and
the elements at least of modem science, are taught. More or

less choice is permitted in the courses requisite to a bachelor's

degree. Moral and religious influences are brought to bear

on the formation of character. All this is favourable to the

enlightenment of the people, and excuses, if it does not justify,

the multiplication which is so often deprecated. The establish-

ment of colleges for women, fully equal to the colleges for men,
and in many places the admission of women to colleges and
universities not originally intended for women, is one of the

most noteworthy of the advances in higher education. Opinions

are still divided in respect of the widsom of co-education,

especially in the undergraduate period, but there is no longer

any question as to the wisdom of giving to women the very best

opportunities for intellectual culture; while the success that

women have shown in the pursuit of many branches of science

has led in many universities to their admission to the estab-

lished laboratories and lecture-rooms. Separate colleges for

women are now maintained in close connexion with Harvard,

Columbia, Tulane and other institutions, and this mode;

of procedure seems likely to be introduced elsewhere. At
the same time, independent foundations like Vassar, Smith,

Welleslcy, Bryn Mawr and Gouchcr are supported with so

much vigour, and with such able faculties, that it is not easy to

say which organization is the best, and indeed there is no occasion

to raise the question. In the Western universities generally,

as in Michigan, Wisconsin, California, Chicago, &c, women are

admitted to all courses on the same terms as men. (D. C. G.)
Authorities.—On the earlier history and organization of the

medieval universities, the student should consult r. C. von Savigny,
Ceuh. d. rdmischtn Reckts im MitUUUter (j vols., 1826-51): for

the university of Paris, Du Boulay, Historia Universitatis Parisiensis

(6 vols., Paris, 1665); Crevier, Hist, de I'universiU de Pans
(7 vols., Paris, 1761): and C. Tourdain, Hist, de VuniversiU de Paris
au X Vlf et au XVIII* siicle (Paris, 1862), and also articles on special

points in the same writer's Excursions kutoriques (1888).

The work of Du Boulay(Bulaeus)b one of great research and labour,

but wanting in critical judgment, while that of Crevier is little

more than a readable outline drawn from the former. The views
of Du Boulay have been challenged on many important points

by P. H. Deniflc in the first volume of his Die Universitdten des

MittelaUers bis 1400 (1885), and more particulariy on those relat-

ing to the organization ol the eariy universities.^ The results of

Denifle's researches have been largely incorporated in Mr Rashdall's

Universities of Europe in the Middle A^es (2 vols., Oxford, 1895),
especially in connexion with the origines of Paris. Oxford and
Cambridge; and the eariier works of Meiners, Cesch. d. Entstehung

und Entwickelung der hoken Schulen (4 vols., 1802-5); and T. A.
Huber. Die enghschen Universitdten (Cassel, 1839-40). translation

by F. W. Newman (3 vols.. 1845), are thus to a great extent super-

seded. Much useful criticism on the comparative merits of the
German and the English universities prior to the i^th century is

to be found in the Discussions (1853) of Sir W. Hamilton. For the
German universities exclusively, Zarncke's Die deutschen Univer-

sitdten im MitUlalter (Leipzig, 1857): Heinrich von Sybel. Die
deutschen Universitdten (2nd ed., 1874); and Ckorg Kaufmann's
Cesch. der deutschen Universitdten (a vols.), are indispensable. Of
the latter, vol. i. (1888) treats of the orig^nes; vol. ii. (1896) carries

the subject to the end of the middle ages, dealing generally with the

history of academic institutions rather than the details of sepa-

rate universities. Georg Voigt's Die WiederMehung des classiscken

Alterthums (2 vols., 1880-81) throws much light on the history of

both Italian and German scholarship at the time of the Renaissance,

and supplies a useful bibliography. The work of Professor Friedrich

Paulsen. Cesch. d. gelehrten Unterrichts auf den deutschen Schulen

und Universitdten (2nd ed., 2 vols., 1906; English translation by
M. E. Sadler. London. 1906), is a masteriy survey of the whole
modern period down to the close of last century. Tholuck, Das
academische Lehen des 17 JahrhunderU (2 vols.. Halle, 1853-54);
Dolch. Cesch. des deutschen Studententhums (1858); J. Conrad, The
Cerman Universities for the Last Fifty Years, translated by Hutchin-

son, preface by Bryce (Glasgow. 1885); T. Zieglcr, Der deutsche

Student am Endedes 19 Jahrhunderts (Stuttgart, 1895), all deal with

special periods. Adolf Harnack, Ceschichte der koniglich-preussischen

Academie der Wissenschafien tu Berlin (4 vols.. 1900). is also of high

value, the first two volumes for the medieval, the latter two lor

the modem period. To these may be added, as useful for reTcrenec.
the Ceschichte der Eniehung vom Anfant an bis auf mnsere Zeii
(Stutteart. 1896-1001). by Dr K. A. and Georg Schmidt, concaimng
critical bibliographies at the beginning of each chapter: while
the BiHiorraphie der deutschen UnioersUdten by Wilbelm Ennan
and Ewald Horn (3 vol*., Leipzig. 1904-6) is most complete for the
literature of the entire subject down to the close of last cencur>'-
For a comparative estimate of the history of the different faculties^
Die Unioersitdt Ciessen von 1607 bis 1907 (2 vols.. Giesaen, 1907)
is highlv suggestive. The Monumenta Germania* Paedagogua (20
vols.. 1886-1900), though relating mainly to schools, often sappUcs
valuable illustrative matter.
The statutes of the French universities, so far as ascertainable,

have been edited by Foumier. Statutes et pmiliges des mmiwersiies
fran^aises (1890): ttie Chartutarium of the university of Paris, as
edited by Denifle and Chatelain (a \-ols.. Paris. 1889-97), coming
down to 1452. Works dealing with later history are Griard. Nos
adieux d la vieiUe Sorbonne (Paris, 1803) : H. SchOn. Duframosisckem
Hochuhulen seit der Revolution (Manich. 1896) ; L. Liard. L'Enseigne-
ment suUrieur en France, 1780-1894 (2 vols.. Paris. 1894): Jo<)cpfa
Prost, La Philosophie d racadimie proteslante de Sammurt i66c^j6Ss
(Paris, 1907).
For Italy, the origines of Bologna are dealt with by Chiapelli.

Lo Studio Bolognese (Pistoia. 1888); Fitting. Die Anfange der
Rtchtsschule tu Bologna (Bologna and Leipzig. 18S8); Ricci. /
primordi d. Studio di Bologna (2nd ed., Bofogna, 1888). All the
extant statutes are edited bv Carlo Malagola. Slaluti d. univ. e dei
collegi d. studio bolognese (Bologna, 1888): and a new edition has
appeared of the learned C. J. Sarti's De darts Archig^nasH Botttm-
iensis Professoribus (Bologna. 1888. &c.). In connexion with Padua
we have Die Slatuten der Juristen-Universitat Padua vom Jahre 1131^
ed. H. Denifle, a reprint from the Archiv. For Spain, the work oi
De La Fuente (Madrid, 1855) gives a concise summary of the main
facts in the growth of the universities and also of the other tnstito-
tions for public instruction throughout the country; the Libro
Memoria, bv Solier and Vilches (1895) gives the necessary informatioa
down to a later period, in connexion with the central inscitution in

Madrid. The history of the faculty of theology at the Portuguese
university of Coimbra has been recorded on a more elaborate scale
by Dr Manuel Eduardo da Motta Veiga (Coimbra, 1872). The
Universidades y Colegios of Dr Joaquin v. Gonzilez (Buenos Aires,

1907) contains an interesting account of the new university moveroent
in Argentina. For Oxford there are the laboriotis collections by
Anthony Wood, History and Antiquities of the Universiiy and k.
the CoUcges and Halls of Oxford, edited with continuation by Rev. J.
Gutch (5 vols., 1786-96), and Athenae and Fasti Oxcnienses^ edited
by Dr P. BIt-s (^ vo}t., r«-'^^-o>: A Hr-.t^r- V the University ef
Oi---rd from the ii'jfiiiM j rjj;f3 U> J.'jjO, b> ii- C. Maxwell L>te
(i;:sH&); and Siatutrj of t^e Uniptrstty of (^iferd compiled in 16j6
UKd^r Authority of Archbiikap Laud. ed. Griffiths (Oxford, 1886).
T\]C publica lions oj the late Jcisfph Fcnter, Almmni Oxamienses.
iyjo-tSS6 (B vola.), aupply the Urts that arc contained in tbe
rei;i:-,[ffi rtLitlng to the academic carwre of graduates; hn Oxford
Men and ^Afif C^gfs, rSSo-yi (2 vols., i^j) contains, vci. L,

ccLk-^ life and antjquiitc;!^ wich ill Lustrations: vol. ti., oompletim
of Aiumai arid Mtiirtctila.itoH Register, tSSo-^. The publicatioDs
of tiae Oxford Historical SocicTy indiidj? tome valuable histories of

se;'.irait Cdllece*, I hat of Pembroke (by KlacUsine), Corpus Christi

ihv Foukr). Nlenon fhy Brodrick); also Anil vi^y Wooa'a Life esi
rf7:rj, cd. Rev. Andrew CUrk (4 vols.); Hh ifrie'a Collections, ed.

DiIjIc and R.'tiinie U voli,>: and Early Oxpfd Press (to 1640). by
Fal'ijUL-r Midan. The scries of Collt^ iL:h-f'.es, originally pub-
lisLt'd by F^ E. Eobinton {jiow b>' Hutchinson 6: i.o.). is often service-

ab'c troih to tb<: hi!iiar!an and Lhe biographer. For Cambridge, the

re^i'jrchcs of C^ H^ Coopf^r^ greatly surpassing those of Wood in

th'irnughnc^ and impaftiAlity* are comprised in three series:

(n An noli af Cambridie fs vols,. 18^-1908); (2) Athenae CanU-
brt];, •rrii^i, jfoa-f6op (i voli^ tSsfl-6i); (1) Memorials ef Cambridgr
Cj V N U. : Ticw td. 1 e»;j>. The Arch iteciHTal History 0/ the University ef
Cii^nfiTidi^t and of the ddttgei^ by the late Robert Willis, edited and
coiLtiriiLj4,d by J. Willis Clark (4 vols., 18^], is a work of admirable
th<ircLi^hnc^4 nnd completeness. The Cmct Bocks, in % vols., down
to 1526, hiive been careEully edited and publisfied by tne University
Pif--.

J.
H. Mul linger, Huiary olthc University <^ Cambridge frem

thi' Hariicii Timti to Act.fi sioH cf tharles I. (a vols., 1871-85). ^oL 3
at priT^'T^, anM Ciiffibritl^e D^sffii>ai and lUustraied^ by T, D. Atkiuon
arif J. \V. Cbrk (ifee>7Jt*^"l chiefly with the courie of education and
lejirninp, anij taiih the aniiquitie^ respectively. To these may be
adicd i homas LUker* Htstorv of the Cc!!*^^ ej 5i John the Emnttltsl,
edited by Professor Mayor (2 vols., 1869): also, by same editor.

Admissions lo St John's (3 vols., 1630-1765): and Records of santc

society (2 series), edited by R. F. Scott—all three works bring
valuable aids both to the biography and history of contemporary
times. Equally so is Dr Venn s excellent Btorraphical History

of Caius College (3 vols.. 1897-1901). Mr J. A. Venn's SuHsttcal
Chart, exhibiting conjointly the Matriculation Statistics at both
universities from 1544 to 1906. has been reproduced, along with an
explanatory article, in the Oxford and Cambridge Review for umt term,

1908, and a similar chart for the colleges (in Cambridge) has bees
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published by the same editor. For both universities see theDccuments
issued by the Oxford and Cambridge Commissions of 1858.
Mr M. £. Sadler's Speciai Report to the Educatum Office on the

Admusion of Women to the Universities is the most authoritative
source of information on the subject. Of the existing endowments*
faculties and professoriate of universities throughout the world,
the serial entitled Minerva, edited by Dr K. TrQbner (TrObner,.... . g^Strassburg). has supplied trustworthy particulars since its fir

publication in 1891, together with concise mformation and reference

to original sources respecting the origin and history of the universities

themselvea. (J- B. M.)

Academic Hoods
I. Great Britain and Ireland

Aberdeen.—D.D., scariet cloth, lined purple; B.D., black.* lined

purple: LL.D., scarlet cloth,. lined pale blue; LL.B., black, bordered
pale blue; M.D., scarlet cloth, lined crimson; M.B., black, lined

crimson; D.Litt, scariet cloth, lined white; D.Phil., scarlet cloth,

lined white; D.Sc., scarlet cloth, lined green; B.Sc.p black, lined

green; M.A., black. lined white.

Cambridu.—D.D., scarlet cloth, lined pink and violet shot, with
loops of black cord; B.O., black, unlined; ULM., black, lined

white; LL.D., scarlet cloth, lined pink; LL.B., black silk or stuff,

edged white fur; M.D. scarlet cloth, lined dark cherry colour;

MTB., black, lined dark cherry colour; Mus.D., cream damask^ lined

cherry cdour; M us. B.. dark cherry colour, lined white fur; LittD..
scariet cloth, lined scariet; D.Sc., scariet cloth, lined pink and
light blue shot; M.A.. black, lined white; B.A.. black stuff or silk,

edged white fur. Proctors as their Congregation habit wear the

run and black and white hood; on other occasions they wear the
hood " squared."

Dublin.—(The hoods are the same for the Royal University,

except M.B., Mu9.D. and divinity degrees, which it aoes not nant.)
D.D.. scarlet cloth, lined black; B.D., black, unlined; LL.D.,
scariet cloth, lined pink; LL.B., black, bordered white; M.D.,
scarlet cloth, lined scarlet; M.B., black, lined white fur (Royal
University, black, bordered fcarlct); Mus.D.. crimson cloth, lined

white (Royal University, white damask, faced and lined rose satin);

Mus.B., blue, lined white fur (rabbit-skin); Litt.D., scariet doth,
lined white; D.Sc.. scarlet cloth. lined blue; M.A., black, lined

blue; B.A., black, edged white fur; Proctor, black silk, lined
" ermine."
Durham.—D.D.. scariet " cassimere," lined " palatinate purple ";

B.D., black, unlined; D.C.L., scarlet cassimere, lined white;

B.C.L, palatinate purple, ed^ white fur; M.D., scariet cassimere,

lined scariet, bordered palatinate purple; M.B., scarlet silk, lined

palatinate purple, edged white fur; Mus.D., white brocade, lined

palatinate purple; Mus.B., palatinate purple, ed^ white fur;

Litt.D.. scariet cassimere, lined old-gold satin; Litt.B., old-^old

satin, edged white fur; D.Sc., palatinate purple cassimere, lined

scariet; B.Sc., palatinate purple, edged white fur; M.A..- black,

lined palatinate purple; B.A.. black trtuff or silk, edged white fur.

Edinburgh.—D.D., black cloth, lined purple; B.D., black silk,

lined purple, edged white fur; LL.D., black cloth, lined blue:

LL.B.. black silk, lined blue, edged white fur; B.L.. black, bordered
blue, edged white fur; M.D.. black cloth, with cape attached, lined

and faced crimson nlk; M.B., blacky lined crimson, edged white

fur; Mus.D.. scarlet cloth, lined white corded silk; Mus.B.. scariet

silk, lined white, edged white fur; Litt.D., black cloth, lined royal

blue shot with maize; D.Phil., black cloth, lined white, shot with
"Vesuvius"; D.Sc., black cloth, lined ^rcen; B.Sc.,^ black silk,

lined green, edged white fur; M.A., black silk, lined white.

Ciasgow.—D.D., scariet cloth, lined white; B.D., black, lined

light cnerry colour, bordered scariet cloth; LL.D., scariet cloth,

lined Venetian red; LL.B., black, lined Venetian red. bordered
scariet cloth; B.L., black, bordered Venetian red; M.D.. scarlet

cloth, lined scarlet; M.B., black, lined scarlet, bordered scarlet

cloth; D.Sc., scarlet cloth, lined gold colour; B.Sc., black, lined

gold colour, bordered scarlet cloth; M.A.. black silk, lined " bell-

heather " colour (purplish red) ; B.A., black silk or stuff, bordered
bell-heather red.

London.—(Bachelors, if members of Convocation, have their

hoods lined white silk, bordered with the colour of their faculty.)

D.D., scariet cloth, lined " sanim red"; B.D., black, bordered
sarum red; LL.D., scariet cloth, lined blue; LL.B.. black, bordered
blue; M.D.. scariet cloth, lined violet; M.B.. and B.S., black,

bordered violet; Mus.D., scariet cloth, lined white, if a member of

Convocation, if not, same as Mus.B., blue. lined white, watered
silk; Litt.D.. scariet cloth, lined russet; D.Sc.. scariet cloth, lined

gold colour; B.Sc.. black, bordered gold cobur; MJV., black, lined

russet : B.A., black, bordered russet.

Oxford.—D.D., scarlet cloth, lined black; B.D., black, unlined;

D.C.L., scariet cloth, lined rose; B.C.L., light blue, edeed white
fur; M.D.. scariet cloth, lined rose; M.B.. dark blue, edged white
fur; Mus.D.. white damask, lined crimson; Mus.B.. light blue,

edged white fur; Litt.D.. scariet cloth, lined slate colour; Litt.B..

light blue, edged white fur; M.A., black, lined red; B.A., black
silk or stuff, edged white fur; Proctors wear a " miniver " hood.

I Where not otherwise suted, the hood is of silk.

St Andrews.—D.D., violet silk or cloth, lined white satin; B.D.,
violet silk or cloth, lined white satin, edged white fur; LL.D.,
scariet silk or cloth, lined white satin; LL.B.. scariet silk or cloth,
lined white satin, edged white fur; M.D.. crimson silk or cloth,
lined white satin; MrB., crimson silk or cloth, lined white satin,

edged white fur; Mus.D., cerulean blue silk or cloth, lined white
satin; Mus.B., cerulean blue, lined white satin, edged white fur;
D.Sc., " amaranth " silk or cloth, lined white satin ; B.Sc.,
amaranth silk or doth, lined white satin, edged white fur; M.A.,
black, lined red.

Victoria University.—LL.D., gold velvet or satin, lined light gold;
LL.B., black, bordered violet: M.D.. gold vdvet or satin, lined light
ffold; M.B., black, bordered red; Dtt.D., gold vdvet or sarin,
lined light gold; D.Sc., gold velvet or satin, lined light gold; B.Sc.,
black, bordered pale red; M.A., black, lined pale blue; B.A.,
black, bordered pale blue.

University ef Wales and LamMer.—B.D. (Lampeter), black, lined
violet, bordered white; B.A., black, bordered blue and green shot.

a. Australia

Sydmry.—B.\.. black stu?. rdgtd vh'itt fur; M.A., black, lined
blue^ LL.B., black, bordcnd blui-; LL.D., scariet cloth, litK-d blue;
B.Sc., bTdck MufT, bordered amber; D.Sc.^ icarl^t cloth, lined amber;
B.E. (Ln|inc«ring), black »tufT, bordered light rnaroon; M^Ew,
black, lined lijjht iruirDon; M.U., block, bordered purph', MhC*,

Adiifiidt.

LL.B,, blick, lined blue ^ LI

black, lined French ercy; M.O., tcarlct cloth, lined pumfc^,
Adiinide-^nA.. V ' ' ' '

grey; LL.B,, blick, 11

B.St., black, lined yellow; D.Sc., diirk ye! Lav, linM lii^hi yellow

ildck, lined grvy, M.A,, black, lirtrd dark
L.D.^ d-irk blue, liftrd light blue;

__ , , , dark yelLov, linfic! li|^hi yellow;
M.B , block, lined ro^i M.C. (Sur^em, bUck, lined dArk rose;
M.D . dark ro*c, linwl li^ht n^^; Mu».B.. blacky lined gtfecn:

MUS f^ '-^- • -. '" ^^:-^*-

Al ...... .^. »./... ^lovk [...v^ ^,L Uue; M.A.. Ui«.k. l...«^

violet; Litt.D.. black, lined dark blue; LL.B., black, lined white
fur; LL.M.. black cloth, edged red silk, lined white; LL.D.. black,
lined white; B.Sc.. black, lined moss-green, edged white fur;
M.Sc., black, lined moss-green; D.Sc.. scariet cloth, lined moss-
green; B.E. (Engineering), black, lined light blue: M.E.. black, lined
ydlow; M.B., black, lined white; M.C. (Surgery), black, lined dark
amber; M.D.. black, lined crimson; Mus.B.. black, lined lavender,
edged white fur; Mus.D., black, lined lavender.
New Zealand.—B.A.. black, lined pink, edged white fur: M.A.,

black, lined pink; LL.B., black, lined blue, edged white fur:
LL.D.. black, lined light blue; B.Sc.. black, lined dark blue, edged
white (fur; D.Sc., blatk, lined dark blue; M.B.. black, lined mauve,
edited white fur; M D., black, lined mauve; Mus.B., black, lined
white, edged white fur; Mus.D., black, lined white.

3. Canada

These follow the BriUsh model, with the exception, of Laval,
Quebec, whkh grants the same degrees as the University of France,
the distinctive mark of which is the scarf.

Dalhousie (N.S.).—B.A., black stuff, lined white fur; M.A.,'
black stuff, lined crimson; B.L. (Letters), black stuff, lined white,
bordered light blue; M.L., black stuff, lined light blue; LL.B.,
black, lined white, bordered gold; LL.D., black, lined purple;
B.Sc., black stuff, lined white nik. bordered crimson; M.Sc.. black
stuff, lined crimson; B.E. (Engineering), black stuff, lined white
silk, bordered purple; M.C, scariet cloth, bordered white;
M.D., scarlet silk, bordered white; Mus.B., black stuff, lined white,
bordered lavender.

'
'

"' 'M — B.A., black ttuff, cdpfd white fur; M.A.,
bb :.• ' Mat; H.C.L-, blacky lined blue silk, edged white fur;
D.'- i ! r cloth, lined pink.

J/, i..;-
I \h?ttfttfi}l}.— [jt.A., bbck tliiff, edged whi[e lur; M.A.,

black, Itrufl blue: Liti.D. (LitcratuTcK scarlet clritfi. brted pale
blue; B.C.L., blacky lined French (rr?y, cd'ecxl while iuiy D.C.L.,
scarlet cloth, lined French grey; B.Sc.^ bljclt, lined yi^Lktw, edged
white fuf; M.Sc,, bl^ickt lined velluw; D,S|.',, mraflri; [luch, lined
yellow; M.B., blacky linc<l ditk blui'; M^D^^ scariet daih. lined dark
dIuc; D.V.Sr (Docitjr of Veterinary Sctenct), scark-t clknh, lined
fawn.

Toronto.—D.D. (Trinity College), scariet cloth, lined black;
B.D. (Trinity College), black, unlined; B.A., black stuff, edged
white fur; M.A.. black, lined crimson; LL.B.. blue, lined white
fur: LL.D.. scariet cloth, lined pink; M.B., blue, lined white fur;

M.D.. scarlet cloth. lined pink.
Windsor {N.S.i—B.A., black stuff, edged white fur; M.A.. black,

lined crimson; B.C.L., blue, edged wnite fur; D.C.L., scariet

doth, lined pink.

4. India

These foHow the British model, but also give Oriental degrees,

the distinctive mark of whkrh is a sa&h. They also grant the degree
of Licentiate in certain subjects, which has a hood.

Allahabad.—B.A., black, bordered amber; M.A.. black, lined

amber: LL.B.. black, lined blue; LL.D., pale blue.
Bombay.—B.A., black stuff, bordered garter blue; M.A., garter

blue, Uned same; LL.B., black, bordered scarlet doth; B.Sc.,
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black stuff, bordcfcd garter Blue; L:C.E. (Engineering), black stuff,

bordered brown; M.E., brown, lined mitcr blue; L.M. and S.
(Medicine and Surgery), black stuff, bordered crimson: M.D.,
crimson, lined garter blue; LJVg. (Agriculture), black stuff,

bordered green.
CakuUa.—B.A., black, bordered dark blue; M.A., black. Uned

blue; LL.B., black, boixiered green; LL.D^ scariet, lined white
satin; B.Sc., black, bordered light blue; B.E., black, bordered
orange; M.E., black, lined green; M.B., black, bordered scarlet;
M.D., black, Uned scariet.

Madras.S.A.t black, bordered crimson; M.A., black, lined
crimson; LL.B., Mack, lined purple; M.L., purple silk; LL.D.,
scariet silk; B.E., black, linecl orange; M.B.. black. lined light
blue; L.M. and S., black, lined Ught blue: M.C., black, lined light
blue; M.D., scariet cloth, lined light blue: L.San.Sc (Saniury
Science), black, bordered terra-cotto; L.T. (Teaching), black, lined
gold.

Punjab.—B.A., purple, lined yellow; M.A., purple, lined claret;
Litt.D., iMirple, lined scariet; LL.B., white, lined blue; LL.D..
scariet silk; M.B., purple, lined purple doth; M.D., purple, lined
purple.

5. .South Africa

Capt ef Good Hope.—B.^., black, bordered orange-brown;
M.A., black, lined orange-brown, bordered black; Litt.D., orange-
brown, lined white, bordered black: LL.B., black, bordered red:
LL.D., red, lined white, bordered black; B.Sc., Mack, bordered
green; M.Sc., green, bordered black; D.Sc., green, lined white,
bordered black; M.B., black, bordered blue; M.D., blue, lined
white, bordered black; Mus.B., black, bordered purple; Mus.M.,
purple, bordered black; Mus.D., purple, Uned white, bordered black.

6. United StaUs

The American' universities have adopted a uniform system,
according to which the length and shape of the; hood indkratc the
degree (bachelor, master, doctor), the silk lining displays the ofikial

colourB of the university or college granting the degree (e.f. crimson
for Harvard, blue for Vale, orange and black for Princeton, light

blue and white for Columbia, royal purple and white for Cornell
and red and blue for Pennsylvania), while the velvet trimming
indicates the faculty or department. Thus the trimming for arts
and lettera is white, for theology scarlet, laws purple, philosophy
blue, science gold-yellow, fine arts brown, medicine green, music
pink, pharmacy olive, dentistry lilac, forestry russet, veterinary
science grey and library science lemon. It is 'also usual in America
for a graduate of a German university to wear a hood lined with the
colours of the university charged with a trichevron of the German
colours, black, white and red.

UKIVERSITT COURTS, in the English umveisities of Oxford

and Cambridge, courls of inferior jurisdiction, administering

principles of justice originaUy founded on the canon and dvil

law, but now defined and limited by the common law (see par-

ticularly GinneU v. Whittingham, i886, 16 Q.B.D. 769).

At Chdord the judge of the chanceUor's court is the vice-

chancellor, who is his deputy or assessor; the court has had
since 1244 dvil jurisdiction, to the exclusion of the king's

courts, in all matters and suits wherdn a scholar or privileged

person of the imivcrsity is one of the parties, except in actions

relating to freehold. It had also, from 1290 downwards, juris-

diction of all injuries and trespasses against the peace, mayhem
and felony excepted, but since the Summary Jurisdiction Acts

this is possibly no longer exercisable, but the chancellor, vice-

chancellor and the vice-chancellor's deputy are justices of the

peace for Oxford, Oxfordshire and Berksiiire, where scholars

are concerned, and exercise this jurisdiction under the Summary
Jurisdiction Acts. By the Oxford University Act 1854 the

vlce<hancellor's court now administers the common and
statute law of the realm.

The criminal jurisdiction of Cambridge University in cases

where any person not a member of the university is a party

has ceased, and its jurisdiction over light women, which was
founded on a charter and statute of EUxabeth, was taken

away in 1894 by a private act of that year (c. 60), and an act

of 6 Geo. IV. c. 97, deaUng with them and applicable till then

only to Oxford University, was extended to Cambridge University.

Previous to 1891, women of light character, who had been con-

victed of consorting with or soliciting members of the university

in statu pupillari, were detained in a house of correction called

the spinning house, but in that year a conviction was held bad
{ex parte Hopkins, 1891,61 L.J.Q.B. 240; see also, however,

Kemp V. NeviU, 1861, 10 C.B.N.S. 523).

UmiA, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of West-
phalia, zs m. by rail £. of Dortmund, on the line to Haouh.
Pop. (1905) 16,324. It has two Roman Catholic axid two
Protestant churches, a synai^ogue and several schools. Its

chid industries are iron foundries, machine shops, salt works
and breweries—other artides of manufacture being bricks and
cement. In the middle ages Unna formed part of the electorate

of Cologne. It recdved munidpal rights in 1256 and was a
member of the Hanseatic League.

UNTERWALDEN, one of the cantons of central Switzeilasd,
extends to the south of the lake of Lucerne, 14 sq. m. of which
are included Within the canton (13 being in Nidwalden). It is

composed of two valleys, throu^ which run two streams, both
called Aa, and both flowing into the lake of Lucerne. The
more westerly of these glens is called Obwalden, and the XDore
easterly Nidwalden. These names really come from the X3th
century expression for the inhabitanU, h&mines itUramorttcni

(men dwelling in the mountains), whether of 9aUis superioHs
(of the upper vaUey) or taUis inferioris (of the lower
valley). But in the 14th century the relative position of the
two vidleys is defined as " upper " and " lower " with reference

to the great Kerns forest (stretching between Stans and Kerns),
and hence is derived the historically inaccurate name of
" Forest cantons," now so weU known. The total area of the
canton is 295*4 sq. m. (Obwalden has 183*2 and Nidwalden
1 1 2-1, thou^ it must be borne in mind that the upper pcwtton

of what should be the territory of Nidwalden is, as r^ards
the Blacken Alp, in Uri, while the Engdberg region is in

Obwalden). Of -this area 238-2 sq. m. (iS4'x in Obwalden and
84'X in Nidwalden) are classed as " productive," forests covering

73*8 sq. m. (47 in Obwalden and 26-8 in Nidwalden), while of

the rest gkdeis occupy 5-2 sq. m. (3*9 in Obwaldcm and 1-3

in Nidwalden), the highest point in the canton being the Titfis

(10,627 ft.) situated in the Obwalden half. The small lakes

.of Samen and of Lungem are wholly situated in Obwalden.
Obwalden, as induding the Engelbexg region, is far more
mountainous than Nidwalden, which is rather hilly than

mountainous. The inhabitants in both cases are-mainly devoted
to pastoral and, in a lesser degree, to agricultural puxsuits.

Ia> Obwalden there are 290 " alps," or mountain pastures,

capable of supporting 13,399 cows, and of an estimated capital

value of 5,474>4oo fr.: the figures for Nidwalden are respec-

tively x66, 5207 and 3,899,900. In 1900 the total popula-

tk>n of the canton was 28,330 (15,260 in Obwalden and
13,070 in Nidwalden), of whom all but the most insignificant

proportion were German-speaking and Romanists. Till 1S14

the canton was m the diocese of Constance, but since then it is

practically administered by the bishop of Coire, thou^ legally

induded in no diocese. The capital of Obwalden is Sainco

{q.v.)t and of Nidwalden Stans (q,v.). The other most con-

siderable villages are all in Obwalden—Kerns (2392 inhab.),

Engdberg (1973 inhab.) and Lungem (1828 inhab.). The
canton is traveled by the BrOnig railway line from Hergiswil

(in Nidwalden) to the top of the pass (20 m.), but most of the

electric line from Stansstad to Engdberg (14 m.) is in Nidwalden.

The niounuin lines up Pilatus (Obwalden), the Stanserhom,
and to the BUrgenstock (both in Nidwalden) ate abo in the

canton. Each half forms a single administrative distria, and
has its own independent local institutions, while in Obwalden
there are 7 communes and in Nidwalden xx. In each the

supreme legislative authority is the " Landsgemeinde,** or

primitive democratic assembly (meeting in both cases 00 the

last Sunday in April), composed of all male dtixexts of 20

(Obwalden) or x8 (Nidwalden) years of age. In both cases the

Landsgemeinde elects the executive for three years (Nidwalden)

or four years (Obwalden), while it is composed of x 1 (Nidwalden)

or 7 (Obw:ildcn) members, out of whom the Landsgiemeinie

elects annually the chief officials. In each half there is also a

sort of " stand'ng committee " (the Landrath, Nidwalden. or

Kanlonsrath, Obwalden), which drafts measures to be submitted

to the Landsgemeinde, supervises the cantonal administration,

and is empowered to spend sums bdow a certain amount. In
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each case the Landrai is composed of the members of the

executive, plus a certain number of members elected in each
*' commune, " in the proportion of i member to every 350

inhabitants, or fraction over 135 (so Nidwalden, which allows

them to hold office for six years), or x member to every 300

inhabitants (Obwalden, which allows them to hold office for

four years) . These Landsgemeinden are of immemorial antiquity,

while the other constitutional details are settled by the con-

stitution of 2877 in Nidwalden, and by that of 1903 in Obwalden.

In each half the single member of the Federal Sidnderat is

elected by the Landsgemeinde, while the single member enjoyed

by each in the Federal Naiionalrat is chosen by a popular

vote, but not by the Landsgemeinde. The people of the canton

have always been very pious and religious. In the church of

Sachseln (near Samen) still lie the bones of the holy hermit,

Nicholas von der FlUe, fondly known as "Bruder Klaus"

(141 7-1487), while at Samen there are several convents, though

the most famous of all the monasteries in the canton, the great

Benedictine house of Engelberg (founded about xiso) is situated

at the head of the Nidwalden valley, though politically in

Obwalden. At the lower end of the Nidwalden valley is Stans,

the home of the Winkelried family {q.v.).

It is very remarkable that in both valleys the old " common
lands " are still in the hands of the old gilds, and " communes "

consist of natives, not merely residents, though in Obwalden
these contribute to the expenses of the new "political com-

munes" of residents, while in Nidwalden the latter have to

raise special taxes. In Engelberg (which still retains some
independence) the poor are greatly favoured in the division of

the common bnds and their proceeds, and unmarried persons

(or widowers and widows) receive only half of the share of those

who are married.

Historically, both Obwalden (save a small bit in the Aargau)

and Nidwalden were included in the ZUrtchgau. In both

there were many great landowners (specially the abbey of

Murbach and the Habsburgs) and few free men; while the

fact that the Habsburgs were counts of the Aargau and the

Ziirichgau further delayed the development of political freedom.

Both took part in the risings of 1245-47, and in 1347 Sarnen

was threatened by the pope with excommunication for opposing

its hereditary lord, the count of Habsburg. The alleged cruelties

committed by the Habsburgs do not, however, appear in history

till Justinger's Chronicle, 1420 (see Tell). On the x6th of

April 1 291, Rudolph the future emperor bought from Murbach
all its estates in Unterwalden, and thus ruled this district as

the chief landowner, as count and as emperor. On the xst of

August X39X Nidwalden (Obwalden is not named in the text

of the document, though it is named on the seal appended

to it) formed the " Everlasting League " with Uri and Schwyz

(this being the first known case in which its common seal is

used). In X304 the two valleys were joined together under

the same local deputy of the count, and in X309 Henry VII.

confirmed to them all the liberties granted by his predecessor

—though none is known to have been granted. However,

this placed Unterwalden on an equal political footing with

Uri and Schwyz; and as such it took part (i3i5)inMorgarten

fight (also driving back an invasion over the Brilnig Pass) and

in the renewal of the Everlasting League at Brunnen (131 s)>

as well as at Sempach (1386) and in driving back the Gugler

or English freebooters (137 S)- For physical reasons, it was

difficult for Unterwalden to enUrge its territories. Yet in

1368 it acquired Alpnacb, and in X378 Hergiswil. So too

Obwalden shared with Uri in the conquest of the Val Leventina

(1403) and in the purchase of Bellinzona (1419)1 as well as in

the loss of both (1433). It was Nidwalden that, with Schwyz

and Uri, finally won (1500) and ruled (till 1798) Bellinzona,

the Riviera, and the Val Blemio; while both shared in

conquesU of the Aargau (1415)1 the Thurgau (1460), and

Locarno, &c. (1512), and in the temporary occupation of the

Val d* Ossola (x4i&-i4» 1416-22, 1425-26, 1512-15). In the

Burgundian war Unterwalden, like the other Forest cantons,

long hung back through jealousy of Bern, but came to the rescue

XXVU 13*

in time of need. In X48X it was at Stans that the Confederates
nearly broke up the League for various reasons, and it was
only by the intervention then of the holy hermit Nicholas von
der ^tte (of Sachseln in Obwalden) that peace was restored,

and the great Federal agreement known as the compact of Stans
concluded. Like the other Forest cantons, Unterwalden climg
to the old faith at the time of the Reformation, being a member
of the "Christliche Vereinigung" (X539) and of the Golden
League (1586).

In X 798 Unterwalden resisted the Helvetic republic, but,
having formed part of the short-lived Tellgau, became a district

of the huge canton of the Waldstitten. Obwalden submitted
at an early date, but Nidwalden, refusing to accept the oath
of fidehty to the constitution mainly on religious grounds,
rose in desperate revolt (September X798), and was only put
down by the arrival of x6;ooo armed men and by the storming
of Stans. In 1803 its independence as a canton was restored,

but in x8x5 Nidwalden refused to accept the new constitution,

and Federal troops had to be employed to put down its resistance,

the punishment inflicted being the transfer (1816) to Obwalden
of the jurisdiction over the abbey lands of Engelberg (since

X463 "protected" by the four Forest cantons), which in 1798
had fallen to the lot of Obwalden and had passed in 1803 to

Nidwalden. Since that time the history of Unterwalden has
been like that of the other Forest cantons. It was a member
of the "League of Samen" (iSj;)^ to Gppo^ tlic icformjng

wislit^ of flthct c^mtoQs, and of the " Sojid^rbund " (1845);
it was dcfciited in the war of iS^y^und it voted agaiti&ttbe

acceptance of the Federal consLitulion both in i^^S And in 1874,
AOTiiORiTiE-S.'^—Bri/^dif t Gtxhickle Kid'icaldfiii iStAn^t hota,

1884); J. J. Btucnpf, Stoats- und Rfihtigri<:hkhif d. ifhu.fip.Dfm^-
kraiifji (^ voIb., St Call^ iS^5i>-59); J. Buiinftti, Dfr Kanion Untfr*
woidcn (St C41II, [B36) and Die Ceickickie dtj Viflk^rs wn Untff^
voidfn (2 vob., Luccme. 1B17-2S)] M. A^ C3.\ip^\hr, Pii^ii moniif
kiitoHa (BastU 1767); E. EtliUp Die Alfneitinliafi in Obu'^tdin
gitileuK. 1903}; H. Chrin, Ot dem K^ntuatd (B^iscl, i^^); IL

urrci, Die Kujirl- vnd AKhitekiurdfHkmdi^r' d, Unttf^vojdeni {la
courw of pubUtiitlan since l^^gJr J. GanticFt Dit Alp^irlKk^
im Kanl. Nidiixiden (Suit! u re, 1896) ; GfHhiciihftfvnd, from 184A
(in vob. 45, 51-5.^^ 55 and 57 the charters ol Fln^Eibct^ 1 133-I4i3
have tMwn printed); Conrad Gctner, Deter ipi in mcfulii fracH
{FUaiui] (Zuricht ^SSS): A. LQtolf, Sagfitt Brdmhe, Z^c^itrf/i*

aus dtii fiinj Often rCacenic, lS63]i i Obtmldn^r GembkhlsUiitUff
(Zarich, from I9O1); W, Oechsli, Dte Anjan^g d.t(h-4.'eii. Efdj^t-

rufii^nnkafi (Zlirkh, (ft^l); H.
5ji'^*='^

^*' nh^vis, LandsstrntiH-
den (ZQHrhp iqrtJ,^): 1* Soiverliy, 7%e Fmtst Canicnt of SwitUTUnd
(Loiirjon, iSg?}. (VV. A. B. C.)

UNTON (or Uhpton), SIR HENRT {c. 1 557-1 596), English

diplomatist, was the second son of Sir Edward Unton, or Umpton
(d. Z583), of Wadley, near Faringdon, Berkshire, his mother,
Anne (d. 1588), being a daughter of Edward Seymour, duke
of Somerset, the protector. Educated at Oriel College, Oxford,
Unton became a member of parliament in 1584 and served with
the English forces in the Netherlands in 1585 and 1586, being

present at the skirmish of Zutphen. In 1586 he was knighted.

In 1 591, through the good offices of the earl of Essex, Unton was
sent as ambassador to Henry IV. of France; he became very
friendly with this king and accompanied him on a campaign in

Normandy before he was recalled to England in June 1592.

Again securing a seat in parliament he lost for a short time the

favour of Queen Elizabeth; however, in 1593 he went again

as ambassador to France. He died in the French camp at La
Fdre on the 33Ed of March 1596, a collection of Latin verses

being published in his memory at Oxford later in the year.

This was edited by his chaplain, Robert Wright (x 560-1643),

afterwards bishop of Lichfield and Coventry.
There is an intereating picture in the National Portrait Gallery re-

Ertsentiog Unton and various scenes in his life. Many of his omcial
rtters are in the British Museum and in the Public Record Office,

London. A collection of these was edited by Joseph Stevenson
(1847). and some are printed in W. Murdiu's BurgJdeyFapers (1759).

UNYAMWEZI, a region of German East Africa, lying S. of

Victoria Nyanxa and E. of Lake Tanganyika. It is mentioned
as early as the x6th century by the Portuguese and by Antonio
Pigafetta, under the name Munemugi or ** Land of the Moon,"
which is the exact equivalent of the name—Wu-nya-mwezi—by

14
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which the land is known to its own people. It is part of the

plateau between the two great rift-valleys of East Africa, is

rich in woods and grass, and has many villages surrounded

by well cultivated farms and gardens. The western portions,

however, are somewhat swampy and unhealthy. The people

of Unyamwezi, called Wanyamwezi, are Bantu-negroes of

medium size and negroid features, but with long noses and
curly rather than woolly hair, suggestive of mixed I4ood.

Dwelling on the main road from Bagamoyo to Tanganyika, the

route by which J. H. Speke, Richard Burton, J. A. Grant, H. M.
Stanley and others travelled, and having from early times had
commercial relations with the Arabs, the Wanyamwezi are

more civilized than the neighbouring races. They practise

tattooing, file or extract the upper incisor teeth, and load their

legs and arms with brass wire rings. The men look after the

flocks and poultry, while the women do the field-work. They
often keep bees; in some cases the hives are inside the huts,

and the bees form an efficient protection against intruders.

Inheritance is to the direct issue, not as is often the case among
Negro races to the nephew. In some parts, one of twins is

always killed. On Stanley's first visit in 1871, the S^zibar
Aral» were predominant in the country, but later the natives

rose and, under Mirambo, who from a common porter rose to be

a conquering chief—earning for himself the title of the " Black
Bonaparte "—a Negro kingdom was formed. Since 1890 the

country has been under German control and the power of the

native chiefs greatly curtailed. As a people the Wanyamwezi
are extremely vigorous and have shown great capacity for ex-

pansion, being energetic and enterprising.

See H. Brode. Tip>poo Tib: the Story of kis Career in Central

Africa (1907): Sir H. H. Johnston, The Uganda Protectorate

(1902); Sir Charles Eliot, The East Africa ProUctoraU (1905).

UHTORO, called by its people Bunyoro, a country of east

central Africa lying N.W. of the kingdom of Buganda (Uganda)
and bounded E. and N. by the Victoria Nile. On the west,

Unyoro includes nearly all the eastern shores of Albert Nyanza
and a strip of territory—^incorporated in Belgian Congo in 1910

—

west of that lake. In 1896 a British protectorate was established

over Unyoro, which now forms the S.W. part of the northern

province of the Uganda Protectorate. The limits of Unyoro
have varied according to the strength of its rulers; during

the X9th century the states of Bunyoro and Buganda appear to

have been rivals for the overlordship of the re^on between

the Bahr-el-Jebel and the great lakes. The Banyoro (as its

people call themselves) had a certain degree of civilization

and were skilled in iron-work, pottery and wood-work. The
ruling class is of Hima stock, the Bahima possessing large

herds of cattle. The first Europeans to enter the country

were J. H. Speke and J. A. Grant, who spent part of 1863 there,

the king, Kamurasi, putting many obstacles in the way of the

travellers continuing their journey down the Nile. Its next

white visitors were Sir Samuel and Lady Baker, who in 1864

discovered the Albert Nyanza. At this time ivory and slave

traders, nominally Egyptian subjects, penetrated as far south

as Unyoro, and a few years later (1870-74) Baker, as governor-

general of the Equatorial Provinces, extended Egyptian influ-

ence over the country and placed a garrison at Foweira on the

Victoria Nile. He formally annexed Unyoro to the Egyptian

dominions at Masindi on the 14th of May 1872. General

Gordon, who succeeded Baker, established posts at Masindi and
Mr\ili. With King Kabarega, a son of Kamurasi, the Egyptians

had many encounters. Egyptian authority ceased altogether

with the withdrawal of Emin Pasha in x888, but not long after-

wards British influence began to be felt in the country. Kabarega
in 1891 found himself in conflict with Captain F. D. Lugard,

who entered Unyoro from the south. From this point the history

of Unyoro is traced in the article Uganda. It need only be
stated here that in 1899 Kabarega was captured by the British

and deported to the Seychelles, and that one of his sons (Yosia,

a minor) was subsequently recognized as chief in his pkce, though
with very restricted poweis, the province being virtually ad-

ministered directly by the British government.

Unyoro has played rather an important rftte in the past
(unwritten) history of^ Equatorial Africa as being the legioii

from which the ancient GaU (Hamitic) aristocracy, oooiing
from Nileland, penetrated the forests of Bantu Africa, twinging

with them the Neolithic civilization, the use of metals, and the

keeping of cattle. Unyoro, though not a large country, is in

many ways remarkable. It is thought to contain gold in the

north and north-east. In the west and south-west are the
vast primeval forests of Budonga and Bugoma, containing

large chimpanzees and a peculiar sab-spedes of straight-tusked

elephants (only found In Unyoro).

See the works of Speke, Grant and Baker; alio Calomel Gordon in
Central Afrtca (4th ed., 1885); J. F. Cunningham's l/faa^ and
its Peoples (1905): and Winston Churchill's ify African Jowmey
(1908). (H.H.J.)

UPAS, a Javanese word meaning poison, and specially

applied to the poison derived from the gum of the anchar tree

(Antiaris toxicaria)^ a member of the fig-family (Mwaceae),
and a native of the Sunda Islands, which was commonly used to

envenom the darts of the natives. The name of the upas tree

has become famous from the mendacious account (prc^cssedly

by one Foersch, who was a surgeon at Samarang in 1773)
published in the London Magazine, December 1783, and popu-
larized by Erasmus Darwin in '* Loves of the Plants " {Botanic

Garden, pt. ii.). The tree was said to destroy all animal hfe

within a radius of 15 m. or more. The poison was fetched by
condemned malefactors, of whom scarcely two out of twenty
returned. All this is pure fable, and in good part not even
traditional fable, but mere invention. The milky juice of the

tree contains an active principle named antiarin, which has been
recommended as a cardiac stimulant. It is without any pro-

perties, however, that entitle it to clinical employment. The
tree is described as one of the largest in the forests of Java, the

straight cylindrical stem rising without a branch to tltt heiglit of

60 to 80 ft. It has a whitish bark and on being wounded yidds
plentifully the milky juice fiom which the poison is prepared.

For a full account of the tree, see Bennett and Brown, Plamtat
Javanicae rariores, p. 53 (1838).

UPHOLSTERER, in modem usage, a tradesman who supplies

coverings, cushions, padding and stuffing for chairs, stoizs or

beds, or who repairs the same, and more generally one who also

provides carpets, curtains and household furniture. The word
first appears as " upholder, " then as " upholdster '* or " up-

holster, " and finally with repetition of -er, as in '* poulterer."
" upholsterer. " The first meaning seems to have been a broker

or dealer in small wares. Probably the name was given to a

broker who sold such goods by auction, holding them up to

public view as is the manner of auction-rooms.

UPPER SIND FRONTIER, a district of British India, in the

Sind province of Bombay, with administrative headquarters at

Jacobabad. Area, 2621 sq. m. In the north-east the country

is hilly; the remainder consists of a narrow strip of level pbin,

one half being covered with jungle and subject to inundation,

from which it is protected by artificial embankments. The land

is watered by canals from the Indus, of which the chief are the

Begari and Desert canals. The district contains several thri^-ing

timber plantations. The climate is remarkable for its dryness

and for its extraordinary variations of temperature. The
annual rainfall at Jacobabad averages less than 5 in. In 1901

the population was 232,045, showing an increase of no Iks than

33% in the decade, chiefly due to immigration from Baluchistan.

The principal crops are millets, oil-seeds, pulses, wheat and rice.

The internal trade is principally in grain, the greater part of

which is sent to the sea-board; the transit trade from Central

Asia into Sind crosses the district, bringing wool and woollen

goods, fruits, carpets and horses. The district is crossed by
the Quetta branch of the North-Western railway. The vHd
Baluchi inhabitants were pacified by General John Jacob
between 1847 and his death in 1858.

UPPINGHAM, a market town of Rutland, England, 98 m
N.N.E. of London, on a branch of the London & North-

western railway. Pop. (1901) 2588. The church of St Peter
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and St Paul has Decorated portions in the nave, tower and spire.

The pulpit is of the 17th century. Jeremy Taylor was rector

here at the outbreak of the Civil War. The principal institu-

tion of Uppingham is the school. It is coeval with the grammar
school of Oakham (1584), and had the same founder, Robert

Johnson, archdeacon of Leicester. It rose in the last half of

the 19th century to a place of distinction among English public

schools, owing to the exertions of its headmaster (1853-77), the

Rev. Edward Thring. A new group of school-buildings, with

chapel, was erected in 1863 from the designs of G. £. Street.

New (Tercentenary) class-rooms were opened in 1890, and a
memorial chapel, containing a statue of Edward Thring, by
T. Brock, RA., was erected in 1891. The Victoria Building,

containing museum, laboratory and lecture theatre, was opened

in Z897. The quadrangle is by T. G. Jackson, R.A., and over

the gateway is a statue of the founder, by G. J. Frampton, R.A.

The school contains about 450 boys. There are general ex-

hibitions to the universities, and also several, in which scholars

of this school and Oakham school have preference, at St John's,

Clare, Emmanuel and Sidney Sussex colleges, Cambridge. The
town of Uppingham has some agricultu.'al trade.

UPSALA, or Uppsala, a city of Sweden, the seat of a university

and of the archbishop of Sweden, chief town of the district

(Utn) of Upsala, 41 m. N. of Stockholm by the Northern rail-

way. Pop. (1900) 22,855. It has water-communication with

Stockholm by the river Fyris and the northward arm of Lake
M&lar, into which it flows. The older part of the city lies on
its sloping west bank, the cathedral and castle occupying

dominating heights, with the university buildings below. West
and south is a girdle of gardens. The new town occupies the

flat east bank, and the whole is set in a fertile plain.

The university, the chief and oldest in Sweden, was founded

in X477 by Archbishop Jakob Ulfsson. The university build-

ing, completed in 1887, lies west of the cathedral. It has a

fine vestibule with galleries, lit from a cupola, a senate-hall,

rooms for the governing body, and lecture rooms. The whole

is very richly adorned. The library building was erected in

1819-41. It is on the ^te of the Academia Carolina, founded

by Charles IX., and is known in consequence as Carolina Redi-

viva. Since 1707 the library has had the right of receiving a

copy of every work printed in Sweden, and its MS. collection

b also large and valuable. Among the MSS. is the famous

Codex Argenteus (6th century), a translation of the Gospels in

the Gothic of Bishop Ulfilas (4th century). Other univer-

sity institutions are the chemical laboratory, the chemical,

physical and pathological institutes, the anatomy house,

and the collection of Northern antiquities. The last is situ-

ated in the old botanic garden, where Rudbeck and Linnaeus

worked, and Linnaeus had his residence. The new botanic

garden, W. of the castle hill, was given by Gtistavus III. in x 787.

The astronomical observatory was foimded in 1730, thou^
there was a professorial chair in the preceding century. The
Victoria Museum contains Egyptian antiquities. The "Royal

Society of Sciences, founded in 17x0 by Archbishop Erik Ben-

zelius, occupies a house of its own and has a valuable library.

Among other learned societies in the university are the Royal

Association for Literary Science, and the Sodcty for Swedish

Literature. The annual expenditure of the university amounts

to about £56,000, a large proportion of which is covered by a
grant from parliament. The revenue of the university itself,

however, amounts to about £25,000, a considerable part of

which is still drawn from the property with which Gustavus

Adolphus endowed it in X624 from his private estates, amount-

ing to 360 farms. There are about sixty professors, and a

large number of assistants, lecturers and docents. The number
of students is from 1500 to 2000, but it fluctuates considerably;

the average in 1886-^ was 1825. Every student must belong

to a " nation '* {landskap), of which there are thirteen, each

comprising mainly students from a particular part of the

country. Each nation has generally its own club-house and

fund. There axe also societies for special branches of study,

Hthktict and muric, esptdMhy singing, for which the students

have a deservedly high reputation. A cap of white velvet

with a black border is worn by the students.

The cathedral stands nobly above the town; its ta}l western

towers with their modem oopper-sheathed spires are visible

for many miles. It is of simple form, consisting of a nave
with aisles and fl*"lfi"g chapds, short transepts, and choir

with ambulatory and chspels and an apsidal eastern end. It is

French in style (the first architect was a Frenchman, £tiennc

de BonneuH) modified by the use of brick as building material.

Ornamentation is thus slight except at the southern portaL

The church was building from 1287 to X435. It suffered from
several fires, and a thorough restoration was completed in

X893. The easternmost chapel is the fine mausoleum of

Gustavus Vasa. The castle was founded in x 548 by Gustavus I.

but was not finished till a centuxy later, when it was often used
as a royal residence. It was destroyed by fire in 1702, and is

still in part ruined, but part is used as the offices of the govern-

ment of the Idn and the residence of the governor. Apart from
the cathedral and a few insignificant buildings, there are no
other medieval remains. Among institutions may be mentioned
the Ultuna Agricultural Institute, immediately south of the

dty. The industries are unimportant.

The name of Upsala originally belonged to a place still called

Old Upsaht netriy 2 m. N. of the present dty. This Upsala,

mentioned as early as the 9th century, was famous throughout

Scandinavia for its splendid heathen temple, which, gleaming

with gold, made it the centre of the country, then divided into

a great number of small kingdoms. Three huge grave mounds
or barrows remain here. In the same place the first cathedral

of the bishops of Upsala was also erected {c. xioo). On the
destruction of thb btiilding by fire, the inconvenient situation

caused the removal in X273 of the archiepiscopal see to the

present dty, then called Ostra Aros,^ but within a short

time it came to be generally called Upsida. During the middle
ages the cathedral and the see of the archbishop made Upsala
a kind of ecclesiastical capitaL Here the kings were crowned,
after Ihdr election had taken place at the Mora Stones, 10 m.
S.E. of Upsaht. In 1567 Eric XIV. murdered in the castle five

of the most eminent men of the kingdom, three of them bdong-
ing to the family of Sture. In X593 was hdd the great synod
which marks the final victory of Protestantism in Sweden; in

the same year the university was restored by Charles IX. In the

castle, Christina, daughter of Gustavus Adolphus, resigned her

crown to Charles X. in 1654. In X702 nearly the whole dty,

with the castle and the cathedral, was burnt down. Among the

teachers of the university who have carried its name beyond
the boundaries of their own country the following (besides

Linnaeus) deserve to be mentioned: Olof Rudbeck the dder,

the author of the AUaniica (x63»-x702); Torbem Bergman
(1735-1784)1 the celebrated chemist; and Erik Gustaf Gdjer
(X783-X847), the historian.

UR, one of the most important of the early Babylonian
cities, represented to-day by the ruin mounds called Mughair
(Mos^air), or, more properly, Muqayyar (MuJj^iyyar), "the
pitched," or " pitch-built." It lay X40 m. S.E. of Babylon
(30" 95' N., 46"* 5^ E.), about 6 m. S. of the present bed of the

Euphrates, hidf-way between that and the low, pebbly sand-

stone hills which form the border of the Syrian desert, and
almost opposite the mouth of the Shatt-d-Hal, on the Sa'ade

canal. It was the site of a famous temple, E-Nannar, " house

of Nannar," and the chief seat in Babylonia of the worship of

the moon-god, Nannar, later known as Sin {q.v.). Under the

title Ur of the Chaldees, it is mentioned in the Bible as the

original home of Abraham. It is worthy of notice that Haran,

in upper Mesopotamia, which also was a home of Abraham, was
likewise a famous site of worship of the god Sin, and that the

name of that god also appears in Mount Sinai, which was his-

torically oonxiected with the origin of the Hebrew nation

and religion. While not equal, apparently, in antiquity, and

'The name first occurs in Snorro Sturluaon in connection with
events of the year 1018; it signifies " the mouth of the casten
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certainly not in religious importance, to the cities of Nippur,

Eridu and Erech, Ur, from a very early period, played a most
important part politically and commercially. Lying at the

junction of the Euphrates and Tigris, at the head of the Persian

Gulf, it enjoyed very extensive water-communications with

rich and important regions. Lying close to the Syrian desert,

at a natural point of communication with Arabia, it was
the centre of caravan communication with interior, southern

and western Arabia. In the Sumerian period, antedating the

time of Sargon, about or before 3000 b.c, we find Ur exercising

hegemony in Babylonia under a king whose name is read

Li^-Kigub-Nidudu. Comparatively early, however, it be-

came a centre of Semitic influence and power, and immediately

after the time of the Sargonids it comes to the front, imder

King Ur-Gur, or Ur-Engur, the great builder of tiggurats (stage-

towers) in the ancient Babylonian cities, as mistress of both

northern and southern Babylonia, and even seems to have
exaaed tribute from countries as far remote as southern Syria.

With relatively brief intervals, during which Erech and Isin

come to the fore, Ur held the hegemony in Babylonia until or

shortly before the Ekmite invasion, when Larsa became the

seat of authority. After the period of the EUmite dominion

and the establishment of the empire of Babylon, under Kham-
murabi, about or shortly after 2000 B.C., Ur lost its political

independence and, to a considerable extent, its political im-

portance. The gradual filling up of the Persian Gulf had
probably also begun to interfere with its trade supremacy.

It continued, however, to be a place of religious and literary

importance until the dose of the Babylonian period. The
ruins of the ancient site were partly excavated by Loftus and
Taylor in X854. They are egg-shaped, with the sharper end
towards the north-west, somewhat elevated above the sur-

rounding country, which is liable to be inundated by the

Euphrates, and encircled by a wall 3946 yards in circumference,

with a length of X056 and a greatest breadth of 825 yds. The
principal ruin is the temple ofE—Nannar, in the north-western

part of the mounds. This was surrounded by a low outer wall,

within which rose a platform, about 30 ft. in height, on which

stood a two-storeyed tiggural^ or stage-tower, a right-angled

parallelogram in ^ape, the long sides towards the north-east

and south-west. The lower stage measured 198 ft. in length

by X33 ft. in breadth, and is still standing to the height of 27 ft.

llie second storey was 14 ft. in height and measured 119 by

75 ft. The ascent to the first storey was by a stairway 8 ft.

broad, on the north-east side. Access to the summit of the

second storey was had on the same side, either by an inclined

plane or a broad stairway—it is not dear which—extending,

apparently, the whole length of that stage. Ruins on the

summit show that there was a chamber on top, apparently of

a very ornamental character, like that at Eridu. The bricks of

the lower stage are laid in bitumen, and bear the inscription of

Ur-Gur. The bricks of the upper stage are laid in mortar, and
clay cylinders found in the four comers of this stage bore an
inscription of Nabonidus, the last king of Babylon (639 B.C.),

closing with a prayer for his son Belshar-uzur (Bel-sarra-Uzur),

the Belshazzar of the book of Daniel. ' Between these two ex-

tremes were found evidences of restoration by Ishme-Dagan
of Isin and Gimil-Sin of Ur, somewhere towards the middle of

the 3rd millennium B.C., and of Kuri-galzu, a Cossaean (Kassite)

king of Babylon, of the X4th century B.C. Nebuchadrezzar

also claims to have rebuilt this temple. Taylor further ex-

cavated an interesting Babylonian building, not far from the

temple, and part of an ancient Babylonian necropolis. All

about the city he found abundant remains of burials of Uter

.periods. Apparently, in the later times, owing to its sanctity,

Ur became a favourite place of sepulture, so that after it had
ceased to be inhabited it still continued to be used as a necropolis.

The great quantity of pitch used in the construction of these

ruins, which has given them the name by which they are to-day

known among the Arabs, is evidence of a peculiarly dose relation

with some pitch-produdng neighbourhood, presumably Hit,

which lay at the head of the Sa'ade canal on which Ur was

located. Large piles of slab and scoria, in the nei^bourbood
of Ur, show, apparently, that the pitch was also used for manu-
facturing purposes, and that Ur was a manufacturing as wdl as
a commercial city. Since Taylor's time Mughair has been visted
by numerous travellers, almost all of whom have found andent
Babylonian remains, inscribed stones and the like, lying upoa
the surface. The site is rich in remains, and is relatively easy
to explore.

See J. E. Taylor, Journal of the Royal Asiatic SocUty (i8ss),
vol. XV.: W. K. Loftuf. Ckaldaea and Susiana (1857): John P.
Peters. Nippur (1897); H. V. Hilprccht. Excaoaiions in Assyria
and BabyUmta (1904). (J- P- Pb.)

URAL-ALTAIC, the general term for a group of languages
(also called Turanian, Finno-Tatar, &c.) constituting a primary
linguistic family of the eastern hemisphere. Its siibgroaj»

are Turkish, Finno-Ugrian, Mongol and Manchu. Philologists

have diflferentiated various forms of the languages into numerous
subdivisions; and considerable obscurity rests on the rdatioo-

ship which such languages as Japanese or ancient Aocadian and
Etruscan bear to the subgroups already named, which are dealt

with in other artides.

In its morphology Ural-Altaic belongs to the agglutinating

order of speech, differing from other languages of this order

chiefly in the exdusive use of suffixes attached to the unmodified
root, and partly blended with it by the prindple of piogiessive

vowd harmony, in virtue of which the vowels of all the sufl&xes

are assimilated to that of the root. Thus the typical formula is

R-ha+K+K, &c, where R is the root, always placed first, and
R, R, E . . . the successive postfixed relational elements, whose
vowels conform by certain subtle laws of euphony to that of the

root, which never changes. These suffixes differ also from
the case and verbal endings of true inflecting languages (Aryan,
Semitic) in thdr slighter fusion with the root, with which they
are rather mechanically united (agglutinated) than dieraically

fused into a term in which root and rdational element are no
longer separable. Hence it is that the roots, which in Aryan
are generally obscured, blurred, often even changed past the

possibility of identification, inUral-Altaic are always in evidence,

unaffected by the addition of any numbor of formative paiticfes,

and controlling the whole formation oi the word. . For instance,

the infinitive element mak of the Osmanli yoM-mak^to write

becomes mek in sev-mek^^to love (vowd harmony), and shifts

its place in sevM-mek^to be loved (imperfect fusion with the

root), while the root itself remains unchanged as to form and
position in sev-ish'il-mek^ to be impelled to love, or in any other

possible combination with suffixed elements. The facility with

which particles are in this way tacked on produces an exuber-

ance, espedally of verbal forms, which in Osmanli, Finnish,

Magyar, Tungus and Mordvinian may be said to run riot. This

is particularly the case when the numerous modal forms becmnc
further complicated by incorporating the direct pronominal
object, as in the Magyar sor/oAa they await him, and the

Mordvinian palaso^l embrace him. Tlius arise endless verbal

combinations, reckoned in Turki at neariy 30,000, and past

counting in the Ugrian group.

Another marked peculiarity of the Ural-Altaic, at least as

compared with the inflecting orden of speech, is weak subjec-

tivity, the subject or agent bdng slightly, the object of the

aaion strongly accentuated, so that " it was done by him **

becomes " it was done with him, through him, or in his place
"

{apud eum). From this feature, which seems to be characteristic

of all the branches, there follow some important consequences,

such as a great preponderance of locative forms in the declension,

—the nominative, and often even the possessive, being expressed

by no spedal suffix. Hence also the object normally precedes

the subject, while the idea of possession (to have) is almost

everywhere replaced by that of being- (to be), so that, even in

the highly developed Osmanli, " I have no money ** becomes
" money-to*me not-is " {Akckekim yokdUr). In fact the verb is

not dearly differentiated from the noun, so that the conjugation

is mainly partidpial, being effected by agglutinating pronominal,

I modal, temporal, negative, passive, causative, ledproca^
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reflenvc and other suffixes to nominal roots or gerunds: I write»
writing-to-me-is. Owing to this confusion of noun and verb,

the same suffixes are readily attached indiflferently to both, as in

the 05manli>4ff» soul, jdii-/^* souls, and ydxdr^ht will write,

ydiOr-Ur^ they will write. So also, by assimilation, the Yakut
kdtdrdOr kdtdlldr^tht birds fly (from root kdl» dying), where
kdtdl sUnds for lai9r, and ddr for Idr, the Osmanli Ur, or suffix

of plurality.

But, notwithstanding this wealth of nominal or verbal

forms, there is a great dearth of general relational elements,

such as the relative pronoun, grammatical gender, degrees

of comparison, conjimctions and even postpositions. Byrne's

remark, made in reference to Tungus, that " there is a great

scarcity of elements of relation, very few conjunctions, and no
true postpositions, except those which are given in the declension

of the noun,"^ is mainly true of the whole family, in which

nouns constantly do duty for formative suffixes. Thus nearly

all the Ostiak postpositions are nouns which take the possessive

suffix and govern other noims in the genitive, precisely as in the

Uin^: adrnP-ki-tirdf (men) |tfyd"man-of-direction (in) I went
* I went towards the man, where the so-called postposition fdrdf,

being a feminine noun "direction, requires the preceding posses-

sive particle to be also feminine (ki for ki).

As there are thus only two classes of words—the roots,

which always remain roots, and the suffixes, which always

remain suffixes—it follows that there can be no true com-
position or word-building, but only derivation. Even the

numerous Magyar nominal and adjectival compounds are not true

compounds, but merely two words in juxtaposition, unconnected

by vowel harmony and liable to be separated in construc-

tion by intervening particles. Thus in aran-Wniii" gold-colour

« golden, the first part aran receives the particle of comparison,

the second remaining unchanged, as if we were to say " gold-

er-colour" for "more golden"; and oto-yi* relative becomes

ata-m-fi-a^my relative, with intrusion of the pronominal m
— my.
But, while these salient features are common, or nearly

common, to all, it is not to be supposed that the various groups

otherwise present any very close uniformity of structure or

vocabulary. Excluding the doubtful members, the relationship

between the several branches is far less intimate than between

the various divisions of the Semitic and even of the Aryan
family, so that, great as is, for instance, the gap between English

and Sanskrit, that between Lapp and Manchu is still greater.

After the labours of Castr6n, Csink. Gabelentz, Schmidt, B«ht-
lingk, Zenker, Almqyist, Radlov, Munkacsi-Berat and espedallv
Winkler, their genetic affinity can no longer be seriously doubted.
But the order of their genetic deKcnt from a presumed common
organic Ural-Altaic Unguage b a question presenting even greater

dimculties than the analogous Aryan problem. The reason is, not

only because these groups are spread over a far wider range, but
because the dispersion from a common centre took place at a time
when the organic speech was still in a very low state of development.
Hence the various groups, starting with httle more than a common
first germ, sufficient, however, to give a uniform direction to their

subsequent evolution, have largely diverged from each other

during their independent development since the remotest prehis-

toric times. Hence also, while the Aryan as now known to us
represents a descending line of evolution from the synthetic to the

analytic state, the Ural-Altaic representK on the contrary an upward
growth, ranging from the crudest syntactical arrangements in

Manchu to a highly agglutinating but not true inflecting state in

Finnish.* No doubt Manchu also, like its congeners, had formerly
Mssesnve affixes and personal elements, lost probably through
Chinese influences; but it can never have possessed the surprisingly

rich and even superabundant relational forms so characteristic of

* Cen. Prin. of StruU. of Lan^^. I 391 (London, 1885).
* " Meine Anuchten werden sich im Fortgange ergeben, 10 nament-

lich dasi ich nicht entfemt die finnischen Sprachen fOr flexivische

halten kann " (H. Winkler. Uralaltaische Vdlker, 1884. i. p. 54).

Yet even true inflexion can scarcely be denied at least to some of

the so-called Yenisei Ostiak dialects, such as Kotta and others still

surviving about the middle Yenisei and on its affluents, the Agul
and Kan (Gastrin, Yen., Osljak und Kort. SprachUkre, 1858, Preface,

pp. v-viii). These, however, may be regaraed as aberrant members
of the family, and on the whole it is true that the Urat-Aluic system

Magyar. Finn, Osmanli and other western branches. As regards
the mutual relations of all the jgroups, little more can now be said
than that they fall naturally into two main divisk>na—Mongolo-
Turkic and Finno-Ugro-Samoyedo-Tungusic—according to the
several methods of employing the auxiliary elements. Certainly
Turkic lies much closer to Mongolic than it does to Samoyedic
and Tunffusic, while Finno-Uprir •>f^n\% to occupy an intermediate
' 'i--n Iwt^A'ccn Turkic -.' - r -...iik. agnt^mg chir^fty in iti

rcMjTs wLtIi th< ftirrriitr, in its Miffi^'L^ with tbt bticr. FinnioUgrk
niu$t hav<e 9cpt3riat«it much artier, Maneolic much bter, frDm the
coEtimon cDTinicxiort, and the latter, which hai itilL mbrr tlM^tt half
its roots and niirneroui forms ir common with Turkic^ apptrars tfn
the whale to be thtr mc«t typidl member of the family. Hcivce
many Turkic form* dnd wom» can be expUined only by refeftPtt
to ^fongCl^jc, which hit at ih^ same time numerous rehtiana to Finno*
Upric and Samoy«ik that have been lost in Turkic and Tunsutic
It majf therefore be canduded that the Fincio-Ligric migrations to
the north and west and the Tungusic to the east had bec-ncdnipkinj
while the Turkic and Mongolic iribc* were it ill dwcLling side by «ide
on the Altai iieppcs^ the pri^babk crdLdiv of the UraUAltaic people*.
How profoundly the uvcral groups differ one Irom tW other

even in their structure i* evident ffom the fact that anch aw^umrd
univer&al features as unckan^ablc raota and vowel hjLrmariy are
subject to numefous e'xcfphn.ns, often ^read over wide ir^,ii,

Nu: only ]= j'.;.iTrul.i.i:L. .Ti nt iin.iil Consonants very commun, «ia in

the O&manli bidun'tn&k tur the Uightir hulul-mak. but the root
vowd itself is frequently subject to imlaut through the influence
of suffixed vowds, as in the Aryan family. Thus in the Sureut
dialect of Ostiak the long vowds of nominal stems become modified
before the possessive suffix, d and I to i and d to < (Castr^n). It
is still more remarkable to find that the eastern Qfenisei) Ostiak
has even developed verbal forms analogous to the Teutonic strong
conjugation, the presents Iab6q\ abbalag*aH and datpaq* becoming
in the past tobdq\ abbatog*an and dat^yaq* respectively: so also
taig, tdrg and tdr^, present, past and imperative, are highly sug-
gestive of Teutonic inflexion, but more probably are due to Tibetan
influences. In the same dialects many nouns fogn their plurals
either by modifying the root vowel, in combination with a suffixed
element, or by modification alone, the suffix haviqg disappeared,
as in the English foot—fut, goose—geeu. So also vowel harmony,
highly devdoped in Finnish, Ma^ar and Osmanli, and of which
two distinct forms occur in Yakutic, scarcely exists at all in Chere-
misaian, Votyak and the Revd dialect of Esthonian. while in
Mordvinian and Syryenian, not the whole word, but the bnal vowds
alone are harmonized. The unassimilated Uighuric kiiur-im answers
to the Osmanli kilur-mmt while in Manchu the concordance is

neglected, especially when two consonants intervene between the
root and the suffixed vowels. But too much weight should not be
attached to the phenomenon of vowd harmony, which is of com-
paratively recent ori^n, as shown in the oldest Magyar texts of
the lath century, which abound in such discordances as kaldl-nekt
tissta^ug, for the modem kaldl-nak, tiala-sag. It dearly did not
exist in the organic Ural-Altaic speech, but was independently
devdoped by the different branches on different lines after the
dbpersion, its origin being due to the natural tendency to merge
root and suffix in one harmonious whole.
Thb progressive vocalic harmony has been compared to a sort of

progressive wnlaui, in which the suffixed vowels are brought by
assimilation into harmony with those of the root. All vowels are
broadly divided into two categories, the guttural or hard and the

Elatai or weak, the prindple requiring that, if the root vowel be
rd, the suffixed must also be hard, and x-ice versa. But in tome

of the groups there is an intermediate dass of " neutral " vowels,
which do not require to be harmonised, bdng indifferent to dther
category. In accordance with these general prindples the vowds
in some of the leading members of the Altaic family are thus classified

by L. Adam:'

—
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that the hannomc principle is not peculiar to the Ural>Altaic, but
only more sjrBtematically developed in that than in nUMt other
linguistic families.

Bibliography.—Besides the references given above, the chief
ffeneral treatises on Ural-Altaic philology are: Winkler, Das
Vralaltaiscke und seine Gruppen (Berlin. i88^); Kellgren. Die
Crunduiie der Anniscken Spracken mit Ruckstcht auf die Ural-
altaiscken Spraekstdmme (Berlin. 1847); Gastrin, Ueber die UrsUee
des finnischen Voikes (Helsingfors, 1849); ibid., Syrjaen. Gram.,
Samojed. Cram., and numerous other comparative grammars,
dictionaries and general treatises, chiefly on tne Finno-Ugric and
Samoyedic groups; W. Thomsen, Ueber den Einfiuss der firman-
iscken Spracken auf die Finnisck-Lappiuken (Germ, trans, by
S»v*fi. IfilTi^. r^^n-r; *- '-* work): Abel Rimusat, Reckerckes

20) ; L. Adam, Cram, de la laniue
. ;:.delalanpteTongouseiP^n;i874)',

flflhtlLngk, Ih^t Spr^ke 4ff J^ks^un (St Petersburg, 1851); Radloff,

Voikiiiiefatur der turkheken Siamme SOd-Sibiriens (St Petersburg.

187}), and " Remarks on the CcKlex Comanicus," Bull. St Petersb.

Acad. S£. xKxi. No, i; Zenker. Gram, der hirkiscken-tatariscken

Spracken: Schmidt. Mtfngtft. Grcm.; GabelenU, Gram. Mandckoue
(Altenbur^, t%\\\'. CsinK. Hunt. , Gram. (London, 1853); and
VAmb^. Das Turkenvoik H^ip^iK. 1 885), and Utguriscke Sprack-
MoHumenie u. dbj Kudaikii Biiik (Innsbruck, 1870). (A. H. K.)

URAL MOUIITAXNS, a system of mountains which extends

from the Arctic Ocean southwards nearly to the Caspian Sea,

and is regarded as separating Europe from Asia. Russians

describe them either as Kamefi (stone) merely, or by the appro-

priate name of Poyas (girdle), while the name of Urals {Uraly)—
derived either from the Ostyak urr (chain of moimtains) or from

the Turkish aral-lau or ural-lau—YiMS with them become a
generic name for extensive moimtain chains. Although the

real structure of the Urals, both orographical and geological, is

imperfectly ascertained, enough is known to warrant the

sutement that they have been affected by a series of separate

upheavals, some having a north-western strike and some a

north-eastern, and that they reach their maximum altitudes

along a cone stretching nearly north and south. The com-
posite nature of the Urals is best seen at the northern and
southern extremities of the system, where the upheavals

assume the character of distinct chains of mountains.

The Pa£-khoy or coast ridge (Samoyedic " stony ridge **) is quite
independent oif the Urals proi>er, from which it is separated by a
marshy tundra, some 30 m, wide. It has a distinct north-north-
westerly and north-westeriy trend along the shores of the Kara Sea;
and, although it is cut through by the Ugrian Strait (Yugorskiy-
shar), there is no doubt that it is continued in Vayjgach Island and
Novaya-Zemlya. Its dome-shaped summits, which nse 1000 ft. above
the tundra (Vozaipa^. 131a ft.); are completely destitute of trees,

and its stony crags are separated by broad marshy tundras.

The Obdorsk or Northern Urals, which begin within a few miles

of the head of Kara Bay (KonsUntinov Kameft, in 68* 30' N.,

ia6^ ft.), and extend south-west as far as the 64th parallel, form a
distinct range, stony and craggy, sloping steeply towards the south-
east and gently towards the marshes of European Russia. Its

highest elevations {e.e. Khard-yues. 3715 ft., and Paft-yer, 46^ ft.)

are on the 66th and 67th parallels. Sometimes the main chain has
on the west two or three secondary chains, formed by the upheaval
of sedimentary rocks, and it is towards the southern extremity of

one of these that the highest peaks of the Urals occur (Sablya,

5115 ft., in 64* 47' N., and T61l^z-iz or Murai-chakhl, 505 ft- »«*

6y 55')* Dense forests, chiefly fir. pine and larch, clothe the slopes

of the mountains and the narrow valleys; but. as the less hospitable

latitudes are approached, every species except the larch gradually
disappears and the upper limit of vegetation (3400 ft. in the south)

rapidly descends till it reaches the very base of the mountains
towards the Arctic Circle, and forest vegetation disappears alto-

gether about 65* N. (67* in the plains of Russia and Siberia).

Although usually reckoned to the Northern Urals, the section

between 64* and 61* N. has again a wholly distinct character.

Here the main chain (or, more correctly, the main water-parting)

of the Urals is a succession of plateaus stretching in a north-westerly
direction, and dimpled with broad, flat, marshy valleys, rising here

and there into isolated dome-shaped, flattened summits, mostly
under 3000 ft. (Yan^-tump. 62* ^' N.. 4170 ft.). The whole region,

except the mountain summits, is densely cbthed with coniferous
forests, birch appearing only occasionally in the south, and even
the Scotch pine only in a few valleys. This part of the range is

also uninhabited.
The Middle Urals, between 61* and 55* 30' N. and about 80 m.

in breadth, are the best known, as they contain the richest iron,

copper and gold mines (Bogoslovsk, Goroblagodatsk and Ekaterin-
burg Urals). The Denexhkin KameA in the north (5355 ft.) and

the Tara-tash in the south (2800 ft.) may be considered as 1

the limits of this section. Here the orographical structure b 1

more complicated. In the north (61st to 60th parallel) there b a
succession of chains with a dbtinct north-eastern treod; and it

still remains an open Question whether, for two degrees fanlwr
south, the whole 01 the Bogosk>vsk Urals (4795 ft. in the Konzha-
kovski-Kamefl, and from 3000 to 4000 ft. in several other summits)
do not consbt of chains having the same direction. South of Kach-
kanar (2885 ft.), t.e. from the ^th to the 56th parallel, the Urals
assume the appearance of broad swellings 1000 to 2000 ft. in heighK,
deeply trenched by ravines. These low and ravine-brokea plateaus,
the higher parts of which can be reached from Russia on a very
gentle gradient, have been utilized for centuries as the chief highway
to Siberia. The water-parting between the Russian and Siberiaa
rivers b here not more than 1245 ft. above sea-levd on the great
Russo-Siberian highway (W. of Ekaterinburg). The eastern slope
is steeper, but even there Ekaterinburg b only 435 ft. bek>w the
water-parting. The valleys have a decidedly south-eastern direction,
and such b also the course of the railway from Perm to Tyumefi. as
soon as it reaches the Siberian slope. The Middle Urals ate densely
forested. The valleys and lower slopes are covered with a thick
sheet of rich humus and have become the sateof large and wealthy
villages. The mines also support a considerable population.
The Southern UraU (55* 30' to 51* N.). instead of being made op

of three chaiiu of mountains radiating from Mount Yurma, as »as
formeriy supposed, consbt of three parallel chains running north-

__j L —J ^u

—

t : '.^^ independent
r sinuous chain

east and south-west, and therefore constitute a ouite independent
part of the Ural system. The Urals proper are a low sinuous chain
extending due south-west and hardly exceeding 3200 to 2800 ft.

in altitude. They dope gently towaros tlie north-west and abruptly
towards the south-east, where several short, bw Mnirs (Ilxnen.

Irenly) rise in the basins of the Miyas and the Ui. In the west a
chain, separated from the main ranse, or Ural-tau, by a lon^-
tudinal valley, accompanies it throughout its entire leMth. This,
although pierced by the rivers which rise in the bniptudinal valley
just mentioned (Ai. Upper Byelaya), nevertheless rises to a much
greater height than the main range. lu wild stony crest reaches
an extreme altitude of 5230 ft. Farther west, another series of

chains reach ncariy the same altitudes. The gorges by which the
rivers pierce the Devonian limestones on their way towards the
lower terraces are most picturesque in the west, where the Unib
assume an alpine character. The forests are no longer continuous:
the gentle sbpes of the hilly tracts are dotted with «ood», mostly
of deciduous trees, while the hollows contain rich pasture grounds.
The whole region, formeriy the exclusive abode of the Bashkirs; b
being colonized by Russians.

Farther south, between the 53rd and 51st parallds, the main range
continues in the same direction, and. except when deeply trenched
by the rivers, assumes the appearance of a fdateau which hardly
reaches 1500 ft. It b continued farther pouth-west (towards t^
Volga) under the name of Obshchiy Syrt.M a rule, the Urab are not considered to continoe south of the
great bend of the Ural river, where quite independent ranees of
hilb, or flat swellings, appear (e.g. Dzhaman-tau. Mugodzhar Hilb).
It appears, however, that the Mugodzhar Hilb may safely be regankd
as an actual prolongation of the upheavals which constitute the
Urals. These consist of diorites and crystalline slates, and reach
their nuudmum in Airyuk (1885 ft.). A range of heights connects
the Mueodzhar Hilb with the Ust-Urt plateau (see TaAtncasnAii
RbcioiO.

Geology.—^The Ural Mountains are no more than the we?tera
edge of a broad belt of folding of whfeh the greater part b buried
beneath the Tertiary deposiu of western Siberia. Throughout the
greater portion of the chain a broad strip of granites, diontes. pcri-

dotites, gneisses and other crystalline rocks rises directly from the
Siberian plain, and b covered towards the west by Silurian, Devonian.
Carboniferous, Permian and Triasstc strata, which are thrown into
numerous folds parallel to the length of the chain and usually rise

to much neater heights than the crystalline zone. In the north,
however, folded sedimentary rocks lie to the east as well as to the
west of the crystalline axb, and between 60* 40' and 46* 50' N.

" ' * hniFedorov disringuishes three zones: (i.) the eastern
where one finds Mesozoic rocks (Chalk, Jurassir) in the north, and
Devonian limestones, porphyrites and quartz-porphyries farther

south ; in thb zone most gold placers are found ; (ii.) the central

mountain zone conusts of various amphibolitic metamorphic sbtes.
and also of syenite and gabbro; granites, gneisses, and occasionally
serpentines and porphyrites are found subordinately: and (iii

)

the western hilly zone consists chiefly of Carboniferous and Perroo-

Carboniferous deposits; Middle and Upper De\-onian time«tones
and, occasionally, crystalline slates are found in a few meridional
ridges. The crystalline rocks are usually believed to be of Archcan
age. The Carboniferous deposits—coal-bearing in the Middle and
Southern Urals—although appearing at the surface only as a narrow
strip in the west Urab, occu^ an extensive area, but are concealed
by the largely developed Permian deposits, and that series of

sediments which must be considered as inteiimediate between the
Carboniferous and the Permian. These Utter, described as ** Permo-
Carbon " by Rtissbn and (German geologists* are largely developed
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in the west Unls. The Permian deposits cover a wide sone all

along the western slope of the Urals from north to south, and are
most important on account of their copper ores, salt beds and
salt springs. They are also covered with variegated marls which
are almost destitute of fossil organisms, so that tneir age is not yet
quite settled.

Qimaiic, Geo-Bolanical and Ceo-Zoolopcol Importance.—^The
importance of the Urals as a climatic and seo-botanical boundary
can no longer be regarded as very great. Most European species
of plants freely cross the Urals into Siberia, and several Siberian
species travel across them into northern Russia. But, being a
zone of hilly tracts extending from north to south, the Ural Moun-
tains necessarily exercise a powerful influence in pushing a colder
northern climate, as well as a northern flora and fauna, farther
south along their axis. The harshness of the climate at the meteoro-
logical sutions of Bogoslovsk, Zlatoust and Ekaterinburg is not
owing merely to their elevation a few hundred feet above sea-level.

Even if reduced to sea-level, the average temperatures of the Ural
meteorological stations are such as to produce a local deflexion of
the isotherms towards the south. The same is true with regard
to the limits of distribution of vegetable and animal species. The
reindeer, for instance, is met with as far south as the 52nd parallel.

The Southern Urals introduce into the Cis-Caspian steppes the flora

and fauna of middle Russia.
In the distributicHi of the races of mankind the Urals have played

an important part. To the present day the Northern Urals are
inhabited by Finnish races (Samoyedes, Syryenians, Voguls and
Permians) who have been driven from their former homes by Slav
colonization, while the steppes on the dopes of the Southern Urals
have continued to be inhabited by the Turkish Bashkirs. The
Middle Urals were in the 9th century the abode of the Uffrians,

and their land, Bjarmeland or Biarmia (now Perm), was well known
to the Byzantine historians for its mineral wealth,—there being
at that time a lively intercourse between the Ugrians and the
Greeks. Compelled to abandon these regions, they moved (in the
8th century) south alone the Ural slopes towards the land of the
[hazars, and through tne prairies of south-eastern and southern

Russia (the A(/M(a of Constantine Porphyrogenitus) towards the
Danube and to their present seat—Hungary—^leaving but very few
memorials behind them in the Northern and Middle Urals.'^ At
present the Urals, especiallv the Middle and the Southern, are being
more and more colonized by Great Russian immigrants, while the
Finnish tribes are rapidly melting away.
MetaUurgy and Mining.—The mineral wealth of the Urals was

known to the Greeks in the 9th century, and afterwards to the
Novgorodians, who penetrated there in tne nth century for trade
with the Ugrians. when the colonies of Novgorod (Vyatka, Perm)
fell under tne rule of Moscow, the Russian tsars soon grasped the
importance of the Ural mines, and Ivan III. sent out German
engineers to explore that region. In 1558 the whole of the present

Kvemment of Perm was granted by the rulers of Moscow to the
others Stroganov, who began to establish salt-works and mines

for iron and copper. Peter the Great gave a new impulse to the
mining industry oy foundine several iron-works, and from 1745,
when gold was nrst discovered, the Russian colonization of the Urals
took a new departure. The colonization was of a double character,

beine partly free—chiefly by Nonconformists in search of religious

freedom—and partly compulsory,—the government sending peasant
settlers who became serfs at the iron and copper works. Until
1861 all work at the mines was done by serfs belonging either to
private persons (the Stroganovs, Demidovs and others) or to the
crown. Not only are the Urals very rich in minerals, but the vast
areas covered with forests aflord an almost inexhaustible supply of
cheap fuel for smelting purposes. Thus for a long time the Urals
were the chief mining region in Russia. But when coal began to be
used for smelting purposes, south Russia generally, and Ekatcrino-
slav in particular, became the chief iron-proiducing region. Attention
has, however, again been directed to the great mineral wealth locked
up in the mountain n»ion, and the last two years of the lOth century
witnessed a " boom in the purchase of iron and gold mines by
foreign companies. The chief pig-iron and iron-works are at Nizhniy-
1 agilsk. and the principal steel-works at Bogoslovsk. The manu-
facture of agricultural machinery has increased in the southern Urals,

especially at Krasno-ufimsk. and the manufacture of tea-urns has
grown in importance at Perm.

Gold is met with in the Urals both in veins and in placers; the
output increased from about 30.000 oz. in 1883 to three times that
amount at the end of the century. The Urals have also rich placers
of platinum, often mixed with gold, iridium, osmium and other
rare metals, and supply annually some 13.000 lb. i.e. 9^% of all

the platinum obtained in the world. Silver, mercury, nickel, zinc

and cobalt ores are found. Rich mines of copper are found at
Turinsk, Gumishev and other places, yielding as much as s% of
pure copper; nickel is obtained at Revdinsk. and the extraction

^ < Coinp. Moravia and the Madiars, by K. T. Groth ; Zabyelin's
History of Russian Life, and the polemics on the subject in Itftstia

of the Russ. Geogr. Soc., xix. (1883).

of iron chromates has developed. Coal exists in many places on
the western slope of the Urals, mainly on the Yaiva nver. in the
basin of the Kama, and on the Usva (basin of the Chusovaya),
and about xoo.ooo tons are raised annually. Several beds of coal
have been found on the eastern slope; excellent anthracite exists
at Irbit and good coal at Kamyshlov. Sapphires^ emeralds beryls,
chrysoberyls, tourmalines, aquamarines^ topaz, amethysts, rock-
crystals, garnets and many kinds of jade, malachite and marble
are cut and polished at several stone-cutting works, enecially at
Ekaterinburg; and diamond-mining may prove succesMul. Good
asbestos is extracted, and pyrites is worked for the manufac-
ture of sulphuric acid Many varieties of mineral waters occur
in the Urals, the best being those at Seiginsk. Klyucbevsk and
Elovsk.
AuTiiouTiBS.—Sir R. J. Mutchiaon. GtoL of Russia (and cd..

1853): E. Hofmann, Ndrdl. Ural (St Petersburg, 1851-56):
Meglitzky and Antipov, Bergbau im Ural (1861); Ruprecht, Kcrftr.

der PfUaaen im ndrdl. Ural; P&naev, Climatdoiy of
(Russun. 1882); P. Semenov. Ctograhkical DictUn,^,
E. Fedorov, Geological Researches in Northern Urals (ii

the UraU
(Russian):
-96). and

Boiosloosh Distnct (1901); Chupin, Geogr. and Stat, Diet, of tho
Gooemment of Perm; MendcMcv, The Ural Iron Industry (1900).

(P.A.K.; J.T.Bb.)

URALSK, a province of Asiatic Rusaa, lying N. of the Caspian
Sea, with an area of 140,71 x sq. m. It is bounded by the govern-

ment of Astrakhan on the W., Samara and Orenburg on the N.,

Turgai and the Sea of Aral on the>£., and the Caspian Sea and
Transcaspian region on the S. It is geographically situated

mostly within the boundaries of Asia, i.e. E. of the Ural river,

and both its physical features and its inhabitants are, to a
very largte extent, Asiatic. Administratively, it belongs to the
" Kirghiz provinces," or governor-generalship of the Steppes.

Apart from a narrow strip of land in the north, where the slopes

of the Obshchiy-Syrt plateau, covered with fertile black earth

and stretches of forest, descend towards the Ural river, and the

gentle slopes of the Mugojar Hills in the north-east, Uralsk

consists of arid steppes and deserts, which incline with an im-
perceptible gradient towards the Caspian. Most of the province

is below sea-level, the zero altitude line running from Kamyshin
on the Volga to the south of the town of Uralsk.

Uralsk is drained by the river Ural or Yaik, whk:h rises in Orenburg
and flows south, west and south, entering the Caspian after a course
of 900 m. Its chief tributaries, the Sakmara, the Qr and the Ilek.

are in the north; along its lower course the Great and Little Uzefl
and many small streams on the left bank become lost in lakes before
reaching the Ural. The Emba. whk:h flows through the north of
the Ust-Urt plateau, reaches the Caspian by a series of shallow
lagoons, which were navigable in the i8th century.
The climate is influenced by the Central Asian steppes. A cold

and dry winter is succeeded by a hot and still drier summer, during
whkh the grass, and sometimes all the crops, are destroyed by the
burning heat. Uralsk, although lying wholly to the south of
52" N., has the same averaee yeariy temperature as Moscow and
south Finland (^9**5): its January is colder than that of north
Finland (3"), while July averages 73*.

The estimated population in 1906 was 730.300. It consists of
three different elements—Ural Cossacks, wlw constitute about
one-flfth; some 15.000 Russian peasants, and Kirghiz. The
Kirghiz are almost entirely dependent on pastoral pursuits. The
Cossacks, descendants of those independent communities of free

settlers and Raskolniks who are so often mentioned in Russian
history under the name of Yaik Cossacks, owing to their unwilling-
ness to submit to the rule of the tsars, arc fine representatives of the
Great Russian race, though not without some admixture of Tatar
and Kalmuck blood. Their chief occupations are live-stock breed-

ing and fishing.

History.—In the first half of the x6th century Uralsk was
occupied by the Nogai horde, a remnant of the Mongol Golden

Horde, which retired there after the fall of Astrakhan and
Kazan; the khans resided at Saraichik on the river Ural. At
the same time the lower parts of the Ural were occupied by
Russian runaway seris and free Cossacks who did not recognize

the authority of Moscow. They took Saraichik in 1 560 and

formed an independent community. like that of the Zaporogian

Cossacks. When the Moscow princes attempted to bring them
under their rule and prosecuted them for nonconformity, the

Cossacks revolted, first under Stenka Razin (1667-71) and
afterwards under Pugachev (1773-75). After the ktter rising,

the name of Ural was officially given to the Yaik river and the

Yaik Cossacks. The disbanding of their artillery, the planting
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of Ruflsian garrisons within the domains of the voUkOf and the

interference of Russian officials in their interior oxganization

during the xQth century occasioned a series, of smaller outbreaks,

the latest of which, in 1874, resulted in the deportation of 3500
Cossacks, with their families, to Turkestan.

URALSK, a town of Asiatic Russia, the capital of the pro-

vince of the same name, on the Ural river, 265 m. W.S.W.
of Orenburg, and 370 m. by rail E. of Saratov. Pop. (1885)

36,055; (xgox) 38,919. It is rapidly developing owing to its

trade with the nomad Kirghiz in cattle, sheep and animal pro-

ducts, all of which' are exported to Russia; it is also a centre

for trade in grain. It has two cathedrals, founded, one in the

x8th century, the other in 1837; a small museum, a school farm,

a people's palace, free libraries, and blanches of the Russian

Geographical and the Fisheries Societies.

URANIUM (symbol U, atomic weight 338*5 (0-x6)], a

metallic chemical element. In 1789 Klaproth isolated from

pitchblende a yellow oxide which he viewed as the oxide of a

new metal, which he named uranium, after the newly discovered

planet of Herschel. By reducing the oxide with charcoal

at a high temperature, he obtained a p^uct which he took

to be metallic uranium. Benselius about X833 found that the

yellow oxide, when treated with excess of sulphuric add, gave

a sulphate not unlike the ferric salt. He concluded that the

uranium salt was UraOsSSOi, where UrsQi, according to his

analysis, represenU 864 parts of yellow oxide (O-16). Like

FeiQi, the yellow oxide lost 48 parts of oxygien per UriOs

( >864 parts) as water, while Urt«>.8i6 parts of metal remained.

These results were adopted until P^ligot in 1840 discovered

that Berzelius's (and Klaproth 's) metal contains oxygen, and
that his (Urt)Oi really is (Us0i)0i«3Us0i, where U-i30 is

one equivalent weight of real uranium. Piligot's results, though

called in question by Berzelius, have been amply confirmed by all

subsequent investigators; only now, on theoretical grounds, first

set forth by MenddiefF,we double Pfllgot's atomic weight, so that

U now signifies 240 parts of uranium, while UOi stands as the

formula x>f the yellow oxide, and UOi as that of Berzelius's metaL

The only practically available raw material for the extraction of

uranium is pitchblende (^.v.). Pure pitchblende is UiOi, which, in

relatively good specimens, tormt some 80% or more of the whole.

It b remancable as always containing helium to.v.) and radioactive

elements (see Radioactivity). To extract the metal, the pitch-

blende is first roasted in order to remove the arsenic and sulphur.

In one process the purified ore is diuntegrated with hot nitric acid

to produce nitrates, which are then converted into sulphates bv
evaporation with sulphuric acid. The sulphates are treated with
water, which dissolves the uranium and other soluble salts, while
silica, lead sulphate, &c., remain; these are removed by filtration.

From the solution the arsenic, copper. &&. are precipitated by
sulphuretted hydrogen as sulphides, which are filtered off. The
filtrate contains the uranium as uranous and the iron as ferrous salt.

These are oxidized and precipitated conjointly by excess of ammonia.
The precipiute. after having been collected and washed, is digested

with a warm concentrated solution of ammonium carfcionate.

which dissolves the uranium as a yellow solution of ammonium
uranate, while the hydrated oxide of u^n, the alumina. &c.. remain.
These are filtered ott hot, and the filtrate u allowed to cool, when
crystals of the uranate separate out. The mother liquor includes

generally more or less of nickel, cobalt, zinc and other heavy metals,

which, as W6hler showed, can be removed as insoluble sulphides by
the addition of ammonium sulphide; uranium, under the circum-
stances, b not precipitated by thb reagent. The filtrate, on being
boiled down, yields a second crop of uraiute. Thb uranate when
ignited in a platinum crucible leaves a green oxide of the composition

U<Qb. i.e. artificial pitchblende, which serves as a starting-point for

the preparation of uranium compounds. The green oxide, as a
rule, requires to be further purifieid. One method (or this purpose
is to convert it into a solution of the nitrate UOt(NO«)t, and from it

to precipitate the metal as oxalate by oxalic acid (P^ligot). The
latter (UOfCfOO yields a purer oxide, UOs, or, in the presence of

air. U«Oi. on ignition.

Metallic uranium, as shown by P^Iigot, can be obtained by
the reduction of a mixture of dry chloride of potassium and
dry uranous chloride, UCU. with sodium at a red heat. A
better process b that of H. Moissan (Compi. rend., 1896, X33,

p. 1088), in which the oxide is heated with sugar charcoal in

the electric furnace. Uranium is a white malleable metal,

which b pretty hard, though softer than steeL Its specific

gravity has the high value 18*7; its q>ecific heat b 0-02765,

which, according to Dulong and Petit's law, corresponds to

U«-340. It mdts at bri^t redness. The compaa metal

when exposed to the air tarnishes only very slowly. The
powdery metal when heated in air to 150* or 170* C. catches

fire and bums brilliantly into V/^; it decomposes water

sbwiy at ordinary temperatures, but rapidly when boOix^.

It bums in oxygen at 170*, in chlorine at x8o*, in bromine at

3XO*, in iodine at 360*, in sulphur at 500**, and combines with,

nitrogen at about xooo**. Dilute sulphuric add attacks it

but slowly; hydrochloric add, especially if strong, dissolves

it readily, with the formation, more immediately, of a hyadnth-
coloured solution of UtCU, whicht however, readily absorbs

oxygen from the air, with the formation of a green solution

of Ua4, which in its turn gradually passes into one ol ycQow
uranyl salt, UO|•D^
Uranium b chemically related to chromium, raolybdeniiiB-

and tungsten. If forms two series of salts, one, the uranous
compounds, are derived from the oxide UOi, the other, the

unmyl compounds, contain the divalent group UO^.

Uranous Compounds.—Uranium dioxide, UOt (Benelius's metal),
b a brown to copper-coloured powder, obtained by beating UdO» or
uranyl oxabte m hydrogen. It fires when hnted in air. and
dissolves in adds to form uranous salts. It may be obtained as
iet black octahedra (isomorphous with thorb) by fusion with borax
Uranous hydrate is obtained as reddish-brown flakes by predpitat-
ing a uranous solution with alkalL The solution in sulpouric add
deposits green crystals of the sulphate, U(S04)r8H^, on evapora-
tion. Uranous chloride, UC1«, was ^nt prepared hv PCfigot by
heating an intimate mucture of the green oxide and c^»anxa] to
redness in a current of dry chlorine; it b obtained as sublimate
of black-^reen metallic-looking octahedra. The chkvide b very
hygroscopic By heating in bydrogen it yields the trichkvide.
XSCit, and by direct combination with chlonne the peotad&loride,
UCU. With hydroflouric acid it yields uranous fluoride. UF«, which
forms double aits of the type MF*UF«. Uranous bromide, UBr«,
and uranous iodide, UI4. also exist.

Uranyl or Uranic Compounds.-^Vrunic oxide, UOs or U(VO. b
obtained by heatina uranyl nitrate to 250* as a yellow solid, inaofaible

in water, but soluole in adds with the formation of araayl sate.
Various hydrates have been described, but they cannot be farmed
by predpiuting a uranyl salt with an alkali, thb reagent giving
nse to salts termed uranaUs, These salts generally resembfe the
bichromates: they are yellow in colour, insoluble in water, aolubte
in adds, and deoompowd by heat. Sodium uraaate^ Na«U/)k. b
used as a pigment for painting on glass and porcelain under the name
of uranium yellow. It is noanufactured by neattng pitchblende with
lime, treatina the resulting caldum uranate witn dilute raliAnric
acid, and adding sodium carbonate in excess. Dilute sol^nric
acid predpiutes uranium yellow, NaiU^6HiO, from the solution
so obtained. Ammonium uranate heated to redness yields pureU^ which serves as a raw material for uranium oompouncfe.
Uranyl nitrate, U0i(N0t)rdH^. b the roost important uranium
salt. It b obtained as fine lonon yellow deliciueacent prisms by
evaporating a solution of any of the oxides in nitric acid. By
electrolysis it vields uranium dioxide as a pyrophoric powder, and
peruranic hydroxide. U04*2H^, when treated with hydrogen
peroxide. The btter gives rise to salts, the peruranates, *4.
(Na«Oi)iU04*8H^. Uranyl nitrate is used in photography, and
also in analytical chemistry as a predpitant for phosphonc add
(as uranyl ammonium phosphate, UOk'NH«*PO0* Uranyl chloride.

UOsCU. M a yellow crystallme mass formed when chlorine b passed
over uranium dioxide at a red heat. It b also obtained by dissuving
the oxide in hydrochloric add and evaporating. It forms double
salts with metallic chlorides and with the hydrochlorides of organic
bases. Uranyl sulphide, UOiS, is a black nredpctate obtained few

adding ammonium sulphide to a uranyl solution. Eacposed to air

this mixture is oxidized to the pigment urantian red, Ut(NH4)»50k,
which is a fine blood-coloured amorphous powder.

Analysis.—A borax bead dissolves uranium oxides in the ledociBg
flame with a green, in the oxidizing flame with a ytSlom, colour.
Solutions of uranyl salts (nitrate, &c.) behave to reagents as foOovi:
sulphuretted hydrogen produces green uranous salt with predpiu-
tion of sulphur; sulphide of ammonium in neutral solutions gives
a bbck precipiute of UC^. which settles sfewty and. while beine
washed m the filter, breaks up panblly into nydrated UOi and
sulphur; ammonb gives a yellow predpitate of uranate of amraoms,
characteristically soluble m hot carbonate of ammonb solutkie;
prussiate of potash ^ves a brown predpitate which in appearance b
not unlike the precipitate produced oy the same reagent incupric saUa

URANUS, in astronomy, the seventh major planet in the

order of distance from the sun, and denoted by the symbol

6 or ^- It was discovered by the dder Bendid on the
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13th of March 1781. He^w it as a round nelfulotts disk, slowly

moving among the stars, and at first supposed it to be a comet,
and announced it as such to the Ro^ Sodety. But a few
weeks' observation showed it to be moving in a nearly circular

orbit at a distance from the sun about nineteen times that of

the earth. Its planetary character was thus established, and
Herschel named it the Georgium Sidus in honour of his royal

patron. This name was long recognized in England, and " the

Georgian " was officially used in the Nautical Almanac up to

1850. But it was never received with favour on the continent

of Europe, nor was that of the discoverer, which was proposed

by Lalande. The name Uranus was proposed by Bode, and
adopted everywhere outside of England.
As seen in a telescope of the highest power, Uranus presents

to the eye the appearance of a disk about four' seconds in

diameter of a faint sea-green tint. No trace of a marking
can be seen on the surface, and, so far as measures have yet
been made on it, no deviation of the disk from a circular form
has been establ^ed. Nothing is therefore known as to its

axial rotation. Although the planet is commonly considered

a telescopic one. it is really of the sixth magnitude, and therefore

faintly visible to the naked eye if one knows precisely where
to look for it. Long before its discovery it had been observed
as a fixed sUr by J. Flamsteed. P. C. Lemonnier also made
eight observations of it during the opposition of 1768-69, which
would have revealed its planetary character had he reduced
and compared them. For other particulars relating to Uranus,
its spectrum, &c., see Planet

Sateliites of Uranus.—In January 1787 Herschel detected

two satellites of Uranus of which the inner one, now known
as TiUnia, had a period of 9 days, the outer, Obcron, of X3I
dajrs. He also on other occasions saw what he supposed to

be two additional satellites, but careful investigation of his

observations has shown that the supposed objects could not
have been of this character. But in 1851-52 William Lassell

at Malta, in conjunction with his assistant A. Marth, observed
two satellites yet nearer the planet than those of Herschel.

These are now known as Arid and Umbriel. Their periodic

times are about 2} and 4 days respectively. Lassell's telescopes,

which were reflectors, were superior to others of his time in

light-power, and these inner satellites were not seen by other

astronomers for more than twenty years after their discovery.

Indeed, doubts of their reality sometimes found expression

until, in 1873, ^W were observed with the Washington 26-inch

telescope, and observations upon them showed their identity

with the objects discovered by Lassell. The greater difficxUty

in seeing the inner than the outer satellites arises from their

proximity to the planet. There is no very great difference in

the actual brightness of the four objects. It is found that

Umbriel, though less easy to see than Titania, actually exceeds

it in light. But none of them has been seen except in a few
of the most i>owerful telescopes. The most remarkable feature

of these bodies is that, instead of the planes of their orbits

being near that of the ecliptic, they are actually inclined to it

nearly 90". The result is that, as the planet performs its

orbital revolution, there are two opposite points near which the

orbiu are seen edgewise, and the satellites seem to us to swing
north and south on each side of the planet. This was the

case in 1882, and will be the case again in 1924. At the points

midway between these two, through which the planet passed

in i86x and 1903, and will pass again in 1945, the orbits are

seen almost perpendicularly, so that the apparent orbit, like

the real one, is nearly circular.

Orbits of the SaielliUs of Uranus.—-So far as has yet been
determined, the four satellites all revolve in the same plane, the

position of which, referred to the Earth's equator and equinox,

is

—

R.A. of ascending node, I66*o5-|-o*'0i420<.
IncUiution of orbit, 75*-28-o'-ooi3/.

None of the orbits seems to have a measurable eccentricity.

The positions of the satellites in the orbits at any time may
be found from the following elements, where tf is the angular

distance irom 'the node upon a plane parallel to that of the

Earth's equator, and the motion is that in a Julian year.

Satellite.
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he was imprisoned for a time by Hemy IV. He was designated

by Gregory as one of four men most worthy to succeed him,

and, after a vacancy of more than five months following the

decease of Victor III., he was elected pope on the X2th of March
zo88 by forty cardinals, bishops, and abbots assembled at Ter-

radna, together with representatives of the Romans and of

Coimtess Matilda. He frankly took up the policy of Gregory

VII., but, while pursuing it with equal determination, showed

greater flexibility and diplomatic skill. Throughout the major

part of his pontificate he had to reckon with the presence of the

powerful antipope Clement III. (Gxiibert of Ravenna) in Rome;
but p. series qf well-attended synods at Rome, Amalfi, Benevento

and Troia, supported him in renewed declarations against

simony, lay investiture, and clerical marriages, and in a policy

of continued opposition to Henry IV. He maintained an

alliance with the Norman Duke Roger, Robert Guiscard's son

and successor, and united the German with the Italian op-

position to the emperor by promoting the marriage of the

Countess Matilda with young Welf of Bavaria. He aided

Prince Conrad in his rebellion against his father and crowned

him king of the Romans at Milan in 1093, and likewise en-

couraged the Empress Praxedis in her charges against her

husband. By excommunicating Philip I. of France for matri-

monial infidelity in 1095, Urban opened a struggle which was
not terminated until after his death. Invited to Tuscany by
the Countess Matilda, he convoked a council at Piacenza in

March 1095, attended by so vast a number of prelates and
laymen that its sessions were held in the open air, and addressed

by ambassadors of Alexis, the Byzantine emperor, who sought

aid against the Mussulmans. Urban crossed the Alps in the

summer, and remained over a year in France and Burgundy,

being everywhere reverently received. He held a largely

attended council at Clermont in November 1095, where the

preaching of the First Crusade marked the most prominent

feature of Urban's pontificate. Thenceforth until his death

he was actively engaged in exhorting to war against the infidels.

Crusaders on their way through Italy drove the antipope

Clement III. finally from Rome in 1097, and established Urban
firmly in the papal see. With a view to facilitating the cnisade,

a council was held at Bari in October 1098, at which religious

differences were debated and the exiled Anselm of Canterbury

combated the Eastern view of the Procession of the Holy Ghost.

Urban died suddenly at Rome on the 29th of July 1099, fourteen

days after the capture of Jerusalem, but before the tidings of

that event had reached Italy. His successor was Paschal U.
It is well established that Urban preached the sermon at

Clermont which gave the impetus to the crusades. The sermon

was written out by Bishop Baudry, who heard it, and is to be

found in full in J. M. Watterich, PotUif. Roman. Vitat. Letters

of Urban are published in J. P. Migne, Patrol. Lai., vol. 151.

Sec J. Langcn, Ceschkhte der r&miscken Kircke von Cregor VII.

bis Innocent III. (Bonn. 1893); F. Gregorovius, Rome in the Middle
Ages, vol. 4, trans, by Mrs G. W. Hamlllon CUmdan, ii>oo-j);

K. J. von Kefde, Conciliengeschickte, vol, 5 (ind l^d., i&7A-iJ0);

tafrd-Wattcnboch, Regesta tontif. Roman, vol, i USRS^S^); n. H.
Milman. History of Latin Christianity, vol. 3 {boodno, 1899)^ M F.

StCTi, Znr Biographic des Papstes Urbans IL (BcrUfii, iWt^h A.

de Brimont. Un Pape au moyen age— Urboin //, (Pari'*, tsajh W.
Norden, Das PapsUum und Byzanz (Berlin. it>oj) ; Cifinhki. "* Die
Stellung des Papstes Urbans II. zu den Sacramcntshandliingtii der
Simonisfen. Schismatikcr und Haretiker," in iba Tuhin^fr ikeoU

Qiuwtalschrift (1897).

Urban III. (Uberto Crivelli), pope from the asth of November
1 185 to the 20th of October 1187, was a Milanese, and had been

made cardinal-priest of St Lorenzo in Damaso and archbishop

of Milan by Lucius III., whom he succeeded. His family had

suffered greatly at the hands of Frederick I., and he now took

up vigorously his predecessor's quarrels with the emperor,

including the standing dispute about the territories of the

Countess Matilda. His opposition to the pretensions of the

Roman senate to govern the Papal States, moreover, com-
pelled him to remain in exile through his pontificate. He
suspended the patriarch of Aquileia for qrowning the emperor's

son, Henry, king of Italy Qanoary ziS6), in viobtioii of his'

own rights as archbishop of Milan; and only the entreaties

of the citizens of Verona, where he was stopping, preveiited him
from exconmiunicating Frederick. In 1x87 be exhoncd the

Christian kings to renewed endeavours in the Holy Land, and
the fall of Jerusalem on the 2nd of October is said to have
caused his death. He died at Ferrara and was succeeded by
Gregory VIIL His letters are in J. P. Migpe,.Pa/!ra/. Lot., voL
302.

See J. Laneen, Ceschichte der rthnischen Kirche 9on Creior VIK
bis Innocent III. (Bonn, 1893); Jaffd-Wattenbach, Rettsta ponttf.

Roman. (188^-88): F. Gregorovius. Rome in the Middle Agts, voL 4,
trans, by Mrs G. W. Hamilton (London. 1896); P. Scfacfier-

Boichorat. Friedrichs I. letxter Streit mit der Curie (Beriia, 1866);
W. Meyer. " Zum Strcite Katscr Friedrichs 1. mit Papst Urban III.,"

in Forschungen tur deutschen Gesckicktet voL 19 (1879).

Urban IV. Qacques PantaUon), pope from the 29th of

August X261 to the 2nd of October X264, was the son of a shoe-

maker of Troyes. Having. received a monastic education, he

became archdeacon of Li6ge and papal legate of Ixmocent IV.

to Poland and Prussia; he was consecrated bishop of Verdun
in X253, and two years later was translated to the patriarchate

of Jerusalem. While on a trip to Italy to explain at court a

quarrel with the Hospitallers he was elected to succeed Alex-

ander IV., after a three months' vacancy in the Holy See. He
never visited Rome, but lived most of his pontificate at Orvieto.

He favoured his own countrymen, and under him began that

preponderance of the French in the curia which later led to the

papal residence at Avignon, and indirectly to the Great Schism.

He endeavoured without success to stir up Louis IX. of France
to undertake a new crusade. In X264 he instituted the festival

of Corpus Christi. His chief domestic problems arose out of

the competing claims for the crown of the Two 5;;r;iM>* He
favoured Charles of Anjou, and declared in June X263 that the

papal grant of the kingdom to Edmimd, son of Hexuy HI. of

England, had expired because of the latter's inability to ocst

the usurper Manfred. Urban died before the arrival of Charks
of Anjou, and was succeeded by Clement IV.

The registers of Urban IV. have been published by L. Dorez af»i

J. Guiraud in the BMiotkique des icoles jrangaises d^Atktnes ei de
Rome (Paris, 1892).

See F. Gregorovius. Rome in the Middle Agjes, vol. 5, trmns. by
Mrs G. W. Hamilton (Ixmdon, 1900-2); H. H. Milman. Latm
Christianity, vol. 6 (London, 1899); K. Hampe, " Urban IV. uod
Manfred "in A bhandlunten tur mUtleren «. neueren Ceukickte (Hekkl-
bcrg, 1905); Sicvcrt, " Das Vorleben Papst Urbans IV." ia Die rom-
ische Quartalschrift (1898}; A. Potthast, Regesta poutif, Jtmuiu.
(Berlin, 1875).

Urban V. (Guillaume Grimoard or Grimaud de Beanvoir),

pope from the 28th of October X363 to the X9th of December
1370,. was bom in X309 near Loz^ in Languedoc, and entered

the Benedictine priory of Chiriac After receiving <vders be

became successively professor of canon law at Avignon and
Montpellier, vicar-general of the dioceses of Clermont and Uses,

abbot of St Germain d'Auxerre, abbot of St Victor at Marseilles,

administrator of the bishopric of Avignon, and papal legate to

Naples. He was returning from his mission to Italy when ne«s
reached him at Cometo that he had been chosen to succeed

Innocent VI. He annoimced his acceptance from Marsdlks,
and was consecrated at Avignon on the 6th of November 1362.

Urban witnessed the completion of the work of tranquillizing

Italy under the able Cardinal Albomoz, and in X364, in the

interests of peace, made heavy concessions to Bemabo Vtsconil

Moved by Peter of Lusignan, king of Cyprus, axul by the cele-

brated Carmelite Peter Thomas, who had come to Avignon in

February X363, the pope proclaimed another crusade, vhicli

found sonie echo in France and resulted in the temporary occu-

pation of Alexandria (1365). Urban, yielding to the entreaties

of the Emperor Charles IV. and of Petrarch, left Avignon on the

30th of April X367, despite the opposition of the French cardinals,

and made his entiy into Rome on the x6th of October. The
following year he was visited by Charles IV., and crowned the

Empress Elizabeth (ist of November); and in 1369 be received

the Greek emperor, John Palaeologus» who renouDced the
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idit9m bat for whom the pope wu unable to seciize assistance.

Urban sanctioned the order of Jesuates and founded the
medical school at Montpellier. On account of the poor repair

of Rome, the restlessness of the Romans and the discontent of

the French cardinals in Italy, he at length annoimced his in-

tention of returning to France, avowedly to settle trouble

between France and England. He took ship at Cometo on
the 5th of September 1370, and, arriving at Avignon on the

34th of the same month, died on the 19th of December. Urban
was serious and humble, opposed to all nepotism, simony, and
secular pomp He was himself of blameless morality and
reformed many abuses in the curia. He was honoured as, a
saint immediately after his death, and beatified by Pius DC. in

1870. Urban's successor was Gregory XL
See H. J. Tomaaeth. " Die Ri ,.'.:. ^. . . .. L^ifC Urbani V- u.

Cregon Al." in Mitteilungen dt<: Inauuii Jur v^irfrtkhnth^ Ge-
ukicktsfcrschMnt (1898); Baluziu^,. Vitat Pap. A^afnum., vol i

(Paris, 169^); L. Pastor. Hislciy of the P^jfitj. voL i. tran^. by
F. I. Antrobus (London, 1899); ^- O^n^aroviuii. Rtjtnr im ikt Msdiie
AgeSt voL 6, trans, by Mrs G. W. H;imihDn (LonJan, n^oij-i);

J. P. Kinch. Die R&ckkekr der PopJte Urboa V^. u. Gfep^t XL itm
Avipum nock Rom (Paderbom, ih^ji-ih J. H. Alban^ /tciri aniwns
concemant le bienkenremx Urhain 1'. (Pari*, tSg?); 1. B* M?i|;ri,in,

HisUnre (TUrbain V. (2nd ed.. Pari s iSd^}; H, J. Wurm, C^rduud
Albomot (Paderbom. 1802): H. M. Milnwin, UUitt ChruiumAy,
voL 7 (London, 1896); J. B. (Hiristophc, Uiuoire de Id p^pQuU
pendant le XIV^ t&de, voL 2 (Paris, 1853).

Urban VL (Bartolommeo Prignano), pope from the 8th of

April Z378 to the xsth of October 2389, was bom at Naples in

13 18. He was made bishop of Acerenza in 1364, and in 1377
was translated to the archiepiscopal see of.Bari and placed in

charge of the papal chancery. On the death of Gregory XI.,

who had finally returned to Rome from Avignon, he was eleaed
pope in a conclave held under circumstances of great excite-

ment, owing to popular apprehension of an intention of the

French cardinals to elect a French pope and again abandon
Rome. The populace broke into the hall after the election had
been made and dispersed the cardinals, but the latter returned

and confirmed their action on the following day. Urban VI.

turned his attention at once to the reformation of the higher

clergy, and, in spite of the warnings of Catherine of Siena, so

angered the cardinals by his harsh and ill-tempered measures

that they assembled at Anagni in July 1378, and revoked his

election, in which they declared they had acted under fear of

violence. On the 20th of September they elected at Fondi the

Cardinal Robert of Geneva, who called himself Clement VII.

and took up his residence at Avignon. Urban, on the other

hand, remained at Rome, where he appointed twenty-six new
cardinals and excommimicated Clement and his adherents.

Thus began the Great Schism which divided the Western
Church for about fifty years. Urban deposed Joanna of Naples

(21st of April 1380) for adhering to France and Savoy in sup-

port of the antipope, and gave her kingdom to Charles of

Durazzo. Charles was crowned at Rome on the xst of June
1381, but three years later quarrelled with the pope and shut

him up in Nocera. Urban succeeded in escaping to Genoa,
where he put several of his cardinals to death for suspected

disloyalty. On the death of Charles he set out with an army
apparently to seize Naples for his nephew if not for himself.

To raise funds he proclaimed, by bull of the nth of April 1389,

a jubilee for every thirty-three years, but before the celebration

could be held he died of injuries caused by a faU from his mule.

Urban was frugal and never practised simony, but harshness,

lack of tact, and fondness for unworthy nephews disgraced his

pontificate. He was succeeded by Boniface DC
The chief soarccs for the life of Urban VI. are in Baluzius, Vitae

Fab, Anenian. (Paris, 1693); Theoderiei de Nyem De schismaU
Libri IreSt ed. by G. Erier (Leipzig. 1890): Sauerlande, " Acten-
stOcke zur Osch. des Papstes Urban Vl..^' in Hist. Jakrbuch der
G&rres-Cesellschafl, xiv. (1893); "Acta Urban! VL et Bonifatii
JX..'* ed. C. Krofta. in Monumentu waticana res gestas Bohemieas
aiusirantia (Prague, 190S); Der Liber Canedlariae Apostolicae vom
Jakre 1380, ed.hvG. Erler (Leipzig, 1888) ; // TraUato di S. Vincenxo
Ferrer iniomo at g^ande sdusma d'Occidente, ed. by A. Sorbelli
(Bologna^ 1906).

S<» L. Piucar, Bt^ffry ef the Pifpes, im-U 1, tranft. by F. 1. Antmbus
(Landoo, i8<>9>; M^ Bourbon, £>u Fap^tinQkltn in d«r Zfii dfs
grojiin Sihijmds^ vol^ | (UmnswiCLk, tV^) \ N, VjiJoit, La Frame*
et U fmiiJ scklime d'Oiiident (PanA, t^^i^oi}; M. Cmghtoa,
History c/ the Fatmy. vol. i {London, i*w>; F, Grworovius,
Rcmf m ;h^ MiMk Ar^j, voL 6, tmti*, by ^tt^ G. W. H*mUtO(i
(I i.^n>^2h R, Jahr. *' Di^ Wahl Urbans VL" in HnUiuhe
Bi ." CtichuhUforK.hti%g {1^7) \ T. Lindner, " Vap^
U , in Zeiiiihnft fur Ktrchenjt^r^tkiiihii. lii. (ifijq); W. St C
B..; i. irv, LhifUi m. of l/apics ami Urban VI. (iH^)- J. B,
C^.^i tophc. Hiiioin dc k pupauH ptndani It XIV**** ^k, voL 1
(I.i;is, 1^53). (C H. ItA.)

Ukban Vn. (Giovanni Battista Castagna), successor of
Sixtus v., was bom oft the 4th of August 1521. He became
governor of Bok)gna, archbishop of Rossano, and was k>ng
nuncio to Spain. Gregory XHL made him a cardinal, 1583;
and in 1590 he was elected pope by the Spanish faction, but
died twelve days later, on the 37th of September X590, and
was succeeded by Gregory XIV.

See Ciaconius, Vttae et res gestae summonm Pontiff, Rom. (Rome,*
1601-3); Cicarella, continuator of Platina, De viiu Pontiff. Rom,
(both cootemporarv; the latter prolix and tedious); ArriKho,
Viib, Urbami Vll. (Bologna, 1614); and Ranke, Popes (Eng. tnuu.,
Austin), iL 227.

UsBAN Vm. (Maffeo Barberim*), pope from 1633 to 1644/
was bom in 2568, of a wealthy Florentine family. He early
entered the prdacy, became prefect of Spoleto, twice nundo to
France, cardinal (x6o6), and finally, on the 6th of August 1633,
succeeded Gregory XV. as pope. Urban was vain, self-willed

and extremely conscious of his position; he accepted the papacy
chiefly as a temporal principality, and made it his first care to
provide for its defence and to render it formidable. He built

Castelfranco on the northem frontier; fortified the port of

Civita Vecchia; and strengthened the Castel Sant' Angelo,
eqiupping it with cannon made from the bronze of the Pantheon,
an act of vandalism which the Romans pimishcd by the epigram,
"(^od non fecerunt barbari, fecerunt Barberini." He also

esUblished an arsenal and a factory of arms. But all this

provision was to no purpose. The only territory gained during
Urban's pontificate, the duchy of Urbino, the last addition to
the papal states, was acquired by reversion (1631); and in his

one war, with the duke of Parma, for the district of Castro, he met
defeat and humiliation (1644) • The Thirty Years' War Urban
professed to regard as waged for politicaL not for reUgious, ends.

He therefore took counsel merely with his interest as a temporal
prince, threw in his lot with France, supported the duke of

Nevers in the Mantuan Succession, and, under stress of fear

of Habsburg supremacy, suffered himself to be drawn into

closer relations with the Protestants than beseemed his office,

and incurred the reproach of rejoicing in the victories of heretics.

Later, in keeping with his position, he opposed all concessions

to the Protestants; but still showed himself so vacillating that

the papacy ceased to be regarded as a serious political factor, and
was entirely ignored in the final settlement of Westphalia, 1648.

Urban was the last pope to practise nepotism on a grand scale.

He failed to found a princely house; but he enriched his family
to an extent that astonished even the Romans. Urban bore a
hand in the condemnation of Galileo. He acknowledged the

genius of the astronomer, and had not approved of the action

of the Inquisition in x6x6; but subsequently, believing himself

to have been caricatured in the Diahgo^ he permitted the

Inquisition to have its way and to compel an abjuration (1633).

Urban also denounced the doctrines of Jansen, 1644 (see

Jansenism). He promulgated the famous bull Jn Coena
Domini in its final form, X627; published the latest revision

of the Breviary, X63X; founded the College of the Propaganda
for the education of missionaries, X627; and accorded the title

of "eminence" to the cardinals, X630. Urban did much to

embellish the dty. Conspicuous among his works are the

Barberini Palace, the College of the Propaganda, the Fountain
of the Triton, and the baldachin of St Peter's. His hymns
and poems, which have frequently been published, are evidence

of his literary taste and ability. Urban died on the 39th c
July 1644, and was succeeded by Innocent X.
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For contemporary aooounts of Urban ne: Tommasuca,, in

Plattna. D< vitis Pontiff. Ram ; Oldoin, continuator cf Ciacomut,

Vilas €t ns iuUu iummorum Pontiff. Rjim.x and Simonin. Gesta

Urban* (Antwerp, 1637). A rich collection of materials was made
by Andrea Niccoletti, Delia vita di Papa Urhano VIII. e sioria

da suo poniificaio, never published, but extensively used by Ranke
and others. See also Ranke. Popes (Eng. trans., Austin), il 552
•eq., iiL i seq., a I seq.; v. Reumont. Gesch. der Stadt Rom, m. 2,

611 seq.. 703 seq.; Sanu Pieralisa. Urbano VIIL e CaliUo Galilei

(Rome, 1875) : GregoroviuB, Urban VIII. im Widerspruck mu Spanien

II. dem Kaiser (Stuttgart, 1879) j.and Weech, Urban VIIL (London,

1905). (T. F. C.)

URBANA, a city and the county-seat of Champaign county,

Ohio, U.S.A., about 47 m- W. by N. of Columbus. Pop. (1890)

6510; (1900) 6808, including 796 negroes and 405 foreign-bom;

(1910) 7739. Urbana is served by the Erie, the Pituburg,

Cindnnati, Chicago & St Louis, and the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St Louis railways, and by the Ohio Electric inter-

urban line. It has a public library (1890) and a county children's

home (1892), and is the seat of Urbana University (co-educa-

tional), founded in 1850 under the auspices of the New Church.

The dty is situated in a fertile farming region. Its manu-
factures indude fumituxe, tdephones, woollen goods, paper,

foundry and machine-shop products, &c. Urbana was laid out

in Z805 by Colonel William Ward, of Greenbriar, Va., who
owned the land induded in the original survey and gave many
lots to the county on condition that the proceeds from their

sale should be used for public improvements; it was incor-

porated as a village in 1816 and was chartered as a dty in 1867.

Colond Ward was the grandfather of the sculptor J. Q. A.

Ward, who was bom here and here first pursued, unaided,

his study of art. Urbana was also the home for several years

(after i8oa), and is the burial place, of Simon Kenton, the

famous pioneer and Indian fighter.

URBINO (anc. Urvinum Mataurense), a dty and archiepiscopal

see of the Marches, Italy, in the province of Pesaro and Urbino,

19 m. direct S.W. of Pesaro and 50 m. by rail N. byW.of Fabriano,

a junction on the line from Ancona to Rome. Pop^ (1901) 6809

(town), 18,244 (commune). It b picturesquely situated on an

abrupt hill 1480 ft. above sea-levd; iu streets are narrow and

crooked, and the town has a medieval aspect. It is dominated

by the ducal palace erected by Ludano da Laurana, a Dalmatian

architect, in 1460-82, for Federigo Montefdtro, and regarded

by the contemporaries of the founder as the ideal of a princdy

residence. The sculptured doorways, chimneys and friezes of

the interior are especially fine. Some are by Domenico Rosselli

of Florence, others by Ambrogio d'Antonio da Milano. The
rich and beautifully executed inUraia work may be due to Bacdo
Pontelli. The massive irregularity of the exterior is due to the

unevenness of the site. The decoration of the exterior wasnever

completed; but the arcaded courtyard is \he finest of the

Renaissance, except perhaps that of the Cancelleria at Rome
(Burckhardt). The palace is now partly used for government

purposes, and also contains the munidpal archives, a collection

of andent inscriptions, formed by the epigraphist Raffaele

Fabretti (many of them from Rome), a gallery of sculpture of

various periods and a picture gallery. This last contains a

small but interesting collection of pictures, induding works

by Paolo Uccello, Giovanni Santi, Justus of Ghent, Timoteo

della Vite, and other xsth-century artists, also a " Resurrection
"

by Titian (a late work). The picture of the " Last Supper "

by Justus is specially valuable from its containing fine portraits

of the Montefdtro family and members of the ducal court.

The cathedral, a building of no special interest, stands m the

great piazza dose to the ducal palace. It was erected in x8ox

after the collapse of the former structure. In the sacristy

there is a very beautiful miniature-like painting of the " Scourging

of Christ," by Picro della Francesca, and other pictures by later

artists. In the crypt there is a fine piet& in marble by Giovanni

da Bologna. Opposite the palace is the church of S. Domenico,

a Gothic building with a good early Renaissance portal and a
relief in the lunette by Luca della Robbia (1449). The interior

was spoilt in the X7th century. S. Francesco has a fine 14th-

century loggia and campanile, and a handsome portal of a

chapd in the interior by Constantino Ttappola (zsth oentaiy).

S. Bernardino, outside the town, is a plain early Renaissance

stmcture. On the walls of the chapel of the gild or coo-

fraternity of San Giovanni Battista are some valuable cariy

frescoes, painted by Lorenzo and Giacomo Salimbcne da. San
Severino in X4x6. In the church of S. Spirito are two p»it%>iwge

by Luca Signordli, the " Crudfixion " and the " Day of Pen-

tecost," originally intended for a processional banner. The
modest house where Raphad was bom and spent his boyhood
is preserved. It is now thb property of a sodety of artists. Its

rooms form a museum of engravings and other records of

Raphad's works, together with a picture of the Madonna by
his father, Giovanni Santi, formerly thought to be by Raphad
himself. A monument was erected to him in the piazza in X897.

The theatxe, decorated by Girolamo (knga, is one of the earliest

in Italy; in it was performed the first Italian oonnedy, the

Calandria of Cardinal Bibbiena, the frieiui oC Leo X. and
Raphad. The magnificent library formed by the Montddtro
and Delia Rovcre dukes was removed to Rome, and incorporated

in the Vatican library (but with a separate numbering) in 1657.

There is a free university founded in x 564 which has two faculties

(with X63 studenU in X902-03), and also a terhnifal schooL The
town has manufactures of silk, majolica and bricks.

The andent town of Uroinum Mataurense (taking its name
from the river Mataurus or Metaurus) is mentioned a few times

in clawiral literature, and many inscriptions relating to it

exist. The course of its walb can still be traced. It was an

important place in the Gothic wars, and is freqtiently mcntioDed

by Prooopius. At die end of the x 2th or beginning of the 13th

century it came into the possesion of the family oi Monte-
feltro. Of this by far the most important member was Federigo

da Montefeltro, lord of Urbino from 1444 to 1482, one of the

most successful condottieri chiefs of his time, and not only a

man of great military and political ability, but abo an cnthusaaslic

patron of art and literature, on which he Uvished immeniie

sums of money. Federigo much strengthened his positioOf

first by his own marriage with Battista, one of the powerid
Sforza family, and secondly by marrying his daughter u>

Giovanni della Rovere, the favourite nephew of Pope SLctus IV.,

who in return conferred upon Fedczigo the title of duke.

Federigo's only son Guidubaldo, who succeeded his father,

married in X489 the gifted Elizabeth (jonzaga, of the ruling

family in Mantua. In X497 ^^ ^^ expelled from Urbino hf
Caesar Borgia, son of Alexander VI., but regained his duke«2om

in 1503, after Caesar's death. Guidubaldo was the last dnke

of the Montefeltro line; at his death in 1508 he bequeathed his

coronet to Francesco Maria deUa Rovere, nephew ol Julius II.,

and for about a century Urbino was ruled by its second dynasty

of the Delia Rovere famUy. In 1626 the last descendant of

Francesco, called Francesco Maria II., when dd and chUdkas

abdicated in favour of Pope Urban VIII., after which time

Urbino, with iu subject towns of Pesaro, Fano, Fossombrooe,

Gubbio, Castd Durante, CagU and about 300 small villages,

became part of the papal sutes until the suppicssioa of the

temporal power in 1870.

During the reigns of Federigo and Guidubaldo, Uifaino was one
of the foremost centres of activity in art and literature in Italy.

The palace erected by Federigo has already been mentioned.

It was at his courtthat Picro deUa Francesca wrote his celebrated

work on the sdence of perspective, francesco di Giorgio Manini
his TraUoto (T arckileUura (published by Saluzso, Turin, X641).

and Giovanni Santi his poetical account of the chief artists

of his time. The refined magnificence of Gmdubaldo's court

is doquently described by Baldassare Castiglione (f.».) in

his CorUgiano. When Henry VII. of England conferred the

order of the Garter on Guidubaldo, Castiglione was sent to

England with a letter of thanks and with the small picture,

now in the Louvre, of " St (korge and the Dragon,** painted by

Raphael in x 504, as a present to the English king. This painting

was among Charles I.'s collection which was sold by oider d
the Commonwealth in 1649.

Throughout the whole of the i6th ccotuiy thestaUofUiluw
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WIS one of the chief* centres for the production of majolica,

especially the towns of Gubbio And Castel Durante. Most of Uie

finest pieces of Urbino ware were made specially for the dukes,

who covered their sideboards with the rich storied piaUi di pampa.
Among the distinguished names which have been associated with
Urbino are those of the Ferrarese painter and friend of Raphael,

Timoteo della Vite, who spent most of his life there, and
Bramante, the ^eatest architect of his age. The Milanese
sculptor, Ambrogio, who worked so much 'for Federigo, married
a lady of Urbino, and was the progenitor of the Barocdo family,

among whom were many able mathematicians and painters.

Federigo Baroccio, Ambrogio's grandson, was a very popular
painter, some of whose works still exist in the cathedral and
elsewhere in Urbino. This city was also the birthplace of Pope
Clement XI., of several cardinals of the Alban family, and of

Bernardino Baldi, Fabretti, and other able scholars. An
interesting view of Urbino, in the first half of the i6th century,

occurs among the pen drawings in the MSS. Arte del vasajo^

by the potter Piccolpasso, now in the Victoria and Albert

Museum.
See also E. Calrini. Urhino * i suoi monitmetOi (1897): G. Lip-

parini. Urbino (Beigamo, 1903).

URBS SALVIA (mod. Urhisaglia), an ancfent town of Picenum,
Italy, about 8 m. S. of the modern Macerata, and .xo m. S. of

Ridna. It was the meeting-point of several andent roads;

the road leading south from Ancona through Ridna and Falerio

to Asculum was crossed here at right ai)gles by that from
Fanum to Tolentinum, Septempeda (S. Severino) and Nuceria
Camellaria, while another led north-east from Urbs Salvia to

Pausidac and the coast at Potentia (near mod. Porto Recanati).

It seems to have been also called PoUentia. The date of iu
foundation is unknown, but it became a colony in the time of

Trajan, and its importance seems to begin from this period.

It was utterly destroyed by Alaric, and both Procopius {B.G,

ii. 16, 27) and Dante {ParadisOf xvi. 73) speak of its desolation.

The arx is occupied by the modem village; bdow it consider-

able remains of the dty walls and of the buildings within

them, alike of brickwork of the imperial period, are preserved

—an amphitheatre 328X249 ft.f with an arena 190X1x2 ft., a
theatre, baths, tombs, &c. A subterranean aqueduct and a
number of inscriptions have been found on the site. Close by
is a little chapd with paintings of the early i6th century. The
Romanesque abbey church of the Fiastra, about 3 m. to the

north, Is noticeable. The territory of Urbs Salvia probably
extended as far as the old Romanesque church of S.'Maria^di

Rambona, 8 m. to the north-west.

URDtT. the name of that variety of Hindostani which borrows
a great part of its vocabulary from Persia and Arabic, as con-

trasted with " Hindi," the variety which eschews such words,

but borrows from Sanskrit instead. It is spoken by Mussulmans
and those Hindus who have come under Mussulinan influences,

and has a considerable literature. See Hzndostaki and Hin-
dostani LiTEKATUKE.

UREA, or Cakbamide, CO(NHs)s, the amide of carbonic

acid, discovered in 1773 by H. M. v. Rouelle, is found in the

urine of manomalia, birds and some reptiles; human urine

contains approximatdy 2-3%, a grown man produdng about

30 grammes daily. It is also a constituent of the blood, of

milk, and other animal fluids. Its synthesis in 1828 by
F. Wtthler {Pou. Ann., 1828, X2, p. 253) is of theoretical

importance, since it was the first organic compound obtained

from inorganic materials. W5hler oxidised potassium ferro-

cyanide to potassium cyanate by fusing it with lead or

manganese dioxide, converted this cyanate into ammonium
cyanate by adding ammonium sulphate, and this on evapora-

tion gives urea, thus:

—

K4Fe(NC)r-*KCN0-»NH,CN0-»C0(NH|)f

It may also be prepared by the action of ammonia on carbonyl
chloride, diethyl carbonate, chlorcarbonic ester or urethane;

by heating ammonium carbamate in a sealed tube to 130-140*

C; by oxidizing potassium cyanide in add solution with

potassium permanganate (E. Baudrimant, Jakresb., 1880,

P* 393); hy the action of 50 % sulphuric add on cyanamide:
CN-NHi-f-HiO-CO(NHi)«; by the action of mercuric oxide
on oxamide (A. Williamson): (CONH|}s+HgO«CO(NHi)«-H
Hg-HCOi; by decomposing potassium cyanide with a dilute

solution of sodium hypochlorite, followed by adding ammonium
sulphate (A. Reychler, Bull. Soc. Ckim., 1893 [3], 9, p. 427);
and by oxidation of uric add. It may be obtained from urine

by evaporating to dryness on the water bath, taking up the

residue in absolute alcohol and evaporating the alcoholic solution

to dryness again. The residue is then dissolved in water,

decolorized by animal charcoal and saturated at 50** C. with
oxalic add. The urea oxalate is recrystallized and decolorized

and finally decomposed by caldum carbonate (J.,J. Berzdius,

Fogg. Ann., 1830, x8, p. 84). As an alternative method,
A. N. E. Millon {Ann. ckim. phys [2], 8, p. 235) concentrates

the urine and predpitates the^ urea by nitric add. The pre-

dpitate is dissolved in boiling water, decolorized by potassium
permanganate and decomposed by barium carbonate. The
solution is then evaporated to dryness and extracted by alcoboL

Urea crystallizes in long needles or prisms which mdt at

X32* C. and sublime when heated in vacuo. It is readily

soluble in water and in alcohol, but is insoluble in chloroform

and ether. When heated above its mdting-point, it yields

ammonia, cyanuric add, biuret and ammelide. On warming
with soditmx, it yidds cyanamide. Dry chlorine gas passed into

mdted urea decomposes it with formation of cyanuric add and
anunonium chloride, nitrogen and ammonia being simultaneoilsly

liberated. Alkaline hypobromites or hypochlorites or nitrous

add decompose urea into carbon dioxide and nitrogen. It is

also decomposed by warm aqueous solutions of caustic alkalis,

with evolution of ammonia and carbon dioxide. When heated
with alcohol in sealed tubes, it yields carbamic esters; with
alcohol and carbon bisulphide at 100* C, carbon dioxide is

liberated and ammonium sulphocyanide is formed. Add
potassium permanganate oxidizes it to carbon dioxide and
nitrogen. It acts aa a monadd base.

Urea may be recognized by its crystalline oxalate and nitrate,

which are produced on addins oxalic and nitric acids to concen-
trated solutions of the base; by the white predpitate formed on
adding mercuric nitrate to the neutral aqueous solutions of urea;
and l^ the so-called " biuret " reaction. In this reaction urea is

heated in a dry tube until It gives off ammonia freely; the residue
is dissolved in water, made alkaline with caustic soda, and a drop of
copper sulphate solution is added, when a fine violet-red coloration
is produced. Several methods are employed for the quantitative
estunation of urea. R. Bunsen (Ann., 1848, 6^, p. 875) heated
urea with an ammoniacal solution of barium chionde to 220* C.,
and converted the barium carbonate formed into barium sulphate,
which is then wdsfaed (see also E. PflOger and K. Bohland. Zett.

f. anoL Ckem., iSS6, 35, p. 599; K. A. H. MOmer, ilnd., 1891, 30,
p. 389). Among the volumetric methods used, the one most
commonly empk)yed is that of W. Knop (ibid., 1870, 9, f>. 226),
in which the urea is decomposed by an alkaline hypobromite and
the evolved nitrogen is measured (see A. H. Allen. Commercial
Organic Analysis). J. v. Licbig (Ann., 1853. 8^, p. 289) predpitates
dilute solutions of urea with a dilute standard solution of mercuric
nitrate, using alkaline carbonate as indicator. In this process
phosphates must be absent, and the nitric add liberated during
the reaction should be neutralized as soon as posnble. Chlorides
also prevent the formation of the predpitate until enough of the
mercury solution has been added to convert them into mercuric

chloride (see also E. Pflftger, Zeit. f. anal. Chem., 1880, 19, p. 378).

E. Riegler (ibid., 1894. 33, p. 49) decomposes urea solutions by means
of mercury dissolved in nitric add, and measures the evolved eas.

Urea chlorides are formed by the action of carbonyl chloride

on ammonium chloride (at 400* C). or on salts of primary amines.

They are readily hydrolysed by water, and combine with bases

to form alkyl ureas, and with alcohols to form carbamic esters.

Substituted urea chlorides are formed by the direct action of

chlorine (F. D. ChatUway and D. F. S. Wunsch, Jour. Chem. Soc.,

1909. 95. P- X29)- U»«» chloride, NHi-CO«Cl (L. Gattermann,
Ann., 1888, 344. p. 30), melts at 50- C. and boils at 6i-62» C. In

the presence ot anhydrous aluminium chloride it reacts with aro-

matic hydrocarbons to form the amides of aromatic adds. IfHro-

urea, HiNCO-NH-NO», prepared by adding urea nitrate to wdU
cooled concentrated sulphuric acid (J. Thide and A. Lachmann.
Ann., 1805, 288, p. 281), is a crystalline powder, soluble in water,

and which decomposes on heating. It is a strong acid and i

stable towards oxidizing agents. Diasomethane converts it into th
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methyl deri'Pftdvcs oF iHdcymisjc kM, mnd ii}tn]D3de» NHiNCk
Amiditurf0, yr wmicarbiizideH Nfli'CO-NH'NHi, h best prtpartd

from hydviuiAt: «,LilphaLc And pata&&tijm cyiiiutc
(J.

Thiclc and O^

Stangc^ Ber., 1894, 2j^ p. 31), It may misa be obuined bj^ rsJucing

liitrourca in aod 5otyLii>n wiih ;Emc du&t. . It cryaialtizcs in pn^ms,
vhich mck at 96' C, and are ca&i!y soluble In water, tt reduces

Feb ling's iiolution ia the cold. It tiiicti with carbon yl compounds,
giving jfrtWflfiazjMKj, and Iti conscqueiKe h frequenily used for

ch.aractcrrifinK' s-uch wjbstanccs. Hydr^iy-ur^^^ NHrQO'SH-QH^
a produced from hydroxy lamine and cyanic Acid (W. F. Droiler

an5 R. StcLn, Ann.. iSeg* 1 50, p^ 2^}, or from ammgoiam hy(w>

chlorite and potaMium cyanatc (A. Hantzsch^ Ann.. ifl^Si 209,

p* 99)» h cryataliizea Ln needles, which melt at 1 28-1^0" d and is

dcCMOpOftcd on long heating. It U readily soluble m water and
veducei warm silver solutions^ Hypctitti'aus acid is. tormed by
Ufii^liig nitrous focneti into in methyl altohoSi solution.

. Alkyi KKOi are formed by the action of primary or second-

ary aminfts on iMicyanic acid or its csttrs^ COSH+ NHjR"
R NHCONHj: CONk + NHR,=NRrCO NHR: by the action of

carbony I chloride o n amin« : COCl,+2NH R, -CO fN ROif2HC 1

;

and in the hydrolysis of many urtidci- The tetra-alkyl dtrivativ'M

are liquids, the remainder bci^gtolida- Hydrolysis by alkalis

decompcrtea them into carbon dlojcldei aminea and ammonia. The
Bymmclrically aubitituEed ureas are jgenerally tasteless, while the

asymmetrical derivatives arc sweets For example, *ft'dimitthyl

urci i^ sweet, a^-dimethyt urta is tasteles*: ^phenetol carbamide
or dulcin, N Hi CO- NHCtHi-OCiHi* is sweet, while the di-p-phenetol

^^^bam idc , CO [NH ^C*H r OC,i l.)j, is ta ale ttsa.

The dcriva lives of urea containing oeid rudiclcs arc known as

uiridti. Those derived from monobasic acids, obtained by the

action of acid chloride* or anhydrides on urcai decompo^ on heating

and do not form saUt Those containing more than one acyl group
are fornied by the action of carbonyl chloride on add amides:

COCl,+2CH,CONH»-CO[NHCOCHi)i+3HCL
Acetyl urea, NK,CONHCOCHi, lormed by the action of acetic

anhydride on urea^ crjstaHiMs in needles which melt at J [3** C and,.

on hcatine^, ^tfoncly decompoiics into acetamlde and cyan uric a<:id.

Mtihyi acclyi mtea. CHjNH CO-NKCOCH,, is formed by the action

ol potash on a rnixture of bromine (l niolO and acetamidc U mol*.)

(A- W. V, Hofmann, Ber.. 18S1, 14, a ^7^51. or of mcthylamine on
acetylurethane (G* Young, JaUK Cksm. Soi.. 1898, 73, p. 3^j).

W>ien heated with water it is decomposed into carbon dioxide,

ammonia, methybmine and acetic acid. BrQmurai or n-brom-

isosaleryl urea, NKrCO'NfiCOCHBrCH(CHa),, haa been intro-

duced as an hypnotic; its action is mild^ and interfered with by ihc

presence of pain, cough or delirium. ...
The ureides of ojty-acida and dibasic adds form cbscd chain.

compounds (bcc AlJ-ANTOINT ALLOXAN^ HVP/tNTOIN; PURIK).

ParaifiiTiic acid (oxalvl jrca), CO[NHC0H, iJ formed by oxidizing

uric acid ;; or by condcnsififi oxalic acid and urea in the presence ol

Ehosphorus oxychloride* It crystallines in nc^Uei and is readily

ydrolysed by alkalis. It behaves aa a monobaiic acid and forms

unstabte salts. When heated with urea, it forms oxatyl diureidc,

HiNCOCONH CO NM'CO NHv DiniftkytpafabanK acid {cholcs^

terophane), COLlSfCHiCOk is formed by oxiiliting caffeine or by

fnechylating parabanic acid. It cryatallizes in nUteif which melt at

145 5*" Cm and is soluble in cold water. Hydrochloric acid at 200 C.

detrom ponies into ojtalic acid, carbon dioxide and methylaminc,

whikt an alcoholic Bolution of aciusiicalkali gives dimciby! urea and

ona!ic acid. BaTffitntic acid (malonyl urea), CHs[C0NH]CO'2Il:0,
formed by condensing malonic acip with urea (E, Crimaux, Bulir

Soc. Chrm.t v^7% %^, i4f>)- crystallizes in prisms, which decompose

on hcatinff. ft yields a nitrcrao derivative, is nitrated by nitric

*cid to difituric acid ^nd bromtnated by bromine. It is a dibasic

acid Vtioncil iq.^.') is diethyl malonyl urea. For iaotiarbit uric

acid see T* B. Johnson and E. V. McCoUum, Jmif. Biol^ Ch^m.,

H506, I, p, 437^ Tarironyi urea (dialuric acid), COlN'H-COjCH-OH,
formed by the reduction of alloxan (J* v. Liebig and F, Wtihlcr,

Ann., 1838, 76, p. 276)^ or of alloxan tin (A. Baeycr, Ann., 1863^

137, p. I J), cryatallires in needles or prisms and possesses a very

acid reaction. It becomes red on expCHsut^e. and in the moist

condiEion absorbs ox>-Ken from the air, giivin^ alloxantin. Ailo-

pkanic acid, NHrCONKCOjH^ is not known m the free state, aa

when liberated from its saiti, it is decom postal into urea and cartmji

dioftide. Its esters are formed by passing the vapours is c>'amc

add ijjto alcohols (W. Traube. Ber.. 1889, 21, p. 157?);

COXH^ N'HrCOjR-^NHiCO NHCaR;
by the action ol chlorcarbonic esters on urea (H. Schi[T, Ann., l^^,
2,ji, p, 3&7}; and by the action of urethanen on urea chloride (U
Gal term an n, Ber.. 1888, 2 1 , p. 295 R>. They arc readily decomposed

by alkalis, yielding cyanurir add and ammonia, Bii»r4!( (allophana-

niide). NHrCO NHCONHj, is formed by heating urea; by the

action of ammonia on alVophanic eater; and by heating urea to

140' C. and pa^stng r hlorine into the melt at 140^150* C. (J, Thicle,

Ann., 1808^ 30.\, p. 95 Anm.>- ft crystall i^es in needles which melt

at igo"* C. (with rWompoRiTinn). and i^ readily soluble in hot water.

When hi:atcd strong Lv it Is decom^Js-ed into ammonia and ryanuric

add. Baiyta water bydrolyics it to caibod dknude, ammonia s^nd

urea. With Bher nitrate and caustic soda it yields a silver sah.

Ag|C|HaNiCX. With nitric add in the presence of sulphuric add
it yields a nitro derivative.

Tkumre^j or fulphocarbamide, CS(NHOs» is fonned by pro-'

loDg^ed fuaioQ of ammonium thiocyanate (£. Reynolds, Ann^
1&69, 150, p. 234), by passing sulphuretted hydrofen into an
clhf^voi ftolulJon of cyanamide (E. Baumaim, Ber., 1873, 6,

P- '375). or by beating isopersulpho-cyanic add (F.D. Chatu-
way^ Jimr. Chcm. Soc., 1897, 71, p. 6x3). It crystallines i]\

Ihitk prutn& which melt at z8o* C. and is readily soluble in

water. When heated for some time with water to 140* C in a
sealed tube, it U transformed into ammonium thiocjranate, a
sioilLir result being obtained by heating the base aknx for

gome hours to 160-170* C. On heating alone for some hours to

i7o-iSo° C. Lt is converted into guanidine thiocyanate. It is

bydroLysed by alkalis, giving carbon dioxide, ammonia and
sulphuretted hydrogen. It is readily desulphurized by silver

oxide, mcmiric oxide or lead oxide. Potassium permanganate
OKJdkcs it to urea (R. Maly, Monais.f 1890, ix, p. 278). It acts

as Si weaJc. b^se and forms salts with one equivalent of an add.

The ilkyl derivatives of thiourea are obtained by the action of

ammonia and of primary and secondary amines on the mustaxd
oils {Pi. W. HofmAnn, ^er., 1867, I, p. 27):
CSN R + N Hi = NH,CS.NHR:CSNR+NH,R-R.NH<S.NHR,

or by heatinE; the amide salu of the alkyl diUiifxarbaminic adds,
viz., NKCb-SlNHtR). The roonoalkyl derivatives are desul-

phurized by lead hydroxide in the i>resence of sodium carbonate,
the afi dialkyi and triatlkyl derivatives being unaffected (A. £.
Dixon, Jour. CAem. Sec., 1893. 63, p. 335). The dialkyi tluoareas
when digested ^ith merciuic oxide and amines give guafudises.

CS( NHR)i+N HtR+He9->HgS+RN .-CCNHR)*.
Thiourea and many of its unsymmetrical derivatives have marked

physiological action; thiourea causes a slowing of the pube and
reap! ration, cardiac failure, and death in convulsions; pbea>H-,
ethyl- knd acetyl-thiourea are actively toxic The most important
denv'ative pharmacologicaUy is allyt-thiouiea, also known as
thio^namine or rhodaUifi. NHrCS*NH-CHrCHK:H».

Tkiosemiiarbozide, NHfCS-NH'NHt. prepared fmn hydraiiiie
sulphate, potassium carbonate and thiocyanate (N. Freund, Ber.,

1895, i%. p, Q4&; 1896, 29, p. 2501), crysuUiies in k>ag needles^

which melt at 181-183* C. The addition of sodium nitrite to aa
aoueous aolution of its hydrochloride converts it into amid(>>triax-

I. The hydrochloride with potasshmi cyaaate

gix-es hydratothio-carbonamide, NHrCO-NH'NH-CS-NH»
Medtcivt.^Unai has been given in medidne in doses of 10 to

60 gn. either in mixture or hypodermically. It has been used with
EutccN d& an antipoiodic .and antipyretic in ague, and also as a
diuretic in £0ut and kidney affections. Thiosinamine is given
internally in do»» of i to I gr. in capsule. Larger doses usually

opDct the dlgeMbn. It has been used lor the cure ol lupus and of

keloid, in whii^li case it is administered hypodermically. In lokid
30 minims of a 10^ solution is injected directly into the part. It

causes a local reaction with absorption of the scar tissue. For thk
rea^oniiisusedto remove corneal opadties, deafnessdue to t'

of the membrane, stricture of the oesophagus and hyper
the pylorus, it hat also been successful in the treatment of a
Caram^tritis. Ftbrolysin is a modified form of thiosinamine made
y mixing it ^ith sodium salicylate Fibrolynn b freely sobiMe

and may be gi^-en in hypodermic or intra-muscular injectioo. Like
thio&inamine it has a spedfic action on scar tissue and has bera
used in urethral strictures. Both these preparations should only
be used in cases where it is possible to exclude any tubercufeos
foci, or by their action ii. breaking down protective fibrous dssues
they may cau» a quieicent lesion to become active. In large

dosci toKic symptoms are produced, death following on cooia.

URETKAHE, NH^QiCftHt, the ethyl ester of carbamic add, is

synthcskjced from ammonia and chlorcarbonic ester or diethyl

carbonate; by prolonged boiling of urea with aloohd (A. W.
Hofmann, Bir.. 187 x, 4, P- a68); by the action of akxiboik

hydrochloric acid on cyanogen; by the action of alcohol on mrea

chlonde (L. Gattermann, i4f>fi., 1888, 244, p. 40); and by
warming alcoholic hydrochloric add with an alooholk aohition

pf potassium emanate (0. Folin, Amer. Ckem. Jour^ 1897, 19,

p, j4i). It orj'stallixes in large plates, readily soluble in water

and raelting at 49-50* C. When heated with ammonia to

1 So° C, it gives urea. Cold alcoholic potash decomposes it into

potassium cyonate and alcohol.

Nifros^-tirftha ne, NO-NH-COiC«Hs, formedby rednciiyaminoBtnm
luiro urethane with xinc dust and gladal acetic acm (J. Tluek,

sulphol S^
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Aim., 1895, 388. p. 304). crysullizet in needles which melt at
51-52* C. (with decomposition). It is decomposed by alkalis and
by adds:

CtH.N,0.-COi+C,H«OH+Nt (alkalis).

2C»H,N«Oi-2COi+CtHtOH+2Ni+HiO+CiH« (acids).

On oxidation it yields nitro-urethane. With a methj^l alcoholic
solution of potash it yields a yellow precipitate, which is probably
the potassium salt of nitrosocarbamicacid, NK*NO-CO|K. Nitro-

uretkane, NOs*NH*COtCsH», formed by dissolving urethane in

concentrated sulphuric acid and adding ethyl nitrate to the well-

cooled mixture (J. Thiele, ibid.)i crystallizes in plates which melt
at 64* C. and is soluble in water. It has a strongly acid reaction,

its Mlts, however, being neutral. Its silver aaft with methyl
iodide gives a methyl ether, which is readily split by ammonia
into methyl nitramine and methyl urethane (cf . A. P. Franchimont.
Ric. trap, chim., 1804, 13, p. 309). On reduction with zinc dust and
acetic acid it yiel(U hydrazine carboxylic ester. Phenyl urethena,

C«H»NH*COi(rtH», is formed by the action of cyanformic ester on
aniline at 100* C. ; by the action of absolute alcohol on benzoyl
azoimide CT. Curtius, Jour, prak. Chem,[2], 52, p. 214); and by the
action of bromine and sodium ethylate on benzamide (E. Jeffreys,

Amer, Chem. Jour.t 1890, 22, p. 41). It crystallizes in long needles
which melt at 51-52* C. and boil at 227-228* C. (with partial de-
composition). It is easily soluble in alcohol and when heated
in a sealed tube yields anuine and urea. With phosphorus penta-
sulphide it yields phenyl mustard oil.

Physiologically urethane has a rapid hypnotic action, producing
a calm sleep and having no depressant enect on the circulation.

It is much used as an anaesthetic for animals. Di-urethane,
NH(COiCtH»)«, and hedonal,NH,CO«CH(CH,)-(CiH7), are also nar.
cotics, the latter being, in addition, a powerful diuretic. Phenyl
urethane or euphorin has a physiological action more like that of
acetanilide ana phenacetin than of urethane. It depresses the
temperature and u an analgesic. It is of little value as an hypnotic

URF& HONORA !>*• Marquis de Valbromey, Comte de
ChXteaumeuy (1568-1625), French novelist and miscellaneous

writer, was bom at Marseilles on the xxth of February 1568, and
was educated at the College de Tsamon. A partisan of the

League, he was taken prisoner in 1595, and, though soon set at

liberty, he was again captured and imprisoned. During his

imprisonment he read Ronsard, Petrarch and above all the

Diana enamorada of Ckorge de Montemayorand Tasso's Aminta.

Here, too, he wrote the Epttra morales (1598). Honor6's

brother Anne, comte D'Urf6, had married in 1571 the beautiful

Diane de Ch&tcaumorand, but the marriage was annulled in

159& by Qement VIII. Anne D'Urf£ was ordained to the

priesthood in 1603, and died in 1621 dean of Montbrison.

Diane had a great fortune, and to avoid the alienation of the

money from the D'Urf6 family, Honor^ married her in x6oo.

This marriage also proved unhappy; D'Uxf6 spent most of his

time separated from his wife at the court of Savoy, where he

held the charge of chamberlain. The separation of goods

arranged later on may have been simply due to money em-
barrassments. It was in Savoy that he conceived the plan of

his novel AslrSe, the scene of which is laid on the banks of the

Lignon in his native province of Forez. It is a leisurely romance
in which the loves of C61adon and Astr^ are told at immense
length with many digressions. The recently discovered cir-

cumstances of the marriages of the brothers have disposed of

the idea that the romance is autobiographical in its main idea,

but acme of the episodes are said to be but slightly veiled

accounts of the adventures of Henry IV. The shepherds and
shepherdesses of the story are of the conventional type usual to

the pastoral, and they discourse of love with a casuistry and
elaborate delicacy that are by no means rustic The two first

parts of Aslrie appeared in 16x0, the third in x6x9, and in X637

the fourth part was edited and a fifth added by D'Urf6's secre-

tary Balthazar Baro. Astrte set the fashion temporarily in

the drama as in romance, and no tragedy was complete without

wire-drawn discussions on love in the manner of Celadon and
Astrfe. D'Urf£ also wrote two poems, La Ssreine (161 1) and
Sylvanire (1625). He died from injuries received by a fall from
his horse at ViUafranca on the xst of June 1625 during a cam-
paign against the Spaniards. The best edition of Astrte is that

of 1647 In 1908 a bust of D'Urf£ was erected at Virien (Aln),

where the greater part of A strie was written.

URGA (the Russian form of the Mongol Orgo- palace of a high

official), a dty of Mongolia, and the administrative centre of the

northern and eastern Kalka tribes, in 48^ 30^ N., 107* 30' E.,

on a tributary of the ToU river. It is the holy city of the

Mongols and the residence of the " Living Buddha," metro-
politan of the Kalka tribes, who ranks third in degree of

veneration among the dignitaries of the Lamaist Church. This
" resplendently divine Uma " resides in a sacred quarter on the
western side of the town, and acts as the spiritual colleague of

the Chinese amban, who controls all temporal matters, and who
is specially charged with the control of the frontier town of

Kiakhta and the trade conducted there with the Russians.

Hurae, as the Mongols call Urga (Chinese name, K'ulun),

stands on the high road from Peking to Kiakhta (Kiachta),

about 700 m. N.W. of Peking and 165 m. S* of Kiakhta. There
are three distinct quarters: the Kwen or monastery, the residence

of the " Living Buddha "; the Mongol dty proper (in which live

some 13,000 monks); and the Chinese town, two or three miles

from the Mongol quarter. Besides the monks the inhabitanU
number about 25,000. The Chinese town is the great trading

quarter. The houses in this part are more substantially built

than in the Mongol town, and the streets have a weU-to-do
appearance. The law whidi prohibits Chinamen from bringing

their wives and families into the place tends to check increase.

There is considerable trade between the Russians, Mongols and
Chinese, chiefly in cattle, camels, horses, sheep, piece-goods and
milk. Until tlie second half of the igth century bricks of tea

formed the only circulating medium for the retail trade at Urga,
but Chinese brass cash then began to pass current in the markets.

The trade of Urga is valued at over £x,ooo,ooo a year.

The temples in the Mongol quarter are numerous and imposing,

and in one is a gilt image of Maitreya Bodhisattva, 33 ft. in

height and weighing X25 tons. When in 1904, on the occasion

of the British estpedition to Tibet, the Dahu Lama withdrew from
Lhassa he went to Urga, where he remained until X908. During
his residence there the Dalai Lama would have no communica-
tion with the Urga Lama—described as a drunken profligate (see

The Chinese Empire, ed. M. Broomhall, London, 1907, p. 357).
The Chinese contempUte building a railway from Pelung to

Urga. The first section, to Kalgan, was completed in 1909 (see

China, § Communicalions).

URI, one of the cantons ol central Swit2erland, and one of

the'earliest members of the confederation. The name is prob-

ably connected with the same obscure root as Reuss and Ursem,
and is popularly derived from Urochs or Auerochs (wild bull),

a bull's head having been borne for ages as the amis of the

region. The total area of the canton is 4x5-3 sq. m., of which
x84-3 *u* reckoned as "productive" (forests covering 43-9

sq. m.), while of the rest 44*3 are occupied by gladers and 7I sq. m.
by the cantoiud share of the Lake of Lucerne. The highest sum-
mit in the canton is the Dammastock (xx,92o ft.), llie canton

is composed of the upper valley of the Reuss, a mountain torrent

that has cut for itself a deep bed, save in case of the basin of

Ursem, near its upper end, and the plain of Altdorf, just before

it forms the Lake of Luceme. Hence, save in these two cases,

the canton is made up of a wild Alpine valley, very picturesque

in point of scenery, but not offering much chance of cultivation.

Through nearly the whole of this savage glen rans the main line

of the St Gotthard railway (opened in x88a), the part (28} m.)

in the canton being that between Sisikon, on the Lake of

Lucerne, and (jfischenen, at the northern mouth of the great

tunnel (9! m.) through the Alps, and at the lower end of the

wild Schdllenen gorge that cuts it off froxn the basin of Ursem.

The most remarkable engineering feats are near Wasscn. There

is also an dectric tramway from Altdori to its port, FlQelen.

On the other hand, several magnificent carriage roads are within

the borders of the canton, leading to or over the mountain passes

that give access either to.Glarus (the Klausen Pass, 6404 ft.)^

or to Ticino (St Gotthard Pass, 6936 ft.), or to the Orisons

(Oberalp Pass, 6719 ft.), or to the Valais (Furka Pass, 7992 ^t.).

Owing fo the physical conformation of the canton, it was diflicult

for it to extend its rule save towards the south (see bdow),
but since very early days it has hdd the splendid pastures of

the Uroerboden, on the other sbpe of the Klausen Pass, as wd]
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as the Blacken Alp, at the head of the Engelberg valley, though
the northernmost slope of the St Gotthard Pass still belongs

to Tidno. In zqoo the population of the canton was only

19,700, of whom 18,685 were German-speaking, 947 Italian-

speaking (this number varied much during the construction

of the St Gotthard railway, mainly by Italian navvies), and
34 French-speaking, while 28,924 were Romanists, 773 Pro-

testants, and z a Jew. The capital is Altdorf {q,v.), indis-

solubly connected with the legend of William Tell (9.V.). The
only other important villages are Erstfeld (34x6 inhab.), a great

railway centre, where the mountain engines are put on, and
Silenen (1893 inhab.). The population is all but exdusivelj^

pastoral, natural causes limitlnjg much effort in the way of

agriculture, save near Altdorf. In the canton there are zo3

"alps" or mountain pastures, capable of supporting 10,354

cows, and of an estimated capital value of 5,771,000 fr. Till

Z814 Uri formed part of the diocese of Constance (s^ve Ursem,
which has always been in that of Coixe), while since that date

it is administered by the bishop of Coire, though legally in no
diocese. The inhabitants are very industrious and saving,

though not rich in worldly goods, as their land is so barren.

They are extremely conservative, and passionatdy attached

to their religion. Wooden sandals are still commonly worn in

the Alpine glens. Of recent years the canton has been much
visited by travellers, who have brought much money into it.

It forms a single administrative district, which comprises twenty

communes. The legislature of the canton is the time-honoured

primitive democratic assembly, called the Landsgemeihde, com-
posed of all male dtizens of 30 years of age, and meeting once

annually near Altdorf on the first Sunday in May. It has

retained many curious antique ceremonies and customs. It

elects the single member of the Federal St&nderatf as well

as the cantonal executive of seven members (holding office for

four years), two of whom are the highest officials, the Landam-
mann and his deputy. There is also a sort of standing com-
mittee, called the Landrail which is charged with the adminis-

tration and minor legislative matters. It is composed of

members elected for four years by a popular vote in the pro-

portion of one to every 400 (or fraction over 300) inhabitants,

though each commune, even if not attaining this standard of

population, is entitled to a member. The single member of

the Federal Natianalrat is dected by a popular vote. The
constitutional details, apart from the Landsgemeinde, are

settled by the cantonal constitution of 1888 (since revised

slightly).

Uri is first mentioned in 733 as the place of banishment

of £to, the abbot of Reichenau, by the duke of Alamannia.

In 853 it was given by Louis the German to the nunnery
(FrauenmUnster) af Zurich which he had just founded, and
of which his daughter, Hlldegard, was the first abbess. Hence
the "abbey folk" in Uri enjoyed, as such, the privilege of

exemption from all jurisdictions save that of the king's Vogt

or " steward of the manor " at Zurich, this Vogtei being cut

off from the country of the ZUrichgau. The rule of the abbess

was mild, so that the other inhabitants of Uri dther became
her tenants or obtained similar privileges. Little l}y little the

gathering together of all the inhabitants for the purpose of

regulating the customary cultivation of the land created a

corporate feeling and led to a sort of local government. On
the extinction of the Z&ringen dynasty (z 3 18),* the Vogtei

reverted to the king, who gave it to the Habsbuigs. But in

Z33Z King Henry bought Uri from them, and thus it became
again immediately dependent on the king, the purchase being

perhaps due to the rising importance of the route over the

St Gotthard Pass (first distinctly mentioned in Z336). As early

as Z343 Uri had a common seal, and in the confirmation of its

privileges (1:74) granted by Rudolf of Habsburg mention is

made of its " head-man " {Amnuin) and of the " commune "

(unherntas). Uri therefore was quite ready to take part,

with Schwyz and Unterwalden, in founding the " Everlasting

League " (germ of the later Swiss confederation) on the zst of

August_i39z, defending its liberty_in_the fightjofMorgarten

(Z3Z5) and renewing the League of the Three at BruBiien (1315).

Later it took part in the victory of Sempach (Z386). In 1403,
with the help of Obwalden, it won the Val Leventina bom the

duke of Milan, but it was lost in Z433, though in 1440 Uri alone

reconquered it and kept it (winning the bloody fight of Gionuoo
in Z478) till Z798. In 14x9, with Obwalden, Uri bought BeUis-
zona, but lost it at the battle of Arbedo (Z433), thoogh, with

Schwyz and Nidwalden, it won it back in 1500, keq;Hng it

also tlU Z798. In Z5Z3 Uri shared in the conquest of Lopuio,
&c., by the Confederates, her natural position foxdng Iver to

extend her rule towaztis the south, thou^ many attempts on
and temporary occupations of the Val d'Osaola (i4X^(5U)
ultiznatdy failed. In Z4Z0 a perpetual alliance was znade with

the vall^ of Uzaem or Val Onera, the latter being allowed

its own head-znan and assembly, and courts under those of Uri,

with which it was not fully incorporated till 1888. Ursem
originally belonged to the great Benedictine moziastery of

Disentis, at the head of the Vorder Rhizie valley, and was
most probably rolonisfd in the Z3th centuzy by a German-
speaking folk from the Upper Valais. At the Refonnatioo
Uri dung to the old faith, becoming a member of the " Christ-

liche Vereinigung" (Z539) and of the Golden League (Z586).

In Z798, on the formation of the Hdvetic republic, Uri be-

came jMit of the huge canton of the WaldstlUen and lost all

its Italian possessions. In September Z799 Suworoff and the

Russian army, having crossed the St Gotthard to Altdorf,

were forced by the French to pass by the gmMgimim Pus
into Schwyz, instead of sailing down the hJce to Luoeine. In

X803 Uri became an independent canton again, with Uisczn.

but without the Val Leventma. It tried hard to bring back

the old state of things in z8z4-z5, and opposed all attempts

at reform, joiziing the League of Samen in Z833 to maintafn

the pact of 18x5, opposing the proposed revision of the pact,

and being one of the members of the Sonderbund in 1845.

Despite defeat in the dvil war of 1847, Uri voted agaixist the

Federal constitution of X848, and by a crushing majority against

that of 1874.

AuTRORiTiBS.—J. J. Blumer, StaaiS' mid IteckUgadddde i.

sckweiM. Demokraiien (3 vols.. St Gall. 1850-1859). CtsdUckgsfnwU,
from 1843. Historisckes NeujakrsbUUt (published by the Cantoaal
Hist. SocO, Altdorf, from 1895. K. F. Lusier. Der KwUtm Vri (St
Gall, 1834). and CeschidUe dts Kant. Uri (Schwys, i86a) ; A. Lfitotf,

Sagat, Brducki, Legenden aus den F^f OrUn (Lucerne. 1863):
E. Motta, Dei personagfi ceUbri che varcarono il CeUardo net tampi
anttehi e modemi (BelGnzona, 1884); C. Nager. Die AlpwirisekmU
im Kant. Uri (Soleure, 1898): W. OcchsU, Die AnfAnte der jctem.
Eidgatossenschaft (ZQrich. 1891); R. von RedinE-uiberea. Der
Zug SuworoJTs dwck die SckweiM in 1J99 (Suns, 1895). H. Kyffel.

Die xcAweii. lAndigjOfuinden (ZQrich, 1903); F. V. Schaud. AX^
temeine Geschichte d Freistaats Un (a vols., Zug. 1781^-90):

J. Sowerby, The Forest Cantons of Swiioerlond fLondoo. 189a):
Uri. Land anufLeute (Altdorf, 1902) ;

'* Urkundenaus Uri, 1 196-xsoo."'
published by A. Denier in vols. 41-44 {1886^) ct the Gesekichl^remad
(as above) ; M. Wanner, Cesckickte d. Banes d. Coltkardbakn (Lucerne,
1885). See also Tblu (W. A. B. C.J

URIC ACID, CiH4N40i, in organic chemistry, an add
which is one of the penultimate products of the tissue waste

in the human body. While the bulk of the nitrogen of the

albuminoids passes off through the bladder as urea, a small

portion of it stops at the uric add stage Human urine

contains only a fraction of a per cent, of the add, diiefiy as

sodium salt; abundance of uric add is xziet with m the ex-

crement of serpents and hirds, with whom it is the prindpal

nitrogenous product of tissue waste. For its preparataon

guano is boiled repeatedly with a solution of borax in zto

parts of water The filtered solution is addified with hydro-

chloric add, when impure uric add separates out as a brown
predpitate, which is washed with cold water, it is then

dissolved in hot dilute caustic potash or soda, the solution

filtered, and the filtrate saturated with carbon dioxide An
almost insoluble urate is precipitated, which is filtered, washed

and decomposed by hot dilute hydrochloric add. Uric acid

separates as a white predpitate, which b filtered off, washed

and dried, to be repurified by a repetition of the alkah

process or otherwise._ Pure uric add forms a snow-white
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mlcro-crystaUine powder, devoid of smell or Uste, soluble in

1800 parts of boiling and in 14,000 parts of cold water, but in-

soluble in alcohol and in ether. For its detection in urine, the

urine is mixed with excess of hydrochloric add, and allowed

to stand, when the uric add separates out, generally coloured

reddish by impurities. The precipitate is dissolved in a few

drops of nitric acid and the solution cautiously evaporated to

dryness. The residue when exposed to ammonia gas assumes

the intense purple colour of murexide.

The acid, which was discovered by C. Scheele in 1776 in

urinary calculi, was afterwards investigated by Liebig and
Wdhler. The determination of its constitution, and its relation

to other vegetable and animal products, followed from the

researches of A. von Baeyer and £. Fischer (see Pukin).

URICONIUM (more correctly Viroeonium), a large Romano-
British country town, dicf-lieu of the Comovii, now Wroxcter

on the Severn, 5. m, £. of Shrewsbury: At first perhaps

(a.d. 45«55) a Roman legionary fortress, hdd by Legio

XIV. Gemina against the Welsh hill-tribes, its garrison was
soon removed and it became a flourishing town with stately

town hall, baths and other appurtenances of a thoroughly

dvilized and Romanized dty. It was larger and probably

richer than—for example—SUchester. The lines of its walls

can still be traced, enclosing an area of X70 acres, and parts

of the town hall and baths have been uncovered. Its originally

Celtic name seems to survive in the names of Wroxeter and
the neighbouring hill, Wrekin.

Sec Victoria History of Shropshire, L 315-56. (F. J. H.)

URIH AND THUHHIH, in the Bible. These descriptive

terms are applied to one of the methods of divination employed

by the ancient Hebrews, which, it is now generally agreed,

consisted in a spedes of sacred lot. Together with " dreams "

and the prophetic orade it formed the recognized channel by
which divine communications were given (cf. i Sam. xxviii. 6).

That some method of casting lots is denoted by the terms

is evident from z Sam. xiv. 41 f. The Hebrew text in this

passage, as emended by the LXX and in this form generally

accepted, runs as follows: " And Saul said: 'O Jehovah,

God of Israel, why dost Thou not answer Thy servant to-day?

If this fault be in me or in Jonathan my son, give Urim, and
if it be in Thy people Israel, give Thimimim.' And the lot

fell upon Saul and Jonathan, and the people escaped. And
Saul said: 'Cast (the lot) between me and Jonathan my
son, and on whomsoever Jehovah shall cause the lot to fall

let him die.' So they cast (the lot) between him and Jonathan
his son, and Jonathan was taken."

From this illuminating passage it is clear (a) that by means
of the Urim and Thummim the guilt or innocence of the

suspected parties was determined; {b) that this was effected

by a series of categorical questions implying the simple alterna-

tive of "yes" or "no," or something positive or negative.

A further inference (c) from a comparison of i Sam. xiv. 41 f.

with ver. 36 (Greek text) is that this method of casting the sacred

Jot was closely connected with divination by the ephod (^.v.),

and was the prerogative of the priests. This last point appears

explidtly in the " Blessing of Moses " (Deut. xxxiii.), where

the opening words of the Benediction on Levi run thus (text as

emended by Ball, following LXX; P^.B.A. 1896, xi8 f.):~
" Give to Levi Thy Thummim,
And Thy Urim to the man of Thy favour."

Similar modes of divination were practised, it would seem,

among the pre-Islamic Arabs. The following custom is cited

by Professor G. F. Moore,^ on the testimony of Moslem writers,

as having been in vogue: " Two arrow shafts (without heads
or feathers), on one of which was written ' Command,' on the

other 'Prohibition,' or words of similar purport, were placed

in a receptade, and according as one or the other of them was
drawn out it was known whether the proposed enterprise was
in accordance with the will of the god and destined to. succeed

or not " (cf. Prov xvL 33; Acts i. 26).

Regarding the form and material of the Urim and Thummim
* Eneyel, Biblica, W. (col. 5236). where further details are given.

no details are given in the Old Testament. They seem to
have fallen into desuetude at a comparativdy early period.
No mention is made of their use in the historical books after

the time of David and Solomon, though it is probable that
such use is implied in passages where the ephod is mentioned
ie.g. Hosea ili. 4)- In the post-exilic Priestly Code {U. the
bulk of the Levitical legislation of the Pentateuch), however,
the Urim and Thummim figure as part of the equipment of the
high priest (cf. Ex. xxviii. 30; Lev. viii. 8; Num. xxvii. 31).

Here it is stated that they are kept in a square pouch which is

worn upon the high priest's breast (" the breastplate of judg-
ment "), and atuched to the ephod. Thus the assodation of the
Urim and Thummim with the ephod, which appears in the oldest

narratives, is retained in the Priestly Code (P). It is doubtful,

however, whether P had any dear notion as to what exactly

the Urim and Thummim were. The priestly writer gives no
directions as to how they were to be made. They were retained
in his ideal legislation, apparently, because their use was already
invested with the mystery of a long-vanished past, and they
were regarded as having formed one of the most venerable
adjuncts of the priesthood. That this method of divination
was not in actual use after the Exile is shown by Neh. vii. 65
(Ezra ii. 63; z Esdras v. 40) where an important point
affecting the priestly families is reserved " till there stood up a
priest with Urim and Thummim." Later references (Ecclus.

xiv. xo; in Josephus and the Talmud) prove that no real tra<'

dition survived on the subject. The identification of them
with the jewels of the breastplate and on the shoulders of the
high priest (which apparently has the authority of Josephus)
is unwarranted; other andent guesses are equally baseless.

Nor has any satisfactory explanation of the names Urim and
Thummim been proposed. As vocalized in the Massoretic
Hebrew text the names » " Lights and perfection." But the
Greek transkitors read the former 'orim and connected it

with icrakf "decision"; it would thus«" doctrine "; so
Symmachus, d. z Esd. v. 40, where " a high priest wearing
Urim and Thummim " (R.V.) is given as " a high priest dothcd
in doctrine and truth " in A.V. Nor can the attempt of the
American teholar Muss-Amolt to explain them as cognate
with the Babylonian Tablets of Destiny be pronounced success-

ful. Perhaps the conjecture least open to objection is that
which regards the terms Urim and Thummim as the names
of two lots* (perhaps actually written on them) of opposite
import. In this ca&e the former of the two names might be
derived from the root 'araff "to curse"; the other from a
root meaning "to be without fault." The one would thus
signify " that a proposed action was satisfactory to God, the
other that it provoked His wrath " (Professor G. F. Moore).
But all such explanations are highly precarious.

BiBLlocaAPHY —For the older views, tee Spencer, De kg. Hebr.
rit. Diss. Vll.; and a useful summary by Plumptre in Smith's
Bib, Diet. For modem discussions, sec the articles " Urim and
Thuramim " in the Bible dictionaries: the relevant sections in the
treatises on archaeology: and W. Muss-Amolt, The Urim and
Thummim (reprinted from the American Journal of Semitic Lan-
luages, July 1900). (G. H. Bo.)

URINARY STSTBH. The urinary system in the fully

developed human being consists of (i) the kidneys, (a) the

ureters, (3) the urinary bladder, and (4) the urethra.

As the greater part of the male urethra is a generative as well as
a urinary canal, its description will be found m the artide on the
Reproductivb System.
The kidneys are two bean-shaped granular masses, firm in con-

sistence and reddish brown in colour, about 4} in. long, and placed
obliquely behind the otherabdominal viscera—one on each
side of the last thoracic and three upper lumbar vertebrae, •"••y*
Each is inpeifectly covered on its ventral surface by peritoneum and
is moulded to some extent by the viscera which press on it. Around
them there is usually a considerable amount of fat and areolar

.

tissue, by which, as well as by the peritoneum and by the presence of
the surrounding viscera, the kidneys are retainecf in their place.
In rare cases the kidney may slip from its usual place in the loins
to a lower position (movable kidney), and may even be movable

' The loto may have been small pd>bles, or small tablets of wood
or bone.
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in the abdominal cavity (floatiof kidney}7-« condition often
productive of •erious consequences. The kidney in the foetus

u lobulated, but the intervals betireea the lobes become
smoothed out in later yean of childhood. Each g^and is invested

Fig. I.—Vertical Section through the Kidney. A, branch of renal

artery: U, ureter, i, cortical substance with cortical pyramids,
and labyrinth substance of tortuous tubes; 7 and 3, medullary
pyramids of straieht tubules; 4, fatty masses around blood

'1 (5); 6, papilla; 7, pelvis.

Cj^nuU

Fig. a.—Diagrammatic Representation of the Structures
forming a Kidney Lobe.

'

In the middle part of the figure the course of one of the kidney
tubules is indicated, and in the lateral parts the disposition

of the larger arteries. A, cortex; B, intermediate zone;
C, papillary portion.

The diagram at the right-hand nde of the lower part of the figure

illustrates the connexions of the structures composing a Mai-
pighian corpuscle.

by a firm, closely adherent, fibrous capsule, under which is an
imperfect lamina of unstriped muscle. The inner and ventral
margin of each Iddn^ is concave, and into this kUum or concavity

the renal artery from the aorta passes. Here abo Hbtt renal vein
escapes and joins the vena cava inferior. The ureter or nteu-
nephric duct, always behind and below the Uood vessds, cmcfi^ts
here and passes downward to the bladder. When the lodnev is

longitudinally divided from hilum to outer edge, the cut mrtace
is seen to consist of two part*—an outer layer, tte cortex, and an
inner part, the medulla (fig. 1). The latter consists of a aeries>of

eight to sixteen pyramids, whose bases and sides are invested with
cortical matter, and whose apices or papillae project into the hilan,
where they are severally surrounded Sy membranous tubes (calkes).
which by their union make up the ureter. The part of tlie ureter
situated in the hilum is dilated, and is named the pelvis of the
kidney.

In minute structure the kidney is the most complex gjland in the
body. Each of the papillae consists of a large number of stra%ht
tube»—collecting tubules—which open by pores on its surface.

When these are traced into the pyramid, they are seen to divide
several times, their fine end-branches projecting in little tufu into

the cortical matter at the base of each pyramid. Here the branches
coming from the tube change in structure and become convoluted
in the cortex—the convoluted tubules. 'Next, each suddenly dms

becomes convoluted, ultimately ending by dilating into a flask-like

bulb called a Malpighian corpuscle. The renal artery, after brealdaf

Fig. 3.—^Vertical Section through Pdvis, showing urinary bladder

id rectum tfi situ, i, peritoneum; a, pubic
3, muscular coat of bladder; 5, mucous membrane folded acd
wrinkled; 6, opening of ureter; 8, prostate; 10, vena dorulis

penis; la, corpus spongiosum; 14, testis in its sac; 15, bulbo>

cavemosus muscle; 16, bulb; 17, sphincters of the aous;

22t anal opening; 30, coccyx; *, vesicula seminalia.

up into branches between the pyramids, ends in minute end-arteries

in the cortex. Each of these pierces into one of the flasks jnst

described, and there becomes branched, the branches being col-

lected into a little ball or glomerulus which nearly filb the fladL

From this an efferent vessel escapes, which, joining with its ne^b-
bouring vessels of the same land, maJces a dose network around the

convoluted tubes, ultimately ending in the renal vein. It is sop-

pG«ed that the different constituents of the urine are eliminated la

different parts of these tubes—some, especially the watery parts,

in the flask, and some, especially the more solid oonstitnems. is

the convoluted tubular apparatus. A peculiar form of giandoUr
epithelium lines the two convoluted areas of the tubes and the limb

of the loop nearer the straight or collecting tubes.

The ureter or duct of the ludney begins at the hilum and desctttd*

on the back wall of the abdominal cavity to open into the bladder.

It is usually about ia in. in length and as thick as a goose ^^/gm
quill. At Its termination it passes obliquely through the ^^^
coats of the bladder, so that when the Uadder b distended Zii^n-
the lumen of its end is closed. The urinofy bladder is a
membranous bag lying in the pdvic cavity duectly behind and abo>T

the dorud surface 01 the pubes. In the foetus and infant, ho«'-

ever. the bladder lies in tne abdomen, not in the pdvis. During

life It is seldom distended so as to hold more than about 10 ox^

but when the abdomen is opened it can be dilated to more than douUe
that size. When distended it rises and is applied cloeely agaiast the

back of the ventral abdominal wall. The bladder has a strotc

muscular investment of unstriped muscle ia aevcfal layers, whjck
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are innervated by branches from the sacral nerves. It has a peculiar

epithelial lining of several strata, the superficial cells of whkh are
cubical when Uie sac is collapsed, but become flattened and scale-

Uke when it is distended. At the bwer part of the bladder there is

a triangular space known as the trigone, the angles of which are
formed by the openings of the two ureters and the urethra. In
this space the mucous membrane is smooth and firmly bound to the
subjacent muscle; elsewhere it is thrown into numerous folds when
the bladder is empty. A muscular band called the torus uretericus

Ftem A. P. DbBoo, QumbgUiB'k To^JMI tiAwUtmy.

Fig. 4.—^The Bladder, Prostate aiid Seminal Vesicles, viewed from
• below. Taken from a subject in which the viscera were hardened

til xtte. The bladder contained but a small amount of fluid.

or Merder^s bar joins the orifices of the ureters. The female urethra
b only 1 1 in. in length and is comparable only with that part of the
male urethra which extends from the bladder to the opemngs of the
seminal ducts (fig. 3).

The excretory oiiq|ans of the embryo are developed as a series of
small tubes in the mtermediate cell mass (see fig. 5), the ventral
part of which projects to form the Wolffian ridge. Three sets of
these tubes appear in succession and occupy the whde length of the
body from the cervical to the lumbar region. The most anterior—
fwn^pkros or head kidney—it represented in man by only two or
three small tubules on each side which appear as ingrowths from
the neighbouring coelom (fig. 6, PraN.). From the study of com-
parative anatomy it is probable that these are mere vestiges.

Although the pronephros is rudimentary, the duct which in lower

WoidUn diKt

Fran A. F. Duno, Oinnimhim^ TtJt-B^^ tfAmUmy.

Fig. s.—Transverse Section through the Body of a Fowl Embryo,

types carries away its excretion is well developed. This is the
Wolffian duct, which appears in man before the pronephric tubes are
formed, and runs longitudinally back in each intermediate cell mass
to open into the cloaca (fi^. 6, W.D.). In certain parts of its

course it is at an eariy date in very dose rdation with the sldn on
the donal side of the intermediate cell mass, and many embryologists
hold that it is orieirudly ectodermal in origin, and has sunk into tl^
mesoderm secondarily. Others think that it. k primarily meso-
dermal but has gained secondary connexions with the ectoderm.
From a morphok)gical point of view, as will be explained in the com-
parative anatomy section, the former view seems the more likely.

When the pronephric tubules disappear, which they do at an
eariy stage of the embryo's development, the Wolfllian duct persists
and acts as the drain for another and much more important series
of tubules, which are formed in the intermediate cell mass behind
the r^ion of the pronephros, and make up the mesonephros or
middle kidney (fig. 6, M.N.). There b some doubt as to whether
these tubes are strictly homologous and in series with those of the
pronephros; but they are certainly of later development.

By about the sixth week of intra-uterine life these tubules reach
their maximum development and form the Widfian body, which
projects into the coelom as the now very defimte Wolffian ridge
and acts as the functional excretory organ of the embryo (see
fig* 7)« When the permanent kidney is formed this organ degener-
ates and its ultimate fate is discussed in the article on the Repro-
ductive System.
The metanephros or hind kidney benns as a diverticulum from

the dorsal side of the Wolffian duct dose to its opening into the

Fig. 6.—Diagram of the Formation
Apparatus. The first figure is the
the male and the third the U
Suppressed parts are dotted.
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cloaca (see fig. 6,

intra uterine life.

Mt.N.)^this occurs about the fourth week of
and the diverticulum grows forward (cephalad).

dorsal to the hind end of the Wolffian bodv. In doing this it forms
a duct—the metanepkrie dud or ureter—the cephalic end of which
enlarges and divides to form the calices of the kidney. From the
calices numerous smaller ducts grow into the mesoderm of the hind
(caudal) end of the intermediate cdl mass and become the collecting

Fkoa A. F. Dboo, QumbgUfflli Tut-Bttk tfAmtamy

Fig. 7.—Transverse Section through the Body of a Rat Embryo.
The position where the germinal epithelium anaes is indicated at a,

tubes of the kidney. While this is gdng on another set of tubules,'

probably in series with the mesonephric tubules, devdop inde-

pendently in the intermediate cell mass and so form all the rest of

the tubular system of the kidney. Toward these tubules, at one
point, branches from the aorta push thdr way and invaginate each
tube, thus forming the Malpighian corpuscles.

By the dghth week the kidney is definitdy formed and takes
over the excretory work of the mesonephros, which now atrophies;
its surface is distinctly lobulated, a condition which persists until
afterbirth.
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At firat, as hat been itated, the ureten open into the Wolffian

ducts, but later on each sains a separate opening into the cloaca,
and eventually these shift in a ventral direction until they reach
their permanent connexion with the allantoic bladder.
The bladder is developed from that part of the cloaca from which

the allantois has grown out, and also from that part of the allantois

which is nearest the Cloaca. At first it is a tubular structure, but
after the second month becomes more pyriform, the stalk of the pear
corresponding to the fibrous urachus which reaches the umbilicus.
Most of that part of the tubular allantois which lies between the per-

manent opemngs of the ureters and the Wolffian ducts becomes the
urinary nnus and does not dilate in the same way that the permanent
bladder does. This, in the female, forms the whole of the urethra,

and in the male the upper part ojf the prostatic urethra. Behind
(caudad) the urinary sanus b the urogenital sinus, which is treated
of in the article on the Rbproductivb System.
The Mulkriau ducts (fig. 6, M.D.) are formed after the Wolffian

ducts are fully developed. A ridge appears in the intermediate
cell mass ventral to the Wolffian duct, and mto the anterior (cephalic)

end of this a tubular process of the coelom forces its way back-
ward (caudad). Before reaching the cloaca the two Mallerian
ducts coalesce and open between the orifices of the two Wolffian
ducts. These ducts, as is shown in the article on the Rbpro-
ductivb Systbm, form the oviducts, uterus and at least part of
the vagina.

For further details and literature see Quain's Anatomy, yo\. t.

(Longmans, GreenA C^o., Londpn, 1908) : J. M'Munich, Tkt Vevdop-
luent of Ike Human Body (Rebman, London, 1906), and A. Keith,
Human Embryoloiy and Morphology (Arnold, London).

Comparatm Anatomy,

In the Acrania (Amphioxus) the nephridial tubules are segment-
ally arranged and are only found in the pharyngeal rwion; each
<^ns into the coelom by several ciliated funnels called nephrostomes.
and also into the atrium, which is practically the exterior of the
animal, by an opening called the nephridrapore. There is reason

to believe that we have here a pronephros of a very primitive type
and arranged on the same plan, in many respects, as the simple
nephrklia of such lowly forms as the earthworm. There is nothmg
to mdkate that a mesonephros is preient,norarethereany Malpighian
corpuscles or longitudinsil ducts.

Among the Cyclostomata (lampreys and hags) the pronephros
penuts throughout life in Bdellostoma and probably m the hag
(Myxine), but a Wolffian (archinephric) duct has been evolved so
that the tubules no longer open on the surface by nephridiopores.

It has been surmised that in a transitional type the tubules opened
into a groove on each side of the surface of the animal and that the
edges of this, coming together, formed a duct. At any rate the
superficial openings of the primitive nephridia make it probable
that the Wolffian duct was oricinally of ectodermal origin. A
mesonephros has now appeared behind (caudad) the pronephros,
though it b not certain wnether its tubules (mesonephndia) are in

series with those of the pronephros or whether they are structures

on a more dorsal plane; but they certainly open into the Wolffian

duct, which also drains the pronephros, and so thb duct b func-

tionally simply a ureter and has nothing to do with the sexual

glands. No Mallerian duct has yet been evolved.
In the Teleoscomi (bony and ganoid fish) the pronephros b usually

aborted in the adult and the mesonephros b the functional kidney.
As the genital glands have ^wcial oielomic relations the Wolffian

duct b still merely a ureter, and in the Teleostei at least there b
no true Mttllerian duct.

In the Elasmobranchii (sharks and rays) the pronephros b more
completely and more eariy aborted than in the last subclass, and
the mesonephros b divided into an anterior or genital part, whkh
receives the vasa cfferentia in the male from the testis and thus is

the first appearance phyloeenetically of an epididymb and a posterior

or renal part. The Wolraan duct therefore acts both as a vas
deferens tor the sperm and a ureter for the urine, though in the
female it b merely a ureter. In the hindmost part of the mesone-
phros there are separate ducts which are called ureters and open
into the lower part of the Wolffian duct in the same way that the
metanephric ducts of the Amniota do; it is, however, very doubtful
whether they are really homologous with these ducts. The M allerian

duct (see Rbproductivb System) b present in elasmobranchs and
according to modem views arises as a backgrowth from the coelom
as in the Amniota.
The Dipnoi or mudfish are remarkable for having a doacal

caecum which probably functions as an urinary bladder. It is

situated on the dorsal wall of the cloaca and is not homologous with
the allantoic bladder of higher forms. A good deal of the kidney
(mesonephros) as it appears to the naked eye b composed of lymphoid

In the Amphibia the snake-like forms (Gymnophiona) show a
very primitive arrangement of the kidney tubules, each having
its nephrostome, Maipighbn capsule and short convoluted part
leading to the Wolffian duct iriuch acts both as ureter and vas
deferens.

In the adult Anun (frpga and toads) the nephrostomes k>se their

connexion with the nephridia and communicate with the naaH
veins. In the amphibians a true allantoic bladder first appears
as a diverticulum irom the ventral wall of the cloaca; in difieftiit

forms it mav be single, bilobed or even double.
In Reptiua the hind kidney or metanephros b devrioped aad

takes over all the excretory work; it b usually tobniatcd, its

nephridia are never provided with nephrostomes and iu duct (the

ureter) opens into the Wolffian duct or vas deferens before reaching
the cloaca. The allantoic bladder b present in the Laoertilia

(liaards) and Chelonia (turtles), but b absent in othen. Birds
resemble reptiles very closely in their urinary system eaBOR>t that
there b never any bladder and that the ureters and vasa deferentia
open independently into the cbaca.

In the Mammalia the bean shape of the kidney b fairly diaiacter-
istic In foeul life the organ b always lobulated, and this sometimes
persists throughout adult life as in the ox. bear, seal and whale.
More often the lobulation disappeauv on the surface and b only
imperfectly represented, on making a section, by the pyramids:
even these in some cases fuse so closely that their apices appear as
a single papilla. Thb b the case in many monkeys, camivQres aad
rodents.

In the Monotremata (Omithoriiynchus and Echidna) there b
an allantoic bladder, but the ureters open into the cloaca as they do
in birds. In all other mammab they have naacfaed the bladder
and open into it by valvular orifices.

On comparing the embryology (ontogeny) of the urinary systea
with its comparative anatomy (phylo^ny) the harmony 01 the two
from a broad point of view b very striking.

For further deuib see Parker and HasweU, Text-Book of Zodoa
(Macmillan, London, 1897); Wiedersheim's Comporotioe Aunt, of
Vrrfrfrfoief, translated byW. N. Parker (London, 1907); Gegenbaor,
Ver^ouk. Anat, der WirbeUiere (Leipzig, 1901).

URMIA (the name as written by the Fenians u UriMUk aad
Urmiek\ the inhabitants of the place say C/mis), a town in the

province of Azerbaijan in Persia, situated at an devalion of

4400 ft., in an extremely fertile and highly cultivated plain,

78 m. S.W. of Tabriz (120 by road), 11 to xi m. from the western

shore of the lake of the same name, in 37° 34' N. and 45* 4' E.

It is surroimded by a wall and deep dry ditch that can be flooded,

and b endrcled by orchards and gardens which .extend all zound
for miles and even penetrate the heart of the town. The
streets are broader than b usual in Peisian cities, and naost of

them have a stream of water running down the middle. There
are a busy bazaar and some old mosqties. The population is

about 35,000, and there are post and telegraph offices. The
only building of importance b the ark, or citadel, a valkd
building in the centre of the town containing an arsenal and
barracks for a small garrison. Urmia has for many years been
the headquarters of various missions to the Nestorians of the

neighbourhood: an American mission (since 1835) lepi teeming
the " Board of the Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian church
of the United States of America"; the French T.aTafius

(smce X840); British, "The Anglican Mission" founded by
Archbishop Benson (1884), and a Riissian mission (Orthodox;

since 1902). Urmia b the capital of a fertile district 50 m.
long and about 20 m. broad, having the same name and coo^

taining more than 300 flourishing villages. It ezpofts great

quantities of dried fruit and excellent tntun, tobacco for chibnks,

or Turkish pipes.

URMIA, LAKE OF (also spelt Uidmxab), a lake in north-

western Persia, between 37* 10' and 38* 20' N. and between
45" xo' and 46** £.^ which takes its name (Pers. Deryackek i Urwfia^

Turk. L^rmt ^^0 from the town of Urmia, situated near its wcslem
shore, but b also known as the Deryacheh i Shahi and Shaht gfiL

The limits of the lake vary much, the length, N.-S-. from So to

90 m., the width, E.-W., from 30 to 45i being greater in the

season of high water—in spring when the snows melt—^and

considerably less in the season of low water. A rise of the level

by only a few inches extends the shore of the lake for miles

inland, and it may be estimated that the surface covered by
the lake during high water is half as much again as that during

low water. The Shahi peninsula, which juts out into the lake

from the eastern bank, b an island during the season of hi^
water and also sometimes after heavy autumnal rains, separated

from the mainland by several miles of shallow water. The
mean depth of the lake is 1 5 to x6 ft., and its greatest depth

probably docs not exceed 50 ft. The lake has in recent yean
exhibited exUaordinaiy changes of levd, and it is not certain
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whether some oocasional extraordinary rises of level were due
to a movement of the earth's crust or merely to an increase of

rainfall as compared with evaporation. GOnther calculated

that the lake covered 1795 sq. m., but he did not state whether
during high or low water. De Morgan gives 4000 and 6000
sq. kilometres (1544 and 23x7 sq. m.) for low and high water
respectively. In the southern half of the lake is a cluster of

about fifty rocky islands composed of Miocene strata with
marine shells, echinoderms and corals, much rcsembUng the
beds of the Vienna basin. The largest of these islands, Koyun
daghi, i.e. " Sheep-mountain," is 3 to 4 m. long and has a spring

of s':veet water near which a few people settle occasionally for

looking after herds of goats and sheep taken there for grazing.

All the islands are uninliabited and some are mere bare rocks

of little extent. Although fed by many rivers and streams of

sweet water the lake is very saline and its water is about three-

fifths as salt as the water of the Dead Sea—far too salt to

permit the existence of fish life. The specific gravity of the

water is X'lss during low water and 1-113 during high water.

The principal salts contained in solution are sodium chloride,

bromide and iodide and sulphates of magnesia, soda and iron.

The only organisms living in the lake are a species of artemia,

a crustacean known from other brine lakes in Europe and
North America, the larva of a species of dipterous insect, probably
allied to ephydia, and green vegetable masses composed of

bacterial zoogloeae covered with c species of diatom. The
rivers which flow into the lake drain an area of nearly 20,000

sq. m.; chub and roach are found in all of them, silurus in

some. The lake is navigated by a few round-bottomed boats
with round bows and flat stems, each of about ao tons burden
and carrying an enormous square sail.

Strabo (xi. c. I3i 2) mentions the lake with the name Spauta, a
clerical error for Kapauta, from Pets. Kapaut, New Pcrs. Kebud,
meaning " blue." Old Armenian writers have Kapoit-dzov, " the
blue fca." In the Zendaoesta and Bundahisk it is called '* Chae-
chasta," and Flrdousi in his Shaknawtah (nth century) has
" Chichast."

See J. de Morgan. Mission scientifioue en Perst (1894) ;'R. T.
GOnther, "Lake Urmi and iu Neighbourhood," Ceogr, Joum.
(November 1899). (A. H.-Sw)

URN (LaL sima, either from root of were, to bom, being

made of burnt clay, or connected with urceus, Gr. tfix^ jar),

a vessel or vase, particularly one with an oviform body and a
foot. The Roman term urna was used primarily of a jar for

carrying or drawing water, but was also specifically applied

to the vessel in which the voting-tablets (tabellae) and lots

isartes) were cast, whence its figurative use for the urn of fate

from which are drawn the varying lots of man's destiny. The
ashes of the cremated dead were deposited in cinerary urns, a
custom perpetuated by the marble or other urns placed upon
funeral monuments. The Roman urna was also a liquid

measure containing half an ampkorOf or about 3} gallons.

Modem usage has given the name to large silver or copper

vessels containing tea or coffee with a tap for drawing off the

liquids and heated either by a spirit lamp or, as in the older

forms, by the insertion of a hot iron in a special receptacle

placed in the body of the vessel.

UROTROPIN (hexamethylenetetramine), known also in the

United States under the name Uritone^ a medicinal preparation

due to the action of ammonia on formaldehyde. It consists of

colourless granular crystals freely soluble in water and having

an alkaline reaction. Urotropin is among the most powerful

of urinary antiseptics. It was formerly thought that its action

was due to the setting free of formaldehyde in the urine, but it is

now known by the researches of P. Cammidge that this is not so.

It is used to render the urine acid in cases where it is alkaline,

loaded with phosphates or purulent, and is th<is useful in cases

of cystitis. It is slightly diuretic Experimentally it has been

shown to have a solvent action on uric acid, but its action in this

direction in the body requires confirmation. Urotropin is very

valuable in sterilizing the urino of patients who have suffered

from typhoid fever and thus preventing the spread of the

disease by what are known as " typhoid carriers." Analogous

preparations are cysUmine, helmitol and hetralin. Chinotropic
is urotropin quinate, and borovertin is urotropin triborate.

URQUHART. DAVID (1805-1877), British diplomatist and
publicist, bom at Braclangwell, Cromarty. He came of a
good Scottish family and was educated in France, Switzerland
and Spain, and then at St John's College, Oxford. In 1827
he went under Lord Cochrane (Dundonald) to fight for the
Greeks in the War of Independence; he was present at the
action of the 28th of September when Captain Hastings
destroyed the Turkish squadron in the Bay of Salona, and as
lieutenant of the frigate " Hellas " he was severely wounded
in the attack on Scio.. In November 1828 he left the Greek
service. In 1830 he privately examined the new Greek frontier

as determined by the protocol of March 22, 1829, and the value
of his reports to the government led to his being named British

commissioner to accompany Prince Leopold of Coburg to

Greece, but the appointment fell to the ground with that
prince's refusal of the Greek throne. His knowledge of the
local conditions, however, led to his being appointed in November
1831 attach6 to Sir Stratford Canning (Lord Stratford de Red-
cliffe, q.v,)t ambassador extraordinary to the sultan, for the
purpose of finally dcliminating the frontiers of Turkey and
Greece. On his return to England he published in 1833 Turkey
attd Us Resources, a violent denunciation of Russia. In 1833
he was sent on a secret mission to Turkey to inquire into pos-

sible openings for British trade, and at Constantinople he gained
the complete confidence of the Turkish government. The
situation, however, was a delicate one, and Urquhart's out-
spoken advocacy of British intervention on behalf of the
sultan against Mehemet Ali, the.policy of Stratford Canning,
made him a danger to international peace; he was conse-
quently recalled by Palmerston. At this time appeared liis

pampUet Eng^nd, France, Russid and Turkey, the violent

anti-Russian character of which brought him into conflict

with Richard Cobden. In 1835 he was appointed secretary

of embassy at Constantinople, but an unfortunate, attempt
to counteract Russian aggressive designs in Circassia, which
threatened to lead to an international crisis, again led to his

recall in 1837. In 1835, before leaving for the East, he founded
a periodical called the Portfolio, and in the first issue printed

a series of Russian state papers, which made a profoimd im-
pression. From 1847 to 1852 he sat in parliament as member
fbr Stafford, and carried on a vigorous crusade against Lord
Palmerston's foreign policy. The- action of England in the

Crimean War provoked indignant protests from Urquhart, who
contended that Turkey was in a position to fi^t her own
battles without the assistance of other Powers. To attack the

government, he organized " foreign affairs committees " which
became known as " Urquhartite," throughout the country,
and in 1855 founded the Free Press (in x866 renamed the

Diplomalic Renew), which numbered among its contributors

the socialist Karl Marx. In x86o he published his book on
Tke Lebanon, From 1864 until his death Urquhart's health

compelled him to live on the continent, where he devoted his

energies to promoting the study of international law. He died

on the x6th of May X877. Hiswife (Harriet Chichester Fortescue),
by whom he had two sons and two daughters, and who died in

X889, wrote numerous articles in the Diplomatic Reoiew over
the signature of " Caritas."

To Urquhart is due the introduction into Great Britain of

hot-air Turkish baths. He advocated their use in his book
called Pillars of Hercules (1850), which attracted the attention

of the Irish physician Dr Richuxi Baxter (1802-X870), and the

latter introduced them in his system of hydropathy at Blarney,

Co. Cork. The Turkish baths in Jermyn Street, London, were
built under Urquhart's direction.

URQUHART, or Urcsasd, SIR THOMAS (x6xx-x666);

Scottish author and translator of Rabelais, was the son of Sir

Thomas Urquhart of Cromarty, the rcpri»entative of a very
ancient family, and of Christian, daughter of the fourth Lord
Elphinstone. Sir Thomas was hard pressed by his creditors,

and after part of the family esute had been alienated received
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a *' letter of protection " from his creditors from Charles I. in

1637. In the same year, his son Thomas and a younger one were
accused of forcibly detaining their father in an upper room, but
the matter was settled without further proceedings. Thomas
was educated at King's College, Aberdeen, spending his spare

time in the pursuit of physical science. On leaving the univer-

sity he travelled over Europe, succeeded to his embarrassed
inheritance, and got together a remarkable library, which,

however, fell into the hands of his creditors. All his later life

was disturbed by pecuniary and political difficulties. He was an
enthusiastic Royalist; and, so far as religious matters went, his

principles may be judged from his favourite signature, " C. P.,"

for Christianus Presbyteromastix. He took part in the " Trot
of Turriff" in 1639, and was rewarded by being knighted on
7th April 1641 by the king's own hand at Whitehall. He took
occasion by this visit to London to see through the press his first

work, a collection of Epigrams of no great merit. Four years

later, in 1645, he produced a tract called TrissoUtraSy a treatise

on logarithms, adjusted to a kind of memoria technica, Uke that

of the scholastic loipc. In 1649 he was proclaimed a rebel and
traitor at the Cross of Edinburgh for taking part in the abortive

rising at Inverness on behalf of Charles II. in that year; but
no active proceedings were taken against him. He took part

in the march to Worcester, and was there wounded and taken
prisoner. His MSS. were destroyed after the battle, with the

exception of a few pages of the preface to.his Universal Language.

Urquhart was imprisoned in the Tower and at Windsor, but
was released by Cromwell's orders in 1651. He published in

rapid succession during 1652 and 1653 three tracts with quaint

titles and quainter contents. Ilavroxpoi'oxayor is an amazing
genealogy of the house of Urquhart up to Adam, with the names
extemporized for the earlier ages in a kind of gibberish. 'Exrav-

^oXovpoV is supposed to be a treatise on the virtues of a jewel

found in the streets of Worcester. The jewel is the recovered

sheets of his manuscript. The defence of his system for m
universal language was supplemented by a eulogy of the

Scottish character, as shown in the Admirable Crichton and
others. Finally, in Logopattdecteision he again handled the

subject of a universal language. The Translation of Rabelais

(Books I. and II.), which Urquhart produced in 1653, is of the

highest value as literature, and, by general testimony, one of

the great masterpieces, of translation. Though by no means a
close rendering, it reproduces the spirit of the original with
remarkable felicity. The translation was reprinted in 1664;

andin 1693 thatof the Third Book wasadded. Next to nothingis

known of Urquhart after 1553; it is said that he sought refuge,

like other cavaliers, on the continent, and died (1660) of a fit

of laughing, brought on by joy at hearing of the Restoration.

His original Worksi with such scanty particulars of his life as are
known, and with reproductions of two original and curious frontis-

pieces, which represent him as a handsome and dandified wearer of
full cavalier costume, were published by the Maitland Club (1834).
See also Sir Thomas Uraukart of Cromartie, by John WiUcock (1899).
and the articles in the New Review (July 1897) and DicL Nat. Biot.

The Rabelais has been frequently reprinted; Peter Motteuxs
translation of the whole appeared in I708, and Occirs in 1737, each
incorporating Urquhart's portions. Theodore Martin in i83r
Henry Morley in 1883, published editions of Urquhart's text.

' URSA MAJOR {** Tbe Gkeat Beas ")i in astronomy, a con-

stellation of the northern hemisphere, supposed to be referred

to in th^ Old TesUment (Job ix. 9, xxxviii. 23), mentioned by
Homer, 'Apxrot 6\ Up koI A/Mi^av ivUXriouf KoKioprai {II. 18. 487),

Eudoxus (4th century B.C.) and Aratqs (3rd century B.C.).

The Greeks identified this constellation with the nymph Callisto

(f.p.), placed in the heavens by Zeus in the form of a bear

together with her son Areas as " bear-warder," or Arcturus (q.v.) ;

they named it Arctos, the she-bear, Helice, from its turning

round the pole-star. The Romans knew the constellation as

Arctos or Ursa; the Arabians termed the quadrilateral, formed

by the four stats a, /9, 7, 8, Na'shf a bier, whence it is sometimes
known as Peretrum majus. The Arabic name should probably

be identified with the Hebrew name ^Ash and *Ayish in the

book of Job (see G. Schiaparelli, Astronomy in the Old Testament,

1905). Ptolemy caUlogued 8 stars, Tycho 7 and Hevelius it.

Of these, the seven brightest (a of the ist magnitude, ^, t, c, f, %
of the 2nd magnitude, and 5 of the 3rd magnitude) constitute

one of the most characteristic figures in the northern sky;
they have received various names—Septentriones, the wagon,
plough, dipper and Charles's wain (a corruption of "churl's
wain," or peasant's cart). With the Hindus these seven stan
represented the seven Rishis. a and fi are called the " pointers,'*

since they are colllnear with, or point to, the pole-star. ( I/rs«e

majoris is a beautiful binary star, its components having magni-
tudes 4 and 5; this star was one of the first to be recognized as
a binary— i.e, having two components revolving about their

common centre of gravity—and the first to have its orbit

calculated, f Ursae majoris is perhaps the best known double

star in the northern hemisphere, the larger component is itsdi

a spectroscopic double, lite nebula M. 97 Ursae majoris is

of the planetary type; the earl of Rosse observed two spiral

condensations turning in opposite directions,—hence its name,—
the " Owl nebula."

URSA MINOR (" The Little Beak ")» in astronomy, a
constellation of the northern hemisphere, mentioned by
Thfliles (7th century B.C.) and by Eudoxus and Aratus. By the

Greeks it was sometimes named Cynoswa (Gr. «v*6t, dog's;

oCpd, tail), alleging this to be one of the dogs of Callisto, who
became Ursa jnajor. The Phoenicians named it Fhoenice, or

the Phoem'cian constellation, possibly in allusion to the fact

that the brightest star is a Ursae minoris or the pole-star,

which being situated very close to the north pole is of incakuK
able service to navigators. Ptolemy catalogued 8 stars, Tycho
Brahe 7 and Hevelius 12. a Ursae minoris, more generally

known as the pole-star or Polaris^ a star of the 2nd magnitude,
describes a dicie of 2** 25' <laily about the north pole; it has a

9th-magnitude companion, and is also a spectroscopic binary.

URSINS. MARIE ANNE DE LA TRiMOILLE. Fukcxss des

(1642-17 2 3), lady of the Spanish court, was the dau^ter of the

duke of Noirmontier and his wife Ren£e Julie Aubri. She vts
bom in 1642, and was married young to Adricn Blaise de
Talleyrand, Prince, de Xhalais. Her husband, having been

concerned in the duel of four against four, in which the duke
of Beauvilliers was killed in 1663, was compelled to fly the

country. He died soon afterwards in Spain, and his widow
established herself in Rome. In 1675 she married Flavio

Orsini, duke of Bracciano. The marriage was far from har-

monious, but her husband left her his fortune. It brougjit her

a series of lawsuits and troubles with Livio Odescalchi, who
claimed that he had been adopted by the duke. At last the

widow sold the title and estates to OdescalchL She then

assumed the title of Princess des Ursins, a corruption of Orsni,

and was tacitly allowed to use it, though it had op legal exst-

ence. The Princess des Ursins had indulged in a great deal of

unofficial diplomacy at Rome, more particularly with Nea-
politans and Spaniards of rank, whom it was dc^rable to secure

as French partisans in view of the approaching death of Charles

II. of Spain, and the plans of Louis XIV. for placing his family

on the Spanish throne. Her services were rewarded in 1699 by
a- pension which her spendthrift habits made necessary -to her.

When Philip, duke of Anjou, grandson of the French king, w»
declared heir by the will of Charies II., the princess took an
active part in arranging his marriage with a daughter of the

duke of Savoy. Her ambition was to secure the post d
Camarera Mayofp or chief of the housdiold to the young quern,

a mere child of twelve. By quiet diplomacy, and tbe help of

Madame de Maintenon, she succeeded, and in 1701 she aooam-
panied the young queen to Spain. Till 1714 she was the most
powerful person in the country. Her functions about tbe king

and queen were almost those of a nuise. Her letters show that

she had to put them to bed at night, and get them up in (be

morning. She gives a most amusing description -oi her em-
barrassments when she had to enter the royal bedroom, laden

with articles of clothing and furniture. But if the Comarfra
Mayor did the work of a domestic servant, it was for a serious

political purpose. She was expected to look after French
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interests in the palace, and to manage the Spanish nobles, roany

of whom were of the Austrian party, and who were generally

opposed to foreign ways, or to interferences with the absurdly

elaborate etiquette of the Spanish court. Madame des Ursins

was resolved not to be a mere agent of Versailles. During the

first period of her tenure of office she was in frequent conflict

with the French ambassadors, who claimed the right of sitting

in the council and of directing the government. Madame des

Ursins wisely held that the young king should rely as much as

possible on his Spanish subjects. In 1704 her enemies at the

French court secured her recall. But she still had the support

of Madame de Maintenon, and her own tact enabled her to

placate Louis XIV. In 1705 she returned to Spain, with a free

hand, and with what was practically the power to name her own
ministry. During the worst times of the war of the Spanish

Succession she was the real head of the Bourbon party, and was
well aided by the spirited young queien of Philip V. She did

not hesitate to quarrel even with such powerful personages as

the Cardinal Archbishop of Toledo, Portocarrero, when they

proved hostile, but she was so far from offending the pride of

the nation,, that when in x 709 Louis the XIV., severely pressed by
the allies, threatened, or pretended, to desert the cause of his

grandson, she dismissed all Frenchmen from the- court and
threw the king on the support of the Castilians. Her Influence

on the sovereigns was so strong that it would probably have

lasted all through her life, but for the death of the queen.

Madame des Ursins confesses in her voluminous correspondence

that she made herself a burden to the- king in her anxiety to

exclude him from all other influence. She certainly rendered

him ridiculous by waiching him as if he were a chUd. Philip

was too weak to break the yoke himself, and could only inast

that he should be supplied with a wife. Madame des Ursins

was persuaded by Alberoni to arrange a marriage with Eliza-

beth Famese of Parma, hoping to' govern the new queen as she

bad done the old. Elizabeth had, however, stipulated that she

should be allowed to dismiss the Camarera Mayor. Madame
des Ursins, who had gone to meet the new queen at Quadraque

near the frontier, was driven from her presence with insult, and

sent out of Spain without being allowed to change her court

dress, in such bitter weather that the coachman lost his hand by
frostbite. After a short stay in France, she went to Italy, and
finally established herself in Rome, where she had the satis-

faction of meeting Alberoni aher his fall, and where she died on

the 5th of December 1723. Madame des Ursins has the credit

of haying begun to check the overgrown power of the church

and the Inquisition in Spain, and of having attempted to bring

the finances to order.

A readable life of Madame des Ursins was published in Paris in

1858 by N/ F. Combes, and there is an English life by C. Hill. The
Princess des Ursins in Spain (London. 1899). See her LeUres

inidius, edited by A. Geoffroy (Paris, 1850), and her correspondence
with Madame de Maintenon (Paris, 1826).

URSINUS, ZACHARIAS (1534-1583), German theologian, and
one of the authors of the Heidelberg Catechism (q.v.), was- bom
at Breslau on the 18th of July 1534, and became a disciple of

Mclanchthon at Wittenberg. He afterwards studied divinity

at Geneva under Calvin, and Hebrew at Paris under Jean

Mercier. In 1561 he was appointed professor in the Collegium

Sapientiae at Heidelberg, where in 1563 at the instance of the

elector-palatine, Frederick IIL, he drew up the Catechism in

co-operation with Raspar Olevian. The death of the elector

in 1576 led to the removal of Ursinus, who from 1578 till his

death in 1583 occupied a professorial chair at Neustadt-an-

dcr-Haardt.

His Works were published in 1587-89, and a more complete edition

by his «on and two of his pupils, Pareus and Rcutcrus, m 1612.

URSULA, ST, and her companions, virgins and martyrs,

arc commemorated by the Roman Catholic church on the 21st

of October. The Breviary gives no legend; but in current

works, such as Butler's Lives of the Saints, it is to the effect that
*' these holy martyrs seem ... to have met a glorious death

in defence of their virginity from the army of the Huns. . . .

They came originally from Britain, and Ursula was the con*

duaor and encourager of the holy troop. " The scene of the
martyrdom is placed near the lower Rhine.

The date has been assigned by different inters to 238, c. 283
and e. 451. The story, however, is unknown both to Jerome
and to Gregory of Totirs—and this though the latter gives a
somewhat detailed description of the Cologne church dedicated

to thfit Theban legion with which the tradition of the martyred
virgins was very early associated. The story of their fate is

not entered under 2xst October in the martyrology of Bede
{ob. e. 735), of Ado (c. 858), of Usuard {ante 877), Notker Bal>
bulus (896) or Hrabanus Maurus (845); but jbl 9th-centuty

life of St Cunibert (ob, 663) associates a prominent incident

in the life of this saint with the basilica of the sacred virgins

at Cologne (Surius vi. S75, ed. 1575). Not only does Arch-
bishop Wichfrid attest a grant to the church of the sacred virgins

outside the walla of Cologne (in 927), but he was a large donor
in his own person. Still earlier a Cologne martyrology, written,

as Binterim (who edited it in 1824) argues, between 889 and 891,.

has tbe following entry under 2 xst October: "xi. virg. Ursule

Sencie Gregorie Pinose Marthe Saule .Britule Satnine Rabacie
Saturie Paladie." Much shorter entries are found in two of the

old martyrologies printed in Migne (cxxxviil. 1207, 1275). A
more definite allusion to the legend may be found (c. 850) in

Wandelbertof Prflm's metrical martyrology (21st October):

'* Tunc numerosa umut Rheni per littora fulgent
Christd virgines'erecta tropaca maniplis
Aerippinac urbi, quarum furor impius olim
MiUia mactavit ductridbus indyta Sanctis.**

The full legcfid first makes its appearance in a festival dis-

course {sermo) for the 21st Of October, written, as internal

evidence seems to show, between 731 and 839. This sermo
does, not mention St Ursula, but makes Pinnosa or Vinnosa th6
leader of these spiritual " amazons^" who, to avoid Maximian'tf

persecution, left their island home of Britain, following their

bridegroom Christ towards that East whence their faith had
come a hundred years before. The concurrent traditions of
Britain, Batavia, i.e. the Netherlands (where many chapels

still preserved their memory), and Cologne are calledin evidence

to prove the same origin. Th^ legend was already very old

and the ifestival " nobis Omni tempore celcberrima "; but, as

all written documents had disappeared since the burning of the

early church erected over the sacred bones, the preacher could

only appeal to the continuous and careful memory of the society

to which he bdonged {nostrates). Even in his time there were

sceptics who pointed dubiously to the full-grown bones of
" widows " and of men among the so-called virgin relics. The
author of the sermo pointedly rejects the two theories that

connected the holy virgins with the Theban band and brought

them as pilgrims from the East to the West; but he adds that

even in his days there still existed an inscription in the church,

showing how it had been restored from its foundations by a
certain " Clematius, vir consularis, ex partibus Orientis."

Two or three centuries later the Passio XI. MM. SS. Vir-

ginum, based apparently on the revelations made to Hclen-

trude, a nun of Heerse near Paderbom, gives a wonderful in-

crease of detail. The narrative in its present form may date

somewhere between 900 and 1 100, while Helentrude apparently

flourished before 1050. According to her account, the son of a
powerful pagan king demands in marriage Ursula, the beautiful

daughter of Dconotus, a king " in partibus Britanniae." Ursula

is warned by a dream to demand a respite of three years, during

which time her companions are to be 11,000 virgins collected

from both kingdoms. After vigorous exercise in all kinds of

manly sports, to the admiration of the populace, they are carried

off by a sudden breeze in eleven triremes to Thiel on the Waal
in Geldcrland. Thence they sail up the Rhine by way of

Cologne to Basel, at which place they make fast their vessels

and proceed on foot to Rome. Returning, they re-enter their

ships at Basel, but are slaughtered by the Huns when they

reach Cologne. Their relics are then collected and burief

" sicut hodie illic est cemere," in a spot where "to this day
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no meaner sepulture is permitted. Then follows the usual allu-

sion to Clematius; the date is expressly fixed at 238, and
the whole revelation is seemingly ascribed to St Cordulaj one
of the XX,000 who, after escaping death on the first day
by hiding in one of the vessels, on the morrow gave her-

self up to death of her own accord. Towards the beginning of

the xjtb century Sigebert of Gemblouz (ob. xxxs) gives a brief

risumi of the same stoiy. He is the first to introduce the name
of Attila, and dates the occurrence 453.

Passing over the visions and exhumations of the fiiit half

of the xatb century, we come to the singular revelations of

St Elizabeth of Schdnau. These revelations, delivered in

Latin, German or & mixed jargon of both languages, were
turned into simple Latin by Elizabeth's brother Egbert, from
whose words it would seem that in x 156 an old Roman burial-

ground had lately been laid open near Cologne. The cemetery
was naturally associated with the legend of St Ursula; and,

this identification once accepted, it is not unlikely that when
more careful investigations revealed male skeletons and tomb-
stones bearing the names of men, other and more definite

epitaphs were invented to reconcile the old traditions with the

facts of such a damaging discovery. Hence perhaps the bare-

faced imposture: " Cyriacus, papa Romanus, qui cum gaudio

suscepit sanctas virgines et cum eis Coloniam reversus mar-
tyrium suscepit." One or two circumstantial forgeries of this kind
would form the basis of a scheme for explaining not a few other

problems of the case, such as the plain Inscription " Jacobus,"
whom St Elizabeth promptly transformed into a supposititious

British archbishop of Antioch, brother to the equally imaginary

British Pope Cyriacus. For these epitaphs, with others of a
humbler kind, were brought before St Elizabeth to be identified

in her ecstatic converse with St Verena, her cousin St Ursula,

and others. Elizabeth herself at times distrusted her own revela-

tions: there was no Cyriac in the list of the popes; Anthcrus,

who was said to be his successor (235-36), died more than

two centuries, before Attila, to whom common report assigned

the massacre; and it was hardly credible that James of

Antioch could cut ix,ooo epitaphs in less than three days.

Every doubt, ho?rever, was met by the invention of a new
and still more improbable detail According, to St Verena, the

virgins suffered when Maximus and " Africanus " were principes

at Rome (? 387-88).

. In 1x83 the mantle of St Elizabeth fell upon Hermann Joseph,

ft Praemonstratensian canon at Steinfeld. He had to solve a
more difficult problem than St Elizabeth's; for the skeletons of

little children, ranging in age from two months to seven years, had
now been found buried with the sacred virgins. But even

such a difficulty Hermann explains away: the little children

were brothers, sisters or more disUnt relatives of the

xi,ooa Hermann's revelations are mainly taken up with an

attempt to show the mutual relationship of neariy all the

characters he intixxluces. The names are a most extraordinary

mixture. Among British bishops we have Michael, William,

James and Columbanus. Sovereign princes—an Oliver, a
Clovis and a Pepin--start out in every page, till the writer

finds it necessary to apologize for the number of his kings and
his own blunders. But, for all this, Hermann exposes his own
doubts when he tells that often, as he was preparing to write,

he heard a voice bidding him lay down the pen, " for whatever

you write will be an unmixed lie." Hermann makes St Ursula

,

a native of Brittany, and so approximates to the version of

the story given by Geoffrey of Monmouth {Historia Britonutn),

according to whom Maximian, after fleeing from Rome and

acquiring Britain by marriage, proceeds to conquer Brittany and
settle it with men from the island opposite. For these settlers

he has to find British wives, and to this end collects xi.ooo

noble and 60,000 plebeian virgins, who are wrecked on their

passage across. Certain of the vessels being driven upon " bar-

barous islands," their passengers are slain by Guanius and Mclga,
" kings of the Huns and Picts," whom Gratian had called in

to his aid against Maximian. In this version St Ursula is

a daughter of Dionotus, king of Cornwall. Hermann alludes

•more than once to the Hisloria BrUonum, and even to King
Arthur.

The legend of St Ursula is perhaps the most curious instance

of the development of an ecclesiastical myth. Even in the
earliest form known to us this legend is probably the oompfex
growth of centuries, and any claim to the disoovoy of the first

germ can hardly approve itself to the historic sense. These
remarks apply especially to that venerable rationalization which
evolves the whole legend from a misreading of UmdechuIU,
the name of Ursula's companion, into undecim miUia, tjc itfioo.

A more modem theory makes St Ursula the Cliristiaiiized

representative of the old Teutonic goddess Freya, who, in

Thuringia, under the name of HOrsel or Ursel, and in Svokn
Old Urschel, welcomed the soiils of dead maidens. Not a few
singular coincidences seem to point in the same direction,

especially the two virgins, " Martha and Saula," whom Usuard
states to have' suffered " cum aliis pluribus " on the aotli of

October, whence they were probably transferred to the sisL

It IS curious to note that Jeromie and many of the earliest

martyrologies extant have on the 21st of October the entry,

"Dasius Zoticus, Gains cum duodecim mUitibus." Even in

copies of Jerome this is transformed into miUibus\ and it is

perhaps not impossible that to this misreading wemay indirectly

owe the " thousands " in the Ursula legend. The two entries

seem to be mutually exclusive in all the eariy martyroio^s
mentioned in this article, and in those printed in Migne, czxxviL
The earlier " Dasius " entry seems to disappear steadily,

though slowly, as the Ursula legend works its way into cnrrcnt

martyrologies.

See H. Cromfaach, Vila et Martyrium S, Vrndat (Cologne, i€47).
and the Bollandist Aela Sanctorum^ siat October, where the ttanr
fills 230 folio pages. The rationalization of the story is to be f«md
in Oscar Schadej Di* Sage von der keiUesn Ursfda (Hanover, 1854),
of which there is a short risumi in S. Baring-Gould's Laes 0f tie

Saints. See also S* Baring-Gould, Popular Myths «f the Mtddk
Ages; A. G. Stein. Dif Heilige Ursula (Cologne. 1879)- Tbe
credibility of some of the details was doubted as early as the x^th
century by Jacobus de Voragine in the Legenda aurea. For fiotbcr
works, especiaily medieval, see A. Potthast. Bibliotkeca kisL mei,
aeri (Berlin. iSgiiS), p. 1616. (T. A. A.; A. J. G.)

URSUUNES, a religiotxs order founded at Brescia by Angda
Merid (1470-1 540) in November X535, primarily for the education
of girls and the care of the sick and needy. It was approved
in X544'by Paul III.,and in 1572 Gregory XHL, at the instance

of Charles Borromeo, declared it ^ religious order under the

rule of St Augustine. In the following century it was powerfully

encouraged and supported by St Francis of Sales. In most
cases, especially in France, the sisters adopted endosore and
took solemn vows; they were called the " religious " Ursulincs

as distinct from the " congregated " Ursulines, who preferred

to follow the original plan. There were Uisulines in Canada
in X639, who taught the catechism to Indian children, and
subsequently helped to preserve a relt^ous ^irit among the

French population and to humanize the Indians and half-breeds.

Towards the beginning of the x8th century, the period of its

greatest prosperity, the order embraced some 20 congregations,

with 350 convents and from 15,000 to 20,000 nuns. The
members wear a black dress bound by a leathern girdle, a Uack
sleeveless cloak, and a close-fitting head-dress with a white \ic3

and a longer black veO. Their patron is the St Ursula nientioficd

above. The founder was beatified by Clement VIII. in 1768

and canonized as St Agnes of Brescia by Pius VII. in xSo;.

The Irish Ursulincs were established at Cork in 1771 by Mtss
Nano Nagle. The Ursulines do not increase now as rapidly

as they did, congregations taking simple vows like the Sisters

of Mercy being apparently more adapted to modern needs.

URSWICK. CHRISTOPHER (1448-X522), English diplomatist,

was bom at Fumess in Lancashire and was probably educated

at Cambridge. He became chaplain to Margaret, oounlcss of

Richmond and Derby, and was employed by her to forward the

schemes for securing the English throne for her aon. Henry of

Richmond, afterwards Henry VII. He crossed from Harfleux

to Wales with Henry in August 1485, and was present at the
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iMttle of Bosworth^ then foQowed for him a leries of ecclesi-

astical preferments, the most important of which was to the
deanery of York. He was sent on several weighty embassies,
including one to Ferdinand snd Isabella of Spain to arrange
the marriage between Prince Arthur and Catherine of Aragon,
and another to France in 149a, when he signed the treaty of

Etaples. In 1495 ^ became dean of Windsor, and he died
on the a4th of March 1522. Urswick was very ^iendly with
Erasmus and with Sir Thomas More. He did some building

at Windsor, and one of the chapels in St George's chapel there

is still called the Urswick chapel. Urswick's kinsman. Sir

Thomas Urswick, was a Yorkist partisan, who was recorder of

London and chief baron of the exchequer.

See Urswick, Records of the Family of Urvick or Urttrick (1893).

URTICACEAE (nettle family), in botany, an order of

Dicotyledons belonging to the series Urticiflorae, which includes

also Ulmaceae (elm family), Moraceae (mulberry, fig, &c.)

and Cannabinaceae (hemp and hop). It c6ntains 41 genera,
with about 500 spedeS) mainly tropical, though several species

such as the common stinging nettle {Urtica dioka) are widely
distributed and occur in large numbers in temperate dimates.
Two genera are represented in the British Isles, Urtica (see

Nettle) and Parietcria (pellitory, q.v.).

The i^nts are generally herbs or somewhat shrubby, rarely, as
in some tropkal genera, forming a bush or tree. The simple,
often serrated, leaves have sometimes an alternate sometimes an
opposite arrangement and are usually stipulate—exstipulate in
PariUaria. The position of the stipules vanes in different genera;
thus in Urtica they are lateral and distinct from the leaf-stalk, in
other cases they are attached on the bate of the leaf-stalk or stand
in the leaf-axil when they are more or less united. Stinging hairs
often occur on the stem and leaves (fig. i). The bast-fibres of the

Fig. a.—Male Flowerofthe
Nettle ( Urtica). The four
sepals are arranged sym-
metrically, an outer
median and an inner
lateral (Mur. A stamen
is opposite each sepal,
and in the centre of the
flower is the rudiment of
a pistil.

Ffoa Struburicr's
i«r B^Hmik. tnr pi

of GmUv FiKkr.

FiO. I.—^Stinging Hair
of Urtica dxoica, with
a portion of the epi-

dermis, and, to the
right, a small bristle

Fic. 3.—i4 staminal {^),
B carpellary (9) flower
of the Nettle, p, peri-
anth; a, stamen; n'
rudimentary ovary of
the of flower; a^, outer,

•^, inner, whori of the
perianth; n, stigma of
the 9 flower (enlarged).

stem are generally long and firmly attached end to end, and hence
of ereat value for textile use. Thus in ramie (9.0., Boehmeria nioea)

a single fibre may reach nearly 9 in. in length, and in stinging nettle

as much as 3 in. The small inconspicuous regular flowers (figs. ^
and 4) are arranged in definite (cymose) inflorescences often crowded

into head-like dusteim. They are nnisnmal and monoecious or
diocdous. The four or five green perianth leaves (or sepals) are
free or more or leas united; the male flowers (fig. 2) contain as
maay.stamcns, opposite the sepals, whkh bead inwaros in the bud

Fig. 4.

—

Urtica urttu (after Curtis, Flora Lottdinotuis),
I, male flower; a. female flower in fruiting suge—the dry com-
pressed fruit 3 escaping from the persistent perianth; L fruit

cut open, revealing the seed within the large straight embryo «.

I, a, 3, enlarged.

stase, but when mature spring backwards and outwards, the
anther at the same time exploding and scattering the pollen.
The flowers are thus adapted for wind-pollination. The female
flower contains one carpel bearing one style with a brush-like
stigma and containing a single erect ovule. The fruit is dry and
one-seeded; it is often enclosed within the persistent peruinth.
The straight embryo is surrounded by a rich oily endosperm.

URUGUAY (officially the Oriental Republic of the Uruguay,
and long locally called the Banda Orientalf meaning the land

on the eastern side of the river Uruguay, from which the country

takes its name), the smallest independent state in South
America. It runs conterminous with the southern border of

Brazil, and lies between 30** and 35" S. and between 53° as'

and 57* 42' W. (for map, see Asgentina). It has a seaboard

on the Atlantic Ocean of 120 m., a shore-line to the south

on the Rio de U Plata of 235 m., and one of 270 m. along

the Uruguay on the west. . 'Hie boundaries separating it from
Rio Grande do Sul, a province of Braxil, are Lake Mirim, the

rivers Chuy, JaguarSo and Quarahy, and a cuckilla or low
range of hills called Santa Ana.' The extent of the northern

frontier is 450 m. The southern half of the country is mostly

undulating grass land, well watered by streams and springs.

The northern section is more broken and rugged; barren

ridges and low rocky mountain-ranges, interspersed with

fertile valleys, being its characteristic features. There is no
forest, timber of any size being found only in the valleys near

running water. Uruguay is intersected nearly from west to

north-east by the river Negro and its affluent the Yi. The
Uruguay is navigable all the year.by steamers from the island
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of Martin Garcia at the lAouth to Salto (200 m.). Above
this place the navigation is interrupted by rapids. The
ordinary volume of water in the Uruguay averages 11 millions

of cub. ft. per minute. Excluding the Uruguay, the Negro, of

which the principal port is Mercedes, is the principal navigable

river. Others are navigable only for short distances by
steamers of light draught. Besides the rivers mentioned,

the chief streams are the Santa Lucia, which falls into the

Plata a little west of Montevideo; the Queguay, in Paysandfi;

and the Cebollati, rising in the sierras in Minas and flowing

into Lake Mirim. These rivers as well as the Uruguay are

fed by innumerable smaller streams or arroyos, such as the

Arapey in Salto, the Dayman in Paysandfi, the Jaguary (an

affluent of the Negro) in Tacuarembo, the Arroyo Grande

between the departments of Soriano and San Jos£, and the

San joU (an affluent of the Santa Luda). None of the sierras

or mountains in Uruguay exceeds (or perhaps even attains)

a height of 3000 ft.; but, contrasting in their tawny colour

with the grassy undulating plains, they loom high and are often

picturesque. They are ramifications of the highlands of Brazil.

The main chains are the.Cuchilla de Haedo on the north and

west and the Cuchilla Grande on the south and east.

Ciohiy.
—

^Little is known of the geology of Uniffuay. There la a
foiindation of ichists and crystalline rocks upon wnich rests a aeries

of aandstones. The Utter la, no doubt, klentkal with the aimilar

sandstone aeries which is found in the neighbouring Brazilian

province of Rio Grande do Sul, and whkh has there yielded plants

which prove it to belong to the Permian or the upper part of the
Carboniferous. The plains are covered by a formation similar to

that of the Argentine pampas and by the alluvial depoaita of the
present rivers.

CitiiKUe.—Uruguay enjoys the reputation of posaessing one of the
most healthy climates m the world The geographical position

ensures uniformity of temperature throughout the year, the summer
heat being tempered by the Atlantic breezes, and severe cold in the
winter acason being unknown. Endemk diseases are unknown and
epidemics are rare. In the interior, away from the aea and the
shores of the great rivers, the temperature freouently riaes in

summer to 86* T. and in winter falls to 3$*'6. In the district!

bordering on the coast the thermometer seldom falls below 37*;

and only for a few momenu and at Ions intervals lias it been known
to rise as high as 105*. The annual rainfall is about 43 in.

Flora.—Tht rastoral wealth of Uruguay, as of the neighbouring

_! country
woods, suitable for cabinet work and certain buikling purposes.

The principal trees are the alder, aloe, palm, poplar, acacia, willow

and eucalyptus. The numtes, by which are understood plantations

as well as native thickets, produce among other woods the algarrobo,

a poor imitation of oak; the guayabo, a substitute for boxwood;
the quebracho, of whkh the red kind is compared to sandalwood;
and the urunday, black and white, not unlike rosewood. Indigenous

palms now in the valleys of the Sierra Jos^ Ignacio, also to some
extent in the departments of Minas, Maldonado and Paysand6.
The myrtle, rosemary, mimosa and the scariet-flowered ceibo are

common. The valleys within the hill ranges are fragrant with
aromatic shrubs. In the plains below, the swards are gay with the

acariet and white verbena and other brilliant wild ffowers. The
country abounds in medicinal plants. The sarsaparilla even colours

the water of the Rio Negro and gives it its name—the " black river."

fSsttfia.'-Araong wild animals the tiger or ounce—called in the

Guarani language the ja-gud or " big dog "—and the puma arc

found on the frontier of Brazil and on the wooded islets and banks of

the larger rivers. The tapir, fox, deer, wild cat, wild dog, carpincho

or water hog and a few small rodenu nearly complete the list of

quadrupeds. A little armadillo, the muliu, is the Uving repre-

aenutive of the antediluvian giants Mytodon^ Mepitkerium, &c.
The ostrich

—

Rhea ammeana—roams everywhere m the plains;

and there are a few specimens of the vulture tribe, a native crow
Oean, tall and niffed), partridges and quails. Parakeets arcplentiful

in the tiumUs, and the lagoons swarm with waterfowl. The most
esteemed is the pala ttal, a \um duck. Of the birds of bright

plumage the humming-bud and the cardinal—the scarlet, the
yelk>w and the white-iire the most attractive. The fish of the
t^goons and streams are coarse, and some of them primitive in type;
but two or three kinds, found generally in the large rivers, are much
prized. The varieties of fish on the sea coast are many and excellent.

More than aooo species of insects have been classified. The acorpton

is rare, but large and venomous spiders are common. The principal

reptiles are a bzard, a tortoise, the vioora tU la cm* (a dangerous
viper, so called from marks like a cross on its head) and the rattle-

snake in Maldonado and the stony lands of Minas.

Area and Poptdation.—'Tht area of the republic is rstimstwt

at 73,210 sq. m., and has a population of 1^042,668 according

to the census of 1908 (in 1900 it was 915,647). The country
is divided into 19 departments, the area and the popubtion
of which, according to the census of 1908. are given in the

subjoined table:

—

Departments.

Artigas
Canelones . . , t.

Cerro Largo ....
Colonia
Durazno ....
Flores . . • • •

Florida
Maldonado . • • .

Minas
Montevideo . • • •

Paysand6 . . 4 .

Rio Negro ....
Riven
Rocha
Salto > . . . .

SanJoa6 ....
Soriano . . • • •

Tacuarembo .....
Trcinu-y-Tres • •

Total

Area,
Sq. Miles.

Popubtion.
1908.

26.Z98
«7.93»
44.806
54.679
4^^»3
16.158

^m
51.170

309.331
38.528
19.909
35.653
34.1 »o

46JO4
46.267
39.431
46.927
28.756

72.2 ro 1.042.668

The average density of population on the above figures is

X2-9 per sq. m., ranging (exclusive of Montevideo) from 47^
in Canelones to 5*8 in Tacuarembo and 6 in Artigas. The
great majority of the foreign population are Italians or

Spaniards, with lesser numbers, in descending scale, of Brazilian.

Argentine and French birth. British, Swiss and Germans are

comparatively few. In 1907, 26,105 Italian immigrants arrived,

21,927 Spanish, 2355 British, 2315 French and 1823 German.
The natives of Uruguay, though living in conditions similar

to those of the Argentine population, are in general more
reserved, showing more of the Indian type and less of the

Spaniard. In the north there is a strong Brazilian clement

and the people are intensely conservative. The average annual

birth-rate is about 35 per 1000, and the deathnrate about 15-5.

About 26% of the births are illegitimate. The piinc^nl

towns are Montevideo, Salto, Paysandfi and San Jos£.

Arricidiure.—^The condition of agriculture is fairly satisCactory.

In 1885 Uruguajr imported most 01 her breadstuffs; now not only
is wheat grown in sufficient quantities to nKet the local demasd.
but a surplus (about 20,000 metric tons in 1908-9) is annnal^y
available tor export. Land for fanning purposes is cxpensi\-«. and
wases are high, leaving small profit, unless it happens that a man.
with his family to assist him, works hb own bnd. The fanners are
chiefly Italians, Canary Islanders and Frenchmen. The principal

crops in addition to wheat are oats, bariey. maiae. Unseed and bod
seed. Since 1890 the cultivation of the grape and the fnanuEactore
of wine have considerably extended, especuUy in the dcpanintBC
of Salto, Montevideo, Canelones and Colonia. Red wine, a smaller
quantity of white, grape alcohol and wine akcrficd are produced.
The olive-planting industry is becoming important; the trees thrive
well, and the area devoted to their cultivation b annually increasibg.

Tobacco is also cultivated.

Cattle-breeding and sheep-farming, however, are the prisdpal
industries. The lands are admirably adapted for cattle-btccding
purposes, although not capable of fattening animals. The cattb
are destined chieliy for the saladero establishments for the prepara-
tion of tasajOt or jerked beef, for the BraziUan and Cuban markets,
and for the Uebig factory, where larse quantities of extract of roeaz

are prepared for the European trade Cattle-breeding b carried
on in all parts of the republic, but chiefly in the departmenu of

Salto, PaysandA and Rio Negro. In the southern districts, where
the farmers are Europeans, the breed of cattle b being steadily
improved by the introduction of Durham and Hereford bulls.

Dairy-famuM is making some progress, especially in the S«ias
colony near San J086.

Sheep-farming flourishes chiefly in Durazno and Sonano.
Uruguayan wool is favourably re^rded in forvtsn markets,
account of the clean stare in which it is shipped, thb beii» largety

due to the natural conditions of the land and climate. The txismess
of shipping live shfep and froacn mutton has not been attempted
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on a Urge scale, owing principfttly to the lack of facilities for loading
at the port of Montevideo or elsewhere.

Msmtni.—Minerals are known to exist in the northern section
of the republic, and gold-mining is carried on to a small extent.
Expert opinions have been advanced stating that gold-mining in
Uruguay is capable of development into an important industry.
The other minerals found are silver, lead, cqpper, magnesium and
lignite coal.

Commerce.—The economic devdopment of Uruguay was re-

tarded by the corruption of successive governments, oy revolu-
tionary outbreaks, by the seizure of farm stock, without adequate
compensation, for the support of military forces, by the consequences
of reckkas borrowing ami over-trading in 1889 and 1800, and also
by the transference of commercial undertakings from Montevideo
to Buenos Aires between 1890 and 1897, on the opening of the h^-
hour and docks at that port. The annual value of the imports
(47 dollars taken at £1) was £5.101,740 in 1900 and £7.365,703 in
1908; that of exporta waa ^^57,600 in 1900 and £7,932,026 in
1908.
The principal imports conaist of machinery, textilea and clothing,

food suDstances and beverages, and live stock. The chief exports
are animal proaucts and agricultural products. Of the imports
about 37% in value are from Great Britain, 14% from Germanv,
and snuUer proportions from France, Arj^ntina, Italy, Spain, tne
United States and Belgium. Of the exports, France, Areentina,
Bd^um and Germany take the bulk. Trade is controlled by
foreigners, the British being prominent in banking, finance, railway
wdric and the higher branches of commerce; Spaniards, Italians
and French in the wholesale and retail trade. Uruguayans find an
insignificant place in commerce. The foreign trade posses mainly
throt^h Montevideo, where the port has been greatly improved.

In addition to the natural lines of communication provided by
the rivers bordering on Or belonging to the republic, there are about
2340 m. of nationafroad. bendea more than 3000 m. of departmental
roaids. The railways had a length of 1380 m. open for traffic, and
the system is steadily extending. There are over 170 m. of tramway
in<q>eration.

Government.—^The legislative power of the state rests with

the general, assembly, consisting of two chambers, one of

senators (19 in number) and one of representatives (75). The
deputies of the lower house are elected for three years directly

by the people, one deputy for every 3000 male julults who can
read and write. One senator is named for each department

by an electoral college, whose members are elected directly

by the people. The senators are elected for six years, and
one-third of their number retire every two years. The executive

power is exercised by the president of the republic, who is

elected by the general assembly for a four years' term. He is

assisted by a council of ministers representing the departments

of the interior, foreign affairs, finance, war and marine, industry,

labour and instruction and public works. Each department
or province of the republic has a governor appointed by the

executive, and an administrative council, whose members are

chosen by popular vote. The judicial power is vested in a
high court and many subordinate courts. The general assembly
elects the five judges who compose the high court. There are

civil, commercial and criminal courts in Montevideo, a depart-

mental court in each departmental capital, and a justice of the

peace in each of 205 judicial districts into which the republic

is divided, with sub-district courts under deputy judges in

addition. The administration of justice in Uruguay has long

been of bad repute. It was reformed on the above lines in 1907.

Education is much neglected, and the public-school system is

incflkient. The attendance of children at the schools is small,

and the instruction they receive is inferior. Primary instruction
is nominally obligatory; nevertheless at the beginning of the 30th
century ncariy half the population over six years of age was illiterate.

Montevideo possesses a university and a number of preparatory
schools, a state-supported tcchnkal school and a military college.

The srate religion a Roman Catholic, and there is an archbishop
of Montevideo with two suffragan bishops. A number of semin-
aries are maintained throughout the republic. Other religions are
tolerated.
Army.—^There is a standinf^ army with a peace strength of about

7000 omcere and men. Service is nominally voluntary, though it

appean that a certain amount of compulsion is exercised. In
addition to this there is compulsory service in the National Guard
(a) in the first class, consisting of men between seventeen and thirty
yean of age, liable for service with the standing army, and number-
ing some 15.000; (fr) in the second class, for departmental service
oiuy, except in so lar as it may be drawn upon to make up losses

in the more active units in time of war, consisting of men from thirty

to fortyfive years of age. and (<) in tbe third class, for locaI.garrison

duty, consisting of men between forty-five and sixty years old.

The army and guard are well equipped with modem arma.
Finance.—Of the national revenue nearly half is derived from

customs duties, taxes being levied also on real csutc, Ikences,
tobacco, stamped paper and in other ways. Neariy half the ex-
penditure goes to meet debt charges, white government, internal
development and defence absorb most of the remainder. The
receipts for the years specified were as follows, Uruguayan dollara
being converted into sterling at the par value, 4'7a>£i :

—

Year*.
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all contributed to the extinction of the Spanish power on the

Rio de la Plata. During the War of Independence, Montevideo

was taken in 1814 by the Buenos-Airean general Alvear (see

further Montevideo). A long struggle for dominion in Uruguay
between Braxil and the revolutionary government of Buenos

Aires was concluded in 1828, throuf^ the mediation of Great

Britain, Uruguay being declared a free and independent state.

The republic was formally constituted in 1830. Subsequently

Juan Manuel Rosas, dictator of Buenos Aires, interfered in

the intestine quarrels of Uruguay; and Montevideo was be-

sieged by his forces, allied with the native partisans of General

Oribe, for nine years (1843-52).

After the declaration of independence the history of Uruguay

becomes a record of intrigues, financial niin, and political folly

and crime. The two great political factors for generations have

been the Cblorados and the Blancos. So far as political

principles are concerned, there is small difference between them.

Men are Colorados or Blancos largely by tradition and not

from political conviction. The Colorados have held the govern-

ment for many years, and the attempts of the Blancos to oust

them have caused a scries of revolutions. The military element,

moreover, has frequently conspired to elect a president amenable

to its demands. In 1875 General Latorre headed a conspiracy

against President Ellauri and at first placed Dr Varela in

power as dictator, but in 1876 proclaimed himself. In the follow-

ing year Latorre caused himself to be elected president, but

political unrest caused him to resign in ^arch x88o. The
president of the senate, Dr Vidal, nonunally administered

the government for two years, when General Santos, who had
held the real power, became president. His administration

was so vicious and tyrannical that the opposition organized

a revolution. Their forces, however, were surprised by the

government troops at (^ebracho, on the Rio Negro, and
defeated. Ultimately the Colorados themselves exiled Santos.

He had plundered the national revenues and scorned constitu-

tional government. The Colorados now made General Tajcs

president, the practical direction of the administration being

in the hands of Julio Herrera y Obes. In March 1890 General

Tajes handed over the presidency to Herrera y Obes, a clever

but unscrupulous man, who filled every official post with his own
friends and ensured the return of his supporters to the chamber.

In 1891 he was obliged to suspend the service of the public

debt and make arrangements by which the bondholders accepted

a reduced rate of interest. The country was at this period

conducted practically as if it were the private estate of the

president, and no accounts of revenue or expenditure were

vouchsafed to the public. In 1894 the Colorados nominated

Sefior Idiarte Borda for the presidency. He seemed at first

inclined to govern honestly, but corruption soon became as

marked as under the preceding regime. The Blancos, using

the fraudulent elections in 1896 as a pretext, now broke out in

armed revolt under the leadership of Aparicio Saraiva. The
president made no attempt to conciliate them, and in March
1897 a body of government troops suffered a reverse. On the

3Sth of August 1897 Borda, after attending a Te Deum at

the cathedral in Montevideo, was shot dead by a man named
Arredondo, who was sentenced in 1899 to two years' imprison-

ment. The defence was that the murder was a political offence,

and therefore not punishable as an ordinary case of assassination

for personal motives.

llie president of the senate, Juan Cuestas, in accordance with

the constitution, assumed the duties of president of the repubb'c.

He arranged that hostilities should cease on the conditions

that representation of the Blancos was allowed in Congress for

certain districts where their votes were known to predominate;

that a certain number of the jefes polUicos should be nominated

from the Blancos; that free pardon be extended to all who had
taken part in the revolt; that a sufficient sum in money be
advanced to allow the settlement of the expenses contracted

by the insurgents; and that the electoral law be reformed on
a basis allowing the people to take part freely in elections.

Cuestas, on attempting to reform corrupt practices. Was soon

threatened with another revolution, and on the xoth of February
1898 he assumed dictatorial powers, dissolved the Chambers and
suspended all constitutional guarantees. In the following year

he resigned and was re-elected to the presidency on the 1st

of March 1899. His second term was marked by |»emonitioia
of further disorder. In July 1902 a plot for his assassination

was frustrated, and in 1903, on the election of Jose Battle to

the presidency, dvil war broke ouL On September 3, 1904, the

revolutionary general Saraiva died of woimds received in battle;

and later in the year peace was declared. Claudio Williznan

became president in 1907. The Colorados favoured Battle as his

successor, and before the elections to the chamber in November
1910 the Blancos were again in arms.

See F. Bauza, La Dominacion EspaMcla end Uruemay (Montevideo.
1880); F. A. Berro. A. de Vedia and M. de Pena. Ailmm de U
Repubtica Oriental dtl Unn«&y (Montevideo, 1882) ; R. L. Lomba.
La kfffHhlka Oruni^ dii Vfuiu^y (.MonicviJco, 18&4); 71k* Uruguay« . . , -m . ^ . . . . . . , . ^

^^^RepubLt<r,TtTTiii>Ty and drnditieftii, rrpriTitcd by order of the Const
General ci UfLjguay (Lortdttn* iS^); V- Arrecuine, Hislotia dd
UrsAg^my {}*}othcvUIco, 189J); M. G^ and E, T. Mulhall. Handbo^
of (he River Pkfa (UndciTt. 1897); H. Rou^ran and C. M. dc fVna.
urugvfiy en ia E^pfuicfon , . r <k Chka^^ (Montevkico, 1893):
O. Ar^njo, Cempcndtc dt; /d Gtatrajia i^oftottcl (Montevideo, 1894):
Uru£uay. its Cccsraphy. Uuipry, &e. (Liver|3ool. 1897); P. F.
Mtirtinn Thritugh Fn-e Rtpuhlki iLondan, \f^^%)\Anuarie Estadiitica

ami A n uciri'tr Demosfttfifo (oEficia], Monievidei]) ; British and Amcxicaa
Comuiar RepoTls: rublicaijaiiB, Bumu d[ Aoierican Republics.

URUGUATANA, a city and river port of the state of Rio
Grande do Sul, Brazil, on the left bank of the Uruguay river,

348 ft. above sea-level (at the R. R. station) and about 360 m.
in a direct line W. of Porto Alegre. Pop. (1900) 15,638. A
railway connects with <)uarahim (47 m.) on the Uruguayan
frontier, and thence by a Uruguayan line with Montevideo by
way of Paysandfi. The same line extends N. 63 m. to the

naval station of Itaquy. A cross-country line was under con-

struction in 1909 to Cacequy, which is in direct co.mmumcatk»
with Porto Alegre and the city <^ Rio Grande. The upper

Uruguay is navigable from the (^arahim to the town of S&o

Tom6, and small river steamers ply regubrly between Celbo,

on the Argentine side, and the latter. Opposite Uruguayasa
is the Argentine town of Restauradon, or Paso los Libres. The
river is a m. wide at this point, and 154 ft. above sca-lcvcL

Uruguayana is prettily situated on a low hill rising gently from

the riverside and its low houses are surrounded by orange

groves. There are large military barracks near the shore, a

theatre and a oistom-house. The surrounding country b
chiefly pastoral, but there is a smaU area under vineyards,

and in addition to grapes some other fruits are prodocrd.

Uruguayana was captured by a Paraguayan force und^ General

Estigarribia on the 5th of August 1865, and was recaptured

without a fight by the allied forces under General BartokuD^

Mitre on the 18th of September. The Paraguayan occupatioo

left the town partially in ruins, and it remained in a decadent

condition until near the end of the century, when reviving

industries in the state and a renewal of railway constnictkm

promoted its commercial activity and growth.

USAS (from the root mu, to shine, and cognate to Latin

Aurora and Greek *Uufi,) in Hindu mythology, the goddess of

dawn. She is celebrated in some twenty hymns of the Rig

Veda, and is the most graceful creation of Vedic poetry. Slie

is borne on a shining car drawn by ruddy cows or bulls. She

is the daughter of the sky and the sun is her lover. She b
described as " rising resplendent as from a bath, showing her

charms she comes with light . . . ever shortening the ages <d

men she shines forth . . . she reveals the paths of mtn and

bestows new life ... she opens the doors of darkness as the

cows their stalls." Scarcely the name of the goddess survi\ts

to-day, so completely was she associated with the Vcdtsm k)i%

dead and gone.

Sec A. A. Macdonen. Veiic UyUuha (Stratsburg. 1897).

USEDOM, an island of Germany, in the Prussian province

of Pomerania, lying off the Baltic coast, and separated by the

Swine from the island of Wollin, which together with it dix'kks

the Stettiner Haff from the open ^ea. U is ji m. in kngih.
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13 broad and x6o sq. m. in area. The surface is generally flat

(only * few sand-hills rising to any height) and is diversified

by moor, fen, lakes and forest. Agriculture, cattle-rearing,

fishing and other maritime pursuits are the chief occupations

of the inhabitants. SwinemOnde and Usedom (pop. 1700) are

the chief towns, and Heringsdorf, Ahlbeck and Zinnowitz are

frequented watering-places. Pop. (1900) 33,000.

See Gadebusch, Chronik der Insel Usedom (Anklam, 1863), and
C. MQller. Die SeebOder der Inseln Usedom itnd WoUin (6th ed.,

Berlin. 1896}.

USEUS (mod. UseUus), an andent town of Sardinia, situated

in the hills to the S.E. of Oristano, 900 ft. above sea-leveL A
bronze Ublet of aj>. 158 (a tabula patronctus, setting forth

that M. Aristius Balbinus had accepted the position of patron

of the town for himself and his heirs) speaks of the place as

Cohnia Julia Augusta Uselis, From this it would seem that

U had become a colony under Augustus, were it not that Pliny

{H.N. iii. 85) asserts that Turris Libisonis was the only colony

in Sardinia at his time. It may be that dvic rights were

obtained from Augustus (Th. Mommsen in Corp, Inscr, Lai, x.

p. 816). The site of the andent town is marked by the church

of S. Reparata, and various antiquities have been found there.

The episcopal see was transferred to Ales in the xath centuxyi

though the old name is still officially used.

USES, in law, equitable or beneficial interests in land. In

early law a man could not dispose of his estate by will nor could

religious houses acquire it. As a method of evacUng the common
law arose the practice of making feoffments to the use of, or

upon trust for, persons other than those to whom the seisin or

legal possession was delivered, to which the equitable juris-

diction of the chancellor gave effect. To remedy the abuses

which it was said were occasioned by this evasion of the law

was passed the famous Statute of Uses (1536), which, however,

failed to accomplish its purpose. Out of this failure of the

Statute of Uses arose the modem law of Trusts, under which

heading will be found a full history of uses. See also Con-
VEYANaNG.
USHAK. a town of Asia Minor, altitude 3160 ft. in the Rutaiah

sanjak of the Brusa vilayet, situated in a fertile district,

on a tributary of the Menderes, and connected with

Smyrna and Konia by rail. Pop. 9000 Moslems and 2000

Christians. It is noted for its heavy pile carpets, khali, known
as " Turkey carpets." The Oriental character of the carpets

has been almost destroyed by the adoption of aniline dyes and

the introduction of Western patterns. The town has a trade in

valonia, cereals and opium.

USHANT (Fr. Ouessant), the most westerly of the islands off

the coast of France, about 14 m. from the coast of Finistire, of

which department it forms a canton and commune. Pop. (1906)

2761. Ushant is about 3850 acres in extent and almost entirely

granitic, with steep and rugged coasts accessible only at a few

points, and rendered more dangerous by the frequency of fogs.

The island affords pasturage to a breed of small black sheep, and

about half its area is occupied by cereals or potatoes. The male

inhabitants are prindpally pilots and fishermen, the women
. working in the fields. Ushant was ravaged by the English in

13^8. The lordship was made a marquisate in 1597 in favour

of Rent de Rieux de Sourd^ac, governor of Brest. In 1778

a naval action without decisive result was fought off Ushant

between the English under Keppel and the French under the

Count d'Orvilliers.

USHER (or Ussher), JAMES (1581-1656), Anglican divine

and archbishop, was bom in the parish of St Nicholas, Dublin,

on the 4th of Januaiy 1581. He was descended from the house

of Nevill, one of whose sdons, accompanying John Plantagenet

to IreUnd in the capadty of usher in 1x85, adopted his offidal

title as a sumame. James Usher was sent to a school in Dublin

opened by two political agents of James VI. of Scotland, who
adopted this manner of averting the suspidons of Elizabeth's

government from their real object, which was to secure a party

for James in Ireland in the event of the queen's death. In x594

Usher matriculated at* the newly founded university of Dublin,

whose charter had just been obtained by his uncle, Henry Usher,
archbishop of Armagh. He proved a diligent student, devoting
much attention to controversial theology, graduated as M.A.
in x6oo and became a fellow of Trinity College. On the death
of his father in 1598 he resigned the family estate to his younger
brother, reserving only a small rent-charge upon it for his own
maintenance, and prepared to take orders. When he was but
nineteen he accepted a challenge put forth by Henry Fitzsimons,

a learned Jesuit, then a prisoner in Dublin, inviting discussion

of Bellarmine's arguments in defence of Roman Catholicism,

and acquitted himself with much distinction. In x6oo he was
appointed proctor of his college and catechetical lecturer in the

university, though still a layman, and was ordained deacon and
priest on the same day, in x6ox, while still under the canonical

age, by his unde the primate. In 1607 he became regius pro-

fessor of divinity and also chancellor of St Patrick's cathedral,

Dublin. He was a frequent visitor to England, and made the

acquaintance of contemporary scholars like Camden, Selden,

Sir Thomas Bodley and Sir Robert Cotton. In 16x3 he
published his first printed work, though not his first literary

composition

—

Gravissimae Quaestionis de Chrislianarum Ecclesi-

arumf in Occidentis praesertim partibus, ab Apostolicis temperp-

bus ad nostram usque aetatem, conHnua successione el statu^

Historica Explicalio^ wherein he took up the history of the

Westem Church from the point where Jewd had left off in his

Apohgyfor the Church of Euglandj and carried it on from the 6th

till past the middle of the X3th century, but never completed it.

In 161 s he took part in an attempt of the Irish dergy to impose
a Calvinistic confession, embodying the Lambeth Articles of

X595, upon the Irish Church, and was delated to King.James
in consequence. But on his next visit to England in 16x9 he
brought with him an attestation to his orthodoxy and high

professional standing, signed by the lord deputy and the

members of the privy council, which, together with his own
demeanour in a private conference with the king, so influenced

the latter that he nominated Usher to the vacant see of Meath,
of which he was consecrated bishop in x6ax. In X623 he
published a controversial Discourse of the Rdigion anciently

Professed by the Irish and BrUish^ designed to show that they

were in agreement with the Church of England and opposed to

the Church of Rome on the points in debate between those

churches. In X623 he was made a privy councillor for Ireland,

and in the same year was summoned to England by the king

that he might more readily carry on a work he had already

begun upon the antiquity of the British churches. While he

was detained on this business the archbishop of Armagh died in

January X625, and the king at once nominated Usher to the

vacant primacy; but severe illness and other causes impeded
his return to Ireland until August X626.

For many years Usher was activdy employed both in the

government of his diocese and in the publication of several

leamcd works, amongst which may be specified Emmanuel (a

treatise upon the Incarnation), published in X638, and Britan-

nicarum Ecdesiarum Antiquitates, in 1639. In X629 he dis-

countenanced Bishop William Bedell's proposal to revive the

Irish language in the service. In X634 he took part in the

convocation which drafted the code of canons that formed the

basis of Irish ecdesiastical law till the disestablishment of the

Irish Church in X869, and defeated the attempt of John Bram-
hall, then bishop of Deny and later his own successor in Armagh,

to conform the Irish Church exactly to the doctrinal standards

of the English. He put the matter on the ground of preserving

the independence of the Irish Church, but the real motive at

work was to maintain the Calvinistic dement introduced in

x6x5. In X640 he paid another visit to England on one of his

usual scholarly errands, meaning to return when it was accom-

plished. But the rebellion of X641 broke out while he was still

at Oxford, and he never saw his native country again. He
published a collection of tracts at Oxford in that year, induding

a defence of episcopacy and the doctrine of non-resistance. All

Usher's property in Ireland was lost to him through the rebellion,

except his books and some plate and furniture, but he was
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assigned the temporalities of the vacant see of Carlisle for his

support. In 1643 he was offered a seat in the Assembly of

Divines at Westminster, but declined it publicly in terms which

drew upon him the anger of the House of Commons, and an
order for the confiscation of his library was averted only by the

interposition of Selden. He quitted Oxford in 1645 &»<! ^^nt
into Wales, where he remained till 1646, when he returned to

London, and was in 1647 elected preacher to the Society of

Lincoln's Inn, an office which he continued to hold tmtil near

his death. During his residence in Wales a hyper-Calvinistic

work entitled A Body of Divinity; or the Sum and Substance of

the Christian Religion, was published under his name by John
Downham; and, although he repudiated the authorsJxip in

a letter to the editor, stating that the manuscript from which

it was printed was merely a commonplace-book into which he
had transcribed the opinions of Cartwright and other English

divines, often disapproving of them and finding them dissonant

from his own judfpnent, yet it has been persistently cited ever

since as Usher's genuine work, and as lending his authority to

positions which he had long abandoned, if he ever mamtained
them. In 1648 he had a conference with Charles I. in the

Isle of Wight, assisting him in the abortive negotiations with

parliament on the question of episcopacy. About this time

Richelieu offered him a pension. In 1650-54 he published the

work which was long accounted his most important production,

the Annates Vetcris et Novi Testamenti, in which he propounded
a now disproved scheme of Biblical chronology, whose dates were

inserted by some unknown authority in the margin of reference

editions of the Authorized Version. In 1655 Usher published

his last work, De Graeca LXX Interpretum Versione Syntagma.

He died on the aoth of March 1656, in Lady Peterborough's

house at Reigate, and was buried in Westminster Abbey.
He was long remembered, not only for his great learning but
for his modesty and kindly disposition. His daughter sold his

library to the state, and in 1661 it was placed in the library of

Trinity College, Dublin, of which it still forms a part.

Usher's works are veiy numerous, and were first collected by
C. R. Elrington and J. H. Todd, Dublin (1847-64. in 17 vols.;.

See Life by Can- (1895); W. B. Wright. The Ussher Memoirs
(1889).

USHER (O. Fr. ussier, uissier, mod. huissier, from Lat.

ostiarius, a door-keeper, ostium, doorway, entrance, os, mouth),

properly an official or servant who guards the entrance to a
building, admits those who have the right of admission and
keeps out strangers; such functions as the introduction of

those who are admitted, the conducting them to their seats

or to the presence of the persons receiving them and the keeping

of order and silence are also performed by them. The " ushers "

of a law-court are familiar officials of this kind. The name
is also applied to various members of the British royal household,

in whidi there arc several "gentlemen-ushers." The four

principal British orders of knighthood style one of their chief

officers " usher"; thus there is a gentleman-usher of the

Black Rod, who is also one of the high officials of the House
of Lords (see further. Black Rod, and Knigbthood and
CmvALRY, S Orders of Knighthood), A common usage of the

word, now obsolescent, is for an undermaster at a schooL

USK, THOMAS (d. 1388), the author of The .Testament of

Love, was bom in London. His name was first added to the

history of English literature in 1897 by Mr Henry Bradley's

discovery that The Testament of Love, an important prose

work hitherto attributed to Chaucer, bore in the initial letters

of its chapters a statement of authorship
—" Margarete of virtw,

have merci on thin Usk." By the light of this perception,

various autobiographical statements became luminous, and
there remained no possible doubt that the author was Thomas
Usk, who was clerk of the closet to John of Northampton
when he was mayor of London from 1381 to 1383. In July
Z384 Usk was seized and put in prison, but was released on
promise of bringing charges against the mayor. Usk had no
wish to be what he called '* a stinking martyr," and he freely

produced evidence which sent John of Northampton to gaol.

For this he was not forgiven by the duke of Gloucester's party,
although he continued to hold confidential posts in Loodoo
until the dose of 1386, when he was appointed sub-sheriff of
Middlesex. But he fell with the king, in the triumph of the
duke of Gk>ucester, and on the 3rd of Februaiy 1388 Usk,
among others, was tried for treason and condenmed. He
was sentenced "to be drawn, hung and beheaded, and that
his head should be set up over Newgate." John of Malvern,
in his continuation of Ralph Higden's Polychronicon,^ gives a
horrid deM:ription of his execution, which occuncd on the
4th of March 1388, in drcurostances of rude barbarity; it

took thirty blows of a sword to sever Usk's head from his

shoulders. Professor Skeat has shown that the date of his

book must be about 1387, for in it he reviews tbe incidenu
of his career, induding the odd facts that, after his first

imprisonment in 1384, he challenged any one ^dio ** contraried "

his " saws " —^that is to say, denied his allegations—to fight,

but that no one took up his wager of battle. From 1381 to

1383, while Chaucer was comptroller of customs, Usk was
collector, and they were doubtless acquainted. In The
Testament of Love, the god ia made to praise " mine own true

servant, the noble philosophical poet in Englisb,** who had
composed "a treatise of my servant Troilus." Usk had at

one time been a Lollard, but in prison he submitted to the
Church and thought he was forgiven. His solitary work is

remarkable, and the most elaborate production in original

English prose which the end of the X4th century has bequeathed
to us. It is, however, excessively tedious, and of its obscurity
and dullness a very amusing proof is given by the fact that

successive editors—and even Dr Henry Bradley and Professor
Skeat—did not discover till too late that the leaves of the

original MS. had been shuffled and the body of the treatise

misarranged. No MS. of The Testament of Lave has been
preserved; it was first printed by W. Thynne in his edition of

Chaucer, 1532. In 1897 Professor Skeat, with cancelled sheets

to cover the unlucky mistake above referred to, issued a revued
and annotated text in his Chaucerian and other Pieces,

(E.G.)
USK, a river of Wales and England, rising on the borders

of Carmarthenshire and Brecknockshire, and flowing to the

Bristol Channel with a course of 70 m., and a drainage area

of 540 sq. m. The source lies at an elevation of 1700 ft. on
the north flank of Carmarthen Van, a summit of the Brecon
Beacons; and the course is at first northerly, but soon turns

east through a beautiful valley dosely beset with lofty hills.

The river passes the findy situated town of Brecon, and thea

turns south-east past Crickhowell and south past Abergavenny.
Between these towns it forms a short stretch of tl^ Webh
boundary before entering England (Monmouthshire). The
valley now broadens, and the course of the river becomes sinuous
as it flows by the ancient towns of Usk and Caerleon. The
scenery throughout is most beautifuL Not far from the

mouth lies Newport, with its extensive docks, to which the

estuary gives access. Except in this part, the Usk is not

used for navigation, but the Monmouthshire and Brecon and
Abergavenny canals, in part following the valley, carry a small

trade up to Brecon. The Usk is noted for its sahnon and
trout filling.

USK, a small market town, is beautifully situated on the

right bank of the Usk river, 10 m. N.N.E. of Newport. Pop.
of urban district (1901), 1476. It unites with Newport and
Monmouth to form the Monmouth parliamentary distrkt of

boroughs, returning one member. It is of high antiquity,

occupying the site of a Roman-British village or fort; and
there are picturesque ruins of an andent castle erected in de-

fence of the Welsh marches, and as such, a scene of frequent

strife from Norman times until the days of the warlike Owen
Glendower, about 1400. The church of St Mary ociginaUy

belonged to a Benedictine nunnery of the 12th century.

USKOKS, or Uscocs. During the eariy years of the s6th

century, the Turkish conquest of Bosnia 4nd Hen^govina
* Ed. J. R. Lumby, RolU Series (1886), vqL ix. p. 147.
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dxove large numbers of the Christian tnliabitants from, their

homes. A body of these Uskoks, as they were called, finrn a
Serbo-Croatian word meaning " refugee," established itself in the

Dalmatian fortress of Clissa, near Spa^ito, and thence waged
continual t^ar upon the Turks. Clissa, however, became un-

tenable, and the Uskolps withdrew to Zengg, on the Croatian

coast, where, in accordance with the Austrian system of plant-

ing colonies- of defenders along the Military Frontier, they were

welcomed by the Emperor Ferdinand L, and promised an
annual subsidy in return for their services. Their new strong-

hold, screened by mountains and forests, was unassailable by
cavalry or artillery, but admirably suited to the light-armed

Uskoks, whose excellence lay in guerilla warfare. The Turks,

on their side, organized a body of equally effective troops called

Martelossi, for defence and reprisals. Thus, checked <m land,

and with their subsidy rarely paid, the Uskoks turned to piracy.

Large galleys could not anchor in the bay of Zengg, which is

shallow and exposed to sudden gales, so the Uskoks fitted out

a fleet of swift boats, light enough to navigate the smallest

creeks and inlets of the Illyrian shore, and easily sunk and
recovered, if a temporary landing beoime necessary. With
these they preyed upon the commerce of the Adriatic. Their

ranks were soon swelled by outlaws ftrom all nations, and by their

own once peaceful neighbours, from Novi, Otto£ac and other

Croatian towns. After 1540, however, Venice, as mistress of

the seas, guaranteed the safety of Turkish merchant vessels,

and provided them with an escort of galleys. The Uskoks re-

taliated by ravaging the Venetian islands of Veglia, Arbe and
Pago, and by using the Venetian territoHes in Dalmatia as an
avenue of attack upon the Turks. Meanwhile the corsairs of

Greece and Africa were free to raid the unprotected southern

shores of Italy; and Venice was besieged with complaints

from the Porte, the Vatican, the Viceroy of Naples and his

sovereign, the king of Spain. An appeal to Austria met with

little success, for the offences of the Uskoks were outweighed

by their services against the Turks; while, if Minucd may be

trusted, a share of their spoils, in silk, velvet and jewels, went
to the ladies of the Archducal Court of Graz, where the matter

was negotiated. From tS77 onwards, Venice endeavoured to

crush the pirates without offending Austria, enlisting Albanians

in place of their Dalmatian crews, who feared reprisals at home.
For a time the Uskoks only ventured forth by night, in winter

and stormy weather. In 1592 a Turkish army invaded Croatia,

hoping to capture Zengg, but it was routed and dispersed in the

following year. Austria being thus involved in war with Ti^rkey,

the Venetian Admiral Giovanni Bembo blockaded Trieste and
Fiume, whither the piratesforwarded their booty for sale. They
also erected two forts to command the passages from Zengg
to the open sea. In r6o2 a raid by the Uskoks upon Istria

resulted in an agreement between Venice and Austria, and the

despatch to Zengg of the energetic commissioner Rabatta with

a strong bodyguard. All these measures, however, availed

little. Rabatta was murdered, the fugitive Uskoks returned

to Zengg and piracy was resumed, with varying fortunes, until

i6r5, when a grosser outrage than usual led to open war be-

tween Venice and Austria. By the treaty of peace concluded

at Madrid, in i6r7, it was arranged that the Uskoks should be
disbanded, and their ships destroyed. The - pirates and their

families were, accordingly, transported to the interior of Croatia,

where they gave their name to the Uskoken Gthirgef a group of

mountains un the borders of CamioU. Their presence has also

been traced near Montis Maggiore, in Istria, where such signifi-

cant family names as Novlian (from Novi) , Ottocian (from Otto&c)
and Clissan (from Clissa), were noted by Franceschi in 1879.

See Minucdo Minucci, Histcria dcgli Uscochi (Venice, 1603);
enlarged by P. Sarpi, and translated into French as a supplement
to Amelot de la Houssaye's Histoire du gomemement it Vtnisg
(Amsterdam, 1705). Minucd was one of tne Venetian envoys at
Graz. See also the conriser narratives in C. de Franceschi's
L'Istria, chap. ^7 (Parenzo, 1879); and T. G. Jackson's Dalmatia,
Uu Quarnero ana Istria, chap. 27 (Oxford, 1887).

USKOB, Uscitp, or Skopia (anc. Scupi, Turk. Oshh^i,

Slav. Skoplye), the capital of the vilayet of Kossovo, European

Turkey; on the left bank of-the river Vardar, and at the junction

of the railways from Nish and Mitrovitza to Salonica. Pop.
(r905) about 32,000, consisting dilefly of Slavs (Serbs and
Bulgars), Turks, Albanians and a few gipsies. Uskfib occupies

a picturesque and strategically important position at the foot

of a valley which severs two mountain ranges, the Shar Planina
and Kara Dagh. Main roads radiate N.W. to Prizren, W. to

Gostivar, an important centre of distribution, E.N.E. to Kuma-
novo, and thence into Bulgaria, and S. to KoprOltt and Monastir.

The dty is the headquarters of an army corps, and the see of

an Orthodox Greek archbishop, of the archbbhop of the Roman
Catholic Albanians and of a JBuIgarian bishop. Its principal

buildings are the dtadel, the palace of the vali or provincial

governor, the Greek and Bulgarian schools, numeroiis churches

and mosques and a Roman aqueduct. The industries include

dyeing, weaving, taiming and the manufacture of metal-work,

wine and flour, but Uskiib is chiefly important as the com-
mercial centre of the whole vilayet of Kossovo (q.v.). The
Imperial Ottoman Bank and the Banque de Salonique have
branches in the dty, and French is to a remarkable extent

the language of commerce. UskQb retains in a modified

form the luune of Scupi, one of the chief cities of northern

Macedonia. A few unimportant ruins mark the ancient site,

about xi m. N.W. Scupi was destroyed by an earthquake in

A.D. 5x8, but was rebuilt by Justinian under the name of

Justiniana Prima. Up to the Z4th centtiry it was at times the

capital of the Servian tsars.

USTARANA* a Pathan tribe who inhabit the outer hflls opposite

the extreme south portion of Dera Ismail Khan district in the

North-West Frontier Province of India. Originally the Ustar-

anas were entirely a pastoral and trading tribe; but a quarrel

with their ndghbours, the Musa Khd, put a stop to their annual
westward immigration, and they were forced to take jto agri-

culture, and have since acquired a good deal of the plain country
bdow the hills. Thdr territory includes only the eastern slopes

of the Suliman mountains, the crest of the range being hdd
by the Musa Khd, Isots and Zmarais (see Suliman Hills).

Tlie Ustaranas are venturesome traders, carrying goods from
Kandahar as far as Bengal. They are a fine manly race, quiet

and wdl-behavedy and many of them enlist in the Indian army
and police.

USnCA, an aland off the N. coast of Sidly, 41} m.N.N.W.
of Palermo. Pop. (z86x) 2231; (1901) 1916. It is the Oste-

odes of the Greeks, but in Roman times was known as Ustica.

The island is entirely volcanic and subject to earthquakes,

and is fertile. There is a considerable penal colony. There
are some Roman tombs excavated in the rock.

USTYUG VEUKIT, a -town of Russia, in the government of

Vologda, 216 m. N.E. from the city of Vologda, on the navigable

Sukhona river, near its confluence with the Yug. Pop. (1885)

8119; (1897) 11,309. It manufactures hosiery, woollens and
linens, has sawinills, and carries on an active trade in com,
hemp, flax, bristled and butter, which it exports. It has two
important yearly fairs. Its artisans are famous for their

jewdry, for engraving upon silver and the fabrication of boxes

with secret locks.

USURY. An andent legal conception, it has been said,

corresponds not to one but to several modem conceptions;

and the proposition is equally true when economic is substituted

for legal Until quite recent times the term ** usury " (Lat.

uswa, use, enjoyment, interest, from usus, use) covered a
number of essentially different social phenomena. "Thou
shalt not lend upon usury to thy brother; usury of money,
usury of victuals, usxiry of anything that is lent upon usury.

Unto a stranger thou mayest lend upon usury; but unto thy

brother thou shalt not lend upon usury, that the Lord thy God
may bless thee " (Deut. xxiii. 19, 20). In this sentence we find

interest of all kinds blended together, and the natural economic

tendcndes directly counteracted by the moral and religious law.

At the present day, " usury," if used in the old sense of the term,

would embrace a multitude of modes of receiving interest upon
capital to which not the slightest moral taint is attached.
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The man who does not in aome shape or other lend his capital

upon " usury " is, in the modem world, generally considered as

lacking in his duty to himself or his family. The change in

the moral attitude towards usury is perhaps best expressed

by saying that in ancient times so much of the lending at interest

was associated with cruelty and hardship that all lending was
branded as immoral (or all interest was usury in the moral sense),

whilst at present so little lending takes place, comparatively,

except on commercial principles, that all lending is regarded

as free from an immoral taint. This change in the attitude of

common-sense morality in respect to "anything that is lent

upon usury" is one of the most peculiar And instructive features

in the economic progress of society.

" It is worthy of remark," says Gfote {History of Greece,

iii. 144), " that the first borrowers must have been for the

most part men driven to this nec<»sity by the pressure of want,

and contracting debt as a desperate resource without any fair

prospect of ability to pay; debt and famine run together in the

mind of the poet Hesiod. The borrower is in this unhappy
state rather a distressed man soliciting aid than a solvent

man capable of makiAg and fulfilling a contract; and if he
cannot find a friend to make a free gift to him in the former

character he would not under the latter character obtain a loan

from a stranger except by the promise of exorbitant interest and
by the fullest eventual power over his person which he is in

a position to grant." This remark, though suggested by the

state of society in ancient Greece, is largely applicable throughout

the world until the close of the early middle ages. Borrowers

were not induced to borrow as a rule with the view of employing
the capital so obtained at a greater profit, but they were com-
pelled of necessity to borrow as a last resort. The conditions

of ancient usury find a graphic illustration in the account of

the building of the second temple at Jerusalem (Neh. v. 1-12).

The reasons for borrowing are famine and tribute. Some said,

" Wie have mortgaged our lands, vineyards and houses, that

we might buy com, because of the dearth." Others said,
*' We have borrowed money for the king's tribute, and that

upon our hinds and vineyards . . . and, lo, we bring into

bondage our sons and our daughters to be servants,...

neither is it in our power to redeem them, for other men
have our lands and vineyards." In ancient Greece we find

similar examples of the evil effects of usury, and a law of bank-

ruptcy resting on slavery. In Athens about the time of Solon's

legislation (594 B.C.) the bulk of the population, t^ho had originally

been small proprietors or metayers, became gradually indebted

to the rich to such an extent that they were practically slaves.

Those who still kept their property nominally were in the

position of Irish cottiers: they owed more than they could pay,

and stone pillars erected on their land showed the amoimt of the

debts and the names of the lenders. Usury had given all

the power of the state to a small plutocracy. The remedy
which Solon adopted was of a kind that we are accustomed
to consider as purely modem. In the first place, it is tme
that according to andent practice he proclaimed a general

seisacktkeia, or shaking off of burdens: he cancelled all the

debts made on the security of the land or the person of the

debtor. This measure alone would, however, have been of

little service had he not at the same time enacted that hence^

forth no loans could be made on the bodily security of the debtor,

and the creditor was confined to a share of the property. The
consequence of this simple but effective reform was that Athens
was never again disturbed by the agitation of insolvent debtors.

Solon left the rate of interest to be determined by free contract,

and sometimes the rate was exceedingly high, but none of the

evils so generally prevalent in antiqmty were experienced.

When we turn to Rome, we find exactly the same difiiculties

arising, but they were never successfully met. As in Athens
in early times, the mass of the people were yeomen, living on
their own small estates, and in time they became hopelessly

in debt. Accordingly, the legislation of the XII. Tables, about
500 B.C., was intended to strike at the evil by providing a maxi-
mum rate of interest. Unfortunately, however, no alteration

was made in the law of debt, and the attempt to regulate the

rate of interest utteriy faOed. In the course of two or three

centuries the small free farmers were utteriy destroyed. By the
pressure of war and taxes they were all driven into debt, and
debt ended practically, if not technically, in slavery. It would
be difficult to overestimate the importance of the influence of
usury on the social and economic history of the Roman nqrablic
In the provinces the evils of the system reached a much greater

height. In 84 B.C. the war tax imposed by Sulla on the province
of Asia was at first advanced by Roman capitalists, and rose

within fourteen years to six times its original amount. It is

interesting to observe that the old law of debt was not really

abolished until the dictatorship of Julius Caesar, who practkaHy
adopted the legislation of Solon more than five centuries before;

but it was too Lite then to save the middle dass. About this

time the rate of interest on first-dass security in the dty of

Rome was only about 4%, whilst in the provinces from
as to 50% were rates often exacted. Justinian made the
accumulation of arrears {anatocismus ) illegal, and fixed the rate

at 6%, except for mercantile loans, in which the rate re-

ceived was 8%. On the whole, it was truly said of nsnry
during the republic and early years of the empire: ** Sed vetus
urbi faenebre malum ct seditionum discordianimque crrtwrrima
causa." Even when it came to be authorized by Roman law
under certain restrictions, it was still looked upon as a pemicioas
crime. "Cicero mentions that Cato, being asked what he
thought of usury, made no other answer to the question than by
asking the person who spoke to him what bethought of morder."

It iRas only natural, considering the evils produced by usury
in ancient Greece and Rome, that philosophers should have tried

to give an a priori explanation of these abuses. The opumm of

Aristotle on the barrenness of money became proverbial, and
was quoted with approval throughout the middle ages. This
condemnation by the moralists was enforced by the Fathers ci

the church on the conversion of the empire to Christiaxiity.

They held usury up to detestation, and practically made no
distinction between interest on equitable moderate terms and
what we now term usurious exactioiu.' The ooroeqacBoe of

the condemnation of usury by the church was to throw aS the
dealing in money in the early middle ages into the hands
of the Jews. A full account of the mode in which this traffic

was conducted in England is given by Madox in chapter vii

of his History of ike Chequer (London, 17x1). The Jews were
considered as deriving all thdr privileges from the hand of the
king, and every privilege was dearly bought. There can be do
doubt that they were subjected to most arbitrary exactiorts.

At the same time, however, their dealings were nominally under
the supervision of the Jews' exchequer, and a number of regula-

tions were enforced, partly with the view of protecting borrowers
and partly that the king might know how much his Jews could
afford to pay. It was probably mainly on account of this

money-lending that the Jews were so heartfly detested and liable

to such gross ill-treatment by the people. A curious illustration

of this popular animosity is found in the insertion of a clause in

the charters granted by Henry IH. to Newcastle and I>crby,

forbidding any Jew to reside in either place. Ultimatdy
in 2390 the Jews were expelled in a body from the kingdom
under circumstances of great barbarity, and were not allowed
to return until the time of CromweU. Before the expulsion

of the Jews, however, in spite of canonical opposition. Christians

had begun to take interest openly; and one of the most interest-

ing examples of the adaptation of the dogmas of the Church of

Rome to the sodal and economic environment is found in

the growth of the recognized exceptions to usury. In thb
respect the canonical writers derived much assistance from
the later Roman law. Without entering into technicalities,

it may be said generally that an attempt was made to distinguish

between usury. In the modem sense of unjust exaction, and
interest on capital. Unfortunatdy, however, the modifications

' For a popular account of the reasons given in support of the
canonical objections to usury, and of the modifications and tat

—
tions admitted in come quarters, see W. Cunningham's £/nry.
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which were really adxnitted were not openly and avowedly made
by a direct change in the statutes, but for the most part they
were effected (as so many early reforms) under the cover of

ingenious legal fictions. One of the most curious and instructive

results of this treatment has been well brought out by Walter
Ross in the introduction to his Lectures on the Law of Scotland

( 1 793) • He shows, in a very remarkable manner and at consider-

able length, that " to the devices fallen upon to defeat those
laws (s.«. against usiuy) the greatest part of the deeds now in

use both in England and Scotland owe their original forms "

(i. 4). One of the consequences of this indirect method
of reforming the law was that in some cases the evil was much
exaggerated. "The judges," says Ross, "could not award
interest for the money; that would have been contrary to law,

a moral evO, and an oppression of the debtor; but, upon the
idea of damages and the failure of the debtor in performance,

they unmercifully decreed for double the sum borrowed." He
may well remark that imagination itself is incapable of conceiving

a higher degree of inconsistency in the affairs of men (compare
Blackstone,.iii. 434, 435).

In the limits assigned to this article it is impossible to enter

further into the history of the question (see also Moneylendinc),
but an attempt may be made to summarize the principal results

so far as they bear upon the old controversy, which has again

been revived in some quarters, as to the proper relation of law
to usury and interest, (i) The opinion of Bentham that the

attempt directly to suppress usury (in the modem sense) will

only increase the evil is abundantly verified. Mere prohibition

under penalties will practically lead to an additional charge as

security against risk. The evils must be partly met by the

general principles applicable to all contracts (the fitness of the

contracting parties, &c.) and partly by provisions for bank-
ruptcy. Peculiar forms of the evil, such as mortgaging to

excessive amounts in countries largely occupied by peasant

proprietors, may be met by particular measures, as, for example,

by forbidding the accumulation of arrears, (a) The attempt

to control interest in the conmierdal sense is both useless and
harmful. It is certain to be met by fictitious devices which at

the best will cause needless inconvenience to the contracting

parties; restraints will be placed on the natural flow of capital,

and industry will suffer. (3) In the progress of society borrowing

for commercial purposes has gradually become of overwhelming
importance compared with borrowing for purposes of necessity,

as in earlier times. By far the greater part of the interest now
paid in the civilized world is, in the language of the English

economists, only a fair reward for risk of loss and for manage-
ment of capital, and a necessary stimulus to saving.

See Capital and Interea (Ene. trans., 1890), by E. Boehm von
Baweric; Nature of Capital and Income^ by Irving Fiaher (1906).

UTAH,< one of the Central Western states of the United SUtes
of America. It lies between latitudes 37* and 42^ N. and
between longitudes 32** and 37** W. from Washington (i.e.

about 109" 1' 34' and ii4* i' 34' respectively W. of Greenwich).

The state is bounded wholly by meridians and parallels, and is

bordered on the N. by Idaho and Wyoming, on the E. by Wyom-
ing and Colorado, on the S. by Arizona, and on the W. by
Nevada. Utah has an area of 84,990 sq. m., of which 2806

sq. m. are water rurface, including Great Salt, Utah and other

lakes. The state has a maximum length of 345 m. N. and S.,

and a maximum width of about 280 m. £. and W.
Physical Features.—^The eastern portion of Utah consists of high

?latcaus, and constitutes a part of the Colorado Plateau province,

he remaining western portion of the state is lower, belongs in the
Great Basin province, and is characterized by north-south mountain
ranges separated by desert basins. The high plateaus consist of

great blocks of the earth's crust which are separated from each
other by fault-lines, and which have been uplifted to different

heights. Erosion has developed deep and sometimes broad valleys

along the fault-lines and elsewhere, so that many of the blocks and
portions of blocks are isolated from their neighbours. As a rule

^ The name is that of a Shoshonean Indian tribe, more commonly
called Ute.-
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the blocks have not been greatly tilted or deformed, but consist
of nearly horizontal layers of sandstone, shales and limestone.
In some cases these sedimentary rocks lie deeply buried under
lavas poured out by volcanoes long extinct. The plateau summits
rue to elevations of 9000, 10.000 and x 1,000 ft., are generally
forested, but are too difficult of access to be much inhabited. The
people live along the streams in the valleys between the plateaus.
In the southern part of the sute the high plateaus are terminated
by a series of giant terraces which descend to the general level of
the Grand Canyon Platform in northern Arizona. The terraces
represent the out-cropping edges of hard sandstone layers included
in the series of plateau sediments, and are named according to
the colour of the rock exposed in the south-facing escarpments,
the Pink Qiffs (highest). White Cliffs and VermiUon Cliffs. A stUl
lo ^*-

- .\'^ I VI mating in theShinarump Cliffs, is lessconspicuous;
bi :

I es afford magnificent scenery. The northernmost
mejiiU-r ui Lbi.- ^.igh plateaus is a broad east-west trending arch
ktiQvti ^ the I JLita Mountains. Local glaciation has carved the
hi^ker kwk i>! iliis range into a maze of amphitheatres contain-
ing bkc!^, Ptiiunited from each other by arUes and alpine peaks.
Amung the peak* are King's Peaks (I3i498 ft, and 13496 ft.), the
highest points in the state; Mt. Emn ' '* ' ' —

, - IS (13,428 ft.); Gilbert
Peak (ij,4J3 ft); Mt.Lovenia (iSt^Soft.): and Tokewanna Peak
(ij,j£» ft,). In the south-eastern part of the sUte are lower
de$crt pLiiirjtis, and several mountain groups which do not properly
belong to the pljteau system. Most interesting among tnese are
thu licFtry Mountains, formed by the intrusion of molten igneous
n>^k bciKcrn th. layers of sediments, causing the overlying layers
to .^mh '\- lome mountains. Stream erosion has dissected
tbt5e du:— a^x Plough to reveal the core of the igneous rock and
to give a nigged topography. The highest peaks exceed 11,000 ft.
By far the greater part of the high plateau district is drained by
the Colorado river and its branches, the most important of which
are the Green, Grand and San Juan, portions of whose courses lie
in canyons of remarkable grandeur. The western membov of the
high plateaus drain into the Great Basin for the most part, and in
this drainage system the Sevier river is perhaps most prominent.
Inasmuch as the streams entering the basin have no outlet to the
ocean, their watera disappear by evaporation, either directly from
alluvial slopes over which they i»ss, or from saline lakes occupying
depressions between the mountain ranges.
The lower basin portion of Utah is separated from the high plateaus

by a series of great fault scarps, by which one descends abruptly to
a level of but 5000 or 6000 ft. One of the fault scarps is known
as the Hurricane Ledge, and continues as a prominent landmark
from a point south of the Grand Canyon in Arizona to the central
¥irt of Utah, where it is replaced Sy other scarps farther east,
he floor of the Basin R^on is formed of alluvium ^ra^ed from

the high plateaus and mountain ranges, a part of which has
accumulated in alluvial fans, and part in thie greatly expanded lakes
which existed here in the glacial period. This alluvium gives gently
sloping or level desert plains, from which isolated mountain ranges
rise like islands from the sea. The barren *' mud flats," frequently
found on the desert floor, result from the drying up of temporary
shaUow lakes, or playas. Lake Bonneville is the name given to
the most important of the much greater lakes of the glacial period,
whose old shore-lines are plainly visible on many mountain slopes.
Great Salt Lake {q.v.) is a shrunken remnant ol Lake Bonneville.
The mountain ranges of the Basin Region are most frequently
formed by faulted and tilted blocks of the earth's crust, which
have been carved by stream erosion into rugged shapes. Oquirrh.
Tintic, Beaver, House and Mineral Mountains are typical examplei
of these north-south " basin ranges," which rise abruptly from the
desert i>lains and are themselves partial deserts. The Wasatch
Mountain range constitutes the eastern margin of the Great Basin
in central and northern Utah, and resembles the true basin ranges
in that it is formed by a ereat block of the earth's crust uptilted
along a north-south fault-line. Its steep fault scarp faces west,
and rises from 4000 to 6000 ft. above the basin floor; the eastern
slope is more gentle, but both slopes are much scored by deep canyons,
some of which have been modified in form by ancient glaciers.
Among the highest summits are Timpanogos Peak (n.957 ft.),
*'' vT-.._ /., 837 ft.). Twin Peak (11,563 ft.), and Lone Peak

At the western base of the Wasatch are Salt Lake
Mt. Nebo (11,887 ft.). Twin Peak (11,563 ft.), and Lone' Peak
(II.29JI ft.). At the western base of the Wasatch are Salt Lake
City, Ogdcn, Provo and other smaller towns, situated where streams
issue from the mountains, soon to disappear on the desert plains.
In such places agriculture is made possible by irrigation, and the
Mormon villages, both here and farther south along the base of
the Hurricane Ledge, depend largely on this industry. Important
mining operations are carried on m the Wasatch Mountains and in
a number of the basin ranges. Mercur, Tintic, Bingham and Park
City are well-known mining centres.

Fauna.—In the open country the mule deer, the pronghom
antelope and the coyote are found, and the bison formerly ranged
over the north-eastern part of the state; the side-stripea ground-
squirrel, Townsend's . spermophile. the desert pack-rat and the
desert pack-rabbit inhabit the flat country. In the mountainous
districts and high plateaus are the grizzly, formcriy more common,
the bbck bear, the four-striped chipmunk and the yeUow-haired
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. rcupine. Various tpedet of nnall native vice and volet arc
abundant.

In the manhes of the Sah Lake bieed gr^beB, gulb and terns,

and formeriy the white pelican. Many duclu breed ncre, and many
othen pass through in migration: of the former, the most numerous
are mallard and t^; of the latter, pintail, shovder, scaup, ring-neck
ducks, and mergansers. Wood and glossy ibises are commonly
seen, and the white ibb breeds in numbers; the sand-hill crane is

less common than formerly. A few varieties of shore birds breed
here, as the Western willet, the Bartramian sandfyper, and the long-
billed curlew. Gambd's partridge is resident in the southern |>art

of the state, and the sage-hen and sharp-tail nouse on the plains.

Thedusky grouseandgrey ruffed grouse areconbned to the mountains
and plateaus. The California vulture is very rare; various species

of hawks and golden and bald eagles are common. The burrowing
owl is found on the plains, and various swedes of small birds are
characteristic of the different physkad divisions of the sute. A few
lizards are found in the arid districts. The trout of the Utah
mountain streams is considered a distinct spedea.

Flora.—^Western Utah and vast areas sJong the Colorado river

in the cast and south-east arc practically trcdess. The lower
plateaus and many of the basin ranges, as wdl as the basins them-
selves, are deserts. The higher plateaus, the Uinta and Wasatch
mountains, bear forests of fir, spruce and pine, and the lower slopes

are dotted with piflon, juniper, and scrub cedar. On the slopes

of mountain valleys grow cedars, dwarf maples and occasional

oaln. Willows and cottonwoods grow along streams. The west
slope of the Wasatch has been larKely denudedof its forests to supply
the demands of the towns at its base. Among other plants common
to the state are the elder, wild hop, dwarf sunflower, and several

species of greasewood and cacti. The sagebrush, artemisia, is

characteristic of the desert areas. Bunch grass is abundant on
the hillsides the year round, and affords valuable pasturage.

CtimaU.—On account of iu great diversity In topography, the
state of Utah is diaracteriied by a wide range m climatic conditions.

Extremely coM weather may occur on the lofty pbteaus and moun-
tain ranges, while the intervening valleys and basins have a milder

climate. The mean temperature of the sUte ranges from 58* in

the extreme south to 4a in the north. N^^ter temperatures aa
k>w as 36* bdow zero are known for the higher altitudes; in the
south, summer temperatures of no* and higher have been recorded..

At Salt Lake City the mean winter temperature is 31*, the mean
summer temperature 73*. Corresponding fieures for St George, in

the south-western part of the state, are 38* and 80*. In general

Utah may be said to have a true continental dimate, although the

presence of Great Salt Lake has a modifyins effect on the dimate of

that portion of the Basin Region in which it lies. Killing frosts

occur eariy in September and as late as the last of May, and in

the higher valleys they' may occur at any time. The mean annual

Kredpitation is only 11 in., the greater part of whid) occun in the
yrm of snow in the winter months, summer bang the dry season.

At Salt Lake City the annual precipiution is 15.8 in., of which a in.

fall in summer. For St George tne figures are: annual precipita-

tion. 6.6 in.; summer. 1.^ in. Both Salt Lake City and St George
are near the boundary between the Basin Region and the high

plateaus. WcU out in the basin deserts the predpitation |s sttll

less; and the same holds true for the low desert plateaus in the
south-eastern part of the state, where Hite has an annual precipiu-

tion of only a.3 in., of which 04 in. falls in the summer. On the

other hand, the precipiution on the high plateaus probably exceeds

30 in. in places. In the inhabited parts of the sUte, irrigation is

generally necessary for agriculture.

Soil.—The alhivium of the desert basins fumisnes much good
soil, which produces abundant crops where irrigated. Alkali soils

are also common in the basins, but when water is available they can
often be washed out and made productive. Very rich floodplain

soils occur along the larger streams. Vast areas of unrecUimable
desert exist in uie west and south-east. In the |Nt>tected valleys

between the high plateaus. alluvial soils are cultivated; but the

plateau summits are rebtively inaccessible, and^ being subject to
summer frosts, are not cultivated. Comparatively poor, sandy
soil is found on the k>wer desert plateaus in the south-east, where
population is scanty.

forests.—The forest resources of Utah are of little value: the
toUl wooded area was about 10,000 sq. m. in 1900, or about ia| %
of the land area of the sUte. The only timba* of commercial
knporUnce is found in the UinU Range in the north-eastern comer
of the sUte. and is chiefly yellow pine* The timber of the Wasatch
Range is small and scattering, in 1^10 there were in the sUte
fourteen national foresU varying in size from 1,350,610 acres (the

Uinta reserve). 947490 acres (the Ashley reserve), and 786,080 acres

(the Manti reserve), down to the smallest Pocatello (io,7ao) on the
Idaho border. The total area of these reserves was 7.436.337 acres.

Irrigation.—Under the Federal Reclamation Fund. esUblished
in 1902, 8830,000 was allotted to Uuh in 1003-9. and $300,000
more in 1910, for the development of the Strawberry Valley project.

This project, which was about one-third completed in the oeginning
of 1910, provides for the irrigation in Strawberry Valley (Uuh and
Wasatch counties, S. of Provo), of 60.000 acres, by a 6800-acre

rett-fvolr of 110,000 acre-fiect capedty, oo Scn^
by J funnel, 19,000 ft. long, connecting tne reservoir with 1 ,

Fork. a. tjibut:iry of Spanish Fork river; by a storage dam. 50 ft.

high, of 6o,Q0O cub. yd*, contenta, diverting water from Spanish
Fork river into two canals, one on each side of the river, lor the
irrigation of laod in the valley of Utah lake; by m hydro-electric
powc r pUnt about 3 m. below the diversion dam ; aiad by the enlarge-
mtnt of eKiistim! canal systems. The diversion dam, the power
can^L and the hrtt unit of the power plant were conapleted in 1909.
Iniv Hi ;,,n ut thr Arid western regions of the United Mates began ia

thci '_ : : Lb in q\ Utah when the Mormon pioneers in 1847 diverted
the watere of City Creek upon the parched soQ of Salt Lake Valley.

In 1900 neariy te% of the land reclaimed by irrigatioo in the wbcAe
SUte lay within the Groat Basin. Between 188^ and 1899 the

number of irrigaton in the sUte (ezdusive of Indian reservatioob)

increased from 9734 to 17.934. or 84.3%. and the number of acres

irrigated from 363473 to 639.393, or 138.8%. la 1900. of the total

improved acreage (iXttO,a36 acres) 61.3% (639.293 acres) was
irrigated; and in 1899, ct the 686,374 noes in crops, 537tS^ mac*,

i4gnc«Anf».—The number of farms in Utah (not including those

of less than 3 acres and of small productivity) in 1880 was 945^

.

in 1890, io.«i7; and in 1900, i9/x>7'. their average size in 1880 wai
694 acres; in 1890, 135.9 acres; and in 1900. 316.6 acres. The
total number of all farms in the sUte in 1900 was 19.^7 ; and the

number of white farmers, 19.144. The greatest number of famu
were between too acres and 500 acrea—1916 in 1880. and 5565 io

1900. Other holdings were as follows: between ao acres and 5c

acres, 3688 in 1880, and 5361 in 1900; between 50 acrea and 10c

acres, 3056 in 1880 and 3741 in looo; less than 10 acres. 434 in iS8c
and 1633 in 1900: 1000 acres and more, 9 in 1880 and 348 in 1900.

The proportion of farms <^)erated bv ownen decreased from 954 %
(9019 farms) in 1880 to 91.3% (17.674 farms) in 1900; tbosr
operated by cash tenanU increased from 0.6% (60 farms) in i860 tc

3.6% (506 farms) in 1900, and those operated by share tenanu fromi

4% (371 farms) in 1880 to 6.3% (1307 farms) in 1900. The touI
area 01 larms increased from 055,^4 acres in 1880 to 4.116,951
acres in 1900, but the proportion of improved land decreased frots

63-$% (416.105 acres) m 1880 to 35.1 % (1.032.117 acrea) in 1900,

indicating the neat increase in land used (cr grazing.

The value oi farm property, including land with impcovonefits,
emenU.and machinery, and live-stock was $19,333,569 in i8Sc

$75ii75ti4< ui 1900; the average value per farm was 82043
in 1880 and $3878 in 1900; and the average value per acre of fans
land was $29.^ in 1880 and $18.36 in 1900. The value of all farm
products was $3437410 in 1879 and $16,503,051 in 1899. and the

amountexpendullor fertiliaen increased onlyfrom $11,3^to $ 14.300.

In 1899 hay and grain furnished the prindpsi income fron

354% <" all farms in the sUte, and live-«tock from 38.1 % o( all

farms. In 1899, 355,609 acres, or ^7.3% of the acrenge of all croo^
was sown to cereals, which were valued at $3486.789. or 39% of the

value of ail crops. The production of cereau (which grow chiefly
'- the northern counties of the sUte) was 130.843 bo. in 1849.

~ bu. in 1869, 3.395,744 bu. in 1889. and 5481,135 bu. in 1899.770.387
ThepnThe principal cereal was wheat, the value of which was $1,575.0(4

C3413470 bu.) in 1899, and $5481.000 (6.090.000 bo.) in 1009.*

The value and product of oats in 18m wast553.847 (1.436*335 bu).
in 1909. _

$131 37a (350.030
$1.3*9^
>.030 bi

1.000 (3.u6,ooolni.); 01 Indian oora, in'

,_ ,_^ ju.). andTin 1909. $355.ooo (4o8/)oo bu.). _

barley, in 1899. $131,836 (353.140 bu.J.^and in J909*. $343^ooo

,^5

(530.000 bu.): of rye m 1899. $13,761 (28.630 bu.), and in 1909,

$46,000 (66.000 bu.).. The value of theha
was $3,863,830, or 46.9% of the value of all crops, and ito acreage
$46,000 (66.000 bu.).. The value of thehayand forage crap in iK^
was $3,863,830, or 46.9% of the value of all crops, and ito acreage
was 388.043 acres, or 5^5% of the acreage of all crops; in 1909.
the acreage in hay was 375tOOO acres,and iu value was $9.
Alfalfa (or lucerne) formed the prindpal part of the hav crop ta

the acreage in hay was 375tOOO acres, and iu value was $9,793.ooa
Alfalfa (or lucerne) formed the prindpal part of the hav crop ta

1899, and was produced chiefly in tbie counties of Utah (95^16
tons). Salt Lake (9i.a66 tons), Cache (64.543 tons) and Boaekkr
(50X>19 tons), all in the northern part of the sUte.
The veseUble crop in 1899 occupied 34^)42 acres, or 3.5% of the

acreage 01 all crops, and iu value was $1,350,713. or 15.3% of the

value of all crops. The product of potatoes increased verv ra^ncfiy

from 519497 bu. in 1889 to I4$3>57p bu. valued at $487,816 ia

1899. and to 3,700.000 bu. valued at $1,161,000 in 1909; The pro>

duction of other vegetables in 1899 was as foQows: water-ineloBS,
630440; musk-melons, 516.500; tomatoes, 354.053 bo.; cabbages.

S7.690 heads, and sweet com. 16.103 bu. For the important sscar-

et crop, see below under Manufadurts. On Gunniaoo and Hat
islands in Great Salt Lake are valuable guano depoou vfaidi are
used as fertiliaen for vMcUble gardens.
The value of live-stocic on farms and raneesin i890«aatQ,9i4.766;

on farms in 1900. $314^4.341. The numoer of neat cattle in 1900
^x^as 343,690, valued at $7,153,844; on January 1, 1910,* 415.000,

* 1909 statistics are from the Fear. Book of the U.Sw Departneat
of Apiculture.

* These 1910 figures for live-stock are Uken from tbe Ymt Book
.(1909) of the Uuted Statea Department of Acricultwe.
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valued at $8,976,000, oC which 86joo6 were milch cows valued at
$2,993,000. The number and value of other live-stock were as
follows: sheep, in 1900. 3.818,^3 ($10,256,488), and on January 1,

1910, 3.i'77.ooo ($13,036,000); horses, in 1900, 115.884 ($3,396,313),
and in 1910, 130.000 ($11,050,000); mules, in 1900, 3 116 (158,850).
and in 1910, 3000 ($340,000); iwine, in 1900, 65,733 ($393,115), and
in 19 10, 61,000 ($549,000).
The total value of dairy products in 1899 was $1,532,933. The

principal products were: milk, in 1890, 8.614,69^ gala., and in 1899,
35.134.643 gals, (received from sales, $645.^50); butter, in 1890,
1 .759.354 Ih and in 1899, 3,8i3,i33 lb (received irom sales, $314,910)

;

cheese, in 1890, 163.539 lb, and in 1899, 169,31^ lb (received from
$133,933). The value of all poultry raised in 1899 wassales, :

$263,501; the product of eggs was 3,387,340 doc, and their value,

The product of wool in 1890 (exclusive of wool shorn after the
1st of June) was 9.685,513 lb, in 1900, 17,050,977 lb, and in 1910,
14,850,000 lb. The value of the honey and wax produced in 1809
was $94,364. Honey was a laree crop with the early settlers, who
put a hive and honey-bees on the state-seal.of Deseret and of Utah.

Mining.—'Tl^ mineral resources of Utah are varied and valuable,
but their development was retarded for many years by the policy

of the Mormon Church, which practically forbade its members to
do any mining; more recently the development has been slow be-
cause of inadequate transportation facilities, and the inaccessibility

of some of the deposits. In 1903 the state ranked fourteenth among
the states in the value of its mineral products, $13,378,350, and
took thirteenth rank in 1907, with a pfoduct of $38,099,756, but
dropped to the fifteenth rank in 1908, when the total value of its

product was $36433,131.^ The ^ue of products manufactured
from minerals in 1903 was $9,123,238, or 43>i % of all the manu-
factures in the state. The relative importance 01 mining and man-
ufacturing may be shown thus: in 1903 the mines anaquarries ci
the state empk>yed 5713 wa^c-eamers and paid to them $5,089,122,
and in 1900 manufacturing mdustries employed 6615 wage-earners,
who received $3,388,370 in wages.

Systematic prospecting for the precious metals did not begin
in Utah until 1862, when Colonel Patrick E. Connor (1820-1891)
ot the Third California Infantry established Camp Dou^ba near
Salt Lake City. He permitted many members of hi? i-e^irnent

who had been prospectors in California to proapecjl tlie rcrritory,

with the result that mines were located at Stockion. Ittnghim
Canyon, Little Cottonwood and elsewhere; but atten>pt^ la ^iiielt

lead-^lver ore near Stockton about 1866 were not »ux.ci-^>hjE, ;ind

the mining of precious metals did not become an eHtjMi.h..| in-

dustry in the Territory until about 187a Ores of ^'jcA q^j^trity

are now known to be quite generally distributed throughouL the
state. In 1902 the state ranted third in the value oF its caEd dnd
silver production, $8,500,904; in 1908 it ranked sixth in vald,

$3,946,700 (a decrease of $1,174,900 since 1907). b"^ fourth in
silver, $4,520,600 (a decrease of $3,007^00 since 1907). In 190B
the richest producers of gold were Salt Lake (6o.872'63 oz.), Tuab
(58.679-17 oz.) and Tooele (41 ,069*06 oz.) counties, which produced
about nine-tenths of the total lor the sute; in Salt Lake and Juab
counties the principal source was copper ore, but in Tooele county
almost all the gold was from siliceous ores. For the whole state,

of a total of 179.054*60 oz. in 190B, 111,086*12 were from copper
ore, 47439*15 from siliceous ores, and 19.986*^6 from lead ores.

In the same year the largest producing gold mines were the Cen-
tennial Eureka in Juab county, the Mercur in Tooele county, and
the Utah Consolidated and the Uuh Copper in Salt Lake county.
The principal silver regions in 1908 were the Tintic, in Juab and
Utah counties, and the Park City, in Summit and Wasatch counties.

Of the total production, 8451.338 oz. (valued at $4479,209) in

1908, 2,748,289 oz. (of which more than two-thirds was from copper
ores) were from Juao county; 2463.735 oz. (all but 9586 oz^ which
were from lead zinc ore, being from tead ores) were from Summit
and Wasatch counties; 1,561,983 oz. (all from lead ore, except
1158 oz. from copper ore) were from Utah county; 1,125,309 oz.

(704.358 from copper ore. ^2)9,276 from lead ore, 47.130 from copper-

lead ore and 44445 from siliceous ore) were from Salt Lake county;
and 378,373 oz. (of which 34Jt375 o«* ^'w* 'rom lead ore) were
from Tooele county. The prinapal source of the diver was the
lead ores mined, from which in 1908 about two-thirds of the total

of the silver was secured.
Far larger in value than either gold or nlver, and larger than both

together, was the output of copper in Utah in 1907 ($12,851,377)
and in 1908 ($11463,381). Up to 1905 the output of silver in the
state was greater than that of copper. In the production of copper
in 1908 Utah ranked fourth among the states. Most of the metal
was produced in the Bingham, or West Mountain district. Salt

Lake county, where there were four mines in 1908 wkh an output
of more than 1,000,000 lb; the Tintic district in Tuab county;

the Frisco district in Beaver county; and the Luda district

* The 1907 and 1908 statistics are from the Mintral Risourus

of the UniUd SMes, published by the United Statty C«A)gical
Survey.

in Boxelder cotinty. In 1908 more than two-thirds of the total
output was from the low-grade pwrphyry ores mined at New-
house, Beaver county, and at Bingham, Salt Lake county. There
are copper smelters at C^rfield, Copperton and Binghamton. An
anti-smoke injunction in 1908 closed the furnaces in the immediate
vicinity of Salt Lake City. The production of copper in 1883 was
341.885 lb; in 1890, 1,006,636 lb; in 189X, 2,184,708 lb; in 1900,
18.354.736 tt>; in 1904, 46417,234 lb; m 1907, 64,256,884 lb;
and in 1908, 81^43,812 n».'

Third in value (less than copper or silver) in IQ08, but usually
equalling silver in value, was the state's output of lead. The maxi-
mum production, 125,342,836 lb, was in 1906; in 1908 the output
was 88,777^498 lb (valued at $3,728,655). The decrease in output
and value u largely due to the lower price of lead in the market
and the higher smeftine rate. In 1908 the following mines produced
more than 5,000,000 lb each of lead: Silver King at Park City,
the Colorado in the Tintic district, the Daly West and the Daly
Judge in the Park City district, and the Old Jordan and the Tele-
graph at Bingham, and there were fifteen other mines that pro-
duced betureen 1,000,000 and 3,000,000 lb of lead.

Zinc has been produced in commercial quantities in Summit,
Tooele and Beaver counties. In 1906 the output was 6474.6i<} lb,

valued at $394.95^; in i^ it was 1460.5;^ Ih, vahied at
$68,646, and almost the entire output was from Summit county.
The apparently inexhaustible supplies of iron ore in southern

Utah, and especially in Iron county, had been little worked up to
1910 on account ot their inaccesstbility. The beds of magnetite
and hematite, in the southern portion of the Wasatch Mountains,
are the largest in the western United States; in 1902 the four pro-
ductive mines in Milford, Juab and Utah counties produced 16,240
tons of ore, valued at $27417. There are valuable manganece
deposits in the sandstone of the eastern plateau.

Coal was first discovered in Utah in 18^1 along Coal Creek near
Cedar City (in what is now Iron county) m the south-western part
of Utah, and there was some mining of coal at Wales, Sanpete
county, as eariy as 1855, but there was no general mining until about
twenty years later, and the industry was not well estaolished until

1888. Thereafter its devek>pment was rapid, and the discovery
of outcroppings throughout the central and southern parts of the
state gave evidence of the esustence of great bodies of the mineral.
The only important region of coal mimng in the state up to 1910
was in Carson county, where more than nine-tenths of the total
output of the state was mined in 1907 and in 1908. The production
in. 1870 was 5800 tons; in 1880, 14,748 tons (probably an under-
estimate); in 1890, 318,159 tons; in 1900, 1,147,027 tons; in

1903. 1.681409 tons; in 1907, 1,947,607 tons (the maximum);
and in 1908, 1,846,792 tons. The total production from 1870 to
190B was 20,683.974 tons, or aUowing for coal lost, about 31 ,000,000
tons, which is estimated to represent o*oi6% of the original
supply. In 1900 the United States Geologkal Survey reported
workable beds 01 coal aggregating 13,1^ sq. m. in area, and 2000
sq. m. more in whkh it seemed proMble that coal might be found.
The shales of Utah, Sanpete, Juab and San Juan counties may
furnish a valuable supply of petroleum if transportation facilities

are improved; and there are rich supplies of asphalt—19,033 tons
(valued at $100,324) was the output for 190B.

Salt u obtained by solar evaporation chiefly of the waters of
Great Salt Lake and other brine found in that vicinity; at Nephi
City, Juab county; near Gunnison, Sanpete county; in Sevier and
MiUanl counties, and at Withee Junction in Weber county. The
value of this product in 1907 was $i99f779 (345.557 bbls.), and in
1908, $169,833 (242.678 bbls.).

Of other non-metallic products, among the most important were
Umestone-^valued in i^ at $186,663, and in 1908 at $353.088

—

and sandstone—valued in 1902 at $iojs,oi i and in 1908 at $35,097.
Some marble is quarried at Beaver in Beaver county, and Utah
onyx has been used for interior decoration, notably in the city
and county building of Salt Lake City. The clay products of the
state in the same year were valued at $6'$8,5i7. There are con-
siderable dcfxwits of sulphur, of varying degrees of richness, near
Black Rock in Beaver county. Many semi-precious and precious
stones are found in Utah, including garnet (long sold to tourists
by the Navaho Indians), amethyst, jasper, topaz, tourmaline, opal,
yariscite (or " Utahlite "), malachite, diopside and Smitheomte.

valueIn 1908 toe reported value of precious stones from Utah «-aa

Manufachtres,—^The manufacturing industry was long com-
paratively unimportant, being largely for local markets. It is

still largely dependent on local raw material. But, with the
growth of the mineral industry and of the cultivation of sugar beets,

there was a remarkable growth in manufacturing betu-een 1900
and 1905: the amount 01 capital increased from $13,219,030 to
$36,004,011, or 96*7%, the average number of wage-earners from
Mt3 to 8053, or 48*8: and the value of factory products from
$17,981,648 to $38.926464, or 116*5%. In the period under

' These alatistks for 1904, 1907 and 1908 are from Mitural R^
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discuaiibn. aiten wtablithmcnti (U, thote In tlie two munid-
palitJe»—Salt Lake Chy and Ogden—having a population in 1900
of at least 8000), increaaed in number from 205 to 256 or 24*9%.
and rural csubliahmenta decreaied in number from 370 to 350
(5*4%); the capiutixation of urban establishmenU increated

from 14.212,973 to $7,700,750 (82'8%). and that of the rural from
19.006,067 to $18,303,361 (103-^%): the averajge number of wap-
eamera in urban cstabltshmenta increawd from 3832 to 3859
(36-3 %). and thoae in rural establishments from 2581 io 4193
(o2-5%): the value of the producU of urban establishments

increased from $5,521,140 to $10,541,040 (90-9%) and that of rural

esubliahments from $12460,508 to 128,385424 (127-8%). This
unusual predominance of ruralover urban manufactunng is further

shown by the fact that in 1900, 64-3% of the csublishments teport-

ing, and 69-3 % of the value of their products were from factories

classified as rural, and in 1905 the proportion of rural factories was
588% and the value of their producU 73*9% of tb« total. This
predominance was larigely due to the smelting and refining industry,

the smelters being chiefly in the rural districts.

The flour and grist mill industry was the most important in the

Ute, with producU valued at $i,6S9j22^ in 1900, and $2425,791
in 1905. The values of the products of other industries in 1900 and
1905, In the Older of their importance, were as foUows: Car and
general shop construction and repairs by steam railway companies,
in 1900, $1,306,591, and in 1905, $1,886,651; printing and publish-

ing, in 1900, $770,848, and in 1905* $I4^>549; Gonlectionery, in

1900, $403,379, and in 1905, $1,004,601; canning and preserving

fruit and vegetables in 1900, $300,310, and in 1905, $801,958. The
value of the products of mdustries of lesser importance in mos were

:

slaughtering and meat packing (wholesale), $653,314; malt fiquon,

$636,688; and foundry and machine shop products, $587484.
The beet sugar industry is one of growing importance in Utah:

there were in looo 3 refineries, having a daily total capacity of iioo
tons of beets; in 1905. 4, with a daily total capacity. of 2850 tons:

and in 1909,^ 5, which treated 455.064 tons olbceu and produced
48.884 tons of sugar. In 1853 a si|gar factory bought in England
was erected at Provo, but no sugar was manufactured there, and
none was successfully refined until 1889. Sugar beets were first

grown by irrigation in Utah; under that system it becomes posdble

to estimate closely the tonnage of the product. SUdng sutions
established at distances of from 12 to 25 m. from a factory receive

the beets, extract theiuice and force it through pipes to the factory.

. Transp<frtalum.—^Tbe first trade route to be established by white

men within the present boundaries of Uuh was the old Spanish
trail from Sanu Pi to Los Angeles. The trail entered what is now
Utah, just east of the Dolores river, crossed the Grand river near the
Sierra La Salle and the Green river at the present crossing of the
Denver & Rio Grande railway, proceeded thence to the Sevier river

and southward along its valley to the headwaters of the Vir^n
river, which it followed southward, and then westward, so that its

line left the present state near its south-west corner. The presence

of this and other trails to California was of great importance during

the gold excitement of 1849, when many miners outfitted at Salt

Lake City and the Mormons grew rich in this business. The first

considerable railway enterimse in the territory was the Union Pacific,

which was completed to Ogden in 1869. This system (which

includes the Oregon Short line) has since been supplemented by the

Denver & Rio Grande, the Southern Pacific, the San Pedro, Loa
Angeles & Salt Lake, and various connecting lines. The raihvay
mileage in 1870 was 257 m. ; in 1890, 1265 m. ; and in 1909, 1962*87 m.

' Population.—The population in 1850 was 11,380; in x86o,

40,373; in 1870, 86,786; in x88o, 143,963; in 1890, 207,905; in

1900, 276,749; and in 1910, 373,351. Of the population in 1900,

219,661 were native whites, S3,777i or i9'A% '^ew foreign-

born, 2623 were Indians (of whom 1472 were not taxed), 672

were negroes, 572 were Chinese and 4x7 were Japanese. The
reservation Indians in 1909 were chiefly members of the Uinta,

Uncompahgre and White River Ute tribes on the Uinta Valley

reservation (179,194 acres unallotted) in the north-eastern part

of the' state.* Of the 1900 native-bom population 3870 were

bom in Illinois, 3032 in New York, 2525 in Ohio and 2519 in

Pennsylvania. Oi the foreign-bora by far the largest number,

18,879, were natives of England, 9x32 were Danes, 7025 were

Swedes; and natives of Scotland, Germany, Wales and Nor-
way were next in numbers. The large English immigration

is to be ascribed to the successful proselytizing efforts of the

Mormons in England. The same influence may be traced in

the other immigration figures. There was, however, a relative

* Year Book of the United States Department of Agriculture.
* The Report of the commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1909 gives

the following figures for the Indian population: under the Panguitcb
School. Kanab Kaibab, 81, Shivwitz Paiute, ti8; under the Uinta
and Puray Agency, Uinu Ute, 443, Uncompahgre Ute, 469. White
River Ute, 296; not uxxler agency, Paiute 370.

decrease in the number of forngn-born in the state fanm 1890
to X900. Of the total 1900 population 169473 ^"cre of fbceiga

parentage {i^. either one or both parents were forcign-bocn),

and 42,735 were of English, x8,963 of Danish and 12,047 of

Swedish parentage, both on the father's and on the mother's

side. The Latter-Day Saints (Mormons) axe far more nnincrous

than any other sect, this chuich having a membership in X906

of X5X,S25 (of these 493 weie of the Reorganized Church of

Jesus (Christ of Latter-Day Saints) out of a total of 172,8x4 in aS
denominations; there were 479 members of this denomination to
every xooo of the population in the state, and the next laigest

sect, the Roman Catholics, had only 26 per xooo of populatioo

and no Protestant body more than 6 per xooo. In the same
year there were 8356 Roman Catholics, X902 members of the

Northern Presbyterian Church, X537 members of the Northern
Methodist Episaq[Md Church, XX74 Congregationalists, and
987 Baptists (of the Northern Conference). The state in xgoo
had 3>4 inhabitants to the sq. m. WhUe this approached the

aversge—3-5 for all the states west of the Rocky Mountains
taken together, with the eveption of Odorado, which had 5-2

—

it was noticeably higher than that of its immediate ncighb(mn»
Idaho (x*9), Arizona (x«x) and Nevada (0-4). At the censos

of x88o the density of the population was x*8 and in xSgo

it was 2>6. From X890 to X900 the urban population {Lt. the

population of jrfaoes having 4000 inhabitants or man) inoeascd
from 69456 to 8x480, or x7-3%, the urban population in

X900 being 29*4% of the total; the semi-uxban population

(».ff. poptUation of incorporated places, or the approximate
equivalent, having less than 4000 inhabitants) incxeased from

36,867 to 83,740, 7X x% of the total increase in population;

while the runl population {ix. population outside of incorporated

places) increased from X04456 to xxx,529, xo*7% of the total

increase. The principal dties of the slate are: the ca^tal.

Salt Lake City, pop. (19x0) 92,777; Ogden, 25,580; Ptovo,

8925; and Logan, 7522.

ilJmifiixIra/Mii.—The state is governed under the first

constitution ad<^ted on the 5th of November x8QSf s«i
amended in November X900, November X906, aiMl November
X908. An amendment may be submitted to the people at the

next general election by a two-thirds vote of the membexs
elected to each house of the legislature, and only a majority

of the electors voting thereon is required for approvaL By a
two-thirds majority the legislature may recommend that a
constitutional convention be called; and if a majority of the

electots at the next general election approve, the lesidature

shall provide for the convention, but the approval of a onajority

of the electors voting is necessary for ratiGication of the work
of the convention. Article III., which guarantees religious

freedom, forbids sectarian control of public schools, prohibits

polygamy and defines the relation of the state to the public

lands of the United States, is irrevocable except by consent

of the United States. Every citizen of the United States,

male or female, twenty-one years old or over, who has livtd

one year within the state, four months within the county and

sixty days within the prednct has the rig!ht of suffrage, except

that idiots, insane, and those convicted of treason or crime

against the elective franchise are disfranchised; but in elections

levying a special tax, creating indebtedness or tncreasaiag the

rate of state taxation, only those who have paid a properly

tax during the preooding year may vote. A form of the

Australian ballot with party columns is provided at public

expense. As in so many of the newer Western sUtcs, the

constitution specifies minutely many details which in the older

instruments are left to be fixed by statute. For example,

the employment of women or of children under fourteen in

mines and the leasing of convict labour by contract are for-

bidden, and eight hours must constitute a day's work in sUte,

county or municipal undertakings.

Executive,—^The executive department Gondsts of the

governor, secretary of sUte, auditor, treasurer, attorney-

general and superintendent oif public instruction, all elected

by the people at the time of the pnsideiUial dectSoei, aai
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holding office for four yean from the fint day of January

following. All these officers must be qualified electors and must
have resided within the state for five years preceding their

election. The auditor and treasurer may not succeed them-

selves, and governor and secretary of state must be at least thirty

years old. . The governor may call the legtslatusft in extra-

ordinary session or may summon the Senate alone. With the

consent of the Senate he appoints all officers whose election

or appomtment is not otherwise provided for, including the

bank examiner, sute chemist, dairy and food commissioners,

the boards of labour and health, the directors of the state

institutions, &c., and fills all vacancies in elective offioes untfl

new officers are chosen and qualified. The governor, justices

of the supreme court and the attorney-general constitute a
board of pardons. The governor and other state officers form
other boards, but the legislature b given .power to establish

special boards of directors. Tl^e veto of the governor, which
extends to separate items in appropriation bills, can be over-

come only by a two-thirds vote of each house of the legislature;

but if the bill is not returned to the legblature, within five

days it becomes a law without the governor's approval The
governor may not be elected to the United Sutes Senate

during his gubernatorial term.

Legisl4aive.^The legislative power is vested m (z) the legis-

lature, consisting of the Serute and House of Representatives,

and (2) in the people of Utah. The legislature meets biennially

on the second Monday in January of the odd-numbered years.

No person a eligible to either house who is not a citizen of the

United States, twenty-five years of age, a resident of the state

for three years and of the district from which he is chosen for

one year. Senators are elected for four years, but one-half

the membership of the Senate retires every two years. The
representatives are elected for two years. No person who
holds any office of profit or trust under the state or the United

States is eligible to the legislature, and no member, during the

term for which he was chosen, diall be appointed or elected

to any office created, or the emoluments of which have been

hicreued during his term. Each house is t]ie judge of the

dection and qualification of its own members The member-
ship of each house is fixed by law every five years, but the

number of senators must never exceed thirty, and the number
of representatives must never be less than twice nor more than

three times the number of senators. In 1909 the Senate had
eighteen and the House forty-five members. The legislature

is forbidden to pass any special act where a general law can

be made applicable, and is specifically forbidden to pass special

acts on a number of subjects, including divorce, the rate of

interest, and the incorporation of cities, towns or villages, or

the amendment of their charters, &c. Neither the state iu>r any
political subdivision may lend its credit or subscribe to the

stock of any private corporation. The powers of the houses

are the same, except that the Senate confirm^ or rejects the

governor's nominations and sits as an impeachment court,

whfle the Representatives initiate impeachments. By an
amendment of 1900, the legislature was instructed to provide

that a fixed fraction of the voters might cause any law to be

submitted to the people, or that they might require any legis-

lative act (except one passed by a two-thirds vote of each

house) to be so submitted before going into effect, but up to

1910 no law had been passed putting the amendment into force.

Judiciary.—The judicial power is vested in the Senate

sitting as a court of impeachment, in the Supreme Court, the

district courts, m justices of the peace, and m " such inferior

courts as may be established by law." The Supreme Court

is composed of three justices (but the number may be increased

to five whenever the legislature shall deem it expedient) each

of whom must be thirty years old, learned in the law, and a

resident of the state for five years preceding his election. They
are elected by the people for a term of sue years, but the term

of one expires every two years, and that justice who shall have

the shortest time to serve acts as chief justice. The court has

original jurisdiction to issue writs of mondQmust certiorari,

prohibition, quo warranto, and habeas carpus. Othtewise its

jurisdiction* is exclusively appellate, and every final decision

of a district court is subject to review. The court holds three

terms yearly in the capital The state is divided into seven
districts, in which from one to four judges are elected for terms
of four years. They must be twenty-five years old, residents

of the state for three years, and of the district in which they
are choseiL They have original jurisdiction of civil, criminal

and probate matters, not specifically assigned to other tribunals,

and appellate jurisdiction from the inferior courts. At least

three terms yeariy must be.held in each county. In cities of

the seoorui class (5000-30,000 inhabitants) municipal courts may
be established. In cities of the first dass (30,000 or more) a
dty court was esublished in i9or. Special juvenile courts

may be established in cities of the first and second class.

Each precinct elects a justice of the peace, who has dvil

jurisdiction when the debt or damage claimed does not exceed

three hundred dollars, and has primary criminal jurisdictioiL.

Loco/ Ccpemmei4.-^The county b the unit of UkbI government.
The chief fiscal and police authority b the Board of County Com-
miauoners of three members, two elected every two years, one for
two years and one for four. They create and alter subdivbtons,
levy taxes, care for the poor, conatnict, maintain and make reeula-

tions (or toads aix! bnd^, erect and care for public buildings,

grant fianchiset, inue hcences, supervise county officers, make
and enforce proper police regulations (but the authority does not
extend to incorporated towns or dties), and perform auch other
dutiea as may be authoriaed by law. Other county officers are the
clerk (who b ex officio derk ol the district court and of the com-
mianonera), aheriC treaaurer, auditor, recorder, surveyor, asaesaor,

attorney and auperintendent of diatrict achoob, but where the
aaaeaaed valuation of any county b leaa than $ao,ooo,ooo the clerk
b ex officio auditor, and the oommiaaionera may conaolidate officea.

Xhe predncta are laid off by the oommiaaionera and each electa a
juatice of the peace and a conatable^ Cities are divided into daaaea
(aee above) according to popuUtion, and are governed by a mayor
and a ooundl. In dtiea 6f the firat daaa fifteen, and of the
aecond ten, ooundlmen are elected by wards, while in dtiea of the
third daaa (all having bap than 5000 inhabitanta) five ooundlmen
are elected on.a general ticket.

MiseeUanemu Jmos.—Men and women may hold and dtapoae of

property on the aame terma, except that a huaband cannot deviae

more than two-thirda of real estate away from hb wife without her
oonaent, and that a woman attaina her majority at dghtcen or when
ahe marries. The property of an intestate leaving a widow or
widower, but no iaaue, goes to the aurvivor if not over $5000 in

value; if over that amount, one-half the exceaa goes to the aurvivor
and one-half to the father and mother of the debased or to either of

them. If ndther father nor mother aurvivea. tbdr share goes to the
brothen and riatera of the deceaaed or to thdr dcacendanta. 'If

there are no deacendanta, the whole goes to the aurviving huaband or
wife. If a huaband or wife and one chiM aurvive, they ahare the
estate equally: if more than one chiU, the aurvivins huaband or
wife takea one-third and the chiklren divide the remainder. If the
intestate Inves iaaue but no huaband or wife, the isaue takea the
whole. Failing all thcae, the estate goea to the next of kin. An
illegitimate child b an hdr of ita mother and of the peraon who
acknowbdges himaelf to be ita father. Eatatea exceeding |io.ooopay
an inheriunoe tax of 5% on the exceaa. A homestead not exceedine

$1300 for the head of the family and I500 additional for the huaband
or wiife and $250 additional for each other member of the family ia

not aubject to execution except for the purchaae price, or mechanic'a

and bbourer'a liena, bwful mortgage or Uxea. The diatrict courta

have exclusive juriadkrtion in divorce, which may be granted because

of impotency at time of marrbge. adultery, wilful deaertion for more
than one year, wilful neglect to provide the neceesitiea of life, habitual

drunkenneaa, conviction for fdony, intolerable cruelty, and per-

manent insanity which haa existed for at kaat five years. An
interiocutory decree b emered which becomea absolute at the end
of aix RKMitha. unleaa appeal b entered. The guilty party forfeits all

rights acquired through marriage. Children over ten yeara of age

may select the parent to whom thcv will attach themselves. A
marriage may be annulled on ground of idiocy, insanity, bigamy,

loathsome disease at time of marriajre, epilepsy, muKCffenatton

(white and negro or white and Mongolian), or when a mate la leaa

than aixtcen or a female leaa than fourteen yeara of age. A mamage
licence b required. No female and no male under fourteen may
work in a mine. Eight houra b the limit of a day'a work in mines

and ameltere. A person aentenced to death may chooae one of two
methoda of execution—hanging or ahooting. ...
EdttcaUon.—Beion 1890 aome districts in the sUte Under a local

option bw had established free schoob, but the general free school

aystem waa founded in 1890 by a Uw which consolidated all the

dtatricta in each dty into one brge school diatnct and daaaified

Salt Lake City aa a dty of the first cbaa, and Ogden, Logan and
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Provo M cities of the tecond cbas for ichool pnrpoaes; in 1909-9
six county school districts of the firrt class were formed. In 189a-
1893 text-books and supplies were first furnished free to pupils
in the grades; and in the same year supervisory work was intro-
duced. At the head of the public school system is a state
superintendent of public instruction, elected for four years, and a
board of education, composed of the sute superintendent, the presi-

dent of the sute university, the president of the A^ultural
Collegep and two appointees of the governor serving for tour years.

There is a county superintendent whose term is two years. -And
in each district tnere is a board of three trustees, one retiring each
year. Two or more contiguous districts may unite to form a high
school district. School attendance is compulsory for twenty weeks
each year in rural districts and for thirty weeks each year in cities

of the first and second class for all children between eight and
nxteen years. lb looo the percentile of illiterates at least ten
years old was 3*1. In 1909 there were 685 public schoob in the
state; the total number of pupils of school age (six to eighteen years)
was 102.050. the number enrolled in the pubhc schools was &|,8o4j
and the average daily attendance was 66,774; the total number of
teachers was 3355 (164S women), and the avrmfEC monthly sahry
of men tc^i; Tiers waj (Sfl-i^ and of women *S7'44: and tlur f^tal

eiLpOE^dkurt for pybtic (MjyrdtioR *Ui Ijjfa.sz^i (or ihf vtar,

beinf more tlwd i^icc as much oa wis Bupctidtfl liy ihc sunc- ten

year* before. Tbt lawi o( the state provide tor a tomm 1.-^^1 on,

in ckiet and countlet. fiut th« fctirrment of public tchool t mi hers

OQ a pcnson. The urLii>^rsiEy or Uiah at Sak UUce City ^ras

opefrtd in 1S50 as the »ute uniwniity oT the " state of Lir-^' i' t."

The Stite Agricultural Coll)i?Ke and EjcpcrinYertt Sution {ihi-.-r-i l»

at Logan. At Cedar City, jfi Ifon countj^. is a branth normal
chooL conrYOctAl with the istate uDivcrHty. Thrr^ h a stace & l^iool

For the d^f and the blind (1^4) ^t Ogdcn. The Art [n^iiustL^ at
Salt Lake City ba» an annual art odilbit, a (late art Ko'\eC'

tion, and a cdi/ric i^l pablic Icctitnw on art. There ia a ttajc cm-
[nisaion which jprosnotc* the establiihment of free librnrki, .md
fymnAJiiLtms. The Mormorii control Dn^ham Younc IJni^vr^ity

1 8 76) at Provo, B righam You ng College { i H yfl ) at Loji s f er-

riay Saint* University (isaj) at Salt Lalie CEty, ant? at
Qgden, Ephrairfit Caitle Dale, Beaver and Vernit+ Otii' f !•

; la-

tional schoob arc i St Majry'* Academy (fS^fSj Rorn-ii^ raih.lk:)

jfl Salt Lake City; Atl HalJowB College {ti«fi; Roman Catfi.lir) in

Salt Laloe City; We*iminiter College (1897; Preshyierian) w Salt

l^akc CiEy. and Preab^'terian academies at Loffan^ SpiHn^ilSt;' nind

Mt- PEcasant; Rowland Hall Academy (litfo; Protc^tacit Epl^ ch si)

for girb at Sak Lake City; and Gordon Academy CJ^7a; Curr^re^
gational) at Salt Lake City.

Chaniable and Pmal Initiiuliorts.^-Tht: state Supporta a Mental
Hospital (tA(!4, with provisiGn Tor feeble-minded and non-mjuane
Hilteptie.1 since (90?) at ProvOr a state Indufltrial School (in.l^r>) at
Ogden and a it:ite pKion (iSsc) at Salt Lake City- Unclt-r .1 law
01 ii^5h amended in 1907 anuK/^g, provvsian ia made for sni^^virite

Juventle courts In all diJtricEA in whkch there are cities of th'- ^irst

J Salt Lake City) or the second c1a» (Oj^en^ Logan and ProvtO \«ith

lurCsditctjOFi o\'er children under eighteen \iears of age; and diriiLlar

^urLsdietion Is f^iven to district courts elic where. In ri:>nni-\ion

with the juvenile court detention homea have been c^UMiT-hed,
And In ce^ain conditioni juitiees of the peace are emfiov^t^n^j to
act as judges of the juvenile court in their respective pnccincts.

There are many denominational charities, especially Mormon, the
entire sute hdn^ divided into ecclesiastical units or " staku '' for
charity organization.

Finance.—^The principal source of public revenue is the r^v^\^^rrty

tax. An amendment of 190!^ providet for the taction of mines
and mining property. The state a4»umed the Tenritriml d^^Jt of
$700,000. and has added to ic a bonded indebtcrJnca^ of Ikx>..vx>;

the tx>nds, formerly 5%, have been refunded at jj and 3 %. ] hi»e
were only private banks until iSr^i whea Brigham Young on^nnjTed
a national bank. The first sa^ in\z$ bank wag orfaeilfed iri li^rv und
state banks now outnumber n,ii l<<rkal banka. The banking^ t^^ijiess

for many years was largely in ihe hjnds of hi^h Monmon olM'i-iJs,

and the loyalty of church memlrr^ buiU up a nemarkabte fkn^ndal
confidence, so that no Utah bi^uLs, i.iii,ja even in the panic of iSg^.

JJ«tory.—Existing documents seem to indicate that Fran-
cisco Vasquez de Coronado, the Spanish explorer, sent out
an expedition of twelve men under Captain Garda Lopez de
Cardenas in 1540, which succeeded in reaching the Colorado
river at a point now within the state of Utah. But more
extended exploration was conducted by two Franciscan friars,

Francisco Atanasio Dominguez and Siivestre Velez de Escalante,

who, on the 29th of July 1776, left Santa F6 with seven others
to discover a direct route to Monterey on the coast of AlU
California. This party came in sight of Utah lake on the
23rd of August. Almost half a century later, in the winter
of 1824-25, James Bridger, a trapper, discovered the Great
Salt Lake while seeking the source of the Bear river. Many

trappers in their skin boats followed his Iead« notably WilEam
H. Ashley, of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company, who, in

1825, at the head of about 120 men and a train of horses, l^t
St Louis and established the fort named for him at Lake
Utah. In 1843 General John C Fr6mont with Kit Carson and
three others explored the Great Salt Lake in a rubber boat.

With Brigfaam Young and his little band of Mormon followers

(between 140 and 150 members), who entered the Great Salt

Lake Valley in July 1847, begins the stoiy of settlenwBt azKi

civilization (see Mormons). Before the end of 184S about
5000 Mormons had settled in the Salt Lake VaUey. The
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (Feb. 2, 1848) ceded to the United
States the vast western territory which included Utah. Eaiiy
in 1849 the Mormon commtmity was organized as the state

of Deseret * with Brigham Young as governor. Desexet then
comprised not only the present state of Utah, but all Arizona
and Nevada, together with parts of New Mexico, Ccdorado,
W3roming and California. Application was made to Congress
to admit it as a state or Territory, and on the 9th of September
1850 the Territory of Utah, then comprising the present sute
and portions of Nevada, Colorado and Wyoming, was established

under an Act, which provided that it should be admitted as a
state, with or without slavery, as the constitution adopted at

the time of admission prescribed. (See Compromise op 1850.)

The Republican party and Gess violently) the Democratic in

their national platforms and in Congress attacked and <^>poaed

the Mormon institution of polygamy. Statehood, therefore,

was not granted imtil the 4th of January 1896, owing to the

apparent hostility of the Mormon authorities to' non-M<ffmon
settlers and to repeated -clashes between the Mormon Church
and the United States government regarding extent of control,

polygamous practices, &c. And even after the admission of

the state these questions arose in the matter of seating prominent

Mormons who were elected to Congress. For a detailed accoont

of these difficulties and of the growth of the '* Gentile " or non-

Mormon element see the article Mormons.
Through irrigation experiments agriculture became the indus-

trial foundation of the desert community. The waters of

City Creek were at first diverted and a canal was built ; and
the results were encouraging, though in the summer of 1848

crops were destroyed by a swarm of black crickets; but in turn

this pest was devoured by sea-gulls, and the phrase ** gulls and
crickets" has become one of peculiar historic significance in

Utah. After 1849 ^be gold-fever horde bound for Califomk
furnished a source of revenue to the Mormons, as their settle-

ment afforded an admirable post for supplies.

The division of land among the Mormons was singolaily

equitable. Each dty block consisted of 10 acres divided into

eight x}-acre lots, which were assigned to professional and
business men. Then a tier of s-acre loU was apportioned

to mechanics, and zo- and 20-acre parcels of land were given

to farmers, according to the size of their families. As Great

Salt Lake Oty grew all landholders benefited, either by the

location of their property or because of its aze, the smaller k>U
being closer to the business centre and the larger tracts bdng
in the outlying districts.

In 1847 Brigham Young had succeeded Joseph Smith as presi-

dent of the Mormons, and he held that position of veritable

dicUtor until his death (1877); John Taylor succeeded him,

and Wilford Woodruff in 1890 was chosen head of the organiza-

tion; then Lorenzo Snow was president in z898-i9or, and

Joseph Fielding Smith was elected in 1901.

From timeto time the Indians have risen against the Mormons.
Between 1857 and 1862 outbreaks were frequent, and 00 the

29th of January 1863 occurred the battle of Bear river, where

some 300 Shoshones and Bannocks and about 200 of Cobod
P. E. Connor's command participated in a bloody en^gemcnt.

In April 1865 an Indian war broke out under the leadmhip of

Blackhawk, which lasted intermittently untO the end of r867.

But in June 1865 treaties were concluded with the majority

«According to the Book of Mormon, "Deseret" ineaas "laad of

the working bee."
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of Otah tribes, wherd>y they agreed to remove to Uinta Valley,

where a reservation had been made for them. One other

important reservation, the Uncompahgre, has also been opened
for the Indians of the sute.

The state has chosen Republican governors and, except in

1896, when it gave its electoral vote taW. J. Bryan, the Demo-
cratic candidate for the presidency, has voted for the Republican

nominees in presidential electbns.

GovBRNoas

StaUofDes€ra
Brigham Young 1849-1850

Temlariai

Brigham Young 1850-1857
Alfred Gumming 1857-1861
JohnW. Dawwn 1861
Frank FuUer (Acting Governor) . 1861-1863
Stephen S. Harding 1862-1863
James Duane Doty 1863-1865
Charles Durkee. 1865-1869
Edwin Higgins (Acting (jovemor)
S. A. Mann (Acting CKivemor).
1. Wilson SchaflTer

[emon H. Vaughan (Acting Governor)
CeofgeL. W<
S. B. Axtell
George B. Emery
Eli H. Murray
Caleb W. West
Arthur L. Thomas 18^1893^ ' ^ "' "•

1893-1896

1869-1870
1870
1870
1870-1871
1871-1874

*J74-|875
1875-1880
1880-1886
1886-1889

Caleb W. West

Statb Govbrnors

Hcber M. Wells (Republican)
John C. Cutler (Kepublkan)
wQUam Spry (Republican)

1896-1905
1905-1909
190^

BiBLioaHAFiTV.—On Ihe plipiofgriphy of Utah see Henry
Gannett, CatcitM^ pf t/tak (WiuhlnKtGn. t^foo}. bring Bulletin 166
of tliv U.S, GL>ological Survey; j. W. PowilL Gesiffiy of the Uinta
MounUiins (ibi<i,> 1876), ExUomtisjt of tke Coierado River of Ike
West (ibid.» ms), and Tiu landi aj Utah (ibid.» 1879): W. M.
Davlfl^^ " An Exc ursiciti to the Fbtcau Province of Utah and
ArijBona "and *' Tlit' Moontam Rar^Mof th*? Cmtiit Iljum," in vol.43

(1903)0! Buiifiin nt the Hj.rv^rti \ru!!cufr» of ComfUHtiiive Zoology;
S> ¥* Emoiont, *' tHntu Mounuirta.'' in vol- [8 {1907) of the BuUettn
of ilie GefiWic^l !v,iciety of America; C. E. Ducton, Tke Uigk
Flmtitm bJ t'tJih {Washington, ititk))^ and C. K. Gilbert, Lake
Bonncvittr' flhif^., iK^o), M-zncrpnph L cf the VS. GvC'TiTgical Survey.
Oa uuubj^ wu.ibii SUM I«u.iivl^ JJ*f**^ti^ ^U~i^iu^j ifjutak (Pitts-

buff, 1873). For administration aee James T. Hammond and Grant
H. Smith (edd.). Compited Laws of tke State (Salt Uke Gity. 1908).
The important titles for the history of the state are those given
in the article Mormons, especially H. H. Bancroft, History of Utak
CSan Francisco, 1889), and O. F. Whitney, History of Utak (4 vols.,

salt Lake Gty, 1892-98).

UTAMARO (1754-Z806), one of the best known of the

Japanese designers of colour-prints, was bom at Kawayoye.
His father was a well-known painter of the KanO School, Tori-

yama Sekiyeh (Toyofusa), a pupil of KanO Chikanobu; and
Utamaio traced his descent from the old feudal clans of the

Minamoto, whose war with the Taira family belongs to the

romantic period of Japanese history. Utamaro's personal name
iras Yusuke; and he first worked under the signature Toriyama
Toyo-aki; but after a quarrel with his father substituted the

name Kitagawa for the former appellation. His distinct style

yn» the outcome of that of his father, tempered with the

characteristics of the KanO school As a painter, his landscapes

and drawings of insects are most highly considered by Japanese
critics; but his fame will always rest among Europeans on his

designs for colour-prints, the 'subjects of which are almost

entirely women—professional beauties and the like. These were
doile for the most part while he lived, hi a sort of bondage, in

the house of a publisher, Tsutaya Shigesaburo. His talents

-were wasted by an unbroken career of dissipation, culminating

in a term of imprisonment for a pictorial Ubel on the shogun
lyenari, in 1804. From this he never recovered, and died on
the third day of the fifth month, 1806. The colour-prints of

Utamaro are distinguished by an extreme grace of Ime and of

colour. Hk composition is superb; and even in his lifetime

he achieved such popularity among his contemporaries as to

gain the title Ukiyo-ye C^Qkd-no-so, "great master of the

Popular School." His work has a considerable reputation with

the Dutch who visited Nagasaki, and was imported into

Europe before the end of the i8th century. His book illustra-

tions are also of great beauty. Three portraits of him are

known: two colour-prints by himself, and one painting by
Chobunsai Yeishi (in the coUection of Mr Arthur Morrison).

His prints were frequently copied by his contemporaries,

especially by the first To3rokuni and by Shunsen; and many
of those bearing his name are really the work of Koikawa
Harumachi, who had been a fellow-student, and afterwards
married his widow. That artist is known by the name of

Utamaro II. Most of these imitations were made between 180&
and z82a Utamaro II., who afterwards changed his name to!

Kitagawa TetsugorO, died between 1830 and 1843.

See E. de Goncourt, Outamaro (1891); E. F. Strange, Jatamesa
lUustration (1897): and Japanese Colour-Prints (Victoria and Albert;
Museum Handbook, 1904). (E. F. S.)

UTB. or Utah, a tribe of North American Indians of Sbo-
shonean stock. They originally ranged over central and wcstem
Colorado and north-eastern Utah. They were divided into!

five sub-tribes, all acknowledging the authority of one chltif.'

They were a wild warlike people, constantly fi^^ting the Plahi

Indians and raiding as far south as New Mexico. Their relations

with the whites have been generally friendly. The outbreak of

the White River Band in 1879 is almost the only exceptioii.

They are now on reservations in Utah and Colorado, and
number over 3ooa
UTICA,« city of ancient Africa on the sinus Ulicensis, xs| m.

N.W. of Carthage and Tunis, on the route from Carthage to

Hippo Diarrhytus (Bizerta) and Hippo Regius (Bona). The
modem marabout of Sidi Bu Shater, at the foot of Jebel Menzel
el Gul, occupies the site of the xuins of Utica, which in ancient

times stood at the mouth of the Bagradas (Mejerda). The
mouth of the river is now 12 m. to the north, owing to alluvia]

deposits, and the level of the ancient town is covers! with low-
lying meadows, pools of water and marshes. The name Utica is

of uncertain origin; the coins give the form srm (Atagt Atig);

it is therefore with justification that Movers, Tissot and other

scholars have suggested a form Mjmjr (Atiqa) meaning " the

ancient " or ** the magnificent," or Slatio nautarum (Movers,

Die Pkihtitier, iL 2nd part, p. 512; Olshausen in Rheinisckes

Museum^ 1853, p. 329; Tissot, Ciogr. comp. de Pane. pro9.

d'Afrique, ii. p. $8). The Greeks transliterated the Punic name .

as 'IHfKfif Otfrlai, OinUauid the Romans by Ulica, According

to tradition, Utica was one of the oldest Phoenician settlements

on the African coast, founded three centuries before Carthage.

It soon acquired importance as a commercial centre, and was
only partially eclipsed by Carthage itself, of which it was always
jealous, though it had to submit to its authority. It is men-
tioned in the commercial treaty of 348 B.C. between Rome
and Carthage (Polyb. iii. 24). Agathocles easily captured it in

his expedition to Africa in 310. It remained faithfiil to Caesar

during the First Punic War (Polyb. i. 82), but soon withdrew its

support in view of the revolt of the Mercenaries. In the Third

Punic War it decUred for the Romans (Livy, Epii. xliz.;

Polyb. xxxvi. i; Appian viiL 75). After the destruction of

Carthage it received the rank of a civilas libera with an accession

of territory (Appian viiL 135; C.I.L. L 200; Caesar, De bdl,

civ. ii. 36; A. Audollent, Cartkage romainet p. 30). Having
become the city of an administration of the new Roman province

up to the time of the rebuilding of Carthage, it played an im-

portant part in the wars at the end of the Republic. After the

battle of Thapsus in 46 Cato shut himself up in Utica for the

final struggle against Caesar, and there committed suicide.

Augustus gave the town the rank of ntunicipium with full dvic

rights (Dio Cass. xlix. 16; Pliny, Hist. not. v. 4, 24); iu

inhabitants were enrolled in the (^irinal tribe (munkipiuK

Julium Ulicense). Under Hadrian it became a ceioma romam
with the title Cohnia Julia Adia Hadriana Augusla Utu
(Aul. Cell. Noa. Attic. xiiL '4; CJJ^ viiL 1x81 and 1x83
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Septiinius Severm oonfened upon it the lus IlaUcum {Digest'

SO- 15; 8. xi).

We find evidence of the African Qiurch at Utica as early ai at

Carthage; it was the seat of a bishop and had its martyrs from
the 3rd century onwards. But its harbour was beginning to

silt; the Stadiasmus Maris Magiti (cxxvL) states that already

it was no longer a harbour but merely an anchorage. It was
captured by Genseric and the Vandals in 439, reconquered by
the Byzantines in 534, and finally, in 698, it fell into the hands
of the Arabs' and was depopulated. The last inhabitants were
driven away by fever after the 8th century.

The ruins of the left bank of the Mejerda are often visited by
travellers, but very little is left above the level of the ground.

In 1869 A. Daux, the French engineer, explored them and made
some important investigations. He was able to distinguish

the fortifications, the acropolis, the quays of the conuMrdal
harbour and also of the militaiy harbour or Cothon. Conjec-

tural attempts have been made to identify the remains of luge
buildings with a temple of Apollo, the municipal Curia, the

Arsenal and the Palace. The only certain identification, how-
ever, is that of the ruins of the amphitheatre, which was capable

of holding 30,000 spectators, of the theatre, the baths, the

reservoirs and the aqueduct which brought drinking water to

the dty. Subsequently there was found a Punic cemetery

dating from the 5th century B.C. (Delattre, Comptes-rendus de

FAcad. des Irucrip. ei BdUs LeltreSf 1906, p. 60). A number of

coins have been found with Punic legends with the name Utica

and heads of the Dioscuri Castor and Pollux. For the Roman
period the coins have Latin legends and heads of Livia and
Tiberius; they have also the names of the pro-consuls of the

African province and of the local Duumvirs.

AuTHoarriBS.—Hdriaaon, RdaUon ffutu missiim ^fMokeiiiu
en Tunisie (1881); Sainte-Marie, Mission 6 Cartkaj^t{j9^): Rrm*
arc^oloMMe (1881 and 1882); A. Daux in Le four *}» Mondt
(1873) (view8 of the ruins); a mosaic of Utica i-i in the EktEish

Museum: Graeco-Roman Sciuphtn, ii. p. 86; A. Dmx, Kfchaihes
sur Porigine et Vemplacement aes emporta pkiniciens duns it Zcugis
ei le Byzacium (1869); Ch. Ussot, Ciopraphie ccBtprMf df ia pro-

vince romaine d'Afrigue (i 888), ii. pp. 57 et seq. ; Lud. M u Ikv , iVu mis-
matigue de Fancienne Ajriquet ii. p. 159. (EL B.*)

UTICA, a dty and the county-seat of Oneida county, New
York, U.S»A., on the Mohawk river, about 45 m. £. of Syracuse

and about 85 m. W. of Albany. Pop. (1890) 44,007; (1900)

56^383, of whom 13,470 were foreign-bom, including 3696
Germans, 3458 Irish, i66z Italians and 1165 Welsh; (19x0,

census) 74,419. Utica is served by the New York Central

& Hudson River and several lines leased by it, induding the

Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg; the Delaware, LackaWanna
& Western; the New York, Ontario & Western; and the West
Shore railways; by the Erie Canal, and by interurban electric

railways. 'Die dty is situated on ground rising gradually

from the river. There are many fine business and public

buildings, especially on Genesee Street, the prindpal thorough-

fare, and Utica is known for the number of its institutions,

public and private. Those of an educational character indude,

in addition to the public schools and the Utica Free Academy,
the New School (for girls) and the Utica Catholic Academy.
Among the libraries are included the Public Library (1893) with

54,000 volumes in 1909, the library of the Oneida Historical

Society (which occupies theMunson-WiUiamsMemorialBuilding)

,

the Utica Law Library and the Deutscher Leserverdn. The
dty is the seat of a State Hospital for the Insane (1843). Among
its many charitable institutions are a Masonic Home and School

(1893), ^ Home for the Homeless (1867), St Elizabeth's Home
(1886), St Luke's Home (1869), a Home for Aged Men and
Couples (1879), Utica Orphan Asylum (1830), St Joseph's Infant

Home (1893) and St John's Female Orphan Asylum (1834), both
under the Sisters of Charity; the House of the Good Shepherd

(1873; Protestant Episcop^); and the General (1873; City of

Utica), Homeopathic (1895), St Luke's (r869; supported by
the Protestant Episcopal Churches), St Elizabeth's (1866;

Sisters of the Third Order of St Francis) and Faxton (1873)
hospitals. Among the public buildings are a Federal building,

the dty hall, the County Court House, a Y.M.C.A. boiMing,

a Masonic Temple, an Odd-Fellows' Temple and a State Armoury
and Arsenal The dty has a number of fine parks. In Forest

Hill Cemetery are the graves of Horatio Sesrmour and Roscoe
Conkling. Chi West Canada creek, about 15 m. N. of Utica,

are Trenton Falls, which descend 313 ft. in s m., throu^ a sand-

stone chasm, in a series of cataracts, some of them having an
80 ft. fall From the geok)gical formation here the name Trenton
is applied to the upper series of the Ordovictan (or Lower SOuriao)

system, and, particularly, to the lowest stage of this series.

Utica has varied and extensive manufactures. In 1905 the

capital invested in manufacturing industries was $31,184,033,

and the total value of the factory products was $33,880,317,

an increase of 38*8% since 1900. Of this product, hosiery

and knit goods, with a total value of $5,361,166, comprised

33% of ail, and cotton goods ($4)287,658). 18-7%. The
hosiery and knit goods constituted 3*9% of the total vahie of

that product of the entire country. Other important products

were: men's clothing ($3,943,314); foundry and marhiniv

shop products ($1,607,358); steam fittings and hrating ap>

paratus ($1,0x0,755); inalt liquors ($933,378); and lumber
products ($869,000). Among the other manufactures are food

preparations, wooden ware, wagons and carriages, stoves and
furnaces, boots and shoes, tobacco and cigars, flour, candy,

gloves, bricks, tile and pottery, furniture, paper bases and
firearms. Utica is a shipping point for the products of a fertile

agricultural region, from which are exported dairy products

(especially cheese), nursery products, flowers (espedally roses),

small fruits and vegetables, honey and hops.

The territory on which Utica was built was part oi the 33,000-

acre tract granted in 1734 by George II. to William Cosby
(c. 1695-1736), colonial governor of New York in 1732-36, and
to his associates, and it was known as Cosby's Manw. During
the Seven Years' War a palisaded fort was erected on the south

bank of the Mohawk at the ford where Utica later sprung upw

It was named Fort Schuyler, in honour of Colond Peter Sdiuyltf

,

an uncle of General Philip Schuyler. A fort subsequently boib

at Rome also was at first called Fort Schuyler (and afterwards

Fort Stanwix), and the fort at Utica was thai distinguished

from it by the prefix " old " and it was as " OM Fort Schuyler
"

that Utica was first known. The most used trade route to the

western country crossed the Mohawk here. In default of pay-

ment of arrears of rent (^wb/s Manor was sold at sheriff's sale

in 1793 and was bid in by (jenersl Philip Schuyler, Gateial

John Bradstreet, John Morin Scott and others for £1387. or

about 15 cents an acre. Soon after the dose of the War of Inde-

pendence a settlement was begun, most of the newcomers being

Palatine C»ermans from the lower Mohawk. In 1786 the pro-

prietors had the manor surveyed. An inn was erected in 1788,

and new settlers, largdy New En^anders, began to arrive.

Among these, in 1789, was Peter Smith (1768-1837). later a
partner of John Jacob Astor, and father of Gerrit Smith, who
was bom here in 1797. In 1793 a bridge was buflt across the

Mohawk. In 1797 Ondda county was established, and the

village was incorporated under the name of Utica. The first

newspaper, the Gazette, began publicarion in the same year, and

the first church, Trinity (Protestant Episcopal), was bmh. The
Erie Canal, completed in 1835, addied to Utica's prosperity.

Utica was chartered as a dty in 1833.

See POmroy Jones. Annals and JUcoOections ef Oneidm Cvmmtf
(Rome. N.Y.. i8$i); M. M. Ban. Pioneers ef Ultca (Utica, 1877):
Outline History of Utica and Victnity (Utica, 1900) ; and the pobtaca-
tions of the Oneida Historical Society (Utica, 1881 sqq.).

UnUTARIANISM (Lat. ntUis, useful), the form of etlucal

doctrine which teaches that condua is morally good arronling

as it promotes the greatest happiness of the greatest number of

people. The term "utilitarian'" was put into currency by

J. S. Min, who noriced it in a novd of Gait; but it was first

suggested by Bentham. The devek>pment of the doctrine has

been the most characteristic and important contributioo ef

British thinkers to philosophical speculation. While British

philosophizing up to a recent date has been iu)taUy lacking in
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fridtb of meUphyscal outlook, it has taken a very high place

in its handKng of the more practical problems of conduct. This
is due in part, no doubt, to national character; but in the

main, probably, to relig:i6us and political freedom, and the

habit of discussing philosophical questions with regard to

their bearingupon matten of religious and poliUcal controversy.

The British moralists who wrote with political prepossessions

are interesting, not merely as contributors to speculation, but
asexponents <^ spiritual tendencies which were expressed practi-

cally in the political agitations of their times.

The history of utilitarianism (if we may use the term fo^the
earlier history of a philosophic tendency which appeared feng

before the invention of the term) falls into three divisions, which
may be termed theological, political and evolutional respec-

tively. Hobbes, when he laid it down that the sUte of nature

is a state of war, and that dvil organization is the -source of all

moral laws, was under the influence of two great aversions,

political anarchy and religious domination. It is fai a clerical

work written to refute Hobbes, Bishop Cumbeiiandis De Legibus

Naturoi (pub. in 1672), that we find the begionings of utili-

tarianism. Hobbes's conception of the state of nature ante-

cedent to dvil organization as a state of war and moral anarchy
was obviously very offensive to churchmen. Their interest

was to show that the gospel precept of univoaal boievolence,

which owes nothing to dvil enactment, was both agreeable to

nature and condudve to happiness. Cumberland, therefore,

lays it down that " The greatest possible benevdenoe of every

rational agent towards all the rest constitutes the happiest

state of each and all. Accordingly common good will be the

supreme law"; and ^ supreme and all-indusive law is

essentially a law of nature. This important prindple was
developed by Cumberland with much originality and vigour.

But hk handling of it is clumsy and confused; and he does not

make it suffidently dear vAy the law of nature should be
obeyed. He does, however, lay much stress upon the luiturally

Bodal character of man; and this points forward to that treat-

ment of nwrality as a function of the social organism which

characterizes modem ethical theory. The further development

of theological utilitarianism was conditioned by opposition to

the Moral Sense doctrine of Shaftesbury and Hutcheson. Both
these writers, more particularly the latter, had postulated in

controverting Hoblxs the existence of a moral sense to explain

the fact that we approve benevolent actions, done dther by
oursdves or by others, which bring no advantage to oursdves.

There was a general feeling that the advocates of the moral

sense daimed too much for human nature and that they assumed

a degree of unselfishness and a natural inclination towards

virtue which by no means corresponded with the hard facts.

Tlie fire of human enthusiasm burnt low in the z8th century,

and theologians shared the general conviction that self-interest

was the ruUng prindple of men's conduct. Moral sense-seemed

to them a subjective affair, dangerous to the interests of religion.

For, if the ultimate ground of obligation lay in a refined sensi-

tiveness to differences between right and wrong, what should

be said to a man who might affirm that, just as he had no ear

for music, be was insensitive to ethical differences commonly
recognized? Moreover, if mere sense were suffident to direct

our conduct, what need had we for religion? Such considera-

tions prevailed where we might least expect to find them, in

the nund of the ideaiist Berkeley. And it was another clergy-

man, John Gay, who in a dissertation prefixed to Law's trans-

lation of Archbishop King's Oripn ef Eml (pub. in 2731) made
the ablest and most concise sUtement of this form of doctrine.

What he say» comes to this: that virtue is benevolence, and
that boievolence is incumbent upon each individual, because

it leads to his individual happiness. Happiness arises from

the rewards of virtue. The mundane rewards ci virtue are

very great, but need to be rdnforoed by the favour or disfavour

of God. Further advances along the same line of thought were

made by Abraham Tucker in his Light oj Nature Pursued (pub.

1768-74)- Gay and Tucker supplied neariy all the important

idcu of Pak^s PHndpUs t^ Moral and FdUkal PkOawpky

(pub. in Z785), in which theological utilitarianism ts summarized
and comes to a dose. Paley, though an excellent expositor

and full of common sense, had the usual defect of common-sense
people in philosophy—that of tame acquiescence in the pre^

judices of his age. His two most famous definitions are that

of virtue as " the doing good to mankind, m obedience to the
will of God and for the sake of everlasting happiness," and that

of obligation as being "urged by a violent motive resulting

from the command of another": both of which bring home
to us acutdy the limitations of 18th-century phikMophizing in

general and of theological utilitarianism in pauticular. Before
we proceed to the next period of utilitarian theory we ought
to go back to notice Hume's Inquiry cMceming the Principles

ef Morals (pub. in 1751), which though utilitarian is very far

from being theologicaL Hume, taking for granted that bene-
volence is the supreme virtue, points out that the essence of

benevolence is to increase the happiness of others. Thus he
esUblishes the prindple of utility. *' Personal merit," he says,
** consists entirdy in the usefulness or agreeableness of qualities

to the person himself possessed of them, or to others, who have
any intercourse with him." This is plain enough; what re-

mains doubtful is the reason why we approve of these qualities

in another man which are useful or agreeable to others. Hume
raises the question explidtly, but answen that here is an
ultimate prindple beyond which we cannot hope to penetrate.

For this reason Himie is sometimes classed as a moral-sense
philosopher rather than as a utilitarian. From his point of

view, however, the distinaion was not important. His purpose
was to defend what may be called a humanist position in moral
philosophy; that is, to show that morality was not an affair

of mysterious innate prindples, or abstract relations, or super-

natural sanctions, but depended on the familiar conditions of
personal and social welfare.

The rise of political utilitarianism Illustrates most strik-

ingly the way m which the value and dignity of philosophical

prindples depends on the purpose to which they are applied.

Abstractly considered, Bentham's interpretation of human
nature was not more exalted than Pale/s. Like Paley, he
regards men as moved entirdy by pleasure and pain, and
omits from the list of pleasures most of those which to well-

natured men make life really worth living: and he treats

all pleasures as homogeneous in character so that they can
be measured into equal and equally desirable lots. But his

purpose was the exalted one of effecting reforms in the laws
and constitution of his country. He took up the,greatest
happiness prindple not as an attractive philosopheme, but
as a criterion to distinguish good laws from bad. Sir John
Bowring tells us that when Bentham was casting about for such
a criterion ** he met with Hume's Essays and found in them
what he sought. This was the prindple of utility, or, as he
subsequently expressed it with more predsion, the doctrine

that the only test of goodness of moral precepts or legisbtive

enactmenU is thdr tendency to promote the greatest possible

happiness of the greatest possible number." These opinions are

devdoped in his Principles of Morals and Legidation (pub. in

1789) and in the Deontology published posthumously in 1834).

Philosophically Bentham makes but little advance upon the
theological utilitarians. His taUe of springs of actions diows
the same mean-spirited omissions that we notice in his pre-

decessors; he measures the quantity of pleasures by the coanest
and most mechanical tests; and he sets up general pleasure

as the criterion of moral goodness. It makes no considerable

difference that he looked for the moral sanction not to God
but to the state: men, in his scheme, are to be induced to obey
the rules of the common good by legally ordained penalties

and rewards. He never faced the question how a man is ta

be induced to act morally in cases where these governmental

sanctions could be evaded or did not exist in the particula

state in which a man chanced to find himself. These prindple

of Bentham were the inspiration of that most important scho*

of pracU'cal English thinkers, the Philosophic Radicals of tl

early zpth century; these wen the principles on which tb
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idied in tlioae atUcki upon fegsl and political abuses. From
Bentham the leadership in utUitarianiam passed to James
MiH, who made no characteristic addition to its doctrine, and
from him to John Stuart MiJL John Mill, wrote no elaborate

treatise on the subject. But be did sometUng better than

this. His essay UtUUarianism (pub. in 1863) sums up in brief

and perfect form the essential principles of his doctrine, and
is a little masterpiece worthy to be set beside Kant's Metapkysk
oj Morals as an authoritative statement of one of the two main
forms of modem ethical speculation. Though in its abstract

statement John Mill'« doctrine may not differ very greatly

from that of his predecessors, actually there is a vast change.

To say that pleasure is the moral end is a merely formal state-

ment: it makes all the difference what experiences you regard

as pleasant and which pleasures you regard as the most
important. Mill belonged to a generation in which the most

remarkable ifeature was the growth of sympathy. He puts

far greater stress than his predecessors upon the sympathetic

pleasures, and thus quite avoids that appearance of mean
prudential selfishness that is such a depressing feature in Paley

and Bentham. Moreover, it is in sympathy that he. finds the

obligation and sanction of morality. *' Morality," he says,

"consists in conscientious shrinking from the violation of

moral rules; and the basis of this conscientious sentihient is

the social feelings of mankind; the desire to be in unity with

our fellow-creatures, which is already a powerful principle in

human nature, and happily one of those which tend to become
stronger from the influences of advancing dviliaation." Such

passages in Mill have their full significance only when we take

them in connexion with that rising tide of humanitarian senti-

ment wjiich made itself felt in all the literature and in all

the practical activity of his time. The other notable feature

of John Mill's doctrine is his distinction of value between

pleasures: some pleasures, those of the mind, a^e higher and
more valuable than others, those of the body. It is commonly
said that in making this distinction Mill has practically given

up utilitarianism, because he has applied to pleasure (alleged

to be the supreme criterion) a further criterion which is not

pleasure. But the validity of this criticism may fairly be

questioned. Pleasure is nothing objective and objectively

measurable: it is simply feeling pleased. The merest pleasure-

lover may consistently say that he prefers a single glass of

good champagne to several bottles of cooking-sherry; the

slight but delicate experience of the single glass of good wine

may fairly be regarded as preferable to the more massive but

coarser experience of the large quantity of bad wine. So also

Mill is justified in preferring a scene of Shakespeare or an hour's

conversation with a friend to a great mass of lower pleasure.

The last writer who, though not a political utilitarian, may be

regarded as belonging to the school of Mill is Henry Sidgwick,

whose elaborate Methods of Ethics (1874) may be regarded as

dosing, this line of .thought.. His theory is a sort of recon-

dilation of utiliUrianism with intuitionism, a position which

he reached by studying Mill in combination with Kant and
Butler. His reconciliation amounts to this, that the rule of

conduct is to aim at universal happiness, but that we recognise

the reasonableness of this rule by an intuition which cannot

be further explained.

Even before the appearance of Sidgwick's book utilitarianism

had entered upon its third or evolutional phase, in which

prindples borrowed from biological sdence make their entrance

into moral philosophy. The main doctrine of evolutional or

biological ethics is stated with admirable dearness in the

third chapter of Darwin's Descent of Man (pub. in 1871). The
novelty of his treatment, as he says, consists in the fact that,

unlike any previous moralist, he approached the subject

"exdusively from the side of natural history." Theolo^pcal

and' political utilitarianism alike had been individualistic.

But Darwin shows how the moral sense or consdence may
be regarded as derived from the sodal instincts, which are

common to men and animals. To understand the genesis

of human morality we must study the ways of sociable animals

audi as hones and monkeys, which' give esdi other 1

in trouble, fed mutual affection and sympathy, and t

pleasure in doing actions that benefit the society to which they
belong. Both in animals and hi homan societies iadividiials

of this character, being condudve to sodal welfare, are en-
couraged by natural selection: they and their society tend
to flourish, while unsociable individuals tend to Hi^ppfy
and to destroy the society to which they belong. Thus, in

man, do sentiments of love and mutual sympathy become
instinctive and, when transmitted by inheritance, innate.

When man has advanced so far as to be sensitive to the opinions
of his fellow-men, their approbation and disapprobation idn-
foroe the influence of natural selection. When he has reached
the stage of reflection there arises what we know as consdenoe.
He will approve or disapprove of himself according as his

conduct has fulfilled the conditions of aodal wdfare. ** Thus
the imperious word ought seems merdy to imply the conscious-

ness of a persistent instinct, dther innate or partly acquired,

serving as a guide, though liable to be disobeyed."

The most famous of the systematic exponents of evohitiooa!

utilitarianism is, of course, Herbert Spencer, in whose Dota «/
Ethia (1879) the facts of morality are viewed in rdation with
his vast conception of the total process of cosmic evolution. He
shows how morality can be viewed physieatty, as evolving fawn
an indefinite incoherent homogeneity to a definite, coherent
heterogeneity; bioicgkoBy, as evolving from a less to a more
complete performance of vital functions, so that the petfealy
moral man is one whose life is physiologically perfect and there-

fore perfectly pleasant; psyckologicaUy, as evolving from a
state in which sensations are more potent than ideas (so that the

future is sacrificed to the present) to a state in whidi ideas are

more potent than sensations (so that a greater but distant

pleasure is preferred to a less but present [Measure); spcitlcgic'

ally, as evolving from approval of war and wariike sentiments

to approval of the sentiments appropriate to tntematiooal peace
and to an industrial organization of sodety. The sentiment
of obligation Spencer re^rds as essentially tiansitocy; when a
man reaches a condition of perfect adjustment, he iriU always
do what is right without any sense of being obliged to it. The
best feature of the Data of Ethics Is its anti-ascetic vindicatioo

of pleasure as man's natural guide to what is phyalalagically
healthy and morally good. For the rest, Spencer's doctrine is

valuable more as stimulating to thought by iu originality and
width of view than as offering direct sdutions of ethical problems.
Following up the same line of thought, Leslie Stephen with less

brilliance but more attention to sdentific method has worked
out in his Science of EtUcs (1883) the conception of mocality as a
function of the sodd organism: while Professor S. AlexanderJa
his Moral Order and Progress (pub. in 1889) has applied the prin-

dples of naturd competition and naturd selection to ejqilain the

struggle of ideals against each other wjthin sodety: moral evfl.

says Professor Alexander, is in great part a ddeated variety of

mord ideal There is no doubt that much remains still to be

done in illustrating human morality by the facts and principles

of biology and naturd history. A. Sutherland's Orsgts and
Growth of the Moral Instinct (pub. in 1898) is a capable piece of

work in this direction. Professor L. T. Hohhooae's Morais ta

Evolution and Professor Westermarck's Origin and Deodopment
of the Moral Ideas (both published in 1906) ded with the ^latter

from the side of anthropology.

See E. AlBee's History of E/t^isk UUUtarianism (1903), a com-
plete and painstaldng survey. Ceslie Stephen's Em^fuk UtSOariaMS
(pub. in 1900) deals elaborately with Benthamand the Milb, but man
as social and politicd reformen than m theoretic mocalists. See
also Ethics. (H. Si.)

UTMAN KHEU a Pathan tribe who occupy the hiOs to the

north of Peshawar in the North-West Frontier Province of

India. Their country Ilea between the Mohmands and the

Ranisais of Swat, to the west and south-west of the junction of

the Swat and Panjkora rivers. They claim to be desoendanu
of Baba Utman, who accompanied Mahmud of Ghaani in his

expedition into India in 997. The Utman Khd are a tall.
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Stout and fairnce, but in their dress and general customs have
assimilated themselves to the neighbouring peoples of Bajour.

They have none of the vices of the Yusafzais. Their country

Is very hilly and difficult, but well cultivated in terraces. They
number 8ome.4o,ooo, and their fighting strength is about 8000
men. British e]q>editions were necessary against them in 1852,

1878 and 1898.

UTOPIA, an ideal commonwealth, or an imaginary countiy
whose inhabitants are supposed to exist under the most perfect

conditions possible. Hence the terms Utopia and Utopian are

abo used to denote any visionary scheme of reform or social

theory, especially those which fail to recognize defects inherent

in human nature. The word first occurs in Sir Thomas More's
Utopia, which was originally published in Latin under the title

De OpUmo Reipublicae Statu,dequeNova Insula Utopia (Louvain,
15x6). It was compounded by More (q.v.) from the Greek 06,

not, and r6rot, a place, meaning therefore a place which has no
real existence, an imaginary countiy.

The Idea of a Uto^ it, even In liteiature, far older than More**
romance; it appears m the Timaeus of Plato and it fully developed
in hit Republic. The idealized description of Sparu in PluUrch't
life of Lycurgut belongs to the tame clast of litersiry Utofnat, though
it profettet to be hittorical. A similar idea alto occurt in Icgendt
of world-wide currency, the best known of thete being the Greek,
and the medieval Norte, Celtic and Arab legendt wmch describe
an earthly Paradite in the Western or Atlantk Ocean (tee Atlantis).
Few of thete survived after the exploration of the AtUntic by
Columbus. Vatco da Gama and others in the 15th century: but in

literature More't Utopia tet a new fathion. An,id r.* ' t : . f . '^
is detcribed in the writingt of Hobbet, Sir Robei J.
Routteau. In Bacon't New Atlantis (1624-90) tci< nci. ^1 1 tn.^ ki v to
univerMil happinets; Tommato Campandla's Ct^fias St^is (iii2%)

portnyt a conununistic society, and is largely in^pimj by the
KepubUc of Plato: James Harrington's Oceana (r 56^ wbtcb had a
profound influence upon political thought in Amcnc:!, u a pmcucal
treatise nther than a romance, and it founded h:iii the idtat That

property, especially in land, it the bada of political powt-r, And t liat

the executive thould«only be controlled for a thrift perlixl Liy nhe
same man or men. Bernard de Mandeville't F.shl^ nf tk^ Brri it

unique in that it detcribet the downfall of an ideiil corrmcuiAcnlith.

Other Utppiat are the " Voyage en Salente " in F^ntMon* Wima^iue
(1699); Etienne Cabet't Voyate en Icarie (1840): Buluner Lytton't
The Coming Face (1871); Samuel Butler*t Err^fkn* (187J) and
Eren^lon^Xemsited (1901); Edward Bellamy's LoQkiHi Backu'<ird

(1888); William MoTTM^t News from Nowhere (iSno); K G, Wdls't
Anticipations (1901), A Modem Utopia (1005) and Netv Worids for

Old (1908). Many Utopiat, tuch at tne FaUe ofthe firts and Errs-hm,
are detigned to taririse existing tocial conditiont a^ wtll ai to dtfict

a more perfect civilisation. There are teparate ;jr[ii E'.-s an jM rhe

authort. mentioned above. A large number of i.xu u.-^i^ j^cnt
Utopiat have been intpired by tocialittic or communiitic ideah;
among thete may be mentioned Freiland, ein sotiales Zuhunftshild

(1890) and Reise nach FreHand (1893), by the Auttrian political

economist Theodor Heruka (b. Budapest. 1845), whkh portray an
imaginary communittic colony in Central Africa.

UTRBCHT, a town of northern Natal, 30 m. by rafl E. by N.
of Newcastle. Pop. (1904) 13 15. It is the chief place in a
district of the same name, originally settled in 1848 by emigrant

Boers from NataL They formed an independent community
and in 1854 obtained, in exchange for a hundred head of cattle,

formal cession of the territory from Panda, the Zulu king. In

1858 the district was united with the republic of Lydcnburg, and
in i860, with Lydenburg, became part of the South African

Republic In 1903 it was, with the neighbouring district of

Vrybdd, annexed to NataL The town of Utrecht is built in a
boUow among the foothills of the Drakensberg. In the neigh-

bourhood are extensive coal-fields.

UTRBCHT, the smallest province of Holland, bounded S. by
Gelderhuid and South Holland, W. by South HoUand, N. by
North Holland and the Zuider Zee and E. by Gelderland. It

has an area of 534 sq. m. and a pop. (1905) of 276,543* It

bebngs chiefly to the basin of the Rhine; the Lower Rhine,

which skirts its southern border, after sending off the Crooked
Rhine at Wijk, becomes the Lek, and the Crooked Rhine in its

turn, after sending off the Vecht at Utrecht to the Zuider Zee,

becomes the Old Rhine. The north-eastern portion of the

province is drained by the Eem, which falls into the Zuider Zee.

The watenhed between the Rhine and the Eem is formed by

a plateau of sand and gravel hiUs which extend from the south-
east comer on the Rhine to Zeist near Utrecht, and also north-'
wards to Huisen on the Zuider Zee. On its western side the
plateau declines into the clay lands (and in the north-west low
fen) which characterize the western half of the province. The
region of sand and gravel is covered with bare heaths and
patches of woods, and the occupations of the scanty population
are^ chiefly thoso of buckwheat cultivation and peat-digging,
as- in Drente. Amersfoort is here the only town of any sise,

but along the western edge of this tract there is a row of thriv-
ing villages, namely, Amerongen, Leersum, Doom, Driebergen
and Zeist. Bunschoten on the Zuider Zee is a fishing village;

Venendaal, on the south-eastem border, originally a fen-colony,
is now a market for the bee-keeping industry in the east. On
account of the picturesqueness of this part of the province,
many country houses and viUa residences are found scattered
about it. The westem half of the province is flat and often
below sea-ieveL Cattle-rearing and the making of cWse
(of the Gouda description) and butter are here the chief occu-
pations. Agriculture is practised ak>ng the Crooked Rhine,
wheat, barley, beans and peas being the chief products, and
there is considerable fruit-farming in the south-west. The
development of towns, however, has here been restricted by
the rise of Utrecht, the chief town of the province, as a com-
mercial centre. A number of small old towns are found along
the Rhine, the Lek and the HoUahd Yael, such as Rhenep
(or Reenen), Wyk-by-Duurstede, Yselstein, Montfoort. Rhenen
was once the seat of an independent lordship, though after-

wards joined to the bishopric of Utrecht. The andent church
has a fine tower (1492-1531). Wyk-by-Duurstede, originally

a Roman settlement, was <rf some commercial importance as
early as the 7th and 8tb centuries, but decayed owing to Norman
raids in the loth century. The ruined castle of the bishops of
Utrecht still remains. The lordship of Yaelstein can be traced
back to the younger brother of Gysbrecht IV. of Amstel, who
bought lands and built a castle here before 1279. In the
beginning of the next century it had grown to the sire of a small
town and was granted dvic rights and surrounded with walls;

and in the course of the following centuries was frequently
attacked and even devastated. About 1377 Ystelstein de-
scended to th^ house of Egmont, and in 1551 to the house of

Oraflge, and by paying an annual contribution to the United
Provinces remained an independent barony till 1795. 'Hie
remains of the castle- are picturesque. Montfoort owes iu
origin to a castle built by the bishop of Rhenen in 11 70, which
was frequently besieged in the Z4th and X5th centuries. In
X833 it was bought by the government, and now serves as a
reformatory for women. Vreeland on the Vecht has a similar

origin m the castle built by Bishop HendrikofVianen in 1253-59
as a protection to the province against the lords of AmsteL
The castle was demolished in 1529 when the province came
under Burgundian rule. The province is traversed by the
main railway linn, which all converge at Utrecht, and is also

amply provided with navigable waterways.

The province represents the bulk of the territories once
comprised in the andent prince-bishopric of the same name,
het Stickt (the see) of Dutch historians. The see was founded
in 722 by St Willibrord, and the diocese thus formed, saving
for a short time when it was an archbishopric, was subordinate

to the see of Cologne. It covered all the northern Netherlands
between the Scheldt and the Ems. The bishops, in fact, as

the result of grants of immunities by a succession of German
kings, and notably by the Saxon and Franconian emperors,

gradually became the temporal rulers of a dominion as great

as the neighbouring counties and duchies. Bishop Balderic

(918-76) successfully defended the see against the Northmen,
and recdved from the emperor Otto I. the right to coin money
and all the land between the Leek and the Zuider Zee. The
bishopric was weak, however, as compared with the neighbouring

states, Holland, Gelderland and Brabant, from the mere fact

of its ecdesiastical character. The bishop had no hereditary

or dynastic interest in his land, and, as a temporal ruler, h^
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powers were limited by the necessity of having to secure the

goodwill of the higher clergy, of the nobles and of the cities, and
also because of his relations to the German king and the pope

as an ecclesiastical prince of the empire. The middle ages

were marked by constant wars between the bishops of Utrecht

and the counts of Holland and Gelderland. The growth of the

power of Holland, however, imder a succession of strong and
capable rulers led to the bishopric becoming, during the 14th

century, almost a dependency of the county. The death of

every bishop was always the signal for violent disputes among
the neighbouring feudal states, each of them intriguing to

secure the election of its own candidate; but, as statol above,

Brabant and Gelderland had at last to recognize the faa of the

supremacy of Holland over the see. In the xsth century this

supremacy passed to the dukea of Burgundy, and finally,

in 1527, Bishop Henry of Bavaria sold his temporal rights to

the emperor Charles V. In 1559 the see of Utrecht was by Pope
Paul IV. raised to the dignity of an archbishopric At the

time of the revolt against Spain Utrecht took the Protestant

side, and was one of the seven provinces which signed the

Union of Utrecht in 1579. Each of these provinces retained in

a large measure its sovereign rights and its own laws, privi-

leges and customs. During the republican period the estates

of Utrecht consisted of three " members." The chapter of the

see was secularized, and out of the members of the five colleges

a certain number, known as " the Elected " {GeHigerden), were

chosen by the other two '' members " of the estates. They
held office for life, and were reckoned as the " first member " of

the estates. The knights formed the " second member," the re-

presenutives being chosen by co-option. The dty of Utrecht,

with the four smaller towns of Amersfoort, Rheenen, Wijk-by-

Duurstede and Montfoort, made up the " third member."
(G. E.)

The later history of the see of Utrecht is of considerable

ecclesiastical Interest. The last archbishop of Utrecht, Frederick

van Schenk van Toutenburg, died in 1580, a few months before

the suppression of Roman Catholic public worship by William

of Orange. Two successors were nominated by Spain, both of

whom were unable from political causes to take possession of

the see. In 1583 the chapter elected Sasbold Vosmeer, Catholic

priest at the Hague, vicar-general; the election was confirmed

in 1590 by the papal nuncio at Brussels, and in 1602 Vosmeer
was consecrated at Rome archbishop of Philippi in partibus.

After Vosmeer's death (16x2) Philip Rovenius van Ardensul

was elected by the chapter and confirmed by the pope. In

163 1 he formed the surviving members of the chapters of

Utrecht and Haarlem into a collegiate body which became
known as the chapter of Utrecht. Rovenius was succeeded

as vicar-general in 1651 by Jacob de la Torre, consecrated

as archbishop of Ephesus. Under his vicariate trouble with

Rome began, the pope insisting on his right as universal

bishop to appoint the vicar-general's coadjutor and successor.

It was not, however, until the vicariate of Peter Codde,

consecrated vicar-general with the title of bishop of Sebaste

in partibus in 1669, that the quarrel came to a head. Codde
was the nominee of the Dutch secular clergy, and these

had for years past been at violent odds with the Jesuits, the

champions of the ultramontane principle. The publication of

an anonymous pamphlet in 1697, entitled '*A Short Memoir
on the State and Progress of Jansenism in Holland " {Kort

lendenksckrifl van den stoat en voortgang van ket Jansenisme

in HoUand), gave the latter their opportunity. Codde was
accused of being its author, and though he successfully refuted

this charge, he was ultimately deposed for Jansenism (1702),

his opponent, Theodor de Kock, being appointed in his place.

The result was a schism which was only temporarily checked
by the expulsion of de Kock from the country by the states-

general. Codde himself died in 17 10. The Church of Utrecht
was now without a bishop, and it was believed at Rome that

the movement of revolt would soon perish for want of priests,

e^>ecially as, with the constant influx of reg\ilars, the number
of Codde's adherents had steadily decreased. Ai a result of

the publication of the bull Unigenitus by Pope Ckment VH
in 1713, however, many French Jansenist priests took refuge

in Holland, and so kept the church alive. In 1723 the chapter

of Utrecht, in order to preserve the canonical succession of the

Dutch clergy, elected Cornelius Steenoven archbishop. He
was consecrated (xsth October 1724) by Dominique Variet,

bishop of Babylon in partibus^ who, having been depcned by the

pope for Jansenism, had settled in Amsterdam in 1720. The
pope replied,to th^ by excommunicating all those who had

taken part in the election and consecration. Undeterred by

this, the chapter, on the death of Steenoven, dected as arch-

bishop Cornells Jan Burchman, who was consecxated by the

bishop of Babylon on the 30th of September 1725. From this

time onward the Jansenist Church of Holland has continwd
as an independent body, accepting the authority of the general

councils, up to and including that of Trent, but basing itsdf oa

the Gallican theory of Episcopacy {q.v.) and rejecting the

Vatican council, the infallibility of the pope and the papal

dogma of the Immaculate Conception. Under Archbbhop
Peter Jan Meindaerts (d. 1767) two suffragan sees were

created, that of Haarlem in 1742, that of Deventer in X7$7.

The Church had shrunk considerably since the x8th century,

but in the first decade of the 20th showed signs of revival as

a poini d'appiU for Catholics restive under the yoke of the

ultramontanism dominant in the Roman Church. With the

Church of Utrecht the Old Catholic movement in Goraaoy
at first established close relations, the first German Old Catholic

bishop, Dr Reinkens, being consecrated by H. Heykamp,
bishop of Deventer, in 1873. The Jansenist Church is, however,

intensely conservative, and view^ with extreme disapproval

the departures made by the German Old Catholics from Cat)K»Lic

tradition, notably in the matter of clerical celibacy. It

refused, moreover, to recognize the validity of Anglican orders,

and consequently to follow the example of the other (M
Catholics in esublishing intercommunion with the Church ci

England. This attitude towards the EngUah Church was
accentuated by the consecration, on the 28th of April X908, of

Mr Arnold Harris Mathew' as bishop of the Old Catholks
in England by Dr Gerard Gul, Jansenist archbishop of Utrecht.

The singular offshoot of the Church of Utrecht thus created

established its headquarters in a former Congregational chapci

(dedicated significantly to the Englishman St Willibrofd, the

first bishop of Utrecht) in River Street, London, N., the minister

of which had joined the movement with his congregation. Is

X9X0 Bishop Mathew claimed that his community numbered
between 500 and 600, with ten priests, and that be had had
many inquiries from both Roman Cathdic priesu, dxaoontentcd

with the Vatican policy, and Anglican clergy, uneasy about tbe

validity of their orders (see an ''interview" in the I>s3y
Graphic^ September 4, X9X0). Meanwhile, in HoQand itself the

Roman Catholic hierarchy had been restored by Pope Plus DC in

X85X, with Utrecht as the archiepiscopal see. (W. A. P.)

AuTRORrriBS.—K. Burmen, Utrecktscke Jaofhoekeu, ftc^ annals
and documents (^ vols., 1750): A. Buchelius. De EpiscoPis VUr^
jectensibust containing the chronicks of J. de Beka ana G. Heda
(Uti %t. i€43^: T. van d. Water, Grtut i'f

-'- - - ^^di
V . : <_} voh., Utrecht, 1739); J. J, dc Gi.^ de
Gei £- ri ud . rn Oud&tidfn dfr Prcvincti Utrecht ( li tir^r n t , I ir^» i '

. i saa
Rii:^]t)Mli>kH Qeichied, van de Keripelktrk tan Si Jnc-^ u I'TrtcM

Virrxhi {UtTucht, iSSi): V. T. Blonded, Btx^ytiitt 4^ 2)md
Virr^ht, dr ofrroitiiiS ^^ Biitf^pfiem tUttwit. tJSpt £- MuLler.
Rffhlihri^Hrtm dfr Slad Utr^U (2 vol*,. UtfiKhl, llii)i R. Krtiia,

Gcithifd. dfT Staah'InjtiUinsin in Ned^htnd (the Kafm, 1901).
For the Old Caihotic Church «* the articl* *'Jan*eDi««ilciiTt^t^,''*l^

Dt J. A. ilrfrth viiti Wljk, in Hprnosf-HouErl;, Realfn^kiep^J^e fird

ed., Lcipitg, i^ooh pp. 59^-6<-'^, vhrT'- f '.'*h'r tt-
'•-':" --^ .^.^..-.

UTRECHT, a dty of Holland, capital of the province oC

Utrecht, on the Crooked Rhine, which here divides into tbe

> Bishop Mathew (b. X855) about the year 18^ daimed and for

a while assumed the title of eari of Uandaff (x«c), as gxandacm of

Arnold Nesbit Mathew (d. i8ao), who was aaid to have been the
eldest son of the first eari of Uandaff, thou^ neither be nor hb
eldest ion ever claimed the title (see G. E. C(okayne)), C^mfiete
Peerage; corrigenda to vol. v. in vol. viH. p. 450).
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Old Rhine and the Vecht. Pop. (igos) iX4>32i* It is an
important junction station 22 m. by rail S.S.E. of Amsterdam.

Tramways connect it with Vreeswyk on the Lek (where are the

large locks of the Merwede canal), Amsterdam, and by way of

De Bilt with Zdst, and thence with Amhem. It is a picturesque

and interesting old town with more regular streets and shady

squares and fewer canals than most Dutch towns. It is an
important fortress, forming the principal point d'appui of the

Une of defensive inundations called the " New Holland Water
Line," in addition to its position as a railway centre. The
defences consist of an inner line of works wh>ch preserve the

place against surprise, and of an outlying chain of deUched
forts of fairly modem construction, forming roughly two-thirds

of a circle of three mites radius. Of these the works facing

the east would in war time cover the assembly of troops destined

to operate outside the Water Line, while those of the north and
south fronts would be surrounded by inundations and serve

chiefly to control the sluices. The line of the ancient ramparts,

demolished in 1830. is now only marked by the Singel, or outer

canal, which surrounds the oldest part of the dty, with pleasant

gardens and promenades laid out on the inside. Two canals, the

Oudc and the Nieuwe Gracht, intersect the town from end to end.

On the Oude Gracht the roadway and quay are on different levels,

the roadway lying over vaults, which open on the quay wall and
are used as cellars and poor dwelling-houses. On the east of the

town is the Maliebaan or Mall, consisting of an ancient triple

avenue of lime trees, now largely replanted. Utrecht is the seat

of a university, and of a Roman Catholic archbishopric. It

is also the seat of the archbishop of the Dutch Old Catholics.

The Domkerk, dedicated to St Martin, the former cathedral

church of the bishops of Utrecht, is a large Gothic building,

erected in 1254-1267 on the site of the original church founded

by St Willibrord about 720 and completed by Bishop Adelbold

about 1015. An open space forming the heart of the square

in which the church stands separates the solitary western tower

(t4th century) from the choir and transept, the nave having

been blown down by a violent hurricane in 1674 and never

rebuilt. The interior (30 ft. wide and 115 ft. high) has been

clumsily fitted up with pews and galleries for Protestant worship,

80 that the effect of its slender columns is spoilt. It contains

the monuments of Admiral van Gent (d. 1672) and of Bishops

Guy of Hainaut (d. 1317) and George of Egmont (d. i5S9)>

while in the crypt are preserved the hearts of the German
emperors Conrad II. (1039) and Henry V. (1125). The Roman
Catholic cathedral of St Catherine dates from 1524 and has been

restored in modem times. Other churches of very early founda-

tion in Utrecht are the Pieterskcrk and the Janskerk. AtUchcd
to the Domkerk by fine old Gothic cloisters is the university,

which was founded in 1634 and enlarged in 1894. The students

number some 750, and there are five faculties of theology, law,

medicine, mathematics and science, and letters. The aula

(restored in 1879) was originally the chapter-house of the

cathedral. Connected with the university are a valuable

library, occupying the palace built for Louis Bonaparte, king of

Holland, in 1807 and containing upwards of 200,000 volumes

and MSS.; a museum of natural history; an ophthalmic

institute; physical and chemical laboratories; a veterinary

school; a botanic garden; and an observatory. The archi-

episcopal museum (1872) contains examples of all branches

of sacred art in the Netherlands. In the Museum Kunstliefde

is a small picture-gallery, chiefly remarkable for some pictures

by Jan Scorel (1495-1562); the museum of antiquities contains

a miscellaneous collection. Other buildings of interest are the

museum of industrial art; the so-called " Pope's house," built in

1517 by Adrian Floriszoon Boeyens, afterwards Pope Adrian VI.,

and a native of Utrecht; the royal mint of Holland; the Fleshers'

Hall (1637); the home for the aged, occupying a 14th-century

mansion; the town hall (1830); and the large hospital

prison and barracks. The most important industrial establish-

ments are cigar manufactories, manufactories of chemicals and
earthenware, and brass foundries, and there is also an active

trade in the agricultural produce of the surroundinc: country.

The coimtry round about Utrecht is pretty and plentifully

studded with country houses, especially on the road to Arnhcm.
Close by, on the north-east, is the village of De Bilt, the

seat of the Dutch Meteorological Institute. In this parish was
formerly situated the famous Benedictine convent of Oostbroek,

founded in the beginning of the X2th century. The abbey was
demolished in 1850. The manor of Zuilen on the Vecht, four

miles north-west of Utrecht, was partly held in fief from this

abbey and partly from the bishops of Utrecht. The lords of

Zuilen grew very powerful and built a castle here at the end of

the 13th century. In 1302 this possession passed by marriage

to the influential family of van Borsele, lords of Vccre and
governors of Zeeland. But on the extinction of that house

towards the end of the 15th century the castle passed through

various hands until it came by marriage in 1665 to the family

of Baron van Tuyll van Serooskerke. The castle was carefully

restored in 1752, and is still in excellent preservation. Five

miles east of Utrecht is the village of Zeist, the scat of a Moravian
settlement established here in 1746. There are also a fine

castle (1667) and grounds, a sanatorium for children and
numerous modem villa residences. At Ryzcnburg, close by, is

a Roman Catholic seminary, founded in connexion with the

establishment of the Roman Catholic hierarchy in 1853 and
practically serving as an archiepiscopal palace.

Utrecht (t.«. Oude Treckt or Old Ford, rendered !n Latin docu-
ments Vetus Trajectum) is a dty of great antiquity and much his-

toric interest, especially as illustrating the ^wth of civic liberties

during; the middle ages. The place existed in Roman times and is

mentioned in the itinerary of Antoninus. Though the nante Trtcki

or Trajtctum is almost universally found in old documents and
on coins, the town was known by another name among the Frisians
and Franks. Bedc, writing in the 8th century, speaks of Wiltaburg,

id est oppidum Wdtorum, lingua outem CaUica Traiutum vocatur.

That any such people as the Wilten existed there is little evidence,

but Wiluburg (or variants of it) occurs in chronicles as late as thtt

13th century, and it h ttSII prcs^-rvcd in the name VVil^liTibbiru,

given to a Roman camp near ilie ciiy^

The earliest authentic record or the town ii that of the build fiti^

of a chapel—afterwards dctjtroyctl by the hi'inhc-n Fri^iAfin—-by
Dagobcrt L, king of the Fmikt, in 6x6: byt the imporijiiic^ of i\\6

place began when St Willi tirord (fl.pj, ihtr apostle of the Fn^mnii,

established his see there. This lact dctcrmintnJ the drv'clopment of

the city. The bishop*! kg4( had to \x fortifitrd nR4iin»t tfw iiicijt-

sions 01 the heathen r ri&ians and Northmen, and the security thyi
afforded attracted populatioii tilL after the dc^truciion of \t% rivjil

Dorestad by the Norm^n^ in tlic 9th ccntLiry^ Utrecht bec-iiijie

the chief commercial centre of llae northtrti Nethcrbndi.^ Bishop
Baldcric (a.D. 918-976) was the real foLmder of ihv prcn^crily ul i\\tt

town. On his accession to the *« Lfiretht had jtiiit been packcdi bv
the Northmen. He suc^ecdt-^ in driving the raiden away, irbuilt

the walls, and during tht^ firty^clght years of his episcopate the ^onvn

grew and prospered. It!^ gradual acquisition ot civtt rtghti Eollowvd

the same line of develupmcnt a« in the CermDrt episcopal citirs.

At first the bishop, holding immediately of the Empire^ wsin tupretnti.

In feudal suboraination to him a royal count, who w^i alto tV^f
(advocatus) of the cathetlri^l church of St MH>rtii]« had his seal at

Utrecht as the chief town of the Goavr iCov, ^faj) of Uterlake. tn
the Ilth century a bur^rave (chAteUin. cu-itmanuf), vtho vat an
episcopal ofhcer, is founii cvcrci^lnj; jurisJiction in ihe cit y ai welt at

tne Vogt. Bishop Godcl^jld (ii n-i iJ-j) jirnnted to the inhabitants

of Utrecht and 01 Muidcn, ilic neij^bbouring port on the /uider Zee*

their first privileges, whlih wcte conhTcneJ on tlie 2Jnd of June iiiM
by the emperor Henry V., who dknl at LUrecht in ti^j. The ex 1 ant

imperial charter does not specify wliat were the muntiipa! rights that

were conceded, but it h certain that at thi^ time thiry weie very

limited. The. magistrates t
the Sckent or h ] ^h bai lifE a n d n i ^ 4i«t«-4v>rt«

the Sckepenen {scabini, hh^'xns)^ were noniifiated by the bkir^ravti

from the order of knig^ltA^ fn n>^ we read for the ftni iimt of

councillors Iconndes, comiiiafii, ^jurati) an u^wwurf of the m4gli>-

trates, but these,who a lUtk^ Liter were known a^ the Jioiid or cO'Unc il.

were also nominated. The p^>»ilipd was iimplificfJ when* in uao*
Albert van Cuyck, the bit of the Kcreditaij burKnive*, sold bit

rights to the bishop. Th&Te ecclciiiiitical pnnces wett churchnK^
in little but name, and ^ht-Lr de»inr to I* abwlutt rulvrv found 'Umll

confronted by the detercnir^.^ii.in ,.,f iIil- hur.'lirr< vj s., un^ ,£rr,ii.,r

independence. As the i^th c<.-iiiury «tu*.>.wJ, i.M u*uixii, icj^il-

senting the wealthy and powerful gild of merchants, began to uke

developed organized corporations, able to impose their will upon
bishop and aristocracy. All through the 13th century a continual

strueale went on. but at last the gilds were viaorious and were al>to
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to secure in the CtUehrufot 1304, confinned by the bishop in 1105,
a new constitution for the city. According to this, «s emended 1^
a later Gildebrief of IMJ, the existing board of seven Schepenen
were to retain office for life, but the new ones, elected yearly, were
in future to be chosen by the Raad either in or outsioe tm gil{is.

The Raad itself wasto oe chosen by the aldermen of the gilds.

Two aldermen, later styled burgomasters, were to preside, the one
over the Schepenen, the other over the Raad, sharing this presidency
with two episcopal officials. The Schout was still to be nominated
by the bbhop from among the knights, but his powers were now
comparatively insignificant. The two chief aldennen of the gilds,

with the two episcopal official presidents above mentioned, together
were to form tiie supreme government of the dty. The victory of
the democratic principle was entirely new in the Netherlands,
though it had been anticipated in Florence, and was perhaps inspired

by Italian example. In all other cities of the Netherlands the craft

{:ilds remained m humble subjection to a council co-opted from a
imited number of wealthy patrician families. In Utrecht, however,
power was henceforth concentrated in the gilds, which became not
only trade but political associations, which togetherconstituted the
sovereign community. In this government, though the Schepenen
retained a dignified precedence, all power was practically concen-
trated in the popularly elected Raad. even the estates of the see
{Siichl) had " nothing to sav in the oty.'*
The new liberties, as mtgnt be expected, did not tend to improve

the relatbns between the town 01 Utrecht and its ecclesiastical

sovereign; and the feud reached its climax (1481-84) in the " groote
vorlag. ' or great quarrel, between the citizens ana Bishop David,
the Bastard of Bureundy, who had been foisted upon the unwilling
chapter by the combined pressure of Duke Philip of Burgundy, his
halt-brother, and the pope. AVith the aid of John, burgrave of
Montfoort, who had been called in, after the manner of the Italian
podestas, and endowed with supreme power for the defence of the
town, the Utrechters defeated all the efforts of their bishop, aided
by the Hollanders and an aristocratic faction. They only succumbed
when the weight of the archduke Maximilian was thrown into the
scale against tnem (148^). Even then Bishop David was once more
expelled in 1 491. The last prince-bishop of Utrecht was Henry of
Bavaria, who was elected, in May 153d, in succession to Philip of
Burgundy. He took the part of the nobles against the burghers, but
Duke Charles of Geldcrland, jealous of the growing power of the.

house of Habsburg, intervened, put an end to the tuiiit. anrj, in
IS27, himself occupied the city. In July of the next >Tar Biahop
Henry was back again, having gained possession of tht ciiy by
surprise; and in the following October he sold his temponil nfrhts

to the emperor Charles V. Utrecht, thus brought inLo immpdate
relations with the Spanish Habsburgs, proved no morr Toterunt of
their rule than of tnat of its bishops, and took a leLifin^ jj^ri in
the revolt of the Netherlands. The union of the seven northern
provinces, proclaimed at Utrecht in 1579, laid the foundation of
Dutch independence (see Netiibrlands). The city proved indeed
a refractory member of the new league; and, after the death of
William the Silent, the Utrechters. jealous of the influence of their
old enemies the Hollanders, refused to recognize the authority of
the council of state, and elected a stadtholder of their own. Inside
the city the old aristocratic and democratic factions still carried on
their traditional struggle, complicated now by religious difficulties.

The Roman Catholics, though still in the majority in the bishopric,

had little influence on the politics of the cit^, where the aristocrats

inclined to the moderate (libertine) opinions advocated by the
preacher Hubrecht Duifhuis, while the oemocrats were organized in
the new church order introduced by the uncompromising Calvinist
Petrus Dathenus (d. 1581). The adhesion of Utrecht to the party of
revolt was the work of the aristocratic party, and the critical state

of affairs made it for a while dominant in the town. The gilds and
burgher militia were deprived of all voice in the government, and the
town council became an hereditary body. After the advent of the
earl of Leicester as governor-general of the Netherlands in 1585, a
change took place. The ultra-Calvinistic Adolph, count of Nuenar,
who was elected stadtholdcr.overthrew the aristocratic government
and placed the people in power. The Utrechters, under the leader*

ship of Gerard Prouninek, otherwise Deventer, vehemently took the
side of Leicester in his quarrel with the estates of Holland, and the
English governor-general made the town his hcadauarters during
residence in the Netherlands, and took it under English protection.

Though heartily disliked in Holland, Leicester made nimself so
popular in Utrecht that the burgher guard even presented him with
a petition that he would assume the sovereignty. The withdrawal
of Leicester from the Netherlands was followed by the defeat of
Deventer and the return of the aristocratic party to power. The
issue was decided (October 5, 1558) when the democrats were
defeated in battle. Deventer was imprisoned and banished, and
the former Schout, Nicolas van Zuylcn van Scvendcr, was restored
to office.

^
An attempt of the democratic party to regain power was

Temporarily successful (January 10. 1610); but the estates appealed
to the Slates General and Maurice of Nassau, who had been appointed
tadtholder on the death of Nuenar, put down the movement with
strong hand, and the Utrechters found themselves compelled to
icld. From this time, until the French Revolution, the ancient

democratic institutions of the dty remained nothing bat a aaoie:
the rights of the community were exercised by a municipal aristo*
cracy, who bckl all power in their own hands. The gikis. once
supreme, henceforth ceased to have any political importance. At
Utrecht the treaty which closed the War of the Spausb Succeasioa
was signed on the nth of April 1713. (G. E.)

AuTHORiTiss.->Pieter Bondam, CharUrhoek der Bertog^n van
CeltUrland, tfc., orig. documents with notes (1783); Cstfrx dipl»-
maticfu Netrlandkus, tome i. (Utrecht. 1848)—4hc documents of the
first part concern the trade of Utrecht; De Ccer van Oudcgain,
Ha oud€ Treckl (1875): W. lunghans. " Utrecht im Miiielalter

"

(in ForsckumieH tur deutsch. Ceuk. ix. 513-5^)' Laurent P. C. van
Bergh. Handboek der Middd Nederhnduke Ceotnpkie (Leiden.
1852); Karl Hegel. SiddU dtr Ctrmanisclun Volker im MuulaUer
(Leipzig, 1891), vd. ii. pp. 90i-3oa Other works are died in the
bibliography to the article on toe see and province of Uurecht. above.

UTRECHT, TREATY OF, the general nune given to the im-
portant series of treaties which in 1713 aad 1714 conduded the
great European war of the Spanish Succession (f.».), and by
which inUr alia England obtained possession of Newfoundlazid,
Nova Scotia and Gibraltar.

Worsted, mainly through the genius of Marlborough, in hb
eflTorU to secure the whole of the great Spanish monarchy for

his grandson, Philip, duke of Anjou, Louis XIV. made overtures

for peace in 1706 and again in 1709. These were rejected, and
failure also attended the negotiations between France and the
United Provinces which took place at Gertruydenberg in 1710,
negotiations only entered upon by the Dutch after they bad
by a treaty with England (October 1709) secured a guarantee
that they would obtain the coveted barrier of fortresses against

France. But matters changed greatly during 1710 and 1711.

In England in August and September 1710, the Torks, the
party of peace, succeeded the Whigs, the party of war and tbe

inheritors of the tradition of William IlL, in the conduct cA

affairs. In the Empire in April 17x1, the archduke Chaiks,
Philip's rival for the throne of Spain, succeeded his brother

Joseph I. as ruler of Austria and became prospective emperor,
and England and the United Provinces, having waged a long

and costly war to prevent the tmion of the crowns of France and
Spain, were equally averse from seeing Spain and Austria under
the same ruler. Moreover, the allies realized at last that it was
impossible to dislodge Philip from Spain, and all the peoples w^rc
groaning under the expenses and the sufferings of the war.

France and England came to terms, and the preliminaries of

peace were signed in London in October 1711, their basis bdng
a tadt acquiescence in the partition of the Spanish monarchy.
The congress opened at Utrecht on the apth of January 1712,

the Engli^ representatives bdng John Robinson, bishop of

Bristol, and Thomas Wentworth, earl of Strafford. Reluctantly

the United Provinces accepted the preliminaries and sent repre-

sentatives, but the emperor refused to do so until he was assured

that these preliminaries were not binding. This assurance was
given, and in February the imperial representatives made tbdr
appearance. As Philip was not yet recognized, as king, Spain
did not at first send plenipotentiaries, but the duke of Savoy
sent one, and Portugal was also represented.

One of the first questions discussed was the nature of tbe

guarantees to be given by France and Spain that these crowns
would be kept separate, and matters did tK>t make much
progress imtil after the loth of July 1712, when PhiUp signed

a renunciation. Then, England and France having concluded a
truce, the pace was quickened and the main treaties were signed

on the I ith of April 1713.

By the treaty between England and France Louis XIV. re-

cognized the Protestant succession in England and undertook
to give no further aid to the Stuarts. France ceded to England
Newfoundland, Nova Scotia or Acadia, the island of St Kitts

or St Christopher, and the Hudson's Bay Territory ('* sinum et

fretum de Hudson, una cum omnibus terris, maribus, maritimls,

fluviis, lodsque, in dicto sinu et freto sitis "), and promised to

demolish the fortifications of Dunkirk and to fill up its harbour.

A commercial treaty signed between the two countries on the

same day provided that each should allow the other the roost

favoured nation treatment, while each gave up the claim to
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tht judiicrimiiiAtt idxare of ihipping which had been pnctiaed
during the war.

The treaty between France and the United Provinces waa
mainly concerned with Mcuring the barrier of fortroeea. These
arrangements were somewhat complicated and to a large extent

provisional, as Austria and Bavaria, two countries which were
deeply interested in the fate of the Netherlands, had not yet

astented to the terms of peace. By a commercial treaty con-

cluded on the same day, France gave to the Dutch commercial
privileges similar to those enjoyed by EngUnd. Other treaties

concluded at the same time were between France and Savoy,
France and Pruisia, and France and Portugal By the first the

duke of Savoy regained Savoy and Nice, taken from him during
the war, and France undertook to obtain for him the island of

Sicily and the title of king. By the second Prussia secured

•ome small additions of territory, including part of Celderland

and Neuch4tel| in return France definitely and finally obtained

the principality of Orange. It is interesting to note that as a
constituent of the Empire Prussia was siiU fighting against

France. The treaty betweeil France and Portugal mainly
concerned the Portuguese settjenients in firaaili h^ claim to

these being recognised by France.

Other treaties wett signed at iJtrecht between Spain afld lh«

allies, Philip now concluding these as the recognised and law/tll

king of Spain. On the 13th of July 1713 a treaty Was sSgntfd

between England and Spain, which embodied certain com-
mercial arrangements previously made between the tWd
countries. Spain ceded to England Gibraltar and Minorca
and promised to give up Sicily to Savoy. She gave also to

England the monopoly for thirty years of the lucrative slave

trade with Spanish America, hitherto enjoyed by France:

this was the famous Asienlo treaty. Finally, there was an
article concerning the inhabitants of Catalonia, who had fought

bravely for Charles of Austria, and who had a large claim upon
the protection of England. However, the protection granted

to them was a mere sham, and the Catalans were soon the victims

of the revenge of Philip of Spain. The peace between Spain and
the United Provinces was signed on the 26th of June 1714, but

the conclusion of the one between Spain and Portugal was
delayed Until the folk>wing February. The former was con-

cerned mainly with commercial matters, Spain giving the United

Provinces the treatment of a most favoured nation, except as

regards Spanish America. The latter dealt with the frontier

between the two countries and with the colony of St Sacrament
in Uruguay, which was transferred to Spain.

The treaty of Utrecht also provided some compensation for

the emperor Charles VI. as soon as he surrendered his claim to

Spain. It was arranged that he should receive Naples and
Mikn, and also the Spanish Netherlands, henceforward known
as the Austrian Netherlands.

:
But the general pacification was still incomplete, as France

and the Empire continued the war, albeit somewhat languidly.

It was not long, however, before Charles VI. realized how in-

adequate were his forces, unsupported by those of England and
of Holland, to meet the armies of France, and towards the ck>se

of 1 7 13 he was for the first time seriously inclined to consider

conditions of peace. Accordingly, his representative, Prince

Eugene, met the French marshal ViUars at Rastatt in November
X713, and here, after negotiations had been broken off and

again resumed, peace was made on the 7th of March 1714,

Charles VI. concluding the treaty without waiting for the assent

of the different states of the Empire. This consent, however,

was necessary, and a little later the representatives of some of

the princes of the Empire met those of France at Baden, where,

on the 7th of September 17 14, the treaty of Baden, the last of

the treaties included In the general peace of Utrecht, was signed.

This dealt entirely with the question of the frontier between

France and the Empire, which was restored as it was before the

outbreak of the war except that France gained Ljuidau.

One important matter dealt with at Utrecht remains to be

mentioned. A second barrier treaty between England and
the United Provinces was signed on the,30th of January i7X3»

and a third treaty signed at Antwerp «i the 15th of November
1 7 1 5 clinched the matter. Seven fortresses were to be garrisoned

by a total of 35,000 men, three-fifths of the cost being borne

by the imperial government and the remainder by the United
P^vinces.

The treaty of Utrecht is second to none in importance i»
English history. Its provisions were a most potent facioc ix^

assisting the expansion of EngUnd's cotonial empire and aisc^

in the building up of the country's commercial greatness, lis

the domestic politics of the i8th century, too, the peace has »
great and recurring importance. Its terms were bitterly assailed

by the Whigs, and after the accession of George I. four of Its-

Tory authon, Bolingbroke, Oxford, Ormonde and Strafford,.

were impeached for conduding it, the charges brought against

them being that they had corresponded with the queen's enemies*

and had betrayed the honour and interest of their own country,,

while the abandonmcnjt of the Catalans was not forgotten.

Tht text <A xhc treaty At Utrecht is published ai the Atkt,
m^Hssir^ £i tHiifci piiiti aulkfniiqu€i ctm^frfUini iab^ix d'Uiretht

(I Iff* In, i7i4-t7lS>; and hy C. VV. von. Kixii and F. Sch^H in ihc
H '" ' ;^f rf^j/roftfj{TSr7-J6Si8). Asfjirasii cond-Tni the pdrty

pc I iigtadd, there \i mudi about thr pieacc in Dean Swifo
Wi ' I- iT» tJ- Giraud, La Fttm dUtre^hi (Paris, iS47)j I. S.

L^.Ld^iji, Felitkai HiiU'ry 0/ England i^oi-if6o (l9ogr)^ A. W-
Wirt! Ln itie Cfxmbridn Afvdfrn llnlcry^ voL v. (190SK ^nd the Siam

S'tUih for tlif proc«fdlnei against the impeached £ngUi.h (ninlsUra^
(/f prrhflip* i he mcmt vaiTtiJimt woric on ilw? whole pcmv is- O, Weber**

Drf Ffifiii ivn Vttethiy Vtfh^ndlMnj^n wfiichen Enthn^i, Frank*
rttiik. dim Ktiitir and lirt Cintralsia&tt« ifzo-iTiJ (Gotha. ^iSpi).

OTRIRAf t town of southern Spain, m the province of

Seville; on the Arroyo de la Antigua, a right-hand tributary

of the river Guadalquivir, and at the junction of the Seville-

Cadis land Cordova-Utrera railways. Pop. (1900) 15,138.

Utrera contains few noteworthy buildings, although it is an

ancient town, still partly surrounded by medieval fortifications.

The principal church, SanU Maria, is Gothic in style, dates

from the 15th century, and contains some interesting tombs;

but it was to a great extent restored in the 17th century. Agri-

culture and especially stock-farming are foremost among the

local industries, which also include manufactures of leather,

soap, oil and spirits. Laige numbers of horses, sheep and

fighting bulb are bred in the moorlands and marshes which

extend eastward towards the Gaudalqulvir, and a fair is held

yearly in September for the sale of live stock and farm produce.

Utrera was occupied by the Moors in the 8th century, and,

though retaken by St Ferdinand (1230-52), was not finally

incorporated in the kingdom of Castile until 1340. In the

middle ages it was notorious as a favourite refuge of briganda

and outlaws.

UTTARPARA, a town of British India, in the Hugli district

of Benjpd, on the river HuglL Pop. (1901) 7036. It is famous

for the public library founded and endowed by Jai Krishna

Mukharjl, which is specially rich in books on local topography.

There is an aided college, and a girls' school supported by a

native association.

UTTOZBTER, a nuirket town in the Burton parliamentary

division of Staffordshire, England, 15 m. N.E. by E. of Stafford

by a branch of the Great Northern railway. Pop. of urban

district (1901) 5133. It is also served by the North Stafford-

shire railway. The town lies pleasantly on high ground near

the river Dove, a western tributary of the Trent, here the

boundary with Derbyshire. There are large works for the

manufacture of agricultural implements, and brewing and

brick-making are carried on. Several agricultural fairs are held

annually. The church of St Mary has a fine decorated tower

and spire; the rest of the fabric dates from 1828. Alleyn's

grammar-school was founded in 1558. In the market-place

here Dr Johnson stood hatless in the rain doing voluntary

penance for disobedience to his father. A bas-relief com-

memorates the incident. The name of the town is locally

Uxeter, or an approximate pronunciation. At Denstone, 5 m. N.

of Uttoxeter. U St Chad's CoUege, a large middle-class school for

boys, fottiided in connexion with St Nicholas' College, Lancing.
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Uttoxeter (Wotoeheskede, UUokeshatker, UUester, UUosaUr)
was probably not a Roman site, although the tennination of the

name suggests one, and a few remains have been discovered.

It formed part of the estates of Algar, earl of Mercia; at the

time of the Domesday Survey it was held by the king, later it

passed to the Ferrers family and was included in the honour of

Tutbury. In the early X2th century Earl Robert de Ferrers

constituted Uttoxeter a free borough, and granted to the

inhabitants freedom from all tolls, tonnage, poundage and
other exactions. These privileges were confirmed and amplified

by a charter, dated August 15, xasi, from William de Ferrers,

earl of Derby. Uttoxeter, with the rest of the honour of Tut-

bury, escheated to the Crown in 1266 owing to the complicity of

Robert Ferrers in the barons' rebellion; it was regranted to

Edmund Crouchback, ancestor of the dukes of Lancaster, under

whom it became part of the duchy of Lancaster, from which it

was not severed vntil 1625. The Wednesday market, which

is still held, was granted by Henry III. to William Ferrers, earl

of Derby, together with a fair to be held on the feast of the

Nativity of the Blessed Virgin (September 8), which was kept

up in the x8th century. In 1308 Thomas, earl of Lancaster,

obtained the grant of a fair on the vigil, day and morrow of

St Mary Magdalene. In Leland's time " the men of the town
used grazing " in the " wonderful pastures upon Dove," and in

the 17th and x8th centuries the market was the greatest in that

part of England for cattle and provisions; in the x8th century

it furnished cheeses to many London cheesemongem In 1648,

on the defeat of the invading Scottish army under the marquis of

Hamilton by Cromwell, its leader was captured here by Lambert.

UXBRIOOB, a market town in the Uxbridge parliamentary

division of Middlesex, England, x8 m. W. by N. of St Paul's

Cathedral, London, on the river Colne, and on branches of the

Great Western and Metropolitan railways. Pop. of urban

district (1901), 8585. There are breweries, foundries and
engineering works, and a considerable traffic is carried on by
means of the Grand Junction CanaL The town, which is con-

nected by electric tramway with Hammersmith, London, has

extended considerably in modem times as a residential centre.

The church of St Margaret is Perpendicular, and retains a fine

font in that style, and several ancient monuments.
Uxbridge is an ancient borough, stated to have been one of

those originated by Alfred the Great, but it is not mentioned in

Domesday. Here negotiations were begun, on the 30th of

January 164$, between the commissioners of Charles I. and the

parliament, but were broken off on the sand of February. A
part of the " Treaty House," in which they were carried on,

remains. In 1647 the parliamentary forces had for some time

their headquarters in the town. It remained a garrison town
until X689. It obtained the grant of a market from Henry II.

UXMAL, a deserted dty of the Mayas in the sUte of Yucat&n,

Mexico, ao m. W. of Tikul, a station on the railway between

Merida and Valladolid. The ruins stand on a wooded plain,

and cover an area of a little more than half a mile square,

although fragments are found over a much larger space. Uxmal
b the largest and most important of the deserted cities of

Yucat&n, and shows some of the finest specimens of Maya archi-

tecture. The climate is much drier than that of Chiapas, and

the structures are in a better state of preservation than those

of Palenque, but the rank vegetation and the decay of the

wooden lintels over the doorways have broken down many of

the walls. Uxmal was inhabited for some time after the

Spanish conquest, but perhaps only by a remnant of a popu-

lation once much larger. The neighbourhood is now very

unhealthy, and it may be presumed that the process of depopula-

tion, caused by increasingly unhealthy conditions and diminish-

ing sources of food supply, was gradual. There are no streams

near the ruins, and the water-supply was derived from cisterns

and from a few pools now filled with soil and vegetation. A
rather soft limestone was used in the buildings, but the locality

of the quarries has not been discovered. The walb are com-
monly about 3 ft. thick, in some cases much' thicker, and the

atones were let in a whitish mortar. Stone implements were

The outer surfaces of the waDs are usoaDy divided by
a horizontal moulding into two unequal zones, the lower one

plain with a band of sculptured ornaments at the base, and the

upper elaborately sculptured. The interior walls were gener-

ally plastered and rarely ornamented. There are no windows,

but large doorways. The jambs were d dressed stone, nsuaOy
plain, and the kMiger tinteb were of zapote wood; some of

them, where proteaed from the weather, are still to be seen,

fometimes covered with inscriptions. The buildiags are

rectangular in shape, long and narrow, divided usually into two
ranges of rooms. They are generally arranged in groups of

four, enclosing a quadrangular court, and sometimes singly on
massive eminences. The interiors are cut up into numerous
small rooms by transverse partitions, while nunseroos beaxn-

holes and (|umb-sheaves indicate other divisicms. The rooms
are covered by acutely pointed vaults, the stones foming the

sides of the vault being bevelled to the angle, and the apex being

covered by capstones covering spaces of one to two feet. The
spaces between the vaults are filled with solid masonry, and
above all b the roof covering, also of masonry, which b some-

times surmounted with an ornamental roof-comb. The binkl-

ings stand upon raised terraces, or upon truncated pyramids,

approached by broad stairways, usually of cut stone.

There are five principal buildings or groops-^he Temple of the
Magician, Nannery Quadrangle. House of the Tuntes, House of the
Pigeons and Governor's Pabce. There are other structures and
aroups, snuJler and more dtUpidated. One of them, sranrting

imroedUtely S. of the Nunne^, consists of two paralld wrnHs ool>^
it b usually described as the ball-court, or gynnarium. a structure

common to nu»t Maya cities. The Temple of the MagiciaB crovns
an unusually steep pyramid 240X180 ft. at the base and 80 ft. high.

It has three rooms, and a smaller temple b built against the upper
western side of the pyramid. A broad steep suirway ascends to the
summit pbtform on the E., and a narrower stairway to the k»wer
temple on the W. The west front b filled with remarkable figures

and designs, including the lattice work common in UxnaL The
Nunnery Quadrangle conusts of four bige rcctaogubr in

buildings, enclodng a quadrangular court, the whole oocupying a
terrace over 300 ft. square at the base and upwards of is ft. above
the level of the pbin. The buildings resemble each other in the
anangement of their rooms, and their ebborately omameated
facades face inwards upon the court. The divisoa of the baiSding*
into numerous small rooms b undemood to signify that they were
used as communal habtutions, possibly of priestly orders. The
Governor's Palace, standing upon a triple terrace S. of the Nunnery,
is, according to W. H. Hohnes, " the most important sin|^ stnictiire

of its class in Yucatin, and for that matter in Amcnca." It b
330 ft. long. 40 ft. wide and 25 or a6 ft. high, divided into a long
central and two end sections, separated by recesses and two trans-

verse archways about 25 ft. k>ng. 10 ft wide and 30 ft. high. These
archways were subsequently blocked, and may have been intended
originauy as portab to a quadrangle which was never buik. The
upper cone of the exterior walb b about 10 ft. wide, exclusive of the
mouldings and ornamental frieae, and its total length of 720 ft. b
crowded with sculptures, in which there are three principal rooci\Ts

—the mask, the fret and the bttice. The projecting snouts in the
line of masks forming the upjper part of thb roac are a pecuhar
feature of Uxmal ornamentation. The House of the Turtles b a
comparatively small structure near the N .W. corner of the Goveraor's
Pabce. It has the same features found in the mher stniaores
except for a line of sculptured turtles on the mouldings of the frirae.

Immedbtely S.W. of the Governor's PaUoe b a hi^ traacated
pyramid, 300X300 ft. at the base and 60 to 70 ft. hiah. Beycnd
this is another large quadrangubr group known as the House o( the
Pigeons. It resembles the Nunnery Quadrangle, escept that the
northern building carries a peculiar roof-comb of colossal siae.

running its entire length and rising to a height of about 16 ft. The
base of thbcomb is 4 ft. high.caoped by a mouldins and pcrfoiated by
over 50 openings. Above thb the comb b divided into nine sections

rising by large steps to the apex, each pierced by 30 or more openings,

like an immense dovecote. Projecting stones suggest that thty were
built to carry statues or figures like the roof-combs of Palenqne.

UZ. JOHANN PETER (1720-1796), German poet, was bon at

Ansbach on the 3rd of October 1730. He studied law, 1739-43.

at the university of Halle, where he associated with the poeis

Johann Ludwig Gleim (q.t.) and Johann Nikolaus Gdu (f.«.>.

and in conjunction with the latter transbted the odes of Ana-

creon (1746). In 1748 Us was appointed unpaid secxctary

to the Justiuottegium, an office he held for twelve years; in 17^3

he became assessor to the imperial court of justice at Kuren-

berg, in 1790 was made a judge and, oo the annexation of
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Ansbach to Prussia (2nd of December 1791), entered the Prussian

judicial service, and died, shortly after his appointment as

LandrifkUr, at Ansbach on the 12th of May 1796. Uz wrote

a number of graceful lyrics in Gleim's style, and some patriotic

odes; he b the typical represenutive of the rococo period in

German poetry. In 1749 the first collection of his Lyrische

CedichU was anonymously published. He also wrote, in

alexandrines, I>tr Sieg des LUhesgoUes (1753), a close imiution
of Alexander >j^ope's Rape oj the Lock and a didactic poem,
YersuckUbtr die Kunsi sieis Jrdhlich »u sein (1760).

A complete edition of Uz's wor\a—SAmUicke Poetiscke Werke—
was published at Leipsig. 1768: a new edition (Vienna, 1804), which
has been often reprinted. A critical edition was published by A.
Sauer in iteo. See Henriette Feuerbach, Us und Cronetk (1866).
Brufe won On an einen Freund aus den Jakren t75J-8i u>ublished
by A. Hennebetfer (1866) and E. Petzet, Jokann Peter Un (Ansbach.
1896).

UZ. The "land of Uz" (rvfyf) is best known as the

scene of the story of Job. Its precise location is a matter of

uncertainty, opinion being divided between a position N. of

Palestine (*'Aram Naharaim") and one to the S.E., in the

neighbourhood of Edom. In favour of the former are the refer-

ences in Gen. x. 23, xxii. 21, the inclusion of Job among " the

children of the East," the possibility that Bildad the Shuhite

(cf. Gen. XXV. 2, 6) belonged to the Sabu,.a people living on the

right bank of the Euphrates, and the description of Elihu as a
Buzite (xxxii. 2). Whether the name Uz is found or not in

the cuneiform inscriptions is disputed. In favour of the S.E.

position we have the description of Elihu as of the family

of Ram* which (i Chron. ii.) was a distinctly southern people,

the fact that Eliphaz was a Temanitc (t.e. he came from Edom,
cf . Gen. xxxvL 4) and the references in Gen. xxxvi. 28 and Lam.
iv. 21. The mention of Uz in Jer. xxv. 20 is probably a gloss.

While Edom and Vz are not to be identified, the traditional

association of " wisdom " with Edom may incline us to place

the Uz of Job in its neighbourhood rather than in that of

the Euphrates. The tradition which places Job's home in

Hauran has no value. It is worth noting that the Septuagint

forms from Uz the adjective A&airis, which points to a pro-

nunciation ilflff" Arabic And, the name of a god whose worship

was widely spread and might therefore be readily borne by
tribes or attached to districts in several regions.

..UZte, a town of southern France, capital of an arrondisse-

ment in the department of Gard, finely situated on an eminence

above the Alzon, 16 m. N. by E. of Ntmes by road. Pop. (1906)

4008. Uzte, the seat of an episcopal see from the 5th century

to 1790, has a cathedral almost destroyed by the Protestants

during the religious wars and rebuilt in the X7th and i8th

centuries, but still flanked by a roimd tower of five storeys

lighted by arched openings and dating from the Z2th century.

The Duch£, a chAteau of powerful lords, at first viscounts, and
in 1565 dukes, of Uz^, preserves a donjon originally of the

1 2th century; the main building, flanked by a Gothic chapel,

is Renaissance in style. The most ancient structure in the

town is a crypt beneath a private house, attributed to the early

centuries of the Christian era. The sub-prefecture and the

tribunal of first instance occupy the old bishop*s palace (17th

century). There is a statue of Admiral Bnieys (i 753-1 798),
a native of the town. VzH has a communal college for boys,

and carries on the manufacture of silk, bricks and fireproof

earthenware, and liquorice, and trade in the truffles for which
the district is noted.

UZHITSB (also written U2ice and Ushitsa), the capital of

the Uzhitse department of Servia. As implied by its name,

which may be translated " the narrow places," Uzhitse is built

in a narrow and lonely glen amongst the south-western moim-
^ Perhaps a mistake or an abbreviation (or Aram.

tains, 1385 ft. above the sea. The surrounding heights, though
rugged and barren, produce some of the finest Servian tobacco.
Weaving is taught in the girls' school, and fairs are held for the
sale of farm produce; but the absence of a railway and the
badness of the roads retard commerce. Uzhitse possesses a
court of first instance and a prefecture. Despite the prevailing

poverty, it has also a real-school with good buildings, founded
in 1865, and attended by about 300 pupils in 1900. The houses
in Uzhitse are quite unlike those of more prosperous Servian
towns, being tall, narrow structures of timber, frequently

blackened by the damp. Pop. (1900) about 7000.

Early in the 13th century Uzhitse was the seat of St Sava,
the first archbishop, and the patron saint of Servia. The
archbishopric was soon removed to Ipek, in Old Servia; but
after the Turkish garrison had been expelled in 1862 the city

became once more the head of a diocese. At Arilye, 13 m.
E.S.E., there is a X3th-century church, dedicated to St Aril,

who, according to tradition, was martyred in the 9th century
by unconverted Serbs. On the Bosnian frontier, 15 m. W. by
N., are the mineral springs of Bayina Bashu (t.e. " the Garden
Bath "), with Racha monastery close by; and in the neigh-

bourhood is Dobrinye, the home of the Obrenovich family, with
a churdi built by Milosh Obrenovich, called " the. Liberator

of Servia " (1818-1839)..

UZZIAH (Heb. for ."Yah[wehl is [my] strength**), more
correctly Azariah (Hebrew for "Yah(weh] helps"); son of

Amaziah, grandson of Joash I., and king of Judah (2 Kings
xiv. 22, XV. x-7). Of hia long reign of fifty-two years little is

recorded. He recovered Elath at the head of the Aelanitic

Gulf, evidently in the course of a successful campaign against

Edom (a possible reference in Isa, xvi. 1); we r^ further in

2 Chron. xxvi. of great wars against PhiUstines, Arabians and
Mcunim, of building operations in Jerusalem (probably after

the attack by Joash), and of political and social reforms.

The prosperity which Judah enjoyed during this period (middle
of 8th century) is illustrated by the writings of Amos and by the
earliest prophecies of Isaiah (e.g. ii. 6 sqq.). In his old age
Uzziah was a leper (2 Kings xv. 5), and the later history (2 Chron.
xxvi. 16 sqq.) regarded this as a punishment for a ritual fault

of which thie king was guilty; whilst Josephus {Ant. ix. xo. 4)
records the tradition that on the occasion of his transgression

the land was shaken by the terrible earthquake to which Amos
i. X and Zech. xiv. 5 refer. During Uzziah's seclusion his son
Jotham acted as regent. The growing power of Judah, however,
aroused the jealousy of Israel, which, after the death of Jero-

boam (2), had fallen on evil days (see Menahkm). Jotham's
victory over Ammon (2 Chron. xxvii. 5) could only increase the

hostility, and preparations were made by Israel for an alliance

with Damascus which culminated in an attack upon Judah in

the time ofJotham's son, Ahaz (q.v.).

The identification (Schrader. McCtirdy, &t.\ of AnuUb With
Azriyau of la'udi, the head of a "Uonh SyrUn conft^deriitiaii at
Hamath (Hamah) overcome by TicUth-filcncr IV. {7^$ fic\
conflicts with the chronological ex-iJcnccn viih what La known
of Uzziah's life and policy, and wiih tKc bJttoricaL situaficnfl

represented in the Biblit^ narrativ-es {h« Winckler, AtUni.
Forsckungen (1893]. <• 1-33; S. A. Codkt £Rcy. Bib. foJ. 5J44:
Whitehouse, Diet. Bib. iv. p. 844 i^c^^, : id. /idioA, p. 9 Kq.*
Skinner, Kings, p. 359). On the cU,ir hand, (be intcTTFUtiaii td
events in Palestine ana Syria during rhi^ fjcriod ci:pnibiiie wiUi th«
sudden prominence of Tudah (under UutjEO and iTic «ibi«iiirrfit

anti-Judacan and anti-Assyrian coaliiti'^ji {dff.iLFut Ahsi) to Aurce^
that Uzziah had been supported by Ais^ii;k (cL WinckW*
Keilinsckr. u. d. Alte Test., xfd. ed., p. i6*). la tact, iincc ihc
Biblical evidence is admittedly incomplete, and to a certain extent
insecure, the Question of the identification of Azariah of Judah and
Azriyau of Ja udi may be reopened. See H. M. Haydn, Joum. of
Bibl. Lt/..xxviii.(i909).pp.i82-i99, and artt. Jews, II 13 (beginning;,
X5 ; Palsstinb. Cid TtU. Hist, (S. A. C.)
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VThis letter was originally, like Y, only one of the earlier

forms of the letter U. According to Florio (1611) V is

"sometimes a vowel, and sometimes a consonant." In

modem times attempts have been made to assign to it

the consonantal value of U, but in English another symbol W i^

used for this, while V has received the value of the voiced form of

F, which itself had originally asound resembling the EnglishW (see

under F). V is therefore a voiced labio-dental spirant, the breath

escaping through a very narrow slit between the lower lip and

the upper teeth. In German, however,V is used with the same

value as F, while W Ukes the value that V has in English.

Apart from some southern dialect forms whjch have found

their way into the literary language, as vat (for fai or wine-jai

which still survives in the English Bible) and vixen the feminine

of/m, all the words in English which begin with V are of foreign,

and most oi Latin origin.. In the middle of words between

vowels / was originally regularly voiced: life, lives; tpife,

wives, &c The Latin V, however, was not a labio-dental spirant

like the English «, but a bi-labial semivowel like the English w,

as is dear from the testimony of Quintilian and of later gram-

marians. This quality has remained to It in southern Italy,

in Spain and Gascony. In Northern French and in Italian

it has become the labio-dental t, and from French English

has adopted this value for it. Early borrowings like fptne

(Latin vinumi, watt (Lathi vdlum), retain the w sound and

are therefore spelt with w. In the English dialects of Kent,

Esses and Norfolk there is a common change of v to w, but

EUis says {English Pronunciation^ V, pp. 132, S29) that

though he has made diligent search he has never been able to

hear the f for w which is so characteristic of Sam and Tony
Weller In the ^ickwick Papers., It is, however, illustrated in

Pegge's Anecdotes of the English Language (1803) and confirmed

by the editor of the 3rd ^tion (1844)1 PP- 65-66. The
history of V as* the Latin numeral for 5 is uncertain. An old

theory is that it represenU the hand, while X-zo is the two

hands with the finger tips touching. This was adopted by
Mommsen {Hermes, xxii. 598). The Etruscan used the same
9-symbol inverted. V with a horizontal line above it was used

for 5000. (P. Gi.)

VAAL, a river of South Africa, chief affluent of the Orange

iq.v.). It rises at an elevation of over 5000 ft. above the sea on

the slopes of the KlipsUpel, in the Drakensberg mountains,

Ermelo district of the Transvaal, and about 170 m. in a direct

line west of Delagoa Bay. It flows in a general S.W. direction,

with a markedly winding course, across the plateau of inner

South Africa, joining the Orange in 29' 3' S., 23' 36' E. The
river valley is about 500 nx. long, the length of the river being

some 750 m.

The first considerable tributary is the Klip (80 m. long), which
rises in the Draken't Berg (the hill which gives its name to the

range) and flows N.W.. its junction with the Vaal being^ in 27* S.,

39* 6' E., 12 m. S.W. of Sunderton. From this point to the

eastern frontier of the Cape the Vaal forms the boundary between
the Orange Free State and the Transvaal. The river is usually

shallow and b fordable at many places, known as drifts. But
alter the heavy summer rains the stream attains a depth of 30 or
more feet. At such times the banks, which are lined with willows

and in places very steep, are inundated. As a rule little water is

added to the Vaal by its tribuuries. Of these, the Wilge (190 m.),

which also rises on the inner slopes of the Drakensberg, flows first

S.W., then N.W. across the eastern part of Orange Free State and
joins the Vaal 60 m. below the Klip confluence. Lower down the
river receives from the south the Rhenostcr, Valsch, Vet and other
streams which drain the northern part of the Orange Free Sute.
On the north the basin of the Vaal is contracted by the Witwaters-
rand and Magaliesberg ranffe, and its tributaries are few and, save
in the case of the Harts nver, short. The Klip, not to be con-
founded with the southern Klip already described, rises on the
south side of the Witwatersrand about 15 m. W. of Johannesburg.
is joined by several small streams, and alter a S.E. course of 70 m.
reaches the Vaal 2 m. E. of VereenigiM. The Klip is of importance
in the Mpply of water to many of the Black Reef gold mines. The

Moot rises in the Witwatersrand west of the Klip and. after rannkig
almost due S. 75 m., unites with the main stream about 90 m.
below Vereeniging. It gets its name Mooi (Beautiful) on account of
the picturesqueness of iu banks. Some of its sources are at Wondcr-
fontein, where they issue from stalactite caves. The Hans river

(200 m.) rises on the S.W. slopes of the Witwatersrand and flofwing

S. by W. unites with the Vaal about 65 m. above the confluence o(
that stream with the Orange. The volume of water in the Harts is

often very slisht, but that part of the country, the eastern divisioa

of Griqualana West, in which the Vaal receives its last tributaries

and itself joins the Oranwe, is the best iratered of any of the ixibad
districts 01 the Cape. The Vaal here flows in a wide rocky channd.
with banks 30 ft. high, through an alluvial plain feadcred famous
in 1867-70 by the discovery oidiamonds in the bed of the river and
.1 ..- u—I.- -ru. j: 1

j,|,g^ om ^ ^^ wztOT and
ntly embeodcd in immenst

along Its banks. The diamonds are washed out by the water and
ind amid debris of all kinds, frequently e

boulders. Tbejast affluent of the Vaal, the Riet river, risas In the
Beyere Bergen S.E. of Reddersburg and flows N.W. 9oo m. through
Orange Free State, being ioined, a mile or two within the Cape
frontier, by the Modder nver (173 m.), which rises u the same
district as the RIct but takes a more northerly course. The united
Riet-Modder joins the Vaal tS m. above the Orange confluence;.

^
The name Vaal is a partial translation bv the Dutch settlers of

the Hottentot name of the river--Kai Gariep, pcopcHy Carib
(vellow water), in reference to the clayey colour of the ntnaau The
Transvaal is to named because the first white immigrsnts reached
the country from the iouth by crossing the Vaal.

VAALPSN8 (dusty-bellies), a little-known nomadic people of

South Africa, who survive in small groups to the Zoatpansbeig
and Waterberg districts of the Transvaal, especially aknig the

Magalakwane river. They are akin to the Bushawn (f^).
In 1905 their total number was estimated by the Tranmal
military authorities at "a few hundreds." The Vaalpepa
were so called by the Boers from the dusty look of their bodici»

due, it is said, to their habit of crawling along the ground when
stalking game. But their true colour is black. In hci^t the

men average about 4 ft., i.e. somewhat less than the shortest

Bushmen. Socially the Vaalpens occupy nearly as low a
position as even the Fuegians or the extinct Tasmanians.
They were nearly exterminated by the Aman'debele, a tribe

of Zulu stock which entered the Transvaal about the begiiinii^

of the X9th century. The Vaalpens, who live entitdy by
hunting and trapping game, dwell in holes, caves or rock*

shelters. They wear capes of skins, and procure the few

implements they need in exchange for skins, ivory or ostrich

feathers. They form family groups of thirty or forty under

a chief or patriarch, whose functions are purely domestic, as

must be the case where there are no arts or industries, noihing

but a knowledge of hunting and of fire with which to cook
their meals. Their speech appears to be so full of dicks as

.to be incapable of expression by any clear phonetic sysiem.

Hence it is impossible to say whether the Vaalpens possess

any folklore or other oral literature analogous to that of the

Bushmen.
VACARESCU, the name, according to tradition, €»f one of the

oldest noble families in Walachia. Its mythical founder is

said to have been a certain Kukenus, of Spanish origin, setikd

in Transylvania as lord over Fogaras. Others connect the

family with Ugrin, count of Fogaras. The Ant member of

historical importance was lanache (b. 1654), the grand

treasurer of Walachia, who was kiUed with his master. Prince

Brancovao, in Constantinople, 17x4. His grandson throng
his son Stephan, also called lanache (or " Enakitaa the Ban,'*

1730-1796), starts a line of Rumanian scholars and poets;

he was the author of the first known Rumanian grammar in

the vemactilar, printed in 1787. While in exile in Nitopolis

he wrote the contemporary history of the Turkish empire in

two volumes (1740-1799). He was also the first to attempt

Rumanian versification. Greater as a poet is his son Aiecu

(Alexander), who died as a prisoner in Constantinople in 1798.

In X796 a collection of his poems appeared in Rumania. His

brother Nikolaet (d. 1830) also wrote some poems, but they

remained in MS. until x86o, when they were published. By
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&r the greatest member of. the Vacarescu family in the male
line was lancu (1786-1863),' the son of Alexander. He received

an excellent education not only in Greek but also in German
and French, and was well versed in the literature of the West.

An ardent patriot, he sided with the national movement in

x8ix, and assisted in establishing the Rumanian theatre, trans-

btiug many books and plays from German and French into

Rumanian, notably the BrUannicus of Comeille, a literary event

of no small importance at the time. He inaugurated modem
Rumanian poetry. In 1830 appeared his ^t volume of verse.

He died in 1863. A niece of Alexander is the gifted writer

Elena Vacarescu (H^l^ne Vacaresco), who inherited the poetical

talent of her family and has enriched Rumanian literature with

her Bard of the Dimbontxaf and other poems and novels in

Rumanian and in French. (M. G.)

VACARIUS (ZX20-Z200?), Italian civilian and canonist, the

first known teacher of Roman law in England, was doubtless

of the school of Bologna, though of a later generation than
the hearers of Imerius. He was brought to Canterbury,

possibly by Becket, together with a supply of books upon the

civil Uw, to act as counsel {catisidkus) to Archbishop Tbeobald
in his struggle, which ended successftdly in 1x46, to obtain the

transfer of the legateshtp from the bishop of Winchester to

himself. We next hear of Vacarius as lecturing at Oxford, in

X 149, to " crowds of rich and poor," and as preparing, for the

use of the latter, a compendium, in nine books, of the Digest,

and Code of Justinian, " suffident," it was said, " if thoroughly

mastered, to solve all Icgial questions commonly debated in the

schools." It became a leading text-book in the nascent univer-

sity, and its popular description as the Liber pauperum gave

rise to the nickname pauperistae applied to Oxford students

of law. Nearly complete MSS. of this work are still in existence,

notably in the cathedral libraries at Worcester and Prague and
in the town library at Bruges. Fragments of it are also pre-

served in the Bodleian and in several college libraries at Oxford.

The new learning was not destined to make its way without

opposition. King Stephen silenced Vacarius, and ordered the

destruction of the books of civil and canon law which had been
imported by Theobald. The edict to this effect seems, however,

not to have been in force after the death of its royal author in

ZX54 (" eo magis virtus legis invaluit quo eam ampUus nitcbatur

impietas infirmare," Joh. Sarisburiensis). There is ample evi-

dence that the civil law was soon once more a favourite study

at Oxford, where we learn that, in 1x90, two students from

Friesknd were wont to divide between them the hours of the

night for the purpose of making a copy of the Liber pauperum.

Whether or no Vacarius ever resumed his Oxford lectures after

their interruption by Stephen we are not informed. In any
case he was soon csdled off to practical work, as legal adviser

and ecclesiastical judge in the northern province, by his old

friend and colleague at Canterbury, Roger de Pont I'fivique,

after the promotion of the latter, in the year of Stephen's death,

to the archbishopric of York. Thenceforth the name of

" magister Vacarius " is of very frequent occurrence, in papal

letters and the chronicles of the period, as acting in these

<:ai>acities. He was rewarded with a prebend in the collegiate

church of secular canons at SouthweU, half of which he was

allowed in X191 to cede to his " nephew " Reginald. He is last

heard of in XX98, as commissioned, together with the prior of

Thurgarton, by Pope Innocent III. to carry into execution,

in the north of England, a letter with reference to the crusade.

It is doubtless to the second half of the life of Vacarius that the

compoiBtioii must be attributed of two works the MS. of which^

formerly the property of the Cisterdan Abbey of Biddkston,

is ncm in the Cambridge University library. One of these,

Summa de assumplo homine^ is of a theological character, dealing

with the humanity of Christ; the other, Summa de matrim&nio,

is a legal argument, to the effect that the essential fact in

marriage is ndther, as Gratian maintains, the copula, nor, as

Peter U>mbard, consent by verba de praesenti, but mutual tradHio,

Authorities.—Most of the original authorities are textually set

out and annotated by Prof. T. E. Holland in voL ii. of the Oxford

HisUfrical Societys CoOectanea' {tSgo). Wenek, !n his UatuUit
Vacarius (1820), prints the prologue, and a uble of contents, (rf the
Liber pauperum, from a Mb. now lost. He returns to the subject
in Stieber B Opiucula academita (1834). F. Maitland in the Lorn
Quarterly Review, xiii. pp. X33, 270 (X897), gives a full account of

L.a. zetrimt u<»o;t ^o. 42, inceiuffenzDiatt, p. 334; bavtgny,
CesckickUt iv. 423; StoUd. Lehre von der operis nori denunL (1865),

pp. 592-^ao, and in the Zeilschrift fir Recktsieuhichtet vi. p. 234;
Catalogue gitUral des MSS. des biSliothiques ptMiquu de France:
Dipartements, t. x. Lieberman, in the English nistorical Review, xi.

(1906), pp. 305, 514, identified Vacarius with one " Vac." of Mantua,
the author 01 Contraria legum Longobardorum, but withdrew this
antecedently improbable suffgcstion (ib. vol. xiti.) after T. Patella
had shown, in the Atti deUa R. Academia di Torino, xxxii., that
*' Vac. Mantuanus," the author of the Contraria, must have been
" Vacella." who, in 1 189, was a judge at Mantua. (J. £. H.)

VACCINATION (from Lat. vacca, a cow), the term originally

devised for a method of protective inoculation against small-

pox, consisting in the intentional transference to the human
being of the eoiptive disease of cattle called cow-pox (vaccinia).

The discovery of vaccination is due to Dr Edward Jenner (q.v.),

at the time a country medical practitioner of Berkeley, in the

vale of Gloucester, whose mvestigations were first published

in 1798 in the form of a pamphlet entitled An Inquiry into the

Causes and Effects of Ike Variolae Vaccinae, frc. Many years

previously, while he mras an apprentice to a medical man at

Sodbury, near Bristol, his attention was directed to a belief,

widely prevalent in Gloucestershire during the latter half of

the z8th century, that those persons who in the course of their

employment 'On dairy farms happened to contract cow-pox
were thereby protected from a subsequent attack of small-pox.

In particular, his interest was aroused by a casual remark
made by a young counttywoman who happened to come to«

the surgery one day for advice, and who, on hearing mention*
made of small-pox, immediately . volunteered the statement
that she could- not take the disease, as she had had cow-pox..

On coming up to London in X770, to finish his medical education,.

Jenner became a pupil of John Htmter, with whom he fre-

quently discussed the question of the possibility of obtaining:

protection against small-pox. On his return to his native-

village of Berkeley in X773, to practise as a medical inan, he-

took every opportunity of talking over and investigating the
matter, but it was not until May X796 that he actually began
to make experiments. His first case of vaccination was that
of a boy eight years of. age, named James Phipps, whom he
inoculated in the arm with cow-pox matter taken from a sore

on the hand of Sarah Nelmes, a dairymaid, who had become
infected with the disease by milking cows suffering from cow-
pox. It was apparently not until X798 that he made his first

attempt to carry on a strain of lymph from arm to arm. In
the spring of that year he inoculated a child with matter
taken directly from the nipple of a cow, and from the resulting

vesicle on the arm of the child first operated upon, he in-

oculated, or, as it may now be more correctly termed, " vac-

cinated," another. From this child several others were
vaccinated. From one of these a fourth remove was success-

fully carried out, and finally a fifth. Four of these children

were subsequently inoculated with small-pox—the " variolous

test"—^without residt. The success of many such experi-

ments, in his own hands and in those of his contemporaries^

led Jenner to express his belief—a mistaken one, as events

have proved—that the protective influence of vaccination

would be found to last throughout the lifetime of the person

operated on. Obviously he did not realize the faa that the
data at his disposal were insufficient for the formation of an
accurate judgment on this point, since time alone could prove
the exact duration of the protection originally obtained. Sub-
sequent experience has demonstrated that, as has been well

said by a writer in the Edinburgh Review, "even after

effident vaccination a slow progress away from safety and
towards danger is inevitable, and re-vaccination at least

once after childhood is necessary if protection is to be
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In applying to cow-pox the teim "variolae vacdnae,"

Jenner gave expression to his belief that this disease was in

reality nothing more nor less than small-pox of the

cow. But soon it was discovered that if there were

such a malady as "small-^x of the cow," there
pox mad ^as also, as Dr Loy first satisfactorily demonstrated,
€»w'pox. ^ small-pox of the horse, which, under the name of

"grease," was resorted to from time to time as a source

of vaccine lymph. Jenner had, indeed, put forward the

suggestion that " grease " was a necessary antecedent to cow-

pox; but even taldng this term to have been used by him in

the sense of horse-pox, he was, in all probability, mistaken

in his assumption. At the same time, however, there can be

little doubt that these two diseases are very closely allied,

if indeed they be not identical. As evidence of a definite

relationship between human small-pox and cow-pox, it may
be mentioned that whereas, prior to the introduction of vac-

cination, epidemics of these disorders frequently arose con-

currently, the so-called " natural " cow-pox has now in great

measure disappeared. There is, moreover, no appreciable

difference in the minute anatomical appearances chaxacteristic

of the eruption following on inoculation of one or other of these

two affections in the human subject. But of far greater im-

portance in this connexion are the results obtained by numerous

observers who, in various parts of the world, and idmost from

the time of Jenner onwards, have set themselves the task of

attempting, by experimental methods, to solve the problem

of the true relationship of variola to vaccinia. As the outcome

of this work it may now be definitely stated that small-pox

lymph, more especially, as the present writer has shown, if

obtained from the primary vesicle of a case of the inoculated

form of the disease, by passage through the system of the calf

can be so altered in character as to become deprived of its

power of causing a generalized eruption, while inducing at the

site of inoculation a vesicle indistinguishable from a typical

vaccine vesicle; and, more important still, that when trans-

ferred again to man, it has by such treatment completely lost

its former infectious character. Such being the case, it may
fairly be asserted that cow-pox, or rather that artificially

inoculated form of the disease which we term vaccinia, is nothing

more nor less than variola modified by transmission through

the bovine animal. An outbreak of small-pox, indeed, may
be turned to account for raising, by appropriate, experimental

methods, a fresh stock of vaccine lymph.

There is much evidence to prove that the resulu following

on vaccination are due to a specific contagium, and, moreover,

that the particiilar micro-organism concerned is capable
2^[*'**' of existing, during one period of its life-<^cle, in a

resting or spore form, in which condition it is more
resistant to the germicidal effects of glycerine than is the case

with non-sporing microbes. Advantage is taken of this fact,

in the method devised by the present writer, and now employed
officially in England, as also on the Continent and in America,

for ensuring the bacteriological purity of vaccine lymph. Up
to the present, unfortunately, no satisfactory method has

been discovered by which the micro-organism of vaccinia

can be unfailingly cultivated on artificial media while still

retaining its specific properties.

The publication in 1896 of the final report of th*; English Royal
Commission on Vaccination, in which tne various phases of the

vaccination question are discussed on the basis of evidence
"2"^' obtained from witnesses of all shades of opinion during

talito

"* a period extending over no less than six years, consider-

2JJ2f' ably simplifies the task of dealing with this subject. The
*

Royal Commission, originally numberine fifteen members,*
with Lord Hcrschell as president, was appointed m May 1889. the

* The original Commissioners were—Lord Herschell, C. Bradlaugh,
Dr Bristowe. Dr Collins. Sir C. Dalrymple. J. S. Dugdale. Q.C.,
Prof. M. Foster, Sir E. H. Galsworthy. Sir Guyer Hunter. J.Hutchin-
son, Sir James Paget, J. A. Picton, Sir William Savory, S. Whitbread,
F. Meadows White. Q.C. Mr Bradlaugh, Dr Bristowe and Sir William
Savory died during the projjress of the inquiry. Only one of the
vacancies thus caused was filled up, Mr J. A. Bright having been
appointed on the death of Mr Bradlaugh.

terms of reference being as follows :
*' I'o inquire and report as to—(i)

The effect of vaccination in reducing tlie prevalence of. and mortality

from, small-pox. (2) What means, other than vacdnatioo, can be
used for diminishing the prevalence of amall-pca; and bow far

•uch means could be relied on in place of vacctnatk>n. (3) The
objections made to vaccination on the ground of injurious effects

alleged to rnuit therefrom; and the nature and extent of anv
injurious effects which do, in fact, so result. (4) Whether any, and.

if so, what means should be adopted for preventing or Icssemng the

ill effects, if any, resulting from vaccination; and whether, ami, if

BO, by what means, vaccination with animal vaccine should be
further facilitated as a part of public vaccination. (5) Whether any
alterations should be made in the arrangements and proceedings

for securiite the poformance of vaccination, and. in particular,

in the provisions 01 the Vaccination Acts with nspect to pn»ecutk»s
for iMsn-eujiii/LLmr.^ with the law."

TK(^ evhdeofif givm before the Royal Commission was pal4id»d
at intervalii in a ^<:ries of Blue-books, but, as stated, it was mA
udHI August itit}b ihat the final report roaide its appearance. As
re^ardi^ im tf!fl;t of vaccination in reducing the prevalence of. and
mc?rt.ilUy from^ small-pox, the following conduskms were arrived

at. Dr Collirii ami Mr Picton alone dissenting: '* (i) That it

diTTilnUhci tht ILnhiUty to be attacked by the disease. (2) That it

rociriifira the char.:m:er of the disease and renders it (a) leas fatal,

and 16} of & mtUE* r or less severe type. (3) That the protecticm it

aff'Th .i|.nknM Atr.tcks of the disease is greatest during the years

imiuuJiaLdy succeeding the operation of vaccination. It is im-
possible to fix with precision the length of this period of higlM;sA

protection. Though not in all cases the same, if a period is to be
nxed, it might, we think, fiirly be said to cover in general a period

of nine or ten years. (4) That after the lapse c» the perwd of

highest protective potency, the efficacy of vaccination to wotea
against attack rapidly diminishes, but that it is still consiaeraUe
in the next quinquennium, and possibly never altoffethcr ceases.

(5) That its power to modify the character of the disease b abo
greatest in the period in which its power to protect from attack is

greatest, but that its power thus to modify the disease does not

diminish as rapidly as its protective infhtehce against attacks^ and
its efficacy, during the later periods of life, to modify the disease is

still very considerable. (6) That re-vaccination restores the pro*

tection which lapse of time has diminished, but the evidence snows
that this protection again diminishes, and that, to ensure the

highest deeree of protection which vaccination can grve. the ooera-

tion should be at intervals repeated. (7) That'the beneficial effects

of vaccination are most experienced by those in wboae case it has

been most thorough. We think it may fairiy be coaduded that

where the vaccine matter is inserted in three or four places, it b
more effectual than when introduced Into one or two places only,

and that if the vaccination marks are of an area of half a sqoaie
inch, they indicate a better state of protection than if their area be

at all considerably below this."

For the evidence, statistical orotherwise, on which thesecoochiaioBs
arc based, the Reports of the Royal Commission should be consulted.
But reference may here be made to two facts of which proof is

overwhelming, (i) Small-pox, in pre-vaccination days a (fiseaae

of infancy and childhood—like measles at the present day—has in

the United Kingdom become a -disease mainly of adults. The
shifting of age-inddence can only be accounted for by the custom
of vaccination in infancy. To this dav. when snuiU-pox attacks

young un\taccinated children, it is found to be as virulent », or

even more virulent than, small-pox in the unvacdnatcd at higl^r

ages. On the other hand, small-pox is practically unknown amosg
well-vaccinated children. When, quite exceptionally, such childrea

have been attacked, the disease has been so trivial in duiacter as

to be liable to escape recognition altogether. (2) Medical dkb.
nurses and other persons exposed to the disease habitually protect

themselves by efficient re-vaccination, and when this piecaotioo

has been taken, never contract sroall-pox.

The clinical activity atad bacteriological purity of ibe lymph
employed for vaccination; the skiOul performance of the

operation itself; the making an adequate number cmjL^
of insertions of lymph over a sufficient area; the »sffrisg»

observance of precautions needful for ensuring strict *•*•

asepsis, both at the time of vaccination and subsequently

until the vaccination wounds are souftdly healed—all these

are matters to be regarded as essential to " efficient vaccina-

tion." Certain principles in respect of them are generally

recognized, and in the case of public vaccinators, whose work

comes under government in^)ection, a series of instructions on

these several points are prescribed by the Local GovenuBeat

Board. First in regard to lymph. That which is now almost

universally employed in Great Britain is glycerinated call

lymph, the use of which has entirely superseded, in publk

vaccinations, the arm-to-arm method which for noany years

previously had been employed as the best means then atuinabk
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of ensuring the activity and comparative purity ot the lymph.
Glycerinated lymph, under proper conditions, usually retains

its potency for many weeks or months; but nevertheless, in

certain circumstances at present imperfectly understood, is liable

to become gradually weakened, and even eventually to become
altogether inert. Possibly the condition of the calves from which
the lymph is obtained, especially as regards their general health

and the suppleness or the reverse of their skins, or exposure

of the lymph to the action of light or to a high temperature,

are of special importance. Consequently, in order to ensure

the best results from its use, it is not only necessary that great

care should be exercised in its manufacture, but it is also advis-

able that the lymph should be employed for vaccination as soon

as possible after bacteriological examination has demonstrated

its freedom from suppurative and other extraneous micro-

organisms. As regards the carryiiig out of the operation itself,

it is somewhat unfortunate that there exists no official definition

of what constitutes a ** successful vaccination," and in conse-

quence it is open to any practitioner to give a certificate of

successful vaccination in cases where but one minute vesicle

may have been produced. It is to be feared that such certificates

are too frequently given, and it cannot be too stron^y urged

that vaccination of this sort involves incomplete protection.

The standard laid down by the Local- Government Board

—

the production, namely, of a total area of vesiculation of not less

than half a square inch, divided among four separate vesicles or

groups of vesicles, not less than half an inch from one another

—

has for the most part proved easily attainable in practice, and
it is much to be desired that in private as in public work the.

attainment of this standard should be aimed at in every instance.

-The protection a£Forded by a primary vaccination tends

gradually to diminish, and eventually to disappear more or

less completely, with the lapse of time. In consequence, it is

desirable that the operation should be repeated at the age of

from seven to ten years, and thereafter, if it be possible, at

intervals during later life. The final report of the Royal
Commission thus summarizes Uie evidence as to the value of

such additional procedure:

—

" Where re-vacdnatcd persons were attacked by, or died from,
smallpox, the re-vaccination had for the most part been periormcd
a oonstderable number of years before the atuck. There were very
few cases where a short period only had elapsed between the re-

vacdnation and the attapk of small-pox. This seems to show that
it is of importance, in the case of any persons specially exposed to
the risk ( re-vacdnated, and thatI contagion, that they sbouk
in the case even of those who have been twice re-vaccinated with
success, if a long interval since the last operation has elapsed, the
operation should be repeated for a third, and even a fourth time."

It not unfrequently happens that in the case of a re-vacdnation

the process runs a somewhat different course from that witnessed

in a typical primary vaccination. In a successful re-vacdnatbn,

the site of the operation may be distinctly reddened and some-

what irritable by the second day, while papules will probably

make their appearance about the third to the fifth day. The
papules may or may not develop further into vesicles and
pustules. Occasionally a re-vaccination appears to fail alto-

gether; but, as pointed out by the Royal Commission,

it is advisable, as in the case of a primary vacdnation, to make
further attempts with lymph of known potency before con-

duding that the Individual is really insusceptible.

In a certain snuUl proportion of cases the operation of

vacdnation has been followed, after a longer or shorter inter-

jtifcgarf val, by various complications, of which by far the
igirSMS most important are those of an inflammatory nature,
***** such as erysipelas, which are not peculiar to vaccina-

tion, but which constitute the danger of any local lesion

of the skin, however caused. During the many decades in

which vacdnation from arm to arm was practised, in many
millions of children, a few authenticated cases were recorded

in which there was reason to believe that syphilis could have
been invacdnated. Such an occurrence could at no time have
happened if proper care had been taken by the vaccinator;

and now that the use of calf lymph has become practically

universal, the possibility of such occurrence in the future

may be disregarded, since the calf is not capable of contracting

this disease. Tubcrde in its various forms and leprosy have
also been induded in the list of possible complications of

vaccination, though without any suffident proof. The employ-
ment of calf lymph, treated with glycerine after the manner
first advocated by S. Monckton Copeman, will obviate any
such danger, for even if tuberde bacUli or the streptococcus of

erysipelas were by chance present in the lymph material when
collected, it has been found experimentally that they are quite

unable to survive prolonged exposure to the action of a 50%
solution of glycerine in water. Leprosy is not commtmicable
to the calf. In view of the frequency of various skin eruptions

in infancy, it is to be expected that in a proportion of cases they
will appear during the weeks following vaccination. Eczema
and impetigo in particular have, pest hoe, been attributed to

vaccination, but no direct connexion has been proved to exist

between the operation and the occurrence of these disorders.

In section 4^ of the final, report of the Royal Commission
on Vaccination the extent to which other inoculable diseases

are liable to complicate vaccination is thus summed up:

—

** A careful examination of the facts which have been broaeht
under our notice has enabled us to arrive at the conclusion that
although some of the dangers said to attend vacdnation are un-
doubtedly real, and not inconsiderable in ^roas amount, yet when
considered in relation to the extent of vaccination work <fone, they
are insignificant. There is reason, further, to believe that they are
diminishing under the better precautions of the present day, and
with the additions of the future precautions which experience
suggests, will do so still more in the future.'* (3. M. C.)

Legislation making vaccination compulsory was first intro-

duced in Bavaria (1807), Denmark (tSio), Sweden (18x4), WUrt-
tembuxg, Hesse and other German states (1818),

Pnissia (1835), the United Kingdom (1853), German
empire (1874), Rumania (1874), Hungary (1876),

Servia (x88x), Austria (1886). But in many cases

there had been earlier provisions indirectly making it necessary.

In the same way, though there is no federal compulsory law in

Switzerland, most of the cantons enforce it; and though there

is no statutory compulsion in France, Italy, Spain, Portugal,

Belgium, Norway, Russia or Turkey, there Are government
facilities and indirect pressure, apart from the early popularity

of vacdnation which made it the usual practice. In the United

States there is no federal law, but many of the separate states

make their own compulsion dther directly or indirectly, Massa-

chusetts starting in 1809.

The benefit of vacdnation proved itself in the eyes of the

world by its apparent success in stamping out small-pox; but

there continued to be people, even of the highest competence,

who regarded this as a fallacbus argument—^0^ hoc, ergo

propter hoc. The cause of " anti-vacdnation " has had many
followers in Eng;land, and their persistence has had important

effect in English legislation. Under the provisions of the

Vaccination Act 1898, and of the Vacdnation Order (1898) of

the Local Government Board, with some minor changes in

succeeding acts, numerous changes in connexion with vaccina-

tion administration and with the performance of the Ba^M
operation were introduced, in addition to the super- kgiaia-

session of arm-to-arm vacdnation, by the use of ''^*

glycerinated calf lymph. Thus, whereas by the Vaccination

Acts of 1867 and 1871 the parent or person having the cus-

tody of any child was required to procure its vacdnation

within three months of birth, this period by the act of 1898

was extended to six months. Again, parents were relieved of

any penalty under the compulsory clauses of the Vaccination

Acts who afforded proof that they had, within four months of

the birth of a child, satisfied a stipendiary magistrate, or two

justices in petty sessions, that they conscientiously believed

that vaccination would be prejudicial to the health of the child.

Moreover, proceedings were not to be taken more than twice

against a defaulting parent, namely, once under section 29 of the

act of X867, and once under section 31 of the same act, provided

that the chQd had reached the age of four years. Finally, the
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fmblic vaodiutor was now required to visit the homes of children

for the purpose of oflfering vaccination with glycerinated calf

lymph, " or such other lymph 'as may be issued by the Local
Covemment Board." The operative procedure in public vac-

<inations was formerly based on the necessity of carrying on
a weekly series of transferences of vaccine lymph from arm to

arm; and for the purposes of such arm>to-arm vaccination the

provision of stations, to which children were brought first for

the performance of the operation, and again, after a week's

interval, for inspection of the results, was an essential The
•occasional hardships to the mothers, and a somewhat remote
possibility of danger to the children, involved in being taken

long journeys to a vaccination station in bad weather, or arising

from the coUeaing together in one room of a number of children

and adults, one or more of whom might happen to be suflfering

at the time from some infectbus <Usorder, are a few of the

reasons which appeared to rendet a change in this regulation

desirable; as a matter of fact, it would appear that notUng but

good has arisen from the substitution of domidliaxy for stational

vaccination. There have naturally been some curious dis-

cussbns before the magistrates as to what Is " conscientious
"

or not, but the working of the so-called " consdenoe clause " by
no means Justified the somewhat gloomy forebodings expressed,

both in Parliament and elsewhere, at the time of its incorpora-

tion in the act of 1898. On the contrary, its operation appeared

to tend to the more harmonious working of the Vaccination

Acts, by affording a legal method Of relief to such parenu and
guardians as were prepared to affirm that they had a conscien-

tious belief that the performance of the operation might, in any
.particular instance, be prejudicial to the health of the child.

'
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VACHBROT, AtIBNNB (1809-1897), French philosophical

writer, was bom of peasant parentage at Torcenay, near Langres,

on the 39th of July 1809. He was educated at the £cole Nor-

male, and returned thither as director of studies in 1838, after

some years spent in provincial schoolmasterships. In 1839 he

succeeded his master Cousin as professor of philosophy at the

Sorbonne. His Histoire critique do VicoU d'AUsandrie (3 vols.

1846-51), his first and best-known work, drew on him attacks

from the Qerical party which led to his suspension in 1851.

Shortly afterwards he refused to swear allegiance to the new
imperial government, and was dismissed the service. His work-

Dimocratie (1839) led to a political prosecution and imprisonment.

In 1868 he was elected to the French Academy. On the fall of

the Empire he took an active part in politics, was maire of a

district of Paris during the siege, and in 1871 was in the National

Assembly, voting as a Moderate Liberal. In 1873 he drew

nearer the Conservatives, after which he was never spin
successful as a parliamentary candidate, though he maintained

his principles vigorously in the press. He dini on the 28th of

July 1897. Vacherot was a man of high character and adhered

strictly to his principles, which were generally opposed to those

of the party in power. His chief philosophical importance con-

sists in the fact that he was a leader in the attempt to revivify

French philosophy by the new thought of Germany, to which

he had been introduced by 0>usin, but of which he never had
more than a second-hand knowledge.' Metaphysics he held to

be based on psychology. He maintains the unity and freedom

of the soul, and the absolute obligation of the moral law. In

religion, which was his main interest, he was much influenced by
Hegel, and appears somewhat in the ambiguous position of a
iceptic anxious to believe. He sees insoluble contradictions in

svery mode of conceiving God as real, yet he advocates religious

belief, though the object of that belief have bot an afaatxact or
imasinary existence.

His other works are: La UHapkysique ef la science (1858). Essais
do pkilosopkie criUoue (1864), La RdiMon (1869). la iSrimtf «f /a
consciesue (1870), Ia Nouooau Spirilualisme (1884), La DimocraHo
libhale (1802).

See Qll« Laprune. £tienMO Vacherot (Paris. 1898).

VACQUBRIB, AU0U8TB (1819-1895), French joomalist and
man of letters, was bom at VUlequier (Seine InfMeuie) 00 the
19th of November 1819. He was from his earliest days aa
admirer of Victor Hugo, with whom he was connected by tte
nsarriage of his brother Charles with L6opoldine Hugo. His
eajiier romantic productions indude a volume of poems,
% Emfer do Vesprit (1840) ; a translaUon of the AiUigome (1844) in
collaboration with Paul Meurice; and TratjoJidiAat (1848), a
melodiama. He was one of the principal contributors to the
&ohumaU and followed Hugo into his exile in Jersey. Ia 1869
he returned to Paris, and with Paul Meurice and others founded
the anti-imperial Rappd, His articles in this paper were more
than once the oocaaioa of kgai proceedings. After 1870 he
became editor. (Xher of his works are Sotmmi komme vano
(1859), a comedy in verse; Jean Baudry (1863), the most sac-

cesaful of his plays; Aujour^ktd el domain (187s); Fntma
(1900), poems on philoaophical and humanitarian subjects.

Vacquerie died in Paris on the 19th of February 1895. He
published a collected edition of his playa in 1879.

VACUUH-CLBANBB* an appliance for removing doit from
carpets, curtains, tac, by. suction, and consisting essentially

of some form of air-pump drawing air through a nosale which
is passed over the material that has to be cleaned. The dust

is carried away with the air-stream and is separated by filtxa>

tion through screens of muslin or other suitable fabric, afwwrrimea

with the aid of a series of baflk-plates which cause the heavier

partides to fall to the bottom of the roHwiing receptacle bj
gravity. In the last decade of the X9th century oompicased air

came into use for the purpose of removing dust from railway

carriages, but it was found difficult to arrange for the coDectaoa

of the dust that was blown out by the jets of air, and in 000-

sequence recourse was had to working by suction. From thb
beginning several types of vacuum cleaner have developed.

In the fint instance the plants were portable, consisting of a c

driven by a petrol engine or dectric motor, and were pa'
Uken round to houaes, offices Ac, when deaning was 1

The second stage was represented by the permanent instanatic _
of central plants in large buildings, with a system of pipes nmning
to all floon, like gas or water pipes, and provided at oonvcnieiit
points with valves to which could be attached flexible hose temun-
ating in the actual cleaning tools. The vacuum thus leudcied
available is in tome cases uuliaed for washing the floors in oomfaiiB-
tton with another system of pifMng connected to a tank amtaining
soap and water, which having been sprayed over the flour by con-
pressed air is removed with the dirt it contains and discharged into
the aewera; or in a nmpler arraxisjement the so^ and water is

contained in a portable tank from wiuch it b distributed, t ' '
'

up by means 01 the vacuum as before. In their third stai.

cleaners have become ordinary household implements, in substita*

tion for, or in addition to the broom and duster, and sfnafl martifnrs
are now made in a variety of forms, driven b^ hand, by foot, or
by an dectric motor atuched to the lighting circuit. In additkia

to their domestic uses, other applications have been found for them,
as for instance in removing dust from printers* type-casts

VACUUM TUBBL The phenomena aaaodated with the pas-

sage of dectridty through gases at low pressures have attracted

the attention of physicists ever since the invention of the faic-

tional dectrical machine first pkced at their disposal a means
of producing a rooro or less continuous flow of dectridty through

vessels from which the air had been partially exhausted. In

recent years the hnportance of the subject in oonnezion with

the theory of dectridty has been fully realised; indeed, the

modem theory of dectridty is baaed upon ideas which have

been obtained from the study of the electric discharge through

gases. Most of the important principles deduced from these

investigations aie given in the artkJe CoNDCcnoN, ELScnic
(Tkrougk Cases) ; here we sball confine oursdves to the coosidei^

ation of the more striking features of the luminous i

'

observed when dectridty passes through a luminous gas.
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Methods of producing ike Discharge.—To send the current

through the gas it is necessary to produce between electrodes

in the gas a large difference of potential. Unless the electrodes

are of the very special type known as Wehnelt electrodes, this

difference of potential is never less than aoo or 300 volts and
may rise to almost any value, as it depends on the pressure of

the gas and the size of the tube. In very many cases .by far

the most convenient method of producing this difference of

potential is by means of an induction cofl; there are some
cases, however, when the induction coil is not suitable, the dis-

charge from a coil being intermittent, so that at some times

there is a large current going through the tube, while at others

there is none at all, and certain kinds of measurement cannot

be made under these conditions. Not only is the current inter-

mittent, but it is apt with the coil to be sometimes in one
direction and sometimes in the opposite; there is a tendency

to send a discharge through the tube not only when the current

through the primary is started but also when it is stopped.

These discharges are in opposite directions, and though that

produced by stopping the current is more intense than that

due to starting it, the latter may be quite appreciable. The
reversal of the current may be remedied by inserting in series

with the discharge tube a piece of apparatus known as a
" rectifier " which allows a current to pass through it in one
direction but not in the opposite. A common type of rectifier

is another tube containing gas at a low pressure and having

one of its electrodes very large and the other very small; a
current passes much more easily through such a tube from the

tmaHl to the large electrode than in the opposite direction.

Sometimes an air-break inserted in the circuit with a point for

one electrode and a disk for the other is sufficient to prevent

the reversal of the current without the aid of any other rectifier.

There are cases, however, when the inevitable intermittence of

the diacharae produced by an induction coil b a fatal objection.

When this u so, the potential difference may be produced by a
battery of a large number of voltaic cells, of which the most
convenient type, where more than a few milli-ampj^rcs of current

are required, are small storage cells. As each of these cells only
produces a potential difference of two volts, a very large numbcnr
of cells are required when potential differences of thousands of

volts have to be produced, and the expense of this method becomes
prohibttive. When continuous currents at these high potential

differences are rquired, electrostatic induction machines are most
genorally used. By means of V^mshurst machines, with many
plates, or the more recent Wehrsen machines, considerable currents

can be produced and maintained at a very constant value.

The exhaustion of the tubes can, by the aid of modem mer-

cury pumps, such as the TOpler pump or the very convenient

automatic Gaede pump, be carried to such a point that the

pressure of the residual gas is less than a millionth of the at-

mospheric pressure. For very high exhaustions, however, the

best and quickest method is that introduced by Sir James
Dewar. In this method a tube containing small pieces of

dense charcoal (that made from the shells of coco-nuts does

very well) is fused on to the tube to be exhausted. The
preliminary exhaustion is done by means of a water-pump

which reduces the pressure to that due to a few millimetres

of mercury and the charcoal strongly heated at this low pressure

to drive off any gases it may have absorbed. The tube is then

disconnected from the water-pump and the charcoal tube

surrounded by liquid air; the cold charcoal greedily absorbs

most gases and removes them from the tube. In this way
much higher exhaustions can be obtained than is possible by
means of mercury pumps; it has the advantage, too, of getting

rid of the mercury vapour which is always present when the

exhaustion is produced by mercury pumps. Charcoal does

not absorb much helium even when cooled to the temperature

of liquid air, so that the method fails in the case of this gas;

the absorption of hydrogen, too, is slower than that of other

gases. Both helium and hydrogen are vigorously absorbed

when the charcoal is cooled to the temperature of liquid

hydrogen.

When first the discharge is sent through an exhausted tube, a
considerable amount of gas (chiefly hydrogen and carbon monoxide)

b liberated from the electrodes and the walls of the tube, so that

to obtain permanent high vacua the tichaustion must be continued
until the discharge has been going through the tube for a consider-
able time. One of the greatest difiiculties experienced in getting
these high vacua is that even when all the joints are carefully
made there may be very small holes in the tube through which
the air is contmually leaking from outside, and when the hole
is very small it is sometimes very difficult to locate the leak. The
writer has found that a method due to Goldstein b of the greatest
service for thb purpose. In thb method one of the electrodes
in the tube and one of the terminab of the induction coil are put to
earth, and the pressure of the pjs in tho t *-- '—

^ -r,i u that
a discharge would pass thriju^]] the tuln; v. .

'.
ti potrntial

difference. The pomt^ of an inj^ubiL-d wire ntt^kched 10 the other
terminal of the induction coil is then passed ovrr the- oviiidf of the
tub'?. When it comes to the hole, a veT>' bright white «pairlc irAV
bt teen pij^ing through the (jla^t, and in thin ^-ny the leat located
The appc:.:trance of the dischirge! when ihe exhi^untonf U goirig on
b a very gchjd indication as tu whether there It sny 1cj1ai|^<^ in the
tube w niit- If the colour of the di$charge remains persist^cntly

red in *fvic<r fif continued ptiTrpinK, there is prrtty Purely a It^ak in

the tube, .1^ the red colour i» probably due to the contiinued inHox
of air intQ thu; tube. Platinum is the only jncial which c^n \x Tuned
throuj^h the glass ^th any c(Tt:iinty that the contact between
thi? f,h*' rtn'i the metal will bt? cl&sc enouj^h to prevent air leaking
inic Li.i. -.-Li. Platinum, \ 'wt-ver. when used :i^ a c[i'lIuh1p at

low pressures " sputters," t-.J ihe V;alk of the tube gel covered
with a thin deposit of the metal: to avoid this, the platinum b
often fastened to a piece of aluminium, which does not sputter
neariy so much. Tantalum b also said to possess thb property,
and it has the advantage of being much less fusible than
aluminium. Thb sputtering depends to some extent on the kind
of gases present in the tube, as in monatomic gases, such as
mercury vapour, even aluminium sputters badly.

EUctroddcss Tubes.—As some gases, such as chlorine and
bromine, attack all metals, it b impossible to use metallic

electrodes when the discharge througji these gases has to be
investigated. In these cases " electrodeless " tubes are some-
times used. These are of two kinds. The more usual one b
when tin-foil b placed at the ends of the tube on the outside, and
the terminab of the induction coil connected with these pieces

of foil; the glass under the foil virtually acts as an electrode.

A more interesting form of the electrodeless discharge b what
b known as the *' ring ** discharge. The tube in thb case b
placed inside a wire solenoid which forms a part of a circuit

connecting the outside coatings of two Leyden jars, the inside

coatings of these jars being connected with the terminab of

an induction coil or electrical machine; the jars are charged

up by the machine, and are discharged when sparks pass

between its terminab. As the discharge of the jars b oscillatory

(see Electric Waves), electric currents surge through the

solenoid surrounding the discharge tube, and these currents

reverse their direction hundreds of thousands of times per second.

We may compare the solenoid with the primary coil of an
induction coil, and the exhausted bulb with the secondary;

the rapidly alternating currents in the primary induce currents

in the secondary which show themselves as a luminous ring

inside the tube. Very bright discharges may be obtained

in this way, and the method b especially suitable for vgecXxO'

scopic purposes (see Phil. Mag. [5I, 32, pp. 321, 445).

Appearance of the Discharge in Vacuum Tubes.—Fig. 15 b of

the article CoNOUcnoN, Electric {Through Cases) represents

the appearance of the d^harge when the pressure in the tube

is comparable with that due to a millimetre of mercury and
for a particular intensity of current. With variations in the

pressure or the current some of these features may disappear

or be modified. Beginning at the negative electrode kj we meet

with the following phenomena: A velvety glow runs, often in

irregular patches, over the surface of the cathode; thb glow

is often called the first negative layer. The spectrum of this

layer is a bright line spectrum, and Stark has shown that it

shows the DSppler effect due to the rapid motion of the luminous

particles towards the cathode. Next to thb there b a com-
paratively dark region known as the " Crookes' dark space,"

or the second negative layer. The luminous boundary of thb
dark space is approximately such as would be got by tracing

the locus of the extremities of normals of constant length

drawn from the negative electrode; thus if the electrode is a

disk, the luminous boundary of the dark sphere is nearly plain
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over a part of its surface as in fig. x, while if tlie electrode is

a ling of wire (fig. 2) the luminous boundary resembles that

^««^

Fic. a.

Fig. t.

shown in fig. 17 of the article Conduction, Electxic (Through
Cases), The length of the dark space depends on the pressure

of the gas and on the intensity of the

current passing through it. The width

of the darit space Increases as the

pressure diminishes, and may, according

to the experiments of Aston {Pro, Roy,

Soc, 79, p. 81), be represented with

considerable accuracy by the expression

a+blp or a-\-e\f where a, b, c ut con-

stants, p the pressure and X the mean
free path of a corpuscle through the gas. The thickness of

the dark space is larger than this free path; for hydrogen, for

example, the value of c is about 4.
When the current is io laise that the whole of the cathode is

covered with glow the width of the dark space depends upon the
current decreaain|r as the current increases. In helium and
hydrogen Aston (Pro, Roy, Sec 80 A., p. 4^) has detected the
exbtence of anotner thin dark space quite dose to the cathode
whose thickness is independent of the pressure. The farther
boundary of the Crookes dark space is luminous and is known as
the negative glow or the third negative layer. Until the current gets
so laree that the riow next the cathode covers the whole of its 8ur>

face the potentiafdifFerence between the cathode and the negative
glow is independent of the pressure of the gas and the current
passing through it; it depends only on the kind of gas and the
metal of which the cathode is made. Thb difference of potential

b known as the cathode fall of potential; the values of it in volts
for some gases and electrodes as determined by Mey {Verh, detOs.

Phys, Gm., X903( v. p, ji) are given in the table.

Catbodb Fall

Gas
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a wriet of bright and dark patches known at ttriatbiw. Some
examplea of these are given iafig. 17 of Conduction, Electric
{Tkrouik Gases) The duUnce between the striations varies with
the pccssure of the gas and the diameter of the tube, the bright parts
being more widely separated when the pressure is k>w and the dia-
meter of the tube lai^, than when the pressure is high and the
tube small. The striations are especially brilliant and steady when
a WehneU cathode covered with not lime is used and the discharge
produced by a number of storage cells; by this means large currents
can be sent through the tube, resulting m very brilliant striations.
When the current is increased the positive column shortens, retreat-
ing backwards towards the anode, and may, by using very low
currents, be reduced to a glow over the surface of the anode.
The electric force in the positive column has been measured by
many observers. It is small compared with the forces which exist
in the dark space; when the luminosity in the positive column b
uniform, the force there is uniform; when the positive column b
striated there are periodic variations in the electric force, the force
being greater in the bright parts of the striation than in the dark.

Anode Drop of FoknHal,--Skhmet {Wied. Ann. 68, p. 753;
PkU. Mag. (6], 8, p. 387) has shown that there b a sudden
chance in potential between the anode itself and a point in the

§1^ dose to the anode. Thb change amounts to about 30 volu
in air; it b thtis much smaller than the cathode fall of potential,

and it b also much more abrupt. There does not seem to be
any region at the anode comparable in dimensions with the
Crookes' dark space in which the drop of potential occurs.

The highly differentiated structure we have described b
not the only way in which the current can pass through the
tube. If a large Leyden jar b suddenly discharged through
the tube the discharge passes as a tiniform, continuous column
stretching without interruption from anode to cathode; Gold-
stein has shown {Verh. detOsck. pkys. Ces, 9, p. 321) that

the spectrum of thb discharge shows very interesting char-

acterbtics. (J. J. T.)

VACZ (Ger. Waitun^^ a town of Hungary, tn the county of
Pest-Pilb-Solt-Ki^Kun, 20 m. N. of Budapest by rail. Pop.

(1900) 16,563. It b situated on the left bank of the Danube,
at the point where thb river takes its southern course, and at

the foot of the Nagyss&l (Ger. Waitwenborg), on the outskirU
of the Carpathians. It b the seat of a Roman Catholic bishopric,

founded in the xith century, and contains a beautiful cathedral,

built in X76X-X777, after the model of St Peter's at Rome.
Amongst other buildings are the episcopal palace, with a museum
of Roman and medieval antiquities, several convents, and the

principal deaf and dumb institute in the country. There are

large vineyards in the neighbouring hilly dbtrict, and the ex-

portation of grapes b extensively carried on. Vies was the scene

of two victories gained by the Austrians against the Turics, one
in X597 and the other in 1684.

VADB-MBCUM, a Latin phrase meaning literally "come
witfr me " {vade, imperative of ao^e, to go or come; cam, with;

me, abL of ego, I), and used in French, Spanish and English

for something that a person b in the habit of constantly Uking
about with him, espedally a book of the nature of a handy guide

or work of reference.

VAORAMCT (formed from " vagrant,'' wandexing, unsettled;

thb word appears in Angk>-Fr. as wakerant and O.Fr. as wancrant,

andb probably of Tent, origin, cf. M.L.G. welkem, to walk about

;

it b allied to Eng. " walk," and b not to be directly referred to

Lat. to^arOt the state of wandering without any settled home;
in a wider sense the term b applied in England and the United
States to a great number of offences against the good order of

society. An English statute of XS47 contains the first mention
of the word " vagrant," using it synonymously with " vaga-
bond " or " kiterer." Andent sUtutes quoted by Blackstone
define vagranU to be " such as wake on the night and sleep on
the day and haunt customable taverns and alehouses and routs

abcut; and no man wot from whence they come ne whither

they go." The word vagrant now usually includes idle and
disorderly persons, rogues^ vagabonds, tramps, unlicensed

pedlars, beggars, &c.

The social problem of vagrancy b one that in X9X0 had not

yet been satisfactorily dealt with, so far as the United Kingdom
b coaoemed. Indeed, the legislation of the early x9th oentuzy

renmined still in force in England and Wales. In eaiiy times,
legisUtion affecting the deserving poor and vagrants was blended.
It was only very gradually that the former were allowed to run
a freer course, but provbions as to vagrancy and mendidty,
induding stringent laws in relation to constructive "sturdy
beggars," " rogues " and " vagabonds," formed, until wdl on
in the X9th century, a prominent feature of Poor Law legislation.

In X7X3 an act was passed for reducing the laws rdating to
rogues, vagabonds, sturdy begpus and vagrants into one act,

and for more effectually punishing them and sending them to
their homes, the manner of conveying them induding whipping
in every county through which th^ passed. Thb act was
in turn repealed in 1740; the substituted consoUdation act

(13 Geo. II. & 34), embracing a variety of provisions, made a dis-

tinction between idle and dborderiy persons, rogues and vaga-
bonds and incorrigible rogues. Four years later was passed
another statute which continued the rough clarification already
mentioned. The laws relating to idle and disorderly persons,

rogues and vagabonds, incorrigible rogues and other vagrants
in England were again consolidated and amended in x83a, but
the act was supeiseded two yean later by the Vagrancy Act

(5 Geo. rv. c 83), which in 19x0 was the operative statute.

The offences dealt with under the act of 1824 may be classified as
follows: (i) offences committed by penons of a disreputable
mode of life, such as begging, trading as a pedbr without a licence,
telling fortunes^ or sleeping in outhouses, unoccupied buildings.
&c.. without visible means of subkbtence; (a) offences against
the poor bw, such as leaving a wife and family chargeable to the
poor rate, returning to and beooming charaeafaile to a parish after
bdng removed therefrom by an order of the justkcs, refusing or
neglecting to perform the task of work in a worahouse, or damaging
clothes or other property bdon^ns to the guardbns; (3) offences
committed by professional criminals, such as being found in pos-
session of house-breaking implements or a gun or other offensive
weapon with a fdonious intent, or being found on any enclosed
premises for an unlawful purpose, or frequenting public places for
the purpose of felony.

Offences specbllv characteristic of vagrancy are begging,
out, and certain offences in casual wards, such as refusal to ^
a task of work and destroying clothes. Persons committing these
last-mentioned offences are classed as " idle and disorderly persons

"

and are Uabb on summary conviction to imprisonment with hard
bbour for fourteen days or on conviction by a petty sessional court
to a fine of £s or a month's iropibonmcnt with or without hard
bbour. A second conviction makes a person a " rogue and vaga-
bond " Uabb on summary conviction to imprisonment for fourteen
dayv or on convictioo by a petty sessional court to a fine of £35
or imprisonment for three months with or without hard bbour.
Any person sleeping out without visible means of subsistence b
a rogue and vagabond, or on second convk:tk>n an incorrigible
rogue, while an ordinary beggar b an idle and disorderiy oerson.
Under the poor bw as reformed in X834 the primary duty of boards
of guardbns was to rdieve destitute persons within their district,

but legisbtion and administration gradually widened that duty,
so that eventually they came to administer relief to vagrants also,
or casual paupers, as they are offidally termed.

Within the limits prescribed by the local government board the
treatment in EngUsh casual wards varies in a striking degree.
Before admission to a casual ward a vagrant requires c^mm^
an order, obtained dther from a relieving officer or hb Wmi4§,
asmstant. In cases of sudden or uigent necessity, however,
the master of the workhouse has power to admit without an order.
Generally speaking, vagrants are not admitted to the casual waixb
before 4 p.m. in winter or 6 p.m. in summer. On admission, they
are supposed to be searched, but thb b not usually done with much
thoroughness; broken food found on them b sometimes allowed
to be eaten in the ward; money, pi^, tobacco. Ac., are restored

to them on discharge. Assoon as practicable after admission vagrants
are required to be cleansed in a bath with water of suiuble tempera-
ture. Thdr clothes are taken away and disinfected and a night-

shirt provided. Sleeping accommodation b provided dther on the
cellular system or in assodated wards, the proportion of work-
houses providing the former bdng 2 to I. Vagrants are, as a general
rule, supposed to be detained two nights and are required to perform
a Usk of work. Thb consbts 01 stone-breaking, wood-sawing,
wood<hopping, pumping, digging or oakum picking, and should
represent nine hours work.
The supervising authority has endeavoured, in prescribing the

work to which vagrants are put. to make it as deterrent as possible,

but in practice the work presents little difficulty to the habitual
vagrant, and very few workhouses enforce the two nights' detention
rule. Tbe fare provided for vagrants is a wekome relief, too. from
their usual scanty fare, and in many of the modern workhouses the
wards are almost luxurious in their style and equipment.
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The oooaequeiioe of this geacnus tfCfttmeiit oC tbote who are

'* work-«hy "is that inttead of being repelled or reformed by their

treatment, the daaa is continually on the increase. This
increase has received the serious attention of social re-

formers, and in 190A the president of the local government
board appointed aoepartmentalcommitteeto inquire into

the subject of vagrancy. The committee presented its report in 1906,

which with the evidence of witnesses is a most valuable exposition

of the subject. Among the various recommendations of the com-
mittee the most important wkt th« \madtmna of casual ward^ to

the conirut of poJiic suihDritksi the iKsut of wav-tickets, d» used

on the continent o( Europe and a, very fuw Englisli countiea, l»y

thr police to bcna Juit work-tcckere, and more «p«rially the de-

tention of h*ibitual vagrantfi in Idtnur co\omt%. Tliii \^st nccom-

mendation wai also that of the Royal Coftunission on the Poor Law
which reported in 1909, to which ibost inttretted are also nlirrtd

for valuable iuformatioit.

The wystfm of way-tlcketi haa been found laefuf in GermDoy
and SwittcrUnd in aHi^ting the genuini? wofk-ie^ter on hii way
and in ditcriniinating bctwreen h<ra and the idle vagrant. In

C>fniany tho«r leaving thtif diatricts mutt carry certain papnt oi

idctitification in ndditiejn 10 A WarutfTKhfin or way-ti-rk^t^ h^f fhe

relief of the desiitutc wayfartr thirrt ii th«' Herbtr^e 01] '
' le,

maintained by a voluntary tociety, and ihc Verptl^ «,

ar relief iiation, maintained by the locil authcintji-, J,i • ,h,

those in icarvh of work can obtain lodginpr and food eithtr Juf a
small payment or by the perfomiance of three hourm' work, such

09 wood -chop ping or atone- breaking. In Switrerbnd waytkkets
are iuued by a MKiety named the Inter-Cantonal Union to those

who can pfuve that they have worked for an employer within theWJIU L-Abl. J,riUTi. .dun *<F.-j .,.^T._ „„.„,..^ , ,-- — .. -..._. -J.-- .—_

three preceding month*, and that at least tiw dayt have elapsed

sJfice that employment «ased. The Vagrancy Commjiiee
mended that the En^ls^h way-ticket in book form ihould gi

professional benan; (&) pcfsons, who, owing to idleaesB, <

ness or immorality, live m a state of vagrancy: and (c) Momt
There are two of these depou: one for men at Merxplas, and another
for women at Bruges. Persons are committed to the depoU on
summnry conviction for a period of not less than two years or
mort t \\A n i^even years. The population of Merxplas is over 5000;
the c^>Evwii^t3 are employed in land reclamation, farming and vaxiotts
indu-iriH ^. Small daily wages, varying from xd. to 3d., are paid,
but ih( s^' iiiay be withheld for disciplinary purposes. One hidf of
the wj(;ei is retained by the management and paid out to the
colonist on leaving, the other half being given monthly in the shape
of tokcni, to spend at the canteen in articles of food, tobacco. Sec
The Ikiu-pCs of refuge are for men who from age or infirmity are

unable to lioric, or who have been driven to begging or vacraacy by
the wj nt o{ work or misforttine. The chief bouse of rauge is at
Ho . n, where the helpless and nek are received, that at
Wt 1 ig reserved for the able-bodied. The mloiiwrs cana
wages ranging from id. to yd. a day, one-third of this being given
to them to spend, and th^ may take their discharge when they

sJfice that employment «ased. The Vagrancy Committee
mended that the English way-ticket in book form ihould

man'i pergonal descnption, hii usual tradCh hia reason for wanting

to travel and hii prtjpoaed deftination^ and ahoy Id coni^iLri his

signature and^ pousiblyr hi» finj^er print* for the purpose of t"ung
itfrntity The name of each casual ward visited ahould be s! -untried

on the tfcket. The duration of the ticket ihould be limiu-d to a

certain period, potsibly a month, Wtth such a ticket, a man
thouid be entitled at the casual ward to a night'a lodginc, ^upjw

and hcrakfait, and aftrr performing two hours work to help t a pay

for his food and lodging he ihaiild be free to leave whenever he

liked. The name of the next ward on the direct line of lus ruute,

which he could reach that night, should be entered on the ticket,

and on his arrival at that place he nhould be treated in the same

m-inner, The ticket would thus form a record of hts joumey and

sii^.v viL^iliLf he Was genuinely in search of wgrk.

The remedy which has been considered as most likely to be

effective for the cure of habitual vagrancy in England is that of

labour colonies, which have been tried on the continent

of Europe with a substantial measure of success.

These Europesn labour colonies are ^escribed in detail

in the appendices to the Report and Evidence of the Vagrancy

Committee and in the books mentioned at the end of this article,

but a riswHi of the more important colonies may here be given.

HoKaiid.—There are two cUsses of colonies, both originally

esublished by the Maaisckaaptj van Wddadtgknd (Soaety of

Beneficence), a society founded by General van den Bosch (1780-

1844) in 18x8. The Fru Colonies were designed for the reception of

indigent persons, for the purpose of teaching them agriculture, and
so enabling them eventually to earn theu- own livme independently.

There are three-^of these free colonies, vix. Frederiksoord. WiUem-
soord and Wilhelminasoord, forming practically one colony, with a

Eopulation of about 1500. The expenses of the colonies are met

y voluntary subicripttons, but it has been found that the persons

who enter the free colonies remain there and few fresh cases are

received. The number of inmates has been .steadily decreasing.

The society also maintained Beuar Colonies for the compulsory

detention of persons committing the offence of begging. They
were more penal than reformatory institutions, and the inmates

were taught certain occupations by which they might support

themselves on leaving. They did not prove self-supporting and
were eventually taken over by the state. The chief institution

is that at Vecnhuixen, which occupies some 3000 acres of land,

and where some 4000 men of the vagrant class are detained for

periods varying from not less than six months to not more than

three yeark There is a similar institution for women at Leiden.

Belgium.—In Belgium the institutions for the repression of

vagrancy are maintained by the sUte under a law of November 27th,

1891. They are of three kinds:—(i) Dipdls de mendiciU (ber—-

*

depots) : (2) maisons de refuge (houses ol refuge) ; and (^) tcA
hienfatsance (reformatory schools). The beggars' depoU
"exclusively devoted to the confinement of persons whom the

judicial authority shall place at the disposal 01 the government"
tor that purpose, and these are classified as (a) able-bodied persons

who, instead of working for their living, depend upon charity as

or can show that they havenave saved tas. from their earwim <_.

work to go to. The maximum period of deteotMm is one year.
Germany.—In Germany there are bttwnm thirty and forty laboor

colonies, under the management of a charitabfe association, the
Labour Colonv Central Board. There is however, no ooopdbory
detention. The institutions which deal with vagrantt and persons
who neglect to maintain themselves are termed ** workhouses

"

tArUiuliAnser). but they correspond to the compolaory cokwiies of
Belgium and Holland. Under the penal code of 1900, any one
(a) who wanders about as a vagabond: (6) who b^s. or causes
or allows his children to beg; (c) who through gambling, dmnkes-
ness or idleness is forced to apply for relief for himadf, or those for

whose maintenance he is responsible: (d) who while in reoetpc of
public relief refuses to do work given him by theanthorities; (e) srho
after losing his lodging fails to procure another within a caertaitt

time, b liable to detention in a workhouse for a period not ^-'I'Hif
two years. The workhouses are under strict military diadpBne, the
inmates being termed prisoners. They are taught domcatk. agti-

cultural and industrial occupations.
Switurland,—^Labour colonies are of two kinds, wohmtary and

compulsory. The voluntary colonies, of which there are three in
Switserland, are managed by philanthropic societiea. Eatry and
discharge are voluntary, but those seeking admission most agree to
suy a stated time, usually one or two aMHiths. Compubory oolooien

are established in every canton, under the management of the
cantonal coundL Beggars can be arrested, and, if habttual offendew,

can be sent to a labour cok>ny for a period varying from six
If the man is found to have refusedto two years. If the man is found to have refused work, be can be

sent to a labour colony as a *' woric-shy ** for from three months to
two years. Owing in great measure to the socoess of these laboor
colonies, vagrancy has considerably diminished in SwitsetUnd,
and the colonies everywhere are small; that at Witswyi the
lanest, having less than aoo inmatea. Piinishmmt ia genersOy
inflicted by reduction of food; the inmates reoeiwe no wages, bat
by industry may earnaremission of their period of detention
AuTBoaiTiss.—^Fora history of vagrancy see C J. Ribcoo-Tuner,

History of Vagrants astd Vagrancy (1887) ; see also Xr^isrts, Emiemw
and Appendices of Detartmntai Committee on Vagramcy, 1906—
a most valuable publication—«s well as The Vagrancy PreUan
(1910), by W. H. Dawson, who was a witness before the comnattee,

and whose work quoted is full of fint«hand information. Two
Board of Trade Reports on " Agencies and Methods for dealing with

the Unempk>yed," 1893 and 1904, will be found useful, as also Rev.

W. Cariite and V. W. Carlik's ns CpniMMla/ Onfcart (19^^
cr:A.L)

VAnON, a town of sonth-eastem France, in the dcpaitaMst

of Vauduse, 36 m. N.N.E. of Avignon by road. Pop. (1906)

2x48. The Ouvize, a tributaxy of the Rhone, divides VaiKA
into two quarters—^the Roman and eariy medieval town on the

right bank, and the town of the later middle a(cs 00 the left

bank,—the two communicating by an ancient Roman bridge

consisting of a single arch. On tJie light bank is the church

(once the cathedral) of Ste Marie, the choir of which is thought

to date in parts from the 9th centuiy, while the nave bdoogs to

the X 2th century. A Romanesqtie doirter containing a ooBectwa

of old sculpture flanks the church on the north. Remains of a

Roman amphitheatre and the chapd of St Quenin (dedicated,

to a bishop of the 6tb century), with a cuxious apse o£ the end

of the xith centuiy, are also to be seen in the old town. On the

left bank are the parish church (xsth aixl x6tb centimes), remaias

of the medieval fortifications, and the keep o£ a castle of the

counts of Toulouse. The industries of tbe town indude the

manufacture of wooden shoes, bellows and agricultural imple-

ments. Vaison, under the name of KojM, was one of the pixncipst

to^msof the FocMiM, and was a place of great impoitance under
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the Romans, as is shown by an abundance of objects unearthed
by excavation, amongst which may be mentioned 4 fine statue

of an athlete (the Diadumenos) in the British Museum. The
bishopric established in the jxd century was suppressed in 1791.

Its holders, towards the end of the X2th century, were despoiled

of the temporal power in the town by the counts of Toulouse.

Subsequently Vaison came, together with the rest of ComUt-
Venaissin, under the power of the popes.

VALAU (Ger. WaUis^ ItaL ValUse), one of the cantons of

southern Switzerland. Its name has been explained as meaning
the '* Wftlsch " iU, non-Teutonic) land. But it Is pretty

certainly derived from vaUis or watUtuis pagus, for the

region is simply the old Vallis Poenina, or upper valley

of the khone from its source in the Rhone glader to the gorge

of St Maurice, together with the left bank of the Shone from
that gorge to the Lake of Geneva. The spelling " Vallais

"

prevailed till the end of the x8th century, and was officially

superseded early in the 19th -century by " Valais," a form that

is very rarely found previously.

The total area jof the canton is 30i6-6 sq. m. (exceeded oply

by that of the Grisons and of Bern), of which, however, only

X107 is reckoned as " productive " (forests covering 397 -4 sq. m.
and vineyards xo*7 sq. m.), while of the rest no fewer than

375 sq. m. (the most considerable stretch in Switserland) is

occupied by glaciers, and 41} sq. m. by the cantonal share of

the Lake of Geneva. It is therefore naturally one of the poorest

cantons in the confederation. It would be still poorer were it

not for its excellent wines, and for the fact that in summer-
time it is visited by many thousands of travellers, for whom
inns have been built in neariy every glen- and on many high

pastures (Zermatt, Saas, Riffel Alp, Evolena, Arolla, Zinal,

Champfry, in the Val de Bagnes, in the Lfitschen valley, the

Bel Alp, the Rieder Alp, the Eggishom, Binn, and near the

Rhone glader). It consists of a deep and long trench, which
becomes a mere gorge between Niederwald and Brieg, the

general direction being south-west, till at Martigny the valley

makes a sharp bend to the north-west. The loftiest point in the

canton is the culminatfng summit or Dufourspitze (x5,ai7 ft.)

of Monte Rosa, which rises on a short spur projecting from the

watershed, but the highest mountain which is wholly situated

in the canton is the Dom (14.942 ft.), the culminating point of

the Mischabel range.

A railway line runs through the canton from Le Bonveret, on
be Lake 01 Geneva, to (73 m.) Brieg, at the N. mouth of the mag-

nificent Simplon tunnel (lai m., opened in 1906),^ the Kne from
St Maurice (about 14 m. from Ek>uveret) onwards forming the
through line from Lauaanne toward* Milan. There are also
mountain railways from Visp up to Zermatt (thence a branch up
to the Gomergrat), and from Vemayaz (near Martij^ny) past Salvan
towards Chamonu, while the new tunnel, begun m 1906, beneath
the Ldtschen Pass or LAtschberg. connects Kandersteg, in the
Bernese Oberland, with Brieg, and thus opens up a new direct

route from London and Paris to Italy. As the canton is shut in

almost throughout its entire length by high mountain ranges it

is as a rule only accessible by foot paths or mule paths across this

lofty Alpine barrier. But there are excellent carriage roads ovtr
the Great St Bernard Pass (81 11 ft.)> as well as over the Simplon
Pass (659a ft.), both leading to Italy. At the very head of the
Rhone valley two other finely engineered carriage roads give
acoeas to Un over the Furica Pass (7093 ft.) and to the canton of
Bern over the Grimsel Pass (7100 ft.). Being thus shut in it was
almost impossible for the canton to extend its boundaries, save
in 1536. when it won the left bank of the Rhone below the gorge
of St Maurice. But at earty though unknown dates it acquired
and stiU holds the upper bit of the southern slope of the Simplon
Pass, as well as the Alpine pastures on the northern slope of the
Gemmi. The mineral waters of Leukerbad, and, to a lesser degree,
those of Saxon, attract some summer visitors, the vast majority
of whom, however, prefer the glonous scenery of the various high
Alpine glens.

The canton forms the diocese of Sion (founded In the 4th century),
and has St Th^odule (or Theodore) as its patron saint. Till 1513
the diocese was in the ecclesiastical province of MoOtiers in the
Tarentaise (Savoy), but since then has been immediately dependent
on the pope. Within its limits are the three famous religious

houses (alt now held by Austin Canons) of St Maurice (6th century).
of the Great St Bernard, and of the Simplon. Since 1840 the
abbot of St Maurice has borne the title of bishop of Bethlehem
**in partlbtts infideUuoi." Ecclcsiasticai affairs are managed

without any control or Interference on the part of the state, though
the cantonal legislature presents to the pope as bishop one of four
candidates i»esented by the chapter of Ston.

In X900 the population was 1x4,438* of whom 74,56a were
French-speaking, 34,339 German-speaking, and 5469 Italian-

q>eaking, while 1x3,584 were Romanists, x6io Protestants, and
35 Jews. The linguistic frontier has varied in the course of
ages. Nowadays from Sierre (10 m. above Sion) upwards a
dialect of German is generally spoken (though it is said that the
opening of the Simplon through route has given a considerable
impetus to the extension of French among the railway officials),

while below Sierre a French dialect (really a Savoyard patois)

is the prevailing tongue. To a considerable degree the history
of the Valais is a struggle between the German element (pre-

dominant politically till 1798) and the French element. Good
wines are produced in the district, especially Muscat and Vin
du Glader. Otherwise the inhabitants of the main valley (at

least from Brieg onwards) are engaged in agriculture, though
suffering much from the inundations of the Rhone, against

which great embankmenU have been constructed, while many
swampy tracts have been drained, and so the plague of malarial

fever abated to a certain extent.

In the higher valleys the inhabitants are employed in pastoral
occupations. The number of "alps" or mountain pastures is

S47 (319 in the Lower VaUis and 328 in the Upper VaUis, the
fine of division being drawn a little above Sierre), capable of sup-
porting 50.73$ cows (33>i93 snd 17.5^3 respectively) and of an
estimated capital value of 10,873,900 fr. (7.9(59.500 and 3.904400
respectively), so that, as might be expected for other reasons, the
lower portion of the valley where the climate is less rigorous is

richer and more proaperous than the upper portion where other
conditions prevaif. The capital is Sion (9.P.). Next in point of
population came (in 1900) Naters (39>3)i on account of the numbere
of Italian workmen ennged in pierang the Simplon tunnel. The
neiahbouring town of Bneg.had then ai8a inhabitants, and tho
wide commune of Monthey 3392.
The canton is divided into 13 administrative districts, which

comprise 166 communes. The cantonal constitution was little

advanced till 1907 when it was entirely remodelled. The legis-

lature {prand Onueil or Gross Rath) n composed of members
elected m the proportion of one for every 1000 (or fraction over
xoo) dtixens, and holds office for four years. The executive
iCoiueil d'Etat or Stactsrath) is composed of five members, named
by the Grand Conseil, and holds office forfour years. The "obligatory
rMerendum " prevails, while 4000 citiaens (6000 in the case of a
revision of the cantonal constitution) have the right of " initiative

'*

as to legislative projects. The two members of the Federal Stdnde^
rath are named by the Grand Conaeil, but the six memben of the
Federal Naiumalraih are elected by a popular vote. The IQ07
cantonal constitution has a curious provision (art. 8a) that while
members of the cantonal legislature are ordinarily elected by all

the voters of a Btnrk or district, yet if one or several communes
(numbering over vx> inhabitants) demand it, this commune or
these communes form a kreis or cerck and elect a member or
members.

The Vallis Poenina was won by the Romans after a great

fight at Octodurus (Martigny) in 57 B.C., and was so thoroughly
Romanised that the Celtic aboriginal inhabitants and the

Teutonic Burgimdian invaders (5th century) became Romance-
speaking peoples. According to a tradition which can be
traced back to the middle of the 8th century, the " Theban
legion " was martyred at St Maurice about 385 or 30a. Valais

formed part of the kingdom of Transjurane Burgundy (888),

which fell to the empire in 1033, and later of the duchy of Bur-
gundia Minor, which was held from the emperors by the house

of Zihringen (extinct X3i8). In 999 Rudolph III. of Burgundy
gave all temporal rights and privileges to the bishop of Sion,

who was later styled " praefect and count of the Valais," and

is still a prince of the Holy Roman Empire; the pretended

donation of Charlemagne is not genuine. The bishops had

much to do in keeping back the Zfthringen, and bter the counts

of Savoy. The Utter, however, succeeded in winning most of

the land west of Sion, while in the upper part of the valley there

were many feudal lords (such as the k>rds of Raron, those

of La Tour-Chfttillon, and the counts of Visp). About the

middle of the 13th century we find independent communitier

or " tithings '* {diuins or Zeknten) growing up, these, though

seven in number, taking their name o^ost probably from a vei
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andent division of the bishop's manors for administrative and
Judicial purposes. In the same century the upper part of the
valley was colonized by Germans from Hash (Bern), who
thoroughly Teutonized it, though many Romance local names
still remain. In 1354 the liberties of several of the seven "tith-
ings " (Sion, Sierre, Leuk, Raron, Visp, Brieg and Conches)
were confirmed by the Emperor Charles IV. A little later

the influence of Savoy became predominant, and the count
secured to his family the bishopric of Sion, of which he was
already the suzerain. His progress was resisted by the tithings,

which in 1375-76 crushed the power of the house of La Tour-
ChAtillon, and m 1388 utterly defeated the forces of the bishop,
the count and the nobles at Visp, this being a victory of the
Teutonic over the Romance element in the land. From 1384
the Morge stream (a little below Sion) was recognized as the
boundary between Savoyard or Lower Valais and episcopal
or Upper Valais. In 1416-1 7 the Zehnten of the upper bit of the
valley made an alliance with Lucerne, Uri and Unterwalden,
with a view partly to the conquest of the Val d'Ossola, which
was finally lost in 142a, and partly to the successfulcrushingof the
power of the lords of Raron (1420). By the election of Walther
von Supersaz of Conches as bbhop in 1457 the Teutonic element
finally won the supremacy. On the outbreak of the Burgundian
War the bishop of Sion and the tithings made a treaty with
Bern. In November of the same year (1475) they seized all

Lower or Savoyard Valais up to Martigny, and in 1476 (March),
after the victory of Grandson, won St Maurice, Evian, Thonon
and Monthey. The last three districts were given up in 1477,
but won again in 1536, though finally by the treaty of Thonon
in X 569 Monthey, Val d'llliez and Bouveret alone were per-

manently annexed to the Valais, these conquests being
maintained with the help of^ their old allies, Uri, Schwyz and
Unterwalden. These conquered districts (or Lower Valais)

were always ruled as subject lands by the bishop and tithings

of Upper Valais. The Valais took part in the Milanese war of

X 51 2-16, and henceforth was reckoned as an "ally" of the

Swiss Confederation. In isii a dose alliance was made with
the Romanist cantons; but by xs5i the Protestants had won
so much ground that toleration was proclaimed by the local

assembly. In 1586 Upper Valais became a member of the
Golden League, and finally in 1603-04 the four tithings of

Conches, Brieg, Visp and Raron carried the day in favour of the
old faith against those of Leuk, Sierre and Sion. In X790-9X
Lower Valais rose in revolt; but it was not finally freed till

X7q8, when the whole of Valais became one of the cantons of the

Helvetic Republic. Such prolonged and fierce resistance was,

however, offered to French rule by the inhabitants that in 1802

Bonaparte declared Valais an independent state under the

name of the " Rhodanic Republic," yet in 18x0, for strategic

reasons, he incorporated it with France as the "department
of the Simplon,"and it was not freed till the Austrians came in

X813. In 1815 a local assembly was created, in which each of the

seven tithings of Upper and each of the six of Lower Valais

(though the latter had nearly double the population of the

former) elected four members, the bishop being given four votes.

This constitution was approved by the Federal Swiss Diet,

which thereupon (181 5) received the Valais as a full member
of the Swiss Confederation. In X832 the Valais joined the

League of Samen to maintain the Federal Pact of 1815. In
1839-40 it was convulsed by a struggle between the Conserva-
tive and Radical parties, the split into two half cantons being

only prevented by the arrival of Federal troops. The constitu-

tion was revised in 1839, the local assembly was to be elected

according to population (x member for every 1000 inhabitants),

and the bishop was given a seat instead of his four votes, while

the clergy elected one deputy. In 1844 dvil war raged, many
Liberals being slain at the bridge of Trient (May X844), and the

Valais becoming a member of the Sonderbund. By the X844
constitution the clergy elected a second deputy. The intro-

duction of the Jesuits embittered matters, and the Valais

was the last canton to submit in the Sonderbund War (1847);

it contented itself, however, with voting steadily against the

acceptance of the Federal conttltutioos of 1848 and 1874. By
the constitution of 1848 all ecclesiastical ezempckos fzon
taxation were swept away, and the bishop lost his scat in the
assembly. New constitutions were framed in 1852, in 1875
and in 1907.
AuTBoaiTXKS.—F. Barbey. La RotOe im Stmplom (Gteeva, 1906);

J. Bernard de Montmilian, St Manriet tt la Uti^ FklMntw (a vols^
Pans. 1888): M. Benon. JUckerehes sur Us origimes des iati^a
is^^V^' ^•»»^- -^"^ (Fribomfc 1906) : BlStltr ams der WoOisar-
CtscktckU (Sion. from 1889); L. Xiourthion. Lt PeufiU dm VaiaU
(peneva, 1903): S. Furrer. CtstkkhU, StatisHk umd Urkmrndtm-
Sommiumi ttb^r WoUis .'. -^••^t^t: U. tV-iy, ffjttMn
dv tr'tjiiaif und ed~K LFirfi^vii, 190^ J, ^n-l Mi^J^Keti d'hisloire tat-
Uifsannc [(Jancv^. 1641); F, dc Cfiigi[Ur-b-SA.rTu^ Dhdoppeme^
de rindtpendajKt du Haiti Valaa, &c. {Ziijkh. !»«);]. Gtenaod.
D(Kummts rtiatift i fhiitmre du VoUait{& wdij. (to 1457), t .^r^jmnf.^
X^^75-i«^>; P. A. Gnei^at, HiSioirt modtntt d* Velau de §536 4
7.^/5 [Geneva, 1894)^ J. HcicrU and W. OethilJ, tVfrsdUdhte dts
KdijEi (Zttrich^ t^); A, Hcusler^ Rxckis^i^rit des CamL WaOis
O^xs^l i«9<&}: R. Hoppeler. Beiirage 1. Gtukifhie d£j WaOds im
Miiii-ltdteT {Zurich, 1697); K. Tn^H-l, BamarlmUm ^^a Shmplmt'
TunnA (Zurich, [906)^ B. Rjimed.u, Le VoUvis ktiiijriqm (Soa,
iH'^t): M. SrhlniTT, Ptunptwn du dtf^pafitrnfui dtt ^i*npltm (Sioa,
iHs.".); J, ^hott, Oiedehljchrn dUnm^n ia Piemcnt (Stut^arC,
I^;4:!;: J, Simlrr, Dticriptw VaUtswe {ZHtkh^ 1574) i A Scruby,
Djt: Aiptzrtrihuhaft im Ober-WaUii (Solture^ i^jooh and L'{t0momii
aiy-iritTjr da BasAdaii (Solttifr^ t^oj); WaUurr-Mten tJion, 1872):
}^\2iiiisr Sajcn (3 vol*., Brics, 1907)^ F, O, Wulf, The K«2cttx,

fornnng icvefal numbtn of ihe xtiet " (llustratedi £ur>ipe" (pot^
lithcri at Ziaich}',}. Zimmt^rti^ Dte Spta£kiftiitf »n Wains (vm. in.

o( hiis Ijrter woft, f'ur drut{*hj\,int'jiiAikt SfrrcK Kfrng « der

VALDBKAR I., king of Denmark (XX3X-1182), the son of the
chivalrous and popular Canute Lavard and the Russian princess

Ingeborg, was bom a week after his father's murder, and was
carefully brought up in the religiotu and relativdy enlightened
household of Asser Rig, whose sons Absakm and E^jdrn Snare,
or " the Swift," were his playmates. On the death of King Eric

Lam in XX47 Valdemar came forward as one of the thrte pie-

tenders to the Danish crown, Jutland falling to his ponkn
(compact of Roakilde, 9th of August XX57). Narrowly escaping
assassination, at a banquet a few days later, at the hands of hb
rival. King Sweyo III., he succeeded only with the utmost diffi-

culty in escaping to Jutland, but on the 23rd of October utterly

routed Sweyn at the great battle of Grathe Heath, near Vibocg,

Sweyn perishing in his flight from the field. Valdemar had do
longer a competitor. He was the sole male survivor of the

andent royal line; his valour and abitity were universally recog-

nized, and in Absalon, elected bishop of Roskikle in 1x58, be
possessed a minister of equal genius and patriotism. The first

efforts of the new monarch were directed against the Wendfih
pirates who infested the Baltic and made not merely the pft***"-^!

but even the commercial development of the Daiiish state im-

possible. What the Northmen were to the Western powers in

the 8th and 9th the Wends were to the Scandinavian lands ia

the nth and X2th centuries. But the Wendish pirates were
more mischievous because less amenable to dvilization than the

Vikings. They lived simply for plunder, and had neither the

ambition nor the ability to found colonies like Nonxiandy or

Northumbria. We may form some idea of the extent and the

severity of thdr incursions from the fact that at the beginning

of the reign of Valdemar the whole of the Danish eastern coax
lay wasted and depopulated. Indeed, according to Saxo. «ie-

third of the realm was a wilderness. The stron^iold of the

Wends was the isle of Riigen. Here lay Arkona their ^ief

sanctuary and Gars thdr political capitid. Both places were

captured in i X69 by a great expedition under the command of

Valdemar and Absalon; the hideous colossal id<A of Rftgicv-it

was chopped into firewood for the Danish caldrons, and the

Wends were christened at the point of the sword and placed

beneath the jurisdiction of the see of Roskilde. This triumph

was only obtained, however, after a fierce struggle of ten yean,

in which the Danes were much hampered by the ui>certain asd

selfish co-operation of their German allies, chief among whom was

Henry the Lion, duke of Saxony and Bavaria, who appropriated

the lion's share of the spoil. For at the be^nning of his cei|?i

Valdemar leaned largely upon the Germans and even went the
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leagth, against the advice of Absalon, of acknowledging the over-

lordship of the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa at the rcichstag

of D6le, I i6a. Very different was Valdemar's second conference

with Barbarossa, on Che banks of the Eider, in 1 182, when the two
monarchs met as equals in the presence of their respective armies,

and a double marriage was arranged between two of Valdemar's

daughters and two of the emperor's sons. The only seriotis

domestic trouble during Valdemar's leign was the rebellion of

the Scanian provinces, which objected to the establishment of a
strong monarchy inimical to Io(^ pretensions and disturbances,

and especially to the heavy taxes and tithes necessary to support

the new reign of law and order. The rising was ultimately

suppressed by Absalon at the battle of Dysiaa, xxSi. In the

following year died King Valdemar. His services to his country

are aptly epitomized in the epitaph on his ancient monument
at Ringsted church which describes him as " Sdavorum domi-

nator, patriae liberator et pacis conservator." His fame has been

somewhat obscured by that of his great minister Absalon, whom
their common chronicler Saxo constantly magnifies at the eicpense

of his master. Valdemar's worst faults were a certain aloof-

ness and taciturnity. He is the only one of Saxo's heroes in

whose mouth the chronicler never puts a speech. But his long

reign is unstained by a single ignoble deed, and he devoted
himself heart and soul to the promotion of the material and
spiritual welfare of Denmark.

See Danmarks Riga Historie, vol. i. pp. 570-670 (Copenhagen,
1897-1905); Saxo, Cesta Danorum, books 10-16 (Strassbunr, 1886).

VALDEMAR 11., king of Denmark (1X70-Z24X), was the

second son of Valdemar I. and brother of Canute VI., whom he

succeeded on the X2th of November X202. Already during his

brother's lifetime, as duke of Schleswig, Valdemar had success-

fuUy defended Denmark against German aggression. In X20x he

assumed the offensive, conquered Holstein, together with Ham-
burg, and a>mpelled Count Henry of Schwerin to acknowledge

the over-lordship of the Danish crown. Immediately after his

coronation, he hastened to his newly won territories, accom-

panied by the principal civil and ecclesiastical dignitaries of

Denmark, and was solemnly acknowledged lord of Northalbingia

(the district lying between the Eider and the Elbe) at Lttbeck,

Otto IV., then in difficulties, voluntarily relinquishing aU (German

territory north of the Elbe to Valdemar, who in return recognized

Otto as German emperor. Thus the three bishoprics of LUbeck,

Ratzeburg and Schwerin, which hitherto had been fief of the

Reick, now passed under Danish suzerainty. Labeck was a

peculiarly valuable possession. The city had been founded in

XI 58 with the express object of controlling the Baltic trade.

Only through LQbeck, moreover, could supplies and reinforce-

ments be poured into the German military colonies in Livonia.

By closing LUbeck Valdemar had German trade and the German
over-seas settlements entirely at his mercy. This state of things

was clearly recognized by German statesmen, and in x2o8, when
the Emperor Otto felt more secure upon his unstable throne, he

became overtly hostile to Denmark and would have attempted

the recovery of the lost German territory but forthe interposition

of Pope Innocent III., who threatened to excommunicate any

German prince who should attack Valdemar, the equally pious

and astute Danish king having undertaken, at the bidding of

the holy see, to lead a crusade against the heathen Esthonians.

Valdemar's position was still further strengthened when
Frederick IL, the successful rival of Otto IV., was, in X215,

crowned at Aix-la-Chapelle. Valdemar at once cultivated the

friendship of the new emperor; and Frederick, by an imperial

brief, issued in December 12 14 and subsequently confirmed by
Innocent III. and Honorius III., formally renounced all the

German lands north of the Elbe and Elde, as well as the Wendish

lands on the Baltic, in favour of Valdemar.

An attempt by Otto in 1215 to recover Northalbingia was

easily frustrated by Valdemar, who henceforth devoted himself

to the extension of the Danish empire over the eastern Baltic

shores. Here, however, he had already been forestalled. At

the end of the latb century the whole of the Baltic littoral from

semi-Christian Pomeranla to orthodox Pleskow was fiercely ana
obstinately pagan. The connecting link between the western
and the eastern Baltic was the isle of Gotland, where German
merchanU from Lttbeck had esUblished a depot (the later Visby).
The fur-trade with the Esthonians and Livonians proved so
lucrative that a German colony was planted in Livonia itself

at what was afterwards Riga, and in xaoi for its better security
the colony was converted into a bishopric A still firmer footing
was gained by the Ormans on Livonian soil when Abbot Theo-
derick of Riga founded the order of the Sword (a foundation
confirmed by the pope in 1204), whose duty it was to convert
the heathen Esths and Livs and appropriate as much of their

land in the process as possible. Two yean later Valdemar,
urged by Archbishop Anders Sunes5n, also appeared off the
Esthonian coast and occupied the isle of OeseL In x 210 Valde-
mar led a second expedition eastwards, this time directed against
heathen Prussia and Samknd, the chief result of which was the
subjection of Mestwin, duke of Pomerania, the leading chieftain

in those parts.

Now was to be seen the determixilng influence of sea-power
even in those days. Despite its superior weapons and mode
of warfare, the German east Baltic cobny was constantly in

danger of being overborne by the endless assaults of the dogged
aborigines, whose hatred of the religion of the Cross as preached
by the km'ghU is very intelligible; and in xai8 Bishop Albert

of Riga was driven to appeal for assistance to King Valdemar.
Valdemar cheerfully undertook a new crusade " for the honour
of the Blessed Virgin and the remission of my own sins." In
X a 18 he set sail for Esthonia with one of the largest fleets ever
seen in northern waters, including a Wendish contingent led by
Prince Vitslav. Landiiig at Lyndantse (the modem Reval) in

north Esthonia, Valdemar at once received the submission of

the inhabitants, but three days later was treacherously attacked
in his camp and only saved from utter destruction by his own
personal valour and the descent from heaven, at the critical

moment, of a red banner with a white cross on it, the Dannebrog
(Danes' Cloth), of which we now hear for the first time, and
which henceforth was to precede the Danish armies to victory

till its capture by the Ditmarsbers, three hundred years later.

This victory was followed by the foundation of Reval and the

occupation of Harrien and Wirland, the northern districts of

Esthonia, by the Danes.

Valdemar was now, after the king of England, the most
powerfid potentate in the north of Europe. The south-western
Baltic was a Danish Mediterranean, and Danish territoryextended
from the Elbe to lake Peipus. But this scattered and hetero-

geneous empire required a large standing army and a strong

central government to hold it together. It is doubtful whether
even the genius of Valdemar would have proved equal to such
a stupendous task. He never had the opportunity of attempting

it. In May 1223 he was seized at midnight in his tent on the

isle of Lyd, whither he had come to hunt, by his vassal and guest

Count Henry of Schwerin, and conveyed with his son and many
other valuable hostages to the inaccessible castle of Dannenberg-
on-Elbe. In this dungeon he languished for two and a half years,

and, despite all the efforts of Pope Honorius III. on his behalf,

was ultimately forced to pay a heavy ransom, and surrender

Northalbingia and all his Wendish conquests except ROgen.
On his release Valdemar attempted to retrieve his position by
force of arms, but was utterly defeated at the t>attle of Bomhfived
(22nd of July X227), which deserves a place among the decisive

battles of history, for it destroyed at once and for ever the

Danish dominion of the Baltic and established the independence

of Lttbeck, to the immense detriment in the future of all the

Scandinavian states. On the other hand Valdemar, by prudent

diplomacy, contrived to retain the greater portion of| Danish

Esthonia (compact of Stensby, X238). With rare resignation

Valdemar devoted the remainder of his life to the great work
of domestic reform. His noblest achievement in this respec'

is the codification of the Danish laws known as thtJydske Lc

(Jutland Code), which he lived to see completed a few days befo

bis death at Vordingborg on the 38tb of March Z24X. Valdem
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was twice married, his first consort being Dragomir (Dagmar) of

Bohemia, his second Berengaria of Portugal. All his four sons,

Valdemar, Eric, Abel and Christopher became kings of Denmark.
See Danmarks Rites Historie, voL L pp. 736-^849 (Copenhagen,

1897-1905). (R. N. B.)

VALDEMAR IV., king of Denmark (c. 132^1375), was the

youngest son of Christopher II. of Denmark. Valdemar was
brought up at the court of the German emperor, Louis of

Bavaria, during those miserable years when the realm of

Denmark was partitioned anoong Holstein counts and German
RiUer, while Scania, " the bread-basket " of the monarchy,

sought deliverance from anarchy under the protection of

Magnus of Sweden. Even the Hanse Towns, the hereditary

enemies of Denmark, "regarded the situation with disquietude.
" One would gladly have seen a single king in Denmark if only

for peace sake," says the contemporary Lttbeck chronicle, " for

peace was not to be had either at sea or on land.*' The
assassination at Randers of the detested Holstein tyrant Count
Gerhard III. (1340), who for nine years had held Jutland and
Funen and dominated the rest of Denmark, first opened Valde-

mar's way to the throne, and on midsummer day 1340 he was
elected king at a Lanisiing held at Viborg, after consenting to

espouse Hdveg, the sister of his most important confederate,

Valdemar, duke of Schleswig.

Neither the time nor the pUuse of Valdemar's birth is known,
but he could not have been more than twenty when he became
the nominal king of Denmark, though, as a matter of fact,

his territory was limited to the northernmost county of Jutland.

His precocious maturity is strikingly evident from the first.

An energy which never slackened, a doggedncss which no
adversity could crush, a fiery ambition coupled with the coolest

calculation, and a diplomatic unscrupulousness which kwked
always to the end and never to the means, these were the

salient qualities of the reconstructor of the dismembered
Danish state. First Valdemar aimed at the recovery of Zealand,

which was actually partitioned among a score of Holstein

mortgagees who ruled their portions despotically from their

strong castles, and sucked the people dry. The oppressed

clergy and peasantry regarded Valdemar as their natural

deliverer; but so poor and friendless was he that the work
of redemption proved painfully slow. In November 1343 he

obtained the town and castle of Copenhagen from King Magnus
Smek of Sweden, by reconfirming in still more stringent terms

the previous surrender of the rich Scanian provinces, and by
the end of the following year he had recovered the whole of

North Zealand. In 1347 the remainder of Zealand was redeemed,

and the southern isles, Laaland, Falster and Mdn, also fell into

the king's strenuous hands. By this time, too, the whole of

Jutland (except the province of Ribe) had fallen to him, county
by county, as their respective holders were paid off. In 1349,

at the Landsting of Ringsted, Valdemar proudly rendered an
account of his stewardship to the Estates of Zealand, and the

bishop of Roskilde congratulated him on having so miraculously

delivered his people from foreign thraldom. In August 1346,

he prudently rid himself of the distant and useless province of

Esthonia by selling it very advantageoudy to the Livonian Order.

Valdemar now gave full play to bis endless energy. In north

German politics he interfered vigorously to protect his brother-

in-law the Margrave Louis of Brandenburg against the lords of

Mecklenburg and the dukes of Pbmerania, with such success

that the emperor, Charles IV., at the conference of Bautzen,

was reconciled to the Brandenburger and allowed Valdemar
an annual charge of 16,000 silver marks on the city of Lttbeck

(1349)* Some years later Valdemar seriously thought of re-

viving the ancient claims of Denmark upon England, and
entered into negotiations with the French king, John, who in

his distress looked to this descendant of the anqient Vikings for

help. A matrimonial alliance between the two crowns was even
discussed, and Valdemar offered, for the huge sum of 600,000
gulden, to transport 12,000 men to England. But the chronic
state of rebellion in western Denmark, which, fomented by the

dis<;ont^ntcd Jutish ma^atcs, lasl^ with §bQ;t taterval? from

X350 to 1360, compelled Valdemar to renounce these far-

reaching and fantastic designs. On the other hand, be proved
more than a match for his domestic rebels, e^tedally after fats

great victory at Brobjaerg in Funen (1357). Finally, tlie com-
pact of Kalundborg restored peace to the kingdom.

Valdemar now turned his eyes from the west to the east.

where lay the ''kingdom of Scania." Valdemar had indeed
pledged it solenuUy and irrevocably to King Magnus of Swedes,
who had held it for twenty years; but profiting by the di&
culties of Magnus with his Norwegian subjecu, after akilf«iDy

securing his own position by negotiations with Albert of Meck-
lenburg and the Hanaeatic League, Valdemar suddenly acd
irresistibly invaded Scania, and by the end of 1361 all the oM
Danish lands, except North Holland, were recovered.

By the recovery of Scania Valdemar had become the lord of

the great herring-fishery market held every autumn from St

Bartholomew's day (24th of August) to St Denis's day (9th of

October) on the hammer-shaped peninsula projecting from the

S.W. comer of Scania containing the towns of Skan^ aad
Falsterbo. This flourishing industry, which fully occupied

40,000 boats and 300,000 fishers assembled from all paru (^

Europe to catch and salt the favourite Lenten fare of the wbok
continent, was the property of the Danish crown, and the in-

numerable tolls and taxes imposed by the king on the freqoenteis

of the market was one of his most certain and lucrative souroes

of revenue. Foreign chapmen eagerly competed for special

privileges of SkanSr and Falsterbo, and the Hanseatic merchants

in particular aimed at obtaining a monopoly there. Bia

Valdemar was by no means disposed to submit 10 their dictaikA,

and political conjunctures now brought about actual hostilUies

between Valdemar and the Hansa, or at least that portion of it

known as the Wendish Towns,* whose commercial interests

lay principally in the Baltic.

From timei immemorial the isle of Gotland had been the

staple of the Baltic trade, and its capital, Visby, whose burgesses

were more than half German, the commercial intenneduiy

between east and west, was the wealthiest city in northesa

Europe. In July 1361 Valdemar set sail from Denmark ai ibe

head of a great fleet, defeated a peasant army before Visby, and

a few days later the burgesses of Visby made a breach in tl^
walls through which the Danish monarch passed in triumpk

The conquest of Gotland at once led to a war between Valda&tf

and Sweden allied with the Hanseatic towns; but in the spni;g

of 1362 Valdemar repulsed from the fortress of Helsingborg a

large Hanseatic fleet provided with " shooting engines " (camtGo)

and commanded by Johan Wittenburg, the burgomaster of

Lttbeck. In Sweden proper he was equally successful, and iht

general pacification which ensued in April 1365, very greatly ia

his favour, was cemented by the marriage of hb daughter

Margaret with Hakon VI. of Norway, the son of King Magcis.
Valdemar was now at the height of bis power. Eve^r

political rival bad been quelled. With the papal see, since his

visit to Avignon in 1J64, he had been on the best of terms. His

ecclesiastic patronage was immense, and throughout the Uad

he had planted strong castles surely held by the royal ba3i{f$^

But in the winter of 1367-68 a hostile league against bin of

all his neighbours threatened to destroy the fruits of a long^
strenuous lifetime. The impulse came from the Hansa. At a

Hansetag held at Cologne on the xxth of November 1367. ibne

groups of the towns, seventy in number, concerted to attack

Denmark, and in January 136S Valdemar's numerous domestic

enemies, especially the Jutlanders and the Holstein coasts^

acceded to the league, with the object of partitioning the reiia

among them. And now an astounding and still inezptkabk

thing happened. At Easter-tide X36S, on the very eve of tkis

general attack, Valdemar departed for three years to Gersaay.

leaving his realm in the capable hands of the cari-marsbal

Henning Podbusk. Valdemar's skilful diplomacy, reinforced

by golden arguments, did indeed induce the dukes of Brunswick.

Brandenburg and Pomerania to attack the confederates in tl^

rear; but fortune was persistently unfriendly to the Danish kiag,

* Hostock, Creifswald, Wisnuar and SiTals«Q4
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tnd peace wis finafly concluded with the towns by Podbiuk
and the Danish Council of State at the congress of Stralsund,

1370. The conditions of peace were naturally humiliating for

VaJdemar/ though, ultimately, he contrived to render illusory

many of the inordinate privileges he was obliged to concede.

He was also able, shortly before his death on the 24th of October

137 Si to recover the greater part of Holstein from the rebels.

We know astonishingly little of him personally. A few

caustically witty sayings of his, and St Bridget's famous com-
parison of him to a fowler who could entice the ahyttt birds

with his fluting, are almost all his personalia. It would be a
mistake to regard him as a patriot. He was too unscrupulous

and self-centred to play for anything but his own hand. Yet

no other Danish king did so much for his country. His states-

manship, as judged from his acts, was all but flawless, and he was
certainly one of the greatest of the medieval diplomatbts. His

character peeps forth most clearly perhaps in the saying which

has become his epithet, AUerdag (" There will be a to-morrow *'),

which is an indication of that invincible doggedncas to which

he owed most of his successes.

See Danmarhs Riga Historie, vol. ii. pp. 275-356 (Copenhagen,
1897-1905). (R. N. B.)

VALDBPEftAS, a town of Spain, in the province of Ciudad

Real; near the right bank of the liver Jabalon, a tributary of

the Guadiana, and on the Madrid-Cordova and Valdepeftas-La

Calzada railways. Pop. (1900) 21,015. ValdepeAas is the

largest town in the Campo de Calatrava, an extensive plain

north of the Sierra Morena. Its commerce developed rapidly

in the last quarter of the 19th century, largely as a result of

improvements in its communications by road and rail; the

population in the same period increased by more than one-third.

VaJdepeftas contains large distilleries, tanneries, flour mills,

cooperages, and other factories; but its trade is chiefly in the

red wines for which the district is famous throughout Spain.

There are hot mineral springs near the town.

VALDES, JUAN DB (c. 1500-1541), Spanish religious writer,

younger of twin sons of Fernando de Valdes, hereditary regidor

of Cucnca in Castile, was bom about 1500 at Cuenca. He has

been confused with his twin-brother Alphonso (in the suite of

Charles V. at his coronation in Aix-la-Chapelle. 1520; Latin secre-

tary of state from 1 524, died in 1532 at Vienna). Juan, who prol)-

ably studied at the university of Alcala, first appears as the

anonymous author of a politico-religious Didlogo de Mercuno y
Caron, written and published about 1528. A passage in this

work may have suggested Don (^ixote's advice to Sancho

Panaa on appointment to his governorship. The Didhgo

attacked the corruptions of the Roman Church; hence Valdes,

in fear of the Spanish Inquisition, left Spain for Naples in 1530.

In 1531 he removed to Rome, where his criticisms of papal

policy were condoned, since in his Didlogo he had upheld the

validity of Henry VIII.*s marriage with Catherine of Aragon.

On the 1 2th of January 1533 he writes from Bologna, in attend-

ance upon Pope Clement VII. From the autumn of 1533 he

made Naples his permanent residence, his name being Italian-

ized as Valdesso and Val d'Esso. Confusion with his brother

may account for the statement (without evidence) of his appoint-

ment by Charies V. as secretary to the viceroy at Naples, Don
Pedro de Toledo; there is no proof of his holding any official

position, though Curione (in 1544) writes of him as " cavallicre

di Cesare." His house on the Chiaja was the centre of a literary

and religious circle; his conversations and writings (circulated

in manuscript) stimulated the desire for a spiritual reformation

of the church. His first production at Naples was a philological

treatise, Didlogo de la Lengm ( 1 533). His works entitle him to a

foremost place among Spanish prose writers. His friends urged

him to seek distinction as a humanist, but his bent was towards

problems of Biblical interpretation in their bearing on the

devout life. Vcrmigli (Peter Martyr) and Marcantonio Flaminio

were leading spirits in his coterie, which included Vittoria

Colonna and her sister-in-law, Giulia Gonxaga. On Ochino, for

* Thev even gave the Hansa a vote in the future electbo of the
anish kings.Danish

whose sermons he furnished themes, his influence was great.

Camesecchi, who had known Valdes at Rome as *' a modest
and well-bred courtier," found him at Naples (1540) " wholly
intent upon the study of Holy Scripture," translating portions
into Spanish from Hebrew and Greek, with comments and
introductions. To him Camesecchi ascribes his own adoption
of the Evangelical doctrine of justification by faith, and at the
same time his rejection of the policy of the Lutheran schism.
Valdes died at Naples in May 1541.

His death scattered his band of associates. Abandoning
the hope of a regenerated Catholicism, Ochino and Vermigli
left Italy. Sonjie of Valdes's writings were by degrees pub-
lished, in Italian translations. Showing much originaUty and
penetration, they combine a delicate vein of semi-mystical
spirituality with the personal charm attributed to their author
in all contemporary notices. Llorente traces in Valdes the
influence of Tauler; any 8ucl\ influence must have been at
second hand. The Afiso on the interpretation of Scripture,

based on Tauler, was probably the work of Alphonso. Valdet
was in relations with Fra Benedetto of Mantua, the anonymous
author of Dd Bencfiuo di Cesii Crista Crocefisso, revised by
Flaminio (reprinted by Dr Babington, Cambridge, 1855). The
suggestion that Valdes was unsound on the Trinity was first

made in 1567 by the Transylvanian bishop, Francis D4vid (see

article SoaNUs); it has been adopted by Sand (1684), Wallace
(1850) and other anti-Trinitarian writers, and is countenanced
by Bayle. To this view some colour is given by isolated expres*

sions in his writings, and by the subsequent course of Ochino
(whose heterodox repute rests, however, on the insight with
which he presented objections). Valdes never treats of the

Trinity (even when commenting on Matt, xxviii. 19), reserving

it (in his Latte Spirituale) as a topic for advanced Christians;

yet he explicitly affirms the consubstantiality of the Son, whom
he unites in doxologies with the Father and the Holy Spirit

{Opusc. p. 14 5). Practical theology interested him more than
speculative; his aim being the promotion of a healthy and
personal piety.

The following u a list of his writings>—
(1) Didlogo de Mercurioy Caron (no date or place; 1528?). An

Italian tFsnslaticn by Nicolo Franco, Venice (no date): reprinted,
Venice. IM5> Bound with the original (and with the translation)
will usually oe found a Didlogo by Alphonso de Valdes on the sack
of Rome in 1527; this is also ascribed to Juan in the reprint, Dos
Didlogos (1850).

(3) Didlogo de la Lengua (written, 1533; fint printed, Madrid,
«737; reprinted, i860, 187^).

(3) Qual Maniera si deorewe tenere a informare . . . ^ifitiiitoli de
Ckristiani dMe Cose delta ReiigioHe (no date or place; before 154^,
as it was used by the Italian translator of Calvin's catechism. 1545).
No Spanish onginal is known. Reproduced as Latte SpirituM,
Basel, 15J9; Paris. 15M; in Latin, by Pierpaolo Vergcno. 1554;
1.557: in bpantsh. by bd. Boehmer, 1883 ; in English, by J. T.
Belts, 1883: also in (German (twice) and in Polish.

(4) Trataditos, Bonn, 1881, from a manuscript in the Palatine
Librsry, Vienna: in lulian, / Cinoue Tratatdti Evangelici, Rome,
1545: reprinted. 1869; in English, by J. T. Betts, in XVII
Opusctdes. 1883.

(5) Alfabeto Christiana (written about 1537). in Italian, Venice.

1545: in English, by B. B. Wiflen, 1861: no Spanish original is

known.
(6) Ciento i Diet ConfiderafioneSf' all copies of the original edition

suppressed by the Spanish Inqui^tion; thirty-nine of the Con*
fiderafiones, published with the Trataditos, from a Vienna manu-
script : in Italian, by Celm Secondo Curione, Le Cento et Dieci Dioino
Corsideratione, Basel. 1550: in French, by Claude de Kcrquifinen.

Lyons. 1563: Paris, 1^5: in English, by Nicholas Ferrar (at the
instance of George Herbert). Oxford. 1638; Cambridge. 1646;
another version by J. T. Betts. 1865: in Spanish, by Luis liste i

Rfo. 1855.

(7) Seven Doctrinal Letters (original oublikhcd with the Trataditos

from Vienna manuscript), in Cnglisn, by J. T. Betts, with the
Opuscules.

(8) Comentario Breve . . . sohre la Eptstota de San Pablo a los

Romanos, Venice. 1556 (with text : edited by Juan Perez de Pineda)

;

reprinted. 1856: in English, by J. T. Betts. 1883.

(9) Comentario Breoe . , . sehre la Primera Episteta de son
PaUo a lot Corintios, Venice, 1557 (edited, reprinted and translated

as No. 8).

(10) El Eoangelio de San Mateo (text and commentary), 1881,

from Vienna manuscript; in English, by J. T. Betts, 1883.
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(ii) El SaiUrio (the PMlms from Hebiew into Spuiiah). pab&lwd

frith the Trataditos from Vienna manuscript.
(xa) At Vienna is an unpublished commentary in Spanish on

Ptalms i.-xli.

(13) Sand mentions a commentary on St John's Gospd, not known
to east.

Notices of Valdes in Sand {BiUioth, Antitrinitar, v-^v, tJaylc and
Wallace {AntiiriH. Biog., 1850) are inadequate. Revival ot interest

in him is due to McCrie (Hist. Rtf. in Italy, 1837 ; Hisi. RrJ. in Spain,

1839). FiUler knowledge of his career was opened u[) by Er^niamin

B. WifTen, whose Ltfe of Valdes is prefixed to Betts'i tr^ni-btion of

the Considerationst 1865. Discoveries have since betn cnade in the

AuUc Library, Vienna, by Dr Edward Boehmer; cf. bL& Span.
Reformers of Two Centuries (1874). his Lives of J. and A df Viiiits

ii883),
and his article in ReatencyUopOdie JUr prH. Ih^^yi. und

Ztrche (1885). See also M. Youns;. Aonio Paleario {liiio) : K. Ben-
rath, Bernardino Ocksno (187J:) Menendes Pelayo, La Utirr&dfitos

Espanoles (1880); G. Bonet-Maury, Early Sourus 0/ Enj^. VniL
Chrtsk (trans. E. P. Hall. 1884). i\ i -^ *)

VALDIVIA, a loathem province of Chile, bounded N. by
Cautin, E. by Argentina, S. by Uanquihue and W. by the

Padfic Area, 8649 sq. dl Pop. (1895) 60,687; (1903, esti-

mated) 76,000. The province is roughly mountainous in the

E., is heavily forested and is trav^ned by numerous rivers.

There is a chain of lakes across its eastern side near the Andes,

the largest of which are Villarica, Rinihue and Ranco. The
rivers are the Token on the northern boundary, the Valdivia,

or Calle-Calle, with its large tributaries in the central part of

the province, and the Bueno on the southern frontier. The
Valdivia (about 100 m. long) has its sources in the Andes and
flows W. to the Padfic Its largest tributary on the N. is the

Rio Cruces. The Valdivia is the outlet for Lake Rinihue and
is navigable for a long distance. Valdivia is one of the most
recently settled provinces and has a large immigrant element,

chiefly German. Its most important industry is that of dear-

ing away the heavy foresU and marketing the timber. Stock-

raising is an important industry, and wheat is grown on the

deared lands. Lumber, cattle, leather, flour and beer are ex-

ported. The capital is Valdivia,a flourishing dty on the Valdivia

river, xa m. above its port. Corral, near the mouth of the river.

Pop. (1895) ^2; (1903, estimated) 9704. It is a roughly

built pioneer town, in which wood is the prindpal building

material The mean annual temperature is 59-9^ and its annual

rainfall is 1x5 in. A govenmient railway runs to Osomo on the

S., and in 1909 was bdng connected with the central line ruiming

S. through Bio-Bio and Cautin. The port of Corral, at the

mouth of the Valdivia river, in lat. 39* 49' S., long. 73* X9' W.,

is situated on the S. side of a broad, lagoon-like sheet of water,

forming one of the best natural harbours on the coast. It is a

port of call for several lines of steamers, induding those of the

Padfic Mail running between Liverpool and Valparaiso.

VALDOSTA, a city and the county-seat of Lowndes county,

Georgia, U.S.A., about 155 m. S.W. of Savannah. Pop. (1890)

3845; (1900) 5613 (2958 negroes); (19x0) 7656. Valdosta

is served by the Atlantic Coast Line, the Cveorgia Southern

& Florida, and the Georgia & Florida railways. The dty
has a public library; the prindpal public buildings are the

County Court House and the Federal building. ValdosU is in

a rich fanning and forest country; among its manufactures are

cotton products, lumber, &c The dty owns and operates the

water works. Valdosta was first settled in 1859, was incor-

porated as a town in x86o, and was chartered as a dty in X901.

VALENCE, a town of south-eastern France, capital of the

department of Dr6me, situated on the left bank of the Rhone,

6s m. S. of Lyons on the railway to Marseilles. Pop. (1906),

town, 33,950; commune, 38,113. The river is here crossed by a

fine suspension bridge. The cathedral of St ApoUinaris, which

has an interesting apse, was rebuilt in the xxth century in the

Romanesque style of Auvergne and consecrated in X095 by
Urban II. It was greatly injured in the wars of reh'gion, but
restored in the first decade of the 17th century. The porch

and the stone tower above it were rebuilt in 1861. The church
contains the monument of Pius VI., who died at Valence in 1799.

A curious house (Malson des T^tes) of the i6th century has a
sculptured front with heads of Homer, Hippocrates, Aristotle,

Pythagoras, &c. The Maison Dupr6-Latoiir with a beutflaBy
carved doorway and the sepulchral monument known as the

Pendentif date from the same centufy. The library and the

museum containing Roman antiquities, sculptures aiui a
picture gallery, are housed in the old ecclesiastical seminary.

The most notable of the monuments erected by Valence to iu
natives are those to Emile Augier the dramatist by the duchess

of Us^ (1897) u><l to Oneral Championnet (1762-X800).

Valence is the seat of a bishop, a prefect and a court of assixes,

and has a tribunal of first instance, a board of trade arbttratioii,

a chamber of commerce, a branch of the Bank of France,

training colleges for both sexes, and a communal ooUege.

Among the industries are flour-milling, cooperage and the

manufacture of furniture, liquorice, whitewash, and tapioca and
similar foods. Trade, in which iht port on the Rhone shares,

is in fruit, cattle and live-stock, wine, early vegetabks and
farm produce, &c

Vaienlia was the capital of the Segalauni, and the seat of

a celebrated school prior to the Roman conquest, a odooy
luider Augustus, and an important town of Viertnentis Prima
under ValentiniaiL Its bishopric dates probably from the 4th

century. It was ravaged by the Alani and other barbarians,

and fell successively under the power of the Burgundiass, the

Franks, the soverdgns of Aries, the emperors of Gemuny, the

dukes of Valentinois, the counts of Toulouse, and its ova
bishops. The bishops were often in conflict with the dtizezis

and the dukes of Valentinois, and to strengthen their hands

against the latter the pope in 1275 united thdr bishopcic viih

that of Die. The dtizens put themsdvcs under the protectioa

of the dauphin, and in 1456 had their rights and pnvikges cxs^

firmed by Louis XI. and put on an equal footing with those of

the rest of Dauphin6, the bishops consenting to recognize the

suserainty of the dauphin. In the x6th century Protestantism

spread fredy under Bishop Jean de Montluc, and Vakooe
became the capital of the Protestants of the province in 1563.

The tovm was fortified by Francis I. It had become the seat of

a celebrated university in the middle of the xsth century; be:

the revocation of the edict of Nantes struck a fatal bk>w at ks

industry, commerce and population.

VALENCIA, or Valentia, an island off the aouth-wcslem
coast of Ireland, county Kerry, forming the southern bom cf

Dingle Bay. It is about 7 m. long and 3 broad at its widest port.

The strait between the island and the mainland forms a fine

natural harbour, land-locked with narrow entrances, and a

depth of about 40 ft. at low tide, and thus capable of accommo-
dating large vessels. At its north end is the Valencia Harbour

station on a branch of the Great Southern & Western raQvaj,

with a ferry across the strait to Knightstown, the town oa the

island. The harbour is sometimes visited by warships, asd a
extensively used by fishing vessels, for which it is the bead-

quarters of a district. At Knightstown are the buildings of the

Anglo-American Tdcgraph Company, for it was from Valesm,
after several unsucc^ul attempts from 1857 onward, thai

the steamer " Great Eastern " first succeeded in laying the

cable to Newfoundland in x866. There are four cables across

the Atlantic and one to Emden in Germany. On the isbni

are Protestant and Roman Catholic churches, constabakrr

barracks and a coastguard station. The metccoxilogical leporti

received by the central office in London from Valencia are d
high importance as giving the first indication from any ststiea

in the United Kingdom of weather influences from the Atlanik.

Valencia formerly exported slate of fine quality. Its di£

scenery is magnificent, and its luxuriant semi-tropical vegeutka
remarkable. Its name is of Spanish origin; the Irish odginaSy
called it Dairbhre, or Darrery, the oak forest.

VALENCIA, the name of a maritime province of eastern

Spain, and of the kingdom in which this province was fonaerty

induded. The province is bounded on the N. by Tcrud and

Castellon de U Plana, E. by the Mediterranean, S. by Aficute

and W. by Albacete and Cuenga. Pop. (1900) 806,556; *x^^

4150 sq. m. Along the coast the surface is for the most part

low and level, the fertile vegast or cultivated plains^ of Vakoda^
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Jitiva and Gandia b many places rising very little above
sea-IeveL To the west of thoe is a series of tablelands with a
mean elevation of about xooo ft., which in turn rise into the
mountains that form the eastern boundary of the tableland of

New Castile, and attain within the province a maximum eleva-

tion of neariy 4000 ft. The coast is skirted by considerable

stretches of sand-dune, and by a series of these the lagoon called

the Albufera (q.v.) de Valencia is separated from the Mediter-

ranean. The principal rivers are the Guadalaviar or Turia and
the Jucar {q.v.). The Guadalaviar enters the province in the

extreme north-west, flows south-east, and falls into the sea

below the city of Valencia; it receives numerous tributaries of

little importance, and it dispenses fertility by numerous aque-
ducts, mostly of Moorish origin, throughout the lower part of

its course. Both the Jucar and its right-hand tributary the

Albaida supply water for an extensive system of ini^ition

In the lowlands, especially towards the coast, veiy little rain
falls: but heavy rain and melting snow among the highlands in
which the principal rivers rise occsMonaUy cause sudden and
disastrous floods. The vegas have an exceptionally fine, almost
sub-tropical climate. In their low-lying portions rice is the favourite
crop; elsewhere wheat, maize «nd alt Tcinds of fruit are abundantly
grown; the mulberry is cultivated for silk; and wine and oil are
produced. Esparto grass is grown in the less fertile areas. The
tablelands produce, according to their elevation and exposure, figs,

almonds, olives or vines. The pastures of the higher grounds"^'.
sustain numerous sheep and goats; but cattle and horses are
relatively few. The hillsides are somewhat bare of timber. The
mineral resources of the province are little developed. The fishins
industry on the coast is considerable, and there are manufactures 01
silk, carpets and tapestry, woollen, hemp and linen fabrics, glass,

pottery and leather; there are also iron foundries, distilleries,

cooperages and oil refineries. These industries are important,
although the silk manufactures declined after three decades of
prosperity (from 1850 to 1880). The coast railway from Barcelona
traverses the province, passing through the city of Valencia on the
way south to Alicante and Murcia. From J4tiva another important
line diverges westward to Albacete, and there are branch lines from
Valencia to Liria and to Utiel. from Silla to Cullers, from Carcag6nte
to Gandia. and thence to D6nia and Alc6y in the province of
Alicante. Valencia, the capital and principal seaport, and the
towns of Alcira. Requena, Sueca, J&tiva, Carcag^nte, Cullera. Utiel.
Onteniente and Gandia, are described in separate articles. Other
towns of more than 7000 inhabitants are Algemesf, Catarroja,
Ltria, Sagunto, Tabernas de Valldigna and Torrente.

When the ancient kingdom of Valencia was incorporated

into Aragon in 1238, it included the provinces of Castellon de
la Plana {q.v.) and Alicante {q.v.). It was bounded inland on
the N. by Catalonia, W. by Aragon and New Castile, and S.

by Murcia. This region has an area of 8830 sq. m.; its present

population is'kbout 1,600,000. For its history see Valencia
(city). The inhabitants are of very mixed race, owing to the

successive occupation of the country by Iberians, Greeks,

Carthaginians, Romans, Visigoths and Moors. Their dialect

resembles Catalan but is softer, and contains a larger percentage

of Arabic words. On the physique of the people, as on their

customs and the architecture of their houses, Moorish rule

left a durable imprint. The elaborate irrigation-works and
the system of intensive agriculture which have rendered the

kutrtas or gardens of Valencia celebrated, were initiated by
the Moors; the fame of the Elche date-groves, the Alicante

vineyards and the Valencia orange plantations, was also

originally due to them. With the decline of the caliphate of

Cordova early in the nth century, Valencia became an in-

dependent kingdom, which passed successively into the power
of the Almoravldes and Almohades. When James I. of Aragon
captured the city of Valencia in 1 238, he found so large a number
of Mozarabic Christians who had adopted the Arabic language

and many of the customs of their rulers, that it was found

necessary to translate the Bible into Arabic for their use. In

X609, 200,000 Moriscoes, or Moors who outwardly professed

Christianity, were banished from the country. In 1833
Valencia was divided into the three provinces already named.
VALENCIA, the capital of the Spanish province of Valencia,

on the right bank of the river Guadalaviar or Turia, 3 m. from

the Mediterranean Sea, and 304 m. by rail E.S.E. of Madrid.
XXvn 14*

Pop. (1877) 143,856; (xgoo) 3x3,550. Valencia is connected
by numerous raUways with all parts of Spain, and has one of
the most secure and capacious harbours on the east coast. It
is the seat of an archbishop, a court of appeal, a university,

a captain-general and an army corps. All round it stretches
the beautiful and closely cultivated HuerU de Valencia, an
alluvial plain planted with groves of oranges, lemons and
mulberries. The climate is mild and very dry; rain hardly
ever falls except when the east wind blows from the sea. The
white houses of the city, often Moorish in many detaib of their

architecture, and the multitude of domes and towers overlaid
with blue, white and gold tiles, give to Valencia an oriental

appearance which is remarkable even in south-eastern Spain.
Until 1871 it was enclosed by a wall founded by the Romans
and rebuilt m 1356 by Pedro IV.; two picturesque gateways
with machicolated towers still remain, but few other remnants
are left of the old fprtifications, the site of which is now occupied
by fine boulevards. The river, reduced, except in time of flood,

to a scanty stream by the demands made upon it for irrigation,

is crossed by several bridges, of which the longest has thirteen
arches. The streets are for the most part narrow, crooked
and somewhat gloomy, but in the more modem quarters there
are some broad and handsome thoroughfares. Towards the
dose of the igth century Valencia was lighted by gas and
electricity; electric tramways were laid down and a good
water-supply and drainage system secured.

The cathedral (La Seo), begun in 1262, was m 1459 lengthened
in its original Gothic style, but in such a way as to spoil its

proportions, and in the i8th century it was further injured by
pseudo-Classic additions. It possesses some fine examples
of the sculpture and metal-work of the 15th century, as well

as of the Valencian school of painting. The campanile (el

Miguelete), an isolated octagonal (jothic tower, 152 ft. in height,

commands an extensive view of the town and surrounding
country. Near the cathedral is the episcopal palace; its

large and valuable library, rich in medals and other antiquities,

suffered greatly during the French occupation in 1812. Besides
the cathedral, Valencia has numerous parish diurches and
other ecclesiastical buildings, none of them of great architectural

beauty or interest; the church of St Nicholas (of Moorish
origin) has, however, good spedraens of paintings by Vicente
Juanes as well as frescoes by Dionis Vidal; and Ribalta can be
studied in the chapel of the Colegiode Corpus or del Patriarcha.

Valencia University was formed about X500 by the fusion

of an episcopal school of theology with a municipal schod of

arts, medicine and law, both dating from the middle of the
X4th century. New colleges were soon added, and up to x6oo
the university attained much prosperity and a high repuUtion.
It then began to decline, but was reorganized after 1848, and
resumed its place as one of the leading universities. The
average number of students is 1750; law, philosophy, natural

science and medicine are the subjects taught. The large but
uninteresting university buildings date from the x6th century.

The library, containing about 60,000 volumes, was robbed of

iU chief treasures by the French in x8i2. There is a rich

provincial museum, with paintings by Velazquez, Ribera,
Darer, Juanes, Bosco, Goya and many modem artists. Among
other public buildings may be mentioned the court-house, a
Doric edifice, dating from the time of Ferdinand the Catholic,

and having curibus frescoes (1592) in its main hall; the custom-
house (1758), now a cigar manufactory, employing some 3500
women; and the silk exchange, a large and elegant Gothic
hall (1482). The dudel, on the north-east of the town, was
built by Charles V. as a protection against Khair-ed-Din
Barbarossa, the sea-rover; in the south-west of the town is

the former College of Saint Augustine, now used as a model
prison, adjoining which is a large hospital. Beyond the old

line of the walls there are a botanic garden, a large bull-ring,

and various shady promenades, biduding the beautiful
" Glorieta," and, on the north side of the river, the alameda,
leading to the port (El Grao). The principal manufacture
is silk, and the town is also celebrated for its coloured tiles
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or " azulejos," and its oranges. Linen, woollen and esparto
fabrka, lists, fans, leather, paper, cigan, g|a» and pottery
are also manufactured, and there are foundries and printing-

works. Com, rice, silk, saffron, oranges, raisins, almonds, figs

and other fruits are extensively exported, and iron, hardware,
timber, manure, grain and cobnial produce an imported.

The port and the village of VUlanueva dd Grao are 3 m. E< by N.
of Valencia, and are connected with it by two railways and two tram-
ways. The harbour works, begun in 179a at local expense, have
been steadily improved, and now provide many facilities for loading
or discharging on the moles and wharves. During the five years,
1901-5, about a6oo ships of 1.500.000 tons entered at the port every
year. About aooo of these were Spanish, including a large number
of small coasters. The majority of the foreign ocean-going ships
were British. The fishing fieet of El Grao comprises about 600
boats with ateo hands. About i m. N. is the town of Puebk> Nuevo
del Mar or El Cabaflal, to which large numbers of the Valencians
migrate in summer for sea-bathing.

The earliest historical mention of Valencia {VakHiia) b by
Uvy (Epit, Iv.), according to whom Junius Brutus settled

the soldiers of Viriathus here in 138 B.C., and invested the
town with theiiii Latinum, It sided with Sertorius (c. 77 B.C.),

and was accordingly taken and partially destroyed by Pompey
in 75 B.C.; but it must have recovered speedily, as it is men-
tioned by Pliny (iii. 4) as a colony in the region of the EdetanI,

and by Mela as an important place. It was taken by the
Visigoths in A.o. 413, and by the Moors in 714. After the
downfall of the caliphate of Cordova, an independent Moorish
kingdom of Valencia was established in loai, and extended
along the coast from Almeria to the Ebro estuary. The
Almoravides occupied the city in 1094, but it was retaken
within a few months by the Christians under the Cid (9.V.),

from whom it is sometimes called Valencia del Cid. The
Moors recovered possession ia iioi and the kingdom was
re-established in 1146. After 1172 it became tributary to

Aragon, and in 1238 James I. of Aragon added it to his

dominions. The first Spanish printing-press is said to have been
set up here in 1474. Towards the close of the 15th century
Valencia was annexed to Castile and placed under the rule

of a viceroy. In the i6th and 17th centuries it became the

seat of a considerable school of painting, of which Vicente

Juanes (1533-1579) may be regarded as the founder, and to

which belonged also Francisco de Ribalta (1550-1628), Juan
de RibalU (1597-1628), Jo8£ Ribera (i 588-1656), Pedro
Orrente (1560-16414) and J. G. Espinosa (1600-1680). In the

beginning of the 17th century Valencia and its surrounding

district suffered greatly from the expulsion of the Moriscos,

its most industrious and enterprising cultivators. In the War
of Succession Valencia sided emphatically with the house of

Austria, for which it was punished by being deprived of many
of its ancient privileges. In z8o8 an abortive attempt to

capture it was made by the French; they succeeded, however,

in 18x2, and held it till June 1813. Queen Christina signed

her abdication at Valencia in 1840.

VALBMGIA, a city of Venezuela and capital of the state of

Carabobo, xii m. by rail W.S.W. of Caracas, and 24 m. direct

(33) m. by rail) S. by E. of Puerto Cabello. Pop. (1894) 3S>654'

There-is railway connexion with Caracas by the Great Venezuela

line (German) and with Puerto Cabello by the Puerto Cabello

and Valencia line (English), which crosses the N. range of the

Maritime Andes. There is also a steamboat service on Lake
Valencia. The city b situated on the N.W. border of a lacustrine

plain occupied in great part by Lake Tacarigua, or Valencia,* and
nearly a m. from its western margin. It b beautifully situated

in a large fertile valley between parallel ranges of the Maritime

Andes, about 1625 ft. above sea-level, and in the midst of rich

plantations and luxuriant tropical vegetation. The climate b
mild and pleasant, the temperature ranging from 66* to 87* F.

> Lake Valencia occupies one of the so-called Arsgua valleys,

enclosed between the ^rallel ranges of the Maritime Andes. It b
1348 ft. above the sea. is about 30 m. long, has an area of ai6 sq. m.,
and a catchment basin of 178a sq. m., and lies partly in the state
of Aragua. It includes a number of small islands, some inhabited,
and receives the waters of a score of small streams from the sur-
rounding mountains.

with an annual mean of 76^, and the rainfall bcbg aboat thesant
as that of Caracas, or 23 to 30 in. Near Valencia on the Puerto

Cabello railway are the Las Trincherasthcmal springs. Among
Vslenda's public edifices and institutions aresome goodchurches,
the government palace, a university, a nationalcoU^ for women,
a normal school for men and a public library.

Valencia was founded in 1555 and b older than Caracas It

was occupied (or a time in 1561 by Aguirre and hb band of out-

laws. At the beginning of the War of Independence it was made
the capital of VenesueU, and the patriot congress was in sessioa

there in x8ia when Caracas was destroyed by an earthquake.

It changed masters several times during the war, its most famous
events being two successful defences in X814 sgainsi Spanish

besieging forces. The town suffered much in the war and from

subs^uent revolutions, but the remarkable prodnctivenesa

of the surrounding districu and its advantageous commetdal
position ensured a prompt recovery from all reverses.

VALENCIA DE ALCAMTARA, a town of western Spain, in the

province of Ciceres; on the Madrid-Ciceres-Lisbon lailwsjr,

near the right bank of the Sever, a small stream which here

divides Spain from Portugal. Pop. (1900) 9417. Vakncia de

Alc&ntara b the most important custom-house for direct traSc

between the Peninsular kingdoms except Badajoz, and has a
flourishing trade in farm produce of all kinds, and in phosphates
from the neighbouring mines. The town b occupied by a

garrison, and retains its old-fashioned loOpholed walk asd

dismantled citadel. A Roman aqueduct still brinfp water to

the main street, and there are other Roman remains in the

district; the courtyards and windows of many houses are Moeriih

in style. The Interesting church of Roqueamador dates from the

14th century, the churdh of Encamadon, the town hall and a

fine convent, from the 16th. From the i6th century to the iSth

Valencia was a celebrated border fortress; it was captured by the

Portuguese in X664 and 1698.

VALENCIENNES, a town of northern France in the depart-

ment of Nord on the Scheldt, at iu confluence with the Rh6odie.

30 m. S.E. of Lille by raiL Pop. (1906), town, 25,977 ; oommuae,
3t,759. The Scheldt here divides into two branches, one of

which flows through the town, while the other, canaUzed and

forming a port, skirU it on the west. Of the fortifications, dis-

mantled in 1892, and replaced by boulevards, the Toor de la

Dodenne (13th and t5th centuries) and the citadel (1 7th centunr)

are the chief remains. Valenciennes b the centre of a rich coal-

field, to which Anzin (9.V.), an industrial town a little over a

mile to the north-west, has given iu name. To thb fact b dse

the ttbtence of the important foundries, forges, xolUng-mSs,

wire-works and machine shops which line the bank«f the Schdi^
There b also an extensive beetroot cultivation, with attendiai

sugar-works and dbtiileries, and gbas, starch, chemicals and

ioap are produced. Hosiery, trimmings and handkcrchic£i

are Qianufactured and cotton weaving and printing are caxrid

on, though little of the famous lace b xww made. Other

industries are brewing and malting. There are a sub-prefecture,

courts of first instance and of conimeroe, a chamber of commerce,

a board of trade arbitration, axui a branch of the Bank of France,

a lyc£e, a school of music and a school of fine art (founded b
1 782). The town hall b a fine building of the eariy 1 7th centary,

but its facade was rebuilt in 1867 and 186S. The mcsens
contains i^Ieries of painting and sculpture, with works by

Antoine, Loub and Francois Watteau. Carpeaux, all of vhca
were natives of the town, and by Rubens and other Fkmtbh
artbts. Opposite the museum there b a monument coromemor-

ating the defence of the town in X793. The principal diurdi s
that of Notre-Dame du Cordon, a fine modem building in the

Ciothic style surmounted by a tower 272 ft. in height. Tbe

church of St dry preserves a few pUUrs dating from the 15th

century. Near it stands the sutue of Antoine Watteao, a&d

there b also a statue of Jean Froissart, bom at Valenciennes.

Valencieimes b said to owe its name and foundatioa to one of

the three Roman emperors named Valentiniaiu la the xoid^
ages it was the seat of a countship which in the nth century was

united to that of Hainaut. . In the z6th century ValeacicBaei
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became the stronghold of Protestantism in Hainaut, but was
conquered by the Spaniards, who committed all sorts of excesses.

In 1656 the Spaniards under Condi made a successful defence

against the French under Turenne; but in 1677 Lotiis XIV. took

the town after an eight days* siege, and Vaubancofistructedthe

citadel. Valenciennes, which then became the capital of Hainaut,

has since always belonged to France. In 1793, after forty-three

days* bombardment, the garrison, reduced to 3000 men, sur-

rendered to the allied forces numbering some 140,000 or 150,000

men, with 400 cannon. In 1815 it defended itself successfully.

VALENCY. The doctrine of valency, in chemistry, may
be defined as the doctrine of the combining power of the

atoms or elementary radicles of which compound molecules

consist. The conception that each elementary atom has a de-

finite atom-fixing power, enunciated by Frankland in 185a, is

the foundation of the system of rational or structural formulae

which now plays so great a part in chemical science. Frank-

land dealt more particularly with the valency of the metallic

elements, in which he was specially interested at the time;

but in conjunction with his co-worker Kolbe, he subsequently

applied it to compounds of carbon. At that time (1S52-56),

the application of Avogadro's theorem to the determination

of atomic weights was not yet recognized; it was only when
Cannizzaro* made this clear that it became possible to develop

the doctrine of valency upon a consistent basis. Kekul£,

whose services in this field rank with those of Frankland, was
the first to develop the consequences of the conception that

carbon is a quadrivalent clement and to apply it in a logical

manner to the explanation of the structure of carbon compounds
generally; his paper published in 1858, " On the Constitution

and Metamorphoses of Chemical Compoundsand on the Chemical

Nature of Carbon," is admittedly the foundation of the modern
theory of the structure of these compounds.

An admirable though brief summary of the historical develop-

ment of the doctrine of valency is to be found in the lecture

delivered in z^8 by Professor Japp in memory of Kekuli

{Jown, Ckem. Soc, 73, p. 97). Several discoveries have since

been made which have an important bearing on the doctrine.

Frankland held that each element has a certain maximum
valency but may manifest one or more subordinate valencies,

the affinities in abeyance in cases in which only the lower

valency is manifest satisfying each other mutually. By a logical

extension of this view, elements have been divided into those

of odd and those of even valency; apart from a few excep-

tional compounds, elements are to be reckoned as belonging

either to the one or to the other of these two classes.

Kekuli always maintained that valency could not vary and
in discussing this question Professor Japp goes so far as to

say: " Of all the doctrines which we owe to Kekul6, that of

fixed valency is probably the one that has met with least

acceptance even among chemists of his own school. At the

present day it is, so far as I am aware, without supporters.'*

But he adds. " Vet Kekul£ held it to the last." And such a fact

cannot be overlooked: that Kekul6 went too far in asserting that

valency could not vary is probably true; the essential feature

in his objection—that in many cases valency was overestimated

by the Frankland school—cannot be so easily disposed of.

He saw dcariy that structure is the determining factor to be

Uken into account in all sucb discussions; he also considered

that it was necessary always to make use of univalent or

monad elements in determining valency; moreover, that the

only compounds on which valid arguments could be based were

those which could be voblilised without undergoing decom-

position—a condition that must be fulfilled if the molecular

weight of a compound is to be placed beyond question. He
therefore objected to the use of compounds such as ammonium
chloride and phosphorus pentachloride as criteria of valency,

as they undergo decomposition when volatilized. This objec-

tion has been somewhat robbed of iu force by Brereton Baker's

observation that decomposition can be prevented if the utmost

> Sunislao Cannizzaro, A Course tf Chamieal PkOosophy (1858).
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care be taken to exclude moisture. In objecting to the use of

such compounds, however, Kekul£ took the further important
step of dividing compounds into two classes—that of atomic
compounds, such as ammonia and hydrogen chloride, in which
the components are held together by atomic affinities; and
that of molecular compounds, such as ammonium chloride,

containing atomic compounds held together by molecular
affinities: but Kekul£ never gave any very dear explana-

tion of the difference. Notwithstanding Brereton Baker's
observations, the question remains with us to-day, the only
difference being that we have substituted the more precise

term "residual affinity" for Kekul£'s term "molecular affinity."

Hydrogen is the one element which at present can be affirmed

to be of unvarying valency: as no compound of determinable

molecular weight is known in which a single atom of this element
can be supposed to be present in the molecule in assodation

with more than a single atom of another element, the hydrogen
atom may be regarded as a consistent univalent or monad
radide. As the dement of unit valency, hydrogen is, therefore,

the one fit atomic measure to be used in ascertaining valency;

unfortunately, it cannot always be applied, as so few elements

form volatile hydrides. Hydrocarbon radides such as methyl,

CHs. however, are so entirdy comparable with the hydrogen
radide that they form equally effident standards; as many
elements form volatile methides, some assistance may be
obtained by the use of such radicles. But in all other cases

the difficulty becomes very great; indeed, it is doubtful if a
trustworthy standard can then be found—we are still forced,

in fact, to recognize the wisdom of Kekul^'s contentions. The
greatest difficulty of all that we have to meet is due to the fact

that valency b a dependent variable in the case of many if not

of most elements, the degree in which it is manifest depending
on the redprocal affinities of the associating dements, as well

as on environmental conditions.

Among univalent elements, carbon is the only one that appears

to have a determinate maximum valency; this is manifest in

methane. CU4, the simplest hydride the dement forms, the first

parent of' the mighty host of compounds numbering thousands

upon thousands which are the subject-matter of organic chem-
istry. Carbon, it is well known, is distinguished from all other

dements by forming a great variety of compounds with hydro-

gen—the hydrocarbons; from these, in turn, other series of

compounds are formed by the displacement of hydrogen atoms
in the hydrocarbons by various radicles. The chemistry of the

carbon compounds is, in fact, the chemistry of substitution

compounds; no other element can be said to give rise to sub-

stitution compounds. It is because of this fact—^because of

the simple relationship obtaining between the various series of

hydrocarbons and between these and their substitution com-
poundsr—that we are able to deduce structural formulae for carbon

compounds with a degree of certainty not attainable in the

case of any other dement; and we are consequently able to infer

the valency of carbon with a degree of definiteness that cannot be
approach^l in any other case. Several of the simpler deriva*

tives of carbon exhibit peculiarities which may be referred to as

of particular interest, as showing how difficult it is to arrive at

any understanding of the manner in which valency is exercised.

Apparently the compound represented by the symbol CHa
cannot exist, all attempts to isolate it having failed, the hydro-

carbon ethylene, formnl by the union of two such grou|)s, being

obtained in its place. This would be in no way surprising were

it not that the corresponding oxygenated compound, carbon

monoxide, CO, has no tendency whatever to undergo polymer-

ization under ordinary conditions and is, in fact, speaking

generally,, a remarkably inert substance, although in certain

cases it forms compounds without difficulty-yet always in r

very quiet manner. A single atom of oxygen apparently h?

the power, if not of satisfying, at least of stilling the needs

the carbon atom. One other case which makes the bchavic

of carbon monoxide still more exceptional may be referred

that of the analogous sulphur compound carbon monsulphi

CS, recently discovered by Sir James Dewar and Mr H.
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Jones. This compound is so mutable, so active, that it poly-

merizes witli explosive violence at temperatures slightly

above that at which liquid air boils. Such illustrations afford

dear proof that, as before mentioned, valency is a reciprocal

function—that it is impossible to regard the units of affinity of

the atoms of different elements as of equivalent value and capable

of satisfying each other mutually.

There is no reason to suppose that an uneven number of

affinities can be active in the carbon atom; in devising structural

formulae, it is therefore always considered necessary to account

for the disposition of the four units of affinity, the four valencies,

of the carbon atonu In zqoo some excitement was aroused by
the discovery by Gomberg of a remarkable hydrocarbon formed

by the withdrawal of the chlorine atom from chlorotriphenyl*

methane, C(C»H|)|G: at first it was contended that this was a
compound of triad carbon, triphenylmeikyl] it is now generally

admitted, however, that such caimot well be the case and that

one of the phenyl groups becomes altered in structure and
converted into a dyad radicle (see TRiPHENVUfETHANE).
The homologues of methane—the hydrocarbons of the paraffin

or C«Hta4s series, in which the carbon atoms are associated

by single affinities, their remaim'ng affinities being engaged by
hydrogen atoms—behave chemically as saturated compounds
and are apparently incapable of entering into combination with

other molecules. But it is important to guard against the

assumption that they are actually saturated in any absolute

sense. Even gases such as helium and argon, destitute as they

appear to be of all chemical activity, must be credited with the

possession of some measure of affinity—as they can be liquefied;

moreover, as Sir James Dewar has shown, when helium is lique-

fied in contact with charcoal a not inconsiderable amount of heat'

Is liberated beyond that given out in the mere liquefaction of

the gas. The argument may be extended to hydrogen and
the paraffins and it may even be supposed that the amount of

residual affinity increases gradually as the series is ascended

—

this would account for the fact that their activity, the readiness

with which they are attacked, increases sh'ghtly as the scries is

ascended. In any case, it cannot well be supposed that carbon

and hydrogen mutually satisfy each other even in the paraffins.

The manner in which the valencies of the carbon atom are

disposedof in the case of unsaturated hydrocarbons—that is tosay,

those containing a lower proportion of hydrogen than is indicated

by the formula dHtn^t—has given rise to much discussion,

the subject being one which affords an opportunity for great

difference of opinion. In ethylene, CA, each carbon atom is

attached to only two hydrogen atoms, as two affinities of each

atom are therefore free to enter reciprocally into combination.

These atoms certainly do not combine twice over in the way in

which the two atoms of carbon in ethane, HaC-CHs, enter into

combination—if they did, ethylene should be a saturated com-
pound, whereas actually it behaves as an eminently unsaturated

substance. It was contended by Julius Thomsen, on the basis

of determinations of the heat of combustion of the hydrocarbons,

that the two carbon atoms in ethylene are less firmly united in

ethylene than are those in ethane; moreover, that in acetylene.

CsHs, in which there are three affinities at the disposal of each of

the two carbon atoms, the union is even less firm than in ethy-

lene. The argument on which these conclusions are founded

has been called in question and the data are clearly insuffident

to justify their acceptance; moreover, the stability of acetylene

at high temperatures, also the readiness with which ethylene is

often formed and with which ethenoid compounds revert to the

paraffin type may be cited as arguments ag^nst them.

In deaikig with such a problem, It b necessary to take into

account the evidence we have that valency Is a directed function.

The tetrahedron is now accepted as the most suitable model of

the carbon atom to be visualized whenever carbon is thought

of; moreover, It is held that the directions in which valency
acts are appropriately pictured If they are regarded as proceed-

ing from the centre of mass to the four solid angles of the tetra-

hedron. In such a case, two affinities proceeding from each
of two carbon atoms do not meet and overlap but cross, each

pair at a considerable angle through which they mtst be

deflected to bring them into contact. Von Baeyer has sug-

gested that this angle, 4(109^ ^S'), is the measure of the strain

imposed upon the affinities and that the existence of this strain

affords an explanation of the readiness with which ethylene lapses

into a derivative of ethane when suitable opportunity is given

to combine with some other substance. Another way of looking

at the matter is to suppose that the affinities do not, as it wne,
overlap but merely cross each other and that the angle of

approach referred to is a direct measure of the degree of unsatur-

atedness: such a view is more in accordance with Thomsen's
contention. In any case, the ethenoid condition of unsatur-

atedness at the junction of two carbon atoms is a centre at

which altogether peculiar properties, chemical and physical,

are devdoped—the most noteworthy being the enhiaiiced

refractive power. The ethenoid symbol CaC is therefore ol

peculiar significance. It is a remarkable fact that the pro-

perties of ring systems generally are in accordance with the

above hypothesis—^the degree of unsatUratedness diminishisg

as " the angle of approach " is diminished, the more nearly

the affim'tles can be pictured as overlapping.

The most stable arrangement of the carbon affinities would

appear to be that In benzene and compounds of the benzene

type—whatever that may be. The determination of the

"structure" of this hydrocarbon has given rise to a large

amount of paper warfare. Two tendendes may be said to have

been brought together in the course of this discussion: on the

one hand, the desire to arrive at a determination of the aaual
structure; on the other, the desire to devise formulae whkh
shall be faithful expressions of functional behaviour and
broadly indicative of the structural relationship of the coa-

stituent elements. The latter is perhaps the tendency which

is now in the ascendant: we are beginning to realise, parti-

cularly in the case of carbon compounds, that formulae are

primarily expressive of behaviour—being based on the obscm-
tlon of behaviour. Thus in the case of all paraffinoid ooo-
pounds, the symbol C-C has a distinctive meaning, as in-

dicating saturation; in the case of ethenoid compounds, the

symbol C-C has an equally distinctive meaning, indicating

a particular degree of unsaturatedness.

From this point of view, therefore, the benzene symbol
originally proposed by Kekul6 is misleading, inasmudi as k
indicates that the hydrocarbon contains three ethenoid junctiocs;

it should therefore be an eminently unsaturated compound, whtc^
Is not the case. On this account the centric formula is to be

preferred as an expression of the properties of the compourd
The non-metallic elements other than carbon all form vokiLf

hydrides and methides from which' their fundamental vaknrks
can be deduced without difficulty. Chlorine, oxygen, nitrogea

and silicon may be regarded as typical of the four classes iato

which the non-metals fall. But the number of hydrogen aad

methyl radicles 'which the atom carries cannot be taken as

the measure of absolute valency in the case of elements e
the chlorine, oxygen and nitrogen classes. The fa3rdridcs of tke

elements of these classes must all be regarded as more or less

unsaturated compounds, the fact that gases such as bydrngea
chloride and ammonia are intensely soluble in water beii^

deariy a proof that their molecules are greatly attxacted bj
and have great attraction for water molecules; It is lemaik-
able, however, that although hydrogen chloride and ammo&ia
are easily soluble in water and also combine readily with ooe
another, they are gases which are by no means easily condensed
—in other words, the molecules in each gas have little tenden7
to associate among themsdves. It may also be pointed oat
that, to account for the properties of h'quid water, it » necessary
to suppose that the simple molecules represented by the ^icbd
H3O have a very considerable mutual affinity and that vatef

consists largely of complex molecules.' Taking into aocoaci
* On this account it is desirable to confine the term water to tbe

liquid and to distinguish the simple molecule repreaeatcd by the
symbol HiO by a separate name—4hat propoacd b Byinmt.
Oquid water ta probably a mlxtuxe of aeveral potyhydranea together
with more or leas hydrone.
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the otimtte we are able to form, on the one hand, of the

functions of hydrogen, on the other of those of elements such

as chlorine, oxygen and nitrogen, it seems probable that in the

hydrides of these elements the extra attractive power is exercised

entirely by the element which enters into combination with the

hydrogen—in other words, that chlorine in hydrogen chloride,

oxygen in hydrone and nitrogen in ammonia are each possessed

of considerable residual affinity. The great question at issue has

been and still is—What is the nature of this residual affinity

and how is it exercised? This is the question raised by Rekul^
and left by him as a legacy to be decided upon. When hydrogen
chloride and ammonia enter into combination to form am-
monium chloride, for example, do they a>mbine in some qsecial

manner, molecularly, so that each molecule retains its individ-

uality as a radicle in the new compound; or is a redistribution

effected, so that the several atoms become arranged around
the one which exercises the dominant influence much as they

are in the parent compound ammonia? In the former case,

two orders of affinity would come into operation; in the latter,

only one The general opinion has always been in favour

of the latter view.

The discovery that compounds of sulphur containing four

different monad radicles together with a single sulphur atom,
such as the chloride, S(CH»)(CiH»)(CHrCOiH)Cl, are optic-

ally active may be said to have set the question at rest,

as optical activity is only to be expected in the case of a
compound of asymmetric structure having the four radicles

separately associated with and arranged around the sulphur

atom. If it be granted that sulphur can thus function as a
tetrad, it may equally be admitted that nitrogen can funaion
as a pentad element in the ammonium «>mpounds.
The discussion has entered on another stage, however, now

that Barlow and Pope have been successful in subjecting the

problem to geometric treatment by correlating crystalline form
with chemical constitution. The fundamental conception upon
which the relationship is based is that each atom present in

a compound occupies a distinct portion of space by virtue of

an influence which it exerts uniformly in every direction. A
crystalline structure is regarded as a close-packed, homogeneous
assemblage of the q>heres of influence of the component atoms.
According to this view, valency acquires volume significance.

For example, the hydrogen atom being represented by a sphere

of unit volume, that of the tetrad carbon atom is represented

by one of four times this unit volume; the monad elements

—chlorine, bromine and iodine—are supposed, in like manner,
to occupy approximately unit spheres of influence. Whilst

they are prepared to admit that the spheres of atomic influence

of the univalent elements, for example, are not quite the same—^moreover, that the volume ratios of the spheres of influence of

various elements may alter slightly under changes of condition-
Barlow and Pope contend that the relative magnitudes are only

slightly affected in passing from compound to compound. In

their view, however, the absolute magnitudes of the spheres of

influence often change considerably.

For example, taking the spheres of atomic influence of carbon

as of volume 4 and those of hydrogen, chlorine and bromine

as of volume i, they find that benzene, QH«, hexachloro-

benzene, QCU, and hexabromobenzene, CtBri, present an
almost identical spatial arrangement of the spheres of atomic

influence. This couU not be the case if the atoms of carbon,

hydrogen, chlorine and bromine appropriated respectively the

volumes ii*o, S'S^ 32*8 and 27-8—the so-called atomic volumes
deduced by Kopp. Barlow and Pope therefore consider that,

both in benzene of molecular volume 77*4 and in a derivative

such as tetrabromobenzene of molecular volume 130' 2, the sphere

of influence of the carbon atom is about four times as large as

that of either hydrogen or bromine; on displacing the hydrogen
atoms by bromine atoms, however, the volumes of the carbon
atoms in the benzene molecule and of the remaining hydrogen
atoms expand proportionally in the ratio of 77-4 : 130-2.

This remarkable conclusion is a most helpful addition to the

^trin? of valency. The rela^ve fundafnental valency volume,

according to Bariow and Pope, is a constant—when compounds
of a " higher type '* are produced, greater number of atoms
become arranged about the centralizing atom but the relative

valency volumes do not change. They have shown that if an
atom of valency 1 be inserted into the space already occupied by
an atom of valency m, a gap is produced which must be filled

up by another atom of valency 1 if the dose packing is to be re-

stored without renuirshalling, thus accounting for the progression
of valency by two units. Ammonium chloride, for example,
is to be regarded as formed by the insertion into the ammonia
assemblage of a chlorine atom of volume x and of an atom of

hydrogen of volume 1, the nitrogen atom retaining its funda-
mental valency 3. This geometric conception affords a justifica-

tion of Rekul£'s conception of fixed valency; at the same time
it gives expression to the view he advocated that a distinction

was to be drawn between atomic and molecular compounds;
but it also supports the contention of Kekuli's opponents
that in the two classes of compound the atoms must be regarded
equally as arranged about a centralizing atom. The two points
of view are therefore brought into harmony. But the problem
is by no means solved—other modes of arrangement than
those pictured must also be possible. To take the case of a
solution of ammonia, for example: It is generally admitted
that only a very small proportion is present as the hydroxide
NH4'0H; far the greater part must be held in solution in

some other form, either as HsNeOHi or in the form of more
complex molecules of the polymethylene type. These may be
regarded as Kekuli's molecular compounds and as the fore-

runners of the "more organized" compounds in which the
atoms are centralized in the crystal structure. It has not been
found necessary hitherto to attribute spheres of atomic influence

of different relative volumes to the same element under different

conditions—that is to say, elements such as sulphur and nitrogen

always exhibit the fundamental valencies 2 and 3 respectivdy;

moreover, in the case of per- and proto-metallic salts all known
facts accord with the assumption of one and only one funda-

mental valency of the metal. One other condusion of interest

which Barlow and Pope are inclined to draw may be referred

to, namely, that although silicon apparently functions as a
tetrad element, its relative valency volume is probably only 2;

they even question whether any element other than carbon
has a valency volume four times that of hydrogen. It may
well be that the peculiar stability of carbon compounds is to be
sought in this peculiarity.

Tlie Barlow-Pope hypothesis, however, affords a purdy
static representation of the facts: we are still unable to apply
dynamic considerations to the explanation of valency. From
the time of Faraday onwards, chemists have been willing to

regard chemical affinity as electrical in its origin; on this

account, the atomic-charge hypothesis advocated by Hdmholtz
has been most favourably received: but this hypothesis does
not in any way enable us to understand the many qualitative'

peculiarities which are apparent when the reciprocal affinities

of various elements are taken into account; moreover, it

affords no explanation of the apparent variations in valency

which are so frequently manifest; and it affords no satisfactory

explanation of the fact that many compounds of like radicles,

such as the elementary gases hydrogen, nitrogen and chlorine,

for example, are among the most stable compounds known-
more stable than many compounds consisting of elements of

opposite polarity. Attempts have been made of late to apply

the electronic hypothesis—these attempts, however, have in-

volved little more than a paraphrase of current static views

and they are in no way helpful in the directions in which help

is most needed. It is no way surprising, however, that we
should know so little of the origin of a property that may be
said to be the fundamental property of matter—if we could ex-

plain it, we could explain most things; what we have reason to

be surprised at is that it should have been i>ossible to develop

so consistent a doctrine as that now at oUr disposal.

It is scarcely necessary to point out that the sketch above
p'ven is but » bftr^ puUioe of the subject, one in which attention
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is drawn to certain points of Importance in the hope that it may
be clear that the problems cannot be discussed usefully in the

formal manner which is too frequently adopted. Our knowledge
of valency cannot be expressed in a few symbols or in a few
formal statements. (H. E. A.)

VALENS, East Roman emperor from 364 to 378, owed his

elevation in the thirty-sixth year of his age to his brother

Valentinian, who chose him to be his associate in the empire,

of which a formal division into East and West was now once
for all definitively arranged (see Valentinian I.). Valens had
been attached to Julian's bodyguard, but he did not inherit the

military ability of his father, Gratian of Pannonia, who had
risen from the ranks to a high position. A revolt headed by
Procopius in the second year of his reign, and backed up by
the public opinion of Constantinople and the sympathy of the

Gothic princes and chiefs on the Danube, seemed so alarming

to him that he thought of negotiation; but in the following

year the revolt collapsed before the firmness of his ministers

and generals. In the year 366 Valens at one stroke reduced the

taxes of the empire by one-fourth, a very popular measure,

though one of questionable policy in the face of the threatening

attitude of the Goths on the lower Danube. Before venturing

on a campaign against them, Valens received baptism from
Eudoxus, the bishop of Constantinople and the leader of the

Arian party. After some small successes over the Goths, won
by his generals (367-9), Valens concluded a peace with them,

which lasted six years, on a general understanding that the

Danube was to be the boundary between Goths and Romans.
On his return to Constantinople in 369-70 Valens began to

persecute his orthodox and Catholic subjects, but he lacked

the energy to carry out his edicts rigorously.

In the years 371 to 377 Valens was in Asia Minor, most of

the time at the Syrian Antioch. Though anxious to avoid an
Eastern war, because of danger nearer home from the restless-

ness of the Goths, he was compelled to take the field against

Shapur II. who had invaded and occupied Armenia. It

seems that Valens^ crossed the Euphrates in 373, and In

Mesopotamia his troops drove back the king of Persia to the

farther bank of the Tigris. But the Roman success was by no
means decisive, and no definite understanding as to boundaries

was come to with Persia. Valens returned to Antioch, where in

the winter of 373-4 he instituted a persecution of magicians

and other people whom he foolishly believed to imperil his life.

Between 374 and 377 we read of grievous complaints of injustice

and extortion perpetrated under legal forms, the result probably

of the recent panic, and pointing to an increasing weakness

and timidity at headquarters. Although preparations were

made for following up the war with Persia and securing the

frontier, a truce was patched up, rather to the disadvantage

of the empire, Armenia and the adjacent country being half

conquered and annexed by Shapur. The armies of Rome, in

. fact, were wanted in another quarter. The Huns, of whom
we now hear for the first time, were beginning in 376 to press

the Goths from the north, and the latter asked leave of the

emperor to cross the Danube into Roman territory. This they

were allowed to do, on the condition that they came unarmed,

and their children were transported to Asia as hostages. The
conditions, however, were not observed by the imperial generals,

who for their own profit forced the new settlers to buy food at

famine prices. Accordingly, the enraged Goths, under their

chief Fritigcm, streamed across the Balkans into Tlirace and the

country round Adrianople, plundering, burning and slaughter-

ing as they went. They were driven back for a time, but re-

turned in the spring of 378 in greater force, with a contingent

of Huns and Alans; and again, after some repulses, they

penetrated to the neighbourhood of Adrianople. Valens, who
had now returned to Constantinople, left the capital in May
378 with a strong and well-officered army. Without awaiting

the arrival of his nephew Gratian, emperor of the West, who
had just won a great victory over one of the barbarous tribes

'Amm. Marc, xax, 1: the narrative is brief and not very
clear.

of Germany in Alsace, Valens attacked the enemy at
although his troops had to go into action heated and fatigued

by a long march on a sultry August day. The battle, which

was fought on confined ground in a valley, was decided by
a cavalry charge of the Alans and Sarmatians, which threw

the Roman infantry into confusion and hemmed it in so dosdy
that the men could scarcely draw their swords. The slaughter,

which continued till the complete destruction of the Romaa
army, was one of the greatest recorded in antiquity. Vakss
either peruhed on the field, or, as some said, in a cottage fired

by the enemy. From the battle of Adrianople the Goths per-

manently established themselves south of the Danube.

See Amraianut MarcelKnus. bks. 26-31. E. Gibbon. Tie Dedim
and Fail of the Roman Empire (ed. Bury, L/Midon. 1896). chs. 35-26;
W. Judeich in Deuluke Zeitsckrip fur Gesckuhtsmssensckafl (1891k
pp. i-ai.

VALENTIA, SIR FRANCIS ANIIESLEY, Viscx>umt (1585^

1660), Anglo-Irish sutesman, son of Robert Annesley of Nevpoct
Pagnel in Buckinghamshire, was born in 1585, and settled is

Ireland at an early age, acquiring property in various parts of

the bland. His friendship with the lord deputy. Sir Anbar

Chichester, procured for him government employment and the

favour of King James I., who conferred on him a grant of tbe

land and fort of Mountnorris, county Armagh, in 161 2. He
was returned to the Irish parliament by the county Armagh la

16 14, and four years later was appointed secretary for Irdand,

being created a baronet in 162a In the following year he

received, by an unusual patent, a reversionary grant <rf the

viscountcy of Valencia after the death without male issue of a

kinsman (Sir Henry Power, created viscount of Valentia ia 1621),

the then living viscount. In 1625 Sir Francis Annesley vas

elected member for the county of Carmarthen in tbe Englisli

parliament; and in the same year he was made vice-treasmei

and receiver-general of Ireland. In 1628 he was created Bam
Mountnorris in the peerage of Ireland. He stronf^y oppaaed

the policy of Lord Falkland, who became lord deputy in 16:2,

and procured his recall in 1629. When Sir Thomas Wentwofth,

afterwards the famous earl of Strafford, went to Ireland in 1633,

he took action against Mountnorris, whom he accused of corn4>>

tion and malversation of public money. The two men bccaax

violent opponents, and at a dinner at the lord chancellor's house

in April 1635 Mountnorris used insulting and threatening hs-

guage in reference to the lord deputy. Wentworth broi^
him before a court-martial on a charge of insubocdinatioa as

an officer in the army, and by this tribunal Mountnorris vts

condemned to death. The sentence was not carried out, but be

was imprisoned and deprived of all his offices on the report of

a committee appointed by the privy council to inquire into the

charges of corruption. The vindictiveness of the proceediois

against Mountnorris, which afterwards constituted one of tbe

counts in the impeachment of Strafford, has been sucsi^
condemned by some historians and extenuated by otbecs;

that the trial by court-martial and the sentence were at allevcs:^

not illegal, has been shown by S. R. Gardiner. Mou&taonis
was not long detained in prison, and in 1640 his celatioos vitH

Strafford were examined by a committee of the Long Parfiamett,

which pronounced the sentence passed on him unjust asd

illegal. In 1642 he succeeded, under the above-mcntioeed
reversion, to the title of viscount of Valentia. During ibe

Commonwealth he again held the post of secretary in Irda>i

to the lord deputy, Henry Cromwell, with wbom be was fS

friendly terms. Valentia died in 1660. His wife was Dmodf,
daughter of Sir John Phillipps of Picton, Pembcokcslme, tj

whom he was the father of Arthur Annesley, eart o£ Anglesey

{q.v. for later history).

See S. R. Gardiner, History ef Emtland, vol. vuL (L(»daa,
1883-84) : Strafford's Utters and DupaicHs, edited by W. Katy^kr
(2 vols.. Dublin. 1740): G. E. C. CompleU Peerage, vol. v. (Loodoa.

1893).

VALENTIlfE; or Valemtinus. the name of a coosideaye
number of saints. The most celebrated are the two mortrn
whose festivals fall on the 14th of February—the one, a Roaaa
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pAai, tlie other, bishop of Temi (Interamna). The Passion

of the fonner is part of the legend of SS. Marius and Martha
and their companions; that of the latter has no better historical

foundation: so that no argument can be drawn from either

account to establish the differentiation of the two saints. It

would appear from the two accounts that both belonged to

the same period, i.e. to the reign of the emperor Claudius

(Gothicus); that both died on the same day; and that both

were buried on the Via Flaminia, but at different distances from

Rome. The iiortyrohgium Hieronymianum mentions only one
Valentinus: " Interamnae miliario LXIIII. via Flaminia natale

Valentini." It is probable that the basilica situated at the

second milestone on the Via Flaminia was also dedicated to

liim. It is impossible to fix the date of his death. The St

Valentinus who is spoken of as the apostle of Rhaetia, and
-venerated in Passau as its first bishop, flourished in the 5th

century. Although the name of St Valentine is very popular in

England, apparently no church has been dedicated to him. For

the peculiar observances that used to be commonly connected

with St Valentine's Eve and Day, to which allusion is frequently

made by English writers, such works as John Brand's FopjAar

AniiquUits (edited by W. C. Hazlitt, vol. ii. pp. 606-xi, London,

1905), W. Hone's Evay-Day Book^ and Chambers's Book of

Days may be consulted. Their appropriateness to the spring

season is, in a general way perhaps, obvious enough, but the

association of the lovers' festival with St Valentine seems to be

purely accidental.^

See Ada Sanctonm, February. i{. 753, 756, and Januaiy, I.

1094; G. B. de Rossi, BnUeUino di mtieohgia erisUana (1871),

p. 101 and (1878) p. 59^ (H. Dk.)

VAUNTINB AND ORSON, a romance which has been attached

to the Carolingian cycle. It is the story of twin brothers,

abandoned in the woods in infancy. Valentine is brought up
as a knight at the court of Pippin, while Orson grows up in

a bear's den to be a wild man of the woods, until he is over-

come and tamed by Valentine, whose servant and comrade

he becomes. The two eventually rescue their mother BelUsant,

sister of Pippin and wife of the emperor of Greece, by whom
she had been unjustly repudiated, from the power of a giant.

There are versions of the tale, which appears to rest on a lost

French original, in French, English, German, Icelandic, Dutch
and Italian. In the older versions Orson is described as the
" nameless " one. The kernel of the story lies in Orson's up-

bringing and wildness, and is evidently a folk-tale the connexion

of which with the Carolingian cycle is purely artificial. The
story of the wife unjustly accused with which it is bound up is

sufficiently common, and was told of the wives both of Pippin

and Charlemagne.

The French proie romance was printed at Lyons in 1489 and often

subsequently. The Historye of the two ValyannU Brethren: VaUntyno
and Orson ... by Henry Wataon, printed by William Copland
about isso. is the eariiett known of a long aeries of English vereiona.

A ballad on the subject was printed in Bishop Perc/s Reliqius of
Enfdish Poetry, and the Ule adapted for the nursery was illustrated

by Walter Crane in the Three Bears* Piaure Book (1876). For a
detailed bibliography of the English. French. German. Dutch and
Italian forms 01 the tale, see W. Seelman, " Valentin und Namdos "

(Norden and Leipaig. i88d), in vol. iv. of Niederdeutsche Denkmdler,
edited by the Verdn fOr niederdeutache SprachforKhung.

VALBNTINIAN U Roman emperor of the West from A.D. 364
to 375, was bom at Cibalis, in Fannonia. He had been an

officer of the guard under Julian and Jovian, and had risen

high in the imperial sendee. Of robust frame and dbtinguished

appearance, he possessed great courage and military capacity.

He was chosen emperor in his forty-third year by the officers

of the army at Nicaea in Bithynia in 364, and shortly after-

wards named his brother Valens (g.v.) colleague with him in

the empire. The two brothers, after passing through the

chief dties of the neighbouring district, arranged the partition

> Undl neariy the close of the 19th century the custom of sending
** valentines"—>.«. anonymous love-tokens, written or otherwise

~-on St Valentine's day was fairiy general. They gradually lost

their original ugntficance, and the custom, where it survives, has
taecome completely vulgarized.

of the empire at Nalssus (Nissa) in Upper Moesis. As emperor
of the West, Valentinian took Italy, lUyricum, Spain, the Gauls,

Britain and Africa, leaving to Valens the eastern half of the

Balkan Peninsula, Greece, Egypt, Syria and Asia Minor as far

as Persia. During the short xeign o£- Valentinian there were
wars in Africa, in Germany and in Britain, and Rome came
into collision with barbarian peoples of whom we now bear for

the first time—Burgundians, Saxons, Alanunni. The emperor's

chief work was guarding the frontien and establishing mili-

tary positions. Milan was at first his headquarters for settling

the affairs of northern Ital^; next year (365) he was at Paris,

and then at Reims, to direct the operations of his generab
against the Alamanni. This people, defeated at Scarpona
(Charpeigne) and Catelauni (ChAlons-sur-Mame) byjovinus,
were driven back to the German bank of the Rhine, and checked
for a while by a chain of military posts and fortresses. At the

close of 367, however, they suddenly crossed the Rhine, attacked

Moguntiactun (Mainz) and plundered the dty. Valentinian

attacked them at SoUdnium (Sulz in the Neckar valley or
Schwetdngen) with a large army, and defeated them with

great slaughter, but his own losses were so considerable that he
abandoned the idea of following up his success. Later in 374,
he made peace with their king, Macrianus, who from that time
remained a true friend of the Romans. The next three years

he spent at Trier, which he chiefly made his headquarten,
organizing the defence of the Rhine frontier, and personally

superintending the construction *of numerous forts. During
his rdgn the coasts of Gaul were harassed by the Saxon pirates,

with whom the Picts and Scots of northern Britain joined

hands, and ravaged the island from the wall of Antoninus to the

shores of Kent. In 368 Theodosius was sent to drive back the

invaden; in this he was completely successful, and esublished

a new British province, called Valentia, in honour of the emperor.

In Africa the Moorish prince, Firmus, raised the standard of

revolt, bdng joined by the provincials, who had been rendered

desperate by the crudty and extortions of Count Romanus,
the military governor. The services of Theodosius were again

requisitioned. He landed in Africa with a small band of vet-

erans, and Firmus, to avoid being taken prisoner, committed
suidde. In 374 the Quadi, a German tribe in what is now
Moravia and Hungary, resenting the erection of Roman forts

td'the north of the Danube in what they considered to be thdr

own territory, and further exasperated by the treacherous

murder of thdr king, Gabinius, crossed the river and laid waste

the province of Pannonia. The emperor in April of the following

year entered Illyricum with a powerful army, but during an
audience to an embassy from the Quadi at Brigetio on the

Danube (near Pressburg) died in a fit of apoplexy. His general

administration seems to have been thoroughly honest and able,

in some respects beneficent. If he was hard and exacting in

the matter of taxes, he spent them in the defence and im-

provement of his dominions, not in idle show or luxury. Though
himself a plain and almost illiterate soldier, he was a founder of

schools, and he lilso provided medical attendance for the poor

of Rome, by appointing a physician for each of the fourteen

districu of the dty. He was an orthodox Catholic, but he

permitted absolute religious freedom to all his subjects. Against

all abuses, both dvil and ecdesiastical, he steadily set his face,

even against the increasing wealth and worldliness of the dergy.

The great blot on his memory is his crudty, which at times was
frightful, and showed itsdf in its full fierceness in the punish-

ment of persons accused of witchcraft, soothsaying or magical

practices.

See Ammianus Marcellinus xxv.-xxx.: Gibbon, Dedint and
Fall, chap. 25; T. Hodgkin, Italy and her Invaders, bk. i. chap. 3;
H. Schiller. Ceuhichte der r9miuhen Kaiserteit (Gotha. 188^^7).
bk. iii. chap. iv. 27-30; H. Rkhter, Das westromischa Btich (Berbn,

1865). pp. 240-68.

After his death, his son, VALENTiinAN II., an infant of four

years of age, with his half-brother Gratian {q.v.) a lad of about

seventeen, became the emperors of the West. They made
Milan their home; and the empire was nominally divided
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between then, Gntian taking the trus-Alplne provinces,

whilst Italy, lUyricum in part, and Africa were to be under

the rule of Valentinian, or rather of his mother, Justina.

}ustina was an Arian, and the imperial court at Milan pitted

itself against the Catholics, under the famous Ambrose, bishop

of that city. But so great was his popularity that the court

was decidedly worsted in the contest, and the emperor's authority

materially shaken. In 387 Magnus Maximus {q.v.), who had
commanded a Roman army in Britain, and had in 383 (the

year of Gratian's death) made himself master of the northern

provinces, crossed the Alps into the valley of the Po and threat-

ened Milan. The emperor and his mother fled to Theodosius,

the emperor of the East and husband of Galla, Valentinian*s

sister. VaknUnian was restored in 388 by Theodosius, through

whose faifluence he was converted to Orthodox Catholicism.

Four years later he was murdered at Vienne in Gaul, probably

at the instigation of his Prankish general Arbogast, with whom
he had quarrelled.

See Gibbon, Dedine and FaB, cbalp. 37; SchUlef. CesckkkU ier

f&wtischtn Kaiseruit, bk. iii. vol. iv. pp. u, 33 '. I^* Ranke.WeUfoehickie,
bk.iv. vol.i.chap.6:andetpecially ti. Kiciiter, Daswtstr&mtsckt Rtieh
umter den Kaisem Cratian, VaUnttnian 11. und Maxmut (Beriin,

1865). pp. 577-650, where full references to authorities are given.

VALBNniflAN IIU emperor of the West from 425 to 455f

the son of Constantius and Pladdia, daughter of the great Theo-

dosius. He was only six years of age when he received the

title of Augustus, and during his minority the conduct of affairs

was in the hands of his mother, who purposely neglected his

education. His reign is marked by the dismemberment of the

Western Empire; the conquest of the province of Africa by
the Vandals in 439; the final abandonment of Britain in 446;

the loss of great portions of Spain and Gaul, in which the bar-

t«rians had established themselves; and the ravaging of Sidly

and of the western coasts of the Mediterranean by the fleets

of Genseric. As a set-off against these calamities there was
the great victory of AStius over Attila in 451 near Ch&lons, and
his successful campaigns against the Visigoths in southern

Gaul (426, 439, 436), and against various invaders on the Rhine

and Danube (428-31). The burden of taxation became nsore

and more intolerable as the power of Rome decreased, and

the loyalty of her remaining provinces was seriously impaired

in consequence. Ravenna was Valentinlan's usual residence;

but he fled to Rome on the approach of Attila, who, after ravag-

ing the north of Italy, died in the following year (453)* 1°

454 ACtius, between whose son and a daughter of the emperor a
marriage had been arranged, was treacherously murdered by

Valentinian. Next year, however, the emperor himself was
assassinated by two of the barbarian followers of AStius. He
not merely lacked the ability to govern ^e empire in a time of

crisis, but aggravated its dangers by his self-indulgence and
vindictiveness.
Our chief original touroes for the reign of Valentinian 111. are

Jordanes, Pnwper'i Chronicles, written in the 6th century, and the

poet ApoUinaru Sidoniut. See also Gibbon. Dedine and Fall,

chape._33-35; J. B. Bury, Later Roman Empire, bk. ti. chaps. 6-8;

E. A. Freeman, " TyranU of Britain, Gaul and Spain *' (Ene. Hist.

Reoiewt January 1886), and **Aetius and Boniface" {Oni,, July

1887).

VALBRTIK0I8, the name of a countship in France, the

chief town of which was Valence (Dr6me). From the lath to

the 15th century Valentinois belonged to a family of Poitiers,

which must not be confused with that of the counts of Poitiers.

To the detriment of his kinsmen, the lords of St Vallier,

Count Louis II. (d. 1419) bequeathed his counties of Valentinois

and Diois to the Dauphin Charles, afterwards King Charles VII.;

and in 1498 Louis XII. ereaed the countship of Valentinois

Into a duchy, and gave it to Caesar Borgia, son of Pope Alexander

VI. A few years later Borgia was deprived of the duchy,

which, m 1548, was given by Henry II. to his mistress, Diane
de Poitiers, a descendant of the counts of Valentinois. Having
again reverted to the Crown, the duchy was given by Louis XIII.

to Honors Grimaldi, prince of Monaco, whose descendants

retained it until the French Revolution. The new duchy of

Valentinois, however, did not consist of the lands attached to

the former one, but was made up of several scattered kxdslnps in

Dauphini. The title of duke of Valentinois is still borne by the

prince of Monaco.
See J. Chevalier, Mimoires pour servir d Fkidoin det camUs

de VaUntinns et de Diois (Paris, 1897-1906).

VALENTINUS. pope for thirty or forty dayt in 827^ in suc-

cession to Eugenius II. (824-27). He was a Roman by birth,

and, according to the Liber Ponlificalis, was first made a deaooo
by Paschal I. (8x7-24). Nothing further is known of his

history. His successor was Gregory IV. (827-44).

VALENTINUS and THE VALBNUNIANS. L Valentinus, the

most prominent leader of the Gnostic movenaent, was bora,

according to Epiphanius {Haer, 31, 9), near the coast in Lower
Egypt, and was brought up and educated in Alexandria. He
then went to Rome, as we learn from Ivenaeus, Aie. kaer,

iii. 4, 3; Valentinus came to Rome during the episcopate of

Hyginus, flourished under Pius and sUyed till the time cl

Anicetus. The duratbn of the episcopates of the Roman
bishops at this period is not absolutely established, but we can

hardly go altogether wrong if, with Harnack {Ckromdope da
altckrisUicken LUeratur, 1. 291), we fix the period 135-^ for

Valentinus's residence in Rome. This is confirmed by the fact

that Justm Martyr in his Apdogy, L 26, begun about 150^

mentions that In his earlier work against heresy, the Syntagma,
he attacked, among others, Valentinus; so that his heresy most
have begun to appear at least as early as Z4a According to

Irenaeus iiL 3, 4, Polycarp, during his sojourn In Rome under

the episcopate of Anicetus, converted a few adherents of the

Valentinian sect. Tertulljan {Adt. Valentin, cap. 4) dedans
that Valentinus came to Rome as an adherent of the orthodos

Church, and was a candidate for the bishopric of Rome, but

he abandoned the Church because a confessor waa prefencd to

him for this ofiice. The credibility of this statement may be

questioned. There Is nothing impossible in it, but it has rather

the appearance of a piece of the usual church gossip. Great

imcertainty attaches to the residence of Valentinus in Cypna,
recorded by Epiphanius {loc. cit.), who places it after his suj
In Rome, adding that it was here that he definitely accom-
plished his secession from the Church. Scholars are divided

as to whether this stay in Cyprus was before or after that ia

Rome. But on the whole it seems to be dear from the varioss

notices that Valentinus did not, e.g. like Mardoo, break with

the Church from the very bcginnbg, but endeavoured as b^
as possible to maintain hu standing within it.

II. The authorities which we have to connder deal for tl« iwMt
pan with Valentinianiara in its fuUy developed form, oad ooc
with the original teaching of the master. lusua's Synlt^ma (»x).
which treats of Valentinus. is unfoctunately lost, trenaeus w bs
section i. 11. 1-3, has preserved what is obviously on okkr docu-
ment, posMbiy from Justin, dealing with Valentinus's own teachii^
and that of two of his disciples. The sketch which he «ves is the

best guide for the original form of Valentinianlsro. For Valeaunui
himself we have also to connder the fragments of his wriuaes pre*

served by Clemens Alexandrinus. The best edition of and coo-
mentary on them is Hilgenfeld's Ketaergtsckickte dee Urtkrtstentmiu

(pp. a93-307). Irenaeus in his treatise Ad», haer. sivcs a deuikd
account of tne two chief schools folknring Valentuim, the sdteol

of Ptolemaeus 0> i-io), and Marcus and the Marmsisnt 0- i3-2i>-

For his account of the Ptokroaeans, Irenaeus teeiiM to hxs*
used various writings and expoMtions of the school, ttpecialy
prominent bdng a colkiction of Scripture proofs which may ka«t
once had a separate literary existence (t. i, ;(; 3. 1-5 (6): g. 2-ii
To this work is appended in a somewhat atacontwcted ushaoa a
commentary on the prologue to the fourth Gospel (i. 8. S). Irmaeia
himself twice prefaces his remarics by saying be is indeed to other
authorities for his exposition (i. a, 3-4; 7, 2-^). Sectkm 6. 3-4.

interrupts and disturlM the oondnuity, and section $, 1-3. s a dupa-
cate of 5. 4. We see how the account of Irenaeus is built up fraa
small fragments. In his account ci Marcus and the Maicofiiass
the chapten on the sacraments (L 13 aM ao) seem originaiy cs

have formedpart of the same whole. Very valuable too are the

Exeerpla ex Tneodelo which are to be found in the works of Cleneas
Alexandrinus. and may be looked upon as a coltection Bade br
the author with a view to the eighth book of his STrossallm, vhkh
was never finished. Of these esccrots paragraphs 4. 5, S-is. I7h-
so, 37, should be distinguished as Clemens's own obacrvattoas; the

remaming parts are extracted from Gnostic writings (cf. Zain.

CesckidUe des Kanens, ii. pp. 269 seq.). Yet the Ewutfta, as chdr
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oofitentfl fbow, are not homogeneouf, and cannot have been bor-

rowed from one writing. The question at to whether Cleniens'

method of quotations, which mentions sometimes Tbeodotus, some-
times the Valentinians as his sources (or these excerpts, is of any
use as a auide to an estimate between these sources, must be left

undeddeu. The most important sections are paragraphs 39-68, in

v^ich an attempt is made at a continuous exposition of the system
(though here again from various sources), ana section 69-^ which
deals with the Gnostic doctrine of the sacramenU and that of the
liberatbn of the Htimarment. The lost Syntagma of Hippolvtus,
which, as we Icnow, b preserved in the worln of Philastrius ana the
psetHJo-TcrtuUian, seems to furnish us with valuable information
as to the eariier doctrines of the sect, and in hb second treatise

macus. iiniJuibanK, luu, arc <ii|/|xjiyi.u» ivtviciM.cB «._

and an Anatolian branch of the Vaientinian tect (6, 35). Ter-
tullian gives at the beginning of his treatise aeainst the Valentinians
a few separate notices of the life and disciples of Valentinus. but
his further argument b closely dependent upon Irenaeus' exposition
of the Ptolemaean system, which lie embellishes in his usual fashion

with bitteriy sarcastic comments. Epiphanius deab with Valen-
tinus and his school in sections Ai-36 of his work. In cap. 31,
1-8. he gives an account of the Valentinians, which seems to oe
based on hb own observation. Thus in ^i. 5-6, we find yet another
verbal extract from a Vaientinian doctnnal work. For the rest he
cofMes the text of Irenaeus word for word, which has the advantage
of preserving for us Irenaeus* Greek phraseology, which we other-
wise should only know in a Ladn translation. In hb section on
Ptolemaeus, cap. 33, Epiphanius has preserved for us a valuable
letter of Ptolemaeus to Flora, which is a document of the highest

importance for the understanding of Gnosticbm.

m. Valentinus is the only one of the Gnostics who had a
whole series of disciples who are known by name—indeed, in

the accounts of the Church Fathers bu own system and views

are almost entirely obscured by the accounts of those of hb
disciples. His fundamental ideas can be with difiiculty recon-

structed from Irenaeus i. ti, from the fragments contained in

Clemens, and to a certain extent from the Syntagma of Hippo-
lytus, with the aid of later systems connected with his. Two
early disdples of Valentinus are enumerated in Irenaeus ii.

3-3, one of whom is named Secundus; according to Irenaeus

we have to trace back to him the division of the Vaientinian

Sophia into the double form of an aeon abiding in heaven, and
her daughter, Sophia Achamoth. The second disciple U not

named by Irenaeus; it is conjectured that he may have been
Colorbases, the teacher of Marcus (i. 14, i). The most important

disciples of Valentinus, then, are the two dealt with at length

by Irenaeus, Ptolemaeus and Marcus, who both seem to have
had a numerous following. Besides these we should also

mention Heraklcon, of whose commentary on the gospel of St

John extensive fragments are preserved by Origen. Ptolemaeus

and Herakleon are counted by Hippolytus (6, 35) among the

Italic branch of Valentinianbro. There was also the Anatolian

branch, as representative of which Hippolytus mentions

Axionicus, who b also referred to by TertuUian as having

actually been taught in Antioch. The Excerpta ex Theodoto

in Clemens are also, according to the superscription, fragments

from the Anatolian Gnosticism. It b, however, an error when
Hippolytus speaks of Bardesanes as representative of thb
branch, for he had an entirely distinct position.

IV. In the important section of Irenaeus (i. n) devoted to

Valentinus, his teaching is definitely connected with the so-

called " falsely reputed Gnostics." It will be useful, in trying

to ascertain the teaching and view of life of Valentinus, to

keep closely before us that of the " Gnostics " in the narrower

sense of the word, as preserved in the expositions of Irenaeus

(i. 29, 30) and Epiphanius {passim). The Gnostics were par

txcdlence worshippers of the supreme Mother-goddess, the

Wrrrifi, in whom we have no difficulty In recognizing the

characteristics of the goddess of heaven of anterior Asia. This
** Meter **

is, in the system of these Gnostics, also at one time

the stern, austere goddess, the Mother, who dwells in heaven,

at other times the licentious goddess of love, the great courtesan

iPninikon), who, e.g. In thie Shnontan system, takes the form

of the prostitute Helena, in whose worship all kinds of obscene

rites were celebrated. She dwells in the eighth or highest

heaven, whence her name Ogdoas. Next to her stands the

supreme and shadowy form of the unknown and nameless

Father; below her in the seven lower heavens reign the seven

planetary, world-creating angelic powers, headed by Jaldabaoth,

who was later to be identified with the God of the Old Testament.
The Gnostics are children of the supreme Mother; from her

the heavenly seed, the divine spark, descended in some way
to thb lower world, and thus the children of heaven still exist

in thb gross material world, subject to the Heimaanene and in

the power of hostile spirits and powers; and all their sacraments

and mysteries, their formulae and symbob, must be part of her

worship, in order to find the way upwards, back to the highest

heaven, "where the Mother dwelb." Thb idea that the

Gnostics know themselves to be in a hostile and evil world

reacted in the same direaion upon the conception of the Mother
of heaven. She became likewise a fallen goddess, who has
sunk down into the material world and seeks to free herself

from it, receiving her liberation at the hands of a heavenly

Redeemer, exactly like the Gnostics. Various myths have
contributed towards this; one of these b the widespread naive

pagan myth of a goddess who disappears, carried off by the

powers of evil, to be set free and taken back to her home by a
divine liberator, a brother or betrothed. The moon-goddess
with her disappearance may have been the prototype of this

mythical figure (there are, indeed, certain analo^es to be
remarked between the Simonian Helena and Selene). With
thb myth are connected certain Jewish Theologumena; the

goddess who sinks down into the material may readily be
identified with Ruach (Rucha), the Spirit of God, who broods

over Chaos, or even with the later Sophia (CThokma Achamoth),
who was generally conceived of as a world<reating agent.

Thirdly, the chief influence at work here seems to have been

the oriental myth of the Primal Man sunk in the material world,

which appears in its simple form in individual Gnostic systems,

e.g. in Poimandres (io the Corpus kermeticum) and in Manichaeism.

In the Gnostic systems of Irenaeus i. 39, 30, the Anthropos
(t.e. the Primal Man) no k>nger appears as the world-creative

power sinking down into the material world, but as a celestial

aeon of the upper world (or even as the supreme god), who
stands in a clearly defined rehtionship to the fallen goddess;

it b possible that the r61e of the Anthropos is here transferred

to Sophia Achamoth. The fallen Sophia next becomes, in

like nuinner, a world creative power. And now the highest

of the world-creating angels, Jaldabaoth, appears as her son,

and with this whole conception are then linked up the Ideas

of liberation and redemption. Next to the Sophia stands a
male redeeming divinity. In all the Gnostic systems known
to us Christ already appears as the Saviour, and so in this

respect a Christianizing of Gnosticism has been carried out;

but originally this Saviour-divinity had nothing in common
with the figure of the Christian Redeemer. Thb b clear from

Irenaeus*s account of the Gnostics (i. 30). For here the redemp-

tion is actually and essentially effected through the uniting

in marriage of the fallen goddess with her higher celestial

brother, and they are expressly described as the bride and
bridegroom. That is to say, we have here the purely mythical

idea of the deliverance of a goddess by a god, and of the celestial

marriage of a divine pair. This myth can only with difficulty

be connected with the historic redemption through Jesus of

Nazareth, by further relating that Christ, having been united

to the Sophia, descends into the earthly Jesus.

V. This primitive " Qnosticbm " was very closely followed

by Valentinus, who may have come to know these doctrines

in Egypt. This can be seen from the fact that in Valentinianism

the Mother-goddess always stands' absolutely at the centre of

the system. Irenaeus (i. 6, i) b very instructive on thb point,

characterizing the Gnostics as the pneumatici who have a perfect

knowledge of God, and have been initiated into the mysteries

of Achamoth. A mighty system is certainly erected here out

of the modest elements of Gnosticism.

(1) More especially, the superstructure of the celestial system, the
celestial world of aeons, which exbts above the fallen goddess, b
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here deveIo(>ed in the most complicated way. Valenttnus has a
system of thirty aeons, but we can with but httle trouble recognize
the simple system underlying this great superstructure. The quite
shadowy plurality of ten and twelve aeons (the Dekas and the
Dodekas) of the Valentinian system we may at once set aside as
mere fantastical accretions. We have left only a group of eight

celestial beings, the so<alled Offdoas, and <^ these eight figures

four again are peculiar to the Valentinian system, and are probably
artificial interpolations. For insunce, when for the third pair <m

aeons we find the Lqgos and ZoC. figures which occur only here, and
perceive, moreover, tnat the place of this pair of aeons is not firmly

established, but that in this valentinian tradition they occur some-
times before and sometimes after the fourth pair of aeons, the
Anthropos and the Ekklesia. we cannot be far wrong in suspecting
that here already we find Valentinus to have been influenced by
the prologue of the fourth Gospel (we also find the probably Johan-
nine names Mono^nes and Parakletos in the series of aeons).

(2) The first pair of aeons, Bythosand Sigc.is likewise an original

innovation of the Valentinian school, and clearly betrays a monistic
tendency. According to Ircnaeus'saccount of the " Gnostkrs " (\. 29),
their theory was that Sophia casrs herself into the primal sub-
stratum of matter to be found outside the celestial world of aeons.
In the Valentinian system, primal matter (Bythos), the original

Chaos, is brought into connexion with the celestial worid of aeons.
And thus it is effected that matter is here not found originally and
irretrievably separated from the higher celestial worid, but that the
latter originallyr exists for itself alone; the fall or disturbance is

accomplished within the celestial world, and the material worid first

comes into existence through the fall. When we subtract from the
Ogdr.iaia ihe Lwa pairs of jcons wTios<^ Ijtcr Introduction into the
Valentin [an sys^tcm has been dcmonsL rated, wc ^re left actually with
a double p^roF aeons, the Father and Truth, the Anthropos and the
Ekklesia. These strongly^ rccaJI rhc Gno&Lic sy items set forth in

Irenaeus Ih J^and jo (ciT i. J9. 3K And thus the Anthropos (man), a
leading hgurc of primitive Gncrstki&m, no^ h'i1f-foi]gotten, moves
back ir»io the centre oT the syitem and the diricct vicinity of the fallen

S^dd^H. h is also clear why the Ekklc:s44 a pjie^rs together with the
tnhtopos, Wiih the ceCestial rrimal Nfan—of whom the myth

tinBinally rvUtc^ that he has sunk into nutter and then raised him-
kIT up from it again—is aiSDciated the commumity^of the faithful

and iha n^dc^meor ^ho arc ta aha re the ha-nvL- {ate with him. Simi-

Tarly amang the Gnostics uf Ifenaeus i. jq, j, perfect Gnons (and thus
the whole body of Cnostici) is connected with the Anthropos.

(^> The falkn gioddess, mentioned above, occurs in the Valentinian
system, as in the Gaoftk tvslema described by Irenaeus, and in the
older sy&tcms Lt it a^in tnc cctestial aeon himself who falls, and
whose fate outside the Pleroma is related (cf. the exposition in

ifcnacus t. 1 1, Exarpta fx Tl^od^tiir, S li •h^. and Hippplytus, 5y»-
tacma, in the p«eydo*Tcctul3ian). In the later Valentinian systems,
probably from, Secundtis onwards {see above), the figure appears
in double guise. The higher Sophia still remains within the upper
world alter creating a diaturbanc^e, and after her expiation and
rtrpentana?: but her pretnajure oJTsprinj;, Sophiii Achamoth, is re-

moved from the Pkroma^ and becocne^s the heroine of the rest of
the drama (wc h^vc dt-^lt in the preceding: icction with the othec
conception of the fall of Sophia)^.

{4) In the true Valcnlifiiaiii syitem the so-called Christos is the
son of the fallen Aeon, who h thus conceived as an individual.

Sophia^ who in a frcnJTy of love had sought to draw near to the un-
attainable Uythoa, brincii frtrth, thrvug^h her longing for that higher
beings an aeon who is liiKhcr ^nd purer than herself, and at once
rises into the celestial worlds, Amone the Gnostics of Irenaeus
we find a kindred conception, but wiih a sli$;ht difference. Here
Christos and Sophia appear as brother and siaicr, Christos represent-

inethehJ^herand Soph fa I he lowcf clemc n t . 1 n c he^enigmatic figure

of Christos we iigain find hidden the original conception of the Pnmal
iilan, wha sinks down into matter but rises a^in.^ (In the later

Valentinian systems thij origin of the- Christos i^ entirely obscured,
and Chriist, t.^j^eilu r ^ufli thr KuJy Spirit, becomes a later offspring

of the ce1vi.thfcl wnrlrl oi .icons: tliU iti«iy be looked upon as an ap-
proximation to the Christian dogma).

(5) A figure entirely peculiar to Valentinian Gnosticism is that of

Horos (the Limiter). The name is perhaps an echo of the Egyptian
Horus. The peculiar task of Horos is to separate the fallen aeons
from the upper world of aeons. At the same time he becomes (first,

perhaps, in the later Valentinian systems) a kind of worid-creative

power, who in this capacity helps to construct an ordered worid out
of Sophia and her passions. He is also called, curiously enough,
Stauros (cross), and we frequently meet with references to the figure

of Stauros. But we must not be in too great a hurry to conjecture
that this is a Christian figure. Speculations about the Stauros are
older than Christianity, and a Platonic conception may have been at
work here. Plato had already stated that the worid-soul revealed
itself in the form of the letter Chi (X); by which he meant that
figure described in the heavens by the intersecting orbits of the sun
and the planetary ecliptic. Since through this double orbit all the
movements of the heavenly powers are determined, so all " becom-
ing " and all life depend on it, and thus we can understand the state-
ment that the world-soul appears in the form ofan X.ora cross. The

cross can also stand for the wondrous aeon on whom depends the
ordering and life of the world, and thus Horos-Stauros appean here
as the hrst redeemer of Sophia from her panions. and as the orderer
of the creation of the worfd which now begins. This explanatioa of
Horos, moreover, is not a mere conjecture, but one bcanch of the
Valentinian school, the Marcosians, nave expressly so explained this

figure (Irenaeus L 17. 1). Naturally, then, the figure at Horo»-
Stauros was often in later days assimilated to that oc the Christian
Redeemer.

(6) Peculiarly Valentinian is the above-nlentioned derivation of

the material worid from the passions of Sophia. Whether this

already formed part of the original system of Valentinus is. indeed,
questionable, but at any rate it plays a prominent part in the
Valentinian school, and consequently appears with the roost diverse
variations in the account given by Irenaeus. By it is effected the

comparative monism of the Valentinian system. The dualism of

the conception of two separate worids of light and darkneaa is over-

come by the derivation of the material worid from the pasvons of

Sophia. Older myths may here have served as a model ; for instance,

we may recall the myth of the derivation of the world /rom the

body and limbs of the Primal Man (Boussct, Hauptprobleme da
Gnosis, p. 211}.

(7) Tnis denvation of the material woHd from the passions of tlK

fallen Sophia is next affected by an older theory, which probably
occupied an important place in the true Valenunian sj'stcm. Ac-
cording to this theory the son of Sophia, whom she forms on the

model of the Christos who has disappeared in the ncroma, becomes
the Demiourgos, and this Demioureos with his angels now af^xars
as the real worid<rcative power. These two conceptions had no« to

be combined at all costs. And it is interesting to observe here vhat
efforts were made to give the Demiourgos a better position. Ac-
cording to the older conception, he was an imperfect, ignorant, haH-
evil and malicious offspring of his mother, who has already beea
deprived of any particle of Tight (Irenaeus i. 29. jo). In the Vakn-
tinian systems he appears as the fruit of Sophia's repentance and
conversion. Even his name has been chaneed from thait of the oftder

Gnostkrism. He is no longer called Jaldabaoth, but has beM
assigned the better name, drawn from the philosophy of PUto. of

Dcmioui]go8. We must not forget here that the Demwurgoa of tbe

Gnostk IS known to have corresponded to the God of the Old Tms-
ment, who was the God of the Christian Church, and that we caa
thus lay our finger here on a compromise with the faith of the great

Christian community.
(8) With the doctnne of the creation of the world is conne^ttd the

subject of the creation of man. We fortunately know, from a fr^-
ment preserved by Oemens, that Valentinus here preserved the clid

Gnostic myth practically unaltered in his system. According to it.

the world-creating angels—not one, but many—create man, but tbe

seed of the spirit comes into their creature without their I
'-^"

by the agency of a higher celestial aeon, and they are then terrified b.

the faculty ol speech oy whkrh (heir creature rises above them, and
try to destroy him. In the Valentinian system known to us tlus myth
ha» practically lost its original freshness and colour, and can oiolr

be arrived at from allusions. On the other hand, the spectdatioas df

the Valentinians delight in accounts of the artificial and compficatrd
putting together of the first man out of the various elements. Asd a
specifically Valentinian idea is here added in that of the threcfckl

nature of man, who is represented as at once spiritual, psychical aad
material. In accordance with this there also arise three classes of

men, the pneumatict^ the psychici and the kyiici (CXii. matter). It

is significant that Valentinus himself b credited with haviiw writua
a treatise upon the three natures (Schwartz. A porien, i. 393), Here
we have another instance of the theological compromise of the Vales-
tinians. All the other Gnostic systems recognise only a dual divisios.

the children of light and the children of darkness. That the Va)es»-

tinians should have placed the psychici between the pntumctki ami
hylici signifies a certain recognition of the Christian Cbureh and its

adherentSL They are not numbered simply among the outcasts, but
considered asan intermediate class, to whom is left the choice betweea
the higher celestial nature and the lower and earthly.

(9) Atthecentreof the whole Valentinian system naturally stands
the idea of redemption, and so we find here developed partJcuUdy
cleariy the myth of the heavenly marriage already known irtm
Irenaeus i. 30 to be Gnostic. Redemption is essentially accompiisked
through the union of the heavenly Soter with the faMen goddrss.
There is great uncertainty in the Valentinian s>>stem as to who this

celestial Soter is. In the Gnostic systems of Irenaeus i. 30 he u the

Christos. the celestial brother who turns back to the fallen sister. la

the Valentinian system the redeemer is likewise sometimes brcw^t
into relation with the Christos. sometimes, in a wgnificant way, >nth
the Anthropos. and sometimes again with Horos-Siaimss. In the

fully developed Ptolemaean system he appears as the common off-

spring of the whole Pleroma. upon whom all the aeons ccuifer their

best and most wonderful qualities (we may compare here the Marduk
myth, in whk:h it is related that all the gods transfer their quahrii-s

and powers to the young god Marduk. who is reco^ised as their

leader). And this celestial redeemer-aeon now enters into a marrta^
with the fallen goddess; they are the "bride and bridegroom." It is

boldly suted in the exposition in Flippolytus's PkiUs9pksBmnm that
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they produee between them 70 celestial tons (angels). (In the other
accounts these angels no longer appear as the sons of the celestial

pair, but as the heavenly attendants accompanied by whom the Soter
approaches Sophia.) ft is obvious (rom the number 70 that we
have here a marriage between a celestial and divine pair. This
marriage relation tKtween the Soter and Sophia is expounded
in quite a material way even in Irenaeus iii. 3. 4. where the Old
Testament phrase vfi» 6pp€0 ttttwot-yo* Mr^v is translated, " the Pan
(the all, a name for the Soter), the masculinity which opens the
mother's womb." This myth of the redeemer, as we shall see more
fully below, and as may be mentioned here, is of great significance for

the practical piety of the Vatentinian Gnostics. It is the chief idea

of tneir pious praaices mystically to repeat the experience of this

celestial union of the Soter with Sophia. In this respect, conse-
quently, the myth underwent yet wider development. Just as the
Soter is the bridegroom of Sophia, so the heavenly angels, who some-
times appear as the sons of the Soter and Sophia, sometimes as the
escort of the Soter, are the males betrothed to the souls of the
Gnostics, which are looked upon as feminine. Thus every Gnostic had
his angel standing in the presence of God, and the object of a pious
life was to bring about and experience this inner union with the
celestial abstract personage. This leads us straight to the sacra-

mental ideas of this branch of Gnosticism (sec below). And it also

explains the expression used of the Gnostics in Irenaeus L 6, 4,

that they always meditate upon the secret of the heavenly union
(the Syzygia).

(10) Wtth this celestial Soter of the Valentinians and the redemp-
tion of Sophia through him is connected, in a vray which is now not
quite intelligible to us, the figure of Jesus of Nazareth and the histori-

cal redemption connected with his name. The Soter, the bridegroom
of Sophia, and the earthly Jesus answer to each other as in some way
identical. Here again we recognize the entirely artificial compro-
mise between Gnosticism and Christianity. It is characteristic of
this that in one passage in the account of Irenaeus it is directly

stated that the redeemer came specially on account of the psyckki,
iov the pneumalki (the Gnostics) alrcadyr belong by nature to the
celestial world, and no longer require any historical redemption, while
the kylici have fallen beforehand into damnation, so that with the
psyckici only is there any question as to whether they will turn to re-

demption or damnation, and for them the historical redeemer is of

efficacy (Irenaeus t. 6, i). This assertion is in thorough agreement
with the fundamental tendency of Gnostic piety; for the Gnostics
individual redemption has actually been accomplished in the union
between the Soter and Sophia, and is effeaea for the individual
•Gnostics in repeating the experience of this union. So that in effect

they no longer require the historical redemption through Jesus.

(11) Among the manifold confusion of opinions as to the nature
and cnaractenstics of the Redeemer Jesus of Nazareth, certain ex-
planations stand out as charscteristically Valentinian, especially
those in which It is hid down that even the redeemer has a
threefold nature; from hb mother, Sophia, he derived his
nature as a ptuumatUos^ in the world of the Demiourgos he was
united with the Christos, and finally a wonderful bodily nature
was formed for him from celestial elements, which was yet not of
earthly material. As such he was miraculously bom of the Virgin,

as through a canal (AtA vtaK^vw), The compromises with the
Catholic Church are here Qbvious. According to this theory Jesus,
having an element of the psychical nature, can appear in virtue of
this as the son of the Demiourgos. ijt. pi the Old Testament God,
and as the Redeemer of the psyckici; and when we read of this
miraculous bodily nature, which is not composed of earthly material,
there is an obvious compromise between the fundamental heresy of
Gnosticism, Docetisro and the dogma of the Christian Church as to
the true bodily nature of the Redeemer. Into this already com-
plicated Christology is now introduced by an obscure combination,
in the systems known to us, the idea that upon this Jesus, so con-
stituted, yet another celestial nature, the Christos or the Soter. has
descended at his baptism. This is the older and peculiar Gnostic
conception of Irenaeus i. 30, which appears to have been introduced
into Valentinianism at a late stage of its development. The express
statement in Hippolytus 6, 35. that this doctrine was shared only by
the Italic branch of the Valentinians, but disclaimed by the Anatolian
branch, also bears on the point.

J1 3) The close of the drama and the final accomplishment of the
emotion is also depicted by the Valentinian writings in accordance

with the old Gnosticism. A general ascent takes place, the Soter
returns with the liberated Sophia into the Pleroma. and likewise the
Gnostics with the ansels with whom they are connected. But it is

characteristic of the Valentinian system that the Demiourigos and
the psyckici who are connected with him also ascend to the eighth
or highest heaven of Achamoth, while the remaining material world
sinks into flames.

VI. The first survey of these confused speculations, these
myths gathered together and preserved from the ancient world,

this manballing together of the most varied traditioos, and
above all, these artificial attempts at compromise dictated by
practical prudence, makes us inclined to doubt whether it was
possible for any true piety to coexist with all this. Yet such

piety existed, indeed we have here a set of regular mystics. It

is not, indeed, a purely spiritual and mystical piety, but a mysti-
cism much distorted and over-grown with sacramental additions

and a mysterious cult. But all this is not without an inner

value and an attractive atmosphere. Our information, it is

true« is scant; most of it is to be found in the fragments of the
letters and homilies of the master of the school preserved for us
by Clemens. The central point of the piety of Valentinus seems
to have been the mystical contemplation of God; in a letter

preserved in Clemens u. 20, X14, he sets forth that the soul

of man is like an inn, which is inJiabittd by many evil spirits.

" But when the Father, who alone is good, looks down and
around him, then the soul is hallowed and lies in full light, and
so he who has such a heart as this is to be called happy, for he
shall behold God." But this contemplation of God, as Valcn-

tlnu^ dosely and deliberately following the doctrines of the
Church, and with him the compiler of the Gospel of John de-

clares, is accomplbhed through the revelation of the Son.
This mystic and visionary also discusses the Psalm which is

preserved in the Pkiiosopkumena of Hippolytus (6, 37). With
celestial enthusiasm Valentinus here surveys and depicts the
heavenly world of aeons, and its connexion with the lower
world.* Exalted joy of battle and a valiant courage breathe
forth in the sermon in which Valentinus addresses the faith-

ful (Clemens iv. 13, 91): "Ye are from the beginning im-

mortal and children of eternal life, and desire to divide death
amongst you like a prey, in order to destroy it and utteriy to

annihilate it, that thus death may die in you and through you,

for if ye dissolve the world, and are not yourselves dissolved,

then are ye lords over creation and over all that passes away."
From Tertullian, de carne Ckristi cap. 17, 20, we learn that

Valentinus composed psalms. We may conjecture that these

psalms were similar in their kind to the beautiful odes of Solomon
which have lately been discovered, though without suggesting that

these particular psalms were specifically Gnostic or Valentinian.

VII. But with this mysticism, of which we possess only a
few of the beautiful flowers, is connected the mystery and cult

of the sacrament. The lofty spirituality of the Gnostic de-

generates over and over again into a distinctly material and
sensual attitude, in which all kinds of efforts are made actually to

assimilate to oneself the divine through external means. (Xtr

authorities for the sacramental practices of the Valentinians are

preserved especially in the accounts of the Marcosians given in

Irenaeus i. 13 and 20, and in the last section of the Excerpia

ex Tkeodolo, We must point out once again how the mother
aeon stands absolutely at the centre of this cult. There are

moreover various figures in the fully developed system of the

Valentinians who are in the Gnostic's mind when he calls upon
the Mother goddess; sometimes it is the fallen Achamoth,
sometimes the higher Sophia abiding jn the celestial world,

sometimes Alcthcia, the consort of the supreme heavenly father,

but It is always the same person, the Mother goddess, on whom
the fervent faith of the Gnostics is fixed. Thus a baptismal

confession of faith of the Gnostics (Irenaeus i. 21, 3) runs, "In
the name of the unknown Father of all, by Alethcia, the mother
of all, by the name which descended upon Jesus." And in

almost all the sacramental prayers of the Gnostics handed down
to us by Irenaeus, the mother is the object of the invocation.

If the interpretation generally given of the Aramaean baptismal

formula by Irenaeus in the same passage is correct, it began
with the words: " In the name of Achamoth." Henoe we can

understand how, according to Irenaeus i. 5, 3, Sophia Achamoth
had among the Valentinians the title of kyrios (lord), and. a
question closely connected with this, why they did not call

Jesus kyrios, but Soter, as Irenaeus expressly assures us

(i. I, 3). Kyrios is the title given to the hero who is the

subject of a cult among a given body of people, and the

heroine of the cult of the Valentinians, Sophia Achamoth,
therefore receives this title.

«Cf. Goethe's FflKi/, I.:—
" Wie Himmelskr&fte auf und niederstetgen

Und sich die goldnen Eimer reichcn."
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The chief sacrament of the Valentinians Menu to have been

that of the bridal chamber.

We have stated above the relation of this aacrament with the
Valentinian speculations. Just as the apostle Paul represented his

Christianity as a living, dying and rising again .with Christ, so the
first concern of the pious Valentinian was the experience of the divine
marriage feast of Sophia. As Sophia was united with the Soter, her
bridegroom, so the faithful would experience a union with their angel
in heaven («>. their " dcnible." Doppeljgftnger). The ritual of thissacra*

ment is briefly indicated by Irenaeus i. 3 1 ,
3 : "A few of them prepare

a bridal chamber and in it go through a form of consecration, employ-
ing certain fixed formulae, which are repeated over the person to be
initiated, and stating that a spiritual marriage is to be performed
after the pattern of the hieher Syzygia." Through a fortunate

chance, a liturgical formula which was used at this sacrament appears
to be preserved, though in a garbled form and in an entirely diRerent

connexion, the author seeming to have been uncertain as to its

original meaning. It runs: " 1 will confer my favour upon thee, for

the father of alfsees thine angel ever before his face we must
now become as one; receive now this grace from me and through me

;

deck thyself as a bride who awaits her bridesroom, that thou mayest
become as I am, and I as thou an. Let tne seed of light descend
into thy bridal chamber; receive the bridegroom and give place to

him, and open thine arms to embrace him. Behold, grace has de-

cenided upon thee^'*

Besides this the Gnostics already practised baptism, using the same
form in all essentialsas that of the Christian Church. The name given

to baptism, at least among certain bodies, was apolytrosis (liberation)

;

the baptismal formulae have been mentioned above. Great import-

ance attaches in the Gnostic sacramental speculations to invocation

(of the name). The Gnostics are ba^ized in the mysterious name
which also descended upon Jesus at his baptbm. The angels of the
(Gnostics have also had to be baptized in this name, in order to bring

about redemption 'for themselves and the souls belonging to them
(excerpta tx Tkeodt^o^ 33). In this connexion we also find the
formula yjnptaaat kyytkuili* (for the angelic redemption, Irenaeus i.

31. 3). In the bai^ismal formulae the sacred name of the Re-
deemer is mentioned over and over again. In one of the formulae
occur the words: " I would enjoy thy name. Saviour of Truth."
The concluding formula of the baptismal ceremony is: " Peace over
all upon whom the Name rests " (Irenaeus i. 3i, 3). This name pro-

nounced at baptism over the faithful has above all the significance

that the name will protect the soul in its ascent through the heavens,

conduct it safely tnrough all hostile powers to the lower heavens,

and procure it access to Horos, who frightens back the lower souls by
his magic word {exc. ex Thtodoto^ 22). And for this life also baptism,
in consequence of the pronouncing of the protecting name over the
baptized person, accomplishes his liberation from the lower daemonic

Kwers. Before baptism the Hcirmarmene is supreme, but after

ptism the soul is free from her (exc. ex Theod, 77).
With baptism was also connected the anointing with oil, and hence

we can also understand the death sacrament occurring among the
Valentinians consisting in an anointing with a mixture of oil and
water (Irenaeus i. 3i, 4). This death sacrament has naturally the
express object of assuring the soul the wa^ to the hiehest heaven " so

that the soul may be intangible and invisible to the higher mights
and powers " (Irenaeus. he. cit.). In this connexion we also find a
few formulae which are entrusted to the faithful, so that their souls

may pronounce them on their journey upwards. One of these

formulae runs: " I am a son of the Father, the Father who was before

the whole world—I came to see everything, that which is strange and
that which is my own; and deep down there is nothing strange. but
only that which belongs to Achamoth. For she is the feminine aeon,
ana she has made all things. I draw my sex from that which was
before the world, and take back to it the property frbm which I

came " (Irenaeus i. 31, 5). Another formula is appended, in which
there is a distinction in the invocation between the higher and lower
Sophia. Another prayer of the same style is to be found in Irenaeus
i. 13, and it is expressly stated that after prayer is pronounced the
Mother throws tne Homeric helmet (cf. the Tamkappe) over the
faithful soul, and so makes him invisible to the mights and powers
which surround and attack him.
On the other hand, we see how here and there a reaction took place

against the absurdity of this sacramental superstition. Thus Iren-

aeus (i. 31, 4) tells us of certain Gnostics who would admit no external
holy practices as efficacious: " The completed aPolytrosis is the
actual knowledge of the inexpressible majesty (of God), for throush
ignorance arose all faultiness and suffering, and through knowledge
will be removed all the conditions which arose from ignorance; and
therefore knowledge (gnosis) is the perfecting of the inner man." A
pure piety, rising above mere sacramentalism, breathes in the words
of the Gnostics preserved in excerpta ex Tkeodolo, 78, 2: " But not
baptism alone sets us free, but knowledge (enosis): who we were,
what we have become, where we were, whither we have sunk.
whither we hasten, whence we are redeemed, what is birth and what
rebirth."

VIII. It has already been seen clearly that Valentinian Gnosti-

cism affected the nearest approach of all the Gnostic secu to the

Catholic Church. Valentinus*s own life indicates that he for a
long time sought to remain within the official Church, and had at

first no idea of founding a community of his own. Many com-
promises in his theories point the same way. The Johannine
tendencies of his doctrine of the aeons (Logos, ZoS, Aletheia,

Parakletos); the attempt to modify the sharp dualism of Gnosti-

cism in a monistic direction, the derivation of the world from
the fallen Sophia; the favourable judgment of thfc Demiourgos,
and his origin in the repentance and conversion of Sophia, which
are peculiar to the Valentinian system; the triple division of

mankind into pneumatici, psyckici and kjftki^ which is obviously

contrived for the benefit of the psyckici; the inclusion of an
element of the psyckici In the composition of the Redeemer; the

theory that Jesus possessed a miraculous body formed in the
upper world; the' emphasis on the fact that the redempibn of

Jesus was primarily for the psyckici; the doctrine that by the
final redemption the Demiourgos and the psyckici find a place in

the Ogdoas; the adoption of Christian baptism—all this, and
perhaps more, indicates a definite and deliberate approacfa

towaitis the doctrine of the Church.

These Gnostics, as in the case of most of the other Gnostic

sects, possessed their own peculiar holy writings and books,

but they also made a great use in their own circle of the

canon of the Christian Church, especially the canon of the New
Testament and—though with a few reservations—^f the Qkl
Testament. Irenaeus in his account of the Ptolemaean secu
has used a source which contained a detailed scriptural ex-

positbn of the Valentinian doctrines based on the New Tesu-
ment. We can even—and this is of great interest and sig-

nificance for the history of the canon—estabUsh the contenu of

the Gnostic canon. It included the three first gospels and the

apostle Paul. The proofs are constantly drawn firstly from the

utterances of the Saviour, and then from the Epistla of PauL
The Gospel of John does not seem tahave yet found a place in

this canon, for the very good reason that it was not yet widely

known and circulated. Later Valentinian Gnosticism delighted

in making use of the Johannine (}o^)el as a crowning testimony.

Thus to the older and ancient scriptural evidences which we
mentioned above, Irenaeus (i. 8, 5) directly ai^nds a oom>
mentary on the Gospel of John, which is ascribed to Ptolemaeus
himself. And in the excerpta ex Tkeodolo, 6 seq., we also fiind a
commentary on the prologue to this Gospel. And we know that

the later Valentinian Herakleon wrote a detailed exposition of

the whole Gospel. But the Old Testament too was a sacred

book of these Gnostics, and its statements were used as evidence

and proofs. 7*his was done with some diffidence and caution.

The attitude, at least of the kter Valentinians, is best indicated

by the letter of Ptolemaeus to Flora, which is preserved in

Epiphanius 33, 3-7. Ptolemaeus here openly attacks the

doctrine that the Old Testament is the work of the devfl, or that

it cannot at least be ascribed unconditionally to the Supreme
God. The Old Testament he considers to contain a system ol

laws given by God himself, a system of laws given by Moses
according to his own ideas, and precepts interpolated by the

elders of the people. The laws of God himself fall then into

three classes: the true law, which is not interwoven with evil;

the law permeated with unrighteousness, which the Redeemer
has dissolved; and the typical and symbolical law, whidi the

Redeemer has translated from the material into the spiritual

Thus there is a gradual approach to the Christian Church's con«

ception of the Old Testament. (It should indeed be remaned
that Ptolemaeus in the above-mentioned letter has purposely

expounded the exoteric doctrine in special approximation with

the Catholic Church, while for the actual difficuK questions

as to the nature of the Demiourgos and his relation with the

unity of the Divine nature he consoles Flora with a further

and more intimate instruction.)

And yet this reconciliation of Gnosticism was a fruitless and
henceforward a purposeless undertaking. Oriental duaBsm and
wildly intemperate Oriental mythology had grown into so radical

and essential a part of Gnosticism that they could not be sepa-

rated from it to make way for a purer and more spiritual view oC
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religion. And at a time when the prevailing tendency of Christi-

anity was a struggle out of the darkness of Oriental mythology
and eschatology into clearness, and an effort towards union with
the lucid simplicity of the Hellenic spirit, these Gnostics, for all

their efforts, and even the most noble of them, had come too

late. They are not the men of a forward movement, but they
are, and remain, in spite of all clearer insight, the rear-guard

in the history of piety, who have gone under and disappeared
in a struggle with the impossible. None the less we cannot omit
the observation that the Christian Church in later centuries to a'

certain extent travelled again over Gnostic ground in its ^acra-

mental theories and fully developed Christological speculations.

See Bibliography to article GNOSTtcisu. Also A. Hamacic, Dog-
mengeukickie, vol. i. (4th ed., 1909): W. Bousset, Hauptproideme der
Ckesis (1907). See alao Pauly-Wissowa. RealencyklopOdit des
Uassisekin AlUrtums, a.v. Cnostieismus, Gnostiker, More particu-
larly devoted to Valentinianism are: G. Hetnrici. Die VaUntinian-
iscke Gnosis unddie keiliten Sckriften (1871): E. Schwartx. " Aporien
im 4 Evangelium " in Nackricklen der Cm. Cesdlsck. der Wissensck.
(iqo8). ii. 137-41: A. Harnack. Brief des PtoUmaeus an die Flora,
Sitsungsber, der Beri. Akademie (1909). (W. Bo.)

VALBMZUSLA, FERNANDO DB (1630-1692), Spanish
royal favourite and minister, was bom at Naples on the 19th.

of January 1630. His father, Don Francisco de Valenzuela,

a gentleman of Ronda, had been compelled to flee from Spain in

consequence of a brawl, and had enlisted as a soldier in Naples,
where he married DoAa Leonora de Encisa. Francisco de
Valenzuela having died young, his son was placed by hb mother
as a page in the household of the duke of Infantado. He lost

his phice owing to a reduction of the duke's establishment,

and for several years he lived obscurely; but by good fortune

he succeeded in persuading Maria de Uceda, one of the ladies-

in-waiting of Mariana, second wife of Philip IV., to marry him.

By her help Valenzuela obtained a footing in the palace. He
was appointed introducer of ambassadors on the 12th of October

1671, and it became notorious that whoever had a petition to

present or a pbice to ask for must apply to him. He became
popularly known as the duende^ the fairy or brownie of the

palace, and was believed to be the lover of the queen. In 1675
a court intrigue, conducted by his rivals and supported by the

younger Don John of Austria, was so far successful that he was
driven from court; but the queen gave him the title of mar-
quis of Villa Sierra, and appointed him ambassador to Venice.

Valenzuela succeeded in getting the embassy exchanged for the

governorship of Granada. His stay at this post was short, for

he was able to organize a counter-intrigue which soon brought

him back to court. The queen-regent now openly appointed

bim prime minister, gave him official quarters in the palace, and
conferred a grandeeship on him, to the profound indignation of

the other grandees. In January 1678 a palace revolution broke

out against the queen-regent, who was driven from Madrid, and
Valenzuela fled for refuge to the monastery of the Escorial. He
was, however, taken out by force, and his house was pillaged.

His property was confiscated—his jewels, furniture and ready

money were estimated to amount to £1 20,000—^he was degraded
from the grandeeship and exiled to the Philippines. At a later

period he was released from close confinement and allowed to

settle in Mexico, where a pension was given him. He died in

Mexico, from the kick of a horse he was breaking in, on the 7lh

of February 1692. Part of his property, and the title of Villa

Sierra, but not the grandeeship, were restored to his wife and
children. The career of Valenzuela probably helped to suggest

the subject of Ruy Bias to Victor Hugo.
See Docununtos InUitos para la Historia de Es^Ha, vol. Ixvli.

(Madrid. 18^2, &c.). which contain an artful and well-written defence
of himself addressed to King Charles II. of Spain from Mexico.

VALERA T ALCALU GALIANO. JUAN (1824*1905). Spanish

novelist, son of a retired commodore, Jos6 Valera, who married

DoAa Dolores Alcali Galiano, marquesa de la Paniega, widow of

a Swiss general named Freulfcr, was bom on the i8th of October

1824 at Cabra (Cordova). Valera was educated at Malaga and
at the university of Granada, where he took a degree in law.

Entering diplomacy in i847t he became unpaid attach^ to the

Spanish embassy at Naples under the famous Duke de Rivas,

the leader of the romantic movement in Spain. Valera wit-

nessed the events of the Revolution, was promoted second
secretary to the embassy at Lisbon in 1850, and in 1851 was
transferred as first secreUry to Rio de Janeiro, where he re-

mained for two years. After a short period passed at Dresden,
he was appointed to the permanent staff of the Foreign Office at

Madrid, and in 1857 was attached to the special embassy to
St Petersburg under the Duke de Osuna. In 1858 he resigned

his post, was elected deputy for Archidona, in the province of

Malaga, took his seat with the advanced Liberal Opposition,

and joined with Albareda and Fabii in founding El ConUm-
porineo, a very influential journal. An expert in the art of

covering an opponent with polite ridicule, his writings in the

press attracted general attention. He was elected a member of

the Spanish Academy in 1861, and remained in Opposition till

1865, when O'Donnell appointed him minister at Frankfort;

on the flight of Isabella II. in 1868 he was elected deputy for

Montilla in the province of Cordova, became, under-secretary

of state for foreign affairs, and was one of the depuution who
offered the crown to Amadeus of Savoy in th< Pitti Palace at

Florence. Though he always called himself a Moderate Liberal,

Valera invariably voted for what are considered Radical measures
in Spain, and a speech delivered by him in Febraary 1863 against

the temporal power of the pope created a profound sensation.

However, though a member of the revolutionary party, he
steadily opposed organic constitutional changes, and therefore

he retired from public life during the period of republican

government. After the Bourbon restoration he acted as
minister at Lisbon (1881-1883), At Washington (1885), at Brussels

(1886) and as ambassador at Vienna (1893-1895), retiring from
the diplomatic service on the sth of March 1896. During the

last ten years of his life he took no active part in politics. He
died on the i8th of April 1905.

Valera's first publication, Cafuunus, Romances y Poemas, was
published in 1856. His verses are melodious, finished and
various in subject; but they are rather the imitative exercises

of a scholarly man of the world than the inspirations of an
original poet. That they failed to attract notice is not altogether

to be regretted, for, as Valera himself confessed later in his half-

ironical, half-ingenuous preface to the second edition (1885),
" In spite of my idleness, I should have shown a most deplorable

fecundity had 1 been received with favour and applause."

However, if he published little more in the shape of verse, he

wrote incessantly in prose. More than two-thirds of his work
is still uncollected, buried in reviews and newspapers; but we
may take it that he rescued what he thought most valuable.

His criticism may be read in the Estudios crUicos sobre literatura

(1864), in the IHsertacienes yjuicios lilerarios (1878) and in the

Nuevos estudios crUicos (1888); yet, with all his penetration

and taste, Valera laboured under one disadvantage not frequent

in critics. He suffered from an excessive amiability. He said

a hundred incisive, wise, witty, subtle and suggestive things

concerning the mysticism of St Theresa, the art of novel-

writing, Faustf the Inquisition, Don Quixote, Shakespeare, the

psychology of love in literature; but, to do himself justice, it

was an almost indispensable condition that he should deal with

the past. In the presence of a living author Valera was dis-

armed. Unless the writer were an incurable pessimist, Valera

would find something in his work to praise, exhausting the

vocabulary of compliment and graceful tribute; but, except

in the Cartas americanas (1889), where the laudation was mani-

festly so exaggerated that no harm could come of it, this trick

of eulogy became perplexing and misleading. Valera, in effect,

refused to criticize contemporary literature; as a rival author

it seemed to him an indelicacy to censure his competitors, and

he was either laudatory or silent. It is regrettable, for criticism

was and is greatly needed in Spain.

Valera, then, excelled neither as a poet nor as an impartial

critic; he had the vocation of the novelist, though he was slow

in discovering it. since he was in his fiftieth year before h(

published the novel which was to make him famous. PcpiU
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Jimina (1874) is a recital of the fall of Lub de Vargas, a semin-

arist who conceived himself to be a mystic and a potential

saint, and whose aspirations dissoUe at the first contact with

reality. It is easy to point out blemishes: the story is not well

constructed, and it has pauses during which the writer's fantasy

plays at pleasure over a hundred subjects not very germane
to the matter; but its characters are as real as any in fiction,

the love story b told with the most refined subtlety and malicious

truth, while page upon page b written in such Spanish as would

do credit to the best writers of the i6th and i7ih centuries.

Unquestionably Pepita Jiminn b a very remarkable achieve-

ment—90 remarkable, that contemporaries were reluctant to

admit the superiority of its successors. It b certain that

Valera's second novel. Las Uusiones dd Doctor Fokstino (1875),

was received with marked disfavour, and that it has the faults

of over-iefinement and of cruelty; yet in keen analysb and in

humour it surpasses Pepita Jiminet. The Comendador Mendoxa

(1877) b more pathetic and of a profounder significance; and
if Do^ Lta (1879) repeats the situation and the general ides

already used in Pepita JimSntx^ it strikes a deeper and more
tragic note, which came as a surprise to those familiar only with

the lighter side of Valera's genius. Besides these elaborate

psychological studies, Valera issued a volume of Cuentos (1887),

some of these short tales and dialogues being marvebof art and
cf insight. Thenceforward he was silent for eight years, but

after hb retirement from politics he pubUshed several good

books—£/ heckicero (1895), Juanita la larga (1896), (knio y
figura (1897), De varios colores (1898) and Morsamor (1899).

These are not all of equal excellence, but they ace characteristic

of their author, and abound in understanding, humorous com-

ment and sympathetic creation.

At the close of the 19th century Valera was recognized as

the most eminent man of letters in Spain. He bad not Pereda's

force nor his eneigetic realism; he had not the copious invention

nor the reforming purpose of Pirtz Gald6s; yet he was as

realistic as the former and as innovating as the latter. And,

for all his cosmopolitan spirit, he fortunately remained in-

tensely and incorrigibly Spanish. His arbtocratic scepticism,

his strange elusiveness, hb incomparable charm are hb own: his

humour, his flashing irony, hb urbanity are eminently the gifts

of his land and race. He b by no means an impersonal artbt;

in almost every story there b at least one character vho talks

and thinks and subtilizes and refines as Valera himself wrote

in hb most brilliant essays. Thb may be a fault in art; but,

if so, it is a fault which many great artbts have committed, from

Cervantes to Thackeray. It b dangerous to attempt a forecast

of Valera's final place in literary hbtory, yet it seems safe to say

that, though hb poems and essays will be forgotten, Pepita

Jiminer and DoHa Lm will survive changes of fashion and of

taste, and that their author's name will be inseparably connected

with the renaissance of the modem Spanish novel. (J. F.-K.)

VALERIA, VIA, an ancient highroad of Italy, the continuation

north-eastwards of the Via Tiburtina (q.v.). It probably owed
its origin to M. Valerius Messalla, censor in 154 B.C. It ran first

up the Anio valley past Varia (9.9.), and then, abandoning it at

the 36th mile, where the Via Sublaccnsis diverged, ascended to

Carseoli (q.v.), and then again to the lofty pass of Monte Bove

(4003 ft.), whence it descended again to the valley occupied by

the Lago di Fudno iq.v.). It b doubtful whether it ran farther

than the eastern point of the territory of the Marsi at Cerfennia,

to the N.E. of the Lacus Fudnus, before the time of Gaudius.

Stiabo states that in hb day it went as far as Corfinium, and this

important place must have been in some way accessible from

Rome, but probably, beyond Cerfennia, only by a track. The
difficult route from Cerfennia to the valley of the Aternus—a drop
of nearly 1000 ft., involving too the crossing of the main ridge of

the Apennines(3675 ft.) by the MonsImeus(mod. Forca Caruso)—
was, however, probably not made into a highroad until Claudius's

reign: one of his milestones (Corp. Inscr. Lai. \x. 5973) states

that he in a.d. 48-49 niade the Via Claudia Valeria from Cerfennia

to the mouth of the Aternus (mod. Pescara). He also con-

structed a road, the Via Claudia Nova, connecting the Via

Salaria, which it left at Foruli (mod. Civitatomassa, near Amitep*
num) with the Via Valeria near the modern PopolL Thb road
was continued south (we do not know by whom or when) to

Aesemb. From Popolt the road folk>wed the valley of the

Aternus to its mouth, and there joined the coast-road at Pescara.

The modem railway from Rome to Castellammare Adriatico

follows closely the line of the Vb Valeria.

See E. Albertini in MHanges det'EcoU/raMfaist de Rome (1907).
463 ^qq. (T. As.)

VALERIAN, a genus of herbaceous perennial plants of the

natural order Valerianaceae. Two spedes— Fa^eriaiia o^iualis
and V. dioica—areindigenousin Britain, whileathird, V. pyrenaica,

is naturalized in some parts. The valerians have opposite leaves

and small flowers, usually of a white or reddish tint, aiKi arranged
in terminal cymes. The limb of the calyx b remarkable for being

at first inrolled and afterwards expanding in the form ol a
feathery pappus which aids in the dissemination of the fruit.

The genus comprises about iso species, which are widdy dis-

tributed in the ^i...a.
temperate parts

of the worid. In
medicine the root

of V ojicinalis is

intended when
valerian b men-
tioned. The plant

grows throughout

Europe from Spain

to the Crimea, and
from Iceland
through northern

Europe and Asia

to the coasts
of Manchuria.
Several varieUes

of the plant are

known,thoaegrow-
ing in hilly situa-

tions bdng con-

sidered the most
valuable for medi-

dnal purposes.

Valerian is

cultivated in Eng-

land

vill
Che
Derbyshii

to J

extent in Prussian

'

Saxony (in the

neighbourhood of

COlle<la, north of

Weimar), in Hol-

land and in the

United States (Vermont. New Hampshire and New York).

The dried root or rhizome consists of a short central erect

portion, about the thickness of the little finger, surrounded by

numerous rootlets about i\ of an inch in dUmeter, the whole

bdng of a dull brown colour. When first Uken from the

ground it has no distinctive smdl; but on dr^nng it acquires a
powerful odour of valerianic acid. This odour, now regarded as

intolerable, was in the i6ih century considered to be fragrant, the

root being placed among dothes as a perfume (Turner, Herbal,

IS68, part iii. p. 76), just as V. cdtica and some Himalayan

spedes of the genus are still used in the East. By the poorer

dasses in the north of England it was esteemed of such medi-

cinal value that " no broth, pottage or physical meat " was con-

sidered of any value without it (Gerard, Herball, 1633, p, 1078).

The red valerian of gardens is Centrautkus ruber, also bdonging

to the Valerianaceae; but Creek valerian is Pdemonimm coerw-

leum, belonging to the natural order Polemoniaceae. CaU are

Rabit atur Cona. Ftof« I

Fic. I.—Valerian {Valertatia oJuttuUis), ooe>
third natural size. l. flower; 2. flower after

removal of corolla : 3, fruit crowned by the
feathery pappus. I. a. 3 enlarged.
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Dearly as fond of the smell of this plant as of the true valeriaA,

and will frequently roll on the plant and injure it.

The chief constituent of valerian is a volatile oil. which is present
in the dried root to the extent of i-a%. plants growing on diy or
stony soil being said to yield the largest quantity. The oil is of
complex composition, containing valerianic (valeric), formic and
acetic acids combined with a terpene, CicHi«: the alcohol known
as bomeol; and pinene. The vawrianic acid pveaent in the oil is

not the normal acid, but iaovalerianic acid. It occurs in many
pbnts and In cod-liver oil. It is strongly acid, burning to the palate,
and with the odour of the plant. The oil is soluble in thirty parts
of water and readily in alcohol and ether. The British Pharmacopeia
contains the tinctura Valerianae ammontau. conuining valcnan.
oil of nutmeg, oil of lemon and ammonia. It is an extremely
nauseous and offensive preparation. The valerianate of sine is

also official in Great Britain, but. like valerianic acid itself, it is

pharmacok)gically inert and therapeutically useless.

Valerian acts medkrinally entirely in virtue of Its volatile oil.

which exerts the actions typkal of its cUss. The special use of
this drug, like that of others which contain an offensive volatile
oil—such as asafoetida—is in hysteria or. as it is more properiy
styled, neuromimesis. It is generally believed that the drug acts
in virtue of its unpleasant odour and taste, which cause the patient
to display so much volition as shall enable him or her to control
the symptoms and thereby obtain the discontinuance of the drug.
Good results are sometimes obtained, however, when the drug is

given in capsules or in some other form which puts this mode of
action out of the questbn. Bins of Bonn has shown that the
volatile oils act as sedatives of the motor cells in the anterior horns
of grey matter in the spinal cord, and it is probable that this action
may account for the good results often obtained by the use of
valerian in neuromimesis: though there is Ihtle doubt that the
modus operandi above described may also come into play. The
valerianates of iron, ouinine. guaiacol and sodium share with that of
sine the disability of exerting no aabn attribuuble to their acid
radicle, but have frequently been empk>yed. Valerianicdiethylamide,
or valvl. has also been employed as a substitute for the preparatbns
in ordinary use.

VALBRIANUS. PUBLIOS UCfNIUB, Roman emperor from
A.D. 353 to 260. He was of noble family, and in 238 was princeps

senatus. In 251, when Deciys revived the censorship with legis-

lative and executive powers so extensive that it practically

embraced the civil authority of the emperor, Valerian was chosen

censor by the senate. After the death of Decius Valerian retained

the confidence of his successor, Trebonlanus Gallus, who sent him
to fetch troops to quell the rebellion of Aemilianus, governor of

Moesia and Pannonia. The soldiers in Raetia, however, pro-

claimed Valerian emperor; arid marching slowly towards Rome
he found both his rivals dead, slain by their own soldiers.

Valerian was about sixty-three years of age, and had scarcely

the vigour to deal with the enemies that threatened every
frontier of the empire. Taking his son Gallienus as colleague,

he left the wars in Europe to his directbn, under which matters
went from bad to worse and the whole West fell into disorder.

Valerian chose for his own part the war in the East, where Antioch
had fallen into the hands of a Persian vassal and Armenia was
occupied by Shapur (Sapor) I., while in 258 the Goths ravaged

Asia Minor. Valerian recovered Antioch, fought in Mesopotamia
with mixed success and finally was taken captive. It is said that

he was subjected to the greatest insults by his captors, and that

after his death his skin was stuffed with straw and preserved as

a trophy in the chief Persian temple. Owing to imperfect and
contradictory authorities, the chronology and details of this

reijEn are very uncertain.
bee Trebellius Pollio. Lije tf VaUrian (frass.): Aurelius Victor.

Caesares, 32: Eutroplus ix. 6: Ammianus Marcellinus xxiii. 5:
Zosimus i. 27: Gibbon, Decline and Fail, chap. 10*. H. Schiller.

CeukickU der rdmUeken KaiseneU, i. pt. 2.

VALERIC AQD, or Valerianic Acid. OHt-COiH, an organic

acid bek>nging to the fatty acid series, which exists In four

isomeric forms, one of which contains an asymmetric carbon
atom and consequently occurs in two optically active modifica-

tions and one optically inactive modification. Ordinary valeric

acid (baldrianic acid) is a mixture of isovaleric acid or isopro-

pylacetic acid, (CHi)tCHCHrC03H, and optically active methy
lethylacetic acid. (CHi) (C?H»)CH>CO:H, which occur free or as

esters in the vegetable and animal kingdoms, chiefly in the roots

of Angelica archangelica and Valeriana officinalis. It may be
extracted by boiling with water or soda. A similar product is

obtained by oxidizing fermentation amyl alcohol with chromic
acid. Isovaleric acid b an oily liquid having the odour of stale

cheese and boiling at 174*; the salts are usually greasy to the

touch. Potassium permanganate oxidizes it to /3-oxyisovaleric

acid (CH9)fC(0H)CHi-C0iH, whilst nitric acid gives, among
other products, dinitropropane, (CH3)tC(N0i)i. The acid has
been synthesized, as has also the inactive form of methylethyl-

acetic add; this modification is split into its optical antipodes

by crystallization of its brucine salt. Normal valeric acid or
propylacetic add, CHiCHi-CHrCH|-C0|H, is a liquid boUing at
186*. The remaining isomer, pivalic or -trimethylacetic add,
(CH3)]C*C0iH, melts at 'is"" ^nd boils at 163*. Both these adds
are synthetic products.

VALERIOS. PUBLIUS, sumamed PtraucoLA (or Popucola),
" friend of the people," the colleague of Brutus in the consulship

in the first year of the Roman republic (509 B.C.). According
to Livy and Plutarch, his family, whose ancestor Volusus had
settled in Rome at the time of King Tatius, was of Sabine origin.

He took a prominent part in the expulsion of the Tarquins, and
though not originally chosen as the colleague of Brutus he
soon took the place of Tarquinius Collatinus. On the death
of Brutus, which left him sole consul, the people b^gan to fear

that he was aiming at kingly power. To calm their apprehensions
he discontinued the building of his house on the top of the Velian

Hill, and also gave orders that the fasces should be lowered
whenever he appeared before the people. He further introduced

two laws to protect the liberties of the citizens, one enacting

that whosoever should attempt to make himself a king might be
slain by any man at any time, while another provided an appeal

to the people on behalf of any dtizen condemned by a magistrate

(/«x Valeria do provocatione: see Rome, History, II. "The
Republic*'). He died in 503, and was buried at the public

expense, the matrons mourning him ior ten months.
Livy ii. 6-8; Dion. Halic. iv. 67, v. 12-40; Life by Plutareh.

VALERIOS FLACC08, OAIUS* Roman poet, flourished

under Vespasian and Titus. He has been identified on in-

sufficient grounds with a poet friend of Martial (i. 61. 76), a
native of Padua, and in needy drcumstances; but as he was
a member of the College of Fifteen, who had charge of the

Sibylline books (i. 5), he must have been well off. The sub-

scription of the Vatican MS., which adds the name Setinus

Balbtts, points to his having been a native of Setia in Latium.
The only ancient writer who mentions him is (^intilian {Instil.

Oral. X. 1. 90), who laments his recent death as a great loss,

although it does not foUow that he died young; as Quintilian's

work was finished about a.d. 90, this gives a limit for the death
of Flaccus. His work, the Argonautica, dedicated to Vespasian
on his setting out for Britain, was written during the siege, or

shortly after the capture, of Jerusalem by Titus (70). As the

eruption of Vesuvius (79) is alluded to. it must have occupied
htm a long time. The Argonautica b an epic in eight books
on the Quest of the GoMen Fleece. The poem is in a very
corrupt state, and ends abruptly with the request of Medea to

accompany Jason on his homeward voyage. It is a disputed

question whether part has been lost or whether it was ever

finished. It is a free imitation and in parts a translation of

the work of Apollonius of Rhodes iqv.), already familiar to the

Romans in the popular version of Varro Atadnus. The object

of the work has been described as the glorification of Vespasian's

achievements in securing Roman rule in Britain and opening
up the ocean to navigation (as the Euxine was opened up by
the Argo). Various estimates have been formed of the genius

of Flaccus, and some critics have ranked him above his original,

to whom he certainly is superior in liveliness of description

and delineation of character. His diction is pure, his style

correct, his versification smooth though monotonous. On the

other hand, he is wholly without originality, and his poetry,

though free from glaring defects, is artificial and elaborately dull.

His model in language was Virgil, to whom he is far inferior in

taste and lucidity. His tiresome display of learning, rhetorical

exaggeration and ornamentations make him difficult to read,

which no doubt accounts for his unpopularity in ancient tiroes.
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The ArgoMutka was unknown till the first four and a half books

were discovered by Poggio at St Gall in 1417. The editioprinceps
was published at Bologna (1474). Recent editions by G. Thilo
(186^). with critical notes: C. SchenkI (1871), with bibliography:
E. BJlhrens (1875). with critical introduction: P. Langen (1896).
with Latin notes, and short introductions on the stvie ajid language.
Caesar Gianratano (1904): we also J. Peters. De V. F. Vita el Car-
mine (1890); W. C. Summers, Study of Ike Argonautua (1894).

VALERIUS MAZIIIUS. Latin writer, author of a collection

of historical anecdotes, flourished in the reign of Tiberius.

Nothing is known of his personal history except that his family

was poor and undistinguished, and that he owed everything to

Sextus Pompeius (consul a.d. 14), proconsul of Asia, whom he
accompanied to the East in 27. This Pompeius was a kind of

minor Maecenas, and the centre of a literary circle to which
Ovid belonged; he was also the intimate of the most literary

prince of the imperial family, Germanicus. The style of

Valerius's writings seems to indicate that he was a professional

rhetorician. In his preface he intimates that his work is in-

tended as a commonplace book of historical anecdotes for use

in the schools of rhetoric, where the pupils were trained in the

art of embellishing speeches by references tu history. According

to the MSS., its title is Nine Books of Memorable Deeds and
Sayings. The stories are loosely and irregularly arranged, each
book being divided into sections, and each section bearing as

its title the topic, most commonly some virtue or vice, or some
merit or demerit, which the stories in the section are intended to

illustrate. Most of the tales are from Roman history, but each
section has an appendix consisting of extracts from the annals

of other peoples, principally the Greeks. The exposition exhibits

strongly the two currents of feeling which are Intermingled

by almost every Roman writer of the empire—the feeling that

Ihe Romans of the writer's own day are degenerate creatures

wMn confronted with their own republican predecessors, and
the feeling that, however degenerate, the latter-day Romans
still tower above the other peoples of the world, and in particular

are morally superior to the Greeks.

The author's chief sources are Cicero, Livy, Sallust and Pompeius
Trogus. especially the first two. Valerius's treatment of his material
is careless and unintelligent in the extreme: but In spite of his

confusions, contradictions and anachronisms, the excerpts are apt
illustrations, from the rhetorician's point of view, of the circum-
stance or quality they were intended to illustrate. And even on
the historical side we owe something to Valerius. He often used
sources now lost, and where he touches on his own time he affords
us some elimpses of the much debated and very imperfectly recorded
reign of Tiberius. His attitude towards the imperial household has
jften been misunderstood, and he has been represented as a mean
flatterer of the same type with Martial. But. if the references to the
imperial administration be carefully scanned, they will be seen to
be extravagant neither in kind nor in number. Few will now grudge
Tiberius, when his whole action as a ruler is taken into account,
such a title as salularis princepst which seemed to a former genera-
tion a specimen of shameless adulation. The few allusions to
Caesar's murderers and to Augustus hardly pass beyond the con-
ventional style of the writer's day. The only passai^ whkrh can
fairly be called fulsome is the violently rhetorical tirade against
Sejanus. But it is as a chapter in the history of the Latin language
that the work of Valerius chiefly deserves study. Without it our
view of the transition from classical to silver Latin would be much
more imperfect than it is. In Valerius are presented to us, in a
rude and palpable form, all the rhetorical tendencies of the age,
unsobered by the sanity of Quintitian and unrefined by the taste

and subtlety of Tacitus. Direct and simple statement is eschewed
and novelty pursued at any price. The barrier between the diction

of poetry and that of prose is broken down, the uses of words are
strained: monstrous metaphors are invented: there are startling

contrasts, dark innuendoes and highly coloured epithets: the
most unnatural variations are played upon the artificial scale of

grammatical and rhetorical figures of speech. It is an instructive

lesson in the history of Latin to compare minutely a passage of
Valerius with its counterpart in Cicero or Livy. In the MSS. of

Valerius a tenth book is given, which consists of the so-called Ltber
de Praenominibus, the work of some grammarian of a much later

date. The collection of Valerius was much used for school purposes,
and its popularity in the middle ages is attested by the large number
of MSS. in which it has been preserved. Like other schoolbooks
it was epitomated. One complete epitome, probably of the 4th or 5t h
century, bearing the name of Julius Paris, has come down to us: also
a portion of another by Januarius Nepotianus. Editions by C. Halm
(i865),C.Kempf(i888},cotntain theepitomesof ParisandNepotianus.

VALET (fr. M/el. O. Fr vaslet), a term now restricted

in meaning to that of a gentleman's personal servant. The
origin of the word is debated. Du Cange {Ctossarium^ a. VaUti)

explains it as the diminutive of vassaiius, a vassal, the sons of

vassalU being termed vasseUti (and so Mj/eft, valtti), on the

analogy of domicelU (damoiscaux) for the sons of domini. This
view Is also Uken by W. W. Skeat (Etym. Dicl. s. *' Varlet ");

but Hatzfeld and Darmesteter {DiU. gin. de la langue franiaise),

dispute this derivation as phonetically impossible, preferring

that from vassulittus from a hypothetical tussulus, diminutive
of MiiKj, from which vassallns also is ultimately derived (see

Vassal). Just as vassns was in Merovingian limes the Galky
Roman word for "servitor." which the Franks borrowed to

designate the domestic soldiers of their kings, so ** valet
*'

retained this, its sole surviving sense, throughout the middle

ages. Vet the phrase "gentleman's gentleman,'* commonly
used of the modem valet, is more historical than may at fint

sight appear. For valet, like esquire {Huyer), long signified

the apprentice stage of knighthood, at first with a certain

difference, the esquire being mounted, the valet unmounted,
but afterwards with scarce a shade of distinction. Later,
" valet " became the usual term for gentlemen who were not

knights. In England it was not till the early yean of the

14th century that vatletus In this sense was superseded by
armiger, and that " valet " (valete, vadlete, verlet, variet')

began to be applied to the class of free men below the rank

of esquire. In France the word »a/W, though in Saintonge and

Poilou it survived till the close of the X4lh century, had else-

where—like damoiseau—mucft earlier been replaced generally

by icuyer as the designation of an unknighted gentleman.

At the outset, " valet " had meant no more than *' youth *^

or " boy." Thus Wace in the R»man de Xou (III. v. 290J),

speaking of William the Conqueror, says: CuiUamwu fu todUt

petit (" William was a little boy "). The various devek^
ments of the word are closely parallel with those of some of its

synonyms. Youth suggested both strength and service, the

qualifications for nobility in a primitive society, where service

In arms was the title to rank. Pner (boy) was cariy used,

as a synonym for tassus^ of the soldiers of the Frankish body-

guard (pueri ad minislerium) ; the Greek rfatvov (" child *")

is etymologically related to O.H- Ger. dcgan, M.H. and Mod.
Gcr. degen, " warrior," A.S. Ikegn, ** thane "; " chiW " iisdf

was applied in the 13th and i4ih centuries to young men of

gentle birth awaiting knighthood, as a title of dignity, and was

perhaps a translation of taUl (see Chiij>), with which may be

compared the Spanish infanzon and German junker. So, loo,

cnikt (a "lad" or "servant"), becomes first a warrior and

then develops into a title of dignity as "knight," while in

Germany the parallel word knecki remains as " servant." But

valet has also shared with other synonyms a downward de-

velopment. Just as " knave " (cnafa) meant originally a boy

(cf. Ger. knabe) or servant, and has come to mean a rogue,

so wilet in its English (islh century) form of "varlet"

had decayed, before it became obsolete, from its meaning of

" servant " to signify a " scoundrel " or " low fellow."

See Du Cange. Clossarium (ed. Niort, 1887): A. Luchaire. MemtA
des tnstUutions froH^tses (Paris, 1892). P. Giulhiermoz. Es%ax sw
I'origtne de la noblesse en France au moyen Age (Pftris. 1902): Noie
on the word " Valet " by Maurice Church. App. xix. to Sir R.

Henndl's Htsl, of the Yeomen of Ou Guard (Westminster. 1904)-
(W. A. P

)

VALHAIXA (Old Norse Valkoll, i.e. " hall of the slain "),

the name given by the heathen Scandinavians to the abode

in which the god Odin received the souls of those who had

fallen in battle. There they are represented as spending their

time in constant fighting and feasting in his service. See

Teutonic Peoples, ad fin.

VALKYRIES (Old Norse valkyriur, "choosers of the slain **).

figures of Northern mythology, generally represented as divine

(less frequently human) maidens who ride throoi^ the air

on Odin's service. Gad in full armour they are sent forth

* The form vaUctus led to the spelling iraiea in tranacnbiag frem

Latin documents.
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to detennine the ooune of battles and to select brave warriors

for Valhalla (^.v.). Beings with the same name {vaeUyrgean)

were known also in England, where we find them associated with

witches. The name is used in Anglo-Saxon glossaries to translate

various Latin terms for " War-goddess " or " Fury " (Bellona,

Erinys, &c.). See Teutonic Peoples, adfin, (H. M. C.)
' VALLA, LORENZO* or Laukentixts (c. X406-X457), Italian

humanist, was bom at Rome, of parents from the neighbour-

hood of Piacenza, about 1406, his father, Luca delle Vallea,

being an advocate. He was educated at Rome, attending the

classes of eminent professors, among them Leonard! Bruni and
Giovanni Aurispa {c, 1^69-1459), from whom he learned Latin

and Greek. In 1431 he became a priest, and after trying

vainly to secure a position as apostolic secretary in Rome he

went to Piacenza, whence he proceeded to Pavia, where he
obtained a professorship of eloquence. Valla wandered from
one university to another, accepting short engagements and
lecturing in many cities. During this period he made the

acquaintance of Alphonso V. of Aragon, whose service he
entered about 143 5> Alphonso made Valla his private secre-

tary, defended him against the attacks of his numerous enemiek,

and at a later date encouraged him to open a school in Naples.

By this time Valla had won a high reputation by his dialogue

De Volupiatc, and by his treatise De EUgatUiis Lalinae linguae.

In the former work he contrasted the principles of the Stoics

with the tenets of Epicurus, openly proclaiming his tf^pathy
with those who claimed the right of free indulgence for man's
natural appetites. It was a remarkable utterance. Here for

the first time the paganism of the Renaissance found deliberate

expression in a work of scholarly and philosophical value.

De EUgatUiis was no less original, although in a different sphere

of thot^t. This work subjected the forms of Latin grammar
and the rules of Latin style and rhetoric to a critical examina-

tion, and placed the practice of composition upon a foundation

of analysis and inductive reasoning. The same originality

and critical acumen were displayed in his treatise on the

Donation of Constantine (Defaho credita et ementUa Constaniini

donatione dedamatio), written in 1439 during the pontificate

of Eugenius IV., in which the nature of the forged document
known as the Constiiuium Constaniini was for the first time

exposed (see Donation or Constantine). From Naples Valla

continued his war against the Church. He showed that the

supposed letter of Christ to Abgarus was a forgery, and by
throwing doubt upon the authenticity of ether spurious docu-

ments, and by questioning the utiUty of monastic life, he

aroused the anger of the faithful; He was compelled to appear

before an inquisitory tribunal composed of his enemies, and
he only escapied by the special intervention of Alphonso. He
was not, however, silenced; he ridiculed the Latin of the

Vulgate and accused St Augustine of heresy. In 1444 he

visited Rome, but in this city also his enemies were numerous
and powcriul, and he only saved his life by flying in disguise

to Barcelona, whence he returned to Naples. But a better

fortune attended him after the death of Eugenius IV. in Feb-

ruary 1447. Again he journeyed to Rome, where he was
welcomed by the new pope, Nicholas V.,. who made him an

apostolic secretary, and this entrance of Valla into the Roman
Curia has been justly called " the triumph of humanism over

orthodoxy and tradition." Valla also enjoyed the favour of

Pope Caiixtus III. He died in Rome on the ist of August 1457.

All the older biographical notices of Valla are loaded with

long accounts of his many literary and theological disputes,

the most famous of which was the one with Poggio (q.v.), which

took place after his settlement in Rome. It is almost impossible

to form a just estimate of Valla's private life and character

owing to the clouds of dust which were stirred up by this and
other controversies, in which the most virulent and obscene

language was employed. He appears, however, as a vain,

jealoiis and quarrelsome man, but he combined the qualities

of an elegant humanist, an acute critic and a venomous writer,

who had committed himself to a violent polemic against the

temporal power of Rome. In him posterity honours not so

much the scholar and the stylist as the man who initiated a
bold method of criUdsm, which he applied alike to language,

to historical documenu and to ethical opinions. Luther luid

a very high opinion of Valla and of his writings, and Cardinal
Bellarmine calls him praecwsor Lutkeri, while Sir Richard Jebb
says that his De EUgantiis " marked the highest level that had
yet been reached in the critical study of Latin."

Collecfed, but not quite complete, ct)Iti*iii» of VaUa'a works were
publt&hed ac Basel in 1540 and at Venk« in T5>ir3 ToL, and De
Ei<rs;,inHii wn& reprinted nearly *ixty times between 1471 and
15^6. For cietJilea accounts of ValU'5 life and »t>rlc &ee G. Voigt,
Vu WUdfrti^I/^hunf dfi dos^iuAf^ Aitirihumj {J!5§&-8l); J. A.
Symond*. Mataiiian^i in tudy (1897^99); G. Mancini, Ktia di
Lbfi-ntv VaU^ (FlorenCK?, ifi^i); M. von Wclii, Li\rtnao VaUa
lAipi^ig, 1893); J. B Eire kha nit, K^ltur dtr Rennintiiue^ (i860);

jtrmtiftj VsUa (Utrlint i&jo]; L, Pflstnr, GtsckickU
der Fopii^, Band ii. Ejii^lbh tracu. hy ¥. J. Antmbu^ (1892): the
article in HerEov-Hauck^i RcalentyklopMift Battel jt-X. (Leipzig,
igoBj ; and J. E, Sandys, tlijL of CUa. Jfftof, ii, C190S), pp. 60-70.

VALLADOUD* an inland province of Spain, one of the

eight into which Old Castile was divided in 1833; bounded
on the N. by Leon and Palenda, £. by Burgos, S. by Segovia,

Avila and Salamanca, and W. by Zamora. Pop. (1900)

378,561; area, 9923 sq. m. The province belongs entirely

to the basin of the Duero (Douro), which traverses it from E.
to W., and within its limits receives the Pisuetga (with the
Esgueva) on the right, and the Duraton, the Cega, the united
Adaja and Eresma, the Zapardiel and the Trabancos on the

left. The country watered by these rivers is for the most
part flat and exceedingly fertile, the only part that can be called

in any sense hilly being in the north-west, where the tow Montes
de Torozos occur. For the excellence and abundance of its

grain crops Valladolid shares with the TSerra de Campos in

Palenda the title of granary of the Peninsula.

Besides wheat, maize, burlev and oats, the province produces
hemp, flax, various fruits, rea and white wine, oil and madder.
Tbc Montes d^ T^y,\.i.'it art ikSaly covtrcd with oaks and other
tirriU'T, and there are forests in the S.E^ The pastures are ex-
teiiM^e nnd large numben of sjsei, milled and sneep, as wdl as
some hnnei and cattJe, are i«ared. (Iiiney. wax and silk are
alt^i pr.xlyced. The wooHtri fabric* of Vnlladcwid were once highly
estei-Dcd, btic thU itidu^try has now grcj^tly declined, althougn
in I K" U-v^j-r icvns there an stitt tin«n and cioth factoncs, besifUai

ire s tAfinerics^ vaw- mills and flour-mills. But agri-
cu i^r ibo loTemcnt industry of the province. Trade is

fan y th? Canal de CastHIa. vhich connects Valladolid,
on 1 ]«. i'[i\n:T^^ vith Alar del Rev. m Palencia, also on that river.

See T'ALRNC[A (province), Valladolid h traversed by the national
highway i ffom Madhd to Santander, Letyn and Corunna, ana
by the Calatayud and Salamanca roadt. It is also travened from
N. to S. by the nartbem rai/way From Madrid to France via Inin,
which h^s br^ir.che'^ fro-m ^''aSt.iidDtid to Medina dd Rioaeco, and
frcni MLLlin.L

•'''''
'nTianca and Zamora. Apart from

the capital VoiUJoiiJ. X^.^ [ Rcy (6149), Medina del Campo
(597 and Medina del Rioseco (5007) are the only towns with
more than 5000 inhabitants. For an account of the people and
history of the province, see Castxlb.

VALLADOLID, a town of Mexico, in the state of Yucatan,

90 m. S.E. of Merida, with which it is connected by rail. Pop.
about 5000. It is situated in a healthy and fertile part of

Yucatan, and is a resort for invalids. It has a number of old

churches, a Jesuits' college, town hall, hospital and aqueduct,
and the better class of residences are of the usual type, low,

large-roomed structures in the midst of gardens. It was founded
in 1544, soon after the conquest, and was planned to be a great

ecclesiastical centre, but these plans were not realized and its

churches and other fine buildings have fallen into decay. Its

manufactures include cotton goods and tobacco. Tlie in-

habitants, chiefly descendants of the ancient Mayas, have
frequently revolted against their rulers. In 1910 they were
in a state of insurrection, assisted by the wild tribesmen of the

neighbouring territory of Quintana Roo, on which occasion

Valladolid was captured by them and many of its ofl^dals and
prominent white residents were massacred.

VALLADOLID, the capital of the Spanish province of Val-

ladolid, situated 3338 ft. above sea-level, at the confluence of

the river Pisuetga with the Esgueva. Pop. (1900) 68,789.

Valladolid is an archbishopric, and the seat of an army corps,
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« court of appeal and a iinivexsity. It is connected by numerous

'

Tailways with every province of Spain. Its site is a small valley,

•enclosed by steep and nigged but not very high hills, which
merge into the. vast upland plain of CasUle. The dty was
formerly surrounded by walls and entered by four principal

gates, but it has been to a great extent modenlixed, and possesses

many fine streets and squares. There are broad avenues and
public gardens beside the rivers. Among the chief open spaces

are the arcaded Plaza Mayor, the Campo Grande, a wooded
park and the Paseo de la Avenida, a wide boulevard In which
is the statue of the poet Jos£ Zorilla (18x7-1893). The granite

cathedral was begun in 1585 by Juan de Herre'ra in the Re-
naissance style. Herrera's original model is preserved in the

muniment-room, but only the nave and one tower (out of four)

were completed after his design, and the tower fell In 1841.

The builcting was continued by Churriguera (d. 1725). Tlie

interior contains some pictures by Luca Giordana (1623-1705)

and the celebrated silver monstrance wrought by Juan de
Arphe (b. 1523), which is 6| ft. high;^ it is in the form of a
temple, decorated with figures of Adam and Eve in the garden

of Eden. The tower and nave of the church of Santa Maria la

Antigua date from about 1200. The church of San Pablo is

later (1286); its chief feature of interest is a beautiful Flam-
boyant portal, and formerly it had exquisite cloisters. Adjoin-

ing is San Gregorio (zsth century) with a fine Plateresque

facade. San Benito, dating from the end of the 14th century,

is a Gothic building with a lofty roof finely groined. The
Plateresque college of Santa Cruz, built by Enrique de Egas
in 1479-92, contains an interesting collection of pictures and
sculptures, including three pictures by Rubens, which have
been somewhat damaged, and some remarkable wooden statues

by Alonso Bemigucte (d. 1581) and others. The college of San
Gregorio, dating from the same period, was wrecked by the

French in 1808, but has a magnificent late Gothic facade. This

building has been converted into municipal offices. The uni-

versity is attended by about 1200 students, and has faculties of

law, medicine, natural science, philosophy and literature.

Originally founded at Palenda early in the Z3th century, it was
transferred to Valladolid before 1250 and attained its greatest

prosperity from the i6th century to the i8th. The library

contains many rare MSS. The university buildings date from
the k7th century and are extravagantly ornate. Among
other public buildings of Valladolid may be mentioned the

royal palace, built in the beginning of the 17th century, the

court-house, the town haU, several convents used as barracks,

the provincial institute, training schools for teachers and primary
schools, royal academy for cavalry cadets, provincial lunatic

asylum, hospitals, seminary (raised in 1897 by Pope Leo XIII.

to the rank of a pontifical university), archaeological museum,
picture gallery and public library. The house in which Cervantes

lived (1603-1606) is owned by the state. The principal industries

are the manufacture of linen, silk and woollen fabrics, pottery,

gold and silver work, flour,, wine, beer, chocolate, leather, iron-

ware and paper. There is also a large agricultural trade.

Valladolid is sometimes identified with the ancient Pintia of

Ptolemy, described as a town of the Vaccaci on the road from
Asturica to Caesaraxigusta. Its Roman origin is uncertain.

The present name is undoubtedly Moorish, but its meaning is

6bscure. Valladolid was recovered from the Moors in the loth

century, but is first named in a public document by Sancho IL
of Leon In 1072. The cortes of Castile frequently met here in

the following centuries, and in the beginning of the zsth century

John IL made it his principal residence. After the removal
of the capital to Madrid by Philip II. in 1560 it began rapidly

to decay. In December x8o8 it ivas taken and sacked by
the French, who destroyed many fine buildings and works of

art. Columbus died (1506) and Philip II. was bom (1527) at

VaUadoUd.
VALUNDIQHAM, CLBMEMT LAIRD (1820-71), American

politician, was bom In New Lisbon, Ohio, on the 29th of July
1820. He was educated in the common schools and afterwards

studied law and was admitted to the bar in 1842. Elected to

the Ohio House of Representatives in 1845,^ became one ol th*
extremest of the state rights Democrats of his tection, emphasis-
ing his prindplet in the legislature in the local and national
party conventions, and In the columns of a newspaper, the
WesUm Empiret which he edited at Dayton, Ohio, in 1847-49.
From 1858 to 1863 he was in the lower house of Congress, where
he was noted for his strong opposition to the prindples and
policies of the growing Republican party, his bdief that the
South had been grievously vrronged by the North, his leader-
ship of the Peace DemocraU or Copperheads, who were opposed
to the prosecution of the war^ and his bitter atucks upon
the Lincoln administration, which, he said, was destroying the

Constitution and would end by destroying dvil liberty in the
North. Attempts were made to expel him, but without
success. In 1863 he made violent speedies in Ohio against the
administration, and for these he was arrested by the military

authorities, tried by miliury commission, and sentenced to
imprisonment. President Lincoln commuted this sentence to

banishment, and Vallandigham was sent into the Confederate
lines, whence he made his way to Canada. While In exHe he
was elected supreme commander of the Knights of the Golden
CirdcL in Ohio and received the Democratic nomination for

governor <jf Ohio, but was defeated. In 1864 he returned to
Ohio, took active part in the campaign of that year, wrote
part of the National Democratic platform at Chicago, and
assisted to' nommate McClellan for the presidency. After the
war .he denounced the Reconstruction policy of the Republicans
as unconstitutional and tyrannical, but in 1870, seeing the use-

lessness of further opposition, he advised his puty to accept the

situation and adopt new issues. He thus Initiated what was
known as the "New Departure" Democratic movemenu
Vallandigham was a good lawyer and a popular politician. He
was fanatically devoted to the Constitution as he understood
that document, and in his course during the war he was not, as

his enemies asserted, trying to aid the Confederates, but nncrdy
desirous of restoring " theVnion as it was." He died in Lebanon,
Ohio, on the 17th of June 1871.

See J. L. Vallandigham, Life ef CUment L. Vanmdigkam (Balti-
more. 1872): and J. F. Rhodes. History cf the UniSti Stales fnm
the Compromiu of 1850 (New York, 1893-1906).

VALLB; PIRRO DBLLA (1536-1652). Italian tnviJkr in

the East, came of a noble Roman family, and was b€»n on the
xith of April 1586, in the family palace built by raw^iim^

Andrea. His early life was divided between the pozsuits of

literature and arms. He saw active service against the Moks
of Barbary, but also became a znember of the Roman academy
of the Umoristi, and acquired some reputation as a versifier

and rhetorician. The idea of travelling in the East was sog-

gested by a disappointment in love, as an alternative to suicide,

and was ripened to a fixed purpose by a visit to the learned Maiio
Schipano, professor of medicine in Naples, to whom the record

of Pietro's travels was addressed in the form of very elaborate

letters, based on a full diary. Before leaving Naples he took a
vow of pilgrimage to the Holy Land, and, sailing from Venice
on the 8th of June 16x4, reached Constantinople, where he re-

mained for more than a year, and acquired a good kno^idedce of

Turkish and a little Arabic. On the 25th of September 16x5 he
sailed for Alexandria with a suite of nine persons, for he travdkd
always as a nobleman of distinction, and with every advantage
due to his rank. From Alexandria he went on to Cairo, and,

after an excursion to Mount Sinai, left Cairo for the Holy Land
on the 8th of March z6x6, in time to assist at the Easter cele-

brations at Jerusalem. Having visited the holy sites, he
journeyed by Damascus to Aleppo, and thence to Bagdad,
where he married a Syrian Christian named Maani, a native of

Mardin, who died in x62x. He now desired to visit Persia;

but, as that country was then at war with Turkey, be had to

leave Bagdad by stealth on the 4th of January 16x7. Accom-
panied by his wife he proceeded by Hamadan to Isfahan, and
joined Shah Abbas in a campaign in northern Persia, in the

summer of x6i8. Here he was well zecdved at court and
treated as the shah's guest. On his retum to Isfahan he began
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to think of returning by India rather than adventure himself

again in Turkey; but the state of his health, and the war

between Persia and the Portuguese at Ormuz, created difficulUes.

In October x6ai he started from Isfahan, and, visiting PersepoUs

and Shiraz, made his way to the coast; but it was not till

January 1623 that he found passage for Surat on the English

ship " Whale." In India he remained till November 1624, his

headquarters being Surat and Goa. He was at Muscat in

January 1675, and at Basra in March. In May he started by

the desert route for Aleppo, and took ship at Alexandretta on a

French vessel. Touching at Cyprus he reached Rome on the

28th of March .1626, and was received with much honour, not

only by literary circles, but by Pope Urban VIIL, who appointed

him a gentleman of his bedchamber. The rest of his life was

uneventful; he married as second wife a Georgian orphan of

noble family, Mariuccia (Tinatin de Ziba), whom his first wife

had adopted as a child, and who had accompanied him In all his

journeys. By her he had fourteen sons. He died at Rome on

the 2ist of April 1652.

In PIctro della Vallc's lifetime there were printed—Q) a Funeral

Oration on his Wife Maani, whose remains he brouEht with him
to Rome and buned there (1637); (a) an Account of Shah Abbas,

printed at Venice in i6a8, but not published; (3) the first part

of the letter describing his Travels (Turkey, 1650). The Trm/ds

in Persia (3 parts) were published by his sons m 1658, and the

third part (India) in 1663. An English translation appeared in

1665 (fol.). Of the Italian text the editon of Brighton, 1843
(a vols. 8vo), is more esteemed than the other reprints. It contains

a sketch of the author's life by Gio. P. Bellori (1633). Della Valle's

story is often prolix, with a tendency to the rhetorical; but he

is clear and exact, well informed and very instructive, so that his

work still possesses high value.

VALLEJO, a city of Solano county, California, U.S.A., on the

San Pablo Bay, at the mouth of the Napa river, about 34 m.
N.E. of San Francisco. Pop. (1890) 6343; (iQoo) 7965 (2033

foreign-bora); (19x0) 11,340. It is served by a branch of the

Southern Pacific railway, by steamboats to San Francisco,

and by an interurban electric line. The city is situated at the

mouth of the great interior valley of the state, and has a good

harbour, the channel of which, since the removal of a shoal by

the Federal government In 1903-1906, has a nmximum depth at

low tide of 34 ft. Directly opposite the city, half a mile distant

and connected by ferry, is Mare Island, the headquarters of the

Pacific Naval Squadron of the United States, with a large

United States Navy Yard,.a naval arsenal, two stone dry docks

(one 750 ft. long) and a lighthouse. The Navy Yard was

established in 1854, and its fint commandant was D. G. Farra-

gut. In the city are a Carnegie library, St Vincent's Academy
and a Good Templars' Home (1869) for orphans. Vallejo is the

outlet of the beautiful Napa Valley, one of the finest fruit-grow-

ing regions of the state, and, besides fruit, ships large quantities

of wheat. Among its manufactures are flour, leather, dairy

products and lumber. The municipality owns and operates

its waterworks, the water-supply being obtained from the

mountains 35 m. distant. The city takes its name from General

Mariano Guadalupe Vallejo, a prominent Mexican leader in the

years immediately preceding the annexation of California to

the United States. It was a dull and out-of-the-way settle-

ment in 1851, when, through General Vallejo's efforts, it became

the state capital. The state legislature met here in 1851, 1853

and 1853. In 1871 Vallejo ranked third in population among
the cities of the state, and its position and the excellence

of its harbour made it a rival of Oakland in the struggle

Cx8<^73) for the terminus of the Central Padfic railway;

but Vallejo was unsuccessful, and after 1873 began to decline

in relative importance.

VAIXdS, JULES (1833-1885), French journalist and author,

vras born at Puys, Fnmce, on the loth of June 1833. Coming to

Paris, he joined the staff of the Figaro, and became a constant

contributor to the other leading journals. In x866 he repub-

lished much of his newspaper work In R^ractaires, the volume

forming a romance of the seamy side of Paris life. He was in

pans during the siege of 1870, and after the capitulation was a

member of the Commune and founded Le Cri du PeupU. He

took a conspicuous part in the fighting in the Paris streets, but
finally made his escape to London, whence he contributed anony-
mously to the French press. In 1878 he began In the Siicle the

serial publication of his principal work, Jacques Vingtras, a long

autobiographical romance. He died in Paris on the 14th of

February 1885.

VALLETTA, or Valetta, the capital of MalU (since 1570).

Pop. (1901) 34,685; or 40,406, including suburbs. The nudetis

of the city is built on a ridge of rock (Mount Scebenras) which
runs like a tongue into the middle of a bay, which it thus divides

into two harbours, the Grand Harbour to the east and the Marsa-
muschetto to the west, which are subdivided again by three other

peninsulas into creeks. On two of these peninsulas on the east,

side of the Grand Harbour, and at their base, are built the aggre-

gate of towns called the Three Cities—Vittoriosa, Conspicua and;

Senglea (see Malta). On the main promontory, with Valletta,,

stands the suburb Floriana; Fort St Elmo, with a lighthouse,,

stands on the extremity of the promontory; the suburb Sliema.

lies on the point which encloses the Marsamuschetto harbour;.

Fort Ricasoli on the opposite point enclosing the east, Grand, or
Great Harbour. The streets of Valletta, paved with stone, nin
lUong and across the ridge, and end on each side towards the

water in steep flights of steps. Many of the houses, which are

of stone throughout, with flat xoofis, are large and luxuriously

built; wooden-covered balconies project from the windows and
give a peculiar aspect to the streets. There are several fine

public buildings, as the governor's palace, the new opera-house,

the public library and museum of Maltese antiquities, and the

auberges or lodges of the Knights of Malta (espedaliy the Aubetge
de. Castile) which are now used for military oflices, dub-rooms,
and other purposes. Roman Catholic churches in ValletU are

very numerous; the cathedral of S. Giovanni, dating from 1576,

is famous for its rich inlaid marbles, its Bnissels tapestries, its

roof painted by Matteo Preti (1661-1699), the picture by Michael

Angelo da Caravaggio of the beheading of John the Baptist,

numerous memorials of the knights and other relics.

The govemor'spalace was formerly that of the grand master of

the Maltese Order, and it also contains relics of the knights,

tapestries, armour, &c. Extensive bagnios tmder the rock,

formerly occupied by the slaves of the km'ghts, are now used

for stores. The knighto strengthened ValletU and its harbour
by bastions, curtain-walls, lines and forts, towards the sea,

towards the land and on every available point, taking advantage
in every partictilar of the natural rock and of the marvellotis

advantages of situation, rendering it then almost impregnable.

The work of fortifying the place has been carried on by the

British government, which .possesses here a naval hospital,

military prison and other necessary institutions. Since the

British occupation Valletta has been a naval and military station

of the first importance. .The dock and victualling yards occupy
together an area of some xoo acres spread over the shores on.

both sides of those arms of the great harbour known as " Dock^
yard " and " French " creeks, the dockyard being partly on the
former, but prindpally on the latter creek. In 1880 the graving;

dock accommodation consisted of one double dock at the
extriemity of Dockyard creek, known as Nos. s and 3 Docks, with
a total length of about 535 ft. and with 35 ft. over the sill at

average water-level, the tidal range at Malta being but slight;

and opening into French creek a dry dock of more modem,
construction, known as No. 3, or the Somerset Dock, 437 ft..

long on floor, and with 34 ft. over the sill. Subsequently to this,

period the fine range of buildings known as the iron ship repairing

shop was erected dose to the Somerset Dock, and added greatly

to thenpairingresourcesof theyard. DockNo. 4, or theHamilton:

Dock, was completed in 1891, having a length on floor of 530 ft.,,

a width of entrance of 94 ft. and with 35 ft- 5 in- <)epth over the

sill at average water-level. Associated with this dock was the
construction of adjacent deep-water wharf walls, together with

the great x60-ton crane. Among later additions were gun*
mounting stores, boiler shop, boat sheds, canteen, coal storeSr

&c., together with a double dock 750 ft. long over all, and •
single dock 550 ft. long. The large transit trade and the local
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trade of the island centre upon Valletta. The influx of winter

visitors adds to the*wealLh of the city.

VALLEYFIELD, town and port of entry, Beauhamois county,

Quebec, Canada, 25 m. S.W. of Montreal, at the foot of Lake
St Francis—an expansion of the river St Lawrence—and at the

head of the Beauharnois canal. Pop. (1891) 5515; (1901) x 1,055.

It is a station on the Canada Atlantic and New York Central

railways, and a port of call for all steamers plying between

Montreal and Lake Ontario ports.
'

It is the see of a Roman
Catholic bishop, and contains a college and a convent. It has

extensive cotton, flour, canning and paper mills.

VALLEY FORQE, a small village in Chester county, Penn-

sylvania, U.S.A., on the S. bank of the Schuylkill river, about

30 m. N.W. of Philadelphia. It is served by the Philadelphia

k Reading railway. The village lies in part of the tract occu-

pied in the winter of 1777-1778 by the American army (under

General Washington), whose sufferings from cold, starvation

and sickness made the place historic On the xpth of December
(after the battles of Brandywine and Germantown and the

occupation of Philadelphia by the British) the army, numbering
about xo,ooo, went into camp here, the site having been selected

by Washington partly because the hilly ground was favourable

for defence, and partly because the army was thus placed between

the British forces and York, Pennsylvania (about 65 m. W. of

Valley Forge), where Congress was in session. The camp was
almost unapproachable from the west .by reason of the pre-

cipitous hiUaides and Valley Creek, a .snoall stream flowing

northward at their base into the Sdiuylkill river which

affcnrded a barrier on the north; on the east a series of intrench-

ments and rifle-pits were built. In this vicinity the army
remained encamped until the middle of June. As a result of

the mismanagement and general incapacity of the Commissary
Department, the army received little food or ctothing during

the winter months; in the latter part of December nearly 3900

men were unfit for duty on account of sickness or the lack of

clothing, and by the xstof February this number had increased

by nearly xooo, a state of affairs which Washington said was
due to " an eternal round of the most stupid mismanagement
[by which] the public treasure is expended to no kind of

purpose, while the men have been left to perish by inches

with cold and nakedness." There were many desertions and
occasional symptoms of mutiny, but for the most part the

soldiers bore their suffering with heroic fortitude. On the

37th of February Baron Steuben (q.v.) reached the camp, where

he drilled and reorganize the army. In 1893 the sUte of

Pennsylvania created a commission of ten members, which

(with $365,000 appropriated up to 191 x) bought about 475
acres (in Chester and Montgomery counties) of the original

camp ground, now known as the Valley Forge Park, preserved

Washington's headquarters (built in about the year X758) and
other historic buildings, and reproduced several bake-ovens

and huts of the kind used by the army. The state has also

erected (X908) a fine equestrian statue by Henry K. Bush-Brown
to General Anthony Wayne, and a number of granite markers

which indicate the situation of the camps of the different brigades.

The state of Biaine erected in 1907 a granite memorial to the

soldiers from Maine who camped here, and in 19x0 Massa-

chusetts appropriated $5000 for a memorial to her troops.

Valley Forge took its name from an iron forge (also called

" Mountjoy forge ") built on the east side of Valley Creek, near

its mouth, in about 1750, and destroyed by the British in 1777.

VALLOMBROSA, a summer resort of T^iscany, Italy, in the

province of Florence, reached by a cable railway 5 m. long

from the station of S. Ellero (which is x6 m. S.E. of Florence)

and 328 ft. above sea-level, on the N.W. slope of the Prato

Magno chain. The former monastery, suppressed in x8i6, is

occupied by the Royal School of Forestry. A number of hotels

have been built. Similar summer resorts are situated among
the woods above the Casentino or upper valley of the Amo to

the east, such as Camaldoli, Badia di Prataglia, &c CamaldoU
was the original headquarters of the Camaldulensian order,

now partly occupied by an hotel. Five hours' journey to the

S. of the last on foot and 7I m. to the £. of Bibbicna by road
is the monastery of La Vema, 3660 ft. above sea-level, founded by
St Francis in 13x5.

VALLOMBROSIANS. an order of monks under the Benedictine
rule, founded by St John Gualbert in 1038. He was son of a
Florentine nobleman, and became first a Benedictine and th»
a Camaldulian. Finally, about 1030, he withdrew to VaBom-
brosa, a shady dale on the side of a mountain in the Apennines,
xo m. from Florence, and for some years led a completely
solitary life. Disciples, however, gathered around him, and be
formed them into an order in which the cenobitical and the
eremitical lives should be combined. The monks lived in

a monastery, not in separate huU like the Camaldulians, and
the Benedictine rule was the basis of the life; but the contem-
plative side was strongly emphasized, and every element of
Benedictine life was eliminated that could be supposed to in-

terrupt the attention of the mind to God—«ven manual labour.

The Vallombrosians spread in Italy and France, but they never
had more than sixty houses. They now have three, with some
sixty monks in alL The habit was originally grey, but it

became black; and the life also has been snwmilstcd to that at

the Benedictines. There were some convenU of VaUombrosiaa
nuns.

See Helyot, HisUnre da Orins rdipeux (X7X8), v. oc. s8, 39;
Max Heimbucher. Orien u, KoupmaUcmtm (1907), L 1 4^

VALL8, a town of north-eastern Spain, in. the pnyvince of

Tarragona; xx m. N. of Tarragona, on the Picamoixons-Roda
railway. Pop. (X900) x 3,635. Vails is an old town, and its

walls and towers still remaur. Wool and cotton q»nning
and weaving, dyeing, distilling, paper-making and taiming axe

carried on here with considerable activity.

VALOIS. COUNTS AND DUKES OF. The French oooxitship

of Valois {paf^s Vadensis) Ukes its name from Vex (Latin

Vadnm), its eariy capital, a town in the department of the Qiac.

From the xoth to the xsth century it was owned by the counts
of Vermandois and of Vexin; but on the death of Eleanor,
sister and heiress of Count Raoul V. (d. XX67), it was united to

the crown by King Philip Augustus. Soon deUched from the

royal domain, Valois was the property of Blanche of Castik,
widow of Louis VIII., from 1340 to X353, and of Jean Tristan,'

a younger son of Louis IX., from X368 to 1370. In 1385
Philip III. gave the county to his son Charles (d. 1335), whose
son and successor, Philip, count of Valois, became king of

France as Philip VI. in 1338. Sixteen years later Valois was
granted to Philip's son, Philip, duke of Orleans; then passing
with the duchy of Orleans in X393 to Louis (d. 1407), a son of

Charles V., it was erected into a duchy in X406, and renuined the

property of the dukes of Orleans until Duke Louis became king
of France as Louis XII. in X498, when it was again united with
the royal domain.

After this event the duchy of Valois was granted to several

ladies of the royal house. Held by Jeaime, countess of Taille-

bourg (d. X530), from X516 to X517, and by Marie, countess of

Vend6me, from 1530 until her death in X546, it was given to

Catherine de Medici, the widow of Henry II., in X563, and in

1583 to her daughter, Margaret of Valois, the wife of Henry of

Navarre. In 1630 Louis XIII. granted Valois to his brother

Gaston, duke of Orleans, and the duchy formed part of the

lands and titles of the dukes of Odeans from this time until the

Revolution.

The house of Valois, a branch of the great Capetian family,

is thus descended from Charles, a son of Philip III., and has

been divided into several lines, three of which have reigned in

France. These are: (i)the direct line, begmiung with PhOip
VI., which reigned from 1338 to 1498;- (3) the Orleans branch,

descended from Louis, duke of Odeans, a son of Charles V.,

from X498 to 1 51 5; (3) the Angoul£roe branch, descsendants

of John, another son of the same duke, from 1515 to 15S9.

Excluding the royal house, the most illustrious oi the Valois

branches are: the dukes of Alen^n. descendants of Charles, a
younger son of Charles I.j count of Vakxs; the dukes of Anjou
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descendants of Louis, the second son of King John n.; and
the dukes of Buxgundy, descendants of Philip, the fourth son

of the same king.

VALOIS, HENRI DB [Vausius] (1603-1676), French scholar,

was bom at Paris on the loth of September 1603. He was a
pupil of the Jesuits at the college of Clermont, then studied law

at Bourges. He was called to the bar in 1623, but before

long devoted himself entirely to literature. He had an extra-

ordinary memory and a thorough knowledge of the classics,

and to him we owe editions of several of the Gredt historians,

with excellent Latin translations, the only fault foimd with

which is that they are too elegit: Polybiij Diodori Skulif

NicoUU Damascenif Dionysii Haticarnassii, Appiom et Joannis

Aniiochem excerpia (1634; Henri de Valots used for this edition

a manuscript coming from Cyprus, which had been acquired by
Peiresc); Ammiam MarceUini rerum gestarum libri 18 (1636);

E$ueM eccUsiastica kistoria, ei vita imparataris C^itsfofiitfit,

graece eL laiine (1659); 5ocral», SotometUt Tkeodoreti et Evagrii

Histcria eccUsiastica (X668-X673). When almost sixty years of

age, and nearly blind, he married Marguerite Chesneau (1664),

and had by her four sons and three daoghten He died in

Paris on the 7th of May 1676.

His brother, Adrxbn db Valois (1607-1692), was also a well-

known scholar. He made the acquaintance of Father Petau,
Father Sinnond and the brothers Dupuy, who turned his attention
towards medieval studies. He was appointed historiographer in

1660. He undertook the task of writing a critical history of France,
but did not get further than the deposition of Childeric IIL (7^)>
He devoted, however, to this period three folio volumes (Cesta

Francorum seu rerum francicarum tonU tres, 16^6-1658), which form
a' critical commentanr of much value, and m many points new,
on the chroniclers 01 the Merovin^n aae. His study on the
palaces constructed by the Merovingian kings {De basUicis quas
primi Francorum reges ccndiderunt, 1658-1660) u noteworthy in

this connexion. In 167^ appeared his NoHHa CaUiarum ordine

littervum digesta^ a work ol the hi^est merit, which laid the
foundations 01 the scientific study of historical geography in France:
but. like all the scholars of his age. he had no solid knowledge of

philology. His last work was a fife of his ekier brother {fieYita
Henrict VaUsU, 1677).

Adrien's son, Charles de VALOtsh i;i(>?'-'?4VK v^-i^ a diM^n-

Kished numismatist, and formed a ^nt collect Ion of medals, chic 9y
Mnan. He entered at an early age the Ac4i£ltmit iks In^crip-

turns et Belles Lettres^ whcrt^ h« W^cn^ ht^X a. pupU iXjQ^), then
an associate (1714) and finaUy a Peix^itmnijrifi Ci 73?^. He published
little; we know, howevtrr* an liisitAre dtt Atnpkkty:»if by him.
His best work, the Vatesiiimt (i6^>4^ wa* bft^iri^d by filial oiTtctinn;

in it he collected a nurab* t of hi^ti^itr^il and rritKal ob^t/vattr'tis,

anecdotes and Latin po<.m'^ of hh father. Hh tU^f^ by Fi^ret,

is in the Mimoires de VAmdimie da I^cnpti&HSt vdL >xL p. S34

(1747).

VAIPARAISO, a province of Chile on the Padfic coast,

boimded N. by Aconcagua, £. and S. by Santiago and W. by
the ocean. Area, 1953 sq. m. Pop. (1895) 320,756*, (1902,

estimated) 349,885. Its surface is chiefly mountainous, and in

great part barren. The river and mountain valleys, however,

are fertile, and where irrigation is possible yield Urge crops,

especially cereals. The valley of the Aconcagua, which flows

4^oss the N. end of the province, is celebrated for its fertility,

especially in the vicinity of (^uillota, sometimes called the
" garden of Chile." The capital is Valparaiso, and the prindpa)

town outside the capital, is Quillota.

VAIfARAISO» a dty and seaport of Chfle, cai^tal of the

Sovince of Valparaiso, on a broad open bay of the Pacific in

t. 33* cf 2' S., long. 71* 41' ts' W., about 70 m. N.W. of

Santiago. Pop. (1902) 143,382; (19071 estimated) 180,600.

The sJmost semicircular Bay of Valparaiso is slii^tly over

S m. across from Punta Angdes to Punta Gruesa, and the dty
stands on the south side, on the slopes of a spur of barren hills

projecting into the Pacific and forming a rocky peninsula

terminating in Punta Angdes. This point affords good shdter

from southerly and westerly storms, but the bay is open to

those from the north. The dty occupies a narrow strip of beach

extending around the head of the bay, and extends up the

steep slopes and valleys of the enclosing hills, which have an
altitude of 1000 to 1400 ft. The extreme outer points of the

bay are strongly fortified. Valparaiso is pre-eminently a com-

mercial dty. The foreign trade is largdy in the hands of foreign

merchants. Among industrial establishments are the govern-

ment railway shops, laige foundry and machine shops, coach-

building works, a large sugar refinery, breweries, distilleries,

bottling works and numerous small factories. The trade of the

port, which is the largest and most important on the Padfic

coast of South America, makes it a terminal and port of call for

several regular lines of steamers, which afford frequent com-
mtmication with Europe and the United States. The trans-

continental railway line between Valparaiso and Buenos Aires

(the Andean tunnel was opened in April 1910) adds to the traffic

of the port, through the transhipment of passengers and frdg^t

to escape the long and dangerous voyage by way of the Straits

of Magellan. Two cable lines give tdegraphic communication
with Europe and the United States—a West Coast line running

N. to Panama, and a land line across the Andes to Buenos
Aire^ in coimexion with the cable to Europe from that port.

There is but one railway out of Valparaiso—the government
line to Santiago, with a branch running to Los Andes and the

international tunnel through the Andes. There are a wirdess

telegraph station in regular communication with the islands

of Juan Femandes, state tdegraph lines communicating with

all parts of the republic, and an effident tdephone service.

Valparaiso has an attractive suburb, Vifla-dd-Mar, immedi-
ately E. of Punta Gruesa, only 15 minutes by rail from the dty.

Valparaiso was foimded in 1536 by Juan de Saavedra, who
named it after Us birthplace near Cuenca, Spain. It was an
ill-chosen name, however, for there is nothing in it descriptive

of the barren hills, dirty streets and foul-smelling shores of

Valparaiso (Paradise Valley). The port and town were of but
little note during the coloiiial period, for free conmierdal inter-

course with the colony was forbidden. In 1819, near the end
of the war with Spain, its population bardy reached 5000.

In 1578 it was captured by Sir Fraruds Drake, and in 1596 by
Sir John Hawkins. In 1600 it was sacked by the Dutch under

Van Noort On the 31st of March 1866, it was bombarded by
a Spanish fleet under the command of Admiral Nunez, when
a Is^ge part of the town was laid in ruins, and on the 38th of

August 1891, after the victory of the congressional troops over

Balmaceda's forces in the vicinity, it was partially sacked by
the Chileans themsdves. Valparaiso has suffered much from
earthquakes—in 1730, 1833, 1839, 1873 and 1908. The last-

mentioned caused the destruction of a large part of the city,

induding public edifices, private residences, the water mains,

public lighting service and transportation facilities. A large

part of the population was deprived of shdter and had to take

refuge on the plateau above. Aid was promptly given by the

national government, and assistance was sent from foreign

countries; and the national government made a grant for the

rebuilding of the dty.

VAIPARAISO, a dty and the county-seat of Porter county,

Indiana, U.S.A., about 40 m. S.E. of Chicago. Pop. (1890)

5090; (1900) 6380, induding 660 foreign-bom ; (19 10) 6987. It is

served by the Grand Trunk, the New York, Chicago & St Louis,

and the Pennsylvania railways. The dty has a public library

(1905), and is the seat of an Institute of Tdegraphy (founded

in 1874; chartered m 1900) and of Valparaiso University

(1873; formerly known as the Valparaiso Normal Training

School). This university was founded to fumish a practical

education at a low cost, and in 1910 had 187 instructors and a
total enrolment of 5367 students. Valparaiso was settled about

1835, incorporated in 1856 as a village and chartered as a dty

in 1865.

VALP7» RICHARD (1754-1836), English schoolmaster, was

bom in Jersey on the 7th of December 1754. He was sent to

schools in Normady and Southampton, and completed his

education at Pembroke College, Oxford. In 1777 he took orders,

and in 1781 became head master of Readmg grammar school,

a post which he hdd for fifty years. He was the author of

Greek and Lathi grammars which enjoyed a large circulation.

He died in London on the 28th of March 1836.

His second son, Absabam John Valpy (1787-1854)1
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piinter and pubKalier, !s remembered in oooneilon with two
great undrrtakingi in the department of classical literature.

These were reissues of (x) Stephanus's Greek Tkaaurus, for

which £. H. Barker was chiefly responsible; (2) the Dclphin
Classics in 143 volumes with variorum notes, under the editorial

superintendence of George Dyer. He also founded the Ckusical
Journal in i8ia
VAU (Vals-les-Bains), a village of south-western France, in the

department of Arddche, 3 m. N.N.W. of Aubenas, with which
it communicates by tramway. Pop. (1906) town, 2694; com-
mune, 4352. Vals is situated on the Volane amongst volcanic

mountains. It is celebrated for its numerous cold mineral springs

impregnated in most cases with bicarbonate of soda. They are

used chiefly for drinking but also as baths, and are efficacious

in maladies of the digestion, liver and kidneys, and for gravel

and gout. Seven or eight million bottles annually are exported.

Wood-tuzning and silk-milling are carried on.

VALTELLINA (Ger. VeUUn; the name comes from the former
capital, Teglio, near Tresenda), properly the name of the upper
valley of Adda, in north Italy. Historically and officially, it

also comprises the Italian Liro or San Giaoomo valley, which
extends from the Splttgen Pass past Chiavenna (where the

Liro is absorbed by the Mera, flowing from the Swiss Val
Bregaglia) to the Lake of Como, the Mera entering this lake

slightly to the north of the Adda. These two valleys (but not

Colico, which is in the province of Como) form together the

province of Sondrio. Pop. 145,265 (exclusive of Colico) or

122,466 (omitting Chiavenna). Politically the whole valley

belongs to the kingdom of Italy, except the side valley of

Poschiavo (Puschlav), which belongs to the Swiss canton of

the Grisons (Gnubttnden). The chief town is Sondrio (7172),

other important places being Tirano (5870), Chiavenna (4592)
and Morbegno G603). Near Bormio (Ger. Worms) ihtn are

some frequmted mineral springs (sulphur and lime), known in

Pliny's time, and efficacious in diseases of the skin. There are

several other baths in the side valleys, such as Santa Catexina

(chalybeate), Masino and Le Prese (sulphur).

The highest pants in the ranges enclosing the valley are the
Piz Zupo (13.1^1 ft.) in the Bernina group and the K6nigwpit«e
(12,655 ft') in tne Ortler district: the Monte della Diagraxia (13,067
ft.) is the highest peak comprised entirely within the water-basin
of the valley. Four well-marked Alfune passes are traversed by
good carriage-roads—the Stelvio Pass or StiUserjoch (9055 ft.,

the highest cama^road in Europe) from Bormio to Meran in the
* " ' ' - '^ ' ""no to Samaden

t.) from Tirano
m near the top

of the Stelvio a fourth road leads over the Umbrail Pass (8342 ft.,

the highest in Switzerland) to the Swiss valley of Manster, which is

reachtti at the village of Santa Maria. The main valley is traversed
from end to end by a magnificent carriage-road constructed by
the Austrian Government in 1830-1835. A railway runs from Colico,

on the Lake of Como, past Sondrio to Tirano, a distance of 42 m.,
while there is another from Colico to Chiavenna (i6i m.).
The population is wholly Italian-speaking and Koman Catholic.

the valley being in the diocese of Como. The shrine of the Madonna
of Tirano (founded i53o)annually attracts a large numberof pilgrims.

The valley, particularly in iu lower portion, is extremely fertile;

and of late years vigorous measures have been taken to prevent the
damage caused by the frequent-inundations of the Adda. Chestnuts,

*

vines, mulberry trees and fis trees abound; and there are many
picturesquely situated churches, castles and villages. The chiel

artickss exported are wine and honey. The wine u largely consumed
in north Italy and Switxerland, the best varieties bang Gnimello,
Sassella and Montagna. Large quantities of honey are annually
tent abroad.

History.—The political history of Valtellina is made up of

the histories of three districts—(z) the " free community " of

Poschiavo (first mentioned as such in z 200-1201); (2) the county

of Bormio (first mentioned as a county in Z347); and (3) Valtel-

lina proper, extending from the defile of the Serra di Morignone

on the east to the Lake of Como on the west. After the defeat

of the Lombards (774) these three districts were given (775) by.

Charlemagne to the abbey of St Denis near Paris, which never

seems to have exercised its rights. In 824 Lothair I., confirming

an earlier donation (803) made by Charlemagne, gave the

churches of Poschiavo and Bormio to the bishop of Como.

Bormio- was in 1205 won by the men of Como, who in xoo6
had received one-half of Valtellina from the emperor, and l^
1114 they were masters of the enUre valley. They retained
Bormio till 1300, when it freed itself; but in 1336 it belonged
to the bishop of Chur. In Z33S the Visconti, krds (biter dukes)
of Milan, became k>rds of Como, and therefore of Valtellinn. In
Z3SO they seized on Bormio and Poschiavo, the latter bein^
won back by the bishop of Chur in Z394 and again kist to the
Visconti in 1470. As early as X360 the men of Rhaetia made
incursions into Valtellina under the pretext that it had fonned
part of ancient Rhaetia. This idea was confirmed in 1404*
when, in return for kind treatment received during his exile^

Mastino Visconti (son of Bamabd) gave to the bishop of Chur
his share of the Milanese, including Poschiavo, Bomuo and
Valtellina. Relying on this donation, the men of the Three
Leagues of Rhaetia (best known by the nameof one, Graubanden>
invaded the valley in Z486'Z487, Poschiavo becoming in 1486 per-

manently a member (not a subject land) of the GoUeshausbuud^
This donation served too as the excuse for seixing, in Z512, oa
Chiavenna, Bormio and Valtellina, which were harshly ruled as
" subjea bailiwicks." Under the governor at Sondrio there
were four "podestas" for the three divisions of Valtellinn

(Morbegno and Traoiui, Sondrio and Tirano), besides one at
Teglio and one at Bormio. Mastino Visoonti's donation was
solemnly confirmed in z 5 16 by the emperor Maximilian L In
Z530 the bishop of Chur was forced to sell to the Three ^^^tw%
for a small sum his title to these two districts. At the time
of the Reformation Poschiavo became Protestant. The other
two districts clung to the old faith and came under the influence

of Carlo Borromeo, who, when founding in 1579 his " Colkgiam
Helveticum " at Biilan for Swiss studenU for the priesthood,

reserved for Valtellina six out of the forty-two places. Val-
tellina was extremely important to the Habsburgs as affordiitg

the direct route between their possessions of the Milanese and
Tirol Hence a great struggle, into which religioas questions

and bribery largely entered, took place between Austria aiui

Spain on one side and France and Venice on the other. In
X603 Fuentes, the Spaziish governor of the Milanese, built a
fortress (of which traces still remain) dose to the Lake of Como*
and at the entrance to the valley, in order to overawe it. The
religious confficts in GraubOnden led to reprisals in the " sub-

ject land" of ValteUina. In 1620 (z9th July^4th August) the
Spanish and Romanist faction (headed by the PlanU family)

xnassacred a great number of Protestants in the valley, 350 to

600 according to different accounts {VeltUuar Mord). For the
next twenty years the valley was the scene of great stxife, bein^

held by the Spaniards (X621-23, 1629-31, x637~39), by the
French (1624-27, X635-37), and by the pope (Z623, X627). At
length George Jenatsch, a former pastor, who had been the

active and unscrupulous leader of the Protestant party, became
a Romanist (z63s) in order to free the land from the French hf
aid of the Spaniards (1637), who finally (1639) gave it back to

its old masters on condition that the Protestants were exduded
from the valley. In this way the local struggles of ValteOina

came to be mixed up- with the Thirty Years' War. In X797

Bormio and Valtellizia were annexed to the Cisalpizie republic,

in 1805 to the kingdom of Italy (of which Napoleon was king),

and in X815 (despite the remonstrances of the Raetian leagues)

to the kingdom of Lombardo-Venetia, held by the emperor
of Austria. In 1859 they became, like the rest of Lombardy,
part of the kingdom of united Italy. Poschiavo followed the

fortunes of the " Gotteshausbund." It became (after 1798)

part of the canton Raetia of the Helvetic republic, and in 1803

of the canton of the GraubOnden or Grisons, which was then

first received a full member of the Swiss Confederation.

'vols.):
Ptanxa,

_ __ _ ^ , Cose,
Travels in SvriUeriand, Ac. (4th ed., z8oi; Letters 74-78); G.- B.
Crollalanza. Sloria dd Contado di Ckiaoenmd' (Milan. X870); D. W.
Freshfield. Italian Alps (London. 1875); Edmondo Bnisoni. GmHa
deila ValteUina (Sondrio, 1906); A. Ciusaani. il Forte di Fmmies
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^omo, 190S) : P. A. Laviari. Sloria deOa VaUdUna (3 vols.. Capolaso
tttmax^ i8i8) r A. Lorria and E. A. Martel.Ie Massif de la Bemina
(ZQrich. 1994); E. Rott, Hani /K., Us Swisses, el la HauU Halie—
la Lutte pottr Us Alpes, tS99-j6io (Paris. i88a); E.Rott, HisUire
de la reprisetUatioH diplomaiique de la France aupHa des cantons
Suisses (Bern: vob. iii. (1906) and iv. relate to the French in the
ValtelUna from 1620 tqq.) ; E. Haffter. Ceorg Jenatsck (Davo». 1894)

;

F. Pieth, Die PeldsAte des Henots Rohan im VeUlin und in Crau-
bOmden fBem. i90s[; F. Fosiati. Codice DipUmaHco delta Xeeia
(oritnnaliy pubUshedf in the Periodica of the Soaet^ Sterica a Comense
at Cbmo; separate reprint, Como, 1901); L. von Ranke, History
of the Popes, bk. vii.; and H. Reinhardt, '* Das Vdtliner Mord." in
Cesckuhtsfremid (voL xl., 1885).

VALUATION AND VALUBRS. A valuation of property may
be required in view of a proposed sale or puidiase, or in order to

ascertain the amount for which it will constitute a sufficient

security if mortgaged, or which should be paid by way of com«
pensation where it is oompulsorily taken or wroni^ully damaged.
It may also be necessary with a view to the assessment of

property for rating, or for fiscal or other purposes. Where it is

desired to ascertain the amount which may properly be invested

in the purchase of land or buildings, the valuer will consider

their character and situation, and die greater or less degree of

risk incidental to their nature, in order to determine the rate of

intenest which they ought to yield. The valuation will proceed

upon the basis that the property should return to the purchaser

the capital which he invests together with interest at the rate

so settled, or afford him security for such interest while he keeps

the propoty and the return of the capital when he desires to

realise it. Accordingly, the net rent which it may be expected

to yield must be ascertained by deducting the known and
estimated outgoings and any other allowances which have to

be taken into consideration from the gross amount which a
knowledge of the local circumstances indicates as the probable

return. Where the property is leasehold held for a term of

fixed duration, the number of years' purchase wiU depend upon
the length of the unexpired portion of the term, and can be
ascettained without special calculation by reference to a table

in common use. If the duration of the term or other interest

in the property is uncertain, as, for example, in the case of a
lease for lives, the number of years' purchase which may fairly

be taken wiU be found in some other of the tables {e.g. Inwood's

or Willich's), which have been prepared to meet the different

dasses of cases with which valuers have to deaL If the property

is freehold the number of years' purchase can be found by
dividing one hundred by the rate of the interest required.

A valuation or appraisement, under English Uw, need not be
stamped where it is made (i) for, and for the information of, one
party only, and is not obligatory as between parties; (a) in pur-
suance of the order of a court of admiralty or on appeal therefrom

;

(3) of property of a deceased person for the iniormation of an
executor, or other person required to deliver an affidavit of the
estate 01 such deceased penon: or (4) of any property for the
purpose of asoertaimi^ the legacy or succession or account duty
payable in respect thereof. Any other valuation or appraisement,
whether of property or any interest therein or of the annual value
thereof, or of any dilapidations or of any re|)airs wanted or of the
materials and labour used, or to be used, in any building or of
any artificer's work, must be stamped. An appraiser viio makes
an appraisement or valuation chargeable with stamp duty must,
withm fourteen days after making it, write it out in words and fieures

showing the full amount thereof upon duly stamped material. If

he omits to do so, or in any other manner discloses the amount, he
becomes liable to a fine of iCSO* Any peraoa who receives from an
appraiser, or pays for the making of, any such appraisement or
valuation not so written out and stamped, becomes bable to a fine

Where a contract has been made for the sale of property at a
valuation, a valuation made in accordance with its terms will be
conclusive as between the parties, in the absence of fraud, collusion

or misuke. Where there has been an agreement to sell goods on the
terms that the price is to be fixed by tiie valuation of a third party
and such third party cannot or does not make such valuation, the
agreement is avoided; but if the goods or any part thereof have
been delivered to and appropriated by the buyer he roust pay a
reasonable price therefor. Wnere the third party is prevented from
making the valuation Yjy the fault of the seller or buyer, the party
not in fault may maintain an action for damages agamst the party
in fault. Wberethefixingof a value by valuers is not of the essence
of an- agreement, but is wholly subsidiary to it, the courts will, if

jnsdoe require it, ascertain the value in order to carry the agreement

into effect. Where an agreement had been entered into for the sale
' of a house at a fixed price and of the fixtures and furniture therein
at a valuation by a penon named by both parties, and he undertook
the valuation but was refused permission by the vendor to enter
the premises for that purpose, the vend<M' was ordered to allow the
entry so that the valuation might proceed.
A person who exercises the calling of an appraiser or who, for or

in expectation of any fee or reward makes any valuation or appraise-
ment chargeable with stamp duty, must (unless he is licensedT as an
auctioneer or house agent) nave an appraiser's licence, upon which
a duty of £2 b charged and which contmiies in force from the day of
itb date until the following 5th of July. By default in this respect
a liability to a penalty of £50 is incurred. Moreover, an unlicensed
appraiser cannot recover remuneration. A valuer is liable to the
penon who has employed him for the conseouenoes of negligence or
want of due care aiid skill on his part. If nis services are thereby
rendered worthless he will not be able to recover anything by way
of remuneration. A valuation of a house taken by a railway
company made by a surveyor who did not enter the house was held
not to be a proper valuation. Although a valuer cannot be expected
to possess a mmute and accurate knowledge of the law, be ought to
be acquainted with the general principles applicable to the valuations
which he undertakes so far as u necessary in order to enable him to
make them property. The valuer, however, will be liable for the
consequences of bis negUgeooe only towards the person whoemployed
him, and not to any one else who may happen in fact to have been
prejudiced thereby. (H. Ha.)

VALUE (0. Fr. tdtue, frott m/mt, to be worth, Lat. vaUre\
in general usage a term signifying worth. It has, however, a
special meaning in economics, which is the subject of this article.

In some departments of economic theory it is still convenient

to use as the basis of the exposition the opinions of J. S. Mill,

because he embodied in his treatise on Political Economy in a
remarkable manner nearly everything of importance from the
theoretical standpoint in the work of his predecessors, and to a
considerable extent subsequent advances in economic science

have been made byway of criticism or development of his

version. This observation is especially true of the theory of

value. In this subject Mill had digested the mass of previous
1i>ftrnijig with such cffcct that he commences his treatment with

the remark: " Happily there is nothing in the laws of value

which remains for the present or any future writer to clear up;

the theory of the subject is complete. The only difficulty to be
overcome is that of so stating it as to solve by anticipation

the chief perplexities which occur in applying it." Curiously

enough this part of economic theory was the first to receive at

the hands of Jevons and others serious modification, the nature

and need for which can, however, only be properly understood

after a preliminary examination of the old orthodox position.

As regards the question of definition. Mill starts with the

distinction somewhat loosely drawn by Adam Smith between

value in use and value in exchange. When we say that a thing

possesses a certain value in use, we say in more words than are

necessary that it is useful: that is to say, value in use is an
awkward phrase for utility. The conception of utility (see

Wealth) is the most fundamental in economics. It is held by
Mill to mean the capacity to satisfy a desire or serve a purpose,

and thus "useful," the corresponding adjective, is as fitly

applied to ices as to steam-engines. It has always seemed
rather paradoxical to apply the term utility (with iu adjective

useful) to things which the common sense of mankind (or of any
representative section) considers, to be deleterious or trivial.

Accordingly V. Pareto has proposed the term ophilimiU

(Gr. (b^Xi^Mt) for this wider interpretation of "utility." But
utility in this sense is obviously much wider than value, and
Mill proceeds to say that by value in political economy we
should always understand exchange value. This language

seems familiar and definite, but on analysis it is clear that

exchange implies two terms at least. If we say that a thing can

be exchanged, we imply that it can be exchanged for something

else, and when we speak of the exchange value of a thing we
must directly or indirectly refer to the value of some other thing

or things. In practice in modem societies this other thing is

standard money: an Englishman who talks of the exchange

value of anything means the number of pounds sterling (or parts

thereoO which it will fetch in the market or be appraised at by
a fair arbitrator. On this view then the value oi a thing is its
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I»ice; bat a very little experience in the theory 6r hiitoiy of

eoonomici will ihow th&t it is often desirable, and sometimes

Decenary, to contrast value with price. " At the same time

and place," says Adam Smith, " money is the exact measure of

the real exchangeable value of all commodities. It is so, how-
ever, at the same time and place only." If, however, the ex-

change value of a thing is not its price, what is it? According

to Mill, "The value of a thing is iu general power of purchasing,

the command which its possession gives over purchasable com-
modities in general." But what, we may well ask with Mill, is

meant by command over commodities in general? Are we to

und«ntand the complete national inventory of wealth, or the

total of things consumed in a given time by a nation? Obvi-

ously such conceptions are extremely vague and possibly

unworkable. If, however, we make a selection on any repre-

sentative principle, this selection will be more or less arbitrary.

The elaborate -work of C. M. Walsh on the Measurement

of General Exchange Yalue (xgox) gives a critical analysis of

the views of the chief writers on the subject and indicates the

advances made since MiU. Mill is to some extent aware of the

difficulties, although he never subjected them to a rigorous

analysis; and he points to the obvious fact that a coat, for

example, may exchange for less bread this year than last, but

for more gUss or iron, and so on through the whole range of

commodities it may obtain more of some and less of others.

But in this case are we to say that the value of the coat has

risen or fallen? On what principles are we to strike an avenge?
The attempt to answer these questions in a satisfactory manner
is at present engaging the attention of economisU more than

any other problem in the pure theory. Mill, however, instead

of attempting to soWe the problem, frankly assumed that it is

impossible to say except in one simple case. If, owing to some
improvement in manufacture, the coat exchanges for less of all

other things, we should certainly say that its value had fallen.

This line of argument leads to the position: "The idea of

general exchange value originates in the fact that there really

are causes which tend to alter the value of a thing in exchange for

things generally, that is, for all things that are not themselves

acted upon by causes of similar tendency." There can be no
doubt as to the truth of the latter part of this statement, especi-

ally if we substitute for one commodity groups of commodities.

But it is doubtful if the idea of general exchange value arises

from a consideration of the causes of value; and later writers

have constantly emphasised the distinction between any change

and the causes of the change. Following out the idea in the hist

sentence quoted, Mill goes on to say that any change in the value

of one thing compared with things in general may be due either

to causes affecting the one thing or the large group of all other

things, and that in order to investigate the former it is convenient

to assume that all commodities but the one in question remain

invariable in their relative values. On this assumption any
one of them may be taken as representing all the rest, and thus

the money value of the thing wiU represent its general purchasing

power. That is to say, if for the sake of simplicity we assume

that the prices of all other things remain constant, but that one
thing falb or rises in price, the fall or rise in price in this thing

will indicate the extent of the change in iU value compared with

things in general There can be no doubt that, in discussing

any practical problem as to the changes in the relative value

of any particular thing, it is desirable to take the changes in

price as the basis, and much confusion and cumbrousness of

expression would have been avoided in the theory of the subject

if, to adapt a phrase of Coumot's, money had by Mill and others

been used to oil the wheels of thought, just as in practice it is

used to oil the wheels of trade.

By this method of abstraction the treatment of the theory of

value becomes essentially an examination of the causes which
determine the values of particular commodities rela-

tively to a standard which is assumed to be fixed.

Couraot compares this hypothetical point of the

standard of value to the "mean sun" of astronomers. In
order that anything may possess value in this sense, that it

^may exchange for any portion of standard money or its repie-
senUtives, it is evident on the first analysis that two "w»^»s«»f
must be satisfied. First, the thing must have some titility ; and
secondly, there must be some difficulty in its attainment. As
regards utility, Mill apparently regards it simply as a kixHl of
entrance examination which every commodity must pass to caXa
the list <A valuables, whilst the place in the 1^ is dctcnnined by
variations in the degree of the difficulty of attainment. Later
writers, however, have given much more prominence to ntifity,

and have drawn a careful distinction between final or
marginal and total utility. Following Jevons, i

economists have adopted this distinction, and the
writers of the Austrian school in particularhave made it

of vital importance, and by attempting to introduce it when the
conception is inappropriate have often caused much uiuccessary
complexity. The distinction is certainly useful in throwing
light on the advantages of, and motives for, ^«^**«|p'^ oom-
modities. Suppose that on a desert island A possesses all the

food, so many measures—<say) pecks—of com, and B all the
drinking water, so many measures—(say) pints. Then A, taking
into account present and future needs, inight ascribe to the posses-
sion of each portion of his stock so much utility. Thtt adlity of

the first few pecks of com inight be re^rded as practically

infinite; but, if his stock were abundant, and a speedy rescue

probable, the utility ascribed to successive portions wouU be
less and less. In the same way B inight make an fsTimatr of the

utility of successive measures of the drinking water. Now, if we
regard only Mai utilities from the point of view of each, both are

infinite. If an exchange were made of the total stocks of both
men, the position of neither would be improved. Bat, if A sets

aside (say) half his stock, then it may well happen that he could

advantageously exchange the rest against part of B*s drinking

water. In precisely the same way B might set aside so nodi of

his stock for his own consumption, and then the utility of the

remaining portion would be much less than the utility be would
gain if he obtained in exchange A's surplus. Thus, if the two
men exchange their remainders, both will gain in utility; in the

case supposed they will make an enormous gain. For aimphcxty
we have supposed each stock to be divided into two portions,

butnothinghasbeensaidof the principles of the divisioii. It is,

however, dear that A can advanta^peously go on exchanging
a measure of com for a measure of water so long.as by doing so

he makes a .gain of utility. Conversely B can advaataceoos^
offer water so bng as he gains greater utility from thie com
received in exchange. The utility of the last portion of com
retained by A (or of water by B) is the final or marginal utihty

of the stock retained, and similarly the utility of the last measure
obtained in exchange may be called the final utility of the stock

purchased. A will have done his best if these utflities are just

equaL For at this point, if he were to offer (at the same rate of

exchange) more com, it is dear that he would lose more utility

than he would gain. linlaHs mnlandit, the same xcaaooing

applies to B; and thus the rate of exchange will be so adjusted

as to bring about this equality of marginal utilities on both sides.

It follows that, ifA gainson the hut portion received just as much
utility as he loses on the portion parted with, on all the other

portions received he will have gained more than he losL The
total of these gains over successive portions has been caBed by
Professor Mar^all consumer's rent or surplus.

However useful this theory of marginal utility may be in

throwing lifl^t on the fundamental nature of value, and on
the advantages of exchange, it is obviously too abstract g^g^
to be applied to the explanation of the relative values cHi^«r
of the endless series of commodities and services "*^**p

which constitute a nation's stock of valuables at any ""^
time. For this purpose we must resort to the law of siqiply

and demand, which requires a very careful statement owing to

the ambiguities of popular language. MiU has succeeded in

getting rid of most of these ambiguities, but he has hardly given

due emphasis to the fundamental character of the lav. He
argues, after the brief consideration allotted to the element of

utility, that the other preliminaxy condition necessary i
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SSBealtty ei attainment—ii not always tlie same kind of diffi-

culty, and he arrives at three distinct laws of value, according to

three forms or degrees of this difiiculty. (i) In the first place,

the difficulty may consist in an absolute limitation of the supply,

and in this case the corresponding law is said to be the

lawm •§ law of supply and demand. Even on Mill's view the
rah^ class of commodities which comes under this heading
is both large and important, for it includes not only the

favourite examples of old pictures, china, &c., but also land, and
cq)eciaUy building sites in large cities. Again, it is pointed out
that, although comparatively few commodities may be absolutely

limited, almost all commodities may be so locally and tempor-
arily, which is really only another way of saying that the law of

supply and demand governs all maricet values; for it is obvious

that \ht supply actually forthcoming or obtainable in a q>ecified

time in any market is limited—a point which may be well

illustFaled by the extreme case of a " comer/' Again, under
certain circumstances the supply may be artificially limited, as

in the case of monopolies, the classical example being the destruc-

tion by the Dutch of some of their spice, in order that the limited

quantity might sell for a total higher price. Besides all these

important instances of the operation of the law of supply and
demand, Mill is compelled alsQ to bring under the same law the

wages of labour, the values of the staf^es of international trade,

and some other peculiar cases of value. In fact, step by step

he is almost forced to the conclusion, now generally accepted,

that the law of supply and demand is the fundamental law of

value, of which the other laws are only particular cases. At the

outset, however, he appears to consider the two others as of

co-ordinate importance, (a) When the difficulty of attainment
consists not in the absolute limiution but simply in the fact that

the article requires labour and capital to produce it, the normal
or natural value is said to be determined by the cost of pro-

duction. (3) In the last case taken by Mill it is supposed that an
article can be increased in quantity, but only at an increasing

coat, and in this case the corresponding law of value isthe cost of

production of that portion which is obtained under the most
unfavourable circumstances. These three laws of valuemay now
be examined critically and their mutual relations discussed, for

the last two, if not properiy of co-ordinate importance with the

first, are at any rate wide generalizations.

In order to understand the law of supply and demand, it is

best to take separately the general law of demand and the

Avp^ general law of supply, and then effect a combination.

^f^ ^ Demand must be defined as the quantity of any article
€tmm€ (leinanded at some particular price, it being assumed
of couxie that the bidder of the price can meet his engage-

ments, or, as is sometimes said, that the demand is an
effectual demand. It is quite clear that by demand we cannot

simply mean desire to possess, because in a sense every one

desires everything, and the less the means of payment so much
greater in general is the desire. Again, it is obviously necessary

to insert the qualifying clause " at some particular price,"

becaufe, as a rule, with a change in price a different quantity

will be demanded. It is, indeed, this variation of quantity

demanded, according to variation in price, which gives rise

to the statement of the general law of demand, namely: As

ff^^ ^ the price of any article falls, other things remaining

^^^^-^ the same, the quantity demanded increases, and,

conversely, as the price rises the quantity demanded
decreases. A very good example of this law is found in the

effects of the remission of taxes. The repeal of a tax leads

to a fall in price, and the fall in price is accompanied by increased

consumption. Conversely, it has often been found that to

increase the amount of a tax does not increase the revenue from

it, because the demand for the article falls off. The general

law of demand is best expressed as by Coumot by saying that

the quantity demanded is a function of the price. If we suppose

that corresponding to the smallest change in price there is a

change in the quantity demanded the law of demand may be

illustrated by curves. Marshall has introduced the idea of

demand schedules, the quantities demanded being written

in one column and the corresponding prices in another. The
precise connexion between the price and the quantity demanded
differs in different cases, and, strictly speaJung, is probably
never the same for any two commodities. Every comibodity
has its own curve or schedule. At the same time, however,
commodities may be placed in large classes according to the

general character of the variation. The variation of quantity

demanded according to price will ultimately rest on the principle

of marpuat jUitUy explained above. A person with a limited

amount of money to spend will hit the economic mark in the

centre if the final utilities of his several purchases are equal
This is a rather technical way of saying that a prudent num will

not spend a penny more on. any particular thing if the penny
spent upon some new object would give him a little greater

satisfaction. Reverting to the variations of demand according

to price, a contrast will at once be observed between necessaries

and luxuries. However much the price rises, so long as people

have the means they must consume a certain amount of

necessaries, but, however much the price faUs, the limit of

consumption of bread, for example, must soon be reafrhed.

On the other hand, a great fall in price of many luxuries may
cause an enormous increase in the demand, whilst a great rise

may almost destroy the demand. The rate of charge—the
quantity demanded according to the changes in price—is referred

to as dasUcUy of demand. If for a small change in price there

is a considerable increase in the quantity demanded, the demand
is <aid to be very das^k. Other characteristics of demand
are indicated by the terms direct, derived, compounded, &c

,

the demand for any one thing being obviously affected by the

possible use of substitutes on the one side and on the other by
the emergence of other uses. Recent writers, notably Marshall,

have given much attention to the devek>pment of the law of

demand in its various aspects, which has been too much
neglected in the Ricardian analysis followed by MilL A jgreat

deal of light might be thrown on many interesting problems in

the progress of a tuition and of its various component classes,

if the laws of demand, or the statistics of consumption according

to price, were obtainable.

Turning to the element of supply, this term in a similar way
may be defined as the quantity offered for sale at some particular

price, and the general law of supply may be stated «^_^
thus: As the price rises, other things remaining the m^,
same, the quantity offered tends to increase, and, eon«

versely, as the price falls the quantity offered tends to diminish.

ExprMsed in this manner, supply appears to be exactly analogous

to demand, and the analogy seems to hold good even when we
push the analysis up to the utility to the seller as compared
with the utility to the buyer. For, as the price rises, the seller

will obtain greater utility, and will thus retain less for his own
use or will be induced to produce more. On closer inspection,

however, the law of supply is found to be not so simple as the

law of demand. It would only be so if the seller had simply

to compare the relative advantages of exchanging his com-
modity and of retaining it for his own use, without any further

reference to the conditions of, or the motives for, production.

In most commodities, however, the determining influence is

not the comparative utility of consumption by the owner
on the one hand or of the consumption of something else

obtained by exchange on the other, but it is rather a comparison

of the trouble of producing with the advantage of selling the

article when produced. Of course, if we are considering finished

products in any nuurket the case is more simple; but even here

the question of the relative advantages of present sale and
reservation for a future market or distant place must be deter-

mined, and then the element of cost of production will again be

brought back. The law of supply may be dcvek>ped on Unes

corresponding to the law of demand, and we may construct

supply schedules on curves indicating the relations between

the range of prices and the quantities offered at those prices.

Before considering the relation of cost of production to

supply, it will be convenient to combine the laws of supply

and demand, taking the former in its simplest aspect, and
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to state the general law of supply and demand as governing
value. Excluding the simple case of the barter of two com-
modities of which the rate of exchange will be determined

as explained above in reference to marginal utility, and meaning
by demand the quigitity demanded in a market at a certain

price, and by supply the quantity there and then offered at a
certain price, the general law may be sUted thus: In any

i- ^^^^ market the price of any article will be so adjusted

t0tw09m that the quantity demanded will exactly equal the
40mmat quantity offered at that price. The force by which the
**|j' adjustment is made is, in general, competitbn. Thus^
*'*'^'

if the price were above the point indicated by the law,

there would be a lessened demand, and the competition of

sellers would tend to lower the price. Conversely, if the price

were lower the competition caused by the increased demand
would tend to raise it. The law as thus stated corresponds

to what Mill calls the equation between demand and supply.

He was induced to adopt this phrase in place of the more popular

expression, the ratio of demand to supply, on the ground of its

greater accxiracy. And, if the term ratio is to be taken strictly,

no doubt Mill's criticism is perfectly just. At the same time

the equation must be stated very carefully to avoid falling

into the truism suggested by Caimes, namely, that in any
market the quantity bought at any price is equal to the quantity

sold at that price. The point is that in accordance with the

general principles of supply and demand the quantities offered

and demanded vary with the price. And, however inaccurate

the literal use of the term ratio may be, it has the. advantage

of suggesting a change of price according to changes in demand
and supply. The equilibrium between demand and supply was
illustrated by Coumot by the intersection of the demand and
supply curves, and for purposes of theory this mathematical

method offers great advantages.

It may be useful at this point to consider the principles by
which monopoly values are regulated. The simplest case is

jupjh when one individual possesses the whole stock, and
pofy the cost of production is so small that it may be
vakm, neglected. Take the case, for example, of some
natural well having a unique character for the mineral waters

it supplies. The monopolist will, in the first place, have to

discover the law of demand for his article. If he fixes a very
high price, he may only occasionally sell a pint to a king or a
millionaire; whilst, if he fixes a very low price, he may sell

to every peasant and yet get a very poor return. He will,

in fact, have to work out a problem in mathematics, and must
so adjust his price that the quantity sold multiplied by the

price per unit will be a maximum. The same kind of difficulty

is found in the case in which the expenses of production, although

considerable, are practically fixed or only increase slightly in

proportion to the quantity furnished. The minimum price

will be given by the expenses of production, whilst the actual

price will tend to be such as to yield the maximum profit.

Take, for example, the case of a steamer which has a practical

monopoly and is not controlled by government. The owner
will not send out the steamer at all unless the passengers and
cargo pay the expenses; but, if there is a great demand, he
will raise the price so as to secure a maximum profit. In general,

however, any increase in the quantity of the article produced

(or the service rendered) will be accompanied by an increase

in the necessary outlays, and this increase may be greater or

less per unit. In these cases the calculation of the maximum
profit is a matter of great difficulty. Take, for example, the

case of a railway which has a monopoly in a certain tract of

country. The manager, may aim at keeping down expenses

and charging high rates, being contented with a moderate
traffic; or he may lower his charges and incur additional

expense to increase the gross income. It is worthy of remark
that in many cases the monopolist has a choice of two methods
which give practically equally good results, one starting with

low and the other with high prices. But it is dear that the

mass of the general public or the great body of consumers

have an interest in low prices being adopted, whilst, on the

other hand, the tendency is usually for the monopolist to cfaacse
higher prices than are really piofiuble in a maximum degree.
The simplicity of the method of high prices is always attractive
and often deceptive. Accordingly, even on these very general
grounds, the interference of government with mon<qx>lies may
sometimes be defended as being in the interests of the public
and not against the interests of the monopolists. The case
of the parliamentary third-class ttckeU furnishes an instructive

example. At first, the railwajrs made their parliamenUry
trains as slow' and inconvenient as possible, whereas now there

is hardly a train which does not carry passengers at pariia-

mentary rates without compulsion. As a rule, however, in
modem commercial countries legal monopolies are nimjiff
an exception. Any one, for example, can prosecute ^
any trade or manufacture if he can proviife the re* ' *"'
quisite skill, labour and capital; and even as regards Und
—at any rate in the greater part of England and Scotland

—

there is from the point of view of cultivation no real monopoly.
But although \tga\ monopolies (apart from patents and the

like) are not general, and in most countries the law is adverse
to the creation of monopolies,* as a matter of fact in modern
times there has been an increasing tendency to the amalgama-
tion of businesses of all kinds into large combinatltMss (trusts,

kartells, &c.), which have the power of monopolies. In the

same way in the relation of kbour and ca|Mtal the method
of collective bargaining partakes of the character of oKHK^xdy.
There may be buyers* as well as sellers' monopoly, aiul capitalistic

combinations operate by this method in dealing with the

production of raw material or other requisites and also with

labour.

The theory of monopolies being a case of the detenntnatioa
of maxima b essentially mathematical, and many of the

problems, especially as regards the incidence of taxes and the

benefits of the public acquisition of "natural" OKinopolica,

can only be fully explained mathematically as by MarshaU.
In recent years great attention has been given to the realistic

study of monopolies (J. W. Jenks, H. W. Macrosty, ftc.; see

Trusts). When competition arises, and is effective, exceptional

profit ceases, and thus a new principle for determining valties

comes into play. If the producer of any article is obtainixig

more than the usual rate of profit, he at once provokes com-
petition, and thus even the dread of this possible competition
may keep down prices. This is often expressed by saying that

the potential supply affects prices almost^ mudi as the actual

supply. It thus becomes obvious that, as regards fredy pro-

duced commodities the production of which nuy be extended
indefinitely at the same or at a decreasing cost, the value tends

to conform to the minimum a>st of production, and that any
other value is 'consequently unstable. It will be observed,

however, that cost of production only determines values by
operating through the actual or potential supply, and thus

that the law of demand and supply is fundamental. Oacx
a thing is made, the actual cost of production has no influence

on its value, except as indicating the conditions of future

possible supply.

At this point it becomes necessary to analyse and expbun
the nature of cost of production. In the last resort it will

be found that nothing can be produced without c^gg^
labour, and in a modem society capital must be mnum
added. Thus the component elements of production *^'^

are labour and capital acting by natural forces upon raw
material But, since both the forces and the produce of nature
require labour and capital for their exploitation, the dements
that must be considered primary and fundamental in the case

of commodities that can be indefinitdy increased are labour

and capital. Capital, again, is itself a product of labour, and
it is also wealth set aside by the owner for future use instead

* The general theory of monopolies wasadmirably treated by the
French mathematician and economist Coumot, Ktehereka stir tes

principes malhimtUiques de la thioru des rickesses (1838). and as far

as possible without mathematics in the Ranu sammairt 4es doOnmes
icoHomiques (1877).
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of for present consumption. Accordingly, In order that a

thing may be continuously produced, labour must obtain

a sufficient reward for toil, and capital a sufficient reward for

" abstinence '* or " waiting," or for preservation and accumula-

tion of wealth. Thus the ultimate elements in the real cost

of production are the toil and trouble and irksomeness of labour

and of saving. But this toil and trouble will not be submitted

to unless in any particular case the fair reward of industrial

competition is forthcoming. However much pleasure a good

workman may take in his work or a prudent man in his savings,

in the industrial world as at present constituted both .labour

and capital will be attracted towards the point of highest

Rward (compare Wages); and, accordingly, it is a necessary

condition of the production of any article that the price obtained

^11 yield the average rate of wages and profit obtainable for

that spiedes of work. Now these rates of wages and profit

«aM can be expressed in terms of money, and may be desig-

nated, following Marshall, the expenses of production

. as distinguished from the real cost. The real cost of

production would on analysis consist of a confused unwork-
able mass of '* efforts and abstinences," or " disutilities," and
the relation Of these mental strains to their material rewards

is the problem of wages and profits. But for the purpose of

jelative values it is not necessary to push the analysis so far;

«nd thus, if we regard the capitalist as the producer, we may
look on the elements of production as Consisting of wages
and profits. And this is qiiite in accordance with customary
thought and language: every one who asks for the details

of the cost of a thing expects to have a statement of the wages
and profits directly involved, and of the material, which again

•directly involves wages and profits. So far, then, as freely

produced commodities are concerned, the general law is that

they tend to sell at such a price as will yield on the average the

•ordinary rate of wages and profits which by industrial com-
petition the occupation can command. It is at this point

w^M that the difficulty emerges as to the precise nature
«•' of the connexion between the prices of commodities
«wte«. guj ji,^ money wages and profits of producers. Are
-we to consider that the' former are determin^ by the latter,

or the latter by the former? If, for example, commodity
A sells for twice as much as commodity B, are we to say that

this is because wages are higher in the former case, or are the

wages higher because the price u higher? The answer to this

<|uestion is given in the theory of Wages (g.v.). It is sufficient

to state here that, in discussing relative values, we may assume
that industrial competition has established certain relative

rates of wages and profits in various employments, and that

any prices of articles which yielded more than these rates,, whilst

in other cases no corresponding rise took place, would be un-
datable. Thus, in discussing the normal values of freely pro-

duced commodities, we have to consider the quantity of labour

and the rates of wages and the quantity of capital and the rate

of profits, the normal rates of these wages and profits being
given.

The use of the term " normal " requires some explanation.

The word norma properly refers to the square used by masons
and carpenters, &c., and thus a thing may be said to

be in its normal position when no change will be made:
that is to say, the normal position Is the stable position,

or it is the position to which the workman will try to adjust his

work. And, similarly, by the use of normal as applied to wages
and profits, we mean the stable rate or the rate towards which

they are attracted. It is thus quite possible that the normal
rate may differ from the average rate or the rate obtained over

a term of years. For it may easily happen that as regards

wages, for example, a high rate for a short period may lead to

such an increase in that kind of production that for a much
bnger period the rate will fall below the normal. The normal
rate seems to refer to the actual conditions of industry, the rate

which can be obtained for a given amount of exertion, taking

the average of employments at the time, rather than to the par-

ticular rate obtained for some class of work over a period of years.

With these explanations the proposition holds good that the
normal values of freely produced commodities tend to be equal
to their cost, or rather expenses, of production, and any price

which yields a greater or less return to labour and capital is

unstable.

Marshall (Principles of Economics, bk. v. 5th cd., 1907) has
treated very fully the subject of normal values and the relations

of normal ahd market values from the side of theory; but the
nature and importance of the distinction is perhaps best realized

if we compare the normal relative values of important com-
modities over a period of centuries, as was done by Adam Smith
and in the monumental work by Thorold Rogers on Xht History

of Agriculture and Prices, At this stage in the analysis the
difficulty must be met that even in a position of stable equi-

librium, i.e, when the normal demand is just satisfied by the
normal supply, the different portions of the aggregate supply
may be produced at different costs according to differences

in the natural enviroimicnt or in the availability of different

factors of production. In dealing with this difficulty the modem
conception of marginal cost is ^ importance. If a commodity
is produced at a uniform cost per unit whatever the amount,
then the normal value depends simply on this uniform or normal
cost; any temporary divergence in market prices will lead to

a contraction or increase in the supply until the exceptional

gains or losses are got rid of. It may happen, however, that

portions of the supply can be obtained at different costs, and in

this case the normal value is determined by the cost at the

margin. It is this marginal cost which just gives the rates of

remuneration to labour and capital which suffice to keep up
the continuous supply of the requisite factors of production.

If a commodity is produced according to the law of diminishing

return, or, what is the same thing, if the supply can only be
increased after a certain point at an increasing cost per unit,

then the marginal portion just pays its expenses and the previous

portions yield a differential remuneration which constitutes

economic rent. If the conditions of difference in cost are

natural and permanent we have the case of pure economic rent

(sec below), but if the factors of production in response to the

stimulus of extra remuneration can be increased or improved
the extra rates of remuneration tend to disappear with the

increase in supply of the more advantageous factors, and instead

of pure economic rent we have various species of ^na^i-rents.
" Even the rent of land is seen not as a thing by itself but as the

leading species of a large genus; though indeed it has peculiari-

ties of its own which are of vital importance from the point of

view of theory as well as of practice " (Marshall). Marshall has
given special attention to the development of this appb'cation

of the principle of continuity, of which Coumot was the first

writer to realize the sigm'ficance.

If a commodity is produced according to the law of increasing

return (or diminishing cost per unit as the quantity is increased)

the solution of the problem of normal value presents peculiar

difficulties which cannot be treated in a preliminary survey.

Two results, however, of practical importance may be noted.

In the first, under increasing return the first established business

can be expanded more easily than it is possible to start a new
concern, and if new competing concerns are started there are

obvious advantages in amalgamation, so that we arrive at the

modem generalization that the natural tendency of increasing

retum production is to monopoly. This aga*n gives the chief

economic justification for " trusts "; it being said that through

the adoption of various external and internal economies they

more than neutralize the higher prices of monopoly.

The other result of importance is that under competition

the lessadvantageousmethoidsof production tend to be extruded

and the law of increasing retum gives way to that of constant

return. For further consideration of these difficulties the

reader may refer to the analysis by Marshall {Principles of

Economics, bk. v. ch. xi.). The economic analyus of cost of

production (or if we take the money measures of the

various elements involved, expenses of production) involves a

reference to the other great departments of economics, namely.
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production tod distribution; and it is necessary to take account

of the interconnexion and mutual dependence of these depart-

ments and that of exchange, in which the idea of value is pre-

dominant. In the last resort production wiU not be carried on
unless labour and capital receive a sufficient reward and the

sufficient reward is the normal value of the factors of production.

But when we are comparing the relative values of commodities
and are seeking to explain, for example, how it is that for long

periods of time these relative values are stable, or conform

to some regular law, we have to break up the elements of value

into the constituents of the expenses of the various factors of

production. This leads up to the analysis of cost (or expenses)

of production as dependent on the amounts and qualities of the

labour and capital required.

If all commodities were produced directly by the expenditure

of labour, and in such a way that capital need not be considered,

l^gg^gfgfg
M in the simple natural state of society taken by

^cx- Ricardo, then the only element to consider in value
p*asM0# would be the quantity of labour. And in a society

JJ"**"
of a more developed character, in which wages are

"*
paid, if we consider that the rate of wages is tmiform,

and that profits may be disregarded in comparison with wages,

the quantity of labour is the most important consideration,

and a fall in the relative value of any article can only take

place through some economy of labour. But, as we approach

more nearly to the actual constitution of modem industrial

societies, we find serious differences in the rates of wages in

different employments, the use of fixed capital becomes of

greater importance, and in some cases the lapse of time neces-

sary for the completion of the commodity is considerable.

Thus interest ard profits, as well as the differential rates of

wages, have to be taken into account just as much as the quantity

of labour, and it is generally convenient to consider also the

established differences in various returns to capital under
different conditions (risk, irregularity, &c.). Indirectly, of

course, since all capital in the ordinary sense is the result of

labour, the quantity of labour is always of primary importance;

but, in considering the proximate causes of relative values, it

is best to consider capital and labour as independent factors.

It follows, then, that, in order to compare the relative values

of two commodities, A and B, freely produced in a modem
industrial society, we must take into account, first of all, the

relative wages and relative profits, and the relative amounts
of labour and capital employed. If the producers of A are

skilled workmen, and if the return to the capital is uncertain,

whilst in the case of B the labour is unskilled and profit steady,

then the value of A will be higher than that of B, supposing

each produced by the same amount of capital and the same
quantity of labour. Obviously, too, any change in the relative

wages and profits will affect the relative values. If the com-
modities considered are not capable of division into similar

parts (such as yards of cloth or silk), but must be considered in

their entirety (^.g. ships and houses), then we must take into

account also the different quantities of labour and capital re-

quired for their completion, as well as the relative rates of

wages and profits. As regards changes of value in this case,

it will be observed that, if the proportions are different in

which labour and capitiJ are employed in the production of

two commodities, then any change in the general rates of wages
and profits will affect relative values. By making various

suppositions as to changes in the different elements of the

expenses of production, a great many cases may be obtained,

as is done, for example, by Mill {Pol. Econ. bk. iii. ch. iv.).

All the cases enumerated and others may, however, be deduced
from a general formula. Let Ei represent the total expenses of

production of commodity A. Let Qi be the quantity

of fixed capital employed, and let fi be the rate of wear

/or«x- and tear per annum, so that the loss is Qi/ri. Let Pi

PJ»»«« •' be the rate of profits per cent, per annum which must

JJJJJ'*'
beobtained on the whole capital. Let Qi be the number
of labourers, and w^ the rate of wages per annum. Let

/i represent tl^^ Umc Ujien for production reckoned in ^eacrs

(ti may be less than unity, thus iJQn would be weeks). Tlica
the total expenses of production are

This simply means that the commodity must retunt in the
normal case profits on the fixed capital with repair of waste, and
also the wages expended (the amount depending on the number
of labourers and the rate of wages), with profit on th« circulating

capital over all the time necessary to complete production. In
some cases, it may be observed, it would be necessary to take I

differently for the fixed capital and the labour or drculatiag
capital. Then, in a similar way £i, the expenses of producUoa
of B, may be expressed:

Thus the relative values of A and B will be found by c«Mnpariiig

the aggregate of these several elements expressed on the right-

hand sides of the equations. It will now be evident

on what a number of variable elements relative values
must depend, even when we consider that the com-
modities can be indefinitely increased by the proper
expenditure of capital and employment of labour. Ulth
the progress of invention and the development of industrial

competition, constant changes are taking place in the various

elements, and in the somewhat complicated formula given
certain practical elements have been eliminated. Even if we
suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that Pt and Pa are equal,

as also wi and w« and /i and /r-that is, if we suppose a unifom
rate of wages and profits, and the same amount of time required

—still any change in these general rates will affect relative vaJnes,

owing to the different proportions in which fixed and dmilating
capital may be employed in the two cases. Thus, for ^*»i«pi*^

we arrive at Mill's statement: " All commodities in the produc-
tion of which machinery bears a large part, especially if the

machinery is very durable, are lowered in their rdative vahae

when profits fall." And it will be found on trial that by making
various suppositions as to the identity of certain of the elements,

or as to their disappearance, many other causes of changes in

relative values may be deduced. Two important practical

conclusions of a general character may be drawn from this

analysis. ( i ) Relative values are liable to constant disturbances,

and accordingly, since relative prices tend to be adjusted to

relative values, relative prices must be constantly changing.

(2) It is extremely difficult to measure changes in the value <rf the

monetary standard, or movements in the general level <^ prkcs,

or variations in the purchasing power of money incomes.
These difficulties are further increased by the importance

of the group of commodities which can only be increased (the

arts of production remaining the same) at an increasing

cost, and which are placed by Mill under a third law of yjj^'
**^

value. The most important examples of this law axe
agricultural and mining produce. In order to make the principles

on which this law depends clear and intelligible, it is necessary

to proceed at first by the abstract method. Assume then that

there is an isolated country and that its agricultural product
consists of com. Then at any given stage of the growth of wealth
and population the amount of corn may be increased (the art of

agriculture remaining stationary) either by taking into cultiva-

tion inferior lands or else by cultivating with greater care and
expense the lands already in cultivation. But in either case

what is known as the law of diminishing return would come into

play, and the additional supply could only be obtained at an
additional cost. It may be assumed that at any stage of develop-

ment the cultivation would be carried to such a point as to give

just the ordinary return to capital on the last ** dose " of capital

expended. Further it cannot be carried, for no farmer will work
at a continuous loss; and competition will ensure that it is

carried so far, for, if this last application of capital yields<mlinaiy

profit, the former " doses " must yield more, that is to say, rent

as well as profit. It thus becomes manifest that, under the con-

ditions supposed, the extent to which " the nmr^ of culUvatioa
"
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win extend depends upon the price of the produce, and in the

normal case—The price must be equal to the expenses of

production of that part which is produced under the most un-

favourable drcumsunces. This then is the third Uw of value,

from which the economic theory of rent is an immediate
deduction. For, if the last dose obtains just a sufficient return,

the former doses must yield more, and the sum <rf these extra

profits is rent. It thus appears, also, that rent ^i^peaids upon
price and not price upon rent. .

The pure theory of rent is arrived at by making certain

hypotheses and abstractions, and accordingly it must not be
applied to particular practical cases without further

consideration. The theory certainly indicates the

effect of very important causes, but requires in

<J»^ practice a certain amount of qualification, (x) The
essence of the theory is that the return to each dose of

capital appUed can be separated, and that the application of

capital wUl cease when the last dose yields only ordinary profits;

and no doubt it is roughly true to say that a farmer will discover

on trial at what point he should cease applying capital, and that

this will depend upon the price of the produce. At the same
time, however, it is quite possible that a farmer who owns the

land which he tills may find it advantageous to carry cultivation

to a further pitch than if he only rented his land. For he will

apply his own labour and capital at a less returnon hisown land.

There can be little doubt that very many important improve-

ments made by landowners have yielded less than the ordinary

rate of profit, just as peasant proprietors obtain a poor return by
way of wages for their own labour. A landowner cultivating

his own land has the whole margin of economic rent to fall back
upon, but a farmer has to pay his rent as a first charge. Thus
it is possible, provided always that the land is cultivated in both
cases with the same skill, that food would be cheaper if all the

land were cultivated by the owner and not by tenants farming

for a profit, and thus the fact that many American farmers pay
no rent may account partially for the lower prices at which they

sell their com. (a) Again, the pure theory takes no account

of the size of the portions into which the land is divided, nor of

the kinds of crops which are grown. But, when most of the land

of a country is rented, both of these factors have to be considered,

and it may be more convenient to the landowner to let the land

with certain restrictions, which again indirectly operate on the

price. (3) It has been well observed by Passy^ that the

principal effect of various land laws is to increase or diminish

the amount of the gross produce, which in Ricardian phrase-

ology would mean to extend or contract the margin of cultiva-

tion. It thus appears that it is not always true to say that the

payment of rent makes no real difference to the general public,

and that it is simply a necessary method of equalizing farmers'

profits. At the same time, however, with the necessary qualifica-

tions, there is no doubt that price determines rents, and not rent

price, especially when prices are affected by foreign competition.

In Great Britain a striking example has been afforded both

of the abandonment of inferior lands (the contraction of the

nutrgin) and of a heavy fall in rent under the influence of falling

prices.

The hypothetical history implied in Ricardo's theory as to

the effects of the progress of society upon the value of agri-

Ptvgimu cultural produce also requires some criticism, such as
' Mtf that given by the historian of agrictdture and prices,
*•*• Thorold Rogers. The theory assumes that in the first

place population increases, and thus there is a greater

demand for food, and that therefore the margin of cultiva-

tion extends and the price rises, and rent rises also. But,

as Rogers observes, history shows that agricultural improve-

ments of all kinds have first of all increased the amount of

food, and thus allowed of an increase in population. It is

worth noticing that in our own times an increasing population

in rural districts (e.g. the Highlands of Scotland and the west of

Ireland) may indirectly tend to lower or destroy rents through

minute subdivision. Ricardo's theory, however, accounts very

> S/sAmes dc cnUun en Frone^,

well for the rise in the ground-rents of towns and dties, and it

is there far more than in the rural districts that the unearned
increment is to be foxmd.

The value of mining produce is determined generally in the
same way as that of agricultural produce; but similar qualifica-

tions must be introduced. The theory is that both vah*«#
extensively and intensively the produce of mines is «Mhv
subject to the law of diminishing return, that the P****"^

margin recedes as the price falls and extends as it rises,

and that thus the price is determined by the most costly

portion which it just pays to bring to market. The principal

point to observe is that mines are gradually quite exhausted.

In general the produce of mines is, like that of land, consumed
in a-comparatively short time, and thus the value is subject to

fluctuations according to the conditions of the annual demand
and supply.

The peculiar durability of the predous metals, however,
makes them in this respect differ widely from most mining
produce. It is of course undeniable that (supposing
coinage free) the value of standard coins will be equal
to the value of the same amount of btillion, and, con-
versely, that the bullion wiU be equal in value to the same
amount of coins. The older economists argued that the predous
metals had their value determined by their cost of production
under the most unfavourable circumstances, and then argued
that in consequencQ the value of money (or coins) tended to be
governed by the cost of production of bullion. If, however, it

is remembered that the annual production does not probably
amount to 3% of the quantity in the hands of man, that cost

of production can only operate through actual or potential

supply, and that in the case of money the increase must be
real to affect prices, it will be readily seen that the value of

bullion is determined by the general level of prices (or the value

of money), and not that the value of money depends upon the
value of the bullion. At the same time, however, it is true that,

if prices become very hlgh,~in other words, if the value of

money, and thus of bullion, becomes very low,—then a check
is placed upon production from the mines, and, conversely, with
falling prices or a rise in the value of the precious metals mining
for them is extended and encouraged. But the difference in

the annual supply due to this influence will be small under
present or similar conditions. On the whole, this case of the
predous metals furnishes perhaps the best example of the way
in which the cost of produaion can only aa through the law of

supply and demand.
There is one other part of the general theory of value which

requires some notice. Some articles can only be produced in

conjunction with others {e.g. hides and beef, wool and
mutton), and some modification of the theory is

needed to suit this case. The law deduced is that— vakmoi

The sum of the values must be equal to the joint ex- ^^^
penses of production, and the relative values inler se

are determined by demand and supply. Thus the Australian

sheep-farmers will exten4 their sheeprfarms so long as for wool
and mutton together they obtain a fair profit, but the amount
contributed by each portion will be detemuned by the relative

demand. It is interesting to observe that in the progress of

society the value of the meat has risen as compared with that

of the hides and the wool. The same principle determines

the kind of produce which will be raised from land, though
the application is rather more difficult owing to rotation of

crops, &&
Much discussion has taken place recently on the ques^on

whether a distinct theory of international values is required.

In the limits assigned to this article it is only possible rkftr
to indicate the prindpal points in dispute. The ofiat*/^

"orthodox" theory, as held by Ricardo, Mill and
Calmes, has been attacked by Coumot, Sidgwick and
others, and has been re-stated with admirable dearness and
much original power by C* F. Bastable.* The best way to

answer the question seems to be to make clear the assumptions
* Theory of IntematioHol Trade.

Lmw
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on which the values of commodities produced within any
" nation " are determined, and then to consider whether any
change must be made when we bring in other nations. We are

at once met with the difficulty, What is a " nation " ? The
orthodox answer appears to be that within any nation (for

which the term " economic area " might perhaps be advantage-

ously substituted) there is effective industrial and commercial

competition. This appears to imply no more than is contained

in the principle noticed above, that relative values tend to be

equal to the normal expenses of production (commercial com-

petition), and that the expenses tend to be proportioned to the

real cost (industrial competition). The question then arises.

Com- I)o these conditions not exist in international trade?

pmnth9 The answer appears to be, first, that commercial com-
^'^''' petition certainly holds good; for as soon as a trade

is establi^ied the commodities will sell at the same prices

in both countries (allowance being made for cost of carriage).

It would pUinly be absurd to say that the value of Manchester
goods is determined by their expenses of production if they are

consumed in England, but by something else if they are sent to

India. If then there is any difference between domestic and
international values, it must arise owing to the absence of

effective industrial competition; that is to say, in the same
coQotry (or economic area) the real cost determines the expenses

of pcoduction on account of the supposed perfect mobiUty of

labour aad capital, but between different economic areas these

agents of production do not pass with sufficient readiness to

secure a similar correspondence. It thus follows that a country

may import articles which it could produce at less real cost,

provided that it pays for these imports with exports which cost

even less. A veiy striking example of this doctrine of compara-

irve cost, as it b termed, was furnished by Victoria after the great

gold discoveries. All kinds of produce were imported and paid

for with gold, because there was less real cost involved in ob-

taining the gdd to pay for imports than in making the articles.

According to this theory every country will devote its labour

and capital to its most productive uses; and, if by some new
imports a domestic industry is checked or abolished, it is argued

that the labour and capital will be devoted to increasing the

exports so as to pay for the new imports. It must clearly be
assumed as axiomatic that in the absence of loans, tributes, &c.,

imports can in the long run only be paid for by exports, and also

that those articles will be exported which can be produced at

the least comparative real cost. This theory then may be held

to explain in a satisfactory manner the origin and development

of international trade; but the question of values is still un-

Rte^ determined. Consistently with exports paying for

roemi imports many different rates of exchange are possible,
**** and the particular rate actually adopted is said to

depend entirely on reciprocal demand. And in an extreme

case, in which new countries trade solely in articles of

which each has a monopoly, this answer would seem to be

correct; but, when we consider that under present conditions

trading countries have many articles in common, and that a

slight margin of profit suffices to expand or diminish an export

trade, this answer seems too vague and unreal In general

it is dear that the rate will be determined independ-

ently of the foreign trade, or at least that the foreign

trade is only one factor to be considered. If the

rate of profit falls, a trade which before was impossible

becomes possible. The opinion may be hazarded that the

best way of explaining the general theory of international

values would be to start with the foreign exchanges; bat such

an investigation is too technical and difficult for this place (see

Exchange).

See I. S. Nicholson's Principles ef PoliUcal Economy, vol. ii.

book iu. ch. 25-28, for the development of this line of criticism of

the Ricardian theory; and C. F. Bastable's Theory of InUmational
Trade (Appendix) for reply to this and other critiasms. (}. & N.)

VALVE (Lat. valva, a leaf of a double or folding door, allied

to volvere, to roU, as of a door on its hinges), a term applied

to many mechanical appiianceS| devices QX Ofttural features,

which control, by opening and shutting, the flow of air, liquids,
vapour, gas, &c., through a passage, tube, pipe or other vesscL
VALVES, or Pistons (Fr. pistons, cylindres; Gcr. VeruUei

ItaL pistottO, in music« mechanical contrivances applied to

wind instruments in order to establish a coanexicm between
the main tubing and certain supplementary lengths required
for the purpose of lowering the pitch. Vaxioos devices have
been tried from the days of andent Greece and Rome to produce
this effect, the earliest being the additional tubes (wX&yuu ASoi)

inserted into the lateral holes of the aulos and tibia in order to

prolong the bore and deepen the pitch of each individual hok;
these tubes were stopped by the fingers in the same manzkcr
as the holes. This device enabled the performer to change
the mode or key in which he was playing, just as did the crooks

many centuries later. But the resourcefulness of the anoests
did not stop there. The tibiae found at Pompeii (see Auixs)
had sliding bands of silver, one covering each lateral hcde ia

the pipe; in the band were holes (sometimes one large and one

small, probably for semitone and tone) corresponding with

those on the pipe. By turning the band the holes could be

dosed, as by keys when not required. By fixing the iid

in the holes of the bands, the bore was lengthened instaady
at will, and just as easily shortened again by withdrawing
them; this method was more effective than the use of the

crooks, and foreshadowed the valves of eii^tera centuries later.

The crooks, or coils of tubing inserted between the mouthpiece
and the main tube in the trumpet and horn, and betweoi the

slide and the bell joint in the trombone, formed a tHep in this

direction.

Although the same prindple underlies all these methods, is,

the lengthening of the main column of air by the addition d
other lengths of tubing, the valve itself constitutes a radical

difference, for, the adjustment of crooks demanding time and

the use of both hands, they could only be effective for the purposes

of changing the key and of rendering a multiplidty of instni-

ments unnecessary. The action of the valve being as ia5taD<

taneous as that of the key, the instrument to which it was

applied was at once pbced on a different basis; it became a

chromatic instrument capable of the most delicate modulatioi)!

from key to key. The slide had already accomplished this

desirable result, but as its application was limited to instm-

ments of which the greater part of the bore was cylindrical, ij.

the trumpet and trombone, its influence on concerted muskxl

composition could not be far-reaching. In fact it b doubtful

whether the chromatic possibilities of the slide were folly

realised until the end of the x8th century, when key medunisBa

having made some advance, it was bdng applied successfully

to the transverse flute and to the darinet and oboe famifits.

In 1760 KOlbd, a Bohemian hora-pUyer engaged in the St

Petersburg Imperial Orchestra, turned his attention to this

method of extending the compass of brass instruments. His

experiments, followed up by Anton Wddinger of Vienna at

the beginning of the xgth century, produced a trumpet mhh

five keys and a complete chromatic compass. HalUday foOovtd

with the keyed bugle in x8xow Halary applied the prindple

of the keyed bugle to the bass horn in X817, and produced ihe

ophideide—an ideal chromatic bass as far as technical posa*

bilities were concerned. The horn had become a chromaiic

instrument through Hampd*s discovery of boucki sounds, but

the defects in intonation and timbre still remained.

Such were the conditions prevailing among the wind instru-

ments of the orchestra when the successful application of the

valve to brass wind instruments by Heinrich St&kel ci Siloia

caused an instantaneous revolution among makers of wind

instruments. Further efforts to perfect the key system as

applied to the brass wind were abandoned in favour of val^xs.

The short space of two decades witnessed the rise of the Flagel-

horns, the tubas, the saxhorns and the comet-i-plstons; the

trombone, French horn and trumpet having led the van.

Sound is produced on brass wind Instruments by ovcrblowiiiK

the merobcTB of the harmonic series (sec Horn). The harmonic
series itseU is invariable, whether obtained froma string or a cdumQ
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of air; the ctnictural features of the instrument dctemune which
members of the series it is able to produce.

Haekonic

123 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 XI 12 13 14 15 16

Although the valves of brass wind instruments vary in form and
detail according to the makers, the general principles governing
their action are the same for all types. The piston placed on some
branch of the main tube must be so constructed that on being de-
pressed it doses the natural windways through the main bore and
opens others into the additional piston length. The piston seated
on a spring instantly regains its normal position when the finger

is removed. After the actual shape and construction of the valve
and its box had been successfully evolved, it was the boring and
disposition of the windways which engaged the attention of makers,
whose object was to avoid complexity and sharp angles and turns in

the tubing. The pitch of all tubes is determined by the len^h of
the column of air set in vibration therein. Any variation in the
length of this column of air produces a proportional variation in
the pitch of the instrument. When the piston is depressed, there-
fore, a partition wall is removed and the column of air within the
additional length of tubing representing a definite interval is added
to the main column, so that the lenetn of the sound wave is pro-
portionally increased whether the column is vibrating as a whole
(when it gives the fundamental or first note of the series) or whether
It has been induced to divide into equal portions in which sound
waves of equal leneth are simultaneously generated. The numbers
under the notes of the harmonk series represent the aliquot parts
into which the cdumn of air must divide in order to produce the
harmonics. The length of tubing attached to each valve is there-

fore calculated on the basis of the length of the main column, to
give for the first piston a tone, for the second a semitone, for the
third a tone and a half, and for the fourth two tones.

In order to illustrate the working of the pistons, we will take as
an example the bombardon or bam tuba in Eb. Depressing the
econd piston lowers thf^ t

* ** *^ '"^ ' '
« ""jt *^ D, giving it the

harmomc series pc^'f-cr !' ['i.ll k\Vi Uie thirj lurmonJcp which
on the open tube ^uurd 1i<' IV', ni.<w liccnmes A; the Afth harmonic,
which was G, is nc'w I'^. .n 5 >•* r.n. The first piston on hdng dc-
Eressedsimilajrlytrari-fiirrii^zln- 11]^ [wimtiarrfon idtoan inst^um^rLt in

>b, a tone lower; thi 1 in:. I 1
a-r. m (nwrring ( he piirh i \ lonM chin£ea

the key to C. So fur th*. int. jn^tijon of ihc nnt« prcwJutcd by fftc^_r\i

ol the pistons is as accunitir as th:it of the harmonics. The varia-

tions in the length of the coluirn of aiV correspond to the p<>^kioiit

of theslideonthetronilHiirH?, th? hrst position bonR that of the instm*
ment with all valvci in their nornral posi[ian. Tnr u^c ci the three

pistons in turn gives the second, thinJ and fourth posi[icnju In order
to obtain acomplete chrqtnaticcon3[»3S!tt here mufit he seven po»(ions
or different lengths of ttjhjn^ availdEjle^ ^s on the tfombone, each
having its proper h-irmnnir sct\i-i. On valve jniiruments the three

other positions are <ThTrtinrH hy mr.iTt^orr'itnKiin^iiifins of pistons: the

fifth position consi! '
i^ .

1 ^ ' - md 3 rl iinni i\

tones), whkh would ija.i^p^-c uui ^u*i.u_iv._.j* j.iiii the key of B;
the aaxth position consists of a combined use of pistons i and 3, pro-

ducing a drop in pitch of 2} tones from Eb to Bb. In the seventh posi-

tion ^1 three pistons come into play simultaneously, lowering the

pitch three tones. The intonation of^the notes obtained in positions

5, 6, 7 is not so faultless as that of notes from the other positions, for

the following reason ^—On the bombardon in Eh piston i lowers the

pitch one tone to Db; io the sixth position, when pistons i and 3 are

used simultaneously, the third piston is no longer attached to a
bombardon in Eb, on whkrh it would produce the effect of C, but to

one in Dt», on which it lowers the pitch to Bb ; it is dear, therefore,

that the supplementary tubing will not be quite long enough to give

the correct intonation, and that the Bb obUined as the 2nd harmonic
in the sixth position will be a little too sharp, a defect whkh the

performer corrects as best he can with his lip. The exact differences

in length can be found from the table of ratios given by Vktor
Mahillon in La Trompette, 5<m kisUrire, ta Morie, sa eonstmctiom

(Brussels and London, 1907), p. 38.

This inherent defect of the valve qrstem was understood and
explained a few years after the invention of valves by Gottfried

Weber,» and the record of the successive endeavours of brass instru-

ment makers to overcome this defect without unduly complkating
the mechanism or addinc greatly to the weight of the instruments

constitutes the history 01 \alve instruments.

The accredited inventor and patentee of valves applied to musical

instruments was Heinrich Stfilael of Pless in Silesia in 1815. The
credit, however, is really due to BlOmel,* also a Sileaian, who sold his

rights to StfilseL

> CaecUia (Mainz, 1835), xvii. 89-91. ^ ^

•See Captain G. B.ISierey in AUg. musik, Ztg. (Leipzig, 1815),

p. 309. and idem for patent 1817, p. 814.
* Ibid. 1818, p. 531*

The first vaf\-e:& made by StAlzel worked in large square brasa
boKi.^ and consitted of ^^unTe [4-.^. ks of solid brass through which the
windways were IwfH m the suTie horizontal plane. A trumpet
having two valves of ihis make i^ preserved in the museum of the
HruueU Coaservatolrr (No. [3^10 in caulogue). In 1825 Stdlzel
Kid improved upon this priniLti^e valve, making it tubular and
calling It Schub-Vfjfiii: ks action was lighter and aipn rapid than
that of the original valve. Chafles Sax of BruBsels took up the
manufacture of these valves and applied them to the comet witn two
pistons. The Kale of iirsinimenrA with only two pistons had several
j;aps, and could not Ije AtrktEj' termed chromatic. In order to
complete the scale, C, A. MiUlU-r <iA Mainz constructed a trumpet in
the early 'think-? %vhich not only had three valves, but also tuning-
slides rpr all thn?i? aflfliiional U>n;^hs of tubing * and key crooks,
for whkh com.'^iionEJinK pitton kngths could be inserted. This
was, therdEjrc, the fimi attempt at compensation, for which the
horujtir h due to Germany.
Tho earl^ impro'^-ements and ni>)difications of Stdlzel's invention

Hiay be bnefly * summed up as fnUows:

—

[it 13^4 John Shaw, d GleyssHip, invented a system of valves
known as transverse spring slkte;^, both ascending and descending,
f,f- respectively having piston^ uhkrh cut off certain lengths of
tubing, thereby raising the pitch, ur pistons adding certain lengths,
nmJ lowering the pitch therrb)'. These transverse slides were
afterwards improved by Schott in 1830, and became known as the
Wimfr Venlii^ which had an enormous success on the continent of
Huropc, and were applied to all kinds of brass instruments. In
tBjt BiQmel inventetj the? rotary valve or cylinder action known as
Drek or tyitndtr Vvniii, a system st ifl in use in Germany and Austria,
and pn-ferred to piston systems by many.

If 1*533 J G, Moriti (who was associated with Wieprecht, in-
ventor of lat baty phone and ba.sji tuba) made the large pistons of
tc-neroua di4rtn:!pr known as Brtliner Pumpen. In 1835 John Shaw
fKiifntL-d a variation of the rotary valve, known as patent lever.

In tH39 E^rinet of hiria invented the most modem form of valve,
CAJIed by his rvame, similar to the Schub-Ventil and Ekriiner
F'umpen, but of a diatneter t^etwi-en the twa In 1851 and 1852
r>r J. P. Oates made his equJIatirral valves adopted by Antoine
Court ois lor his cornets; the same clever acoustician invented a
piston with four Etraighc windwayi^p afterwards patented by A. Sax
of Paris.

Various attempts to improve the windways and get rid of angu-
britlei were made by Gustdve l^esson in 1851, 1854 and 1855,
when a system was devised ha^ ing the same boie throughout t'^
wl nd ways. This decided imprnvement forms the basis of the present
sy-itrm of the same firm. Until now efforts had mainly been
^[iiTTtefl to«atil« the improvement of the technical construction
d valves and windways. The fir^t attempt since MOller's (which
appears to have passed unnoticed in France and En^and) to remedy
by compensation the inherent dtfoct of the valve a^em when
pistons are used in combination w.is made in 1850, when Adolphe
Sax devised a s^^tem of six pistcin^, one for each position, in which
it was impossible to use any two pistons in combination: this system
was ascending instead of dc^en^^lmg. Gustave Besson's retistre in
1^56-57 fatlowed, providing a largr horizontal piston, which, by con-
necting ather duplicate lengths oF tubing of the proper thcorctkral
length, gave eight independent pi'^tions. In 1858 G. Besson and
Girardin. prixiuccd the transposfiiur, in which two extra pistons
whc^n depressed autonutically len^hened the slides of the three
usuat pistons to the rcquined fcrigth for combination. In 1859
came the fint sug|;estion for aiitomatic compensation made by
Charles Mandel in his book on the InstrttmenlatioH tf Military
Bands, p, 39. Tt does not appear that he put his suggestion into
practix-e or patented 1 1^ In ihi^ ingenious system the >^ves were so
cutiitrucicii that when twoof thnr pistons were used simultaneously
th^ length of lubine thnowfl open was automatically adjusted to the
cornTt ihroriii[rji| fcnffih requirefJ. The same ingenious principle,
r1alK>mird and admirably carried out in practice, was patented by
D.J. Blaikley in 1^76. The worltmg of his device differs from the
action of ordinary valves only when the pistons are used in com-
bination. The exact theorelk'il If ng:th is then obtained by bringing
into use extra compensLtin;^ Itntcthi of tubing corresponding to the
difftnnct between the piston lcn;i;^h for a semitone, a tone and
one and a half tonfs on the open tube and on the tube already
kn^hcnedby means of one oi the other pistons. The value of
this Invention K enhanced by the advantage of leaving the fingering
unaltered, is more especially appreciated on the large brass instru-
ments, in which eantctlon of faiilty intonation by means of the
lips is more diJTfcuU to accomplish ^atirfactori1y than on the smaller
jnntniment& A limilar device was patented in France in 1881 by
Sudre,
Vktor Mahillon, who had been for some years at work on simi-

lar lines, did not patent his invention till 1886, when his piston

* Gottfried Weber. Bp. cit. p. 9*.

Fuller accounts may be derived fr.jm CaptainC fLDay,Dtscriptm
Caialopit of Mu^al Jnstrum^nis {l^^ndon, 1891). pp. 182 seq.; Victor
Mahilfon, Caiat6{iu: dfuhpiif, vol i. 2nd ed. pp. 282 seq.; and from
the pa$et of the AUg. mtuiL Zlg. (Leipag) and CaecUia (Mainz).
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riguUUemr was iatradaced: this fint device was not aatomattc, and
was shortly aftervaids improved and patented as the automatic regu-
latint pistons.

A tfiter valuable development in the history of valve systems is the
enharmonic, invented bv Messrs Besson ft Co., in which they have
perfected and simplified the principle of independent positions tried
in the registre of the fifties. In the enharmonic valve system each
poation has its independent length of tubing theoretically accurate,
which comes into play as the valves are depressed, and these is

besides a tuning slide for the open
Finally, there is an improvement in a different direction to be

chronicled, unconnected with compensation, in Rudall Carte ft Co.'8
system (Klussmann's patent) of conical bore throughout, the open
tube and the valve slides, which by means of ingeniously combined
joints and slides preserve the tone without loss of air. This system
has been appliedf to all valve instniments, and has been found to
produce a remarkable improvement in the timbce. (K. S.)

VALTKVO (sometimes written Valjevo or Valievo), a town
of western Servia, prettily situated on the river Kolubara,

in a well-wooded valley, 627 It. above the sea. Valyevo gives

its name to the department of which it Is the capitaL It is

a garrison town, with stxcets lis^ted by electricity, a high-school

or gymnasium, a prefecture and a court of first instance.

In the neighbouring Medvenik mountains lead-mining and
smelting axe carried on by an English company; lead and
antimony being also worked at Podgora and other places in

the same department. Besides being the centre of the plum-
growing and distilling industries, Valyevo has a considerable

trade in cattle, for which the pastures watered by the Kolubara
are celebrated. Pop (1900) about 6800.

VAWBiRT. ARWIN (1833- ), Hungarian Orientalist and
traveller, was bom of humble parentage at Duna-Szerdahely, a

village on the island of ShUtt, in the Danube, on the 19th of

March 1832. He was educated at the village school until the

age of twelve, and owing to congenital lameness had to walk
with crutches. At an early age he showed remarkable aptitude

for acquiring languages, but straitened circumstances compelled

him to earn his own living. After being for a short time ap-

prentice to a ladies' tailor, he became tutor to an innkeeper's son.

He next entered the untergymnasium of St Georgen, and pro-

ceeded thence to Preasburg. Meanwhile he supported himself

by teaching on a very small scale, but his progress was such that

at sixteen he had a good knowledge of Hungarian, Latin, French
and German, and was rapidly acquiring English and the

Scandinavian languages, and also Russian, Servian and other

Slavonic tongues. At the age of twenty he had obtained

sufficient knowledge of Turkish to lead him to go to Constan-

tinople, where he set up as teacher of European languages,

and shortly afterwards became a tutor in the house of Pasha
Hussein Daim. Under the influence of his friend and instl^ctor,

the Mollah Ahm«i Effendi, he became, nominally at least, a

full Osmanli, and entering the Turkish service, was afterwards

secretary to Fuad Pasha. After spending six years in Con-
stantinople, where Jie published a Turkish-German Dictionary

and various linguistic works, and where he acquired some
twenty Oriental languages and dialects, he visited Teheran;

and then, disguised as a dervish, joined a band of pilgrims

from Mecca, and spent several months with them in rough

and squalid travel through the deserts of Asia. He succeeded

in maintaining his disguise, and on arriving at Khiva went

safely through two audiences of the khan. Passing Bokhara,

they reached Samarkand, where the emir, whose suspicions were

aroused, kept him in audience for a fxill half-hour; but he stood

the test so well that the emir was not only pleased with " Resid

Effendi " (V&mb^ry's assumed name), but gave him handsome
presents. He then reluctantly turned back by way of Herat,

where he took leave of the dervishes, and returned with a
caravan to Teheran, and subsequently, in March 1864, through

Trebizond and Erzerfim to Constantinople. By the advice of

Prokesch-Osten and £dtv6s, he paid a visit in the following

June to London; there his daring adventures and linguistic

triumphs made him the lion of the day. In the same year he

publi^ed his Travds in Central Asia, In connexion with this

work it must be remembered that Vimbiry could write down
but a few furtive notes while with the dervishes, and dared

not take a single sketch; but the weird scenes, with their
misery and suffering, were so strongly impressed on his memory
that his book is convincing by its simplicity, directness and
evidence of heroic endurance. V&mb^ also called the atten>
tion of politicians to the movements of Russia in Central Asia,
and aroused much general interest in that question. From
London he went to Paris, and he notes inha Autobiography that
the Parisians were much more interested in his strange manner
of travelling than in the travels themsdves. He had an inter-

view with Napoleon III., who failed to impress him " as the
great man which the world in general considers him." Returning
to Hungary, he was appointed professor of Oriental languages in

the university of Budapest: there he settled down, contributing

largely to periodicals, and publishing a number of books,
chiefly in German and Hungarian. His travels have been
translated into many languages, and his Autobiography w?n
written in English. Amongst the beat known of his works,
besides those aJluded to, are Wandertngs and Adventures in

Persia (1867); Shekhes of Central Asia (1868); History ej

Bokhara (1873); Manners in Oriental Countries (1876);
Primitive CiviiisatioH of the Turko-Tatar People (1879}-

Origin of the Magyars (1882); The Turkish People (1885); and
Western Culture in Eastern Lands (1906).

VAHPIRB, a term, apparently of Servian ori^n (wampir),
originally applied in eastern Europe to blood sucking ghosts,

but in modem usage transferred to one or more qiecies of blood-

sucking bats inhabiting South America.

In the first-mentioned meaning a vampire is usually supposed
to be the soul of a dead man which quits the buried body by
night to suck the blood of living peisons. Hence, when the

varmpire's grave is opened, his corpse is found to be fresh acd
rosy from the blood which he has thus absorbed. To put a stop

to his ravages, a stake is driven through the corpse, or the head

cut off, or the heart torn out and the body bumeid, or boiling

water and vinegar are poured on the grave. The persons who
turn vampires are generally wizards, witches, sulddes and

those who have come to a violent end or have been cursed bf
their parents or by the church. But any one may become a

vampire if an animal (especially a cat) leaps over his corpse

or a bird flies over it. Sometimes the vampire is thought to be

the soul of a living man which leaves his body in slcepi, to go is

the form of a straw or fluff of down and suck the blooid of other

sleepers. The belief in vampires chiefly prevaib in Slavonic

lands, as in Russia (especially White Russia and the Ukraine),

Poland and Servia, and among the Czechs of Bohemia and the

other Slavonic races of Austria. It became specially prevatem
in Hungary between the years 1730 and 1735, whence all

Europe was filled with reports of the exploits of vampires-

Several treatises were written on the subject, among which may
be mentioned Ranft's De masticatione mortuorum in lumuiis

(1734) and Calmet's Dissertation on the Vampires of Hungary,
translated into English in 1750. It is pro)>able that this super-

stition gained much ground from the reports of those who had

examined the bodies of persons buried alive though believed to

be dead, and was based on the twisted position of the corpse,

the marks of blood on the shroud and on the face and hands-
results of the frenzied struggle in the cofllin before life became
extinct. The belief in vampirism has also taken root among
the Albanians and modem Greeks, but here it may be due to

Slavonic influence.

Two species of blood-sucking bats (the only species known)—Desmodus rufus and DiphyUa ecaudata—representing two
genera (see CHUtoPTERA). inhabit the tropical and part of the

subtropical regions of the New World, and are restricted to South

and Central America. They appear to be confined chiefly to the

forest-dad parts, and their attacks on men and other warm-
blooded animals were noticed by some of the earliest writers.

Thus Peter Martyr (Anghiera), who wrote soon after the con-

quest of South America, says that in the Isthmus of Darieo

there were bats which sucked the blood of men and cattle when
asleep to such a degree as to even kill them. Condamine, a
writer of the x8th century, remarks that at Borja (Ecuador)
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and in other places they had entirely di^troyed the cattle intro-

duced by the missionaries. Sir Robert Schomburgk relates

that at Wicki, on the river Berbice, no fowls could be kept on
account of the ravages of these creatures, which attacked their

combs, causing them to appear white from loss of blood. The
present writer, when in South and Central America, had many

\ accounts given him as to the attacks of the vampires, and it

; was agreed upon by most of his informants that these bats when
attacking horses showed a decided preference for those of a grey

colour. It is interesting to speculate how far the vampir^ bats

may have been instrumental—when they were, perhaps, more
abundant—in causing the destruction of the horse, which had
disappeared from America previous to the discovery of that

continent.

Although these bats were known thus early to Europeans,
tae species to which they belonged were not determined for a
long time, several of the large frugivorous species having been
wrongly set down as blood*suckers, and named accordingly.

Thus the name Vampyrus was suggested to Gcoffroy and adopted
by Spix, who also considered that the long-tongued bats of the

group Clossophaga were addicted to blood, and accordingly

described Clossophaga soricina as a very cruel blood-sucker

{sanguisuga crudelissima), believing that the long brush-tipped

tongue was used to increase the flow of blood. Vampyrus spec-

trum, a large bat inhabiting Brazil, of sufficiently forbidding

aspect, which was long considered by naturalists to be thoroughly

sanguivorous in its habits, and named accordingly by Geo£froy,

has been shown by the observations ot travellers to be mainly

frugivorous, and is considered by the inhabitants of the countries

in which it is found to be perfectly harmless. Charles Waterton
believed Artibcus planirosiris, a common bat in British Guiana,

usually found in the roofs of houses, and now known to be fru-

givorous, to be the veritable vampire; but neither he nor any
of the naturalists that preceded him had succeeded in detecting

any bat in the act of drawing blood. It fell to the lot of Charles

Darwin to determine one of the blood-sucking species at least,

and the following is his account of the circumstances under
which the discovery of the sanguivorous habits of Desmodus

rufus was made: '* The vampire bat is often the cause of

much trouble by biting the horses on their withers. The injury

is generally not so much owing to the loss of blood as to the in-

flammation which the pressure of the saddle afterwards produces.

The whole circumstance has lately been doubted in England;

I was therefore fortunate in being present when one was actually

caught on « horse's back. We were bivouacking late one

evening near Coquimbo, in Chile, when my servant, noticing

that one of the horses was very restive, went to see what was
the matter, and, fancying he could detect something, suddenly

put his hand on the beast's withers, and secured the vampire"
{Naturalist's Voyage Rourtdthe Worlds p. 33).

Desmodus rufus, the common blood-sucking bat. is widely spread
over the tropical and subtropical parts of Central and South America

from Oaxaca to Muthem Brazil and
Chile. It is a comparatively small
bat, a little larger than the noctulc.

the head and body about 3 in. in

length, the forearm 2\, with a remark-
ably long and strong thumb; it is

destitute of a tail, and has a very
peculiar physiognomy (fig. i). The
body is covered with rather snort fur

of a reddish-brown colour but vann-
ing' in shade, the extremities of the
hairs sometimes ashy. The teeth are
peculiar and characteristic, admirably
adapted for the purposes for which
they are employed. The upper front

. teeth (incisors), of which there are only two, are enormously
enlarged (see fig. 3). and in shape obliauely triangular like small

guillotines. The canines, though smaller than the incisors, are

Urge and sharp; but the cheek-teeth, so well developed in

other bats, are very small and reduced in number to two above
and three below, on each side, with laterally compressed crowns

. rising but slightly above the level of the gum. their longitudinally

disposed cuttmg edges (in the upper jaw) being continuous with

the base of the canine and with each other. The lower front teeth

y (Incisors) are small, bifid, in pairs, and separated from the canines,
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Fig. 1.—Head of Blood-
Buckine Vampire {DesmO'
dus rufus).

Fic. 2.—Teeth of D. rufus.

with a space in front. The bwer cheek-teeth are narrow, like
those in the upper jaw. but the anterior tooth is slightly larger than
the others, and separated
by a small 6|>ace from the
canines. Behind the lower
incisors the jaw is deeply
hollowed out to receive the
extremities of the large
upper incisors.

With this peculiar denti-
tion there is associated as
remarkable a departure \
from the general t^pe in
the form of the digestive
apparatus. The exceed-
ingly narrow oesophagus
opens at right angles into
a 'narrow, intestme-like stomach, which almost immediately
terminates on the rieht, without a dbtinct pylorus, in the
duodenum, but on the left forms a greatly elongated caecum, bent
and folded upon itself, which appears at first sight like part of the
intestines. This, the cardiac extremity- of the stomach, is. for a
short disunce to the left' of the entrance of the oesophagus, still

very naixow, but soon increases in size, till near its termination it

attains a diameter quite three times that of the short pyloric portion.
The length of this cardiac diverticulum of the stomach appears to
vary from a to 6 in., the size in each specimen probably oependiog
on the amount of food obtained by the animal before it was captured.
The only other known species uf bluud-sucking bat, Dipkyila

ecaudatCt inhabits Brazil, and appears to be much less abundant
than Desmodus rufus, from which it is distinguished by its slightly
smaller size, by the absence of a groove in the front of the fower
lip, the non-development of the intcrfemoral membrane in the
centre, and the presence of a short calcancum (absent in D. rufus},
but more particularly by the presence of an additional rudimentary
cheek-tooth (?motar) above and below, and the peculiar form of
the lower incisors, which are much expanded in the direction of the
jaws and pectinated, forming a semicircular row touching each
other, the outer incisors being wider than the inner ones, with six
notches, the inner jncisors with three each.

Travellers describe the wounds inflicted by the large sharp-edged
incisors as being similar to those caused by a razor when shaving:
a portion of the skin is shaved off and, a large number of severed
capillary vessels being thus exposed, a constant flow of blood is

maintained. From this source the blood is drawn through the
exceedingly narrow euUet—^too narrow for anything solid to pass

—

into the intestine-like stomach, whence it is, probably, gradually
drawn off during the slow progress of digestion, while the animal,
sated with food, is hanging in a state of torpidity from the roof 01
its cave or from the inner sides of a hollow tree. (G. E. D.)

VAHPYRBLLA (L. Cienkowski), a genus of azoosporotis Pro-
teomyxa (q.v.) , parasitic on freshwater algae.

VAN. (i) The chief town of a vilayet of the same name in

Asiatic Turkey; altitude, 5400 ft. Pop. a8,ooo, of whom 14,000
are Armenians, and the remainder Moslems, mostly of a mixed
Kurdish race. It is situated about a mile from the eastern

shore of Lake Van, and built along the south side of the citadel

rock, an isolated rocky ridge 130Q yds. long, rising 360 ft. out
of a plain which extends up to the sharply defined rocky mass
of the Varak range, 8 m. distant. On the gently sloping ground
east of the citadel are the Gardens, covering an area of 5 m.
by 3, and containing several suburbs and detached houses,

along central avenues fringed with trees, and having channels
of running water by the sides for irrigation.

The town itself is a poor place with flat-roofed mud houses,
narrow winding streets, and surrounded by a ruinous mud wall;
but it still contains the business quarter, the government offices

and the principal bazaars. In the Gardens are vineyards and
orchards of apple, pear, quince, plum and apricot; the houses
of .the wealthier inhabitants are imoosing. built of a wood-frame-
work on a stone foundation and filled in with sun-dried bricks.

Many of them are brightly ornamented in the Persian style. Water
comes from kares or underground channels and streams from
Varak, fed from the Sikhe Lake, an ancient reservoir which pre-
serves the snow waters on the summit of the mountain. For the
southern quarter there is the Shemiram Canal, also of very ancient
construction, which derives its supply from a large spring 19 m.
distant, near Meshingird. There are British, Russian and French
consuls who reside in the Gardens. There are a large American
Mission- with schools, orphanage and a resident doctor, a French
(DominicalO Mission with schools, and also a branch of the arch-
bishop of Canterbury's Mission to the Nestorian Christians who
live in the mountains to the south. The climate is generally healthy,
extremely cold in winter, with 2 to 3 ft. of snow from December
to Marco, while the summer beat is not excessive. The Persian

la
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tnde of Van has declined; European Eoods, with which the bazaars
are fairly well supplied, come from Trebizond through Erzenim.
There is a fair local trade in wheat and agricultural produce, also
sheep and cattle, wool, hides and furs for export. A thick woollen
cloth called shayak, coarse cotton chintzes and a kind of soap
prepared from the efflorescences of the lake, with dried and salted
fish, are also produced.

The cuneiform inscriptions of Van are very numerous, the
town having been the capital of the Vannic kingdom of the

Assyrian period. At the end of the Gardens is the rocky mass
of Toprak Kale, on which was a fire temple and altar; near it is

the Meker Kapusi (" Door of Mithridates "), a large inscribed

slab of rock with the names of several deities. On the citadel

rock are several inscriptions, the principal being a trilingual

one of Xerxes on the southern face. Many other inscribed

stones and tablets have been found built into modem buildings,

while the excavation of a mound brought to light relics of a
stone age.

Van occupies the site of Dhuspas, of which the native name
was Biainas (Assyrian, Urardhu)^ the Byana of Ptolemy and
the Ivan of Cedrenus, whence the modem Van. Dhuspas, the

Thospia of Ptolemy, gave its name to the district of Thospitis,

the modem Thosp. The Biainian dynasty, of which Sarduris I.

(c. 833 B.c.)was the first king, died out with Sarduris II., who in

645 B.C. entered into an alliance with Assur-bani-paL Inscrip-

tions of nearly all the kings exist, and the various excavations at

Toprak Kale show an advanced state of civilization and great

tedinical skill (see illustrations in Maspero's Hisloire andenne^

vol. iii., Les Empires). In the 6th century B.C. Van passed into

the hands of the Persians, and shortly before it fell to Alexander

the Great it was rebuilt, according to Armenian historians, by
a native prince called Van. In 149 B.C. Valarsaces or Vaghar-

shag, the first Armenian king of the Arsacidae, rebuilt the town,

and a colony of Jews was settled in it by Tigranes (94-56 B.C.).

In the middle of the 4th century a.d. it was taken by Sapor
(Shapur) II., and became the capital of an autonomous province

of the Sassanian Empire, until it fell into the hands of the Arabs

{fi. 640), under whom it regained iu autonomy. About 908 the

govemor of Van or Vaspuragan was crowned king by the caliph

Moktadir, and in 1021 his descendant Senekherim was persuaded

by Basil II. to exchange his kingdom for the viceroyalty of the

Sebasteian theme. After having formed part of the possessions

of the Seljuks, Mongols, Tatars and Persians, Van passed in 1514.

after the defeat of Shah Ismail by Selim I. at the battle of Kal-

dcran, to the Osmanlis, who only occupied the town in 1 543. In

1636 it was taken by the Persians, but soon recovered. In 1845

the town was held for a time by the Kurd chief Khan Mahmud,
who eventually surrendered and was exiled.

(3) The vilayet of Van lies along the Persian frontier between

the vilayets of Erzeram and* Mosul. The northern sanjak

comprises open plateau country N. and £. of the lake (with

a large Armenian agricultural population and Kurdish semi-

nomad tribes occupied chiefly in cattle and sheep raising), also

of several fertile districts along the south shore of the lake. The
southern sanjak is entirely mountainous, little developed and
having the tribes only partly under government control. This

comprises most of the upper basin of the Great Zab, with the

countryof the Nestorlan Christians and many districts inhabilei}

by Kurdish tribes, some of th6m large nomad tribes who descend

for the winter to the plains of the Tigris.

The mineral wealth of the vilayet has riever been fully explored,

but is believed to be great. There are petroleum springs at Kordzot,
deposits of lignite at Sivan and Nurduz, several hot springs at

Zilan Dcres and Julamerk. Excellent tobacco is grown in Shems-
dinan for export to Persia.

(3) Lak£ Vak, called Arsissa Palus and also Thospitis from its

Armenian names, is roughly rectangular 55 m. long and 40 broad,

with a long north-eastern arm which increases the greatest

length to 80 m. It stands about 5260 ft. above sea-level. It is

without an outlet, and its greatest depth is along the southern

shore. It has constant steady fluctuations, rising and falling

some 8 ft. in a pe^iodjc movement of five years. In the middle

of the zgth century a sudden rise submerged several places on

the banks, including Arjish Kale, and the waten did not ^e*"
subside. The north-eastern arm is much shaUower than the
rest. The water is bitter and undrinkable, being largely im-
pregnated with carbonate and sulphate of soda with some borax.
The salts are evaporated in pans, and called perehy being sold
for washing purposes. There is, however, good water along the
coast from springs and streams.

.

The lake has been navigated from the eariiest tiroes, and aboot
80 sailing boats, carrying about 20 tons burden, now ply on it,

chiefly with wheat and firewood. Severe storms make navigatioa
dangerous in winter. The southern shore is fringed by a steep
range of mountains, with several thriving villages along the coast.
The hills have now been almost denuded of trees. At the south-
eastern comer is the Island of Akhtamar with its ancient church,
erected fc. 938) by Gagig, first king of the Ardzrunian dynasty.
The CatholKos of AkhUmar is one of the highest ofikes in tlw
Armenian Church, and dates from 11x3. The small islands of
Lim and Gdutz have also monasteries and churches. Large numbers
of darekh, a kind of herring, exist in the lake, and are caught ia
nets from boats or when they enter the shallow lagocMis ui tlw
spring and summer. Either frnh or salted they form an important
article of diet of the poorer people.

See Sayce, " Cuneiform Inscriptions of Lake Van," in Jottmai
of Roval A statu Society, vols, xiv., xx. and xxvi.; Lynch, Armenia,
vol. h. (1901); Bcick and Lehmann. .papers in Verhand d. BeHiner
Ges. SHr AiUkropolorie (1893-99): Zett. fur Eiknologie (1893. 1809):
MiU. d. Gtot. Ces. (Hamburg. 1898, 1899)- (C. W. W.; F. R. M.)
VAN. an homonymous word, whose different meanings have

no etymological connexion. In the most common sense " van '*

is merely an abbreviation of the Oriental word " caravan " {q.t,),

and is applied to any Urge covered cart or vehicle used for the
conveyance of goods, especially .furniture, or, on railways, to a
closed carriage for passengers* luggage, or for the accommodation
of the guard. In the sense of the front portion of an army
or fleet, or the advanced portion of any body, actually or meta-
phorically, " van " represents the French avani (Lat. ab ante)^ in
front, as in aoant-garde^ van-guard, the earliest form in which the
word came into English. Lastly, the word is used as a variant of
" fan '* (Lat. vannus)^ for a contrivance for winnowing grain, for

a bird's wing, and in mining to an appliance for separating ore
by washing.

VANADINITB» a mineral consisting of lead chloro-vanadate,
(PbCl)Pb4(V04)t, crystallizing ih the hexagonal system and
isomorphous with pyroraorphite and mimetile {q.t.). The
crystals are usually six-sided prisms terminated by the basal
planes, but are sometimes modified by numerous pyramida]
planes which exhibit parallel hemihedrism. Rounded crystals
and groups also occur. The- colour is usually light brown or
yellow, but crystals from Arizona are bright red. Owing to

isomorphous replacement of the vanadium by phosphorus
and arsenic, the specific gravity varies from 6*6 to 7*3; a
variety containing much arsenic is called endlickiU, The
hardness is 3. The mineral is one of secondary formation in

veins of lead ore. It was first found in Mexico, and in 1801
was asserted to contain a new element, which was called
" erythronium "; this was later proved to be identical with
the subsequently discovered element vanadium. Other well-

known localities are Wanlockhead v\ Dumfriesshire, K^pel
(Eisen-Kappel), near Klagenfurt in C^arinthia, Arizona and
New Mexico. (L. J. S.)

VANADIUM [symbol, V; atomic weight, 51*3 (O-16)], a
metallic chemical element. It was first mentioned in 1801 by
M. del Rio {GUb, Ann.t i8ox, 71, p. 7), but subsequently thought
by him to be an impure chromium. Later, it^ was examined
by N. G. Sefstrdm, who found it in the slags of the Taberg iron

ores {Pogg. Ann.t 1830, 31, p. 48), by J. J. Berzeh'us (ibid., 1831,

33, p. i), and finally by Sir H. Roscoe {Trans, Roy. 5«c., 186S-

1870), who showed that the supposed vanadium obtained by
previous investigators was chiefly the nitride or an oxide of

the elem^^nt. In his researches, Roscoe showed that the atomic
weight of the metal as determined by Berzelius and the formulae

given to the oxides were incorrect; and pointed out that the

element falls into its natural place in group V of the periodic

classification along with phosphoras and arsenic, and not in

the chromium group where it had originally been placed.

In small quantities, vanadium is found widdy distzibated,
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the chief sources being vanadite, mottramite, desdotzite,

roscoelite, dechenite and pucherite, whilst it is also found as

a constituent of various clays, iron-ores and pitchblendes.

Vanadium ^tJts nr.ay be obtained from mottramite by digesting

the mineral with concentrated hydrochloric acid, the liquid

being run off and the residue well washed; the acid liquid

and the washings are then evaporatedwith ammonium chloride,

when ammonium metavanadate separates. This is recrystal-

lized and roasted to vanadium pentoxlde, which is then sus-

pended in water into which ammonia is passed, when ammonium
metavanadate is again formed and may be purified- by re-

crystallization. The pure metal may be obtained by reducing

vanadium dichloride in hydrogen, the operation being exceed-

ingly difficult (for details, see Roscoe's original papers). In a
somewhat impure condition it may be obtained by the reduction

of vanadium pentoxide with a mixture of the rare earth metals

which are obtained by reduction of the waste oxides formed
in the manufacture of thoria (Weiss and Aichd, Ann.^ 1904,

337i P- 380); from the oxide by Goldschmidt's thermite

method (Koppel and Kaufmann, Zeil. anorg. Chem., 1905, 45,

p* 352); by electrolysis in a bath of fused fluorspar containing

a steel cathode and an anode composed of carbon and vanadium
pentoxide (M. Gin, L*£Uctricien^ 1903, 35, p. 5); and by the

electrolysis of vanadium trioxide when heated in an evacuated

glass tube (W. v. Bolton, ZeU.J. Elektrockem.t 1905, xx, p. 45).

H. Moissan {Camptes rendus, 1896, 123, p. 1397) obtained a
vanadium containing from 10 to 16% of carbon by fusing

vanadic anhydride with carbon in the electric furnace. For
other methods of obtaining vanadium and its compounds, see

Cowper Cowles, Engin. and Mining Journ, 67, p. 744; Her-

renschmidt, Comptes renduSi X904, 139, p. 635; M. Gin,

Elektrockem. Zeit.i 1906, 13, p. X19; W. Prandtl and B. Bleyer,

Zeii. anorg. Chem,, 1909, 64, p. 317.

Vanadium is a light-coloured metal of specific gravity 5*5.

It is not volatilized even when heated to redness in a current

of hydrogen, and it bums readily to the pentoxide when heated

in oxygen. If dissolves slowly in hydrofluoric add and in

nitric acid, the solution turning blue; it is insoluble in hydro-

chloric acid. When fused with caustic soda, hydrogen is

liberated and a vanadate is formed. It precipitates platinum,

gold and silver from solutions of their salts, and also reduces

mercuric, cupric and ferric salts. It absorbs nitrogen when
heated in a current of that gas, forming a nitride. Vanadium
may be detected by converting it into the pentoxide, which

on passing sulphuretted hydrogen through its add solution'

becomes reduced to the dioxide, the solution at the same time

becoming lavender blue in colour; or if zinc be used as a
redudng agent; the solution becomes at first green and ulti-

mately blue.

Five oxides of vanadium are known (cf. Nitrogen), the mono-,
di- and trioxid^ being basic in character, the tctra- and pentoxidcs
being addic and alao feebly bade. The monoxide, ViO. is formed
when the metal is oxidized slowly in air. In a hydrated form
It is (Stained by the reduction df vanadyl monochloride, VOCI,
with sodium amalgam, bdng precipitated from the liquid by the
addition of ammonia (Locke and Edwards, Zeil. anorg. Chem.,

1899* 19* P* 378)* The dioxide, ViOi, is formed in the reduction
of vanadyf trichloride by hydroeen (Roscoc). It is a grey powder
whkh is insoluble in water, but dissolves in adds to give a lavender-
blue solution which possesses strong reducing properties. The
addition of ammonia to this solution precipitates a brown hydrated
oxide. The dioxide when heated in oxygen bums, forming the
pentoxide. The trioxide, VsOi, is formed when the pentoxide Is

redticed at a red heat in a current of hydroffcn. or by the action of
oxalic acid on ammonium metavanadate. It torms a black amor-
phous powder or a dark green crystalline mass, and is insoluble
tn water and in most acids. The Mroxide, V1O4, results when the
pentoxide is heated with dry oxalic acid and the resulting mixture
of the tri- and pentoxide is wanned in the absence of air, or when
the pentoxide is reduced by sulphur dioxide. It is an amorphous
or crystalline mass of indigo-blue or steel-erey colour, which is

insoluble in water and is also infusible. It oxidizes slowly in

mdst air, and diasdves easily in acids with the formation of blue
solutions. The pentoxide, VtO», is obtained when ammonium
metavanadate is strongly heated, on cakining the sulphide, or by
the decomposition of vanadyl trichloride with water. According
to Dittc {CompUs rrndus, loi, p. 698) it exisu in three forms:

a red amorphous soluble form which icsolts when ammonium
metavanadate is heated in a closed vessel and the residue oxidised
with nitric acid and again heated; a yellow amorphous insoluble
form whkrh is obtained when the vanadate is heated in a current
of air at 440* C; and a red crystalline form which is almost in-

soluble in water. It is soluble in hot concentrated sulphurk acki
and in concentrated hydrochloric acid. It is an energetic oxidizing
agent and is consequently readily reduced when heated with various
metals (zinC| magnesium^ &c.)i with carbon and with oxalic acid.
On fusion with the caustic alkalis and alkaline carbonates it yields
vanadates. It forms numerous compdUnds with potassium fluoride.

Many complex derivatives are known, such, for example, as phos-
phor-vanadiates, arsenio-vanadates, tungsto-vanadates, molybdo-
vanadates, &c. For the use d this oxide in the electrolytic oxida-
tion and reduction of orgamc compounds, see German Patents
'72654 (1903) and 18302Z (1905).
Many salts d oxy-adds of vanadium are known, but d the more

common oxy*acids, metavanadic acid, HVOi, and pyrovanadic
acid, H4V1O1, alone appear to have been isolated. Metavanadic
acid is obtained in the form d yellow icalcs by bdling copper
vanadate with an aqueous solution d- sulphur dioxkle. It is only
veiY slightly sduble in water. Pyrcwtnadic acid is deposited as
a dark brown unstable powder when an acid vanadate is decom-
posed by nitric acid. Of the salts of these acids, those d the
ortho- and pyro-acids are the least stable, the orthovanadates
bdng obtained on fusion d vanadium pentoxide with an alkaline
carbonate. The metavanadates are usually yellowish or cdour-
less sdids. Ammonium metavanadate w obtained when the
hydrated vanadium pentoxide is dissolved in excess d ammonia
and the solution concentrated. It has been used in dydng with
aniUne black. Tetra^ and hexavanadates have also been de-
scribed (see Ditte, CompUs ftndt^, 104, pp. 903, 1061; loa, p. 918;
Manasse, Ann. 340, p. 33). The hypovanadates are insoluble in
water, except those d tlie alkali metals, whkh are obtained by
the addition d caustic alkalis to concentrated solutions d the
chloride or sulphate d the tetroxide. They are brown in colour
and easily oxidise. Pure hypovanadk acid has been obtained
by G. Gain {Comptes rendus, 1906, 143, p. 833) by cakining
ammonium metavanadate and saturating a solution d the resulting
oxides with sulphur dioxide; the oesulting blue solution (from
whkh a sulphate d composition 2V«Ov3SOrl0H|O can be isdatcd)
is then bdled with water, when sulphur dkxide is liberated and
a pale red crystalline powder of hypovanadk acid, H«VtO«, is

precipitated.
Vanadium dichloride, VCU, is a green crystalline sdid obtained

when the tetrachloride Is reduced with hydrogen at a dull red
heat. It is very deliquescent and readily soluble in water. The
trichloride, VClt, is a deliquescent solid formed when the tetra-

chloride is heated in a retort'as long as chlorine is given off (Roscoc).
or by heatinr

'"— *.-:—i-u«j_ j_ « .. ^ _ui—s— --j

fractionally <

d carbon d _ . , , „. .

tetrachloride, VG«, is formed by the direct union d vanadium
and chlorine or by the action of sulphur chloride on vanadium
pentoxide (Matignon, Comptes rendus. 1904, 138, p. 631). It is

a fuming liquid, whkh is soluble in benzene and in acetk acid;

it dissolves in water to form a deep blue solution. Several oxy-
chlorides have also been described. Vanadium carbide, VC, was
prepared by H. Mdssan (Comptes rendus. 1896. I33, p. 1397) by
heating vanadium pentoxide and carbon for a few minutes in the
electrk furnace. It is a vdatile compound whkh burns when
heated in oxygen and whkh is unacted upon by sulphurk and
hydrochloric acids.

For vanadium steels, see laoN and Stebl MANvrAcruu.

VAN BEERS, JAN (1831-1888), Belgian poet, usually called

" the dder " to distinguish him from his son, Jan van Beers,

the well-known painter, was bom at Antwerp on the ssnd of

Febniaiy iSzx. He was essentially a Netherlander, though

politically a Belgian, expressing his thoughu in the same
language as any North Netherland writer. In fact, the poems
of Jan van Beers are perhaps more popular in Holland than

in Belgium, and of many of them there exist more editions

printed in Holland than in his political fatherland. Van Beers

started life as a teacher of Dutch language and literature, first

at Malines, then at Uerre, and in x86o was appointed a professor

of both at the Athenaeum (high school) in Antwerp, where

he had also been a sub-librarian in the communal library.

Van Beers as a teacher was early In the field, with Hendrik

Consdence, Willems and others, when the Flemish movement
began. He composed a Dutch grammar (1853), which, in

enlarged editions, still holds the fidd, and a volume of selection}

from Dutch authors, both books being so much appredatec'

that the Belgian government made them' text-books in tb

public schools^ Van Beers*s historical poems, the prindpi

heat^ in a retort'as long as chlorine is given off (Roscoc).
Lting vanadium trisulphide in a current d chlorine ana
y distilling the resulting product at 150* C. in a cuircnt
dioxide l^Halberstadt, Ber., 1883, 15, p. 1619). The
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of which IS, periiaps, Jahoh Van Maerlani (Amsterdain, x86o),

helped Ihe Flemish revival in Belgium as powerfully as his

school-books. He is best known, however, as the writer of

ballads and songs. Jongdingsdroomen ("A Young Man's
Dreams ") first appeared at Antwerp and Amsterdam in 1853.

These poems were followed by Ltvenshedden (" Life Figures

or Pictures/' Amsterdam, 1858) and by Gtvod en Leven
(." Feeling—Living," Amsterdam, x86i). His Rijzende Bladen
(" Rising Leaves ") first fhade its appearance at Ghent and
Rotterdam in 1883. In the following year an idilion de luxe

of his poetry was published, adorned with pen-and-ink sketches

by Jan van Beers the younger, and a popular edition of his

collected poems was published at Ghent and Rotterdam in

1873 and 1884. Among the best known are De Blinde
(" Blind "), De Zieke Jongeling (" Young and Doomed "),

Bij '/ Kerkportaal ("At the Church Porch"). Van Beers's

poetry, full of glow and pathos, simple yet forcible, is somewhat
akin* to that of Longfellow. Van Beers died at Antwerp on
the 14th of November x888.

VANBRUGH, SIR JOHN (1664-1726), British dramatist and
architect, was bom in the parish of St Nicolas Aeons in the City

of London, and christened on the 34th of January 1664. His
grandfather, Gillis van Brugg, of Ghent, migrated to England in

the reign of James I., was naturalized, resided as a merchant
and was buried m the parish of St Stephen's Walbrook. The
dramatist's father, Giles (1631-1689), a wealthy sugar baker,

who married Into the Carleton family, was driven from London
by the plague and settled at Chester. The mother (Elizabeth

Carleton, of the Dorchester family) survived to see her son.

famous; she died at Claygate, near Esher, in 1711, and was
buried at Thames Ditton. After a few years at the King's

School, Chester, John at nineteen was sent to France to study

the arts; after two years' absence he returned to take up a com-
mission in the regiment soon to be known as the X3th Foot. In

the eariy autumn of 1690 Vanbrugh was arrested at Calais on
a charge of espionage. The informant against him was a lady.

He was imprisoned at Vincennes, but on the xst of Feb. 1692,

by a lettre de cachet^ he was removed to the Bastille. On
the 1 3th of November he found surety to the extent of one
thousand pistoles, but was confined to the fortifications of Paris

until his exchange was effected on the cartel His enforced

leisure was responsible for the first draft of the Provoked Wife.

Voltaire said in his LeUres sur les Anglais that he could not

imagine what had gained such a comic writer the distinction

of detention in such a grim fortress. As a matter of fact, a
considerable number of English officers were arrested about

this time on a similar charge, as may be seen from the Bastille

archives.* For a time after his return he resumed his commis-

sion and was kno^ as Captain Vanbrugh.'

The production of Gibber's Love's Last Shift at the Theatre

Royal in January 1696 kindled afresh his attachment to the

comic muse. He thought it would be interesting to develop

the situation upon which Cibbcr had rung down the curtain,

and the result was The Relapse^ " got, conceived and bom in six

weeks' space." It was given on Boxing Day X696, with Gibber

as Fopplngton, one of the three parts borrowed from the preced-

ing comwly. The Sir Novelty Fashion of Gibber was developed

in this play into Lord Fopplngton, who has been pronounced
" the best fop ever brought upon the sUge." The play has been

revived in various forms: Sheridan adapted it in ^4 Trip to

Scarborough, and it inspired two modem versfons in 1870 and

1890, The Man of Quality and Miss Tomboy. Aesop—prodxiced
at Drury Lane immediately after The Rdapse—vr&i an adapU-
tion of Boursault's dramatic sermon on the same subject. It

ran for a week only, but the success of The Relapse was so

triumphant that Montague, afterwards Lord Halifax, asked at

once for the Provoked Wife for the theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields,

and it was produced at that theatre in May 1697. All that could

be said in answer to those who condemned it on account of its

unblusliing libertinism was that Sir John Brute is sufficiently

*Rnvaisaon: and Funck-Brentano, Liste des trisonniers de la

Bastille,

brutal to drive mny woman into rebellion, and that since the
glorious days of the Restoration a wife's rebellion and a wife's

adultery were synonymous tenns. The play was a complete
triumph, and Bmte was one of Garrick's great parts. Vanbrugh
was fiercely attacked by Jeremy Collier for immorality in X69S,

and wrote nothing more for the stage until 1700, when an
adaptation of the Pilgrim of Beaumont and Fletcher was pro>
duced at Drury Lane. In this play, in the part of Alinda, Anne
Oldfield scored her first success. Two years later appeared The
False Fricndf a version of Le Sage's Trattre punL Other
adaptations from the French were A Country House, from
Dancourt's Maison de campagne; Confederacy (1705), from the

same author's Bourgeoises d la mode; Squire Trdooby (1704), a
version of Moliere's Monsieur de Pourceaugnfic ; and The MiS'
take (i 705), from Moliere's DipU amoureux.

Collier's attad: and the resulting movement must have been
responsible in part for " Van " turning his attention to

architecture. The demand for splendid country seats in the

new Palladian style was steadily iiicreasing, and his reputation

as a modem wit was an introduction in itsdf. In X703 he was
entered as comptroller of the Royal Works (now the Board of

Works, where several of his designs may still be seen). In

1703 he wrote to ask his friend Jacob Tonson to procure him a
" Palladio," and in the same year he was a commissioner at

Greenwich, where the secretary William Vanbrugh was a kins-

man of his own, whom Evelyn had appointed at his request. In
the meantime, Vanbrugh had been appointed architect to the

earl of Cariisle, and the result, completed in x 7 14, was the

Corinthian mansion of Castle Howard. The work is an exten-

sion of the Palladian plan introduced by Inigo Jones, with the

addition of immense corridors in 8eg:mental colonnades leading

from the main entrance to the wing blocks. From a scenic artist 's

point of view, it is a magnificent (and certaiiUy his best) piece of

work. The earl, then deputy earl-marshal, testified his satis-

faction by procuring for Vanbrugh a high place in the College of

Arms. In March X704 he was actually promoted Clarenceux,

though he not only knew nothing of heraldry but had openly
ridiculed that grave science in Aesop. The indignant college

protested in vain, and the architect stuck to his place. His next
work was to prepare designs for Kneller Hall near Hounslow.
But the success of Castle Howard now caused him to entertain

the rash project of building a theatre in the Haymarkel, from
his own design, for the acting of his own plays. The joyous
courage with which, having persuaded thirty people in the
fashionable world to aid him in. finding the money, and Congreve
to aid him in finding the pla3rs, he began to build in perfect un-
consciousness of the danger before him, is the only parage in his

life which may be called pathetic, save of course his struggle

with the " wicked woman of Marlborough." The magnitude of

Vanbrugh's architectural ideas grew as the work went on, and
with the ideas the structure grew till a theatre meant for the

delicate bijouterie work of polite comedy seemed growing to the

proportions of the Roman Colosseum. Whether Congreve en-

deavoured to put a check upon his friend's architectural and
authorial fervour does not appear. But it must be remembered
that not only Vanbrugh's plays but his own were to be acted

there, and that, although Congreve was a man of great sagacity,

no man, not even he who pretended to set his gentility above hss

genius, is sagacious when confronted by the surpassing excellence

of his own poems and plays. When at length the time came to

test the acoustics of the pile, it was found to be sadly defective.

What changes were made to rectify the errors of structure does

not appear. The theatre was opened to the public with an
Italian opera, which was followed by three of MoU^re's comedies,

and these by the Qmfederacy, Vanbrugh's masterpiece on the

whole, though perhaps its finest scenes are not equal to the finest

scenes in The Rdapse.

Vanbrugh at last withdrew from the disastrous speculati<»;

Congreve had already withdrawn. But a man to whom Fortune

had been so kind as she had been to Vanbrugh could hardly be
depressed by any of her passing frowns. Queen Anne at once
sent him abroad on an important state enand, and afterwanU
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he was commissioned to build Blenheim. Upon the merits

and demerits of this famous *' hollowed quarry " there h&s been
much conflict of opinion. As to the sarcasms by Swift, Walpole,

Evans, and the rest, they are as nothing when set against Sir

Joshua Reynolds's defence of Vanbrugh and his style. Blenheim
Palace is probably the largest domestic building in England,

and consists of three blocks, the centre containing the private

living rooms, one wing the stables, and the other the kitchens

and storehouses. It is planned on a colossal scale. Vanbrugh
considered a building and the parts of a building as simply so

much material for effect, without regard to their reasonable use

and the necessary limitations of design. Thus he would support

his main block by subordinate groups without considering for a
moment the inconvenience that might be caused by the kitchen

being removed by four hundred yards from the dining-room.

Personal comfort was sacrificed to perspective. Windows were

to adorn the elevation, not to light the interior; and, as Vol-

taire said, if the rooms had only been as wide as the walls were

thick, the ch&teau would have been convenient enough. After

Blenheim and Castle Howard, his next largest palace was prob-

ably Fleurs, near Kelso. His plans were only suiuble to the

largest kind of palace. Blenheim, however, was a source of

great sorrow to the kindly dramatist. Though parliamentr had
voted for the building of it, no provision had been made for the

supplies. The queen while she lived paid them, and then Van-
brugh was left to the meanness of the duke of Marlborough, and
afterwards to the insolence of the " wicked woman," who did

her best to embitter his life. Besides Castle Howard and
Blenheim, he built many other country mansions, such as

Grimsthorpe and Duncombe Hall in Yorkshire, Eastbuty in

Dorsetshire, Seaton-Delaval in Northumberland, King's Weston
near Bristol, Oulton Hall in Cheshire, old Claremont House at

Esher, old Eaton Hall, Iver Grove, Bucks. He also restored

Kimbolton Castle for the earl of Manchester. In 17x6 he became
architect to Greenwich Hospital.

In January 1719 Vanbrugh married Henrietta Maria, daughter

of Colonel Yarborough of Hcslington, and four years after-

wards, at the accession of George I., he was knighted. He
afterwards wrote again for the stage, and the unfinbhed frag-

ment of the Journey to London (completed by Cibber as The
Provok*d Husband in 1728) shows that his powers remained to

the last as fine as ever. His married life was mostly spent at

Blackheath, very probably in " Bastile House " on Maze Hill,

repaired in 1904 and now known as Vanbrugh Castle. His wife

died there at a great age in 1776, but " Van " himself died on
the 36th of March 1726 in his modest town house, built in 1703

out of the ruins of Whitehall and satirized by Swift as the
" goose pie." The site is occupied to-day by the War Oflfice.

The famous epitaph, " Lie heavy on him, earth," is attributed

to Abel Evans. The best portrait of the dramatist is the kit-

cat by Knellcr.
Vanbrugh's works were edited in a vols., 1893, by W. C. Ward

(portraits). SeUa Plays were issued in the Mermaid Scries (ed.

A. E. H. Swaen) in 1896. See G. H. Lovegrove's Life, Works and
InfiuenceofSir John Vanbruek (1902), Max DdLtnetz'sVanbruehs Ltben
und Werk* (1898), and Swift's Works (Bohn). xii. 80 sq. (T. Ss.)

VAN BUREN, MARHN (1782-1862), eighth president of the

United States, was bom at Kinderhook, New York, on the 5th

of December 1782, of Dutch descent. His father was a farmer

and tavern-keeper. His education was limited to that which

could be obtained in the common schools and at Kinderhook

Academy, and there is testimony to the effect that as late as

1829, when he became secretary of state, he wrote crudely

and incorrectly. In 1796 he began the study of law, completing

his preparation in 1803 at New York, where he studied under

William Peter Van Ness (i 778-1826), an eminent lawyer and
later Aaron Burr's second in the duel with Alexander Hamilton.

Van Buren made the acquaintance of Burr, but did not fall

under his influence. In 2803 he was admitted to the bar and
continued in active and successful practice for twenty-five

years. His practice made him financially independent, and
paved the way for his entrance into politics. New York politics

after x8oo, the year of the election of Jefferson and the down-

fall of the Federalists, were peculiariy bitter and personal. The
Republicans were divided into three factions, followers re-

spectively of George Clinton (and later of his nephew, De Witt
Clinton), Robert R. Livingston and Aaron Burr; and such
Federalist control as there was from time to time after 1799
depended upon coalition with one or other of these groups.

Van Buren, who early allied himself with the Clintonians, was
surrogate of Columbia county from x8o8 tmtil X813, when he
was removed. In 18x2 he entered the state Senate, and he
also became a member of the court for the correction of errors,

the highest court in New York until 1847.

His career in the Senate covered two terms (i8x3-x83o). In
x8t5 he became attorney-general, an office which he held, still

as a member of the Senate, until X819, when he was displaced to

make room for a Federalist. He had already, in x8o8, removed
from Kinderhook to Hudson, and in x8i6 he took up his residence

in Albany, where he continued to reside until he entered Jackson's

cabinet in 1829. As a member of the state Senate he supported

the War of 1812 and drew up a classification act for the enrol-

ment of voltmteers. He was chosen to draft the resolution of

thanks voted by the legislature to General Andrew Jackson
after the battle of New Orleans. He broke with De Witt
Clinton in 1813, but nevertheless favoured, in 181 7, Clinton's

plan for the Erie Canal. His attitude towards slavery at the

moment was shown by his vote, in January X820, for a resolu-

tion opposing the admission of Missouri as a slave state. In
the same year he was chosen a presidential elector. It is at

this point that Van Buren's connexion began with so-called
" machine politics," a coimexion which has made his name
odious to some historians of the period. He was a leading

member of the " Albany regency," a group of politicians who
for more than a generation controlled the politics of New York
and powerfully influenced those of the nation, ahd which did

more than any other agency to make the " spoils system " a
recognized procedure in national, state and local affairs. Van
Buren did not originate the system, for it was already well

developed when he entered public life; but the nickname of
" Little Magician " which presently attached to him testifies

to the skill with which he exploited it, and to the popular im-

pression which his political methods produced.

In February x82x he was elected to the United States Senate.

Before taking his seat he served also as a member of the state

constitutional convention, where he opposed the grant of

universal suffrage. His course in the Senate was not altogether

consistent, though in this respect he is not to be judged more
harshly than some of his associates. He at first favoured

internal improvements, and in 1824 proposed a constitutional

amendment to authorize such undertakings, but the next year

took ground against them. He voted for the tariff of X824,

then gradually abandoned the protectionist position. In the

presidential election of X824 he appeared as a strong sup-

porter of William H. Crawford, and received the electoral vote

of Georgia for vice-president; but he shrewdly kept out of the

acrimoniotis controversy which followed the choice of John
Quincy Adams. He eariy recogiuzed the availability of

Andrew Jackson, however, as a presidential candidate, and
after the election sought to bring the Crawford and Jackson

followers together, at the same time strengthening his control

as a party leader in the Senate. Always notably courteous

in his treatment of opponents, he showed no bitterness either

towards J. Q. Adams or Henry Clay, and voted for Clay's con-

firmation as secretary of state notwithstanding the "corrupt

bargain " charge; at the same time he opposed internal im-

provements and declined to support the proposal for a Panama
Congress. As chairman of the judiciary committee, he brought

forward a number of measures for the improvement of judicial

procedure, and in May 1826 joined with Benton in presentinj?

a report on executive patronage. In the debate on the " tariff

of abominations " in 1828 he took no part, but voted for tl.e

measure in obedience to instructions from the New York legi«^-

lature—an action which was cited against him as late as the

presidential campaign of 1844. Van Buren was not an orator,
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bat his moie important speeches show careful preparation

and his opinions carried weight; and the oft-repeated charge

that he refrained from dtclaring hunself on crudal questions

is hardly borne out by an examination of his senatorial

career. In February 1827 he was re-elected to the Senate

by a large majority. He was now one of the recognized

managers of the Jackson campaign, and a tour of Virginia, the

Carolinas and Georgia in the spring of 1827 won support for

Jackson from Crawford.

In i8a8 Van Buren was elected governor of New York for the

term beginning on the xst of January 1829, and resigned his

seat in the Senate. But on the 5th of March he was appointed

by President Jackson secretary of state, an office which prob-

ably had been assured to him before the election, and he
resigned the governorship. As secretary of state he took cut
to keep on good terms with the " kitchen cabinet," the group
of politicians who acted as Jackson's advisers, and won the
lasting regardof Jackson by his courtesies to Mrs John H. Eaton,

wife of the secretary of war, with whom the wives of the cabinet

officers had refused to associate. He did not oppose Jackson

in the matter of removals from office, but was not himself an
active " spoilsman/' and protested strongly against the appoint-

ment of Samuel Swartwout (1783-1856), who was later a de-

faulter to a large amount as collector of the port of New York.

He skilfully avoided entanglement in the Jackson-Calhoun

imbroglio. No diplomatic questions of the first magnitude
arose during his service as secretary of state, but the settlement

of long-standing claims against France was prepared for, and
trade with the British West India colonies was opened. In
the controversy with the Bank of the United States he sided

with Jackson. After the breach between Jackson and Calhoun,

Van Buren was dearly the most prominent candidate for the

vice-presidency. Jackson in December 1829 had already made
known his own wish that Van Buren should receive the nomina-

tion. In April 1831 Van Buren resigned, though he did not

leave office until June. In August he was appointed minister

to England, and arrived in London in September. He was
cordially received, but in February learned that his nomination

had been rejected by the Senate on the 2sth of January. The
rejection, ostensibly attributed in large part to Van Buren's

instructions to Louis McLane, the American minister to England,

regarding the opening of the West India trade, in which refer-

ence had been made to the results of the election of 1828, was in

fact the work of Calhoun, the vice-president; and when the

vote was taken enough of the majority refrained from voting

to produce a tie and give Calhoun his longed-for " vengeance."

No greater impetus than this could have been given to Van
Buren's candidacy for the vice-presidency. After a brief tour

on the Continent he reached New York on the 5th of July. In

May the Democratic convention, the first held by that party,

had nominated him for vice-president on the Jackson ticket,

notwithstanding the strong opposition to him which existed

in many states. No platform was adopted, the widespread

popularity of Jackson being relied upon to win success at the

polls. His declarations during the campaign were vague
regarding the tariff and unfavourable to the United States

Bank and to nullification, but he had already somewhat placated

the South by denying the right of Congr^s to abolish slavery

in the District of Columbia without the consent of the slave

states. In the election he received 189 electoral votes, while

Jackson received 219 for President. Jackson now determined

to make Van Buren president in 1836, and bent all his energies

to that end. In May 1835 Van Buren was unanimously

nominated by the Democratic convention at Baltimore. He
expressed himself plainly during the canvass on the questions

of slavery and the bank, at the same time voting, perhaps with

a touch of bravado, for a bill-oflfercd in 1836 to subject abolition

literature in the mails to the laws of the several states. Calhoun,

bitterly hostile to the last, objected to the usual vote of thanks

to the retiring vice-president, but withdrew his objection. In
the election Van Buren received 170 electoral votes against

73 for William Henry Harrison, his principal opponent
i
but

the popular vote showed a plurality of leas than 25,000 in a
total vote of about 1,500,00a The election was in fact a victory

for Jackson rather than for Van Buren.
The details of Van Buren's administration belong to the history

of the United States (see United States). He announced his

intention " to follow in the footsteps of his illustrious pre-

decessor," took over all but one of Jackson's cabinet, and met
with sUtesmanlike firmness the commercial crisis of 1837, already

prepared for before he took office. No exhibition of ability or

courage. However, nor yet the most skilful manipulation of the

political machinery of the party, could prevent continued hostility

to him and to the methods for which he was widely believed to

stand. The state elections of 1837 and 1838 were disastrous for

the Democrats, and the partial recovery in 1839 was offset by a
second commercial crisis in that year. Nevertheless, Van Buren
was unanimously renominated by the Democrats in 1840.

Charged with being " a Northern man with Southern principles,"

he was frequently interrogated during the campaign, and his

nomination obviously failed to arouse enthusiasm or evoi inspire

confidence. Thej-evolt against Democratic rule was undoubtedly
serious, but a study of the popular vote shows that the electioa

of Harrison, the Whig candidate, was less of a revolution than

many affected to think. On the expiration of hh term Van
Buren retired to his estate at Kinderhook, but he did not with-

draw from politics or cease to be a figure of national importance.
It was even proposed to make him a member of the Federal

Supreme Court in order to get him out of poh'tical life. He con-

fidently expected to be nominated for president in 1844, an«i

his famous letter of the 27th of April, in which he frank^ opposed
the immediate annexation of Texas, though doubtless contribut-

ing greatly to his defeat, was not made public until he felt practi-

cally sure of the nomination. In the Democratic convention,

though he had a majority of the votes, he did not have the two-

thirds which the rule of the convention required, and after eight

ballots his name was withdrawn. In 1848 he was again nomi-
nated, first by the " Barnburner " faction of the Democrats,
then by the Free Soilers, with whom the " Barnburners

"

coalesced, but no electoral vote was won by the party. In the

election of 1860 he voted for the fusion ticket in New York which
was opposed to Abraham Lincoln, but he could not approve
of President Buchanan's course in dealing with secession, and
later supported Lincoln. He died in Kinderhook on the 24th of

July 1862. His memoirs, to 1834, remain unpublished, but an
Inquiry itiUf the Origin and Course of PolUical Parties in the

United States was compiled from it by his sons and published

in 1867. Van Buren married in 1807 Hannah Hoes (1782-1819),
by whom he had four sons.

Van Buren's son Abrahaic (1807-1873) graduated at West
Point in 1827, served under General Winfield Scott against the

Seminole Indians in 1836, and was made captain of the First

Dragoons. In 1837 he resigned from the army to become bis

father's private secretary, but in 1846, at the outbreak of the

war with Mexico, he was reappointed with the rank of maj<»'

and paymaster. In August 1847 he was breveted lieutenant-

colonel for gallant and meritorious conduct at Contreras and
Churubusco. In 1854 he retired to private life. Another son,

John (1810-1866), graduated at Yale in 1828, was admitted
to the bar at Albany in 1830 and was attorney-general of New
York in 1845-1846. He was popularly known as ** Prince
John " because of his manners and appearance.

The best biography of Van Buren is by Edward M. Shepard. in
the "American Statesmen Series" (revised ed.. Boston. i««>9).
The Life by George Bancroft (New York. 1889) is highly eulogistic
Von Hoist 8 Untied States, MacDonald's Jacksonuxn Demtcraty.
Garrison's Westward Extension and T. C. Smith's Parties and
Slavery (the last three in the " American Nation Series ") give much
attention to Van Buren's public career. The Vam Buren manu-
scripts are in the Library of Congress. (W. MacD. *)

VANCE* ZEBULON BAIRD (1830-1894). American political

leader, was bom in Buncombe county. North Carolina, on the
13th of May 1830. He was educated at Washington College,
at Salem, Tennessee, and the university of North Carolina
(1851-52). Entering politics as a Whig, he was elected solicitor
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of Bxincombe county (1852) and a member of the state House of

Commons (1854). and served in the national House of Repre-

sentatives from December 1858 until the 3rd of March 1861.

As captain of a company in the 14th and as colonel of the 26th

North Carolina re'giments, he took part in the Virginia campaigns

of 1861-62. From 1863 until the close of the war he was governor
of the state, and from the 20th of May to the 5th of }uly 1865,

when he was released on parole, was held as a prisoner by the

United States authorities in Washington. Having been elected

to the United States Senate in 1870 and been refused admission

because his disabilities—due to his participation in the war

—

had not been removed, he took the lead in the fight against
" carpet-bag " misrule and was chosen governor in the political

revolution of 1876, serving in 1877-79. He was again elected

to the Senate in 1878 and was re-elected in 1884 and 1890,

serving from March 1879 until his death. Senator Vance was
a typical Southern Whig. He disliked slavery and he hated

secession. In common with other Whigs, he was forced to

remain in the Democratic party after the war by the fear of

negro domination. He died at Asheville, North Carolina, on
the 14th of April 1894.
See the Life by Clement Dowd (Charlotte, N.C., 1897).

VANCOUVER, GEORGE (c. 1758-1798), English navigator,

was born in 2758. He entered the navy at the age of thirteen,

and accompanied James Cook in his second (1772-74) u^d
third (1776-80) voyages of discovery. After serving for several

years in the West Indies, both under Rodney (his commander in

the action of the 12th of April 1782) and under Alan Gardner

(1786-89), Vancouver, on Gardner's recommendation, was
appointed to command an expedition to the north-west coast

of America, to take over from the Spaniards the territory

they had seized (and subsequently relinquished) in that region,

to explore the coast from 30" N. round to Cook's River (or

Inlet), to search for an eastward passage to the great lakes,

and to ascertain the true character of Juan de Fuca Strait.

Vancouver, accompanied by Lieutenant Broughton, left Fal-

mouth on the I St of April 1791 and proceeded by way of the

Cape of Good Hope to Australia, where he carefully surveyed

part of the south-west coast, especially King George's Sound,

whose value as a harbour he pointed out. He next made for

Dusky Bay, New 2^aland (which he was the first properly to

explore), and thence sailing north-east, discovered Oparo Islet

(27* 36' S.; 144" 12' W.), and on the 30th of December reached

Tahiti, where he was again joined by Broughton, who mean-
while had discovered Chatham Island. After staying about

three weeks at Tahiti and several weeks at the Hawaiian Islands,

Vancouver on the 28th of April 1792 sighted the west coast

of North America (California, then known as New Albion) in

30^ 27' N. He examined the coast up to 52* 18' N. with minute

care, surveying all inlets, discovering the Gulf of Georgia, and
circumnavigating Vancouver Island (named after him). After

another visit (February-March 1793J to the Hawaiian Islands,

in whose races and affairs he took great interest, Vancouver

resumed his exploration of the American coast in April, sur-

veying north to 56^ N., and south (past the Spanish Cali-

fornian settlements) to 35° N. During a fresh stay at the

Hawaiian Islands (Jc^nuary-March 1794) Vancouver accepted

their submission to Great Britain, but his annexation seems

never to have been officially ratified. Quitting the group again

in Marrh 1794, Vancouver sailed, by Chernigov Island and
Kodiak Island, to Cook's Inlet, which was now proved to be

no river. After a fresh survey of much of the coast north of

San Francisco, Vancouver set out homewards via Cape Horn
and St Helena in October 1794. On the way he made a careful

examination of Cape St Lucas, the southern point of Lower
California, the Galapagos Islands and some other points. He
reached the mouth of the Shannon on the 13th of September

1795 (the Thames on the 20th of October), and immediately set

about the preparation of his narrative; but he died at Peters-

ham in Surrey on the loth of May 1798, before he had com-
pleted his task. His brother John, assisted by Captain Puget,

published the complete record in 1 798.

See A Vpyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean and round
the World . . . in 1790-5 . . . under Captain George Vancouver,^

3 vols. (1798), with an atlas of maps and plates.

VANCOUVER, a city and the county-seat of Clarke county^
Washington, U.S.A., on the Columbia river about 100 m. from
its mouth, about 5 m. £. of its confluence with the Willamette,'

and 8 m. N. of Portland, Oregon. Pop. (1890) 3545; (1900)
3x26 (547 forcign-bom); (1910) 9300. It is served by the
Northern Pacific, the Great Northern, the Oregon & Washington,^
and the Spokane. Portland & Seattle railways, and by steamship
lines, being accessible to sea-going vessels; a ferry connects

with the Portland Electric railway. The city is the seat of

St James College (Roman CathoDc; 1856) and of the state

school for defective youth (1886). Vancouver Barracks, east

of the dty, is an important U.S. military post (established in

2849) &nd the headquarters of the Military Department of the

Columbia (including Washington, Oregon, Idaho, except the

part in Yellowstone Park, and Alaska); the military reservation

includes some 640 acres. The post commands an excellent

view of the Columbia, and of the mountain peaks, }Ai Hood,
Three Sisters, Jefferson and St Helens. The city has a public

library and a public park, and there is a U.S. Land Office here.

Vancouver lies in a region of extensive forests and of fruit-

growing and farming lands; among its manufactures are

lumber products, barrek, condensed milk, flour, beer and
canned fruit. It was a post of the Hudson's Bay Company
in 1828-1846, and was protected by a large stockade, to whi^
settlers fled for protection when attacked by the Indians. It

was made the county-seat in 1854, was incorporated as a
village in 1858 and was chartered as a city in 1889.

VANCOUVER, a city ahd port in the province of British

Columbia, Canada, on the southern side of Burrard Inlet.

Pop. (1906) about 4S>ooo. It is the western terminus of the

Canadian Pacific railway. The harbour of Vancouver is one of
the finest natural harbours in the world. The city is the largest

in British Columbia, and is the chief Canadian shipping port

for Japan, China, Australia and the islands at which the C.P.R.
mail steamers calL There are regular lines of steamers running
between Vancouver and Alaska and the points of connexion
with the Yukon territory, as well as lines to Puget Sound and
San Francisco in the United States. The port also has regular

and frequent communication by steamer with Victoria, and is

the headquarters of an extensive coasting trade. In 1886, soon

after its establishment, a fire swept the whole town out of

existence, but the inferior wooden buildings at first erected

have been largely replaced by stone and brick structures, giving

a handsome appearance to the principal streets. Vancouver
has well-paved streets and is well supplied with water, electric

lighting, electric cars and all the improvements of a modem
dty. Stanley Park, a large reserve of 900 acres, is one of the

prindpal pleasure resorts. There is also fine sea-bathing at

English Bay on the outskirts of the city. The " McGill
University College of British Columbia " at Vancouver is one
of the colleges of McGill University (Montreal). There are a
sugar refinery and cooperage works, as well as large sawmills,

shingle factories and many other industrial concerns. A large

wholesale trade is carried on with all the settlements of the

province. Vancouver is the centre of the important timber

industry of British Columbia.
VANCOUVER ISLAND, the largest of an archipelago of

innumerable islands which fringes the Pacific coast of Canada,
being at the same time the largest island on the west coast of

North America. It forms part of British Columbia. It extends

from 48° 20' to s i"* N. and from 1 2^^ to 1 28" 30' W., and is thtis 285

m. long and from 40 to 80 m. wide, with an area of about 20,000

sq. m., being nearly the size of Nova Scotia, which occupies

a corresponding position on the Atlantic coast. It is bounded
on the south by the Strait of Juan de Fuca, and is separated

from the mainland of the province by the Strait of Georgia

and Quctn Charlotte Sound. A partially submerged range of

mountains, which has been termed the Vancouver Range, runs

parallel to the coast of British Columbia; a portion of this range
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forms Vancouver Island, and it again rises above the level

of the sea farther north, forming the Queen Charlotte Islands.

The coast-line is generally precipitous. The west coast is much
broken by bays and inlets—the transverse valleys of the sunken

range—which penetrate lar inland. Among these may be men-
tioned the Alberni Canal, which is 20 m. long with a fine harbour

at its head, the width of the inlet varying from a half to one mile;

Nootka Sound, 6 m. wide, and sendkig three arms inland which

are from 40 to 160 fathoms deep, as well as Clayoquot, Esperanza,

Kyuquot and Quatsino Sounds, which also penetrate deeply

into the island. The general height of the mountain-range

on Vancouver Island is from 2000 to 3000 ft.; some peaks

are 6000 ft.; and Victoria Peak is 7484 ft. high. The island

is composed largely of crystalline and metamorphic rocks, but

contains some cretaceous areas which hold extensive beds of

coal, especially on the east coast. These are mined at Nanaimo,
Ladysmith and other points. The island is covered everywhere

with an exceedingly dense forest, which makes its interior very

difficult to traverse, so that there are still portions of the isUnd

which haye not been thoroughly explored. These forests yield

immense supplies of magnificent timber, which together with

the coal-field and fisheries constitute the chief resources of the

island. There are some level tracts on the south-east coast,

as well as in the narrow, well-watered valleys of the interior,

which afiford excellent agricultural land on which cereals of all

kinds, as well as all the fruits of the temperate zone, flourish,

and which are also suitable for raising sheep and cattle. The
ch'mate of Vancouver Island, especially in the south, is wonder-

fully mild for the latitude—as mild as that of Great Britain,

with dryer summers.' The mean temperature of December
at Victoria in the south of the island is about *4X* Fahr., while

that of July is about 6o^ In the north and west the rainfall

is greater than on the south and east coasts. (F. D. A.)

VANDALS (Lat. Vandili or Vandilii), a term used by early

writers only as a collective designation for a group of Teutonic

tribes including, according to Pliny, the Burgundians and the

Goths. As a tribal name Vandali occurs first in connexion with

the Marcoraannic War. The people to whom the name is there

applied seem to be identical with those formerly known as

Lugii. Another tribe called Siliogae by Ptolemy likewise

appears among the Vandals at a later time. Both these tribes

appear to have inhabited the upper part of the basin of the

Oder, and the name of the Silingae is preserved in Silesia. The
Vandals figure in the earliest legends both of the Goths and the

Lombards, both of whom they arc said to have encountered

unsuccessfully. They first came into contact with the Romans
during the Marcomannic War. In the time of Aurelian they in-

vaded Pannonia, and during the reign of Probus we find them
fighting in Dacia. In the time of Constantine I., according to

Jordanes, they suffered a great defeat at the hands of Geberich,

king of the Goths, their own king Visimar being killed, and the

survivors were allowed by the Romans to settle in Pannonia.

Here they seem to have remained in subjection to the Romans
for about sixty years. In the year 406 they moved westward,

according to some writers at the instigation of Slilicho, who is

himself said to have been of Vandal origin, and crossing the

Rhine at Mainz proceeded towards Gaul. A portion of the

nation is, however, said to have remained behind, and Procopius

tells a story that these remnants sent an embassy to Gaiseric,

asking that their kinsfolk in Africa should renounce their claims

to the lands which their forefathezs had held in the old homes

of the race. (F.G.M.B.)

In Gaul the Vandals fought a great battle with the Franks, in

which they were defeated with the loss of aooo men, and their

king God6giscl was slain. In 409 his son Gunderic led them

across the Pyrenees. They appear to have settled in Spain

in two detachments. One, the Asdingian Vandals, occupied

Galicia, the other, the Silingian, Andalusia. Twenty years of

bloody and purposeless warfare with the armies of the empire

and with their fellow-barbarians, the Goths and the Suevi,

followed. The Silingian VandaU were well-nigh exterminated,

but their Asdingian brethren (with whom were now associated

the remains of a Turanian people, the Alani, who had been
utterly defeated by the Goths) marched across Spain and took

possession of Andalusia.

In 428 or 429 the whole nation set sail for Africa, upcm an
invitation received by their king from Bonifadus, count of

Africa, who had fallen into disgrace with the court of Ravenna.
Gunderic was nxM dead, and supreme power was in the hands of

his bastard brother, who is generally known in histoiy as
Genseric, though the more correct form of his name is Gaiseric.

This man, short of stature and with limping gait, but with a
great natural capacity for war and dominion, reckless of human
life and unrestrained by conscience or pity, was for fifty years

the hero of the Vandal race and the terror of Constanlinopk
and Rome. Probably in the month of May 428 he assembled
all his people on the shore of Andalusia, and numbering the

males among them from the ^eybeard down to the newboni
infant found them to amount to 80,000 souls. Tlie passage was
effected in the shii» of Bonifacius, who, however, soon returning

to his old loyalty, besought his new allies to depart from Africa.

They, of course, refused, and Bonifadus turned against them«
too late, however, to repair the mischief which he had caused.

Notwithstanding his opposition, the progress of the Vandals
was rapid, and by May 430 only three dties of Roman Africa-
Carthage, Hippo and Cirta—remained untaken. The long siege

of Hippo (May 430 to July 431), memorable for the last illness and
death of St Augustine, which occurred during its progress, ended
unsuccessfully for the Vandals. At length (30th January 435)
peace was made between the emperor Valentinian III. and

Gaiseric. The emperor was to retain Carthage and the small

but rich proconsular province in which it was situated, while

Hippo and the other six provinces of Africa were abandoned
to the VandaL Gaiseric observed this treaty no longer than

suited his purpose. On the xgth of October 439, without any
declaration of war, he suddenly attacked Carthage and took it.

The Vandal occupation of this great dty, the third among the

cities of the Roman empire, lasted for ninety-four years. Gaiseric

seems to have counted the years of his sovereignty from the date

of its capture. Though most of the remaining years of Gaiseric's

life were passed in war, plunder rather than territorial conquest

seems to have been the object of his expeditions. He n>ade»

in fact, of Carthage a pirate's stronghold, whence he issued

forth, like the Barbary pirates of a bter day, to attack, as be

himself said, "the dwdlings of the men with whom God is

angry," leaving the question who those men might be to the

dedsion of the elements. Almost alone among the Teutonic

invaders of the empire he set himself to form a powerful fleet,

and was probably for thirty years the leading maritime pow^
in the Mediterranean. Gaiseric's celebrated expedition against

Rome (455), undertaken in response to the call of Eudoxia,

widow of Valentinian, was only the greatest of his marauding
exploits. He took the dty without difficulty, and for fourteen

days, in a calm and business-like manner, emptied it of all its

movable wealth. The sacred vessek of the Jewish temple,

brought to Rome by Titus, are said to have been among the

spoils carried to Carthage by the conqueror. Eudoxia and her

two daughters were also carried into captivity. One of the

princesses, Eudocia, was married to Hunneric, eldest son of

Gaiseric; her mother and sister, after long and tedious negotia-

tions, were sent to Constantinople.

There does not seem to be in the story of the capture ofRome by
the Vandals any justification for the charge of wilful and object-

less destruction of public buildings which is implied in the word
" vandalism." It is probable that this charge grew out of the

fierce persecution which was carried on by Gaiseric and his son

against the Catholic Christians, and which is the darkest stain

on their characters. This persecution is described with great

vividness, and no doubt with some exaggeration, by the neariy

contemporary Victor Vilensis. Churches were burned; bishops

and priests were forced by cruel and revolting tortures to reveal

the hiding-places of the sacred vessels; the rich provincials

who were employed about the court, and who still adhered to the

Catholic faith, were racked and beaten, and put to death. The
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bishops were almost muvenally banished, and the congregations

were forbidden to elect their successors, so that the greater part

of the churches of Africa remained " widowed " for a whole
generation. In 476, at the very close of Gaiseric's life, by a
treaty concluded with the Eastern emperor, the bishops were
permitted to return. There was then a short lull in the perse-

cution; but on the death of Gaiseric (477) and the accession of

Hunneric it broke out again with greater violence than ever,

the ferocity of Hunneric being more thoroughly stupid and
brutal than the calculating cruelty of his father.

On the death of Hunneric (484) he was succeeded by his cousin

Gunthamund, Gaiseric having established seniority among his

own descendants as the law of succession to his throne. Guntha-
mund (484-96) and his brother Thrasamund (496-533), though
Arians, abated some of the rigour of the persecution, and main-
tained the external credit of the monarchy. Internally, however,

it was rapidly declining, the once chaste and hardy Vandals
being demoraUzed by the fervid climate of Africa and the sinful

delights of their new capital, and falling ever lower into sloth,

effeminacy and vice. On the death of Thrasamimd, Hildcric

(533-31), the son of Hunneric and Eudoda, at length succeeded

to the throne. He adhered to the creed of his mother rather

than to that of his father; and, in spite of a solemn oath sworn
to his predecessor that he would not restore the Catholic churches

to their owners, he at once proceeded to do so and to recall the

bishops. Hildcric, elderly, Catholic and timid, was very un-

popular with his subjects, and after a reign of eight years he
was thrust into prison by his warlike cousin Gelimer (53 z-34).
I The wrongs of Hilderic, a Catholic, and with the blood of

Theodosius in his veins, afforded to Justinian a long-coveted

pretext for overthrowing the Vandal dominion, the latent

weakness of which was probably known to the statesmen of Con-
stantinople. A great expedition under the command of Belis-

arius (in whose train was the historian Procopius) sailed from
the Bosporus in June 533, and after touching at Catana in

Sicily finally reached Africa in the beginning of September.

Gelimer, who was strangely ignorant of the plans of Justinian,

had sent his brother Tzaao with some of his best troops to quell

a rebellion in Sardinia (that island as well as the Balearic Isles

forming part of the Vandal dominions), and the landing of

Belisarius was entirely unopposed. He marched rapidly towards

Carthage and on the 13th of September was confronted by
Gelimer at Ad Dedmum, zo m. from Carthage. The battle

did not reflect any great credit either on Byzantine or Vandal
generalship. It was in fact a series of blunders on both sides,

but Belisarius made the fewest and victory remained with him.

On. the X4th of September 533 the imperial general entered

Carthage and ate the feast prepared in Gelimer's palace for its

lord. Belisarius, however, was too late to save the life of

Hilderic, who had been slain by his rival's orders as soon as the

news came of the landing of the imperial army. Still Gelimer

with many of the Vandal warriors was at liberty. On the return

of Tzazo from Sardinia a force was coUected considerably larger

than the imperial army, and Gelimer met Belisarius in battle

at a place about 30 m. from Carthage, called Tricamarum
(December sss)' This battle was far more stubbornly con-

tested than that of Ad Dedmum, but it ended in the utter

rout of the Vandals and the flight of Gelimer. He took refuge

in a mountain fortress called Pai^ua on the Numidian frontier,

and there, after enduring great hardships in the squalid dwellings

of the Moors, surrendered to his puxsuezs in March 534. The
well-known stories of his laughter when he was introduced to

Belisarius, and his chant, "Vanitas vaniutum," when he

walked before the triumphal car of his conqueror through the

streets of Constantinople, probably point to an intellect dis-

ordered by his reverses and hardships. The Vandals who were

carried captive to Constantinople were enlisted in five squadrons

of cavalry and sent to serve against the Parthians under the

title "Justinian! Vandali." Four hundred escaped to Africa

and tocdc part in a mutiny of the imperial troops, which was with

difficulty quelled by Belisarius (536). After this the Vandals

disappear from history. The overthrow of their kingdom

undoubtedly rendered easier the spread of Saracen conquest
along the northern shore of Africa in the following century. In
this as in many other fields Justinian sowed that Mahomet
might reap. (T. H.)

See Pliny, Natural History, iv. 99; Tadtus, Gertnaniat cc a, 43;
Ptolemy, ii. c. 11, ff 18 ft.; Juhus CapitoUnus, De Bella Marco-
mannico, 17: Voptscus, Probst 18; Dcxipput, Excerpta, pp. loff.
(Bonn); and Jotidanes, 4, 16, aa; Procopiiw. Dt Bdlo VandattcOt
a first-rate authority for contemporary events, must be used with
caution for the history <A the two or three generations before his
time. The chroniclera Idatius, Prosper ana Vkrtor Tunnunensis
supply some facts, and for the persecution of the Catholics Victor
Vitensis and the Vita AugusHm of Posidiua may be consulted. See
also E Gibbon, Decline and Fall, chaps, xxxiii. and xU. , Papencordt.
Geschickte der vandaliscken Herrschaft in Afrika (Berlin. 1837);
T. Hodgkin. Italy and her Invaders liSao-^) ; L. Schmidt. CescluckU
der Wandalen (Leipzig, 1901) ; and F. Marttoye, L'Ocadent d Vipogue
bywiumne (1904).

VANDAHMBp DOMINIQUB RENi, CouKr (Z770-X830),

French soldier, was bom at Cassd, near Dunkirk, on the 5th of

November 177a He enlisted in the army in 1786, served in
Martinique in 1788 and on returning to France entered into

the Revolutionary movement, raising a company of li^t
infantry at his native place. His extraordinary bravery and
vigour in the campaign of 1793 ensured his rapid promotion, and
after Hondschoote he was xnade a general of brigade. He served
in this rank in the campaigns of 1794 in the Low Countries,

r795 on the Rhine and 1796 in Germany, and at the outbreak
of the war in 1799 he was promoted general of division. In that
year and in x8oo he served under Bnme, Moreau and Macdonald
in Holland, Germany and Switzerland. He was renowned for

his tenadty and fearlessness as a fighting general as well as for

his frank, rough manners and plundering and dissolute life, but
once he came under Napoleon's influence he was (unlike most of

the Rhine Army officers) his absolutely devoted servant. In
1805, for his splendid leadership at Austerlitz, he was given
the Grand Eagle of the Legion of Honour, and in 1806-7 he
commanded a small corps of the Grande ArmSe which reduced the
Silesian fortresses. In 1808 he was made count of Unebourg.
In 1809 he served in the EckmGhl campaign with distinction,

but in x8x3, while commanding the Westphalian contingent he
quarrelled with King Jerome Bonaparte and retum«i to France.
He rettumed to the army in 18x3. But lus corps, sent against the
line of retreat -of the Allies at the time of the battle of Dresden,
was entangled in the mountains, surrounded and after a fierce

resistance compelled to surrender at Kulm (see Napoleonic
Campaigns). In his captivity he appears to have been treated

with espedal harshness, and when the etfd of the war released

him he was forbidden to enter Paris, and sent to Cassel by
Louis XVni. He was thus free of all obligations towards the
Bourbons, and when Napoleon returned, Joined him without
hesitation. The emperor made him a peer of France and placed
him at the head of the m. corps in the Army of the North (see

Waterloo Campaign). After Waterloo, under Grouch/s com-
mand, he brought back his corps in good order to Paris and
thence to the Loire. Thq Restoration first imprisoned and then
exiled him, and unlike most of his comrades he was never re-

employed as a general He died at C^assd on the zsth of July
183a
See Du Casse, Le CMrat Vandamme et sa eorrespendanu.

VANDERBILT, OORNBUUS (x794-i877)i American capit-

alist, was bom near Stapleton, Staten Island, New York, on
the 37th of May 1794. He was a descendant of Jan Aersten

Van der Bilt, who emigrated from Holland about 1650 and
settled near Brooklyn. The family removed to Staten Island

in 17x5. At the age of x6 he bought a sailboat, in which he
carried farm produce and passengers between Staten Island

and New York. He was soon doing a profitable carrying

business, and xn 18x3 carried supi^ to fortifications in

New York Harbour and the adjacent waters. Recognizing the

superiority of steam over sailing vessels, be sold his sloops and
schooners, and in X8X7-X839 was a captain on a steam ferry

between New York and New Brunswick. During the next

twenty years he devdoped an extensive carrying trade along
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the coast in a fleet which became so large as to win for him the

popular designation of " Commodore." In 1849 he got from the

Nicaraguan government a charter for a route from Greytown
on the Atlantic by the San Juan river and Lake Nicaragua to

San Juan del Sur, on the Pacific; and in X85X-1853 by means
of t^ route he conducted a semi-monthly steamship line be-

tween New York and San Francisco. In 1855-1861 he operated

a freight and passenger line between New York and Havre, and
by carrying the United States mails free drove out of business

his only rival, the Collins line—the Cunard boats being at that

time in use for the Crimean War. In Z857-X862 he sold his

steamships and turned his attention more and more to the

development of railways. In 1857 he became a director, and
in 1863 president, of the New York & Harlem railway com-
pany, operating a line between New York and Chatham Four
Comers, in Columbia county, and he greatly improved this

service. He then acquired a controlling interest in the Hudson
River railway, of which he became president in 1865; and after

a sharp struggle in 1868 he became president of the New York
Central (between Albany and Buffalo), which in 1869 he com-
bined with the Hudson River road, under the name of the New
York Central & Hudson River railroad, of which he became
president. His acquisition of the Lake Shore & Bllchigan

Southern raflway in 1873 established a through line (controlled

by him) between New York and Chicago. At the time of his

death (in New York City on the 4th of January 1877) he owned
a majority interest in the New York Central & Hudson River^

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the Harlem, and the

Canada Southern railways, and had holdings in many others,

and his fortune was variotisly estimated at from $90,000,000

to $100,000,000, about $80,000,000 of which he left to his son,

William Henry. He made considerable benefactions to Vander-

bilt University, and gave $50,000 during his life to the Church

of the Strangers inNew York.

His eldest son, Willzam Henky Vamdeiuizlt (1831-Z885),

was bom in New Brunswick, New Jersey, on the 8th of May
x8ax. He was a derk in a New York banking house from X839

to 1842, when his father bought him a farm of 75 acres near

New Dorp, Staten Island, New York. In x86o he was ap-

pointed receiver of the Staten Island railway, of which he was
elected president in 1863, and which he brought into connexion

with New York by means of a line of ferry-boats. He became
vice-president of the Hudson River railway in 1865, vice-

president of the New York Central & Hudson River railway

in 1869, and president in June X877, succeeding his father as

president of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the Canada
Southern, and the Michigan Central railways. He died in New
York on the 8th of December 1885. His fortime at the time of

his death was estimated at $200,000,000. In 1880 he paid all

the expenses ($100,000) incident to the removal of the obelisk

("Geopatra's Needle") from Egypt to Central Park, New
York; in the same year he gave $ioo;ooo to found the Theo-
logical School of Vanderbilt University, which his father had
endowed. In 1884 he gave $5oo,oco to found a school of

medicine In connexion with the College of Physicians and
Surgeons in New York. By his will he left $200,000 to Vander-

bilt University, $100,000 to the Domestic and Foreign Missionary

Society of the Protestant Episcopal Church, $100,000 to St

Luke's Hospital in New York, $100,000 to the Young Men's
Christian Association of New York, $100,000 to the Metro-
politan Museum of Art in New York, $5c,ooo to the American
Museum of Natural History, $100,000 to the Protestant Epis-

copal Mission Society of New York, and $250,000 in all to various

other religious and charitable organizations and institutions.

William Henry's eldest son, Cosneuds (1843-1899), became
assistant treasurer of the Harlem railway in 1865, and treasurer

in 1867; in 1877, after the death of his grandfather, was elected

first vice-president of the New York Central, and in 1878 be-

came treasurer of the Michigan Central and vice-president and
treasurer of the Canada Southern. In 1883, under a reorganisa-

tion of the New York Central and Michigan Central railways, he
became chairman of the boards of direaors of those two systems

and their responsible head. His benefactions ?«HtMiH $250,000
(X897) for an addition to St Bartholomew's Hospital in New
York; to Yale, $x,500,000, part of which was used in buildix^
Vanderbilt HaU (a dormitory); and $xoo/x)o to the fund for

the building of the Episcopal Cathedral of St John the Divine
in New York. To the MetropoliUn Museum of Art in New
Yorkhepresented Rosa Bonheur's " Horse Fair."

See W. A. Croffut, TJu VamderbiUs ami the Story of ikeir Fortmm*
(Chicago. lU., 1886) : D. W. Cro», " The Railroad Men of Amena."
tn Magatine of Western History, vol. viii. (Cleveland, Ohio, i^hh) ;

and Burton J. Hendrick, " The Vanderbilt Fortune," in McClmrt 1

Matjuate, voL xzxlL (New York, 1908-X909).

VANDERLYN, JOHN (x 776-1852), American nrtist, was
bom at Kingston, New. York, on the X5th of October X776.

He was employed by a print-seller in New York, and was first

instructed in art by Archibald Robinson (1765-1835), a Scots-

man who was afterwards one of the directors of the American
Academy. He copied some of Gilbert Stuart's portraits,

including one of Aaron Burr, who placed him under Gilbert

Stuart as a pupiL In x796 Vandeilyn went to Pads, and is

X805 to Rome, where he painted his picture of " Marius amid
the Ruins of Carthage," which was shown in Paris, and obtained
a gold medal there. This success caused him to remain in Paris

for seven years, during which time he prospered greatly. In
x8i2 he showed a nude "Ariadne" (engraved by Durand,
and now in the Pennsylvania Academy), which increased his

fame. When Aaron Burr fled to Paris, Vandezlyn was for

a time his only support. Vanderiyn returned to America
in X815, but (Ud not meet with success; he worked very

slowly, and neither his portraits nor various panorama which
he exhibited brought him any considerable finannal return.

In X842, through friendly influences, he was oonmussioaed
by Congress to paint " The Landing of Columbus " for one

of the paneb in the rotunda of the Capitol at Washington.
Going to Paris, be employed to assist him a French artist,

who, it is said, did most of the work. He died an absoluu
want at Kingston, New York, on the 23rd of September 1852.

Vanderiyn was the first American to study in Fraxux instead

of in England, and to acquire accurate draughtsmanship. He
was more academic than his fellows; but, though faithfully

and capably executed, his work was rather devoid of charm.

He painted portraits of Presidents Washington (a copy of

Stuart's portrait, for the National House of Representatives),

Monroe, Madison, Jackson and Taybr, and of the statesmen

Robert R. Livingston (New York Historical Society), John C
Calhoun and George Clinton.

VAN DER STAPPEN. CHARLES (X843-X9X0), Bdgian sculptor,

was bom in Brassels, September 1843. His first contributioa

to the Brussels Salon was " The Faun's Toilet " o€ 1869, and
thereafter he began to produce work of a high and iMvel order

in every class of sculpture, and soon, along with Paul de Mgne,
became recognised as the leader of the section of the new
Belgian school of sciilpture which, while aiming at truth to

life, allowed itself nevertheless to be inspired by the classic

perfection of the art of Greece and the spirit of the Italian

Renaissance. Van der Stappen has shown his greatest power
in decorative sculpture, such as we see in the decoration on
the Palais des Postes, Brussels (1872), as well as the pedimect
"Orchestration" for the Conservatoire de Musique, and the

noble bronze group, " The Teaching of Art," on the facade of

the Palace of Fine Arts, Brussels. Among his other decora-

tive work are the statues for the Alhambra Theatre and the

caryatides for the house of the architect M. de Curti ( 1874) . H

b

best-known monuments are those to " Alexandre Gendcbien
"

(1874) and " Baron Coppens," at Shecl (1875). His statues

include " William the Silent," set up in the Square du Pcm
Sablon, " The Man with the Sword," and " The Sphinx "—
the last two in the Brussels Museum. Tlie bronze group
" Ompdrailles " was acquired by the Belgian governxneot

(1892). In 1893 the sculptor began his collaboration «-iih

Constantin Meunier for the elaborate decoration of the botanicil

gardensof Bruasels, and the result of the oonsexioa may be
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'seen in " The Buflden of Cities," a group which might almost

have come from his companion, so strongly is it imbued with

the sentiment and illustxative of the types of the " socialistic

art"ofMeumer.
See Ckarits van der Stapben. by Camille Lemonnier; Les Artistes

beiges eontemtoratns, by E. L de Taye; The Renaissanu of Sculpture

in Belgium^ by O. G. Destr6e (London, 1895).

VAN DER WEYDBN, ROGER (c. 2400-1464), Flemish

painter, also known as Roger de hi Pasture, Rogier de Bruxelles,

&c., was bom at Toumay, where in 1427 he entered the studio

of Robert Campin. He established himself in Brussels about

1435. He was in Italy in 1449-1450, but his visit shows no result

on his style, which owes nothing to Italian models; and he

returned to Brussels, where he died on the i8th of June 2464.

His vigorous, subtle and expressive painting and popular

religious conceptions had considerable influence on the art

of Flanders and Germany. Memlinc was his greatest pupil;

and his place in the early Flemish school is second only to that

of the Van Eycks. He was not a pupil of Jan van Eyck, as

was at one time supposed. His principal paintings were: a
** Descent from the Cross " (1440), now in Madrid, and another

(1443) in the church of St Pierre at Louvain; a triptych

(1438-1440), now in the Berlin Museiun; "Madonna with

Saints" (1450), at the Stidd Institute, Frankfort; a "Last
Judgment" (1451), in the hospital of Beaune, France; the

portraits of PhiUp the Good (Antwerp Museum) and Charles the

Bold (Brussels Museum), painted about 145^x458, the " Altar-

piece of St John " and the triptych from Middelburg (Beriin

Museum); an "Entombment of Christ" (National Gallery);

a " Woman Crying " (Brusseb Museum); " Descent from the

Cross" (Louvre); "Adoration of the Magi" (Old Pinakothek

at Munich); " Descent from the Cross " (the Hague); " Seven

Sacraments " (Antwerp Museum); " Descent from the Cross "

(Brussels Museum). Some of these latter, and others,

are only doubtfully attributed to the master. The " Crud-
fiiion " in the Brussels Museum, assigned either to him or

to Memlinc, and containing portraits of the Sforzas, probably

represents Roger van der Weyden in some of the principal

figures at least, though Memlinc may have completed the

picture.

There was a younger Roger van der Weyden (c. 2450-1529),

to whom a brilliant " Mary Magdalen " in the National Gallery

b attributed.

Theie are Lives of the elder Van der Weyden by A. Wauters
(1856) and Alex. Pinchart (1876}.

VANDEVELDB, ADRIAN (1639-2672), Dutch animal and
huidscape painter, a brother of William Vandevelde (q.v.),

the marine painter, was born at Amsterdam in 2639. He
was trained in the studio of Jan Wynants, the landscape painter,

where he made the acquaintance of Philip Wouwerman, who
is believed to have aided him in his studies of animals, and to

have exercised a powerful and beneficial influence upon his

art. Having made exceptionally rapid progress, he was soon

employed by his master to introduce figures into his landscape

compositions, and he rendered a similar service to Hobbema,
Ruysdad, Verboom and other contemporary artists. His

favourite subjects are scenes of open pasture land, with sheep,

cattle and goats, which he executed with admirable dexterity,

with much precision of touch and truth of draughtsmanship,

and with dear silvery colouring. He painted a few small

but excdient winter scenes with skaters, and several rdigious

subjects, such as the " Descent from the Cross," for the Roman
Catholic church in Amsterdam. In addition to his paintings,

of which nearly two hundred have been catalogued, he executed

about twenty etchings, several of which appear from their

dates to have been don? in his fourteenth year. They are

simple but pleasing in tonality, and are distinguished by great

directness of method and by ddicacy and certainty of touch.

Adrian Vandevelde died at Amsterdam in January 2672.

VANDEVELDE, WILLIAM (1633-1707), the younger, Dutch
painter, a son of William Vandevdde, the dder, also a painter

of sea-pieces, was bom at Amsterdam in 1633. He was in-

structed by his father, and afterwards by Simon de Vlieger, a
marine painter of repute at the time, and had achieved great

celebrity by his art before he came to London. In 2674 he
was engaged by Charles II., at a salary of £100, to aid his father

in " takinjg and making draughts of sea-fights," his part of the

work being to reproduce in colour the drawings of the elder

Vandevelde. He was also patronized by the Duke of York
and by various members of the nobility. He died In London
on the 6th of April 2707. Most of Vandevdde's finest works
represent views off the coast of Holland, with Dutch shipping.

His best productions are delicate, spirited and finished in

handling, and correct in the drawing of the vessels and their

rigging. The numerous figures are tellingly introduced, and
the artist is successful in his renderings of sea, whether in calm
orstorm.

Vandevdde was a most prolific artist : in addition to his paintinn,
of which Smith catalogues about three hundred and thirty, ne
executed an immense number of drawings, sketches and studies,
which are prized by collectors.

VAN DORN, EARL (2820-2863), American soldier, was bom
near Vicksburg in 2820, and entered the army of the United
States from West Point in 2842. For several years previous
to the Mexican War he was employed in garrison duty, but in

that war he saw a good deal of active service, distinguishing

himself at Cerro Gordo and Churubusco, returning to the
United States a brevet-major. He also fought in the Seminole
War and in 2858 against the Comanches. When hu state

seceded in 2862 he resigned his commission in the U.S. army,
and in the September of that year became major-geneial C.S.A.

He commanded the Confederates m the hard-fought battle of

Pea Ridge, but was superseded for failing to win iL Later in

2862 he won promotion and a second independent command
in the West, and led the Confederates at the battle of Corinth
(the 3rd and 4th of October 2862) at which he came very near
to success. In spite of the verdict of a court of inquiry, he
was again superseded. As a subordinate of LieuL-General
Pemberton he did splendid service to the Confederate cause
in defeating Grant's first advance on Vicksburg at Holly Springs

(2862). He was shot in a private quarrd on the 8th of May 2863.

VAN DYCK, SIR ANTHONY (2599-1642), Flemish painter,

was bom in Antwerp on the aand of March 2599. Though the

name of Van Dyck is frequently met with in the lat of Ant-
werp painters, Anthony's pedi^ee cannot be traced beyond
his grandparents, who were sUk mercers of some standing.

He was the seventh of twdve children of Frans Van Dyck,
an Antwerp tradesman in good circumstances. His mother,

Maria Cupers, who died when he was scarcdy eight years of age,

seems to have attained a certain degree of excellence in art

needlework. Of the boy's early education nothing, is known.
He was little over ten when he was apprenticed to Hendrick
Van Balen, the painter of many ddicate h'ttle pictures as well

as an occasional collaborator of Rubens and Breughd, and the

master of Snyders. From a document in the state paper office

at Brussels, relating to a lawsuit between a picture dealer and
an Antwerp churchman, which arose out of the sale, in 2660,

of a series of Apostles' heads ascribed to Van Dyck, it appears
that, as far back as 2625, Van Dyck had worked mdependently,
with pupils of his own, and that his pictures were greatly valued
by artists and amateurs. Professor Woermann has identified

several of the Apostles' heads here spoken of with some paintings

in the gallery at Dresden. Another is in the possession of Earl

Spencer at Althorp.

Bdore he was nineteen (February 2628) Van Dyck became a
full member of the Antwerp gild of painters; and some idea of

his ability at the time may be gained from the excellent portniiu

of an old lady and gentleman, formerly ascribed to Rubens, in

the Dresden gallery. Dated 2618, they were originally entered

as works of Van Dyck, and, as Professor Woermann observes,

are undoubtedly the same as those spoken of by Mols in his

MS; annotations on Walpole's Anecdotes, now in the library at

Brussels. But the same admiration cannot be accorded to the
earliest rdigious composition known to have been pamted by
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him—" Chzist falling under the Cross," In St Paul's at Antwerp.

This picture, of some ten life-size figures, still preserved in the

place for which it was originally destined, distinctly proves that

from the outset of his career Van Dyck's power of conception

was vastly inferior to his refined taste as a portrait painter. At
first sight it seems also that with him, as with most other Flemuh
painters of the period, every conception, whether sacred or

profane, needed to be cast in the mould of Rubens. It would

be too much, however, to assert that Van Dyck at this time

stood under the guidance of that master; their association,

indeed, does not seem to have b^un until 1619, and Bellori

(167a), who got his information from Sir Kenelm Digby, Van
Dyck's bosom friend, tcUs us that he was first employed in

making drawings (probably also chiaroscuros) for the use of

the great master's engravers, and that among works of the

kind one of the first was the " Battle of the Axnarons " (1619).

In 1620, we know, Van Dyck was working with Rubens, for

on aoth March, in making arrangements with the Antwerp
Jesuits for the decoration of their church, the master is allowed

to avail himself of his pupil's assistance, and obtains for him
the promise of a picture. This proof of Van Dyck's penonai
reputation is fully confirmed (17th July) by a correspondent

of the earl of Arundel, who speaks of Van Dyck as a young man
of one-and-twenty whose works aro scarcely less esteemed than

those of his master, and adds that, his relations being people

of considerable wealth, he could hardly be expected to ItAvt his

home. Van Dyck was, however, thus persuaded, for on aSth

November Sir Toby Mathew mentions the artist's departure

to Sir Dudley Carleton, adding that he is in receipt of an annual

pension of £zoo from the king. There is evidence of Van
Dyck's presence in London till the end of February x6ai. He
is first mentioned in the order-books of the Exchequer on the

X7th of that month as receiving a reward of £100 " for special

service by him performed for His Majesty," and on the 38th,

"Antonio van Dyck, gent. His Majesties mtvoh/, is allowed

to travaile 8 months, he havinge obtayndd his Ma*** leave in

that behalf, as was signified by the E. of ArundelL" What
Van Dyck did in London is not known. Among his numerous
paintings still preserved in English houses one only is admitted

as belonging to the period of this fixst visit, a full-length portrait

of James I. in the royal collection. That he was at the time a
portrait painter of the rarest merit may easily be seen from the

portrait of " Van der Geest " in the National Gallery (London),

and from his own likenesses of himself when still quite young and
beardless, in the National Gallery, in the Pinakothek at Munich
and in the Wallace Collection. In this last admirable spedmen
the young painter has represented himself in the character of

Paris. Early paintings by Van Dyck are certainly not scarce

in British galleries; at Dulwich there is his admirable Samson
and Delilah, ascribed to the school of Rubens.

Though the leave of absence was probably obtained by Van
Dyck for the purpose of studying the mastera in Italy, the

eight months had almost elapsed before he started from Antwerp,

whither he had gone from London. He left Antwerp on the

3rd of October 1621, and arrived at Genoa on the 3xst of

November of the same year. Though Van Dyck unquestion-

ably first became acquainted with the masterpieces of the great

Venetian colourists in Rubens's atelier^ there can be little doubt

that most of the pictures which were formerly ascribed to his

earliest period really date from the years of his Italian journey.

In fact, studies for some of them can be foimd in the Chatsworth

sketch-book. Among these early works are the " Mart3rrdom

of St Peter " (Brussels), the " Crowning with Thorns " (Berlin),

the " Betrayal of Christ " (Madrid and Lord Methuen), " St

Martin dividing his Cloak " (Windsor Castle),—a magnificent

production, generally ascribed to Rubens, but easily identified

through Van Dyck's admirable sketch at Dorchester House.

It is unnecessary to dwell on a number of tales connected

with Van Dyck's early life, all of which have on closer examina-

tion proved to be apocryphal; but one story has been too

frequently told to be altogether ignored. At the very outset

of his Italian journey the inflanmuible youth was captivated

by the beauty of a country girl, and for the ]ov« of her painted
the altar-piece still to be seen in the church at Savcnthem, near
Brussels, in which he himself is supposed to be represented on
a grey horse, given by Rubens to his pupil It is now known,
however, that the picture was commissioned by a gentleman
living at Saventhem (to the charms of whose daughter Van D>xk
in reality seems not to have been altogether insensible), and a
closer study makes it almost certain that it was executed after,

not before, his Italian journey. On a reduced scale, and with
the omission of two or three figures, the " St Martin " at Saven-
them is a reproduction of the picture at Windsor Castle.

With the exception of a short visit to Antwerp at the time
of his father's death in 1622, Van Dyck spent the next five

years in Italy. No master ftom beyond the Alps ever took
up a higher position than Van Dyck among the most celebrated

representatives of Italian art. Study, as a matter of course,

had been one of his principal objects. No doubt can be enter-

tained as to the great influence exerted by the works of Titian,

Paul Veronese and the other great masters of the Venetian
school in the development of hh genius; still the individuality

of the painter remains a striking feature of what may be termed
his Italian works, especially portraits. Their peculiar char-

acter seems to originate even more in the stateliness of the

personages he was fortunate enough to have as sitters than in

any desire to follow individual predilectk>n or prevailing fashion.

As in hiter years Van Dyck gives us a striking picture of the

higher classes in England, so at this stage he makes us acquainted
with Italian beauty and style; and at no other period is his

talent more advantageously shown than in some of the ^orious
portraits he painted at Rome, at Florence, and, above all, at

Genoa. At Rome, whither he journeyed after a prolozaged stay
in Venice, he resided with Cardinal Guido Bentivoglio, who
had been papal nuncio in Flanders from 1607 to 1617. For this

patron were painted several works of very great importance,
the most renowned being the prelate's own portrait, now in

the Pitti Palace at Florence. Another work was a ** Crucifixion,"

representing Christ dying on the cross with iqdifted eyes. Most
probably the picture spoken of by Bdk>ri ought to be identified

with the admirable canvas now in the gallery at Naples, cata-

logued as " Scuola di Van Dyck," unsurpassed by any of those
at Antwerp, Paris, Vieima, Rome or dsewhere. Besides these

he painted religious subjects and portraits, several of which
are reckoned among his finest examples, such as the portrait

of Duquesnoy, better known as Fianmiingo, the famous sculptor,

formerly belonging to the king of the Belgians, and those of Sir

Robert Shiricy and his wife, in Persian attire, now at Petworth.
Bellori tells us of Van Dyck's prepossessing appearance, of

his elegance and distinction, altogether so different from the
habits of his compatriots in Rome, who formed a jovial " gang,"
as they termed their association. Van Dyck seems to have
kept out of their way, and incurred in consequence sudi armoy-
ance as made his stay in Rome much shorter than it would
otherwise have been. In the company of Lady Arundel he
travelled to Turin, but he was eager to reach GeiKoa, where
Rubens had worked with great success some twenty 3rears before,

and where his Antwerp friends, Luke and Cornells de Wad,
for many years resident in Italy, now were. Van Dyck re-

mained their guest for several months, and their portraits, now
in the Pinacoteca Capitolina at Rome (engraved by W. Hollar
from the monochrome at Cassd), may be supposed to have been
one of his first Genoese productions. Though several of the
palaces of the " proud " dty no longer retain their treasures, and,
among the spedmens of Van Dyck's genius still Idt, too many
have been greatly injured by cleaning and retoudiing, Genoa
can still boast of a good number of his most attracUve pro-

ductions, portraits of the beautiful hidies and haughty ca\'alieis

of the noble houses of Doria, Brignole Sale, Pallavidni, Baibi,

Cattaneo,* Spinola, Lommdini and Grinuddi It would

'Of the Cattaneo portraits, originally dght in number, seven
were privately sold out of Italy in 1006, and in the following year
one. a half-length " Portrait of a Man," was acquired for the
National Gallery, London, for £i3*5oa The official aoquiatioa
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scarcely be possible to speak too highly of sach works as the

portrait of the lady in white satin and the Durazzo children

at the Durazzo Palace, the Balbi children at Panshanger, the

Marchesa Balbi at Dorchester House, the equally beautiful

portraits of the Lommelini and of the knight in black armour,

buff jacket and boots in the Scottish National Gallery at

Edinburgh, or the Marchesa Brignole Sale (formerly at Warwick
Castle, and afterwards in America). Van Dyck's " Genoese

manner " is a current expression, and indeed his Genoese por-

traits are remarkable for their richness of tonality and what
might be called royal splendour, perhaps never before attained

in works of the kind. This we may suppose to have had its

origin, not only in his recent study of Titian, but abo in decora-

tive necessities—the size of the palatial galleries and the rich

hues of the Genoese velvets, on which these portraits were to

find their place, obliging the painter to find a most uncommon
strength of contrast. It must also be acknowledged that the

beauty and distinction of Van Dyck's models are greatly en-

hanced by a ^lendour of costume entirely different from the

dullness then prevalent almost everywhere else. In Italy, more-

over, he found the reality of those gorgeous backgrounds

—flowing draperies, beautiful gardens, ornamental pillars,

marble terraces and . balustrades—which elsewhere must
be regarded as fictions merely. Here, finally, he was for the

first time called upon to paint some of his grandest equestrian

portraits, and the often-recurring grey steed with flowing

mane (an admirable study of which belongs to Lord Brownlow)

was first employed for the portrait of Antonio Giulio Brignole

(still at Genoa) and for another picture which we may suppose

to represent the same personage at Stafford House. As with

Rubens, Titian seems to have been paramount in Van Dyck's

regard. Copies in great number we know he possessed of the

master's best works, and several little sketches in the British

Museum and in the Chatsworth sketch-book bear proof of his

devout study of the great Venetian. Some of Van Dyck's

earlier paintings, religious and mythological—the "Tribute
Money " (Brignole Palace), " Holy Fanuly " (Turin), " Virgin

and SainU " (Louvre), " Virgin " (Grosvenor House), " Martyr-

dom of St Lawrence " (S. Maria dell' Orto, Venice), " Bacchanal "

(Lord Belper)—engraved at Genoa as early as x6a8—" St

Sebastian" (Edinburgh)—^are certainly Tltianesque in the

extreme. StiU the master's individuality is not obliterated, and
the gallery at Parma has a " Virgin with the Infant Asleep,"

which may be termed a marvel of realistic simplicity.

In 1624 Van Dyck sailed from Genoa to Palermo and there

painted several persons of rank, including the viceroy, Emmanuel
Philibert of Savoy. While in Sicily he became acquainted with

the painter Sofonisba Anguisciola (or Angussola), who was
then ninety-six years of age and blind; and he was wont to

say that he had received more valuable information from a blind

woman than from many a seeing man. No important works of

Van Dyck are now to be found in Sicily, except the " Virgin

and Child " at S. Caterina in Palermo, and a " Virgin and
Child with Saints " in the same city. Bellori tells us that a

plague broke out and compelled him to leave abruptly, taking

with him an unfinished picture of St Rosalia, which was
destined for a confraternity of that name, and was cblnpleted

in Genoa. The composition was repeated in Antwerp for the

Bachelon' Brotherhood, a picture now in Vienna. Van Dyck
most probably remained in Genoa till i6a6, and here in all likeli-

hood he painted the De Jodes, father and son, the celebrated

engravers, who are represented together in a masterly portrait

in the Capitol at Rome, the companion picture to the brothers

De Wael; and Nicholas Lanidre, musidan-in-chief to Charles I.,

a painting spoken of in Van der Dort's catalogue as "done
beyond the seas." Laniire was in Italy precisely at this time,

and it was through his portrait (now at Windsor Castle), Wal-
pole assures us, that Van Dyck attracted the notice of Charles I.

Traversing the Mont Cenis pass. Van Dyck stopped at Aix

of this picture, in view of the Italian law of 1902. created conrider-

abie discussion in Italy and England. The companion female
portrait was soon after also purchased.

with Peiresc, the famous scholar and friend of Rubens, and
probably proceeded straight to Antwerp. His beautiful por-
trait of Langlois, the Paris print-seller, from which it was con-
jectured that he spent some time at Paris, was unquestionably
painted in Genoa. It is very likely that, before settling again
at Antwerp, Van Dyck at this time paid a second visit to
England, to paint a portrait of Quten Henrietu Maria, but
left again when he found Mytens firmly established as court
favourite. He probably returned to Antwerp in 1627, though
there is no recorded proof of his presence before the 3rd of
March 1628. One of his sisters had died in a convent the year
before, and he now made a will in favour of Susan and Isabella,

two other sisters, also nuns. That Van Dyck was in Antwerp
on the 18th of May is proved by a letter from Lord Carlisle to
Buckingham (Sainsbury, ciii.).

Great as may have been the strength of Italian reminiscence,'

from the moment Van Dyck again trod Flemish soil the influence

of Rubens became predominant, and we can scarcely doubt
that a competition speedily arose between master and pupil.

At this period churches and convents were numerous and
richly endowed; and the number of pictures, stained glass

windows and elaborate carvings in Belgian churches before

the French conquest was enormous. Hardly fifty years had
elapsed since these buildings had been stripped of their artistic

treasures, and the devout were now eager once more to adorn
them with productions of the greatest painters. Hence Van
Dyck's share could be very copious without in any degree inter-

fering with the vast undertakings assigned to Rubens. The
latter was also absent for many months in 1629 and 1630, so

that Van Dyck was for a time the first master in the Netherlands.

Among the earliest works after his return to Antwerp we find

the " Crucifixion," given to the Dominican nuns, in accordance
with the wish repressed by the painter's dying father, and
now in the Antwerp museum. The figures are life-size, and
at the foot of the cross, besides a weeping angel, are St Catherine

of Siena and St Dominic. Neither in type nor in general effect

does it suggest the master's inunedialely preceding works.

As a new feature we observe a kind of elegance, not entirely

free from mannerism, which is often conspicuous with Van
Dyck even when the technical excellence commands our
warmest admiration. Inspiration, as Waagen observes, was
far more limited with Van Dyck than with Rubens. His truly

delicate nature led him to restrain his conceptions within the

bounds of an academic evenness, generally more pleasing to the

uninitiated than the strength of expression which sometimes
imparts a sort of violence to the works of Rubens. To Van
Dyck's second—more justly speaking third—manner belong

some of his best religious works. The " Crucifixion " in the

cathedral at Mechlin is termed by Sir Joshua Reynolds one
of the finest pictures in the world. Other Crudfixiona are

in St Michael's at Ghent (sketches in Lord Brownlow's collection

and the Brussels museum), and in the church at Termonde.
Still finer are the two works painted for the Antwerp Jesuits

and now at Vienna—"The Mystic Marriage of the Blessed

Herman Joseph" and "St Rosalia Crowned by the Infant

Saviour." To this period likewise belong the celebrated
" Elevation of the Cross " at Courtrai and the " St Augustine

in Ecstasy," in the church of the Jesuits at Antwerp; the

general effect of this last, it must be acknowledged with

Reynolds, is inferior to that of the beautiful engraving by De
Jode, and also to the earl of Northbrook's magnificent sketch.

At Dulwich we find the first idea of the composition, with many
interesting differences. It may be a matter of individual

preference to pronounce Van Dyck's Flemish portraits superior

to those of an earher period; but nobody can fail to admit

that, technically speaking, they indicate a further step towards

perfection. The darkness of the Genoese portraiU has van-

ished; broad daylight now freely illuminates the model,

and such works as the portraits of Frandsco de Moncada
(Louvre) and of the Count de Bergh (Prado) are perhaps as

close to material excellence as any painting could be. The
full-length likenesses of Philip Le Roy (1630) and his wife
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(1631) (Wallace CoHection) and of Maiy Louisa of Tassis (Prince

Liechtenstein, Vienna) are not only the finest examples of the

master's talent, but deserve to rank among the most beautiful

portraits ever painted. The " Snydexs " at Castle Howard is

regarded by Waagen as not inferior to the most celebrated

Raphaels, Titians or Holbeins; and of almost equal excellence

are the " Wife of CoUn de Nole " in the Munich gallery, the
" Lady and her Daughter " at the Louvre^ and the " Lady in

Black '* at Cassd.
• Rapidly rising to honour and wealth, Van Dyck shared

with Rubens the official title of court painter, and his numerous
portraits of the infanta in her monastic garb (Paris, Vienna,

Turin, Parma, &c.) bear testimony to the great favour in which

he stood with her. When Mazie de Medicis, after her flight

from France, took up her residence in Brusseb (1631), she

honoured Van Dyck, as well as Rubens, with repeated visits,

and several times called upon him to point her likeness, as well

as those of paston of Orleans and his wife Margaret of Lorraine,

and several of the peisonages of their court From Gerbier's

letters we learn that Van Dyck at this time was contemplating

another journey to England, and was very anxious to be
commissioned by the infanta and the queen of France to take

over their portraits as presents for the king and royal family.

He soon tiavdled to the Hague to paint the prince and princess

of Orange and their son. Quite at the beginning of 1632

Constantine Huygens, who was then living at the Hague, in-

scribes in his diary, " Pingor a Van Dyckio." When, towards the

end of March, Van Dyck sailed for England, he took all these

portraits with him, as we learn from an account of the 8th of

August 2633 (Carpenter's Pictorial Notices). Dutch authors speak

of a visit paid by Van Dyck to Frans Hab at Haarlem, and of

a portrait of the latter through which the Antwerp master was

at once recognised by his Dutch colleague. An engraving of a
portrait of lUls after Van Dyck seems to confirm the story,

i In imdertaking this new ^umey to London, Van Dyck was
assured of success, for Gerbier's letters show that the king

had personally desired his presence. As early as March 1629

Endjonion Porter, one of the gentlemen of the king's bed-

chamber, had been commissioned to order a picture from

Van Dyck, " Rinaldo and Armida." The canvas, now belonging

to the duke of Newcastle, may be looked upon as one of the

master's finest creations. Exceptional favours were bestowed

upon Van Dyck almost from the day of his arrival in London.

Besides the title of painter in ordinary, and the grant of an

annual pension of £200, he received the honour of knighthood

after a residence of less than three months at court (5th July

1632). He rapidly achieved popularity among the higher

classes, and, as Walpole says, his works are so frequent in

England that to most Englishmen it is difficult to avoid thinking

of him as their countryman.
< His refined nature is strikingly illustrated in his admirable

interpreution of English beauty and style. And, if Van Dyck
be compared to Mytens and Cornelius Janssen, the most dis:

tinguished painters employed by the English court immediately

before hun, few artists, whether in England or elsewhere, have

more richly endowed their models with distinction of feature

and elegance in bearing. To him may be applied what Opie

says of Titian, " that he combines resemblance with dignity,

costume with taste, and art with simplicity." We are

particularly struck with the thorough and immediate identifica-

tion of his talent with local tastes and exigendes. Charies I.'

and Henrietta Maria, although pictured by several other

painters, are known to posterity almost exclusively through

Van Dyck, not from a greater closeness of resemblance to the

original, but from a particular power of expression and bearing

which, once seen, it is impossible to foiget. The artist was
lodged at the expense of the crown, with a summer residence

at Eltham Palace, and was frequently honoured with the

visits of the king at his studio at Blackfriars. Portraits now
followed each other with a rapidity scarcely credible to those

unacquainted with the artist's method. In fact, his mode of

living and his love of pleasure sufficiently explain his great

need of money. During the first year of his presence in England
he painted the king and queen a dozen times. The first of

these noble portraits is the admirable full-length of Charles I.,

with the queen and their two eldest children, at Windsor
Castle. The style he adopted in England is generally termed
his third manner; we might better say his fourth, as he already
had a very partioilar style before he set out on hu Italian

journey. De Piles gives us some account of Van Dydc's methods
at this period of his career. He began with a small sketch

on grey paper with black and white chalks, or a monochrome
in oils. This study was passed on to assistantsin order to be
copied on the required scale. When the clothes were sufficiently

advanced by the pupils from those sent by the model, as well

as the background and accessories, the master was enabled
in a few sittings of an hour each to complete the work. Van
Dyck excelled in painting the hands; he is said to have kept
special models for this .part of his work. It need hardly be said

that a system,of this kind, although empk>yed by Rubens for his

larger creations, was exceedingly ill adapted to portrait painting.

In Vaui Dyck's later productions we too often detect marks of

haste, as if the brush were becoming a mere implement of trade.

Nearly the whole of 2634.and 1635 were spent by Van Dyck
in the Netheriands, whence his brother, an Antwerp priest,

had been called over by the queen to act as her chaplain. The
archduchess died on rst December 1633, and Vin Dyck naturally

wbhed to get his official title renewed by her successor, Ferdinand
of Austria, brother of Philip IV. That Van Dyck's residence

in Antwerp was only to be temporary is shown by the power
given to his sister Susan for the administration of his affairs

in Belgium (14th April 1634). On the arrival of the * new
governor Van Dyck was immediately called upon to paint his

likeness, a picture now in the Madrid gallery, where the same
personage is also represented by Rubens and Velazquez. Several

other portraits of Ferdinand, either in his cardinal's robes or

in military dr^ss, by Van Dydc, occur dse^ere. One on hone-
back was exhibited at the Grosvenor Galleiy, London, in X8S7,

as the duke of Alva Qent by Mr S. Kynaston Mainwaring).

Van Dyck was greatly in demand at this time, and his prices

were correspondingly high, as the Antwerp municipality found
when they asked for a portrait of the late infanta to decorate

one of the triumphal arches for the reception of the new governor.

The most important of Van Dyck's works, at any rate as a
portrait painter, belong to this period. The picture represent-

ing in life-size the membeis of the Brusseb corporation, which
was destroyed by fire during the siege of X695, b spoken of

with intense admiration by several writers. Bullart, for

instance, b very enthusiastic about its fine colour and life-

like qualities. Among the rdjgious paintings of undisputed

excellence belonging to the same period are the *' Adoration of

the Shepherds " in the church at Termonde, and the " Deposi-

tion," where the body of Chrbt rests upon the bp of the Virgin,

in the Antwerp museum. Among the portraits are the admir-

able full-length of ScagUa, the king's frequent agent in the

Netheriands (at Dorchester House; a replica in the moscum
at Antwerp), the equestrian portrait of Albert of Arenbcig
(Arehberg Palace at Brusseb), and a portrait of the same
nobleman on foot, in the black velvet Spanish dress with golden

chamberlain's key Qong said to be Rubens) at Althorp, the full-

length of Helena Fourment, Rubens's second wife (at St Peters-

burg), the beautiful duchess of Havre, Mary Cbra de Croy,

signed and dated 1634 (Mr Aysooui^ Fawkes), and other

members of the same family (at Munich), Thomas of Savoy (at

Berlin), an admirable half-length of a bdy in black (in the

Vienna gallery), and above all the grandiose picture in which

John of Nassau b represented at full-length, with hb wife and
children (at Panshanger). Several portraits of Brussels and Ant-

werp magbtrates must also be mentioned, the most important

being John Van Merstraeten, a Brusseb lawyer (at Cassd).

After being chosen honorary president of the Antwerp gild

of St Luke, Van Dyck returned to London before the end of

1635. In spite of the vast number of hb kter portraits, some

of them deserve to be ranked among the most cdebrated of hb
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prodttctioiis. The group of tlute English royal children in the

gallery at Turin (1635), the portraits of Charles I. in the Louvre
and in the National Gallery, London, the picture of the Pembroke
family at Wilton House, Sir George and Sir Francis Villiers, and
the wis of Bristol and Bedford, at Althorp, as weU as those

of Frands Russell, fourth earl of Bedford, and Axme Carr, his

consort, at Wobum Abbey (1636), all belong to the years im-

mediately following the master's return from the Netherlands.

He now married Lady Mary Ruthven, daughter of Sir Patrick

Ruthven and granddaiighter of the earl of Gowrie. There are

several portraits of her by her husband, the most important

being in the Munich gallery, in which she is represented in white

satin, playing on the violoncello. She is also said to figure as

the Virgin in a picture belonging to Lord Lyttelton. There is a
capital engraving of her by Bolswert. In another picture, said

to be Mary RuUiven, an exceedingly handsome lady is repre-

sented as " Herminia Putting on Clarinda's Armour." There
can be no doubt as to the model having been Margaret Lemon,
a celebrated beauty, whose portrait was engraved by W. Hollar

and J. Morin and painted by Van Dyck at Hampton Court.
" She was," says Mr Ernest Law, in his excellent catak)gue of

this gallery, " the most beautiful and celebrated, thou^ far

from being the only mistress of Van Dyck. The great artist,

in fact, loved beauty in every form, and found the seduction

of female charms altogether irresistible. She lived with him
at his house at Blackfriars." The precise date of Van Dyck's

marriage has not been ascertained. It was probably towards

the end of 1639. The union is said to have been promoted
by the artist's friends in order to save him from the consequence

of his pernicious way of living. Margaret Lemon resented the

ivent most cruelly, and tried to maim Van Dyck's right hand.

Van Dyck found few occasions in England to paint anything

but portraits. There exists at Belvoir Castle a sketch by him
representing a procession of the knights of the Garter, a really

grandiose composition, engraved by Cooper. We know from

Bellori that Van Dyck had suggested, through his friend Sir

Kenelm Digby, for the banqueting-room at Whitehall, a series

of decorations illustrating the history of the order of the Garter,

and that the king had been much pleased with the idea. The
plan, however, failed through the excessively high price asked

by the painter, and perhaps also because the king had thought

of having the work done in tapestry. Van Dyck's pension was
five years in arrear, and, instead of £560, he received finally,

besides his pension, only £200.

When the news of Rubens's death reached London (June 1640)

Van Dyck contemplated a return to his native country, and a

letter from Ferdinand of Austria to Philip IV. speaks of his

intended journey to Antwerp on St Luke's Day (i8th October).

Rubens had left unfinished a series of paintings commanded
by the king of Spain, and from correspondence published by
Professor Justi we learn that Van Dyck had been thought of

to give them the finishing touch. But he absolutely refused to

finish them. It was then agreed that he should paint an inde-

pendent canvas destined to complete the series. Van Dyck
was delighted with this order, and Ferdinand tells his brother

that he returned to London in great haste " to make prepara-

tions for his change of residence; possibly," adds the letter,

" he may still change his mind, for he is stark mad." Whether

Van Dyck found it possible to work during his short stay in the

Netherlands is a matter of doubt. Most authors suppose that Van
Dyck's principal object in travelling to the continent was to be

entrusted with the decoration of one of the galleries of the

Louvre. (There may be some truth in this, for Mariette speaks

of a letter he saw, written by Claude Vignon, the French painter,

in January 164 1, asking Langlois for an introduction to Van
Dyck, who was then in Paris. Unfortunately the great painter

was thwarted in his aspirations. His health was beginning to

fail. After his return to London he was frequently obliged to

interrupt his work; and a letter written (13th Augiist) from

Richmond by Lady Anne Roxburgh to Baron W. van Bredcrode

at the Hague states that the portraits of the Princess Mary had

been greatly delayed through Van Dyck's illness, and that the

prince's (William II. of Orange) would be ready in eight days.
" As Van Dyck intends leaving England in the course of ten or
twelve days at latest," she adds, " he will take the paintings

himself to the princess of Orange." These portraits, now in the
museum at Ainsterdam, are the last Van Dyck painted in

England. Of works dated 1639 the portrait of Lady Pembroke,
in the gallery of Darmstadt, is a fine example; and to the same
year bdongs a full-length portrait of Arthur Goodwin at Chats-

worth. The twin portrait of Thomas Carew and Thomas
Killigrew, in the royal collection, dated 1638, is ceruinly most
delicate, but very weak in tone and slight in handling. Van
Dyck sailed in September, and probably spent some time with

his Antwerp friends. Eariy in November he reached Paris,

and succeeded in obtaining some important work, when, on
x6th November, he was compelled to resign his commissions

on account of the state of his health. Scarcely three weeks
later (9th December 1641) he died at his residence at Blackfriars.

Van Dyck was buried in old St Paul's, where a Latin inscription

was phiced on his tomb by Charles I.

An elegy in Cowley's Miscettanies speaks, not only of the

painter's talent, but of his amiable disposition. We may perhaps

point to the coincidence that a Mrs Cowley is in Van Dyck's
will (of xst December) named guardian of his child, Justiniana

Anna, bom only eight days before her father's death. The
painter had in the Netherlands an illegitimate daughter, Maria
Thercsia, who was entrusted to his sister, and to whom he

bequeathed £4000. The name of her mother is not known.

Not long after her husband's death Lady Van Dyck became the

second wife of Sir Richard Pryse of Gogerddan in Cardigan-

shire. She was dead in 1645. Justiniana Van Dyck, who was

married when scarcely twelve years old to Sir John Stepney

of Prendcrgast, was also something of an artist: she painted

a " Crucifixion," with four angels receiving Christ's blood in

chalices. A similar subject had been painted by Van Dyck,
as Bellori tells us, for the duke of Northumberland. After the

Restoration a pension of £200 for life was granted to Justiniana

Van Dyck, who died before 1690.

Properiy tpeakine. Van Dyck cannot be said to have formed a
achooL He was followed to London by some of hit earlier colla-

boratora, and there soon met a considerable number of others. Jan
van Reyn, David Beek, Adrian Hanneman, Mathew Merian, John
Bockhorat (Lang Jan), Remy van Leeroput and Peter Thys were
foremost 'among foreisnert, Henry Stone and William Dob«on
amons Englishmen. To their assistance the master owed much;
but they are also responsible for the vast number of constantly
recurring copies which go by his name. It often requires a very
discriminating eye to distinguish some of these copes from the
original paintings. Nevertheless, after Van Dyck's death many of

his coadiutors produced works of undeniable merit. No school

more stnkingly reflects the influence of Van Dyck than the Brifish

school. Stone and Dobson were, properiy speaking, the most
fortunate of his continuators; and there is little doubt that such
masters as Reynolds, Gainsborough, Lawrence and Raeburn owe a
large measure of their superiority to their study of his works.
Though Van Dyck's reputation greatly suffered through the

numerous copies he allowed his pupils to take from his works,

the case is otherwise with engraving: Vorsterman, Pontius, Peter

de Jode, P. Balliu and S. Bolswert were seldom more fortunate than
when under his guidance. De Jode's " St Aunistine," Bolswert's
" Eccc Homo " and *' Crucifixion," Vorsterman s" Deposition," and
especially Pontius's " Herman Joseph " rank among the masterpieces

of the art of engraving. Van Dyckwas himself an incomparableetcher,
and with the needle arrived at a degree of excellence scarcely inferior

to that exhibited in his paintings. Such prints as the portraits of

Vorsterman, John de WacI, Snyders, Josse de Moropcr. Adam van
Noort, and aoovc all his own effigy, bear witness to his prodigious

knowledge of design. Print collectors pay extravagant prices for a
first proof Uken from the plates engraved by Van Dyck himself.

Van Dyck also employed some of the best engravers of his time

for the production of a gallery of illustrious heads, men and women,
of different countries. Whether all were taken from life is Ques-

tionable. Gustavus Adolphus and Wallenstein he can hardly have
met. Du Breucq, the architect, he never knew. But all the

sketches and drawings were done by himself, and are often met
with in public and private galleries. The engravings arc sometimes
very beautiful and in their first states very rare. Published

successively by Martin van der Enden. Giles Hendrickx and John
Meyssens, the collection originally consisted of sixteen warriors

and statesmen, twelve scholars and fifty-two artists. HendfKJtx
raised the number to ninety-nioe« and used as a frontispiece the
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portrait of Van Dyck, with the following Inarription: Teotus
trincUmmt virorum doctcrumt Stc. See., numero centum ab Anttmip
Van Dyek pictare ad vmtm txpressa* eiusq. sumtihus am incisae^

1645. Seventeen editions were published, the last in 1759, with
124 plates. Manv of the i^tes are the property of the Frnich
Government, and belong to the Chalcoeraphie Nationale in Paris.
LiTERATUKB.—See W. Hookham Carpenter, Pictorial Notices,

consisting of a Memoir of Sir Anthony Van Dyck, witk a descriptive
catalogue «/ the eUkings executed by kim (London. 1844): John
Smith, A Catalogue RiMonni of the Works of the most Emtnent
Dutch, Flemish, and French Painters, part iii. (London, 1841);

J. Guiffrey. Antoine Van Dyck, sa vie et son eatere (Paris. 1882);
A. Michiels. AnL Van Dyck et ses Hkoes (Paris, 1881); Ign. von
Sswykowsld, A. Van Dycks Bildnisse bekannter Personen (Leipzig,
1858): Fr. Wibiral. VIconopaphie ^A. Van Dyck d'apris les

recherches de H. Weber (Leipng. 1877): Cari Lemclce. A. Van Dyck
(in Robert Dohme's Kunst und KUnstUr, vol. i., Leipzig, 1877);
Alfr. Woltmann and K. Woermann, Cesck der UaUrei, vol. ui.

(Leipzig, 1886): Max Rooses, Cesckiedenis der Antmerpsche Schilder-
school (Ghent, 1879): F. J. Van den Branden, Gesck der Antw,
Sckilderuhool (Antwerp, 1883): Percy RendaU Head, Van Dyck
(London. 1887); F. G. Stephens, Catalogue of tke Exhibition of the
Worhs of Sir A, Van Dych O^ndon. 1887) ; E. Knackfuss, Van Dyck
(Bielefeld, 1896); Lionel Gust. Anthony Van Dyck (London. 1900),
an abridgment with emendations. Van Dyck (iqo6),And A Descrip-
tion of the SkeUk^Book by Sir Anthony Van Dyek .,.at Chatsworth
(London, 1902); Max Rooses, Chefs-d'enares d"Antoine van Dyck
(Antwerp, 1901): i4fi/MfM Van Dyck (Paris. 190a); Frank Newbolt,
Btckings of Van Dyck (London, 1906). (H. H.J P. G. K.)

VANE, SIR HENRY (1589-1654), English secretary of state,

eldest son of Henry Vane or Fane, of Hadlow, Kent, a member
of an ancient family of that county, by his second wife, Biargaret,

daughter of Roger Twysden of East Peckham, Rent, was bom
on the 18th of February 1589. He matriculated from Brsse-

nose College, Oxford, on the 15th of June 1604, was admitted
to Gray's Inn in 1606, and was knighted by James I. on the

3rd of March 161 1. He purchased several offices at court,

was made comptroller of the king's household about 1629,

and in spite of a sharp quarrel with Buckingham managed to

keep the king's favour, in 1639 becoming treasurer. He was
returned to parliament in 1614 for Lostwithiel, from 262 1 to

1626 for Carlisle, in 1628 for Retford, and in the Short and Long
Parliament, assembled in 1640, be sat for Wilton. He was
despatched on several missions in 1629 and 2630 to Holland,

and in 163 1 to Gustavus Adolphus to secure the restitution of

the Palatinate, but without success. In 1630 Vane had become
a privy councillcr and one of the chief advisers of the king. He
was made a commissioner of the Admiralty in 1632 and for the

colonies in 1636. He was one of the eight privy councillors

appointed to manage affairs in Scotlandon the outbreak of the

troubles there, and on the 3rd of February 1640, through the

influence of the queen and of the marquis of Hamilton and in

opposition to the wishes of Strafford, he was made secretary

of state in the room of Sir John Coke. In the Short Parliament,

which assembled in April, it fell to Vane, in his official capa-

city, to demand supplies. He proposed a bargain by which the

king should give up ship-money and receive in return twelve

subsidies. Parliament, however, proved intractable and was
dissolved on the sth of May, to prevent a vote against the

continuance of the war with the Scots. In the impeachment
of Strafford, Vane played a very important part and caused the

earl's destruction. He asserted that Strafford had advised the

king at a meeting of the privy council. " You have an army in

Ireland; you may employ it to reduce this kingdom." He
refused to admit or deny the meaning attributed by the pro-

secution that " this kingdom " signified England; he was
unsupported by the recollection of any other privy councillor,

and his sutement could not be corrobbrated by his own notes,

which had been destroyed by order of the king, but a copy
obtained through his son, the younger Vane, was produced by
Pym and owned by Vane to be genuine. He was on bad terms

with Strafford, who had opposed his appointment to office and
who had given him special provocation by assuming the barony

of Raby, a title ardently desired by Vane himself. He was not

unnaturally accused of collusion and treachery, and there is

no doubt that he desired Strafford's removal not only on
private but on public grounds, believing that his sacrifice

would satisfy the demands of the parliament. Neverthelesi,
there has appeared no evidence to support the charge that he
deliberately compassed his destruction. Suspicions of his

fidelity, however, soon increased, and after having accompanied
the king to Scotland in August 1641, he was dismissed from
all his appointments on the 4th of November on Charles's return.

Vane inunediately joined the parliament; on Pym's motion,
on the 13th of December, he was placed on the committee for

Irish affairs, was made lord lieutenant of Durham on the loih
of February 1642, became a member of the committee of both
kingdoms on the 7th of February 1644, and in this capacity
attended the Scots army in 1645, while the parliament in the
treaty of Uxbridge demanded for him from Charles a barony
and the repa3rment of his losses. He adhered to the parliament
after the king's death, and in the first parliament of the Pro-
tectorate he was returned for Kent, but the House bad refused

to appoint him a member of the council of state in February
1650. He died in 1654. He had married Frances, daughter
and co-heir of Thomas Darcy of ToUeshurst Darcy in Essex,

by whom he had a large family of children, of whom the eldest

son, Sir Henry Vane, the younger, is separately noticed.

Garendon invariably speaks of Vane in terms of contempt and
reproach. He describes him as merely fit for court duties. " of very
ordinary parts by nature and . . . very illiterate. But being of a
stirring and boisterous disposition, veiy industrious and very bold,
he still wrought himself into some employment." He declares that
motives of revenge upon Stnffoid influenced not only his conduct
in the impeachment but his unsuccessful management of tht king's
business in the Short Pariiament. when he *' acted that part nialici-

ousiy and to bring all into confusion." The latter accusacioo.
considering the ditnculties of the political situation and Vane's
toul want of ability in dealing with them, is probably unfounded.
On the general charge of betrayine the king's cause. Vane's mysteri-
ous conduct in the impeachment, nis ^reat intimacy with Hamilton,
and the favour with which he was immediately received by the
Opposition on his dismissal from office, raise suspicions not altogether
allayed b]^ the absence of proof to substantiate them, whSe the
alacrity with which he transferred himself to the pariiament points
to a character, if not of systematic treachery, yet of unprincipled
and unscrupulous time-serving. Materials, hDwever, to elucidate
the details and motives of his ill-omened career have hitherto been
wanting.

VANE, SIR HENRY (1613-1662), English sUtesman and
author, known as " the yoimger " to distinguish him from his

father, Sir Henry Vane iq.9.), was baptized on the 26th of May
1613, at Debden, Essex. After an education at Westminster,
where he was noted for his high and reckless spirits, and at
Magdalen Hall, Oxford, where he neither matriculated nor
took his degree, he was attached to the embassy at Vienna and
at Leiden and Geneva. He had already acquired strong Puritan
views which, in spite of the personal efforts of Laud, who made
the attempt at the king's request, he refused to give up. In
1635, in order to obtain the free exercise of his religiMi, he
emigrated to Massachusetts, where he was elected govenior in

1636. After one year in office, during which he showed some
administrative ability, he was defeated by Winthrop, the former
governor, chiefly on account of the protection he had given to

Mrs Hutchinson in the religious controversies which she raised.

He, however, never lost his interest in the colonies, and used
his influence hereafter on several occasions in their support.

Vane returned to England in August 1637. He was made
joint-treasurer of the navy with Sir W. Russell in January 1639,

was elected for Hull in the Short and Long Parliaments, and
was km'ghted on the 23rd of June 1640. Accidentally finding

among Us father's papers some notes of Strafford's speech in the

council of May 5, 1640, he allowed Pym to take a copy, and
was thus instrumental in bringing about Strafford's downfall.

He carried up the impeachment of Laud from the Commoiis, was
a strong supporter, when on the committee of religion, of the
" Root and Branch " bill, and in June 1641 put forward a.

scheme of church government by which commissioners, half

lay and half cleric, were to assume ecclesiastical jurisdiction

in each diocese. During the absence of Pym and Hampden
from the House at the time of Charies's attempted arrest

of the five members. Vane led the parliamentary party, and
was finally dismissed from his office in December 1641, being
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reinstated by the i>arli&inent in August 1642. The same month
he was placed upon the committee of defence. In 1643 he was
the leading man among the commissioners sent to treat for a
league with the Scots. Vane, who was bitterly opposed to the

tyranny of the Presbyterian system, was successful in two
important points. The aim of the Scots was chiefly the pro-

pagation of their discipline in England and Wales, and for

this they wanted only a " covenant." The English desired a

political *' league." Vane succeeded in getting the bond termed

the Solemn League and Covenant, and further in substituting

the whole expression '* according to the word of God and the

example of the best Reformed churches " for the latter part

alone. He succeeded to the leadership of the party on Pym's
death. He promoted, and became a chief member of, the

committee of both kingdoms established in February 1644,

and was sent to York in the summer of the year to urge Fairfax

and Manchester to march against Prince Rupert, and secretly

to propose the king's deposition. In 1645 he was one of the

negotiators of the treaty of Uxbridge. He was, with Cromwell,

a prime mover in the Self-Denying Ordinance and the New
Model, and his adherence to the army party and to reh'gious

tolerance now caused a definite breach with the Scots. Vane
had at the Westminster Assembly, writes Baillie indignantly,,
" prolixly, earnestly and passionately reasoned for a full liberty

of conscience to all rcUgions," a policy directly opposed to

Presbyterianism, and his leadership terminated when the

latter party obtained the supremacy in parliament in 1646.

During the subsequent struggle he was one of the six com-
missioners appointed to treat with the army by the parliament,

and endeavoured to effect a compromise, but failed, being

distrusted by both the Levellers and. the Presbyterians. His
views of government may be studied in The PeopU^s Case

Slatedf written shortly before his death. " The power which

is directive, and states and ascertains the morality of the rule

of obedience, is in the hand of God; but the original, from
whence all just power arises, which is magistratical and co-

ercitive, is from the will or free gift of the people, who may
either keep the power in themselves or give up their subjection

and will in the hand of another." King and people were bound
by " the fundamental constitution or compact," which if the

king violated, the people might return to theur original right

and freedom.

In spite, however, of these free opinions, Vane still desired

the maintenance of the monarchy and the constitution. He
voted for a declaration to this effect on the 38th of April 1648,

and had consistently opposed the various votes of "non-
addresses." Several communications had already been fruit-

lessly attempted with Vane from the king's side, through the

agency of Lord Lovelace in January 1644, and through that of

John Ashburnham in March 1646. Vane now supported the re-

newal of negotiations, and was appointed on the ist of September

1648 one of the commissioners for the treaty of Newport. He
here showed a desire to come to terms on the foundation of

toleration and a "moderate episcopacy," of which Cromwell

greatly disapproved, and opposed the shaking off of the con-

ferences. He absented himself from pariiament on the occasion

of " Pride's Purge," and remained in retirement until after the

king's death, a measure in which he took no part, though he

continued to act as a member of the government. On the

14th of February 1649 he was placed on the council of state,

though he refused to take the oath which expressed approba-

tion of the king's execution. Vane now showed himself an
able administrator. He served on innumerable committees of

importance, and was assiduous in his attendance. He furnished

the supplies for Cromwell's expedition to Scotland, and was one
of the commissioners sent there subsequently to settle the

government and negotiate a union between the two countries.

He showed great energy in colonial and foreign affairs, was a
leading member of the committee dealing with the latter, and
in 1651 went on a secret mission to negotiate with Cardinal de
Ret2, who was much struck with his ability, while his knowledge

of foreign policy, in which he inclined in favour of Holland,

earned the praise also of Milton. To Vane, as chief com-'

missioner of the navy, belongs largely the credit of the victories

obtained against Van Tromp.
In domestic politics Vane continued to urge his views of

toleration and his opposition to a state church. On the 9th of

January 1650 he brought forward as chairman the report of a
committee on the regulation of elections. He wished to reform
the franchise on the property basis, to disfranchise some of the

existing boroughs, and to give increased representation to the

large towns; the sitting members, however, were to retain their

scats. In this he was opposed to Cromwell, who desired an
entirely new parliament and the supremacy of the army repre-

sentation. On the 20th of April Cromwell forcibly dissolved

the Long Parliament while in the act of passing Vane's bill.

On the latter's protesting, "This is not honest; yea, it is

against morality and common honesty," Cromwell feU a-railing

at him, crying out with a loud voice, " O Sir Henry Vane, Sir

Henry Vane; the Lord deliver me from Sir Henry Vanel"
(Ludlow, Mem. i. 353)* Hitherto they had lived on intinmte

terms of friendship, but this incident created a permanent
breach. In his seclusion at Raby he now wrote the Retired

Afan's Meditations (1655). In 1656 he proposed in A Hialing
Question (reprinted in the " Somers Tracts," vol. vi. ed. Scott)

a new form of government, insisting as before upon a Puritan
parliament supreme over the army. The seditious movements
of the Anabaptists were also attributed to his influence, and on
the 29th of July 1656 he was summoned before the counciL
Refusing to give security not to disturb the public peace, he was
on the 9th of September sent prisoner to Carisbrooke Castle,

and there remained until the 31st of December. He ad-
dressed a letter to Cromwell in which he repudiated the extra-

parliamentary authority he had assumed. In the parliament
of Richard Cromwell he was elected for Whitchurch, when he
urged that the protector's power should be strictly limited,

and the negative voice of the new House of Lords disallowed.

Subsequently he allied himself with the officers in setting

aside the protectorate and in restoring the Long Parliament,

and on Richard Cromwell's abdication he regained his former
supremacy in the national counsels. He was a member of the
committee of safety and of the council of state appointed in

May, was commissioner for the navy and for the appointment
of army officers, managed foreign affairs and superintended

finance. He adhered to Lambert, remained a member of the
government after the latter had turned out the Long Parliament,

and endeavoured to maintain it by reconciling the disputing

generals and by negotiating with the navy, which first deserted

the cause. In consequence, at the restoration of the Long
Parliament he was expelled the House and ordered to retire to
Raby.
At the Restoration Vane was imprisoned in the Tower by

the king's order. After several conferences between the houses
of parliament, it was agreed that he should be excepted from
the indemnity bill, but that a petition should be sent to Charles
asking 4hat his life might be spared. The petition was granted.

On the meeting, however, of the neV pariiament of 166 1, a
vote was passed demanding his trial on the capital charge,

and Vane was taken back to the Tower in April 1663 from the

Scilly Isles, where he had been imprisoned. On the and of June
he appeared before the king's bench to answer the charge of high

treason, when he made a bold and skilful defence, asserting the

sovereign power of parliament in justification of his conduct.

He was, however, found guilty, and executed on Tower Hill

on the 14th of June 1663. He had married, in 1640, Frances,

daughter of Sir Christopher Wray of Barlings, by whom he had
a large family of sons and daughters. Of these Christopher,

the fifth son, succeeded to his father's estates and was created

Baron Barnard by William III.

Vane'a great talents as an administrator and statesman have been
univemlly acknowledged. He posaeaaed. says Clarendon, " extra-
ordinary parts, a pleasant wit, a great undcrsunding, a temper
not to be moved," and in debate " a quick conception and a very
sharp and weighty expreinoo." His patriotism and assiduity
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in the public service, and complete freedom from corruption, were
equally admirable and conspicuous. His relinous writmgs, apart
from his constant devotion to toleratbn and dislike of a state church,

are exceedinely obscure both in style and matter, while his en-

thusiasm and fanaticism in speculative doctrine combine curiously,

but not perhaps incongruously, with exceptional sagacity and
shrewdness in practical affairs. '* He had an unusual aspect." says

Clarendon, " which . . . made men think there was something

in him of the extraordinary; and his whole life made good that

imagination." Besides the works already mentioned and several

printed speeches. Vam; wrote: A BrifJ Answer lo a etrtain Declara-

tion o( John V/\r,\ir.p iTij^riiudNl in thu Huttliin»on P:ir>« >«. publ. by
the Prince Socnty. iSti5j ; A S'^fdful Ccrrrrctnt or iJu.^jfr.e tM Popu-
lar Government ... in answer to Hamnjjtcms (ktanM , Of Love of

Cod and Union wiihCod: two ircatiic*. vii. {i) An lifri-iCenerallo

Ike MystUal Btkly of Ckrisi fl» ^tlh, (j> The F&te rr) the Times:

A Pilgrimage into ike Land cf Promiie . . . {1664). The Trial of

Sir Henry Yam, Krtigkl {i66j^, contains, bwidcs his last speech and
details relating to the trial. Thi Pto^e's Cute SUiUd (sprinted in

Forster's Life of Vane), The Voiiry of Jehoshapkal, awl Meditations

concerning Man's Life. A Uiter jmrn a True and La-^ f: 1

' Member of

Parliament to mu of ike Lardi ef His Ihghnesi's Co:>ncil (16^6),

attributed to V.jne. was written by Clartndon; and The Lt^kt

Shining out of PArkneis was probibly hy Henry Scilbe; while

The Speech at'^msl Riihard Cromrffdl Is the competition of some
contemporary pamphleteer.
Bibliography.—Article by C. H. Firth in Did. of Nat. Btog.;

Life and Death of Sir Henry Vane, by G. Sikes, 1662 (a treatise on
the "course of his hidden life"); and Lives by John Forster, in

Lardner's Cabinet Encyclopaedia: Eminent British Statesmen, vol. iv.

(1838); by C. W. Upharo in "Library of American Biography,"

vol. iv. (1851); by I. K. Hosmer (1888); and by C. Dalton in Hist,

of the Family of Wray (1881), ii. 93-137: *•» Wood's Ath. Oxon.
(Bliss), iii. 578, and Btographia Brilannica. See especially S. R.
Gardiner's Hist, of England, his Great Civil War and his Common-
wealth, and Clarendon's Hist, of the Rebellion, and the contem-
porary memoirs and diaries; Hist. MSS. Comm. MSS. of duke of

Buccleuch, ii. pt. ii. '756; Masson's Life of Milton, iv. 442 and

ewiim; the sonnet addressed by Milton to Vane; and W. W. Ire-

nd, Life of Sir Henry Vane the Younger (1907). (P. C. Y.)

VAHB (formerly spelt "fane," U. pennon, flag; cf. Gcr.

Fahne, Du. vaan, Fr. giroueUe^ Ital. banderuolOt Ger. Wetter-

fahne) , the weathercock on a steeple. Vanes seem in early times

to have been of various forms, as dragons, &c.; but in the

Tudor period the favourite design was a beast or bird sitting on

a slender pedestal and carrying an upright rod, on which a thin

plate of metal is hung like a flag, ornamented in various ways.

VAN HORNB, SIR WILUAM CORNEUUS (1843- ),

Canadian financier, was bom in Will county, Illinois, U.S.A.,

on the 3rd of February 1843, of Dutch descent. He was educated

in the common schools of the sUte, and in 1857 began work

as office boy in a railway station. His ability and force brought

him to the front, and he rose till in x88x he was appointed

general manager of the Canadian Pacific railway. For the

successful completion of this great road his strong will and
mental grasp were largely responsible, and he it was who not

only controlled but steadily extended its operations during the

lean years which followed. In 1884 he became vice-president

of the line, in 1888 president, and in X899 chairman of the

board of directors. From 1885 onward he was more and more

associated with every branch of Canadian mercantile and

financial life, and as a publicist gave shrewd expression to his

views on political and economic questions. After the Spanish-

American War (1898) he became one of the chief promoters

of railway and industrial enterprise in Cuba. In May 1894 he

was knighted by Queen Victoria in acknowledgment of his dis-

tinguished public services. He was also known as a patron of

art and literature and an amateur painter of no little merit.

VANILLA, a flavouring agent largely used in the manu-

facture of chocolate, in confectionery and in perfumery. It

consists of the fermented and dried pods of several species of

orchids belonging to the genus Vanilla.^ The great bulk of

the commercial article is the produce of V. planifolia, a native

of south-eastern Mexico, but now largely cultivated in several

tropical countries, especially in Bourbon, the Seychelles, Tahiti

and Java. The plant has a long fleshy stem and attaches itself

by its aerial rootlets to trees; the roots also penetrate the soil

and derive a considerable portion of their nourishment from
* Span, vainilla, dim. of voina, a pod.

it. The leaves are alternate, oval-lanceolate and fleshy; the

light greenish flowers form axillary spikes. The fruit is a pod

Vanilla Plant (Vanilla planifolia). A, shoot with flower, leaf

and aerial rootlets; B, pod or fruit.

from 6 to 10 in. long, and when mature about half an inch in

diameter. The wild plant yields a smaller and less aromatic

fruit, distinguished in Mexico as Baynilla cimarona, the culti-

vated vaniUa being known as B. corrienU,

Vanilla was used by the Aztecs of Mexico as an ingredient in the
manufacture of chocolate before the discox'cry of America by the
Spaniards, who adopted its use. The eariiest botanical notice b
f;iven in 160^ by Clusius (Exolicorum Libri Decern), who had received

ruits from Hugh Morgan, apothecary to Queen Elizabeth ; but be
seems to have icnown nothing of its native country or uses. The
Mexican vanilla had been introduced to cultivation before the

publication of the second edition of Philip Miller's Gardeners* Dic-

tionary (1739). It was reintroduced by the marouis of BlaAdfocd.
and in 1807 a flowering specimen was figured and described by R. A
^lisbury {Paradisus,\oti6oti, t. 83). Mexican vanilla is regarded

as the best. It is principally consumed in the United States. In

Bourbon about 3000 acres are under cultivation ; the crop is sent to

Bordeaux, the chief centre of the trade in France. Its odour is said

to differ from the Mexican variety in having a sunestion of tonaua
bean. The Seychelles produce large quantities of exceedingly hoe
quality; the produce of these islands goes chief^ to the Londoo
market. The Java vanilla, grown chiefly in Kra«-ang and the

Preanger Regencies, is shippea to Holland. The Tahiti produce b
inferior in quality;

Mr Hermann Mayer Senior, in the Chemist and Drugiist, June w^
1906. gives the folk>wing figures, which approximately represent the

world^ output of vanilla durine the seasons 190V-1906: Bourbon,

So
tons; Seychelles, 45 tons; Mauritius. 5 tons; Comores, Mayotte,

Madagascar, &c., 120 tons; Guadeloupe, Java, Ceylon and Fiji.

10 tons; Mexica. 70 tons; Tahiti, 100 tons—toul. about a20 tons.

The best varieties of vanilla pods are of a very danc chocolate

brown or neariy black colour, and are covered with a crystalline

efflorescence technically known as givre, the presence of which i^

taken as a criterion of quality. The peculiar fragrance of vanilU
is due to vanillin, C»HiO>. which forms this efflorescence. Chemi-
cally speaking, it is the aldehyde of methyl-protocatediuic acid.

It is not naturally present in tfie fleshy exterior of the pod, but b
secreted by hair-like papillae lining its three internal angles, and
ultimately becomes diffused through the viscid oily liquid surround-
ing the seeds. The amount of vanillin varies according to the kind

.

Mexican vanilla yields i'69, Bourbon or Reunion i'9 to 248. and
Java 2*75%. Bcudes vanillin, the pods contain vanillic ackj

(which is odourless), about 11% of fixed oQ, 2*3% of soft rvsin.

sugar, gum and oxalate of lime.

Vanillin forms crystalline needles, funble at 81* C, and scdubic in

alcohol, ether and oils, hardly soluble in cold, but more so in boiling;

water. Like other aldehydes, it forms a compound with the alkaline

bisulphites, and can by this means be extracted from bodies coa-

taining it. Vanillin has been found in Siam benzoin and in raw
sugar, and has been prepared artificially from conifcrin, a glucoside

found in the sapwood ot fir-trees, from aaafoetida, and from a con-
stituent of oil of cloves named eugenol. It is from the last-named
that vanillin is now prepared on a commercial scale, chiefly in

Germany. Vanillin does not appear to have any physioloeical

action on human beings when talcen in small doses, as much as
10 to IS grains having been administered without noxious results

On small animals, however, such as frogs, it aopears to act a$ a
convulsive. It has been suggested as a^ stimulant of an excito-
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that have on several occasions followed from eatinc ices flavoiirod

with vanilla are not to be attributed to the vantila, but probably to
the presence of tyrolcxkou (Pharm. Joum. I3I. xvii. p. i^), a poison
found in milk which has under^gone certain putrefactive changes,
and producing cholciaic effects, or perhaps to the presence of micro-
scopic fungi in the vanilla, the plantations being liable to the attack
of Bttctenum puindinis. Workmen handling the beans In the
Bordeaux factories are subject to itching of the hands and face;

but this is caused by an Acarus which occupies the end of the pod.
In some cases, however, symptoms of diziiness, weariness and
malaiae, with muscular pains, nave been felt, due possibly to the
absorption of the oily juice by the hands of the workmen.

See also R. A. Rolfe. " Vanillas of Commerce." in Kew BtdUtin
(1895)1 P- i^. and " Revision of the Genus Vanilla." in Journal of
The Linntan Society (Botany), xxxii. 4^9 (1896) ; alsoS J. Calbraith.
on " Cultivation in the Seychelles," U.S, Dept, ofApicuUuret Dioision
The Linnean Society (Botany), xxxii.

on " Cultivation in the Seycncl* " '

of Botany, Bulletin at (1898)*

VANIKI. LUCILIO, or, as he styled himself in his works,

Giuuo Cesake (1585-1619), Italian free-thinker, was bom at

Taurisano, near Naples, in 1585. He studied philosophy and
theology at Rome, and after his return to Naples applied him-

self to the physical studies which had come into vogue with

the Renaissance. Like Giordano Bruno, though morally and
intellectually inferior to him, he was among those who led

the attack on the old scholasticism and helped to lay the

foundation of modem philosophy. Vanini resembles Bruno,

not only in his wandering life and in his tragic death, but also

in his anti-Christian bias. From Naples he went to Padua,
where he came under the influence of the Alexandrist Pom-
ponazzi (9.P.), whom he styles his divine master. At Padua
he studied Law, and was ordained priest. Subsequently he

led a roving life in France,* Switzerland and the Low Countries,

supporting himself by giving lessons and disseminating anti-

religious views. He was obliged to flee from Lyons to England
in 1614, but was imprisoned in London for some reason for forty-

nine days. Returning to Italy he made an attempt to teach

in Genoa, but was driven once more to France, where he made
a valiant effort to clear himself of suspicion by publishing

a book against atheists, Amphitkealrum Aeternat Premdenliae

Divitto-Magicum (16 15). Though the definitions of God are

somewhat pantheistic, the book is sufficiently orthodox, but

the arguments are largely ironical, and cannot be taken as

expounding his real views. Vanini expressly tells us so in

his second (and only other published) work, De Admirandis

Naturae Reginae Deaeque Mortaiium Ananis (Paris, 16 16),

which, originally certified by two doctors of the Sorbonne, was
afterwards re-examined and condemned to the flames. Vanini

then left Paris, where he had been staying as chaplain to the

mar^chal de Bassompierre, and began to teach in Toulouse.

In November 1618 he was arrested, and after a prolonged trial

was condemned, as an atheist, to have his tongue cut out, and

to be strangled at the stake, his body to be afterwards burned to

ashes. The sentence was executed on the 9th of February 16x9.

See Cousin. Frajments do philoso^ie cartisienne (Brussels.

838-40). i. i;:99

John Owen, Skep
1838-40), i. i^^; French trans. M. A. Roussrfot (Paris, 1842)

S»are'Cantu.'c7r£r*/^/^rf'7/fl7ia Tturin, 1867)", iii. 72 ft'.; Fufi'r^

ptics of the Italian Renaissance (London, i893)t

I5~4*9; J' Toulan, Elude sur L^ Kaniiu (Strassbur^. l8<^):

mann, Leben und Sckicksale (Leipzig. 1800): Valsse. L. Vanini
(Paris, 1871): Palumbo. Vanini, e t suoi tempi (Naples. 1878);
Passamonti in Rivisla italiana difilosofia (1893), vol. iii.

VANUM. CHARLES ANDREW (1705-1765). subject painter,

a yoimger brother jof John Baptist Vanloo (f.v.), was bom at

Nice on the 15th of February 1705. He received some in-

struction from his brother, and like him studied in Rome under

Luti. Leaving Italy in 1723, he worked in Paris, where he

gained the first prize for historical painting. After again visit-

ing Italy in 1727, he was employed by the king of Sardinia, for

whom he painted a series of subjects illustrative of Tasso. In

1734 he settled in Paris, and in 1735 became a member of the

French Academy; and he was decorated with the order of

St Michael and appointed principal painter to the king. By
his simplicity of style and correctness of design, the result of

his study of the great Italian masters, he did much to purify

the modem French school; but the contemporary praise that

was lavished upon his productions now appears undue and

excessive. His " Marriage of the Virgin " is preserved in the
Louvre. He died at Parts on the 15th of July 1765.

VANLOO. JOHN BAPTIST (1684-1745)* French subject and
portrait painter, was bora at Aix in Provence on the 14th of

January 1684. He was instri^cted in art by- his father. Having
at an early age executed several pictures ifor the decoration of

the church rnd public buildings at Aix, he was employed on
similar work at Toulon, which he was obliged to leave during

the siege of 1707. He was patronized by the prince of Carignan,
who sent him to Rome, where he studied under Benedetto Lutu
Here he was much empbyed on church pictures, and in par-

ticular executed a greatly praised ** Scourging of Christ " for

St Maria in Monticelli. At Turin he painted the duke of Savoy
and several members of his court. Then, removing to Paris,

where he was elected a member of the French Academy, he exe-

cuted various altar-pieces and restored the works of Primaticcio

at Fontainebleau. In 1737 he went to England, where he
attracted attention by his portrait of Colley Cibber and of

Owen McSwiny, the theatrical manager; the latter, like many
other of Vanioo's works, was engraved in mezzotint by the

younger Faber. He also painted Sir Robert Walpole, whose
portrait by Vanloo in his robes as chancellor of the exchequer

is in the National Portrait Gallery (London), and the prince and
princess of Wales. He did not , however, pract ise long in England,

for his health fa3ing he retired to Paris in 1742, and afterwards

to Aix, where he died on the iQth of December 1745. His like-

nesses were striking and faithful, but seldom flattering, and his

heads are forcible in colouring. The draperies and accessories in

his pictures were usually painted byVan Achen, Eccardt and Root.

VANNES, a town of western France, capital of the depart-

ment of Morbihan, 84 m. N.W. of Nantes on the railway to

Brest. Pop. (1906), town, 16,728; commune, 23,561. It is

situated 10 m. from the open sea, at the confluence of two streams

forming the Vannes river, which debouches into the land-locked

Gulf of Morbihan about a mile below the town. The narrow,

steep and crooked streets of the old town, which lie on a hill

facing the south, are surrounded by fortifications of the 14th,

15th and 17th centuries, pierced by four gates and flanked by
nine towers and five bsistions, connected by battlements. In
the Constable's Tower Olivier de Clisson was confined in 1387.

The modern suburbs, with the port, the public buildings,

barracks, convents, squares and promenades, notably the

Garenne and the park of the Prefecture, surround the old town.

The archaeological museum, the contents of which are mainly

the fruit of excavations at Camac and elsewhere in the vicinity,

includes one of the richest collections of prehistoric remains in

Europe. There are also a museum of natural history and a
library. The cathedral of St Peter overiooks the old town;

bumt by the Normans in the 10th century, it was rebuilt in

the 13th, isth and 18th centuries. It has remains of a cloister

and contains the relics and tomb of the Spanish Dominican
preacher St Vincent Ferrier, who died at Vannes in 1419. The
curious round Chapelle du Pardon to. the left of the nave was
built in 1537 in the Italian style. Some interesting old houses,

including that of the presidents of the parlement of Brittany,

the rich private collections of M. de Limur, and the church of

St Paterae (i8th century) are also 'worthy of mention. There

is a monument to Le Sage, bom near Vannes. Vannes is the

seat of a prefect, a bishop and a court of assizes, and has tribunals

of first instance and of commerce and a branch of the Bank of

France. A communal college is among the educational institu-

tions. Among the industries are building, tanning and cotton-

weaving. The port of Vannes, to the south of the town, is

formed by the Vannes river and is accessible only to small

vessels. Vessels of 800 tons can make the harbour of Conleau

about 2) m. from the town.

Vannes (Dariorigum), the capital of 'the Venett (whence

evened, the Breton name of the town), was at the head of the

Armorican league against Julius Caesar, who in 56 B.C. over-

came their fleet and opened up their country by six roads.

St Patemus, the first bishop, was consecrated in 465. In the

Sth century Vannes was ruled for a time by independent counts^
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but soon came under the yoke of the Franks. Nomeno^, the

lieutenant of Louis I., the Pious, in Brittany, assumed the title

of king in 843, and one of his brothen was the founder of a line

of counts who distinguished themselves against the Normans
in the 9th and loth centuries. Vannes became part of the

duchy of Brittany at the end of the xoth century. The estates

of Brittany met there for the first time in 1103 to urge Philip

Augustus to avenge the death of Arthur of Brittany. In the

course of the War of Successk>n the town was besieged four

times b 1342. Duke John IV. built here the castle of L'Hermine
and made it his habitual residence. In 1487 the town was for

a year in the hands of Charles VIII. of France. In 1532
Brittany was definitively united to France. The estates met at

Vannes several times in the 17th and i8th centuries. During

the Revolutb>n this town was the scene of the execution in 179$
of some of the prisonen after the royalist disaster at Quiberon.

VAN RENSSELAER, STEPHEN (1764-1839), Amerkan
political leader and soldier, " last of the patroons," was bom at

New York City on the ist of November 1764. He was fifth

in descent from Kiluan Van Rensselaer (r. x58o-i64s)» the

original patroon of Rensselacrwyck, New York, who acquired

his large estates between 1630 and 1637. Stephen was gradu-

aled. at Harvard in 1782. In 1789-90 he was a member of the

New York Assembly, and from r79i to 1795 senred as a member
of the state Senate. He was lieutenant-governor of New York
(1795-1801) for the two terms in which John Jay was governor.

In 1801 he presided over the state constitutional convention,

and from x8o8 to 1810 was again in the Assembly. He was
an ardent promoter of the Erie Canal, and as a commissioner

to examine the proposed route, &c., he reported favourably to

the Assembly in 181 r. In the second war with Great Britain

he commanded the First Division of the detached militia of the

state of New York, with the rank of major-general, and on the

Z3th of October x8ia was defeated at the battle of (^eenston

Heights. As he was a Federalist he was severely criticised

and censured for this defeat and resigned from the amy. At
the close of the war the Erie Canal project was renewni, and
from 1816 till his death be was a member of the board of canal

commissk>nezs, and for nearly fifteen years was its president.

In 1818 he was again elected to the Assembly; in 1819 he
became a regent of the State University of which he was for a
time chancellor; and in 1821, he was a delegate to the New
York constitutional convention. From 1822 to 1829 be was
a member of the National House of Representatives,* and there

voted for John Quincy Adams for the presidency, and served

as chairman of the committee on agriculture. In 1820-23

he sent out at his own expense Professors Amos Eaton

(1776-1842) and Edward Hitchcock to make extensive surveys,

results of which were publishedm An Agricuitural and Cfdoiical

Survey of the District adjoining the Erie Canal (Albany, 1824).

In 1824 he founded a school in Troy which was incorporated

two years later as the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. He
died at Albany, New York, on the 26th of January 1839.

See D. D. Barnard. A Discourse on the Life, Services and Character

efSUphen Van Rensselaer iAlbany, 1839).

VANSITTART, HENRT (i 732-1770 or 1771), Anglo-Indian

governor, was bom in Londcn on the 3rd of June 1732. His

father, Arthur van Sittart (1691-1760), and his grandfather,

Peter van Sittart (1651-1705), were both wealthy merchants

and directors of the Russia company. Peter, a merchant

adventurer, who had migrated from Danzig to London about

1670, was also a director of the East India company. The
famUy name is taken from the town of Sittard In Limburg.

Educated at Reading school and at Winchester college, Henry
Vansittart joined the society of the Franciscans, or the " Hell-

fire club," at Medmenham, his elder brothers, Arthur and Robert,

being ako members of this fraternity. In 1745 he entered the

* He succeeded his cousn. Solomon Van Rensselaer (1744"* 852),
who was in the regular army in 1792-1800, who had fought under
General Anthony Wayne at Maumce Rapids in 1794 and under
Stephen Van Rensselaer at Queenston Heights in 1812, and who was
in the House of Rcpresenuuves in 1819-1822.

service of the East India company and sailed for Fort St David;
here he showed himself very industrious, made the acquaintance
of Robert Give and rose rapidly from one position to another.
As a member of the council of Madras he helped to defend the
city against the French in i7S9i and in July 1760 he went to

Bengal as president of the council and governor of Fort W' illiam.

Courageously facing the diflkultics of his new poaitbn, which
included a serious lack of funds, he deposed the subadar of
Bengal, Mir Jafar, whom he replaced by his son-in-law, Mir
Kasim, a circumstance which increased the influence of England
in the province. He was, however, less successful in another
direction. Practically all the company's servants were traders

in their private capacity, and as they claimed various privileges

and exemptions this system was detrimental to the interests

of the native princes and gave rise to an enormous amount
of corruption. Vansittart sought to check this, and in 1762
he made a treaty with Mir Kasim, but the majority of his

council were against him and in (he following year this was
repudiated. Reprisals on the part of the subadar were followed

by war, and, annoyed at the failtire of his pacific schemes,
the governor resigned and returned to England in 1764. His
conduct was attacked before the board of directors in London,
but events seemed to prove that he was in the right, and in

1769 he became a director of the company, having in the
previous year obtained a seat in pariiament. He was now sent

on an important mission to India; he left England in September
1769, but the ship in which he sailed was lost at sea late in

1770 or cariy in 1771. One of his five sons was Nicholas
Vansittart, Baron Bexley (qjf.). To defend his conduct in

Bengal Vansittart published some papers as A Narratite of Uu
Transactions in Bengal from 1760 to 1764 (London, 1766).

Vansittart's brother, Robert Vansittart (1728-1789), wbo
was educated at Winchester and at Trinity College, Oxford,
was regius professor of civil law at Oxford from 1757 uDtH
his death on the 3tst of January 1789. Another brother,

George Vansittart (1745-1825), of Bisbam Abbey, Berkshire,

was the father of Cieneral George Henry Vansiturt (1768-
1824) and of Vice-Admiral Henry Vansittart (1777-1843).
VAN'T HOFF, JACOBUS HENDR1CU8 (1852- ), Dutch

chemist and physicist, was bom in Rotterdam on the 30(h of

August 1852. He studied from 1869 to 1871 at the polytechnic

at Delft, In 1871 at the university of Leiden, in 1872 with F.

A. Kekul^ at Bonn, in 1873 with C. A. Wurta at Paris, and
in 1874, when he took his doctor's degree, with E. Mulder
at Utrecht. In 1876 he became, lecturer on pbysks at the

veterinaiy school at Utrecht, and two years later he was chosen
professor of chemistry, mineralogy and gcok)gy in Amsterdam
University. In 1894 he declined an tnvitatwn to the chair

of physics at Berlin University, but in 1896 he went to Berlin

as professor to the Prussian Academy of Sciences, with a salary

and a laboratory, but freedom to do whatever he liked; and
at the same time he accepted an honorary professorship in the

university so that he might lecture if he were so minded. On
taking up these appointments he announced that, the applica-

tk>n of mathematics to chemistiy remaining his chief aim.

he proposed to devote himself to the study of the formation

of oceanic salt deposits, with special reference to the Stassfurt

deposits. He may be regarded as the founder of the doctrine

of stereoisomerism (q.v.), for he was the first, in 1874, to intro-

duce a definite mechanical theory of valency, and to connect

the optical activity exhibited by many carbon compounds
with their chemical constitutwn. In respect of this doctrine

of the " asymmetric carbon atom," van't Hoff's name is generally

linked with that of J. A. le Bel (bom on the sist of January

1847, *t Pechelbronn, Lower Alsace), who, only two months
later, independently enunciated the theory of asymmetric

combinations with carbon; though it must be noted that

J. Wislicenus, to whom van't Hoff, in fact, acknowledged his

indebtedness, had already suggested that in order to expbin

the constitution of certain organic bodies, the tridimensional

arrangement of atoms in space must be taken into account.

For this work van't Hoff and Le Bel received the Davy medal
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jointly from the Royal Sodety in 1893. From 1874 to 1884

van't Hoff's attention was mainly given to the law of mass-

action, and he established the theorem known by his name,
which connects quantitative displacement of equilibrium with

change of temperature. From 1885 to 1895 he was engaged

on the theory of solutions, and developing the analogy between

dilute solutions and gases he showed that the osmotic pressure

of a solution has the same value as the pressure that solute

would exert if it were contained as a gas in the same volume
as is occupied by the solution. From 1885 he published the

Zeitsckrift fiir pkysikaliuke Ckemie, ia collaboration with

Professor W. Ostwald of Leipzig.

• VAM WERT, a dty and the county-seat of Van Wert
county, Ohio, U.S.A., about a8 m. W. by N. of Lima. Pop.

(1890) 5512, (1900) 6433 (aax foreign-bom); (19x0) 7X57*

Van Wert is served by the Pennsylvania and the Cincinnati

Northern railways, and by an interurban electric line. Among
the principal buildings are the dty hall, the court house, the

Bnimback Library of Van Wert county (containing x4t6so

volumes in 1908), the Home Office Building of the Home Guards

of America (a fraternal sodety incorporated in 1899 and having

about 16,000 members in 1910), and the Home Office Building

of the Central Manufactures' Insurance Co. Van Wert is

situated in a rich agricultural region. It has railway and
machine shops and various manufactures. The munidpality

owns and operates the waterworks. Van W^rt was settled

about 1840, was incorporated as a town in 1848 and was

chartered as a dty in X903. The county and the dty were

named in honour of Isaac Van Wert (x76o-x8a8), one of the

captors of Major John AndtL
• VAPBRBAU, LOUIS GUSTAVB (18X9-X906), French man
of letters and lexicographer, was bom at Orleans on the

4th of April x8x9. Educated at the £cole Normale he became

a teacher of philosophy, and was entrusted by Victor Cotisin

with the preparation of his studies on the Pensiesot Pascal.

Under the empire his republican prindples cost him his position,

and Vapereau studied for the bar. He practised, however,

little or not at all, and after 1870 he was appointed prefect

of Cantal (1870) and of Tarn et Garonne (X87X-73). From
X877 to x888 he was inspector-general of public instraction.

He was the author of some excellent editions of the dassics,

and of works on political and social questions, but he is famous

for his valuable Dkiionnaire unitersd des contemporains (X858;

6th ed., 1893), brought up to date in X895 by a supplementary

volume. He also drew up a Dictiontiaire universel des litti-

raleurs (X876). At the time of his death at Norsang-sur-Orge

in X906, he had been for twenty-six years a regular contributor

to VIllustration, some of his notes written for this journal being

collected in 1896 as L'Homme etlavie,

VAPHIO, an andent site in Laconia, Greece, on the right

bank of the Eurotas, some 5 m. S. of Sparta. It is famous for

its " bee-hive " tomb, excavated in X889 by Dr Tsountas.

This consists of a walled approach, or Bp6fiot, about 97 ft. long,

leading^ to a vaulted chamber some 33 ft. in diameter, in the

floor of which the actual grave was cut. The objects found

here and transferred to the National Museum in Athens indude

a large number of gems and amethyst beads, together with

artides in gold, silver, bronze, iron, lead, amber and crystal.

But by far the finest of them are two golden cups decorated

with scenes in relief, pictiuing the capture of bulls. These

form perhaps the most perfect works of "Mycenaean" or
" Minoan " art which have survived. It seems likely that the

Vaphio cupa do not represent a local art but were imported

from Crete, which at that early period was far ahead of main-

land Greece in artistic development. The tomb, which probably

bdonged to Amydae rather than to Pharis, as is commonly
stated, is now almost entirdy destroyed.

See C. Tiountaa, 'E^^/rft *AfiXfuo>enruHj (1889), 1^6-172; J.
G.

Fraxer, Pausanias's Description of Greece, iii. 135 1. (with full biblio-

graphy); W. Ridgeway, The Early Are of Greece, u 26-28; R. C.

Bonnquet, Journal c/ Hellenic Studies (1904), xxiv. 3x7 tl.\ A.

Ri^, Jakreshefle d, Csterr. arch. Institutes (1906), ix. x ff

.
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VAPORIZATION, x. In common language a vapour is a
gaseous or elastic fluid, which exnanates or evaporates from
the surface of a solid or liquid at temperatures below its

boiling-point. A volaliU liquid or solid is one which evaporates
rapidly at ordinary temperatures. It is a matter of conmion
experience that evaporation is accderated by currents of air,

or by the use of an exhaust pump, or by any process which
removes the vapour rapidly from the liquid. On the other
hand, it is retarded, axui finally ceases, if the vapour is allowed
to accumulate in a dosed space. When this equilibrium

sute is reached, the space is said to be saturated with the vapour;
the density of the vapour is then the xnaximum which can
exist in the presence of the liquid at the temperature of the

experiment, and its pressure is called the saturation-pressure.

The term vapour-pressure, when used without qualification,

is also generally employed to denote the saturation or maxi-
mum pressure. Dalton showed that the saturation-pressure

of a vapour depends only on the temperature, and is uxiaffected

by the presence of any neutral gas or vapour. This relation

has been more accuratdy verified by many subsequent observers;

and the exceptions to it have been minutely studied and elud-
dated. The saturation-pressure invariably increases rapidly

with rise of temperature, according to a regular law which has
been the subject of many elaborate investigations. When the

vapour-pressure of a liquid becomes equal to the external

pressure, bubbles of vapour are freely formed in the interior

of the liquid by the familiar process of boiling or ebuUitioiL

The temperature at which this occurs under the normal atmo-
spheric pressure of 760 nmi. of mercury (reduced to 0° C. and
sea-levd in latitude 45^ is termed the boiling-point (B.P.) of

the liquid, and is usually determined by taking the temperature

of the saturated vapour under normal pressure, to avoid error

from superiieating (see bdow, 3) of the liquid. If the external

pressure remains constant, the temperature will also remain

constant, provided that the liquid is pure and that its com-
position remains unaltered, until the whole is vapoiized. If,

on the other hand, the liquid is contained in a elosed space,

it xnay be made to boil at much lower temperatures by dimin-

ishing the pressure; or the temperature of the liquid xnay be
raised considerably above the normal boiling-point, as in the

boiler of a steam-engine, if the pressure is raised by preventing

the free escape of the vapour. In all cases, if the temperature

is given, there is a corresponding equilibrium or saturation-

pressure of the vapour, and vice versa, in accordance with

Dalton's law. It was shown, however, by Cagniard de la

Tour (Ann, Chim. Pkys., 1822, 1823) that the temperature

and pressure of the liquid could not be raised indefinitdy in

this manner. By .heating liquids in strong glass bulbs with

manometers attached, he found that at a certain tempera-

ture the meniscus or airved surface separating the liquid

from the vapour disappeared, and the bulb became filled with

an apparently uniform substance. The temperature at which

this mixing of liquid and vapour occurs is definite for each

liquid, and is called the critical temperature. La Tour found

the critical temperature in the case of water to be 362* C, a
result which has been remarkably confirmed by hiter researdies

(Cailletet, Ann. Ckim. Pkys. 25, p. 5x9, 1892). In xnany

books of xecent years it has been the custom, following a
suggestion of Andrews, to restrict the term " gas " to temper-

atures above the critical temperature, and the term " vapour "

to temperatures below. But this is often inconvenient in

practice, as there is no sudden change in the gaseous phase

at ordinary pressures on passing the critical temperature. It

is more convenient to empk>y the terms " vapour " only when

discuning the properties of the gaseous phase in relation to

the liquid or solid, and to follow the common usage in describ-

ing subsUnces like COi, or even SOi.and NHa, as gases at

ordinary temperatures and pressures.

2. Continuity of 5tole.—The form of the isothermal curve,

representing the compression of a vapour at constant tempera-

ture, consists, as shown in fig. x. A, of three discontinuous

branches. The relation between pressure and vohiine for an
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iin8aturate& vapour is repteaented by the bruich DE, which is

similar to the isothermal of a gas obeying Boyle's law. When
the saturation-pressure Is reached at D the vapour begins to

condense, and the volume diminishes without further increase

of pressure, ^ving the isopiestic branch DCB. At B, when the

vapour is completely liquefied, further compression produces a
rapid rise of pressure, as shown by the branch BA, representing

Axta flT Voimme. otM34-sars
VaUme in cc. pergm.

Fig. I.

A, James Thomson Isothermal; B, Isothermals of COt (Andrews).

the behaviour of the liquid. It is -possible, however, to trace

the branch DN for the supersaturated vapour continuously

beyond D without liquefaction in the absence of nuclei. It is

similarly possible to trace the liquid' branch ABM beyond B
to lower pressures in the absence of dissolved gases. As the

temperature is raised, the length of the branch BD, representing

the increase of volume in passing from the liquid to the gas,

diminishes, as shown in fig. x, B, which represents the isothermals

of COs,' according to Andrews {PkU. Trans. 1869). Above the

critical temperature, the discontinuities at B and D disappear

from the isothermal curve, and it is impossible to obtain separa-

tion of the two states, liquid and gas; however great the pressure

applied. The critical pressure is the vap>our-pressure of the

liquid at the critical temperature. It is possible to obtain

a perfectly continuous passage from the gaseous to the liquid

state by keeping the vapour at a pressure greater than the

critical pressure while it is cooled from a temperature above
the critical point, at which it would expand indefinitely (if the

pressure were reduced) without separation into two phases, to a
temperature below the critical point, at which expansion would
produce separation into liquid and Vapour as soon as the pressure

was redu(^ to the satinration value. It was maintained by
Andrews, On the basis- of these and similar observations, that the

gaseous and liquid states were merely widely separated forms

of the same condition of matter, since one could be converted

into the other without any breach of continuity or sudden

evolution of heat or change of volume; just as an amorphous
solid in the process of fusion becomes gradually more and more
plastic as the temperature is raised, and passes into the state of

a viscous liquid with continually diminishing viscosity. The
same idea was further developed by James Thomson {Proc. R.S.^

1871), who suggested that the discontinuity of the isothermal

at temperatures below the critical point was only apparent.

He supposed that the extensions of the liquid and vapour curves

BM, DN, in fig. x. A, representing the states of superheated

liquid and supersaturated vap>our, might theoretically be joined

by a continuous curve MN, representing a homogeneous trans-

formation, which, however, could not be realized in practice,

as the state of the substance corresponding to this part of the

curve would be unstable. Maxwell {Nature, 1875) showed
that the straight line BCD representing the saturation-pressure

must cut off loops BMC, CND, of equal area from this imaginary
^ The slight increase of pressure observed during condensation was

attributed by Andrews to the presence of a trace ol air in the €()»

isothermal; otherwise it would be theoretically possible to
obtain a balance of work without any difference of temperature
by taking the substance through the isothermalcydeBCDNCMB.
The theoretical iisothermal of James Thomson is qualitatively

represented by an equation of the type devised by Van der
Waals, in whkh the mutual attraction of the molecules of a
gas is regarded as equivalent to an internal pressure of the form
a/i^, which he supposes identical with the capillary pressure of

the liquid. It has been found, however, that this simple expres-

sion is not suflBdently exact. It is probable that it is not merely
a question of varying attraction between similar molecules. A
vapour should rather be regarded as containing a certain propor-
tion of compound or coaggregated molecules, which partially

dissociate when the pressure is diminished or the temperature *

raised. A liquid similarly contains dissolved molecules of

vapour, and the state of equilibrium is more neariy analogous
to that between conjugate saturated solutions {e.g water and
phenol).

3. Ef^iTt ^f Cainikty PMisvrt en Eftd/i/isn,— It was remarked
at ;i vcr>' cafly dstir thai 'w-ater and pihtrr liquid!^ cuuU be raised
unrii^f airriuRpKcric prttisurt et'vtral deKrec* ahavt.- their normal
txKiEinjj-pobLi in a tK-art fclis* vessel ^iihaut cbuihtnMi occurring,
atut th,tt, when a bubbk ways fonned, it would enpHU-.d explosively,
prrKjucine the pheoomenon of "'bumping "; but that. ifnictallK
nlir^ji? ot other bodies capable of stipplying small bubbles of air
wi re introdycedt ebulliEion wotild procee£l quieilv ii^t the normal
terji^Mi mtLire* L, Ddour succeeded in raisin;; .small drops of ik-atcr,

8U ]«; riLtl in an oil mixture of suibbUr density, Vj a temperature
of nc.iriy iSo" C* undcf atm«i|p>ltenc pressure. Si mi lit observations
IcmI lu the camrlu&itin tliat tht phenomenon of ebulliison, or boiling
wLlIi rhc farcTiiiiion of bubbles, depends e«entially i.n the presence
of nlr or disiolved ps to jiitsvide nui^lci for the ^toning-points of
th j hubblfa^ This 19 a lutural rotisTfiucnci? of ibc cipiUary pres-
sure due m suKacc icnaisjft. The vaptJur pressure p inside a small
•plu-'rical bubhte cf radius r mtist excwd th^ pjTF,^urr: V in the liquid
juH outfiidt I he bubbk by ?T/r, where T i ce tension of
th^? liquid. The capllbt>' pin»4iire 2T/r n - Urge if r b
SfLxH. It ts oiien staiicd on the stnMi^xt^ lation that a
bubble of radiui r in a liquid wUl nut exp^nrj inji ::: ttely and rise

to the surface as in ebulliLign^ until tlie v^pu^ur-pnviure^ inside
thcr bubble esjceods the externa] prciiBijre P by -' t r. But this
ncTijlectfli the effect ol the air or gas toiiuined in xhi i >ubb1?, which
plays an essential part in the phenomenoii. A buh'tle <rf >'arK>ur
containing no air or fa^oA could not exist at all in atn.t,]r < quiUbrium in
a lr'-i"1 I' ''* ^-^.i;-'* » v^^-^'^ ^M--h -^^ t.. .«ii<* 21 ^' greater than
P^-', iL vwuultl U#ll~p^ c;;LliUy. A i.i.LLk: w4^;;L^niag gas, on the
contrary, is in stable equilibrium when its radius r is such that the
pressure of the gas and vapour inside it balance the external pressure
P together with the capillary pressure 2T/r. Any diminution of r

produces an increase in the pressure of the gas which is more than
sufficient to balance the increase of the capillary pressure aT/r.
Supposing that the external pressure and temperature remain
constant, the partial pressure of the gas inside tpe bubble varies
in Th- — t^e volume of the bubble, and may be represented by
a/^'. Ttit faizc o( ttii! bubble is determined by the equation
p~:-afr* = F-^-njr. The equilibrium is always stable if ^ is l«a
than P. If * is gncaigf than P, the equilibrium becomes unstable
(arid tlic bmlible expamls indefinitely), when the gas-pieasure e/H
is < I n e- 1 hini of t he capi LI.try pressure 2T/f. This follows immediatcly
by iJirFereniiatLng the Jibove equation with respect to r, assuming
tliL- iJifl^cfcnce ^— P to remain constant. Substituting 2T/3r for Cjr
wc obtain the ccindiiicin of stability.

^-P<4T/3r. .... (I)

In other words, the temperature of a liquid containing bubb^ of

radius r will rise until the excess pressure given by (i) is reached,
and ebullition will begin as soon as the- excess pressure amounts
to two-thirds of the capillary pressure, and will not be delayed
until the full capillary pressure is reached, as might appear at
first sight. Bubbles 1 millimetre in diameter in water at P » 760 nun.
become unstable when the temperature reaches 100*05* C. a|>proxi-
mately. To obtain a superheat of 10* C, where the excess pressure
is 316 mm., the bubbles must not exceed about yUth mm. diameter.
The condensation of a vapour is also retarded by the ^ect of
capillary pressure, but the relation in this case is somewhat different.

4. Effect of Capiilary Pressure en Vapour-Pressure.— It was
observed by Sir VV. Thomson (Lord Kelvin) (PhiL Mai. iv. 42.

f>.

448, 1871) that if a <ajMllary tube of radius r is tmmeraed in a
iquid of surface tension T, and the liquid rises to a height h above
the plane surface (the whole being enclosed in a vessel of uniform
temperature containing only the vapour of the Uquid) the pressure
of the vapour at the curved surface of the meniscus in the capillary
tube will be less than that at the plane surface by the amount,
ghjv, where { is the acceleration of gravity, and i/v is the density
of the vapour. But the vapour must be in equilibrium with the
liquid at both surfaces. Otherwise perpetual motion would ensue
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in an endoMre at aniform temperature. Consequentlv the equUi-
brium value of the vapour^pressure must vary with the curvature
of the surface, or with the capillary pressure due to the curvature.

If P, p are the hydrostatic pressures in the liquid and vapour
close to the meniscus^ the difference P—jf-2T/r. This is negative
if f is neptive^ i.«. if the liauid rises in the tube, but b positive if

the meniscus is convex ana the Hciuid is deprened in the tube.
If Ps, P9 are the pressures in the li<)uid and vapour at the plane
surface, P«"ptt» and if lA^ is the density of the liquid, the differences
of pressure in the liquid and vapour respectively corresponding to
a diiFerence of level h, are P-P»--f*/V, ^-/>•--£*/». Com-
bining these with the relation F'-P'»2T/r and eliminating ^A, we
obtain, for the change of vapour-pressure p—po, due to change of
pressure P— Pv, or to curvature i/f»

.
^-A.-(P-P.)VAF-2rV/r(r-V). ... (2)

^

This increase of vapour-pressure with curvature affords a natural
explanation of the fact that it is possible to cool a vapour consider-
ably bdow the saturation temperature without condensation. The
vapour-pressure in a fog containing small drops of radius r must
exceed tJie normal vapour-pressure over a plane surface at the same
temperature by the amount 2TV/f(p—V), which may be consider-
able if r is small. The same expression measures the supersatura-
tion required to induce condensation in the presence of dust or.

other nuclei of radius r, and explains why it is that condensation
always takes place on dust particles if any are presient. This
phenomenon forms the basis of J. Aitken's method of counting
dust particles, or Wilson's method of counting electrical ions, which
are auo capable of acting as nuclei for starting condensation.

5. Extension to Hither Pressures.—^The approximate formula
above given for the eilect of hydrostatic pressure on the vapour-
pressure assumes the densities of the liquid and vapour constant,
and is true for small differences of pressure only. If we take Pt
and ^ to represent corresponding values of the pressure in the
Uquid and vapour at the same levelfand not necessarily at the plane
surface where Po^*^, and if the difference of level from P. p is

small, substituting tfP • ' " •* and dp for the sm^Il differences of pressure,

we have accuratdfy the relation stf^»V</P, where V and v are the
specific volumes of the liquid ana vapour under the pressures P
and p respectively. In order to apply the formula to large differ-

ences of pressure, it is only necessary to int^rate it at constant
temfierature between the required limits of P and p. We thus
obtain the general equation,

/?.«''-/p.v^- . . • • Cj)

In applying the eeneral equation (3) to an actual case, the com-
pressibility m the liquid is the most uncertain factor. Assuming
the compressibility constant, we may write V«V»(t—aP). For
the vapour we may employ equatbn (17) Thermodynamics, viz.

V"R0/p— e-hfr, as a very close approximation over a wide ranee.

The small quantities c and b are functions of the temperature only.

Making these substitutions and integrating the equation we obtain
R« l(«.((»/^)-(c-6)(/-A.)+Va(P-P.)-iaV.(P«-PD). (4)

C. T. R. Wilson (Pkii. Trans. 1808) has observed that in the
absence of nuclei a very fine mist is formed in a vapour on sudden
expansion when its density is about eight times the saturation

value. Putting p/p9* 8 in equation U) , and taking for water vapour
R -4-6i X 10^, and ^-300® Abs. we find P— P» eaual to 3000 atmo-
spheres approximately as the pressure requirea to produce this

degree of supersaturation, allowing for compressibility of V. The
term (c— fr) may be neglected in this case, as p is small, but it would
amount to about 17 % of PV at 200* C. The result obtained from
the approximate formula (3) would be 9300 atmospheres, which is

more than treble, and indicates the inapplicability of the simple
formula in an extreme rase. Taking P>30OO atmospheres, and
assuming that the formula 2T/r apphes for the capillary pressure,

we find the eouivalent radius of a nucleus corresponding to the
fine misty condensation to be 5-0XiC^ cm. This is a quantity of
molecular dimensions, and lends support to the view that a vapour
contains a rartain proportion of coaggregated molecules, represented

by the term e in the equation, which are capable of acting as nuclei

for condensation. The arulogous phenomenon of cloudy crystalliza-

tion, which takes place in a supercooled li9uid in the labile state,

suggests that a liquid may similarly contain molecular crystals of

soud. which would account, in the case of water, for its anomalous
expansion and for the variation of its specific heat near the freezing-

point.
,

For small values of the vapour-pressure p, the term (c— ft) (p—p«)

in equation (4) may generally be neglected, as in the case of water
at ordinary temperatures. For moderate values of P, not exceeding
say 100 atmospheres, V may be taken as nearly constant, and the
eauation reduces to the simpler form PV/R9-log«(p/p«), which is

often sufficiently exact.

6. Affplication to a Solid,—If we imagine a vertical column of

solid in a porous vessel at uniform temperature surrounded by
.vapour, it would appear probable by similar reasoning that it would
be in equilibrium under its own hydrostatic pressure with the
pressure of the vapour at different levels. This woukl gi\'e the same
formula as (3) for the variation of vapour-pressure, with V. the
specific volume of the solid, in place of V. But since the surface

tension analogy does not exactly apply in the case of a soGd, it !•

perhaps better to deduce the formula from a consideration of the
effect of pressure on the freeang-point. The fi^eezing-point 9% is

the point at which the. solid and liquid have the same vat>our-
pressure ^o. Otherwise they could not remain together in equilibrium.
When the freezing-point is changed by pressure, the vapour-pressures

P', p't of the solid and liquid must be the same at the new freeaing-

pmnt. The rise of the freedng-point 9—99, for an increase of
pressure P— P*, is given by the thermodynamic equation (Tbeumo-
DYNAMICS, equation (5))

L(*-*0/^''(P-P^)(V'-VO. . , . (5)

where L is the latent heat of fusion, and V, V are the specific

volumes of the solid and liquid respectively. The difference

it^^P') of the vapour-pressures of the solid and liquid under normal
pressure P« at a temperature 9 near the normal freesing-point 9%,

IS deduced from the same equation (see section 24 below)

^-p'-L(*-*0/^„ . . . (6)

where V is the specific volume of the vapour. Substituting for 9 id

terms of P from (5). we have. for the difference of the vapour-
pressures at 9% under pressure P,

P'-P'-(P-P0(V-V0M ... (7)

The increase of vapour-pressure of the liquid when the pressure is

increased to P is given by (si, via. ^''--ps"(P-Pi)V>. The in-

crease of vapour-pressure of the solid must be less than that of the
liquid by the amount given by (7), in order that their vapour-
pressure may be the same at the new freesing-point 9» We thus
obtain by subtraction

P'-P,' (P-P.){V>-(V'-VOM - (P-Pa)V>.
Which is precisely the same as relation (2) for the liquki, with V
substituted for V'. Hence the effect of pressure on the vapour-
pressure follows the same law for both liquid and solid (J. H.
Poynting, PkU. Mag. xii. p. 40, 1881).

7. Vapour-Pressure of Solutions,—^The rise of boiling-point pro-

duced by a substance in solution was demonstrated by M. Fara-
day in 1830, but the effect had been known to exist for a long time
previously. C. H. Lm Babo, 1847. gave the law known by hu name,
that the relative lowering" (p—pt)/pt of the vapour-pressure of a
solution, or the ratio of the diminution of vapour-pressure {p—Pti
to the vapour-pressure Pf of the pure solvent at the same tempera-
ture, was constant, or independent of the temperature, for any
solution of constant strength. A. WQllner (Pou- •^»'>- 1858. 103,

p. $39) found the lowering of the vapour-pressure to be nearly pro-

portional to the strensth of the solution for the same salt. W. Ost-
wald, employing Wauner's resulu, found the lowering of vapour*
pressure produced by different salts in solution in water to be
approximately the same for solutions containing the same number of

gramme-molecules of salt per ex. F. M. Raoult {Comples Rendus,
1886-87} employed other.solvents besides water, and showed that the
relative lowering for different solvents and different dissolved sub-

stances was the same in many cases for solut'ions in whkh the ratio

of the number of gramme-molecules n of the dissoK'ed substance to

the number of molecules N of the solvent was the same, or that

It varied generally in proportkm to the ratio a/N. The relative

lowering of the vapour-pressure can be easily measured by Dalton's

method of the barometer tube for solvents such as ether, which have
a sufficient vapour-pressure at ordinary temperatures. But in

many cases it is more readily determined by observing the rise of the

boiling-point or the depression of the freezing-point of the solution.

For the rise in the boiling-point, we have by Clapeyron's equatk>n,

dp/d9^Lf9v, nearly, neglecting the volume of the liquid as com-
pared with that of the vapour v. If dp is the difference of vapour-
pressure of solvent and solution, and d9 the rise in the boiling-point,

we have the approximate relation,

n/N-Jp/P-mUf^/W^.RaouIfslaw,^.- . (8)

where m is the molecular weight of the vapour, and R the gas-

constant which is nearly 2 calories per decree for a gramme-molecule
of gas. For the depression of the freezine-point a relation of the

same form applies, out d9 is negative, and L is the latent heat of

fusion. At the freezing-point, the solution must have the same
vapour-pressure as the solid solvent, with which it is in e9uilibrium.

The relation follows immediately from Kirchhoff's expression (below,

section 14) for the difference of vapour-pressure of the liquid and
solid below the freezing-point.

^ «...
The most important apparent exceptions to Raoult s law m

dilute solutions are the cases, (i) in which the molecules of the

dissolved substance in solution are associated to form compound
molecules, or dissociated to form other combinations with the

solvent, in such a way that the actual number of molecules n in the

solution differs from that cakulated from the molecular iveight

corresponding to the accepted formula of the dissolved substance;

(3) the case in which the molecules of the vapour of the soK*ent

are associated in pairs or otherwise so that the molecular weight

m of the vapour is not that corresponding to its accepted formula.

These oases are really included in the equation if we substitute the

proper values of n or m.- In the case of electrolytes, S. Arrheniua

(Zeit. pkys. Chem. I. p. 631) showed how to calculate the effective

number 01 molecules »*> (i -ffik/A^»,from the molecularconductivity
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i of the loltttioo and its value l»at infinite dilution, for an electrolyte
givina lue to e+i ions. The values thus found agreed in the main
with Kaoult's law for dilute solutions (see Solutions). For strong
solutions the discrepancies from Raoult's law often become very
large, even if dissociation is allowed for. Thus for calcium chloride
the depression of the freezing-point, when fi"7, N«>ioo, is nearly
60* C. At thu point n'-io nearly, and the depression should be
only io>4* C. These and similar discrepancies have been very
generally attributed to a loose and variable association of the mole-
cules 01 the dissolved substance with molecules of the solvent,
which, according to H. C. Jones (Amer. Chem. Jour. 1905, 33, p. '84),
may vary all the way from a few molecules of water up to at
least 30 molecules in the case of CaCla, or from i a to 140 for glvcerin.

It has been shown, however, by Callendar {Proe. 1LS.A. IQ08) that,

if the accurate formulae for the valour-pressure given below are
employed, the results for strong solutions are consistent with a very
slight, but important, modification of Raoult's law. It is assumed
that each molecule 01 solute combines with a molecules of solvent
aocordiiw to the ordinary law of chemical combination, and that
the numoer a, -representing the degree of hydration, remains con-
stant within wide limits oTtemperature and concentration. In this

case the ratio of the vapour-pressure of the solution p' to that of
the solvent p^ should be equal to the ratio of the number of free

moleculesof solvent N-an to the whole numberof molecules N-on-hn
in the solution. The explanation of this rdation is that each of
the n compound molecules counts as a single molecule, and that,

if all the molecules were solvent molecules, the vajwur-pressure
would be p\ that of the pure solvent. This assumption coincides
exactly with Raoult's law for the relative lowering of vapour-
pressure, if a " I, and agrees with it in the limit in all cases for very
dilute solutions, but it makes a very considerable difference in

strong solutions if a Is greater or less than i. It appears that the
relatively enormous deviations of CaCU from Raoult's law are
accounted for on the hypothesis that 0*9, but there is a slight un-
certainty about the deginee of ionization of the'Strongest solutions
at-50* C. Cane-sugar appears to require 5 molecules of water of
hydration both at o* C. and at loo'^ C, whereas KG and NaCl
Uise more water at 100* C. than at o* C. The cases considered by
Callendar (foe. ciL) are necessarily limited, because .the requisite

data for strong solutions are comparatively scarce. The vapour-
pressure equauons are seldom known with sufficient accuracy, and
the ionization data are incomplete. But the agreement is very
good so far as the data extend, and the theory is really simpler than
Raoult's law, because many different degrees of hydrationareknown,
and the assumption a— i (all monohydrates), which is tacitly in-

volved in Raoult's law. is in reality inconsistent with other chemical
relations of the substances concerned.

8. Vapow-Pressun and Osmotic Pressure.—-Vf. F.- P. Pfeffer
(psmotiscke UntersuckuMgeUt Leipzig, 1877) was the first to obtain
satisfactory measurements of osmotic pressures of cane-sugar
solutions up to nearly i atmosphere by means of semi-permeaole
membranes of copper ferrocyanide. His observations showed that
the osmotic pressure was nearly proportional to the concentration
and to the absolute temperature over a limited range. Van't Hoff
ahowttl that the osmotic pressure P due to a number of dissolved
molecules n in a volume V was the same as would be exerted by
the same number of gas-mdecules at the same temperature in

the same volume, or that PV»R9n. Arrhenlus, by reasoning
similar to that of section 5, applied to an osmotic cell supporting
a column of solution by osmotic pressure, deduced the relation

between the osmotic pressure P at the bottom of the column and
the vapour-pressure p' of the solution at the top, viz. mPV/R9«
^os»(f'iP')* which corresponds with the effect of hydrostatic pressure,
and is equivalent to the assumption that the vapour-pressure of

the solution at the bottom of the column under prenure P must
be equal to that of the pure solvent. Poynting {Phil. Mag. 18^,
43, p. 298) has accordin^y defined the osmotic pressure of a solution

as being the hydrostatic pressure^ required to make its vapour-
pressure equal to that of the pure solvent at the same temperature,
and has shown that this definition agrees approximately with
Raoult's hiw and van't Hoff's ea»;pre8sure theory. It is probable
that osmotk pressure u not really oithe same nature assas-pressure,
but depends on equilibrium of vapour-prenure. The vapour-
molecules of the solvent are free to pass through the semi-permeable
membrane, and will continue to condense m the solution until

the hydrostatic pressure is so raised as to produce equality of
vapour-pressure. Lord Berkeley and E. J. G. Hartwy (PkU.
Trans. A. 1906, p. 481) succeeded in measuring osmotic pressures

of cane-sugar, dextrose, ftc, up to 135 atmospheres. The highest
pressures recorded lor cane-sugar are neariy three times as great as
those given by van't Hoff's formula for the gas-pressure, but agree
very well with the vapour-pressure theory, as moaified by Callendar.
provided that we substitute for V in Arrhenius's formula the actual
specific volume of the solvent in the solution, and if we also assume
that each molecule of sugar in solution combines with 5 molecules
of water, as required by the observations on the depression of the
freezing-point and the rise of the boiling-point. Lord Berkeley and
Hartley have also verified the theory by direct measurements of
Lhc vapour-pressures of the same solutiona

o. Total Heat and Loient Beat.—To effect the conversiosi of a
soud or Uquid into a vapour without change of temperature, it b
necessary to supply a certain quantity of heat. The quantity
required per unit mass of the substance is termed the lattni heat 0/
vaporisai$on. The total heat of the -saturated vapour at any
temperature is usually defined as the quantity of hut required to
raise unit mass of the liquid from any convenient zero up to the
temperature conskiered, and then to evaporate it at that temperature
under the constant pressure of saturation. The total httt crt steam«
for instance, is eenerally reckoned from the state of water at the
freezing-point, o* C. If k denote the heat required to raise the
temperature of the liquid from the selected zero to the temperature
I* C, and if H denote the total heat and L the latent heat of the
vapour, alsoat I*C, we haveevidently the simple relatioa

H-L-fA. (9)
The pressure under which the liciuid is heated makes very little

difference to the quantity h, but, in order to make the statement
definite, it is desirable to add that the liquid should be heated under
a constant |»easure egual to the final saturation-pressure of the
vapour. The usual de&nition of total heat ap|:4ies only to a satu-

For greater simplicity and generality it is desirable
J neat of a substance as the function (E-|-^),

'. is the intrinsic energy and v the volume of unit mass (see

rated vapour.
to define the total I

where r
' '

., ,-—
Thbkmodynamxcs). This agrees with the usual definition in the
special case of a saturated vapour, if the liquid is heated under the
final pressure P, as is generally the case in beat ei^ines and in
expCTimental measuremenu of H.
The method commonly adopted in measuring the latent beat of a

vapour is to condense the vapour at saturation-pressure in a cak>ri-
meter. The quantity of heat so measured is the total heat of the
vapour reckoned from the final temperature of the calorimeter, and
the heat of the liquid h must be subtracted from the total heat
measured to find the latent heat of the vapour at the given tempera-
ture. It is necessary to take q)ecial precautions to ensure that the
vapour is dry or free from drops, of liquid. Another rocchod, which
is suiuble for vohitile liquids or tow temperatures, b to allow the
liquid to evaporate in a calorimeter, and to measure the quantity
ofheat required for the evaporation of the liquid at the temperature
of the calorimeter and at saturation-pressure. The first method
may be called the method of condensation. It was applied in the
most perfect manner by Regnault to determine the latent heats'of
steam and several other vapours at high pressures. The second
method may be called the method of evaporation. It is more
difficult of application than the first, but has givensome good results
in the hands of Griffiths * and Dieterid, although the experiments
of Regnault by this method were notv^ succesnuL •

It was believed for many years, in consequence of some rough
experiments made by J. Watt, tint the toul heat of steam was
constant. Thb was known as Watt's law, and was sometines
extended to other vapours. An alternative supposition, due to

J. Southern, was that the latent heat was constant. Tlie very
careful experiments of Regnault, published in 1847, thowtd that the
truth lay somewhere between the two. The formula which he gave
for the total heat H of steam at any temperature I* C, which has
since been universally accepted and has formed the baas of all tables
of the properties of steam, was as follows:

—

H-6o6-5-H)-305'-* • • • ('o) .

He obtained nmilar formulae for other vapours, but the experiments
were not so complete or satisfactory as in the case of steam. wUch
may conveniently be taken as a tyiNcal vapour in oomparing theory
and experiment.

10. Total Heat ef Ideal Vapour,—It was proved theoretically by
W. J. M. Rankine (Pfoe. JLS^ vol. xx. p. 173) that the increase of
the total heat of a saturated vapour between any two temperatures
should be eaual to the specific heat S of the vapour at constant pres-

sure multiplied by the difference of temperature, provided that the
saturated vapour behaved as an ideal gas, and that its specific heat
was independent of the pressure and temperature. . Expressed in

symbols, the relation may be written

H'-H»-S(»'-0. . . . (II)

This relation gives a linear formula for the variation of the total

heat, a result whkrh agrees in form with that found by Regnault for

steam, and implies that the coefficient of < in hb formula should be
egual to the specific heat S of steam. Ranldne's equation follows
directly from the first law of thermodynamics, and may be proved
as follows: The heat absorbed in any transformaticm is the change
of intrinsic energy plus the external work done. To find the total

heat H of a vapour, we have H«E-h^v-i), where the intrinsic

energy E b measured from the selected aero $9 of total heat. The
external work done is pip-h), where p is the constant pressure, v
the volume of the vapour at 9, and b the volume of the liquid at •».

If the saturated vapour behaves as a perfect gas. the change of in-

trinsic energy E depends only on the temperature limits, ana b equal
to s ($-$9), where s is the specific heat at constant volume. Taking
the difference between the values of H for any two temperatures

* " Latent Heat of Steam," PUL Traiu. A. 1895; of
'

Pka. Mag, 1896.
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#* and 0*. we ne that Rankine*s result folloin immediately, pro-

vided that piv—b) is equal to {S-s}» or R9/m. which is approxi-

mately true (or gases and vapours when v is very large compared
with 0. We may observe that the equation (11) is accurately true

for an ideal vapour, (or which p9^{S-s)$. provided that the total

heat is defined as equal to the change o( the (unction (E+po) between
the given limits. Adopting this definition, without restriction to
the case o( an ideal vapour or to saturation-pressure, the rate of

variation of the total heat with temperature {dHjde) at constant
pressure is equal to S under all conditions, whether S is constant, or
varies both with p and 0. (See Theruodynauics, | 7.)

-.11. Specific Heal of Vapours.—^Thc question o( the measurement
of the specific heat of a vapour possesses special interest on account
of this simple theoretical relation between the specific heat and the
variation of the latent and total heats. The first accurate calcula-

tions of the specific heats of air and gases were made by Rankine
in a continuation of the paper already quoted. Employing Joule's
value of the mechanical equivalent of heat, then recently published,
in connexion with tne value of the ratio of the specific neats of air

S/x>i-40 deduced from the velocity of sound, Rankine found for

air ^"•240, which was much smaller than the best previous deter-
minations ie.t. Delaroche and Bcrard, S-*267), but agreed very
closely with tne value Sa-338, found by Rc^nault at a later date.
Adopting (or steam the same value o( the ratio o( the specific heats,
viz. 1*40, Rankine found S— «385, a value which he used, in

default o( a better, in calculating some o( the properties of steam,
although he observed that it was much larger than the coefficient

•305 in Rcgnault's formula for the variation o( the total heat. The
specific heat o( steam was determined shortly a(terwards by Regnault
{CompUs Rendus, 36. p. 676) by condensing superheated steam at
two different temperatures (about 125* and 225* C.) successively
in the same calonmeter at atmospheric pressure, and taking the
difference of the total heats observed. The result found in this

manner, viz. S"a75, greatly increased the apparent discrepancy
between Regnault s and Rankine's (ormulae for the total heat.

The discrepancy was also noticed by G. R. Kirchhoff, who redis-

covered Rankine's (ormula (Pom. Ann. 103. p. 185. 1858). He
suggested that the high value for b found bv Regnault might be due
to the presence of damp in his superheajca steam, or, on the other
hand, that the assumption that steam at low temperatures (oUowed
the law fv^Rd might be erroneous. These suggestions have been
frequently repeated, but it is probable that neither is correct. G. A.
2^uner, at a Later date (La Ckaleur, p. 441). employing the empirical
formula pw-Btf-hCp*** (or saturated steam, found the value
S— -568, which further increased the discrepancy. G. A. Him and
A. A. Cazin (Ann. Chim. Fhys. iv. 10, p. 3^9, 1867) investigated the
form of the adiabatic for steam passing tnroueh the state P^Jfto
mm.. 9*373* Abs., by observinff the pressure of superheated steam
at any temperature which just failed to produce a cloud on sudden
expansion to atmospheric pressure. Assuming an equation of the
form log (p/760) -a log (9/373). their results f(ivea>S/R>4-305>or
Sao*474. which agrees very perfcnSy with KegMauk's value. It

must be observed, however, that ihc aErwrntni is raihcr nvm
perfect than the comparative rough n.-?^?* of tlw method would *fir-ar
to warrant. More recently, MacL^rlane Gray [Ptoc. Imk SUr.k.

Eng. 1880), who has devoted minute? arti^ntior) to the reduction of
Regnault s observations, assuming 5/^-1-400 as the theoretical
ratio of specific heats o( all vapours on his '* aether- preMuiv theory,"
has calculated the properties o( stcim on the as^^utiiixioii 5-0':iH4.
He endeavours to support this value by reference to lixtccn o(
Regnault's observations on the totU heat of »te.im at afinMrslt' ric

pressure with only 19* to 28* o( superheat. These n1i r- ' ns
give values (or S ranging (rom 0-30 ( * o-4tiH with a mtan v

'

'8.

But it must be remarked that the ^upcrhe^i of the «r ise

experiments is only i or 2 %o( the lotjl heat mea^unxL. ar
objection applies, though with less u>rceK to Rqgnault'b matri k'^\-< ri-

ments between 125* and 225''C..givinK the value 5-0-475. in Wi'iich

the superheat (on which the value oi S depend*) i^only om --,ixr.
. , th

o( the total heat measured. Gray eipUina the higlier \ nd
by Regnault over the higher range a^ due to the prcMrnt • les

01 moisture in the steam, which he 1 3iinks " would no! bi '
. ed

up to 124* C, but would be more likely to be cv^tporaieii in ^he

higher range o( temperature." J. Perry {Eieam £n£iifcv p. yo),
assuming a characteristic equation similar to /cuner's (which m^kes
V a linear (unction o( the temperature at con&tant presflure, and S
independent o( the pressure). cal<:uLiies 5 as a (unction o( the

temperature to aatis(y Regnault's fonTiijI.i Cj><) I07 the total heat.

This method is logically consistent, ^ad ^uc:> valoes raneing fijm
0305 at o* to 0-341 at loo' C. and 0464 at 2 10° C, but thedifferencc
from Regnault's 5*0-475 cannot easily be explained.

12. Throttling Calonmeter Method.—The ideal method of deter-
mining by direct experimenttherclation between the total heat and
the specinc heat of a vapour is that of Joule and Thomson, which is

more commonly known in connexion with steam as the method of
the throttling calorimeter, it was first employed in the case of
steam by Peabody as a means of estimating the wetness of saturated
steam, which is an important (actor in testing the peKormance o( an
engine. 1( steam or vapour is " wire-drawn * or expanded through
a porous plug or throttling aperture without external Ums or gain

Temptrttmrt Cfntigrtdt

Fig. 2.—Throttling Calorimeter
Method.

of heat, the total heat (E-fp») remains consUnt (TRSftMODYiCAiacs.
Ill), provided that the experiment is arranged to that the kinetk
energy of flow is the same on
either side of the throttle. 1. //
Thus, starting with satu- ^'

rated steam at a temperature
^ and pressure p', as repre-
srnted by the point A on the
p9 diagram (hg. a), if the
point D represent the state
^'9' after passing the throttle,

the toul beat at A is the
same as that at B, and
exceeds that at any other

^

point D (at the same pressure "^

f' as at B, but at a
lower temperature 9) by the
amount Sy.{fi'-$), which
would be required to raise ^
the temperature from D to
B at constant pressure. We
have therefore the simple
relation between the toUl
heau at A and D—
H*-Ho-S(*'-^). (w)

If the steam at A con-
tains a fraction % of sus-

pended moisture, the total
heat Ha is less than the value for dry saturated steam at A by the
amotint iL. If the steam at A were dry and saturated, we should
have, assuming Regnault's formula (10), Ha-Ho--30S (^-tf).

whence, if S--475, we have «L- -305 (^-#)-475 (•'-#). It is

evident that this is a very delicate method of determining the wet-
ness z. but, since with dry saturated steam at low pressures this
formula always gives negative values of the wetness, it is clear that
Regnault's numerical coefficients must be wrong.
From a different ooint of view. eguatUm {mj tn.^y U- .i|.'i''"i^J t"

determine the specinc heat of steam m Xwra^ iA the rate of % .iriaiion

of the total heat. If weassume Reenauhn iDrmula 0") iorihe loial
heat, we have evidently the simple rebiicn S -o-30Si»'-«)Mi*H!i),
supposing the initial steam to be dry, at at least of the same
quality as that employed by Regnault. This method was applied
by J. A. Ewing (B.A. Rep. 1897) to steam near 100' C. He (ciuiid

tfie specific heat smaller than 0-47^, but no iiu.]Ttrncal re«yltt were
given. A very complete investigation on the hirne line? weu. carried
out by J. H. Grindfey (Phil. Trans. 1900) at Owen? Cpllfije uiider
the direction of Osborne Reynolds. Asiumirifr JH/dS'-io-jos iof
saturated steam, he found that S was nearly independent of the
pressure at constant temperature, but thit it varied with the temper*
ature from 0-387 at too* C. to 0-665 at i6o' C* Writinc Q (w ihe
loule-Thomson " cooling effect," dB/dp, or the slope BC/AC of the
line of constant total heat, he found that Q waa nearly indrpendent
of the pressure at constant temperature, a reiuk which igrces with
that of Joule and Thomson (or air and CO?: but that it varied with
the temperature as (i/0)*'' instead of (l/«)^ Thev results for the
variation of O are independent of any assumption with reheard to the
variation of H. Employing the values of S calculated from d\riid9mt

0-305, he found that the product SQ wa% independent of both
pressure and temperature for the rnn^e of }»ii eiiperimentft.

Assuming this result to hold generally, vi: ihauid have S^ojob
at o* C., which agrees with Rankine s view; but increasing very
rapidly at higher temperatures to S« i'043^at 200* C, and 1-315 at
220* C. The characteristic eauation, if bQ*constant, would be of
the form (»+SQ) - R6lp, which does not agree with the well-known
behaviour of other eases and vapours. Whatever may be the
objections to Regnault's method of measuring the specific heat of a
vapour, it aeems impossible to reconcile so wide a range of variation
of S with his value S- 0-475 between 125* and 225* C. It is also
extremely unlikely that a vapour which b so suble a chemical
compound as steam should show ao wide a range of variation of
specific heat. The experimental results of Grindley with regard to
the mode of variation of Q have been independently confirmed by
Callendar {Proc. R.S. 1900), who quotes the results of similar
experiments made at McCill College in 1897, but gives an entirely
different interpretation, based on a direct measurement of the
specific heat at too* C. by an electrical method.
The method of deducing the specific heat from Regnault's formula

for the variation of the total heat is evidently liable in a greater
degree to the objections which have been urged against his method
of determining the specific heat, since it makes the value of the
specific heat depend on small differences of total heat observed
under conditions of greater difficulty at various pressures. The
more logical method of procedure is to determine the specific heat
independently of the total heat, and then to deduce the variatiohs
of total heat oy equation (12). The simplest method of measuring
the specific heat appears to be that of supplying heat electrically

to a steady current of vapour in a vacuum-iacket calorimeter,
and observms the rise of temperature produced. Employing this

method, Calfeodar finds S*0-497 .for steam at ooe atmosphere
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between 103* C. and 1 13*C Thbisaboot^^UiterthanRegnault's
value, but is not really inconsistent with it. if we suppose that the
specific beat at any given pressure diminishes slightly with rise of
temperature, as indicated in formula (16) below.

13. Corrected Equation of Total HeaL—Admittiiu; the value
S-o-497 for the specific heat at 108* C, it is clear that tbe form
of Regnault's equation (10) must be wrong, although the numerical
value c^ the coefficient 0-305 may approxintately represent the
avera^ rate of variation over the ranse (100* to 100' C.) of the
experiments on which it chiefly depends. Rcgnault s experiments
at lower temperatures were extremely discordant, and have been
shown by the work of £. H. Griffiths (Proc. R.S. 1894) and C. H.
Dieterici (Wied, Ann. 37. p. 504, 1889) to eive values of the toul
heat 10 to 6 calories too la^ between o^ and 40" C. At low
Pressures and temperatures it is probable that saturated steam
ehaves very neariy as an ideal gas, and that the variation of the

total heat is closely represented by Rankine's eouation with the
ideal value of S. In order to correct this equation for the deviations
of the vapour from the ideal sti|te at higher temperatures and
pressures, the simplest method u to assume a modified equation of
the Joule-Thomson type (Thermodynamics, equation (17)). which
has Deen shown to represent satisfactorily the behaviour of other
gases and vapours at moderate pressures. Employing this type of
equation, all the therraodynamical properties 01 the substance may
conveniently be expressed in terms of the diminution of volume c

equation, all the therraodynamical properties 01 the substance may
conveniently be expressed in terms of the diminution of voli

due to the formation of compound or coaggregated molecules,

{v-b)'R9ip-Co(fitjS)*~V-c. . . . (13)

The index n in the above formula, representing the rate of variation
of c with temperature, is approximately the same as that expressing
the rate of variation of the cooling effect Q, which is nearly pro-
portional to c, and is given by the formula

SQ-(«.|.|)c-6. . ^ . . (14)

Tbe corresponding formula for the total heat ts

and for the variation of the specific heat with pressure

S-S.-fnCii-H)^:/», ... (16)

where S« is the value of S when P'^o, and is assumed to be inde-
pendent of 9, as in the case of an ideal ^as.

Callendar's experiments on the cooling effect for steam by the
throttling calorimeter method gave »~3'33 and c— 36*3 c.c. at
100* C. Grindiey's experiments gave nearly the same average
value of Q over his experimental range, but a rather larger value
for H, namely, 3-8. For purposes of calculation, Callendar (Proc.

R.S. 1900) adopted the mean value m=3-5, and also assumed the
specific heat at constant volume 5~3'S K (which gives So^4*5 R)
on the basis of an hypothesis, doubtfully attributed to Maxwell,
that the number of degrm of freedom of a molecule with m atoms
is 2m-Hi. The assumption n^s/R simplifies the adiabatic equa-
tion, but the value n— 3-5 gives S«—0-497 at zero pressure, which
was the value found by Callendar experimentally at 108* C. and
I atmosphere pressure. Later and.more accurate experiments have
confirmed the experimental value, and have shown that the limiting

value of the specific heat should conseauently be somewhat smaller
than that given by Maxwell's hypotnesis. The introduction of
this correction into the calculations would sliehtly improve the
agreement with Regnault's values t^ the specihc heat and toul
heat between 100** and 200** C, where they are most trustworthy,
but would not materially affect the general nature of the results.

Values calculated from these formulae are given in the table
below. The values of H at o* and 40" agree fairly with those found
by Dieterici ^596-7) and Griffiths (6132) respectively, but differ

considerably from Regnault's values 606-5 and 6187. The rate
of increase of the total heat, instead of being constant for saturated
steam as in Regnault's formula, is given by the equation

dH/dS'Sii-QBp/dB) . . . (17)

and diminishes from 0-478 at o* C. to about 0-40 at 100* and o-30
at 200° C, decreasing more rapidly at higher temperatures. The
mean value, 0-31^ of dWldS, between 100' and 200° agrees fairly

well with Regnault's coefficient 0-305, but it is clear that consider-
able errors in calculating the wetness of steam or the amount of
cylinder condensation would result from assuming this important
coefficient to be constant. The rate of change of the latent heat
is easily deduced from that of the total heat by subtracting the
S(xxific heat of the liquid. Since the specific heat of the liquid
increases rapidly at high temperatures, while dH/di diminishes, it

is clear that the latent heat must diminish more and more rapidly
as the critical point is approached. Regnault's formula for the
total heat b here again seen to be inadmi.<u>ible, as it would make
the latent heat of steam vanish at about 870° C. instead of at 365** C.
It should be observed, however, that the assumptions made in
deducing the above formulae apply only for moderate pressures,
and that the formulae cannot be employed up to the critical point
owing to the uncertainty of the variation of the specific heats and
the cooling effect Q at high pressures beyond the experimental
range. Many attempts have been made to construct fcMrmulae
representing the deviations of vapours from the ideal state up to

the critical point One of the most complete is that pcopoged fay
R. J. £. Clausius, which may be written

R5/^-»-R*(»-*)(A-B«-)/p(»+tf)^; . (iSX
but such fomulae are much too complicatExi to be of any practical
use, and are too empirical in their nature to permit of toe direct
physical interpretation t^ the constants they contain.

la. Empirical FormvUu for the Saturation^Pressure.—^The vahiea
of the saturation-pressure have been very accurately determined
for the majority of stable substances, and a large number of empirical
formulae have been proposed to represent the rdatioQ between
pressure and temperature. These formulae are important on
account of the labour and ingenuity expended in devisii^ tbe most
suitable types, and also as a convenient means of rec»rding tbe
experimental data. In the following list; whkh contains a few
typical examples, the different formulae are arranged to give the
logarithm of the saturation-fMessure p in terms of the absolute
temperature 0. As originally proposed, many of these formulae
were cast in exponential form, out the adoption of the logarithmic
method of expression throughout the list serves to snow more
clearly the relationship between the various types.

(Dalton, 1800). (19)
(Young, 1820).
(Roche, 1830).
(Biot, 1844: Regnault).
(Rankine. 1849).
(Kirchhoff.18^ :Rankiiie.i866).
(Unwin, 1887).
(Bertrand. 1887).
(Antoine. 1K88).

^ - A -^B»

I K ; = A-^ (B+C») .

Ui^p = .\+Bb»+Cc» . . .

b3sP-A+By»-i-cy»« , .

]-^p^A-['B/9+C\og9 , .

logp = AH-B/J* ....
log p^A+B log »-|-C log ie+c).
His=A+B/(tf-|-C)
The formula of Dalton would make the pressire increase in geo-

metrifjjj pn '^ression for equal increments of temperature. la other
wanls, iIk: increase of pressure per degree {dp/d9) divided by p
should \m constant and equal to B; but observation shows that th»
rail » (U-i n .-cs, rF. from 0-0722 at o* C. to 0-0357 at lOO* C. in tbe
ca.4 [<[ ^ulfh. Observinc that this rate of diminution is approxi-
mat' ly m the square of the reciprocal of the abw^ute tempemture.
we see that the almost equally simple formula log ^—A+B/P
represents a much closer approximation to experiment. As a
matter of fact, the two terms A-fB/9 are the most important
in the theoretical expression for tbe vapour-pressure given bekm.
They are not sufficient alone, but give good results whoa modified,
as in the simple and accurate formuuie of Rankine, Kbchboff,
L. C Antoine and Unwin. If we assume formulae of the aimpfe
type A-f B/9 for two different substances whkh have the came
vapour-pressure pat the absolute temperatures^ and 9' respectively,
we may write

log/»-A'-fBy-A'-hB'/9'. . . (20)

from which we deduce that the ratio 9'/$" of the temperatures at
whkh the vapour-pressures are the same is a linear function of
the temperature 6' of one of the substances. This armroxiroate
relation has been employed by Ramsay and Young (Pkil. Mag.
1887) to deduce the vapour-pressures of any substance from those
of a standard substance by means of two observations. More
recently the same method has been applied by A. Findlay {Proc.
R.S. IQ02), under Ramsay's direction, for comparing solubilities
which are in many respects analogous to vapour-pressures. The
formulae of Young and Roche are purely empirical, but give very
fair results over a wide ran^e. That of Biot is fau* more compUcated
and troublesome, but admits greater accuracy of adaptation, as it

contains five constants (or six, if 9 is measured from an aibitrary
zero). It is important as having been adopted by Rcgnault (and
also by many subsequent calculators) for the expression of hb
observations on the vapour-pressures of steam ana various other
substances. The formulae of Rankine and Unwin, though probably
less accurate over the whole ranire, are much simpler and more
convenient in practice than that of Biot, and give results which suffice

in accuracy for the majority of purposes.
15. Theoretical Equation for the Saturation-Pressure.—The em-

pirical formulae above quoted must be compared and tested in
the lieht of the theoretical relation between the latent heat and the
rate m increase of the vapour-pressure (dp/df), which is given by tbe
second law of thermodynamics, via.

9{dpldB)'LI{v--w\ . . . (21)

in whx:h e and w are the volumes of unit mass of the vapour and
liouid respectiyely at the saturation-point (THsaMODYMAMics. { 4).

Tnis relation cannot be directly int^rated, so as to obtain tie
equation for the saturation-pressure, unless L and v—w are known
as functions of 9. Since it is much easier to measure p than either

L or 9, the relation has generally been empk>yed for deducing either'

L or V from observations of p. For instance, it is usual to calculate

the specific volumes of saturated steam by assuming Regnault's
formulae for p and L. The values so found are necessanly erroneous
if formula (10) for the total heat is wrons. The reason for adopting
this method is that the specific volume ofa saturated vapour cannot
be directly measured with sufficient accuracy on account of the

readiness with which it condenses on the surface of the containing
vessel The specific volumes of superheated vapours may, bowcvcr.
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be measured with a satisfactory degree of appronmation. The
deviations from the ideal volume may also be deduced by the method
of Joule and Thomson. It is found by these methods that the
behaviour of superheated vapours closely resembles that of non-
condensihle gases, and it b a fair inference that similar behaviour
would be observed up to the saturation-point if surface condensation
could be avoided. By assuming suitable forms of the character-
istic equation to represent the variations of the specific volume
within certain limits of pressure and temperature, we may therefore
with propriety deduce eauations to represent the saturation-pres-
sure, which will certainly oe thermodynamically consistent, ana will

protnbly give correct numerical results within the assigned limits.

The Mmplest assumptions to make are that the vapour behaves
as a perfect gas (or that^(v—ir)-R9), and that L is constant.
This leads immediately to the simple formula

log.(p/A))-(iy».-i/»)L/R, . . • (22)

which is of the same type as log P— A-l-B/9, and shows that the
coefficient B should be tt|ual to L/R. A formula <^ this type has
been widely employed by van't Hdf and others to calculate heats
of reaction and solution from obtervations of solubility and vice

versa. It is obvious, however, that the assumption L^constant is

not sufficiently accurate in many cases. The rate of variation of

the latent heat at low pressures is equal to S—5, where s is the
specific heat of the liquid. Under these conditions both S and s

may be regarded as approximately constant, so that L is a linear

function of the temperature. Substituting L"Lo+(S—«)(9—9t),

and integrating between limits, we obtain the result

Iog,^=A+B/»-»-ClogA . . . (23)

where
C-(S-0/R. B--lU+(i-S)fl,l/R.

and
A-log.^)-B/flo-Clog^^

A formula of this type was first obtained by KirchhofF (P0|f. Ann.
103, p. 185. 1858) to represent the vapour-pressure of a solution, and
was verified by Regnault's experiments on solutions of HtS04 in

water, in which case a constant, the heat of dilution, is added to the
latent heat. The formula evidently applies to the vapour-pressure
of the pure solvent as a specal case, but KirchhofF himself aoes not
appear to have made this particular application of the formula.
In the paper which immediately follows, he gives, the oft-quoted
expression for the difference of slope \dpjd6),— (,dp/d8)t of the
vapour-pressure curves of a solid and liquid at the triple point,
which is immediately deducible from (21), viz.

e{4pm.-9(4pmt'(!L.-U)Kv'w) -L,/(tF-w). (24)

in which L. and U are the latent heats of vaporization of the solid

and liq^uid respectively, the difference of which is equal to the latent

heat of fusion L/. He proceeds to calculate from this expression
the difference of vapour-pressures of ice and water in the immediate
neighbourhood of the melting-point, but does not observe that the
vapour-pressures themselves may be more accurately calculated for

a considerable interval of temperature by means of formula (23), by
substituting the appropriate values of the latent heats and specific

heats. Talcing for ice and water the following numerical data,
L.-674-7, Li-^95-2, L/-79-5, Rbo-iio3 cal./deg.,ptt-4'6i mm.,
5-S--5I9 cal./deg., and assuming the specific heat of ice to be
equal to that of steam at constant pressure (which is sufficiently

approximate, since the term involving tl^e difference of the specific

heats is very small), we obtain the following numerical formulae,
by substitution in (23),

Ice . logio^ =06640 +9-73//«.
Water . log,«/>=o-6640-l-8-585//*-4-7oOogj^/«o-M//»),

where/—*—273, and M BO-a343, the modulus ofcommon logarithms.
These formulae are practically accurate for a range of 20* or 30* C.
on either side of the melting-point, as the pressure is so small that
the vapour may be treated as an ideal gas. They give the following
numerical values:

—

Temperature. C. -20* -10' o* +10" -!-20*

V.P. of ice, mms. 079 1-97 4-61 1020 21-27
V.P. of water, mms. 0-96 2-17 4-61 927 1758

The error of the formula for water is less than i mm. (or a tenth of a
degree C), at a temperature so high as 6o* C.

Formula (23) for the vapour-pressure was subsequently deduced
by Rankine (Phil. Mag. 1866) dv combining his equation (11) for
the total heat of gasification with (2 1 ), and assuming an ideal vapour.
A formula of the same type was given by Athenase Dupr6 {Theorie
de ckaUur, p. 96. Paris. 1869). on the assumption that the latent
heat was a linear function of the temperature, taking the instance
of Regnault's formula (10) for steam. It is generally called Dupri's
formula in continental text-books, but he did not give the values of
the coefficients in terms of the difference of specific heats of the
liquid and vapour. It was employed as a purely empirical formula
by Bertrand and Bams, who calculated the values of the coefficients

for several substances, so as to obtain the best general agreement
with the results of observation over a wide range, at high as well as
low pressures. Applied in this manner, the formula is not appro-
priate JOT satisfactory. The values of the coeffidenta given by

Bertrand, for instance, in the formula for steam, correspond to the
values So-576 and L-573 at o* C, which are impossible, and the
values of^ given by his formula {t.g. 763 mm. at loo* C.) do not
agree sufficiently with experiment to be of much practical value.
The true application of the formula is to low pressures, at which
it is very accurate. The close agrwment found under these con-
ditions 18 a very strong confirmation of the correctness of the
assumption that a vapour at low pressures does really behave
as an ideal gas of constant specific beat. The formula was
independently rediscovered by H. R. Herta {Wied. Ann. 17,
p. 177, 1882) in a slightly different form, and appropriately applied
to the calculation of the vapour-pressures of mercury at ordinary
temperatures, where they are much too small to be accurately
measured.

16. Corrected E^uatign of Satuntwn^Presttfre.—^The approximate
equation of Rankine (23) begins to be i or 2% in error at the
boiling-point under atmospheric pressure, owin^ to the coaggrega-
tion of the molecules of the vapour and the variation of the specific
heat of the liquid. The errors from both causes increase more
rapidly at higlftr tempoaturcs. It is easy, however, to correct
the formula for these deviations, and to make it thermodynamically
consistent with the characteristic equation (13) by substituting the
appropriate values of (p-w) and L»H—k from equations (13) and
(15) in formula (21) before integrating. Omitting w and neglecting
the small variation of the specific heat of the Hauid. the result is

simply the addition of the term (c—i)/V to formula (23)

^log^-A-f-B/»+Clog»+(c-6)/V. . . (25)

The values of the coefficients B and C remain practically as before.
The value of e is determined by the throttling experiments, so that
all the coefficients in the formula with the exception of A are
determined independently of any observations of the saturation-
pressure itself. The value of A for steam is determined by the
consideration that^a 760 mm. by definition at loo* C. or 373* Abs.
The most uncertain data are the variation of the specific neat of
the liquid and the value of the small quantity b in the formula
(13). The term 6, however, b only 4% oic at 100* C, and the error
involved in taking b equal to the volume of the liquid is probably
small. The effect of variation of the specific heat is more important,
but u nearly eliminated by the form of the equation. If we write
h^stt-\-dkt where S9 is a selected constant value of the specific

heat of the liquid, and dk represents the difference of the actual
value of & at I from the ideal value Jgf, and if we similarly write
^-jQlog«(0/9o)+^ for the entropy of the liquid at I, where <f^

represents the corresponding difference 'in the entropy (which is

easily cakulated from a table of values of A), it is shown by
Callendar (/*roc. R.S. looo, toe. cit.) that the effect of the variation
of the specific heat of the liquid u represented in the equation foe
the vapour-pressure by adding to the right-hand side of (23) the
term-(d^-dh/e)fK. If we proceed instead by the method of
integrating the equation H—h^${v—v)dp/de, we observe that the
expression above given results from the integration of the terms
-dklRe'-\-w(dpldiJfR9t which were omitted in (25). Adopting the
formula of Regnault as corrected by Calkrndar \Phil. Trans. R.S.
1902) for the specific heat of water between 100* and 200* C, we
find the values of the difference {d^—dktf) to be less than one-tenth
of d^ at 200* C. The whole correction is therefore probably of the
same order as the uncertainty of the variatbn of tne specific heat
itself at these temperatures. It may be observed that the cor-

rection would vanish if we could write dh^v9dpld8^wLHy—w).
This assumption is made by Gray {Proc. Inst. C.E. 1902). It is

equivalent, as C^Uendar {toe. cU^ points out, to supposing that
the variation of the specific heat is due to the formation and solution
of a mass w/(»-w) of vapour molecules per unit mass of the liquid.

But this neglects the latent heat of solution, unless we may sujroose

it included by writing the internal latent heat Li in place of L in

Callendar's formula. In any case the correction may probably be
neglected for practical purposes below 200* C.

It is interesting to remark that the simple result found in equa-

:nted^ by the addition ofvapour from the ideal state is represented by the addition of

the term (c—6)/V to the expression tor log p) is independent of the
assumption that c varies inversely as the »^ power of 9, and b

tion (25) (according to whkh the effect of the deviation of the

exp
assumption that c varies inversely as the iM* power <

true generally provided that c—b is a function of the temperature
only and is independent of the pressure. But in order to deduce
the values of c by the Joule Thomson method, it is necessary to

assume an empincal formula, and the type c-ct(0B/9)" is chosen
as being the simplest. The justification of thb assumption lies

in the fact that the values of c found in thb manner, when substi-

tuted in equation (25) for the saturation-pressure, give correct

resuhs for p within the probable limits 01 error of Regnauh's
experiments.

17. Nttnurkal Appikation to Sleam.^A* an Instance of the
application of the method above described, the results in the table

below are calculated for steam, —'— ' -*-- '-"—:— '—-»-

mental data: ^-760 mm.
"0-11030 calories per degree i

per degree at zero pressure, L"S40'3 eateries at 100' C. (Joly-

Callcndar). «-3-A3, «Mi- 26-30 c.c, 6-1 c.c, A>0'9970f+«L
(9-v). 750 mm. Kg. " I megadyne per sq. cm.
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VARALLO SESIA—VARIA 90s
The dg)artiiieiit now fonna the inshopric of Fr^jiuUtlh

century), which u in the gccleiiaitical province of Aix en Provence:
in 1801 there was annexed to it the episcopal see of Toulon, founded
in the 5th century, and in the ecclesiastical province of Aries. There
are in the department 135 m. of broad gauge railways, and 14^1
m. of narrow gauge lines. The principal towns are Toulon, La
Se^ne, Hydras, Diaguignan, its political capital, Brignoles and
Frejus. There are a number of mines (chiefly iron and coal) in the
department, and salt is extracted from the marshes near Hyires,
while there are manufactories of pottery and extenave vinevards.
La Seyne is the principal centre of industrial activity.

"^

are largely exported from Hyires.
department was 336,384.

Cut flowers
In X901 the population of the

(W. A. B. C>
VARALLO SESIA, a town of Piedmont, Italy, in the province

of Novara, from which it is 34 m. N.N.W. by nil, situated in

the valley of the Sesia, 1480 fL above sea-IeveL Pop. (1961)

3330 (town); 4265 (commune). The churches of S Gaudenzio,

S Maria delle Grasie and S Maria di Loreto, all contain works

by Gaudenzio Ferrari (1471-1546), who was bom in the neigh-

bouring Val Duggia, while the Sacro Monte, a place of pilgrimage

rising above the town (1995 ft.), is approached by a path leading

past forty-five chapels containing groups of Ufe-size painted

terra-cotta figures representing scenes from sacred history,

with backgrounds in fresco (by Ferrari and others), to the

pilgrimage church built by Pellegrino Tibaldi after 1578. In

the works mentioned, as Burckhardt remarks, Ferrari's whole
development may be traced.

• VARCHI, BENEDETTO (1502-1565), Florentine historian.

He fought in the defence of Florence during the siege by the

Mediceans and imperialists in 1530, and was exiled after the

surrender of the city. In 1536 he took part in Piero Strozzi's

unsuccessful expedition against Medicean tide, but seven years

later he was called back to Florence by (}osimo I., who gave him
a pension and commissioned him to write a history of the dty;

the work covers the period from 1527 to 1538. Varchi also

wrote a number of plays, poems, dialogues and translations

from the classics. His history, in sixteen books, was first

published in Florence in 1721.

VARDANES, the name of two Parthian kings.^

Varoanes I., succeeded Artabanus II., probably his father,

in A.O. 40 (Joseph. i4n/. xx. 3, 4), but had continually to fight

against his rival Gotarzes (f.v.). The coins show* that he was
in full possession of the throne from 49 to 45. In 43 he forced

Seleucia on the Tigris to submit to the Parthians again after a
rebellion of seven years (Tac. Ann, xi. 9). Ctesiphon, the

residence of the kings on the left bank of the Tigris, opposite

to Seleucia, naturally profited by this war; and Vardanes is

therefore aUled founder of Ctesiphon by Ammianus Marc,
xxiii. 6. 23. He also prepared for a war against Rome, with

the aim of reconquering Armenia (cf. Joseph, Ant. xx. 3, 4),

but did not dare to face the Roman legions (Tac. Ann. xi. xo).

In a new war with GoUrzes he gained a great success against

the eastern nomads. He is praised by Tacitus as a young
and highly gifted ruler of great energy (cf. Philostratus, Vita

ApoUon. Tyan. i. 3X. 28), but lacking in humanity. In the

summer of 45 he was assassinated while hunting, and Gotarzes

became king again.

Vasdanes U. rebelled against his father Vologaeses I. in

A.D. 54 (Tac. Ann. xiii. 7). We know nothing more about

him and it is not certain whether the coins of a young beardless

king, which are generally attributed to him, really belong to

him (Wroth, Catalogue of the Coins of Partkia, p. L. ff.).

(Ed. M.)
VARENIUS, BERNHARDU8 [Bexnrabo Vaxen] (1622-

1650), German geographer, was bom at Hitzacker on the Elbe,

in the LUneburg district of Hanover. His eariy years (from

1627) were spent at Uelzen, where his father was court preacher

to the duke of Brunswick. Varenius studied at the gymnasium
of Hamburg (1640-42), and at Kdnig^berg (1643-45) and
Leiden (1645-49) universities, where he devoted himself to

mathematics and medicine, taking his medical degree at Leiden

in 1649. I|e then settled at Amsterdam, intending to practise

medicine. But the recent discoveries of Tasman, Schouten

and other Dutch navigators, and his friendship for Blaeu and

i^mbndge edition ot 1072; in 1715 ur junn issued anoti
bridge edition with a valuable appendix; in 17^ the wfa

was tren^ted into English by Dugdale; and m 1736 I

sfe. .i! '
" '

reviatfl hy Slii^w. In 1716 an Italiai

other geographers, attracted Varenhis to geography. He died

in 1650, aged only twenty-eight, a victim to the privations and
miseries of a poor scholar's life.

^ In 1649 he published, through L. Elzevir of Amsterdam, his

Descriptio Regni Japoniae, an excellent compilation. In this

was included a translation into Latin of part of Jodocus
Schouten's account of Siam {Appendix de religione Siamensium,
ex Descriptione Bdgica lodoci Sckoutenii), and chapters on the

reh'gions of various peoples. Next year (1650) appeared, also

through Elzevir, the work by which he is best known, his

Ceograpkia Generalise in which he endeavoured to lay down the

general principles of the subject on a wide scientific basis,

according to the knowledge of his day. The work is divided

into—(i) absolute geography, (2) relative geography and (3)
comparative geography. Tlie first investigates mathematical
facts relating to the earth as a whole, its figure, dimensions,

motions, their measurement, &c. The second part considers

the earth as affected by the sun and stars, climates, seasons,

the difference of apparent time at different places, variations

in the length of the day, &c. The third part treats briefly

of the acttial divisions of the surface of the earth, their relative

positions, globe and map-€onstraction, longitude, navigation, &c
Varenius, with the materials at his command, dealt with the

subject in a truly philosophic spirit; and his work long held its

position as the best treatise in existence on scientific and com-
parative geography. The work went through many editions. Sir
Isaac Newton introduced several imporUnt improvemenu into the
Cambridge edition of 1672; in 1715 Dr Jurin issued another (^m-

_S Dugdale's
talian edition

ap : m 175^ 4 l^unh transUtion followed; and
in l;.s5 j ! r4;fk:!] vcriion, frarri Shiw^s edition, came out at Paris.
Air^'.rr^ Urer K^aircr^phcM^ d'Afivillv and A. von Humboldt especially
dr , mtfiiiori to V aren't ^nlus and services to science.

'

'

,

" Lebemiu dhiic h ten von Bernhard Varenius " (Geofr,
M >\\ H. Blink's paper on Varenius in Xvdsckr, van net
N> ':fkik. Geviflfitta^ (i3«7). ler. ii. pt. ^: and F. Ratzel's
aril k- '

[i< i ntiHkjmJ VireniuM^*' in AUj^mtine DeutseMe'Bieg^apkie,vcL
xxxix. (LuipiLj;, iS^^).

VARBSB, a town of Lombardy, Italy, in the provbce of

Como, x8 m. by rail W. of that town, and 37 m. N.W. of Milan,

1253 ft. above sea-levels Pop. (1901) 769a (town); 17,666
(commune). It is a well-to-do place, beautifully situated near
the Lake of Varese, and for this reason a favourite summer and
autumn resort of the Milanese, who have numerous country
houses in the vicinity. Among them the Villa Litu and the

Villa Ponte may be 8i>edally mentioned. The principal church

is that of S. Victor (rebuilt X580-X615 and 1795), to which is

attached an ancient baptistery (dating from the 9th century

but rebuilt in the X3th). The fine campanile of the church is ^

246 ft. high. There is an archaeological museum with pre-

historic antiquities from the lake-dwellings on an island in

the Lake of Varese. To the N.W. (a J9umey of a} hours) is

the pilgrimage church of the Madoima del Monte (2885 ft.),

approached by a path yrhich passes fourteen chapels adornMl
with X7th-century frescoes and groups in stucco iUustratlng

the mysteries of the rosary. Varese is the seat of active silk-

spinning, tanning, paper-making and the manufacture of organs

and vehicles. Excellent wine is made. ^Varese is. a junction

for Porto Ceresio and Laveno.
VARIA (mod. Vicovaro), an andent village of Latium, Italy,

in the valley of the Anio, on its right bank, and on the Via
Valeria, 8 m. N.E. of Tibur (Tivoli). It was probably an
independent town and not within the territory of Tibur, and
Horace speaks of it as Sabine. Some remains of its walls,

in rectangular blocks of travertine, still exist. One mile to the

east is a picturesque gorge of the Anio, in which may be seen

remains of the ancient aqueducts which supplied Rome, con-

sisting partly of rock-cut channels and partly of ruined bridges:

above it is the monastery of S Cosimato. Close to this point

begins the valley of the Digentia (mod. Licenza) In which
Horace's Sabine farm was situated. On the hill at the east

of the entrance is the village of Cantalupo qr Bardella, which
has now assuxxied the name of Mandela, bcin^ identified tihu^
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(correctly) with Hortce*8 " rugosiis frigore pagus " (Episi. I

i8, X04). An inscription of the Christian period, found at

S Cosimato, speaks of the Massa Mandclana {Corp. luscr. Lot.

xiv. 34S2). About 3 m. up the valley, dose to the road on

the west (right) bank of the stream, are traces of a Roman
dwelling-house in opus reHctdatum with remains of two mosaic

pavements; this is generally identified with the villa of Horace,

and probably corresponds fairly dosely with iu site. That

the Fons Bandusiae was near the Sabine farm is not a necessary

inference from Od. iil. 13, in which alone it is mentioned;

though the scholiasts state it; indeed a fountain of this name
near Venusia is mentioned in a bull of 1x03. On the other

hand, that there was an abundant fountain near the Sabine

farm is dear from Epist, i. x6. xa, and Sai, U. 6. a. It is

generally identified with the Fonte dei Ratini, but the spring

of Vigna la Corte, a little farther north, is still more plentiful.

Some have supposed that the site of the villa was higher up
the hillside, above Rocca Giovane. For Horace speaks of having

written EpUi. i. xo "post fanum putre Vacunae," and an

inscription recording a temple of Victoria restored by Vespasian

was copied at Rocca Giovane in the x6th century {Corp. Inscr.

Lot. xiv. 3485). The identification of Victoria with thfe Sabine

goddess Vacuna is not, however, absolutdy certain: and there

is here, as elsewhere in Roman literature, a play on the con-

nexion of the name with vacartt " to take a holiday." In any
case, the site of the Sabine farm can be approximately, if not

exactly, fixed as in the neighbourhood of Rocca Giovane.

See T. Berti. La Villa di OroMto (Rome. x886); G. Botsster,

NouveiUs promenades arckiolotiquss (P^uis, 1886).
.
(T. As.)

VARIATION AND SELECTION, in biology. ^ Since the

publication in i%S9 o^ Charles Darwin's Origin of Species^ the

theory of evolution of animals and plants (sec Evolution) has

rested on a linking of the conceptions of variation and sdection.

Living organisms vary, that is to say, no two individuals are

exactly alike; the death-rate and the multiplication-rate are

to a certain extent selective, that is to say, on the average,

in the long run, they favour certain variations and oppress

other variations. Co-operation of the two factors appears

to supply a causal theory of the occurrence of evolution; the

suggestion of their co-operation and the comparison of the

possible results with the actual achievemenU of breeders in

produdng varieties were the features of Charles Darwin's

theoretical work which made it a new beginning in the

sdence of biology, and which reduced to insignificance all earlier

work on the theory of evolution. P. Geddes, J. H. Stirling,

E. Godd and H. F. Osbom have made careful studies of pre-

Darwinian writers on evolution, but the results of their inquiries

only serve to show the greatness of the departure 'made by
Darwin.

Several of the andents had a vague belief in continuity

between the inorganic and the organic and in the modifying

or variation-produdng effects of the environment. Medieval

writers contain nothing of interest on the subject, and the

speculations of the earliest of the modem evolutionists, such

as C. Bonnet, were too vague to be of value. G. L. L. Buffon,

in a cautious, tentative fashion, suggested rather than stated

the mutability of spedes and the influence of the forces of

nature in moulding organisms. Immanud Kant, in his Theory

of the Heavens (1755), foreshadowed a theory of the devdop-
ment of unformed matter into the highest types of animals

and plants, and suggested that the gradations of structure

revealed by comparative anatomy pointed to the existence

of blood relationship of all organisms, due to derivation from
a common ancestor. He appeared to. believe, however, that

the successive variations and modifications had arisen in response

to mechanical laws of the organisms them9dves rather than

to the influence of their surroundings. J. G. von Herder
suggested that increase by multiplication with the consequent
struggle for existence had played a large part in the organic

world, but his theme remained vague and undevdoped.
Erasmus Darwin, the grandfather of Charles Darwin, set forth

in Zoonomia a much more definite theory of the relation of

variation to evolution, and the foOowing paasafe, cited by Qodd,
deariy expresses it:

—

" When WB revolve in our minds the metamocphoies of ft»««»

w

as from the tadpole to the frog ;tecondly. the diaiMes prodwjed by
artiCciftl culrivatuin, as in the breeds oi hone^dogs and abeep:
thirdly, the chajiEn produced by oonditioiis of dimate and aeaaoa,
as in the thwp of warm climates being covered with hair instead c^
wooL And the har^ and partridges of northem ^-Kfnatrt bwomi^'E
white in wintH^ ivhen. further, we observe the chanscs of stmctuie
(Koduced by habit, as shewn especially by men of different occupa-
tiona : or the clunges produced by arufidal mutiUtioa and pcenacal
influences, d» in the craasinffof spedes and productioo of monsten:
fourth, when we observe the essential unity of plan in aO wann-
blcioded anLmAt<!.^we are led to coodude that th^ have been alike
priiiLn^.i iri.T.> .1 ^lin^le living filament."

G. R*. Treviranus, in the beginning of the 19th oeotory, laid

stress on the indefiniteness of variation, but assumed that

some of it was adaptive response to the environment, and
some due to sexual crossing. J. B. P. Lamarck was the first

author to work out a connected theory of descent and to suggest

that the relationships of organic forms were due to actual

aflinitifs He believed that life was an expaixiing, growing
force, and that animals responded to the envixxMment by
developing new wanU, seeking to satisfy these by new move-
ments and thus by their own striving producing new organs
which were transmitted to their descendants. VaiiatioB was
in fact a purposive response.

In 18x3 W. C Wells definitdy propounded the theory of

xxatural selection, but applied it only to certain human
characters. In 1831 Patrick Matthew, in the appendix to

a book on naval timber and arboriculture, laid stxcsa on the

extreme fecundity of nature '* who has in aU the varieties of

her offspring a prolific power much beyond (in many cases a
thousandfold) what is necessary to fill up the vacancies caused
by senile decay. As the fidd of existence is limited axMl pre-

occupied, it is only the hardier, more robust, better-aoited-to-

drcumstance individuals, who are able to struggle fonnard to

maturity, these inhabiting only the situations to which they

have superior adaptation and greater power of occupancy
than any other kind; the weaker and less drcumstance-suited
being prematurely destroyed. This prindple is in constant

action; it regulates the colour, the figure, the capadties and
instincts; those individuals in each species whose ooloor and
covering are best suhed to concealment or protectioa from
enemies, or defence from indemendes or vicissitudes of dimate,
whose figure is best accommodated to health, strength, defence

and support; whose capadties and instincts can best regulate

the physical energies to self-advantage according to circum-

stances—in such immense waste of primary aikl youthful life

those only come to maturity from the strict ordeal by which
nature tests their adaptation to her standard of perfectioa

and fitness to continue their kind by reproduction." G. St

HOaire and afterwards his son Isodore regarded variation as

not indefinite but directly evoked by the demaxxls of the

environment. L. von Buch laid stress on geographical isolation

as the cause of production of varieties, the different conditions

of the environment and the segregated interbreeding gradually

produdng local races. K. X. von Baer and M. J. Schlddcn
regarded variation and the production of new or improved
structures as an unfolding of possibilities latent in the stock.

Robert Chambers, in the once famous Vestiges of Creation,

interested and shocked his contemporaries by his denial of

the fixity of spedes and his insistence on creation by progressivt

evolution, but had no better theory of the cause of variation

than to suppose that organisms—" from the simplest and oldest

to the highest and most recent " were possessed of *' an inherent

impulse, imparted by the Almighty both to advance them
from the several grades and modify thdr structure as circum-

stances required." In 1852 C. Naudin compared, the origin of

spedes in nature with that of varieties under cultivation.

Herbert Spencer from 1852 onwards maintained the prindple

of evolution and laid spedal stress on the moulding forces of

the environment which called into being primarily new functions

and secondarily new structures.
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Although the pre-Darwinian wiiteis amongst them invoked

nearly every principle that Darwin or his successors have
suggested, they failed to carry conviction with regard to evolu-

tion, and they neither propounded a coherent philosophy of

variation nor suggested a mechanism by which variations that

appeared might give rise to new species. The anticipations

of Darwin were Uttle more than formal and verbaL As T. H.

Huxley pointed out in his essay on the reception of the Origin

of Species in the second volume of 2)arwin's Life and Letters,

" The suggestion that new spedes may result from the selective

action of external conditions upon the variations from their

specific type which individuals present—and which we call

'spontaneous' because we are ignorant of their causation-

is as whoUy unknown to the historian of scientific ideas as it

was to biological specialists before 1858. But that suggestion

is the central idea of the. Origin of Species, and contains the

quintessence of Darwinism."

C. Darwin opened his argument by consideration of plants

and animals under domestication. He pointed to the efflo-

rescence of new forms that had come into existence under the

protection of man. A multitude of varieties of cultivated plants

and domesticated animals existed, and these differed amongst

themselves and from their nearest wild allies to an extent that,

but for the fact of their domestication, would entitle them to

the systematic rank of species. Some of these changes he sup-

posed to have been the result of new conditions, including

abundance of food and protection from enemies, but most he

attributed to the accumulated results of selective breeding.

No doubt such domesticated species might revert, and it has

been shown that many do revert when restored to wild con-

ditions, but such reversion b natural if we reflect that the

domestic varieties are under the guardianship of man and have

been selected according to his whim and advantage. Compar-

ing domesticated varieties with spedes and varieties in nature,

Darwin showed that the distinction between varieties and spedes

was chiefly a matter of opinion, and that the discovery ojf new
linking forms often degraded species to varieties. Spedes, in

fact, were not fixed categories, but halting-places, often ex-

tremely difiicult to choose, for the surveying mind of the sys-

tematist. He considered that a struggle for existence was the

inevitable result of the operation of the prindple of Malthus

in the animal and vegetable worlds. The struggle would be

most acute between individuals and varieties of the same
spedes, with the result that " any bdng, if it vary however

slightly, in any manner profitable to itself, under the complex

and somewhat varying conditions of life, will have a better

chance of surviving, and thus be naturally selected." Under

natural selection the less well-adapted forms of life would

on the average have a heavier death-rate and a lower multi-

pUcation-rate. He did not suggest that every variation and

every character must have a "sdection value," although

he pointed out that, because of our ignorance of animal

physiology, it was extremely rash to set down any characters

as valueless to their owners. It is even more important to

notice that he did not suggest that every individual with a

favourable variation must be selected, or that the sdected or

favoured animals were better or higher, but merely that they

were more adapted to their surroundings.

With regard to variation, Darwin was urgent in stating his

opinion that the laws of variation were not understood and

that the phrase "chance" variation was a wholly incorrect

expression. He thought it probable that drcumstances affect-

ing the reproductive system of the parents had much influence

in produdng a plastic condition of ihe progeny. He doubted,

but did not exclude, the importance of the direct effect of

differences of climate and food and of increased use and disuse,

except so far as the individual was concerned, but his opinion

as to these Lamarckian factors changed from time to time. He
laid much stress on the unity of the organism in eveiy stage of

its existence, with the resulting correlation of variations, so

that the favouring of one particular variation entailed modi-

fications ol correlated structures. He recognized the existence

of the huge variations, but he believed these to be of little

value in evolution, and he attached preponderating import-
ance to relativdy minute indetemunate variations. On the
other hand, he was far from advocating the view that has
been pithily expressed as the "sdection of the fit from the
fortuitous"; he recognized that variations, ^though perhaps'

suggested or exdted by the environment, were determined
by internal causes. He showed how different varieties in a'

spedes, or spedes in a genus, tended to display paralld variation,'

clearly indicating that the range and direction of variation

were Umited or determined by the nature of the organism.
Alfred Russd Wallace, the co-discoverer of the Darwinian'

prindples, had sent to Darwin early in 1858 an outline of a
theory of the origin of spedes. Darwin found that it was,'

in all essential respects, identical with his own theory at the
exposition of which he had been working for many years. With'
an unselfish generosity which must always shine in the history!

of science, and indeed of the human race, Darwin proposed
at once to communicate his correspondent's essay to the'

Linnaean Society of London, but was persuaded by his friends'

to send with it an outline of his own views. Accordingly, on
the same evening, in July 1858, both commum'cations were
made to the T.innaean Sodety. When Wallace found how-
much more fully Darwin was equipped for expounding the
new views, he exhibited an unselfish modesty that fully re-

paid Darwin's generosity, henceforth described himself as a
follower of Darwin, entitled his most important publication

on the theory of evolution Darwinism, and did not issue it

until 1889, long after the world had given full credit to Darwin.
In most respects his ideas were closely paralld with those of

DarwiiL He believed that spedes had been formed by means
of natural sdection. He insisted that the great powers of

increase of all organisms led to a tremendous struggle for

existence, and that variability extended to every part, and
organ of every organism; that the variability was large in amount
in proportion to the size of the part affected, and occurred in a
considerable proportion of the individuals of those large and
dominant species which might be supposed to be breaking up
into new spedes. He pointed to the changes wrought on
domesticated organisms by the artifidal selection of similar

variations, and c^ew the inference that there must be parallel

occurrences under wild nature. In the sphere of nature, with

its vast numbers and constant pressure, not every more favoured

individual would survive, nor every surviving individual be
the more favoured, but throughout the changes and chances

there would be a constant and important bias in favour of the

individuals more fitted to thdr conditions. Wallace, however,'

brought into his scheme a factor excluded by DarwixL He
believed that behind the natural world lay a spiritual world,

irruptions from which had disturbed the natural sequence of

causation, certainly in the production of the higher emotional

and mental qualities of man, probably in the appearance of

self-consciousness, and possibly in the first origin of life.

It is to be remembered that the origin of spedes by the

modification of pre-existing spedes,—m fact, the doctrine of

organic evolution,—although first made credible by Darwin
and Wallace, does not depend upon their theory of the relation

of natural selection to variation. The theory of evolution is

supported by a great range of evidence, much of which was
first collected by Darwin, and which has been enormously
increased by subsequent workers excited by his genius. Such
evidence relates to the facts of classification, structure, 'develop-

ment, and geographical and geological distribution. It now
remains to examine in closer detail the further knowledge that

has been gained with regard to variation and the bearing 6f that

on the Darwinian position.

Magnitude of Variation.—Darmin was well aware that varia-

tion ranged from differences so mmute as to become apparent

only on careful measurement to those large departures from
the normal which may be call^ abnormalities, malformations

or monstrosities. He was of the opinion that the summation
of minute differences had played a preponderating if not
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exclusive part in the formation of ipedes. Wallace, whilst

insisting that the range of ohserved and measured variation

was much larger in proportion to the size of the organisms or

parts of organism affected than was generally believed, leaned

to the Darwinian view in excluding from the nomud factors

in the origin of q>edes variations of the extremer ranges of

magnitude. Later writers, and in particular W. Bateson and
H. de Vries, have urged that as species are discontinuous

—

that is to say, marked off by structural differences of considerable

ipagnitude—it is more probable that they have arisen from
similarly discontinuous variations. De Vries gave the name
" mutations " to such considerable variations (it is to be noted

that a further concept, that of the mode of origin, has been

added to the word mutation, and that the conception of relative

size is being removed from it), and Bateson, de Vries and other

writers have added many striking cases to those recorded by
Darwin. It b doubtful, however, if there is any philosophical

basis for distinguishing between variations merely by their

magnitude. Differences which at their first appearance are

very minute may result in the kind of variations which certainly

would be classed as discontinuous. When the ceils of the

morula stage of an embryo are shaken asunder, each, instead

of forming the appropriate part of a single organism, may form

a complete new organism. And similarly in the development

of a complicated organism, the suppression or doubling of a
single cell or group of cells may bring about striking differences

in the symmetry of the adult, or the reduction or increase in

the number of metameric organs. A slight change in the

structure or activity of a gland, by altering the internal secretion,

may produce widespread alterations even in an adult organism;

and we have good reason to suppose that, if compatible with

viability, such minute changes would have even a greater

ultimate effect if they occurred in an embryo. Even amongst
the extreme advocates of the theory of mutations, the import-

ance of magnitude is being discounted by their suggestion

that some of the minute variations which have hitherto been

regarded by them as insignificant '* fluctuating variations

"

may be significant mutations. This in effect is to say that not

magnitude but something else has to be sought for if we are to

pick out amongst observed variations those which may be the

material for the differentiation of species. So far as magm'tude

is concerned, the attack on the Darwinian position has failed,

and it is agreed that species may be discontinuous and none
the less have been produced from minute variations.

Causes of Variation,—Darwin was careful to insist that we
did not know the laws of variation, and that when variation

was attributed to " chance " no more should be read into the

statement than an expression of our ignorance of the causation.

It cannot now be doubted that a very large amount of observed

variation, and especially of the indefinite variation which

is sometimes spoken of as fluctuating variation, and which is

usually distributed indefinitely round a mean, is directly

associated with or induced by the environment. On various

grounds attempU have been made to exclude such variation

from the material for the making of species. The variations

which de Vries has called mutations, and which were at first

associated by Bateson with what he called discontinuous

variations as the exclusive source of new species, are now
supposed by de Vries to be distinguished from fluctuating

variations by their mode of origin. Such muutions are not

the product of the environment, but are an outcrop of the

constitution of the germinal material of the varying organism,

the result either of caiises as yet undetected, or of the premuta-
tions and eliminations suggested by the work of Mendd (see

Mendeusm). These attempts to reject environmental varia-

tion rest on several grounds. In the first place the variations

in question are "acquired characters." When Darwin and
Wallace framed their theories it was practically assumed that

•acquired characten were inherited, and the continuous slow
action of the environment, moulding each generation to a
slight extent in the same direction, was readily accepted by
a generation inspired by Sir C. Lyell's doctrine of uniformi-

tarianism in geological change, as a potent force. A. Weismann,
however, from theoretical considerations and from anal>-sis

of supposed cases has at the least thrown doubt on the trans-

mission of acquired characters. And so the newer school dis-

card acquired characters and all the T.«marrkian factors and
leave the board dear for "mutations." Analysis of any
acquired character, however, shows that there are two factors

involved. The organism is not a passive medium; the amount
and nature of the response it makes to the action of environment
depends on its own qualities, and these qualities, on any theory
of inheritance, pass from generation to generation. Successful

organisms, or well-adapted organisms, are those that have
responded to the environment, whether by large or small wia*
tions, in suitable fashion. It is the character as acquired that
affords the opportunity for selection, but the quality of respond-
ing to the environment so as to produce that character is trans-

mitted. The conceptions of Weismann afford no ground for

rejecting fluctuating variations from the materials for the
production of spedes.

In the second place, it has been urged, particularly by
de Vries, that experiment and observation have shown that

the possible range of fluctuating variation is strictly limited.

Breeders, he says, who try to build up qualities by the selection

of the fluctuating variations that occur soon find that they
reach a maximum beyond which their efforts fail, waksa they
turn to the more rarely occurring but heritable mutations.
Something will be said later in this article as to the limitation

of variation; here it is necessary only to say that de Vries is

introducing no new idea. It is weU known that some races

and some organs in plants and animals are extremely variable,

and that others are much less variable, and further, that whilst

some of these differences may be due to intrinsic causes, others

can be modified by experiment. As Sir W. T. Thisclton-D\ef
has pointed out, what is called " specific stability " is a familiar

obstacle to the producer of novelties, but one whidi be fre-

quently succeeds in breaking down by cultural and other

methods. In a survey of the palaeontological history of plants

and animals, it is plain that extreme stability and cxtreir.e

mutability both have occurred, sometimes having persisted for

untold ages, sometimes having succeeded one another for var>--

ing periods. As yet no solid reason has been alleged for exclud-

ing fluctuating variations, on account of thdr limitation, iron
the materials for spedfic change. J. Cossar Ewart and H. M.
Vernon have adduced experimental evidence as to the inducti<-«Q

of variation by such causes as difference in the ages of the

parents, in the maturity or freshness of the conjugating germ
cells, and in the condition of nutrition for the embryos. Sucb
cases show in the plainest way the co-operation of eztenul
or environmental and internal or constitutional factors.

With our present knowledge it is impossible to discriminate

between variation that may or that may not be the material

for the differentiation of sptdti by scrutinizing dther magnitude
or probable causation. It is equally impossible to draw an
exact line between variation induced by the environment and
variation that may be termed intrinsic. Extrinsic and in-

trinsic factors are involved in every case, although there is a

range from instances in which the external factor appears to be
extreme to instances where the intrinsic factor is dominant.
Even the results of mutilation involve an intrinsic factor, for

they range, according to the organ and organism affected, from
complete regeneration to the most imperfect healing. In the

effects of exercise, of physiok>gioal activity and the gross results

of such external agendes as food, temperature, climate, light,

pressure and so forth the intrinsic factor appears to bcccme
more imporUnL The interplay of extrinsic and intrinsic

factors also differs with the age of the organism affected: the

more nearly adult it may be, the more direct appears to be
the influence of the environment; the more neariy embryonic
the organism may be, the less direct is the result of a force im-
pressed from without The old organism is more stable and
responds in obvious ways to direct assaulu from without;

the youag organism is at once leas stable and moit profoundly
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modified by environmenul change, xeplying in terms less easy

to predict from knowledge of the nature and amount Qf the

impinging agency. And finally, there are a series of variations,

amongst which no doubt are the mutations of de Vries and
the disintegrations and recombinations of the ukiit factors with

which Mendel and his followers have worked, in which the

external or environmental factor is most remote from the

actual result.

Correlated Variation.—Every organism is an individual, its

different parts, organs and functions being associated in a
degree of intimacy that varies, but that corresponds roughly
with the integration of the individual and its place in the

ascending scales of animal or vegetable life. One aspect of

organic individuality is the correlation of variations, the fact

that when one part varies, other parts vary more or less sim-

ultaneously. So far, our knowledge of correlation is almost

entirely empirical, and the arrangement of the observed facts

cannot be brought into exact harmony with our guesses at their

causation.

t Much correlation is the inevitable result of organic structure.

The various parts of a living organism affect each other in

adult life and during growth. If, for instance, the testes fail

to develop normally, the secretion which they discharge into

the blood is abnormal in character and amount, with the result

that the characters of the remotest parts of the body are more
or less profoundly affected. It is now known that similar

internal secretions, or hormones, pass into the blood from every

organ and tissue, so reaching and affecting every part of the

body. If we reflect on the multitude and complexity of such

actions and reactions in operation from the youngest stages

to the end of the life of each individual, we cannot be surprised

at any correlation. Change in the size of any part or organ,

however it may have been produced, must bring with it many
others changes, directly or indirectly. A difference in calibre,

elasticity or branching of a blood vessel, the smallest variation

in a nerve or group of vessel-cells, any anatomical or physio-

logical divergence, is reflected throughout the organism. Much
of the character of organisms is due to various symmetries,

radial, bilateral, metameric and so forth, and these sjrmmetries

arise, partly at least, from the mode of growth by cell division

and the marshalling of groups of cells to the places where they

are destined to proliferate. Here, again, a variation in the

order, nature and number of the divisions, in itself simple,

may result in symmetrical or correlated changes in all the

progeny of the affected embryonic part.

Every new individual starts life (see REPRODUcnoN) as a
mass of germinal material derived from one or from two parents,

but with a coherent individuality of its own. This individuality

is the result of the particular selection of qualities it receives

from its parents, a selection that obviously differs in different

cases, as, save in the case of "identical twins," which are

supposed to be the product of a single fertilized ovum, no
individual pair of brothers, or pair consisting of brother and
sister, are alike. We are still ignorant of the causes that deter-

mine the associated selection of inherited qualities that go to

the making of any individual. Those who have followed up the

work of Mendel believe that the qualities of the new individual

are a precise selection from and reconstruction of the parental

qualities, and that were complete analysis possible, the char-

acters o( the new individual could be predicted with chemical

accuracy. On other views of inheritance, there would be

required for prediction knowledge not only of the immediate

parents but of the whole line of ancestry, with the result that

prediction could reach only some degree of probability for any
single individual and be accurate only for the average of a
sufficient number of individuals. But whatever be the theory

of the -mode of inheritance, or the mechanism by which the

germinal plasm of an individual is made up, it is plain that there

» correlation between the various qualities of an individual due
to the mode of origin of its germ plasm as a selected individual

portion of the parental germ plasm.

Observed cases of correlation cover almost every kind of

XXVIl 15 #

anatomical and physiological fact, and range from simple cases

such as the relation between height of body and length of face

to such an unexpected nexus as that between fertility and
height in mothers of daughters. The statistical investigation*

of correlations forms a new branch of biological inquiry,

generally termed ** Biometrics," inaugurated by F. Galton and
carried on by Karl Pearson and the late W. F. R. Weldon.
We quote from the article " Variation and Selection," in

the tenth edition of this Encyclopaedia, an exposition of the
biometric method by Weldon:

—

The charactert of individual animals or plants depend upon so
many complex conditions, most of which are generally unluiown
to us, that the statements we can make concerning them are of a
peculiar kind. We cannot predict with any exactness the char-
acters of a single unborn individual; but if we consider a large
number of unborn individuals, we can predict with considefable
accuracy the percentage of individuals which will have the mean
character proper to their generatbn, or will differ from that mean
character within any assigned limits. So long as we confine our
attention to one or two individuals, we fail to detect any order in
the occurrence of variations; but when we examine laige numbns
we find that it is possible to arrange them in an orderly series, which
can be easily and simply described. The series into which we
can arrange the results of observing phenomena of complcc causa-
tion, whether exhibited by living organisms or not, have certain
broperties in common, which are dealt with by the theory of chance.
Many of the properties of such series, and the methods of de-
scribing them, are dealt with elsewhere (see Psobability : Law of
Error) : and the frequency with which the mean >^ue or any
deviation from the mean value of a character occurs in a race
of animals or of pbnts may probably always be expressed in terms
of one or other of the series there described. The theory of chance
was applied to the study of human variation by Quetelet; but
the most important applications of this theory to biological prob-
lems are due in the first instance to Francis Galton, who used
the, theory of correlation in describing the relation between the
deviation of one character in an animafbodY from the mean proper
to its race and that of a second character in the same body (cor-
relation as commonly understood), or between deviation kA a
parent from the mean of its generation and deviation of offspring
from the mean of the following generation (inheritance). The
conceptions indicated by Galton have been extended and added
to by Karl Pearson, who has also developed the theory of chance
so as to provide a means of describing many series of complex
results in a simpler and more accurate way than was hitherto
possible.

The conception of a race of animals or of plants as a group of
individuals capable of being arranged in an orderiy series with
respect to the condition of a particular character enables us to
dehne the " type " of that character proper to the race. Table I.

shows the number of female swine which had a given number of
" Mailer's glands " on the right fore leg. in a sample of 2000 swine
observed by Davenport in Chicago. If we take tne whole number
of glands in the series, and divide this by the whole number of
swine, we obtain the mean number of glands per swine. For many
purposes this u the most con>'enient " type " of the series. Two

Table I.

Number of
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of age (BJMMlrtta. vol. i. ^irt I. p. 41), the mean atatuie is

66*91 in., the modal 66-96 in., the median lying between the
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•ometimes difficuk to choose the whole series of structures osberved
from a region of the body which is not affected by differentiation.

In spite of this difficulty, however, the values of the correlation

coefficients so far obtained cluster fairly well round the mean value
of all of them, which is almost exactly i. From this result it

follows (see Probability) that the standard deviation of the
array, which we have taken as a measure of individual variability,

is equal to the standard deviation of the race multiplied by

%/ 1— f~
J

or by •*. These resul tscannot beaccepted as final, but

they are based on so many investigations of animals and plants, of

such widely different kinds, that they may confidently be expected
to hold for large classes of organic characters. We may therefore

conclude that for large classes of characters, both animal and
vegetable, the variability of an individual, as measured by the
standard deviation of its undifferentiated but repeated organs, is a
constant fraction of the variability of its race, as measured by the
standard deviation of the corresponding scries of organs produced
by all the individuals of its race.

Among the most important structures produced in ref)eatcd series

are the reproductive cells; and Pearson points out that if the varia-

bility of animals or of plants be supposed to depend upon that of

the genn<ells from which they arise, then the correlation betw-een

brothers in the array produced by the same parents will give a measure
of the correlation between the parental germ-cells, the determination
requiring, of course, the same precautions to avoid the effects of

differentiation as are necessary in the study of other repeated
organs. After a large series of measurements, involving the most
varied characters of human brothers, Pearson has shown that the
correlation has a value very nearly equal to ) ; so that the varia-

bility of human children obeys the same law as that of other
repeated structures, the standard deviation of an array, produced
by the same parents, having an average value equal to the
standard deviation of the whole filial generation multiplied by

*/ 1— f^J
or by *. Such measurements <rf fraternal correlation

in the lower animal as Pearson and his pupils have at present made
give values very close to i. The evidence that the correlation between
sexually produced brethren is the same as that existing between the
aaexuafly repeated organs on an individual body renders it impos-
sible to accept Weismann's view that one of the results produced
by the differentiation of animals and plants into two sexes is an
inctease in the variability of their offspring. Warren has shown by
direct observation that the correlation between brothers among the
btxMds produoNl parthenogenetically by one of the Aphides has a
value not far from the i observed m sexually produced brethren
(Bicmetrika, vol. i.. 1902); he has obtained a fairly concordant
result for the broods of parthenogenetic Dapknia {Proc. Roy Soc.

vol. Ixv., 1899}. Finally, Simpson has measured the correlation

between the pairs of young produced by the simple asexual division

of Paramoectum ^Biometrika, vol. i. part 4, iQoa), and after some
necessary corrections the value he obtains is 0.56, a value which
probably does not, if we remember the difficulties of the inquiry,

differ very significantly from ). There is therefore in a large class

of cases an indication that the variability of an array of brethren,

produced either sexually or asexualty, is a constant fraction of the
variability of the race to which the brethren belong.

Variation and Menddism.—^The conceptions of the disdplcs

of Mendel, amongst whom W. Bateson is pre-eminent, would

appear to simplify the problem of variation, especially on its

mechanical and physiological sides. Their experimental work
shows that many facts of inheritance correspond with the

theory that the essential fabric of an organism is a mosaic of

unit characters. Such units frequently occur in pairs, one

member of the pair being characterized by the presence, the

other by the absence of a problematical body at least comparable

with a ferment, the result of the presence or absence being a
notable modification of the whole organism or of parts of it.

According to their view, in the formation of the germ cells a
segregation of the unit pairs occurs—that is to say, the peculiar

body or ferxAent is handed on to one daughter-cell but not to

the other. A similar kind of segregation may take place in the

formation of the repeated parts of an organism, so that sym-
metrical repetition may be compared with normal heredity,

And be due to the presence of similar factors in the divisions of

the bmbryonic cells, whilst the differentiation of repeated parts

inay be due to the unequal distribution of such factors and be

comparable with variation. On such an interpretation, varia-

tion would result from asymmetrical division and normal
inheritance from symmetrical division. It is equally dear
that there is a broad analogy between the kind of characters

on which systematists often have to rely for the separation of

species and those which Mendelian workers have shown to

behave in accordance with the Mendelian theories of mosaic
inheritance with segregation. The analogy possibly may be
extended to such cases as the occuxrence of flora or fauna with

alpine characters oa the summits of mountains separated by
broad zones of troiMcal climate. Segregated inheritance may
have produced the appropriate combinations which were
latent in the capacities of the race, and the exigencies of the

environment protected them in the suiuble localities. It is to

be noticed, however, that the Mendelian conceptions are in no
sense an alternative to Darwinism; at the most they would
serve to assist in explaining the medianism of variation, and
by enlarging our idea of the factors, increase the rate at which
we may suppose selection to work.

Limitation of Variations; Orthogenesis.—^Darwin and his

generation were deeply imbued with the Butlerian tradition,

and regarded the organic worid as almost a miracle of adaptation,

of the minute dovetailing of structure, function and environ-

ment. Darwin certainly was impressed with the view that

natural selection and variation together formed a mechanism,
the central product of which was adaptation. From the

Butlerian side, too, came the most urgent opposition to Dar-
winism. How is it possible, it was said, that fortuitous varia-

tions can furnish the material for the precise and balanced

adaptations that all nature reveals? Selection cannot create

the materials on which it is supposed to operate; the begin-

nings of new oigans, the initial stages of new functions cannot

be supposed to have been useftil. Moreover, many naturalists,

especially those concerned with paUieontology, pointed to the

existence of orthogenetic series, of long lines of ancestry, which

displayed not a sporadic differentiation in every direction, but

apparently a steady and progressive march in one direction.

E. D. Cope put such a line of argument in the most cogent

fashion; the course of evolution, both in the production of

variations and their selection, seemed to him to imply the

existence of an originative, conscious and directive force, for

which he invented the term " bathmism " (Cr. /3d?p6f , a step or

beginning). On the other hand, dislike of mystical interpreta-

tions of natural facts has driven many capable naturalists to

another extreme and has led them to insist on the " all-powerful-

ness of natural selection " and on the complete indefiniteness

of variation. Tlie apparent opposition between the conflicting

schools is more acute than the facts justify. Both sides concur

in the position assumed by Darwin, that the word " chance "

in such a phrase as " chance variation " docs not mean that the

occurrences are independent of natural causation and so far

undetermined, but covers in the first place our ignorance of the

exact causation. The implication of the phrase may go farther,

suggesting that there is no connexion between the appearance

of the variation and the use to which it may be put. No doubt

a large amount of variation is truly indefinite, so that many
meaningless or useless variations arise, and in one sense it is a
mere coincidence if a particubr variation turn out to be useful.

But there are several directions in which the field of variation

appears to be not only limited but defined in a certain direction.

Obviously variations depend on the constitution of the varying

organism; a modification, whether it be large or small, is a

modification of an already definite and limited structure.

When beetles, or medusae, or cats vary, the range of possible

variation is limited and determined by the beetle, medusa or

cat constitution, and any possible further differentiation or

specialization must be in a sense at least orthogenetic—that is

to say, a continuation of the line along which the ancestors of

the individual in question have been forced. Darwin himself

showed that different species in a genus, or varieties in a species,

tended to show parallel variations, whilst comparative anatomy
has made known a multitude of cases where aUied series of

animals or plants show successive stages of parallel but inde-

pendent variations of important organs and functions. The
phenomena of convergence are to some extent other instances

of the same kind and supply evidence that organisms, so to say,

fall into grooves, that their possibilities of change are defined
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and limited by thdr past history. Variation, aga!n, as has been

shown in this article, is limited by correlation; as any change

involves other changes, the possibilities are limited by the

organic whole. Finally, it is important to remember that the

fundamental characteristic of a living organism is its power

of response to environment, a response or series of responses

being necessary in a continuous environment for the normal

facies of the organism to appear, and necessary in a shifting

environment if the organism is to change suitably and not to

perish. A continuous environment both from the point of

view of production of variation and selection of variation would

appear necessarily to result in a series with the appearance of

orthogenesis. The past history of the organic world displays

many successful series and these, as they have survived, must
inevitably display orthogenesis to some extent; but it also

displays many failures which indeed may be regarded as show-

ing that the limitation of variation has been such that the

organisms have lost the possibility of successful response to a
new environment.

SeUclum and Adaptation.—Although knowledge of variation

has become much wider and more definite, the estimation in

which natural selection is held has changed very little since

Darwin and Wallace first expounded their theories. Variation

provides the material for selection, and although opinions may
differ as to the nature of that material, the modes by which

it comes into existence and their relative values and perma-

nences, there is an increasingly wide consensus of opinion that

all such material has to pass through the sieve of natural selec-

tion and that the sifted products form new varieties and species,

and new adaptations. It appears to be necessary to distingxiish

between the production of species and the production of adapta-

tion. We have still to admit with Darwin that it is difficult

or impossible to assign utility to all the characters that dis-

tinguish species, and particularly to those characters by which

systematists identify species. The modem tendency for a more
complete, and detailed separation of individual forms into

specific and sub-specific groups, and the immensely larger

range of material at the disposal of systematic experts, have

combined to make It increasingly difficult to imagine condiuons

of the environment under which the species of systematists

would have been produced by selection. On the other hand,

the work of modem systematists shows an extraordinarily

exact relation between their species and geographical locality,

and the fact of divergent evolution can be almost demon-
strated in museum collections when localities have been recorded

exactly. The decision as to whether it is the course of variation

or the course of selection that has been different in different

localities can be made only by the field naturalist and the

experimental breeder.

With regard to adaptations, it is becoming more and more
apparent, as experimental knowledge advances, that it is a
fundamental property of every living organism in every stage

of its existence to display adaptive response to its environment.

To what extent such responses are transmitted to offspring,

and what part they play in the formation of the adaptive

characters that are conspicuous in many animals, remain dubious,

but it is at least clear that natural selection can favour those

individuals and those races which show the greatest power of

responsive plasticity in the individual. There remains open a

wide field for inquiry as to the precise relations between selec-

tion and variation on the one hand, and their products, specific

differences and adaptive structures, but the advance of know-
ledge has supplied no alternative to the Darwinian principles.

In the broadest way variation iu organisms is primarily the

necessary result of the absence of uniformity in the distribution

of physical forces on the globe, in fact is a mere necessary

response to the variation of inorganic conditions. So, also,

in the broadest way, the result of the existence of variation is

equally inevitable. Some individuals happen to fit the environ-

ment better, or to respond to the environment better, and these

on the average will survive their less fortunate neighbours.

Jt is plain that whilst the existence of vaiiation can be demon-

strated and the occurrence of evolution established by inductkn
and deduction, the part played by selection must remain largely

theoreticaL

We append, however, again from the late Professor Weldon's
article, a summary of the lines on which it seems possible that

the actual process of selection may be demonstrated.

Selection and its results can be ade<^uately studied only in those
cases which admit of statistical tabulation. In any race ol animals,
the number of young produced in a season is almoct always neater
than the number which survives to attain maturity; it Is not
certain that every one of those which become mature will breed,
and not all of those which breed contribute an equal number of
offspring to the next generation. At every stage some individuals
are prevented from contributing to the next mention, and if the
continual process of elimination affects individuals possessing any
one character more strongly than it affects others, so that a r«ation
is established between individual character and the chance of pro-
ducing a certain number of young, selection is said to occur.
We may distinguish broadly two wavs by which such selective

elimination of individuals from the number oif those who contritwte
to the next generation may occur, viz. a differential destnutien,
which prevents certain classes of individuals from breeding by kflliog

them, and a series of processes leading to differeHtialferntity among
the survivors, without necessarily involving any differential death-
rate. A third form of selection, which may affect the compostion
of the next generation without of necessity involving a differential

death-rate or a differential fertility, is assortatite mtUing, or the
tendency of those members of one sex which exhibit a particuUr
character to mate only with members of the other sex which exhibit
the same or some other definite character.

Differential fertility may be induced in either of two ways. Indi-

viduals may not be able to pair unless they possess a character
which is absent, or insufficiently developed, in some members of the
race. The kind of selection involved may then t>e measured by
comparing those animals which pair with the general body of adults.

This is what Darwin especially intended to denote by the term
" sexual selection." Or, again, individuals of certain character may
be able to pair, but the fertility of their union may not t>e the same
as that of unions between individuals with other characters. This
kind of selection, called by Pearson " reproductive " or " genetic

"

selection, may be measured by finding the corrdation between the
characters of the individuals which pair and the number of yoong
f>roduced. For an attempt to treat the lAiole problem of dif-

erential fertility and asaortative mating numerically, see Pearson,
The Grammar of Science, 2nd edition, London, 190a

Assortative mating exists when individuals which mate are not
paired at random, but a definite correlation is esuUisbed between
the characters of one mate and those of the other. This kind d
selection is measured by the correlation between deviation of diher
mate from the type, and deviation of the other. Pearson has
shi'wn that Gallon's function has a value' of 0-28 for stature of

miJdle-class Englishmen and their wives.
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(P. CM.)
VARIATIONS, in music, the term given to groups of pro-

gressively developed versions of a complete self-contained

theme, retaining the form of that theme though not necessarily

its melody. This at least is the classical sense of the term,

though there are modem developments of the variation form

to which this definition is at once too broad and too precise

to apply. The aesthetic principle of variations appeared at

very early stages of music; and it soon became something

far more definite than the use of ornamental versions of a

melodic phrase, a use which must have been natural almost as

soon as music was articulate at alL During the i6tli century
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principles aesthettcany indistinguishable from some types of

variation-form inevitaibly arose in the polyphonic treatment

of Gregorian hymns verse by verse. Accordingly, the hymns
and Magnificats of Palestrina might without great extravagance

be described as contrapuntal sets of variations on ecclesiastical

tunes, like very free examples of the type shown later in

extreme simplicity and formality by Haydn's variations on
his Austrian national anthem in the "Emperor" quartet

{Op, 76, No. 3).

I Already in the x6th century instrumental music was assuming

such independence as it could attain by means of a primitive

variation-form, growing partly out of the habit of playing vocal

madrigals on the virginals or similar keyed instruments, or

singing the top part as a solo to an instrumental accompaniment,

with an overwhelming weight of ornaments beneath which the

original madrigal was quite unrecognizable. (See, for example,

the ** diminutions " given in the 30th volume of Breitkopf &
HUrtel's complete edition of Palestrina's works.) A favourite

plan, of which numerous examples may be found in the Pit^

William Virginal Book, was to put together several popular

or original times, with an ornamental variation sandwiched

between each. Sometimes, however, sets of variations on a
single tune were produced, with essentially modem effect, as in

Byrd's variations on "The Carman's Whistle." Such varia-

tions were naturally grouped in order of increasing complexity

and brilliance. Some of the keyboard passages m which the

early English variation-writers indulged are of extraordinary

difficulty, even from the standpoint of modem pianoforte

technique.
< In the lylh century a highly artistic form of variation arose,

very favourable to the earliest composers of the transition

period, because of the simplicity of its principle, which relieved

the composer of all the graver problems of formal organization.

This was the ground-bass, a single phrase placed in the bass

and repeating itself as long as the composer had fresh harmonies

and superstructure with which to vary it. In typical examples

the ground-bass was derived from the dance forms of the

passacaglia and the chaconne, which in classical music resembled

each other in being in slow time, and did not otherwise differ

markedly, except that in the passacaglia the theme could be

transferred now and then to the treble or to an inner part, a

purely natural aesthetic resource which makes no radical differ-

ence to the art-form. The genius of Purccll was cruelly

hampered by the lack of possibilities for organizing large

musical forms in his time, and nothing is more significant

than the avidity, with which he seizes upon the ground-bass

as a means of giving coherence to his ideas.

By the time of Bach and Handel a lighter type of variation-,

work, less capable of^igh organization, and more like Bsrrd's

variations on "The Carman's Whistle," had arisen. Bach's

Aria variala alia maniera Italiana is an instance of this; and
so is the air d doubles that appears now and then in Handel's

instrumental works. The principle of this form is simply to

take a symmetrical melody (generally in binary form) and
embroider it. Such variations are called doubles whenever

each variation divides the rhythm systematically into quicker

notes than the one before. The most familiar example is that

known as " The Harmonious Blacksmith " in Handel's E Jiajor

suite. Sometimes the air itself was stated in a tangle of

ornamentation, while the doubles made it float in a simplified

form over an accompaniment of increasingly rapid flow. (See,

for example, Handel's D minor suite and the little set in B flat

on a theme afterwards varied in the noblest modem style by
^rahms.)

But Bach had meanwhile applied the principle of the ground-

bass to variational on a complete symmetrical movement in

binary form. His Air and 30 Variations, commonly known
as the " Goldberg " variations, is (with the exception of Bee-

thoven's 33 VerSTtderungen on a waltz by Diabelli) not only

the most gigantic set of variations in the world, but one of the

three largest compositions in any form ever written for a single

instrument. Of course in so large a work the conception of the

ground-bass, as a deariy recognizable theme repeated with no
more than slight ornament, would be inadequate whatever
the variety of the superstructure: but so steady is the drift

of Bach's bass that he is enabled to represent it by countless

alternative harmonies and analogous chromatic progressions,

without weakenmg' iu individuality. The groupmg of the

thirty variations is extremely subtle in balance and climax,

the more so because there are no means within the terms of

Bach's art for making a free coda to the work, his ground-bass
being both too long and too purely a bass .to be taken as the

theme of a fugue, like that in his great passacaglia for organ.

Yet Bach contrives to round off the work perfectly by the

simple direction aria da capo at the end. There is no question

of retaining or varying the melody of the aria, which indeed

is so ornamental as to be pointless and unrecognizable as a basis

for variations; nor could it, like the above-mentioned Italian

examples of Handel, be simplified, since most of its ornaments
are integral parts of the phrases.

The next chapter in the history of the variation form is

intimately connected with the sonata style. A set of variations

used as a movement for a sonata inevitably tends to be varia-

tions on the melody. The sonata style impUes the identification

of themes by their melodies rather than by their texture, the

very term "theme" being primarily used in a melodic con-

notation (see Melody). Hence a set of exclusively harmonic
variations would not be in the sonata style. Now, most of

the best sets of variations by Mozart and Haydn are movements
in their sonata works; and this should always be remembered
in discussing the tendency of their treatment of the form.

Few of their independent sets are of any importance, since

most are very early works, or were written for pupils, or

intended as encore pieces for concerts. Haydn shows a great

fondness for a special form which, even if earlier specimens can
be found, he may properly be said to have invented. It con-

sists of alternating variations on two themes, the first a highly

organized complete binary melody, and the other- a shorter

binary melody, often beginning with the same figure as the

first, but clearly contrasted with it, inasmuch as, whichever

theme is in the major, the other is in the minor. The first

theme usually returns as if it were going to be unvaried, but
its first repeat is an ornamental variation. The form is rarely

worked out far eziough to include more than one variation of

the second theme; but the effect is always that of a happy
blend of a clearly marked variation form with a more con-

trasted scheme a little more highly organized than the round-

and-round symmetry of a minuet and trio, but not so elaborate

as a rondo. The only later example exactly corresponding to

Haydn's form is the first allegretto of Beethoven's pianoforte

trio in £ flat. Op. 70, No. a; although, with a wider range of

key, a free application of the principle of alternating themes
is magnificently illustrated by the slow movement of his

C minor ^mphony.
Beethoven in his last works invented another variation-form

on two themes, in which the first theme is very free in structure

and the second theme is a more rigid melody in a different

key and time. The examples of this are the slow movement
of the 9th Symphony and the Lydian figured chorale in the

A minor quartet. A fine later development of this is the slow

movement of Brahms's F major string quintet. Op. 88, in

which the alternation of the two keys gives rise, in the last

line of the movement, to one of the most astonishing and subtle

dramatic strokes in all music.

In sonata works, Beethoven's examples of the normal variation

form based on a single theme are as wonderful as may be expected

from him; but nothing is more significant than his strict

adherence in sonata works to the melodic principle of variation.

He uses the form as an unsurpassable means of obtaining

repose in slow movements. The extreme case of this is the

slow movement of the sonata. Op. 57 (commonly called Appas-
sionata), which is described in the article on Sonata Fobhs.
In this and in many other instances, his method is aesthetically

that of the air et doubles, as being the simplest possible means
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of obtaining variety and dimaz without leaving the funda-

mental key. Until his latest works, such sets of variations

are never finished. Their dramatic force is that of a repose

which is too unearthly to last; and at the first sign of dramatic

motion or change of key the sublime vision " fades into the

light of common day/' a light which Beethoven is far too great

an idealist to despise. (See the andante of the B flat trio, Op. 97

;

and the slow movement of the violin concerto, which contains

two episodic themes in the same key.) In his later works
Beethoven found means, by striking out into foreign keys or

foreign rhythms, of organizing a coda which, as it were; finally

spins down in fragmentary new variations, or even returns to

the plain theme. Thus he was able to end his sonatas, 0pp. X09

and XXX, with solemn slow movements in which, with the utmost

richness of detail and novelty of idea, the melodic variation

form is nevertheless paramount. Beethoven also found many
ways of combining melodic variations with the principles of the

rondo and other more highly organized continuous movements.
Thus the finale of the Eroica Symphony has not only the

theme but many ideas of the variations and fugue-passagei

in common with the brilliant set of variations for pianoforte

on a theme from Prometheus, Op. 3s; and the Fantasia for

pianoforte, chorus and orchestra, and the choral finale of the

9th Symphony, are sets of melodic variations with freely

developed connecting links and episodes. In the case of the

9th Symphony, a second thematic idea eventually combines

with the figures of the first theme in double fugue.

But Beethoven's highest art in variation-form is to be found

in his independent sets of variations. In some of the earliest

of these, noubly in the 24 on a theme by Righini (which was
his chief bravura performance as a young pianoforte player),

he far transcends not only the earlier or sonata-form idea of

melodic variations, but fuses their resources with those of the

ground-bass, and adds to them his own unparalleled grasp

of rhythmic organization. Beethoven is the first composer

who can be said to have discovered that a theme consists not

only of melody and harmony but of rhythm and form. With
earlier composers the form of the theme was automatically

preserved in consequence of the preservation of either its melody
or its harmony; but Beethoven had an unerring judgment as

to when the form of a theme might be definite enough to remain

as a basis for a variation which departed radically from both

the harmony and the melody. The climax in the history of

variations dates from the moment when Beethoven was just

about to begin his 9th Symphony, and received from A.

Diabelli a waltz which that publisher was sending round to all

the musicians in Austria so that each might contribute a variation

to be published for the benefit of the sufferers in the late

Napoleonic wars. Diabelli's theme was absurdly prosaic, but

it happened to be perhaps the sturdiest piece of musical anatomy
that Beethoven or any composer since has ever seen. Not only

wa^ its harmonic form exceptionally clear and firm, but its

phrase-rhythm was as simple, recognizable and heterogeneous as

its other qualities. Its melodic merit was nil, yet it had plenty

of recognizable melodic figures. All these prosaic technicalities

are far more likely to impress a great composer as good prac-

tical re^urces than those high poetic qualities which critics

discuss incessantly, but which are to a great artist the air he
breathes. Diabelli 's waltz moved Beethoven to defer his work
on the 9th Symphony I

The shape of DiabelU's theme may be illustrated by a diagram

I' I-

Tomi
.11 nil „.i.i II
omc Dominant, Rising sequence.. Gose in dominant.

which represents its first sixteen bars; the upright strokes bdng the
bars, and the brackets and dots (together with the names under-
neath) indicating the way in which the rhythm is grouped by
correspondence of phrase and changes of harmony. The second
part also consists of sixteen bars, moving harmonically back from
the dominant to the tonic, and rhythmically of exactly the same
structure as the first part. This harmonic and sequential plan,
together with this straightforward square tapering rhytnmic
structure, is so formal in effect that Beethoven can sumtitute

for it almost anjrthing equalli^ familiar that corresfnods io its

proportions. Thus, the alternation of tonic and dominant in the 6pt
eight bare may be represented by another familiar form in which
three ban of tonic and a fourth 01 dominant are answtfed by three
ban of dominant and a fourth of tonic; as in variation 14 (which
must be reckoned in half-ban). Agam, the antithesis of tonic
and dominant is accompanied in Diabelli's theme by a part of the
melodic figure being repeated a step higher at the change of harmony

:

and this naturally produces such devices as the answering of the
tonic bv the supotonic in variation 8, and, still more surprisingly,
by the nat supertonic in variation 3a In so enormous and resoaroe-
ful a work, occupying fifty minutes in periormance, it is natural
that some variations should drift rather farther from the anatomy
of the theme than can be explained by any strict princif^; and so
the jocular transformation of the beginning of Diabelli's bass into
the theme of Mosart's NotU e giomo Jaticar leads to a couple of

extre bare at the end of iu second part; otherwise the frngkeita

(variation 24) and variations ao ana 31 are the only cases in

which any considerable part o( the structure of the theme is

lost, except the fugue (variation 33). which b simply an elaborate
movement pn a salient feature ot what must by courtesy be called

Diabelli's melody. A free fugue is a favounte solution of the
difficult problem of the coda in a set of variations.

But for the works of Brahms, which invariably retun the

classical conceptions while developing them in a thoroughly
modem and living language, it can hardly be daimed that the

art of variation-writing has advanced since Beethoven. The
term is now used for a somewhat nondescript method of

stringing together a series of short fantasias on a theme; a
method which may be legitimate and artistic in individual

cases, but hardly constitutes an art-form. There is this great

disadvantage in variations that neglect the anatomy of the

theme, that the only way in which, in the absence of other

means of connexion, they can show any coherence at all is by
more or less frequently harping on scraps of the melody. The
effect is (except in unusually happy examples such as the

£ludes sympkoniques of Schumaim and the Enigma Variciiens

of Elgar) curiou^y apologetic; because no ambitious coroposer

in the "free" modem variation style thinks a melodic varia-

tion quite worthy of his dignity, and so the melodic allusions

become the more tiresome from their furtive manner. Many
"advanced" specimens of variation-form undoubtedly o«e
their origin to a vague impulse of revolt from the unsound
statements of unobservant writers, of mid-x9th centuxy text-

books, who contented themselves with laying down crude rvks
such as that a variation might " either retain the melody and
change the harmony, or retain the harmony and change the

melody," &c., without any attempt to see how the classical

composers really analysed their themes. It is very characteristic

of Schumann's modesty and grasp of facts that he, who was
the first to produce serious art in a free non-anatomicaJ variatwn

style, did not call his experiments variations without qualifica-

tion. He never wrote a set in which the anatomy of the theme
was of real importance to the whole; and, with him, whenever
at least the initial melodic figure of his theme is not traceable

throughout a section, that section is simply an episode. But
Schumann knows this perfectly well, and acknowledges it.

The £tudes sympMoniques are called variations only in those

sections which are fairly strict variations. Elsewbere they

are simply numbered as itudes. The slow movement of the

F major string quartet (in which a second theme masquerades
as the first variation, and some of the other variation-like sec-

tions are quite free) Is called andante quasi variaxicnei and
even the strictest of all his variation works is called Impromptus^
OH a theme by Clara Wieck, Op. 5. There is, ix> doubt, great

scope for a variation-form which b neither melodic nor anatomic,

and we have not a word to say against the legitimacy of many
forms of effective modem fantasia-variations; but the fact

remains that it is very hazardous to talk of an " advance '*

in the variation-form, when even the best fantasia-variatioDS

are not only unconnected with any classical type but evidently

unable to get nearly as far from either the melody or the

harmony of their theme as the 35th of Bach's " Goldberg **

variations or many variations in the earliest sets by Beethoven.
Indeed, the only sound classification of composers of mcdrm
variations, from the time of Mendelssohn onwards, is that
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which distinguishes the composers who seem to know their

theme from those who do not. (D. F. T.)

; VARIATIONS. CALCULUS OP. in mathematics. The cal-

culus of variations arose from the attempts that were made by

Or^fa mathematicians in the 17th century to solve problems
o/<*« of which the following are typical examples, (i) It
.CBinta.

jj required to determine the form of a chain of given

length, hanging from two fixed points, by the condition that its

centre of gravity must be as low as possible. This problem of

the catenary was attempted without success by Galileo Galilei

(1638). (ii) The resistance of a medium to the motion of a
body being assumed to be a normal pressure, proportional to

the square of the cosine of the angle between the irarmal to

the surface and the direction of motion, it is required to deter-

mine the meridian curve of a surface of revolution, about an
axis in the direction of motion, so that the resistance shall

be the least possible. This problem of the solid of least resistance

was solved by Sir Isaac Newton (1687). (iii) It is required to

find a curve joining two fixed points, so that the time of descent

along this curve frohi the higher point to the lower may be

less than the time along any other curve. This problem of

the brachistochronc was proposed by John (Johann) Bernoulli

(1696).
The contributions of the Greek geometry to the subject connst

of a few throrems discovered by one Zenodonis, of whom little

is known. Extracts from his writings have been pre-

served in the writings of Pappus of Alexandria and Theon
of Smyrna. He proved that of all curves of given peri-

meter the circle is that which encloses the largest area. The
problems from which the subject grew up have in common the
character of being concerned with the maxima and minima of

quantities which can be expressed by integrals of the form

Emtfr

ri
yi.x.y,f)dx.

in which y is an unknown function of x. and F is an assigned function

of three variables, viz. x, y, and the differential coefficient of y
with respect to x, here denoted by /; in special cases x or y may
not be explicitly present in F, but >' must be. In any such problem
it is requifMl to determine y as a function of x, so that the integral

may be a maximum or a minimum, either absolutely or subject

to the condition that another integral or like form may have a
prescribed value. For example, in the problem of the catenary,

the integral _
'y(i-|-y»)Wx

mtist be a minimum, while the Integral

has a given value. When, as in this example, the length of the
sought curve is given, the problem is described as Isoperimetric.

At the end of the first memoir by James (J^kob) Bernoulli on the
infinitesimal calculus (1690), the problem of determining the form
of a flexible chain was proposed. Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz
gave the solution in 1691. and suted that the centre of gravity is

lower for this curve than for any other of the same length joining

the same two points. The first step towards a theory of such
problems was taken by James Bernoulli (1697) in his solution of

the problem of the brachistochrone. He pointed out that if a
curve, as a whole, possesses the maximal or minimal property,

every part of the curve must itself possess the same property.

Beyona the discussion of specbl problems, nothing was attempted
for many years.

The nntt general theory of such problems was sketched by Leon-
hard Euler m 1736. and was more fully developed by him in his

treatise Methodus inveniendi . . . published in 1744.
He generalized the problems proposed by his

by admitting under the sign of integration differential coefficients

of order higner than the first. To express the condition that an
integral of the form

(^F(x,y,y'.y',...y))Ar

may be a masdmum or minimum, he required that, when y Is

changed into y+«, where « is a function of x, but b everywhere
" infinitely " small, (he integral should be unchanged. Resolving

the integral into a sum of elements, he transformed this condition
into an equation of the form

- . raF d9F,d»dT ,f -. rf- dFI ^

and he concluded that the differential equation obtained by equating
to zero the expression in the square brackets must be satisfied.

This equatb'n u in general of the 211th order, and the an arbitrary
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constants which are contained in the complete primitive must be
adjusted to satisfy the conditbns that y. /, v , . . . ^*^> have
given values at the limits of integration. If the function y u
required also to satisfy the condition that another integral of the
same form as the above, but containing a function f instead of

F, may have a prescribed value, Euler achieved his purpose by
replacing F in the differential eciuation by F+X^. and adjusting
the constant X so that the condition may be satisfied. This aru-
fice is known as the isoperimetrie ntle or ml* of the undetermined
mnUiplier. Euler illustrated his methods by a large nun»ber of
examples.
The new theory was pro^^ded with a special symbolism by

Joseph Louis de la Grange (commonly called Lagrange) in a series

of memoirs published m 1760-62. This symboGsm gMarmatm
was afterwards adopted by Euler (i764)> and Lagrange '^'^•*
is generally regarded as the founder 01 the calculus of variations.

Euler had been under the necessity of resolving an integral into

a sum of elements, recordmg the magnitude of the change pro-
duced in each element by a slifl^ht change in the unknown function,
and thence forming an expression for the total change in the sum
under consideration. Lagrange proposed to free the theory from
this necessity. Euler had allowed such ctianges in the position

of the curve, along which the integral, to be made a maximum or
minimum, b taken, as can be produced by dbplacement parallel

to the axb of ordinates. Lagrange admitted a more general change
of position, which was called variation. The points of the curve
being specified by their co-ordinates, x, y. s, and differentiation
along the curve being denoted, as usual, by the symbol d, Lagrange
considered the change produced in any quantity Z, which b ex-
pressed in terms of x, y, s, d!x, <fv. dz, d^x.

.

. . when the coKwdinatea
X, y, s are changed by " infinitely " small increments. Thb change
he denoted by IZ. and regarded as the variation of Z. He ex-
pressed the rules of operation with 5 by the equations

adZ-<ttZ. iJZ'fiZ.
By means of these equations/SZ can be transformed by theprocess
01 integration by parts into such a form that diffcrentiab 01 varia-
tions occur at the limits of integration only, and the .|^
transformed integral contains no differentials of varia- '^jl ..

tions. The terms at the limits and the intcsrand of ^ **^
the transformed integral must vanbh separately, if the variation
of 4he original integral \-anishcs. The process of freeing the
orieinal integral from the differentials of varbtions results in a
difterentbl equation, or a system of differentbl equations, for the
determination of the form of the required curve, and in specbl
terminal conditions, which serve to determine the constants that
enter into the solution of the differentbl equations. Lagrange's
method lent itself readily to applications of the generalized prin-

ciple of virtual velocities to problems of mechanics, and he used
it in thb way in the Micanique analvtique (1788). The terminology
and noution of mechanics are stiU largely dominated by thne
ideaa of Lagrange, for hb methods were powerful and effective,

but they are rendered obscure bv the use of " infinitely " small
quantities, of which, in other departments oi mathematics, he
subsequently became an uncompromising opponent. The same
ideas were applied by Lagrange himself, by Euler, and by .. ^
other mathematkbns to various extennons of the cal- '^r'
cuius of variations. These include problems concerning ^rLa-
integrals of which the limits are variable in acccrdance mnagt'B
with assigned conditions, the extension of Euler's rule of ^tM,
the multiplier to problems in which the varbtions are

, ,

restricted byr conditions of various types, the maxima and minima
of integrals involving any number 01 dependent variables, such as

are met with in the formubtion of the dynamical Principle of

Least Action, the maxima and minima of double and multiple

integrals. In all these cases Lagrange's methods have been applied

successfully to obtain the differentbl equation, or system of differen-

tbl equations, which must be satisfied if the integral in question

is a maximum or a minimum. This equation, or equations, will

be referred to as the principal equation, or principal equations, of

theproblem.
The problems and method of the calculus admit of more exact

formubtion as follows: We confine our attention to the case

where the toueht curve is pbne, and the function F
f^fj„f^g

contains no differentbl coefficients of order higher than
g^^^ ^f

the first. Then the problem is to determine a curve tlnF^ti
Joining two fixed points (x«t ys) and (xi, yt) so that the
^ine inlegral

'F(x, y, y)dx

taken along the curve may be a maximum or a minimum. When it

is said that the integral is a minimum for some curve, it is meant
that it must be possible to mark a finite area in the pbne of (x. y),

so that the curve in question lies entirely within this area, and tne
integral taken alone this curve is less than the integral taken along
any other curve, which joins the same two points and lies entirely

within the delimfted area. There is a similar definition for a maxi-
mum. The word extremum is often used to connote both maximum
and minimum. The problem thus posed is known as the Ftrst

Problem of the Calculus of Variations. If we begin with any curve

/:?
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joining the fixed end points, and mimMnd it by an asca of finite

breadth, any other curve drawn within the area, and joining the
ame end pointa, i« called a wariatUm of the original curve, or a
varied etme. The original curve is defined by specifying y as a
function of x. Necessary conditions for the existence of an extremum
can be found by choosing special methods oi variation.

One method of variation is to ref>lace y bv 7+<t^ where » b a
function of x, and « is a constant which may be taken as small as
we please. The function u is independent of a. It is dUferentiable.

and i(a differential coefficient b oomtinuous within the interval of

.^.^ intenration. It must vanish at x«Xo and at x^Xu Thb
""j?" method of variation has the property that, when the
^^~' ordinate of the curve w but slightly changed, the direction
""** of the tangent is but slightly chan^. Such variations

are called weak vanatwu. By such a vanation the integral is

changed into

J^FOc,y+m,y+e>ndx,

and the increment, or variation of the integral, b

In Older

;^|F(r,y+.m y+rtiO-FC*, y. y)\dx.

that
ex*

/:
r that there may be an extremum it b necessary i

the variation should be one-signed. We expand the
presuon under the sign of integration in powen of * The
first term of the expansion contributes to the variation

-"— the term

Thb term b called the^irsf variation. The varbtion of the integral

cannot be one-signed unless the fint variation vanishes. On trans-

forming the first variation by integration by parts, and observing
that N vanishes at x-x« and at x^Xi, we find a necessary condition

for an extremum in the form

It b a fundamenul theorem that this equation cannot hold for all

admissible functions u, unless the differential equation

d SF dF_^

b satisfied at e^nery point of the curve along which the intc|sral

b taken. This is tte principal equation for this problem. The
curves that are determined by it are called the stationary

cwrves, or the extremals^ of the integral. We learn that
the integral cannot be an extremum unless it b taken^^^ along a stationary curve.

A difficulty might arise from the fact that, in the foregoing argu-
ment, it b tacitly assumed that y, as a function of x, b one->nslued

;

and we can have no a priori ground for assuming that thb b the case
for the sought curve. This difficulty might be met by an appeal
to James MmouUi's principle, according to which every arc of a
sutionary curve b a stationary curve between the end pomts of the
arc—a principle whkh can be proved readily by adopting such a
method of variation that the arc of the curve between two pmnts
b dbplaced, and the rest of the curve b not. But another method
of meeting it leads to important developments. Thb b the method

of parametric representation, introduced by K. Weier-
strass. According to thb method the curve b defined

rnntrh
by specifying x and y as one-valued functions of a para-

The integral b then of the formmeters.

jjf(«.y. *,(>)«,

where the doU denote differentbtion with respect to 9, and f is a
homogeneous function of i, y of the first degree. The mode of
dependence of x and y upon 9 is immaterial to the problemj pro-
vided that they are one-valued functions of 9. A weak vanation
b obtained by changing x and y into x -!-•«• 7+«Vi where u and v
are functions of 9 which have continuous differential coefficients

and are independent of a. It b then found that the principal

equations of the problem are

^-^-^-
These equations are equivalent to a single equation, for it can be

proved without difficulty that, when / b homogeneous of the fint

"Sydi
-^+'«^-^>'

d^ree ini,y

where

The stationary curves obtained by thb method are identical with
those obtained by the previous method.

The formulation of the problem by the parunetcic method often
tables us to simplify the formation and intcctatioa of the oriaciDal

equation. A very simple example b furnished by the
problem: Given two points in the plane of (x> y) on the
same nde oi the axb of x. it b required to find a curve ^^^^
joining them, so that thb curve may generate, by revoln-

•••'
tion. about the axb of x. a surface of minimum area. The iotegral
to be made a minimum b

J|;yU^+/)l*.

and the principal equation b

of whkh the fint integral b

and the stationary curves are the catenariea

y-«oosh((x-a)/r).

The re(|uired minimal surface b the eaienoid generatad by the
revdutkm of one of these catenaries about ittfdirKtrix.

The parametric metliod can be extended without difficulty ao as to
become applicable to more general classes of problems. A abnple
example is furnished by the proUem of formina the cqtia- .

tions of the path of a ray of light in a variable medium. '*•'
According to Fermat's principle, the integral fmds b a "^*
nunimum. ds representing the element of arc of a ray. and ^ the
refractive index. Thus the integral to be made a minimura b

JJ^U^+^+^kli.
The equations are loond at once in forms of the type

these equatkma can beand. since (i<+^+i^l<»-^,
the usual forms of the type

ii-^-U-o-
The formatbn of the first variation of an intesral by lofa

simple integral involving any numbor of dependent variables and
" *ents of aibitrarily high orders, and abo in the

id multipb tntegrab; and the quantities of the
used in the process, may be regarded as equiva-

! process may not, however,

1 the firrt 1 •

weak variation can be carried out without difficulty in the case of a
simple integral involvii

differential coeffidents
cases of double and n
type fl«. which are used in the process,

lent to Lacranf^'s to, <y. . . . Thesaa
be appliea to isoperimetric problems. Ik ine nrsi vana- ^
tion crt the integral which is to be made an extremum. Jr**^
subject to the condition that another inte^l has a pre- fr^^^
kribed value, b formed in thb way. and if It vanishes, the *iP*>^'

curve b a stationary curve for thb integral. If the presaribed value
of the other integral b unaltered, iu first variation must vanifth;

and. if the first variation b formed in thb way^ the curve b a
stationary curve for thb intenal also. The two mtegrab do not«
however, in general possess the same stationary curves. We can
avoid thb difficulty by takinjt the variations to be of the form

Sii+ani. where ci and « are independent constants; and we can
us obtain a completely satisfactory proof of the rule of the nndeter-

mined multiplier. Aproof on these lines was first published by P. Da
Bob-Reymond (1879). The rule had kmg beenrmrded asaxiomatic.
The parametric method enables us to deal easily with the proMcn

of variable limits. If^ hi the Fint Ptoblem. the tctninal point

(xif yi) b movable on a given guiding curve t^jcu yd 'o, the first

variation of the integral can be written

where (xi+c«i, yi+<vi) b on the carve 4(«i* yk)""0, and Ut, «k

denote the values of «, * at (xt. yt). It follows that the required
curve must be a stationary curve, and that the condition

must hold at (xi, yi). The correspoodmg coodltioa b the case of
the integral

9S^ i

/^F(x.y./)d»

b found from the equations

S-F-''
tohs

»F «_*F

F(».»./)+^-/)^-
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This diacuMioa yieldt an important remit; which may be tuted

as foUowt: Let two ttationafy curvet of the integral be drawn from
the same initial point A to points P, Q, which
are near together, and let the line PQ be
of lensth », and make an angle «« with the
axis of X (fig. i). The excess of the integral

taken along AQ, from A to Q, above the in-

tegral uken along AP, from A to P, is

expressed, correctly to the fint order in r,

by the formula

r cos «| FCx. % /)+(taii --yO^ j
•

In thb formula x, y are the co-ordinates of

c 7p, and y has the value belonging to the
ric. I.

p^{„^ p ^qJ ^i^ sutionary curve AP. When
the coefficient of v cos m in the formula vanishes, the curve AP is

said to be cut tniumrady by the line PQ, and a curve which cuts a
family of stationary curves transversely is described as a
Iransptrtai of those curves. In the problem of variable
limits, when a terminal point moves on a given guiding
curve, the integral cannot be an extremum unless the
stationary curve along which it is taken is cut transversely
by the suidinff curve at the terminal point. A simple

example is affordea by tne shortest line, drawn on a surface, from
a point to a given curve, lying on the surface. The required curve
must be a geodesic, and it must cut the given curve at right angles.
The problem of variable limits may always be treated by a method

of which the following is the principle: In the Firrt Problem let the
initial point (xc, >) be fixed, and let the terminal point
(xit yi) move on a fixed guiding curve Ci. Now, whatever
the terminal point may be, the integral cannot be an
extxemum unless it u uken along a stationary curve. We

have then to choose amongthose statk>nary curves which are drawn
from (x*, y%) to^ points of Ct that one which makes the integral an
extremum. This can be done by expressing the value of the integral

taken ak>ng a sutionary curve from the point (x^ /t) to the point
(xi, yi) in terms of the co-ordinates xi, ;n, and then making this expres-
sion an extremum, in regard to variations of Xi, yi. by the methods of
the differential calculus, subjeaing (xi, yi) to the conditwn of moving
on the curve Ci.
An imporunt example of the first variation of integrals is afforded

by the Principle of Least Action in dynamk». The kinetic energy
Tis a homogeneous functk>n of the tecond degree in the differential
coefficients 4u jft> • • • tf* of the co-ordinates 9i. ^, . . . Om with
respect to the time I, and the potential energy V is a lunctwn 01 these

co-ordinates. The erfergy equation is of the form
T+V-E.

where C is a consunt. A course of the system is defined
when the co-ordinates fareexpressed asfunctionsofa single

parameter 0. The actiou A of the system is defined as the integral

f^dtt taken along a course from the initial position (g")} to the final

position (^y), but U and /i are not fixed. The equations of motbn
are the principal equations answering to thb integral. To obtain
them it is most convenient to writeC^) for T, and to express the
integral in the form

othmai

A^
where ^ denotes the differential coefficient of a co-ordinate q with
respect to 9, and, in accordance with the parametric method, the
limits of integration are fixed, and the integrand is a homogeneous
functk>n of the f"s of the first degree. There is then no difficulty in
deducing the Lagrangian equatbns of motran of the type

d «T aT . dV ^

These equatbns determine the actual courM of the system. Now
U the system, in iu actual course, oasscs from a given initial position
(0(«i) to a variable final posttwn (9). the actwn A becomes a function
of the j's, and the first method uied in the problem of variable limits
shows that, for every q

aA ar

When the kinetic energy T is expressed as a homogeneous quadratic
function of the momenta aT/a^, say

T-»Zr..(ftr.^,^.(6.-U.

and the differential coefficients of A are introduced instead of those
of T, the energy equation becomes a non-linear partial differential

equatbn of the first order for the determination of A as a functwn
of the tf's. This equation is

ot'vtur'
*eg

^''••(^-l^^J+V.E.
A complete integral of this equatk>n woukl yield an
expression for A as a functk>n of the 9's containing n

ftrbitrary consunts, ai, oa, ... a«, of which one a« is merely

additive to A; and the courses of the system whk:h are compatible
with the equations of motbn are determined by equatbns of the form

aA . aA . aA .

dJr*"a5;"*^-a5Z;"^
where the fr's are new arbitrary constants. It is noteworthy that
the differential equatbns of the second order by which the geodesks
on an ellipsoid are determined were first sofved by this method
(C. G. J. Jacobi, 1830).

It has Seen provoi that every problem of the cafculus of ,varia-
tbns, in whbh the integral to be made an extremum contains only
one independent variaBle, admits of a similar trans- ^ . . .

formatbn; that is to say, the integrals of the principal ^"*"
equatbns can always be obtained, in the way described J'T**'*
above, from a complete integral of a partial differential JJL-
equation of the first order, and this partial differential J^I^
equatbn can always be formed by a process of eliminatbn. fJLT^
These results were first proved by A. Clcbsch (1858).

"**

Among other analytical developments of the theory of the first

variatbn we may note that the necessary and sufficient conditbn
that an expressbn of the form

FCx,,,/,...^)) 22^
should be the differential coefficient of another expressbn -

-^^
of the form

F,(x. >./,...><-«))

b the klentical vanishing of the expression

aF d aF , ^ aF . , .. d* aF
ay-ai^+3?a?- •+^-'^ a^-aF^-

The result was first found by Euler (i744)>
A differential equatbn

is the principal equation answering to an integral of the dMtor>
form tmUal

if the equation

b satisfied identically. In the more general case of an ^^V
equatbn of the form

"^

Cx,y,/,...y»*0-o

the corresponding conditbn is that the differentbl expresnon
obtained by Lagrange's process of variation, viz.,

a^ d»*iy

must be identical with the " adjoint '* differentbl expressbn

•iVMiU
tfsxs.

^^+57 rfi +--+5^1

This matter has been very fully investigated by A. Hirsch (1897).
To illustrate the transformation of the first varbtbn of multiple

integrab we consider a double integral of the form

Xf^(«, y. «. ^ «, f, *, 'Vxrfy.

uken over that area of the s plane whkh b bounded by a ^
closed curve «'. Here p, q, . . . i denote the partbl ^^
differentbl coefficients ol s with respect to x and y of

the first and second ordere. according to the usual nota-
tbn. When s b changed into s-fcw, the terms of the first

order in t are

Each term must be transformed so that no diflPerentbl coefficients

of w are left under the sign of double integration. We exemplify
the process by uking the term conuining d'w/dx*. We have

-/Ahifrnh^A'iim^m'^y
The first two terms are transformed into a line integral taken
round tlM boundary s\ and we thus find

where » denotes the direction of the normal to the edge s' drawn
outwards. The double integral on the right-hand side contributes

a term to the principal equatbn, and the line integral contributes

terms to the boundary conditbns. The line integral admits of

further transformatbn by means of the relatbns

aw aW V 9w^-^a)a(x,r)-5pc i(y.»).

y^(x, r)co.(y, r)|^g di' - -/S* 1 «»t'' '>«>»Cy.0^ I
wd^.
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orming the fint term within the aquare brackets we thei

relatbnt

5pcos(*. ») - -ycosCy, r),jpa»(>, ») -^ieo»(x, »),

^^ - -C0.0. »)^|*+co.(x, r)^|*.

where p' denotes the radius of curvature of the curve /.
The necessity of freeing the calculus of variations from de-

pendence upon the notion of infinitely small quantities was realized

by Lagrange, and the process of discarding such quantities was
partially carried out by nim in his Thiorie des Jonclions anal^iques

(1707). In accordance with the interpretation of difTcrcntuils

which he made in that treatise, he interpreted the variation of

an integral, as expressed by means of his symbol i. as the first

term, or the sum of the terms of the first order, in the development
in series of the complete expression for the change that is made
in the value of the integral when small finite changes are mode in

the variables. The quantity which had been regarded as the
_ variation of the integral came to be regarded as the first

variatbn, and the discrimination between maxima and
minima came to be regarded as requiring the investigation

of the second variation. The fint step m this theory had
been taken by A. M. Legcndre in 1786.

In the case of an integral of the form

/?F(x.y.y')rfx

Legendre defined the second variation as the integral

To this expression he added the termUo(«jf)"J^|, which vanlshn

identically because iy vanishes at z»x« and at a«Xj. He took
a to satisty the equation

««F/a»F.rfa\ /•»F . \«

and thus transformed the expression for the second variation to

S'.

-.«'p ^p J.

From this investigation Legcndre deduced a new condition for the
existence oS an extremum. It is necessary, not only that the varia-

tion should vanish, but also that the second variation
*•** shouk! be one-signed. In the case of the First Problem

'**2jm Legcndre concluded that thiscannot happen unless ^F/dy«
OTtftfKiofl.

i^jjg jjjg same sign at all points of the stationary curve
between the end points, and that the sign must be +for a mmimum
and— for a maximum. In the application of the perametric method
the function which has been denoted by/i takes tne place of a»F/dy*.

The transformation of the second variations of integrals of various

types into forms in which their signs can be determined by inspec*

tion subsequently became one of the leading problems of the calculus

oi variations. This result came about chiefly through the publica-

., tion in 1837 of a memoir by C. G. J. lacobi. He tnns-
"**••* formed Legendre's equation icM'theauxiliary functionainto

a linear differential equation of the second order by the substitution
a«F . a«F I dw

and he pointed out that Legendre's transformation of the second
variation cannot be effected if the function w vanishes between the
limits of integration. He (Minted out further, that if the stationary

curves of the integral are given by an equation of the form

where a, b are arbitrary constants, the complete primitive of the

equation for v is of the form

where A. B are new arbitrary constants. Jacobi stated these pro-

positions without proof, and the proof of ihem, and the extension

of the results to more general problems, became the object of

numerous investigations. These investigations were, for the most
part, and for a long time, occupied almost exclusively with analyticaj

developments; and the geometrical interpretation which Jacobi

had given, and which he afterwards emphasized in his Vorlesun^en

liber Dynamik, was neglected until rather recent times. According

to this interpretation, the sutionary curves which start from a f)oint

(xo, yo) have an envelope: and the integral of F, taken along such a

curve, cannot be an extremum if the point Uo, vo) where the curve

touches the envelope lies on the arc between the end pointa. Pairs

Fig. a.

of points such as (x«, yO and (b» fO were afterwards called cos-
JMgaU points by Weierstrass. The proof that the in- -_^_
tegral cannot be an extremum if the arc of the curve ' "T^
between the fixed end points contains a pair of conjugate *f^
points was fir»t published by G. Erdmann (1878).

'•""
bxamples of conjugate points are afforded by antipodal pdnu

on a sphere, the conjugate fod of geometrical optics, the kinetic
foci^ of analytical dynamics. If the terminal points are a pair of
conjugate points, the integral is not in general aa extivmum; but
there is an exceptional
case, of which a suiuUy
chosen arc of the et^uator
of an oblate spheroid may
serve as an example. In
the problem of tne cate-
noid a pair of conjugate
poinu on any 01 the
catenaries, which are the
stationary^ curves of the
problem, is such that the
tangents to the catenary
at the two points A and
A' meet on the axis of
revolution (fig. 2). When
both the end points of
the required curve move
on fixed guiding curves
Ct, Ci, a stationarv curve C. joining a point A* of C« to a point A4
of Ci, cannot yield an extremum unless it is cut tiansversely by C»
at Ao and by Ci at A|. The en-
velope of stationary curves which
set out from €• towards Ci, and
are cut transversely by C» at points
near Ao, meets C at a point D«:
and the envelope of stationary
curves which proceed from C« to Ci,
and are cut transversely by Ci at

,

points near Ai, meets C at a point
Di. The curve C, drawn from A»

|

to Ai, cannot yield an extremum
if D« or Di lies between A« and Ai,
or if D« lies between A| and Di.
These results are due to G. A.
Bliss (IQ03). A simple example u
afforded by the shortest line on a
sphere drawn from one small circle pic. t.

to another. In fig. 3 D« is that
pole of the small circle A«B« which occurs first on great circles

cutting AcB« at right angles, and proceeding towards AiBi : D. is

that pole of the sifuUl drcie AiBi which occurs first on great ctrrles

cuttinff AiBi at right ansles, and drawn from points of A.B*
towards Ai B|. The arc AtAi is the required shortest line, and ic b
distinguished from BtBi by the above criterion.

Jacobi's introduction of conjugate points is one of the germs
from which the modern theory of the calculus of variations has
«)>rung. Another is a remark made by Legcndre (1786)
in regard to the •olutk>n of Newton s problem of the
solid of least resistance. This problem requires that a
curve be found for which the integral

a result eauivalent to Newton's solutran of the
Legendre observed that,^ if the integral is taken

should be a minimum. The stationary curves are given by the
equation

yy^*(^ i +/!)-•« const.,

problem: but
a broken line,

consisting of two straight lines eiiually inclined to the axis of x in

opposite senses, the integral can be made aa small as we please bv
sumciently diminishing tne angle of inclination. Legendre s remark
amounts to admitting a variatbn of Newton's curve, which is nsc

a weak variation. Variations which are not weak are such th.nt.

while the points of a curve are but slightly displaced, the tangcr.ts

undeifo lari^e chaiwes of direction. They are distinguisbed as
strong variatums. A general theory of strong variations in ccm-
nexion with the First Problem, and of the conditions which are
sufficient to secure that the integral taken along a statwnary cune
may be an extremum, was given by Weierstrass in leaures. He
delivered courses of lectures on the calculus of variations in se\TTa]

years between 1865 and 1889, and his chief discoveries in the sti!>iect

seem to have been included in the course for 1879. Through these

lectures his theory became known to some students and teachers in

Europe and America, and there have been published a few treatises

and memoirs devoted to the exposition of his ideas.

In the First Problem the fdk>wtng condttbns are known to be
necessary for an extremum. I. The path of integration must be a
stationary curve. 1 1. The expression ^F/^, orthe expres-

j^
sion denoted by /i in the application of the parametric v—^"
method, must not change sign at any point of this curve ^f!^"*~
between the end points. III. The arc of the curve between """'
the end points must not contain a pair of oonjupte points. AH
these rcaulu are obtained by using weak variatiooa. Additioaai
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results, relating to strong as well as weak variations, arc obtained by
a method which permits of the expression of the variation of an
integral as a line integral taken along the varied curve. Let A, B
be the end points, and let the stationary curve AB be drawn. If the
end points A. B are not a pair of conjucate points, and if the point

conjugate to A does not lie on the arc AB, then we may 6nd a point

A', on the backward continuation of the stationary curve BA beyond
A, so near to A that the point conjugate to A' hes on the forward
continuation of the arc AB beyond B. This being the case, it is

possible to delimit an area of finite breadth, so that the arc AB of

tfie stationary curve joining A. B lies entirely within the area, and

g^^ no two stationary curvesdrawn through A' intersect within

iTlJ' the area. Through any point of such an area it is possible

to draw one, and only one. stationary curve which passes
through A'. This family of stationary curves is said tocon-
stitute Afield of stationary curvesabout the curve AB. We

suppose that such a field exists, and that the varied curve AQPB
lies entirely within the delimited area. The variation of the integral
/F(x, y, y)dx is identical with the line integral of F taken round a
contour consisting of the varied curve AQPB and the sUtionary
curve AB, in the sense AQPBA. The line integral may, as usual,

be replaced by the sum of line integrals taken round a series of cells,

the external Boundaries of the set of cells being identkal with the
given contour, and the in-

-^ ternal boundaries of ad-
rB jacent cells being traversed

twice in opposite senses.

A"*———-——"^ We may choose a suitable

Fic. 4. set of cells as follows.

Let Q, P be points on the
varied curve, and let A'Q, AT be the stationary curves of
the field which pass through Q. P. Let P follow Q m the sense

, AQPB in which the varied curve is described. Then
attttru

jjjg contour consisting of the stationary curve A'Q.

tJaafhr
'*'**'" ^' *° Q' **** vancd curve QP. from Q to P. and

rrnHMUam ^^^ Stationary curve A'P, from P to A', is the boundary

o/ajt ^ ^ ^^" ^^^- 4)' ^^ "* denote the integral of F
IminnL ^^'^^ along a stationary curve by round brackets, thus^^ (A'Q), and the integral of F taken along any other curve
by square brackets, thus (PQj. If the varied curve is divided
into a number of arcs such as QP we have the result

lAQPBl-(AB) -Z| (A'Q) +IQPJ- (A'P)|.

and the right-hand member can be expressed as a line integral
taken along the varied curve AQPB.
To effect this transformation we seek an approximate expression

for the term (A'Q)+IQP]-(A'P)
when Q, P are near together.
Let Ai denote the arc QP, and ^
the angle which the tangent at
P to the varied curve, in the sense
from A to B, makes with the
axis of X (fig. 5). Also let ^ be
the angle which the tangent at P
to the stationary curve A'P, in the
sense from A' to P, makes with

? the axis of z. We evaluate (A'Q)
— (A'P) approximately by means
of a result which we obtained in

connexion with the problem of
variable limits. ObseiVing that
the angle here denoted by it is

equivalent to the angle formeriy
denoted by r+w (cf. fig. l), while tan ^ is equivalent to the quantity
formerly denoted by /, we obtain the approximate eouation

(A'Q)-(A'P) - -Ai.cos f j
F(z.y,^)+(tan ^'P)%\,,^^^

which is correct to the first order in Ls. Also we have
IQPl-Ai

correctly to the same order,

first order in ^5,

(A'Q)+IQP1-(A'P) -E(x,7. tan ^. tan ^)Ai.
where

E(x. y, tan ^. tan ^)

-cos ^) F(x.y. tah #)-F(x,y,^)-(tan
*-/>)f^ (^.^^

When the parametric method is used the function E takes the form

where X. m are the direction cosines of the tangent at P to the curve
AQPB, in the sense from A to B. and /. m are tlie direction cosines of
the tangent at P to the stationary curve A'P, in the sense from A' to P.
The function E, here introduced, has been called Weierstrass's

excess function. We learn that the variation of the integral, that
«« j^^ is to say. the excess of the integral of F taken along the

atrmtM'a
varied curve above the integral of F taken along the

«xcw0 original curve, is expressible as the line integral/Eifi

t^oKiiea,
^9kex\ along the varied curve. We can therefore state a
sufficient (but not necessary) condition for the existence of

an extmnuin in the form:—When the integral is taken along a

^ . cos ^FOr.y. tan ^)
Hence we find that, correctly to the

coaatci»4

stationary curve, and there is no pair of conjugate points on the arc of
the curve terminated by the given end points, the integral is certainly
an extremum if the excess function has the same sign at all points
of a finite area containing the whole of this arc within
it. Further, we may specialize the excess function by
identifying A' with A, and calculating the function for a
point P on the arc AB of the stationary curve AB. and an
arbitrary direction of the taneent at P to the varied curve.
This process is equivalent tothcintroduction of a particular
type of strong variation. We may in fact Uke, as a varied curve,
the arc AQ of a neighbouring stationaiy curve, the straight line

QP drawn from Q to a point of the arc AB. and the arc PB of the
stationary curve AB (fig. 6). The sign of the variation is then the
same as that of the
function E(x, y, tan ^,
tan ^), where (x, y) is

the point P, ^ is the ^
angle which the straight ^ _
line QP makes with the ric. 6.

axis of X, and ^'ts the angle which the tangent at P to the curve
APB makes with the same axis. We thus arrive at a new necessary
(but not sufficient^ condition for the existence of an extremum of
the integral/Ftf5. vis. the specialised excess function, so calculated,
must not change ugn between A and B.
The sufficient condition, and the new necessary condition, asso-

ciated with the excess function, as well as the expression for the
variation as ^Eds, are due to Weicrstrass. In applica-
tions to special problems it is generally permissible to
identify A^ with A, and to reeard QP as straight. ,The
direction of QP roust be such that the integral of F taken
along it is finite and real. We shall descnbe such direc-
tions as admissive. In the statement of the sufficient

condition, and the new necessary condition, it is of course
understood that the direction specified by ^ is admissible. The
excess function generally vanishes if

y^'^f, but it does not change
sign. It can be shown without difficulty that, when ^ is very nearly
equal to ^, the sign of E is the same as that of

(tan*-tan*)«cos*(^)^,^^

and thus the necessary condition as to the sign of the excess funaion
includes Legendre's condition as to the sign of d'F/d/>.

Weierstrass's conditions have been obtained by D. Hilbert from
the observation that, if p is a function of x and 7. the integral

taken along a curve joining two fixed points, has the same value for
all such curves, provided that there is a field of stationary curves,
and that p is the gradient at the point (x, y) of that stationary
curve of the field which passes through this point.
An instructive example of the excess function, and the condi-

tions connected with it, is afforded by the integral

/y»/-»<fx orfy'i^^dB.
The first Integral <^ the principal equation is Bxmmph

/i»^ -const., •/<*•

and the stationary curves include theaxisof x, straight lines
parallel to the axis of y. and the family ofexponentialcurves
jf-M*'. A field of stationary curves is expressed by the equation

y->*exp(tf(x-xo)|.

and. as these have no envelope other than the initial point (x». ye),
there are no conjugate points. The function /i is tig"^, and this
is positive for curves going from the initial point in the positive
direction of the axis of x. The value of the excess function u

ji^os i^(cotV-3 cotV+a tan ^ cotV).
The directions <^ -o and ^- are inadmissible. On putting i^ - Jr
we ^et ay»cot»*: and on putting ^- {« we get - s/cotV- Hence
the integral taken along AQ'PB is greater than that taken along
APB. and the integral taken along AQPB is loss than that taken
along APB, when ^Q are sufficient!] ^

•y near to P on the ordinate of P

9 '•
(fig. 7)- It follows that the »y
integral is neither a maximum ^^'^

nor a minimum. •

It has been proved by •

Weicrstrass that the excess
|

function cannot be one-signed •

if the function /of the para- •

metric method is a rational
|

function of ± and jr. This
;

result includes the above
:

example, and the problem of
'

the solid of least resistance,

for which, as Legendre had
seen, there can M no solu-
tion if strong variations are admitted. As another example of

the calculation of excess functions, it may be noted that the
value of the excess function in the problem of the catenoid is

a>sin«J(f-*).
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In eeneral it is not necessary that a lield ol stationary curves

should consist of curves which pass through a fixed point. Any

PhU

ttoaaiy

family of stationary curves depending on a single pan
meter may constitute a field. This remark is of in

portance in connexion with the adapution of Weierstrass's

rcsulu to the problem of variable limits. For the purpose
of this adaptation A. Kneser (1900) introduced the family

,

of stationary curves which are cut transversely by an
assigned curve. Within the field of these curves we can
construct the transversals of the family ; that is to say, there

is a finite area of the plane, through any point of which there passes

one statbnary curve of the field and one curve which cuts all the
stationary curves of the field transversely. These curves provide a
system 01 curx'ilincar co-ordinates, in terms of which the value of

Jtdx, taken along any curve within the area, can be expressed. The
value of the integral is the same for all arcs of stationary curves of

the field which are intercepted between any two assigned transversals.

In the above discussion of the First Problem it has been assumed
that the curve which y^ields an extremum is an arc of a single curve,

which must be a stationary curve. It is conceivable that the re-

quired curve might be made up of a finite number of arcs of different

stationary curves meeting each other at finite angles. It can be
shown that such a broken curve cannot yield an extremum unless

both the expressbns dP/d/ and F-yfdF/d/) are continuous
at the comers. In the parametric method d^/di and d//dy must
be continuous at the comers. This result limiu very considerably

the possibility of such discontinuous solutions, though it

does not exclude them. An example is afforded by the
problem of the catenoid. The axis of x and any lines

parallel to the axis of y satisfy the principal equation

;

and the conditions here stated show that the only discontinuous
solution of the problerti is presented by the broken line ACDB

(fig. 8). A broken line

like AA'B'B is excluded.
Discontinuous solutions
have generally been sup>
posed to be of special im«
portance in cases where
the reouired curve is re-

strkted by the condition
of not crossing the boun-
dary of a certain limited
area. In such cases part
of the' boundary may

ProUems of this kind were
In recent

Fig. 8.

axis of X

have to be taken as part of the cuive.
investigated in detail by J. Steiner and I. Todhunter.
times the theory has been much extended by C. Carath6odory.

In any problem of the calculus of variations the first step is the
formation of the principal equation or equations; and the second

RMktm *^^ '* "* solution of the equation or equations, in accord-
"*^ ancc with the assigned terminal or boundary conditions.

JJriL If this solution cannot be effected, the methods of the
* calculus fail to answer the question of the existence or non*

existence of a solution which would yield a maximum or minimum
of the integral under consideration. On the other hand, if the exist-

ence of the extremum could be established indei>endently. the
existence of a solution of the principal equation, whkh would also
satisfy the boundary conditions, would be proved. The most famous
example of such an existence-theorem is Dirichlet's principle,

according to which there exists a function V, which satisfies the
equation

at all points irithin a closed surface S, and assumes a given value
at each point of S. The differential equation is the principal
equation answering to the integral

taken through the volume within the surface S. The theorem of
the existence of V is of importance in all those branches of mathe-
matical physics in whkh use is made of a potential function, satisfy-
ing Laplace's equation ; and the two-dimensional form of the theorem
is of fundamental importance in the theory of functions of a complex
variable. It has been proposed to establish the existence of V by
means of the argument that, since I cannot be negative, there must

be, among the functions which have the prescribed
boundary values, some one whkh gives to 1 the smallest
possible value. This unsound argument was first exposed
by Weicrstrass. He observed that precisely the same argu-

ment would apply to the integral fx^y'*dx taken along a curve from
the point (- 1 , c) to the point (1,6). On the one hand, the principal
equation answering to this integral can be solved, and it can be
proved that it cannot be satisfied by any function y at all points
of the interval — i<x<i if y has different values at the end points.
On the other hand, the integral can be made as small as we please
by a suitable choke of y. Thus the argument fails to distinguish
between a minimum and an inferior limit (see Function). In
order to prove Dirichlet's principle it becomes necessary to devise
a proof that, in the case ot the integral I, there cannot be a limit

of this kind. This has been effected by Hilbert for the twoKliawii>
iiAni^l ftjrnii cjf ihe problem.

BiBLiOtitiAPHV.—The liLcrature ol tKenibiect is very t-iunuvc;
and only a faw oJ the mori? iinporianE worU can be cited here.

1 ht' earlier hisKiry can be gal he red frtim M. Caniijr'a GfuhsckU
d. Maik. Bde. i-\ {Leipitg, 1804-1901). 1, Todhumer t Hiii&ry

of tht Caltuiits fff VanoUans (Londofi, 1&6O gives an accoLnt
of the Viirioui treatises and rrcmolira published Eei^'ewi 1760 and
letto, E. Pascals Cdiifirffl ddie t/crioiiem , ., iMWan. 1897;
Cerman ir^n^ation^ Leipzig, iSqc)} contaiiu a br^f but admirmble
hiitaricdl summary of the prc-Wei«sErassian th«iry wiih rrfer-

rnccs to the liierature. A genera] account of the subject, including
VVeiersirisss tUrorj, h S'^tfl by A* Kneaer^ Bncy. d. maik. IVtu.
iL A &: and an accuiini ^ v»riiou» ejnemtona of WticTsiriyi'g

theory and of HillKri s work h givtn hy E. Zenndo and H. Hahn.
Eney. d. mafh. Wiss, ii, A Sa (Uiptig, twul- The rolloiiliu;

treatises may be mentioned: L. Eykr, Xfeikodus imfwigwM
iinea-i cvrvas maximi minimive ^opricf&lt jattdenits

(Lausanne and Geneva, 174^^ J. H, Jdkii, A a Fitmntiary Trtaiiu
OH thf Caliului 0/ Vanfjittmi (DubUn. iSyj); E, Moigno and L.

Llndeli^f, '" Lemons surlecalc.d iff. ti int./' Citictildetmrmiiens tParis,

jS6i)h t. iv.: L. B. CarlL A Treaiiie on thf C<iitulus <tf Vanaftms
(London, i&S5>. E. Pascars book citrd alwve pniain* a brief

systematic treatise on the simpler parts of I he sutj/cirl. A* Kr.«5er,

jUkrbji(k d. VartaHonirKhnur;^ (Urun&wkk, tqoo); H* Hiwock,
Le£furti on ihi Catiuius iff VariiiUifni (Cincinnaii, J 9^4 11 ; a^d CX
Bulm, tiiiuffs on ike Cakuluj of VariaSitun (Chk.lgQ, I9(M)< ftive

Per aunts tit Weicrsi najis'a theory. Kncscr has made variciij^ exien-

frinns of this theory. Bolza gives an intrt^ductlan la Hitb«^rt*s

ihtorits also. The fatluwlng memoirs and mo nog rap h$ m^y be
nit-ntioned; J. L. Lagrange, Essai sur une nouvclle m^thodc poor
d^iermltier fes max. ei lea min. dc* lormiiEn imorales Indchmcs.'*
Mii£. Taut. (1760-6J}, t- ii ^ or ffiia^fr, t. L (Pari*. i8^?); A. M.
LtKtndre, " Suf la Jninii-rc dc diSLinguer lea mai. dcs min. dariB le

c-ik- ties, var./' Mem, Pat is Aead. {tj&t) ; C- G. L Jacobi. " !ar

Thcarie d, Variatiotiirechnunj » . . /' /, /. MaiL (CreileJ, 3d.
xviL, (1837). or UVr**, BU. iv, (B^rKn, rSS6); M. Oitrwradsky.

raV;* J.'/ Muik/iCttWc), Bd liv, (iBj?); A. Clebsch, ' Ober
diejcnigen Prolikmc d. Vamlionsreehnung wt^khe nur eine un-
abhiingij;c Variable cnt ha lien," J. f. A/diA. ICrelle), Bd. Jv. (iSsS).
and other nntmmre in this volume and in Bd IvL {1859); A. Mayer.
Bciir ^gr t Thftfri/! d. Max. k, Min, eittfach^r Initwtait (Le-ipzw.

rSC*J. and " Kriimen d, Man. u. Min " J^ f. ifaih. (CrdTe).
Hd. IxiK. (186S}: 1. Todhumer, J^uardvs in iht Cak^ fif Var.

[LondonH 1S71): C. Sabiaine, " Sur , . . let maJt . , « d» ioi^-
raks multiples," BkU. St Fiirnburi Acad, (i^o), t. xv., and
*' Dtjveloppementa . . . pour , , . la aiscusvort de la vansiion
scconde dc* int^rales . . . mfuhiples/' B^, d. scienctt m^uk.
(iSrSi; G. Frobeniua, '^ Cbcr adiungirte lioc^re DifTereniial-

ausJnicke," /. /. Math, (CrelEc), M. Ixxxv. USjH); C. Erdmann.
" Zur Untersuchung d, iw^citen Variation eicifachcr tnteErale,"
ZftSsfhf. Math. u. Phyi. (167S), Ed, xniil : P. Du Bois-Bc^ mond,
" Erlauteruneen 7. d. AnfangsgKkndcrt d, VAriatiorv^echnunB.'*
M.itk. Ann. (1879)- &d. xv.; L. Schccffcr, " Mais. u. Min d nn-
fHiLhcii Int.j" MaSiiAnn. (1885)^ Bd. xxv.,and " Dberd, Bcdeutuns
d. IkgrifTe Maif . . ,

," Math. Ann. (1&S6), Bd. xxvli fl^ Hirsch,
" Ubtf e. eharakierialische Eigenschaft d. DifF.-ClcichunRCTi d.

\\iri.kfions4ret-hriLiiig/' Malh. Ann. (1897), Bd. xVix. The falomii^
fjt;i| Vk'nh Weierstraisian and other modern developmcnia: H. A.
?chw.iirj!j " UUef citi die Fl;if hen kleifisien Flacheninnalii betnffen-
dt'b. iVobltiti d, VariationsrdchnuRg," Fcitachrift on ihe oeu^n
cif \Vri['rT,ir;:is5'ii 70th l]jrthcJay ^iSas), Wffk^, Bd- i. (Brrfin. tfioo);

G- KoMj. "Sur les man, et fe* mia des int, doubles/' Atia Alaik.
(iftT) 2 "£>!,>, Bde. nvi., XV} i ; E, 7.ermtlo. " Lrnieriuchungen 2 V.^ria-

tl.jn^ni- Unums," Dtiicrtaitan (B^rlifi, iBg4h W.F. Ofgpcxl '

-: '- ent
r. Ti.iiii ,ns m the Cak, of Var,," Annnh of MiXih. fKr J ii..

ril-.'p, " Uri the E^tistence of a Mmimuni . . .
." an.d " On l da-

rn' hmI Property of a Minimum ... /' Amrr. Mafh, Soc. Ftdm.
(t[fcn}, x-ot. it : D. Hilbert. " Math. FroblpTc," Gmtinifn A'ufJkr.

(I'jtwi), and "Ober daa Dirichlet'iclie Ptirwfp," C^imgm FesiMkr.
(Bcrlla 1901); G. A. Blis, " Jacobi Criterion *hen both End
Fcnnis are vaHabte," Mafk. Ann, (t^Oi). Bd. Ivm.j C Carat hr'-odory,
^' tUitr d. diidfoniinuirlichen Ldsungen t. d. Varialionsrechnung,"
Di^:-f''ldlum {Colt indent 1904]; ajid " Cber d. sLarken Mas ... ,"

.Ifjr/f Affji, (KJ06), Bd. Ixil (A. E. H. L,)

VARICOSE VEINS (XaU kitjx, a. dOated vein), a conditkm of

the veins which mo&ily occurs lo those parU of tht blood

Biro.im which are [arthcst from the heart and occupy * de-

futrnJent position. Thus ibcy are found in the Jcfs and thighs;

in the kw«t part of the bowel (piles; set HAEnotiJioros), and
in I he spermatic cord (varicocele). Any condition which bmdeis
th<' rtimn 0! blood from the veins b apt lo cause their |ier-

maDcni dHaution; tbtis 11 cjcpiuoed ibt occurrtacc of v^rKOM
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veins in the leg from the wearing of a tight garter, and of piles

as the result of the pressure of an ovarian tumour or of a pregnant

uterus, or of disease of the liver.

Sometimes the trouble is begun by a direct injury to the

vein, which, by setting up an inflammation, weakens the coats

of the vem, which then yield under the pressure of the blood-

stream. In the case of varicocele, the dilatation of the veins

is probably of developmental origin; many other causes are

given^ but not one of them appears saUofactoiy. Examina-

tion of a varicose vein shows that it is increased in length as

well as in capacity. In some parts of its course the vein has

its coats much tUckened, but at those places where there is

most dilatation the walls axe very thin. Veins thus afifectcd

give rise to pains and achings, and they are, moreover, liable

to attacks of inflammation which end in clotting of the blood

(thrombosis). This is a dangerous condition, as a sudden or

violent movement is apt to cause the detachment of a piece of

the dot, which, carried up to the brain or the lung, may cause

sudden death. Less serious results of varicose vdns axe swell-

ing of the parts below (oedema), ulceration and abscess.
Ab reganls treatment, the wearing of a welUfitttng elatt^ ' Ing

will prove beneficial in the case of a moderate dilatation o ina

of tne leg; the individual must avoid long standing ar ue.

h is well also to have the foot of the bed raised three or f< les,

90 that during the night the veins may be kept as empty a >le.

If the case is more serious, the thinned veins threatemng tc sy,

it will be advisable, provided the dilatations are fairly well ed,

and the general condition of the patient permits, to ^ the
diseased parts, tying the cut ends of the veins, and ^ thtf

surface wounds with fine sutures. Should a varicose vein I ^ < l {cd

with clot, it will be advisable to tie it high up where iii4: L..ats

are healthy, and to remove the lower part by dissectbn. Th\^ will

render the person safe from the very serious risk of a pi— ' the
clot being carried to the heart, and will also permanently ik. .iim

of his trouble. It may be said generally that any operadve treatment
for varicose veins in the lower extremity is best associated with the
application of a ligature upon the large surface vein just before it

enters the common femoral vein b«low the fold of the groin. This
operation removes the risk of the downward pressure of blood in

tne veins whose dilaution has rendered the valves useless.

In the case of a varicose vein being opened by accident or disease,

it is quite possible for the individual to bleed to death. The first-aid

treatment for the serious haemorrhage should consist in laying the
patient on the floor, raising the limb upon the seat of a chair, and
hxing a pad over the open vessel by a handkerchief or bandage.

Varicose veins of the spermatic cord (^aricoceU) of the left side are
met with in adolescents. ^The dilatation is, in all probability, of
developmental origin, making its appearance at puberty. It u, as
a rule, of no serious moment, ana, unless present in an extreme
degree, had best be treated merely l>y a suspension bandage. If,

however, it is causing real physical distress, it may be treated by
excision of an inch or two ot the bunch of dilated veins. The
presence of varicocele is apt to cause inconvenience or even dis-

comfort to men living in India or the tropics, but the Englishman
who intends spending his life in temperate climes will do well to
ignore a varkocele. It will become less and less notk:eable as time
goes on. (E. O.*}

VARIOUTES (Lat. variola^ smallpox), in petrology, a group of

dark green basic igneous rocks which, especially on weathered

surfaces, exhibit pale coloured spots that give them a pock-

marked appearance. In some conditions these spots weather

out prominently; they are grey, pale green, violet or yellowish,

while the matrix of the rock is usually dark green. The vario-

lites are related most closely to the basalts or diabases. They
are nearly always much decomposed, and, since they are also

fine-grained rocks, their original composition may be much
obscured by secondary changes. The variolitic spots are

rounded in outline and are often about a quarter of an inch in

diameter, but may much exceed this size. They have a radiate

structure and are sometimes, though not generally, zoned with

concentric circles of different appearance and composition.

Many authors have compared them with the spherulites of the

acid rocks (obsidians and rhyolites), and undoubtedly some
kinds of variolite are merely glassy spherulitic varieties of basalt.

The tachylyte selvages of the dolerite dikes of the west of

Scotland, for example, often contain large brown spherulites

which are easily visible in hand spedraens. These spherulites

consist of very thin divergent fibres, and their nature is often

difficult to determine on account of the indefiniteness of the

optical characters of minerals in this state. It seems probable,

however, that they are mostly felspar embedded in dark brown
glass. Small phenocrysts or skeleton crystals of olivine, augite

and plagiodase felspar may occur in these tachylytes.

Other variolites are glassy or partly crystalline facies of oUvine-
free dolerites. occurring as thin dikes or intrusions, or at the roarnna
of dolerite masses. In these the felspars are well crystallized as tnin
rods, with square or forked ends, radiating outwards from a centre.
They are commonly ol^oclase. and sometimes assume branching or
feathery forms. Some authors would call these " sphaero-crystais

"

rather than spherulites; they are an intermediate stage between the
kiuer and the stellate groupings of felspar which occur frequently
in igneous rocks. In the same rocks augite spherulites occur also,

but this mineral forms plumose growths, branching and curved,
which spread through the glassy base and do not interfere with the
felspar spherulites. They have much resemblance to the feathery
ice crystab which form on window-panes. Occasionally olivine-
dolerites have a coarsely spheruliric structure with long rods of
plaeiodase felspar converging to a point; one example of these
rocks from Skye contains variolites over three inches in diameter.
Another group of variolites indudes the most famous rock of this

type, wluch comes from the Durance, in France. Pebbles of this were
well known to collectors for a long time before they were traced to their
source at Mont Gen^vre. They were proved to belong to a dialnstc
rock which shows well-marked " pillow-structure " or " spheroidal
j<Mnting." Each pillow has a maiginalportion which is variolitic. but
towards the centre of the block-shaped massesthe structure becomes
coarse and groups of radiate felspars make their appearance. It is

doubtful whether the variolite is an intrusive rock or a Uva flow.
Many of these pillow bvas (or spilites) occur in the Devonian rocks
of Germany, and often they have variolitk facies which seem to
belong to the sante group as the rock of the Durance. Their spheru-
lites are very often oligodaae fdspar or decompoution products
after a felspathic mineraL In other cases they conMst of^chlorite
or pale green amphibole, both of which may be secondary after

SToxene. The ground mass is very fine grained and is filled with
lorite, epidote, leucoxene, and other secondary minerals. There

is much reason to believe that it was originally in larae measure
vitreous but has suffered devitrifaction. Sometimes uttle steam
cavities occur and may serve as a nudeus from which the variolite
has grown. The radiate structure of the varioles is often nearly
obliterated in these much-decomposed rocks, in fact it may never
have been very perfect. Variolites are found also in several parts
of the Swiss Alps at Jatluga on Lake Onega, in Anglesey, the Lleyn
district and Fishguard in Wales, in Cornwall, and m more than one
place in Ireland.

Finally, there is a group of sootted rocks formerly known to
French petrographers as the varuiites du Drac from the kx:altty la
which they are found, but they have been proved to be merely
vescular, rotten diabases, with steam cavities filled with white
cakite and other secondary minerals. (j. S. F.)

VARISCTTB* a native hydrous aluminium phosphate,

A1P04'2H|0, named by A. Breithaupt, in 1837, in consequence

of its occurrence in the Saxon Voigtland (Varisda). It is a green

mineral generally occurring as an incrustation or in nodules.

A compact nodular variety was discovered about 1894 in Cedar
Valley, near Old Camp Floyd, Utah, and was described by Dr
G. F. Kunz as utahlite. Its beautiful apple-green cok>ur has

led to its use, when cut and polished, as an ornamental stone.

The term utahlite must be distinguished from utahite, the name
given by A. Arzruni to a basic ferric sulphate, 3(FeO)^04*4HiO,
from Utah.

VARLET, OORNBLIUS (i 781-1873), English wa'ter-ootour

painter, a younger brother of John Varley (^.v.), was bom at

Hackney, London, on the szst of November 1781. He was
educated by his uncle, a philosophical instrument maker,

and under him acquired a knowledge of the natural sdences;

but about 1800 he joined his brother in a tour through Wales,

and began the study of art. He was soon engaged in teaching

drawing. From 1803 till 1859 he was an occasional exhibitor

in the Royal Academy; and he also contributed regulariy to

the displays of the Water-Colour Sodety, of which, in 1803,

he was one of the founders, and of which he conUnued a membtf
till i8az. His works consist mainly of carefully finished classical

subjecU, with architecture and figures. He published a series

of etchings of " Boats and other Craft on the River Thames,"

and during his life as an artist he continued deeply interested

in sdentific pursuiu. For his improvements in the camera

ludda, the camera obscura and the microscope he recdved the

Isis gold medal of the Society of ArU; and at the.InUmational
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Eihibitioii of 1851 be gained e medel for hie inventioD of

the graphic tdetoope. He died at Hampetead on the and of

October 1873.

VARLEY, JOHN (x 778-1843), .Engliih water-colour painter,

was bom at Hackney, London, on the 17th of August 1778.

His father, a man of scientific attainments and tutor in the

family of Lord Stanhope, discouraged his leanings towards

art, and placed him under a silversmith. But on his parent's

death Varley escaped from this uncongenial employment, and,

after working with a portrait pamter, engaged himself at the

age of sixteen to an architectural draughtsman, who took him
on a provincial tour to sketch the principal buildings in thetowns

they visited. His spare hours were employed in sketching from

nature, and in the evenings he was permitted, like Turner and
Girtin, to study in the hotise of Dr Munro. In 1798 he ex-

hibited his first work, a " View of Peterborough Cathedral,"

in the Royal Academy. In 1799 he visited North Wales, and
in its wild mountain scenery found the 'subjects best suited

to his brush. He returned to the same district in 1800, and again

in x8oa, and the impressions then received powerfully in-

fluenced the whole course of his art. In 1804 he became a

foundation member of the Water-Colour Sodety, and con-

tributed over forty works to its first exhibition. He had
married in the previous year; and, in order to provide for

the wants of an increasing family, he was obliged to produce

for the dealers much work of a slight and commonplace char-

acter. He also taugiht drawing, and some of his pupils, such

as John Linnell and William Hunt, afterwards became cele-

brated. He was a firm believer in astrology, skilful in casting

horoscopes; and some curious instances were related of the

truth of his predictions. It was at his house that his friend

William Blake sketched his celebrated "Visionary Heads."

Variey died at London on the x7th of November x84a.

Variey's landscapes are graceful and solemn in feeling, and simple

and broad in treatment, being worked with a fuU brush and pure
fnth transparent tints, usually without any admixture of body-
colour. Though his works are rather mannered and conventional,

they are well considered and excellent in composition. Some of his

earlier water-colouri. including his " Views of the Thames." were

Glinted upon the spot, and posMss greater individuality than his

ter productions, which are mainly compositions of mountain and
lake scenery, produced without direct reference to nature. Among
his literary works are Zodiacal Physiology (1828); Observations on
Colour and Sketching from Natun (X830): A Practical Treatise on
Perspective, and Principles of Landscape Design for Young ArtisU.

VARNA, a fortress, seaport, departmental capital and

episcopal dty of Bulgaria; on the Bay of Varna, an inlet of

the Black Sea, in 43" xa' N. and if $6' E. Pop. (1906) 37. «SS-

Varna is built on the hilly north shore of the bay, overlooking

the estuary of the river Devna or Pravadi, which flows seaward

through a magnificent valley surrounded by mountains. It is

the eastern terminus of the Vama-Rustchuk railway, opened

in 1867, and is connected with all parts of the kingdom by
branches of this line. The so-called *' Varna quadrilateral,"

which has played an important part m Bulgarian military

history, consists of the fortresses of Varna, Shumla, Rustchuk

and Silistria iq.v.). Varna is the third dty of the kingdom in

population, after Sofia and Philippopolis, and ranks with

Burgas as one of the two prindpal seaports. Its deep and

capacious bay is shdtered from northerly and iK>rth-easterly

winds, and the construction of modem harbour works has

gre«atly increased the facilities for trade. The prindpal exports

a e cattle and dairy produce, grain, lamb and goat skins, and

cloth Ishayak); the imports indude coal, iron and machinery,

textiles, petroleum and chemicals. In X907 the port was

entered by 869 ships of 926,449 tons, the largest number of

vessels being Bulgarian and the greatest tonnage Austro-

Hungarian. Wine is largely produced in the department, and

in the dty there are breweries, distilleries, taimeries and doth

factories; cotton-spixming was introduced by a British firm.

There is a large and commercially important colony of Greeks;

the Jews, Turks and gi(>sies are also numerous. Much of the

city has been constructed since X878, and the barracks, post

office, college for girls and National Bank are handsome modem
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buildinga. Near Vaxna is the summer palace of the king of
Bulgaria.

Varxui has been identified with the andent MUesian colony
of Odessus on the coast of Moesta Inferior. It figures laigdy
in the history of more recent times, and dose by was foo^t
in X444 the battle in which Muxad II. slew WlacUslaos IIL of
Poland and Hungary, and routed his forces commanded by
Hunyadi Jinos. Varna was occupied in i8a8 by the Russians,
in 1854 by the allies, who here organized the invasioa of the
Crimea, and in 1877 by the Egyptian troops summ<»ied to the de-
fence of Turkey against the Russians. By the treaty of Berlin

(1878) it was ceded to Bulgaria. It has long been the seat of

a Greek metropolitan and since X870 of a Bul^irian bishop.

VARNHAOBN VON ENS^ KARL AUGUST (X78S-1858).
German biographer, was bom at DiSssddorf on the sxst of

February X785. He studied medicine at Berlin, but dev«»ted

more attention to philosophy and literature, which he after-

wards studied more thoroughly at Halle and Ttibingen. He
began his literary career in X804 as joint-editor with Addbert
von Chamisso (^.v.) of a Musenalmanach. In 1809 he joined

the Austrian army, and was wounded at the battle of Wagram.
Soon afterwards he accompanied his superior officer. Prince
Benthdm, to Paris, where he carried on his studies. In x8xa
he entered the Prunian dvil service at Berlin, but in the follow-

ing year resimied his military career, this time as a captain in

the Russian army. He accompanied Tettenbom, as adjutant,

to Hamburg and Paris, and his experiences were recorded in

his CescMchU der HanUnwger Ereignisse (London, 1813), and
his Gcschichte der KriegszUge des Generals von Tettenbom (18x5).

At Paris he entered the difJomatic service of Prussia, and in

x8x4 acted under Hardenberg at the congress ci Vienna. He
also accompanied Hardenberg to Paris in 18x5. He was
resident minister for some time at Karlsruhe, but was recalled

in X819, after which, with the title of " Geheimer L^ationsrat,'*

he lived chiefly at Berlin. He had no fixed offidal appointment,

but was often employed in important political business. In

x8x4 he married Rahd Antonie Friederike, originally called

Levin, afterwards Robert, and sister of the poet, Lndwig
Robert (X778-X832). She was bom in X77X at Berlin, where
she died in X833. By birth she was a Jewess; but before her

marriage she made profession of Christianity. Although she

never wrote anything for publication, she was a woman of

remarkable intellectual qualities, and exerdsed a powerful

influence on many men of high ability. Her husband, who was
devotedly attached to her, found in her sympathy and en-

couragement one of the diief sources of his inspixatSon as a
writer. After her death he published a sdection from ber

papers, and afterwards much of her correspondence was printed.

Varnhagen von Ense never fully recovered from the shock

caused by her death. He himself died suddenly in- Berfin on
the xoth of October X858.
He made some reputation as an imaginative and critical writer,

but he is famous chiefly as a btograpbo-. He posaened a remark-
able power of grouping facts so as to bring out thdr essential

signihcance, and his style is distinguished for its strength, grace
and purity. Among his prindpal works are Coetke in den Zeng-
nissen der Mitlebenden (1824); Biogra^hische Denkmate {% vols..

1834-30; 3rd ed., 1872); and biographies ol General von Seydlitz
'"^ " •• ''•^ iott

"
• ' *'Charlotte, queen ol Prussia (1837). Field-Marshal

scnwenn uo4i), Field-Marshal Kdth (1844). and Genefal Bulow
von Dennewitz (1853). His Denkwirdigheilen mnd vermisciUe

Schriften appeared in 9 vols, in 1843-M. the two last volumes
appearing alter his death. His niece, Ludmtlla Assing. between
i860 and iBbjt edited several volumes of his correspondence
with eminent men, and his Tagebucher (14 vols., 1861-70).
Bl&tter aus der preussischen Geuhichte appeared in 5 vols.

(1868-69); hb correspondence with Rahel in 6 vols. (18741-75):

and with Cariyle (1893). His selected writings appeared in 19
vols, in 1871-76. There is also an extensive literature dealing

with Rahd Varnhagen von Ense: see especially her husband's
Rahd, ein Buch des Andenkens (3 vols., 1834) ; Aus Hahels Hersnis-
leben (1877); E. Schmidt-Weissenfels, liaM nnd ihre Z«tf (1857);
Briefweehsd vwisehen Karoline von Humboldt, Rahel und Varnkagen
von £nse (1896); O. Berdrow. Rahd Vamhaeen (1900).

VARNISH, a liquid consisting of a gum or resin dissolved

in alcohol (spirit varnish) or an oil (oil varnish), which on
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application to wooden and other surfaces improves their appear-

ance and permanency (see Paintkr-Wobjc).

VARRO, MARCUS TERENTIUS (116-27 B.C.), Roman
polymath and man of letters, was bom at Reate in the Sabine

country. Here he imbibed in his earlier years a good measure

of the hardy simplicity and strong seriousness which the later

Romans attributed to the men of the eaily republic—charac-

teristics which were supposed to linger in the Sabine land after

they had fled from the rest of Italy. The chief teacher of

Varro was L. Aelius Stilo, the first systematic student, critic

and teacher of Latin philology and h'terature, and of the anti-

quities of Rome and Italy. Varro also studied at Athens,

especially under the philosopher Antiochus of Ascalon, whose
aim it was to lead back the Academic school from the scepticism

of ArccsHaus and Cameades to the tenets of the early Platonists,

as he understood them. He was really a stoicizing Platonist;

and this has led to the error of supposing Varro to have been a
professed Stoic. The influence of Antiochus b clearly to be
seen in many remains of Varro's writings. The political career

of Varro seems to have been late and slow; but he arrived at

the praetorship, after having been tribune of the people, quaestor

and cunile aedile. In politics and war he followed Pompey's
lead; but it is probable that he was discontented with the

course on which his leader entered when the first triumvirate

was formed, and he may thus have lost his chance of rising to

the consulate. He actually ridiculed the coalition in a work
entitled the Tkret-Headed MonsUr {Tpuciipavoi in the Greek of

Appian). He did not, however, refuse to join the commission

of twenty by whom the great agrarian scheme of Caesar for the

resettlement of Capua and Campania was carried into execution

(59 B.C.). Despite the difference between them in politics,

Varro and Caesar had literaiy tastes in common, and were

friends in private life. Under Pompey Varro saw much active

service: he was attached to Pompey as pro-quaestor, probably

during the war against Sertorius in Spain. We next find him,

as legate, in command of a fleet which kept the seas between
Delos and Sicily, while Pompey was suppressing the pirates,

and he even won the " naval crown," a coveted reward of per-

sonal prowess. A h'ttle later he was legate during the last

Mithradatic war. In the conflict between Caesar and the

Pompeian party Varro was more than once actively engaged.

In his Civil War (ii. 17-30) Caesar tells how Varro, when legate

in Spain along with Afranius and Petreius, lost his two legions

without striking a blow, because the whole region where he was
quartered joined the enemy. Caesar curiou^y intimates that,

though Varro did his best for Pompey from a sense of duty, his

heart was really with the other leader. Nevertheless he pro-

ceeded to Epirus before the battle of Pharsah'a,.and awaited the

result at Dyrrachium in the company of Cicero and Cato. Like

Cicero, Varro received harsh treatment from Mark Antony
after the Pompeian defeat. Some of his property was actually

plundered, but restored at the bidding of Caesar, to whom Varro

in gratitude immediately dedicated one of his most important

writings. The dictator employed the scholar In aiding him to

collect and arrange great stores of Greek and Latin literature

for the vast public library which he intended to found. We
have glimpses of Varro at this time in the Letters of Cicero.

He appears as harsh and severe, and a poor stylist. The
formation of the second triumvirate again plunged Varro Into

danger. Antony took possession anew of the property he had
been compelled to surrender, and inserted Varro's name on
the list of the proscribed. His friends, however, afforded him
protection. He was able to make peace with the triumvirs,

but sacrificed his property and much of his beloved library.

He was permitted to spend in quiet study and in writing the

last fifteen years of his life. He Is said to have died (27 B.C.)

almost pen in hand.

Varro was not surpassed in the compass of his writings by any
ancient, not even by any one of the later Greek philosophers, to
some of whom tradition ascribes a fabulous number of separate
works. In a passage quoted by Gellius. Varro himself, when over
seventy years of age. estimated the number of " books " he had
written at 490; but " book " here means, not merely such a work

as was not subdivided into portbns, but also a portion of a sub-
divided work. For example, the Menippean Satires numbered 150,
and are all counted separately in Varro's estimate. Jerome made
or copied a catalogue of Varro's works which has come down to us
in a mutilated form. From this and from other extant materials
RitschI has set down the number of the distinct literary works at

74 and the number of separate " books at about 620. The later
years of the author's life were therefore even more fruitful than
the earlier. The complete caulogue may be roughly arranged
under three heads—(1) belles lettres, (2) history and antiquities.

i%) technical treatises on philoaophy, law, grammar, mathematics,
pnilok)gy and other subjects.

The first of these three classes no doubt mainly belonged to
Varro's eariier life. In poetry he seems to have attempted nothing
that was very ebborate. and little of a serious character. His
fenius tended naturally in the direction of burlesque and satire,

n belies lettres he showed himself throughout, both in matter and
form, the puoil and admirer of Ludlius, after whom he wrote satires.

One poeticaf work probably consisted of short pieces in the style
of the more satirical poems' of Catullus. It is doubtful whether,
as has often been suMMsed, Varro wrote a philosophical poem some-
what in the style of Lucretius; if so, it should rather be classed with
the prose technical treatises. One curious production was an essay
in popular illustrated literature, which was almost unique in ancient
times. Its title was Imagines, and it consisted of 700 prose bio-

graphies of Greek and Roman celebrities, with a metrical ehnum
lor each, accompanied in each case by a portrait. But the lighter

works 01 Varro have perished almost to the last line, with tm ex-
ception of numerous fragments of the Menippean Satires. Tltie

Menippus whom Varro Imitated lived in the first half of the 3rd
century B.C., and was bom a Phoenician slave. He became a
Cynic phik>sopher, and is a figure familiar to readers of Ludan.
He flouted life and all philosophies but theCynic in lightcompositions,
partly in prose and partly in verse. A careful studyof the fragments
does not justify Nloramsen's glowing account. That the remains
exhibit variety and fertility, that there are in them numerous happy
strokes of humour and satire, and many felicitous phrases and
descriptions, is true, but the art is on the whole heavy, awkward
and forced, and the style rudely archaic and untas^eful. The Latin
is frequently as rough and uncouth as that of Lucilius. No doubt
Varro contemned the Hellenizing innovations b)r which the hard
and rude LAtin of his youth was transformed into the polished

literary language of the late republican and the Auguftan age. The
titles of the lienippeam Satires are vtry diverse. Scnnetimes
personal names are ciiosen, and they range from the gods and demi-
gods to the slavea, from Hercules to Marcipor. Frequently a
popular proverb or catchword in Greek or Latin supplies the
designation: thus we have as titles " I've got You " ('Vxm vt);
" You don't Know what Evening is to Bring " (Nescis quid eesper

serus vehat)\ " Know Thyself " ^IVfifc vccvr^). OccastonaUy the
heading indicates that the writer is flying at some social folly, as in
" Old Men are Children for the Second Time " {fik vculo et ykponn)
and in the " Bachelor " {Cadehs). In many satires the philosophers

were pounded, as in the " Burial of Menippus " and "^ Concerning
the 5ects " (Ilcpt slpsyho). Each composition seems to have
been a genuine medley or tan* satura: any topic might
be introduced which struck the author's fancy at the moment.
There are many allusions to persons and evenu of the day, but
political bitterness seems to have been commonly avoided. The
whole tone of the writer is that of a laudator temporis aeti, who
can but scoff at all that has come into fashion in hb own day.
From the numerous citations in later authors It is cleCr that the

Menippean Satires were the most popular of Varro's writings.

Not very unlike the Menippean Satires were the Libri Lopstenei.

or satirical and practical expositions, possibly in dialogue form, of

some theme most commonly uken from philosophy on its ethical

side. A few fragments in this style have come down to us and a
number of titles. These are twofold: that is to say, a personal

name is followed by words indicating the subject-matter, as Marius
de Fortuna, from which the contents may easily be guessed, and
Sisenna de Historia, most likely a dialosue in which the old annal-

ist of the name was the chief speaker, and discoursed of the principles

on which history should be written. Among the lighter and more
popular works may be mentioned twenty-two books of Orations

(probably never spoken), some funeral eulogies (Landationes), some
''^exhortations " (Snasiones), conceivably ofa political character, and
an account of the author's own life.

The setond section of Varro's works, those on history and anti-

quities. form to the present day the basis on which a large part of

our knowledse of the eariier Roman history, and in particular of

Roman constitutional history, ultimately rests. These wntings

were used as a quarry by the compilers and dilettanti 01 later

times, such as Pliny. Rutarch, Gellius, Festus. Macrobiua. and by

Christian champions like Tertullian. Amobius and Augustine, who
did not disdain to seek in heathen literature the means of defending

their faith. Thene men have saved for us a few remains from the

great wreck made by time. Judging from what has been casually

preserved, if any' considerable portion of Varro's labours as anti-

quarian and historian were to be n> now discovered, scholars might
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find thenuelves compelled to reconstnict the earlier history of the
Roman republic from its very foundations. Varro's greatest
predecessor in this field of inquiry, the man who turned over the
virgin soil, was Okto the Censor. His example, however, seems to
have remained unfruitful till the time of Varro's master, Lucius
Adius Stilo Praeconinus. From his age to the decay of Roman
civilisatioo there were never altogether wanting men devoted to the
study of their nation's past ; but none ever pursued the task with the
advantages of Varro's comprehensive learning, hu indefatigable
industry and his reverent yet discriminating regard for the men
and the institutions of the earlier ases. The greatest work of this

class was that on Anii^itdes, dividea into forty-one books. Of these
the first twenty>five were entitled the AntiqiuUes of Human Things
(Antiquitales Rerum Humananun), while the remaining sixteen were
designated the Antiquities ef TatMfi Dimnt (Antiquitales Rerum
Diptnarum), The boolc was tHe fruit of Varro's later years, in which he
gathered together the material laboriously amaned through the
period of an ordinary lifetime. The second division of the work was
dedicated to Caesar as supreme pontiff. The design was as far-

reaching as that of^ the Natural History of Plinv. The seneral
heads of the exposition in the secular portion of the boolc were
fouf^i) " who the men are who act (qui atant), (a) the places
in which they act (ubi), (3) the times at which they act (guando),

(4) the results of their action {quid afOfii)." In the portion relating
to divine affairs there were divisions parallel to these four, with a
fifth, which dealt with the gods in whose honour action in divine
affairs is taken. Our knowledge of this great book is to a large

extent derived from the works of the early Christian writers,

and especially from Augustine's De Civitate Dei. These writers

naturaliY quote in the main from the religious section. It is a
great misfortune that no similar series of citations from the
secular part of the Antiquitates has come down to us. Most of the
other historical and antiquarian writings of Varro were *p^iaL\

elaborations of topics which he could not treat with sui&cicnt
fulness and minuteness in the larger book. The treatise on the
Genealogy of the Roman People dealt mainly with the relation of
Roman chronology to the chronolo^ of Greece and the East. Dates
were assigned even to mythologies occurrences, because Varro be-
lieved in the theoiy of Euhemenis, that all the beings wonhif>ped
as gods had once hved as men. To Varro's researches are mainly
due the traditional dates assigned to the era of the kings and to that
of the eariy republic. Minor writings of the same dass were the
De Vita PopfUi Romani, apparently a kind of history of Roman
civilization; the De Familtis Trojanis. an account of the families
who "came over" with Aeneas; the Aetia (ktriu), an explanation
of the origin of Roman customs, on which Plutarch drew largely in

his Quaestianes Romanae; a Tribuum Liber, used by Festus; and
the constitutional handbook written for the instruction of Pompey
when be became consul. Nor must the labour expended by Varro
in the study of literary history be foigotten. His activity in this

direction, as in others, took a wide range. One of his neatest
achievements was to fix the canon of the genuine plays of Plautus.
The " Varronian plays " were the twenty which have come down to
us, along with one wnich has been lost.

The third class of treatises, which we have called technical, was
also numerous and very varied. Philosophy, grammar, the history
and theory of lan^age, rhetoric, law, arithmetic, astronomy,
geometry, mensuration, agriculture, naval tactics, were all repre-

sented. The only works of this kind which have come down to our
days are the De Lingua Lalina (in part) and the De Re Rustica.

The former originally comprised twenty-five books, three of which
(the three succMding the first) are dedicated to a P. Septimius who
had served with the author in Spain, and the last twenty-one to
Cicero. The whole work was divided into three main sections, the
first dealing with the origin of Latin words, the second with their
inflexions and other modifications, the third with syntax. The
books still preserved (somewhat imperfectly) are those from the
fifth to the tenth, inclusive. The Latin style is harsh, nigged and
far from lucid. As Mommsen remarks, the clauses of the sentences
are often arranged on the thread of the relative pronoun like

thrushes on a string. The arrangement of the subject-matter, while
pretending to much precision, is often far from lodcal. The fifth,

sixth and seventh books give Varro's views on the etymology of
Latin words. The principles he applies are those which he had
learned from the pnilosophere of the Stoic school—Chrysippus,
Antipater and others. The study of langua|e as it existed in
Varro's day was thoroughly dominated by Stoic influences. Varro's
etymologies could be only a priori guesses, but he was well aware of
their character, and very cleariy sutes at the outset of the fifth

book the hindrances that barred the way to sound knowledge.* He
was thoroughlv alive to the importance of not arguing merely from
the forms ana meanings of words as they existra in his day. and
was fully conscious that language and its mechanism should be
studied historically. The books from the eighth to the tenth in-

clusive are devoted to the inflections of words and their other modi-
fications. These Varro classes all under the head of " declinatio."
which implies a swerving aside from a type. Thus Herculi from
Hercules and manubria from manus are equally regarded as examples
of declinatio, Varro adopu a compromise between the two opposing

{

schook of gremmarians, those who hekl that nature intended the
dedinationes of all wofds of the same class to proceed uniformly
(which uniformity was called analogia) and those who deemed that
nature aimed at irregularity {anoinatia). The matter is treated with
ctMir^iiknjl.lc confj^iCMi cjf I! Ftought. But the.facts incidentally dtcd
cofiL rrrur}j^ uli] Laclxi, amt ihe statements of what had been written
aiL'J utit^iJi^H atwur bn^u.^i^e by Varro's predecessors, are of extreme
value io the student 0I Laiin. The other extant prose work, the
De Rt Ruiiito, h la ihrtt liooks. each of which is in the form of a
diatoguc. the tircunistaiiccs and in the main the interlocutors
beinf dlBfcrcnt lor earh. The dramatk introductions and a few
of th^e inrrrEudcs atv bnzht and interesting, and the Latin style.
though still AH kward and unpolished, is far superior to that of the
D* Liniua Laiina,
AirTMORiTiELS,—The ri^jcnnents of the different treatiaes ha>-e

btvn pan Lilly colltctcd m many separate publications of recent date.
The best cflLTioni of the jPr Ui^ma Latina are those by C. O. MuUer
and b^ L. Spen^cl (re-c-chr. j by his son in 1885). The mo
and best recension ot tUc l}e Re Ruaica b that of Keil CLeipag,

i by his son in 1885).
Re Rustica b that of Keil (Leip

1&84). or modern scholars Ritschl has deserved best of Varro.
Serve rai papen in hit Opuu ula treat ot the nature of Varro's works
whk- h hsLVf not come do^ r^ ! o us. The work of G. Boissaer, Eiude smr
la rir tt tfs omrciti dt M. T. Varron (1861), though superficial, b
still uvfuh but a comprehensive work on Varro, on tne present
level of scholarship, ii grtitly needed. (J. S. R-)

VARRO, PUBLIUS TERENTIUS, tuniained Ataonxts (c.

82-36 B.C.), Latin poet, was bom tiear the river Ataz in Gallia

Narbonensis. He was perhaps the first Roman bom beyond
the Alps who attained eminence in literature. He seems to
have taken at first Ennius and Lucilitis as hb modeb, and wnrte
an epic, entitled Bellum Sequanicum, eulogizing the exploits

of Caesar in Gaul and Britain, and also Satires^ of which Horace
{Satires, i. 10) speaks slightingly. Accordin^y to Jerome, Varro
did not begin to study Greek literature until hb thirty-fifth

year. The last ten years of hb life were given up to the imita-

tion of Greek poets of the Alexandrian school. Quintilian

{Instil. X. X, 87), who describes him as a " translator/' speaks
of him in qiudified terms of praise. Although not vigorous

enough to excel in the hbtorical epic or in the serious work of

the Roman satura, Varro yet possessed in considerable meastize

the lighter gifts which we admire in Catullus.

. Hb chief poem of the later period was the Argonamiae, dosdy
modelled on the epic of Apollonius Rhodius. The age was prolific

of epics, both historical and mythological, and that of Vano wems
to have^ held a high tank among them. It b highly spoken of by
Ovid {Am. i. i^, 21. AA. iii. 31^, Tristia, ii. 439) »nd Statius
(Siloae, ii. 7, 77), and Propertius (11. 34, 85) awards equal praise to
his erotic elegies. Varro was also the author of a Cosmograpkia,
or Chorograpkia, a geographical poem imluted from the Greek of
Eratosthenes or of Alexander of Ephesus. sumamed Lychnus; and
of an Ephemeris, a hexameter poem on weather-signs after Aralus,

from which VirgU has borrowed. Fragments in A. Riese's edition
of the fragments of the Menippean Satires of Varro of Reate; see
also monographs by F. WOUner (1839) and R. Unger (1861).

VARTHEMA* (Barthzma, Vertomannus, &c.), LUDOVIOO
DI, of Bologna (fl. 1 503-1 510), Italian traveller and writer.

He was perhaps a soldier before beginning hb dbtant journeys,

which he undertook apparently from a passion for adventure,

novelty and the fame which (then eq>ecial]y) attended success-

ful exploration. He left Europe near the end of 1502; eariy

in 1503 be reached Alexandria and ascended the Nile to Cairo.

From Egypt he sailed to Beimt and thence travelled to Tripoli,

Aleppo and Damascus, where he managed to get himself

enrolled, under the«ame of Ytmas (Jonah), in the Mameluke
garrison--doubtless after adopting Islam. From Damascus
he made the pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina as one of the

Mameluke escort of the Hajj caravan (April-June 1503);
he describes the sacred cities of Islam and the chief pilgrim

sites and ceremonies with remarkable accuracy, almost all his

detaib being confirmed by later writers. With the view of

reaching India, he embarked at Jidda, the port of Mecca, and
sailed down the Red Sea and through the Straits of Bab-d-
Mandeb to Aden, where he was arrested and imprisoned as a
Chrbtian spy. He gained hb liberty—after imprisonment both
at Aden and Radaa—through the partiality of one of the

sultanas of Yemen, made an extensive tour in south-west

Arabia (visiting Sana, &c.), and took ship at Aden for the

Persian Gulf and India. On the way be touched at Zaila.
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and Berbera in Somaliland; he then (early in 1504?) ran across

to the Indian port of Diu in Gujarat, afterwards famous as

a Portuguese fortress. From Diu he sailed up the Gulf of

Cambay to Gogo, and thence turning back towards the Persian

Gulf made Julfar (just within the entrance of the gulf), Muscat
and Ormuz. From Orrouz he seems to have journeyed across

Persia to Herat, returning thence south-west to Shiraz, where

he entered into partnership with a Persian merchant, who
accompanied him during nearly all his travels in South Asia.

After an unsuccessful attempt to reach Samarkand, the two
returned to Shiraz, came down to Ormuz, and took ship for

India. From the mouth of the Indus Varthema coasted down
the whole west coast of India, touching at Cambay and Chaul;

at Goa, whence he made an excursion inland to Bijapur; at

Cannanore, from which he again struck into the interior to visit

Vijayanagar on the Tungabudra; and at Calicut (1505?),

where he stops to describe the society, manners and customs

of Malabar, as well as the topography and trade of the city,

the court and government of its sovereign (the Zamorin), its

justice, religion, navigation and military organization. No-
where do Varthema's accuracy and observing power show
themselves more strikingly. Passing on by the " backwater of

Cochin," and calling at Kulam (Quilon), he rounded Cape
Comorin, and passed over to Ceylon (1506?). Though his stay

here was brief (at Colombo?), he learnt a good deal about the

island, from which he sailed to Pulicat, slightly north of Madras,

then subject to Vijayanagar. Thence he crossed over to Tcn-
asserim in the Malay Peninsula, to Banghella, perhaps near

Chittagong, at the head of the Bay of Bengal, and to Pegu, in

the company of his Persian friend and of two Chinese Christians

(Nestorians?) whom he met at Banghella. After some success-

ful trading with the king of Pegu, Varthema and his party sailed

on to Malacca, crossed over to Pidcr (Pedir) in Sumatra, and
thence proceeded to Bandan (Banda) and Monoch (one of the

Moluccas), the farthest eastward points reached by the Italian

traveller. From the Moluccas he returned westward, touched

at Borneo, and there chartered a vessel for Java, the " largest

of islands,*' as his Christian companions reckoned it. He notes

the use of compass and chart by the native captain on the

transit from Bornei to Giava, and preserves a curious, more
than half-mythical, reference to supposed Far Southern lands.

From Java he crossed over to Malacca, where he and his Persian

ally parted from the Chinese Christians; from Malacca he
returned to the Coromandel coast, and from Negapatam (?) in

Coromandel he voyaged back, round Cape Comorin, to Rulam
and Calicut. Varthema was now anxious to resume Christianity

and return to Europe; after some time he succeeded in desert-

ing to the Portuguese garrison at Cannanore (early in 1506?).

He fought for the Portuguese in various engagements, and was
km'ght^ by the viceroy Francisco d'Almcida, the navigator

Tristan da Cunha being his " sponsor.'* For a year and a half he

acted as Portuguese factor at Cochin, and on the 6lh of December

1507 (?) he finally left India for Europe by the Cape route.

Sailing from Cannanore, Varthema apparently struck Africa

about Malindi, and (probably) coasting by Mombasa and Rilwa

arrived at Mozambique, where he notices the Portuguese fortress

then building, and describes with his usual accuracy the negroes

of the mainland. Beyond the Cape of Good Hope he encountered

furious storms, but arrived safely in Lisbon after sighting St

Helena and Ascension, and touching at the Azores. In Portugal

the king received him cordially, kept him some days at court
" to learn about India," and confirmed the knighthood con-

ferred by d*Almeida. His narrative finally brings him to Rome,
where he takes leave of the reader. As Richard Burton says

{Pilgrimage to . , . Meccak, 1855, vol. ii. p. 352): "For correct-

ness of observation and readiness of wit *' Varthema " stands in

the foremost rank of the old Oriental travellers." In Arabia

and in the Indian archipelago east of Java he is (for Europe

and Christendom) a real discoverer. Even where passing over

ground traversed by earlier European explorers, his keen intelli-

gence frequently adds valuable original notes on peoples, manners,

customs, laws, religions, products, trade, methods of war, &c.

Varthema's work (Itinerario d* Luiauiico ds Vartluma Bolopus§
. . . ) was first published in lulian at Rome in 1510 (ad instOtta dg
Lodouico d« Henricis da Cometo Vicllino). Other lulian editions
appeared at Rome, 1517. at Venice, 1518, 1535. 1563, 1589, &c., at
Milan. 1519. 1523. IU5, ftc. Latin translations appeared at Milan,
ijjn {by ArchangelLis Madrign.u, ' ami dt SuitmWrE;. 161D

fjlljn as well aa i/i ihc i\mm Uftns at rjinujn OryiiaeiiB

5H (by -fl

f rankfcm.
.B-r-<:l, ISJJ). German vufsicnia amv out at AuKtbuj^j^ 1515
[S-fj^^iburg, 1516); at Straa&burs, by Michat.1 Hcjt, in hii Nno
Wti{, from QiyrnQMi, 1534 T at Lcifuiic. hy Hicmtiymui Mreiaems.
1610 (and L615), &C, A Sp^nUh trantjlati^a Wjis uuued at Seville,

1 5JO (from the Ljitin). and a Frentrh at Lyons, 1556. Duich
versiorts *cn: printed at Antwerp, 1563 (from Gr>'n.it usK at UtrKht,
1615 (from the LcipEi]; German at i6iu), an^i a^ain at Utrecht, 1655.
The first English tran^latian wa* of r57&-iS77 (in Richard Eden t
History of Trava^h an ejttr^tt fmin Varthema was m^rted in
Samuel Furchan'a Ptlgrimaf^ (London. 16J5-1626); and in tSGi
ap:<irdd the Hakluyt Society ctJiEbn by J. W. Jones and G, P.
Ba'jr,Lr iTtaxth i^f Ludmrum dt V^nkfnui. J>.nr!.ifiV iC. R. B.)

VABUMA, in early Hindu mythology, the greatest, with
Indra, of the gods of the Rig Veda. He is invoked with his

double Mitia in some dozen hymns. As contrasted with Indra
the war god, Varuna is the lord of the natural laws, the up-
holder of the physical and moral order of the universe. His
power is limitless, his anger at wrong-doing unassuageable,
and he is omniscient. He makes the sunshine; the wind is

his breath; river valleys are hollowed out at his command.
Unlike Indra, Varuna has no myths related of him. In the
later Vedic period he is specially connected with the nocturnal
heavens. Ullinuitely in post-Vedic mythology he becomes the
Hindu Neptune. The earlier conception of Varuna is singularly

similar to that of Ahuramazda of the Avesta. The name
Varuna may be Indo>£uropean, identifiable, some believe,

with the Greek oCpow&r (Uranus), and ultimately referable to a
root var, " to cover," Varuna thus meaning " the Encompasser."
Among Varuna's ab'ases are Jalapati, " Lord of Water," and
Amburaja, " Ring of Water."

See A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mythology (Strassburg, 1897).

VASA, or NiKOLAiSTAD, in the grand duchy of Finland,

capital of the province of Vasa, on the east coast of the Gulf
of Bothnia, 327 m. by rail north-west of Hclsingfors. Pop.

(1904) 18,028. It has two classical lyceums for boys and three

for girls, a school of navigation, and a large number of primary
schools. There is a shipyard and a considerable export trade.

Vasa was founded on the coast of the C\i\l of Bothnia in 1606,

but after the great fire of 1852, as the sea had already receded
for a considerable distance, the town was rebuilt nearer to

the shore and received the ofiicial name of Nikolaistad. The
population of the province (1904) was 295,187.

VASARI, OIOROIO (151Z-Z571), Italian painter and architect,

whose main distinction, however, rests on his valuable history

of Italian art, was bom at Arezzo on the 30th of July 1511.

At a very early age he became a pupil of Gugliclmo da Marsiglia,

a very skilful painter of stained glass, to whom he was recom-
mended by his own kinsman, the painter Luca Signorelli. At
the age of sixteen he went to Florence, where he studied under
Michehngdo and Andrea del Sarto, aided by the patronage

of the Medici princes. In 1529 he visited Rome and studied

the works of Raphael and others of his school. The paintings

of Vasari were much admired by the rapidly degenerating

taste of the 16th century; but they possess the smallest amount
of merit, being in the main feeble parodies of the powerful

works of Michelangelo. Vasari was largely employed in

Florence, Rome, Naples, Arezzo and other places. Many of

his pictures still exist, the most important being the wall and
ceiling paintings in the great hall of the Palazzo Vecchio in

Florence, and his frescoes on the cupola of the cathedral, which,

however, were not completed at the time of his death. As
an architect he was perhaps more successful: the loggia of

the Uffizi by the Amo, and the long passage connecting it

with the Pitti Palace, are his chief works. Unhappily he did

much to injure the fine medieval churches of S. Maria Novella

and Santa Croce. from both of which he removed the original

rood-screen and loft, and remodelled the retro-choir in the

degraded taste of his time. Vasari enjoyed a very high repute
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during his lifetime and amassed a considerable fortune. He
built himself in 1547 a fine house in Arezzo, and spent much
labour in decorating its walls and vaults with paintings. He
was elected one of the municipal council or priori of his native

town, and finally rose to the supreme office of gonfaioniere.

He died at Florence on the 27th of June 1571.

Personally Vasari was a man of upright character, free from

vanity, and always ready to appreciate the works of others:

in spite of the narrow and meretricious taste of his time, he

expresses a warm admiration of the works of such men as

Cimabue and Giotto, which is very remarkable. As an art

historian of his country he must always occupy the highest

rank. His great work was first published in 1550, and after-

wards partly rewritten and enlarged in 1568, bearing the title

Delle ViU dt* piii eeceUenti pitlori, scuUori, ed archUeUori,

It was dedicated to Cosimo de' Medici, and was printed at

Florence by the Giunti; .it is a small quarto illustrated with

many good woodcut portraits. This ediHo princeps of the

complete work is usually bound in three volumes, and also

contains a very valuable treatise on the technical methods
employed in all branches of the arts, entitled Le Tre Arti id
disegno, cioh archUetiura, pitiura, e scoltura. Hb biographies

are written in a very pleasant style, interspersed with amusing

stories. With a few exceptions Vasari's judgment is acute

and unbiased. And though modern criticism—with all the

new materials opened up by research—^has done valuable work
in upsetting a good many of his traditional accounts and
attributions, the result is a tendency very often to under-

estimate Vasari's accuracy and to multiply hypotheses of a

rather speculative character. The work in any case remains

a classic, however it may be supplemented by the more critical

research of modem days.
Vasari gives a sketch of his own biography at the end of bis Vile,

and adds further details about himseliand his family in his lives ot

Lazzaro Vasari and Francesco Salviati. The best edition of Vasari's

works is that published at Florence by Milanest (1878-1882), which
embodies the valuable notes in the earlier edition by Le Monnier
(1846): another, by Venturi, was begun in i8<)6. The Lhes has
been transbtcd into French, German and English (by Mrs Foster,

London, 1850).

VASCULAR SYSTEM. I. Anatouy.—The drculatory or

blood vascular apparatus consists of the central pump or heart,

the arteries leading from it to the tissues, the capillaries, through

the walls of whidi the blood can give and receive substances

to and from the tissues of the whole body, and the veins, which

return the blood to the heart. As an accessory to the venous

system, the lymphatics, which open finally into the great veins,

help in returning some of the constituents of the blood.

Separate articles are devoted to the keari, arteries, veins and
lymphatic system, and it only remains here to deal with the

capillaries.

The blood capillaries form a dose network of thin-walled

tubules from toVv ^o Witt o^ <ui inch in diameter, permeating,

with a few exceptions, the whole of the body, and varying

somewhat in the closeness of its meshwork in different parts.

In the smallest capillaries, in which the arteries end and from

which the veins begin, the walls are formed only of somewhat
oval endothelial cells, each containing an oval nucleus and
joined to its adjacent cells by a serrated edge, In the inter-

stices of which is a small amount of intercellular cement, easily

demonstrated by staining the preparation with nitrate of

silver. Here and there the cement substance is more plentiful,

and these spots when small are known as stignuUa, when large

as stomata. As the capillaries approach the arteries on the one
hand and the veins on the other they blehd and become larger,

and a delicate connective tissue sheath outside the endothelium

appears, so that the transition from the capiUaries into the

arterioles and venules is almost imperceptible; indeed, the

difference between a large artery or vein and a capHlaty, apart

from size, is practically the amplification and differentiation

of its connective tissue sheath.

Embryology.—-The first appearance of a vascular system is outnde
the body of the embryo in the wall of the yolk sac. that is to say, in

the mesoderm or the middle one of the three embryonic layers.

The process is a very eariy one and in the chick b teen to begin at
the end of the first day of incubation. The first oociirreooe » a
network made up of solid cords of cells forming in certain places
solid ceU masses called the blood islands of Pander. The central
cells of these islands divide by karyokinois and gradually float

away into the vessels which are now being fonned by fluid from the
exterior, finding its way into the centre of the cdl cords and pnsang
the peripheral cells flat to form the endothelial lining. These free

cells from the blood blands are known as erythrobUuts and are the
primitive corpuscles of the foetal blood. They have a buge reticular
nucleus and at first are colourless though nacmogktbin gradoally
develops within them and the blood becomes rra (see Blood).
The erythroblasts .continue to multiply by karyoUnesb in early
foetal lite, especially in the liver, spleen, bone marrow and lymphatic
glands, though later on their formation only occurs in the red bone
marrow. In most of the erythroblasu the nucleus soon becomes
contracted, and the cell is then known as a normoblasi^ while ulti-

mately the general view b that the nucleus disappears by extra«>a
from the cell and the non-nucleated red bk)od plates or erytkrocytts

rehuiin. The leucocytes or white blood corpuscles ajmear lat^
than the red, and are probably formed from lymphoid tissue in

various parts of the body. The blood vesscb thus formed in the
so-catlcdi vascular area gradually travel along the vitelline stalk

into the body of the embryo, and two vessels larger than the rest

are fonned one on each side of the stalk. These are the vitellioe

veins, which, as they pass towards the caudal end of the embryo,
become the two primitive aortae, and these fuse bter on to form the
heart. After the inversion of the pericardial regi<m and formatioa
of the head fold (see Coblom and Sekous Membranes) the front of

the developing heart becomes the back, and the vitelline vnns new
enter it from behind.- It must be understood that most of our
knowledge of the eariy history of the blood vesaeb b derived from
the study of tower mammaband birds, and that thisbbeinggradially
checked by observations on human embryos and on thoae of otkcr
primates. It seems probable that in these mammab, owixw to the
small Mxe of the yolk sac, the vesseb of the embryo establish as
early communication with those of the chorion before the vitelline

veins are formed (see Quain's Anatomy^ voL i., London. 1906). The
later stages of the erobrydogy of the vascular system are sketched
in the articles on Heart, Arteries, Veins and Lymphatic S>^esi
(«.».). (F.G.P-)

n. History or Discovexy

Galen, following Erasbtratus {eh. a8o b.c.) and AristoUe,

clearly distinguished arteries from veins, and was the first to

overthrow the old theory of Erasbtratus that the

arteries contained air. According to him, the vein

arose from the liver in two great trunks, the vena porta and
vena cava. The first was formed by the union of aU the ab-

dominal vans, which absorbed the chyle prepared in the

stomach and intestines, and carried it to the liver, where it

was converted into blood. The vena cava arose in the liver,

divided into two branches, one ascending through the dia-

phragm to the heart, fumbhing the proper veins of tha organ;

there it received the vena azygos, and entered- the right ven-

tricle, along with a large trunk from the lungs, evidently the

pulmonary artery. The vena azygos was the superior vena

cava, the great vein which carries the venous blood from the

head and upper extremities into the right auride. The
descending branch of the great trunk supposed to originate

in the liver was the inferior vena cava, bdow the junction of

the hepatic vein. The arteries arose from the left side of the

heart by two trunks, one having thin walb (the pulmonary
veins), the other having thick walb (the aorta). The first was

supposed to carry blood to the lungs, and the second to carry

blood to the body. The heart consbted of two ventricles, com«
-municatlng by pores in the septum; the lungs were parenchy-

matous organs communicating with the heart by the pulmonary
veins. The blood-making organ, the liver, separates from

the blood subtle vapours, the natural spirits, which, carried

to the heart, mix with the air introduced by respiiation, and
thus form the vital spirits; these, in turn carried to the brain,

are daborated into animal spirits, which are distributed to

all parts of the body by the nerves.^ Such were the views of

Galen, Uught until eariy in the i6th century.

Jacobus Berengarius of Carpi (ob. 1530} investigated the

structure of the valves of the hearL Andreas Vesale or Vesalius

(t5r4-i564) contributed largely toanatomkal know-
ledge, especially to the anatomy of the circulatory

organs. He determined the position of the heart in the chest;

* See Buiggraeve's Hisloin de ranatomie (Paris. 1880).
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he studied its structure, pointing out the fibrous rings At the

bases of the ventricles; he showed that its wall consists of

layers of fibres connected with the fibrous rings; and he de-

scribed these layers as being of three kinds—straight or vertical,

oblique, and circular or transverse. From the disposition of

the fibres he reasoned as to the mechanism of the contraction

and relaxation of the heart. He supposed that the relaxation,

or diastole, was accounted for principally by the longitudinal

fibres contracting so as to draw the apex towards the base, and
thus cause the sides to bulge out; whikt the contraction, or

systole, was due to contraction of the transverse or oblique

fibres. He showed that the pores of Galcn, in the septum
between the ventricles, did not exist, so that there could be

no communication between the right and left sides of the

heart, except by the pulmonary circulation. He also investi-

gated minutely the internal structure of the heart, describing

the valves, the cdumnae canuae and the muxuli papiUcres.

He described the mechanism of the valves with much accuracy.

He had, however, no conception either of a systemic or of a pul-

monary circulation. To him the heart was a reservoir from

which the blood ebbed and flowed, and there were two kinds of

blood, arterial and venous, having different circulations and
serving different purposes in the body. Veaalius was not only

a great anatomist: he was a great teacher; and his pupils

carried on the work in the spirit of their master. Prominent

among them was Gabriel Fallopius (i 523-1 563), who studied

the anastomoses of the blood vessels, without the art of in-

jectton, which was invented by Frederick Ruysch (1638-1731)

more than a century later. Another pupil was Columbus
(Matthteu Reald Columbo, ob. 1560), first a prosector

in the anatomical rooms of Vesalius and afterwards

his successor in the chair of anatomy in Padua; his name has

been mentioned as that of one' who anticipated Harvey in the

discovery of the circulation of the blood. A study of his

writings clearly shows that he had no true knowledge of the

circulation, but only a glimpse of how the blood passed from

the right to the left side of the heart. In his work there is

evidently a sketch of the pulmonary circulation, although it is

clear that he did not understand the mechanism of the valves,

as VesaUus did. As regards the systemic circulation, there is

the notion simply of an oscillation of the blood from the heart

to the body and from the body to the heart. Further, he up-

holds the view of Galen, that all the veins originate in the

liver; and he even denies the muscular structure of the heart.*

In 1 553 Michael Servetus (i5ii-i553)> • Pupil or

junior fellow-student of Vesalius, in his Christianismi

RestUidiOf described accurately the pulmonary circulation.'

Servetus perceived the course of the circulation from the right

to the left side of the heart through the lungs, and he also

recognized that the change from venous into arterial blood took

place in the lungs and not in the left ventricle Not so much
the recognition ol the pulmonary circulation, as that had been

made previously by Columbus, but the discovery of the re-

spiratory changes in the lungs constitutes Servetus's claim to

be a pioneer in physiological science.

Andrea Cesalpino (1 519-1603), a great naturalist of this

period, also made important contributions towards the dis-

Cifsh^a covery of the circulation, and in Italy he is regarded

as the real discoverer" Cesalpino knew the pul-

monary circulation. Further, he was the first to use the

* An interesting account of the views of the precursors of Harvey
will be found in WiUis's edition of the Works of Harvey, published

by the Sydenham Society. Compare alio P. Flourens, Htstoire de
la deammrte it la cinuLation du sang (Paris, 1654). and Professor

R. Owen, ExperimetUal Physiology, its Benefits to Mankind, with
an Address on UnmUing Ike Statue pf W, Harvey, at Folkestone, 6tk

August t88t.
See Willis. Servetus and CdMn (London. 1877).
' A learned and critical series of articles by Sampson Gamgce in

the Lancet, in 1876, gives an excellent account of the controversy as
to whether Cesalpino or Harvey was the true discoverer of the
circubtion; see also the Harvcian oration for 1882 by George
Johnston {Lancet.July 1882). and Professor G. M. Humphry. Joum.
Anat. and Phys., (Jctober 1882.

term "circulation," and he went far to demonstrate the
systemic circulation. He experimentally proved that, when
a vein is tied, it fills below and not above the ligature. The
following passage from his Quaestiones Medicae (lib. v. cap. 4,
fol. 125), quoted by Gamgee, shows his-views:

—

" The lungs, therefore, drawing the warm blood from the right
ventricle of the heart through a vein like an artery, and returnins
it by anastomosis to the venal artery (pulmonary vein), which
tends towards the left ventricle of the heart, and air, being in the
meantime transmitted through the channels of the aspera arteria
(trachea and bronchial tubes), which are extended near the venal
artery, yet not communicating with the aperture as Galen thoueht,
tempers with a touch only. This circulation of the blood (fiuie

sanguinis circulationi) from the right ventricle of the heart through
thelungs into the left ventricle of the same exactly agrees with what
appears from dissection. For there are two receptacles ending in the
n^nt ventricle and two in the left. But of the two only one intro*

mits; the other lets out. the membranes (valves) being constituted
accordingly."

Still Cesalpino dung to the old idea of there being as
efflux and reflux of blood to and from the heart, and he bad
confused notions u to the veins conveying nutritive matter,

whilst the arteries carried the vital spirits to the tissues. He
does not even appear to have thought of the heart as a con-

tractive and propulsive organ, and attributed the dilautioo

to " an effervescence of the spirit," whilst the contraction—
or, as be termed it, the " collapse "—was due to the appro-

priation by the heart of nutritive matter. Whilst he imagined
a communication between the termination of the arteries and
the commencement of the veins, he does not appear to have
thought of a direct flow of blood from the one to the other.

Thus he cannot be regarded as the true discoverer of the cir-

culation of the blood. More recently Ercolani has
g^^^

put forward claims on behalf of Carlo Ruini as being cotvir
the true discoverer. Ruini published the first edition mtettof

of his anatomical writings in 1598, the year William
JjfJJl*'

Harvey entered at Padua as a medical student. This
claim has been carefully investigated by Gamgee, who has

come to the conclusion that it cannot be maintained.^

The anatomy of the heart was examined, described and
figured by Bartolomeo Eustacheo (c. 1500-1574) and by Julius

Caesar Arand or Arantius (c. 1530-1589), whose name is asso-

ciated with the fibro-cartilaginous thickenings on the free edge

of* the semilunar valves {corpora Aranlii). Hicronymus Fab-

ricius of Acquapendente (i 537-1619), the immediate predecessor

and teacher of Harvey, made the important step of describing

the valves in the veins; but he thought they had a subsidiary

office in connexion with the collateral drculation, supposing that

they diverted) the blood into branches near the valves; thus

he missed seeing the importance of the anatomical and experi-

mental farts gathered by himself. At the time when Harvey
arose the general notions as to the circulation may be briefly

summed up as follows: the blood ebbed and flowed to and
from the heart in the arteries and veins; from the right side at

least a portion of it passed to the left side through the vessels

in the lungs, where it was mixed with air; and, lastly, there

were two kinds of blood—the venous, formed originally in

the liver, and thence passing to the heart, from which it went

out to the periphery by the veins and returned by those to

the heart; and the arterial, containing "spirits" produced

by the mixing of the blood and the air in the Iung»—sent out

from the heart to the body' and returning to the heart by the

same vessels. The pulmonary circulation was understood so

far, but its relation to the systemic circulation was unknown.
The action of the heart, also, as a propulsive organ was not

recognized. It was not until 1628 that Harvey
n^,^^.

announced his views to the world by publishing his

treatise De liotu' Cordis el Sanguinis. His conclusions are

given in the following celebrated passage:

—

" And now I may be allowed to give in brief my view of the

circulation of the blood, and to propose it for general adoption.

Since all things, both argument and ocular demonstration, show
that the blood passes through the lungs and heart by the auricles and

'Gamgee, ** Third Historical Fragment," in Lancet, 1876.
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ventricles, and is sent for distribution to fttl parts of the body, where
it nuikes its way into the veins and pores of the flesh, and taen flows

by the veins from the circumference on every side to the centre,

from lesser to the greater veins, and is by them finally dischaivea
into the vena cava and right auricle of the heart, and this in sucn a
quantity, or in such a flux and reflux, thither by the arteries, hither
by the veins, as cannot possibly be supplied by the ingestor, and is

much greater than can be required for mere purposes of nutrition,

it b absolutely necessary to conclude that the blood in the animal
body is impelled in a cucle, and is in a state of ceaseless motion,
that this is the act or function which the heart performs by means of
its pulse, and that it is the sole and only end of the motion and
cootraction of the heart " (bk. x. ch. xiv. p. 68).

Opposed to Caspar Hofmann of Nuremberg (X57X-1623),

Veslingius (Vesling) of Padua (1598-1649), and J. Riolanus

the younger, this new theory was supported by Roger Drake,

a young Eni^hman, who chose it for the subject of a graduation

thesis at Leiden in 1637, by Werner RoLfinck of Jena (iS99~

1673), i^d especially by Descartes, and quickly gained the

ascendant; and its author had the satisfaction of seeing it

confirmed ^y the discovery of the capillary circulation, and uni-

versally adopted. The circulation in the capillaries

between the arteries and the veins was discovered by
""^ Marcellus Malpighi (1628-1694) of Bologna in x66i.

He saw it first in the lungs and the mesentery of a frog,

and the discovery was announced in the second of two letters,

Epislda de Pulmonibus^ addressed to Borelli, and dated i66x.^

Malpighi actually showed the capillary circtilation to the aston-

ished eyes of Harvey. Anthony van Leeuwenhoek (i632-x7a3)

in 1673 repeated Malpighi's observations, and studied the

capillary circulation in a bat's wing, the tail of a tadpole and
the tail of a fish. William Molyneuz studied the circulation in

the lungs of a water newt in 1683.*

The idea that the same blood was propeUed through the body
in a circuit suggested that life might be sustained by renewing

rwm»*§^ the blood in the event of some of it being lost. About
"***

x66o Lower, aLondon physician (died 1691 ) , succeeded

in transferring the blood of one animal directly from
its blood vessels into those of another animal. This was first

done by passing a " quill " or a " small crooked pipe of silver

or brass " from the carotid artery of one dog to the jugular vein

of another.* This experiment was repeated and modified by
Sir Edmund King (1629-1709), Thomas Coxe (1615-1685),

Gayant and Denys with such success as to warrant the opera-

tion being performed on man, and accordingly it was carried

out by Lower and King on the 23rd of November 1667, when
blood from the arteries of a sheep was directly introduced into

the veins of a man.^ It would appear that the operation had
previously been performed with success in Paris.

The doctrine of the circulation being accepted, physiologists

next directed their attention to the force of the heart, the

Pwvt pressure of the blood in the vessels, its velocity,

iMM^mad and the phenomena of the pulse wave. Giovanni
Ytioeiiy Alphonso Borelli (1608-1679) investigated the drcula-
ot blood,

tion during the lifetime of Harvey. He early conceived

the design of applying mathematical principles to the explana-

tion of animal functions; and, although he fell into

many errors, he must be regarded as the founder of

animal mechanics. In his Z7e Molu Animalium (1680-85) he

stated his theory of the circulation in eighty propositions,

and in prop, budii., founding on a supposed relation between

the bulk and the strength of muscular fibre as found in the

ventricles, erroneously concluded that the force of the heart

was equal to the pressure of a weight of 180,000 lb. He also

recognized and figured the spiral arrangement of fibres in the

ventricles. The question was further investigated by James
Keill, a Scottish physician (1673-1719), who in his

Account of Animal Secretion, Ike Quantity of Blood in

the Human Body, and Muscular Motion (1708) attempted to

estimate the velocity of blood in the aorta, and gave it at 52 ft.

* See his Opera Omnia, vol. i. p. 328.
' Lowthorp, Abridgement of Trans. Roy. Soc., 5th ed. vol. iii.

p. 210.
' Ibid. p. 231. * Ibid. p. 226.

per minute. Then, aUowing for the resistance of the '

he showed that the velocity diminishes towards the smaller

vessels, and arrived at the smaring conclusion that in the

smallest vessels it travels at the rate of i in. in 278 days,—

a

good example of the extravagant errors made by the mathe-
matical physiologists of the period. Keill further described

the hydraulic phenomena of the circulation in papers communi-
cated to the Royal Society and collected id his Essays am Seseral

Parts of the Animal Oeconomy (1717). In these essays, by
estimating the quantity of blood thrown out of the heart by
each contraction, and the diameter of the aortic orifice, he
calculated the velocity of the blood. He stated (pp. 84, 87)
that the blood sent into the aorta with each contraction would
form a cylinder 8 in. (2 oz.) in length and be driven along

with a velocity of 156 ft. per minute. Estimating then the

resistances to be overcome in the vessels, he found the focce oC

the heart to be " little above x6 os.," —a remarkable diflerence

from the computation of Borelli. Keill's method was ingenious,

and is of historical intemt as being the first attempt to obtain

quantitative results; but it failed to obtain true results, because

the data on which he based his calculations were inaccurate.

These calculations attracted the attention not only of the

anatoinico-ph}rBiologbts, such as Haller, but also of sMne of the

physicists of the time, notably of Jurin and D. Bemoulti. Jurin

(died 1750) gave the force of the left ventricle at 9 lb x oc, and
that of the right ventricle at 6 lb 3 ox. He also stated with

remarkable clearness, considering that he reasoned on the subject

as a physicist, without depending on experimental data gathered

by himself, the influenceon the pulse induced by variations in the

power of the heart or in the resistance to be overcome.* The
experimental investigation of the problem was supplied
by Stephen Hales (1677-1 761), rector of Tcddington in

Middlesex, who in x 708 devised the method of estimating the

force of the heart by inserting a tube into a large artery and
observing the height to which the blood was impelled into it.

Hales is the true founder of the modern experimental method
in physiology. He observed in a horse that the Uood rase in

the vertical tube, which he had connected with the crunl artery,

to the height of 8 ft. 3 in. perpendicular above the level of the

left ventricle of the heart. But it did not attain its full bei^
at once: it rushed up about half-way in an instant, and after*

wards gradually at each pulse 12,8, 6, 4, », and sometimes 1 in.

When it was at its full height, it would rise and fall at and after

each pulse 2, 3 or 4 in.; and sometimes it would fall x s or 14 inr,

and have there for a time the same vibrations up and down at

and after each pulse as it had when it was at its full height, to

which it would rise again after forty or fifty pulses.* He tlien

estimated the capacity of the left ventricle by a method of

employing waxen casts, and, after many such experiments and
measurements in the horse, ox, sheep, fallow deer and dog, he
calculated that the force of the left ventricle in man is ahcrat

equal to that of a colunm of blood 7} ft. high, weighing 51 1 lb, or,

in other words, that the pressure the left ventricle has to overcome
is equal to the pressure of that weight. When we contrast the

enormous estimate of Borelli (180,000 lb) with the under-estimaie

of Keill (16 oz.), and when we know that the estimate of Stephen
Hales (1677-1761), as corroborated by recent investigations by
means of daborate scientific appliances, is very near the truth,

we recognize the far higher service rendered to science by careful

and judicious experiment than by speculations, however in-

genious. With the exception of some calculations by Dan
Bernoulli (1700-1782) in 1748, there was no great contribution

to haemadynamics till 1S08, when two remarkable papers ap-

peared from Thomas Young (1 773-1829). In the first, .^
entitled " Hydraulic Investiptions," which appeared jJ^TjJ'
in the Pkil. Trans,, he investigated the friction and dis-

charge of fluids running in pipes and the velocity of riven, the

" Jones. Abridgement of PkU. Trans, (td ed.. 1749), voL v. p. 293.
Sec also for an account 01 the criticismsm D. Betnoulfi thedaa aod
others. Mailer's Elenunta Pkysiolcgiae, vol. i. p. 448.

* Hales, Statical Essays, containing HaemaslaHcs, Ac. (1733}. vol. vL

p. »
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RsisUnce occasioned by flexures in pipes and rivezs, the

propagation of an impulse through an elastic tube, and
fome of the phenomena of pulsations. Thu paper was
preparatory to the second, "On. the Functions of the Heart
and Arteries,"—the Croonian lecture for xSo^—in which he
showed more dearly than had hitherto been done (1) that

the blood pressure gradually diminishes from the heart to

the periphery; (a) that the velocity of the blood becomes
less as it passes from the greater to the smaller vesscb;

(3) that the resistance is chiefly in the smaller vessels, and
that the elasticity of the coats of the great arteries comes
into play in overcoming this resistance in the interval be-

tween systoles; and (4) that the contractile coats do not act

as propulsive agents, but assist in regulating the distribution

of blood.^

The next epoch of physiological investigation is characterized

by the introduction of instruments for accurate measurement,

l/MAf And the graphic method of registering phenomena,
taatrw now SO largely u)Kd in science.* In 1825 appeared
'^»**' £. and Wilhehn Weber's (1804-1891) WellenUkre,

and in 1838 Ernest Weber's (1795-1878) Ad Notat, Ana-
lorn, el Physialog. i., both of which contain an exposition

of E. H. Weber's schema of the circulation, a scheme which
presents a true and consistent theory. In 1826 Jean Louis

Marie Poisexiille invented the haemadynamometer.* This
was adapted with a marker to a recording cylinder by Lud-
wig in 1847, so as to form the instrument named by Alfred

Volkmann (180X-1877) the kymograph. Volkmann devised

the haemadromometer for measuring the velocity of the blood

in 1850; for the same purpose Vierordt constructed the haema-
tachometer in 1858; Chauveau and Pierre Lortet (1792-1868)

first used their haemadromograph in z86o; and lastly, Ludwig
and Dogiel obtained the best results as regards velocity by the

"stream-dock" in 1867. As regards the pulse, the first

sphygmograph was constructed by Karl Vierordt (18x8-1884)

in 1856; and l^tienne Marey's form, of which there are now
many modifications, appeared in x86o. In x86x Jean Chauveau
(b. 1827) and Marey obtained tracings of the variations of

pressure in the heart cavities (see below), by an experi-

ment which is of great historical importance. During the past

twenty-five years vast accumulations of facts have been made
throu^ the instruments of precision above alluded to, so that

the conditions of the drculation, as a problem in hydrodyiuunics,

have been thoroughly investigated. Since X845, when the

brothers Weber discovered the inhibitory action of the vagus,

and i8s8, when Claude Bernard (1813-X878) formulated his

researches showing the existence of a vaso-motor system of

nerves, much knowledge has been acquired as to the relations

of the nervous to the drculatory system. The Webers, John
Rod (x8x6-i895), Claude Bernard and Cari Ludwig (180^1849)
may be regarded as masters in physiology equal, in standing

to those whose researches have been more espedally alluded to

in this historical sketch. The Webers took the first step towards

recognizing the great prindple of inhibitory action; John Rcid

showed how to investigate the functions of nerves by his classical

research on the eighth pair of cranial nerves; Claude Bernard

devdoped the fundamental conception of vaso-motor nerves;

and Ludwig showed how this conception, whilst it certainly

made the hydraulic problems of the drculation infinitdy more
complicated than they were even to the scientific imagination

of Thomas Young, accounted for some of the phenomena and
indicated at all events the solidarity of the arrangements in

the living bdng. Further, Ludwig and his pupils used the

evidence supplied by some of the phenomena of the drculation

to explain even more obscure phenomena of the nervous system,

and they taught pharmacologists how to study in a scientific

manner the physiological action of drugs. Q. G. M.)

I See MiseeUaneous Works, ed. Peacock (2 vols.. London,
18M).
^See Marev. La MUkodo graph, dans lis se. expir, (Paris,

1878).
' Mi^endie's Journal^ vol. viii. p. 27s.

no

in. Physiolocy
The unicellular animal immersed in water absorbs nutritive

matter and oxygen, and excretes waste materials with its whole
surface. Owing to the small mass of the protozoa

the metabolic products can penetrate throughout the

whole. With the evolution of the multicellular organs
of themetazoa and the division of physiologicallabour

a circulatory mechanism became of immediate need.

A double-layered animal like the common water polype Hydra
can exist, it is true, without such a mechanism, but communities
of polypes, such as the sponges, form channels for the circulation

of water. With the development of the three-layered animal

thecoelomor body cavity arose by the splitting of the mesoderm,
and it was in this body cavity that the- evolution of the cir-

culatory system took place, an evolution which finally became
perfected in the higher members of the metazoa into a dosed
vascular system filled with red blood. The evolution of the

red matter, haemoglobin, as a special carrier of oxygen was
necessitated by the increasing mass and muscular activity

of the higher animal, in comparison with the size of the oxygen-
absorbing surface—the gill or lung. The blood vascular system
of the invertebrata such as the Arthropods and Insects, is

not generally a closed system, but consists of a pulsatile heart

whence proceed arteries which open into lacunar spaces forming

part of the coelom. The lacunae exist between the organs

and tissues of the body, and the blood from these spaces is

returned to a venous sinus whence the heart draws its supply

through valved openings. The movements of the animal help

to return the blood from the tissue spaces to the heart, while

the heart by its rhythmic contraction drives the blood into the

arteries. Somewhere in the course of this system are placed

the gills and renal organs, and it appears to be a matter of

indifference whether the gills be placed on the arterial or vezMus

side of the system, both arrangements being found in different

types. In some types (mussd, earthworm), the whole blood

passes through the renal organs at each circulation, in otheni

(crayfish) only parts. In the earthworm the vascular system

is dosed, the arteries and veins being connected by capillaries

in place of lacunae. The movement of tissue fuices may be
maintained by physico-chemical forces alone, e.g. by the forces

of osmosis and adsorption, as is seen in the movements of sap

in the vascular bundles of plants, in -the streaming of protoplasm

in the plant cell and in the niarvellous rhythmic to-and-fro

movements of the richly granular juice contained in the veins

of the spreading protoplasmic sheet of myxomycetes. Such
agendes come into play in the lacunar or capillary part of the

circulation of the metazoa and are assisted by the movements of

the body wall and of the alimentary organs. The evolution

of a spedal pumping organ, the heart, assodated with the

aeration of the body fluids in the gills, led to the perfection

of the effident system of drculation which is found in the

vertebrata.

The blood is to be regarded ^ alive in as strict a sense as any
other component of the living body. It is a tissue consisting

of mobile dements—the blood corpuscles—and a plasma—'

a colloidal albuminous fluid which is analogous to the more
solid intercellular material of other tissues. The primary

sources of its elements are the blood-forming organs^the

bone marroFi the baemolymph and lymphatic glands and
other lymphatic tissue, and the spleen. It drculates as

the middleman between the tissues, conveying from the ali-

mentary canal the products of digestion—sugar, fat, amino-

adds and salts; oxygen from the lungs; carbonic add,

urea and other waste producU of the tissues to the lungs

and kidneys; internal secretions from one organ to another;

and acts not only as a carrier, but deals with the material

remitted to it on the way. One other function of the blood,

a most important one, must not be omitted, that of defence

against the invasion of bacteria and thdr toxins, and other

parasites.

The blood is contained in a continuous system of vessels;

arteries lead from the' heart and divide into a mulUtude of
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capillary vessels, and these lead into the veins which finally

pass back to the heart. The heart is to be regarded as a
double organ, each half consisting of an auricle and a

„gfM ventricle. The light half contains dark venous blood

•ttk»ck* which has been returned from the body and is sent to
cBtefiM the lungs: the left heart contains the bright oxygenated

iB«Su"* blood which has been returned from the lungs and is

distributed to the body. There are thus two circu-

lations—the one pulmonary, from the right side of the heart to

the pulmonary arteiy and thence to the capillaries of the lungs

and to the left heart by the pulmonary veins—the other

systemic, from the left side of the heart, by the aoru, to the

arteries and capillaries of the body tissues and crgans, whence
the blood returns by the veins to the right side of the heart.

A schematic representation is given of the drculatory system

in the accompanying diagram. The venous blood flows into

the right auricle (RA) from the superior vena cava and the

inferior vena cava. The right ventricle (RV) drives through

the lungs the blood received from the right auricle. The
right auriculo-ventricular valve, or tricuspid, and the pulmonary
semilunar valve are represented directing the flow of blood

in this direction. From the pulmonary capillaries the blood

Fio.1.—GenenJG>urM
of Circulatbn and
some of the Principal
Vessels. H' right

e; H,, left

aorta; k, part of

ventricle; ,

ventricle; A, A,

left auricle; P, pul-
monary artery, going
to lun^; P, puimon-
ary veins ; v, ascend-
ing or lower vena
cava; «, trachea or
wind-pipe; p, p\
bronchial tubes;
a', a, right and left

carotid arteries;
», r*, veins from root

of neck (internal

jugular and sub-
clavian), joining to
form descending or
upper vena cava;
f, hepatic arteiy

/, hepatic vein; I,

superior mesenteric
artery, going to mes-
entery and bowels;
L, r>ortal vein, going
to liver; k', renal
artery; ik, renal
vein; V, inferior
vena cava, splitting

into the two iliac

veins, v, v.

^.:^^J

Fig. 2.—Scheme of the
Circulation of the
Blood in Man, stand-
ing erect. The venous
system is stippled. C,
ngid cranial wall; N,
muscles and cutaneous
wall of neck; T, thorack:
wall; A, muscular and
cutaneous wall of ab-
domen; D, diaphr^m;
L, muscles and cutaneous
wall of limbs; P, peri-

cardium; AO, aorta;
S.V.C. I.V.C, venae
cavae; P.V,. portal vein:
V, valves in veins of
neck, or lees; RA, LA,
right and left auricles;
RV, LV, right and left

ventricles.

returns by the pulmonary veins (PV) into the left auricle (LA),
and so through the left auriailo>ventricular or mitral valve

into the left ventricle (LV). By the left ventricle the blood
is driven through the aortic semilunar valve, and is distributed

to the systemic arteries, and so to the capillaries of the various
organs and back to the veins. The muscular wall of the
auricles and that of the right ventricle are much thinner than
that of the left ventricle. This is so, because the energy
required of the left ventricle must exceed that of the right

ventricle, inasmuch as the resisunce in the systemic system
exceeds that in the pulmonary drcuit.

The heart fills with venous blood during its ezpanaioD or
diastole, and forces the blood into the arteries during its coo-

traction or systole. The large arteries are of less capacity
than the corresponding veins, and their walls are essentially

extensile and elastic. The pulmonary arteries are espedally
extensile structures^ The small arteries and arterioles are

essentially muscular tubes and can vary considerably in

diameter. The arterioles open into the capillaries, and these

are so numerous that each organ may be regarded as a sponge
full of blood. The skeletal musdcs and the miiscular walls

of the viscera at each contraction express the blood within

them, and materially influence the circulation. The whole
muscular system, as well as the heart, must therefore be re-

garded as a pump to the vascular system. The capillary wall

is composed of a single layer of flattened cells, separating the

blood within from the tissues without. Through this layer,

which is of extraordinary tenuity, there takes place an ex-

change of material between the blood and the tissues, an
exchange which depends on the physico-chemical conditions

which characterize the living state of the cells. The phenomena
of adsorption and osmosis come into play here, but the ocuuli-

tions still await complete elucidation. The veins are of larger

calibre than the corresponding arteries, and have toug^ and
inextensile walls. Their walls are muscular, and contract on
local stimulation. The veins axe not, as a rule, distended
with blood to their fuU potential capacity. The latter is so

great that the whole blood of the body can collect within the

veins.

The heart and lungs are placed within the thoradc cavity

(T), the floor of which is formed by the muscular diaphragm
(D); the heart is itself endosed in a tough inextensfle luLg,

the pericardium (P), the function of which is to che(± over-

dilatation of the heart. The pericardium bears to the muscular
wall of the heart the same relation as the leather case of a
football does to the bag within. In particular, it prevents
over-distension of the heart during musctdar efforts.

The abdominal organs and blood vessels are encon^Mtssed

by the muscular wall of the abdomen (A), and may be regarded
as enclosed in a sphere of musde. Above is the dome of the

diaphragm (T), and bdow the basin-like levator ani, closing

the outlet of the pelvis; in front are the recti musdes, behind
the quadrati lumborum and the spine; while the oblique and
transverse muscles complete the wall at dther side. The
brain is enclosed in a rigid and unyidding box of bone

—

Ike

cranium, while the limbs are encompassed by the extensile

and, in health, taut and elastic skin.

The heart's energy is spent in maintaining a pressure of

blood in the eUistic arteries, and by the difference of pressure
in the arteries and veins the blood is kept flowing through the
capillaries into the veins. The movements of the body and
particularly of respiration hdp to return the blood from the
ca[Hllaries and veins back to the heart, valves being set in

the veins to direct the blood in this direction. The blood b a
viscous fluid and its viscosity varies; it is propelled by a
heart which varies both in rate and energy; it drculates
through a system of muscular and ehistic arteries and vdns,
which varies in capadty and may alter in dastidty. The
width of bed through which it flows varies greatly at different

parts of the circuit, and the resistance offered to the moving
blood is very much greater in the capillary-sized vessels than
in the large arteries and vdns. The blood amtlnually varicN
both in quantity and in quality, as it effects exchanges through
the capillary walls with the tissues. The problems of the
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circulation ue thus far from simple. Hiey resolve themselves

mainly into a considenition of (x) the physiology of the heart;

Fig. 3.—^The Thoradc Viscera. In this diagram the lungs are
turned to the side, and the pericardium removed to display the
heart, a, upper, a', lower lobe of left lung; 6, upper, b\ middle,
y, bwer lobie of right lung; c, trachea; d, arch of aoru;
«, superior vena cava; /, pulmonary artery; ^, left, and A, right
auride; k, right, and /, left ventricle; m, mferior vena cava;
«, descending aorta; I, innominate artery; a, right, and 4, left

common carotid artery; 3, right, and 5, left subclavian artery:
6, 6, right and left innominate vein ; 7 and 9. left and right internal
jugular veins; 8 and 10, left and nght subclavian veins; 11. la,

13. left pulmonary artery, bronchus and vein; 14. 15, 16. right
pulmonary bronchus, artery and vein; 17 and 16, left ana right
coronary arteries.

(2) the physical characters of the circulation; (3) the control

of the heart and vessels by the nervous system.

Tnmm't Mtmual 0/ Pkythbty,
IV pamtekm o( £dw4Td AnoUT

Fig. 4.—Diagram of Cham-
bers of Heart and Large
Vessels.

A, Vena cava, superior.

B, Vena cava, inferior.

C, Pulmonary artery.

D, Aorta.
E, Right auricle.

F, Richi ventricle.

G, Lett auricle, into which
open the four pulmon-
ary veins.

H, Left ventricle.

The arrows point the oourie
of the blood.

A. Kdtb. fa /MTMr4/ilMlMV
tad Pkysitltty.

Fig. 5.—Showins the Attach-
menu of the Heart, a, a,

auricular base of ventricle;

€, e, aortic base of ven-
tricles; d, d, arterial meso-
cardium ; e, «, venous meso*
cardium ;/,ascendingaorta

;

f, pulmonary aorta; A,

superior vena cava; i, in-

ferior vena cava, perforat-
ing diaphragm and peri-

cardium ; /, m. fi, structures
at the root of the lung

—

bronchus, pulmonary ar-
tery, and pulmonary veins:

0; vortex at apex; p, pec-
tinate musculature of nght
auricle; r, superficial mus-
culature of right ventricle.

Tit Action tf (he Heart,

The permanent position and general arrangemeiyts ol the heart
are described in a separate article, and it b only necessary here to
allude to certain points of physiological importance. The substance

of the heart is composed of a spedal kind of muscular tissue which
must be regarded as a syncytium in which no distinct and separate
cells occur, a complex plexus of branching and anastomosing fibres,

forming one functional whole The fibres are nucleated, nave a
cross-striated structure and are surrounded by delicate connec-
tive tissue sheaths. The cross-striations are due to the primitive
fibrils which as in skeletal muscle are differentiated into alternate
doubly and singly refracting substances. These fibrils are embedded
in a granular nucleated sarcoplasm. Between the bundles of fibres
are thin layers of connective tissue containing closely spun networks
of capillaries. The muscle of the auricles consists of a circular layer
common to both and a deeper layer separate for each chamber.
The auriculo-ventricular ring consists of connective tissue surround-
ing the auriculo-ventricular orifices and separating the auricular from
the ventricular muscle with the exception of an important band, the
auriculo-ventruuiar bundle. The superficial fibres of the ventricles
appear to have origin in the auriculo-ventricular ring, to wind about
the heart spirally and to end in the tendons of the papillary muscles
or pass up to the ring again on the inner surface of the heart. The
middle layers consist df bundles of fibres running more or less

circularly round the ventricles.

The greater part of the heart lies free in the pericardial sac. The
pericardium is reflected from the wall of the sac on to the wall of the
heart and attaches the
heart at the point where
the venae cavae and
aorta leave the sac.
This part of the peri-
cardium gives a fixation
point to the auricles,

for it is attached to the
roots of the lungs and
thereby to the thoracic
wall, to the diaphragm
and to the structures
at the root of the neck.
On opening the chest
the normal fulcra for

the movements of the
auricles are lost, and
this renders it difficult

to record the exact
movements of the heart.

The atuched part of
the heart is called the
base, and the venous
part of the base is the
beginning and the ar-
terial pflut the end of
the tubie, coiled on itself,

from which in the em-
bnro the heart develops.
The bngitudinal and

Srt.5d» ^"^.^ Fie- «.-Cviti« <rf th, Rijh, Sid. of A.

artery ; e, right, and /, left auriculsj*

appendase ; g, fossaovaUs ; k^ Eustachian
valve; i, mouth of coronary vein;
/, m, n, cusps of the tricuspid valve;
0, 0, papillary muscles; p, semilunar
valve; g. corpus Anntii; r, lunula.

fibres by their contrac-
tion tend to lengthen the
apex-base diameter, the
bngitudinal fibrts resist

this and the two to-
gether wring the blood
out of the heart. The
apex b maintained
a'fixed point by thb antagonistic action, and thus the longitudinal

fibres are enabled to expand the auricles by pulling down the
floor of these chambers. Thb action is important, as it contributes
to the filling of the auricles simultaneously with the emptying
of the ventndes. Tracings of the jugular pulse give evidence <^

such action.

In the case of the auricles the longitudinal musculi pectinatl not
only help the circular fibres to expel the blood, but draw up the base of

the ventricle to meet its load of blood. Thus the base 01 the ventri-

cular part (or floor of the auricles) b pulled up during auricular

systde, and down during ventricular systole. The posterior and
upper borders of the left auricle lie against the unyielding structures

of the posterior mediastinum, the pulmonary arteiv and bronchi, the

floor and anterior part in contact with the base of the ventricle and
ascending aorta respectively. The latter jwrts ak>ne are free to

move during systole Thus the left ventricular base b drawn up
and the aoru back on auricular systole (A. Keith).

As regards thevalves of theheart—(i) the tricuspid guards theright

auriculo-ventricular opening, and consists of three naps of fibrous

tissue, covered, like all the internal surfaces of the heart, ^^
with the smooth shining membrane, the endocardium. ^^^^
The flaps are continuous at their base, forming an annular ^^^
membrane surrounding the opening. The bicuspid or mitral ^^^^
consists oftwo cusps and guards the left auriculo-ventricular

opening. The under sunaoe and free edge of each cusp of these
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valves ai« attached by chordae tendtnae to two papillary miucles:
theee are ^nllara of muicle which rise up from the Inner surface of

the ventricles.

The edges of these valves which come into oppoMtion are exceed-
ingly thin and delicate, while the outer partsc which bear the full

systolic pfMsure of the blood, are tough. The cardiac muscle, by
its contraction, limits the sice of the aunculo-ventricular orifices and
so maintains the competency of the valves. It is the papillary

muscles and chordae tendineae which pull down the diapnra^
formed by the closed valves (the floor of the auricles), thus expanding
the auricles and enabling the valvular as well as the muscular parts

of the wall of the ventricles to approach together and wring out the
blood. The thin, moist, film-like edges ofthe valves of the heart

come into perfect apposition and fvevent all leakage, while the
fibrous parts give strength and support. The ventricles are never
completely emptied, for some blood remains in contact with the
auriculo-ventricular valves up to the end of systole and ensures

Left inl frkir Cusr> i)t

m94ammt

34 mm.; of each of ^ four pulmonary veins about 13-14 aim.:
of the pulmonary artery, a8 mm. ; of the aorta, 33 mm.
The phyuologist or physician has many means at hb disposal

of examining tne heart's action. By palpation with the naod
over the region of the heart, its stroke, the cardiac imPuU*,
can be felt. By auscuiUUiou with the ear directly, or
with use of the stethoscope the sounds of the heart can
be heurd. By percussion the anatomical limits of the
organ can be defined. The cardiac impulse can be re>

corded by tambour methods of registration, the heart
sounds by means of the microphone and capillaiv dectroneter,
while the volume and movements of the heart can be studied with
the help of the Rdntgen rays
The impulse is caused by the sudden hardening of the nmscular

mass of tne ventricles against the wall of the thorax. It b ^o-
chronous with the beginning of systole. The position -^
at which the impulse is felt varies with changing posture 1^1^

of the body, as different parts of the ^hZiu
thorax come in turn in contact with

^^"^
the ventricle. In the supine position it

Yma€ ni WMmoa, rnnnhghsm'b

Fic. 7.—The Bases of the Ventricles of the Hrart, showing the auriculo-ventricular,

aortic and pulmonary orifices and their ^ves.

their closure. Incompetency of the valves may arise when the right

heart is greatly dilated. The aortic and pulmonary valves consist

of three semilunar, pocket-shaped cusps. A fibrous nodule is

placed centrally in the free edge of each cusp, whence numerous
tendinous fibres radiate to the attached borders of the cusp. The
rest of the free edges which come into apposition are thin and
delicate. Opposite the cusps are bulgings ot the aortic walls—the
sinuses of Valsalva. From the anterior one arises the right coronary
artery and from the left posterior, the left coronary artery, these

vessels supply the substance of the heart with blood. Eddies formed
in the sinuses during the period of systolic output bring the semi-

lunar valves into apposition, so that they close without noise or jar

at the moment when the intraventricular becomes less than the

aortic pressure. The auriculo-ventricular valves arc likewise floated

up by eddies, and brought into apposition at the moment the intra-

ventricular pressure surmounts that in the auricles.

The heart in size is about equal to the closed fist of a man. The
average weight of the heart in the new-bom babv is about 24 grms..

in the adult 300 grms. The percentage which the heart weight
bears to the whole body weight is 0-76 in the new-bom and 0-46

in the adult. While the whole body increases in weight 21 -fold,

the heart increases only i2-74-fold (Vicrordt, Karl, i8ia-i884).

The average weight of tne male and female heart is almost the same.
The average volume of the whole heart is about 270 c.c. The

capacity, estimated by filling the heart with wax, is for each auricle

about 100-150 cc, and
150-230 c.c. for each
ventricle. There are
considerable sources of

error in such measure-
ments. The muscle
of the left ventricle is

about 1-6 cm. in thick-

ness, and of the right

ventricle 0-5 cm. The
left ventricle has twice
the muscular mass of

EdWard'Aruoli '
'

the right. The cir-

FlC. 8.—Position of the Valves of the Heart cumfcrcnce of the left

in Systole and Diastole. aur«culo^ve ntric ular
orifice IS about 14*0

cm.; of the right, about 12*5 cm.; of the aortic orifice, 8>o cm.;
of the pulmonary orifice, 9-0 cm. The average diameter of the
vena cava supenor is about 23 mm.; of the vena cava inferior,

usually to be felt in the fifth intercostal aoaoe

3I inches from the midstemal line. The awst
wall is driven out by the systt^ only where the
heart muscle touches it; at other places it is

slightly drawn in. This indrawiiw is attributed
to the expulsion of the blood out of the
thorax by the left ventricle. The thorax b a
closed cavity and the vacuum thcfein produced

_A^t.ri.tflftr.i,JJI«l.D by "ypo^ic output into the arteri« ol the

tup d trkuijiJd niv« head, limbs and abdomen is filled by \i) the
drawing of air into the lungs. (2) the dra«-ing
ol venous blood into the great veins and right

auricle, (3) the slight indrawii^ of the chest
wall. The impulse b recorded by placing a
amall cupj or recei^ng tambour, over the spot
where it u most evident, and connecting the
Inside of the cup by a tube to a recording tam^
hour. The cup can be closed by a rubber dam,
or an air-tight junction can be effected by
pressing it upon the skin. The strobe of the

heaut b transmitted as a wave of compsrisicwi
to the air within the system of tambours.
The recording tambour b brought to "write oa
a drum, moved by clockwork, and covered with
a paper smoked with bmp-black. From the

record so obtained we can obtain information as to the time reb-
tions of the heart-beat, but no accurate information as to ita energy
oramount of contraction.

Pram Yoniv sad RoUnsao. Onaiocbftm't Ta§-B$»k 9fAmitmf.

Fig. 9.—The Relation of the Heart to the Anterior Wall of thft
Thorax.

I, n, m, IV, V, VI, the upper six costal cartHagea.

The movements of the heart consist of a series of cootractioas
which succeed each other with a certain rhythm. The period of
contraction b called the systeU and that 01 relaxation

the diastole. The two auricles contract, and relax syn-
chronously, and these movemenu are followed by the
synchronous contraction and relaxation of the ventricles.

Finally, there b a short period when the whole heart b in

diastole. The whole series of movemenu b known aa the cirfig<
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cycU. Taldhg 7^ at the average number of heart-beat« per minute,
<ach cardiac cyxHe wii' occupy '8 leoonds. Of this

auricular systole occupies •! aeoo
auricular cuastole occupies •^ „
ventricular systole occupies •j „
ventricular oiastole occupies '5 „

In i86x Chauveau and Marey obtained direct records of the heart
of a horse, and determined the sequence and duration of the evenu
happening in the heart, and -measured the endo-cardiac pressure
by an instrument termed the cardiac sound. The sound—a two-
way tube—was pushed down the jugular vein until the orifice of
one tube lay in the right ventricle and <^ the other in the right
auricle. The tubes were cpnnected with recording tambours which
wrote on a moving drum covered with smoked paper.
Another tambour was used to record the cardiac impulse. The

tractnss so obtained (fig. 10) teach us the following facts: (i) The
auricular contraction is less sudden than the ventricular, and lasts
only a very short time, as indicated by the line ofr. The ventricle,
on the other hand, contracts suddenly and forcibly and remains
contracted a considerable time, as shown by the line c'i'.and by the
flat top to the curve which suc6eeds d'. (a) The auricular movement
precedies the ventricular, and the latter coincides with the impulse
of the apex ajninst the wall of the chest. (3) The contraction of
the auricle influences the pressure in the ventricle as shown by the
small rise a'V^ and that of the ventricle influences the pressure
in the auricle somewhat as shown by the waves cd. Much labour
has been spent in the contrivance 01 rapidly acting spring pressure
gauges, freed as far as possible from inertia, in order to investigate
more exactly the changes of intracardiac pressure, which were first

described by Chauveau and Marey. As the intraventricular pressure

Fio. 10.—Tracings from the Heart of a Horse, by Giauveau and
Marey. The upper tracing is from the right auricle, the middle
from the right ventricle, and the lowest from the apex of the
heart. The horizontal lines represent time, and the vertical

amount ci pressure. The .vertical dotted lines mark coincident
points in the three movements. The breadth of one of the small
squares represents one-tenth of a second. ..

may rise 150 mm. of mercury in one-tenth of a second, it is no easy
matter to contrive an instrument which will respond as rapidly and
yet yield an accurate result without overshooting the mark. The
final result of a most careful inquiry is the confirmation in almost
every point of Chauveau and Marey's pressure curves. Karl
Hdrthle's differential manometer has proved to be an instrument
of great value and precision. A double-bored tube cannula is intro-

duced so that one tube reaches the right auricle and the other the
right ventricle. In observations on the left side of the heart, one
tube u placed in the left ventricle and the other in, the aorta, and
each of these tubes is brought into connexion with a tambour. The
two tambmus are placed one on either side of the fulcrum of a
lever. This lever works against a light spring, which in its turn
sets in ^notion a writing-style. The style records the pressure
changes on a drum covned with smoked paper. By this means
there can be recorded the exact moment at which the auricular
pressure exceeds that in -the ventricle, that is to say, the moment
when the auriculo-ventricular ^ves open; likewise the moment
when the ventricular pressure becomes greater than that in the
auricles, and the auriculo-ventricular valves shut. Similarly, there
can be recorded the moment when the intraventricular pressure
exceeds that in the aorta and the semilunar valves open, and the
moment at which the diastole of the ventricle begins, when the
aortk: pressure becomes the greater, and the semilunar val\-es shut.
The smoothness with which the heart works is shown by the fact

that neither the opening nor the closing of the valves is marked by
any peUc or point on the premire curves.

The absence of a mechanism for preventing regurgitation of
blood from the auricles of birds and mammals is remarkable, for
in fishes, amphibia and reptiles this is effected by valves guarding
the sino-auricular junction. In the warm-blooded vertebrata with
the appeafance of the diaphragm the sinus becomes merged into
the nght auricle, and the venous cistern formed by the superior
and inferior venae cavae, the innominate, iliac, hepatic and renal
veins takes the place of the sinus. .

Six pairs- of valves prevent re- tat-hotoffiJ

gurgitation from this cistern, viz.

those placed in the common
femoral, the sub-davian and
jugular veins. The dstem when
filled holds some 400 ex. <^
blood; in the liver there is some
SOD cc. of blood, and this can
be expressed into the cistern
bj- abfjlorr*''' 7 --^'iir?: in the
pCij-t-iJ %-t:!iwus syaLcniT whtn dis-

teriiktj, another 500 c.c< nuy b^
hfl'lr whkh can, be expitWd
thnmgh the Liver ij^to the
ci^-{l.TI^. A large volyme of
bKwd 19 thus at the (^ii|»MaI^^
of the heart for it to draw on ""••
during duAole. Rcsptraticrn by
tic ojpiradng actk»it of the
tillMX ftucki Cliii blood into ihe
ht j^n. while th« ir*ptrttor> de-
scrr t r-f the dbphr^^gm *t]u<^2es
thi::' rihikifoiftAJ oonicnis end
for: .-.

I .Mil intm thL* \Wtt and
cii-[.-rii Hi!.. The hiijn. These
iotKK^ t iki ili-^ pJatc of the
sin U4 an. I -.tT i ir more cfAcknt.
The ir.i E:i-il.<iMriiinal pm^ure
nw-ji] lit ruL.-tcJ MD bciidin^ or
str^inirtS \l\\ it txtouics cqui-
valeitt itj the prvusure of a
coluTflfl oF mttrury 80-100 mm.
high (Ki.iih). tJoder such con-
dition^ the ptfnnirdium prevents
the rijfht side of the ht^rt
being oNer-diiicndcd with ven-
ous blood.

With these facts in view, we
can now describe the complete course of a cardiac cycle. We will
start at the moment when the blood is pouring from the venae
cavae and pulmonary veins into the two auricles. The auricles are
relaxed and their cavities open into the ventricles bv the funnel-
shaped apertures formed by the dependent seements 01 the tricuspid
and mitral valves. The blood passes freely through these apertures
into the ventricles. The small positive pressure which is always
present in the venous cistern (aided by the respiratory forces)

A. Kdth.fa/MirMfi/ilMtaiy«a<

Fio. II.—Diagram of the Venous
Cistern from whkJi the Heart is

filled. The abdominal or infra-

diaphragmatic part of the ds-
tem u mdicated in black; the
thoracic or supra-diaphrag-
matic is stippled.

I I I ^ ! I I I »

Fran Dismm^ Urn Bmrt, by Jama MirtniTir. M.D, bjr penDMoo.

Fig. 13.—^Tracings of the Jueular Pulse Apex Beat. Carotid and
Radial Pulses. The perpendicular lines represent the time of the
following events.:—i, the beginning of the auricular systole; 2,

the begmning of ventricular systo^; 3. the appearance of the
pulse in the carotid; 4, the appearance of the pulse in the radial;

5, the closing of the semilunar valves; 6, the opening of the
tricuspid valves.

is at this time filling the right heart, while the positive pressure

in the pulmonary veins b filling the left heart. .The auricular

systole now takes place. The circular muscle bands compress
tne blood out of the auricles into the ventricles, while the longi-

tudinal bands aid in this and pull up the base of the ventricles to

meet the load of blood. As the contraction starts from the mouths
of the venae cavae, and sweeps towards the ventricles, there can
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occur but little Kgunitation of blood into the venous astern, but
the cessation of flow into the«auricle during iu systole does produce
a slight rise of pressure in the cistern, as is shown bv tracings taken
from the jugular pulse. The function of the auriaes is to rapidly

complete the filling of the ventricles^

Tne auriculo-ventricular valves are floated up and brought into
apposition by eddies set tip in the blood whicn streams mto the
ventricles, and close without noise or jar at the moment when the
intra-ventricular pressure exceeds in the least that in the auricles.

The systole of the ventricles immediately following that of the auricles

closes the auriculo-ventricular valves, and as the intra-ventricular

pressure rises above that in the pidmonary artery and aorta re-

spectively the semilunar valves open and the blood is expelled;

tnese elastic vessels arc m their turn expanded by the expulsive
force of the heart so as to receive the blood. The papillary muscles,
by contracting synchronously with the muscular wall of the vent-
ricles, pull down and flatten the dome-like diaphragm formed by the
closed auriculo-ventricular valves, thus shortening the longitudinal

diameter of the ventricles, while at the same tune they enlarge
the auriclM and so help to fill these cavities. The outflow of blood
from the ventricles is rapid at first. It becomes* slower as the big
arteries become distended and the pressure of blood rises within
them, and ceases finally when the pressure becomes equal to that in

the ventricles. As the outflow diminishes the semilunar pockeu
are filled by eddies of blood, and their thin edges are brought nearer
and nearer, until finally they come into apposition. The closure is

effected without jar or noise at
the moment when the outflow
ceases and the ventricles begin
to expand. The . heart, as a
good pump should^ works with
the least possible tar. During
the contraction oftne ventricles
blood has been pouring from
the veins into the auricles, and
directly the ventricular systole
ceases the auriculo-ventncular
valves open, and the blood be-
gins to nil the expanding ven-
tricular cavities. For a brief

moment the ventricles remain
dilated and at rest^ then the
auricles contract again, and the
cycle of changes^ once more, ia

repeated. Dunns the first

period of ventricular systole

—

the period of rising tennon—
all the valves are cl<Med and the
ventricle is getting up pressure.
This period nas been measured
and is found to occupy^ km'—04'.

Ftam Farlfar Aimmm fe PkyiU»o, ^ *"»« .?«»"<* ptnod b that of
peraninioo. systolic output, and lasts about

Fio 13.—Diagrammatic repre- '^'* that is. from the moment
senution of the Cardiac Cycle when the semilunar valves open
and of the Carotid and Jugular to the moment when they dose.

Pulses in relation to standard The upstroke of the pulse curve

movements. The scale of ab- taken in the aorta, or in the

sdssae is i mm. to \\% sec carotid artery in man, can be
S.C. "semilunar valve closure; taken as marking the moment
A. O. > auriculo - ventricular when the semilunar valves open,

valves open. The broken lines while the dicrotic notch on the

indicate those portions of the Pu*« cu*^ tmxVs their closure,

respective curves over which The second sound of the heart

there is doubt or controversy, occurs immediately after their
closure, and can be used to mark

the time of this event on the impulse curve.
The intra-ventricular pressure curve may rise or fall during the

output period according to the state of the peripheral remstance. If

the carotid pulse be recorded svnchronously with the impulse
curve, the dme relations can be oetermined for the human heart.
The beginning of the upstroke of the impulse curve marks the
beginning of sVstole, that of the pulse curve marks the opening of
the semilunar valves, and the dicrotk: notch, which precedes the
dicrotic wave, marks the closure of these valves and the end of the
output. The first sound of the heart is synchronous with the
upstroke of the impulse curve. The maximal systolic pressure
exerted by the heart varies with the degree of diastolic filling and
with the obstruction to outflow. The heart responds to the latt^
by a greater output of energy, and this it does with little loss in
rapidity of action. The total fluid pressure to which the wall of
the heart is submitted rapidly increases as the radii of curvature
become greater. Hence the greater enerey required of a dilated
heart, its tendency to hypertrophy and liability to fail. By its
reserve power the heart may throw out three or even six times the
volume of the normal output per minute, and may maintain its
output when the aortic pressure is twice its normal value.
The maximal and minimal pressures have been accurately

recorded in the heart by a manometer fitted with a valve arranged

so that dther only a rise or a (aO of ptMWire is recottied In the
right ventricle oC the 60^ the maximal pressures reconled equalled
35-63 mm. of mercury, m the left ventricle 114-135 ram., in the
auricles 2-30 mm. (Michael Jiger, i795-i8^)- A negative pscasuze.

oC considerable amount but of very fleeting duratioa. sometiiiics
occurs in the ventricles at the beginninff of diarti^ Tha is produced
by the elastic rebound of the flohy columns of the inner wmll of the
heart, which become pressed together as the Mood }ii wrang out of
the ventricular cavities. The entry of the first few drops of blood
from the auricles abolishes this negative pressure, ana it has ao
important influence on the filling of the heart.

When the ear is applied over the cardiac region of the chest, or
a stethoscope is employed, two sounds are httrd, the firsc, beard
most Intensely over the apex, is a duller and longo- sound ^^
than the second, which is shorter and sharper and is heard ^**

best over the base of the heart. The syllables /«*, d«p^
\

express fairiy well the characters of the two sounds, and '

the accent is on lub when the stethoscope is over the apex, thna—
liib-dupp—^16b-dupp—16b-dupp, and on the second sound when over
the base, thus—luD-dfipp—Iub-d6pp—lub^Uipp. Tbe sounds of

the heart have been sucoessfully recorded by means of the micro-
phone. HQrthle inserted the microphone in the primary circuit of
an E. Du Bois-Reymond inducticm oml. and placed the nerve of a
frog-muscle preparation in the secondary cucuit. The muscle,
being attached to a lever, recorded its contraction oo a revolving
drum at the moment when the sound of the heart reached the
microphone and closed the primary circuit. A capillary electro-
meter can be inserted in place of the frog-musde indicator, and the
movements of the electrometer photographed on a sensstiaed plate
moved by ckxkwork (Willem ^nthovenV Each sound gives nut
to a succession of vibrations of the mercury meniscus of the capiUaxy
electrometer. The first sound is formed of many compooent tones
derived from the sudden tension, and consequent vibration, of the
ventricular muscle, and of the auricuk>-ventricular valves with
their chordae tendineae. The first sound can be resolved by a trained
musuatl ear into two tones, one deep and the other hi^h. Tbe
deeper tone alone is heard on the contraction of the excised and
bloodless heart, while the higher tone is produced by throwing the
auriculo-ventricular valves mto tenaon Qdtin Berry Hayoaft).
In the cold-blooded animaL such as the turtle, the hean musde
does not become tense rapidly enough to produce a sound (AUen).
This sound b not produced by fluid friction as the blood mdies
through the arterial orifices, for the vdodty of outflow is too small
to produce in this way any noise. Nor is it produced by eudden
opening of the semiluiur valves, fof these open quietly and vithoot
jar at the moment when the intxa-ventriauar pressure rises nlbon
that in the aorta.
The second sound of the heart ia produced by the tensioa of the

•emiluiur valves in the aorta and pulmonary artery at the mooaent
when the ventricles pass into diastole. TheK valves close without
any jar or shock so soon as the arterial pressures rise to the ^ij^t—f
degree above that in the ventricles. In the next mooient the
ventricles dilate, and the valves, no longer supported 00 one side,

become taut. The elastic vibrations of the uraJls of the ^»*^»v^t^
arteries probably share in the production of this sound.
When the sounds and the impulse are recorded tosethcr the

record shows that the first sound begins about o«oi sec before the
cardiagram marks the beginning of s)^ole, and for the first 0*06 sec.

of its duration this sound is heard only over the apex. Over the
base of the heart the first sound is heard iust at the time when the
semiluiur valves open and the output begins. The first sound
ceases before the ventricular contraction is over, for it is the
sudden tension, not the continuance of contraction, that causes
it. The begimung of the second sound marks the sudden tenaioo o^
the semilunar valves which immediately follows their dosure.

For practical purposes it is important to bear in mind what is

happening in the heart whilst one listens to its sounds. During the
first sound we have (i) contraction of the ventricles, closure 01 the
Auriculo-ventricular valves and impulse of the apex against the
chest : (3) rushing of the blood into the aortic and pulmonary artery,
and filling of the auricles. With the second sound we have closure
of the semilunar valves Itom the elastic rectnl of the aorta and
pulmonary artery, relaxation of the ventricular walls, openii^ of the
auricuk>-ventricular valves so as to aUow the passage of blooid from
auricle to ventricle, and diminished pressure of apex aseainat chest
wall. With the k)ng pause there are (i) gradual refilling of the
ventricle from the auricle, and (a) contraction of the auricle so as to
entirely fill the ventricle. The sound of the tricuspid valve b heard
loudest at the junction of the lower rieht costal cartila^ with the
sternum, of the mitral over the apex oeat, of the aortic semilunar
valves in the direction of the aorta where it comes nearest to the
surface at the second right costal cartilage, and of the valves of the
pulmonary orifice over the third left cosul cartilage. Xo tbe left and
external to the margin of the sternum. The sounds are chained ia

character by valvular lesion or muscular weakness of the heart, and
afford important ngns to the physidan. Murmurs are produced
by eddies setting some part of the membranous walla or valve flaps in

vibration.

I
If a stethoscope be placed over a large artery, a munaiir wiD be
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heard, caused by the blood rushing through the vessel narrowed by
the pressure of the instrument. The fluid escapes into a wider

portion of the vessel bevond
the point of pressure, ana the
sound is caused by the eddies
set up there throwing the
membranous wall of the vessel
into vibration. Such a sound is

heard over an aneurism. The
placental bruit heard during

Fig. is.—^Scheme of a Cardiac Cycle.
The mner circle shows what events
occur in the heart, and the outer
the relation of the sounds and
silences to these eveuts.

pregnancy is a sound of this
kind, arising from pressure on

/ the uterine arteries. In cases

I of insufficient aortic valves a
double blowinjs murmur may
be heard, the hnt being due to
the rush of blood into the
vessel, and the second to the
regurgitation of the blood back
into the ventricle. These mur-
murs are produced by eddies
of blood setting the mem-
branous parts into vibration.

Occasionally a murmur b
produced by the displacement
of air in the bronchial vessels

by the beat of the heart, and may simulate the murmur of aortic

incompetence. By placing a stethoscope over the jugular vein on
the right above the collar bone a murmur is heard, the oruit de diabU,
particularly if the subject turn his head to the left. This is held to
be due to the vibration of the blood in the jugular vein rushing
from the dilated to the contracted part. It is more marked during
auricular diastole and during inspiration.

In the tower vertebrates, as the fro^. the heart is directly nourished
by the blood which fills the cavities in its sponge-like structure. In

j^ the warm-blooded vertebrates there b a special arrange-

airfrWftMt
ment of coronary vessels. The two coronary arteries (right

•tth0 *"^ ^^^^ originate at the root of the borta from the sinuses

^0gft, of Valsalva. Their branches penetrate the muscular sub-
,stance and end in a rich plexus of capillaries. From these

arise the radicles of the coronary veins which open into the right

auricle by the coronary sinus and other small veins. These openings
are valved. The heart in contracting exerts a greater pressure than
that of the coronary arteries, and so arrests the flow in these during
the height of systole, and squeezes the blood within the coronary capil-

laries and veins on into the risht auricle. On diastole the coronary
system fills again. Sudden occlusion of any large part of the coronary
arteries produces irregular and inco-ordinate contractions, followed
by daath of the heart. Gradual occlusion of the coronary arteries

by degenerative changes in advanced life is one of the causes of the
distressing form of cardiac dbtress known as angina pectoris. The
^ - work of the left ventricle b calculated by the formula

^*r W - VP-i-m»«, where V -volume of blood in cc. expelled

h ^ per beat, P^ mean pressureinaorta.m—massof the plood
•*"• expelled on systole, and p- the velocity imparted to it.

The volume of the output has been determined directly by inserting

the stromuhr in the ascending aorta (Robert Adolf Tigerstedt), and
indirectly by determining (i) how much ox>'gen b absorbed per
minute, (3) the difference in the oxygen content of the arterial and
venous blood, (3) the number of heart beats. If 1000 cc. of oxygen
are absorbed from the air breathed in a minute, and the arterial

bkxxl contains 10% more oxvgcn than the venous, it is clear that
100X 100 cc. of blood must have passed through the lungs in that
time, and if the heart beat 100 times, the output for each beat
would be 100 CO. From the determinations made on animals the
output b calculated for man to be 60-100 cc The velocity of

the output can be calculated if the volume of the output b
known, the duration of the period of output, and the diameter of

the aorta. The pressure b measured with a manometer. The
velocity b much greater at the orifice than in the aorta, for

the blood can flow from the aorta during the whole cardiac cycle,

while ^he whole of it must escape through the orifice into the aorta
during; the period of output. The work spent on maintaining the
velocity is not. however, more than A of the whole and b
generally neglected in the calculation. The output b not greater
than 60-100 cc (3 oz.) (Tigerstedt. Nathan Zuntz). and the mean
arterial pressure in a healthy man, determined bv the sphygmometer,
is not more than 1 10 mm. of mercury (L. Hill). The work of the
right heart can be reckoned to be i that of the left, for the pressure
in the pulmonary artery does not exceed 30 mm. The total work of

the heart during the day may be taken as equal to 20.000 kilogr.-

mctres. and this would be equivalent to 50 calories out of the total

2500 calories which a man takes in as food. A labourer does about
150,000 kilogrm.-mctres of external work a day. The work of the

heart is increased two or three times over during severe muscular
labour. It has been estimated that the heart requires per diem, to
maintain its energy, an amount of solid food (water-free) equal
to the weight of solids in the heart itself.- i.e. about 60 grms. of

tugar or proteid. 30 cc of blood must fa« circulated per minute

through the coronary arteries of a dog to maintain the vigour of
the heart.
The use of oxygen per grm. of weight per minute b high for the

heart. Thus for the whole body of the dog there was used
•01 7 ex. per grin, per min., for the heart -ois-'OSt, -.
ana for the active secretory elands -07-1 -o (Barcrolt j"^wi
and Ducon). It has k>ng been known that the heart of ^^_JJ7
frog or tortoise can be kept beating normally for hours^^^^
after removal from the body, if it is provided with |^ fmrL
an artificial circulation of blood or a suitable solution of
salts. Sydney Ringer worked out the necessary ingredients of thb
solution to be

Sodium chloride . . . . 07%
Poussium „ .... 0-03%
Cakium „ 0*025%

The excised mammalian heart can be kept beating in the same way
provided the nutritive fluid b oxygenated and the heart kept at
body temperature. A solution containing one-third defibrinated
blood and two-thirds Ringer's salt solution b most suitable A
mammalian heart thus was restored to activity 7 days after death.
The beat of the heart <^ a child was restored 20 hours after death
from pneumonia. The excised heart of a cat was kept beating for

4 days. The heart of a monkey was restored after freezing the body
of the animal. The nerves of the excised heart retain their action
for some time if the nutritive fluid is immediately circulated through
the coronary arteries. Thus the heart's action can be conveniently
studied when taken from the body of a mammal.
The cause of the heart beat has naturally been one ot thii most

continued objects of inquiry, and the point of view shifts with each
advance of our experimental methods, and the wider
extension of the inquiry throughout the animal worid. ^f^
H. Allen in 1757 was the first to announce that the activity J^^
of the heart b not dependent on its connexion with the fj*?*
nervous system. The excised heart, properly fed, con-

^^
tinues to oeat. The heart of a dog continued to work effectively
and the animal to keep in health for months after divbion of all the
nerves passing to the heart. The heart, it is true, b controlled and
influenced constantly by the nervous system—attuned to the general
needs of the body—but this control b not essential to life. The
above d<», when- exercised, became fatigued quickly, owing to the
lack of the nervous control of the heart. When in .1848 Robert
Remak discovered that groups of nerve ceUs are contained in the
heart of the frog, the causation of the beat was attributed to the
activity of these ganglia.

Confirmation of thb view was found in the experiment of Her-
mann Stannius which demonstrates that the apex of the heart
ceases to beat rhythmically if physiologically separated from
the rest of the heart by ligature or momentary application of a
clamp. The unus, on the other hand, which contains ganglion
celb, continues its beat as before when separated. Further experi-
ment has shown that the beat of the heart cannot be ascribed to
the rhythmic activity of the ganglion celb, which in the mammalbn
heart lie scattered in the base of the heart, in the neighbourhood
of the venous opening and in the auriculo-ventricular groove.
That thb is so b shown oy the fact that every strip of heart muscle,
whether free of ganglion cell or not, b capable of rhythmic activity
under suitable conditions (Walter Gaslcell, 1847- , Theodor
Wilhelm Engelmann, Alfred Wm. Porter). The inherent power
of rhythmic contraction b most eleariy seen in the embryonic
heart, for the pulsation of the chick's heart became visible by the
24th to 48th hour of incubation, while the migration of the ganglion
cells into the heart from the sympathetic system does not take place
until the sixth day (His.). The heart muscle b pervaded oy a
network of nerve fibrils, and the supporters of the neurogenic theory
have had to fall back upon this network as the cause of the l>cat.

The " myogenic " theorists place the causation in the muscle itself.

The pulsating " umbrella ' of the jelly-fish is formed of a network
of nerve fibril and contractile elements, and this can be excited to
contract by irritating any one of the sensory endings of the nervous
network which are situated on the edgx of the " umbrella." In the
manifestation of a " refractory period " the " umbrella " behaves
like the heart. Against thb view we may chit the experiment of

Julius Bernstein (1839), who clamped off the apex 01 the frog's

heart to destroy the physiological continuity, kept the animal
alive till the nerve network had degenerated and tlien found the
apex could be mechanically excited to contract. Moreover, skele-

tal muscle-fibres can be thrown into rhythmic contraction by the
application of a suitable solution of salts ^Wilhelm Biedermann,
1854), and it b probable that heart muscle is excited to rhythmic
activity by such means. At any rate the beat b profoundly
affected by varying slightly the nature and percentage of salts

supplied in the nutritive fluid. Carlson has recorded experiments
upon the heart <^ the horseshoe crab {Limulus) which show that
its beat at any rate depends on the integrity of the medbn nerve
(and its ganglion cells) which runs down the heart. On the other
hand, Gaskell has shown that any small bridge of heart muscle
left connecting the auricle and ventricle of the tortoise heart will

transmit the wave of contraction, while if the nerve passing from
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•iiius to ventride be left* and the mtitcalar connexions entirely

eveied, no wave passes. In contradistinction to cross-striated

muscle, the structural unit of the heart is not also a functional
unit, for the heart<ells are, from the earliest stage of development,
tinned tosether bv branches into networks and bands so as to
torm one tunctional whole, and hence excitation of any one part leads

to the contraction of the whole. The first part to begin to functionate
in the embryo b the venous end, and the waves of contraction
passing thence spread over the developing ventricular segment.
The muscle-cells of the ventricles are th£ker, less sarcoplasmic
and more dearly striated than the auricular muscle, which is

i^ore embryonic m s^cture. The contraction lasts longer in the
ventricular than in the auricular muscle, while the automatic
rhythm not only persists longer in the auricles, but is of greater

frequency, as is clearly seen when the cavities of the heart are
divided from each other. The venous Orifices of the heart are least

sensitive to injury, beat longest after death, and are the first to
recover after arrest. Owing to the more powerful automatism
ol the venous extremity, the contraction normally proceeds thence,
and. passing as a peristaltic wave over the auricles and ventricles,

finally reached the arterial orifices. This peristaltic form of con-
traction is invariable in all periods of development and in all hearts,

both of invertebrate and vertebrate animals. The peristalsis may,
with difficulty, be artificially reversed by the application of a
powerful rhytnmic stimulus to the ventricular end. Antiperistalsis

does not, however, take place easily, because the comparativeljr slow
exdtatory process in the ventricle has little effect on the auricular

muscle. The latter, by initiating more rapid contraction-waves,
over-dominatct the former. The frequency of the whole heart is

accelerated by warming the auricles, while the period of systole is

alone shortened on warming the ventricles.

The sequence in the beat of the three chambers of the heart is

attributoa by Gaskell to the delay that occurs in the exdutory
wave passing through the muscular connexions in the sino-auricular

and auriculo-ventricular junctions. He showed that such delay
could be imitated by moderately clamping a strip of heart muscle

;

the compressed part transmitted the wave less readily, so that the
part above and below the clamp contracted in sequence.

In the mammalian heart there has recently oeen discovered a
remarkable remnant of primitive fibres persiscing in the neighbour-
hood of the venous orifices (representing the sinus). These fibres

are in close connexion with the vagus and sympathetic nerves, and
form the sino-auricular

node of A. Keith and
Martin Flack. If this

node is squeesed by a
clamp, it prevents the
effect of excitation of
the vagus reaching the
heart. The auricle and
ventricles of the mam-
malian heart are connected
through the septum by
a remarkable bundle of
muscle fibres which is

believed to convey the ex-
citatory wave from the

Fig. 1 5.
—^The Right Auricle andVentricle one cavity to the other,

of a Calf's Heart, exposed to show the The root of this auriculo-

oourse and connexions of the auriculo- ventricular bundle lies in

ventricular bundle, i, central cartil- the right auricle, the main
age exposed by dissection ; a, the part is buried in the inter-

main bundle; 3, auricular fibres from ventricular septum; its

which the main bundle arises; 4, branches and twigs arc
right septal division; }, moderator distributed to all parts of
band; 6, a cusp of the tricuspid valve | either ventricle; the papil-

7, posterior group of the muscuh lary muades and fleshy

inpillaries; 8, orifice of the coronary columns, in particular,

sinus; 9, above orifice of the inferior receive a direct supply,
vena cava (10) ; 11, orifice of the The muscle fibres are of
superior vena cava; la, septal wall a peculiar type, known
of the right auricle; 13, appendix of as the cells of Pur-
the right auricle; 14, septal wall of kinje. By this bundle it

the infundibulum; 15, beginning of is believed every part of
the pulmonary artery; 10, apex of the ventricle is brought
the nght ventnde. ^After A. Keith, in into synchronous contrac-
Journal of Anatomy and Physiology.) tion. To its degeneration

has been ascribed certain

cases of disturbed cardiac
rhythm, when the ventricle no longer follows the sequence of auride.
The evidence of such degeneration is. at present, not convincing.

The contraction of the heart, like that of other muscle, is accom-
panied by an electrical change. The part in contraction is at

different potential to the part at rest. Thus an electrical"^ wave accomoanies the wave of contraction. This has
been studied by means of the capillary, or the string,

electrometer (Sir John Scott Burdon-Sanderson and
Paee, Einthoven, Gotch). The photographic records

obtained with these instruments afford us a most beautiful

method of recording the rhythm of nonpal and abnormal hearts
in man, for they can be obtained by connecting the ri|^t hand and
left foot of a patient with the instrument. Emtboven, by making

A R—

V

A R—

V

FtG. i6.~Electrical Changes of Heart,
auricle; R—V, diphasic variation of vent

A, diphasic variatioB oC
kici iv— V, ui}Mi««H. vsiHBuuu vt ventficle. R>"base nrga

tive; V-apex negative to base. After auricular conttactiofi the
ventricular is delayed—an example of arhythmia. (Einthoven.)
The string galvanometer is the best method for ducidating dis-

orders of cardiac rhythm,

use of the telephone wires, recorded in his laboratory the electrical

changes of the nearts of patients seated in a hospital 2 m. awsy.
The heart during the period of systole is retractive to artifidal

exciution, but its susceptibility returns with diastole. The force
and amplitude of any cardiac contraction depend cm the pvevious
activity of the heart and on such physical conditions as the de^^ee
of diastolic filling, the resistance to systolic outflow, tempenture,
&c., but are independent of the stren^ of the art^dal stimulus
so long as the latter is efficient. Oving to the refractory period,
the slow rate of contraction and the independence of the amplitude
of contraction on the strength of stimulus, the heart under ordittary
conditions cannot be thrown, by rapidly repeated excitatioo, into

a complete state of tetanic spasm. The refractory period can be
shortened by heat (40* C), or by caldum and sodium salts until
tetanus is obtainable. The caxdiac musde is rich in aarcoplasss.
and on this depends its power of slow, sustained oontnctioa. The
heart-musde, oesides rhythmically contracdng, posaeases " tone,**

and this tone varies with the conditions of metabolism, tcmpefatnie.
&c Chloroform, for example, produces a soft dilated, strychnine,
adrenalin or ammonia a tonically contracted heart. The mam-
malian heart ceases to beat at temperatures below 7* C. and above
44* C, and passes into " heat rigor " at 45* C.

The Cardiac Nenes.—ln 1845 the brothen Weber made the
astonishing discovery that the vagus nerve, when exdted, akywed or
even arrested the action of the heart.

This was the first proof oC the ex-
istence of inhibitory nerves. The
cardiac inhibitory nerves have nnce
been found in aU classes of verte-
brates and' in many invertebrates.
Some vean later v. Beyeld (186a)
and hloses and Il'ya Cyon (1843-

) discovered the existence of
nerve fibres which, when exdted,
augmented and accelerated the beat
of the heart. These nerves arise

from l-S thoracic anterior spinal

nerve roots and have their ''cell

stations" in the first thoradc and
inferior cervical ganglia, whence they
pass to the heart partly in company
with, the cardiac branches 01^ the
vagus, and partly as separate twigs.
The vagus cardiac fibres arise by the
middle of the lowermost group of
vagus roots, and have thieir cell-

statioiui in the ganglion cells of the
heart.

^
These ganglion cells lie

chiefly in the sub-pericardial tissue
in the posterior wall of the auricles
between and around the orifices of P|Q, 17. The
the venae cavae and pulmonary pneumogastric
veins and between the aorta and ^^
pulmonary artery. The minute
structure of these ganglia and the
terminations of the nerves have been
studied particulariy by Dogiel. The
inhibitory fibres arise from a centre
in the spinal bulb which is in tonic

action and constantly bridles the
heart's action. When the vagi are
divided the frequency of the heart
increases and the blood pressure rises. The vagus centre b reflexly
excited by the inhalation of chh>roform, ammonia or other vapoor
irritant to the air passases, also by the want of oxygen in the blood
in asphyxia. It may be exdted by irriution oT the abdominal
nerves, e.g. a blow on the abdomen, and by increased pressure

I in the cerebral vessels. The accderatory and augmentii^i fibre*

motor systems are m
roeduUa, that of the sym-
pathetic in upper portion
of cord. ^ The arrows in-

dicate directioo of nerve
currents. In the heart R
represents a reflex centre,

I an inhibitory centre and
A an acoderatmg centre.
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likewifle have their centre in the ipinal bulb, and are in tonic action,

antagonizing more or less the action of the vagal centre. The
vagus nerve works
directly on the cardiac
muscle, and produces
some change (signalized

by a positive variation
in the electrical state of
the heart) which results

in a depression of the
excitabifity, the con-
ductivity, the force and
the frequency of the
heart. After the vagal
arrest the heart beats
more forcibly, owing,
it is thought, to the
greater accumulation of
contractile material dur-
ing the period of rest.

The converse of all these
effects occurs on stimu-
lation of the accelerator
nerves. Excitation of
these nerves may excite

to renewed efforts an
excised heart which has

Fio. 18.—B, arterial blood pRWure. K. •"Pe'J' of nutritive

ncoid of volame of Itidney. Inhibi- SSlfiK' hv S2. 'Jk«
tio. of h«rt on f«di,ing vagu. ..rve

',!S"l!SU£!.t" «|5S
tonically exert a sustaining influence on the heart.

The alkaloid atropin paralyses the vagal nerve endings in

the heart, while nicotine paralyses the ganglion celts. Muscarin
obtained from poisonous fungi slows ana finally arrests the heart.

Adrenalin, the active principle of the medulla of the supra-renal
glands, augments its power. Chloroform depresses it and in

poisonous dose throws the heart into paralytic dilatation. A
great many of the cardiac vafcal fibres convey impulse to the spinal

bulb (centripetal), and reflexlv influence the heart frequency,
the breathing and the tonus of the blood vessels. In particular

certain fibres, termed depressor (discovered by Ludwig and Cyon,
1866), cause dilatation of the arterioles and a fall of arterial pressure

by inhibiting the tonic action of the vaso-motor centre in the spinal

bulb. The oepressor fibres arise from the root of the aorta, and over-
distension of this part exdtes them, as evidenced not only by the
above effect, but alsobv the electrical variation (action current)
which has been observea passing up the depressor nerve. Sensory
impressions originating in the heart do not as a rule enter into

consciousness. They are carried bv the cardiac nerves to the sym-
pathetic ganglia, and thence to the upper thoracic region of the
spinal cord, where they come into relation with the sensory nerves
from the pectoral region, upper limb, shoulder, neck and head.
The impressions are not felt in the heart, but referred to these
sensory cutaneous nerves. Thus cardiac pain u felt in the chest
wall and upper limbs and particularly on the left side. The function
of the cardiac nerves is to co-ordinate the beat of the heart with
the needs of the body and to co-ordinate the functions of other
organs with the needs of the heart. For example, an undue rise of
arterial pressure, induced, let us say, by compression of the abdomen,
excites the centre of the vagus and produces slowins of the heart
and a consequent lowering of arterial pressure. Tne heart of a
mammal, however, continues to functionate after a scctbn of all

the branches of the cardiac plexus has been made, so that the nervous
control and co-ordination of the heart are not absolutely essential

to the continuance of life.

Water flowing through a tube from a constant head of pressure

encounters a resistance occasioned by the friction of the
moving water particles against each other and against the
stationary layer that weu the wall of the tube. Part of

' ' ' '
f pressure is spent in en-

r. the ^catcr part in

. line this re«stance is rubbed down into heat. The
narrower tlie tubfe is made, the greater the friction, until

finally the flow ceases, the total energy being then in-

sufficient to overcome the resistance.

The resistance may be measured at any point in the tube by
inserting a side tube in the vertical position. The water rises to a
certain height in the side tube, indicating the head of pressure spent
in overcoming the resistance b(.tween the point of meaaurement
and the orifio. If the k>wer end of the side tube is bent thus J
and inserted so that its orifice faces the stream, the water will rise

higher than it did in the first case. The extra rise indicates

the head of pressure spent in maintaining the velocity of flow.

Such a method has been used to measure the velocity of flow in the
vascular system (Napoleon Cybulski). When a stream of water is

transmitted intermittently by the frequent strokes of a pump through

CMale

a bng elastic rubber tube, the flukl does not issue in lets as it would
in the case of a rigid tube, but flows out continuously. The elastic

tube is distended by the force of the pump, and its elasticity main-
tains the outflow between the strokes. The continuous outflow here
depends on the elasticity of the tube and the resistance to flow.

In the vascular system an area of vessels of capillary size is placed
between the huge arteries and veins. This area opposes k great
resistance to flow. The arteries also are extensile elastic tubes.
The effect of the peripheral resistance, as it is called, is to raise the
pressure on the arterial side and lower it on the venous. The re-

sisunce to flow is situated chiefly, not in the capillaries, but in the
small arteries, where the velocity is high; for "skin friction"

—

that is. the friction of the moving concentric layers of blood against
one another and against the laver which wets the wall of these
blood vessels is proportional to tn; surface area and to the viscosity

of the blood—is nearly proportional to the square of the velocity
of flow, and is inversely proportional to the sectional area of the
vessels. Owing to the resistance to the capillary outflow, the large

arteries are cxpajnded by each systolic output of the heart, and the
elasticity of their wdls comes into play, causing the outflow to
continue during the succeeding diastole of the heart. The condi-
tk>ns are such that the intermittent flow from the h«ut is converted
into a continuous flow through the capillaries. If the arteries were
rieki tubes, it would be necessary for the heart to force on the whole
column of blood at one and the same time; but, owing to the
elasticity of these vessels, the heart is saved from such a probnged
and jarring strain, and can pass into diastolic rest, leaving the
elasticity of the distended arteries to maintain the flow. As a
result ot disease^the elastic tissufc may degenerate and the arteries

become rigid. Bendes the saving of heart-strain, there are other
advantages in the elasticity of the arteriea. It has been found
that an intermittently acting pump maintains a greater outflow
through an elastic than through a rigid tube; that is to say, if the
tubes be of equal bore. The four oiief factors which co-operate
in producing tne conditbns of pressure and vek)city in the vascular
system are—(i) the heart-beat, (3) the peripheral resistance, (3) the
elasticity of the arteries, (4) the quantity of blood in the system.
Suppose the body to be in the horizontal position and the vascular
system to be brought to rest by, say, excitation of the vagus nerve
and arrest of the heart. A sufficiency of blood to distend it collectt

within the venous ctstem. The arterial system, owing to its

elasticity and contractility, empties. If the heart now pegin to
beat, blood is taken from the venous system and is driven into the
arterial system. The arteries receive more blood than can escaoe
through the capilUry vessels, and the arterial side of the system
becomes distended, until eouilibrium is reached, and as much blood
escapes into the venous side per unit of time as is delivered by the
heart. The flow in the capillaries and veins has now become a
constant one and if the side pressure be measured it will be found
to fall from the arteries to the capillaries, and from the capillaries

to the venae cavae. In the large arteries there is a large side pressure
which rises and falls with the pulses of the heart. The pulse
waves spread out over a wider and wider area as the arteries branch.
They finally die away in the arterioles. An increase or decrease in

the energy of the heart-beat will increase or decrease respectively

the velocity of flow and pressure of the blood. An increase or
decrease in the total width of the arterioles respectively will lessen

or raise the resistance; increase or decrease the velocity; lower or
raise the blood pressure. A loss of blood, other conditions remaining
the same, would cause a decrease in pressure and vebcity. As
a matter of fact, such a loss is compensated for by the adjustability

of the vascular system. Tissue lymph passes from the tissues into

the blood, and the blood vessels 01 the limbs and abdomen constrict,

and thus the pressure is kept up, and an efficient circulatbn main-
tained through the brain, lungs and coroiuuy vessels of the heart.

The whole vascular system is lined within oy a layer of flattened

cells, the endothelium; each cell is exceedingly thin and cemented
to Us fellows by a wavy border of an interstitial ^. .

protoplasmic substance. The endothelium affords a ^rjr*"^
smooth surface along which the blood can flow with ff**?
ease. Outskle it there exists in the arteries and veins

•JJJ*.
a middle and an external coat. The middle coat varies •'•^*
greatly in thickness and contains most of the non-stnated
muscle-cells, which in the smaller arteries and arterioles form a
particularly well devebped band. In the larger arteries (fig. 19)

a great d^ of yelbw elastic tissue, togetho* with some white,

fibrous tissue, pervades the mkldle coat. At the inner and oute:

border of this coat the elastic fibres fuse to form an internal

and external fenestrated membrane. This coat endows the arteries

with extensibility, elasticity and contractilitv. The outside coat

consists mostly of white fibrous tissue and not only protects the

arteries, but by its rigidity prevents over-distension. In tne veins

(fig. ao), where the middle coat b somewhat thinner and contains

less elastic tissue, the outer coat consists mostly of muscle-fibres.

The va)ves of the veins are formed of fibrous and elastic tissue

covered with endothelium. As the arteriolea branch into capil-

laries the muscular and elastic elements become less and less, until

in the capillaries themselves there is left only the layer of cr <!o*

theiium. supported by some stellate connective tissue cella The
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capiltariet form networks which accommodate themielves to the
structure of the organs, e.g. longitudinal networks in muscle, loops

in tbe papill.ic of the skin,

clo^e-rneihea networks rQund the

j^ iitv^jEi uf cl^nd&.cetls or lUer, &c.
in ll-te liver the bloud pcpieE rates

into the sabfttAnoc ot the livcr-

<k\K As the capillsrie* join

togrthiff 10 form the v^nnulcs.

niLi-rvlc ilbro agn-in ii|-']icif and

^^^^^^^

Pnm Younr and Robinson, Cui
TenBooko/ Anatomy.

From YounR and Robinson. Cunnii^hsis'i
ToI-Am* •/ Anatomy.

Fic. 19.—Transverse Section Fig. 20.—Transverse Section

through the Wall of a Large of the Wall of a Vein. A,
Artery. A, tunica tntima; tunica intima; B, tunica

B. tunica media; C. tunica media; C, tunica eytema.
externa.

coat the walls of the latter. The veins have a greater capacity

than the arteries. Blood vessels, the vasa vasorum, supply the

walls of the large vessels with nutrition.

I

C B A«

Ttem Yoonff and Rottluoa. CuiiBlaKbaiD'a Tat-B^k ^Amatomy.

Fio. 21.—Structure of Blood Vessels (diagrammatic). A*, captl-

lar>'—with simple endothelial walls. A«^ larger capillary

—

with connective tissue sheath, " adventitia capillaris"; B,

capillary arteriole—showing muscle cells of middle coat, few

and scattered; C, artery—muscular elements of the tunica

media forming a continuous layer.

Tlie vaso-motor nerves end in a plexus of fibrils among the muscle-

fibres. Ganglion cells occupy the larger nodes of the nerve plexus.

The ends of a torn artery retract, coil up within the external coat and
prevent haemorrhage. The arteries contract when mechanically

irritated and remain contracted for a long time after excision. They
tend to contract when submitted to increased blood pressure. The
capillaries cannot contract of themselves, but their lumen can be
widened or narrowed by the varying contractility or turgidity of

the tissues in which they run.
. , . ,

The arteries successfully withstand elastic strain of the pulse

70 times a minute throughout the years of a long life. It has

proved possible to stitch divided arteries and veins together so

Eerfectly that the circulation can continue through them. A kidney

as thus been successfully transplanted from one dog to another,

and has continued to functionate normally.

The elastic coefficients of the several layers of the coat of an
artery increase from within out, and thus great strength is obtained

with the use of a small amount of material. Over-expansion of the

arteries is checked by an external coat of incxtensible connective

tissue. The elasticity of a hcalihy artery is almost perfect, while the

breaking strain is very great and far above that exerted by the blood

pressure. The small arteries and arterioles are essentially muscular

tubes, and can, under the influence of the central nervous system,

vary considerably in diameter.

By the expulsion of the blood at each systole the walls of the

aorta are suddenly distended. From the aorta a wave of

Thtemln* distension ripples down the walls of the arteries. This
wave of distension is called the pulse. As the pulse is

distributed over an ever-widening field its energy is expended
and it disappears finally in the arterioles. From a wounded
artery the blood flows out in pulses, from a wounded vein

continuously. To stop the haemorrhage the ligature must he
applied between the wound and the heart in the case of the arteri',

and between the penpheral parts and the*wound in the case of the

vein. The pulse travels about 20 times as fast as the blood fk}ws

in the artenes (7-8 metres per second). By feeling the pulse we
can tell whether the heart'beat is frequent, quick, strong, regular.

Ac, and whether the wall of the artery is normal and the pressure
in the arteries high or low. Frequency expresses the number per
minute, quickness the duration of a single best. The pube is a most
important guide to the physician. The pulse can be registered

graphically by nneans of a sphygmograph. A lever rests on the
radial artery and transmits the pulse to a system of levers which
magnifies the movement and records it on a smoked surface mo%-ed
by clockwork.

In such a rteord. or sphygmograph, the upstroke corresponds
to systolic output of the left ventricle, marking the opening of the

aortic valves, and the pouring of the blood into the arteries.

The downstroke represents the time during which the Uood is

flowing out of the arteries into the capillaries. There are sub-
sidiary waves on the downstroke. The chief of these b calkd the

dicrotic wave, the notch preceding which marks the doeure <rf the

semilunar valves. The dicrotic wave is caused by the jeric back
of the blood towards the heart when the outflow ceases, and is

most manifest when the systole is short and sharp and the output
of blood from the arterioles rapid, in other words when the bean-
beat is strone, the systolic pressure high and the diastolic pNressure

k>w. A 'smaller wave, predicrotic, preceding this occurs durinj; the

period of output and sometimes is placed on the ascendii^ limb of

the pulse curve. This occurs when the peripheral resbtanoe is

great, and the pulse b then termed anacrotic

J\I\J vJ\^JV\J\
Fic. 22.— Anacrotic Pulse. Fic. 23.—Dicrotic Pube.

Fns. ft. aj D AHchia't Mammat »f Mtiidmt. bjr p
MacnnUo fc Co. Ud.

Fig. 24.—Normal Pulse, and Time Tracing in |^ sec.

A, Primary wave. C. Dicrotic wave.
B, PfRlicrotic wave. D, Post-dkrotic wave.

The form of these waves is modified by the pressure of application
of the sphygmograph. and by instrumental errors; and svc ha\% ro
scale by which we can measure the blood pressure in sphygmograph
tracines. To do this another instrument, the sphygmomanoottter,
b employed.
The pulse may pass through the arterioles and reach the capilUnes

when tne arterioles are dilated or when the capillaries are only fila^d

at each systole, as may be seen in the pink of the nail when the

arm is held above the head, and in cases of aortic regurgitation.

A venous pulse may be recorded in the jugular vein; it exhibits

oscillations synchronous with auricular and \'entricular sy&tole. and
afToids us important information in certain cases of heart di^.i<<.

The normal avera^ pulse rate is 72 per minute, in woman about fro;

but individual variations from 40-100 have been observed consistent

with health. In the newborn the pulse beats on the ax-era^ce

130-140 times a minute; in a one-year-oW child 120-130; three years

100; ten years 90; fifteen years 70-75- Active muscular exen.i<
may increase the pulse rate to 130. Nervous excitement, exirtmc
debility and rise of body temperature also increase it markedly.
The pulse b more frequent when one stands than when one sit-. i>r

lies down, and this is especblly so in sutes of debility. The taking
of food, especially hot food, increases it. By placing tambours on. say,

the carotid and radial arteries and recording the two pulses s\n-
chronously. it has been found that the pulse occurs later, the funKcr
the seat of observation b from the heart. The vekxity with which
the pulse wave travels down the arteries has been determined thus.

It is about 7-8 metres per second. The wave length of the pul^ is

obtained by multiplyins the duration of the inflow of blood into the

aorta by the velocity 01 the pulse wave. It is about 3 metres. As
the return of venous blood and pulmonary circubtion b favoured
during inspiration so that the output of the left ventricle during the
first part oif inspiratran is lessened and subsequently increased.
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the tphysHMgnph reveals rea>iratory oedllatiofu; the whole line

of the tracing falls during the first part of inq)iration and rises sub-
sequently.
The arculation in the capillaries may be studied by placing under

tht micioscope a transparent membrane such as the web of the

f^ frog's foot, tail of tadpole, wing of bat, Ac By a spedal

fiiiliari
illumination one may see the shadow of the blooa cor>

3ZIiIr puscles moving through the retinal vcsseb of one'sown eye,

Hg^ and even calculate the velocity of flow. The diameter
of the smaller capillaries is such as to permit the

passage of the red blood corpuscles in single file only; their

length is abcut ^th of an inch. The endothelial cells confine
the blood from direct contact with the tissue lymph and so
prevent its coagulation, but allow and regulate the exchan|»e
of material between the blood and lymph. This exchaiwe is

regulated by the vital activity of the cells, and does not follow
such laws as pertain to filtration and diffusion through dead
membranes. There is evidence to show that the cells of the
hepatic capillaries are capable of protoplasmic movement and of
phagocytosis.. The pressure in the capillaries stands in closer

relationship to that m the veins than to that in the arteries; for
example, a rise of pressure in the venae cavae, other things remaining
the same, raises the pressure in the hepatic capillaries to a like

amount, while a rise of pressure in the aorta docs not, for most of
the arterial pressure is spent in overcoming the peripheral resistance.

The filling of the capillaries in the skin varies greatly with tempera-
ture, posture. &C. When the hand is cold the arterioles are 90
constricted that blood only passes through the wkler and more
direct capillaries. As the skin becomes warm it flushes, the arterioles

dtlatine and all the capillary networks becoming filled with blood.

Muscular movements express the blood out of the capillariesL as may
be seen by the blanching of the skin which occurs on clenching the
hand. Raising the hand blanches, and towering it congests the
capillaries. The pressureand velocity in the capillanesthus constantly
vary, owing to alterations in hydrostatic pressure, the pressure of

the body against ei^ternal objects, the contraction of the muscles,

and the contraction of the arterioles. It b not possible therefore

to set any definite figure to the capillary pressure or velocity. In
the frog's web, with the foot confined and at rest, the velocity is

about I mm. per second. We continually make slight movements
to counteract the hydrostatic effect and prevent the congestion of
blood in the capillanes of lower parts of the body. It is this tendency
to congestion which makes it so difficult to stand absolutely motion-
less for any length of time. The red corpuscles, being the heavier,

occupy the axis, and the white corpuscles the peripheral layer of the
capillary stream. If an irritant is placed on the membrane it will

be observed that the capillaries become wider and crowded with
corpuscles, the flow slackening and finally becoming arrested owing
to the passing out of the plasma through the damaged capillarv

wall. The white corpuscles creep out between the endothelial cells

into the tissues. Such are the first phenomena of inflammation.
After obstruction of an artery cdlateral pathways are in most parts

rapidly formed, for the anastomatic capillaries, stimulated by the
increased blood flow, devebp into arterioles and arteries.

Numerous anastomoses exist between the veins, so that if the flow

of bk)od be obstructed in one direction it readily finds a passage
-^ - inanother. Muscularmovement.alteiationsof posture and
™S^ respiratory movemenu particularly forward the venous

circulation. The barber s pole of the barber surgeon was
grasped to increase the flow* in the old bloml-letting

days. The valves in the veins allow the blood to be forced only
towards the heart. The pressure in the veins varies according to
the hydrostatic pressure of the blood column above the point of
measurement. In the horizontal position, when this factor is almost
eliminated, the pressure in the large veins is about equal to 5-10 mm.
of mercury, and even may become negative on takins a deep inspira-

tion. There thus arises the danger of air being sucked into a wounded
jugular vein. If air docs thus gain entry it may fatally obstruct the
circulation.

The venous circulation is impeded by (i) a lessening of heart power,
(2) valvular defects, such as incompetence or narrowing of the
onfice which they guard, M obstruction to the filling of the heart,

as in cases of pericardial effusion, (4) obstruction of the pulmonary
circulation as in coughing, by pleuritic effusion, &c. The results of

venous congestion are a less efficient arterial circulation, a dusky
apF>carance of the skin, a fall of cutaneous temperature, and an
effusion of fluid into the tissue spaces producing oedema and dropsy.
This last effect is not due to increased capillary pressure producing
increased transudation as has been supposed, for no such increase in

venous and capillary pressure pereists under the conditions. It is

due to the altered nutrition of the capillary endothelium and the
tissues, which results from the deficient circulation.

If for any reason the left ventricle fail to maintain its full systolic

output, it ceases to receive the full auricular input, and in consequence
the pXilmonary vessels congest. This tells back on the right heart,

and the right ventricle is unable to empty itself into the congested
pulmonary vessels, and this in its turn leads to venous congestion.

The final result of any obstruction thus is a pooling of the blood in

the venous dstem. Dyspnoea results from carduc insufllciency.

It is excited by the increased venosity of the blood acting on the
respiratory centre. Both excess of carbon dioxide and deficiency
of oxygen excite this centre. The increased respiratory movements
aid tiie circulation.

The venous side of the vascular system, owing to the great size of
the veins, has a large potential capacity, while iqany of the capil-
laries in each or^pn are empty and collapsed, except at those periods
of vaso-dilatation and hyperaemia which ac5company extreme
activity of functbn. The vascular system cannot be regarded as a
closed system, for the blood-plasma, .whenever the capillary pressure
is increased, transudes through the capillary wall into tne tissue-

spaces and enters the lymphatics. Thus, if fluid be transfused into
the dreulatory system, it not only collects in the capackius reservoirs
of the veins and capillaries—«q)edaUy in the lungs, liver and
abdominal organs—but leaks into the tissue-spaces. Hence the
pressure in the vascular system cannot be raised above the normal
tor any length of time by the injection of even enormous quantities
of fluid. The lymphatics of tissue-spaces must be regarded as
part of the vascular system. There u a constant give and take
between the blood-plasma and the tissue lymph. If the fluul part of
the blood be increased, then the capillary transudation becomes
greater, and the excess of fluid is excreted from the kidneys and
5lands of the alimentary canal. If the fluid part of the blood
iminish, then fluid passes from the tissue-spaces into the na»mMr^

blood, and the sensation of thirst arises, and more drink is

taken. The circulation may be greatly aided by the trans-
fusion of salt solution (0*8 %) or bkxxl after severe hemor-
rhage, or in states of surgicaJ shock. Only the blood of man
must be used. The direct giving of blood by connecting the radial
artery of a relation to the median vein of a patient has been used as a
means of effecting restoration. Blood may be withdrawn from the
system slowly to the extent of a%. rapidly to the extent of a% of the
bodywetght, without lowering tne arterial pressure, owing to the com-
pensatory contraction of the arteriolesand the rapid absorption of fluid
from the tissues into the blood. The withdrawsu of the tissue-lymph
excites extreme thirst and the great need for water which occurs after
severe hemorrhage. About 75% by weight of the tissues, excluding
fat and bone, consists of water. The quantity of blood in the body
is ^x>ut t\th of the body weight. That of tissue-lymph is unknown)
but it must be considerable, probably greater than that of the blood.
The lymphatics drain off the excess of fluid which transudes from
the capiuaries, and firudly return it to the vascular system. The
interchaiige between tissue, blood and lymph depends on the forces
oC the living cells, which are as yet far from complete elucidation.
We may define the vebdty of the blood at any point in a vessel

as the length of the column of blood fbwing by that pdnt in a
second. In the case of a tube, supplied by a constant .^
head of pressure, we can divide the tube and measure '^
the outflow per second; knowing the volume of this,

and the cross area of the artery, we can determine the
length of the column. This kind of experiment
cannot bo done on the living animal, because the opening of
the vessel alters the resistance to flow, and the loss of blood
also chan^ the physiok>gical conditions.

To determine the velocity other means must
be devised. Ludwig invented an instrument
called the stromuhr^ consisting of two bulbs
mounted on a rotating platform pierced with
two holes. One bulb is filled with oil—the
other with blood. The bulbs are connected
together by a tube at their upper end, and the
lower end of the one full of oil is brought over
the hole in the platform. The central end of

the artery b connected to the same hole and
the peripheral end to the other, over which
stands the bulb full of blood. The blood
being allowed to flow displaces the oil out of

the one bulb into the other; directly this

happens, the bulbs are rotated and the one full

of oil b again brought over the central end of

the artery. The number of rotatioiu per
minute b counted, and the volume of the
bulb being known we obtain the volume of

blood that passes through the instrument per
minute. In another instrument, the haemo- c ' 4
dromograph of Chauveau, there b inserted p|Q 25 Ludwig's
into the artery aX tube in which hangs a small Siromuhr.
pendulum; the stem of the pendulum
passing through a rubber dam which closes the vertical limb

of the tube. The pendulum b deflected by the flow, and the

greater the velocity the greater the deflection. The deflection can

be recorded by connecting the free end of the pendulum to a tam-
bour arrangement. This instrument allows us to record and
measure the variations of velocity during systole and diastole of

the heart, but it can only be used in the vessels of large animals.

Still other methods have been employed by Cybulski and Sieuari.

The general relations of the velocity of the blood in the arteries,

capillaries and veins b expressed by the curve shown in fig. 36.

The velocity in the large arteries may reach 500 mm. per second

rwheKy
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in systole and fail to 150 mm. In diastole. The smaller the artery
the less is this difference and the more uniform the rate of flow.

VtaB Alkhh'k JfMMf^jrWMH. by pomiiriaa of Ifaemllia k Co. Ltd

FlO. a6.~DiagFBm shoving General Relations of the Velocity of
the Blood in the Arteries, Capiliaries and Veins.

The flow in the large veins u approximately equal to that in the
large arteries. In the jusular vem of a dog the mean velocity was
found to be 335 mm. and in the carotid a6o mm. per second. The
velodtv in the capillaries has been measured by direct observation
with tne microscope. It is very small, cf. o«s-i mm. per second.
The variation of velocity in diRerent parts of the vascular system
is explained by the difference in width of bed throush which the
stream flows. The vascular system ma^r be compared to a stream
which on entering a field is led mto a multitude of irrigation channels,
the sum of the cross sections of all the channels being far greater
than that of the stream. The channels unite together agam and
leave the field as one stream. If the flow proceeds uniformly for
anyjpven unit of time, the same volume must flow through any cross
section of the system. Thus the greatest velocity is where the
total bed u narrowest, and slowest where the bea widens to the
dimensions of a lake.

The blood in leaving the heart may Uke a short circuit through
the ooronary system of the heart and so back to the right heart.

' „ . or it may take a long and devious course to the toes and
'** *"* back, or through the intestinal capillaries, portal system

and hepatic capillaries. It is obvious, then, that the time
any two particles of blood take to complete the circuit
may be widely different. Experiments have been made to

^lT^ determine how rapidiv any substance, like a poison, which
enters the blood may be distributed over the body. A salt

•uch aa potassium ferrocyanide u injected into the jugular vein,
and the blood collected in successive samples at seconds of time
from the opposite jugular vein. These samples are tested for the
presence of the salt, or a strong solution of methylene blue is injected
into the jugular vein, and the moment determined with a stop-
watch when the blue cok>ur appears in the carotid artery.

The velocity of flow also can be determined in any organ by
injecting salt solution into an artery, and observing, witn the aid of
a Wheatstone's bridge arrangement, the galvanometric change in
electrical resistance which occurs in the corresponding vein when
the salt solution reaches it. The moment of injection and that of
the alteration in resistance are observed with a stop-watch (Stewart).

It has been determined that the blood travelling fastest can
complete the circuit in about the time occupied by 25 to 30 heart-
beats, say in 30 to ^o seconds; a result which shows how rapidly
methods must be taken to prevent the absorption of poisons—^for

example, snake-poison. The blood travelling fastest in the pul-
monary circuit occupies only about one-fifth of the time spent by
that in the systemic circuit. That some of the blood takes a
very long time to return to the heart u shown by the long time it

takes to wash the vascular system free of blood by the injection of
salt solutwn.
That the blood is under difFeivnt pressure in the variousparts of the

system has long been known. From a divided artery the
blood flows out in forcible spurts, while from a vein it

nlathm flows out continuously^nd with little force. It takes
te Ito very little pressure of the fingers to blanch the capillaries

of the skin, but an appreciable amount to obliterate the
radial artery.

Stephen Hales (1733) was the first to measure the blood pressure.
He inserted a brass tube into the femoral vein of a horse and con-
nected it to a long glass tube held vertically, using the trachea of a
goose as a flexible tube, and found the blood rose to the height of
8 ft., oscillated there with each heart-beat, and rose and fell some-
what with inspiration and expiration. In the vein he found the
pressure to be only about I3 in. Poiseutlle (1828) adapted to
the same purpose the mercurial manometer, a U-shaped tube con-
taining mercury, which, being 13-5 times heavier than blood,
allowed the manometer to be brought to a convenient height.

n*

The introduction oC rubber tutung for the oonneooiis maile the
method of inquiry comparatively simple. The tuMnc tfonnecttng
the arterial cannula and the manometer was filled with a suitable
fluid to prevent coasulatwn of the blood; also to preveat nwfe
than a trace of bk)oa entering the connexMMis. A saturated sohi-

tum of sodium sulphate, or a i % solution of sodium citrate, nay be
employed for this purpose. Ludwi^; (1847) added a float provided
witn a writing style to the mercurial manometer, and brought the
style to write on a drum covered with smoked paper anddrrv-cii
sbwly round by clockwork—a kymograph By this meana tracings
of the arterial blood pressure are obtained, and the influence upoa
the blood pressure 01 various agents reccffded and studied. For
the veins a manometer filled with salt solutk>n is used, as memiry
u too heavy a fluid to record the far slighter changes of vcbous
pressure. The manometer may be connected with a recordii^
tambour.
The arterial blood-pressure record obtained with the mercurisl

manometer exhibits cardiac and respiratory oscillations as shova
in fig. 18. The method
gives us a fairiy accu-
rate record of the
mean pressure, but
the mass of the mer-
cury causes such in-

ertia that the instru-

ment is quite unable
to faithfully record
the systolic and dia-
stolic variations of
pressure. To effect

this record, delicate
spring manometers of
rapidaction and small
inertia have been in^

€ftMlSe m mm\^^
vented. A mercury W. B. S«iode» Co.

manometer provided FlG. 37.—Diagram showing Systolic. Mcaa
with maximum and and Diastolic Pressure,
minimum valves has
also been empbyed to indicate the nuximal systolic and ratnimal

diastolic prenure.' To determine the blood pcessure in man, aa
instrument called the sphygmometer
is used. The writer's sphygmometer
consists of a rubber bag covered with
silk which is filled with air, and con-
nected by a short length of tube to
a manometer. This manometer con-
sists of a naduated glass tube, open
at one end. A small hole is in the
side of the tube near this end. A
meniscus of water is introduced up to
the side hole—the aero mark on the
scale—by placingthe open end of the
tube in water. The bag b now con-
nected to the gauge so that the side
hole is closed by the rubber tube.
Covering the rubber bag with the hand
and pressing it on the radial artery
until the puke (felt beyond) is obliter-

ated, one reads the height to which
the meniscus rises in the manometer,
and thu gives us the systolk pressure
in the artery. The air above the me-
niscus acts as a spring, converting the
instrument into a spnng manometer.
It is empirically graciuated in mm. Hg.

It is very necessary to remembcir
that the bkxxi pressures, taken in differ-

ent vessels and postures, vary with the
hydrostatic pressure of the column of
blood above the point of measure-
ment. Thus in the standing posture
the arterial pressure in the arteries of

the leg is higher than in the arm by
the height of the column of blood that
separates the two points of measure-
ment. In the horizontal posture the
pressure is practkally the same in all

the big arteries. The pressure in the
asccnoing aorta is kept about the same
in all postures, while that of the leg

arteries varies widely. The effect of gravity is compensated there

by active changes in neart force, splanchnic dilatation. Ac (L. Hill).

The systolic pressure of young men. taken in the radial artery with

the arm at the same level as the heart, may be uken to be about 1 10

mm. of Hg. In men of 40-60 years the systolic pressure is often

about 140 mm., but in some robust men it is no higher than in >-o«ith.

The venous pressure in man may be measured by ftndii^ the
pressure just required to prevent a cutaneous vein refilling after

It has been emptied beyond a valve. There is no accurate oMthod
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of measDring the capillary piemire. It and the venous pleasure
constantly vary from nothing to a positive amount with test or
movement of muscles,change oi posture, &c.
The arterial pressure is raised during exertion by the more forcible

beat of the heart—«^. fxessures of 140-190 mm. Hg have been
observed immediately after a 3-mile race. It rajudly sinks to a
lower level than usual after the exertion b over, «.g. 90 mm. Hg,
owing to the quieter action of the heart and the persistence ci toe
cutaneous dilatation of the blood vesseb which is evoked by the rise

of body temperature. The writer has observed in athletes rectal

temperatures of 102-105* F. after k>ng races. After meals there is

an increase in cardiac force to maintain the flow through the dilated

jmlanchnic vessels. Mental excitement raises the pressure—«.£.
the writer's pressure may be no mm. before and las mm. Hg
after giving a lecture. The omin of the blood pressure in the arteries

b the energy of the heart. The pressure gradient depends on the
peripheral resistance. In the arterials the pressure is spent, and
little of it reaches the capillaries. The return of the capillary blood
to the veins and the pressure in the veins u due partly to the re-

mainder of the cardiac force, but more largely to the contraction
of the skeletal muscles and the viscera, to the action of gravity
in changes of posture and to the respiratory pump.
The pulmonary artery, carrying venous blood, divides and sub-

divides, and the smallest branches end in a plexus ci capillaries

on the walb of the air<ells of the lung. From thb plexus
the blood is drained by the radicles ofthe four pulmonaryr*»#irf-

vdns which open into the left auricle. The pressure in

^^_ the pulmonary artery b less than one-third the aortic^^
pressure, and the blood takes only one-third of thettroe to

complete the pulmonary circuit that it taktt to maltt the systemic.
The four chief factors which influence the pulmonary circuUtion
are: (i) the force and output of the right ventricle; (a) the dbstolic
filling action of the left auricle and ventricle; (%) the diameter of

the pulmonary capillaries, which varies with the respiratory ex*
pansion of the lungs; (4) the intrathoracic pressure.

In inspiration the lungs are dbtended in consequence of the
greater positive pressure on the inner surfaces being greater than
the negative pressure on their outer pleural surfaces. The negative
pressure in the intrathoracic cavity results from the enUrgement
of the thorax by the inspiratory muscles. When the elastic lungs
are distended by a full inspiration they exert an ebstic traction
amounting to about 15 mm. Hg. The heart and vesseb within the
thorax are submitted to thb traction—^that b, to the pressure of
the atmosphere minus 15 mm. Hg—while the vascular system of
the rest of^ the body bears the full atmospheric pressure. The thiA-

walled auricles and veins yield more to this elastic traction than
the thick-walled ventricles and arteries. Thus inspirarion exerts a
suction action, which furthers the filling of the veins and auricles.

This action is assisted by the positive pressure exerted by the
descending diaphragm on the contents of the abdomen. Blood
is thus both pushed and sucked into the heart in increased amount
during inspiration.

Experiment has shown that the blood vessds of the lungs when
distended are wider than those of collapsed lungs. Suppose an
elastic bag having minute tubes in its walls be dilated by blowing
into it, the lumina of the tubes will be lessened, and the same occurs
in the lungs if they are artificblly inflated with air; but if the bag
be placed m a glass bottle, and the pressure on its outer surface be
diminbhed by removing air from the space between the bag an<f

the side of the bottle, the bag will distend and the lumina of the
tubes be increased. Thus it b evident that irupiration, by increas-

ing the calibre of the pulmonary vessels, draws blood into the lunj^s,

and the movements 01 the lungs become an effective force in carrying
on the pulmonary circuUtion. It has been estimated that there b
about one-twelfth of the whole blood quantum in the lungs during
inspiration, and one-fifteenth during emiration. The great degree
of distensibility of the pulmonary vessels allows of freoucnt adjust-
ments being made, so that within wide limits as much blood in a
given time will pass through the pulmonary as through the systemic
system. The hmits of their adjustment may, however, be exceeded
during violent muscular exertion. The compressive action of the
skeletal muscles returns the blood to the venous cbtem, and if more
arrives than can be transmitted through the lungs in a given time,

the right heart becomes engorged, bneathlessness occurs, and signs

of venous congestion appear in the flushed face and turgid veins.

The weaker the musculature of the heart the more likely b this

to occur; hence the breathlessness on exertion which characterises
cardiac affections. The training of an athlete consbts brgely in

developing and adjusting his heart to meet thb strain. Similarly

the weak heart ma)r be trained and improved by carefully adjusted
cxerdse. Rhythmic compression of the thorax b the proper
method of resusdtation from suffocation, for thb not only aerates

the lungs, but produces a circubtion of blood. By compressing
the abdomen to fill the heart, and then compressing the thorax to
empty it, the valves meanwhile directing the flow, a pressure of

blooa can be maintained in the aorta even when the heart has ceased
to beat, and this if patiently continued may lead to renewal of

the heart-beat. There b no certain evidence that the pulmonary
arteries are controlled by vaso-motor nerves. In the intact animal

;^XVll 16

it b difficult to determine whether a rue of pranure in the pul-
monary artery b induced really by constriction oC the pulmonary
systeih, or by changes in the output of the heart; hence different
observers have reached conflicting conclusions. In the case of
lungs which have been supplied with an artifidal circuUtion and a
constant head of pressure to eliminate the action of the heart, no
diminution in outflow has been observed in '»dting the branches of
the vagus or sympathetic nerves which supply the lunge, or by the
injection of adrenalin (3tr Benjamin C orodie (1781-1863). and
Dixon, Burton-Spits).
The portal drcuUtkm b pecuUar In that the blood paiaes through

two sets of capUlariea. Arterial blood b conveyed to the capillary
networks of the stomach, spleen, pancreas and Intestines -^
by branches of the abdominal aorta. The portal vein b "J-t
formed by th^ confluence of the meaenterk veins with the ^rrr.
splemc vein, which together drain these capilUries. The if,
portal blood breaks up into a seoond plexus of capilUries

^^
within the substance of the liver. The hepatic veins carry the blood
from thb plexus into the inferior vena cava. Ligatk>n of the portal
vein causes intense congestion of the abdominal vessels, and so db>
tensile are these that they can hold neariy all the blood in the body:
thus the arterial pressure Quickly falls, and the animal dies just as if it

had been bled to death. The portal drcuUtion is Ureely maintained
by the action of the respiratory pump, the perbtaltic movements
of the intestine and the rhythmic contractions of the spleen: these
agencies help to drive the blood through the second set of capilUries
in the liver. The systole of the heart may tell back on the liver and
cause it to swell, for there are no valves between it and the Inferior

vena cava. Obstruction in the right heart or pulmonary circuU-
tion at once teUs back on the hver. The increased respiration
which resulu from muscuUr exercise greatly furthere the hepatk:
circuUtion, while it increases the consumption of food materUI.
Thus exercise relieves the over-fed man. The liver b so vascuUr
and extensile that it may hold one^iuarter of the blood In the body.
The circuUtion of the brain is somewhat peculUr, dnce this

organ b enclosed in a rigid bony covering. The limbs, gUnds and
lascera can expand considerably when the blood pressure -^^
rises, but the expansion of the wain is confined. By the IJL-^
expression of venous blood from the veins and sinuses the ^""tT
brain can receive a Urger supply of arterial blood at Sa"
each pulse. Increase in artensl pressure increases the

^^
veloaty of flow through the brain, the whole cerebral vascuUr
system behaving like a system of rigid tubes when the limits

of expansion have been reached. For as the pressure transmitted
directly through the arteries to the capilUry veins must always
be greater than that transmitted through the elastic wall of
the arteries to the brain tissue, the expansuMi of the arteries can-
not obliterate the lumina of the veins. The pressure of the brain
against the skull wall is circulatory in origin: In the infant's

fontanelU the brain can be felt to pulse with each heart-bMt and
to expand with expiration. The expiratory impediment to the
venous flow produces this expansion. A blood clot on the brain or
depressed piece of bone raise the brain pressure by obliterating the
capillaries in the compressed area and raising the pressure therein
to the arterial pressure. The arterial supply to the brain by the
two carotid and two vertebral arteries is so abundant, and so
assured by the anastomosis of these vessels in the circle of Willis,

that at least two of the arteries in the monkey can be tied without
grave effect. ^ Sudden compression of both carotids may render a
man unconscious, but will not destroy life, for the centres of respira-
tion, &c., are supplied by the vertebral arteries. The vertebral
arteries in their passage to the brain are prqtected from compression
by the cervical vertebrae.
Whether the muscuUr coat of the cerebral arteries b supplied

with vaso-motor nerves b uncertain. HUrthle and others observed
a rise of pressure In the peripheral end of the carotid arteiy on
stimuUting the cervical sympathetic nerve. The writer found this

to be so only when the cervical sympathetic nerve was excited on
the same side as the carotid pressure was recorded. If the cirrU
of Willb was constricted, excitation of either nerve ought to have
the effect; it b posubU that the effect was produced by the vaso-
constriction of the extra-cranbl branches of the carotid. After
establbhing an artificbl circulation of the brain Wiggins found that
adding adrenalin to the nutritive fluid reduced the outflow, and it

is supposed that adrenalin acts by stimulating the ends of the vaso-
motor nerves, rather than by stimuUting the muscuUr coats of

the arteries. The veins of the pU and dura mater have no middle
muscular coat and no valves. The venous blood emerges from the
skull in man mainly through the opening of the Uterelsinuses into

the internal jugubur vein; there are communk*ations between the
cavernous sinuses and the ophthalmic veins of the farUl system.
and with the venous plexuses of the spinal cord. The points of

emergence of the vetiui are well protected from closure by compres-
uon. The brain can reguUte its own blood supply by means 01 the
cardiac and vaso-motor centres. Deficient supply to these centres
excites increased frequency of the heart and constriction of the
arteries, especially those of the great spUnchnic area. Cerebral
excitement nas the same effect, so that the active brain b assured of
a greater Mood supply (Bajrlba and L, Hill).

la
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In each unit of time the Mtme quantity of blood muat, on the

average, flow through the leoer and greater circuit, for otherwise the

M_.4^ circulation would not continue. Likewtiet the average
velocity at an)r part of the vaacular yatem muat be in-

venely proportional to the total croaa-icction at that part.

In otherwords, where the bed it wider, the atream is aknver

;

the total sectional area of the capillaries is roi^hly
estimated to be 700 timea greater than that of the aorta

or venae cavae. Any genml change in vdodty at aov section of

this circuit t^ls both backwards ana forwards on the velocity in aU
other sections, for the average velocity in the arteries, veins and
capUlaria, these vessels being uken respectively as a whole, depends
always on the rriative areas of their total crasa-sections.

> The vascular system ia especially constructed so that considerable

dianges of pressure may be brought about in the arterial section,

without any (or scarcdy any) alteration of the pressures in the
venous or pulmonary sections of the drculatoiy system. A high-

pressure main (the arteries) runs to all the organa, and this is supplied
with taps: for by means of the vaao-motor nerves which control the
diameter of the arterioles, the stream can be turned on here or there,

and any part flushed with the blood, while the supply to the remain-
ing parts b kept under control. Normally, the sum of the resistances

which at any moment oppoaes the outflow through the capillaries

u maintained at the same value, for the \'ascular system b so co-

ordinated by the nervoua system that dilatation 01 the arterioles

in any one orean b compensated for by constriction in another.
Thus the arterial pressure remaina constant, except at times of great

activity. The gnat splanchnic area of arterioles acts aa " the resist-

ance box*' of the arterial system. By the constriction of these
arterioles during mental or muscular activity the blood current is

switched off the abdominal organs on to the brain and muscles, while

by dilating during rest and digestion they produce the oontrarv effect.

The constriction of the splanchnic vessels does not sensibly dtminbh
the capacity of the total vaacular system, for the veins possess little

dasticity. Thus variations of arterial pressure, brought about by
constriction or dibtation of the arterial system, produce little or no
effect on the pressure in the great veins or pulmonary circuit. The
contraction of the abdominal musdea, on the other hand, greatly

influences the diastolic or filling pressure of the heart. It b obviously
of the utmost importance that the heart should not be over-dilated

by an increased filling pressure during the period of diastde.

; When a man strains to lift a heavy weight he doses the glottis,

and by contracting the muscles which are attached to the thorax
raises the intrathoracic pressure. The rise of intrathoradc pressure

aids the pericardium in supporting^ the heart, and prevents over-
dilatation by reasting the increase m venous blood pressure. Thb
increase results from the powerful and sustained contraction of the
abdominal and other skdetal musdes. In the dUgram already given
it b dear that the contraction of T will counteract the contraction

of A. At the same time the rise of intrathoradc pressure supporu
the lungs, and prevents the blood, driven out from the vdns, from
congesting within the pulmonary vessds. Over-dilatation both of

the neart and lungs bdng thus prevented, the blood expressed from
the abdomen b dnven through the lungs into the Idt ventride, and
so into the arteries. So long as the general and intense muscular
spasms continue, there b increased resistance to the outflow of the
blood through the capillaries both of the abdominal viscera and the
limbs. The arterial pressure rises, therefore, and the flow of Mood
to the central nervous system b increased. The rise of the intra-

thoradc and intra-abdominal pressures, and the sustained contrac-

tion of the skeletal musdes, alike hinder the return of venous blood
from the capillaries to the heart, and, owing to this, the face and
limbi become congested until the vdns stand out as knotted cords.

It is obvious that at thb stage the total capacity of the vascular
system is greatly diminished, and the pressure in all parts of the
system b raised. It b during such a muscular effort that a degener-

ated vessel in the brain b prone to rupture and occasion apoplexy.
The venous obstruction quickly leads to diminished diastolic filling

of the heart, and to such a decreased vdocity of blood flow that the
effort b terminated by the lack of oxygen in the brain. During
any violent exerdie, such as running, the skeletal muscles alternately

contract and expand, and the full flood of the circulation flows through
the locomotor organs. The stroke of the heart is then both more
energetic and more frequent, and the blood drculates with in-

creased velocity. Under these conditions the filling of the heart ia

maintained by the pumping action of the skdetal and resfuratory

muscles. The abdominal wall b tonicallv contracted, and th«
reserve of blood b driven from the splancnnic vessds to fill the
diUted vessds of the locomotor organs. The thorax b tonically

elevated and the tboradc cavity enlarged, so that the pulmonary
vessels are dilated. At each respiration the pressure within the
thoracic cavity becomes less than that of the atmosphere, and the
blood is aspirated from the veins into the right side of the heart and
lungs; conversely, at each expiration the thoradc pressure increases,
and the blood is expressed from the lungs into the left side of the
^ _ ""•• •

: all tiheart. times renders importantWhile the respiratory pump at
aid to the circulation of the blood, its action becomes of supreme
importance during such an exercise as running. The runner pants
for breath, and tbb not only increases the intake of oxygen, but

maintains the diastolic filUng of the heart. It Is of tlie \

imporunce that man should grasp the fact that the diculation of
tne blood depends not only on the heart, but on the v^our of the
respiration and the activity of the skeletal musdes. Muactibr
exercise b for thb reason a sing ratf awn for the maintenance of
vigorous mental and bodily health. Under the influence of the
muscular system comes not only the blood but the lymph. The
lymphatics form a subsidiary system of small valved veaeda, and
iratn the tissues of the excess of lym|^, which transudes from the

capillaries of the oigana during functional activity, or in con-
sequence of venous obstruction. The larger lymphatics open into
the veins at the root of the neck. It b chiefly by the compressive
action of the skdetal and visceral musdea, and the aspirating actkm
of the respiratoiy pump, that the lymph b propdled onwards.
It must be borne u mind that the descent of the dbjdiracni during
inspiration compresses the abdominal organs, and thns aids the
aspirating action of the thorax in furthering the retiun to the heart
both of venous blood and of lymph,

efiirient i

_ arect positk
b ceaselessly shifting'the position of hb body.

The drcubtion remains
also In the erect

not only in the horiaontal b«t
ition, and just as much so when a man. like a

Yet in a man standing six feet the hydrostatic pressure of ^T^
a column of blood reaching from the vertex to the sokes of TIT^
the feet is equal to 14 cm. of mercury. The blood, cming mIT^Z!
to its weight, continually pressesdownwards,and under the .*7

influence of gravity would sink if thevdnsand capillaries of-
""""^

the tower parts were sufficiently extensile to contain it. Such is

actually the case in the snake or eel. for the heart empties so soos ai

one of these animab b immobilised in the vertical postttre. Thb does

not occur in an ed or anake immeraed in water, for the hydrostanc
pressure of the column of water outside balances that of the blood

within. During the evolution of man there have been developed
special mechanisms by which the determination of the blood to

the lower parts b prevented, and the assumption of the erect postwe
rendered possible. The pericardium b suspended above by the

deep oervkal fasda, while below it b attached to the central tendoa
of the dbphragm. Almost all displacement of the heart b thcs

prevented. Tm pericardium supports the tight henit vhen the

wdght of a long column of venous bkiod suddenly bears upon it.

as, lor example, when a man stands on hb head. The abdomjiwl
viscera are Nung upwards to the spine, while bdow they are sop*

ported by the pdvic basin and the wall of theabdomen, tne maxia
of which are arranged so as to act as a natural watst-band. In tame
hutch rabbits, with large patuloua abdomens, death may resiJi

in from 15 to 30 minutes if the animab are suspended and isi-

mobilised m the erect posture, for the circulation through the

brain ceases and the httrt soon becomes emptied of blood. II.

however, the capaciotis vdns of the abdomen be confined by
an abdominal bandage, no such result occurs. Man b naturaCy
provided with an eflScient abdominal bdt. although thb in many
IS rendered toneless by neglect of exercise and groas or iadoiestt

living. The spUnchnic arterioles are maintained in tonic coa-

traction by the vaao-motor centre, and thus the flow of blood to

the abdominal viscera b confined within due limits^ The veias

of the limbs are broken into short segments by valves, and their

support the wdght of the blood in the enct posture. The biais

b confined within the rigid wall of the skull, and by tins wall aiv

the cerebral veaaeb supported and confined when the preasuiv «
increased by the head-down posture. Every contraction of the

skeleul muscles compresses the veins of the body and limbs. Ur
these are confined beneath the taut and dastic skin. The pressuit

of the body against external objects has a like result. Guided by
the valves of the vdns, the blood b by such mcnns coottnnaCy
driven upwards into the venae cavae. If the reader hangs ooe
arm motionless, until the vdns at the back of the hand become ooe-

gestcd, and then either elevates the limb or fordbly clenches the

fist, he will recognise the enormous influence wrhich musraUt
exerdse, and contmual change of posture, has on the return d
blood to the heart. It becomes wearisome and som impoaaibk
for a man to stand motionless. When a man b crucified—chat n
to fay, immobilised in the erect .posture—^he blood slowly sir.ks

to the most dependent parts^ oedema and thirst reanlt, and fiaauy

death from cerebral anaemia ensues. In man, standing efrct.

the heart b situated above its chief fcservoir^—the aboomtml
vdns. The blood b raised by the action of the resptratory novr-
ments. whk:h act both as a suction and as a force pomp, for the

blood u not only aspirated into the right ventride by the expaRsba
of the thoradc cavity, but b expiesied from the abdomen by the

descent of the dbphragm. When a man faints from fear, htt

muscular system b relaxed and respiration inhibited. The blorid

in consequence sinks into the abdomen, the face blanches and the

heart fails to fill. He is resuscitated dther by compre&Moo of the

abdomen, or by bdng placed in the head-down posture. To prevent

faintneas and drive the blood-stream to his brain and muscks, a

soldier tightens his belt before entering into action. Siniilariy. men
and women with lax abdominal wall and toneless muscles take refuse

ill the wearing of abdominal bdts, and find comfort in pro!o*tgcd

immersion in baths. It would be more rational if they practised

rope-hauling, and, like fishermen, hardened their ahdnminal mcirifs.
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In the mture foetus the fluid brought from the placenta by the

umbilical vein is partly conveyed at once to the vena cava ascendens
by means of the ductus vencsus and partly flows through
two trunks that unite with the portal vein, returning the

blood from the intestines into the substance of the liver, thence to
be carried back to the vena cava by the hepatic vein. Having thus
been transmitted through the placenta and the liver, the blood that
enters the vena cava is purely arterial in character; but, being mixed
in the vessels with the venous bkxxl returned from the trunk and
lower extremities, it loses this character in some degree by the time
that it reaches the heart. In the right auricle, which it then enters,

it would also be mixed with the venous blood brought down from
the head and upper extremities by the descending vena cava wera
it not that a provision exists to impede (if it does not entirely
prevent) any further admixture. This consists in the arrangement
of the Eustachian valve, which directs the arterial current (that
flows upwards through the ascending vena cava) into the left side
of the heart, through the foramen ovale—an opening in the septum
between the auricles—whilst it directs the venous current (that is

being returned by the superior vena cava) into the right ventricle.

When the ventricles contract, the arterial blood conuined in the
left is propelled into the ascending aorta, and supplies the branches
that proceed to the head and upper extremities before it undergoes
any further admixture, whilst the venous blood contained in the
right ventricle is forced into the pulmonary artery, and thence
through the ductus oHeriosus—branching oft from the pulmonary
artery before it passes to the two lungs—into the descending aorta,
mingling with the arterial currents which that vessel previously
conveyMl, and thus supplying the trunk and lower extremities with
a mixed fluid. A portion of this is conveyed by the umbilical
arteries to the placenta, in which it undereoes the renovatinj[ in-

fluence of the maternal blood, and from which it is returned m a
state of purity. In consequence of this arrangement the head
and upper extremities are supplied with pure blood retumine from
the placenta, whilst the rest of the body receives blood wnlch is

partly venous. This is probably the explanation of the fact that the
head and upper extremities are most developed, and from their

weight occupy the inferior position in the uterus. At birth the
course of the circulation undergoes changes. As soon as the lungs
are distended by the first inspiration, a portion of the blood of the
pulmonary artery is diverted into them and undergoes aeration;

and, as tnis portion increases with the full activity of the lungs,

the ductus arteriosus gradually shrinks, and iu cavity finally

becpmes obliterated. At the same time the foramen ovale is closed

by a valvular fold, and thus the direct communkation between the

two aurkles is cut off. When these changes have been accomplished,

the circulation, which was before carried on upon the plan of that

of the higher reptiles, becomes that of the complete warm«bIooded
animal, all the blood whkh has been returned in a venous state to

the right side of the heart beine transmitted through the lungs before

it can reach the left side or be propdled from its arterial trunks.

After birth the umbilkral arteries shrink and dose up and become
the lateral ligaments of the bladder, while their upper parts remain
as the superior vesical arteries. The umbilical vein becomes the
ligamentum teres. The ductus venosus also shrinks and finally is

closed. The foramen ovale is also ck)sed, and the ductus arteriosus

shrivels and becomes the ligamentum artcriosum.

The blood vessels are supplied with constrictor and dilator nerve
fibres which regulate the sue of the vascular bed and the distribu-

_. tionofthebloodtothevariousorvans. The arteries nuiy be*• ''*•• compared to a high pressure main supplying a town. By
means of the vaso-motor nerves the arterioles (the house
taps) can be opened or closed and the current switched

on to or off any organ according to its functional needs. If all the
arterioles be dilated at one ancTthe same time, the aortic pressure

falls, and the blood uking the pathways of least resistance, gravi-

tates to the most dependent parts of the vascular system, just as if

all the taps in a town were opened at once the pressure in the main
would fail, and only the taps in the lower parts of the town would
receive a supply. The discovery of the vaso-motor nerves is due
to Claude Bernard (185:). He discovered that by section of the
cervical sympathetk nerve he could make the ear of a rabbit flush,

while by stimulation of this nerve he could make it blanch. Claude
Bernard had the good fortune to make the further discovery that

stimulation of certain nerves, such as the chorda tympani supplying

the salivary gland, produces an active dilaution of the blood vessels.

The vaso-constrictor fibres issue in the anterior spinal roots, from
the second thoracic to the second lumbar root, and pass to the sym-
pathetic chain of ganglia. The fibres are of small diameter, and
probably arise from cells situated in the lateral horn of the grey
matter 1^ the spinal cord. They each ha\*e a cell station in one
other ganglion and proceed as post-ganglionic fibres to the cervical

sympathetic, to the mesenteric nerves and to the nerves of the limbs.

Kicotinc paralyses ganglion cells, and by applying this test to the
various ganglia the cell stations of the vasoconstrictor fibres sup>

E
lying each organ have been mapped ofit. The vaso-dilator fibres

ave not so restricted an origin, for they isnie in the efferent roots

in all pans of the neural axis. The two kinds of nerves, although

•ntagooistic in action, end in the same terminal plexus which

surrounds the vessels. The presence of vaso^lilator fibres in the
common nerve trunks is masked, on excitation, by the overpowering
action of the vaso-constrictor nerves. The latter are, however, more
rapidly fatigued than the former, and by this and other means
the presence of vaso-dilator fibres can be demonstrated in almost
all parts of the body. The nervi-erigent<>s to the penis and the
chorda tympani supplying the salivary g]a..ds are the most striking
examples of vaso-dilator nerves. The vaso-dilator nerves for the
limbs issue in the posterior spinal roou (Baytiss). The posterior roots
contain the afferent nerves (touch, pain, &c.). Excitation of these
fibres causes reflexlv a rise of blood pressure directly, a vaso-dilata-
tion of the part the nerves supply. Thus it is assured that the
irritated or mjured part receives immediately a greater supply of
blood. The vaso-motor centre exerts a tonic influence over the
calibre of the arterial and portal systems.
Much labour has been done since to determine the origin and

exact distnbuuon of the vaso-motor nerves to the various organs,
and the reflex conditions under which they come normally into
action, and, as the fruit, our knowledge of these inquiries has come to
a condition of considerable exactness. This knowledge is of great
practical importance to the physkian, and it is worth noting that
It has been obtained entirely by experiment on living but anaes-
thetised animals. No dissections of the dead animal could have
informed us of the vaso-motor nerves. Vaso-motor effects can be
studied by (i) inspection of the flushing or blanching of an organ;
(a) measuring the venous outflow; (3) recording the pressure in the
artery going to and the vein leaving the organ; (4) observations on
the volume of an orsan. To make these observations, the organ is
enclosed in a suitable air-tight box or plethysroograph, an opening
being contrived for the vessels of the organ to pass through so that
the circulation may continue. The box is filled with air or water
and is connected with a recording tambour (see fig. 18).
The chief effects of vasoconstriction are an increased resistance

and lessened flow through the oii^n. diminished volume and tension
of the organ, the venous blood issues from it darker in colour and
the pressure rises in the artery and falls in the vein of the organ,
and its temperature sinks. Lastly, if a large area be constricted
thegeneral arterial pitanxt rises.

The centre is situated in thespinal bulb beneath the middle of the
floor of the fourth ventricle. The tone of the vascular system is not
disturbed when the great brain and mid brain is destroyed as far
as the region of the pons Varolii, but as soon as the spinal bulb is
injured or destroyed the arterial pressure falls very greatly, and the
animal passes into the condition of surgical shock if kept alive Inr
artificial respiration. Pointing the floor of the fourth ventricle
with a local anaesthetk. e.^. cocaine, has the same lowering effect
on the blood pressure. Division of the cervkal spinal cord or of the
sphnchnk nerves lowers the blood pressure greatly. The one lesion
cuts off the whole body, the other the abdominal organs from the
tonk influence of the centre. The fall of pressure is due almost
entirely to the cooling of the blood in the portal veins and vena
cava inferior. On the other hand, electrical excitation of the tower
end of the divided cord or sphuichnk nerves raises the pressure
by restoring the vascular tone. If an animal be kept alive after
division of the spinal cord in the lower cervical region, as it may be.
for the phrenks, the chkf motor nerves of respiration, come oft
above this region, it is found that the vascular tone after a time
becomes restored and the condition of shock passes away. By no
second section of the spinal cord can the general condition of soock
be reproduced, but a tout obstruction of the cord once more causes
a general loss of the vascular tone. From the experimenul result,
so obuined, it is argued that subsidiary vaso-motor centres exist
in the spinal cord, and there is evidence to show that these centres
may be excited reflexly. After the lumbar cord has been destroyed
the tone of the vessels of the lower limbs b recovered in the course of
a few days. In this case the recovery is attributed to the ganglionk
and nervous structures whkh are intercalated between uie spinal
cord and the muscular walls of the blood vessels. There are thus
three mechanisms of control, the bulbar centre influenced par-
tkularly by the visual, auditory and vestibular nerves, the spinal
centres and the peripheral ganjuionk structures.
The vaso-motor centre is reflexly excited by the afferent nerves,

and its ever-varying tonk action u made up of the balance of the
" pressor " and " depressor " influences whkh thus reach it, and
from the quality of the blood whkh circulates through it. Pressor
effect «>. those causing increased constriction and rise of arterial

pressure, may be produced by stimulating the central end of almost
any afferent nerve, and especially that of a cuuneous nerve.
Depressor effects are always obtained by stimulating the depressor
nerve, and may be obtained by stimulating the afferent nerves
under special conditions. That these reflex vaso-motor effects

frequently occur is shown by the blush of shame, the blanching of
the face by fear, the blanching of the skin by exposure to cold and
the flushing whkh is produced by heat. The rabbit's c '„ ^ , ear blanches
if its feet are put into cold water. The vaso-motdr mechanism
is one of the most important of those mechanisms whkh control
the body heat. Stimufation of the nasal mucous membrane causes
flushing of the vessels of the head, constriction elsewhere and a
rise of arterial pressure. Food in the mouth, or even the sight or
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smeil of food, cause dihtatbn of the vesids of the talivary gland.
The mucous membrane of the air passages flush and secrete more
actively when a draught of cold air strikes the sldn. Ice placed on
the abdomen constricts not only the vesseb in the sldn but those in

the kidney. Many other examples might be given of the control
which the vaao-rootor system exerts, but the above are suffident to
suggest the influence which the physician can bring to bear on the
blood supply of the various organs.

Diacuflston has taken place as to whether depressor reflexes are
brought about by lessemng of the vaso-constrictor tone or by ex-
citation of vaso-oilator nerves. Proof of an undoilbtable character
seems to have been produced that after division of the vaso-con-
strictor nerves dilaution of a limb can be brought about reflexly

by stimulating the depressor nerve, and in thb case the effect must
be produced by active excitation of the vaso-dilator nerves.
under certain unusual conditions, Cf. deficient supply of oxyjgen,

the vaso-motor centre exhibits riiythmical variations in tonicity
which make themselves visible as rhythmic rises and falls of
arterial pressure of slow tempo. A waxing and waning of respira-
tion (Cheyne-Stokes breathing) freauently accompanies these waves.
Such are observed in sleep, especially in children and in hibernating

BiBUOGRAPRY.—References to all the authoritative papers up to
i8q2 on the circulation of the blood will be found in Tigeratedt's
Lehrhuch der PkysMogie des KreidaufSt and up to I905-I(K>8 in the
articles on the circulation published in nagf^'t Handhuck der
Pkysiologie dts Mensckent viz. "Allgemeine Physiologie des Hersens,
Die Innervation der Kruslaufsorgane," by F. B. Hofmann, " Die
Mechanik der Kreislaufsoivane," by O. Frank. An elementary intro-

duction to the subject wUl be found in Leonard Hill's ManuXtl of
Physiology, and a more extensive treatment of it in the same author^
article on the *' Mechanism of the Circulation," and Gaskdl's article

on the " Heart " in Sch&fer's Tex^Book of Physiology, or in one of
the lafger text-books of physiology, s\ich as that of Howell, Stewart
Halliburton or Starling. (L, £. H.)

IV. Pathology or ihz Vasculak Systxk

On account of its intimate relations with every part of the

body, the circulation is prone to disturbances arising from a
great series of causes. Some of these produce effects which
may be regarded as functional—mere changes in metabolism,

whose disturbances jeact upon the rest of the body; others

give rise to definite structural alterations. In considering the

pathology of the circulation, It is useful to divide it into that of

the heart, that of the blood vess(3s and that of the blood.

The heart is liable to changes in the pericardium, malforma-
tions, changes in the myocardium, changes in the

ji„rt. endocardium, valvular lesions and functional dis-

orders. *

(i) The pericardium may 1»ecome the seat of moibid changes in

various cardiac enlargements, it may become stiietched or dis-

tended; but the most common and important of the changes i&

an inflammatory one, «.«. pericarditis. This may arise by^ way of
the blood stream, as in rheumatism, scarlatina and other infective

diseases, or by way of the lymph stream. The micro-organisms
chiefly responsible for the production of pericarditis are the pneumo-
coccus, the different varieties of streptococci and staphvlococci,
the bacillus tuberculosis, the bacillus coli. and sometimes the gono-
coccus. In the acute form of the disease the shining serous memi
becomes first dull and lustreless, the blood vessels engoiged and an
exudation of serum takes place; then fibrin is deposited both on
the visceral and parietal layers. When the fluid is insufficient to
keep the surfaces apart, the separation at «ich diastole gives rise to
the well-known " friction rub. Sometimes the amount of exuda-
tion pent up in the pericardial sac b so great as to necessitate its

being drawn off. The fluid may be serous or sero-fibrinous, or may
be haemorrhagic, or have unaergone a putrefactive chan^. An
effusion of serous fluid into the pericardial sac causes considerable
embarrassment to the course of the blood, by rendering the negative
pressure, normally present in the sac, positive. The reason for the
interference with the circulation brought about by this alteration
of pressure is that the auricles are by compression rendered incap-
able of accommodating the blood-return from the veins. Analogous
effects are produced oy pressure upon the heart from without,
whether by aneurysm or tumour, and pleural effusion or pneumo-
thorax, affecting the viscera from without. In pericarditis it has
further to be remembered that the effect of the process itself upon
the muscle fibres lying beneath the membrane is to cause a softening
of texture and weakening of function, whereby the driving power
of the heart is diminished. In obliteration of the pericardium,
again, the presence of the adhesions between these two layers leads
to interference with the contraction of the myocardium, whereby its
functions are interfered with. Acute ventricular dilatation may
be associated with pericarditis particulariy when the latter is of
rheumatic origin and is the result of the myocardial softening

referred to. Perkardial effusions usually undergo absoriytiott, bat
various adhesioiis, and thickenines known as " white spots.'* may
remain. Effusions other than inflammatory are foumi in the peri-

cardium, ue, hydropericardtum, a dropsacaJ accumulation, may be
mistaken for an inflammatory one. It occurs in scarlatina, Brighc's
disease, as part of a general dropsy, or occasionally from aooe
mechanical oiflkulty interfering with the local circulation. When
the fluid b abundant, it may produce the effects noticed under the
inflammatory effusion, and the pericardium may become aoddened
and its endothelium degenerated. Haemopeneardium, or Uood
in the pericardium, may occur apart from the amount that may
be mixed with inflammatory Qffusions. It b associated with
foreign bodies penetrating from the oeaophagoB, rupture of an
aneurysm, or occasionally associated with scurvy and puTpuia.
Gas and air nuy sometimes distend the pericardiimu It b also

Ibble to new i^rowths, whkh are usually secondary in diazacter,
and tuberculosis and hydatids are sometimes found.

(a) MalformaiioHs.—Wt are ignorant of the causes wludi lead to
imperfect development of the heart. Many of its malformatioiB
are of purely pathological interest, but othors. such as deficaencies

of the intraventricular septum, non-closure of the fonmeo o\-ale.

patency of the ductus arteriosus, or malformations of the valves, pro-

duce a series of secondary effects resultant on the deficKnt aferaiioo of

the blood and sluggishness <^ the circulation and of veaous con-

gestion. The train of symptoms b similar to those mentioined bdo*
under acquired valvular lesions, but dropsy b very rare.

<3) The Myocardium.—^The coverings of the heart moacle csb-
not long be diseased '^thout affecting the contractile substance
itself. Any morbid changes in the Tung tissues which impede
the circulation through them, and more particulariy emphysema,
lead to change in the subsunce of the right ventricle, while mortad
changes in the systemic arteries lead to changes in the left ventricle.

In hypertrophy we have an increase of substance. Tangl focsd
by direct measurement that the muscle odb are increased is

diameter. The hypotrophy may be due to increased work throws
upon the muscle, as in athletics (idiopathic hypertrophy), or may
be compensatory, when the muscle b trying to overoome a drco-
Utory defect, as in valvular stenosb or regurgxtatioo. Hyper-
trophy, when within physiological limits, b to oe cooadena as

a means of adaptation. When occurring in pathological cir-

cumstances, it must be regarded as a method of coapensatioa.
Every structure and every function in a healthy body has greater
or loser reserve of ener^. In healthy conditions the ordinary
demands made upon vanous organs are far below their posathfe
responses, and ii these be excessive in extent or duration, the
organs adapt themselves to the conditions imposed on them, la

abnormal circumsUnces the process of hypertrophy is brought
about by the power which the structures have of responding to the
demands made upon them; and so long as the process b adequate,
all disturbances may be averted. As an example of such readjust-

ment may be cited the fact that in chronic renal cxrriMisis. with
increased thickness of the middle tunic of the arteries, there b
hypertrophy of the left ventricle.

Diiatation of the heart b due to the inability of the heart muscle
to expel the contents of its cavities. It may occur from temporary
overstress or in the failing compensation of valvular disease, or
may accompany pathological chsinges in the musde such as myo-
carditb or one of the d^enerations.
From the presence <m toxic substances in the blood (whether

introduced from without or arising within the body) the crib ol

the cardiac muscle fibres are apt to undergo what b termed cio^dy
swMing—the simplest form of degenerative process. The orUs
become larger and duller, with a granular appearance, and the
nuclei are less dbtinct. As a result of interference with notritioa,
whether by rimple diminution or perverted processes, fatty de-

generation ensues. It may be assodated, but b not necessarily

connected, with adipose accumulation and enotiachment coinmwsly
termed infiltration. In true fatty degeneration the musde ce&s
have part of thdr protoplasm converted into adipose tbsue. The
fibres become granular, and the ceUs lose thdr drhnition, whOe the
nucld are obscure.
The myocardium undergoes both acute and chronic reaction

chanses. In the former there b enlargement of the nudd. with
proli^ration but without karyokinesis. The muscle oeUs become
swollen and lose thdr striation, while they are softer in tcctcre
and altered in outline. The mtermuscular tissues are swoiksv,
and may be invaded by leucocytes; thb may end in abscess for-

mation or in the production of newly formed fibrous tissue. Chronic
processes affecting the myocardium give rise to a large amount of

fibtxMb, and the newly formed fibrous tissue separates azKl com-
presses the areas of musde fibres, gi>nng rise to what b commonly
Known as chrome interstitial myocarditis.

Restitution or recovery may occur to a varyin|[ extent in almost
all of the disease-processes which have been considered, but it has
to be kept in view that in certain of the degenerative affectioos
there b Uttle if any possibility of getting rid of the results of the
process, which in the reactive changes terminatii^ in the formatioo
of much fibrous tissue, or iu conversion into adipose or cakaieous
material, the same holds true. Many of the changes, which are
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no doubt in their essence conservative. lead to fAr-reachtng con-
<^ences, by their interference with nutritive possibilities.

5 ireqi

to

conditions oC the myocardium are frequently
with atheromatous degenentions of the coronary arteries, andangina
pectoris is said to depend upon such state of malnutrition.
The causes which operate by means of the mjrocardium axe

almost invariably of a secondary character. The various degenera-
tions already detailed, and the different forms of myocanutis, as
well as simple debility of the muscle, are all examples of changes
due to general or local disturbance. All processes which directly

or indirectly interfere with the energy of the walls of the heart
produce twofold effects, by diminishing the asptntory or suction-
^ump action during diastole, and by* lessening its expulsive or
.orcc-pump action during systole. The immraiate result ufwn
the heart itself of such disturbances is dilatation of that cavity
immediately affected. This may occur under perfectly healthy
conditions. In these, however, the dilatation is evanescent, while
in the circumstances now under consideration it is permanent,
and, although compensated, it leads to persistent dilatation. Upon
the blood vessels the result, whether on account of diminished
aspiratory or propulsive energy, is that the amount of blood in the
arterial system is decreased, while it is increased in the venous.
It is not a necessary consequence that because there is less blood
in the arteries the arterial pressure will be diminished, or the venous
pressure increased because the veins contain more than their

normal amount of blood, seeing that the blood pressure depends
upon many different factors, it is a fact, nevertheless, that in

consequence of the alteration in the rebtive amount of blood
in the arteries and veins there is a considerable disturbance of
blood pressure. Gravitation may overcome the contractile and
elastic factors, and several consequences arise from the resulting

venous engorgement. From transudation, oedema of the de-
pendent parts of the body and the serous membranes occurs.
From the sluggish nature of the current, the blood absorbs too
much carbonic acid and loses too much oxygen, hence cyanosb
is the result. On account, also, of the slowness oi the circulation,

there is a longer period for radiation of heat, and the superficial

parts of the body accordingly become cold.

The enTOTgement of internal organs leads to distinct changes
in them. The solid viscera, such as the liver, the spleen, the kidney
and the lung, become enlarged and hyperaemic. and if the disturb*
ance be continued, cyanotic atrophy ensues. Charige in structure,

with loss of function, takes place from blocking otthe vessels by
blood-dot, whether due to coagulation on the spot, or by the con-
veyance thither of clots formed elsewhere; a cirrhotic termina-
tion also is not infrequent, although there is still some doubt whether
in this latter condition other concomitant causes have not at
the same time been operative. The brain, although suffering less

from hyperaemia, is subject to disturbance of the curculation

through it, while it is a common seat of embolic and thrombotic
processes. The heart itself, lastly, suffers in consequence of the
disturbed circulation throush it, and by undergoing venous stasis,

with weakening of its walls and increase of iu bDnnis tissue, it

completes the final link in a vicious circle. Effusion into the
serous vacs, such as the pleura, the ^ricardium and the peritoneum,
leads to great disturbance of the viscera with which they are con-
nected. The mucous membranes, both respiratory and digestive,

become the seat of catarrhal changes in consequence of the back-
ward pressure and impure blood.

(4) Ckantes in the Endocardium.—In endocardUts^ or inflamma-
tion of the lining membrane of the heart, that portion of the mem-
brane which covers the valves is invariably affected first. Two
varieties of endocarditis are described, simple and infective or
ulcerative, but it is difficult to separate them pathologically. Both
result from poisoning of the membrane by micro-organisms and
their toxins; the fnain difference seems to lie in the variety of
micro-organism present. Simple endocarditis may be associated
with a variety of diseases, acute rheunutism and scarlet fever being
the most freauent. In many fatal cases of chorea associated
with endocarditis the micrococcus rfaeumaticus has been found
in the endocardium, while the streptococci present in tonsilitis

have produced endocarditis in animals. The membrane covering
the valves loses its smoothness, granulations or elevations forming
on the free edges; then the endothelium proliferates and u de-
stroyed and fibrin becomes deposited, producing what is termed
a "veptation." In the bwer layera of this vegetation micro-
ofganishis can be demonstrated. Finally, pmttons of the vegeta-
tions may be broken off and carried as emboli in the blood stream.
or two valves may become glued together, narrowing the opening ana
producing stenosis, or the deformed valves may be unable to close
properly and regurgitation takes i^ace. Thus the lesions of val-
vular disease are produced. In infective or ulcerative endo-
carditis, occurring in conjunction with such diseases as pyaemia,
septicaemia, smallpox and pneumonia, pyogenic micrococci are
carried into the blood stream, and purulent deposits take place
around tbe valves. In this case, however, the emboli are septic,

and when carried to distant tissues produce there ulceration and
pus-formation. Numerous abucewea may occur ia the wall of
the heart muacle itself.

a)
Vahtdar Lettons.^Mi tbe valves of the heart are not equally

e to disease; those most frequently affected are the aortic
and mitral valves. We have seen how the lesons of the valves
are bcought about. A valvular lesion may act in two ways: it

may impede the onward flow of the blood by narrowing the orifice,

or the mal-closure of the valves may allow a reflux of blood. Either
of these orocesses may occur at any of the valvular or'ficcs of the
heart. Obstruction is usually complicated by some regurgitation
as well, though the converse does not hold good. An increase of
the quantity of /blood in the auricles, particularly the left, has a
less marked effect on the heart itself than an increase in the con-
tents of the ventricles, owing to the left auricle being in continuity
with the pulmonary system; whereas if the amount of blood in
the left ventricle be doubled the ventricle must dilate in order to
accommodate it. The reserve power of the heart is called upon
to meet the dilatation, the muscular tissues becoming hyper-

rieht ventricle in pulmonary stenosis or tricuspid incompetency.
Changes in the right ventricle other than primary valvular disease
of the right side of the heart are frequently preceded by mitral
incompetence, and are due to extra pressure being thrown upon
the pulmonary semilunar valves by the pressure in the overfull

Gilmonary system. In mitral regurgitation the accumulation of
ood in the risht auricular cavity leads to its dilatation and an

eneorgement of the pulmonary vessels, pulmonary oedema and
induration of the lung, which in turn affects the right heart. Should
compensatory hypertrophy of the right ventricle fail to be estab-
lished, we get the general venous congestion, dropsy and sequence
before alluded ta

(6) FunciioHal Cardiac DisonUrs.—Cardiac rhythm may be
modified in several ways; there may be variation in other the
length or the stren^h of the beat, or the beau may not be asyn-
chronous. In palpitation or tachyaurdia its frequency is increased.
This increase depends upon the inhibition of the action of the
cardio-inhibitory centre, impulses passing to it from the stomach

SIS in dyspepsia) or from other oiieans. Tachycardia is also pro-
uced by toxic action, as in diphtheria and Graves's disease. In

bradycardia the frequency is diminished. It may be due to toxins
or to degenerative changes. Intermittence may simulate brady-
cardia, thouffh the actual rate of the beat is not lessened; but the
weak beats tail to reach the periphery. Various irregularities may
take i^ace, dependent upon perverted nerve action. It is con-
sidered that the intrinuc nerve elements play a large part in these,

and in some forms ci disease the irregularity is of myocardial origin.

The blood vessels possess the properties of contractility and
elasticity in different degrees. Their contractility is char-

acterized by great tonicity considerable rhythmic
action and little or no rapidity of contraction. Their rtstthT^
elasticity stores up energy in a potential condition, and
this may be liberated in Idnetic form as required. The vessels

are supported in various degrees by the different tissues in

which they are found. In the more solid viscera they are

strongly supported, as in the liver and kidney, while in those

which are less dense, as in the case of the brain and the lungs,

they are not so well sustained.

In many conditions the contractility and dastidty of the blood
vessels become diminished according as they may be involved
in various patholog;ical processes—purulent, tubereulous or syph-
ilitic. Chronic toxic conditions lead to numerous degenerations,
such as fatty degeneration or hyaline degfineraiion of muscle fibre,

apparently as the effect of coagulative processes. The tissues

assume a somewhat gluoy appearance, with a distinct tendency
towards segmentation. Calcareous infiltration » brought about by
the deposition of lime salts in tissues which have previously under-
^ne latty or fibroid changes; it particulariy affects the arteries

in senile affections. In consequence of many toxic agencies as
part of a senile chanse, and as the effect of long-continued stress,

the blood vessels undergo a loss of their normal properties. This
b compensated by the growth of an excessive amount of fibrous

tissue, leading to various forms of arterial sclerosis, of which the
best known are endarteritis obliterans, which affects the smaller
arteries and is due to a toxic irritant and may occur at any age,

and endarteritis d^ormans iaiheronta), wfakh affecu the larger

arteries during middle age, and is usually due to mechanical irritation.

As the result of these fibrous changes there is interference with
the blood current, since the vessels become unyielding yet frangible,

instead of distensile and elastic, tubes. The sclerotic changes
lead, moreover, to dilatatkm of blood vessels, as well as to the

formation of definite aneurysms. They also ^ve the way for

coagulation of bk)od within them, ia. thrombosis, while in certain

situations, more particulariy in the brain and in the kidney, rupture
is apt to Uke place. Upon the heart also these changes bring

about far-reaching effects. Dibtation, accompanied by hyper*
trophy, is a certain ttsult of generalized arterial degoieration,
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while chanoeB In the eoronary arteriet lead to wme of the definite
letulti in the walls oC the heart which have already been conaidefed.

Veins are subject also to mechanical and toxic effects. The
pressure of abdominal tumoun, the effects o' the weight of a column
of blood on a long vein, constipation or obstruction to the venous
return may cause dilatations or varicosity. The dilatation thins
the walls of the veins and the valves become incompetent; the
dilated vessd then becomes twisted and the sunrounding tissues
thickened by the growth oC fibrous tissue. The thinned walls
may rupture, and, owing to the loss oC the valves, extensive haemor-
rhages may take place. Thrombosb may follow the slowing of the
blood current, and phleboliths are produced by the deposit of
lime salts in it. PkUbiHs is an acute inflammation of a vein. Apart
from injury it usually follows invasion by a septic thrombus, as
in the well-known puetmasi^ alba doUns, when an infective clot
from the uterine sinuses reaches the iliac veina. The pathology of
the blood itself is treated under Blood.

VAIB (throogh Fr. from Lat, vat, a vessel, pL tasa, of which
the singular vasum is xardy found; the ultimate root is prob-
ably wof-, to cover, seen In Lat testis, clothing, Eng. " vest,"

Gr. 4o%, and also in ** wear," of garments), a vessel, par-
ticulariy one of ornamental form or decoration; the term Is

often confined to such vessels which are uncovered and with two
handles, and whose height is great in proportion to their width.
It is the general term applied to the decorative pottery of the
andent Greeks and Romans, of whatever shape (see Cebaiqcs).
VASBUMB, or mineral jelly, the Paraffinum wuUe of the

British Pharmacopoeia, a commercial product of petroleum
which is largely empk>yed In pharmacy, both alone and as a
vehicle for the external application of medicinal agents, especi-

ally when local action raUier than absorption is desired, and
as a protective coating for metallic surfaces. " Vaseline " is a
registered proprietary name (coined from the German Wasser,
water, the Greek IXiuor, ofl, and the termination -tne), and is

strictly applicable only to the material manufactured by one
company (the Cheaebrough Manufacturing Company), but it is

commonly applied in a generic sense. As met with in com-
merce, vaseline is a semi-solid mixture of hydrocarbons, having
a melting-point usually ranging from a little below to a few
degrees above locf* F. It Is colourless, or of a pale yellow colour,

translucent, fluorescent, amorphous and devoid of taste and
smell. It does not oxidize on exposure to the air, and is not
readily acted on by chemical reagents. It is soluble in chloro-

form, benzene, carbon bisulphide and oil of turpentine. It also

dissolves in warm ether and in hot alcohol, but separates from
the latter In flakes on cooling.

'The process employed by the Chesebrough Manufacturing Com-
pany in the manufacture ol vaseline is saia to consist essentally in
the careful distillation of selected crude petroleum, vacuum-stills
being used to minimize dissociation, and filtration of the residue
through gnnular animal charcoal. The filters are either steam-
jacketed, or are traced in rooms heated to 120* F., or higher. The
first runnings from the filters are colouriess, and when thev become
coloured to a certain extent they are collected for use as a lubricant
under the name of " filtered cyUnder oil." (B. R.)

r VAIILKOV, a town of Russia, In the government of Kiev,

33 m. by rail S.W. of the dty of Kiev. Pop. 18,000, chiefly agri-

cultural. Vasilkov was founded in the zoth century, but laid

waste during the Mongol invasion of r239--4a. In 1320 it was
taken by the Lithuanians, and later by the Poles, under whom
it remained until z686, when it was annexed to Russia.

VAILUI, the capital of the department of Vaslui, Rumania;
on a hill at the confluence of the Bftrlad and Vaslui rivers, and
on the railway from Jassy to Galata. Pop. (xgoo) 13,405.

There are a fine old church and ruins of a palace built in 1471
by Stephen the Great. The chief trade b in com, wine, cattle

and timber. A iair is held yeariy on the first ten daya of

September.

VASSAL (Fr. vassal, vassaui, vassavU, ftc), the tenant and
follower of a feudal lord (see FEtiDAUSM). Tlie etymobgy
of the word has been a matter of considerable dispute. The
late Henri' de Tourville, in his Histoire de la formation par-
ticulariste, maintained that vassal b derived from the (krman
Gastf a guest, meaning an outsider to whom a portion of a free

domain was assigned in return for rent and certain fixed services.

Tliis derivation has a somewhat fantastic air,and leema to bavs

been framed to suit an hypotlieds. The oommoiiljr arccpCed
etjrmology b from the Bretbn ^was, Wdsh gwas, a lad or a
servant. As the word in its Latin form vassus waa at fiiat

uniformly employed in the sense of slave, thb explanation a
the more acceptable of the two. If it is correct we may say
that "vassal" waa analogous in origin to the name of ** boy "

given to a coloured servant by Europeans in Asia and Africa.

The word gained in dignity under the Frankiah empire throogh
the vassi domimci, f.e. senranU of the royal household, great
officers of sute, who were sent on extraordinary miasioRs into

the provinces, to act as assessors to the counts in the courts, or
generally to settle any questions in the interesu of the central

power. Sometimes tliey were sent to organize and govern a
march, sometimes they were rewarded with benefices, and as,

with the growth of feudalism, these developed into hereditary
fiefs, the word vassus or vassailus was naturally retained as int-

pljring the relation to the king as overlord, and waa extended
to the holders of all fiefs whether capital or mediate. As feudal

independence increased, the word vassal lost every vestige of its

original servile sense, and, since it had come to imply a purely
miliury relation, acquired rather the meaning of ** free warrior.'*

Thus in medieval French poetry vassdatf b commonly used in the

sense of ** prowess in arms," or generally of any knightly qualities.

In thb sense it also became acclimatized *in Eosland, and
" vassal " came to be used as equivalent to free-born, soldicriy,

valiant and loyal, in which sense it b commonly used in medieval
poetry. In countries which were not feudally organized—in
Castile, for instance—vassal meant simply subject, and during
the revolutionary period acquired a distinctly offensive signifi-

cance as being equivalent to slave. The diminutive form
vassetetus, for the son of a vassal, after strange fortunes returned
to something of its original sense of *' household servant " in

the modem " valet " {q.v.) (see also Vavassob).

See Dictiennain de rancienne langue franfaise (Paria, 1895), for

numerous examples of the use of the word vasml; also Du CsLogc,
Oossariumt s, " Vassus."

VASSAR OOLtBOB, a non-sectarian institution for the higher

education of women, about a m. E. of Poughkcepsie, New York,

U.S.A. It was incorporated in 1861 as Vassar Female College

(which was changed to Vassar College in 1867), and was named
in honour of its founder,' Matthew Vassar, who transferred to a
board of trustees of hb own selection about $400,000 (increased

by hb will to twice that amount) and the tract of about 200

acres of land upon which the college was built. Building bcgaa
in June i86x, and the institution was opened on the 20th of

September 1865, with John Howard Raymond* (x8z4>z878) as

president, and Hannah W. Lyman (1816-1871) as lady prindpil;

it had a faculty of eight professors and twenty instnictocs

and teachers, and an enrolment of 353 pupils. The fint

grarluating dass was that of 1867, and comprised four nembeis,
to whom were given temporary certificates stating that they

were " entitled to be admitted to the Firsi Depts af LUerd
Arts, " as ihe propriety of awarding the degree of " bachelor " to

'Matthew Vassar {iw-iSiS) was bora at East Dereham, Tud-
denham parish, Norfolk, England, on the 39th of April 1791, son of

a Baptbt who emigrated to the united Sutes in 1796, aectied 3 m.
E. oiPoughkeepsie in 17^ and in 1801 established a brewery tbere.
The brewery was burned m 181 1, and Matthew took up the buaaacss
and ini8ia established an ** ale and oyster saloon " and a brewery,
from which he became wealthy. He was a prominent member of

the Baptist church. He sot the klea of founding a odlegr for

women from hb nieoe. Lvcua Booth, a school teacher. He died oa
the 23rd of June 1868 iriule reading hb farewell report to the Board
of Trustees. Hb nephew. Mattrkw Vassa a, Jun. (1809-1881). »as
bora in Poughkcepsie, became manager of hb
was a member of the Board of Trustees of Vassar Colicse. <

treasurer until hb death, gave in all about $soo/)00 to the institu-

tion, and with hb brother, John Guy Vassar (181 1-1888), abo
one of the trustees and a benefactor of the college, gave to the

college the Vassar Brothers* Laboratory.
'Raymond graduated at Union College in 183a: studied hw

and then (at Hamilton, N.V.) thcok^: in 1830-M tau|;ht

rhetoric and English literature at Madison (now Cdgate) Univcr^aty,

at Hamilton, N.V.; was professor of belles-lettres at Rochester
University in 1850-56; and organised the Brooklyn Folytechoie
Institute in 1856^5.
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women was questioned at that time; in zl£58 these certificates

were replaced by diplomas bestowing the degree of A.B. The
present equipment includes more than twenty buildings, and
the campus has an area of about 400 acres. The college confers

the baccalaureate degree in arts (A.B.) upon the completion
of the regular course of four years, and a second degree in arU
(A.M.) upon Bachelors of Arts of Vassar or a^ approved
college who have completed (by examination and thesis) a course

of advanced non-professional study. In igog-io there were
about ninety professors and instructors and 1040 students. The
college had in 1909 total productive .funds of about $1,360,000,
yielding an income of about |6oo,ooa James Monroe Taylor
(b. 1848), a graduate of the university of Rochester and of
l^ochester Theological Seminary, became president of the college

in 1886.

See Benaon J. Loosing's Vassar Cbttrfe and Us Fotmder (New York,
1S67) and Frances A. Wood's Earlttst Years al Vassar (Pough-
keepsie, N.Y., 1909).

VASTO (anc. Histomum), a fortified town of the Abruza,
Italy, in the province of Chieti, situated high on an olive-dad
slope, about a mile from the Adriatic, $2 m. direct S.E. by £.
of Chieti and 131 m. by rail from Ancona, 525 ft. above sea-

level. Pop. (1901), 10,090 (town); iSiS4a (commune). It is

surrounded by medieval walls, and conmiands fine views extend-
ing to the Tremit i Islands and Monte Gargano. The churches of

S. Pietro and S. Giuseppe have Gothic facades. There is a
medieval castle. The municipal buildings contain a collection

of Roman antiquities and inscriptions. There are manufactures

of earthenware, woollen cloth and silk; but the inhabitants are

chiefly employed in the culture of the olive and in fishing.

The ancient Histonium was a town of the Frentani, and an
Oscan inscription of the period of its independence speaks of

censors there, probably officers of the whole community of the

Frentani (see R. S. Conway, Italian Dialects, i. 208, Cam-
bridge, 1897). Though hardly mentioned in history, it was a
flourishing municipal town under the Roman Empire, as is shown
by the numerous inscriptions found there. One of these

mentions its Capitolium or temple of Jupiter, Juno and Minerva.

It lay on the line of the ancient road which prolonged the Via

Flaminia to the S.E., and reached the coast here after having

passed through Anxanum (Landano). It was, and still is,

subject to severe earthquakes. (T. As.)

VATICAN COUNCIL, THE, of 1869 and X870, the last ecumeni-

cal councU of the Roman Catholic Church, and the most im-

portant event in her historical development since the Tridentine

synod. The preliminaries were surrounded by the closest

secrecy. As early as the end of the year 1864, Pius IX. had
commissioned the cardinals resident in Rome to tender him
their opinions as to the advisability of a council. The majority

pronounced in favour of the scheme, dissentient voices being

rare. After March 186$ the convocation of the coundl was
no longer in doubt. Thirty-sue carefully selected bishops of

diverse nationalities were privately interrogated with regard

to the tasks which, in their estimation, should be assigned to

the prospective assembly. Some of them proposed, inter alia,

that the doctrine of papal inrallibility should be elevated to

the rank of a dogma. In public, however, Pius IX. made no

mention of his design till the 26th of June 1867, when Catholic

bishops from every country were congregated round him in

Rome on the occasion of the great centenary of St Peter. On
the 29ih of June 1868 the bull Aetemi Patris convened the

council to Rome, the date being fixed for the 8th of December
1869. And since the Roman Catholic Church claims that all

baptized persons bebng to her, special bulk were issued, with

invitations to the bishops of the Oriental Churches, to the

Protestants and to the other non-Catholics, none of which

groups complied with the request.

The object of the council was long a mystery. The Bull of

Convocation was couched in perfectly general terms, and
specified no definite tasks—a circumstance which at first en-

sured a favourable reception for the scheme, as it allowed ample

pcope to hope and imaginatioD. But, among liberal Catholics,

this mood underwent a comjalete reversal when information
began to leak out as to the object of the Curia in convening the
coundL The first—epoch-making—revelation was given, in
February 1869, by an article in the Cimltd Catldiea, a periodical

conducted under Jesuit auspices. It was there stated, as the
view of many Catholics in France, that the council would be of
very brief duration, since the majority of its members were in

agreement. As a presumptive theme of the deliberations,, it

mentioned isUer alia the proclamation of papal infallibility.

The whole proceeding was obviotisly an attempt, from the
Jesuit side, to gauge the prevalent opinion with regard to this

favourite doctrine of ultramontanism. The repudiation was
energetic and unmistakable, especially in Germany. Certain
articles on " The Council and the Civilti," published by
Dfillinger hi the Attgemeine Zeilung, worked like a thunderbolt.

Unions of the laity, designed to repel the encroachments of

ultramontanism, sprang up immediately; and all manner of

old ideas for the remodelling of the dergy were broached anew.
It must, however, be admitted that counter demonstrations
were not lacking. The attitude adopted by the German episco-

pate well exem^ifies the ecclesiastical situation of that period.

The bishops tried to allay the excitement by publishing a
pastoral letter drawn up in common; but in a written addriess

to the pope they declared against the contemplated definition

of infallibility. In France also a violent conflict broke out.

Here it was prxndpally the writings of Bishop Maret in Paris

{Du candle giniral eidela paix religieuse, 2 vols., 1869), and of

Bishop Dupanloup of Orleans, which gave expression to the pre-

valent unrest, and led to those literary controversies in which
Archbishop Manning of Westminster and Dechamps of Mechlin
came forward to champion the opposite cause. In Italy the
free-thinkers conddered the moment opportune for renewing
their agitations on a larger scale. They even attempted—
though with no success worth the name-Ho counteract the
Vatican Council by a rival council in Naples. That the pro-

jected dogma had weighty opponenU among the higher dergy
of Austria-Hungary, Italy and North America was demonstrated
during the progress of the council; but before it met all was
quiet in these countries. The credit of inviting the European
govemmenU to consider their attitude towards the forthcoming
synod betongs to the president of the Bavarian ministry. Prince
Chlodwig of Hohenlohe-SchillingsfOrst, the future imperial,

chancellor. In his circular note to the Powers of the 9th of
April 1869 he analysed the political import of the doctrine of

papal infallibility,^ and proposed a common course of action.

But his overtures met with no response. In view of the strained

international situation, none of the Powers approached was
willmg to take a step which might easily have resulted in a
bitter conflict with the Cliurch; and the studied vagueness of
the Curia in its official pronouncements on the council enabled
them to assume an attitude of reserve and suspension of judg-

ment. France was equally inactive, though it rested with her

to decide whether the council could even meet in Rome: for

the withdrawal of her troops from the papal state would have
been the signal for a patriotic Italy to sweep this last impedi-

ment to national unity from the face of the earth.

On none of the previous ecumenical councib did the Roman
see exercise so pronounced an influence as on the Vatican. As
early as the year i86s a committee of cardinals had been formed
as a " special directive congregation for the affairs of the future

general council," a title which was usually abbreviated to that

of " Central Commission." Among the earliest preliminaries, a
number of distinguished theologians and canonists were retained

as consnUors to the council. In the selection of .th^e the pre-

ference for men of ultramontane tendendes was so pronounced

—

DdUinger, for instance, was not invited—that the influences at

work in the convocation of the council were obvious long before

its opening. Under the control of the Central Commission were
six sulMX>mmiasions: (i) for dogma; (2) for matteYs of ecclesi-

astical disdpline; (3) for the religious orders; (4) for the Oriental

Churches and the missions; (5) for the secularpolicy of the Church;
* The note was drafted 1^ DOOinger (see iNPALUBiLmr).
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(6) for tlie ceremonial of tlie coandL The pope nominated
the presidents of the councfl (Cardinals Reiaach, de Luca, Biz&rrij

Bilio and Capalti); also the secretaries and the remaining

officials. Again, before the proceedings began, he determined

the order of business on his own initiative {Mvltiplices inter d. d.

Nov. 27, 1869),—thus precluding the members of the synod
from any opportunity of co-operating in the task. In these

regulaiions the rightof fixing the subjects for debate was reserved

to the pope. The members of the synod, it is true, enjoyed the

privflege of proposing motions; but these motions could never

reach the stage of disnission, except by the papal sanction.

Another fact of great importance was the strict privacy in

which the labours of the council were to be conducted, the

members being pledged to silence on every p<»nt. For their

deliberations, two forms of assembly, analogous to those em-
ployed at Tient, were instituted: the congregatioHa generaUs

and the sessianes. The General Congregations^ presided over

by cardinals, were employed in considering the schemata (drafts)

submitted to the synod; and provisory votes—not regarded as

binding—were there taken. The sessions witnessed the definitive

voting, the results of which were to be immediately promul*

gated as ecdesia.>tical law by the pope. The form of this pro-

mulgation was, in itself, sufficiently characteristic; for the pope
was represented as the real agent, while the acknowledgment of

the share of the council was confined to the phrase sacro apprih

hante eoneilic. In contrast to this, we may refer to the synods

of Constance and Trent (C. Iftirbt, Qttetfen ».«.»., pp.xss-2oa,and
the articles ConstaHce, Counql or, and Trent, Council op).

In the event of the drafts submitted by the Curia, not being

unanimously adopted by the General Congregations, they were

to be remitted, together with the objections raised, to special

committees chosen from the body of the coUndL These com-
mittees {congregationes speciales depvtationes), the presidents of

which were also nominated by the pope, were four in numbers
(i) for matters of belief; (2) for questions of ecclesiastical dis-

cipline; (3) for the religious orders; (4) for afiEairs of the Oriental

Churches. The whole proceedings took place in the church

of $t Peter, the south transq)t of which had been prepared

especially for the purpose. That the acoustic properties of the

structure were unequal to the demands made upon them was
obvious from the first day, and occasioned numerous complaints.

On the 8th ol December the first session met, and the council

was solemnly opened by Pius IX. From beginning to end it

was dominated by the " Infallibility " problem. At the elections

to the committees the fact was already obvious; for.the leaders

of the synodal majority in favour of the dogma took excellent

care that no one should be chosen who was known to lean toward

the opposite side. The order of procedure excited considerable

dissatisfaction in many; and a series of petitions, with alter-

native suggestions, was submitted to the pope, but without suc-

cess. The very first transactions of the coundl gave proof that

numerous bishops held the theory that their convocation im-

plied the duty of serious and imited work, and that they were

by no means inclined to yield a perfunctory assent to the papal

propositions, which—in part at least—stood in urgent need of

cmendatioiL The Curia awoke to this unpleasant fact during

the discussion upon the first draft laid before the council,—^the

schema De Fiie,—and some perplexity was the restilt; for

on the 8th of December the second session had already been

announced for the 6th of January. Since the consideration of

the schema could not possibly be completed by that date, and

since it was now futile to hope that the doctrine of infallibility

would be carried by acclamation, and without debate, in that

session,—Archbishop Darboy informing Cardinal de Luca that,

in this event, a htmdred bishops would leave Rome at oncet—
the second session, on the 6th of January, was reduced to a mere

formality, the delegates again declaring their allegiance to the

Profcssio Fidei Tridentinaet to which they had already pledged

themselves at ordination. On the loth of January the schema
De Fide was referred to the committee " for matters of belief/'

to receive further revinon.

From the loth of January to the 22nd of February 1870 the

council was occupied with proposals concerning ecdesiastical

discipline and with questions of church life. Ohn this occasion

it bMame evident that the synod was not blind to the necessity

for many and various reforms. Even the College of Cardinals

and the Curia did not escape. Complaint was made, for instance,

that the papal chair and the Roman Congregations were filled

almost exclusively by Italians; while the control of the Churchwas
too much centralized in Rome. Again, the treatment of impedi-

ments to marriages, of licences and of the scales of charges, was
submitted to criticism. The fact was elicited that the rcsohi-

tions of provincial synods, when transmitted to Rome for appro-

bation, were there subjected to arbitrary changes, so that the

contents no bnger corresponded with those to which the bbbops
had affixed their signatures. Even the desire for luitioDal

assemblies and for ecumenical councils, held at regular inteivab,

found expression. The delicate subject of the compQlsory

celibacy of the clergy was also discussed; the notorious defecu

of the Roman Breviary were considered, and a long debate

ensued with regard to the policy of drawing up a short catechisia

for the whole of Catholic Christendom. Even the proposals

which led to these declarations of opinion—many of which were

neither anticipated nor desired—were not accepted by the

cotmdl, but returned for revision to the respective committees.

That matten progressed slowly was undeniable. It was i^
third month, and not one of the proposals under consideraiioa

had been despatched. That this unexpected delay was a

natural sequel to the character of the proposals themsehFcs

was a fact which the Curia declined to recognixe. Consequentlr,

as that body could rely upon a complacent majority, it resoKed

to proclaim a new order of procedure, by means of which it

would be possible to end these unwelcome discussions aad

quicken the pace of the councIL By the papal decree oi the

2oth of February the influence of the committees was increased;

the majority was allowed to cut short a debate by accepting a

motion for iu closure; a i^urality of votes was declared suffi-

cient to carry a proposal; and the voting itself was modi5ed

by the institution of a ** conditional affirmative " ipiacei imsi&

modum) in addition to the regular affirmative and ncgatiTC

{placet and turn placet). Since neither the presidents nor the

majority of the council could well be expected to employ tie

extensive powen thus placed at their disposal with modb

consideration for the rights of the minority, protesU by ibt

weaker party against the new regulations were handed in to

the pope, but to no effect.

The main object, however, of this alteration in procedure was

to ensure that if the council could not be induced to accept tbe

doctrine of infallibility by acclamation, it should at least do so

by resolution. From the first the general Interest was almost

exclusively concentrated on this question, which divided the

members of the synod into two hostile camps. The adbercats

of the contemplated dogma—among whom Archbishop MaDtL**?

of Westminster and Bishop Senestrey of Regcnsburg admittedly

held the leading position—circulated petitions to the pcpe

requesting the introduction of a proposal to meet their \iews;

and, as a result of their efforts, the signatures of 480 bishops vrrc

obtained. This manoeuvre aroused the other aide. PeiiiBcrs

to the opposite effect were now similarly distributed, ai>d sigr^

by 136 bishops. On the 9th of February the committee of

examination—as was only to be expected—^resolved to re-

commend the pope to grant the wishes of the majority. Tb;

remarkable feature of the situation created by these a^tatbcs

was not that the majority of memben declared in favour ti

the dogmatization of infallibility—that was a foregone conclu-

sion in view of the strides made by ultramontanism in t^
Roman Catholic Church—but that so many could be iouxid

with courage enough to withstand the aspiration to which

Pius IX. had given open expression on every possible occasioo>

The weight of their opposition was accentuated by the ts<t

that the finest intellecU and the ablest theologians of CathoU-

cism were included in their ranks. The presence of striking

personalities, whose devotion to the Church was beyond qucstioa.

—Archbishop Scherr of Munich, Mdcheis o( CologDe, Bishop
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Kettder of Mains, Bishop Hefde of Rottenbuxg, Cardinal

Schwarzenberg of Prague, Cardinal Rauscher of Vienna, Arch>

bishop Haynald of Kalossa, Bishop Stiossmayer of Sirmium,

Archbishop Darboy of Paris, Bishop Dupanloup of Orleans, to

say nothing of the others,~assured this group an influence

which, in spite of itself, the opposing faction was bound to fed.

If the minority indeed had formed one compact phalanx, the

council might possibly have taken a different course; but this

it was not, and the fatal truth could not be concealed from

the pope and his advisers. The bond which united its members
was not a repudiation of the doctrine of infallibility itself, but
simply a common sentiment that its elevation to the rank of

dogma was inopportune at the lime. Some—possibly many

—

may have entertained serious doubts with regard to that

doctrine; but, if such was the case, they succeeded in repressing

and disciplining their suspicions, and the greatest anxiety was
shown to avoid the least attempt at foimding their resistance

on a dogmatic basis. And here the weakness of the opposition

is at once manifest; it lacked a clear and positive goal.

In outside cirdes the proceedings at Rome were followed

with strained attention, and the battle round the questk>n of

infallibility was waged with equal violence in France and
Germany. In the one country public interest was focused

on the writings of Gratry, the former Oratorian; in the other

on the trenchant attacks of Ddllinger. In England, Newman
protested against the dogma. The progress of the council

was marked by a plethora of controversial literature with

which it was almost impossible to keep pace; artides and
pamphlets were poured forth in increasing volume month
after month, and even yet no dassified collection of them is

extant. Among them all, none exceeded in influence the

Rdmiscke Briefe, first published in the Augsburg AUgemeine

Zeitungt which gave a regular account. of the most intimate

transactions of the cotmcil, and maintained a high reputation

for accuracy in spite of all attempts to discredit their authen-

ticity. Important service in disseminating information among
widely extended circles was done by the brochure C« qui se

passe au concile (May 1870), which revealed a number of pro-

ceedings never intended for publicity.

Among the secret propositions submitted to the coimdl by
the Curia was the schema De Ecdesia Ckristit which was dis-

tributed to the members on the aist of January. This con-

tained fifteen sections, in which were defined the nature of the

Church, the position of the pope in the Church, and, more
especially, the relationship between the Church and the State.

In case the harmony between these two magnitudes is disturbed,

the responsibility lies with the State, because it thereby cUs-

regards the rights and duties of the Church (cap. 13). Tne,

divine law is binding on temporal sovereigns, but the adminis-

tration of that law is a question which can only be dedded by
the supreme doctrinal authority of the Church (cap. 14). In

addition to the education of youth, the Church demands ab-

solute freedom in the training of its clergy and the abroga-

tion of all restrictions on the rdigious orders, &c. Thus the

superiority of Church to State was here enunciated in the same
drastic terms as in the5ytfafrtaof Pius IX. (1864)—a declara-

tion of war against the modem political and sqcial order, which

in its day provoked the unanimous condemnation of public

opinion. When, in spite of the injunction of secrecy, the

schema became known outside Rome, its genuineness was at

first impugned; but as soon as the authenticity of the text

was established beyond the possibility of doubt, this attempt

to dogmatize the principles of the notorious S^abUs excited

the most general indignation, even in the strongholds of

Catholicism—France and Austria. It almost appeared as if

both governments, incensed by these encroachments on the

sphere of the State, were at last bent upon bringing pressure

to bear on the future ddiberations of the council; but the

international situation enabled the Curia to persist in its

attitude of strict negation towards the despatches of Count

Beust and Count Daru. On political grounds Napoleon was

not inclined to employ any form of coercion against the synod;

Bismarck mamtained a like reserve; and although Lord Acton
influenced Gladstone in the contrary direction, Lord Clarendon
followed Odo Russdl, his ckargS d'affaires in Rome, who was
himself adroitly kept in hand by Manning. Thus the danger
that the attitude of the secular * powers might imperil Uie

liberties of the council was averted for the second time.

From the 22nd of February to the 18th of March no meetings
of the General Congregations took place, on account of struc-

tural alterations in the aula itself. During this interval all

uncertainty as to whether the question of infallibility would
actually be broached was dispelled. On the 6th of March a
supplementary artide to section xx of the schema De Ecdesia,

d^ing with the primacy of the Roman see, was transmitted

to the members, and in it the much disputed doctrine received

formal expression. But before the animated discussions which
centred round this problem could begin, it was imperative to

condude the debate on the schema De Doctrina Catholica. From
the deputation " for matters of faith " it returned to the plenum
in a considerably modified form, and there it occupied the

attention of the assembly for a full month, beginning with the

x8th of March. Even in this later stage it frequently gave rise

to trenchant c^ticism; but the greatest sensation was created

by a speech of Bishop Strossmayer, who took exception to

the terms of the proposal on the ground that it described Pro-

testantism as the fountain-head of naturalism and as an unclean

thing (pestis). There followed a dramatic scene: the orator was
interrupted by the president and compelled by the outcries

of the indignant fathers to quit the tribune. Nevertheless,

Strossmayer by his courageous protest succeeded in modifying

the objectionable dauses. The bishops of the minority were
still dissatisfied with several passages in the schema, but,

desirous of concentrating their whole available force in opposi-

tion to the next proposal, they suppressed their doubts; and
the result was that, on the 24th of April, in the third public

session, the Constilulio dogmaiica de Fide Calkolica was adopted
unanimously and immediatdy confirmed by the pope.

Meanwhile, the elaboration of the all-important business of

the council had been quietly proceeding. Influenced by the

alarming number of amendments to the schema De Ecdesia, and
anxious above all to ensure an early acceptance for the dogma
of infallibility, the deputation abandoned the idea of subjecting

the entire doctrine of the Church to debate, and resolved to

elimmate everything save the one question of papaf authority,

and to submit this to the council alone. That this procedure

directly challenged criticism was obvious enough, and, within the

synod, several speakers drew attention to the capridousness of

a method which required them to consider the infallibility of the

pope before the nature of the Church herself had been defined.

The event, however, justified the wire-pullers of the council in

their policy, for the path they chose obviated the danger that

the discussion might lose itself in a maze of generalities. It is

impossible to give a short and, at the same time, an adequate

account of the debate: lengthy disquisitrons were the order of

the day, and the disputants did not scruple to indulge in verbose

repetition of arguments worn threadbare by their predecessors.

A pleasant impression is left by the great candour of the opposi-

tion speakers, who, in the course of the next few weeks, made
every point against the doctrine which m their position it was
possible to make. In the general debate, begun on the X3th of

May, Bishop Hefde of Rottenburg, author of the well-known

Konziliengeschickte, criticized the dogma from the standpoint

of hbtory, adducing the fact that Pope Honorius I. bad been

condemned by the sixth ecumenical council as a heretic (680).

Others were of opinion that the doctrine implied a radical change

in the constitution of the Church: one speaker even charac-

terized it as sacrilege. The contention that the dogma was
necessitated by the welfare of the Church, or justified by con-

temporary conditions, met with repeated and energetic repudia-

tion. The champions of infallibility were, indeed, confronted

with no slight task:—to establish their theory by Holy Writ and
tradition, and to defend it against the arguments of history.

* Mirbt, QueUeu, 371-77.
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But to them it was no hypothesis waiting to be verified, bttt

an already existing truth, the possession of which no extraneous

attaclcs could for a moment affect. On the 3rd of June the

general debate was closed, and. forty prospective orators com-
pulsorily silenced.

In the special debate, which dealt with the proposal in detail,

every important dedaration with regard to the pope was im-

pugned by one party and upheld by the other. The main
assault was naturally directed upon the fourth section, " con-

cerning the doctrinal authority of the pope," and Archbishop

Guidi of Bologna, in parUcular, incurred the resentment of the

majority through his outspoken utterances on the subject. Im-
mediately after the session he was summoned to the Vatican,

and, on defending his attitude by an appeal to tradition,

received from Pius IX. the celebrated answer, "I am the

tradition." From. the beginning of July onwards it became
increasingly evident that the council was on the verge of ex-

haustion: the great heat was positively dangerous to members
accustomed to a colder climate, and the opinion gained ground
that the spokesmen of both parties had sufficiently elucidated

their views for the benefit of the conclave. Many delegates

who had announced their intention of speaking relinquished

the privilege, and on the zjth of July it was found possible to

conclude the debate. On that day the voting in the 8sth
General Congregation, on the whole schema, showed that, out

of 601 members present, 451 had voted phcdt 88 non placet and
62 placet iuxta modum. That the number of prelates who
rejected the placet would amount to 150 had not been expected.

The question was now: Could the doctrine of infallibility be

raised to dogmatic rank when it was repudiated by so formidable

a minority? At the height of the crisis several leaders of the

opposition attempted, by a direct appeal to the pope, to secure

a modification in the terms of the dognut, which might enable

them to give their assent. On the evening of the isth of July

six bishops were accorded an audience with Pius IX., in which

they preferred their modest requests. Retteler threw himself

at the feet of the pope and implored him to restore peace to

the Church by a little act of compliance. The touching scene

appeared to have made some impression on Pius IX.; but,

after the deputation had left, opposing influences gained the

ascendant, and the result was simply that the clauses on which

everything hinged received an addition the reverse of oon-

dUatory (General Congregation, i6th July). The bishops who
had hitherto formed the recalcitrant minority were now face to

face with the final dedsion. On the one hand was their loyalty

to the pope, allied with the desire to avoid any demonstration

calculated to impair the prestige of the Church; on the other,

their conviction that the very doctrine which the .council was
about to prodaim as dogma was a gigantic error. There was
but one way out of the impasse^—to leave Rome before the

deciding session,—^and on the x6th of July the pope met their

wishes and .accorded the leave of absence previously withhdd.

A section of the dissentient bishops rdterated their views in a

letter to Pius IX., and agreed to direct their subsequent actions

in common,—a compact which was not observed. On the x8th

of July, in the fourth public sesuon, the dogma was accepted

hy 535 dignitaries of the Church, and at once promulgated by
the pope; only two members repeated their nan placet, and
these submitted in the same sesdon. The council continued its

labours for a few more weeks, but its main achievement was
over, and the remainder of its time was occupied with affairs of

secondary importance. When, coinddent with the outbreak

of the Franco-German War, the papal state collapsed, the pope
availed himsdf of the altered situadon, and prorogued Uie

council by the buU Postquam Dei munere (October ao). The
Italian government at once protested against his statement
that the liberties of tha council would be prejudiced by the
incorporation of Rome into the kingdom of Italy.

The resolutions of the Vatican Council entirely revolutionized

the position of the pope within the Church. He is first accredited

with "complete and supreme jurisdi(;tionary authority over
the whole Church, not simply in matters of faith and morality,

but also in matten touching the disdpline and govctnanoe of

the Church; and this authority is a regular and immediate
authority, extending over each and every Church and over

each and every pastor and believer " {Sessio iv. cap. 3, jis.;

Mirbt, Qitetlen, p. 380). These words conceded to the pope a

universal episcopate in the entire Church, in virtue of which
he may, at any time, in any diocese, exerdse the functions of the

regular bishop: the individual bishop forfeited the independence
which he had formerly enjoyed, and the episcopate as a whole
was dispossessed of that posidon which, in preceding centuries,

had enabled it to champion the true welfare of the Church
against a decadent papacy. Nor was this all: it is laid down
" as a dogma revealed by God, that the Roman ponUff, when be

speaks ex cathedra,—that is to say, when, in virtue of his supreme
apostolical authority, and in the exerdse of his office as pastor

and instructor of all Christians, he pronounces any doctrine

touching faith or morality to be binding on the whole Churdi.—
is, by reason of the divine assistance promised to him in the

person of St Peter, endowed with thaC infallibility which,

according to the will of the Redeemer, is vouchsafed to the Church
when she dedres to fix a doctrine of faith or nxuality; and that

consequently all such decisions of the Roman pontiff Mn per sc

immutable and independent of the subsequent assent of the

Church. But if any man,—which Heaven forcfend 1 " proceeds

the document, " shall venture to deny this definition, let him
be accursed I " (Sessio iv. cap. 4; Mirbt, QveUen, p. 3S1].

These clauses conuin the doctrine of papal infallibility, and

make the recognition of that doctrine incumbent on aU Catholk
ChrisUana. But how are we to recognise whether the dedsksi

of the pope is given " in the exerdse of his doctrinal office,"

or not? No criterion is asdgned, and no authentic interpreta-

tion has been accorded from the chair of St Peter. Thus grest

uncertainty prevails with regard to uttcnnces ex catkeirc;

and the result has been that every papal declaration has taukd
to be invested with the halo of infallibility. Again, the dogna
implies a fundamental change in the podtion of the ccumeiucil

councils, which, in conjunction with the papacy, had tiQ ibea

been supposed to constitute the representation of the Rojiiaa

Catholic Church. By the Vaiicanum they lost every vestige

of actual, independent authority, for thdr function of defining

the doctrine of the Church now passed to the pope; and, tboagii

in the future they may still be convened, their indispensabiUiy

is a thing of the past. They have ceased to form a oonstituect

organ of the Church, and are sunk to the level of a deoorativT

or consultative assembly. Thus the decrees of the cmax2
possess a double dgnificance; they have not only erected the

papacy into the sole tribunal for questions of b^ef, bat have

at the same time radically transformed the constitution of the

Church. The two factors which previously served to dxck
the papal ambition have been shorn of thdr strength, and the

papacy has attained the status of an absolute monardiy. The
concurrent k)ss of the papal states, so far from enfeebling this

new absolutism, tended, in spite of the protests of the Curia,

to increase ils strength, for its podtion now became unaasai-

able, and it was enabled to concentrate its energies on a pitrdy

international policy to a greater extent than fornetiy.

The bishops, who, on the council, had impugiked the doctiise

of papal infallibility, submitted without exception to the. pco-

m\dgatcd dogma. Confronted with the altemadve of cither

seceding from the Church or adopting a theory which they had

previously attacked, they resorted to the " sacriike off reasoe«^

many with bleeding hearts; many, as it would seeoa, wiibotsi

any pangs of consdenoe. But though they submtited they

failed to carry with them the whole of the theologiaxks and lay-

men who had ranged themselves at thdr dde in the battle agat»t

the dogma; and after the condudon of the ooundl a new Church

was formed, which, in contrast with the/n ^ nkie Cathohdsm
which, by the Vatican Synod, had cut- itself loose from the

traditions of the past, was tenned Old Catholic (see tbe special

artide).

In the sphere of poUtics also the Vaticcmm was attended by

important results. The secular governments ooald not remaia
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indifferent to the prospect that the proclamation of papal

infaUibtlity would invest the dicta of the medieval popes, as to

the relationship between Church and State, with the character

of inspired doctrinal decisions, and confer dogmatic authority

on the principles enunciated in the Syllabus of Pius IX. Nor
was the fear of these and similar consequences diminished by
the proceedings of the council itself.' The result was that on

the 30th of Jidy 1870, Austria annulled the Concordat arranged

with the Curia in 1855. In Prussia the so-called Kullurkampf
broke out immediately afterwards, and in France the synod so

accentuated the power of ultramontanism, that, in late years,

the republic has taken effectual steps to curb it by revoking

the Concordat of i8ox and completely separating the Church
from the State.

The antecedent history of the council was long; iu subse-

quent history is a chapter which has not yet been closed.

That the dogma was carefully prepared beforehand, mainly by
the Society of Jesus, is a demonstrable and demonstrated fact,

notwithstanding the deniak emanating from writers belonging

to the society.

The general position of Roman Catholicism was consolidated

by the Vatican Council in more respects than one; for not only

did it promote the centralization of government in Rome, but

the process of unification soon made further progress, and the

attempts to control the intellectual and spiritual life of the

Church have now assumed dimensions which, a few decades

ago, would have been regarded as anachronistic. On the other

hand, however, a counter-movement can be traced in all

countries with a predominant CathoUc population,—the so-

called Reformed Catholicism, which may wear a different aspect

in different districts and different strata of society, but is every-

where distinguished by the same fundamental a^iration

towards increased liberty. Thus the victory gained by ultra-

montane influences within the Church—a victory for which the

Vaticanum was largely responsible—closes one period of develop-

ment, but a second has already begun, the keynote of which is

the search for a modm vivendi between this Vatican system and
the Catholicism which is rooted in the intellectual life of the

modem world.
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kaniuhem KohsUs (ed. K. Kirch, 3 vols., Freiburg im Brei^u,
190^-6). The last-mentioned work repiesents the lesuitico-

Cunal standpoint (cf. C. Mirbt, " Die Ceschichtschreibung des
Vatikanisehen Koniils," HiUoriscke Zeilsckrift, Band 101. 1908. pp.
^29-600). The most important collections 01 the acta are: CoUeclio
Lacensis, tome vii. (Freiburg. 1890): E. Friedberg, Sammlung det
Aktensliicke lum ersUn Vatikantuken Kontil (TQbingen, 1872):

J. Friedrich, Documenla ad illustrandum Concilium Vaticanum
(Ndrdlingen. 1871) ; A. v. Roskovany. Romanus Ponlijex, tomes 7-16.
Suppl. 7-10 (Nitriae. 1871-79). For the dogmatic resolutions see
also C. Mirbt, QudUn wurGtsckickU des Papstlums (ed. 2. TQbingen.
loot), pp. 371-82. For the internal history of the councils one
of the main sources is Quirinus, Romiune Briefe vam Kontil
(Munich. 1870). Also. 1. Friedrich. Tagelnuk wSkrend des Vati-

kanisehen Kontils (N6rdRnKen. 1871): Lord Acton. Zur Gesckiekte
des Vatikanisehen Kontiles (Munich, 1871, Eng. in Hist. Essays, 1907)

;

J. Fessler, Das Vattkaniseke Conctlium (Vienna. 1871); Manning,
The True Story of tke Vatican Council (London. 1877): E. Ollivier.

L'Eglise et fitat au concile du Vatican (2 vols., Paris. 1879): Purcetl.

Life of Cardinal Manning (2 vols., London. 1806). Cecconi's great
work. La Storia del Concitto ecumenico Vaticane (4 vols., Rome. 1873-
79). is incomplete. For criticism of the council, see Janus, Der Papst
und das Kontil (Leipzig. 1869), revised by T. Friedrich under the
title F. V. DoUinger, Das Papsttum (Munich. 1892). Also. Glad-
stone's Vatican Decrees and Vaticanism (London, 1874). (C. M.)

VATKB, JOHANN KARL WILHBUI (1806-1882). German
Protestant theologian, was born, at Behndorf, near Magdeburg,
on the t4th of March 1806. After acting as Privatdotent in

Berlin, he was appointed in 1837 professor extraordinarius.

Vatke was one of the founders of the newer Hexateuch criticism.

In the same year in which David Strauss published his Life

of Jesus, Vatke issued his book, Die Religion des Allen Testa-

wiants tuck den kanoniuken BUckern entwickett, which contained

the seeds of a revolution in the ideas held about the Old Testa-

ment. Since, however, his book was too philosophical to be
popular, the author's theories were practically unnoticed for a
generation, and the new ideas are now associated especially

vrith the names of A. Kuenen and J. Wellhausen (qq.v.). He
died on the i8th of April 1882.

His other works include: Die menscklicke Freikeit in ikrem
Verkdltniss Mur SAnde und tur gWlieken Cnade (1841). Historitck-
kritiscke Einleitung in das AlU Testament (1886). and Religions-
pkilosopkie (iS8S). See O. Pfleiderer. Development of Tkeology
(1890), and T. K. Cbeyne, Founders ofOld Testament Criticism (1893).

Vkmi, BMBRIC (Emes) DB (1714-1767) Swiss jurist, the

son of a Protestant minister, was bom at Couvet, in the princi-

pality of Neuch&tel, on the 25th of April 1714. He studied at

Basel and Geneva. During his early yean his favourite pursuit

was philosophy; and, having carefully examined the works of

G. W. LeibniU and C. Wolff, he published in 1741 a defence of

Leibnitz's system against J. P. de Crousaa. In the same year

Vattel, who was bom a subject of the king of Prussia, repaired

to Berlin in the hope of obtaining some public employment
from Frederick II., but was disappointed in his expectation.

Two yean later he proceeded to Dresden, where he experienced

a very favourable reception from Count BrUhl, the minister of

Saxony. In 1746 he obtained from the elector, Augustus III.,

the title of councillor of embassy, accompanied with a pension,

and was sent to Bem in the capacity of the elector's minister.

His diplomatic functions did not occupy his whole time, and
much of his leisure was devoted to literature and jurisprudence.

Among other works he published Loisirs pkilosopkigues (1747)
and Milanges da liitiraiure, de morale, et de politique (1757).

But his reputation chiefly rests on his Droit des getu, ou Principes

de la lot natureUe appliqiUs d la conduile et aux ajaires des

nations et des souterains (NeuchAtel, 1758). During the same
year he was recalled from Switzerland, to be employed in

the cabinet of Dresden, and was soon afterwards honoured
with the title of privy councillor. His laboun now became so

intense as to exhaust his strength, and his health broke down.
After a period of rest he retomed to Dresden in 1766; but his

renewed exertions soon produced a relapse, and he made another

excursion to Neuchfttel, where he died on the 28th of December
1767. His last work was entitled Questions de droit naturdy,

ou Observations sur le traiti du droit de la nature, par WolJ (Bern,

1762).

Vattel's Droit des gens, which is founded on the works of Wolff.
had in its day a great suooess, in truth, greater than it deserved,
His principal and only merit consists in nis having rendered the
ideas of_that author accesvble to the political and diplomatic
woHd. The Droit des gens passed through many editions, and was
translated into variouslanguages (Engliu in 1760).

VAUBAN, SfiBASTTBlf LB PRBSTRB DB (1633-1707),
manhal of France, the most celebrated of military engineen
(see FoRTiriCATiON), was bom at Saint-L^ger-Vauban (Yonne).
At the age of ten he was left an orphan in very poor circumstances,
and his boyhood and youth were spent amongst the peasantry

of his native place. A fortunate event brought him under the
care of the Carmelite prior of S6mur, who undertook his educa-

tion, and the grounding in mathematics, science and geometry
which he thus received was of the highest value in his subse-

quent career. At the age of seventeen Vauban joined the

regiment of Cond£ in the war of the Fronde. His gallant

conduct won him within a year the offer of a commission,

which he declined on account of poverty. Condi then employed
him to assist in the fortification of Clermont-en -Argonne.
Soon afterwards he was taken prisoner by the royal troops;

but though a rebel he was well treated, and the kindness of

Mazarin converted the young engineer into a.-devoted servant

of the king. He was empk>yed in the siege of St Minihould
(which he had helped to storm as a Frondeur) and won a
lieutenancy in the regiment of Burgundy, and at Stenay be was
twice wounded. Soon afterwards he besieged and took his own
fint fortress, Clermont; and in May 1655 he received his com-
mission as an inginieur du roi, having served his apprenticeship

under the Chevalier de Clerville, one of the foremost cnginecrr
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of the time. Between that year and the peace of 1659 he had
taken part in or directed ten sieges with distinction, had been

several times wounded, and was rewarded by the king with the

free gift of a company in the famous Picardy regiment. About
tbid time he married a cousin^Jeanne d'Aulnay . After the peace

Vauban was put in charge of the construction of several im-

portant defences, amongst other places at Dunkirk, where his

work continued until the year before his death. On the renewal

of war in 1663 he conducted, under the eyes of the king, the

sieges of Douai, Toumai and Lille. At Lille he so distinguished

himself that he received a lieutenancy in the guard (ranking

as a colonelcy).

The peace of Aiz-la-Chapelle confirmed France hi the poaaes-

sion of new fortresses, which Vauban now improved or rebuilt.

Hitherto the characteristic features of his method of fortifica-

tion had not been developed, and the systems of preceding

engineers were faithfully followed. Colbert and Louvois were

profoundly interested in the work, and it was at the request

of the latter that the engineer drew up in 1669 his iitmoire

pour servir d rinstriuiion dans la conduUe des siiges (this, with

a memorandum on the defence of fortresses by another hand,

was published at Leiden in 1740). On the renewal of war
Vauban again conducted the most important sieges (Rhein-

bergen and Nijmwegen 167 a, Maestricht and Trier 1673,

Besancon 1674). In the latter year he also supervised the

only defence in which he ever took part, that of Oudenarde.

This was followed by the reduction of Dinant, Huy and Limburg.

At this time he wrote for the commandants of Verdun and Le
Quesnoy, valuable Instructions powr la difense (MS. D^t des

Fortifications, Paris; see also Quincy, Art de la guerre, Paris,

1740). In 1676 he was made marickal de camp. He took

Condi, Bouchain and other places in that year, Valenciennes

and Cambrai in 1677, Ghent and Vpres in 1678.

It was at this time that Vauban synthesized the methods of

attacking strong places, on which his claim to renown as an
engineer rests far more than on his systems of fortification.

The introduction of a systematic approach by parallels (said

to have been suggested by the practice of the Turks at Candia

in 1668) dates from the siege of Maastricht, and in principle

remains to this day the standard method of attacking a fortress.

The peace of Nijmwegen gave more territory to France, and
more fortresses had to be adapted. Vauban was named cow^

missaire-gtniral des fortifications on the death of De QerviUe,

and wrote in 1679 a memorandum on the places of the new
frontier, from which it appears that from Dunkirk to Dinant

France possessed fifteen fortresses and forts, with thirteen more
in second line. Most of these had been rebuilt by Vauban,
and further acquisitions, notably Strassburg (1681), involved

him in unceasing work. At Saariouis for the first time appeared

Vauban's " first system " of fortification, which remained

the accepted standard till comparatively recent times. He
never hesitated to retain what was of advantage in the methods
of his predecessors, which he had hitherto followed, and it was
in practice rather than in theory, that he surpassed them. In

1682 his "second system," which introduced modifications of

the first designed to prolong the resistance of the fortress,

began to appear; and about the same time he wrote a practical

manual entitled Le Directeur-Ciniral des fortifications (Hague,

1683-85). Having now attained the rank of lieut.-general,

he took the field once more, and captured Courtrai in 1683,

and Luxemburg in the following year. The unexpected

strength of certain towers designed by the Spanish engineer

Louvigni (fl. 1673) at Luxemburg suggested the tower-bastions

which are the peculiar feature of Vauban's second system (see

Augoyat, Mfmoires inidits du iil. de Vauhan, Paris, 1841)

which was put into execution at Belfort in the same year

(Provost du Vemois, De la fortification depuis Vauban^ Paris,

1861). In 1687 he chose Landau as the chief place of arms of

Lower Alsace, and bvished on the place all the resources of his

art. But side by side with this development grew up the far

more important scheme of attack. He instituted a company
of miners, and the eUborate experiments carried out under his

supervision resulted in the establishment o( all the
formulae for military mining {Traiti des mines, Paris, 1740 and
1799; Hague, 1744); while at the siege of Ath in 1697, having
in the meanwhile taken part in more sieges, notably that of

Namur in 1692 (defended by the great Dutch engineer Coehoom),
he employed ricochet fire for the first time as the principal means
of breaking down the defence. He had indeed already used it

with effect at Philipsburg in x688 and at Namur, but the jealousy

of the artillery at outside interference had hindered the full use

of this remarkable invention, which with his other improvements
rendered the success of the attack almost certain. After the

peace of Ryswick Vauban rebuilt or improved other fortresses,

and finally New Breisach, fortified on his ** third system "—
which was in fact a modification of the second and was called

by Vauban himself systhne de Landau perfeetionni. His last

siege was that of Old Breisach in 1703, when he reduced the

place in a fortnight. On the 14th of January of that ytir

Vauban had been made a marshal of France, a rank too exalted

for the technical direction of sieges, and his active career came
to an end with his promotion. Soon afterwards appeared his

Traits de Vatiaque des places, a revised and amplified edition of

the older memoir of 1669, which contains the methods of the

fully developed Vauban attack, the main features of which are

the parallels, ricochet fire and the attack of the dcfendiog

personnel by vertical fire (ed. Augoyat, Parts, 1829).

But Louis XIV. was now thrown on the defensive, and the

war of the Spanish Succession saw the gradual wane of Vauban*s
influence, as his fortresses were taken and retaken. The various

captures of Landau, his chef-d^mare, caused him to be regarded
with disfavour, for it was not realized that the greatness of his

services was rather in the attack than in the defence. In the

darkness of defeat he turned his attention to the defence;

but his work De la difenu des places (ed. by General Valaii,

Paris, 1829) is of far less worth than the Attaque, and his far-

seeing ideas on entrenched camps {TraitS des fortifications ie

campagne) were coldly received, tliough therein may be found
the elements of the " detached foru " system now universal

in Europe. The close of his life, saddened by the consciousness
of waning influence and by failing health, he devoted largely to

the arrangement of the voluminous manuscripts {Mes oisioetis)

which contained his reflections on war, adminbtration, finance,

agriculture and the like. In 1689 he had had the courage to

make a representation to the king in favour of the republication

of the Edict of Nantes, and in 1698 he wrote his Preifet £vm
diiT^ royaie (see Economistes financiires du XVIII* sikk,

Paris, 1851), a remarkable work foreshadowing the prindples
of the French Revolution. Vauban was deeply impressed vitk

the deplorable condition of the peasantry, whose labour he

regarded as the main foundation of all wealth, and protested

in particular against the unequal incidence of taxation and the

exemptions and
,
privileges of the upper classes. His ^u^*

royaie, a tax to be impartially applied to all classes, was a tenth

of all agricultural produce payable in kind, and a tenth of

money chargeable on manufacturers and merchants. This work

was published in 1707, and instantly suppressed by order of the

king. The marshal died heart-broken at the failure of his

efforts a few days after the publication of the order (March 30,

1707). At the Revolution his remains were scatteved, but ia

1808 his heart was found and deposited by order of Napoleou
in the church of the Invalides.

Vauban's attention was closely engaged, not only in general

military matters, but in political and financial reform and the

inland navigation of France. He carried out the rearmament
of the French infantry with flint-lock muskets and the socket

bayonet. The order of St Louis was suggested by him. and

lastly may be mentioned the fortress-modds which he con-

structed, most of which are in the Invalides at Paris, and

some in the Berlin Zeughaus. The actual total of his work

as an engineer is worth recording. He conducted forty sieges

and took part in more than three hundred combats, wfuk his

skill and experience were employed on the construction or re-

building of more than x6o fortresses of all kinds. Met msi»cUi
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long remained unpublished, and of the twelve volumes of

mAnu3cript seven are lost. The remainder were published in

Paris, X841-45, in an abridged form, and of the five manuscript
volumes three are in public hands, and two belong to the families

of two famous engineers, Augoyat and Hazo. At the Hague
(1737-1742) appeared, dedicated to Frederick of Prussia, De
{iondt's edition of De FaUaque et difense, &c., and of this work
an improved edition appeared subsequently. But the first satis-

factory editions are those of Augoyatand Valaz£ mentionedabove.

BiBLiocRAPHV.—Fontenelle, " £lo^ de Vauban " (Mem. Acad,
Sciences, 1707) : D'Arsqn. Considiratunu sur le gSnie de Vaitban
(Paris. 1780): Camot, Eloge de Vauban (Paris, 1784) (roUowed l^ a
critical Lettre d Vacadimie, published at La Rochelle, 1785, and
Camot's rejoinder, Observ<dtons sur la UtirCt &c., Paris, 1785);
Dembarrbv. Eloge histarifue de Vauban (Paris, 1784): D'Autilly,
£logf de Vauban (Paris, 1788); Sauviac, Ju9f«, &c. (Paris, 1790);Efoftf, &c (Pans, 1790):

(Paris, 1845): Goulop,
(Paris and Hague, 1740:
.bb£du Fay (Paris. 1681)

Chambray, Notice kistorique sur Vauban (Paris,
liimoires sur FaUaaue et defense £une plau (Pa

'

Amsterdam, 1760; Paris, 1764); works by Abb£ , , .

and Chevalier de Cambray (Amsterdam, 1689), from which came
various works in English, French, ftc For an account of these
works and others which appeared subsequently, see Max J&hns,
Gesck. der Krietswissensckaften, ii. 1442-17. Allent. Histotre du
corps de ginie TParis, 1805); Humbert, IL'Arl du ginie (Berlin,

17M); Hoyer. Gesck. der Kriegskunst (Cifittingen, 1797); Ambert,
Le Ml. de Vauban (Tours. 1882): Histotre de Vauban (Lille, 1844);
Tripier, La Fortification diduite de son kistoire (Paris, 1866): Brese-
Winiari, Ober Entsleken und Wesen der neueren Bejestinmgsmelkode
(Berlin. 1844): Augoyat, Apergu kistorique sur lesfortSUations, Sbc
(Paris, lB6o)iAbrfgi des services du Marickal Vauban (Paris, 1830),
and the works mentioned abov& See also, of shorter worlcs.

Revue des deux mondes (Aug. 1864 and Oct. 1870); Spectateur
militaire (1830); Neues militdrisckes Journal, x. (1803); JakrbOeker
fur die deutsche ArmSe und Marine (1874); Bokms Magaein, ».
(Giessen, 1789); Arckiv fir die Art. und Ingeniemr-Offitiere, xxviii.

(Berlin, 1850).

VAUCLUSE, a department of south-eastern France, formed
in 1793 out of the countship of Venaissin, the principality of

Orange, and a part of Provence, and bounded by Dr6me on the

N., Basses-Alpes on the £., Boucheft-du-Rh6ne (from which it

is separated by the Durance) on the S., and Card and Ardeche
(from which it is separated l^y the Rhone) on the W. It has

also an enclave, the canton of Valr^as, in the department of

Dr6me. Pop. (1906) a39ii78. Area, 1381 sq. m. The western

third of Vaudxise belongs to the Rhone valley, and consists of

the rich and fertile plains of Orange, Carpentras and Cavaillon.

To the east, with a general west-south-west direction and parallel

to one another, are the steep barren ranges of Ventouz, Vau-
duse and Lubib'on, consisting of limestones and sandstones.

The first-mentioned, which is the most northerly, has a nuud-

mum elevation of 6273 ft.; the culminating peak, on which is a
meteorological observatory, is isolated and majestic. The Vau-
duse chain does not rise above 4075 ft. The most southerly

range, that of Lub^n (3691 ft.), is rich in palaeontological

remains of extant mammals (the lion, gazelle, wild boar, &c.).

The Rhone is joined on the left by the Aygues,theSorgue (rising

in Petrarch's celebrated fountain of Vaucluse, which has given

its name to the department), and the impetuous Durance. The
Sorgue has an important tributary in the Ouv^ze and the Dur-
ance in the Coulon (or Calavon). These and other streams feed

the numerous irrigation canals (Canal de PierreUtte,' Canal de
Carpentras, &c.) to which is largely due the success of the farmers

and market-gardeners of the department. The climate is that

of the Mediterranean region. The valley of the Rhone suffers

from the mistral, a cold and violent wind from N.N.W.; but
the other valleys are sheltered by the mountains, and produce
the oleander, pomegranate, olive, jujube, fig, and other southern

trees and shrubs. The mean annual temperature is 55** F.

at Orange and 58^ at Avignon; the extremes of temperature
are 5^ and 105** F. Snow is rare. The south wind, which is

frequent in summer, brings rain. The average annual rainfall

is 29 in. in the hill region and 22 in the plains.

Wheat, potatoes, and oats are the most important crops; sugar-
beet, sorghum, millet, ramie, early vegetables and fruits, among which
may be mentioned the melons 01 C^vailion, are also cultivated, and
.to these must be added the vine, olive and mulberry. The truffles

of the regions of Apt and (Carpentras. '^nd the fragrant herbs of the

Ventoux range, are renowned. Sheep are the prindpal live-stock,
and mules are also numerous. Lignite and sulphur are mined;
rich deposits of gypsum, fire<lay, ochre. &c., are worked. Mont-
mirail has mineral springs of some repute. The industrial establish-
ments indude nlk mills, silk-spinniqg factories, oil mills, flour mills,

paper mills, wool-spinmng factories, confectionery establishments,
manufactories of pottery, earthenware, bricks, mosaics, tinned
provisions, chemicals, candles, soap and hats, breweries, puddling
works, iron and copper foundries, cabinet workshops, blast furnaces,
sawmUIs, edge-tool workshops and nursery gardens. Coarse cbth.
carpets, blankets, and ready-made clothes are also produced. The
department is served by the Pari»>Lyon-MMiterranee railway, and
the Rhone b navigable for 40 m. within it. It is divided into 4 ar-
rondissements (Avignon, Apt, (Carpentras and Orange), 22 cantons
and 150 communes. Avignon, the capital, b the seat of an arch-
bbhop. The department bdongs to the region of the XV. army
corps and to the acadhnie (educational circumscription) of Aix, and
has its appeal court at Ntmea.
Avignon, Apt, Carpentras, Cavaillon, Orange and Vaison,

the most noteworthy towns, are treated separatdy, and the in-

teresting abbey of Senanque, of Romanesque architecture. Other
places of interest are Gordes, with a town hall of Renaissance
architecture: Femes, which has a church of the nth century and
medieval fortifications; La Tour d'Ai^ues, with fine ruins of the
Renaissance ch&teau of the barons of (Central Bonnieux, near which
there b a bridge of the and or 3rd century over the Calavon:
Venasque, of Callo-Roman or even earlier origin, with a baptbtery
of the 8th or 9th century; and Le Thor, with a fine church in the
Provencal Romanesque style.

VAUD (Ckr. WaadSi, otte of the cantons of south-western

Switzerland. Its total area is X3S5'2 sq. m. (thus ranking after

the Orisons, Bern and the Valais), of which io56«7 sq. m. are

reckoned as "productive" (forests covering 320-1 sq. m. and
vineyards 24*9 sq. m., thu last region being more extensive than
in any other canton). Of the rest, x6o^ sq. m. are occupied by
the portions of various lakes partly in the canton (Geneva,

123} sq. m.; NeuchAtd, 33 sq. m.; and Morat, 3} sq. m.) and 4*3

by gladers, the loftiest point in the canton being the Diablerets

(10,650 ft.). The .canton is of very inegular shape, as it owes
its artificial exutence soldy to hutorical causes. It indudes
practically the whole northern shore of the Lake of Geneva, while

it stretches from the " Alpes Vaddobes " and Bex, on the S.E.,

to the Jura and the French frontier, on the N.W. A long

narrow tongue extending past Payeme (Peterlingen) to the

Lake of Neuch&td b just disconnected with the Avenches region

that forms an "enclave " in the canton of Fribourg, while in

the canton of Vaud, Fribourg holds the two "enclaves" of

Vuissens and Surpierre. A small stretch of the right bank of

the Rhone (from Bex to the Lake of Geneva) is within the canton,

while various short streams flow down into the Lake of Geneva.
But the more northerly portion of the canton, beyond the Jorat

range, to the north of Lausanne, and in particular the valley of

the Broye, bdongs to the Aar, and so to the Rhine basin. The
canton b thus hiUy rather than moimtainous, save at its south-

eastern extremity. It u well supph'ed with railways, including

that along the northern shore of the Lake of (jeneva, while from
Bex through Vallorbes runs the main Simplon line towards

Paris. There are also numerous " regional " or small-gauge

railways, as well as mountain lines from Montreux past Glion

up the Rochets de Naye, and from Vevey up the Mont Pterin,

not to speak of that (" Montreux-Oberland " line) direct to the

head of the Sarine valley and so by the Simme valley to the Lake
of Thun. In 1900 the population was 281,379, of whom 243,463

were French-speaking, 24,372 (jcrman-spedung, and 10,667

Itah'an-speaking, while 242,811 were ProtesUnU (Calvinists,

whether of the larger i^ise nationale or of the smaller

iglise libre^ founded in 1847), 36,980 Romanists, and 1076

Jews. Agriculture b the main occupation of the inhabitants:

the land b much subdivided and very highly cultivated.

The vineyards give employment to great numbers of people.

Much more white wine b produced than red wine. The best white
wines of the canton are Yvome (near Aigle) and La C6te (west of

Lausanne), while the vineyard of Lavaux (east of Lausanne) pro-

duces both red and white wine. There b not very much industry

in the canton, though at Ste Croix in the Tura watches and musical

boxes are made, while at Payeme tobacco b erown. Many
foreigners reside m the canton, partly for reasons ot health, partly

on account of the educational advantases that it offers. They chiefly

favour Lausanne, Vevey and the couection of hamleu known as
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" Montredx," u weH aa Olftteaitis A*Oex. in tbe upper Sarin* vafley.
Lausanne (^.wJ) \a, the politkaL cApiul of the canton. Next in point
of papulation comea the ^^ sgglatnerAiion " known as Manircux
(^ff). with 14,144, dnd Vev*v (^.p.). with ti.^Si. Othpf important
viltacci or small owni are ^ verdon [7^S^ in nab), Stc Crois (5905
inhab-K Payrrne ij,534 intiab.J, Myon (4881 inhabj, Mor^ca U421
iiihih.}, Aigic fjS^? irniab.). and Chateau d'Oex (30J5 inhab.K In
cducaeioriarmatEert the canton holds a high pbcc- The academy
of Uiy^anric dates from 1537, ajid was raiMd to i;he rank of a uai-

versirjf iit 1890^ an<i then; art a very large number of tchooh and
educatbiul catabUshEneni* at Morgts, Lausanne. Vevey, and else-

where. rc3.taloui'» ctlcUrmted Instltuiion (louriahcd at Vverdon
from 1S06 to 1^35, Anioofi the n?mark4bte historical spots tn the
canton are Avenchei (the tbkf RomJn settlement in Helvetia),

Grsndun iqv.) (vitnt of iht faiiictas battCe in ]476 3eatn^t Charles
the E^old)^ and the ca%t\t of Chi]loil (where I3<jniv'ard, ihe prior of
St Victor at Geneva^ was imprisoned from 1 530 to 1536 for defending
ihc freedom of Geneva against the duke of bavoy).

^

The canton ta divided into 19 administrative districts, which com-
prise 3BS commiines. The cantonal constitution dates from 1885.

The Bovcrnment con&isii of a Grand CansriJ, or f;reat council (nne

member to every joo electors or Fraction over tso), for lei:; iLi live
and a coHsetl d'iiat, or council of stale, oi leven mcmben fchosen by
the Grand Conseil) for executive purpows. In both cases the term of
office is four yean. Sbc thousand citizens can compel consideration
of any project by the legislature (" initiative," first in 1845), and the
referendum exists in its " facultative " form, if demanded by 6000
atixens, and also in case of expenditure (not included in the budget)
of over half a million francs. The two members of the Feoerai
Sldnd^raik are named by the Grand Conseil, while the fourteen

members of the Federal ffationalratk are chosen by a popular vote.

Capital punishment was abolished in 1874.

. The early history of the main part of the territories comprised

in the present canton is identical with that of south-west Switzer-

land generally. The Romans conquered (58 b.c.) the Celtic Hel-

vetii and so thoroughly colonized the land that it has remained

a Romance-speaking district, despite conquests by the Bur-

gundians (sth century) and Franks (532) and the incursions of

the S&racens (xoth century). It formed part of the empire of

Charlemagne, and of the kingdom of Transjurane Burgundy
(888-1032), the memory of " good queen Bertha," wife of King
Rudolph II., being still held in high honour. After the ex-

tinction of the house of Zlhringen (1218) the counts of Savoy
gradually won the larger part of it, especially in the days of

Peter II., "le petit Chariemagne" (d. 1268). The bishop of

Lausanne (to which place the see had probably been trans-

ferrexl from Aventicum by Marius the Chronicler at th<* end of

the 6th century), however, still maintained the temporal power
given to him by the king of Burgundy, and in 112s had become
a prince of the empire. (We must be careful to distinguish

between the present canton of Vaud and the old medieval Pays
de Vaud: the districts forming the present canton very neariy

correspond to the Pays Romand.) Late in the 15th century

Bern began to acquire lands to the south from the dukes of

Savoy, and it was out of those conquests that the canton was
formed in 1798. In 1475 she seized Aigle and (in concert with

Fribourg) fichaUens and Grandson as well as Orbe (the latter

held of the county of Burgundy). Vaud had been occupied by
Bern for a time (z47S~'i476), but the final conquest did not take

place till 1536, when both Savoyard Vaud and the bishopric of

Lausanne (including Lausanne and Avenches) were overrun

and annexMi by Bern (formally ceded in X564), who added to

them (isss) Chiteau d'Oex, as her share of the domains of the

debl-laden count of the Gruydre in the division of the spoil she

made with Fribourg. Bern in 1526 sent Guillaume Farel, a
preacher from Dauphin^, to carry out the Reformation at Aigle,

and after 1 536 the new religion was imposed by force of arms and
the bishop's residence moved to .Fribourg (permanently from
1663). Thus the whole land became Protestant, save the district

of Echallcns. Vaud was ruled very harshly by bailiffs from
Bern. In is88 a plot of some nobles to hand it over to Savoy
was crushed, and in 1723 the enthusiastic idealist Davd lost his

life in an attempt to raise it to the rank of a canton. Political

feeling was therefore much excited by the outbreak of the French
Revolution, and a Vaudois, F. C. de la Harpe, an exile and a
patriot, persuaded the Directory in Paris to march on Vaud in

virtue of alleged rights conferred by a treaty of 1565. The
French troops were received enthusiastically, and the " Lemanic

republic" was proclaimed (January 1798), succeeded by the
short-lived Rhodanic republic, till in March 1798 the canton ci
L^man was formed as a district of the Helvetic republic This
corresponded precisely with the present canton minus Avenches
and Payeme, which were given to the canton of Vaud (set up in

1803). The new canton was thus made up of the Bernese ac-
quests of I47S, UJS-y^, I53<^ and 1555. The constitutions of

1803 and 1814 favoured the towns and wealthy men, so thai an
agitation went on for a radical change, which was effected in the

constitution of 1831. Originally acting as a mediator, Vaud
finally joined the anti-Jesuit movement (e^iecially after the
radicals came into power in 1845), opposed the Sonderbund,
and accepted the new federal constitution of 1848, of which
Druey of Vaud was one of the two drafters. From 1S59 to 1846
the canton was distracted by religious struggles, owing to the

attempt of the radicals to turn the church into a simple depart-

ment of. state, a struggle which ended in the splitting off (1847)
of the " free church." The cantonal feeling in Vaud b very
strong, and was the main cause of the failure of the projea of

revising the federal constitution in 1872, though that of 1874
was accepted. In 1879 Vaud was one of the three cantons which
voted (though in vain) against a grant in aid of the St Gotthard
railway. In 1883 the radicals obtained a great majority, and
in 1885 the constitution of x86x was revised.

AuTHOWTtRS.—C. Bumicr, La Vit xud^nsr tt J« Hpdnium
fLaii^-inne, 190^}; E. Bo^aet and £. de U Marpe, Amx Orwtmts
12nd cd., Lausanne, 1006); J* Cirt^ Hhime it ia libtrU d€S cnba
tfflflj If canton de Vnm (Lau^nne. iSgo)^: A. Certsole, U^tndei dts
Atpfi vaudohti (Laujsanne, iMs); E. de la Harpe, Guide dm Jva
vaudois. (Neuchltel, Jjjoj^i K^ DilUl, Oimbett^ C',*id€_Jer tie

Bernese Obfrlandt voL ui^ (including the Atpes Vaiudoi'!c-s) i

1907): E. Dunaot, ^ui^ diuiifi 2u miuii d'Avmhes (Lausannei
IQoa); F. Ford, Chartes e&mtttunaiei du p^ys dt Voiirf, lji4-ts^
iLriuunne, 1S7X); P- Mailtefrr^ Hiiicirt du mniiru de Vemi
Lriusacine, igojh Mimoife^ ti iixitm£iiis {pijiWi*he4 by the Soc,
rilistoirc de U Suisse Romandc) (Lau^nnc, from 1338); A.-de
Mpntet, T. Riiicner and A- Bo^nard;^ Cfc« ni>i aitttx fLan
I90J); A- Pflcshartj Dit Stkirtivrlifkf Ukrtnindfi.ilrid (Lcipzc.
l9r»S}; J. R. Rahn. Ctuhichtt dtt Schhtuj CkiMm (r parts. ZOricfa.

lS.sa-S9)t E. Riitibtftt Btx ti m titnram (1-atiuntne, 1871):
A(ri4ndri Vin^i (7nd ed., Lausanne. 1875), and Ascensiens d
fl/irsfrics (AipiJ vattdttiitj) (n<£^ ed, Lautanw, li*8); Meredith
Read, //ijtoric Studies iti VcmsI. Btrne and Sewy {2 vols., Lowkn,
i&g?); A. VautieT, La Pairit taudoist (Ijiuupne. 1903); L.
VuUicmin, Le CantoJt de Vovd (^rd cd., Lausanne, 1885); A.
Wa^non, Auiffur tUt Plans {Bex, ie9b)« See LAV^H^fE.

(W.A.B.C)

VAUDEVILLE, a term now generally given to a musical

drama of a light, humorous or comic description interspersed

with songs and dances. In English usage " vaudeville '*
is

practically synonymous with what Is more generally known as
" musical comedy," but in America it is applied also to a music-

hall variety entertainment. This modem sense is developed
from the French vaudevilU of the x8th century, a popular form
of light dramatic composition, consisting of pantomime, dances,

songs and dialogue, written in couplets. It is generally ac-

cepted that the word is to be identified with tan-de-vire, the

name given to the convivial songs of the 1 5th century. This

name originated with a literary association known as the "CMf
pagnons Gallois" i.e. " boon companions " or " gay comrades **

in the valley of the Vire and Viiine in Normandy. The most
famous of the authors of these songs was Olivier Bassdin (q.t.).

When in the X7th centiuy the term had become applied to

topical, satiric verses current in the towns, it was corrupted

into its present form, either from dvau U tiUe^ or toix de vUU,

VAUGELAS, CLAUDE FAVRE. Seicneus de, Baion de
PfaoGES (xS9S~i65o), French grammarian and man of letters,

was bom at Mezimieu, department of Ain, on the 6th of January

1595. He became gentleman-in-waiting to Gaston d*Orl£ans,

and continued faithful to this prince in his disgrace, although

his fidelity cost him a pension from the crown on which he

was largely dependent. His thorough knowledge of the French

language and the correctness of his speech won for him a place

among the original academicians. On the representation of

his colleagues his pension was restored so that he might have

leisure to pursue his admirable Rtwiarqua sur la langMtfraninisi
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(1647). In this irork he mainUined that wg/ds and expressions

were to be Judged by the current usage of the best society, of

which, as an habitu6 of the H6tel 'de Rambouillet, Vaugelas

was a competent judge. He shares with Malherbe the credit

of having purified French diction. His book fixed the current

iisage, and the classical writers of the 17th century regulated

their practice by it. ProtesU against the academical doctrine

were not lacking. Scipion Dupleix in his UbaU de la langue

/ratiiaise dans sa pureU (1651) pleaded for the richer and freer

language of the i6th century, and Francois de la Mothe le Vayer
took a similar standpoint in his Lettres d Gabriel Naudi lOHckant

Us Remarques stir la langtie/ran^ise. Towards the end of his life

Vaugelas became tutor to the sons of Thomas Francis of Savoy,

prince of Carignan. He died in Paris in February 165a His

translation from Quintus Curtius, La Vie d'Al^ndre (post-

humously published in 1653) deserves notice as an application

of the author's own rules.

BiBLiOGRAntY.—SfetRemarpussurla langMtfranfoise, edited with
a key by V. Conrart, and introductorv notes by A. Chassang
(Paris, 1880). The principles of Vaugelas s judgments are explained
in the Etudes critiques (7* a^rie) of M. Brunetiere. who regards the
name of Vaugelas as a symbol of all that was done in the first halt

of the i6th centufv to perfect and purify the French langua^.
See also F. Brunot m the Histoire de la langue et littiraturefranfatu
of Petitdejulleville.

VAUGHAN, CHARLBS JOHM (1816-1897), English scholar

and divine, was educated at Rugby and Cambridge, where he

was bracketed senior classic with Lord Lyttclton in 1838. In

1839 he was elected fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and
for a short time studied law. He took orders, however, in 1841,

and became vicar of St Martin's, Leicester. Three years later

he was elected headmaster of Harrow. He resigned the head-

mastership in i8s9 and accepted the bishopric of Rochester, but

afterwards withdrew his acceptance. In 1880 he was appointed

vicar of Doncaster. He was appointed master of the Temple in

1869, and dean of Llandaff in 1879. In 1894 he was elected

president of University College, Cardiff, in recognition of the

prominent part he took in its foundation. Vaughan was a
well-known Broad Churchman, an eloquent preacher and an able

writer on theological subjects, his numerotis works including

lectures, oonunentarics and sermons; he was joint-author with

the Rev. John Llewelyn Davies (b. 1826)—sJso a well-known

Cambridge scholar and Broad Churchman—<kf a well-known

translation of Plato's Republic.

VAUGHAN, HBNRT (1623-1695), called the "Sflurist,"

English poet and mystic, was bom of an ancient Welsh family

at Newton St Briget near Scethrog by Usk, Brecknockshire, on

the X7th of April 1633. His grandfather, Thomas Vaughan,

was the son of Charles Vaughan of Tretower Castle, and had
acquired the farm of Newton by marriage. From 1633 to 1638

he and his twin brother Thomas, noticed below, were privately

educated by the Rev. Matthew Herbert, rector of Llangattock,

to whom they both addressed Latin verses expressing thHr

gratitude. Anthony i Wood, who is the main authority for

Vaughan's biography, says that Henry was entered at Jesus

College, Oxford, in 1638, but no corroboration of the statement

is forthcoming, although Thomas Vaughan's matricuUtion is

entered, nor does Henry Vaughan ever allude to residence at

the imiversity.* He was sent to London to study Uw, but

tunu'ng his attention to medidne, he became a physician, and
settled first at Brecon and Utcr at Scethrog to the practice of his

art. He was regarded, says Wood, as an "ingenious person,

but proud and huAiorous." It seems likely that he foiight on
the king's side in the Welsh campaign of 1645, u)<i ^u present

at the battle of Rowton Heath. In 1646 appeared Poems, with

Ike Tenth Salyre of Juvenal Englished, by Henry Vaughan, Gent.

The poems in this volume are chiefly addressed to " Amoret,"

and the last is on Priory Grove, the home of the " matchless

Orinda," Mrs Katharine Philips. A second volume of secular

*Two poems in the Eueharistiea Oxoniensia (1641) are signed
" H. Vaughan, Jes. Coll.,*' but are probably by a contemporary of

the same name, noticed by Wood. See Mr E. K. Chambers's bio-

graphical note in vol. iL of Vaughan's Works.
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verse, Olor Iscanus, which takes its name from the opening
verses addressed to the Isca (Usk), was published by a friend,

probably Thomas Vaughan, without the author's consent, in

1 6s I. The book includes three prose transitions from Latin
versions of Plutarch and Maximus of Tyre, and one in praise of

a country life from Guevara. The preface is dated 1647, and
the reason for Vaughan's reluctance to print the book is to be
sought in the preface to Sikx Scintillans: or Sacred Poems and
Pious Ejaculations (2650). There he says: "The first that

with any effectual success attempted a diversion of this foul and
overflowing stream (of profane poetry) was the blessed man,
Mr Cfcorge Herbert, whose holy h'fe and verse gained many pious

converts, of whom I am the least." He further expresses his

debt in " The Match," when he says that his own " fierce, wild

blood ... is still tam'd by those bright fires which thee

inflam'd." His debt to Herbert extended to the form of his

poetry and sometimes to the actual expressions used in it, and
a long list of parallel passages has been adduced. His other

works are The Mount of Olives: or Solitary Devotions, with a
translation, Man in Gory, from the Latin of Anselm (2653);

Flores SolUudinis (1654), consisting of two prose translations

from Nierembergius, one from St Eucherius, and a life of

Paulinus, bishop of Nola; Hermetical Physick, translated from
the Naturae Sanctuarium of Henricus Nollius; Thalia Rediviva;

Tke Pass-Times and Diversions of a Country Muse (1678), which

includes some of his brother's poems. Henry Vaughan died at

Scethrog on the 23rd of April 1695, and was buried in the church-

yard of Llansantffraed.

As a poet Vaughan comes latest in the so-called "meta-
physical " school of the 17th century.< He is a disciple ofDonne,
but follows him mainly as he saw him reflected in (korge Herbert.

He analyses his experiences, amatory and sacred, with excessive

ingenuity, striking out, every now and then, through his ex-

treme intensity of feeling and his close observation of nature,

h'nes and phrases of marvellous felicity. He is of imagination

all compact, and is happiest when he abandons himself most
completely to his vision. It is, as Canon H. C. Beeching has

said, " undoubtedly the mystiol element in Vaughan's writing

by which he takes rank as a poet ... it is easy to see that he

has a passion for Nature for her own sake, that he has observed

her moods; that indeed the world is to him no less than a veil

of the eternal spirit, whose presence may be felt in any, even the

smallest part." In this imaginative outlook on Nature he no
doubt exercised great influence on Wordsworth, who is known
to have possessed a copy of his poems, and it is difficult to avdd
seeing in " The Retreat " the germ of the later poet's " Ode
on Intimations of Immortality." By this poem, with " The
World," mainly because of its magnificent opening stanxa,
" Beyond the VeO," and "Peace," he is best known to the

ordinary reader.

The complete works of Henry Vaughan were edited for the Fuller
Worthies Library by Dr A. B. Grosart m 1871. The Poems of
Henry Vaughan, Silurist, were edited in 1896 by Mr E. K. Chambers,
with an introduction by Canon H. C. Beeching. for the Muses
Library.

VAUGHAN, HERBERT (1831-X903), cardinal and arch-

bishop of Westminster, was bom at Gloucester on the xsth of

April Z832, the eldest son of lieutenant-colonel John Francis

Vaughan, head of an old Roman Catholic family, the Vaughans
of Courtfield, Herefordshire. His mother, a daughter of John
Rolls of The Hendre, Monmouthshire, was intensdy religious;

and all the daui^ters of the family entered convenU, while six

of the eight sons took priest's orders, three of them rising to

the episcopate, Roger becoming archbishop of Sydney,- and

John bishop of Sebastopolis. Herbert spent six yesn at

Stonyhurst, and was then sent to study with the Benedictines

at Downside, near Bath, and subsequently at the Jesuit school

of Brugdette, Belgium, which was afterwards removed to Paris.

In 1851 he went to Rome. After two years of study at the

Acidemia dei nobili ecdesiastid, where he became a friend

and disdple of Manning, he took priest's orders at Lucca

in Z854. On his return to England he became for a period
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vioe-pzesident of St Edmund's CoDege» Wan, st that time the

chief seminaiy for candidates for the priesthood in the south
of England. Since childhood he had been filled with seal for

foreign missions, and he conceived the determination to found
a great English missionary college to fit young priests for the

work of evangelizing the heathen. With this object he made
a great begging expedition to America in 1863, from which
he returned with £ii,ooa St Joseph's Foreign Biissionary

College, MOl Hill Park, London, was opened in 1869. Vaughan
also became proprietor of the Tabid, and used its columns
vigorously for propagandist purposes. In 1872 he was con-

secrated bishop of Salford, and in 189a succeeded Manning
as archbishop of Westminster, receiving the cardinal's hat

in 1893. Vaughan was a man of very d^erent type from his

predecessor; he had none of Manning's inteUectual finesse or

his ardour in social reform, but he was an ecclesiastic of remark-
ably fine presence and aristocratic leanings, imroHsigeant in

theological policy, and in perMnal character simply devout.

It was his most cherished ambition to see before he died an
adequate Roman Catholic cathedral in Westminster, and he
laboured untiringly to secure subscriptions, with the result

that its foundation stone was Uid in i89S> and that when he
died, on the 19th of June 1903, the building was so far complete
that a Requiem Mass was said there over his body before it

was removed to iu resting-pbu» at Mill Hill Park.

See the Life 0/ Cardinal Vanghan, by J. G. Snead Cox (a vola^.

London, 1910).

VAUGHAN, THOMAS (x6aa-i666), En^ish alchemist and
mystic, was the younger twin brother of Henry Vaughan, the
" Silurist." He matriculated from Jesus College, Obtford, in

1638, took his B.A. degree in 2642, and became fellow of his

coUege. He renmined for some years at Oxford, but also held

the Uving of his native parish of Llansantfread from 2640 till

1649, when he was ejected, under the Act for the Propagation

of the Gospel in Wales, upon charges of drunkenness, im-

morality and bearing arms for the king. Subsequently he lived

at his brother's farm of Newton and in various parts of London,
and studied alchemy and kindred subjects. He married in

1651 and lost his wife in 165& After the Restoration he found
a patron in Sir Robert Murray, with whom he fled from London
to Oxford during the plague of 1665. He iq>pears.to have had
some employment of state, but he continued his favourite

studies and actually died of the fumes of mercury at the house
of Samuel Kem at Albury on the ayth of February 1666.

Vaughan regarded himself as a philosopher 6[ nature, and
although he certainly sought the universal solvent, his pub-
lished writings deal rather with magic and mysticism than
with technloLl alchemy. They also contain much contro-

versy with Henry More the Platonist. Vaughan was called

a Rosicrudan, but denied the imputation. He wrote or trans-

lated Antkroposopkia Theomagica (1650); Anima Magica
Abscondita (1650); Magia Adamica and Cm/nm Terrae (1650);
Tke Mian^Miouse taken in a Trap (1650); The Second Wash; or

Ike Moor Scoured once more (x6sx); Lumen de Lumine and
ApkorisinU Magici Eugeniani (1651); Tke Fame and Confession

of tke PraternUy of R.C. (1652); Aula Lucis (1652); Eupkrates

(1655); NoUius* Ckymist*s Key (1657); A Brief Natural
JBistory (1669). Most of these pamphlets appeared under the
pseudonym of EugenJus Philalethes. Vaughan was probably,
although it is by no means certain, not the famous adept known
as Eirenaeus Philalethes, who was alleged to have found the
philosopher's stone in America, and to whom the Introitus

Apertus in Occlusum Regis Palatium (1667) and other writings

are ascribed. In 1896 Vaughan was the subject of an amaz-
ing mystification b the Mimoires d'une ex-Palladiste, These
formed part of certain alleged revelations as to the practice of

devil-worship by the initiates of freemasonry. The author,
whose name was given as Diana Vaughan, claimed to be a
descendant of Thomas and to possess family papers which
showed amongst other marvels tlut he had made a pact with
Ludfer, and had helped to found freemasonry as a SaUnic
society. The inventors of the hoax, which took in many

emment Catholic ecclesiastics, were some vnacrupalous Fails
Journalists.

The Magical Writings of Thomas Fa«cJb« were edited by Mr A. E.
Waite in 1688. His mucellaneous Latin and Engliah veraes are
included in vol. ii. of Or A. B. Gramt's Fuller Worthies LShr^ry
edition of the Works of Henry Vaughan (1871}. A mantucripc book
of his, with alchemical and autobionaphical jottings made between
1658 and 1663, forms BriL Mus. Soaue MS. 1741. Biographkal
data are in Mr E. K. Chambers's Muses Libiary edidoo of the Poems
of Heniy Vaughan (1896), together with m account and critadsm
of the Mimoires d'une ex-PaUadiste. These fabricattona were also
discusMd by Mr A. E. Waite. Deoil-Worskip in Fromee (1896). and
finally exposed by M. Gaston M^. La Vhiti sur Diana Vamgkttn.

(E.iCC.)
VAUOHAH, WILUAM (1577-1641), En^ish author and

colonial pioneer, son of Walter Vaughan (d. 1598), was bom at
Golden Grove, Carmarthenshire, his father's estate, in x577. He
was descended from an andent prince of Powys. His brother,

John Vaughan (i 572-1634), became zst earl of Carboy; and
another brother, General Sir Henry or Harry Vaoghan (1587-
1659), was a well-known royalist leader. William was educated
at Jesus College, Oxford, and took the degree of LL.D. at Vienna.
In 1616 he bought a grant of land in the south coast of New-
foundland, to which he sent two batches of settkis. In 1622
he visited the settlement, which be called Cambriol, and returned
to Enghmd in 1625. Vaughan apparently paid another vnit
to his cobny, but Us plans for its prosperity were foiled hy the

severe winters. He died at his house of Torooed, Carmarthen-
shire, in August 1641.

His chief woric is The GoUen Grom (1600), a general gnide to
morals, politics and literature, in which the manften of the time are
•everely critidxed, plays being denounced as folly and wickedness.
The section in priuse of poetfv borrows much from earlier writers
on the subject. Tke Golden Pleeee . . . transported from Cumbrid
Colchis . . . by Orpkeus fun,, alias WUl Vau^kan, whkfa oontaios
information about Xewfoundland. is the most interesdiv of his
other works.

VAULTS (Fr. VMrfe, ItaL nrfto, Ger. GetMhe), in arcliitecture,

the. term given to the covering over of a space with stone or
brick in arched form, the component parts of which exert a
thrust and necessitate a counter resistance. In the case of

vaults built under the level of the ground, the latter gave all

that was required, but, when raised aloft, various ezpedienu
had to be employed, such as great thickness of walls in the case

of barrel or oonthnuous vaults, and oxms walls or buttresses

when intersecting vaults were employed. The simplest kind
of vault is that known as the barrel, wagon or tunnel vauh,
which is generally semicircular in section, and may be regarded
as a continuous arch, the length of wUch is m excess o£ its

diameter; like the arch (9.V.), the same provision is required
as regards its temporary support whilst the voussoixs consti-

tuting one of its rings are being placed in position, for until the

upper voussoir, or keystone, is introduced it is not sdf-supporting.
At the present day, when timber of all kinds is easily proctirable,

this temporaiy support is given by centring, consisting of a
framed truss with semicircular or segmental head, which carries

the voussoirs until the ring of the whole arch is completed and
is then, with a barrel vault, shifted on to support other rings;

in early times, and particulariy in Chaldaea and Egypt, where
timber was scarce, other means of support had to be contrived,

and it would seem that it was only in Roman times that centring

was regulariy employed.

The earliest example known of a vault is that found under
the Chaldaean siggurat at Nippur in Babykmia, ascribed to

about 4000 B.C., which was built of burnt bricks cemented with

clay mortar. The earliest tunnel vaults in Egypt arc those at

Requaqnah and Dendersh, c 3500 B.c; these were buih in

unbumt brick in three rings over passages descending to tombs:
in these cases, as the span of the vault was only 6 ft., the bricks

constituting the voussoirs were laid flatwise, and adhered suffi-

dently to those behind to enable the ring to be completed without

other support; in the granaries buHt by Ramesso IL, still in

part existing behind the Ramesaeom, at Thebes, the span was
12 ft., and another system was empk>yed; the lower part ol

1 For the form of safe so called see Safes.



VAULT Plate I.

Photo, Valentine br Sons.

Fig. 13.—Intersecting Groined Vaulting. Early
Example. St. John's Chapel,Tower ofLondon.

Photo, Valentine &• Sons,

Fig. 14.—Intersecting Ribbed Vaulting Late Ex-
ample. Chapter House, Bristol Cathedral.

Photo, P. Frith 6* Co. Ltd.

Fig. 15.—Early English Vaulting. Winchester
Cathedral, Waynflcet's Chantry.

Photo, P. Prith 6* Co. Ltd.

Fig. 16.—Early English Lieme Vaulting,

of Salisbury Cathedral.

Tower
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Fig. 1?.— Decorated or Lierne Vaulting.

Choir of Gloucester Cathedral.

(See also Plate VIIL, Fig. 8j, Architecture.)

rhjio, G. W^ Wilson e* Cs-

Fig* i8.—Fan VaulUng. King*s College
Chapel, Catnbrldge.

I
Fhi'to, G. W Hi,., n .

Fig. 19.—Fan Vaulting. Henry VII, Chapel, Westminster.
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the arch was bullf in horizontal courses, up to about one-third

of the height, and the rings above were inclined back at a slight

angle, so that the bricks of each ring, laid flatwise, adhered till

the ring was completed, no centring of any kind being required;

the vault thus formed was elliptic in section, arising from the

method of its construction. A similar system of construction

was employed for the vault over the great hall at Ctesiphon,

where the material employed was burnt bricks or tiles of great

dimensions, cemented with mortar; but the span was close

upon 83 ft., and the thickness of the vault was nearly $ ft. at

the top, there being four rings of brickwork. It is probable

that the great vaults of the Assyrian palaces were constructed

in the same way, but with unbumt bricks dried only in the sun:

one of the drains discovered by Layard at Nimrud was built

in rings slopmg backwards. From the fact that each Assyrian

monarch on his accession to the throne commenced his reign

by the erection of a palace, it is probable that, owing to the

ephemeral construction of these great vaults, half a century

was the term of their existence. This may also account for the

fact that no domed structures exist of the type shown in one of

the bas reliefs from Nimrud (fig. i); the tradition of their

Fig. I.

erection, however, would seem to have been handed down to

their successors in Mesopotamia, viz. to the Sassanians, who in

their palaces at Serbistan and Firuzabad built domes of similar

form to those shown in the Nimrud sculptures, the chief differ-

ence being that, constructed in rubble stone and cemented with

mortar, they still exist, though probably abandoned on the

Mahommedan invasion in the 7th centuiy.

In all the instances above quoted in Chaldaea and Egypt the

bricks, whether burnt or sun-dried, were of the description to

which the term " tile " would now be given; the dimensions

varied from i8or aoin. to 10 in., being generally square and about

4 to 2 in. thick, and they were not shaped as voussoirs, the con-

necting medium being thicker at the top than at the bottom.

The earliest Egyptian examples of regular voussoirs in stone

belong to the XXVIth Dynasty (c. 650 B.C.) in the additions

made then to the temple of Medinet-Abou, and here it is

probable that centring of some kind was provided, as the vaults

are built in rings, so that the same centring could be shifted

on after the completion of each ring. The earliest example
of regularly shaped voussoirs, and of about the same date, is

found in the cloaca at Graviscae in Etruria, with a span of about

14 ft., the voussoirs of which are from 5 to 6 ft. long. The
cloaca maxima in Rome, built by Tarquin (603 B.C.) to drain

the marshy ground between the Palatine and the Capitob'ne

Hills, was according to Commendatore Boni vaulted over in the

ist century B.C., the vault being over 800 ft. long, 10 ft. in span,

with three concentric rings of voussoirs.

So far, all the vaults mentioned have been barrel vaults,

which, when not built underground, required continuous walls

of great thickness to resist their thrust; the earliest example
of the next variety, the intersecting barrel vault, is said to be
over a small hall at Pergamum, in Asia Minor, but its first em-
ployment over halls of great dimensions is due to the Romans.
When two semicircular barrel vaults of the same diameter cross

one another (fig. 2) their intersection (a true ellipse) b known
as a grom, down
which the thrust of

the vault is carried

to the cross walb;

if a series of two or

more barrel vaults

intersect one another, ,

the weight is carried

on to the piers at

their intersection and
the thrust is trans-

mitted to the outer

cross walls; thus in

the Roman reservoir at Baiae, known as the piscina mira-

biliSf a series of five aisles with semicircular barrel vaults

are intersected by twelve cross aisles, the vaults being carried

on 48 piers and thick external walls. The width of these aisles

being ofily about 13 ft. there was no great difficulty in the

construction of these vaults, but in the Roman Thermae the

tepidarium had a span of 80 ft., more than twice that of an

English cathedral, so that its construction both from the

statical and economical point of view was of the greatest im-

portance. The researches of M. Choisy {L*Art de bdtir c/ux Us
Romains), based on a minute examination of those portions of

the vaults which still remain in situ, have shown that, on a
comparatively slight centring, consisting of trusses placed about

10 ft. apart and covered with planks laid from truss to truss,

were laid—to begin with—two layers of the Roman brick

(measuring nearly 2 ft. square and 2 in. thick); on these and

on the trusses transverse rings of brick were built with longi-

tudinal ties at intervals; on the brick layers and embedding

the rings and cross ties concrete was thrown in horizontal

layers, the haunches being filled in solid, and the surface sloped

on either side and covered over with a tile roof of low pitch laid

direct on the concrete. The rings relieved the centring from

the weight imposed, and the two layers of bricks carried the

concrete till it had set. As the walls carrying these vaults

were also built in concrete with occasional bond courses of

brick, the whole structure was homogeneous. One of the

important ingredients of the mortar was a volcanic deposit

found near Rome, known as pozzolana, which, when the concrete

had set, not only made the concrete as solid as the rock itself,

but to a certain extent neutralized the thrust of the vaults,

which formed shells equivalent to that of a metal lid, the

Romans, however, do not seem to have recognized the extra-

ordinary value of this pozzolana mixture, for they otherwise

provided amply for the counteracting of any thrust which

might exist by the erection of cross walls and buttresses. In

the tepidaria of the Thermae and in the basilica of Constantine,

in order to bring the thrust well within the walls, the main
barrel vault of the hall was brought forward on each side and
rested on detached columns, which constituted the principal

architectural decoration. In cases where the cross vaults

intersecting were not of the same span as those of the main
vault, the arches were either stilted so that their soffits might

be of the same height, or they formed smaller intersections in

the lower part of the vault; in both of these cases, however,

the intersections or groins were twisted, for which it was very

difficult to form a centring, and, moreover, they were of dis-

agreeable effect: though every attempt was made to mask
this in the decoration of the vault by panels and reliefs modelled

in stucco.
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Tbe widest hall vaulted by the Romans was that of the

throne room in the palace of Diocletian on the Palatine Hill,

and this had the enormous tpan of loo ft., its thrust being

counteracted by other halls on either side with buttresses

outside. In provincial towns and in other parts of the Roman
Empire, where the material pozzolana was not procurable, the

Romans had to trust to their mortar as a cementing medium,
but this, though excellent of its kind, was not of sufficient

cohesive strength to allow of tha erection of vaults of more than

about 40 ft. span, which were generally built in rubble masonry.

There still exist in Asia Minor and Syria some vaulted halls,

generally attached to thermae, which are carried on walls of

great thickness. There were many varieties of the Roman
vault, whether continuous or intersected, such as those employed
over the corridors on the Colosseum and the theatre of Bitar-

cellus^ but in these cases the springing of the vault was above
the summit of the arches of the main front, so that there was.

no intersection; on the other hand, over the corridors were
either elliptical or semicircular, or over the staircases rising

vaults, all of which were more difficult to construct; there were

also numerous solutions of vault over circular halls, of which
that of the Pantheon was the most important example, having

a diameter of 142 ft., and over the hemicydes, which were

sometimes of great size; that known as Canopus in Hadrian's

villa at Tivoli had a diameter of 75 ft., and was vaulted over

with a series of ribs, between which were alternating rampant
flat and semicircular webs and cells; in the same villa and in

Rome were octagonal halls with various other combinations of

vault. Another type of vault not yet referred to is that of the

Tabularium arcade where the cloister vault was employed.

Fig. 3 compared with fig. a will show the difference; in the

^..—*.^ »--****^ former the an|^ of

intersection are inset,

and in the latter they

are groins with pro-,

jecting angles at the

base, which die away
at the summit.
The vault of the

basilica, conunenced

by Diocletian and
completed by Con-
stantine, was the last

"°' * great work carried out

by the Romans, and two centuries pass before the next important

development is found in the church of Sta Sophia at G>n-
stantinople. It is probable that the realisation of the great

advance in the sdencc of vaulting shown in this church owed
something to the eastern tradition of dome vaulting seen in

the Assyrian domes, which are known to tis only by Die repre-

sentations in the bss>relief from Nimrud (fig. i), because in

the great water dstems in G>nstantinople, known as the Yen
Batan Serai (the underground palace) and Bin bir-derek (dstem
with a thousand and one columns), both built by G>nstantine,

we find the intersecting groin vaults of the Romans already

replaced by small cupolas or domes. These domes, however,

are of small dimensions when compared with that projected

and carried out by Justinian in Sta Sophia. Previous to this

the greatest dome was that of the Pantheon at Rome, but this

was carried on an immense wall 20 ft. thick, and with the

exception of small niches or recesses in the thiduiess of the wall

could not be extended, so that Justinian apparently instructed

his architea to provide an immense hcmicyde or apse at the

eastern end, a similar apse at the western end, and great arches

on either side, the walls under which would be pierced with
windows.

The diagram (fig. 4) shows the outlines of the solution of the
problem. If a hemispherical dome ia cut by four vertical i)lanea.
the intersection gives four semicircular arches; if cut in addition by
a horizontal plane tangent to the top of these arches, it describe
a circle; that portion of the sphere which is below this circle and
between the arches, forming a spherical spandril. is the pendenttve
(fig* 5)1 and it& radius is equal to the diagonal of the square on which

the four arches
dome, it is not

Having obtained a circle for the baae of the
that the upper portion of the dome ahoiild

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.—^AA, pendea-
tivc.

spring from the same level as the arches, or that its domkal tuxfMx
should be a continuation of that of the pendentive. The first and
second dome of Sta Sophia apparently fell down, so that Justinian
determined to raise it, possibly to nve greater lightneas to tbe
structure, but mainly in order to obtain increased light for the
interior of the church. This was effected by piercing it with forry
windows—the effect of which was of an extraordinary nature, as the
light streaming through these windowsgave to the dome the appear-
ance of bang suspended in the air. tne pendentive which carried
the dome rested on four great arches, the thrust of those ctoesi^
the church being tounteracted by immense buttresses which tja>

vcned the aisles, and the other two partly by smaller arches in tl«
apse, the thrust being carried to the outer waus, and to a certain ex-
tent by the skle walls which were built under tbe arches. From the
descriptk>n given by Procopius we gather that the centring employed
for the great arches consisted of a wall erected to support them during
their erection. The construction of the pendentivcs is not known,
but it is surmised that to the top of the pendcntives they were butk
in horiaontal courses of brick, projecting one over the other, tbe
projecting angles being cut on afterwards and covered with stucco
m which the mosaics were embedded ; this was the method employed
in the erection of the Perigordian domes, to which we shall rctura:
these, however, were of leas diameter than those of Sta Sophia,
being only about 40 to 60 ft. instead of 107 ft. The apotheosig
of Byiantine architecture, in fact, was reached in Sca Sophia, for
although it formed the nnodd on which all subsequent Bysantiiv
churches were based, so far as their plan>was concerned, no domes
approaching the former in dimensions were even attempted. The
principal difference in some later examples is that which took place
in the form of the pendentive on which the dome was carried.
Instead of the spherical spandril of Sta Sophia, large niches were
formed in the angles, as m the mosque of Damascus, which was
built by Byzantine workmen for the Sherif al Walk! in a.d. 705:
these gave an octagonal base on which the hemispherical dome
rested (fig. 6); or aoain, as in the Sassanian palaces of Serbistaa
and Firucabad of the 4th and 5th cen-
tury of our era, when a series of con- ^^•"^"**""*—

«^,
centric arch rings, projecting one in front
of the other, were built, giving also an
octagonal base; each 01 these penden-
dves is known as a squinch.
There is one other remarkable vault,

also built by Justinian, in the church of
'

S. Seigius and Bacchus in Constantinople.
The central area of this church was ocu-
gonal on pUn, and the dome Is divided
mto sixteen compartments; of these
eight consist of broad flat bands rising Fig. 6.—BB. niche or
from the centre of each of the walls, * squinch peodentive.
and the alternate e^t are concave cdia
over the angles of the octagon, which externally and interadly give
to the roof the appearance of an umbrella.

Although the dome constitutes the principal diaracteristic

of the Byzantine church, throughout Asia Minor are numerous
examples in which the naves are vaulted with the scmidrcular

barrel vault, and this is the type of vault found throughout the

south of France in the nth and xath centuries, the only change

being the occasional substitution of the pointed battel vault,

adopted not only on account of its exerting a less thrust, but

because, as pointed out by Fergusson (voL ii. p. 46), the roofing

tiles were laid directly on the vault and a less amount of filling

in at the top was required. The continuous thrust of the barrel

vault in these cases was met either by semicircular or pointed

barrel vaults on the aisles, which had only half the span of the

nave; of this there is an interesting example in the chapel of

St John in the Tower of London—and sometimes by half-banel

vaults. The great thickness of the walls, however, required in

such oonstructioDS would seem to have kd to another aolutioa
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of the problem of roofisg over churches with incombustible

material, viz. that which is found throughout Perigord and La
Charente, where a series of domes carried on pendentlves covered

over the nave, the chief peculiarities of these domes being the

fact that the arches carrying them form part of the pendentivcs,

which are all built in horizontal courses.

The intersecting and groined vault of the Romans was em-
ployed in the early Christian churches in Rome, but only over

the aisles, which were comparatively of small span, but in these

there was a tendency to raise the centres of these vaults, which

became slightly domical; in all these cases centring was
employed.

Reference has been made to the twisting of the groins in

Roman woric, where the intersecting barrel vaults were not of

the same diameter; their construction must at all times have

been somewhat difficult, but where the barrel vaulting was
carried round over the choir aisle arid was intersected, as in St

Bartholomew's, Smithfield, by semicones, instead of cylinders,

it became worse and the groins more complicated; this would

seem to have led to a change of system, and to the introduction

of a new feature, which completely revolutionized the con-

struction of the vault. Hitherto the intersecting features were

geometrical surfaces, of which the diagonal groins were the

intersections, elliptical in form, generally weak in construction

and often twisting (Plate I. fig. 13). The medieval builder

reversed the process, and set up the diagonal ribs first, which

were utilized as permanent centres, and on these be carried

his vault or web, which henceforward took its shape from the

ribs. Instead of the elliptical curve which was given by the

intersection of two semidrailar barrel vaults, or cylinders, he

employed the semicircular arch for the diagonal ribs; this, how-

ever, raised the centre of the square bay vaulted above the

level of the transverse arches and of the wall ribs, and thus gave

the appearance of a dome to the vault, such as may be seen in the

nave of Sant' Ambrogio, Milan. To meet this, at first the trans-

verse and wall ribs were stilted, or the upper part of their arches

was raised, as in the Abbaye-auz-Hommes at Caen, and the

abbey of Lessay, in Normandy. The problem was ultimately

solved by the introduction of the pointed arch for the trans-

verse and wall rib»—the pointed arch had long been known and

employed, on account of its much greater strength and of the less

thrust it exerted on the walls. When employed for the ribs of

a vault, however narrow the span might be, by adopting a

pointed arch, its summit could be made to range in height with

the diagonal rib; and, moreover, when utilized for the ribs of the

annular vault, as in the aisle round the apsidal termination of

the choir, it was not necessary that the half ribs on the outer

side should be in the same plane as those of the inner side; for

when the opposite ribs met in the centre of the annular vault,

the thrust was equally transmitted from one to the other, and

being already a broken arch the change of its direction was not

noticeable.

The first introduction of the pointed arch rib would seem to

have taken place in the choir aisles of the abbey of St Denis,

near Paris, built by the Abb6 Suger in 1135, and it was in the

church at Vezelay (1140) that it was extended to the square

bay of the porch. Before entering into the question of the web
or stone shell of the vault carried on the ribs, the earlier develop-

ment of the great vaults which were thrown over the naves of a

cathedral, or church, before the introduction of the pointed arch

rib, shall here be noted. As has been pointed out, the aisles

had already in the early Christian churches been covered over

with groined vaults, the only advance made in the later develop-

ments being the introduction of transverse ribs* dividing the

bays into square compartments; but when in the 12th century

' Transverse rtbs under the vaulting surfaces had been employed
fn>m very eariy times by the Romans, and utilized as permanent
stone centrings for their vaults; perhaps the earliest examples are

those In the corridor of the Tabularium in Rome, which is divided

into square bays, each vaulted with a cloister dome Transverse
ribs are also found in the Roman Piscinae and in the Nymphacum
at NImes; they were not introduced by the Roniaoeaque masons
till the xxth century.

the first attempts were made to vault over the naves, another
difficulty presented itself, because the latter were twice the width
of the ajales, so that it became necessary to include two bays of

the aisles to form one square bay in the nave. This was an
immense space to vault over, and, moreovect. it followed that

every alternate pier served no purpose, so far as the support of
the naveVault was concerned, and this would seem to have sug-

gested an alternative, viz. to provide a supplementary rib across

the church and between the transverse ribs. This resulted in

what is known as a aexpartite, or six-celled vault, of which one
of the earliest exampln is found in the Abbaye-auz-Hommes
(S. £tienne) at Caen. This church, built by William the Con-
queror, was originally constructed to carry a timber roof oidy,

but nearly a century later the upper part of the nave walls were
partly rebuilt, in order that it might be covered with a vault.

The immense size, however, of the square vault over the nave
necessitated some additional support, so that an intermediate

rib was thrown across the church, dividing the square compart-
ment into six cells, and called the sexpartlte vatilt (fig. 7);

\\

rn^-^M
Fig. 7.—Sexpartlte.

this was adopted in the cathedrals of Sens (11 70), Laon (1x95),

Noyon (1190), Paris (x 223-35), ^nd Bourges (1250). The,

intermediate rib, however, had the disadvantage of partially

obscuring one side of the clerestory windows, and it threw
unequal weights on the alternate piers, so that in the

cathedral of Soissons (1205) a quadripartite (fig. 8) or

Fic. 8.—^Quadripartite.

four-celled vault was introduced, the width of each bay being

half the span of the nave, and corresponding therefore with

the aisle piers. To this there are some exceptions, in Sant'

Ambrogio, Milan, and San Michele, Pavia (the original vault),

and in the cathedrals of Spires, Mainz and Worms, where the

quadripartite vaults are nearly square, the intermediate piers

of the aisles being of much smaller dimensions. In England
sexpartite vaults exist at Canterbury (1175) (set out by William

of Sens), Rochester (1200), Lincoln (12x5), Durham (east tran-

sept), and St Faith's chapel, Westminster Abbey.

In the earlier stage of rib vaulting, the arched ribs consisted of

independent or separate vousioirs down to the springing; the
difficulty, however, of working the ribs separately Icci to two other
important changes: (x) the lower part 01 the transverse diagonal
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and wan rib* were all worked out of one ftone; and (2) the lo«rer

courses were all made horizontal, constituting what u known as the
tas-de-charge (q.v.) or solid springer. Fig. 9 is a diagram made by

Professor Willis taken from the
south transept of Westminster
Abbey. The horizontal courses
rise to N. or about half the
height of the vault, but the ribs

are freed from one another from
the point M. The tas-de-charge,

or solid springer, had two ad-
vantages: (r) it enabled the
stone courses to run straight
through the wall, so as to bond
the whole together much better;
and (2) it lessened the span of
the vault, which then required
a centring of smaller dimen-
sions. As soon as the ribs were
completed, the web or stone shell

Fic. 9-—AB, springing of trans- of the vault was laid on them. In
verse and diagonal ribs; P, some English work, as may be seen
centre of the same; DE, longi- in fig. o, each course of stone was
tudinal ridge rib; DF, inter- of uniform height from one side
seaion of webs; M, top of solid to the other; but, as the diagonal
springer; KN, starting level rib was longer than either the
of web; LK, springing of wall transverse or wall rib. the courses
rib; EBD, bosses at inter- dipped towards the former, and at
section of ribs. the apex of the vault were cut

to fit one another. At an early
period, in consequence of the great span of the vault and the very
slight rise or curvature of the web. it was thought better to simplify
the construction of the web by introducing intermediate ribs between
the wall rib and the diagonal rib and between the diagonal and the
transverse ribs; and in order to meet the thrust of these intermediate
ribs a rid^c rib was required, and the prolongation of this rib to the
wall rib hid the junction of the web at the summit, which was not
always very sightly, and constituted the ridge rib. In France, on
the other hand, the web courses were always laid horizontally, and
they are therefore of unequal height, increasing towards the diagonal
rib. Each course also was given a slight rise m the centre, so as to
increase its strength; this enabled the French masons to dispense
with the intermediate rib, which was not introduced by them till

the 15th century, and then more as a decorative than a constructive
feature, as the domical form given to the French web rendered
unnecessary the ridee rib, which, with some few exceptions, exists
only in England. In both English and French vaulting centring
was rarely required for the buildmg of the web, a template (Fr. cerce)

being employed to support the stones of each ring until it was com-
plete. In Italy, Germany and Spain the French method of building
the web was adopted, with horizontal courses and a domical form.
Sometimes, in the case of comparatively narrow compartments, and
more especially in clerestories, the wall rib was stilted, and this
caused a peculiar twisting of the web, as may be seen in fig. 9. where
the springing of the wall rib is at K: to these twisted surfaces the
term " ploughshare vaulting " is given.
One of the earliest examples of the introduction of the inter-

mediate rib is found in the nave of Lincoln Cathedral, and there the
ridge rib is not carried to the wall rib. It was soon found, however,
that the construction of the web was much facilitated by additional
ribs, and consequently there was a tendency to increase their number,
so that in the nave ol Exeter Cathedral three intermediate ribs were
provided between the wall rib and the diagonal rib. In order to
mask the junction of the various ribs, their intersections were
ornamented with richly carved bosses, and this practice increased
on the introduction of another short rib, known as the lierne, a term
in France given to the ridge rib. Lierne ribs in English vaults are
short ribs crossing between the main ribs, and were employed chiefly

as decorative features, as, for instance, in the stellar vault (see

Plate I. fig. 16), one of the best examples of which exists in the
vault of the oriel window of Crosby Hall, London. The tendency to
increase the number of ribs led to singular results in some cases, as
in the choir of Gloucester (see Plate 11. fig. 17), where the ordinary
diagonal ribs become mere ornamental mouldings on the surface of
an intersected pointed barrel vault, and again in the cloisters, where
the introduction of the fan vault, forming a concave-sided conoid,
returned to the principles of the Roman geometrical vault. This is

further shown in the construction of these fan vaults, for although
in the earliest examples each of the ribs above the tas-de-charge was
an independent feature, eventually it was found easier to carve them
and the web out of the solid stone, so that the rib and web were
purely decorative and had no constructional or independent functions.
The fan vault would seem to have owed its origin to the employ-

ment of centrings of one curve for all the ribs, instead of having
separate centrings for the transverse, diagonal wall and intermediate
ribs; it was facilitated also by the introduction of the four-centred
arch, because the lower portion of the arch formed part of the fan, or
conoid, and the upper part could be extended at pleasure with a
greater radius across the vault. The simplest versu>n is that found

in the cloisters of Gloucester Cathedral, where the fans moet oae
another at the lumfnit, so that there Art oniy afnill i:uii;ip:iri:,metit3.

between, the fa Hi to be filleid up. In later cxJtnplei. a «n King'*
Collei;e chapel, Cambridge (see Plate U. fifl^ iH), op Account of the
girtai dimctisiani of iht vault, it wu found iiecoiar> tty mtfodinr^
iranwerae ribi. which were re*;ifired to give gtn^to" stimgth,
Similiir tRinft^t*«e rib» are foynd in Htuvry Vll/s chapc-l (see Pkte
IL fig. 19J and in the divbity tcMooAt at Oitfordr wher^ m kw
duv chipen^nt presented itself. One of tlie defeeu of the fan vault
at Glouetrstcr is the apiwrirante k gives of bdng half wink in list

wall; to mnufJv thi»T in the two buildings just quoted, the compJttc^
conoid is detached and treated ajt a pendant.
One of the mtrel interesting cxamptes of the fan vault » that avtf

the ttairniN! leading to the hall of Christ Church, Oxford, and bere
the contpkle conaid is diipbyed in its centre carried on a <xnln\
column. This vault, not buili until itua^ Is an exceptional damp^
of the long cinntinuancc of iradiLional worlcmanibbip, prabiibly in

Oxford iraniniitted in coniequenDe of the Late vaut^lf di the
entrance gateways to the colleger. Fan vaulting U peoiliar to
England, the only example approaching It in France being the
pendant of the Lady chapel at CaudtbcCi, in Xonnandy* Jn Frajice,
Germany and Spain tht mnltiplicatifjn of rib* in the 15th century
led to decorative vaults of variQUj kinds, but whh torn* singubr
modificaLions. Thus ia Germany, recognising that the rib was im
longer a necn&ary
CO ni»Lructi ve feat ure,

they cut it off ab-
rupily, leaving m
stump only; in

Fr:ince^ on the other
hand, they gave «tiU
mure intjijrtance to
tht rib, by making
it itff gf(later depth

»

piercing it *kh
tratt-ryand hanging
pending 5 from it,

anil ihu web tiecame
a horiifjnial stone
paving laid on the
lop of Ihew dectj-

T.TTed vertical webs.
This i» the cha-
rrnt eristic of the
great Renaissance
work in ] ranee and
Spain; but it soon
gave way to llalian

jnllucnccn when the
ctirtst rucuc»n of
\aLjhi revertt-nl [i>

tIIu' i;rTJnU"lrn jd -i;r-

id* cs i,>l ihr kom.i:-,-^,

without, hi»»* H- r.

always thai <

nomy in centrlrik;

which Lhfjy h.i'i tii-

lached so much im-
pnrtaiir-e, and mtire f^^^ ifj^

e's.jnti.ilty ill s-mall

tTruecurvii, In Lrge vault-*, where it constitmed an imforrnr*
fh nient in txp^ n^^t-, the chief boast of St>me ol the most einmcr i

Fig. it.
r hitoets ha* bci^n that centring was dispensed wtth, as m

Oir- (f^isc ot the dome at FloTt-nce^ built by BrunelteTchi, 4rJ
Fcr^LtKin cites as an eicAmpLc the great dome ol the church at
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Mousta in Malta, erected in the first half of the 19th century, which
was built entirely without centring of any kind. Fig. 10 is a
plan and section of the vault of Henry VI I. 's chapel and fig. 11 a
perspective view, in which it will be seen that the transverse rib

thrown across the chapel carries the pendant, the we^ht of the latter

probably preventing a rise in the haunches.
There are two other ribbed vaults in India which form no part

of the development of European vaults, but are too remarkable to
be passed over; one carries the central dome of the Jumma Musjid
at Bijapur (a.d. 1550). and the other is the tomb of Mahommed
(A.D. 1626-1660) in the same town. The vault of the latter was
constructed over a hall 135 ft. square, to carry a hemispherical
dome. The ribs, instead of being carried across the angles onlyt thus

f;iving an octagonal base for the dome, are carried across to the
urtber pier of the octagon (fig. li) and consequently intersect one

^^
another, reducing the cen-
tral opening to 97 ft. in

diameter, and, by the
weight of the rnawrtry
they carry, strvrrj^ is

counterpoise to ibv litrirst

of the aome, wh^U I?. »i.t

back so as to Ictv^ s
passage about la lu ivi'ie

round the interior* The
internal diameter of ihe
dome is 124 ft., ks hiit^ht

175 ft. and the ribt strui k
from four cenlri?ai hive
their springing 57 ft^ f/nsn.

the floor of the halL Ihe
Jumma Musjid dome was
of smaller dimensk>ns, on
a square of 70 ft. with a
diameter of 57 ft., and

Fig. 12.—Plan of Bijapur Dome. 7^^ «'™J <>« P**" Z^^Y*
'^

mstead of immensely thick
walls as in the tomb; but any thrust which might exist was
counteracted by its transmissran across aisles to the outer wall.

(R. P. S.)

VAUQUELIN. LOUIS NICOLAS (1763-1829), French chemist,

was bom at Saint-Andr£-d*Hebertot in Normandy on the i6th

of May 1763. His first acquaintance with diemistry was
gained as laboratory boy to an apothecary in Rouen (1777-

1779), and after variotis vicissitudes he obtained an introduction

to A. F. FouTCToy, in whose laboratory he was an assistant from
X 783-1791. At first his work appeared as that of his master
and patron, then in their joint-names; but in 1790 he began to

publish on his own authority, and between that year and 1833
his name is associated with 376 papers. Most of these were
simple records of patient and Iaboi;ious analytical operations,

and it is perhaps surprising that among all the substances he
analysed he only detected two new elements—beryllium (1798)
in beryl and chromium (1797) in a red lead ore from Siberia.

Either together or succcssivdy he held the offices of inspector

of mines, professor at the School of Mines and at the Polytechnic

School, assayer of gold and silver articles, professor of chemistry

in the ColUge de Prance and at the Jardin des Plantes, member
of the G>uncil of Industry and Commerce, commissioner on the

pharmacy laws, and finally professor of chemistry to the Medical
Faculty, to which he succeeded on Fourcroy'a death in 1809.

His lectures, which were supplemented with practical laboratory

teaching, were attended by many chemists who subsequently

attained distinction. He died at his birthplace on the X4th of

November 1829.

VAUQUEUN DE LA FRESNATE. JEAN (1536-1608), French
poet, was bom at the ch&teau of La Frcsnaye, near Falaise in

Normandy, in 1536. He studied the humanities at Paris and
law at Poitiers and Bourges. He fought in the civil wars under
Marshal Matignon and was wounded at the siege of Saint-L6

(1574). Most of his life was spent at Caen, where he was
president, and be died there in 1608. La Fresnaye was a
disciple of Ronsard, but, while praising the reforms of the Pliiade,

be lidd stress on the continuity of French literary history. He
was a student of the trouvdres and the old chroniclers, and
desired to see French poetry set on a national basis. These
views be expounded in an Art poitique, begun at the desire of

Henry III. in 1574, but not publisheid until 1605.

His Poresteries appeared in 1555: his Diaerses pUsies, including
the Art poitiqutt the Satyres franfoius, addressed to various dis-

tinguished contemporaries, and the IdyUes, with some epigrams and
sonnets, appeared in 1605. Among his political writings may be
noted Pour la mcnarckie du royaume corUre la dimsion (1569).
The Art poitique was edited hy G. Pellissier in 1885. It is summar-

iied for English readers in vol. li. of Mr George Saintsbury's History
of Criticism. A notice of the poet by J. Travers b prefixed to an
editbn of the (Ewres dioersts (Caen, 1872).

VAUVENARGUES. LUC DE CLAPIERS. Mabqitis oe (1715-
1747)1 French moralist and miscellaneous writer, was bom at

Aix in Provence on the 6th of August 1715. His family was
poor though noble; he was educated at the college of Aix,

where he learned little—neither Latin nor Greek—but by means
of a translation acquired a great admiration for Pluurch. He
entered the army as sub-lieutenant in the king's regiment, and
served for more than ten years, taking part in the Italian cam-
paign of Marshal ViUars in 1733, and in the disastrous expedition

to Bohemia in support of Frederick the Great's designs on
Silesia, in which the French were abandoned by their ally.

Vauvenargues took part in Marshal Belle-Isle's winter retreat

from Prague. On this occasion his legs were frozen, and though
he spent a long time in hospital at Nancy he never completely
recovered. He was present at the battle of Dettingen, and on
his return to France was garrisoned at Arras. His military

career was now at an end. He had long been desired by the
marquis of Mirabeau, author of VAmi des hommes, and father

of the sutesman, to tum to literature, but poverty prevented
him from going to Paris as his friend wished. He wished to

enter the diplomatic service, and made applications to the
mimsters and to the king himself. These efforts were unsuccess-
ful, but Vauvenargues was on the point of securing his appoint-
ment through the intervention of Voltaire when an attack of
smallpox completed the ruin of his health and rendered diplo-

matic employment out of the question. Voltaire then a^^ed
him to submit to him his ideas of the difference between Racine
and Comeille. The acquaintance thus begun ripened into real

and lasting friendship. Vauvenargues removed to Paris in

Z74S, and lived there in the closest retirement, seeing but few
friends, of whom Marmontel and Voltaire were the chief.

Among his correspondents was the archaeologist Fauris de
Saint-Vincens. Vauvenargues published in 1746 an Introducium
d la connaissance de Vesprit kumain^ with certain Riflexions and
Maxime* appended. He died in Paris on the 28th of May 1747.
The bulk of Vauvenargues's work is very small, but its

interest is very considerable. In the Introduction, in the

Riflexions and in the minor fragments, it consists, in fact, of

detached and somewhat desultory thoughts on questions of

moral philosophy and of literary critidsm. Sainte-Beuve has
mildly said that as a literary critic Vauvenargues " shows
inexperience." His literary criticism is indeed limited to a
repetition in cmde form of the stock ideas of his time. Thus he
exaggerates immensely the value of Racine and Boileau, but
depreciates Comeille and even Molidre. As a writer he stands

far higher. His style is indeed, according to strict academic
judgment, somewhat incorrect, and his few excursions into

rhetoric have the artificial and affected character which mars
so much 18th-century work. His strength, however, is not really

in any way that of a man of letters, but that of a moralist. He
did not adopt the complete pkilosophe attitude; in his letters,

at any rate, he poses as " neutral " between the religious and the

anti-religious school. In some of his maxims about politics

there is also traceable the hollow and confused jargon about
tyrants and liberty which did so much to bring about the

struggles of the Revolution. It is in morals proper, in the

discussion and application of general principles of conduct, that

Vauvenargues shines. He is not an exact psychologist, much
less a rigorous metaphysician. His terminology is popular and
loose, and he hardly attempts the co-ordination of his ideas into

any system. His real strength is in a department which the

French have always cultivated with greater success than any
other modem people—the expression in more or less epigram-

matic knguage of the results of acute observation of human
conduct and motives, for which he had found ample leisure in

his campaigns. The chief distinction between Vauvenargues
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and his great predecessor La Rochefoucauld is that Vauven-

argues, unlilce La Rochefoucauld, thinks nobly of man, and is

altogether inclined rather to the Stoic than to the Epicurean

theory. He has indeed been called a modern Stoic, and, allow-

ing for the vagueness of all such phrases, there is much to be said

for the description.

An edition of the (Emres of Vauvenargues. slightly enlarged,

appeared in the year of his death. Ttere wete tome rabaequent
editions, superBeded by that of M. Gilbert (a vols., 1857). which
contains some correspondence, nme Diahptes cf tkt Dead, " cha-

racters " in imitation of Theophrastus and La Bruvftre, and numerous
short pieces of criticism and moraliiing. The best comments on
Vauvenaigues, besides those contained in Gilbert's edition, are to be
found in tour essays by Sainte>Bcuve in Causeries du lundi, vols. iii.

and xtv., and in ViUemain's Tabkam d* ia UtUratmn framfaiu

See also M. Palfologue, KawnMffMff (1890): and Sdedimuhom
... La Bruyhe and VaweenarpteSt with memoir and notes by Miss
Elisabeth Lee (1903).

VAUZ, CALVERT (1824-1895), American architect and land-

scape gardener, was bom in London on the a4th of December

1824. He was educated at Merchant Taylors' School and in

the office of Lewis N. Cottingham (i 787-1847) • In 1850 he

went to America and became A. J. Downing's architectural

partner. In 1856 and 1866 Vauz was associated with F. L.

Olmsted in the plans for the improvement of various parks.

He designed the Belvidere in Central Park, New York, and built

a number of country houses in Newport, besides many town

bouses and public institutions.

VAUX OF HARROWDBN, THOMAS VAUX. 3in> Bason (1510-

1556), English poet, eldest son of Nicholas Vauz, ist Baron

Vaux, was bom in 15x0. In 1527 he accompanied Cardinal

Wolsey on his embassy to France; he attended Henry VIIL to

Calais and Boulogne in 1532; in 1531 he took his seat in the

House of Lords, and was made Knight of the Bath at the corona-

tion of Anne Boleyn. He was captain of the Isle of Jersey until

1536. He married Elizabeth Cheney, and died in October 1556.

Sketches of Vaux and his wife by Holbein are at Windsof,

and a finished portrait of Lady Vaux is at Hampton Court.

Two of his poems were included in the Sonfts and SonelUs of

Surrey (Toltel's Miscellany, 1557). They are ** The sssault of

Cupid upon the fort where the lover's hart lay wounded, and

how he was taken," and the " Dittye . . . representinge the

Image of Deathe," which the gravedigger in Shakespeare's

Hamlet misquotes. Thirteen pieces in the Paradise of Dainty

Devices (1576) are signed by him. These are reprinted in Dr
A. B. Giosart's MisceUanies of the Puller Worthies Library

(vol. iv., 1872).

VAUXHALU a district on the south bank of the river

Thames, in London, England, included in the metropoliUn

borough of Lambeth. The manor was held by Falkes de

Breauti (whence the name. Falkes Hall) in the time of John and

Henry III. About x66x public gardens were laid out here,

known as the New Spring Garden, and later as Spring Gardens,

but more familiar under the title of Vauxhall Gardens. They
soon became the favourite fashionable resort of the metropolis

^

but as a place of general entertainment they underwent great

development from X732 under the management of Jonathan

Tyers (d. 1767) and his sons Thomas and Jonathan. In 1822,

with the approval of George IV., who frequented the gardens

before his accession, the epithet Royal was added to their title.

By the middle of the xpth century, however, Vauxhall had bst

its high reputation; in X859 the gardens were finally closed, and

Uie site was quickly built over.

VAVASSOR (Med. Lat. valvassor, vasvassor; Fr. wnassour,

vavassor, vasseur, &c.), in its most general sense a mediate vassal,

i.e. one holding a fief under a vassal. The word was, however,

applied at various times to the most diverse ranks in the feudal

hierarchy, being used practically as the synonym of vassal.

Thus tenants-in-chief of the crown are described by the Emperor
Conrad {Lex Lamgoh. lib. iii. tit. 8, S 4) as valvassores majores

as distinguished from mediate tenants, xfalvassores minores.

Gn^dually the term without qualification was found convenient

Cor describing sub-vassals, tenants>in-chie£ being called capitanei

or haronts (see Bakon). Its implication, however,* still varied
in different places and times. Bracton (lib. i. cap. 8, | 2) ranks
the magnates seu tolvassores between barons and kni^ts; for

him they are *' men of great dignity," and in this order they are
found in a charter of Henry II. (1166). But in the regestttm

of Phlh'p Augustus (fol. 158) we find that five vavassors axe
reckoned as the equivalent of one knight. Finally, Dn Gangs
quotes two charters, one of xt87, another of 1349, in which
vavassors are clearly distinguished fniQ nobles.

The derivation of the word vavassor is very obscure. The
fanciful interpretation of BrKtoo, mm scrtitmm ad valetudimem (a
veaeel choeen to honour), may be at oooe re

j
ected. Others woiikl

derive it from 9ass% ad vahas (at the foldmg-doan, wabae), Lt.
servants of the royal antechamber. Du Canfe, with more justice^

regards it merely as an obscure variant of vassus, (W. A. P.)

VAYOACH (variously Waigau, Walgatch, &c). an island off

the Arctic coast of Russia, between it and Novaya Zemlya,

bounded S. by the narrow Vugor Strait, and N. by that of Kara.

It is roughly oblong in form; its length from S.E. to N.W. is

70 m.. and its greatest brodth 28. Its greatest elevatloa

scarcely exceeds 300 ft. For the most part it consists of tundra,

with frequent marshes and small lakes. Slight rocky ridges

mn generally along its length, and the coast has tow diffs

in places. The island consists in the main of limestone, and its

elevation above the sea is geobgically recent. Raised beaches

are frequently to be traced. The rocks are heavily scored

by ice, but this was probably marine ice, not that td glaciers.

Grasses, mosses and Arctic flowering planu are abundant, but

there are no trees excepting occasional dwarf wQIows. Foxes
and lenunings are met with, but whereas animals are few, birds

are very numerous; a variety of ducks, waders, &c., frequent

the marshes and lakes. The island is visited periodically by
a few Samoyedes; they formerly considered it sacred, and
some of their sacrificial piles, consisting of drift-wood, deer's

horns and the skulls of bears and deer, have been observed by
travellers. In spite of their conversion to Christianity, the

Samoyedes still regard. these piles with superstition. The origin

of the name Vaygach is as dubious as its orthography; it has

been held to be Dutch (wooien, to blow, and gat, a strait, hence
** windy strait ") or Russian, in which case it is prolKsbly a

surname.

Comparatively little was known of the interior of the idand nRoU
Mr F. G. Jackson made the circuit of it on foot in 1893 (see his

Great Frozen Land, London, 1895; also H. J. PearKUi, Beyomd
Petsera Eastward, London, 1899).

VICTDR ANALYSIS, in mathematics, the calculus of vectors.

The position of a point B relative to another point A is specified

by means of the straight line drawn from A to B. It may
equally well be specified by any equal aiKi parallel line drawn
in the same sense from (say) C to D, since the position of D
relative to C is the same as that of B relative to A. A straight

line conceived in this way as having a definite length, direction

and sense, but no definite location in space, is called a nectar.

It may be denoted by AB (or CD), or (when no confusion is

likely to arise) simply by AB. Thus a vector may be used to

specify a displacement of translation (without roution) of a

rigid body. Again, a force acting on a particle, the velocity

or momentum of a particle, the sute of dectric or magnetic

polarixation at a particular point of a medium, are examples

of physical entities which are naturally represented by vectors.

The quantities, on the other hand, with which we are familiar

in ordinary arithmetical algebra, and which have merely magni-

tude and sign, without any intrinsic reference to direction,

are distinguished as scalars, since they are completely specified

by their position on the proper scale of measurement. The mass

of a body, the pressure of a gas, the charge of an electrified

conductor, are instances of scalar magnitudes. It is convenient

to emphasise this distinction by a difference of notation; thus

scalar quantities may be denoted by italic tjrpe. vectors (when

they are represented by single symbols) by " black " or Claren-

don " type.

There are certain combinations of veaon with one another.
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and witli scabra, which have important geometrical or physical

significance. Various systems of " vector analysis " have been

devised for the purpose of dealing methodically with these;

we shall here confine ourselves to the one which is at present

in most general use. Any such calculus must of course begin

with definitions of the fundamental symbols and operations;

these are in the first instance quite arbitrary conventions, but

it is convenient so to frame them that the analogy with the

processes of ordinary algebra may as far as possible be main-

tained.

As already explained, two vectors which are represented fay equal
and parallel straight lines drawn m the same lenie are regarded as
identicaL Again, the product of a scalar m into a vector A is

naturally defined as the vector whose direction b the same as that of

A, but whose length is to that of A in the ratio m, the sense (more-
over) being the same as that of A or the reverse, according as m Is

positive or negative. We denote it by mA. The particular case
where m^'i is denoted by—A, so that a change of sign simply
reverses the sense of a vector.

As regards combinations of two vectors, we have in the first place
the one suggested by composition of displacements in kinematics,

or of forces or couples in statics. Thus if a rigid body receive in

•uccession two translations represented by AB and BC. the final

result is equivalent to the transbtion represented by AC. It b
convenient, therefore, to regard AC as in a sense the *' geometric

sum " of AB and BC, and to write ^
AB-HBC-AC.

This constitutes the definition of vector additum; and it b evident
at once from fig. i that

BC+AB-AD-i-DC-A&-AB-i-BC.
Hence, A and B being any two vectors, we have

A-HB-B-I-A (I)

i.e. addition of vectors, like ordinary arithmetical addition, b subject

to the " commutative law." As regards subtrsction. we defineA—

B

as the equivalent of A+(-B); thus in fig. i, if aS-A, B&-B,
we have

__^

A+B-AC, A-B-DB.
When the sum (or difference) of two vectora b to be further dealt

with as a single vector, thb may be indicated by the uie of curved
brackets, e.g. (A-|-B). It b easily seen from a figure that

(A+B)+C-A-KB+C) (a)

and so on ; i^. the " assocbtive law " of addition also holds.

Again, if si be any scabr quantity, we have

m(A+B)-fiiA+iiiB (3)

or, in words, the multiplication of a vector sum by a scabr foltows

the " distributive law." The truth of (3) b obvious on reference to
the similar triangles in fig. a, where

0l>-A, p5-B. OP'-ihA, FQ'-ma

Fig. I. Fig. 3.

It will be noticed that the proofs of (i) and (5) involve the funda-
mental postulate of the Euclidean geometry
The definition of " work '* in mechanics gives us another important

mode of combination of vectors. The product of the absolute
magnitudes A, B (say) of two vectors A, B into the cosine of the
angle 6 between their directions is called the scalarprodma of the two
vectors, and b denoted by A B or simply AB. Thus

AB-i4Bcos««BA (4)

so that the '* commutative law of multiplication " holds here as in

ordinary algebra. The " distributive law " b also valid, for we
haye

A(B+C)-,AB+AC (5)

the proof of thia sUtement being identical with that of the statical

theorem that the sum of the works of two forces in any dbplacement
of a particle » equal to the work of their resultant.

For an illustration of the next mode of combination of vectors
nt toBy have reoourse to the geometrical theory of the roution of a

rigid body about a fixed point O. As exphJiied under Mkramics,
the state of motion at any instant b specified by a vector Ol repre-
senting the angular velocity. The instantaneous velocity of any
other point P of the body b completely determined by the two

vectors 01 and OP, vis. it is a vector normal to the plane of Of and
OP, whose absolute magnitude is 01 .OP . sin 9. where 9 denotes the
indinatbn of OP to 01. and its sense b that due to a right-handed
roution about 01. A vector derived according to this rule from
any two given vectors A, B b called their vutor product, and b
denoted byAXB or by (ABI. Thb type of combination is frequent
in electro-magnetism; thus it C be the current and B the magnetic
induction, at any point of a conductor, the mechankal force on the
latter b represented by the vector jCB]. It will be noticed in the
above kincmatical example that if the rAles of the two vectora
01, OP were interchanged, the resulting vector would have the same
absolute magnitude as biefore, but its sense would be reversed.
Hence

(ABI— [BAl. (6)

so that the commutative law does not hold with respect to vector pro-
ducts. On the other hand, the distributive law applies, for we have

IA(B-|-C)1-IAB1-|-IAC1, (7)

as may be proved without difiiculty by considering the Idnematical
interpretation.

Various types of triple products may also presem themselves,
the most imporunt being the scalar product of two veaore, one 01

which is itself given as a vector product. Thus A[BC] b equal in

absolute value to the volume of the parallelepiped constructed on
three edees OA, OB, OC drawn from a point O to represent the
vectors A, B, C respectively, and it is positive or negative according
as the lines OA, OB, OC follow one another in right- or left-banded
cyclical order. It folbws that

A[BC]-BICAl--B[AC]-&c ... (8)
In order to exhibit the correspondence between the shortnand

methods of vector analysb and the more familbr formulae of
Cartesbn geometry, we take a right-handed svstem of three mutually
perpendicular axes Ox, Oy, Os. and adopt three fundamental unit-

wectors I,J, k, having the positive directions of these axes respectively.

As regards the scalar produas of these unit-vectore, we have, by (4),

/>.yi.A«.i.y*.*y.y/.o. ... (9)
Any other vector A is expressed in terms of its scalar projections
A|, Ac« At on the co-ordinate axes by the formula

A-/A,-f7A,-»-*A^ (10)
For the scalar product of any two vecton we have

AB - (/A,-h/A..l-ilrA.)(/B.-f-yB,-|-ilrB,) -A,B|-|-A,B,-|-A,B„(i i)

as appean on developing the product and making use of (9). la
particular, forming the scalar square of A we have

il«-Ai«-|-A,»-|-A,« (w)
where A denotes the absolute value of A.

Again,"the rule for vector products, applied to the fundamental
units, gives

fy»l-(yil-(Aij-o, ) ,,-x

i/*i--wi-/. W[— i/Aj-y. m— 1/1-*. I
^'^'

Henee

^Z/JaIbI-AJJ) -{.)(A.B,-aIb.)Va(A,B,-A,B,)
-tBAjI : "'.v ; . '. '.::'

. ^'(u)
The correspondoice with the formulae which occur in the analytical
theory of rotations, &c., will be manifest. If we form the scalai

product of a third vector C into lABj, we obtain
ClABj-R,.B„Ci|

in agreement with the geometrical interpretation already given.

In such subjects as hydrodynamics and electricity we are intrcy

duced to the notion of scalar and yector fields. With every point P
of the region under consideration there are assocbtcd certain soalars

(«.f. density, electric or. magnetic potential) and vecton (e.g. fluid

velocity, electric or magnetic force) which are regarded as functions

of the position of P. If we treat the partbl-differentbl operaton
d/dx, d/dy. d/ds, where x, y. s are the co-ordinates of P. as if they
were scalar (luantities. we are led to some remarkable and signifi-

cant expressions. Thus if we write

'-('r,+^f,+*l.)- • • • (')

and operate on a scalar function 4, we obtain the vector

V*''^+^1$+*^ (17)

This b called the gradieiU of 4 and sometimes denoted by *' grad ^'*;

its direction is that in which 4 most rapidly increases, and its magni-
tude b equal to the corresponding rate of increaae. Thus

(')•- S)*+(i$)*+(^* • • • (>«)

A repetition of the operatbn v gives
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In the theory of attractions this expression b interpreted as measur-

ing the degiee of attenuatum of the quantity 4 at P; if we reverse

the sign we get the concentralum,-^'^
Again, if we form the scalar product of the operator y into a

vector A we have

If A represent the velocity at any pc'nt (x, v, s) of a fluid, the latter

expression measures the rate at which fluid is flowing awa^ from the
neighbourhood of P. By a generalization of this idea, it is called

the divergence of A, and we write

VA-divA. . . . • (21)

The vector product [vA] has also an important significance. We
finrf

I»*1-[('k+-'^+*h) ca.+za.+aa^]

If A represent as before the velocity of a fluid, the vector last

written will represent the (doubled) angular velocity of a fluid

dement. Again if A represent the magnetic force at any point of an
electro-magnetic fiidd, the vector [vA] will represent the electric

current. In the general case it is called the cttrl, or the rfriatim, of

A, and we write
[vA]<-curi A, orrot A. * • . (23)

These deflm'tions enable us to give a compact form to two im-

porunt theorems of C. F. Gauss and Sir G. G. Stokes. The former
of these may be written

jrdivA.<fV-/Ai»S. . . . (24)

where the integration on the left Kand includes all the volume-
dements <fV of a given r^;ion, and that on the right includes all the
surface-elements dS of the boundary, n denoting a unit vector drawn
outwards normal to dS. Again. Stokes's theorem takes the form

/Ais-/curiA.A</S. . . . (25)

where the integral on the right extends over any open surface,-

whilst on the left (is b an dement of the boundine curve, treated as a
vector. A certain convention b implied as to the relation between
the positive directions of n and da.

It b to be observed that the term " vector " has been used to

indude two distinct classes of geometrical and physical entities.

The first class b typified by a dbplacement, or a mechanical force.

A poAor vector, as it is called, b a magnitude associated with a certain

linear direction. Thb may be specified by any one of a whole
assemblage of paralld lines^ but the two "senses ' belonging to any
one of the lines are distinguished. The members of the second class,

that of axial vectore, are primarily not vectors at all. An axial

vector b exemplified by a couple in statics; it is a magnitude asso-

cbted with a closed contour lying in any one of a system of parallel

planes, but the two senses in whkh the contour may be deKribed
are dbtingubhed. It was therefore termed by H. Grassmann a
Plantrdsse or Ebenengriisse. lust as a polar vector may be indicated

by a length, regard being paid to its tense, so an axial vector may be
denoted oy a certain area, regard bdng paid to direction round the
contour. A theory of " PlangrOssen " might be developed through-
out on independent lines; but since the laws of combination prove
to be analogous to those of suitable vectors drawn perpendk:ular to

the respective areas, it b convenient for mathematical purposes
to include them in the same calculus with polar vectors. In the
case of couples thb procedure has been familiar since the time of

L. Poinsot (1804). In the Cartesian treatment of the subject no
distinction between polar and axial vectors b necessary so long as we
deal with congruent systems of co-ordinate axes. But when we
pass from a right-handed to a left-handed system the formulae of

transformation are different in the two cases. A polar vector («.f.

a displacement) is reversed by the process of reflection in a mirror
normal to its direction, whibt the corresponding axial vector
(e.f. a couple) is unaltered.
References.—The methods of vector analysis are chiefly used asa

means of condensed expression of various important relations whkh
are of frequent occurrence in mathematical physks, more especially

in electricity. They are fredy employed, for example, in many
recent German treatises. The hbtorical development of the sub-
ject can only be briefly referred to. The notions of scalar and
vector products originated independently with Sir W. R. Hamilton
(18^3) (sec Quaternions) and H. Grassmann (1844), but were associ-

ated with various other conceptions of which no use is made in the
simplified system above sketched. The present currency of this

latter system is due mainly to the advocacy of O. Hcaviside and
J. W. Gibbs, although for the systematu: physical interpretation of
the various combinations of symbols which constantly recur in

electricity and allied subjects we are indebted primarily to the
classical treatise of J. C. Maxwell on Electricity and Magnetism
(1873). Por further details and applications of the calculus refer-

ence may be made to the followimi;: O. Heaviside, Electro-Magnetic
Theory (London. 1894); J. W. Gibbs, Vector Analysis (2nd ed.,
New York, 1907); M. Abraham. Die Maxvoellsche Theorie d.

BUhtritildt (Leipzig, 1904) ; the articles by H. £. Timeixliiig and M.

Abraham in vol. iv. of the Emycl. d. Math. Wiss. (Lripzig, 1901-2):
A. H. Bucherer. Elemente d. Vektor-Analysis (Leipag. 1905). For aa
account of other systems of vector analysis see H. rlankel, Tk^rie
d. compUxen Zahtensysteme (Leipzig. 1867); and A. N. X^Hiitehead,

Unmrsal Algebra, vol. L (Cambridge, 1898). (H. Lb.)

VEDDAHS, or Weooahs (from Sanskrit veddka, ** hunter "),

a primitive people of Ceylon, probably representing the Yakkos
or ** demons '* of Sanskrit writers, the true aborigines of the

island. During the Dutch occupation (1644-1796) they were
found as far north as jaSna, but are now confined to the south-

eastern dblrict, about the wooded Bintenna, BaduUa and Nil-

gala hills, and thence to the coast near Batlicaloa. They are

divided into two dasses, the Kde Weddo or jungle Veddahs,

and the Can Weddo, or semi-dvilized village Veddahs. Tbe
Veddahs exhibit the phenomenon of a race living the wildest oC

savage lives and yet speaking an Aryan dialect. Craniometrical

evidence strongly favours the theory, now generally accepted,

that they represent a branch of the pre-Aryan Dravidians of

southern India, and that thdr ancestors probably made a settle-

ment in the island of Ceylon in prehbtoric times, detaching them-
selves from a migrating horde which passed through the island

to find at last a permanent home in the continent of Australia.

The true jungle veddahs are almost a dwarfish race. They
are dark-skinned and flat-nosed, slight of frame and very small

of skull, and average no more than 5 ft. Thdr black hair is

shaggy rather than lank. They are a shy, harmless, simple

folk, living chiefly by hunting; they lime birds, catch fish by
poisoning the water, and are skilled in getting wild honey;
they have bows with iron-pointed arrows and breed hunting

dogs. They dwell in caves or bark huu. and thdr word for

house is Sinhalese for a hollow tree, mkula. They count on
their fingers, and make fire with the simplest form of fire-drill

twirled by hand. They are monogamous, and thdr conjugal

fidelity contrasts strongly with the vidous habits of tbe Sin-

halese. Thdr rdigion has been described as a kind of demon-
worship, consbting of rude dances and shouts raised to scare

away the evil spirits, whom they confound with thdr ancestors.

The Veddahs are not to be confotmded with the Rodiyas of

the western uplands, who are a much finer race, tall, wdl-
porportioned, with regular features, and speak a language said

to be radically dbtinct from all the Aryan and Dravidian dialects

ctirrent in Ceylon. There b, however, in Travancore, on the

mainland, a low-caste " Veda " tribe, nearly black, with wavy
or frixzly hair, and now speaking a Malayilim (Dravidian)

dialect (Jagor), who probably approach nearer than the insular

Veddahs to the aboriginal pre-Dravidian "negrito** clement

of southern India and Malaysia.

Sw Pcrriva^ Dciiriptiim mt liiattd cf CfyUm (l8o|5); Cordiner.

Hiiri?ihQrin?', Fartnigkiiy R/vie»^ Ntw St^rie?, vd. xix- p. 406. The
mo5^t clabfirale monograph U that o\ Fiotcttar Virchow, Vber die

W^dai iHtn Cryitm ^nd iht Btsu^nfru :u den NackbarstdiKmen
(Berlin, i«ai). Set- filsft E, B. Tylor, PtirKthm Culture; A. Thomson.
"OfiteoloEy of V'cddahi," in Jpttrft. Atiihrob. ImtituU (1889). voL
xix. p 'J5f L. dc Zoysi, "Origin di Vt-Jdahs," in Journal, Cejiem
Brar,'.h, Rttyat Asiatic Sxiety^ vol, vii.

VEDDER, ELIHU (1836- ), American artist; was bom
in New York City on the 26th of February 1836. He studied

under the genre and historical painter Tompkins H. Matteson

(181 3- 1 884), at Sherburne, N.Y., later under Picot, in Paris,

and then, in 1857-61, in Italy. After 1867 he lived in Rome,
making occasional visits to America. He was dected to full

membership in the Natioiuil Academy of Design, New York,

in 1865. He devoted himsdf to the painting of genre pictures,

which, however, attracted only modest attention until the

publication, in 1884, of his illustrations to the Rubaiyat of

Omar Khayy&m; these immediately gave him a high place

in the art world. Important decorative work came later,

notably the painting symboh'zing the art of the dty of Rome,
in the Walker Art Gallery of Bowdoin College, Maine, and the

five lunettes (in the entrance hall) symbolioil of government,
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and the mosaic "Minerva" in tlie Congroabnal Libzary at

Washington. Among his better-known pictures are: "Lair
of the Sea Serpent," in the Boston Museum of Tine Arts;

"Young Marsyas," " Cumaean Sibyl," "Nausicaa," in the

collection of J. Pierpont Morgan; and " Genii and Fisherman,"

in the collection of Martin Brimmer, Boston.

VEDETTE, a French military term (formed from LaL tidere,

to see), adopted into English and other languages for a mounted
sentry or outpost, whose function it is to bring information, give

signals or warnings of danger, etc., to the main ^ody of troops.

VEERB, a town in the province of Zeeland, Holland, on th^

island of Walcheren, 4 m. N.N.E. of Middelburg, with which it

is connected by canal (1867-72). It contains several interesting

architectural remains of the days of its former prosperity, many
of its quaintly gabled old houses dating from the x6th century.

There is a fine Gothic church dating from 1348, but subsequently

in part destroyed and used for secular purposes; the town hall

(1475) has a fine gable filled with sculpture, and contains some
interesting antiquities.

VEGA. OARCILASO DB LA (X503-1S36), Spanish soldier

and poet, was bom at Toledo on the 6th of February x 503. His

father, Gardlaso (Gardas Laso or Gardlasso) de la Vega, was
counsellor of state to Ferdinand and Isabella, and for some time

their ambassador at the court of Rome; by his mother he was
descended from the illustrious house of GuzmaxL At the age

of seventeen he was attached to the bodyguard of Charles V.,

and fought against the insurgent comuneroSf being woimded at

the battle of Olias near Toledo. He afterwards served in the

north of Italy, and gained great distinction by his bravery at

the battle of Pavia m Z52S. In the following year he married

a lady-in-waiting to Qncea Eleanor. He took part in the

repulse of the Turks from Vienna in 1529, was present at the

coronation of the emperor at Bologna in ZS30| and was charged

with a secret mission to Paris in the autumn of the same year.

In 1531 he accompanied the duke of Alva to Vienna, where,

for conniving at the clandestine marriage of his nephew to a

maid-of-honour, he was imprisoned on an island in the Danube.

During this captivity he composed the fine candon, " Con un

manso ruido de agua corriente y dara." Rdeased and restored

to favour in June 1532, he went to Naples on the staff of Don
Pedro de Toledo, the newly appointed viceroy, by whom he

was twice sent on public business of imporUnce to Barcdona,

in 1533 and 1534. After having accompanied the emperor

on the expedition to Tunis (1535), where he recdved two severe

wounds, he was employed as a confidential agent at Milan and
Genoa in negotiations connected with the proposed invasion of

Provence, and joined the expedition when it took the field.

Being with Charles in the neighbotirhood of Fr^jus during the

retreat from Marseilles, Garcilaso de la Vega was ordeied to

storm a fort at Muy, which had checked the advance of the army.

In the successful discharge of this duty he was mortally wounded
and died twenty-one days afterwards, at Nice (x4th of October

1536). His poems were entrusted to his friend Boscan, who
was preparing them for publication along with his own when
death overtook him in X540. The volume ultimately appeared

at Barcelona in 1543, and has often been reprinted. Gar-

cilaso's share in it consists prindpally of three tglogas or

pastorals, which the Spaniards regard as among the finest

works of the kind in their hinguage, and which for sweetness

of versification and delicacy of expression take a high rank in

modem European literature. In addition to the pastorals,

there are thirty-seven sonnets, five candones, two elegies and
a blank verse epistle, all influenced by Italian models. The
poems rapidly gained a wide popularity; and within a century

of their appearance they were edited as classics by Francisco

Sanchez (1577), Herrera (1580) and Tamayo de Vargas (1622).

An English translation of his works was published by Wiffen

in 1823. Garcilaso's delicate charm has survived all changes

of taste, and by universal consent he ranks among the most
accomplished and artistic of Spanish poets.

• See E. Fem&ndez de Navarrete. " Vida de Garcilaao de la Vega,** in

the Documentos inidiios para la kisloria dt EspaMa, vol. zvi.;

Francesco Flamtni, " Imitazioai ttalianl in Goidlaso de la Vega/* fai

the BibUcteca delU scuoU italiam (MUano. X899).

VEOA, OARCILASO DB L4. called "Inca" (c. X53s-x6x6),
historian of Peru, was bom at Cuz6o. His father, Sebastiano
Garcilaso (d. XS59)» was a cadet of the illustrious fkinily of La
Vega, who had gone to Peru in the suite of Pedro de Alvarsdo,
and his mother was of the Peravian blood-royal, a circumstance
of which he was very proud as giving him a right to the title

which he claimed by invariably sulwcribing himself "Inca."
About X560 he removed to Spain,, and after serving against the

Moors incurred the hatred of Philip II. and was imprisoned at

Valladolid. He died in Spain in x6x6. A diligent student of

the language and traditions of his maternal ancestors, Gardlaso
left a valuable work on Peravian history; the first part, en-

titled ComeMiaruft reaUs que tratan dd origm de los Yncas, was
fint published at Lisbon in 1609, and the second part, Histaria

general del Peru, in 16x7.

His history is a source from whfch all subsequent writers on the
subject have largely drawn, and still continues to be one of the chief
authorities on ancient Peru. An English translation by Sir Paul
Rycaut was published m 1688; one oTthe first part of the work by
Sir C. R. Markham for the Hakluyt Society (London,. 1869^1):
and the book has also been translated into French. GflLPcOaso also
wrote a history of Florida, La Florida dd Yncai kisloria dd addanlado
Hernando de Sola (Lisbon, 1605, and again Madrid, 1723). An
edition ol his works in seventeen volumes was published at Madrid
in 1800. See W. H. Prescott, History ofihe Conquest of Pem^
vol. L (London, 1902) ; SirC R. Markham, The Incas of Peru (1910).

VEGA CARPIO. LOPE FEUZ DB (X562-X635), Spanish

dramatist and poet, was bom on the 25th cl November 1562 at

Madrid. His father and mother, Felix de Vega Carpio and
Frandsca Hernandez Flores, origiDally came from the valley

of Carriedo in Asturias, where the hamlet of Vega still exists.

Lope began his studies at the Theatlne college in Madrid, and
according to bis admiring biographer, PCrez de Montalb&n, his

precodty was extraordinary. On leaving college he entered the

service of Don Jer6nimo Manrique, bishop of Avila, and appears

to have then begun the composition of his earlier dramas. He
quitted the bishop's service to enter the miiveraity of Kiialk de
Henares, where he devoted himself to what was called philo-

sophy. The date of Lope's matriculation is unknown, as his name
does not appear in the university books; but it seems probable
that he was in residence between 1576 and 1581. He took part

in the expedition to the Asorcs in 1582, and from 1583 to X587

was secretary to the marquCs de las Navas. In February 158S

he was banished for drculating criminal libels against his

mistress, Elena Osorio, whom he has cdebrated under the name of

Fills. He defied the law by returning to Madrid soon afterwards

and doping with Isabd de TJrbina, daughter of Philip II.'s

herald; he married her by proxy on the xoth of May 1588,

and joined the Invindble Armada, losing his brother in one of the

encounters In the ChanneL He settled for a short while at

Valencia, where he made acquaintance with a drde of young
poets who were afterwards to be his ardent supporters in found-

ing the new comedy. He joined the household of the duke of

Alva, with whom be remained till 1595. Soon afterwards he
lost his wife; he was prosecuted for criminal conversation in

1596, became secretary to the marquis de Malpica (afterwards

count de Lemos), and in 1598 married a second wife, Juana de
Guardo, by whom he had two children (Carlos, who died in 16x2,

and Feliciana Felix); but she died, shortly after giving birth

to the latter, in 1613. During this wife's lifetime the poet had
by a mistress, Micaelade Luxan, two other children—^MarceU

dd Carpio, who became a nun in x62X, and Lope Felix del Carpio

y Luxan, who chose the profession of arms,and perished at sea

about X634. Widowed a second time in 1613, Lope sought a
refuge in the church. After having been for some time affiliated

to a tertiary order, he took priest's orders.

At this juncture, about 1614, he was in the very senith of his

glory. A veritable dictator in the Spanish worid of letters, he

wielded over all the authors of his nation a power similar to that

which was afterwards exercised in France by Voltaire. At this

distance of time Lope is to us simply a great dramatic poet, the

founder of the Spanish theatre; but to his contemporaries he was
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much more. His epics, Us pastorals, Usodes, his somiets, now
forgotten, all placed him in the front rank of authorship. Such
was his prestige that he dealt with his noble patrons almost on
a footing of equality. The duke of Sesaa in particular, his

Maecenas from 1605 onwards, was also his personal friend, and
the tone of Lope's letten to him is one of frank familiarity,

modified only by some forma of deference. Lope's ftune, too,

had travelled abroad: foreignen of distinction passing through
Madrid made a point of visiting him; papal legates brought
him the compliments of thdr master; in 1637 Urban VIII.,

a Barberini, sent him the diploma of doctor of theology in the
Collegium Sapientiae and the cross of the order of St John of

Jerusalem (whence the poet's titles of " Doctor " and " Frey ").

His last days were full of sadness; the death of his son Lope,
the elopement of his daughter, Antonia Clara, wounded him to

the 80\d. Montalbin tells us that every Friday the poet scourged

himself so severely that the walls of his room were sprinkled with
his blood. His death, on the syth of August 1635, was followed

by national mourning.

. Leaving out of account certain theories which in the long run
greatly influenced his manner of writing, Lope belonsed in litenture
to what may be called the school of good ien«e: he Untted that he
was a Spaniard pur sang, and steadfaitly maintained that a writer's
bunneas b to write so as to make himself understood. When
brought face to face with the coterie of the pricieux and finnU
esseueiist Lope takes the position of a defender of the language ofordi-
nary life, the good old Castilian tongue. In the dispute which arose
between the partisans of the two schools of euUos and Uanos, he
ranged himieii on the side of the latter. In the matter of versinca-
tion he refuses to admit that the long Italian verse has the advantage
of the Castilian octosyllabic Unfortunately the books that he read,
his literary connexions, his fear of Italian criticism, all exercised
an influence upon hb naturally robust spirit, and, like so many
others, he caught the prevalent contagion of mannerism and of
pompous phraseoloey. His literary culture was chiefly Latin-Italbn

;

and, if he defends the tradition of the nation and the pure si~-*'~ity
of the old Castilbn against " los de la nueva poesia, that ly,

the innovators of the school of G6ngora and against th on
of the cultos. still he does not with to be taken for an un led

person, a writer devoid of classical training : he especially en Ees

the fact that he has passed through the umverMty. and b co Ily

accentuating the difference between the ingemos cientlfic . [-^I'yae

who know Latin) and le^os ipioranUs (ignorant laymen \ \Mth
what a sense of superiority, tor example, does he mention tltat

Cervantes was not to hb mmd sufficiently cientifico (preface to Las
Fortunas dt Diana), the fact being that Cervantes had been neither
at Alcali nor at Salamancal

For a rapid survey of the works of Lope, it is convenient to begin
with those which tne Spaniards include under the name of (^ras
SueUas, the title of the large collection of the poet's non-dramatic
works (Madrid, 21 vols. 4to, 1776-79). We shall enumerate the
most important of these, as far as possible in the order of publication.
The Arcadia (1598), a pastoral romance, inspired by Sannaxaro,
b one of the poet's most wearisome productions. La Dratontea
(1598) b a fantastic history in verse of Sir Francb Drake^ last

expedition and death. Isidro (1599), a narrative of the life of l«dore,
patron of Madrid, b called a Castilian poem on account of the rhythm
in which it b composed

—

auintiUas of octosyllabic verse. The
Hermosura de Angflica (l6oa;, in three books, b a sort of continua-
tion of the Orlando Furioso, in octaves after the fashion of the
original poem. Finally, the Rimas are a miscellany of short pieces.

In 160^ was published the Feregrino en su Patria, a romance
similar m kind to the Aeikiopica of Hcliodorus. Having imitated
Ariosto, he proceeded to imitate Tasso; but hb Jerusalem Con^is-
tada (1609) has preserved nothing of the art shown in its model,
and b an insipid periormance. Next follows the Fastores de Bden
(1613), a pious pastoral, dedicated to hb son Carlos, which forms
a pendant to nb secular Arcadia; and incidental pieces pub-
lished in connexion with the solemnities of the beatification

and canonization of St Isidore in 1620 and 1633. It is enough to
mention La Filomena (1631), La Circe (1634) and other pciems
?ublished about the same date, as also the four prose novels. Las
ortunasde Diana, £( Desdichado jbor la Honra, La Mds FrudtnU

Venganta and Cutmdn el Bravo. The ^reat success of the Noeelas
Exemplares of Cervantes (1613) had stimulated Lope, but in this
instance at least the cientifico was completely defeated by the
leto'. Lope's novels have none of the grace, naturalness or interest
which characterize those of his rival. The last important work
which has to be mentioned before we leave the narrative poetry
of Lope is the Laurel de A polo (1630). Thb piece dc«cribes the
coronation of the poets of Spain on Helicon by Apollo, and it

is more meritorious as a bibliographical manual of Spanish poetry
at that time than as genuine poetry. One other obra sttelta,

closely akin to Lope's dramatic works, though not, properly speaking.

a drama- k La DoroUa (i6ta). Lope describes it as aa "actioa
in proi«, but it is rather a ^' romance in diakigue "; for . although
dti^ded into acts, the narrative b dramatic in form only; Of all
L£^K'» productions DoroUa shows most otMervatkm and study; the
style also is unusually simple and easy. Of all thb mas* iA obroM
sutiiAi, lilling more than twenty volumes, very little (leaving
Doroltu out oE account) holds iu own in the judgment of posterity.
Tl^c tyrical clcin ent alone retains some vitality. From the JCtMOi and
other collect i an I of detached pieces one could compQe a pl«-»yii*g

snihol^^- of sonnets, epistles, elegies and romances, to which it

wnukl be proper to add the Catomaquia, a burlesque poem publbhed
tilone with other metrical pieces in 1634 by Lo^ under the pseu-
danym of Tom^ de Burguillos. But here the Ibt would end.

L t i 9. however, to hb dramatic writings that Lope owes his eminent
pbor in literary history. It b very curious to notkc how be hunsetf
aUays treats the art of comedy-writii^ as one of the humUeM of
tr^dLs {df pant lucrando), and protests against the supposttkm that
in wrtcing Tor the stage hb aim b glory and not money. The
t^y^u u not far to seek. The Spanish drama, which, if not literaOy
the creation of Lope,at least owes to him ito definitive form—the
three-act comedy—was totally regardless of the preccpu of the
school, the pseudo-Aristotelianbm of the doctors of the period.
Lope accordingly, who stood in awe of the critkism of the cientiJUos,
felt bound to prove that, from the point of view of literary art. be
attached no value to the " rustk: fruits of hb humble sego.*^ In hb
i4rl« Nuao de kacer comedias en este Hempo (1609), Lope begins by
showing that he knows as well as any one the esublished rules of
poetry, and then excuses himself for his inability to follow them
on the ground that the " vulgar " Spaniard cares nothing about
them. " Let us then speak to him in the language of fools, since it

b he who pays us." Another reason which made it necessary for hia
to speak depracatingly of hb dramatic works, b the ctrcumstance
that the vast majonty of them were written in baste and to order.
The poet does not hesitate to confess that " more than a hundred of
my comedies have taken only twenty-four houn to pass from my
brain to the boards of the theatre." Peres de Montalbin, who has
a great admiration for thb kind of cleverness, telb how, at Toledo,
on a certain occasion. Lope composed fifteen acts in fifteen days

—

that b to say, five entire comedies, which he read to his friends step
bv step with the process of their compositbn. On another occasion,
when pressed by a manager who wanted something for the cami\-al.
Lope took Montalb&n as a collaborator; the two friends parcelled
out the comedy between them. Lope undertaking the first act.
Montalb&n the second, and the^ third, to save time, was divided
between them. In two days they had finbhed the first two acts,
and on the third Montalbin rose at two in the morning and at eleven
he had finished. Then he went in search of Lope, who, when
questioned as to hb progress, replied :" I got up at five, finished the
act, breakfasted, wrote an epbtle of fifty tercets, and have now
finished watering the garden, and a rather tough business it has
been." Nevertheless, Lope did write dramas in which the plan
b more fully matured and the execution more carefully carried
out: still, hurried composition and reckless productbn are after aU
among the dbtinctive marks of hb theatrical works. Towards the
close of hb career Lope somewhat modified the severe and disdainful
judgments he had forroeriy passed upon hb dramatic perfonnanoes;
he seems to have had a prraentiment that posterity, m spite of the
grave defects of his work in that department, would nevertheless
place it much higher than La Dragontea, the Jemsaiem Cenquislada
and other works of which he himself thought so much. We may
certainly credit Lope with creative power, with the instinct which
enabled him to reproduce the facts of history or those supi^Ued by the
imagination in a multitude of dramatic dtuatk>ns with an astonish-
ing cleverness and flexibility of expression: but unfortunately,
instead of concentrating his talent upon the production of a limitol
number of works which he might have brought to perfection, he
dissipated it, so to say, and scattered it to the winds.
The catalogue of Lope's comedies has been drawn up by himadf

:

and. In spite of some discrepancies in hb figures, it is estatdiahed
that up to 1604 he had composed, in rouna numbers, as many as
23a In 1609 the figure had risen to 483, in 1618 to 800. in 1620 to
Qoo, in 1625 to 1070, and in 1633 to 1500. Ultimately Montalbin
in the Fama Postuma (1636) set down the total of Lope's dramatic
Eroductions at 1800 plays and more than 400 autos sacramtenlaies.

If thb number there are 6^ plays which arc known to us by their
titles (from the lists of the Fererrino) ; but the printed or MS. text
of only 458 b actually accessible, beudes some 50 omIm and a few
entremeses, Wtry many of these pieces were printed during Lope's
lifetime, rither in collections of varios autores or as separate tscoes by
booksellen who surreptitiously bought from the actors the manu-
scripts of their rftles or else caused the unpublished comedy to be
written down from memory by persons whom they sent to attcttd
the fint representation. Such pieces therefore as do not figure in
the collection published under Lope's own direction or under that
of his friends cannot be regarded as perfectly authentic, and it woukl
be unfair to hold their author responsible for all the faults and
defects they exhibit. On the other hand, there exist comedies in
Lope's own Handwriting which have not yet been printed.

The classification of thb enormous mass of dramatic literature b
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a Uik of great difficulty, Inumacb •• the termt uniany empfeyed.
such a* comedy, tragedy and the like, do not apply heie. There is

not explicitness enough in the division current in Spain, which
recognises three categories>—(i) conudias d» capa y espada, the

subjects of which are drawn from everyday life and in which the

persons appear as simple cabaUeros; (a) eomedias d« ruido or de Uatrot

in which kings and princes are the leadins characten and the

action is accompanied with a greater display 01 dramatic machinery

;

(3) ecwudias dtviHos or d* satUoM. Some other arrangement must be
attempted. In the first place, Lope's work belongs essentially to the

drama of intrigue; be the subject what it may, it is always the plot

that determines everything else. Lope in the whole range of his

dramatk works has no piece comparable to La Verdad SospeOosa of

Ruiz de Alarc6n, the most finished example in Spanish literature of

the comedy of character; and the comedy of mannen u represented

only by El Caldn Castmche, El Aiuaulo de Fenisa, and one or two
othen. It is from history, and particularly Spanish history, that

Lope has borrowed more than from any other source. It wouki in

fact be difficult to say what national and patriotic subjects, from the

reign of the half-fabulous King Pelayo down to the history of his

own age, he has not put upon the stage. But it is to the class

of capa '~ * —""' * •
-»- •-=

almost i

that Lope' ,

fully displayed his powen of imagination (the subjects being all

invented) and his skill in elaboratmg a pk>t. Among the plays of

this class which are those best known m Europe, and most frequently

imitated and translated, may be specially mentioned Los RamiUetes

d* Madrid, La Boba para las Otros y Dtscreta para n. El Ptrro del

HorUlano, La Viuda de Valencia, and El Maestro de Damar. In

some of them Lope has'sought to set forth some moral maxim, and
illustrate its abuse by a livinE example. Thus, on the theme that
" poverty is no crime," we have the play entitled Las Flares de

Don Juan, in which he shows in the histoiy of two brothen the
triumph of virtuous poverty over opulent vice; at the same time
be attacks indirectly the institution of primogeniture, which often

places in the hands of an unworthy person the Honour and substance
of a family when the younger mcmbera would be much better

qualified for the trust. Such pieces are, however, rare in Lope's
repertory; in common with all other writera of his order in S^in,
with the occasional exception of Ruiz de Alaro6n, hu sole aim is to

amuse and stir hu public, not troublina himself about its instruction.

The strong point ot such writen is and always will be their manage-
ment of the pbt. As has been said by Le Sage, a good judge:
" The Spaniards are our masten in the art of planning and skilfully

working out a plot; they know how to set forth their subject with
infinite art and in the most advanta^us tiffht." It is not necessary

to dwell here upon the other varieties of comedy represented in

Lope's works, that ia, the eomedias dieinaSt fiestas (mythological

dramas for the most part), entremeses and antos. In none of them has
he produced anything of the highest order, or even comparable to

the better performances of his contemporaries and succenork
To sum up. Lope found a poorly organized drama, plays bdng

compoeed sometimes in four acts, sometimes in three; and, though
they were written in verse, the structure of the versification was left

far too much to the caprice of the individual writer. The style of

drama then in vogue he adopted, because the Spanish public liked

it. The narrow framework tt afforded he enlareed to an extra-

ordinary degree, introducins everything that coulo possibly furnish

material for dramatic situations,—the Bible, ancient mythology, the
lives of the saints, ancient history. Spanish history, the legends
of the middle ages, the writings of the Italian novelists, current
events, Spanish life in the 17th century. Before him mannera and
the conditions of persons and characten had been barely sketched

;

with fuller observation and more careful description he created real

types, and gave to each social order the language and drapery
appropriate to it. The old .comedy was awkward and poor in its

versification ; he introduced order into the use of all the forms of
national poetry, from the old romance couplets to the rarest lyrical

combinations borrowed from Italy. Hence he was justified in

saying that those who should come after him had only to go on
along the path which he had opened up.

BiBLiOGtAPHT.—Hugo Albert Rennctt, The Life of Lope de Vega
(Glasgow. 1004); C. A. de la Barrera. Nneva Biotrafta ae Lope de
Ve£a (Madrid. 1890): C. P£rez Pastor. Proceso deLope de Vega per
libtlos contra unos cSmicos (Madrid, I90i). to which is appended
Dates desconocidos para la vida de Lope de Vega. For Lope's literary

theories and doctrine of dramatic art, reference may be made to
M. Men6ndes y Pelayo, Historia de las Ideas Estiticas en EspaHa,
and to A. Morel Fatto, La Comidie espagnole du XVII^ sOele
(8vo, Paris. 1885). The Obras Sueltas were published by Francisco
Cerdi y Rico (21 vols, ato, Madrid, 1776-1779). A complete edition
of the Ohras de Lope de Vega, edited by M. Men^ndcz y Pelayo, has
been undertaken by the Spanish Academy. Rennert's biography
contains an admirable bibliography of Lope's plays and autos.

^M.-Fa.; J.F..K.)

VBGBTABLB (Late Lat. vegetabais, full of life, animating,

from vegetare, frequentative of veiera to quicken, «rousc, MfjUus,

viforous, active, cf. wftff, strength, vigonr/ &c.), a word used
as a general term for plants (9.9.), and specifically, in poptilar

language, of such plants as can be eaten by man or animals,

whether cooked or raw, and whether the whole of such plants

are edible, or only the leaves or the roots dr tubers. Among
such edible or culinary plants or portions of plants, a further

distinction is made popularly between "fruits" and "vege-
tables," for which see Fruit.

For the botany and cultivation of vegetables see under the
specific names, «.g. Potato, Turnip, &c &c, and generally,
HORTICULTURB.

VEGETABLE HARROW, Cucwhita Pepo, var. orifera, the

most important of the gourds (9.9.), used as an esculent, furnish-

ing in good seasons a very large supply for the table. They are

best when eaten quite young and not over-boiled, the fledi being

then tender, and the flavour sweet and nutty. The Custard

Marrow, or crown gourd, bean a peculiar-looking flattened fruit

with scalloped edges, which has a sweeter and less nutty flavour

than the true marrow. A very distinct form known as Pcn-y-Byd
has a delicate creamy white nearly globular fruit, with a firm

flesh. The bush marrows are more bushy in habit and taller

and more sturdy in growth.

Vegetable marrows require a warm situation and a rich soil free

from stagnant moisture. They do well on a rubbish or okl-dung
heap, or in a warm bonier on little hillocks made up with any
fermenting material, to g^ve them a slight warmth at starting.

The seeds should be sown in a warm pit in April, and forwarded
under glass, but in a very mik! heat; the plants must be shifted

into kiiger pots, and be gradually hardened prevbus to being planted
out, when the miki weather seu in in May or June. The use of
hand-glasses makes it possible to transplant earlier than would
otherwise be advisable. The seeds may be sown early in May in

pots under a hand-g^ss, or towards the end of May in the open
ground, if heat is not at command. The true vegetable marrow
bean fruit of an obtong-elliptical shape, about o in. long, pale-
greenish while young, with whitish flesh, and scarcely anyindication
of ribs; when mature it is of a pale yellow colour. There is a
variety whkh is more oblong, grows to 15 or 18 in., and has the
surface slightly marked by irregular longitudinal obtuse ribs. The
shoots may be allowed to run along the surface of the around, or
they may he trained i^ainst a wall or paling, or on trellises. As
the gourds cross readily, care is necessary to keep any particular
variety true. One of tne best vegetable marrows u caUed Moore's
Vegeuble Cream.

VEOETARIAinSM. a comparatively modem word, which
came into use about the year 1847, as applied to the practice of

living upon foods from which fish, flesh and fowl are excluded.

There have from time to time been various sects or schools of

thought that have advocated narrower views. Some of these

have excluded all animal products—such as milk and eggs and
cheese. Some have excluded all cooked foods, and have
preached the virtues of fruits and nuts and grains in their natural

ripe state. Some have abstained from all underground-grown

roots and tubers, and have claimed special benefits from using

only those fruits and vegetables that are grown in the sunlight.

Some have given up all grain and pxdse foods, and have declared

that old age can be best resisted by living entirely upon fruits,

salads, nuts, soft water and milk products. Some have added
fish to their dietary; but, speaking generally, all who are called

vegetarians will be found to abstain from the use of flesh and
fowl and almost invariably also from fish as food.

The fact, however, must not be overlooked that while vege-

tarian societies claim as " vegetarians " all who absuin from
flesh foods, there is a large and growing number of people who
repudiate the name of " vegetarian " because of its associations,

but who none the less, for some of the reasons detailed below,

abstain from eating anything that has been killed. The Order

of the Golden Age, for example, with its headquarters at Bar-

combe Hall, Paignton, South Devon, adopted the words
" Fruitarian " and " Fruitarianism " to denote the dietary of

its members. The rule laid down by the Order is abstinence so

far as possible from all foods which are obtained by the cruel

infliction of pain, and the minimum that is set is complete
" abstinence from flesh and fowl," while net-caught fish may
be used by associate memb^rft
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The reasons that are advanced for the practice of fruitarianism

or v«getarianbm are very comprehensive, but the principal ones
may be considered to be tne foUowins:

—

I. Health.—{a) On the ground that animals are affected by
diseases whkh are communicable, and are actually com-
municated, to man by the ingestion of their flesh, t.t.

parasite^ tuberculosis; (Jit) on the ground that the flesh

of artihctally fed animals b full of excretory substances,

and that, therefore, under modern conditumst flesh-eating is

iniurious. and may be a cause of fexcretory substance and
unc add deposits or rapid tissue-destroying diseases in

man ; e.g. n>ut, cancer.

3. Economy.—<)n the ground that the assimilable nutriment
from a given weight of selected fruit and grain and nut and
vegeubfe foods will cost less than the same nutriment
obtained from flesh foods.

3. Social Economy.—On the ground that an acre of cultivable

land under fruit and vegetable cultivation will produce
from two to twenty times as much food as if the same land
were utilized for feeding cattle.

4. Racial Improvement.—Oa the mund that the aim of every
prosperous community should be to have a large proportion
of hardy country yeomen^ and that horticulture and agri

culture demand such a high ratio of labour, as compared
with feeding and breeding cattle, that the country popula-
tion would be greatly increased by the substitution of a
fruit and vegetable for an animal dietary.

5. Character Improvement.—On the ground that after the virtues

of courage and valour and fearlessness have been taught
in the lower stages of evolution, the virtue of gentle humane-
ness and extended sympathy for all that can suffer should
be taught in the highcir cycles of the evolutionary spiral.

Flesh-eating entailing necessarily an immense volume of
pain upon the sentient animal creation should be abstained
irom by the " higher classes '* in the evolutionary scale.

Organizations have been established to advocate this method
of living under the name of " VegeUrian Societies " in many
countries—chiefly the United Kingdom, America, Germany,
France, Austria, Holland and Australia. Propagandism is

carried on by lectures, literature, cookery demonstrations and
restaurants. In England, the oldest and one of the most im-

portant societies is " The Vegetarian Society," of which the

headquiarters are at Oxford Street, Manchester. There are also

several small Ix>ndon societies, and an actiye London Assoda-

tion. A few provincial towns, too, have small sodeties. An
attempt has been made to organize the various vegetarian

sodeties of the worid under the title of " The Vegetarian Federal

Union." The headquarters of the London sodeties and of the
" Union " are at Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street, E.G.

There are nominally about 35 organized sodeties in exist-

ence, but the extent to which public opinion and practice in the

matter of dietary has been affected by vegetarianism is not to be

gauged by the membership of such organizations. There are

in England a number of vegetarian restaurants and boarding-

houses, one hospital and one or two sanatoria. In Germany
and America there are many institutions where flesh is only

prescribed in spedal cases. Flesh food is not induded in the

dietary of the chief hospitals and orphanages of the native

states of India, excepting in the wards devoted to Europeans.

The athletic side of the movement has been represented in

national and international races by vegetarians winning the

Berlin and Dresden walking match (125 m.), the Garwardine

Cup (100 m.) and Dibble Shield (6 hours) cycling races (1901 and

1903), the amateur championship of England in racquets and in

tennis (held by Mr Eustace Miles for a series of years), the cyding
championship of India (3 years), half-mile running championship

of Scotland (1896), world's amateur cyde records for all tiroes

from 4 hours to 13 hours (1902), 100 miles championship York-
shire Road Club (1899, 1901).

In the religious world the Seventh-Day Adventists (who are

connected with many sanatoria and the manufacture of food

specialities) and some Bible Christians, the worshippers of

Vishnu and the Swami Narang and Vishnoi sects, amongst

others, preach abstinence from flesh food. The Salvation Army,
the Tolstoyans and the Doukhobors encourage it. A number of

orders in the Roman Catholic church {e.g. theTrappists) and in the

Hindu faith {e.g. the Dadupanthi Sadus) are pledged abstainers.

The general question of food values is discussed in the article

)iETBTics; see also Nutrition. But there is no doubt that,

whatever may be the view taken as to the eaitreoe theosy of
vegetarianism, it has had considerable effect in modifying the
excessive meat-consuming r^me of previous days, and in uitro-
ducing new varieties of v^euble cooking into the service of the
Ubie.
The literature on the subject b considerate, but the two dassics

are perhaps The Ethics of Diet, by Howard Williams, and Tlte
Perfect Way in Diet, by Dr Anna Kingsford. In fomaer yean
the " Vegetarian Society " was the most active in producing
literature, but since about 1901 the Order of the Gokicn Age has
come to the front with new and up-to-date books, booklets and
leaflets, and the Ideal Publishing Union has reprinted much oC the
earlier literature. The chief periodicab are the Vegdariam (weekly),
the Herald of the Golden Agp (monthly), the Vegetarian Messenger
(monthly), the Vegetarian (American monthly), the ChUdren's
Garden (monthly). U-O.)

VEGEirnS (FiAvros Vecetius Rekatus), a celebrated

militaxy writer of the 4th century. Nothing is known of hs
life, station and military experience, save that in MSS. be
is called w illustris and also comes. His treatise, Epitome ret

militaris, site institutorum rei mililaris libri quinque, was dedi-

cated to the reigning emperor (? Theodosius the Great). His
sources, according to his own statement, were Cato, Cornelius
Celsus, Frontinus, Patemus and the imperial constitutions

of Augustus, Trajan and Hadrian. The book, which is a con-
fused and unsdentiflc compilation, has to be used with great
caution, but is none the less invaluable to the student of the
andent art of war.

The first book is a plea for army reform, and vividly portrays the
mf'itnry decadMce of the empire. The third contains a series of
mil.i-iry' nun mil ^'iiikti were (rightly enough, considering the
siriil^;^r y ii> thi> niiLJEiry' t ijnditions of the two ages) the foundation
of rtiiluitjf ItLiinimj lor^c^.jry European- commander, from William
the StJCEit to Frederick ihe Great. When the French Revolution
antj the " nation to ann& " came into history, we hear little more
of Vt.'Gvtiiis. Some of \h^ maxims may be mentioned here as
ilUi»tr;it,inE the prindpk-f' of a war for limited political objecu
(8e« AuMY] with whitrli h^ deals. " All that is advantageous to the
eniMny U di^dvaciujrooii? to you, and all that u useful to yon.
dacnuges th« enemy j "No man b to be employed in the 6eld
who it not trained and tested in discipline ": " It is better to beat
the entmy ihroug^h wani, surprises and care for difficult places (t.e.

throui^h manauvre) th^n t)y a battle in the open field —maxims
that hsiw guid{?d the leaders of professional armies in aU countries
aiid 3.1 ^n tinm, as wiEne:i the Chinese generals Sun and Wu (see
E. F. Caltiircni. Tkt Bsak cj War, London, 1908). Kb " seven ncnroal
di&poaitlchni tot bAi,tle,*' once in honour amongst European stu-
dents of the art of war, are equally ludicrous if applied to present-
day conditions. Hb book on siegecraft b important as containing
the best description of late empire, and medieval nege matters, &c..
and from it amonjgst other things we learn details oTthe siege engine
called onagjtr, which afterwards played a ^reat part in sieges. The
fifth book b «n account of the material and personnel of the
Romaa navy.

In manuscript, VegeUus's work had a great vogue from the fiiA,
and its ni\^& of Eief^ecraft were much studied in the middle aces,
h \v.i,:i, truVi^lnti'J into Englbh, French and even Bulgarian before
tli'.^ LKVL^ntiLiLii (A printing. The first printed editions are assigned
to I ir<t:ht (t47j), Cologne (1476), Paris (1478). Rome (in Veteres
ic rr mil. scriploK^, 1487), and Pisa (1488). A German translation
to I ir<t:ht (t47j), Cologne (1476), Paris (1478). Rome (in Veteres
ic rr mil. scriploK^, 1487), and Pisa (1488). A German translation
by Luilwij fiobcnwang appeared at Ulm in 1^75. Vegetius's

iS).

1^1 1 son aTthc pr4,''rTiii.ar"'mifitary critic was thenceforward Msured.
I btc ju the [&th cvritury we find so eminent a soldier as Marshal

puvL^'tTLir KjHri-j lii^ jwn works on thb acknowledged model, and
the (amous T:

:

^ cc Ligne wrote " C'est un livrc d'or." The fullest

and most inoportant modem edition b that of Kari Lang (Leipzig.
1869). An English veruon through the French was pubfidted ^
Caxton in 1489. For a detailed critical estimate of V^etius's
works and influence see Max Jahns, Gesch. der Kriegsmissmsckaften,
L 109-125.

VBOUA (Slavonic, Krh\ an island in the Adriatic Sea, off

the west coast of Croatia, from which it b separated by the

Canale ddla Morlacca. It b situated in the Gulf of (^uarnero,

and b separated from the island of Cherso,lying on Uie S.W.,

by the Canale di Mezzo. Together with Cherso and Lussin,

the three prindpal islands of the (^uamero group, it forms the

adminbtrative dbtrict of Lussin, bdQnging to the Austrian

crownland of Istria. Ve^ia b the largest island of the (^ameio
group, having an area of 146 sq. m. It b 34 m. long and about

14 m. across at its widest part. The surface b mostly nigged

and mountainous; but the central, southern and western

dbtricts are fertile. The pxindpal town b Veglia (pop. 2074)^
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situated on the south-west cosst, with a good hsibour and an
interesting cathedral.

VBII, an ancient town of Etruria, Italy, situated about xo m.
N. by W. of Rome by road. It is mentioned in the earliest

history of Rome as a constant enemy, being the nearest Etruscan

city to Rome. The story of the slaughter of the Fabii, who had
encamped in the territory of Veii, and of whom but one boy
escaped, is well known. After constant warfare, the last war
(the fourteenth, according to the annalists) broke out in 406 B.C.

The Romans laid siege to the dty, and, after a ten years' siege,

M. Furius Camillus took it by storm in 396, by means, so we are

told, of a tunnel leading into the citadel According to the

legend, the emissarium of the Alban Lake was constructed in

obedience to the Delphic oracle, which declared that, until

it was drained, Veil could not be taken. The territory of Veil

was three years afterwards divided among the Roman plebs.

Veii is mentioned in connexion with the defeat of the Romans
at the Allia in 390 b.c, after which many Roman soldiezs

fled there, while a project was actually broached for abandoning
Rome for Veii, which was successfully opposed by Camillus.

From this time onwards we hear little or nothing of Veii up to

the end of the Republic. Propertius speaks indeed of the

shepherds within its walls. Augustus, however, founded a
municipality there (municipium Augustum Veiens)^ inscriptions

of which have been found down to the time of Constantius,

after which, at some date unknown, the place was deserted.

The medieval castle of Isola Famese, on a hill to the south of

the city,' is first mentioned in a document of a.o. X003; but
Veii itself had disappeared to such an extent that its very site

was uncertain, though some scholars identified it correctly,

until the excavations of the 19th century finally decided the

question. Veii was not on a high road, but was reached by
branch roads from the Via Clodia. The site is characteristic

—

a plateau, the highest point of which is 407 ft. above sea-level,

divided from the surrounding country by deep ravines, and
accessible only on the west, where it was defended by a wall

and fosse. Remains of the dty walls, built of blocks of tufa

2 ft. high, may be traced at various points in the drcuit. The
area covered measures about i sq. m. There are no other

remains on the site of the dty earlier than the Roman period,

and these are now somewhat scanty. The site of the Forum
has been discovered on the west side of the plateau; a statue

of Tiberius, now in the Vatican, and the twelve Ionic columns
now decorating the colonnade on the W. side of the Piazza

Colonna at Rome were found there. The acropolis was at the

eastern extremity of the site, where the two ravines converge;

it is connected with the rest of the plateau by a narrow neck, and
here a large number of ex-votos in terra-cotta, indicating the

presence of a temple, and dating at earliest from the 3rd century

B.C., have been found. The first discovery of them was made in

1655-1667, when remains of the temple (of Juno?) to which they

belonged were also found (R. Landani, PagaH and Christian

Rome, London, 1892, p. 64). In the deep ravine to the N. of

the site of the town, traversed by the Cremera brook, are the

ruins of two andent bridges and of some baths of the Roman
period; and here is also the Ponte Sodo, a natural tunnel,

artifidally enlarged, through which the stream passes. Out-
side the dty tombs have been discovered at various times.

The earliest belonged to the Villanova period (8th and 9th

centuries, B.C.), probably before the coming of the Etruscans.

Others are cut in the rock and are Etruscan. The most famous
is the Grotta Campana found in 1843, which contains paintings

on the walla with representations of animals, among the earliest

in Etruria. There are also several tumuli. To a later period

belongs a columbarium cut in the rock, with niches for urns.

See L. Canina, L'anHca ciU^ di Veto (Rome, 1847): G. Dennis,
Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria (Londoa, 1883). i. i sqq.

(T.As.)

VEIL (O.Fr. «nZe, mod. voSe, from Lat. tdum, cloth, awning,

sail), a cloth or piece of other fabric used as a means of con-

> Some have considered Isola Farneae to have been the ant of

Veii, but this is unlikely.

cealing something from the view, as m the veils of the Jewish
tabernacle, which hung before the Holy Place, and before the
Most Holy Place. The word is, however, chiefly used of a
covering for the face and head, as worn by women. The veiling

of the face by women is a practice among the Mohammedan
races of the East and among those peoples which have come
under the influence of Islam. It is observed only when outside
the harem and not by slaves or by the very poor, and rarely

by the. Bedouin women. The face-veil (hurka*) is a long strip

of white muslin covering the whole of the face except the eyes
and reaching nearly to the feet. Among the poorer classes the
burka* is made of coarse black cr^, or the tarkak, the head-veil,
is drawn round the lower part of the face. There is also the
double veil or yashmak, serving as a head- and face-veil (see

India, § Indian Costume), In European Countries the veil has
played a large part in the head-dress of women. It took many
shapes in the early middle ages and could be brought over the

face as a covering or protection. Later it became a mere orna-

mental appendage, hanging down from the high, peaked and
elaborate head-dresses then worn. In modem times it has-

become a piece of gauze, lace or net attached to the hat or
bonnet and used as a protection against dust, light or wind.

VEINS, in anatomy. The veins (Lat. vena) are blood vessels

which return the blood from the capillaries towkrd the heart.

As they approach that organ they join together to form larger

and larger trunks. In man and other mammals three venous
systems are recognized: (i) the general venous system; (2) the

pulmonary system; and (3 the hepatic portal system. (See aUo
VASctTUOt System.)

The general venous system oonasts of superficial and deep veins;
the former lie in the superficial fascia and are often visible through
the skin. They are usually accompanied by lymphatic vessels
though not as a rule by arteries, and, sooner or later, they empty
their otood into the deep veins, often passing through special openings
in the deep fasda to do so. The deep veins always accompany
arteries, and are therefore known as venae comites. With small
and medium-sized arteries—that is to say, arteries whose diameter is

not much greater than that of an ordinaiy lead pencil—there are two
of these venae comites, one on each side, connected by occasional
cross communications, but arteries of a larger calibre have only one
companion vein. In the scalp and face the superficial veins are
remarkable for accompanying, more or less closely, corresponding
arteries—more or less closely because the arteries in this region
are very tortuous (see Arteries), and so are sometimes near their
veins and sometimes far away, since the veins run a comparatively
straight course. Frontal, superficial temporal, posterior aurictJar
and occipital veins are found in the scalp, their names indicating the
areas they drain. Like all other superficial veins, they anastomose
freely with one another and also at certain places communicate,
through foramina in the skull, with the intracranial blood sinuses;
these communications are known as emissary veins, and act as
safety-valves to the sinuses. The frontal vein on the forehead
passes down on the inner side of the eyelids, where it is known as
the angular, and then becomes the facial vein, which runs down to
an inch in frqnt of the angle of the jaw, whence it passes into the
neck to join the common facial. In the greater part of its course
it lies some distance behind the facial artery. The superficial
temporal vein runs down in front of the ear. where it joins the mternal
maxillary vein from the pterygoid plexus and so forms the temporo-
maxiUary trunk, which passes down, embedded in the parotid gland,
to about the angle of the jaw. Here it divides into an anterior
branch, which ^oms the facial vein to form the common facial, and
a posterior, which receives the posterior auricular vein and in thb
way forms the external jugular.

The external jugular vetn is easilv recognised through the skin
and platysma muscle ota the side of the neck, and eventuallv pierces

the oeep fascia above the middle of the clavicle to jcnn the suDclavian
vein. The occipital vein unks deeply into the back of the neck and
so forms the beginning of the vertebral vein.

The intracranial blood sinuses lie between two layers of the dura
mater and differ from the veins in having fibrous walls which do not
contract or expand. The superior longitudinal sinus runs along the
upper margin of the falx cerebri (see Brain), while the inferior

lonaitudinal sinus runs along the lower margin; these drain the

surface of the brain, and the blood passes backward in both. AMiere

the falx meets the tentorium cerebelti. the inferior longitudinal

sinus receives the veins of Galen from the interior of the brain and
then passes backward as the straigkt sinus to join the superior

longitudinal sinus at the internal ocdpital protuberance (see Skull).
This meeting-place is known as the torcular HeropkUi, and from tt

the blood passes outward and downward through the right and left

lateral sinuses, which groove the cranium (see Skull) until they
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reach the posterior laceiated foramina, through which they paaa
to form the beginning of the internal jugular veins. Most of the
blood from the base of the brain passes mto the cavernous sinuses

which lie in the middle cranial fossa, one on each side of the pituitary

fossa. These receive the ophthalmic veins from the orbit in front

and. after running backward for about an inch, divide into the
superior and inferior petrosal sinuses, the former erf which joins the
lateral sinus within the cranium, but the latter runs to the posterior

lacerated foramen, after passing through which it joins the kiteral

sinus, which is now becoming the internal iugular vein.

The internal iurular vein (fig. 5, I.J.) thus formed runs down at
first behind and then to the outer side of the internal and common
carotid arteries and at the root of the neck joins the subclavian vein
of iu own side to form the irmominate vein. In its course down the
neck it receives the common facial vein already mentioned, as well

as tributaries from the tongue, pharynx, larynx and thyroid body.
Tl tend to form plexuses rather

th id, deep ttmporalt pharyngeal

aP.cl -^UUVtAit'liiM ;-J-iJ.II L

Fnnj 0/ ih€ Upper I le dorsum of the hand and in

fmni of the wrist suf" ' xuses are easily seen through
thf akin. From ihrsc iJ.. * : . .. , . . . up the forearm chiefly on lU
Hexar suKacc by ihc rodtnit mniian and anterior and posterior ulna
veins. Juat t^bw the bend of the rlbow the median vein com-
municaiea with the dopp vdim and ih<n divides into two branches
likr the Linxbs ol a r 01 thoc ihe b.r^cr is the median basilic and is

notkeabk ai the vein from which pvents were usually bled, while

the outer ii the mrdian cfphsik, AUcr a course of an inch or two
the mediaii basilic is joined by the an urior and posterior ulnar veins

and tlw med Lan cephalic by the radg.iL After this junction the median
bauljc it continued up the inner Kiiio '

:,' the arm as the basilic which
tHcroet the deep fascia about the n,^ e of the arm and in the axilla

|oifU the venae comiies o\ th<? hrt. 1 1 artery to form the axillary

veint whkh lies on the Inner aide oi u artery. The median cephalic

vein arter jaininf! the FtidLal runs up ttie outer ude of the arm as the
igphaii^ and a little below tht? cbvicle passes through the oosto-

cofacaid membrane to enEcr the upper part of the axillary vein.

Ac the outer border q( the f r&t rib tlie axillary vein becomes the

tubclavian (Ae- 5> ^-^^ which lies in rr<<>it of and below its artery and
f* srparatetl from it by the icalcnu^ mticus muscle. The arrange-

ment ul uie iupcrfidiil veins, especially in front of the elbow, is

liable to great variation and often differs on the right and left udes
of the same body, _ ^ ^ . . . , . .

Veins of the Lower Extremity.—Tnt superficuu veins of the lower
extremity begin in a venous arch on the dorsum of the foot. From
the inner extremity of this the internal saphenous vein runs up, in

front of the inner ankle, along the inner side of the leg, and, passing

behind the inner side of the knee, continues up the thigh, gradually

working forward until it reaches the saphenous openint in the deep
fascia of the thigh a little below the spine of the pubis. Here it

pierces the deep fascia {fascia lata) to enter the common femoral
vein. In this long course it has many valves and receives numerous
tribuUries, one of which, the saphenous collateral, runs up neariy

parallel to it and on its outer side and ioins it just below the

saphenous opening. From the inner end ot the dorsal arch of the

foot the external saphenous vein runs up behind the outer ankle
along the mid line of the calf to pierce the deep fascia in the popliteal

space behind the knee to open into the popliteal vein. Among the

deep veins venae comites are found until the popliteal artery is

reached, while above this superficial, deeb and common femoral veins

accompany their respective arteries. In the groin the common
femoral vein lies on the inner side of its artery.

Veins of the Abdomen.—^The common femoral vnn, after passing

deep to Poupart's ligament, becomes the external iliac (fig. 5, E.I.)

which runs along the brim of the true pelvis and, after a course of

some three inches, joins the internal iliac (fig. ^, I.I.) which drains

the pelvis and so forms the common iliac vein. In front of the body
of the fifth lumbar vertebra the common iliac veins of the two
sides unite to form the inferior vena cava (fig. 5, l.V.C), a very large

trunk which runs up on the right o( the abdominal aorta to an open-
ing in the diaphragm (q.v.). On its way it receives spermatic or
ovarian veins from the genital glands, renal veins (fig. %, R.V.) from
the kidneys, and lumbar veins (fig. 5. L.V.) from the abdominal walls.

Before reaching the diaphragm it lies in a groove in the back of the

liver (q.v.) and receives the hepatic veins from that organ. The
hepatic portal system which lies m the abdomen will be treated later.

Veins of the Thorax.—^The inferior vena cava, after pierdng the
diaphragm, has a very diort thoradc course and opens into the
lower and back part of the right auricle of the heart (q.v.). The
right and left innominate veins (fig. 5, R.I. and L.I.) are formed
behind the sternal end of the clavicle by the union of the subclavian

and internal jugulars of their own side. The left vein is much
longer than the right and runs nearly horizontally behind the upper
half of the manubrium stemi to join its fellow on the right side of

that bone just below the first rib. By the junction of these the
superior vena cava (fig. 5, S.V.C.) is formed, which runs down to the
right auricle of the heart. The chief tributaries of the innominate
<eins are the vertebral, the internal mammary and the inferior thyroid.

The intercostal veins open into the asy^os veins, which begin in the

abdomen Mmetimet by a vertical trunk Iqlwing the himbar veioa
known as the ascending lumbar, sometimes on the right side by a
communication with the inferior vena cava. The right asygos vein
is known as the vena axygos major (fig. s. A.M.) and passes throtiq^
the aortic opening of the diaphragm. Entering the thorax, it runs
up in front of the thoracic vertebrae, to the right of the aorta and
thoradc duct, and receives the intercostal veins o( the right side.

At the levd of the fourth thorack vertebra it arches forward to
open into the posterior surface of the superior vena cava.
On the left side, the upper intercostal veins join to form the left

superior intercostal vein (fig. 5, L.S.I.), which opens into the left

innominate. Lower down the intercostal veins from the fourth
to the seventh spaces form the superior hemiasygos vein or bemiaaygoa
accessoria (fig. 5, HJL). which runs down on the left of the spinal
column and. crossing it about the level of the eichth or ninth thoracic
vertebra, opens into the vena azygoa major. The lower intetcoatal
veins on the left side join the inferior hemiaxygos vein {6g. 5. H.V.),
which runs up and opens either into the superior hemiasyfoa or into
the arygos nuior below the opening of that vein.

Pulmonary Venous System.—The veins emerging from the lunn
bring back the oxygenated blood from those organs to the Mt
ventricle of the heart and also the greater part, if not all. of the blood
carried by the bronchial arteries to nourish the lungs. The existence
of bronchial veins b asserted, but they are extremdy difficult to
demonstrate, and if present are ^uite incapable of returning all the
blood which the bronchial arteries cany to the lungs. Tnere are
three pulmonary veins coming out of the right lung, while 00 the
left there are only two. ^

On the right side, however, two of the
three veins usually unite in the root of the lung, so that tbcfe are;
aa a rule two pulmonary veins entering the left auricle of the heart
on each side, but it b not uncommon to find three on the risht side
or one on the left. The pulmonary veins have no valves and return
.the blood carried to the lungs by the pulmonary arteries as well aa
most, if not all. of that earned by the bronchial arteries.

Hepatic Portal System.—The veins which drain the blood from
the stomach, intesunes, spleen and pancreas unite to form a large
vein which begins behind the head of the pancreas and ends by
dividinginto nght and left branches in the transverse fissure of the
liver. Thb b the portal vein which lies in front of the inferior
veiw cava and b about three inches long. Its formative tribu-
taries are the superior and inferior mesentene and the splenic veins.
These accompany the arteries of the same name, and their most
usual method of termiiution b that the inferior mesenteric runs up
and joins the splenic to the left of the middle line of the body, and
this, after running horizontally to a point a little to the right of the
middle line, joins the superior mesenteric^ and so the portal vein b
formed. There are two marked characteristics of the portal system

;

one is that it has no valves and the other that it benns and ends in

capillaries, since the two terminal branches of Uie portal vein
branch and rebranch in a manner already described in the article

Liver. In the tavrer part of the rectum the veins run partly into
the portal and partly into the general system, and in thb dependent
position they are liable to become variooie and to form naemor-
ihoids or piles.

The histology of the (Vdns corresponds very dosdy to that of
the arteries (q.v.) ; their walb are. however, much thinner and there
b less muscular and elastic tissue. At certain places, especially
where tributaries come in, the endothelial lining u raisied to form
semilunar pocket-like valves. In most cases there are two cusps
to each valve, but three or <ne are sometimes found. The opening
of the pocket b of course arranged so that it shall only be fiUed
when there b a tendency to regurgiutbn of the blood.

Embryology.

The viUlline or omphalomesenteric veins, returning the blood from
the yolk sac, are the first to appear, and later on. with the formatioa
of the placenta, the umbilical veins develop. Bioth these open into
the hinder (caudal) part of the heart, which b already being con-
stricted off as the swus venosus (see fig. i).

While thb b going on the veins from the different body 1

are received into two bngitudinal
trunks on each dde, the anterior
(cephalic) of which b the primiliva

-'ugular or anterior cardinal (fig. i.

.), and the posterior (caudal), the
S.V.

ZL
^' . .

posterior cardinal or simply eardim
vein (fig. I. P.C.). Aa the heart

at first situated in the region which
will later be the neck of the embryo.
the primitive jugular receives very
few segmental veins and the cardinu
very many. These two trunks join

one another on each side and open
into the side of the «iii« venosus (S.y.) FiC. i.

by a transverse communication which
b called the dua of Cuvier (D.C.). The condition of the venoos
system at thb stage b shown in the accompanying diagram

the vsteOine vdiia nin from the yolk sac to the heart alongV
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each aide of the primitive fore-cut they pick up the
veins from the intestines as weil as the splenic and pancreatic veins
as soon as these visceta are formed. The liver, however, is developed
right across their path, and both tl>ey and the umbilical veins break
up into a mass of capillaries in it, leaving that part of them which
lies between the liver and the heart to form the primitive hepatic
veins (fig. 2, H.V.). While the vitelline veins are lying on each
side of the fore-gut (future duodenum) they are connected by three
transverse channels, the anterior and posterior of which appear on
the ventral side of the gut, the middle on the dorsal side (see fig. 2).

P.

Fig. 3.

Thb figure of eight does not -persist, however, because the anterior
(cephalic) part of it on the left and the posterior (caudal) part on
the right become obliterated, and what b left forms the portal
9ein (fig. 3, P.v.). The two umbilical veins unite at the umbilicus
(fig* 3) and soon all the blood from the placenta passes through the
left one, the right becoming rudimentary.
The left umoilical veii) on reaching the liver now joins the left

branch of the portal vein and estaQishes a new communication
with the left hepatic vein. This b the duaus venosus (fig. 3, D.V.),
and, as soon as it b formed, there b no longer any need that aJI

the blood returning from the placenta should pass through the
liver capillaries. Tne development of the cardinal veins must now
be returned to. As the heart moves from the neck into the thorax
the primitive jugulars elongate and it b now recognized become
the mtemal jugulars in the greater part of their extent. When the
arms begin to Dud out subclavbn veins are developed (fig. 4, S.^

and an oblique connecting vein (figs. 4 and 5, L.I.) b esta*-'"*"'

Pj. PT- U* 'J^

Fic. 5.

between the point of junction of the left subclavbn with the
primitive jugular and the hinder part of the primitive jugular of
the right side. This connexion becomes the left innominate vein,
while the hinder part of the primitive jugular persbts as the Uft
superior intercostal vein (fig. 5, L.S.I.). On the right side that part
of the primitive jugular between the subcbvbn and the junction
with the left innominate becomes the right innominate (figs. 4 and
5, R.I.) while the hinder (caudal) part of the ri^ht primitive jm^ibr
and the right duct of Cuvier become the supenor vena cava {!ng%. 4
and 5t S.V.C). The external jugular b a later formation. The
right and left posterior cardinal veins receive the intercostal and

lumbar segmental veins and are continued into the knver limbs aa
the internal iliac and eventually the scbtic veins (figs. 4 and 5, 1.I.),

the primitive bloodpath from the thighs. The veins from the
primitive kidneys open into the segmental veins, and when the
permanent kidney b formed (see Urinary System) a Urge renal
vein on each side b esublished. There are, however, many cross
communications (fig. 4, T.C.) between the right and left posterior
cardinal veins, some of which become very important later on,
though most of them are transitory. The probable origin of the
infenor vena cava b to be soucht in a pair of veins called subcardinals
which have been found in the rabbit embryo lying oarallel and a
little ventral to the posterior cardinab (fig. 4, R.S.(:.-L.S.C.) and
effectii^ a junction with the renab and transverse communications
(T.C.) as tfacvcross these. Posterioriy (caudal) they join the candinals,
but anteriorly the right one establishes a communication with the
ductus venosus (fig. 4, D.V.) a little below the point at which that
vessel joins the left hepatic It b from the rieht one of these that
the greater part of the inferior vena cava is formed. It will now
be seen that the adult vena cava b formed by contributions from
four embrvomc vefns. ir—' ——•--»- -•-- ':r-n-'r -^^^ ^^r-. -*t,ptui

venosus, thtn t^lc rig tit sLi J .^: l„l.j ,._.l, :._.:. ..„ l.^... ,....L-rior

cardinal (F. T. Lewi*, Am. J. 0/ Artai. vt>L 1, jjjj, 190J). The
anterior (cepTialic) part of the right paitcnor cardinal tortta th«
vena a*wos major^ and an inspc<:tibii d bg. 4 will ehow th»t in the
adult this m-iy riie from the itnaU ffoin an fisccndbg lumbar vein
or, by a cro^s communicATton abc^-c iht renal, ftom tbe inferior
vena cava. The left ptHtenor ctr^inal bcconso cbiitenited bpU>*
and its segm^ntAl tribtitjirtCR find theit way by cro^s cofrrngnirot iona
to the veiu f^v* (fig. 5), Above (cf f)hdlkdj the left rcnst vrin the
left cardinal fDrrtii the hetniiiEygos (fig. s, \iV\) jtid, higher KtLH.

the hemiajp-goE acco^ri;i {hs.* 5. VL.iQ. Thex fipen into the
axygos major by pcr»iEtent crcxsi {rommunicatibfii ^^hirb \\c donat
to the hean when tb;it prgun iracrhe^ its permanent pontion. 1%

must be mcntfaned in ihis conncxJoa that lome modfim authoriiics
doubt whether thr ox^gof veins of mammaU arr irally pernAtcnt
cardinab except quite in their anterior parts, ju^t before thry |oin
the ducts of tuvicr. The left duct of Cuvier i« only feprc^cntH
in the human adult by tbc oblique vein of Marshall on the dorsum
of the left Auricle. The external ilbc veins {ft^i,, 4 and 5, EJh)
become fully deselapcd, like thtir artene^t «'hf n the bk^od changct
its course from the lack: to the itHivX of tbt «high» After birth tlie

umbilical vein and the ductu* vcnotus btxoine exMiverttd into
fibrous cord)^ a nrj ihccirtutation in thrpulmoTiary stin? i^ieitfLbliilietl^

(For further detaili s«r Da.'^hpmrni of iht ilumon Bf^dy. by J. I*.

McMurrich, Loodon, 1906. In tkis wili be fou^d the b'tcrftture of
the subject up to that date, the writings of F. Hochstetter beii^
the most important. See also Quain's AtuU. vol. L, 1908.)

ComparaHve A natamy.

In the Acrania (Ampkioxus), although there b no heart, the
blood vessels returning the blood to the subpharyngeal region are
dbtindly of a vertebrate type. There b a subintestinal vessel or
vein bringing the blood from the intestine to the liver and breaking
up into capillaries in that organ just as the portal vein does in the
higher fonm:, Fr—i t*ie Itvcr a \^—:*ic vein carries the blood
forward to the fcjgbn bcbwr ihn \Av.nyr\ wYttn the heart b formed
in Vertebrate. Thtre U no rfn^l pnrciJ s^rstem. In the Cyclo-
stomata (lamprc'yri and hag?) the ^^artJ-ti.il veins are formed and the
blood from the c-iitjdal vein piimes dWtrtriW into the posterior cardinab
without any t^tuil partal lyiftem- in ii-hes the single caudal vein
divides into two branchei, each oif "vfh'u.h runs forward to the outer
side of its respective kidney and end£ by ^ving numerous branches
to that viscusr The blood returning frortj the kidney passes into
the beginning of in own posterior cardinal I vein or sinus, which lies

on the inner tide of the kidney. ThU constitutes a renal portal
system. The cirdjna] veim mrq ducu of Cuvier ck>sely resemble
the arrangeoenT j|lnp«dy d?fJiiM in the human foetus, while the
hepatic port^^i *^'^* - *-c—. ;^- -:-*^-''-^

^o the liver b constant in
this and all other vertebrates.

In the Dipnoi (mud*fish) a pulmonary vein from the luiw-like
swim-bladder b formed and an inferior vena cava or postcaval vein
carries the bkxxi from the kidneys to the heart. Thb b iu first

appearance in the vertebrate phylum. In the lower fishes there b a
vein of the lateral line on each side, but in the Dipnoi these coalesce
and form a medbn anterior (ventral) abdominal vein which b
constant in the Amphibb. Subclavian and iliac veins return the
bk>od from the fins and open respectively into the junction of the
anterior and posterior cartunals and into the caudal vein.

In the tailed Amphibb (Urodela) the postcaval and posterior
cardinal veins are well developed, the former vessel runningfrom the
right cardinal vein a little in front of (cephabd) the kidney to the
hepatic vein, in this way closely foreshadowing man's embryology.
In the Anura (frogs and toads) the posterior cardinab are usually
suppressed, but these are very specialized animals. The anterior
abdominal vein in amphibbns joins the portal vein close to the
liver.

In the Reptilia the renal portal ctrcubtion persists, but is rudi-
mentary in birds and disappears in mammals. The anterior ab>
dominal o» epigastric vein of amphibbns and reptiles returns the
blood from use allaatob in the embryo and in higher forms becomes
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the umbtUcal veins retnrnlng tlie blood from the placenU; there is,

therefore, a continuous line of ascent from the lateral line veins

of the fish to the umbilical vein of man. In reptiles, birdsi mono-
tbemes, marsupials and many rodents, insectivores, bats and un*
gulates, a left superior vena cava (precaval vein) a present as well

as a right; it passes ventral to the root of the left lung and then
donal to the left auricle of the heart until it reaches the coronary
sinus to open into the right auricle. Its course is indicated in man by
the left superior intercostal vein, the vestigial fold of Marshall (see

CosLOM AND Serous Mbmbranbs) and the oblique vein of Marshall.

It can be readily reconstructed from fies. 4 and 5 if the transverse

communication fL.1.) is obliterated. In some mammals the post-

caval vein is double, especially in its hinder (caudal) oart, and this

sometimes occurs as a human abnormality (see F. W. McQure,
Am. Joum. of AnaL voL 3, 1903, and voL 5, 1906, also Anat,

Anuiger, Bd. 39, 1906).
Except in CeUcea, one or both axj^gos veins are always present in

mammals. When there is only one it is usually the right, though a
few forms amoi^ the marsupials, rodents and ungulates have only
the left (F. E. Beddard. P.Z.5., 1907, p. 181). In many of the lower

mammals the external jugular vein is much larger than the internal

and returns most of the blood from the brain through an opening
called the postglenoid foramen. For this reason it was formeriy

regarded as the representative of the primitive jugular. It is now.
however, thought that the internal jugular b that representative,

and that the arrangement of man, in which the internal jugular

drains the interior of the cranium, is the more generalised and
primitive.

For further details and literature see R. Wiedersheim's Compara-
tive Anatomy 0/ VerUbraUs, translated by W. N. Pkrker (London,

1907). (F- G. P.)

VEIlfS, in geology, masses of rock which occupy fissures in

other rocks. They may have originated in many different ways

and present a great variety of forms and structures. We may
classify them in three groups: (i.) veins of igneous rock, (ii.) of

sedimentarxi and (ilL) of minerals deposited by water or. by
gases.

Veins of igneous rock are practically the same as dikes;

yet a distinction is sometimes made that dikes are narrow,

often straight-walled and run for considerable distances, while

veins are irregular, discontinuous and of limited extent. Where
granite invades sedimentary or metamorphic rocks it very

commonly emits vast numbers of dikeSb The margin of the

granite is full of blocks of all sizes, so that it is often impossible.

to say where the solid granite ends and the fringe of veins begins.

An intrusion plexus of this sort seldom extends for more than

a few hundred yards; many granites, on the other hand, have

sharp and well-defined margins and send few veins into the

country rock.

In Plutonic rock areas veining is also very common. Great

intrusive masses have not as a rule been injected in one stage

but have been slowly enlarged by gradual or repeated inflows,

and often the earliest portions had consolidated before the last

were introduced. Very frequently the older rocks are of a

different character, being usually more basic than those which

succeed them, and this makes the veining more obvious. For

instance, it is common to find peridotite traversed by many
veins of gabbro, or diorite injected with numerous veins of

granite, though in either case the rocks are part of one plutonic

boss or laccolite. The crystalline structure of the vein-rock

and the surrounding mass is usually quite similar and there

may be no fine-grained edges to the veins; these facts establish

that the older mass though solid had not yet cooled down, so

that the veining is directly connected with the injection process

and the two rocks have been derived from the same source,

but one is slightly later than the other.

Among the Laurentian or Lewisian pfneisses, which~resemble
granites, diorites and ^biftos in composition, but have a banded or
foliated structure, veining of this type is almost universal. The
veins are of all sizes and of very irregular shape. Freouently they
run along the foliation of the gneiss, but often also they cross it

obliquely or at right angles. Such gneisses ^re produced by the
injection of a partly differentiated and consequently non-homo-
geneous magma, by successive stages, under a rock crust which was
m movement or was subjected to intermittent pressures during
consolidation.

In certain cases the new material introduced into the rock by these
veins bulks almost as largely as the ori|;inal substance. A shale,

slate or phyllite is sometimes so filled with threads of granite that
its composition and appearance are completely altered. Thin pale

threads of qoaits and fdnar, not moce than a tenth of an Incli in
thickness may be seen following the bedding planes, or the cleavage
and sometimes also the slip.cleavage. The distanre betwicu the
veins may be no sreater than the breadth of the veins themadves,
and thus a stripea or banded rock is product, reserobUi^ a gniesa
but of dual origin, a mixed rock which is described properly as a
" composite " or " synthetic " gndss. The French geologists who

Sutherlandshire. The rocks invaded 'by granite in this n
often show intense contact alteration ana are to a large <

recrystalli

The short irregular veins which commonly occur witUa areas oC
granite, diorite, gabbro and other plutonic rocks are often much
more coarsely crystalline than the rock around them. This is no
doubt partly due to the high temperature of the whole compkx and
to slow crystallisation, but it may also be ascribed to the actioo of
vapoun dissolved in the mas[ma and gradually released as it solidi-

fies. Such coarse-grained, igneous rocks are called pegmatites
(9.9.). It u clear that they are not purely igneous but are partly
pneumatolytic
With the pegmatites we may dass the fine-drained add veins

(aplites) which are found not only in granites Imt also in many
diabases. They occur in irregular streaks or as long branching
well-defined veins, and are usually more rich in quartz and felspar
than the surrounding rock. Formeriy they were often described
as contemporaneous or as segrmation vdns; but no veto can be in
strict accuracy contemporaneous with the rock which it intersects,
and many of them ^ve evidence of havii^ been intruded into their
present situation, since their minerals are so arranged as to show
flexion structure. But they are always intimately connected, as
thdr mineral composition indicates, with the rock mass in whkh
they 1m, and they represent merdy the Ust part of the maraa to
consolidate. The fissures they occupy are presumably due to
contraction, sedng that they are*iiot aocompanied by displacement,
brecdation or faulting.

Veins of sedimentary rock are few and of little importance.
They occur where sediment has gathered in cavities of other

rocks. Lava streams, for eicample, when they cool become
split up into irregular blocks, and in the crevices between these

sahes, sand tod day will settle. Submarine lavas are often

traversed by great numbers of thin vdns of sandstone, and a
similar phenomenon may also be noted in the tuff of submarine
necks or other ash beds. Cracks in limestone and dolomite are

widened by the solvent action of percolating waters and noay be
filled with gravd, soil, day and sand. In the Carboniferoos
Limestone, for instance, veins of bedded sandstone sometimes
pass down from overlying Triassic deposits. Hie upper surface

of the chalk in the south of England has frequently many <kep
fimnd-shaped pipes which are occupied by .Tertiary or receni

accumulations.

The third groiq> of vdns, namdy, those which have been
filled by deposits from solution in water or in vapours, is of the

greatest importance as induding a very large number of mineral
veins and ore-bodies. They axe abo the source of the g;reat

majority of the findy crystallised spedmens of minrrak

T|ie deposition of minerals on die walls of fissures by a ptocess
of sublimation may be observed at any active vdcano. Hie cncks
in the upper part of lava flows are often lined by crystals of sal-

ammoniac, sodium chloride, ferric chloride and oUier volatile sab-
stances. By oxidation of the iron chloride bright scales of haematite
(ferric oxide) arise; sulphurous add and sulphuretted hydrogen,
given out as gases, react on one another, produdng ydlow en-
crustations of sulphur; and copiper oxide (teoorite) and a great
variety of other nunerals (alum, iron sulphate, realgar, borates and
fluoride) are found about fumaroles of Vesuvius and other volcanoes.
Most vdns, however, are not of superficial origin but have been

formed at some depth. The heat given out by masses of rocks
which were injectea in a molten state is no doubt sufficiently high
to volatilize many minerals. The pressure, however, also must be
taken into account, as it tends to retain thoe substances in a Ii<)uid

condition. Water vapour is always the most abundant gas in a
volcanic maeroa, and next to it are carbonic acid, suli^nroos arid,

sulphurettea hydrogen and hydrochloric add. The physical condition
of the substances passing outwards from an igneous mass through
fissures in the superincumbent rocks will depend on the nature of

the substances, on the temperature and the pressure. Near the
granite the heat is so great, at first at any rate, that gaseous materiab
must greatly preponderate; but farther away many of them wiO
be condensed and hot aqueous solutions of complex compositioa
will fill the cracks.

Veins deposited by the action of gases and vapoun are sakl to
be of " pneumatolytic " origin; whoe hot aqueous solutions have
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been the principal agency in their fonnation they are *' hydato-
genetic." It is often very difhcuU to aiicenain to which of these
classes a mineral vein belongs, especially as we are in ignorance of

the behaviour of many substances at high temperatures and under
great pressures

1 he veins which yield tin-ores in Cornwall and in most other tin>

producing countries arc generally regarded as typical pnt>uinatolytic

deposits. Tin forms a volatile fluoride which may be decomnncd
by water, forming tin oxide, the fluorine p^s^ing into hydrofluoric
acid which may act as a catalytic agent or carrier by again combining
with tin. Around tin-bearing veins and in the material which fills

them there are usually many minerals containing fluorine, such as
topaz, fluor-spar and white mica. Some borates too arc volatile

at high temperatures, and minerals containing boron (especially

tourmaline) are very common in tin veins. Also since ore deposits
of this character are found nearly invariably in granite or in the
rocks which have been invaded by granite there is good reason
to hold that fluoric and boric ga:ics were important agents in the
production of tin veins. It is not necessary, however, to believe

that all the materials which are found in these veins were introduced
as vapours, for as the temperature sank currents of hot water
would follow which would fill up any cavities.

The tin veins of Cornwall often contain copper ores in their upper
parts and at greater distances from the granite, a fact which indi*

bates that the copper salts were dcpcjsitcd from solution at lower
temperatures than the tin ores. A very large number of important
ore deposits have been laid down by hot waters emanating from
dc^p-scated intrusive masses. Nearly all the principal goldfields

(except gravels or placers) are in districts where igneous dikes,
veins and sills abound, and it is often perfectly clear that the intro-

duction of the gold ores is intimately connected with the intrusive
masses. The Witwatersrand deposits, although by many con-
sidcred to be old auriferous gravel, have been re^racd as owing
their value to gold deposited from vapours emanating from certain
of the dikes which traverse the banket rock or conglomerate. The
itr -lortance of these hot aaccnding currents of water, proceeding
frofn eruptive magmas, has been fully recognized, and is now pro-
bably the most widely accepted theory of the genesis of mineral veins.

The water falling on the earth's surface wiU to a large extent
percolate downwards into the rocks, and it will dissolve mineral
matters, especially at the greater depths, owing to the increased
temperature and pressure; conversely, as it ascends it will lay down
deposits or veins. This is the theory of " lateral secretion," at
one time in great favour, but now regarded as of less importance.
Ferruginous waters on passing through limestone rocks may de-
posit their iron as haematite or sidcriic. removing a proportionate
amount of lime, and in this way great bodies of ironstone have been
formed, as in Cumberland and Yorkshire, partly along the bedding
of the limestone but also in veins, pockets and irregular masses.
Many lead and zinc veins probably belong also to this class. By
analysis it has been proved that in nearly all the common rocks
there exist very minute quantities of such metals as gold, silver,

lead, copper, zinc. If these can be extracted in solution in water they
micht conceivably be de[)osiled subsequently in fissures in the rocks.

Controversy has raged between opposing schools of geologists,

one considering that most mineral veins Owe their existence to
currents of hot water ascending from deep-seated igneous rocks,

and the other that the metals were derived from the country rocks
of the veins and were extracted from them by cold descending
currents of water. There are cases which can be explained on one
of thcK hypotheses only, and sufficiently establish that both of them
are valid; out the general opinion at the present time is in favour
of the first of the:>e explanations as the most general.

The fissures in which veins have been deposited owe their origin

to a variety of causes. Many of them are lines of fault, the walls

of which have been displaced before the introduction of the'vein

minerals. Others seem to be of the same nature as joints, and are
due either to contraction of the rocks on solidification, to folding

or to earthquake shocks. In the vicinity of intrusive masses many
fissures have been produced by the contraction of rock masses which
had been greatly heated and then slowly cooled. Veins often occur
in groups or systems, which have a parallel trend and may some-
times be followed for many miles. The larger veins may branch
and the branches sometimes unite after a time, enclosing masses of

country rock or " horses." Cross-courses are fissures which inter-

sect the lodes; they are often barren, and at other times carry
an entirely diflTerent suite of minerals from those of the mineral
veins. A peculiar group of veins has been described from the
Bendigo district of Australia: they are saddle-shaped and in

transverse section resemble an inverted U. The beds in which
they occur are folded sharply into arches and troughs, and in

folcling they have separatea at the crests of the arches, leaving
hollows which were subsequently filled up with ore.

The mincrak occurring in the veins are someiimes classified as
"ores" and "gangue": the former beins thof^; which are of

value while the others are unj>rofitable. The commonest of the
gin(;ue minerals are quartz, calcite. bar>'tes and fluor-spar. Usually

a large number of minerals occur* in each vein, and ihc natural

association or " paragencsis " of ccrtaia minerals which frequently
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are found together b a practical guide of much value to the engineer
and prospector. A definite sequence in the order of deposit of the
constituent minerals can often be recognized, the earlier being
situated on the walls of the fissures or enclosed and surrounded by
the later, and the microscopic study of veinstone shows that they
have often a complicated history.

Many types of structure are mel with in veinstones and vein
deposits. Some are structureless, homogeneous or massive, like
the quartz veins which are often found in districts composed of
slate or phyllite. Others are banded, with sheets of deposit, each
consisting of one mineral, usually parallel to the walls ot the lode.
These veins are often symmetrical, with corresponding layers fol-

lowing one another inwards from the walb on each side.

The veinstones are frequently crushed either by faulting or by
irregular movements of the walls, and in such cases the ve'ostones
have a shattered or brecciated appearance. If the crushing took
place while the ore deposits were still being introduced, the broken
rock is often cementra together into a compact mass. Rounded
masses of rock or of veinstone are often met with, looking exactly
like pebbles, but they are analogous to crush-conglomerates, as the
fragments have been shaped by the movements of the walls of the
vein. Frrauently these movements have reopened a fissure which
had been filled up, and a new vein is subsequently formed alongside
of the old one; this process may be repeated several times.
The mineral-beanng solutions may exert a poweriul influence on

the walls of the veins, removing certain constituents artd depositing
others; in this way the walls of the vein become ill defined. The
commonest change of this kind is silicificMtion, and rocks of many
difl'erent kinds, such as sbte. limestone, andesite and felsite, are
often completely replaced by quartz in the vicinity of mineral
veins which have a quartzoae gaiigue. Tin veins in granite and slate
may be surrounded by a zone ofrock which has been impregnated
with cassiterite and is worth working for the metal. These changes
are of a " metasomatic '* type involving repbcement of the origind
rock-substance by introduced materials. Many of the best examples
of this are furnished by ttmcstone, which is one of the rocks most
easily affected by percolatinjK solutions.

The distinction between mineral veins and other veins is to a brge
extent artificial. With improvement of methods of mining and
extraction deposits formeriy unprofitable become payable, and in
all cases veins vary considerably In the amount of^ore they carry.
The rich parts are sometimes called shcots or bonanxas, while the
barren portions are often left standing in the mine. Near the
ground surface the veinstones become oxidized and the metallic
minerals are represented by oxides, carbonates, hydrates, or in the
case of gold and silver veins they may be rich in the metals them-
selves. Below the zone where oxidizing surface-waters percolate a
diflferent series of minerals occurs, such as sulphides, arsenides and
tcllurides. If the ores are insoluble they will tend to be concentrated
in the upper part of the vein rock, which may be sreatly enriched
in this way. Pyritic veins are changed to rusty-looking masses,
" gossans,' owing to the oxidation of the iron at the surface. Though
instances are known of veins which come to an end when followed
downwards, it seems probable that the majority of veins descend
to great depths, and there is little reason to believe that theyliecome
less rich in the heavy metals. (J. S. F.)

VEIT, PHIUPP (x793-x877)> German painter, one of the

leaders of the German romantic school, was bom in Berlin.

Having received his first art education in Dresden and Vienna,

he was strongly influenced by, and joined the group of, the

Nazarencs in Rome, where he worked for some years before

taking up his abode in Frankfort. In this city, where his

most important works are preserved at the Staedel Institute,

he was active from 1830 to 1843, as director of the art collections

and as professor of painting. From 1853 to his death in 1877
he held the post of director of the municipal gallery at Mayence.
Like his fellow-Nazarenes he was more draughtsman than painter,

and though his sense of colour was stronger than that of Over-
beck or Cornelius, his works are generally more of the naturt

of coloured cartoons than of paintings in the modem sense.

His principal work is the large fresco of "The Introduction of

Christianity into Germany by St Boniface," at the Suedel
Institute in Frankfort. In the cathedral of that city is his

"Assumption," whilst the Berlin National Galleiy has his

painting of " The Two Marys at the Sepulchre." To Veil is

due the credit of having been the first to revive the almost

forgotten technique of fresco painting.

See Kunst, Kunstler mid Kunstwerke, by Valentin Veit.

VEITCH, JOHN (1829-1894). Scottish poet, philosopher,

and historian of the Scottish border, son of a Peninsular veteran,

was born at Peebles on the 3^th of October 1839, and educated

at Edinburgh University. He was assistant lecturer successively
la
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to Sir William Hamilton and A. Campbell Fraaer (1856-60).

In i860 he was appointed to the chair of logic, metaphysics
and rhetoric at St Andrews, and in 1864 to the corresponding

chairAt Glasgow. In philosophy an intuitionist , he dismissed the

idealist arguments with some abruptness, and thereby lost much
of the influence gained by the force of his personal character.

He died on the 3rd of September 1894. He will be remembered
chiefly for his work, on Border literature and antiquities.

He published translations of Descartes* Disc&urs de la mithode
(1850) and Miditationes (1SS2); an edition of Sir W. Hamilton's
liectures with memoir (1869. in collaboration with H. L. Mansel);
Twetd, and other Poems (1875); History and Poetry of the Scottish

Border (1877: ed. 1893); Institules of Lone (1885): Knowing and
Being (1889); Merlin (1889); Dualism and Monism (1895); Border
Essays (1896). Sec Memoir by his niece, Mary R. L. Bryce (1896).

VBJte DB LA FROMTniA, a town of southern Spain, in

the province of Cadiz, on the right bank of the river Barbate
and on the Cadiz-Tarifa railway. Pop. (1900) 11,298. Vej^r

de la Frontera occupies a low hill overlooking the Straits of

Gibraltar and surrounded by orchards and orange groves.

It contains several ancient churches and convents, and the

architecture of many of iu houses recalls the period of Moorish

rule, which lasted from 7x1 until the town was captured by St

Ferdinand of Castile in 1348. Agriculture and fruit-farming

are the chief industries; fighting bulls are also bred in the

neighbourhood.

VBLARIUM* the curtain or awning extended above the audi-

torium o( the Roman theatres and amphitheatres to protect

the spectators from sun and rain.

VBLAZQUEZ, DIEGO RODRIGUEZ DE SILVA T (1599-

1660), the head of the Spanish school of painting and one of

the greatest painters the world has known, was born in Seville

early in June 1599, the year in which Van Dyck also first saw
the light at Antwerp. His European fame is of comparatively

recent origin, dating from the first quarter of the 19th century.

Till then his pictures had lain immured in the palaces and
museum of Madrid; and from want of popular appreciation

they had to a large extent escaped the rapacity of the French
marshals during the Peninsular War. In 1828 Sir David
Wilkie* wrote from Madrid that he felt himself in the presence

of a new power in art as he looked at the works of Velazquez,

and at the same time found a wonderful affinity between this

master and the English school of portrait painters, being

specially reminded of the firm, square touch of Raebum. He
was struck by the sense of modernness of impression, of direct

contact with nature, and of vital force which pervaded all the

work of Velazquez, in landscape as well as in portraiture. Time
and criticism have now fully established his reputation as

one of the most consummate of painters, and accordingly

Ruskin says of him that " everything Velazquez does may be
taken as absolutely right by the student." At the present day
bis marvellous techm'que and strong individuality have given

him a power in European art such as is exercised by no other

of the old masters. Although acquainted with all the Italian

schools, and the friend of the foremost painters of his day,

he was strong enough to withstand every external influence

and to work out for himself the development of his own nature

and hisown principles of art. A realist of the realists, he painted

only what he saw; consequently his imagination seems limited.

His religious conceptions are of the earth earthy, although

some of his works, such' as the " Crucifixion " and the " Christ

at the Column," are characterized by an intensity of pathos in

which he ranks second to no painter. His men and women
seen) to breathe, his horses are full of action and his dogs of

life, so quick and close is his grasp of his subject. England was
the first nation to recognize his extraordinary merit, and it

owns by far the largest share of his works outside of Spain.'

;
* See Cunningham's Life, vol. ii.

' Of the 274 works attnbuted to Velazquez by Mr Curtis, 121 are in
the United Kingdom, while France has but 13, Austria-Huncary 12,

Rutsk; 7, and Germany about the same number. Beructe, who only
allows 90 known pictures to be genuine works of Velazquez, allots

14 to the United Kingdom, which number still considerably exceeds
that of any other country save Spain.

But Velazquez can only be seen m all his power in the gaUeiy
of the Prado at Madrid, where over sixty of his works are pre-

served, including historical, mythotogical and religiotts subjects,

as well as landscapes and portraits. It is hardly creditable

to the patriotism of Seville, his native town,. that no example of

his work is to be seen in the gallery of that city. Seville was
then in the height of its prosperity, " the peari of Spain."

carrying on a great trade with the New World, and was also a
vigorous centre of literature and art. For more than a hundred
years it had fostered a. luitive school of painting which ranked
high in the Peninsula, and it reckoned among its dtizcns many
whose names are prominent in Spanish literature.

Velazquez was the son of Rodriguez de Silva, a lawyer in

Seville, descended from a noble Portuguese family, and was
baptized on the 6th of June 1599. Folk>wing a common
Spanish usage, he is known by his mother's name Velazquez.

There has been considerable diversity of opinion as to his full

name, but he was known to his contemporaries as Diego de Silva

Velazquez, and signed his name thus. He was educated,
says Palomino, by his parents in the fear of God. and was io>
tended for a learned profession, for which be received a good
training In languages and philosophy. But the bent of the boy
was towards art, and he was placed under the elder Herrera^

a vigorous painter who disregarded the Italian influence of the
early Seville school. From bis works in Seville we can see that

Herrera was a bold and effective painter; but he was at the
same time a man of unruly temper, and his pupils could seldom
stay long with him. Velazquez remained but one year—tong
enough, however, to influence his life. It was probably from
Herrera that he learned to use long brushes, or, as J. E. Hodgson,
R.A., suggested, brushes with long bristles, by means of which
his colours seem to be floated on the canvas by a Ught, fluent

touch, the envy and despair of his successors. From Hcrren's
studio Velazquez betook himself to a very different master, the

learned and pedantic Pacheco, the author of a heavy bock
on painting, and, as we see by his works at Madrid, a diill,

commonplace painter, though at tiroes he could rise to a rare

freedom of handling and to a simple, direct realism ihsit is in

direct contradiction to the cult of Raphael preached by him in

his writing. A portrait by Pacheco, owned by Sir Frederick
Cook, which shows this master's full power, was exhibited at

Burlington House in 1907. In Pacheco's school Velazquez
remained for five years, studying proportion and perspecti\-t,

and seeing all that was best in the literary and artistic drdes
of Seville. Here also he fell in love with his master's daughter
Juana, whom he married in x6i8 with the hearty approval
of Pacheco, who praises his hand and heart, claiming at the

same time all the credit of having been his master. The young
painter set himself to copy the commonest things about him

—

earthenware jars of the country people, birds, fish, fruit and
flowers of the market-place. To paint well and thoroughly
what he saw, to model with his brush, and to colour under the

influence of light and shade were for him the vital purpose,
the first lesson, in his art. It was with deliberate purpose that
Velazquez painted these bodegones (tavern-pieces), as they were
called; for we are told that he said he would rather be the first

painter of common things than the second in higher art. Carry-
ing out this idea still further, VeUuquez felt that to master
the subtlety of the human face he must make this a special

study, and he accordingly engaged a peasant lad to be his

servant and model, making innumerable studies in charcoal
and chalk, and catching his every expression. We see this

model, probably, in the laughing boy of the Hermitage " Break-
fast," or in the youngest of the " Musicians " acquired for the
Berlin Museum in 1906. In such work as this, and in his studies
by the wayside, Velazquez laid the foundation of hb subsequent
mastery of expression, of penetration into character, and ol

rendering the life of his sitter to the quick. He saw the world
around him teeming with life and objects interesting to the
painter, and he set himself to render these. His manner is

as national as that of Cervantes. He lived and died racy of
the soil. The position and repuUtion of Velazques \
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assured at Seville. There his wife bore him two daughters

—

all his family so far as is known. The younger died in infancy,

while the elder, Francisca, in due time married Bautista del

Mazo, a painter, whose large family is that which is represented

in the important picture in Vienna which was at one time

called the " Family of Velaaquez." This picture is now by
common consent given to Mazo. In the gallery at Madrid
there is a portrait of Juana, his wife, holding a drawing-tablet

on her knee. There was formerly in the possession of Lord

Dudley another portrait of his wife by Velazquez, painted,

perhaps, in the first year of their happy marriage. Of this

early Seville manner we have an exceUent example in " El

Aguador" (the Water-Carrier) at Apsley House (London).

Firm almost to hardness, it displays close study of nature.

One can see in it the youthful struggle to portray the effects

of light stealing here and there over the prominent features of

the face, groping after the effects which the painterwas to master

later on. The brushwork is bold and broad, and the outlines

firmly marked. As is usual with Velazquez at this time, the

harmony of colours is red, brown and yellow, reminding one of

Ribera. For sacred subjects we may turn to the " Adoration

of the Magi " at Madrid, dated 1619, and the *' Christ and the

Pilgrims of Emmaus " in the collection of Don Manuel de Soto

in Zurich, in both of which we have excellent examples of his

realism. In the '* St John in the Desert " we again find bis

peasant boy transformed into the saint.

But Velazquez was now eager to see more of the world.

Madrid, with its fine Titians, held out strong inducements.

Accordingly, in 1622, fortified with letters of introduction to

Fonseca, who held a good position at court, he spent some
months there, accompanied only by his servant. Here he

painted the portrait of the poet Gongora, a commission from

Pacheco, but the picture known by that name in the gallery

at Madrid cannot with certainty be identified as Velazquez's

portrait; it is more probably by Zurbaran. The imprcssiod

which Velazquez made in the capital must have been very

strong, for in the following year he was summoned to return by
Olivares, the all-powerful minister of Philip IV., fifty ducats

being allowed to defray his expenses. On this occasion he was
accompanied by his father-in-law. Next year (1624) he received

from the king three hundred ducats to pay the cost of the

removal of his family to Madrid, which became his home for

the remainder of his life. Weak and worthless as a king, Philip

had inherited the art-loving propensities of his race, and was

proud to be considered a poet and a painter. It is one of the

best features of his character that he remained for a period of

thirty-six years the faithful and attached friend of Velazquez,

whose merit he soon recognized, declaring that no other painter

should ever paint his portrait. By his equestrian portrait of the

king, painted in 1623, Velazquez secured admission to the royal

service with a salary of twenty ducats per month, besides medical

attendance, lodgings and payment for the pictures he might

paint. The portrait was exhibited on the steps of San Felipe, and

was received with enthusiasm, being vaunted by poets, among
them Pacheco. It has unfortunately disappeared, having prob-

ably perished in one of the numerous fires which occurred in the

royal palaces. The Prado. however, has two portraits of the king

(Nos. 1070 and to7i)in which the harshness of the Seville period

has disappeared and the tones are more delicate. The modelling

is firm, recalling that of Antonio Mor, the Dutch portrait painter

of Philip H., who exercised a considerable inSuence on the

Spanish school. In the same year the prince of Wales (after-

wards Charles L) arrived at the court of Spain. We are told

that he sat to Velazquez, but the picture has disappeared.'

In 1628 Rubens visited Madrid on a diplomatic mission for

nine months, and Velazquez was appointed by the king to be

his guide among the art treasures of Spain. Rubens was then

* In 1847 Mr John Snare of Reading exhibited a picture which
had come from the sale of Lord Fife in 1809. and which ne maintained
to be the bng-lost work. This led to much controversy; but the
claim was rejected by experts, and the picture h said to be now in

America.

at the hdght of his fame, and had undertaken as a commission
from Olivares the large pictures which now adorn the great

hall in Grosvenor House (London). These months might have
been a new tunung-point in the career of a weaker man than
Velazquez, for Rubens added to his brilliant style as a painter

the manner of a fascinating courtier. Rubens had a high opinion

of the talent of Velazquez, as is attested by Fuensalida, but he
effected no change in the style of the strong Spaniard. He im-
pressed him, however, with the desire to see Italy and the works
of her mighty painters. In 1627 the king had given for competi-

tion among the painters of Spain the subjca of the Expulsion of

the Moors. Velazquez bore off the palm; but his picture was
destroyed in a fire at the palace in 1734. Palomino, however,
describes it. Philip III. points with his baton to a crowd of

men and women driven off under charge of soldiers, while Spain,

a majestic female, ^ts looking calmly on. The triumph of

Velazquex was rewarded by his being appointed gentleman
usher. To this was shortly afterwards added a daily allowance

of twelve reals, the same amount as was allowed to the court

barbers, and ninety ducats a year for dress, which was also paid

to the dwarfs, buffoons and players about the king's person—
truly a curious estimate of talent at the court of Spain. As an
extra payment he received (though it was not paid for five

years) one hundred ducats for the picture of Bacchus, painted

in 1629 (No. 1058 of the Madrid gallery). The spirit and aim
of this work are better understood from its Spanish name, " Los
Borrachos " or " Los Bebedores " (the Topers), who are paying
mock homage to a half-naked ivy-crowned young man seated on
a wine barrel. It is like a story by Cervantes^and is brimful

of jovial humour. One can easily see in this picture of national

manners how Velazquez had reaped the benefit of his close study
of peasant life. The painting is firm and solid, and the light

and shade are more deftly handled than in former works. Al-

together, this production may be taken as the most advanced
example of the first style of Velazquez. It is usual to divide

his artistic career by his two visits to Italy, his second style

following the first visit and his third the second. Roughly
speaking, this somewhat arbitrary division may be accepted,

though it will not always apply, for, as is usual in the case of

many great painters, his styles at times overlap each other.

Velazquez rarely signed his pictures, and the royal archives give

the dates of only his more important works. Internal evidence

and history, as regards his portraits, supply to a certain extent

the rest.

In 1629 Philip gave Velazquez permission to carry out his

desire of visiting Italy, without loss of salary, making him besides

a present of four hundred ducats, to which Olivares added two
hundred. He sailed from Barcelona in August in thecompany of

the marquis de Spinola, the conqueror of Breda, then on his way
to take command of the Spanish troops at Milan. It was during

this voyage that Velazquez must have heard the details of the

surrender of Breda from the lips of the victor, and he must have
sketched his fine head, known to us also by the portrait by Van
Dyck. But the great picture was not painted till many yean
later, for Spinola had fallen into disfavour at court. In Venice

Velazquez made copies of the " Crucifixion " and the "Last
Supper " of Tintoretto, which he sent to the king, and in Rome
he copied Michelangelo and Raphael, lodging in the Villa Medici

till fever compelled him to remove into the city. Here he painted

the" Forgeof Vulcan " (Ho. 1059 of the Madrid gallery), in which

Apollo narrates to the astonished Vulcan, a village blacksmith,

the news of the infidelity of Venus, while four Cyclops listen to

the scandal. Themythological treatment is similar to that of the
" Bacchus ": it is realistic and Spanish to the last degree, giving

a picture of the interior of an Andalusian smithy, with ApoUo
thrown in to make the story tell. The conception is common-
place, yet the impression it produces u undoubted from the

vividness of the representation and the power q| expression.

The modelling of the half-naked figures is excellent. Altogether

this picture is much superior to the other work painted at the

same time, "Joseph's Coat," which now hangs in the Escorial.

Both these works are evidently painted from the same models.
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In looking at these tvro ptctures the spectator is especially struck

by the fact that they betray no trace of the influence of the

Italians. Velazquez remained true to himself. At Rome he

also painted the two beautiful landscapes of the gardens of the

Villa Medici, now in the Madrid museum (1106 and 1107), full

of sparkle and charm. Landscape as an expression of art never

had attraction for the Spaniards; but Velazquez here shows how
great a master he was in this branch. The silvery views of

Aranjues, which at one time passed under his name, are now
considered to be the work of his pupil Mazo. After a visit to

Naples in 1631, where he worked with his countryman Ribera,

and painted a charming portrait of the Infanta Maria, sister of

Philip, Velazquez returned early in the year to Madrid.

He then painted the first of many portraits of the young
prince, Don Baltasar Cark>s, the heir to the throne, dignified

and lordly even in his childhood, caracoling in the dress of a
field-marshal on his prancing steed. The Wallace collection

includes an example which is probably a copy by Mazo; but

the finest in the United Kingdom -is the well-known picture at

Grosvenor House, a masterly example of the second manner of

Velazquez. The colour is warm and bright, the workmanship

solid and fused Uke enamel, while light and air pervade every

comer. The scene is in the riding-school of the palace, the king

and queen looking on from a balcony, while Olivares is in attend-

ance as master of the horse to the prince. Don Balusar died in

1646 at the age of seventeen, so that judged by his age this

picture must have been painted about 1641, two years before

the fall of Oh'vares. This powerful minister was the early and
constant patron of the painter. His impassive, saturnine face

is familiar to us from the many portraits painted by Velazquez,

a face which, like his royal master's, seems never to have known
a smile, and in which are written pride and disdain. Two are of

surpassing excellence—the full-length formerly in the Holford

collection (exhibited at Buriington House in 1S87), stately and
dignified, in which he wears the green cross of Alcantara and
holds a wand, the badge of his office as master of the horse; the

other the great equestrian portrait of the Madrid gallery (No.

1069), in which he is flatteringly represented as a field-maishal

in all his pomp during an action. It is difficult to overpraise

the excellence of this work, either as regards its dramatic power

or its masterly execution. In these portraits Velazquez has

well repaid the debt of gratitude which he owed to his first

patron, whom he stood by in his fall, thus exposing himself to

the risk—and it was not a Kght one—of incurring the anger of

the jealous Philip. The king, however, showed no sign of malice

towards his favoured painter. Faithful in few things, Philip

kept true to Velazquez, whom he visited daily in his studio in

the palace, and to whom he stood in many attitudes and cos-

tumes, as a huntsman with his dogs, as a warrior in command of

his troops, and even on his knees at prayer, wearing ever the

same dull uninterested look. His pale face and kick-lustre

eye, his fair flowing hair and moustaches curled up to his eyes,

and his heavy projecting Austrian under-lip are known in many
a portrait and nowhere more supremely than in the wonderful

canvas of the London National Gallery (No. 745), where he seems

to live and breathe. Few portraits in the whole range of art will

compare with this work, in which the consummate handling

of Velazquez is seen at its best, for it is in his late and most per-

fect manner.* From one of the equestrian portraits of the king,

painted in 1638, the sculptor Montaftes modelled a statue

which was cast in bronze by the Florentine sculptor Tacca, and

which now stands in th? Plaza del Oriente at Madrid, " a solid

Velazquez," as it has been well named by Ford. This portrait

exists no more; but there is no lack of othen, for Velazquez

* In this and in all his portraits Philip wears the golilla, a stiff linen

collar projecting at right angles from the neck. It was invented

by the king, who wasw proud of it that he celebrated it by a fesiival,

followed by a procession to church to thank God for the blessing

(Madame D'Aulnoy, Voyaf^e d'Espagne). The golilla was thus the

height of fashion and appears in most of the male jiortraits of the
period. In regard to the wonderful structure of Philip's moustaches.
It it said that, to pre«er\-e their form, they were encased during the
night in perfumed leather co\Tnt called bigoUras.

was in constant and close attendance on Philip, accompanying
him in his journeys to Aragon in 1642 and 1644, and was doubt-

less present with him when he entered Lerida as a conqueror.

It was then that he painted the great equestrian portrait

(No. 1066 of the Madrid gallery) in which the king is represented

as a great commander leading his troops—a r61e which Philip

never played except in a theatrical pageant. All is full of ani-

mation except the stolid face of the king. It hangs as a pendant
to the great Olivares portrait— fit rivals of the neighbouring
Charles V. by Titian, which doubtless fired Velazquez to excel

himself, and both remarkable for their silvery tone and their

feeling of open air and harmony combined with brilliancy. The
light plays on the armour and scarf thrown to the wind, showing
how completely Velazquez had mastered the effects he strove

to reach in his early days. Of these two great works the

V/allace collection includes small but excellent copies.

But, besides the forty portraits of Philip by Velazquez, or
attributed to him, we have portraits of other members of the

royal family, of Philip's first wife, Isabella of Bourbon, and her
children, especially of her eldest son, Don Baltasar Cark>s, of

whom, besides those already mentioned, there is a beautiful fuU-

len^th in a private room at Buckingham Palace. Cavaliers,

soloiera, churchmen and poets of the court, as for example the

Qucvedo at Apsley House (shown in Burlington House in 1SS7),

sat to the painter and, even if forgotten by history, will live on
his canvas. The Admiral Pulido Pareja from Lord Radnor's
collection, now at the National Gallery, is said to have been taken
by Philip for the living man; nevertheless, A. de Beruete is

emphatic in denying Velazquez's authorship of this picture,

which he attributes to Mazo. It has been remarked that the
Spaniards have always been chary of committing to canvas
the portraits of their beautiful women. Queens and infantas

may be painted and exhibited, but ladies rarely. One wonders
who the beautiful woman can be that adorns the Wallace collec-

tion, the splendid brunette so unlike the usual fair-haired female
sitters to Velazquez. She belongs to this period of his work,
to the ripeness of his middle period. Instinct with life, her

bosom seems to heave and the blood to pulsate through her

veins. The touch is firm but free, showing the easy strength

of the great master. Rarely has flesh been painted with such

a glow, yet with such reserve. This picture is one of the

ornaments of the Wallace collection. But, if we have few ladies

of the court of Philip, we have in great plenty his buffoons and
dwarfs. Even these deformed or half-witted creatures attract

our sympathy as we look at their portraits by Velazquez, who,
true to his nature, treats them gently and kindly, as in " £1

Primo " (the Favourite), whose intelligent face and huge folio

with ink-bottle and pen by his side show him to be a wiser and
better-educated man than many of the gallants of the court.
" El Bobo dc Coria," " £1 Nifio de Vallecas" and " PabUUos.'* a

buffoon evidently acting a part, all belong to this middle period.

From these commissioned portraits of the menials of the court

it is pleasant to turn to one of the greatest of historical works, the
" Surrender of Breda," often known as " Las Lanzas," from the

serried rank of lances breaking the sky, which is believed to

have been painted about 1647. It represents the n>oment when
the vanquished Justin of Nassau in front of his Dutch litwps is

submissively bending as he oners to his conqueror Spinola the

keys of the town, which, with courteous grace, the victor refuses

to accept, as he lays his hand gently on the shoulder of his de-

feated foe. Behind Spinola stand the Spanish troops bearing

their lances aloft, whUe beyond is a long stretch ol the Low
Country, dotted with fortifications and giving the impression

of vast space and distance. The picture is full of light and air,

and is perhaps the finest example of the silvery bluish style of

Velazquez. In conception it is as fine as in execution, and one
looks in vain for a trace of " the malicious pencil " which Sir

William Stirling-Maxwell discerned in the treatment of Justin

and his gallant Dutchmen.
The greatest of the religious paintings by Velazquez belongs

also to this middle period, the " Christ on the Cross " (Madrid
gallery. No. 1055). Palomino says it was painted in 16^8 fox
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the convent of San Placido. It is a vnirk of tremendous power

and of great originality, the moment chosen being that immedi-

ately after death. The Saviour's head hangs on his breast and
a mass of dark tangled hair conceals part of the face. The
beautiful form is projected against a black and hopeless sky from

which light has been blotted out. The figure stands absolutely

alone, without any accessory. The skull and serpent described

by Sir William Stirling-Maxwell were added by some pious

bungler at a much later date. The picture %as lengthened to

suit its place in an oratory; but this addition has since been

removed. To the same period belongs the great " Boar Hunt

"

at the National Gallery, a magnificent work in spite of some
restorations. The smaller " Boar Hunt " in the Wallace col-

lection is from the brush of Mazo; and the " Conversation, a
Group of Thirteen Persons," at the Louvre, a picture which in

conception has much in common with these hunting scenes,

probably owes its origin to the same artist. A. de Beniete

emphatically denies Velazquez's authorship of this much be-

lauded picture, which he describes as a " mediocre imitation,

probably by Mazo."
Velazquez's son-in-law Mazo had succeeded him as usher

in 1634, and he himself had received steady promotion in the

royal household, receiving a pension of 500 ducats in 1640, in-

creased to 700 in 1648, for portraits painted and to be painted,

and being appointed inspector of works in the palace in 1647.

Philip now entrusted him with the carrying out of a design on
which he had long set his heart, the founding of an academy of

art in Spain. Rich in pictures, Spain was weak in statuary,

and Velazquez was commissioned to proceed to Italy to make
purchases. Accompanied by his faithful slave Parcja, whom he

taught to be a good painter, he sailed from Malaga in 1649, land-

ing at Genoa, and proceeding thence by Milan to Venice, buying

Titians, Tintorettos and Veroneses as he went. A curious

conversation which he is said to have had with Salvator Rosa
is reported by Boschini,^ in which the Spaniard with perfect

frankness confesses his want of appreciation of Raphael and his

admiration of Titian, "first of all Italian men." It seems a

possible story, for Velazquez bought according to his likings and
painted in the spirit of his own ideals. At Modena he was re-

ceived with much favour by the duke, and doubtless here he

painted the portrait of the duke at the Modena gallery and
two splendid portraits which now adorn the Dresden gallery,

for these pictures came from the Modena sale of 1746. They
presage the advent of the painter's third and btest manner, a

noble example of which is the great portrait of Innocent X. in

the Doria palace at Rome, to which city Velazquez now pro-

ceeded. There he was received with marked favour by the

pope, who presented him with a medal and gold chain. Of this

portrait, thought by Sir Joshua Reynolds to be the finest picture

in Rome, Palomino says that Velazquez took a copy to Spain.

There exist several in different galleries, some of them possibly

studies for the original or replicas painted for Philip. One of

the most remarkable is that in Apsley House, exhibited in

Burlington House in 1887. The modelling of the stern impassive

face comes near to perfection, so delicate are the gradations in

the full light; all sharpness of outline has disappeared; and the

features seem moulded by the broad and masterly brushwork.

When closely examined, the work seems coarse, yet at the proper

distance it gives the very essence of living flesh. The handling

is rapid but unerring. Velazquez had now reached the mantra
ahrenada^ as the Spaniards call this bolder style. This is but

another way of saying that his early and. laborious studies and
his close observation of nature had given to him in due time, as

to all great painters, the power of representing what he saw
by simpler means and with more absolute truth. At Rome he

painted also a portrait of his servant Parcja, probably the picture

of Lord Radnor's collection, which procured his election into

the academy of St Luke. Philip was now wearying for his re-

turn; accordingly, after a visit to Naples, where he saw his old

friend Ribera, he returned to Spain by Barcelona in 1651. taking

with him many pictures and joo pieces of statuary, which he
> See Stirling-Maxwell's Vdczquex end kis Works^ p. 161.

afterwards arranged and catalogued for the king. Undraped
sculpture was, however, abhorrent to the Spanish Church, and
after Philip's death these works gradually disappeared.

Isabella of Bourbon had died in 1644, and the king had
married Mariana of Austria, whom Velazquez now painted in

many attitudes. He was specially chosen by the king to fill

the high office of " aposentador major," which imposed on him
the duty of kwking after the quarters occupied by the court
whether at home or in their journeys—a responsible function,

which was no sinecure and interfered with the exercise of his

art. Yet far trofn indicating any decline, his works of this

period are amongst the highest examples of his style. The
dwarf " Don Antonio el Ingl£s " (the Englishman) with his

dog, "Aesop," "Menippus" and "the Sculptor Montafies,"

all in the Madrid gallery, show his surest and freest manner. To
these may be added the charming portraits of the royal children

in the Louvre and Vienna, among the choicest of his works. It

is one of these infantas, Margarita Maria, the eldest daughter
of the new queen, that is the subject of the well-known picture
" Las Menifias " (the Maids of Honour), 1062, in the Madrid
gallery, painted in 1656, where the little lady holds court,

surrounded by her ladies-in-waiting, her dwarfs and her mastiff,

while Velazquez is seen standing at his easel, lliis is the finest

portrait we have of the great painter. It is a face cf much
dignity, power and sweetness—like his life, equable and serene,

unrufided by care. " Las Menifias " was the picture of which
Luca Giordano said that it was the " theology of painting,"

another way of expressing the opinion of Sir Thomas Lawrence,
that this work is the philosophy of art, so true is it in rendering

the desired effect. Tlie result is there, one knows not by what
means, as if by a first intention without labour, absolutely

right. The story is told that the king painted the red cross

of Santiago on the breast of the painter, as it appears to-day
on the canvas. Vebzquez did not, however, receive the honour
till 1659, three years after the execution of this work. Even
the poweriul king of Spain could not make his favourite a
belted knight without a commission to inquire into the purity

of his lineage on both sides of the house. The records of this

commission have been found among the archives of the order

of Santiago by M. Villaamil. Fortunately the pedigree could

bear scrutiny, as for generations the family was found free

from all taint of heresy, from all trace of Jewish or Moorish
blood and from contamination by trade or commerce. The
difficulty connected with the fact that he was a fn inter was got

over by bis being painter to the king and by the declaration that

he did not sell his pictures. But for this royal appointment,
which enabled him to escape the censorship of the Inquisition,

we should never have had his splendid " Venus and Cupid,"
formerly belonging to Mr Morritt of Rokeby Hall and bought
by the National Art Collections Fund for £45,000 for the

National Gallery in 1905. It is painted in his latest manner
and is worthy of comparison with Titian.* There were in truth

but two patrons of art in Spain—the church and the art-loving

king and court. Murillo was the artist favoured by the church,

while Velazquez was patronized by the crown. One difference,

however, deserves to be noted. Murillo, who toiled for a rich

and powerful church, left scarcely sufficient means to pay for

his burial, while Velazquez lived and died in the enjoyment of

good salaries and pensions. Yet on occasions Philip gave
commbsions for religious pictures to Velazquez—among
others, and belonging to this later period, the " Coronation of

the Virgin " (Madrid, 1056), splendid in colour^-a harmony of

red, blue and grey—but deficient in religious feeling and
dignity. It was painted for the oratory of the queen, doubtless

Mariana, in the palace at Madrid. Another royal commission
for the hermitage of Buen Retiro was the " St Anthony the

Abbot and St Paul the Hermit," painted in 1659, the landscape

*Some uncertainties in the proprietorial history of this picture
have led to considerable discussion concerning its authenticity.
But the sugKcstion that Mazo's signature could be detected on it was
repudiated by an expert committee in 1910 who carefully examined
the painting.
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of which excited the warm admintion of Sir David' Wilkie

(No. 1057 in the Prado). The last of his works which we shadl

name is " Las Hilanderas " or the Spinners (Madrid, xo6i),

painted about 1656, representing the interior of the royal

tapestry works. The subject is nothing, the treatment every-

thing. It is full of light, air and movement, ^lendid in colour

and marvellous in handling. This picture, Raphael Mengs
said, seemed to have been painted not by the hand but by the

pure force of will. We see in it the full ripeness of the power
of Velaxquez, a concentration of all the art-knowledge he had
gathered during his long artistic career of more than forty

years. In no picture is he greater as a colourist. The scheme

is 9imple—a harmony of red, bluish-green, grey and black,

which are varied and blended with consummate sldlL

In 1660 a treaty of peace between France and Spain was to

be consummated by the marriage of the infanta Maria Theresa

with Louis XIV., and the ceremony was to take pUce in the

Island of Pheasants, a small swampy island in the Bidassoa.

Velazquez was charged with the decoration of the Spanish

pavilion and with the whole scenic display. In the midst of

the grandees of the first two courts in Christendom Velazquez

attracted much attention by the nobility of his bearing and the

splendour of his costume. On the 26lh of June he returned to

Madrid, and on the 3 ist of July he was stricken with fever. Feel-

ing bis end approaching, he signed his will, appointing as his

sole executors his wife and his firm friend Fuensalida, keeper

of the royal records. He died on the 6th of August 1660,

passing away in the full possession of his great powers, and
leaving no work behind him to show a trace of decay. He
was buried in the Fuensalida vault of the church of San Juan,
and within eight days his wife Juana was laid beside him.

Unfortunately this church was destroyed by the French in

181 1, so that his place of interment is now unknown. There
was much difficulty in adjusting the tangled accounts out-

standing between Velazquez and the treasury, and it was not

till 1666, after the death of Philip, that they were finally settled.

VeUzquez can hardly be said to have formed a school of

painting. Apart from the circumstance that his occupations

at court would have prevented this, his genius was too personal

for transmission by teaching. Yet his influence on those

immediately connected with him was considerable. In 1642

he befriended young Murillo on his arrival in Madrid, received

him into his house, and directed his studies for three years.

His son-in-law Mazo painted in his manner, and doubtless

many pictures by Mazo are attributed to the master. Carrefto,

though never a pupil, was a favourite and had the good sense

to appreciate him and imitate him. His faithful slave Pareja

studied his methods and produced work which by the favour of

Velazquez procured his manumission from Philip. But the

appreciation of the fine talent of Velazquez passed away
quickly in Spain, as that country began to fall to pieces.

In addition to the standard works b\' Pjlomino^ (^^'74^ C«in
Bermudcz (1800) and Pacheco (1640)^ i^^ the biographical
notice by Don Pedro de Madrazo in his Cotaippo del Muxo dd i'f>ido

(1872); Velazquez and his Works (1855^ and AftnaSt of Arfi'-s- of
Spain (1848), by W. Stirling (afterwardV 5ir W. SlirlhE-Ma^. 11);

Ford's Handbook to Spain (1855) and hh a.n\de in the /rc'tiA
Cyclopaedia; Velazquez and Murillo, by Charles B. Curtis (J^.^O;
the works of VV. Burger (T. Thori)^ Gtick, d, hfakfiL by
Woltmann and Wocrmann; Sir Edmund Head's HandbiK'^: of
' ----- - - -- - ^

^^, ,,^ ^Spanish Painting (1848); Works of Velizfjnm (prints), by
Reid (1872); Ga«. a. Beaux Arts, art. " \ lirnLiPJE." by Paul t * fort

(second period, 1879-82); Carl Justi, Dugo Velasquea u. Jiin

Jahrhundert (2 vols., Bonn, 1888); The Life of Velazquez, by Sir
Walter Armstrong (London, 1896); Velazquez, by R. A. M. Steven-
son (London, 1 899) ; Velazquez outside the Prado Museum, by Don
Manuel Mesonero Romanos (Madrid, 1899); The Life and Works
of Don Diego Velazquez, by Don Jacinto C)ctavio Picon (Madrid,
1899); Days with Velazquez, by C. Lewis Hind (London, 1906);
and, finally, Don A. de Bcruete's standard work on the subject,
Velazquez (London, 1906), which contains reproductions of all the
master's paintings of which the author admits the authenticity.

(J. F. W.;P.G. K.)

VBLBIA, an ancient town of Aemilia, Italy, situated about
20 m. S. of Placentia. It is mentioned by Pliny among the
towns of the eighth region, though the Veleiates were Ligurians

by race. Its inhabitants were in the census of Vespasian
found to be remarkable for their longevity. Nothing further

was known of it until 1747, when some ploughmen found the
famous Tabula alimentariat now in the museum at Parma.
This, the largest inscribed bronze tablet of antiquity (4 ft. 6 in.

by 9 ft. 6 in.) contains the list of estates in the territories of

Veleia, libama, Placentia, Parma and Luca, in which Trajan
had assigned before xoa b.c 72,000 sesterces (£720) and then

1,044,000 sesterces (£10,440), on a mortgage bond to forty-six

estates, the total value of which was redtoned at over

13,000,000 sesterces (£130,000), the interest on which at s%
was to serve for the support of 266 boys and 36 girls, the former
receiving i^ the latter X2 sesterces a month. See Liptrcs

Baebiani for a similar inscription. Excavations were begim
on the site in 1760, and were at first successfid; the forum and
basilica, the thermae and the amphitheatre, private houses, &c.,

with many statues, (twelve of marble from the basilica, and a
fine bronze head of Hadrian) and inscriptions were discovered.

Pre-Roman cremation tombs have also been found, with objects

of bronze and iron of no great value. But later excavations
which were carried on at intervals up to 1876 have given less

fruitful results. The oldest dated monument is a bronze ublet
with a portion of the text of the Lex Rubria of 49 B.C. which
dealt with the administration of justice in Cisalpine Gaul in

connexion with the extension to it of the privileges of the

Roman franchise, the latest an inscription of a.d. 276. How
and when it was abandoned is uncertain: the previously pre-

valent view that it was destroyed by a landslip was proved to

be mistaken by the excavations of 1876. Most of the objects

found are in the museum at Parma.

See G. Antolini, Le Rtnine di VeUia (Milan, 1831) ; G. Mariotti
in Notitie degli Scavi (1877), 157; E. Bormann in Corpus Insertpt.
Latin (Berlin, 1888), xi. 204 sqq. (T. As.)

V^LEZ-IIALAOA, a town of southern Spain, in the province

of M&laga, finely situated in a fertile valley at the southern

base of the lofty Sierra de Alhama, and on the left bank of the

small river V^lez. x m. from iu mouth and 27 m. by road E.N.E.
of M&kga. Pop. (1900) 23,586. V61ez-M&laga formerly was a

place of considerable commercial importance, but its prosperity

has nmch declined; there is no railway, and the town sxiffercd

severely in the earthquakes of 1884 &nd the floods of 1907.

The vegetation of the neighbourhood is most luxuriant, includ-

ing the aloe, palm, sugar-cane, prickly pear, orange, vine, olive

and sweet potato. V61ez-M&laga was held by the Moors from

711 to 1487, when it was captured by Ferdinand of Castile.

Under Moorish rule the dtadel was built and the town beoime
an important trading station and fortress. Its harbour, the

V^lez estuary, affords good anchorage and is well sheltered.

VEUA (Gr. *TcXi7, later 'EX^a), an ancient town of Lucania,

Italy, on the hill now crowned by the medieval castle of

Castellammare della Bruca, 440 ft. above sea-level, on the

S.W. coast, 1} m. N.W. of the modem railway station of Asc6a,

25 m. S.E. of Paestum. Remains of the dty walls, with traces

of one gate and several towers, of a total length of over 3 m..

still exbt, and belong to three different periods, in all of which
the crystalline limestone of the locality is used. Bricks were
also employed in later times; their form is peculiar to this place,

each having two rectangular channels on one side, and being

about 15 in. square, with a thickness of nearly 4 in. They all

bear Greek brick-stamps. There are some remains of dstercs

on the site, and various other traces of buildings. The town
was mainly celebrated for the philosophers who bore its name
(see Eleatic School). About 530 b.c. the Phocaeans. driven

from Corsica, sdzed it from the Oenotrians. Its coins were

widely diffused in S. Italy, and it kept its independence even in

Roman times, and only became a municipium after the Sodal

War.
See W. Schlenning in Jakrbuck des K. Deutsche* Ank. tmstiin'^

(1889), iv. 169 sqq. (T. As.)

VELIUS LONOUS (2nd cent. aj5.), Latin grammarian during

the reign of Trajan (or Hadrian), author of an extant treatise

on Orthography (H. Keil, Crammatki Latimt vii.). He is
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mentioned by Macxobius {Satuntaliaj iii. 6, 6) and Servius

(on A€U. X. 24s) as a commentator on Virgil.

See M. Scbanz, Geschickte der rdmischen Litteralur, iv. i (1904) ;

Teuffel, HisL of Roman Literature (Eng. trans., 1900), 343, a.

VELLEIUS PATERCULUS. MARCUS (c. 19 b.c.~c. a.d. 31),

Roman historian. Although bis praenomen is given as Marcus
by Priscian, some modern scholars identify him with Gaius
Velleius Paterculus, whose name occurs in an inscription on a
north African milestone {C.I.L. viii. 10, 311). He belonged to

a distinguished Campanian family, and eariy entered the army.

He served as military tribune in Thrace, Macedonia, Greece

and the East, and in a.d. 2 was present at the interview on the

Euphrates between Gaius Caesar, grandson of Augustus, and
the Parthian king. Afterwards, as pracfect of cavaliy and
legatus, he served for eight years (from a.d. 4) in Germany
and Pannonia under Tiberius. For his services he was rewarded
with the quaestorship in 7, and, together with his brother,

with the praetorship in 15. He was stilJ alive in 30, for his-

tory contains many references to the consulship of M. Vinidus

in that year. It has been conjectured that he was put to death

in 31 as a friend of Sejanus, whose praises he celebrates in a
most fulsome manner.

He wrote a compendium of Roman history in two books
dedicated to M. Vinicius, from the dispersion of the Greeks
after the siege of Troy down to the death of Livia (a.d. 29).

The first book brings the history down to the destruction of

Carthage, 146 B.C.; portions of it are wanting, including the

beginning. The later history, especially the period from the

death of Caesar, 44 B.C., to the death of Augustus, a.d. 14, is

treated in much greater detail. Brief notices are given of

Greek and Roman literature, but it is strange that no mention
is made of Plautus, Horace and Propertius. The author is a
vain and shallow courtier, and destitute of real historical insight,

although generally trustworthy in his statements of individual

facts. He may be regarded as a courtly annalist rather than

an historian. His knowledge is superficial, his blunders

numerous, his chronology inconsistent. He labours at portrait-

painting, but his portraits are daubs. On Caesar, Augustus
and above all on his patron Tiberius, he lavishes praise or

flattery. The repetitions, redundancies, and slovenliness of

expression which disfigure the work may be partly due to the

haste with which (as the author frequently reminds us) it was
written. Some blemishes of style, particularly the clumsy and
involved structure of his sentences, may perhaps be ascribed to

insufficient literary training. The inflated rhetoric, the strain-

ing after effect by means of hyperbole, antithesis and epigram,

mark the degenerate taste of the Silver Age, of which Paterculus

is the earUest example. He purposed to write a fuller history

of the later period, which should include the civil war between
Caesar and Pompey and the wars of Tiberius; but there is no
evidence that he carried out this intention. His chief authori-

ties were Cato's Origines, the AnnaUsolQ. Hortensius, Pompeius
Trogus, Cornelius Nepos and Livy.

Velleius Paterculus was little known in antiouity^ He seems to
have been read by Lucan and imitated by Sulpictus Severus, but
he is mentioned only by the scholiast on Lucan, and once by Priscian.

The text of the work, preserved in a single badly written and
mutilated MS. (discovered by Beatus Rncnanus in 1515 in the abbey
of Murbach in Alsace and now lost), is veiv corrupt. Editio
princeps, 1520; early editions by the great scholars Justus Lipsius,

J. Gruter, N. Heinsius, P. Burmann; modem editions, Ruhnken
and Frotscher (1830-39), J. C. Orelll (1835), F. Kritz (1840.ed.min.
1848). F. Haase (1858), C. Halm (1876). R. Ellis (1898) (reviewed
by W. Warde Fowler in Classical Review, May 1899): on the sources
see F. Burmeister, " De Fontibus Vellei Paterculi," in Berliner
Studien fUr classische PhUelogie (1894), xv. English translation

by J. S. Watson in Bohn's Classical Library.

VBLLETRI (anc Velitrot), a town and episcopal see of the

province of Rome, Italy, at the south-east foot of the outer

ring wall of the Alban crater, 36 m. S.E. of Rome by rail,

1X55 ft. above sea-levd. Pop. (1901) 14,243 (town), 18,734
(commune). It is the seat of the bishop of Ostia, and has a
statue of Pope Clement VIII. Good wine is made in the fertile

vineyards of the district, and there is a government experimental

station for viticulture. Vclletri is the junction of the Terra-

cina line and a branch to Segni on the main line to Naples.

Vclletri has a fine view of the Volscian mountains and over
the Pomptine Marshes to the Circeian promontory. The town
contains a few objects of interest; at the highest point is the

prominent municipal palace, containing a few ancient inscrip-

tions, among them one rebting to a restoration of the amphi-
theatre under Valcnlinian and Valens. The internal facade
of the Palazzo Ginetti is finely decorated with stucco, and has
a ctuious detached baroque staircase by Martino Lunghi the

younger, which Burckhardt calls unique if only for the view
to which its arched colonnades serve as a frame. The lofty

campanile of S. Maria in Trivio, erected in 1353 in gratitude

for the liberation of the aty from a plague which devastated
it in 1348, is in the style of contemporary brick campanili in'

Rome, but built mainly of black selce, with white marble
columns at the windows. The cathedral (the see of the titular

bishop of Ostia) was reconstructed in 1660, but contains trace?

of the older structure. Of the ancient town nothing practically

remains above ground; scanty traces of the city walls have
been excavated (and covered again) near the railway station,

and the present walls are entirely medieval.

The ancient city of Velitrae was Volscian in Republican
times, and it is the only Volsdan town of which an inscription

in that language is preserved (4th centuiy B.C.). It mentions
the two principal magistrates as medix. It was, however, a
member of the Latin League in 499 B.C., fio that in origin it

may have been Latin and have fallen into Volscian hands
later. It was important as commanding the approach to the

valley between the Alban and Volscian mountains. In 494 it

was taken from the Volscians and became a Roman colony.

This was strengthened in 404, but in 393 Velitrae regained

its freedom and was Rome's strongest opponent; it was only
reduced in 338, when the freedom of Latium finally perished.

Its resistance was punished by the destruction of its walls and
the banishment of its town councillors to Etruria, while their

lands were handed over to Roman colonists. We hear little

or nothing of it subsequently except as the home of the getu

Octawit to which the Emperor Augustus belonged. The
neighbourhood contains some remains of villas, but not pro-
portionately very many; there are more on the side towards
Lanuvium (W.). The Via Appia passed considerably below the
town (some 5 m. away), which was reached by a branch road
from it, diverging at the post station of Subhinuvio. During
the whole of the middle ages it was subject to the papacy.

(T.As.)
VBLLORE. a town of British India, in the North Arcot

district of Madras, on the river Palar and the South Indian
railway, 87 m. W. of Madras city. Pop. (1901) 43,537- It

has a strongly built fortress, which was famous m the wars
of the Camatic. It dates traditionally from the X3th century,
but more probably only from the X7th. It is a fine example
of Indian military architecture, and contains a temple adorned
with admirable sculptures. In 1780 it withstood a siege for

two years by Hyder AH. After the fall of Seringapatam (1799)
Vellore was selected as the residence of the sons of Tippoo
Sahib, and to their intrigues has been a:ttributed the mutiny of

the sepoys here in 1806. An American mission manages a high
school, raised to the rank of a college in 1898; and the police

training school for the presidency is also situated here. Vellore

has a large grain trade, and flowers are cultivated in the vicinity.

VELVET, a silken textile fabric having a short dense piled

surface. In all probability the art of velvet-weaving originated

in the Far East; and it is not till about the beginning of the

X4th century that we find any mention of the textile. The
peculiar properties of velvet, the splendid yet softened depth
of dye-colour it exhibited, at once marked it out as a fit material

for ecclesiastical vestments, royal and state robes, and sump-
tuous hangings; and the most magnificent textures of medieval
times were Italian velvets. These were in many ways most
effectively treated for ornamentation, such as by varying the
colour of the pile, by producing pile of different lengths (pile
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upon pile, or double pile), and by brocading with plain silk,

with uncut pile or with a ground of gold tissue, &c. The
earliest sources of European artistic velvets were Lucca, Genoa,
Florence and Venice, and Genoa continues to send out rich

velvet textures. Somewhat later the art was taken up by
Flemish weavers, and in the 16th century Bruges attained a re-

putation for velvets not inferior to that of the great Italian cities.

VELVETEEN, a cotton cloth made in imiution of velvet.

The term is sometimes applied to a mixture of silk and cotton.

Some velveteens are a kind of fustian, having a rib of velvet

pile alternating with a plain depression. The velveteen trade

varies a good deal with the fashions that control the production

of velvet. Velveteens are commonly woven in sheeting looms,

and manufacturers are able to alternate the two kinds of goods
according to the demand.
VENAFRUM, an ancient town of Campania, Italy, close to

the boundaries of both Latium adjectum and Samnium. Its

site is occupied by the modem Venafro, a village with 4716
inhabitants (1901), on the railway from Isemla to Caianello,

15 m. S.W. of the former, 658 ft. above sea-level. Ancient

authors tell us but little about it, except that it was one of those

towns governed by a prefect sent yearly from Rome, and that

in the Social War it was taken by the allies by treachery.

Augustus founded a colony there and provided for the con-

struction of an aqueduct (cf. the long decree relating to it in

Corp. Inscr. Lat. x. No. 4842). It seems to have been a place of

some importance. Its olive oil was the best in Italy, and Cato
mentions its brickworks and iron manufactures. The original

line of the Via Latina probably ran through Vcnafrum, making
a detour, which the later road seems to have avoided (cf. Latina,

Via). Rufrae was probably dependent on it. Roads also ran

from Venafrum to Aesernia and to Telesia by way of AUifae.

Of ancient remains hardly anything is left—some traces of an

amphitheatre and fragments of polygonal walls only. (T. As.)

VENDACB, the name of a British freshwater fish of the genus

CoregonuSt of which two other species are indigenous in the

fresh waters of the British Islands, the gwyniad and the pollan.

The vendacc (C. vandesius) is restricted to some lochs in Dum-
friesshire, Scotland; it is, however, very similar to a species

(C. albula) which inhabits some of the large and deep lakes of

northern Europe. From its general resemblance to a dace the

French name of the latter, vattdoise, was transferred to it at the

period when French was the language of the court and aristo-

cracy of Scotland. So great is the local celebrity of the fish that

a story has been invented ascribing to Mary Queen of Scots the

merit of having introduced it into the Lochmaben lochs. It is

considered a great delicacy, and on favourable days when the

shoals rise to the surface, near the edges of the loch, great

numbers may be taken. It spawns in November. In length it

scarcely exceeds 8 in.

VENDl^E, a maritime department of western France, formed

in 1790 out of Bas-Poitou, and taking its name from an unim-

portant tributary of the Sdvre Niortaise. It is bounded by
Loire-InFSrieure and Maine-et-Loire on the N., by Deux-Sevres

on the E., by Charente-lnfericure on the S. and by the Atlantic

Ocean on the W. for 93 m. Pop. (1906) 442,777. Area, 2708

sq. m. The islands of Ycu (area, 8J sq. m.) and Noirmoutier

(q.v.) are included. The Sevre Nanlaise on the N.E. and the

S^vre Niortaise on the S., besides other streams of minor im-

portance, form natural boundaries. The department falls into

three divisions—woodland {Bocage), plain (Cdte) and marsh

{Marais).

The highest point (748 ft.) is situated in the woodland, which
occupies the ercater part of Vendue, on the waicr-parting between
the Loire and the rivers of the coast. This region, which, geo-

logically, is composed of granite, gneiss, mica-schist, schist and
lias, abounds in springs, and is fresh and verdant; the landscape
is characterized by open fields surrounded by trees, which supplied

ambushes and retreats to the Vendeans in the civil war at the end
of the i8th century. The marshes, raised above the sea-level

within historic times (four centuries ago), consist of two portions,

the Breton marsh in the north and the Poiievin marsh in the south;
the latter extends into the departments of Charente-lnf^rieure and
Deux-bdvres. The region includes productive salt marshes and

I
fertile cultivated areas anificially drained. Its area is constantly
being increased by the alluvium of the rivers and the secular ele\'a-
tion of the coast. The celebrated beds of sea-shells near St Michel
en I'Herm—2300 ft. long, 985 ft. broad and from 30 to 50 ft. deep—show 10 what extent the coast has risen. The plain of Vendee

(tributary of the Loire) and the Boulogne (a feeder of Lake Grandlieu
in Loire-lnfirieure), both draining into the basin of the Loire; and
by the Vie, the Lay (with the Von), and the Sivre Niortaise (with
the Autiie and the Vendue), which flow into the Atlantic. The
climate is that of theGirondine region, mildand damp, thetemperature
rarely rising above 77* or falling^ below 18* F.; 120 to 150 6»ys of
rain give an average annual ramfall of 25 in. The woodland b
colder than the plain, and the marsh is damp and unhealthy.
The department i> agriculturally prosperous. Wheat is the

most impo riant crop, oat^, potatoes, c.over, lucerne and mangold-
wiiTJLcIs rnnkini^ nc^t. Dt.ttii-, flax and colza may also be mentioned.
Wine jsi grown in the torjiU ..-f the department. The rearing of Irve
SUkIc nourishes in the Docage and tne marsh, the pastures oif tlw
lal u r naiiri&hinB fine oxtiii and horses, and ^eep famous for the
exi illrnce oi their mutton. Cider-apples, pears, peaches, plums,
ch^rric^ and waFnuii are among the fruits grown. Coal is mined
in tl'^e »uth-ea»i of the departmc;pt (basin of Vouvant) and anti-
m<jny jsi (aund; liinestDnc la quarried. The spinning and weaving
of v,ijal, co[ion and flax it earned on. and there are potteries, paper-
mi lU, lanyards, dye- works, manufactories of hats, boots and shoes,
ghi h'i and lampblack, ftour-mills, distilleries, oil-works, tile-works and
shaFA'uilding yards. Sardine* and tinned foods are prepared. The
sardine fishery is active on the coast and there are extensive o>-ster-
beds near Babln-d'Obnne. Corn, cattle, mules, fish, salt. wine,
honey, waodn glass and manure are exported: wine, wood, buildirg
materia], coal, phc«pha[c^ ;ind petroleum are among the imports.
SabLes-d'Olonnc^ is the pmu ipal fishing and commercial port.

Vendee is served by t^i Ouest-£tat railway and has 81 ro. of
na%ij;3tite rivers sud fun lI.< The department forms the dioctrje
of I i

,
ri, li;i5 lEA court liJ 1

[
peal and educational centre at Poitiers,

and in. kucludcd in the district of the XI. Army Corps (headquarters
at Nantes). There are three arrondisaements (La Rocbe-sur-Von,
Fontenay-le>Comte and Sables-d'Olonne). 30 cantons, and 304
communes. The principal towns are lla Roche-sur-Yon, ijn
Sables-d'Olonne, Fontenay-le-Comte and Lu^n. which are treated
under separate headings. Other places of interest are Foussais.
NieuI-sur-rAutise and Vouvant. with Romanesque churches;
Pouzauges, which has a stronghold of the 13th century; Maillczais.
with the ruins of its old cathedral; Talmont and Tinauges, both
possessing ruined castles; and Le Bernard with notewortny roega-
lithic remains.

VENDte WARS OF THE, a counter-revolutionary insur-

rection which took place during the French Revolution (7.7),

not only in Vend6e proper but also in Lower Poitou, Anjou,
Lower Maine and Brittany. The district was mainly inhabited
by peasants; it contained few important towns, and the

bourgeois were but a feeble minority. The ideas of the Revolu-
tion were slow in penetrating to this ignorant peasant population,
which had always been less civilized than the majority of

Frenchmen, and in 1789 the events which roused enthusiasm
throughout the rest of France left the Vendeans indiffeient.

Presently, too, signs of discontent appeared. The priests who
had refused to submit to the Civil Constitution of the Clergy
perambulated these retired districts, and stigmatized the revolu-

tionists as heretics. In 1791 two " representatives on mission
"

informed the Convention of the disquieting condition of Vendee,
and this news was quickly followed by the exposure of a royalist

plot organized by the marquis de la RouSrie.

The signal for a widespread rising was the introduction of

conscription acts for the recruiting of the depleted armies on
the eastern frontiers. In February 1793 the Convention de-

creed a levy on the whole of France, and on the eve of the

ballot the Vendue, rather than comply with this requisition,

broke out in insurrection. The Vend^an peasant refused to

join the republican army, not for want of fighting qualities or

ardour, but because the army of the old r^mewas recruited

from bad characters and broken men, and the peasant, ignorant

of the great change that had followed the Revolution, thought
that the barrack-room was no place for a good Christian. In

March 1793 the officer commanding at Cholet was killed, and
republicans were massacred at Machecoul and St Florcnt.

Giving rein to their ancient antipathy, the revolted peasantiy

attacked the towns, which were liberal in ideas and repubhcaa
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In sympathies. The leaden of these first risings were men of

humble birth, such as J. Cathelineau, a pedlar, J. N. Stofflet,

a gamekeeper, and the barber Gaston. Cholet, Bressuire,

Fontenay-le-Comte and Samur were surprised. The influence

of the priests kept up the fanaticism of the peasants, and a
great manifestation of religious feeling took plaoe on Easter eve,

but the republican soldiers taken prisoners were often maltreated

and even tortured.

These first successes of the Vendfans coincided with grave

republican reverses on the frontier—war with England, Holland
and Spain, the defeat of Neerwinden and the defection of

Dumouriez. The imigrSs then began to throw in their lot

with the Vend6ans. Royalist nobles like the marquis de
Bonchamp, F. A. Charette de la Contrie, Gigot d'Elbte, Henri

de la Rochejaquelein and the marquis de Lescure placed

themselves at the head of the peasants. Although several

of these leaders were Voltairians, they held up Louis XVI.,
who had been executed in January 1793, as a martyr to

Catholicism, and the Venddans, who had hitherto styled them-
selves the Christian Army, now adopted the name of the

Catholic and Royal Army.
The Convention took measures against the imigris and the

refractory priests. By a decree of the 19th of March 1793
every person accused of taking part in the counter-revolutionary

revolts, or of wearing the white cockade (the royalist emblem),
Was declared an outlaw. The prisoners were to be tried by
military commissions, and the sole penalty was death with

confiscation of property. The Convention also sent repre-

sentatives on mission into Vendue to effect the purging of the

municipalities, the reorganization of the national guards in

the republican towns, and the active prosecution of the revolu-

tionary propaganda. These measures proving insufficient, a
decree was promulgated on the 30th of April 1793 for the

despatch of regular troops; but, in spite of their failure to

capture Nantes (where Cathelineau was mortally wounded),
the successes of the Vendians continued. On the 31st of July,

therefore, at Bardre's suggestion, it was decreed that the woods
of the Vend£e should be burnt, the harvest carried off to safe

places in rear of the army, the cattle seized, the women and
children concentrated in camps in the interior, and that every

male from the age of sixteen in the neighbouring regions should

be called upon to take arms. Further, on the ist of August,

the troops that had formed the garrison of Mainz, which were

unavailable against foreign enemies by the terms of their

capitulation to the Austrians, were ordered to Vendue. The
programme was carried out by the so-called " infernal columns."

At the end of August 1793, the republicans had three armies

in the Vendue—the army of Rochelle, the army of Brest and
the Mayertiais; but their generals were either ciphers, like

C. P. H. Ronsin, or divided among themselves, like J. A.

Rossignol and J. B. C. Candaux. They were uncertain whether

to cut off the Vendians from the sea or to drive th*m westwards;

and moreover, their men were undisciplined. Although the

peasants had to leave their chiefs and work on the land, the

Vend^ans still remained formidable opponents. They were

equipped partly with arms supplied by England, and partly

with fowling-pieces, which at that period were superior to

the small-arms used by the regular troops, and their intimate

knowledge of the country gave them an immense advantage.

They gathered and burst like a storm on their enemies, and,

if repulsed, dispersed at the famous order, " Egaillez-vous les

gars," to unite again some days later.

The dissensions of the republican leaders and the demoralizing

tactics of the Vend^ans resulted in republican defeats at Chan-
tonnay, Torfou, Coron, St Lambert, Montaigu and St Fulgent.

The Convention resolved to bring the war to an end before

October, and placed the troops under the undivided command,
first of Jean L^helle and then of Louis Turreau, who had as

subordinates such men as Marceau, Kl£ber and Westermann.

On the 7th of October the various divisions concentrated at

Bressuire, took Ch&tiUon after two bloody engagements, and

defeated the Vendians at Cholet, Beaupr£au and La Trem-

blaye. After this repulse, the royalists, under Stofflet and La'

Rochejaquelein, attempted to rouse the Cotcntin and crossed

the Loire. Beaten back at Granville, they tried to re-enter the
Vendue, but were reptilsed at Angers. They re-formed at Le
Mans, where they were defeated by Westermann, and the same
officer definitively annihilated the main body of the insurgents

at Savenay (December 1793).

Regular warfare was now at an end. although Turreau and
his " infernal columns " still continued to scour the disaffected

districts. After the 9th Thermidor attempts were made to

pacify the country. The Convention issued conciliatory

proclamations allowing the Vend^ans liberty of worship and
guaranteeing their property. General Hoche applied these

measures with great success. He restored their cattle to the

peasants who submitted, " let the priests have a few crowns,"*

and on the 30th of July 1795 annihilated an imigri expedition

which had been equipped in England and had seized Fort
Penthidvre and Quiberon. Treaties were concluded at La
Jaunaie (February 15, 1795) and at La Mabillaie, and were
fairly well observed by the Vend^ans; and nothing remained
but to cope with the feeble and scattered remnant of the Ven-
d£ans stiU under arms, and with the Chouans iq.v.). On the

30th of July 1796 the state of siege was raised in the western
departments.

During the Hundred Days there was a revival of the Vend6an
war, the suppression of which occupied a large corps of Napoleon's
army, and in a measure weakened him in the northern theatre

of war (see Waterloo Campaign) .

In 1832 again an abortive insurrection broke out in support
of the Bourbons, at the instigation of the duchess of Berry;
the Venddan hero on this occasion was the baron de Charette.

There are numerous articles on the Vend^n insurrection of 1793
in the Rnue du Bas-Poitou, Rome kistorique de I'Anion, Revue de
Bretafne, de Vendie el d^Anjou, Revue histcrimu de I'Chust, Revue
kistort^ue et arckiolotique du Maine, and La Vendie kistorimu. See
also R. Bittard dcs Fortes, " Bibliographie historique et critique des
gu

—

n-. rfr Vrr'*Ar rt Hf la Chouanncric" in the Revue du Bas-Poiiou
Tv sain, Eiudes sur la Vendie et la Ckouannerie
(L ; .^ ,... . ^; .„ t^uerte—La Vendie pairiote—Lei Pacifications
de I iJvCii^h I-iria, j6qj aeq., ll vols, (the best general work on the
sulirrtK C- Fort< Lei Origines de la Vendie (Paris, 1888); C.
Lcr lux-Cwbrcm, '^ Correspondance des repr^sentants en mission
k IVirm^ dc I oiie$t (1794-95) " in the Nouvelle Revue ritrostcctive

(r«/^); BUchci, Bimckamps et l'insurrection vendienne (P^r'is,

19". n r. lk1dutouchct> Le Conveniionnel Pkiiippeaux (Paris. 1901).
On iSis a modem work is Les Cent Jours en Vendie; le giniral
Lamargue, by B. Lawcrre (Paris, 1907); on 183a see La Vendie, by
Vicomte A, de Caunon (1909). (R; A-*)

VENDlfilllAniB (from Lat. vindemiat vintage), the name
given during the French Revolution to the first month of the

year in the Republican Calendar. Vend6miaire began on the

22nd, 23rd or 24th of September, and ended on the 22nd, 23rd

or 24th of October according to the year, and was the season

of the vintage in the wine districts of northern France. In
accordance with the suggestion of Fabre d'Eglantinc, each
of the days of the republican year was consecrated to some
useful object. For instance, i Vend^miaire was the festival

of the grape, 10 Vend^miaire of the vat, 13 Vend^miaire of the

pumpkin, 15 Vcnd^miaire of the ass, 20 Vend^miaire of the

wine-press, and 30 Vend^miaire of the cask. The most im-

portant event in this month was the quelling of the royalist

rising on 13 Vendimiaire year IV. (4th of October 1795), in

which General Bonaparte (afterwards the emperor Napoleon)
distinguished himself by his energy and skill in using artilleiy.

See Baron R. de Larcy. Le ij Vendhniaire (Paris, 1872).

VENDETTA (Ital. from Lat. vindicta, revenge, vindicare, to

defend oneself), the term applied to the custom of the family

feud, by which the nearest kinsman of a murdered man was
obliged to take up the quarrel and avenge his death. From
being an obligation upon the nearest, it grew to be an obligation

on all the relatives, involving families in bitter private wars

among themselves. It is a development of that stage in civiliza-

tion common to all primitive communities, when the injury done'

was held to be more than personal, a wrong done to the whole x«<7^*
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The tenn originated in Corsica, where the vendetta has long

played an important part in the social life. If the murderer

could not be found, his family were liable to fall victims to the

vendetta. The feud was sometimes complicated by the ven-

detta tronsversale, when each of two branches of a family had a
murder to revenge on the-other. In Corsica it was regarded as

the most sacred family duty. Mediators (parolanti) sometimes
intervened successfully to end the feuds, and extort an oath to

forgo vengeance. The custom still survives in Corsica in its

complete form, and partially in Sardinia, Sicily, Montenegro,

Afghanistan, among the Mainotcs of Greece, the Albanians,

Druses and Bedouins.
- VENDdMB, LOUU JOSEPH. Due ds (x654-X7x>), maishal

of France, was the son of Louis, and duke of VendAme, and the

great-grandson of Henry IV. and Gabxielle d'Estries. Entering

the army at the age of eighteen he soon distinguished himself

by his vigour and personal courage in the Dutch wars, and
by 1688 he had risen to the rank of lieutenant-generaL In the

war of the Grand Alliance he rendered conspicuous service under
Luxemburg at Steinkirk and under Catinat at Marsaglia, and in

1695 he was placed in command of the army operating in Cata-

lonia where he took Barcelona. Soon afterwards he received

the marshalate. In x 70a, after the first unsuccessful campaign of

Catinat and Villeroi, he was placed in command of the Franco-

Spanish army in Italy (see Spanish Successxom Wak). During
three campaigns in that country he proved himself a worthy
antagonist to Prince Eugene, whom at last he defeated at

Cassano by his magnificent courage and command over his

£roops, converting the defeat that his indolent brother, the Grand
Prior, had incurred into a glorious success. Next year, after

holding his own as before, he was sent to Flanders to repair the

disaster of Ramillies with the result that his successors Marsin

and Philip of Orleans were totally defeated, while in the new
sphere Vend6me was merely the mentor of the pious and un-

enterprising duke of Burgundy, and was unable to prevent the

defeat of Oudenarde. He therefore retired in di^st to his

estates, but it was not long before he was summoned to take

command of the army of Philip in Spain, and there he won his

last victories, crowning his work with the battle of Villavidosa.

Before the end of the war he died suddenly at Vinaros on the

xith of June x7xa. Vend6me was one of the most remarkable

soldiers in the history of the French army, and second only to

Villars amongst the generals of France of the i8th century. He
had, besides the skill and the fertile imagination of the true

army leader, the brilliant courage of a soldier. But the real

secret of his uniform success was his extraordinaiy influence

over his men.
VENDOmB, a tpwii of north-central France, capital of an

arrondissement in the department of Loir-et-Cher, 22 m. N.W.
of Blois by raiL Pop. (1906) town, 7381; commune, 9804.

Vend6me is situated on the Loir, which here divides into nume-
rous arms intersecting the town. On the south it is overlooked

by an eminence on which stand ruins of the castle of the counts

of Vend6me, dating in part to the xith century. The abbey-
church of the Trinity (xath to xsth century) has a fine facade in

the florid Gothic style. The belfry, surmounted by a stone

steeple, stands isolated in front of the church; it belongs to the

middle of the xsth century, and is one of the finest examples of

Transition architecture. Abbey buildings of various periods

lie round the church. The church of La Madeleine (x sth century)

is surmounted by a stone spire, an indififerent imitation of that of

the abbey. The fine tower of St Martin (x6th century) is all

that remains of the church of that name. The town hall occu-

pies the old gate of St George; its river front is composed of
two large crenelated and machicolated towers, connected by a
pavilion. The ancient hospital of St Jacques afterwards became
a college of the Oratorians, and now serves as a lyc6e for boys;

the charming chapel, dating from the 15th century, in the most
florid Gothic style, is preserved. The town has a well-known
archaeological and scientific society, and possesses a library

with more than three htmdrcd MSS., and a museum, mostly
archaeological, in front of which stands a statue of the poet

Ronsard. There is also a statue of Marshal Rocharabeftn, bom
at Vendtew in X735. There axe some interesting houses of the
X5th and x6th centuries. Venddaae has a sub-prefecture and a
tribunal of first instance. The river supplies motive power to
flour-mills, and the town manufactures ^ves, paper aikd carved
mouldings, and carries on fanning and nursery-gardening to-

gether with trade in butter and chase.
VendAme (Vindocinum) appeals origiiudly to have been a

Gallic oppidum, replaced later by a feudal castle, around which
the modem town arose. Christianity was introduced by St
Bieiiheur6 in the sth century, and the important abbey of the
Trinity (which claimed to possess a tear shed by Christ at the
tomb of Laxarus) was founded about X030. When the reign of
the Capetian dsrnasty began, Vend6me was the chief town of a
countship bckuging to Bouchard, called " the Venerable," who
died in the monastery of Saint-Maur<des-Foss£s in X007. The
succession passed by various marriages to the houses of Nevers,
Preuilly and Montoire. Bouchard VII., count of Vend6me and
Castres (d. e. 1374) » left as his heiress his sister Catherine, the

wife of John of Bourbon, count of la Marche. The countship of

Venddme was raised to the rank of a duchy and a peerage
of France for Charles of Bourbon {151$); his son Anthony
of Bourbon, king of Navarre, was the father of Henry IV., who
gave the duchy of Vend6ine in 1598 to his xuitural son Caesar
(X594-X665). Caesar, duke of Vend6nae, took part in the disturb-

ances which went on in France under the govexxmient of Richelieu
and of Maxarin, and had as his sons Louis, duke of VeDdArae
(16x2-1669), who married a niece of Maxarin, and Francis, duke
of Beaufort. The last of the family in the xnale line (X645-X 71 2)
was Louis XIV.'s famous general, Louis Joseph, duke of

Vend6me {q.v.). The title of duke of Vend6me is now borne by
Prince Emmanuelof Orleans, son of the duke of Alencon.
See J. de P^igny, Histoire archeahtipig dn VeudSmcis (snd ed.,

i88a).

VENEER, a thin layer of wood, ivoxy, peaxl or other xnaterial

of high decoxative value fixed to a poorer surface by glue or
other adhesive to improve iu appearance. Wood veneers are
cxceedmgly common: only the best woods are used and the
layer may be as thin as papex^—a drcumstanoe due to improve-
ments in the machinery for cutting the logs. The surface to

which the veneer is to be atuched is prepared perfectly siiKx>th,

a film of glue applied, and then the veneer laid on. It is now
ironed perfectly flat, all superfluous glue being pressed out, and
then allowed to' diy in a press. The surface is now ready for

polishing.

VENER [Wener or Vdner; often written, with the addition of
the definite article, Venem], the largest lake in Sweden and the
third largest in Europe. It has an area of 2x49 SQ- m-; &
maximum length of 87 m.; an extreme breadth of 44 m.; a
maximum depth of a9a ft.; and an altitude above sea-level of

X44 ft., though the surface sometimes rises as mudi as xo ft. or
more, for the lake is the recipient of the waters of numerous
streams, the largest being the Klar, which drains \ht forests of

Vermland and Kopparberg to the north. It is drained by the
GOta river southward to the Cattegat. It is divided into two
basins by two peninsulas and a group of islands, the western
half being known as Lake Dalbo. The northern shores are high,
rocky and in part wooded, the southem open and low, though
isolated hills occur, such as the KixmekuUe (988 ft.), an abrupt
hill exhibiting a remarkable series of geological strata. Several
islands fringe this shore; of these LeckO has a fine medieval
castle. This lake and Lake Vetter contain degenerate spedea of

marine fauna, left after the retreat of the sea in which both were
formerly included.

Bv meanji of the Dalsland Canal from KSpmannabro. midway
on tne west shore of Dalbo, the take, which is the scene of a busy
traffic in timber, iron and agricultural produce, has communication
with Fredrikshald in Norway: and it is traversed from Vcneraborg
on the south to SiOtorp on tne east by the G6u {q.t.) Canal route.
The principal lafee-ports are—on the north Karistad ($.».) and
Kristmehamn, with iron-works and tobacco factory: oo the east
Mariestad, chief town of the district of Skaraborg» taldn^ its itaine
from the queen of Charles IX. (1 509-161 1) : on the south Lidkfl
near the Kinnekulle, and Venersborg at the outflow of the i
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with its old bridge and canal of the 17th century, a museum, and
ixon foundries, tanneries and match and paper factories.

VENERABLE (Lat. venerabiliSf worthy of reverence/ venerari,

to reverence^ to worship, allied to Venus^ love; the Indo-Germ.
root is wm-t to desire, whence Eng. " win," properly to struggle

for, hence to gain), worthy of honour, respect and reverence,

especially a term applied to dignified or honourable age. It is

specifically used as a title of address given to archdeacons in the

Anglican Church. It was naturally a term of respectful address

from early times; thus St Augustine {Epist. 76, 88, 139) cites

it of bishops, and Philip I. of France was styled venerabilis and
venerandus (see Du Cange, doss. s.v. VenerabilUas). In the

Roman Church the granting of the title " venerable '* is the first

step in the long process of the canonization of saints (see

Canonization).
VENEREAL DISEASES (from "venery," U. the pursuit of

Venus, the goddess of love), a general term for the diseases

resulting from impure sexual intercourse. Three distinct

affections are included under this term—gonorrhoea, local con-

tagious ulcers, known aft chancres, and sypliilis. At one time

these were regarded as different forms of the same disease.

They are, however, three distinct diseases, due to separate

causes, and have nothing in common except their habitat.

The cause in each case is a definite specific virus, a micro-

organism. In the case of gonorrhoea the virus attacks the

mucous membranes, especially that of the urethra, the vagina

and the uterus. Chancres attack the mucous membranes and
the skin. In syphilis the whole system comes under the influ-

ence of the poison.

Though these three affections are generally acquired as the

result of impure sexual intercourse, there are other methods
of contagion, as, for example, when the accoucheur is poisoned

whilst delivering a syphilitic woman, the surgeon when operat-

ing on a syphilitic patient, the wet-nurse who is suckling a

syphilitic infant, and so on. An individual may be attacked

by any one or any two of the three, or by all at the same time,

as the result of one and the same connexion. But they do
not show themselves at the same time. In other words, they

have different stages of incubation. In gonorrhoea the disease

appears very rapidly. So also in the case of the soft chancres,

the first symptoms commencing as a rule three or four days

after inoculation. It is different, however, with syphilis, the

period of incubation being twenty-eight days, though it may
be much longer. The length of the period of incubation, there-

fore, is of great diagnostic help in the case of syphilis.

For many years the term " venereal disease " was used very

loosely, though the writers before the year 1786 had a tolerably

dear idea that three distinct diseases were included under the

term: the lues venerea, now called syphilis, gonorrhoea, and

a condition leading to bubo and associated with a multiple

chancre which is known at the present day as "soft sores."

John Hunter, as the result of an unfortunate experiment,

taught that there was but a single venereal poison which mani-

fested itself in different ways. It took the French school many
years of hard work to show that the poison of syphilis was

distinct from that producing a soft sore, and that the virus

of a soft sore was incapable, when pure, of causing gonorrhoea.

The evidence brought forward by Ricord, by Lancereaux

and by Foumier was convincing. It has been confirmed by
bacteriology, and it has happened by a remarkable coincidence

that the truth of the French teaching about syphilis was first

established on the firm basis of experiment in France itself,

when Professor Metchnikoff at the Institut Pasteur in Paris

gave in his adherence to Schaudinn's work, which showed that

the Spirockacta paUida germ was the cause of the disease.

A. dmorrkoea.

Gonorrhoea is a specific inflammation of the mucous membrane
of the urethra and other passages, by the reception into it of

germs known as diplococci {htwyAot, double; cA»ot. berry—the

germs being double, like the halves of a walnut). After the illus-

trious discoverer, the germ is often spoken of as the ^nococcus of

NeisMT. Gonorrhoea is apt to be a very serious disease, and it

•onetimes ends fatally.

The germs find entrance during coitus and multiply at enormous
rate, spreading to all the glands and crevices of the membrane,
and setting free in their development a toxin which causes great
irritation of the passa^ with mflammation and swelling. They
remain quietlv incubating for three or four days, or even longer;
then acute inflammation comes on, with profuse discharge of thick
yellow matter, with much scalding during micturition, and there
may be so much local pain that it is difficult for the person to move
about. Microscopic examination of the discharge snows abundant
pus corpuscles and epithelial cells from the membrane, together
with swarms of dipkxocci (gonococci).
The inflammatory process may extend backwards and give rise

to acute prosutitis (sec Prostatb Gland), with retention of urine;
to the duct of the testes and give rise to acute epididymitis
(swollen testicle); and to the bladder, causing acute cystitis. It

may also cause local abscesses, or, by irritation, set up crops of warts.
The treatment of acute gonorrhoea is best carried out if the

patient can lie up for a while. He must avoid all fermented drinks
and rich foods, and sexual and other excitement, and he should
drink freely of such things as bariey-water, in order to dilute, and
lessen the irritation of. the urine. Hot baths are comforting.
Laxatives should be freely given. The urethra should be frequently
washed out with a warm solution of permanganate of potash, a
grain to the pint, and, later, a weak solution of one of the zinc or
silver salu may be used as an injection.

Capsules of copaiba or oil of sandalwood, and a paste of cubcbs
pepper, have a beneficial influence, and. later, if the man is de-
pressed, quinine and iron will be found useful.

In ten days or a fortnight the inflammation gradually subsides,
a thin watery discharge remaining which is known as gUei, But
inasmuch as this discharge contains gonococci it may, though scarce
noticeable, set up—"1- —*^^fic inflammation in the opposite sex.

I n the c^ ISO uf T :

.

lie inflammation is apt to extend to the
uttrua and along r'.

;
>ian tubes, perhaps to give rise to an

abscess in the tube ^i^Jpiiigitu) which, bursting, may cause fatal
peritonitii.

A linserinfT Elcrt may be Hue to the presence of a definite ulcera-
ttcn \n \h^ nn^thrg. as ahnvvn by examination with a slender tube
illbjniictatcd by electricity— L lie endoscope. The ulcer having been
inrl'jred Co ^(^al by the a ^^ pi location of a nitrate of silver lotion, all

dif< h.irgct tri»e. Chrtinu mflammation is necessarily associated
wiih ih* fgrmaiiort of inirr «itial fibrous tissue, and the contraction
of I Kl^ nrir rnrmnTirm r.T,i-^ = narrowing of the urethra, or stricture.

Tl.^. ^ki-i U..1U sirkLurc arc often associated, and the occasional-
passajge of a large bougie may suffice to cure both. Often, however,
a stncture of the urethra proves rebellious in the extreme, and
leads to diseases of the bladder and kidneys which may prove fatal.

One of the most important points in the management of a case
of gonorrhoea is to prevent all risk of the septic discharge coming
into contact with the eye. It sometimes happens that the patient
inadvertently introduces the germs into his own eye by his finger,

or that his eye, or the eye of some member of the household, becomes
inoculated by the use of an infected towel. If this happen, prompt
and energetic measures must be taken to save the eye.

If so be that at the time of delivery a woman be the subject of
gonorrhoea, there is great probability of the eves of the infant being
affected. The symptoms appear on the third day after birth, and
the disease may end in complete blindness. The name of the
disease is ophthalmia neonatorum (see Blindness).
By the term gonorrhoeal rheumatism it is implied that the gonococci

have been carried by the blood stream to one or more joints in

which an acute inflammation has been set up. It b apt to occur in

the third week of the disease, and it may end in permanent stiffness

of the joints or in abscess.

In rare cases the germs find their way to the pleura or pericardium,
setting up an inflammation which may even end fatally.

For a man to marry whilst there is the slightest risk of his still

being the subject of gonorrhoea would be to subject his wife to the
probability of infection, ending with chronic inflammation of the
womb or of septic peritonitis. Yet it is often extremely difficult

to say when a man is cured. That there is no lonecr any discharge
docs not suffice to show that he has ceased to be infective. Nothing
less than repeated examinations of the urethral mucus by the
microscope, ending in a negative result, should be accepted as
evidence of the cure being complete. And these examinations
should be made after he has returned to his former ways of eating,
drinking and working.

B. Local Contagious Ulcers.

Chancroid, soft chancre or soft sore is so named in contradistinction
to the Hunterian sore of syphilitic infection, the one characteristic

of which is its hardness. Tne soft chancre is a contagious ulcer of

the genitals, due to the inoculation of a distinct form of micro-
organism, the bacillus of Ducrey; and. provided that the specific

germ of syphilis b not inoculated at the same time, the chancre
IS not followed by constitutional affection. In other words, the
disease b purely local, and if some of the discharge of one of these

ulcen b inoculated on another part of the body of the individual

a sore of an exactly similar nature appears. Tnis reproduction of
the sore can be done over and over again on the same individuaL
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•lwa)rt with the tame result. But In the case of the Hunterian
ore. inoculation of the individual from the primary aore gives no
result, because, as explained below, the constitutipnal disease has
rendered the individual proof against further infection. The soft

sore is often multiple. It makes its appearance about three days
after the exposure, and as it increases in sixe free suppuration takes
place. It is often of about the size of a silver threepence.' Its base
remains soft. In individuals broken dowii in health, the ulceration
is apt to extend with great rapidity, and is then qioken of as
pkagedaenic.

Just as an individual may contract syphilis and pmorrhoea at
the same connexion, so also he may be inoculated simultaneously
with the bacilli of the soft chancre and the spirochaete ci syphilis.

In this case the soft chancres may make their aftpearance, as usual,
within the first three or four days, but though jpassing through the
customary stages they may refuse quite to neal, or, having healed,
they may become indurated in the second month, constitutional
symptoms following in due rourse.

i The virulence oisoft sores being due to the presence of harmful
germs, the surface of the sores should be touched with pure carbolic
acid, which has the effect of destroying the germs and converting
the sores into healthy ulcers. Or the chancres may be treated by
the application of lint soaked in weak carbolic lotion. If the sore
happens to be under a tight prepuce, and the germs are of great
activity—as is apt to happen in such a case—ulceration may extend
with extreme rapidity. It is advisable, therefore, to remove or to
lay open the prepuce, in order that, the sores may be effectively
dealt with.

Bubo.—^Thc bacilli from the soft sore are apt to find their way
into the lymphatic vessels, and so to reach the glands in the groin,
when they set up destructive inflammation. Under the influence of
rest the inflammation may subside, but if it continues and suppura-
tion threatens, the gland had better be laid open and scrapecl out.
If a speck of the contents of the-abscess be inoculated on to Uie skin,

a soft chancre is again produced.

C. SytfkUis.

The cause of syphilis, whether inherited or*axxiuired, is the
presence in the bloiod and tissues of the same organism, which can
DC demonstrated in the various secondary lesions, in the blood
and in the internal organs. The name of the germ is S^rochaeta
pallida',^ it is a protozoon of spiral form, from a to 20 m in length
and k ft in diameter, with a flagellum at eitner extremity. It

possesses motility of three kinds—a lashing, a corkscrew and a
to-and-fro movement. It stains pale pink with Giemsa's fluid.

At the time of writing (1910) it has not been found practicable to
make an artificial cultivation of the spirochaete. But it may
generally be found in primary and secondary syphilitic lesions by
the aid of a ^, in. oil-immersion lens—and abundant patience. The
pale, spiral, hair-like germ is also found in children who inherit
syphilis. Inoculations of the spirochaete in monkeys have pro-
duced the characteristic primary (Hunterian) sores, which have
proved infective to other monkeys. And in the reproduced primary
sores, as also in the secondary lesions following them, the same
specific micro-organism has been demonstrated.

Syphilis is an infective fever, and its life-history may well be
compared with that of vaccinia. A child is vaccinated on the arm
with vaccine lymph—for two or three days nothing is observed;
but on the fourth day redness appears, and by the eighth day a
characteristic vaccine vesicle is formed, which bursts and sets free

a dischai^e which dries into a scab. If on the eighth day the dear
lymph in the vesicle is introduced at another point in the child's

skin, no characteristic local eflect follows. The system is " pro-
tected " by the previous inoculation; this protection will last for

some years, and perhaps for life. There is, then, exposure to a
poison; its introduction locally; a period of incubation ( a charac-
teristic appearance at the seat of^ inoculation; a chanee in the
constitution of the individual, and protection for a variable period.

So with syphilis. The syphilitic poison is introduced at the seat

of an abrasion either on the genital organs or on some other part
of the surface of the body. The poison lies quiescent for a variable
period. The average period is four weeks. A cartilaginous,

out ton-like hardness appears at the seat of inoculation. If this

is irritated in any way, an ulceration takes place; but ulceration is

an accident, not an essential. P'rom the primary seat the system
becomes infected. The virus, passing along the lymphatic vessels,

attacks the nearest chain of lymphatic glands. If the original sore
is in the genital organs, the elands in the groin are first attacked;
if in the hand, the glands of the elbow or armpit; if on the lip,

the glands below the jaw. The affected glands are indurated and
painless; they may become inflamed, just as the primary lesion

may, but the inflammation is an accident, not an essential. In
due course the jxiison may affect the whole glandular system. The
body generally is so altered that various skin eruptions, often
symmetrical, break out. Any irritation of the mucous membrane
is followed by superficial ulcerations, and in the later stages of the

' From xa^ri}. long hair,on account of the waving, hair-like appear-
ance of the germ.

disease skin-eruptions, scaly, pimply,- pustular or tuberculous in
type, appear. These eruptions do not itch. The individual is as a
general rule protected against a second attack of syphilis, although
there have been rare cases recorded in which individuals have
been attacked a second time. In weakly people, in severe cases,
or in cases that have not been properly treated by the sur^geon.
syphilitic deposits tenped gummata are formed, which are very
apt to break down and give rise to deep ulcerations. Gumnnata
may attack any part; toe skin, muscles, liver and brain are the
favourite sites.

It by no means follows that because the infecting sore b small,
unimportant or auickly healed, the atuck, of which the sore is

the first iprimcry) symptom, will be mild. The most serious train
of symptoms may follow the healing of a prinury sore which has
been so unimportant as scarcely to have attracted the attention
of the individual, or actually to have escaped notice. Indeed, it

not infrequently happens that the most aenous forms of secondary
or tertiary symptoms succeed a sore which was regarded as of such
trivial nature that the individual declined to submit himself to
treatment, or quickly withdrew himself from it to enter a fool's
paradise. The advisability of ceasing from treatment should
always be determined by the suiigcon. never by the patient;
mercurial treatment must be continued long after the disappear-
ance of the secondary eruptions. It u the disease which the surgeon
has to cure, not the symptoms. The patient is apt to think only of
the symptoms.

" Is the disease curable? ** This Is the question constantly put
by the patient on his coming for treatment. The answer is: *' Yes;
beyond doubt." But the individual must be made to understand
the necessity of his submitting himself trustfully and patiently to
a prolonged course of treatment. A second question isas to whet her,

in the course of the disease, his hair will fall out, his body will be
covered with sores and his face with blotches, and if his bones will

be attacl^. Here, again, the answer will be that prompt submission
to treatment will render all such calamities extremely improbable.
Another question often put is as to whether the disease is con-
tagious or Infectious. Obviously, if a man has a primary sore or
a secondary eruption upon the hp or tongue he diould use his own
5lass, cup or spoon, and should refrain from kissing any one. If

ue care thus be taken no danger is likely to ensue.
The diagnosis of syphilis is often difficult. The first appearance

of the sore about four weeks after exposure to the risk of infection,
its hardness, the indolent enUrgement of the associated lymphatic
glands, and the occurrence of rash or of sore throat, are afl helpful.
But when the primary sore occurs on the finger, the face or, indeed,
in any extra-genital region, it is apt to be lacking in the usual
characteristics, and so the diagnosis may for a while be missed. In
the case of doubt, the blood of the patient should be submitted to

the delicate test known as the Wassermann reaction.
The General Treatment ef Syphilis.—It is impracticable to lay down

a hard and fast line for the treatment of the disease, for no t«-o

individuals are exactly alike, neither does the disease fellow a strict

path in all cases. But experience has amply shown that in the
early stages of the disease, mercury, at least for the present, is the

only drug on which reliance can be placed. Guaiacum was at one
time extensively used, and somehow or another sarsaparilla acquired
a bubble reputation; but the practical surgeon of to-day tgnom
these drugs in the treatment of ^philis. Still, mercury must be
prescribed with great judgment. For a man worn out by akoholtc
or other excesses, or with health broken down by tuberculosis or
other exhausting disease, mercury must be given with great caution.
In times past, its reckless administration until prdfuse salivation
was set up, or until the teeth fell out and the ^-ery jawbones beciire
diseased, deservedly brought the mercurial treatment into disrepute.
" Better the disease than the remedy," said public opinion, and
not without reason. But this miscarriage of treatment is abscrfutclv
a thing of the past. Before placing a patient under mercuriil
treatment it ought to be seen that there is no unwholesome
condition of his gums, and that his teeth are put in a sati5factcr>*

state; unless this is done, the administration of small doses of mercury
may have the effect of producing salivation, and. in consequence.
a temporary cessation of the treatment. In any case the gums
must oe watched, and the treatment stopped if tenderness occurs.
There are several ways of giving mercury: (a) by the mouth;

(6) by rubbing a mercurial ointment into the skin; (c) by infec-
tion into the muscles; (</) by inhalation of mercurial vapour. In-

unction is especially suited for those whom mercury given by the
mouth causes diarrhoea or other disturbance; in a private house,
however, it is found " dirty " and objectionable.

The fumigation-treatment is carried out by seating the naked man
on a cane-bottomed chair and covering him over with a blanket:
calomel being volatilized, its fumes are carried under the blanket
along with steam.
Treatment by intra-muscular injections is increasing in popularity,

but in carrying it out, great care must be taken that no septic gerrns
arc introduced. The preparation of mercury is given in sc^otton
or mixed with oil, and is usually in^ted about once a week into the
muscles of the buttock or loin. The "grey oil," which is much

I
used for injcaioas, consists of finely divided raetallic raeccury ia
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some fluid fat. Calomel is also used nispended in olive oil. After
a few months of weekly injections there should be some weeks of
rest from treatment.
But the most usual, and, perhaps, the most satisfactory method

of administering mercury is by the mouth, in the form of pills or
mixtures. The pills generally contain metallic mercury finely

divided, as in " blue ptll" and as in pills made of "grey fjowder.

or as calomel, or some other salt of mercury, such as the bichloride

or tannate. The preparation given in a mixture is usually a solu>

tion <rf perchloride of mercury.
Whilst the individual is undergoing mercurial treatment his diet

must be regulated. Plain meat, roast and boiled, and vegetables
which cannot cause indigestion or diarrhoea, will form his chief

food. Spirits and liqueurs should be absolutely forbidden, but a
^Lass or two of wholesome wine or beer may occasionally be allowed,
f there is any secondary eruption of the tongue, mouth or throat,
smoking must be forbidden. The dress must be warm, and there
should DC no exposure, to extremes of cold or heat, nor should
excessive work or amusement be undertaken. Briefly, it may be
said that the subject of syphilis should live low and think nigh.

It has been said by an English physician who delighted in epigrams,
" Syphilis once, syphilb ever " ; out this b not true. If the in-

dividual places himself unreservedly and continuously under the
treatment of a trustworthy practitioner, he may confidently look
forward to a cure; and, if so dc that he is eventually married, may
depend upon his children showing no sign of his unfortunate infection.

Unlike whooping-cough, smallpox or pleurisy, syphilis is not a
disease which, left untreated, cures itself in the courK of time.
Syphilis is a disease which peculiarly calls for treatment, and that
treatment, to be effectual, must be prolonged. To promote the
bealine of an uk:er. or to get rid of a cutaneous eruption, the result

of sypnilis, is not to treat syphilis. It u merely to free the patient
of a symptom of the disease. To cure syphilis—and the disease is

curable—the treatment must be patient and prolonged. And it

must be for the suiigeon to say to the individual that he may con-
sider himself as cured, not for the patient to take upon himself
the assumption that, because no secondary or tertiary symptoms
have been seen for a certain number of months, he is curra.

In the midst of the uncertainties whkJi surround the subject of
syphilis, the Question sometimes arises as to whether the treatment
by mercury, lor instance, is of the importance which is ascribed to
it. Two instances may be given in proof of its undoubt«l value.
First, a woman who has been infected and never properly treated.

times. Then, at last, she is put upon mercurial treatment, and,
Koing to her full time, bears a healthy infant. Second, an infected
out healthy-looking woman, who has not been properly treated,
produces a child who, in the course of a few weeks, becomes shrivelled
and wan. His food does him no ^ood, and daily he becomes mora
miserable. At last some mercurial ointment is spread upon his
"binder," and he quickly becomes healthy and nappy, and, in
due course, if the treatment is persevered in, u entirely cured.

When should th* Trealment of Syphilis be Arrimf—The answer to
this important question is: " As soon as the disease is diagnosed."
As soon as it is seen that the primary sore is hard, and that the
glands in anatomu:al association with it are swollen, mercury should
be administered. It may not prevent the outbreak of the secondary
symptoms, but it may greatly modify them. But if a surgeon is

in doubt as to whether a sore is truly an infecting one, he should
wait before condemning the individual as syphihtic, and placing
him under the necessity of submitting himself toperhaps^a twoyearr
treatment, which, after all. may not have beat necessary. Time
would quickly dear up doubt.

Ahoflive Treatment,—When it is remembered that the germs of
syphilis have been incubating at the seat of inoculation for a month,
more or less, before the primary sore or chancre makes its appearance,
it may be taken for granted that the removal of the sore by wide
dissection, or its destruction by cautery, will not prevent the
occurrence of secondary symptoms. For during those weeks the
germs were finding their way into the lymphatics and the blood
vessels and were producing a general infection.

When the disease has undergone a sufficient treatment by
mercury, or when a patient presents himself with lesions which
denote the fact that the disease has passed into the tertiary stage, a
solution of iodide of potassium is given in combination with that of
perchloride of mercury, or the iodide is given by itself. In these
conditions the effect of the potassium salt is often most remarkable.
It is a drug of the greatest value, and, recognized as such, is apt to
be found an important ingredient in popular " blood mixtures."
If given, however, in doses larger than can be borne by the patient,
its poisonous effects are manifested by a metallic taste, by
watering of the eyes and by the breaking out on the back and
shoulders of scattered pimples.

Thus, mercury in some form is the recognized and proper treatment
for syphilis in the secondary stage, and iodide of potassium in the
tertiary. And. for as much as one cannot say where the secondary
stage ends and the tertiary begins, it is a common practice to com-

bine the mercuric with the potash salt in the treatment of certain
phases of the disease.

In 1010 attention was hopefully directed towards Professor
Ehrlk:h s treatment of syphilis by a complex preparation of arsenic,
conveniently spoken of as " 606.
Gummata.—The most characteristic form of the generaliied

syphilitic infection, which may not manifest itself for several years
after the reception of the virus, b a new growth in various organs—^the liver, testes or brain, the muscles (tonsue andJaw-muscles
especially), the periosteum, the skin and the lungs. The deposits
are called gummata from the tenacious appearance of the freui-cut
surface and of the discharge oozing from it. The structure consists
of small round cells among thin fibres; it closely resembles granula-
tion-tissue, only that the cells are smaller and the intercellular
substance (fibres) denser. Molecular death, or necroas. overtakes
this ill-organized, new formation at various central points, owing
to the inaulequacy of the blood supply. One remarkable feature <M

the process is the overgrowth of cells in the inner coat of the arteries
within the affected area, which may obliterate the vessel. Gummata,
and the ulcere left by them, constitute the tertiary manifestations
of syphilis.

In a laige proportion of cases only the secondary symptoms
occur, and not the tertiary, the virus having presumably exhausted
itself or been destroyed by treatment in the earlier manifestations.

Inherited Syphilis.—In the syphilb of the offspring it b necessary
to distinguish two classes of effects—there are the effects of general
intra-uterine mal-nutrition, due to the placental syphilis of the
mother; and there are the true specific effects acquired by inherit-
ance from either parent and conveyed, along with all other inbnited
qualities, in the sperm-elements or in the ovum. These two clanes
of effects are commingled in such a way as not to be readily dis-
tingubhed; but it b probable that the ill-organized growth of
bone, at the epiphysial line in the long bones (sometimes amounting
to suppuration), and on the surfaces of the membrane-bones of the
skull {Parrot's nodes) Is a result of general placental mal-nutrition,
like the corresponding errors of growth in nckets. The ra^es and
fissures of the skin, the snufHes and such-like well-known symptoms
in the offspring are characteristic effects of the specific taint; so
also the peculiar overgrowth in the liver, the interstitial pneumonia
alba of tne lungs and the like. As in rickets, it b in many cases
some months after birth before the congenital syphilitic efl^ects

show themselves, while other effects come to light during childhood
and youth.

It must be remembered that the moist eruptions and ulcere^
tions about the mouth and anus of the infant, as well as the skin
affections generally, are charged with the spirochaMes and are highly
contagious.
From the second to the sixth year there is commonly a rest in

the symptoms that are regarded as characteristic, but the tibiae
may oocome thickened from periostitis, or a joint may become
swollen and painful, and resolve under mercurial treatment.
The characteristic physiognomy gradually manifests itself if the

child is not treated with mercury—^the flattened nose, the sguare
forehead, the radiating lines from the mouth, the stunted figure
and pallid face. Dunns the second dentition, the three signs, as
pointed out by Jonathan Hutchinson, may be looked for—the notched
incisor teeth of the upper jaw, interstitial corneitis and syphilitic
deafness. Perforation of 'thie sctft or hard palate may occur, and
ukerations of the skin and cellubr tissue. Deftruction of the nasal
bones, caries of the forehead and skull, of the long bones, may also
take place.

CoUes' Lav.—A woman giving birth to a syphilitic infant cannot
be inoculated with syphilis by the infant when she is suckling it

;

in other words, though the mother may have shown no definite
signs of syphilis, she is immune; whereas the syphilitic infant put
to the breast of a healthy woman may inoculate her nipple and
convey syphilis to her. This is known as Colles' Law, and it is

explained by the theory that, the mother's blood being already
infected, her skin is proof against a local cultivation of germs in the
form of a Hunterian sore.

Syphilis and Marriage.—^The question as to how soon it would
be safe for a person with secondary syphilis to marry b of extreme
importance, and the disregard of it may cause lasting mental distress

to the parent and permanent physical injury to the offspring. A
man who finds himself to be the subject of secondary syphilis when
he b engaged to be married would do well honourably to free himself
from responsibility. But should a person who has been under
regular and continuous treatment desire to marry, consent may be
given when he has seen no symptoms of his disease for two full

years. But even then no actual promise can be made that hb
troubles are at an end.
The transmission of syphilis to the third generation is quite possible,

but it is difficult of absolute proof because of the chance of there
having been intercurrent infection of the offspring of the second
generation.

References.—A. Fournier, TretUment of Syphilis, trans. C. F.

Marshall (1906); R. Clement Lucas. Brit. Med. Journal (1908);
A Manual of Venereal Diseases, by Sir Alfred Keogh and othera

(1907) i Power and Murphy, A System tf SyphUis (1908). (E. O. *)
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VSNBn, the name given to two andent European tribes,

(i) A Celtic people in the N.W. of Gallia Celtica, whose ter-

ritozy corresponded roughly to the department of Morbihan.

They were the most powerful maritmie people on the Atlantic

and carried on a considerable trade with Britain. Their name
still remains in the town of Vannes. In the winter of 57 B.C.,

with some of their neighbours, they took up arms against the

Romans, and in 56 were decisively defeated in a naval engage-

ment, details of which are given in Caesar's Bett. Call, iii. and
Dio Cassius zzzix. 4^43*

For criticisnas of these narrativeB, and a dbcuttion of the question
of the scene of operations, see T. R. Holmes, Caesar's ConqueU of
Caul (1899), pp. 205, 663, 674, and for the extent of their territory,

P.50J.

(a) The inhabitanU of a district in the north of Italy (also

called *£Mro(, Heneti, by the Greeks). The extent of their

territory before their incorporation by the Romans is un-

certain. It was at first induded in Cisalpine Gaul, but under

Augiistus was known as the tenth region of Italy (Venetia and
Hlstria). It was bounded on the W. by the Athesis (Adige),

or, according to others, by the Addua (Adda); on the N. by
the Carnic Alps; on the £. by the Timavus (Timavo) or the

Formio (Risano); on the S. by the Adriatic Gulf. From the

earliest times the Veneti appear to have been a peaceful people,

chiefly engaged in commercial pursuits. They carried on an
extensive trade in amber, which reached them overland from

the shores of the Baltic. They were especially famous for

their dull in the training and breeding of horses, attributed

to their stay in Thrace, whence they brought the cult of Diomede
into their Italian home. Homer (//. ii. 85) speaks of the Paphla-

gonian Heneti as breeders of " wild mmes," and thdr fond-

ness for horses is regarded as a proof of thdr descent from the

"horse-taming" Trojans. Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse, who
assisted them to repd the attacks of the Libumian pirates,

is said to have kept a stud in their country. Herodotus men-
tions a curious marriage custom, which seems of Eastern

origin. Once a year the marriageable maidens of a village

were collected together. Each young man chose a bride, for

whom he had to pay a sum of money in proportion to her

beauty. The sums thus obtamed were used by the public

ofiicials to dower the less beautiful and thus afford them the

chance of obtaining a husband. According to the pseudo-

Scymnus of Chios {Periegesis, 400) the Veneti were fond of

wearing black, a custom even now prevalent amongst them.

They were a flourishing and wealthy people, and noted for

their uprightness and morality.

The first historical mention of the Veneti occurs in connexion

with the capture of Rome by the Gauls, whose retreat is said

to have been caused by an irruption of the Veneti into their

territory (Polybius ii. x8). At the request of the Romans they

rendered them assistance in thdr wars against the Gauls north

and south of the Po, and ever afterwards remained thdr loyal

allies. Some time during the Second Punic War they passed,

not by right of conquest but by force of drcumstances, under

Roman rule. At first they possessed complete autonomy in

internal administration; in 89 Gnaeus Pompeius Strabo be-

stowed upon them the jus Latinum; they probably obtained

the full franchise from Caesar at the same time as the Trans-

padane Gauls (49). Under the Empire Venetia and Istria were

included in the tenth region of Italy, with capital Aquileia.

Down to the time of the Antonines the country enjoyed great

prosperity, which was interrupted by the invasion of the Quadi

and lilarcomanni and a destructive plague. From that time

it was devastated at intervals by the barbarians—by the

Alamanni, Franks and Juthungi in 386; by the Goths under

Alaric (beginning of the 5th century); by the Huns under

Attila (452), who utterly destroyed Aquilda and several other

cities. Under Theodoric the Great (ruler of Italy from 493""

526) the land had rest, and in 568 was occupied by the Lom-
bards. The most important river of Venetia was the Athesis

(Adige); its chief towns Patavium (see Paoua), Aquilda (q.v.),

Altinum (Altino), Bdunum (Bdluno, still a considerable town).

Language.—We have neariy 100 inscriptions which leoord
the language spoken by the tribe in pre-Roman days, the bulk
of which we owe to the admirable and devoted excavations

carried out at Este since 1890 by Prof. A. Prosdodmi and Sign.

A. AlfonsL But a not unimportant number have also come to

light at Verona and Padua, and at different points along the
great North and South route of the Brenner Pass, especially at

Bozen; and there are a few more scanty and scattoed monu-
ments in the Carinthian Alps now preserved chiefly in the
Museums at Klagenfurt and \^eona (the K.K. Naiurkistonsckes

Museum, Ethnographiscke Abteilung). All but a few of these

Venetic inscriptions were seen and transcribed by the present

writer in the spring of 1908, and their texts with a careful

collection of the load and personal names of the district made
by Miss S. £. Jackson will appear as the first part of *' The
I^-Italic Dialects" in the Proceedings of Ike Brittsk Academy,
The alphabet of the inscriptions, in all its varieties, is probably

(in spite of Pauli, Die Veneter, p. 226, whose judgment seems
somewhat arbitrary) either derived from or at leut influenced

by some form of the Etruscan alphabet, since it not merely coin-

cides with that alphabet in several characteristic signs, such as

the use of the compound symbol vk(3^ with the value of/, but
lacks the symbols for the mediae B D G. . These, or the sounds
which had descended from them in Venetic, were represented

by using symbols which in the Western Greek alphabets denoted

kindred sounds; j$ s where we should expect 4 ifoto** he gave ")i

4 ^ where we should expect h (^oAuot, " Boius "), lf^ (t.c x)
where we should expect g ('C-xOf *''egO "). But though we. find

the symbob in positions where they corre^wnd to the mediae in

kindred languages, it Is uncertain what.the predae variety of

sound which they denoted was; thus, for example, Venetic -c-xo,

is certainly equivalent to the Latin ege^ but we cannot be certain

that the sound of the two words was predsdy the same. The
symbol for B is not used to denote d (since that is represented

l^ s). In-^e inscriptions of Padua and Verona the sign is O
and seems there to denote some variety of sound dosdy «kin to

/; the word which at Padua and Verona is written •e^kupe-

Oari'S' (probably meaning " charioteer ") appears as acupetaris

in Latin alphabet in an inscription pi^blished by Elia Lattes

("Iscridoni Inedite Venete ed Etntsche," RendiconU dd R.
1st. Lomb. di Sc. e LeU., Serie II. voL 34, 1901). The full

Venetic alphabet at its best period is presuved for us on several

curious and interesting dedicatory objects found at Este, vhich
were offered to the goddess of the place called RdUia, a name
obviously equivalent to Latin JSee/fa, some of whose preiogati\'cs,

to judge from the long nails which are offered to her, frequently

accompanied by small wedges, would seem to have been those

of the goddess whom Horace calls Necessitas (Odes, i. 35, 17)-

The offerings in question are thin bronze plates of whose surface

the greater part is covered by alphabetic signs, with an inscrip-

tion stating that such and such a worshipper makes an offering

of the plate to the Goddess Rectia. Besides the letters of the

alphabet in thdr order, these plates contain a kind of catalogue

of the most common combination of letters, and although none

of the plates is now completdy preserved this diaracterisuc and

their general likeness to one another provide enou^ material

to place the alphabet of Este beyond all doubt. It b written

from right to Idt, and the alternate lines curl round so that the

letters proceed in the opposite direction and stand with thdr

feet turned towards those in the preceding Une. This duuuc-

teristic, technically known as "serpentine boustrophedon,"

with the sign for h (l{l), points to some connexion with the

alphabets of the East Italic ("SabelUc") uoscriptions (see

Sabeluc).
The alphabet of Este then, in what the archaeological remains

show to havebeen the 4th and 3rd centuries b.c., wasas follows:—

^a,ile,^p,%», ill*. El «, ik, 1 /, T t», 1 «, 1 ^
M/.af,iandJ*,X',A».Oor®**tx,0*-

it to the Western Greek
to point to any especial

Pault (Die Vender, p. 229) compares ii

alphabet as used in Elis, but it is difficult
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mark of affinity ^th ihh particular brandi of the Western alphabet,
while there are some marked differences, sach as X instead 01

Ekan T. Q instead of Elean (prevailingly) ^ and|^. j( instead of

X and 41 instead of the regular Western B though the latter

symbol is not quoted as occurring in Elis itself (& S. Roberts, <7re»Jk

Epigraphy, i. 390).
Even the few words that have already been cited from the in-

scriptions will have shown that the lai^uage bebngs to the Indo-

European group. Unfortunately the inacriptk>ns of Este, although
numerous, belong to only two classes, dedications and epiuphs;
hence the forms with whkh they supply us, though attested by
welcome repetition, are somewhat limited in number. The typical

beginning lor a dedkation is iifoc0....S9M*i-l» saJuiaUh rektUah,

i.e. " me dedit Rectiae Sanatrici," " so and so gave me to the

Healing Goddess Rectia "; and sometimes the form of the verb
is simply fO'to. The correspondence of these two forms with the

Greek middle aorist of the verb (l-loro), and with the Latin
donart is obvious, and the present writer is convinced, for reasons
which it is impossible to state fully here, that the dots which, it

will be observed, are placed on either side of the last sound of their

syllable, denote the accent of the word; the most striking evidence
being the coincidence in position of the dots with the place of the
Greek accent on kindred words; for example, the cognomen Lelno-S'

on an inscription of >^enza is clearly identical with the Latin
Laevus and the Greek Xai/6f. These signs are altogether absent
from some words, e.g, from the Accusative jmxo (presumably a

proclitic) and syllables containing the letter |||, whose form would

make the dots a cumbrous additbn. One other inscription of

special linguistic interest should be cited here; it appears to be the
artist's inscription of a vase of the 6th century B.C. found recently

at PlKiua—
vc9o UuBeari'f vAax*''te,

where the first name appears to be identical with the Latin Otho
and to explain its aspirate, and the last word appears to be the
Venetic equivalent of the Latin fecit, but to be in the middle voice
without any augment If this uterpretation be correct—and the
use of htobio* by Greek artists commends it strongly—the form
fllustrates in rather a striking way the character 01 the language
as intermediate between Greek and Latin.*

In the archaeological a^>ect the Venetic remains are particulariy

interesting as representing very fully the culture of what u known as
the early Iron Ag& the monuments of which were discovered in the
excavations at vilianova, and are now admirably exhibited in the
Museum at Bologna. The eariiest begin, according to the generally

accepted dating, from the xith century b.c. The remains at Este
begin a very litde later, but no inscripCbns appear upon them until

we readi the pottery of the 6th century B.C. It remains therefore

to be determined whether this Venetic language was the proj^
speech of the people who as it is generally supposed, brought with
tnem the early Iron culture into luly from north of the Alps in the
xith century B.C, or whether it was the language of the people of

the soil whom they conquered. So far as the scanty linguistic

evidence at proent extends, in the place names and the personal
names of the Ligurian and the Venetic districts, it appeaks to the
present writer on the whole to be more in favour <rf the second view.
This probability would become a certainty if we could accept as
established the view of Professor Ridgeway and others, which
identifies the authors of the eariy Iron culture with the Umbrians
of historical times and ascribes to them the Umbro-Safine language
(which with Latin constitutes the Italic division of the Inoo-
European languages), and which almost certainly was the language
originally spoken Dv the patrician class at Rome (see further Sabini).
Even now it must be admitted that this view possesses a high degree
of probability.
The chief authority on the Venetic inscriptions published up to

1908 is Carl P^ub {AUiial. Studten. voL 3, " Die Veneter," Leiprig.
X891), but so far as the present wnter's observatran may be trustra
the text which P^uli gives of the inscriptions is somewhat defective.
Some were reported oy Mommsen, Dig Iiuekriften NordikUiuhen
Alphabet^ (Zurich, 1853); the rest have been recorded in the NottMie
degli Scan as they appeared, by Ghinudini in the volumes for x88o
and 1888, by Prosdocimi in that for 1890. These articles contain
careful accounts of the archaeological remains. (R. S. C)

VENETIA, a territorial division of northern Italy, lying

between the Alps and the Adriatic, and stretching from the

frontier of Carinthia and Istria (Austria) in the north-east to

the lower Po and Lombardy in the south-west. It comprises

the provinces of Belluno, Padua, Rovigo, Treviso, Udine, Venice,

Verona and Vicenza, and has an area of 9476 sq. m. Pop. (x88x

)

3,814,173; (1901) 3,X93,897. The crops principally grown are

maize, wheat, rice, grapes, mulberry leaves, tobacco, chestnuts,

* Some further details will be found in the Preliminary Report
presented to the British Academy published in the AUunaeum,
August 8th, 1908.

potatoes and hemp. Copper and lignite are mined, and turf

is dug. The chief industries are the manufacture of woollens,

cottons, silks, glass, laces, tobacco, straw-plait, paper, ttugar and
hemp, the breeding of ^kworms, iron-founding and working,

timber-cutting and shipbuilding. At Miia is a large candle

factory. The peasantry suffer much from pellagra.

The territory differs much in character; the Po and other smaller
rivers which fall into the Adriatic terminate in a huge and continually
advancing delta which extends right along the coast, and is liable

to inundation. The shore lagoons are, however, rendered healthy
by the ebb and flow of the tide, which is much more considerable
than elsewhere in the Mediterranean. To the north of the Po at
the foot of the mountains is a fertile territory, while the mountains
themselves are not productive. The chief towns in the various
provinces, with their communal population in looi, axe: Belluno
19*050 ; total of province 214,803, number of communes 66;
Padua 81.242; Monselke x 1,571, Este xo,77(K Pbve di Sacco
10,021; total of province 444,360, number of communes, 103;
Rovigo 10,735, Adiria 15,71 x; total of province 222/>57, number of

munes X79; Venice I48,47X, Chiogna 31,218, Cavarxere 16,388.
Mira 12,169, Mcstre 11,625; total w province 399.823, number ol
communes 50; Verona 73,917, Lemago X4,535: total of province

453.^ . ,

Venetia is fairiy good; there is a main line from Milan to Mestre
(the junction for Venice) and thence to Trieste by a line near the
coast, or by Treviso, Uaine and Pontebba (Pontaiel) into Austria.
Ahotner route Into Austria, the Brenner, leaves the Milan-Venice
line at Verona, which is connected with Modena (and so with central
and southern Italy) by a railway through Mantua. Another main
line runs from Bologna to Ferrara, Rovigo and P^ua, joining the
Milan-Venice line at the last-named place. Intcrcommunicatton
between the main lines is secured by oranch railways and steam
tramways. The Po, however, forms somewhat of an obstacle,

but is crossed by the main lines to Modena and Bologna near Mantua
and Rovigo respectively.

The district which later bore the name of Venetia was in-]

habited, under the Roman Republic, by a variety of tribes

—

Celts, Veneti, Raeti, &c Under Augustus, Venetia and Histria

formed the tenth region of Augustus, .the latter including the

Istrian peninsula as far as the river Axsia, ix. with the excliision

of the strip along the £. coast (libumia). In all directions,

indeed, it extended farther than Venetia in the xnodcm sense,

being bounded on the S. by the Po and its main (north) arm,

extending on the W. as for as the Addaand on the N. into a part

of southern TlroL It was thus far the largest of the regions of

Italy, but possessed comparatively few towns; thoti^h such as

there were, with the large territories, acquired considerable

power and influence. The easiness of the Brenner pass and the

abundance of communication with the sea led to the rise of

such towns as Verona, Pudua and Aquileia: and Milan only

became more important than any of these when the German
attacks on Italy were felt farther west.

When the Roman Empire fell the towns were many of them
destroyed by Attila, and the inhabitants took refuge in the

islands of the lagoons. It is to this that Venice owes iu origin,

under Byzantine protection, early in the 9th century a.d. For
the gradual growth of Venetian supremacy over the whole

territory, and for iu subsequent histoxy, see Venice.

VENETTE, JEAN DB (c. X307-C. 1370), French chronicler,

was bom at Venette, near Compiigne. He became prior of the

Carmelite convent in the Place Maubert, Paris, in 1339, and
was provincial of France from X34X to 1366. In X368 he was
still living, but probably died within a year or two of that date.

His Latin Chronicle, covering the years 1340 to 1368, was
published by Achery {SpicUeg^um, vol. iii.) with the continua-

tions of the chronicle of William of Nangis, though it has every

claim to be considered as an independent work. During the

years 1358 and X3S9 the entries were contemporary with the

events recorded; the earlier portion of the work, if it was
begun as eariy as 1340, was subjected to revision later. Jean
de Venette was a child of the people, and his sympathies were

entirely with the peasants. His point of view is thus directly
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Opposed to that of Fiolsitrt. His democratic sympathies led

him to support £tienae Marcel, and though he returned to his

allegiance to the kings of France he remained a severe critic.

Jean de Venette also wrote a long French poem, La Viedes trots

ifariei, about 1347.

See Lacurne de Sainte-Palaye in Mimoiru de FAcadimie, vols. viii.

and xiti. ; G^ud and D^prcx in Milantes de VicoU de Ram* (1899),
vol. xix.; and A. Molinier, Lu Sources de fkiUoire de France (1904),
tome iv.

VENEZUELA,! a repubUc of South America, fadng the

Caribbean sea, and bounded E. by British Guiana and Brazil,

S. by Brazil and W. by Colombia. Its boundary with Colombia
is unfixed, a decision by the king of Spain, as arbitrator, in

March 1891, having been rejected by Venezuela. The boundary
dispute with British Guiaxia was settled in October 1899 by an
arbitration court in Paris. The line b subject to any question

between the two countries and BraziL The boundary with

Brazil was fixed by a special commission in 1880. The republic

lies between lat. x* 40' S. and xa^ a6' N., long. 59^ 40' and 73°

31' W., and has an area of S99i538 sq. m. according to the

Venezuelan Year Book of 1906. This area, however, was
subject to the settlement of the Colombia boundary line, and
the measurement is only approximate.

Topography.—^The surface of Venezueh is broken Into three very
irregular divisions bv its mountain systems: (i) the mountainous
area of the N.W. ana N.; (2) the Orinoco basin with the Uanos on
its northern border and great forested areas in the S. and S.W.:
and (3) the Guiana highlands. A branch of the eastern chain 01

the Andes enters Venezuela in the west about 7* N. lat., and under
the name of the Sierra Ntarada de M6rida proceeds north-eastwards
towards Trieste Gulf. '"^Iib branch consists of parallel chains
enclosing elevated valleys, in one of which lies the town of M^rida
at the neiKht of 5^10 ft., overlooked by the highest summit of

the chain O'icacho de la Sierra, 15,420 ft.). The sierra contains the
water-partmg between the basin of the Orinoco and those of the
•mall tWtn on the nonh-west. Hence it may be considered to
terminate where the Rio Cojcdes, which drains the elevated valley

in which Barquisimeto stands, after rising on its western slopes

flows eastwards into the basin of the Orinoco. Beyond the Cojedes
be^n two parallel ranges known as the Maritime Andes of Venezuela,
which stretch east and west along the coast. The valkrv between
these two ranges is the most densely peopled part of Venezuela.
Above Car&cas the highest peak of the system, Silla de Caricas, rises

to 8531 ft. Behind the wide bay between Cape Codera and Cumana
there is an interruption in the Maritime Andes; but both ranges
reappear between Cumana and the Gulf of Paria. West of the
Maritime Andes low ranees (3500-5000 ft.) trend northwards from
the end of the Sierra dc M6rida towards the coast on the east side

of the Lake of Maracaibo, while the region on the west of that
Uke coniNsts of lagoon-studded lowlands. East and south of the
Sierra de M6rida and the Maritime Andes the re^on is thinly pop-
ulated and little known. It consists of two portions—a vast, hilly

or mountainous area, densely wooded, in the south-east and south,

and levd plains in the north-west between the Orinoco and the
Apur<S and the mountains. The latter is known as the Uanos of

the Orinoco, a region described by Humboldt as a vast " sea of

grass." with islanas of wood scattered here and there. Since the

time of Humboldt, however, the aspect of these plains would seem
to have changed. On the occaaon of Kari F. Appun's visit in 1S50
trees seem still to have been comparatively rare; but a different

aspect was presented when Dr P. Jonas visited the Uanos in 1878.

From the Galera, the southernmost ranjge of hills north of the

Orinoco basin, the traveller saw a vast plain thickly grown with low
trees. As far as Calabozo (about one-third of the distance between
the hills and the Apur6) it was now chaparros (CuraUUa americana),

now mimosas, which were the prevailing feature of the landscape.

But towards the south the open grass-covered spaces increased

in number and area. To the south of Calabozo woods of consider-

able extent were seen. This change is due to the decline of horse-

and cattle-rearing in the Uanos^ partly in consequence of political

disturbances and partly of a murrain which broke out m 181^
among horses, mules and asses. The decline in stock-raising would
also suspend the practice of burning off the dead grass to improve the

new pasturage. Along the Brazilian frontier and about the sources

of the Orinoco tributaries on the eastern slopes of the Andes there

are extensive forests, sometimes broken with grassy compos. The
surface of the Uanos is almost a dead level, the general elevation

* The name means " little Venice,'* and is a modification of the

-name of Venecia (Venice), originally bestowed by Alonzo de Ojeda
-n 1499 on an Indian village, composed of pile dwellings on the

hores of the Gulf of Maracaibo, which was called by him the Gulf
f Venecia.

varying from about 375 to 400 ft., rising almost imperceptibly to
600--800 ft. around its immediate margins. So uniform is the level

over a great part of these plains that in the rainy season hundix^is
of square miles are submerged, and- the country is covered with a
network of connecting channels. When the Onnoco is reacted its

bwer basin b contracted between the Gubna highlands and the
northern sierras, and its tributaries begin to come in more nearty
at right angles, showing that the margins <rf the actual valley are
nearer and higher. About 62* 30' the great river reaches what may
be considered sea-level, and from this point numerous channeb
find their way across the silted-up delta plain to the sea. Thb
region, together with that of the Gubna frontier, b heavily forested.
In the extreme S. (territory of Amazonas) and S.E. the surface
again rises into mountain ranges, which include the Parima and
Pacaraima sierras on and adjacent to the Brazilbn frontier, with
a number of short spurs reaching northward toward the Orinoco,
such as the Mapichi. Maraguaca, Maigualida, Matos. Rincote and
Usupamo. All this region belongs to the drainage basin of the
Orinoco, and rivers of large volume flow down between these spurs.
Some of the culminating points in these ranges are the Cerros
Yaporana (7175 ft.) and Duida (8120 ft.) in the Parima nerras
rear the upper Orinoco, the Sierra de Maraguaca (6228 ft.), and
tl:e celebrated flat-topped Mt Roraima (65to ft.) in the Pacaraima
s::rras on the boundary line with Brazil and British Guiana. Near
the Orinoco the general elevation drops to about 1500 ft. All this

region b densely forested, and b inhabited only by scattered tribes

of Indbns.
Probably not less than four-fifths of the territoryof Venezuela

bctcin^ to the draJnage basin of the Orinoco (q.v.). The Orinoco b
c.iriKv^^d tQ hive 436 tributaries, of which, among the larseTt. the
Cjran i Pa rAgua, , Aro, Caura. Cuchivero, Suapure, Sipapoand Vcntuari
have ihdf murrti, in the Gubna highbnds; the Suata, Manapere
and GuariticD in the nonhern sierras: and the Apur^. Uricana.
Arauca, Capanap^ro. Meta, Vichada and Guavbre (the last three
Ixnng CbioTTiblan rivers) in the Uanos and Andes. The Apur6
receives two large tributaries from'the northern sierras—the Guarico
and FortugueiQu Apart from these, the rivers of Venezuela are
smjIL and. rxrept those of the Maracaibo basin, are rarely navigable.
T^tr brgt-r arc the Guanipa and Guarapiche. which flow eastwards
to the Ciijlf of Parb; the Aragua. Unare and Tuv. which flow to
the Caribbean coASt E. of Caracas; the Varacui, Aroa and Tocuyo
tothesamecoan W. of Caricas '.and the Motatan, Chama. Eacalante.
Catitumba, Apsn and Palmar, which discharge into Lake Maracaibo.
I'hv hvdrozT-anhy of the region last mentioned, where the lowlands
ai.. 1.^1 _._ ihc rainfall heavy, b extremely complicated owing to
the great number of small rivers and of bkes on or near the lower
river courses. The deep lower courses of these streams and the
snuill neighbouring Ukeai were oncepart of the great lake itself,

which is being slowly filled by silt. The bkes of Venezuela are srid

to number 204. The brgest are the Maracaibo (9.9.) ; EJ Zulia.
with an area of 390 sq. m., a short distance S. of Maracaibo
among a brge number of bkes. bgoons and swamps; Valenciji.

near the city of that name, in the Kfaritime Andes, about 1350 ft.

above sea-level, with an area of ai6 sq. m.; Laguneta. in the state

of Zulb; and Tadragua. a coastal la»oon in the state of Miranda.
There are numerous lagoons in theT^oiio districts caused by the
periodical floods of the rivers, and extensive esteros and cienagas,

m part due to the same causes, but these either dry up in the dry
season or are greatly reduced in area.

The coast outline of Venezueb b indented with a large number of

eulfs and bays, comparatively few of which, however, are open to
foreign commerce. The brger indentations are the Gulf of Mara-
caibo, or Venezueb, which extends inbnd through the Lake of

Maracubo, with which it is connected by a comparatively narrow
channel, and is formed by the peninsubs of Goajira and Paragxtani

;

the Gulf of Paria, between the peninsub of that name and the
isbnd of Trinidad ; the Gulf of Coro, opening into the Gulf of Mara-
caibo; the Gulf of Cariaco, between the peninsub of Araya and the
sute of Bermiidez; the Golfo Triste, on the E. coast ci the state

ojf Lara; and the small Gulf of Sanu Fi, on the northern coast of

Berm6dez. Besides these there are a number of small indentations,
sheltered anchorages formed by isbnds and reefs like that of Piterto
Cabello, and estuaries and also open roadsteads, like those of La
Guaira and Carfipano, which serve important ports. The tsbntis

on the coast formmK part of the national territory number 71, «ith
an aggregate area ot 14.633 sq. m., according to official calcubtions.
The largest of these is the island of Mananta. N. of the peninsula
of Araya, in the vicinity of which b the island of Tortuga and srv-cral

groups of islets, geoeruly uninhabited. fA. J. L.)

Geology.—Geologically Venezueb consists of three distinct

regions: (i) South of the Orinoco a great mass of granite, gneiss,

pyroxenite and other crysuUine rocks, conrinuous with that of

Gubna and probably of Archean age. Thb mass also forms the
bed of the Onnoco from its junctbn with the Apur6 nearly to its

mouth, and it probably extends northwards for tome oistance
beneath the more recent depOMts of the pbin. (2) The Uanos.
covered by deposits of Quaternary or bte Tertiary age. (3) The
mountain ranges of the north-west and north. These ranges appear
to belong to two systems. The Cordillera of M^rida b one of the
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bnnchfes of the Andet, and the strike of the folds which compose it

is usually from south-west to north-cast. The Caribbean chain
along the north coast is part of the Antillean system, and here the
strike of the (olds is nearly west to east or west-south-west to east-

north-east. The two systems of folds meet about Barquisimeto,
where the structure becomes very complex and is not thoroughly
understood. The rocks of Falc6n are believed by Sievers to belone
to the Andean system ; while the outlying peninsula of Paraguana
probably belongs, geologicallv, to the same massif as Goajira and
the Sierra Nevada de Sanu Maria in Colombia. The oldest rocks
in the country are the granites, gneisses, &c., of the southern massif

and the crystalline schists which form the axis of the Cordillera

and the Caribbean chain. In the latter range a few Ordovician
fossils have been found, but in general the oldest strata which have
yielded organic remains belong to the Cretaceous system. The
Cretaceous beds form a band along each side of the Cordillera and
along the southern flank of the Caribbean chain, and they spread
over the greater part of the provinces of Falc6n and Lara. The
Lower Cretaceous consbts chiefly of sandstones and shales and the
Middle Cretaceous of very fossiliferous limestone. There is con-
siderable difference of opimon as to the chronology of the succeeding

beds, and the boundary between the Cretaceous and Tertiary systems
is drawn at various horizons by different observers. The Cerro de
Oro series b the most important
group of these beds and takes a con-
siderable share in the formation of
the mountain ranges. It belongs
either to the Upper Cretaceous or to
the Lower Tertiary, or possibly in
part to the one and in part to the
other.* (P. La.)

CtimaU.—The climate of Venezuela
is everywhere tropical except where
modified by altitude. In the Maritime
Andes at and above the altitude of
Caricas it may be described as semi-
tropical, and in the still higher regions
of western Venezuela it approaches
the mild temperate. On the coast
and the northern slopes of the Mari-
time Andes the tropica! heat is

Scatty modified by the trade-winds.
t La Guaira the mean temperature

, for the year is 85* F., at Car&cas
"

(3025 ft.) it is 7 1 '2* (or 66-2* accord-
ing to an official return), at Cumani
it IS 83 •. at Valencia 76*, Coro 82 •,

Barquisimeto 78**, Varitagua 8o-6**,

M6nda 61*, Trujillo 72*, and Mara-
caibo 81* South of the sierras,

however, the climate b much drier

and hotter. The low temperatures
of the night in these regions lower
the mean annual temperatures. At
Calabozo. for instance, the mean is

about 88*, though the maximum
in summer is not far from 100*.

At Ciudad BoUvar. which is less

sheltered from the trade-winds, the
mean is 83* and the maximum
91-1*. The lowest temperatures re-

coraed in official reports are those
of Mucuchfes, in the state of M6rida,
where the maximum b . 68*, the
minimum 43* and the mean 56*.

The vear is divided into two seasons.^
the dry and wet, the latter occurring from April to October,
when the temperature is also the highest. On the UanBt the
dry season destroys the pasturage completely, driet up the tm^U
streams and lagoons, and compels many anicnah dI seirii-aquaik
habits to aestivate. At Caricas the annual rainfall rangLii) from
602 to 86^ millimetres between 1894 and 1901. In etiVfTr^t the
climate of Venezuela is healthy wherever the ocean wlnOA have fm*
access. Sheltered places in the lowlands, c^pircblly n?ar streams
and lagoons, are malarial and enervating, BfiU at some points on the
coast are subject to dangerous fevers. The sanitjiry candkian is

generally bad, and many forms of disease prevail that are not due
to the climate.
' Fauna.—^The fauna and flora of Venetucia are nmilar in nearly
all respects to those of the neighbourii^ regions oi Gubna, Bra^d
and Colombia, the open Uanos of the Orinoco being loincthing of

a neutral district between the great forested regions on the E.. S.
and W. Among the animals indigenous to the country are seven
species of the cat family, including the puma, the jaguar and the
ocebt; the wild dog (Canis AMorae); several representatives of the
marten family, includinff two speoes of CaticUs, two of the otter
(Lutra brasiltensis and X. pUronura) and one of the dcunk; two
species of bear {Ursus ortuUus and U. nasutus) ; and the " kinkajou."
There are six species of monkey corresponding to those of Guiana
and the Amazon valley, the sloth and ant-eater, 12 known genera
of rodents, including many species of Mures, the cavy, the capybara,
the paca, the nutria, the agouti, the tree porcupine, Lonckeres
cristata, Echimys cayen and the Brazilian hare. Among the pachy-
derms the upir b found in the forests of the Orinoco. There are
two species of the peccary, DicotyUs torquatus and D. labiatus.
There are also 2 species of deer, drvus rujus and C. simplicornis.
There are 3 species of opossum. On the coast and in the Orinoco
there may be found the manatee and the dolphin. The Reptilb
include 11 species of the crocodile, allieator and lizard, including
the savage ^'(KOf^ of the Amazon, several species of turtle, 4 species
of batrachians, and 20 species of serpents, including the striped
rattlesnake {Crotahts dunssus), Lachesis mutus, and a rather rare
speden of Cophias. Amona the non-venomous species, thecommonest
are the boa-constrictor, the anaconda (^unectes murinus) and the

» See G. P. Wall. " On the C>eology of a part of Venttuela and of

Trinidad," Quart. Journ. Gtol. Soc. Londtfjf, vol )cvi. (ifl^o), pp.
a6q-jo, pi. xxi.; H. Karsten, CMogie As la C^lambU BdwixtiefLmt
(Berlin, 1886): W. Sievers, " Karten zur pHyniikaliftchen Geographic
von Venezuela," PtUrn, MiUkeiL vol. xlii. (1896), pp. 12^-29,
pi X.

Coluber parioMlit^ Bird life is repretented chiefly by migratory
species, particularly of firncra that inhabit the »hom ol strums
and La^oonSy The shallowf lagans q\ the ilan^s, like those of the
Argentine pampot, are favourite fishing grounds \or these birdi*
In the lari^tot of Veneiuela arc to be found nearly e^-ery kind of
hcmn* cranc^ stork and ibii^ together with an incredible number
of Gfatbtorca. Ducks arc alao numcroii» in speties and individuals,^
imduding a small bird called the fyirirt^ in imitation of it$ cry.
Bird* ol prey are numerous. One species, the guacharo (Stfattmtis
fdfipfjMJj), or oil' bird, is commonly said to occdr only in
VcTicJucla>^ though it is found in Colombia and Ecti.iidof also.
They live in caves, especially in Caripe^ and af* caught in larpe
numbers for the oil tKtracled from thcm^ which h commonTy
known as " Coripc butter." The bcll-bttd (Clm^rnQrhymkus
curitn^uiaius) H common in the fotirst* of the Orinoco. Insect
life La perhaps pcwrcr and less varied than in Bratil, but in the M
orders of insects there are no lew than 98 families, each including
many genera and tpecic^^ There are 8 families of Cokopttra.
6 o! OrthomeTB, 93 of Hymenoptera, t4 of Lcpidoptera ana 7 01
Diptera. Loctixti are very numerous in the interior* and commit
great ravages^ Molluscs are common on the Cdast;, including the
pearl oyster, and \t% the fresh water it reams and lakes. The coral
polyp IS also fouod in Venezuclaji waters. Tlic domestic animaU
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of Venesuelft—the hone, ut, ox, sheep, goat, hog, dog, cat, &c.—are
not indigenous.

Flora,—The flora of Venezuela coven a wide range becauae of the
vertical climatic aones. The coastal sone and lower slopes of all

the mountains, including the lower Orinoco regbn and the
Maracaibo basin, are clothed with a typical tropical vegetation.

There is no seasons! interruption in vegetation. The tropical

vegetation extends to an altitude of about 1300 ft., above which it

may be classed as semi-tropical up to about ^^500 ft., and temperate
up to 7200 ft., above which the vegetation is Alpine. Palms
grow everywhere: among them the coco-nut palm {jCocos nmifera)
IS the most prominent. There are some exotics in this sone,

like the mango, which thrive so well that they are thoufht to

be indigenous. The cacau is at its best in the humid forests

of this region and b cultivated in the rich alluvial valleys, and
the banana thrives everywhere, as well as the exotic orange and
lemon. On the mountain slopes orchids are found in great prolusioa.

Sugar-cane is cultivated in the alluvial valleys and coffee on their

slopes up to a height of about 2000 ft. Among the many tropical

fruiu found here are bananas, guavas, mangoes, cashews, bread-
fruit, aguacates, papayas, zapotes, granadillas, oranges, lemons and
limes. In the next sone are grown many of the cereals (includ-

ing rice), b(»ns, tobacco, sugarcane, peaches, apricots, quinces and
strawberries. The Uanos have some distinguishing characteristics.

They are extensive grassy plains, the lowest being the bed of an
ancient inland lake about which is a broad terrace Jjmesa), the talus

perhaps of the ancient encircling highlands. The lower levd has
extensive lagoons and swampy areas and suffere less from the long
periodical drought. Its wild grasses are luxuriant and a shrubby
growth b found along many of its streama. The decline

in stock-breeding resulted in a connderable growth of trees and
chaparral over the greater part of the plain. A large part of the
chaparral consists oil the chafarro, a low evergreen oak of hardy
characteristics, mixed with mimosa, desmauthus, aonia and others.

Much of thu region b covered with fomc/ote, a tall, worthless, grass

with sharp stin blades. One of the most remarkable palms of

the Orinoco region b the " moriche " {MoMritia jUxuosa), The
fruit b edible and its juice b made into beer: the sap of the tree

b made into wine, and its pith into bread; the leaves furnish an
excellent thatch, and the fibre extracted from their midribs is used
for fish lines, cordage, hammocks, nets, &c. ; and the wood b hard
and makes good building material. The fruit of the Guilielma b
also widely used for food among the natives. Amone other forest

trees of economic imporunce are the silk-cotton tree (Bombaxeeiba),
the paSo ds vaca, at cow-tree {Bronmum gqlactodendron), whose sap
resembles milk and is used for that purpose^ the /fira soman, the
Hevea guayansHsis^ celebrated in the production of nibber, ana the
AttaUa speciosa, distinguished for the length of its leaves.

The princi(>al economic planu of the country are cacau, coffee,

cassava (manioc) called " mandioca " in Brazil, Indian com, beans,

sweet poutoes, taro, sugar-cane, cotton and tobacca Of these
coffee and sugar-cane were introduced by Europeana.

PopulalioH.—^The population of Venezuela is largely a matter

of conjecture, no census having been taken since the third

general census of 1891, which gave a total population of 3,323,537,

of which 1,137,139 were males and 1,186,388 females, and there

were 42,89)3 foreign residents. The official Handbook of Kene-

Muela for 1904 estiinated the population for the preceding year

as 3,663,671. The population consuls of a small percentage

of whites of European descent, chiefly Spaniards, various

tribes and settlements of Indians, largely of the Arawak and Carib

families, and a large percentage of mcstitos^ or mixed bloods.

There is a large admixture of African blood. HObner estimates

the mixed of all races at 93%, the highest among all the South

American nationaUties, and the Creoles at 1% only; but thb
b clearly incorrect. Perhaps a closer approximation would

be to rate the Creole element (whites of European descent)

at 10%, as in Colombia, and the mixed races at 70%,
the remainder consisting of Africans, Indians and resident

foreigners.

Territorial Divisions.—^The territorial divisions of Venezuela

have been subjected to many changes. Under the constitution

of the 37th of April 1904, the republic was divided into 13 states,

I federal district and 5 territories, the names of which are as

follows, those of the capital cities being given in brackets:

Federal District (Car&cas and La Asunci6n); Aragua (La
Victoria); Bermiidez (Cumana); BoMvar (Ciudad BoUvar);

Carabobo (Valencia); Falc6n (Oro); Gu&rico (Calabozo);

Lara (Barquisimeto) ; M6rida (M£rida); Miranda (Ocumare);
T&chira (San Crist6bal); Trujillo (Trujillo); Zamora (San
Carl6s); Zulia (Maracaibo), with the following territories:

.Amazonas (San Fernando de Atabapo); C^16n (Gran Roque);

Cristobal Col6n (Cristobal Col6n); DdU-Amacuro (San Joi£de
Amacuio) ; Yaniari (Guadpati).

On the 5th of AufiKt 140^. fiovevcr, a new dlvuioa was pro-

mulgated, giving 90 Bt^teiit i federal district and ? territories.

UniMr thb division Bome of (be recQ||;ii[Eed idminkirative units

were greatly altered In a.rfa or even abolished, 9r>d ihr c-^pital status

of several cities wii» apparently siTcctcd. The di^iMOO was aa

follows: Federal UihUiLt (Caracas); AnxodtG^i : Barcelona)
an-li de Apur^); Aiagtia (Li Victoria);

' '-': Tarabobo (Valencia); 0;KJedes (San
ificD (Calabozo) j Lin (Barqutsi-
ia (Ocymare)^ Ei^loiMe^^ (Maturin);

...^......n); Portupjucsa (Guanore); Sucre
-^si Cjtitobal): TrujiUo (Truiillo); Yaracuy
L (Barinaa); Zulia (Maracaibo), with the
Aihaionaa (^an Fernando dc Atabapo)

;

Apur6 (San Ferai:
Bolivar (Ciudad I

Cari6s): Falc6n ((

meto);M«rida(M«r
Nueva Esparta (L
(Cumani); TAchira
(San Felipe): Zam^
following territories

Ddta-Amacuro (Tucupita).
Commumeations and C^fmnsree.—There has been no great de-

velopment of railway construction in Venexuda, partly on account
of political insecurity and partly because of the backward industrial

sUte of the country. In 1908 there were only 13 raOway lines

with a mileage of about MO m., including the short lines from
Car&cas to El Valle and La Cuaira to Maiquetb and Macuto, and the

La Veb and Cora The longest of these b the German hoe from
Car&cas to Valencia (i 1 1 m.). and the next longest the Great T^hin,
running from Encontrada on Lake Maracubo inland to Uraci
(71 m.), with a projected extension to San Cristobal Another
Une in the Lake Maracaibo region b known as the Great La Ceiba,
and runs from a point near the lake to the vicinity of Valera and
Truinio. An important line connects the thriving dty of Bar-
quisimeto with the port of Tucacas. The best known of the
Veneauelan railways is the short line from La Guaira to Carlcas
(aaf m.), whkh scales the steep sides of the mountain behind
La Guaira and reaches an elevation of ^135 ft before arriving at
C^r&casb It b a British enterprise, and b one of the few railways
in Venezuela that pay a dividend. The Puerto Cabello and Valencia
line (34 m.) b another British undertaking and carries a cpod traffic

A part of thb line b built with a central cog-raiL Probably a
return to settled poIitkaJ and industrial condiUons in Venemda
will result in a larse addition to iu railway mileage, aa a means
of bringing the fertile inland districts into direct communicatioo
with the coast

In steamship lines the republic has almost nothing to sbofw. A
regular service b maintained on Lake Maracaibo, one 00 Lake
Vuencb, and another on the Orinoco, Apur6 and Portuguesa
rivers, starting from Ciudad Bolivar.

The coast ot Venezuela has an aggregate length of 1876 m., and
there are 32 ports, large and smaUTnot including those of Lakes
Maracaibo aiid Tacarigua and the Orinoco. The great majority
of these have only a limited commerce, restricted to doinestic
exchanges. The first-class ports are La Guaira, Puerto Cabello,
Ciudad Bolivar, Maracaibo and Carupano. and the second<la» are
Sucre, Juan Gntgo, Guiria, Cafio Colorado, Guanta, Tucacas, La
Vela and Porlamar.. The commerce of these ports, both in the
foreign and domestic trade, b small, tariff regulauons beinff onerous
and the people too impoverished to be consumen of much beyond
the barest necessaries of life. The total foreign trade in 1908
amounted to $9,778,810 imports and 114.^60,830 exports, the values
being in U.S gold. The exports to the Unitoi Sutes were valued
at 15.550,073 and to France 1^.496,627. The principal eacports
were coffee, cacau, divi-divi. nmber, hules and skins, cattle and
asphalt The imports include manufactured articles of all kinds,
hardware and building materials^ earthenware and glassware,
furniture, drugs and medicines, wines, foodstuffs, coal, petroleum
and many other things. The coasting trade b largely made up of

products destined for exportation, or imports trans-shipped from
the first-class ports to the smaller ones which have do direct re-

lations with foreign countries. In the absence of statistical returns
it is impossible to give the values of this branch of trade. The
exchanges of domestic products are less important than they
should be. The Orinoco trade b carried on almost wholly through
Port of Spain, Trinidad, where merchandise and produce b trans-
ferred between light draught river boau and foreign ocean-going
steamers. The distance from Port of Spain to Ciudad Bollx'ar is

209 m. and the traffic b carried by foreign-owned steamers. Under
tne administration of Presklent Cipriano Castro thb tra£k v^s
suspended for a long time, and trans-shipments were made at La
Guaira. Above Ciudad Bolivar transportation b effected by t«o
or three small river steamen and a great number of small craft

{lauckas, bungos^ balandras, &c), using sails, oare and punting polc5^

AgricuUmre.—The principal industries of Venemela are agri-

cultural and pastoral Both have suffered heavily from military

operations, but still they have remained the basb of Venezuelan
wealth and progress. Much the greater part of the republic b fertile

and adapted to cultivarion. Irrigation, whkh has not been used
to any great extent, is needed in some parts of the country for the
best results, but in others, as in the valleys and on the northern
slopes of the Maritime Andes, the rainfall b sufficiently well distri-

buted to meet most requirements. The Iook dry season of the
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Otmos and surrounding ilopet, which hav^ not as yet been devoted
to cultivation, will require a different system of agriculture with
systematic irrigation. In colonial times the llanos were covered
with immense herds of cattle and horses and were inhabited by a race
of hardy, expert horsemen, the Uaneros. Both sides in the War of
Independence drew upon these herds, and the Uaneros were among
the bravest in both armies. The end of the war found the Uanos
a desert, both herds and herdsmen having nearly disappeared.
Successive civil wars prevented their recovery, and these great (^ins
which ought to be one of the chief sources of meat supply for the
world are comparatively destitute of stock, and the only souree of
r = . ^ .m & 1; lu-r^- ;-»,.•-- .'f r--r-^-^f * .-mm^i^ sMpped
tu (lie W't^i lEiint'ft. "lite lit-^'ituig tA g<iiit9 and swioi^ ii an
important industry in *omc fc^onft. The dimatk conJUi<?rt» are
not to ravouraMc a» in Arfcnijtui, but thc» aiv cDunterbdl^nced
to lOiT* tjtcertt by the grtAt river T>'5ttm of ihe Orinoco, whose Urge
n^viKiilik tributaries cross the pUnis from end to end, aj(d whose
smalTef et^^m* from the surrounding hi^hliiiiH^ provide pupt'rior

opp0rtunitie» Jor water storae^ and imEiitirjn, Ow the mtim a'f Ifa

coutd be substituted lor thf native )£ras.^c^ and be UH.<d for ck
when the pftsturagic of tho lo*t'T pliins n not avafUblo- ^'' icr

industrifti of the colonjo I p<^od wtn; the cultivaiion of indigo si^nd

tobacco. The former has Fiearly^ diappeared, but the latter is

still ofie of the more important producti of the country. The best
known tobacccH-prcducing locatkiesarvCapedaA, Yaritagua, Aif^rida,

Cumanacaa, Guanapc, Guaribe and E^anniLB. The bent quality is

that from the Ca pad a re district ^ in th<! state of FaJc6n, which rivals

that of the Vueha Abajo of Cuba. No eflfort L> made to t-m prove
the Verteruelan product, a part of which 1% exported to Cubs ^or

cigar making The pnrMripal aerie ulturaJ products aiv coFTee.

cacau (cacan), eijgart tndian com and bfiAn*. Colfec was introducea
from Martinique m 17S4 and its exportation began hve >'car» hittf

.

It \^ grown at eEevation<i o( 1 600 to jooo ft.» and the yii-ld it rtported
to be 1 to ) lb fKT tii.c, 'v^];l<:h i-n murh Trt-- ih^in tTit yldd m SSo
Paiilr\ Br^ail. .".

. ,
^.^ . ig-

ton, l'^4) givK LhL :i;j:;._c: _i i,;.::^;. ..^4 . _..^_^j-i,ii J5O,0OC,000
belonging to 33,000 esutes; the output was 43,806 tons in 1907.
Several grades are produced in Venezuela, determined by geographi-
cal position, altitude and method of curing and preparing for market.
The Maracaibo type from the mountain-dopes of M^nda, Trujillo

and T&chira b perhaps the best known ana brings the best price.

Cacau {Tkeofnoma cacao) is an indigenous product and b extensively
cultivated on the Caribbean slopes. It requires a high temperature
(about 80* F.), rkh soil and a high degree of humidity for the
best development of the tree. The tree has an average height of
ia-13 ft., begins bearing five yea^ after planting, requires little

attention beyond occasional irrigation, bears two crops a year (June
and December), and produces well until it b forty years of age—the
yield beine from 490 to 600 lb per acre of too trees. There are two
grades of Venezuelan cacau—the crioUo or native, and the trinitario,

or Trinidad, the first bein^ superior in quality. The best cacau
comes from the vkinity of Car&cas and b roarkered under that name.
The exportation of 1907 was about 14,000 tons. Sugar<ane b not
indigenous, but it b cultivated with marked success m the lowlandy
of Zulia, and at various points on the coast. The industry, however,
has not kept pace with its development in other countries and, in

great part, still employs antiquated methods and machinery. Its
principal product b " papel6n," or brown sugar, whkh b put on
the market in the shane of small cylindrical and cubkal masses of
I f to 3i lb weiffht. Thb quality b the only one consumed in the
country, with the exception of a comparatively small quantity of
granulated, and of refined sugar in tablets prepared for people of
the well-to-do classes. The annual output b about 3000 tons.
Cotton was produced in several places in colomal times, but the
output has declined to a few thousand pounds. The plant b in-

digenous and grows well, but, unlike catau, it requires much manual
labour in its cultivation and picking and does not seem to be favoured
by the planters. Indian com b widely grown and provides the
staple food of the people, especially in the interior. Brin^ also

are a common food, and are universally produced, H:':r-<.. < 'liv the
black bean. Wheat was introduced by the SpanianL^ hmni iLuely
after their occupation of Venezuela, and is grown in ihc L-UrXMed
districts of Aragua and the western states, but the pt<^ijii. nnrd rjnKs

not exceed home consumption. Rice b acommon urri. ?< ..f i^od
and is one of the principal imports. Several state- ar': <.'li' ring

bounties to encourage its cultivation at home. Other .%>;r^rijl['ir3n

products are sweet potatoes, cassava (manioc), yuca ^ i"- lite

potatoes, maguey, okra, peanuts, pease, all the vegtutiL^ l: :he
not and temperate climates, oranges, lemons, bmes, bananas,
plantains, figs, grapes, coco-nuts, pineapples, strawberries, plums,
guavas, breadfruit, mangoes and many others. There are also

many fruits found growing wild, like those of the cactus and various
palms, and these are Ivgely consumed. The forest products,
whose collection and preparation form rraular industries, are rubber
(called cancko orjpfma), tonka beans, vanflla, copaiba,-chiaue-chique,
aarsaparilla, divi-divi, dye-woods, cabinet-woods and fibres. The
rubber forests are on the Orinoco and its tributaries of the Guiana
highlands.

Mining.—^The principal minerals are gold, copper, iron, sulphur,

coal, asphalt and petroleum. Silver, tin, lead, mercury and
precious stones are Ibted among the mineral resources of the country,
but no mines have been developed, and they are possibilities only.
Ck>ld b found throughout a wide area, but chiefiv in the Yuruari
region, i^ut 100 m. S.W. of the principal moutn of the Orinoco
ami near the borders of British Guiana, where the famous El Callao
minesare. These mines have produced as much as i8i,040<3 Spanish
oz. in onir >-^r (1886) and a total of i.jac^J^'OO nz, from 1871 to
lfl'>o, tthili' jijii:icPi'.-r rc[>^in fhv\ it-n output vaEui^ at |^j.^,txxj.ooo-

U.S. gotd in the fifteen yr^in, from iM^ to 1S99. The prr*diJctiQn

since then hai greatly declined. Thene are 14 copper fiune« in the
country, those at Aroa, 70 m. VV. of Puerto Cabdfo ind in r^lway
communicatian with Tucacai (89 m.}^ being the m^it prodiKtive-
They date from l^S and ngw bcionit!. to a.n Englij,h coini'iany«

The output from 167^ to l^t was ^jg^llfl lOinA. of one and Sj^OJJ
toni of re^tuA, vatued at fJf7(]4^9*6. Iron of a good quality has
betn found in the Imataca region^ f>dU-Amact>n9 tetrito/yi S3 m*
from the " Boca Grange " cf the Orinoco The princjpaf co&l
de - 't vf Joped are at Naricua^ near BarccTon^ and a railway
ha ii^rrucTiiii to brif>g tht output to the port of Guanta.
Ai iken from ievt>nu deftortig-^nchm Marocaibo', Cuman^
an<> t nj. lii^Et* in the Orinoco ddta. The latter plactr eiIm yields
pecrL:i]Fum. tsulphur 1$ ininf«'J nvar Car^pano, and talc in ZtiUaand
on the peninsula of Arsva, The letter u a iroviTument monopoly,
and the high price* At wihkh h is tuld constitute a fcrioui prejudice
to the ppopte and to indu.-itric* hke that ol meat packinR.

Pt^rf^ Fi-ihrrirs.—One of ttio oideft of Venezuelan induitrieij the
Margarita pearl fiiberic^ was prohibired in 1909 for an indefinite

time because ol the threatened extinction of the oyster bed«^ The
industry date* from the hr<<t ejipioradon of thia eoa^t Jind wns
pTibabfy carried on before that by the natives The 69>hertt'A arc
establi^ht.'d about the iiianda of Margarita, Coche and Cyli?AgLiap

the heft producing beds Ireing at El Tirano and MaL*anao, tKc nr^
N, l£,. iTiJ The '>ihrr N.W. of Mar^Mrit.k. Thi.- n:iiivt's *tii.':'l%--[1 m
the ii_„ury uiea some 4.i.^j »^iijou.ij ...i „ .^ ij i.utis cajiuiLy, iuU the
beds were raked in search of pearl oysters. In 1900 a concession
was granted for an exclusive nght to fish for pearls, &c., between
Margarita and the coast, the contractor to use submarine
apparatus.

lianufaclmrts,—^There are few manufacturing industries in Vene-
zuela, and these usually of the parasitic type, created by official

favour and protected by high tariffs on imports in competition.
The manufactures of thb class include aerated waters, beer,

candles, chocolate, cigarettes, cotton fabrics, hats, kre, matches, boots
and shoes, drugs and medkines. There are a number of electric

pl^ - ,ur^ fj_ -aMv h use water power, one at El Encantado, 10 m.
In on » .] t ,^ L lirida, and the third at San Crist6bal. T4chira.
T - 1 ng iteam for motive powerare at Car4cas. Maracaibo,
Vj i Puerto CabeUo. There has been some development
in .ufacture of agricultural machinery and impleroents,
vc

,
< Lrii>$ and furniture, and some older industries, such as

ta vh'^r jtnd the manufacture of saddles and harness, the
m.: .:.^ ^i vhht4E tiM tndian com, distilling, soap-making, &c. At
Gil in tJ there ii » [M\'^vy for the manufacture of patent fud from
Rj'f< iial coal und a-^r-lidt. In 1901 there was one satadero, or meat-
paciLJne ettabliihmcni, in the Onnoco-Apur6 region, but it did not
pi Live iucccuiul because of the high cost of salt.

Government.—The govemxnent of Venezuela is that of a
federal republic of nominally independent, self-governing

sutes, administered according to the provisions of the consti-

tution of the 27th of April 1904, modified or revised on the

5th of August X909. The legislative power is nominally

vested in a national Congress of two houses—the Senate and
Chamber of Deputies—which meets at Car&cas every two years

on the 33rd of May, the session lasting 90 days. The Senate

consists of two members from each state, or 40 members, who
are elected by the state legislatures for a p^od of four years.

A senator must be a native-bom citizen and not less than thirty

years of age. The Chamber consbts of popular representatives,

elected by direct vote, in the proportion of one deputy for each

3 5,000 of population, each state being entitled to at least one

deputy, or two in case its population exceeds 15,000, the federal

district and territories being entitled to representatives on the

same terms. A deputy must also be a native-bom citizen,

not less than twenty-one years of age, and is elected for a
period of four years.

The executive power is vested by the constitution in a presi-

dent, two vice-presidents and a cabinet of minbters. The
president and vice-presidents, who must be Venezuelans by
birth and more than thirty years old, arp elected by an electoral

body or council composed of members of the natioiud Congress,

one member from each state and the Federal Dbtrict. Tbti
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'oooncil elects by an absolute majority of votes. The presi-

dential term is four years (it was six years under the constitution

of 1904), and the president cannot succeed himself. The
powers of the executive, direct and implied, are very broad

and permit the exercise of much absolute authority. The
president is assisted by a cabinet of seven ministers and the

governor of the federal district, their respective departments
being interior, foreign relations, finance and public credit, war
and marine, fomenta (promotion), public works and public

instruction. The ministers are required to countersign all acts

relating to their respective departmenu, and are held respon-

sible both before Congress and the courts for their acts. The
department of fomerUo is charged with the supervision of all

matten relating to agriculture, stock-raising, mines, industries,

commerce, statistics, immigration, public lands, posts, tele-

graphs and telephones. The department of the interior is also

charged with matters relating to the administration of justice,

religion and public worship.

The judicial power is vested in a supreme federal court,

called the Corte Federal y de Casaci6n, and such subordinate

tribunals as may be created by law. As the laws and pro-

cedure are uniform throughout the republic and all decrees

and findings have legal e£fect everywhere, the state judicial

organizations may be considered as taking the place of district

federal courts, although the constitution does not declare them
80. The federal court consists of 7 members, representing as

many judicial districts of the republic, who are elected by
Congress for periods of six years (Const. 1904), and are eligible

for re-election. It is the supreme tribunal of the republic,

having original jurisdiction in cases of impeachment, the con-

stitutionality of laws, and controversies between states or

officials. It is also a court of appeal' {Casacidn) in certain

cases, as defined by law. The judicial organisation of the states

includes in each a supreme court of three members, a superior

court, courts of first instance, district courts and municipal

courts. The judicial terms in the states are for three years.

In the territories there are civil and criminal courts of first

instance, and municipal courts. The laws of Venezuela are

well codified both as to law and procedure, in civil, criminal

and commercial cases.

The state governments are autonomous and consist of legis-

lative assemblies composed of deputies elected by ballot for a
period of three yean (Const. 1904), which meet in their respective

state capitals on the ist of December for sessions of thirty days,

and for each a president and two vice-presidenu chosen by
the legislative assembly for a term of three years. The states

are divided into districts and these into municipios, the executive

head of which is a jefe politico. There is a municipal council of

seven members in each district, elected by the municipios, and

in each munidpio a communal junta appointed by the municipal

council. The governors of the federal territories are appointees

of the president of the republic, and the jeje politico of each

territorial municipio is an appointee of the governor. The
Federal District is the seat of federal authority, and consists

of a small territory surrounding (^r&cas and La Guaira, known
in the territorial division of 1904 as the West district, and the

island of Margarita and some neighbouring islands, known as

the East district.

There are two classes of citizens in Venezuela—^native-bom

and naturalized. The first includes the children of Venezuelan

parents bom in foreign countries; the latter comprises four

classes: natives of Spanish-American republics, foreign-

bora persons, foreigners naturalized through sjxcial laws

and foreign women married to Venezuelans. The power of

granting citizenship to foreigners is vested in the president of

the republic, who is also empowered to refuse admission to the

country to undesirable foreigners, or to expel those who have
violated the special law (April 11, 1903) relating to their conduct
in Venezuelan territory. The right of suffrage is exercised by
Venezuelan males over ax years of age, and all electors are

eh'gible to public office except where the constitution declares

otherwise. Foreign companies axe permitted to transact

business in Venezuela, subject to the laws relating to nod*
residents and also to the laws of the coimtry governing national

companies.

^rmy.—The military forces of Venezuela consist nomiially of
about 30 battalions of^ infantry, of 400 men each, and 8 batteries
of artillery, of 200 men each. There is abo a battalion of marines
employed about the ports and in the arsenals. The organization
and equipment is defective, and the force deficient in numbers and
diaciphne. The police force and fire companies in the larger cities
are organized on a military basis, and are smnetimes used for
military purposes. For a people so accustomed to revolutionary
outbreaks, tne Venezuelans are sinnilarly deficient in military
organization. There is no lack of officers of the higher padcs.
but the rank and file are not uniformed, cqui|^pcd or drilled, and
miliury campaigns are usually irregular in character and of com-
paratively short duration. It should be said that Vcnesuda has
a modem military orftanization so far as law can make it. It is

drawn in imitation of European models, and makn military service
compulsory for all Venezuelans between 21 and 50 years. This
national force is divided into' actives and reserves, the strength
of the first being fixed by Congress, and all the rest, of unkitowa
number, belong to the latter. The provisions of the law, howe\'er
have never been enforced, and the actives or regular army are
recruited by impressment rather than through conscriptioo. There
is a military academy at Car&cas, and battalbn schools are pcovided
for officers and privates, but they are of little value.

EduaUion.—in popular education Venezuela has done abnost
nothing worthy of record. As in Chile, Peru and CoUmibia, tbc
ruling classes and the Church have taken little interest in the educa-
tion of the Indians and mestixos, Venezuela, it b true, has a com-
prehensive public instruction law, and attendance at tbe pubHc
schools is both gratuitous and nominally compulsory. But outside
the cities, towns and lai^ viiU^s near the coast there atre no schools
and no teachers, nor hsk the-govierament done anything to provide
them. This law has been in force nnce about 1870, but on tne 3«h
of Tune 1908 there wece only 1150 public schoob in tbc republic
witn a toul enrolment of 35,777 pupils. There are a number of
parochial and conventual schools, the church being hostile to the
public-school system. An overwhelming majority of tJ>e people b
illiterate and b practically unconscious of the delect. In 1908 tbe
educational facilities provided by the republic, not including some
private subventionecl schoob, were two universities and thirty-
three national colleges. The univeruties are at Car&cas and M^dk,
the latter known as the Universidad de los Andes. The Caracas
institution dates from early colonial times and numbers nuny
prominent Venezuelans among its alumni. The national coHe^
corresponds to the lyceum and nigh school of other countries. There
are law, medical and engineering schoob in the country, but ore
rarel)^ hears of them. Tne episcopal seminaries are usually good,
especially the one at Car&cas. In addition to these, there are
normal, polytechnic, mining and agricultural schools, the last at
Car&cas ana provided with a good library and museum. There are
several mechanics' schoob {ArUsy Oficios] in tbe laiser cities, and
a large number of private schoob. Further educational facilities

are provided by a national library with about 50,000 volaises. a
national museum, with a valuable historical collection, the Caji^al
Observatory, devoted to astronomical and meteorological wk,
and the Venezuelan Academy and National Academy of History

—

the first devoted to the national language and literature, and the
second to its history.

RcHgioH.—The Roman Catholic b ihe religbn of the state, bot
freedom of worship b nominally guaranteed by law. The preklect.
however, b empowered to deny admission into the country of
foreigners engaged in roedal religious work not meeting his apiRovaL
Practically no other form of worship exists in the ooantiy than
that of the Roman Catholic Church, the Protestant and other
denominations holding their services in inconsfncuous chapels or
private apartments in the brger cities, where considerable numbers
of foreigners reside. The state contributes to the support of ibc
Church, builds its churches and provides for the salaries of iti

clergy, and at the same time it has the right to approve or reject

all ecclesiastical appointments and to permit or forbid the cxecutk»i
of all decrees of the Roman See reUting to Venezuda. The Church
hierarchy consists of one archbishop (Car&cas^ and four suffragan
bbhops (MMda. Gu&yana, Barqubiroeto and Gu&rico).

Finance.—Tbe financial situation in Venezuda was for a long time
extremely complicated and discreditable, owing to defaults m tbe
payment of public debts, complications arisingirom tbe guarantee
of interest on railways and other, public works, respoonfatlity for

damages to private property during dvil wara and bad administra-
tion. To meet increasing obligations, taxation has been cxtcDdcd
and heavily increased. The public revenues are derived fn-n
cu<$toms taxes and charges on imports and exports, transit Urts.
cattle taxes, profits on coinage, receipts from state monc^ji*>s.
receipts from various public services such as the post office, tekfr^p'^-
Caracas waterworks. &c.. and sundry taxes, fines and other sources.

From 60 to 70% of the revenue b derived from the custom-hou«.
and the next laigest source b the transit tax. The official bodgec
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recuras for 1904-^ stiow the revenuea and expenditures to have
been^

1904. 1905. 1906.
Boiivares. Bolivares. Bolivares.

Revenue . . 57.576.74» 49.385.379 49.293.o67
Expenditure . . . 52,935.521 54.710.163 51,874.694

A considerable part of the expenditure Mnce 1903 conusta of pay-
ments on account of foreign debts which Venezuela was compelled to
satisfy. To meet these, taxes were increased wherever possible, thus
increasing both sides of the budget beyond its normal for those vears.

The public debt of Venezuela dates back to the War of Indei>en-
dence, when loans were raised in Europe for account of the united
colonies of Colombia, Ecuador and Venezuela. The separation
of the Colombian republic into its three original parts took place
in 1830, and in 1834 the foreign debt contracted was divided among
the three, Venezuela being charged with 28)%. or £2.794,826.
of which £906.430 were arrears of interest. Other items were
afterwards added to liquidate other obligations than those included
in the above, chiefly on account of the internal debt. ^

Several con-
versions and compositions followed, interest being paid irregularly.

In 1880-81 there w^s a consolidation and conversion of the re-

public's foreign indebtedness through a new loan of £2,750,000 at

3%, and in 1896 a new loan of 50.000,000 bolivares (£1.980,108) for
faitway guarantees and other domestic obligations. In August
1904 these loans and arrears of interest brought the foreign debt
up to £5.618.725. which in 1905 was converted mto a " diplomatic

"

debt of £5,229.700 (3%). During these years Venezuela had been
pursuing the dangerous policy of granting interest guarantees on
the construction of railways by foreign corporations, which not
only brought the government into conflict with them on account
of defaulted pavments, but also through disputed interpretations
of contracts and alleged arbitrary acts on the part of government
officials. In the civil wars the government was also held responsible
for damages to these properties and for the mistreatment of foreigners
residing in the country. Some of these claims brought Venezuela
into conflict with the governments of Great Britain, Germany and
Italy in 1903, and Venezuelan ports were blockaded and there was
an enforced settlement of the claims (about £104.417), which were
to be paid from 30% of the revenues of the La Guaira and Puerto
Cabcllo custom-houses. This settlement was followed by an adjust-
ment of all other claims, payment to be eflFcctcd through the same
channels. In 1908 (July 31) the total debt of Venezuela (according
to ofllicial returns) consisted of the following items:

—

Bolivarts.
Consolidated internal debt . . . . « 63,171,818
Diplomatic debt (Spanish. French and Dutch) . 7.014.569

„ (French, 1903-4) . . - 5.733.490
„ „ of 1905 ..;..,. 132.049.925

Unconaolidated debt in circulation ; « . 4.561,743

Total . 312.531.544
or, at 35I bolivares per £. £8,417.091

The currency of Venezuela is on a gold basis, the coinage of silver

and nickel is restricted, and the state issues no paper notes. Foreign
coins were formerly legal tender in the republic, but this has been
changed by the exclusion of foreign silver coins and the acceptance
of foreign gold coins as a comm<xiity at a fixed value. Under the
currency law of the 3tst of March 1879, the thousandth part of a
kilogramme of gold was made the monetary unit and was called a
bolivar, in honour of the Venezuelan liberator. The denominations
provided for by this law are

—

Gold : 100, 50. 20, 10 and 5 bdivares.
Silver: 5, 2, I bolivares; 50, 30 cintimos.
Nickel: 12) and 5 cintimos.

These denominations are still in use except the silver vy-Untimos
piece, which was replaced by one of 25 cintimos in 1891. The
silver ^-bolivar piece is usually known as a " dollar," and is equiva-
lent to 48i pence, or 96^ cents U.S. gold. The old " peso " is

no longer used except in accounts, and is reckoned at 4 bolivares,

being sometimes described as a ** soft " dollar. Silver and nickel
arc legal tender for 50 and 20 bolivares respectively. Paper currency
is issued by the banks of Venezuela. Caracas and Maracaibo under
the provisions of a general banking law. and their notes, although
not legal tender, are everywhere accepted at their face value.
The metric weights and measures have been officially adopted

by Venezuela, but the old Spanish units are still popularly used
throughout the country. (A. J. L.)

History.'-'l\it coast of Venezuela was the first part of the
American mainland sighted by Columbus, who, during his

third voyage in 1498, entered the Gulf of Paria and sailed

along the coast of the delta of the Orinoco. In the following

year a much greater extent of coast was traced out by Alonzo
de Ojeda, who was accompanied by the more celebrated

Amerigo Vespucci. In 1550 the territory was erected into the

captain-generalcy of Car&cas, and it remained under Spanish
rule till the early part of the 10th century During this period

negro slaves were introduced; but less attention was given

by the Spaniards to this region than to other parts of Spanish

America, which were known to be rich in the precious metals.

In 1810 Venezuela rose against the Spanish yoke, and on
the X4th of July x8ix the independence of the tenitory was
proclaimed. A war ensued which lasted for upwards of ten

years and the principal events of which are described under
Bolivar (9.9.) , a native of Car&cas and the leading spirit of

the revolt. It was not till the 30th of March 1845 that the

independence of the republic was recognized by Spain in the

treaty of Madrid. Shortly after the battle of Carabobo (June

24, 1821), by which the power of Spain in this part of the

world was broken, Venezuela was united with the federal state

of Colombia, which embraced the present Colombia and Ecuador;
but the Venezuelans were averse to the Confederation, and an
agitation was set on foot in the autumn of 1829 which resulted

in the issue of a decree (December 8) by General Paez dis-

solving the union, and declaring Venezuela a sovereign and
independent state. The following years were marked by re-

curring attempts at revolution, but on the whole Venezuela

during the period 1830-1846 was less disturbed than the neigh-

bouring republic owing to the dominating influence of General

Paez, who during the whole of that time exercised practically

dictatorial power. In 1849 a successful revolution broke out

and Paez was driven out of the country. The author of his

expulsion, General Jos6 Tadeo Monagas, had in 1847 been

nominated, like so many of his predecessors, to the presidency

by Paez, but he was able to win the support of the army and

assert his independence of his patron. Paez raised the standard

of revolt, but Monagas was completely victorious. For ten

years, amidst continual civil war, Monagas was supreme. The
chief political incident of his rule was a decree abolishing

slavery in 1854. General Juan Jos^ Falcon, after some years

of civil war and confusion, maintained himself at the head of

affairs from 1863 to i8(^. In 1864 he divided Venezuela into

twenty states and formed them into a Federal republic. The
twenty parties whose struggles had caused so much strife and
bloodshed were the Unionists, who desired a centralized govern-

ment, and the Federalists, who preferred a federation of semi-

autonomous provinces. The latter now triumphed. A revolt

headed by Monagas broke out in 1868, and Falcon had to fly

the country. In the following year Antonio Guzman Blanco

succeeded in making himself dictator, after a long series of

battles in which he was victorious over the Unionists.

For two decades after the close of these revolutionary troubles

in 1870 the supreme power in Venezuela was, for all practical

purposes, in the hands of Guzman Blanco. He evaded the

clause in the constitution prohibiting the election of a pre-

sident for successive terms of office by invariably arranging

for the nomination of some adherent of his own as chief of the

executive, and then pulling the strings behind this figurehead.

The tenure of the presidential oflTice was for two years, and at

every alternate election Guzman Blanco was declared to be
duly and legally chosen to fill the post of chief magistrate of

the republic. In 1889 there was an open revolt against the

dictatorial system so long in vogue; and President Rojas Paul,

Blanco's locum tenens, was forced to flee the country and take

refuge in the Dutch colony of Cura^oa. A scene of riot and
disorder was enacted in the Venezuelan capital Statues of

Blanco, which had been erected in various places in the citjr

of Car&cas, were broken by the mob, and wherever a portrait

of the dictator was found it was torn to pieces. No follower

of the Blanco regime was safe. An election was held and
General Andueza Palacios was nominated president. A move-
ment was set on foot for the reform of the constitution, the

principal objects of this agitation being to prolong the pre-

sidential term to four years, to give Congress the right to choose

the president of the republic, and to amend certain sections

concerning the rights of persons taking part in armed insurrec-

tion arising out of political issues. AU might have gone well

for President Palacios had he not supposed that this extension

of the presidential period might be made to apply to himself.
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His attempt to force this question produced violent opposition

in 189 1, and ended in a rising headed by General Joaquin

Crespo. This revolt, which was accompanied by severe fight-

ing, ended in 1893 in the triumph of the insurgenU, Palacios

and his followers being forced to leave the country to save

their Uves. General Crespo became all-powerful; but he did

not immediately accept the position of president. The reform

of the constitution was agreed to, and in 1894 General Crespo

was duly declared elected to the presidency by Congress for

a period of four years. One of the clauses of the reformed

constitution accords belligerent rights to all persons Uking up

arms against the state authority, provided they can show that

their action is the outcome of political motives. Another

clause protects the property of rebels against confiscation.

Indeed, a premium on armed insurrection is virtually granted.

In April 1895 the long-standing dispute as to the boundary

between British Guiana and VenezueU was brought to a

crisis by the action of the Venezuelan authorities in arresting

Inspectors Barnes and Baker, of the British Guiana police, with

a few of their subordinates, on the Cuyuni river, the charge

being that they were illegally exercising the functions of British

officials in Venezuelan territory. Messrs Barnes and Baker

were subsequently released, and in due course made their report

on the occurrence. For the moment nothing more was heard

of this boundary question by the public, but General Crespo

instructed the Venezuelan minister in Washington to ask for

the assbtance of the United Sutes in the event of any demand

being made by the British Government for an indemnity.

Whilst this frontier difficulty was still simmering, an insurrec-

tion against General Crespo was fomented by Dr J. P. Rojas

Paul, the representative of the Blanco regime, and came to a

head in October 1895, risings occurring in the northern and

southern sections of the republic. Some desultory fighting

took place for three or four months, but the revolt was never

popular, and was completely suppressed early in 1896. The
Guiana boundary question began now to assume an acute

stage, the Venezuelan minister in Washington having persuaded

President Cleveland to take up the cause of Venezuela in vindi-

cation of the principles of the Monroe doctrine. On the i8ih

of December 1895 a message was sent to the United States

Congress by President Cleveland practically stating that any

attempt on the part of the British Government to enforce its

claims upon Venezuela as regards the boundary between that

country and Guiana without resort to arbitration would be

considered as a casus belli by his government. The news of

this message caused violent agitation in Car&cas and other

towns. A league was formed binding merchants not to deal

in goods of British origin; patriotic associations were estab-

lished for the purpose of defending Venezuela against British

aggression, and the militia were embodied. ' The question was
Subsequently arranged in 1899 by arbitration, and by the pay-

ment of a moderate indemnity to the British officers and men
who had been captured. Diplomatic relations between the

two countries, which had been. broken off in consequence of

the dispute, were resumed in 1897.

In 1898 General Crespo was succeeded as president by Sefior

Andrade, who had represented Venezuela in Washington during

the most acute stage of the frontier question. Towards the

snd of the year a revolutionary movement took place with the

object of ousting Andrade from power. The insurrection was

crushed, but in one of the final skirmishes a chance bullet struck

General Crespo, who was in command of the government troops,

and he died from the effects of the wound. A subsequent revolt

overthrew President Andrade in 1900. General Cipriano Castro

then became president. During 1901 and 1903 the internal

condition of the country remained disturbed, and fighting went

on continually between the government troops and the revolu-

tionists.

The inhabitants of Venezuela have a right to vote for the

members of Congress, but in reality this privilege is not exercised

by them. Official nominees are as a rule returned without any
opposition, the details of the voting having been previously

arranged by the local authorities in conformity with instructions

from headquarters. In these circumstances the administratiao

of public affairs fell into the hands of an oligarchy, who governed

the country to suit their own convenience. President Castro

was for eight years a dictator, ruling by corrupt and revolution-

ary methods, and in defiance of obligations to the foreign creditors

of the country. The wrongs inflicted by him on companies and
individuals of various nationalities, who had invested capital in

industrial enterprises in Venezuela, led to a blockade of the

Venezuelan ports in 1903 by English, German and Italian

warships. Finding that diplomacy was of no avail to obtain the

reparation from Castro that was demanded by their subjects,

the three powers unwillingly had recourse to coercion. The
president, however, sheltered himself behind the Monroe doctrine

and appealed to the government of the United Sutes to inter-

vene. The dispute was finally referred by mutual consent to

the Hague Court of Arbitration. The Washington government
had indeed no cause to be well disposed to Castro, for he treated

the interests of Americans in Venezuela with the same high-

handed contempt for honesty and justice as those of Europeans.

The demand of the United States for a revision of what is known
as the Olcott Award in connexion with the Orinoco Steam^ip
Company was in 1905 met by a refusal to reopen the case.

Meanwhile the country, which up to the blockade of 1903 had
been seething with revolutions, now became much quieter. In

1906, the president refused to allow M. Taigny, the French

minister, to land, on the ground that he had broken the quaran-

tine regulations. In consequence, France broke off diplomatic

relations. In the following year, by the decision of the Hague
Tribunal, the Venezuela government had to pay the British,

German and Italian claims, amounting to £691,160; but there

was still £840,000 due to other nationalities, which remained to

be settled. The year 1907 was marked by the repudiation of

the debt to Belgium, and fresh difficulties with the United

States. Finally, in 1908 a dispute arose with Holland on the

ground of the harbouring of refugees in Curacoa. The Dutch
Minister was expelled, and Holland replied by the despatch ci

gunboats, who destroyed the Venezuelan fleet and blockaded the

ports. In December General Castro left upon a visit to Europe,

nominally for a surgical operation. In his absence a rising

against the dictator took place at Car&cas, and his adherents

were seized and imprisoned. Juan Vincenti Gomez, the \Tce-

president, now placed himself at the head of affairs and formed an

administration. He was installed as president in June 191a
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VEKOURLA, a seaport on the west coast of India in Ratnagiri

district, Bombay. Pop. (1901) 19,018. It was an early site

of both Dutch and English factories, and was formerly the port

for communication with the garrisons in the Southern Mahratta

country. In the neighbourhood are the " Burnt Islands," with

the Vengurla Rock lighthouse.

VENICE (KeiMzia), a city and seaport of Italy, occupying one

of the most remarkable sites in the world. At the head of the

Adriatic, between the mountains and the sea, lies that part of

the Lombard plain known as the Veneto. The whole of this

plain has been formed by the dibris swept down from the Alps

by the rivers Po, Ticino, Oglio, Adda, Mincio, Adige, Brenta,

Piave, Livenza, Tagliamento and Isonzo. The substratum of

the plain is a bed of boulders, covered during the lapse of ages by
a deposit of rich alluvial soil. The rivers when they debouch
from the mountains assume an eastern trend in their effort to

reach the sea. The result is that the plain is being gradually

extended in an easterly direction, and cities like Ravenna,
Adria and Aquileia, which were once seaports, lie now many
miles inland. The encroachment of land on sea has been cal-

culated at the rate of about three miles in a thousand years.

A strong current sets round the head of the Adriatic from east

to west. This current catches the silt brought down by the

rivers and projects it In long banks, or lidi, parallel with the

shore. In process of time some of these banks, as in the case

of Venice, raised themselves above the level of the water and
became the true shore-line, while behind them lay large surfaces

of water, called lagoons, formed partly by the fresh water

brought down by the rivers, partly by the salt-water tide which

found its way in by the channels of the river mouths. Along

the coast-line, roughly speaking between the Apennines at

Rimini and the Carnic Alps at Trieste, three main systems of

lagoons were thus created, the lagoon of Grado or Marano to

the east, the lagoon of Venice in the middle, and the lagoon of

Comacchio to the south-west (for plan, see Harbour). All

three are dotted with small islands, possibly the remains of some
earlier lido. These islands are little else than low mud banks,

barely rising above the water-level. On a group of these mud
banks about the middle of the lagoon of Venice stands the city of

Venice. It would be diflUcult to imagine a site less adapted for

the foundation and growth of a great community. The soil is

an oozy mud which can only be made capable of carrying build-

ings by the artificial means of pile-driving; there is no land fit for

agriculture or the rearing of cattle; the sole food supply is fish

from the lagoon, and there is no drinking-water save such as

could be stored from the rainfall. Vet the group of islands

called Rialto, in mid-Venetian lagoon, were first the asylum and
then the magnificent and permanent home of a race that took

a prominent part in the medieval and Renaissance history of

Europe. The local drawbacks and difficulties once surmounted,

Venice by her geographical position became the seaport nearest

the heart of Europe.

Ethnography and Early History,—As to the ethnography of the

race little Is known that is certain. It has frequently been said

that the lagoon population was originally composed of refugees

from the mainland seeking asylum from the incursions of Huns,
Goths and Lombards; but it is more probable that, long before

the date of the earliest barbarian inroad, the lagoon islands

already had a population of fisherfolk. In any case we may
take it that the lagoon-dwellers were racially identical with the

inhabitants of the neighbouring mainland, the Hcneti or Veneti.

That the Heneti themselves were immigrants is generally ad-

mitted. The earlier ethnographers, like Strabo, put forward

three theories as to the original home of the race. Strabo

himself talks of Armoric Heneti, and supposes them to have
come from the neighbourhood of Brittany, another theory

gives us Sarmatian Heneti, from the Baltic provinces; while

the most widely accepted view was that they reached Italy from
Paphlagonia. Modem scholarship has rejected these theories.

Paul! and Kretschmer, proceeding on the basis of language,

have reached conclusions which in the main are identical.

Fauli, who has published all the known inscriptions of the

Heneti, holds that the language is Illyrian, closely connected
with Messapian. Kretschmer goes further and divides the

Illyrian language into two sharply defined dialects, the northern
dialect being represented by the Heneti. The result is that in

the present condition of our knowledge we must conclude that
the Heneti were a branch of the Illyrian people. The Eneti of

PaphUigonia, the Veneti of Brittany and the Vencdi of the
Baltic, are probably quite distinct, and the similarity of name
is merely a coincidence.

The dwellings of the primitive settlers in the lagoons were,

in all probability, rude huts made of long reeds, such as may
be seen to this day in the .lagoon of Grado. A ditch was cut

deep into the mud so as to retain the water at low tide, and
there the boats of the fishermen lay. The ground about the
hut was made solid and protected from corrosion by a palisade

of wattled osiers, thus creating the eariiest form of the fonda-
menta, or quay, which runs along the side of so many Venetian
canals and is so prominent a feature in the construction of the
city. Gradually, as time went on, and probably with the influx

of refugees from the mainland, bricks made of lagoon mud
came to take the place of wattle and reeds in the construction

of the houses. Groups of dwellings, such as are still to be
seen on some of the small canals at Burano, clustered together

along the banks of the deeper channels which traverse the

lagoon islands and give access to the tide. It is these channels
which determined the lines of construction; the dwellings fol-

lowed their windings, and that accounts for the extraordinarily

complex network of calles and canals which characterizes

modem Venice. The alleys or colli number 2327, with a total

length of 89} m.; the canals number 177 and measure 38 m.
The whole site of Venice is dominated by the existence of one
great main canal, the Grand Canal, which, winding through the

town in the shape of the letter S, divides it into two equal parts.

This great canal was probably at one time the bed of a river

flowing into the lagoons near Mestre. The smaller canals all

serve as arteries to the Grand Canal. One other broad canal,

once the bed of the Brenta, divides the island of the Giudecca
from the rest of the city and takes Its name from that island.

The ordinary Venetian house was built round a courtyard, and
was one storey high; on the roof was an open lotgia for drying

clothes; in front, between the house and the water, ran the

fondafnenta. The earliest churches were built with cemeteries

for the dead; and thus we find the nucleus of the city of Venice,

little isolated groups of dwellings each on its separate islet,

scattered, as Cassiodorus* says, like sea-birds' nests over the

face of the waters. Some of the islets were still uninhabited,

covered with a dense low growth which served as cover for

game and even for wolves.

With the destruction of the mainland cities by repeated

barbarian invasions, and thanks to the gradual development
of Venice as a centre of coasting trade in the northern Adriatic,

the aspect of the city changed. Brick and more rarely stone

took the place of wood and wattle. The assaults of the Dal-

matian pirates, attracted by the growing wealth of the city,

necessitated the building of strong castellated houses, of which
no example has come down to our day, but we may gather

what they were like from Petrarch's description of his house

on the Riva degli Schiavoni, with its two flanking towen,
probably retaining the primitive form, and also from the repre-

sentations of protecting towers which occur in Carpaccto's

pictures. The canals too were guarded by chains stretched

across their mouths and by towers in some cases, as, for ex-

ample, in the case of the Torresella Canal, which takes its name
from these defence works. These houses clustered round the

churches which now began to be built in considerable numbers,

and formed the various conlrade of the city. The Crontca

allinate in the vision of Fra Mauro gives us a picturesque account

of the founding of the various parishes, Olivolo or Castello,

St Raflaello, St Salvadore, Sta Maria Formosa, S. Giovanni

in Bragora, the Aposloli and Stk Giusttna Tradition has it

that the earliest church in Venice was S. Giacomo di Rialto,

* Secretary to Tbeodoric the Great, in a letter dated a.d. 523.
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laid to have been founded in 433* The canals between these

dusters of houses were deepened and cleared out, and in some
cases trees were planted along the banks, or fondameiUa; we
hear of the cypresses on San Giorgio Maggiore, of an ancient

mulberry tree at San Salvadore, of a great elder tree near the

Procuratie Vecchie where the magistrates were wont to tie

their horses. There were vineyards and orchards {broli) on
iandt reclaimed from the sea, and lying between the various

dusters of houses, which had not yet been consolidated into

one continuous dty. The canals were crossed by wooden
bridges without steps, and in the case of the wide Grand Canal

the bridge at Rialto was carried on boats. Gradually, how-
ever, stone bridges came into use. The earliest of these was
the bridge of San Zaccaria, mentioned in a document of 11 70.

The Rialto bridge was designed in X178 by Nicolo Barattieri,

and was carried on pontoons. In 1255 and 1264 it was rebuilt,

still in wood. It was carried on beams and could be raised

in the middle, as we see it in Carpaccio's picture of " The
Mirade o( the Cross." The present bridge, the work of Antonio

or Giovanni Contino, whose nickname was da Ponte, dates

from 1588-91, and cost 350,000 ducats. The same archi-

tect was responsible for the lofty "Bridge of Sighs" (1595-

1605), connecting the ducal palace with the state prisons

(1591-97) on the opposite side of the narrow canal on the east

of the Rio del Palazzo.

;
The early bridges were inclined planes and could easily be

crossed by horses. It was not till the dty became more populous

and when stone-stepped bridges were introduced that the use

of horses died out. As late as 1365 the Doge Lorenzo Cclsi

owned a famous stud of chargers, and in 1490 the Doge Michcle

Steno's stables, where the present Zecca stands, were famous

throughout Italy. In 1392 a law put an end to riding in the

Merceria, on account of the crowd, and all horses and mules

were obliged to carry bells to warn foot-passengers. The lanes

and alleys of the early dty were unpaved and filthy with slops

from the houses. But in the X3th century the Venetians began

to pave the more frequented streets with brick. Ferries or

tragheUi for crossing the canals were also established as early

as the 13th century; we find record of ferries at San Gregorio,

San Felice, San Tom&, San Samuele, and so on, and also of

longer ferries to the outlying islands like Murano and Chioggia,

or to the mainland at Mestre and Fusina. The boatmen early

erected themselves into gilds.

Gondolas.—The characteristic conveyances on the canals of

Venice
—

^which take the place of cabs in other cities—arc the

gondolas, flat-bottomed boaU, some 30 ft. long by 4 or 5 ft

wide, curving out of the water at the ends, with ornamental

bow and stem pieces and an iron beak ijerro), resembling a

halberd, which is the highest part of the boat. The gondolier

stands on a poppa at the stem with his face towards the bow,

and propels the gondola with a single oar. There is a low

cabin {jtlu) for passengers; the ordinary gondolas can take

four or six persons, and larger ones {barca or baUelio) take

dght. Gondolas are mentioned as far back as 1094, and, prior

to a sumptuary edict passed by the great council in the i6th

century, making black their compulsory colour, they were very

different in appearance from now. Instead of the present boat,

with its heavy black cabin and absence of colouring, the older

forms had an awning of rich stuffs or gold embroideries, sup-

ported on a light arched framework open at both ends; this

is the gondoU still seen in Carpaccio's and Gentile Bellini's

pictures (c. 1500). Since 1880 services of omnibus steamers

(now munidpal) have also been introduced.
• Bytanline Architecture.—VJt can trace the continuous growth

of Venice through the successive styles of Bj'zantine, Gothic,

early Renaissance and late Renaissance architecture. The
whole subject is magnificently treated in Ruskin's Stones of

Venice. The two most striking buildings in Venice, St Mark's

and the Doge's Palace, at once give us an example of the

two earlier styles, the Byzantine and the Gothic, at least in

their general design, though both are so capridous in devdop-

ment and in decoration that they inay more justly be con-

sidered as unique spedmens rather than as typicaleumples
of their respeaive styles. In truth, owing to iu isolated

position on the very verge of Italy, and to its dose con-

nexion with the East, Venetian architecture was an inde-

pendent development. Though displaying a preponderance of

Oriental characteristics, it retained a quality of its own quite

unlike the styles evolved by other Western countries.
The Byzantine style prevailed in Venice during the llth and

12th centuries. The arches of this period are semiciFCular and
usually highly stilted. Sculptured ornamentation, flowing scroll-

work of semi<onventional foiiage mingled with grotesque animals,
birds or dragoons, is freely applied to arches and string courses. The
walls are built of solid brickwork and then covered with thin dabs
of rich and costly marbles. Sculptured panels, with conventksaal
motives, peacocks, eagles devouring hares, peacocks drinking from a
cup on a tall pillar, are let into both exterior and interior walls.

as are roundels of precious marbles, sawn from columns of porphyry,
serpentine, verd antiaue, &c. The adoption of veneer for decora-
tion prohibited any deep cutting, and almost all the sculpture is

shallow. Only in the capitals, which are of extraordinary richnt^
and variety, do we get any deep or bdd relief. Dentil noouldingK
of which examples may still be seen in the remains of the palace of

Blachernae at Constantinople, are charactertstk: of Venetian orna-
mentation at this period, ana remain a permanent feature in Venetian
architecture down to the nth century. The dome is the leading
idea or motif in Byzantine ecclesiastical architecture; the domes
are placed over square, not circular apartments, and their bases
arc brought to a circle by means of pendentives. In exterior
elevation the chief effect is produced by the grouping of the domes.
In the interior the effect is gained by broad masses of chromatic
decoration in marble-veneer and mosakrs on a gold ground to
cover the walls and vaults, and by elaborate pavements of opus
sectile and opus Alexandnnum. Owing to the marshy site the
foundations of buildings in Venice offered considerable difficulties.

A trench was dug in the soft upper mud until the stratum of stiff

blue day was reached. Piles of eim, oak, white poplar or laxrh were
driven into this clay to the depth of 16 to 20 ft. or until absolute
resistance was encountered. The heads of the pfl<» were from
10 to II in. in diameter and they were driven in alm(»t in contact.
On this surface of pile heads was laid a platform of two layers of

squared oak beams; and on this again the foundations proper were
built. In some cases, however, as for example in the ducal palace
itself, if the clay appeared sufficiently firm, the piles were dispensed
with and the foundations went up directly from the oak platform
which rested immediately on the day. During the middle ages
the walls of Venetian buildings were constructed invariably of brick.

They were usually solid, but in some cases they were built a socio—
that is to say, two thin outer walls were built and the space between
them was filled with grouted rubble. The delicate crearoyr Istrian

stone, which is now so prominent a feature in Venetian architecture,

did not come into common use till after the nth century, when
the Istrian coast became permanently Venetian. Before 1405 the
mortar used in Venice was made of lime from Istria, which possessed
no hydraulic qualities and was consequently wry perishable, a
fact which to a large extent accounts for the fall 01 the Campanile
of San Marco. But when Venkc took possession of the mainland
her builders were able to employ a strong hydraulic dark lime from
Albettone, which formed a durable cement, capable of resisting salt

water and the corrosive sea air.

The church of St Mark's, originally the private chapd of

the doge, is unique among the buildings of the world in respect

of its unparallded richness of material and decoration.

It grew with the growing state whose religious centre it

was, and was adorned with the spoils of countless

other buildings, both in the East and on the Italian mainland.

A law of the republic required every merchant trading to the

East to bring back some material for the adornment of the

fane. Indeed, the building has been compared to the treasure

den of a gang of "sea sharkers," and from a museum of

sculpture of the most varied kind, nearly every century from

the 4th down to the latest Renaissance bdng represented. The
present church is the third on this site. Soon after the con-

centration at Rialto (see History bdow), a small wooden church

was erected about the year 8a8 for the reception of the relics

of St Mark, which had been brought from Alexandria when
the Moslems pulled down the church where he was buried.

St Mark then became the patron saint of Venice in place of

St Theodore. This church was burned in 976 along with the

ducal palace in the insurrection against the Doge Candiano IV
Pietro Orseolo and his successors rebuilt the church on a

larger scale in the form of a basilica with three eastern apses

and no transept, and Byzantine workmen were employed. As
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the state grew in wealth and importance the church grew with

it. About the year 1063 the Doge Contarini resolved to re-

model St Mark's. There can be no doubt that Byzantine artists

had a large share in the work, but it is equally certain that

Lombard workmen were employed along with the Orientals,

and thus St Mark's became, as it were, a workshop in which
two styles, Byzantine and Lombard, met and were fused

together, giving birth to a new style, peculiar to the district,

which may fairly be called Veneto-Byzantine.

In plan (see the article ARCHrrscruRE) St Mark's is a Greek cross
of equal arms, covered by a dome in the centre. 43 ft. in diameter,
and by a dome over each of the arms. The plan is derived from the
Church of the Holy Apostles at Constantinople, now covered by
the mosque of Mahommed II., and bears a strone resemblance to
the plan of St Front at P^rigueux in France (1120). The addition
of a narthex before the main front and a vestibule on the northern
side brings the whole western arm of the cross to a square on plan.
In elevation the fa^de seems to have connexion with the five-bayed
fa^e of the Kahnyeh Jamd, or mosaic mosque, at Constantinople.
The exterior facade is enriched with marble columns brought from
Alexandria and other cities of the East, and bearing in many cases
incised graffiti. Mosaics are employed to decorate the spandrils of
the arches. Only one of the ongirial mosaics now exists, the one
over the doorway at the north-western, or St Alipio, angle. Its

subject, which is of high hbtorical value as a record of costume,
represents the translation of the body of St Mark, and gives us a view
of the west fa^de of the church as it was at the beginning of the
13th century before the addition of the ogee gables, with alternat-
ing crockets and statues, and the intermediate pinnacled canopies
placed between the five ^jeat arches of the upper storey. The top
of the narthex forms a wide gallery, communicating with the interior

at the triforium level. In the centre of this gallery stand the four
colossal bronze horses which belonged to some Graeco-Roman
triumphal quadriga, and were brought (o Venice by the Doge
Enrico Dandolo after the fall of Constantinople in I20d.; they were
carried off by Napoleon to Parts in 1797, and restored by Francis
of Austria in 1815.

Mosaic b the essential decoration of the church, and the architec-

tural details are subordinated to the colour scheme. These mosaics
belong to very various dates. The Doge Domenico Selvo began the
decoration o« the church in 107 1, though it is uncertain whether
any of his work can be now identified. The mosakrs of the domes
would seem to belong to the 12th century, probably bdTore 1150.

The nuMaics of the atrium date from 1200 to 1300; the subjects
are taken from Old Testament story. The baptistery mosaics
represent the life of St John. The mosaics in the chapel of St

Isidore (finished by Andrea Dandolo), giving us the life of the saint,

were executed in 1^55. In the sacristy is a series of ioth<entury
mosaics, and in other parts of the church are inferior and later

mosaics from cartoons by later Venetian masters. Below the
mosaics the walls and arches are covered with rare marbles, por-

phyries and alabaster from ancient columns sawn into slices

and so arranged in broad bands as to produce a rich gamut of

colour.
The eastern crypt, or confessio, extends under the whole of the

choir and has three apses, like the upper church. The body of St

Mark formerly rested nere, but is now within the high altar. Below
the nave is another crypt. The floors of both crypts have sunk
considerably and are often under water; this settlement accounts
for the inequalities of the pavement. The original part of the
magnificent mosak pavement probably dates from the middle of

the 1 2th century, if we may judge from the pavement at Murano.
exactly similar in style, material and workmanship, which bears

the date 1 14a The pavement consists partly of opus AUxandrinum
of red and green porphyry mixed with marbles, partly of tesselated

work of glass and marble tesserae.

The choir stands about 4 ft- above the nave and is separated

from it by a marble rood-screen, on the architrave of which stand

fourteen figures, the signed work of Jacobello and Pietro Paolo
delle Masegne, 1394.
The Pala d'oro, or retable of the high altar, is one of the chief

glories of St Mark's. It is one of the most magnificent specimens

of goldsmiths' and jewellers' work in existence. It was ordered
in 976 at ConsUntinople by the Doge Pietro I. Orseolo, and was
enlarged and eruiched with gems and modified in form, first by a
Greek artificer in 1105, and then by Venetians between 1209 and
13^5. It is composed of figures of Christ, angels, prophets and
saints, in Byzantine enamel run into gold plates. Itisabout 11 ft.6in.

wide, and about 4 ft. 8 in. high. It contains 1300 great pearls,

400 garnets. 90 amethysts. 300 sapphires. 300 emeralds, 15 rubies,

75 balas rubies, 4 topazes, 2 cameos; the gems, except where they
nave been replaced, are cut en cabockon. Tne treasury of St Mark s

contains a magnificent collection of church plate and jewels.

Fine examples of Venetian Byzantine palaces—at least of

the facades—are still to be seen on the Grand Canal and in

some of the imall canals. The interiors have been modified

past recognition of their original dispcsitioiL The Byzantine
palace seems to have had twin angle-towers

—

geminas
angulares turres—such as those of the Ca' Molin on the
Riva degli Schiavoni, where Petrarch lived. The ByMaa»
restored (1880) Fondaco ^ dei Turchi (13th century), Um
now theMusco Civico, also has two ansle-towers. The A«too««.

facades presented continuous colonnades on each floor with semi-
circular high stilted arches, leaving a very small amount of
wall space. The buildings were usually battlemented in fantastic

form. A good specimen may be seen in Lazzaro Sebastiani's

picture of the piazzetta, in the Museo Civico. There on the
right we see the handsome building of the old bakery, occupy-
ing the site of the present library; it has two arcades
of Saracenic arches and a fine row of battlements. Other
specimens still in existence are the munidpal buildings, PaUzzo
Loredan and Palazzo Farsetti—if, inde^, these are not to

be considered rather as Romanesque—and the splendid Ca' da
JVlosto, all on the Grand Canal. The richest ornamentation
was applied to the arches and string courses, while plaques of

sculpture, roundels and coats of arms adorned the facades.

The remains of a Byzantine facade now almost entirely built

into a wall in the Rio di Ca' Foscari offer us excellent illustra-

tion of this decorative work.

Fic. I.—Square of St Mark and surrounding buildings. The
original campo was bounded on the west by the canal B, with the
6th<cntury church of S. Geminiano, C, on its west bank. The
first enlargement of the square was effected by Doge Sebastiano
Ziani in X176, when he filled up the canal and rebuilt the church
on a new site at D, thus nearly doubling the size of the square.
Lastly, the square was extended southurards in the i6th century,
when the new palace of the procurators, K. was built by ScamozzL
Gentile Bellini's pk:ture shows a line of houses along FF, reaching
up to the great campanile, A. Napoleon I. in 1805-10 pulled
down the church of S. Geminiano and built a new block at the
west end of the souare, L. The dates of the various parts of the
existing ducal palace are indicated on the plan; the rebuilding
was carried on in the following order, P. Q. R. S, T, U, V. At
Z is the treasury of St Mark, which was originally one of the towers
belonging to the old ducal palace; E, site of old houses; G. clock-
tower; H, old palace of procurators; I, old library; M, two
columns; N. Pontc dclla Paglia; O, Bridfgc of Sighs; W, Giants'
Staircase: X, sacristy of St Mark; Y, Piazzetta.

Gothic Arckiteclwe.—Venetian Gothic, both ecclesiastical

and domestic, shares most of the characteristics of north
Italian Gothic geixerally, though in domestic architecture it

displays one peculiarity which we shall presently note. The
material, brick and terra-cotta, is the determining cause of

the characteristics of north Italian Gothic

^ This palace was originally the property of the Pesaro family,
and afterwards of the duke of Este, and finally of the republic,

which used it as a dwelling-place for royal guests before letting it

to Turkish merchants. The word Fondaco (derived through Arabic
from the Greek rowBoxctov). as applied to some of the Venetian palaces,

denotes the mercantile headquarters of a foreign trading nation.
Those still existing are the Turkish and the German (F. d«' Ted*seki)r
the latter now converted into the post oflke.
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Flatness aiul tack of deep shadowv, owing to the impossibiltty

of obtaining heavy oornioes in that material, mark the style. The
prevalence oC sunlight led to a restriction of the windows and
exaggeration of waul space. The development of tracery was
hindered both by the material and by the relative insignincanoe

of the windows. On the other hand, the plastic quality of terra-

cotta su^csted an abundance of delicate ornamentatbn on a small
scale, which produced its effect bv its own individual beauty without
broad reference to the general scheme. Coloured marbles and
frescoes served a like purpose. The exteriors of the north Julian
Gothic churches are characterised by the flatness of the roof; the
treatment of the west facade as a mere screen wall, masking the true

lines of the aisle roofs; the great circular window in the west front

for lighting the nave; the absence of pinnacles owing to the un-
importance of the buttresses; the west-end porches with columns
resting on lk>ns or other animals. The peculiarity of Venetian
domestic Gothic to which we have referred is this: we frequently

find tracery used to fill rectangular, not arched, openings. The
result b that the tntcery itself has to support the structure above
it—is, in fact, constructional—^whereas in most other countries the

tracery is merely, as it were, a pierced screen filling in a construc-

tional ardi. Hence the noticeable heaviness of Venetian tracery.

The ducal palace, like St Mark's, is a symbol and an epitome

of the race which evolved it. Soon after the concentration

nt at Rialto the doge Angelo Partidaco began an official

gmemi residence for the head of the state. It was probably
P'*'^ a small, strongly fortified castle; one of its massive

angle-towers is now incorporated in St Mark's and serves as

the treasury. During the earUer years of the republic the

ducal palace was frequently destroyed and rebuilt. It was

burnt in 976 and again in 1106. At the close of the lath

century (1173-1x79) Sebastian Ziani restored and enlarged

the palace. Of his work some traces still remain in the richly

sculptured bands built in at intervals along the X4th-century

facade on the Rio, and part of the handsome larch-wood beams
which formed the loggia of the piazzetta facade, still visible

on the inner wall of the present loggia. The present magm'ficent

building was a slow growth extending over three centuries and
expanding gradually as the republic grew in riches.

' The palace as we now tee it was begun about 1300 by Doge
Pietro Gradenigo, who soon after the closing of the great council

gave its permanent form to the Venetian constitution. It b there-

fore, in a sense, contemporaneous with the eariy manhood of the

state. Gradenigo built the fagade along the Rio. About 1309
the arcaded facaide along the lagoon front was taken in hand, and
set the design for the whole of the external frontage of the palace.

Towards the end of the 14th century, thb fa^de, with its lower

colonnade, upper loggia with handsome Gothic tracery, and the

vast impending upper storey, which give to the whole building

its striking appearance and audacious design, had been carried as

far as the tenth column on the piazzetta side. At thu point, perhaps

out of regsud for the remains of Ziani's palace, the work seems to

have been arrested for many years, but in 1424 the building was
resumed and carried as far as the north-west, or judgment, angle,

near St Mark's, thus completing the sea and piazzetta facades as

we now see them. The great gateway, the Porta dclla Carta, was
added in 1439-42 from designs by Bartholomeo Buono (or Bon) and
his son. Tne block of buildings m the interior, connecting the Porta
della Carta to the Rio wing, was added about 1462 by the doge
Cristoforo Moro. In 1479 a fire consumed the earlier buildings

along the Rio, and these were replaced (1480-1550) by the present

Renaissance structure.
The two main facades, those towards the sea and the piazzetta,

consist of a repetition of the same design, that which was begun
in the eariy years of the 14th century. The name of the architect

who began tne work and thus fixed the design of the whole is not
certainly known, but it must have been a man of an eariicr genera-

tion than that of Filippo Calendario, who is often stated to have
been the chief architect of the older portion. Calendario was an
accomplice in the conspiracy of Marino Faliero. and was executed

together with the doge in 1 355. It appears probable that a Venetian
architect and sculptor named Pietro Baseggto was the chief master-
builder in the first half of the 14th century. The design of these

facades b very striking and unlike that of any other building in the
world. It consbts of two storeys with open colonnades, forming a
long loggia on the ground and first floors, with seventeen arches

on the sea front ana eighteen on the other facade. Above thb b
a lofty third storey, pierced with a few large windows, with pointed

arches once filled with tracery, which b now lost. The whole
surface of the ponderous upper storey is covered with a diaper

pattern in slabs of creamy white Istrian stone and red Verona
marble, giving a delicate ro«y-orange hue to the building. Very
beautiful sculpture, executed with an ivory-like minuteness of

finish, b used to decorate the whole building with wondeHul profusion.

At each of the three free angles b a lane groap immediately o\tt
the lower column. At the south-east angle is the " Drunkenness of
Noah," at the south-west the " Fall of Man." and at the north-west
the " Judgment of Solomon." Over each, at a much higher levd, b a
colossal figure of an archangel—Raphael, Michad and Gabriel.
The great internal court b surrounded with arcadii^. From

the interior of the court access b given to the upper loggia by
a very beautiful staircase of eariy Renaissance style, built m the
middle of the i«h century by Antonio Rtzzo. Two colossal statm-s
of Neptune and Mars at the top of these stairs were executed bv
Jacopo Sansovino in xs54~-^€nce the name "gianu* staircase-''
Owing to a fire which gutted a great part of the palace in 1574, the
internal appearance of the rooms was completdy changed, and the
fine series of early Paduan and Venetian paintings which decora Tf-d

the walls of the chief rooms was lost. At present the magnificent
council chambers for the different legislative bodies of the Vcnetiaji
republic and the state apartments of the doges are richly decorated
with gilt carving and panelling in the style « the later Renaissance
On the walls orthe chief council chambers are a magnificent series

of oil-paintings by Tintoretto and other less able Venetians—amen;
them Tintoretto's masterpiece, " Bacchusand Ariadne." and hb enor-
mous picture of Paradise, the largest oil-painting in the wofld.

Among the many Gothic churches of Venice the largest are

the Franciscan church of Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frmri (1250-

X280), and the Dominican church of SS. Giovanni e g^^^.
Paolo (i 260-1400). The Fran is remarkable for its ^„ ft,

,

fine choir-5talls and for the series of six eastern chapels

which from outside give a very good example of Gothic brick-

work, comparable with the even finer apse of the now dese-

crated church of San Gregorio. The church of SS. Giovanni e

Paolo was the usual burying-place of the doges, and contairj

many noble mausoleums of various dates. Besides those t^o
churches we may mention Santo Stefano, an interesting build-

ing of central Ciothic, " the best ecclesiastical example of it in

Venice." The apse is built over a canal. The west entrance

is later than the rest of the edifice and is of the richest Re-

naissance Gothic, a little earlier than the Porta della Carta.

But it is in the domestic architecture of Venice that we
find the most striking and characteristic examples of Gothic
The introduction of that style coincided with the

consolidation of the Venetian constitution and the

development of Venetian commerce both in the Levant
and with England and Flanders. The wealth which thus

accrued found architectural expression in those noble palaas,

so characteristic of Venice, which line the Grand and smaUer
canals. They are so numerous that we cannot do moxe than

call attention to one or two.

The most striking example is undoubtedly the Ca' d' Oro, so

called from the profusion of gold employed on its facade. It

was built for Marino Contarini in 1421, rather a late period in

the development of the style.

Marino kept a minute entry of hb expenses, a document of the
highest value, not merely for the hlstoiy of the building, but also

for the light it throws on the private life of the great patricuns
who gave to Venice such noble examples of art. G>ntaruu «as to
some extent hb own architect He had the assistance of Marco
d' Amadeo, a master-builder, and of Marteo Reverti. a Mil^nt>e
sculptor, who were joined later on by Giovanni Buono and his

son Bartolomeo. Other artbts, of whom we know nothing els**,

such as Antonio Busetto, Antonio Foecolo, Gasparino Ko5.>-o,

Giacomo da Como, Marco da Legno and others, were called in to
help in evolving thb masterpiece of decorated architecture, afford =r.g

us an example of the way in which the ducal iialace and othfr
monuments of Venice grew out of the collaboration of nurocr.-)us

nameless artists. By the year 143^1 the facade was neariy oomoli tr d.

and Contarini made a bargain with Martino and Giovanni B<>nz.)n

for the marbles to cover what was ytt unfinished. The fajadc is

a triumph of graceful elegance: so light b the tracery, so rich the

decoration, so successful the breach of symmetry which gi\ies us a
wing upon the left-hand side but none upon the rieht. But Con-
tarini was not content to leave the marbles as they were. He
desired to have the facade of hb house in colour. The contract
for thb work, signed with Master Zuan de Franaa, conjures up a

vbion of the Ca d' Oro ablaze with colour and gleaming with the
gold ornamentation from which it took its name.
Other notable examples of thb style are the Palaxao Ariani st

San Raffaelle, with its handsome window in a design of intersect-

ing circles; the beautiful window with the symbols of the fo-r
Evangelists in the spandrils, in the facade of a house at S.in

Stae; the row of three Giustinian palaces at S. Bamaha: the
Palazzo Priuli at San Severe, with a remarkably graceful an^K-
window, where the columnar muUion carries down the angle of the
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wall; the flamboyant balcome* of the Palano Coatarini Fasan;
the Palazzo B«iiardo on a side canal near S. Polo, a late centra]

Gothic building (1380-1400) which Ruskin describes aa "of the
finest kind and superb in its effect of colour when seen from the
side. Taken as a whole, after the ducal palace this b the noblest

effect of all in Venice."

Early Renaissance.—Towards the dose of the xsth century

Venetian architecture began to feel the influence of the classical

revival; but, lying far from Rome and retaining still her

connexion with the East, Venice did not fall under the sway of

the classical ideals either so quickly or so completely as most
Italian dties. Indeed, in this as in the earlier styles, Venice

struck out a line for herself and devdoped a style of her own,
known as Lombardesque, after the family of the Lombardi
(Solari) who came from Carona on the Lake of Lugano and may
be said to have created it.

The essential point about the style is that it is intermediary
between Venetian Gothic and full Renaissance. We find it retaining
some traces of Byzantine influence in the decorated surfaces of
applied marbles, and in the roundds of porphyry and verd antique,
while it also retained ceruin characteristks of Gothk, as. for insUnce,
in the pointed arches of the Renaissance facade in the courtyard
of the ducal palace designed by Antonio Kizzo (1409). Special
notes of the style are the central grouping of the windows, leaving
comparativdy solid spaces on each side, which gives the effect of

Fig. 2.—Ca' d' Oro, as originally built.

a main building with wings; the large amount of window space;
the comparative flatness of the fapdes; the employment of a
cornke to each storey; the effect of light and shade given by the
balconies; and in churches by the circular pediments on the fa^es.

The most perfect example of this style in ecdesiastical archi-

tecture is the little church of the Miracoli built by Pietro

Lombardo in X48a The church is without aisles, and
has a semicircular roof, and the choir is raised twdve

steps above the floor of the nave. The walls, both internally

and externally, are encrusted with marbles. The fa^de has
the characteristic circular pediment with a large west window
surrounded by three smaller windows separated by two oma-
mental roundels in coloured marble and of geometric dedgn.
Below the pediment comes an arcade with flat pilasters, which
runs all round the exterior of the church. Two of the bays
contain round-headed windows; the other three are filled in

with white marble adorned by crosses and roundels in coloured
marble. The lower order conUins the flat pilastered portal

with two panelled spaces on each side.

Similar results are obtained in the magnificent facade of the
Scuola di San Marco, at SSu Giovanni e Paolo, which has sue semi-
circular pediments of varying size crowning the six bays, in the
upper order of which are four noble Romanesque windows. The
lower order contains the handsome portal with a semicircular
pediment, while four of the remaining bays are fUled with quaint
scenes in surprisingly skilful perspective. The facade of San
Zaccaria (I457-I5»5). the stately design of Anton Marco Gambdio
and Mauro Coducci, offers some slight modifications in the use of

the semicircular pediment, the line of the aisle roof bdng indicated
by quarter-circle pediments abutting on the facade of the nave.
San Salvadore, the work of Tullio Lombardo (1530), is severer and
less highly ornamented than the preceding examples, but its plan
is sin^Iarly impressive, eiving the effect of great space in a com-
parativdv smdl area. In this connexion we must mention the
Scuola of S. Giovanni Evangdista at the Frari, with its fore-court
and screen adorned by pilasters delk^tdy decorated with foliage

in low relid, and its noble staircase whose double flights unite on
a landing under a shallow cupola. This also was the work of Pietro
Lombardo and his ton Tullia

Early Renaissance palaces occur frequently in Venice and
form a pleasing contrast with those in the Gothic style. The
Pabuto Dario with its dedication, Urbis genio, the

superb Manzoni-Montecucuh-Polignac, with its friezes

of spread-eagles in low relief, and the Vendramini-Calergi

or Nan nobis palace, whose facade is characterized by its round-

headed windows of grouped twin lights between colunms, are

among the more important; though beautiful specimens, such

as the Palazzo Trevisan on the Rio ddla Paglia, and the Palazzo

Comer Reall at the Fava, are to be found all over the dty.

Later Renaissance.—When we come to the fully devdoped
Renaissance, architecture in Venice ceases to possess that

peculiarly individual imprint which marks the earlier Libntr
styles. It is still characterized by great splendour; cfSsa

indeed, the library of San Marco, built by Jacopo ^•"w*

Sansovino in 1536, is justly considered the most sumptuous
example of Renaissance architecture in the world. It is rich,

ornate, yet hardly florid, distinguished by splendid effects

of light and shade, obtained by a far bolder use of projections

than had hitherto been found in the somewhat flat design of

Venetian facades. The columned, round-headed windows are

set in deeply between the pillars which carry the massive

entabUture, and this again is surmounted by a balustrade

with obelisks at each angle and figures marking the line of each

bay. The Istrian stone of which the edifice is built has taken

a fine patina, which nuikes the whole look like some richly

embossed casket in oxidized silver.

The full meaning of the change which had come over Venetian
architecture, of the gtilf which h'es between the early Lombard-
esque style, so purdy characteristic of Venice, and the fully

devdoped classical revival, which now assumed undisputed
sway^'may best be grasped by comparing the old and the new
Prooiratie. Not more than eighty years separate these two
buildings; the old Procuratie were built by Bartolomeo Buono
about 1500, the new by Scamozzi in 1580, yet it is dear that

each bdongs to an entirely different world of artistic ideas.

The Procuratie Vecdu'e is perhaps the longest arcaded facade
in the worid and certainly shows the least amount of wdl
space; the whole design is simple, the moulding and ornamenta-
tion severe. The Procuratie Nuove, which after all is merely
Scamozzi's continuation of Sansovino's library, dispUys all the

richness of that ornate building.

Among the churches of this period we may mentk>n San Geminiano,
designed by Sansovino, and destroyed at the beginning of the 19th
century to make room for the ball-room built by Napoleon ^^ ^ _

for Eugene Beauhamaia. The churches of San Giorgio CfcMWts.

Maggiore and of the Redcntore, a votive church for liberation from
the plague, are both by Palladb. In i6}2 Baldassare Lon^hena built
the fine church of Santa Maria della Sdute, also a votive church,
erected b)r the state to commemorate the cessation of the plague of
1 630. This noble pile, with a large and handsome dome, a secondary
cupola over the altar, and a striking porta] and flight of steps,
occupies one of the most conspicuous sites in Venice on the point
of land that separates the mouth of the Guidecca from the Grand
Canal. In plan it is an octagon with chapds projecting one on
each side. The volute buttresses, each crowned with a statue, add
quaintly but happily to the general effect. After Longhena's date
church architecture in Vemce declined upon the dubious taste of
baroque; the facades of San Moisft and of Santa Maria dd Giglio
aregood specimens of this style.

The pdaces of the later Renaissance are numerous and frequently
grandiose though frigid in design. The more remarkable are
Sansovino's Palazzo Comer, Longhena's massive and ^.
imposing Palazzo Pesaro, the Palazzo Rezzonico, from ******•

designs Dv Longhena with the third storey added l^ Massari,
Sammichdi's Palazzo Comer at San Polo, and Massari's well-propor*
tioaed and dignified Pidazzo Graad at San Somude, built in 1740.
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Modern Buildings.-^ln recent tima the general prosperity

of the city, which is on the ascendant, has brought about a
revival of domestic and civic architecture. The architects

Rupolo and Sardi have erected a considerable number of build-

ings, in which they have attempted, and with considerable

success, to return either to Venetian Gothic or to the early

Renaissance Lombardesque style. The most striking of these

modem buildings are the new wing of the Hotel d'ltalie, San
Moia^, and the very successful fish market at Rialto, designed

by Laurenti and carried out by Rupolo, in which a happy
return to early Venetian Gothic has been effected in conjunction

with a skilful adaptation of one of the most famous of the old

houses of Venice, the Staldn, or palace of the Quirini family.

Old HaUs.—^Atnonff the most remarkable buildings in Venice
are the scuoU, or ^Id halls, of the various confraternities. They
were pious foundations created for mutual benefit and for purposes
of charity. The scuole were divided into the six scuole gyandit
to called from their numbers, wealth and privileges, and the scuoU
minori or f^aglie, which in most cases were associated with an art
or craft. The scuole minori were usually attached to some church
in the quarter where the particular trade flourished. They had their
special alur dedicated to the patron of the gild, a private burying-
place, and a room in which they held their chapter. The six scuOo

Sandi, San Teodoro, S. Maria dcila CaritA, S. Giovanni Evangelista,
in Marco, della Misericordia and San Rocco, on the other hand,

built themselves magnihccnt gild halls. We have already mentioned
two of these, the Scuola di San Giovanni Evangelista and the Scuota
di San Marco, both of them masterpieces oT the Lombardesque
style. The Scuola di San Marco is now a part of the town hospital,

and besides its facade, already described, it is remarkable for the
handsome carved ceiling in the main hall (1463). Other beautiful
ceilings are to be found m the great hall and the hall of the Albergo
in the Scuola della Cariti. now the Accademia. They are the work
of Marco Cozzi of Viccnza and were executed between 1461 and
1^64. The design of the former is a trellis crossing the ceiling

diagonally; in each of the lacunae is carved a cherubim with ei^ht
wings; the figures and the trellis are gilded; the ground is a nch
ultramarine. But the most magnificent of these gild halls is the
Scuola di San Rocco, designed by Bartolomco Buono in 1517 and
carried out by Scarpagnino and Sante Lombardo. The facade
on the Caropo is large and pure in conception. The great staircase

and the lower and upper halls contain the unrivalled series of paint-
ings by Tintoretto, which called forth such unbounded enthusiasm
on the part of Ruskin.

Campanili.—Among the more strildng features of Venice we
must reckon the camfanili or bell-towers (see Campanile). These
were at one time more numerous than at the present day; earth-

Juakes and subsidence of foundations have brought many of them
own, the latest to fall being the great tower 01 San Marco itself,

which collapsed on July 14th, 1903. Its reconstruction was at once
undertaken, and completed in 1910. In a few other cases, for
example at San Giorgio Maggiore, the fallen campanili were restored

;

but for the most part they were not replaced. The Venetian cam-
panile usually stands detached from the church. It is almost
invariably square; the only examples of round campanili in this

part of Italy are to be found at Ravenna and at Caorle to the east
of Venice; while inside Venice itself the solitary exception to the
square plan was the campanile of San Patemian, built in 999 and
now demolished, which was a bexa^n. The campanile b usually
a plain brick shaft with shallow pilasters running up the faces.

It has small angle-windows to light the interior inclined plane or
staircase, and is not broken into storeys with grouped windows as
in the case of the Lombard bell-towers. Above the shaft comes
the arcaded bell-chamber, frec}uently built of Istrian stone; and
above that again the attic, either round or square or octagonal,
carrying either a cone or a pyramid or a cupola, sometimes sur-

mounted by a cross or a gilaed angel which serves as a weather-
cock. Cressets used to be kept burning at night on some of the
campanili to serve as beacons tor those at sea. Among the existing

campanili the oldest are San Geremia, dating from the i ith century,
San Samuele from the 12th, San Bamaba and San Zaccaria from
the 13th. The campanile of S. Giovanni Elcmosinario at Rialto
(1398-1400) is called by Ruskin "the most interesting piece of
central Gothic remaining comparatively intact in Venice.
PuUic Monuments.—-S/enetiAti sculpture is for the most part

ancillary to architecture; for example, Antonio Rizzo's "Adam "

and " Eve " (1464), which face the giants'-staircasc in the ducal
palace, are parts of the decorative scheme; Sansovino's splendid
monument to Tomaso Rangone is an essential feature of the facade
of San Giuliano. The most successful Venetian sculpture is to
be found in the many noble sepulchral private monuments. The
jealousy of the Venetian republic forbade the erection of monuments
to her great men. The sole exception is the superb eouestrian
statue in honour of the General Bartolomeo Colleoni, which stands
on the Campo SS. Giovanni e Paolo. By his will CoOeooi left bis

vast fortune to Venice on condition that a raoanmect shoald be
raised to him at St Mark's. He meant the great piazza, but by a
quibble the republk evaded the conccsmon.ol so unique an honour
and claimed to have fulfilled the conditions of the bequest by erecting
the monument at the Scuola of St Mark. The republic entrusted
the work to the Florentine Verrocchio, who dving before the statue
was completed begged the government to allow his pupil Lorenzo
di Credi to carrv it to a conclusion. The Venetians, however, called
in Aleasandro Leopardi, who cast the great equestrian group and
added the pure and graceful pedestal. The monument was un-
veiled on the a I St of March X496. Leopardo was also the creator
(150S) of the three handsome bronze sockets in front of St Mark's
which held the flagsuffs of the banners of Cyprus, Morea and Crete,
when the republic was mistress of those territories.

By the side of the sea m the piazzetta. on to which the west facade
€t the ducal palace faces, stand two ancient columns ot E^-ptian
granite, one red and the other grey. These great monoliths were
brought as trophies to Venice by Doge Domenko Michieli in 1126.
after his victories in Syria. In 1180 they were set up with tbeir
present fine capitals and bases by a Lombard engineer, Niccolo de'
Barattieri. The grey column u surmounted by a fine bcxmze lioa
of Byzantine style, cast in Venice for Doge Ziani about 1178 (this
was carried off to Paris by Napoleon in 1797, and sent back in
pieces in 1816: but in i6a^ it was put together again) ; and in 1529 a
marble statue <A St Theodore, standmg upon a crocodile, was
placed on the other column. Among modern mudumenu the most
successful is that to Goldoni at San Bartolomeo near the Rialto.
It is the work of the sculptor dal Zotto.

Institutions.—Pethip* the most famous institution of Venice is the
arsenal, whose history and activity has continued unbroken from the
earliest days of the republic down to the present time. ^^The arsenal was founded about the year 1 104 by the doge ***
Ordelap Falier. Before that date Venetian shipping was "**
built at the spot near the piazzetta, known as the terra noro, where
the royal gardens now are. The arsenal, wbkh was famous in Dante's
day, received its first enlargement in 1304, when, on the dcngn of
Andrea Pisano, new building sheds and the rope walk or Tana were
erected. Pisano's building sheds, nine in a row, with peculiarly shaped
roofs, were still sUnding intact—one of the most interesting medic% al

monuments of Venice—until recently, but they have been modified
past recognition. In 1125 the second addition, the ersenale iiaccv,

was made, and a third, the arsenaU nuovissimo^ in 1473: a fourth,
the Riparto deUe Caleazze, about 1539; and in 1564 the fifth enlar;^
ment, the Canal deUe Caleaue e Vasca, took place. After the fall of

the republic the arsenal continued to occupy the attention of tke
various governments. In 1810 the site <^ the suppressed coa\^i:t
and church of the Celestia was added. The entire circuit of tt-e

arsenal, about two miles in extent, is protected by a loftv wall with
turrets. The main door of the arsenaf is the first exampte in Venice
of the purely classical style. It is a noble portal, erected in 1460.
apparently from designs By Fra Giocondo, with the lion of St Mark
in the attic The sutuary, with Su Giustina on the aummtt of
the tympanum, was added in 1571 and 1578. The whole design
was modified in 1688 so as to represent a triumphal arch in honour
of Morosini Peloponnesiaco, who brought from Athens to Venice
the four lions in Pentelic marble which now stand before the gate.
(On the largest of these lions is cut a runic inscription recordire ao
attack on the Piraeus in the nth century by Norse warriors 01 the
Varangian guard, under Harold Hardrada, afterwarda—1047—king
of NorwayO The arsenal suffered frequently and severely from
fires, the worst being those of 150Q and 1569; yet such was the
wealth of Venice that in the folk>wing year she put upon the seas
the fleet that crushed the Turks at Lcipanto in 1^71.
The Lido, which lies about a m. S.E. of Venice and divides the

lagoon from the sea, is rapidly becoming a fashionable bathing-place.
The point of San Nicol6 del Lido is strongly fortified to -^^ , ^^^
protect the new entrance to the port (see harbour). Inside ''^^
the fortress lies the old Protestant burying-ground, with tombs of
Sackville, of John Murray, of Sir Francis Vincent, last ambassador
but one from Great Britain to the republic, of Consul Smith, whose
collection of books forms the luickus of the King's library in the
British Museum, and of Catherine Tofts, the singer, Smith's first

wife. At Sant' Elisabetta is the bathing establishment.
Libraries.—^The libraiy of San Marco conuins upwards of 35.000

printed volumes and about 10,000 manuscripts. The llbrar)- is

said to owe its origin to Petrarch's donation of his books to the
republic. Most of these have now disappeared. In i6is Fra
Fortunato Olmo found in a room over the great door of St Mark s
a number of books which he supposed to be Petrarch's pft. He
sent a lut to Tomasini, who published it in hb Pelrarca Ktdhicns
(Patavii, 1635). These codices Dossed to the Marciana. and Zanctti
catalogued tncm as the Pondo antico. It is very doubtful whether
these books really belonged to Petrarch. We may date the true
foundation of the library to the donation of Cardinal 6essari(«.
Bessarion had intended to bequeath his books to the Benedictines
of San Giorgio Maggiore, but Pietro Morosini, Venetian amhassadcr
at Rome, pointed out the inconvenience of housing his library on
an island that could not easily be reached. The cardinal therefore

obtained a bull from Pope Paul II., permitting him to recall Us



original donation, and In a letter dated from'the batlis of Viterbo,'

May 13th. T468. be made over his library to the republic. The
principal treasures of the collection, includine splendid Byzantine
Dook<overs, the priceless codices of Homer, the Grimani Breviary,

an early Dante, &c , are exhibited under cases in the Sala Bessarione
in the Zecx:a or mint where the library has been installed. Another
library was left to the public by the munificence of Count Quirini-

Stampalia. who bequeathed his collections and bis house at Santa
Maria Formosa to be held in trust for students. The state archives
are housed in the Franciscan monastery at the FrarL They contain
the voluminous and invaluable records of the Venetian republic,

diplomatic, judicial, commercial, notarial, &c. Under the republic
the various departments of state stored their records in various
buildings, at the ducal palace, at the Scuola di San Teodoro. at the
Camerlenp;hL The Austrian government gathered all these into
one building and arransed the vast masses of papers in fairly con-
venient order. Though the state papers of Venice have suffered

from fire and the series begins comparatively late, yet their fullness

and tlie world-wide sweep of Venetian interests render this collection

an inexhaustible storehouse of data for students. Among other
learned institutions we may mention the Atenco Veneto, the De-
putazione per la Storia Pktria, and the Royal Institute of Science,

Letters and Art, which has its seat in the PSalaxxo Loredan at
Santo Stefana

Harbour.—Under the republic commercial shipping used to enter
Venice by the port of San Nicol6 del Lido and lie along the ouay
called the Riva degli Schiavoni. in the basin of San Marco, and up
the broad Giudecca Canal. But with the decline of Venice the trade
of the port fell off. the mouth of the Lido entrance became gradu-
ally silted up owing to the jomt action of the tide and the current,
and for many years complete stagnation characterized the port.

Under Austrian rule a revival began, which has been continued and
intensified since Venice became part of united Italy. When the
railway bridge brought Venice into touch with the mainland and
the rest of Europe, it became necessary to do something to reopen
the harbour to larger shipping. The Austrians. abandoning the
nearer Lido entrance to the lagoons, resulvod to deepen and keep
open the Malamocco entrance. This is 8 m. disunt from Venice,

and can only be reached by a long and tortuous channel across
the lagoon, whose course is marked out by those groups of piles

which are so characteristic a feature of the lagoon landscape.
The channel required constant dredging and was altogether incon-
venient: yet for many years It remained the main sea approach
to Venice. A dock was constructed at the western or fartner end
of the Giudecca Canal, near the railway. The unification of Italy,

the erowing prosperity of the country, above all the opening of

the Suez Canal, which restored to Venice the full value of her
position as the port farthest into the heart of Europe, brought
about an immense expansion of trade. The government accordingly
resolved to reopen the Lido entrance to the lagoon, and thus to
afford a shorter and more commodious access from the sea. As
at the Malamocco entrance so at the Lido, two moles were run
out in a south-westerly direction; the westerly b about 2 m., the
easterly about 3 m. m length. The natural scour thus created
has given a depth of 36 ft. of water through the sand-bank. The
mean rise and fall of the tide is about 2 ft., but under certain con-
ditions of wind the variation amounts to 5 ft. and over. The health
of the city depends, at course, to a large extent on this ebb and
flow. The government also turned its attention to the inadequate
accommodation at the docks, and proposals for a new quay on the
western side of the present tiasin, and for a second basin 900 yds.
lone and 170 yds. wide, were the result.

Trade.—^A comparison between the exports and imports of the
years 1886 and 1905 will give an exact idea of the rate at which
the port of Venice developed. In 1886 the total value of exports
to foreign countries amounted to £7,339.479; of imports. £8.788,012.

cotton, petroleum, wood, lime and cement are brought into Venice
for shipment to the Levant or for distribution over Italy and Europe.

Venice became very celebrated in the 15th century for textiles.

Its damasks and other silk stuffs with patterns of extraordinary

beauty surpassed in variety and splendour those of the other chief

centres of silk-weaving, such as Florence and Genoa. In addition

to the native stuffs, an immense quantity of costly Oriental carpets,

wall-hangings and other textiles was imported into Venice, partly

for its own use, and partly for export throughout western Europe.
On occasions of festivals or pageants the bakonics, the bridges, the
boats, and even the facades of the houses, were hung with rich

Eastern carpets or patterned textiles in gold and coloured silk. The
glass mandTactory of Murano iq.v.), a small island about ti m. to the
north of Venice, was a great source of revenue to the republic. Glass
drinking cups and ornamental vessels, some decorated with enamel
painting, and " silvered " mirrors were produced in ^reat quantities

from the 14th century downwards, and exported. Like many other

arts in Venkre, that of glass-making appears to have been imported
from Moslem countries, and the influence of Oriental design can be

traced in much of the Venetian glass. The art of making stained-

VENICE looi
glass windows was not practised by the Venetians; almost the
only fine ^ass in Venice is that in a south transept window in
the Dominican church, whkh, thoug^h designed by able Venetian
painters, is obviously the work of foreigners.

^
The ancient glass-bead industry (coHterie)^ which some years

since suffered severely from over-production, has now regained
its position through the union of the different factories, by whkh
the output is controlled in such a way as to render trade profitable.
Venetian beads are now sent in large quantities to the various
colonies in Africa, and to India, Sumatra and Borneo. Similarly, the
^lass industry has revived. New amalgams and methods of colour-
ing have been discovered, and fresh forms have been diligently
studied. Special progress has been made in the production oif

mirrors, electric lamps, candelabra and mosak». New industries
are those of tapestry, brocades, imitation of ancient stuffs, cloth
of silver and gold, and Venetian laces. The secret of lacc-making
was believed to have been lost, but the late Signor Fambri discovered
at Chioggia an old woman who knew it, and placed her at the head
of a lace schooL Fambri was ruined by his enterprise, but other
manufacturers, more expert than he, drew profit from his initiative,

and founded flourishing factories at Pelk*strina and Burano. Other
important industries are wood-carving (of an artistic excellence
long unknown), artistic iron-working, jewelling, bronze-casting, the
production of steam-engines, machinery. matcMi Oargely expoited to
Turkey, E^pt, Russia, Austria-Hungary and Greece), clock-making,
wool-weaving and the manufacture of cnemkal manures.

Population.—In 1548 the population of Venice numbered
158,069; in 1607-29, 243>8o4; in 1706, 140,256; in 1785,

i39i09S; in x88i, 232,826. The municipal bulletin of the
31st of December 1906 gives a total of 269,563, not including

4835 soldiers.

Administration.—^Venice is administered by a prefect fepre-

aenting the crown and responsible to the central government
at Rome, from whom he receives orders. Under his cognizance
come questions of public order, health and elections to parlia-

ment. The two arms of the police, the Carabim'eri and the
Publica Sicurezza, are at his disposaL Purely local matters,

however, are in the hands of the municipio or town counoL
At the head of the town cotmcil is the Sindaco or mayor, elected

by the council itself.

Under the republic, and until modem times, the water supply
of Vemce was furnished by the storage of rain-water supplemented
by water brought from the Brenta in boats. The famous Venetian
potn, or wells for storing rain-water from the roofs and streets^
consisted of a closed basin with a water-tight stratum of clay at
the bottom, upon whkh a slab of stone was laid; a brick shaft
of radiating bncks laid in a permeable jointing material cd clay and
sand was then built. At some distance from the shaft a square
water-tight wall was built, and the space between it and the shaft
was filled in with sand, which was purified of all saline matter by
repeated washings; on the ground-level perforated stones set at
the four comers of the basin admitted the rain-water, which was
discharged from the roofs by lead pipes; this water filtered through
the sand and percolated into the shaft of the well, whence it was
drawn in copper buckets. The present water supply, introduced
in 1884, is brought from the commune of Trebasdeghe, where it is

collected from I30 artesian wells. It is carried under the lagoon
to Sant' Andrea, where the reservoirs are placed.
Of the 19,000 houses in Venice only 6000 have drains and sinks,

all the others discharse sewage through pipes directly or indirectly
into the canals. With the nse and fall 01 the tide the discharge
pipes are flushed at the bottom. An important investigation
undertaken by the Bacterioscopkal Laboratory, with regard to the
pollution of the Venetian canals by the city sewage, led to the
discovery that the water of the lagoons possesses auto-purifying
power, not only in the large canals but even in the smallest rami*
ncations of the waterways. The investigation was carried out with
scrupulous scientific rigour upon samples of water taken in every part
of the city, at all states of the tide and under various atmospheric
conditions.
The church is mled by the patriarch of Vemce, the metropolitan

of the province formed by the Veneto. The patriarch of Venice
is usually raised to the purple. The patriarchate dates from 1451,
when on the death of Domenico Michid, patriarch of Grado, the
seat of that honour was transferred from desolate and insalubrious
Grado to the cathedral church of Castello in Venice, and Mkhiel's
successor, Lorenzo Giustinian, assumed the title of patriarch <^
Venke. On the fall of the repubUc St Mark's became the cathedral
church of the patriarch. There are thirty parishes in the city of
Venke and fifteen in the lagoon islands and 00 the littoral.

In recent times there has been a good deal of activity in Venice
in regard to the preservation of its artistk and architectural trea-
sures. Some of the earlier activity was unfortunatdy misplaced.
St Mark's suffered on two occasions: first during the restoratbn of
the north facade in 1843, and again during that of the south fa9adcv
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begun in 1865 and finished in 1878. The latter facade was com-
pletely reconstructed upon asoo piles driven to great depths, with
the result that the general harmony oC the monument—the effect
of time and of atmospheric conditions—was completely lost. A
lively agitation all over Europe, and particularly in England (con-
ducted by Ruskin and William Morris}, led the lulian government
to discard the Austrian plan of restoration, at least as regards the
interior of the Basilica, and to respect the ancient portions which
had stood the test of time and had esca{)ed " renewal " by man.
In 1880 a Vigila'nce Committee was appointed to watch over the
restoration of the interior. The committee secured much verde
antieo and porphyry for the restoration of the pavement, in place
of the common marbles which it had been intended to use, and
organixed special worksho|M for the restoration and preservation
of the ancient mosaics, which it had been intended to detach and
replace. Pieces already detached were restored to their original
positbns, and those blackened by damp and dust were cardTully
cleaned. Breaks were filled up with cubes obtained from fragments
of contemporary mosaics previously demolished. In this wav the
mosaics of the two arches of the atnum and those of theZeno chapel
were cleaned and preserved.
Contemporaneously with the restoration of the southern facade

of St Mark's, the restoration of the colonnade of the ducal
palace towards the Piazzetta and the Mole was undertaken at a
cost of £23,000. The chief work was executed at the south-west
angle, where the columns of the arcade had become so broken and
distorted as to menace the safety of the whole building. The
comer towards the Ponte della Paglia was also restored, and the
hideous device of walling up the nve last arches, adopted in the
i6th century by the architect Da Ponte, was removed without
prejudice to the stability of the structure. In order to lighten the
palace the Venetian Institute of Science, Letters and Arts removed
Its headquarters and its natural history collection to Santo Stefano.
For the same reason the Biblioteca Marciana with iu 350,000
volumes was moved to the Old Mint, opposite the ducal palace.

The space thus cleared has been used for the rearrangement of
the Archaeological and Artistic Museum. Side by side with these
changes has proceeded the reorganization of the Koyal Gallery of
Ancient Art, which, created by Napoleon I. for the students of
the adjoining Academy of Fine Arts, gradually acquired such
importance tiut in 1883 the government divided it from the
academy and rendered it autonomous. The gallery now oon-
ititutes a unique collection of Venetian paintings from the most
indent artists down to Tiepolo, one hall only being reserve^
for other Italian schools and one for foreign schools. Altogether
the gallery contains twenty rooms, one oeing assigned to the
jomplete cycle of the " History of Saint UrsuU," by Carpaccio:
anotner to Giambellino and to the Celliniani ; and a whole wall of

a third being occupied by the famous Veronese, " II Convito 'in

^asa di Levi." Titian's Presentazione al Tempio," painted for

the Scuola della Carita, which is now the seat 01 the gallery, has
kMeen placed in its original position. The hall of the Assumption
has been left untouched. Nineteenth-century pictures have been
sliminated as foreign to the character of the collection, and inferior

works relegated to a side passage. The reorganization of the
Archaeological and Artistic Museum and of the Royal Gallery of
Ancient Art coincided with the inauguration in April 18^5 of a
leries of biennial International Art Exhibitions, arranged m order
to celebrate the silver wedding of the king and queen of Italy. A
special brick structure was erected in the public gardens to receive

the works of contemporary artists, both Italian and foreign. The
selection of works was made by an international jury from which
Venetian artists were excluded. The second exhibition, visited

by 336.500 persons, was held in 1897, and a third in 1899. The
success of this exhibition (visited by 407,930 persons) led to the
organization of a fourth exhibition in 1901, largely devoted to the

works of Ruskin. The institution of these exhibitions furnished

Prince Giovanelli with an opportunity to found at Venice a Gallery

of Modem Art, for which a home was found in the Palazzo Pesaro,

bequeathed to the city by Princess Bevilacqua la Masa.

History.—^It is usually affirmed that the state of Venice owes

its origin to the barbarian invasions of north Italy; that it

was founded by refugees from the mainland dties who sought

asylum from the Huns in the impregnable shallows and mud
banks of the lagoons ; and that the year 452, the year when
Attila sacked Aquilela, may be taken as the birth-year of

Venice. That is true in a measure. Venice, like Rome and

other famous dties, was an asylum city. But it is nearly

certain that long before Attila and his Huns swept down upon
the Venetian plain the little islands of the lagoon already had

a population of poor but hardy fishcrfolk living in quasi-inde-

pendence, thanks to their poverty and their inaccessible site.

This population was augmented from time to time by refugees

from the mainland dties of Aquileia, Concordia, Opitergium

Altinum and Pauvium. But these did not mingle readily

with the indigenous population; as each wave of barlMtiaa
inva&ion fell back, these refugees returned to their mainland
homes, and it required the pressure of many successive incur-

sions to induce them finally to abandon the m«inUti/i for the
lagoon, a decision which was not reached till the Lombard
invasion of 568. On each occasion, no doubt, some of the
refugees remained behind in the islands, and graduaUy buOt
and peopled the twelve lagoon townships, which foimcd the
germ of the state of Venice and were subsequently ooocen-
trated at Rialto or in the dty we now know as Venice. These
twelve townships were Grado, Bibione, Caorie, Jes<^, Heradea,
Torcello, Murano, Rialto, Malamocoo, Poveglia, Chioggia and
Sottomarina. The effect of the final Lombaxti invasion is

shown by the resolve to quit the mainland and the xapid build-

ing of churches which is recorded by the Cronaca aitiwUe^ The
people who finally abandoned the mainland and took their

priests with them are the people who made the Venetian re-

public. But they were not as yet a homogeneous population.
The rivalries of the mainland dties were continued at doscr
quarters inside the narrow circuit of the lagoons, and there
was, moreover, the initial schism between the indigenous fisher

population and the town-bred refugees, and these facts con-
stitute the first of the problems which now affronted the growing
community: the internal problem of fusion and development
The second problem of prime importance iras the external
problem of independence. The early history of the repubUc b
chiefly concerned with the solution of these two problems.
To take the problem of independence first There is little

doubt that the original lagoon population depended for its

administration, as far as it had any, upon the larger cities of
the mainland. There is a tradition that Venice was founded
by "consuls from Padua "; and Padua claimed complete
control of the course of the Brenta down to iU mouth at Mala-
mocco. The destruction of the mainland dties, and the flight

of their leading inhabitants to the lagoons, encouraged the

lagoon population to assert a growing independence, aiul led

them to advance the doctrine that they were "bom inde-

pendent." Their development as a maritime people, engaged
in small trading and intimatdy acquainted with their home
waters, led Belisarius to seek their hdp in his task of recovering

Italy from the Goths. He was successful; and the lagoons

became, theoretically at least, a part of the Eastern empire.

But the empire was vast and weak, and its capital lay far

away; in practice, no doubt, the lagoon population enjq>Td
virtual independence, though later the Byzantine claim to

suzerainty became one of the leading factors in the formation
of the state. It was from Byzantium that the Venetian people
received the first recognition of their existence as a separate

community. Their maritime importance compelled Narses,

the imperial commander, to seek their aid in transporting his

army from Grado; and when the Paduans appealed to the

Eunuch to restore their rights over the Brenta, the Venetians
replied by declaring that islands of the lagoon and the river

mouths that fell into the estuary were the property of those
who had rendered them habitable and serviceable. Narses
declined to intervene, Padua was powerless to enforce its claims
and Venice established a virtual independence of the mainland
Nor was it long before Venice made a similar assertion to the

imperial representative, Longinus. He was endeavouring to

treat with Alboin and the Lombards, and desired to assure
himsdf of Venetian support. He invited the Venetians to give

him an escort to Constantinople, which they did, and also to

acknowledge themsdves subjects of the empire. But they
replied that " God who is our hdp and protector has saved us

that we might dwell upon these waters. This second Venice
which we have raised in the lagoons is our mighty habitation;

no power of emperor or of prince can touch us." That was an
explidt statement of Venetian aims and contentions: the place

and people had made each other and now belonged exdusivdy
to each other. Longinus admitted that the Venetians were
indeed " a great people with a strong habiution "; but by
dint of promising large concessions and trading privileges, he
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induced the Venetians to make an act of submission—though
not upon oath« The terms of this pact resulted in the first

diploma conferred on Venice as a separate community (584).

But it was inevitable that, when the barbarians, Lombard or

Frank, were once established on the mainland of Italy, Venice

should be brought first into trading and then into political

relations with their near neighbours, who as masters of Italy

also put forward a claim to sovereignty in the lagoons. It is

between the two claims of east and west that Venice struggled

for and achieved recognized independence.

Turning to the other problem, that of internal fusion and
consolidation, we find that in 466, fourteen years after the fall

of Aquileia, the population of the twelve lagoon townships met
at Grado for the election of one tribune from each island for

the better government of the separate communities, and above
all to put an end to rivahries which had already begim to play

a disintegrating part. But when the lagoon population was
largely augmented in 568 as the result of Alboin's invasion, these

jealousies were accentuated, and in 584 it was found expedient

to appoint twelve other tribunes, known as the Tribuni Majores,

who formed a kind of central committee to deal with aU matters

affecting the general weal of the lagoon communities. But the

Tribuni Majores were equally powerless to allay the jealousies

of the growing townships which formed the lagoon community.
Rivalry in fishing and in trading, coupled with ancient anti-

pathies inherited from the various mainland cities of origin, were
no doubt the cause of these internecine feuds. A crisis was
reached when Christopher, patriarch of Grado, convened the

people of the lagoon at Heradea, and urged them to suppress

the twelve tribunes and to choose a single head of the state. To
this they agreed, and in 697 Venice elected her first doge, Paulo
Lucio Anafesto.

The growing importance of the lagoon townships, owing to

their maritime skill, their expanding trade, created by their

position between east and west, their monopoly of salt and
salted fish, which gave them a strong position in the mainland
markets, rendered it inevitable that a dash must come over the

question of independence, when either east or west should daim
that Venice belonged to them; and inside the lagoons the

growing prosperity, coupled with the external threat to their

liberties, concentrated the population into two well-defined

parties—^what may be called the aristocratic party, because

it leaned towards imperial Byzantium and also displayed a
tendency to make the dogeship hereditary, and the democratic

party, connected with the original population of the lagoons,

aspiring to free institutions, and consequently leaning more
towards the church and the Prankish kingdom which protected

the church. The aristocratic party was captained by the town-
ship of Heradea, which had given the first doge, Anafesto, to the

newly formed community. The democratic party was cham-
pioned first by Jesolo and then by Malamocco.
The advent of the Franks determined the final solution.

The emperor Leo, the Isaurian, came to open rupture with

Pope Gregory 11. over the question of images. The pope
appealed to Liutprand, the powerful king of the Lombards, to

attack the imperial possessions in Ravenna. He did so, and
expelled the exarch Paul, who took refuge in Venice and was
restored to his post by the doge of the Heradean or Byzantine

party, Orso, who in return for this assistance received the

imperial title of kypatos, and trading rights in Ravenna. The
pope, however, soon had cause for alarm at the spread of the

L.ombard power which he had encouraged. Liutprand pro-

ceeded to occupy territory in the Ducato Romano. The pope,

looking about for a saviour, cast his eyes on Charles Martd, whose
victory at Tours had riveted the attention of the world.

Charles's son. Pippin, was crowned king of Italy, entered the

peninsula at the head of the Franks, defeated the Lombards,
took Ravenna and presented it to the pope, while retain-

ing a feudal superiority. Desiderius, the last Lombard king,

endeavoured to recover Ravenna. Charlemagne, Pippin's

son, descended upon Italy, broke up the Lombard kingdom

(774)1 confirmed his father's donation to the pope, and in

reprisals for Venetian assistance to the exarch, ordered the pope
to expd the Venetians from the Pentapolis. Venice was now
brought face to face with the Franks under their powerful

sovereign, who soon showed that he intended to claim the

lagoons as part of his new kingdom. In Venice the result of

this menace was a dedded reaction towards Byzantium. In
opposition to the Prankish claim, Venice resolved to affirm her
dependence on the Eastern empire. But the democratic party,

the Prankish party in Venice, was powerfuL Feeling ran high.

A crisis was rapidly approaching. The Byzantine Doge Giovanni
Galbaio attacked Grado, the see of the Francophil Patriarch

Giovanni, captured it, and flung the bishop from the tower of

his palace. But the murdered patriarch was succeeded by his

no less Francophil nephew Portunatus, a strong partisan, a
restless and indomitable man, who along with Obelerio of

Malamocco now assumed the lead of the democratic party.

He and his foUowers plotted the murder of the doge, were dis-

covered, and sought safety at the court of Charlemagne, where
Portunatus strongly urged the Pranks to attack the lagoons.

Meantime the internal politics of Venice had been steadily

preparing the way for the approaching fusion at Rialto. The
period from the election of the first doge to the appearance
of the Pranks was characterized by fierce struggles between
Heradea and Jesolo. At length tne whole population agreed

to fix their capital at Malamocco, a compromise between the

two incompatible parties, marking an important step towards
final fusion at Rialto.

That central event of early Venetian history was reached

when Pippin resolved to make good his title as king of Italy.

He turned his attention to the lagoon of Venice, which had
been steadily growing in commercial and maritime importance,

and had, on the whole, shown a sjrmpathy for Byzantium
rather than for the Franks. Pippin determined to subdue the

lagoons. He gathered a fleet at Ravenna, captured Chioggia,

and pushed on up the Lido towards the capital of the lagoons

at Malamocco. But the Venetians, in face of the danger, once
more removed their capital, this time to Rialto, that group of

islands we now call Vem'ce, lying in mid-lagoon between the

lidi and the mainland. This step was fatal to Pippin's designs.

The intricate water-ways and the stubborn Venetian defence

baffled all his attempts to reach Rialto; the summer heats came
on; the Lido was unhealthy. Pippin was forced to retire. A
treaty between Charlemagne and Nicephorus (810) recognized

the Venetians as subjects of the Eastern empire, while preserving

to them the trading rights on the mainland of Italy which they

had acquired under Liutprand.

The concentration at Rialto marks the beginning of the

history of Venice as a full-grown sUte. The external menace
to their independence had welded together the place and the

people; the same pressure had brought about the fusion of the

conflicting parties in the lagoon townships into one homo-
geneous whole. There was for the future one Venice and one

Venetian people dwelling at Rialto, the dty of compromise
between the dangers from the mainland, exemplified by Attila

and Alboin, and the perils from the sea, illustrated by Pippin's

attack. The position of Venice was now assured. The state

was a vassal of a weak and distant empire, which would leave^

it virtually free to pursue its own career; it was an independent'

tributary of a near and powerful kingdom with which it could

trade, and trade between east and west became henceforth the

note of its development.

The first doge elected in Rialto was Angelo Partidaco, a
Heradean noble, with a strong bias towards Byzantium, and
his reign was signalized by the building of the first church

of San Marco, and by the translation of the saint's body from
Alexandria, as though to affirm and to symbolize the creation

of united Venice.

The history of Venice during the next two hundred years

is marked externally by the growth of the dty, thanks to

an ever-expanding trade, both down the Adriatic, which brought
the republic into collision with the Dalmatian pirates and led

to their final conquest, in 1000, by the doge Pietro Orseolo II.,
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and also on the mainland, where Venice gradually acquired

trading rights, partly by imperial diploma, partly by the estab-

lishment and the supply of markets on the mainland rivers,

the Sile and the Brenu. Internally this period is characterized

by the attempt of three powerful families, the Particiachi, the

Cftn^^iflnj and the OiseoU, to create an hereditary dogeship, and
the violent resistance offered by the people. We find seven

of the Partidachi, five Candiani and three Orseoli reigning

in almost unbroken succession, until, with the ostracism of

the wljole Orseolo family in 1032, the dynastic tendency was
crushed for ever. During the same period we also note the

development of certain families, thanks to the accumulation

of wealth by trade, and here we get the beginnings of that

commercial aristocracy whose evolution was the dominant
factor in the constitutional history of the republic

The growing wealth of Venice soon attracted the cupidity

of her piratiad neighbours on the coast of Dalmatia. The
swift Libumian vessels began to raid the Lido, compelling

the Venetians to arm their own vessels and thus to form the

nucleus of their famous fleet, the importance of which was
recognized by the Golden Bull of. the emperor Basil, which

conferred on Venetian merchants privileges far more extensive

than any they had hitherto enjoyed, on condition that the

Venetian fleet was to be at the disposition of the emperor.

But the Dalmatian raids continued to harass Venetian trade,

till, in 1000, the great doge Pietro Orseolo II. atucked and
captured CurzoU and stormed the piratical stronghold of

Lagosta, crushing the freebooters in their citadel. The doge

assumed the title of duke of Dalmatia, and a great step was
taken towards the supremacy of Venice in the Adriatic, which

was essential to the free development of her commerce and also

enabled her to reap the pecuniary advantages to be derived

from the Crusades. She now commanded the route to the

Holy Land and could supply the necessary transport, and from

the Crusades her growing aristocracy reaped large profits.

Orseolo's victory was commemorated and its significance

affirmed by the magnificent symbolical ceremony of the
" wedding of the sea " {Sposalisio del Mar), celebrated hence-

forward every Ascension day. The result of the first three

Crusades was that Venice acquired trading rights, a Venetian

quarter, church, market, bakery, &c., in many of the Levant

dties, e.g. in Sidon (1103) and in Tyre (11 33). The fall of Tyre
marks a great advance in development of Venetian trade;

the republic had now passed beyond the Adriatic, and had
taken an important step towards that complete command
of the Levant which she established after the Fourth

Crusade.

This expansion of the trade of Venice resulted in the rapid

development of the wealthier classes, with a growing tendency

to draw together for the purpose of securing to themselves the

entire direction of Venetian politics in order to dominate

Venetian commerce. To achieve their object, a double line of

conduct was imposed upon them: they had to absorb the powers

of the doge, and also to deprive the people of the voice they

possessed in the management of state aflairs by their presence

in the concione or general assembly of the whole community,

which was still the founUtn of all authority. The first step

towards curtailing the power of the doge was taken in

X032, when the family of the Orseoli was finally expelled

from Venice and the doge Domenico Flabianico was called

to the throne. A law was then passed forbidding for the

future the election of a doge-consort, a device by which the

Particiachi, the Candiani and the Orseoli had each of them
nearly succeeded in carrying out their dynastic ambitions.

Further, two ducal councillors were appointed to assist the doge,

and he was compelled, not merely permitted, to seek the advice

of the more prominent citizens at moments of crisis. By this

reform two important offices in the Venetian constitution—the

privy council {consiglievi ducali) and the senate (the pregadi

or invited)—came into being. Both were gradually developed

on the lines desired by the aristocracy, till we reach the year

The growth of Venetian trade and wealth in the Levant
roused the jealou^ of Genoa and the hostility of the imperial
court at Constantinople, where the Venetians are said to have
numbered 200,000 and to have held a large quarter of the
dty in terror by their brawls. The emperor Manud I.,

urged on by the Genoese and other rivals of Venice, seized

the pretext. The Venetians were arrested and their goods con-
fiscated. Popular feeling at Venice ran so high that the siate

was rashly swept into war with the empire. To provide the
requisite funds for this vast undertaking, a forced loan of
x% on net incomes was raised; the money bore interest at

the rate of 4%. The bonds were negotiable, and afford us the

earliest instance of the issue of government stock. The doge
Vitale Michiel II. led the expedition in person. It proved a

disastrous failure, and on the return of the shattered remnants
(1171) a great constitutional reform seemed necessary. The
Venetians resolved to create a deliberative assembly, vhich
should act with greater caution than the condone, which had
just landed the state in a ruinous campaign. Forty members
were elected in each of the six divisions of the dty, giving a
body of 480 members, who served for one year and on retiring

named two deputies for each sestiere to nominate the council

for the succeeding year. This was the germ of the great

council, the Maggior Consiglio, which was rendered strictly

oligarchic in x 296. As the duties of this coimcU were to appoint
all officers of sUte, induding the doge, it is dear that by its

creation the aristocracy had considerably curtailed the powers
of the people, who had hitherto elected the doge in geneia]

assembly; and at the creation of Michiel 's successor, Sebastiano
Ztani (1172), the new doge was presented to the people merely
for confirmation, not for election. The assembly protested, but

was appeased by the empty formula, " This is yoor doge an
it please you." Moreover, still further to Hmit the power ol

the doge, the number of ducal councillors was raised from two
to six. In 1 1 08, on the election of Enrico Dandolo, the aris-

tocracy carried their policy one step farther, and by the

promissione ducaU, or coronation oath, which every doge was
required to swear, they acquired a powerful weapon for the

suppression of all that remained of andent ducal authority.

The promissiofu ducale was binding on the doge and his family,

and could be, and frequently was, altered at each new dection,

a commission, Inguisitori sopra il doge defunto, being appointed

to scrutinize the aaions of the deceased doge and to add to

the new oath whatever provisions they thought necessary to

reduce the dogeship to the position of a mere figurehead in the

SUte.

In spite of the check to their trade received from the empeiw
Manuel in 11 71, Venetian commerce continued to flourish,

the Venetian fleet to grow and the Venetians to amass wealth.

When the Fourth Crusade was proclaimed at Soissons, it was to

Venice that the leaders applied for transport, and she agreed

to furnish transport for 4500 horses. 9000 knights, 20.000 foot,

and provisions for one year the price was 85,000 silver marks
of Cologne and half of all conquests. But Zara and Dalmatia
had revolted from Venice in 1166 and were as yet unsubdued.

Venetian supremacy in the Adriatic had been temporarily

shaken. The 85,000 marks, the price of transport, were not

forthcoming, and the Venetians declined to sail till they were
paid. The doge Dandolo now saw an opportunity to benefit

Venice. He offered to postpone the receipt of the money if the

Crusaders would reduce Zara and Dalmatia for the republic

These terms were accepted. Zara was recovered, and while still

at Zara the leaders of the Crusade, supported by Dandolo, re-

solved for their own private purposes to attack Constantinople,

instead of making for the Holy Land. Boniface, marquis of

Monferrat, desired to make good the daim to Salonica. and
the Venetians doubtless wished to upset the Greek enr.pire,

which had recently shown itself so friendly to their rivals the

Genoese. Constantinople fell (1204), thanks chiefly to the

ability of the Venetians under Dandolo. The dty was sacked,

and a Latin empire, with Baldviin of Flanders as emperor, was
established at Constantinople (see Rohan Empire, Latxi).
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tn the partition of the spoils Venice claimed and received, in

her own phrase, " a half and a quarter of the Roman empire."
To her fell the Cyclades, the Sporadcs, the islands and the
eastern shores of the Adriatic, the shores of the Propontts and
the Euxine, and the littoral of Thessaly, and she bought Crete
from the marquis of Monferrat. The accession of territoiy wA
not only vast, it was of the highest importance to Venetian
commerce. She now commanded the Adriatic, the Ionian

islands, the archipeUgo, the Sea of Marmora and the Black Sea,

the trade route between Constantinople and western Europe,
and she had already esublished herself in the seaports of

Syria, and thus held the trade route between Asia Minor and
Europe. She was raised at once to the position of a European
power. In order to hold these possessions, she borrowed from
the Franks the feudal system, and granted fiefs in the Greek
islands to her more powerful families, on condition that

they held the trade route open for her. The expansion of

commerce which resulted from the Fourth Crusade soon made
itself evident in the city by a rapid development in its archi-

tecture and by a decided strengthening of the commercial
aristocracy, which eventually led to the great constitutional

reform—the closing of the Maggior Consiglio in 1296, whereby
Venice became a rigid oligarchy. Externally this rapid success

awoke the implacable hatred of Genoa, and led to the long and
exhausting series of Genoese wars which ended at Chioggia

in 1380.

The closing of the great council was, no doubt, mainly due
to the slowly formed resolution on the part of the great com-
mercial families to secure a monopoly in the Levant trade which
the Fourth Crusade had placed defmitefy in their hands. The
theory of the government, a theory expressed throughout the

whole commercial career of the republic, the theory which made
Venice a rigidly protective state, was that the Levant trade

belonged solely to Venice and her cituens. No one but a Vene-
tian cilixcn was permitted to share in the profits of that

trade. But the population of Venice was growing rapidly,

and citizenship was as yet undefined. To secure for themselves

the command of trade the leading commercial families resolved

to erect themselves into a close gild, which should have in its

hands the sole direction of the business concern, the exploita-

tion of the East. This policy took definite shape in 1297, when
the Doge Pietro Gradenigo proposed and carried the following

measure: the supreme court, the Quarantia, was called upon
to ballot, one by one, the names of aU who for the last four years

had held a seat in the great council created in 1 171. Those who
received twelve favourable votes became members of the great

council. A commission of three was appointed to submit further

names for ballot. The three' commissioners at once laid down
a rule—which contains the essence of the act—that only those

who could prove that a paternal ancestor had sat in the great

council should be eligible for election. This measure divided

the community into three great categories: (i) those who had
never «at in the council themselves and whose ancestors had
never sat; these were of course the vast majority of the popula-

tion, and they were excluded for ever from the great council:

(a) those whose paternal ancestors had sat in the council;

these were eligible and were gradually admitted to a seat, their

eons becoming eligible on majority: (3) those who were of the

council at the passing of this act or had sat during the fotir

preceding years; their sons likewise became eligible on attain-

ing majority. As all offices were filled by the great council,

exclusion meant political disfranchisement. A close caste was
created which very seldom and very reluctantly admitted new
members to its body. The Heralds' College, the awogadori di

comun, in order to ensure purity of blood, were ordered to open

a register of all marriages and births among members of the

newly created caste, and these registers formed the basis of the

famous Libro d*oro.

The closing of the great council and the creation of the patrician

caste brought about a revolution among those who suffered

disfranchisement. In the year 1300 the people, led by Marin

Bocconio, attempted to force their way into the great council
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and to reclaim their rights. The doors were opened, the ring-

leaders were admitted and immediately seized and hanged.
Ten years later a more serious revolution, the only revolution

that seriously shook the sute, broke out and was also crushed.

This conspiracy was championed by Bajamonte Tiepolo, and
seems to have been an expression of patrician protest against the
serrata^ just as Bocconio's revolt had represented popular in*

dignation. Tiepolo, followed by members of the Quirini family
and many nobles with their followers, attempud to seize the
Piazza on the rsth of June 13x0. They were met by the Doge
Pietro Gradenigo and crushed. Quirini was killed, and Tiepolo
and his followers fled.

The chief importance of the Tiepoline conspiracy lies in the
fact that it resulted in the establishment of the Council of Ten.
Erected first as a temporary committee of public safety to hunt
down the remnant of the conspirators and to keep a vigilant

watch on Tiepolo's movements, it was finally ma^e permanent in

X33S' The secrecy of its deliberations and the rapidity with
which it could act made it a useful adjunct to the constitution,

and it gradually absorbed many of the more important functions

of the state.

With the creation of the Council of Ten the main lines of

the Venetian constitution were completed. At the basis of the
pyramid we get the great council, the elective body composed
of all who enjoyed the suffrage, i.e. of the patrician caste.

Above the great council came the senate, the deliberative and
legislative body par excellence. To the senate belonged all

questions relating to foreign affairs, finance, commerce, peace
and war. Parallel with the senate, but extraneous to the main
lines of the constitution, came the Council of Ten. As a
committee of public safety it dealt with all cases of conspiracy;

for example, it tried the Doge Marino Falier and the General

Carmagnola; on the same ground all cases affecting public

morals came within its extensive criminal jurisdiction. In the

region of foreign affairs it was in communication with envoys
abroad, and its orders would override those of the senate. It

also haid its own departments of finance and war. Above the
senate and the Ten came the CoUegio or cabinet, the adminis-

trative branch of the constitution. All affairs of state passed

through its hands. It was the initiatory body; and it lay with
the Cottegio to send matters for deliberation either before the
senate or before the Ten. At the apex of the.pyramid came the

doge and his council, the point of highest honour and least weight
in the constitution.

To turn now to the external events which followed on the

Fourth Crusade. These events are chiefly concerned with
the long struggle with Genoa over the possession of the Levant
and Black Sea trade. By the establishment of the Latin empire
Venice had gained a preponderance. But it was impossible

that the rival Venetian and Genoese merchants, dwelling at

close quarters in the Levant cities, should not come to blows.

They fell out at Acre in 1253. The first Genoese war began
and ended in 1258 by the complete defeat of Genoa. But in

126 1 the Greeks, supported by the Genoese, took advantage
of the absence of the Venetian fleet from Constantinople to

seize the city and to restore the Greek empire in the person of

Michael VIII. Palaeologus. The balance turned against Venice
again. The Genoese were established in the spacious quarter of

Galata and threatened to absorb the trade of the Levant. To
recover her position Venice went to war again, and in 1264
destroyed the Genoese fleet off Trepani, in Sicilian waters.

This victory was decisive at Constantinople, where the emperor
abandoned the defeated Genoese and restored Venice to her
former position. The appearance of the Ottoman Turk and
the final collapse of the Latin empire in Syria bnnight about
the next campaign between the rival maritime powers.

Tripoli (1289) and Acre (1291) fell to the Mussulman, and the

Venetian title to her trading privileges, her diplomas from the

Latin empire, disappeared. To the scandal of Christendom,

Venice at once entered into treaty with the new masters of

Syria and obtained a confirmation of her ancient trading rights.

Genoa replied by attempting to close the Dardanelles. Venice

la
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made this action a easui bettu The Geooeie won a victory

in the gulf of AlezandretU (1294); but on the other hand the

Venetians under Ruggiero Morosinl forced the Dardanelles and

sacked the Genoese quarter ol GalaU. The decisive engage-

ment, however, of this rampaign was fought at Curzola (1299)

in the Adriatic, when Venice suffered a crushing defeaL A peace,

honourable to both parties, was brought about by Mattco

Visconti, lord of Milan, in that same year. But the quarrel

between the republics, both fighting for trade supremacy—
that is to say, for their lives—could not come to an end till one

or other was thoroughly crushed. The fur trade of the Black

Sea furnished the pretext for the next war (1353-54)1 which ended

in the crushing defeat of Venice at Sapiensa, and the lots of her

entire fleet. But though Venice herself seemed to lie open to

the Genoese, they took no advantage of their victory; they

were probably too exhausted. The lord of Milan sgain arranged

a peace (1355). ^
We have now reached the last phase of the strugg^ for mari-

time supremacy. Under pressure from Venice the emperor

John V. Palaeologus granted possession of the island of Tenedos

to the republic. The island commanded the entrance to the

Dardanelles. Genoa determined to oppose the concession,

and war broke ouL The Genoese Admiral Luciano Doria

sailed into the Adriatic, attacked and defeated Vettor Pisani

at Pola in Istria, and again Venice and the lagoons lay at the

mercy of the enemy. Doria resolved to blockade and starve

Venice to surrender. He was masf«r of the sea, and the flow

of provisions from the mainland was cut off by Genoa's ally,

Francesco I. Carrara, lord of Padua. Doria seized Chioggia

as a bsse of operations and drew his fleet inside the lagoons.

The situation was extremely critical for Venice, but she rose

to the occasion. Vettor Pisani was placed in command, and by
a stroke of naval genius he grasped the weakness of Doris's

position. Sailing to Chioggia he blocked the channel leading

from the lagpon to the sea, and Doria was caught in a trap.

Pisani stationed himself outside the Lido, on the open sea, to

intercept relief should any appear, and Doria, insteaiid of block-

ading Venice, was himself blockaded in Chioggia. For many
months the siege went on; but Pisani gradually assumed the

offensive as Genoese spirits and food ran low. Finally,' in

June 1380 the flower of the Genoese fleet surrendered at dis-

cretion. Genoa never recovered from the blow, and Venice

remained undisputed mistress of the Mediterranean and the

Levant trade.

The defeat of Genoa and the establishment of Venetian

supremacy in the Mediterranean brought the state to a further

step in its development. The undisputed mastery of the

eastern trade increased its bulk in Venice. But as the dty
became the recognised mart for exchange of goods between east

and west, the freedom of the western outlet assumed the aspect

of a paramount question. It was useless for Venice to accumu-
late eastern merchandise if she could not freely pass it on to

the west. If the various states on the immediate mainland

could levy taxes on Venetian goods in transit, the Venetian

merchant would inevitably suffer in profits. The geographical

position of Venice and her commercial policy alike compelled

her to attempt to secure the command of the rivers and roads

of the mainland, at least up to the mountains, thst is to

say, of the north-western outlet, just as she had obtained com-
mand of the south-eastern inlet. She was compelled to turn her

attention, though reluctantly, to the mainland of Italy. Another

consideration drove her in the same direction. During the

long wars with Genoa, after the defeats of Curzola, Sapienza,

Pola, above all during the crisis of the war of Chioggia, it had
been brought home to the Venetians that, as they owned no
meat or corn-producing territory, a crushing defeat at sea and
a blockade on the mainland exposed them to the grave danger
of being starved into surrender. Both these pressing neces-

sities, for a free outlet for merchandise and for a food-supplying
area, drove Venice on to the mainland, and compelled her to

im'tiate a policy which eventually landed her in the disastrous

wars of CambraL The period with which we are now dealing

is the epoch of the despots, the tipicn, and in pmsuit of ctpoib
sion on the mainland Venice was brought into collision first

with the Scaligeri of Verona, then with the Carraresi of Padua,
and finally with the Visconti of Milan. Hitherto Venice had
enjoyed the advantages of isolation; the lagoons were virtually
impregnable; she had no land frontier to defend. But when
she touched the mainland she at once became possessed of a
frontier which could be attacked, and found herself compelled
either to expand in self-defence or to lose the territory she had
acquired.

Venice had already esUblished a tenutive hold on the im-
mediate mainland as eariy as 1339. She was forced into war
by Mastino della Scala, lord of Padua, Vicenza, Treviso, Fcltxe

and Belluno, as well as of Verona, who imposed a duty on
the transport of Venetian goods. A league against the Scala
domination was formed, and the result was the fall of the

family. Venice took possession of Padua, but in the terms of

the league she at once conferred the lordship on the Carraresi,

retaining Treviso and Bassaoo for herself. ' But it is not till

we come to the opening of the next century that Venice de-

finitely acquired land possessions and found herself committed
to all the difficulties and intricacies of Italian mainland politics.

On the death of Gian Galeszzo Visconti in 1402, his la^c pos-

sessions broke up. His neighbours and his generals seized vfaat

was nearest to hand. Francesco II. Carrara, tord of Padua,
attempted to seize Vicenza and Verona. But Venice had b«tn
made to suffer at the hands of Carrara, who had levied heavy
dues on transit, and moreover during the Chioggian War had
helped the Genoese and cut off the food supply from the main-
land. She was therefore forced in self-defence to crush the
family of Carrara and to make herself permanently mistress of

the immediate mainland. Accordingly when Gian Gakazzo's
widow applied to the republic for help against Carrara it was
readily granted, and, after some years of fighting, the posses-

sions of the Carraresi, Padua, Treviso, Bsssano, commanding
the Val Sugana route, as well as Vicenza and Verona, passed
definitely under Venetian rule. This expansion of mainland
territory was followed in 1420 by the acquisition of Friuli after

a succosful war with the emperor Sigismund, thus bringing
the possessions of the republic up to the Camic and Julian
Alps, their natural frontier on the north-esst.

Venice wss soon made to feel the consequences of having
become a mainland power, the difiiculiies entailed by holding
possessions which others coveted, and the weakness of a land
frontier. To the west the new duke of Milan, Filippo Maria
Visconti, was steadily piecing together the fragments of bis

father's shattered duchy. He was determined to recover
Verona and Vicenza from Vem'ce,'and intended, as his father

had done, to make himself master of all north Italy. 7be
conflict between Venice' and Milan led to three wars in 1426.

1427 and 1429. Venice was successful on the whole. She
established her hold permanently on Verona and Vicenza, and
acquired besides both Brescia B<id Bergamo; and later she
occupied Crenm. The war of Ferrara and the peace of Bagnolo
(1484) gave her Rovigo and the Polesine. This, with the cxrep-
tion of a brief tenure of Cremona (1499-15x2), formed her per-

manent territory down to the fall of the republic. Her frontiers

now ran from the seacoast near Monfalcone, following the

line of the Camic and Julian and Raetian Alps to the Adda,
down the course of that river till it joins the Po, and thence
along the line of the Po back to the sea. But long and exhaust-
ing wars were entailed upon her for the maintenance of her
hold. The rapid formation of this land empire, and the obvious
intention to expand, called the attention not only of Italy but
of Europe to this power which seemed destined to bennre
supreme in north Italy, and eventually led to the league of

Cambrai for the dismemberment of Venice. Conteirporane-
ously other events were menacing the ascendancy and cxhatist-

ing the treasury of the republic. In 1453 Constantinople frO

to the Ottoman Turks, and although Venice entered at once
into treaty with the new power and desired to trade with it,

not to fight with it, yet it was Impossible that her possessions
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in the Levant and the archipelago should not eventually bring

her into collision with the expanding energy of the Mussulman.
Europe persistently refused to assist the republic to preserve

a trade in which she had established a rigid monopoly, and
Venice was left to fight the Turk^ single-handed. The first

Turkish war lasted from 1464 to 1479, and ended in the loss

of Negropont and several places in the Morea, and the pay-

ment by Venice of an annual tribute for trading rights. She
was consoled, however, by the acquisition of Cyprus, which
came into her possession (1488) on the extinction of the dynasty

of Lusignan with the death of James U. and his son James III.,

Caterina Comaro, James II. 's widow, ceding the kingdom of

Cyprus to Venice, since she could not hope to maintain it un-

aided against the Turks. The acquisition of Cyprus marks
the extreme limit of Venetian expansion in the Levant; from
this date onward there is little to record save the gradual loss

of her maritime possessions.

Exhausting^as the Turkish wars were to the Venetian treasury,

her trade was still so flourishing that she might have survived

the strain had not the discovery of the Cape route to the Indies

cut the tap-root of her commercial prosperity by diverting the

stream of traffic from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic. When
Diaz rounded the Cape in i486 a fatal blow was struck at

Venetian commercial supremacy. The discovery of the Cape
route saved the breaking of bulk between India and Europe,

and saved the dues exacted by the masters of Syria and Egypt.

Trade passed into the hands of the Portuguese, the Dutch and
the English. Venice lost her monopoly of oriental traffic

To complete her misfortunes, the European powers, the church

and the small states of Italy, partly from jealous greed of her

possessions, partly on the pica of her treason to Christendom in

making terms with Islam, partly from fear of her expansion in

north Italy, coalesced at Cambrai in 1508 for the partition of

Venetian possessions. The war proved disastrous for Venice.

The victory of Agnadello (1510) gave the alb'es the complete

command of Venetian territory down to the shores of the lagoon.

But the mutual jealousy of the allies saved her. The pope,

having recovered the Romagna and secured the objects for which

he had joined the league, was unwilling to see all north Italy

in the hands of foreigners, and quitted the union. The emperor

Maximilian failed to make good his hold on Padua, and was
jealous of the French. The league broke up, and the mainland

cities of the Veneto returned of their own accord to their allegi-

ance to St Mark. But the republic never recovered from the

blow, coming as it did on the top of the Turkish wars and the loss

of her trade by the discovery of the Cape route. She ceased to

be a great power, and was henceforth entirely concerned in the

effort to preserve her remaining possessions and her very in-

dependence. The settlement of the peninsula by Charles V.'s

coronation at Bologna in 1530 secured the preponderance to

Spain, and the combination of Spain and the church dominated

the politics of Italy. Dread of the Turks and dread of Spain

were the two terrors which haunted Venice till the republic

fell. That she retained her independence so long was due to

a double accident: the impregnability of the lagoons and the

jealousies of the great powers.

But the decline was a slow process. Venice still possessed

considerable wealth and extensive possessions. Between 1499
and 1716 she went to war four times with the Turks, emerging

from each campaign with some further loss of maritime territory.

The fourth Turkish war (i 570-1573) was signalized by the

glorious victory of Lepanto (1571), due chiefly to the prowess

of the Venetians under their doge Sebastian Venier. But her

allies failed to support her. They reaped no fruits from the

victory, and Cyprus was taken from her after the heroic defence

of Famagusta by Bragadino, who was flayed alive, and his skin,

stuffed with straw, borne in triumph to Constantinople. The
fifth Turkish war (164 5-1 668) entailed the loss of Crete; and
though Morosini reconquered the Morea for a brief space in

1685, that province was finally lost to Venice in 1716.

So far as European politics are concerned, the latter years of

the republic are made memorable by one important event: the

resistance which Venice, under the guidance of Fra Paolo Sarpi,

offered to the growing claims of the Curia Romana. advanced by
Pope Paul V. Venice was placed under interdia (1606), but she

asserted the rights of temporal sovereigns with a courage which
was successful and won for her the esteem and approval of most
European sovereigns.

But the chief glory of her declining years was undoubtedly
her splendid art. Giorgione, Titian, Sansovino, Tintoret, Paolo
Veronese and Palladio all lived and worked after the disastrous

wars of the league of CambraL The chief characteristic of

Venice during these years is that she became the great pleasure-

city of Europe. The end of the republic came when the French
Revolution burst over Europe. Napoleon was determined to

destroy the oligarchical government, and seized the pretext that

Venice was hostile to him and a menace to his line of retreat

while engaged in his Austrian campaign of 1797. The peace of

Leoben left Venice without an ally. The government resolved

to offer no resistance to the conqueror, and the doge Lodovico
Manin abdicated on the lath of May 1797. On the t7th of

October Napoleon handed Venice over to Austria by the peace
of Campo Formio, and between 1798 and 1814 she passed from
France to Austria and Austria to France till the coalition of that

latter year assigned her definitely to Austria. In 1848 a revolu-

tion broke out and a provision^ republican government under
Daniele Manin {q.v.) maintained itself for a brief space. In 1866.

the defeat of Austria by the Prussians led to the incorporation of

Venice in Um'ted Italy.
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VENISON (pronounced seimm), originally a word meaning a

beast of any kind killed in the chase, but now only applied to the

flesh of the deer prepared for eating. The O. Fr. teneisun,

venoison, &c., mod. venaison, meant the flesh of the deer or boar,

the principal beasts of the chase (LaL venaliOf hunting).

VENLOt a frontier town in the province of Limburg, Holland,

on the right bank of the Maas, and a Junction station 43 m.
by rail N.N.E. of Maastricht. Pop. 15,000. It is joined by
a bridgie over the Maas, with the opposite village of Blerik.

Venlo, with narrow streets irregularly built, is not of the ordinary

Dutch ^ype in architectural style. The picturesque town hall

(1595), the only building of special interest, contains some
interesting paintings by Hubert Goltaiua (isa^iS^j)* The
church dates from 1304. There is a college for the higher

.education of Roman Catholic priests. The leading industries

are distilling, brewing, tanning, spinning, needlemaking and
tobacco manufacture. There is also a considerable trade by
river with Rotterdam.

VENN, HENRY (i7a5'i797)» English evangelical divine, was
bom at Barnes, Surrey, and educated at Cambridge. He took

orders in 1747, and was elected fellow of Queens' College,

Cambridge, in 1749. After holding a curacy at Barton,

Cambridgeshire, he became curate of St Matthew, Friday

Street. London, and of West Horsley, Surrey, in 1750, and

then of Clapham in 1754- In the preceding year he was chosen

lecturer of St Swithin*s, London Stone. He was vicar of

Huddersfield from 1759 to 1771, when he exchanged to the

living of Yelling, Huntingdonshire. Besides being a leader
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of the evangelical revival^ he was well known as the author of

The Compieai Duty of Man (London, 1763), » work in which
he intended to supplement the teaching embodied in the anony-

mous Whole Duty of Man, His son, John Venn (1759-18x3),

was one of the founders of the Church Missionary Society, and
his grandson, Heniy Venn (1796-1873), was honorary secretary

of that society from 1841 to 1873.

VENOSA (anc. Venusia, f.v.), a town and bishop's see of the

Basilicata in the province of Potenza, Italy, on the eastern

side of Mount Vulture, 5s m. by rail S.S.E. of Foggia, 1345 ft.

above sea-level. Pop. (1901) 8503. The castle was built

in 1470 by Pirro di Balzo, and contains four stables each for

fifty horses. Many fragments of Roman workmanship are

buUt into the walls of the cathedral, which is due to him also.

The abbey church of SS. Triniti is historically interesting; it

was consecrated in 1059 by Pope Nicholas U. and passed into

the hands of the Knights of St John in the time of Boniface VIII.

(i 295-1303). In the central aisle is the tomb of Alberada, the

first wife of Robert Guiscard and mother of Bohemund. An
inscription on the wall commemorates the great Norman brothers

William Iron Arm ^d. X046), Brogo (murdered at Venosa in 1051),

Humfrey (d. 1057) and Robert Guiscard (d. at D>rfu in 1085).

The bones of these brothers rest together in a simple stone

sarcophagus opposite the tomb of Alberada. The church

also contains some X4th-century frescoes.- Behind it is a larger

church, which was begun for the Benedictines about 1150,

from the designs of a French architect, in imiuiion of the

Cluniac church at Paray-le-Monial, but never carried beyond
the spring of the vaulting. The ancient amphitheatre adjacent

furnished the materials for its walls.

See A. Avena, Monumenti deW Italia MeridionaU (Naples. 1902),

323 aqq.; O. de Lorenio, Venosa e la Regione del VtUture (Bergamo,
1906).

. VENTILATION (Lat. ventUaret from tentus, wind), the pro-

cess and practice of keeping an enclosed place supplied with

proper air for breathing; and so, by analogy, a term used

for exposing any subject to the winds of public criticism. The
air which we breathe consists chiefly of two gases, oxygen and
nitrogen, with certain small proportions of other gases, such

as carbonic add (carbon dioxide), ozone and argon. Oxygen,
which is the active and important constituent, and on which

life and combustion depend, forms.about one-fifth of the whole,

while nitrogen, which is inert and acts as a diluent, forms nearly

four-fifths. Of this mixture each adult person breathes some
2600 gallons or 425 cub. ft. in twenty-four hours. In air

that has passed through the lungs the proportion of oxygen is

reduced and that of carbon dioxide increased. Of the various

impurities that are found in the air of inhabited rooms, carbonic

acid gas forms the best practical index of the efficiency of the

ventilation. The open air of London and other large inland

towns contains about four parts by volume of the gas in 10,000

of air. In the country, and in towns near the sea, two to three

and a half parts in 10,000 is a more usual proportion. Authori-

ties on ventilation usually take four parts in 10,000 as the

standard for pure air, and use the excess over that quantity in

estimating the adequacy of the air supply. But they differ

as to the proportion to which the carbonic add may be allowed

StMBdmra
to rise under a good system of ventilation. It is

•tfmrtty. graerally admitted that the air in which people dwell

and sleep should not under any circumstances be
allowed to contain more than ten parts in 10,000. This has been
accepted as the permissible proportion by Camelley, Haldane
and Anderson, after an extensive examination of the air of

middle and lower class dweUings.

The rate at which an adult expires carbonic add varies

widely with his condition of repose, being least in sleep,*grcater

ttatMot ^" waking rest, and very much greater in violent

COS- exercise. As a basis on which to calculate the air

J^JJ*"*
necessary for proper ventilation we may take the

*
production of carbonic acid by an adult as o-6

cub. ft. per hour. Hence he will produce per hour, in 6000
cub. ft. of air, a pollution amounting to one part of carbonic

add in xo,ooo of air. If the excess of carbonic add were to
be kept down to this figure (r in zo,ooo), it would be necessary
to supply 6000 cub. ft. of fresh air per hour; if the permis-
sible excess be two parts in 10,000 half this supply of fresh air

will sufiice; and so on. We therefore have the following

relation between (z) the Quantity of air supplied per person per
hour, (a) the excess of carbom'c add which results, and (3) the
total quantity of carbonic add present, on the as»unption
that the fresh air that is admitted contains four parts by voluxne

in 10,000:

—

Air supplied per
Adult per Hour.
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to one person." Thus- an ordinary burner giving a light of

about twenty candles and burning 4 cub. ft. of gas per hour
vitiates the air as much as four persons, and an incandescent

burner as much as one and a half persons. A small reading-

lamp burning oil uses the air of four men; a large central

table lamp uses as much air as seven men.
As to the fourth point there is great diversity of opinion; To

preserve the lowest standard of purity tolerated by sanitaxjans,

ventilation must go on at the rate per person of xooo cub. ft.

per hour, and 3000 cub. ft. per hour are required to preserve

the higher standard on which some authorities insist. E. A.

Parkes advised a supply of aooo cub. ft. of air per hour for

persons in health and 3000 or 4000 cub. fL for sick persons.

In the case of a public assembly hall no great barm will occur to

an audience occupying the room for a comparatively short time

if 30 cub. ft. of air per minute are provided for each person.

The United States book on school architecture gives a practical

apph'cation to its remarks on this subject as follows:

—

The amount of fresh air which is allowed to hospital patients

Is about 2500 cub. ft. each per hour. Criminau in French
prisons have to content themselves with 1500 cub. ft. per hour.

Ajuuming that we care two-thirds as much for the health of our
children as we do for that of our thieves and murderers, we will

make them an allowance of 1000 cub. ft. each per hour, or about
16 cub. ft. per minute. Forty-€3ght children will then need an
hourly supply of 48,000 cub. ft. Definite provision must therefore

be made for withdrawing this quantity of foul air. No matter
how many inlets there may be, the fresh air will only enter as
fast as thie foul escapes, and this can only find an outlet through
ducts intended for that purpose, porous walls and crevices serving

in cool weather only for inward flow. What, then, must be the
size of the shaft to exhaust 48,000 ft. per hour? In a shaft 30 ft.

high, vertical and smooth innde. with a difference in temperature
of ao*, the vek)city will be about a) ft. per second, or 0000 ft.

per hour; that is, it will carry off 9000 cub. ft. of air per Hour for

every square foot of its sectional area. To convey 48,000 cub. ft., it

nust have a sectional area of 5i sq. ft.

A general idea of the floor area, cubic space and fresh air

supply per inmate allowed by law or by custom in certain cases

is given in the Uble below:

—

Class of Building.
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Fio. a.—Tobin Tube.

lOIO
side like an inverted lotivre-boanPor venetUn blind, with slots

that slope so ss to give an upward inclination to the entering
stream.

In another and most valuable form of ventilator, the Tobin tube,

the fresh air enters vertically upwards. The usual arrangement
.^. of Tobin tube (shown in front elevation and section in

'^TT fig. a) b a short vertical shaft of metal plate or wood which
leads up the wall from the floor level to a height of 5 or

6 ft. Its lower end communicates with the outer air through an
air-grating in the wall; from its

upper end, which is freely open, the
current of fresh air rises m a smooth
stream. Various forms of section
•may be given to the tube: if placed
in a corner It will be triangular or
segmental; against a flat wall a
shallow rectangular form is most
usual, or it may be placed in a
channel so as to be flush with the
face of the wall; a lining of wood
forming a dado may even be made
to serve as a Tobin tube by setting
it out a little way from the wall.
The tube b often furnished with a
regulating valve, and contrivances
may

^ be added for cleansing the
entering air. A muslin or canvas
bag hung in the tube, or a screen
stretched diagonally across it, may
be used to filter out dust; the

same object is served in some decree by forcing the air. as it enters
the tube at the bottom, to pass m close contact with the surface of

water in a tray, by means of a deflecting plate.
These complications have a double drawback: they
require frequent attention to keep them in order,
and by putting resistance in the way of the
stream they are apt to reduce the efficiency of
the ventilation.^ The air entering by a Tobin
tube may be warmed by a coil of hot pipes within
the tube, or by a small gas-stove (provided, of
course, with a flue to discharge outside the pro-
ducts of combustion), or the tube may dnw its

. _ supply, not directly from the outer atmosphere.

PiQ . Short ^"^ ^^^'"^ '^ hot-aur flue. The opening should

Tobm Tube always be about the level of a man's headi but the
' tube need not extend down to the floor: all that is

essential b that it should have sufficient length to let the air issue

in a smooth vertical current without eddies (fig. 3),

These inlets are at once so simple and effective that no hesitation
need be felt in introducing them freely in the rooms of dwelling-

VmmiMa^
houses. When no special provision b made for them in

<taa ikr
'^* walls, the advantage of a current entering vertically

window "^Y *^''^ ^ *" "^"^^ degree secured by help of certain

maddoon niakeshift contrivances. One of these, sugg^ed by Dr
Hinkes Bird, b to open one sash of the window a few

inches and fill up the opening by a board ; air then enters in a zig-

sag course through the space oetween the meeting rails of the
sasnes. Still another plan b to have a light frame of wood or
metal or glass made to fit in front of the lower sash when the
window b opened, forming virtually a Tobin tube in front of the
window.
As an example of the systematic ventilation of dwelling-rooms

on a large scale, the following particulars may be quoted of arrange-
ments that have been successfully used in English
barracks. One or more outlet-shafts of wood fitted with
flap valves to prevent down-draught are carried from the

VENTILATION

highest part of the room, discharging some feet above the
roof under a louvre. The number and size of these shafts are such
as to give about la sq. in. of sectional area per head, and the chimney
gives about 6 sq. in. more per head. About half the air enters
cold through air-bricks or Sherineham valves at a height of about
9 ft. from tne floor, and the other half is warmed by passing through
flues behind the grate. The inlets taken together give an area of

about 1 1 sq. in. per head. ^ A fairly regular circulation of some laoo
cub. ft. per head per hour b found to take place, and the proportion
of carbonic acid ranges from 7 to 10 parts m 10,000.

• * When the air b not filtered, and when it has been warmed before
entering, the vertical direction of the stream b readily traced by
dust, which is depo&ited on the wall in a neariy upright column,
spreading slightly fan-wise as it rises. With cold air the deposit
01 dust is comparatively slieht. The difference is due to the fact,

noticed and explained by Mr- John Aitkcn, that air quickly de-
posits any suspended particles when it is brought into contact with
a surface colder than itself, but retains them in suspension if the
suKace be warmer than the air. Another domestic illustration
of the same fact is given by the greater dustiness of walls and
furniture in a stove-heated room than in a room heated by an open
fire.

Fig. 4.—^Sectional Plan c«f

Buchan's Exhaust CowL

In th$ natural ventilation of churches, halls and odwr UrjBt
rooms we often find air admitted by mtiiws in the floor or near it

;

or the inlets may consirt, like Tobin tubes, ofupright flues ^ ^^^
rising to a height of about 6 ft. above the floor, from which ^JJl^
the air proceeds in vertkal streams. If the air b to be "

warmed before it enters, the supply may be dnwn from a chamber
warmed by hot-water or steam pipes or by a stove, and the tcmpera-
ti : TK of the room may be regulated by allowins part of the air to come
fi Pin a hot chamber and part from outside, the two currents mixing
i^ I he ihj^ft (rom which the inlets to the room draw their supply.
0u[ltt5 usually consist of gratinn or piaia openings at or near the
a-iliug, preferably at a considerafole distance from pmnts vertically
a1 ovc tlic inlet tubes. One of the chief difficulties in natural
v» ' in h to Kuard them against down-draught throueh the
ai : Lhr wind. Numberiess forms of cowl have been devised
w.Ji iliifi object, with the further intention of turning the wind
to useful account by making it asast the up-current c€ foul air.

Some of these exhaust cowb are of the revolving dass. naade to
various designs and dimenuons and put in rotation by
the force of the wind. Revolving cowb are luble to fau
by sticking, and, generally speaking, find cowb are to be
preferred. They are designed in many forms, of whkh Buchan's
may be cited as a good example. Fig. 4 shows thb vmtilator in
horuontal section: aa b the vertical
exhaust flue through which the foul air
rises; near the top thb expands into a
polygonal chamber, bbbb, with vertical
sides, consisting partly of perforated
sheet-metal plates; outskie of th«e
are fixed vertical curved guide-plates, i

c^^^; the wind, bk>wing between]
these and the polygonal chamber,!
sucks air from the centre through the 1

'perforated sides. The efficient worldnjg
'

of an exhaust cowl, however, depends
almost entirely upon the favourable
conditions of the wind.* The two
things that supply motive force in
automatic or natural ventilation by
means of exhaust cowb and similar
appUances—the difference of tempera-
ture between inner and outer air, and
the wind—are so variable that even the best arrangements of inlets

and outlets give a somewhat uncertain result. As an example, it u
evident that on a hot day with little movement in the air thb m«>ie
of ventilation would be practically ineffectuaL Under other conc!:-

tions these automatic air-extractors not infrequently become inlets

thus reversing the whole system and pouring cold air on the hca.is

of the inmates of the apartment or halC To secure a strictly unitcm
delivery of air, unaffected by changes of season or of weather, it

is necessary that the influence of th^ irregular motive forces be as

far as possible mintmixed, and recourse must consequently be h^d
to some mechanical force as a means of driving the air and securing
adequate ventilation of the building.

Artificial VentilatioH.—Buiklings may be mechanically ventilated
on the vacuum system, the plenum system, or on a system ci.>{d-

bining the best points of both. In wkxiy every case oil the appli-

cation to modem buildings of mechanical means ci ventilatioa the
combined system in one form or another b adopted. In the vacuum
system the motive force b.applied at the outlets: the vitiated air

is drawn from the rooms, ana the pressure of the atmosphere m
them is slightly less than the pressure outside. Upon the foul ah-

being withdrawn fresh air finds its way in by means of conveniently
placed inlets. In the plenum the motive force b a[^:djed at the

inlets
I
fresh air b forced in and drives the vitiated air before it

until It escapes at the outlets provided. The pressure within the
room b greater than outside. The plenum method has distinct

advantages: it makes the air escape instead of coming in as a cokl

draught at every crevice and casual opening to the outer air; it

avoids drawing foul air from sewers and basement; and with it,

more easily than with the other, one may guard against the dis-

turbing influence of wind. In the plenum method tbie air is dn\et)
by fans; in the vacuum method suction b produced by fans or by
heating the column of air in a long vertical shaft through which the

discharge takes place. Water jets and steam jets have also been
employed to impel or extract the ur. Whatever system of venti-

lation b adopted, it b* most important that windows capable cf

being widely opened should also be provided to aCrate at frequent
intervab the whole building, either as a whole or in sections, an<i

they should be so arranged that no comer can be left itagnant or

unswept by the purifying current. The \^ctoria Hospital at

Glasgow and the Royal General Hospital at Birmingham are.

however, ventilated on the plenum system withotit the aid of o}x n

windows, with what are said to be satisfactory results. Ii^ the c;^
of hospitals, it b evident that at^ration by means of open wicdo^^
could not in Great Britain be effected ejtcept on warm and vmzy

* For an account of tests of various forms of ventilating co«^
ee S. S. Hellyer, Tkt Plumber and Saniiofy Honstt,
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days, but in the case of concert hatls, theatres and similar buildings,
it IS possible (and most essential) thoroughly to aerate the building
between each occupation.
The extraction of foul air should in most cases be effected at the

top of a room or building, so as to utilize the natural tendency of
_ ^^j warm air to nse; but at BIrminehacn and eli^whwe the
^~*7 outlets are near the floor , the frcsii air being brought ia

"Jfr^ half-way up the walls and directed towards the ctiling.

't7 The air inlets should be Tobin tybcfl or aimiUr devict:;,
*

^
placed some 4 or 5 ft. above i he lloor, atid «o arfanfcd i Hat

the air should be passed in cohmce with radlatair nr fiipc -t to warm It

before entering. In the case ol j. Li:L]i:ling fur one ai kht Anicrican
legislatures, the warmed fresh air ia allotmi to enter ut\ the lc\cl in

front of the desk of each member, ao iJiat he secures a proper volume
of fresh air for his own use befdre it is breathed by h[9 neichbour.
The introduction of rapidl)' HMdlviner, but silent, fj^ns, driven by

electricity, is a great advanci^ which pbtts within the reach of the

_^ engineer or architeit the means for solving the problem
^'"*

of ventilation of building!!, and hai been to a large extent
responsible for the rapid progress, or the art of veniilAtion. The fan

ana motor combined extend nhc advanta^ of positive mechanical
ventilation to all who have access to elect nc cument. with the further

benefit that the extreme simplLcity al the elect dcdrivint; o( the Un*
ffrcatly facilitates the control and distribution t)| ventilating effect.

The moderate power required by these fans lor a git-rri duty h.u
contributed greatljf to their e> tended use. They should dehvcr into

a chamber of considerable size, so that the vcbcity of the aix may
become reduced before it passes into the distributing flues. The
question of silence in running, in such places as houses of parliament,
law courts, churches and chafxis, is of paramount importance, aha
no fan should be accepted until it is proved by actual working to be
noiseless.

In some instances revolving pumps of the Root's blower type
are used (see Bellows and Blowing Machines). At the Dundee
College a battery of five of these blowers, each discharging^ over
150.000 cub. ft. of air per hour, is driven easily by a gas engine of

two horse-power. The air is passed through two niters f)f coarsely

woven fabrics which serve to remove all particles of irT^purfty. The
rooms are heated by having coils of Perkins's hlth-pre^Hurc hot-

water pipes (see Heating) in the main distributing llueit. The inlets

are flat upright tubes extending up the side walls to a height of

nearly 6 ft., and open at the top. Outlets are genera lly provided in

the end walb, one group near the ceiling, another a fes4 hex frorfi the
foot. They are fitted with doors which allow one ut <a\h:x 10 Ik;

closed; the high-level outlets are used in warm we&thcr, when the
fresh air that comes in is comparatively cool ; the low-level ones are
used in cold weather, when the fresh air, having; been heated before

it enters, would tend to rise and pass out too directly if the outlets

near the ceiling were open. The outlet shafts communicate with a
louvred tower or turrets on the roof. Each room receives a volume
of air equal to its cubic capacity in about la minutes, so that the
atmosphere b completely changed five times in an hour. The inlets

are proportioned to do this without allowing the velocity with which
air enters to exceed 6 ft. per second.

The water-spray ventilator is a mechanical ventilator ustne a jet

mt^m^ of water to impel the air. A nozzle at the top of a arcular
* '" air-shaft delivers a conical sheet of water, which imping

on the sides of the shaft a little wav belo# and cames
down with it a considerable stream of air. This ventilator

^ b used either to force air into rooms or to draw it out;
in the former case a small stove b often added to heat the supply.

In the early days of mechanical ventilation extraction by a hot-air
shaft was a more common mode of ventilating hospitalsand other

_^. public buildings than now. The heat was applied by a

SnaTr iumace or stove at the bottom of the shaft, or by coils

tk^,JL of hot-water or steam pipes. In the lecture theatre of the

g^gff^
Paris Conservatoire des Arts A. J. Morin employed this

means of extraction, and arranged that the fresh air should
enter through the ceiling and the foul air be drawn off through the
floor from under the seats; this reversal of the natural direction
of the current b of course only possible when a sufficient external
motive force b applied.

In theatres and similar buildings clusters of gas jets or sunlight
burners, fixed at the ceiling level at the base of a metal shaft which
is connected with the open air. serve as effective ventilating aeents
by extracting the foul air which collects in the upper part oil the
hall.

To ensure the admission of the desired amount of air into a room,
and to arrive at the proper allowance of inlets and outlets, it b
-. necessary to ascertain the direction and velocity of the

jDMcnrv movement of the air through them. The quantity of air

^g^f passing through a given opening is found by multiplying

•/aih ^^^ ^^^^ ^' "^^ opening expressed in square feet o^ the
velocityof the current oiair stated in lineal feet per minute,

the product beine the number of cubic feet passing per minute.
Where the air b admitted throucrh gratings only the clear area should
be calculated, the amount of soRd material being deducted from the
gross superficies of the grating. The velocity of the air current may
be determined by means of an anemometer d-v.}. I

Waft*
•fray
vath

lOII
We may conclude with a short 'sommtiy of the methods

adopted of ventilating a number of typical buildings of various
classes of different coimtries. *

The Smatlpcx Hospital at Bradford consists of two wards, 75 ft. by
15 ft., pbccd baek to back, with a si>ace of about 3 ft. between them
enclc.»Wd by walls fonning a foul-air chamber of the same length as
the warda, and reaching to the ceiling. At thb level are outiets
for the vitiated atr—one over each bed. 'A furnace at the base of
a tall aha It withdrau^s through these outlets the air whkrh passes
through the furnare on its way to the outer air. The windows are
tightly cjoiied and itt^h air enters from a chamber below through
gratings in the fiuor at 1 Ji«( foot of each bed.
The New V£»rk General Hospital was stated in 1875 to contain

165 beds. In the wards there b one window to atch bed, each
pier between the windows containing a foul-air extracting flue
running from the base of the building and connected in the roof
with iir^t trunks leading to an exhaust fan. The heating b by
steam coib olaced in the basement in such a way that t>y a valve
the cool fresh air can be sent either through or around the heating
coil. The warmed fresh air b conveyed through an air-tight iron
pipe fitted in each extracting shaft and b admiUed to the wards
through slits in the window-sHb forming a jet directed upward on the
principle of Tobin tubes. The outlet openings for the foul air are
placed one beneath each bed. with extra outleU for occasional use
at the top and base of the external walls. The placing of the fresh-
air supply pipes in an inaccessible position inside the foul air ducts
cannot be approved for hospital ventilation, as it b quite possible
that in time, through the decay of the pipe joints or of the pipes
themselves, communication may be established between the fresh
and foul air. thus entirely upsetting the system of ventilation.
The City Hospital of Hamburg, containing iy> beds, was openeo

in 189a The buildings are one storey high and are heated on the
ancient Roman hypocaust principle. Beneath the entire floor run
longitudinally a number 01 brick and concrete flues about 30 in.
square, covered on the top with marble tiles, forming the floor of the
wards. In these flues are placed the steam heating pipes. Warmed
fresh ur b admitted through large radiators in the centre of the
wards, the vitiated air escapingthrough openings in the ridge of the
roof. Mr H. Percy Adams adopted a similar hypocaust method for
warming the chapd and the dining-hall at the King Edward VII.
Tuberculosb Sanatorium at Midhurst, Sussex, except that the
radiators are omitted from the centre of the rooms and placed in
recesses in the ride walls.

In the Houses of Parliament at Westminster, which were designed
and built for the public buriness in 1836. considerable attention b
devoted to the question of the purificarion of the air. but the arrange-
ments are lamentably antiquated and ineffectual in their working.
The supply of fresh air b drawn by fans from the terrace at the
river front, and, after being warmed.and moistened or cooled by
water-spray or blocks of ice. as the temperature may require, passes
through exceedingly tortuous and restricted air passages to the
various chambers, where it b admitted through large gratings in the
floor, which are covered by porous matting to prevent draughts.
The outlets for the vitiated air are in the cdnngs of the apartments,
and from these the air has to be dragged down to the base of the
ventilating shaft in the Victoria tower, where an up<urrent b main-
tained by a large furnace.
The French Chamber of Deputies, according to a report made

by M. Fr6lat in 1891, b much overcrowded, the allowance of floor
space for each member being only 30 square centimetres. The
apparatus is powerful enough to change the air every six minutes,
but to avoid draughts it can only be worked dowfy. Frnh air
b driven down by a fan through openings in the ceiling, and vitbted
air removed at the floor, giving a downward system of ventilation.

Frr r^ "-' n of the ww 5eA§k>ns House at the comer of
N"'V.|:,-. ,

' (,)Jii [S.II ley. London, opened in 1907, an ela-
K.fiir'

. :;, lu 01 the plenum downinard principle was installed.
U lit' ire II dir, drjwn in at the basciment by powerful fans, passed
in turn ilirtfUiih fryrifying serecfi^, on which water was constantly
fil^ying, and over steam -heated cm U. l>cfore entering the distributing
trunks; ittio these tuiflicknt cold a.\r niso was admitted to reduce it

10 the requin^ icmpemturc. Uranch ducts conveyed this wanned
fresh air to the px^ints of inlet )ust below the ceiling. The outlets
for the vitiated air were placed near ihe floor level, an electric fan
drawing it up and discharging it at the roof. It was claimed that
600 tons of filtered and warmed or cooled fresh air were passed
through the building every hour.

In the Capitol at Washington in America the upward
system is installed. Fresh air. warmed by coils in the basement,
b delivered by means of fans through openings in the floors of the
various chambers and galleries, and the extractors are placed in the
ceilings. Thb foul air passes out of the building through louvre
ventilators placed on the roof ridge. Some of the vitbted atmo-
sphere, however—that from the corridors and galleries—b drawn
by means of a fan to the basement and blown up a lofty shaft.
The Grand Opera House in Vienna b ventilated on a most ela<

borate and complete system, the arrangements there giving ex-
cellent results. The scheme for_ beating and ventilating thb
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building wa» designed by D. B5hm. The building measupes 397./t.

by 299 ft., and the theatre will hold about 2700 penons. Ventila-

tion u effected by tidto fans, the lower (or probuUion. the upper for

extraction.. The latter is aided also by the heat produced by the

great pendant which has ninety burners. The heating is effected

by steam, and the air enters the hall at a temjperature of from 63*

to 65* F., the points of entrance being at the floor and the risers

of the seating. Each cpUlery and compartment of the theatre, in-

cluding the stage, has a separate installation of heating apparatus

and supply duct so that any one portion may be warmed and venti-

lated independently of the rest. The veloaty of the incoming air

is between 1 and 2 ft. per second. The driving fan in the

basement sends air into the building at the rate of 1059 cub. ft.

per head per hour by means of electricity. The temperature in

different inrts of the house can be observed in a central control

office, and hero also are the levers which control the valves regulating

the air supply, both hot and cold. During a performance the super-

intendent of heating and ventilation is on duty in this office and
secures to each part of the building iu proper supply of fresh air

at a proper temperature. *, . , m
For the ventilation of mines see MiNiNO, and for that of rattway

tunnels see Tunnel. . . , , ^,. .

Authorities.—The following are the pnnapal pubucations on
ventilation: J. S. Billings, Ventilation and fl«i/iiir: Leeds, Treaiise

fin Ventilalioni Carpenter. Heating and Ventilating Bmldints.

VBMTnilOLIA (Fr. VintimiUe, anc. Alhum IntimUium or

Albintimilium), a frontier fortress, seaport and episcopal see of

Liguria, Italy, in the province of Porto Mauririo, 94 a. W. by

S. of Genoa by rail, and 4 m. from the Franco-Italian frontier,

45 ft. above sca-lcvd. Pop. (1901) 345* (town); 11,468 (com-

mune). The present Gothic cathedral is built on the ruins of

an earlier Lombard church, and this again on a Roman building,

possibly a temple. The ruins of the andcnt town are situated

in the plain of Nervia, 3 m. to the E. of the modem. It was

a municipium with an extensive Urritory, and of some import-

ance under the Empire, but was plundered by the partisans

of Otho in A.D. 69. Remains of a theatre arc visible, and

remains of many other buildings have been discovered, among

them traces of the ancient city walls, a fine mosaic, found in

1852 but at once destroyed, and a number of tombs to the

west of the theatre. The caves of the Bala Rossi have proved

rich in palaeolithic remains of the (^latcmary period.

See Notisie deg^i Scan, passim, especially 1877, 288 (G. Rossi).

VBNTNOR, a watering-pU£e in the Isle of Wight, England,

12I m. S. by W. of Ryde by rail Pop. of urban-district (1901)

5866. It is finely situated in the Undcrdiff district, at the

foot of St Boniface Down, which reaches a height of 787 ft.

The town is built on a succession of terraces sloping towards

the sea, and from its sheltered situation, equable temperature,

and comparatively dry atmosphere b regarded as one of the

best resorts in England for consumptive invalids. In the

middle of the X9th century it was only a small fishing hamlet,

now it extends along the shore for a disUnce of about 2 m.,

including Bonchurch to the east. It possesses assembly

rooms, a literary and scientific institution, an esplanade, a pier

and extensive recreation grounds. The churches of Vcntnor

are all modem, but that of St Boniface at Bonchurch is a small

Norman building, perhaps the oldest in the island. Among the

benevolent and charitable institutions are the royal national

hospital for consiunptives (founded in 1869), the seaside hon)e of

the London dty mission, the St Catherine's home for consump-

tives and the convalescent home of the Royal Hants HospitaL

VENTRILOQUISM (Lat. venter, belly, and hgui, to speak),

the art of produdng the voice in such a manner that it shall

appear to proceed, not from the speaker's own mouth, but from

some place altogether distant from him. The art of ventrilo-

quism was formerly supposed to result from a peculiar use of

the stomach (whence the name) during the process of inhalation.

As a matter of fact, the words are formed in the normal manner,

but the breath is allowed to escape very slowly, the tones bdng
muffled by narrowing the glottb and the mouth opened as

little as possible, while the tongue is retracted and only its tip

moves. Gestures and fadal expression are employed at the

same time to assist in the deception by stimulating the imagina-

tion of the h'steners and to distract their attention from the

speaker. " Thus," says Huxley, " if the ventriloquist desire

to create the belief that a voice issues from the bowds of the
earth, he imitates, with great accuracy, the tones of such a
half-stifled voice, and suggests the existence of some one uttering

it by directing his answers and gestures towards the ground.

The gestures and tones are such as would be produced by a
given cause; and, no other cause bdng apparent, the mind of

the bysUnder insensibly judges the suggested cause to exist."

Ventriloquism, which is still a recognized form of conjuring en-

tertainment, is of andent origin. Traces of the art are found

in Egyptian and Hebrew archaeology^. Eurykles of Athens was
the most cdebrated of Greek ventriloquists, who were called

after him Eurykh'des, and also Engastrimanteis (belly-prophets).

It is not impossible that the priests of andent times were
masters of this art, and that to it may be ascribed such miracles

as the speaking statues of the Egyptians, the Greek orades,

and the stone in the river Pactolus, the sound of which put
robbers to flight. Many undvilized races of modem times

are adepts in ventriloquism, as the Zulus, the Maoris and the

Eddmos. It is weU known in Hindustan and China, where it

is practised by travelling magicians.
See De la Chapelle, Le Ventrilogve, ou Penrastrimythe (Londoo,

1772); E. Schultx, Die Knnst des Banckredens (Erfurt, 1895);
Sievers, GrttiMfnZce der Phonetic (Ldpdg, 1901): Ruasel, Ventnl^
^nism (London, 1898).

VENUB (derived through the French, from Lat. wsstre, to

come), in English law the term denoting the place from which

a jury must come for the trial of a case. The word occurs

early in constitutional documents, for it was for a long time

one of the essentials of trial by jury thai the jury should belong

to the neighbourhood (vjctne^um, visne) in which the cause of

action arose or the alleged crime was committed (see Juxy).

This was founded on the idea that the jurors were in the nature

of witnesses for or against the character or innocence of the

party. The phrase duodedm UgaUs homines de ttoiseto, or its

equivalent, is found in the Constitutions of Clarendon (1164),

the Assize of the Forest (1184) and in GUnvill.

CtvU Matters.—CIvtI actions came to be classified as local and
transitory, the former where the cause of action couM only arise

in a particular county, such as trespass to land, the latter where
it might have arisen in any county, such as debt. In the latter case
the plaintiff might lay the venue where he pleased. f.e. try the
cause in any part of England subiect to the power of the court or a
judge to diange the place of triaL The law on the subject b now
only of antiquarian mterest, for under the rules of the Suprrnw
Court (Ord. xxxvi. r. i),

** there shall be no local venue for the trial

of any action, esrept vrV.rv
-^'- ^^ provided by sUtute. but in

every action in livcr)' iJ> ''
i

: 1 of trial shall be fixed by tl%

court or a }lj'1|:l\" AU IdoiI vcnu^tii created by statutes prior to

187s were vipr ridded by the rules of the Supreme Court and have
not Deen re\ivtHl by ihe prcsrnt fulc^: and many of sudi statutes

have been expressly oc i[njj4i«!l1y r^ie^njed by the Public AutboritMrs

Protection Act 1803. The prcicifH practice b to fix the place of

trial in the order for <iircet>oiiji now made in every dvil action in

the High Court. The plat* is select^ by reference to the wishes

of the particT. the n;!>tdcTice of tbe witnesses, and with a view to

redudnff the iC'^ta of litigation.

Criminal M.iiini.—pTot'V!^ls\^s by indictment or criminal in-

formation aic not aScctcd by ihe changes of procedure as to dvil

actions; and it b necessary to ascertain in the case of each offence

the venue, i.«. the proper place of trial, which, unleas otherwise
prodded by statute, must oe the county or other juriscSction ia

which acts constituting the offence have been done. Numerous
acts provide for the plaoe of trial of offences committed partly in

one county and partly in another, or on the high seas or abroad,
and of special offences, such as those under the Post 0£Bce, Merchant
Shipping. Slave Trade, and Ford^ Enlistment Acts. The pdace

of tnal may be changed by the lane's bench diviaon, where it b
probable that a fair tnal could not behad in the county of the venue.

Until 182^ it was necessary to have as juries in crimixiial cases jurors

from the hundred in which the offence was said to have been com-
mitted, and to be very particular to specify the venue as to each

act imputed to the accused. Thb strictness continued to some extent

until the passing of the Criminal Procedure Act 18^1, which makes
it unnecessary to state any venue in the body of an indictnient.

and no indictment b to be held bad for want of a proper perfect

venue. Since this enactment (which applies to Ireland as well as to

England) it b sufficient to state the venue in the margin of the in-

dictment in thb form, " Middlesex to wit." and it b unnecessarv' to

mention the venue in the body of the indictment or information,

though in certain cases such as buiglary it b usual, if not essential,

to give a " local description.**
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ScoUand.—In Scottish law venue ii not used a« a technical term,

but there arc statutory provisions for changing the place of trial in
both civil and criminal cases.

United States.—In the United States venue may generally be
changed by the courts: but in some states it is ^vided by their

constitutions that provision for change of venue m to be made by
the legislature. In other states the passing of local or special laws
for change of venue is forbidden. (W. F. C.)

VENUS, an old Roman and Latin goddess, apparently repre-

senting beauty and growth in nature, and especially in gardens,

where the Roman practical sense would most naturally see

these. She had two temples in Rome, one in the grove of

Libitina, with whom she was wrongly identified, and the other

near the Circus Maximus, both of which had as their dedication

day the 19th of August, the festival of the Vinalia rustica, a

fact which also points in the direction of skilled cultivation as

the human work of which she was protectress. But this old

Latin deity was in historical times entirely absorbed by the

Greek Aphrodite, and assumed the characteristics of a cult of

human love, which. in her original form she had never possessed.

(See APHRODirr.)

VENUSt in astronomy, the second of the major planets in

the order of distance from the sun, and moving next within the

orbit of the earth. Its .symbol is 9* At inferior conjunction it

approaches nearer to the earth than any other major planet, but

in that position it is practically invisible. Its apparent motion

may be described asai^ oscillation from one side of the sun to the

other, the complete period of which is i-6 years, and the greatest

elongation about 45° on each side of the sun. When east of the

latter it appears as the " evening star " in the west after sunset,

while near western elongation it is seen as the " morning star
"

before sunrise. In these aspects it was known to the ancients

as "^mpn, Hesperus, and 'Eow^^ipof or ^<aff^6fiot, Phosphorus.

The eccentricity of its orbit is smaller than that of any other

'

planet except Neptune.

Notwithstanding the. near approach of Venus to the earth,

its situation relative to the sun is unfavourable to the study of its

physical constitution. Near mferior conjunction only a narrow

crescent of light is visible.; and when, as the planet moves away,

this crescent becomes broader, the disunce of the planet con-

stantly increases. When it appears as a half-moon it is at a

disunce of more than two-thirds that of the sun, and nearly

double the disUnce of Mars in opposition. The difficulty of

reaching any conclusion on the subject of its constitution is

heightened by the seeming absence of any well-marked features

on the visible part of its brilliant surface. In the telescope it

presents much the appearance of burnished silver, without spot

or blemish. It is true that observers have from time to time

thought they could detect slight variations of shade indicating

an axial rotation. As far back as 1667 G. D. Cassini thought be

saw a bright spot near the southern horn, observations

^rvtmm °^ which gave a period of about 23 hours. In 1726

Francesco Bianchini (1662-1729), a papal chamberlain,

made similar observations from which he inferred a period of

more than 24 days. It was shown, however, that the observa-

tions of Bianchini could be reconciled with those of Cassini by

supposing that, as he observed the planet night after night, it

had made one roUtion and a litde more. J. H. Schroeter also

found a revolution of less than 24 hours. But Sir W. Herschel,

as in the case of Mercury, was never able to delect any changes

from which a period of roUtion could be determined. During

the years 1888-1890, G. Schiaparelli made an exhaustive study of

the whole subject, the results of which were summed up in five

brief notes, read to the Lombardlan Academy of Sciences during

the year iSgo. His general conclusion was that Venus always

presents the same face to the sun, as the moon does to the earth.

The same result has been reached by the observations at the

Lowell Observatory. The inference that the axial rotation is at

least much slower than that of the earth b strengthened by the

measures of different diameters of the planet made while it was

in transit across the disk of the sun in 1874 and 1882. These

show no measurable elliptidty of the disk, but they are not

sufficiently accurate to lead to any more precise conclusion than

that just stated. Still, the difficulty and uncertainty attending
all observations hitherto made upon the disk are such that no
conclusion respecting the time of rotation can be regarded as
established. Against the view of Schiaparelli is to be set the
great improbability that a body so distant from the sun as Venus
could be permanently so acted upon as to keep its axial rotation
in precise coincidence with its orbital motion. Only one way
seems to be open for settling the question; this is by spectro-
scopic obsenrations of the disphurement of the spectral lines at
the two limbs of the planet. Attempts by this method have been
nuule by A. A. Bdopolski at Pulkova, and by the astronomers of

the Lowell Observatory. It is, however, found that the amount
of displacement is so small that it has evaded cerUin detection
up to the present time. Belopolski's measures were decidedly
in favour of an axial rotation, while the Lowell results were not.

Other observations than those we have dted show that Venus
is surrounded by an atmosphere so filled with clouds that it is

doubtful whether any view of the solid body of the Aim— '

planet can ever be obtained. The first evidence in aphennt
favour of an atmosphere was found in the fact ^o"^
that, when near inferior conjunction, the visible outline of

the thin crescent extended through more than 180^. Most
remarkable was an observation by Chester Smith Lyman at
New Haven during the conjunction of x866, when the planet
was just without the sun. A thin line of light was supposed
to be seen all round the limb of the planet most distant from the
sun. But as no such appearance was seen during the approach
of the planet to the sun at the transits of 1874 and 1882, when
the conditions were much more favourable, it seems Ukdy that
such observations are the result of an optical illusion. During
the latter of the two transits the phenomena of this dass observed
were of an unexpected character. Not a trace of the planet could
be seen imtil it began to impinge upon the solar disk. When
about half of its diameter had enlereid upon the sun the outline

outside the disk of the sun began to be marked by broken
portions of an arc of light. This did not begin at the point A
(fig. i) farthest from the sun, as it should have done if due

Fig. I.

wholly to refraction, but immediately at the sun itself, as shown
in the cut at the point B. Portions of this arc were formed one
by one at various other points of the dotted outline, and when
the planet was about three-fourths upon the sun the arc was
completed. But there was no strengthening of the line at the
middle point, as there should have been if due to refraction.

Vet refraction must have played some part in the phenomenon,
because otherwise no illumination could have been visible

under the circumstances. The most satisfactory explanation
seems to be that of H N. Russell, whose conclusion is that the
atmosphere is so permeated with fine partides of vapour up
to its outer limit as to be only translucent without being fully

transparent. Thus what is seen is the irregular reflection of the

light at an extremely small angle from the partides of vapour
The question whether Venus has a satellite has always inter-

ested astronomers. During the 17th and i8th centuries Cassini

at Paris and James Short (17 10-1768) in England, as

wdl as other observers during the same period, saw an
object which had the appearance of a satellite. But as

no such object has been seen by the most careful sei^ch with the

best instruments of recent times, the supposed object must be
regarded as what is known to the practical astronomer as a
" ghost " produced by refraction from the lenses of the eye-

piece, or perhaps of the object-glass, of the tdescope.
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If the orbit of Venus lay in the plane of the ecliptic, it would be

Men to pa» over tJM disk of the sun at every inferior conjunction.

TVuste ®"* ^*** incUnatbn of the orbit, y 3b', is so large that a
•Irf"" transit b seen onlv when the earth and Venus pass a node of
•r ramw.

^j^^ ^^jj ^^ nearly the same time. The earth passes the
line of nodes about the 7th of June and the 7th of December of each
year. The date of passage b about a day later in each successive
century. Venus passes the node near enough to these dates to be
seen against the sun only four times in a period of 341 years. The
following list of dates from 1518 to aota shows the law <A recur-

1639 December 4.

X761 June 6.

1769 June 3.

1874 December 9.
1882 December 6.

3004 Tune 8.

aoia June 6.

The firvt of these transits actually seen was that of 1639, which
was imperfectly observed by Jeremuh Horrox (1619-1641^ shortly
before sunset. Special interest in them was first excited by ^mund
Halley a century later, who showed that the parallax of the sun could
be determined by observing transits of Venus from regions of the
earth's surface where the displacement by parallax was greatest.
Governments, scientific organizations and Individuals fitted out
expeditions on a very large scale to make the neoesaarv observations
upon the four transits which have since occurred. The disappoint-
ing character of the results so far as the solar parallax u concerned
are stated in the article Parallax. Solar. It may be said in a
general way that the observations, even when made by experienced
astronomers, exhibited irregularities and discordances several times
greater than one had a right to expect. Other methods of deter-
mining the distance of the sun have been so perfected that the
results of these transiu now count but little. (S. N.)

VENUSIA (mod. Venosat q.v.)^ an andent dty of Apulia,

Italy, on the Via Appia, about 6 m. S. of the river Aufidus

(Ofanto), and not far from the boundaiy of Lucania (hence

Horace describes himself as " Lucanus an Apulus anceps, nam
Venusinus arat finem sub utnunque colonus "). It was taken

by the Romans after the Samnite war of 391 B.C., and became
a colony at once, no fewer than 20,000 men being sent there,

owing to its military importance. ' Throughout the Hannibalic

wars it remained faithful to Rome, and had a further contingent

of colonists sent in aoo B.C. to replace its losses in war. Some
coins of Venusia of this period exist. It took part in the Sodal
War, and was recaptured by Quintus Metellus Pius; it then

became a tnunicipiumt but in 43 B.C. its teiritoiy was assigned

to the veterans of the triumvirs, and it became a colony once

more. Horace was bom here, the son of a freedman, in 6s B.C.

It remained an important place under the Empire as a station

on the Via Appia, though Mommsen's description of it {Corp.

Inscr. Lot. ix. p. 45) as having branch roads to Equus Tuticus

and Potentia, and Kiepert's maps annexed to the volume, do
not agree with one another. Remains of the ancient city walls

and of an amphitheatre still exist, and a number of inscriptions

have been found there. Jewish catacombs with inscriptions in

Hebrew, Greek and Latinshow the importance of the Jei^ish popu-
lation here in the 4th and sth centuries after Christ. (T. As.)

VENUS'S FLY-TRAP {Dumaea musdpvla), a remarkable

insectivorous plant, a native of North and South Carolina, first

described in 1768 by the American botanist EUJs, in a letter

to Linnaeus, in which he gave a substantially correct account

of the structure and functions of its leaves, and even suggested

the probability of their carnivorism. Linnaeus declared it

the most wonderful of plants {miraculum naturae)
^ yet only

admitted that it showed an extreme case of sensitiveness,

supposing that the insects were only acddentaUy captured and
subsequently allowed to escape. The insectivorous habit of

the plant was subsequently fully investigated and described

by Charles Darwin in his book on insectivorous plants.

The plant is a small herb with a rosette of radical leaves with
broad leaf-like footstalks. Each leaf has two lobes, standing at rather
less than a right angle to each other, their edges being produced
into spike-like processes (fig. l). The upper surface of each lobe is

covered with minute circular sessile glanasj each consisting of from
20 to to celts filled with purplish fluid; it bears also three fine*

pointed sensitive bristles arranged in a triangle (fig. 3). These contain
no fibro-vascular bundles, but present an articulation near their
bases, which enables them to bend parallel to the surface of the leaf
when the lobes close. When the bristles are touched by an insect
the lobes close very sharply upon the hinge-like midrib, the spikes

interlock, and the insect is imprisoned (fig. 2). If very mtnute, and to
not worth digesting, it uable to escape between the interiocked spines;
more usually, how-

FiG. 1.—Leaf of Veoua's Fly-Trap {Dioaaea
muscipida), viewed laterally in its ex-

Binded state, slightly enlarged. (After
arwin.X

ever, it

between the lobes,
which gradually but
firmly compron it,

until its form u dis-

tinguishable from
without. The leaf

thus forms itself into
a temporary stoouch,
and the glands,
hitherto dry. com-
mence, as soon as^
excited by the ab-

^

sorption oc a trace of
nitrogenous matter,
to pour out an acid
secretion containing
a fcntient or entyme,
similar to that ex-
creted by the leaves of the sundew, whkh rapidly disaolves the soft
parts of the insect. This ia produced in such abundance that,
when Darwin made a small
opening at the base of one
lobe 01 a leaf which had
closed over a lar^ crushed
fly, the secretion con-
tinued to run down the
footstalk during the whole ^ ^^w^
time—nine diays—during fHBt^^ A
which the plant was kept
under observation. The
closing of the leaf b due
to a redistribution of water
in the cells brought about
by a change in the pro> * "^t^^MAimam^mam̂ ^ n
toplasm which follows the Vi^^^
stimulation of the sensi- F,c. a.—Leaf of D. musapiOa dosed
tivc bnstles. over Insect. A. viewed from the
Though

, ,
the bnstles ^de ; B. from above,

are exauisitely sensitive
to the slightest conUct with solid bodies, yet they are far less

sensitive than those of the sundew {prosera) to protooged pres-
sure, a nngular difference in evident
relation to the habits of the two
pUnts. Like the leaves of Drosera,
however, those of Dtcnaea are
completely indifferent to wind and
rain The surface of the blade is

very slightly sensitive; it may be
roupily Handled or scratched with-
out causing movement, but closes
when its surface or midrib b deeply
pricked or cut. Irritation of the
triangular area on each lobe enckned

S/
the sensitive bristles causes

osure. The footstalk is quite in-

sensitive. Inorganic or non-nitro-
genous bodies, placed on the leaves
without touching the sensitive
bristles, do not excite movement,
but nitrogenous bodies, if in the
least degree damp, cause afto*
several hours the icbn to close
slowlv. So too the leaf which has
closed over a digestible body ap-
plies a gradual pressure, which ^
serves to bring the glands on both
sides into contact with the body.
Thus we see that there are two kinds <

of movement, adapted for different

;

purposes, one rapid, exdted me- 2

chanically. the other slow, excited '*

chemically. Leaves made to dose
over insoluble bodi« reopen in less pic. 3.—A, senativc bristle
than twenty-four hours, and are and glands of D. «»«:i>iuu;
ready, even before being fully ex- n oLnda.
panded, to shut again. But if

'
»»«««•

they have closed, over nitrc^n-yidding bodies, they remain
closely shut for many days, and after re-expanding are tor^ d,
and never act again, or only after a considerable time. Even in
a state of nature, the most vigorous leaves are very rarely abk to
digest more than twice, or at most thrice, during their life.

VENU8*8 LOOKDfO GLASS, a popular garden name for
Campanula Speculum (or Speculana Speculum)^ from the old
name for the plant, Speculum Veneris, It is a comflMMi
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cornfield plant in the south of Earope, and is grown in gardens
on account of its brilliant purple flowers.

VERA, AUOUSTO (1813-1885), Italian philosopher, was bom
at Amelia in the province of Perugia on the 4th of May 1813.

He was educated in Rome and Paris, and, after teaching classics

for some years in Geneva, held chairs of philosophy in various

colleges in France, and subsequently was professor in Strass-

burg and in Paris. He left Paris after the coup d*ltat of 1851

and spent nine years in England. Attaching himself with

enthusiasm to Hegel's system, Vera (who wrote fluently both
in French and in English as well as in Italian) became widely

influential in spreading a knowledge of the Hegelian doctrine,

and became the chief representative of Italian Hegelianism.

Without any marked originality, his writings are distinguished

by lucidity of exposition and genuine philosophic spirit. In
z86o Vera returned to Italy, where he was made professor of

philosophy in the royal academy of Milan. In the following

year he was transferred to Naples as professor of philosophy

in the university there. His Prolusicni aUa Sloria delta Filo-

Sofia and Laioni svUa FUosofia delta Sloria were connected with

his professorial work, which was specially devoted to the history

of philosophy and the philosophy of history. He held this

po?t till his death, which took place at Naples on the 13th of

July 1885.

Among his numerous works may be mentioned Introduetion i
la pkilosophie d'Higel (18^5; and «d . 1665); Probtime de la eertt-

lude (1845); Le Hegeltantsme el la phUosopkie (1861); Mtianges
philosopktques (1862): Essais de phUosopkie HiiUienne (1864):
Strauss, I'anctenne et la nouvellefoi (1873). an attacx upon Strauss's
last "confession." written from the standpoint of an orthodox
Hegelian; and a comprehensive work in Italian. // Problema dtU'
Assoluto (Naples, 1873-82). His English works are an Inquiry
into Speculaitve and Experimental Science (London, 1856): Intro-

duction to Speculative Logic and Philosophy (St Louis. 1875), and
a translation of Bretschneider's History of Kdigton and oj tke Chris-

tian Church. He published also translations into French with com-
mentaries of Hegel's works: Legique de Hiid (Paris. 1859; and ed.,

187^): Philosophie de la nature de Hiul (1863-6$): PhUosopkie
de resprit de Higel (184^7-^) ; PhUosopkie de la religion de Higd
(1876-78. incomplete).
See R. Mariano. Augusta Vera (Naples. 1887) and Strauss e Vera

iRome. 1874); Karl Roeenkranz. Hegel's Naturphilosophie und
eren BearbeUung dureh A. Vera (Berlin, 1868).

VERA CRUZ (officially Vera Csuz Llave), a Gulf Coast state

of Mexico, bounded N. by Tamaulipas, W. by San Luis Potosi,

Hidalgo, Puebla and Oaxaca, and S.E. by Chiapas and Tabasco.

Pop. (1900) 981,030. It is about 50 m. wide, extending along

the coast, N.W. to S.E., for a distance of 435 m., with an area

of 29,201 sq. m. It was the seat of an ancient Indian civilixa-

tion antedating the Aztecs and is filled with remarkable and
interesting ruins; it is now one of the richest states of the

republic. It consists of a low, sandy coastal zone, much broken

with tidewater streams and lagoons, behind which the land

rises gradually to the base of the sierras and then in rich valleys

and wooded slopes to their summits on the eastern margin of

the great Mexican plateau, from which rise the majestic summits
of Orizaba and Cofre de Perote. The climate is hot, humid
and malarial, except on the higher elevations; the rainfall is

heavy, and the tropical vegetation is so dense that it is prac-

tically impossible to clear it away. At Coatzacoalcos the

annual precipitation ranges from 125 to 140 in., but it steadily

decreases towards the N. On the higher slopes of the sierras

prehistoric terraces are found, evidently constructed to prevent

the washing away of the soil by these heavy rains. More than
forty rivers cross the slate from the sierras to the coast, the

following being navigable on their lower courses—Coatzacoalcos,

San Juan, Tonto, Papaloapam, Tuxpam and Casones. Several

of the la^M>ns on the coast are also navigable, that of Tamiahua
on the northern coast, about 100 m. long, being connected

with the port of Tampico by inland channels. There are

several ports on the coast'—Coatzacoalcos, Alvarado, Vera
Cruz, Nautla, Tecolutia and Tuxpam. The products of the

state are chiefly agricultural—cotton, sugar, rum, tobacco,

coffee, cacao, vanilla, maize, beans and fruit. Cattle-raising is

followed in some districu, cattle and hides being among the

exports. Among the forest products are rubber, cabinet woods,
dye-woods, broom-root, chicle, jalap and orchids. Vera Cms
is one of the largest producers of sugar and rum in Mexico.
There are a number of cotton factories (one of the largest in

Mexico being at Orizaba), chiefly devoted to the making of

coarse cloth for the lower classes. Tobaceo factories are also

numerous. Other manufactures include paper, chocolate, soap
and matches. There are four lines of railway converging at

Vera Cniz, two of which cross the state by different routes

to converge again at Mexico dty. Another, the Tehuantepec
National rsilway, crosses in the south, and is connected with

Vera Cruz (city) by the Vera Cruz & Pacific line, which
traverses the state in a south-easterly direction. The capital

isJalapa, and its principal townsare Vera Cruz, Orizaba, Cordova
and Coatzacoalcos.

VERA CRUZ, a city and seaport of Mexico, in the state of

Vera Cruz, on a slight indentation of the coast of the Gulf of

Mexico, in 19^ xi' 50' N., 96° 20' W., slightly sheltered by some
small islands and reefs. Pop. (1900) 29,164. Vera Cruz is the

most important port of the republic. It is 263 m. by rail E.

of the dty of Mexico, with which it is connected by two lines

of railway. It is built on a flat, sandy, barren beach, only a few
feet above sea-level The harbour is confined to a compara-
tively narrow channel inside a line of reefs and small islands,

which is exposed to the full force of northern storms. New
port works were completed towards the end of the X9th century,

which, by means of breakwaters, afford complete protection.

In 1905 the four railway companies having terminal stations

in Vera Cruz united in the organization of a joint terminal

association, with union station, tracks, warehouses, quays,

cranes, ffc.

Vera Cruz dates from 1520, soon after the first landing there

of Cortes. This settlement was called Villa Rica de Vera
Cruz, but was soon after moved to the harbour of Bemal. in

1525 to a point now called Old Vera Cruz, and in 1599 to its

present site. It was pillaged by privateers in 1653 and 17 12,

and this led to the erection of the celebrated fort of San Juan
de Ulfia, or UUoa, on one of the reefs in front of the city. In

1838 it was captured by the French, in 1847 (March 29) by an
American army under General Winfield Scott, who made Vera
Cruz a base for his march upon the dty of Mexico, and in 186

1

by the French.

VERANDAH, or Vesanda, a roofed gallery or portico

attached to the outside of a dwelling-house or other building,

usually open at the sides or partially covered by lattice-work

or glass or other screens. The roofing is slanting and supported

by pillars ; a light rail or balustrade often surrounds it. The
word in English is comparatively modem, having only been
induded by Todd in his edition of Johnson's Dictionary in 1827.

But it was known earlier in India, and the occurrence of the

word in modem Hindustani {varanda) and Malayan {baranda)

has led some etymologists to connect the word with the Persian

bardmadanj to climb. It is, however, certainly of European
origin, and was taken to the East by the early Portuguese

navigators. It is to be found as early as the end of the

15th century and the beginning of the i6th in Spanish and
Portuguese (so Minsheu, "varanda, railes to leane the brest

on ")> and apparently is 10 be referred to Lat. vara, a forked

pole or rod.

VERATRUM. The Greek physicians were acquainted with a

poisonous herb which they called white hellebore, and which

has been supposed to represent the Veratrum album of modem
botanists. Be this as it may, in modem times the name has

been applied to a genus of herbaceous plants belonging to the

natural order Liliaceae. Veratrum is a tall-growing herb,

having a fibrous root-stock, an erect stem, with numerous broad,

plicateid leaves placed altemately, and terminal, much-branched
dustera of greenish or purplish polygamous flowen. Each
perfect flower consists of six regular petab, as many stamens,

whose anthers open outwardly, and a three-celled superior ovary

which ripens into a three-celled, many-seeded capsule. The
genus comprises about nine spedes, natives of the temperate
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regions of the northern hemisphere, generally growing in

IMistures or woods. K album and the American spedes V. viridt

are commonly grown in gardens as ornamental perennials, but

their poisonous qualities should be kept in mind, particularly

as they bear a considerable resemblance in foliage to the

harmless Centiana luiea. Both contain the potent alkaloid

veratrine. (See also Helleboxe.)
VERBENA. The genus Verbena (vervain) in botany gives its

name to the natural order (Verbenaceae) of which it is a member.

The species are herbaceous or somewhat' shrubby, erect or pro-

cumbent, with opposite or whorled leaves, generally deeply

cut. The sessile flowers are aggregated into close spikes. Each
flower has a tubular, ribbed calyx, a more or less irregular

tubular two-lipped corolla, with four (didynamous) stamens

springing from the interior of the corolla-tube. The anthers are

two-celled, with or without a gland-like appendage at the apex.

The ovary is entire or four-lobed, and always four-celled, wilh a

single ovule in each cell; the style is unequally two-lobed at the

apex. The fruit consists of four hard nutlets within the persistent

calyx. There are about eighty species known, mostly natives

of tropical and subtropical America, a very few species occur-

ring also in the Old World. The vervcin, or vervain, V officinalis^

native of central and north Asia, Europe and North Africa,

and a>mmon on dry waste ground in the south of England

(rarer in the -north), was the object of much superstitious

veneration on the part of our pagan ancestors, who attributed

marvellous properties to it, provided it were gathered in a
particular manner and with much complex ceremonial. The
plant is now but lightly esteemed, and its medicinal virtues

are wholly discredited. The garden verbenas are derivatives

from various South American species, such as V. teucrioides,

a native of southern Brazil, and V. ckamaedrijolia from

Argentina and southern Brazil. The range of colours extends

from pure white to rose-coloured, carmine, violet and purple.

Striped forms also are cultivated. The lemon-scented verbena

of gardens, so much valued for the fragrance of its leaves, was
once referred to this genus under the name V. tripkyUa^ sub-

sequently called Aloysia, but is now referred to the genus Up^a
as L. cUriodffra; it differs from Verbena in having two, not

four, nutlets in the fruit.

The garden verbenas, although somewhat misprized for some
years, have once more become popular as bedding plants, and
also for pot culture. They are easily raised from seeds sown
in heat in February or March, but choice varieties, like Miss

Willmott and others, can only be kept true when raised from

cuttings. These are best secured from old pUints cut down
in the autumn and started into growth in gentle heat and

moisture the following spring. They root readily in a compost

of sandy loam and leaf soil. Besides the garden varieties,

V. venosa, a Brazilian species with bluish-violet flowers, is a

popular plant for massing in beds during the summer months.

VERBOcZT, ISTVAN [Stephen Werb5czI (1465?-! 541),

Hungarian jurist and statesman, first became known as a

scholar and theologian of such eminence that he was appointed

to accompany the emperor Charles V. to Worms, to take up
the cudgels against Luther. He began his political career as

the deputy of the county of Ugocsa to the diet of 1498, where

bis eloquence and scholarship had a great effect in procuring

the extension of the privileges of the gentry and the exclusion

of all foreign competitors for the Hungarian throne in future

elections. He was the spokesman and leader of the gentry

against the magnates and prelates at the diets of 1500, 1501

and 1505. At the last diet he insisted, in his petition to

the king, that the law should be binding upon all the gentry

alike, and firmly established in the minds of the people the

principle of a national monarchy. The most striking proof

of his popularity at this time is the fact that the diet voted

him two denarii per hearth for his services in 1505, a circum-

stance unexampled in Hungarian history. In 151 7 Verbdczy
was appointed the guardian of the infant Louis II., and was
sent on a foreign mission to solicit the aid of Christendom

L the Turks. On his return he found the strife of parties

fiercer than ever and the whole country in a state of anarchy.
At the diet of Hatvan, on the asth of June 1525, he delivered a
recondliatory oration which so affected the assembly that it

elected him palatine. During the brief time he held that high
office he unselfishly and courageously endeavoured to serve
both king and people by humbling the pride of the magnates
who were primarily responsible for the dilapidation of the
reahn. But he was deposed at the following diet, and retired

from public life till the election of J&nos Zapolya, who realized

his theory of a national king and from whom he accepted
the chancellorship. He now devoted himself entirely to the
study of jurisprudence, and the result of his labours was the
famous Opus Iripartitum juris cansueludinarU indyH regni

kungariaet which was the law-book of Hungary till 1848.

See Arpad Kar61yi, VerbCcs/s Missum to Ike Diet ef Werms
(Hung.; Budapest. 1880): Vifmor Frakn6i, Before and after Ike
CalaUrophe of MohAcs (Hung.; Budapest. 1876): ibid., Supkem Wer~
bOcMi (Hung. ; Budapest, 1899). (R. N. B.)

VBRBOBCKHOVBIf, EUOftNB JOSEPH (1799-1881), Belgian
painter, was bom at Wameton in West Flanders, and received

instruction in drawing and modelling from his father, the
sculptor Barthilemy Verboeckhoven. Subsequently he settled

in Brussels and devoted himself almost exclusively to animal
subjects. His paintings of sheep, of horses and of cattle in

landscape, somewhat after the manner of Potter, brought him
universal fame, and were eagerly sought for by coUectors.

Precise and careful fim*sh is the chief quality of his art, which
is entirely objective and lacking in inspiration. Verboecldioven
visited EngUmd in 1826, Germany in 1828, and France and
Italy in 1841, and died at Brusseb in 1881. ,He was a member
of the academies of Brussels, Ghent, Antwerp, St Petersburg
and Amsterdam. Examples of his art are to be found in nearly

all the important galleries of Europe and the United States,

notably in Brussels, Antwerp, Amsterdam, Hambuiig, Berlin.

Munich, New York, Boston and Washington. His long life

and ceaseless industry account for the enormous number of his

pictures in public and private collections and in the art market.
In addition to his painted work he executed some fifty etched
plates of similar subjects.

VERBRUOOEN, SUSANNA (e. 1667-1703), English actress
was the daughter of an actor named Perdval, and her first

recorded stage appearance was in x68x in D'Uriey's Sir Bamaby
Whig. She pUtyed at Dorset Garden and the Theatre Royal,
and in 1686 married William Mountfort (9.V.). By 1690 she was
one of the leading actresses in Betterton's company. About
a year after Mountfort's death, in 1692, she married John
Verbruggen {fi. x688-tf . 1 707) , also an actor of considerable ability.

VERCBLU (anc. Vercellae)^ a town and arcfaieptscopal see

of Piedmont, Italy, in the province of Novara, 15 m. S.W. of

that town by rail. Pop. (1901)17,922 (town ) , 30470 (commune)

.

It is situated 430 ft. above sea-level on the river Sesia, at its

junction with the Canterana. Vercelli is a point at which
railways diverge for Novara, Mortara, Casale Monferrato and
Santhii (for Turin). The walls by which Vercelli was form^ly
surrounded have been demolished, and their place is now occapicd

by boulevards, from which a fine view of the Alps (especially

the Monte Rosa group) is obtained. The streets are for the

most part tortuous and narrow; there is a large market-place
(Piazza Cavour) with a statue of Cavour (1861). Tbecathedral
is a large building dating from the i6th century; its library

contains a number of rare ancient MSS., especially the C^nfrx

Verceilensis, one of the most important MSS. of the old

Latin version of the C*ospels, written in the 4th or 5th

century by Eusebius, bishop of Vercelli. A museum close by
contains Roman antiquities. The churches of S. Andrea (a

large and fine Romanesque C*othic building dating from 1219^

1224, with an interior in the French Gothic style), S. Paolo, S.

Caterina and S. Cristoforo possess valuable examples of the

work of Gauden^o Ferrari (147X-X546) and of his follower

Lanini. Silk-spinning is important, and VerceUi is one of the

principal Italian centres of the exportation of cereak and

especiidly of rice. There are com and rice miUs of large size,
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while cotton and woollen miUs and factories of artificial manure,

&c., have atuined importance.

Vercellae was originally the chief dty of the Libia (a Ligurian

tribe) and afterwards became a Roman municipium of some
importance. It stood at the junction of roads to Eporedia,

Novazia and Mediolanum, Laumellum (for Tidnum) and
perhaps Hasta. No ancient remains exist above ground, but

many inscriptions, tombs and other antiquities have been

found. Remains of the theatre and amphitheatre were seen

in the i6th century, and remains of ancient streets have
more recently been found during drainage operations. There
were apparently four principal streets all leading to the centre

of the town where the Forum must have been situated. Of
the walls, however, nothing is known except from medieval

documents (cf. L. Bruxza, IscriziorU anticke VarceUesi, Rome,
1874). In the neighbourhood (near Rotto on the Sesla) are the

Raudii Campi where Hannibal won his first victory on Italian

soil (ai8 B.C.), and where in loi B.C. Marius and Catulus routed

the Cimbri. From about 1228 till 137a Vercelli was the seat

of a university. (T. As.)

VBRCBLU BOOK (Codex Vercellensis), an Early English

MS. containing, besides homilies, a number of poeligil and
imaginative pieces: Andreas^ The Paies of the Aposties^ Address

of the Soul to the Body, Falseness of Men, Dream of the Rood,

Elene and a prose Life of Guthlac. It was found in the cathedral

library of Vercelli-, Piedmont, by a German jurist Friedrich

Blume,in 1822, and was first described in his Iter Italicum (Berlin

and Stettin, 4 vols., i824->36). An untenable explanation of the

presence of the MS. at Vercelli siiggested that it had been

brought there by Johannes Scotus Erigena. But the hand-
writing dates from the beginning of the nth century, long

after his death. According to Dr Wtilker the MS. probably

belonged to the hospice for English pilgrims, founded, together

with the monastery of St Andrew, by Cardinal Jacopo Guala-

Bicchieri (d. 1227), a native of Vercelli and bishop of the city,

in X2I9, on his return from England, where he had been papal

legate from 12 16 to 1218. The cardinal, a man of wide learning,

possessed a large library, which he left to the monastery;

and the Vercelli codex may well have been included in it.

Its contents were partially printed (by Benjamin Thorpe from
Blume's transcript) in Appendix B to C P. Cooper's Report of
Rvmeri Foedera fori836; Iw I. M. Kemble, The Poetry of the Codex
Vercetlensis, with an Engfisn translation (Aelfric Soc-, 184A-56},
and in a better text based directly on the MS. by WQlker m his

edition of C. W. M. Grein's Bibliotheh der A.S. Poesie (Leipzig,

1894), vol. ii. Codex Vercellensis, by Dr Richard WQlker (Leipzig.

18^), it a facsimile of the MS.
ror the description and history of the MS. see also WQIker's

Grundriss . . .der A.S. Litieratur (1885), pp. 237-42. and A. Napier
in ZeitsehriftfUr deutsches Altertum (Berlin. 1889. vol. 21. new series;

old aeries, vol. ^3, p. 66), for a collation of Walker's text with the MS.
For the indtviduaf poems see also Cynewulp.

VBRDEN, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province of

Hanover, on the navigable AUer, 3 m. above its confluence

with the Weser, 22 m. S.E. of Bremen by the railway to Hanover.

Pop. (1900) 981(2. The most noticeable edifices are the beautiful

Gothic cathedral, the churches of St Andrew and St John, a
new Roman Catholic church (1894) and the celebrated' cathedral

school. Its industries embrace the manufacture of agricul-

tural machinery, cigar-making, brewing and distilling. Verden
was the see of a bishopric founded in the first quarter of the

9th century, or earlier, and secularized in 1648. The duchy
of Verden was then ceded to Sweden, passed in 17 19 to Hanover
and in 1810 to the kingdom of Westphalia. It was restored

to Hanover in 1814, and was, with Hanover, annexed by Prussia

in 1866.

See Ostenbetg, Aus Verden^s Vergangenheil (Stade, 1876).

VERDBRER (0. Fr. verdier, Med. Lat. viridarius), a term
used in English forest law for a judicial officer appointed to look

after what was known as the " vert " (O. Fr. verd, green; Lat.

viridis), i.e. the forest trees and underwood in the royal forests.

It was the verderer's duty to keep the assizes and attend to

all matters relating to trespasses (see Forest Law).

VBRDI, OIUSEPPB FORTUNINO FRANCESCO (1813-1901).
Italian composer, was born on the xoth of October 18x3 at Le
Roncole, a poor village near the dty of Busseto. His parents
kept a little inn, combined with a kind of village shop. Verdi
received some instruction from the village organist, but his

musical education really began with his entrance into the house
of business of Antonio Baoezzi, a merchant of Busseto. Barezzi
vras a thorough musician, and under his auspices Verdi was
speedily introduced to such musical society as Busseto could
boast. He studied tmder Giovanni Provesi, who was maestro
di cappdla of the cathedral and conductor of the municipal
orchestra, for which Verdi wrote many marches and other

instrumental pieces. These compositions are now the principal

treasures of the library of Busseto. Among them is Verdi's first

symphony, which was written at the age of fifteen and performed
in 1828. In 1832 Verdi went to Milan to complete his studies.

He was rejected by the authorities of the Conservatorio, but
remained in Milan as a pupil of Vincenzo Lavigna, with whom
he worked until the death of Provesi in 1833 recalled him to

Busseto. A clerical intrigue prevented him from succeeding

his old master as cathedral organist, but he was appointed
conductor of the municipal orchestra, and organist of the church
of San Bartolomeo. After three years in Busseto, Verdi returned

to Milan, where his first opera, Oberto, Conte di San Bonifacio,

was produced in 1839. His next work, a comic opera, known
variously as Un Ciomo di Regno and // Pinto Stanislao, was
written in peculiarly distressing circumstances, the composer
having had the misfortune to k>se his wife and two children in

the course of two months. Un Ciomo di Regno was a complete
failure, and Verdi, stung by disappointment, made up his mind
to write no more for the stage. He kept his word for a year, but
was then persuaded by Merelli, the impresario of La Scala, to

look at a libretto by Solera. The poem took his fancy, in a short

time the music was written, and in 1842 the production of

Nabucodonosor placed Verdi in the front rank of living Italian

composers. The success of Nabucodonosor was surpassed by
that of its two successors, / Lombardi (1843) and Emani (1844),
the latter of which was the first of Verdi's operas to find its way
to England. With Emani Verdi became the most popular
composer in Europe, and the incessant demands made upon him
reacted upon his style. For several years after the production

of Emani he wrote nothing which has survived to our time

—

nothing which deserved to survive. In Macbeth (1847) there are

passages of some power, and passages too which indicate an
approaching transition to a less conventional method of expres-

sion. In Luisa Miller (1849) also there is a noticeable increase

of refinement in style, which contrasts favourably with the

melodramatic vulgarity of his earlier manner.
It was unfortunate that / Masnadieri, which was written for

the English stage and produced under Ltimley's management
at Her Majesty's Theatre in 1847, should have been one of the

worst of the many bad works which Verdi composed at this

period of his career. Not the presence of the composer, who
travelled to England to conduct the first performance, nor
the genius of Jenny Lind, who sang the part of the heroine,

could redeem it from failure. In 1851 Verdi won one of

the greatest triumphs of his career with Rigoletto, a triumph
which was fully sustained by the production two years later of

// Trovatore and La Traviata. In these works Verdi reached the

culminating point of what may be called his second manner.
His development had been steady though gradual, and it is only

necessary to compare the treatment of voice and orchestra in

Rigoletto with that in Emani to realize how quickly his talent

had developed during these seven years. The popularity of

Rigoletto, II Trovatore and La Traviata was enormous, and
consolidated Verdi's fame outside the frontiers of Italy. In

185s he received a commission to write an opera for the Paris

Op^ra, to be produced during the Universal Exhibition. He
wrote Les Vipres Siciliennes, a work which though temporarily

successful has not retained its popularity. It contains some
fine music, but suffers from the composer's perhaps unconscious

attempt to adopt the grandiose manner of French opera. Of
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the works written during the next ten yean only Un BaUo in

Masckera (1859) has maintained a fitful hold upon public atten-

tion. La Fona dd Destine (1862) and Don Carlos, the latter of

which was written for the Paris Exhibition of 1867, have the faults

incident to works written during a period of transition. At this

point in his career Verdi was preparing to emancipate himself

from the fetters of conventionality which had hitherto hindered

his development. In these two works there are indications of

an aspiration towards a freer method of expression, which
harmonize ill with the more conventional style of the composer's

earlier years. In Aida, an opera upon an Egyptian subject,

written in response to an invitation from Ismail Pasha, and
produced at Cairo in 187 1, Verdi entered upon the third period

of his career. In this work he broke definitely with the operatic

tradition which he had inherited from Donizetti, in favour of a

method of utterance, which, though perhaps affected in some
degree by the influence of Wagner, still retains the main cha-

racteristics of Italian music. In Aida the treatment of the

orchestra is throughout masterly, and shows a richness of

resource which those who knew only Verdi's earlier works
scarcely suspected him of possessing; nevertheless, the human
voice was still the centre of Verdi's systent Verdi kept

thoroughly abreast of modem musical development, but his

artistic sense prevented him from falling into the excesses of the

German school. In the Requiem, which was written in 1874 to

commemorate the death of Manzoni, Verdi applied his newly

found system to sacred music. His Requiem was bitterly

assailed by pedants and purists, partly on the ground of its

defiance of obsolete rules of musical grammar and partly because

of its theatrical treatment of sacred subjects, but by saner and
more sympathetic critics, of whom Brahms was not the least

enthusiastic, it has been accepted as a work of genius. There

are passages in it with which Protestant feeling can scarcely

sympathize, but its passionate intensity and dramatic force,

and the extraordinary musical beauty vdth which it abounds,

amply atone for what to some may seem errors of taste. In 1881

a revised version of Simon Boccanegra, an earlier work which

had not been successful, was produced at Milan. The libretto

had been in part rewritten by Arrigo Boito, and Verdi wrote a

great deal of new music for the revival, which was eminently

successful After this it was generally supposed that Verdi, who
had reached an advanced age, had finally relinquished composi-

tion, but after a lapse of some years it became known that he

was at work upon a new opera, and in 1887 Oldlo was produced

at Milan. The libretto, a masterly condensation of Shakespeare's

Othello, was the work of Boito. Otello recalls A ida in the general

outlines of its structure, but voices and orchestra are treated with

greater freedom than in the eaxlier work, and there is a conspicuous

absence of set airs. In so far as regards the essential qualities

of the music, OteUo is an immense advance upon anything Verdi

had previously written. It has a dramatic force and a power

of characterization for which it would be vain to look in his

earlier work, and which are all the more remarkable as appearing

for the first time in this high degree of development in a w6rk
written in extreme old age. All that has been said of OteUo

may be repeated of Falstaf, which was produced in 1893, when
the composer was in his eightieth year, with the addition that

the later work contains, besides the dramatic power and musical

skill of the earUer work, a fund of delicate and fanciful humour
which recalls the gayest mood of Mozart. The libretto of

Falslaff, which is the work of Boito, is an adaptation of The
Merry Wives of Windsor, with the addition of a few passages

from Henry IV. After the production of Falstaf, Verdi wrote

nothing for the stage. In 1898 he produced four sacred pieces,

settings of the i4tv ifarta,La«(/t(i//a KtV^iiM (words from Dante's

Paradiso), the Slahal Mater and the Te Deum, the first two for

voices alone, the last two for voices and orchestra. In these

pieces Verdi abandoned to a certain extent the theatrical manner
of the Requiem for one more restrained and more in keeping

with ecclesiastical traditions. In imaginative power and
musical beauty these pieces yield to none of Verdi's works.

With the exception of these and the Requiem, Verdi has written

little save for the stage. Among hb minor works may be
mentioned a string quartet, composed in 1873, a hymn written

for the opening of the International Exhibition of 1862, two sets

of songs, a Paternoster for five-part chorus, and an i4sr Maria
for soprano solo, with string accompaniment. The venerable

composer died at Milan on the 37th of January xgox.

Th^ u:::„^,:.^ u.i .....ii,i.:.i^ ^.i .l ' .-.-,^.^. v.-h the dstei
ard ^>Laci:& fA pnxlucLJon, Ubtfio (Miliui, J^39>; i^n Gi^rn^^ Rm^i
(MiUn, ]ft4oJ; NobacodmtPfQr (Mti&a, 1842): / Lombatii (MiUn.
i^^i)', E-ritani iVcnkv. [f)44); I Out I^tfitari (,Komie« lS44>;
Cwvanna d'AriV (Mibtn, 1645)^ Afsira (Naplfs, iS^sl; AIM*
(Vt^nUc^, iKih}: Mmhftk (Flcirtnce, ^H?): ^ Masn^t^ri {Lou^n^
l&47)^ // C^r j<t'{7 (Trintc. iB^S); La Bali^^itu d\ Lrcj^hd CRciinc^
I&4(>j; Luim Mtikr l^arXic^, 1S49); Sit§dw tTricste, lijo)!
Rildiito (Venice^ 1S5T}: ll Trtrwitorg (Roni?^ iSSJ); La TrvrvsiA
(Venice, 1653); Lri Viffrei Sicilunwei (Pari** 1^55): Sfmon Boux-
iMfra (Vfnid?. U&^r; rcvibcd verskm, Milan^ t^i}; Arsd^ la
rcvisctJ vcriion di ^f^f/u^] ^Rimini i^^?}: Un Balis in Mastief*

Cofhi f Paris 1^7): At^ tCairo, 1871} ; Oidla ObtiUn. rSSr);

Falstaff (Milan, 1893)- 'R- A. S)

VERDICT (0. Fr. verdit, Lat. vere dictum, truly said, used

in Late Latin in one word with its present significance), the

decision of a jury in a criminal or dvil cause, given to the court

through the foreman of the jury and recorded. In English

law verdicts may be " general," i.e. in criminal cases *' guilty
"

or " not guilty," or " special," when there is some c)uestioo

of law which the jury wish to leave to the consideration of

the court; in this case the verdict is given in the form of a

statement of facts as found by the jury, and the issue is left

to be found by the court in accordance with the law upon such
facts as found (see Jury).
VBRDIORIS, a pigment, consisting of basic copper carbonates,

made by acting upon copper plates with pyroligneous add
soaked up in cloths, exposing the plates to air, then dipping

in water, and finally scraping off the greenish crust; the plate

is re-exposed and the operation repeated tiU it is used up.

Another method consists in exposing thin copper sheet^ to the

acid vapours rising from the residues or ** marcs " of wine
factories, the product being scraped off, and the plate re-

exposed. Both processes require several weeks. The pigment
appears with several shades of blue and green; blue verdigris

is chiefly CuOCu(CtHsOi)r6HsO, while light blue and green

verdigris contain 2CuOCu(CtHaOt)f2HsO. Besides being used

as a paint it is employed in dyeing and calico-printing, and
also in the manufacture of other paints, e.g. Schweinfurt green,

which is a double salt of the acetate and arsenite. A lim'ment

or ointment is also used in medicine as a cure for warts.' It

is an irritant poison (hence the need that add substances should

never be cooked in copper utensils); the best antidote is white

of egg and milk.

VBRDUN. a garrison town of north-eastern France, capital

of an arrondissement in the department of Meuse, on the main
line of the Eastern railway between Paris and Metz, 42 m.
N.N.E. of Bar-le-Duc. Pop. (1906) 12,837. In addition the

population comptie d part (soldiers, &:c.) numbers 8198. Verdun
is situated in a basin surrounded by vine-dad hills on the

Meuse, which here forms the Eastern Canal.

Verdun as a fortress is of first-rate importance. It Kes

directly opposite the frontier of German Lorraine and the great

entrenched camp of Metz. At the time of the war of 1S70

(when it was defended for long without hope of success by
General Gu^rin de Waldersbach) it was still a small antiquated

fortress of the Vauban epoch, but in the long line of fortifica-

tions on the Meuse created by Serr6 de Riviire in 1875 Verdun,
forming the left of the " Meuse Line " barrier, was made the

centre of an entrenched camp. The first lesson of 1870 bdng
taken to heart, forts were placed (Bclrupt S.E., St Michel N.E..

Belleville N. and La Chaume and Regret W.) on all the sur-

rounding heights that the besiegers had used for their batteries,

but the designers soon extended the line of the eastern defences

as far out as the sharply defined cliffs that, rising gently for

some miles from the Meuse, come to an abrupt edge and over-

look the plain of WoSvxe. On this front, which is about 5) m.
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long, the most important works are (from right to left) Ch&lillon,

Manezel, Moulainville, Eix, Mardi Gras, LAnfie, Vaux and
Hardimont. At right angles to this line, the south front, the

works of which are placed along one of the long western spurs

of the line of heights, are forts Rozellier,St Symphorien and
Haudainville, the last overlooking the Meuse. The north front,

also on a spur of the ridge, is thickly studded with forts, these

in some cases being but aoo yds. apart and the left fort over*

looking the Meuse. Behind the east front, chiefly designed to

close the valley by which the Metz-Verdun railway penetrates

the line of heights, are Fort Tavannes with its outworks and
a series of batteries on the adjacent spurs. On the left bank
of the Mouse there is a complete semicircle of forts. At the

northern end of this semicircle (besides some works in the

valley itselQi and crossing its fire with the left of the north

front, is Fort Belle-fipine, then comes Marre, Boumis and
Bruy^res, all four being on a single ridge facing N.W. The
west front is composed of Fort Germonville, Fort Bois de Sar-

tcUes, Fort Bois du Chapitre, Fort LAndrecourt and Fort

Dugny, which last is within sight of Fort Haudainville over the

Meuse. In second line behind these works are Fort Choiscl,

Chana redoubt and Fort Sartelles. In all there are x6 large

forts and about 20 smaller works, the perimeter of the whole

being about 30 iti. and the greatest diameter of the fort-ring 9.

The chief quarter of the town lies on the slope of the left

bank of the river and is dominated by the citadel which occupies

the site of the old abbey of St Vanne founded in the loth

century. Several arms of the river intersect the quarter on
the right bank. The whole town is surrounded by a bastioned

enceinte, pierced by four gates; that to the N.E., the Porte

Chaussee, flanked by two crenelated towers, is an interesting

specimen of the military architecture of the 15th century.

The cathedral of Notre-Dame stands on the site of two previous

churches of the Romanesque period, the first of which was
burnt down in 1047; a 'crypt and other remains of the second

building consecrated in 1 147 are still to be seen, but the greater

part of the present church dated from subsequent periods.

BuUt under the influence of Rhenish architecture, Notre-Dame
has double transepts and, till the x8th century when the western

apse was replaced by a fa^de, had an apse at each extremity.

A fine cloister to the S.W. of the cathedral dates from the

xsth century. The h6tel-de-vi]le (i7lh century) contains the

museum.
Verdun is the seat of a bishop and a sub-prefect and has

tribunab of first instance and of commerce, axiommunal college,

ecclesiastical seminaries and a branch of the Bank of France.

The industries include metal founding, the manufacture of

sweetmeats (dragSes de Verdun), machinery, nails, files, em-
Voidery, linen, chairs and rope and the distillation of liqueurs.

The canal port has trade in timber, agricultural produce, stone

and building materials and coal.

Verd\iniVeroduHum), an important town at the time of the

Roman conquest, was made a part of Belgica Prima. The
bishopric, of which the most celebrated holder was St Vanne
(498-525), dates from the 3rd century. Verdun was destroyed

during the period of the barbarian invasions, and did not re-

cover till towards the end of the 5th century. Clovis seized

the town in 502, and it afterwards belonged to the kingdom
of Austrasia. In 843 the famous treaty was signed here by
the sons of Louis the Pious (see Germany, History). In the
loth century Verdun was definitively conquered by Germany
and put under the temporal authority of its bishops. Together
with Toul and Metz, the town and its domain formed the ter-

ritory of the Trois-£v£ch^. In the nth century the burghers
of the now free and imperial town began a struggle with their

bishops, which ended in their obtaining certain rights in the
1 2th century. In 1552 Henry II. of France took possession of

the Trois-£v£ch68, which finally became French by the treaty

of Westphalia. In 1792, after some hours of bombardment,
the dtizens opened their gates to the Prussians—a weakness
which the Revolutionary Government punished by the execu-

UoD of several 9f the inhabitants. In 1870 the Prussians,

IOI9

unable to seize the town by a coup de main, invested and
bombarded it three different times, till it capitulated in the
beginning of November.
VERDY DU VERNOIS, JUUUS VON (i8j2- ), German

general and military writer, was born in 1832 and entered

the Prussian infantry in 1850. After some years of regimental

service he came under the notice of Moltke, the newly appointed
chief of the general staff , as an exceptionally gifted soldier, and
at the outbreak of the war against Austria In x866 be was
appointed major on the staff of the II. Army (crown prince of

Prussia). In this capacity he took part in the campaign on the

upper Elbe and In the battle of KOniggrtts. Promoted shortly

after this to the rank of lieutenant-colonel, he was in 1867

placed at the head of a section of the general staff, becoming
thereby one of Moltke's principal confidential assistants. In
this capacity he served at the headquarters of the German
army throughout the war of 1870-71, and he was frequently

employed in the most important misuons, as for instance on the

2nd of August, when he was sent to impress upon the III. Army
headquarters the necessity of a prompt advancing into Alsace,

and on the 26th of the same month, when he was sent to advise

the crown prince of Saxony as to the strategical intentions of

the supreme command at the crisis of the Sedan campaign.

At the dose of the war he continued to serve in the office of the

general staff, and also lectured at the War Academy. It was
in the latter position that he developed the system of thorough

tactical education which is the abiding result of his work.

His method may be studied in English translations of his Studies

in Troop-leading, and may be summarized as the assumption of

an actual military situation on the actual ground, followed by
critical discussion of the successive measures that a commander,
whether of a brigade, division or larger force, should take in

the sequel, given his orders and his knowledge of the general

situation. Moltke's own series of tactical problems, extending

from 1859 to 1889. contributed very powerfully, of course, to

the education of the selected young officers who passed through

Verdy's hands, but Moltke dealt rather with a great number
of separate problems, while Verdy developed in detail the

successive events and ruling ideas of a whole day's or week's

work in the same units. Moltke therefore may be said to have

developed the art of forming correct ideas and plans, Verdy

that of applying them, but these are after all merely tendencies,

not sharply divided schemes, in the teaching of Prussian staff

officers during the years of intellectual development between

1870 and 1888. In all this Moltke, Verdy and Bronsart von
Schellendorf worked in close co-operation. In 1876 Verdy

became a major-general, from 1879-1883 he held an important

position in the ministry of war, and in 1881 be was promoted

lieutenant-general. In 1887 he became governor of Strassburg,

in 1888 general of infantry and in 1889 minister of war. He
retired from the active Usi in 1890. In 1894 the university of

K5nigsberg made biro a Dr. Phil, honoris causa.

General von Verdy du Vemois't principal writtnn are: Theil'

nakme der IJ. Armee am Feldxuge 18O6 (Beriin. 1866); Im Hau^-
quartier der IJ. Armee i866 (Berlin. IQOO); Studien Uber den Krteg
auj Crundlagje . . . iSjoji (Berlin. 1 892-96) ; Im grossen

Hauptquartier 1870!t (Berlin. 1805; English translation); Studien

aber Truppenffikrung (Berlin, 1870: new edition. 1892, English
translafion) and Sluaien Uber den Krieg (Berlin, 1901-1906).

VERB, the family of which is extolled by Macaulay as " the

longest and most illustrious line of nobles that England has seen,"

appears to have derived the surname which the verse of Tenny-
son has made synonymous with ancient blood, from the little

village of Ver near Bayeux. Its founder, Aubrey (Albericus)

de Vere, appears in Domesday Book (1086) as the holder of a

great fief in Essex, Cambridgeshire and Suffolk. His son (or

grandson) and namesake was a trusted officer of Henry I., from

whom he received the hereditary office of great charobeHain in

1133. It was probably he who erected the noble tower which gave

name to Castle Hedingham, Essex, the head of his fief, and

which stands as the finest example of a private Norman keep.

SUin In 114 1, he was succeeded by his son Aubrey, who had

already become count of Gutnes, in right of bis wife, on her
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grandfather's death. Through the powerful influence of his

sister's husband, Geoffrey, earl of Essex, he obtained from

the empress Matilda, in 1 142, the earldom of Oxford, which was
afterwards confirmed to his house by Henry II. His younger

son, Robert (c. 1170-1221), became 3rd earl in 1214, and, siding

with the barons, became one of the twenty-five executors of

Magna Carta. His marriage with a Bolebec heiress brought

in what was afterwards claimed as a barony, and led to the

style of Viscount Bolebec (or Bulbeck) for the earl's heirs.

Robert, the 5th earl (i 240-1 296), who brought into his family

the chambcrlainship to the queen by his marriage with the

Sandford heiress, sided with Simon de Montfort, and lost for a

time his earldom and offices. John, the 7th earl (1313-1360),

was a distinguished soldier, fighting at Crecy and Poitiers and
in all Edward III.'s wars in his time; and his marriage with a

Badlesmere heiress added to the lands and titles of his house.

Hisson,Thomas(i337-i37i),alsoasoldicr,wasfathcr of Robert,

9th earl, the famous favourite of Richard II. In spite of his

attainder (1388), his uncle Aubrey (c. 1340-X400), a follower of

the Black Prince, was restored to the earldom, by consent of

parliament in 1393, but not to the great chamberlainship. As
the earldom (which ha^ been held in fee) was granted to him
in tail male, this is looked on by some as a new creation. His

elder son, Richard (d. 14 17), the next earl, held a command at

Agincourt, and was father of Earl John, who was beheaded as

a Lancastrian, with his eldest son, in 1462. Their death was
avenged by his younger son John, the 13th earl (i443~>Si3)i who
shared to the full in the triumph of the Red Rose. On the

death of his nephew John, the next earl (d. 1526), the baronies

(it was afterwards held) passed away to his sisters, but the

earldom descended to his cousin John (d. 1540), though the

crown resumed the great chamberlainship. This John, who
was in favour with Henry VHI., Was grandfather, through

his younger son Geoffrey, of the celebrated " fighting Veres,"

Sir Francis and his brother Sir Horace. His eldest son John,

i6th earl {c. 1512-1562), was in favour with Edward VI., Mary
and Elizabeth, and contrived to recover for his family the

office of great chamberiain.

Hitherto the earis, in spite of their vicissitudes, had retained

possession of their ancient seat and great estates; but Edward,

the son of Earl John, was a spendthrift. A brilliant, gifted

courtier, in whom Elizabeth delighted, he quarrelled with his

father-in-law, Burghley, " sent his patrimony flying," patronized

players, poets and musicians, and wrote excellent verse himself.

His son Henry, the x8th earl (1593-1625), was twice imprisoned

in the Tower as an exponent of Buckingham's policy, fought

in the Palatinate and the Low Countries and died on campaign

at the Hague in 1625. Then ensued the great dispute for the

inheritance of his title and office (Hedingham Castle having

passed away) between Robert Vere, his second cousin and heir-

male, and Robert, Lord Willoughby d'Eresby, son of his aunt,

Lady Mary Vere. The earldom was secured by the former, a

poor officer in Holland, but the office was adjudged to Lord

Willoughby, in whose descendants it is now vested. Eari Robert

was slain before Maestricht in 1632, leaving an only son, Aubrey

(1626-1703), 20th and last earl. His marriage with a Bayning

heiress restored the fortunes of his house, and his Royalist

intrigues under the Commonwealth were rewarded at the

Restoration by sundry favours, among them the command of a

regiment of horse, known from him as " the Oxford Blues
"

and still familiar as "the Blues" (Royal Horse Guards).

James II. deprived him of his regiment and his lieutenancy of

Essex for opposing his policy, but the prince of Orange, whom he

joined, restored them. His long tenure of the ancient earldom

ended in 1703, when he died, the last known male descendant

of the house of Vere. His daughter Diana having married

the I St dutce of St Albans, their descendants are named De
Vere Beauclerk, and received the barony of Vere (1705).

>The halo surrounding the name of Vere is seen as eariy as

7626 in the stately panegyric of Chief Justice Crewe. " I

suppose there is no man that hath any apprehension of gentry,

or nobleness, but his affection stands to the continuance of so

noble a name and house." In the great days of the house.

Earl John, says Stowe, rode into London city " with eighty

gentlemen in a livery of Reading tawney, and chains of gold

about their necks, before him, and one hundred tall yeomen
in the like livery to follow him," wearing the famous badge
of the blue boar (verres), which is still to be seen in Essex

churches and forming the sign of Essex inns. Another badge
of the Veres was the mullet in the first quarter of their shield,

which, at Bamet Field, by a fatal error, was taken for the son'

of York. Among the offices they held were the forestership

of Essex and the keepeiship of Colchester Castle, and they

founded the Essex religious houses of Hatfield Broadoak,
Hedingham and Earls Cobe.
Authorities.—Domesday Book: Abingdon Chron. and Red

Book of the Excheouer (Rolls Series); Pipe Roll of iiyt (Record
Commission); Duedale's Baronage; G. £. C(okayiie)'8 CempUte
Peerate; Doyle's Oficial Banmate; Collins's Historical PrerednUi;
Morant's History ot Essex; Round's Geoffrey de MandevilU and
Feudal England; Nichols's " Descent of the Earldom of Oxforti

"

IArch. Joum. vol. ix.); Vere papers among the Round MSS. in

App. ix. to idtk Report on Historical MSS. : Lords' Reports om tke

Dignity of a Peer; ralmer's Peerage Law in En^nd, The daJni-
ants' cases and the appendices of documents in the omtest for the
great chamberlainship (1902) are valuable for the history of \ht

VERB, SIR FRANCIS (1560-1609). English soldier, «as the

son of Geoffrey Vere of Crepping Hall. Essex, and nepbew of

the 16th earl of Oxford. He first went on active aenrice

under Leicester in 1585, and was soon in the thick of the war
raging in the Low Countries. At the siege of Sluys young Vere

greatly distinguished himself under Sir Roger Williams and
Sir Thomas Baskerville. In 1588 he was in the garrison of

Bergen-op-Zoom, which delivered itself from the besiegers by
its own good fighting, and was knighted by Willoughby on the

field of battle. In the next year Sir Francis became sergeant-

major-general of the English troops in the Xow Countries, and
soon afterwards the chief command devolved upon him. This
position he retained during fifteen campaigns, with alnrast un-

broken success. Working in close co-operation with the Dutch
forces under Maurice, he step by step secured the country for

the cause of independence. Vere won the reputation of being

the first soldier of the day, his English troops acquired a

cohesion and training fitting them to face the best Spanish

troops, and his camp became the fashionable training-ground of

all aspiring soldiers, amongst others not only his brother Horace,

but men of such note as Ferdinando (Lord) Fairfax. Gervasc

Markham and Miles Standish. Sir Francis served in the Cadiz

expedition of 1596, and in 1598 was entriisted with the negotia-

tion of the treaty whereby the Dutch agreed to take a greater

share of the burden of the war than they had hitherto done.

His success in this task obtained him the governorship of

Brill and the rank of general. The culminating point ol his

career came when, in 1600. on the advice of Bameveld, the

states general decided to carry the war into the enemy's
country. In the battle of Nieuwport (2nd July 1600), one of

the most desperately contested battles of the age, Vere and
Maurice completely defeated the veteran Spanish troops of the

archduke Albert. This was followed by the celebrated defence

of Ostend from July 1601 to March 1602. When Jaanes I.

made peace with Spain, Vere retired from active service and
spent the remainder of his days In country life in England,
occupying himself with the compilation of his Commemiaries of

the Divers Pieces of Service v^kerein he had Command (1657; re-

printed in Arber*s English Garner, 1883). He died in 1609,

soon after the truce recognized the independence of the United

Provinces, and was buried in Westminster Abbey.

His younger brother Sir Horace Vere, Baron Vere op
Tilbury (i 565-1635), began his military career as the lieutenant

of Sir Francis's Company in 1590. Thenceforward he was con-

tinually on active service in the Low Countries, and. Kke his

brother, took part in the Cadiz expedition of 1596; at Nieuw-
port and Ostend Sir Horace (who had been knighted at Cadiz)

held command of some importance. On his brother's retire-

ment Sir Horace, as senior colonel, assumed command of the
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whole English force, which he held until 1607, being opposed

to Ambrosio Spinola, the most famous of the continental

generals of the time, against whom he manoeuvred and fought

in a manner equal to the best of his brother's! or even of Parma's,

work. From 1607 to 1620 he saw but little active service

except the siege of Jttlich (x6xo). In 1620 he accepted the

command of the volunteers who were going to the assistance of

the Elector Palatine. This famous expedition to the Rhine
and the Main was from the first a forlorn hope. Opposed by
his old adversary Spinola, Vcre manoeuvred with success for

two campaigns, but he was helpless against the armies of Tilly

and Cordova, and in the end he could only furnish scanty

garrisons for Frankentbal, Heidelberg and Mannheim. Each
of these places fell after a desperate resistance, and their gar-

risons returned to England. In 1624 Vere was once more on
service in the United Provinces. The attempted relief of Breda
in the following year was considered one of the most brilliant

feats of the time, and the general was made Baron Vere of

Tilbury. In 1629 the sieges of Bois-le-duc (s'Hertogenbosch)

and of Maestricht closed his militaiy career. Lord Vere died

suddenly in 1635 and was buried by the side of his brother in

Westminster Abbey.
See Clements C. Markham, Tlie Fighting Veres (London, 1888).

VERESHCHAGIN, VASSIU VAS8IUEVICH (1842-1904),

Russii^ artist and traveller, was bom at Tcherepovets, in the

government of Novgorod, on the 26th of October 1842. His

father was a Russian landowner of noble birth, and from his

mother he inherited TaUr blood. When he was eight years

old he was sent to Tsarskoe Selo to enter the Alexander, cadet

corps, and three years later he entered the naval school at

St Petersburg, making his first voyage in 1858. He graduated

first in the list from the naval school, but left the service im-

mediately to begin the study of drawing in earnest. He won
a medal two years later, in 1863, from the St Petersburg

Academy for his " Ulysses slaying the Suitors." In 1864 he

proceeded to Paris, where he studied under G<r6me, though

he dissented widely from hu master's methods. In the Salon

of 1866 he exhibited a drawing of " Doukhobors chanting their

Psalms," and in the next year he accompanied General Kauff-

mann's expedition to Turkestan, his military service at the

siege of Samarkand procuring for him the cross of St George.

He was an indefatigable traveller—in Turkestan in 1869, the

Himalayas, India and Tibet in 1873, and again in India in

1884. After a period of hard work in Paris and Munich he

exhibited some of his Turkestan pictures in St Petersburg in

1874, among them two which were afterwards suppressed on
the representations of Russian soldiers— " The Apotheosis of

War," a pyramid of skulls dedicated '' to all conquerors, past,

present and to come." and "Left Behind," the picture of a

dying soldier deserted by his fellows. Vereshchagin was with

the Russian a!rmy during the Turkish campaign of 1877; he
was present at the crossing of the Shipka Pass and at the siege

of Plevna, where his brother was killed; and he was danger-

ously wounded during the preparations for the crossing of the

Danube near Rustchuk. At the conclusion of the war he acted

as secretary to General Skobelev at San Stefano. After the

war he settled at Munich, where he produced his war pictures

so rapidly that he was freely accused of employing assistants.

The sensational subjects of his pictures, and their didactic aim
^the promotion of peace by a representation of the horrors

of war—attracted a large section of the public not usually

interested in art to the series of exhibitions of his pictures in

Paris in x88x and subsequently in London, Berlin, Dresden,

Vicima and other cities. He aroused much controversy by
his series of three pictures of a Roman execution (the Cruci-

fixion), of sepoys blown from the guns in India, and of the

execution of Nihilists in St Petersburg. A journey in Syria

and Palestine in 1884 furnished him with an equally discussed

set of subjects from the New Testament. The " 1812 " series

on Napoleon's Russian campaign, on which he also wrcte a
book, seem to have been inspired by Tolstoi's War and Peace,

and were painted in 1893 at Moscow, where the artist eventually

settled. Vereshchagin was in the Far East during the Chino-

Japanese War, with the American troops in the Philippines,

and with the Russian troops in Manchuria. He perished in

the sinking of the Russian flagship, " Petropavlovsk," on the

X3th of April X904. His last work, a picture of a council of

war presided over by Admiral Makaroff, was recovered almost
uninjured.

See E. Zabel, " Wereachtachagin " (1900). in Knackfuss's KUnaOer-
monographien (Bielefeld and Leipzig). The finest collection of liis

pkturea is in the Tretiakov gallery m Moatow.

VEROA, GIOVANNI (1840- ), Italian novelist, was bom
at Catania, Sicily. In X865 he published Storia di una peC'

cairice and / Carbonari della motUagna, but his llteraiy reputa-

tion was established by his Em and Storia di una capinera

(1869). Other novels followed, the best of which are Mala'
voglia (x88i) and Maestro Don Gesualdo (X889). His finest

work, however, is seen in his short stories and sketches of Sicilian

peasantry, Medda (X874) and Vita dei campi (1880); and his

CavaUeria Rusticana acquired new popularity from its drama-
tization and from Masragni's opera on this subject. Verga and
Fogazaaro between them may be said to have faithfully chro-

nicled the inner and popular life of southern and northern Italy.

VERGE (Lat. virga, a rod), originally a staff denoting autho-

rity, whence (from the ceremony in swearing fealty to a lord)

the sense of a measurement, and so boundary or border, of

land, or generally a margin of space. In architecture, a verge

is the edge .of the tib'ng projecting over the gable of a roof;

that on the horizontal portion being called "eaves." The
term "verge board," generally now known as barge board,

is the name given to the board under the verge of gables, some-
times moulded, and often very richly carved, perforated and
cusped, and frequently having pendants and sometimes finials

at the apex.

VERGENNES, CHARLES GRAVIER, CoirrE ox (17x7-1787),

French statesman, was bom at Dijon on the aoth of December
X7X7. He was introduced to the profession of diplomacy by
his uncle, M. de Chavigny, under whom he saw his first service

at Lisbon. His successful conduct of French interests at the

court of Trier in 1750 and the following years led to his being

sent to Constantinople in 1755 at first as minister plenipoten-

tiary, then as ambassador. In 1768 he was recalled, ostensibly

because of a misalliance with Mme Testa, widow of a Pera

surgeon, but really because Choiseul thought him not zealous

enough in provoking a quarrel between Russia and Turkey.

After Choiseul's death he was sent to Stockholm with instruc-

tions to help the aristocratic party of the " Hats " with advice

and money. The revolution by which Gustavus III. (August

19, X772) secured for himself the reality instead of the shadow
of power was a great diplomatic triumph for France. With the

accession of Louis XVL Vergennes became foreign minister.

His general poUcy was one of friendly relations with Austria,

combined with the limkatk>n of Joseph II.'s ambitious designs;

the protection of Turkey; and opposition at all points to

England. His hatred of England and his desire to avenge

the disasters of the Seven Years' War led to his support of the

American States in the War of Independence, a step of which

the moral and financial results had not a little to do with the

Revolution of 1789. Vergennes sought by a series of negotia-

tions to secure the armed neutrality of the Northern Powers

eventually carried out by Catherine II.; he ceded to the de-

mands of Beaumarchais that Franceshould secretly provide the

Americans with arms and volunteers. In 1777 he informed the

American commissioners that France ackix>wledged the Republic

and was willing to form an offensive and defensive alliance with

the new state. In domestic affairs Vexgexmes belonged to the

old school. He faitrigued against Necker, whom he regarded as

a dangerous innovator, a republican, a foreigner and a Pro-

testant. In X78X he became chief of the councO of finance,

and in 1783 he supported the nomination of Caloime as controller

general. Vergennes died on the X3th of Fcbruaiy X787, before

the meeting of the Assembly of Notables which he is said to have

suggested to Louis XVL
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See P. Fauchdle. La DiUomaiie franfaise et la lAgue des nemtres
de 1780 (1776-83) (Paris, 1893) : John Jay, Tfu Peau Negotiations of
1782-83 as iUustraled by the Confidential Papers of Shelbume and
Ver^nnes (New York. 1888); L Bonneville de Maraangy, Le"

lawinu^ . - - . ., .. .^ .

VERGER—VERGNIAUD

\ssad* d Constantinople ^arii, 189^),
and Le Chevalier de Vergennes, son ambassade en Suede (Paris, 1898).

Chevalier de Vergennes, son e

nd Le Chevalier de Vergennt

> VBROBR (M.E. vergere; 0. Fr. vergfer; Med. Lat. vtrgarius,

one who bean a rod or staff, an apparitor; Lat. virga, rod),

one who carries a ** verge " or staff of office. The principal

use of the term is ecclesiastical, and refers to the person who
carries a staff as a symbol of office before a bishop or other

church dignitary when taking part in a service, especially one
held in a cathedral. The word has thus come to mean in

general usage an official caretaker of any place of worship whose
duty it is to show the building to those who wish to view it,

and to find seats for the congregation at a service.

VERGNIAUD, PIERRE VICTURNIEN (i75J-x793), French
orator and revolutionist, was bom on the 31st of May 1753 at

Limoges. He was the son of a merchant of that town who lost

the greater part of his means by speculation. The boy was
early sent to the college of the Jesuits at Limoges, and soon
achieved distinction. Turgot was then intcndant of Limousin.

In his presence young Vergniaud on one occasion recited some
verses of his own composition. Turgot was struck with the

talent they displayed, and by virtue of his patronage Vergniaud,

having gone to Paris, was admitted to the college of Plessis.

It is impossible to read the speeches of Vergniaud without being

convinced of the solidity of his education, and in particular

of the wide range of his knowledge of the classics, and of his

acquaintance—familiar and sympathetic—^with ancient philo-

sophy and history.

Duputy, president of the parlement of Bordeaux, with whom
Vergniaud became acquainted, conceived the greatest admiration

and affection for him and appointed him his secretary. Verg-

niaud was thereafter called to the bar (1782). The influence of

Duputy gained for him the begiimings of a practice; but Verg-

niaud, though capable of extraordinary efforts, too often re-

lapsed into reverie, and was indisposed for study and sustained

exertion, even in a cause which he approved. This weakness
appears equally in his political and in his professional life:

he would refuse practice if his purse were moderately well

filled; he would sit for weeks in the Assembly in listlessness

and silence, while the policy he had shaped was being gradually

undermined, and then rise, brilliant as ever, but too late to

avert the calamities which he foresaw. In 1789 Vergniaud

was elected a member of the general council of the department
of the Gironde. Being deeply stirred by the best ideas of the

Revolutionary epoch, he found a more congenial sphere for the

display of his great powers in his new position. About this

period he was charged with the defence of a member of the

national guard of Drives, which was accused of provoking dis-

orders in the department of La Corrcze. Abandoning all

reserve, Vergniaud delivered one of the great orations of his life,

depicting the misfortunes of the peasantry in language of such

combined dignity, pathos and power that his fame as an orator

spread far and wide.

Vergniaud was chosen a representative of the Gironde to

the National Legislative Assembly in August 1791, and he
forthwith proceeded to Paris. The Legislative Assembly met
on the ist of October. For a time, according to his habit, he
refrained from speaking; but on the 25th of October he ascended

the tribune, and he had not spoken long before the whole Assembly
felt that a new power had arisen which might control even the

destinies of France. This judgment was re-echoed outside, and
he was almost immediately elected president of the Assembly
for the usual brief term. Between the outbreak of the Revolu-

tion and his election to the Legislative Assembly the political

views of Vergniaud had undergone a decided change. At first

he had lauded a constitutional monarchy; but the flight of

Louis XVI. filled him with distrust of the sovereign, and his

views in favour of a republic were rapidly developed. The
sentiments and passions which his eloquence aroused were,
however, watchfully utilized by a more extreme party. It

happened thus even with his first Assembly speech, <m the
imigris. His proposal was mainly that a treble annual contri-

bution should be levied on their property; but the Assembly
confiscated their goods and decreed their deaths. One great

blot on his reputation is that step by step he was kd on to

palliate violence and crime, to the excesses of which his cya
were only opened by the massacres of September, and which
ultimately overwhelmed the party of Girondists whidb he led.

The disgrace to his name is indelible that on the 19th of March
1792, when the perpetrators of the massacre of Avignon bad
been introduced to the Assembly by Collot d'Hcrbois, Veigniaud
spoke indulgently of their crimes and lent the authority of his

voice to their amnesty. In language sometimes tuz;^, but
nearly always of pure and powerful eloquence, he worked
at the theme of the imigris^ as it developed into that of the

counter-revolution; and in his occasional appearances in the

tribune, as well as in the project of an address to the French
people which he presented to the Assembly on the 27th of

December 1791, he shook the heart of France, and, especially

by his call to arms on the i8th of Januaiy, shaped the policy

which culminated in the declaration of war against the kLag of

Bohemia and Hungary on the 20th of April. This policy in

foreign affairs, whidi he pursued through the winter and spring

of X 791-92, he combined with another—that of fanning the

suspicions oif the people against the monarchy, which he identify
with the counter-revolution, and of forcing on a change of

ministry. On the xoth of March Vergniaud delivered a power-
ful oration in which he denounced the intrigues of the court

and uttered his famous apostrophe to the TuOeries: "In
ancient times fear and terror have often isaied from that

famous palace; let them re-enter it to^ay in the name of the
bwl" The speech overthrew De Lessart, whose accnsation

was decreed; and Roland, the nominee of the Girondists,

entered the ministry. By the month of June the oi^Msition of

Vergniaud (whose voice still conunanded the country) to the king

rose to fever heat. On the 29th of May Vergniaud went so far

as to support the disbanding of the king's guard. But he
appears to have been unaware of the extent of the feelings of

animosity which he had done much to arouse in the people,

probably because he was wholly unconnected with the practices

of the party of the Mountain as the instigators of actual violence.

This party used Vergniaud, whose lofty and serene ideas they

applauded and travestied in action. Then came the riot of the

2oth of June and the invasion of the Tuileries. He rushed
among the crowd, but was powerless to quell the tumtilt. Con-
tinuing for yet a little longer his course of feverous, almost
frenzied, opposition to the throne, on the ^rd of July he electri-

fied France by his bold denunciation of the king, not only as a
hypocrite and a despot, but as a base traitor to the constitution.

His speeches breathe the very spirit of the storm, and thty
were perhaps the greatest single factor in the development
of the events of the time. On the xoth of August theTuilerics

was stormed, and the royal family took refuge in the Assembly.
Vergniaud presided. To the request of the king for protection

he replied in dignified and respectful language. An extra-

ordinary commission was appointed: Vergniaud wrote and read

its recommendations that a National Convention be foxmed, the

king be provisionally suspended from office, a governor appointed
for his son, and the royal family be consigned to the Luxem-
bourg. Hardly had the great orator attained the object of his

aim—the overthrow of Louis as a sovereign—when he became
conscious of the forces by which he was surrounded. He de-

nounced the massacres of September—their inception, their

horror and the future to which they pointed—in language so

vivid and powerful that it raised for a time the spirits of the

Girondists, while on the other hand it aroused the fatal opposi-

tion of the Parisian leaders.

The questions whether Louis XVI. was to be judged, and
if so by whom, were the subject of protracted debate in the

Convention. They were of absorbing interest to Paris, to France
and to Europe; and upon them the Girondist leader at last, on
the 3X8t of December 1792, broke silence, deUveiing one of his
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greatest orations, probably one of the greatest combinations of

sound reasoning, sagacity and eloquence which has ever been
displayed in the annals of French politics. He pronounced in

favour of an appeal to the people. He pictured the consequences
of that temper of vengeance which animated the Parisian mob
and was fatally controlling the policy of the Convention, and the

prostration which would ensue to France after even a successful

struggle with a European coalition, which would spring up after

the murder of the king. The great e£Fort failed; and four days
afterwards something happen^ which still further endangered
Vergniaud and his whole party. This was the discovery of

a note signed by him along with Gaudet and Gensonn6 and
presented to the king two or three weeks before the loth of

August. It contained nothing but sound and patriotic sugges-

tions, but it was greedily seized upon by the enemies of the

Gironde as evidence of treason. On the i6th of January 1793
the vote began to be taken in the Convention upon the punish-

ment of the king. Vergniaud voted early, and voted for death.

The action of the great Girondist was and will always remain
inscrutable, but it was followed by a similar verdict from nearly

the whole party which he led. On the 17th Vergniaud presided

at the Convention, and it fell to him, labouring under the most
painful excitement, to announce the fatal result of the voting.

Then for many weeks he sank, exhausted, into silence.

When the institution of a revolutionary tribunal was proposed,

Vergniaud vehemently opposed the project, denouncing the

tribunal as a more awful inquisition than that of Venice, and
avowing that his party would all die rather than consent to it.

Their death by stratagem bad already been planned, and on
the loth of March they had to go into hiding. On the xjth

Vergniaud boldly exposed the conspiracy in the Convention.

The antagonism caused by such an attitude had reached a

significant point when on the xoth of April Robespierre himself

laid his accusation before the Convention. He fastened especi-

ally upon Vergniaud's letter to the king and his support of the

appeal to the people as a proof that he was a moderate in its then

despised sense. Vergniaud made a brilliant extemporaneous

reply, and the attack for the moment failed. But now, night

after night, Vergniaud and his colleagues found themselves

obliged to change their abode, to avoid assassination, a price

being even put upon their heads. Still with unfaltering courage

they continued their resistance to the dominant faction, till on
the and of June 1 793 things came to a head. The Convention was
surrounded with an armed mob, who clamoured for the " twenty-

two." In the midst of this it was forced to continue its delibera-

tions. The decree of accusation was voted, and the Girondists

were proscribed.

Vergniaud was offered a safe retreat. He accepted it only for

a day, and then returned to his own dwelling. He was 'kept

under surveillance there for nearly a month, and in the early

days of July was imprisoned in La Force. He carried poison

with him, but never used it. His tender affection for his relatives

abundantly appears from his correspondence, along with his pro-

found attachment to the great ideas of the Revolution and his

noble love of country. On one of the walls of the Carmelite

convent to which for a short time the prisoners were removed
Vergniaud wrote in letters of blood: "Potius mori quaro foedari."

Early in October the Convention brought forward its indictment

of the twenty-two Girondists. They were sent for trial to the

Revolutionary tribunal, before which they appeared on the a7th

of October. The procedure was a travesty of justice. Early on
the morning of the 31st of October 1793 the Girondists were

conveyed to the scaffold, singing on the way the Marseillaise

and keeping up the strain till one by one they were guillotined.

Vergniaud was executed last . He di<Ki unconfcssed, a philosopher

and a patriot.

See Gay de Vernon. Vergniaud (Limoges. 1858); and L. de
Verdi^. Bicgrapkie de Vergniaud (Paris, 1866). (T. S.)

VERHAEREN, talLB (1855- ), Belgian poet, was bom
at Saint-Amand. near Antwerp, on the 21st of May 1855. He
was sent to school at Ghent, where he formed a friendship

with Georges Rodenbach, He studied at the university of

Louvain, and there started a journal. La Semaine, which he
edited in conjunction with the operatic singer Van Dyck. La
Semaine was suppressed by the authorities, as was its successor,

Le Type, in which Verhaeren had as fellow-workers Max Waller,

Iwan Gilkin and Albert Giraud. In 188 x he was admitted to

the bar at Brussels, but he soon devoted his whole energies

to literature, and especially to the organs of " young Belgium,"
La Jeune Belgiqtu and L'Art modeme, making himself especially

the champion of the impressionist painters. Verhaeren learnt

his art of poetry from the great Flemish artists, and in his early

robust works, Les Flantandes (1883) and Les Moines (1886),

he -displays similar qualities of strength, sometimes degenerating

into violence. A period of physical weakness followed, trans-

lated into terms of poetry in three volumes of verse, Les Smrs
(1887), Les Dibddes (x888) and Les Flambeaux ndrs (X889).

Au bord de la route (18907 and Les Apparus dans mes chemins

(1891) followed. Verhaeren then passed from applying his

pictorial method to psychological studies to the task of indi-

vidualizing the towns, villages and fields of his native country,

the first outcome being his Campagnes kdlucinies (1893). In
Villages iUusoires he describes the tragedy of the fields and
farms deserted by the people in their race to the towns, and in

Les Villes tentaculaires (X895) the great industrial centres devour-

ing the surrounding country. Later volumes of poems are Les

Hcures claires (X896), Les Visages de la vie (1899), Les Petites

Ligendes (1900), Les Forces tumultueuses (1901); Les Tendresses

premieres (1904). In 1898 he wrote a lyric drama Les Aubes,

in X900 a four-act ^titct LeCloUre, represented both in Brussels

and Paris, and in X90X a historical drama Philippe II.

The poems of fimile Verhaeren were translated into English by
Alma Strettel (1890); and Les Aubes bv Mr Arthur Symons (1898).
A long list of articles dealing with Verhaeren is to be found in
Poites d'Aujourd'kui (1900) of A. van Bever and Paul L6autaud.

VERKHNB-UDINSK. a town of Asiatic Russia, in East Siberia,

province of Transbaikalia, on the right bank of the Uda, at its

confluence with the Selenga, 102 m. by rail E. of Lake Baikal,

to which steamers ply. Pop. (1883) 4130; (1897) 8ooa. It

was founded as a small fort in 1668, and is a centre for the

overland trade in tea with China, and an emporium both for

grain and animal products, exported, and for metals, machinery
and manufactured goods, imported. Its yearly fair is of great

importance.

VERLAINE, PAUL (1844-1896), French lyric poet, was bom
at Mctz on the 30th of March 1844. He was the son of one
of Napoleon's soldiers, who had become a captain of engineers.

Paul Verlaine was educated in Paris, and became clerk in an
insurance company. He was a member of the Parnassian

circle, with Catulle Mendds, Sully Prudhomme, Frangois Coppde
and the rest. His first volume of poems, the Poimes satumiens

(1866), was written under Parnassian influences, from which

the Files galantes (X869), as of a Watteau of poetry, began a
delicate escape; and in La Bonne Chanson (1870) the defection

was still more marked. He married in 1870 Mile. Mautet.

During the Commune be was involved with the authorities

for having sheltered his friends, and was obliged to leave France.

In 1871 the strange young poet Jean Arthur Rimbaud came
somewhat troublingly into his life, into which drink had already

brought a lasting disturbance. With Rimbaud he wandered
over France, Belgium, England, until a pistol-shot, fortunately

ill-aimed, against his companion brought upon him two years

of imprisonment at -Mons. Solitude, confinement and thought

converted a pagan into a Catholic, without, however, rooting

out what was most human in the pagan; and after many years'

silence he published Sagesse (1881), a collection of religious poems,

which, for humble and passionate conviction, as well as originality

of poetic beauty, must be ranked with the finest religious poems

ever written. Romanies sans paroles^ composed during the

intervals of wandering, appeared in 1874, and shows us Verlaine

at his most perfect moment of artistic self-possession, before be

has quite found what is deepest in himself. He returned to

France in 1875. His wife had obtained a divorce from him,

and Verlaine made another short stay in England, acting aa a
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teacher of French. After about two years' absence Verlaine

was again in France. He acted as teacher in more than one
school and even tried fanning. The death of his mother, to

whom he was tenderly attached, dissolved the ties that bound
him to " respectable " society. During the rest of his life he
lived in poverty, often in hospital, but always with the heed-

less and unconquerable cheerfulness of a child. After a long

obscurity, famous only in the Latin Quarter, among the caf^
where he spent so much of his days and nights, he enjoyed at

last a European celebrity. In 1894 he paid another visit to

England, tUs time as a distinguished poet, and lectured at

London and Oxford. He died in Paris on the 8th of January
1896. His eighteen volumes of verse (among which may be
further mentioned Jadis d naguire, 1884; Amour, 1888;

Parallilement, 1889; Bonheur, 1891) vary greatly in quality

as in substance; they are all the sincere expression, almost

the instantaneous notation, of himself, of his varying moods,
sensual passion, the pasuon of the mystic, the delight of the

sensitive artist in the fine shades of sensation. He brought
into French verse a note of lyrical song, a delicacy in the evoca-

tion of sound and colour, which has seemed almost to create

poetry over again, as it provides a language out of which
rhetoric has been cleansed and a rhythm into which a new music
has come with a new simplicity. (A. Sy.)

His (Euvres computes (3 vols.) were published in 1899, &c.;
(Etares posthumes (1903). See also Paul Verlaine, sa vie, son teuvret

by E. Lepclletier (1907); monographs by M. Dullaert (Ghent, 1896},
C. Morice (1888): also Anatole France. La Vie litUratre Urd series,

189O: J- Lemattre, Nas corUemporains (1889), voL iv.; E. Delille,

"The Poet Verlaine." in the FortHiehUy Review (March 1891);
A. Symona, in the National Review (June 1892); V. Thompson,
French Portraits (Boston, U.S.A., 1900); and the poet's own
Confessions (1805) and his Poites maudits (1888). A bibliography
of Verlaine witn an account of the existing portraits of him is in-

cluded in the Poites tTAujourd'hui (nth ed., 1905) of MM. A. van
Bever and P. L£autaud. The Vie by Lepelletier has been trans-
lated into English by E. M. Lang (1909).

VERLAT, MICHEL MARIE CHARLES (1824-1890). Belgian

painter, was born at Antwerp on the 25th of November 1824.

He was a pupil of Nicaise de Keyser, and studied at the Antwerp
Academy. In 1842 appeared his first important picture,
" Pippin the Short Killing a Lion." About 1849 he went to
Paris, where he worked under Ary Schefifer. In 1855 he won
a gold medal at the Exposition Universelle at Paris with his
" Tiger AtUcking a Herd of Buffaloes," and in 1858 exhibited
** Le Coup de collier " (now in the Antwerp Gallery) at the Paris

Salon. In 1866 he was appointed director of the Academy
at Weimar, where he painted some fine portraits, notably those

of the grand-duchess of Saxony and of the musician Liszt.

Soon after his return to Antwerp in 1875 he visited Palestine,

and brought back a large number of interesting pictures,

including " Vox Populi " (Antwerp Gallery), " The Tomb of

Jesus," and " The Flight into Egypt." In 1885 he was appointed

director of the Antwerp Academy. Other important works
by Verlat are the panoramas of the battle of Waterloo and
the treaty of San Stefano, " Christ between the Two Thieves,"

"Defending the Flock" (Antwerp Gallery), "Oxen Plough-

ing in Palestine " (Antwerp Gallery), " Godfrey of Bouillon at

the Siege of Jerusalem" (Brusseb Gallery), and "Sheep-Dog
Defending the Flock " (Brussels Gallery). He executed a series

of original etchings, and published in 1879 a book on the Antwerp
Academy. He died at Antwerp on the 23rd of October 1890.

VERMANDOIS, a French countship composed originally of

the two bUrgraviates (ch&tellenies) of St Quentin (Aisnc) and
P^ronne (Somme). Herbert I., the earliest of its hereditary

counts, was descended in direct male line from the emperor
Charlemagne, and was killed in 902 by an assassin in the pay
of Baldwin II., count of Flanders. His son, Herbert II. (902-

943). a nxan absolutely devoid of scruples, considerably in-

creased the territorial power of the hoube of Vermandois, and
kept the lawful king of France, the unlucky Charies the Simple,
prisoner for six years. His successors, Albert I., Herbert III.,

Albert II., Otto and Herbert IV., were unimportant. In
1077 the last male of the first house of Vermandois, Herbert IV.,

received the countship of Valois in right of his wife. He died
soon afterwards, leaving his inheritance to hb daughter Adela,
whose first husband was Hugh the Great, the broUter of king
Philip I. Hugh was one of the leaders of the first crusade,

and died in X102 at Tarsus in Cilida. The eldest son of Hugh
and Adda was count Raoul (Rudolph) I. (c. 1120-1 152), who
married Alix of Guyenne, sister of the queen, Eleanor, and bad
by her three children: Raoul (Rudolph) II., the Leper (ooont
from XX52-67); Isabelle, who possessed from X167 to 1x83

the countships of Vermandob, Valois and Ainicns conjointly

with her husband, Philip of Alsace, count of Flanden; and
Eleanor. By the terms of a treaty condtided in 1x85 with

the king, Philip Augustus, the count of Flanders kept the

countship of Vermandois until his death, in X191. At this date

a new arrangement gave Eleanor (d. 12x3) a life interest in

the eastern part of Vermandob, together with the title of

countess of St. (^entin, and the king entered immediately into

possession of P^ronne and its dependencies.

See Anselme, Histoire ginlatofjigme de la maison royale de Prance
(1726), i. 48-51 and 531-34; ColUett
Vermandois (1771-72).

!tte, Mhurires pour Pkisioire dn
(A. La)

VERMICELLI (plural of Ital. vermiceOo, little worm, Lat.

vermicellus, diminutive of vermis, worm), the name of a kind
of paste, made of the granular meal of certain hard wheats,

and used as a food. It is made into worm-like threads, whence
its name, and differs from macaroni only in being made solid

and not in hollow tubes. " Spaghetti " (dim. of spago, a small

cord) b a larger kind of vermicellL In Italy these various

pastes form a staple article of food. In other oountxies ** ver-

micelli " b used in soups and puddings, &c.

VERMIGLI, PIETRO MARTIRE, generally known as Petex
Maktyk (1500- 1 562), bom at Florence on the 8th of May 1500,

was son of Stefano Vermigli, a follower of Savonarola, by hb
first wife, Maria Fumantina. He owed hb Christian names to

a vow which his father, actuated by the death of several children

in infancy, had made to dedicate any that survived to the

Dominican saint, Peter Martyr, who lived in the 13th century.

Educated in the Augustinbn dobter at Fiesole, he was trans-

ferred in X 5x9 to the convent of St John of Verdara near Padua,
where he graduated D.D. about XS27 and made the acquaint-

ance of the future Cardinsl Pole. From that year onwards
he was employed as a public preacher at Bresda, Pisa, Venice

and Rome; and in hb intervab of leisure he mastered Greek
and Hebrew. In X530 he was dected abbot of the Angustim'an

monastery at Spoleto, and in X533 prior of the convent of St

Peter ad Aram at Naples. About thb time he read Bucer's

commentaries on the Gospds and the Psalms and also Zwingli's

De vera et falsa rdigione; and his Biblical studies began to

affect his views. He was accused of erroneous doctrine, and
the Spanbh viceroy of Naples prohibited hb preaching. The
prohibition was removed on appeal to Rome, but in xs4x
Vermi^i was transferred to Lucca, where be again fcB under
suspicion. Summoned to aiH>ear before a chapter of hb order

at Genoa, he fled in X542 to Pisa and thence to another Italian

reformer, Bernardino Oichino, at Florence. Ochino escaped to

Geneva, and Vermigli to ZQrich, thence to Basd, and fioaaJly

to Strassburg, where, with Sneer's support, he was appointed

professor of theology and married ha fixst wife, Catherine

Dammartin of Meta.

Vermigli and Ochino were both invited to ^i^and by
Cranmer in X547, and given a pension of forty marks by the

government. In X548 Vermigli was appointed regjus professor

of divinity at Oxford, in succession to the notorious Dr Richard

Smith, and was incoxporated D.D. In 1549 he took part in

a great diq)utation on the Eucharist. He had abandoned
Luther's doctrine of consubstantiation and adopted the doctrine

of a Real Presence conditioned by the faith of the redpient

This was similar to the view now hdd by Cranmer and Ridley,

but it is difficult to prove that Vermigli had any great influence

in the modifications of the Book of Common Prayer made in

1553. He was consulted on the question, but hb recommeoda-
tions seem hardly dbtingubhable from those of Bucer, iba
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effect of which is Itidf dispQt&ble. He was also appointed one

of the commissioners for the reform of the canon law.

On Mary's accession Vermigli was permitted to return to

Strassburg, where, after some opposition raised on the ground

that he had abandoned Lutheran doctrine, he was reappointed

professor of theology. He befriended a number of English

exiles, but had himself in 1556 to accept an offer of the chair

•f Hebrew at Zurich owing to his increased alienation from
Lutheranism. He was invited to Geneva in 1557, and to

EngUnd again in 1561, but declined both invitations, main-

taining, however, a constant correspondence with Jewel and
other English prelates and reformers until his death at Zttrich on
the 1 2th of November 1562. His first wife, who died at Oxford

on the xsih of February 1553, was disinterred in 1557 and tried

for heresy; legal evidence was not forthcoming because witnesses

had not understood her tongue; and instead of the corpse

being burnt, it was merely cast on a dunghill in the stable of

the dean of Christ Church. The remains were identified after

Elizabeth's accession, mingled with the supposed relics of St

Frideswide to prevent future desecration, and reburied in the

cathedral. Vermigli's second wife, Caterina Merenda, whom
he married at Zttrich, survived him, marrying a merchant of

Locarno.

VermigU published over a score of theological works, chiefly

Biblical conunentaries and treatises on the Eucharist. His
learning was greater than his originality, and he was one of

the least heterodox of the Italian divines who rejected Roman
Catholicism. His views approximated most nearly to those of

Martin Bucer.

Josias Simler's Orotic, published in 1563 and translated into English
in 1583, is the basis of subsequent accounts of Vermigli. The oest

lives are by F. C. Schlosser (1809) and C. Schmidt (1858}. See also

Parker Soc. Publ. (General index), especially the ZOrkh Letters:
Strype's Works ; Foxe's Ads and Monuments; Burnet's Hist., ed.

Pocock; Dixon's History; and Diet, of Nat, Biogr, Iviii. 253-256.

VERMIUOH, a scarlet pigment composed of mercuric sulphide,

HgS. It may be obtained direct from pure and bright coloured

portions of the native ore dnnabar, or, artificially, by subliming

a mixture of mercury and sulphur. The product is ground and
levigated; and when dry it is ready for use. It is also prepared

by^digesting precipitated mercuric sulphide with an alkaline

sulphide for some hours; it is said that Chinese vermilion owes
its superiority to being made in this way. In addition to its

brilliance, vermilion is a pigment of great intensity and dura-

bility, remaining unaffected by acid fumes. Being costly, it is

much subject to adulteration; but the fraudulent additions

may easily be detected by volatilization, which in the case of

pure vermilion leaves no residue. See Pigments and Mercury.
VBRHIN (Fr. vertnitUf formed as if from Lat. verminuSf

vermis, a worm), the collective name applied to various classes

of objectionable, harmful or destructive animals. To game-
keepers and those interested in the preservation df game, all

animals such as the pole-cat, weasel, stoat, hawks, owls, &c.,

which destroy the eggs or young of preserved birds, ace classed

as " vermin," and the same term includes rats, mice, &c. It is

also the collective name given to all those disgusting and objec-

tionable insects that infest human beings, houses, ^c, when
allowed to be in a filthy and unsanitary condition, such as bugs,

fleas, lice, &C.

VBRMONT, a North Atlantic state of the United States of

America and one of the New England group, lying between

latitude 42^ 44' and 45^ </ 43" N., and between longitudes

3^ Ss' and 5^ 29' E. from Washington. It b bounded N. by the

Canadian province of Quebec, E. by the Connecticut river, which

separates it from New Hampshire, S. by Massachusetts, and W.
by New York and Lake Champlain, which separates it in part

from New York. Its total area is 9564 sq. m., and of this

440 sq. m. is water surface.

Surface.—Vermont b a portion of the plateau-Hke New England
upland, broken by mountain ranges, individual mountains and
high hills, rising above the general upland surface, and by deep
narrow valleys, cut below that surface. The mean elevation of the

tute above the sea Is about 1000 ft. Extremes range from 106 ft.

at Maquam on the N.E. shore of Lake Champlain (96 ft^ to 4364 ft.

at the summit of Mount Mansfiekl, about 25 m. E. ol that lake.
The most prominent feature of the surface is the Green Mountains,
which extend neariy N. and S. through the sute a little W. of the
middle. From the MassachusetU border N. for two-thirds the
length of the state the range is only slightly broken, but farther N.
it is cut deep by the valleys of the Winooski and Lamoille ri\-er8.

The crest line is generally more than 2000 ft. high, considerable
areas are above 2500 ft., and the following summits exceed 4000 ft.:

Mount Mansfield, 4364 ft.; Killington Peak. 4241 ft.; Camel's
Hump, 4088 ft.; Mount Lincoln, 4078 ft.: and Jay Peak, 4018 ft.

West of the Green Mountains the Taconic Mountains form a nearly
parallel (but distinct) range, extending from New York and Massa-
chusetts N. nearly to the centre of Vermont ; and a series of broken
uplifts, known as the Red Sandrock Mountains, extend farther N.
along the shore of Lake Champlain. The Taconic Mountains rise
in very irregular masses to 1500-2000 ft., and reach their maximum
elevation in Mount Equinox at .3816 ft. The Red Sandrock Moun-
tains are similar to one another in form and structure, generally
rounded on the N. and E., but with some rugged escarpments facing
the lake: their highest point is Snake Mountain (1271 ftO in
Addison county. There are no mountain ranges in the state E. of
the Green Mountains, but distributed along the entire E. border are
a number of tall and oval or conical sha^ masses known as the
Granitk: Mountains, and between these and the Green Mountains
the country is largely occupied by high hills and deeply carved
valleys. Mount Ascutney, one of the Granitic Mountains, rises
abruptly from the floor of the Connecticut Valley to a height of
3320 ft. The least broken section of Vermont is on the somewhat
eentle slope of the Green Mountains in the N.W. apd on Grand
Isle. North Hero Island, and Isle La Motte in Lake Champlain.
The forms of Vermont's mountains, even to the highest summits,
were to a great extent rounded by glaciation, but as the rocks vary
much in texture and are often steeply inclined, stream erosion has
cut valleys deep and narrow, often mere gorges.
Where the Green Mountain range is unbroken, in the S. two-thirds

of the state, it forms a water-parting between the streams which
flow W. or N.W. into Lake Champlain or the Hudson river and those
flowing S.E. into the Connecticut river; but farther N. the line
separating the Hudson-Champlain basin from the Connecticut
basin runs among the Granitic Mountains; and extending 25 m. S.
from the Canadian border is a small area that is drained N. intoLake
Memphremagog. the waters of which, like those of Lake Champlain,
are tributary to the St Lawrence river. North of Massachusetts
the Connecticut river is wholly within New Hampshire—Vermont's
eastern boundary is low-water mark on the W. bank of the Connecti-
cut river. The largest and only navigable rivers of Vermont are
among those Bowing into Lake Champlain: the Mi&sisquoi, the
Lamoille, the Winooski and Otter Creek. The Batten Kill is the
principal river flowing into the Hudson. The Deerfield, West,
Williams, White, Passumpsic land Nulhegan riven are the largest
of the many streams which are tributaiy to the Connecticut. The
Black, Barton and Clyde riven flow into Lake Memphremagog.
Vermont's riven are generally swift, and in many places they are
made very picturesque by their clear and sparkling watcre, rapids,
falls, gorges and wooded banks.
Lake Champlain. which lies beautifully In the valley between the

Green and Adirondack mountains, l)clongs mostly to Vermont. The
state has a shore line upon it of 150 m. or more, and in its N. portion
are numerous islands which are attractive resorts during the summer
season. On the N. border of the state is Lake Memphremagog
with islands, a rugecd prominence known as Owl's Head on its w.
border. Jay Peak, farther back, and a beautiful farming country to
the eastward. There are also a large number of small lakes and
ponds lying wholly within the state. Of these Lake Bomoeeen in
Rutland county nnd Willoughby Lake in Orleans county are the
largest. Willoughby Lake is about 6 m. long by i-ii m. wide, and
its situation between two rugged mountains makes a scene of
great natural beauty. All the Lakes of the state were formed by
glaciation.

faniia.—The most common wild animals are deer, rsbblts,

squirrels, raccoons, skunks, woodchucks and muskrats. There
are some porcupines, red foxes, minks and martens, but the
moose, wolf and lynx are practically extinct. The ruffed grouse
(or " partridge ") is the most common of game birds, but woodcock,
ducks and geese are quite common. Prominent among a great
variety of song-birds and insectivorous birds are the robin, blue oird.

cat bird, sparrows, meadow-lark, bobolink, thrushes, chickadee,
wrens, brown thrasher, gold finch, cedar wax-wing, flycatchere,

nuthatches, flicker (golden-winged woodpecker). do«ii3r and hairy
woodpeckers, rose-breasted grosbeak, Baltimore oriole, barn-
swallow, chimney swift, purple martin, purple finch Oinnet) vireos
and several species of warblers. Birds 01 prey comprise several
species of hawks and owls, and a few eagles. A few sturgeon are
taken in Lake Champlain. The lakes, ponds and streams afford
some of the best trout fishing in the country, and many of them also
abound in pickerel, pike, perch, black bass and land-locked salmon.
There is a sute fish and game commissioner, and the sute has a fish
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hatchery at Roxbury and a forest and itame farm at Sharon. There
are Federal hatchenet at Swanton (for pike perch and yellow perch)
and at Holden (for trout).

Hora.—^Vermont (wri numt), the Green Mountain State, was 90
named from the evergreen forests of its mountains, whose principal

trees arc spruce and ftr on the upper slopes and white pine and
hemlock on the lower. Among deciduous trees the state is noted
for its sugar maples: birch and oeech are common on the hills, and
oaks, elm, hickory, ash, poplar, basswood, wUbw, chestnut and
butternut on the less elevated areas. Amons indigenous fruit-

bearing trees, shrubs, vines and plants are the plum, cherry, grape,
blackberry, raspberry, cranberry and strawberry. A few of the
medicinal plants are ginseng, pteurisv root, snake root, blood root,

blue flag and marshmallow. Orchids are very prominent among
a great variety of flowering plants. Along the shore of Lake
Champlain are a few species of maritime plants that remain from the
time when portions 01 western Vermont were covered by the sea,

and on the upper slopes of some of the hiehcr mountains are a few
Alpine species; these, however, are much less numerous on the
Green Mountains of Vermont than on the White Mountains of New
Hampshire. The state's lumber trade was important until 1890,
when the white pine was nearly exhausted, although there were
still spruce and hemlock.

Climate.—^The state usually has long and severe winters and cool

summers, but sudden changes of temperature are common at all

seasons. The mean temperature for January, the coldest month,
is only 17* F.; for the three winter months it u 19* F., and for the
five months from November to March inclusive it is ^§-3^ F. For
July, the warmest month, the mean temperature u 68 F.; for the
entireycar it is 43* F. Extremes of temperature have ranged from
-36** F. at Woodstock, Windsor county, m February 1896 to 97* F.

at Cornwall. Addison county, in June 1901. The eastern section

of the state b colder than the western, and the central or most
mountainous section is still colder; for example, the mean annual
temperature of Burlineton, on Lake Champlain. is 46* F.. while that

of Saint Johnsbury. a little farther S. and near the E. border, is only
42" F., and that of Northfield. still farther S. but inthe middle section,

is only 41* F. The mean annual precipitatbn for the entire state

is about 38-5 in.; more rain falls in summer than in any other
season, and more falls in the southern section than in the northern.
The average annual fall of snow throughout the state is about 90 in.,

but at Jacksonville near the S. border it often exceeds 1 10 in. More
snow falls in February than in any other month. In the Connecti-
cut and Hudaon-Champlain valleys the winds blow mostly from
either the N. or the S., but in several of the smaller valleys the pre-
vailing winds are from the N.W.

Sou.—^The soil is for the most part glacial drift, composed of
clay, sand and gravel, and varying greatly hi depth. On the higher
elevations it is generally stony and sterile, but in the valleys and on
many of the lower hills, where it consists largely of clay and sand, it

is quite productive. The best soils are in the west section, where
limestone clays or shell marls are common.

Forests.—Vermont was heavily forested with white pine, spruce
and hemlock, and. in the southern part of the state and along the
shore of Lake Champlain. with some hard woods. The white pine
had been much cut off by 1890 and it is no longer commercially im-
portant. The woodland area of the state in 1900 was estimated to be
3900 sq. m., about 43% of the land area of the state.

Fisheries.—Lake Champlain furnishes the only commerical
fishing grounds in Vermont, with the exceptions of small catches of
white fish in Lake Bomoseen, Lake St Catherine in Rutland county
and Lake Memphrema^og. The total catch in 189s was 208.139 lb,

valued at (7160. and in 1902 was 528,682 lb, valued at (37.669.
The capital invested in fisheries in 1902 was $9417, and the number
of men employed, 145. The most valuable fish taken was wall-

eyed pike, and the catch of this fish and of pickerel from Lake
Champlain in 1902 exceeded in value that from any other body of

fresh water in the United States excepting Lake Huron and Lake
Erie. The wall-eyed pike taken in 1902 were valued at $16,915
(210.936 lb): white fish, $S777 (80,191 lb); pickerel. $4>44
(51.711 tb); yellow perch. $2^75 (43,917 lb); sturgeon, $2051
(15.590 K>). and suckers. (1854 (37.375 tb); other varieties taken in
smaller quantities included smelt, sun-nsh and eels.

Agriculture.—Vermont is largely an agricultural state: In 1900,
out of a total of IM.933 persons engaged in gainful occupations,

49,830 were engagea in agriculture, 36,180 in manufacturing and
mechanical pursuits, 23,028 in domestic and personal service,

18.889 in trade and transportation, and 7016 in professional

service; and of a total land area of 9124 sq. m., 7382 sq. m.
(4.724.400 acres) were included in farms. The percentage of
improved farm land, as in Maine, New York and Pennsylvania,
increased from 1850 until 1890 and decreased after 1890; and in 1900
out of a total acreage of 4.724.400 acres only 2.126.624 acres (45%)
were improved. Of the 33.104 farms in tne state in 1900. 25.982
were farmed by their owners, 1373 by part owners, 314 by owners
and tenants. 2424 by cash tenants, 2396 by share tenants, and
615 by managers; 637 farms had more than 500 acresr. 3431 were
between 260 and 500 acres. 5512 between 175 and 260 acres. 10,215
between lOO and 175 acres, 6513 between 50 and xoo acres, 3511

between ao and 50 acrca, and y»^%leu than ao acre*; and dain^
produce was the principal source <tf income of mace than ooc-hatt
of these (16.700). tive stock the principal source of iooome of 7323
farms, and hay and ^in of 2519 farms. The general sterility ot
the soil except ak>ng nvers and the bases of bilb has made intensive
cultivation always necessary, and the competition of new and rich
western farm Unds has made the agriculture of Vermont develop
further toward spedalixatkm in dairying and raising live ptock.
In 1910 there were 49St<K>o neat cattle (285,000 milch cows), 94.000
horses (average value, $106). 229,000 sheep and 95/x» swine. The
horses of Vermont have been famous in the devdoppient of American
racing stocks: the Morgan stock is best known, and other famooa
Vermont strains are Messenger and Black Hawk. Hay and forage
are the most important crops, and Vermont nasses for grazing
have been favourably known since the close 01 the i8th century.
In 1909 oil 879,000 acres a crop of hay (excluding forage) was nised
valued at $16,155,000. The cereals are relatively unimportant.
The largest cereal crop is oats, of which, in 1909, 2.6oS/)00 bodiela
(valued at $1 .304.000) were produced on 81 .000 acres.
Mints and Quarries.—The principal mineral resource of Vermont

b its building and monumental stone, including marble and granite
and a small amount of limestone. The value of the total amount
of stone produced in 1908 in Vennont was $7,152,624. Vermont
marble is the best and most plentiful in the United States. It has
been quarried since 1785; marble monuments were first manu-
factured about 1808: and at South Dorset in 1818 marble seems
first to have been sawed in blocks, the earlier method having been
chiselling. It is found generally throuehout the western part of
the state. The principal supply is in West Rutland, Proaor and
Pittsford; this, the "Rutland marble," is a duller. le» lustroos
white, and of a greater durabilitv than the Carrara marble, and is
used largely for monuments and statuary. There are other lar^
quarries at Dorset and East Dorset, Bennington county; the finest
marbles from this region are the white, slightly marked with pale
brown and with greenish lines; they are commonly used for build-
ing, the Harvard Medical School and the office of^the US. Senate
beiM examples. At Rutland, Proctor and Dorset many darker
shades arc found, including " moss vein, " olive green and various
shades of blue, green, yellow and pink, which are UMd for ornamental
purposes. There are important quarries in Franklin county (at
Swanton), the stone being a dark Chazy limestone, in which pink
and red (" jasper," " lyonnaise " and royal red ") marbles d
Cambrian age are found. At Monkton, Adoiscin county, there is a
ouarry from which other red marbles are taken; and at Roxbury,
Washington county, a fine serpentine, called "green marble.'*
or verde antique, is quarried. On Isle La Motte, Grand Isle county,
there are marble quarries, the characteristic colours of the marbiie
being " Fisk black " and " Fisk grey." The output <rf marble in

1908 was valued at $4,679,060 ^out of a toul of $7.735.930 for the
entire production of marble in the United States). Only les
important and only less early to be established in Vermont was the

auarrying of granite, which began in l8t«. but which has been
evcloped chiefly since 1880, largely by means of the building cf

" granite railroads " whkh connect each quarry with a main railway
line—a means of transportation as important as the kjgging rail-

ways of the Western sutes and of Canada. The largest granite
quarries are near Barre, Washington county, a city which owes its

importance to the quarries. The Barre granites, like those of
Woodbury and Calais (also in Washington county) and part of those
of South Ryegate, Kirby and Newark (Caledonia county), are of
the bbtite type; they are grey, except the stone from Newark,
which is pinkish. Ol the quartz-monzonite type are the whitish
granites of Bethel and Rochester (Windsor county) and Randolph
(Orange county), the light grey of Dummerston (Windham county),
and the darker {[reysof Cabot (Washington county), Derby (Orleans
county). Hardwick and Groton (Caledonia county) and Tc^ham
(Orange county). The olive green syenite found on Mount Ascut-
ney. near the Connecticut river, in Windsor county, is a homblende-
augite. Other important granite quarries are near Wllliamstown.
Dummerston, Berlin and Woodbury. The total value of the
output of granite in the state in 1908 was $2,^51,933. In 1908
the output of limestone was valued at $20,731 ; there are limestone
quarries in Washington and Orange counties and on Isle La Motte.
Slate-quarrying and cutting is carried on in the south-we&tem part
of the state, in Rutland county; there ate important quarries at

Fair Haven, Poultney, Castleton, Wells and Pawlet. In Washing-
ton county there are quarries near Northfield. The industry began
about 1840, though one quarry had been opened as early as i8c>5.

There arc two green varieties, called in the trade " sea-green " ami
" unfading green, " the former being used for a cheapi roofing

slate; and there are purplish varieties. In IQ08 the value of slate

produced was $1.710491 (out of a total production for the United
States of $6,316,817).

Afanufactures.—The .first important industry of the sute was
" rafting " lumber from Vermont through Lake Champlain and the

Richelieu and St Lawrence rivers to Quebec. Buriin^ton became
a great lumber market for a trade moving in the direction of Boston
after the Richelieu river was blocked to navigation and railway

transportation began, and in 1882 Buriington was the third lumber
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centre in the United States. Mountain streams furnish important
water-power, and the typical factory of Vermont has long been
a sawmill run by a water-wheel. The value of sawmill products
in 1905 was $5,888^1. and of planing-mill products $3,080,117.
Closely connected with the manufacture of lumber is the making of
paper and wood pulp, centralised at Bellows Falls, with water-
power on the Connecticut river and with the raw materials near;
the product was valued in 1905 at $3,831448. Dairy industries
have rapidly increased in value: in 1905 the value of butter and
cheese was $6,416,434, more than any other unele industiy under
the census classification. If alessarbitrar>' classification be followed
the principal manufacturing industries would be stone manufacture
and textiles. The first marble <iuarry was opened in Dorset in 1785
and a second at Middlebury in 1805; and the first granite was
rirried in 1813. Barre is tne centre of the granite business, and

region about Rutland, especially Proctor, is the principal seat of
the marble industry. The product of stone manufactures in 1905
was $9,570,436. Vermont was almost the last of the New England
states to develop textile manufactures, though the manufacture of
woollen goods was begun in 1824. The greatest development was
between looo and 1905; the total value of textiles in the former
year was $5,407,317 (woollen Koods, $2,572,646; hosiery and knit

foods. $1,834,685; cotton goods, $999,886) and in the latter «was
i7i77'i>6i2 (woollen goods. $4,698,405; hosiery and knit goods,
$1,988,685; and cotton goods, $1,086,522). Other important
manufactures are : flour andgrist mill products, foundry and machine-
shop products, furniture, patent medicines and compounds,
rqonnff materials, and scales and balances, manufactured especially

at St Johnsbury.
Transportation ar.i Cnmrnetce.—Railway transportaibn is aupplicd

to Vermont by pa "

'
'

Ing dUgpn^illy ctery pan of the
state at about equj '^miiing m gen^r^il In a N W. and
S.E. direction, and -: N. and S. rr-ipccuvcly a1oii| the
eastern and wester r. ir,ir ji fs ui tnr j^tate* The railway map qT the
state thus has rou^Mly ihc appcamncc of a ^ridifDnH The principal

railways are: the l^ne^ opera idi by the Button Si Maine ^y^tcm,
extenaing along th< « astern hoid^j Irom Brattleboro rhrough Lk^llows

Falls, and St ^hn burv La the Caruda boundary (Vermont Vadcy,
Sullivan County, <iru1 Connect kilt & Passump^ Riven raiCways),

with a line, the St juhnsbury &. Lake CtiaFri|>lain railway, extending
across the northern pirt of the itate from Lunenburg to Maguiim
Bay; the Central \ t^rmont railway (Grand Trunk system) t/^hich

crosses the state diii >: 1 ttal I y from S. E . t o N .W. , con nee t i ng B u rl i ng e on

,

Montpelier and St Mltana and affording connexion to I he nonh with

Montreal and to thr '^luih over trackage shared with tht Bc»tpn &
Maine, with the Nt w London N'of(hem which 13 leased by this rnad,

and the Rutland railway (I^eiv York Central ^ysiErm) e^^tcndrng

alon^ the western edge of the st^ite and connecting Rutland with
Burimgton to the north and with Bellowi Kail 5 and Bcnnin^^ton Id

the south. These r.iilw^ny?. provide outlets for throLish freisht and
passenger traffic souThtti'ard to Boston aod New York, and to the

north to St Tohns and Montreal.
The southern part of the state was eari, opened to railways,

the Sullivan Countv railway (operated by the Boston ft Maine)
having been opened in 1849; and in 1850 the state had 290 m. of

railway; in 1870, 614 m.; m 1890. 99i'42 m.; and on the ist of

January 1900, 1093*43 >"• Water communication is afforded by
Lake Champfain to the south, for seven months of of

the Champiain canal, via Whitehall, New York, to lirory and the

Hudson river and the Atlantk: coast, and to the north by way ol the

Richelieu river and the Chambly canal to the St Lawrenee. The
commerce of the bke consi;its principally of cofil» wood pidp f^nd

building material, besides general merchandise. The only nver with

traffic of commercial importance is Otter Creek, flowing r^nnhw.t^s

into the southern part of Lake Champiain and I
- _ ;- >,|^

length of 8 m. to Vergennes. with a depth to this
|

>w
water. The commerce on Lake Champiain is ^.^. fly

through Buriington, the port of entry for the Vermont customs
district. The tonnage of thecommerceof this port amounted, accord-

ing to the reports of the United States armv engineers, to 107421 tons

in 1904 and to 249.174 tons in 1908, 01 which in the latter year
nearly 80% was lumber.

Poptdatidn.—The population of Vermont in 1890 was 332422;
in 1900, 343,641 ; and in 1910, 355,956.' Of the total population in

1900, 298, 077 were native whites, 44»747 were foreign-bom, 826

were negroes and 39 were Chinese. Of the inhabitants bom in

the United States, 19,974 were natives of New York, 9675 were

Datives of New Hampshire and 911 1 were natives of Massachu>

setts. Of the foreign-bom, 14,924 were French Canadians, 10,616

were English Canadians and 7453 were Irish. Of the total popu-

lation, 1x7^344 were of foreign parentage {i.e. either one or both

* According to previous censuses, the population was as follows:

(1790) 85425; (1800) X54465: (x8io) 217.895: (»82o) 235.981:
1830) 280,652; (1840) 291.948: (1850) 314.120; (i860) 3>5.09«;

[1870) 330.551 ; (1880) 332,286. The increase between 1850 and(1870) 330.551. x-y>~/ ^
S900 was remarkably small

parents were foreign-bora) and 27,226 were of French Canadian
and 20,228 of Irish parentage, both on the father's and on the

mother's side. Of 147,223 communicants of all churches in

X906, the largest number, 82,272, were Roman Catholics, 22,109.

were Congregationalists, X7471 Methodist Episcopalians, 8450
Baptists, 1 501 Free Baptists and 5278 Protestant Episcopalians.

The principal cities are Burlington, Rutland, Barre, Montpelier
(the capital) and St Albans.

Administration.—Vermont has been governed under the

constitution of 1777, that of 1786 and that of 1793, with twenty-
eight amendments, of which the first was adopted in X828, the

second to thirteenth in 1836, the fourteenth to twenty-third

in 1850, the twenty-fourth, twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth in

1870, and the twenty-seventh and twenty-eighth in 1883. The
administrative officers of the state are a govemor, a h'cutenant-

govemor, a secretary of state, a state treasurer, and an auditor

of accounts.elected by popular vote, and an inspector of finance,

a commissioner of taxes, a superintendent of education, a fish

and game commissioner, three railroad .commissioners, and
various boards and commissions, of whom some are elected by
the General Assembly and some are appointed by the govemor
with the advice and consent of the Senate. All elections and
appointments are biennial, llic governor has limited powers of

appointment and pardon and a veto power which may be over-

ridden by a majority vote in each house.

The legislative department consists of a senate of^ members,
apportioned among the counties according to population, but with
the proviso that each county must have at least one senator, and
a House of Representatives of 245 members, one from each township.
Since 1870 elections and legislative sessions have been biennial. The
powere of the two houses are equal except that revenue measures
must originate in the House of Representatives.
The judiciary is composed of a supreme court of seven members,

a court of chancery, a county court in each county, a probate court
in each probate district, and justices of the peace. The judges of the
supreme court are elected biennially by the General Assembly, and
all the other judicial officers are elected by the people. Sessions of
the supreme court are held in each county once a year in addition to
the general session which meets at some central place selected by
the judges. The court of chancery is held b^ tne judges of the
supreme court, the county by a supreme court judge with the aid ot

two associates elected by the people of the county.
For the administration of local affairs the state is divided into

14 counties and 245 townships. There is no special board of com-
missioners or supervisors as in most of the other states, the county
authonfy being the assistant judges of the county court. The
assistant iudges, the sheriff and the state's attorney are elected

annually by popular vote. The county treasurer is elected by the
assistant judges. The more important townihip officials are a
moderator, a board of selectmen, a clerk, a treasurer and a super-

intendent of schools. Any community containing thirty or more
houses may, with the approval of the selectmen of the town, receive

a separate village organisation. Their officials are a clerk, five

trustees, a collector of taxes and a treasurer.

All fiEt«ns oF the Lfritc<^d si.iv ' 'ermont are citizens

of the frtate^ The rijghi cf ^ISr^gc U coniLovd by the constitution

to adult male cit tie Fi« who have redded in ihe state for one year.

Women h^ve the riglit to vote in all l1ci lion'i rditing to schools and
school olTicert in citic^^ towns and p^r.. 1 districts, and also

the riifhi lo be elected to any Itxal - m or to the office of

toifrn^hip rierk. The Dnginal meili' i ng the constitution

wat adopted from Pennsylvania i^ct //"/I'o^ *nd it was retained

long alter Pcnn^yK'aniai had abandoned it. Thirteen censors
chci-sen wrp[efini,i!ly were empow'ered to niEge^t intendments and to

Call .1 r^'nYfiinijn to paw ut»n thtm. The Ji-nsors, being elected

0:1 a general licUet, were always more progressive than the con-

vention, which was chosen on the principfe of equal township repre-

sentation. In spite of the repeated recommendations of the censors,

the convention refused to abolish the colleeiate executive and the

unicameral legislative system until 1836. Propositions to establish

the Judiciary on a more permanent tenure were also voted down
in 1814, 1822, 1857 and 1870. and the state still elects its judges for

two years' terms. On its own suggestion, the council of censors was
abolished in 1870 and the present method of amending the constitu-

tion was adopted. Every tenth year, beginning in 1880. the Senate

is authorized to propose amendments, which proposals, if concurred

in by the majority of the members of the House of Representatives,

are published in the principal newspapers of the state. If they arc

again approved by a majority of each houst in the next General

Assembly, they are submitted finally to a direct popular vote, a

majority of the votes cast being decisive.

Miscellaneous Laws.—A married woman may hold her separate

property, carry on business, sue and be sued the same as if she
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were single, except that lA conveying or mortgajping lier real estate

she must be joined by her husband. A widow has a dower
Interest in one-third of her husband's real esute unless barred by a
jointure or an agreement. A widower is in any case entitled by
courtesy to one-third of his wife's real estate, and he may choose

between his rights by courtesy and the provisions of his wife's will.

Where there is no issue and the deceased dies intesute the survivinjg

spouse is entitled to the whole esute, both real and personal, if it

does not exceed $2000. and if it exceeds that sum the survivor is

entitled to $2000 and one-half of the remainder; if there are no
kindred, the whole of the estate goes to the surviving spouse. The
causes for a divorce are adultery, sentence to confinement in the

state prison for three years or more and actual confinement at the

time of the suit, intolerable severity, wilful desertion for three con-

secutive years or absence for seven years without beiiw heard from,

or wanton and cruel refusal or neglect of the husband to provide a
suitable maintenance for his wife. The plaintiff must have resided

in the state for at least the year preceding the application, and if

the cause accrued in some other sute or country before the parties

lived together in Vermont and while neither party lived there, the

plaintin must have been a resident at least for two years preceding

the action. When a divorce is granted, the defendant is not per-

mitted to marry other than the plaintiff for three years, unless the

plaintiff dies. The homestead of a householder or head of a family

to the value of $^00 is. so long as it continues to be used as the home-
stead, exempt irom levy or attachment other than upon causes

existing at the time it was acauired and for taxes. If the owner
is a married man, he cannot sell or mortgage it. except for the pur-

chase money, unless his wife joins him in the execution.

Education.—The public-school system b under the supervision

of a state superintendent of education, elected biennially by the

General Assembly, and local schools are under union superintendents

and in a few cases under town superintendents. The district

system was displaced in 1893 by a township system. The revenues

for educational purposes are derived mainly from a state tax of 8%
on the general Ust. from local taxes, and from the interest on the

permanent school fund, which (including the money paid to Vermont
by the United States government when a |>ortion of the treasury

surplus was distribute among the states in 1837) amounted in

1908 to $1,120,218. The schools are open to all children between

the ages of 5 and 20, and attendance for twenty-six weeks in each

year is made compulsory for those who are between the ages of 8

and 15. The average number of weeks in the "legal schools

(about 95% of the public schools) was 32 weeks in 1907-1908.

The chief institutions for higher instruction are the university of

Vermont and State Agricultural College (1800, 1865), a land-grant

college at Burlington, Middlebury College (1800) at Middlebury,

Norwich University (1819) at Northfield, and the state normal

Khoolsat Randolph (1867). Johnson (1867) and Castleton (1868).

CharitabU and Penal Instituiions.—The charitable and penal insti-

tutions of the state are controlled by separate boards of directors,

but all are subject to the general supervision of a board of visitors

composed of the governor, lieutenant-governor and speaker of the

House of Representatives, and a woman appointed by the governor.

There are a state prison at Windsor (1808), a house of correction

at Rutland (1878), an industrial school at Vcrgennes (1866), and
hospitals for the insane at Brattlcboro (1836) and Waterbury

(1891). Biennial appropriations are made for the support of the

deaf and dumb, the blind and imbecile children at various insUtu-

tions in Massachusetts and Connecticut.

Finance.—The chief sources of revenue for the state are a cor-

poration tax, a collateral inheritance Ux (1904) and a licence tax.

There is no general property tax except a special levy of 8% on the

general list for school purposes and 5% for the construction of roads.

tor the year ending on the 30th of June 1908 the u>tal receipts were

tically free from debt, the only obligation of this character Dcing

$135,500 in 6% bonds, payable in 1910, which were issued in behalf

of the Agricultural College. The banking institutions are supervised

by an inspector of finance, who reports annually to the General

Assembly. There were no banks in the state until 1806, when a
state bank (controlled by the state) was established which was
finally closed up in 1845, although as eariy as 1812 a law was
passed to close it. The first private state bank was opened in

1817; an act of 1 83 1 provided tor a safety fund guaranteeing bank
circulations and derived from a 4!% tax on capital stock and a
10% tax on protits; but this law was modified in 1842, the tax

being removwi from banks giving specie guarantees; and a free

banking act was pa<>scd in 1851. Owing to the high rate of taxation

on deposits, a considerable part of the savings of the people is sent

into other states.

History.—Samutl dc Charaplain, as governor of (Jucbcc,

entered what is now Vermont in July 1609 in an expedition

against the Iroquois, and thus laid the basis for the French

claim. In 1665 the French built a fort on Isle la Motte. The

first English settlement was probably made at Chinmey Point,

in Addison township, in 1690 by a parly from Albany. The first

oermanent white settlement was established by Massachusetts at

Fort Dummer (near the present Dmrnner, in the aonth-eaatein

part of the present town of Brattleboro) in 1 724. Similar outposts

were locatni during the next few years at SartwcU's Fort and
Bridgman's Fort In the township of Vernon (Windham county)

and at Fort HiU in the township of Putney (N. of BratUeboro,

in Windham county). The territory in iduch these settlements

had been made was involved in the boundary dispute between
Massachusetts and New Hampshire, which was settled in 1741

by a decision of the king in council favourable to New Hamp-
shire (q.v.). - The extension of the southern boundary line

by this decision due westward until it met His Majesty's

other governments gave rise, however, to a controversy

with New York. New Hampshire claimed that her territory

extended as far to the west as those of Massachusetts and
Connecticut, whereas New York, under the charter of 1664,

claimed eastward to the Connecticut river. New York pro-

tested against the Bennington grant in 1749, but tlie question

did not become serious until the chief obstacle to settlenient was
removed by the conquest of Canada in 1760-61. From 1761 to

X763 Governor John Wentworth of New Hampshire issued 108

grants, and settlements were established in Brattlcboro, Puti>ey,

Westminster, Halifax, Marlborough, Wilmington. New Fane.

Rockingham, Townshcnd, Vernon (Hinsdale) and Dummerston
(all in Windham county, except Vernon, which is in Cheshire

county). A privy council decree recognizing the claims <A New
York was issued on the 20th of July 1764, and the settlers were

soon afterwards ordered to surrender their patents and repurchase
the land from the proper authorities at Albany. Under the

leadership of Ethan Allen, Seth Warner and Remember Baker

(1737-1775), they refused obedience and took up arms in defence

of their rights. About the close of 177 1 Colonel Allen organized

a regular military force among the inhabitants of the district W.
of the mountains, which came to be known as the Green Mountain
Boys. The trouble was soon compbcated by the conflict with

the mother country. On the 13th of March 177$, a riot occurred

at Westminster between the people of Cumberland county and
the royal authorities, in which two of the people were killed.

The Green Mountain Boys, with some help from Connecticut,

captured Fort Ticonderoga on the loth of May 1775, and took

part in the Canadian expedition of 1775 under Montgomery
and Schuyler. Within the state itself battles were fought at

Hubbardton on the 7th of July and Bennington on the 16th

of August 1777. The representatives of the towns assembled

in convention at Dorset and Westminster in 1776 (Jan. 16-17.

July 24-25, September 25-28, October 30), and on the isih of

January 1777 adopted a declaration of independence, assumed
the name New Connecticut and appointed Dr Jonas Fay (1737-
x8i8), Thomas Chittenden (1730-1797), Hemon Allen (1740-

1788), Dr Reuben Jones and Jacob Bayley a committee to

submit their proceedings to the Continental Congress. The
chief adviser of the committee in Philadelphia was Dr THonus
Young, a prominent physician, who had helped to draft the

Pennsylvania constitution of 1776. Young advised them to call

their state Vermont, and he also sent through them a circular

letter, dated the nth of April 1777, urging the people to adopt

a state constitution on the Pennsylvania model. The advice

was followed. A convention met at Windsor (July *-8, 1777),

and drafted a document which contained almost all of the

important provisions of the constitution of Pennsylvania, such

as a unicameral legislature, a plural executive and a council of

censors, which was not aboli^ed until 1870. One important

variation, however, was a clause in the bill of rights providing for

the abolition of slavery, Vermont being the first state in America
to take such action. The first legislature of the state met at

Windsor in March 1778, and voted to admit sixteen towns east of

the Connecticut river which were dissatisfied with the rule of

New Hampshire. As a result, New York and New Hampshire
formed a secret agreement to divide the state between them
selves, the mountains to be the line of division. In this crisis

the British government through General Sir Frederick Haldimaod
offered to recognize Vermont as a separate province and to give

her very liberal terms provided she would deaext the other states.
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Ethan Men (q.v.) and some of the other leaders seemed inclined

to accept these overtures, but for various reasons, the chief of

which was the general success of the American cause, the scheme
was soon abandoned. The difficulties with New Hampshire
were adjusted in 1782^ the west bank of the Connecticut being

accepted as the final boundary, but New York refused to abandon
her claims until 1790. In the meantime, Vermont continued as

an independent state without any recognition from Congress

until its admission into the Union on the 4th of March 1791.

The legislature wandered about from town to town until x8o8,

when the capital was permanently located at Montpelier. In

presidential campaigns the state has been Federalist, 1 792-1800;

Democratic-Republican, 1804-1820; Adams-Republican, 1824-

1828; Anti-Masonic, L832; Whig, 1836-1852; and Republican

since 1856. During the War of x8i 2 Vermont troops took part in

the battlesof Chippewa, Lundy's Lane, Lake Erie and Plattsburgh;

but the only engagement in the state itself was the defence of

Fort Cassin (at the mouth of Otter Creek in the N.W. comer of

the present Addison county) in 1813. On the 19th of October

1864 a small band of Confederate soldiers under Lieutenant B.H.
Young crossed the frontier from Canada and raided the town of

St Albans. A few of the inhabitants were wotuuied and one was
killed and about $200,000 was taken from the vaults of the local

banks. St Albans was also the headquarters of an attempted
Fenian invasion of Canada in 1870. Since 181 5 a considerable

proportion of the native stock has migrated to the W., but the

loss has been partially offset by an influx of French Canadians.

The wool-growing industry has been almost entirely destroyed

by the competition of Australia and the West, and the people

are now engaged mainly in dairy-farming, timbering, granite- and
marble-quarrying, and in keeping summer boarders.

Governors
Thomas Chittenden 1778-1789
Moses Robinson 1789-1790
Thomas Chittenden,* Federalist . l790->797
Paul Brigham, acting-governor, Federalist 1797
Isaac Tichenor, Federalist 1797-1807
luael Smith, Democratic-Republican 1807-1808
Isaac Tichenor, Federalist .... 1808-1809

ionas Galusha, Democratic-Republican . 1809-181

3

ffartin Chittenden, Federalist 1813-1815
^nas Galusha, Democratic-Republican . 181 5-1820

chard Skinner, „ . . 1820-1823
Cornelius P. Van Ness, „ . . 1823-1826
Ezra Butler. Adams-Clay , . . . 1826-1828
SamuelC. Crafts, Adams-Clay. .. 1828-1831
William A. Palmer, Anti- Masonic Fusion. . 1831-1835
Silas H. lennison,* acting-governor. Whig . 1835-1836
Silas H. jennison, Whig 1836-1341
Charles Paine, 1841-1843
John Mattocks 1843-1844
William Slade « . 1844-1846
Horace Eaton. „ . . , * . 1846-1848
Carios Coolidge, „ ..... 1848-1850
Charles K. Williams.

,

1850-1852
Erastus Fairbanks 1852-1853
John S. Robinson. 1853-1854
Stephen Royce, Republican .... 1854-1856
Ryfand Fletcher, „ . > . . 1856-1858
HiUnd Hall. .. . . « . 1858-1860
Erastus Fairbanks. „ ... . 1860-1 861
Frederick Holbrook. „ .... 1861-1863
I,. Gregory Smith, „ .... 1863-1865
Paul Dilhngham. „ .... 1865-1867
John B. Page, ., .... 1867-1869
Peter T. Washburn,' Republican 1869-1870
George W. Hendee. acting-governor. Republican 1870
John W. Stewart, Republican .... 1870-1872
Julius Convere, „ «... 1872-1874
Asahel Peck. „ < < ^ • 1874-1876-
Horace Fairbanks, „ ^ % J ^ 1876-1878
Redfield Proctor. „ ...» 1878-1 880
Roswell Famham, ,.

', m , i 1880-1882
John L. Barstow, . „ . . . .- 1882-1 884

* Died in office on the 25th of August 1797; succeeded by the
Iteutenant-govemor.

^
' As there was no governor elected by the people, Jennison as

lieutenant-governor elect acted as governor.
' Died in office on the 7th of February 1870; succeeded by the

lieutenant-govemor.

Samuel E. Ptngree, Republican
Ebeneaer J. Ormsbce, „
William P. Dillingham. „
Carroll S. Page.
Levi K. Fuller.

Urban A. Woodbury, ,.

Josiah Grout, „
bdward C. Smith, „
William W. Stickney,
Tohn G. McCullougn, ,,

Charles J. Bell,

Fktcher D. Proctor, „
George H. Prouty, „
John A. Mead, , „

1884-1886
1886-1888
1888-1890
1 890-1892
1892-1894
1894-1896
1896-1898
1898-1900
1900-1902
1903-1904
1904-1900
1906-1908
1908-1910
1910-

BtoLioGHAPHY.—'For physics! description and material on
mineral wie the Rep^ri p» ihe Geology of VermorU: Descriptive,
Th<i^rtlkal, Econamual and Sc^ns^aptical (2 vols., Claremont,
N.H., 1S6O; G. H. Perkina, S^ptftn of the StaU Geologisi, especially
vofi. tv., v., vip new seriea tConrorri, W.H., 1904, IQ06, 1908); and
" I'ndcrpround Waters of Vtrmont " in Water Su^pf^ and Irrigation
Fikper No. IIA (WdJiirigtoa, 190''

T. Nelson Dale. Thf Granites of Vermont (ibid., 1909)" an abstract
toa, 190O of the U.S. Geological Survey
mites of Vermont (ibid., 1909), an abstract

of which appears in the sixth volume of the state Report mentioned
above; and Henry M. Scely, " The Geokq^ of Vermont," pp. 53-67,
vol. 5 (1901) of The VermonUr.

Frjf the gmrvmmt-nl of tSc state see The Revised Ltnus of Vermont
(Kutl.inj, iHi^O^ the Vfrment Le^tLlaime Dir^iory, publl&hcd
biennially at Montpelier; the biennLii repents of the secretary o(
fltate, the audi lor, the tre:i surer, the cuniiniQiofier of state laseSi
the eupcrintendent of 'educaiionn the i'Upcrvi:5Drt of the intaDe, ^^
and the annual reports oF the inspector of fiiumce^ See also L, H.
MeadcT, The Coun^ii of Cem/yrM U*fOviden«t 1899): F. A, Wood,
Tke Huiory of Taxotwn in Vtrmoni (Nc* Yofk^ 1894)* and G. G»
Bush, Uutmy of Edtieniion in Verttt^ttt (Washington, 15^)1.
For 3 general bib tiogr^phy of Vermwnt histofv see M, D, Oilman^'

Bitftiofrapky of Vermont (fiuflington. 1897). The itandsrd authori-
tie* for the picriod before 1791 art: Ira Allen, N&turat and
Pohtkul Hiitary of the Slate of Verm^rnt {London, 180R); B, H, Hall,
Hiiiory of Eoikm Vermimt to ihe Ctoic pf Iht Ei^okentk Centurj
(2 voW, N«w York, i95S» 7nd €d., Albany. 1865); and Hiland
Hiill, Mittitry of Vermo»t from iif Diao^ery to iti AdmUtJen into
Ike Union in ijgj (Albany, 1868), A more rcccm book, tuscd
s,tnH}^t cntlir^ly on thc^cr thr?»r, but containing a few iketciiy supple-
ini'nury chapters, is It E, Robinson, Vermonl ( Boston, 1^2} in

the " America rt Commonwi^ltha ^'' Sctim. See also Records of the

CoMtuil of Safely and Governor and Coumil of Vermont (8 vols,,

Montpclkr, 1873-1880) ; Vrrmont Hiitsrkai Socitiy^ CoUtetiims
(j vo's-i MonlpeKe-r, 1870-1871); Froceedinit^ (t voL, Montpelier.
>Bi}«i); .irtd fiefiifH of the Rffimii «/ Ute Unrti^siiv of Nev York on
the Biiutid^iriei af tht State of A^fw York fj voW, A0)3i1.yt 1 874-1 8fl4).

VERMOREL, AUOUSTl JEAN MARIE (i84i-tft7i)» French
journalist, was bom at Denied, France, on the aist of June 1841.

A radical and socialist, he was attached to the sta£f of the

Presse (1864) and the Liberti (1866). In the latter year he was
appointed editor of the Courrier Fran^ais, and his attacks on
the government in that organ led to his imprisonment. In
1869 he was editor of the Riforme, and was again imprisoned for

denoundng the government. On the overthrow of the Empire
in 1870 he was released and took an active part in the Commune.
He was dangerously wounded while fighting at the barricades,

taken prisoner and removed to Versailles, where he died on
the aoth of June 1871.

VERMOUTH,, an alcoholic beverage, the basis of which
consists of a fortified and aromatized white wine. The best

French vermouth is made from the white wines of the Hdrault

district. The wine is fortified with spirit up to a strength of

about 15% of alcohol, and is then stored in casks exposed to

the sun's rays for a year or two. Another portion of the wine

is fortified up to a strength of about 50% of alcohol, and in this

various aromatic and tonic materials are macerated, in casks

which are exposed to the sun in the same way as the bulk of the

wine. The two liquids are then mixed in such proportions as to

make the strength of the ultimate product about 17% of alcohol

by volume. Excellent vermouth is also manufactured in Italy,

the produce of that country being generally of a " sweet," that

made in France of 1^
" dry " type.

VERNACULAR (Lat. vema, dim. vemaculus, a slave bom In

his master's house), a term meaning native or indigenous,

belonging to the country where a person is bora. The word
is practically confined in English usage to language, whether of

the country as a whole or of partictilar dialects or idioms.
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VERNE, JULES (xSaS-xpos), French author, was bom at

Nantes on the 8th of February 1828. After completing his

studies at the Nantes lyc^, he went to Paris to study for the

bar. About 1848, in conjunction with Michel Carr£, he wrote
librettos for two operettas, and in 1850 his verse comedy, Let
PaiUes rompues^ in which Alexandre Dumas fils hadsome share,

was produced at the Gjrmnase. For some years his interests

alternated between the theatre and the bourse, but some
travellers' stories which he wrote for the Musie des Families

seem to have revealed to him the true direction of his talent

—the delineation, viz., of delightfully extravagant voyages and
adventures to which cleverly prepared scientific and geo-

graphical details lent an air of verisimilitude. Something of

the kind had been done before, after kindred methods, by
Cyrano de Bergerac, by Swift and Defoe, and later by Mayne
Reid. But in his own particular application of plausible

scientific apparatus Verne undoubtedly struck out a depart-

ment for himself in the wide literary genre of voyages imaginaires.

His first success was obtained with Cinq setMines en ballon,

which he wrote for Hetzel's Magaun d*£ducatum in x86a, and
thenceforward, for a quarter of a century, scarcely a year
passed in which Hetzel did not publish one or more of his fantastic

stories, illustrated generally by pictures of the most lurid and
sensational description. The most successful of these romances
include: Voyage au centre de la terre (1864); De la terre d la

lune (1865); Vingt miUe lieues sous les mers (1869); Les

Anglais au p/Ufi nerd (1870); and Voyage autour du monde en

quatre-vingts Jours, which first appeared in Le Temps in 1872.

The adaptation of this last (produced with immense success at

the Porte St Martin theatre on the 8th of November 1874)

and of another excellent tale, Michael Strogof (at the Ch&telet,

z88o), both dramas being written in conjunction with Adolphe
d'Ennery, proved the most acceptable of Verne's theatrical

pieces. The novels were translated into the various European
languages—and some even into Japanese and Arabic—and
had an enormous success in England. But aftec 1877, when he
published Hector Servadac, a romance of existence upon a comet,

the writer's invention began to show signs of fatigue (his kingdom
had been invaded in different directions and at different times

by such writers as R. M. Ballantyne, Rider Haggard and
H. G. Wells), and he even committed himself, somewhat un-

guardedly, to very gloomy predictions as to the future of the

noveL Jules Verne's own novels, however, will certainly long

continue to delight readers by reason of their sparkling style,

their picturesque verve—apparently inherited directly from

Dumas—their amiising and good-natured national caricatures,

and the ingenuity with which the love element is either sub-

ordinated or completely excluded. M. Verne, who was always

extremely popular in society, divided his time for the most
part between Paris, his home at Amiens and his yacht. He
was a member of the Legion of Honour, and several of his

romances were crowned by the French Academy, but he was
never enrolled among its members. He died at Amiens on
the 24th of March 1905. His brother, Paul Verne, contri-

buted to the Transactions of the French Alpine Club, and wrote

an Ascension du Mont Blanc for his brother's collection of

Voyages extraordinaires in 1874.

VERNET, the name of three,eminent French painters.

I. Claude Joseph Vernet (17x4-1789), who was bom at

Avignon on the 14th of August X714, when only fourteen years

of age aided his father, a skilful decorative painter, in the most
important parts of his work. But the panels of sedan chairs

could not satisfy his ambition, and he started for Rome. The
sight of the sea at Marseilles and his voyage thence to Civita

Vecchia made a deep impression on him, and immediately after

his arrival he entered the studio of a marine painter, Bernardino
Fergioni. Slowly but Surely Gaude Joseph made his way and
attracted notice. With a certain conventionality in design,

proper to his day, he allied the results of constant and honest

observation of natural effects of atmosphere, which he rendered
with unusual pictorial art. Perhaps no painter of landscapes
or sea-pieces has ever made the human figure so completely a

part of the scene depicted or so important a (actor in his'desigxL
" Others may know better," he said, with just pride, " how
to paint the sky, the earth, the ocean; no one knows better

than I how to paint a picture." For twenty years Vemet lived

on in Rome, producing views of se^>orts, storms, calms, moon-
lighu, &C., when he was recalled (1753) to Paris, and executed,
by royal command, the remarkable series of the seaports of

France (Louvre) by which he is best known. On his return he
became a member of the academy, but he had previously con«
tributed to the exhibitions of 1746 and following years, and he
continued to exhibit, with rare exceptions, down to the date
of his death, .which took place in his lodgings in the Louvre on
the jrd of December 1789. Amongst the very numerous en-

gravers of his works may be specially dted Le Has, Cochin,
Basan, Duret, Flipart and Le Veau in France, and in En^and
Vivares.

II. Antoine Cbasles HoiACE Vernet (i758>i835), com-
monly called Carle, the youngest child of the above-named,
was bom at Bordeaux in 1758, where his father was painting

the view from the chlteau of La Trompette (Louvre). He
showed, at the age of five, an extraordinary passion for drawing
horses, but went through the regular academical course as a
pupil of L^pici6. Strangely enough, on arriving in Italy after

carrying off the grand prix (178a), he lost all ambition and
interest in his profession, so that his father had to recall him
to France to prevent his entering a monastery. In Paris Carie
Vemet became himself again, lOid distinguished himsdf at the
exhibition of 179X by his " Triumph of Paulus Aemilius," a work
in which he broke with reigning traditions in rla^sira! subjects

and drew the horse with the forms he had learnt from nature
in stables and riding-schools. But the Revolution drew on, and
Carle Vemet's career for awhile seemed to end in the anguish
of his sister's death on the scaffold. When he again began to

produce, it was as the man of aiu)ther era: his drawings of

the Italian campaign brought him fre^ laiirek; his vast

canvas, the " Battle of Marengo," obtained great success; axid

for his " Morning of Austerlitz " Napoleon bestowed on him
the Legion of Honour. His hunting-pieces, races, landscapes,

and work as a lithographer (chiefly under the Restoration) had
also a great vogue. From Louis XVIIL he received the order

of St Michael. In 1827 he accompanied his son Horace (see

below) to Rome, and died in Paris on his return, on the 17th

of November X83S.

III. £uiLE Jean Horace Vernet (1789-1863), oonimonly
called Horace, bora in Paris on the 30th of Juite 1789, ^^is

one of the most characteristic, if ix>t one of the ablest, of the

military painters of France. He was just twenty when be
exhibited the " Taking of an Entrenched Camp "

—

m. work
which showed no depth of observation, but was distinguished

by a good deal of character. Ha picture of his own studio (the

rendezvous of the Liberals under the Restoration), in which he
represented himself painting tranquilly, whilst boxing, fendcg.
drum- and hom-playing, &r., were going on, in the midst of a

medley of vbiton, horses, dogs and modeb, is one of his best

works, and, together with his "Defence of the Barrier at

Clichy " (Louvre), won for him an inunense popularity. Enjoy-
ing equal favour with the court and with the oppo»ticui, be
was most improperly appointed director of the school of Fraxtce

at Rome, from X828 to X835, and thither he carried the atmo-
sphere of racket in which he habitually lived. After his return

the whole of the Constantine room at Versailles was decorated

by him in the short space of three years. This vast work
shows Vemet at his best and at his worst: as a picture it begins

and ends nowhere and the composition is all to pieces; but it

has good qualities of faithful and exact represcnution. lie

died at Paris on the X7th of January 1863. The twenty worka
which Were exhibited after his death confirmed his rtfmtaticn

for extraordinary facility; he had tried every sort of subject,

showing afiinity for all that was anecdotic rather than dramatic,

failing most wherever most was demanded of him. axid never

reaching either beauty of colour or dignity of line. Vemet
was, in short, a brilliant off-hand sketcher of all he saw, as he
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taid hinudr, " from his window," and even in this work there

was agood deal of affectation of the impromptu.

See Lagrange, Joseph Vemet et la pntUmre au XVHP sQcU (1861)

;

C. BUnc. La Vtnut (1845); A. Dayot. Im Vtmtt (1898).

VERNBUIL, PHILLIPPB iDOUARD POULLETIER DB
(1805-1873), French palaeontolopst, was bora in Paris on the

X3th of Febniary 1805. He was educated for the law, but

being of independent means he was free to follow his own
inclinations, and having attended lectures on geology by £lic

de Beaumont he was so attracted to the subject that he devoted

himself assiduously to the study of science. He spent several

years in travel through various parts of Europe, specially

examining the geology of the Crimea, on which he published an
essay {Mem. Sac. CM. Prance^ 1837). fie next investigated

the Devonian rocks and fossils of the Bas-Boulonnais; and in

X839 accompanied Sedgwick and Murchison in a study of the

older Palaeozoic rocks of the Rhenish provinces and Belgium,

the palaeontological results being communicated to the Geo-

logical Society of London in conjunction with D'Aichiac.

When Murchison commenced his geological examination of the

Russian empire, he requested de Verncuil to accompany him,

and the researches of the Utter were incorporated in the second

volume of The Geology oj Russia in Europe and Ike Ural Moun-
tains (1845). Subsequently de VeraeuU paid a visit to the

United States to study the history of the palaeozoic rocks in

that country, and the results were published in 1847 {BvU.

Soc. Gtol. Prance). In later years he nuuie numerous expedi-

tions into Spain, and his observations were embodied in Carle

giologique de VEspagne el du Portugal (1864), prepared in associa-

tion with E. Collomb. In 1853 the Wollaston medal of the

GeologTcal Society of London was awarded to him, and in x86o

he was elected a foreign member of the Royal Society. He
died in Paris on the 39th of May 1873.

VERNBUIL, a town of north-western France, In the depart-

ment of Eure, 34 m. S.S.W. of Evreux by rail. Pop. (1906)

3529. Verneuil, situated on the left bank of the Avre, has a
number of old houses and churches. Of the latter the roost

important is the church of La Madeleine (nth to X7th century),

the facade of which is flanked by an imposing square tower

of the first half of the x6th century, similar in origin and appear-

ance to the Tour de Beurre of Rouen cathedral. The church

contains old stained glass, an ironwork pulpit and other works
of art. The church of Notre Dame (x3th and x6th centuries)

possesses stone* carvings of the Romanesque period and good
stained glass. The Tour Grise is a fine cylindrical keep built

in XI 20 by Henry I., who fortified Verneuil as a stronghold

for the Norman frontier. The town rose to considerable

importance, and is said to have numbered as many as 25,000

inhabitants.

In 1434 the French were severely defeated by John, duke of

Bedford, under the walls of Verneuil, which was then surrendered

to the English; this victory confirmed the supremacy of the

English over the country north of the Loire. The town was
recaptured in X449. It carries on ironfoimding, dyeing and the

manufacture of machinery.
VBRNBY, the name of an English family which settled first

of all at Fleetmarston in Buckinghamshire, then at Penlcy in

Hertfordshire, and finally at Middle Claydon in Buckingham-
shire. Its pedigree goes back to Ralph de Verney (fl. X2ifr-

122$), but the fortunes of the family were made by Sir Ralph
Verney (d. X478), who was lord mayor of London in X465 and
M.P. for the city in X472. His eldest son, Sir John Verney,

married' Margaret, heiress of Sir Robert Whittingham of Penlcy,

and the fourth Sir Ralph Verney married in 1525 Elizabeth,

one of the six co-heiresses of John, Lord Braye. Sir Edmund
Verney of Penley (d. 1600) left two sons, half-brothers. Sir

Francis Verney (1584-16x5), who became a soldier of fortune

and a buccaneer, and died at Messina in hospital in extreme
poverty, and Sir Edmund Verney (i 590-1643) of Middle
Claydon, Bucks. Sir Edmund accompanied Prince Charies

and Buckingham on the aboitive mission to Madrid in 1623,

and was knight-marshal to King Charles I. When the Civil

War broke out the royal standard was entrusted to him at
Nottingham, and while defending it he was sUin at Edgchill
in X642. His eldest son. Sir Ralph Verney (X613-X696), xst

baronet, sat for Aylesbury in both the Short and the Long
parliaments. He took the side of the parliament at the outset
of the Civil War, but went abroad in 1643 rather than sign

the Covenant, and his estates were sequestrated in X646. He
returned to England in X653, and, though he refused to aa
against Cromwell, was subsequently reconciled to the Restora-
tion government. His brother. Sir Edmund (x6x6-x649), had
taken the king's side, and was one of those murdered in

cold blood by Cromwell's soldiers at the sack of Drogheda.
Sir Ralph Veraey's estates and honours descended to his son.

Sir John (c. x640-1 7 17), who was created Viscount Fermanagh
in the Irish peerage in X703 and was father of Ralph Veraey,
created Earl Verney in 1743. Earl Veraey's sister, Margaret
Veraey, by her marriage with Sir Thomas Cave, linked the
Veraey family a second time with the barony of Braye, and the
present Lord Braye's surname is Veraey-Cave. Earl Y^niey's
eldest son, John, predeceased him in X737, leaving a post-

huimous daughter, Mary (X737-X810), who was created Baroness
Fermanagh in X79a. His second son, Ralph, 2nd Eari Veraey
{c. X712-X79X), was a friend of Edmund Burke, who entered

parliament as Veraey's nominee for Wendover. Earl Veraey
was an ardent supporter of the Whig interest, but received

no reward from the party leaders. He rebuilt Claydon House
with great splendour from the plans of John Adam, but, with
his financial ventures, this brought him to bankniptcy. He
died childless in March 1791 and his titles became extinct.

The present Veraey family, of Claydon Hall, Buckingham-
shire, is descended in the male line from Felix Calvert (X596-1674)

of Little Hadham, Hertfordshire. The Right Hon. Sir Harry
Veraey, and baronet (180X-X894), was the son of Generaf
Sir Harry Calvert, G.C.B., created a baronet in x8i8. He
assumed the name of Veraey in compliance with the will of

Mary Veraey, Baroness Fermanagh, mentioned above. This lady
died unmarried, leaving the pateraal estates and the Veraey
portraits to her half-sister, Catherine Calvert (Mrs Wright),
known thenceforward as Mrs Veraey, on whose death in X827
they camf{ into the 'possession of her cousin. Sir Harry Calvert

(Veraey). Sir Harry Veraey entered the House of Conunons for

Buckin^m in X832, and remained a member of the House with
two short intervals for fifty-two years. He married in 1835
Eliza, daughter of AdmiraJ Sir George Johnstone Hope, K.C.B.,
M.P., and secondly Frances Parthenope Nightingale, sister of

Florence Nightingide.

Frances, Lady Verney, collected from the mats of papevB pre-
•ervcd at Claydon Hoiue the Memoirs of the Verney Famuy during
the Sepenteenih Century, which contain a charming picture of the
life and manners of the country gentlemen of that day. A second
edition, abridged and corrected by Margaret M. Verney, appeued
in 2 vols, in 1904. See also the Varuey Papers edited for the
Camden Society in 1853-1854.

The Verneys who hold the barony of Willoughby de Broke
descend from the Rev. Robert Baraard, prebendary of Win-
chester, who married in 1793 the Hon. Louisa Veraey Peyto,

daughter of John Peyto, X4th Baron Willoughby de Broke,

and co-heiress of her brother Henry, x6th baron. The Pcytos
inherited the Veraey esUtes in Warwickshire through Margaret
Greville (d. 1631), sister and heiress of Fulke Greville, Lord
Brooke (f-v.), who married Sir Richard Veraey of Compton
Murdac, Warwickshire. Robert John Baraard, x8th Baron
Willoughby de Broke, who took in X853 the surname of Verney
in lieu of Baraard, was the grandfather of the X9th Lord
Willoughby -de Broke (Richard Greville Veraey), who sat in

the House of Commons from 1895 to X900 for S.E. Warwick-
shire and succeeded to the title in X902.

VERNIER, PIERRB {c. X58o-i0^7), inventor of the instra-

ment which bears his name, was bora at Ornans (near Besancon)
in Burgundy about X580. He was for a considerable time com-
mandant of the castle in his native towir. In X63X he pub-

lished at Brassels a treatise entitled Construction, usage et

propriitis du quadrant noetveau de nuUhtmaiiques, in which
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the instniment awoditcd with hb name is dooibed. He died

at Onuuis in 1637.

The instniment invented by Vernier is frequently called a nonius,
particularly in Germany, after Pedro NuAes (1491-1^77). professor

of mathematics at the university of Coimbra; but this is incorrect,

as the contrivance described by the latter in his work De crepuscidis

(154a) is a different one, although the principle is praaically the
same. Nufiex drew on the plane of a quadrant 44 concentric arcs

divided respectively into 89, 88, 46 e9ual pansi and if the
alidade did not comcide with one of the divisions on the principal

arc, which was divided into 90 parts, the number of degrees in a
quadrant, it would fall more or less accurately on a division line

<H one of the auxiliary arcs, from which the value of the measured
ansle could be made out. This instrument was, however, very
dilhcult to make, and was but little used. Vernier proposed to
attach to a quadrant divided into half-dc^{rees a movable tector

of a length equal to 31 half-degrees, but divided into 30 equal parts,

whereby single minutes couki be read off by seeing which division

line of the "sector" coincided with a division line of the quadrant.
The idea had been mentioned by Christopher Clavius ( 537-1612)
in his Opera ma:h*maiicat i6ia (ii. 5 and iii. 10), but he did not
propose to attach permanently an arc divided in this way to the
alioade; this happy apfdication of the prindirfe at all events
belongs to Vernier.
The principle of tne vernier is readily Understood from the

following account : Let AB (see fig.) be the normal scale, i^, a
scale graduated according to a stan(&rd of length, CD, a scale (placed
in contact with AB for convenience) graduated so that 10 divisk>ns

equal 1 1 divisions of the scale AB, and EF a aeale placed similarly

and ^duated so that 10 divisions equal 9 divisions of the scale AB.
Consider the combtnatk>n AB and .CD. Obvwusly each division

1 ?; ,

'
,
'.'

,

j^iUllri'i'ij
of CD isA th greater than the normal scale division. Let a represent
a length to be measured, placed so that one end is at the sero of
the normal scale, and the other end in contact with the end of the
vernier CD marked 10. It b noted that graduatwn 4 of the vernier
coincides with a division of the standard, and the determination
of the excess of a over 3 scale divisions reduces to the difference of
7 divisions of the normal scale and 6 divisions of the vernier. This
IS '4, since each vernier division equals i-i scale division. Hence
the scale reading of the vernier which coincides with a graduation
of the normal scale gives the decimal to be added to the normal
scale reading. Now consider the scales AB and EF. and let /} be
the length to be measured; the scale EF being placed so that the
lero end b in contact with an end of ft. Obviously each division

of EF b Ath less than that of the normal scale. It is seen that
division t of the vernier coincides with a nonnal scale division, and
obviously the excess of ft over two normal scale divisions equab
\he difference between 6 normal scale divisions and 6 vernier
divisions, i.t. o-6. Thus again in this case the vernier reading
which coincides with a scale reading gives the decimal to be added
to the normal scale. The seconatypc of vernier is that more
commonly adopted, and its application to special appliances is

quite simple. For example, the nonnal scale to an English barometer
is graduated in i^ths of an inch. The vernier is such that 34
divisions of the nonnal scale equal a« of the vernier; each of the
latter therefore ia 'Ooa or |)»th inch less than the normal division.

In the scientific barometer, the normal scale is graduated in milli-

metres, and the vernier so that 30 scale divisions equal 19 mm.
This combination reads to 0*05 mm.
VBRinS MARTIN, a generic name, deprived from a dbtinguiahed

family of French artist-artificers of the iSth century, given

to a brilliant translucent lacquer extensively used in the decora-

tion of furniture, carriages, sedan chairs and a multitude of

small articles such as snuff-boxes and fans. There were four

brothers of the Martin family: Guillaume (d. 1749), Simon
£tienne, Julien and Robert (i 706-1 765), the two first-named

being the elder. They were the children of £tienne Martin, a
tailor, and began life as coach-painters. They neither invented,

nor claimed to have invented, the varnish which bears their

name, but they enormously improved, and eventually brought

to perfection, compositions and methods of applying them
which were already more or less familiar. Oriental lacquer

speedily acquired high favour in France, and many attempts
were made to imitate it. Some of these attempts were pass-

ably successful, and we can hardly doubt that many of the
examples in the possession of Loub XIV. at hb death were of

European manufacture. Chinese lacqner was, however, im-
ported in large quantities, and sometimes panels were made m
China from designs prepared in Paris, just as English coats of

arms were placed upon Chinese porcelain in its place off origin.

Biographical detaib of the career of the brothers >Martln are

scanty, but we know (hat the eldest was already in business in

1734. Their method and mrk must have come rapidly into

vogue, for in 1730 Guillaume and Simon fitienne Martin were
granted by letters patent a twenty years' monopoly, subse-

quently renewed, of making " toutes sortes d'ouvrages en relief

de la Chine et du Japon." At the hei^t of their fame the

brothers directed at iMSt three factories in Paris, and in 1748
they were all classed together as a " Manufacture nationale."

One of them was still in exbtence in 1785. The literature of their

day had much to sayof the frires Martin. In Voltaire's comedy
of NadifUf produced in 1749, mention is made of a beriime
" bonne et brillante, tons les panneauz par Martin sont vemb '*,

also in hb Premier discours tm PinigaliU des candiiions he
speaks of "des lambrb dor6s et vemb par Martin.'* The
marqub de Mirabeau in L'Ami des hommes refers to the enamelled

snuff-boxes and varnished carriages which came from the Martins'

factory. It b the fate of all the great artisU of the past to have
had their nances attached, by popubr rumour or interested

artifice, to a multitude of works which they never saw, and the

Martins have suffered considerably in thb respect. That the

quality of their production varied between very wide limiu b
esUblbhed by existing and undoubted examples; but it b
extremely improbable that even their three factories cotild have
turned out the infinite quantity of examples that has been

attributed to them. Vet their production was large and ex-

ceedingly miscellaneous, for such was the rage for their lacquer

that it was applied to every possible object. Nor need we be
surprised at a rage which was by no means confined to France.

At its best Vemis Martin has a splendour of sheen, a perfection

of polish, a beauty of translucence which compel the admiration
due to a consummate specimen of handiwork. Every variety

of the lacquer of the Far East was imitated and often improved
upon by the Martins—the black with raised gold ornaments, the

red, and finally in the wonderful green ground, powdered with

gold, they reached the high-water marie of their delightful ait.

Thb delicate work, paudrf and wavy-lined with gold or semii with

flowers overlaid with transparent enamel, b seen at its best on
small boxes, fans, needle-cases and- such-like. Of the larger

specimens from the Martins* factories a vast quantity has disap-

peared, or been cut up into decorative paneb. It would appear
that none of the work they placed in the famous hotels of dd
Paris b now in siiu, and it b to museums that we most go
for really fine examples—to the Mus6e de Qimy for an exquisite

children's sedan chair and the coach used by the French ambas-
sador to Venide under Lotus XV., to the Wallace collection for

the tables with richly chased mounts that have been attributed

to Dubob; to Fontainebleau for a famous commode. Even
the decorations of the apartments of the dauphin at VeisaiUes,

executed, or at least begun, in 1749, have vanished; so have
those at Bellevue. It has been generally accepted that of the

four brothers Robert Martin accompliaJied the moat original

and the most completely artbtic work. He left a son. Jean
Alexandre, who described himself in 1767 as " Vemisseur du Roi
de Prusse." He was employed at Sans Soud, but failed to

continue the great traditions of hb father and his uncks. The
Revolution finally extinguished a taste which had lasted for a
large part of the iSth century. Since then the ptoduction

of lacquer has, on the whole, been an industry rather than
an art. {J. P.-R)
VERNON, EDWARD (x684-i757)» English admiral, was bom

in Westnfinster on the zath of November 1684. He was the

second son of James Vernon, secretary of state from i^gr-

1700, a scion of an ancient Staffordshire family who » best

remembered by three volumes of hb letters to the duke of

Shrewsbury, which were published in 1841; and his mother
was Mary, daughter of Sir John Buck of Lincofaishire. Edward
Vemon was sent to Westminster school at the age of tevov
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acd remained there till he was ttzteen. Outside its walls he
studied, with a view to his future profession, such branches of

knowledge as geometry, geography and the construction of

military weapons. He entered the navy in 1 701, and from that

time until 1707 took part in many expeditions in the Mediter-

ranean and the West Indies. He served with Sir George Rooke
al the taking of Gibraltar in July 1704; and on his return to

England Queen Anne adcnowledged his gallantry with the

present of two hundred guineas. He next served in the West
Indies with Commodore Sir Charles Wager, a brave seaman,

who afterwards rose to the highest position at the admiralty

in the Whig ministry of Walpole, and was pitted against Vernon
both in the House of Commons and at the polling-booth. In

1715, and again in 1726, Vernon assisted in the naval operations

in the Baltic, supporting Sir John Norris in the first enterprise,

and on the latter serving under his old chief, Sir Charles Wager.
During the long supremacy of Walpole little opportunity arose

for distinction in warfare, and Vernon's energies found relief

in politics. At the general election of 173a he was returned for

both Dunwich in Suffolk and Penxyn in Cornwall, but chose

the latter constituency. In the succeeding parliament of 1727

he was again chosen member for Penryn; but he failed to

retain his seat after the dissolution in 1734. At this period

the English people regarded the Spaniards as their legitimate

enemies, and the ill-feeling of the two countries was fanned

both in poetry and in prose. The political anUgonisU of

Walpole charged him with pusillammity to Spain. With
Pulteney and most of his associates this battle-ground was
selected rather from expediency than from principle; but

Vernon represented the natural instincts of the sea-captain,

and with the sailor as with the soldier the motto was "No
peace with Spain." In debate he spoke often, and frequently

with effect, but his language always savoured of extravagance.

He pledged himself in 1739 to capture Porto Bello with a

squadron of but six ships, and the minister whom he had

assailed with his invectives sent him, as vice-admiral of the

blue and commander of the fleet in the West Indies, to the

enterprise with the force which he had himself called sufficient.

Vernon weighed anchor from Spithead on the 33rd of July

1739 and arrived off Porto Bello on 20th November. Next day

the combat began with a bombardment of an outlying fort

which protected the mouth of the harbour, and on the 92nd of

November the castle and town surrendered with a loss on the

English side of only seven men. The joy of the nation knew
no bounds. Vernon's birthday was celebrated in 1740 in

London with public illuminations, and 130 medals were struck

in his honour. In February 1741 in a by-election at Ports-

mouth Vernon was again sent to parliament. At the general

election in the following May he was returned for Ipswich,

Rochester and Penryn, and all but succeeded in winning-

Westminster.^ He elected to sit for Ipswich. A larger squad-

ron was placed under Vernon's command at the close of 1740,

and with this force he resolved upon attacking Cartagena.

After a fierce struggle, the castle, which stood at the harbour's

entrance, was gained; but in. the attack upon the city the

troops and sailors failed to act in concert, and, with tKe numben
of his forces thinned by combat and by disease, the British

admiral retired to Jamaica. The incidents of this disastrous at-

tempt are describ^ in Smollett's Roderick Random, chap, xxxi.,

&c. A similar enterprise in July 1741 against Santiago de

Cuba met with a similar reverse, and Vernon attributMl the

defeat to the divided command of the British forces. During

his command he did a good deal for the health of his crews.

He first introduced the custom of mixing the rum served to the

sailors m the West Indies with water. The word " grog " is

said to be derived from the nickname of " old Grog " given

him by the sailors, because he wore a peculiar grogram boat-

cloak. He landed at Bristol on the 6th of January 1743, and

on the a4th of January received the freedom of the city of

London. When the country dreaded the march of Prince

Charles to London, the fleet in the Downs was placed imder

' Giego's Parliamentary EkOians (London, 1686), pp. 9S-106.

the command of Vernon; but hisfealous disposition brooked no
interference from the admiralty, and on the xst of January 1746
he struck his flag and handed over the command to another.
His next act was to describe his grievances in a couple of angry
pamphlets, revealing the communications of his official chiefs,

and for this indiscretion he was struck off the list of flag officers

(April XX, 1746). He continued to represent the borough o(

Ipswich until his death, but with this proceeding his public

services practically ceased. He died suddenly at Nacton in

Suffolk, the 30th of (ktober 1757, and was buried in the chufch
of the village.

Vernon '• gallantry was unqucitioned; but his valour not infre-
auently degenerated into fooihardiaeM. and be dwelt more often
than is usual with British seamen on the merits of his own exploits.
Hb pditks were those of the Tory party, and his differences with
the Wbigt and with his coUea^es in the services led to his publishing
several pamphlets on hb political conduct. A Manorial efAibnirai
Vernon from Contemporary Authorities was printed by W. r. Vernon
for private circulation in 1861.

VERNON, a town of north-western Frsnce, in the depart-

ment of Eure, 19 m. E.N.E. of Evreux by road. Pop. (1906)

7274. Vernon stands on the left bank of the Seine opposite

jkhe forest of Vernon, a stone bridge liniting it to Vemonnet on
the right bank, where there are important stone quarries. The
forest of Bizy lies to the south of thie town. Its chureh is an in-

teresting building dating from the xath to the X5th centuries,

and there is a cylindrical keep built by Henry I. of England.
The port on the Seine carries on trade in stone and coal, and
the town has workshops for the manufacture of army engineer-

ing material and manufactures benzine, aniline dyes, wooden
shoes, liqueurs, &c.

Vernon in 1x96 was ceded by its count to Philip Augustus,
Richard L resigning his suserainty. The first Estates of Nor-
mandy were held at Vernon in X452.

VEROLI (anc Verulae), a town and episcopal see of the
province of Rome, Italy, xo m. by road N.E. of Frosinone,

X870 ft. above sca-leveL Pop. (x90x) 2622 (town); x 2,655
(commune). The town is situated on a lull in a strong position

with a fine view, on the site of the ancient Hernican town of

Verulae, 7 m. S.E. of Aletrium. It retains remains of its

ancient polygonal enceinte, especially near the summit of the

hill, later occupied by a medieval castle. It is hardly men-
tioned in history: we know that it became a munidpium
in 90 B.c The cathedral treasury contains the breviary of

5. Louis of Toulouse, and some interesting reliquaries, one in

ivory with bas-reliefs, and two in the Gothic style, of silver

VBRON, LOUIS DBSIRB (x798-1867),.French publicist, was
bom at Paris on the 5th of April 1798. In 1829 he founded
the Rmu de Paris, and from 1838 to 1852 was owner and
director of the Constitniionndt in which he published in Eugtee
Sue's Wandering Jew. It was also during V6ron's direction and
at his suggestion that Sainte-Beuve contributed the Causeries

du lundi. From 183X-1835 he was director of the Paris Opera.

In 1852 he was elected to the Corps L^gislatif as an official

candidate. He was the author of various books, of which the

best known is MHnaires d'un bourgeois de Paris (X853-1855).

He died in Paris on the 27th of September 1867.

VArON, PIERRE (183X-1900), French publicist, was bom in

Paris on the X9th of April X83X, and in X854 published his first

book, a volume of verse. In 1858 he joined the staff of Ckarivari,

and edited that paper from X865-99. He was the author of

a large number of novels dealing with Parisian life, and for many
years his rooms in the Rue de Rivoli were the meeting-place

of the most famous French literary, artistic and political cele-

brities. He died in Paris on the 2nd of November X900.

VERONA, a city and episcopal see of Venetia, Italy, the

capital of the province of Verona, situated 194 ft. abpve sea-level

in a loop made by the winding of the Adige (anc. Atkesis),

Pop. (1906) 6x,6x8 (town); 79,574 (commune). It is 93 m. E.

of Milan and 71 m. W. of Venice by rail, and is also the point of

departure of the main lines to Mantua and Modena and to the

Brenner, while a branch line runs N.W. to (^apiino, another S^B
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to Legnago, and steam traiiMrays to Cologna Veneta, Coriano
andS. Giacsmo.

' The basilica of S. Zeno (an early bishop of Verona who became
Its patron saint), which stands outside the ancient city, is one

(;ji„ffyg^
of the most interesting Romanesque churches in Italy.

The church was remodelled in 1x39, to which period

much of the existing structure belongs, including the richly

sculptured west front and the open confasio or crypt, which

occupies the eastern half of the church, raising the choir high

aboye the nave. The nave, dating from the ixth century, is

supported by alternate colunms and pillars, and contains

frescoes of the xith-x4th centuries^ The cloisters of S. Zeno,

rebuilt in 1x23, are an interesting example of brick and marble

construction. Like many other churches in Verona, S. Zeno is

mainly built of mixed brick and stone in alternate bands: four

or five courses of fine red brick lie between bands of hard cream-

coloured limestone or marble, forming broad stripes of red and
white all over the walL A similarly variegated effect in red and
white is produced by building the arches of windows and doors

with alternating voussoirs in brick and marble. The neighbour-

hood of Verona is especially rich in fine limestones and marbles

of many different kinds, especially a close-grained cream-

coloured marble and a rich mottled red marble, which are largely

used, not only in Verona, but also in Venice and other cities of

the province. The same quarry produces both kinds, and indeed

the same block is sometimes half red and half white. On the

north side of the church is a lofty tower, called the tower of

Peppin; while the slender brick campanile on the south dates

from XC45 to XX78.

• The cathedral, consecratedm 1x87 by Pope Urban m., stands

at the northern extremity of the andent dty, by the bank of the

Adige; it is inferior in size and importance to S. Zeno, but has

a fine xath<entury west front of equal interest, richly decorated

with naive Romanesque sculpture (1x35). The rest of the

exterior is built in bands of led and white, with slightly pro-

jecting pilasters along the walls; it has a noble cloister, with two
storeys of arcading. The campanile by Sanmichele is unfinished.

Its baptistery, rebuilt early in the i ath century, is a quite separate

building, with nave and apse, forming a church dedicated to

S. Giovanni in Fonte. Pope Ludus III., who held a council at

Verona in X184, is buried in the cathedral, under the pavement
before the high altar. The Dominican church of S. Anastasia

b a mine of wealth in eariy examples of painting and sculp-

ture, and one of the finest buildings in Italy of semi-Gothic style.

It consists of a nave in six bays, aisles, transepts, each with

two eastern chapels, and an apse, all vaulted with simple

quadripartite brick groining. It was begun in X26x, but not

completed till 1422, and is specially remarkable for its very

beautiful and complete scheme of coloured decoration, much of

which is contemporary with the building. The vaults are grace-

fully painted with florcated bands along the ribs and central

patterns in each " cell," in rich soft colours on a white plastered

ground. The eastern portion of the vaulting, induding the

choir and one bay of the nave, has the older and simpler

decorations; the rest of the nave has more daborate painted

ornament—^foliage mixed with figures of Dominican saints,

executed in the 15th century. There are many fine frescoes in

the interior ranging from c. 1300 (knights kneeling before the

Virgin) to the 15th century, induding Pisanello's beautiful

painting of St George (mentioned below). This church also

contains a large number of fine sculptured tombs -of the 14th

and 15th centuries, with noble effigies and rdiefs of saints and
sacred subjects. It is mainly built of red brick, with fine nave
columns of red and white marble and an elaborate marble pave-

ment inlaid in many different patterns. Its general proportions

are specially noble, and the exterior view is good. The church

of S. Fermo Maggiore comes next in interest. With the

exception of the crypt, which is older, the existing edifice was
rebuilt in 1313. The fagade is of brick and marble used alter-

nately. The plan is unusual, consisting of a large nave without
aisles, the span being between 45 and 50 ft.; it also has two
shallow transepts and an apsidal east end. The roof/ which is

especially magnificent, Is the finest example ojf a dasa which as a
rule is only found in Venetia of in churches built by Venetian
architects in Istria and other subject provinces: the framing
is concealed by coving or barrel-vaulting in wood, the surface of

which is divided into small square panels, all painted and gQt,

giving a very rich effect In this case the X4th and 15th century
painted decorations are well preserved. Delicate patterns cover
all the framework of the panelling and fill the panels themselves;

at two stages, where there is a db«± in the line of the coving,

rows of half-figures of saints are minutdy painted on blue or gold

grounds, forming a scheme of indescribably splendid decoration.

A simpler roof of the same dass exists at S. Zeno; it is trefoil-

shaped in section, with a tie-beam joining the cusps. The
church of S. Maria in Organo, dating from X48x, with a facade
of 1592 from Sanmichde*s designs, oMitains paintings by
various Veronese masters, and some fine dKHr-slalls <^ 1499 by
Fra Gioconda. Though not built till after his death, the chureh
of S. Giorgio in Braida, on the other side of the river, was also

designed by Sanmichele, and possesses many good pictures of

the Veronese schooL The Romanesque church of S. Lorenzo, re-

stored in 1896-X898, contains old frescoes. S. Stefano is another
Romanesque church, probably of the xxth century. There are

several other fine churches in Verona, some of eariy date. One
of the 14th century is dedicated to Thomas i Becket of Canter-
bury.

The strongly fortified castle (Castel Veochio) built by the

Delia Scala lords in the X4th century stands on the line of the wail

of Theodoric, dose by the river. A very piaureaque BrMgn
battlemented bridge leads from it to the other shore, mm4
sloping down over three ardics of different sizes, the *rtiifc»

largest next to the castle and the smallest at the other
''***'

end. There are four other bridges across the Adige: one, the
graceful Ponte di Pietra, rests upon andent foundations, while
the two arches nearest to the left bank are Roman; but it has
been frequently restored. Remains of another andent bridge
were found In the river itself in 1891 bdiind S. Aiustasia. The
x6th-century lines of fortificatwn endose a very much larger area
than the Roman dty, forming a great loop to the west, and also

induding a considerable space on the left bank of the river.

In the latter part of the dty, on a steep devation, stands the
castle of St Peter, originally founded by Theodoric, on the site,

perhaps, of the earliest dtadd, mostly rebuilt by Gian Galeazzo
Visconti in 1393, and dismantled by the French in x8ox. This
and the other fortifications of Verona were rebuilt or repaired
by the Austrians, but are no longer kept up as military defences.

Verona, which is the chief military centre of the Italian province
of Venetia, is now being surrounded with a drde of foils far

outside the obsolete dty walls.

The early palaces of Verona, before^its conquest by Venice,

were of noble and simple design, mostly built of fine red brick,

with an inner court, sufrounded on the ground flow oM^cHk
by open arches like a doister, as, for example, the
Palazzo della Ragione, an assize court, begun in the x 2th century.
The arches, round or more often pointed in form, were decorated
with moulded terra-ootta enrichments, and often with akcmating
voussoirs of marble. The Scaligeri Palace is a fine examr^e,
dating from the X4th century, with, in the cortfle, an exterzuil

staircase leading to an upper loggia, above the usual arcade on
the ground floor. It has a lofty campanile, surmounted by a
graceful octagonal upper storey. This palace is said to have
been mainly built by Can Signorio (Delia Scala) about X37a
After the conquest hy Venice the doxnestic buildings of Verona
assumed quite « different type. They became feeble copies

of Venetian palaces, in which one form of window, witb an ogee
arch, framed by the dentil moulding, is almost always used.

The monotony and lifelessness of this form of architecture are
shown in the meaningless way in which details, suited only to

the Venetian methods of veneering walls with thin noaible sUl»,
are copied in the soUd marbles of Verona. From the skill of

Fra Giocondo, Verona was for many years one of the chid
centres in which the most refined and graceful forms of the

eariy Renaissance were devdoped. The town hall, with its
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Ught open logg^ of semicircular arches on the ground floor,

was designed by Fra Giocondo towards the end of the xsth
century; its sculptured enrichments of pilasten and friezes

are very graceful, though lacking the vigorous life of the
earlier medieval sculptured ornamentation. Verona contains

a number of handsome palaces designed by Sanmichele in the

J6th century. The finest are those of the Bevilacqua/ Canossa
and Pompeii families. The last of these is now the property

of the city, and contains a gallery with some good pictures,

espedaUy of the Verona, Padua and Venice schools. As in Venice,

many of the x6th-century palaces in Verona had stuccoed

facades, richly decorated with large fresco paintings, often

by very able painters. Verona, perhaps, had as many of these

paintings as any town in Italy, but comparatively few are

preserved and diose only to a small extent. The domestic

architecture of Verona caimot thus be now fairly estimated, and
seems monotonous, heavy and uninteresting.' The house of the

painter Niccolo Giolfino still has its frescoes in a good state of

preservation, and gives a vivid notion of what must once have
been the effea of these gorgeous pictured palaces. The epis-

copal palace contains the andent and valuable chapter library,

of about 13,000 volumes and over 500 MSS., among them
the palimpsest of the Instilutwnes of Gaius which Niebuhr
discovered. The Piazza delle Erbe (fruit and vegetable market)

and the Piazza del Signori, adjoining one another

in the oldest part of the dty, are very picturesque

and beautifid, being surrounded by many fine medieval buildings,

several of them of a public character (Palazzo dd Giureconsulti,

Palazzo della Ragione and the lofty Torre Civica, 273 ft.

high), while in the north-east comer of the latter Piazza is

the fiine early Renaissance Palazzo dd Consiglio (1476-1492),
probably designed by Fra Giocondo. In the former Piazza a
copy of the lion of Venice has been erected.

The Roman remains of Verona surpass those of any other city
of northern Italy. The most conspicuous of them is the great

Rommm amphitheatre, a building perhaps of the end of the ist

„n^,fc,, century a.d., which in general form closdy resembled
the Colosseum in Rome. Its axes measured 509 and

40^ ft. Almost the whole of its external arcades, with three tiers of
arches, have now disappeared: it was partly thrown down by an
earthquake in 118^. and subsequentljr used to supply building
materials. Many of its blocks are still visible in the walls of various

' medieval buildings. The interior, with seaU for about 25,00a
people, has been frequently restored, till nothing of the old seats
exists. There are also remains of a well-preserved Roman theatre,
close to the left bank of the river. A number of fine sculptures
were found in the square in front of the cathedral in 1890, and
architectural fragments belonging to some publk: building. In
1884-86 portions of a number of fine mosaic pavements were du-
covered extending over a very laive area under the cloister and other
parts of the cathedral, about 7 ft. bdow the present ground level.

They had geometric patterns with birds, trees, &c., and bore inscrip-

tions in mosak with the names of the donors. Parts of them had
been discovered previously. They seem to belong to two different
buildings, both eariy churches of the 5th and 6th centuries a.d. (cf.

Holiti* deM Scavit 1884, 401). For the two triumphal arches (Porta
dd Bosan and Porta dd Leoni) see below. The Museo Lapidario
contains a fine collection of Roman and Etruscan inscriptions and
sculpture, mostly collected and published by Sdpbne MafTd in the
18th century.

Veronese Art.—In many respects the resemblance between Verona
and Florence is very striking ; in both cases we have a strongly
fortified city built in a fertile valley, on the banks of a windmg
river, with suburbs on higher ground, rising close above the main
city. In architectural magnificence and in wealth of sculpture and
pamting Verona almost rivalled the Tuscan city. and. like it, gave
birth to a very huge number of artists who distinguished themsdves
in all branches of the fine arts.

Painting in Verona may be divided into four periods. (i<) The
first period is characterized by wall paintings of purely native style,

Pgj^fl^ dosely resembling the earfy Christian pictures in the cata<
combs of Rome. Examples dating from the loth to the

nth century have been discovered hMden by whitewash on the
oldest parts of the nave walls of the church of S. Zeno. They are
a very interesting survival of the almost classical Roman style of
paintmg, and appear to be quite free from the generally prevalent
Byzantine influence. (iL) The Byzantine period seems to have

' The valuable collection of works of art once preserved in
Bevilacqua Palace has k>ag been dispersed.

the

lasted dunng the xath and X3th centuries, (iil) The Giottesque
period begins contemporaneously with Altichiero da Zevk> and
Giacomo degli Avanzi, whose chief works were executed during the
second half of the 14th century. These two painters were among the
ablest of Giotto's followers, and adorned Verona and Padua with a
number of very beautiful frescoes, rich in composition, delkate in
colour, and remarkable for their highly finished mbddling and detail,
(iv.) To the fourth period belong several important painters.
Pisanello or V^ttore Pisano, a. charming painter and the greatest
medallist of Italy, was probably a pupil of Altichiero.* Most of his
frescoes in Verona have perished; but one of great beauty still

exisu in a very perfect state in the church of S. Anastasia, high up
over the arched opening into one of the eastern chapels of the south
transept. The scene reprcsenu St George and the Princess after
the conquest of the Dragon, with accessoiy figures, the sea, a
mountainous landscape and an elaborately painteJcity in the back-
ground. The only other existing fresco by Pisanello is an Annun-
ciation in S. Fermo Maggiore. For Pisanello's pupils and other
painters of subsequent date, see Painting. These include Liberale
da Verona, Domenico and Francesco Morone, Girdamo dai Ubri
(1474-1556), &c. Domenkodd Rkxio, usually nicknamed Brusasoid
(1404-1567), was a prolific painter whose works are very numerous
in Verona. Pado Cagliari or Paul Veronese, and the Bonifagios,
though natives of Verona, bdong rather to the Venetian schod.

Verona is specially rkh in eariy examples of decorative sculpture.

GO The first period is that of northern or Lombardic influence,
exemplified in the very intercsdng series of reliefs which ^. .._

cover the western facades of the church of S. Zeno and the SIT
cathedral, daring from the 12th century. These relids

^^
represent both sacred subjects and scenes of war and hunting,
mixed with grotesaue monsters, such as specially delighted the rude,
vigorous nature 01^ the Lombards; they are all richly decorative in
effect, though strange and unskilful in detail. Part of the western
bronze doors of S. Zeno are especially interesting as bdng among the
eariiest important examples in Italy of cast bronse reliefs. They are
frequently sUted to be of beaten bronze, but they are really castings,
apparently by the cire perdue process. They represent scenes from
the life of S. Zeno, are rudely modelled, and yet very dramatic and
sculpturesciue in style. Parts of thofe doors are covered with
bronae relids of scenes from the Bible, which are of still earlier date,
and were probably brought to Verona from the Rhine provinces.
Many of the lath century reliefs and sculptured capiuis m S. Zeno
are signed by the sculptor but these merely constitute lists of names
about whom nothing is known, (ii.) In the 13th century the
sculpture seems to have k)st the Lombard vigour, without acquiring
any qualities of superior nace or refinement. The font In the
baptistery near the cathedral is an early example of this. Each
nde of the octagon is covered with a large relid of a Biblical subject,
very dull in style and coarse in execution. The font itself w inter-
esting for its early form, one common in the chief baptisteries of
northern Italy: like an island in the centre of the great octagonal
tank isalobed marble receptade, in which the officiating priest stood
while he immersed the catechumens. A movable wooden bridge
must have been used to enable the priest to cross the water in the
surrounding tank, (iii.) The next period is that of Florentine
influence. This is exemplified in the magnificently sculptured
tombs of the Della Scala lords, designed i^ith steadily growing
splendour, from the simple sarcophagus of Martino I. down to the
elaborate erectkui over the tomb of the fratricide Can Signorio,
adorned with statuettes of the virtues, to the possession of which he
could lay so little claim.* The recumbent effigies and decorative
details 01 these tombs are very beautiful, but tM smaller figures of
angels, saints and virtues are rather clumsy in proportwn. The
.latest tomb, that of Can Signorio. erected during hb lifetime (c. 1370),
is signed " Boninus de Campigliono Mediolanenns Dioecesis." This
sculptor, though of Milanese origin, belongs really to the school of the
Florentine Andrea Pisana One characteristic of the 14th and 15th
centuries in Verona was the custom^ also fdlowed in other Lom-
bardic cities, of setting large equestrian statues over the t<»nbs of
powerful military leaders, in some cases above the recumbent effigy

of the dead man, as if to represent him in full vigour of life as well as
in death. That which crowns the canopy over the tomb of Can
Grande is a very noble, though somewhat quaint, work, (iv.) In
the 15th century the influence of Venice became paramount, though
this was really only a further devdopment of the Florentine manner,
Venice itself having been directly influenced in the 14th century by
many able sculptors from Florence.
The architecture of Verona, like iu sculpture, passed through

Lombard, Florentine and Venetian stages. (L) The churdi of
S. Zeno and thecathedrsl, both ofwhichweremainly rebuilt ^^ , ,

in the 12th century, are noble examples of the Lombardic ^.^
style, with few single-light windows, aixi with the walls

"""^
decorated externally by series of pilasters, and by alternating bands
of red and white, in stone or bnck. The arches of this penod are

' There is every reason to doubt Vasari*s statement that Pisandlo
was a pupil of Andrea del Castagno.

*See an doquent description by Raskin, Stones ^ Vemice, iii.

pp.70seq.
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emicircular and rest on round oolumni and capital*, richly carved
,irith jEroteaque figures and foliage. Most of the external omamenU-
tion IS usually concentrated on the western front, which often has a
lofty arched porch on marble columns, resting on griffins or lions

devouring their prey. (iL) The Florentine period (c. 1350 to 1400)
is represented by the church of S. Anastasia. and by many more or

lets mutilated palaces, with fine couru surrounded by arcades in

one or more storeys. The arches are mostly pointed, and in other
respects the influence of northern Gothic was more direct in Verona
than in Florence. Solidity of mass and sim^icitv of detail are

among the characteristics ot this period, (iii.) The Venetian period

(c. i400-i4£o) was one of little orinnality or vigour, the buildings

of this date being largely rather dull copies ci those at Venice,

(iv.) The eariy Renaissance developed into very exceptional beauty
in Verona, mainly through the genius of Fra Giocondo (1435-1514),
a native' of Verona, wto was at first a friar in the monastery of

S. Maria in Organo. He rose to great cdebrity as an architect, and
designed many graceful and richly sculptured buildi^ id Venice,

Rome and even m France; he used classical forms with great taste

and skill, and with much of the freedom <A the older medieval archi-

tects, and was specially remarkable forhu rich and delicate sculptured

decorations. Another of the leading architects of the next stage of the
Renaissancewas theVeronese MicheleSanmichele (1484-1 559), a srcat
military engineer, and designer of an immense number of ma^incent
palaces in Verona and other cities of Venetia. His buildings are
stately and gFsoefid in proportion, but show a tendency towards
dull scholastic classicism. The fagadcs of his palaces were in the
lowier storey only decorated by rustication, of which he made great

use, while the upper part was intended to be decorated with frescoes,

which (as we have nid) have in most cases perished. To him are

ajao due the various gates and the most imjwrtant bastions in the
walls of Verona. In consequence of the disastrous flood of i8Sa,

important embtankment works were executed along the Adige at

a cost of £300,000. These works preclude all danser of future

inundation. In addition to the Adige embankment, other hydraulic

works have been either comoleted or underuken. An irrigation

canal, deriving water from the Sega, fumbhes ii| cuIhc metres
per second to the fields of the upper Veronese district. The
Camuxzoni industrial canal, which runs from the Chievo di

S. Massimo to the suburb of Tombetta, furnishes 26 cubic metres
of water per second, and generates 4000 horse-power. The cutting

of 'this canal led to the constructipn of an aqueduct for drinking

water, which, besides supplying the city, furnishes an ice factory

with enough water to make 200 quintals of ice per day. The motive-
power generated by the Camuxsoni canal is utilised by a large nail

factory, flour mills, paper mills, cotton mills and works lor the
distribution of electric energy.
The Adige embankment gave an impetus to building enterprise,

the banks of the river being now flanked by villas and large dwcdling-

houses.

Hislory.—Tht ancient Verona was a town of the Cenomani,

a Gaulish tribe, whose chief town was Brixia. It became a

Latin colony in 89 B.C. and, acquiring citizenship with the rest of

Gallis Transpadana in 49 B.C., became a municipium. Tacitus

wron^y speaks of it as a colony; but it appears to have received

a new colony under Gallienus. In the time of Augustus it was

inferior to Patavium in importance, but on a parwith Mediolanum,

and superior to Brixia and other towns of the district. Inscrip-

tions testify to its importance—among others one which indi-

cates that it was the headquarters of the collectors of the 5%
inheritance tax under the Empire in Italy beyond the Po.

Its territory stretched as far as Hostilia on the Padus (Po), 30 m.

to the south, and was exten^ve on other sides also, though its

exact limits are uncertain. It was an important point in the

road system of the district, lying on that between Mediolanum

and Aquileia, while here diverged to the north the roads up the

Athesis valley and over the Brenner into Raetia, and to the

south roads ran to Betriacum, Mantua and Hostilia. It was the

birthplace of the poet Catullus. In ajd. 69 it became the head-

quarters of the legions which were siding with Vespasian. Its

fertile surroundings, its central position at the junction of

several great roads, and the natural strength of its position,

defended by a river along two-thirds of its circumference, all

combined to make Verona one of the richest and most important

cities in northern Italy, although its extent within the walls was
not large. The existing remains of walls and gates date from
the period between the 3rd of April and the 4th of December of

the year 365. A very handsome triumphal arch, now called

the Porta de' Borsari, was restored in this year by Gallienus

(as the inscription upon it, which has taken the place of an older

one, cancelled to make room for it, records), and became one of

the dty gates. It is a double arch, and above it an two otden
of smaller arcades. The same was the case with the Porta
dei Leoni, another rather similar triumphal arch on the east

of the dty, and with a third arch, the Arco dri Gavi, drmolishfd

in 1805. This last aeems to have bdonged to the ist ccntniy

AJ>.; remains of it are preserved in the amphitheatre. It took
its name from the family in whose honour it was erected;

the architect was one L. Vitruvius (^erdo, possibly a popfl and
freedman of the famous writer on architecture. The Porta, dd
Leoni, on the other hftnd, bears the name of Tiberius Flavius

Noricus, a quaUucrtir iure dicundo, i.e. ooe of the four chief

magistrates of the dty (probably snd century aj>.). The
original line of walls did not include the amphitheatre, but
passed N.E. of it; it was, however, afterwards induded in the
enceinte as a kind of massive comer tower.' The cmpeioc
Constantine, while advancing towards Rome from Gaul, berieged

and took Verona (312); it was here, too, that Odoacer was
defeated (499) by Theodoric the Goth, Dietrich von Bern—
i.e. Verona—of (jerman legends, who built a castle at Vciona
and frequently resided there. He enlarged the fortified area by
constructing a wall and ditch (now called Adigetto) straight

across the loop, to the S.W. of the amphitheatre, and also bvSti

thermae and restored the acqueducts^ which had long been
out of use.

In the middle ages Verona gradually grew in size, and im-
portance. Alboin, the Lombard king, captured it in 568, and
it was one of the chief residences of the Lombard, and later of

the Prankish, monarchs; and though, like other dties of northern
Italy, it suffered much during theGudph and Ghibelline strug^es,'

it rose to a foremost position both from the pditical and the

artistic point of view under its various rulers of the Scalis^ or
Delia Scala family. The first prominent member of this family

and founder of his dynasty was Mastino L della Scala, who
ruled over the dty from 1260 till his death in 1277. Verona had
previously fallen under the power of a less able despot, Tlrrrlino

da Romano, who died in 1259. Alberto deUa Scala (died in

1301) was succeeded by his ddest son Bartolomeo, who was
confirmed as ruler of Verona by the popular vote, and died

in X304. It was in his time that Romeo and Juliet are said to

have lived. Alboino, the second son, succeeded fa» brother,

and died in Z3X1, when the youngest son of Alberto, Can Grande,
who since 1308 had been joint-lord of Verona with his brother,

succeeded to the undivided power. Can Grande (Francesco

della Scala, d. X329) was the best and most illastrious of his

Une, and is specially famous as the hospitable patron of Dante
iq.v.). Other princes of this dynasty, which lasted for rather

more than a century, were Giovanni (d. 1350), Mastino IL
(d. X351), Can Grande II. (d. 1359) and Can Signorio (d. 1375)-

In X389 Gian Galeazzo Visconti, duke of Milan, became by
conquest lord of Verona. Soon after his death the dty fell by
treacherous means into the hands of Francesco II. di Carrara,

lord of Padua. In X404'-X405 Verona, together with Padua,

was fixudly conquered by Venice, and renuiined subject to the

Venetians till the overthrow of the republic by Napoleon in

X797, who in the same year, after the treaty of Campo Fonnio,

ceded it to the Austrians with the rest of Venetia^ They
fortified it strongly in X814, and with Peschiera, Mantxu and
Legnago it formed part of the famous quadrilateral which until

x866 was the chief support of their rule in Italy.

See the various works by Sdpione Maffd (Verona Itttatnla.

1728; Museum Verominse, 1749); ^^^ "^^ Mommsen in Corp.

Inscr. Latin (Berlin. 1883), v. p. 327 (with bibliography); A. WieU
TTie Story of Verona (London, 1902): Notine deejli sum, psssaa;
E. Giani, L' Antico tealro di Verona (Verona, 1908).

U. H. M.; T. As.)

VEROHA, CONGRESS OF, the last of the series of mter-

national conferences or congresses based on the prindpk
enundated in Art. 6 of the treaty of Paris of November 20th,

x8x5 (see EmopE, History), It met at Verona on the 20th

* The view of some scholara is that the original walls were eaifier

than the time of Gallienus, who reconstructed them on the old Uses,

taking in, however, the amphitheatre:
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of October xSas. The emperor Alexander I. of Russia was
present in person There were also present G>unt Nesselrode,

the Russian minister of foreign affairs; Prince Metternich,

representing Austria; Prince Hardenberg and Count Bems-
torff, representing Prussia; MM. de Montmorency and Chateau-
briand, representing France; and the duke of Wellington,

representing Great Britain in place of Lord Londonderry
(Castlereagh), whose tragic death occurred on the eve of his

setting out to the congress.

In the instructions drawn up by Londonderry for his own
guidance, which had been handed to Wellington by Canning
without alteration, was clearly defined the attitude of Great
Britain towards the three questions which it was supposed
would be discussed, viz. the Turkish Question (Greek insurrec-

tion), the question of intervention in favour of the royal power
in Spain, together with that of the revolted Spanish colonies,

and the Italian Question. As regards the latter it was laid

down that Great Britain could not charge herself with any
superintendence of a system in which she had merely acquiesced,

and the duty of the British minister would be merely to keep
himself informed, and to see that nothing was done " incon-

sistent with the European system and the treaties." To make
this attitude quite clear, Wellington was further instructed not

to hand in his credentials until this question had been disposed

of, his place being meanwhile taken by Lord Londonderry
(Stewart), Castlereagh 's half-brother and successor in the title,

who had fulfilled the same function at Troppau and Laibach.

In the Spanish (^estion Wellington was to give voice to the

uncompromising opposition of Great Britain to the whole
principle of intervention. In the Turkish Question, the prob-

able raising of which had alone induced the British govern-

ment to send a plenipotentiary to the congress, he was to

suggest the eventual necessity for recognizing the belligerent

rights of the Greeks, and, in the event of concerted interven-

tion, to be careful not to commit Great Britain beyond the

limits of good offices.

The immediate problems arising out of the Turkish Question

had, however, been settled between the emperor Alexander and
Mettemich, to their mutual satisfaction, at the preliminary

conferences held at Vienna in September, and at Verona the

only question raised was that of the proposed French interven-

tion in Spain. The discussion was opened by three questions

formally propounded by Montmorency: (i) Would the Allies

withdraw their ministers from Madrid in the event of France

being compelled to do so? (a) In case of war, under what
form and by what acts would the powers give France their

moral support, so as to gyre to her action the force of the

Alliance, and inspire a salutary fear in the revolutionaries of

all countries ? (3) What material aid would the powers give,

if asked by France to intervene, under restrictions which she

would declare and they would recognize?

The reply of Alexander, who expressed his surprise at the

desire of France to keep the question '* wholly French, ** was
to offer to march 150,000 Russians through Germany to Pied-

mont, where they could be held ready to act against the Jacobins

whether in Spain or France. This solution appealed to Metter-

nich and Montmorency as little as to Wellington; but though

united in opposing it, four days of " confidential communica-
tions " kcvealed a fundamental difference of opinion between

the representative of Great Britain and those of the continental

powers on the main point at issue. Wellington, firmly based

on the principle of non-intervention, refused to have anything

to do with the suggestion, made by Mettemich, that the powers

should address a common note to the Spanish government in

support of the action of France. Finally, Mettemich proposed

that the Allies should "hold a common language, but in

separate notes, though uniform in their principles and objects."

This solution was adopted by the continental powers; and
Wellington, in accordance with his instmctions not to counten-

ance any intervention in Spanish affairs, took no part in the

conferences that followed. On the 50th of October the powers

lumded in their formal replies to the French memorandum.
XXVII 17*

Russia, Austria and Prussia would act as France should in

respect of their ministers in Spain, and would give to France
every countenance and assistance she might require, the details
** being reserved to be specified in a treaty." Wellington* on
the other hand, replied on behalf of Great Britain that " having
no knowledge of the cause of dispute, and not being able to

form a judgment upon a hypothetical case, he could give no
answer to any of the questions."

Thus was proclaimed the open breach of Great Britain with
the principles and policy of the Great Alliance, which is what
gives to the congress its main historical interest.

See Cambridge Modem Hut., chap. !. " The Congresses." by W.
Alison Phillips, and for authorities, ibid. p. 787. (W. A. P.)

\

VERONAL, in medicine, diethylmalonyl urea or diethyl-

barbituric acid (CsH«)tC[CO NU]sCO, extensively used as a
hypnotic. It is prepared by condensing diethylmalonic ester

with urea in the presence of sodium ethylate, or by acting

with ethyl iodide on the silver salt of malonyl urea; it forms
a white crystalline powder, which is odourless, and has a
slightly bitter taste. Its introduction followed the investiga-

tions of Emil Fischer and J. v. Merling on the pharmacological

properties of certain open and closed ureides. Led thereto by
the impression that hypnotic action appears to be largely

dependent on the presence of ethyl groups, they prepared

diethylacetyl urea, diethylmalonyl urea, and dipropylmsdonyl

urea. ' All three were found to be hypnotics: the first was
about equal in power to sulphonal, whilst the third was four

times as powerful, but its use was attended by prolonged after-

effects. Veronal was found to be midway. It is best given

in cachets ( 10 to 1 5 grains). As it does not affect the circulatory

or respiratory systems, or temperature, it can be employed in

many diseased conditions of the heart and lungs as well as in

mental disturbances, acute alcoholism, morphinomania and
kidney disease. If taken during a prolonged period it seems
to lose its effect. A soluble salt of veronal has been introduced

tmder the name of medinaL Although the toxicity of veronal

is low, 13 s grains having been taken in a single dose without

serious results, the unreasonable consumption by persons

suffering from insomnia has led to many deaths, and it

has been suggested that the sale should be xtstricted by the

Pharmacy Acts.

VERONICA, ST. According to the most recent version of

the legend, Veronica was a pious woman of Jerusalem, who,
moved with pity by the spectacle of Jesus carrying His cross to

Golgotha, gave Him her kerchief in order that He night wipe the

drops of agony from His brow. The Lord accepted the offering,

and after using the napkin handed it back to her with the image
of His face miraculously impressed upon it. This, however, is

not the primitive form of the legend, which a close examination
shows to be derived from the following story related by Eusebius
in his Historia EccUsiastica (vii. 18). At Caesarea Philippi

dwelt the woman whom the Lord healed of an issue of blood
(Matt. ix. 20), and at the door of her house stood, on one side a
statue of awoman in an attitude of supplication, and on the other

side that of a man stretching forth his hand to thewoman. It

was said that the male figure represented Christ, and that the

group had been set up in recognition of the miraculous cure.

Legend was not long m providing the woman of the Gospel with
a name. In the West she was identified with Martha of Bethany;
in the East she was called Berenike, or Beronike, the name
appearing in as early a work as the Ada PUati^ the most andent
form of which goes back to the 4th century. Towards the

6th century the legend of the woman with the issue of blood

became merged in the legend of Pilate,- as is shown in the

writings known in the middle ages as Cwa sanitatis Tiberii

and Vindicta Saivaloris. According to the former of these

accounts Verou'ca, in memory of her cure, caused a portrait

of the Saviour to be painted. The emperor Tiberius, when
afliicted with a grievous sickness, commanded the woman to

bring the portrait to him, worshipped Christ before her eyes,

and was cured. The legend continued to gather accretions,

and a miraculous origin came to be assigned to the image. It
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Appears that in the X2th century the image began to be identi-

fied with one preserved at Rome, and in the popular speech

the image, too, was called Veronica. It is interesting to note

that the fanciful derivation of the same Veronica from the

words Vera icon (cLhSv) " true image "—is not, as has been
thought, of modem origin, since It occurs in the Otia Imperialic

(iii. 25) of Gervase of Hibury (fl. xsxi), who says: "Est
ergo Veronica pictura Domini vera." In several churches the

office of St Veronica, matron, is observed on various dates.

Ste Ada Sandarum, February, i. 449-57; Li F. C Ttichendorf,
Eoangelia apocrypha (and ed.. Leipzig, 1877), p. 259; E. von
DobschUU. CkristuibUdir (Leipzig. 1899); H. Thurston. Tlu
Stations of tht Cross (London, 1906). (H. Dz.)

VBRRS8, OAIUS (e. 120-43 B.C.), Roman magistrate, notori-

ous for his misgovernment of Sicily. It is not known to what
gens he belonged. He at first supported Marius and the popu-
lar party, but soon went over to the other side. SuUa made
him a present of land at Beneventum, and secured him against

pimishment for embezzlement. In 80, Verres was quaestor in

Asia on the staff of Cn. Cornelius Dolabella, governor of Cilicia.

The governor and his subordinate plundered in concert, till in

78 Dolabella had to stand his trial at Rome, and was convicted,

mainly on the evidence of Verres, who thus secured a pardon

for himself. In 74, by a lavish use of bribes, Verres secured

the city praetorship, and, as a creature of Sulla, abused his

authority to further the political ends of his party. He was
then sent as governor to Sicily, the richest of the Roman pro-

vinces. The people were for the most part prosperous and
contented, but under Verres the island experienced more misery

and desolation than during the time of the first Punic or the

recent servile wars. The corn-growers and the revenue col-

lectors were ruined by exorbitant imposts or by the iniquitous

cancelling of contracts; temples and private houses were

robbed of their works of art; and the rights of Roman citizens

were disregarded. Verres returned to Rome in 70, and in the

same year, at the request of the Sicilians, Cicero prosecuted him.

Verres entrusted his defence to the most eminent of Roman
advocates, Q. Hortensius, and he had the sympathy and support

of several of the leading Roman nobles. The court was com-
posed exclusively of senators, some of whom might have been

his personal friends. But the presiding judge, the city praetor,

M\ Acilius Glabrio, was a thoroughly honest man, and his

assessors were at least not accessible to bribery. Verres vainly

tried to get the trial postponed till 69 when his friend Metellus

would be the presiding judge, but in August Cicero opened the

case. The effect of the fiist brief speech was so overwhelming

that Hortensius refused to reply, and recommended his client

to leave the country. Before the expiration of the nine days
allowed for the prosecution Verres was on his way to Massilia.

There he lived in exile till 43, when he was proscribed by Antony,

the reason alleged being his refusal to surrender some of his

art treasures which Antony coveted. Verres may not have
been quite so black as he is painted by Cicero, on whose speeches

we depend entirely for our knowledge of him, but there can
hardly be a doubt that he stood pre-eminent among the worst

specimens of Roman provincial governors. Of the seven

Verrine orations only two were actually delivered; the re-

maining five were compiled from the depositions of witn^ses,

and published after the flight of Verres.

VBRRIUS FLACCU8, MARCUS {c. 10 B.a), Roman gram-
marian and teacher, flourished under Augustus and Tiberius.

He was a freedman, and his manumitter has been identified

with Verrius Flaccus, an authority on pontifical law; but for

chronological reasons the name of Veram'us Flaccus, a writer on
augury, has been suggested (Teuffel-Schwabe, Hist, of Roman
Lit. 199, 4). He gained such a reputation by his methods of

instruction that he was summoned to court to bring up Gaius
and Lucius, the grandsons of Augustus. He removed there with

his whole school, and his salary was greatly increased on the
condition that he took no fresh pupils. He died at an advanced
age during the reign of Tiberius (Suetonius, De Grammaticis, 17),

and a statue in his honour was erected at Praeneste, in a marble

recess, with inscriptions from his Fasti. Ftaocus was also a
distingubhed philologist and antiquarian investigator. For
his moat important work {De Verbarum Sigmficatu) see Festus,
Sextits. Of the calendar of Roman festivab {Fasti Praemestim)
engraved on marble and set up in the forum at Praeneste, some
fragments were discovered (1771) at some distance from the

town itself in a Christian building of later date, and some
consular fasti in the forum itself (1778). The colkction was
subsequently increased by two new fragments.

Other lost works of Flaccus were: De Ortkogra^Ua: De Obscmris
Catcmis, an ducidation of obscurities in the writings of the rider
Cato; SatumuSt dsaling with questions of Roman ntual; JZenm
memoria dignarum librt, an encyck>paedic work much used by
Pliny the elder; Res Etruseae, probably on augury.
For the fragments of the Faai see Corpus Inscriptiontan Latinarmm,

i. pp. 311, A74; G. Gatti, " Due nuovi Frammenci del Caleodario
di Verrio Flacco," in AUi ddla r. Accademia deiLimcet.nh ser.,

vol. 5. pt. 3, p. 421 (1808): Winther. De fastis Verrii Flacci ab
Ovidio adkibitis (1885) ; J. E. Sandys, Classical Sdularskip (ed. 1006).
vol. i., index, i.ir. " V^-rius "; fragments of Flaccus in C. O. MQUer's
edition of Festus; tee also H. Nettleship, Ledures and Essays.

VERROCCHIO. ANDREA DEL (1435-1488), Italian gold-

smith, sculptor and painter, was bom at Florence. JHe was
the son of Michele di Francesco de' Cioni, and look has name
from his master, the goldsmith Giuliano Yerrocchl. Except
through his works, little is known of his life. As a painter he
occupies an important position from the fact that Leonardo
da Vinci and Lorenzo di Credi worked for many years in his

bottiga as pupils and assistants. Only one existing painting

can be attributed with absolute certainty to Verrocchio's hand,
the celebrated " Baptism of Christ," originally painted for the

monks of Vallombrosa, and now in the academy of Florence.

The figures of Christ and the Baptist are executed with great

vigour and refinement of touch, but are rather hard and angular
in style. The two angels are of a much more graceful cast;

the face of one is of especial beauty, and Vasari is probably right

in saying that this head was painted by the young Leonardo.
Other pictures from Verrocchio's bottiga probably exist, as,

for example, two in the National Gallery of London formerly

attributed to Ant. PoUaiuolo—" Tobias and the Angd " (No.

781) and the very lovely " Madonnaand Angels " (No. 396), both
very brilliant and jewel-like in colour. This exquisite painting

may possibly have been painted from Vexrocchio's design by
Lorenzo di Credi while he was under the immediate influence of

his wonderful fellow-pupil, Da Vind.'

In examining Verrocchio's work as a sculptor we are 00 surer

ground. One of his earliest works was the beautiful marUe
medallion of the Madonna, over the tomb of Leonardo Bruni
of Arezzo in the church of Santa Croce at Florence. In 1472
Verrocchio completed the fine tomb of Giovaxmi and Piero de*

Medici, between the sacristy and the lady chapel of San Lorenzo
at Florence. This consists of a great porphyry sarcophagus
enriched with magnificent acanthus foliage in brOnze. Above
it is a graceful open bronze grill, made like a network of cordage.

In X474 Verrocchio began the monument to Cardinal Forteguena
at the west end of Pistoia cathedraL The kneeling figure of

the cardinal was never completed, and now lies in a room of

La Sapienza, but the whole design is shown in what is probably
Verrocchio's original clay sketch, now in the South Kensington
Museum. Though this work was designed by Verrocchio, the

actual execution of it was entrusted to his assistant, the Floren-

tine Lorenzetto. In 1476 Verrocchio modelled and cast the

fine but too realistic bronze statue of David, now in the Bargello

(Florence); and in the following year he completed one of the

reliefs of the magnificent silver aJtar-frontal of the Florentine

baptistery, that representing the "Beheading of St John."

Verrocchio's other works in the precious metals are now lost,

but Vasari records that he made many elaborate pieces of plaie

and jewelry, such as morses fortopes, as well as a series of silver

statues of the Apostles for the pope's chapel in the Vatican.

Between 1478 and 1483 he was occupied in making the bronze

group of the " Unbelief of St Thomas," which still stands in

* See Crowe and Clavalcaselle, Painting «n Italy (London. i864)»

ii. pp. 400 seq.
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one of the external niches of Or San Michele (Florence),

He received 800 florins for these two figures, which are more
remarkable for the

egcellenre of their

technique than for

their sculpturesque

beauty, llie atti-

tudes are rather rigid

and the faces hard in

expression. Verroc-
chio's chief master-

piece was the colossal

bronze equestrian
statue of the Vene-
tian general Barto-

lommeo Colleoni,
which stands in the

piazza of SS. Gio-

vanni e Paolo at Venice.

Verrocchio received the

order for this statue in

2479, but had only

completed the model
when he died in 1488.

In spite of his request

that the casting should

be entrusted to his

Clay sketch for the moonment of Cardinal pupil Lorenzo di Credi,
FcTttmim,thomgthtkn^ia^ por- ^^^ y^^^ ^^ ^y„^
tiait of the cardinal, which IS not m the .^ ai^.««^«« 1 ^^
actual monument; a very poor modem ^® ,/~^,, .

figure occupies iu pUce. pardi by the Venetian

senate, and the statue

was gOt and nnveiled in 1496-^ There appears to be no doubt
that the model was completed by Verrocchio himself, and that

nothing more than its reproduction in bronze should be attributed

to the much feebler haxid of Leopardi, who, however, has set his

own name atoneon the belly-band of the horse—ALEXANDER*
LEOPARDVS V. F. OPUS. This b perhaps the noblest

equestrian statue in the world, being in some respects superior

to the antique bronze of Marcus. Aurelius in Rome and to that

of Gattamelata at Padua by Donatello. The horse is designed

with wonderful nobOity and spirit, and the easy pose of the

great general, combining perfect balance with absolute ease and
security in the saddle, is a marvel of sculpturesque ability.

Most remarkable skill is shown by the way in which Verrocchio

has exaggerated the strongly marked features of the general,

so that nothing of its powerful effect is lost by the lofty position

of the houL According to Vasari, Verrocchio was one of

the first sculptors who made a practical use of casts from living

and dead subjects. He b said also to have produced plastic

works in terra-cotta, wood and in wax decorated with cobur.

As a sculptor his cliief pupil was Francesco di Simone, the

son of that Simone whom Vasari wrongly calls a brother of

Donatello. Another pupil was Agnolo di Polo (Paolo), who
worked chiefly in terra-cotta.

Verrocchio died in Venice in 1488, and was buried in the

church of St Ambrogio in Florence.

See also Hans Mackowsky, " Verrocchio . . . Mit 80 Abbildungen "

(1901/. KAnsler Monographien, No. 52. Q.H. M.)

VERSAILLES, a town of northern France, capital of the

department of Seine-et-Oise, 12 m. by road W.S.W. of Paris,

with which it is connected by rail and tram. Pop. (1906) town,

45,246; commune, 541820. VersaiUes owes its existence to the

palace built by Louii XTV. It stands 460 ft. above the sea, and

its fresh healthy air and nearness to the capital attract many
residents. The three avenues of St Cbud, Paris and Sceaux

converge in the Place d'Arroes. Between them stand the former

stables of the inlace, now occupied by the artillery and engineers.

To the south lies the quarter of Satory, the oldest part of Ver-

saiUes, with the cathedral of St Louis, and to the north the new
quarter, with the church of Notre Dame. To the west a gOded

> See Cay, Cork nUd. L p. 367.

iron gate and a stone balustrade shut off the great court of the
palace from the Place d'Armes. In this court, which slopes

upwards from the gate, stand sutues of Richelieu, Cond£,
Dtt Guesdin and other famous Frenchmen. At the highest
point there is an equestrian statue in bronze of Louis XIV., and
to the right and left of this stretch the long wings of the palace,

while behind it extend the Cour Royale and the smaller Cour de
Marbre, to the north, south and west of which rise the central

buildings. The buildings clustered round the Cour de Marbre,
which include the apartments of Louis XIV., project into the
gardens on the west considerably beyond the rest of the facade.

To the north the Chapel Court and to the south the Princes Court,
with vaulted passages leading to the gardens, separate the side

from the central buildings. On the other is the inscription^
" A toutes les gbires de la France," which Louis Philippe justified

by forming a collection of works of art (valued at £1,000,000),

commemorating the great events and persons of French history.

The palace chapel (1696-1710), the roof of which can be seen from
afar rising above the rest of tbe building, was the last work of

J. Hardouin-Mansait.

The KTDund-floor of the north wing on the garden side contains
eleven nails of historical pictures from Clovis to Louis XVI..
and on the side of the interior courts a gallery containing casts of
royal funereal monuments. The Halls of the Crusades open off

this gallery, and are decorated with the arms of crusaders and with
modem pictures dealing with that period. On the first floor of
the nortn wing on the garden side are ten halls of pictures com-
memorating historical events from 1795 to i8m; on the court
side is the Gallery of Sculpture, which contains the Joan of Arc of
the princess Marie of Orleans; ao%l there are seven halb chiefly

devoted to French campaigns and generals In Africa, Italy, the
Crimea and Mexico, with some famous war pictures by Horsoe
Vemet. The second storey has a portrait saUery. In the north
wing is also the theatre built under Louu aV. by Jacquc»>Ange
Gabcid, which was first used on the i6th of May 1770on the marriage
of the dauphin (afterwards Louis XVI.) and Marie Antoinette.
Here, on the 2nd of October 1789, the celebrated banquet was given
to the Gardes du Corps, the toasts at which provokea the riots that
drove the royal faniily from VersaiUes; and here.the National
Assembly met from the loth of March 1871 till the proclamation
of the constitution in 1875, <ind the Senate from the 8th of March
1876 till the return of the two chambers to Paris in 1879. On the
ground-floor of the central buildings are the halls of celebrated
warriors (once the anteroom of Madame de Pompadour), marshals,
constables and admirals, and the suite of rooms known as the
Dauphin's Apartments, now given up to historical oortraits. The
Galerie Basse, once known as the Gallery of Louis XI 11., leads to
the rooms surrounding the Marble Court, a series of which contains
many |^ns of battles. The lobbies of the ground-floor are full of
busts, statues and tombs of kings and cdebrated men. The famous
staterooms are on the first floor. On the garden side, facing the north,
are a series of seven halls, some of them decorated with tapestries

representing the life of Louu XIV. Among them may be mentioned
the Hall of Hercules, till 1710 the upper half of the old chapel,
where the dukes of Chartres, Maine and Burgundy were manned,
and Bossuct, Massillon and Bourdak>ue preached: the Hall of
Mercury, where the coffin of Louis XIV. stood for eight days after

his death; and the Hall of Apollo, or throne room. To the front
of the palace, fadng the west, are the Galleries of War and Peace,
with allegorical pictures, and the Glass Gallery, built by Mansart
in 1678 (333 ft. tone, 35 wide and 42 high); having 34 arches, 17 of
which are filled with wmdows lookmg on the gardens and 17 with
large mirrors. The gallery is overloaded with ornament, and the
pictures by Charies Lcbrun, the trophies and figures of children
by Antoine Coysevox, and the inscriptions attributed to Boileau
and Racine, all glorify Louis XIV. This gallery was used by him
as a throne room on state occasions. Here the king of Prussia
was proclaimed emperor of Germany on the i8th of lanuary 1871.
Connected with the Gallery of Peace are the queen^ apartments,
occupied successively by Marie ThMse, Marie Leczinska and Marie
Antomette, where tne duchess of AngouKme was born, the duchess
oi Burgundy died, and Marie Antomette was almost assassinated

on the 6th of October 1789. Behind the Glass Gallery on the side

of the court are the rooms of Louis XIV. The <Eil de Boeuf, turned
from its oval window, was the anteroom where the courtiere waited
till the king rose. In it is a picture representing Louis XIV. and his

family as Olympian deities; and it leads to the bedroom in which
Louis XIV. died, after using it from 1701, and which Louis XV.
occupied from 1723 to 1738. In the south wing of the palace,

on the ground-floor, u the Gallery of the Republic and the First

Empire, the rooms of which conuin paintings of scenes in the life

of Napoleon I. A sculpture gallery contains busts of celebrated
scholsrs, artists, generals and public men from the time of Louis XVI.
onwarda. In the south wing is also the room where the Chamber
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of Deputies met from 1876 till 1879, and where the Congress has
since sat to revise the cnnstitution voted at Versailles in 187^ and
to elect the president of the rroublic The first floor is almost
entirely occupied by the Battle Gallery (394 ft. long and 43 wide),
opened in 18^6 on the site of rooms used by Monsieur the orother
of Louis XIV. and the duke and duchess of Chartres. It is lighted

from above, and the walls are hung with pictures of French victories.

In the window openings are the names of soldiers lulled while fight-

ing for France, with the^ names of the battles in which they fell,

and there are more than eighty busts of princes, admirals, constables,
marshals and celebrated warriors who met a similar death. An-
other room is given up to the events of 1830 and the accession of
Louis Philippe, and a gallery contains the statues and busts of kings
and celebritiea.

The gardens of Veisailles were planned by Andr£ Le N6tre.

The ground falls away on every side from a terrace adorned with

ornamental basins, statues and bronze groups. Westwards
from the palace extends a broad avenue, planted with large

trees, and having along its centre the grass of the " Tapis Vert ";

it is continued by the Grand Canal, 200 ft. wideand i m. long. On
the south of the terrace two splendid staircases lead past the

Orangery to the Swiss Lake, beyond which is the wood of Satory.

On the north an avenue, with twenty-two groups of three children,

each group holding a marble basin from which a jet of water
rises, slopes gently down to the Basin of Neptune, remarkable
for its fine sculptures and abundant water. The Orangery
(built in 1685 by Mansart) is the finest piece of architecture at

Versailles; the central gallery is 508 ft. long and 43 wide, and
each of the side galleries is 375 ft. long. There are laoo
orange trees, one of which is said to date from 1421, and 300
other kinds of trees.

The alleys of the parks are ornamented with statues, vases
and regularly cut yews, and bordered by hedges surrounding the
shrubberies. Between the central terrace and the Tapis Vert is

the Basin of Latona or the Frogs, with a white marble group of
Latona with Apollo and Diana. Beyond the Tapis Vert is the large
Basin of Apollo, who b represented in his chariot drawn by four

and the evening entertainments usually ended with a display of
fireworks. Around the Tapis Vert are numerous groves, the most
remarkable being the Ballroom or Rockery, with a waterfall:
the Queen's Shrubbery, the scene of the intrigue of the diamond
necklace; that of the Colonnade, with thirty-two marble columns
and a group of Pluto carrying off Prosperine, oy Frangois Girardon;
the King's Shrubbery, laid out in the English style by Louis Philippe;
the beautiful Grove of Apollo, with a group of tnat god and the
nymphs, by Girardon; and the Basin of Enceladus, with a jet of
water 75 ft. high.

Among the chief attractions of Versailles are the fountains and
waterworks made by Louis XIV. in imitation of those he had
seen at Fouquet's ch&teau of Vaux. Owing to the scarcity of
water at Versailles, the works at Marly-Ie-Roi were constructed in

order to bring water from the Seine; but part of the supply thus
obtained was diverted to the newly erected ch&teau of Marly.
Vast sums of money were spent and many lives lost in an attempt
to bring water from the Eure, but the work was stopped by the
war of x688. At last the waters of the plateau between Versailles

and Rambouillet were'collcc^ed and led by channels (total length

98 m.) to the gardens, the soil of which covers innumerable
pipes, vaults and aqueducts.

Beyond the present park, but within that of Louis XIV., are the
two Trianons. The Grand Trianon was originally erected as a
retreat for Louis XIV. in 1670, but in 1687 Mansart built a new
palace on its site. Louis XV., after esUblishing a botanic
garden, made Gabriel build in 1766 the small pavilion of the
Petit Trianon, where the machinery is still shown by which bis

supper-Uble came up through the floor. It was a favourite
residence of Marie Antoinette, who had a garden laid out in the
English style, with rustic villas in which the ladies of the court
led a mimic peasant-life. The Grand Trianon is a one-storeyed
building with two wings, and has been occupied by Monsieur
(Louis XIV.'s brother), by the Great Dauphin, Napoleon I.,

and Louis Phih'ppe and his court. The gardens of the Grand
Trianon are in the same style as those of Versailles, and there
is a museum with a curious collection of state carriages, old
iumesa. Sec

Apart from the palace, there are no buildings of interest in

Versailles, the church of Notre Dame, built by Mansart, the
cathedral of St Louis, built by his grandson, the Protestant
church and the English chapel being in no way remarkable.
The celebrated tennis-court {Jea de Paume) b now used as a
museum. The large and sumptuous palace of the prefecture
was built during the second empire, and was a residence of the
president of the republic from 1871 to 1879. The library consists

of 60,000 volumes; and the military hospital formerly accom-
modated 2000 people in the service of the palace. Tbere are

statues of General Hoche and of Abb< de r£p^ in the tava.
A school of horticulture was founded in 1874, attached to an
excellent garden, near the Swiss Lake.

Versailles is the seat of a bishopric, a prefect and a comt of
assizes, and has tribunals of first instance and of commerce, a board
of trade-arbitratofs, a chamber of commerce and a branch of the
Bank of France, and, among its educational establishments, I>y(cs
and training colleges for both sexes and a technical school. It a
an important garrison town and has a school of military engineer-
ing and artillery. Distilling, boot and shoe making, and market-
gardening emplov many of tne people, but the town has no specially
characteristic industry. The links of the Paris Golf Qub are at La
BouUe near Versailles.

Louis XIII. often hunted b the woods of VcxsaiSes, and
built a small pavilion at the comer of what is now the rue dc

la Pompe and the avenue of St Ctoud. In 1627 be entrastcd

Jacques Lemerder with the plan of a chiteau. In 1661 Loui:

Levau made some additions which were further developed b>
him in x668. In 1678 Mansart look over the work, the Gakric
des Glaces, the chapel and the two wings being due to him.

In 1682 Louis XIV. took up his residence in the ch&teau. It

is estimated that 20 million pounds were spent on the palace.

gardens and works of art, the accounts for which were destroyed
by the king. Till his time the town was represented by a few

houses to the south of the present Place d'Armes; but land was
given to the lords of the court and new houses sprang up, chiefly

in the north quarter. Under Louis XV. the parish of St Louis

was formed to the south for the increasing population, and new
streets were built to the north on the meadows of Clagny, where
in 1674 Mansart had built at Louis XIV.'s orders a cJilteau

for Madame de Montespan, which was now pulled down. Undei
Louis XVI. the town extended to the east and received a mtmi-
cipality; in x8oa it gave its name to a bishopric. In 1783 the

armistice preliminary to the treaty of peace between Great
Britain and the United States was signed at Versailles. The
states-general met here on the sth of May 1789, and on the

30th of June took the solemn oath in the Tennis Court by
which they bound themselves not to separate till they bad
given France a constitution. Napoleon neglected, and Louis
XVIII. and Charles X. merely kept up, Versailles, but Louis
Philippe restored its ancient splendour at the cost of

£1,000,000. In 1870 and 1871 the town was the headquarters
of the German army besieging Paris. After the peace Versailles

was the seat of the French National Assembly whik the

commune was triumphant in Paris, and of the two chambers
till 1879, being declared the official capital of France.

See A. P. Gille. VersaiUes et Us deux Trianms, with illustrations by
M. Lambert (Tours, 1899, 1900); P. de Nolhac, La Crfaiitm 6e
Versailles (Versailles. 1901): J. E. Fanner, VersaiOes and ike Ccmrt
under Louis XIV. (New York, J905).

VERS DB SOClttfi. a term ior sodal.or famiHar poetry,
which was originally borrowed from the French, and has now
come to rank as an English expression (see Fennell, Tkt Stam-
ford Dictionary of Anglicised Words), The use of the phrase as
an English one is first met with at the opening of the X9th
century. It is to be observed that it has come to bear a meaning
which is not wholly equivalent to that of the l^rench originaL

It was said of the blind philosopher, M. C. J. Pougcns (2755-
1S33), that his petits vers de sociiti procured great success

for him in the salons of Paris, and several of the rhymesters of

the early i8th century were prominent for their adroitness in

composing petits vers sur des sujcis Ugers. The prince of such
graceful triflers was the Abb£ de Chaulieu (1639-17 30), of

whom it was said that he made verses solely for the amusenicnt
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of Ills fnends, «nd witlunit the smallest intention of seeing

them in print. The best of his effusions have preserved a
certain freshness because of the neatness with which they are

turned, but it can scarcely be said that they have any pre-

tension to be called poetry. They were inspired by incidents

in the private life of the day, and were larg^y addressed to a
few friends of exalted rank, who were hardly less witty than

the author himself, such as the due de Neveis, the marquis de

Lassay, the duchcsse de Bouillon and the marquis de la Fare.

In the collections of Chaulieu's works, which were vexy often

reprinted, side by side with his own pieces will be found petits

vers de sociiti indited by these great friends of his, and often

quite as well turned as his own. To write such verses, indeed,

was almost an accomplishment of "good breeding. An enormous
collection of them was brought together by Tlton du TUlet

(1676-1762), in his Pamasse franfpis, where those who are

curious on the subject may observe to satiety how ingenious

and artificial and trifling the vers de sociiti of the French

i8th century could be. The fashion for them followed upon
the decline of an interest in rondeaux, ballade^ and villaneUes,

and Chaulieu himself had not a little to do with throwing those

ingenuities out of fashion, his attack on Benserade, who went

so far as to turn the whole of Ovid's Metamorphoses into ron-

deaux, being, according to his editor of 1732, " the first work
which displayed the delicacy of the Abb6 de Chaulieu's taste,

and his talent for poetry." Of the writers of vers de sociiti

in France, J. B. Rousseau had the most poetical faculty; he

was, in fact, a poet, and he wrote a " Billet ft Chaulieu " which

is a gem of delicate and playful chann. But, as a rule, the

efforts of the French versifiers' dans la petits genres were not

of considerable poetic value.

, If in England the expression vers de sociiti carries with it

more literary dignity, this is mainly due to the genius of one

man. Prior's Poems on Several Occasions^ collected in 1709,

presents us with some of the earliest entirely characteristic

specimens of vers de sociiti, and with some of the best. Here
the poet consciously, and openly, resigns the pretension of

high effort and an appeal to Parnassus. He is paying a visit

at Burghley House, where the conversation turns on the merits

and adventures of Mr Fleetwood Shepherd; Prior then and
there throws off, in extremely graceful veiae, a piece appro-

priate to the occasion. He addresses it, and he dates it (May
14, 1689); and this is a typical example of vers de sociiti.

It will be seen that Prior, who learned much from his residence

in the heart of the French world of fashion between 17x1 and

1715, treats vexy much the same subjects as Chaulieu and La
Fare were treating, but he does so with more force of style and
dignity of imagination. As the x8th century progressed, the

example of Prior was often followed by English poets, without,

however, any general recapture of his forcible grace. The
vers de sociiti tended to be merged in the epistle and in the

epigram. Swift, however, when he was neither coarse nor

frigid, sometimes achieved a genuine success, as in the admir-

able verMS on his own death. The odes of Ambrose Philips

(X67X-X749) addressed by name to various private persons,

and, most happily, to children, were not understood in his own
age, but possess some of the most fortunate characteristics of

pure vers de sociiti. In his " Welcome from Greece," a study

in ottava rima, Gay produced a masterpiece in this delicate

class, but most of his easy writings belong to a different category.

Nothing of peculiar importance detains us until We reach

Cowper, whose poems for particular occasions, such as those

on "Mrs Throckmorton's Bullfinch" and "The Distressed

Travellers," are models of the poetic use of actual circumstances

treated with an agreeable levity, or an artful nalvet6. In a
kter age, Byron, who exceUed in so many departments of

poetry, was an occasional writer of brilliant vers de sociiti^

such as the epistle " Huzza, Hodgson," but to find a direct

successor to Prior it is necessary to pass Henry Luttrell (1765-

1851) and W.^R. Spencer (i769-r834), and to come down to

W. M. Praed (q.v.), A certain character was given to English vers

de sociiti by Hood and Barham, but the former was too much

addicted to a play upon words, the latter was too boisterous,

to be considered as direct continuers of the tradition of Prior.

That tradition, however, was revived by Frederick Locker^
afterwards Locker-Lampson (1831-1895), whose London
Lyrics, first printed in X857 and constantly modified until

1893, is in some respects the typical modem example of pure
vers de sociiti. Locker was a simple, dear and easy writer;

he successfully avoided the least appearance of that effort

which is fatal to this kind of verse. His " Rotten Row,"
with its reminiscences of the early sixties,

" But where is now the courtly troop'
That once rode laughing by?

I mias the curls of Cahtelupe,
The laugh of Lady Dl,"—

touches of real portraiture—is a perfect example of vers de
sociiti. Since the days of Locker, those who have attempted
to stiike the lighter iyze in English have been very numerous.
Almost immeasurably superior to the rest has been Mr Austin
Bobson, who is, however, something more than a writer of vers

de sociiti.

Collections of vers de sociStS of much excellence have been pub-
lished by J. K. Stephen (1859-92), Andrew Lang (b. 1844), A. D.
Godley (b. X856). Owen Seaman (b. 1861) and A. R. Ropes (" Adrian
Ross'*) (b. 18595. *^(E.G.)

,

VBB8B (from Lat. versus, literally a line or furrow drawn by
tuxning the plough, from vertere, and afterwards signifying an
arrangemexit of syllables into feet), the name given to an
assemblage of words so placed together as to produce a metrical

effect, ^le art of making, and the science of analysing, such
verses is known as Versification. According to Max Mtiller,

there is an analogy between versus and the Sanskrit term, vritta,

which is the name given by the andent grammarians of India

to the rule determining the value of the quantity in vedic

poetry. In modem speech, verse is directly contrasted with

prose, as being essentially the result of an attention to determined
rules of form. In English we speak of " a verse " or " verses,"

with reference to spedfic instances, or of " verse," as the general

sdence or art of metrical expression, with its regulations and
phenomena. A verse, ^hich is a series of rhythmical syllables,

divided by pauses, is destined in script to occupy a single line,

and was so imderstood by the andents (the orixcfioi the Greeks).

The Alexandrian scholiast Hephaestion speaks distinctly of

verses that ceased to be verses because they were too long;

he stigmatizes a pentaineter line of Callimachjis as orlxar

^r^pterpow. There is no danger, therefore, in our emphasiz-

ing this rule, and in saying that, even in Mr Swinburne's

most extended experiments the theory is that a verse fills but
one line in a supposititious piece of writing.

It is essential that the verse so limited should be a complete
form in itself. It is not, like a dause or a sentence in prose,

unrecurrent and unlimited, but it presents us with a successive

and a continuous cadence, confined within definite bounds.

There has been a constant discussion as to what it is in which
this succession and this continuity consist, and here we come
at once to the prindpal difficulty which makes the analysis

of the processes of the poets so difficult. To go back to the

earliest European tradition, it u universally admitted that the

andent Greeks considered the art of verse as a branch of music,

and as such co-ordinated it with harmony and orchestral effect.

This appears from definite statements preserved in the fragments

of Aristoxenus of Tarentum, a grammarian who lived in the age

of Alexander the Great, and whom we shall see to have been the

first who laid down definite laws for prosody as a department

of musical art (powtic^). It was found necessary, in order

to compose a work of musical value, to work out a system of

disdplined and linked movement. This system, or arrangement,

was called rhythm, and this is common to all the arts of melody.

Harmony, consisting in the reproduction of the found of human
voices or of musical instmments. and orchestrics, dealing with

the movements of the human body, were expressed in metrical

art by that arrangement of syllables which is known as rhythm.

The sdence of metre is the teaching of those laws on which
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depends the rhythmictl fonns of poetiy. TUs tdencehu been,

from the earliest ages of critidsm, divided into a study of the

general principles upon which all these forms are builded, and
upon the special types into which they have gradually developed.

In considering ancient versification, it is necessary to give

attention to Latin as well as to Greek metre, because although

the Roman poets were in the main dependent upon the earlier

tradition, there were several points at which they broke away,

and were almost entirely indepeddent. Roman verse, though

essehtially the same as Greek verse, was modified by the national

development of Italian forms of poetry, by a simplified imiution

of Greek measures, and by a varied intensity in the creation of

new types of the old Greek artistic forms (Volkmann). In

hiter times there was a tendency to consider the laws of metre

as superior to, and ahnost independent of, the native impulse

of the poet; and this is where the study of the old poetry

itself is most salutary, as checking us in our tendency to bow
too slavishly to the rules of the grammarians. No doubt, in

the archaic times, theory and practice went hand in hand.

The poet, held in constant check by the exigencies of music,

was obliged to recognize the existence of certain rules, the

necessity of which was confirmed by the delicacy of his ear.

These he would pass down to his disciples, with any further

discoveries which he might himself have made. For instance,

what we are somewhat vaguely told of the influence of a poet

like Archilochus, to whom the very invention of trochaic and
iambic metre is, perhaps fabulously, attributed, points to the

probability that in Archilochus the Ionian race produced a
poet of extraordinary daring and delicacy of ear, who gathered

the wandering rhythms that had existed, and had doubtless

been used in an uncertain way before his time, into a system

which could be depended upon, and not in his hands only,

to produce certain effects of welcome variety. His system would

engage the attention of theorists, and we Ijcam that by the

time of Plato schools of oral metrical education were already

in existence, where the science of sounds and syllables was
already beginning to be recognized, as may be seen in the

Craiylus. Before long, the teachings in these peripatetic schools

would be preserved, for safety's sake, in writing, and the

theoretic literature of versification would begin. In fact, we
read in Suidas of a certain Lasus of Hermione who wrote an
Art of Poetryt and the age of this, the earliest of recorded

authorities on the fonnal laws of verse, is fixed for us by the

fact that he is spoken of as having been the master of Pindar.

Of the writings of Lasus and his followers, however, nothing

remains, and the character of their teaching is problematical

In the 3rd century B.C., however, we come upon a figure which

preserves a definite character; this is Aristoxenus, the disdple

of Aristotle, who gave his undivided attention to rhythm, and
who lives, imfortunately only in fragments, as the most eminent

musical critic of antiquity. The brief fragments of his Elements

of Rhythm (fiuBiwA otoixim), originally written in three books,

are of unsurpassed value to us as illustrating the attitude of

classical Greece to the interrelation of verse and music The
third book of Aristoxenus dealt specifically with Xi^t, or the

application of rhythm to artistically composed and written verse.

It is certain that, after the time of Alexander the Great, the

theories of verse tended somewhat rapidly to release themselves

from the theories of music, and when, in the successive ages of

Greek criticism, much attention was given to the laws of

versification, less and less was said about harmony and more
and more about metre. Rules, often of a highly arbitrary

nature, were drawn up by grammarians, who founded their

hiws on a scholiastic study of the ancient poets. The majority

of the works in which these niles were collected are lost, but

an enchiridion of Greek metres, by Hephaestion, a scholiast

of the and century aj>., has been preserved. First printed in

1526, editions and translations of Hephaestion's manual have
liot been infrequent.

It is from Hephaestion that most of our ideas on the subject of
classical prosody are obtained. His work, as we possess it, seems to
be a summary, made by himself, for use in achooU, of an exhaustive

treatise he had published on the Greek metrical tyiten as a whole,
in 48 books. The pre-eminent importance of Hephaestion was
exposed to the learned world of Europe by Th. Gaislord. in i8iOw
A rr' ,< Rf Hr7>tnr^*:-Ti, HnT:.f1ian, who was one of the
I <

' LJcK-t:i'lri,dri gTdr\•.lMrif^..i'.^s, gjve close attention to
jiTii-^Mty, .inM wa^ behcvcd la have symmed up pveiything that
couJii Ij*c known on the subject ol vvrse by cricks of the and century
AD., in his MfT^Xq wpwfALa^ in twenTy books. As Hcrodian.
thrrju^hoiit hi» hie, seems 10 have coricent raced hh attention on the
sEudy oi Homci', it is iunr>04d UtAi he started with a conskteration
ci [tic metre and acrtriT of ih* fho4- Th* .itTtiD-^v complete loss of
hi^ ircjiiiFie^ Is negrtiutik- PhiluiJtmis w^-i [he ^utbor of a \-ery

tAr\y work, Utpi. ^r^hir; but thit ia eatircly lost. In the mnscal
cyirlopQcdia ol Quintiliin, there w^ included a. chapter on the
ek'ments of the rh>^hm}c art, afid in thU the metres recopiized at
the time v^tt rtfj^fdcd Add described. Among: the latin authorities
on vcr^iTiCiiticn, the IcadiA^plsDe is taken, m tne i-^i oenturv B.C., by
*" ' '

in nis 1TefcnLius VarrD, whose syitcmatk: treatment c( rutre in 1

th jfrm^^nf latintf and De lintus fdlind is often irTtTTed to But ve
know more 6( Tercntiaiius Maiirus, vho flcuri^hf^^ in the second
h.tl.r of iluf JmJ ccnuiTN' A D-, since *"e posse? s Cron* ''ils hand a hand-
t ^ i!_ ;:-^i:!_i wntten in verse, in which, in partjcuktr, the Horatian
metres are carefully analysed. He follows Caesius Bassus, the
friend of Nero, who had dedicated to his imperial patron a work
on pixMody, of which fragments exist. Three tracts, attributed to
the rhetor C. Marius Victorinus (one entitled De raticne metromm),
belong to the 4th century, and are still quoted by scholars. Another
eariy authority was Flavius Mallius Theodorus, whose De Metris
has been frequently reprinted.

The metrical theory of the Byzantine grammarians was
entirely in imison with the old tradition of the Alexandrian

schools, and depended on the authority of Hephaestion. Michael
Psellus, in the 9th century, wrote abundantly on the subject, and
towards the close of the Empire the verse-handbooks o( Isaac

Tzetzes (d. 1138) and of his brother Joannes were in general use.

A large number of other Byzantine scholiasts and theorists are

mentioned in this connexion by Gleditsch. Very little attention

was paid to metrical science in medieval and even Renaissance

days. It is much to the honour of English scholarship that the

earliest modem writer who made a rational study of ancient

metre was Richard Bentley, in his Schediasma de mdris Tem-
tianis, printed at Cambridge in 1726. He was soon folloved

by the Germans, in partictdar by Hermann, Boeckh and J. A.

ApeL To this day, German scholarship easily leads in the

rational and accurate study of classical versification.

The chief principle in ancient verse was quantity, that is.

the amount of time involved in the effort to express a s>'IIable.

Accordingly, the two basal types which lie at the foimdation of

classical metre are "longs" and "^ shorts." The convention

was that a long syllable was equal to two short ones: accord-

ingly there was a real truth in calling the succession of such
" feet " metre, for the length, or weight, of the syllables forming

them could be, and was, measured. What has to be realised

in speaking of andent metre is that the value of these feet was

defined with exactitude, not left uncertain, as it is in modem
European verse, when accent is almost always made the guiding

principle. In Greek verse, there might be an ictus (stress),

which fell upon the long syllable, but it could only be a regulat-

ing element, and accent was always a secondaiy element in the

construction of Greek metre. The "feet" recognized and

described by the andent grammarians were various, and in

their apparent diversity sometimes difficult to follow, but the

comprehension of them is simplified if the student realizes that

the names given to them are often superfluous. The main

distinction between feet consists in the diversity of the relation

between the strong and the weak syUables. There are naturaDy

only two movements, the quick and the slow. Thus we ha\t

the anapaest ( ^ ^—, short-short-long) and the dact>-l

(— ^^, long-short-short), which are equal, and differ only

as regards the position of their parts. To these follow two feet

which must be considered as in their essence non-metrical, as

it is only in combination with others that they can become

metrical. These are the spondee ( , long-long) and

the pyrrhic ( ^ '^, short-short). Of more essential character

are the two descriptions of slow feet, the iamb ( ^—, short-

long) and the trochee (— '-', long-short). Besides these

definite types, the ingenuity of formalists has invented an
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almost infinite number of other "feet." It is, perhaps,

necessary to mention some of the principal of these, although

they are, in the majority of cases, purely arbitraxy. In the

rapid measures we find the tribrach C^"^^, short-short-

short), the molossus ( , long-]ong-long)> the amphibrach

(.V—^ short-long-short), the amphimacer (

—

^-^—
, long-

short-long), the bacchius (^ , short-long-long) and the

antibacchius ( ^, long-long-short). There is a foot of

four syllables, the choriamb (

—

^^—, long-short-short-

long), which is the fundamental foot in Aeolic verse—very

frequently mentioned, but very seldom met with.

It must not be forgotten that the prosodical terminology

of the Greeks, which is often treated by non-poetical writers

as something scientific and even sacrosanct, dates from a

time when ancient literature had lost all its freshness and
impulse, and was exclusively the study of analysts and gram-

marians. Between the life of Pindar, for instance, and that of

Hephaestion, the great metrical authority, there extends a
longer period than between Chaucer and Professor Skeat; and

to appreciate the value of the rules of Qreek prosody we must
recollect that those niles were invented by learned and academic

men to account for phenomena which they observed, and
wished to comprehend, in writings that had long been classical,

and were already growing positively archaic The fact sefems

to be that thtf combination of long and short syllables into

spondees, iambs, dactyls luid anapaests, forms the sole genuine

basis of all classical verse.

Metre is a science which pays attention to all the possible

regular arrangements which can be made of these four indis-

pensable and indestructible types. Of the metres of the andents

by far the most often employed, and no doubt the oldest, was the

dactylic hexameter, a combination of six feet, five successive

dactyls and a spondee or trochee.

—

^
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This was known to the ancients as " epic " verse, in contrast

to the various Ijrrical measures. Tlie poetry of Homer is the

typical example of the use of the epic hexameter, and the

character of the Homeric saga led to the fashion by which the

dactyUc hexameter, whatever its subject, was styled " heroic

^etre." The earliest epics, doubtless, were chanted to the

accompaniment of a stringed instrument, on which the pulsa-

tion of the verse (2ti}) was recorded. It was the opinion of

W. Christ that the origin of the hexameter was to be sought

in hieratic poetry, the fulness of the longtlactylic line attracting

the priests to its use in the delivery of oracles, from which it

naturally passed to solemn tales of the actions of gods and heroes.

It is more difiicult to see how, later on, it became the vehicle

for comic and satiric writing, and is found at last adopted by
the bucolic poets for their amorous and pastoral dialogues.

The Homeric form of the dactylic hexameter has been usually

taken, and was taken in classical times, as the normal one,

but there have been many variations. A hexameter found in

Catullus consists exclusively of spondees, and deviation from

the Original heroic type could go no further. This concentration

of heavy sounds was cultivated to give solemnity to the cha-

racter of the line. In the whole matter, it is best to recognize

that the rules of the grammarians were'made after the event,

to account for the fact that the poets had chosen, while adhering

to -the verse-structure of five rapid beats and a subsidence, to

vary the internal character of that structure exactly as their

ear and their passion dictated. This seems particularly true

in the case of the caesura, where the question is not so much
a matter of defining "male" caesura or "female" caesura,
" bucolic " caesura or " trochaic," as of patiently noting

instances in which the unconscious poet, led by his inspiration,

has varied his pauses and his emphasis at his own free will.

The critics have written much of "proscdical h'cence," but

verse in the days of Homer, like verse now, is simply good or bad,

and if it is good it may show liberty and variety, but it knows
nothing of " licence."

We pass., by a natural transition, to the pentameter, which

is the most frequently employed of what are known as the

syncopied forms of dactylic verse. It was used with the hexa-

meter, to produce the effect which was early called elegiac, and
its form shows the appropriateness of this custom;

—

"Cynthia
|
prima fu- 1 it, || Cynthia | finis e- 1 rit."

A hexameter, full of energy and exaltation, followed by a
descending and melancholy pentameter, had an inmiediate

tendency to take a complete form, and this is the origin of tho

stanza. The peculiar character of this two-line stanza has been

fixed for all time by a brilliant epigram of Schiller, .which is itself

a specimen of the form:

—

^" Im Hexameter stetgt des Sprincrquelb flassige SAule.

Im Pentameter drauf (sSit sie melodtsch herab."

Such a distich was called an elegy, iXettiW, as specially suitable

to an l^ryof or lamentation. It is difficult to say with certainty

whether the distich so composed was essential as an accompani-

ment to fiute-music in the earliest times, or how soon there came
to be written purely literary elegies towards which the melody
stood in a secondary or ornamental relation. It has, however,

been Observed that even when the distich had obviously come
to be a purely intellectual or lyrical thing, there remained in

the sound of Uie pentameter the trace of lamentation, in which

its primitive use at funeral services was dearly preserved.

Other grammarians, however,,among whom Cfisar, in his work
on the origin of degiac verse, is prominent,—do not believe in

the lugubrious essence of the pentameter, and think that the

elegiacal couplet was originally erotic, and was adapted to

mournful themes by Simonides. If we may credit a passage

in Athenaeus, it would seem that the earliest-known degists,

sudi as Callmus and Solon, wrote for redution, pure and
simple, without the accompaniment of any instrument.

Trochaic verse is called by the andent grammarians head-

less (dic^aXof), because it really consists of iambic verse

deprived of its head, or opening syllable. The iambic

measure (w_w—w—) becomes trochaic if we cut off

the first "short," and make it run -^^

—

^—^—

.

The pure trochaic trimeter and tetrameter had a character

of breathless speed, and sometimes bore the name of choric

(^/i^ xopuos), because it was peculiarly appropriate to the

dance, and was used for poems which expressed a quickly

stepping sentiment. It is understood that, after having been

known as a musical movement, it was first employed in

the composition of poetry by Archilochus of Paros, in the

7th century b.c.

Iambic metre was, next to the dactyUc hexameter, the form of

verse most frequently employed by the poets of Greek antiquity.

Archilochus, again, who seems to have been a great initiator

in the arts of versification, is credited with the invention of the

iambic trimeter also, but it certainly existed before his time.

Murray believes the original iambic measure, in its popular

familiarity, to have sprung from the worship of the homdy
peasant ^s, Dionysus and Demeter. It was not far removed
from prose; it gave a writer opportum'ty for expressing popular

thoughts in a manner which simple men could appreciate, being

close to their own unsophisticated speech. In particular, it

presented itself a& a heaven-made instrument for the talent of

Euripides, "who, seeing poetry and meaning in every stone

of a street, found in the current iambic trimeter a vehide

of expression in some ways more flexible even than prose."

It was not, however, until the invention of the lyric proper,

whether individual to the poet, or choral, that the full richness

of possible rhythms became obvious to the Greeks. The lyric

inspiration came originally from the island of Lesbos, and it

passed down through the Asiatic archipelago to Crete before

it reached the mainland of Greece. The Lesbians cultivated

a monodic ode-poetry in strophes and monostrophes, the en-

chanting beauty of which can still be realized in measure from

what remains to us of the writings of Sappho and Alcaeus

There is a stanza known as the Sapphic and another as the

Alcaic
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Tlie stanza of Alcaeus nins:—

Tliese marvellous inventions suited the different moods of these

strongly contrasted lyrisu, the " viokt-crowned, pure, softly

smiling Sappho," and the fiery, vehement soldier who was
Alcaeus. We must give them peculiar attention, since they

were the two earliest models for the lyric passion which has

since then expressed itself in so many stanzaic forma, but in

none of so faultless a perfection as the original Lesbian types.

The name of Stesichonis of Himera points to the belief of

antiquity that he was the earliest poet who gave form to the

choral song; he must' have been called the "choir-setter"

because he arranged and wrote for choirs semi-epic verse of a
new kind, " made up of halves of the epic hexameter, inter-

spersed with short variation»—epitrites, anapaesU or mere

syncopae—just enough to break the dactylic swing, to make the

verse lyrical " (Gilbert Murray). But it appears to be to Aiion

that the artistic form of the dithyramb is due. We are all

among innovators and creators in this glorious 5th century B.c

Simonidea gathered the various inventions together, and exer-

cised his genius upon them all: he was the earliest universal

lyrist of the world: he treated the styles of verse, as Shelly

or as Victor Hugo did, with an impartial mastery.

After the happy event of the Persian War, Athens became

the centre of literary activity in Greece, and here the great

school of drama devdoped itself, using for its vehicle, in dialogue,

monologue and chorus, nearly all the metres which earlier ages

and distant provinces had invented. The verse-form which

the dramatists preferred to use was almost exclusively the

iambic trimeter, a form which adapted itself equally well to

tragedy and to comedy. Aeschylus employed for his choruses

a great number of lyric measures, which Sophocles and Euripides

reduced and regulated. With the age of the dramatisU the

creative power of the Greeks in versification came to an end,

and the revival of poetic enthusiasm in the Alexandrian age

brought with it no talent for fresh metrical inventions, and the

time had now arrived when the harvest of Greek prosody was

completely garnered.

Latin Metre.—^Very little is kxiown about the verse-forms

of the original inh&bitanU of Italy, before the introduction of

Greek influences. The earliest use of poetry as a national

art in Italy is to be judged by inscriptions in what is called

the Satumian metre. Already, the first Latin epic poets,

Livius Andronicus in his Odyssia^ Naevius in his BeUum PunicufHf

the Scipios in their Elogia^ combined their rude national sense

of folk-song with a consciousness of the quantiutive rules of

the Greeks. But the same writers, in their dramas, undoubtedly

.used Greek metres without adapUtion, and it is therefore likely

that the ancient Satumian measure was already looked upon

as barbarous, and it makes no further reappearance in Latin

literature (cf. Glcditsch). The introduction of Greek dramatic

metre marks the start of regular poetry among the Latins,

which was due, not to men of Roman birth, but to poets of

Greek extraction or inhabiting the Greek-speaking provinces of

Italy. These writers, bearing the stamp of a widely recognized

cultivation, threw the old national verse back into oblivion.

Latin verse, then, began in a free but loyal modification of the

principles of Greek verse. Plautus was particularly ambitious

and skilful in this work, and, aided by a native genius for metre,

he laid down the basis of Latin dramatic versification. Terence

was a feebler and at the same time a more timid metrist. In

satire, the iambic and trochaic measures were carefully adapted

by Enidua and Ludliua. The dactylic hexameter followed,

and Ennius, in all matter^of verse a daring ixmovator, directly

imitated in his Annates the epic measure of the Greeks. To him
also is attributed the introduction of the el^iac distich,

hexameter and pentameter. The dactylic hexameter was
forthwith adopted as the leading metre of the Roman poets,

and, as Gleditsch has pointed out, the basis upon which all

future versification was to be erected was finnly laid down
before the death of Eimius in 169 B.a Ludlius followed, but

perhaps with some tenden^ to retrogression, for the Latin
critics seem to have looked upon his metre as wanting both in

mek>dy and elasticity. Lucretius, on the other hand, made a
further advance 011 the labours of Ermius, in his study ol

"therise
And long roll of the Hexameter."

Lest, however, this great form of verse should take too exdnsive
a place in the imagination of the Romans, a younger generation,
with Laevuis and Terentius Varro at their head, bq^an to

irxdtate the lyrical measures of the Greeks with icma^able
success. Vano, who has been styled the earliest metrical
theorist of Rome, opened up a new field in this direction by the

exami^ of his Meniiq)ean satires. These poeU left the rigid

school of Ennius, and sought to emulate the Alexandrians of

their own a^: we see the result in the lyric measures used
so gracefully and with such brilliant ease by Catullus. The
versification of the Romans reached its highest point of polish

in the Augustan age, in the writings of Tibullus, Propertius,

Virgil and particularly Ovid, who is considered to omA the
highest levd of various excelleru:e which has ever been reached
by a master of Latin versification. In Horace has been traced a
tendency to archaism in the study of verse, and in his odes and
epodes he was not content with the soft Alexandrian models,
but aimed at achieving more vigorous effects by an imiution
of the older Greek models, such as Alcaeus and even ArchHocfaus.

After the Augustan age, it was no longer the Greek poets,

ancient or recent, who were imitated, but the Augustana them-
selves were taken as the inapproachable models of Roman verse.

We have hitherto spoken of rla^siral versification as it was
regarded by those whom, without offence, we may describe

as pedants. But there is predous evidence of the mode in

which metre was regarded by poets, and by one of the greatest

artists of antiquity. In his Art of Poetry Horace has been
speaking of the. need of method in composition—^"tantum
series juncturaque pollet "—and this reminds him that he has
said nothing of the art of verse. The succeeding twenty-four
lines contain all that this great poet thought it needful to supply

on the subject with which AlexarMlrtan granunarians could fill

as many volumes, Although he is actually writing in dactylic

hexameters, he does not mention this form of verse; he is

chiefly occupied in describing, rather unscientifically, the

iambic trimeter, and in praising the iamb, pa dims. Be
applauds, still somewhat vaguely, the statdy versification ol

the precursors, Ennius and Aocho, and blames the immudtdata
poemata of carrlraw modem writers, whose laxity is condoned
by popular ignorance. The only way to escape such faults is to

study the Greeks by night axid by day, but Horace evidently

means by his exempiaria GraecOt not the scholiaats with their

lists of metres and their laborious rules, but the old poets with
their fine raptures. On Italian ground he points to Plautus,

and laments that the Romans of his own day, fascinated by softer

cadences, have lost their veneration for the vigoroua beauty
of the Plautinos tmmeros. And Horace doses with a queer
suggestion, which nuiy be taken as we please, that a poet in

an age of flagging in^>ization must trust to his fingers as wdH
ashiseaza.

Modem Vers^tcttium.—Tht mahk distinction between cSaasical

and modem vosification consists in the nef^igence shown by
the modems to quaniUyt which is defined as the length or short-

ness of the sound of syllables, as determined by the tinw required

to pronounce them. This dimension of sound waa rigid in the

case of Greek and Latin poetry, until, inwhai b known as the
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Middle Greek periodrtherecame'ih'a general tendency to relax

the eaict value of sounds and sylUbles, and to introduce accent,

,wbich is a measure of quality rather than of quantity. A
syllable, in modem verse, is heavy or light, according as it is

accented or unaccented—that is to say, according as it receives

stress from the voice or not. In the word " tulip," for instance,

the syllables are of equal length, but the accent is strongly

upon the first. It is mainly a question of force with us, not

of time as with the andents. There is, however, an element of

quantity in modem verse, as there was of accent in ancient verse.

The foot, in modem verse, takes a less prominent place in itself

than it did in Greece, and is regarded more in relation to the

whole line of which it makes a part. A mere counting of

syllables is useless. In Milton's
" From haunted soring and dale,

Edg'd with poplar pole." I

an ancient scholiast would have found it impossible to discover

any harmony, for he would have had no means of measuring

the value of the heavy accent on " edg'd," followed by a pause,

and would have demanded another syllable in the second line

to turn the whole into verse. The first poet to whom it occurred

that it was needless to attach such predominant imporunce to

quantity was Gregory of Nazianzen (d. 389), a Christian bishop

of the Greek Church. In two important poems by Gregory all

prosodlcal discipline is found to have disappeared, and the rule

of verse has come to be accentual, with a heavy stress on the

penultimate syllable. About the same time, the Greek fabulist

Babrius employed a choliambic metre having a strong accent

on the penultimate. The poets of the transition loved to cultivate

a loose iambic trimeter in twelve syllables, and shorter octo-

syllabic forms called "anacreontic," although they were far

enough from repeating the splendid effects of Anacreon. In

these the old laws of quantity were more and more generally

superseded by stress, and in all this we may see the dawn of the

free accentual versification of modem Europe.

Romance Languages.—The prosodies of Provence, France,

Italy and Spain were derived from the decayed and simplified

forms of Latin verse by a slow and sometimes almost intangible

transition. In these modem metres, however, when they came
to be independent, it was found that all syllables In the line

were of equal value, and that the sole criterion of measure was
the number of these in each case. The relics of ancient versi-

fication, deprived of all the regulated principles of rhythmical

art, received in return the ornament of obligatory and difficult

rhyme, without which the weak rhythm itself would practically

have disappeared. A new species of rhythm, depending on the

varieties of mood, was introduced, and stanzaic forms of great

elaboration aqd beauty were invented. The earliest standard

work which exhibits in full the definitions of Romance versi-

fication ts the Leys d*Amors of an unknown Provenpil gram-
marian, written in 1356.* Another medieval treatise of great

importance is the De Vulgari Eloquential written by Dante in

1304. There is this difference between these two works, that

the former, written long after the flourishing period of the

troubadours, analyses what has been accomplished in the past,

while the other, standing at the starting-point of Italian poetry,

describes what has to be done in the future. Both of these

authorities quote the ten-syllable line of five equal feet as most

to be admixed and as forming the basb of poetry. But the

octosyllabic, almost in the earliest times, became a main
favourite with the poets, and may be said to be the most fre-

quently used of all lyrical measures in medieval Romance poetry.

The earliest specimen of all, however, a mere refrain excepted,

is the fragment of the Provengal "Boetbius," and this is

decasyllabic, like all French poems of the Charlemagne cycle.

The typical French heroic verse, the alexandrine of six feet,

is not found in the old epic poetry. In Provengal and early

French the position of the caesura in each line was fixed by
strict rules; in Italian these were relaxed. Dante gives very

minute, although somewhat obscure, accounts of the essence

and invention of stanzaic form (cobla in Provencal), in which
I But see the article Pkovbii£AL Litbratuu.

the Romance poetries excelled from the first. The stanza was
a group of lines formed on a regular and recurrent arrangement
of rhymes. It was natural that the poets of Provence should
carry to an extreme the invention of stanzaic forms, for their

language was extravagantly rich in rhymes. They invented
complicated poetic structures of stanza within stanza, and the

canto as written by the great troubadours is a marvel of in-

genuity such as could scarcely be repeated in any other language.

The extreme fulness and elaboration of the Provencal poets,

however, has been serviceable as placing a very high ideal of

structural skill before the poets of all succeeding times, and it

was of immense value in directing the experiments of the earhest

poet-artists of Italy and France.

In French poetry, successive masters corrected the national

versification and drew closer round it the network of rules

and principles. The alexandrine was invented in the 12th

century, as a counterpart to the hexameter of the ancients,

by Alexander de Bemay. A great part is played in French
metre by masculine and feminine verse: the former is a verse

which closes with a letter which is not e mute; the latter a
verse which closes with e mute, or with e mute foUowed by s, or

by the consonants nt. Masculine rhyme is that which combines
two masculine verses, and feminine that which unites two
feminine verses; and in regular verse such couplets must be

alternated. Elision is the rule by which in the scansion of a

verse, the letter e at the end of a word is suppressed when it

immediately precedes e mute or a nor-aspirated k. These
and other immutable rules were laid down by Malherbe, and
by Boileau in his Art Poitique (1674), and for more than a

century they were implicitly followed by all writers of verse.

It was the genius of Victor Hugo which first enfranchised the

prosody of France, not by rebelling against the rules, but by
widening their scope in all directions, and by asserting that, in

spite of its limitations, French verse was a living thing. The
richness of Hugo's rhymes is proverbial, and the boldness and
flow of his alexandrines exceeded everything which had been

so much as dreamed of before his time. The revolution he

brought about proved um'versal, and disciples like Thtophile

Gautier could say, in the face of the critics and grammarians
of the classic school, " If we suspected that Victor Hugo had
written a single bad verse, we should not dare to admit it tc

ourselves, in a cellar, without a candle." Boileau and Hugo,
therefore, have been the two lawgivers of the French Parnassus.

The rules of French verse being, in fact, very severe, and
weakness, excess of audacity and negligences of all sorts being

very harshly repressed, it is not surprising that, as the persona]

authority of Hugo declined, various projects were started for

lightening the burden of prosodical discipline. Since i88c

those projects have been numerous, and a great many poets of

genuine inspiration l)ave written in different forms of what
is called " free verse."

Teutonic.—In very early times the inhabitants of the Ger-

manic countries developed a prosodical system which owed
nothing whatever to classical sources. Tlie finest examples

of this Teutonic verse are found in Icelandic and in Anglo-

Saxon. The line consisted of two sections, each containing

two strongly stressed syllables, and of these four long syllables

three were alliterated. It is plain that there can be detected

in aadent Teutonic verse but three severe and consistent

rules, viz. that the section, the strong accentuation, and
above all the alliteration must be preserved. We find this to

be the case in High and Low German, Icelandic, Anglo-Saxon,

and in the revived alliterative English poetry of the X4th

century, such as " Piers Plowman." There are differences,

however, which depend on such facts as that the Icelandic

poems are mainly lyrical and the Anglo-Saxon epics are

narrative. As time went on, under the pressure of south

European practice, alliteration ceased to be regarded as the

sole and sufiident ornament of Teutonic verse, and rhyme
was occasionally used, but this was a concession which proved

fatal to the type. With this use of rhyme, the High German
poetry begins to cease, while England becomes the centre of
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Teutonic meCricd composition. In Icdtndic poetry there

was a highly artificial verae-system known as court-verse

(dr&UkvaeUif wliich consisted of alliterative groups of two
lineseacb, arranged in staves of eight lines. When we consider

primitive Teutonic verse closely, we see that it did not begin

with any conscious art, but, as Vigfussen has said, " was simply

excited and emphatic prose" uttered with tha repetition of

catchwords and letters. The use of these was prctently

regulated. Alliteration of stressed root-syllables formed the

basis of Teutonic verse, as quantity had formed the basis of

Greek verse. A study of the " Hcliand " and the " Lay of

Hildebrand " in Old German, of the " AtU " and " Harbard "

lays in Icelandic, and of the writings attributed to Beowulf,

Cffdmon and Cynewulf in Anglo-Saxon, will show the general

unity and the local divergences of this class of verse.

\ ^glish Metre.—The first writer in whom there has been
discovered a distinct rebellion against the methods of Anglo-

Saxon versification is St Godric, who died in xx7a Chily

three brief fragments of his poetry have been preserved, but

there is no doubt that they show, for the first time, a regular

composition in feet. A quotation will show the value of St

Godric's invention:

—

" Saints | Nicholaes. 1 Godes | druth*

'

Tymbre us | fatrS ) acon« I hus.

At thy
I
burth. | at thy | bare.

Saints | Nichobes. | bnng uswd thare.**^

From thb difficult stanza down to the metres of modem
English the transition seems gradual and direct, while the

tradition of Anglo-Saxon alliterative prosody is abruptly

broken. The fragments of St Godric appear to be independent

of one another, and therefore indicate that the division of lines

into feet is not accidental. They are much less dubious, and more
firm as the basis of an hypothesis, than the famous quatrain^

about the singing of the monks of Ely, which u perhaps a little

earlier in date than the fragments of St Godric. This has

much picturesque beauty, but if it is carefully examined the

actual scheme of it as metre seems to evade detection. The
Ely singer warbled, not knowing what he sang, but St Godric

knew perfectly well, and must have been a deliberate innovator.

There is still more definition of feet in the Paema Morale,

printed by Dr Morris, which is supposed to date from about

X20O. In longer pieces, and particulariy in the Ormtdum, and

in the Brui of Layamon, which belong to the early part of the

13th century, we find, on the whole, less definite abandonment

of the Anglo-Saxon system of prosody, but nevertheless a

prominence given both to rhyme and to rhythm. In Layamon,

particularly, the recognition of a recurrent verse of four accents

is unquestionable. The place of this poet in the history of

prosody is very carefully noted by Guest, who remarks that

in Anglo-Saxon verse, the syllables which take the alliteration

are always accented, while in the later metres, where alliteration

was combined with rhyme, the former is often thrown upon

an unaccented syllable. " Layamon appears to take a middle

course. It would seem he gave accents both to his rhyming

and his alliterative syllables; but the former were often obliged

to content themselves with a false accent." An advance was

made about fifty years later in Genesis and Exodus, a poem
published by Professor Skeat, which has such great value in the

proof it gives of the extension of verbal melody, that Saintsbury

has said that " it contains more of the kernel of English prosody,

properly so called, than any [other] single poem before Spenser."

The phenomenon which we meet with in all these earliest

attempts at purely English verse is the unconscious deter-

mination of writers, who had no views about prosody, to follow

their national instinct in the direction of grouped feet and

rhymes. This is further emphasized in Horn and Havdok,

and in the smoother octosyllabics of the 14th-century metrical

romances, where the rhymes become very frequent, with an

* Merie •unsen 8e muneches binnen Ely,
Oa Cnut ch[in]ing reu der by;
" Rowed, cni[hltes, nocr the land
and here we^ muneches smg."

occasional short line or boh, to prevent monotony of effect.

Few of these romances have much literary value, but their
prosodical value is very great, for we see in them the normal
movement of English verse becoming fixed to certain priadpks
beyond any possibility of escape:

—

" So fair I he mak- I € him withal.
He light- I ed down- { e in I the hall.

Bounds
I
his mare | among | them all,

And to
i
the board- 1 i won."

This, from Sir Percepale, is, it must be aDowed, an nnusuaOy
correct example; the uncouth 14th-century writers did not
commonly arrive at their effect without much noore irregularity

and wavering than this, but the design is evident even in their

worst exainples. Between xaio and 1340 not a sin(^ English
poem of importance is known to have been written in the old

alliterative measure of the Angk>-Saxons. But at the latter

date there set in a singular reaction in favour of alliteration,

a movement which culminated, after producing some beautiful

romances, in the satires of Langland. Th<»e writers, and
they were many, who preserved foot-scansion and rhyme,
during this alliterative reaction, became ever closer students

of contemporary French verse, and in the favourite octo-

syllabic metre " the uncompromising adoption of the French,
or syllabically uniform, system is the first thixkg noticeable"
(Saintsbury). This tendency of Middle English metre culmin-

ates in the work of John dower, which is singularly polished

in its rhyming octosyllabics, although unquestionably nerve-

less still, and inelastic

It is, however, to Chaucer that we turn for far greater con-

tributions to English verse. He it was who first, with full

consciousness of power as an arUsl, adopted the use <^ e]ab(»ate

stanzas, always in following of the French; he it was who first

gained freedom of sound by a variation of pause, and by an
alternation of trochaic and iambic movement. It is the lack

of these arts which keeps Gower and his predecessors so stiff.

In particuku' Chaucer, in his first period, invented rime^royal,

a stanzaic form (in seven decasyllabic lines, rhymed ababbcc),
peculiarly English in character, which was dominant in our

literature for more than two hundred years; it was used in the

long romance of Troilus and Creseide, where English metre for

the first time displays its beauty to the fuJL llie importance
of rime-royal is displayed in the fact that its sixth and seventh

lines aaually form the decasyllabic couplet, which b commonly
held to be a later discovery of Chaucer's, in The Legend of Good
Women. This is the heroic verse, in which The Conierbury

Tales are mainly composed, and this metre of five accents, with

couplet-rhyme, became so powerful in the future history of

En^sh poetry that it may almost be taken ^ the central

and most characteristic of our verse-forms, as tne alexandrine

couplet is in French and Dutch prosody. It seems to have

been originally called riding-rhyme, the name by which Gasooigne

describes it (1575)*

It B impossible here to do more than indicate very biiefiy

those fluctuations which English prosody underwent when the

learned and vivid example of Chaucer was withdrawn. The
metres of Lydgate and his successors were discordant and

feeble; their ears had learned but very incorrectly the lessoa

of the master. Lydgate, in particular, went back to an earlier

type, and showed himself more skilful in the old eight-syllabk

measure than in the new decasyllable. More interesting to

the prosodical student than the work of these or later Chau-

cerians is the influence cxerdscd throughout the xsth and early

x6th centuries by the popular ballads, of which " Chevy Chase "

is believed to be the oldest surviving example, while *'The

Tale of Gamelyn" is the longesL The introduction of ihe

loose, elastic ballad-quatrain, with its melodious tendency to

refrain, was a matter of great importance in the metasoorphoss

of British verse. The degenerate forms employed by the

English 15th-century poets in attempting more regular prosody

were in some measure connected by the greater exactitude of xht

Scotch writers, particularly of Dunbar, who was by far the

most accomplished metrist between C^uoer and Spenser.
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But Wyatt (i503-1542) was long considered the father of modem
English verse, and though we now plainly enough perceive that

before his day all the essential discoveries and inventions had
been made, he nevertheless deserves great honour as a pioneer.

He introduced, from France and Italy, the prosodical principles

of the Renaissance—order and coherency, concentration and
definition of sound—and that although his own powers in

metre were far from being highly developed. He and his

more gifted disciple Surrey introduced into English verse the

sonnet (not of the pure Italian type, but as a quatorzain with

a final couplet) as well as other short lyric forms. To Surrey,

moreover, we owe the introduction from Italian of blank verse,

the rhymeless metre of five accents, which has taken so prominent

a place in subsequent English poetry.

With the heroic couplet, with blaink verse, and witb « variety

of short lyric stanzaic measures, the equipment of British verse

might now be said to be complete. For the moment, however,

towards the middle of the i6th century^, all these excellent

metres seemed to be abandoned in favour of an awkward couplet

of fourteen feet, which may have had some relation with the

French alexandrine. It was always, as Saintsbury says, " a very

uncertain and risky metre, settling down with a dangerous

acquiescence into doggerel and sing-song." It was to break

up this nerveless measure that the remarkable reforms of the

close of the century were made, and the discoveries of Wyatt
and Surrey were brought, long after their deaths, into general

practice. In drama, the doggerel of an earlier age retired before

a blank verse, which was at first entirely pedestrian and
mechanical, but struck out variety and music in the hands of

Marlowe and Shakespeare. But the central magician was
Spenser, in whom there arose a master of pure verse whose
range and skill were greater than those of any previous writer

of English, and before whom Chaucer himself must withdraw.

It is not too much to say that Spenser took all the elements of

English verse, as they had existed in more or less timid and
undeveloped shape for four centuries, and that he moulded
them together into an instrument capable, for the first time,

of expressing, or accompanying, every passion, every emotion,

every variety of sentiment or instinct, which stirs the human
breast. His great work was that of solidification and emanci-

pation, but be also created a noble form which bears his name,
that Spenserian stanza of nine lines closing with an alexandrine,

which lends itself in the hands of great poets, and great poets

only, to magnificent narrative effects.

It was at this moment that a final attempt was made to dis-

establish the whole scheme of English metre, and to substitute

for it unrhymed classic measures. In the year 1579 this heresy

was powerful at Cambridge, and a vigorous attempt was made
to include Spenser himself among its votaries. It failed, and
with this failure it may be said that all the essential questions

connected with English poetry were settled.

There is enough to fill a score of volumes in the mode in which

the poets from Spenser downwards have employed the laws of

English verse, but he was the latest of the legislators who laid

down the framework of those laws. It is not possible in this

place to enter into such themes as the rise and fall of Elizabethan

dramatic blank verse; the perfection of the song and the develop-

ment of the sonnet; the extraordinary virtuosity of Milton;

the contest between enjambcment (which permits the extension

of the sentence beyond the limits of the distich) and the

couplet as introduced by Waller; the victory of that couplet,

and its use from 1670 to 1800; the slow growth of ode, which

had been one of Spenser's inventions; the revivals of pro-

sodical taste in the xQth century; the extraordinary advance
in freedom of anapaestic movement.

It may generally be remarked in connexion with the very

various, copious and often chaotic criticism of English verse,

that it has been a misfortune, from the earliest times, that

pedantic and chimerical theories have too often invaded the

study of metre. They bad tended, from the times of the Alex-

andrian grammarians down to our own, to treat as a dead thing

Ihat vivid and elastic art of poetry whose very essence is ita life. I

In modem times not a few theorists have allowed themselves

to diverge into the most extraordinary chains of musical and
even of mathematical conjecture and have been easily led, in

the practice of their ingenious learning, to forget that what
they are talking about is the vehicle in which tremulous and
ardent thoughts are conveyed to the hearts of men. The poet
knows the law by instinct, but he treats it as a living guide;

he varies the pause, he manipulates the accent, he gives the

vital element of freedom to the verse which he has founded upon
disdpline. It is extremely doubtful whether any youthful poet
was even helped by prosodical instraction; his earliest measures
are imitative; he does not compose consciously in " tribrachs

"

and " iambs "; he would gape in astonishment if asked to define

the "pyrrhichian hypothesis"; his bursts of enthusiasm are

not modified by 1^ theory of "trisyllabic equivalence." The
old formula of verse, "variety in unity," holds good in all

languages, countries and times; the delicate rapture involved

in a brilliant combination of rhyme and metre is a matter which
is regulated, bdeed, on a consideration of the laws of prosody,

but depends on qther and wider qualities of a moral and an
aesthetic order.
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VERSECZ (Ger. Werschelz)^ a town of Hungary, in the

county of Temes, 235 m. S.S.E. of Budapest by rail. Pop. ( 1900)

25,199. It has a handsome parish church and is the seat of a
Greek Orthodox bishop. Versecz is one of the principal wine-
produdng centres in Hungary, and the red wines and brandy
produced, here enjoy a great reputation. Near the town are

remains of a Roman castle, and a Roman rampart and trench
which extend for about 60 m. to the north. During the revolu-

tionary period pf X84S-49 the Hungarians defeated the Servians

here on the ixth of July 1848, while on the X9th of January 1849*

the town was occupied by the Austrian troops.

VERTEBRATA, a large branch of the animal kingdom, of

which the characteristic members are manmials, birds, reptiles,

batrachians, fish and cydostomes, the craniate vertebrates

of modem zoology. These include all the animals which
possess " vertebrae," pieces of bone or cartilage jointed to form
a " backbone " or spinal column (see Spinal Coro), although
in some of the lower members of the group the segmentation of

the spinal column is imperfect. That such animals formed a
natural group was understood from the earliest times. Aristotle

placed them together as " Enaima," or sanguineous animals,

distinguishing them from the " Anaima," which he believed to

be bloodless. Later it was discovered that the So-called blood-

less animals contained imcoloured blood, i^nd the vertebrates

were distinguished as red-blooded, tmlil G. L. C. F. D. Cuvier
showed the existence of red blood in some other am'mals.

C. Liimaeus made Mammalia, Aves, Amphibia and Pisces the

first four classes of the animal kingdom, but suggested no cor-

porate name for them. In 1788 A. J. G. K. Batsch united them
into a great division, for which he proposed the name " Knoch-
enthiere," bony animals. J. B. P. Lamarck carried the idea

further, and first clearly recognized the importance of the

vertebral column in classification; to him is due the division

of the animal kingdom into Vertebrata, which included all the

craniate vertebrates, and Invcrtebrata, which included all other

animals. These names and the dichotomy they imply have
persisted from their convenience, although zoological science

has come to recognize that the groups are not morphologically
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equivalent and that the division is not logical. Cuvier showed
that there were iour groups in the animal kingdom, each corre-

sponding to a definite type or plan of structure, aqd that

craniate vertebrates composed only one of these groups, in-

vertebrates including three. In the progress of zoology it has
become dear that the coelomate animals fall into a very Urge
number of distinct groups or types, and that the vertebrates

are only one class amongst many morphologically distinct

classes. It has been shown further that amongst the animals

that Lamarck would have placed in the Invertebrata there are

several which, although devoid of vertebrae or cranium, must
be associated with vertebrates in any natural system. Closer

investigation of the anatomy and embryology of the craniate

vertebrates sho?red that the possession of a jointed vertebral

column was not a fundamental characteristic of the group.

In some creatures, such as sturgeons and lampreys, the position

of the jointed vertebral column is occupied by an unjointed

rod, the so-called notochord, whilst all the Vertebrata pass

through an embryonic stage in which a similar elastic unjointed

notochord exists as the precursor of the jointed column. It

was further found that all the vertebrates of Lamarck displayed

either in the embryonic condition alone, or both in embryonic

and adult conditions, a set of passages leading from the anterior-

lateral portion of the body into the cavity of the pharynx, and
known as gill-slits, because in those creatures in which they

become functional for aquatic respiration they lodge the gills

or branchial tufts. Further, it was found that in all verte-

brates the great central mass of the nervous system, known as

the brain and spinal cord, is in reality a hollow tube with more
or less thickened walls, developed as a strand of tissue along

the dorsal surface of the embryo, which sinks downwards and
inwards to form a hollow tube lying dorsal to the notochord.-

• In 1866 A. Kowalewsky, in a memoir that is one of the

classics of vertebrate morphology, worked out the development

of AmpkioxuSt then recognized as the simplest of the vertebrate

group, and compared it with the development of an Asddian,

one of a group then termed Tunicate Mollusca, and showed

that the latter creature, in its larval stage, possessed, like

Amphioxus, a notochord, gill-slits and a hollow dorsally placed

nerve-tube. In 1877 E. Ray Lankester published a classifica-

tion of the animal kingdom in which he definitely associated

all the Tunicates with the vertebrates, and subdivided Verte-

brata as follows: Branch A., Urochorda, which contained

\ht Ttmicates and was characterized by the limitation of the

notochord to the caudal region; Branch B., Cephalochorda,

containing Amphioxus, in which the notochord extended from

the extreme tip of the tail to that of the snout; Branch C,
Craniata, containing the Cydostomes, Pisces, Batrachia,

Reptilia, Aves and Mammalia, in which the anterior extremity

of the notochord ended in the base of a cranium. Later, F. M.
Balfour adopted the system of Lankester, but proposed to

replace the term Vertebrata, which was anatomically mis-

leading, by the new term ChordaU, as the latter term laid

stress on the existence of the notochord as the fundamental

character of the group. A. Kowalewsky had shown as early

as 1866 that the marine worm BalanoglossuSy described by Delia

Chiaje at the end of the x8th century, possessed a set of gill-

slits similar to those of Amphioxus and Tunicates. From 1884

to x886 W. Bateson published a series of studies in which he

suggested that there was present in Bdanoglossui a representa-

tive of the notochord, and that a portion at least of its nervous

system was a hollow, dorsally placed tube. On these grounds,

coupled with the presence of gill-slits, he proposed to add yet a

lower branch to the Chordata, to include Balanoglossus and

to be termed Hemichorda, but neither Bateson nor zoologists

who have written since have accepted the vertebrate affinities of

Balanoglossus with complete confidence. Still more diffidently,

S. F. Harmer and others have suggested that Cephalodiscus

and Pkoronis, still more lowly marine invertebrates, have

claims to be associated with the Chordata.
"i It may be accepted definitely that Amphioxus and the Tuni-

cates must beassodated with the craniate vertebrates of Lamarck.

With regard to the terms Vertebrata and Chordata, usa^ stOl

differs. Those who wish to make the names of the huger groups
significant labeb prefer the term Chordata, and on the whole
seem to be prevailing, but there remain many aoologisU who
prefer the designation with historical amoriations, and regard
it as immaterial if, in the advance of knowledge, the oonnotatioa
may have been so changed that the term has beconae ccnven-
tional rather than verbally significant.

The characters and affinities of the lower groups that have
been induded under Chordata are discnsaed in the articles

HciacBOKDA, Balanoglossus, Pho&onidea, Pieeobxamchia,
TuNXCATA and Amphioxus, so that it is necessary here lo deal
only with the general characters of the Chordata oc Verte-
brata CraniaU, and to consider the views that have been
advanced with regard to the origin of vertebrates.

The Vertebrau Ccaniata shaie with the Cephalochordata the
fundamental characters of the group Chordata. They aie bOater-
ally symmetrical animals with a well-inarked metaocric segmenta-
tion of the muscles and muade septa, with a gut opening by an
anterior ventral mouth, with latnal gill-clits m the embryo ac
adult, and with a ventro-posterior anus; with a donal tubular
central nervous system, under which lies in the embryo or adult
an unaegmented notochord of endodermal origin; with the body
prolonged posteriorly to the anus to fonn a metajnerically t^mented
tail containing notochord, nervous vyatem and muscles: with a
spadous codomic cavity and«parate olood-vascular syvtem. Ihey
differ from the Cephalochordata in the extreme fyphaliaTirifn of
the anterior segments of the body, induding the formation of an
enlarged brain with paired sense organs, the nose, eyes and auditory
apparatus, and the formation of a cranium, and m the stnurtuie
of the skeleton, heart, liver and organs of excoetiott and r^ioductios.

Evidence points to the origin,of the Cephalochordata and the
Craniata from a common ancestor in which metameric segnena-
tion of the mesoblast and the nervoas system was complete axid
regular. This condition has been retained fay Ampkiosiu, but in
the Craniata has been much modified. The latnal mesoblastic
plates with thdr contained coelom are unsegmented in craaiates,
although traces of the primitive segmentation are viaifaie in the
devdopment <^ Cydostomes. The donal mesoblastic somites
with the segmental musculature derived from them, retain the
segmental condition in ilm^JkMxiuand in the trunkr^jonofczaniates,
but in the head region of the latter there has taken place a fosioa
or cephalization more pronounced in the higher forms, where the
head u dbtinct from the trunk, than in lower fonns where the head
passes gradually into the trunk. The exact number a£ somite^
which have been cephalized is difficult to estimate, and certainly
varies in different cases, but it appears to be certain ^lac thiee.
immediately anterior to the otic region, have htax tiansforased
into the optic muscles. Those behind the otic region (mecaotic
somites) vary from nine to eleven, and in Cydostomes nve rise to
segmental muscles in series with those of the trunk. In true fi&h

and higher Craniates the anterior one or two of diese metaotk
somites practically disappear, whilst of the remainder none form
complete segmental muscles, but various portions of them give
rise to muscles associated with the branchial appaiatos (epibtandiial
and hypobranchial), the dorsal portions faomg away. In other
words, the metameric series continued from the trunk tothe anterior
end of the body in the ancestral form, retained bythe Cenhalodiorda,
and of which traces remain in the devdopment of the Craniata,
has been modified in the adult Craniata by the suppression of

certain portions and the specialization of oUmt nortiona to f<»ia

an unsegmented structure. The process of oepnalization, with,
however, less complete destruction of the segmental arrangemeot,
has also affected the anterior nerves c^ Craniata and brought about
the distinction between cranial and spinal nerves which is a feature
of the Craniates. The ancestral form must be supposed to ha%e
given off from its central ner\'ous system lateral nerves segmentally
arranged in pdrs. Each member of each ptur possessed two roots,

a dorsal and a ventral root, posnbly remamins separate, as in the
Ceohalochordata and the cranial nerv« of Craniata. possibly joining

to form a common trunk, as in the sfnnal nerves of Craniata. The
ventral roots consisted of motor fibres passing straight outwards 10

innervate the segmental muscles derived from the dorsal aonute«:
the dorsal roots took a longer course, arching outwanb and round
the body to supply the visceral muscles, the mucous merabraoes.
the skin and the sense organs connected with these. It appears
moreover, that the ventral roots renuuned in strict association iiith

the muscular somites to which they corresponded, and wandered
beyond thdr own segmental areas only with these muscles, whereas
the ramifications of the dorsal fibres had a wider range and were
less closely bouiul to sesmental regions. Such a primitive condition
has been retained by Amphioxus^ but in the case of Craniata only

by the spinal nerves. Almost every great anatomist has contributed
to working out the history of the cranial nerves, and it would be

a hopeless task to make a just sllorarion of credit lor the.vaiioaB
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ttept vlildi liave led to our preaent knowledge, but the names of
C. Gegenbaur. F. M. Balfour. A. M. Marshall. J. W. van Wijhe.
N. K. Koltaoff, Miss J. B. PUtt. J. Beard. H. V. Neal and E. S.

Goodrich are conspicuous. The Craniates are characterized by
the presence of ten pairs of cranial nerves, numbered usually I. to
X., from before backwards, with a course and distribution funda-
mentally identical throughout the group from the lowest fish to
man, whilst in the higher forms an additional eleventh and twelfth
pair have been assumed from the trunk or neck. Pairs I. and II.

arethenervesof special sense of smell and sight, and in all probability
are morphologically dbtinct from true segmental pairs. Pairs III.

to X. represent various portions of primitive segmental pairs,

modified in association with the cepnalization of the anterior
region of the body. III., IV. and VI. innervate the muscles ot the
eyeball, and represent the ventral roots of the three prootic somites;
the dorsal root of the anterior of these three passes to the anterior
portion of the head as the so-called ntrvus ap/ukalmicus profundus.
The V. of human anatomy, the trigeminal, is formed almost entirely
from the dorsal root of the nerve of the second prootic somite,
whilst the VII. or facialis of human anatomy umifarly represents
the greater part of the dorsal root of the third prootic somite, whilst
the remaining and lesser portion of that root forms the VIII. or
auditory nerve of human anatomy. The IX. or g^ssotharynieal
represents the dorsal root of the nrst metaotic somite, the ventral
root of which persists in Cydostomes but disappears together with
the somite in higher Craniates. The X. or vagus of human anatomy
represents the dorsal root of the second metaotic somite. The
backward extension of the vagus to supply the regions corresponding
to the posterior gill-slits and internal viscera has been interpreted
variously. The explanation at first sight most probable, and that
has been advocated by Gegenbaur and many other anatomists,
is that the dorsal roots corresponding to a number of somites have
fused to form a single system. The ventral roots of the somites
in question have a varying fate, being fully represented in the
Cydostomes by nerves to musculature developed from these somites,
whilst in the higher forms thay have in great part disappeared.
Evidence seems to point to a similar disappearance of the dorsal
roots of the branchial somites posterior to the first supplied by the
vagus; but as remnants of them have been traced in the development
of the various Craniates, it seems as if the vagus were not in reality

a compound nerve, but the extension of the nerve arising from a
single dorsal segmental root. Notwithstanding some dubiety in
detail, tKe nuin proposition remains clear: the cranial nerves of
Craniates have arisen, in the course of a process of cephalization.
from a primitive set of segmental nerves in series with those of the
trunk, by a suppression of certain portions and an expansion and
specialization of other portions. The work of a large number of
anatomists has shown that the fundamental morphological characters
of the cranium and brain^ organs in which the Craniates are most
clearly marked off from Cephalochordates, are fundamentally alike

throughout the group. The original crude theory of L. Oken and
the poet Goethe, that the skull was composed of expanded and fused
vertebrae, was disproved by T. H. Huxley and Gegenbaur. There
can be little doubt, however, that the region behind the infundibulum,
consisting of part of the optic capsules, the anterior extremity of
the notochord, the parachordals (for details as to these see article

Skblbton) and the corresponding lateral and dorsal elements with
their suspended visceral arches represent at least three cephalic
•omites, and that the process of cephalization has played an important
part in the formation of the cranium as it has in the case of the
nerves and muscles of the head. The region of the cranium anterior
to this is probably a forward growth of tne primitive head, produced
in association witn the development of the organs of smell and sight,

and thus is different in kina from the posterior region. But as
Amphioxus is obviously degenerate in the region of the head, no
source of information exists as to the exact mode in which the
development of the head of the ancestral vertebrate took place.

It is still less possible to lay down anything definite as to how
far the structure of the brain of Craniates conforms with a theory
of origin by a process of cephalization of metameric segments. The
minute expansion at the anterior end of the nerve tube of Amphioxus
cannot be called a brain, whilst the brain of all the Craniates is

identical in morphological type and so complex that it must have
behind it a long history of development. The embryonic Craniate
brain appears as three dilatations of the neural tube, respectively

the posterior or hind-brain, continuous with the spinal cord, the
mid-Drain and the fore-brain. From the hind-brain there arises

the medulla oblongata or myelencephalon behind, and the meten-
cephalon in front, the dorsal wall of wnich gives rise to the cerebellum.
The hind-brain is closely similar in structure to the spinal cord, and
gives rise to all the segmental cranial nerves except the pathelicus

and motor oculi. The sides of the mid-brain thicken and give rise

to the optic lobes; its floor forms the crura cerebri, whilst the oculo-

motor and patheticus nerves take origin from it. The fore-brain
divides into a posterior thalamencephalon and an anterior telen-

cephalon. Thickenings of the floor of the thalamencephalon give
rise to the optic thalami; the paired optic lobes grow out from its

sides; the pineal body, which primitively was a pair of dorsal eyes,

grows from the root and the infundibulum from the floor. The

telencephalon 1 n rrnnt frrowf «)ut secondarilytoan extent progressively
increasing in the high^t k:r'.ups and forms the corpora striata, the
ceiebral lobes and ihc rliiriencephalon. The most plausible inter*
pretation is th^t the ni iiJ - ,uid hind-brains represent a cephalized
continuation ol thr tpiniiE i,»rd, probably originally metamerically
segmented, whilst the fore Lrain has been developed primitively in
association witli the cir^anfi of smell and bearing, and secondarily
in connexion with the vm n- ising daboration of the higher functions
of the brain and the development of the assodatioa centres of
which the cerebrum is the seat.

The details of the structure and development of the sense-organs,
gill-slits and visceral organs of Craniates are sufficiently discussed
in the artkJcs dealing with the separate classes ol the group. It
is necessary to refer, however, to new light thrown on the structure
and morphology of the renal excretory organs due chiefly to the
investigations of Goodrich. The excretory organs of the vast
majority ol invertebrate coelomate animals are essentially what
are known as nephridia. Nephridia in their simplest form are
excretory tubulev growing from the exterior inwards, and removing
from the surrounding tissues or blood vessels waste matter which
they discharge to the exterior. In many cases these tubules acquire
secondary openings to the coelom, termed nephrostomes and serving
to remove waste matter from that space. Finally, in metamerically
segmented invertebrates the nephndia frequently appear in seg-
mentally disposed psdrs. Gegenbaur, C. Semper, B. Hatschek, and
many other anatomists have compared the kidneys of Craniates
with nephridia, supposing the segmental tubules with their coelomic
apertures to represent nephridia, which, instead of discharging directly
to the exterior by pores in the segments in which they are situated,
have come to discharge at each side into a longitudinal common
duct with a posterior aperture. The excretory ^stem of Am^kioxus
undoubtedly consists of true nephridia, morpnologically identical
with those of the invertebrate coelomates. The latter, however,
may also possess a different set of onans, also frequently appearing
as segmentally arranged tubules. These are the gemtal fuAnels
which develop outwards from the codom, and serve for the
discharge of the genital products. It is with the latter th^t the
segmental tubules of the Craniata are to be compared, and the
possession of a different type of excretory organ is one of the most
vital distinctions between tne Craniata and the Cephalochordata.

Origin of the Vertebrata.—^The recorded fossil history carries ut
backwards with comparative ease from the highest mammals
to the lowest members of the Craniates. Remains of the latter,

abundant in the oalaeozoic rocks, were undoubtedly true Craniates,
allied with the Cydostomes and the lower fishes, but showing no
more than superndal and dubious resemblances to the menabers
of any other group. We have to rely upon general inferences which
lead to much ingenious argument and little certain result. The
Craniates can be traced baclc to fishes not unlike the modem shark
or dogfish with little dubiety. The Cydostomes. although true
Craniates. present an obviously simpler type of structure: the
head is less cephalized and therefore less duttinct from the trunk;
lower jaw, true teeth and dermal armature are absent, whilst there
are other simplifications in the structural type. Very general
assent could be obtained for the proposition that one stage in the
ancestry of the Vertebrates must nave been not unlike a simplified

Cyclostome, a bilaterally symmetrical coelomic animal, dongated
and fish-like in shape, but without paired limbs, with a smooth, soft

skin, a ventral mouth without teeth or lower jaw and probably
surrounded by labial palps, with lateral gill-slits and a ventro-
posterior anus; with an unswmented notochord and a dorsal

tubular nerve cord. The brain, however, must have been expanded,
and there must have been paired organs of smell, two lateral eyes
and probably two dorsal eyes, and a large paired auditory apparatus.
The mesoblastic system of musdes and fibrous skeleton was highly
and regularly segmented, but in the anterior region cephalization
had proceeded to a considerable extent. The resemblances between
such a creature and Amphioxus are so dose that they cannot be
dismissed. Amphioxus no doubc is spedalized in many respects,

and probably degenerate in others, just as. if we go to the other
pole of the Craniates, we know that although the Anthropoid Apes
are the nearest living representatives of the ancestor of man. they
are spedalized in many respects and almost certainly degenerate
in other respects. If we carry those processes of progressive change
by which the Cyclostome type has passed into the low fish type,
and the low fisn type into the higher Craniate type, backwards
towards i4m^AfOzii5 we reach the conception of an ancestral creature
essentially a Cephalochordate, differing no doubt from Ampkioxus
in various details, as one member of a group differs from another,

but specially marked by the possession of better developed cranial

sense organs and by the presence of a coelomostomic instead of a
nephridial excretory system. Paired sense organs of an elaborate
character have arisen in many groups, and there seems to be no
special difficulty in supposing that those characteristic of Craniates
have arisen independently in that group. Amphioxus, although in

that respect partly degenerate, bdng degenerate from a stage in

which the cephalic sense organs were extremely simple. The different

>nts even less theoretical difficulty.[)e ol excretory system presents even less ttieoreticai duticuity.

both types of segmental funnd exist amongst Invertebrates and
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may even be present in the ame aiumal. If we follow the process
of progressive change still further back, we reach a stage in which
cephahzation had practically disappeared, and where even meta-
meric segmentation was in a much less advanced condition. The
Udpoies of Ascidians, and still more rtmouAy Balanoglossus, although
stilt less than Amfhioxus to be rerairded as actual ancestral verte-
brate types, give images of some of the many phases in which the
ancestral type may have been exhibited. It is needless to say that
the creatures exhibiting such a stage in the ancestry of the Verte-
brates would have formed simply one in the vast series of marine
coelomate types which the anatomy of the Invertebrates shows us
to have existed. Its distinguishing features would have been the
presence of gill-slits, of the skeletal rod, known as the notochord,
and of the cforsal tubular nervous system. We cannot make even
profitable guesses as to the exact conditions under which these
features, or the corresponding features of other coelomate types,

arose in the kaleidoscopic differentiation of form, but consideration
of the general morpholo^ of the nervous system enables us to see
the Chordate ancestor in Its true perspective amongst other coelomic

Eoups. In the Coelentera the nervous system appears as a diffused

yer of cells and fibres, underlying, and in close connexion with,
the epidermis. Thb diffused layer may thicken in special r^ons,
forming rings round apertures, radial Muids, and so forth, whilst

in the intervening areas it disappears. In the different groups
of Coelomates specialized bands and strands have formed m this

way from a primitive diffuse system, giving^ rise to the nervous
patterns distinctive of the various groups, whilst a second process,

that of inward migration from the epidermis, produces further
changes. In the Turbellaria there have been formed two ventro-
lateral cords with variously placed anastamoses; in the Trematodes,
two ventral, two lateral and two dorsal cords with variously placed
anastomoses, and in the Cestodes two lateral and in some cases

one dorsal cord. In the Nemertea the primidve continuous sub-
epidermal sheath is retained with two lateral and somedmes one
dorsal thickening. In the Nematodes there are one dorsal, one
ventral and at each side two lateral thickenings, sometimes separated
cords, sometimes mere sub-epidermal bands, whilst the traces of a
circum-pesophageal ring may be regarded as another specialization

of the primitive complete sheath. In Balanoglossus there is a
continuous sheath with a dorsal and ventral band, the latter in

certain regions showing traces of a tubular strocture. In Anndids
and Arthropods there are two ventral bands tending to unite in the
median ventral line, and a drcum-oesophageal collar. In the^ Chor-
dates there is a continuous dorsal band, which secondarily migrates
inwards and becomes tubular. In almost any of these types, as

the individual becomes more int^:rated, there is a tendency for

the nervous matter of the specialized areas to become still further

massed ; and in bilaterally symmetrical animals with forward pro-

gression and the b^nmng of cephalization a specially important
mass forms something comparable with a brain in special relation

with the sense organs of the primitive head. If the problem of

vertebrate origin be considered from the wide point of view of

comparative anatomy, it becomes no more difficult nor remarkable
than the differentiation of any other type amongst simple, marine,

unsegmented, or little segmented, wormlike creatures. It is obvious,

however, that such a theory of origin cannot expect confirmation

from the geological record, as it supposes a differentiation of the
main cboroate cnaracters in a stage too simple to leave fossil remains.

Reference must be made, however, to definite theories of the
origin of Vertebrates which have been successively urged by ana-
tomists. A. Dohm, if not the inventor, was the most ingenious

advocate of the Annelid theory. Me recognized the fundamental
imporunce of segmentation in vertebrate structure and sought for

a hiehly segmented ancestor. Partly influenced by Ray Lankester's

studies on degeneration, he held that the apparently simplest

living members of a group may give misleading clues with respect

to the ancestral line, and he devoted much brilliant anatomical

and embryological work to develop the thesis thsit Ampkioxus
and the Tunicates were degenerate offshoots from a higher verte-

brate stock. He took a Chaetopod worm as the closest living re-

presentative of the stock of all segmented animals, and in particular

of the Vertebrates, laying stress on the segmentation, the large

coelom, the segmental excretory tubules, the vascular system with

red blood, the segmentally disposed branchiae, the lateral organs

of locomotion, and the tendency to form a distinct head. The chief

difficulty was the nervous system, and this he explained bv accepting

an idea propounded many years before by De Blainville, that the

dorsal surface of Vertebrates was homol(^ou8 with the ventral

surface of Annelids and Arthropods. He assumed that the ances-

tral type was a marine creature in which reversal of surface was of

little physiological moment. He supposed that a new mouth had
been formed, probably by a coalescence of a pair of gill-slits on what
was to be the ventral surface of the vertebrate, and that the old

invertebrate mouth with the downward turn of the anterior end of

the alimentary canal, between the diverging ends of the ventral nerve
cords, was to be sought for in the roof of the vertebrate brain, possibly

the pineal body. Dohrn's theory has failed to find acceptance for

many reasons, of which the chief are the difficulty as to reversal of

surfaces, the knowledge that segmentation occurs independently in

many groups of antmab and in different organs, greater knowledge
of the vascular, excretory and nervous systems, and in par-

ticular the discovery that the pineal body was a degenerate eye.
F. M. Balfour from the first refused to accept Dohm s theory and
suggested that the dorsal position of the nerve cord in Vertebrates
could be accounted for by supposing that the primitive conditioa
was a lateral cord at each side such as were then known to occur in
Nemertines, and that these cords had fused dorsally in Vertebrates,
ventrally in Annelids. A. A. W. Hubrecht soon afterwards dis-

covered the existence of a continuous nerve sheath in Nemertines,
and he and Ray Lankester suggested a Nemcrtine origin for Verte-
brates, and homologized the notochord with the proboscis sheath,
Ray Lankester, in particular, pointing out that the tubular condition
of the vertebrate nervous system was secondary, that it consisted
essentially of a dorsal band, which sank inwards, and that the canal
might have been at firet an epidermal water canal. These authors
were emphatic in laying stress on the view that no actual Nemertine
could be supposed to represent the vertebrate ancestor, btit that
the Nemertines were to be taken merely as showing the kind of

material out of which the vertebrate structure, and in particular

the vertebrate nervous system, might have arisen. The view
adopted in thb article as given above, b in reality an extension of
the Hubrecht-Lankester tlieory.

The theory of vertebrate orinn that has been most daborately
expounded b W. H. Gaskell's hypothesb that they are descended
from Arthropods. Gaskell accepts Oohm's view of the impmtance
of segmentation and of the degeneracy of Ampkioxus and Tunicate^,
but rejects the conception of a reversal of surfaces. He takes the

larval stage of a Cydostome as the most generalized Hving repre-

sentative of the essential vertebrate type, and selecu Limulus, the
Idngcrab, in a very general way, as the ckwest living representative

of such an Arthropod type as might have been the vertebrate

ancestor. The starting-point of Gaskell's theory b the conception
of the vertebrate nervous system as a band of nervous tissue which
immediatdy underlies and ^dually grows up round a distinct

epidermal tube, the tube which forms the verides of the brain and
tfie central canal of the spinal cord. Ray Lankester bad already
applied thb to the Nemertine theory, but Gaskdl urges that it affords

an immediate comparison with Arthropod structures. The ventral

mouth of Limulus leads vertically upwards through a riiig of nervous
tissue, the drcumoesophagcal commissure, into an expanded stomach,
and from this the digestive tube runs back to the anus immediatdy
dorsal to the ventral nerve chain. For Gaskdl the infundibulum is

the Arthropod oesophagus, the ventricles of the brain ace the
stomach, and the spinal canal leading back to fuse with the anus
at the neurenteric canal b the Arthropod digestive tract. In the

Vertebrate a new dieestive tract has been formed, probably from a
structure correspondine to the branchial chamber of Arthropods.
The lateral halves of the ventral nervous system of the Arthr^wd.
where they diveive on dther side of the oesophagus, represent the
crura cerebri of vertebrates, whibt the supra-oesophageal ganglia

represent the fore-brain. Gaskell has in^tuted an elaborate com-
parison, ex'

" '' ' '" > iri'iii-'i:; (li-'uhT of ^.--» and finds

remarkable .. „ ., !;:.i-i -Ll L^_.ii_ ll A; pods and
structures Jfi ttit' \'ern.ljrd.tt3H Fitmi th-e jjSLUeontotGfij.cjiI side, he
points out thai il tSe time when the eartiet-t knonn Crariates were
abundant, krgc Arrhro[>Hjd4( cs*eiirlally like LiwulMi. wete also

abundant. He thintcs it pnobabit that Vertcbraies arose from a
dominant in vertebra tc ercup, and patnta to niany re^mblaoces in

detail between the Siluriian Arthropods Fabeo^traca and the
Craniate O*tracodcrm^ oi ihc aaKnc hotisoiL
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VERTICAL (from Lat. vertex^ higjhest point), the direction

of the line of action of gravity, as determined by the plumb-
line. The angle of the vertical la the angle between the direction

of the plumb-line and that of the earth's centre (see Eartb,
Figure 07the). x

VERTUB, OBOROB (x684-x756)> Enf^h engraver and anti-

quary, was bom in St Martin's-in-the-Fields, London, in 1684.

At the age of thirteen he was apprenticed to an heraldic engraver,

a Frenchman, who failed in three or four years. Vertue then
studied drawing at home, and afterwards worked for seven
years as an engraver under Michael Vandergucht. He was
patronized by Sir Godfrey Kneller, and was one of the first

members of the Academy of Painting which thatartist instituted

in X711. His plate of Archbishop Tillotson, after Kneller, com-
missioned by Lord Somers, established his reputation as an
engraver; and he was soon in an excellent practice, engraving
portraits after Dahl, Richardson, Jervas and Gibson. In
portraiture alone he executed over five hundred plates. In
X 71 7 he was appointed engraver to the Society of Antiquaries,

and his burin was employed upon many interesting statues,

tombs, portraits and other subjects of an antiquarian nature.

He died on the 34th of July 1756, and was buried in the cloisters

of Westminster Abbey.

From the year 1713 Vertue had been indefatigable in his researches
on all matters connected with the history of British art, and had
accumulated about forty volumes of memoranda on the subject.
These were purchased by Horace Walpole, and form the basis of
that author's Anecdotes of Painting in England, including an account
of Vertue's life and a catalogue of his engravings. Vertue's owr
literary works include On Hoibein and Gerard's Pictures (1740)
Medals, Coins, Great Seals, Impressions', from the Elaborate Worhs of
Thomas Simon (1753); Catalogue and Description of King Charles
the First's Capital Collection of Pictures, LitAnings, Statues, &c.

i>757):

Catalogue of the Collection of Pictures bdmginf to King
'ames 17., to which is added a. Catalogue of Pictures ana Drawings

in the Closet of Queen Caroline (1758): Catalogue of the Curious
Collectum of Pictures of George ViUiers, Duhe of Buckingham (1758);
Description of the Works of that Ingenious Ddineator and Engraver,
W. Hottar (1745).

VBRTUMNUS (or Vortuiintjs, "turning," "changing"),

in Roman mythology, the god of the changing year with its

seasons, flowers and fruits, probably of Italian origin. Ltke

Proteus, he had the power of assuming any shape he pleased,

which enabled him to win the love of Pomona (q.v.). His shrine

and.statue (see the well-known description in Propertius iv. 2)

were in the Vicus Tuscus, and from his connexion with this

busy street he was regarded as having a special interest in

trade and barter. At another sanctuary on the slope of the

Aventine, sacrifice was offered to him every year on the xjth of

August. It is probable that he was of Etruscan origin (see

Wissowa, Religion und Kulius der Rdmer, 1902, p. 233).

VERULAmUllf a Romano-British town situated in the terri-

tory of the Catuvellauni, close to the modem St Albans (Hert-

fordshire). Before the Roman conquest it was probably a native

capital: afterwards it received the dignity of a municipium

(implying municipal status and Roman citizenship). Tacitus

tells us that the town was burnt by Boadicea in a.d. 61, but it

again rose to prosperity. Its site is still easily recognizable.

Its walls of flint rubble survive in stately fragments, and en-

close an area of 300 acres. Of the internal buildings little is

known. A theatre was excavated in 1847, and parts of the

forum were opened by Mr William Page in 1898;' both indicate

a civilized and cultivated town. The complete uncovering of the

site was planned in X910. (F. J. H.)

VERVET. a Central and South African monkey, known as

Ccrropithecus pygrrythrus. It is nearly allied to the grivet

(9.v.), but distinguished (as indicated by its name) by the

presence of a rusty patch at the root of the taO, and by the
black (instead of grey) chin, hands and feet.

VERVIBRS, a town of Belgium, in the province of Li£ge,
not far from the Prussian frontier, and on the main Hne from
Liige to Aix-la-Chapelle and Cologne. Pop. (X904) 49,168. It

is a modem town owing iu prosperity to the cloth trade which
began here in the xSth century. It is ntuated on the Vesdre,
which flows into the Ourthe a few miles before its junction with
the Meuse; and the water of that river is supposed to be especi-

ally good for dyeing purposes. As the river water was insufficient

to maintain the local industry an artificial reservoir was con-
structed at La Gileppe on the Hautes Fagnes, and an imposing
aqueduct conveys Uie water stored on these highlands into
Verviers. There are also extensive glass factories, but these
have sufi^ered from German competition, and many have been
closed. A montunent to a local celebrity named Chapub is

interesting for the reason that his execution by order of the
prince-bishop of Li£ge was the last act of sovereignty taken by
that prelate.

VESICA PISCIS (Fr. afnande mystique), in architecture, the
term given to a pointed oval panel formed by two equal circles

cutting each other in their centres; this is a common form
given to a panel in which the figure of Christ is represented. It

is commonly employed in medieval seals, and especially those of

bishops and monastic establishments.

VESOUL, a town of eastern France, capital of the department
of Haute-Saone, 336 m. E.S.E. of Paris on the Eastcm railway

to Belfort. Pop. (1906) 8702. Vesoul is situated between the
isolated conical hill ofLa Motte (x 263 ft.) and the river Durgeon.
The vine-dad hill, from which there is a fine view of the Jura
and Vosges moimtains, is crowned by a votive chapel which in

X855 replaced the old fortification. The medieval walls of the
town, dating from the X3th and xsth centuries, still exist on its

northern side, and in the narrow and winding streets are many
old building. The church of St George dates from the x8th cen-
tury. In the pleasant south-eastern quarter are the promenade
and the Place de la R^publique, with a monument to the
Gardes Mobiles who fell in the war of 1870-71. Vesoul is the
seat of a prefect, a tribunal of first instance and a court of

assize, and has a Iyc6e for boys, training colleges for both sexes,

and a branch of the Bank of F^nce. Distilling and the manu-
facture of files and tapioca are among the industries. The town
is a market for farm-produce and cattle.

Vesoul {Vestdium CastruMf Visoliumt Vestdum) is of ancient

origin, but in existing records is first mentioned in the 9th
century. It was originally a fief of the church of Besan^on, and
passed afterwards to the house of Burgundy, becoming, in the

X3th century, capital of the bailiwick of Amont. The castle was
destroyed in the 17th century. The town suffered much during

the wars of religion and the Thirty Years^ War. Vesoul be-

longed temporarily to France after the death of Charles the Bold,

duke of Burgundy; was returned to the empire when Charles

VIII., king of France, broke off his marriage with the daughter
of Maximilian, king of the Romans; and again became part of

France under Louis XIV. after the peace of Nijmwegen in 1678.

VESPASIAN, in full TiTUS Flavius Veseasianus, Roman
emperor a.d. 70-79, was bora on the x8th of November,
A.D. 9, in the Sabine country near Reate. His father was a tax-

collector and money-lender on a small scale; his mother was
the »ster of a senator. After having served with the army in

Thrace and been quaestor in Crete and Cyrene, Vespasian rose

to be aedile and praetor, having meanwhile married Flavia

Domitilla, the daughter of a Roman knight, by whom he had
two sons, Titus and Domitian, afterwards emperors. Having
already served in Germany, in the years 43 and 44, in the

reign of Claudius, he distinguished himself in command of the

3nd legion in Britain under Aulus Plautius. He reduced Vcctis

(Isle of Wight) and penetrated to the borders of Somersetshire.

In 51 he was for a brief space consul; in 63 he went as governor

to Africa, where, according to Tacitus (ii. 97), his rule was
"infamous and odious"; according to Suetonius {Vesp. 4),
" upright and highly honourable." He went with Nero's
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suite to Greece, and in 66 wu appointed to conduct the war
in Judaea, which was threatening general commotion throughout
the East, owing to a widely spread notion in those parts that from
Judaea were to come the future rulers of the world. Vespasian,
who had a strong vein of superstition, was made to believe

that he was himself to fulfil this expectation, and all manner
of omens and oracles and portents were applied to him. He
also found encouragement in Mudanus, the governor of Syria;

and although a strict disciplinarian and reformer of abuses, he
had a soldiery thoroughly devoted to him. All eyes in the
East were now upon him; Mudanus and the Syrian legions were
eager to support him; and on the ist of July 69, while he was
at Caesarea, he was proclaimed emperor, first by the army in

Egypti and then by his troops in Judaea. The legions of the
East at once took the customary oath of allegiance. Neverthe-
less, Vitellius, the occupant of the throne, had on his side the
veteran legions of Gaul and Germany, Rome's best troops.

But the feeling in Vespasian's favour quickly gathered strength,

and the armies of Moesia, Pannonia anid lUyricum soon declared

for him, and made him in fact master of half of the Roman world.

They entered Italy on the north-east under the leadership of

Antonius Primus, defeated the army of Vitellius at Bedriacum
(or Betriacum), sacked Cremona and advanced on Rome, which
they entered after furious fighting and a frightful confusion, in

which the Capitol was destroyed by fire. The new emperor
received the tidings of his rival's defeat and death at Alexandria,

whence he at once forwarded supplies of com to Rome, which
were urgently needed, along .with an edict or a declaration of

policy, in which he gave assurance of an entire reversal of the
laws of Nero, especially those rdating to treason. While in

Egypt he became more and more imbued with superstition, con-
sulting astrologers and allowing himself to be flattered into a belief

that he possessed a divine power which could work mirades.
Leaving the war in Judaea to his son Titus, he arrived at Rome
in 70. He at once devoted his energies to repairing the evils

caused by dvil war. He restored disdpline in the army,
which uinder Vitellius had become utterly demoralized, and,
with the co-operation of the senate, put the government and
the finances on a sound footing. He renewed old taxes and
instituted new, increased the tribute of the provinces, and kept
a watchful eye upon the treasury officials. By his own example
of simplidty of life, he put to shame the luxury and extravagance
of the Roman nobles and initiated in many respects a marked
improvement in the general tone of society. As censor he
raised the character of the senate, removing unfit and unworthy
members and promoting good and able men, among them
the excellent Julius Agricola. At the same time he made it

more dependent upon the emperor, by exercising an influence

upon its composition. He altered the constitution of the

praetorian guard, in which only Italians, formed into nine

cohorts, were enrolled. In 70 a formidable rising in Gaul,

)ieaded by Claudius Civilis, was suppressed and the German
frontier made secure; the Jewish War was brought to a close

by Titus's capture of Jerusalem, and in the following year,

after the joint triumph of Vespasian and Titus, memorable
as the first occasion on which a father and his son were thus

associated together, the temple of Janus was closed, and the

Roman world had rest for the remaining nine years of Vespasian's

reign. The peace of Vespasian pafiscd into a proverb. In 78
Agricola went to Britain, and both extended and consolidated

the Roman dominion in that province, pushing his arms into

North Wales and the Isle of Anglesey. In the following year
Vespasian died, on the 23rd of June.

The avarice with which both Tacitus and Suetonius stigmatize

Vespasian seems really to have been an enlightened economy,
which, in the disordered state of the Roman finances, was an
absolute necessity. Vespasian could be liberal to impoverished
senators and knights, to cities and towns desolated by natural

calamity, and especially to men of letters and of the professor

class, several of whom he pensioned with salaries of as much
as £800 a year. Quinlilian is said to have been the first public

teacher who enjoyed this imperial favour. Pliny's great work.

the Natural Hishryf was written daring Vespasian's 1

and dedicated to his son Titus. Some of the philosopbers
who talked idly of the good old times of the republic, and thus
indirectly encouraged conspiracy, provoked him into reviving
the obsolete penal laws against this class, but only one, Hdvidius
Priscus, was put to death, and he had affronted the emperor
by studied insults. " I will not kill a dog that barks at me,"
were words honestly expressing the temper of Vespasian. Much
money was spent on pubh'c woriu and the restoration and
beautifying of Rome—a new forum, the splendid temple of
Peace, the public baths and the vast Colosseum bdng begun
under Vespasian. The roads ^d aqueducts were iq>aired, and
the limiu of the pomerium extended.

To the last Vespasian was a plain, blunt soldier, with decided
strength of character and ability, and with a steady purpose to
establish good order and secure the prosperity and wdfare of his

subjects. In his habits he was punctual and regular, transaaing
his business early in the morning, and enjoying his siesta after a
drive. He had not quite the distinguished bearing looked for in

an emperor. He was free in his conversation, and his humour, of

which he had a good deal, was apt to Uke the form of rather

coarse jokes. He could jest, it was said, even in his last moments.
" Methinks I am becoming a god," he whispered to those around
him. There is something very characteristic intheexdamation
he is said to have uttered in his last illness, " An emperor oug|it

to die standing."

See Tadtua, HiOories; Suetonius. Vesfasian\ Dio Caseins,
Ixvi. ; Merivaie, Hist, oj the Romans under ute Empire, cfaa. 57-60;
H. Schiller. Gesckickte der rdmischen Kaiseraeit, 1. pt. a; B. W.
Henderson, CwU War and Rtbellian in Ike Baman Empire dJK Og^fp
(1908).

VESPERS (officium vespertinum), in the Roman Cathie
liturgy, that part of the daily office which follows none (tmu)
and precedes compline (completarium). In it the Pater Noster,

Ave Maria, Deus in Adjutorium, &c, are followed by five

psalms and five antiphons, after which come the " little chapter,"

the hymn and the verse, which vary according to the season,

the Magnificat and its antiphon, and the appropriate coUecL In

its general features the use of this office can be traced back
to a very early date both in the Eastern Church and in the

Western. Vespers may be said or sung at any time after midday,

and in some circumstances even before it. (See Bkeviart.)

VESPERS, SICILIAN, the revolution of the Sicilians against

the Angevin domination, so called because it broke out at tlw

hour of \tspen on Easter Tuesday 1282. Chariesl. of Anjou
had encountered more resistance in conquering Sidly thanon the

mainland, as the people were more independent and more
strongly attached to the house of Hohenstaufen; and conse-

quently his government was more oppressive and crud. The
officials and the insolent French nobility whom he established

in the island rode rough-shod over the privileges of the native

aristocracy and the customs of the people, and the natives were

ground down by heavy taxes and degrading personal services.

The debased currency ruined trade, and the government treated

the Sidlians with the utmost contempt. "The outrage of

personal service," wrote Amari {Guerra dd Vespro, ch. iv.),

" exceeded the limits of feudalism as well as of the strangest

and most brutal caprices. Noble and worthy men were forced

to carry viands and wine on thdr shoulders to the tables of the

foreigner, and many young nobles were constrained to turn the

spit in his kitchens like scullions or slaves." The administra-

tion was more regular, and therefore more unyidding and
heartless, than that of the Hohenstaufens, and also more foreign.

Hatred of Angevin rule grew day by day, until the people were

driven to revolt. According to tradition, the leader of the

rising was Giovanni da Prodda, a Saleru'tan noble with Sicilian

connexions, who had been in the service of HohensUufens, but,

having lost position and property after the fall of Conradin, he

had taken refuge at the court of Peter III., king of Aragon, and
induced him to try to make good his claims on Sidly, which woe
based on the rights of his queen, Costanxa, daughter of Manfred.-

But as a matter of fact the aaual outbreak was a pnre^
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oapremeditated popular movement, diaries at that time was
rnaJdng preparations for aiyattack on the East Roman empire,

and extorting more money than ever from the Sicilians in order

to meet his expenses. Peter availed himself of the fears which

Charles's ambitions were arousing to open negotiations with

his various enemies, especially with the Greek emperor, Michael

Palaeologus, the Italian Ghibellines, the discontented Sicilian

nobles, and perhaps with Pope Nicholas Hi. Suddenly the

people of Sidly, goaded beyond endurance, rose against their

rulers, regardless of these various plots. On the 31st of March
1283 a riot broke out in a church near Palermo, in consequence,

according to tradition, of the insults of a French soldier towards

a Sicilian woman, and a general massacre of the French began.

The rising spread to the city; where the republic was proclaimed,

and then through the rest of the island; thousands of French

men, women and children were butchered (there may be some
exaggeration in the wholesale character of the slaughter), and
by the end of April the whole of Sicily was in the hands of the

rebels. Charles at once led an expedition against the Sicilians

and besieged Messina; and although the enemy had been expelled,

they would hardly have been able to withstand this new in-

vadon successfully had they not received assistance from Peter

of Aragon and their own nobility, whose con^iracy they had so

unexpectedly forestalled. This intervention, however, changed

the character of the movement, and the free communes which

had been proclaimed throughout the island had to submit to

the royal prerogatives and to a revived feudalism. Peter,

having reached Palermo in September 1282, accepted the

Sicilian crown voluntarily offered to him, levied recruits, and
declared war on Charles. Hostilities were carried on by land

and sea, and the Angevin attacks on Messina were repulsed

and followed up by raids on Calabria, where Reggio and other

towns declared for King Peter. Charles proposed to settle the

Sicilian question by a single combat between himself and Peter;

but although the duel was agreed upon it never took place,

owing to the mutual distrust of the two rivals. Peter created

some discontent by conferring many offices in Sicily on Aragonese

and Catalans, but at the parUament of Catania (1283) he under-

took at his death to leave Aragon to his son Alphonso and Sicily

to his younger son James, so that the two crowns should not be
united, an arrangement which fell in with the Sicilians' aspira-

tions towards independence. Pope Martin IV., unlike Nicholas

III., threw the whole weight of his authority in favour of the

Angevins, excommimicated Peter and the Sicilians, declaring

that the former had forfeited even his rights to Aragon, con-

ferred on Charles's expedition to reconquer the island the

privileges of a crusade, and levied dimes throughout Christendom

to supply the funds. The reason for this uncompromising
attitude lies in the papal claim that Sicily was a fief of the

Church, a claim which could only be enforced by means of the

Angevins. But Charles's fleet was completely destroyed off

Malta by that of the Sicilians and Aragonese, commanded by the

Calabrese Ruggiero di Lauria (June 1283), and a second fleet

met with a similar fate a year later in the bay of Naples, on
which occasion Charles's son (afterwards Charles II., lo Zoppo)

was captured. The Aragonese were now masters of the sea.

Risings broke out even in the mainland provinces, and while

Charles was preparing for a supreme effort to re-establish his

authority he died (1285). Peter died soon after, but the war
went on and spread to Aragon, which the Angevins, in virtue

of the pope's excommunication of Peter, were trying to conquer.

In 1387 the French encountered a fresh naval disaster at the

hands of Lauria, and a force which they landed in Sicily was
defeated. A two years' truce was now agreed upon, and Charles

II. was liberated on his promising to renounce all claims oh
Aragon; but the pope Nicholas IV., who was determined that

no peace should be made unless the Aragonese gave up the

island, absolved him from his oath and crowned him king of

the Two Sicilies (1280). Alphonso died in 1391, and was
succeeded by his brother James, who took possession of the

Aragonese crown, leaving his brother Frederick as governor of

Sicily, thus uniting the two kingdoms, ia violation of King

Peter's promises. He then opened negotiations with Pope
Boniface VUI. (they had been begun by Alphonso and Nicholas
IV.), and eventually agreed to surrender the towns captured
in the Neapolitan provinces to Charles U., and hand over
Sicily to the Church, actually binding himself to assist in crush-

ing the Sicilians if they resisted; in exchange he was to marry
Charles's daughter, Bianca, and to receive Sardinia and Corsica,

while Charles's cousin, Charles of Valois, was to renounce his

claims on Aragon (i 295). This treaty aroused bitter indignation

in Sicily, where all classes determined to resist its execution

at all costs. They found a leader in Frederick, who, rejecting

all the pope's blandishments and bribes, threw in his lot with
the Sicilians. For the sequel of the war see under Fredisick
III. of Sicily. Peace was made with the treaty of CalUbellotU
in 1302, which left Sicily an independent kingdom under
Frederick for that prince's lifetime; and although at his death it

was to have reverted to the Angevins, he was actually suc-

ceeded by his son, and the island retained its independence for

a considerable period. Undoubtedly the Vespers and its con-

sequences revived Sicilian nationalism after the period of de-

grading Angevin oppression, and with- the new dynasty a higher

civilization, nearly rivalling that which had flourished under the

Hohenstaufens, an improved constitution, and fine military

qualities were the outcome.

Bibliography.—The standard work on the subject & Michele
Amari's Gmtrra del V*spro (a vols. 8th ed.. FloreQC& 1876), which
is based on a study of the original authorities, but is too strongly
prejudiced against the French; cf. L. Cadier's Bssai sur I'adminis-
tratum du royaume de SiciU par CkarUs I. et Charles II. d'Anjou
(fasc. 59 of the BMidkique des icoUs frangaises de Rome et d^Atktnes,
Paris, 1891); A. de Saint-Priest. Hutoire de la ccnqute de Naples
par Charles d'AnJou (Paris, 1847-49); F. Lanzanl, Staria dei
communi d'Italia, fib. v. ch. 3 (Milan. 1882): A. Cappelli's preface
to the " Lef;genda di Messer Giovanni da Procida," in Miscellanea
di opuscoli tnediti o rati dei secoli XIV. XV. (Tutitu 1861). Among
the original authorities, Ricobaldo Ferrarese (in Muretori, Rer. ltd.
script, torn, ix.), the two biographies of Martin IV. (ibid.). Fra
Corrado (ibid. torn, i.), the Catalan author of the " Gesta comitum
Barcinonensium " (in Barluzio's Marca Hispanica^ ch. 38) should
be mentioned. A considerable list is given in Amari's Gturra del

Vespro. (L. V.«)

VESPUCCI, AMERIGO (X45X-X5X3), merchant and adventurer,

who gave his name of Amerigo to the new world as America,

was bom at Florence on the 9th of March 1451. His father,

Nastagio (Anastasio) Vespucci, was a notary, and his uncle,

Fra Giorgio Antonio Vespucci, to whom he owed his education,

was a scholarly Dominican and a friend of Savonarola. As a
student Amerigo is said to have shown a preference for natural

philosophy, astronomy and geography. He was placed as a
clerk in the great commercial house of the Medici, then the

ruling family in Florence. A letter of the 30th of December
X492 shows that he was then in Seville; and till the X3th of

January 1496 he seems to have usually resided in Spain, especi-

ally at Seville, and Cadix, probably as an agent of the Medici.

In December X495, on the death of a Florentine merchant,

Juanoto Berardi, established at Seville, who had fitted out the

second expedition of Columbus in X493, and had also under-

taken to fit dut twelve ships for the king of Spain (April 9th,

1495)1 Vespucd was commissioned to complete the contract.

As Ferdinand, on the loth of April 1495, recalled the monopoly
conceded to Columbus (this order of April loth, 1495, was
cancelled on June 3nd, 1497), " private " exploring now had
an opportunity, and adventurers of all kinds were able to leave

Spain for the West. Vespucd claims to have sailed with one
of these " free-lance " expeditions from Cadiz on the loth of

May X497. Touching at Grand Canary on the way, the four

vessels he accompanied, going thirty-seven days on a west-

south-west course, and making xcoo leagues, are said to have

reached a supposed continental coast in x6^ N., 70^ W. from

Grand Canary (June x6th, 1497). This should have brought

them into the Pacific. They sailed along the coast, says

Vespucd, for 80 leagues to the pro/ince of Parias (or Lariab),

and then 870 leagues more, always to the north-west, to the

"finest harbour in the world," which from this description

should be in British Columbia or thereabouts. Thence xoo
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leagues more to north and north-east to the islands of the people

called " Iti," from which they returned to Spain, reaching Cadiz

on the zsth of Octoher 1498. Still following Vespucci's own
statement, he, on the i6th of May 1499, started on a second

voyage in a fleet of three ships under Alonso de Ojeda (Hojeda).

Sailing south-west over 500 leagues they crossed the ocean in

forty-four days, finding land in s** S. Thence, encountering vari-

ous adventures, they worked up to 15^ N., and returned to Spain

by way of Antiglia (Espaftola, San Domingo), reaching Cadiz

on the 8th of September 1500. Entering the service of Dom
Manuel of Portugal, Vespucci claims to have taken part in a
third American expedition, which left Lisbon on the loth (or

xsth) of May 1501. Vespucci has given two accounts of this

alleged third voyage, differing in many details, especially dates

and distances. From Portugal he declares that he sailed to

Bezeguiche (Cape Verde), and thence south-west for 700 leagues,

reaching the American coast in 5** S. on the 7th (or 17th) of

August. Thence eastward for 300 (150) leagues, and south

and west to 52* S. (or 73* 30'; in bis own words, " 13* from
the antarctic pole," i.e. well into the antarctic continent).

He returned, he adds, by Sierra Leone (June loth), and the

Azores (end of July), to Lisbon (September 7th, 1502). His

second Portuguese (and fourth and last American) voyage, as

alleged by him, was destined for Malacca, which he supposed

to be in 33° S. (really in a* 14' N.). Starting from Lisbon on
the loth of May 1503, with a fleet of six ships, and reaching

Bahia by way of Fernando Noronha (?), Vespucci declares that

he built a fort at a harbour in 18* S., and thence returned to

Lisbon (June i8th, 1504). In February 1505, being again in

Spain, he visited Christopher Columbus, who entrusted to him
a letter for his son Diego. On the 24th of April 1505, Vespucci

received Spanish letters of naturalization; and on the 6th of

August 1508 was appointed pUoUr mayor or chief pilot of

Spain, an office which he held till his death, at Seville, on the

22nd of February 151 3.

If his own account had been trustworthy, it would have
followed that Vespucci reached the mainland of America eight

days before John Cabot (June i6th against June 24th, 1497).

But Vespucci's own statement 6f his exploring achievements

hardly carries conviction. This statement is contained (i.) in

his letter written from Lisbon (March or April 1503) to Lorenzo

Piero Francesco di Medici, the head of the firm under which

his business career had been mostly spent, describing the alleged

Portuguese voyage of March xsoi-September 1502. The
original lulian text is lost, but we possess the Latin translation

by " Jocundus interpreter," perhaps the Giocondo who brought

his invitation to Portugal in 1501. This letter was printed (in

some nine editions) soon after it was written, the first two
issues {Mundtu Novus and Epistola Alhericii de Novo Mundo),
without place or date, appearing before 1.504, the third, of 1504
{Mundus Novus), at Augsburg. Two very early Paris editions

are also known, and one Strassburg (De Ora Antarctica) of 1505,

edited by E. Ringmann. It was also included in the Pacsi

novamenU retrovali of 1507 (Vicenza) under the title of Novo
Mondo da Alb. Vesputio. The connexion of the new world with

Vespucci, thus expressed, is derived from the argument of this

first letter, that it was right to call Amerigo's discovery a new
world, because it had not been seen before by any one. This

prepared the way for the American name soon given to the

continent, (ii.) In Vespucci's letter, also written from Portugal

(September 1504), and probably addressed to his old school-

fellow Piero Soderini, gonfaloniere of Florence 1 502-151 2. From
the Italian original (of which four printed copies still exist,

without place or date, but probably before 1507) a French
version was made, and from the latter a Latin translation,

published at St Di6 in Lorraine in April 1507, and immediately
made use of in the Cosmographiae Introduclio (St Di6, 1507)
of Martin Waldscemiiller (Hylacomylus), professor of cosmo-
graphy in St Di6 University. Here we have perhaps the first

suggestion in a printed book that the newly discovered fourth

part of the world should be called " America, because Americus
discovered it." Since Alexander von Humboldt discussed the

subject in his Examen critique de Fkishire ie h ihgraphis
du ncHoeau continent (1837), voLyiv., the general we^t oC

opinion (in spite of F. A. de Vamhagen, Ameri$0 Vesfucd, «m
caracthe, ses icrils. . . m ne . . . , Lima, 1865, and other pn>-

Vespuccian works) has been that Vespucd did not make the

1497 voyage, and that he had no share in the first ditoveiy
of the American continenL

See alio R. H. Major. Prince Henry the Narifiaior (London, 1868).

pp. 367-88; F. A. de Vamhagen. Le Premier 9oyaie de Amerigo
Vesfucci (Vienna, i860); Noueetles' reckerekes sur let dernier

s

voyages du navigateur florentin (Vienna, 1869}: Ainda Amerigo
Vespucci, Novos estudos (Vienna, 187^); Luigi Hugues. II terto

viagrio di A. Vespucci (Florence, 1878); " Alcune con«derazioiu
ftui Primo Viaegio di A. Vespucd," in the BeUetimo of the Italian

Geognfphical Society, series iL vol. x. pp. 2^8-63. 367-80 (Rooie.
1885): II quarto Viaggio di A. VesptKd," m tl>e tame BoUetine,
j-<^7r rr . vni. rxtii. pp. 531-54 (Rome, 1886)

; " Sul nome * America '
"

in [he same BpUetinit, ^eric* iil vol. i. pp. 404-27, 5IS-30 (Rome,
}Hm), and afi earlier study unier the same title (Turu. 1886):
" Sopra due lettcre di A. V rtpucd," in the tame, series lii.

vdL tv^ pp, $49-J2, 939-51 (k )me, 1801); NarraHee and Critical

Hiilory of Amtrica, edited bv Justin Winsor, vol. ii. pp. 129-86
(liSd}; the Leiieri &f A. Vapucei (translation, ftc. by Clements
R. Markham. London. Hakkivc Society. 1804); H. Harrisse, A.
Vrspucciui (London, 1805); ]<-. Fischer and F. R. von Weiser.-
Tke Old^U Map uyiih ike Name A r>ierica . . . (Innsbnick, 1903) ; Angdo
M:iria Bandini a^nd Guildvo Uzielli, Vita di Amengo Vespucci
(Floirrnce, 1898) r B, K, Soubby in the Journal ef Ike Rerul Geo-
gfuphifoi Sxiety (Lqadon, Febmary 1902), pp. 201-9. (C. R. B.)

VESSEL (O. Fr. taissd, from a rare Lat MMcetfww, dim. of

vox, vase, urn), a word of somewhat wide application for many
objects, the meaning common to them being capacity to bold
or contain something. Thus it is a general term for any
utensil capable of containing liquids, and for those tubular

structures in anatomy, such as the arteries, veins or lymphatics,

which contain, secrete or circulate the blood or lymph. Organs
or structures which are largely supplied with vessiels are said

to be " vascular " (Lat. vascidum, another diminutive of tas).

Vessel (as in French) is also a general term for all craft capable

of 6oating on water larger than a rowing boat. The word is

also familiar in Biblical phraseology in the figurative sense of

a person regarded as the recipient of some Divine di^>ensation,

a " chosen vessel," or as one into which something b infused

or poured, " vessel of wrath."

VESTA (Gr. *^rla), the goddess of fire and the domestic
hearth. The cults of the Greek Hestia {q.x.) and the Latin
Vesta, both of which involved the guardianship of an ever-

burning sacred fire, are most probably derived from a very
early custom, common to a great variety of races Iq different

ages. Among primitive peoples it became the custom for each
village to maintain a constant fire for general use, to avoid the

necessity of obtaining a sparie by friction in case of the accidental

extinction of all the village fires.* This fire, the central hearth
of the village {Jocus publicus), became a sacred symbol of home
and family life. The form of the primitive house in whidi the

fire was preserved, probably a round hut made of wattled osiers

daubed with clay, appears to have survived both in the drculor
prytaneum of the Greeks and in the Aedes VesUe (Temple of

Vesta) in Rome. To watch this fire would naturally be the duty
of unmarried women, and hence may have arisen the Roman
order of virgin priestesses, the vestals, whose chief duty it was
to tend the sacred fire.

The prehistoric method of getting a spark appears to have
survived in the rule that, if ever the sacred fire of Vesta did go
out, the negligent vestal was to be punished by scourging (Li\->'

xxviii. 11), and the fire rekindled either by friction of dry stick?

'

or, in later times, by the sun's rays brought to a focus by a

concave mirror (Plut. Numa, 9). In the pryUneum (^.r.)

which existed in every Greek state, a different form of cult was
developed, though the essential point, the sacred fire, was kept

* T. G. Frazer In the Journal of Pkildory (voL xiv. pp. 145-7^).
" The Worship of Vesta and its Connexion with the Creek Pry-
taneum," ^ves many examples of a similar custom still surviving
among vanous savaee races.

' An allusion to the earliest method of obtaitWng fiie by rubbing,
two sticks together is probably contained in the myth of Prometbeus,
who brought fire to mortals bidden in a hoUow wand.
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up, just as in the Latin worship of Vesta; and in both cases the

fire was extinguished annually at the beginning of the new year,

and solemnly rekindled by one of the primitive and hence sacred

methods.^ In Rome this was done on the first day of March,
the Latin New Year's Day (Ovid, Fasti, iii. 137-45). Among
both Greek and early Latin races, at the founding of a new
colony, fire was solemnly sent from the prytaneum of the mother
colony to kindle a similar sacred fire in the new settlement.

Thus we find that, according to tradition, the worship of Vesta

in Rome was introduced from Alba Longa (Livy i. 20, and Ovid,

Fasti, iii. 46), which appears to have been the oldest of the Latin

colonies in Latium. The most generally received Latin Jegend

attributes the founding of the Roman temple of Vesta to Numa,
who transferred the centre of the cult from Alba, together with

the four vestal virgins, its priestesses (Plut. Numa, 10). One
of the later kings, either Tarquin L or Servius Tullius, is said

to have increased the number to six (Dion. Hal. iii. 67, and
Plut. Numa, 10), and it is not till the last years of the pagan
period that we hear of a seventh vestal having been added
(see Ambrose, Epist., ed. Parens, p. 477; also Plut. Rom,
and Cam.).

The election (eapiio) of the vestal during the eariy period of Rome
was in the hands of the king, and in those of the pontifex maximus
under the repuUic and empire,* subicct. however, to the following
conditions (Aul. Cell. i. 12): (i) the candidate was to be more
than six and less than ten years of age ; (2) she was to be patrima and
matrima, i.e. having both parents alive; (3) free from physical
or mental defects; (4) daughter of a free-bom resident in Italy.

Certain details of the election were arranged subject to the provisions
of the Lex Papia, now unknown. The selected child had her hair

cut off. and was solemnly admitted by the pontifex maximus, who
held her by the hand, and, addressing her by the name emata, pro-
nounced an ancient formula of initiation, which is given by Aulus
Gellius. In early times there were certain rules by which girls could
be excused from serving as vestals, but the honour soon became
so eageriy sought that these provisions were practically useless.

Vows were taken by the vestal for a period of thirty years, after

which she was free to return to private life and even to marry

—

whKh she very rarely did (Aul. Gelt. vi.. 7). This period of thirty

years was divided into three decades: during the first the vestal

learnt her duties; during the second she practised them; and during
the third she instructea the young vestals. The special dignity w
chief of the vestals (virgo vestalis maxima) was reached in order of

seniority. The inscriptions on the pedestals of statues of various
testates maximae show that a number of different grades of honour
were passed through before reaching the highest dignity or moxi-
matus.*
The duties of the vestals, besides the chief one of tending the holy

fire (Cic. De Leg. ii. 8), consisted in the daily bringing of water from
the sacred spring of Egeria, near the Porta Capena, to be used for

the ceremonial sweeping and sprinkling of the Aedes Vcstae.* They
alsooffercd sacrifices of salt cakes

—

murus and mda salsa—and poured
on the altar of sacred fire libations of wine and oil, as is represented
on the reverses of several first brasses and medallions of the empire.
The vestals were bound to offer daily prayers for the welfare of

the* Roman state, and more especially tn times of dancer or cala-

mity (Ckr. Pro FonL 2\). They were also the guanuans of the
seven sacred objects on which the stability of the Roman power was
supposed to depend : the chief of these was the Palladium, a rude
archaic statue of Pallas, whkh was said to have been brought by
Aeneas from the burning Troy. This sacred object was never shown
to profane eyes, but it b represented on the reverse of a coin
struck by Antoninus Pius in honour of his deified wife Faustina.

Strict observance of the vow of chastity was one of the chief obla-
tions of the vestals, and its breach was punwhed by burial alive at
a place near the Porta CoUina known as the Campus Sceleratus (see

Livy viii. 15 and 89; Plin. Ep. iv. ii,; and Suet. Dom. 8). Cases
of unchastity and its punishment were rare; and, as the evklence

^ Fire obtained in this way, that is, " pure elemental fire," was
commonly thought to poness a special sanctity. Even throughout
the middle afcs in Catnolic countries, at Easter, when the new year
began, the old pagan rite survived (see Lights, Ceremonial Use of.)

* From the time of Augustus the emperors themselves held the
oflfice of chief pontiff, and with it the privileee of electing the vestals.

* These inscriptions are printed in MidJleton, AtuterU Rome in

188s, pp. aoo-6, and in Archaeologia, xlix. 414-22.
*The shrine of Vesta was not a templum, in the strict Roman

sense, as it was not consecrated by the augurs, its sanctity being
far above the necessity of any such ceremony. Other natural
springs might be used for the daily sprinkling, but it was forbidden
tu use water brought in a pipe or other art ifwial conduit (Tac. Hist.

iv. 53) ; tee also Guhl and koner, Das Leben der Criechen und Rimer
(Eng. trans, by F. Hueffcr, 1875).

against the vestal was usually that of slaves, given under torture, it
is probable that in many insunces an innocent vesul suffered this
cruel death.
The privileges of the vestals and their influential position were very

remarkable. They were exempt from any ptUrta pottstas, except
that of the pontifex maximus, their religk>us father; they could
dispose by will of their property, and were in most respects not
subject to the Roman laws (" legibus , non tenetur." Servius, on
Virg. Aen. xi. 204; cf. Gains L 130. and Dio Cass. Ivi. 10). This
involved freedom from taxes, and the right to drive through the
streets of Rome in carriages {plostrum and cwrusarcuatus). Some
bronze plates have been found whkh were once attached to the
carriages of vestals; the inscription on one of them runs thus:
Flaviae Publiciae v.». maximae inmmnis in jugp (see C.I.L. vL
2146-2148; cf. also Prudentius, Contra Symm. ii. 1088). They
were preceded by a lictor when appcarins on sUte occasions, and
enjoyed other semi-royal honours (Plut. Numa, 10. and Dk> Cass,
xlvii. 19). At theatres and other places of amusement they occupied
the best seats, except at some of the nude athletic contests, from
whkh they were excluded; they also took an important part in all

the ^nd religious and state ceremonies, as when the pontifex
maximus offered sacrifice on the occasion of a triumph before the
temple of Capitoline Tupiter. They had power to pardon any
criminal they met in the street on his way to execution, provided
that the meeting were accidental. The vestals alone shared with
the emperors the privilege of intramural burial (Serv. on Virg. Aen.
xi. 206). During life they were rfchly dowered by the state (Suet.
•<4«g. ^i), and had publk slaves appointed to serve them (ace Tac.
Hist, u 4%). They were also the guardians of the emperor's will,

and of other important documents of state (Suet. /. uus. 83. and
Aug. loi; Tac. Ann. i. 8; Plut. Anton. 58; and Appian, Bell.
Civ. V. j^). Their influence in the appointment to many offices,

both religious and secular, appears to have been very great. Many
of the statues to the chief vestals which were found in the Atrium
Vestae in 1883-1884 have pedestals inscribed with a dedication re-
cording that benefits had been conferred on the donor by the vestalis
maxima. Lastly, they lived in a style of very great splendour;
their house, the Atrium Vestae. whkh stood close by the Aedes
Vestae. was very large and exceptbnally magnificent both in decora-
tion and material (see Rome, Archaeology, i

" Forum Romanum "

and map).
The discovery already mentioned of a number of statues of vestalet

maximae has thrown new light on the dress of the vestals.* With
one or two exceptions the costume of these statues is much the
same: they have a long sleeveless tunk istcla), girdled by the tena
immediately below the breast. One only wears the dipUndion over
the upper part of her figure. The outer garment Is an ample
pallium, wrapped round the body in a great variety of folds, and
in some cases brought over the head like a hoodf. All seem to
have long hair, showing that the process of cutting off the hair at
initiation was not repeated. One figure wears tne sufibulum, a
rectangular piece of white cloth bordered by a purple stripe, worn
over tne head and fastened on the breast by a filnda. According
to Fcstus (ed. MQIIer, p. 348). this sacred garment was worn
by the vestals only during the act of sacrificing (see also Varro,
De Ling. Lai. vi. 21). In all cases the head is closely bound by
viitae, rope-like twists of woollen cloth, the ends of whkh usually
fall in loops on each shoulder (see Servius on Virg. Aen.jc 538).
The Regia, the official fanum of the pontifex maximus, wa»

adjacent to the vestals' house.

—

" Hie locus est Vestae. qui Paflada servat et ignem;
Hk fuit antiqui Regia parva Numac." *

When Augustus, after hu election to the office of pontifex maximus
in 12 B.C., moved his place of residence from the Regia to the
Palatine, he built a new Aedes Vestae near his palace, in tM magnifi-
cent Area Apollinis. This appears to have been a copy of the older
temple of Vesta. No traces at it now exist ; but Pirro Ligorio. in
the latter part of the i6th century, made some sketch«i of what
then existed of this second temple, to illustrate his great MS. on
Roman antiquities, whkh is now preserved in the royal library
at Turin (see Ovid, Fasti, iv. 949-954, ^"^ Metam. xv. 864). The
original course of the Sacra Via passed close to the temple oif Vesta;
but the road was clumsily built over in the 3rd and 4th centuries.
The chief festival in honour of Vesu, the Vestalia, was held on

the 9th of Tune (Ovid, Fasti, vi. 249), after whkh the temple was
closed for five days for a ceremonial cleansing. In private houses
tlie feast was celebrated by a meal of fish, bread and herbs, eaten,
not on the usual triclinium, but by the domestk hearth, in front 01

the effigies of the Dii Penates (Ovkl, Fasti, vi. judo-^io). The feast,

inaugurated by Augustus in honour of Vesta ralatina, was held on
the 28th of April, the anniversary of its consecration.
With regard to statues of the goddou, though the Greek Hestia

was frequently reprrsented in plastk art, yet among the Romans

* These statues appear to have been the work of a privileged class

of sculptors, who enjoyed the title of " fictores virginum vestalium
"

—an honour whkh is recorded in some of the dedicatory inscriptiotts

on the pedestals.

Ovici. Tristia, ill 29.
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Vesta appears to have been larely to treated The Athenian
prytaneum contained a statue of Hestia. But there was no effigy

in the Roman temple of Vesta, although one is commonly shown on
reverses (rf coins which have a reprosentation of the temple, and it

appears to have been commonly thought in Rome that a statue of
VesU did exist inside her shrine—a misuke which Ovid corrects

{Pastit vi. 397-300). No Roman statue now known can be certainly

considered to represent Vesta, though a very beautiful standing
figure of a female with veiled head (in the Torlonia collection) has,
with some probability, had thb name given to it.

The worship of Vesta appears to have died out slowly in the Ath
century, after the adoption of Christianity as the state relieion by
Constantine. and in 382 Gratian confiscated the Atrium Vcstae.
ZosimuB {Hist. Nov. v. 38) tells an interesting story of a visit made to
it at the end of the 4th century by Serena, the wife of the Vandal
Stilicho, who took a valuable necklace from one of the statues,
in spite of the remonstrances of an aged woman, the last survivor
of tne vestal virgins. Soon after that time the building appears to
have fallen into decay, its valuable marble linings and other orna-
ments having been stripped from its walls.

Authorities.—For the Atrium and the Aedes Vestae see Romb,
Archaeoioiy (footnote ad loc.). See also Wissowa, Relit, und Kultus
der Rdmer (1902) and authorities under Hestia. (J. H. M.; X.)

VESTBRAb* or Westcsas, a town and bishop's see of

Sweden, capital of the district (Idn) of Vestmanland, on a
northern bay of Lake Mftlar, 60 m. N.W. by W. of Stockholm
by rail. Pop. (1900) 11,999. It is a considerable industrial

centre and an important lake port. Its Gothic cathedral,

rebuilt by Birger Jarl on an earlier site, and consecrated in

127 1, was restored in 1850-1860, and again in 1896-1898. The
episcopal library contains the valuable collection of books
which Oxenstjema, the chancellor of Gustavus Adolphus,

brought away from Mainz near the end of the Thirty Years'

War. A castle commands the town from an eminence; it

was captured by Gustavus Vasa and rebuilt by him, and again

in the 17th century, and remains the seat of the provincial

government. Here Eric XIV., whose tomb is in the cathedral,

was confined (i 573-1 575). Several national diets were held in

this town, the most notable being those of 1527, when Gustavus
Vasa formally introduced the Reformation into Sweden, and

1544, when he had the Swedish throne declared hereditary in

his family. The original name of the town was Vestra Aros
(" western mouth "), in distinction from Ostra Aros, the

former name of Upsala.

VESTIBULE (from Lat. veslibulum), the architectural term
given to an antechamber next to the entrance and preceding

the hall; it is alsj applied to the anteroom of any large apart-

ment. The word is connected, like Vesta (q.v.), with the Sanscrit

root vas-, to dwell, inhabit. In medieval Latin it was occasion-

ally used, instead of vestiarium, for a vestry (seeDu Cange, Gloss.

med.UU,, S.V.), which is derived from Lat. vcstis, clothing.

VESTINI, an ancient Sabine tribe which occupied the eastern

and northern bank of the Atemus in central Italy, entered

into the Roman alliance, retaining its own independence, in

304 B.C., and issuing coins of its own in the following century.

A northerly section round Amitemimi near the passes into

Sabine country probably received the Caerite franchise soon

after. In spite of this, and of the influence of Hadria, a Latin

colony founded about 290 B.C. (Livy, Epit, xi.), the local

dialect, which belongs to the north Oscan group, survived

certainly to the middle of the 2nd century B.C. (see the in-

scriptions cited below) and probably until the Social War.
The oldest Latin inscriptions of the district are C.I.L. ix. 3521,
from Furfo with Sullan alphabet, and 3574, " litteris anti-

quissimis," but with couraverunt^ a form which, as inter-

mediate between coir- or coer- and c«f-, cannot be earlier than
100 B.c (see Latin Language). The latter inscription contains

also the forms magisl[r\es (nom. pi.) and ueci (gen. sing.), which
show that the Latin first spoken by the Vestini was not that

of Rome, but that of their neighbours the Marsi and Aequi
{qq.v.). The inscription of Scoppito shows that at the time
at which it was written the upper Atemus valley mUst be
counted Vestine, not Sabine, in point of dialect.

See further Paeligni and Sabini. and for the inscriptions and
further details, R. S. Conway, The Italic DiaUcU, pp. 258 ff., on
which this article is baaed. (R. S. C.)

VESTMENTS. The word " vestment " (Lat. tesHm^hm,
fr. wstire, to clothe), meaning generally simply an artide of
clothing, Is in the usage of the present day practically confined
to the ceremonial garments worn in public worship; in this

sense it may be used equally of the robes or "ornaments" of
the ministers or priests of any rdigbn. Ecclesiastical vest-

menu, with which the present artide is solely concerned, are
the special articles of costume worn by the officers of the
Christian Church " at all times of their ministration "—to
quote the Ornaments Rubric of the English Book of Common
Prayer, i.e. as distinct from the *' derical costume " worn in

everyday life. Ecdesiastical vestments may again be divided
into two categories: (x) liturgical vestmenu, (2) non-liturgical

vestments. Liturgical vestments, as their name implies, are
those which are especially associated with the various functions
of the liturgy. Of these again, according to the fuUy devdoped
rules of the Catholic Church, there are three dasses: (1) vest-

ments worn only at the cdebration of mass— chasuble, maniple,
pontifical gloves, pontifical shoes, the pallium and the papal
fanone and subcinctorium; (2) vestments never worn at mass,
but at other liturgical functions,such as processions,administra-
tion of the sacraments, solemn choir services, i.e. cope and
surplice; (3) vestments used at both—alb, amice, girdle, stole,

dalmatic, tunide. Non-liturgical vestments are those, e.^.

cappa magna, rochet, which have no sacral character, have
come into use from motives of convenience w as insignia

of dignity, and are worn at secular as well as ecclesiastical

ftmctions.

In the controversies as to the interpretation of the Anglican
" Ornaments Rubric " (see bdow) the term *' vestments ** has
been applied particularly to those worn at the celebration of

mass, which is what is meant when it is said that *' the
vestments " are worn at such and such a church. This restric-

tion of the term has some historical justification: in the First

Prayer Book of Edward VL the word " vestment " is used as
synonymous with but one liturgical garment—the diasuble,
the "mass vestment" par excdlence\ in the Prayer Book of

1559 "vestments" are dimituited altogether, "ornaments"
being substituted as a more comprehensive term. As to the
use of the word, it must be further stated that it is also techni-

cally applied to alur doths, the altar being "vested" in

frontal {anUpendium) and super-frontal (see Altax).
The subject of ecclesiastical vestments is not only one of

great interest from the point of view of archaeology and art,

but is also of importance, in so far as certain " ornaments "

have become historically assodated with certain doctrines on
which the opinion of the Christian world is sharply divided.

The present article can only give a brief outline of a subject as
intricate as it is vast, frequently also extremely obscure, and
rendered still more obscure by the fact that those who have
applied themsdves to it have too often done so in anything
but a scientific spirit. It will deal briefly (x) with the general
idea and the historical evolution of ecdesiastical vestments,

(2) with the vestments as at present worn (a) in the Roman
Catholic Church, (6) in the Oriental Churches, (e) in the Rdonncd
Churches, {d) in the Anglican Church. The more important
vestments are dealt with in some detail under their separate
headings; here it will only be necessary to give short descrip-

tions of those which cannot be conveniently treated separatdy.
X. The Origin and Idea ofEcclesiastical Vestments.—^The liturgical

vestments of the Cathohc Church, East and West, are ix>t, as
was at one time commonly supposed, borrowed from the sacer-

dotal ornaments of the Jewish rittxal, although the obvious
analogies of this ritual doubtless to a certain extent detexmined
their sacral character; they were developed independently out
of the various artides of everyday dress worn by dtisens of

the Graeco-Roman world under t^e Empire. The officexs of

the Church during the first few centuries of its exigence were
content to officiate in the dress of d\nl life, though thdr garments
were expected to be scrupulously dean and of decent quality.

The few scattered references in contemporary rectnrds to the

dress of the dergy all point to this as the oo^ rcoQgniied nilei%'
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Thus in the 37tlr of the so-callcd " Canons of Hippolytus " we
read: " As often as the bishops would partake of the Mysteries,

the presbyters and deacons shall gather round him clad in white,

quite particularly dean clothes, more beautiful than those of the

rest of the people." Thus, too, St Jerome, in his commentary
on Ezek. xliv. 19, says that " We, too, ought not to enter the

Holy of Holies in our eveiyday garments . . . when they have
become defiled from the use of ordinary life, but with a dean
conscience, and in dean garments, hold in our hands the

Sacrament of the Lord."

When, in Uie year 389, St Cyprian was led to martyrdom,
he wore, according to Eusebius {Hist. eccUs. iv. cap. xi), an under
tunic {linea), an upper timic (dalmaika^ tunica) and mantle
{lacema, Ityrrus). This was the ordinary type Of the dvil costume
of the tim^ The timica, a loose sack-Uke tunic with a hole for

the head, was the innermost garment worn by all classes of

Roman dtizens under the republic and empire. It was either

sleevdess (adoHum) or sleeved (tunica manicata or manukata),
and originally fell about to the knee, but later on reached to

the ankles (tunica talaris). St Augustine (De doctr. ckrist. iii.

cap. 10, n. 30) says that to wear talares ei tunicas manicaias

was a disgrace among the andcnt Romans, but that in his own
day it was no longer so considered in the case of persons of

good birth. The timica was originally of white wool, but in

the 3rd century it began to be made of linen, and ^m the

4th century was always of linen. About the 6th century the

long tunica alba went out of fashion in dvil life, but it was
retained in the services of the Church and developed into the

various forms of the liturgical alb (q.vJ) and surplice (q.v.). The
tunica dalmalica was a long, sleeved upper tunic, originating,

as iu name implies, in Dalinatia, and first becoming fashionable

at Rome in the snd century; it is the origin of the liturgical

dalmatic and tunide (see Dalmatic). Another over-dress of

the Romans was the paenula^ a doak akin to the poncho of

the modem Spaniards and Spanish Americans, i.e, a large

piece of stuff with a hole for the head to go through, hanging
in ample folds round the body. This was originally worn only

by sUves, soldiers and other people of low degree; in the 3rd

century, however, it was adopted by fashionable people as a
convenient riding or travellhig dokk; and finally, by the

sumptuary law of 383 (Cod. Theod. ziv. xo, i, ^ habitu . . .

intra urhtm) it was prescribed as t];e proper everyday dress

of senators, instead of the military chlamys, the toga being

reserved for state occasions. This was the origin of the

prindpal liturgical vestment,

the chasuble (q.v.).

As late as the 6tli century

these garments were common
both to the dergy and laity, and,

so far as their character was
concerned, were used both in

the liturgy and in everyday

life. Meanwhile, however, a
certain devdopment had taken

place. By the 4t]i century

the garments worn at liturgical

functions had been separated

from those in ordinary use,

though still identical in form.

It is in the 4th century, too,

that the first distinctive vest-

ment makes its appearance, the

inio^btMiv worn by all bishops in

the East; in the 5th century

we find this in use at Rome
tmder the name of paUiuM (q.v.)t

as the distinctive ornament of

the pope (see fig. x). About
the same time the orarium, or

stole (9.9.) , becomes fixed in

liturgical use. The main devdopment and definition of the

errlrriastiral .vestments^ , however, took place between the

Tig. 1.—Pope Honorius (d.

638). From a moaaic in
S. Agncse in Rome.

6th and the 9th centuries. The secular fashions altered with
changes of taste; but the Church retained the dress with the
other traditions of the Roman Empire. At Rome, especially,

where the popes had succeeded to a share of the power and
pretensions of the Caesars of the West, the acctmiulation of

ecclesiastical vestments symbolized a very special dignity: in

the second quarter of the 9th century the pope, whea fully

vested, wore a camisia girdled, an alb (linea) girdled, an amice
(anag<^ium), a tunide (dalmalica mtnor)^ a dalmatic (dalmatica

major), stole (orarium), chasuble (planeta) and pallium. With
the exception of the pallium, this was also the costume of

the Roman deacons. By this time, moreover, the liturgical

character of the vestments was so completdy established that

they were no longer worn instead of, but over, the osdinary

dress.

Hitherto the example of the Roman Church had exercised

no exdusive determining influence on ritual development even
in the West. The popes had, from time to time, sent the

pallium or the dalinatic—spedfically Roman vestments—as

gifts of honour to various distinguished prelates; Britain,

converted by a Roman mission, had adopted the Roman use,

and English missionaries had carried this into the newly
Christianized parts of Germany; but the great Churches of

Spain and Gaul preserved their own traditions in vestments

as in other matters. From the 9th century onwards, however,

this was changed; everywhere in the West the Roman use

ousted the regional uses.

Thb change synchronized with the revival of the Wertem Empire
under ChariemaKne, a revival which necessarily gave an impulse
to the claims 01 the see of Rome. The adoption of the Roman
liturgical dress had, however, at roost an indirect connexion with
these claims. Charlemagne was active in prescribing the adoption
of the Roman use ; but this was only as part of his general policy
in the organization of his em-

E're. A renovation of the Gal-
an Church was not the least

crying need; and, in view of
the confusion of rites (Gallican,

Gothic, Roman, Ambrosian) in

the Frankish empire, Charle-
magne recognized that this in-

novation could onlv be effectu-

ally carried out Sy a closer

connexion with Rome in ritual

as in other matters. Charle-
magne's activity in this respect
was, in effect, but the comple-
tion of a i>rocess that had been
going on since the 6th century.
Whatever effect the reinviffora-

tion of the papacy may nave
had in hastenmg the process, the
original impulse towards the
adoption of the Roman rite had
proceeded, not from Rome, but
from Spain and Gaul; it was
the natural result of the lively

intercourse between the'
Churches of these countries
and the Holy See. Nor was the
process of assimilation by any
means one-sided. If Spain and
Gaul borrowed from Rome, they
also exerdaed a redprocal influ-

ence on the Roman use; it is

intere^ng to note in this con-
nexion, that of the names of
the liturgical vestments a very large proportion are not of Roman
origin, and that the non-Roman names tended to supersede the
Roman in Rome itsdf.^

Fig. 3.—^Stigand, Archbishop of
Canterbury (1052-1070); irom
the Bayeux Tapestry. Note
the absence of the mitre, the
chasuble short or tucked up in

front, the maniple still carried
in the left hand.

* Apart from the archiepiscopal pallium, the Churches of S|Miin

and oaul had need to borrow from Rome only the dalmatic, maniple
and liturgical .^oes. On the other hand, it was from Spain and
Gaul that Rome probably received the orarium (stole) as an ensign

of the maior orders. Father Braun, to whose kindness the writer

is indebted for the above account of the causes of the ritual changes
in the Carolingian epoch, adds that the papacy was never narrow-
minded in its attitude towards local rites, and that it was not until

the dose of the middle ages, when diversity had become confusion

and worse, that it began to insist upon uniformity. Even then it

allowed those rites to survive which could prove a tradition of 300
yeark
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The period between the 9th and the 13th centuries is that

of the final developmeat of the Uturgical vestments in the

West. In the 9th century appeared the pontifical gloves; in

the loth, the milre; in the nth, the use of liturgical shoes and
stockings was reserved for cardinals and bishops. By the i2(h

century, mitre and gloves were worn by all bishops, and in

many cases they hod assumed a new ornament, the r^ionale,

a merely honorific decoration (supposed to symbolize doctrine

and wisdom), sometimes of the nature of a highly ornamental

broad shoulder collar with dependent lappets; sometimes

closely resembling the pallium; rarely a "breast-plate" on
the model of that of the Jewish high priest.^ This elaboration

of the pontifical vestments was contemporaneous with, and
doubtless partly determined by, the assimilation of the bishops

during those centuries to the type of the great feudal nobles

whose ambitions and love of pomp they shared.

In an age when, with the evolution of the feudal organiza-

tion of society, even everyday costume was becoming a uni-

form, symbolizing in material and colour the exact status of

the wearer, it was natural that in the parallel organization of

the Church the official vestments should undergo a similar

process of differentiation and definition. With this process,

which in all its essential features was completed in the nth
century, doctrinal developments had little or nothing to do,

though from the 9th century onwards liturgiologists were busy

expounding the mystic symbolism of garments which, until

their imagiiuttion set to work, had for

the most part no symbolism whatever

(see below). Yet in view of later con-

troversies, the changes made during

this period, notably in the vestments

connected with the mass, are not without

significance. Hitherto the chasuble had

been worn indififcrently by all ministers

at the eucharist, even by the acolytes;

it had been worn also at processions and
other non-liturgical functions; it was
now exalted into the mass vestment p(u

excellencCf worn by the celebrant only,

or by his immediate assistants (deacon

and subdeacon) only on very special

occasions. New vestments were de-

vised to take the place, on less solemn

occasions, of those hallowed by associa-

tion with the holy sacrifice; thus

the processional cope (g.v.) appeared in

the nth century and the surplice (g.p.)

in the 12th. A change, too, came over

the general character of vestments. Up
to the 9th century these had been very

plain, without ornament save such tra-

ditional decorations as the clavi of the

dalmatic; what splendour they had was

due to their material and the ample

folds of their draperies. But from this

time onwards they tend to become

more and more elaborately decorated

with embroidery and jeweller's work

(see, e.g, the articles Chasubus and
Cope).

Very significant, too, is the parting

of the ways in the development of

liturgical vestments in the East and
-

. , , ,
West. During the first centuries both

Sth?^*° branches of the Church had used vest-

ments substantially the same, developed

from common ori^nals; the alb, chasuble, stole and pallium

were the equivalents of the crtx^^P^ov, ittviiStov, itpfipuov and

* The rationale is worn only over the chasuble. It is now used
only by the bishops of Eichstiltt, Cracow, Paderborn and Toul,

by the special concession of various popes. See Braun, Liluri.

Gewandung, pp. 676-700.

Ftoni Braunli ZMurtiicke
Cewaitdung. by pmnmioB
o( B. Herder.

Fig. 3.—Monumental
Figure of Bishop
Johannes of LObeck
(d. 1350) in LUbeck

£)tio^6piw. While, however, between the 9th and 13th centuries,

the Western Church was adding largely to her store of vestmenis,
that of the East increased her list by but three, the ^clptov
and hniMPuaa (see Maniple) and the a6MKOs (see Dalmatic).
The living force of development In the Latin Churdi was
symbolized in her garments; the stereotyped orthodoxy of the
Greek Church in hers. With the exception oC the mitre, intro-

duced in the xsth or i6th century, the liturgical costume of

the Eastern clergy remains now practically what it was in the
9th century.

In the Western Churdi, though from the 9th century onwards
the Roman use had been the norm, considerable alterations

continued to be made in the shape and decoration of the litur-

gical vestments, and in this respect various Churches de-

veloped different traditions (see, e.g. Chasuble). The definition

Fic. 4.—Dr Henry Sever
'*' (d. 1471). From a brass

in the chapel of Merton
Collcec. Oxford. He is

vested in surplice, stole

and cope.

Fic. s.—Thomas Cranky,
Archbiah<^ of DuUm
(d. 1417)- From a brass
in New College Chapd.
Oxford. In addttioo to
the vestments shown io
fig. 3 he wears the ardii-
cpiscopal pallium.

of thdr use by the various orders of the clergy in the several

liturgical functions, however, was established by the dose of

the 13th century and still continues in force. Bdore discussing

the changes made in the various Reformed Churches, due to the

doctrinal developments of the i6th century, we may therefore

give here a list of the vestments now worn by the various orders

of clergy in the Roman Catholic Church and the Oriental

Churches.

Roman Catholic Church.—As the sacrifice of the mass is the

central mystery of the Catholic faith, so the seven <miers of

the hierarchy culminate in that of priest, who akme is em-
powered to work the daily mirade of the altar (see Oroeb,
Holy). The vestments worn by the priest when celebrating

mass are then the most important. The cassock (9.P.), which

must always be worn under the vestments, is not itself a

liturgical garment. Over this the priest, robing for mass, puts

on the amice, alb, girdle (cingulum)^ stole, maniple and chasuble.

Taking the other orders downwards: deacons wear amice, alb.

girdle, stole, maniple* and dalmatic; subdeacons, amice, alb,

girdle, maniple and tunicle; the vestment proper to the minor

orders, formerly the alb, is now the surplice or cotta. Bishops,

as belon^ng to the order of priesthood with completed powers,

wear the same vestments as the priests, with the addition of

* The stole and maniple alone are symbolical of order. Lt. ct tht
relation to the sacrifice of the mass.
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the pectoral cross, the pontifical gloves, the pontifical ring, the

litu^ical sandals and caligae, a tunide worn over the stole

and under the chasuble, and the mitre (see fig. 3). Arch-

bishops, on solemn occasions, wear the pallium over the chasuble

(see fig. 5). Bishops also carry a pastoral stafif {q.v.), as symbol

of their pastoral office. Finally, the pope, when celebrating

mass, wears the same vestments as an ordinary bishop, with

the addition of the subcinctorium (sec Alb), a dahnadc, worn

over the tunide and under the chasuble, and the oraU orfanone

(see Akice). It should

be noted that the litur-

gical head-dress of the

pope is the mitre, not

the tiara, which is the

symbol of his supreme
office i^nd jurisdiction

(seeTiAKA).
Of the kturgical vest-

ments not immediately
or exdunvdy asfodated
with the sacrifice of the
mass the most con-
spicuouB are the cope and
surplice. The biretta,

too, though not in its

origin or m some of its

uses a liturgical vest-

ment, has developed a
distinctly liturgical cha-
racter (see Birbtta).
Besides the strictly litur-

gical vestments there are
also numerous articles of

costume worn at choir
services, in processions,

or on ceremonial occa-
sions in everyday life,

which have no sacral

character; such are the

Fkom a ^Sotppaph hf Co^itigi Cane. Rome.

Fig. 6.—Pope Leo XIII. in his Vest-

ments as Supreme Pontiff.

almuce {g.v.), the cappa
«nd MMStftta (see Copb), the rochet (q.v.). the /nleolus, a skull-

cap, worn also sometimes under mitre and tiara. *''•—-' —These are

generally ensigns of dignity; their form and use varies in different

Churches, and they often represent special privileges conferred by
the popes, e.g. the ccppa of the Lateran basilica worn by the canons

of Westminster cathedral, or the almuce worn, by concession of

Pope Pius IX., by the members of the Sistine choir.

The character of the vestments, the m^hod of putting them on,

and the occasions on which they are severally to be worn, are regu-

lated with the minutest care in the Missal and the Caeremoniale.

OritrUd Churches.—k& already stated, the vestments of the

great historical Churches of the East are derived from the same
Graeco-Roman originals as those of the West, but in contra-

dbtinction to the latter they have remained practically stereo-

typed, both in character and number, for a thousand years;

in the East, however, even more than in the West the tendency

to gorgeous ornamentation has prevailed.

An Orthodox bishop, vested for the holy liturgy, wears over

his cassock—(i) the artxAptor, or alb {q.v.)\ (2) the <rirp«x4X<or,

or stole (9.9.) ; (3) the iimi, a narrow stuff girdle clasped behind,

which holds together the two vestments above named; (4) the

IrgMWcta, liturgical cuffs, corresponding, possibly, to the pon-

tifical gloves of the West;* (5) the InYordruir. a stiff lozenge-

shaped piece of stuff hanging at the right side by a ^ecc of riband

from the girdle or attached to the ohnoi, the eouivalent of the

Western maniple (9.9.): ^6) the ohtamt, like the Western dalmatic

(g.9.). worn mstcad of the ^aty^Xuw. or chasuble; (7) the

iuto^ifiwf, the equivalent of the Western pallium {q.v.). Be-
sides these, the bishop also wears a pectoral cross (^VK^Xinap)

and a medal containing a relic {*ai>iiyta). He also has a mitre

(9.9.), and carries a crozicr {fiuturUucm), a^ rather short staff

ending in two curved branches decorated with serpents' heads,

with a cross between them.
The vestments of a priest are the sticharion, epitrachelion. girdle,

epimanikia and phainolion (see Chasuble). He wears all these

vestments only at the celebration of the eucharist and on other

very solemn occasions; at other ministrations he wears only the

epitrachelion and phainolion over his cassock. A digniury in

» This is the view of Dr Adrian Fortescue {The Orthodox Eastern

Ck^ircK p. 406); according to Braun {Lit. Cewandung, p. 100) they

were originally merely the ornamental cuffs (Xwa^) of the episcopal

i^iiyT4ftH, wfaiich were detached for purposes of convenience.

nriest's orders Is distinguished by wesirii^ the epigonation; and in
Russia the use of the mitre b sometimes conceoed to distinguished
priests by the tsar. The deacon
wears tlie sticharion, without a
giriJl<\ the epimanikaa and the
or.tr LMM (d»pdptor, Lat. orarium, see
ST'Ue) hanging over his left

sh>)iil<U'r. The lesser orders wear
a ^li'irusr sticharion and an orarion
wt'imcl round it.

Ot] \i-ts solemn occasions bishops
wi.^r i;he mandyas 0>Hu>i6as), a
co,x like garment fastened at
thi' ]<.i\fer comers as well as at
thu iu^ and the kalimaukion
(coXiiMa&cior), a tall, brimless hat,
with a veil hanging down behind,
and, in place of the Suutiftof they
carry a short staff with an ivory
crosa-piece. The kalimaukion is

also worn by the other clergy in
ordinary life, and with their vest-
ments at processions, &c
The g[eneral character of the vest-

ments IS much the same in the
other Oriental rites. The stich-

arion answers to the Armenian
shabik, the Nestorian kuHna, the
Coptic tu$uah or stoicharion; the
epimanikia to the Arm. pasban
(which, however, resemble rather
the Latin maniple), the Nestorian ^
^U^^hJtn ^^%^^aZ* F»G.7.-An Orthodox Eastern
the epitrachelion to the Arnu

Patriarch in full Pontificals.
por-urar, Syrian uroro, Coptic baU *^*"*««»^ »»»«** «^ "*»"«*-»».

rashil; the girdle to the Arm. kodi, Nestorian zunro; the phainolion
to the Nestorian phaino and Arm. shurlshar, both of which are,

however, cope-shaped.* Armenian priests, bmdes. wear 4 mitre
(see MITRB, fig. 3). and a collar-like omamentprobably derived from
the apparel of the Western amice (q.v.), Tne liturgical handker-
chief, which in the Greek Church has become the epigonation, has
retained its original form in the Armenian.

The Liturgical Cohurs.
—

^In another respect the vestments of

the Eastern differ from those of the Western Church. In the

East there is no sequence of liturgical colours, nor, indeed, any
definite sense of liturgical colour at all; the vestments are

usually white or red, and stiff with gold embroidery. In the

West the custom, long universal, of marking the seasons of the

ecclesiastical year and the more prominent fasts and festivals

by the colour of the vestments of clergy and altar dates,

approximately, from the 12th century: the subject is men-
tioned (c. 1 300) in the treatise of Innocent III., Dt sacro

altaris mysterio (cap. 10), where the rules are laid down which

are stQl essentially those of the Roman Church,' though the

liturgical colours were only four, violet belonging to the category

of black—as that of mourning. Custom in this respect was,

however, exceedingly varied for a long time, numerous important

Churches having thdr own " uses," and it was not until the

time of the Reformation that the Roman use was fixed and
became the norm of the Churches of the Roman obedience.

According to the rubric of the Roman Missal itU. xviii.) the
liturgical colours arc five: white, red. green, violet, black. Though,
in the embroidery of vestments, many colours may be used, these

five above named must severally give the dominant tone of colour

on the occasions for which they are appointed. Gold brocades
or cloth-of-^old may, however, be substituted for red. green and
white, and silver for white. The following is a list of the occasions

to which the various colours are appropriated:

—

WhiU.—TnnitY Sunday, all festivals of Christ (except those

connected with the Passion), festivals of the Blessed Virgin, of the
Holv Angels and Confessors, of holy virgins and women (not being
martyrs), nativity of St John the Baptist, festivals of the chains oT

St Peter and of his see (calhrdra Petri), Conversion of St Paul, All

Saints, consecration of churches and altars, anniversary of election

and coronation of popes, and of election and consecration of bishops.

White is also worn during the octaves of^ these festivals, on
ordinary days (for which no special colour is provided) between
Easter and Whitsuntide, at certain special masses connected with

the saints falling under the above category, and at bridal masses.

* By the sub-committee of Convocation in their Report (1908)
these' vestments are wrongly classed as copes, i.e. as aerived not
from the paenula but from tne lacema or birrus (see Copb, footnote).

I The Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem seems already to
have had its canon of liturgical colours.
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White !• alio the ooloiir pioper to acnuBental pfooessioiu. and
feoenlly to ell devocioiM connected with the exposition of the
Bleaaed Secrament. At baptiint the priest wears a violet stole

during the first part of the service, i^. the exordsation then changes
it for a white one. White b worn at the funerals of children.

JSitf.—Saturday before Whitsunday, Whiuunday and its ocUve;
an festivals in commemoration of the sufferings of Christ, i.e,

festival of the instruments of the Passion, of the Precious Blood,
of the invention and elevation of the Cross; all festivals of apostles,

except those above noted; festivals of martyrs; masses for a
papal election; the Feast of the Holy Innocents, when it falls on a
Sunday (violet if <m a week-day), and its octave (alwavs red}- In
England red vestments are worn at the mass (of the Holy Spirit)

attended by the Roman Catholic
opening of term, the so-called " Red
Gnen,—Sundays and week-days between Ejriphany and Sep-

tuagesima, and between Trinity and Advent, except festivals and
thetr octaves and Ember days.
Km^—Advent; the days between Septuagestma and Maundy

Thursday; vigils that fall on fast davS| and Ember days, except
the visil before Whitsunday (red) ana the Ember days in Whitsun
week ^red). Violet vestments are also worn on days of intercession,

at votive masses of the Passion, at certain other masses of a pro-
nouncedly intercessory and penitential character, at intercessory
processions, at the blessing of candles on Candlemas Day, and at
the blessing of the baptismal water. A violet' stole b worn by the
priest when giving absolution after confession, and when administer-
ing Extreme Unction.

Black.—Masses for the dead and funeral rmnmt%ihUm of adults;
the mass of the pre-sanctified on Good Friday.^

^Betudiclion of Vestments.—In the Roman Catholic Church the

amice, alb, girdle, stole, maniple, chaauble must be iolemnly
blessed by the bishop or his delegate, the prayers and other

forms to be observed being set forth in the PontificaU (see

BENEOicndN). Other vestment»—e.g. dalmatic, tunicle,

turplice^-are sometimes blessed when used in connexion with

the sacrifice of the mass, but there is no definite rule on the

subject. The custom is vexy ancient, Father Bratm giving

evidence as to its existence at Rome as early a» the 6th century
{LUurg. Gewandungt p. 760, kc).

Mystic Meaning of Vestments.—It is clear from what has been
said above that the liturgical vestments possessed originally

no mystic symbolic meaning whatever; it was equally certain

that, as their origins were forgotten, they would develop such
a symbolic meaning. The earliest record of any attempt to

interpret this symbolism that we possess is, so far as the West
is concerned, the short exposition in the Explicatio Missae of

Germanus, bishop of Paris (d. 576), the earliest of any elabora-

tion that of Hrabanus Maurus (d. 856). From the latter's time
onward a host of liturgists took up the theme, arguing from
the form, the material, the colour and the fashion of wearing
the various garments to symbolical interpretations almost as

numerous as the interpreters themselves. The Report of the

five bishops divides them into three schools: (i) the moralizing

schoolf the Oldest, by which—as in the case of St Jerome's
treatment of the Jewish vestments—the vestments are ex-

plained as typical of the virtues proper to those who wear them;

(3) the Christological school^ i.e. that which considered the

minister as the representative of Christ and his garments as

typical of some aspects of Christ's person or ofiice

—

e.g. the stole

is his obedience and servitude for our sakes; (3) the allegorical

school, which treats the priest as a warrior or champion, who
puts on the amice as a helmet, the alb as a breastplate, and so

on. We cannot even outline here the process of selection by
which the symbolic meanings now stereotyped in the Roman
Pontifical were arrived at. These are taken from the various

schools of interpretation mentioned above, and are now
formulated in the words used by the bishop when, in ordaining

to any office, he places the vestment on the ordinand with the

appropriate words, e.g. "Take the amice, which signifies

discipline in speech," while other interpretations survive in

* In the Anglican Church, in the numerous cases when the liturgical
colours are used, these generally follow the Roman use, which was
in force Ijefore the Reformation in the important dioceses of Canter-
bury, York, London and Exeter. Some Churches, however, have
adopted the colours of the use of Salisbury (Sarum). The red
hangings of the Holy Table, usual where the liturgical colours
are not used, are also—like the cushions to support the service
x)oks—supposed to be a survival of the Sarum uic.

the prayers offered by the priest when vesting, e.g. with the
amice, " Place on my head the helmet of salvation," ftc For
the symbolic meanings of the variousvestmenU see the icparate
articles devoted to them.

Protestant Churches.—In the Protestant Chuxdies* the cus-
tom as to vestments differs widely, coireqwnding to a similar
divergence in tzadition and teaching. At the Reformation
two tendencies became apparent Luther and his foUoweis re-
garded vestments as among the adiapkora, and in the Churches
which afterwards came to be known as " Lutheran " many of
the traditional vestments were retained. Calvin, on the other
hand, laid stress on the principle of the utmost simplicity in
public worship; at Geneva the traditional vestments were
absolutely abolbhed, and the Genevan model was followed by
the Calvinistic or " Reformed " Churches throui^iout Europe.
The Church of F.ngland, in which the Lutheran and Calvinistic

points of view struggled for the mastery, a struggle which
resulted in a compromise, is separately dealt with below. At
the present day the Lutheran Churches of Denmaik and Scan-
dinavia retain the use of alb and chasuble in the celebration

of the eucharist (stole, amice, girdle and maniple were disused
after the Reformation), and for bishops the oope and mitre.

The surplice is not tiscd, the ministen conducting the ordinary
services and preaching in a black gown, of the xfith-century

type, with white bands or ruff. In Germany the Evangelical

Church (outcome of a compromise between Lutherans and
Reformed) has, in general, now discarded the old vestments.
In isolated instances {e.g. at Leipzig) the surplice is still worn;
but the pastors now usually wear a barret cap, a black gown
of the type worn by Luther himself, and white bands. In
Prussia the superintendents now wear pectoral crosses (instituted

by the emperor William II.). In the '' Refonned " Churches
the minister wears the bhuJc " Geneva " gown with bands. It

is to be noted, however, that this use has been largely dis-

continued in the modem "Free" Churches. On the other

hand, some of these have in recent times adopted the surplice^

and in one at least (the Catholic Apostolic Church) the tradi-

tional Catholic vestments have been largely revived.

Anglican Church.—^The subject of ecclesiastical vestments
has been, ever since the Reformation, hotly debated in the
Church of England. For a hundred years after the Elia-
bethan settlement the battle raged round the compubozy use
of the suzplice and square cap, both being objected to by the
extreme Calvinists or Puritazis* This question was settled

after 1662 by the secession of the Nonconformist clergy, and
no more was heard of the matter until the " Oxford movement

"

in the 19th century. At the outset the followers of Newman
and Pusey were more concerned with doctrine than with ritual;

but it was natural that a reassertion of Catholic teaching should

be followed by a revival of Catholic practice, and by the middle
of the century certain " Ritualists," pleading the letter of the

Ornaments Rubric in the Prayer Book, had revived the use

of many of the pre-Reformation vestments. Into the histocy

of the resulting controversies it is impossible to enter. Popular
passion confused the issues, and raged as violently against

the substitution of the surplice for the Geneva gown in the

pulpit as against the revival of the " mass vestments." The
law was invoked, and, confronted for the first time with the

intricacies of the Ornaments Rubric, qx>ke with an nnccxtain

voice. In 1870, however, the "vestments" were definitely

pronounced ille^ by the Privy Cotmdl (Hebbert v. Purchas),

and since the *' Ritualists " refused to bow to this decisioD,

parliament intervened with the Public Worship Regulation

Act of 1874, which set up a disciplinary machinery for enforcing

the law, and at the same time reconstituted the Cotirt of Arches

(^.r.). The recalcitrant clergy refused to obey an act passed

solely by the secular authority (convocation not having been

consulted) or to acknowledge the jurisdiction of a court which
had been robbed of its " spiritual " character. Prosecutions

* The term " Protestant " b used hete in its widest sense of those
Churches which reformed their doctrine and discipline as a result

of the religious revolution of the i6thcentury (see Reformation).
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" on tHe complaint of two parishioners " (too often qualified

ad hoc by A temporary residence) followed; and since the act

had provided no penalty save imprisonment for contempt of

court, there followed the scandal of zealous clergymen being

lodged in gaol indefinitely " for conscience' sake." This result

revolted public opinion; the bishops acquired the habit (ren-

dered easier by the personal expense involved in setting the

law in motion) of vetoing, under the power given to them in

the act, all prosecutions; and the act became a dead letter.

The " persecution " had meanwhile produced its natural

result: the use of the forbidden vestments rapidly spread;

and since there was no central authority left competent to

command obedience, every incumbent—intrenched in his

freehold as a "corporation sole"—became a law unto himself.

The outcome has been that in the Church of England, and in

many of her daughter Churches, there exists a bewildering variety

of " uses," varying from that of Sarum and that of Rome down
to the closest possible approximation to the Geneva model.

Some explanation of this state of things may be ventured.

Apart from those clergy (still the majority) who follow in

all essentials the post-Reformation traditions of the English

Church, there are three schools among those who justify the

use of the ancient " eucharistic " ^ vestments: (i) a small

number who affect to ignore the rules of the Prayer Book
altogether, on the grotmd that no local or national Church has

the right to alter the doctrines or practice of the Catholic

Church, of which they are priests in virtue of their ordination,

and whose prescriptions and usages they are in conscience

bound to follow; (2) those who maintain that the Ornaments
Rubric, in the phrase "second year of King Edward VI.,"

prescribes the ornaments in use before the first Prayer Book;

(3) those who hold that under the Rubric the ornaments pre-

scribed in the first Prayer Book are to be " had in use." The
attitude of the first group needs no comment: it makes every

priest the arbiter of what is or is not " Catholic," and is destruc-

tive of that principle of definite authority which is the very

foundation of Catholicism. The attitude of the second group

is based on a mistake as to the technical meaning of " the

second year of Edward VI.," the second Prayer Book not having

come into use till the third year.' As to the third group, their

contention seems now to be admitted, though not all its implica-

tions. What, then, are the vestments sanctioned by the Orna-

ments Rubric ? In its present form this dates from the Prayer

Book revision of i66a. It runs: " And here it is to be noted

that such ornaments of the church and of the ministers thereof

at all times of their ministration shall be retained and be in use,

as was in the Church of England by the authority of parliament

in the second year of the reign of King Edward VI." The
wording of this was taken from the last section of Elizabeth's

Act of Uniformity, prefixed to the Prayer Book of 1559. In

the Act, however, these words were added: " until other order

shall be therein taken by the authority of the Queen's Majesty,

with the advice of the Commissioners appointed and authorized

under the Great Seal of England, for causes ecclesiastical, or

of the Metropolitan." The Rubric in the Prayer Book of 1559
ran: "... the minister at the time of the Communion, and at

all other times in his ministration, shall use, &c. . . . according

to the Act of Parliament set in the beginning of this book." *

* This term is incorrect (save in the case of chasuble and maniple),
but is that commonly employed by the " High Church " clergy.

' Edward VI. came to the throne on the 28th of January 1547 ; his
" second year," therefore, lasted from the 28th of January 1548 to the
37th of January 1549. The first Prayer Book passed parliament on
the 2 1 St of January 1549, but did not receive the royal assent till

later, probably March, and was not in compulsory use till Whitsunday,
June ^th, 1549. The old rule, however, was that " every act of parlia-

ment in which the commencement thereof is not directed to be from
a specific time, doth commence from the first day of the session of
parliament in which such act is oassed " (33 Geo. III. c. 13). The
evidence is now clear that the Ruoric refers to the first Prayer Book.
This was decided in Liddellv. Westerton (1857). and is admitted in the
Report of the five bishops to Convocation on The Ornaments of the

Church and its Ministers (1908). which adduces conclusive evidence.
* This was inserted, probably by the Privy Council, as a memo-

randum or interpretation of tne clause in the Act of Uniformity.

Qearly it was the intention of the government, consisteQtIy

with the whole trend of its policy, to cover its concession to the
Protestant party dominant in the Commons by retaining some
of the outward forms of the old services until such time as it

should be expedient to "take other order." Then followed

a period of great confusion. If the " massing vestments

'

continued anywhere in use, it was not for long. Whatever the

letter of the law under the rubric, the Protestant bishops and
the commissioners made short work of

such " popish stuff " as chasubles, albs

and the like. As for copes, in some
pUces they were ordered to be worn,
and were worn at the Holy Com-
munion,^ while elsewhere they were
thrown into the bonfires with the rest.^

The difficulty seems to have been
not to suppress the chasuble, of the
use of which after 1559 not a single

authoritative instance has been ad-

duced, but to save the surplice, which
the more zealous Puritans looked on
with scarcely less disfavour. At Ust,

in 1565, Queen Elizabeth determined
to secure uniformity, and wrote to

Archbishop Parker bidding him pro-

ceed by order, injunction or censure,
" according to the order and appoint-

ment of such laws and ordinances

as are provided by act of parliament,

and the true meaning thereof, so that

uniformity may be enforced." The
result was the issue in 1566 by the

archbbhop of the statutory Advertise-

ments, which fixed the vestments of

the clergy as follows: (i) In the
ministration of the Holy Communion
in cathedral and collegiate churches,

the principal minister to wear a cope,

with gospeller and epistoler agreeably;* at all other prayers to

be said at the Communion table, to use no copes but surplices;

(2) the dean and prebendaries to wear surplice and hood;

(3) every minister saying public prayers, or ministering the

sacraments, to wear " a comely surplice with sleeves."

This has been decided by the judicial committee of the
Privy Council {Hebbert v. Purchase 1870; Ridsdak v. Clifton,

1877) to have been the "other order" contemplated in the

Act of Uniformity of Elizabeth, and it was held that from this

time the cope and surplice alone were legal vestments in the

Church of England. The authority of the Advertisements

,

indeed, was and is disputed; but their lordships in their judg-

ment pointed out that they were accepted as authoriutive

by the canons of 1603 (Can. 24 and 58), and argued convincingly

that the revisers of the Prayer Book in 1662, in restoring the

Tomlinson (The Prayer Book, Articles and Homilies, p. 122 seq;)

argues that this was a " fraud rubric " inserted without authority,
and utterly perverting the meaning of the proviso in the Act of
Uniformity. This argument is dealt with in the bishop's Report, p. 66.

* Resolutions of 1561, " Item that there be used only but one
apparel; as the cope in the ministration of the Lord's Supper."
See Report, p. 68.

* See Machyn's Diar^ (Camden Soc. 42; London, 18^8), p. 208,
for St Bartholomew's day. 1559: "All the roods, and Manes and
Johns, and many other of the church goods, both copes, crosses,

censers, altar cloths, rood cloths, books, banners, . . . with much
other gear about London." were " burned with great wonder."

Vet later the cope seems to have been authoritatively pro>
scribed with the rest. In the i4 cts of the Privy Council ( 1 578-1 580).
p. 208. is the following entry: "A letter to Sir Walter Ashton,
Knight, Mr. Deane of Lichefield. etc . . . touching certaine copes,

vestments, tunicles and such other Popishe stuflie informed by
letter from the Dean of Lk:heficld to be within the cathedral churche
of Uchefield ; they ... are required to assemblo themselves
together in the towne of Lichefield and to cause the said Popishe
stuffe to be sought out and brought before them, and thereupon to
deface the same . . . and to see the same effectuallie done, and
thereof to advertise their Lordships."

Fig. 8.—Anriican Priest

in CassocK, Surplice,

and Narrow Black
Scarf. Brass of Wil-
liam Dye (d. 1567) at
Westerham, Kent.
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rubric of 1559, had no idea of legalixing any vestments other

than those in customary use under the AdvartisementSf and the

canons (cf. Repifrt of sub-committee of Convocation, pp. 48, 49).

The law, then, is perfectly clear, so far as two decisions of

the highest court in the realm can make it so. But apart

from the faa that the authority of the Privy Council, as not

being a " spiritual " court, is denied by many of the clergy,

no one claims that its decisions are irreversible in the hght

of fresh evidence.

Thirty years after the Ridsdale judgment, the ritual confusion

in the Church of England was worse than ever, and the old

id^l expressed in the Acts of Uniformity had given place to a
desire to sanctify with some sort of authority the parochial
" uses " which had grown up. In this respect the dominant
opinion in the Church, intent on compromise, seems to have
been expressed in the Report presented in 1908 to the con-

vocation of the province of Canterbury by the sub-committee

of five bishops appointed to investigate the matter, namely, that

under the Ornaments Rubric the vestments prescribed in the

first Prayer Book of Edward VI. are permitted, if not enjoined.

Even if this be so, the question arises, what vestmenU were

prescribed in the Prayer Book of X549? It has been commonly
assumed, and the assumption has been translated into practice,

that the rubrics of 1549 prescribed the use of all the old " mass
vestments." This, however, is not the case. In the short

rubric before the communion service the celebrating priest is

directed to " put upon him ... a white alb plain with a

vestment or cope," while the assisting priests or deacons are

to wear " albs with tunides." in the additional explanatory

notes at the end of the book, after directions as to the wearing

of surplice and hood in quire, in cathedral and collegiate

churches (they are not made obligatory elsewhere), bishops

are directed to wear, besides the rochet, a surplice or alb,

and a cope or vestment, with a pastoral staff borne either by
themselves or their chaplains.^ Thus the alternative use of

cope or chasuble (vestment) is allowed at the celebration of

Holy Commimion—an obvious compromise; of the amice,

girdle {cingulum), maniple and stole there is not a word,* and
the inference to be drawn is that these were now disused. The
cingulum, indeed, which symbolized chastity {i.e. celibacy),

would naturally have been discarded now that the clergy were

allowed to marry, while the stole had become intimately

associated with the doctrine of holy orders eUborated by the

medieval schoolmen and rejected by the Reformers (see

Order, Holy). If this be so, the case is exactly parallel

with that of the Lutheran Churches which, about the same
time, had discarded all the " mass vestments " except the alb

and chasuble. It becomes, then, a question whether the

present-day practice of many of the clergy, ostensibly based on

the rubric of 1549, is in fact covered by this. The revived

use of the stole is the most curious problem involved; for

this, originally due to a confusion of this vestment with the

* There is no mention of mitre, gloves, dalmatic, tunicle, sandals

and caligae, which were presumably discontinued.

» It has been argued that the term " vestment " covers all these.

The Report of to<^ (Appendix A, p. 109) says cautiously that the

word " may perhaps in some cases stand for the chasuble with the

amice, stole and fanon, the alb being mentioned separately," but
adds that " very many of the instances commonlyr cited for this

{e.g. those in Essays on Ceremonial, p. 246) are quite inconclusive, as
' vestment ' is often a convertible term with ' chasuble ' ; and it

does not seem to be at all conclusively established that ' vestment

'

with ' alb ' mentioned seftarately, and ' cope ' given as an alterna-

tive, in a document with the precision and directive force of a
RubriC; means more than the actual chasuble." Father Braun
(Die Itturg. Gewandung in der Englischen Staatskircke) endorses
this opinion. He gives reasons for believing that in the Church of

Eneland, under the first Prayer Book, as in the Lutheran Churches,
while chasuble and alb were retained, stole, maniple, amice and
girdle were discontinued. With this the bishop of Exeter {Orna-
ments Rubric, p. 30) would seem to agree, when he says that " the
customs of the present day do not fully accord with any reason-
able interpretation of the rubric. The stole, now nearly universal,
is only covered by the rubric if the word ' vestment ' be taken
to include it (a very dubious point), and then only at Holy Com-
munion."

traditional Anglican Uack scarf, has now become all but luai*

versal among the clergy of all schools of thought (see Stole).
The five bishops in their Report, tracing the various vestments

to their origins, conclude that they are meaningless in them-
selves, and therefore things indifferent. This appears gravely
to misread history. The chasuble and the rest, whatever their
origin, had become associated during the middle ages with
certain doctrines the rejection of which at the Reformation
was symbolized by their disuse.* Their revival has proceeded
pari passu with that of the doctrines with which they have
long since become associated. With the truth or falsehood
of these doctrines we are not here concerned, but that the
revived vestments are chiefly valued because of their doctrinal
significance the clergy who use them would be the last to
deny. Nor is the argument that they are a visible manifesta-
tion of the continuity of the Church anything but a double-
edged weapon, for, as Father Braun pertinently asks, if these
be their symbolism, of what was their disuse in the Church of
England for nigh on 300 years a symbol?^

In 1910 the question of the " permissive use of vestments,*'

in connexion with that of the revision of the Prayer Book
generally, was still tmder discusdon in the (invocations of the
two provinces. But there was little chance that any change
in the rubric, even in the improbable event of its receixang

the sanction of parliament, would produce any appreciable

effect. It is often forgotten that "extreme" ritual is no
longer an " mnovation " in the English Church; it has become
the norm in a large number of parishes, and whole generations
of Church people have grown up to whom it is the only
familiar type of Christian worship. To attempt to *' enforce

the law " (whatever the law may be) would, therefore, seriously

wound the consciences of a large number of people who are

quite unconscious of having broken it. Formally to legalize

the minimum enjoined by the rubrics of 1549 would, on the
other hand, offend the " ProtesUnt " section of the Church,
without reconciling those who would be content with nothing
short of the Catholic maTimum.

.\i Til irH.LTiL-s—Ail previous ^orks on vestments have been
lar:. k Kij|,eT^*,-.fir..C hy F:ulicr Jo^t-ph Braun's Du lUurgiuke Ce-
«?<!,. M'.t: I En iLiif^i lrn-U]L'^t:aLj, Ti[ii>7), a monument of careful and
pai >-i LJ^ani: n-'-iviu}]. |; i rcJ i j ^^J >' illustrated. Thu contains a list of
mrli ^ il w,itu.r^ .111 I lie bu]j_'i,Lif, ATii'ther of the inventories used by
thi- ,M,i.hi.r, ;kii.l ..ni," tit m.".rc [in^.Jem works. W. B. Marriott's
V* ':if4;jr?( Chmii-iiiUTn i[i.Hi.j^), [h.iugh it must now be read with
can L. ii, is sitll oj mui.h v^iluc, notably the second part, which
gii n uvTs («iih trdn^-l-iri'mt.) <!

^ sissages bearing on the subject
takcii Iroirt eifly and meUicva) writers^ ifcith many interesting

plates. Of other works may be mentioned Mgr L. Duchesne's
Ongines du eulte chretien (Paris, 1903), and especially C. Rohaulc
de TIeury's La Messe (Paris. 1883-89). See also F. X. Kraus,
Reaiencyklopadte der cknsUtchen AUertumer (Freiburg-i.-B.. 1882.
1886); Smith and Cheetham, DuL of Cknsttan Antiquities (ed.

1893) and Tke Lalkotic Encyclopedia (New York. 1907 onwards).
For the vestment question m the Church of England see the

Report of the sub-committee of Convocation on Tke Ornaments ef tke

Ckurck and its Ministers (1908): Hierurgia Angjitcana, documents
and extracts illustrative of the ceremonial of the Anglican Church
after the Reformation, new ed. revised and enlarged by Vernon
Staley (1902-3); J. T. Tomlinson. Tke Prayer Book, Articles aid
Homilies (1897), a polemical work from the Protestant point of
view, but scholarlv and based on a mass of contenvpcvary
authorities to which references are given; the bishop of Exeter,
Tke Ornaments Rubric (London, 1901). a pamphlet. For the legal

aspect of the question see G. J. Talbot, Modem Decisions on Ritual

(London, 1894). (W. A. P.)

•This is also the view taken by Father J. braun, S.J., in hi*

paper on liturgical dress in the Church of England, contributed
to Stimmen aus Mana-Laack (1910. Heft 7, Freiburg-im-Bre>sgau).

In this he criticizes the bishops Report in a sympathetic spirit, but
points out how intimately the symbolism of the vestments had
become associated with the doctrine of the Sacrifice of the Ma», and
how k>gical was the action of the Reformers in rejeaing cer^in of

these vestments.
* He sees in the revival of " vestments " " an enervetic condemna-

tion of the English Reformation." He adds that this is, of course,

unintentional (aUerdings okne das sein su voUen). A more intimate

acquaintance with the language commonly used by manv of the

more extreme " Ritualists '^ would have shown him that there has

been, and is, no lack of such intention.
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VESTRIS. OAETANO APPOUNO BALDASSARB (173^
x8o8), French ballet dancer, was born in Florence and made
his dibut at the Op6ra in 1749- By 1751 his success and his

vanity had grown to such a point that he is reported to have

said, "There are but three great men in Europe—the king

of Prussia, Voltaire and I." He was an excellent mimic as

well as dancer. From 1770 to 1776 he was master and com-
poser of ballets, retiring, in favour of Noverre, with a pension.

Two other pensions fell to him, when he gave up his positions

of first dancer and of first dancer of court ballets, amounting
in all to 9200 livres. Vcstris married a dancer, Anna Heind
(i 753-1808), of German origin, who had a wonderful success

at the Opfra. He reappeared at the age of seventy-one on the

occasion of his grandson's dibul. By the dancer Mile. Allard,

Vestris had a son, Marie Auguste Vestris Allard (1760-1843),

also a ballet dancer, who surpassed his father, if possible, in

both talent and vanity. His son, Auguste Armand Vestris

(b. c 1795), who took to the same profession, made his dibut at the

Op^ra in 1800, but left Paris for Italy and never reappeared in

France. Gaetano's brother, Angelo Vestris (1730-1809), married

Marie Rose Gourgaud, the sister of the actor Dugazon (q.v.),

VESTRIS, LUCIA EUZABETH (1797-1856), English actress,

was born in London in January 1797, the daughter of Gaetano
Stefano Bartolozzi (1757-1821) and granddaughter of Fran-

cesco Bartolozzi, the engraver. In 1813 she married Auguste

Armand Vestris (sec above), who deserted her four years

later. With an agreeable contralto voice and a pleasing face

and figure, Madame Vestris had made her first appearance in

Italian opera in the title-rdle of Peter Wmter's // ratio di

Proserpina at the King's Theatre in 181 5. She had an im-

mediate success in both London and Paris, where she played

Camille to Talma's Horace in Horace. Her first hit in English

was at Drury Lane in James Cobb's (1756-1818) Siege of Bel-

grade (1820). She was particulariy a favourite in " breeches

parts," like Cherubino in the Marriage of Figaro, and in Don
Giovanni, and with such introduced songs as " Cherry Ripe,"
" Meet me by moonlight alone," " I've been roaming," etc.

In 1831, having accumulated a fortune, she became lessee of

the Olympic Theatre, and began the presentation of a series

of burlesques and extravaganzas for which she made this

house famous. She married Charies James Mathews in 1838,

accompanying him to America and aiding him in his subsequent

managerial ventures. Her bst appearance (1854) was for his

benefit in an adaptation of Madame de Girardin's La Joie fait

peur, called Sunshine through Clouds, and she died in London

on the 8th of August 1856. Her musical accomplishments

and education were not sufficient to distinguish her in grand

opera, and in high comedy she was only moderately successful

But in plays like Loan of a Lover, Paul Pry, Naval Engagements,

etc., she was delightfully arch and bewitching.

VESTRY (O. Fr. vestiaire, Lat. vesiiarium, a wardrobe), a

place or room adjoining a church, where the vestments of the

minister are kept. Hence the name applied to an assembly

of the parishioners, usually convened in the vestry, to transact

the business of the parish. In populous parishes it obtains by

custom in some, and by the " Adoptive " Vcsirics Act 1831 in

others, to choose yearly a select number of parishioners, called

a " select vestry," to manage the concerns of the parish. (See

Parish.)

VBSUVIANITB, a rock-forming mineral of complex com-

potttion. It is a basic calcium and aluminium silicate con-

^^^^ aining small amounts of iron, magnesium, water,

/t^jT'p Sk fluorine, etc., and sometimes boron; the ap-

^Yl n proximate formula b HsCa»(Al,Fe)3Si,0ii. It

crystallizes in the tetragonal system, but often

exhibits optical anomalies, and the optical sign

varies from positive to negative. Well-devel-

oped crystals are of frequent occurrence. They

^LJ-y—J^ usually have the form of four- or eight-sided^ ^ prisms terminated by the basal planes (c) and
pyramid-planes (^ in fig.); the prism-planes are vertically

Striated and the basal planes smooth and bright. Crystals are

transparent to translucent, vitreous In lustre and vary
in colour from brown to green; a sky-blue variety, called

cyprine, owes its colour to the presence of a trace of copper.

The specific gravity is 3*4 and the hardness 6}. The name
vesuvianite was given by A. G. Werner in 1795, because fine

crystals of the mineral are found at Vesuvius; these are brown in

colour and occur in the ejected limestone blocks of Monte Somma.
Several other names have been applied to this species, one of

which, idocrase of R. J. Hafiy (1796), is now in common use.

Vesuvianite is typically a mineral of contact-metamorphic origin,
occurring most frequently in crystalline limestones at their contact
with igneous rock-masses; it also occurs in serpentine, chlorite-
schist and gneiss, and is usually associated with garnet, dtopside.
woUastonite, &c. Localities which have yielded fine crystallized
specimens are the Ala valley near Turin, Piedmont, Monte Somma
(Vesuvius), Monzoni in the Fassa valley. Tirol. Achroatovsk near
Zlatonst in the Urals, the River Wilui district near Lake Baikal in
Siberia (" wiluite "), Christiansand in Norway, &c. When found in
transparent crystals of a good green or brown colour it is occasionally
cut as a gem-stone. A compact variety, closely resembling jade in
appearance, has been used as an ornamental stone. (L. J. S.)

VESUVIUS (also Vesevus in ancient poets), a volcano rising

from the eastern margin of the Bay of Naples in Italy, about

7 m. E.S.E. of Naples, in the midst of a region which has
been densely populated by a civilized community for more than
twenty-five centuries. Hence the mountain has served as a
type for the general popular conception of a volcano, and its

history has supplied a large part of the information on which
geological theories of volcanic action have been based. The
height of the mountain varies from time to time within limits

of several hundred feet, according to the effects of successive

eruptions, but averages about 4000 ft. above sea-level (in

June 1900, 4275 ft., but after the eruption of 1906 considerably

less). Vesuvius consists of two distinct portions. On the north-

ern side a lofty semicircular cliff, reaching a height of 3714 ft.,

half encircles the present active cone, and descends in long
slopes towards the plains below. This precipice, known as Monte
Somma, forms the wall of an andent prehistoric crater of vastly

greater size than that of the present volcano. The continuatbn
of the same wall round its southern half has been in great

measure obliterated by the operations of the modem vent, which
has built a younger cone upon it, and is gradually filling up the

hoUow of the prehistoric crater. At the time of its greatest

dimensions the volcano was perhaps twice as high as it is now.
By a colossal eruption, of which no historical record remains,

the upper half of the cone was blown away. It was around this

truncated cone that the early Greek settlers fotmded their little

colonies.

At the beginning of the Christian era, and for many previous

centuries, no eruption had been known to take place from the

mountain, and the volcanic nature of the locality was perhaps
not even suspected by the inhabitants who planted their vine-

yards along its fertile slopes, and built their numerous villages

and towns around its base. The geographer Strabo, however,
detected the probable volcanic origin of the cone and drew
attention to its dndery and evidently fire-eaten rocks. From
his account and other references in classical authors we gather

that in the first century of the Christian era, and probably for

hundreds of years before that time, the sides of the mountain
were richly cultivated, as they are still, the vineyards being of

extraordinary fertility. The wine they produce is known as
Lacrimae Christi. But towards the top the upward growth of

vegetation had not concealed the loose ashes which still remained
as evidence of the volcanic nature of the place. On this barren

summit lay a wide flat depression, surrounded with rugged

walls of rock, which were festooned with wild vines. The present

crater-wall of Monte Somma is doubtless a relic of that time. It

was in this lofty rock girt hollow that the gladiator Spartacus

was besieged by the praetor Claudius Pulcher; he escaped by
twisting ropes of vine branches and descending through un<

guarded fissures in the crater-rim. A painting found in Pompeii

in 1879 represents Vesuvius before the eruption {Notixie dtgli

scavi, 1880, pi. vii.).

After centuries of quiescence the volcanic energy began agtin
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to aiAnifcst itself in a sncoessbn of earthquakes, which spread

alann throogh Campania. For some sixteen years after 63
these convulsions continued, doing much damage to the sur-

rounding towns. At Pompeii, for example, among other de-

vastation, the temple of Isis was shaken into ruins, and, as an
inscription records, it was rebuilt from the foundations by the

munificence of a private dtixen. On the 34th of August 79
the earthquakes, which had been growing more violent, culmi-

nated in a tremendous explosion of Vesuvius. A contemporary

account of this event has been preserved in two letters of the

youngec Pliny to the historian Tadtus. He was staying at

Misenum with his unde, the dder Pliny, who was in command
of the fleet. The latter set out on the afternoon of the 24th to

attempt to rescue people at Herculaneum, but came too late, and
went to Stabiae, where he spent the night, and died the following

morning, suffocated by the poisonous fumes which were ex-

haled from the earth. This eruption was attended with great

destruction of life and property. Three towns are known to

have been destroyed—Herculaneum at the western base of the

volcano, Pompeii on the south-east side, and Stabiae, still farther

south, on the site of the modem Castdlamare. There is no evi-

dence that any lava was emitted during this eruption. But the

abundant steam given off by the volcano seems to have con-

densed into copious rain, which, mixing with the light volcanic

dust and ash, gave rise to torrents of pasty mud, that flowed

down the slopes and overwhelmed houses and villages. Hercu-
laneum is bdieved to have been destroyed by these "water
kvas," and there is reason to suppose that similar materials

filled the cellars and lower parts of Pompeii. Comparing the

statements of Pliny with the facts still observable in the district,

we perceive that this first recorded eruption of Vesuvius bdongs
to that phase of volcanic action known as the paroxysmal, when,
after a longer or shorter period of comparative tranquillity, a
volcano rapidly resumes its energy and the partially filled-up

crater is deared out by a succession of tremendous explosions.

For nearly fifteen hundred years after the catastrophe of 79
Vesuvius remained in a condition of less activity. Occasional

eruptions are mentioned, e.g. in a.d. 203, 473 and 685, and nine in

the middle ages down to 1500. None, however, was of equal im-
portance with the first, and their details are given vagudy by
the authors who allude to them. By the end of the 1 5th century

the mountain had resumed much the same general aspect as it

presented bdore the eruption described by Pliny. Its crater-

walls, some 5 m. in circumference, were hung with trees and
brushwood, and at their base stretched a wide grassy plain, where
cattle grazed and the wild boar lurked in the thickets. The
central tract was a lower plain, covered with loose ashes and
marked by a few pools of hot and saline water. At length,

after a series of earthquakes lasting for six months and gradu-
ally increasing in violence, the volcano burst into renewed
paroxysmal activity on the x6th of December 163 x. Vast

douds of dust and stones, blown out of the crater and funnd oF
the volcano, were hurled into the air and carried for hundreds
of miles, the finer partides falling to the earth even in the Adri-
atic and at Constantinople. The douds of steam condensed
into copious torrents, which, mbgling with the fine ashes, pro-

duced muddy streams that swept far and wide over the plains,

reaching even \o the foot of the Apennines. Issuing from the
flanks of the mountain, several streams of lava flowed down
towards the west and south, and reached the sea at twdve or

thirteen different points. Though the inhabitants had been
warned by the earlier convulsions of the mountain, so swiftly

did destruction come upon them that x8,ooo are ^d to have
lost their lives.

.Since this great convulsion, which emptied the crater, Vesuvius
has never again rdapsed into a condition of total quiescence.

At intervals, varying from a few weeks or months to a few years,

it has broken out into eruption, sometimes emitting only steam,
dust and scoriae, but frequently also streams of lava. The
years 1766-^7, X779, X794, xSas, X872 and 1906' were marked by
special activity. The last completely altered the aspect of the
cone, considerably reducing its height.

The modem cone of the mountain has been built up by suc-

cessive discharges of lava and fragmentary materials round a
vent of emption, which lies a little south of the centre of the

prehistoric crater. The southem segment of the andent cone,

answering to the semicircular wall Of Somma on the north side,

has been admost concealed, but is st^l traceableamong the younger
accumulations. The numerous deep ravines which indented the
sides of the prehistoric volcano, and still form a marked feature

on the outer slopes of Somma, have on the south side served
as channeb to guide the currents of lava from the younger
cone. But they are gradually being filled up there and will

ultimatdy disappear under the sheets of molten rock that from
time to time rush into them from above. On one of the ridges

between these radiating valleys an observatory for watching
the progress of the volcano was established by the Neapolitan
government, and is still supported as a national instituU'on. A
continuous record of each phase in the volcanic changes has
been taken, and some progress has been made in the study of

the phenomena of Vesuvius, and in prognosticating the occur-

rence and probable intensity of eruptions. The foot of the cone
is reached from Naples by electric railway, and thence a wire-

rope railway (opened in x88o) carries visitors to within 150 yds.

of the mouth of the crater.

See John Phillips, Vesuvius (1869) ; Pompei « la Rtrtone Satter-
rata dai Vesuvio tuW Anno 79 (Naples, 1879); L. Palmieri. Vestmo
e la sua Storia (Milan. 1880): H. J. Johnstone-Lavis, " The Geology
of Monte Somma and Vesuvius " (1884), in Quart. Joum. Cni.
Soc. vol. xl. p. 85: I. L. Lobley. Mount Vesunus (L.ondon, 1889):
F. Furchhcim. BibOogfafia del Vesumo (Naples, 1897); T, McK.
Hughes. " Herculaneum," in Proc, Comb. Anita. Soe. No. xlviii.

p. 25 (Cambridge, 1908). (A. Ge.; T. As.)
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